
From: Denise Northrup
To: Mary Fallin
Subject: FW: Ritze: Health Care Exchange is Path to Socialized Medicine
Date: Friday, April 15, 2011 10:46:00 AM
Attachments: Ritze, Mike.jpg

 
 

From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 10:32 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz
Subject: Fw: Ritze: Health Care Exchange is Path to Socialized Medicine
 
FYI
 
From: Ray Carter [mailto:carterra@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 10:15 AM
To: Ray Carter <carterra@okhouse.gov> 
Subject: Ritze: Health Care Exchange is Path to Socialized Medicine 
 

 
Oklahoma House of Representatives

Media Division
April 15, 2011

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Contact: State Rep. Mike Ritze
Capitol: (405) 557-7338
 

Ritze: Health Care Exchange is Path to Socialized Medicine
 
OKLAHOMA CITY – State Rep. Mike Ritze said today that he opposes any and all attempts
to create a health care exchange in Oklahoma, regardless of whether or not state officials
accept a $54 million federal grant.
            “As the House author of the state question that Oklahomans passed last November to
opt-out of ObamaCare, I feel this new exchange proposal is the same old path to socialized
medicine,” said Ritze, R-Broken Arrow. “The free market can adopt this approach and we do
not need any government involvement with an exchange, especially at the cost of one million
state dollars that we do not have.”
            He noted that Utah’s exchange model has already failed, along with those established
in Massachusetts, Oregon and Tennessee, costing millions of tax dollars.
            Ritze, a physician and surgeon, said state lawmakers should focus on opening up the
health care system to free market forces.
            “Senator Brown and I introduced Senate Bill 57 to open up the free market of health
care to make buying health care insurance the same as purchasing homeowner’s or car
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insurance. Under that measure, Oklahoma would enter compacts to allow citizens to shop for
insurance across state lines. There are more than 100 health care companies available, but we
are federally mandated and restricted to only purchase from four to six in Oklahoma. Japan,
in contrast, has more than 5,000 health care insurance companies to choose from. Increased
competition will lead to lower prices and better products.”
            Ritze noted that he also introduced House Bill 1276 this session. The legislation
would nullify ObamaCare in Oklahoma.
            “Oklahoma and 12 other states have had legislation introduced to nullify
ObamaCare,” Ritze said. “I think it is the appropriate action to take considering how many
Americans oppose the federal health care law.”
 

-30-
 
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from
disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone
else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and
unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail transmission received
as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of
this e-mail or its attachments. Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer
virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or
recourse against the House by doing so.
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From: Jesse Mahan
To: jesse.a.mahan-1
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network
Date: Friday, April 15, 2011 12:59:25 AM

 

From: Jesse Mahan
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 12:58 AM
To: mollyprice@ou.edu
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma Health Insurance Private
Enterprise Network

 

From: Governor Fallin Press
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:04 PM
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma Health Insurance Private
Enterprise Network

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 14, 2011

State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma
Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network

OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today joined other state leaders in announcing that
Oklahoma will establish a Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network to prevent the
establishment of a federal health care exchange in Oklahoma. 

Working together, leaders were able to address concerns expressed by some by adding specific
safeguards into the legislation that will prevent the implementation of a federal health care
exchange while creating an Oklahoma-based health insurance network.  The Health Insurance
Private Enterprise Network, based on a concept by the conservative Heritage Foundation and
legislation passed by the Oklahoma Legislature in 2009, will increase access to affordable,
private, portable health insurance plans through a free market-based network that offers choice
and competition to consumers.  The network will be governed by a board consisting of a
majority of members from the private sector and chaired by the Insurance Commissioner.  The
network will be funded through state or private resources. The state will not accept the $54
million Early Innovator Grant.
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Governor Mary Fallin:  “I’m pleased to announce this agreement that accomplishes my goal
from the very beginning:  stopping the implementation of the president’s federal health care
exchange in Oklahoma. We have addressed concerns expressed by implementing strict
safeguards to prevent the implementation of the federal health care exchange while definitively
laying out the framework for a free market-based network that will empower consumers by
providing a place for individuals, families and small businesses to shop for affordable, quality
health insurance plans.”

House Speaker Kris Steele:  “Health care coverage is not a one-size-fits-all issue. We need to
make all options available to the people. The goal is to equip Oklahomans with the information
necessary to make wise decisions. The network will provide a user-friendly tool intended to help
people identify a health plan that best fits their individual needs.”

Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman:  “This private enterprise network not only
offers the people of Oklahoma more options when buying insurance, it will serve as a defensive
strategy that protects Oklahoma from the federal health care law.  This is Oklahoma’s solution
and federalism at work.  Our plan is based on the principals of the free market; it will not limit
participation, it will increase competition among private plans and offer consumers the ability to
shop for their best option.” 

 

###
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From: Jesse Mahan
To: mollyprice
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network
Date: Friday, April 15, 2011 12:58:22 AM

 

From: Governor Fallin Press
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:04 PM
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma Health Insurance Private
Enterprise Network

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 14, 2011

State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma
Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network

OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today joined other state leaders in announcing that
Oklahoma will establish a Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network to prevent the
establishment of a federal health care exchange in Oklahoma. 

Working together, leaders were able to address concerns expressed by some by adding specific
safeguards into the legislation that will prevent the implementation of a federal health care
exchange while creating an Oklahoma-based health insurance network.  The Health Insurance
Private Enterprise Network, based on a concept by the conservative Heritage Foundation and
legislation passed by the Oklahoma Legislature in 2009, will increase access to affordable,
private, portable health insurance plans through a free market-based network that offers choice
and competition to consumers.  The network will be governed by a board consisting of a
majority of members from the private sector and chaired by the Insurance Commissioner.  The
network will be funded through state or private resources. The state will not accept the $54
million Early Innovator Grant.

Governor Mary Fallin:  “I’m pleased to announce this agreement that accomplishes my goal
from the very beginning:  stopping the implementation of the president’s federal health care
exchange in Oklahoma. We have addressed concerns expressed by implementing strict
safeguards to prevent the implementation of the federal health care exchange while definitively
laying out the framework for a free market-based network that will empower consumers by
providing a place for individuals, families and small businesses to shop for affordable, quality
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health insurance plans.”

House Speaker Kris Steele:  “Health care coverage is not a one-size-fits-all issue. We need to
make all options available to the people. The goal is to equip Oklahomans with the information
necessary to make wise decisions. The network will provide a user-friendly tool intended to help
people identify a health plan that best fits their individual needs.”

Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman:  “This private enterprise network not only
offers the people of Oklahoma more options when buying insurance, it will serve as a defensive
strategy that protects Oklahoma from the federal health care law.  This is Oklahoma’s solution
and federalism at work.  Our plan is based on the principals of the free market; it will not limit
participation, it will increase competition among private plans and offer consumers the ability to
shop for their best option.” 

 

###
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: Re: House Democrats Puzzled by Gov. Fallin"s Flip-Flop on Pres. Obama"s Healthcare Plan
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 5:21:09 PM

Yep

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 14, 2011, at 4:09 PM, "Alex Weintz" <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

> I agree. Add katie's addition to aarons quote and send
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Katie Altshuler
> Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 03:52 PM
> To: Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz
> Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Alex Gerszewski
> Subject: RE: House Democrats Puzzled by Gov. Fallin's Flip-Flop on    Pres. Obama's Healthcare Plan
>
> I think we want to say there has been no flip flop on obamacare - she voted against it and has
always been against it.
>
> Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
> Office of Governor Mary Fallin
> 2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
> Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
> 405.521.2342
> katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
>
>
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Aaron Cooper
> Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 3:48 PM
> To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
> Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Alex Gerszewski
> Subject: FW: House Democrats Puzzled by Gov. Fallin's Flip-Flop on Pres. Obama's Healthcare Plan
>
> Do we want to respond to this? 
>
> Possible response:  "As Governor Fallin has stated all along, her ultimate goal has been to prevent the
implementation of the president's federal health care exchange in Oklahoma and the Health Insurance
Private Enterprise Network will do just that while offering a free market-based network to increase
access to affordable health insurance for Oklahoma families and small businesses."
>
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Barbara Hoberock [mailto:Barbara.Hoberock@tulsaworld.com]
> Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 3:41 PM
> To: Aaron Cooper
> Subject: Fwd: House Democrats Puzzled by Gov. Fallin's Flip-Flop on Pres. Obama's Healthcare Plan
>
> Does Fallin want to respond to this?
> -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
> Each week 70% of Tulsa area adults read the Tulsa World (Scarborough Research 2010 R2).
> To subscribe, call (918) 582-0921.
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>
> ______________________________________________________________________
> This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
> For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
______________________________________________________________________
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: Re: House Democrats Puzzled by Gov. Fallin"s Flip-Flop on Pres. Obama"s Healthcare Plan
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 4:09:20 PM

Yes, no flipflopping

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 03:52 PM
To: Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: RE: House Democrats Puzzled by Gov. Fallin's Flip-Flop on      Pres. Obama's Healthcare Plan

I think we want to say there has been no flip flop on obamacare - she voted against it and has always
been against it.

Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

-----Original Message-----
From: Aaron Cooper
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 3:48 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: FW: House Democrats Puzzled by Gov. Fallin's Flip-Flop on Pres. Obama's Healthcare Plan

Do we want to respond to this? 

Possible response:  "As Governor Fallin has stated all along, her ultimate goal has been to prevent the
implementation of the president's federal health care exchange in Oklahoma and the Health Insurance
Private Enterprise Network will do just that while offering a free market-based network to increase
access to affordable health insurance for Oklahoma families and small businesses."

-----Original Message-----
From: Barbara Hoberock [mailto:Barbara.Hoberock@tulsaworld.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 3:41 PM
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fwd: House Democrats Puzzled by Gov. Fallin's Flip-Flop on Pres. Obama's Healthcare Plan

Does Fallin want to respond to this?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Each week 70% of Tulsa area adults read the Tulsa World (Scarborough Research 2010 R2).
To subscribe, call (918) 582-0921.

______________________________________________________________________
This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
______________________________________________________________________
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Craig Perry; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: Meeting with the Governor
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 2:35:22 PM

They were contemplating a second release and have since decided not to.

We don't have time for a meeting right now, but you can tell regretful freshmen that you will pass
the message along.
 
From: Craig Perry 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 02:32 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler 
Subject: Re: Meeting with the Governor 
 
Just spoke with Rep. Nollan (one of "the 12") and she is very regretful and wants to express her
regrets to the Governor about the press release. 

 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:52 PM
To: Craig Perry; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler 
Subject: RE: Meeting with the Governor 
 
Shocker – Jamison faught printing something factually incorrect??? Omg!
 

From: Craig Perry 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:52 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: Meeting with the Governor
 
That's inaccurate. Not all of them voted for it. Vaughn voted no and Dustin Roberts walked the vote. 
 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:49 PM
To: Craig Perry; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler 
Subject: RE: Meeting with the Governor 
 
From Muskogee politico:
 
12 freshmen Republican legislators issued a press release last night encouraging the state to
return or not accept any federal money associated with ObamaCare and the controversial 'early
innovator' grant. This was apparently prompted by the backlash and uproar over the House
passage of HB2130. Ironically, each of the twelve legislators in the press release voted for
HB2130, despite the fact that many of the points made in their press release were made by
opponents of HB2130 before these twelve voted for the bill.

 

From: Craig Perry 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:27 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
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Subject: Re: Meeting with the Governor
 
Aaron Stiles was bragging about "freshman leadership" earlier today and he has been pretty vocal. 

 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:24 PM
To: Craig Perry; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler 
Subject: RE: Meeting with the Governor 
 
Fyi – its my opinion that we make them sweat this one out. I want to know who the ringleader is –
and if its randy, I want to know.
 

From: Craig Perry 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:59 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Fw: Meeting with the Governor
Importance: High
 

 
From: Randy Grau [mailto:Randy.Grau@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:55 AM
To: Craig Perry 
Cc: Elise Hall <Elise.Hall@okhouse.gov>; Josh Cockroft <Josh.Cockroft@okhouse.gov>; Jadine Nollan
<Jadine.Nollan@okhouse.gov>; Rusty Farley <Rusty.Farley@okhouse.gov>; Marty Quinn
<Marty.Quinn@okhouse.gov>; Steve Vaughan <Steve.Vaughan@okhouse.gov>; Dustin Roberts
<Dustin.Roberts@okhouse.gov>; Sean Roberts <Sean.Roberts@okhouse.gov>; Aaron Stiles
<Aaron.Stiles@okhouse.gov>; Dennis Casey <Dennis.Casey@okhouse.gov>; Tom Newell
<Tom.Newell@okhouse.gov> 
Subject: Meeting with the Governor 
 
Hi Craig-
I, along with some other freshman representatives, would like to have an opportunity to meet
with the Governor briefly to discuss the “Early Innovator” grant.  As you know, several GOP
freshman, most of who support the Oklahoma health insurance exchange, issued a statement
encouraging the rejection of the federal funds.  Our intent was simply to make record of our
opinion.  Unfortunately, some have interpreted this statement as singling out our Governor or
standing in opposition to her.  This was not the intent and we would like the opportunity to
confirm our support of the Governor and commitment to her leadership.  Please “reply all” to
let us know when she may be available, and thank you in advance for your help with this
issue.
 
Most sincerely,
Randy  
 
Representative Randy Grau
Oklahoma House of Representatives District 81
2300 N. Lincoln Blvd. Room 324
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
(405) 557-7360
Randy.Grau@okhouse.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: going out in 5 minutes
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:54:00 PM

k
 

From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:52 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Alex Weintz
Subject: going out in 5 minutes
 
 
 

State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma
Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today joined other state leaders in announcing
that Oklahoma will establish a Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network to prevent the
establishment of a federal health care exchange in Oklahoma. 
 
Working together, leaders were able to address concerns expressed by some by adding
specific safeguards into the legislation that will prevent the implementation of a federal health
care exchange while creating an Oklahoma-based health insurance network.  The Health
Insurance Private Enterprise Network, based on a model by the conservative Heritage
Foundation and legislation passed by the Oklahoma Legislature in 2009, will increase access
to affordable, private, portable health insurance plans through a free market-based network
that offers choice and competition to consumers.  The network will be governed by a board
consisting of a majority of members from the private sector and chaired by the Insurance
Commissioner.  The network will be funded through state or private resources. The state will
not accept the $54 million Early Innovator Grant.
 
Governor Mary Fallin:  “I’m pleased to announce this agreement that accomplishes my
goal from the very beginning:  stopping the implementation of the president’s federal health
care exchange in Oklahoma. We have addressed concerns expressed by implementing strict
safeguards to prevent the implementation of the federal health care exchange while
definitively laying out the framework for a free market-based network that will empower
consumers by providing a place for individuals, families and small businesses to shop for
affordable, quality health insurance plans.”
 
House Speaker Kris Steele:  “Healthcare coverage is not a one-size-fits-all issue. We need
to make all options available to the people. The goal is to equip Oklahomans with the
information necessary to make wise decisions. The network will provide a user-friendly tool
intended to help people identify a health plan that best fits their individual needs.”
 
Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman:  “This private enterprise network not only
offers the people of Oklahoma more options when buying insurance, it will serve as a
defensive strategy that protects Oklahoma from the federal healthcare law.  This is
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Oklahoma’s solution and federalism at work.  Our plan is based on the principals of the free
market; it will not limit participation, it will increase competition among private plans and
offer consumers the ability to shop for their best option.” 
 
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Craig Perry; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Meeting with the Governor
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:52:00 PM

Shocker – Jamison faught printing something factually incorrect??? Omg!
 

From: Craig Perry 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:52 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: Meeting with the Governor
 
That's inaccurate. Not all of them voted for it. Vaughn voted no and Dustin Roberts walked the vote. 
 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:49 PM
To: Craig Perry; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler 
Subject: RE: Meeting with the Governor 
 
From Muskogee politico:
 
12 freshmen Republican legislators issued a press release last night encouraging the state to
return or not accept any federal money associated with ObamaCare and the controversial 'early
innovator' grant. This was apparently prompted by the backlash and uproar over the House
passage of HB2130. Ironically, each of the twelve legislators in the press release voted for
HB2130, despite the fact that many of the points made in their press release were made by
opponents of HB2130 before these twelve voted for the bill.

 

From: Craig Perry 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:27 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: Meeting with the Governor
 
Aaron Stiles was bragging about "freshman leadership" earlier today and he has been pretty vocal. 

 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:24 PM
To: Craig Perry; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler 
Subject: RE: Meeting with the Governor 
 
Fyi – its my opinion that we make them sweat this one out. I want to know who the ringleader is –
and if its randy, I want to know.
 

From: Craig Perry 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:59 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Fw: Meeting with the Governor
Importance: High
 

 
From: Randy Grau [mailto:Randy.Grau@okhouse.gov] 
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Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:55 AM
To: Craig Perry 
Cc: Elise Hall <Elise.Hall@okhouse.gov>; Josh Cockroft <Josh.Cockroft@okhouse.gov>; Jadine Nollan
<Jadine.Nollan@okhouse.gov>; Rusty Farley <Rusty.Farley@okhouse.gov>; Marty Quinn
<Marty.Quinn@okhouse.gov>; Steve Vaughan <Steve.Vaughan@okhouse.gov>; Dustin Roberts
<Dustin.Roberts@okhouse.gov>; Sean Roberts <Sean.Roberts@okhouse.gov>; Aaron Stiles
<Aaron.Stiles@okhouse.gov>; Dennis Casey <Dennis.Casey@okhouse.gov>; Tom Newell
<Tom.Newell@okhouse.gov> 
Subject: Meeting with the Governor 
 
Hi Craig-
I, along with some other freshman representatives, would like to have an opportunity to meet
with the Governor briefly to discuss the “Early Innovator” grant.  As you know, several GOP
freshman, most of who support the Oklahoma health insurance exchange, issued a statement
encouraging the rejection of the federal funds.  Our intent was simply to make record of our
opinion.  Unfortunately, some have interpreted this statement as singling out our Governor or
standing in opposition to her.  This was not the intent and we would like the opportunity to
confirm our support of the Governor and commitment to her leadership.  Please “reply all” to
let us know when she may be available, and thank you in advance for your help with this
issue.
 
Most sincerely,
Randy  
 
Representative Randy Grau
Oklahoma House of Representatives District 81
2300 N. Lincoln Blvd. Room 324
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
(405) 557-7360
Randy.Grau@okhouse.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Craig Perry; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Meeting with the Governor
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:49:00 PM

From Muskogee politico:
 
12 freshmen Republican legislators issued a press release last night encouraging the state to
return or not accept any federal money associated with ObamaCare and the controversial 'early
innovator' grant. This was apparently prompted by the backlash and uproar over the House
passage of HB2130. Ironically, each of the twelve legislators in the press release voted for
HB2130, despite the fact that many of the points made in their press release were made by
opponents of HB2130 before these twelve voted for the bill.

 

From: Craig Perry 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:27 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: Meeting with the Governor
 
Aaron Stiles was bragging about "freshman leadership" earlier today and he has been pretty vocal. 

 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:24 PM
To: Craig Perry; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler 
Subject: RE: Meeting with the Governor 
 
Fyi – its my opinion that we make them sweat this one out. I want to know who the ringleader is –
and if its randy, I want to know.
 

From: Craig Perry 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:59 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Fw: Meeting with the Governor
Importance: High
 

 
From: Randy Grau [mailto:Randy.Grau@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:55 AM
To: Craig Perry 
Cc: Elise Hall <Elise.Hall@okhouse.gov>; Josh Cockroft <Josh.Cockroft@okhouse.gov>; Jadine Nollan
<Jadine.Nollan@okhouse.gov>; Rusty Farley <Rusty.Farley@okhouse.gov>; Marty Quinn
<Marty.Quinn@okhouse.gov>; Steve Vaughan <Steve.Vaughan@okhouse.gov>; Dustin Roberts
<Dustin.Roberts@okhouse.gov>; Sean Roberts <Sean.Roberts@okhouse.gov>; Aaron Stiles
<Aaron.Stiles@okhouse.gov>; Dennis Casey <Dennis.Casey@okhouse.gov>; Tom Newell
<Tom.Newell@okhouse.gov> 
Subject: Meeting with the Governor 
 
Hi Craig-
I, along with some other freshman representatives, would like to have an opportunity to meet
with the Governor briefly to discuss the “Early Innovator” grant.  As you know, several GOP
freshman, most of who support the Oklahoma health insurance exchange, issued a statement
encouraging the rejection of the federal funds.  Our intent was simply to make record of our
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opinion.  Unfortunately, some have interpreted this statement as singling out our Governor or
standing in opposition to her.  This was not the intent and we would like the opportunity to
confirm our support of the Governor and commitment to her leadership.  Please “reply all” to
let us know when she may be available, and thank you in advance for your help with this
issue.
 
Most sincerely,
Randy  
 
Representative Randy Grau
Oklahoma House of Representatives District 81
2300 N. Lincoln Blvd. Room 324
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
(405) 557-7360
Randy.Grau@okhouse.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Craig Perry; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Meeting with the Governor
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:24:00 PM

Fyi – its my opinion that we make them sweat this one out. I want to know who the ringleader is –
and if its randy, I want to know.
 

From: Craig Perry 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:59 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Fw: Meeting with the Governor
Importance: High
 

 
From: Randy Grau [mailto:Randy.Grau@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:55 AM
To: Craig Perry 
Cc: Elise Hall <Elise.Hall@okhouse.gov>; Josh Cockroft <Josh.Cockroft@okhouse.gov>; Jadine Nollan
<Jadine.Nollan@okhouse.gov>; Rusty Farley <Rusty.Farley@okhouse.gov>; Marty Quinn
<Marty.Quinn@okhouse.gov>; Steve Vaughan <Steve.Vaughan@okhouse.gov>; Dustin Roberts
<Dustin.Roberts@okhouse.gov>; Sean Roberts <Sean.Roberts@okhouse.gov>; Aaron Stiles
<Aaron.Stiles@okhouse.gov>; Dennis Casey <Dennis.Casey@okhouse.gov>; Tom Newell
<Tom.Newell@okhouse.gov> 
Subject: Meeting with the Governor 
 
Hi Craig-
I, along with some other freshman representatives, would like to have an opportunity to meet
with the Governor briefly to discuss the “Early Innovator” grant.  As you know, several GOP
freshman, most of who support the Oklahoma health insurance exchange, issued a statement
encouraging the rejection of the federal funds.  Our intent was simply to make record of our
opinion.  Unfortunately, some have interpreted this statement as singling out our Governor or
standing in opposition to her.  This was not the intent and we would like the opportunity to
confirm our support of the Governor and commitment to her leadership.  Please “reply all” to
let us know when she may be available, and thank you in advance for your help with this
issue.
 
Most sincerely,
Randy  
 
Representative Randy Grau
Oklahoma House of Representatives District 81
2300 N. Lincoln Blvd. Room 324
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
(405) 557-7360
Randy.Grau@okhouse.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Craig Perry; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Meeting with the Governor
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 11:23:00 AM

A little late
 

From: Craig Perry 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:59 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Fw: Meeting with the Governor
Importance: High
 

 
From: Randy Grau [mailto:Randy.Grau@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:55 AM
To: Craig Perry 
Cc: Elise Hall <Elise.Hall@okhouse.gov>; Josh Cockroft <Josh.Cockroft@okhouse.gov>; Jadine Nollan
<Jadine.Nollan@okhouse.gov>; Rusty Farley <Rusty.Farley@okhouse.gov>; Marty Quinn
<Marty.Quinn@okhouse.gov>; Steve Vaughan <Steve.Vaughan@okhouse.gov>; Dustin Roberts
<Dustin.Roberts@okhouse.gov>; Sean Roberts <Sean.Roberts@okhouse.gov>; Aaron Stiles
<Aaron.Stiles@okhouse.gov>; Dennis Casey <Dennis.Casey@okhouse.gov>; Tom Newell
<Tom.Newell@okhouse.gov> 
Subject: Meeting with the Governor 
 
Hi Craig-
I, along with some other freshman representatives, would like to have an opportunity to meet
with the Governor briefly to discuss the “Early Innovator” grant.  As you know, several GOP
freshman, most of who support the Oklahoma health insurance exchange, issued a statement
encouraging the rejection of the federal funds.  Our intent was simply to make record of our
opinion.  Unfortunately, some have interpreted this statement as singling out our Governor or
standing in opposition to her.  This was not the intent and we would like the opportunity to
confirm our support of the Governor and commitment to her leadership.  Please “reply all” to
let us know when she may be available, and thank you in advance for your help with this
issue.
 
Most sincerely,
Randy  
 
Representative Randy Grau
Oklahoma House of Representatives District 81
2300 N. Lincoln Blvd. Room 324
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
(405) 557-7360
Randy.Grau@okhouse.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Aaron Cooper; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: draft 2 - exchange joint release
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 8:40:00 AM

The “enhance competition” part seems awkward right before “for families”  perhaps enhance
transparency and information?
 

From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 8:27 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Subject: draft 2 - exchange joint release
 
Please review.
 
 

State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma-
based Health Insurance Exchange

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today joined other state leaders in announcing
an agreement has been reached regarding the framework for an Oklahoma-based Health
Insurance Exchange. 
 
The leaders announced new legislation that specifically states Oklahoma’s health insurance
exchange will be based on free-market principles in order to increase access and enhance
competition for families and small business in the health insurance markets.  The bill also
states the Oklahoma-based exchange is being created to prevent the establishment of a
federal health insurance exchange in Oklahoma and that funding for the design and
implementation of the exchange will come from state resources.
 
Governor Mary Fallin:  “This agreement addresses concerns raised by the Senate while
definitively laying out the framework for what has been our goal all along:  preventing
Washington from forcing a federally designed exchange on Oklahoma. This agreement
strengthens our efforts to design a free market-based exchange that will empower consumers
by providing a place for families and small businesses to shop for affordable, quality health
insurance plans.”
 
(Speaker, PPT, Doak quotes)
 

Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Freshman GOP Representatives Encourage Return of Federal "Obamacare" Funds
Date: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 7:16:20 PM

Hope they don't need help w/reelections
 
From: Andrew Silvestri 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 05:12 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup 
Subject: Re: Freshman GOP Representatives Encourage Return of Federal "Obamacare" Funds 
 
Gotta love freshmen! 
 
From: Ray Carter [mailto:carterra@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 05:02 PM
To: Ray Carter <carterra@okhouse.gov> 
Subject: Freshman GOP Representatives Encourage Return of Federal "Obamacare" Funds 
 

 
Oklahoma House of Representatives

Media Division
April 13, 2011

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Contact info below
 

Freshman GOP Representatives Encourage
Return of Federal “Obamacare” Funds

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Freshman Republican representatives are encouraging state officials
to not accept federal funds promised to Oklahoma under an “Early Innovator” grant
authorized by the federal Affordable Care Act.
            In February, the House approved HB 2130, which establishes a state health insurance
exchange.  The bill did not include a provision to accept or deny the $54M grant.
            “What we voted for was a free-market exchange based on choice and competition,
which will ultimately lower health care costs,” said Rep. Randy Grau, R-Edmond.  “We did
not vote to accept federal money that may require us to set up a federal health care system.”
            “Since the vote on HB 2130, it has become increasingly apparent that we cannot
accept this money without also accepting the strings attached to it,” said Rep. Elise Hall, R-
Oklahoma City.  “It is time to go on record that we do not want this money, but instead, we
want to set up an exchange that is right for Oklahoma, not Washington D.C.”
            “We join Senator Tom Coburn and many conservative organizations in supporting
health insurance exchanges like that established in Utah,” said Rep. Tom Newell, R-
Seminole.  “But we think it is important to sever any ties to Obamacare, which means that the
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federal funds need to be rejected.”
            “The idea of an exchange based upon free-market principles comes from the Heritage
Foundation, a leading conservative think tank,” said Rep. Sean Roberts, R-Hominy.  “The
idea was around before President Obama, but it appears he is now trying to use exchanges to
push federal health care.”
            “We will continue to work with the Governor and House leadership in promoting
Oklahoma health care solutions, not Washington D.C. solutions,” said Rep. Marty Quinn, R-
Claremore.
            “Many of us in the House campaigned on the platform of free market principles. If we
accept federal money with strings attached, we are going back on our word,” said Rep. Josh
Cockroft, R-Tecumseh. “It is time for us to sever any ties to Obamacare and allow the private
sector to thrive under these free market principles.”
            “I strongly support the private sector and oppose Obamacare and the use of federal
money for a health care exchange,” said Rep. Dennis Casey, R-Morrison.
            “The state must learn to stop accepting federal money and let Oklahomans take care
of Oklahoma,” said Rep. Aaron Stiles, R-Norman.
            “The attachment of the federal money and its link to federal health care was not fully
recognized before the vote on the exchange,” said Rep. Dustin Roberts, R-Durant.
            “Clarification of the issue seems to tie federal grant money to the Obamacare effort,”
said Rep. Jadine Nollan, R-Sand Springs.  “I support an Oklahoma health insurance exchange
without any federal ties.”
 
For further comment:
Contact: State Rep. Randy Grau                    Contact: State Rep. Josh Cockroft
Capitol: (405) 557-7360                                  Capitol: (405) 557-7349
 
Contact: State Rep. Dennis Casey                  Contact: State Rep. Rusty Farley
Capitol: (405) 557-7344                                  Capitol: (405) 557-7363
 
Contact: State Rep. Elise Hall                                    Contact: State Rep. Tom Newell
Capitol: (405) 557-7403                                  Capitol: (405) 557-7372
 
Contact: State Rep. Jadine Nollan                  Contact: State Rep. Marty Quinn
Capitol: (405) 557-7390                                  Capitol: (405) 557-7380
 
Contact: State Rep. Dustin Roberts               Contact: State Rep. Sean Roberts
Capitol: (405) 557-7366                                  Capitol: (405) 557-7322
 
Contact: State Rep. Aaron Stiles                    Contact: State Rep. Steve Vaughan
Capitol: (405) 557-7386                                  Capitol: (405) 557-7355
 

-30-
 
 
 
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt
from disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this
email by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any
disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in
reliance on it, is prohibited and unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not
warrant any e-mail transmission received as being virus free, and disclaims any
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liability for losses or damages arising from the use of this e-mail or its attachments.
Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer virus exposure by opening
or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or recourse against
the House by doing so.
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From: Governor Info 
Brett Thomas To: 

Subject: FW: No taxpayer funding of Pla nned Parenthood and ObamaCare 
Wednesday, April 13, 2011 1:02:00 PM Date: 

From: info@aclj.org [mailto:info@aclj.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, Apri l 13, 2011 12:28 PM 
To: Governor Info 
Subject: No taxpayer funding of Planned Parenthood and ObamaCare 

Dear gov ok, 

4/13/2011 

Planned Parenthood abortions wi ll kill, on average, 36 babies in the next hour. Do 
you wonder how many YOUR taxes are paying for? 

Every year, $363 million in tax dollars go to Planned Parenthood. That's about one
third of their $1+ billion budget. 

But Congress could - and should - put a stop to it. And today, we could 
actually see it happen. 

I have just signed the ACLJ's PETITION to defund planned parenthood and 
ObamaCare. and I urge you to do the same. 

Here's the situation : To avoid a massive shut-down of the federal government, 
Republican House Speaker John Boehner forced Senate Democrat Leader Harry Reid 
to do something he said he would never do: permit a vote on defunding Planned 
Parenthood. Now, the nation's largest abortion provider is the focal point in the 
Senate. 

At the same t ime, as pro-abortion ObamaCare undergoes numerous court challenges, 
there's new momentum in the Senate to defund th is troubling measure as well. 

This isn't j ust about saving money. It's also about saving lives. At a t ime when 
Congress is grappling with out-of-control spending and budget cuts, it 's t ime to stop 
the deeply offensive use of America's tax dollars to cause the deaths of helpless 
babies. 

Stand with the American Center for Law and Justice to help save the lives of babies. 
It's t ime for the federal government to get out of the abortion business - stop 
funding Planned Parenthood and pro-abortion ObamaCare. 

To ensure that you continue to receive e-mails from the ACU , 
please add jsekulow@aclj.org t o your address book. 

American Center for Law and Justice 
P.O. Box 90555, Washington, D.C. 20090-0555 

Phone: {800) 296-4529 
Copyright© 2011, ACU 

Privag & SecurR Polig I ReWstration I Foiward to a Friend I Join ACU 
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The ACLI is an organization dedicated to the defense of constitutional liberties secured by law. 

American Center for Law and Justice is a d/b/ a for Christian Advocates Serving Evangelism, Inc., a tax-exempt, not- for- profit, 
religious corporation as defined under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, specifically dedicated to the ideal that 
religious freedom and freedom of speech are inalienable, God -given rights. The Center's purpose is to engage legal, legislative 
and cultural issues by implementing an effective strategy of advocacy, education and litigation to ensure that those rights are 
protected under the law. The organization has participated in numerous cases before the Supreme Court, Federal Court of 
Appeals, Federal District Courts, and various state courts regarding freedom of religion and freedom of speech. Your gift is very 
much appreciated and fully deductible as a charitable contribution. A copy of our latest financial report may be obtained by writing 
to us at P.O. Box 450349, Atlanta, GA 31145-0349. 

As always, let us know of threats to freedom in your area by calling (757) 226- 2489. And tune in to our daily radio program, 
"Jay Sekulow Live!" 

Do not respond t o this e-mail for any reason. 

Legal requests sent t o this address will not be answered. Legal requests must be submitted at 
https:Uwww.aclj.om/Contact/ . 

For technical problems of any type, contact the tech support staff by visiting www.aclLora/help. Please provide all the information 
requested. Please do not use this for general correspondence as it goes to a technical support area. 
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From: Denise Northrup
To: "Glen.Mulready@okhouse.gov"; "thompsont@oksenate.gov"; "brejcha@oksenate.gov"; Katie Altshuler;

"Jonathan.Buxton@okhouse.gov"; "brian.downs@okhouse.gov"; "gary ";
"Mark.McCullough@okhouse.gov"

Subject: Re: Insurance Exchange costs
Date: Monday, April 11, 2011 2:28:14 PM

We just have to have suitable language to put in the bill and 150/hr doesn't cut it.
 
From: Glen Mulready [mailto:Glen.Mulready@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2011 02:26 PM
To: 'thompsont@oksenate.gov' <thompsont@oksenate.gov>; brejcha@oksenate.gov
<brejcha@oksenate.gov>; Katie Altshuler; Jonathan Buxton <Jonathan.Buxton@okhouse.gov>; Brian
Downs <Brian.Downs@okhouse.gov>; Denise Northrup; gary
<gary ; Mark McCullough <Mark.McCullough@okhouse.gov> 
Subject: RE: Insurance Exchange costs 
 
I know this group pretty well.  I worked with Phil Lebhertz 4 or 5 years ago in the establishment of their

“Matrix”.  This laid out for all 50 states health insurance options, public and private, that were available

to the uninsured.  Back then, it was a book he had published.  He has now adapted this due to the

PPACA.  This is a starting point, but from what I know of what they have developed, it is only a starting

point….and the pricing estimate should be take n as such.  

I have known Phil and have some spoken with him at a couple of events. 

GM

 

From: Trait Thompson [mailto:Thompsont@lsb.state.ok.us] 
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2011 2:50 PM
To: brejcha@oksenate.gov; 'Katie Altshuler'; Jonathan Buxton; Brian Downs; 'Denise Northrup';
gary ; Glen Mulready; Mark McCullough
Subject: Insurance Exchange costs
 
Rick Farmer from the Insurance Dept sent me this information on costs this weekend.  I’m passing it

along for your perusal.

 

Trait

 

From: Rick Farmer [mailto:Rick.Farmer@oid.ok.gov] 
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2011 8:44 PM
To: Thompsont@lsb.state.ok.us
Cc: Mike Rhoads
Subject: Fwd: OK Insurance Exchange
 

Trait:

We have a proposal from a non profit.  Of course, there could be many other groups who
would provide similar service.  The proposal does mention costs but is not very explicit.  It
seems like they have a lot of the work already done, so it might be cheap.  I was not able to
reach this group all weekend and they are on west coast time, so we will probably not have
an estimate by the end of the day on Monday.  I will let you know as soon as we have
something.
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thanks,
Rick
 
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt
from disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this
email by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any
disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in
reliance on it, is prohibited and unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not
warrant any e-mail transmission received as being virus free, and disclaims any
liability for losses or damages arising from the use of this e-mail or its attachments.
Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer virus exposure by opening
or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or recourse against
the House by doing so.
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Nico.Gomez@okhca.org; Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; TerryC@health.ok.gov; Juliek@health.ok.gov
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Story
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2011 3:41:55 PM

Yep

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 9, 2011, at 3:39 PM, "Alex Weintz" <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

> Looks good to me
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org]
> Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 03:34 PM
> To: Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz
> Cc: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; TerryC@health.ok.gov <TerryC@health.ok.gov>;
Juliek@health.ok.gov <Juliek@health.ok.gov>
> Subject: RE: Early Innovator Story
>
> Thoughts before I hit send???
>
> __________________________________
>
> Ziva,
>
> In your story on the early innovator grant published in the early bird edition of the Sunday
Oklahoman (early bird headline: Does insurance website plan violate bidding laws?) - I thought I made
it clear that the existing relationship with HP was competitively bid and the exchange piece is being bid
out separately but the vendor must be able to connect to the system that HP built. I am extremely
disappointed because the allegations in this story are extremely inaccurate and misleading. I understand
that you are not responsible for the headline that questioned the legality of our process. However, I
stand firm that the agency has in no way committed any unethical or illegal activities related to the early
innovator grant and its relationship to HP. There is and has been no pre-selection of any of our
vendors.
>
> Unfortunately, it was reported with this paragraph. "It also states that a contractor for the system,
Hewlett-Packard Enterprise Systems, already has been chosen, apparently without competitive bidding."
That statement is a complete contradiction to what I said in our response, "HP Enterprise System is
listed as one of the existing contractors because they are currently the agency’s fiscal agent having
been recently awarded a competitive bid for the agency’s Medicaid Management Information Systems
(MMIS). The grant proposal builds upon the OHCA’s current SoonerCare online enrollment system,
which was built and is maintained by the existing contract with HP Enterprise Services."
>
> Again, HP, as an extension of our competitively bid Medicaid Management Information System, helped
us build our online enrollment program as a part of the previous MMIS contract. It was a project that
began more than three years ago. This project underwent rigorous federal review. We were very open
and transparent in our grant application that this was a key part of our existing infrastructure and that
is why we listed in the grant because it was an existing project with a vendor. In fact, we firmly believe
it is our existing progress in our online enrollment program that made us an attractive and successful
grant applicant.
>
> I respectfully request a retraction or correction of this point.
>
> Cordially,
> Nico Gomez
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> Deputy CEO
>
>
>
> Here are the questions and responses to the Tulsa World questions regarding HP and the early
innovator grant.
>
> 7.     The application states that ``one of the contractors for the OHIEP will be Hewlett Packard
Enterprise Systems.’’ Shouldn’t that be something that is put out to competitive bid? How were they
chosen? What other contractors were considered?
>
> The grant proposal differentiates between technologies already in place versus new technology sought
via competitive bid. HP Enterprise System is listed as one of the existing contractors because they are
currently the agency’s fiscal agent having been recently awarded a competitive bid for the agency’s
Medicaid Management Information Systems (MMIS). The grant proposal builds upon the OHCA’s current
SoonerCare online enrollment system, which was built and is maintained by the existing contract with
HP Enterprise Services. The new functionality will be competitively bid, and must interface with that
existing system. Oklahoma will issue three competitive bids under this grant. The first request for
proposal will seek a consultant to provide expertise, development and options for Oklahoma’s exchange.
The second request for proposal will seek technical expertise and development of systems solutions for
the interfaces with public programs as well as creation of standardized formats. The third request for
proposal will seek identification of requirements for systems, financial and operational aspects of
Oklahoma’s Exchange.  Approximately 97 percent of the grant funds will be competitively bid.
>
> 8.     HP and its lobbyists gave $8,100 to lawmakers and also spent $1,000 on meals for lawmakers
and other state officials last year. Was that lobbying an attempt to win the contract for this exchange?
>
> The agency is not in position to speak for HP or their motives. The OHCA has enjoyed a long
relationship with this company and their predecessor, EDS, as they have successfully won a competitive
bid twice now to become the state Medicaid program fiscal agent and have helped create our agency’s
online enrollment program.
>
> ________________________________________
> From: Glenn Coffee [Glenn.Coffee@gov.ok.gov]
> Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 3:23 PM
> To: Alex Weintz
> Cc: Katie Altshuler; Nico Gomez; Denise Northrup; TerryC@health.ok.gov; Juliek@health.ok.gov
> Subject: Re: Early Innovator Story
>
> Agree.
>
> Sent from my iPad
>
> On Apr 9, 2011, at 2:42 PM, "Alex Weintz" <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov> wrote:
>
>> I don't think it can hurt at this point
>>
>> ----- Original Message -----
>> From: Katie Altshuler
>> Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 12:45 PM
>> To: 'nico.gomez@okhca.org' <nico.gomez@okhca.org>; Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Glenn
Coffee; 'TerryC@health.ok.gov' <TerryC@health.ok.gov>; 'Juliek@health.ok.gov'
<Juliek@health.ok.gov>
>> Subject: Re: Early Innovator Story
>>
>> I think you should respond, but that is just me! Katie
>>
>> ----- Original Message -----
>> From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org]
>> Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 11:41 AM
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>> To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; 'TerryC@health.ok.gov'
<TerryC@health.ok.gov>; 'Juliek@health.ok.gov' <Juliek@health.ok.gov>
>> Subject: Early Innovator Story
>>
>> In Ziva Branstetter's story on the early innovator grant published in the early bird edition of the
Sunday Oklahoman (early bird headline: Does insurance website plan violate bidding laws?) - I thought
we made it clear that the existing relationship with HP was competitively bid and the exchange piece is
being bid out separately but the vendor must be able to connect to the system that HP built. I would
like to respond but I wanted to counsel with Alex or anyone else first. I am extremely frustrated
because I think this is extremely inaccurate and misleading.
>>
>> Unfortunately, it was reported with this paragraph. "It also states that a contractor for the system,
Hewlett-Packard Enterprise Systems, already has been chosen, apparently without competitive bidding."
It was modified a bit with Julie's and my responses at the end of the story.
>>
>> Here are the questions and responses to the Tulsa World questions regarding HP and the early
innovator grant.
>>
>> 7.     The application states that ``one of the contractors for the OHIEP will be Hewlett Packard
Enterprise Systems.’’ Shouldn’t that be something that is put out to competitive bid? How were they
chosen? What other contractors were considered?
>>
>> The grant proposal differentiates between technologies already in place versus new technology
sought via competitive bid. HP Enterprise System is listed as one of the existing contractors because
they are currently the agency’s fiscal agent having been recently awarded a competitive bid for the
agency’s Medicaid Management Information Systems (MMIS). The grant proposal builds upon the
OHCA’s current SoonerCare online enrollment system, which was built and is maintained by the existing
contract with HP Enterprise Services. The new functionality will be competitively bid, and must interface
with that existing system. Oklahoma will issue three competitive bids under this grant. The first request
for proposal will seek a consultant to provide expertise, development and options for Oklahoma’s
exchange. The second request for proposal will seek technical expertise and development of systems
solutions for the interfaces with public programs as well as creation of standardized formats. The third
request for proposal will seek identification of requirements for systems, financial and operational
aspects of Oklahoma’s Exchange.  Approximately 97 percent of the grant funds will be competitively
bid.
>>
>> 8.     HP and its lobbyists gave $8,100 to lawmakers and also spent $1,000 on meals for lawmakers
and other state officials last year. Was that lobbying an attempt to win the contract for this exchange?
>>
>> The agency is not in position to speak for HP or their motives. The OHCA has enjoyed a long
relationship with this company and their predecessor, EDS, as they have successfully won a competitive
bid twice now to become the state Medicaid program fiscal agent and have helped create our agency’s
online enrollment program.
>>
>> Thanks,
>> Nico
>> 
>>
>> ________________________________________
>> From: Alex Weintz [Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov]
>> Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 12:54 PM
>> To: Nico Gomez; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; 'TerryC@health.ok.gov';
'Juliek@health.ok.gov'
>> Subject: Re: Early Innovator Questions
>>
>> I have looked it over and it seems ok to me
>>
>> ----- Original Message -----
>> From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org]
>> Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 12:04 PM
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>> To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; 'TerryC@health.ok.gov'
<TerryC@health.ok.gov>; Alex Weintz; 'Juliek@health.ok.gov' <Juliek@health.ok.gov>
>> Cc: Cindy Roberts <Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; Mike Fogarty <Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org>; Buffy
Heater <Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>
>> Subject: RE: Early Innovator Questions
>>
>> Thank you. I have also received a call from capitol AP asking similar questions and I responded
verbally to Sean Murphy.
>>
>> I plan to send the response to Ziva at the Tulsa World at 1 p.m.
>>
>> I appreciate the review and quick feedback.
>>
>> Thanks,
>> Nico
>>
>> -----Original Message-----
>> From: Denise Northrup [mailto:Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov]
>> Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 11:54 AM
>> To: Katie Altshuler; Nico Gomez; Glenn Coffee; 'TerryC@health.ok.gov'; Alex Weintz;
'Juliek@health.ok.gov'
>> Cc: Cindy Roberts; Mike Fogarty; Buffy Heater
>> Subject: Re: Early Innovator Questions
>>
>> I've reviewed most of it, and it looks fine.
>>
>> ----- Original Message -----
>> From: Katie Altshuler
>> Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 11:50 AM
>> To: 'nico.gomez@okhca.org' <nico.gomez@okhca.org>; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee;
'TerryC@health.ok.gov' <TerryC@health.ok.gov>; Alex Weintz; 'Juliek@health.ok.gov'
<Juliek@health.ok.gov>
>> Cc: 'Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org' <Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; 'Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org'
<Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org>; 'Buffy.Heater@okhca.org' <Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>
>> Subject: Re: Early Innovator Questions
>>
>> I have reviewed and aside from one change that I just discussed via telephone w/ Nico I think it is
good to go. Alex, have you had a chance to review? Is there anything that looks problematic to you?
Also, Secretary Cline/Julie please let us know if you have any concerns. Nico would like to finalize it
asap. Thank you, Katie
>>
>> ----- Original Message -----
>> From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org]
>> Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:37 AM
>> To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; 'Terry Cline (TerryC@health.ok.gov)'
<TerryC@health.ok.gov>; Alex Weintz; 'juliek@health.ok.gov' <juliek@health.ok.gov>
>> Cc: Cindy Roberts <Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; Mike Fogarty <Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org>; Buffy
Heater <Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>
>> Subject: RE: Early Innovator Questions
>>
>> I think we are close to having our response completed. Will you please review this latest draft as
soon as possible and let me know if you have any questions or concerns. I am hoping to send our final
response to the reporter by noon today.
>>
>> Thanks,
>> Nico
>>
>> -----Original Message-----
>> From: Nico Gomez
>> Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:54 PM
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>> To: 'Katie Altshuler'; 'denise.northrup@gov.ok.gov'; 'glenn.coffee@gov.ok.gov'; Terry Cline
(TerryC@health.ok.gov); 'Alex Weintz'; 'juliek@health.ok.gov'
>> Cc: Cindy Roberts; Mike Fogarty; Buffy Heater
>> Subject: Early Innovator Questions
>>
>> All~
>>
>> Here is a list of questions (attached and below) we just received from the Tulsa World related to the
Early Innovator grant. We will draft a response for your review but please understand that your review
time might be short. Please let me know if you have any thoughts or suggestions related to any of the
questions as soon as possible.
>>
>> Thanks,
>> Nico
>>
>> -----Original Message-----
>> From: Ziva Branstetter [mailto:Ziva.Branstetter@tulsaworld.com]
>> Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:17 PM
>> To: Nico Gomez
>> Subject: Re: Instructions for Grantees: Restriction of Funds for IT Innovator Grantees
>>
>> OK thanks. It looks like the first gate review period has passed. What percentage of the grand funds
have been drawn down? My questions are attached. I asked OSDH many of the same questions but
since OHCA wrote the grant, they are probably more appropriate to address to you guys. Thanks again.
>>
>> Ziva Branstetter
>> Enterprise Editor
>> Tulsa World
>> ziva.branstetter@tulsaworld.com
>> 918.581.8306 (office)
>> 918.520.0406 (cell)
>> 918.581.8353 (fax)
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>>>> Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org> 4/7/2011 1:01 PM >>>
>> Ziva,
>>
>> Here are the specific federal drawdown instructions for this grant.
>>
>> Thanks,
>> Nico
>> ________________________________
>>
>>
>> Dear IT Innovator Grantees,
>>
>> Drawing Down Funds:  Instructions to Grantees:
>>
>> Background:
>> The Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIIO) will perform four (4) Gate
Reviews during the course of each year of early innovator grant funding consistent the Systems
Development Life Cycle practices to monitor, assess, and guide grantees to ensure the highest quality
results are attained.
>>
>>
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>> Gate Review 1:          Architecture Review (AR):                                   March 30 -April 1, 2011
>> Gate Review 2:          Project Baseline Review (PBR)                          May/June 2011
>> Gate Review 3:          Pre-Operational Readiness Review (PORR)                 September 2011
>> Gate Review 4:          Operational Readiness Review (ORR)            September/October 2012
>>
>> Summary of Requirements:
>> CCIIO will review requests for a draw-down of funds to support the SDLC activities at the time of
the Gate Reviews.  The request is prospective for the obligations needed to get the grantee through to
the next gate review. Grantees may in the interim request a draw-down of funds to support the
activities of the Early Innovator IT Cooperative Agreement award.  Grantees will be required to submit
to their requests to their project officer via email:
>>
>>
>> 1.       A brief description of how the draw-down request supports the goals of the approved
application's scope of work and the specific SDLC cycle
>> 2.      Standard Form (SF) 424, a SF 424A, and a Budget Justification specific to the draw down
request.   Use the link and attach the form to your request for draw down. 
http://intranet.hhs.gov/forms/PHS/SF-424__Forms__SF-LLL__Forms_.pdf;  and
>> 3.      A description of fiscal accountability of funds. Specifically, address:
>> a.       Name of Contractor or proposed contractor.
>> b.      Method of Selection: How was the contractor selected? State whether the contract is sole
source or competitive bid. If an organization is the sole source for the contract, include an explanation
as to why this institution is the only one able to perform contract services.
>> c.       Period of Performance: How long is the contract period? Specify the beginning and ending
dates of the contract.
>> d.      Scope of Work: What will the contractor do? Describe the specific services/tasks to be
performed by the contractor as related to the accomplishment of program objectives. Deliverables
should be clearly defined.
>> e.       Method of Accountability: How will the contractor be monitored? Describe how the progress
and performance of the contractor will be monitored during and on close of the contract period. Identify
who will be responsible for supervising the contract.
>>
>> Timeline for Review and Release of Grant Funds:
>> CCIIO will perform an internal review of draw down requests.  That review is expected to take up to
two weeks, assuming documentation is sufficient to support the request for draw down of funds. The
Division of Grants Management Operations will notify grantees by email of CCIIO's decision regarding
the draw down request.
>>
>>
>> Susan Lumsden
>> Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight
>> Department of Health and Human Services
>> (301) 492-4347
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> ==================================================DISCLAIMER - This
e-mail message, including any attachments,
>> is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
>> confidential and privileged information.
>>
>> If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
>> distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
>> immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
>> mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
>>
>> The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
>> the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
>> transmission. If verification is required please request a
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>> hard-copy version.
>>
>> -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
>> Each week 70% of Tulsa area adults read the Tulsa World (Scarborough Research 2010 R2).
>> To subscribe, call (918) 582-0921.
>>
>>
>> ______________________________________________________________________
>> This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
>> For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
>> ______________________________________________________________________
>>
>>
>> =================
>> DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
>> is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
>> confidential and privileged information.
>>
>> If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
>> distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
>> immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
>> mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
>>
>> The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
>> the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
>> transmission. If verification is required please request a
>> hard-copy version.
>>
>> =================
>> DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
>> is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
>> confidential and privileged information.
>>
>> If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
>> distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
>> immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
>> mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
>>
>> The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
>> the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
>> transmission. If verification is required please request a
>> hard-copy version.
>>
>> =================
>> DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
>> is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
>> confidential and privileged information.
>>
>> If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
>> distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
>> immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
>> mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
>>
>> The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
>> the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
>> transmission. If verification is required please request a
>> hard-copy version.
>
> =================
> DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
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> is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
> confidential and privileged information.
>
> If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
> distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
> immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
> mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
>
> The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
> the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
> transmission. If verification is required please request a
> hard-copy version.
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Nico.Gomez@okhca.org; Denise Northrup; TerryC@health.ok.gov; Juliek@health.ok.gov
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Story
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2011 3:23:26 PM

Agree.

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 9, 2011, at 2:42 PM, "Alex Weintz" <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

> I don't think it can hurt at this point
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Katie Altshuler
> Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 12:45 PM
> To: 'nico.gomez@okhca.org' <nico.gomez@okhca.org>; Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee;
'TerryC@health.ok.gov' <TerryC@health.ok.gov>; 'Juliek@health.ok.gov' <Juliek@health.ok.gov>
> Subject: Re: Early Innovator Story
>
> I think you should respond, but that is just me! Katie
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org]
> Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 11:41 AM
> To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; 'TerryC@health.ok.gov'
<TerryC@health.ok.gov>; 'Juliek@health.ok.gov' <Juliek@health.ok.gov>
> Subject: Early Innovator Story
>
> In Ziva Branstetter's story on the early innovator grant published in the early bird edition of the
Sunday Oklahoman (early bird headline: Does insurance website plan violate bidding laws?) - I thought
we made it clear that the existing relationship with HP was competitively bid and the exchange piece is
being bid out separately but the vendor must be able to connect to the system that HP built. I would
like to respond but I wanted to counsel with Alex or anyone else first. I am extremely frustrated
because I think this is extremely inaccurate and misleading.
>
> Unfortunately, it was reported with this paragraph. "It also states that a contractor for the system,
Hewlett-Packard Enterprise Systems, already has been chosen, apparently without competitive bidding."
It was modified a bit with Julie's and my responses at the end of the story.
>
> Here are the questions and responses to the Tulsa World questions regarding HP and the early
innovator grant.
>
> 7.     The application states that ``one of the contractors for the OHIEP will be Hewlett Packard
Enterprise Systems.’’ Shouldn’t that be something that is put out to competitive bid? How were they
chosen? What other contractors were considered?
>
> The grant proposal differentiates between technologies already in place versus new technology sought
via competitive bid. HP Enterprise System is listed as one of the existing contractors because they are
currently the agency’s fiscal agent having been recently awarded a competitive bid for the agency’s
Medicaid Management Information Systems (MMIS). The grant proposal builds upon the OHCA’s current
SoonerCare online enrollment system, which was built and is maintained by the existing contract with
HP Enterprise Services. The new functionality will be competitively bid, and must interface with that
existing system. Oklahoma will issue three competitive bids under this grant. The first request for
proposal will seek a consultant to provide expertise, development and options for Oklahoma’s exchange.
The second request for proposal will seek technical expertise and development of systems solutions for
the interfaces with public programs as well as creation of standardized formats. The third request for
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proposal will seek identification of requirements for systems, financial and operational aspects of
Oklahoma’s Exchange.  Approximately 97 percent of the grant funds will be competitively bid.
>
> 8.     HP and its lobbyists gave $8,100 to lawmakers and also spent $1,000 on meals for lawmakers
and other state officials last year. Was that lobbying an attempt to win the contract for this exchange?
>
> The agency is not in position to speak for HP or their motives. The OHCA has enjoyed a long
relationship with this company and their predecessor, EDS, as they have successfully won a competitive
bid twice now to become the state Medicaid program fiscal agent and have helped create our agency’s
online enrollment program.
>
> Thanks,
> Nico
> 
>
> ________________________________________
> From: Alex Weintz [Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov]
> Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 12:54 PM
> To: Nico Gomez; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; 'TerryC@health.ok.gov';
'Juliek@health.ok.gov'
> Subject: Re: Early Innovator Questions
>
> I have looked it over and it seems ok to me
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org]
> Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 12:04 PM
> To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; 'TerryC@health.ok.gov' <TerryC@health.ok.gov>;
Alex Weintz; 'Juliek@health.ok.gov' <Juliek@health.ok.gov>
> Cc: Cindy Roberts <Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; Mike Fogarty <Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org>; Buffy
Heater <Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>
> Subject: RE: Early Innovator Questions
>
> Thank you. I have also received a call from capitol AP asking similar questions and I responded
verbally to Sean Murphy.
>
> I plan to send the response to Ziva at the Tulsa World at 1 p.m.
>
> I appreciate the review and quick feedback.
>
> Thanks,
> Nico
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Denise Northrup [mailto:Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov]
> Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 11:54 AM
> To: Katie Altshuler; Nico Gomez; Glenn Coffee; 'TerryC@health.ok.gov'; Alex Weintz;
'Juliek@health.ok.gov'
> Cc: Cindy Roberts; Mike Fogarty; Buffy Heater
> Subject: Re: Early Innovator Questions
>
> I've reviewed most of it, and it looks fine.
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Katie Altshuler
> Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 11:50 AM
> To: 'nico.gomez@okhca.org' <nico.gomez@okhca.org>; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee;
'TerryC@health.ok.gov' <TerryC@health.ok.gov>; Alex Weintz; 'Juliek@health.ok.gov'
<Juliek@health.ok.gov>
> Cc: 'Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org' <Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; 'Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org'
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<Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org>; 'Buffy.Heater@okhca.org' <Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>
> Subject: Re: Early Innovator Questions
>
> I have reviewed and aside from one change that I just discussed via telephone w/ Nico I think it is
good to go. Alex, have you had a chance to review? Is there anything that looks problematic to you?
Also, Secretary Cline/Julie please let us know if you have any concerns. Nico would like to finalize it
asap. Thank you, Katie
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org]
> Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:37 AM
> To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; 'Terry Cline (TerryC@health.ok.gov)'
<TerryC@health.ok.gov>; Alex Weintz; 'juliek@health.ok.gov' <juliek@health.ok.gov>
> Cc: Cindy Roberts <Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; Mike Fogarty <Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org>; Buffy
Heater <Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>
> Subject: RE: Early Innovator Questions
>
> I think we are close to having our response completed. Will you please review this latest draft as
soon as possible and let me know if you have any questions or concerns. I am hoping to send our final
response to the reporter by noon today.
>
> Thanks,
> Nico
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Nico Gomez
> Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:54 PM
> To: 'Katie Altshuler'; 'denise.northrup@gov.ok.gov'; 'glenn.coffee@gov.ok.gov'; Terry Cline
(TerryC@health.ok.gov); 'Alex Weintz'; 'juliek@health.ok.gov'
> Cc: Cindy Roberts; Mike Fogarty; Buffy Heater
> Subject: Early Innovator Questions
>
> All~
>
> Here is a list of questions (attached and below) we just received from the Tulsa World related to the
Early Innovator grant. We will draft a response for your review but please understand that your review
time might be short. Please let me know if you have any thoughts or suggestions related to any of the
questions as soon as possible.
>
> Thanks,
> Nico
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Ziva Branstetter [mailto:Ziva.Branstetter@tulsaworld.com]
> Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:17 PM
> To: Nico Gomez
> Subject: Re: Instructions for Grantees: Restriction of Funds for IT Innovator Grantees
>
> OK thanks. It looks like the first gate review period has passed. What percentage of the grand funds
have been drawn down? My questions are attached. I asked OSDH many of the same questions but
since OHCA wrote the grant, they are probably more appropriate to address to you guys. Thanks again.
>
> Ziva Branstetter
> Enterprise Editor
> Tulsa World
> ziva.branstetter@tulsaworld.com
> 918.581.8306 (office)
> 918.520.0406 (cell)
> 918.581.8353 (fax)
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>>>> Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org> 4/7/2011 1:01 PM >>>
> Ziva,
>
> Here are the specific federal drawdown instructions for this grant.
>
> Thanks,
> Nico
> ________________________________
>
>
> Dear IT Innovator Grantees,
>
> Drawing Down Funds:  Instructions to Grantees:
>
> Background:
> The Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIIO) will perform four (4) Gate
Reviews during the course of each year of early innovator grant funding consistent the Systems
Development Life Cycle practices to monitor, assess, and guide grantees to ensure the highest quality
results are attained.
>
>
> Gate Review 1:          Architecture Review (AR):                                   March 30 -April 1, 2011
> Gate Review 2:          Project Baseline Review (PBR)                          May/June 2011
> Gate Review 3:          Pre-Operational Readiness Review (PORR)                 September 2011
> Gate Review 4:          Operational Readiness Review (ORR)            September/October 2012
>
> Summary of Requirements:
> CCIIO will review requests for a draw-down of funds to support the SDLC activities at the time of the
Gate Reviews.  The request is prospective for the obligations needed to get the grantee through to the
next gate review. Grantees may in the interim request a draw-down of funds to support the activities of
the Early Innovator IT Cooperative Agreement award.  Grantees will be required to submit to their
requests to their project officer via email:
>
>
> 1.       A brief description of how the draw-down request supports the goals of the approved
application's scope of work and the specific SDLC cycle
> 2.      Standard Form (SF) 424, a SF 424A, and a Budget Justification specific to the draw down
request.   Use the link and attach the form to your request for draw down. 
http://intranet.hhs.gov/forms/PHS/SF-424__Forms__SF-LLL__Forms_.pdf;  and
> 3.      A description of fiscal accountability of funds. Specifically, address:
> a.       Name of Contractor or proposed contractor.
> b.      Method of Selection: How was the contractor selected? State whether the contract is sole
source or competitive bid. If an organization is the sole source for the contract, include an explanation
as to why this institution is the only one able to perform contract services.
> c.       Period of Performance: How long is the contract period? Specify the beginning and ending
dates of the contract.
> d.      Scope of Work: What will the contractor do? Describe the specific services/tasks to be
performed by the contractor as related to the accomplishment of program objectives. Deliverables
should be clearly defined.
> e.       Method of Accountability: How will the contractor be monitored? Describe how the progress
and performance of the contractor will be monitored during and on close of the contract period. Identify
who will be responsible for supervising the contract.
>
> Timeline for Review and Release of Grant Funds:
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> CCIIO will perform an internal review of draw down requests.  That review is expected to take up to
two weeks, assuming documentation is sufficient to support the request for draw down of funds. The
Division of Grants Management Operations will notify grantees by email of CCIIO's decision regarding
the draw down request.
>
>
> Susan Lumsden
> Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight
> Department of Health and Human Services
> (301) 492-4347
>
>
>
>
> ==================================================DISCLAIMER - This
e-mail message, including any attachments,
> is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
> confidential and privileged information.
>
> If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
> distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
> immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
> mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
>
> The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
> the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
> transmission. If verification is required please request a
> hard-copy version.
>
> -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
> Each week 70% of Tulsa area adults read the Tulsa World (Scarborough Research 2010 R2).
> To subscribe, call (918) 582-0921.
>
>
> ______________________________________________________________________
> This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
> For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
> ______________________________________________________________________
>
>
> =================
> DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
> is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
> confidential and privileged information.
>
> If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
> distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
> immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
> mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
>
> The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
> the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
> transmission. If verification is required please request a
> hard-copy version.
>
> =================
> DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
> is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
> confidential and privileged information.
>
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> If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
> distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
> immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
> mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
>
> The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
> the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
> transmission. If verification is required please request a
> hard-copy version.
>
> =================
> DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
> is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
> confidential and privileged information.
>
> If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
> distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
> immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
> mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
>
> The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
> the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
> transmission. If verification is required please request a
> hard-copy version.
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date : 

Denise Northrup 
Alex Weintz: Glenn Coffee; '.'..!J"m!!.!la~M:fuafillliil• •••It" 
Fw: CR Update - Friday Night 
Saturday, April 09, 2011 7:49:13 AM 

>;Andrew 
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Todd Smith >; travisrichmond
<travisrichmond ; Wayne Struble (wayne.struble@governor.ohio.gov)
<wayne.struble@governor.ohio.gov>; wayne.hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us
<wayne.hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us>; will.cromer@tn.gov <will.cromer@tn.gov>; Zak Tomich
(tomichz@michigan.gov) <tomichz@michigan.gov> 
Cc: brandi_white@mcconnell.senate.gov <brandi_white@mcconnell.senate.gov>; Lanier Swann
(Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov) <Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov> 
Subject: CR Update - Friday Night 
 
Here’s where things stand:
 
- Congress is set to act on a short-term CR that will avoid a government shutdown and cut $2 billion
in spending over the next week.  We expect the Senate to bring up HR 1363 (the troop funding bill),
amend it accordingly, send it to the House for a vote, and then send the bill to the President for his
signature.
 
- The short-term CR provides enough time for Congress to enact a long-term CR through the rest of
the fiscal year that will cut $38.5B in federal spending – the largest spending cut in American
history, just months after the President asked Congress for a “spending freeze” that would mean
zero cuts.
 
- The agreement will also cut hundreds of billions of dollars from the Federal budget over the next
decade - - and clears the way for congressional action on House Budget Committee Chairman Paul
Ryan’s budget, The Path to Prosperity, which cuts trillions in spending and offers a long-term
blueprint for American job creation.
 
- The agreement reached with Senate Democrats guarantees a Senate debate and vote on
legislation that would repeal President Obama’s government takeover of health care in its entirety. 
The House passed such legislation in January as part of the Pledge to America.  The agreement also
will generate new tools for the fight to repeal Obamacare by requiring numerous studies that will
force the Obama Administration to reveal the true impact of the law’s mandates, including a study
of how individuals and families will see increased premiums as a result of certain Obamacare
mandates; a full audit of all the waivers that the Obama Administration has given to firms and
organizations – including unions – who can't meet the new annual coverage limits; a full audit of
what's happening with the comparative effectiveness research funding that was in Obamacare and
the president’s failed “stimulus” spending bill; and, a report on all of the contractors who have been
hired to implement the law and the costs to taxpayers of such contracts.
 
- The agreement with Senate Democrats guarantees a Senate debate and vote on legislation that
would end federal funding for Planned Parenthood.
 
- The agreement includes a complete ban on federal funding of abortion in the District of Columbia,
applying the pro-life principles of the Hyde Amendment (“D.C. Hyde”).
 
- The agreement subjects the so-called Consumer Financial Protection Bureau created by the job-
destroying Dodd-Frank law to yearly audits by both the private sector and the Government
Accountability Office (GAO) to monitor its impact on the economy, including its impact on jobs, by
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examining whether sound cost-benefit analyses are being used with rulemakings.
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: baxte
Subject: RE: Gov Lawton Trip April 15th
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 4:18:00 PM

Thank you!
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: baxter@  
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 4:16 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Cc: MG(R) Lee Baxter
Subject: RE: Gov Lawton Trip April 15th
 
She will be at the head table between me and MG Dave Halverson, the Fort Sill CG. Also at the table

will be

 

1. JR Reskovac, our DC based consultant

2.Tim Hedgecock, Chairman of the Board of Lawton Chamber of commerce and industry

3.Kirby Brown, Deputy Commanding General Fort Sill

4.Bill Burgess. Local Attorney

5.BG Roger Mathews, Commandant of Air Defense School at Sill    

 

About 100 people...I will make remark, we will eat preplated salad, I introduce Mary, she speaks and

we adjourn after time for questions.

-----Original Message-----

From: "Dana Wolpert" <Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov>

Sent: Friday, April 8, 2011 4:55pm

To: "baxter@

Subject: RE: Gov Lawton Trip April 15th

Do you know who she will be seated with at the lunch?
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: Dana Wolpert 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 3:50 PM
To: 'baxter@signalmountainassociates.com'
Subject: RE: Gov Lawton Trip April 15th
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Thanks!
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: baxter@  
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 3:47 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Cc: Tammie Wright; Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: Gov Lawton Trip April 15th
 
Will get you the room name early next week. How exciting about that baby!!!!!!

-----Original Message-----

From: "Dana Wolpert" <Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov>

Sent: Friday, April 8, 2011 4:27pm

To: "baxter@

Cc: "Tammie Wright" <Tammie.Wright@gov.ok.gov>, "Dana Wolpert" <Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov>

Subject: RE: Gov Lawton Trip April 15th

Let’s do 15 minutes before the lunch, just let me know where at the country club she should meet
you. Scott Mason and one member of security will likely be the only ones with her, they do not sit
down for lunch though.
 
I am copying Tammie Wright so you have her email, sometime in the next few weeks (when is up to
the baby) I will begin my maternity leave and Tammie will handle all scheduling issues.
 
Thank you!
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: baxter@  
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 3:22 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Cc: MG(R) Lee Baxter
Subject: Gov Lawton Trip April 15th
 
Dana, see below. I think the governor finishes up about 11 and we have lunch at 12. Would like about

15 minutes with her between these events. What is the best way to do that? Could go to a room in the

country club before lunch or do at sill after the ceremony. Who is coming with her also, so we can plan
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for lunch ?  Lee

-----Original Message-----

From: "Denise Northrup" <Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>

Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2011 5:26pm

To: "MG(R) Lee Baxter" <

Subject: RE: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding

I received, you can visit with her next Friday and perhaps by then we have some sort of agreement

with the legislature worked out 

-----Original Message-----

From: MG(R) Lee Baxter [mailto: ] 

Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 12:02 PM

To: Denise Northrup

Cc: Baxter MG (R) Lee

Subject: FW: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding

Did you receive? Shall I talk with the governor?

MG(R) Lee Baxter

President

Signal Mountain Associates, Inc

608 SW D Ave; Suite #1

Lawton, Oklahoma 73501

580-581-1300(o)

 (c)

580-248-3916 (fax)

-----Original Message-----

From: MG(R) Lee Baxter [mailto:  

Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:16 AM

To: Denise Northrup

Cc: Baxter MG Lee

Subject: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding

Denise, thanks for calling:

1. Gov will be in Lawton on the 15th at 10 for Army Reserve Center opening.

Appears she then has a break til the lunch I am hosting at 12. Can I arrange

to talk to her after the ceremony and before the luncheon ? Could even do it

sitting in the car.

2. Did some checking last night after we spoke. According to Michael

Carnuccio,both Bob Sullivan and Dan Zalodeck have placed calls in the last

couple of weeks to Mary but Katie is the one returning the calls...not a

great practice I don't think

3. Just so you know, on two or three occasions, last one yesterday, I have

left voicemail for Katie and she does not return my calls. That is

frustrating

4. Despite all intentions and all efforts , the Governor is facing being

labeled as "bringing Obamacare to Oklahoma" if we stay with the federal

money. She will be perceived, even tho it is NOT TRUE of abandoning the anti

Obamacare position.
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5. I have NEVER seen pushback like OCPA is getting from it's members and

large donors like they are getting on this issue and they are insistent in

their positions. House and Senate repubs are pushing daily for the OCPA

position.....

Despite the financial pressures, I believe the Governor must withdraw from

the $54m and do so soon in favor of other ways to fund the exchange

initiative, which I fully and completely support . 

I think you are right and I would like to talk to Mary on it. If I can do so

before the 15th, please let me know .

Governor Fallin and Denise Northrup do not have stronger supporters than me.

But the potential damage her and house and senate members is both severe

and long lasting I think.

OCPA fully supports that the governor is trying to do....fully...but can't

support using federal money to do it. We (you and I) should be working hard

to ensure OCPA And gov work hand in hand.

Look forward to hearing from you. Lee

MG(R) Lee Baxter=
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Dana Wolpert 
baxte 
RE: Gov Lawton Trip April 15th 
Friday, April 08, 2011 3:55:00 PM 

Do you know who she wil l be seated w ith at the lunch ? 

Dana Wolpert 
Director of Scheduling 
Governor Maiy Fallin 
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevai·d, Suite 212 
Oklahoma City, OK 73105 

From: Dana Wolpert 
Sent: Friday A ril 08 
To: 'baxter 
Subject: RE: Gov Lawton Trip Apri 

Thanks ! 

Dana Wolpert 
Director of Scheduling 
Governor Maiy Fallin 
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevai·d, Suite 212 
Oklahoma City, OK 73105 

From: baxter 
Sent: Friday, Apri 08, 2011 3:47 PM 
To: Dana Wolpert 
Cc: Tammie Wright; Dana Wolpert 
Subject: RE: Gov Lawton Trip April 15th 

Will get you the room name early next week. How exciting about that baby!!!!!! 

-----Original Message-----
From: "Dana Wolpert" <Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov> 
Sent: Friday, April 8, 201 1 4:27pm 
To: "baxter 

Let's do 15 minutes before the lunch, just let me know where at the country club she shou ld meet 

you. Scott Mason and one member of security will likely be the only ones wit h her, they do not sit 

down for lunch though. 

I am copying Tammie Wright so you have her email, sometime in the next few weeks (when is up to 

the baby) I w ill begin my maternity leave and Tammie will handle all scheduling issues. 

Thank you! 
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Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: baxter@  
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 3:22 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Cc: MG(R) Lee Baxter
Subject: Gov Lawton Trip April 15th
 
Dana, see below. I think the governor finishes up about 11 and we have lunch at 12. Would like about

15 minutes with her between these events. What is the best way to do that? Could go to a room in the

country club before lunch or do at sill after the ceremony. Who is coming with her also, so we can plan

for lunch ?  Lee

-----Original Message-----

From: "Denise Northrup" <Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>

Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2011 5:26pm

To: "MG(R) Lee Baxter" <baxte >

Subject: RE: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding

I received, you can visit with her next Friday and perhaps by then we have some sort of agreement

with the legislature worked out 

-----Original Message-----

From: MG(R) Lee Baxter [mailto:baxter ] 

Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 12:02 PM

To: Denise Northrup

Cc: Baxter MG (R) Lee

Subject: FW: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding

Did you receive? Shall I talk with the governor?

MG(R) Lee Baxter

President

Signal Mountain Associates, Inc

608 SW D Ave; Suite #1

Lawton, Oklahoma 73501

580-581-1300(o)

(c)

580-248-3916 (fax)

-----Original Message-----

From: MG(R) Lee Baxter [mailto:baxter  

Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:16 AM

To: Denise Northrup

Cc: Baxter MG Lee

Subject: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding
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Denise, thanks for calling:

1. Gov will be in Lawton on the 15th at 10 for Army Reserve Center opening.

Appears she then has a break til the lunch I am hosting at 12. Can I arrange

to talk to her after the ceremony and before the luncheon ? Could even do it

sitting in the car.

2. Did some checking last night after we spoke. According to Michael

Carnuccio,both Bob Sullivan and Dan Zalodeck have placed calls in the last

couple of weeks to Mary but Katie is the one returning the calls...not a

great practice I don't think

3. Just so you know, on two or three occasions, last one yesterday, I have

left voicemail for Katie and she does not return my calls. That is

frustrating

4. Despite all intentions and all efforts , the Governor is facing being

labeled as "bringing Obamacare to Oklahoma" if we stay with the federal

money. She will be perceived, even tho it is NOT TRUE of abandoning the anti

Obamacare position.

5. I have NEVER seen pushback like OCPA is getting from it's members and

large donors like they are getting on this issue and they are insistent in

their positions. House and Senate repubs are pushing daily for the OCPA

position.....

Despite the financial pressures, I believe the Governor must withdraw from

the $54m and do so soon in favor of other ways to fund the exchange

initiative, which I fully and completely support . 

I think you are right and I would like to talk to Mary on it. If I can do so

before the 15th, please let me know .

Governor Fallin and Denise Northrup do not have stronger supporters than me.

But the potential damage her and house and senate members is both severe

and long lasting I think.

OCPA fully supports that the governor is trying to do....fully...but can't

support using federal money to do it. We (you and I) should be working hard

to ensure OCPA And gov work hand in hand.

Look forward to hearing from you. Lee

MG(R) Lee Baxter=
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Thanks ! 

Dana Wolpert 
baxte 
RE: Gov Lawton Trip April 15th 
Friday, April 08, 2011 3:50 :00 PM 

Dana Wolpert 
Director of Scheduling 
Governor Maiy Fallin 
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevai·d, Suite 212 
Oklahoma City, OK 73105 

From: baxter 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 3:47 PM 
To: Dana Wolpert 
Cc: Tammie Wright; Dana Wolpert 
Subject: RE: Gov Lawton Trip April 15th 

Will get you the room name early next week. How exciting about that baby!!!!!! 

-----Original Message-----
From: "Dana Wolpert" <Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov> 
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2011 4:27pm 
To: "baxter 
Cc: "Tammie Wright" <Tammie.Wright@gov.ok.gov>, "Dana Wolpert" <Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov> 
Subject: RE: Gov Lawton Trip April 15th 

Let's do 15 minutes before the lunch, just let me know where at the country club she shou ld meet 

you. Scott Mason and one member of security will likely be the only ones wit h her, they do not sit 

down for lunch though. 

I am copying Tammie Wright so you have her email, sometime in the next few weeks (when is up to 

the baby) I w ill begin my maternity leave and Tammie will handle all scheduling issues. 

Thank you! 

Dana 

Dana Wolpert 
Director of Scheduling 
Governor Maiy Fallin 
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevai·d, Suite 212 
Oklahoma City, OK 73105 

From: baxter@signalmountainassociates.com [mailto 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 3:22 PM 
To: Dana Wolpert 
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Cc: MG(R) Lee Baxter
Subject: Gov Lawton Trip April 15th
 
Dana, see below. I think the governor finishes up about 11 and we have lunch at 12. Would like about

15 minutes with her between these events. What is the best way to do that? Could go to a room in the

country club before lunch or do at sill after the ceremony. Who is coming with her also, so we can plan

for lunch ?  Lee

-----Original Message-----

From: "Denise Northrup" <Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>

Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2011 5:26pm

To: "MG(R) Lee Baxter" <baxte >

Subject: RE: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding

I received, you can visit with her next Friday and perhaps by then we have some sort of agreement

with the legislature worked out 

-----Original Message-----

From: MG(R) Lee Baxter [mailto:baxter ] 

Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 12:02 PM

To: Denise Northrup

Cc: Baxter MG (R) Lee

Subject: FW: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding

Did you receive? Shall I talk with the governor?

MG(R) Lee Baxter

President

Signal Mountain Associates, Inc

608 SW D Ave; Suite #1

Lawton, Oklahoma 73501

580-581-1300(o)

 (c)

580-248-3916 (fax)

-----Original Message-----

From: MG(R) Lee Baxter [mailto:baxter ] 

Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:16 AM

To: Denise Northrup

Cc: Baxter MG Lee

Subject: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding

Denise, thanks for calling:

1. Gov will be in Lawton on the 15th at 10 for Army Reserve Center opening.

Appears she then has a break til the lunch I am hosting at 12. Can I arrange

to talk to her after the ceremony and before the luncheon ? Could even do it

sitting in the car.

2. Did some checking last night after we spoke. According to Michael

Carnuccio,both Bob Sullivan and Dan Zalodeck have placed calls in the last

couple of weeks to Mary but Katie is the one returning the calls...not a

great practice I don't think

3. Just so you know, on two or three occasions, last one yesterday, I have

left voicemail for Katie and she does not return my calls. That is

frustrating
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4. Despite all intentions and all efforts , the Governor is facing being

labeled as "bringing Obamacare to Oklahoma" if we stay with the federal

money. She will be perceived, even tho it is NOT TRUE of abandoning the anti

Obamacare position.

5. I have NEVER seen pushback like OCPA is getting from it's members and

large donors like they are getting on this issue and they are insistent in

their positions. House and Senate repubs are pushing daily for the OCPA

position.....

Despite the financial pressures, I believe the Governor must withdraw from

the $54m and do so soon in favor of other ways to fund the exchange

initiative, which I fully and completely support . 

I think you are right and I would like to talk to Mary on it. If I can do so

before the 15th, please let me know .

Governor Fallin and Denise Northrup do not have stronger supporters than me.

But the potential damage her and house and senate members is both severe

and long lasting I think.

OCPA fully supports that the governor is trying to do....fully...but can't

support using federal money to do it. We (you and I) should be working hard

to ensure OCPA And gov work hand in hand.

Look forward to hearing from you. Lee

MG(R) Lee Baxter=
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: baxte
Cc: Tammie Wright; Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: Gov Lawton Trip April 15th
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 3:27:00 PM

Let’s do 15 minutes before the lunch, just let me know where at the country club she should meet
you. Scott Mason and one member of security will likely be the only ones with her, they do not sit
down for lunch though.
 
I am copying Tammie Wright so you have her email, sometime in the next few weeks (when is up to
the baby) I will begin my maternity leave and Tammie will handle all scheduling issues.
 
Thank you!
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: baxter  [mailto:baxter ] 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 3:22 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Cc: MG(R) Lee Baxter
Subject: Gov Lawton Trip April 15th
 
Dana, see below. I think the governor finishes up about 11 and we have lunch at 12. Would like about

15 minutes with her between these events. What is the best way to do that? Could go to a room in the

country club before lunch or do at sill after the ceremony. Who is coming with her also, so we can plan

for lunch ?  Lee

-----Original Message-----

From: "Denise Northrup" <Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>

Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2011 5:26pm

To: "MG(R) Lee Baxter" <baxte >

Subject: RE: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding

I received, you can visit with her next Friday and perhaps by then we have some sort of agreement

with the legislature worked out 

-----Original Message-----

From: MG(R) Lee Baxter [mailto:baxter ] 

Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 12:02 PM

To: Denise Northrup

Cc: Baxter MG (R) Lee

Subject: FW: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding

Did you receive? Shall I talk with the governor?
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MG(R) Lee Baxter

President

Signal Mountain Associates, Inc

608 SW D Ave; Suite #1

Lawton, Oklahoma 73501

580-581-1300(o)

 (c)

580-248-3916 (fax)

-----Original Message-----

From: MG(R) Lee Baxter [mailto: ] 

Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:16 AM

To: Denise Northrup

Cc: Baxter MG Lee

Subject: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding

Denise, thanks for calling:

1. Gov will be in Lawton on the 15th at 10 for Army Reserve Center opening.

Appears she then has a break til the lunch I am hosting at 12. Can I arrange

to talk to her after the ceremony and before the luncheon ? Could even do it

sitting in the car.

2. Did some checking last night after we spoke. According to Michael

Carnuccio,both Bob Sullivan and Dan Zalodeck have placed calls in the last

couple of weeks to Mary but Katie is the one returning the calls...not a

great practice I don't think

3. Just so you know, on two or three occasions, last one yesterday, I have

left voicemail for Katie and she does not return my calls. That is

frustrating

4. Despite all intentions and all efforts , the Governor is facing being

labeled as "bringing Obamacare to Oklahoma" if we stay with the federal

money. She will be perceived, even tho it is NOT TRUE of abandoning the anti

Obamacare position.

5. I have NEVER seen pushback like OCPA is getting from it's members and

large donors like they are getting on this issue and they are insistent in

their positions. House and Senate repubs are pushing daily for the OCPA

position.....

Despite the financial pressures, I believe the Governor must withdraw from

the $54m and do so soon in favor of other ways to fund the exchange

initiative, which I fully and completely support . 

I think you are right and I would like to talk to Mary on it. If I can do so

before the 15th, please let me know .

Governor Fallin and Denise Northrup do not have stronger supporters than me.

But the potential damage her and house and senate members is both severe

and long lasting I think.

OCPA fully supports that the governor is trying to do....fully...but can't

support using federal money to do it. We (you and I) should be working hard

to ensure OCPA And gov work hand in hand.
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Look forward to hearing from you. Lee

MG(R) Lee Baxter=
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; "nico.gomez@okhca.org"; Glenn Coffee; "TerryC@health.ok.gov"; Alex Weintz;

"Juliek@health.ok.gov"
Cc: "Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org"; "Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org"; "Buffy.Heater@okhca.org"
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Questions
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 11:54:21 AM

I've reviewed most of it, and it looks fine.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 11:50 AM
To: 'nico.gomez@okhca.org' <nico.gomez@okhca.org>; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee;
'TerryC@health.ok.gov' <TerryC@health.ok.gov>; Alex Weintz; 'Juliek@health.ok.gov'
<Juliek@health.ok.gov>
Cc: 'Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org' <Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; 'Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org'
<Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org>; 'Buffy.Heater@okhca.org' <Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Questions

I have reviewed and aside from one change that I just discussed via telephone w/ Nico I think it is good
to go. Alex, have you had a chance to review? Is there anything that looks problematic to you? Also,
Secretary Cline/Julie please let us know if you have any concerns. Nico would like to finalize it asap.
Thank you, Katie

----- Original Message -----
From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:37 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; 'Terry Cline (TerryC@health.ok.gov)'
<TerryC@health.ok.gov>; Alex Weintz; 'juliek@health.ok.gov' <juliek@health.ok.gov>
Cc: Cindy Roberts <Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; Mike Fogarty <Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org>; Buffy Heater
<Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>
Subject: RE: Early Innovator Questions

I think we are close to having our response completed. Will you please review this latest draft as soon
as possible and let me know if you have any questions or concerns. I am hoping to send our final
response to the reporter by noon today.

Thanks,
Nico

-----Original Message-----
From: Nico Gomez
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:54 PM
To: 'Katie Altshuler'; 'denise.northrup@gov.ok.gov'; 'glenn.coffee@gov.ok.gov'; Terry Cline
(TerryC@health.ok.gov); 'Alex Weintz'; 'juliek@health.ok.gov'
Cc: Cindy Roberts; Mike Fogarty; Buffy Heater
Subject: Early Innovator Questions

All~

Here is a list of questions (attached and below) we just received from the Tulsa World related to the
Early Innovator grant. We will draft a response for your review but please understand that your review
time might be short. Please let me know if you have any thoughts or suggestions related to any of the
questions as soon as possible.

Thanks,
Nico
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-----Original Message-----
From: Ziva Branstetter [mailto:Ziva.Branstetter@tulsaworld.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:17 PM
To: Nico Gomez
Subject: Re: Instructions for Grantees: Restriction of Funds for IT Innovator Grantees

OK thanks. It looks like the first gate review period has passed. What percentage of the grand funds
have been drawn down? My questions are attached. I asked OSDH many of the same questions but
since OHCA wrote the grant, they are probably more appropriate to address to you guys. Thanks again.

Ziva Branstetter
Enterprise Editor
Tulsa World
ziva.branstetter@tulsaworld.com
918.581.8306 (office)
918.520.0406 (cell)
918.581.8353 (fax)

>>> Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org> 4/7/2011 1:01 PM >>>
Ziva,

Here are the specific federal drawdown instructions for this grant.

Thanks,
Nico
________________________________

Dear IT Innovator Grantees,

Drawing Down Funds:  Instructions to Grantees:

Background:
The Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIIO) will perform four (4) Gate
Reviews during the course of each year of early innovator grant funding consistent the Systems
Development Life Cycle practices to monitor, assess, and guide grantees to ensure the highest quality
results are attained.

Gate Review 1:          Architecture Review (AR):                                   March 30 -April 1, 2011
Gate Review 2:          Project Baseline Review (PBR)                          May/June 2011
Gate Review 3:          Pre-Operational Readiness Review (PORR)                 September 2011
Gate Review 4:          Operational Readiness Review (ORR)            September/October 2012

Summary of Requirements:
CCIIO will review requests for a draw-down of funds to support the SDLC activities at the time of the
Gate Reviews.  The request is prospective for the obligations needed to get the grantee through to the
next gate review. Grantees may in the interim request a draw-down of funds to support the activities of
the Early Innovator IT Cooperative Agreement award.  Grantees will be required to submit to their
requests to their project officer via email:

1.       A brief description of how the draw-down request supports the goals of the approved
application's scope of work and the specific SDLC cycle
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2.      Standard Form (SF) 424, a SF 424A, and a Budget Justification specific to the draw down
request.   Use the link and attach the form to your request for draw down. 
http://intranet.hhs.gov/forms/PHS/SF-424 Forms SF-LLL Forms .pdf;  and
3.      A description of fiscal accountability of funds. Specifically, address:
a.       Name of Contractor or proposed contractor.
b.      Method of Selection: How was the contractor selected? State whether the contract is sole source
or competitive bid. If an organization is the sole source for the contract, include an explanation as to
why this institution is the only one able to perform contract services.
c.       Period of Performance: How long is the contract period? Specify the beginning and ending dates
of the contract.
d.      Scope of Work: What will the contractor do? Describe the specific services/tasks to be performed
by the contractor as related to the accomplishment of program objectives. Deliverables should be clearly
defined.
e.       Method of Accountability: How will the contractor be monitored? Describe how the progress and
performance of the contractor will be monitored during and on close of the contract period. Identify
who will be responsible for supervising the contract.

Timeline for Review and Release of Grant Funds:
CCIIO will perform an internal review of draw down requests.  That review is expected to take up to
two weeks, assuming documentation is sufficient to support the request for draw down of funds. The
Division of Grants Management Operations will notify grantees by email of CCIIO's decision regarding
the draw down request.

Susan Lumsden
Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight
Department of Health and Human Services
(301) 492-4347

==================================================DISCLAIMER - This e-
mail message, including any attachments,
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Each week 70% of Tulsa area adults read the Tulsa World (Scarborough Research 2010 R2).
To subscribe, call (918) 582-0921.

______________________________________________________________________
This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
______________________________________________________________________

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
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is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: "andrewjsilvestri
Subject: Fw: Early Innovator Questions
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 11:07:00 AM
Attachments: Tulsa World questions for OHCA 4-8-11.doc

----- Original Message -----
From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:37 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; 'Terry Cline (TerryC@health.ok.gov)'
<TerryC@health.ok.gov>; Alex Weintz; 'juliek@health.ok.gov' <juliek@health.ok.gov>
Cc: Cindy Roberts <Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; Mike Fogarty <Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org>; Buffy Heater
<Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>
Subject: RE: Early Innovator Questions

I think we are close to having our response completed. Will you please review this latest draft as soon
as possible and let me know if you have any questions or concerns. I am hoping to send our final
response to the reporter by noon today.

Thanks,
Nico

-----Original Message-----
From: Nico Gomez
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:54 PM
To: 'Katie Altshuler'; 'denise.northrup@gov.ok.gov'; 'glenn.coffee@gov.ok.gov'; Terry Cline
(TerryC@health.ok.gov); 'Alex Weintz'; 'juliek@health.ok.gov'
Cc: Cindy Roberts; Mike Fogarty; Buffy Heater
Subject: Early Innovator Questions

All~

Here is a list of questions (attached and below) we just received from the Tulsa World related to the
Early Innovator grant. We will draft a response for your review but please understand that your review
time might be short. Please let me know if you have any thoughts or suggestions related to any of the
questions as soon as possible.

Thanks,
Nico

-----Original Message-----
From: Ziva Branstetter [mailto:Ziva.Branstetter@tulsaworld.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:17 PM
To: Nico Gomez
Subject: Re: Instructions for Grantees: Restriction of Funds for IT Innovator Grantees

OK thanks. It looks like the first gate review period has passed. What percentage of the grand funds
have been drawn down? My questions are attached. I asked OSDH many of the same questions but
since OHCA wrote the grant, they are probably more appropriate to address to you guys. Thanks again.

Ziva Branstetter
Enterprise Editor
Tulsa World
ziva.branstetter@tulsaworld.com
918.581.8306 (office)
918.520.0406 (cell)
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918.581.8353 (fax)

>>> Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org> 4/7/2011 1:01 PM >>>
Ziva,

Here are the specific federal drawdown instructions for this grant.

Thanks,
Nico
________________________________

Dear IT Innovator Grantees,

Drawing Down Funds:  Instructions to Grantees:

Background:
The Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIIO) will perform four (4) Gate
Reviews during the course of each year of early innovator grant funding consistent the Systems
Development Life Cycle practices to monitor, assess, and guide grantees to ensure the highest quality
results are attained.

Gate Review 1:          Architecture Review (AR):                                   March 30 -April 1, 2011
Gate Review 2:          Project Baseline Review (PBR)                          May/June 2011
Gate Review 3:          Pre-Operational Readiness Review (PORR)                 September 2011
Gate Review 4:          Operational Readiness Review (ORR)            September/October 2012

Summary of Requirements:
CCIIO will review requests for a draw-down of funds to support the SDLC activities at the time of the
Gate Reviews.  The request is prospective for the obligations needed to get the grantee through to the
next gate review. Grantees may in the interim request a draw-down of funds to support the activities of
the Early Innovator IT Cooperative Agreement award.  Grantees will be required to submit to their
requests to their project officer via email:

1.       A brief description of how the draw-down request supports the goals of the approved
application's scope of work and the specific SDLC cycle
2.      Standard Form (SF) 424, a SF 424A, and a Budget Justification specific to the draw down
request.   Use the link and attach the form to your request for draw down. 
http://intranet.hhs.gov/forms/PHS/SF-424 Forms SF-LLL Forms .pdf;  and
3.      A description of fiscal accountability of funds. Specifically, address:
a.       Name of Contractor or proposed contractor.
b.      Method of Selection: How was the contractor selected? State whether the contract is sole source
or competitive bid. If an organization is the sole source for the contract, include an explanation as to
why this institution is the only one able to perform contract services.
c.       Period of Performance: How long is the contract period? Specify the beginning and ending dates
of the contract.
d.      Scope of Work: What will the contractor do? Describe the specific services/tasks to be performed
by the contractor as related to the accomplishment of program objectives. Deliverables should be clearly
defined.
e.       Method of Accountability: How will the contractor be monitored? Describe how the progress and
performance of the contractor will be monitored during and on close of the contract period. Identify
who will be responsible for supervising the contract.
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Timeline for Review and Release of Grant Funds:
CCIIO will perform an internal review of draw down requests.  That review is expected to take up to
two weeks, assuming documentation is sufficient to support the request for draw down of funds. The
Division of Grants Management Operations will notify grantees by email of CCIIO's decision regarding
the draw down request.

Susan Lumsden
Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight
Department of Health and Human Services
(301) 492-4347

==================================================DISCLAIMER - This e-
mail message, including any attachments,
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Each week 70% of Tulsa area adults read the Tulsa World (Scarborough Research 2010 R2).
To subscribe, call (918) 582-0921.

______________________________________________________________________
This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
______________________________________________________________________

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: enid news and eagle likes us on health insurance exchanges
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 11:04:00 AM

Yay – I like rational people
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 8:44 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Aaron Cooper
Subject: enid news and eagle likes us on health insurance exchanges
 
So for whats its worth (not much apparently), we now have editorials from the Enid paper,
Muskogee paper, Tulsa World and Oklahoman supporting our position. That’s two traditionally
conservative papers and 2 Democratic ones. I have not seen any criticizing our position.
 
If we wanted to put together a document, which I don’t think would be particularly helpful, it would
read something like:
 
“Fallin is right” –Tulsa World
“Senate is wrong” – Enid News and Eagle
“Senate Misses Mark” – Muskogee Phoenix
“Everyone who disagrees with Mary on this issue is a total nut job” – Kirk Humphreys

Senate is wrong

Turning down grant to build health insurance exchange is a bad idea

Anonymous Enid News and Eagle The Enid News and Eagle Thu Apr 07, 2011, 08:53 PM
CDT

Although the entire state government is controlled by the Republicans, that doesn’t mean the
leaders in the party are going to agree on everything.

A first ripple was demonstrated last week when the Oklahoma Senate announced it will not
consider a bill to help establish a state health insurance exchange. In doing so, they are
turning down a federal grant of $54 million to build a health insurance exchange.

Gov. Mary Fallin had promoted the exchange, saying the state’s establishing such an
exchange is the best way for the state to have control over health care costs.

The governor is right and the Senate Republicans are wrong on this issue.

The Senate Republicans are afraid the federally-funded health insurance exchange is too
much like the President Barack Obama’s health care reform law. Many Republicans
campaigned on their opposition to the federal health care plan.
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Fallin has been very clear she doesn’t support Obama’s health care plan either. Yet, she also
believes if the state does not have an exchange in place by 2013, the federal government will
step in and create its own.

We agree, overall, most voters in the state do not approve of the Obama health care plan.
Yet, we also are realistic at least parts, if not all, of that plan eventually will come to pass,
despite court fights.

Fallin is right in that the state has to be ready for what comes down the pike.

The state Senate totally missed an opportunity to have better control over any kind of federal
health care mandates that come our way, and in doing so, has done a disservice to
Oklahomans.

 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Craig Perry
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Daily Legislative Report for April 7
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 9:54:00 AM

BOOM

 

From: Kaleb Bennett 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 9:50 AM
To: Andrew Silvestri; Mary Fallin; Mary Christensen
Cc: Craig Perry; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Keili McEwen; Wendy Gregory
Subject: RE: Daily Legislative Report for April 7
 

FYI HB 1615 is not headed to conference.  That was an oversight, it did have the enacting clause
restored on the Senate floor.  It will be headed to the Governor’s desk.

 

From: Andrew Silvestri 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 9:28 AM
To: Mary Fallin; Mary Christensen
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri; Brett Thomas; Cody Inman; Craig Perry; Denise
Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Keili McEwen; Wendy Gregory
Subject: Daily Legislative Report for April 7
 

To: Governor Fallin
Cc: Denise Northrup, Secretary Coffee, Katie Altshuler and Andrew Silvestri
From: Craig Perry and Kaleb Bennett
Date: April 7, 2011
Re: Daily Legislative Report
 

HOUSE

There was no substantial legislative action in the House today.

Bill of interest that FAILED on the House floor:

SB 89, by Rep. Jason Murphey (R-Guthrie), would have directed OETA to develop and operate the

Oklahoma Public Events Network in order to cover daily sessions and committee meetings of the

Oklahoma Legislature.  The bill failed 15 to 82. 

 

SENATE

Agenda or notable bills passed by the full Senate, Thursday, April 07, 2011:

Regulatory reform

HB 1044, Rep. Faught (R-Muskogee), requires the legislature to approve all rules made by agencies to

facilitate administration of legislative policy. Passed 45 to 0.  Headed to the Governor’s desk.
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Gun rights

HB 1511, Rep. Vaughn (R-Ponca City), celebrates the Supreme Court decision upholding 2nd

Amendment rights by establishing June 28th as 2nd Amendment Day. Passed 42 to 3.  Headed to the

Governor’s desk.

Elections

HB 1615, Rep. Banz (R-Midwest City), modifies dates for primary and special elections. Moves primary

elections to the last Tuesday in June each even-numbered year.  Passed 45 to 0.  Headed to

conference.

Failed in Senate committee:

Health Insurance Exchange

HB 1996, Sen. Brown. The bill was originally designed to modify terms regulating insurance companies

in the state.  Leadership intended the bill to be used as a vehicle for new exchange language.  The bill

initially received committee approval by a vote of 6 to 4 but Sen. Brown made a mistake in explaining

the bill after it was initially passed.  He explained the bill would be the new exchange bill.  At that point

Sen. Treat asked for a motion to reconsider the vote.  The bill then failed to pass committee by a vote

of 4 to 4.  No actual exchange language was in the bill, so the language remains alive. 

Agenda or notable bills passed by Senate committees, Thursday, April 07, 2011:

HB 1439, Rep. Vaughn (R-Ponca City), adds owners, managers, and employees to persons that can

use deadly force against intruders; adds place of business to the places deadly force can be used. Title

is on.

HB 1943, Rep. Jackson (R-Enid), requires county floodplain regulations to be approved by the

Oklahoma Water Resources Board.  Title is on.
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From: Cody Inman
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Daily Legislative Report for April 7
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 9:33:00 AM

Thank yaaa!

 

From: Andrew Silvestri 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 9:28 AM
To: Mary Fallin; Mary Christensen
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri; Brett Thomas; Cody Inman; Craig Perry; Denise
Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Keili McEwen; Wendy Gregory
Subject: Daily Legislative Report for April 7
 

To: Governor Fallin
Cc: Denise Northrup, Secretary Coffee, Katie Altshuler and Andrew Silvestri
From: Craig Perry and Kaleb Bennett
Date: April 7, 2011
Re: Daily Legislative Report
 

HOUSE

There was no substantial legislative action in the House today.

Bill of interest that FAILED on the House floor:

SB 89, by Rep. Jason Murphey (R-Guthrie), would have directed OETA to develop and operate the

Oklahoma Public Events Network in order to cover daily sessions and committee meetings of the

Oklahoma Legislature.  The bill failed 15 to 82. 

 

SENATE

Agenda or notable bills passed by the full Senate, Thursday, April 07, 2011:

Regulatory reform

HB 1044, Rep. Faught (R-Muskogee), requires the legislature to approve all rules made by agencies to

facilitate administration of legislative policy. Passed 45 to 0.  Headed to the Governor’s desk.

Gun rights

HB 1511, Rep. Vaughn (R-Ponca City), celebrates the Supreme Court decision upholding 2nd

Amendment rights by establishing June 28th as 2nd Amendment Day. Passed 42 to 3.  Headed to the

Governor’s desk.

Elections

HB 1615, Rep. Banz (R-Midwest City), modifies dates for primary and special elections. Moves primary

elections to the last Tuesday in June each even-numbered year.  Passed 45 to 0.  Headed to

conference.

Failed in Senate committee:
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Health Insurance Exchange

HB 1996, Sen. Brown. The bill was originally designed to modify terms regulating insurance companies

in the state.  Leadership intended the bill to be used as a vehicle for new exchange language.  The bill

initially received committee approval by a vote of 6 to 4 but Sen. Brown made a mistake in explaining

the bill after it was initially passed.  He explained the bill would be the new exchange bill.  At that point

Sen. Treat asked for a motion to reconsider the vote.  The bill then failed to pass committee by a vote

of 4 to 4.  No actual exchange language was in the bill, so the language remains alive. 

Agenda or notable bills passed by Senate committees, Thursday, April 07, 2011:

HB 1439, Rep. Vaughn (R-Ponca City), adds owners, managers, and employees to persons that can

use deadly force against intruders; adds place of business to the places deadly force can be used. Title

is on.

HB 1943, Rep. Jackson (R-Enid), requires county floodplain regulations to be approved by the

Oklahoma Water Resources Board.  Title is on.
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: question from tulsa world re: health insurance grant
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2011 5:15:58 PM

Good. 

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 7, 2011, at 5:12 PM, "Denise Northrup" <Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>
wrote:

correct

 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 4:34 PM
To: Glenn Coffee
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: question from tulsa world re: health insurance grant

 

How about:

“The Oklahoma Health Care Authority made members of Governor Fallin’s
transition staff aware OHCA was applying for the early innovator grant
and asked if the governor had an objection. At that time, transition
members indicated Governor Fallin did not have an immediate objection
to OHCA proceeding with their application. The governor did not,
however, commit to utilizing federal grant money or endorse the grant
proposal in its entirety.”  

 

 

From: Glenn Coffee 
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 4:31 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: question from tulsa world re: health insurance grant

 

Yes, but we reserved the right to object later. 

Sent from my iPad
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On Apr 7, 2011, at 4:28 PM, "Alex Weintz" <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov>
wrote:

Ziva B writing a Sunday article (same one Nico has contacted
us on) and wants to know if the transition team was made
aware of the grant, if we signed off on it, how involved we are
etc.

Apparently there was some statement from the health care
authority or working groups that we approved it that the
Tulsa World has on record.

 

Can I say “the Oklahoma Health Care Authority made
members of Governor Fallin’s transition staff aware OHCA was
applying for the early innovator grant and asked if the
governor had an objection. At that time, transition members
indicated Governor Fallin did not have an objection to OHCA
proceeding with their application”?   

 

Alex Weintz

Communications Director

Office of Governor Mary Fallin

phone: (405) 522-8819

cell: (405) 535-7317

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: question from tulsa world re: health insurance grant
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2011 5:12:00 PM

correct
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 4:34 PM
To: Glenn Coffee
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: question from tulsa world re: health insurance grant
 
How about:
“The Oklahoma Health Care Authority made members of Governor Fallin’s transition staff
aware OHCA was applying for the early innovator grant and asked if the governor had an
objection. At that time, transition members indicated Governor Fallin did not have an
immediate objection to OHCA proceeding with their application. The governor did not,
however, commit to utilizing federal grant money or endorse the grant proposal in its
entirety.”  
 
 

From: Glenn Coffee 
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 4:31 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: question from tulsa world re: health insurance grant
 
Yes, but we reserved the right to object later. 

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 7, 2011, at 4:28 PM, "Alex Weintz" <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

Ziva B writing a Sunday article (same one Nico has contacted us on) and wants
to know if the transition team was made aware of the grant, if we signed off on
it, how involved we are etc.
Apparently there was some statement from the health care authority or working
groups that we approved it that the Tulsa World has on record.
 
Can I say “the Oklahoma Health Care Authority made members of Governor
Fallin’s transition staff aware OHCA was applying for the early innovator grant
and asked if the governor had an objection. At that time, transition members
indicated Governor Fallin did not have an objection to OHCA proceeding with
their application”?   
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
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cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: question from tulsa world re: health insurance grant
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2011 4:31:34 PM

Yes, but we reserved the right to object later. 

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 7, 2011, at 4:28 PM, "Alex Weintz" <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

Ziva B writing a Sunday article (same one Nico has contacted us on) and
wants to know if the transition team was made aware of the grant, if we
signed off on it, how involved we are etc.

Apparently there was some statement from the health care authority or
working groups that we approved it that the Tulsa World has on record.

 

Can I say “the Oklahoma Health Care Authority made members of
Governor Fallin’s transition staff aware OHCA was applying for the early
innovator grant and asked if the governor had an objection. At that time,
transition members indicated Governor Fallin did not have an objection to
OHCA proceeding with their application”?   

 

Alex Weintz

Communications Director

Office of Governor Mary Fallin

phone: (405) 522-8819

cell: (405) 535-7317

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: MG(R) Lee Baxter
Subject: RE: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2011 4:26:00 PM

I received, you can visit with her next Friday and perhaps by then we have some sort of agreement with
the legislature worked out

-----Original Message-----
From: MG(R) Lee Baxter [mailto:baxter ]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 12:02 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Cc: Baxter MG (R) Lee
Subject: FW: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding

Did you receive? Shall I talk with the governor?

MG(R) Lee Baxter
President
Signal Mountain Associates, Inc
608 SW D Ave; Suite #1
Lawton, Oklahoma 73501
580-581-1300(o)

(c)
580-248-3916 (fax)

-----Original Message-----
From: MG(R) Lee Baxter [mailto: ]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:16 AM
To: Denise Northrup
Cc: Baxter MG Lee
Subject: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding

Denise, thanks for calling:

1. Gov will be in Lawton on the 15th at 10 for Army Reserve Center opening.
Appears she then has a break til the lunch I am hosting at 12. Can I arrange
to talk to her after the ceremony and before the luncheon ? Could even do it
sitting in the car.

2. Did some checking last night after we spoke. According to Michael
Carnuccio,both Bob Sullivan and Dan Zalodeck have placed calls in the last
couple of weeks to Mary but Katie is the one returning the calls...not a
great practice I don't think

3. Just so you know, on two or three occasions, last one yesterday, I have
left voicemail for Katie and she does not return my calls. That is
frustrating

4. Despite all intentions and all efforts , the Governor is facing being
labeled as "bringing Obamacare to Oklahoma" if we stay with the federal
money. She will be perceived, even tho it is NOT TRUE of abandoning the anti
Obamacare position.

5. I have NEVER seen pushback like OCPA is getting from it's members and
large donors like they are getting on this issue and they are insistent in
their positions. House and Senate repubs are pushing daily for the OCPA
position.....
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Despite the financial pressures, I believe the Governor must withdraw from
the $54m and do so soon in favor of other ways to fund the exchange
initiative, which I fully and completely support .

I think you are right and I would like to talk to Mary on it. If I can do so
before the 15th, please let me know .

Governor Fallin and Denise Northrup do not have stronger supporters than me.
But the potential damage her  and house and senate members is both severe
and long lasting I think.

OCPA fully supports that the governor is trying to do....fully...but can't
support using federal money to do it. We (you and I) should be working hard
to ensure OCPA And gov work hand in hand.

Look forward to hearing from you. Lee
MG(R) Lee Baxter=
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Alex Weintz
Subject: FW: Early Innovator Questions
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2011 3:13:00 PM
Attachments: questions for OHCA.doc

Katie - when you get back, come find me to discuss. Alex, when you get back come find us...

-----Original Message-----
From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:54 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Terry Cline (TerryC@health.ok.gov); Alex Weintz;
'juliek@health.ok.gov'
Cc: Cindy Roberts; Mike Fogarty; Buffy Heater
Subject: Early Innovator Questions

All~

Here is a list of questions (attached and below) we just received from the Tulsa World related to the
Early Innovator grant. We will draft a response for your review but please understand that your review
time might be short. Please let me know if you have any thoughts or suggestions related to any of the
questions as soon as possible.

Thanks,
Nico

-----Original Message-----
From: Ziva Branstetter [mailto:Ziva.Branstetter@tulsaworld.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:17 PM
To: Nico Gomez
Subject: Re: Instructions for Grantees: Restriction of Funds for IT Innovator Grantees

OK thanks. It looks like the first gate review period has passed. What percentage of the grand funds
have been drawn down? My questions are attached. I asked OSDH many of the same questions but
since OHCA wrote the grant, they are probably more appropriate to address to you guys. Thanks again.

Ziva Branstetter
Enterprise Editor
Tulsa World
ziva.branstetter@tulsaworld.com
918.581.8306 (office)
918.520.0406 (cell)
918.581.8353 (fax)

>>> Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org> 4/7/2011 1:01 PM >>>
Ziva,

Here are the specific federal drawdown instructions for this grant.

Thanks,
Nico
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________________________________

Dear IT Innovator Grantees,

Drawing Down Funds:  Instructions to Grantees:

Background:
The Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIIO) will perform four (4) Gate
Reviews during the course of each year of early innovator grant funding consistent the Systems
Development Life Cycle practices to monitor, assess, and guide grantees to ensure the highest quality
results are attained.

Gate Review 1:          Architecture Review (AR):                                   March 30 -April 1, 2011
Gate Review 2:          Project Baseline Review (PBR)                          May/June 2011
Gate Review 3:          Pre-Operational Readiness Review (PORR)                 September 2011
Gate Review 4:          Operational Readiness Review (ORR)            September/October 2012

Summary of Requirements:
CCIIO will review requests for a draw-down of funds to support the SDLC activities at the time of the
Gate Reviews.  The request is prospective for the obligations needed to get the grantee through to the
next gate review. Grantees may in the interim request a draw-down of funds to support the activities of
the Early Innovator IT Cooperative Agreement award.  Grantees will be required to submit to their
requests to their project officer via email:

1.       A brief description of how the draw-down request supports the goals of the approved
application's scope of work and the specific SDLC cycle
2.      Standard Form (SF) 424, a SF 424A, and a Budget Justification specific to the draw down
request.   Use the link and attach the form to your request for draw down. 
http://intranet.hhs.gov/forms/PHS/SF-424__Forms__SF-LLL__Forms_.pdf;  and
3.      A description of fiscal accountability of funds. Specifically, address:
a.       Name of Contractor or proposed contractor.
b.      Method of Selection: How was the contractor selected? State whether the contract is sole source
or competitive bid. If an organization is the sole source for the contract, include an explanation as to
why this institution is the only one able to perform contract services.
c.       Period of Performance: How long is the contract period? Specify the beginning and ending dates
of the contract.
d.      Scope of Work: What will the contractor do? Describe the specific services/tasks to be performed
by the contractor as related to the accomplishment of program objectives. Deliverables should be clearly
defined.
e.       Method of Accountability: How will the contractor be monitored? Describe how the progress and
performance of the contractor will be monitored during and on close of the contract period. Identify
who will be responsible for supervising the contract.

Timeline for Review and Release of Grant Funds:
CCIIO will perform an internal review of draw down requests.  That review is expected to take up to
two weeks, assuming documentation is sufficient to support the request for draw down of funds. The
Division of Grants Management Operations will notify grantees by email of CCIIO's decision regarding
the draw down request.

Susan Lumsden
Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight Department of Health and Human Services
(301) 492-4347
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: Federal Tyranny - Not in Oklahoma
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2011 11:12:00 AM

 
 

From: Thomas Pierce  
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 10:25 AM
To: okgov Sen Treat
Cc: okgov Rep Hall; Governor Info
Subject: Federal Tyranny - Not in Oklahoma
 
Dear Senator Treat, et al,

 

In the last election cycle, the voters of Oklahoma spoke loud and clear:  Federal tyranny shall be

stopped at our door, and shall not enter Oklahoma and the lives of Oklahomans.

 

We are most dismayed, to say the least, that our new Governor was deaf to the voice of a super-

majority of Oklahomans.  In the next election cycle, make no mistake, we will not forget this, nor the

vote of Representative Hall.

 

Thank you and your fellow Senators for killing HB2130.  But now, we see another bill coming forth

which could, like HB2130, open our doors to federal tyranny.

 

That is, of course, HB1996, which is being heard today in the Retirement and Insurance Committee of

which you are a member.  Oklahoma doesn't want any kind of Health Insurance Exchange, Health

Information Exchange, anything that could tie us to ObamaCare in any way, shape, or form and,

possibly more importantly, we want Governor Fallin to return any of the federal grant we have received

and to reject any other monies offered to us for any government run (federal or state) health exchange

system.

 

Please close this door to federal tyranny and kill HB1996, and build a high wall around us to protect us

from any and all future subversive incursions by any arm of federal tyranny.

 

Please do whatever is within the power of the legislature to ensure the return all federal bribe, pay-off

monies (so-called "stimulus") sent here to open our doors to federal tyranny.  Create and pass a bill if

necessary, and be prepared to override a Governor veto.  This isn't Chicago.

 

Thank you very much,

 

Respectfully,

 

Thomas Pierce

North Council Road

OKC, OK 
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Taping Flashpoint at KFOR

When: Friday, April 08, 2011 1:45 PM-2:45 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: KFOR Studios, 444 E. Britton Rd. Oklahoma City, OK 73114

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Topics:  lawsuit reform, aerospace engineers tax credit, education reforms headed to gov’s desk.  Also, will probably want to talk about
health insurance exchanges 

You will record two, eight-minute segments for this Sunday’s show.  Taping begins at 2PM.

Studio main #:  (405) 424-4444
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Taping Flashpoint at KFOR

When: Friday, April 08, 2011 2:00 PM-2:45 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: KFOR Studios, 444 E. Britton Rd. Oklahoma City, OK 73114

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Topics:  lawsuit reform, aerospace engineers tax credit, education reforms headed to gov’s desk.  Also, will probably want to talk about
health insurance exchanges 

You will record two, eight-minute segments for this Sunday’s show.  Taping begins at 2PM.

Studio main #:  (405) 424-4444
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Taping Flashpoint at KFOR

When: Friday, April 08, 2011 2:00 PM-2:45 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: KFOR Studios, 444 E. Britton Rd. Oklahoma City, OK 73114

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Topics:  lawsuit reform, aerospace engineers tax credit, education reforms headed to gov’s desk.  Also, will probably want to talk about
health insurance exchanges 

Taping begins at 2PM.

Studio main #:  (405) 424-4444
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: disband the council
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 9:02:00 AM

 
 

From: heartlandmech@  
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 8:30 PM
To: Governor Info
Subject: disband the council
 
Govenor Fallin:

 

As a votor and delegate of Logan County, I voted for you to get in here and make some changes.  I

thought you would vote against Obamacare, and I see that you are in favor of it.  I also see that you

said you would disband the Council for Ethnic Americans - I hope you follow through with your

promise.  I as a voter am asking you to vote down Obamacare and to get rid of this Council. 

 

I am watching closely, and I will take notice in how you handle these situations.  I am a member of

many groups and we want you to get tough like Oklahoman's can and get this state back on track and

get this country back on track.

 

Concerned Citizen,

Sheila Briesch
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: MG(R) Lee Baxter
Cc: Denise Northrup; Baxter MG Lee
Subject: Re: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:46:13 AM

Thanks General.  I appreciate your offer. I would like to hear your thoughts on the
matter. Would you have some time to visit today?

On Apr 6, 2011, at 4:38 AM, "MG(R) Lee Baxter"
<baxter > wrote:

Glenn, please let me know if you would like to discuss...feel the current
position is a very slippery slope and some huge Fallin supporters are
teetering over this issue. I am not in that number, but the dialog over
this is very strong and has raised the hackles of large OCPA donors to a
level I have not see in the last 8 years as a Board member there. Want
to help if I can....Lee

MG(R) Lee Baxter

Begin forwarded message:

From: "MG(R) Lee Baxter"
<baxter@
Date: April 6, 2011 5:15:40 AM EDT
To: Denise Northrup <Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>
Cc: Baxter MG Lee <baxter@ >
Subject: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding

Denise, thanks for calling:

1. Gov will be in Lawton on the 15th at 10 for Army Reserve
Center opening. Appears she then has a break til the lunch I
am hosting at 12. Can I arrange to talk to her after the
ceremony and before the luncheon ? Could even do it sitting
in the car.

2. Did some checking last night after we spoke. According to
Michael Carnuccio,both Bob Sullivan and Dan Zalodeck have
placed calls in the last couple of weeks to Mary but Katie is
the one returning the calls...not a great practice I don't think

3. Just so you know, on two or three occasions, last one
yesterday, I have left voicemail for Katie and she does not
return my calls. That is frustrating

4. Despite all intentions and all efforts , the Governor is facing
being labeled as "bringing Obamacare to Oklahoma" if we stay
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with the federal money. She will be perceived, even tho it is
NOT TRUE of abandoning the anti Obamacare position.

5. I have NEVER seen pushback like OCPA is getting from it's
members and large donors like they are getting on this issue
and they are insistent in their positions. House and Senate
repubs are pushing daily for the OCPA position.....

Despite the financial pressures, I believe the Governor must
withdraw from the $54m and do so soon in favor of other
ways to fund the exchange initiative, which I fully and
completely support . 

I think you are right and I would like to talk to Mary on it. If I
can do so before the 15th, please let me know .

Governor Fallin and Denise Northrup do not have stronger
supporters than me. But the potential damage her  and house
and senate members is both severe and long lasting I think.

OCPA fully supports that the governor is trying to
do....fully...but can't support using federal money to do it. We
(you and I) should be working hard to ensure OCPA And gov
work hand in hand.

Look forward to hearing from you. Lee
MG(R) Lee Baxter
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: health insurance exchanges
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 8:08:09 PM

Thx
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 08:06 PM
To: Denise Northrup 
Subject: Re: health insurance exchanges 
 
That he didn't meet with the gov or her staff. 
 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 08:04 PM
To: Alex Weintz 
Subject: Re: health insurance exchanges 
 
Good, so whay did you tell wayne green?
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 08:00 PM
To: Denise Northrup 
Subject: Re: health insurance exchanges 
 
Yeah he was talking about a meeting he had with senate staff and he told wayne greene he doesn't
want to take federal money. Supposedly bingman and crew have subsequently told him to put a lid
on it
 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 07:47 PM
To: Alex Weintz 
Subject: Re: health insurance exchanges 
 
So did you get to the bottom of the billbrown comment?
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 01:11 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper 
Subject: health insurance exchanges 
 
Wayne Greene with the Tulsa World called about this mornings meeting … I told him there appeared
to be consensus that we need to build a state exchange to prevent an ObamaCare exchange being
implemented in 2013. I told him no decisions were reached on the composition of that exchange or
who would fund it but we were working with the Senate and House to build consensus on that. We
anticipate more meetings in the near future to that end
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
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phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: Exchange/ocpa
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 8:07:29 PM

I emailed her but she had her plc speech too...

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 08:06 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Re: Exchange/ocpa

Anyone talk to Governor after she met w/ Bingman this evening?

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 08:05 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Re: Exchange/ocpa

That is why it is essential that we have established some way forward this week

----- Original Message -----
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 08:03 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Exchange/ocpa

Had a nice chat with gen baxter tonight. He's convinced that the language in the grant ties us into
implementing obamacare, so we might want cline to call him.

He also said david brown is chomping at the bit for ocpa to release a position paper against it and that
more board members are calling about this than any other issue in recent memory.

When I asked why none of them seem to be calling the gov (because people like daryl woodard DO
have the govs cell phone) he really didn't have an answer.

I think ocpa is prepared to release their statement soon if we don't have some sort of resolution (which
it doesn't seem like we will have) andf gen baxter again alluded to ocpa doing some sort of
"assessment" of what needs to be raised from the private sector to do this. He also asked why we just
didn't do what utah did, it only cost 600k!

This makes my head hurt, but I do think we need to continue discussions.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: health insurance exchanges
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 8:04:26 PM

Good, so whay did you tell wayne green?
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 08:00 PM
To: Denise Northrup 
Subject: Re: health insurance exchanges 
 
Yeah he was talking about a meeting he had with senate staff and he told wayne greene he doesn't
want to take federal money. Supposedly bingman and crew have subsequently told him to put a lid
on it
 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 07:47 PM
To: Alex Weintz 
Subject: Re: health insurance exchanges 
 
So did you get to the bottom of the billbrown comment?
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 01:11 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper 
Subject: health insurance exchanges 
 
Wayne Greene with the Tulsa World called about this mornings meeting … I told him there appeared
to be consensus that we need to build a state exchange to prevent an ObamaCare exchange being
implemented in 2013. I told him no decisions were reached on the composition of that exchange or
who would fund it but we were working with the Senate and House to build consensus on that. We
anticipate more meetings in the near future to that end
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Exchange/ocpa
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 8:03:46 PM

Had a nice chat with gen baxter tonight. He's convinced that the language in the grant ties us into
implementing obamacare, so we might want cline to call him.

He also said david brown is chomping at the bit for ocpa to release a position paper against it and that
more board members are calling about this than any other issue in recent memory.

When I asked why none of them seem to be calling the gov (because people like daryl woodard DO
have the govs cell phone) he really didn't have an answer.

I think ocpa is prepared to release their statement soon if we don't have some sort of resolution (which
it doesn't seem like we will have) andf gen baxter again alluded to ocpa doing some sort of
"assessment" of what needs to be raised from the private sector to do this. He also asked why we just
didn't do what utah did, it only cost 600k!

This makes my head hurt, but I do think we need to continue discussions.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: health insurance exchanges
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 7:47:49 PM

So did you get to the bottom of the billbrown comment?
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 01:11 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper 
Subject: health insurance exchanges 
 
Wayne Greene with the Tulsa World called about this mornings meeting … I told him there appeared
to be consensus that we need to build a state exchange to prevent an ObamaCare exchange being
implemented in 2013. I told him no decisions were reached on the composition of that exchange or
who would fund it but we were working with the Senate and House to build consensus on that. We
anticipate more meetings in the near future to that end
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Keili McEwen; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Constituent Services Report - April 4
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:15:00 AM

That’s the david tackett group that was against tort reform too I think
 

From: Keili McEwen 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 9:33 AM
To: Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Constituent Services Report - April 4
 
An example of what the letters look like is attached.  It is being organized by the Oklahoma
Campaign for Liberty.
 
Keili
 

From: Andrew Silvestri 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 9:20 AM
To: Keili McEwen
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: Constituent Services Report - April 4
 
Do u have an electronic copy of the letter you can send? Any idea who is organizing the effort? 
 
From: Keili McEwen 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 09:17 AM
To: Mary Fallin <Maryfallin >; Mary Christensen 
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: Constituent Services Report - April 4 
 

To:  Governor Fallin
Cc:   Denise Northrup, Andrew Silvestri, Katie Altshuler
From:  Keili McEwen, Cody Inman, Brett Thomas, Tonda Fisher, Kandi Batts
Re:  Daily Constituent Services Report

Date:   April 4, 2011     

Meetings:
Keili attended the regular meeting of the Wildlife Commission

Keili attended the regular meeting of the Transportation Commission

 Correspondence Casework
Phone
Calls Notes

Ethnic Advisory Council 5  40 Please dismantle this Council
We received 46 of these form
letters.  This is the first day they
have arrived.  They state that
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Health Exchange - opposition 46  7
Oklahoma rejected ObamaCare
on Nov. 2nd. 

Health Exchange - support     1  

HB 1380 - opposition   28

The measure repeals the
section of law that gives
teachers the right to trial de
novo; The measure removes
different hearing processes for
probationary teachers and
career teachers recommended
for dismissal and provides that
all teachers have the right to a
hearing before a local board of
education.

HB 1442 - opposition   7

Please veto - Public health and
safety; creating the Destructive
Human Embryo Research Act

HB 1541 - opposition 2   

opposition to the provision that
consolidates the Scenic Rivers
Commission and the
Conservation Commission

HB 2130 - opposition   6

Top of Form

Insurance; modifying duties and
requirements of the Health Care
for the Uninsured Board;
providing that the Executive
Director shall advise and aid
Board

Bottom of Form

SB 247 - opposition 2   

Top of Form

Foster homes; directing the
Office of Juvenile Affairs to
certify certain foster homes

Bottom of Form

        

Abortion 1   
form postcard that opposes
abortion

Corrections 2   
complaints about DOC and
facility management

Education 16   

Please support education / 
against the 3rd grade OCCT
passage requirement - thinks
students will be held back

Energy 1   anti-nuclear sentiments

Human Resources  1 2

One call about child support
services and  not having a home
address for the father / The
other call was about visitation
rights for children who reside in
Oklahoma
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Military 1   divorce rates within the military

Pardon and Parole 3 3 13
All correspondence was case
work for P&P parole certificates

State Park Closing 3   

please don't close Beaver Dunes
State Park - charge a user fee
instead like they do in Waynoka
/ please do not close park in
Stillwell/ Resolution from the
Adair County Board of
Commissioners against closing
of their park

Unemployment   2  

Workers Compensation  2 2

All workers comp case work -
would like an increase to their
benefit

 
 
Keili McEwen   
Director of Public Affairs and Constituent Services
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
(405) 522-8891
keili.mcewen@gov.ok.gov
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: Oklahoma healthcare
Date: Sunday, April 03, 2011 8:39:00 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: jewel4hiscrown@  
Sent: Sunday, April 03, 2011 6:00 PM
To: Governor Info
Subject: Oklahoma healthcare

Dear Governor Fallin:
First of all thank you for fighting back aginst Obamacare. I appreciate your commitment to the people
of Oklahoma. I am no expert but I do have a suggestion. Attorneys must give a certain amount of their
services to pro bono work to people who cant afford their services. Why cant we ask doctors to do the
same thing. If each doctor of every field could and would do that many people who need medical care
could seek a doctor to help them. Even people with specific problems could seek a specialist and have
better chances to receive much needed and in many cases unaffordable care and treatment. Hospitals
and nursing homes could participate as well. Instead of an annual requirement which could serve many
people in the first part of the year but leave many behind in the latter months it could be broken into
quarterly requirements. I think that this could be a viable part of the solution. Again I really dont know
how all of this works but I thought I would take the time to send in my idea because I want to be part
of finding solutuons if I possibly can.

Thank you for your time and keep up the good fight.

Sincerely
Stacy Lord
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Mary Fallin
Subject: mcguigan"s article
Date: Friday, April 01, 2011 8:18:00 AM

Senator Bingman says health care exchange (H.B. 2130) won’t be heard
Share this Article: Twitter Facebook Republish Print
Patrick B. McGuigan 
Published: 31-Mar-2011

In his regular briefing for Capitol reporters today (Thursday, March 31), Senate President Pro

Tem Brian Bingman said the upper chamber would not consider House Bill 2130, the

controversial measure designed to start the process of aligning Oklahoma with new federal

health care exchange provisions. 

 
 Bingman told reporters, “I don’t think we’re going to be hearing that bill. Republicans in the

Senate are not for ObamaCare. We want to support the lawsuit to fight ObamaCare. … As this

was discussed, we decided to slow that process down.”

 
 The top Republican in the upper chamber said the issue will probably come back, but clearly in

a different form. He said, “We will work with the House and the governor, and work out an

exchange that is right for Oklahoma.” Bingman said policymakers might use “private or state

resources, to put together our own exchange without the federal strings. 

 
 The Sapulpa Republican told reporters the Senate would fashion a measure in collaboration

with the state Insurance Department and that Senators would work to include the state

Insurance Department. One goal is to “fashion sunset provisions so that the issue of federal

control could be readdressed if we need to do that.” 

 
 Reporters pressed Bingman on reasons for the spiking the bill, three days after Governor Mary

Fallin included it in her list of bills she hoped legislators would “fast track” for her signature.

 
 Bingman explained the outcome was the result of “study of the issue.” He said that Senator

Clark Jolley of Edmond, a fellow Republican and the bill’s sponsor, “was concerned about

moving forward. Decisions along the way were made based on the information being provided to

us.”

 
 Bingman said concerns about the federal grant for designing an exchange, “and the strings

attached” led to the consensus to rethink the issue. 

 
 CapitolBeatOK asked if Senate Bill 722 could provide a framework for a fresh approach, Sen.

Bingman said he could not answer yet, but would be studying the matter. S.B. 722, if enacted,

would create the framework to allow Oklahoma to join a voluntary compact among states as a

different approach to governance of health care policy.

 
 Monday, while reiterating her opposition to the federal law, Governor Fallin contended the state

had to enact an exchange to avoid leaving policy development to the federal government. 

 

 She asserted, “A vote against House Bill 2130 would be a vote to allow ObamaCare to come to

Oklahoma. I don’t want that.” 
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 In today’s exchange with reporters, Senator Bingman said he had not discussed the issue with

the chief executive: “I have not spoken to her directly about this, but I believe she is rethinking

the issue, as we are.”

 
 
Denise Northrup
Chief Of Staff
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
405-522-8832 phone

 mobile
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From: Denise Northrup
To: "clarkjolley
Subject: Fw:
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 2:52:37 PM

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 01:39 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Re:

Questions from press for speaker:
- reax to bingman statement
We did this to get out in front of obamacare and draft free market plan. We all oppose obamacare.
Looking forward to seeing what bingmans concern is and what his plans are.
- could state compacts bill be a vehicle?
I don't know.
- can we still spend the money?
If we don't establish a board and a free market exchange then the feds will come in and establish it
- will state give money back?
I don't know
- bingman says we are trapping ourselves into obamacare
Respectfully disagree. Its meant to prevent obamacare. We will have obamacare in 2013
- were u surprised
Didn't really answer
- senate/house relations strained?
We r all committed to fighting federal overreach
- will it impact bingmans bills in house?
I need to visit with bingman
- are you now out there on ur own on this issue?
Reiterated position on exchanges

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 01:28 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup

I'm at steele's presser to see what the deal is
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Denise Northrup; Craig Perry; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Re: story on newsok.com
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 1:39:57 PM

I think we need to have the boss call the PPT today. 
 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 01:30 PM
To: Craig Perry; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper 
Subject: Re: story on newsok.com 
 
Dammit
 
From: Craig Perry 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 01:20 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper 
Subject: story on newsok.com 
 

Oklahoma Senate won't hear health insurance exchange bill

Gov. Mary Fallin has supported the bill.

 BY JOHN ESTUS Capitol Bureau jestus@opubco.com   
Published: March 31, 2011

The Senate won't hear a bill championed by Gov. Mary Fallin that would help
create an online state health insurance exchange, Senate Pro Tem Brian
Bingman said today.

House Bill 2130 would set up a board to oversee development of a website for
Oklahomans to shop for health insurance policies. The website is commonly
referred to as a health care exchange.

The new federal health care law passed last year calls for health insurance
exchanges.

Oklahoma Republicans have been divided on whether the state should create
the exchange. Many oppose it because the state has sued the federal
government to challenge the constitutionality of the health care law.

“I want to make it plain that the Senate Republicans are not for the
Obamacare,” Bingman said.

Bingman, R-Sapulpa, said he has not spoken with Fallin yet about the
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decision not to hear HB 2130 in the Senate.

Fallin has been criticized by fellow Republicans for accepting $54 million in
federal money to create the exchange despite voting against the health care bill
while she was in Congress and supporting Oklahoma's lawsuit challenging the
health care law.

While defending her support for the exchange earlier this week, Fallin said the
health care law is, for now, “the law of the land” and that the state is required
to follow it.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Craig Perry; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Re: story on newsok.com
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 1:30:21 PM

Dammit
 
From: Craig Perry 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 01:20 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper 
Subject: story on newsok.com 
 

Oklahoma Senate won't hear health insurance exchange bill

Gov. Mary Fallin has supported the bill.

 BY JOHN ESTUS Capitol Bureau jestus@opubco.com   
Published: March 31, 2011

The Senate won't hear a bill championed by Gov. Mary Fallin that would help
create an online state health insurance exchange, Senate Pro Tem Brian
Bingman said today.

House Bill 2130 would set up a board to oversee development of a website for
Oklahomans to shop for health insurance policies. The website is commonly
referred to as a health care exchange.

The new federal health care law passed last year calls for health insurance
exchanges.

Oklahoma Republicans have been divided on whether the state should create
the exchange. Many oppose it because the state has sued the federal
government to challenge the constitutionality of the health care law.

“I want to make it plain that the Senate Republicans are not for the
Obamacare,” Bingman said.

Bingman, R-Sapulpa, said he has not spoken with Fallin yet about the
decision not to hear HB 2130 in the Senate.

Fallin has been criticized by fellow Republicans for accepting $54 million in
federal money to create the exchange despite voting against the health care bill
while she was in Congress and supporting Oklahoma's lawsuit challenging the
health care law.
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While defending her support for the exchange earlier this week, Fallin said the
health care law is, for now, “the law of the land” and that the state is required
to follow it.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: Budget cuts/Health exchange money
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 12:39:00 PM

Too late J
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 12:39 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: Budget cuts/Health exchange money
 
Be back in 10 mins. Went to get food before stuff hit fan 
 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 12:33 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler 
Subject: RE: Budget cuts/Health exchange money 
 
Where are you alex?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 12:33 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Fw: Budget cuts/Health exchange money
 
Looks like he said we shouldn't take the money either 
 
From: Murphy, Sean [mailto:smurphy@ap.org] 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 12:29 PM
To: Alex Weintz 
Subject: Budget cuts/Health exchange money 
 
Alex:
Sen. Bingman made mention of two things that I think it’s important to seek a comment
from the governor on:

1.       He indicated the Senate will not hear HB 2130 which sets up the health insurance
exchanges because he’s concerned about the state “falling into a trap of adopting
Obamacare.” He also indicated he thinks the state should not accept any more of the
$54 million offered by the feds to help set up the exchange.

2.       Bingman also indicated that he expects cuts to public education will be deeper than
the 3 percent Fallin proposed in her executive budget. He said today he anticipates
those cuts will be deeper, reaching as high as 5 to 7 percent.

 
Also, the Senate today approved bills to eliminate trial de novo and to expand the power of
the state superintendent, both of which are headed to the governor’s desk, as I understand
it.
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I am interested in Fallin’s response to these developments, as well as any statement she
may have with regard to former Senate President Pro Tem Mike Morgan being indicted in
federal court.
Thanks,
SM
 
Sean Murphy, Capitol Correspondent
The Associated Press
525 Central Park Dr., Suite 202
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
smurphy@ap.org
(405) 525-2121 (Bureau)
(405) 525-8195 (Capitol)
(405) 550-4541 (Cell)
(405) 524-7465 (Fax)
 

The information contained in this communication is intended
for the use
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of
this 
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified
that you have received this communication in error, and that
any review,
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication
is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please 
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-
212-621-1898 
and delete this e-mail. Thank you.
[IP_US_DISC]msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Budget cuts/Health exchange money
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 12:33:00 PM

Where are you alex?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 12:33 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Fw: Budget cuts/Health exchange money
 
Looks like he said we shouldn't take the money either 
 
From: Murphy, Sean [mailto:smurphy@ap.org] 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 12:29 PM
To: Alex Weintz 
Subject: Budget cuts/Health exchange money 
 
Alex:
Sen. Bingman made mention of two things that I think it’s important to seek a comment
from the governor on:

1.       He indicated the Senate will not hear HB 2130 which sets up the health insurance
exchanges because he’s concerned about the state “falling into a trap of adopting
Obamacare.” He also indicated he thinks the state should not accept any more of the
$54 million offered by the feds to help set up the exchange.

2.       Bingman also indicated that he expects cuts to public education will be deeper than
the 3 percent Fallin proposed in her executive budget. He said today he anticipates
those cuts will be deeper, reaching as high as 5 to 7 percent.

 
Also, the Senate today approved bills to eliminate trial de novo and to expand the power of
the state superintendent, both of which are headed to the governor’s desk, as I understand
it.
 
I am interested in Fallin’s response to these developments, as well as any statement she
may have with regard to former Senate President Pro Tem Mike Morgan being indicted in
federal court.
Thanks,
SM
 
Sean Murphy, Capitol Correspondent
The Associated Press
525 Central Park Dr., Suite 202
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
smurphy@ap.org
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(405) 525-2121 (Bureau)
(405) 525-8195 (Capitol)
(405) 550-4541 (Cell)
(405) 524-7465 (Fax)
 

The information contained in this communication is intended
for the use
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of
this 
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified
that you have received this communication in error, and that
any review,
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication
is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please 
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-
212-621-1898 
and delete this e-mail. Thank you.
[IP_US_DISC]msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Cc: Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: Paul Ryan is about to release budget plan repaling obamacare fudning and turning it in to block grants to

state - I think we will want to send a letter/ do press in support of this!
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 10:29:24 AM

She proposed this to Ryan and Boehner when she met w/ them and other governor. 
 
From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 10:16 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz 
Cc: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: RE: Paul Ryan is about to release budget plan repaling obamacare fudning and turning it in to
block grants to state - I think we will want to send a letter/ do press in support of this! 
 
It will be released on TUESDAY morning at approx. 10 am EST, Paul Ryan will have an op0ed in WSJ
that day as well. NGA will organize a group letter, so that will cover that front, but I think we should
do press to if we can!
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 10:14 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Denise Northrup; 'Glenn Coffee (glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov)'; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Paul Ryan is about to release budget plan repaling obamacare fudning and turning it in to
block grants to state - I think we will want to send a letter/ do press in support of this!
Importance: High
 
Will get details on timing.
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Cc: Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: Paul Ryan is about to release budget plan repaling obamacare fudning and turning it in to block grants to

state - I think we will want to send a letter/ do press in support of this!
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 10:28:18 AM

Absolutely!!
 
From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 10:16 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz 
Cc: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: RE: Paul Ryan is about to release budget plan repaling obamacare fudning and turning it in to
block grants to state - I think we will want to send a letter/ do press in support of this! 
 
It will be released on TUESDAY morning at approx. 10 am EST, Paul Ryan will have an op0ed in WSJ
that day as well. NGA will organize a group letter, so that will cover that front, but I think we should
do press to if we can!
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 10:14 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Denise Northrup; 'Glenn Coffee (glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov)'; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Paul Ryan is about to release budget plan repaling obamacare fudning and turning it in to
block grants to state - I think we will want to send a letter/ do press in support of this!
Importance: High
 
Will get details on timing.
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: ObamaCare money
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 9:36:00 AM

 
 

From: Tara Thompson  
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 9:35 AM
To: Governor Info
Subject: ObamaCare money
 
Gov. Fallin,

This is a simple request asking you to reject the federal $54 million ObamaCare money that
has been accepted by you and the State of Oklahoma. This is not what the constituents who
voted you into office voted for. It also is not what you assured us would happen. We want no
part of ObamaCare or the federal handouts. I'm sorry to hear this has been your decision. I'm
afraid, without a complete reversal and a restoration of conservative values in your
administration, I will take my vote elsewhere in the next election. 

We want a conservative in this state. That message was clear. Please, if you somehow
misunderstood it during the election, here it now. I've voted Republican my entire life. I will,
however, not vote for a centralist, for any liberal policies, or, for that matter, any politician
without the courage to fight against this spending frenzy. I don't care what letter proceeds the
politicians name. 

And I'm not alone. 

Respectfully yours,
Tara Lynn Thompson
Sand Springs, OK

-- 
Tara Lynn Thompson
www.taralynnthompson.com

Freelance writer, editor, author, consultant, instructor
tara@taralynnthompson.com
www.linkedin.com/in/taralynnthompson
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: HB 2130
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 9:09:00 AM

 
 

From: Jack Rawlins  
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 9:43 PM
To: David Myers
Cc: Steve Vaughan; Governor Info
Subject: HB 2130
 
Dear Senator Myers
 
We are writing to urge you to oppose HB 2130 which, as we understand it, is the enabling 
legislation for the creation of an Oklahoma Health Insurance exchange funded with bankrupt 
federal dollars. The exchange is but the tip of the iceberg. But, if insurance exchanges were 
such a good idea, they would have been set up long ago in the private sector. Granted there is 
not incentive for a "major" to do so, but then in the auto industry you've got companies now 
that purport to give you everyone else's quotes and then theirs. If they use honest figures 
(which can be confirmed), then what is the difference between that and a government 
imposed exchanged. Therein lies our complete and total objection to this. We KNOW that 
with government involvement comes regulation and controls. We don't care what the rational 
is from the start that is where this is headed. We agree there may be some that do not have 
health insurance and in some cases some type of remedy may need to be reached. But no 
system is going to provide for everyone and extending government intervention in this 
market place threatens to  overhaul the best health care system the world has ever known.
 
There are no alternatives or middle road to this. We need men of the stature of a Scott 
Walker to stand against this type of folly!
 
 
 

Jack & Pam Rawlins          

Ponca City, Ok 74604
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: OCPA
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 8:49:00 AM

He said it publicly at a fundraiser in Enid this week.  We can ask Crystal.

-----Original Message-----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 9:26 PM
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: OCPA

Will he put out a press release?

----- Original Message -----
From: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 07:58 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: OCPA

He already has.

----- Original Message -----
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 07:51 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Re: OCPA

We can ask

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 05:34 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Re: OCPA

Can we get pruitt to say that passing the exchange bill will not jeopardize our standing in the lawsuit
and that until we win in court we must follow the law

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 05:29 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: OCPA

Apparently they are working on a document on why the early innovator grant will in fact tie us to
obamacare
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: OCPA
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 7:58:47 PM

He already has.

----- Original Message -----
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 07:51 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Re: OCPA

We can ask

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 05:34 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Re: OCPA

Can we get pruitt to say that passing the exchange bill will not jeopardize our standing in the lawsuit
and that until we win in court we must follow the law

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 05:29 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: OCPA

Apparently they are working on a document on why the early innovator grant will in fact tie us to
obamacare
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Re: OCPA
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 7:51:47 PM

We can ask

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 05:34 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Re: OCPA

Can we get pruitt to say that passing the exchange bill will not jeopardize our standing in the lawsuit
and that until we win in court we must follow the law

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 05:29 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: OCPA

Apparently they are working on a document on why the early innovator grant will in fact tie us to
obamacare
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Canceled: Phone Interview with the Broken Arrow Ledger
Importance: High

When: Friday, April 01, 2011 11:00 AM-11:30 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Governor's Office

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

*Regarding health insurance exchanges.

*Waiting on details from Alex…
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Phone Interview with the Broken Arrow Ledger

When: Friday, April 01, 2011 11:00 AM-11:30 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Governor's Office

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

*Regarding health insurance exchanges.

*Waiting on details from Alex…
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: Friday schedule change
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 11:12:00 AM

Sure
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 11:11 AM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: Friday schedule change
 
Can you change the 11 am “meet with Alex and Aaron on speeches” time to “phone interview with
the Broken Arrow Ledger regarding health insurance exchanges.” I’ll get more info.
 
Also, this will only take 15 mins so we can fit both this and speech prep into the same time block
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: Radio News Quote
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 9:30:00 AM

 
 

From: rhirish@  
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 4:14 PM
To: Governor Info
Cc: Clark Jolley; Jason W. Murphey; sfitzgerald4 ; George Starch; OK GOP; info@rga.org
Subject: Radio News Quote
 

Dear Governor Fallin,

I heard on a local radio news break, what I can only consider a threat to the
State Senate to the effect if they fail to pass a certain bill you support, that it
will lead to Obamacare in Oklahoma.

Madam Governor, permit me to suggest that IF you had followed the will of
the Oklahoma People and rejected Barack Hussein Obama, aka Barry Soetoro,
when the story of his life surfaced to the general public in early 2008,
BEFORE the illegal "election", Mr. Obama/Soetoro would NOT be in the
Oval Office and we would not have to contend with the host of
unconstitutional acts he has done since that January 20, 2009 Day of Infamy
II!

Although the prime opportunity has long passed, you COULD still instruct
Attorney General Pruitt to demand Obama prove is eligibility prior to doing
any more damage to Oklahoma, her People OR her economy! As Mr.
Obama/Soetoro's (claimed) father was not a United States citizen at the time
of Mr. Obama/Soetoro's birth, he can NOT prove his eligibility because he is
NOT.

Stop the dithering and ACT!

Sincerely,

Richard H. Irish

Edmond
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: Media this morning
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 8:18:00 AM

:)

-----Original Message-----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 8:18 AM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: Media this morning

I believe so. I had to run home and give becky my car

----- Original Message -----
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 07:50 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Media this morning

So is she back at the mansion?

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 07:47 AM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: Media this morning

No I couldn't get in touch with that guy

----- Original Message -----
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 07:46 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Media this morning

Good job, heard her on ch 4 I thought while I was getting ready?

Did she call wash post too?

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 07:07 AM
To: Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Media this morning

The governor talked about the education agenda, bush visit and health insurance exchange on
channel6.

On channel 9 she got quite a lot of face time. Talked education, health insurance exchange, open carry,
energy policy. They asked about the birther issue. She did not question obama"s citizenship but she did
say shed like to see his birth certificate.

Called reid mullins about education and bush. (We scheduled this on the fly this morning)

Talked about education/bush on channel 6. They also asked about budget cuts and she talked about the
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need to make govt more efficient and effective. Also asked about eagleton/bartlett.

Also talked to rex with radio oklahoama about insurance exchanges
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Media this morning
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 7:50:57 AM

So is she back at the mansion?

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 07:47 AM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: Media this morning

No I couldn't get in touch with that guy

----- Original Message -----
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 07:46 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Media this morning

Good job, heard her on ch 4 I thought while I was getting ready?

Did she call wash post too?

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 07:07 AM
To: Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Media this morning

The governor talked about the education agenda, bush visit and health insurance exchange on
channel6.

On channel 9 she got quite a lot of face time. Talked education, health insurance exchange, open carry,
energy policy. They asked about the birther issue. She did not question obama"s citizenship but she did
say shed like to see his birth certificate.

Called reid mullins about education and bush. (We scheduled this on the fly this morning)

Talked about education/bush on channel 6. They also asked about budget cuts and she talked about the
need to make govt more efficient and effective. Also asked about eagleton/bartlett.

Also talked to rex with radio oklahoama about insurance exchanges
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Media this morning
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 7:50:35 AM

K

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 07:47 AM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: Media this morning

No I couldn't get in touch with that guy

----- Original Message -----
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 07:46 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Media this morning

Good job, heard her on ch 4 I thought while I was getting ready?

Did she call wash post too?

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 07:07 AM
To: Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Media this morning

The governor talked about the education agenda, bush visit and health insurance exchange on
channel6.

On channel 9 she got quite a lot of face time. Talked education, health insurance exchange, open carry,
energy policy. They asked about the birther issue. She did not question obama"s citizenship but she did
say shed like to see his birth certificate.

Called reid mullins about education and bush. (We scheduled this on the fly this morning)

Talked about education/bush on channel 6. They also asked about budget cuts and she talked about the
need to make govt more efficient and effective. Also asked about eagleton/bartlett.

Also talked to rex with radio oklahoama about insurance exchanges
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Media this morning
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 7:46:57 AM

Good job, heard her on ch 4 I thought while I was getting ready?

Did she call wash post too?

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 07:07 AM
To: Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Media this morning

The governor talked about the education agenda, bush visit and health insurance exchange on
channel6.

On channel 9 she got quite a lot of face time. Talked education, health insurance exchange, open carry,
energy policy. They asked about the birther issue. She did not question obama"s citizenship but she did
say shed like to see his birth certificate.

Called reid mullins about education and bush. (We scheduled this on the fly this morning)

Talked about education/bush on channel 6. They also asked about budget cuts and she talked about the
need to make govt more efficient and effective. Also asked about eagleton/bartlett.

Also talked to rex with radio oklahoama about insurance exchanges
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Scott Mason
Cc: aweintz ; alex@maryfallin.org
Subject: LIVE Interview with Channel 4

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 6:00 AM-6:20 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Channel 4 KFOR studios, 444 E Britton Rd, OKC

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Interview with: Kent Ogle and Ali Meyer 

Arrive by 6:05AM, you will be LIVE from 6:12-6:20.

Subject: Health insurance exchanges, education

Contact: 405-478-6337

*Alex will staff.
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Scott Mason
Cc: aweintz ; alex@maryfallin.org
Subject: LIVE Interview with Channel 9

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 6:30 AM-6:50 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: KWTV studios, 7401 N Kelley Ave, OKC

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Interview with: Stan Miller and Robin Marsh

Arrive by 6:30AM, LIVE at 6:40AM.

Subject: Health insurance exchanges, education

Contact: 405.841.9956

*Alex will staff.
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Scott Mason
Subject: LIVE Interview with Channel 6 Tulsa Via Satellite

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 7:00 AM-7:15 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: KWTV studios, 7401 N Kelley Ave, OKC

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Interview with: Leanne Taylor and Rich Lenz

Subject: Health insurance exchanges, education

Contact: 405.841.9956

*Alex will staff.
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Cc: aweintz ; alex@maryfallin.org
Subject: LIVE Interview with Channel 4

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 6:00 AM-6:20 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Channel 4 KFOR studios, 444 E Britton Rd, OKC

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Interview with: Ali Meyer and Kent Ogle

Arrive by 6:05AM, you will be LIVE from 6:12-6:20.

Subject: Health insurance exchanges, education

Contact: 405-478-6337

*Alex will staff.
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Cc: aweintz ; alex@maryfallin.org
Subject: LIVE Interview with Channel 4

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 6:00 AM-6:20 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Channel 4 KFOR studios, 444 E Britton Rd, OKC

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Interview with: Kent Ogle and Ali Meyer 

Arrive by 6:05AM, you will be LIVE from 6:12-6:20.

Subject: Health insurance exchanges, education

Contact: 405-478-6337

*Alex will staff.
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Cc: aweintz ; alex@maryfallin.org
Subject: LIVE Interview with Channel 9

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 6:30 AM-6:50 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: KWTV studios, 7401 N Kelley Ave, OKC

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Interview with: Stan Miller and Robin Marsh

Arrive by 6:30AM, LIVE at 6:40AM.

Subject: Health insurance exchanges, education

Contact: 405.841.9956

*Alex will staff.
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: LIVE Interview with Channel 9

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 6:45 AM-7:00 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: KWTV studios, 7401 N Kelley Ave, OKC

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Interview with: Stan Miller and Robin Marsh

Subject: Health insurance exchanges, education

Arrive 6:30, LIVE 6:40

Contact: 405.841.9956

*Alex will staff.
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: LIVE Interview with Channel 4

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 6:00 AM-6:20 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Channel 4 KFOR studios, 444 E Britton Rd, OKC

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Interview with: Kent Ogle

Arrive by 6:05AM, you will be LIVE from 6:12-6:20.

Subject: Health insurance exchanges, education

Contact: 405-478-6337

*Alex will staff.
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: LIVE Interview with Channel 6 Tulsa Via Satellite

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 7:00 AM-7:15 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: KWTV studios, 7401 N Kelley Ave, OKC

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Interview with: Leanne Taylor and Rich Lenz

Subject: Health insurance exchanges, education

Contact: 405.841.9956

*Alex will staff.
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Cc: aweintz ; alex@maryfallin.org
Subject: LIVE Interview with Channel 9

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 6:30 AM-6:50 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: KWTV studios, 7401 N Kelley Ave, OKC

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Interview with: Stan Miller and Robin Marsh

Subject: Health insurance exchanges, education

Arrive 6:30, LIVE 6:40

Contact: 405.841.9956

*Alex will staff.
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Cc: aweintz ; alex@maryfallin.org
Subject: LIVE Interview with Channel 4

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 6:00 AM-6:20 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Channel 4 KFOR studios, 444 E Britton Rd, OKC

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Interview with: Kent Ogle

Arrive by 6:05AM, you will be LIVE from 6:12-6:20.

Subject: Health insurance exchanges, education

Contact: 405-478-6337

*Alex will staff.
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: LIVE Interview with Channel 4

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 6:00 AM-6:20 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Channel 4 KFOR studios, 444 E Britton Rd, OKC

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Interview: Kent Ogle

Arrive by 6:05AM, you will be LIVE from 6:12-6:20.

Subject: Health insurance exchanges, education

Contact: 405-478-6337
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date : 

Codvlnman 
Brett Thomas 
FW: ObamaCare lawsuits on the fast track 

Monday, March 28, 2011 4:21:00 PM 

From: Wendy Harkness 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 2:23 PM 
To: Governor Info 
Subject: Fw: ObamaCare lawsuits on the fast t rack 

PLEASE SHARE WITH FRIENDS-FAMILY .. E-MAIL LISTS ... EVEN WITH PEOPLE 
OUTSIDE AMERICA -
THEY MIGHT KNOW AMERICAN PEOPLE .... TEAM EFFORT ... UNITED BODY OF 
CHRIST .. ALL FOR FATHER GOD'S GLORY! 

----- Forwarded Message ----
From: "Jay Sekulow, Chief Counsel" jsekulow@aclj.org 
Sent: Mon, March 28, 2011 11:08:35 AM 
Subject: ObamaCare lawsuits on the fast track 

Error! Filename not specified. 

Dear Wendy, 

Take Action I Contribute 
Error! Filename not specified. 

A critical 'next step' in the ObamaCare battle is taking place, and I want 
you to be among the fi rst updated . 

The ACLJ is filing an amicus brief on behalf of 49 Members of 
Congress - including pro-life leaders Rep. Joe Pitts, Rep. Michele 
Bachmann, and Rep. Mike Pence - backing Vi rginia's ObamaCare lawsuit 
now before the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals. 

We are asking the court to uphold the lower court's decision that the 
'individual mandate' of ObamaCare is unconstitutional. We are also urging 
the appeals court to go further - they should declare the entire 
Obama Care law unconstitutional . 

As the legal challenges to ObamaCare move forward, there's one central 
argument that we're confident will win the day: the mandate forcing 
individuals to purchase health care insurance is unconstitutional. Forcing 
someone to buy health insurance is not economic activity - Congress does 
not have that authority under the Commerce Clause. 
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At the same time, the ACLJ's lawsuit against ObamaCare is also quickly 
moving forward in Washington, D.C. A federal appeals court has 
cleared the way for our legal challenge to be put on the fast track, 
meaning an expedited appeal before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia Circuit. 

With this decision, the court is sending a strong signal that time is of the 
essence in determining the constitutionality of this law. The first round of 
briefs in our case will be fi led in May, with oral arguments before a three
judge panel to be scheduled in September. 

Our legal team is encouraged by the significant movement of this issue -
and certain that it will ultimately end up at the Supreme Court of the 
United States. 

Thank you for helping make our work possible, and for standing with us in 
the fight for freedom. 

Sincerely, 

Jay Sekulow 
ACLJ Chief Counsel 

P.S. The ACLJ has a nationwide petition call ing on Congress to repeal 
and defund ObamaCare. Would you forward this important update on our 
progress in the courts to anyone you know concerned about this pro
abortion law and please encourage them to sign our petition here? Thank 
you. 

Error! Filename not specified. 

To ensure that you continue to receive e-mails from the ACLJ, 
please add jsekulow@aclj.org to your address book. 

American Center for Law and Justice 
P.O. Box 90555, Washington, D.C. 20090-0555 

Phone: (800) 296-4529 
Copyright©2011, ACLJ I Privacy & Security Policy I Registration I Unsubscribe 

The ACLJ is an organizat ion dedicated to the defense of constitutional liberties secured by law. 

American Center for Law and Justice is a d/b/a for Christian Advocates Serving Evangelism, Inc., a tax
exempt, not-for-profit, religious corporation as defined under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, 
specifically dedicated to the ideal that religious freedom and freedom of speech are inalienable, God-given 
rights. The Center's purpose is to engage legal, legislative and cultural issues by implementing an effective 
strategy of advocacy, education and litigation to ensure that those rights are protected under the law. The 
organization has participated in numerous cases before the Supreme Court, Federal Court of Appeals, 
Federal District Courts, and various state courts regarding freedom of religion and freedom of speech. Your 
gift is very much appreciated and fully deductible as a charitable contribution. A copy of our latest financial 
report may be obtained by writing to us at P.O. Box 450349, Atlanta, GA 31145-0349. 
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Error! 
Filename 
not 
specified. 

As always, let us know of threats to freedom in your area by calling (757) 226-2489. And tune in to our daily 
radio program, "Jay Sekulow Live!" 

Do not respond to this e-mail for any reason. 

Legal requests will not be answered through jsekulow@aclj.org. Legal requests must be submitted at 
www.aclj.org/Contact/. 

For technical problems of any type, contact the tech support staff by visiting www.aclj.org/help. Please 
provide all the information requested. Please do not use this for general correspondence as it goes to a 
technical support area. 

How do I discontinue my membership/subscription to this e- mail list? Do not respond to this e-mail for any 
reason. To discontinue your membership automatically, please follow the link below. You joined this list as 
Wendy Harkness at the following e- mail address: wendy.jesus@yahoo.com. You must use the correct e-mail 
address to discontinue your membership. 

If you experience any technical problems and/or do not receive confirmation that your request has been 
completed online, please postal mail, phone, or fax your request using the contact information listed above. 
Your request will be processed within 10 days of the receipt of your request 

Discontinue my subscription 

HOW CAN I SUPPORT THE AMERICAN CENTER FOR LAW AND JUSTICE? 
Make a secure online credit card donation . 
For other ways to support the ACLJ at no additional cost to you click here 
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: schedule addition
Date: Monday, March 28, 2011 12:53:00 PM

ok
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 12:52 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: schedule addition
 
Meaning she does not need to get there early but she does need to be in the studio sitting in a chair
at 645
 

From: Dana Wolpert 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 12:10 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: schedule addition
 
She doesn’t have to be there early for makeup, etc…?
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 11:47 AM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: schedule addition
 
correct
 

From: Dana Wolpert 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 11:22 AM
To: Alex Weintz; Tammie Wright
Subject: RE: schedule addition
 
These are both in person live interviews right? (I know the second one is satellite)
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Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:23 AM
To: Tammie Wright; Dana Wolpert
Subject: schedule addition
 
Wednesday, 3/30/11
 
645 am
Interview with channel 9
Contact: 405.841.9956
location: KWTV studios, 7401 N Kelley Ave, OKC
subject: health insurance exchanges, education
 
7 am
Interview with channel 6 tulsa via satellite
Contact: 405.841.9956
Location: KWTV studios, 7401 N Kelley Ave, OKC
subject: health insurance exchanges, education
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: LIVE Interview with Channel 9

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 6:45 AM-7:00 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: KWTV studios, 7401 N Kelley Ave, OKC

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Interview with: Stan Miller and Robin Marsh

Subject: Health insurance exchanges, education

Contact: 405.841.9956
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: LIVE Interview with Channel 6 Tulsa Via Satellite

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 7:00 AM-7:15 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: KWTV studios, 7401 N Kelley Ave, OKC

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Interview with: Leanne Taylor and Rich Lenz

Subject: Health insurance exchanges, education

Contact: 405.841.9956
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: schedule addition
Date: Monday, March 28, 2011 12:09:00 PM

She doesn’t have to be there early for makeup, etc…?
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 11:47 AM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: schedule addition
 
correct
 

From: Dana Wolpert 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 11:22 AM
To: Alex Weintz; Tammie Wright
Subject: RE: schedule addition
 
These are both in person live interviews right? (I know the second one is satellite)
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:23 AM
To: Tammie Wright; Dana Wolpert
Subject: schedule addition
 
Wednesday, 3/30/11
 
645 am
Interview with channel 9
Contact: 405.841.9956
location: KWTV studios, 7401 N Kelley Ave, OKC
subject: health insurance exchanges, education
 
7 am
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Interview with channel 6 tulsa via satellite
Contact: 405.841.9956
Location: KWTV studios, 7401 N Kelley Ave, OKC
subject: health insurance exchanges, education
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Interview with Channel 6 Tulsa Via Satellite

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 7:00 AM-7:15 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: KWTV studios, 7401 N Kelley Ave, OKC

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Interview with: Leanne Taylor and Rich Lenz

Subject: Health insurance exchanges, education

Contact: 405.841.9956
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Interview with Channel 9

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 6:45 AM-7:00 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: KWTV studios, 7401 N Kelley Ave, OKC

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Subject: Health insurance exchanges, education

Contact: 405.841.9956
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Interview with Channel 9

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 6:45 AM-7:00 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: KWTV studios, 7401 N Kelley Ave, OKC

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Interview with: Stan Miller and Robin Marsh

Subject: Health insurance exchanges, education

Contact: 405.841.9956
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Interview with Channel 9

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 6:45 AM-7:00 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: KWTV studios, 7401 N Kelley Ave, OKC

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Subject: health insurance exchanges, education

Contact: 405.841.9956
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Interview with Channel 6 Tulsa Via Satellite

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 7:00 AM-7:15 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: KWTV studios, 7401 N Kelley Ave, OKC

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Subject: Health insurance exchanges, education

Contact: 405.841.9956
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: NFIB - health insurance exchanges
Date: Monday, March 28, 2011 9:42:00 AM

And ask to get copies once they are done
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 9:07 AM
To: Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: NFIB - health insurance exchanges
 
Good, we need them! We need press releases, op-eds and phone calls!
 
From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 09:07 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler 
Subject: NFIB - health insurance exchanges 
 
Jerrod Shouse called me and said NFIB wants to help us on the exchange issue.
 
NFIB supports state-based exchanges as good for small businesses; they also are one of the private
groups suing the fed government over Obamacare.
 
Jerrod said they can write an editorial to be placed in Oklahoma papers and/or send the editorial to
House and Senate members. 
 
 

Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: Health insurance exchanges
Date: Monday, March 28, 2011 8:48:00 AM

 
 

From: sorensen33@  
Sent: Sunday, March 27, 2011 11:53 AM
To: Governor Info; adelson@oksenate.gov; aldridge@oksenate.gov; allen@oksenate.gov;
anderson@oksenate.gov; ballenger@oksenate.gov; barrington@oksenate.gov; bass@oksenate.gov;
bingman@oksenate.gov; branan@oksenate.gov; brecheen@oksenate.gov; donarmes@okhouse.gov;
garybanz@okhouse.gov; john.bennett@okhouse.gov; lisajbilly@okhouse.gov;
gusblackwell@okhouse.gov; mikebrown@okhouse.gov; david.brumbaugh@okhouse.gov;
ed.cannaday@okhouse.gov; dennis.casey@okhouse.gov; mike.christian@okhouse.gov;
josh.cockroft@okhouse.gov; donnie.condit@okhouse.gov; anncoody@okhouse.gov;
mariancooksey@okhouse.gov; dougcox@okhouse.gov; david.dank@okhouse.gov;
leedenney@okhouse.gov; david.derby@okhouse.gov; daledewitt@okhouse.gov;
john.enns@okhouse.gov; rusty.farley@okhouse.gov; george.faught@okhouse.gov;
will.fourkiller@okhouse.gov; larryglenn@okhouse.gov; randy.grau@okhouse.gov;
elise.hall@okhouse.gov; rebeccahamilton@okhouse.gov; tommy.hardin@okhouse.gov;
jwhickman@okhouse.gov; weshilliard@okhouse.gov; corey.holland@okhouse.gov;
chuck.hoskin@okhouse.gov; scott.inman@okhouse.gov; mikejackson@okhouse.gov;
dennis.johnson@okhouse.gov; fred.jordan@okhouse.gov; charlie.joyner@okhouse.gov;
sallykern@okhouse.gov; charles.key@okhouse.gov; dan.kirby@okhouse.gov;
steve.kouplen@okhouse.gov; guyliebmann@okhouse.gov; james.lockhart@okhouse.gov;
scott.martin@okhouse.gov; stevemartin@okhouse.gov; al.mcaffrey@okhouse.gov;
mark.mccullough@okhouse.gov; jeanniemcdaniel@okhouse.gov; randy.mcdaniel@okhouse.gov;
skye.mcniel@okhouse.gov; jerrymcpeak@okhouse.gov; lewis.moore@okhouse.gov;
dannymorgan@okhouse.gov; richardmorrissette@okhouse.gov; glen.mulready@okhouse.gov;
jason.murphey@okhouse.gov; jason.nelson@okhouse.gov; tom.newell@okhouse.gov;
jadine.nollan@okhouse.gov; charles.ortega@okhouse.gov; leslie.osborn@okhouse.gov;
pat.ownbey@okhouse.gov; ronpeters@okhouse.gov; pampeterson@okhouse.gov;
anastasia.pittman@okhouse.gov; eric.proctor@okhouse.gov; rcpruett@okhouse.gov;
marty.quinn@okhouse.gov; brian.renegar@okhouse.gov; mikereynolds@okhouse.gov;
philrichardson@okhouse.gov; mike.ritze@okhouse.gov; paulroan@okhouse.gov;
dustin.roberts@okhouse.gov; sean.roberts@okhouse.gov; waderousselot@okhouse.gov;
todd.russ@okhouse.gov; mike.sanders@okhouse.gov; colby.schwartz@okhouse.gov;
seneca.scott@okhouse.gov; earl.sears@okhouse.gov; tw.shannon@okhouse.gov;
mikeshelton@okhouse.gov; bensherrer@okhouse.gov; jerryshoemake@okhouse.gov;
jabarshumate@okhouse.gov; krissteele@okhouse.gov; aaron.stiles@okhouse.gov;
danielsullivan@okhouse.gov; randyterrill@okhouse.gov; todd.thomsen@okhouse.gov;
suetibbs@okhouse.gov; johntrebilcock@okhouse.gov; steve.vaughan@okhouse.gov;
emily.virgin@okhouse.gov; purcywalker@okhouse.gov; weldon.watson@okhouse.gov;
paulwesselhoft@okhouse.gov; cory.williams@okhouse.gov; harold.wright@okhouse.gov
Subject: re: Health insurance exchanges
 
Dear Mary Fallin,
 
      This letter is in response to the articles in the Tulsa World, Friday, March 24. The public
is not uninformed. You remind me of Obama, Pelosi, and Reid running around the State
trying to convince people of something that is indefensible. You know, and we know, these
exchanges are not in the best interest of the people of Oklahoma. Like Pelosi and Reid you
don’t seem to get it, or perhaps you have such contempt for Oklahomans that you don’t care
what we think.
      The big insurance companies have been a powerful force across this Country for some
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time. I’m sure they have paid handsomely for it. It started with forcing people to buy
automobile insurance, and now they want to force everyone to buy their health insurance. Not
only that, but they want to restrict the kind of insurance we can buy. This is done to make
more money. Catastrophic insurance is available to everyone right now. After you get done,
Ms Fallin, only those under 30 will be able to purchase it. No one needs anything but
catastrophic insurance. The big insurance companies want less competition or they want to
eliminate their competitors all together. This is nothing new. Government has been used to
destroy many businesses with rules and regulations when their contributors have asked them
to.
      Mary Fallin you lied to the people of Oklahoma when you stood in front of us and said
you would fight Obamacare. Some voted for you based on that statement alone. 
      The paper says you are planning on suing the Federal Government. You mean you
haven’t done it yet?!! What’s wrong with you? You are putting in place the framework for
carrying out the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) and you want us to
believe you are against it? Do you know how asinine you and Kris Steele sound? And you
think we are not informed? You have joined ranks with Obama, Pelosi, and Reid. You can
not distance yourself from federal health care reform when you are using federal funds. 
     The Republicans have been running the House and Senate for some time, and in 2009 they
passed the Oklahoma Insurance Exchange law.  Now you and others are trying to convince
us this is free enterprise at work.  Unless you have a different definition of market based, this
is insurance and government working together to fleece the citizens of this State. It is
redistribution of wealth. I take care of myself, exercise, eat right and seldom go to the doctor;
yet you want me to subsidize those that haven’t taken care of themselves. You want to punish
me for doing the right thing, by taking my property (money) and giving it to someone less
responsible. Not only that, I bet you will force me to give up my property by fining me or
taking away my liberty.
      The insurance industry is concerned about how they will compete for the "customers" in
the exchange. We are not customers! Customers are consumers who are allowed to purchase,
or not purchase, a product or service. Insurance companies with the help of government
officials are forcing people to buy from them. That is captivity.
      Affordable health insurance is a fallacy. Like car insurance, the costs will skyrocket when
government forces everyone to buy it. It happens every time government gets involved in
anything including medical care. The costs have gone up in large part because of Medicare
and Medicaid. We need affordable health care...free enterprise. Competition will bring down
costs, not Government and certainly not insurance. Doctors and hospitals should have to post
their prices. The market will determine the costs. Not government. Health insurance is not
needed for anything but catastrophic illnesses.
      When the Federal Government usurps powers given to them by the States, the States have
the duty and right to demand they stop. There is absolutely nothing in the Constitution that
gives the Feds the power to force people to purchase anything. Are you doing this for the
Federal Government? The Feds can’t force us to buy insurance but the States can force us?
 Where in the State Constitution does it allows you, Ms. Fallin, to force us to buy goods or
services from private companies? 
      Government, at all levels, keeps demanding more money, and more of our freedoms are
eroding away. Tell me who in Oklahoma City stands up for the people? I see Government
benefitting and big business booming. I see the people getting poorer. I guess when most
people get in office they can’t help themselves. They love the power and control they have
over the lives of others.
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We will continue to fight a Government that is unresponsive to a free people.
 
 
Marilyn Sorensen
cc:  House & Senate
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: Treat
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 3:36:31 PM

That is awesome! Happy friday everyone!
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 03:03 PM
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup 
Cc: Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: RE: Treat 
 
Treat’s not even here today and I believe I was just the victim of a prank to see if I would run up 3
flights of steps, which I did. I’ll be in my office sweating if anyone needs me
 

From: Glenn Coffee 
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 2:59 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Treat
 
Yea, I would be respectful but that is truly our position and we are sorry he is troubled by that. 
However, it is a fact.  If after you visit you want me to come up or  you bring him down, I am happy
to do that.
 
Will be in a meeting with Commissioner Cloud for the next 30 minutes or so.
 
Glenn
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 2:57 PM
To: Glenn Coffee
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Treat
 
Sen Treat has summoned me to his office with a note indicating he doesn’t like my comment in the
TW about every vote against our bill being a vote to sit on your hands and wait for ObamaCare to be
implemented. I am going up to talk to him and wanted you guys to know
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Treat
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 3:04:00 PM

Yea, I would be respectful but that is truly our position and we are sorry he is troubled by that. 
However, it is a fact.  If after you visit you want me to come up or  you bring him down, I am happy
to do that.
 
Will be in a meeting with Commissioner Cloud for the next 30 minutes or so.
 
Glenn
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 2:57 PM
To: Glenn Coffee
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Treat
 
Sen Treat has summoned me to his office with a note indicating he doesn’t like my comment in the
TW about every vote against our bill being a vote to sit on your hands and wait for ObamaCare to be
implemented. I am going up to talk to him and wanted you guys to know
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: Health Care Exchange coverage
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 12:08:00 PM

 
 

From: Susan Thomas [ ] 
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 9:53 AM
To: Governor Info
Subject: Health Care Exchange coverage
 
Dear Governor Fallin:

My husband and I, lifelong Republicans, support the 2010 Patient Protection and

Affordable Care Act of 2010, mostly because it addresses our primary health insurance

concern: the pre-existing condition clause. We formed a business partnership to do our

work (which could just as easily be done as individuals--we write on a contract basis for

ThomsonReuters legal publishing) for the sole purpose of being able to purchase group

health insurance. My family, and many thousands like us in Oklahoma, are precluded from

participating in the health exchange program you are planning due to health conditions. 

We are a 2-person company, buying insurance through the Tulsa Chamber. My husband

will be eligible for Medicare several years before I will. And if anything should happen to

either of us now, the other would be unable to buy health insurance as an individual.

What is your plan for us? The high risk pool isn't really a solution for us, because it saves

very little money over what we have now and would provide inadequate coverage. It's not

as though we think Obamacare is perfect, but it looks to us like a step in the right

direction.

Thank you for considering my question.

Susan Thomas
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: :(
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 7:31:16 PM

Yes, he wins pervert of the week award. And andrew has been a wonderful addition to sr staff mtg,
he got to share his story about rep. Mccullough with coffee :)

I have forbidden him from mentioning his name again. The visual is too painful!
 
From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 07:14 PM
To: Denise Northrup 
Subject: Re: :( 
 
Nice!
 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 05:50 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: RE: :( 
 
One of the busiest, shittiest days ever…still here trying to catch up on emails since I was in meetings
ALL DAY
 
Oh, and eddie fields was totally staring at my chest as I asked him to vote for tort next week
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:45 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: :(
 
Wow...I miss you personally but I don't know that I miss calls like that!!! I might stay here!
 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 05:37 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: FW: :( 
 
We miss you…
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:09 PM
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: :(
 
I just got a call from someone who was sent to me by Faught asking to see a copy of the “contract”
Governor Fallin signed accepting the early innovator grant money. I told them we have not signed a
contract of any kind.
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This is the kind of stuff that is out there
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: :(
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:50:00 PM

One of the busiest, shittiest days ever…still here trying to catch up on emails since I was in meetings
ALL DAY
 
Oh, and eddie fields was totally staring at my chest as I asked him to vote for tort next week
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:45 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: :(
 
Wow...I miss you personally but I don't know that I miss calls like that!!! I might stay here!
 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 05:37 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: FW: :( 
 
We miss you…
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:09 PM
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: :(
 
I just got a call from someone who was sent to me by Faught asking to see a copy of the “contract”
Governor Fallin signed accepting the early innovator grant money. I told them we have not signed a
contract of any kind.
 
This is the kind of stuff that is out there
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: :(
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:37:00 PM

We miss you…
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:09 PM
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: :(
 
I just got a call from someone who was sent to me by Faught asking to see a copy of the “contract”
Governor Fallin signed accepting the early innovator grant money. I told them we have not signed a
contract of any kind.
 
This is the kind of stuff that is out there
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ"s out?
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:36:00 PM

That’s fine
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:36 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ's out?
 
To give them as much “good” info as possible from us vs. “bad” info from OK-SAFE and Pat Campbell
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:35 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ's out?
 
You can send the press, I don’t care, just wondering what the strategy in just dumping info out there
is…
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:29 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ's out?
 
I can just send it to legislators if you want – it can go out to press anytime. Kaleb indicated that some
senators and reps have townhall meetings tomorrow and want it right no. how about just to staff
and legislators for the time being?
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:27 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ's out?
 
To press?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:06 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ's out?
 
At a minimum to staff and legislators, although I don’t see why we wouldn’t just send it to our whole
list
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:03 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ's out?
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Yes, to whom?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:54 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: can i send fAQ's out?
 

Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange:

Frequently Asked Questions
 

·         What is a health insurance exchange?

            Health insurance exchanges are online portals where consumers can get information about
various health insurance plans, compare prices and ultimately purchase health insurance.  The
Oklahoma-based exchange that Governor Mary Fallin supports will be a patient-centered, pro-
market exchange consistent with her conservative values. The purpose of the exchange will be to
empower consumers with information and to use free market principles to contain health insurance
costs.

The premiere conservative think tank in the nation, the Heritage Foundation, supports the
creation of these exchanges. In a March 21, 2011 document entitled “A State Lawmaker’s Guide to
Health Insurance Exchanges,” the Heritage Foundation outlines the necessity of developing a state
exchange in the immediate future.
 

·         What happens if Oklahoma does not establish its own exchange?

            If a state does not establish its own health insurance exchange, the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA, also known as “ObamaCare”) mandates that President Obama’s
HHS Secretary is required to establish a federally run exchange in that state. As the Heritage
Foundation writes, “…the sooner a state declares ‘non-compliance’ with the PPACA, the sooner
HHS will build an exchange in that state to act as a federal insurance regulator.”  In other words, a
state that does not build its own insurance exchange is resigning itself to the presence of federally
designed, federally run exchange.
            The best way to ward off a federal takeover of that kind if to pursue what the Heritage
Foundation calls “defensive” reform efforts to block federal interference. One of those defensive
efforts is the creation of a market-based exchange that Governor Fallin and other conservative
lawmakers are seeking to create.
 

·         President Obama says he supports exchanges and one element of ObamaCare is the
creation of a federal exchange? How can exchanges be conservative?
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The Heritage Foundation writes:
Consumer-Centered Exchanges vs. ObamaCare Exchanges

            “The first point to understand is that the entire design for health insurance exchanges in
the PPACA is a perversion of the core concept of what is an otherwise sound approach to
improving health insurance markets. … It is important to recognize that it is ObamaCare’s
perversion of the exchanges, not the original concept itself, that is the problem. … Consequently,
the PPACA’s misappropriation of the term ‘health insurance exchange’ should not deter state
lawmakers from pursuing their own defined-contribution, market-based reforms that employ state
exchanges to perform purely administrative functions.”
 

·         How much will it cost to build a health insurance exchange in Oklahoma? How will
we pay for it?

            Cost estimates vary based on the composition and governance of the exchange. Currently,
the plans for an Oklahoma exchange are in their infancy. HB 2130, which the governor is asking
lawmakers to support, creates a governing board for the Oklahoma exchange which will, over the
course of the next months and years, answer that question. The governor’s office and the state
department of health are also holding regular “stakeholder meetings” to allow consumers, industry
professionals and concerned citizens to weigh in on what they would like to see in an exchange.
            Currently, it will be a challenge for the state of Oklahoma to afford the cost of
implementing and maintaining a health insurance exchange on its own. The state is facing a $500
million budget shortfall and cuts to the department of health are expected to be at least 3% in the
next fiscal year.
            Fortunately, Oklahoma has received a $54 million Early Innovator Grant from the federal
government. That does not mean, however, it will cost $54 million to establish and run an
exchange. Governor Fallin plans on returning any money the state does not use.
 

·         Does accepting federal money mean that Oklahoma is agreeing to implement
ObamaCare?

            No. The Early Innovator Grant was awarded to Oklahoma to be used to build a state-based
exchange. The Oklahoma legislature had already passed a bill authorizing the creation of such an
exchange; the grant simply provides the money needed to fund it. Governor Fallin will not
support any legislation that forces ObamaCare on the state of Oklahoma.
             
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ"s out?
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:34:00 PM

You can send the press, I don’t care, just wondering what the strategy in just dumping info out there
is…
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:29 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ's out?
 
I can just send it to legislators if you want – it can go out to press anytime. Kaleb indicated that some
senators and reps have townhall meetings tomorrow and want it right no. how about just to staff
and legislators for the time being?
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:27 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ's out?
 
To press?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:06 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ's out?
 
At a minimum to staff and legislators, although I don’t see why we wouldn’t just send it to our whole
list
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:03 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ's out?
 
Yes, to whom?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:54 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: can i send fAQ's out?
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Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange:

Frequently Asked Questions
 

·         What is a health insurance exchange?

            Health insurance exchanges are online portals where consumers can get information about
various health insurance plans, compare prices and ultimately purchase health insurance.  The
Oklahoma-based exchange that Governor Mary Fallin supports will be a patient-centered, pro-
market exchange consistent with her conservative values. The purpose of the exchange will be to
empower consumers with information and to use free market principles to contain health insurance
costs.

The premiere conservative think tank in the nation, the Heritage Foundation, supports the
creation of these exchanges. In a March 21, 2011 document entitled “A State Lawmaker’s Guide to
Health Insurance Exchanges,” the Heritage Foundation outlines the necessity of developing a state
exchange in the immediate future.
 

·         What happens if Oklahoma does not establish its own exchange?

            If a state does not establish its own health insurance exchange, the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA, also known as “ObamaCare”) mandates that President Obama’s
HHS Secretary is required to establish a federally run exchange in that state. As the Heritage
Foundation writes, “…the sooner a state declares ‘non-compliance’ with the PPACA, the sooner
HHS will build an exchange in that state to act as a federal insurance regulator.”  In other words, a
state that does not build its own insurance exchange is resigning itself to the presence of federally
designed, federally run exchange.
            The best way to ward off a federal takeover of that kind if to pursue what the Heritage
Foundation calls “defensive” reform efforts to block federal interference. One of those defensive
efforts is the creation of a market-based exchange that Governor Fallin and other conservative
lawmakers are seeking to create.
 

·         President Obama says he supports exchanges and one element of ObamaCare is the
creation of a federal exchange? How can exchanges be conservative?

The Heritage Foundation writes:
Consumer-Centered Exchanges vs. ObamaCare Exchanges

            “The first point to understand is that the entire design for health insurance exchanges in
the PPACA is a perversion of the core concept of what is an otherwise sound approach to
improving health insurance markets. … It is important to recognize that it is ObamaCare’s
perversion of the exchanges, not the original concept itself, that is the problem. … Consequently,
the PPACA’s misappropriation of the term ‘health insurance exchange’ should not deter state
lawmakers from pursuing their own defined-contribution, market-based reforms that employ state
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exchanges to perform purely administrative functions.”
 

·         How much will it cost to build a health insurance exchange in Oklahoma? How will
we pay for it?

            Cost estimates vary based on the composition and governance of the exchange. Currently,
the plans for an Oklahoma exchange are in their infancy. HB 2130, which the governor is asking
lawmakers to support, creates a governing board for the Oklahoma exchange which will, over the
course of the next months and years, answer that question. The governor’s office and the state
department of health are also holding regular “stakeholder meetings” to allow consumers, industry
professionals and concerned citizens to weigh in on what they would like to see in an exchange.
            Currently, it will be a challenge for the state of Oklahoma to afford the cost of
implementing and maintaining a health insurance exchange on its own. The state is facing a $500
million budget shortfall and cuts to the department of health are expected to be at least 3% in the
next fiscal year.
            Fortunately, Oklahoma has received a $54 million Early Innovator Grant from the federal
government. That does not mean, however, it will cost $54 million to establish and run an
exchange. Governor Fallin plans on returning any money the state does not use.
 

·         Does accepting federal money mean that Oklahoma is agreeing to implement
ObamaCare?

            No. The Early Innovator Grant was awarded to Oklahoma to be used to build a state-based
exchange. The Oklahoma legislature had already passed a bill authorizing the creation of such an
exchange; the grant simply provides the money needed to fund it. Governor Fallin will not
support any legislation that forces ObamaCare on the state of Oklahoma.
             
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ"s out?
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:28:00 PM

Timing I guess
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:28 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ's out?
 
Sure, why not they’ll get it anyway
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:27 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ's out?
 
To press?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:06 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ's out?
 
At a minimum to staff and legislators, although I don’t see why we wouldn’t just send it to our whole
list
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:03 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ's out?
 
Yes, to whom?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:54 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: can i send fAQ's out?
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Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange:

Frequently Asked Questions
 

·         What is a health insurance exchange?

            Health insurance exchanges are online portals where consumers can get information about
various health insurance plans, compare prices and ultimately purchase health insurance.  The
Oklahoma-based exchange that Governor Mary Fallin supports will be a patient-centered, pro-
market exchange consistent with her conservative values. The purpose of the exchange will be to
empower consumers with information and to use free market principles to contain health insurance
costs.

The premiere conservative think tank in the nation, the Heritage Foundation, supports the
creation of these exchanges. In a March 21, 2011 document entitled “A State Lawmaker’s Guide to
Health Insurance Exchanges,” the Heritage Foundation outlines the necessity of developing a state
exchange in the immediate future.
 

·         What happens if Oklahoma does not establish its own exchange?

            If a state does not establish its own health insurance exchange, the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA, also known as “ObamaCare”) mandates that President Obama’s
HHS Secretary is required to establish a federally run exchange in that state. As the Heritage
Foundation writes, “…the sooner a state declares ‘non-compliance’ with the PPACA, the sooner
HHS will build an exchange in that state to act as a federal insurance regulator.”  In other words, a
state that does not build its own insurance exchange is resigning itself to the presence of federally
designed, federally run exchange.
            The best way to ward off a federal takeover of that kind if to pursue what the Heritage
Foundation calls “defensive” reform efforts to block federal interference. One of those defensive
efforts is the creation of a market-based exchange that Governor Fallin and other conservative
lawmakers are seeking to create.
 

·         President Obama says he supports exchanges and one element of ObamaCare is the
creation of a federal exchange? How can exchanges be conservative?

The Heritage Foundation writes:
Consumer-Centered Exchanges vs. ObamaCare Exchanges

            “The first point to understand is that the entire design for health insurance exchanges in
the PPACA is a perversion of the core concept of what is an otherwise sound approach to
improving health insurance markets. … It is important to recognize that it is ObamaCare’s
perversion of the exchanges, not the original concept itself, that is the problem. … Consequently,
the PPACA’s misappropriation of the term ‘health insurance exchange’ should not deter state
lawmakers from pursuing their own defined-contribution, market-based reforms that employ state
exchanges to perform purely administrative functions.”
 

·         How much will it cost to build a health insurance exchange in Oklahoma? How will
we pay for it?

            Cost estimates vary based on the composition and governance of the exchange. Currently,
the plans for an Oklahoma exchange are in their infancy. HB 2130, which the governor is asking
lawmakers to support, creates a governing board for the Oklahoma exchange which will, over the
course of the next months and years, answer that question. The governor’s office and the state
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department of health are also holding regular “stakeholder meetings” to allow consumers, industry
professionals and concerned citizens to weigh in on what they would like to see in an exchange.
            Currently, it will be a challenge for the state of Oklahoma to afford the cost of
implementing and maintaining a health insurance exchange on its own. The state is facing a $500
million budget shortfall and cuts to the department of health are expected to be at least 3% in the
next fiscal year.
            Fortunately, Oklahoma has received a $54 million Early Innovator Grant from the federal
government. That does not mean, however, it will cost $54 million to establish and run an
exchange. Governor Fallin plans on returning any money the state does not use.
 

·         Does accepting federal money mean that Oklahoma is agreeing to implement
ObamaCare?

            No. The Early Innovator Grant was awarded to Oklahoma to be used to build a state-based
exchange. The Oklahoma legislature had already passed a bill authorizing the creation of such an
exchange; the grant simply provides the money needed to fund it. Governor Fallin will not
support any legislation that forces ObamaCare on the state of Oklahoma.
             
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ"s out?
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:27:00 PM

To press?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:06 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ's out?
 
At a minimum to staff and legislators, although I don’t see why we wouldn’t just send it to our whole
list
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:03 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ's out?
 
Yes, to whom?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:54 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: can i send fAQ's out?
 

Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange:

Frequently Asked Questions
 

·         What is a health insurance exchange?

            Health insurance exchanges are online portals where consumers can get information about
various health insurance plans, compare prices and ultimately purchase health insurance.  The
Oklahoma-based exchange that Governor Mary Fallin supports will be a patient-centered, pro-
market exchange consistent with her conservative values. The purpose of the exchange will be to
empower consumers with information and to use free market principles to contain health insurance
costs.

The premiere conservative think tank in the nation, the Heritage Foundation, supports the
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creation of these exchanges. In a March 21, 2011 document entitled “A State Lawmaker’s Guide to
Health Insurance Exchanges,” the Heritage Foundation outlines the necessity of developing a state
exchange in the immediate future.
 

·         What happens if Oklahoma does not establish its own exchange?

            If a state does not establish its own health insurance exchange, the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA, also known as “ObamaCare”) mandates that President Obama’s
HHS Secretary is required to establish a federally run exchange in that state. As the Heritage
Foundation writes, “…the sooner a state declares ‘non-compliance’ with the PPACA, the sooner
HHS will build an exchange in that state to act as a federal insurance regulator.”  In other words, a
state that does not build its own insurance exchange is resigning itself to the presence of federally
designed, federally run exchange.
            The best way to ward off a federal takeover of that kind if to pursue what the Heritage
Foundation calls “defensive” reform efforts to block federal interference. One of those defensive
efforts is the creation of a market-based exchange that Governor Fallin and other conservative
lawmakers are seeking to create.
 

·         President Obama says he supports exchanges and one element of ObamaCare is the
creation of a federal exchange? How can exchanges be conservative?

The Heritage Foundation writes:
Consumer-Centered Exchanges vs. ObamaCare Exchanges

            “The first point to understand is that the entire design for health insurance exchanges in
the PPACA is a perversion of the core concept of what is an otherwise sound approach to
improving health insurance markets. … It is important to recognize that it is ObamaCare’s
perversion of the exchanges, not the original concept itself, that is the problem. … Consequently,
the PPACA’s misappropriation of the term ‘health insurance exchange’ should not deter state
lawmakers from pursuing their own defined-contribution, market-based reforms that employ state
exchanges to perform purely administrative functions.”
 

·         How much will it cost to build a health insurance exchange in Oklahoma? How will
we pay for it?

            Cost estimates vary based on the composition and governance of the exchange. Currently,
the plans for an Oklahoma exchange are in their infancy. HB 2130, which the governor is asking
lawmakers to support, creates a governing board for the Oklahoma exchange which will, over the
course of the next months and years, answer that question. The governor’s office and the state
department of health are also holding regular “stakeholder meetings” to allow consumers, industry
professionals and concerned citizens to weigh in on what they would like to see in an exchange.
            Currently, it will be a challenge for the state of Oklahoma to afford the cost of
implementing and maintaining a health insurance exchange on its own. The state is facing a $500
million budget shortfall and cuts to the department of health are expected to be at least 3% in the
next fiscal year.
            Fortunately, Oklahoma has received a $54 million Early Innovator Grant from the federal
government. That does not mean, however, it will cost $54 million to establish and run an
exchange. Governor Fallin plans on returning any money the state does not use.
 

·         Does accepting federal money mean that Oklahoma is agreeing to implement
ObamaCare?

            No. The Early Innovator Grant was awarded to Oklahoma to be used to build a state-based
exchange. The Oklahoma legislature had already passed a bill authorizing the creation of such an
exchange; the grant simply provides the money needed to fund it. Governor Fallin will not
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support any legislation that forces ObamaCare on the state of Oklahoma.
             
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: can i send fAQ"s out?
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 5:02:00 PM

Yes, to whom?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:54 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: can i send fAQ's out?
 

Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange:

Frequently Asked Questions
 

·         What is a health insurance exchange?

            Health insurance exchanges are online portals where consumers can get information about
various health insurance plans, compare prices and ultimately purchase health insurance.  The
Oklahoma-based exchange that Governor Mary Fallin supports will be a patient-centered, pro-
market exchange consistent with her conservative values. The purpose of the exchange will be to
empower consumers with information and to use free market principles to contain health insurance
costs.

The premiere conservative think tank in the nation, the Heritage Foundation, supports the
creation of these exchanges. In a March 21, 2011 document entitled “A State Lawmaker’s Guide to
Health Insurance Exchanges,” the Heritage Foundation outlines the necessity of developing a state
exchange in the immediate future.
 

·         What happens if Oklahoma does not establish its own exchange?

            If a state does not establish its own health insurance exchange, the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA, also known as “ObamaCare”) mandates that President Obama’s
HHS Secretary is required to establish a federally run exchange in that state. As the Heritage
Foundation writes, “…the sooner a state declares ‘non-compliance’ with the PPACA, the sooner
HHS will build an exchange in that state to act as a federal insurance regulator.”  In other words, a
state that does not build its own insurance exchange is resigning itself to the presence of federally
designed, federally run exchange.
            The best way to ward off a federal takeover of that kind if to pursue what the Heritage
Foundation calls “defensive” reform efforts to block federal interference. One of those defensive
efforts is the creation of a market-based exchange that Governor Fallin and other conservative
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lawmakers are seeking to create.
 

·         President Obama says he supports exchanges and one element of ObamaCare is the
creation of a federal exchange? How can exchanges be conservative?

The Heritage Foundation writes:
Consumer-Centered Exchanges vs. ObamaCare Exchanges

            “The first point to understand is that the entire design for health insurance exchanges in
the PPACA is a perversion of the core concept of what is an otherwise sound approach to
improving health insurance markets. … It is important to recognize that it is ObamaCare’s
perversion of the exchanges, not the original concept itself, that is the problem. … Consequently,
the PPACA’s misappropriation of the term ‘health insurance exchange’ should not deter state
lawmakers from pursuing their own defined-contribution, market-based reforms that employ state
exchanges to perform purely administrative functions.”
 

·         How much will it cost to build a health insurance exchange in Oklahoma? How will
we pay for it?

            Cost estimates vary based on the composition and governance of the exchange. Currently,
the plans for an Oklahoma exchange are in their infancy. HB 2130, which the governor is asking
lawmakers to support, creates a governing board for the Oklahoma exchange which will, over the
course of the next months and years, answer that question. The governor’s office and the state
department of health are also holding regular “stakeholder meetings” to allow consumers, industry
professionals and concerned citizens to weigh in on what they would like to see in an exchange.
            Currently, it will be a challenge for the state of Oklahoma to afford the cost of
implementing and maintaining a health insurance exchange on its own. The state is facing a $500
million budget shortfall and cuts to the department of health are expected to be at least 3% in the
next fiscal year.
            Fortunately, Oklahoma has received a $54 million Early Innovator Grant from the federal
government. That does not mean, however, it will cost $54 million to establish and run an
exchange. Governor Fallin plans on returning any money the state does not use.
 

·         Does accepting federal money mean that Oklahoma is agreeing to implement
ObamaCare?

            No. The Early Innovator Grant was awarded to Oklahoma to be used to build a state-based
exchange. The Oklahoma legislature had already passed a bill authorizing the creation of such an
exchange; the grant simply provides the money needed to fund it. Governor Fallin will not
support any legislation that forces ObamaCare on the state of Oklahoma.
             
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Aaron Cooper; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: TaHU speech
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 1:52:30 PM

Good

----- Original Message -----
From: Aaron Cooper
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 01:45 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Subject: TaHU speech

GMF speech was good. Standard stuff on economy and her agenda.

Health care - talked about personal responsibility, 5320, certified healthy biz, etc

Talked about opposition to Obamacare, supports lawsuit; said health car exchange a way to keep DC
from forcing a one-size fits all program on us in 2014.

After, did a media gaggle - explained what health car exchange was, said protesters were "uninformed"
if they thought she was ushering in Obamacare; said state doesn't have money to implement now, so
the grant henry applied for will be used; said she and her legal team, health dept, insurance dept,
examined grant for "strings" and are convinced there aren't any or at least none we can't live with.

Overall, don't think there was anything front-page worthy other than "fallin responds to
crticism/protestors"
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Re: PBS Interview Request- Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 1:32:16 PM

No

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 01:31 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: FW: PBS Interview Request- Health Insurance Exchange

Any upside in doing a health insurance exchange interview with PBS?

-----Original Message-----
From: Joy Fowlin [mailto:jfowlin@tothecontrary.org]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:53 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: PBS Interview Request- Health Insurance Exchange

Hi Alex,
Hope all is well.  I'm sorry we couldn't coordinate an interview with
Gov. Fallin while she was in town for the NGA.  But I know that weekend
is always jammed packed for the Governors.  We would still like to
interview Gov. Fallin.  And we are particularly interested in speaking
with her about her alternative to the federal health reform plan.  Would
it be possible to arrange for a remote interview with Gov. Fallin in the
next few weeks?  We could possibly arrange to do it at the PBS station
closest to her office.  Please let me know if this would be possible.

Best,
Joy

--
Joy Fowlin
Executive Producer
To the Contrary
1819 L St., NW, 7th Floor
Washington, DC 20036
202-973-8080
jfowlin@tothecontrary.org
www.pbs.org/ttc
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Craig Perry; Katie Altshuler; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 1:06:00 PM

We'll do it another day.

-----Original Message-----
From: Craig Perry
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:49 PM
To: Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Just saw this....Kaleb and I just finished up with the YMCA lunch. 

----- Original Message -----
From: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:05 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Kaleb Bennett; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

Anybody up for a quick Big Truck lunch?

-----Original Message-----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:56 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

It should be noted however, that Coburn is not opposed to exchanges in fact he proposes them in his
Health Care Reform bill of 2009.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:50 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Word is already out and has been, Coburn is not in favor of taking the money.  But he is not in the
Governors position. If the law is not overturned we will have to implement obamacare anyway, this is
not new.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:47 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

True but they hate are afraid the grant will tie us to a program we don't want.

My understanding is Coburn is against states taking such grant money. Once word gets out about that
we won't be able to get these votes back.
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----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Okay, what coffee said!

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:37 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

There is language in the bill saying that it will be funded through federal grant money. Speaker included
that language thinking at the time that if it included state money it would not get passed because of
the budget shortfall. You can say we are requesting that provision be stricken from the bill.

We are also working on additional recommendations with regard to representation on the governance
board, but no details yet, but you can say that we are open to considering/ recommending changes.
Ultimately it is the Speakers bill and in Senate hands and they decide what changes are made, so I
want to be a little careful.

----- Original Message -----
From: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

The grant money  ISN'T in the bill.  We don't need legislative approval to accept the grant.

-----Original Message-----
From: Craig Perry
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:27 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup; Glenn
Coffee
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

McCullough just basically told me the same thing and also that Newberry told him the Senate wants to
strike the grant money language out of the bill.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fw: Health care concerns

Sent this to Denise and Glenn didn't mean to leave u guys off

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:10 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Health care concerns
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I think we need to get these Senators in a room and go over their concerns. They are all over the map
about the grant funds and this obligates the state. Also Coburn is opposed and is likely to say so soon.
We may not get these guys back if that happens.

Brecheen and Treat both Coburn staffers r on the retirement and insurance cmte. Coburn says its a bad
idea to take the grant money we'll likely lose their vote.
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:08:00 PM

to big truck or down here?

-----Original Message-----
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:02 PM
To: Glenn Coffee
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

Alex and Andrew are on their way...

-----Original Message-----
From: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:05 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Kaleb Bennett; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

Anybody up for a quick Big Truck lunch?

-----Original Message-----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:56 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

It should be noted however, that Coburn is not opposed to exchanges in fact he proposes them in his
Health Care Reform bill of 2009.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:50 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Word is already out and has been, Coburn is not in favor of taking the money.  But he is not in the
Governors position. If the law is not overturned we will have to implement obamacare anyway, this is
not new.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:47 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

True but they hate are afraid the grant will tie us to a program we don't want.

My understanding is Coburn is against states taking such grant money. Once word gets out about that
we won't be able to get these votes back.
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----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Okay, what coffee said!

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:37 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

There is language in the bill saying that it will be funded through federal grant money. Speaker included
that language thinking at the time that if it included state money it would not get passed because of
the budget shortfall. You can say we are requesting that provision be stricken from the bill.

We are also working on additional recommendations with regard to representation on the governance
board, but no details yet, but you can say that we are open to considering/ recommending changes.
Ultimately it is the Speakers bill and in Senate hands and they decide what changes are made, so I
want to be a little careful.

----- Original Message -----
From: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

The grant money  ISN'T in the bill.  We don't need legislative approval to accept the grant.

-----Original Message-----
From: Craig Perry
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:27 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup; Glenn
Coffee
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

McCullough just basically told me the same thing and also that Newberry told him the Senate wants to
strike the grant money language out of the bill.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fw: Health care concerns

Sent this to Denise and Glenn didn't mean to leave u guys off

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:10 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Health care concerns
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I think we need to get these Senators in a room and go over their concerns. They are all over the map
about the grant funds and this obligates the state. Also Coburn is opposed and is likely to say so soon.
We may not get these guys back if that happens.

Brecheen and Treat both Coburn staffers r on the retirement and insurance cmte. Coburn says its a bad
idea to take the grant money we'll likely lose their vote.
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:07:00 PM

You want to join?

-----Original Message-----
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:02 PM
To: Glenn Coffee
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

Alex and Andrew are on their way...

-----Original Message-----
From: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:05 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Kaleb Bennett; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

Anybody up for a quick Big Truck lunch?

-----Original Message-----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:56 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

It should be noted however, that Coburn is not opposed to exchanges in fact he proposes them in his
Health Care Reform bill of 2009.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:50 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Word is already out and has been, Coburn is not in favor of taking the money.  But he is not in the
Governors position. If the law is not overturned we will have to implement obamacare anyway, this is
not new.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:47 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

True but they hate are afraid the grant will tie us to a program we don't want.

My understanding is Coburn is against states taking such grant money. Once word gets out about that
we won't be able to get these votes back.
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----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Okay, what coffee said!

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:37 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

There is language in the bill saying that it will be funded through federal grant money. Speaker included
that language thinking at the time that if it included state money it would not get passed because of
the budget shortfall. You can say we are requesting that provision be stricken from the bill.

We are also working on additional recommendations with regard to representation on the governance
board, but no details yet, but you can say that we are open to considering/ recommending changes.
Ultimately it is the Speakers bill and in Senate hands and they decide what changes are made, so I
want to be a little careful.

----- Original Message -----
From: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

The grant money  ISN'T in the bill.  We don't need legislative approval to accept the grant.

-----Original Message-----
From: Craig Perry
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:27 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup; Glenn
Coffee
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

McCullough just basically told me the same thing and also that Newberry told him the Senate wants to
strike the grant money language out of the bill.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fw: Health care concerns

Sent this to Denise and Glenn didn't mean to leave u guys off

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:10 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Health care concerns
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I think we need to get these Senators in a room and go over their concerns. They are all over the map
about the grant funds and this obligates the state. Also Coburn is opposed and is likely to say so soon.
We may not get these guys back if that happens.

Brecheen and Treat both Coburn staffers r on the retirement and insurance cmte. Coburn says its a bad
idea to take the grant money we'll likely lose their vote.
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Katie Altshuler; Kaleb Bennett; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:05:00 PM

Anybody up for a quick Big Truck lunch?

-----Original Message-----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:56 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

It should be noted however, that Coburn is not opposed to exchanges in fact he proposes them in his
Health Care Reform bill of 2009.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:50 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Word is already out and has been, Coburn is not in favor of taking the money.  But he is not in the
Governors position. If the law is not overturned we will have to implement obamacare anyway, this is
not new.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:47 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

True but they hate are afraid the grant will tie us to a program we don't want.

My understanding is Coburn is against states taking such grant money. Once word gets out about that
we won't be able to get these votes back.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Okay, what coffee said!

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:37 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

There is language in the bill saying that it will be funded through federal grant money. Speaker included
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that language thinking at the time that if it included state money it would not get passed because of
the budget shortfall. You can say we are requesting that provision be stricken from the bill.

We are also working on additional recommendations with regard to representation on the governance
board, but no details yet, but you can say that we are open to considering/ recommending changes.
Ultimately it is the Speakers bill and in Senate hands and they decide what changes are made, so I
want to be a little careful.

----- Original Message -----
From: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

The grant money  ISN'T in the bill.  We don't need legislative approval to accept the grant.

-----Original Message-----
From: Craig Perry
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:27 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup; Glenn
Coffee
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

McCullough just basically told me the same thing and also that Newberry told him the Senate wants to
strike the grant money language out of the bill.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fw: Health care concerns

Sent this to Denise and Glenn didn't mean to leave u guys off

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:10 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Health care concerns

I think we need to get these Senators in a room and go over their concerns. They are all over the map
about the grant funds and this obligates the state. Also Coburn is opposed and is likely to say so soon.
We may not get these guys back if that happens.

Brecheen and Treat both Coburn staffers r on the retirement and insurance cmte. Coburn says its a bad
idea to take the grant money we'll likely lose their vote.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Glenn Coffee
Subject: RE: Health care concerns
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:04:00 PM

No, I want an hour of peace and quite to catch up on shit. You boys have fun :)

Not being antisocial, I'm just slammed. And my ass doesn’t need BTT - we're approaching lake season!

-----Original Message-----
From: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:07 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

You want to join?

-----Original Message-----
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:02 PM
To: Glenn Coffee
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

Alex and Andrew are on their way...

-----Original Message-----
From: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:05 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Kaleb Bennett; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

Anybody up for a quick Big Truck lunch?

-----Original Message-----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:56 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

It should be noted however, that Coburn is not opposed to exchanges in fact he proposes them in his
Health Care Reform bill of 2009.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:50 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Word is already out and has been, Coburn is not in favor of taking the money.  But he is not in the
Governors position. If the law is not overturned we will have to implement obamacare anyway, this is
not new.

----- Original Message -----
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From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:47 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

True but they hate are afraid the grant will tie us to a program we don't want.

My understanding is Coburn is against states taking such grant money. Once word gets out about that
we won't be able to get these votes back.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Okay, what coffee said!

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:37 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

There is language in the bill saying that it will be funded through federal grant money. Speaker included
that language thinking at the time that if it included state money it would not get passed because of
the budget shortfall. You can say we are requesting that provision be stricken from the bill.

We are also working on additional recommendations with regard to representation on the governance
board, but no details yet, but you can say that we are open to considering/ recommending changes.
Ultimately it is the Speakers bill and in Senate hands and they decide what changes are made, so I
want to be a little careful.

----- Original Message -----
From: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

The grant money  ISN'T in the bill.  We don't need legislative approval to accept the grant.

-----Original Message-----
From: Craig Perry
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:27 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup; Glenn
Coffee
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

McCullough just basically told me the same thing and also that Newberry told him the Senate wants to
strike the grant money language out of the bill.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:12 AM
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To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fw: Health care concerns

Sent this to Denise and Glenn didn't mean to leave u guys off

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:10 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Health care concerns

I think we need to get these Senators in a room and go over their concerns. They are all over the map
about the grant funds and this obligates the state. Also Coburn is opposed and is likely to say so soon.
We may not get these guys back if that happens.

Brecheen and Treat both Coburn staffers r on the retirement and insurance cmte. Coburn says its a bad
idea to take the grant money we'll likely lose their vote.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Glenn Coffee
Subject: RE: Health care concerns
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:03:00 PM

Down there

-----Original Message-----
From: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:09 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

to big truck or down here?

-----Original Message-----
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:02 PM
To: Glenn Coffee
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

Alex and Andrew are on their way...

-----Original Message-----
From: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:05 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Kaleb Bennett; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

Anybody up for a quick Big Truck lunch?

-----Original Message-----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:56 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

It should be noted however, that Coburn is not opposed to exchanges in fact he proposes them in his
Health Care Reform bill of 2009.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:50 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Word is already out and has been, Coburn is not in favor of taking the money.  But he is not in the
Governors position. If the law is not overturned we will have to implement obamacare anyway, this is
not new.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:47 AM
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To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

True but they hate are afraid the grant will tie us to a program we don't want.

My understanding is Coburn is against states taking such grant money. Once word gets out about that
we won't be able to get these votes back.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Okay, what coffee said!

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:37 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

There is language in the bill saying that it will be funded through federal grant money. Speaker included
that language thinking at the time that if it included state money it would not get passed because of
the budget shortfall. You can say we are requesting that provision be stricken from the bill.

We are also working on additional recommendations with regard to representation on the governance
board, but no details yet, but you can say that we are open to considering/ recommending changes.
Ultimately it is the Speakers bill and in Senate hands and they decide what changes are made, so I
want to be a little careful.

----- Original Message -----
From: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

The grant money  ISN'T in the bill.  We don't need legislative approval to accept the grant.

-----Original Message-----
From: Craig Perry
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:27 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup; Glenn
Coffee
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

McCullough just basically told me the same thing and also that Newberry told him the Senate wants to
strike the grant money language out of the bill.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fw: Health care concerns
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Sent this to Denise and Glenn didn't mean to leave u guys off

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:10 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Health care concerns

I think we need to get these Senators in a room and go over their concerns. They are all over the map
about the grant funds and this obligates the state. Also Coburn is opposed and is likely to say so soon.
We may not get these guys back if that happens.

Brecheen and Treat both Coburn staffers r on the retirement and insurance cmte. Coburn says its a bad
idea to take the grant money we'll likely lose their vote.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Glenn Coffee
Subject: RE: Health care concerns
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:01:00 PM

Alex and Andrew are on their way...

-----Original Message-----
From: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:05 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Kaleb Bennett; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

Anybody up for a quick Big Truck lunch?

-----Original Message-----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:56 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

It should be noted however, that Coburn is not opposed to exchanges in fact he proposes them in his
Health Care Reform bill of 2009.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:50 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Word is already out and has been, Coburn is not in favor of taking the money.  But he is not in the
Governors position. If the law is not overturned we will have to implement obamacare anyway, this is
not new.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:47 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

True but they hate are afraid the grant will tie us to a program we don't want.

My understanding is Coburn is against states taking such grant money. Once word gets out about that
we won't be able to get these votes back.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Okay, what coffee said!
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----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:37 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

There is language in the bill saying that it will be funded through federal grant money. Speaker included
that language thinking at the time that if it included state money it would not get passed because of
the budget shortfall. You can say we are requesting that provision be stricken from the bill.

We are also working on additional recommendations with regard to representation on the governance
board, but no details yet, but you can say that we are open to considering/ recommending changes.
Ultimately it is the Speakers bill and in Senate hands and they decide what changes are made, so I
want to be a little careful.

----- Original Message -----
From: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

The grant money  ISN'T in the bill.  We don't need legislative approval to accept the grant.

-----Original Message-----
From: Craig Perry
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:27 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup; Glenn
Coffee
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

McCullough just basically told me the same thing and also that Newberry told him the Senate wants to
strike the grant money language out of the bill.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fw: Health care concerns

Sent this to Denise and Glenn didn't mean to leave u guys off

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:10 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Health care concerns

I think we need to get these Senators in a room and go over their concerns. They are all over the map
about the grant funds and this obligates the state. Also Coburn is opposed and is likely to say so soon.
We may not get these guys back if that happens.

Brecheen and Treat both Coburn staffers r on the retirement and insurance cmte. Coburn says its a bad
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idea to take the grant money we'll likely lose their vote.
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: Obamacare
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:21:00 AM

 
 

From: rwelsh13  
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:22 AM
To: Governor Info
Subject: Obamacare
 
Just letting you know I am very disappointed with us taking the money. We don't want the money and

all effort should

be to repeal.
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: I don"t understand
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:21:00 AM

 
 

From: O'Dell-Shipley, Jodi ] 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:20 AM
To: Governor Info
Subject: I don't understand
 
Dear Governor Fallin,
I don't understand why Oklahoma has accepted $54 million of the ObamaCare money when we
overwhelmingly voted last fall to be excluded from ObamaCare. As a concerned Oklahoma citizen (who
voted for you) I believe this sends the wrong signal to Washington. We do not want anything to do with
the ObamaCare, not their money, not their regulations, not any of it! Please make arrangements to
return that money and uphold the views of the voters who elected you.
Sincerely,
Jodi O'Dell
Sand Springs OK
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: HB2130
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:47:00 AM

 
 

From: Keith Sanders [mailto: ] 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:41 AM
To: Governor Info
Subject: HB2130
 
Dear Governor Fallin,

I believe that OK-SAFE got it right when it said "Most, if not all, of the current
crop of OK Republicans campaigned in 2010 against what the public often calls
“ObamaCare” (the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, or PPACA). 
Oklahomans opposed this bill in its entirety, not just the individual mandate. That
opposition included the development of state-run exchanges."

The Republican party's total domination of the legislature has, so far, been
underwhelming as their major contribution has been more government with the
astounding number of bills introduced  And now you have contributed to that
disappointment with your support of HB2130.  So far, our party has done little to
justify the confidence that the voters of Oklahoma gave us in 2010.  Tough issues
define our leaders and we are not performing well!

Very respectfully,

Keith Sanders
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: LIVE Radio Interview with Reid Mullins, KTOK

When: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 7:40 AM-7:50 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: (405) 858-1439 

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Topic: Health insurance exchanges, education.

You are LIVE at 7:45AM, call in a few minutes early.

Phone: , Backup (
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: Obamacare money
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 8:42:00 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: John Haley 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 9:29 PM
To: Governor Info
Subject: Obamacare money

Is it true that you are going to accept Obamacare money from the Feds?

I thought you were against it.  What made you change your mind?

I thought we were joining in the suits to declare it unconstitutional.

If this is true, I think you are making a huge mistake - you can't have
your cake and eat it too.  Also, if it is true I am very disappointed
that you went back on your word so fast after getting elected.  I guess
we just can't trust any politician to honor their campaign promises any
more.  How sad!

--
Blessings,

JRH
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW:
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 8:41:00 AM

 
 

From: james goodloe  
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 6:15 PM
To: Governor Info
Subject:
 
who the hell do you think you are?we voted you in on your words and
now your allowing obama care in??it is un-constatutional to mandate
any citizen to buy anything.quickly change your stance or you will be
voted out ,or do you even care?not only should obamacare be
defunded but it should not be put on us citizens
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Cody Inman 
Brett Thomas 

FW: Shame on you Governor Fallin 
Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4 :53:00 PM 

From: Vicki Snider [mailto 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:01 PM 
To: Governor Info 
Subject: Shame on you Governor Fallin 

Governor Fallin, 

Shame on you for accepting the ObamaCare $54 million from the Federal Government. Evidentially, 
your word is not any good. You've stabbed Oklahomans in the back. I am ashamed that you are a 
republican. We have to stop ObamaCare, and accepting money from it only supports it. How could you 
do that? It is no different than knowing that someone stole something and you buy from them knowing 
it was stolen. Why don't you just sell your sole to the devil while you are at it? There isn't any 
difference. I AM SO SORRY I VOTED FOR YOU. AT LEAST JARI ASKINS WAS UP FRONT ABOUT HER 
INTENTIONS. 

Vicki Snider 
Secretary 
Mathematics and Computer Science 
- jcs.nsuok.edu/mathematjcs 
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: Shame on you Governor Fallin
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:52:00 PM

 
 

From: Donelson, Ron (US - Tulsa) [mailto: ] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 3:01 PM
To: Governor Info
Subject: Shame on you Governor Fallin
 
Governor Fallin,

 

Shame on you for accepting the ObamaCare $54 million from the Federal Government. 

Evidentially, your word is not any good.  You’ve stabbed Oklahomans in the back.  I am

ashamed that you are a republican.  We have to stop ObamaCare, and accepting money

from it only supports it.  How could you do that?  It is no different than knowing that

someone stole something and you buy from them knowing it was stolen.  Why don’t you

just sell your sole to  the devil while you are at it?  There isn’t any difference.

 

Ron Donelson

 

 

 

Ron Donelson
Associate 5 

Deloitte Consulting LLP

100 S. Cincinnati Ave, Suit 700, Tulsa, OK 74103

Tel/Direct +1 918 560-1782 | Fax +1 918 477 6321 

| www.deloitte.com

 
 

This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information intended for a

specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended

recipient, you should delete this message.

Any disclosure, copying, or distribution of this message, or the taking of any action based

on it, is strictly prohibited.

v.E.1
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: obama care health care
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:51:00 PM

 
 

From: Charles Stanphill [mailto  
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 1:28 PM
To: Governor Info
Subject: obama care health care
 
Dear Governor,
 
Please do not take the $54 million for obama care.  When you were running
for governor, I thought you opposed obamacare.
 
Charles Stanphill
Tulsa, OK  74133
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: radio call details with call in
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:49:00 PM

Oh I forgot to invite you to it, that’s why.
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:48 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: radio call details with call in
 
I cant for some reason
 

From: Dana Wolpert 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:48 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: radio call details with call in
 
It is on the calendar, you cant see it?
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:31 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: FW: radio call details with call in
 
Is this not on the calendar?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:42 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: radio call details with call in
 
530 pm Central – the time they give there is eastern
 
Interview: Gov. Mary Fallin
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Station:  Salem Radio Network
Location: National
Subject:  ObamaCare Anniversary/how it hurts the states
Show:  The Hugh Hewitt National Radio Show
Length: 6-8 minutes live
Time: LIVE, Wednesday, March 23 @ @ 6:30PM ET
Call in: 949.857.0362; backup: 808.358.8328
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: LIVE: Call In Interview with the Hugh Hewitt National Radio Show

When: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 5:30 PM-5:40 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: 949.857.0362

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Subject:  ObamaCare Anniversary/how it hurts the states

Station:  Salem Radio Network
Location: National
Show:  The Hugh Hewitt National Radio Show 

Length: 6-8 minutes LIVE

Call In: 949.857.0362
Backup: 808.358.8328
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: radio call details with call in
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:47:00 PM

It is on the calendar, you cant see it?
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:31 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: FW: radio call details with call in
 
Is this not on the calendar?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:42 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: radio call details with call in
 
530 pm Central – the time they give there is eastern
 
Interview: Gov. Mary Fallin
Station:  Salem Radio Network
Location: National
Subject:  ObamaCare Anniversary/how it hurts the states
Show:  The Hugh Hewitt National Radio Show
Length: 6-8 minutes live
Time: LIVE, Wednesday, March 23 @ @ 6:30PM ET
Call in: 949.857.0362; backup: 808.358.8328
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Cody Inman
To: Keili McEwen
Subject: FW: Obama Health Care funds
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 1:06:00 PM

 
 

From: Melody Passmore  
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 12:12 PM
To: Governor Info
Subject: Obama Health Care funds
 
Governor Fallin,

 
I respectfully ask you to keep your word and decline any money for the state of Oklahoma coming from

federally funded "obamacare".    I had concerns that you were "in the middle" and not really fiscally

responsible.  Please don't prove me correct.  You got my vote this last election but I guarantee you

that I will make phone calls, knock on doors, and spend money to make sure you are NOT re-elected.  

People are watching, politics is not as usual and if you and the likes of Jim Inhofe think so, you will

think again come election day!  You are supposed to be the voice of the people.  NO OBAMACARE for

OKLAHOMA!!!!!

 
I am a 55 yr old that has not actively participated in elections other than school bds until this past

year.  I won't stop till I drop now and my adult children are now doing the same!   Times are changing!

 
Respectfully,

Melody Passmore

Claremore, OK  74019
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From: Cody Inman
To: Keili McEwen
Subject: FW: Don"t be a rino
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 11:14:00 AM

 
 

From: Philip Bundy  
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 11:06 AM
To: Governor Info
Subject: Don't be a rino
 
As politely as I possibly can, I would like to ask that Gov. Mary Fallin please quit being a
RINO! 

Where is the fight against Obamacare?

Why did you accept Obamacare money?

Where is the fight for lower taxes?

I could go on, but really, I think your smart enough to get my point, & either you will hear
me, or you will continue on your own path. 

It's as simple as this. Listen to Oklahoman's that elected you, & you can be governor for a
very long time. Ignore us, & you will not be governor longer than one term. I don't know
how to make it simpler for you.

I'm glad I'm an American, I'm glad I'm free.
But I wish I was a dog, & Obama was a tree!
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: Obamacare funds
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 9:08:00 AM

 
 

From: Bob Holt  
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 12:50 AM
To: Governor Info
Subject: Obamacare funds
 
Honorable Mary Fallin
Governor of The State of Oklahoma
 
Dear Governor Fallin;
Please return and reject any funds offered by the ObamaCare Plan.
We elected Conservatives in Oklahoma to reject ObamaCare, and all offers of funds from
that plan.
We ask you to return any funds that have been paid to Oklahoma, to avoid the Liberal trap,
of funds to control 
Oklahomans and our health care needs by Federal Bureaucrats.
If this does not happen we conservatives will be extremely disappointed and our loyalties go
with our disappointments.
Remember, a campaign promise is covenant with conservatives, because we believe our word
is our bond with constituents.
 
Please do not abandon us to this Unconstitutional Power Grab (Communism), by this
Unconstitutional Administration.
 
We believe you will honor your word and abandon any plans to cooperate with all
unconstitutional plans.
And, ........... your promises were made in the presence of The Lord Jesus Chrisrt, and God
The Father.
That is a serious covenant and promise !!!!!!!!
 
Respectfully and Sincerely Yours
Bob Holt & Family
Tulsa, OK
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: Obamacare started?
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 9:07:00 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Jack Reeder 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 9:34 PM
To: Governor Info
Subject: Obamacare started?

If you have started the Obamacare you were elected to reject less than 100 days ago, you will go down
with it.

What's going on?

Jack Reeder
Tulsa Republican
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: to Gov Fallin
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 9:05:00 AM

 
 

From: Julie Wilson  
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 6:15 PM
To: Governor Info
Subject: to Gov Fallin
 
Gov Fallin,
 
Please do not accept federal monies from ObamaCare or the stimulus.  We MUST hold the feds
accountable for overspending.  Accepting these borrowed federal funds makes us guilty of doing the
very thing we mandated they NOT do.  Please keep your campaign promise to govern as a
conservative.  Do not accept borrowed money!!  The power of the Fed government MUST be limited
and downsized!!
 
Julia Wilson
Tulsa
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary
Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov

(405) 522-8878
 

From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: approved by gov and going out
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 8:29:00 AM

thx
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 8:31 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: approved by gov and going out
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
March 23, 2011
 

Governor Mary Fallin Issues Statement on
Anniversary of Health Care Law Passage

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin issued the following statement today regarding the
one year anniversary of the passage of the federal health care law. While in Congress, Fallin
voted against the bill. She supports the national effort to repeal and replace the law with
legislation as well as the legal effort to have the bill struck down by the United States Supreme
Court. Oklahoma is one of the many states that filed a legal challenge to the federal law.
 
Fallin’s statement:
 
            “A year ago today, President Obama signed into law one of the most ill-conceived pieces
of legislation to have ever come from Washington, D.C.: the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act. ‘ObamaCare,’ as it has come to be known, is both an assault on our constitutional
liberties and a burden on our already struggling economy.
            “In Oklahoma, the law stands to impose approximately $440 million in unfunded
mandates on our state government at a time when we are already struggling to balance our
budget and pull our economy out of a recession. And unlike the federal government, we can’t
print money or borrow it from China – those funds will come directly out of other government
programs in Oklahoma.
            “I was proud to be one of the 65% of Oklahomans who voted for and helped to pass an
amendment to the Oklahoma constitution designed to block the ‘individual mandate’ contained
within the federal health care law. As governor, I continue to offer my full support to our
attorney general, who is leading our legal challenge against ObamaCare, as well as the national
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effort to repeal and replace the law.”   
 

###
 
 
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: hoberock call re: health insurance exchanges
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 6:40:44 PM

Even barbara is afraid of it ;)
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 05:54 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler 
Subject: Re: hoberock call re: health insurance exchanges 
 
Fyi - barbara called back to say a health care reporter would do a longer story later. No article
expected from her tomorrow in world 
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 05:43 PM
To: Denise Northrup 
Subject: hoberock call re: health insurance exchanges 
 
Hoberock called today regarding the health insurance exchange letter. Katie and I reiterated what
was in the letter … she did ask some questions we did not know the answer to (I’m trying to get
those to her now). I have no idea how it’ll come out in the paper. Just FYI. Glenn was in the room for
part of the conversation
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: hoberock call re: health insurance exchanges
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 6:40:23 PM

Thx
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 05:54 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler 
Subject: Re: hoberock call re: health insurance exchanges 
 
Fyi - barbara called back to say a health care reporter would do a longer story later. No article
expected from her tomorrow in world 
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 05:43 PM
To: Denise Northrup 
Subject: hoberock call re: health insurance exchanges 
 
Hoberock called today regarding the health insurance exchange letter. Katie and I reiterated what
was in the letter … she did ask some questions we did not know the answer to (I’m trying to get
those to her now). I have no idea how it’ll come out in the paper. Just FYI. Glenn was in the room for
part of the conversation
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: hoberock call re: health insurance exchanges
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 5:53:46 PM

K
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 05:43 PM
To: Denise Northrup 
Subject: hoberock call re: health insurance exchanges 
 
Hoberock called today regarding the health insurance exchange letter. Katie and I reiterated what
was in the letter … she did ask some questions we did not know the answer to (I’m trying to get
those to her now). I have no idea how it’ll come out in the paper. Just FYI. Glenn was in the room for
part of the conversation
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: Obamacare
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:54:00 PM

 
 

From: Tom Shupper [mailto: ] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:29 PM
To: Governor Info
Subject: Obamacare
 
Dear Governor Fallin,
 
If I remember correctly, you made it a key issue in your run for Governor, to reject Obamacare, and
insist it must be repealed. Now, I just learned you have accepted $54 million from the Federal
Government to be used for implementing healthcare in Oklahoma???
 
If I have incorrect information, please explain exactly what you accepted from the Fed’s and why.
This is very disturbing and not a good way to start your term.
 
Tom Shupper

Tulsa, OK  74135
 
Off. 918-743-6193
Fax  918-764-9954
Cell  
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From: Cody Inman
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: $54B
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:54:00 PM

 
 

From: Jeanne Holmes  
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:05 PM
To: Governor Info
Subject: $54B
 
 
You were elected to be conservative and NOT support Obamacare!  What happened?!!
 
Obviously, those of us who are conservative and want fiscal responsibility in government
were deceived.  It won't happen again.
 
YOU NEED TO CHANGE THIS DECISION and return the money!!
 
Jeanne Holmes
Tulsa, OK
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From: Denise Northrup
To: " "
Cc: AJ Mallory
Subject: Meeting
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:38:36 PM

Hey dan, would you have some time in the next week to visit about the health insurance exchange?

I've copied aj on this email who can help find a time that I'm available.

Hope all is well with you, hope to see you soon!
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: radio request
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:29:36 PM

Thx
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:30 PM
To: Denise Northrup 
Subject: RE: radio request 
 
She said she wanted to do it. It’s 6 mins of ObamaCare bashing. We are working on an anniversary of
obamacare release for general distribution and a quote for the RGA
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:27 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Re: radio request
 
Is it worth her getting stressed and prepped? Do we have another "anniversary of obamacare"
media plan or is it mostly our david thompson call? Please make sure she has a brief of what we
need her to cover on that call.
 
From: Dana Wolpert 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 10:21 AM
To: Alex Weintz 
Cc: Denise Northrup; Aaron Cooper 
Subject: RE: radio request 
 
If she wants to , she’s available.
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 10:22 AM
To: Dana Wolpert
Cc: Denise Northrup; Aaron Cooper
Subject: radio request
 
Can the gov call into this national radio show tomorrow, live, at 530 pm?
 
 
Interview Request: Gov. Mary Fallin
Station:  Salem Radio Network
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Location: National
Subject:  ObamaCare Anniversary/how it hurts the states
Show:  The Hugh Hewitt National Radio Show
Length: 6-8 minutes live
Time: TAPED, Wednesday, March 23 @ 4:30PM ET OR 5:30PM ET or LIVE @ 6:30PM ET, 7:30PM ET,
or 8:30PM ET
Call in: TBD
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Re: radio request
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:26:48 PM

Is it worth her getting stressed and prepped? Do we have another "anniversary of obamacare"
media plan or is it mostly our david thompson call? Please make sure she has a brief of what we
need her to cover on that call.
 
From: Dana Wolpert 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 10:21 AM
To: Alex Weintz 
Cc: Denise Northrup; Aaron Cooper 
Subject: RE: radio request 
 
If she wants to , she’s available.
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 10:22 AM
To: Dana Wolpert
Cc: Denise Northrup; Aaron Cooper
Subject: radio request
 
Can the gov call into this national radio show tomorrow, live, at 530 pm?
 
 
Interview Request: Gov. Mary Fallin
Station:  Salem Radio Network
Location: National
Subject:  ObamaCare Anniversary/how it hurts the states
Show:  The Hugh Hewitt National Radio Show
Length: 6-8 minutes live
Time: TAPED, Wednesday, March 23 @ 4:30PM ET OR 5:30PM ET or LIVE @ 6:30PM ET, 7:30PM ET,
or 8:30PM ET
Call in: TBD
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
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Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: "jrshouse "; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: NFIB help
Date: Thursday, July 12, 2012 4:29:00 PM

Thanks jerrod!
 
From: Jerrod Shouse  
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 04:28 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler 
Subject: NFIB help 
 
Hi Denise & Katie,

As the Governor studies what Oklahoma should do next with regard to exchanges
required by the PPACA/Obamacare, I want to offer the support of NFIB. When Karen
Harned, the head of our NFIB Legal Center, was in Oklahoma and met with the
Governor last year, they talked about exchanges. We discussed how NFIB has led
the charge to repeal Obamacare, but at the same time has been supportive of a
state-created and -run marketplace that benefits small business owners. I even had
an op-ed prepared to support the exchange idea, but we didn't run it when the
legislature pulled the plug (both times).

Ultimately, we will be supportive of the Governor and her decision. So please let me
know if there is a way we can be helpful.

-- 
JERROD SHOUSE
Shouse & Associates | 

Government Relations Consulting 

P: 405.310.9779 | C: 
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Invitation: Conference call on forthcoming paper: "The Illegal IRS Rule to Expand Tax Credits under the

PPACA"
Date: Thursday, July 12, 2012 11:54:00 AM

k
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 11:55 AM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: Invitation: Conference call on forthcoming paper: "The Illegal IRS Rule to Expand Tax
Credits under the PPACA"
 
I don't think it is necessary, but I will check around at NGA and see if anyone is talking about it. Cato
has kind of gone in the direction of OCPA lately...
 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 10:19 AM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: FW: Invitation: Conference call on forthcoming paper: "The Illegal IRS Rule to Expand Tax
Credits under the PPACA" 
 
Do you want someone on this call?
 

From: Laura Odato [mailto: ] 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 10:15 AM
To: Laura Odato; Heather Curry
Subject: Invitation: Conference call on forthcoming paper: "The Illegal IRS Rule to Expand Tax Credits
under the PPACA"
 
At 10am ET on Monday, July 16, the Cato Institute will release this working paper by
Jonathan Adler and Michael Cannon. This paper explains that while PPACA, as written,
allows states to block the law’s employer mandate by not creating a health insurance
“exchange,” the IRS is nevertheless trying to impose that tax on those states illegally:

 
Taxation without Representation: The Illegal IRS Rule to Expand Tax Credits under
the PPACA

 
By Jonathan H. Adler and Michael F. Cannon

 
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) provides tax credits and subsidies
for the purchase of qualifying health insurance plans on state-run insurance exchanges. 
Contrary to expectations, many states are refusing or otherwise failing to create such
exchanges.  An Internal Revenue Service (IRS) rule purports to extend these tax credits and
subsidies to the purchase of health insurance in federal exchanges created in states without
exchanges of their own.  This rule lacks statutory authority. The text, structure, and history of
the Act show that tax credits and subsidies are not available in federally run exchanges.  The
IRS rule is contrary to congressional intent and cannot be justified on other legal grounds. 
Because the granting of tax credits can trigger the imposition of fines on employers, the IRS
rule is likely to be challenged in court. 
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The tax credits and employer mandate are essential components of the law. The law’s explicit
restriction of tax credits to state-run Exchanges, combined with states’ reluctance to create
Exchanges, threatens the law’s survival. The IRS rule is an attempt to rescue the law, but it is
hard to imagine employers not suing to block it. Vanderbilt University law professor Jim
Blumstein comments, “The language of the statute is explicit. Subsidies accrue to people who
obtain coverage through state-run exchanges. The I.R.S. tries to get around that by providing
subsidies for all insurance exchanges. That interpretation will almost certainly be challenged
by someone”—i.e., employers who become subject to an illegal tax, including state
governments. Boston University law professor Kevin Outterson says employers would have a
“fairly decent textual case.” Adler and Cannon reveal that’s an understatement. Finally,
congressional Republicans have introduced a resolution to block the IRS rule under the
Congressional Review Act. This forthcoming paper strengthens the case against the rule.
Adler and Cannon’s findings have already received coverage in The New Republic and The
New York Times.

 
At  3PM ET on Monday, July 16, the authors will host a conference call on the IRS rule. If
you would like to participate in the conference call, dial in to  at  3PM ET on
Monday, July 16. Conference code: .  
 
This invitation is non-transferable.  
 
Laura Odato
Director of Government Affairs

Cato Institute

1000 Massachusetts Ave N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20001

(202) 789-5225
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; "maryfallin
Cc: Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Dr. Coburn asked me to relay his message to Gov. Fallin that he does NOT believe OK should expand

Medicaid under PPACA
Date: Thursday, July 12, 2012 10:20:00 AM

Oh, how kind.
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 10:17 AM
To: 'maryfallin '
Cc: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Fw: Dr. Coburn asked me to relay his message to Gov. Fallin that he does NOT believe OK
should expand Medicaid under PPACA
 

 
From: Trent, Josh (Coburn) [mailto:Josh_Trent@coburn.senate.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 08:15 AM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Morris, Jerry (Coburn) <Jerry_Morris@coburn.senate.gov> 
Subject: Dr. Coburn asked me to relay his message to Gov. Fallin that he does NOT believe OK should
expand Medicaid under PPACA 
 
 
 
________________________
Josh Trent
Health Care Policy (LA)
U.S. Senator Tom Coburn, M.D.
172 Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510
202-224-5754
www.coburn.senate.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: Invitation: Conference call on forthcoming paper: "The Illegal IRS Rule to Expand Tax Credits under the

PPACA"
Date: Thursday, July 12, 2012 10:19:00 AM

Do you want someone on this call?
 

From: Laura Odato [mailto  
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 10:15 AM
To: Laura Odato; Heather Curry
Subject: Invitation: Conference call on forthcoming paper: "The Illegal IRS Rule to Expand Tax Credits
under the PPACA"
 
At 10am ET on Monday, July 16, the Cato Institute will release this working paper by
Jonathan Adler and Michael Cannon. This paper explains that while PPACA, as written,
allows states to block the law’s employer mandate by not creating a health insurance
“exchange,” the IRS is nevertheless trying to impose that tax on those states illegally:

 
Taxation without Representation: The Illegal IRS Rule to Expand Tax Credits under
the PPACA

 
By Jonathan H. Adler and Michael F. Cannon

 
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) provides tax credits and subsidies
for the purchase of qualifying health insurance plans on state-run insurance exchanges. 
Contrary to expectations, many states are refusing or otherwise failing to create such
exchanges.  An Internal Revenue Service (IRS) rule purports to extend these tax credits and
subsidies to the purchase of health insurance in federal exchanges created in states without
exchanges of their own.  This rule lacks statutory authority. The text, structure, and history of
the Act show that tax credits and subsidies are not available in federally run exchanges.  The
IRS rule is contrary to congressional intent and cannot be justified on other legal grounds. 
Because the granting of tax credits can trigger the imposition of fines on employers, the IRS
rule is likely to be challenged in court. 

 
The tax credits and employer mandate are essential components of the law. The law’s explicit
restriction of tax credits to state-run Exchanges, combined with states’ reluctance to create
Exchanges, threatens the law’s survival. The IRS rule is an attempt to rescue the law, but it is
hard to imagine employers not suing to block it. Vanderbilt University law professor Jim
Blumstein comments, “The language of the statute is explicit. Subsidies accrue to people who
obtain coverage through state-run exchanges. The I.R.S. tries to get around that by providing
subsidies for all insurance exchanges. That interpretation will almost certainly be challenged
by someone”—i.e., employers who become subject to an illegal tax, including state
governments. Boston University law professor Kevin Outterson says employers would have a
“fairly decent textual case.” Adler and Cannon reveal that’s an understatement. Finally,
congressional Republicans have introduced a resolution to block the IRS rule under the
Congressional Review Act. This forthcoming paper strengthens the case against the rule.
Adler and Cannon’s findings have already received coverage in The New Republic and The
New York Times.
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At  3PM ET on Monday, July 16, the authors will host a conference call on the IRS rule. If
you would like to participate in the conference call, dial in to  at  3PM ET on
Monday, July 16. Conference code:   
 
This invitation is non-transferable.  
 
Laura Odato
Director of Government Affairs

Cato Institute

1000 Massachusetts Ave N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20001

(202) 789-5225
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: FYI - Medicaid statement to Tulsa World
Date: Friday, March 04, 2011 2:51:09 PM

Works for me. 
 
From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Friday, March 04, 2011 02:49 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee 
Subject: FYI - Medicaid statement to Tulsa World 
 
Tulsa World is following up on the impact Obamacare will have on states re:  Medicaid.  Here is the
statement the gov has approved and that we’ll be sending to Jim Myers, in addition to a
spreadsheet from OHCA showing the budgetary impact.
 
 
"The current federal health care law is going to cost the state of Oklahoma more than $400 million
to implement, largely because of the shifting of Medicaid costs onto states. That is unworkable and
unaffordable, especially in the current budget climate. What I have asked President Obama, Speaker
Boehner and other Washington leaders to do is to allow the state's more flexibility to design and
implement their own health care programs. Block grants can be a useful tool to implement those
goals. Granting states waivers where federal mandates are concerned can also provide more
flexibility.  I look forward to continue working with our congressional delegation to find a solution
that allows Oklahoma to implement a program that meets our state’s needs.
 
"Ultimately, this does not address the concern of many Oklahomans, including myself and the
attorney general, which is the individual mandate forcing consumers to purchase health care
insurance contained within the federal health care law is unconstitutional.  Furthermore, the federal
health care law is an economic burden that will dampen our economic recovery from the national
recession.  I support the effort to ensure Oklahoma’s lawsuit against the federal health care bill is
heard by the U.S. Supreme Court as soon as possible so we can decide the issue and move forward
with a free-market driven plan to solve the health care challenges of Oklahoma.”
 
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Craig Perry; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: in case you missed this, the health insurance exchange bill passed out of committee this afternoon...
Date: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 7:55:58 AM

We need to decide if we want to weigh in on the location of this soon. 
 
From: Craig Perry 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 04:09 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz 
Subject: in case you missed this, the health insurance exchange bill passed out of committee this
afternoon... 
 

 
Oklahoma House of Representatives

Media Division
March 1, 2011

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Contact: Lisa Liebl                              
Capitol: (405) 962-7674

 
Bill Would Help Citizens Search for Health Coverage

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – The Legislature continued taking steps forward to reduce the number
of uninsured Oklahomans. House Speaker Kris Steele authored House Bill 2130, which
defines the membership and appointments to the Health Care for the Uninsured Board
(HUB).

The purpose of the HUB is to establish a system of counseling, including a website, to
educate and assist consumers in selecting an insurance policy that meets their needs.

“Oklahoma has made tremendous strides in developing initiatives for those needing
health coverage,” stated House Speaker Kris Steele, R-Shawnee. “Because of cutting-edge
technology, we have the opportunity to take this initiative to the next level and develop a
plan to reduce Oklahoma’s uninsured population.”
            The seven-member HUB consists of representatives from the Insurance
Commissioner’s Office, the Oklahoma Healthcare Authority, insurance companies, agents
and also consumers. The purpose of the HUB is to implement a market-based insurance
exchange.
            “Healthcare coverage is not a one-size-fits-all issue,” said Steele. “We need to make
all options available to the people. The goal is to equip Oklahomans with the information
necessary to make wise decisions. The exchange will provide a user-friendly tool intended to
help people find a health plan that best fits their individual needs.”

The HUB is comprised of appointees from the Governor, Speaker, and Senate Pro
Tempore. The foundation and framework of the Oklahoma exchange were established in
2009. The actual concept of the exchange model was developed several years ago by the
Heritage Foundation. 

 Steele concluded, “I applaud Representative Mark McCullough and Representative
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Glen Mulready’s leadership on this issue. Because of their hard work, we have an
opportunity to build a premiere healthcare exchange constructed on rock solid conservative
values.”

Oklahoma is one of seven states to receive an early innovator grant with Oklahoma
receiving the largest amount of $54 million.

House Bill 2128 passed the House Public Health Committee this afternoon and will
proceed to the floor of the Oklahoma House of Representative.

-30-
 

NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from
disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone
else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and
unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail transmission received
as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of
this e-mail or its attachments. Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer
virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or
recourse against the House by doing so.
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: Ritze Urges State to Turn Down ObamaCare Money
Date: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 7:43:37 AM

Good idea. 
 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 10:48 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz; 'aaroncooperokc@  Glenn
Coffee 
Subject: Re: Ritze Urges State to Turn Down ObamaCare Money 
 
Probably not a bad idea. Perhaps we should ask doak/brogdon to discuss with him? Not that it
would work...
 
From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 10:39 AM
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper <aaroncooperokc >; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee 
Subject: FW: Ritze Urges State to Turn Down ObamaCare Money 
 
Just got a call from Brian Downs, he thinks we might need to get out in front of this and wondered if
we might be interested in doing a joint press conference so we can better shape the message before
legislators start making up their minds about this…
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Ray Carter [mailto:carterra@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 10:21 AM
To: Ray Carter
Subject: Ritze Urges State to Turn Down ObamaCare Money
 

 
Oklahoma House of Representatives

Media Division
March 1, 2011

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Contact: State Rep. Mike Ritze
Capitol: (405) 557-7338
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Ritze Urges State to Turn Down ObamaCare Money

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – State Rep. Mike Ritze, one of two doctors serving in the Oklahoma
Legislature, today called on state officials to turn down $54 million that would be used to
implement the new federal health care law.
            “The people of Oklahoma voted to opt out of ObamaCare last November, our new
state attorney general has filed a lawsuit arguing that the federal law it unconstitutional, and
a nullification bill is now moving through the Oklahoma Legislature,” said Ritze, R-Broken
Arrow. “To accept this federal money and the associated red tape completely undermines
Oklahomans’ clearly expressed opposition to ObamaCare and actually marries our state to
ObamaCare.  The voters have told us not to accept ObamaCare in Oklahoma, and we should
respect their wishes.”
            It was recently announced that Oklahoma would receive a $54 million “Early
Innovators” Health Insurance Exchange Grant as part of the new federal health care law,
commonly referred to as “ObamaCare.”
            The exchanges created by the federal law would provide a government-regulated
marketplace of insurance plans for individuals without health care or small companies. Plans
listed on the exchange would have to meet coverage requirements and standards prescribed
by ObamaCare.

The grant application, officially called the Cooperative Agreements to Support
Innovative Exchange Information Technology Systems, is a 41-page document outlining the
purpose, authority, and background of the funding “opportunity” as well as eligibility
requirements states must meet in order to qualify. 

“By accepting the exchange money, Oklahoma will be in lock-step with ObamaCare,”
Ritze said. “Furthermore, several independent insurance brokers in Oklahoma are concerned
about the impact the exchanges will have on their private businesses. The exchanges operate
contrary to the free enterprise system and most likely will put the independent insurance
broker out of business.”
 

-30-
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from
disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone
else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and
unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail transmission received
as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of
this e-mail or its attachments. Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer
virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or
recourse against the House by doing so.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Michelle Waddell
Subject: Re: Dan Snare "staunch conservative"
Date: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 2:57:38 PM

:)
 
From: Michelle Waddell 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 02:34 PM
To: Denise Northrup 
Subject: RE: Dan Snare "staunch conservative" 
 
I get a lot of calls like that.  I don’t think Tonda has time to screen all the calls & plus if he told her he
needs to know if GMF talked to President Obama, she would automatically put him thru to me. 
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 2:33 PM
To: Michelle Waddell
Subject: Re: Dan Snare "staunch conservative"
 
Fyi-never heard of the dude. How did he get to you?
 
From: Michelle Waddell 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 11:43 AM
To: Mary Christensen 
Cc: Denise Northrup; Mary Fallin <Maryfallin > 
Subject: Dan Snare "staunch conservative" 
 
Governor - Mr. Dan Snare called this morning after learning that you were in a meeting yesterday
with President Obama.  He wants to know if you had an opportunity to ask the President any
questions.  I told him I would ask you & get back to him.
He’s hoping that you stood up & told him ObamaCare is unconstitutional.  He also hopes that our
state will be the first to have our AG go in front of Judge Vinson in North Carolina to get a contempt
citation served on President Obama.
On a totally different subject, he wants you to please do everything you can to scrap Oklahoma’s
current tax code and go with the Fair Tax plan or even the Flat Tax plan.
 

 
OKC 73132
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Michelle Waddell
Subject: Re: Dan Snare "staunch conservative"
Date: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 2:32:31 PM

Fyi-never heard of the dude. How did he get to you?
 
From: Michelle Waddell 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 11:43 AM
To: Mary Christensen 
Cc: Denise Northrup; Mary Fallin <Maryfallin > 
Subject: Dan Snare "staunch conservative" 
 
Governor - Mr. Dan Snare called this morning after learning that you were in a meeting yesterday
with President Obama.  He wants to know if you had an opportunity to ask the President any
questions.  I told him I would ask you & get back to him.
He’s hoping that you stood up & told him ObamaCare is unconstitutional.  He also hopes that our
state will be the first to have our AG go in front of Judge Vinson in North Carolina to get a contempt
citation served on President Obama.
On a totally different subject, he wants you to please do everything you can to scrap Oklahoma’s
current tax code and go with the Fair Tax plan or even the Flat Tax plan.
 

 
OKC 73132
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz; "aaroncooperokc "; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Re: Ritze Urges State to Turn Down ObamaCare Money
Date: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 10:48:11 AM

Probably not a bad idea. Perhaps we should ask doak/brogdon to discuss with him? Not that it
would work...
 
From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 10:39 AM
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper <aaroncooperokc >; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee 
Subject: FW: Ritze Urges State to Turn Down ObamaCare Money 
 
Just got a call from Brian Downs, he thinks we might need to get out in front of this and wondered if
we might be interested in doing a joint press conference so we can better shape the message before
legislators start making up their minds about this…
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Ray Carter [mailto:carterra@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 10:21 AM
To: Ray Carter
Subject: Ritze Urges State to Turn Down ObamaCare Money
 

 
Oklahoma House of Representatives

Media Division
March 1, 2011

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Contact: State Rep. Mike Ritze
Capitol: (405) 557-7338
 

Ritze Urges State to Turn Down ObamaCare Money
 
OKLAHOMA CITY – State Rep. Mike Ritze, one of two doctors serving in the Oklahoma
Legislature, today called on state officials to turn down $54 million that would be used to
implement the new federal health care law.
            “The people of Oklahoma voted to opt out of ObamaCare last November, our new
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state attorney general has filed a lawsuit arguing that the federal law it unconstitutional, and
a nullification bill is now moving through the Oklahoma Legislature,” said Ritze, R-Broken
Arrow. “To accept this federal money and the associated red tape completely undermines
Oklahomans’ clearly expressed opposition to ObamaCare and actually marries our state to
ObamaCare.  The voters have told us not to accept ObamaCare in Oklahoma, and we should
respect their wishes.”
            It was recently announced that Oklahoma would receive a $54 million “Early
Innovators” Health Insurance Exchange Grant as part of the new federal health care law,
commonly referred to as “ObamaCare.”
            The exchanges created by the federal law would provide a government-regulated
marketplace of insurance plans for individuals without health care or small companies. Plans
listed on the exchange would have to meet coverage requirements and standards prescribed
by ObamaCare.

The grant application, officially called the Cooperative Agreements to Support
Innovative Exchange Information Technology Systems, is a 41-page document outlining the
purpose, authority, and background of the funding “opportunity” as well as eligibility
requirements states must meet in order to qualify. 

“By accepting the exchange money, Oklahoma will be in lock-step with ObamaCare,”
Ritze said. “Furthermore, several independent insurance brokers in Oklahoma are concerned
about the impact the exchanges will have on their private businesses. The exchanges operate
contrary to the free enterprise system and most likely will put the independent insurance
broker out of business.”
 

-30-
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from
disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone
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distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and
unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail transmission received
as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of
this e-mail or its attachments. Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer
virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or
recourse against the House by doing so.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Sullivan release
Date: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 10:17:21 AM

Thx
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 10:15 AM
To: Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup; Mary Fallin <  
Subject: Sullivan release 
 
Sullivan’s office is doing a release about their health care hearing in DC today. They has asked to use
the following quote, which is almost identical to verbiage in the letter we submitted to them.
Because it is so similar I have approved it.
 
“There is no question that our nation’s health care costs are spiraling out of control and
the number of uninsured is certainly a major contributing factor. However, the
cumbersome Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) is not an effective
solution for curbing rising health care costs and is unworkable and unaffordable for
many states.  The timelines in the health care reform legislation are very aggressive and
do not give states the freedom they need to implement meaningful changes.” –Gov
Fallin
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Grant
Date: Monday, February 28, 2011 5:28:08 PM

There you go...always thinking ahead!

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 05:26 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: Early Innovator Grant

i kind of liked it better when she stayed home all day and the apartment was clean, but yeah, now i can
start charging her rent and make her buy me stuff
________________________________________
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 5:08 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Grant

You are so funny! Glad becky got a job so she can start pulling her own weight :)

Ill see u wednesday

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 05:05 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: Early Innovator Grant

i'm feeling a little better. i'll be at work tomorrow. thanks.

I forgot to tell you - Becky actually started work at OU doing marketing for their IT department (not one
of the ones about to be consolidated). It's a good job and she's really excited. Today was her third day
at work.

I hope things with your dad are going OK. I know that's been tough.

________________________________________
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 5:04 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Grant

Thanks alex. How are you feeling?

Did becky get the living social job?

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 05:01 PM
To: Dana Wolpert; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: Early Innovator Grant
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i talked to Terry Cline and he's going to call Michael Cross. Also gave him some of our talkers and its
clear he's very understanding of our sensitivities re: the early innovator grant.
________________________________________
From: Dana Wolpert
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 4:07 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Grant

She'll be on a plane all morning.

----- Original Message -----
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 04:05 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Dana Wolpert
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Grant

She may not be available at all so it may not be an issue anyway?

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 04:01 PM
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: FW: Early Innovator Grant

What do you guys want to do here? I think it's good to have her on tape saying that the exchange is a
good thing for Oklahoma and there's no contradiction in taking federal dollars to help speed it up ... but
it is something that requires some focus. If she's too busy to do it we might want to think about getting
Terry Cline
________________________________________
From: Cross, Michael [michael.cross@okstate.edu]
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 4:00 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Early Innovator Grant

Alex,

Could Gov. Fallin be available in the morning for an interview about the Early Innovator Grant? I can do
it over the phone at (405) 525-9932. It will take no more than 7 minutes. I will be in the office after
7:30am.

Thanks,

Michael Cross
KOSU Capitol Bureau Chief
(405) 525-9932
(405)412-5200 cell
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Wendy Gregory
Subject: Re: Please review ASAP - letter for Rep. Sullivan committee hearing re: obamacare/state health care reform
Date: Monday, February 28, 2011 5:19:38 PM

Ill bug coffee about it but well do what we can
 
From: Wendy Gregory 
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 05:16 PM
To: Denise Northrup 
Subject: Fw: Please review ASAP - letter for Rep. Sullivan committee hearing re: obamacare/state
health care reform 
 
So, we're sure she'll read this tonight, right?
 
From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 04:06 PM
To: maryfallin  <  Mary Christensen; Glenn Coffee; Glenn
Coffee (gcoffee  ; Denise Northrup 
Cc: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler; Wendy Gregory 
Subject: Please review ASAP - letter for Rep. Sullivan committee hearing re: obamacare/state health
care reform 
 
Governor,
 
Congressman Sullivan has asked us to submit a letter to the House Energy & Commerce committee
for tomorrow’s hearing titled, “The Consequences of Obamacare:  Impact on Medicaid and State
Health Care Reform.”
 
Please review the letter below ASAP.  Thank you.
 
FYI – This draft has been vetted by the press and policy shops.
 
 
 
Dear Congressman Sullivan,
 
I was pleased to learn the U.S. House of Representatives’ Committee on Energy and Commerce
plans to hold a hearing titled, “The Consequences of Obamacare:  Impact on Medicaid and State
Health Care Reform.”   
 
There is no question that our nation’s health care costs are spiraling out of control and the number
of uninsured is certainly a major contributing factor. However, the cumbersome Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) is not an effective solution for curbing rising health care costs and
is unworkable and unaffordable for many states.
 
The maintenance of effort (MOE) requirements under the new health care law in addition to the
new mandates make it impossible to implement without massive increased costs to the state.  States
need flexibility to determine what will best serve our populations and allow us to balance our
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budgets, which, as you know, is a constitutional requirement in the state of Oklahoma.  We already
are facing a $500 million budget shortfall for FY 2012.  The timelines in the health care reform
legislation are very aggressive and do not give states the freedom they need to implement
meaningful changes.  
 
Prior to the passage of PPACA, the state of Oklahoma was leading the way in lowering costs and
increasing health insurance coverage with a very successful public-private program called “Insure
Oklahoma,” which offers health insurance and premium assistance to small businesses and
individuals.  We also created the “Health Care for the Uninsured Board” (HUB) in order to assist and
educate consumers about their health insurance options. These are the types of innovative solutions
the states should be given the freedom to develop and offer on their own.
 
Exchanges will no doubt be a valuable tool in expanding coverage by making health insurance
information and coverage more accessible and in Oklahoma we are taking the steps necessary to
establish an exchange; however, that process will be severely hindered if our ability to include
market-driven, competitive solutions is taken away through federal mandates.
 
I was encouraged to hear the White House announce it will allow states to apply for “Innovation
Waivers,” however the waivers fail to address the increased spending under PPACA and are not
providing states any flexibility from Washington’s rigid Medicaid rules.
 
There is no “one size fits all” solution as each state’s health care needs are different based on
population and health risk factors.  Therefore, the states are best suited to determine what program
works for them.
 
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to share with the Committee on Energy and Commerce the
impact the federal health care bill will have on state health care reform efforts. 
 
Sincerely,
 
Governor Mary Fallin
 
 
 

Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Grant
Date: Monday, February 28, 2011 5:08:43 PM

You are so funny! Glad becky got a job so she can start pulling her own weight :)

Ill see u wednesday

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 05:05 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: Early Innovator Grant

i'm feeling a little better. i'll be at work tomorrow. thanks.

I forgot to tell you - Becky actually started work at OU doing marketing for their IT department (not one
of the ones about to be consolidated). It's a good job and she's really excited. Today was her third day
at work.

I hope things with your dad are going OK. I know that's been tough.

________________________________________
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 5:04 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Grant

Thanks alex. How are you feeling?

Did becky get the living social job?

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 05:01 PM
To: Dana Wolpert; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: Early Innovator Grant

i talked to Terry Cline and he's going to call Michael Cross. Also gave him some of our talkers and its
clear he's very understanding of our sensitivities re: the early innovator grant.
________________________________________
From: Dana Wolpert
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 4:07 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Grant

She'll be on a plane all morning.

----- Original Message -----
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 04:05 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Dana Wolpert
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Grant
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She may not be available at all so it may not be an issue anyway?

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 04:01 PM
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: FW: Early Innovator Grant

What do you guys want to do here? I think it's good to have her on tape saying that the exchange is a
good thing for Oklahoma and there's no contradiction in taking federal dollars to help speed it up ... but
it is something that requires some focus. If she's too busy to do it we might want to think about getting
Terry Cline
________________________________________
From: Cross, Michael [michael.cross@okstate.edu]
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 4:00 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Early Innovator Grant

Alex,

Could Gov. Fallin be available in the morning for an interview about the Early Innovator Grant? I can do
it over the phone at (405) 525-9932. It will take no more than 7 minutes. I will be in the office after
7:30am.

Thanks,

Michael Cross
KOSU Capitol Bureau Chief
(405) 525-9932
(405)412-5200 cell
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Grant
Date: Monday, February 28, 2011 5:04:58 PM

Thanks alex. How are you feeling?

Did becky get the living social job?

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 05:01 PM
To: Dana Wolpert; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: Early Innovator Grant

i talked to Terry Cline and he's going to call Michael Cross. Also gave him some of our talkers and its
clear he's very understanding of our sensitivities re: the early innovator grant.
________________________________________
From: Dana Wolpert
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 4:07 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Grant

She'll be on a plane all morning.

----- Original Message -----
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 04:05 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Dana Wolpert
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Grant

She may not be available at all so it may not be an issue anyway?

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 04:01 PM
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: FW: Early Innovator Grant

What do you guys want to do here? I think it's good to have her on tape saying that the exchange is a
good thing for Oklahoma and there's no contradiction in taking federal dollars to help speed it up ... but
it is something that requires some focus. If she's too busy to do it we might want to think about getting
Terry Cline
________________________________________
From: Cross, Michael [michael.cross@okstate.edu]
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 4:00 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Early Innovator Grant

Alex,

Could Gov. Fallin be available in the morning for an interview about the Early Innovator Grant? I can do
it over the phone at (405) 525-9932. It will take no more than 7 minutes. I will be in the office after
7:30am.
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Thanks,

Michael Cross
KOSU Capitol Bureau Chief
(405) 525-9932
(405)412-5200 cell
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; Mike Thompson
Cc: "aaroncooperokc "; Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Question.....
Date: Monday, February 28, 2011 4:47:58 PM

I asked aaron to send you our statement but that is right on track...
 
From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 04:43 PM
To: Mike Thompson; Denise Northrup 
Cc: Aaron Cooper <aaroncooperokc >; Alex Weintz 
Subject: RE: Question..... 
 
 
 
It is the same thing we have been saying from the beginning…the idea of an exchange is not an
Obamacare idea. In fact OK had already passed two pieces of legislation, Insure Oklahoma and the
HUB that deal with exchange concepts. An exchange will be good for OK with or without
Obamacare.  Taking the money to develop the exchange will provide options for us and allow us to
lead the nation.  Under current law,  if we do not create our own exchange by 2014 the feds will
come and shove one down our throats.  If the law is repealed we will be perfectly positioned to
implement an Oklahoma designed exchange that promotes competition and choice and we will have
the infrastructure in place to operate it.
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Mike Thompson 
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 4:32 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Subject: FW: Question.....
 
I received this question and we are getting more like it.  I want to make sure we are on the same
page for responding.  What are your thoughts?  Thanks!  Mike
 
Mike Thompson
Oklahoma Insurance Department
Deputy Commissioner of Government
Relations and Public Affairs
3625 NW 56th St, Suite 100
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
Office: 405-522-8398
Fax 405-521-6635
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Hi Mike!
I was asked a question by a friend last night at church.  Why did the State of Oklahoma accept the
$54M in Federal Funds to create an insurance exchange when we have filed a lawsuit opting out of
Obama Care?  I know Mary said that there were no strings attached (but who really believes that)
and I do personally believe that Obama Care will be overturned by the Republicans in Washington. 
So……is this like a “Pork” project?  The money’s there and we might as well get it as another state?  It
just doesn’t sit well when we’re trying to cut spending in all areas?     I’m copying my friend Charlie
who asked me the question…….Shelia
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Grant
Date: Monday, February 28, 2011 4:07:08 PM

She'll be on a plane all morning.

----- Original Message -----
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 04:05 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Dana Wolpert
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Grant

She may not be available at all so it may not be an issue anyway?

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 04:01 PM
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: FW: Early Innovator Grant

What do you guys want to do here? I think it's good to have her on tape saying that the exchange is a
good thing for Oklahoma and there's no contradiction in taking federal dollars to help speed it up ... but
it is something that requires some focus. If she's too busy to do it we might want to think about getting
Terry Cline
________________________________________
From: Cross, Michael [michael.cross@okstate.edu]
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 4:00 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Early Innovator Grant

Alex,

Could Gov. Fallin be available in the morning for an interview about the Early Innovator Grant? I can do
it over the phone at (405) 525-9932. It will take no more than 7 minutes. I will be in the office after
7:30am.

Thanks,

Michael Cross
KOSU Capitol Bureau Chief
(405) 525-9932
(405)412-5200 cell
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Dana Wolpert
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Grant
Date: Monday, February 28, 2011 4:05:37 PM

She may not be available at all so it may not be an issue anyway?

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 04:01 PM
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: FW: Early Innovator Grant

What do you guys want to do here? I think it's good to have her on tape saying that the exchange is a
good thing for Oklahoma and there's no contradiction in taking federal dollars to help speed it up ... but
it is something that requires some focus. If she's too busy to do it we might want to think about getting
Terry Cline
________________________________________
From: Cross, Michael [michael.cross@okstate.edu]
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 4:00 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Early Innovator Grant

Alex,

Could Gov. Fallin be available in the morning for an interview about the Early Innovator Grant? I can do
it over the phone at (405) 525-9932. It will take no more than 7 minutes. I will be in the office after
7:30am.

Thanks,

Michael Cross
KOSU Capitol Bureau Chief
(405) 525-9932
(405)412-5200 cell
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date : 

Glenn Coffee 

Katie Altshuler 

Re: Non-Answers by Secretary Sebelius on State Flexibility 

Friday, February 25, 2011 5:42:33 PM 

Interesting. This is going to be a battle .. 

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Friday, February 25, 2011 12:43 PM 
To: Glenn Coffee 
Subject: Fw: Non-Answers by Secretary Sebelius on State Flexibility 

FYI 

>;Andrew 

n ove@utah.gov) < rspendlove@utah.gov>; 
>; Ryan Serote (rserote@az.gov) 
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<rserote@az.gov>; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov <sirena.ramirez@guam.gov>; Stephen Waguespack
(wags@la.gov) <wags@la.gov>; tammy.perkins@gov.idaho.gov <tammy.perkins@gov.idaho.gov>; Tim
Pearson (timpearson@gov.sc.gov) <timpearson@gov.sc.gov>; Todd Smith 

; travisrichmond >; Wayne Struble
(wayne.struble@governor.ohio.gov) <wayne.struble@governor.ohio.gov>;
wayne.hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us <wayne.hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us>; will.cromer@tn.gov
<will.cromer@tn.gov>; Zak Tomich (tomichz@michigan.gov) <tomichz@michigan.gov>
Cc: lanier_swann@mcconnell.senate.gov <lanier_swann@mcconnell.senate.gov>
Subject: FW: Non-Answers by Secretary Sebelius on State Flexibility

FYI, from Senate RPC...

From: Chris Jacobs
Sent: Friday, February 25, 2011 12:18 PM
To: Chris Jacobs
Subject: Non-Answers by Secretary Sebelius on State Flexibility

Ahead of the National Governors Association meeting this weekend, Secretary Sebelius released a
letter<http://bit.ly/eOWwKb> responding to previous correspondence<http://bit.ly/g2ekQj> from
Republican Governors requesting additional flexibility in implementing the health law.  Unfortunately,
however, the Secretary's response was largely a non-response, avoiding the main issues the governors
raised:

Operation of Exchanges
Governors' Request:  "Provide states with complete flexibility on operating the exchange, most
importantly the freedom to decide which licensed insurers are permitted to offer their products."
Sebelius' Response:  "In implementing their exchanges, states have the option to allow all insurers to
participate in the exchanges (the Utah model), or they can be more active purchasers in shaping
available choices (the Massachusetts model)."
Translation:  While the Secretary's letter sounds like HHS will give states some flexibility to manage their
exchanges, the proof will be in the pudding - namely the specific regulations to be released delineating
state exchange requirements.  More broadly though, it's an open question whether states will receive
the "complete flexibility" requested by the governors - or whether HHS bureaucrats will layer on more
Washington mandates for the state-based exchanges to comply with, just as the law itself did.

Essential Health Benefits
Governors' Request:  "Waive the bill's costly mandates and grant states the authority to choose benefit
rules that meet the specific needs of their citizens."
Sebelius' Response:  "All plans in the individual and small group markets - inside or outside of the
exchanges - will provide essential health benefits, which, by law, will be modeled after what a typical
employer currently provides today in the private sector.  But the law and how states implement it allow
a diversity of plan types and benefit designs in exchanges, and states continue to have the option to
require coverage of specific, additional benefits."
Translation:  Governors' request denied.  The Secretary's letter talks about benefits packages being
prescribed "by law," but conveniently omits who will be doing the prescribing.  Section 1302(b)(1) of the
statute couldn't be clearer about who will decide the scope of the benefits package: "The Secretary shall
define the essential health benefits" necessary to comply with the law's individual mandate.  The other
key word in the Secretary's letter when it comes to benefit packages is "additional:" States can EXCEED
the Washington-imposed benefit standards, but they cannot waive them, no matter how high premiums
will rise. (The richer benefit packages will raise premiums for individual insurance by as much as 30
percent on average, according to the Congressional Budget Office<http://bit.ly/h37kt2>.)  This
"flexibility" is in reality a one-way street to higher premiums and health costs for states and families
alike.

Health Savings Accounts
Governors' Request:  "Waive the provisions that discriminate against consumer-driven health plans, such
as health savings accounts (HSAs)."
Sebelius' Response:  "The cost sharing limits required by the essential health benefits package mirror
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the current out-of-pocket maximum for HSAs under the Internal Revenue Code."
Translation:  Substantively speaking, a non-answer.  First, the essential health benefits package does
contain new restrictions on deductibles and cost-sharing that will prevent at least some current HSA
plans from being offered.  More importantly, the law does not specify that cash contributions made to
an HSA will be counted towards the minimum federal requirements under the new actuarial value
standard.  Section 1302(d) of the statute<http://bit.ly/eZ58DI> states very clearly that those
parameters will be defined "under regulations issued by the Secretary."  In other words, it's not states
that will determine whether they will be able to offer HSA coverage - it's the Secretary herself.  And the
Secretary didn't answer whether HHS will give all HSA plans a "safe harbor" during the regulatory
process.

Medicaid Flexibility
Governors' Request:  "Provide blanket discretion to individual states if they chose [sic] to move non-
disabled Medicaid beneficiaries into the exchanges for their insurance coverage without the need of
further HHS approval."
Sebelius' Response:  "The Affordable Care Act expands and simplifies Medicaid coverage and provides
states with more opportunities to align Medicaid with private health insurance.  More specifically, the law
permits states to restructure Medicaid coverage to look more like typical private employer coverage."
Translation:  Again, governors' request denied.  The Secretary's letter talks about the law permitting
states to restructure their Medicaid plans.  However, the section of the Medicaid
statute<http://bit.ly/faAZYS> referred to in the law (Section 1937(a)(1)(A) of the Social Security Act)
makes very clear that states can utilize "benchmark" standards to make Medicaid more like traditional
insurance "as a state plan amendment."  In other words, states must ask Washington's permission to
change their Medicaid benefits - far from the "blanket discretion" the governors requested.  Moreover,
the health care law actually imposed MORE requirements, not less, when it comes to "benchmark"
coverage - Section 2001(c)(3) of the law amended Section 1937 of the Social Security Act to require
that states offer all the "essential health benefits" as part of their Medicaid "benchmark" coverage in
2014.  So in addition to all the existing requirements, states must now also comply with the new benefit
mandates under the law - which, as noted above, will be set by Washington bureaucrats, not the states
themselves.

Objective Data
Governors' Request:  "Commission a new and objective assessment of how many people will end up in
the exchanges and on Medicaid in every state as a result of the legislation (including those "offloaded"
by employers), and at what potential cost to state governments."
Sebelius' Response:  "The traditional source for objective information about the costs of federal
legislation is the non-partisan Congressional Budget Office, which has estimated that the Affordable
Care Act will extend coverage to 32 million uninsured Americans..."
Translation:  A substantive non-answer on several levels.  First, the governors asked for a state-by-
state assessment of costs and coverage impacts - which CBO has not done, and traditionally does not
do.  Second, the Medicare actuary recently testified<http://bit.ly/hX4ZXy> that CBO's assumptions with
regard to the Medicaid expansion may be inaccurate.  Specifically, the actuary indicated that one
interpretation of the statute's new definition of modified adjusted gross income could mean that "an
additional 5 million or more Social Security early retirees would be potentially eligible for Medicaid
coverage" than CBO originally estimated.  That means that states could be facing unfunded mandates
vastly greater than the $60 billion amount estimated by CBO<http://bit.ly/h045ma>.

So, for the record, that's one answer partially agreeing with the governors' request, and four responses
that either deny or avoid discussing the gist of the issues the governors put forward.  In sum, most of
the responses avoid mentioning that the states' parameters are being sharply limited by Washington -
and the arguments about state "flexibility" fall flat when a review of the law reveals that the only
flexibility states really have involves imposing MORE regulations and mandates, rather than getting out
from under Washington's myriad diktats.  Not only is the Secretary's response insufficient when it comes
to the transparency of the regulatory process - and how it will impact states - but on substance, it
implicitly reinforces rather than rebuts the notion that the 2700-page health care law imposes top-
down, Washington-centric "solutions."

Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
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Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary
Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov

(405) 522 8878
 

From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: final health insurance exchange release -- approved by Gov - going out 4-430 pm
Date: Friday, February 25, 2011 12:50:33 PM

Looks good! Congrats on coordinating quotes from that many offices!!!
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, February 25, 2011 10:42 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: final health insurance exchange release -- approved by Gov - going out 4-430 pm 
 
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 25, 2011
 

State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M “Early
Innovator Grant” to Support an Oklahoma-based

Health Insurance Exchange
 
OKLAHOMA CITY –Governor Mary Fallin joined other state leaders today in announcing that
the state of Oklahoma will accept a $54 million grant to help design and implement the
information technology infrastructure to operate an Oklahoma health insurance exchange. Fallin
listed the creation of such an exchange as one of her top priorities in her State of the State
address earlier this month. She and others announced their support for the grant after working
with state agencies to ensure that no unworkable federal mandates were included.
 
Governor Mary Fallin: “After thoroughly reviewing the ‘early innovator’ grant, I am happy to
say that the federal assistance we are being offered is consistent with our mission to design and
implement an Oklahoma-based health insurance exchange.  That exchange will empower
consumers and help individuals and small businesses to shop for and enroll in affordable,
quality health insurance plans. This is a step in the right direction for Oklahoma and its
citizens.”
 
House Speaker Kris Steele:  “This opportunity will remove the obstacles many people face in
obtaining health insurance, and will allow many more Oklahomans to become insured. This
would not only improve the overall health of our state it will also empower and equip patients to
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invest in their own healthcare needs and outcomes.”
 
Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman: “Real solutions to our health care needs are
best found through market-based principals of choice and competition.  The health insurance
exchange empowers Oklahomans with those free-market tools.  This early innovator grant will
allow Oklahoma to put in place the necessary technological infrastructure that makes these plans
accessible to citizens of our state.” 
 
Insurance Commissioner John Doak: “The Insurance Department, with its industry, consumer
protection and regulatory expertise, will play an important role in the design and implementation
of a health insurance exchange. I and Deputy Commissioner of Health Insurance Mike Rhoads
will take a lead in making sure insurance agents and brokers have a voice in setting up the health
insurance exchange. I look forward to working with Gov. Fallin in facilitating meetings
throughout the state that will result in good regulation and input from licensed insurance agents
and brokers.”
 
Secretary of Health and Human Services Terry Cline: “Not only will Oklahoma be engaged
in a transformational process in developing our own health insurance exchange, we have an
opportunity to be a model for the country, and we are pleased to take on that challenge.”
 
Oklahoma Healthcare Authority CEO Mike Fogarty:  “This grant is a federal
acknowledgment of the foresight and guidance of Oklahoma’s leaders.  This state being one of
only seven grantees confirms our role as a leader in this nation.  Our online enrollment and other
access initiatives predated federal health reform and have now afforded us the opportunity to
build a system fit for this state and its citizens.”
 

##
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Wendy Gregory
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Letter to E&C- Obamacare
Date: Thursday, February 24, 2011 11:16:00 AM

Sure, I’ve copied a ton of people who you can follow up with! I’m sure someone will take the lead J
 

From: Wendy Gregory 
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2011 11:11 AM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Fw:Letter to E&C- Obamacare
 
Denise, could we get Rep. John Sullivan such a letter in the next few days??
 
From: Hedgecock, Richard [mailto:Richard.Hedgecock@mail.house.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2011 10:48 AM
To: Wendy Gregory 
Subject: Obamacare 
 
Wendy –
 
House E&C is holding its first Obamacare hearing NEXT WEDNESDAY, March 1.
 
Committee staff is asking each member to obtain a letter from their Governor, pointing out pitfalls,
problems, with Obamacare.
 
Here’s what they sent:
 
In preparation for next week’s hearing on the impact of Obamacare on the states, we’re planning a
comprehensive communications plan. One tactic includes asking Republican governors to write your
boss a letter outlining some concerns they have with Obamacare on your state. Will Kinzel from the
Speaker’s office is going to reach out to your state’s DC director, asking if they might be willing to get
their governor to write such a letter.
 
It’s not going to be a hard push and we don’t really need you to do anything…just wanted to make
you aware this was going on. If your governor doesn’t want to do it, this is not a high pressure deal.
 
The idea would be to have any Member of the Committee who secures a letter from their governor
mention it when they begin their questioning, “Mr. Chairman I want mention that I just received a
letter from my Governor yesterday, expressing concern about Obamacare on my state and want to
include the letter in the record.” Or something like that.
 
 
Would it be possible to have someone on your staff prepare such a letter for our office?
 
Thanks, Wendy!
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; "aweintz "; Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Grant
Date: Monday, February 21, 2011 7:30:40 PM

I think we need to be able to announce and move on this, But from alex's email it sounds like once
againb we are waiting on the house...

Alex, can you elaborate on your conversation with brian?

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Monday, February 21, 2011 07:26 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; 'aweintz ' <
Subject: Early Innovator Grant

I believe tomorrow is Insurance day at the capitol or something and Doak is hosting a closed door
meeting (no press) where he would like to talk about the exchange and their involvement. So question
is can they say anything about the grant if we have not publicly yet? They will do whatever we want.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: Invitation for Governors" Offices to Meet with HHS/CMS Officials on Sunday, February 27
Date: Friday, February 18, 2011 1:54:00 PM

Pretty sure we don’t want to meet with them, right?
 

From: Dana Wolpert 
Sent: Friday, February 18, 2011 10:17 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Becky Woodie
Subject: FW: Invitation for Governors' Offices to Meet with HHS/CMS Officials on Sunday, February 27
 
Let me know if you all are interested in setting up a meeting during NGA, information below.
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: AJ Mallory 
Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2011 12:07 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: FW: Invitation for Governors' Offices to Meet with HHS/CMS Officials on Sunday, February 27
 
Do you get this?  Sorry, I know I have asked this before L
 
A.J. Mallory
Exec. Asst. to Denise Northrup, Chief of Staff
Office of Gov. Mary Fallin
2300 Lincoln Blvd., Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK  73105
405-522-8832
aj.mallory@gov.ok.gov
 

From: Mason, James (HHS/IGA) [mailto:james.mason@hhs.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2011 11:17 AM
To: US HHS Intergovernmental Affairs
Cc: Dioguardi, Paul (HHS/OS); Kidwell, Lauren (HHS/IGA); Morales, Esther (HHS/IGA); Snow, Jennifer
(HHS/IOS)
Subject: Invitation for Governors' Offices to Meet with HHS/CMS Officials on Sunday, February 27
 
Dear Colleague:
 
As Governors come to Washington later this month for the National Governor’s Association
Winter Meeting, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) would like to
continue our dialogue with Governors’ offices regarding the implementation of the
Affordable Care Act.  Specifically, we invite your state to schedule a meeting with senior
representatives from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) to discuss issues
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of interest to your state such as the establishment of health insurance exchanges and changes
to the Medicaid program.
 
Cindy Mann, Deputy Administrator and Director, Center for Medicaid, CHIP and Survey &
Certification and Steve Larsen, Deputy Administrator and Director, Center for Consumer
Information and Insurance Oversight will be available to meet with Governors and/or their
staffs in on Sunday, February 27, 2011. 
 
If your state is interested in scheduling a meeting, please contact Jim Mason of my staff at
james.mason@hhs.gov (202) 401-5639 to indicate if there is a specific time on Sunday
February 27, 2011 that works especially well for your Governor or staff.    
 
Paul Dioguardi
Director of Intergovernmental Affairs
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Becky Woodie
Subject: FW: Invitation for Governors" Offices to Meet with HHS/CMS Officials on Sunday, February 27
Date: Friday, February 18, 2011 10:16:00 AM

Let me know if you all are interested in setting up a meeting during NGA, information below.
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: AJ Mallory 
Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2011 12:07 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: FW: Invitation for Governors' Offices to Meet with HHS/CMS Officials on Sunday, February 27
 
Do you get this?  Sorry, I know I have asked this before L
 
A.J. Mallory
Exec. Asst. to Denise Northrup, Chief of Staff
Office of Gov. Mary Fallin
2300 Lincoln Blvd., Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK  73105
405-522-8832
aj.mallory@gov.ok.gov
 

From: Mason, James (HHS/IGA) [mailto:james.mason@hhs.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2011 11:17 AM
To: US HHS Intergovernmental Affairs
Cc: Dioguardi, Paul (HHS/OS); Kidwell, Lauren (HHS/IGA); Morales, Esther (HHS/IGA); Snow, Jennifer
(HHS/IOS)
Subject: Invitation for Governors' Offices to Meet with HHS/CMS Officials on Sunday, February 27
 
Dear Colleague:
 
As Governors come to Washington later this month for the National Governor’s Association
Winter Meeting, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) would like to
continue our dialogue with Governors’ offices regarding the implementation of the
Affordable Care Act.  Specifically, we invite your state to schedule a meeting with senior
representatives from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) to discuss issues
of interest to your state such as the establishment of health insurance exchanges and changes
to the Medicaid program.
 
Cindy Mann, Deputy Administrator and Director, Center for Medicaid, CHIP and Survey &
Certification and Steve Larsen, Deputy Administrator and Director, Center for Consumer
Information and Insurance Oversight will be available to meet with Governors and/or their
staffs in on Sunday, February 27, 2011. 
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If your state is interested in scheduling a meeting, please contact Jim Mason of my staff at
james.mason@hhs.gov (202) 401-5639 to indicate if there is a specific time on Sunday
February 27, 2011 that works especially well for your Governor or staff.    
 
Paul Dioguardi
Director of Intergovernmental Affairs
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: AJ Mallory
Cc: Michelle Waddell
Subject: RE: HHS NEWS: States Leading the Way on Implementation: HHS Awards "Early Innovator" Grants to Seven States
Date: Friday, February 18, 2011 9:35:00 AM

Thanks! If its something that needs to be printed for the boss can you send to Michelle? She sees her a lot
more than I do. J
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: AJ Mallory 
Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2011 6:33 PM
To: Dana Wolpert; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Subject: FW: HHS NEWS: States Leading the Way on Implementation: HHS Awards "Early Innovator" Grants to
Seven States
 
 
 

From: US HHS Intergovernmental Affairs [mailto:HHSIGA@hhs.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 8:50 AM
To: US HHS Intergovernmental Affairs
Subject: HHS NEWS: States Leading the Way on Implementation: HHS Awards "Early Innovator" Grants to Seven
States
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                                                               Contact:  HHS Press Office
Wednesday, February 16, 2011                                                                                   (202) 690-6343
 

States Leading the Way on Implementation:  HHS Awards “Early Innovator” 
Grants to Seven States

 
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) today announced the award of seven
cooperative agreements to help a group of “Early Innovator” states design and implement the
information technology (IT) infrastructure needed to operate Health Insurance Exchanges.  These states
are leading the way on building a better health insurance marketplace, one that allows individuals and
small-business owners to pool their purchasing power to negotiate lower rates.  Using these new funds,
the Early Innovator states will develop Exchange IT models that can be adopted and tailored by other
states.
 
Kansas, Maryland, New York, Oklahoma, Oregon, Wisconsin, and a consortium of New England states
will receive a total of approximately $241 million.  Information on how much each state or consortium
will receive and how each will use the grant funds is available at
www.HealthCare.gov/news/factsheets/exchanges02162011a.html.
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“Early Innovator states will play a critical role in developing a consumer-friendly marketplace where
insurers must compete to deliver the best deal,” said HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius.  “These grants
ensure that consumers in every state will be able to easily navigate their way through health insurance
options.”
 
Starting in 2014, Exchanges will help individuals and small employers shop for, select, and enroll in
high-quality, affordable private health plans that fit their individual needs at competitive prices.  By
providing a place for one-stop shopping, Exchanges will make purchasing health insurance easier and
more understandable.  Similar to any consumer-based industry such as the airline or banking industries,
sophisticated, consumer-friendly IT infrastructure will be critical to the success of the Exchanges. 
Although Exchanges are not scheduled to launch until 2014, work is already underway to design and
implement them across the country.  As states prepare, they have requested early funding assistance to
develop the right IT, particularly with respect to eligibility and enrollment systems.
 
All Early Innovator states have committed to assuring that the technology they develop is reusable and
transferable.  Using the grants, they will develop the building blocks for Exchange IT systems,
providing models for how Exchange IT systems can be created.  This will help states to establish their
Exchanges quickly and efficiently using the models and building blocks created by the Early Innovator
states.  At the same time, states continue to have the flexibility to develop an Exchange that best meets
the needs of their unique health insurance market without having to start from scratch.
 
The seven grantees offer a diversity that will be valuable to all states as they work to set up their
Exchanges.  The grantees represent different regions of the country, as well as different Exchange
governance structures and Information Systems.  This diversity will help ensure that a wide range of IT
models are developed, and every state will benefit. 
 
“Everyone wins,” said Don Berwick.  “This grant program means that states don’t have to waste money
reinventing the wheel, and consumers get the best of the best.”
 
Summary of Early Innovator Grants
 

Kansas: Kansas Insurance Department, $31,537,465
Maryland: Maryland Dept of Health and Mental Hygiene, $6,227,454
Multi-State Consortia: University of Massachusetts Medical School, $35,591,333
New York: New York Department of Health, $27,431,432
Oklahoma: Oklahoma Health Care Authority, $54,582,269
Oregon: Oregon Health Authority, $48,096,307
Wisconsin: Wisconsin Department of Health Services, $37,757,266

 
For more information on grant specifics and state summaries, please visit
www.HealthCare.gov/news/factsheets/exchanges02162011a.html.
 
 
 

###
 
 

 
Note: All HHS press releases, fact sheets and other press materials are available at
http://www.hhs.gov/news.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Spangler, Katy (HELP Committee)
Subject: RE: Early Innovator Exchange Grant
Date: Thursday, February 17, 2011 9:19:51 PM

katy - glad to hear you touched base with katie today! i was in a cabinet meeting most of the day. let
me know if we can be of assistance anytime.

Denise

________________________________________
From: Spangler, Katy (HELP Committee) [Katy_Spangler@help.senate.gov]
Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2011 9:36 AM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Early Innovator Exchange Grant

Hello Denise,
I work for Sen. Enzi on the US Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions and I am
trying to learn more about the early innovator exchange grants that were recently awarded.  (I’m
actually from Tulsa, went to TU, and used to work for Sen. Nickles before he retired; Josh Trent with
Sen. Coburn’s office gave me your email address.)  Do you have any time later this week or next week
to talk with Josh and me about the Oklahoma exchange?
Thank you very much,
Katy Spangler
202-224-2313
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Fw: Early Innovator Exchange Grant
Date: Thursday, February 17, 2011 1:43:44 PM

 
From: Spangler, Katy (HELP Committee) [mailto:Katy_Spangler@help.senate.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2011 09:36 AM
To: Denise Northrup 
Subject: Early Innovator Exchange Grant 
 
Hello Denise,

I work for Sen. Enzi on the US Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and

Pensions and I am trying to learn more about the early innovator exchange grants

that were recently awarded.  (I’m actually from Tulsa, went to TU, and used to work

for Sen. Nickles before he retired; Josh Trent with Sen. Coburn’s office gave me your

email address.)  Do you have any time later this week or next week to talk with Josh

and me about the Oklahoma exchange? 

Thank you very much,

Katy Spangler

202-224-2313
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: AJ Mallory
Subject: RE: Invitation for Governors" Offices to Meet with HHS/CMS Officials on Sunday, February 27
Date: Thursday, February 17, 2011 1:38:00 PM

No please keep sending, thanks!
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: AJ Mallory 
Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2011 12:07 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: FW: Invitation for Governors' Offices to Meet with HHS/CMS Officials on Sunday, February 27
 
Do you get this?  Sorry, I know I have asked this before L
 
A.J. Mallory
Exec. Asst. to Denise Northrup, Chief of Staff
Office of Gov. Mary Fallin
2300 Lincoln Blvd., Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK  73105
405-522-8832
aj.mallory@gov.ok.gov
 

From: Mason, James (HHS/IGA) [mailto:james.mason@hhs.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2011 11:17 AM
To: US HHS Intergovernmental Affairs
Cc: Dioguardi, Paul (HHS/OS); Kidwell, Lauren (HHS/IGA); Morales, Esther (HHS/IGA); Snow, Jennifer
(HHS/IOS)
Subject: Invitation for Governors' Offices to Meet with HHS/CMS Officials on Sunday, February 27
 
Dear Colleague:
 
As Governors come to Washington later this month for the National Governor’s Association
Winter Meeting, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) would like to
continue our dialogue with Governors’ offices regarding the implementation of the
Affordable Care Act.  Specifically, we invite your state to schedule a meeting with senior
representatives from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) to discuss issues
of interest to your state such as the establishment of health insurance exchanges and changes
to the Medicaid program.
 
Cindy Mann, Deputy Administrator and Director, Center for Medicaid, CHIP and Survey &
Certification and Steve Larsen, Deputy Administrator and Director, Center for Consumer
Information and Insurance Oversight will be available to meet with Governors and/or their
staffs in on Sunday, February 27, 2011. 
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If your state is interested in scheduling a meeting, please contact Jim Mason of my staff at
james.mason@hhs.gov (202) 401-5639 to indicate if there is a specific time on Sunday
February 27, 2011 that works especially well for your Governor or staff.    
 
Paul Dioguardi
Director of Intergovernmental Affairs
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
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From: Denise Northrup
To: keith.gilkes@wisconsin.gov
Subject: early innovator grant
Date: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 10:27:00 AM

Hey keith – hope all is well and you are settling in. I finally feel like we’re in a rhythm and I’m not
chasing my tail every day!
 
Wanted to touch base on the early innovator grant and see if you all were for sure going to accept
the grant or if you were still in the process of deciding.
 
I’m probably not going to make the nga/rga meeting next week because my father has surgery
scheduled on Monday, but I’d be happy to visit by phone before then to discuss.
 
Take care!
 
Denise Northrup
Chief Of Staff
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
405-522-8832 phone

 mobile
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; "aweintz "; "glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov"
Subject: RE: Other Early Innovator States
Date: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 8:13:00 AM

So we got the biggest award, crazy.
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 7:51 AM
To: Denise Northrup; 'aweintz '; 'glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov'
Subject: Fw: Other Early Innovator States
 

 
From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 07:44 AM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: Other Early Innovator States 
 

Kansas: Kansas Insurance Department, $31,537,465

Maryland: Maryland Dept of Health and Mental Hygiene, $6,227,454

Multi-State Consortia: University of Massachusetts Medical School,
$35,591,333

New York: New York Department of Health, $27,431,432

Oklahoma: Oklahoma Health Care Authority, $54,582,269

Oregon: Oregon Health Authority, $48,096,307

Wisconsin: Wisconsin Department of Health Services, $37,757,266

 

 

Nico Gomez
Deputy Chief Executive Officer
Communications, Outreach and Reporting
Oklahoma Health Care Authority
*2401 N.W. 23rd St., Suite 1-A
Oklahoma City, OK 73107
 
*Please note new mailing address!!
 
phone:  405-522-7484
fax:  405-530-3482
e-mail: nico.gomez@okhca.org
 

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
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mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: TX did not apply for the early Innovator Grant
Date: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 5:24:39 PM

Thx, wisconsin? Pretty sure I called them during transition to confirm
 
From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 05:24 PM
To: Denise Northrup; glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov <glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov> 
Subject: TX did not apply for the early Innovator Grant 
 
 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: grant
Date: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 4:41:00 PM

Fyi – this is the release when they put it out for application…
 

News Release

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Friday, October 29, 2010

Contact: HHS Press Office
(202) 690-6343

HHS Announces New Competitive “Early Innovator” Grants for States
that Lead the Race to Develop IT Systems for State Exchanges

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) today announced competitive funding
opportunities for States to design and implement the Information Technology (IT) infrastructure

needed to operate Health Insurance Exchanges.  The Exchanges represent new competitive
insurance marketplaces that will help Americans and small businesses purchase affordable private
health insurance starting in 2014 and a strong IT infrastructure will be critical to their success.  For

the first time, funding will be directed to States that are willing and able to lead the race to
develop IT systems.  These systems can then be used as models by all States in their efforts to

establish Exchanges.

Starting in 2014, Exchanges will help individuals and small employers shop for, select, and enroll in
high-quality, affordable private health plans that fit their individual needs at competitive prices.  By
providing a place for one-stop shopping, Exchanges will make purchasing health insurance easier
and more understandable.  Similar to any consumer-based industry such as the airline or banking
industries, sophisticated, consumer-friendly IT infrastructure will be critical to the success of the

Exchanges.  Although Exchanges are not scheduled to launch until 2014, work is already underway
to design and implement them across the country.  As States prepare, they have requested early
funding assistance to develop the right IT, particularly with respect to eligibility and enrollment

systems. 

The new competitive “Early Innovators” grants being announced today will reward States that
demonstrate leadership in developing cutting-edge and cost effective consumer-based technologies

and models for insurance eligibility and enrollment for Exchanges.  This will help to create a
simpler, consumer-oriented system for individuals, families and businesses to sign up for the

health insurance plan that they choose.  Additionally, all States, including recipients of this award,
will be eligible to apply for a future funding opportunity that will support ongoing Exchange
implementation.  We expect this funding opportunity to be announced in February 2011.

“States are focused on implementing the Health Insurance Exchanges because they know the
Exchanges will empower their citizens by forcing health insurers to compete,” said Secretary of

Health and Human Services Kathleen Sebelius.  “Consumer-friendly information technology is the
backbone of that effort which is why we are creating an incentive for States that are willing and

able to lead the way to do so.”

Two-year grants will be awarded by February 15, 2011, to up to five States or coalitions of States
that have ambitious yet achievable proposals that can yield IT models and best practices that will
benefit all States.  These States will lead the way in developing consumer-friendly, cost-effective

IT systems that can be used and adopted by other States and help all States and the Federal
government save money as they work to develop these new competitive market places. Funding,

which will vary based on States’ proposals, will provide necessary resources to develop and
establish the most innovative systems possible that meet consumer and employer needs in a cost

effective manner.

“States are developing cutting-edge innovative systems to deliver cost-effective and consumer
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friendly care to families and small businesses,” said Joel Ario, Director of OCIIO’s Office of Health
Insurance Exchanges.  “By encouraging and rewarding states for their innovation, we can build and
leverage models that can be adopted and tailored by other States and generate taxpayer savings

across the board.” 

To find the FOA, go to www.grants.gov and search for CFDA 93.525. 

 
 
Denise Northrup
Chief Of Staff
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
405-522-8832 phone

 mobile
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; "aweintz "; "glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov"
Subject: RE: Announcement of the Early Innovator Grant awards not today
Date: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 3:01:00 PM

Wow, all worked up over nothing!

-----Original Message-----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 2:24 PM
To: 'aweintz '; Denise Northrup; 'glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov'
Subject: Fw: Announcement of the Early Innovator Grant awards not today

----- Original Message -----
From: Nicole Prieto Johns [mailto:Nicole.PrietoJohns@okhca.org]
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 02:24 PM
To: Derek Lieser <Derek.Lieser@okhca.org>; J Hudgens <JHudgens@odmhsas.org>; Cindy Roberts
<Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; Buffy Heater <Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>; Cline, Dr.Terry L.
<TerryC@health.ok.gov>; juliec@health.ok.gov <juliec@health.ok.gov>; Mike Rhoads; Buck, Steven
<SBuck@odmhsas.org>; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org>
Subject: FW: Announcement of the Early Innovator Grant awards  not today

Interested Parties: 

FYI:  You may have already heard, but we received an email (see below), advising that the
announcement for the Early Innovator Grant would be made soon, but not today, Feb. 15th, as had
been anticipated.  The email is from Susan Lumsden, Director, Division of State and Community
Assistance, Office of Health Information Technology, Health Resources and Services Administration.

Nicole  & Derek
Project Managers
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange

________________________________________
From: Lumsden, Susan (HHS/OCIIO) [Susan.Lumsden@hhs.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 1:12 PM
To: Nicole Prieto Johns
Cc: Blodgett, Bennett (HHS/OCIIO)
Subject: RE: Announcement of the Early Innovator Grant awards today

Hi Nicole,
The announcement will be soon, but not today.

Susan Lumsden
Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight
Department of Health and Human Services
(301) 492-4347

-----Original Message-----
From: Nicole Prieto Johns [mailto:Nicole.PrietoJohns@okhca.org]
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 12:11 PM
To: Lumsden, Susan (HHS/OCIIO)
Subject: Announcement of the Early Innovator Grant awards today
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Susan, do you have any idea when/how we should expect the announcement of the Early Innovator
Grant awards today?

Thank you ,
Nicole
________________________________
S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Project Manager  |  Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange| *Office:
405.522.7685 | Cell: |
=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Meeting with Commissioner Doak

When: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 3:00 PM-3:30 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Governor's Office

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

You will be meeting with Commissioner Doak, Mike Rhoads, Mike Thompson, and Rick Farmer to discuss the health insurance
exchange.

Contact: James A. Mills
Cell: 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dana Wolpert on behalf of Marv Christensen 

Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup ; Katie Altshuler 

Meeting with Commissioner Doak 

When: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 3:00 PM-3:30 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Governor's Office 

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight sav ing t ime adj ustments. 

You will be meeting with Commissioner Doak, Mike Rhoads, Mike Thompson, and Rick Farmer to discuss the health insurance 
exchange. 

*Trying to change this meeting to Wednesday due to Wade's dad's surgery. 

Contact: James A. Mills 
Cell:iiliiiiil 
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Early innovator
Date: Monday, February 14, 2011 9:56:00 AM

Coburn, really? He'll tell us to get rid of it, right?

-----Original Message-----
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:kaltshuler ]
Sent: Saturday, February 12, 2011 9:55 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Early innovator

if we get it, we m want to consider having insurance dept review grant
application and award, could  also request assistance from coburns
office possibly? I am nervous about relying on our existing resources,
I cam and will go thru it with a fine tooth comb myself, but would
really like an extra set of eyes with some expertise. Just a thought.
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: "kaltshule "
Subject: Re: Early innovator
Date: Sunday, February 13, 2011 4:37:12 PM

Yes.  Let's discuss after breakfast on Monday.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler <kaltshuler >
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee <glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov>
Sent: Sat Feb 12 09:55:06 2011
Subject: Early innovator

if we get it, we m want to consider having insurance dept review grant
application and award, could  also request assistance from coburns
office possibly? I am nervous about relying on our existing resources,
I cam and will go thru it with a fine tooth comb myself, but would
really like an extra set of eyes with some expertise. Just a thought.
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: James Mills
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin
Date: Friday, February 11, 2011 5:04:00 PM

Thank you!
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: James Mills 
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 5:00 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: Re: Meeting with Governor Fallin
 
I'm sorry to hear that, our prayers are with him and the rest of her family. We can meet on
Wednesday at 3 pm.
 
Thanks,
 
James  

On Feb 11, 2011, at 3:25 PM, "Dana Wolpert" <Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

James,
 
Sorry to do this; the Governor just found out her father in law has open heart
surgery Monday. Can we change the meeting to Wednesday at 3:00PM?
 
Thanks!
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 
From: James Mills 
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:43 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin
 
Yes, you can reach me at 405-761-5039.
 
Thanks,
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James

From: Dana Wolpert
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:42 PM
To: James Mills
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin

Perfect, can you send me a contact cell number for day of?
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 
From: James Mills 
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:40 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin
 
12:30 is great, thank you, we'll be there.
 
Thanks,
 
James A. Mills, JD, MBA
Assistant to the Commissioner
Oklahoma Insurance Department

From: Dana Wolpert
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:37 PM
To: James Mills
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin

Would 12:30 work?
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 
From: James Mills 
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:33 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin
 
We really can't, because we have another meeting scheduled for 1 PM at the Capitol
already. Is that going to be a problem? Please let me know.
 
Thanks,
 
James A. Mills, JD, MBA
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Assistant to the Commissioner
Oklahoma Insurance Department

From: Dana Wolpert
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:32 PM
To: James Mills
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin

Thank you! Can we change it to 1PM instead?
 
We’ll have the meeting in the Governor’s Small Conference Room (inside the
Governor’s office).
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 
From: James Mills 
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:12 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin
 
Hi Dana,
 
Commissioner Doak is avaiable to attend at 1:30 PM on Monday, and I will be with him,
along with Mike Rhoads, Mike Thompson, and Rick Farmer. Can you please let me know
exactly where we'll be meeting then?
 
Thanks,
 
James A. Mills, JD, MBA
Assistant to the Commissioner
Oklahoma Insurance Department

From: Dana Wolpert
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 1:57 PM
To: James Mills
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: Meeting with Governor Fallin

Hi James,
 
I was asked to schedule a meeting between Commissioner Doak and Governor
Fallin early next week in the Governor’s office to discuss the health insurance
exchange. Is the Commissioner available at 1:30PM on Monday?
 
Thank you!
 
Dana
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Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Meeting with Commissioner Doak

When: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 3:00 PM-3:30 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Governor's Small Conference Room

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

You will be meeting with Commissioner Doak, Mike Rhoads, Mike Thompson, and Rick Farmer to discuss the health insurance
exchange.

*Trying to change this meeting to Wednesday due to Wade’s dad’s surgery.

Contact: James A. Mills
Cell: 
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Meeting with Commissioner Doak

When: Monday, February 14, 2011 12:30 PM-1:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Governor's Small Conference Room

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

You will be meeting with Commissioner Doak, Mike Rhoads, Mike Thompson, and Rick Farmer to discuss the health insurance
exchange.

*Trying to change this meeting to Wednesday due to Wade’s dad’s surgery.

Contact: James A. Mills
Cell
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dana Wolpert on behalf of Marv Christensen 

Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup ; Katie Altshuler 

Meeting with Commissioner Doak 

When: Monday, February 14, 201112:30 PM-1:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada) . 
Where: Governor's Small Conference Room 

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight sav ing t ime adj ustments. 

You will be meeting with Commissioner Doak, Mike Rhoads, Mike Thompson, and Rick Farmer to discuss the health insurance 
exchange. 

Contact: James A. Mills 
Cell:iiliiiiil 
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Meeting with Commissioner Doak

When: Monday, February 14, 2011 12:30 PM-1:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Governor's Small Conference Room

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

You will be meeting with Commissioner Doak, Mike Rhoads, Mike Thompson, and Rick Farmer to discuss the health insurance
exchange.

Contact: James A. Mills
Cell: ______________ 
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: James Mills
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin
Date: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:42:00 PM

Perfect, can you send me a contact cell number for day of?
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: James Mills 
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:40 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin
 
12:30 is great, thank you, we'll be there.
 
Thanks,
 
James A. Mills, JD, MBA
Assistant to the Commissioner
Oklahoma Insurance Department

From: Dana Wolpert
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:37 PM
To: James Mills
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin

Would 12:30 work?
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: James Mills 
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:33 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin
 
We really can't, because we have another meeting scheduled for 1 PM at the Capitol already. Is that
going to be a problem? Please let me know.
 
Thanks,
 
James A. Mills, JD, MBA
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Assistant to the Commissioner
Oklahoma Insurance Department

From: Dana Wolpert
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:32 PM
To: James Mills
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin

Thank you! Can we change it to 1PM instead?
 
We’ll have the meeting in the Governor’s Small Conference Room (inside the Governor’s office).
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: James Mills 
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:12 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin
 
Hi Dana,
 
Commissioner Doak is avaiable to attend at 1:30 PM on Monday, and I will be with him, along with Mike
Rhoads, Mike Thompson, and Rick Farmer. Can you please let me know exactly where we'll be meeting
then?
 
Thanks,
 
James A. Mills, JD, MBA
Assistant to the Commissioner
Oklahoma Insurance Department

From: Dana Wolpert
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 1:57 PM
To: James Mills
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: Meeting with Governor Fallin

Hi James,
 
I was asked to schedule a meeting between Commissioner Doak and Governor Fallin early
next week in the Governor’s office to discuss the health insurance exchange. Is the
Commissioner available at 1:30PM on Monday?
 
Thank you!
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Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Meeting with Commissioner Doak

When: Monday, February 14, 2011 12:30 PM-1:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Governor's Small Conference Room

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

You will be meeting with Commissioner Doak, Mike Rhoads, Mike Thompson, and Rick Farmer to discuss the health insurance
exchange.

Contact: James A. Mills
Cell: ______________ 
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: James Mills
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin
Date: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:37:00 PM

Would 12:30 work?
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: James Mills 
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:33 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin
 
We really can't, because we have another meeting scheduled for 1 PM at the Capitol already. Is that
going to be a problem? Please let me know.
 
Thanks,
 
James A. Mills, JD, MBA
Assistant to the Commissioner
Oklahoma Insurance Department

From: Dana Wolpert
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:32 PM
To: James Mills
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin

Thank you! Can we change it to 1PM instead?
 
We’ll have the meeting in the Governor’s Small Conference Room (inside the Governor’s office).
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: James Mills 
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:12 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin
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Hi Dana,
 
Commissioner Doak is avaiable to attend at 1:30 PM on Monday, and I will be with him, along with Mike
Rhoads, Mike Thompson, and Rick Farmer. Can you please let me know exactly where we'll be meeting
then?
 
Thanks,
 
James A. Mills, JD, MBA
Assistant to the Commissioner
Oklahoma Insurance Department

From: Dana Wolpert
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 1:57 PM
To: James Mills
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: Meeting with Governor Fallin

Hi James,
 
I was asked to schedule a meeting between Commissioner Doak and Governor Fallin early
next week in the Governor’s office to discuss the health insurance exchange. Is the
Commissioner available at 1:30PM on Monday?
 
Thank you!
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Christensen
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Meeting with Commissioner Doak

When: Monday, February 14, 2011 1:00 PM-1:30 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Governor's Small Conference Room

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

You will be meeting with Commissioner Doak, Mike Rhoads, Mike Thompson, and Rick Farmer to discuss the health insurance
exchange.

Contact: James A. Mills
Cell: ______________ 
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: James Mills
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin
Date: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:32:00 PM

Thank you! Can we change it to 1PM instead?
 
We’ll have the meeting in the Governor’s Small Conference Room (inside the Governor’s office).
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
 

From: James Mills 
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:12 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: Meeting with Governor Fallin
 
Hi Dana,
 
Commissioner Doak is avaiable to attend at 1:30 PM on Monday, and I will be with him, along with Mike
Rhoads, Mike Thompson, and Rick Farmer. Can you please let me know exactly where we'll be meeting
then?
 
Thanks,
 
James A. Mills, JD, MBA
Assistant to the Commissioner
Oklahoma Insurance Department

From: Dana Wolpert
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 1:57 PM
To: James Mills
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: Meeting with Governor Fallin

Hi James,
 
I was asked to schedule a meeting between Commissioner Doak and Governor Fallin early
next week in the Governor’s office to discuss the health insurance exchange. Is the
Commissioner available at 1:30PM on Monday?
 
Thank you!
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
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Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: james.mills@oid.ok.gov
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: Meeting with Governor Fallin
Date: Friday, February 11, 2011 1:57:00 PM

Hi James,
 
I was asked to schedule a meeting between Commissioner Doak and Governor Fallin early
next week in the Governor’s office to discuss the health insurance exchange. Is the
Commissioner available at 1:30PM on Monday?
 
Thank you!
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: Meeting w/ Insurance Commissioner Doak
Date: Friday, February 11, 2011 1:47:45 PM

Tx

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
To: Dana Wolpert
Cc: Denise Northrup
Sent: Fri Feb 11 13:38:33 2011
Subject: Re: Meeting w/ Insurance Commissioner Doak

And we will need a few minutes to prep her for the mtg.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
To: Dana Wolpert
Cc: Denise Northrup
Sent: Fri Feb 11 13:37:33 2011
Subject: Meeting w/ Insurance Commissioner Doak

Dana,

Can you please schedule a mtg for the Governor w/ Insurance Commissioner Doak. It needs to be prior
to another staff level meeting we are having with him and others re/ the health insurance exchange.
The mtg is at 1:30 pm on Thursday, so they need to meet prior to that anytime this week. Doak has
requested this meeting to discuss his concerns re/ the exchange and we think it is a good idea. Please
include Denise, me and Coffee on the meeting. Thank you, Katie
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: Meeting w/ Insurance Commissioner Doak
Date: Friday, February 11, 2011 1:47:00 PM

Can you send me his email? Next week is really tight so it will be tough but I will look for a time.

Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105

-----Original Message-----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 1:38 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Cc: Denise Northrup
Subject: Meeting w/ Insurance Commissioner Doak

Dana,

Can you please schedule a mtg for the Governor w/ Insurance Commissioner Doak. It needs to be prior
to another staff level meeting we are having with him and others re/ the health insurance exchange.
The mtg is at 1:30 pm on Thursday, so they need to meet prior to that anytime this week. Doak has
requested this meeting to discuss his concerns re/ the exchange and we think it is a good idea. Please
include Denise, me and Coffee on the meeting. Thank you, Katie
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: Exchange Early Innovator Grant
Date: Friday, February 11, 2011 11:19:00 AM

Sounds good

-----Original Message-----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 10:53 AM
To: 'aweintz '; Denise Northrup; 'glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov'
Subject: Exchange Early Innovator Grant

I have spoken with Nico and it sounds like the strings will not be totally clear until the award is actually
made. So in case we receive the award we should start working on a response along the lines of...we
are encouraged to learn that we have received the grant and have every intention of creating an
exchange that will serve Oklahomans, however I have asked the Secretary of Health to review the grant
requirements to ensure that they are in keeping with the free market, consumer driven, etc. exchange
that we plan to implement.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; "glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov"
Subject: Re: Exchange Update
Date: Friday, February 11, 2011 9:45:45 AM

Thanks katie!

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup; 'glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov' <glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov>
Sent: Fri Feb 11 09:43:28 2011
Subject: Exchange Update

1) I spoke with Terri Cline this am, he is happy with having both staffers at Health Dept.  On another
note, I also briefly mentioned wanting to see if they would serve as a test case for CIO consolidation
and he said yes!!!

2) Dan Ramsey just sent me a really long email re/ the exchange. So I called him, I think we are good
on all fronts for now except that he does not think we should except any federal money (i.e. Early
innovator grant) for development of the exchange.

3) I am scheduled to talk with Nico at 10:30 am re/ the early innovator grant and any strings attached,
so we are prepared to respond on Tuesday if we get the award. I will keep you posted.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; "glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov"
Cc: "aweintz "; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Exchange Early Innovator Grant
Date: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 11:58:19 AM

if we can find a way for OID to swallow them being at health, i think thats the best solution. i know the
industry is concerned about it not being at oid, do we need to talk to dan ramsey and reassure him in
any way or get his buy-in?

________________________________________
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 11:39 AM
To: Denise Northrup; 'glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov'
Cc: 'aweintz '; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: Exchange Early Innovator Grant

Andrew and I met with the two exchange staffers yesterday and I just got off the phone with Nico. I
was supposed to meet with Mike Thompson yesterday but it did not happen so I have a call into him. 
Next decision we need to make is with regard to placement off staff, and a third option (aside from
leaving one at OHCA and moving one back to OID) would be to put them both at the Health Dept. 
They do not work for OHCA or OID and said they would feel more comfortable in a neutral location. I
think it makes good sense, but not sure what OID will think except that they definitly do not want them
at OHCA. What do you guys think about that?

Nico is working on getting us info re/ what strings are attached to grant. It is for infrastructure, mostly
IT stuff and not policy development, so I think we should be in good shape.

Once we have determined what to do with staff we need to convene a mtg with stakeholders asap to
officially get everyone on the same page.

----- Original Message -----
From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; 'glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov' <glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov>
Cc: 'aweintz ' <  Andrew Silvestri
Sent: Wed Feb 09 11:21:32 2011
Subject: RE: Exchange Early Innovator Grant

fabulous, lets just make sure we have our stories straight with ins dept, ohca, cline, etc...

________________________________________
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 11:17 AM
To: 'glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov'; Denise Northrup
Cc: 'aweintz '; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Exchange Early Innovator Grant

The Feds are going to announce the awards on Tuesday. FYI - two other states (TX and WI) applied for
the grant and also signed the RGA letter to Sebelius. Nico thinks we are going to get it. So we need to
be ready to respond to press etc.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; "glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov"
Cc: "aweintz "; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Exchange Early Innovator Grant
Date: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 11:21:32 AM

fabulous, lets just make sure we have our stories straight with ins dept, ohca, cline, etc...

________________________________________
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 11:17 AM
To: 'glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov'; Denise Northrup
Cc: 'aweintz '; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Exchange Early Innovator Grant

The Feds are going to announce the awards on Tuesday. FYI - two other states (TX and WI) applied for
the grant and also signed the RGA letter to Sebelius. Nico thinks we are going to get it. So we need to
be ready to respond to press etc.
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: GOP Govs Request Expedited Review of Healthcare Lawsuits
Date: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 10:07:53 AM

If it is the RGA I would say let them talk to Judy.

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
To: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Wed Feb 09 10:06:32 2011
Subject: RE: GOP Govs Request Expedited Review of Healthcare Lawsuits

thanks - if they have follow up questions can i refer them to Pruitt's office?
________________________________________
From: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 10:05 AM
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Judy Copeland
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Re: GOP Govs Request Expedited Review of Healthcare Lawsuits

I believe that is correct. Judy spoke w/ AG office and comment further.

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Aaron Cooper
Sent: Wed Feb 09 09:51:46 2011
Subject: FW: GOP Govs Request Expedited Review of Healthcare Lawsuits

Morning -- please see below. I assume Mike is correct, that the reason we did not sign the letter
requesting the  health care lawsuits be expedited is that we have filed our own lawsuit?
________________________________________
From: Mike Schrimpf [mschrimpf@RGA.ORG]
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 9:45 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: FW: GOP Govs Request Expedited Review of Healthcare Lawsuits

Alex,

Please see below. My understanding of the reason why Gov. Fallin didn’t sign is because she is
planning/has her own lawsuit, but I don’t know if that is public knowledge yet.

How would you like me to respond or should I just refer to your office?

Thanks!

Mike Schrimpf
Communications Director
Republican Governors Association
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20006
(o) 202-662-4147 (c) 202-367-8389

From: DelPriore, Samantha [mailto:Samantha.DelPriore@FOXNEWS.COM]
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 10:33 AM
To: Mike Schrimpf
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Subject: RE: GOP Govs Request Expedited Review of Healthcare Lawsuits

I noticed just one GOP gov didn’t sign it (Mary Fallin). Any reason why?

Samantha Del Priore
FOX News Channel
1211 Avenue of the Americas, 18th Floor
New York, NY  10036
W: (212) 301-5360
C: (917) 499-0471
Samantha.DelPriore@foxnews.com

From: Mike Schrimpf [mailto:mschrimpf@RGA.ORG]
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 10:16 AM
To: Mike Schrimpf
Subject: GOP Govs Request Expedited Review of Healthcare Lawsuits

[cid:image001.jpg@01CBC844.B3D54160]

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CONTACT
Mike Schrimpf, 202-662-4147
mschrimpf@rga.org<mailto:tmurtaugh@rga.org>

GOP Govs Request Expedited Review of Healthcare Lawsuits

28 Republican governors sent a letter to President Obama today requesting him to direct the United
States Department of Justice to support an expedited appellate process for the pending healthcare
lawsuits to reach the United States Supreme Court as soon as possible.

A copy of the letter is attached.

The letter states, in part:

“This request for expedited review takes no position on PPACA, but seeks only to obtain the Supreme
Court’s final determination as soon as possible.

Given the daunting and costly financial and regulatory burdens that our states and the private sector
will face in implementing PPACA over the coming years,  particularly during this unprecedented
budgetary time, public interest requires expediting a final resolution of the litigation to give certainty as
soon as possible.  We should not endure years of litigation in the circuit courts, when the Supreme
Court can promptly provide finality.  This resolution can help prevent the states and the private sector
from undertaking potentially unnecessary measures and expenses.  More importantly, our businesses,
health care providers, and citizens of our great nation need to know as soon as possible whether all or
part of the law will be upheld or stricken, so they know their options and obligations.”

-30-

Paid for and authorized by the Republican Governors Association
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Judy Copeland
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Re: GOP Govs Request Expedited Review of Healthcare Lawsuits
Date: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 10:05:51 AM

I believe that is correct. Judy spoke w/ AG office and comment further.

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Aaron Cooper
Sent: Wed Feb 09 09:51:46 2011
Subject: FW: GOP Govs Request Expedited Review of Healthcare Lawsuits

Morning -- please see below. I assume Mike is correct, that the reason we did not sign the letter
requesting the  health care lawsuits be expedited is that we have filed our own lawsuit?
________________________________________
From: Mike Schrimpf [mschrimpf@RGA.ORG]
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 9:45 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: FW: GOP Govs Request Expedited Review of Healthcare Lawsuits

Alex,

Please see below. My understanding of the reason why Gov. Fallin didn’t sign is because she is
planning/has her own lawsuit, but I don’t know if that is public knowledge yet.

How would you like me to respond or should I just refer to your office?

Thanks!

Mike Schrimpf
Communications Director
Republican Governors Association
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20006
(o) 202-662-4147 (c) 202-367-8389

From: DelPriore, Samantha [mailto:Samantha.DelPriore@FOXNEWS.COM]
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 10:33 AM
To: Mike Schrimpf
Subject: RE: GOP Govs Request Expedited Review of Healthcare Lawsuits

I noticed just one GOP gov didn’t sign it (Mary Fallin). Any reason why?

Samantha Del Priore
FOX News Channel
1211 Avenue of the Americas, 18th Floor
New York, NY  10036
W: (212) 301-5360
C: (917) 499-0471
Samantha.DelPriore@foxnews.com

From: Mike Schrimpf [mailto:mschrimpf@RGA.ORG]
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 10:16 AM
To: Mike Schrimpf
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Subject: GOP Govs Request Expedited Review of Healthcare Lawsuits

[cid:image001.jpg@01CBC844.B3D54160]

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CONTACT
Mike Schrimpf, 202-662-4147
mschrimpf@rga.org<mailto:tmurtaugh@rga.org>

GOP Govs Request Expedited Review of Healthcare Lawsuits

28 Republican governors sent a letter to President Obama today requesting him to direct the United
States Department of Justice to support an expedited appellate process for the pending healthcare
lawsuits to reach the United States Supreme Court as soon as possible.

A copy of the letter is attached.

The letter states, in part:

“This request for expedited review takes no position on PPACA, but seeks only to obtain the Supreme
Court’s final determination as soon as possible.

Given the daunting and costly financial and regulatory burdens that our states and the private sector
will face in implementing PPACA over the coming years,  particularly during this unprecedented
budgetary time, public interest requires expediting a final resolution of the litigation to give certainty as
soon as possible.  We should not endure years of litigation in the circuit courts, when the Supreme
Court can promptly provide finality.  This resolution can help prevent the states and the private sector
from undertaking potentially unnecessary measures and expenses.  More importantly, our businesses,
health care providers, and citizens of our great nation need to know as soon as possible whether all or
part of the law will be upheld or stricken, so they know their options and obligations.”
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz
Subject: Fw: GOP Govs Ask HHS for Changes to Healthcare Exchanges
Date: Monday, February 07, 2011 12:29:45 PM
Attachments: Final - Exchanges 2-7-11.pdf

If we signed the letter I don't see why it would be a problem.

From: Alex Weintz 
To: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Mon Feb 07 12:25:52 2011
Subject: FW: GOP Govs Ask HHS for Changes to Healthcare Exchanges 

Scratch what I said before – this is actually what Greta wants to talk to MF about. It’s about the
exchanges so it may or may not be a good idea …
Probably a good idea to talk to Glenn
 

From: Mike Schrimpf [mailto:mschrimpf@RGA.ORG] 
Sent: Monday, February 07, 2011 11:51 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: FW: GOP Govs Ask HHS for Changes to Healthcare Exchanges
 
Alex,
 
We sent the below out this morning and are requesting governors who have signed the letter to
consider echoing our release in their states with a release of their own.
 
Also, please let me know if the governor is interested in doing any TV on this issue. Fox News is
looking for a governor to discuss on a couple of shows.
 
Thanks,
 
Mike
 
Mike Schrimpf
Communications Director
Republican Governors Association
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20006
(o) 202-662-4147 (c) 202-367-8389
 

From: Mike Schrimpf 
Sent: Monday, February 07, 2011 9:46 AM
To: Mike Schrimpf
Subject: GOP Govs Ask HHS for Changes to Healthcare Exchanges
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
 
CONTACT
Mike Schrimpf, 202-662-4147
mschrimpf@rga.org

 
GOP Govs Ask HHS for Changes to Healthcare Exchanges

 
While continuing to fight for a total overhaul of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care
Act (PPACA), 21 Republican governors sent a letter today to U.S. Health and Human
Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius asking her to make six critical adjustments to the rules
concerning state-run healthcare exchanges or risk having the federal government assume full
responsibility.
 
A copy of the letter is attached to this release.  It states: “We wish states had been given
more opportunity to provide input when the PPACA was being drafted. We believe in its
current form the law will force our health care system down a path sure to lead to higher
costs and the disruption or discontinuation of millions of Americans’ insurance plans.”
 
Among the requested changes are granting states authority to choose benefits that meet the
needs of their citizens, waiving provisions that discriminate against consumer-driven health
plans, such as health savings accounts, and commissioning an independent assessment of
how many people will be “offloaded” into the exchanges by employers.
 
The suggestions were echoed in an op-ed written by Indiana Governor Mitch Daniels and
published in today’s Wall Street Journal. In his conclusion, Daniels wrote:
 
“If there’s to be a train wreck, we governors would rather be spectators than conductors. But
if the federal government is willing to reroute the train to a different, more productive track,
we are here to help.”
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: healthcare
Date: Monday, January 31, 2011 3:45:00 PM

I just left her alone to work on her speech, I would ask scott to help in this effort as I did not get the
email till now
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2011 3:09 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: healthcare
 
Obamacare and Terry Cline releases are sitting in a green folder on the gov’s desk waiting for
approval. Anything you can do to move them along would be much appreciated!
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2011 2:12 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: healthcare
 
We should probably have some sort of comment on the federal ruling that its unconstitutional. We
can always do the terry cline release tomorrow
 
Denise Northrup
Chief Of Staff
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
405-522-8832 phone

 mobile
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Preston Doerflinger
Subject: RE: NYT Article: For Governors, Medicaid Looks Ripe for Slashing...
Date: Monday, January 31, 2011 8:52:00 AM

Let me know when you guys are heading up.  I will walk with you

-----Original Message-----
From: Preston Doerflinger [ ]
Sent: Sunday, January 30, 2011 8:46 PM
To: Glenn Coffee
Subject: Re: NYT Article: For Governors, Medicaid Looks Ripe for Slashing...

Hey Glenn!

Look forward to discussing tomorrow.

Also, would you send me contact info for the lady who works at Heritage or make the intro for me? I
would like to reach out to her this week. See you in the morning.

Preston L. Doerflinger
Cell: 

Sent from my iPad

On Jan 29, 2011, at 1:36 PM, Glenn Coffee <Glenn.Coffee@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

>
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Katie Altshuler <Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov>
> To: Denise Northrup; 'glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov' <glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov>; Preston Doerflinger
> Sent: Sat Jan 29 13:27:10 2011
> Subject: NYT Article: For Governors, Medicaid Looks Ripe for Slashing...
>
> ...sent out by RGA
>
>
> http://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/29/us/politics/29medicaid.html?_r=2
>
>
>
>
> January 28, 2011
>
> For Governors, Medicaid Looks Ripe for SlashingBy KEVIN SACKHamstrung by
> federal prohibitions against lowering Medicaid eligibility, governors
> from both parties are exercising their remaining options in proposing
> bone-deep cuts to the program during the fourth consecutive year of
> brutal economic conditions.
> Because states confront budget gaps estimated at $125 billion, few
> essential services — schools, roads, parks — are likely to escape the
> ax. But the election of tough-minded governors, the evaporation of
> federal aid, the relentless growth of Medicaid rolls and the exhaustion
> of alternatives have made the program, which primarily covers low-income
> children and disabled adults, an outsize target.
> In Arizona, which last year ended Medicaid payments for some organ
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> transplants, Gov. Jan Brewer, a Republican, is asking the Obama
> administration to waive a provision of the new health care law so that
> the state can remove 280,000 adults from the program’s rolls. In
> California, the newly elected governor, Jerry Brown, a Democrat,
> proposes cutting Medicaid by $1.7 billion, in part by limiting the
> beneficiaries to 10 doctor visits a year and six prescriptions a month.
> In the budget he will unveil on Tuesday, Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo of New
> York is expected to propose cutting even more — at least $2 billion from
> projected state spending on Medicaid, which totaled about $14 billion
> this year.
> And Gov. Nathan Deal, the new Republican leader of Georgia, proposed
> this month to end Medicaid coverage of dental, vision and podiatry
> treatments for adults. South Carolina is considering going a step
> further by also eliminating hospice care.
> The governors are taking little joy in their proposals. And many of
> them, particularly the Republicans, are complaining about provisions of
> last year’s health care overhaul, and of the stimulus package before it,
> that require the states to maintain eligibility levels in order to keep
> their federal Medicaid dollars.
> “Please know that I understand fully the impacts of this rollback, and
> it is with a heavy heart that I make this request,” Ms. Brewer wrote
> this week in seeking a waiver, the first of its kind, from Kathleen
> Sebelius, the secretary of health and human services. “However, I am
> left with no other viable alternative.”
> The shrinking of Medicaid programs, if approved by the state
> legislatures, would come at a tenuous moment for the Obama
> administration. Starting in 2014, the health care law calls for an
> enormous expansion of Medicaid eligibility that is expected to add 16
> million beneficiaries by 2019.
> Some states are now cutting benefits like prescription drugs and mental
> health treatment that will be required then. The federal government will
> cover the entire cost of the expansion through 2016, when states must
> gradually pick up a share, peaking at 10 percent in 2020 and remaining
> there.
> Governors have known that this precipice was near for close to two
> years.
> Medicaid, which covered 48.5 million people in 2009, up 8 percent in a
> year, is a joint state and federal program. The federal government
> provides the lion’s share of the money and sets minimum standards for
> eligibility and benefits that states may exceed if they wish.
> In 2009, Congress provided about $90 billion for states in the stimulus
> package to offset the cost of surging Medicaid rolls. Last August, it
> extended the aid at a reduced level, adding $15 billion over six months.
> The relief raised the federal share to between 65 percent and 82
> percent, depending on the state, up from between 50 percent and 75
> percent.
> While that money is widely credited with staving off catastrophe,
> deficits were so deep that 39 states cut Medicaid payments to providers
> in 2010, and 20 states pared benefits, according to the Kaiser Family
> Foundation.
> On July 1, thincrease of between one-fourth and one-third in each state’s share of
> Medicaid’s costs. But because of the federal eligibility restrictions,
> the options for states are largely limited to cutting benefits that are
> not federally required; reducing payments to doctors, hospitals and
> nursing homes; and raising taxes on those providers.
> “States have already cut payments to health care providers and scaled
> back benefits over the last few years, so these new proposed cuts are
> much more painful,” said Edwin Park, a health expert at the Center on
> Budget and Policy Priorities, a left-leaning research group.
> A number of states, Texas and California among them, are considering
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> further reductions of as much as 10 percent in payments to providers.
> Medicaid reimbursement is already so low that many physicians refuse to
> accept the coverage.
> Several states also plan to raise co-payments for beneficiaries. And a
> number of governors, notably Rick Scott in Florida, are considering vast
> expansions of managed care plans in an attempt to control costs.
> Mr. Brown’s proposed cap on doctors’ visits in California would affect
> only 10 percent of Medicaid recipients, said Toby Douglas, the state’s
> Medicaid director. But many of them would be among the sickest
> beneficiaries. Mr. Brown also has suggested eliminating an adult day
> care program that serves 27,000 people who might otherwise end up in
> nursing homes.
> “We are having to make proposals that are not the best choices for our
> most vulnerable beneficiaries,” Mr. Douglas said. “But given our limited
> resources, they are the best choices for the State of California.”
> Lawmakers in a few states have discussed withdrawing from Medicaid,
> although Texas officials recently concluded that the loss of federal
> matching dollars would make it impractical. In at least one state,
> Minnesota, officials are expanding Medicaid eligibility to some
> childless adults before 2014, largely to win federal dollars for
> coverage that was being provided by the state.
> Arizona’s waiver request will be a test of the new health care law’s
> flexibility, and of the White House’s disposition. Other states are
> watching. Twenty-nine Republican governors wrote Mr. Obama and
> Congressional leaders this month to urge repeal of the prohibition,
> which they called “unconscionable.”
> Jessica Santillo, a spokeswoman for the federal Department of Health and
> Human Services, said the agency would not comment on Arizona’s pending
> request or the administration’s approach to waivers. “We want to
> continue our close partnership with the states and our nation’s
> governors,” she said.
> Arizona is asking to remove 250,000 childless adults and 30,000 parents
> from Medicaid. They were granted eligibility by a 2000 referendum that
> made Arizona one of the few states to cover low-income childless adults.
> The expansion was financed with proceeds from cigarette taxes and a
> tobacco lawsuit, but that money became insufficient in 2004. The state’s
> general fund has been making up the difference ever since. Eliminating
> the coverage would save $541 million, closing nearly half of the budget
> gap for the coming year.
> In her letter to Ms. Sebelius, Ms. Brewer noted that Medicaid consumed
> 30 percent of her state’s general fund, up from 17 percent in 2007. And
> she emphasized that Arizona’s coverage was more generous than that in
> most states, a pointed reference to Kansas, where Ms. Sebelius was
> governor until two years ago.
>
>
>
>
>
>
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: "pdoerflinge ; Preston Doerflinger
Subject: Fw: NYT Article: For Governors, Medicaid Looks Ripe for Slashing...
Date: Saturday, January 29, 2011 1:36:31 PM

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler <Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov>
To: Denise Northrup; 'glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov' <glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov>; Preston Doerflinger
Sent: Sat Jan 29 13:27:10 2011
Subject: NYT Article: For Governors, Medicaid Looks Ripe for Slashing...

...sent out by RGA

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/29/us/politics/29medicaid.html?_r=2

January 28, 2011

For Governors, Medicaid Looks Ripe for SlashingBy KEVIN SACKHamstrung by
federal prohibitions against lowering Medicaid eligibility, governors
from both parties are exercising their remaining options in proposing
bone-deep cuts to the program during the fourth consecutive year of
brutal economic conditions.
Because states confront budget gaps estimated at $125 billion, few
essential services — schools, roads, parks — are likely to escape the
ax. But the election of tough-minded governors, the evaporation of
federal aid, the relentless growth of Medicaid rolls and the exhaustion
of alternatives have made the program, which primarily covers low-income
children and disabled adults, an outsize target.
In Arizona, which last year ended Medicaid payments for some organ
transplants, Gov. Jan Brewer, a Republican, is asking the Obama
administration to waive a provision of the new health care law so that
the state can remove 280,000 adults from the program’s rolls. In
California, the newly elected governor, Jerry Brown, a Democrat,
proposes cutting Medicaid by $1.7 billion, in part by limiting the
beneficiaries to 10 doctor visits a year and six prescriptions a month.
In the budget he will unveil on Tuesday, Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo of New
York is expected to propose cutting even more — at least $2 billion from
projected state spending on Medicaid, which totaled about $14 billion
this year.
And Gov. Nathan Deal, the new Republican leader of Georgia, proposed
this month to end Medicaid coverage of dental, vision and podiatry
treatments for adults. South Carolina is considering going a step
further by also eliminating hospice care.
The governors are taking little joy in their proposals. And many of
them, particularly the Republicans, are complaining about provisions of
last year’s health care overhaul, and of the stimulus package before it,
that require the states to maintain eligibility levels in order to keep
their federal Medicaid dollars.
“Please know that I understand fully the impacts of this rollback, and
it is with a heavy heart that I make this request,” Ms. Brewer wrote
this week in seeking a waiver, the first of its kind, from Kathleen
Sebelius, the secretary of health and human services. “However, I am
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left with no other viable alternative.”
The shrinking of Medicaid programs, if approved by the state
legislatures, would come at a tenuous moment for the Obama
administration. Starting in 2014, the health care law calls for an
enormous expansion of Medicaid eligibility that is expected to add 16
million beneficiaries by 2019.
Some states are now cutting benefits like prescription drugs and mental
health treatment that will be required then. The federal government will
cover the entire cost of the expansion through 2016, when states must
gradually pick up a share, peaking at 10 percent in 2020 and remaining
there.
Governors have known that this precipice was near for close to two
years.
Medicaid, which covered 48.5 million people in 2009, up 8 percent in a
year, is a joint state and federal program. The federal government
provides the lion’s share of the money and sets minimum standards for
eligibility and benefits that states may exceed if they wish.
In 2009, Congress provided about $90 billion for states in the stimulus
package to offset the cost of surging Medicaid rolls. Last August, it
extended the aid at a reduced level, adding $15 billion over six months.
The relief raised the federal share to between 65 percent and 82
percent, depending on the state, up from between 50 percent and 75
percent.
While that money is widely credited with staving off catastrophe,
deficits were so deep that 39 states cut Medicaid payments to providers
in 2010, and 20 states pared benefits, according to the Kaiser Family
Foundation.
On July 1, thincrease of between one-fourth and one-third in each state’s share of
Medicaid’s costs. But because of the federal eligibility restrictions,
the options for states are largely limited to cutting benefits that are
not federally required; reducing payments to doctors, hospitals and
nursing homes; and raising taxes on those providers.
“States have already cut payments to health care providers and scaled
back benefits over the last few years, so these new proposed cuts are
much more painful,” said Edwin Park, a health expert at the Center on
Budget and Policy Priorities, a left-leaning research group.
A number of states, Texas and California among them, are considering
further reductions of as much as 10 percent in payments to providers.
Medicaid reimbursement is already so low that many physicians refuse to
accept the coverage.
Several states also plan to raise co-payments for beneficiaries. And a
number of governors, notably Rick Scott in Florida, are considering vast
expansions of managed care plans in an attempt to control costs.
Mr. Brown’s proposed cap on doctors’ visits in California would affect
only 10 percent of Medicaid recipients, said Toby Douglas, the state’s
Medicaid director. But many of them would be among the sickest
beneficiaries. Mr. Brown also has suggested eliminating an adult day
care program that serves 27,000 people who might otherwise end up in
nursing homes.
“We are having to make proposals that are not the best choices for our
most vulnerable beneficiaries,” Mr. Douglas said. “But given our limited
resources, they are the best choices for the State of California.”
Lawmakers in a few states have discussed withdrawing from Medicaid,
although Texas officials recently concluded that the loss of federal
matching dollars would make it impractical. In at least one state,
Minnesota, officials are expanding Medicaid eligibility to some
childless adults before 2014, largely to win federal dollars for
coverage that was being provided by the state.
Arizona’s waiver request will be a test of the new health care law’s
flexibility, and of the White House’s disposition. Other states are
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watching. Twenty-nine Republican governors wrote Mr. Obama and
Congressional leaders this month to urge repeal of the prohibition,
which they called “unconscionable.”
Jessica Santillo, a spokeswoman for the federal Department of Health and
Human Services, said the agency would not comment on Arizona’s pending
request or the administration’s approach to waivers. “We want to
continue our close partnership with the states and our nation’s
governors,” she said.
Arizona is asking to remove 250,000 childless adults and 30,000 parents
from Medicaid. They were granted eligibility by a 2000 referendum that
made Arizona one of the few states to cover low-income childless adults.
The expansion was financed with proceeds from cigarette taxes and a
tobacco lawsuit, but that money became insufficient in 2004. The state’s
general fund has been making up the difference ever since. Eliminating
the coverage would save $541 million, closing nearly half of the budget
gap for the coming year.
In her letter to Ms. Sebelius, Ms. Brewer noted that Medicaid consumed
30 percent of her state’s general fund, up from 17 percent in 2007. And
she emphasized that Arizona’s coverage was more generous than that in
most states, a pointed reference to Kansas, where Ms. Sebelius was
governor until two years ago.
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Query regarding insurance exchanges
Date: Friday, January 28, 2011 12:19:00 PM

I think the more complete answer to 1) yes, we did before Obama Healthcare passed.  However,
given the nature of the question,  we may be better served with your original answer.
 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, January 28, 2011 12:07 PM
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: Query regarding insurance exchanges
 
On this can I say 1) yes and 2) we can’t answer that as of right now
 

From: bdomenech@ ] On Behalf Of Ben Domenech
Sent: Friday, January 28, 2011 11:52 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Query regarding insurance exchanges
 
Just checking in on this. Thanks!

Ben

On Wed, Jan 26, 2011 at 8:25 PM, Ben Domenech <bdomenech@heartland.org> wrote:
Alex,

I have two questions for a story with a Friday deadline to be published in the next edition of
The Heartland Institute's Health Care News, which goes out to roughly 13,000 state
legislators and officials. We're looking for simple answers -- Yes or No is fine -- from each
governor's office on their current plans regarding the health insurance exchanges required
under Obamacare.

1. Do you currently plan to set up a state based health insurance exchange?
2. If so, will you attempt to include a sunset provision for the exchange should
Obamacare be repealed?

Gov. Mitch Daniels of Indiana recently said: "The nation will be best served by the repeal of
this expensive and unworkable law, or by its judicial overturn. But for now, there seems no
alternative but to prepare for the possibility that Indiana will try to operate an exchange of
some kind." We are, essentially, seeing how many governors agree, and how many plan to
defy the federal demand.

This story will be cross-posted at Redstate and BigGovernment, so I would greatly appreciate
your response by Friday. Please let me know if you have any questions or if I ought to direct
my question elsewhere.

Best Regards,

Ben
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_____________________________

Benjamin Domenech
Research Fellow | The Heartland Institute
Editor in Chief | The City
Host | Coffee & Markets
Contributor | RealClearWorld
Cell:  703.509.1741 | Skype: bdomenech

Portfolio | Twitter | Blog | LinkedIn
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
Date: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 1:26:00 PM

Thank you!
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 

From: Dr. Carl Hook, MD [ ] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 11:31 AM
To: Dana Wolpert
Cc: Shari Moore; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Dana,
Yes we will send you a revised agenda when completed.  We will also notify you of the individual
who will introduce her.  Our major sponsors are given the privilege of introducing the keynote
speakers, and for the Governor it will be an executive of OPUBCO.
Thank you,
 
Carl Hook
 

From: Dana Wolpert [mailto:Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 11:24 AM
To: Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Cc: Shari Moore; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Perfect, thank you! I believe her speeches are usually only 15-20 minutes, I have copied the press
department to confirm. They will also be the appropriate contact for discussing her presentation
content.
 
Can you send me an agenda when you have one set?
 
Thank you!
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
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From: Dr. Carl Hook, MD  
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 4:02 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Cc: Shari Moore
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Dana,
Thank you very much!  We can move only one speaker and accommodate the Governor’s schedule

by her speaking at 12:30 Thursday August 9th in the Cox Center.  Thirty minute time slot for her
presentation.  We appreciate your willingness to work with us on this endeavor.  Please do not
hesitate to contact me if the Governor wants to discuss her presentation content.
Thanks again,
 
Carl Hook
 

From: Dana Wolpert [mailto:Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 11:38 AM
To: Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
We can make lunch on the 9th work! She has several other events that day so she will most likely
have to speak and leave, not stay to eat lunch. What time would she be speaking? 12:30 would be
preferable for us.
 
Thank you!
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 

From: Dr. Carl Hook, MD  
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 11:02 AM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Dana,

We are having problems at this end also.  Is lunch time the 9th also unavailable?  If so, the next

alternative for us moving speakers around would be at 12:30 lunch Friday the 10th.  If those do not

work, would the Lt. Governor be available any of the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd options I have listed?
 
Carl Hook
 

From: Dana Wolpert [mailto:Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 3:59 PM
To: Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
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Thank you Dr. Hook! Unfortunately the 9th does not work but the 10th does, can we make 8:30AM

on the 10th work?

Thank you,
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 

From: Dr. Carl Hook, MD  
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 3:58 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Dana,
I apologize for the delay in responding.  I was out of the office last week and wanted to
communicate with my organizers of the Oklahoma Healthcare Summit before I gave you an answer

that might be erroneus.  Our seminar covers both Thursday and Friday (9th and 10th)of August, but
we would very much like Governor Fallin to be our first speaker, being the keynote speaker and
welcoming all attendees to the Summit.  This time slot would be 8:30 a.m. Thursday immediately
following registration and a continental breakfast from 7:30-8:30.  Commissioner John Doak would
be the other government speaker and he would follow the Governor.  The time slot would
accommodate a 20-25 minute talk by the Governor and about 20 minutes for Comm. Doak
following her.  We very much desire to have her early in the Summit agenda with other local
presenters and out-of-state presenters to follow our local dignitaries over the remaining Thursday
and Friday.
Hopefully this can work in the Governor’s  busy schedule.
 
Carl Hook, M.D.
President and CEO
PLICO
 
p.s.  In addition to welcoming all to the Summit, I think this audience of about 400 would be very
interested in her plans for our state in response to the recent determination by the U.S. Supreme
Court related to the ACA federal legislation on healthcare reform.
 

From: Dana Wolpert [mailto:Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 12:00 PM
To: Dana Wolpert; Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Dr. Hook,
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We would like the Governor to speak the morning of August 10. Can you send me an agenda for that
morning so we can find the best time?

Thank you!
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 

From: Dana Wolpert 
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2012 1:40 PM
To: Dana Wolpert; Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Dr. Hook,
 
What time is the breakfast the morning of August 10?
 
Thank you,
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 

From: Dana Wolpert 
Sent: Friday, December 30, 2011 11:09 AM
To: Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
I will make a note of that. Thank you and Happy New Year!
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com.
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From: Dr. Carl Hook, MD  
Sent: Friday, December 30, 2011 10:41 AM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Thank you Dana.  The Summit actually covers both 9and 10 of August. The space for date only allowed 
room for 1 date. We would love to have her speak either of those dates. There is a breakfast and lunch 
time both days that we desire a keynote speaker to fill.
Carl Hook, M. D.
 
Sent from my Samsung Captivate(tm) on AT&T
 
Dana Wolpert <Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov> wrote:
 
Dr. Hook,
 
Thank you for your request. We schedule the Governor no earlier than 6 weeks out to prevent
cancellations. We will keep your request on file and will be in touch closer to the date
regarding her availability.
 
Thank you,
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com.
 
 
From: CMS form builder system [mailto:noreply@www.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2011 4:08 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form" form on your Web site.
Governor Fallin Scheduling Requst Form

To request that Governor Fallin attend an event, please fill out the form below.  Please
include as much information as possible in each field.  If you have questions, please call the
Scheduling Department at (405) 521-2342.

Name of the Event 
Explore: The OK Healthcar
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Name of Group(s) Sponsoring the Event: 
PLICO; OSMA; OAFP

Date of Event: 
08/09/2012

Starting Time of Event: 
8:00 Breakfast

Ending Time of Event: 
12-1 pm Lunch time

Expected Length of the Governor's Remarks: 
30 minutes

Topic of the Governor's Remarks: 
OK Healthcare Delivery; Issues

Name of the person introducing the govenor and their relation to the group/event: 
Carl Hook, M.D.; Pres/CEO PLICO

Event Location/Address: 
Cox Center in OKC

Expected number of attendees: 
500

Please list any VIPs or elected officials also attending the event: 
Invited: Gov. Fallin Congressman James Lankford Commissioner John Doak

Please list the names, titles of those sitting with the governor: 
Carl Hook, M.D. Pres/CEO of PLICO Shari Moore, R.N. VP of Risk Management PLICO

Will the event be open to the public? 
No

Are the media invited to cover the event? 
Yes

What is the dress code (for example: black tie, business, casual, etc)? 
Business Casual

Will there be sound equipment and podium (if not, please contact the Governor's Scheduling
Department to make alternate arrangements)? 
Yes

Please list the name of the contact for this event.  Please also Include a business number, an
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after-hours number or cell phone number and an e-mail address for the event contact. 
Carl Hook, M.D. (O)815-4810

Please list a phone number at the event location: 
602-8500

Please list below background information on your event event or a brief history of your
organization.  Please also include a list of members or board members (if applicable), your
organization’s mission statement, and any relevant public policy goals sought by your
organization.  Please also provide details of any pending legislation or litigation and any
ongoing current events at the federal, state or local levels that would affect your organization
or in which your organization is interested. If there are specific concerns or topics that you
would like the governor to address, please also list them. 
Explore:Oklahoma Healthcare Summit 2012 will be the inaugural annual medical
symposium for doctors, nurses, PA's, hospital administrators produced by PLICO. Special
emphasis is being placed on healthcare delivery in the rural settings. Nothing else like this
has ever been produced before. It will provide Continuing Ed credits for all of the
participants listed. Keynote speakers are provided over this 2 day summit. Participants,
vendors, sponsors are all included in a social relaxation time the eve of Aug.9. PLICO's
mission is well known; Bd members include the CEO of OSMA, Ken King, and 15
physicians including OSMA President, and Dr. Jack Beller who is a candidate for OK
Senate on 2012. All physicians are interested in 'ObamaCare', TR and WC issues and
legislation.

This is an automatic message notifying you of a new form completion. Please do not
respond.
 
 
*******************************************************************************
The information contained in this email message, and any files transmitted 
with
it, is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended only for 
the
use of the individuals or entities named above. If the reader of this 
message is
not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver 
it
to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or forwarding of this email message is strictly prohibited. If 
you
have received this email message in error, please notify the sender and 
delete
the material from any computer. 
Thank you. 
*******************************************************************************
 
 
*******************************************************************************
 
The information contained in this email message, and any files transmitted 
with
it, is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended only for 
the
use of the individuals or entities named above. If the reader of this 
message is
not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver 
it
to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or forwarding of this email message is strictly prohibited. If 
you
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have received this email message in error, please notify the sender and 
delete
the material from any computer.
 
Thank you.
 
*******************************************************************************
 
 
*******************************************************************************
 
The information contained in this email message, and any files transmitted 
with
it, is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended only for 
the
use of the individuals or entities named above. If the reader of this 
message is
not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver 
it
to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or forwarding of this email message is strictly prohibited. If 
you
have received this email message in error, please notify the sender and 
delete
the material from any computer.
 
Thank you.
 
*******************************************************************************
 
 
*******************************************************************************
 
The information contained in this email message, and any files transmitted 
with
it, is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended only for 
the
use of the individuals or entities named above. If the reader of this 
message is
not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver 
it
to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or forwarding of this email message is strictly prohibited. If 
you
have received this email message in error, please notify the sender and 
delete
the material from any computer.
 
Thank you.
 
*******************************************************************************
 
 
*******************************************************************************
 
The information contained in this email message, and any files transmitted 
with
it, is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended only for 
the
use of the individuals or entities named above. If the reader of this 
message is
not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver 
it
to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or forwarding of this email message is strictly prohibited. If 
you
have received this email message in error, please notify the sender and 
delete
the material from any computer.
 
Thank you.
 
*******************************************************************************
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From: Governor Info
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: No Government Health Care
Date: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 11:42:00 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: McKenzie, Daniel D Civ USAF AFMC 421 SCMS/GUMBA 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 11:31 AM
To: Governor Info
Subject: No Government Health Care

Dear Governor Fallin,

The People of Oklahoma have clearly made their message known, we want NO government health care,
period.

1. We do not want any implementation of a health insurance exchange, state based or otherwise.  Will
you oppose these exchanges?
2. We want the OHIET, Oklahoma Health Information Trust terminated.
Will you commit to its termination?
3. Oppose any expansion of Medicaid in our state, including the acceptance of any federal funding for
the purpose of expanding Medicaid.
Will you oppose such expansion?

Can I count on your commitment to support the above?  Please advise.

Sincerely,
Daniel McKenzie
Edmond, Ok 73003
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From: Governor Info
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: Healthcare
Date: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 11:42:00 AM

 
 

From: Alan Brown  
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 10:21 AM
To: Governor Info
Subject: Healthcare
 
The  people of Oklahoma have their position clear, we want the government out of
healthcare.

 

Are  you willing to stand with the people of Oklahoma  and resist the implementation of
OklaCare?

We are asking you to:

 

1.        To  oppose  any implementation of a health exchange state-based or otherwise.

2.        To terminate athe Oklahoma Health Information Trust (OHIET).

AND

To oppose any expansion of Medicaid in the state Okahoma, including the acceptance of
any federal  funding for the expansion of Medicaid.

Sincerely,

 

Alan R. Brown

Mustang, OK
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Cc: Shari Moore; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
Date: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 11:24:00 AM

Perfect, thank you! I believe her speeches are usually only 15-20 minutes, I have copied the press
department to confirm. They will also be the appropriate contact for discussing her presentation
content.
 
Can you send me an agenda when you have one set?
 
Thank you!
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 

From: Dr. Carl Hook, MD  
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 4:02 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Cc: Shari Moore
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Dana,
Thank you very much!  We can move only one speaker and accommodate the Governor’s schedule

by her speaking at 12:30 Thursday August 9th in the Cox Center.  Thirty minute time slot for her
presentation.  We appreciate your willingness to work with us on this endeavor.  Please do not
hesitate to contact me if the Governor wants to discuss her presentation content.
Thanks again,
 
Carl Hook
 

From: Dana Wolpert [mailto:Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 11:38 AM
To: Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
We can make lunch on the 9th work! She has several other events that day so she will most likely
have to speak and leave, not stay to eat lunch. What time would she be speaking? 12:30 would be
preferable for us.
 
Thank you!
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Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 

From: Dr. Carl Hook, MD  
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 11:02 AM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Dana,

We are having problems at this end also.  Is lunch time the 9th also unavailable?  If so, the next

alternative for us moving speakers around would be at 12:30 lunch Friday the 10th.  If those do not

work, would the Lt. Governor be available any of the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd options I have listed?
 
Carl Hook
 

From: Dana Wolpert [mailto:Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 3:59 PM
To: Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Thank you Dr. Hook! Unfortunately the 9th does not work but the 10th does, can we make 8:30AM

on the 10th work?

Thank you,
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 

From: Dr. Carl Hook, MD  
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 3:58 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Dana,
I apologize for the delay in responding.  I was out of the office last week and wanted to
communicate with my organizers of the Oklahoma Healthcare Summit before I gave you an answer

that might be erroneus.  Our seminar covers both Thursday and Friday (9th and 10th)of August, but
we would very much like Governor Fallin to be our first speaker, being the keynote speaker and
welcoming all attendees to the Summit.  This time slot would be 8:30 a.m. Thursday immediately
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following registration and a continental breakfast from 7:30-8:30.  Commissioner John Doak would
be the other government speaker and he would follow the Governor.  The time slot would
accommodate a 20-25 minute talk by the Governor and about 20 minutes for Comm. Doak
following her.  We very much desire to have her early in the Summit agenda with other local
presenters and out-of-state presenters to follow our local dignitaries over the remaining Thursday
and Friday.
Hopefully this can work in the Governor’s  busy schedule.
 
Carl Hook, M.D.
President and CEO
PLICO
 
p.s.  In addition to welcoming all to the Summit, I think this audience of about 400 would be very
interested in her plans for our state in response to the recent determination by the U.S. Supreme
Court related to the ACA federal legislation on healthcare reform.
 

From: Dana Wolpert [mailto:Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 12:00 PM
To: Dana Wolpert; Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Dr. Hook,

We would like the Governor to speak the morning of August 10. Can you send me an agenda for that
morning so we can find the best time?

Thank you!
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 

From: Dana Wolpert 
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2012 1:40 PM
To: Dana Wolpert; Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Dr. Hook,
 
What time is the breakfast the morning of August 10?
 
Thank you,
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Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 

From: Dana Wolpert 
Sent: Friday, December 30, 2011 11:09 AM
To: Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
I will make a note of that. Thank you and Happy New Year!
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com.
 
 

From: Dr. Carl Hook, MD  
Sent: Friday, December 30, 2011 10:41 AM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Thank you Dana.  The Summit actually covers both 9and 10 of August. The space for date only allowed 
room for 1 date. We would love to have her speak either of those dates. There is a breakfast and lunch 
time both days that we desire a keynote speaker to fill.
Carl Hook, M. D.
 
Sent from my Samsung Captivate(tm) on AT&T
 
Dana Wolpert <Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov> wrote:
 
Dr. Hook,
 
Thank you for your request. We schedule the Governor no earlier than 6 weeks out to prevent
cancellations. We will keep your request on file and will be in touch closer to the date
regarding her availability.
 
Thank you,
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
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Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com.
 
 
From: CMS form builder system [mailto:noreply@www.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2011 4:08 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form" form on your Web site.
Governor Fallin Scheduling Requst Form

To request that Governor Fallin attend an event, please fill out the form below.  Please
include as much information as possible in each field.  If you have questions, please call the
Scheduling Department at (405) 521-2342.

Name of the Event 
Explore: The OK Healthcar

Name of Group(s) Sponsoring the Event: 
PLICO; OSMA; OAFP

Date of Event: 
08/09/2012

Starting Time of Event: 
8:00 Breakfast

Ending Time of Event: 
12-1 pm Lunch time

Expected Length of the Governor's Remarks: 
30 minutes

Topic of the Governor's Remarks: 
OK Healthcare Delivery; Issues

Name of the person introducing the govenor and their relation to the group/event: 
Carl Hook, M.D.; Pres/CEO PLICO

Event Location/Address: 
Cox Center in OKC
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Expected number of attendees: 
500

Please list any VIPs or elected officials also attending the event: 
Invited: Gov. Fallin Congressman James Lankford Commissioner John Doak

Please list the names, titles of those sitting with the governor: 
Carl Hook, M.D. Pres/CEO of PLICO Shari Moore, R.N. VP of Risk Management PLICO

Will the event be open to the public? 
No

Are the media invited to cover the event? 
Yes

What is the dress code (for example: black tie, business, casual, etc)? 
Business Casual

Will there be sound equipment and podium (if not, please contact the Governor's Scheduling
Department to make alternate arrangements)? 
Yes

Please list the name of the contact for this event.  Please also Include a business number, an
after-hours number or cell phone number and an e-mail address for the event contact. 
Carl Hook, M.D. (O)815-4810 

Please list a phone number at the event location: 
602-8500

Please list below background information on your event event or a brief history of your
organization.  Please also include a list of members or board members (if applicable), your
organization’s mission statement, and any relevant public policy goals sought by your
organization.  Please also provide details of any pending legislation or litigation and any
ongoing current events at the federal, state or local levels that would affect your organization
or in which your organization is interested. If there are specific concerns or topics that you
would like the governor to address, please also list them. 
Explore:Oklahoma Healthcare Summit 2012 will be the inaugural annual medical
symposium for doctors, nurses, PA's, hospital administrators produced by PLICO. Special
emphasis is being placed on healthcare delivery in the rural settings. Nothing else like this
has ever been produced before. It will provide Continuing Ed credits for all of the
participants listed. Keynote speakers are provided over this 2 day summit. Participants,
vendors, sponsors are all included in a social relaxation time the eve of Aug.9. PLICO's
mission is well known; Bd members include the CEO of OSMA, Ken King, and 15
physicians including OSMA President, and Dr. Jack Beller who is a candidate for OK
Senate on 2012. All physicians are interested in 'ObamaCare', TR and WC issues and
legislation.
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This is an automatic message notifying you of a new form completion. Please do not
respond.
 
 
*******************************************************************************
The information contained in this email message, and any files transmitted 
with
it, is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended only for 
the
use of the individuals or entities named above. If the reader of this 
message is
not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver 
it
to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or forwarding of this email message is strictly prohibited. If 
you
have received this email message in error, please notify the sender and 
delete
the material from any computer. 
Thank you. 
*******************************************************************************
 
 
*******************************************************************************
 
The information contained in this email message, and any files transmitted 
with
it, is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended only for 
the
use of the individuals or entities named above. If the reader of this 
message is
not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver 
it
to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or forwarding of this email message is strictly prohibited. If 
you
have received this email message in error, please notify the sender and 
delete
the material from any computer.
 
Thank you.
 
*******************************************************************************
 
 
*******************************************************************************
 
The information contained in this email message, and any files transmitted 
with
it, is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended only for 
the
use of the individuals or entities named above. If the reader of this 
message is
not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver 
it
to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or forwarding of this email message is strictly prohibited. If 
you
have received this email message in error, please notify the sender and 
delete
the material from any computer.
 
Thank you.
 
*******************************************************************************
 
 
*******************************************************************************
 
The information contained in this email message, and any files transmitted 
with
it, is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended only for 
the
use of the individuals or entities named above. If the reader of this 
message is
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not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver 
it
to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or forwarding of this email message is strictly prohibited. If 
you
have received this email message in error, please notify the sender and 
delete
the material from any computer.
 
Thank you.
 
*******************************************************************************
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From: Jana Staples on behalf of Katie Altshuler
To: AJ Mallory; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; "Tammie Kilpatrick"; Laura Brookins;

kim.decke  Meroney, Shannon P; Andrew Silvestri; Bev Binkowsk ; Gina
Ramsey; Jana Staples; "rpconsultinc ; Lesa Smaligo (lesa@smaligogroup.com)

Subject: FW: Meeting to discuss aftermath of the Supreme Court Ruling on PPACA
Importance: High

When: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 3:00 PM-4:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Governor's Large Conference Room

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

AJ,

I will be at the pavilion this afternoon. Can you have an intern help you with refreshments?

Thanks!

-----Original Appointment-----
From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 2:05 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; 'Tammie Kilpatrick'; Laura Brookins;  HYPERLINK
"mailto:kim.decke " kim.decke ; Meroney, Shannon P; Andrew Silvestri;  HYPERLINK
"mailto:Bev_Binkowsk " Bev_Binkowsk  Gina Ramsey; AJ Mallory; Jana Staples; 'rpconsultinc '; Lesa
Smaligo (
Subject: Copy: Meeting to discuss aftermath of the Supreme Court Ruling on PPACA
When: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 3:00 PM-4:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Governor's Large Conference Room
Importance: High

When: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 3:00 PM-4:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Governor's Large Conference Room

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

We are in the process of reaching out to set up meetings with various stakeholders regarding Medicaid expansion and exchanges.  We
apologize for the short notice but it looks like a lot of folks will be out of town next week and we would like to meet sooner rather than
later. 

Please let me know if you think there is anyone else we should include.

Thank you, Katie cell
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From: Governor Info
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: States to Stop ObamaCare
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 3:51:00 PM

 
 

From: Sarah Folsom  
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 3:00 PM
To: Governor Info
Cc: lisajbilly@okhouse.gov
Subject: States to Stop ObamaCare
 
Governor Fallin and Representative Lisa Billy,
 
Hopefully, you and our Oklahoma Congress will opt out of Obamacare for the sake of Oklahomans. 
 
Thank you, thank you, thank you!!!
 
Sarah
 

From: AmeriPAC [mailto:patriot@ameripacupdate.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 2:14 PM
Subject: States to Stop ObamaCare
 
 

View this Email as a Web Page

STATES RESIST & REFUSE OBAMACARE

Friends, as we wait to see if Congress will actually obey the Will of the People, there is

another way to keep the hounds of ObamaCare from our doorstep - compel our

Governors to enforce the 10th Amendment and refuse to implement the wallet busting,

freedom killing socialized medicine program known as ObamaCare.

PROTECT YOURSELF FROM OBAMACARE - TELL YOUR STATE TO RESIST &
REFUSE! - FAX YOUR STATE NOW!

In the wake of the devastating SCOTUS ObamaCare ruling, several states are taking a

stand and refusing to implement Obama's socialized medicine scheme. Governors like

Florida's Rick Scott, Wisconsin's Scott Walker and Texas' Rick Perry have drawn a line

in the sand and told the Federal government "thou shall not pass"!

This week, Texas Governor Rick Perry issued a scathing letter to HHS Secretary

Kathleen Sebelius informing her and the entire administration that TEXAS WILL NOT

COMPLY:

The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius
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Secretary

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

200 Independence Avenue, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 2020I

Dear Secretary Sebelius :

In the ObamaCare plan, the federal government sought to force the states to expand

their Medicaid programs by * in the words of the Supreme Court - putting a gun to their

heads. Now that the "gun to the head" has been removed, please relay this message to

the President: I oppose both the expansion of Medicaid as provided in the Patient

Protection and Affordable Care Act and the creation of a so-called "state" insurance

exchange, because both represent into the sovereignty of our state.

TELL THE STATES - DO NOT COMPLY - NO OBAMACARE - FAX NOW!

I stand proudly with the growing chorus of governors who reject the PPACA power

grab. Thank God and our nation's founders that we have the right to do so.

Neither a "state" exchange nor the expansion of Medicaid under the Orwellian-named

PPACA would result in better "patient protection" or in more "affordable care." What they

would do is make Texas a mere appendage of the federal government when it comes to

health care.

The PPACA does not truly allow states to create and operate their own exchanges.

Instead, it gives the federal government the final say as to which insurance plans can

operate in a so-called "state" exchange, what benefits those plans must provide, and

what price controls and cost limits will apply. It leaves many questions to be answered

later through federal "future rulemaking."

TELL THE STATES - DO NOT COMPLY - NO OBAMACARE - FAX NOW!

In short, it essentially treats the states like subcontractors through which the federal

government can control the insurance markets and pursue federal priorities rather than

those of the individual states.

Through its proposed expansion of Medicaid, the PPACA would simply enlarge a broken

system that is already financially unsustainable. Medicaid is a system of inflexible

mandates, one-size-fits- all requirements, and wasteful, bureaucratic inefficiencies.

Expanding it as the PPACA provides would only exacerbate the failure of the current

system, and would threaten even Texas with financial ruin.

I look forward to implementing health care solutions that are right for the people of

Texas. I urge you to support me in that effort. In the meantime, the PPACA's unsound

encroachments will find no foothold here.

Sincerely,

Rick Perry
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Governor

We need to compel each and every state to resist and refuse Obama's medical

schemes. It may be the only way we escape the final destruction of our rights.

PROTECT YOURSELF FROM OBAMACARE - TELL YOUR STATE TO RESIST &
REFUSE! - FAX YOUR STATE NOW!

Defend America,

Alan M. Gottlieb

Chairman, AmeriPAC

If you prefer to send a check, please mail to:

American Political Action Committee (AmeriPAC)
PO Box 1682

Dept Code 6113-n-ag

Bellevue, WA 98009-1682

 

Paid for by AmeriPAC, a federally-authorized and qualified multi candidate political action committee. Not
authorized by any candidate or candidate's committee. Contributions to AmeriPAC will be used in connection
with federal elections. Maximum contribution per individual per calendar year is $5,000. Contributions from
foreign nationals and corporations are prohibited. Contributions are not deductible for federal income tax
purposes.

Copyright © 2012 AmeriPAC, All Rights Reserved.

Forward this Email to a Friend

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 2012.0.2180 / Virus Database: 2425/5034 - Release Date: 05/30/12
Internal Virus Database is out of date.
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From: Dana Wolpert on behalf of Mary Fallin
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Alex Gerszewski
Cc: aweintz ; alex@maryfallin.org
Subject: HOLD: Speak at The OK Healthcare Summit

When: Thursday, August 09, 2012 12:30 PM-1:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Cox Center

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

You will speak at the OK Healthcare Summit, sponsored by PLICO; OSMA; OAFP. Event begins at 8AM and ends at 1PM. You will speak
at ______ regarding healthcare. Carl Hook, M.D.; Pres/CEO PLICO, will introduce you. Expecting 500 attendees.

*Please list any VIPs or elected officials also attending the event: Invited: Gov. Fallin Congressman, James Lankford, Commissioner
John Doak 
*Please list the names, titles of those sitting with the governor: Carl Hook, M.D. Pres/CEO of PLICO Shari Moore, R.N. VP of Risk
Management PLICO 
*You will have a podium.

*Agenda: _______________________________________
*Waiting on confirmation of time: _______________________________________________

NOTES: Explore: Oklahoma Healthcare Summit 2012 will be the inaugural annual medical symposium for doctors, nurses, PA's, hospital
administrators produced by PLICO. Special emphasis is being placed on healthcare delivery in the rural settings. Nothing else like this
has ever been produced before. It will provide Continuing Ed credits for all of the participants listed. Keynote speakers are provided
over this 2 day summit. Participants, vendors, sponsors are all included in a social relaxation time the eve of Aug.9. PLICO's mission is
well known; Bd members include the CEO of OSMA, Ken King, and 15 physicians including OSMA President, and Dr. Jack Beller who is
a candidate for OK Senate on 2012. All physicians are interested in 'ObamaCare', TR and WC issues and legislation. 

Contact: Carl Hook, M.D. (O)815-4810 (  
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 11:38:00 AM

We can make lunch on the 9th work! She has several other events that day so she will most likely
have to speak and leave, not stay to eat lunch. What time would she be speaking? 12:30 would be
preferable for us.
 
Thank you!
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 

From: Dr. Carl Hook, MD [mailto:chook@plico-ok.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 11:02 AM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Dana,

We are having problems at this end also.  Is lunch time the 9th also unavailable?  If so, the next

alternative for us moving speakers around would be at 12:30 lunch Friday the 10th.  If those do not

work, would the Lt. Governor be available any of the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd options I have listed?
 
Carl Hook
 

From: Dana Wolpert [mailto:Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 3:59 PM
To: Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Thank you Dr. Hook! Unfortunately the 9th does not work but the 10th does, can we make 8:30AM

on the 10th work?

Thank you,
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
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From: Dr. Carl Hook, MD [mailto  
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 3:58 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Dana,
I apologize for the delay in responding.  I was out of the office last week and wanted to
communicate with my organizers of the Oklahoma Healthcare Summit before I gave you an answer

that might be erroneus.  Our seminar covers both Thursday and Friday (9th and 10th)of August, but
we would very much like Governor Fallin to be our first speaker, being the keynote speaker and
welcoming all attendees to the Summit.  This time slot would be 8:30 a.m. Thursday immediately
following registration and a continental breakfast from 7:30-8:30.  Commissioner John Doak would
be the other government speaker and he would follow the Governor.  The time slot would
accommodate a 20-25 minute talk by the Governor and about 20 minutes for Comm. Doak
following her.  We very much desire to have her early in the Summit agenda with other local
presenters and out-of-state presenters to follow our local dignitaries over the remaining Thursday
and Friday.
Hopefully this can work in the Governor’s  busy schedule.
 
Carl Hook, M.D.
President and CEO
PLICO
 
p.s.  In addition to welcoming all to the Summit, I think this audience of about 400 would be very
interested in her plans for our state in response to the recent determination by the U.S. Supreme
Court related to the ACA federal legislation on healthcare reform.
 

From: Dana Wolpert [mailto:Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 12:00 PM
To: Dana Wolpert; Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Dr. Hook,

We would like the Governor to speak the morning of August 10. Can you send me an agenda for that
morning so we can find the best time?

Thank you!
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
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From: Dana Wolpert 
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2012 1:40 PM
To: Dana Wolpert; Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Dr. Hook,
 
What time is the breakfast the morning of August 10?
 
Thank you,
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 

From: Dana Wolpert 
Sent: Friday, December 30, 2011 11:09 AM
To: Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
I will make a note of that. Thank you and Happy New Year!
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com.
 
 

From: Dr. Carl Hook, MD [mailto:chook@plico-ok.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 30, 2011 10:41 AM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Thank you Dana.  The Summit actually covers both 9and 10 of August. The space for date only allowed 
room for 1 date. We would love to have her speak either of those dates. There is a breakfast and lunch 
time both days that we desire a keynote speaker to fill.
Carl Hook, M. D.
 
Sent from my Samsung Captivate(tm) on AT&T
 
Dana Wolpert <Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov> wrote:
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Dr. Hook,
 
Thank you for your request. We schedule the Governor no earlier than 6 weeks out to prevent
cancellations. We will keep your request on file and will be in touch closer to the date
regarding her availability.
 
Thank you,
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com.
 
 
From: CMS form builder system [mailto:noreply@www.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2011 4:08 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form" form on your Web site.
Governor Fallin Scheduling Requst Form

To request that Governor Fallin attend an event, please fill out the form below.  Please
include as much information as possible in each field.  If you have questions, please call the
Scheduling Department at (405) 521-2342.

Name of the Event 
Explore: The OK Healthcar

Name of Group(s) Sponsoring the Event: 
PLICO; OSMA; OAFP

Date of Event: 
08/09/2012

Starting Time of Event: 
8:00 Breakfast

Ending Time of Event: 
12-1 pm Lunch time

Expected Length of the Governor's Remarks: 
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30 minutes

Topic of the Governor's Remarks: 
OK Healthcare Delivery; Issues

Name of the person introducing the govenor and their relation to the group/event: 
Carl Hook, M.D.; Pres/CEO PLICO

Event Location/Address: 
Cox Center in OKC

Expected number of attendees: 
500

Please list any VIPs or elected officials also attending the event: 
Invited: Gov. Fallin Congressman James Lankford Commissioner John Doak

Please list the names, titles of those sitting with the governor: 
Carl Hook, M.D. Pres/CEO of PLICO Shari Moore, R.N. VP of Risk Management PLICO

Will the event be open to the public? 
No

Are the media invited to cover the event? 
Yes

What is the dress code (for example: black tie, business, casual, etc)? 
Business Casual

Will there be sound equipment and podium (if not, please contact the Governor's Scheduling
Department to make alternate arrangements)? 
Yes

Please list the name of the contact for this event.  Please also Include a business number, an
after-hours number or cell phone number and an e-mail address for the event contact. 
Carl Hook, M.D. (O)815-4810 (

Please list a phone number at the event location: 
602-8500

Please list below background information on your event event or a brief history of your
organization.  Please also include a list of members or board members (if applicable), your
organization’s mission statement, and any relevant public policy goals sought by your
organization.  Please also provide details of any pending legislation or litigation and any
ongoing current events at the federal, state or local levels that would affect your organization
or in which your organization is interested. If there are specific concerns or topics that you
would like the governor to address, please also list them. 
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Explore:Oklahoma Healthcare Summit 2012 will be the inaugural annual medical
symposium for doctors, nurses, PA's, hospital administrators produced by PLICO. Special
emphasis is being placed on healthcare delivery in the rural settings. Nothing else like this
has ever been produced before. It will provide Continuing Ed credits for all of the
participants listed. Keynote speakers are provided over this 2 day summit. Participants,
vendors, sponsors are all included in a social relaxation time the eve of Aug.9. PLICO's
mission is well known; Bd members include the CEO of OSMA, Ken King, and 15
physicians including OSMA President, and Dr. Jack Beller who is a candidate for OK
Senate on 2012. All physicians are interested in 'ObamaCare', TR and WC issues and
legislation.

This is an automatic message notifying you of a new form completion. Please do not
respond.
 
 
*******************************************************************************
The information contained in this email message, and any files transmitted 
with
it, is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended only for 
the
use of the individuals or entities named above. If the reader of this 
message is
not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver 
it
to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or forwarding of this email message is strictly prohibited. If 
you
have received this email message in error, please notify the sender and 
delete
the material from any computer. 
Thank you. 
*******************************************************************************
 
 
*******************************************************************************
 
The information contained in this email message, and any files transmitted 
with
it, is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended only for 
the
use of the individuals or entities named above. If the reader of this 
message is
not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver 
it
to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or forwarding of this email message is strictly prohibited. If 
you
have received this email message in error, please notify the sender and 
delete
the material from any computer.
 
Thank you.
 
*******************************************************************************
 
 
*******************************************************************************
 
The information contained in this email message, and any files transmitted 
with
it, is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended only for 
the
use of the individuals or entities named above. If the reader of this 
message is
not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver 
it
to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
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distribution or forwarding of this email message is strictly prohibited. If 
you
have received this email message in error, please notify the sender and 
delete
the material from any computer.
 
Thank you.
 
*******************************************************************************
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Dana Wolpert on behalf of Marv Fallin 
Alex Weintz: Aaron Cooper: Alex Gerszewski 
aweintz : alex@marvfallin.org 

HOLD: Speak at The OK Healthcare Summit 

When: Thursday, August 09, 2012 12:30 PM-1:30 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Cox Center 

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving t ime adj ustments. 

You will speak at the OK Healthcare Summit, sponsored by PLICO; OSMA; OAFP. Event begins at BAM and ends at l PM. You will speak 
at ___ regarding healthcare. Carl Hook, M.D.; Pres/CEO PLICO, will introduce you. Expecting 500 attendees. 

*Please list any VIPs or elected officials also attending the event: Invited: Gov. Fallin Congressman, James Lankford, Commissioner 
John Doak 
*Please list the names, titles of those sitting with the governor: Carl Hook, M.D. Pres/CEO of PLICO Shari Moore, R.N. VP of Risk 
Management PLICO 
*You will have a podium. 

*Agenda: ----------------~ 
*Wait ing on confirmation of t ime: --------------------

NOTES: Explore: Oklahoma Healthcare Summit 2012 will be the inaugural annual medical symposium for doctors, nurses, PA's, hospital 
administrators produced by PLICO. Special emphasis is being placed on healthcare delivery in the rural settings. Nothing else like this 
has ever been produced before. It will provide Continuing Ed credits for all of the participants listed. Keynote speakers are provided 
over this 2 day summit. Participants, vendors, sponsors are all included in a social relaxation t ime the eve of Aug.9. PLICO's mission is 
well known; Bel members include the CEO of OSMA, Ken King, and 15 physicians including OSMA President, and Dr. Jack Beller who is 
a candidate for OK Senate on 2012. All physicians are interested in 'ObamaCare', TR and WC issues and legislation. 

Contact: Carl Hook, M.D. (0)815-4810 •••• HYPERLINK··············· 
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From: Governor Info
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: Obamacare
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 9:33:00 AM

 

 

From: Tom Shupper  
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 4:29 PM
To: Governor Info
Subject: Obamacare
 

Dear Governor Fallin,

I’m concerned about what seems to be a rapid response by Medicare to the SCOTUS ruling
regarding ObamaCare. Specifically, regarding an email I received today describing how a 67-
year old patient was denied authorization, this morning when he reported for the procedure,
to have a cardio-lite stress test, which uses nuclear dye injected into the bloodstream and
then read using a CT scan of the heart. This took place in Danbury CT.  He’s Vietnam Vet
with 30% disability from exposure to Agent Orange, which brought on the heart condition
that necessitated the prescribed test, administered 3x before, by his PCP! So, he’s had this
exact test 3x over the past 12-years and the Medicare “death panel” said no go!

Why am I writing you about this? Well, I’ve seen no response from you since the SCOTUS
ruling and am including a partial response from Gov. Perry our neighbor to the south….in
case you missed it.:

“On Monday, Texas Governor Rick Perry sent a rather pointed letter to Health and Human
Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius, explaining why his state will not be taking measures to
prepare for the implementation of ObamaCare (specifically, with Medicaid expansion and a state
insurance exchange).”

I’m troubled because one of our local State Senators has mentioned an interest in doing something
to get ready for an OK insurance exchange….I believe it’s Senator Crain! In the case of this
monstrosity, ObamaCare, following the lead of TX, just this once, would be a good idea! None of
us can afford the consequences of this legislative and now, SCOTUS, DISASTER.

Respectfully,

Tom Shupper

Tulsa, OK USA
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From: Governor Info
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: Obamacare
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 9:33:00 AM

 
 

From: Linda Stilwell  
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 6:02 PM
To: Governor Info
Subject: Obamacare
 

 

Please join with other governors and senators to renounce Obamacare for Oklahoma.
 
Thank you.
 
 
 
Linda & The Oklahoma Basenji Gang
 
It's easy to be humble when you own a basenji 
 
"Pedigree indicates what the animal should be. Conformation indicates what 
the animal appears to be. But performance indicates what the animal 
actually is." Anonymous
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From: Governor Info 
To: Brett Thomas 
Subject: FW: Request from a nobody 
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 9:33:00 AM 

From: Becky Hubbard 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 6:07 PM 
To: Governor I nfo 
Subject: Request from a nobody 

Dear Governor Fallin, 

Please join the other Republican governors in renouncing Health 
Exchanges and Obamacare. 

I am an American citizen that has never had health insurance 
because I only work part-time and have been trying to get my own 
business up off the ground for some time. I won't pretend to 
understand how it all works and goes, and I don't know if it's true, 
but I have heard that it will fine those of us without insurance 
annually. If I can't afford insurance out of my own pocket, what do 
they think a fine wil l do? That can only make it harder on the less 
fortunate, and if that is your goal, then by all means .... 

Thank you kindly, 
Beckey Hubbard 
Williford Energy Company 
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From: Governor Info
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: Oklahomans ceaselessly fighting Obamacare
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 9:32:00 AM

 
 

From: Sara Hill  
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 3:52 PM
To: Governor Info
Subject: Oklahomans ceaselessly fighting Obamacare
 
Dear Governor Fallin,

The people of Oklahoma have made their position clear- we want the government out of our
healthcare! Are you willing to stand with the people of Oklahoma and resist the implementation of
ObamaCare?
 
Specifically, we are asking you to:
1.            To oppose any implementation of a health insurance exchange-state based or otherwise.
2.            To terminate the Oklahoma Health Information Trust (OHIET).
And
1.            To oppose any expansion of Medicaid in the state of Oklahoma, including the acceptance of
any federal funding for the purpose of expanding Medicaid.

The courtesy of your reply is sincerely appreciated.
 
Best Regards,

Sara Hill
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From: Governor Info
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: Health Exchanges
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 9:32:00 AM

 
 

From: Daniel Ricucci [mailto:  
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 3:19 PM
To: Governor Info
Subject: Health Exchanges
 
Dear Gov. Fallin,
 
As you are aware, on June 30 the Supreme Court ruled by a 5-4 that the individual mandate,
the key provision in the Affordable Care Act, aka "Obamacare" is constitutional.  Since then
the governors of Texas, Louisiana, Florida, and South Carolina have declared they will not
create state healthcare exchanges, nor will they expand Medicaid.

 

This past December my wife and I moved from the State of the Maryland to the State of
Oklahoma.  One of the main reasons we left is that we were tired of the oppressive
government taxation and regulation imposed on us at the local (Prince George's County) and
state levels.  One of the big draws for us concerning the State of Oklahoma was its
reputation as a "Red" state, in fact, the only state in the Presidential election of 2008 to
have not one single county go to President Obama.  We were also pleased to hear that the
citizens of Oklahoma elected a Republican to be their next governor and I was especially
pleased to read of your desire to lower the state's income tax.  Believe me, after living in a
state with a governor like Martin O'Malley this is a welcome change.

 

I am concerned however to read  that earlier this year you attempted to accept money  to
set up healthcare exchanges in the State of Oklahoma and only dropped them when the
people of Oklahoma made it clear they were opposed to this.  The  Affordable Care Act,
passed by a Democrat controlled House and Senate and signed by President Obama will go
down as one of the worst pieces of legislation in recent memory and the U.S. Supreme
Court decision to uphold the individual mandate already ranks as one of the worst decisions
in decades.  This power grab by the Federal Government will decisively curtain individual
freedoms and will further erode financial solvency of government, state, and local level.  I
would strongly you urge to join Gov. Perry, Gov. Jindal, Gov. Scott, and Gov. Haley and
declare that the State of Oklahoma will not create state healthcare exchanges, and will not
expand Medicaid.  Obamacare must be repealed in its entirety.  Until that happens,
concerned citizens such as my wife and I are counting on governors such as you to draw the
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line and protect our freedoms from Federal Government overreach.

 

Sincerely,

 

Daniel J.Ricucci

(New Oklahoma Resident)
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Fro m: 
To : 
Subject: 
Date: 

Governor Info 
Brett Thomas 
FW: We oppose obamacare. 

Tuesday, July 10, 2012 9:32:00 AM 

From: Rhonda Craig [mailto 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 2:37 PM 
To: Governor I nfo 
Subject: We oppose obamacare. 

Dear Governor F allin, 
The people of Oklahoma have made their position clear- we want the 
government out of our healthcare! Are you willing to stand with the 
people of Oklahoma and resist the implementation of ObamaCare? 
Specifically, we are asking you to: 
1. To oppose any implementation of a health insurance exchange-state 
based or otherwise 
2. To terminate the Oklahoma Health Information Trust (OHIET) 
And 
1. To oppose any expansion of Medicaid in the state of Oklahoma, 
including the acceptance of any federal funding for the purpose of 
expanding Medicaid 
The courtesy of your reply is appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
Dick and Rhonda Craig 
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From: Governor Info
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW:
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 9:32:00 AM

 
 

From: Cherie Ward [mailto: ] 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 2:20 PM
To: Governor Info
Subject:
 
Dear Govenor Fallin,

The people of Oklahoma have made their position clear- we want the government out of our
healthcare! Are you willing to stand with the people of Oklahoma and resist the
implementation of ObamaCare? Specifically, we are asking you to:
1. To oppose any implementation of a health insurance exchange-state based or otherwise
2. To terminate the Oklahoma Health Information Trust (OHIET)
And
1. To oppose any expansion of Medicaid in the state of Oklahoma, including the acceptance
of any federal funding for the purpose of expanding Medicaid
The courtesy of your reply is appreciated.

Sincerely, Cherie Ward
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From: Governor Info
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: ACA/Obamacare
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 9:32:00 AM

 
 

From: MHelm [mailto:  
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 11:56 AM
To: Governor Info
Subject: ACA/Obamacare
 
Dear Gov. Fallin,
 
As one of the people that helped get you elected I hope you will do what is right for our
state and follow the lead of other governors such as Fl Gov. Scott, LA Gov. Jindal, TX Gov.
Perry SC Gov. Haley etc. in deciding not to implement a Health Care Exchange.  Our state
cannot afford to do this.  In the short term it may look beneficial but long term the
staggering cost to our state is unsustainable.  At the start of your term you changed your
mind and decided to not accept Federal money to start an exchange and I hope you keep
with this decision, it was the right thing to do, the principled thing to do for our state.
 
Sincerely,
Melanie Helm
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Governor Info 
Brett Thomas 
FW: Stop Obama Care 
Tuesday, July 10, 2012 9:32:00 AM 

From: D Bro [mailto 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 1:08 PM 
To: Governor Info; bingman@oksenate.gov; schulz@oksenate.gov; brinkley@oksenate.gov; 
branan@oksenate.gov; tw.shannon@okhouse.gov; daledewitt@okhouse.gov; skye.mcniel@okhouse.gov 
Subject: Stop Obama Care 

Governor Fallin, 

This weekend at the south steps of the capitol we the people had a healthcare rally to stop the 
implementation of what we all call,"Obamacare." Sorry you had to miss it. We do not want any 
exchanges set up what so ever! 

1. We do not want a huge increase in Medicaid expansion as Governor Scott of Florida has stated. This 
will be the same problem right here in Oklahoma. Many other govermors are refusing. Will you join 
them? 

2. You sent back the $50 million to start setting up the exchanges, don't cave in now! 

3. Please terminate as soon as possible the OHIET Oklahoma Health lnformtation Exchange Trust. 

4. Both Senator Coburn and Representative Lankford have signed a letter dedicated to full repeal of 
government takeover of healthcare and they ask you and all other governors to join us to oppose its 
implementation. 

5. The Heritage Foundation has estimated the tax increase will cost all Oklahomans an average of 
$2501-$3000 dollars. How about some free market competition to drive the cost down? 

I could go on and on but you get my point. I and everyone I know don't want anymore 
goverrnment FORCED upon us. This will be a fiasco at best. 

I ask for a response and pray it is positive for all Oklahomans. 

Sincerely, 

David Brooke 
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: Dana Wolpert; Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
Date: Monday, July 09, 2012 11:59:00 AM

Dr. Hook,

We would like the Governor to speak the morning of August 10. Can you send me an agenda for that
morning so we can find the best time?

Thank you!
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 

From: Dana Wolpert 
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2012 1:40 PM
To: Dana Wolpert; Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Dr. Hook,
 
What time is the breakfast the morning of August 10?
 
Thank you,
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 

From: Dana Wolpert 
Sent: Friday, December 30, 2011 11:09 AM
To: Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
I will make a note of that. Thank you and Happy New Year!
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
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Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com.
 
 

From: Dr. Carl Hook, MD [mailto:chook@plico-ok.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 30, 2011 10:41 AM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Thank you Dana.  The Summit actually covers both 9and 10 of August. The space for date only allowed 
room for 1 date. We would love to have her speak either of those dates. There is a breakfast and lunch 
time both days that we desire a keynote speaker to fill.
Carl Hook, M. D.
 
Sent from my Samsung Captivate(tm) on AT&T
 
Dana Wolpert <Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov> wrote:
 
Dr. Hook,
 
Thank you for your request. We schedule the Governor no earlier than 6 weeks out to prevent
cancellations. We will keep your request on file and will be in touch closer to the date
regarding her availability.
 
Thank you,
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com.
 
 
From: CMS form builder system [mailto:noreply@www.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2011 4:08 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form" form on your Web site.
Governor Fallin Scheduling Requst Form

To request that Governor Fallin attend an event, please fill out the form below.  Please
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include as much information as possible in each field.  If you have questions, please call the
Scheduling Department at (405) 521-2342.

Name of the Event 
Explore: The OK Healthcar

Name of Group(s) Sponsoring the Event: 
PLICO; OSMA; OAFP

Date of Event: 
08/09/2012

Starting Time of Event: 
8:00 Breakfast

Ending Time of Event: 
12-1 pm Lunch time

Expected Length of the Governor's Remarks: 
30 minutes

Topic of the Governor's Remarks: 
OK Healthcare Delivery; Issues

Name of the person introducing the govenor and their relation to the group/event: 
Carl Hook, M.D.; Pres/CEO PLICO

Event Location/Address: 
Cox Center in OKC

Expected number of attendees: 
500

Please list any VIPs or elected officials also attending the event: 
Invited: Gov. Fallin Congressman James Lankford Commissioner John Doak

Please list the names, titles of those sitting with the governor: 
Carl Hook, M.D. Pres/CEO of PLICO Shari Moore, R.N. VP of Risk Management PLICO

Will the event be open to the public? 
No

Are the media invited to cover the event? 
Yes

What is the dress code (for example: black tie, business, casual, etc)? 
Business Casual
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Will there be sound equipment and podium (if not, please contact the Governor's Scheduling
Department to make alternate arrangements)? 
Yes

Please list the name of the contact for this event.  Please also Include a business number, an
after-hours number or cell phone number and an e-mail address for the event contact. 
Carl Hook, M.D. (O)815-4810 (m)

Please list a phone number at the event location: 
602-8500

Please list below background information on your event event or a brief history of your
organization.  Please also include a list of members or board members (if applicable), your
organization’s mission statement, and any relevant public policy goals sought by your
organization.  Please also provide details of any pending legislation or litigation and any
ongoing current events at the federal, state or local levels that would affect your organization
or in which your organization is interested. If there are specific concerns or topics that you
would like the governor to address, please also list them. 
Explore:Oklahoma Healthcare Summit 2012 will be the inaugural annual medical
symposium for doctors, nurses, PA's, hospital administrators produced by PLICO. Special
emphasis is being placed on healthcare delivery in the rural settings. Nothing else like this
has ever been produced before. It will provide Continuing Ed credits for all of the
participants listed. Keynote speakers are provided over this 2 day summit. Participants,
vendors, sponsors are all included in a social relaxation time the eve of Aug.9. PLICO's
mission is well known; Bd members include the CEO of OSMA, Ken King, and 15
physicians including OSMA President, and Dr. Jack Beller who is a candidate for OK
Senate on 2012. All physicians are interested in 'ObamaCare', TR and WC issues and
legislation.

This is an automatic message notifying you of a new form completion. Please do not
respond.
 
 
*******************************************************************************
The information contained in this email message, and any files transmitted 
with
it, is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended only for 
the
use of the individuals or entities named above. If the reader of this 
message is
not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver 
it
to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or forwarding of this email message is strictly prohibited. If 
you
have received this email message in error, please notify the sender and 
delete
the material from any computer. 
Thank you. 
*******************************************************************************
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From: Governor Info
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: ObamaCare
Date: Monday, July 09, 2012 8:57:00 AM

 
 

From:  
Sent: Sunday, July 08, 2012 1:40 PM
To: Governor Info
Subject: ObamaCare
 
To the Hon. Governer Fallin,

 

As your constituent I hope you will heed Senator Anderson’s call for you to not implement ObamaCare

which in part is:

 

"State Sen. Patrick Anderson urged Oklahoma’s chief executive to join her fellow Republican governors

across the country and state for the record that she will not implement ObamaCare."

(http://www.oksenate.gov/news/press_releases/press_releases_2012/pr20120703a.html )

 

I fully agree with him as do most others in this state. We must not let this law be implemented. If we

can not get this overturned by means of the November election and subsequent legislative action in

Washington, then it will truly be left to the States and the People to do it. Just as a juror has the Rights

of Nullification against bad law in the jury box, so do the States against an out of control Federal

government.

 

You should first declare that the `Exchanges' will not be implemented and then the Oklahoma

Legislature should follow up next session to further move to absolve the citizens of Oklahoma of any

liability pertaining to ObamaCare. If Oklahoma were to do this, we would be leading the Nation in the

effort to restore this country back on it's intended path, which is Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of

Happiness. As it stands now we are no longer Sovereign Citizens, but mere subjects to the whims of

an all powerful Federal government. This goes for the State of Oklahoma as well. Further, the positive

economic impact would more than make up any loss of Federal funds that they may choose to penalize

us with. Imagine the number of businesses that would flood to a state that is free of this horrible law.

 

All three branches of our Federal government have failed us, I hope that you and our State

Legislature will not do the same.

 

Sincerely,

 

Dave Murdoch
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From: Governor Info
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: Healthcare Independence
Date: Monday, July 09, 2012 8:52:00 AM

 
 

From: Eddie Collins  
Sent: Saturday, July 07, 2012 8:53 PM
To: Governor Info
Subject: Healthcare Independence
 
Honorable Governor Fallin:

 

The people of Oklahoma have made their position clear; we want the government out

of our healthcare.
 
I am communicating with you to find out if you are willing to stand with the people of

Oklahoma and resist the implementation of the Obamatax. Will you stand with the

people of Oklahoma?
 
Specifically, I am asking you to:

1. To oppose any implementation of a health insurance exchange-state based or

otherwise

2. To terminate the Oklahoma Health Information Trust (OHIET)

And

1. To oppose any expansion of Medicaid in the state of Oklahoma, including the

acceptance of any federal funding for the purpose of expanding Medicaid.

I would appreciate hearing your reply to my concerns. Thank you.

 

Respectfully,

Eddie Collins

Bartlesville, OK  74006-9115

 
"It is the mark of an educated mind to be able to entertain a thought without accepting it." -
 Aristotle - Enjoy a blessed day!
 
NOTICE: This e-mail (and any attachments) may contain PRIVILEGED OR CONFIDENTIAL information
and is intended only for the use of the specific individual(s) to whom it is addressed. It may contain
information that is privileged and confidential under state and federal law. This information may be used or
disclosed only in accordance with law, and you may be subject to penalties under law for improper use or
further disclosure of the information in this e-mail and its attachments. If you have received this e-mail in
error, please immediately notify the person named above by reply e-mail, and then delete the original e-mail.
Please do not share the contents with others without the consent of originator. Thank
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From: Governor Info
To: Brett Thomas
Subject: FW: Patient Protection and Affordable Health Care act
Date: Monday, July 09, 2012 8:51:00 AM

 
 

From: bill pascoe  
Sent: Saturday, July 07, 2012 5:04 PM
To: Governor Info
Cc: House Spkr Des rep Shannon; Senate Pres Pro tempore Bingman; maj Whip Senator Branan; maj
whip Rep McNeil; Maj Whip senator Brinkley; maj. floor leader senator Schulz; ok sen d42 cliff Aldridge;
maj floor ldr Rep Dewitt; OK rep Gary Banz
Subject: Patient Protection and Affordable Health Care act
 
Just A note to encourage my elected officials to nullify the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act and stop the federal governments' unconstitutional intrusion into my and other
Oklahomans lives.  The patient Protection and Affordable Care law being forced upon us has
more than one unconstitutional aspect.  At this point in the process, I feel that nullification is
the only way we are going to stop this and prevent future unconstitutional laws. I urge you
to:
 
* Say no to any health insurance exchanges (state or
other).
 
* Say no to any expansion of Medicaid in Oklahoma
including the acceptance of any federal funds offered for
this purpose.
 
* Terminate the Oklahoma Health Information Exchange
Trust. (This special interest group has no legislative
oversight and is not held accountable by the people.)
 
The courtesy of your reply is appreciated.
 
                                                                                            
Thank you
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; "Glenn Coffee (glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov)"
Subject: RE: Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange: Advisory Work Groups
Date: Friday, January 21, 2011 1:59:00 PM

Yes, I wholeheartedly agree. And it certainly is concerning that they may get too far ahead of us on
this…
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2011 12:46 PM
To: 'Glenn Coffee (glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov)'; Denise Northrup
Subject: FW: Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange: Advisory Work Groups
 
 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Mark McCullough [mailto:Mark.McCullough@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2011 12:08 PM
To: Glen Mulready; Lewis H. Moore
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Jonathan Buxton
Subject: FW: Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange: Advisory Work Groups
 
Glen, Lewis,
Ya'll two definitely need to be on one of these sub-groups. I probably should too. We all
hate Obamacare, but the train has left the station and our job now is to INFLUENCE the process and
INFORM elected officials until Congress can shut this thing down. In the process, we may be able to set
up a framework for a "Utah" market based exchange (which is evidently working quite well) to slide in
place of the Federal monstrosity.  Look...the AGENCIES are out in front on this....just like the guys at
that Heritage conference told us would happen. We HAVE to stay informed and relevant to the process
OR WE WILL GET ROLLED - its in my notes! I attached them again - just for giggles.
Mark
 
 

From: Derek Lieser [Derek.Lieser@okhca.org]
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2011 11:29 AM
To: Derek Lieser
Subject: Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange: Advisory Work Groups

RE: Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange – ADVISORY WORK GROUP Signup
Information
        
Greetings Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange Stakeholders & Interested Parties:
 
Developing a common understanding of what an Oklahoma State Healthcare
Exchange must do is a critical first step in the creation of a strategic road map
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for the Exchange.  To accomplish this step, Key Advisory Work Groups and sub-
groups will be formed to develop recommendations on Exchange related issues. 
Each Work Group and sub-group will be responsible to meet, discuss and
perform research to develop recommendations and advise on language to be used
for the development of a strategic plan for the Exchange. Advisory Work Group
participation will require an estimated 3 month commitment. 
 
Following are Key Issues, around which Advisory Work Groups and sub-groups
will be created:
 

1. Governance & Administrative Structure
2. Eligibility Process & Infrastructure
3. Enrollment
4. Information Technology
5. Carrier & Plan Selection
6. Financial Management
7. Education & Marketing

 
Attached to this email is a spreadsheet listing questions and considerations for
each of the seven Key Issues.  The spreadsheet also identifies the Project
Manager who will act as liaison for each Advisory Work Group. Please keep in
mind that the list of questions and considerations is not intended to be
exhaustive and is provided as a tool which can be used by the Advisory Work
Groups to initiate and focus group discussions.  Each Advisory Work Group will
be provided additional resources by the Project Managers as well as be
responsible to perform independent research on its assigned Key Issue. 
 
In preparation of our meeting next Wednesday, please review the attached list
and take careful consideration as to which Advisory Work Group(s) you would
like to participate. Advisory Work Group and sub-group participation will be
assigned based upon the knowledge, demonstrated leadership experience and
areas of expertise of each participant as well as each participant’s ability to
commit the time, effort and resources needed to adequately address the assigned
Key Issue.  In most cases participants will be assigned to the Advisory Work
Group(s) of their choice.
 
Your active participation will be a deciding factor in determining Oklahoma’s
success in the development of an Exchange. Additional information about the
formation and requirements of the Work Groups will be provided at the January
26th, 10:30am -12:00pm, General Stakeholder meeting.  We look forward to
seeing you then to further discussion regarding your participation in the Advisory
Work Groups.
 
Thank you!
Exchange Project Managers,
Derek Lieser & Nicole Prieto Johns
 
 
Derek Lieser | Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services |
Healthcare Exchange | 2401 N.W. 23rd St., Suite A-1, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73107 |
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Office: 405.522.7270 | E-mail: Derek.Lieser@okhca.org
 
S. Nicole Prieto Johns | Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse
Services | Healthcare Exchange | 2401 N.W. 23rd St., Suite A-1, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73107 | Office: 405.522.7685 | E-mail: Nicole.PrietoJohns@okhca.org
 
 
 
=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from
disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone
else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and
unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail transmission received
as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of
this e-mail or its attachments. Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer
virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or
recourse against the House by doing so.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Aaron Cooper; Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: Kipp
Date: Wednesday, January 19, 2011 11:15:00 AM

Yes, all good ideas. Put this on your list of things to keep up with

-----Original Message-----
From: Aaron Cooper
Sent: Wednesday, January 19, 2011 11:05 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: Kipp

Since we talked about vets in the inaugural, do we need to have a vet or active duty person to
recognize?

Some doctors/small business owners who can clap when we talk about doing away with Obamacare and
the job-killing mandates from DC.

-----Original Message-----
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Wednesday, January 19, 2011 11:01 AM
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: FW: Kipp

Need to look for other people to invite to state of the state. I talked to the head of KIPP about having
some of his kids at the speech, I'll need other ideas so we can follow up and write it into the speech

-----Original Message-----
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Thursday, January 13, 2011 11:48 AM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Kipp

Students at state of the state
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange: Stakeholder Meeting 01/26/2011
Date: Wednesday, January 12, 2011 4:47:00 PM

Thanks katie
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2011 4:38 PM
Subject: Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange: Stakeholder Meeting 01/26/2011
Importance: High
 
The Exchange Stakeholder Meeting is open to the public. If you would like to attend RSVP as
requested below. Thank you, Katie
 
 

From: Derek Lieser [mailto:Derek.Lieser@okhca.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 04, 2011 2:40 PM
To: Derek Lieser
Subject: Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange: Stakeholder Meeting 01/26/2011

On behalf of Commissioner White and Mike Fogarty:
 
 
RE: Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange Stakeholder Meeting
Location: ODMHSAS Training Center Sheppard Mall/1F, Oklahoma City
Date and Time: January 26, 2011, 10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
 
 

 
Please follow this link to RSVP your participation: http://www.okhca.org/ohx.aspx
 

 
           
Greetings,
 
Thank you to all who participated in the initial Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange project
stakeholder’s meeting held on September 8, 2010.  We had wonderful attendance and received
a number of follow-up emails from individuals offering to join us in carrying out this very
important task.  Your active participation will be a deciding factor in determining Oklahoma’s
success in the development of an Exchange that efficiently and cost-effectively connects
Oklahomans with much needed healthcare insurance.  Oklahoma has a solid history of
successful collaborations of this magnitude and we look forward to the challenges ahead!
 
In follow-up to our September meeting, we would like to invite you to the next Stakeholder
Meeting  to be held on January  26,  2011,  10:30  a.m.  to  12:00 p.m., at the ODMHSAS
Training Center in Sheppard Mall, Suite 1F located at 2401 NW 23rd Street, in Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma. 
 
During our up coming meeting on January 26, we will discuss the workgroup process and
identify task forces/work groups (please see attached) needed to assist in addressing key
components of the planning and implementation of the OHX.  We will be looking for
volunteers to populate these groups.  Each group will work to develop timelines and will report
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progress made to a leadership team yet to be defined. 
 
Please save (add to favorites) the following link for access to the Oklahoma Healthcare
Exchange website:  http://www.okhca.org/ohx
 
For those of you who may not have been able to attend the first meeting, the purpose of these
meetings is to provide for the development of the Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange (OHX). The
OHX will facilitate the purchase and sale of qualified health plans in the Individual and Small
Employer markets in this State.  The intent of the Exchange is to reduce the number of
uninsured, provide a transparent consumer driven marketplace and assist individuals and
small business owners with access to programs, applicable premium assistance tax credits
and cost-sharing reductions.
 
Since our last meeting in September, Oklahoma applied for and received a $1,000,000 federal
planning grant which was awarded on September 30, 2010.  Two Exchange Project Managers
were provided for by the grant.  OHX Planning Project Managers, Derek Lieser and Nicole
Prieto Johns were chosen for the job and began working on December 6, 2010. 
 
 Additionally, a Request for Proposal (RFP) to engage a Consulting Contractor charged with the
development of a strategic/operational plan for implementation of the OHX has been sent to
the Oklahoma Department of Central Services (DCS) for approval.  The strategic/operational
plan will provide the basis for securing Establishment Grant dollars for developing the OHX.
 
We very much look forward to seeing you at the meeting as well as to working with you to the
successful conclusion of this project.
 
Sincerely, Exchange Project Managers,
Derek Lieser & Nicole Prieto Johns
 
 
Derek Lieser | Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services |
Healthcare Exchange | 2401 N.W. 23rd St., Suite A-1, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73107 |
Office: 405.522.7270 | Fax: 405.530.7102 | E-mail: Derek.Lieser@okhca.org
 
 
S. Nicole Prieto Johns | Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse
Services | Healthcare Exchange | 2401 N.W. 23rd St., Suite A-1, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73107 | Office: 405.522.7270 | Fax: 405.522.7685 | E-mail: Nicole.PrietoJohns@okhca.org
 

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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This e-mail may contain identifiable health information that is subject to protection under
state and federal law. This information is intended to be for the use of the individual named
above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying,
distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited and may be punishable by
law. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please notify us immediately
by electronic mail (reply).
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz; Preston Doerflinger
Subject: Fwd: GOVERNING Data: Report Finds 21 States" Pension Systems Not Fiscally Sound
Date: Thursday, November 29, 2012 3:49:02 PM

Begin forwarded message:

From: GOVERNING <newsletters@governing.com>
Date: November 29, 2012 3:18:16 PM CST
To: Denise Northrup <Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: GOVERNING Data: Report Finds 21 States' Pension Systems Not
Fiscally Sound
Reply-To: e.Republic <marketing@erepublic.com>

Welcome to GOVERNING Data, our newest monthly
newsletter with the latest data releases, analysis and
graphics. This is the second of three preview
editions.

Confirm your free subscription here to continue to
receive the monthly newsletter.

Report: 21 States’ Pension Systems Not
Fiscally Sound  

State pension systems suffered a significant blow during the

recession, but it didn’t hit all  systems equally; some fared much

worse than others. A study by investment research firm

Morningstar, Inc., published earlier this week assesses the financial

health of each state system, highlighting a wide disparity in the

actuarial adequacy of funding levels.

An alarming number of funds face a steep uphill  climb in fully

funding their plans. The report found 21 states’ aggregate funded

ratios fell below 70 percent, which Morningstar considers the

threshold for “fiscally sound” systems. Illinois (43.4 percent),

Kentucky (50.5 percent) and Connecticut (53.4 percent) registered

the lowest funding levels of all funds examined.

Morningstar also appraised states’ fiscal health by calculating the

unfunded actuarial accrued liability per capita, approximating the

amount for which taxpayers would be on the hook if each had to

ante up to make the systems whole. By this measure, Alaska tops

all other states with an unfunded liability of $10,235 per resident for

its plans, followed by Illinois and Hawaii.

Other states have managed to largely shore up their funds. Eight

states recorded unfunded liabilities of less than $1,000 per capita,

while seven systems’ aggregate funding ratios exceeded 90

percent. The report lauded Wisconsin – with a 99.8 percent funded

Sponsor: GOVERNING

FEATURED DATA SETS

Economy and Finance
Most states won't be seeing much additional tax

revenue from Black Friday sales. View use tax

collections for each state.

Public Workforce and Salaries
Track monthly changes in state and local

government employment with our chart of Labor

Department data.

Transportation 

Our interactive map shows changes in bicycle

commuting for more than 400 communities.

Education
View education levels for metro areas, as

estimated by the Census Bureau.
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ratio for its system -- as the nation’s strongest.

Read full story and view data for each state

Analysis: Redistricting Mostly Protected
Incumbents in Congressional Races
The 2012 elections – the first since redistricting – saw few

competitive House races in a year when the nation remained mostly

evenly split. Some incumbents benefited from high name

recognition and weak challengers. Others, though, had the scales

tipped in their favor when party officials drew new Congressional

maps intended to limit their vulnerability.

Only 64 of the 435 House races were decided within a 10

percentage-point margin, according to a Governing review of

elections data. Of all incumbents vying to retain their seats in the

general election, just 21 had been defeated as of Tuesday. In 2010,

79 House races had margins of victory less than 10 percent and 54

incumbents lost.

Read more and view partisan composition of states' members

ADVERTISEMENT

Sponsor: IBM

Overcoming Challenges of Asset Management Amid
Declining Federal Budgets

Modern asset management solutions are often no longer

included in large program budgets and logistics

professionals and engineers at federal agencies are

being tasked to do more with less and extend the service

life of existing assets. Without the ability to piggy-back

modern asset management solutionson to large program

budgets, agencies must find other ways to modernize

their asset management solutions. Learn more.

OTHER HEADLINES
2012 Elections Leave Few State Legislatures with Split Control

Personal Incomes Rise in All Metro Areas, Most Counties

Unemployment Rates Drop in 37 States

Jobs Report: Public Sector Employment Drops Slightly After

Rebound

MAP OF THE MONTH: Personal Income Per Capita

 

Personal incomes rose in nearly all counties, but Great Plains

Health
Our map shows how far along states are in

establishing health insurance exchanges.

Census
Where do baby boomers live? View our

interactive map of boomers across the U.S..

Politics
How gerrymandered is your state or

congressional district? View our maps and data.

Safety and Justice
Eighteen states now have laws legalizing

marijuana in some form.

Environment
View top nuclear-producing states and countries.

UPCOMING RELEASES
 

Dec. 4: 2011 Annual Survey of State Government

Finances (Census)

Dec. 6: 2007-2011 American Community Survey

5-Year Estimates (Census)

Dec. 7: Monthly Jobs Report (BLS)

Dec. 18: Work Experience of Population (BLS)

Dec. 19: State Quarterly Personal Income, 1st

quarter, 2012-3rd quarter 2012 (BEA)

Dec. 21: Monthly Regional and State

Employment, Unemployment (BLS)

Dec. 27: Updated National and State Population

Estimates (Census)

DAILY DIGIT

6,968
Illinois has 6,968 units of local government, the

most of any state, followed by Pennsylvania and

Texas. View detailed totals for each state from the

2012 Census of Governments.

More Digits
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states registered the largest jumps in yearly per capita rates,

according to data released this week by the U.S. Bureau of

Economic Analysis. View a map with current and historical data for

each county.

MORE DATA: View a complete list of new databases, maps,

visualizations and other tools on the GOVERNING DATA

homepage.

Find an interesting data set or have a good idea for a story?

Contact GOVERNING Data Editor Mike Maciag:

mmaciag@governing.com
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NOTIFICATION FROM GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN 
REGARDING SUBMITTED AGENCY RULES 

On November 1, 2012, the Oklahoma Health Care Authority, pursuant to its legal authority to 
adopt rules found at 63 0 .S. §§ 5003-16, adopted a rule through emergency rulemaking. 

On November 1, 2012, the rule and all necessary documentation required by Section 253 of Title 
75 of the Oklahoma Statutes were submitted to the Office of the Governor for approval or 

disapproval. 

On December 1.3_, 2012, I hereby approve the following rule submitted: 

317:35-5-41.6 

Attest: 
) 
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STATE OF OKLAHOMA 

STATE AND EDUCATION EMPLOYEES 

----------~~--~GROUP INSURANCE PROGRAM~--~--~--~-~--~ 

GARY GOFF, Attorney 
Assistant Administrator 

February 25, 2011 

The Honorable Mary Fallin, Governor 
2300 N. Lincoln Blvd. 
Room 212, State Capitol Building 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105 

Re: Permanent Rule Changes 
Pursuant to 75 O.S. §303.1 

Dear Governor Fallin : 

Pursuant to the above statutory requirement, please find this agency's rule report. 

1. Notice of the intended rulemaking action was published in The Oklahoma Register pursuant 
to 75 O.S. §255 on August 2, 2010. 

2. Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board 
3545 N. W. 58th Street, Suite 110 
Oklahoma City, OK 73112 

3. The title and number of the rules: Title 360, Chapters 1 and 10. 

4. Statutory authority for these rules appears at 74 O.S. §1304(12); §1306(12), and 
§1308.1(1). 

5. A brief summary of the content of these rules is as follows: 

Title 360: 

1-1-1.5. Definitions 
(Documenting ACA compliance: adding definitions for adverse 
determination; grievance panel; and independent review organizations) 

1-3-8. Confidentiality of medical records 
(Striking the word "written") 

1-5-1. Access to Grievance Panel; request for hearing 
(Documenting ACA compliance: adding language confirming legislatively 
established facts regarding grievance panel independence, appointees, 
jurisdiction and authority.) 
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1-5-7. Final order; appeals 
(Documenting ACA compliance: specifying that the grievance panel is 
required to render a decision within 45 days after a hearing) 

1-5-8. Scheduling of hearings 
(Documenting ACA compliance: adding language regarding the scheduling 
of grievance panel hearings. 

10-1-2. Definitions 
(Documenting ACA compliance: changing the definition of an eligible 
dependent to include children up to age 26; and clarifying the eligibility of 
other eligible children) 

10-3-24. Dependents 
(Documenting ACA compliance: specifying certain dependents for whom the 
member may decline coverage) 

10-3-24.1. Eligibility criteria for disabled dependent children over the age of twenty
six [26] 
(Documenting ACA compliance: incorporating the change in age from 25 to 
26) 

10-3-25. Termination of dependent coverage 
(Documenting ACA compliance: reflecting the fact that eligibility for 
coverage of a dependent ends at age 26) 

6. A statement explaining the need for the adopted rules: 

The proposed rule changes are the result of Federal mandates (the Affordable Care Act) 
requiring language that reflects current and ongoing notice of, and compliance with, 
independent external review grievance procedures. The proposed rule changes also reflect 
the Board's compliance with Federal mandate to extend dependent coverage to individuals 
up to age twenty-six (26). 

7. A public meeting of the Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board 
was held on Monday, November 8, 2010, at 3545 NW 58th, Suite 500, Oklahoma City, OK 
73112. 

8. There were no changes or lack of change made in the adopted rules as a result of 
testimony received at the meeting. 

9. The list of persons who appeared and registered at a public hearing which was held on 
November 8, 2010, by this agency are as follows: 

Gary Goff, OSEEGIB 
Kathy Pendarvis, OSEEGIB 
Lynne Bajema, OSEEGIB 
Rhonda Toilers, OSEEGIB 

Paul King, OSEEGIB 
Bo Reece, OSEEGIB 
Louise Daffin, OSEEGIB 
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10. Rule impact statement following the public comment hearing is attached hereto. 

11. There are no rules from outside the state which have been incorporated by reference into 
these Rules. 

12. The members of the governing body of the agency which adopted these Rules in an open 
meeting on February 25, 2011, and their recorded votes are as follows: 

Richard N. Womack 
Preston Doerflinger 
V. David Miller 
Frank Stone 

Cody Graves 
Mark Liotta 
Steven E. Mattachione 

All Board members present voted in favor of adopting the proposed rule changes. 

This Rule Report is respectfully submitted pursuant to the law cited above. 

Sincerely, 
/~ 

GG/rt 

Enclosure 
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 STATE OF OKLAHOMA 
 

2nd Session of the 53rd Legislature (2012) 
 
HOUSE JOINT 
RESOLUTION 1102 By: McCullough 
 
 
 
 
 

AS INTRODUCED 
 

A Joint Resolution disapproving permanent rules of 
the Oklahoma Health Care Authority; and directing 
distribution. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Sections 250.2 and 308 of Title 75 of the 

Oklahoma Statutes, the Legislature reserves the right to designate 

the method for rule promulgation, establish policy, determine that a 

rule is not consistent with legislative intent and disapprove any 

rule or portion thereof at any time; and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Sections 5003 through 5016 of Title 63 of 

the Oklahoma Statutes, the Oklahoma Health Care Authority Board 

shall adopt the rules necessary to enforce and administer the 

Oklahoma Health Care Authority Act; and 

WHEREAS, permanent rules OAC 317:30-5-123, 317:30-5-482, 317:30-

5-1012 and 317:30-5-1014, which were adopted by the Board on March 

8, 2012, do not reflect the intent of the Oklahoma Legislature. 
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 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

AND THE SENATE OF THE 2ND SESSION OF THE 53RD OKLAHOMA LEGISLATURE: 

SECTION 1.  The Legislature hereby disapproves the following 

permanent rules adopted by the Oklahoma Health Care Authority Board 

on March 8, 2012: OAC 317:30-5-123, 317:30-5-482, 317:30-5-1012 and 

317:30-5-1014. 

SECTION 2.  The Secretary of State is directed to distribute 

copies of this resolution to the Governor, the Oklahoma Health Care 

Authority Board, and the editor of “The Oklahoma Register”. 
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 STATE OF OKLAHOMA 
 

2nd Session of the 53rd Legislature (2012) 
 
HOUSE JOINT 
RESOLUTION 1103 By: McCullough 
 
 
 
 
 

AS INTRODUCED 
 

A Joint Resolution disapproving permanent rules of 
the Oklahoma Health Care Authority; and directing 
distribution. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Sections 250.2 and 308 of Title 75 of the 

Oklahoma Statutes, the Legislature reserves the right to designate 

the method for rule promulgation, establish policy, determine that a 

rule is not consistent with legislative intent and disapprove any 

rule or portion thereof at any time; and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Sections 5003 through 5016 of Title 63 of 

the Oklahoma Statutes, the Oklahoma Health Care Authority Board 

shall adopt the rules necessary to enforce and administer the 

Oklahoma Health Care Authority Act; and 

WHEREAS, permanent rules OAC 317:40-5-3, 317:40-5-5, 317:40-5-8, 

317:40-5-9, 317:40-5-13, 317:40-5-59, 317:40-5-101, 317:40-5-113, 

317:40-7-12, 317:40-7-15 and 317:40-7-21, which were adopted by the 
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 Board on March 8, 2012, do not reflect the intent of the Oklahoma 

Legislature. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

AND THE SENATE OF THE 2ND SESSION OF THE 53RD OKLAHOMA LEGISLATURE: 

SECTION 1.  The Legislature hereby disapproves the following 

permanent rules adopted by the Oklahoma Health Care Authority Board 

on March 8, 2012: OAC 317:40-5-3, 317:40-5-5, 317:40-5-8, 317:40-5-

9, 317:40-5-13, 317:40-5-59, 317:40-5-101, 317:40-5-113, 317:40-7-

12, 317:40-7-15 and 317:40-7-21. 

SECTION 2.  The Secretary of State is directed to distribute 

copies of this resolution to the Governor, the Oklahoma Health Care 

Authority Board, and the editor of “The Oklahoma Register”. 
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 STATE OF OKLAHOMA 
 

2nd Session of the 53rd Legislature (2012) 
 
HOUSE JOINT 
RESOLUTION 1104 By: McCullough 
 
 
 
 
 

AS INTRODUCED 
 

A Joint Resolution disapproving permanent rules of 
the Oklahoma Health Care Authority; and directing 
distribution. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Sections 250.2 and 308 of Title 75 of the 

Oklahoma Statutes, the Legislature reserves the right to designate 

the method for rule promulgation, establish policy, determine that a 

rule is not consistent with legislative intent and disapprove any 

rule or portion thereof at any time; and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Sections 5003 through 5016 of Title 63 of 

the Oklahoma Statutes, the Oklahoma Health Care Authority Board 

shall adopt the rules necessary to enforce and administer the 

Oklahoma Health Care Authority Act; and 

WHEREAS, permanent rules OAC 317:30-5-42.6, 317:30-5-306 and 

317:30-5-307, which were adopted by the Board on March 8, 2012, do 

not reflect the intent of the Oklahoma Legislature. 
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 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

AND THE SENATE OF THE 2ND SESSION OF THE 53RD OKLAHOMA LEGISLATURE: 

SECTION 1.  The Legislature hereby disapproves the following 

permanent rules adopted by the Oklahoma Health Care Authority Board 

on March 8, 2012: OAC 317:30-5-42.6, 317:30-5-306 and 317:30-5-307. 

SECTION 2.  The Secretary of State is directed to distribute 

copies of this resolution to the Governor, the Oklahoma Health Care 

Authority Board, and the editor of “The Oklahoma Register”. 
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 STATE OF OKLAHOMA 
 

2nd Session of the 53rd Legislature (2012) 
 
HOUSE JOINT 
RESOLUTION 1105 By: McCullough 
 
 
 
 
 

AS INTRODUCED 
 

A Joint Resolution disapproving permanent rules of 
the Oklahoma Health Care Authority; and directing 
distribution. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Sections 250.2 and 308 of Title 75 of the 

Oklahoma Statutes, the Legislature reserves the right to designate 

the method for rule promulgation, establish policy, determine that a 

rule is not consistent with legislative intent and disapprove any 

rule or portion thereof at any time; and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Sections 5003 through 5016 of Title 63 of 

the Oklahoma Statutes, the Oklahoma Health Care Authority Board 

shall adopt the rules necessary to enforce and administer the 

Oklahoma Health Care Authority Act; and 

WHEREAS, permanent rules OAC 317:30-5-12, 317:30-5-465, 317:30-

5-466, 317:30-5-467, 317:30-5-664.5 and 317:30-5-1154, which were 

adopted by the Board on March 8, 2012, do not reflect the intent of 

the Oklahoma Legislature. 
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 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

AND THE SENATE OF THE 2ND SESSION OF THE 53RD OKLAHOMA LEGISLATURE: 

SECTION 1.  The Legislature hereby disapproves the following 

permanent rules adopted by the Oklahoma Health Care Authority Board 

on March 8, 2012: OAC 317:30-5-12, 317:30-5-465, 317:30-5-466, 

317:30-5-467, 317:30-5-664.5 and 317:30-5-1154. 

SECTION 2.  The Secretary of State is directed to distribute 

copies of this resolution to the Governor, the Oklahoma Health Care 

Authority Board, and the editor of “The Oklahoma Register”. 

 

53-2-9483 LRB 03/19/12 
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Ma1y Fallin 
Governor 

NOTIFICATION FROM GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN 
REGARDING SUBMITTED AGENCY RULES 

On December 13, 2012, the Oklahoma Health Care Authority, pursuant to its legal authority to 

adopt rules found at 63 O.S. §§ 5003-16, adopted rules through emergency rulemaking. 

On December 13, 2012, the rules and all necessary documentation required by Section 253 of 

Title 75 of the Oklahoma Statutes were submitted to the Office of the Governor for approval or 

disapproval. 

On January~. 2013, I hereby approve the following rules submitted: 

317:30-5-2 317:30-5-240. I 317:30-5-241 317 :30-5-241.3 

317:30-5-291 317:30-5-296 317:30-5-676 

Mary Fallin 

Attest: 
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Ma1y Fallin 
Governor 

NOTIFICATION FROM GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN 
REGARDING SUBMITTED AGENCY RULES 

On March 8, 201 2, the Oklahoma Health Care Authority, pursuant to its legal authority to adopt 

rules found at 63 O.S. §§ 5003-16, adopted rules through permanent rulemaking. 

On March 8, 2012, the rules and all necessary documentation required by Section 303. l of Title 

75 of the Oklahoma Statutes were submitted to the Office of the Governor for approval or 

disapproval. 

On April ,:.~6 , 2012, I hereby approve the following rules submitted: 

317:10-1-1 3 I 7: 10-1-12 317:30-3-2 317:30-3-19.l 

317:30-3-40 317:30-3-42 317:30-3-57 317:30-5-7 

317:30-5-12 317:30-5-42.6 317:30-5-95 .24 317:30-5-95.25 

317:30-5-95.26 317:30-5-95.27 317:30-5-95 .28 317:30-5-95.29 

317:30-5-95.30 317:30-5-95.31 317:30-5-96.2 317:30-5-122 

317:30-5-123 317:30-5-211.10 317:30-5-240 317:30-5-240.1 

317:30-5-240.2 317:30-5-241 317:30-5-241.1 317:30-5-241.2 

317:30-5-241.3 317:30-5-241.4 317:30-5-241.5 317:30-5-276 

317:30-5-281 317:30-5-306 317:30-5-307 317:30-5-326. l 

317:30-5-327 317:30-5-327.1 317:30-5-328 317:30-5-390 

317:30-5-410 317:30-5-420 317:30-5-423 317:30-5-480 

317:30-5-482 317:30-5-495 317:30-5-515 317:30-5-535 

317:30-5-596 317:30-5-596. l 317:30-5-664.5 317:30-5-696 
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317:30-5-698 317:30-5-741 317:30-5-760 317:30-5-763 

317:30-5-1011 317:30-5-1012 317:30-5-1014 317:30-5-1023 

317:30-5-1027 317:30-5-1076 317:30-5-1154 317:30-5-1201 

317:35-3-2 317:35-5-2 317:35-5-4 317:35-5-8 

317:35-5-41.8 317:35-5-43 317:35-6-15 317:35-7-15 

317:35-7-37 317:35-7-48 317:35-7-60 317:35-7-60.1 

317:35-9-1 317:35-9-5 317:35-9-25 317:35-9-45 

317:35-9-48.1 317:35-9-49 317:35-9-97 317:35-10-38 

317:35-15-1 317:35-13-7 317:35-17-1 317:35-17-2 

317:35-17-3 317:35-17-4 317:35-17-5 317:35-17-11 

317:35-17-12 317:35-17-14 317:35-17-15 317:35-17-16 

317:35-17-18 317:35-17-19 317:35-17-21.1 317:35-17-24 

317:35-18-1 317:35-18-2 317:35-18-3 317:35-18-4 

317:35-18-5 317:35-18-6 317:35-18-7 317:35-18-9 

317:35-18-10 317:35-18-11 317:35-19-3 317:35-19-8 

317:35-19-9 317:35-22-1 317:35-23-2 317:35-23-3 

317:35-23-4 317:40-1-1 317:40-5-3 317:40-5-5 

317:40-5-9 317:40-5-13 317:40-5-59 317:40-5-101 

317:40-5-113 317:40-5-152 317:40-7-12 317:40-7-4 

317:40-7-15 317:40-7-21 317:45-1-3 317:45-1-4 

317:50-1-2 317:50-1-3 317:50-1-4 317:50-3-2 

317:50-3-4 317:50-5-2 317:50-5-4 

2 
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On April _aj_, 2012, I hereby approve the revocation of the following rules submitted: 

317:30-5-327.2 

317:30-5-466 

Attest: 

317:40-5-8 

317:30-5-467 

0 Htliid,l1 Q, llJ~ 
Secretary of State 

317:35-17-17 317:30-5-465 

/() t~ 
Mary Fallin , 

3 
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~{II')' ~(l//i11 

Governor 

NOTIFICATION FROM GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN 
REGARDING SUBMITTED AGENCY RULES 

On December 13, 2012, the Oklahoma Health Care Authority, pursuant to its legal authority to 
adopt rules found at 63 O.S. §§ 5003-16, adopted rules tlll'ough emergency rulemaking. 

On December 13, 2012, the rules and all necessary documentation required by Section 253 of 
Title 75 of the Oklahoma Statutes were submitted to the Office of the Governor for approval or 

disapproval. 

On Januarya8 , 2013, I hereby approve the following rules submitted: 

317:30-3-25 317:30-5-122 

Mary Fallin 

Attest: 

Secretary of State 
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M(ay Fallin 
Governor 

NOTIFICATION FROM GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN 
REGARDING SUBMITTED AGENCY RULES 

On February 14, 2012, the Oklahoma State Department of Health, pursuant to its legal authority 

to adopt rules found at 63 O.S. §§ 1-104(B)(2), l-705(A), and 1-707(A)(9), adopted a rule 

through permanent rulemaking. 

On February 22, 2012, the rule and all necessary documentation required by Section 303. I of 

Title 75 of the Oklahoma Statutes were submitted to the Office of the Governor for approval or 

disapproval. 

On March 30, 2012, I hereby approve the following rule submitted: 

310:667-13-5 

Mary Fallin 

CTM~L~~ 
Secretary of State 
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Katie Altshuler; Mary Fallin
Cc: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: PPACA/Supreme Court Ruling MEMO & Materials ATTACHED
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 3:30:51 PM
Attachments: Updated PPACA Info. Post SC.pdf
Importance: High

I have ATTACHED some newly provided materials:
 

1)       PPACA Provisions & Critical Action Steps for State Consideration, provided by the OK Health
Dept.

2)       Statistics Related to Medicaid Expansion, provided by the OK Health Care Authority
3)       RGA Letter to President Obama

 
I will include these materials in your NGA Executive Committee briefing book.
 
Thank you, Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2012 5:05 PM
To: Mary Fallin
Cc: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: PPACA/Supreme Court Ruling MEMO & Materials ATTACHED
Importance: High
 
I have ATTACHED a memo regarding the Supreme Court ruling on PPACA, major decision points and
a timeline. I have also ATTACHED a number of materials (including news articles and press
statements) in relation to the memo.
 
For your information we have staff level and agency director meetings scheduled for July 9 and 10
with the Health Dept., OHCA, Insurance Dept. and CIO to walk through options and next steps. We
will keep you posted with regard to any new developments.
 
 
Thank you, Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee; Steve Mullins
Subject: statement RE: PPACA/Supreme Court Ruling MEMO & Materials ATTACHED
Date: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 3:51:53 PM

Here is an updated no-statement statement designed to get us through the next few days if no
decision is reached. Look ok to show to the gov?
 
Governor Fallin  was disappointed and frustrated with the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold the
bulk of the Affordable Care Act (ACA). She believes the law is unaffordable and unworkable, and that
many aspects of the bill—including the individual mandate – grant Congress power that was not
intended by the authors of the Constitution. She voted against the bill as a Congresswoman and
supported the lawsuit filed by Oklahoma’s attorney general as governor. She continues her adamant
opposition to the law, and will actively campaign for conservative candidates, including the
Republican presidential nominee, who pledge to overturn and replace the ACA.
 
However, in light of the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold most of the ACA, Governor Fallin
believes it is her responsibility to thoroughly and thoughtfully review the state of Oklahoma’s
options regarding the future of both Medicaid and the creation of a health insurance exchange. In
the coming weeks, the governor will continue to study the issues with the Oklahoma Health Care
Authority, which overseas Medicaid in Oklahoma.  She and her staff are also continuing to meet with
experts in the private and public sector regarding the potential creation of an exchange. Next week,
she will visit with dozens of governors at the National Governor’s Association meetings, where
health care will be discussed at length. Additionally, her administration continues to communicate
with doctors, health care providers and Oklahoma families about these issues.
 
Governor Fallin believes these conversations and meetings are necessary to making an informed
decision about health care policies that will affect hundreds of thousands of Oklahomans. Her
priority is not to make a decision soon; it is to make the right decision. The governor will continue to
review how the state of Oklahoma can best meet the health care needs of its citizens. Our office will
proactively relay these decisions to Governor Fallin’s constituents and to the media as they are
made.
 
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2012 5:05 PM
To: Mary Fallin
Cc: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: PPACA/Supreme Court Ruling MEMO & Materials ATTACHED
Importance: High
 
I have ATTACHED a memo regarding the Supreme Court ruling on PPACA, major decision points and
a timeline. I have also ATTACHED a number of materials (including news articles and press
statements) in relation to the memo.
 
For your information we have staff level and agency director meetings scheduled for July 9 and 10
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with the Health Dept., OHCA, Insurance Dept. and CIO to walk through options and next steps. We
will keep you posted with regard to any new developments.
 
 
Thank you, Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Mary Fallin
To: Michelle Waddell
Subject: Fwd: PPACA/Supreme Court Ruling MEMO & Materials ATTACHED
Date: Monday, July 02, 2012 10:36:14 PM
Attachments: PPACA Supremem Court Ruling Memo.pdf

ATT00001.htm

Can you print her attachments
Thanks

Mary Fallin
Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Katie Altshuler" <Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov>
To: "Mary Fallin" <Mary.Christensen@gov.ok.gov>
Cc: "Alex Weintz" <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov>, "Glenn Coffee"
<Glenn.Coffee@gov.ok.gov>, "Denise Northrup"
<Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>, "Andrew Silvestri"
<Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: PPACA/Supreme Court Ruling MEMO & Materials
ATTACHED

I have ATTACHED a memo regarding the Supreme Court ruling on
PPACA, major decision points and a timeline. I have also ATTACHED a
number of materials (including news articles and press statements) in
relation to the memo.

For your information we have staff level and agency director meetings
scheduled for July 9 and 10 with the Health Dept., OHCA, Insurance
Dept. and CIO to walk through options and next steps. We will keep you
posted with regard to any new developments.

Thank you, Katie

Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Katie Altshuler; Mary Fallin; Alex Weintz
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Alex Gerszewski; Andrew Silvestri; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: RE: Health Care Reform
Date: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 3:33:18 PM
Attachments: Health Care Reform Memo 6152011.docx

HHS Waiver Document.docx

I fixed a couple of typos (in text below and ATTACHED)…
 
To: Governor Mary Fallin
From: Katie Altshuler and Andrew Silvestri
Date: Wednesday, June 15, 2011
Re: Health Care Reform
 
Introduction:
 
Oklahoma is currently evaluating the SoonerCare (Medicaid) Program to see where we are
and what additional reforms are necessary.  At this point all options are on the table and we
are trying to determine what types of changes or waivers might serve us best.  As you can
see from the RGA letter signed by 29 Republican Governor’s we are all working closely
together on consensus areas.  We believe there is strength in numbers and with enough of
us working together to demand flexibility surely we will not be ignored.  It is important to
note that Oklahoma already has some of the lowest eligibility levels in the country. For
example, non-pregnant parents must be at 37% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) or below
as compared to 200 or 250 percent in other states.  Additionally, Oklahoma’s eligibility level
for pregnant women is 185 percent FPL as compared to a minimum of 200 percent in most
other states.  We are ahead of the game in some areas such as online enrollment and we
are currently looking into ways to better deal with our dual eligible population.  Oklahoma
does offer optional benefits that are not required by Federal law such as durable medical
goods, prescription drugs, behavioral health, transplants, dental and circumcision that could
be reduced; however there would likely be a greater cost incurred by the state if these
services were not offered.  States are required to cover the cost of non-emergency
transportation which seems like an extra that we should be allowed to cut back in times of
fiscal crisis.  Additionally, states need greater flexibility in determining co pays. As noted in
the RGA letter, states must be able to enforce reasonable cost sharing for those able to pay.
 
 
Background (data as of 2010 unless noted otherwise):
 
Oklahoma Health Insurance Coverage Status
 

Oklahoma                   United States
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To: Governor Mary Fallin

From: Katie Altshuler and Andrew Silvestri

Date: Wednesday, June 15, 2011

Re: Health Care Reform

__________________________________________________________________________



Introduction:



Oklahoma is currently evaluating the SoonerCare (Medicaid) Program to see where we are and what additional reforms are necessary.  At this point all options are on the table and we are trying to determine what types of changes or waivers might serve us best.  As you can see from the RGA letter signed by 29 Republican Governor’s we are all working closely together on consensus areas.  We believe there is strength in numbers and with enough of us working together to demand flexibility surely we will not be ignored.  It is important to note that Oklahoma already has some of the lowest eligibility levels in the country. For example, non-pregnant parents must be at 37% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) or below as compared to 200 or 250 percent in other states.  Additionally, Oklahoma’s eligibility level for pregnant women is 185 percent FPL as compared to a minimum of 200 percent in most other states.  We are ahead of the game in some areas such as online enrollment and we are currently looking into ways to better deal with our dual eligible population.  Oklahoma does offer optional benefits that are not required by Federal law such as durable medical goods, prescription drugs, behavioral health, transplants, dental and circumcision that could be reduced; however there would likely be a greater cost incurred by the state if these services were not offered.  States are required to cover the cost of non-emergency transportation which seems like an extra that we should be allowed to cut back in times of fiscal crisis.  Additionally, states need greater flexibility in determining co pays. As noted in the RGA letter, states must be able to enforce reasonable cost sharing for those able to pay.





Background (data as of 2010 unless noted otherwise):



Oklahoma Health Insurance Coverage Status 



Oklahoma                   United States



Employer                     1,714,100                   157,194,100 

Individual                    156,600                       13,995,800 

Medicaid                     505,000                       42,326,300 

Medicare                    502,300                       37,183,500 



Uninsured                    Oklahoma                   United States



Total population          3,550,203                    307,006,550

Total uninsured           564,700                       45,700,000



Breakdown of Uninsured as of 2009



Oklahoma



Total                            16% of total population

Children (age 0-18)     10.4% of OK child population

Adults (over age 18)   22% of OK adult population



United States



Total                            15.4% of total U.S. population

Children (age 0-18)     10% of U.S. child population

Adults (over age 18)   17% of U.S. adult population

 



SoonerCare (Medicaid) Enrollment as of May 2011



Aged/Blind/Disabled (ABD)

Children          19,523 (2.68%) 

Adults              129,423 (17.76%)



Children/Parents

            Children          456,756 (62.69%)

            Adults              65,667 (9.01%)



Other (child custody, refugee, Qualified Medicare Beneficiary, DDSD Supported Living, etc.)

            Children          172 (0.02%)

Adults              20,097 (2.76%)



Oklahoma Cares         1,659 (0.23%) 

(Breast & Cervical Cancer)



SoonerPlan                  34,909 (4.79%)

(Family Planning)



TEFRA                          388 (0.05%)



Total Enrollment         728,594 



State Medicaid Funding:



2010 Total Expenditures:                                                        $4,350,788,295

Federal Share:                                                                         $2,667,539,569

Other (ARRA, Tobacco Funds, Drug Rebate, etc.):                 $508,946,267

State Share/OHCA:                                                                 $938,718,686

State Share/Other Agencies:                                                  $235,583,773



Projected PPACA State Spending Increases:



2014 - $41,555,544

2020 -$441,172,419



Projected PPACA Total Program Cost Increases (State and Federal):



2014 – $605,207,000

2020 - $4,449,280,343



Background Information on Waivers:



The information provided below has come from recent news reports and provides a snap shot; I am conducting research and hope to provide you with a comprehensive list of all waivers soon. The ATTACHMENT summarizes the process for which an entity (State, employer or insurer) can apply for a waiver and it also includes a list of waivers approved for 2011.  It has been provided by the US Dept. of Health and Human Services and was last updated in January of this year.



1. As of the beginning of June it is being reported that the Administration has granted a number of waivers easing requirements of the new health care law with regard to insurance regulations.  Most of the waivers relate to annual coverage limits (unlimited mandate as of 2014) and the provision that requires insurance companies to spend at least 80 percent of the premiums they collect on medical care and quality rather than overhead or profits.  

1. Some states have also submitted waivers dealing with Medicaid requirements. 

1. Arizona and New Jersey have submitted waivers to tighten Medicaid eligibility for adults.

1. Florida, New Jersey, Ohio and Tennessee have been granted temporary waivers allowing individuals in their states to keep insurance plans with limited annual coverage. To qualify for this waiver, states, employers or insurers must demonstrate that compliance with the federal requirement would cause “a significant increase in premiums or a decrease in access to benefits.”

1. Maine, New Hampshire and Nevada have been granted waivers allowing them to adjust the Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) the 80 percent standard to a lower percentage such as 65 percent.

1. Rhode Island has been granted the broadest waiver to date.  In 2008, Governor Carcieri tasked his Secretary of Health and Human Services, Gary Alexander, to apply for a “Global Consumer Choice Compact Waiver” from the federal government.  Rhode Island’s waiver is not quite a block grant. It preserves the FMAP, but caps aggregate federal and state spending through 2013 at $12.075 billion. Nevertheless, it appears to have had the results one would expect from a block grant. Spending has plummeted from what was anticipated. Through the first six quarters of the waiver (January 1, 2009, through June 30, 2010) actual spending was only $2.7 billion versus $3.8 billion budgeted, according to an analysis produced by Secretary Alexander last December.  However, this was approved under the Bush Administration and HHS has stated that they are not likely to approve similar waivers from other states.

1. A number of entities including employers, insurers and union plans (Examples: McDonalds and United Federation of Teachers) were granted one year waivers allowing them to continue to offer minimal coverage below the new laws standards.

1. There are apparently few Oklahoma entities that have applied for insurance related waivers (a couple of companies and at least one tribe), but I am still trying to track them down.




		  Summary of Waiver Application Process and Approvals provided by the US Department of Health and Human Services:

		

Helping Americans Keep the Coverage They Have and Promoting Transparency

Helping Consumers Keep their Coverage

The Affordable Care Act is designed to provide Americans with affordable, high-quality coverage options – while ensuring that those who like their current coverage can keep it.  Unfortunately, today, limited benefit plans, or “mini-med” plans are often the only type of insurance offered to some workers.  In 2014, the Affordable Care Act will end mini-med plans when Americans will have better access to affordable, comprehensive health insurance plans that cannot use high deductibles or annual limits to limit benefits.  In the meantime, the law requires insurers to phase out the use of annual dollar limits on benefits.  In 2011, most plans can impose an annual limit of no less than $750,000. 

Mini-med plans have lower limits than allowed under the Affordable Care Act.  While mini-med plans do not provide security in the event of serious illness or accident, they are unfortunately the only option that some employers offer.  In order to protect coverage for these workers, the Affordable Care Act allows these plans to apply for temporary waivers from rules restricting the size of annual limits to some group health plans and health insurance issuers.

Waivers only last for one year and are only available if the plan certifies that a waiver is necessary to prevent either a large increase in premiums or a significant decrease in access to coverage.  In addition, enrollees must be informed that their plan does not meet the requirements of the Affordable Care Act.  No other provision of the Affordable Care Act is affected by these waivers: they only apply to the annual limit policy.

As of today, a total of 733 waivers have been granted for 2011.  Key facts about annual limits waivers:

· There was an increase in the number of applications received at the end of 2010 because December 1 was the final day to apply for a waiver for a plan or policy year that begins on January 1 – as many plans do. Over 500 waivers were granted in December.  While the number of approved waivers increased by more than 200 percent, the total number of enrollees in plans receiving waivers has increased by only 48 percent since the previous posting. 

· Of all the waivers granted to date: 

· Employment-Based Coverage: The vast majority – 712 plans representing 97 percent of all waivers – were granted to health plans that are employment-related. 

· Self-Insured Employer Plans Applicants: Employer-based health plans received most of the waivers – 359.     

· Collectively-Bargained Employer-Based Plan Applicants: Most of the other health plans receiving waivers are multi-employer health funds created by a collective bargaining agreement between a union and two or more employers, pursuant to the Taft-Hartley Act.  These “union plans” are employment based group health plans and operate for the sole benefit of workers.  They tend to be larger than other typical group health plans because they cover multiple employers. There are also single-employer union plans that have received a waiver.  In total, 182 collectively-bargained plans have received waivers.

· Health Reimbursement Arrangements (HRAs):  HRAs are employer-funded group health plans where employees are reimbursed tax-free for qualified medical expenses up to a maximum dollar amount for a coverage period.  In total, HHS has approved 171 applications for waivers for HRAs.

· Health Insurers: Sixteen waivers were granted to health insurers, which can apply for a waiver for multiple mini-med products sold to employers or individuals. 

· State Governments: Four waivers have gone to State governments.  States may apply for a waiver of the restricted annual limits on behalf of issuers of state-mandated policies if state law required the policies to be offered by the issuers prior to September 23, 2010. 

· The number of enrollees in plans with annual limits waivers is 2.1 million, representing only about 1 percent of all Americans who have private health insurance today.

Improving Transparency

HHS periodically posts the list of the plans that have been granted waivers to ensure the public is aware of the waiver process and stakeholders understand how they are affected.  Also, on December 9, 2010 HHS issued new rules requiring that health insurers offering mini-med plans must notify consumers in plain language that their plan offers extremely limited benefits and direct them to www.HealthCare.gov where they can get more information about other coverage options. The rules require health plans with waivers to tell consumers if their health care coverage is subject to an annual dollar limit lower than what is required under the law.  This way, enrollees know when their coverage is limited.

Annual limits waivers are temporary.  In 2014 annual dollar limits will be prohibited and mini-med plans will no longer be necessary. 

 

Approved Applications for Waiver of the Annual Limits Requirements

Updated January 26, 2011

All Applicants Listed have had 1 or more plans/policies approved.

Approved State applicants are listed separately below

Applications for waivers from annual limit requirements are reviewed on a case by case basis by Department officials who look at a series of factors including whether or not a premium increase is large or if a significant number of  enrollees would lose access to their current plan because the coverage would not be offered in the absence of a waiver.  More detailed information on specific criteria can be found at: http://www.hhs.gov/ociio/regulations/11-05-2010annual_limits_waiver_bulletin.pdf.  Approved applicants are granted an annual limit waiver for one year.  The Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight’s sub-regulatory guidance on the process for obtaining waivers of the annual limits requirements may be found at: http://www.hhs.gov/ociio/regulations/patient/ociio_2010-1_20100903_508.pdf

 

		 

		Applicant

		Application
Received

		Plan
Effective
Date

		Number
of
Enrollees

		Application
Completed by
Applicant

		Waiver
Approved



		1

		24 Hour Fitness

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,758

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		2

		Allied Building Inspectors IUOE Local 211 Welfare Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,720

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		3

		Alpha Omega Home Health, LLC

		11/30/2010

		10/1/2010

		150

		12/13/2010

		12/30/2010



		4

		Andersen Corporation

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,852

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		5

		Bowman Sheet Metal Heating & Air-conditioning

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		6

		Bricklayers Insurance & Welfare Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,997

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		7

		Bridge, Structural, Ornamental & Reinforcing Ironworkers Local Union No. 60*

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		290

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		8

		Carey Johnson Oil Co, Inc

		11/22/2010

		10/1/2010

		157

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		9

		Catholic Charities of the Diocese of Albany*

		12/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		201

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		10

		Cement Masons' Local No. 502 Welfare Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		450

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		11

		City of Bloomington VEBA Health Savings Plan*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		750

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		12

		City of Burnsville*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		290

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		13

		City of Olathe*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		624

		12/14/2010

		12/30/2010



		14

		Clausen Miller PC

		12/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		150

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		15

		Crystal Run Village, Inc*

		12/4/2010

		12/1/2010

		1,350

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		16

		Delta Apparel

		12/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		67

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		17

		Discovery Benefits*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,739

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		18

		Dr. Trailer Repair, Inc.

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		19

		Employer-Teamsters Local Nos. 175 & 505 Health and Welfare Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		358

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		20

		Entrust

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		21

		Fabri-Quilt

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		104

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		22

		GC Harvesting, Inc.

		12/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,500

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		23

		Glen Curtis, Inc. #2143

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		227

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		24

		Heritage Christian Services

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,662

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		25

		IBEW Local 3 NYC Electrical Division Health & Welfare Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,072

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		26

		Indiana Area UFCW Union Locals and Retail Food Employers' Health and Welfare Plan

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6,885

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		27

		Ingham County

		12/22/2010

		2/1/2011

		42

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		28

		Innovative Driver Services Company

		12/21/2010

		2/1/2011

		36

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		29

		Integrity Data*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		24

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		30

		Inter-County Hospitalization Plan, Inc.

		12/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		177

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		31

		Jakov P. Dulcich & Sons

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		107

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		32

		Jefferson Rehabilitation Center

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		240

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		33

		JLG Harvesting, Inc.

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		188

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		34

		Johnson Machine Works

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		191

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		35

		Kent County

		12/22/2010

		2/1/2011

		10

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		36

		Laborers' District Council of Virginia Health and Welfare Trust Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		296

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		37

		Laborers National Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8,690

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		38

		Local 1245 Health Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,486

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		39

		Local 237 Teamsters Suffolk Regional Off-Track Betting Corp. Health and Welfare Trust Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		328

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		40

		Local 295 Welfare Fund

		12/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,228

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		41

		Local 381 Group Insurance Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,346

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		42

		Local 805 Welfare Fund

		11/1/2010

		2/1/2011

		1,376

		12/17/2010

		12/30/2010



		43

		Marble Industry Trust Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,325

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		44

		McGregor Schools ISD #4*

		12/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		38

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		45

		MJ Soffe

		12/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		270

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		46

		MO-Kan Teamsters and Welfare Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,494

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		47

		Mounds View Public Schools*

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		76

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		48

		MVP

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		21,548

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		49

		North State Bank

		11/30/2010

		6/1/2011

		58

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		50

		North States Industries Inc*

		12/3/2010

		2/1/2011

		92

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		51

		Pathways Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		55

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		52

		Pavers and Road Builders District Council Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,303

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		53

		Phoenix Children's Academy

		12/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,522

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		54

		Roofers Local 8 Insurance & Trust Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,321

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		55

		San Bernardino IHSS Public Authority

		12/1/2010

		4/1/2011

		1,317

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		56

		SCC Healthcare Group, LLP

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		105

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		57

		Schenectady ARC*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		514

		12/1/2010

		12/30/2010



		58

		Schoharie County ARC*

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		276

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		59

		Sieben Polk Law Firm

		11/19/2010

		10/1/2010

		3

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		60

		Sitel, Inc.

		12/21/2010

		7/1/2011

		2,060

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		61

		Southern Graphic Communication Health Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		411

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		62

		Springbrook Standalone HRA*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		524

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		63

		St. Lawrence NYSARC*

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,734

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		64

		Sunview Vineyards of California, Inc.

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6,500

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		65

		Tandem Eastern Inc. / Consolidated Transport Systems, Inc.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		601

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		66

		Taylor Farms

		11/29/2010

		2/1/2011

		121

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		67

		Teamsters Union Local # 35

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,109

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		68

		The Day Care Council/Council of Supervisors and Administrators Welfare Fund

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		193

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		69

		The Public Authority of San Luis Obispo County

		11/15/2010

		2/1/2011

		277

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		70

		The University Financing Foundation, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/10/2010

		12/30/2010



		71

		The Village of Newark Non-Union Employee Plan*

		11/8/2010

		7/1/2011

		40

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		72

		Theatrical Stage Employees Local One

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		9,200

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		73

		Tuff Shed, Inc.

		11/29/2010

		4/1/2011

		311

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		74

		U.A. Local 13 & Employers Group Insurance Plan*

		11/30/2010

		12/1/2010

		1,039

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		75

		UFCW & Participating Food Industry Employers Tri-State Health & Welfare Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		107

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		76

		UFCW Local 1500 Welfare Fund

		12/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		16,588

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		77

		UFCW Local One Health Care Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,335

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		78

		Ulster Greene ARC*

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,072

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		79

		Westminster-Canterbury of Lynchburg

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		192

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		80

		Wine and Liquor Salesmen of NJ

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,083

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		81

		A-1 Transport

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		38

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		82

		AIDS Council of Northeastern  New York

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		78

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		83

		Avon Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		6

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		84

		Azeros Health Plans, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		36

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		85

		Benton County*

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		200

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		86

		Bessey Tools, Inc.

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		87

		Canandaigua City Schools*

		12/1/2010

		10/1/2011

		1,058

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		88

		City of Eagan*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		120

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		89

		City of Shakopee Post-Employment Health Care Savings Account Plan *

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		153

		12/15/2010

		12/29/2010



		90

		Community Work and Independence Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		382

		11/17/2010

		12/29/2010



		91

		Continuing Developmental Services

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		623

		12/14/2010

		12/29/2010



		92

		Crystal Cabinet Works, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		7/1/2011

		304

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		93

		CU*Answers, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		152

		12/23/2010

		12/29/2010



		94

		Euromarket Designs, Inc., d/b/a Crate and Barrel

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,452

		12/1/2010

		12/29/2010



		95

		First National Bank of Dietrerich

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		51

		12/20/2011

		12/29/2010



		96

		Franziska Racker Centers*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		795

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		97

		Fridley Public Schools Health Savings Plan*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		79

		12/21/2010

		12/29/2010



		98

		FSA/SUNYAB-Campus Dining and Shops

		12/1/2010

		12/1/2010

		67

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		99

		Genesee County ARC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		254

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		100

		Genesee County Economic Development Corp Health Reimbursement Account*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		101

		Grand Island Central School District*

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		507

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		102

		Hammondsport Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		67

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		103

		Imperial Wholesale, Inc.

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		14

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		104

		Learning Disabilities Association of Western New York

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		90

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		105

		Minnesota State Retirement System Post-Employment Health Care Savings Plan - City of Roseville*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		280

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		106

		Naples Central School District

		12/1/2010

		10/1/2010

		151

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		107

		Naples Central School District Support Staff

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		113

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		108

		Newark Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		436

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		109

		Niagara-Wheatfield CSD Self Funded

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		72

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		110

		Panama Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		20

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		111

		People 1st Health Strategies, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		11/30/2010

		12/29/2010



		112

		Pipe Fitters' Welfare Fund, Local 597*

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		709

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		113

		Ron Clark Construction Health reimbursement Arrangement*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		114

		Sherman Central School District

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		59

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		115

		Silver Creek Central School District*

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		106

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		116

		Sodus Central School District

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		122

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		117

		Telco Construction

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		118

		Town of Albion

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		119

		Town of Chenango

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		41

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		120

		Town of Lockport

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		42

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		121

		Twin City Die Casting*

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		148

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		122

		Western Area Volunteer Emergency Services *

		12/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		30

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		123

		Westfield Academy*

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		53

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		124

		Williamson Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		278

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		125

		American Radio Association Plan

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		32

		12/15/2010

		12/28/2010



		126

		Carpenters Health and Security Trust of Western Washington

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/15/2010

		12/28/2010



		127

		Communicare Health Benefits Trust

		11/29/2010

		5/1/2011

		10,138

		12/23/2010

		12/28/2010



		128

		District Council 1707 Local 389 Home Care Employees Health & Welfare Fund

		11/23/2010

		9/1/2011

		7,867

		12/22/2010

		12/28/2010



		129

		Health and Welfare Plan of the Laundry, Dry Cleaning Workers & Allied Industry Health Fund, Workers United

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,000

		12/16/2010

		12/28/2010



		130

		Northern Illinois and Iowa Laborers Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		133

		12/16/2010

		12/28/2010



		131

		Prell Services

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		63

		12/21/2010

		12/28/2010



		132

		United Food and Commercial Workers Retail Employees and Employers Health and Welfare Plan

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		98

		12/23/2010

		12/28/2010



		133

		A-1 Realty*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		134

		AABR*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		504

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		135

		ABCO Diecasters*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		136

		Alfred P. Sloan*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		41

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		137

		Alizio & Galfunt*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		138

		All American Heating and AC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		21

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		139

		Allied Pilots Association

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		678

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		140

		Amherst Central School District*

		11/30/2010

		9/1/2011

		53

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		141

		AristaCare at Meadow Springs*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		115

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		142

		Arthur Sanderson& Sons*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		143

		Associated General Contractors of ND Employees*

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,002

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		144

		Autistic Service, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		217

		12/1/2010

		12/23/2010



		145

		Bartech Group

		11/22/2010

		4/1/2011

		1,189

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		146

		Basf Fuel Cell, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		40

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		147

		Battery Park City Authority*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		44

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		148

		Battery Park City Conservancy*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		55

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		149

		Benefit Analysis Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		17

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		150

		Blaze SSI*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		10

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		151

		Blue Beacon

		12/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,500

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		152

		Board of Trustees for the Operating Engineers Local 101 Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,465

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		153

		Business Wire*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		440

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		154

		Cargo Ventures*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		155

		Carnegie Corporation of NY*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		33

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		156

		Carpenters Local No. 491 Health & Welfare Plan

		12/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,200

		12/20/2010

		12/23/2010



		157

		Central Laborers' Welfare Fund

		12/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,863

		12/20/2010

		12/23/2010



		158

		Central States, Southeast and Southwest Areas Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		9/1/2011

		326

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		159

		City of Cottage Grove*

		9/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		90

		12/2/2010

		12/23/2010



		160

		City of Inver Grove Heights*

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		130

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		161

		City Of Roseville MN*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		210

		12/21/2010

		12/23/2010



		162

		Clinton Management*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		163

		Cloquet Area Fire Department*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		22

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		164

		Cohen Partners*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		165

		Community Bank of Bergen County*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		166

		Community Mainstreaming*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		92

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		167

		Contract Cleaners Service Employees Benefit Trust

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,772

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		168

		Cornerstone Search Group*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		169

		D & D Ag Supply and Construction, Inc.*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		170

		Dial Senior Management, Inc

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		127

		12/21/2010

		12/23/2010



		171

		Douglaston Development*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		172

		Dr. Margaret Andrin, MD FACOG LLC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		173

		Dynasil Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		16

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		174

		Echo Molding*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		29

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		175

		Eighth District Electrical Benefit Fund

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		137

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		176

		Electrical Workers Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,994

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		177

		Enterprise Concrete Products, LLC Texas

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		82

		12/22/2010

		12/23/2010



		178

		Epilepsy Foundation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		336

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		179

		Epilepsy Foundation Northeastern New York*

		12/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		19

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		180

		Evans Chemetics*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		179

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		181

		Excellus Health Plan

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		18,860

		12/22/2010

		12/23/2010



		182

		Fairport Central School District*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		848

		12/1/2010

		12/23/2010



		183

		Goodwill Industries of Central Indiana

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		90

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		184

		Gregory Packaging*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		40

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		185

		Gulf Coast Health Care

		12/1/2010

		12/1/2010

		2,497

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		186

		Handcraft Manufacturing Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		48

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		187

		Haver Analytics Health Waiver*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		102

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		188

		Health Care Employees Dental and Medical Trust

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		744

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		189

		Hiawatha Medical, Inc.*

		12/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		17

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		190

		Highfield Gardens Care Center*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		50

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		191

		Hirsch International*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		38

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		192

		Hotel, Restaurant & Bar Employees Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		98

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		193

		Hypex Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		194

		IBEW Local Union No. 126 Health and Welfare Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,251

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		195

		International Union of Operating Engineers, Supplemental Benefit Fund Local 409*

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		59

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		196

		Interstate Connecting Components*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		78

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		197

		Jacobson Family Investments*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		198

		J-B Wholesale Pet Supplies*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		19

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		199

		JKL International*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		200

		Jump, Scutellaro, and Co., LLP*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		201

		KC International dba Ekman Recycling*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		36

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		202

		Kerwin Communications*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		14

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		203

		Kingstown Capital Management*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		204

		Koellman Gear Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		205

		Kramer Electronics*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		206

		Lakeview Subacute Care Center*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		61

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		207

		Langan Engineering and Financial Services, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		51

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		208

		LBDD*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		209

		League of Minnesota Cities*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		70

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		210

		Leisure Properties LLC d/b/a/ Crownline Boats*

		11/30/2010

		6/1/2011

		158

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		211

		Liberty House Nursing Home*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		212

		Lifetime Assistance, Inc*

		12/1/2010

		7/15/2011

		1,344

		12/20/2010

		12/23/2010



		213

		Lincoln Hall*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		296

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		214

		Local 888 UFCW

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,004

		12/21/2010

		12/23/2010



		215

		Maharishi University of Management

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		154

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		216

		Mamiya America Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		26

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		217

		Mandt Reiss & Associates PLLC

		11/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/10/2010

		12/23/2010



		218

		Margaret P. Muscarelle Child Dev. Center*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		219

		Merrill Farms LLC

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		35

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		220

		Micelli Motors, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		221

		Midwest Asphalt Corporation *

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		53

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		222

		Midwest Teamsters

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,315

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		223

		Monroe County*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		719

		12/14/2010

		12/23/2010



		224

		Nassau County Chapter, NYSARC, Inc*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,581

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		225

		NCHC, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		226

		New York State Assn. for Retarded Children Erie Co. Chapter dba/Heritage Centers*

		11/29/2010

		2/1/2011

		1,125

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		227

		NJ Society of CPAs*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		74

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		228

		North Greece Fire District*

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		110

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		229

		Northern Minnesota-Wisconsin Area Retail Food Health & Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,100

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		230

		Ogontz Avenue Revitalization Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		32

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		231

		Parkview Care and Rehab*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		232

		PCB Machining Solutions*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		60

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		233

		PCB Piezotronics*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		700

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		234

		Philadelphia Macaroni Company*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		235

		Phoenix Partners Group, LP*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		236

		Privilege Underwriters, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		75

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		237

		Progressive AE*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		81

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		238

		Quadrant Capital Advisors, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		19

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		239

		Regency Management Group, LLC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		240

		Rhoads Industries*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		71

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		241

		Roofers Local #96 Health & Welfare Fund

		12/16/2010

		12/1/2010

		2,838

		12/20/2010

		12/23/2010



		242

		Rowe and Company, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		243

		Rush-Henrietta Central School District HRA*

		11/30/2010

		7/1/2011

		1,327

		12/21/2010

		12/23/2010



		244

		Security Benefit Fund of the Uniformed Firefighters Association of New York City

		12/14/2010

		7/1/2011

		23,900

		12/14/2010

		12/23/2010



		245

		SEIU Health and Welfare fund, 2000

		12/1/2010

		12/1/2010

		161

		12/1/2010

		12/23/2010



		246

		Seneca Cayuga ARC*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,187

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		247

		Service Employees 32BJ North Health Benefit Fund*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,020

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		248

		Sierra Video Systems*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		249

		SMEG*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		250

		Strategic Industries*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		251

		Superior Officers Council Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8,950

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		252

		Teamsters Local Union 966 Health Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,519

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		253

		Techno Source USA*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		16

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		254

		The Alternative Living Group, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		170

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		255

		The Arc of Otsego (Otsego County Chapter NYSARC, Inc.)*

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		535

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		256

		The Arc of Rensselaer County*

		12/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		825

		12/14/2010

		12/23/2010



		257

		The City of Cloquet*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		79

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		258

		The Henry Luce Foundation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		259

		The Maritime Aquarium of Norwalk, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		39

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		260

		The Pew Charitable Trusts*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		238

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		261

		The Rehabilitation Center*

		12/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		442

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		262

		The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		223

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		263

		Topco*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		24

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		264

		Totino Grace High School*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		94

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		265

		Urstadt Biddle Properties*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		34

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		266

		W.H. Reaves & Co., Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		267

		Walder, Hayden & Brogan, PA*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		37

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		268

		Walters-Morgan Construction, Inc.

		12/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		26

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		269

		Wellspring Advisors*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		270

		West Bergen Mental Healthcare*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		110

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		271

		Westchester ARC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		613

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		272

		Westchester JCS*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		274

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		273

		Western Beef*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		815

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		274

		Hollow Metal Trust Fund

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,250

		12/9/2010

		12/21/2010



		275

		Theatrical Teamsters Local 817 IBT Welfare Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		487

		11/29/2010

		12/21/2010



		276

		Vestal Manufacturing Enterprises, Inc.

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		174

		11/22/2010

		12/21/2010



		277

		AccessAbility, Inc.

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		25

		12/14/2010

		12/20/2010



		278

		Ackerman Oil Employee Benefit Trust

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		47

		12/10/2010

		12/20/2010



		279

		Albany County Chapter, NYSARC Inc., DBA New Visions of Albany*

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		453

		12/16/2010

		12/20/2010



		280

		American Eagle Outfitters

		11/16/2010

		3/1/2011

		9

		11/26/2010

		12/20/2010



		281

		Basin Disposal

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		12/8/2010

		12/20/2010



		282

		Bengard Ranch, Inc.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		609

		12/9/2010

		12/20/2010



		283

		Bestway Rental, Inc

		10/28/2010

		8/1/2011

		202

		11/26/2010

		12/20/2010



		284

		Big Lots, Inc.

		11/11/2010

		2/1/2011

		35

		12/1/2010

		12/20/2010



		285

		Byrd Harvest, Inc.

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		484

		11/23/2010

		12/20/2010



		286

		Cardinal Hayes Home for Children HRA plan*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		284

		11/30/2010

		12/20/2010



		287

		CDS Administrative Services, LLC

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		11/30/2010

		12/20/2010



		288

		Center for Energy and Environment*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		105

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		289

		City of Brooklyn Park*

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		372

		12/15/2010

		12/20/2010



		290

		D'Arrigo Bros. Co. of California

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,816

		11/19/2010

		12/20/2010



		291

		Defender Services, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		289

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		292

		DineEquity, Inc

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		131

		12/1/2010

		12/20/2010



		293

		Green Leaf Distributors, Inc.

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		11/22/2010

		12/20/2010



		294

		IBEW Local Union No. 728 Family Healthcare Plan

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		31

		12/15/2010

		12/20/2010



		295

		Joseph Gallo Farms

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		345

		11/26/2010

		12/20/2010



		296

		Life Benefit Plan

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,476

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		297

		Luther Automotive Group HRA*

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		660

		12/9/2010

		12/20/2010



		298

		Metrics Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		231

		11/30/2010

		12/20/2010



		299

		Nueces County Appraisal District

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		77

		12/8/2010

		12/20/2010



		300

		Ocean Properties Ltd

		11/23/2010

		2/1/2011

		750

		12/8/2010

		12/20/2010



		301

		P-R Farms, Inc.

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		128

		12/15/2010

		12/20/2010



		302

		SEIU Health & Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,620

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		303

		Sports Arena Employees' Local 137 Welfare Fund

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		611

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		304

		Staywell Saipan Basic Plan

		11/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		113

		12/8/2010

		12/20/2010



		305

		Truck Drivers and Helpers Local 355 Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		905

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		306

		Communications Workers of America, Local 1180 Security Benefits Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		19,000

		12/8/2010

		12/17/2010



		307

		Health and Welfare Fund of the Detectives' Endowment Association, Inc. Police Department City of New York

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		17,924

		11/22/2010

		12/17/2010



		308

		Man-U Service Contract Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		760

		12/14/2010

		12/17/2010



		309

		Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		54

		12/13/2010

		12/17/2010



		310

		SEIU Local 300, Civil Service Forum Employees Welfare Fund

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,000

		12/9/2010

		12/17/2010



		311

		Electrical Welfare Trust Fund

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		78

		12/7/2010

		12/16/2010



		312

		Highmark West Virginia Inc. d/b/a Mountain State Blue Cross Blue Shield

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		270

		12/16/2010

		12/16/2010



		313

		Advocacy and Resource Center*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,134

		11/30/2010

		12/14/2010



		314

		Amalgamated, Industrial and Toy & Novelty Workers of America, Local 223 Sick Benefit Fund

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,255

		11/16/2010

		12/14/2010



		315

		Atlanta Plumbers & Steamfitters Fringe Benefit Funds

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,235

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		316

		Aurora Consulting Group, Inc.*

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		12/1/2010

		12/14/2010



		317

		Brock Enterprises, Inc.

		11/5/2010

		3/1/2011

		1,051

		11/5/2010

		12/14/2010



		318

		Central Texas Health and Benefit Trust Fund Locals 520, 60 & 72

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		500

		12/7/2010

		12/14/2010



		319

		Electricians Health, Welfare & Pension Plans I.B.E.W. Local Union No. 995

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		980

		12/1/2010

		12/14/2010



		320

		Essex County Chapter NYSARC, Inc. dba Mountain Lake Services*

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,543

		12/3/2010

		12/14/2010



		321

		Executive Management Services, Inc.

		11/18/2010

		8/1/2011

		161

		12/3/2010

		12/14/2010



		322

		Florida Laborers Health Fund

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,700

		11/24/2010

		12/14/2010



		323

		Fulton County Chapter NYSARC, Inc.*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,387

		11/30/2010

		12/14/2010



		324

		General Parts, LLC*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		150

		11/30/2010

		12/14/2010



		325

		Greystone program, Inc*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		240

		11/24/2010

		12/14/2010



		326

		Hacienda Harvesting, Inc.

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		118

		12/9/2010

		12/14/2010



		327

		IBEW Local No. 640 and Arizona Chapter NECA Health & Welfare Trust Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		263

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		328

		Lone Star Park at Grand Prairie

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		65

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		329

		Louisiana Electrical Health Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		415

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		330

		Maverick, Inc. Employee Health Care Benefits Plan

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		794

		12/6/2010

		12/14/2010



		331

		Memphis Construction Benefit Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		507

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		332

		Mid-South Carpenters Regional Council Health and Welfare Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		5,465

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		333

		Mountain Lake Services

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,543

		11/17/2010

		12/14/2010



		334

		NECA-IBEW Local 480 Health and Welfare Plan

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,698

		11/22/2010

		12/14/2010



		335

		Plumbers and Pipefitters Welfare Fund of Local Union No. 719

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		480

		11/29/2010

		12/14/2010



		336

		Retiree Plan of the Central States, Southeast and Southwest Areas Health and Welfare Fund

		10/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		17,440

		11/23/2010

		12/14/2010



		337

		Richmond Community Services*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		815

		11/24/2010

		12/14/2010



		338

		Sheet Metal Workers Local No. 177 Health and Welfare, Pension and Vacation Funds

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		965

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		339

		Sheet Metal Workers' National Health Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,500

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		340

		South Central Laborers' Health & Welfare Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		330

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		341

		Southeastern Pipetrades Health & Welfare Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,270

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		342

		Telamon Corporation Health Reimbursement Arrangement*

		11/12/2010

		4/1/2011

		596

		11/12/2010

		12/14/2010



		343

		The ARC of Delaware County*

		11/18/2010

		12/1/2010

		404

		12/1/2010

		12/14/2010



		344

		UFCW Local 1262 and Employers Health & Welfare Fund

		10/29/2010

		12/1/2010

		3,028

		12/6/2010

		12/14/2010



		345

		United Cerebral Palsy of Ulster County, Inc*

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		200

		11/29/2010

		12/14/2010



		346

		Vincent B Zaninovich & Sons, Inc.

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,288

		11/17/2010

		12/14/2010



		347

		Wayne ARC Standalone HRA Section 105 Plan*

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,153

		11/23/2010

		12/14/2010



		348

		Wildwood Program*

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		480

		11/29/2010

		12/14/2010



		349

		Allied Welfare Fund

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,523

		11/8/2010

		12/13/2010



		350

		Becker County Post-Retirement Health Care Savings Plan*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		180

		11/24/2010

		12/13/2010



		351

		Becker County VEBA*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		85

		11/24/2010

		12/13/2010



		352

		FIDUCIA*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		11/30/2010

		12/13/2010



		353

		Triple-S Salud, Inc.

		10/9/2010

		10/1/2010

		14,769

		11/24/2010

		12/13/2010



		354

		B. R. Company

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		11/10/2010

		12/9/2010



		355

		Britz Companies, ET AL

		11/4/2010

		2/1/2011

		531

		11/4/2010

		12/9/2010



		356

		Century Health and Wellness Benefit Plan and Trust

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		524

		12/2/2010

		12/9/2010



		357

		EBSA Foundation

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		220

		12/2/2010

		12/9/2010



		358

		Encore Enterprises

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		29

		12/2/2010

		12/9/2010



		359

		Faurecia USA Holdings

		10/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		11/23/2010

		12/9/2010



		360

		Goodwill Industries of Kentucky, Inc.

		10/29/2010

		12/1/2010

		43

		12/3/2010

		12/9/2010



		361

		Minnesota Cement Masons Health and Welfare Fund

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,000

		11/19/2010

		12/9/2010



		362

		Plumbers Local Union No. 690 of Philadelphia and Vicinity Health Plan

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,006

		11/3/2010

		12/9/2010



		363

		Robert Heath Trucking Inc

		10/7/2010

		1/1/2011

		100

		11/18/2010

		12/9/2010



		364

		Securitas Security Services USA, Inc.

		10/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,528

		12/2/2010

		12/9/2010



		365

		Sunwest Fruit Company, Inc

		11/4/2010

		2/1/2011

		236

		11/4/2010

		12/9/2010



		366

		The Louis Berger Group, Inc.

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		311

		12/1/2010

		12/9/2010



		367

		United Food & Commercial Workers Unions and Employers Midwest Health Benefits Fund

		10/28/2010

		12/1/2010

		821

		12/3/2010

		12/9/2010



		368

		WD Young& Sons, Inc.

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		288

		11/16/2010

		12/9/2010



		369

		Atlantis Casino Resort Spa

		11/4/2010

		2/1/2011

		16

		11/22/2010

		12/7/2010



		370

		United Food and Commercial Workers and Employers Arizona

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		516

		11/27/2010

		12/7/2010



		371

		Act Trust Mini-Med Plan

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		67

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		372

		Allen's Family Food

		10/25/2010

		1/1/2011

		885

		11/17/2010

		12/6/2010



		373

		Anderson Media Corporation

		10/28/2010

		7/1/2011

		1,941

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		374

		Blasters, Drillers &
Miners Union Local No. 29 Welfare Fund

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,000

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		375

		Care Initiatives, Inc.

		10/25/2010

		8/1/2011

		287

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		376

		Cement and Concrete
Workers District Council Welfare Fund Plan

		10/25/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,498

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		377

		COARC*

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		357

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		378

		Construction Workers Local 147 Welfare Fund

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,000

		11/26/2010

		12/6/2010



		379

		Crystal Run Healthcare

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		315

		11/23/2010

		12/6/2010



		380

		Diamondback Management
Services, LTD

		10/25/2010

		1/1/2011

		367

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		381

		Freeman Metal Products

		11/15/2010

		11/1/2011

		33

		11/24/2010

		12/6/2010



		382

		Hardwick Clothes, Inc.

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		264

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		383

		Hronis, Inc.

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,304

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		384

		International Union of
Bricklayers & Allied Craftworkers

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,497

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		385

		Isaacson Isaacson Seridan & Fountain, LLP

		11/19/2010

		6/1/2011

		8

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		386

		Katy Industries, Inc.

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		191

		10/28/2010

		12/6/2010



		387

		Landscape, Irrigation
and Lawn Sprinkler Industry Health and Welfare Plan and Trust

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		210

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		388

		Local 298 Health
Benefit Fund Plan

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		273

		10/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		389

		Local 803 Health and Welfare Fund

		10/25/2010

		11/1/2010

		88

		11/16/2010

		12/6/2010



		390

		Louisiana Laborers
Health and Welfare Fund

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,500

		11/24/2010

		12/6/2010



		391

		M.A. Mortenson

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		332

		11/26/2010

		12/6/2010



		392

		Maple Knoll Communities

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		348

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		393

		Marshall Durbin Food Corporation

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		45

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		394

		Minnesota Teamsters Construction Division

		10/28/2010

		12/1/2010

		1,248

		10/28/2010

		12/6/2010



		395

		Name Brand, Inc.

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		33

		11/23/2010

		12/6/2010



		396

		Oklahoma Goodwill Industries

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		83

		11/17/2010

		12/6/2010



		397

		PepsiCo, Inc

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		301

		12/3/2010

		12/6/2010



		398

		Plumbers & Pipefitters
Local Union 823 Health & Welfare Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		285

		11/18/2010

		12/6/2010



		399

		Plumbers & Steamfitters
Local No. 6 Health and Welfare Fund

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		875

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		400

		Regent Care Center

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		432

		11/17/2010

		12/6/2010



		401

		Rice Food Markets, Inc.

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		202

		11/18/2010

		12/6/2010



		402

		Rice Food Markets, Inc.

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		166

		11/18/2010

		12/6/2010



		403

		Ricker Oil Company

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		102

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		404

		Skilled Health Care

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,080

		11/16/2010

		12/6/2010



		405

		Southwestern Teamsters Security Fund

		10/29/2010

		12/1/2010

		589

		11/23/2010

		12/6/2010



		406

		Teamsters Local
445 Welfare Plan

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		575

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		407

		Teamsters Local 210 Affiliated Health and Insurance Fund

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		10,613

		11/15/2010

		12/6/2010



		408

		Teamsters Welfare Fund of Northern New Jersey Local 1723

		10/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,154

		10/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		409

		The Durango Herald

		10/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		55

		11/17/2010

		12/6/2010



		410

		The Talbots, Inc

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		22

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		411

		Town of Frisco Medical Plan

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		11/1/2010

		12/6/2010



		412

		Tudor Ranch

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		47

		11/12/2010

		12/6/2010



		413

		UNITE HERE Local 74 Welfare and Dental Trust

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		220

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		414

		United Employees
Health Plans

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		11/15/2010

		12/6/2010



		415

		United Food and Commercial Workers
Union Local 1000 and Kroger Dallas Health and Welfare Plan

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,389

		11/30/2010

		12/6/2010



		416

		United Service Employees Union, Local 377, RWDSU, UFCW

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,142

		11/4/2010

		12/6/2010



		417

		WageWorks, Inc

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		50,000

		11/24/2010

		12/6/2010



		418

		IBEW Local 613 and Contributing Employers Family Health Plan (Union)

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		8,500

		11/17/2010

		12/3/2010



		419

		Advantage Benefits Company, LLC

		11/12/2010

		12/1/2010

		57

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		420

		Aerospace Contractors' Trust**

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,072

		12/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		421

		AJFC Community Action Plan**

		10/13/2010

		10/1/2011

		215

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		422

		Altisource Portfolio Solutions

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		200

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		423

		American Heritage Life Insurance Company

		10/15/2010

		12/1/10-9/1/11

		69,945

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		424

		Americare Properties, Inc.

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		547

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		425

		AMN Healthcare

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,440

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		426

		Andrews Transport L.P.**

		11/2/2010

		9/1/2011

		154

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		427

		Anoka Hennepin Credit Union* **

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		428

		APWU Health Plan Conversion Plan

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		518

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		429

		Aspen Snowmass**

		10/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		376

		11/10/2010

		11/23/2010



		430

		ATCO Rubber Products, Inc

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		185

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		431

		Baylor County Hospital District

		10/20/2010

		10/20/2010

		208

		11/12/1010

		11/23/2010



		432

		Belk Farms**

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		34

		11/4/2010

		11/23/2010



		433

		Bricklayers Local 1 of MD, VA and DC

		11/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,985

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		434

		Cardon & Associates, Inc**

		11/8/2010

		3/1/2011

		342

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		435

		Catholic Charities of the Diocese of Ogdensburg

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		30

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		436

		Central Mills**

		10/19/2010

		6/1/2011

		300

		11/10/2010

		11/23/2010



		437

		Civil Service Bar Association Security Benefit Fund**

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,515

		11/10/2010

		11/23/2010



		438

		Cotton Belt Inc.**

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		34

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		439

		CPC Logistics Health & Welfare Plan**

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		5,815

		11/24/2010

		11/23/2010



		440

		Delmarva United Food and Commercial Workers**

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,405

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		441

		Dole Food Company**

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,946

		11/10/2010

		11/23/2010



		442

		EchoStar**

		11/8/2010

		3/1/2011

		156

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		443

		First Acceptance Corporation

		11/9/2010

		7/1/2011

		864

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		444

		Fontanese Folts Aubrecht Ernst Architects, PC**

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		12/7/2010

		11/23/2010



		445

		Forest Products Inc. Group Health Plan**

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		122

		11/1/2010

		11/23/2010



		446

		Fruhauf Uniform Direct Labor

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		159

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		447

		Golden State Bulb Growers, Inc.**

		10/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		300

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		448

		Greater Kansas City Laborers Welfare Fund**

		10/21/2010

		11/1/2010

		2,398

		10/21/2010

		11/23/2010



		449

		Grower's Transport LLC

		10/26/2010

		12/1/2010

		25

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		450

		Heartland Automotive**

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		661

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		451

		Helfman Enterprises, Inc.**

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		90

		12/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		452

		Hoosier Stamping and Manufacturing Corp.

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		14

		10/20/2010

		11/23/2010



		453

		Horizon Bay Realty LLC**

		11/12/2010

		4/1/2011

		949

		11/11/2010

		11/23/2010



		454

		I.B.E.W. Local 1249 Insurance Fund**

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,104

		11/5/2010

		11/23/2010



		455

		Ingomar Packing Company, LLC

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		150

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		456

		Integra Healthcare, Inc. (Integrity Home Care)**

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		258

		11/4/2010

		11/23/2010



		457

		International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers**

		11/12/2010

		Varies

		315

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		458

		International Brotherhood of Trade Unions Health and Welfare Fund - Local 713

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		861

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		459

		International Union of Operating Engineers Local 295-295C Welfare Trust Fund**

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		42

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		460

		International union of Operating Engineers, Local Union Number 137**

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,250

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		461

		Iron Workers Local Union #28 Health and Welfare Fund**

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		570

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		462

		Lamanuzzi & Pantaleo**

		11/9/2011

		1/1/2011

		52

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		463

		Living Resources**

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		553

		11/11/2010

		11/23/2010



		464

		Local 1102 Amalgamated Welfare Fund

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,384

		10/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		465

		Local 1102 Health & Benefit Fund

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,642

		10/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		466

		Local 1102 Welfare Fund-- Lerner Employees

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		245

		10/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		467

		Local 272 Welfare Fund**

		10/28/2010

		12/1/2010

		12,000

		10/28/2010

		11/23/2010



		468

		Local 338 Affiliated Benefit Funds

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		18,209

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		469

		Madelia Community Hospital**

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		38

		11/23/2010

		11/23/2010



		470

		Max Homes, Loc**

		10/27/2010

		10/1/2010

		759

		11/11/2010

		11/23/2010



		471

		Medical Development Corporation**

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		105

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		472

		Mesa Air Group**

		11/1/2010

		4/1/2011

		1,915

		11/1/2010

		11/23/2010



		473

		Mesa Packing**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		39

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		474

		Michigan Conference of Teamsters Welfare Fund**

		11/12/2010

		4/1/2011

		2,323

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		475

		Minnesota and North Dakota Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers**

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,876

		11/3/2010

		11/23/2010



		476

		Mission Linen Supply

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		541

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		477

		NFI Industries

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		945

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		478

		Operating Engineers Local 835 Health and Welfare Fund

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		576

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		479

		Opportunity Resources, Inc. Health and Welfare Plan

		11/2/2010

		12/1/2010

		27

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		480

		Orange County AHRC* **

		11/18/2010

		7/1/2011

		1,134

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		481

		Orscheln Industries

		10/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		547

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		482

		Pacific Risk Management**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		3

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		483

		Pearson Candy Company

		10/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		204

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		484

		Pinnacle PRM**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		58

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		485

		Plumbers and Pipefitters Local 430 Health and Welfare Fund**

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,035

		11/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		486

		Progressive Logistics Services**

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,248

		11/4/2010

		11/23/2010



		487

		Pure Air Filter Sales & Service**

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		136

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		488

		Rancho Maria PRM**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		28

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		489

		Reiter Affiliated Companies**

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,474

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		490

		Retail, Wholesale & Dept. Store Union Local 1034 Welfare Fund

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		483

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		491

		Rio Farms PRM**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		317

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		492

		Sensient Technologies Corp.

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		94

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		493

		Service Employees International Union Local 1 Cleveland Welfare Fund

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		520

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		494

		SFN Group

		11/9/2010

		5/1/2011

		1,420

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		495

		Sheet Metal Workers Funds of Local Union 38**

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		913

		11/3/2010

		11/23/2010



		496

		SMWIA 28**

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6,517

		11/1/2010

		11/23/2010



		497

		Southeast OBGYN, PC* **

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		20

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		498

		Southern CA Pipe Trades Trust Fund

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		12,700

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		499

		Southern Operators Health Fund**

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,415

		12/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		500

		Stonebridge Hospitality Associates**

		11/17/2010

		2/1/2011

		17

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		501

		Sun Healthcare Group, Inc.

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,200

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		502

		Teamsters Local 522 Welfare Fund Roofers Division

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		270

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		503

		Teamsters Local Union 72 Welfare Fund**

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,650

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		504

		Telesis Management Corporation

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		148

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		505

		Texas Carpenters and Millwrights Health and Welfare Fund

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		4729

		10/28/2010

		11/23/2010



		506

		The Mentor Network

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		6,843

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		507

		The Wada Farms, Inc.

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		130

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		508

		The Wilks Group, Inc. dba Ashley Furniture Homestore

		11/12/2010

		12/1/2010

		8

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		509

		The Wright Travel Agency**

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		19

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		510

		Town of Grand Island* **

		11/19/2010

		12/1/2010

		84

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		511

		Trans-System, Inc.

		10/19/2010

		12/1/2010

		232

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		512

		True Leaf Farms**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		139

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		513

		UFCW Local 371 Amalgamated Welfare Fund**

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,800

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		514

		United Crafts Benefits Fund**

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,017

		11/1/2010

		11/23/2010



		515

		United Food & Commercial Workers Unions and Employers Local No. 348 Health & Welfare Fund**

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		13,663

		10/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		516

		United Food and Commercial Workers Local 1445 New Hampshire

		10/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		148

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		517

		United Food and Commercial Workers Local 1459 and Contributing Employers Health and Welfare Fund**

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		518

		United Food and Commercial Workers Local 464a**

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		8,228

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		519

		United Food and Commercial Workers Local 911**

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		582

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		520

		Varsity Contractors, Inc.

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		198

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		521

		Waffle House

		10/20/2010

		6/1/2011

		3,947

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		522

		Weckworth Manufacturing**

		11/12/2010

		12/1/2010

		65

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		523

		Western Express, Inc.

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,287

		11/5/2010

		11/23/2010



		524

		Western Harvesting  PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		28

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		525

		WG Yates and Sons Construction Company**

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		52

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		526

		World Class Automotive**

		10/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		550

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		527

		Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation**

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		501

		10/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		528

		Alaska Pipe Trade U.A. Local 367 Health and Security Trust**

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		93

		11/5/2010

		11/15/2010



		529

		Amalgamated National Health Fund

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		24,739

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		530

		American Farms, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,163

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		531

		American Growers Cooling, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		97

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		532

		AUTO, LP, dba AutoInc. Health Benefit Plan**

		10/20/2010

		11/1/2010

		145

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		533

		Better Way Partners, LLC**

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		93

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		534

		Big Valley Labor, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		535

		CB Harvesting, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		62

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		536

		City of Rockwall**

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		168

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		537

		Cocopah Nurseries, Inc.

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		75

		11/15/2010

		11/15/2010



		538

		Express Harvesting, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		166

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		539

		Fallen Oak Packing, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		37

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		540

		FirstCarolinaCare Insurance Company on behalf of Longworth Industries

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		36

		10/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		541

		Foot Locker, Inc.**

		10/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		424

		11/5/2010

		11/15/2010



		542

		Fresh Express

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,033

		11/7/2010

		11/15/2010



		543

		G&H Farms, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		146

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		544

		Gill Ranch, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		157

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		545

		Gill Transport, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		67

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		546

		Gills Onions, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		295

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		547

		Green Valley Farm Supply, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		29

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		548

		Greencroft Communities

		9/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		150

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		549

		Growers Express, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		44

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		550

		Hall Management Group, Inc.**

		9/30/2010

		12/1/2010

		226

		11/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		551

		IH Services**

		10/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		339

		11/5/2010

		11/15/2010



		552

		Independent Group Home Living Program, Inc.

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		39

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		553

		King City Nursery, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		93

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		554

		Meijer Health Benefits Plan/Primary Care Option

		10/25/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,436

		10/25/2010

		11/15/2010



		555

		Mission Ranches, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		368

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		556

		Moore's Retread & Tire of the Ark-La-Tex, Inc.

		10/20/2010

		11/1/2010

		66

		11/5/2010

		11/15/2010



		557

		NOITU Insurance Trust Fund**

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,309

		11/12/2010

		11/15/2010



		558

		Payroll Solutions

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		382

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		559

		Plumbers and Pipefitters Local No. 630 Welfare Fund

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,166

		11/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		560

		Seco Packing

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		104

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		561

		Transcorr

		10/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		578

		11/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		562

		United Food and Commercial Workers Union Local 1000

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,855

		11/12/2010

		11/15/2010



		563

		United Wire, Metal & Machine Health & Welfare Fund**

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,955

		11/12/2010

		11/15/2010



		564

		Western Growers Assurance Trust

		9/30/2010

		7/1/2011

		18,858

		11/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		565

		Wisconsin United Food & Commercial Workers Unions and Employers Health Plan**

		10/14/2010

		12/1/2010

		775

		11/12/2010

		11/15/2010



		566

		1199SEIU Greater New York Benefit Fund

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,544

		10/8/2010

		11/5/2010



		567

		A. Duda & Sons, Inc.

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		62

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		568

		Adecco Group, Inc.

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		5,760

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		569

		Biomedic Corporation

		10/12/2010

		12/1/2010

		202

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		570

		Buffets, Inc.

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,483

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		571

		Carington Health System

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,327

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		572

		Cleveland Bakers Teamsters

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,000

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		573

		Club Chef LLC

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		282

		10/26/2010

		11/5/2010



		574

		Columbia Sussex Mgmt, LLC

		10/7/2010

		1/1/2011

		629

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		575

		CRST International Inc.

		10/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,600

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		576

		Darr Equipment, Co.

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		105

		10/26/2010

		11/5/2010



		577

		DC Cement Masons Welfare Fund

		10/22/2010

		11/1/2010

		225

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		578

		Deaconess Long Term Care

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		194

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		579

		Diamond Comic Distributors, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		37

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		580

		ECOM Atlantic, Inc.

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		81

		10/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		581

		FW Walton, Inc.

		10/15/2010

		12/1/2010

		38

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		582

		G4S Secure Solutions

		10/11/2010

		11/1/2010

		7602

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		583

		GC Services, L.P. & First Community Bancshares, Inc.

		10/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		1936

		10/15/2010

		11/5/2010



		584

		Guardsmark, LLC

		10/4/2010

		2/1/2011

		8,086

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		585

		Indiana Teamsters Health Benefits Fund

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		500

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		586

		Knox County Association for Retarded Citizens

		10/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		96

		10/25/2010

		11/5/2010



		587

		Laundry and Dry Cleaning Workers Local No. 52

		10/6/2010

		Varies

		1,547

		10/21/2010

		11/5/2010



		588

		Mars Super Markets, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		7/1/2011

		174

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		589

		MPS Group, Inc.

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,253

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		590

		Nexion Health

		10/21/2010

		11/1/2011

		1449

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		591

		Noodles & Company

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		159

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		592

		Pharmaca Integrative Pharmacy

		10/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		50

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		593

		Quality Integrated Services, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		354

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		594

		RE Rabalais Constructors, LTD

		10/13/2010

		12/1/2010

		70

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		595

		RREMC LLC

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		62

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		596

		Security Forces Inc.

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		225

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		597

		Shirkey Nursing

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		205

		10/26/2010

		11/5/2010



		598

		Social Service Employees Union Local 371

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		34,000

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		599

		Spindle, Cooling, & Warehouse

		10/5/2010

		11/1/2010

		89

		10/27/2010

		11/5/2010



		600

		Strauss Discount Auto

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		401

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		601

		Sunburst Hospitality

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		197

		11/5/2010

		11/5/2010



		602

		Susser Holding Corp

		10/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,245

		10/6/2010

		11/5/2010



		603

		Telescope Casual Furniture

		9/27/2010

		10/1/2010

		32

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		604

		Teletech Holdings, Inc.

		10/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,083

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		605

		The Brinkman Corporation

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		163

		9/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		606

		The LDF Companies

		10/7/2010

		1/1/2011

		210

		10/30/210

		11/5/2010



		607

		United Food and Commercial Workers Union (Mount Laurel, NJ)

		10/21/2010

		11/1/2010

		4100

		10/25/2010

		11/5/2010



		608

		United Food and Commercial Workers Union Local 1459

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,400

		10/14/2010

		11/5/2010



		609

		Universal Orlando

		10/15/2010

		4/1/2011

		668

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		610

		Valley Services, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		927

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		611

		United Food and Commercial Workers and Participating Employers Interstate Health and Welfare Fund

		10/15/2010

		5/1/2011

		9,780

		10/28/2010

		11/4/2010



		612

		Protocol Marketing Group

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		454

		10/25/2010

		11/1/2010



		613

		Sasnak

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		813

		9/29/2010

		11/1/2010



		614

		Star Tek

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,423

		10/26/2010

		11/1/2010



		615

		Adventist Care Centers

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		725

		10/26/2010

		10/29/2010



		616

		B.E.S.T of NY

		10/7/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,200

		10/27/2010

		10/29/2010



		617

		Boskovich Farms, Inc

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		165

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		618

		Café Enterprises, Inc.

		10/7/2010

		2/1/2011

		306

		10/7/2010

		10/29/2010



		619

		Capital District Physicians

		9/22/2010

		Varies

		23,314

		10/20/2010

		10/29/2010



		620

		FleetPride, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		263

		10/8/2010

		10/29/2010



		621

		Gallegos Corp

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		86

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		622

		Hensley Industries, Inc.

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		357

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		623

		Jeffords Steel and Engineering

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		112

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		624

		Laborers' International Union of North America Local Union No. 616 Health and Welfare Plan

		10/19/2010

		11/1/2010

		188

		10/19/2010

		10/29/2010



		625

		O.K. Industries

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,238

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		626

		Service Employees Benefit Fund

		10/12/2010

		11/1/2010

		1,297

		10/29/2010

		10/29/2010



		627

		Sun Pacific Farming Coop

		10/6/2010

		12/1/2010

		1,109

		10/6/2010

		10/29/2010



		628

		SunWorld International, LLC

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		686

		10/25/2010

		10/29/2010



		629

		UFCW Allied Trade Health & Welfare Trust

		10/5/2010

		12/1/2010

		68

		10/25/2010

		10/29/2010



		630

		United Food and Commercial Workers Union Local 1995

		10/12/2010

		11/1/2010

		2,779

		10/27/2010

		10/29/2010



		631

		HCR Manor Care

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,666

		10/26/2010

		10/28/2010



		632

		IBEW No.915

		9/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		930

		10/15/2010

		10/28/2010



		633

		Integra BMS for Culp, Inc.

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		34

		10/25/2010

		10/28/2010



		634

		New England Health Care Employees Welfare Fund †

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,454

		10/26/2010

		10/28/2010



		635

		Wiliamson-Dickie Manufacturing Company

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		100

		10/5/2010

		10/28/2010



		636

		Aegis Security Insurance Company †

		10/6/2010

		11/1/2010

		67

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		637

		Alliance One Tobacco

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		138

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		638

		Asbestos Workers Local 53 Welfare Fund

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		639

		Assurant Health (2nd Application)

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		19,024

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		640

		Captain Elliot's Party Boats

		10/12/2010

		11/1/2010

		10

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		641

		Carlson Restaurants

		9/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,381

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		642

		CH Guenther & Son

		9/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		300

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		643

		CKM Industries dba Miller Environmental

		10/5/2010

		11/1/2010

		34

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		644

		Caribbean Workers’ Voluntary Employees’ Beneficiary Health and Welfare Plan †

		10/14/2010

		10/1/2010

		4,500

		10/18/2010

		10/26/2010



		645

		Darden Restaurants

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		34,000

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		646

		Duarte Nursery

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		283

		10/19/2010

		10/26/2010



		647

		Employees Security Fund

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		22

		9/29/2010

		10/26/2010



		648

		Florida Trowel Trades

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		297

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		649

		Ingles Markets

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		917

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		650

		Meijer

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,873

		10/1/2010

		10/26/2010



		651

		O'Reilly Auto Parts

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		9,722

		9/23/2010

		10/26/2010



		652

		Plumbers & Pipefitters Local 123 Welfare Fund

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		534

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		653

		Sun Belt

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010

		114

		10/20/2010

		10/26/2010



		654

		UFCW Local 227

		10/12/2010

		11/1/2010

		1,125

		10/12/2010

		10/26/2010



		655

		Uncle Julio's

		9/30/2010

		11/1/2010

		115

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		656

		United Group

		9/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		177

		10/19/2010

		10/26/2010



		657

		US Imaging

		10/11/2010

		11/1/2010

		148

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		658

		Vino Farms

		10/8/2010

		11/1/2010

		152

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		659

		AdvantaStaff, Inc. †

		9/20/2010

		9/1/2011

		52

		9/20/2010

		10/21/2010



		660

		Agricare

		9/23/2010

		11/1/2010

		437

		9/23/2010

		10/21/2010



		661

		Alaska Seafood

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		262

		10/15/2010

		10/21/2010



		662

		American Fidelity

		9/22/2010

		10/23/2010

		9,358

		10/14/2010

		10/21/2010



		663

		Convergys

		9/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,400

		9/20/2010

		10/21/2010



		664

		Darensberries

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,450

		9/28/2010

		10/21/2010



		665

		Gowan Company

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		225

		9/27/2010

		10/21/2010



		666

		Greystar

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,747

		10/13/2010

		10/21/2010



		667

		Macayo Restaurants

		9/22/2010

		12/1/2010

		46

		10/18/2010

		10/21/2010



		668

		Periodical Services

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		464

		9/27/2010

		10/21/2010



		669

		UniFirst

		9/23/2010

		9/1/2011

		2,659

		10/14/2010

		10/21/2010



		670

		Universal Forest Products

		9/23/2011

		5/1/2011

		1,738

		10/19/2010

		10/21/2010



		671

		UFCW Maximus Local 455

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		59

		10/18/2010

		10/18/2010



		672

		American Habilitation Services, Inc. †

		9/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		400

		10/12/2010

		10/14/2010



		673

		GuideStone Financial Resources

		9/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		354

		9/21/2010

		10/14/2010



		674

		Local 25 SEIU

		9/29/2010

		10/1/2010

		31,000

		10/7/2010

		10/14/2010



		675

		MAUSER Corp.

		9/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		47

		9/24/2010

		10/14/2010



		676

		Preferred Care, Inc.

		9/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		918

		9/15/2010

		10/14/2010



		677

		Ruby Tuesday

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,219

		10/8/2010

		10/14/2010



		678

		The Dixie Group, Inc.

		8/27/2010

		6/19/2011

		269

		10/12/2010

		10/14/2010



		679

		UFCW Local 1262

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		5,390

		9/20/2010

		10/14/2010



		680

		Whelan Security Company

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		287

		10/12/2010

		10/14/2010



		681

		AMF Bowling Worldwide

		9/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		295

		10/7/2010

		10/12/2010



		682

		Assisted Living Concepts

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,174

		9/17/2010

		10/12/2010



		683

		Case & Associates

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		87

		9/17/2010

		10/12/2010



		684

		GPM Investments

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		275

		9/17/2010

		10/12/2010



		685

		Grace Living Centers

		9/14/2010

		10/1/2010

		534

		9/14/2010

		10/12/2010



		686

		Mountaire Corporation †

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,074

		9/17/2010

		10/12/2010



		687

		Swift Spinning

		9/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		240

		9/16/2010

		10/12/2010



		688

		Belmont Village

		9/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		785

		10/4/2010

		10/8/2010



		689

		Caliber Services

		9/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		606

		9/13/2010

		10/8/2010



		690

		Cracker Barrel

		9/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		16,823

		9/17/2010

		10/8/2010



		691

		DISH Network

		9/13/2010

		3/1/2011

		3,597

		9/23/2010

		10/8/2010



		692

		Groendyke Transport,  Inc

		9/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,322

		9/2/2010

		10/8/2010



		693

		Pocono Medical Center

		9/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,298

		9/24/2010

		10/8/2010



		694

		Regis Corporation

		9/10/2010

		3/1/2011

		3,617

		10/1/2010

		10/8/2010



		695

		The Pictsweet Co.

		9/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		694

		9/13/2010

		10/8/2010



		696

		Diversified Interiors

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010

		300

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010



		697

		Local 802 Musicians Health Fund

		9/29/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,801

		9/29/2010

		10/1/2010



		698

		MCS Life Insurance Company †

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		6,635

		9/23/2010

		10/1/2010



		699

		The Buccaneer

		9/22/2010

		10/1/2010

		125

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010



		700

		CIGNA

		9/17/2010

		9/26/2010

		265,000

		9/30/2010

		9/30/2010



		701

		Greater Metropolitan Hotel

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,200

		9/24/2010

		9/30/2010



		702

		Local 17 Hospitality Benefit Fund

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		881

		9/24/2010

		9/30/2010



		703

		GSC-ILA

		9/15/2010

		10/1/2010

		298

		9/15/2010

		9/28/2010



		704

		The Allied Industries Health Fund

		9/13/2010

		10/1/2010

		127

		9/13/2010

		9/27/2010



		705

		Harden Healthcare

		9/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		874

		9/29/2010

		9/27/2010



		706

		Vernon Sheltered Workshop, Inc. Health and Welfare Plan #501

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		41

		9/16/2010

		9/27/2010



		707

		I.U.P.A.T

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		875

		9/23/2010

		9/27/2010



		708

		Sanderson Plumbing Products, Inc.

		9/22/2010

		10/1/2010

		326

		9/22/2010

		9/27/2010



		709

		Transport Workers

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		107

		9/23/2010

		9/27/2010



		710

		United Federation of Teachers Welfare Fund

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		351,000

		9/27/2010

		9/27/2010



		711

		Aegis

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		162

		9/21/2010

		9/24/2010



		712

		Aetna

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		209,423

		9/16/2010

		9/24/2010



		713

		Allflex

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		34

		9/22/2010

		9/24/2010



		714

		Baptist Retirement

		9/10/2010

		10/1/2010

		127

		9/17/2010

		9/24/2010



		715

		BCS Insurance

		9/13/2010

		9/24/2010

		115,000

		9/22/2010

		9/24/2010



		716

		Cryogenic

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		19

		9/20/2010

		9/24/2010



		717

		Fowler Packing Co.

		9/8/2010

		10/1/2010

		39

		9/17/2010

		9/24/2010



		718

		Guy C. Lee Mfg.

		9/15/2010

		10/1/2010

		312

		9/15/2010

		9/24/2010



		719

		HealthPort

		9/17/2010

		10/1/2010

		608

		9/17/2010

		9/24/2010



		720

		Jack in the Box

		9/17/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,130

		9/21/2010

		9/24/2010



		721

		Maritime Association

		9/17/2010

		10/1/2010

		500

		9/21/2010

		9/24/2010



		722

		Maverick County

		9/21/2010

		10/1/2010

		1

		9/23/2010

		9/24/2010



		723

		Metropolitan D.C. Paving Industry Employees Health and Welfare Fund

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		550

		9/20/2010

		9/24/2010



		724

		PMPS-ILA

		9/19/2010

		10/1/2010

		15

		9/23/2010

		9/24/2010



		725

		PS-ILA

		9/19/2010

		10/1/2010

		8

		9/23/2010

		9/24/2010



		726

		QK/DRD (Denny's)

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		65

		9/22/2010

		9/24/2010



		727

		Reliance Standard

		9/14/2010

		10/1/2010

		33,377

		9/14/2010

		9/24/2010



		728

		Tri-Pak

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		26

		9/20/2010

		9/24/2010



		729

		United Agricultural Benefit Trust ††

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		17,347

		9/17/2010

		9/24/2010



		 

		Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		2,189,636

		 

		 





*Indicates a Health Reimbursement Arrangement (HRA).  An HRA is an employer-funded plan that reimburses employees for medical care expenses.

**Application approved in November, but posted January 26, 2011.

† Applicant name corrected on February 1, 2011.

†† Plan effective date corrected on February 1, 2011. 

 

State-Mandated Policies: Approved Applications for Waiver of the Annual Limits Requirements

Updated 1/26/2011

In some states, issuers offer policies with annual limits below the minimum requirements in order to comply with state laws. These state laws require issuers to market a standardized policy that includes an annual limit well below the restricted annual limits. In such instances, states may apply for a waiver of the restricted annual limits on behalf of issuers of state-mandated policies if state law required the policies to be offered by the issuers prior to September 23, 2010.  Although the state may apply on the issuers’ behalf, the application must still satisfy the standard that compliance by the issuers would result in a “significant decrease in access to benefits” or a “significant increase in premiums.”

		 

		States/Plans Covered Under the State Application

		Application
Received

		Plan
Effective
Date

		Number
of
Enrollees

		Application
Completed by
Applicant

		Waiver
Approved



		730

		Massachusetts

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		Fallon Community Health Plan's Young Adult Plans

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		890

		9/20/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		HNE Young Adult Plan High and HNE Young Adult Plan Low

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		60

		9/20/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		Harvard Pilgrim Pulse Plan

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,467

		9/20/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		Neighborhood Health Plan's Young Adult Plans

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,003

		9/20/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		Tufts Health Plan

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		124

		9/24/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		MA Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		3,544

		 

		 



		 

		Neighborhood Health Plan's Young Adult Plans

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,003

		1,003

		9/27/2010



		 

		Tufts Health Plan

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		124

		9/24/2010

		9/27/2010



		 

		MA Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		3,544

		 

		 



		731

		New Jersey

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		Aetna

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		285

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Amerihealth

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		4,111

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Celtic Insurance Company

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		1

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		CIGNA

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		2

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		HealthNet

		11/29/2010

		9/23/2010

		13

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Horizon BC/BS of NJ

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		55,127

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Oxford Health Insurance

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		8,896

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		NJ Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		68,435

		 

		 



		732

		Ohio

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		Aetna Health Inc

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		231

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		American Medical Security Life Ins Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		American Natl Life Ins Co of TX

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		1

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		American Republic Insurance Company

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Celtic Insurance Company

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		1

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Community Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		92

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Companion Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Coventry Health & Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Freedom Life Ins. Co. of America

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		3

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Golden Rule Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		25

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Health Plan the Upper OH Valley

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		57

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Humana Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		46

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Independence American Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		John Alden Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of Ohio

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		347

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Madison National Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		McKinley Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		25

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Medical Mutual of OH

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		74

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Mennonite Mutual Aid Association

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		3

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Mid West National Life Ins Co. of TN

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		National Found Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Pekin Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		161

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Reserve National Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Standard Life & Accident Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Standard Security Life Ins. Co. of NY

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Summa Ins Co. Inc.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		154

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Time Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		World Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		OH Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		1,286

		 

		 



		733

		Tennessee

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		Blue Cross Blue Shield of TN

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		20,205

		9/17/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		TN Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		20,205

		 

		 



		 

		Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		93,470

		 

		 













		









Employer                     1,714,100                   157,194,100
Individual                    156,600                       13,995,800
Medicaid                     505,000                       42,326,300
Medicare                    502,300                       37,183,500
 
Uninsured                    Oklahoma                   United States
 
Total population          3,550,203                    307,006,550
Total uninsured           564,700                       45,700,000
 
Breakdown of Uninsured as of 2009
 
Oklahoma

 
Total                            16% of total population
Children (age 0-18)     10.4% of OK child population
Adults (over age 18)   22% of OK adult population
 
United States
 
Total                            15.4% of total U.S. population
Children (age 0-18)     10% of U.S. child population
Adults (over age 18)   17% of U.S. adult population
 
 
SoonerCare (Medicaid) Enrollment as of May 2011
 
Aged/Blind/Disabled (ABD)

Children          19,523 (2.68%)
Adults              129,423 (17.76%)

 
Children/Parents
            Children          456,756 (62.69%)
            Adults              65,667 (9.01%)
 
Other (child custody, refugee, Qualified Medicare Beneficiary, DDSD Supported Living, etc.)
            Children          172 (0.02%)

Adults              20,097 (2.76%)
 
Oklahoma Cares         1,659 (0.23%)
(Breast & Cervical Cancer)
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SoonerPlan                  34,909 (4.79%)
(Family Planning)
 
TEFRA                          388 (0.05%)
 
Total Enrollment         728,594
 
State Medicaid Funding:
 
2010 Total Expenditures:                                                        $4,350,788,295
Federal Share:                                                                         $2,667,539,569
Other (ARRA, Tobacco Funds, Drug Rebate, etc.):                 $508,946,267
State Share/OHCA:                                                                 $938,718,686
State Share/Other Agencies:                                                  $235,583,773
 
Projected PPACA State Spending Increases:
 
2014 - $41,555,544
2020 -$441,172,419
 
Projected PPACA Total Program Cost Increases (State and Federal):
 
2014 – $605,207,000
2020 - $4,449,280,343
 
Background Information on Waivers:
 
The information provided below has come from recent news reports and provides a snap
shot; I am conducting research and hope to provide you with a comprehensive list of all
waivers soon. The ATTACHMENT summarizes the process for which an entity (State,
employer or insurer) can apply for a waiver and it also includes a list of waivers approved for
2011.  It has been provided by the US Dept. of Health and Human Services and was last
updated in January of this year.

 
-          As of the beginning of June it is being reported that the Administration has granted

a number of waivers easing requirements of the new health care law with regard to
insurance regulations.  Most of the waivers relate to annual coverage limits
(unlimited mandate as of 2014) and the provision that requires insurance companies
to spend at least 80 percent of the premiums they collect on medical care and
quality rather than overhead or profits. 
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-          Some states have also submitted waivers dealing with Medicaid requirements.
-          Arizona and New Jersey have submitted waivers to tighten Medicaid eligibility for

adults.
-          Florida, New Jersey, Ohio and Tennessee have been granted temporary waivers

allowing individuals in their states to keep insurance plans with limited annual
coverage. To qualify for this waiver, states, employers or insurers must demonstrate
that compliance with the federal requirement would cause “a significant increase in
premiums or a decrease in access to benefits.”

-          Maine, New Hampshire and Nevada have been granted waivers allowing them to
adjust the Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) the 80 percent standard to a lower percentage
such as 65 percent.

-          Rhode Island has been granted the broadest waiver to date.  In 2008, Governor
Carcieri tasked his Secretary of Health and Human Services, Gary Alexander, to apply
for a “Global Consumer Choice Compact Waiver” from the federal government. 
Rhode Island’s waiver is not quite a block grant. It preserves the FMAP, but caps
aggregate federal and state spending through 2013 at $12.075 billion. Nevertheless,
it appears to have had the results one would expect from a block grant. Spending
has plummeted from what was anticipated. Through the first six quarters of the
waiver (January 1, 2009, through June 30, 2010) actual spending was only $2.7
billion versus $3.8 billion budgeted, according to an analysis produced by Secretary
Alexander last December.  However, this was approved under the Bush
Administration and HHS has stated that they are not likely to approve similar waivers
from other states.

-          A number of entities including employers, insurers and union plans (Examples:
McDonalds and United Federation of Teachers) were granted one year waivers
allowing them to continue to offer minimal coverage below the new laws standards.

-          There are apparently few Oklahoma entities that have applied for insurance related
waivers (a couple of companies and at least one tribe), but I am still trying to track
them down.

 
 
 
 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Katie Altshuler; Mary Fallin
Cc: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: PPACA/Supreme Court Ruling MEMO & Materials ATTACHED
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 3:30:51 PM
Attachments: Updated PPACA Info. Post SC.pdf
Importance: High

I have ATTACHED some newly provided materials:
 

1)       PPACA Provisions & Critical Action Steps for State Consideration, provided by the OK Health
Dept.

2)       Statistics Related to Medicaid Expansion, provided by the OK Health Care Authority
3)       RGA Letter to President Obama

 
I will include these materials in your NGA Executive Committee briefing book.
 
Thank you, Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2012 5:05 PM
To: Mary Fallin
Cc: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: PPACA/Supreme Court Ruling MEMO & Materials ATTACHED
Importance: High
 
I have ATTACHED a memo regarding the Supreme Court ruling on PPACA, major decision points and
a timeline. I have also ATTACHED a number of materials (including news articles and press
statements) in relation to the memo.
 
For your information we have staff level and agency director meetings scheduled for July 9 and 10
with the Health Dept., OHCA, Insurance Dept. and CIO to walk through options and next steps. We
will keep you posted with regard to any new developments.
 
 
Thank you, Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Mary Fallin
Cc: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: PPACA/Supreme Court Ruling MEMO & Materials ATTACHED
Date: Monday, July 02, 2012 5:04:33 PM
Attachments: PPACA Supremem Court Ruling Memo.pdf
Importance: High

I have ATTACHED a memo regarding the Supreme Court ruling on PPACA, major decision points and
a timeline. I have also ATTACHED a number of materials (including news articles and press
statements) in relation to the memo.
 
For your information we have staff level and agency director meetings scheduled for July 9 and 10
with the Health Dept., OHCA, Insurance Dept. and CIO to walk through options and next steps. We
will keep you posted with regard to any new developments.
 
 
Thank you, Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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Audrey Rockwell

From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2012 3:48 PM
To: Andrew Silvestri

PPACA Supreme Court Ruling Summary 
 

∙         The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of a vast majority of the Affordable Care Act. 

  

∙         Individual Mandate:  The court upheld the constitutionality of the mandate as a permissible tax 

under the tax and spending clause.  Chief Justice Roberts wrote, “The Commerce power does not 

authorize the mandate…instead the government asks us to read the mandate not as ordering 

individuals to buy insurance, but rather as imposing a tax on those who do not buy that product.” 

(Roberts, 30‐31) 

  
∙         Medicaid Expansion:  The Medicaid expansion was found unconstitutional because it threatens 

existing Medicaid funding for failure to comply.  “When Congress threatens to terminate other grants 

as a means of pressuring states to accept a spending clause program, the legislation runs counter to 

this nation’s system of federalism.” (Roberts, 47) 

  
∙         State Impact:  The invalidation of the Medicaid expansion does not invalidate the law.  It does, 

however, mean that states will have a new choice as to whether or not to participate in the Medicaid 

expansion.    

 

Outstanding Major Policy Decisions 

 

1) Expand Medicaid under the PPACA provisions or opt out? 

 
 

 Expanding Oklahoma’s SoonerCare program under the federal guidance would make health care 

benefits available to an estimated 200,000 newly qualified adults, aged 19 to 64, with household 

incomes at or below 133 percent (or up to 138%) of the federal poverty level. (For example, a single 

adult could make up to $15,414 a year, or a family of three would qualify with a household income at 

or below $26,344). 

 If the state chooses to expand SoonerCare in 2014, the first three years of benefits for the new 

population would be paid primarily by the federal government.  

 Beginning in 2017, the federal government’s share would be 95 percent and would taper to 90 percent 

in 2020. The federal government currently pays for about 64 percent of the SoonerCare and Insure 

Oklahoma programs – in state fiscal year 2012 this equates to about $3.25 billion of the total $5.2 

billion budget.  
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 The Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA) estimates that the Obamacare Medicaid expansion will 
cost an additional $4.6 billion in state and federal funding 2014‐2020. 

 

 In SFY12, SoonerCare and Insure Oklahoma has provided health care benefits to more than 990,000 

Oklahomans. 

 Under the initial law the plan was to force states to comply with the Medicaid expansion, but the 

Supreme Court decision ruled that the federal government cannot withhold existing Medicaid funds for 

this purpose. We are awaiting additional federal guidance; it is still unclear if states will be required to 

technically opt in or out.  The OHCA anticipates that there will not be any change in FMAP rates or any 

other penalties if we do not expand Medicaid. 

 Insure Oklahoma, run by the OHCA, may or may not be affected depending on what path we choose 

with regard to an exchange. 

 The RGA and most conservative think tanks are encouraging states not to expand Medicaid or at least 

to hold off on making a final decision until after the election.  They maintain accurately that Medicaid is 

a broken system and that until it is reformed giving states flexibility it should not be expanded. 

 
2) Create a state based exchange (blue print deadline is Nov. 16, 2012, see timeline below)? 

 

 There are three options for exchange development: 

o State Based Exchange (state will make all decisions within the framework of PPACA about how 

the exchange operates) 

o State/Federal Partnership Exchange (states must determine eligibility, enrollment, plan 

management, consumer assistance, information technology, financial management and 

sustainability plan) 

o Federal Exchange 

 

 Given time and money, we have relatively few options for developing a state based or private 

exchange. The RGA, along with the Galen Institute, and many Republican US Senators and 

Congressmen (see letter ATTACHED) are urging states not to take any action and to wait until the 

November election.  The State Chamber, many of the private sector groups including BCBS, OK Hospital 

Association, OCPA and the Daily Oklahoman support creating a state based exchange to keep the 

Federal government out of Oklahoma. 

 We could potentially use the existing Insure Oklahoma program as a framework for the exchange; 

however it will take cooperation from the OHCA, the Insurance Department and likely legislators to 

provide funding.  We are working with the Health Dept., the OHCA, the Insurance Department and the 

CIO to determine our options. 
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Time Line 

 

 If we plan to have a state based exchange we must begin developing it immediately 

 No deadline has been announced with regard to opting in or out of the Medicaid expansion 

 November 16, 2012: States must submit a blueprint to HHS regarding exchange development (i.e. State 

based exchange, partnership exchange or Federal exchange) 

 January 1, 2013: HHS will grant full approval, conditional approval or rejection of the states exchange 

blueprint 

 October 2013: Enrollment must open 

 January 2012: Exchange must be fully operational 

 
Attachments: Letter from Congress, Daily Oklahoman Editorial, OHCA Medicaid Expansion figures 
 
 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director 
Office of Governor Mary Fallin 
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105 
405.521.2342 
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov 
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PPACA Supreme Court Ruling Summary 
 
• The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of a vast majority of the Affordable Care Act. 

  
• Individual Mandate:  The court upheld the constitutionality of the mandate as a permissible tax under 

the tax and spending clause.  Chief Justice Roberts wrote, “The Commerce power does not authorize 
the mandate…instead the government asks us to read the mandate not as ordering individuals to buy 
insurance, but rather as imposing a tax on those who do not buy that product.” (Roberts, 30-31) 

  
• Medicaid Expansion:  The Medicaid expansion was found unconstitutional because it threatens 

existing Medicaid funding for failure to comply.  “When Congress threatens to terminate other grants 
as a means of pressuring states to accept a spending clause program, the legislation runs counter to 
this nation’s system of federalism.” (Roberts, 47) 

  
• State Impact:  The invalidation of the Medicaid expansion does not invalidate the law.  It does, 

however, mean that states will have a new choice as to whether or not to participate in the Medicaid 
expansion.    

 
Major Outstanding Policy Decisions 

 
1) Expand Medicaid under the PPACA provisions or opt out? 

 
• Expanding Oklahoma’s SoonerCare program under the federal guidance would make health care 

benefits available to an estimated 200,000 newly qualified adults, aged 19 to 64, with household 
incomes at or below 133 percent (or up to 138%) of the federal poverty level. (For example, a single 
adult could make up to $15,414 a year, or a family of three would qualify with a household income at 
or below $26,344). 

• If the state chooses to expand SoonerCare in 2014, the first three years of benefits for the new 
population would be paid primarily by the federal government.  

• Beginning in 2017, the federal government’s share would be 95 percent and would taper to 90 percent 
in 2020. The federal government currently pays for about 64 percent of the SoonerCare and Insure 
Oklahoma programs – in state fiscal year 2012 this equates to about $3.25 billion of the total $5.2 
billion budget.  

• The Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA) estimates that the Obamacare Medicaid expansion will 
cost an additional $4.6 billion in state and federal funding 2014-2020. 

 
• In SFY12, SoonerCare and Insure Oklahoma has provided health care benefits to more than 990,000 

Oklahomans. 

• Under the initial law the plan was to force states to comply with the Medicaid expansion, but the 
Supreme Court decision ruled that the federal government cannot withhold existing Medicaid funds for 
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this purpose. We are awaiting additional federal guidance; it is still unclear if states will be required to 
technically opt in or out.  The OHCA anticipates that there will not be any change in FMAP rates or any 
other penalties if we do not expand Medicaid. 

• OHCA anticipates that the PPACA Maintenance of Effort (MOE) provisions will remain in effect. In other 
words, we cannot reduce any populations that are currently covered in today's program.  

 
• Insure Oklahoma, run by the OHCA, may or may not be affected depending on what path we choose 

with regard to an exchange. 

• The RGA and most conservative think tanks are encouraging states not to expand Medicaid or at least 
to hold off on making a final decision until after the election.  They maintain accurately that Medicaid is 
a broken system and that until it is reformed giving states flexibility it should not be expanded. 

 
2) Create a state based exchange (blue print deadline is Nov. 16, 2012, see timeline below)? 

 
• There are three options for exchange development: 

o State Based Exchange (state will make all decisions within the framework of PPACA about how 
the exchange operates) 

o State/Federal Partnership Exchange (states must determine eligibility, enrollment, plan 
management, consumer assistance, information technology, financial management and 
sustainability plan) 

o Federal Exchange (if we do not develop our own exchange a federal exchange will be imposed 
on us; the federal government is preparing to deploy an exchange in up to forty states if 
necessary) 

• Given time and money, we have relatively few options for developing a state based or private 
exchange. The RGA, along with the Galen Institute, and many Republican US Senators and 
Congressmen (see letter ATTACHED) are urging states not to take any action and to wait until the 
November election.  The State Chamber, many of the private sector groups including BCBS, OK Hospital 
Association, OCPA and the Daily Oklahoman support creating a state based exchange to keep the 
Federal government out of Oklahoma. 

• The State could potentially use the existing Insure Oklahoma program as a framework for the 
exchange; however it will take cooperation from the OHCA, the Insurance Department and likely 
legislators to provide funding.  We are working with the Health Dept., the OHCA, the Insurance 
Department and the CIO to determine our options. 
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Time Line 
 

• If we plan to have a state based exchange we must begin developing it immediately 

• HHS has not announced any plans to delay existing deadlines at this time 

• No deadline has been announced with regard to opting in or out of the Medicaid expansion 

• September 30, 2012: Deadline for the benchmark plan for essential health benefits (The OK Insurance 
Department is working on this and will provide you with recommendations) 

• November 16, 2012: States must submit a blueprint to HHS regarding exchange development (i.e. State 
based exchange, partnership exchange or Federal exchange) 

• January 1, 2013: HHS will grant full approval, conditional approval or rejection of the exchange 
blueprint 

• October 2013: Enrollment must open  

• January 2014: Exchange must be fully operational 

 
Interstate Insurance Market 

 
• This is an issue that falls outside of PPACA or the Supreme Court ruling, but it is one of the conservative 

alternatives that the RGA and many others have put forward as one of the solutions to increase 
competition and reduce costs.  If you are interested, this is something we can begin work on now 
instead of waiting for the Feds to act.  You could designate Commissioner Doak or name a task force to 
begin the conversation with other states in the region.  It will consist of aligning our health insurance 
mandates/regulations and it will require state legislation but we could begin work and show that we 
are pro-actively working to come up with our own state based solutions. This is just food for thought 
and needs to be fleshed out more, but the Insurance Department has indicated that there has been 
discussion about it at the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) and they have 
compiled a list of states that may be interested although no one seems to be actively pursuing it at this 
time. We can discuss more with the Insurance Department in the next week or two. 

 
 
Attachments: 
 

- Politico Checklist – “How health care law looks after SCOTUS” 
- OHCA Medicaid Expansion figures 
- Core Functions of an Exchange 
- Letter from Congress 
- Daily Oklahoman Editorial, July 2 , 2012 
- State Chamber Press Release 
- Republican Attorneys General Association Statement 
- Governor Bob McDonnell (R-VA) Statement 
- Governor Scott Walker (R-FL) Article 
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PPACA Supreme Court Ruling Summary 

• The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of a vast majority of the Affordable Care Act. 

• Individual Mandate: The court upheld the constitutionality of the mandate as a permissible tax under 

the tax and spending clause. Chief Justice Roberts wrote, "The Commerce power does not authorize 

the mandate ... instead the government asks us to read the mandate not as ordering individuals to buy 

insurance, but rather as imposing a tax on those who do not buy that product." (Roberts, 30-31) 

• Medicaid Expansion: The Medicaid expansion was found unconstitutional because it threatens 

existing Medicaid funding for failure to comply. "When Congress threatens to terminate other grants 

as a means of pressuring states to accept a spending clause program, the legislation runs counter to 

this nation's system of federalism." (Roberts, 47) 

• State Impact: The invalidation of the Medicaid expansion does not invalidate the law. It does, 

however, mean that states will have a new choice as to whether or not to participate in the Medicaid 

expansion. 

Major Outstanding Policy Decisions 

1) Expand Medicaid under the PPACA provisions or opt out? 

• Expanding Oklahoma's SoonerCare program under the federal guidance would make health care 

benefits available to an estimated 200,000 newly qualified adults, aged 19 to 64, with household 

incomes at or below 133 percent (or up to 138%) of the federal poverty level. (For example, a single 

adult could make up to $15,414 a year, or a family of three would qualify with a household income at 

or below $26,344). 

• If the state chooses to expand SoonerCare in 2014, the first three years of benefits for the new 

population would be paid primarily by the federal government. 

• Beginning in 2017, the federal government's share would be 95 percent and would taper to 90 percent 

in 2020. The federal government currently pays for about 64 percent of the SoonerCare and Insure 

Oklahoma programs - in state fiscal year 2012 this equates to about $3.25 billion of the total $5.2 

billion budget. 

• The Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA) estimates that the Obamacare Medicaid expansion will 
cost an additional $4.6 billion in state and federal funding 2014-2020. 

• In SFY12, SoonerCare and Insure Oklahoma has provided health care benefits to more than 990,000 

Oklahomans. 

• Under the initial law the plan was to force states to comply with the Medicaid expansion, but the 

Supreme Court decision ruled that the federal government cannot withhold existing Medicaid funds for 
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this purpose. We are awaiting additional federal guidance; it is still unclear if states will be required to 

technically opt in or out. The OHCA anticipates that there will not be any change in FMAP rates or any 

other penalties if we do not expand Medicaid. 

• OHCA anticipates that the PPACA Maintenance of Effort (MOE) provisions will remain in effect. In other 
words, we cannot reduce any populations that are currently covered in today's program. 

• Insure Oklahoma, run by the OHCA, may or may not be affected depending on what path we choose 

with regard to an exchange. 

• The RGA and most conservative think tanks are encouraging states not to expand Medicaid or at least 

to hold off on making a final decision until after the election. They maintain accurately that Medicaid is 

a broken system and that until it is reformed giving states flexibility it should not be expanded. 

2) Create a state based exchange (blue print deadline is Nov. 16, 2012, see timeline below)? 

• There are three options for exchange development: 

o State Based Exchange (state will make all decisions within the framework of PPACA about how 

the exchange operates) 

o State/Federal Partnership Exchange (states must determine eligibility, enrollment, plan 

management, consumer assistance, information technology, financial management and 

sustainability plan) 

o Federal Exchange (if we do not develop our own exchange a federal exchange will be imposed 

on us; the federal government is preparing to deploy an exchange in up to forty states if 

necessary) 

• Given time and money, we have relatively few options for developing a state based or private 

exchange. The RGA, along with the Galen Institute, and many Republican US Senators and 

Congressmen (see letter ATIACHED) are urging states not to take any action and to wait until the 

November election. The State Chamber, many of the private sector groups including BCBS, OK Hospital 

Association, OCPA and the Daily Oklahoman support creating a state based exchange to keep the 

Federal government out of Oklahoma. 

• The State could potentially use the existing Insure Oklahoma program as a framework for the 

exchange; however it will take cooperation from the OHCA, the Insurance Department and likely 

legislators to provide funding. We are working with the Health Dept., the OHCA, the Insurance 

Department and the CIO to determine our options. 
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Time Line 

• If we plan to have a state based exchange we must begin developing it immediately 

• HHS has not announced any plans to delay existing deadlines at this time 

• No deadline has been announced with regard to opting in or out of the Medicaid expansion 

• September 30, 2012: Deadline for the benchmark plan for essential health benefits (The OK Insurance 

Department is working on this and will provide you with recommendations) 

• November 16, 2012: States must submit a blueprint to HHS regarding exchange development (i.e. State 

based exchange, partnership exchange or Federal exchange) 

• January 1, 2013: HHS will grant full approval, conditional approval or rejection of the exchange 

blueprint 

• October 2013: Enrollment must open 

• January 2014: Exchange must be fully operational 

Interstate Insurance Market 

• This is an issue that falls outside of PPACA or the Supreme Court ruling, but it is one of the conservative 

alternatives that the RGA and many others have put forward as one of the solutions to increase 

competition and reduce costs. If you are interested, this is something we can begin work on now 

instead of waiting for the Feds to act. You could designate Commissioner Doak or name a task force to 

begin the conversation with other states in the region. It will consist of aligning our health insurance 

mandates/regulations and it will require state legislation but we could begin work and show that we 

are pro-actively working to come up with our own state based solutions. This is just food for thought 

and needs to be fleshed out more, but the Insurance Department has indicated that there has been 

discussion about it at the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) and they have 

compiled a list of states that may be interested although no one seems to be actively pursuing it at this 

time. We can discuss more with the Insurance Department in the next week or two. 

Attachments: 

Politico Checklist - "How health care law looks after SCOTUS" 
OHCA Medicaid Expansion figures 
Core Functions of an Exchange 
Letter from Congress 
Daily Oklahoman Editorial, July 2, 2012 
State Chamber Press Release 
Republican Attorneys General Association Statement 
Governor Bob McDonnell (R-VA) Statement 
Governor Scott Walker (R-FL) Article 
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6/28/12 How the health care law looks after SCOTUS - POLITICO.com 

POLITICO 

How the health care law looks after SCOTUS 
By POLITICO STAFF 16128112 11:45 AM EDT 

The surprise ruling by the Supreme Court on Thursday that most of President Barack Obama's health refonn law can 

stand - including the unpopular individual mandate - means the law can now move foiward without major 1""'' ""ll> 
disruption.The court narrowed the law's expansion of Medicaid, saying the states can reject it if they want. But the 
main pieces of the law that start in 2014 - including the mandate, coverage for pre-existing conditions, health 
insurance exchanges, and subsidies to help people buy health insurance - can now move ahead. This chart shows 
the main provisions of the law after the ruling. 

WHERE THE HEALTH CARE LAW STANDS 
The&e are thtl main pw.'isk>os of~ law after Via rur.ng: 

J Su1YIYH X On bold ' " ll{lllekl, lxrt WUUl!fd 

~ !odMdoalmaru.Jate -$ta1u In 2014 

'.Ji G1,1atant~ W.'Cl&tfl for adults with pr~>,istinJ! cond1tioos - &tarts In 2014 

f '11 No tharglng h!gher premlurM beea!M of !'>ealth statu' or gendef - start.1 In 2014 

[J lokd~lde•pan$k:>n-WlrUln2014 

[;;t Health lnsufen((I e.char(es - starts ln 2014 

~ Essential beoefrts paekagll-$tl'lrts In 2014 

Gi1 Plem!um tax «e<lib ro h.elp ~ bv/eovetaie- s\Art.s In 2014 

~ [Jt'pfQ)~• rrnmda'JI - sta1ts in 2014 lo11;tvsincsse$ ,.;th more than 50fvlJ..time \Wrl<e-r. 

GJl Young ad<Jits c.an stey oo their parents' plal\$ - ln eff«t now 

;ii Gu~•~nt«il ~rlltO for (hfldren v.itil Pf!X•isting coodrtioos - in effect oow 

0.osi"( of Meef.caie presc1ipt'on dru• 'dovihnut hole" - urn!e1 W"iJf no11. ga11 to tw cto»:i In 2020 

{;1 Sanon ·reso&Jon" (IOS1J1ance oompanlesear«!ingoo;oe111ge)-ln effect noo 

r.iJ Ban on l1fetinww;euge limr1$-ln eflett l'IO'W 

Sll Ban on aniwal COl'Clage ~mi\$-1estficted now. total ban In 2014 

~ Early Renee Rel"'5<.lraooe Provam -In effect. !!topped pa)11'g(:!alrns early because of high demand 

~ P1e-&1$tingCOn<Mion IMurance P!•n (tempoiaryhlgtl-osk pools)- i!l effKt until 2014 

~ Medical loss ratio (limi<.s on !nsu•er werllead spendine}- ln ef~ fl\7W. fin;l rW..te cllecks due t1j Auguot 

Qi COYe.ag.,ol Pf~ntNe$elvloeS-l!leffect now 

~ B•rth C0<1tro!co•oer.ige requ1remenl-ttarl$Aug. 1 (<ek~ e•empt;ons be!1'gf,na!1red, In cf.spvte) 

X CLASS Act {Wl\mtacy loilg-tefm caJe Insurance Jl!Oi'.'am)- admtnistratlM N9 pvt lmple~ntation on hold 

~ A¢countablec1ue organlliltloi\$ (llttwo<bof <J«t()(S and hospltafs to defivereff>elent care)- I!\ effect now 

~ center fof Medicare & /..~kf Jooo•;ation (l\eW agei;ey to tm l'«)'S to make 11\edieat eare ffiQ(C erfocientJ - Jn effect 
now, v;atietjof MN models s.tartntup ()(belngdeve!¢pe<I 

~ tndeper.dent Paiment A<Msory Board- no 11cm1nati0<\$ rna?e )'rt r1111t Medicare M rec.)mmendations fl<lt ex.pecte<:I 
f()()'«l/"S 

[;;1 Pre<.-entioo aridf\/blic Health furid-loetfectnow 

~ Patient~ter!Kl Out~ ~rcti losbtvta (fo;nd$ roseaftfl on effectiveoess of mOOicaltre.atnwnts)- ho!dint 
fi'll ~eting$, WQ<kingon dreftreseatth a~ 

fiJ Medicare prO'Mer pir,ment etM - beg!nl'\lng this )"Mr 

~ Med-.carehlvarrtage Mmentcvts- In effect now 

Also on POLITICO 
STORIES 

www.polilico.com/newsfstories/0612n7945.html 113 
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Oklahoma Health Care Authority 
Summary Medicaid Expansion Health Reform 
2014 - 2020 

Year I 20141 20151 nnmH 2616] 20171 20181 20191 2020ICumulative Total 
Federal Share for Newly Enrolled 100% 100% 1 OOo/o 95% 94% 93o/o 90% 

Total Computable Program Costs $605,207,000 $617,311, 140 $629,657,363 $642,250,510 $655,095,520 $668, 197,431 $681,561,379 $4,499,280,343 
$18,717,742 $19,092,097 $19,473,939 $19,863,418 $20,260,686 $20,665,900 $21,079,218 Total Computable Administrative Costs 

Total Computable $623,924,742 $636,403,237 $649,131,302 $662, 113,928 $675,356,206 $688,863,331 $702,640,597 

State Program Costs 
State Administrative Costs 
Total State Costs 

Estimated Number of People Covered 
Average Cost Per Person Total Computable 
Per Person Per Month Total Computable 

Average Cost Per Person State Share 
Per Person Per Month State Share 

Notes: 

$32,196,673 
$9,358,871 

$41,555,544 

241,000 
$2,589 

$216 

$172 
$14.37 

$32,840,606 
$9,546,049 

$42,386,655 

241,000 
$2,641 

$220 

$176 
$14.66 

$33,497,418 $56,955, 110 
$9,736,970 $9,931,709 

$43,234,388 $66,886,819 

241,000 241,000 
$2,693 $2,747 

$224 $229 

$179 $278 
$14.95 $23.13 

1. Census Bureau: Table Creator II; Current Population Survey, Annual Social and Economic Supplement, 2009 (four year average). 

$62,742,912 $68,739,444 $84,623, 755 
$10, 130,343 $10,332,950 $10,539,609 
$72,873,255 $79,072,394 $95, 163,364 

241,000 241,000 241,000 
$2,802 $2,858 $2,916 

$234 $238 $243 

$302 $328 $395 
$25.20 $27.34 $32.91 

2. Average cost for adults calculated using Annual Reports SFY 2005 to 2009. Calculations based on enroflment graphs page 29 in 2007 and 2008 and page 25 in 2006 and 14 in 2005. Expenditures 
found on same pages for 05 and 06 and on pages 77 in 07 and 71 in 08. Cost for children based on MARS/MM/$ calendar year reports. Alf average costs have been adjust.ed to 2014 based on 

, annnual change of 2% Growth. 

4. According to NASMD and a summary from the Kaiser Foundation the state will be required to implement presumptive eligibility for people ea ming below 133% of FPL People who should be covered 
by the current State Medicaid and/or CHIP program but for whatever reason are not in the program will be covered by the state program under the current state/federal partnership. Uninsured non 
traditional people under 133% of FPL will be covered by the federal govemment at 1000~ FPL. 

4. 1 State costs wl71 be offset by savings to the state from shifting reimbursement expenses from other state agencies to the Medicaid program. The savings amount has not been determined by the 
State. 

5. The Census Bureau CPS report undercounts Medicaid participation. The percent of the undercount can be used as a proxy for possible participation of the uninsured. 

6. Native Americans who report to the Census Bureau in the Annual SuNey for health insurance coverage that their sole source of health care is from the Indian Health Services facilities are counted as 
Uninsured. The four year average number of Native Americans in Oklahoma is 231.000 according to the Census and 73,000 are considered Uninsured. When broken down by poverty level Census 
reports 31.000 Uninsured Native Americans below 133% FPL Under the current law !HS facilities in Oklahoma that seNe Native Americans who qualify for Medicaid are reimbursed at 100% matching 
rate. This report assumes that those people will continue to receive their health services soley from /HS facilities. 

7 Arlmini.<::.t~tinn fnr OJ-fr.A i~ :innm"Jtim;ifP/V 5% nf fhP tn~I r.n5:1 nf nm:>~tinn.<::. A nnrlinn nffhP :irlmini.<::.tr.::ifinn :innmvim:tfPlv ?% nf thP 5% i.<::. fnr P/nilhilitv rlPfPrmin::.tinn f JnrlPr thP rPfnrm IPni~/:itinn 

$139, 153,000 
$4,638,433,343 

$371,595,919 
$69,576,500 

$441,172,419 
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Oklahoma Health Care Authority 
Summary Medicaid Expansion Health Reform 
2014 -2020 

eligibility will be determined in a variety of new methods through OHCA, designated providers and the health exchanges. For the purposes of this analysis administrative expenses are calculated at 3% 
of total costs. 

8. The reform legislation Changes and reduces the Disproportionate Share Hospital program. ft is unclear how this change will impact Oklahoma because the legislation requires the Secretary of HHS to 
develop a formula based on use of funds and state level distribution of DSH funds. As the reform legislation is currently written Oklahoma's DSH reductions may not be as substantial as other states 
because Oklahoma is a low DSH state, it appears the Oklahoma model of allocating funds meets the criteria for less severe reductions and Oklahoma tradftionally spends its DSH allocation. 
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Certification, recertification & decertification of 
health plans 

Operation of a toll-free hotline 

Maintenance of a web-site for~ rovicJi:-,& 
information on plans to current and ~ro',pr .• tive 

enrollees 

Certification of individuals exempt from the 
individual responsibility requirement 

Provision of information on certain individuals to 
the Treasury Department and to employers 

Establishment of a Navigator program that 
provides grants to entities assisting consumers 

~-------------- .... - ------------------4 
Assignment of price and quality to plans ( r,'sentation of enrollee satisfaction survey results 
~---------------- -

Presentation of plan benefit opt ions in a 
standardized format 

; , o'.5ion for open enrollee periods as specified in 
Sea;Jr 1 ;J J. (~~6 of the Act 

----------------------- · -- ~ ------------1 Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP 
eligibility and determination of eligibility for 

individuals in these programs 

Consultation Nit~ stakeholders, including tribal 
governments 

Provision of an electronic calculator to determine Publication of data on the exchange administrative 

the actual cost of coverage taking into account costs 
eligibility for premium tax credits and cost sharing 
reductions 

... 
BlueCross BlueShield 

of Oklahoma 

ft-a:: ;11 
IW .. fo!ULJZ I 
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<ttongress ot tbe ~ntteb ~tntes 
~fosbington. lll<!i: 20510 

National Governors Association 
Hall of States 
444 N. Capitol St., Ste. 267 
Washington D.C. 20001-1512 

Dear Governors: 

June 29, 2012 

The Supreme Cou11 has niled significant parts of the Medicaid expansion of the President's health care law 
unconstitutional as well as ruling that the individual mandate violated the Commerce Clause and wi II therefore 
be implemented as a punitive tax on the middle class. This presents us with a critical choice: Do we allow this 
reprehensible law to move forward or do we fully repeal it and sta11 over with commonsense solutions? The 
American people have made it clear that they want us to throw this law out in its entirety. 

As members of the U.S. Congress, we are dedicated to the full repeal of this government takeover of healthcare 
and we ask you to join us to oppose its implementation. 

Most iinportantly, we encourage you to oppose any creation of a state health care exchange mandated under 
the President's discredited health care law. 

These expensive, co1nplex, and intrusive exchanges ilnpose a threat to the financial stability of our ulready
fragile state economies with no certainty of a limit to total enrollment numbers. Resisting the implementation 
of exchanges is good for hiring and investment. The law's employer mandate assesses penalties - up to $3,000 
per employee - only to basinesses who don "t satisfy federally-approved health insurance standards and whose 
employees receive "premium assistance" through the exchanges. The clear language of the statute only 
permits federal premium assistance to citizens of states who create a state-based exchange. However, the IRS 
recently finalized a regulation that contradicts the law by allowing the federal government to provide premium 
assistance to citizens in those states that have not created exchanges. TI1e IRS had no authority to finalize such 
a regulation. By refusing to create an exchange, you will assist us in Congress to repeal this violation 
which will help lower the costs of doing business in your state, relative to other states that keep these 
financially draining exchanges in place. 

State-run exchanges are subject to all of the same coverage mandates and rules as the federally-nm exchange. 
Clearing the hurdles of crafting an exchange that complies with the 600 plus pages of federal exchange 
regulations will only result in wasted state resources and higher premiums for your constituents. 

Implementation of this law is 110/ inevitable and considering more than half of the American people 
oppose the law, it is improbable. Join us in resisting a centralized government approach to health care 
reform and instead focus on solutions that make health care more affordable and accessible for every 
~merican. Let's work to create a health care system o(. for, and by t1yeople, not government or special 

mterests. ,;:. . / 

. JI l,/j' cL~ 
{/ 
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Oklahoma officials must get busy creating insurance exchange I NewsOK.com 

Oklahoma officials must get busy creating insurance 
exchange 
The Oklahoman Editorial I Modified: June 29, 2012 at 4:44 pm I Published: July 2, 2012 @') 16 

Page I of2 

CONSERVATIVES in the Oklahoma Legislature, irritated with President Barack Obama 
and his far-reaching 2010 health care law, made it a point not to comply with a 
provision of the Jaw requiring states to create exchanges to help consumers buy 
insurance. Now what will they do? 

Digesting the ramifications of the U.S. Supreme Comt's upholding of the Affordable 
Care Act will take some time. But what can't be debated is that Obamacare remains the 
law of the land, and formation of health insurance exchanges is one part of that law. 

Oklahoma was on its way to creating an exchange early last year and it accepted a 
federal grant to do so. Gov. Mary Fallin and Republican leaders in the House and 
Senate - all of them staunch conservatives by any yardstick - had agreed on a 
proposal. Then some senators protested, citing concerns about federal red tape but 
mostly making the point that accepting the grant was the same as endorsement of 
Obamacare. 

That's all it took to get Fallin and the others to jump ship. The money was returned and 
the exchange idea shelved. 

The toxicity of this law in Oklahoma was such that lawmakers who last summer headed 
a committee that explored the state's response to Obamacare were labeled as 
supporters of the law and drew challengers at the ballot box by far-right Republicans. 

A coalition of health care entities and business leaders, including The State Chamber 
and the Tulsa and Oklahoma City chambers of commerce, pushed early this year for 
formation of a state exchange. The reason was simple: "This issue is too imp01tant to 
risk the imposition of a federally designed exchange." 

But exchanges remained a nonissue at the Legislature in large pait because lawmakers 
banked on the Supreme Comt spiking the law. They figured, why spend time on 
something so unpopular and politically thorny when the law is soon going to be off the 
books anyway? 

Page 1 of 2 ~ 2 Next" 

http://newsok.com/ oklahoma-o ffi cials-must -get -busy-creating-insurance-exchange/miicle/3... 71212012 
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Andrew Silvestri 

Subject: State Chamber President Comments on Supreme Court Health Care Law Ruling 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
June 28, 2012 

Contact: Jennifer Monies 
(405) 235-3669 

jmonies@okstatechamber.com 

State Chamber President Comments on Supreme Court Health Care Law Ruling 

State Chamber President Fred Morgan comments on today's U.S. Supreme Court decision, which upheld the 
federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) health care law by affirming the federal 
government's ability lo lax and penalize an individual for not purchasing health insurance. The individual 
mandate section of law is anticipated go inlofi1/l ~[feel in Janumy of 2014 and is designed to require all 
citizens, with ve1y few exceptions, lo purchase health insurance or be taxed by the federal government. 

"We are extremely disappointed in this decision. This is exactly what we feared when we formed the 
Oklahomans for Free Market Health Solutions coalition last year to help supp011 an Oklahoma-based solution to 
the federal exchange mandate in the ACA. We now face a situation where a health insurance exchange crafted 
by bureaucrats in Washington, D.C. will now be forced upon Oklahomans. We cannot let this happen and must 
take swift action to create a private sector driven health insurance marketplace in order to avoid a federally 
mandated system," said Morgan. 

"The ramifications of this decision are not yet completely known, but we believe this change will erode the 
quality of care Oklahomans have come to expect and ultimately increase costs for all Americans." 

### 

About the State Chamber of Oklahoma 
A non-profit organization representing more than 2, 000 Oklahoma businesses and 400, 000 employees, the Stale 
Chamber of Oklahoma is the unified voice of business al the legislative level. For more information, visit 
w111w. okstat echamber. com. 
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Andrew Silvestri 

Subject: Republican Attorneys General Association Statement on Today's Supreme Court Ruling 

Follow Us: , t: .In 

Republican Attorneys General Association Statement on Today's Supreme Court Ruling 

Washington, D.C. (June 28, 2012) - Republican Attorneys General Association Chairman 
Scott Pruitt (R-OK) issued the following statement today following a decision from the Supreme 
Court of the United States to uphold the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act: 

"We're disappointed the Court upheld the individual mandate, and find it disturbing that they did 
not place a limit on the power of the federal government to control the lives of Americans." 

"But, the battle isn't over. It is now up to the political process to repeal the act and replace it 
with measures that address the health care crisis within the confines of the Constitution. We 
must continue to oppose this act and multiple overreaching regulations proposed by the 
Obama Administration that cross the line of federal power." 

'This fall, the American people will have the opportunity to save the country from a disastrous 
future of similar intrusive policies and budget-busting costs by choosing their leaders wisely. 
Freedom and flexibility must remain with the states whose leaders know best how to care for 
the needs of their citizens." 

"Republican attorneys general will continue to serve as a firewall, taking every action to defend 
our states against this massive overreach from the federal government." 

About RAGA 
The Republican Attorneys General Association (RAGA), part of the Republican State 
Leadership Committee (RSLC), is the only national organization whose mission is electing 
Republicans to the office of Attorney General. RAGA concentrates on recruiting outstanding 
candidates, providing them with research and financial support, as well as, assisting in 
message development. In doing so, RAGA is improving the talent base from which many future 
Governors and U.S. Senators will be drawn. To learn more about RAGA visit www.rslc.com. 

1 
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Statement of Governor Bob McDonnell on U.S. Supreme Comi Decision on the Patient P... Page 1 of 1 
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Statement of Governor Bob McDonnell on U.S. Supreme Court Decision on the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act 

RICHMOND· Governor Bob McDonnell Issued the followlng statement today following the de<lslon by the U.S. Supreme Court 
to uphold the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). 

"Today's Supreme Court ruling is extremely disappointing for Virglnla and for America. The PPACA wil! neate a costly and 
cumbersome system that will impair our country's ability to recover from these challenging economic times, infringes on our 
citizen's liberties, •~Ill harm small businesses, and will impose dramatic unfunded mandates on Virginia and all states. Simply 
put, this is a blow to freedom. America needs market-based solutions that g!ve patients more cholce, not less. 

Virginia will evaluate the steps necessary to comply with the faw. While we have awaited this decision, planners have been 
working to Identify necessary resources and Issues to be addressed to ensure Virginia Implements this nawed law in the most 
effective and least costly and burdensome way posslb!e. In coming months, Virginia's healthcare leaders will work to develop the 
best possible system to meet the healthcare needs of our citizens. It remains my hope that we will elect a new President and 
Senate so that the existing law w\11 be repealed and states will be given the freedom they need to Implement healllicare 
solutions that work best for their citizens. We will evaluate the opinion In detail in the days ahead and determine what policies 
are proper for the people of Virginia." 
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PrintTemplate 

News max 

Scott Walker: Wisconsin Won't Launch Obamacare 
Sunday, July 1, 2012 03:25 PM 

By: Amy Woods 

Calling Obamacare a massive tax increase, Republican Wisconsin Gov. 
Scott Walker said Sunday he is going to wait before implementing health
insurance exchanges in his state. 

"We're going to wait," Walker said on CBS' "Face the Nation." "For people 
here in Wisconsin and plenty of other states across the country, we want to 
put the power back in the hands of the people at the state and the local level, 
not be driven by a federal mandate." 

He said he believes in a free-market alternative to the government-funded 
health-insurance program upheld last week by the Supreme Court. 

"Yes, it is a tax increase," Walker said. "That's the whole reason why the law 
was upheld." 

Government-funded health insurance ultimately will lead to the rationing of 
healthcare to control costs, he said. 

"Which do you think's more likely to drive down healthcare costs and make 
our states and our jobs more competitive - having something driven by the 
government in terms of a mandate, or having something that opens up the 
door so that all of us, as consumers, play a much more active role, having 
skin in the game, when it comes to healthcare," he asked. "I think the latter is 
the more appropriate approach." 

© 2012 Newsmax. All rights reserved. 

http://www.newsmax.com/PrintTemplate.aspx?nodeid=444 l l 7 
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Mary Fallin
Cc: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: PPACA/Supreme Court Ruling MEMO & Materials ATTACHED
Date: Monday, July 02, 2012 5:04:33 PM
Attachments: PPACA Supremem Court Ruling Memo.pdf
Importance: High

I have ATTACHED a memo regarding the Supreme Court ruling on PPACA, major decision points and
a timeline. I have also ATTACHED a number of materials (including news articles and press
statements) in relation to the memo.
 
For your information we have staff level and agency director meetings scheduled for July 9 and 10
with the Health Dept., OHCA, Insurance Dept. and CIO to walk through options and next steps. We
will keep you posted with regard to any new developments.
 
 
Thank you, Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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STATE OF OKLAHOMA 

STATE AND EDUCATION EMPLOYEES 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~GROUP INSURANCE PROGRAM~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

GARY GOFF, Attorney 
Assistant Administrator 

February 25, 2011 

The Honorable Brian Bingman 
President Pro Tempore 
Oklahoma State Senate 
Room 424, State Capitol Building 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105 

Re: Permanent Rule Changes 
Pursuant to 75 O.S. §303.1 

Dear Senator Bingman: 

Pursuant to the above statutory requirement, please find this agency's rule report. 

1. Notice of the intended rulemaking action was published in The Oklahoma Register pursuant 
to 75 O.S. §255 on August 2, 2010. 

2. Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board 
3545 N. W. 58th Street, Suite 110 
Oklahoma City, OK 73112 

3. The title and number of the rules : Title 360, Chapters 1 and 10. 

4. Statutory authority for these rules appears at 74 O.S. §1304(12); §1306(12), and 
§1308.1 (1 ). 

5. A brief summary of the content of these rules is as follows: 

Title 360: 

1-1-1 .5. Definitions 
(Documenting ACA compliance : adding definitions for adverse 
determination; grievance panel ; and independent review organizations) 

1-3-8. Confidentiality of medical records 
(Striking the word "written") 

1-5-1 . Access to Grievance Panel; request for hearing 
(Documenting ACA compliance: adding language confirming legislatively 
established facts regarding grievance panel independence, appointees, 
jurisdiction and authority.) 

3545 NW 58TH STREET SUITE !000 • OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLAHOMA 73112 •-t.(41\IM~rr) 94W.,,~-11~70....-1 ----
. . . ft (405) 717-8744 

~J recycled paper Fax (405) 717-8544 10444



1-5-7. Final order; appeals 
(Documenting ACA compliance: specifying that the grievance panel is 
required to render a decision within 45 days after a hearing) 

1-5-8. Scheduling of hearings 
(Documenting ACA compliance: adding language regarding the scheduling 
of grievance panel hearings. 

10-1-2. Definitions 
(Documenting ACA compliance: changing the definition of an eligible 
dependent to include children up to age 26; and clarifying the eligibility of 
other eligible children) 

10-3-24. Dependents 
(Documenting ACA compliance: specifying certain dependents for whom the 
member may decline coverage) 

10-3-24.1. Eligibility criteria for disabled dependent children over the age of twenty
six [26] 
(Documenting ACA compliance: incorporating the change in age from 25 to 
26) 

10-3-25. Termination of dependent coverage 
(Documenting ACA compliance: reflecting the fact that eligibility for 
coverage of a dependent ends at age 26) 

6. A statement explaining the need for the adopted rules: 

The proposed rule changes are the result of Federal mandates (the Affordable Care Act) 
requiring language that reflects current and ongoing notice of, and compliance with, 
independent external review grievance procedures. The proposed rule changes also reflect 
the Board's compliance with Federal mandate to extend dependent coverage to individuals 
up to age twenty-six (26). 

7. A public meeting of the Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board 
was held on Monday, November 8, 2010, at 3545 NW 58th, Suite 500, Oklahoma City, OK 
73112. 

8. There were no changes or lack of change made in the adopted rules as a result of 
testimony received at the meeting. 

9. The list of persons who appeared and registered at a public hearing which was held on 
November 8, 2010, by this agency are as follows: 

Gary Goff, OSEEGIB 
Kathy Pendarvis, OSEEGIB 
Lynne Bajema, OSEEGIB 
Rhonda Toilers, OSEEGIB 

Paul King, OSEEGIB 
Bo Reece, OSEEGIB 
Louise Daffin, OSEEGIB 
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10. Rule impact statement following the public comment hearing is attached hereto. 

11. There are no rules from outside the state which have been incorporated by reference into 
these Rules. 

12. The members of the governing body of the agency which adopted these Rules in an open 
meeting on February 25, 2011, and their recorded votes are as follows: 

Richard N. Womack 
Preston Doerflinger 
V. David Miller 
Frank Stone 

Cody Graves 
Mark Liotta 
Steven E. Mattachione 

All Board members present voted in favor of adopting the proposed rule changes. 

This Rule Report is respectfully submitted pursuant to the law cited above. 

GG/rt 

Enclosure 
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee; Preston Doerflinger
Subject: Re: GOVERNING Data: Report Finds 21 States" Pension Systems Not Fiscally Sound
Date: Thursday, November 29, 2012 4:08:00 PM

I figured as much...thanks for reading...

On Nov 29, 2012, at 4:06 PM, "Alex Weintz" <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

So we are one of the fiscally unsound states, for anyone who doesn’t want to read the article. Sounds like it’s a
good time to pursue pension reform.
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 3:49 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz; Preston Doerflinger
Subject: Fwd: GOVERNING Data: Report Finds 21 States' Pension Systems Not Fiscally Sound
 

Begin forwarded message:

From: GOVERNING <newsletters@governing.com>
Date: November 29, 2012 3:18:16 PM CST
To: Denise Northrup <Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: GOVERNING Data: Report Finds 21 States' Pension Systems Not Fiscally
Sound
Reply-To: e.Republic <marketing@erepublic.com>

Welcome to GOVERNING Data, our newest monthly
newsletter with the latest data releases, analysis and
graphics. This is the second of three preview
editions.

Confirm your free subscription here to continue to
receive the monthly newsletter.

Report: 21 States’ Pension Systems Not
Fiscally Sound  

State pension systems suffered a significant blow during the

recession, but it didn’t hit all  systems equally; some fared much

worse than others. A study by investment research firm

Morningstar, Inc., published earlier this week assesses the financial

health of each state system, highlighting a wide disparity in the

actuarial adequacy of funding levels.

An alarming number of funds face a steep uphill  climb in fully

funding their plans. The report found 21 states’ aggregate funded

ratios fell below 70 percent, which Morningstar considers the

threshold for “fiscally sound” systems. Illinois (43.4 percent),

Kentucky (50.5 percent) and Connecticut (53.4 percent) registered

the lowest funding levels of all funds examined.

Sponsor: GOVERNING

FEATURED DATA SETS

Economy and Finance
Most states won't be seeing much additional tax

revenue from Black Friday sales. View use tax

collections for each state.

Public Workforce and Salaries
Track monthly changes in state and local

government employment with our chart of Labor
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Morningstar also appraised states’ fiscal health by calculating the

unfunded actuarial accrued liability per capita, approximating the

amount for which taxpayers would be on the hook if each had to

ante up to make the systems whole. By this measure, Alaska tops

all other states with an unfunded liability of $10,235 per resident for

its plans, followed by Illinois and Hawaii.

Other states have managed to largely shore up their funds. Eight

states recorded unfunded liabilities of less than $1,000 per capita,

while seven systems’ aggregate funding ratios exceeded 90

percent. The report lauded Wisconsin – with a 99.8 percent funded

ratio for its system -- as the nation’s strongest.

Read full story and view data for each state

Analysis: Redistricting Mostly Protected
Incumbents in Congressional Races
The 2012 elections – the first since redistricting – saw few

competitive House races in a year when the nation remained mostly

evenly split. Some incumbents benefited from high name

recognition and weak challengers. Others, though, had the scales

tipped in their favor when party officials drew new Congressional

maps intended to limit their vulnerability.

Only 64 of the 435 House races were decided within a 10

percentage-point margin, according to a Governing review of

elections data. Of all incumbents vying to retain their seats in the

general election, just 21 had been defeated as of Tuesday. In 2010,

79 House races had margins of victory less than 10 percent and 54

incumbents lost.

Read more and view partisan composition of states' members

ADVERTISEMENT

Sponsor: IBM

Overcoming Challenges of Asset Management Amid
Declining Federal Budgets

Modern asset management solutions are often no longer

included in large program budgets and logistics

professionals and engineers at federal agencies are

being tasked to do more with less and extend the service

life of existing assets. Without the ability to piggy-back

modern asset management solutionson to large program

budgets, agencies must find other ways to modernize

their asset management solutions. Learn more.

OTHER HEADLINES
2012 Elections Leave Few State Legislatures with Split Control

Personal Incomes Rise in All Metro Areas, Most Counties

Unemployment Rates Drop in 37 States

Jobs Report: Public Sector Employment Drops Slightly After

Rebound

MAP OF THE MONTH: Personal Income Per Capita

 

Personal incomes rose in nearly all counties, but Great Plains

states registered the largest jumps in yearly per capita rates,

Department data.

Transportation 

Our interactive map shows changes in bicycle

commuting for more than 400 communities.

Education
View education levels for metro areas, as

estimated by the Census Bureau.

Health
Our map shows how far along states are in

establishing health insurance exchanges.

Census
Where do baby boomers live? View our

interactive map of boomers across the U.S..

Politics
How gerrymandered is your state or

congressional district? View our maps and data.

Safety and Justice
Eighteen states now have laws legalizing

marijuana in some form.

Environment
View top nuclear-producing states and countries.

UPCOMING RELEASES
 

Dec. 4: 2011 Annual Survey of State Government

Finances (Census)

Dec. 6: 2007-2011 American Community Survey

5-Year Estimates (Census)

Dec. 7: Monthly Jobs Report (BLS)

Dec. 18: Work Experience of Population (BLS)

Dec. 19: State Quarterly Personal Income, 1st

quarter, 2012-3rd quarter 2012 (BEA)

Dec. 21: Monthly Regional and State

Employment, Unemployment (BLS)

Dec. 27: Updated National and State Population

Estimates (Census)

DAILY DIGIT

6,968

Illinois has 6,968 units of local government, the

most of any state, followed by Pennsylvania and

Texas. View detailed totals for each state from the

2012 Census of Governments.

More Digits
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according to data released this week by the U.S. Bureau of

Economic Analysis. View a map with current and historical data for

each county.

MORE DATA: View a complete list of new databases, maps,

visualizations and other tools on the GOVERNING DATA

homepage.

Find an interesting data set or have a good idea for a story?

Contact GOVERNING Data Editor Mike Maciag:

mmaciag@governing.com

This email was sent to: denise.northrup@gov.ok.gov.
Unsubscribe | Opt out of all  e.Republic email | Privacy Statement

© e.Republic.  All  rights reserved. 100 Blue Ravine Road, Folsom, CA 95630. Phone: 916-932-1300
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee; Preston Doerflinger
Subject: RE: GOVERNING Data: Report Finds 21 States" Pension Systems Not Fiscally Sound
Date: Thursday, November 29, 2012 4:06:04 PM

So we are one of the fiscally unsound states, for anyone who doesn’t want to read the article. Sounds like it’s a good
time to pursue pension reform.
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 3:49 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz; Preston Doerflinger
Subject: Fwd: GOVERNING Data: Report Finds 21 States' Pension Systems Not Fiscally Sound
 

Begin forwarded message:

From: GOVERNING <newsletters@governing.com>
Date: November 29, 2012 3:18:16 PM CST
To: Denise Northrup <Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: GOVERNING Data: Report Finds 21 States' Pension Systems Not Fiscally Sound
Reply-To: e.Republic <marketing@erepublic.com>

Welcome to GOVERNING Data, our newest monthly
newsletter with the latest data releases, analysis and
graphics. This is the second of three preview
editions.

Confirm your free subscription here to continue to
receive the monthly newsletter.

Report: 21 States’ Pension Systems Not
Fiscally Sound  

State pension systems suffered a significant blow during the

recession, but it didn’t hit all  systems equally; some fared much

worse than others. A study by investment research firm

Morningstar, Inc., published earlier this week assesses the financial

health of each state system, highlighting a wide disparity in the

actuarial adequacy of funding levels.

An alarming number of funds face a steep uphill  climb in fully

funding their plans. The report found 21 states’ aggregate funded

ratios fell below 70 percent, which Morningstar considers the

threshold for “fiscally sound” systems. Illinois (43.4 percent),

Kentucky (50.5 percent) and Connecticut (53.4 percent) registered

the lowest funding levels of all funds examined.

Morningstar also appraised states’ fiscal health by calculating the

unfunded actuarial accrued liability per capita, approximating the

amount for which taxpayers would be on the hook if each had to

ante up to make the systems whole. By this measure, Alaska tops

all other states with an unfunded liability of $10,235 per resident for

Sponsor: GOVERNING

FEATURED DATA SETS

Economy and Finance
Most states won't be seeing much additional tax

revenue from Black Friday sales. View use tax

collections for each state.

Public Workforce and Salaries
Track monthly changes in state and local

government employment with our chart of Labor

Department data.

Transportation 

Our interactive map shows changes in bicycle

commuting for more than 400 communities.
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its plans, followed by Illinois and Hawaii.

Other states have managed to largely shore up their funds. Eight

states recorded unfunded liabilities of less than $1,000 per capita,

while seven systems’ aggregate funding ratios exceeded 90

percent. The report lauded Wisconsin – with a 99.8 percent funded

ratio for its system -- as the nation’s strongest.

Read full story and view data for each state

Analysis: Redistricting Mostly Protected
Incumbents in Congressional Races
The 2012 elections – the first since redistricting – saw few

competitive House races in a year when the nation remained mostly

evenly split. Some incumbents benefited from high name

recognition and weak challengers. Others, though, had the scales

tipped in their favor when party officials drew new Congressional

maps intended to limit their vulnerability.

Only 64 of the 435 House races were decided within a 10

percentage-point margin, according to a Governing review of

elections data. Of all incumbents vying to retain their seats in the

general election, just 21 had been defeated as of Tuesday. In 2010,

79 House races had margins of victory less than 10 percent and 54

incumbents lost.

Read more and view partisan composition of states' members

ADVERTISEMENT

Sponsor: IBM

Overcoming Challenges of Asset Management Amid
Declining Federal Budgets

Modern asset management solutions are often no longer

included in large program budgets and logistics

professionals and engineers at federal agencies are

being tasked to do more with less and extend the service

life of existing assets. Without the ability to piggy-back

modern asset management solutionson to large program

budgets, agencies must find other ways to modernize

their asset management solutions. Learn more.

OTHER HEADLINES
2012 Elections Leave Few State Legislatures with Split Control

Personal Incomes Rise in All Metro Areas, Most Counties

Unemployment Rates Drop in 37 States

Jobs Report: Public Sector Employment Drops Slightly After

Rebound

MAP OF THE MONTH: Personal Income Per Capita

 

Personal incomes rose in nearly all counties, but Great Plains

states registered the largest jumps in yearly per capita rates,

according to data released this week by the U.S. Bureau of

Education
View education levels for metro areas, as

estimated by the Census Bureau.

Health
Our map shows how far along states are in

establishing health insurance exchanges.

Census
Where do baby boomers live? View our

interactive map of boomers across the U.S..

Politics
How gerrymandered is your state or

congressional district? View our maps and data.

Safety and Justice
Eighteen states now have laws legalizing

marijuana in some form.

Environment
View top nuclear-producing states and countries.

UPCOMING RELEASES
 

Dec. 4: 2011 Annual Survey of State Government

Finances (Census)

Dec. 6: 2007-2011 American Community Survey

5-Year Estimates (Census)

Dec. 7: Monthly Jobs Report (BLS)

Dec. 18: Work Experience of Population (BLS)

Dec. 19: State Quarterly Personal Income, 1st

quarter, 2012-3rd quarter 2012 (BEA)

Dec. 21: Monthly Regional and State

Employment, Unemployment (BLS)

Dec. 27: Updated National and State Population

Estimates (Census)

DAILY DIGIT

6,968

Illinois has 6,968 units of local government, the

most of any state, followed by Pennsylvania and

Texas. View detailed totals for each state from the

2012 Census of Governments.
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Economic Analysis. View a map with current and historical data for

each county.

MORE DATA: View a complete list of new databases, maps,

visualizations and other tools on the GOVERNING DATA

homepage.

Find an interesting data set or have a good idea for a story?

Contact GOVERNING Data Editor Mike Maciag:

mmaciag@governing.com

This email was sent to: denise.northrup@gov.ok.gov.
Unsubscribe | Opt out of all  e.Republic email | Privacy Statement
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Katie Altshuler; Mary Fallin; Alex Weintz
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Alex Gerszewski; Andrew Silvestri; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: RE: Health Care Reform
Date: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 3:33:18 PM
Attachments: Health Care Reform Memo 6152011.docx

HHS Waiver Document.docx

I fixed a couple of typos (in text below and ATTACHED)…
 
To: Governor Mary Fallin
From: Katie Altshuler and Andrew Silvestri
Date: Wednesday, June 15, 2011
Re: Health Care Reform
 
Introduction:
 
Oklahoma is currently evaluating the SoonerCare (Medicaid) Program to see where we are
and what additional reforms are necessary.  At this point all options are on the table and we
are trying to determine what types of changes or waivers might serve us best.  As you can
see from the RGA letter signed by 29 Republican Governor’s we are all working closely
together on consensus areas.  We believe there is strength in numbers and with enough of
us working together to demand flexibility surely we will not be ignored.  It is important to
note that Oklahoma already has some of the lowest eligibility levels in the country. For
example, non-pregnant parents must be at 37% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) or below
as compared to 200 or 250 percent in other states.  Additionally, Oklahoma’s eligibility level
for pregnant women is 185 percent FPL as compared to a minimum of 200 percent in most
other states.  We are ahead of the game in some areas such as online enrollment and we
are currently looking into ways to better deal with our dual eligible population.  Oklahoma
does offer optional benefits that are not required by Federal law such as durable medical
goods, prescription drugs, behavioral health, transplants, dental and circumcision that could
be reduced; however there would likely be a greater cost incurred by the state if these
services were not offered.  States are required to cover the cost of non-emergency
transportation which seems like an extra that we should be allowed to cut back in times of
fiscal crisis.  Additionally, states need greater flexibility in determining co pays. As noted in
the RGA letter, states must be able to enforce reasonable cost sharing for those able to pay.
 
 
Background (data as of 2010 unless noted otherwise):
 
Oklahoma Health Insurance Coverage Status
 

Oklahoma                   United States
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To: Governor Mary Fallin

From: Katie Altshuler and Andrew Silvestri

Date: Wednesday, June 15, 2011

Re: Health Care Reform

__________________________________________________________________________



Introduction:



Oklahoma is currently evaluating the SoonerCare (Medicaid) Program to see where we are and what additional reforms are necessary.  At this point all options are on the table and we are trying to determine what types of changes or waivers might serve us best.  As you can see from the RGA letter signed by 29 Republican Governor’s we are all working closely together on consensus areas.  We believe there is strength in numbers and with enough of us working together to demand flexibility surely we will not be ignored.  It is important to note that Oklahoma already has some of the lowest eligibility levels in the country. For example, non-pregnant parents must be at 37% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) or below as compared to 200 or 250 percent in other states.  Additionally, Oklahoma’s eligibility level for pregnant women is 185 percent FPL as compared to a minimum of 200 percent in most other states.  We are ahead of the game in some areas such as online enrollment and we are currently looking into ways to better deal with our dual eligible population.  Oklahoma does offer optional benefits that are not required by Federal law such as durable medical goods, prescription drugs, behavioral health, transplants, dental and circumcision that could be reduced; however there would likely be a greater cost incurred by the state if these services were not offered.  States are required to cover the cost of non-emergency transportation which seems like an extra that we should be allowed to cut back in times of fiscal crisis.  Additionally, states need greater flexibility in determining co pays. As noted in the RGA letter, states must be able to enforce reasonable cost sharing for those able to pay.





Background (data as of 2010 unless noted otherwise):



Oklahoma Health Insurance Coverage Status 



Oklahoma                   United States



Employer                     1,714,100                   157,194,100 

Individual                    156,600                       13,995,800 

Medicaid                     505,000                       42,326,300 

Medicare                    502,300                       37,183,500 



Uninsured                    Oklahoma                   United States



Total population          3,550,203                    307,006,550

Total uninsured           564,700                       45,700,000



Breakdown of Uninsured as of 2009



Oklahoma



Total                            16% of total population

Children (age 0-18)     10.4% of OK child population

Adults (over age 18)   22% of OK adult population



United States



Total                            15.4% of total U.S. population

Children (age 0-18)     10% of U.S. child population

Adults (over age 18)   17% of U.S. adult population

 



SoonerCare (Medicaid) Enrollment as of May 2011



Aged/Blind/Disabled (ABD)

Children          19,523 (2.68%) 

Adults              129,423 (17.76%)



Children/Parents

            Children          456,756 (62.69%)

            Adults              65,667 (9.01%)



Other (child custody, refugee, Qualified Medicare Beneficiary, DDSD Supported Living, etc.)

            Children          172 (0.02%)

Adults              20,097 (2.76%)



Oklahoma Cares         1,659 (0.23%) 

(Breast & Cervical Cancer)



SoonerPlan                  34,909 (4.79%)

(Family Planning)



TEFRA                          388 (0.05%)



Total Enrollment         728,594 



State Medicaid Funding:



2010 Total Expenditures:                                                        $4,350,788,295

Federal Share:                                                                         $2,667,539,569

Other (ARRA, Tobacco Funds, Drug Rebate, etc.):                 $508,946,267

State Share/OHCA:                                                                 $938,718,686

State Share/Other Agencies:                                                  $235,583,773



Projected PPACA State Spending Increases:



2014 - $41,555,544

2020 -$441,172,419



Projected PPACA Total Program Cost Increases (State and Federal):



2014 – $605,207,000

2020 - $4,449,280,343



Background Information on Waivers:



The information provided below has come from recent news reports and provides a snap shot; I am conducting research and hope to provide you with a comprehensive list of all waivers soon. The ATTACHMENT summarizes the process for which an entity (State, employer or insurer) can apply for a waiver and it also includes a list of waivers approved for 2011.  It has been provided by the US Dept. of Health and Human Services and was last updated in January of this year.



1. As of the beginning of June it is being reported that the Administration has granted a number of waivers easing requirements of the new health care law with regard to insurance regulations.  Most of the waivers relate to annual coverage limits (unlimited mandate as of 2014) and the provision that requires insurance companies to spend at least 80 percent of the premiums they collect on medical care and quality rather than overhead or profits.  

1. Some states have also submitted waivers dealing with Medicaid requirements. 

1. Arizona and New Jersey have submitted waivers to tighten Medicaid eligibility for adults.

1. Florida, New Jersey, Ohio and Tennessee have been granted temporary waivers allowing individuals in their states to keep insurance plans with limited annual coverage. To qualify for this waiver, states, employers or insurers must demonstrate that compliance with the federal requirement would cause “a significant increase in premiums or a decrease in access to benefits.”

1. Maine, New Hampshire and Nevada have been granted waivers allowing them to adjust the Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) the 80 percent standard to a lower percentage such as 65 percent.

1. Rhode Island has been granted the broadest waiver to date.  In 2008, Governor Carcieri tasked his Secretary of Health and Human Services, Gary Alexander, to apply for a “Global Consumer Choice Compact Waiver” from the federal government.  Rhode Island’s waiver is not quite a block grant. It preserves the FMAP, but caps aggregate federal and state spending through 2013 at $12.075 billion. Nevertheless, it appears to have had the results one would expect from a block grant. Spending has plummeted from what was anticipated. Through the first six quarters of the waiver (January 1, 2009, through June 30, 2010) actual spending was only $2.7 billion versus $3.8 billion budgeted, according to an analysis produced by Secretary Alexander last December.  However, this was approved under the Bush Administration and HHS has stated that they are not likely to approve similar waivers from other states.

1. A number of entities including employers, insurers and union plans (Examples: McDonalds and United Federation of Teachers) were granted one year waivers allowing them to continue to offer minimal coverage below the new laws standards.

1. There are apparently few Oklahoma entities that have applied for insurance related waivers (a couple of companies and at least one tribe), but I am still trying to track them down.




		  Summary of Waiver Application Process and Approvals provided by the US Department of Health and Human Services:

		

Helping Americans Keep the Coverage They Have and Promoting Transparency

Helping Consumers Keep their Coverage

The Affordable Care Act is designed to provide Americans with affordable, high-quality coverage options – while ensuring that those who like their current coverage can keep it.  Unfortunately, today, limited benefit plans, or “mini-med” plans are often the only type of insurance offered to some workers.  In 2014, the Affordable Care Act will end mini-med plans when Americans will have better access to affordable, comprehensive health insurance plans that cannot use high deductibles or annual limits to limit benefits.  In the meantime, the law requires insurers to phase out the use of annual dollar limits on benefits.  In 2011, most plans can impose an annual limit of no less than $750,000. 

Mini-med plans have lower limits than allowed under the Affordable Care Act.  While mini-med plans do not provide security in the event of serious illness or accident, they are unfortunately the only option that some employers offer.  In order to protect coverage for these workers, the Affordable Care Act allows these plans to apply for temporary waivers from rules restricting the size of annual limits to some group health plans and health insurance issuers.

Waivers only last for one year and are only available if the plan certifies that a waiver is necessary to prevent either a large increase in premiums or a significant decrease in access to coverage.  In addition, enrollees must be informed that their plan does not meet the requirements of the Affordable Care Act.  No other provision of the Affordable Care Act is affected by these waivers: they only apply to the annual limit policy.

As of today, a total of 733 waivers have been granted for 2011.  Key facts about annual limits waivers:

· There was an increase in the number of applications received at the end of 2010 because December 1 was the final day to apply for a waiver for a plan or policy year that begins on January 1 – as many plans do. Over 500 waivers were granted in December.  While the number of approved waivers increased by more than 200 percent, the total number of enrollees in plans receiving waivers has increased by only 48 percent since the previous posting. 

· Of all the waivers granted to date: 

· Employment-Based Coverage: The vast majority – 712 plans representing 97 percent of all waivers – were granted to health plans that are employment-related. 

· Self-Insured Employer Plans Applicants: Employer-based health plans received most of the waivers – 359.     

· Collectively-Bargained Employer-Based Plan Applicants: Most of the other health plans receiving waivers are multi-employer health funds created by a collective bargaining agreement between a union and two or more employers, pursuant to the Taft-Hartley Act.  These “union plans” are employment based group health plans and operate for the sole benefit of workers.  They tend to be larger than other typical group health plans because they cover multiple employers. There are also single-employer union plans that have received a waiver.  In total, 182 collectively-bargained plans have received waivers.

· Health Reimbursement Arrangements (HRAs):  HRAs are employer-funded group health plans where employees are reimbursed tax-free for qualified medical expenses up to a maximum dollar amount for a coverage period.  In total, HHS has approved 171 applications for waivers for HRAs.

· Health Insurers: Sixteen waivers were granted to health insurers, which can apply for a waiver for multiple mini-med products sold to employers or individuals. 

· State Governments: Four waivers have gone to State governments.  States may apply for a waiver of the restricted annual limits on behalf of issuers of state-mandated policies if state law required the policies to be offered by the issuers prior to September 23, 2010. 

· The number of enrollees in plans with annual limits waivers is 2.1 million, representing only about 1 percent of all Americans who have private health insurance today.

Improving Transparency

HHS periodically posts the list of the plans that have been granted waivers to ensure the public is aware of the waiver process and stakeholders understand how they are affected.  Also, on December 9, 2010 HHS issued new rules requiring that health insurers offering mini-med plans must notify consumers in plain language that their plan offers extremely limited benefits and direct them to www.HealthCare.gov where they can get more information about other coverage options. The rules require health plans with waivers to tell consumers if their health care coverage is subject to an annual dollar limit lower than what is required under the law.  This way, enrollees know when their coverage is limited.

Annual limits waivers are temporary.  In 2014 annual dollar limits will be prohibited and mini-med plans will no longer be necessary. 

 

Approved Applications for Waiver of the Annual Limits Requirements

Updated January 26, 2011

All Applicants Listed have had 1 or more plans/policies approved.

Approved State applicants are listed separately below

Applications for waivers from annual limit requirements are reviewed on a case by case basis by Department officials who look at a series of factors including whether or not a premium increase is large or if a significant number of  enrollees would lose access to their current plan because the coverage would not be offered in the absence of a waiver.  More detailed information on specific criteria can be found at: http://www.hhs.gov/ociio/regulations/11-05-2010annual_limits_waiver_bulletin.pdf.  Approved applicants are granted an annual limit waiver for one year.  The Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight’s sub-regulatory guidance on the process for obtaining waivers of the annual limits requirements may be found at: http://www.hhs.gov/ociio/regulations/patient/ociio_2010-1_20100903_508.pdf

 

		 

		Applicant

		Application
Received

		Plan
Effective
Date

		Number
of
Enrollees

		Application
Completed by
Applicant

		Waiver
Approved



		1

		24 Hour Fitness

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,758

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		2

		Allied Building Inspectors IUOE Local 211 Welfare Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,720

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		3

		Alpha Omega Home Health, LLC

		11/30/2010

		10/1/2010

		150

		12/13/2010

		12/30/2010



		4

		Andersen Corporation

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,852

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		5

		Bowman Sheet Metal Heating & Air-conditioning

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		6

		Bricklayers Insurance & Welfare Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,997

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		7

		Bridge, Structural, Ornamental & Reinforcing Ironworkers Local Union No. 60*

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		290

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		8

		Carey Johnson Oil Co, Inc

		11/22/2010

		10/1/2010

		157

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		9

		Catholic Charities of the Diocese of Albany*

		12/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		201

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		10

		Cement Masons' Local No. 502 Welfare Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		450

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		11

		City of Bloomington VEBA Health Savings Plan*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		750

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		12

		City of Burnsville*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		290

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		13

		City of Olathe*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		624

		12/14/2010

		12/30/2010



		14

		Clausen Miller PC

		12/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		150

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		15

		Crystal Run Village, Inc*

		12/4/2010

		12/1/2010

		1,350

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		16

		Delta Apparel

		12/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		67

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		17

		Discovery Benefits*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,739

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		18

		Dr. Trailer Repair, Inc.

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		19

		Employer-Teamsters Local Nos. 175 & 505 Health and Welfare Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		358

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		20

		Entrust

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		21

		Fabri-Quilt

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		104

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		22

		GC Harvesting, Inc.

		12/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,500

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		23

		Glen Curtis, Inc. #2143

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		227

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		24

		Heritage Christian Services

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,662

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		25

		IBEW Local 3 NYC Electrical Division Health & Welfare Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,072

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		26

		Indiana Area UFCW Union Locals and Retail Food Employers' Health and Welfare Plan

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6,885

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		27

		Ingham County

		12/22/2010

		2/1/2011

		42

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		28

		Innovative Driver Services Company

		12/21/2010

		2/1/2011

		36

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		29

		Integrity Data*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		24

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		30

		Inter-County Hospitalization Plan, Inc.

		12/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		177

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		31

		Jakov P. Dulcich & Sons

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		107

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		32

		Jefferson Rehabilitation Center

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		240

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		33

		JLG Harvesting, Inc.

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		188

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		34

		Johnson Machine Works

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		191

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		35

		Kent County

		12/22/2010

		2/1/2011

		10

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		36

		Laborers' District Council of Virginia Health and Welfare Trust Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		296

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		37

		Laborers National Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8,690

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		38

		Local 1245 Health Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,486

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		39

		Local 237 Teamsters Suffolk Regional Off-Track Betting Corp. Health and Welfare Trust Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		328

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		40

		Local 295 Welfare Fund

		12/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,228

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		41

		Local 381 Group Insurance Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,346

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		42

		Local 805 Welfare Fund

		11/1/2010

		2/1/2011

		1,376

		12/17/2010

		12/30/2010



		43

		Marble Industry Trust Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,325

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		44

		McGregor Schools ISD #4*

		12/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		38

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		45

		MJ Soffe

		12/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		270

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		46

		MO-Kan Teamsters and Welfare Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,494

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		47

		Mounds View Public Schools*

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		76

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		48

		MVP

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		21,548

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		49

		North State Bank

		11/30/2010

		6/1/2011

		58

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		50

		North States Industries Inc*

		12/3/2010

		2/1/2011

		92

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		51

		Pathways Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		55

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		52

		Pavers and Road Builders District Council Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,303

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		53

		Phoenix Children's Academy

		12/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,522

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		54

		Roofers Local 8 Insurance & Trust Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,321

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		55

		San Bernardino IHSS Public Authority

		12/1/2010

		4/1/2011

		1,317

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		56

		SCC Healthcare Group, LLP

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		105

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		57

		Schenectady ARC*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		514

		12/1/2010

		12/30/2010



		58

		Schoharie County ARC*

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		276

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		59

		Sieben Polk Law Firm

		11/19/2010

		10/1/2010

		3

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		60

		Sitel, Inc.

		12/21/2010

		7/1/2011

		2,060

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		61

		Southern Graphic Communication Health Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		411

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		62

		Springbrook Standalone HRA*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		524

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		63

		St. Lawrence NYSARC*

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,734

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		64

		Sunview Vineyards of California, Inc.

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6,500

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		65

		Tandem Eastern Inc. / Consolidated Transport Systems, Inc.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		601

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		66

		Taylor Farms

		11/29/2010

		2/1/2011

		121

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		67

		Teamsters Union Local # 35

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,109

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		68

		The Day Care Council/Council of Supervisors and Administrators Welfare Fund

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		193

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		69

		The Public Authority of San Luis Obispo County

		11/15/2010

		2/1/2011

		277

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		70

		The University Financing Foundation, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/10/2010

		12/30/2010



		71

		The Village of Newark Non-Union Employee Plan*

		11/8/2010

		7/1/2011

		40

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		72

		Theatrical Stage Employees Local One

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		9,200

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		73

		Tuff Shed, Inc.

		11/29/2010

		4/1/2011

		311

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		74

		U.A. Local 13 & Employers Group Insurance Plan*

		11/30/2010

		12/1/2010

		1,039

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		75

		UFCW & Participating Food Industry Employers Tri-State Health & Welfare Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		107

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		76

		UFCW Local 1500 Welfare Fund

		12/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		16,588

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		77

		UFCW Local One Health Care Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,335

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		78

		Ulster Greene ARC*

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,072

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		79

		Westminster-Canterbury of Lynchburg

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		192

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		80

		Wine and Liquor Salesmen of NJ

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,083

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		81

		A-1 Transport

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		38

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		82

		AIDS Council of Northeastern  New York

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		78

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		83

		Avon Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		6

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		84

		Azeros Health Plans, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		36

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		85

		Benton County*

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		200

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		86

		Bessey Tools, Inc.

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		87

		Canandaigua City Schools*

		12/1/2010

		10/1/2011

		1,058

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		88

		City of Eagan*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		120

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		89

		City of Shakopee Post-Employment Health Care Savings Account Plan *

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		153

		12/15/2010

		12/29/2010



		90

		Community Work and Independence Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		382

		11/17/2010

		12/29/2010



		91

		Continuing Developmental Services

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		623

		12/14/2010

		12/29/2010



		92

		Crystal Cabinet Works, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		7/1/2011

		304

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		93

		CU*Answers, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		152

		12/23/2010

		12/29/2010



		94

		Euromarket Designs, Inc., d/b/a Crate and Barrel

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,452

		12/1/2010

		12/29/2010



		95

		First National Bank of Dietrerich

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		51

		12/20/2011

		12/29/2010



		96

		Franziska Racker Centers*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		795

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		97

		Fridley Public Schools Health Savings Plan*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		79

		12/21/2010

		12/29/2010



		98

		FSA/SUNYAB-Campus Dining and Shops

		12/1/2010

		12/1/2010

		67

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		99

		Genesee County ARC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		254

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		100

		Genesee County Economic Development Corp Health Reimbursement Account*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		101

		Grand Island Central School District*

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		507

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		102

		Hammondsport Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		67

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		103

		Imperial Wholesale, Inc.

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		14

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		104

		Learning Disabilities Association of Western New York

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		90

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		105

		Minnesota State Retirement System Post-Employment Health Care Savings Plan - City of Roseville*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		280

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		106

		Naples Central School District

		12/1/2010

		10/1/2010

		151

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		107

		Naples Central School District Support Staff

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		113

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		108

		Newark Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		436

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		109

		Niagara-Wheatfield CSD Self Funded

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		72

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		110

		Panama Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		20

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		111

		People 1st Health Strategies, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		11/30/2010

		12/29/2010



		112

		Pipe Fitters' Welfare Fund, Local 597*

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		709

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		113

		Ron Clark Construction Health reimbursement Arrangement*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		114

		Sherman Central School District

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		59

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		115

		Silver Creek Central School District*

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		106

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		116

		Sodus Central School District

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		122

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		117

		Telco Construction

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		118

		Town of Albion

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		119

		Town of Chenango

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		41

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		120

		Town of Lockport

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		42

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		121

		Twin City Die Casting*

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		148

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		122

		Western Area Volunteer Emergency Services *

		12/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		30

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		123

		Westfield Academy*

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		53

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		124

		Williamson Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		278

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		125

		American Radio Association Plan

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		32

		12/15/2010

		12/28/2010



		126

		Carpenters Health and Security Trust of Western Washington

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/15/2010

		12/28/2010



		127

		Communicare Health Benefits Trust

		11/29/2010

		5/1/2011

		10,138

		12/23/2010

		12/28/2010



		128

		District Council 1707 Local 389 Home Care Employees Health & Welfare Fund

		11/23/2010

		9/1/2011

		7,867

		12/22/2010

		12/28/2010



		129

		Health and Welfare Plan of the Laundry, Dry Cleaning Workers & Allied Industry Health Fund, Workers United

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,000

		12/16/2010

		12/28/2010



		130

		Northern Illinois and Iowa Laborers Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		133

		12/16/2010

		12/28/2010



		131

		Prell Services

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		63

		12/21/2010

		12/28/2010



		132

		United Food and Commercial Workers Retail Employees and Employers Health and Welfare Plan

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		98

		12/23/2010

		12/28/2010



		133

		A-1 Realty*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		134

		AABR*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		504

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		135

		ABCO Diecasters*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		136

		Alfred P. Sloan*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		41

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		137

		Alizio & Galfunt*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		138

		All American Heating and AC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		21

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		139

		Allied Pilots Association

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		678

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		140

		Amherst Central School District*

		11/30/2010

		9/1/2011

		53

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		141

		AristaCare at Meadow Springs*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		115

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		142

		Arthur Sanderson& Sons*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		143

		Associated General Contractors of ND Employees*

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,002

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		144

		Autistic Service, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		217

		12/1/2010

		12/23/2010



		145

		Bartech Group

		11/22/2010

		4/1/2011

		1,189

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		146

		Basf Fuel Cell, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		40

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		147

		Battery Park City Authority*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		44

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		148

		Battery Park City Conservancy*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		55

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		149

		Benefit Analysis Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		17

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		150

		Blaze SSI*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		10

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		151

		Blue Beacon

		12/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,500

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		152

		Board of Trustees for the Operating Engineers Local 101 Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,465

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		153

		Business Wire*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		440

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		154

		Cargo Ventures*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		155

		Carnegie Corporation of NY*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		33

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		156

		Carpenters Local No. 491 Health & Welfare Plan

		12/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,200

		12/20/2010

		12/23/2010



		157

		Central Laborers' Welfare Fund

		12/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,863

		12/20/2010

		12/23/2010



		158

		Central States, Southeast and Southwest Areas Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		9/1/2011

		326

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		159

		City of Cottage Grove*

		9/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		90

		12/2/2010

		12/23/2010



		160

		City of Inver Grove Heights*

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		130

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		161

		City Of Roseville MN*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		210

		12/21/2010

		12/23/2010



		162

		Clinton Management*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		163

		Cloquet Area Fire Department*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		22

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		164

		Cohen Partners*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		165

		Community Bank of Bergen County*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		166

		Community Mainstreaming*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		92

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		167

		Contract Cleaners Service Employees Benefit Trust

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,772

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		168

		Cornerstone Search Group*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		169

		D & D Ag Supply and Construction, Inc.*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		170

		Dial Senior Management, Inc

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		127

		12/21/2010

		12/23/2010



		171

		Douglaston Development*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		172

		Dr. Margaret Andrin, MD FACOG LLC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		173

		Dynasil Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		16

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		174

		Echo Molding*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		29

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		175

		Eighth District Electrical Benefit Fund

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		137

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		176

		Electrical Workers Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,994

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		177

		Enterprise Concrete Products, LLC Texas

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		82

		12/22/2010

		12/23/2010



		178

		Epilepsy Foundation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		336

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		179

		Epilepsy Foundation Northeastern New York*

		12/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		19

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		180

		Evans Chemetics*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		179

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		181

		Excellus Health Plan

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		18,860

		12/22/2010

		12/23/2010



		182

		Fairport Central School District*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		848

		12/1/2010

		12/23/2010



		183

		Goodwill Industries of Central Indiana

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		90

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		184

		Gregory Packaging*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		40

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		185

		Gulf Coast Health Care

		12/1/2010

		12/1/2010

		2,497

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		186

		Handcraft Manufacturing Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		48

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		187

		Haver Analytics Health Waiver*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		102

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		188

		Health Care Employees Dental and Medical Trust

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		744

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		189

		Hiawatha Medical, Inc.*

		12/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		17

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		190

		Highfield Gardens Care Center*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		50

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		191

		Hirsch International*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		38

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		192

		Hotel, Restaurant & Bar Employees Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		98

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		193

		Hypex Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		194

		IBEW Local Union No. 126 Health and Welfare Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,251

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		195

		International Union of Operating Engineers, Supplemental Benefit Fund Local 409*

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		59

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		196

		Interstate Connecting Components*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		78

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		197

		Jacobson Family Investments*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		198

		J-B Wholesale Pet Supplies*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		19

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		199

		JKL International*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		200

		Jump, Scutellaro, and Co., LLP*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		201

		KC International dba Ekman Recycling*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		36

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		202

		Kerwin Communications*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		14

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		203

		Kingstown Capital Management*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		204

		Koellman Gear Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		205

		Kramer Electronics*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		206

		Lakeview Subacute Care Center*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		61

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		207

		Langan Engineering and Financial Services, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		51

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		208

		LBDD*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		209

		League of Minnesota Cities*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		70

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		210

		Leisure Properties LLC d/b/a/ Crownline Boats*

		11/30/2010

		6/1/2011

		158

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		211

		Liberty House Nursing Home*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		212

		Lifetime Assistance, Inc*

		12/1/2010

		7/15/2011

		1,344

		12/20/2010

		12/23/2010



		213

		Lincoln Hall*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		296

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		214

		Local 888 UFCW

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,004

		12/21/2010

		12/23/2010



		215

		Maharishi University of Management

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		154

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		216

		Mamiya America Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		26

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		217

		Mandt Reiss & Associates PLLC

		11/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/10/2010

		12/23/2010



		218

		Margaret P. Muscarelle Child Dev. Center*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		219

		Merrill Farms LLC

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		35

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		220

		Micelli Motors, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		221

		Midwest Asphalt Corporation *

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		53

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		222

		Midwest Teamsters

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,315

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		223

		Monroe County*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		719

		12/14/2010

		12/23/2010



		224

		Nassau County Chapter, NYSARC, Inc*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,581

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		225

		NCHC, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		226

		New York State Assn. for Retarded Children Erie Co. Chapter dba/Heritage Centers*

		11/29/2010

		2/1/2011

		1,125

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		227

		NJ Society of CPAs*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		74

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		228

		North Greece Fire District*

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		110

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		229

		Northern Minnesota-Wisconsin Area Retail Food Health & Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,100

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		230

		Ogontz Avenue Revitalization Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		32

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		231

		Parkview Care and Rehab*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		232

		PCB Machining Solutions*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		60

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		233

		PCB Piezotronics*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		700

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		234

		Philadelphia Macaroni Company*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		235

		Phoenix Partners Group, LP*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		236

		Privilege Underwriters, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		75

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		237

		Progressive AE*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		81

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		238

		Quadrant Capital Advisors, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		19

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		239

		Regency Management Group, LLC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		240

		Rhoads Industries*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		71

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		241

		Roofers Local #96 Health & Welfare Fund

		12/16/2010

		12/1/2010

		2,838

		12/20/2010

		12/23/2010



		242

		Rowe and Company, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		243

		Rush-Henrietta Central School District HRA*

		11/30/2010

		7/1/2011

		1,327

		12/21/2010

		12/23/2010



		244

		Security Benefit Fund of the Uniformed Firefighters Association of New York City

		12/14/2010

		7/1/2011

		23,900

		12/14/2010

		12/23/2010



		245

		SEIU Health and Welfare fund, 2000

		12/1/2010

		12/1/2010

		161

		12/1/2010

		12/23/2010



		246

		Seneca Cayuga ARC*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,187

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		247

		Service Employees 32BJ North Health Benefit Fund*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,020

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		248

		Sierra Video Systems*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		249

		SMEG*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		250

		Strategic Industries*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		251

		Superior Officers Council Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8,950

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		252

		Teamsters Local Union 966 Health Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,519

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		253

		Techno Source USA*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		16

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		254

		The Alternative Living Group, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		170

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		255

		The Arc of Otsego (Otsego County Chapter NYSARC, Inc.)*

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		535

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		256

		The Arc of Rensselaer County*

		12/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		825

		12/14/2010

		12/23/2010



		257

		The City of Cloquet*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		79

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		258

		The Henry Luce Foundation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		259

		The Maritime Aquarium of Norwalk, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		39

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		260

		The Pew Charitable Trusts*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		238

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		261

		The Rehabilitation Center*

		12/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		442

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		262

		The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		223

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		263

		Topco*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		24

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		264

		Totino Grace High School*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		94

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		265

		Urstadt Biddle Properties*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		34

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		266

		W.H. Reaves & Co., Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		267

		Walder, Hayden & Brogan, PA*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		37

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		268

		Walters-Morgan Construction, Inc.

		12/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		26

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		269

		Wellspring Advisors*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		270

		West Bergen Mental Healthcare*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		110

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		271

		Westchester ARC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		613

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		272

		Westchester JCS*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		274

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		273

		Western Beef*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		815

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		274

		Hollow Metal Trust Fund

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,250

		12/9/2010

		12/21/2010



		275

		Theatrical Teamsters Local 817 IBT Welfare Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		487

		11/29/2010

		12/21/2010



		276

		Vestal Manufacturing Enterprises, Inc.

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		174

		11/22/2010

		12/21/2010



		277

		AccessAbility, Inc.

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		25

		12/14/2010

		12/20/2010



		278

		Ackerman Oil Employee Benefit Trust

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		47

		12/10/2010

		12/20/2010



		279

		Albany County Chapter, NYSARC Inc., DBA New Visions of Albany*

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		453

		12/16/2010

		12/20/2010



		280

		American Eagle Outfitters

		11/16/2010

		3/1/2011

		9

		11/26/2010

		12/20/2010



		281

		Basin Disposal

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		12/8/2010

		12/20/2010



		282

		Bengard Ranch, Inc.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		609

		12/9/2010

		12/20/2010



		283

		Bestway Rental, Inc

		10/28/2010

		8/1/2011

		202

		11/26/2010

		12/20/2010



		284

		Big Lots, Inc.

		11/11/2010

		2/1/2011

		35

		12/1/2010

		12/20/2010



		285

		Byrd Harvest, Inc.

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		484

		11/23/2010

		12/20/2010



		286

		Cardinal Hayes Home for Children HRA plan*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		284

		11/30/2010

		12/20/2010



		287

		CDS Administrative Services, LLC

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		11/30/2010

		12/20/2010



		288

		Center for Energy and Environment*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		105

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		289

		City of Brooklyn Park*

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		372

		12/15/2010

		12/20/2010



		290

		D'Arrigo Bros. Co. of California

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,816

		11/19/2010

		12/20/2010



		291

		Defender Services, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		289

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		292

		DineEquity, Inc

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		131

		12/1/2010

		12/20/2010



		293

		Green Leaf Distributors, Inc.

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		11/22/2010

		12/20/2010



		294

		IBEW Local Union No. 728 Family Healthcare Plan

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		31

		12/15/2010

		12/20/2010



		295

		Joseph Gallo Farms

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		345

		11/26/2010

		12/20/2010



		296

		Life Benefit Plan

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,476

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		297

		Luther Automotive Group HRA*

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		660

		12/9/2010

		12/20/2010



		298

		Metrics Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		231

		11/30/2010

		12/20/2010



		299

		Nueces County Appraisal District

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		77

		12/8/2010

		12/20/2010



		300

		Ocean Properties Ltd

		11/23/2010

		2/1/2011

		750

		12/8/2010

		12/20/2010



		301

		P-R Farms, Inc.

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		128

		12/15/2010

		12/20/2010



		302

		SEIU Health & Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,620

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		303

		Sports Arena Employees' Local 137 Welfare Fund

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		611

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		304

		Staywell Saipan Basic Plan

		11/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		113

		12/8/2010

		12/20/2010



		305

		Truck Drivers and Helpers Local 355 Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		905

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		306

		Communications Workers of America, Local 1180 Security Benefits Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		19,000

		12/8/2010

		12/17/2010



		307

		Health and Welfare Fund of the Detectives' Endowment Association, Inc. Police Department City of New York

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		17,924

		11/22/2010

		12/17/2010



		308

		Man-U Service Contract Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		760

		12/14/2010

		12/17/2010



		309

		Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		54

		12/13/2010

		12/17/2010



		310

		SEIU Local 300, Civil Service Forum Employees Welfare Fund

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,000

		12/9/2010

		12/17/2010



		311

		Electrical Welfare Trust Fund

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		78

		12/7/2010

		12/16/2010



		312

		Highmark West Virginia Inc. d/b/a Mountain State Blue Cross Blue Shield

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		270

		12/16/2010

		12/16/2010



		313

		Advocacy and Resource Center*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,134

		11/30/2010

		12/14/2010



		314

		Amalgamated, Industrial and Toy & Novelty Workers of America, Local 223 Sick Benefit Fund

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,255

		11/16/2010

		12/14/2010



		315

		Atlanta Plumbers & Steamfitters Fringe Benefit Funds

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,235

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		316

		Aurora Consulting Group, Inc.*

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		12/1/2010

		12/14/2010



		317

		Brock Enterprises, Inc.

		11/5/2010

		3/1/2011

		1,051

		11/5/2010

		12/14/2010



		318

		Central Texas Health and Benefit Trust Fund Locals 520, 60 & 72

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		500

		12/7/2010

		12/14/2010



		319

		Electricians Health, Welfare & Pension Plans I.B.E.W. Local Union No. 995

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		980

		12/1/2010

		12/14/2010



		320

		Essex County Chapter NYSARC, Inc. dba Mountain Lake Services*

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,543

		12/3/2010

		12/14/2010



		321

		Executive Management Services, Inc.

		11/18/2010

		8/1/2011

		161

		12/3/2010

		12/14/2010



		322

		Florida Laborers Health Fund

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,700

		11/24/2010

		12/14/2010



		323

		Fulton County Chapter NYSARC, Inc.*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,387

		11/30/2010

		12/14/2010



		324

		General Parts, LLC*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		150

		11/30/2010

		12/14/2010



		325

		Greystone program, Inc*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		240

		11/24/2010

		12/14/2010



		326

		Hacienda Harvesting, Inc.

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		118

		12/9/2010

		12/14/2010



		327

		IBEW Local No. 640 and Arizona Chapter NECA Health & Welfare Trust Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		263

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		328

		Lone Star Park at Grand Prairie

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		65

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		329

		Louisiana Electrical Health Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		415

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		330

		Maverick, Inc. Employee Health Care Benefits Plan

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		794

		12/6/2010

		12/14/2010



		331

		Memphis Construction Benefit Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		507

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		332

		Mid-South Carpenters Regional Council Health and Welfare Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		5,465

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		333

		Mountain Lake Services

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,543

		11/17/2010

		12/14/2010



		334

		NECA-IBEW Local 480 Health and Welfare Plan

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,698

		11/22/2010

		12/14/2010



		335

		Plumbers and Pipefitters Welfare Fund of Local Union No. 719

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		480

		11/29/2010

		12/14/2010



		336

		Retiree Plan of the Central States, Southeast and Southwest Areas Health and Welfare Fund

		10/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		17,440

		11/23/2010

		12/14/2010



		337

		Richmond Community Services*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		815

		11/24/2010

		12/14/2010



		338

		Sheet Metal Workers Local No. 177 Health and Welfare, Pension and Vacation Funds

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		965

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		339

		Sheet Metal Workers' National Health Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,500

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		340

		South Central Laborers' Health & Welfare Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		330

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		341

		Southeastern Pipetrades Health & Welfare Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,270

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		342

		Telamon Corporation Health Reimbursement Arrangement*

		11/12/2010

		4/1/2011

		596

		11/12/2010

		12/14/2010



		343

		The ARC of Delaware County*

		11/18/2010

		12/1/2010

		404

		12/1/2010

		12/14/2010



		344

		UFCW Local 1262 and Employers Health & Welfare Fund

		10/29/2010

		12/1/2010

		3,028

		12/6/2010

		12/14/2010



		345

		United Cerebral Palsy of Ulster County, Inc*

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		200

		11/29/2010

		12/14/2010



		346

		Vincent B Zaninovich & Sons, Inc.

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,288

		11/17/2010

		12/14/2010



		347

		Wayne ARC Standalone HRA Section 105 Plan*

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,153

		11/23/2010

		12/14/2010



		348

		Wildwood Program*

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		480

		11/29/2010

		12/14/2010



		349

		Allied Welfare Fund

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,523

		11/8/2010

		12/13/2010



		350

		Becker County Post-Retirement Health Care Savings Plan*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		180

		11/24/2010

		12/13/2010



		351

		Becker County VEBA*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		85

		11/24/2010

		12/13/2010



		352

		FIDUCIA*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		11/30/2010

		12/13/2010



		353

		Triple-S Salud, Inc.

		10/9/2010

		10/1/2010

		14,769

		11/24/2010

		12/13/2010



		354

		B. R. Company

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		11/10/2010

		12/9/2010



		355

		Britz Companies, ET AL

		11/4/2010

		2/1/2011

		531

		11/4/2010

		12/9/2010



		356

		Century Health and Wellness Benefit Plan and Trust

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		524

		12/2/2010

		12/9/2010



		357

		EBSA Foundation

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		220

		12/2/2010

		12/9/2010



		358

		Encore Enterprises

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		29

		12/2/2010

		12/9/2010



		359

		Faurecia USA Holdings

		10/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		11/23/2010

		12/9/2010



		360

		Goodwill Industries of Kentucky, Inc.

		10/29/2010

		12/1/2010

		43

		12/3/2010

		12/9/2010



		361

		Minnesota Cement Masons Health and Welfare Fund

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,000

		11/19/2010

		12/9/2010



		362

		Plumbers Local Union No. 690 of Philadelphia and Vicinity Health Plan

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,006

		11/3/2010

		12/9/2010



		363

		Robert Heath Trucking Inc

		10/7/2010

		1/1/2011

		100

		11/18/2010

		12/9/2010



		364

		Securitas Security Services USA, Inc.

		10/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,528

		12/2/2010

		12/9/2010



		365

		Sunwest Fruit Company, Inc

		11/4/2010

		2/1/2011

		236

		11/4/2010

		12/9/2010



		366

		The Louis Berger Group, Inc.

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		311

		12/1/2010

		12/9/2010



		367

		United Food & Commercial Workers Unions and Employers Midwest Health Benefits Fund

		10/28/2010

		12/1/2010

		821

		12/3/2010

		12/9/2010



		368

		WD Young& Sons, Inc.

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		288

		11/16/2010

		12/9/2010



		369

		Atlantis Casino Resort Spa

		11/4/2010

		2/1/2011

		16

		11/22/2010

		12/7/2010



		370

		United Food and Commercial Workers and Employers Arizona

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		516

		11/27/2010

		12/7/2010



		371

		Act Trust Mini-Med Plan

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		67

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		372

		Allen's Family Food

		10/25/2010

		1/1/2011

		885

		11/17/2010

		12/6/2010



		373

		Anderson Media Corporation

		10/28/2010

		7/1/2011

		1,941

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		374

		Blasters, Drillers &
Miners Union Local No. 29 Welfare Fund

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,000

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		375

		Care Initiatives, Inc.

		10/25/2010

		8/1/2011

		287

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		376

		Cement and Concrete
Workers District Council Welfare Fund Plan

		10/25/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,498

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		377

		COARC*

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		357

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		378

		Construction Workers Local 147 Welfare Fund

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,000

		11/26/2010

		12/6/2010



		379

		Crystal Run Healthcare

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		315

		11/23/2010

		12/6/2010



		380

		Diamondback Management
Services, LTD

		10/25/2010

		1/1/2011

		367

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		381

		Freeman Metal Products

		11/15/2010

		11/1/2011

		33

		11/24/2010

		12/6/2010



		382

		Hardwick Clothes, Inc.

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		264

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		383

		Hronis, Inc.

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,304

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		384

		International Union of
Bricklayers & Allied Craftworkers

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,497

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		385

		Isaacson Isaacson Seridan & Fountain, LLP

		11/19/2010

		6/1/2011

		8

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		386

		Katy Industries, Inc.

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		191

		10/28/2010

		12/6/2010



		387

		Landscape, Irrigation
and Lawn Sprinkler Industry Health and Welfare Plan and Trust

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		210

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		388

		Local 298 Health
Benefit Fund Plan

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		273

		10/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		389

		Local 803 Health and Welfare Fund

		10/25/2010

		11/1/2010

		88

		11/16/2010

		12/6/2010



		390

		Louisiana Laborers
Health and Welfare Fund

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,500

		11/24/2010

		12/6/2010



		391

		M.A. Mortenson

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		332

		11/26/2010

		12/6/2010



		392

		Maple Knoll Communities

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		348

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		393

		Marshall Durbin Food Corporation

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		45

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		394

		Minnesota Teamsters Construction Division

		10/28/2010

		12/1/2010

		1,248

		10/28/2010

		12/6/2010



		395

		Name Brand, Inc.

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		33

		11/23/2010

		12/6/2010



		396

		Oklahoma Goodwill Industries

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		83

		11/17/2010

		12/6/2010



		397

		PepsiCo, Inc

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		301

		12/3/2010

		12/6/2010



		398

		Plumbers & Pipefitters
Local Union 823 Health & Welfare Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		285

		11/18/2010

		12/6/2010



		399

		Plumbers & Steamfitters
Local No. 6 Health and Welfare Fund

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		875

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		400

		Regent Care Center

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		432

		11/17/2010

		12/6/2010



		401

		Rice Food Markets, Inc.

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		202

		11/18/2010

		12/6/2010



		402

		Rice Food Markets, Inc.

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		166

		11/18/2010

		12/6/2010



		403

		Ricker Oil Company

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		102

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		404

		Skilled Health Care

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,080

		11/16/2010

		12/6/2010



		405

		Southwestern Teamsters Security Fund

		10/29/2010

		12/1/2010

		589

		11/23/2010

		12/6/2010



		406

		Teamsters Local
445 Welfare Plan

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		575

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		407

		Teamsters Local 210 Affiliated Health and Insurance Fund

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		10,613

		11/15/2010

		12/6/2010



		408

		Teamsters Welfare Fund of Northern New Jersey Local 1723

		10/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,154

		10/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		409

		The Durango Herald

		10/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		55

		11/17/2010

		12/6/2010



		410

		The Talbots, Inc

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		22

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		411

		Town of Frisco Medical Plan

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		11/1/2010

		12/6/2010



		412

		Tudor Ranch

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		47

		11/12/2010

		12/6/2010



		413

		UNITE HERE Local 74 Welfare and Dental Trust

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		220

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		414

		United Employees
Health Plans

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		11/15/2010

		12/6/2010



		415

		United Food and Commercial Workers
Union Local 1000 and Kroger Dallas Health and Welfare Plan

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,389

		11/30/2010

		12/6/2010



		416

		United Service Employees Union, Local 377, RWDSU, UFCW

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,142

		11/4/2010

		12/6/2010



		417

		WageWorks, Inc

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		50,000

		11/24/2010

		12/6/2010



		418

		IBEW Local 613 and Contributing Employers Family Health Plan (Union)

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		8,500

		11/17/2010

		12/3/2010



		419

		Advantage Benefits Company, LLC

		11/12/2010

		12/1/2010

		57

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		420

		Aerospace Contractors' Trust**

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,072

		12/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		421

		AJFC Community Action Plan**

		10/13/2010

		10/1/2011

		215

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		422

		Altisource Portfolio Solutions

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		200

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		423

		American Heritage Life Insurance Company

		10/15/2010

		12/1/10-9/1/11

		69,945

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		424

		Americare Properties, Inc.

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		547

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		425

		AMN Healthcare

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,440

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		426

		Andrews Transport L.P.**

		11/2/2010

		9/1/2011

		154

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		427

		Anoka Hennepin Credit Union* **

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		428

		APWU Health Plan Conversion Plan

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		518

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		429

		Aspen Snowmass**

		10/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		376

		11/10/2010

		11/23/2010



		430

		ATCO Rubber Products, Inc

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		185

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		431

		Baylor County Hospital District

		10/20/2010

		10/20/2010

		208

		11/12/1010

		11/23/2010



		432

		Belk Farms**

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		34

		11/4/2010

		11/23/2010



		433

		Bricklayers Local 1 of MD, VA and DC

		11/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,985

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		434

		Cardon & Associates, Inc**

		11/8/2010

		3/1/2011

		342

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		435

		Catholic Charities of the Diocese of Ogdensburg

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		30

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		436

		Central Mills**

		10/19/2010

		6/1/2011

		300

		11/10/2010

		11/23/2010



		437

		Civil Service Bar Association Security Benefit Fund**

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,515

		11/10/2010

		11/23/2010



		438

		Cotton Belt Inc.**

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		34

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		439

		CPC Logistics Health & Welfare Plan**

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		5,815

		11/24/2010

		11/23/2010



		440

		Delmarva United Food and Commercial Workers**

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,405

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		441

		Dole Food Company**

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,946

		11/10/2010

		11/23/2010



		442

		EchoStar**

		11/8/2010

		3/1/2011

		156

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		443

		First Acceptance Corporation

		11/9/2010

		7/1/2011

		864

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		444

		Fontanese Folts Aubrecht Ernst Architects, PC**

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		12/7/2010

		11/23/2010



		445

		Forest Products Inc. Group Health Plan**

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		122

		11/1/2010

		11/23/2010



		446

		Fruhauf Uniform Direct Labor

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		159

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		447

		Golden State Bulb Growers, Inc.**

		10/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		300

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		448

		Greater Kansas City Laborers Welfare Fund**

		10/21/2010

		11/1/2010

		2,398

		10/21/2010

		11/23/2010



		449

		Grower's Transport LLC

		10/26/2010

		12/1/2010

		25

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		450

		Heartland Automotive**

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		661

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		451

		Helfman Enterprises, Inc.**

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		90

		12/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		452

		Hoosier Stamping and Manufacturing Corp.

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		14

		10/20/2010

		11/23/2010



		453

		Horizon Bay Realty LLC**

		11/12/2010

		4/1/2011

		949

		11/11/2010

		11/23/2010



		454

		I.B.E.W. Local 1249 Insurance Fund**

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,104

		11/5/2010

		11/23/2010



		455

		Ingomar Packing Company, LLC

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		150

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		456

		Integra Healthcare, Inc. (Integrity Home Care)**

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		258

		11/4/2010

		11/23/2010



		457

		International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers**

		11/12/2010

		Varies

		315

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		458

		International Brotherhood of Trade Unions Health and Welfare Fund - Local 713

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		861

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		459

		International Union of Operating Engineers Local 295-295C Welfare Trust Fund**

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		42

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		460

		International union of Operating Engineers, Local Union Number 137**

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,250

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		461

		Iron Workers Local Union #28 Health and Welfare Fund**

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		570

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		462

		Lamanuzzi & Pantaleo**

		11/9/2011

		1/1/2011

		52

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		463

		Living Resources**

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		553

		11/11/2010

		11/23/2010



		464

		Local 1102 Amalgamated Welfare Fund

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,384

		10/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		465

		Local 1102 Health & Benefit Fund

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,642

		10/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		466

		Local 1102 Welfare Fund-- Lerner Employees

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		245

		10/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		467

		Local 272 Welfare Fund**

		10/28/2010

		12/1/2010

		12,000

		10/28/2010

		11/23/2010



		468

		Local 338 Affiliated Benefit Funds

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		18,209

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		469

		Madelia Community Hospital**

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		38

		11/23/2010

		11/23/2010



		470

		Max Homes, Loc**

		10/27/2010

		10/1/2010

		759

		11/11/2010

		11/23/2010



		471

		Medical Development Corporation**

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		105

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		472

		Mesa Air Group**

		11/1/2010

		4/1/2011

		1,915

		11/1/2010

		11/23/2010



		473

		Mesa Packing**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		39

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		474

		Michigan Conference of Teamsters Welfare Fund**

		11/12/2010

		4/1/2011

		2,323

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		475

		Minnesota and North Dakota Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers**

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,876

		11/3/2010

		11/23/2010



		476

		Mission Linen Supply

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		541

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		477

		NFI Industries

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		945

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		478

		Operating Engineers Local 835 Health and Welfare Fund

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		576

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		479

		Opportunity Resources, Inc. Health and Welfare Plan

		11/2/2010

		12/1/2010

		27

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		480

		Orange County AHRC* **

		11/18/2010

		7/1/2011

		1,134

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		481

		Orscheln Industries

		10/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		547

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		482

		Pacific Risk Management**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		3

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		483

		Pearson Candy Company

		10/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		204

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		484

		Pinnacle PRM**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		58

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		485

		Plumbers and Pipefitters Local 430 Health and Welfare Fund**

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,035

		11/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		486

		Progressive Logistics Services**

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,248

		11/4/2010

		11/23/2010



		487

		Pure Air Filter Sales & Service**

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		136

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		488

		Rancho Maria PRM**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		28

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		489

		Reiter Affiliated Companies**

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,474

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		490

		Retail, Wholesale & Dept. Store Union Local 1034 Welfare Fund

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		483

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		491

		Rio Farms PRM**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		317

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		492

		Sensient Technologies Corp.

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		94

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		493

		Service Employees International Union Local 1 Cleveland Welfare Fund

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		520

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		494

		SFN Group

		11/9/2010

		5/1/2011

		1,420

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		495

		Sheet Metal Workers Funds of Local Union 38**

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		913

		11/3/2010

		11/23/2010



		496

		SMWIA 28**

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6,517

		11/1/2010

		11/23/2010



		497

		Southeast OBGYN, PC* **

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		20

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		498

		Southern CA Pipe Trades Trust Fund

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		12,700

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		499

		Southern Operators Health Fund**

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,415

		12/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		500

		Stonebridge Hospitality Associates**

		11/17/2010

		2/1/2011

		17

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		501

		Sun Healthcare Group, Inc.

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,200

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		502

		Teamsters Local 522 Welfare Fund Roofers Division

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		270

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		503

		Teamsters Local Union 72 Welfare Fund**

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,650

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		504

		Telesis Management Corporation

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		148

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		505

		Texas Carpenters and Millwrights Health and Welfare Fund

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		4729

		10/28/2010

		11/23/2010



		506

		The Mentor Network

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		6,843

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		507

		The Wada Farms, Inc.

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		130

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		508

		The Wilks Group, Inc. dba Ashley Furniture Homestore

		11/12/2010

		12/1/2010

		8

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		509

		The Wright Travel Agency**

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		19

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		510

		Town of Grand Island* **

		11/19/2010

		12/1/2010

		84

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		511

		Trans-System, Inc.

		10/19/2010

		12/1/2010

		232

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		512

		True Leaf Farms**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		139

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		513

		UFCW Local 371 Amalgamated Welfare Fund**

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,800

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		514

		United Crafts Benefits Fund**

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,017

		11/1/2010

		11/23/2010



		515

		United Food & Commercial Workers Unions and Employers Local No. 348 Health & Welfare Fund**

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		13,663

		10/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		516

		United Food and Commercial Workers Local 1445 New Hampshire

		10/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		148

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		517

		United Food and Commercial Workers Local 1459 and Contributing Employers Health and Welfare Fund**

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		518

		United Food and Commercial Workers Local 464a**

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		8,228

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		519

		United Food and Commercial Workers Local 911**

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		582

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		520

		Varsity Contractors, Inc.

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		198

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		521

		Waffle House

		10/20/2010

		6/1/2011

		3,947

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		522

		Weckworth Manufacturing**

		11/12/2010

		12/1/2010

		65

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		523

		Western Express, Inc.

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,287

		11/5/2010

		11/23/2010



		524

		Western Harvesting  PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		28

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		525

		WG Yates and Sons Construction Company**

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		52

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		526

		World Class Automotive**

		10/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		550

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		527

		Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation**

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		501

		10/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		528

		Alaska Pipe Trade U.A. Local 367 Health and Security Trust**

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		93

		11/5/2010

		11/15/2010



		529

		Amalgamated National Health Fund

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		24,739

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		530

		American Farms, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,163

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		531

		American Growers Cooling, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		97

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		532

		AUTO, LP, dba AutoInc. Health Benefit Plan**

		10/20/2010

		11/1/2010

		145

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		533

		Better Way Partners, LLC**

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		93

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		534

		Big Valley Labor, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		535

		CB Harvesting, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		62

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		536

		City of Rockwall**

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		168

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		537

		Cocopah Nurseries, Inc.

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		75

		11/15/2010

		11/15/2010



		538

		Express Harvesting, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		166

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		539

		Fallen Oak Packing, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		37

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		540

		FirstCarolinaCare Insurance Company on behalf of Longworth Industries

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		36

		10/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		541

		Foot Locker, Inc.**

		10/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		424

		11/5/2010

		11/15/2010



		542

		Fresh Express

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,033

		11/7/2010

		11/15/2010



		543

		G&H Farms, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		146

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		544

		Gill Ranch, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		157

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		545

		Gill Transport, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		67

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		546

		Gills Onions, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		295

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		547

		Green Valley Farm Supply, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		29

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		548

		Greencroft Communities

		9/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		150

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		549

		Growers Express, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		44

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		550

		Hall Management Group, Inc.**

		9/30/2010

		12/1/2010

		226

		11/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		551

		IH Services**

		10/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		339

		11/5/2010

		11/15/2010



		552

		Independent Group Home Living Program, Inc.

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		39

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		553

		King City Nursery, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		93

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		554

		Meijer Health Benefits Plan/Primary Care Option

		10/25/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,436

		10/25/2010

		11/15/2010



		555

		Mission Ranches, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		368

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		556

		Moore's Retread & Tire of the Ark-La-Tex, Inc.

		10/20/2010

		11/1/2010

		66

		11/5/2010

		11/15/2010



		557

		NOITU Insurance Trust Fund**

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,309

		11/12/2010

		11/15/2010



		558

		Payroll Solutions

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		382

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		559

		Plumbers and Pipefitters Local No. 630 Welfare Fund

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,166

		11/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		560

		Seco Packing

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		104

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		561

		Transcorr

		10/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		578

		11/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		562

		United Food and Commercial Workers Union Local 1000

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,855

		11/12/2010

		11/15/2010



		563

		United Wire, Metal & Machine Health & Welfare Fund**

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,955

		11/12/2010

		11/15/2010



		564

		Western Growers Assurance Trust

		9/30/2010

		7/1/2011

		18,858

		11/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		565

		Wisconsin United Food & Commercial Workers Unions and Employers Health Plan**

		10/14/2010

		12/1/2010

		775

		11/12/2010

		11/15/2010



		566

		1199SEIU Greater New York Benefit Fund

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,544

		10/8/2010

		11/5/2010



		567

		A. Duda & Sons, Inc.

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		62

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		568

		Adecco Group, Inc.

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		5,760

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		569

		Biomedic Corporation

		10/12/2010

		12/1/2010

		202

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		570

		Buffets, Inc.

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,483

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		571

		Carington Health System

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,327

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		572

		Cleveland Bakers Teamsters

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,000

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		573

		Club Chef LLC

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		282

		10/26/2010

		11/5/2010



		574

		Columbia Sussex Mgmt, LLC

		10/7/2010

		1/1/2011

		629

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		575

		CRST International Inc.

		10/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,600

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		576

		Darr Equipment, Co.

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		105

		10/26/2010

		11/5/2010



		577

		DC Cement Masons Welfare Fund

		10/22/2010

		11/1/2010

		225

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		578

		Deaconess Long Term Care

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		194

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		579

		Diamond Comic Distributors, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		37

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		580

		ECOM Atlantic, Inc.

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		81

		10/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		581

		FW Walton, Inc.

		10/15/2010

		12/1/2010

		38

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		582

		G4S Secure Solutions

		10/11/2010

		11/1/2010

		7602

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		583

		GC Services, L.P. & First Community Bancshares, Inc.

		10/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		1936

		10/15/2010

		11/5/2010



		584

		Guardsmark, LLC

		10/4/2010

		2/1/2011

		8,086

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		585

		Indiana Teamsters Health Benefits Fund

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		500

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		586

		Knox County Association for Retarded Citizens

		10/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		96

		10/25/2010

		11/5/2010



		587

		Laundry and Dry Cleaning Workers Local No. 52

		10/6/2010

		Varies

		1,547

		10/21/2010

		11/5/2010



		588

		Mars Super Markets, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		7/1/2011

		174

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		589

		MPS Group, Inc.

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,253

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		590

		Nexion Health

		10/21/2010

		11/1/2011

		1449

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		591

		Noodles & Company

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		159

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		592

		Pharmaca Integrative Pharmacy

		10/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		50

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		593

		Quality Integrated Services, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		354

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		594

		RE Rabalais Constructors, LTD

		10/13/2010

		12/1/2010

		70

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		595

		RREMC LLC

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		62

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		596

		Security Forces Inc.

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		225

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		597

		Shirkey Nursing

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		205

		10/26/2010

		11/5/2010



		598

		Social Service Employees Union Local 371

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		34,000

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		599

		Spindle, Cooling, & Warehouse

		10/5/2010

		11/1/2010

		89

		10/27/2010

		11/5/2010



		600

		Strauss Discount Auto

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		401

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		601

		Sunburst Hospitality

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		197

		11/5/2010

		11/5/2010



		602

		Susser Holding Corp

		10/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,245

		10/6/2010

		11/5/2010



		603

		Telescope Casual Furniture

		9/27/2010

		10/1/2010

		32

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		604

		Teletech Holdings, Inc.

		10/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,083

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		605

		The Brinkman Corporation

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		163

		9/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		606

		The LDF Companies

		10/7/2010

		1/1/2011

		210

		10/30/210

		11/5/2010



		607

		United Food and Commercial Workers Union (Mount Laurel, NJ)

		10/21/2010

		11/1/2010

		4100

		10/25/2010

		11/5/2010



		608

		United Food and Commercial Workers Union Local 1459

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,400

		10/14/2010

		11/5/2010



		609

		Universal Orlando

		10/15/2010

		4/1/2011

		668

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		610

		Valley Services, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		927

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		611

		United Food and Commercial Workers and Participating Employers Interstate Health and Welfare Fund

		10/15/2010

		5/1/2011

		9,780

		10/28/2010

		11/4/2010



		612

		Protocol Marketing Group

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		454

		10/25/2010

		11/1/2010



		613

		Sasnak

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		813

		9/29/2010

		11/1/2010



		614

		Star Tek

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,423

		10/26/2010

		11/1/2010



		615

		Adventist Care Centers

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		725

		10/26/2010

		10/29/2010



		616

		B.E.S.T of NY

		10/7/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,200

		10/27/2010

		10/29/2010



		617

		Boskovich Farms, Inc

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		165

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		618

		Café Enterprises, Inc.

		10/7/2010

		2/1/2011

		306

		10/7/2010

		10/29/2010



		619

		Capital District Physicians

		9/22/2010

		Varies

		23,314

		10/20/2010

		10/29/2010



		620

		FleetPride, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		263

		10/8/2010

		10/29/2010



		621

		Gallegos Corp

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		86

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		622

		Hensley Industries, Inc.

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		357

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		623

		Jeffords Steel and Engineering

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		112

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		624

		Laborers' International Union of North America Local Union No. 616 Health and Welfare Plan

		10/19/2010

		11/1/2010

		188

		10/19/2010

		10/29/2010



		625

		O.K. Industries

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,238

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		626

		Service Employees Benefit Fund

		10/12/2010

		11/1/2010

		1,297

		10/29/2010

		10/29/2010



		627

		Sun Pacific Farming Coop

		10/6/2010

		12/1/2010

		1,109

		10/6/2010

		10/29/2010



		628

		SunWorld International, LLC

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		686

		10/25/2010

		10/29/2010



		629

		UFCW Allied Trade Health & Welfare Trust

		10/5/2010

		12/1/2010

		68

		10/25/2010

		10/29/2010



		630

		United Food and Commercial Workers Union Local 1995

		10/12/2010

		11/1/2010

		2,779

		10/27/2010

		10/29/2010



		631

		HCR Manor Care

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,666

		10/26/2010

		10/28/2010



		632

		IBEW No.915

		9/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		930

		10/15/2010

		10/28/2010



		633

		Integra BMS for Culp, Inc.

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		34

		10/25/2010

		10/28/2010



		634

		New England Health Care Employees Welfare Fund †

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,454

		10/26/2010

		10/28/2010



		635

		Wiliamson-Dickie Manufacturing Company

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		100

		10/5/2010

		10/28/2010



		636

		Aegis Security Insurance Company †

		10/6/2010

		11/1/2010

		67

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		637

		Alliance One Tobacco

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		138

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		638

		Asbestos Workers Local 53 Welfare Fund

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		639

		Assurant Health (2nd Application)

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		19,024

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		640

		Captain Elliot's Party Boats

		10/12/2010

		11/1/2010

		10

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		641

		Carlson Restaurants

		9/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,381

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		642

		CH Guenther & Son

		9/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		300

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		643

		CKM Industries dba Miller Environmental

		10/5/2010

		11/1/2010

		34

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		644

		Caribbean Workers’ Voluntary Employees’ Beneficiary Health and Welfare Plan †

		10/14/2010

		10/1/2010

		4,500

		10/18/2010

		10/26/2010



		645

		Darden Restaurants

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		34,000

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		646

		Duarte Nursery

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		283

		10/19/2010

		10/26/2010



		647

		Employees Security Fund

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		22

		9/29/2010

		10/26/2010



		648

		Florida Trowel Trades

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		297

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		649

		Ingles Markets

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		917

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		650

		Meijer

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,873

		10/1/2010

		10/26/2010



		651

		O'Reilly Auto Parts

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		9,722

		9/23/2010

		10/26/2010



		652

		Plumbers & Pipefitters Local 123 Welfare Fund

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		534

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		653

		Sun Belt

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010

		114

		10/20/2010

		10/26/2010



		654

		UFCW Local 227

		10/12/2010

		11/1/2010

		1,125

		10/12/2010

		10/26/2010



		655

		Uncle Julio's

		9/30/2010

		11/1/2010

		115

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		656

		United Group

		9/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		177

		10/19/2010

		10/26/2010



		657

		US Imaging

		10/11/2010

		11/1/2010

		148

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		658

		Vino Farms

		10/8/2010

		11/1/2010

		152

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		659

		AdvantaStaff, Inc. †

		9/20/2010

		9/1/2011

		52

		9/20/2010

		10/21/2010



		660

		Agricare

		9/23/2010

		11/1/2010

		437

		9/23/2010

		10/21/2010



		661

		Alaska Seafood

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		262

		10/15/2010

		10/21/2010



		662

		American Fidelity

		9/22/2010

		10/23/2010

		9,358

		10/14/2010

		10/21/2010



		663

		Convergys

		9/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,400

		9/20/2010

		10/21/2010



		664

		Darensberries

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,450

		9/28/2010

		10/21/2010



		665

		Gowan Company

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		225

		9/27/2010

		10/21/2010



		666

		Greystar

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,747

		10/13/2010

		10/21/2010



		667

		Macayo Restaurants

		9/22/2010

		12/1/2010

		46

		10/18/2010

		10/21/2010



		668

		Periodical Services

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		464

		9/27/2010

		10/21/2010



		669

		UniFirst

		9/23/2010

		9/1/2011

		2,659

		10/14/2010

		10/21/2010



		670

		Universal Forest Products

		9/23/2011

		5/1/2011

		1,738

		10/19/2010

		10/21/2010



		671

		UFCW Maximus Local 455

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		59

		10/18/2010

		10/18/2010



		672

		American Habilitation Services, Inc. †

		9/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		400

		10/12/2010

		10/14/2010



		673

		GuideStone Financial Resources

		9/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		354

		9/21/2010

		10/14/2010



		674

		Local 25 SEIU

		9/29/2010

		10/1/2010

		31,000

		10/7/2010

		10/14/2010



		675

		MAUSER Corp.

		9/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		47

		9/24/2010

		10/14/2010



		676

		Preferred Care, Inc.

		9/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		918

		9/15/2010

		10/14/2010



		677

		Ruby Tuesday

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,219

		10/8/2010

		10/14/2010



		678

		The Dixie Group, Inc.

		8/27/2010

		6/19/2011

		269

		10/12/2010

		10/14/2010



		679

		UFCW Local 1262

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		5,390

		9/20/2010

		10/14/2010



		680

		Whelan Security Company

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		287

		10/12/2010

		10/14/2010



		681

		AMF Bowling Worldwide

		9/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		295

		10/7/2010

		10/12/2010



		682

		Assisted Living Concepts

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,174

		9/17/2010

		10/12/2010



		683

		Case & Associates

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		87

		9/17/2010

		10/12/2010



		684

		GPM Investments

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		275

		9/17/2010

		10/12/2010



		685

		Grace Living Centers

		9/14/2010

		10/1/2010

		534

		9/14/2010

		10/12/2010



		686

		Mountaire Corporation †

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,074

		9/17/2010

		10/12/2010



		687

		Swift Spinning

		9/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		240

		9/16/2010

		10/12/2010



		688

		Belmont Village

		9/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		785

		10/4/2010

		10/8/2010



		689

		Caliber Services

		9/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		606

		9/13/2010

		10/8/2010



		690

		Cracker Barrel

		9/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		16,823

		9/17/2010

		10/8/2010



		691

		DISH Network

		9/13/2010

		3/1/2011

		3,597

		9/23/2010

		10/8/2010



		692

		Groendyke Transport,  Inc

		9/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,322

		9/2/2010

		10/8/2010



		693

		Pocono Medical Center

		9/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,298

		9/24/2010

		10/8/2010



		694

		Regis Corporation

		9/10/2010

		3/1/2011

		3,617

		10/1/2010

		10/8/2010



		695

		The Pictsweet Co.

		9/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		694

		9/13/2010

		10/8/2010



		696

		Diversified Interiors

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010

		300

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010



		697

		Local 802 Musicians Health Fund

		9/29/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,801

		9/29/2010

		10/1/2010



		698

		MCS Life Insurance Company †

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		6,635

		9/23/2010

		10/1/2010



		699

		The Buccaneer

		9/22/2010

		10/1/2010

		125

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010



		700

		CIGNA

		9/17/2010

		9/26/2010

		265,000

		9/30/2010

		9/30/2010



		701

		Greater Metropolitan Hotel

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,200

		9/24/2010

		9/30/2010



		702

		Local 17 Hospitality Benefit Fund

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		881

		9/24/2010

		9/30/2010



		703

		GSC-ILA

		9/15/2010

		10/1/2010

		298

		9/15/2010

		9/28/2010



		704

		The Allied Industries Health Fund

		9/13/2010

		10/1/2010

		127

		9/13/2010

		9/27/2010



		705

		Harden Healthcare

		9/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		874

		9/29/2010

		9/27/2010



		706

		Vernon Sheltered Workshop, Inc. Health and Welfare Plan #501

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		41

		9/16/2010

		9/27/2010



		707

		I.U.P.A.T

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		875

		9/23/2010

		9/27/2010



		708

		Sanderson Plumbing Products, Inc.

		9/22/2010

		10/1/2010

		326

		9/22/2010

		9/27/2010



		709

		Transport Workers

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		107

		9/23/2010

		9/27/2010



		710

		United Federation of Teachers Welfare Fund

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		351,000

		9/27/2010

		9/27/2010



		711

		Aegis

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		162

		9/21/2010

		9/24/2010



		712

		Aetna

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		209,423

		9/16/2010

		9/24/2010



		713

		Allflex

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		34

		9/22/2010

		9/24/2010



		714

		Baptist Retirement

		9/10/2010

		10/1/2010

		127

		9/17/2010

		9/24/2010



		715

		BCS Insurance

		9/13/2010

		9/24/2010

		115,000

		9/22/2010

		9/24/2010



		716

		Cryogenic

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		19

		9/20/2010

		9/24/2010



		717

		Fowler Packing Co.

		9/8/2010

		10/1/2010

		39

		9/17/2010

		9/24/2010



		718

		Guy C. Lee Mfg.

		9/15/2010

		10/1/2010

		312

		9/15/2010

		9/24/2010



		719

		HealthPort

		9/17/2010

		10/1/2010

		608

		9/17/2010

		9/24/2010



		720

		Jack in the Box

		9/17/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,130

		9/21/2010

		9/24/2010



		721

		Maritime Association

		9/17/2010

		10/1/2010

		500

		9/21/2010

		9/24/2010



		722

		Maverick County

		9/21/2010

		10/1/2010

		1

		9/23/2010

		9/24/2010



		723

		Metropolitan D.C. Paving Industry Employees Health and Welfare Fund

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		550

		9/20/2010

		9/24/2010



		724

		PMPS-ILA

		9/19/2010

		10/1/2010

		15

		9/23/2010

		9/24/2010



		725

		PS-ILA

		9/19/2010

		10/1/2010

		8

		9/23/2010

		9/24/2010



		726

		QK/DRD (Denny's)

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		65

		9/22/2010

		9/24/2010



		727

		Reliance Standard

		9/14/2010

		10/1/2010

		33,377

		9/14/2010

		9/24/2010



		728

		Tri-Pak

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		26

		9/20/2010

		9/24/2010



		729

		United Agricultural Benefit Trust ††

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		17,347

		9/17/2010

		9/24/2010



		 

		Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		2,189,636

		 

		 





*Indicates a Health Reimbursement Arrangement (HRA).  An HRA is an employer-funded plan that reimburses employees for medical care expenses.

**Application approved in November, but posted January 26, 2011.

† Applicant name corrected on February 1, 2011.

†† Plan effective date corrected on February 1, 2011. 

 

State-Mandated Policies: Approved Applications for Waiver of the Annual Limits Requirements

Updated 1/26/2011

In some states, issuers offer policies with annual limits below the minimum requirements in order to comply with state laws. These state laws require issuers to market a standardized policy that includes an annual limit well below the restricted annual limits. In such instances, states may apply for a waiver of the restricted annual limits on behalf of issuers of state-mandated policies if state law required the policies to be offered by the issuers prior to September 23, 2010.  Although the state may apply on the issuers’ behalf, the application must still satisfy the standard that compliance by the issuers would result in a “significant decrease in access to benefits” or a “significant increase in premiums.”

		 

		States/Plans Covered Under the State Application

		Application
Received

		Plan
Effective
Date

		Number
of
Enrollees

		Application
Completed by
Applicant

		Waiver
Approved



		730

		Massachusetts

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		Fallon Community Health Plan's Young Adult Plans

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		890

		9/20/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		HNE Young Adult Plan High and HNE Young Adult Plan Low

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		60

		9/20/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		Harvard Pilgrim Pulse Plan

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,467

		9/20/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		Neighborhood Health Plan's Young Adult Plans

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,003

		9/20/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		Tufts Health Plan

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		124

		9/24/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		MA Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		3,544

		 

		 



		 

		Neighborhood Health Plan's Young Adult Plans

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,003

		1,003

		9/27/2010



		 

		Tufts Health Plan

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		124

		9/24/2010

		9/27/2010



		 

		MA Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		3,544

		 

		 



		731

		New Jersey

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		Aetna

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		285

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Amerihealth

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		4,111

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Celtic Insurance Company

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		1

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		CIGNA

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		2

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		HealthNet

		11/29/2010

		9/23/2010

		13

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Horizon BC/BS of NJ

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		55,127

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Oxford Health Insurance

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		8,896

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		NJ Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		68,435

		 

		 



		732

		Ohio

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		Aetna Health Inc

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		231

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		American Medical Security Life Ins Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		American Natl Life Ins Co of TX

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		1

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		American Republic Insurance Company

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Celtic Insurance Company

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		1

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Community Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		92

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Companion Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Coventry Health & Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Freedom Life Ins. Co. of America

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		3

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Golden Rule Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		25

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Health Plan the Upper OH Valley

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		57

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Humana Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		46

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Independence American Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		John Alden Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of Ohio

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		347

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Madison National Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		McKinley Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		25

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Medical Mutual of OH

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		74

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Mennonite Mutual Aid Association

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		3

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Mid West National Life Ins Co. of TN

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		National Found Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Pekin Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		161

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Reserve National Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Standard Life & Accident Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Standard Security Life Ins. Co. of NY

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Summa Ins Co. Inc.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		154

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Time Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		World Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		OH Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		1,286

		 

		 



		733

		Tennessee

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		Blue Cross Blue Shield of TN

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		20,205

		9/17/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		TN Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		20,205

		 

		 



		 

		Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		93,470

		 

		 













		









Employer                     1,714,100                   157,194,100
Individual                    156,600                       13,995,800
Medicaid                     505,000                       42,326,300
Medicare                    502,300                       37,183,500
 
Uninsured                    Oklahoma                   United States
 
Total population          3,550,203                    307,006,550
Total uninsured           564,700                       45,700,000
 
Breakdown of Uninsured as of 2009
 
Oklahoma

 
Total                            16% of total population
Children (age 0-18)     10.4% of OK child population
Adults (over age 18)   22% of OK adult population
 
United States
 
Total                            15.4% of total U.S. population
Children (age 0-18)     10% of U.S. child population
Adults (over age 18)   17% of U.S. adult population
 
 
SoonerCare (Medicaid) Enrollment as of May 2011
 
Aged/Blind/Disabled (ABD)

Children          19,523 (2.68%)
Adults              129,423 (17.76%)

 
Children/Parents
            Children          456,756 (62.69%)
            Adults              65,667 (9.01%)
 
Other (child custody, refugee, Qualified Medicare Beneficiary, DDSD Supported Living, etc.)
            Children          172 (0.02%)

Adults              20,097 (2.76%)
 
Oklahoma Cares         1,659 (0.23%)
(Breast & Cervical Cancer)
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SoonerPlan                  34,909 (4.79%)
(Family Planning)
 
TEFRA                          388 (0.05%)
 
Total Enrollment         728,594
 
State Medicaid Funding:
 
2010 Total Expenditures:                                                        $4,350,788,295
Federal Share:                                                                         $2,667,539,569
Other (ARRA, Tobacco Funds, Drug Rebate, etc.):                 $508,946,267
State Share/OHCA:                                                                 $938,718,686
State Share/Other Agencies:                                                  $235,583,773
 
Projected PPACA State Spending Increases:
 
2014 - $41,555,544
2020 -$441,172,419
 
Projected PPACA Total Program Cost Increases (State and Federal):
 
2014 – $605,207,000
2020 - $4,449,280,343
 
Background Information on Waivers:
 
The information provided below has come from recent news reports and provides a snap
shot; I am conducting research and hope to provide you with a comprehensive list of all
waivers soon. The ATTACHMENT summarizes the process for which an entity (State,
employer or insurer) can apply for a waiver and it also includes a list of waivers approved for
2011.  It has been provided by the US Dept. of Health and Human Services and was last
updated in January of this year.

 
-          As of the beginning of June it is being reported that the Administration has granted

a number of waivers easing requirements of the new health care law with regard to
insurance regulations.  Most of the waivers relate to annual coverage limits
(unlimited mandate as of 2014) and the provision that requires insurance companies
to spend at least 80 percent of the premiums they collect on medical care and
quality rather than overhead or profits. 
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-          Some states have also submitted waivers dealing with Medicaid requirements.
-          Arizona and New Jersey have submitted waivers to tighten Medicaid eligibility for

adults.
-          Florida, New Jersey, Ohio and Tennessee have been granted temporary waivers

allowing individuals in their states to keep insurance plans with limited annual
coverage. To qualify for this waiver, states, employers or insurers must demonstrate
that compliance with the federal requirement would cause “a significant increase in
premiums or a decrease in access to benefits.”

-          Maine, New Hampshire and Nevada have been granted waivers allowing them to
adjust the Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) the 80 percent standard to a lower percentage
such as 65 percent.

-          Rhode Island has been granted the broadest waiver to date.  In 2008, Governor
Carcieri tasked his Secretary of Health and Human Services, Gary Alexander, to apply
for a “Global Consumer Choice Compact Waiver” from the federal government. 
Rhode Island’s waiver is not quite a block grant. It preserves the FMAP, but caps
aggregate federal and state spending through 2013 at $12.075 billion. Nevertheless,
it appears to have had the results one would expect from a block grant. Spending
has plummeted from what was anticipated. Through the first six quarters of the
waiver (January 1, 2009, through June 30, 2010) actual spending was only $2.7
billion versus $3.8 billion budgeted, according to an analysis produced by Secretary
Alexander last December.  However, this was approved under the Bush
Administration and HHS has stated that they are not likely to approve similar waivers
from other states.

-          A number of entities including employers, insurers and union plans (Examples:
McDonalds and United Federation of Teachers) were granted one year waivers
allowing them to continue to offer minimal coverage below the new laws standards.

-          There are apparently few Oklahoma entities that have applied for insurance related
waivers (a couple of companies and at least one tribe), but I am still trying to track
them down.

 
 
 
 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Katie Altshuler; Mary Fallin
Cc: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: PPACA/Supreme Court Ruling MEMO & Materials ATTACHED
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 3:30:51 PM
Attachments: Updated PPACA Info. Post SC.pdf
Importance: High

I have ATTACHED some newly provided materials:
 

1)       PPACA Provisions & Critical Action Steps for State Consideration, provided by the OK Health
Dept.

2)       Statistics Related to Medicaid Expansion, provided by the OK Health Care Authority
3)       RGA Letter to President Obama

 
I will include these materials in your NGA Executive Committee briefing book.
 
Thank you, Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2012 5:05 PM
To: Mary Fallin
Cc: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: PPACA/Supreme Court Ruling MEMO & Materials ATTACHED
Importance: High
 
I have ATTACHED a memo regarding the Supreme Court ruling on PPACA, major decision points and
a timeline. I have also ATTACHED a number of materials (including news articles and press
statements) in relation to the memo.
 
For your information we have staff level and agency director meetings scheduled for July 9 and 10
with the Health Dept., OHCA, Insurance Dept. and CIO to walk through options and next steps. We
will keep you posted with regard to any new developments.
 
 
Thank you, Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
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RULE IMPACT STATEMENT 

A. PURPOSE OF THE PROPOSED RULES: 

The proposed rule changes are the result of Federal mandates (the Affordable Care Act) requiring 
language that reflects current and ongoing notice of, and compliance with, independent external 
review grievance procedures. The proposed rule changes also reflect the Board's compliance 
with Federal mandate to extend dependent coverage to individuals up to age twenty-six (26). 

B. CLASSES OF PERSONS AFFECTED BY PROPOSED RULES: 

All state and education employees, all retired, vested, or non-vested members, and their 
dependents, enrolled in the insurance plan are affected by the rule changes. There are no 
additional costs related to these proposed rules and regulations, other than as a result of statutory 
mandates. 

C. CLASSES OF PERSONS WHO WILL BENEFIT FROM THE PROPOSED RULES: 

All state and education employees, all retired and vested members, and their dependents, enrolled 
in the insurance plan may benefit from these proposed rule changes. 

D. ECONOMIC IMPACT ON AFFECTED CLASSES OF PERSONS OR POLITICAL 
SUBDIVISIONS: 

None. These proposed rule changes reflect the ongoing efficient administration of the plan while 
satisfying Federal mandates. 

E. PROBABLE COSTS AND BENEFITS TO THE AGENCY AND TO OTHER AGENCIES 
AND THE ANTICIPATED EFFECT ON STATE REVENUES: 

These rule changes reflect Federal Mandates only. There are no changes being made in the 
Board's current practices and procedures. 

F. ECONOMIC IMPACT OR NEED FOR COOPERATION BY POLITICAL 
SUBDIVISIONS: 

These proposed rule changes will make the rules compliant with certain Federal mandates and 
will not require implementation or enhancement by political subdivisions. 

G. WHETHER THERE ARE LESS COSTLY OR LESS INTRUSIVE METHODS FOR 
ACHIEVING THE PURPOSE OF THE PROPOSED RULES: 

The purpose of the rules is to promote effective plan administration. These rules are required by 
statute, and do not constitute any intrusion or add any costs which would not exist if there were 
no rules. 
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H. EFFECT OF THE PROPOSED RULE CHANGES ON THE PUBLIC HEALTH, SAFETY, 
AND EINVIRONMENT. 

The proposed rule changes have no anticipated effect on public health, safety, or the environment. 

I. DETERMENTAL EFFECT ON THE PUBLIC HEALTH, SAFETY, AND 
ENVIRONMENT IF PROPOSED RULE CHANGES ARE NOT IMPLEMENTED. 

There would be no detriment to public health, safety, and environment if proposed changes are 
not implemented. 

J. DATE RULE IMPACT STATEMENT WAS PREPARED: 

Prepared and issued August 2, 20 I 0. 
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STATE OF OKLAHOMA 

STATE AND EDUCATION EMPLOYEES 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~GROUP INSURANCE PROGRAM~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

GARY GOFF, Attorney 
Assistant Administrator 

February 25, 2011 

The Honorable Kris Steele 
Speaker of the House 
State House of Representatives 
2300 N. Lincoln Blvd. 
Room 411 , State Capitol Building 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105 

Re: Permanent Rule Changes 
Pursuant to 75 O.S. §303.1 

Dear Speaker Steele: 

Pursuant to the above statutory requirement, please find this agency's rule report. 

1. Notice of the intended rulemaking action was published in The Oklahoma Register pursuant 
to 75 O.S. §255 on August 2, 2010. 

2. Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board 
3545 N. W. 58th Street, Suite 110 
Oklahoma City, OK 73112 

3. The title and number of the rules: Title 360, Chapters 1 and 10. 

4. Statutory authority for these rules appears at 74 O.S. §1304(12) ; §1306(12) , and 
§1308.1 (1 ). 

5. A brief summary of the content of these rules is as follows: 

Title 360: 

1-1-1 .5. Definitions 
(Documenting ACA compliance: adding definitions for adverse 
determination ; grievance panel; and independent review organizations) 

1-3-8. Confidentiality of medical records 
(Striking the word "written") 

1-5-1 . Access to Grievance Panel; request for hearing 
(Documenting ACA compliance: adding language confirming legislatively 
established facts regarding grievance panel independence, appointees, 
jurisdiction and authority.) 

3545 N.W. 58TH STREET, SUITE 1000 • OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 73112 • ..,.,,\4""0.lir<J !t>l""'.,.,..g..,,To..-1----
n (405) 717-8744 
~Jrecycled paper Fax (405) 717-8544 10461



1-5-7. Final order; appeals 
(Documenting ACA compliance: specifying that the grievance panel is 
required to render a decision within 45 days after a hearing) 

1-5-8. Scheduling of hearings 
(Documenting ACA compliance: adding language regarding the scheduling 
of grievance panel hearings. 

10-1-2. Definitions 
(Documenting ACA compliance: changing the definition of an eligible 
dependent to include children up to age 26; and clarifying the eligibility of 
other eligible children) 

10-3-24. Dependents 
(Documenting ACA compliance: specifying certain dependents for whom the 
member may decline coverage) 

10-3-24.1. Eligibility criteria for disabled dependent children over the age of twenty
six [26) 
(Documenting ACA compliance: incorporating the change in age from 25 to 
26) 

10-3-25. Termination of dependent coverage 
(Documenting ACA compliance: reflecting the fact that eligibility for 
coverage of a dependent ends at age 26) 

6. A statement explaining the need for the adopted rules: 

The proposed rule changes are the result of Federal mandates (the Affordable Care Act) 
requiring language that reflects current and ongoing notice of, and compliance with, 
independent external review grievance procedures. The proposed rule changes also reflect 
the Board's compliance with Federal mandate to extend dependent coverage to individuals 
up to age twenty-six (26). 

7. A public meeting of the Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board 
was held on Monday, November 8, 2010, at 3545 NW 58th, Suite 500, Oklahoma City, OK 
73112. 

8. There were no changes or lack of change made in the adopted rules as a result of 
testimony received at the meeting. 

9. The list of persons who appeared and registered at a public hearing which was held on 
November 8, 2010, by this agency are as follows: 

Gary Goff, OSEEGIB 
Kathy Pendarvis, OSEEGIB 
Lynne Bajema, OSEEGIB 
Rhonda Toilers, OSEEGIB 

Paul King, OSEEGIB 
Bo Reece, OSEEGIB 
Louise Daffin, OSEEGIB 
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10. Rule impact statement following the public comment hearing is attached hereto. 

11. There are no rules from outside the state which have been incorporated by reference into 
these Rules. 

12. The members of the governing body of the agency which adopted these Rules in an open 
meeting on February 25, 2011, and their recorded votes are as follows: 

Richard N. Womack 
Preston Doerflinger 
V. David Miller 
Frank Stone 

Cody Graves 
Mark Liotta 
Steven E. Mattachione 

All Board members present voted in favor of adopting the proposed rule changes. 

This Rule Report is respectfully submitted pursuant to the law cited above. 

, Attorney 
A 1s nt Administrator 
405/717-87 44 

GG/rt 

Enclosure 
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TITLE 360. OKLAHOMA STATE AND EDUCATION EMPLOYEES GROUP INSURANCE 
BOARD 

CHAPTER 1. ADMINISTRATIVE OPERATIONS 

RULEMAKING ACTION: 
Submission for gubernatorial and legislative review 

RULES: 
SUBCHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
360:1-1-1.5. [AMENDED] 
SUBCHAPTER 3. THE BOARD 
360: 1-3-8. [AMENDED] 
SUBCHAPTER 5. GRIEVANCE PANEL AUTHORITY AND HEARING PROCEDURES 
360: 1-5-1. [AMENDED] 
360: 1-5-7. [AMENDED] 
360: 1-5-8. [AMENDED] 

ADOPTION: 
February 25, 2011 

SUBMITTED TO GOVERNOR: 
February 25, 2011 

SUBMITTED TO HOUSE: 
February 25, 2011 

SUBMITTED TO SENATE: 
February 25, 2011 
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TITLE 360. OKLAHOMA STATE AND EDUCATION EMPLOYEES GROUP INSURANCE 
BOARD 

CHAPTER 10. STATE AND EDUCATION EMPLOYEES HEALTH, DENTAL, VISION AND 
LIFE PLANS 

RULEMAKING ACTION: 
Submission for gubernatorial and legislative review 

RULES: 
SUBCHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
360: 10-1-2. [AMENDED] 
SUBCHAPTER 3. ADMINISTRATION OF PLANS 
360: 10-3-24. [AMENDED] 
360: 10-3-24.1. [AMENDED] 
360: 10-3-25. [AMENDED] 

ADOPTION: 
February 25, 2011 

SUBMITIED TO GOVERNOR: 
February 25, 2011 

SUBMITTED TO HOUSE: 
February 25, 2011 

SUBMITIED TO SENATE: 
February 25, 2011 
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TITLE 360. OKLAHOMA STATE AND EDUCATION EMPLOYEES GROUP INSURANCE 
BOARD 

NAME OF AGENCY: 
Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board 

TYPE OF DOCUMENT: 
Submission for gubernatorial and legislative review 

LIAISON VERIFICATION: 
I verify that I have reviewed the attached document and that it substantially conforms to 

filing and format requirements of the APA and the rules of the Secretary of State. Additional 
information may be obtained by contacting me at (405) 717-8744. 
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PPACA Provisions & Critical Action Steps for State Consideration 
July 8, 2012 

Important Deadlines 
September 30, 2012 

November 16, 2012 

January 1, 2013 

October 1, 2013 
January 1, 2014 

Establish Essential Health Benefits for state small group and individual markets 
inside and outside of exchange 
Deadline to submit declaration letter and blueprint for approval of state-based 
or state-partnerships insurance exchange 
HHS will approve or conditionally approve state-based or state-partnership 
insurance exchange for operation in 2014 
Insurance exchanges will begin accepting enrollment 
Insurance exchanges will be fully operational 

Options for Consideration 
Essential Health Benefits 
Determine state essential health benefits or allow the federal proposed default plan 

1. State Option -Allows maximum state control to chose essential benefits within federal 
guidelines 

2. Federal Option - Largest plan by enrollment in the largest product in state's small group market 
Timeframe for decision making - Immediate 

State based, state partnership or federal exchange within the next 18 months 
1. State based exchange 

Pros: Maximum state control within the confines of federal law or regulation 
Cons: Time period is very short and will require significant effort to achieve on time (if possible) 

2. State partnership exchange 
Pros: Allows the state to manage aspects of exchange they choose and allow the federal 
government to operate other aspects of the exchange 
Cons: The federal government assumes overall responsibility in a state partnership exchange 
Functions of an exchange that may be shared in a partnership model: plan management, 
consumer assistance, reinsurance and Medicaid and CHIP eligibility 

3. Federally operated exchange 
Pros: Completely leaves the development and operation of an insurance exchange to the federal 
govt. 
Cons: There is no state control in the management of a federal exchange 

Time line for decision making - Immediate 

State based or state partnership exchange beginning January 1. 2015 
States have the option of allowing the federal government to build an exchange initially and then 
applying to operate a state exchange within a 12 month period. 

Pros: Allows the state to wait until after the national elections and an opportunity for Congress 
or the President to act before proceeding to develop an exchange. 
Cons: Limits state control initially and might lead to changes or disruption during transition to 
state exchange. 

State based exchange that is non-compliant with ACA 
Pro: Can build an exchange that is consistent with Oklahoma values 
Cons: Federal government will operate an exchange in Oklahoma and provide federal tax 
credits and subsidies 
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Considerations for developing a State Based Exchange to begin January 2014 
A team of individuals needs to immediately be authorized to begin planning the operation of an 
insurance exchange and developing plans to complete the blueprint and attest to the required elements 
of a compliant exchange: 

Legal Authority and Governance 
Eligibility and Enrollment 
Risk Adjustment and Reinsurance 
Organization and Human Resources 
Technology 
Oversight and Monitoring 

Consumer and Stakeholder Engagement and Support 
Plan Management 
Small Business Health Options Program 
Finance and Accounting 
Privacy and Security 
Contracting, Outsourcing, and Agreements 

If a state cannot verify it has all these elements in place and operational by January 1, 2013, HHS can 
provide conditional approval as long as it appears a state can have an operational insurance exchange by 
October 1, 2013. 

Significant Policy Decisions 
1. A governance structure needs to be determined for operation of an exchange. According to 

ACA, the governance structure could be a new or existing state agency, new quasi governmental 
entity or a new non-profit organization. 

• Given the timeframe available, existing governmental entities (or a group of entities) 
that have the authorization to operate an insurance exchange is an option to cons.icier. 
The following agencies were mentioned during stakeholder interviews when discussing 
operation of an exchange: OSEEGIB, OHCA, OID. · 

• Entities that exist in statute that would require alteration of their enabling legislation to 
govern the exchange include OHIET and the HUB. 

• A new quasi-governmental entity or non-profit could be established to govern Insure 
Oklahoma and create Oklahoma's exchange but these entities would need significant 
infrastructure and most likely need support from a state agency. 

2. Funding needs to be identified for development and operation of an insurance exchange. 
Development costs for an insurance exchange may exceed $20 million. Building an insurance 
exchange as a component of existing projects or on top of existing infrastructure may 
significantly reduce costs. 

3. Medicaid expansion decisions may impact eligibility for tax credits on an insurance exchange as 
tax credits are available to those at or above 100% of the federal poverty limit not to exceed 
400%. 
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Statistics Related to Medicaid Expansion 

• In 2010 624,480 Oklahomans were uninsured, 17% of the total 
population. Coverage varies by age group. Uninsured by category: 

o Children - 12.2% 
o Adults 19-64 - 23. l % 
o Adults 65+ - 0.2% 

(OHCA Uninsured Fast Facts October 2011, based on 2010 US Census Bureau data) 

• At 138% FPL (Federal Poverty Level): There are 889,000 Oklahomans. Of 
them, 281,000 or 32% are uninsured. (U.S. Census Bureau, 2009American 
Community Survey) 

• At 100% FPL: There are 597,000 Oklahomans. Of them, 197,781or33% 
are uninsured. (U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, 2011 Annual Social 
and Economic Supplement) 

• Expanding Medicaid to 138% FPL would make 180,000 Oklahomans 
eligible for SoonerCare. Using the CBO estimated take-up rate of 57%, 
OHCA assumes 102,600 would sign up for SoonerCare. 
( OHCA estimate based on Census estimates of uninsured) 

• Expanding Medicaid to 138% FPL would cost taxpayers $286.3 million 
per year in 2014, all of which would be federal funds. 
( OHCA estimate based on per-member cost of $2,970 /year) 

• By 2020, when the federal match rate bottoms out at 90%, the cost to 
state taxpayers of the newly-eligible adults would be $27.9 million. By 
that year, federal contribution will be $294.4 million. (OHCA estimate based 
on above data, ACA cost-sharing schedule, with 2%/year cost inflation is assumed) 

• There are other ACA-related costs to the state treasury totaling $30.1 
million in 2014: 

o In its first year, the ACA is expected to cause 34,4 70 "previously 
eligible" persons to enroll in SoonerCare, costing state taxpayers 
$20.8 million in state matching funds. 

o OHCA estimates that administrative costs, half of which fall on 
state taxpayers, will increase by $9.3 million in 2014 because of 
ACA: 

• $5.5 million for general administrative expenses 
• $2.1 million for increases in volume-based contracts with 

vendors 
• $1.7 million for payroll costs of 76 FTE at OHCA. 

• OSU has developed a model to estimate the economic impact of Medicaid 
on the state's economy. Using the model, the $286.3 million federal 
funds expenditure for newly-eligible adults in 2014 would yield: 

o 4, 187 direct health-care jobs with $150.8 million payroll 
o 5, 158 indirect jobs with $131.2 million payroll 
o $29.8 million in state tax collections (sales, income @ 2007 rates, 

other) 
Job and income modifiers, and tax revenue estimates, are based on IMPLAN values used 
in "The Economic Impact of the Medicaid Program on Oklahoma's Economy," National 
Center for Rural Health Works, Oklahoma State University, January 2007. 
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• Categories of Ol<lahomans impacted by ACA (assuming Medicaid 
eligibility is set at <138% FPL): 

o Number of uninsured Ol<lahomans reduced by 338,000. Sources of 
insurance: 

• Medicaid, increase of 202,000 
• Non-group Insurance, increase of 58,000 
• Employer-sponsored Insurance, increase of 77 ,000 

o Uncompensated care is reduced from $886 million to $277 million, 
a drop of $609 million or 69%. 

o 100,000 Oldahomans would gain tax subsidies totaling $430 
million to purchase insurance. 

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Report, Jan. 2012; Blavin, Buittgens and Roth; 
Based on Health Insurance Policy Simulation Model (HIPSMJ 
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The Honorable Barack Obama 
President of the United States 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear President Obama: 

July 10, 2012 

On June 28 the United States Supreme Court ruled in National Federation of Independent 
Business vs. Sebelius that the Medicaid expansion provisions in the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act (PP A CA) were unconstitutionally coercive of state sovereignty. 

Despite the rnling which upheld the individual mandate as a tax, we have written before 
and continue to maintain that the PPACA remains seriously flawed both conceptually and 
technically. It favors dependency over personal responsibility and will ultimately destroy the 
private insurance market. In its current form, the law will increase health care costs and likely 
lead to the disruption or discontinuation of millions of Americans' insurance plans. The new 
federal subsidies anticipated that enable exchanges are unaffordable given the crnshing federal 
budget deficits and record national debt, and states cannot afford significant Medicaid 
expansions. For most governors, Medicaid growth even before PPACA, was exorbitant, and 
consuming an even larger share of state budgets. 

Three years ago, you correctly told Senate Democrats, "[a]s we move forward on health 
reform, it is not sufficient for us to simply add more people to Medicare or Medicaid to increase 
the rolls, to increase coverage in the absence of cost controls and reform. And let me repeat this 
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principle; Ifwe don't get control over costs, then it is going to be very difficult for us to expand 
coverage. These two things go hand in hand. Another way of putting it is we can't simply put 
more people into a broken system that doesn't work." 

Unfo11unately, that is precisely what has been done-PP A CA, if implemented by the 
states, would put more people, 16-20 million individuals, into a broken Medicaid system. Three 
years ago, you stated clearly that would be a mistake. We fully agree. Today, states have less 
flexibility over the administration of the program, even though some states pay a share of the 
cost equal to that of the federal government. Governors of both parties, who are the primary 
managers of Medicaid delivery in our states, were not invited to engage in meaningful dialogue 
with your administration in 2010 when the PPACA was drafted-- and ultimately passed--- on a 
party-line vote. 

We are still waiting for the real tools and flexibility we need to reform Medicaid and 
lower costs as you promised. Last year, Republican governors stressed the need to reform 
Medicaid, and we put forward 31 specific policy ideas to achieve that goal. We sent you and the 
Congressional leadership the detailed plan documents to craft such reforms. Since we received 
virtually no response from you, we are enclosing another copy for your team to review. We now 
renew our call for Medicaid reform. 

PP A CA uses Medicaid as the vehicle for expansion because it would be cheaper for the 
federal government through cost-shifting to the states. Despite promises of higher federal 
matches for the expansion populations, we also cannot ignore the policies proposed by your 
Administration that would cut the enhanced match rate for newly eligibles. 

While overall spending on health care has slowed, the cost of health care has not. 
Spending has slowed, but for the wrong reason-the lingering recession that has cost jobs and 
thus lost health coverage. According to the most recent federal government projections, the 
number of individuals without health insurance will have increased from 42.7 million in 2008 to 
48.6 million in 2013. 

While we continue to believe the best option is to fully repeal and replace the PPACA, 
states now confront numerous deadlines and face major policy decisions in the wake of the 
Supreme Court decision. Before making any final policy decisions, governors must carefully 
consider the sh011 and long-term implications of an expanded entitlement program and the 
consequences of significantly increasing the size of government to manage these programs. 

The states' burden of the expansion population as well as administrative costs remains 
significant. Increased spending on Medicaid crowds out resources available to states to spend on 
other meaningful priorities like education, the environment, public safety and infrastructure. 

2 
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Moreover, even before increasing the Medicaid-eligible population as prescribed by 
PP A CA, Medicaid has been on an unsustainable path, comprising a growing share of state 
budgets every year. It is difficult to see how expanding Medicaid without reform would do 
anything other than put more strain on state budgets and the taxpayers, especially when 
considering that many pernicious provisions that curtail state flexibility remain. 

While the Supreme Cowt decision focused on the states' role in determining whether a 
Medicaid expansion is in the best interest of its citizens, states also face other PP A CA-related 
decisions, like whether to establish a state based health-insurance exchange or accept the default 
of a federal exchange. As the exchange issue is currently interpreted, states are essentially being 
tasked with shouldering all the responsibility without any authority. 

If states determine that a Medicaid expansion is not in the best interests of its citizens, it 
is likely that there will be a significant gap in coverage for low-income individuals who do not 
qualify for tax credits. We believe it is incumbent upon the authors of PPACA and your 
Administration to detail precisely how you intend to address this situation. 

We also believe that it is unlikely that the federal government will have fully functional 
exchanges in place by the fall of 2013 in order for millions of Americans to be able to purchase 
coverage beginning January 2014. We respectfully request the Administration provide the 
detailed work plan that demonstrates these deadlines will be met. If they cannot be met, the 
responsible course would be for HHS to level with us and the American people. We also do not 
understand how the federal government can begin to afford to implement PPACA, with deficits 
already over $1 trillion in every year of your presidency, and the debt growing $5 trillion in the 
past 3 years to an outrageous record of nearly $16 trillion. 

The consequences of governors' decisions will impact our states - and the nation - for 
decades to come, so we must have all the information needed to choose wisely. We have taken 
the libe1ty of compiling below just some of the critical questions that must have answers before 
states can determine best how to proceed in light of the Court's decision. We unde11ake this task 
with a sense of great responsibility, and resolve to only move forward when we have full and 
complete knowledge of all the implications of our decision. 

Healthcare Exchanges: 

1) Please provide a complete list of regulations that will have to be reviewed, revised 
and re-opened for public comment prior to implementation as a result of the Supreme 
Court ruling (e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations, exchange regulations related to 
interface with Medicaid)? What is the schedule for re-issuing these regulations? 

3 
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2) When will either additional guidance or actual rules be issued on essential health 
benefits, actuarial value and rating areas be issued? 

3) The federal government has already extended deadlines for applying for Level l and 
Level 2 Exchange Establishment fonding into 2014. Can we expect extensions of the 
deadlines for implementation given the uncertainty caused by the Supreme Court 
ruling and the linkage between Medicaid expansion and exchange eligibility and 
enrollment functions? In addition, will the deadlines change for states implementing 
a partnership exchange? Will the deadlines be extended for states implementing a 
federal exchange? 

4) When will the details of the federal partnership options be available? These cannot be 
considered as an option without details including cost estimates. How will the long 
term funding of the federally-facilitated healthcare exchanges be sustained? 

5) States considering a state-based exchange need to know whether there will be a 
charge and by how much to use the federal data hub, advance premium tax 
credit/cost-sharing reduction service, risk adjustment and transitional reinsmance 
programs. 

6) When will states learn the details of the operational systems for a federal exchange? 
The procedural, technical, and architectural requirements for linking to the federal 
exchange have not been released. It is not feasible to know if a state-based exchange 
is better for our citizens until we know what the contents of a federal exchange will 
be. Taking grant money at this time for state exchange creation may be wasted if a 
federal exchange makes more sense for a patticular state. 

7) When will information from the establishment of a federal exchange be available for 
states to use if a state opts to build its own exchange?·It is costly for each state to 
have to start from scratch and still not know how interfaces will work. 

8) If states choose to build a state-based exchange, what dollars will the federal 
government contribute now and in the futme? For the federal exchange states, when 
will the regulations regarding the imposition of taxes on a state's insmers be 
released? 

9) It has been widely reported that Congressional leaders who have to appropriate 
money will seek to defond exchanges. Please explain how the enactment provisions 
of the law allow the Executive Branch to continue to fund exchanges without 
Congressional action to appropriate money. 

4 
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10) What happens to a state that has taken exchange planning and implementation grants 
iftheir exchange is not financially viable after 2015? Can a state refuse to increase 
taxes on either its residents or insurers, thus putting the financial underpinning of an 
exchange at risk? What penalties does the federal government envision in this case? 

11) What happens if a state accepts grant money now to begin to build a state exchange, 
and subsequently determines that a federal exchange may be better? Will the federal 
government claw back these grant dollars from the states? 

12) What impact will changes to the Medicaid expansion have on exchange 
implementation? The federal exchange is currently structured to provide Medicaid 
eligibility determination. How will this work if some states participate and others do 
not? 

13) Last month the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) pointed out a provision in the 
law that reduces exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer and fewer people 
will qualify for subsidies, and the people who do qualify will get a smaller and 
smaller subsidy. Does the Administration support that change, and if so, how would 
you pay for it? If you do not, why do you think people should be forced to buy 
insurance if federal subsidies are shrinking? 

14) CMS has released 90/10 funding under ARRA and HITECH in order for states to 
improve their eligibility systems for Medicaid and other social service programs. Will 
that funding continue? 

15) Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid program, 
states are charged by the PP A CA with creating a single, seamless point of entry for 
all of the insurance affordability programs affected by the Act--Medicaid, the 
Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic Health Plan (where offered), 
advance tax credits for individual and Small Business Health Options Program 
(SHOP) exchange enrollees. This leaves another major question on the table. What 
about all of the other social service programs? Will states still be able to create an 
eligibility system for all social service programs under the 90/l 0 funding mechanism? 

16) In order to minimize disruptions to a state's insurance market, The Office of 
Personnel Management (OPM) is required to certified multi-state plans that must be 
included in every exchange, when will the rules be released detailing the 
requirements and timeline for multi-state plans. How OPM structures these rules can 
be very disruptive to a state's insurance market. 
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17) Does the federal government intend to maintain high risk pools and how will they be 
financed? What actions will they take in a state that has opted not to operate a high 
risk pool or an exchange? 

Medicaid 

l) When can we expect to receive updated guidance on Medicaid expansion and related 
topics? 

2) ls there a deadline for letting the federal government know if a state will be 
paiticipating in the Medicaid expansion? How does that relate to the exchange 
declaration deadline? The two programs are ctnTently scheduled to be implemented 
simultaneously in January 2014. 

3) Will states that expand Medicaid coverage up to a level below 138% of the federal 
poverty level (FPL), for example up to 100% of FPL, still receive the enhanced 
federal medical assistance percentage (FMAP) available for "newly covered" 
populations? 

4) Will states be allowed to phase in Medicaid coverage up to 138% of FPL (or 100% 
FPL) years after 2013 and still receive the enhanced FMAP? 

5) Does the MOE requirement apply to the expansion population or does it apply only to 
the current Medicaid population? If a state accepts the expansion, but the federal 
match goes away, can we drop out of the expansion program? Will you waive the 
MOE under your l l l 5 waiver authority? What will be the penalties for failure to 
comply with MOE requirements? Since the MOE was a direct result of the expansion 
funding, if a state chooses not to expand is the MOE no longer effective? 

6) Regarding the two year increase in Medicaid reimbursement for primary care codes, 
are you going to extend it? If so, how are you going to pay for it? Congressional 
Republicans have expressed opposition to any funded for PPACA. 

7) Will states still be required to convert their income counting methodology to MAGI 
for purposes of determining eligibility regardless of whether they expand to the 
optional adult group? If so, how do states link the categorical eligibility criteria to the 
MAGI? How will the federal exchanges utilize the state's criteria? 

8) !fa state expanded Medicaid through a waiver prior to enactment of the PPACA, but 
then chooses not to expand coverage further, are they still eligible for the 75% to 90% 
enhanced FMAP for the previously expanded population? 
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9) Will the federal government support options for the Medicaid expansion population 
that encourage personal responsibility- cost sharing or accountability provisions, the 
use of high deductible plans such as Health Savings Accounts, and other options at 
the state's choice? 

I 0) What specific plans and timeline do you have for enacting the reforms and flexibility 
options for Medicaid that you spoke of in 2009? When can states give further input 
on the needed reforms? 

11) You have stated that you will not deport undocumented aliens who have not 
committed a crime. You have also said that these undocumented aliens will be 
exempt from the individual mandate. How will the state be reimbursed for medical 
services given to these individuals? 

12) Will CMS approve global waivers with an aggregate allotment, state flexibility, and 
accountability if states are willing to initiate a portion of the expansion? 

13) The Disproportionate Share allotments will be reduced every year with a 
methodology based in the reduction in the number of uninsured. One, when will 
HHS issue the regulations and methodology for this reduction? Two, for a state that 
does not see a decrease in its uninsured population will the remaining state absorb the 
full reduction? In addition, can a state implement a new DSH Diversion program as 
pait of the optional expansion? Can a state implement new DSH Diversion programs 
for services to the uninsured/uncompensated care services? 

There will inevitably be more questions that will arise as additional guidance flows from 
your Administration. With just 18 months until the anticipated implementation date of 
PPACA, we would appreciate prompt answers. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter facing states and the country. We 
look forward to learning from your responses. 

Sincerely, 

Governor Bob McDonnell, RGA Chairman 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
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PPACA Provisions & Critical Action Steps for State Consideration 
July 8, 2012 

Important Deadlines 
September 30, 2012 

November 16, 2012 

January 1, 2013 

October 1, 2013 
January 1, 2014 

Establish Essential Health Benefits for state small group and individual markets 
inside and outside of exchange 
Deadline to submit declaration letter and blueprint for approval of state-based 
or state-partnerships insurance exchange 
HHS will approve or conditionally approve state-based or state-partnership 
insurance exchange for operation in 2014 
Insurance exchanges will begin accepting enrollment 
Insurance exchanges will be fully operational 

Options for Consideration 
Essential Health Benefits 
Determine state essential health benefits or allow the federal proposed default plan 

1. State Option -Allows maximum state control to chose essential benefits within federal 
guidelines 

2. Federal Option - Largest plan by enrollment in the largest product in state's small group market 
Timeframe for decision making - Immediate 

State based, state partnership or federal exchange within the next 18 months 
1. State based exchange 

Pros: Maximum state control within the confines of federal law or regulation 
Cons: Time period is very short and will require significant effort to achieve on time (if possible) 

2. State partnership exchange 
Pros: Allows the state to manage aspects of exchange they choose and allow the federal 
government to operate other aspects of the exchange 
Cons: The federal government assumes overall responsibility in a state partnership exchange 
Functions of an exchange that may be shared in a partnership model: plan management, 
consumer assistance, reinsurance and Medicaid and CHIP eligibility 

3. Federally operated exchange 
Pros: Completely leaves the development and operation of an insurance exchange to the federal 
govt. 
Cons: There is no state control in the management of a federal exchange 

Time line for decision making - Immediate 

State based or state partnership exchange beginning January 1. 2015 
States have the option of allowing the federal government to build an exchange initially and then 
applying to operate a state exchange within a 12 month period. 

Pros: Allows the state to wait until after the national elections and an opportunity for Congress 
or the President to act before proceeding to develop an exchange. 
Cons: Limits state control initially and might lead to changes or disruption during transition to 
state exchange. 

State based exchange that is non-compliant with ACA 
Pro: Can build an exchange that is consistent with Oklahoma values 
Cons: Federal government will operate an exchange in Oklahoma and provide federal tax 
credits and subsidies 
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Considerations for developing a State Based Exchange to begin January 2014 
A team of individuals needs to immediately be authorized to begin planning the operation of an 
insurance exchange and developing plans to complete the blueprint and attest to the required elements 
of a compliant exchange: 

Legal Authority and Governance 
Eligibility and Enrollment 
Risk Adjustment and Reinsurance 
Organization and Human Resources 
Technology 
Oversight and Monitoring 

Consumer and Stakeholder Engagement and Support 
Plan Management 
Small Business Health Options Program 
Finance and Accounting 
Privacy and Security 
Contracting, Outsourcing, and Agreements 

If a state cannot verify it has all these elements in place and operational by January 1, 2013, HHS can 
provide conditional approval as long as it appears a state can have an operational insurance exchange by 
October 1, 2013. 

Significant Policy Decisions 
1. A governance structure needs to be determined for operation of an exchange. According to 

ACA, the governance structure could be a new or existing state agency, new quasi governmental 
entity or a new non-profit organization. 

• Given the timeframe available, existing governmental entities (or a group of entities) 
that have the authorization to operate an insurance exchange is an option to cons.icier. 
The following agencies were mentioned during stakeholder interviews when discussing 
operation of an exchange: OSEEGIB, OHCA, OID. · 

• Entities that exist in statute that would require alteration of their enabling legislation to 
govern the exchange include OHIET and the HUB. 

• A new quasi-governmental entity or non-profit could be established to govern Insure 
Oklahoma and create Oklahoma's exchange but these entities would need significant 
infrastructure and most likely need support from a state agency. 

2. Funding needs to be identified for development and operation of an insurance exchange. 
Development costs for an insurance exchange may exceed $20 million. Building an insurance 
exchange as a component of existing projects or on top of existing infrastructure may 
significantly reduce costs. 

3. Medicaid expansion decisions may impact eligibility for tax credits on an insurance exchange as 
tax credits are available to those at or above 100% of the federal poverty limit not to exceed 
400%. 
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Statistics Related to Medicaid Expansion 

• In 2010 624,480 Oklahomans were uninsured, 17% of the total 
population. Coverage varies by age group. Uninsured by category: 

o Children - 12.2% 
o Adults 19-64 - 23. l % 
o Adults 65+ - 0.2% 

(OHCA Uninsured Fast Facts October 2011, based on 2010 US Census Bureau data) 

• At 138% FPL (Federal Poverty Level): There are 889,000 Oklahomans. Of 
them, 281,000 or 32% are uninsured. (U.S. Census Bureau, 2009American 
Community Survey) 

• At 100% FPL: There are 597,000 Oklahomans. Of them, 197,781or33% 
are uninsured. (U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, 2011 Annual Social 
and Economic Supplement) 

• Expanding Medicaid to 138% FPL would make 180,000 Oklahomans 
eligible for SoonerCare. Using the CBO estimated take-up rate of 57%, 
OHCA assumes 102,600 would sign up for SoonerCare. 
( OHCA estimate based on Census estimates of uninsured) 

• Expanding Medicaid to 138% FPL would cost taxpayers $286.3 million 
per year in 2014, all of which would be federal funds. 
( OHCA estimate based on per-member cost of $2,970 /year) 

• By 2020, when the federal match rate bottoms out at 90%, the cost to 
state taxpayers of the newly-eligible adults would be $27.9 million. By 
that year, federal contribution will be $294.4 million. (OHCA estimate based 
on above data, ACA cost-sharing schedule, with 2%/year cost inflation is assumed) 

• There are other ACA-related costs to the state treasury totaling $30.1 
million in 2014: 

o In its first year, the ACA is expected to cause 34,4 70 "previously 
eligible" persons to enroll in SoonerCare, costing state taxpayers 
$20.8 million in state matching funds. 

o OHCA estimates that administrative costs, half of which fall on 
state taxpayers, will increase by $9.3 million in 2014 because of 
ACA: 

• $5.5 million for general administrative expenses 
• $2.1 million for increases in volume-based contracts with 

vendors 
• $1.7 million for payroll costs of 76 FTE at OHCA. 

• OSU has developed a model to estimate the economic impact of Medicaid 
on the state's economy. Using the model, the $286.3 million federal 
funds expenditure for newly-eligible adults in 2014 would yield: 

o 4, 187 direct health-care jobs with $150.8 million payroll 
o 5, 158 indirect jobs with $131.2 million payroll 
o $29.8 million in state tax collections (sales, income @ 2007 rates, 

other) 
Job and income modifiers, and tax revenue estimates, are based on IMPLAN values used 
in "The Economic Impact of the Medicaid Program on Oklahoma's Economy," National 
Center for Rural Health Works, Oklahoma State University, January 2007. 
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• Categories of Ol<lahomans impacted by ACA (assuming Medicaid 
eligibility is set at <138% FPL): 

o Number of uninsured Ol<lahomans reduced by 338,000. Sources of 
insurance: 

• Medicaid, increase of 202,000 
• Non-group Insurance, increase of 58,000 
• Employer-sponsored Insurance, increase of 77 ,000 

o Uncompensated care is reduced from $886 million to $277 million, 
a drop of $609 million or 69%. 

o 100,000 Oldahomans would gain tax subsidies totaling $430 
million to purchase insurance. 

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Report, Jan. 2012; Blavin, Buittgens and Roth; 
Based on Health Insurance Policy Simulation Model (HIPSMJ 
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The Honorable Barack Obama 
President of the United States 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear President Obama: 

July 10, 2012 

On June 28 the United States Supreme Court ruled in National Federation of Independent 
Business vs. Sebelius that the Medicaid expansion provisions in the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act (PP A CA) were unconstitutionally coercive of state sovereignty. 

Despite the rnling which upheld the individual mandate as a tax, we have written before 
and continue to maintain that the PPACA remains seriously flawed both conceptually and 
technically. It favors dependency over personal responsibility and will ultimately destroy the 
private insurance market. In its current form, the law will increase health care costs and likely 
lead to the disruption or discontinuation of millions of Americans' insurance plans. The new 
federal subsidies anticipated that enable exchanges are unaffordable given the crnshing federal 
budget deficits and record national debt, and states cannot afford significant Medicaid 
expansions. For most governors, Medicaid growth even before PPACA, was exorbitant, and 
consuming an even larger share of state budgets. 

Three years ago, you correctly told Senate Democrats, "[a]s we move forward on health 
reform, it is not sufficient for us to simply add more people to Medicare or Medicaid to increase 
the rolls, to increase coverage in the absence of cost controls and reform. And let me repeat this 
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principle; Ifwe don't get control over costs, then it is going to be very difficult for us to expand 
coverage. These two things go hand in hand. Another way of putting it is we can't simply put 
more people into a broken system that doesn't work." 

Unfo11unately, that is precisely what has been done-PP A CA, if implemented by the 
states, would put more people, 16-20 million individuals, into a broken Medicaid system. Three 
years ago, you stated clearly that would be a mistake. We fully agree. Today, states have less 
flexibility over the administration of the program, even though some states pay a share of the 
cost equal to that of the federal government. Governors of both parties, who are the primary 
managers of Medicaid delivery in our states, were not invited to engage in meaningful dialogue 
with your administration in 2010 when the PPACA was drafted-- and ultimately passed--- on a 
party-line vote. 

We are still waiting for the real tools and flexibility we need to reform Medicaid and 
lower costs as you promised. Last year, Republican governors stressed the need to reform 
Medicaid, and we put forward 31 specific policy ideas to achieve that goal. We sent you and the 
Congressional leadership the detailed plan documents to craft such reforms. Since we received 
virtually no response from you, we are enclosing another copy for your team to review. We now 
renew our call for Medicaid reform. 

PP A CA uses Medicaid as the vehicle for expansion because it would be cheaper for the 
federal government through cost-shifting to the states. Despite promises of higher federal 
matches for the expansion populations, we also cannot ignore the policies proposed by your 
Administration that would cut the enhanced match rate for newly eligibles. 

While overall spending on health care has slowed, the cost of health care has not. 
Spending has slowed, but for the wrong reason-the lingering recession that has cost jobs and 
thus lost health coverage. According to the most recent federal government projections, the 
number of individuals without health insurance will have increased from 42.7 million in 2008 to 
48.6 million in 2013. 

While we continue to believe the best option is to fully repeal and replace the PPACA, 
states now confront numerous deadlines and face major policy decisions in the wake of the 
Supreme Court decision. Before making any final policy decisions, governors must carefully 
consider the sh011 and long-term implications of an expanded entitlement program and the 
consequences of significantly increasing the size of government to manage these programs. 

The states' burden of the expansion population as well as administrative costs remains 
significant. Increased spending on Medicaid crowds out resources available to states to spend on 
other meaningful priorities like education, the environment, public safety and infrastructure. 
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Moreover, even before increasing the Medicaid-eligible population as prescribed by 
PP A CA, Medicaid has been on an unsustainable path, comprising a growing share of state 
budgets every year. It is difficult to see how expanding Medicaid without reform would do 
anything other than put more strain on state budgets and the taxpayers, especially when 
considering that many pernicious provisions that curtail state flexibility remain. 

While the Supreme Cowt decision focused on the states' role in determining whether a 
Medicaid expansion is in the best interest of its citizens, states also face other PP A CA-related 
decisions, like whether to establish a state based health-insurance exchange or accept the default 
of a federal exchange. As the exchange issue is currently interpreted, states are essentially being 
tasked with shouldering all the responsibility without any authority. 

If states determine that a Medicaid expansion is not in the best interests of its citizens, it 
is likely that there will be a significant gap in coverage for low-income individuals who do not 
qualify for tax credits. We believe it is incumbent upon the authors of PPACA and your 
Administration to detail precisely how you intend to address this situation. 

We also believe that it is unlikely that the federal government will have fully functional 
exchanges in place by the fall of 2013 in order for millions of Americans to be able to purchase 
coverage beginning January 2014. We respectfully request the Administration provide the 
detailed work plan that demonstrates these deadlines will be met. If they cannot be met, the 
responsible course would be for HHS to level with us and the American people. We also do not 
understand how the federal government can begin to afford to implement PPACA, with deficits 
already over $1 trillion in every year of your presidency, and the debt growing $5 trillion in the 
past 3 years to an outrageous record of nearly $16 trillion. 

The consequences of governors' decisions will impact our states - and the nation - for 
decades to come, so we must have all the information needed to choose wisely. We have taken 
the libe1ty of compiling below just some of the critical questions that must have answers before 
states can determine best how to proceed in light of the Court's decision. We unde11ake this task 
with a sense of great responsibility, and resolve to only move forward when we have full and 
complete knowledge of all the implications of our decision. 

Healthcare Exchanges: 

1) Please provide a complete list of regulations that will have to be reviewed, revised 
and re-opened for public comment prior to implementation as a result of the Supreme 
Court ruling (e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations, exchange regulations related to 
interface with Medicaid)? What is the schedule for re-issuing these regulations? 

3 
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2) When will either additional guidance or actual rules be issued on essential health 
benefits, actuarial value and rating areas be issued? 

3) The federal government has already extended deadlines for applying for Level l and 
Level 2 Exchange Establishment fonding into 2014. Can we expect extensions of the 
deadlines for implementation given the uncertainty caused by the Supreme Court 
ruling and the linkage between Medicaid expansion and exchange eligibility and 
enrollment functions? In addition, will the deadlines change for states implementing 
a partnership exchange? Will the deadlines be extended for states implementing a 
federal exchange? 

4) When will the details of the federal partnership options be available? These cannot be 
considered as an option without details including cost estimates. How will the long 
term funding of the federally-facilitated healthcare exchanges be sustained? 

5) States considering a state-based exchange need to know whether there will be a 
charge and by how much to use the federal data hub, advance premium tax 
credit/cost-sharing reduction service, risk adjustment and transitional reinsmance 
programs. 

6) When will states learn the details of the operational systems for a federal exchange? 
The procedural, technical, and architectural requirements for linking to the federal 
exchange have not been released. It is not feasible to know if a state-based exchange 
is better for our citizens until we know what the contents of a federal exchange will 
be. Taking grant money at this time for state exchange creation may be wasted if a 
federal exchange makes more sense for a patticular state. 

7) When will information from the establishment of a federal exchange be available for 
states to use if a state opts to build its own exchange?·It is costly for each state to 
have to start from scratch and still not know how interfaces will work. 

8) If states choose to build a state-based exchange, what dollars will the federal 
government contribute now and in the futme? For the federal exchange states, when 
will the regulations regarding the imposition of taxes on a state's insmers be 
released? 

9) It has been widely reported that Congressional leaders who have to appropriate 
money will seek to defond exchanges. Please explain how the enactment provisions 
of the law allow the Executive Branch to continue to fund exchanges without 
Congressional action to appropriate money. 
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10) What happens to a state that has taken exchange planning and implementation grants 
iftheir exchange is not financially viable after 2015? Can a state refuse to increase 
taxes on either its residents or insurers, thus putting the financial underpinning of an 
exchange at risk? What penalties does the federal government envision in this case? 

11) What happens if a state accepts grant money now to begin to build a state exchange, 
and subsequently determines that a federal exchange may be better? Will the federal 
government claw back these grant dollars from the states? 

12) What impact will changes to the Medicaid expansion have on exchange 
implementation? The federal exchange is currently structured to provide Medicaid 
eligibility determination. How will this work if some states participate and others do 
not? 

13) Last month the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) pointed out a provision in the 
law that reduces exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer and fewer people 
will qualify for subsidies, and the people who do qualify will get a smaller and 
smaller subsidy. Does the Administration support that change, and if so, how would 
you pay for it? If you do not, why do you think people should be forced to buy 
insurance if federal subsidies are shrinking? 

14) CMS has released 90/10 funding under ARRA and HITECH in order for states to 
improve their eligibility systems for Medicaid and other social service programs. Will 
that funding continue? 

15) Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid program, 
states are charged by the PP A CA with creating a single, seamless point of entry for 
all of the insurance affordability programs affected by the Act--Medicaid, the 
Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic Health Plan (where offered), 
advance tax credits for individual and Small Business Health Options Program 
(SHOP) exchange enrollees. This leaves another major question on the table. What 
about all of the other social service programs? Will states still be able to create an 
eligibility system for all social service programs under the 90/l 0 funding mechanism? 

16) In order to minimize disruptions to a state's insurance market, The Office of 
Personnel Management (OPM) is required to certified multi-state plans that must be 
included in every exchange, when will the rules be released detailing the 
requirements and timeline for multi-state plans. How OPM structures these rules can 
be very disruptive to a state's insurance market. 
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17) Does the federal government intend to maintain high risk pools and how will they be 
financed? What actions will they take in a state that has opted not to operate a high 
risk pool or an exchange? 

Medicaid 

l) When can we expect to receive updated guidance on Medicaid expansion and related 
topics? 

2) ls there a deadline for letting the federal government know if a state will be 
paiticipating in the Medicaid expansion? How does that relate to the exchange 
declaration deadline? The two programs are ctnTently scheduled to be implemented 
simultaneously in January 2014. 

3) Will states that expand Medicaid coverage up to a level below 138% of the federal 
poverty level (FPL), for example up to 100% of FPL, still receive the enhanced 
federal medical assistance percentage (FMAP) available for "newly covered" 
populations? 

4) Will states be allowed to phase in Medicaid coverage up to 138% of FPL (or 100% 
FPL) years after 2013 and still receive the enhanced FMAP? 

5) Does the MOE requirement apply to the expansion population or does it apply only to 
the current Medicaid population? If a state accepts the expansion, but the federal 
match goes away, can we drop out of the expansion program? Will you waive the 
MOE under your l l l 5 waiver authority? What will be the penalties for failure to 
comply with MOE requirements? Since the MOE was a direct result of the expansion 
funding, if a state chooses not to expand is the MOE no longer effective? 

6) Regarding the two year increase in Medicaid reimbursement for primary care codes, 
are you going to extend it? If so, how are you going to pay for it? Congressional 
Republicans have expressed opposition to any funded for PPACA. 

7) Will states still be required to convert their income counting methodology to MAGI 
for purposes of determining eligibility regardless of whether they expand to the 
optional adult group? If so, how do states link the categorical eligibility criteria to the 
MAGI? How will the federal exchanges utilize the state's criteria? 

8) !fa state expanded Medicaid through a waiver prior to enactment of the PPACA, but 
then chooses not to expand coverage further, are they still eligible for the 75% to 90% 
enhanced FMAP for the previously expanded population? 
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9) Will the federal government support options for the Medicaid expansion population 
that encourage personal responsibility- cost sharing or accountability provisions, the 
use of high deductible plans such as Health Savings Accounts, and other options at 
the state's choice? 

I 0) What specific plans and timeline do you have for enacting the reforms and flexibility 
options for Medicaid that you spoke of in 2009? When can states give further input 
on the needed reforms? 

11) You have stated that you will not deport undocumented aliens who have not 
committed a crime. You have also said that these undocumented aliens will be 
exempt from the individual mandate. How will the state be reimbursed for medical 
services given to these individuals? 

12) Will CMS approve global waivers with an aggregate allotment, state flexibility, and 
accountability if states are willing to initiate a portion of the expansion? 

13) The Disproportionate Share allotments will be reduced every year with a 
methodology based in the reduction in the number of uninsured. One, when will 
HHS issue the regulations and methodology for this reduction? Two, for a state that 
does not see a decrease in its uninsured population will the remaining state absorb the 
full reduction? In addition, can a state implement a new DSH Diversion program as 
pait of the optional expansion? Can a state implement new DSH Diversion programs 
for services to the uninsured/uncompensated care services? 

There will inevitably be more questions that will arise as additional guidance flows from 
your Administration. With just 18 months until the anticipated implementation date of 
PPACA, we would appreciate prompt answers. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter facing states and the country. We 
look forward to learning from your responses. 

Sincerely, 

Governor Bob McDonnell, RGA Chairman 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
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From: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

$111 billion increase in costs for Admin healthcare plan 

Friday, March 02, 2012 3 :42:S6 PM 

Below please find an AP article on the $111 Billion cost increase for Obamacare health care 

subsidies - - an increase that HHS Secretary Sebelius was unaware of during an appearance before a 

Congressional Committee on Tuesday. 

Here is a link the letter sent to Treasury Secretary Tim Geithner by Ways & Means Chairman Dave 

Camp, demanding an explanation for the revised figures : 

http://waysandmeans.house.gov/UploadedFiles/Camp Geit hner Letter 3-2-12.pdf 

Have a great weekend ... 

Will Kinzel 

Assistant to t he Speaker for Policy 

Office of t he Speaker 

(202) 225-0882 DIRECT 

CELL 

+++++ 

Cost estimate for insurance aid jumps $1118; administration cites technical budget issues 

Associated Press 

March 2, 2012 

http://www.washinITTonpost.com/business/cost-estimate-for-insurance-aid- jumps-lllb-white

house-cites-technjcal-budget-changes/2012 /03/02 /g! OAfGN h mR prjnt html 
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WASHINGTON — Cost estimates for a key part of President Barack Obama’s health care overhaul
law have ballooned by $111 billion from last year’s budget, and a senior Republican lawmaker on
Friday demanded an explanation.
 
House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dave Camp, R-Mich., wants to know by Monday why
the estimated cost of helping millions of middle-class Americans buy health insurance has jumped
by about 30 percent for an eight-year period, from 2014-2021.
 
Administration officials say the explanation lies in budget technicalities and that there are no
significant changes in the program.
 
Cost estimates for new government programs can be wide off the mark. For example, the actual cost
of President George W. Bush’s Medicare prescription drug benefit came in lower than estimated, so
it wasn’t as big a drag on federal finances as initially forecast.
 
The revised health care overhaul numbers, buried deep in the president’s budget, stumped
lawmakers and some administration officials earlier in the week. At a congressional hearing Tuesday,
Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius, who is in charge of carrying out the health
care law, indicated she was unaware of the changes.
 
At issue are subsidies that will be provided under the health care law to help middle class people
buy private coverage in new state insurance markets that open for business in 2014.
 
Last year’s budget estimated the cost of the aid to be $367 billion from 2014-2021. This year’s
budget puts it at $478 billion over the same period.
 
“This staggering increase ... cannot be explained by legislative changes or new economic
assumptions, and therefore must reflect substantial changes in underlying assumptions regarding ...
costs,” Camp wrote Friday in a letter to Treasury Secretary Tim Geithner.
 
Republicans say they’re concerned about two possibilities: that the estimated cost of the insurance
has gone up, or that the administration has quietly determined that more people will be losing
employer coverage as a result of Obama’s overhaul. That means they’d have to purchase coverage
in the new government-subsidized markets, called exchanges.
 
Either of those explanations could have major consequences for taxpayers and the nation’s health
care system.
 
But administration officials say the big increase is no cause for alarm and that the administration is
not forecasting an erosion of employer coverage or higher insurance costs.
 
About two-thirds of the increase is due to effects of newly signed legislation that raises costs for one
part of the health care law, but still saves the government money overall. The rest is due to
technical changes in Treasury assumptions about such matters as the distribution of income in
America.
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“The estimates do not assume changes in what exchanges look like, the cost of insurance, or the
number of Americans who will get their insurance in this new marketplace,” Treasury spokeswoman
Sabrina Siddiqui said in a statement Friday.
 
That explanation has drawn skepticism from Ways and Means Committee Republicans.
 
They say a big reason for their doubts is that the Congressional Budget Office — the fiscal referee
for lawmakers — has different numbers from the Obama administration. The budget office is not
forecasting a major impact on the health insurance exchanges from the same newly signed
legislation that the administration says accounts for two-thirds of the $111 billion increase.
 
That legislation fixed a glitch in the health care overhaul law that would have allowed some middle-
class people to get virtually free insurance from Medicaid. As a result, projected Medicaid spending
under the health care law will drop significantly. But spending for subsidies in the exchanges will go
up.
 
Both the administration and the budget office agree on a bottom line conclusion that the fix saves
money for the government, because the Medicaid savings are bigger than the new exchange costs.
But their underlying numbers differ.
 
Camp says he wants a full accounting.
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From: T exoma Coalition 
To: Archdiocese of OKC: Nancy Largent : Fr. Torn McShenv: Governor Info: Rep. Sally Kem; Charles Key 

Cc: VERNA JORDAN; texasj• 1; Stacy; Linda Sears ; Linda Hull ; lian ; Alexis Endurance; David Turner ; Annis 
Kenny; DEE & J.W. BROWN; Marvlin Kotulek; Twila Pettis; Neva Adamson;~ Jeannette Ross : Jean Wood ; Elaine Bringham; Eddie 
Shantz; Charolette Jackson ; stephenemasoy ; sharmaine.looe ; minnsi ; maiybeth5430 
dm sselt ; Bobbje Muellec Br jan Maughan · CIJissa Hansen R N ; .lw1i. 

Su bj ect : 

Date : 

[ caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Health care countdown Who wins, loses _ pays 

Wednesday, June 27, 2012 6:46:27 PM 

Health car e countdown: Who wins, loses _ pays? 

Jun 27, 7 :07 PM (ET) 

By RI CARDO ALONSO -ZALDIVAR and MARK SHERMAN 

WASHINGTON (AP) - It seems as if the entire nation is holding its breath for 
the Supreme Court's health care ruling - the presidential candidates, 
governors of virtually every state, insurers with billions at stake, companies 
large and small and countless millions of Americans concerned about their 
own medical care and how they'll pay for it. 

Still, Thursday's expected ruling almost certainly will not be the last word on 
the nation's tangled efforts to address health care woes. The problems of 
high medical costs, widespread waste and tens of millions of people without 
insurance will require Congress and the president to keep looking for 
answers, whether or not President Barack Obama's Affordable Care Act 
passes the test of constitutional ity. 

A look at potential outcomes: 

Q: What if the Supreme Court, despite justices' blunt questions during public 
arguments, upholds the law and finds Congress was within its authority to 
require most people to have health insurance or pay a penalty? 

A : That would settle the legal argument but not the polit ical battle. 

The clear winners if the law is upheld and allowed to take full effect would be 
uninsured people in the United States, estimated at more than 50 million . 

Starting in 2014, most could get coverage through a mix of private insurance 
and Medicaid, a safety-net program. Republican -led states that have resisted 
creating health insurance markets under the law would have to scramble to 

(AP) A v iew of the Supreme Court in 
Washington, Wednesday, June 27, 
2012. Saving ts biggest case for .. . J 
Full lmaae 

comply, but the U.S. would get closer to other economically advanced countries that guarantee medical care 
for their citizens. 

Republ icans would keep trying to block the law. They hope to elect Mitt Romney as president, backed by a 
GOP House and Senate, and repeal the law, although their chances of outright repeal would seem to be 
diminished by the court's endorsement. 

Obama would feel the glow of vindication for his hard-fought health overhaul, but it might not last long even 
if he's re-elected . 

The nation still faces huge problems with health care costs, requiring major changes to Medicare that neither 
party has explained squarely to voters. Some backers of Obama's law acknowledge it was only a first 
installment: Get most people covered, then deal with the harder problem of costs. 

Q: On the other hand, what if the court strikes down the entire law? 

A : Many people would applaud, polls suggest. 

Taking down the law would kill a costly new federal entitlement before it has a chance to take root and 
develop a clamoring constituency. But that still would leave the problems of high costs, waste and millions of 
uninsured people. 

Some Republicans in Congress already are talking about passing anew the more popular pieces of the law if 
it 's thrown out. But the major GOP alternatives to Obama's law would not cover nearly as many uninsured, 
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and it's unclear how much of a dent they would make in costs. Some liberals say Medicare-for-all, or

government-run health insurance, will emerge as the only viable answer if Obama's public-private approach

fails.

People who already have health insurance could lose some ground as well. Employers and insurance

companies would have no obligation to keep providing popular new benefits such as preventive care with no

copayments and coverage for young adults until age 26 on a parent's plan. Medicare recipients with high

prescription drug costs could lose discounts averaging about $600.

---

Q: What happens if the court strikes down the requirement that everyone must have insurance, but leaves

the rest of the Affordable Care Act in place?

A: People would have no obligation to carry insurance, but insurers would remain bound by the law to accept

applicants regardless of medical condition and limit what they charge their oldest and sickest customers.

Studies suggest premiums in the individual health insurance market would jump by 10 percent to 30 percent.

Experts debate whether or not that would trigger the collapse of the market for individuals and small

businesses, or just make coverage even harder to afford than it is now. In any event, there would be risks to

the health care system. Fewer people would sign up for coverage.

The insurance mandate was primarily a means to an end, a way to create a big pool of customers and allow

premiums to remain affordable. Other forms of arm-twisting could be found, including limited enrollment

periods and penalties for late sign-up, but such approaches probably would require congressional cooperation.

Unless there's a political deal to fix it, the complicated legislation would get more difficult to carry out.

Congressional Republicans say they will keep pushing for repeal.

Without the mandate, millions of uninsured low-income people still would get coverage through the law's

Medicaid expansion. The problem would be the 10 million to 15 million middle class people expected to gain

private insurance under the law. They would be eligible for federal subsidies, but premiums would get more

expensive.

Taxes, Medicare cuts and penalties on employers not offering coverage would stay in place.

---

Q: What if the court strikes down the mandate and also invalidates the parts of the law that require

insurance companies to cover people regardless of medical problems and that limit what people can be

charged.

A: Many fewer people would get covered, but the health insurance industry would avoid a dire financial hit.

Insurers could continue screening out people with a history of medical problems - diabetes patients or cancer

survivors, for example.

That would prevent a sudden jump in premiums. But it would leave consumers with no assurance that they

could get health insurance when they need it, which is a major problem the law was intended to fix.

Obama administration lawyers say the insurance requirement goes hand in hand with the coverage guarantee

and cap on premiums, and they have asked the court to get rid of both if it finds the mandate to be

unconstitutional.

One scenario sends shivers through the health care industry: The Supreme Court strikes down the mandate

only, and delegates other courts to determine what else stays or goes.

---

Q: What happens if the court throws out only the expansion of the Medicaid program?

A: That would limit the law's impact severely because roughly half of the more than 30 million people

expected to gain insurance under the law would get it through the expansion of Medicaid, the federal-state

health insurance program for low-income people.

But a potentially sizable number of those low-income people still might be eligible for government-subsidized

private insurance under other provisions. Private coverage is more expensive to subsidize than Medicaid.

States suing to overturn the federal law argue that the Medicaid expansion comes with so many strings

attached it amounts to an unconstitutional power grab by Washington. The administration says the federal

government will pay virtually all the cost and says the expansion is no different from ones that states have

accepted in the past.
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---

Q: What happens if the court simply punts, deciding it's too early for a constitutional challenge?

A: The wild card, and least conclusive outcome in the case, probably also is the least likely, based on what

justices said during oral arguments.

No justice seemed inclined to take this path, which involves the court's consideration of a technical issue.

The federal appeals court in Richmond, Va., held that the challenge to the insurance requirement has to wait

until people start paying the penalty for not purchasing insurance. The appeals court said it was bound by

the federal Anti-Injunction Act, which says federal courts may not hear challenges to taxes, or anything that

looks like a tax, until after the taxes are paid.

So if the justices have trouble coming together on any of the other options they could simply put the whole

thing off.

The administration says it doesn't want this result. Yet such a decision would allow it to continue putting the

law in place, postponing any challenge until more of the benefits are being received. On the other hand, it

might give Republicans more ammunition to press for repeal in the meantime.

---

Online:

Supreme Court: http://tinyurl.com/3zukoc4 

Copyright 2011 Associated Press. All right reserved. 
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From: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Speaker of the House John Boehner 

"All of the Above?" Speaker Boehner Tells Fox News 
POTUS' Rhetoric Doesn't Match His Actions on Gas 
Prices 

March 8, 2012 I Posted by Don Seymour (@donseymourJ I Permalink 

"[T]he president says he's for an 'all-of-the-above' energy strategy," Speaker John Boehner told Fox 
News' Greta Van Susteren, "But his rhetoric does not match his actions." Boehner outlined several 
ways the Obama administration - which rejected the popular Keystone XL project and is now lobbying 
against it - has blocked energy production as gas prices have skyrocketed . Boehner also said Senate 
Democrats are blocking nearly 30 House-passed bills that will help create new jobs and address high 
gas prices, and that today the House will pass the bipartisan JOBS Act. Watch here and see below for 
several excerpts: 

Boehner: Obama Administration is Blocking Energy Production as Gas Prices Skyrocket: 

"Listen, the president's policies have not only not helped the economy, they've made it 
worse. When it comes to gas prices, the president says he's for an 'all-of-the-above' 
energy strategy but his rhetoric does not match his actions . And the facts are that 
they've closed down most of the gulf . They've closed down all the public lands in the 
inner mountain west. ... [l]f you look at what the EPA is doing, they are shutting down a 
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lot of American made energy 

Boehner: An "All of the Above" Strateay that Removes Government Barriers to Eneray 
Production Will Address High Gas Prices. Create Jobs: 

"fllf we're going to bring gas prices down we need to have 'all-of-the-above.' That 
means, we need more oil and gas production, we need renewables, we need nuclear 
energy. And until we do 'all-of-the-above' we are going to be subject to these big 
fluctuations. . . . The president's energy policies have led to a more than doubling of 
gas prices over the three years of his presidency. It's time for the president to take real 
action and work with Congress in a bipartisan way to deal with this problem." 

Boehner: High Energy & Gas Prices Hurt Job Growth: 

"It's not just the price of gas; it's the price of energy across the board. Whether you're 
at a surface company, a manufacturing company, everybody plays more. And if you're 
spending that much more on energy, you're not buying the kinds of other goods and 
services that are available in our economy and it will in fact slow our economy down." 

Boehner: House Has Passed Nearly 30 Bills to Help Create Jobs & Address Gas Prices. Will 
Pass Bipartisan JOBS Act Today: 

"Republicans have a Plan for America's Job Creators. We've had it since last May. 
This plan, 30 bills, that we've passed and sent them over to the United States Senate. 
If the president wants to get the economy moving again, what he ought to be doing is 
call ing Harry Reid and saying, 'Hey, these are some really good bills.' Tomorrow we're 
going to pass the JOBS Act. The president has said nice things about it. It would help 
small companies have better access to capital, help them grow. And ifthe president 
again is serious about helping the economy he ought to pick up the phone call Harrv 
Reid and say 'Hey Hany it's time to get moving on some of these.'" 

Boehner: America Can't Afford Four More Years of Obama Administration Policies: 

"I think this is an incredibly important year for our country and I would hope our 
candidates continue to focus on the real issue here and that's the president's policies. 
They've not helped . They've made our economy worse. They've made it harder for job 
creators to create jobs. And because the president doesn't want to talk about his 
economic policies, he's turned to the politics of envy and divide . ... I don't th ink 
America can sustain four more years of the policies that are coming out of this 
Administration ." 

Boehner: ObamaCare Mandate Threatens Religious Freedom: 

"This has nothing to do with contraception. For 220 years our government, here in 
Washington, has respected the rights of religious organizations to their own beliefs. 
There's always been a conscious exception of religious organizations so that 
government isn't in the position of coercing them to do things that they don't' believe in 
.. . !Rlemember how we got there this is Obamacare. This is just another example of 
the federa l government going to tell evervone in American that 'You're going to do it 
our way.' Remember when the president said, ' If you like the health insurance policy 
that you have, then you can keep it.'? Not anymore. Because this policy will require 
everyone in America to have at least one, and this is the first step, one exception 
based on what the government in Washington wants." 
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From: Jason Murray
To: Governor Info
Cc: onelikeus ; charliemeadows7
Subject: A Constituency Report and Plea for a FIREWALL IN OUR STATE
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 9:40:16 AM

Pastor Jason Murray, M.Div

Draper Park Christian Church

8500 S Walker Ave

OKC OK 73139

(405) 213-8438

 
 
To:  Esteemed Governor Mary Fallon

State Capitol

Lincoln Avenue

OKC OK

 
 
Dear Madam Governor,

 
As you know, there has been a growing movement in the USA toward a renewal of Constitutional

Liberty based on traditional Judeo-Christian morality.  

 
This movement, which included the Tea Parties but is not limited to it by any means, has been led in a

large part by the Oklahoma Citizens who elected you to be our Governor.  Ever since the 2008

Presidential Campaign, these Liberty/Traditional citizens have been working to build a citizen firewall

against an encroaching federal government.  This citizen firewall depends as much as anything else

right now on a strong, independent Oklahoma.

 
With the passage of the Affordable Care Act and the re-election of President Obama by a

preponderance of electors who do not agree with or understand Oklahoma’s interests as a state, the

task of building that firewall becomes perhaps more complicated and risky, but ever more urgent. 

Now:  based on a careful reading of God’s Word and a strict interpretation of the supremacy clause of

the US Constitution, many of us believe it is our duty, and yours, before God, to strengthen the power

of our state in every possible way.  What do we believe that means?  It means drawing a legal and

political line in the sand vis a vis this new health care law.

 
Now that there is no chance in the short term of repealing “Obamacare”, many of those of your

Oklahoma citizen-leaders in my own sphere of influence are looking to you to begin the task of

constructing that firewall ON THIS ISSUE.  We believe you MUST lay the groundwork for opting out of

the expansion of Medicaid and out of the new federal health care exchanges.  It is my understanding

that we lose federal funds by doing so, yet a significant portion of that loss can be made up by freeing

our state from matching those dollars.  More important, however, is that OKLAHOMA MUST PAY THE

PRICE OF INDEPENDENCE.   We can design our own exchanges, and thereby force the feds to at

least review these as viable alternatives to their top-down mandates.

 
This would signal our state’s intention to fully opt out of Medicaid, should it become (as it is becoming)

a tool of increasing encroachment upon the freedom and independence of Oklahomans.

Madam Governor, you need to know that our citizens believe our great state MUST show the Federal

Government we are serious about liberty and traditional morality.   Even if our elected leaders hesitate,

we the citizens will be finding ways to opt out.  We will turn to non-traditional medicine;  our doctors

and nurses will opt out of the state and federal programs and operate on a house-to-house, cash

basis;  we will gladly pay the personal price involved in starving out a federal system that uses our own
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health to sell out our moral convictions.  So please support us in this, and build that firewall we elected

you to build.

 
Respectfully,

 
Jason Murray

8500 S Walker

OKC OK
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From: 
To: 

}; Brian Nutt 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Speaker of the House John Boehner 

Another Day, Another Doomed ObamaCare PR Blitz Paid 
For By You, The Taxpayer 

March 18, 2011 I Posted by Michael Ricci I Permalink 

"A multipronged assault led by Republicans" to repeal the job-crushing health care law has the 
Democrats who run Washington scrambling to try and repackage ObamaCare for its first anniversarv . 

"White House Seeks to Boost Public Support for Health Bill ," reads the headline in today's Wall Street 
Journal. •NOTE: Please do not confuse that headline with this one from January ("Democrats Seek 
Right Message to Boost Health Care Law,") this one from June of last year ("White House Mounts PR 
Blitz for Health Care Reform,") or this one from August ... of 2009 ("White House Rethinks How It Sells 
Health Overhaul.")• 

Sure enough, much like its predecessors, this re-packaging is off to a rocky start: 

• According to a new national survey out today, barely one in four Americans think their families 
will be better off under ObamaCare - a record low. The survey also shows the share of 
Americans who say that both the cost and the quality of their health care will get worse 
under ObamaCare has reached new highs. 

• Much like when the Obama Administration's top economist admitted in October 2009 that the 
ill-fated 'stimulus' had run its course, lawmakers admit many of the most "consumer-oriented 
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changes" in the health care law have already kicked in . As a result, Administration officials will 
"fan out across the country" to try and sell things they admit have fa iled to win over the 
American people. 

• "To help counter Republican criticism," the Obama Administration is trying to signal "more 
flexibility" for states, yet the Health & Human Services Secretary "is showing no signs she will 
bend the rules when it comes to states' biggest concerns." Of course, more than 1 000 
exceptions have been made for employers and unions, but who's counting? 

• Several House Democratic leaders didn't even show up for a press conference yesterday 
marking the anniversary. (Perhaps they were off fretting over "losing the messaging battle over 
spending," too.) 

Whether it's the spending binge in Washington or ObamaCare, Democrats' core problem isn't bad 
messaging: it's continuing to support bad policies that ignore the will of the people and make it harder 
to them to find and create jobs. 

Instead of spending taxpayer dollars trving to resell ObamaCare why not save money land jobs) by 
repealing the law and replacing it with common-sense reforms that lower costs and protect jobs? 
Since January, the new House majority has voted to fu lly repeal the $2.6 trillion health care law; 
to defunct the law as part of H.R. 1; and to repeal the job-destroying 1099 small business mandate. 
This week, Speaker Boehner announced the House will soon vote to eliminate mandatorv spending 
slush funds in ObamaCare. What's more, a majoritv of states are challenging the law in court. 

While Democrats are still trying to hit the reset button on ObamaCare, Republicans are looking 
forward and setting the table for an honest dialogue about the need for action on the job-crushing 
spending binge in Washington. This dialogue will include the explosive growth of autopilot entitlement 
spending - which ObamaCare has only exacerbated. 

SPEAKER PRESS OFFICE 
REP. JOHN BOEHNER (R-OH) 

H-232, THE CAPITOL 
(202) 225-0600 I SPEAKER.GOV 

WEBSITE I CONTACT I PRIVACY POLICY 
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From: 
To: 

; Brian Nutt 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Speaker of the House John Boehner 

Another Day, Another Doomed ObamaCare PR Blitz Paid 
For By You, The Taxpayer 

March 18, 2011 I Posted by Michael Ricci I Permalink 

"A multipronged assault led by Republicans" to repeal the job-crushing health care law has the 
Democrats who run Washington scrambling to try and repackage ObamaCare for its first anniversarv . 

"White House Seeks to Boost Public Support for Health Bill ," reads the headline in today's Wall Street 
Journal. •NOTE: Please do not confuse that headline with this one from January ("Democrats Seek 
Right Message to Boost Health Care Law," ) this one from June of last year ("White House Mounts PR 
Blitz for Health Care Reform,") or this one from August ... of 2009 ("White House Rethinks How It Sells 
Health Overhaul.")• 

Sure enough, much like its predecessors, this re-packaging is off to a rocky start: 

• According to a new national survey out today, barely one in four Americans think their families 
will be better off under ObamaCare - a record low. The survey also shows the share of 
Americans who say that both the cost and the quality of their health care will get worse 
under ObamaCare has reached new highs. 

• Much like when the Obama Administration's top economist admitted in October 2009 that the 
ill-fated 'stimulus' had run its course, lawmakers admit many of the most "consumer-oriented 
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changes" in the health care law have already kicked in . As a result, Administration officials will 
"fan out across the country" to try and sell things they admit have fa iled to win over the 
American people. 

• "To help counter Republican criticism," the Obama Administration is trying to signal "more 
flexibility" for states, yet the Health & Human Services Secretary "is showing no signs she will 
bend the rules when it comes to states' biggest concerns." Of course, more than 1 000 
exceptions have been made for employers and unions, but who's counting? 

• Several House Democratic leaders didn't even show up for a press conference yesterday 
marking the anniversary. (Perhaps they were off fretting over "losing the messaging battle over 
spending," too.) 

Whether it's the spending binge in Washington or ObamaCare, Democrats' core problem isn't bad 
messaging: it's continuing to support bad policies that ignore the will of the people and make it harder 
to them to find and create jobs. 

Instead of spending taxpayer dollars trving to resell ObamaCare why not save money land jobs) by 
repealing the law and replacing it with common-sense reforms that lower costs and protect jobs? 
Since January, the new House majority has voted to fu lly repeal the $2.6 trillion health care law; 
to defunct the law as part of H.R. 1; and to repeal the job-destroying 1099 small business mandate. 
This week, Speaker Boehner announced the House will soon vote to eliminate mandatorv spending 
slush funds in ObamaCare. What's more, a majoritv of states are challenging the law in court. 

While Democrats are still trying to hit the reset button on ObamaCare, Republicans are looking 
forward and setting the table for an honest dialogue about the need for action on the job-crushing 
spending binge in Washington. This dialogue will include the explosive growth of autopilot entitlement 
spending - which ObamaCare has only exacerbated. 

SPEAKER PRESS OFFICE 
REP. JOHN BOEHNER (R-OH) 

H-232, THE CAPITOL 
(202) 225-0600 I SPEAKER.GOV 

WEBSITE I CONTACT I PRIVACY POLICY 
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From: oklahomaUnderground
To: Baba B; GAINESB.JACKSONPHD; Dr. Bill; daveyjoe; GeorgeCoastRadio; Governor Info; Jeanie; Kathy;

ReidMullenstalkradio; JeffRenseTalkShow; RonKYISradio; Mark; Ra Tokhamen; Kareeen; Vickie;
ALEXJONESTALKRADIO

Subject: Europe Stunned After Being Told "Obama Is Not In Charge"
Date: Sunday, September 18, 2011 11:17:14 AM

YOUR A COWGIRL AND YOUR A COWBOY
NEVER EVER FORGET YOUR HERITAGE
IS PART OF THE  WILD WILD WEST
remember justice in them days?     a good
horse, good tree, and a stout rope  made for
a good lynchin
it was all pretty simple back then
Europe Stunned After Being told “Obama Is
Not In Charge”
By: Sorcha Faal, and as reported to her Western Subscribers

A new report prepared by Russian Deputy
Finance Minister Tatyana Nesterenko about
the Eurogroup meeting of the Informal
Economic and Financial Affairs Council
(ECOFIN) in Wroclaw Poland on the
growing European debt crisis states that EU
Finance Ministers were “left stunned” Friday
after they were told by US Treasury
Secretary Timothy Geithner [photo top left] that
President Obama was “not in charge.”

According to this report, the “uninvited” US
Treasury Secretary showed up at the ECOFIN
conference and engaged in what can only be
described as a “temper tantrum” where he
slammed Europe’s economic policy makers
for their intransigence in provided further
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bailouts to Greece and when queried by
European Central Bank (ECB) Chief Jean-
Claude Trichet as to if this was “Obama’s
position too” was told by Geithner, “He’s
(Obama) not in charge, I am.”  

ECB Chief Trichet, according to other news
reports, rebuked Geithner and stated that the
financial position of the 17-member
Eurozone is better than that of other major
economies, especially the United States.

This shocking revelation as to who is actually
running the United States comes on the heals
of further allegations that Geithner
deliberately ignored Obama’s orders to
prepare a plan to “wind down” the mammoth
international banking group Citigroup Inc. in
order to help save the American economy,
and as we can, in part, read as reported by
the San Francisco Chronicle:

“U.S. Treasury Secretary Timothy F.
Geithner ignored an order in 2009 from
President Barack Obama to prepare a plan
to "wind down" Citigroup Inc., once the
biggest bank in the world, according to a
book to be released next week.

Geithner didn't proceed with Obama's order
to develop a plan to dissolve New York-based
Citigroup in March 2009, several months
after the bank had received a $45 billion

taxpayer bailout, according to "Confidence Men: Wall Street, Washington and the Education
of a President" by Ron Suskind, a former Wall Street Journal reporter.”

Even more stunning, this report continues, are revelations being brought to light by the New
York Times Magazine that Geithner, along with the director of the White House National
Economic Council Larry Summers, formed an “unholy troika” with the banking behemoth
Goldman Sachs to literally steal the entire US economic system away from Obama and the
American people for the sole purpose of looting it for the benefit of a few elite bankers,
politicians and other such parasites.

The power vacuum created in the White House allowing these banksters to take over was
exacerbated by Summers who upon joining the Obama team declared “there's no adult in
charge” thus allowing him and Geithner to be “insubordinate” to Obama and hijack the
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American economy for themselves and their cronies.

To the damage wrought upon the American economy by Geithner and his “allies” is called
nothing short of “catastrophic” as tens of millions have been thrown out of their homes, tens
of millions more are jobless, and the poverty level has reached heights not seen since the
days of Great Depression during the 1930’s.

To any relief being seen coming for the American people before their nation is totally
destroyed by these monsters it appears unlikely as the veil of oppression keeping them check
shows no signs of loosening, and as we had previously described in our 2 June report, Russia
Warns American Police State Now Rivals That Of Nazi SS.

Even worse, new and shocking reports coming from the United States are warning that under
what is called their new “Obamacare” laws, patients in US hospitals are being declared
“incompetent” in mass numbers thus allowing these same hospitals to claim “guardianship”
over these people and then sell of all of their assets thus reducing them to poverty.

Sadly to note are that laws such as these allowing a government to begin mass confiscation of
their citizens private wealth, like those enacted by the former German Nazi Empire and
Soviet Russian regimes, always presaged mass civil unrest, revolution and outright war.

In fact, just this past week, New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg warned Washington
that if things aren’t changed, and soon, riots could very well begin breaking out.  And as
quoted by the New York Daily News, Bloomberg said, “We have a lot of kids graduating
college, can't find jobs. That's what happened in Cairo. That's what happened in Madrid. You
don't want those kinds of riots here."

Bloomberg’s predictive warning of unrest appears to be spot on as, even while these words
are being written, US police forces have “locked down” the financial capitol of America on
Wall Street after thousands of protesters descended upon it in a “Day of Rage”
demonstration invoking Mideast rallies and calling for an end to corporate greed that favors
the rich over the poor.

To how soon these types of protests riots, if not outright revolution, will spread across
America it is not in our knowing, other than to note that never in the history of the world
have people that have been so destroyed by their “leaders” not fought back.

September 18, 2011 EU and US all rights reserved. Permission to use this report in its
entirety is granted under the condition it is linked back to its original source at
WhatDoesItMean.Com.

[Ed. Note: Western governments and their intelligence services actively campaign against the
information found in these reports so as not to alarm their citizens about the many
catastrophic Earth changes and events to come, a stance that the Sisters of Sorcha Faal
strongly disagrees with in believing that it is every human beings right to know the truth. 
Due to our missions conflicts with that of those governments, the responses of their ‘agents’
against us has been a longstanding misinformation/misdirection campaign designed to
discredit and which is addressed in the report “Who Is Sorcha Faal?”.]

They Are Going To Come For You…Why Are You Helping Them?
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Silence Falls Upon America
 
To Believe A Liar Makes You A Liar Too

Comet Of Doom Warned To Transform Humanity

Total War Against Human Thought Declared

Special Report from Sister Ciara: What Are The Odds?

More Sorcha Faal Reports

Return To Main Page
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Judy Earnheart 
Governor Info 
Fw: Sales Tax on House & Property Sales; 
Sunday, August 07, 2011 1:54:59 PM 

From: Buster Barnes 
Sent: Sunda Au ust 07, 2011 10:07 AM 
To: efarm . ; 'George' ; Sterling Cooper ; Sean Bailey ; 'Becky McBride' ; Tray Baker ; 
~D.D..IJ~...LJ[llJ.a.11J.Jll.eL; Charles McGehee ' 
Subject: Sales Tax on House & Property Sales; 

I sent this infonnation out early on, but just to remind you of what we face in Obama Care. 
The government can, also, take your bank account under this plan. How could this get 
written into a health care bill? And, our Congressmen did not read it before they passed it? I 
had my cancer checkup in July, and it was good, but If my cancer returns next year, I will 
not be able to receive treatment, only pain medication. Ask your doctor. After 78, no more 
treatment. Maybe, since I am still working part-time and mildly productive, I might could 
get special pennit. ( Probably not after this e=mail) 
If you plan on selling your home, you had better get busy. 

Subject: Fwd: Sales Tax on House & Property Sales; 
Date: Tue, 2 Aug 2011 18:42:30 -0500 

Greetings! Do you remember me telling you last year that there were hidden issues in 
the Obamacare plan that almost EVERYONE had no clue about???? Remember, I 
told you that by selling your property would give you a heaii attack, thus MAYBE, 
you might be covered by the "plan." ???? But if you are a senior, don't count on it!! 
Well, here it is from one who really knows what I was talking about. This is from a 
good friend of mine who is not only ve1y active in what is happening in Wash. but 
also with our govt. & she is also a real estate broker here is Tex. This is only one of 
the MANY hidden issues in the obamanations plan to bmy us. Pay attention 
people!!! Take action!!! NOW!!! Enough is enough. 

Blessings 
Paulette 

Begin f01warded message: 

Subj: Sales Tax on House & Property Sales; 

National Association of REALTORS is all over this and working to 
get it 
repealed, before it takes effect. But, I am very pleased we aren't 
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the only
ones who know about this ploy to steal billions from unsuspecting
homeowners. How many REALTORS do you think will vote
Democratic in     2012? 
 
Damn few. We vote in almost every election, in greater numbers
than average.
That, I'm sure, will have some bearing on next year's election.
  

Importance: High

Will you ever sell  your house after 2012?
 
Call your  Democratic Senator's Office to confirm this hidden fact

about the

Obama-Care  regulation.
 
Will you ever sell your house after 2012?
 
Did you know that if you sell your house  after 2012 you will pay a

3.8%

sales tax on it?
 
That's $3,800 on a $100,000 home,  etc.
 
When did this happen?
 
It's in the health care bill.
 
Just thought you should know.
 
SALES TAX GOES INTO EFFECT 2013 (Part of HC Bill).
 
Why 2013?
 
Could it be to come to light AFTER the 2012 elections?
 
REAL ESTATE SALES TAX.
 
So, this is "change you can believe in"?
 
Under the new health care bill all real  estate transactions will be
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subject

to a 3.8% Sales Tax.
 
The bulk of these new taxes don't kick in until 2013 If you sell your

$400,000 home, there will be  a $15,200 tax.
 
This bill is set to screw the retiring  generation who often downsize

their

homes.
 
Does this stuff make your November and 2012 vote more important?
 
Oh, you weren't aware this was in the obama care bill?
 
Guess what, you aren't alone.
 
There are more than a few members of  Congress that aren't aware

of it

either
 
http://www.gop.gov/blog/10/04/08/obamacare-flatlines-obamacare-

taxes-home

I  hope you forward this to every single person in your address book.

VOTERS

NEED  TO KNOW.
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From: 

To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

From: AYE SEE 

Judy Earnheart 

Governor I nfo 

Fw: HOME SALES TAX (More Obamacare Bulls_ t ) 

Friday, February 24, 2012 8:20:30 AM 

Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 12:52 AM 
To: alan carson ; BOBBIE SCOTT ; bubba westbrook ; charlotte carter ; chris ~ul · Clark LeForce ; 
Colonel Carl Cole ; Danky-Doo Griff ; David Benavidez ; DEB J. LEFORCE ; efar . ; Gehri 
Packnett ; James Cagle ; JEFF SEWELL ; JOHN MINOR ; johnny gaff ; l.c.s . ; 1.a 
nottarb ; loyce hall ; Mich- mike rabbi ; Neil Cochran ; P i ip Campbell ; 
RANDY WRIGHT ; rdennar ; rjchard duncan ; RICK PRUOHOMME ; Rli:k 
Zarate ; robert martinez 
Subject: FW: HOME SALES TAX (More Obamacare Bulls_t) 

HOME SALES TAX 

I thought you might find this interesting, -- maybe even SICKENING! 

The National Association of Realtors is all over this and working to get it 

repealed, -- before it takes effect. But, I am very pleased we aren't the only 

ones who know about this ploy to steal billions from unsuspecting 

homeowners. How many realtors do you think will vote Democratic in 2012? 
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Did you know that if you sell your house after 2012 you will pay a 3.8% sales tax
on it?  That's $3,800 on a $100,000 home, etc.  When did this happen?  It's in
the health care bill, -- and it goes into effect in 2013.  Why 2013?  Could it be so
that it doesn’t come to light until after the 2012 elections?  So, this is ‘change

you can believe in’?  Don't Re-Nig in 2012
 

Under the new health care bill all real estate transactions will be subject to a
3.8% sales tax.
 

If you sell a $400,000 home, there will be a $15,200 tax.  This bill is set to screw
the retiring generation, -- who often downsize their homes.  Does this make
your November, 2012 vote more important?
 

Oh, you weren't aware that this was in the ObamaCare bill?  Guess what; you
aren't alone!  There are more than a few members of Congress that weren't
aware of it either.
 
 

You can check this out for yourself at:
http://www.gop.gov/blog/10/04/08/obamacare-flatlines-obamacare-taxes-
home
 

 

I hope you forward this to every single person in your
address book.

VOTERS NEED TO KNOW.

Wonder what else is in this bill! Most congressmen still have not read it!
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Judy Earnheart 
Governor Info 
Fw: Medicare Premiums ... 
Sunday, February 19, 2012 9:51:29 AM 

From: CHAROLm DAVIS 
Sent: Sunday, February 19, 2012 9:22 AM 
To: Faye crumpler ; walker davis ; Judy Earnheart 
Subject: Fw: Fwd : Medicare Premiums ... 

----- Forwarded Message ----
From: Norma 
To: John Caro yn 
CHAROLETE DAV 

Sent from my iPhone 
Begin f01warded message: 

>; 

on 
>; Johnson Lois & Jimmy 

enison Marcy._> 

.>Date: November 25, 2011 
"'-="""'-1.......,_l._.9._4,,.., Nonna Ouier 

Donald 
.>, 

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Jane Wyatt < .> 
To: Ronn ie <........::::~ 
Rita < · .>; DorisH <~.> 
Sent: Friday, November 25, 2011 5:43 PM 
Subject: FW: Medicare Premiums ... 

Subject: Fwd: MEDICARE PREMIUMS .... 
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: MEDICARE PREMIUMS.....

If the Supreme Court doesn’t strike it down, we

MUST do it by vote in Nov 2012 to have this law

repealed. What a thief our government has become.

I’m not on Medicare yet, but it won’t be that long.

  
"What you permit, you promote."
 
The per person Medicare insurance premium will
increase from the  present monthly fee of
$96.40, rising to:
1.       $104.20 in 2012;
2.       $120.20 in  2013;
3.       And $247.00 in 2014.
These are provisions incorporated in the 
Obamacare legislation, purposely delayed so as
not to 'confuse' the 2012  re-election campaigns.
Send this to all seniors that you know, so they 
will know who's throwing them under the bus.  
REMEMBER THIS  IN NOVEMBER 2012 &
VOTE ACCORDINGLY
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From: Larry Patton
To: Steve Mullins; Jeffrey Cartmell
Subject: FW: Missouri voters say no to tobacco tax hike
Date: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 10:49:22 AM
Importance: High

Hi, Steve and Jeffrey.
 
This disappointing news is relevant to border rates for our Tribes and Nations in the northeast
corner of the State.
 
Regards!
 
Larry
Larry D Patton
Senior Assistant General Counsel
Oklahoma Tax Commission
Straight Line: 405-319-8538
Email: lpatton@ tax.ok.gov
120 North Robinson Ave., Suite 2000W
Oklahoma City, OK 73102- 7801
 

From: Gerald (Jerry) Leonard 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 7:08 AM
To: 'Angela Fleming'; 'Bartolo, Lynn'; 'Bray, Robert'; 'Brett Gahr'; 'Domenech, Edgar'; 'Donald Englert';
'Doyle, Edward'; 'Jim Oliver'; 'Johnson, Roger B - DOR'; 'Matt Warfield'; 'McKeon, Jim'; 'Reed, Eric B';
'Roy, Christopher D - DOR'; 'Russett, Mary Ann (MDOR'; 'Saunders, Kevin'; 'Shifflett Dana (DSHS';
'Simser, Jeff (REV'; 'Walter A Fratzke'; 'abigail.sparks@tn.gov'; 'aforschino@azdor.gov';
'ahatcher@comp.state.md.us'; 'al.milak@dornc.com'; 'amuthukrishnan@oag.state.md.us';
'Andrew.Foster@gnb.ca'; 'andy.thibault@state.vt.us'; 'ann_zinn@kdor.state.ks.us';
'abeccone@state.pa.us'; 'EBReed@azdor.gov'; 'barkleyb@finance.nyc.gov'; 'bill.manch@state.vt.us';
'bill.mcinerney@wyo.gov'; 'bmcinerney@wyaudit.state.wy.us'; 'brad.hughes@ontario.ca';
'blanier@ncale.org'; 'bruce.stuck@treas.state.nj.us'; 'santoro@dor.state.ma.us';
'carol.mosholder@ohioattorneygeneral.gov'; 'carolyn.holcombe@la.gov'; 'cindy.anders-robb';
'cguyer@rev.state.nh.us'; 'charles.giblin@treas.state.nj.us'; 'Clay joyner'; 'Coleen Deyarmond';
'courtney.edwards@dor.ga.gov'; 'cperry@dor.in.gov'; 'Dana Biberman'; 'david.m.smith@state.de.us';
'dcannon@nvctb.org'; 'deborah.brooks@alaska.gov'; 'diane.robichaud-cormier@gnb.ca';
'dmccollum@wyaudit.state.wy.us'; 'don.anderson@tax.idaho.gov'; 'Doug.Jorgensen@kdor.ks.gov';
'dpicarella@state.pa.us'; 'dprudenti@tax.state.nv.us'; 'dwright@utah.gov'; 'efowlkes@comp.state.md.us';
'edunn@cookcountygov.com'; 'ezequiel.laureano@po.state.ct.us'; 'fred.clark@po.state.ct.us';
'greg.webb@cpa.state.tx.us'; 'HouseD@michigan.gov'; 'jack.griffiths@treas.state.nj.us';
'jacques.moreau@tax.ri.gov'; 'jakelly@comp.state.md.us'; 'james.ingraham@tax.virginia.gov';
'JAMES.LIPPNER@illinois.gov'; 'jamie.l.mcdaniel@wv.gov'; 'jason.key@illinois.gov'; 'jay.clark@state.vt.us';
'jay.doshi@tax.virginia.gov'; 'jeanne.thompson@ky.gov'; 'jedd.faulk@la.gov';
'jennifer_hink@tax.state.ny.us'; 'Jennifer.Wong@ontario.ca'; 'jhood@dor.in.gov'; 'jgalvin@tax.ri.gov';
'jmanning@utah.gov'; Janine McConville; 'jmckeon@mt.gov'; 'JMoreau@tax.ri.gov';
'john.chambers@illinois.gov'; 'john.panza@dornc.com'; 'John Quinlan'; 'john.yeomans@state.de.us';
'jolynnsmith@tax.state.nv.us'; 'Joseph.Vanderlinden@tax.ny.gov'; 'joseph_noland@tax.state.oh.us';
'Joy_Lieb@tax.state.oh.us'; 'monellj@finance.nyc.gov'; 'justin.scott@cpa.state.tx.us';
'kara.parga@nebraska.gov'; 'kmudgett@rev.state.nh.us'; 'ladd.wilbur@state.vt.us';
'loretta.nelson@revenue.alabama.gov'; 'lou.feletto@boe.ca.gov'; 'marc.papandrea@po.state.ct.us';
'Maria.DiCostanzo@tax.ny.gov'; 'Mark.Sattelberger@po.state.ct.us'; 'Martin.Cano@cpa.state.tx.us';
'kokeasm@finance.nyc.gov'; 'maurice.gilmore@arkansas.gov'; 'michael.hoff@illinois.gov';
'michelle_helm@tax.state.ny.us'; 'mhering@naag.org'; 'mike.davidson@state.vt.us';
'moyr@finance.nyc.gov'; 'pat.cheek@state.tn.us'; 'Paul Carey'; 'paul.dennison@tn.gov';
'Peter.Spitzer@tax.ny.gov'; 'peter.rzadki@ontario.ca'; 'peva@mt.gov'; 'philip.jones@cpa.state.tx.us';
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'rmcpherson@state.pa.us'; 'renee.holcomb@alaska.gov'; 'renee.royston@state.or.us';
'Rich_Noss@tax.state.oh.us'; 'Richard.Nead@tax.ny.gov'; 'rick.scheer@wyo.gov'; 'Rick Shirk - Ohio';
'rlabrecque@rev.state.nh.us'; 'robert.flournoy@dor.ga.gov'; 'roland.darrow@arkansas.gov';
'rosemary.cleary@po.state.ct.us'; 'Rosie Buckingham - Kansas'; 'rparrott@boe.ca.gov';
'rsilva@boe.ca.gov'; 'rushton@dor.state.ma.us'; 'ryassine@nvctb.org'; 'sara.j.lewis@maine.gov';
'Shella.Salazar@ontario.ca'; 'sherri.weithers@dc.gov'; 'Shirley Bonaccorso'; 'spitzleykr@michigan.gov';
'steve.dzurak@state.mn.us'; 'sydney.hosten@dc.gov'; 'sylvia@dor.state.ma.us'; 'tat@liq.wa.gov';
'greg.webb@cpa.state.tx.us'; 'martin.cano@cpa.state.tx.us'; 'justin.scott@cpa.state.tx.us';
'James.Harris@cpa.state.tx.us'; 'andy.thibault@state.vt.us'; 'Thomas.A.Nowicki@state.ma.us';
'tnguyen@mt.gov'; 'tom.curran@state.vt.us'; 'tony.gaston@dc.gov'; 'Traci.lipsey@state.mn.us';
'Truman.clauson@state.mn.us'; 'trygve.myklebust@treas.state.nj.us'; 'twarog@dor.state.ma.us';
'nichole.wormsley@dc.gov'; 'Wayne Lang'; 'william.b.staples@gnb.ca'; 'william.bowie@dc.gov';
'tketterer@azdor.gov'; 'brandon.spanos@alaska.gov'; 'eproshan@law.nyc.gov';
'Victoria.Chiodi@ontario.ca'; 'Gaglio, Salvatore (Treasury'; 'phil.stambeck@oag.ok.gov';
'ltoon@riag.ri.gov'; 'srogers@attorneygeneral.gov'; 'Marc.Konowitz@ag.ny.gov';
'Walter.Schoemaker@kdor.ks.gov'; 'mcarmazzi@tax.state.nv.us'; 'ralph.reale@ag.ny.gov'; 'Wilkins, Roy';
'Vendt, Steven E'; 'Mason Thomas (DSHS'; 'Williams, Kyle'; 'Wiersma, Sandra F.';
'charles.grandstaff@ttb.gov'; 'stephen.albrecht@ttb.gov'; 'Dave.L.Johnson@state.mn.us';
'NordmannA1@michigan.gov'; 'Marc.Levasseur@tax.ri.gov'; 'Erin Rosenberg'; 'newcombb@gov.ns.ca';
'Brian_Galarneau@tax.state.ny.us'; Gerald (Jerry) Leonard; Jorie Welch; Larry Patton;
'butlert@sctax.org'; 'lewism@sctax.org'; 'legettj@sctax.org'; 'Jason.m.barbee@dor.state.or.us'; Campos,
Mauricio (CamposM@finance.nyc.gov); 'mkueper@atg.state.il.us'; 'kevin.anderson@abc.virginia.gov';
'Michael.colucci@tax.ri.gov'; 'Gerald.driscoll@tax.ri.gov'; 'Kirk.Greffen@tax.ri.gov';
'Thomas.noret@tax.ri.gov'; dan.hughes@state.mn.us
Subject: Missouri voters say no to tobacco tax hike
 
Wednesday, Nov 7, 2012

Posted on Wed, Nov. 07, 2012

Missouri voters say no to tobacco tax hike
Proposal to increase tobacco tax from 17 cents to 90 cents per pack
narrowly loses.
By LYNN HORSLEY

The Kansas City Star

Missouri voters Tuesday rejected a proposal to raise the state’s tobacco tax, which is the lowest in the

nation.

With 95 percent of votes counted statewide, Proposition B fell short with 51 percent voting against the

tax hike. The proposal called for an increase in the tax from 17 cents to 90 cents per pack, starting in

January.

This is the third time that Missouri voters have declined to increase the tobacco tax.

In 2002 and 2006, the nation’s biggest tobacco companies spent millions to oppose any increase, and

those propositions failed. This time Big Tobacco sat out the campaign because Proposition B closed a

loophole that put those companies at a pricing disadvantage with off-brand companies.

Those fighting against the higher tax were led by convenience store owners who feared losing business

to bordering states. The national average is $1.49 per pack; Kansas’ tax is 79 cents per pack.

The new tax money was aimed at K-12 public schools, higher education and tobacco use prevention

efforts.

Supporters this year mounted an aggressive campaign, and early polls had suggested Missouri voters

were supportive of this tax increase. It passed in urban areas but failed by big margins in more rural

parts of the state.

In the final week of the campaign, some opponents had warned that the initiative couldn’t bind future

Missouri lawmakers, and they said there was no guarantee the money would be spent as promised on
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education and prevention.

Proposition A

A plan to give St. Louis direct control over its Police Department passed 65 percent to 35 percent.

Although the vote does not directly affect Kansas City, it means that Kansas City will be the only city in

the country with state control over its police department.

Passage of Proposition A returns oversight of the police department to the St. Louis government,

ending a 150-year-old system in which the St. Louis department was funded by the city but run by a

state-appointed board.

Kansas City’s Police Department has been run by a state-appointed board since 1939, as a reaction to

Pendergast-era corruption. Kansas City is now likely to debate whether to return to local control.

Amendment 3

A plan to amend Missouri’s constitution to change the nonpartisan selection of Supreme Court and

appeals court judges failed 76 percent to 24 percent.

Amendment 3 would have given the governor more control over the selection of Missouri judges.

Supporters say they will now push for the election of all Missouri judges.

Proposition E

Proposition E passed 62 percent to 38 percent. It requires the governor to seek legislative or voter

approval before establishing a health insurance exchange.

Under the federal health care law, if a state declines to start a health insurance exchange, the federal

government has said it will step in and do it.

©
 

 

Jerry Leonard, Revenue Unit Manager

Oklahoma Tax Commission

Compliance Division/Excise Tax Section

Phone (405) 521-3242

Facsimile (405) 522-2274

Email jleonard@tax.ok.gov          

 

 
NOTE: This e-mail may contain confidential and/or privileged information or communications and is
intended for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any unauthorized review, disclosure, distribution or
other use by any person(s) other than the intended recipient(s) is prohibited, and may be unlawful. If you
are not an intended recipient or have reason to believe that you received this e-mail message in error,
please contact the sender immediately, delete the original message, and destroy all copies. Mistaken or
inadvertent transmission or delivery of this e-mail does not waive any confidentiality or privilege to which
the sender, the Oklahoma Tax Commission, Oklahoma State Government or the intended recipient(s),
and/or their office/department/agency may be entitled.
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Fro m: 
To : 

Judy Earnheart 

Governor Info 
Subject: 
Date : 

Fw: Morning Briefing: Perverting Jesus"s Words 

Monday, February 06, 2012 1:49:39 PM 

RE: #1, THE PERVERSION OF THE WORDS OF OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST BY THE SINNER BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA 

Date: Mon, 6 Feb 2012 09:47:31 +0000 

From: MorningBriefin 

To: ayese 

Subject: Morning Briefing: Perverting Jesus's Words 

RedState Morning Briefing 
For February 6, 2012 

[i] 

Forward Morning Briefing to a Friend . 

1. The Perversion of the Words of Oyr Lord Jesys Christ by the Sinner Barack H. Obama 

2. Excommunicate the Bishops. 

3. Growing Opportunities on Earth Rather Than Colonies on the Moon 

4. Did a Former Nancy Pelosi Aide Screw Up the Komen Decision? Ogilvy Public 
Relations Should Explain. 

1. The Perversion of the Words of Our Lord Jesus Christ by the Sinner Barack H. Obama 
Hopefully someone at the White House will read this and realize just how ill advised the President was to do what 
he did this week and we should be praying hard for him to see the error of his ways on this. 
In the Bible we read these things: 
"And God blessed them. And God said to them, 'Be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth and subdue it and have 
dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the heavens and over every living thing that moves on the 

earth.'" Gen 1 :28 (ESV) 
"Did not he who made me in the womb make him? And did not one fashion us in the womb?" Job 31 : 15 (ESV) 
"Your hands have made and fashioned me; give me understanding that I may learn your commandments." Psalm 

119:73 (ESV) 
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“For you formed my inward parts; you knitted me together in my mother’s womb.” Psalm 139:13 (ESV)

These are clear references to God intending people to procreate and recognize that, even in the womb, God

played a vital role in the formation of children and we should not casually destroy life God himself created. These

passages of scripture are what inspire so many pro-life advocates to defend the unborn.

Had the President of the United States stood at the National Prayer Breakfast and uttered any of those passages

and then announced his intent to protect the unborn, abortion rights advocates would have stormed the White

House and the Courts all in the name of separation of church and state. The media would have had on Barry

Lynn to proclaim his outrage that the President was mixing religion and politics.

Jim Wallis would have gone on the news to dance around life issues and try his best to neuter God out of them

and the media would have treated him as an objective source.

But that’s not what happened.

Instead, the President went to the National Prayer Breakfast and quoted Jesus Christ himself to defend a tax

increase. The President paraphrased Luke 12:48, “Everyone to whom much was given, of him much will be

required, and from him to whom they entrusted much, they will demand the more.” (ESV) He said it was because

he was a Christian that he thought the rich should pay more in taxes.

It’s a good thing President Obama did not draw from Matthew 13:12 instead or the poor would really be screwed.

“For to the one who has, more will be given, and he will have an abundance, but from the one who has not, even

what he has will be taken away.” (ESV)

It is worth pointing out that the very same people who would have been outraged had the President quoted clear

scripture on life to defend the unborn were willing to be silent or even applaud the President perverting the words

of Christ to pursue his tax plan.

It is also worth pointing out that President Obama sat at the feet of Jeremiah Wright for 20 years, so this might be

the best he can do.

But we must also point out that Christians have an obligation to pray for their leaders and, given how the

President of the United State just twisted the words of our Lord and Savior, we should pray all the more fervently

for him because in reading Luke 12:48, he clearly ignored or has no understand of Luke 12:47.

Please click here for the rest of the post.

>> sponsored content

2. Excommunicate the Bishops.
I, like most other Catholics, got to hear a heartfelt letter from my Bishop — a living examplar of St. John

Chrysostom’s famous (possibly apocryphal) maxim — explaining that clear out of nowhere, somehow, the Obama

Administration decided to make Catholic institutions pay for abortifacents, birth control, and sterilization

procedures, all of which are actually explicitly mortal sins in my faith, which is to say, one can be in danger of Hell

merely for helping to provide them.

As Sts. Nicholas and Chrysostom would not, in their unenlightened days, have likely had warm feelings for His

Excellency, it is perhaps incumbent upon me to note that my Bishop neglected a few details in the sermon he had

our deacon read aloud. His Excellency was absolutely silent on the possible election of a man who actively

defended the post-uterine execution of neonatal infants, which I ascribe to moral laziness and cowardice, though

it may have been instead interest in funding a short lived billboard campaign in Atlanta extolling Catholics who

believe him and the Pope evil to come on back for a quick round of communion. The Secretary of Health and

Human Services is a self-professing Catholic who is one of the most ardent defenders of the abortion license in

our country. Obamacare was passed through the good offices of numerous nominally-Catholic Senators and

Representatives, despite warnings from Catholic groups (such as the Knights of Columbus, who fought tooth and

nail) and without so much as a peep of the same from our esteemed Bishops, that maybe, just maybe, the

Obama Administration might be vaguely interested in making free abortion on demand and contraceptives

available to all, conscience exceptions be damned.

Please click here for the rest of the post.

3. Growing Opportunities on Earth Rather Than Colonies on the Moon
Our nation is in economic turmoil, and American families are focused on what matters the most: putting food on

the table and keeping the lights on.With economic growth stagnating and over 13 million Americans still jobless, it

is clear that our priorities now, more than ever, cannot be frivolous. Our government spending cannot grow

further out of control, and our politicians cannot lose sight of what is most important to the hardworking American

people.

Knowing this, Republican presidential candidate Newt Gingrich chose to blatantly pander to a Florida crowd on
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the space coast (known for its support for NASA) when he told them that as President, he would use taxpayer

dollars to expand the role of the federal government in manned space exploration, with the goal of building a

colony on the moon by the end of his second term.

After this announcement, many Americans were left scratching their heads especially since Newt is more prone to

quoting George Washington rather than George Jetson. And when you factor in that our free enterprise system is

at stake, how can we afford for anyone to lose sight of what matters most to the American people and heedlessly

pursue more wasteful government programs?

Building a federally-funded moon colony would inevitably cost—at the very least—billions of dollars. In addition to

our current overspending, this would ultimately saddle our children with the price tag for another one of Speaker

Gingrich’s grandiose ideas.

Please click here for the rest of the post.

4. Did a Former Nancy Pelosi Aide Screw Up the Komen Decision? Ogilvy Public
Relations Should Explain.
Judd Legum at Think Progress did what appears to be a pre-emptive strike against former Bush White House

Press Secretary Ari Fleischer claiming that Fleisher was “secretly involved” in the Susan G. Komen Foundations’

strategy on planned parenthood.

In fact, according to people I’ve spoken to who are aware of the decision making processes at Komen, Fleischer

had nothing to do with Komen’s strategy or decision on this matter. I use the word “pre-emptive” because it

seems Think Progress and the left wanted to get this out there quickly, damn the facts, to distract from Brendan

Daly.

Brandon Daly is Nancy Pelosi’s former press secretary. He now works at Ogilvy Public Relations.

According to people close to the Komen Foundation I’ve spoken to, it was not Fleischer who was involved in the

strategy and PR related to the Planned Parenthood decision, but rather Nancy Pelosi’s former press secretary

and Ogilvy Public Relations executive Brendan Daly.

Please click here for the rest of the post.

>> sponsored content

Sincerely yours, 

Erick Erickson 

Editor, RedState.com

Forward This Email to a Friend

RedState is now on  Become a Fan today!

This email was sent to  because you are subscribed to the RedState Morning
Briefing. To update your email delivery preferences, click here.

To advertise in our e-letters or email list, please click here.
 

RedState.com  |  One Massachusetts Avenue, NW  |  Washington, DC 20001
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Judy Earnheart 
Governor Info 
Fw: President May be in Trouble- can this be real? 

Saturday, April 14, 2012 12:32:40 PM 

--- On Mon, 4/9/12, bayoureed 

From: bayomeed 
Subject: Fwd: President May be in Trouble- can this be real? 
To:mdje~ 
Date: Monday, April 9, 2012, 7:13 PM 

Any comments? 

President May be in Trouble- can this be real? 

wrote: 

We can only hope it happens 
soon enough!!! 

We can hope the Supreme Court will stand up to Obama - in Nazi Germany 
Hitler subverted the judiciary. which allowed him to operate above the law and 
lead his country to destruction ... !! 

IN GOD WE TRUST -- IN OBAMA WE DO NOT! 

President May be in Trouble .... 
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This is probably the  most refreshing news since Obama took  office.  I hope
and pray that it comes to  pass.  

Obama May Be In Deep  Trouble...with Chief Justice John Roberts,  U.S. 
Supreme  Court.

According to sources who watch the inner  workings of the
federal government, a  smack-down of Barack Obama by the U.S. Supreme
Court may be  inevitable.

Ever since Obama assumed the office of  President, critics
have hammered him on a  number of Constitutional issues. Critics  have
complained that much, if not all of  Obama's major initiatives run
headlong into  Constitutional roadblocks on the power of the  federal
government. Obama certainly did not  help himself in the eyes of the
Court when he  used the venue of the State of the Union address  early
in the year to publicly flog the Court  over its ruling that the First
Amendment  grants the right to various organizations to run  political
ads during the time of an election.  The tongue-lashing clearly did not
sit well  with the Court, as demonstrated by Justice Sam  Alito, who
publicly shook his head and stated  under his breath, 'That's not
true,' when  Obama told a flat-out lie concerning the Court's  ruling.
As it has turned out, this was a  watershed moment in the relationship
between  the executive and the judicial branches of the  federal
government. Obama publicly declared  war on the court, even as he
blatantly  continued to propose legislation that flies in  the face of
every known Constitutional  principle upon which this nation has stood for
over 200  years.

Obama has even identified Chief Justice John  Roberts as
his number one enemy, that is,  apart from Fox News and Rush Limbaugh,
Beck,  Hannity, and so on.  And it is no accident that  the one
swing-vote on the court,   Justice Anthony Kennedy, stated recently
that  he has no intention of retiring until 'Obama is  gone.'
Apparently, the Court has had  enough.  The Roberts Court has signaled, in
a very subtle manner, of course,  that it intends to address the issues about 
which Obama critics have been screaming to high heaven.  A ruling against
Obama on any one of  these important issues could potentially  cripple the
Administration.  Such a thing  would be long overdue.

First, there is ObamaCare, which violates  the Constitutional principle
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barring the  federal government from forcing citizens to  purchase
something. And no, this is not the same  thing as states requiring drivers to
purchase  car insurance, as some of  the intellectually-impaired claim. The 
Constitution limits the FEDERAL government, not state governments, from
such things, and  further, not everyone has to drive, and thus,  a citizen
could opt not to purchase car  insurance by simply deciding not to drive a 
vehicle. In the ObamaCare world, however, no  citizen can 'opt  out.'

Second, sources state that the Roberts court has  quietly accepted
information concerning  discrepancies in Obama's history that
raise  serious questions about his eligibility for the  office of
President.  The charge goes  far beyond the birth certificate issue.
This  information involves possible fraudulent use of  a Social Security
number in Connecticut ,  while Obama was a high school student  in
Hawaii.
       
            And that is only the tip of the  iceberg.

Third, several cases involving possible criminal  activity, conflicts of
interest, and  pay-for-play cronyism could potentially land  many
Administration officials, if not Obama  himself, in hot water with the
Court.  Frankly, in the years this writer has  observed politics, nothing
comes close to  comparing with the rampant corruption of  this 
Administration, not even during the  Nixon years. Nixon and
the Watergate  conspirators look like choirboys compared to the jokers that
populate this  Administration.

In addition, the Court will eventually be forced  to rule on the dreadful
decision of the Obama  DOJ suing the state of Arizona.  That, too,  could
send the Obama doctrine of open borders to  an early grave, given that the
Administration  refuses to enforce federal law on illegal  aliens.

And finally, the biggie that could potentially  send the entire house of cards
tumbling in a  free-fall is the latest revelation concerning  the Obama-
Holder Department of Justice and its  refusal to pursue the New Black
Panther  Party. The group was caught on  tape committing felonies by
attempting to  intimidate Caucasian voters into staying away  from the polls.
A whistle-blower who resigned  from the
DOJ is now charging Holder with the  deliberate refusal to pursue cases
against  Blacks, particularly those who are involved in  radical
hate-groups, such as the New Black  Panthers, who have been caught on
tape  calling for the murder of white people and their  babies. This one
is a biggie that could send  the entire Administration crumbling--that
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is,  if the Justices have the guts to draw a line in  the sand at the
Constitution and the Bill of  Rights.

            PLEASE PASS THIS ON TO EVERYONE ON YOUR E-MAIL 
ADDRESS  LIST!!!

In passing this on it is no wonder Americans of  every race and political
persuasion are  disgusted with our Federal Government, it
is  not hard to understand the mistrust and the  disgust. Obama and his
administration should  be impeached and the quicker the better.  Obama
only knows the blame game, now it is  the Tea Party that caused him to
spend our  country into debt so deep it may never recover.  He is a President
that had a super majority  in both houses until last November.  And 
because of that he jammed pork barrel projects  and spending of every kind
of an entitlement  bill one can't imagine along with Obama Care  down our
throats with spending that is  unattainable.  He is borrowing 42 cents on 
every dollar we owe and spend, wake  up America we have become a third
world  communis country.

HE PROMISED “CHANGE”  BUT, IN ESSENCE, THE  CHANGES
HE  HAS WROUGHT ARE USURPING OUR CONSTITUTION AND
DESTROYING LIBERTIES GUARANTEED BY IT!!!!  

PLEASE, PLEASE VOTE  HIM OUT!!!!
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From: Franklin Williams 

To: Bill Choate; Rockie Broaddus; John Davis; Raymond&Karen Foster; Dwaine Mellies; Kim McGinnis; Judge 
Georne Butner; Dwight Burnison; Debra&Larry Dolecheck; Nancy Livers; Ben Cross; Bruce; Michel Roelfs; Mrs. 
Eldon Wendlend ; Thomas Lessman; Paul degener ; Myron Holter; dlwede ; Gerald pfeiffer ; Jan Jack ; 
Athena Andaya; Chad Taylor; Kris Kobach; Governor I nfo; Scott Pruitt; John W. Ellis 

Subject: Fw: Re: Dr. Jack Wheeler : The big picture 

Date: Thursday, February 23, 2012 1:33:28 PM 

Dear Kim and others: 

Here is a follow up for the same earlier issues. 

Would you see that the content is made known. 

Again I offer the same earlier content and for review 
and best understanding??? 

Thanks again. 

Frankl in Dee Williams 

cc: Others. 

--- On Thu, 2/23/12, Gale Wollenberg <gwollenbefi 

From: Gale Wollenberg <gwollenber~> 
Subject: Re: Dr. Jack Wheeler: The~ 
To: franklfearles 
Cc: c-dmackenzi 
Date: Thursday, e ruary , 2012, 12:39 PM 

Dottie, 
Is it possible for you to forward on a request for Col. Bill Choat 

>wrote: 

USAF [JAG] (Ret.) who needs a rel iable cohort in the present project? 
To forward the request to Bob Guerra for a recommendation of someone? 

Gale 

On 2/ 19/ 12, Gale Wollenberg < wollenber 
> ---------- Forwarded message ----------
> From: Dottie L MACKENZIE <c-dmackenzi 
> Date: Sun, 19 Feb 2012 16:18:25 -0600 
> Subject: Dr. Jack Wheeler: The big picture 
> To: oldsu er rum 
> 

>wrote: 

> Below is an article from the October 14, 2011 issue of To The Point news, 
> by Dr. Jack Wheeler. He was an advisor to President Reagan, including 
>the policy leading to the winning of the "cold war". His weekly 
> newsletter is packed with gee-political news/articles by Dr. Jack and 
> other noted authors regularly in the news. 
> 
> 
> To The Point 10/ 14/ 11 article by Dr. Jack Wheeler: 
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>
>   I've been asked by friends of a particular candidate to provide him
> with a  private briefing on the most critical foreign policy issues
> America  faces.  What follows is not the usual HFR but a condensed
> summary of  that briefing, which contains much of my Map of the Future
> talk at  Rendezvous XI last weekend.
>
>   Russia.  Putin is an ersatz macho-man, all hat and no karovi.  Russia's
> navy is made of rust.  Russia's ill-trained army of drunkards  couldn't
> conquer Romania.  Russian male life expectancy is lower than  that of
> Bangladesh.  Russia is a mafiacracy with a doomed economy  dependent
on
> oil & gas exports that fracking in Europe & the US will  make
> uncompetitive.  Do svidanya.
>
>   China.  No wives, no water, no banks - and a hyper-dangerous  military.
>  Much of China is uninhabited - deserts, mountains, and  wastelands.
> Habitable China is about the size of the US east of the  Mississippi,
> with over a billion people squeezed into it. Northern China is  turning
> into a waterless dust bowl.  Scores of millions of Chinese men  will
> never get married due to the Chicom's idiotic one-child policy and
> resultant mass female infanticide.
>
>   100 million bachelors are explosively dangerous.  Chinese state banks
> are insolvent after going on a post-2008 loan binge with debt and credit
> in  China now (according to the IMF) above 200% of GDP.  A sharp
economic
>  contraction (increasingly likely) plus all those angry unmarried men
> equals  war, the history-honored scapegoat diversion of tyrants.
>
>   The obvious Chicom choice for war would be Taiwan.  But the Formosa
> Strait is 100 miles wide and China has no amphibious capacity.  Taiwan
> is on the northern rim of the South China Sea, rapidly becoming one of
> the  most jeopardous flash points in the world.  Bordered by Taiwan, the
> Philippines, Malaysia, Brunei, Indonesia, Singapore, Vietnam, and China,
> over  50% by value of the world's shipping traverses it - and China
> claims all of  it, the entire South China Sea, as its own territorial
> waters.
>
>   This cannot stand.  China must be publicly informed by the next
> president that the South China Sea is international waters, period, there
>  will be no discussion or negotiation.  What is to be negotiated is the
> cooperative exploitation of what resources, such as oil, it may  contain.
>  No amount of Chicom bullying and saber-rattling will do any  good.
> Every other country on the sea will join the US in this - and so  will
> India and Japan.
>
>   Further, the Chicoms need to grasp that any aggression of theirs in the
> South  China Sea will be naval only, and thus does nothing to occupy all
> their angry  young bachelors.  They need to go some place, a place with
> lots  of water and lots of room for them, a place where the women prefer
> them to  the local men who are drunks and beat up their wives, ideally a
> place once  belonging to China but stolen by a foreign aggressor - so to
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> get it back  would give them a mission. Maybe even a wife.
>
>   There is such a place.  It's called Siberia - specifically what China
> called its Maritime Provinces and Russia, after it seized them in 1860,
> calls  the Russian Far East.
>
>   It's only a matter of time, at most a decade or two, before Beijing
> converts  most all of eastern Siberia into Chinese Siberia.  There is
> simply no  way a dying Russia can hold on to it.  Might as well divert
> the Chicoms  toward it and away from Taiwan and the South China Sea.
>
>   North Korea.  The Norks have no nukes.  The half-kiloton  yield in
> their tests means they failed to make weapons-grade plutonium.  So they
> are no threat to us.  They are a threat to South Korea with  11,000
> artillery tubes aimed at the 17 million people of Greater Seoul.  There
> is no need for American soldiers to be hostages to this.  South  Korea is
> a rich country with a powerful military capable of taking care of
> itself.  We do not need to be there any longer.
>
>   India.  The world's largest democracy is prickly, but the only  country
> in Asia capable of standing up to China.  The Chicoms are  building naval
> bases in India's Indian Ocean neighbors such as Pakistan, Sri  Lanka, and
> Burma, which they call their "String of Pearls" around  India's neck.
> India is countering with a growing alliance with China's  ancient
> neighbor enemy, Vietnam.
>
>   The next president should build on President Bush's initiative for
> military  and economic ties between the US and India.  That could include
> a joint  India-US naval base in Cam Ranh Bay in Vietnam on the South
> China Sea.  The Vietnamese would welcome us.  Among nations, there are
no
> permanent  enemies, only permanent interests.
>
>   The Great Game of the 19th century was between the Russian and 
British
> Empires colliding in Asia.  The 21st century players  of this game are
> China and India.  It's in our interests to be on  India's side.
>
>   Pakistan/Afghanistan.  Both are make-believe countries with no
> legitimate rationale for sovereignty.  The key problem in both is
> Pakistan's "government within a government" spy agency, the ISI -
> Inter-Services Intelligence.  It is radical hate-America jihadi
> Islamist. It created and is in the heroin business with the Taliban. The
> first necessary condition towards any solution in this region is its
> dismantlement.
>
>   The other key problem is our State Department's anaphylactic allergy to
>  regime and border changes.  The best solution for Afghanistan would be
> for it to cease to exist as presently constituted.  Actually, the same
> for Pakistan.
>
>   The Baluchis of southern Afghanistan and southwest Pakistan want their
> own  Baluchistan (they have a marvelous harbor and the biggest gold
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> deposits in  the world according to BHP Biliton).  They'd be joined by
> the Baluchis  of southeast Iran and most likely by the Sindhis of
> adjoining Sind in  southern Pakistan with the big city of Karachi.
>
>   The Tajiks of northern Afghanistan do not want their lives run by
> Pushtuns.  They'd much rather secede and join Tajikistan - which wants
> our help to stabilize and protect it from Russia.  The Pushtuns straddle
> the Af-Pak border.  They dream of being united in a separate
> Pushtunistan.  Pakistan's ruling group, the Punjabis, would retain the
> Punjab.
>
>   But basically, as with the Koreas, this no longer should be our problem
> to  solve.  Af-Pak should be India's problem to solve - Pak nukes, after
> all, are aimed at India, not us.  There is no real nation to build in
> Afghanistan, and our troops have no purpose dying for it.  Terrorist
> threats are the business of the CIA and spec-ops teams, not the Marines
> or  Army.
>
>   Again, we need to ally with India and assist them in what is their
> problem,  not ours, to solve.
>
>   Iran.  This week we learned that Iran's government planned an act of
> war against us in our own capital.  It is hard to overestimate the
> number of problems in the world that would be solved with this
government
>  gone.  And that's the solution:  regime change.  Apply  a
> straightforward Reagan Doctrine strategy to overthrow Iran's mullah
> regime  by sponsoring - with money and weapons - insurrections
throughout
> the  country.
>
>   Of Iran's 78 million, over 20 million are ethnic Azeri - almost three
> times  the number of Azeris in Azerbaijan next door, whom they would love
> to join in  a Greater Azerbaijan.  There are at least eight million
> Kurds, who would  fight tooth and nail against their Tehran oppressors if
> we gave them  support.  There are three million Ahwazi Arabs who
populate
> Iran's oil  patch, Kuhzestan, across the border from southern Iraq.
>
>   And of course there are the Persians themselves, some 33 million, whose
> mass  street protests have been so brutally suppressed (and which the
> current  president did not lift a finger or say a word to support).
>
>   A president determined to effect regime change in Iran would succeed
> quickly.  The world's main state sponsor of Islamic terrorism would be no
> more.  Iraq would be free to flourish, Syria would be quickly  liberated,
> the threat to the Saudi and Gulf oil fields would be removed, and  of
> course, Iran's nuclear program would be destroyed in the process (Israeli
> spec-ops would see to that).
>
>   It's a long list of positives and few if any negatives.  All it needs
> is  a president with the courage of Ronald Reagan.
>
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>   Israel.  The pre-1967 demarcations our current president demands
> Israel return to were not borders - they were cease-fire lines where
> Israel  was able to stop the Arab invasions after declaring its
> independence in  1948.  The Six-Day War recaptured Israel's legitimate
> territory, and  that territory, including Golan and Judea-Samaria (the
> so-called "West  Bank") should remain so.
>
>   The Palestinians need to be told to STFU, that they no longer will be
> coddled  and treated like spoiled children.  They will recognize the
> state of Israel  as legitimate and Jewish, or they can move to the Sinai,
> where Egypt will  give them a Palestinian State since the Egyptians love
> Palestinians so much  (the dirty secret is that the rest of the Arab
> world despises Palestinians  and calls them rafida, Arabic for the
> N-word).  Arabs and  Euroweenies who object can shove their Nazi
> Anti-Semitism up their noses.
>
>   That's the way a pro-American pro-Israel president would deal with
> Israel and  the Arabs.  Then there's Turkey.
>
>   Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan (air-doh-wan) is an
> Islamist  megalomaniac fantasizing about recreating the Ottoman
> Caliphate.  He is  constantly threatening Israel, pretending his high
> school navy is a match for  Israel's NFL navy.  Yet he has gutted the
> Turkish officer corps and filled  it with incompetent stooges.
>
>   Erdogan needs a US president to explain to him that any duke-out
> between  Turkey and Israel will result in his total humiliation, causing
> his overthrow  and Turkey's expulsion from NATO.
>
>   Islam.  In addition to the above re: Israel and Iran, the next
> president should make a clear and public distinction between Islam the
> religion and Islamism the political ideology masquerading as a  religion.
> That Islamism will no longer be accorded the respect due an actual
> religion but treated with the contempt due any fascist ideology such as
> Communism or Nazism.
>
>   The next president should draw a distinct line between all variants of
> Islamism, such as Wahhabis, Deobandis, Khomeini Shias, and other forms
of
>  Jihadi and Sharia Islam, with peaceful and tolerant forms of Islam such
> as  practiced by Sufis and Ismailis.  It is with the latter that the
> future  of Islam lies.
>
>   And for any Moslem in the US who agitates for Sharia law, he is welcome
> to do  so - in a country that practices it, not in America.  As for
> Islamic  terrorism, its practitioners should receive a drone strike -a
> policy of the  current president that should be continued.
>
>   The current president has, however, utterly failed to champion the
> rights and  religious freedom of Christians in the Moslem world.  A truly
> American  foreign policy would do so.
>
>   Europe.  It's Old Europe, now known as the Eurozone, serving as  an
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> object lesson of the scam of the welfare state versus New Europe, the
> liberated former colonies of the Soviet Union who learned the hard way
> the  evils of socialism and the virtues of capitalism.
>
>   A new president would focus attention on the Baltics, Poland, Czechia,
> Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Macedonia, Albania, Croatia, and
> Slovenia.  And he would politely educate the lands of Old Europe on
> welfare state socialism as a religion of envy.  Ireland is already
> figuring this out and is recovering thereby.
>
>   Mexico.  As Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty significantly  helped
> bring freedom to Soviet Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, the next
> president could institute a Radio Free Mexico (including satellite
> television and web sites) teaching free market and small business
> economics  to Mexicans.
>
>   Mexico is the land of crony corrupt corporate fascist capitalism.  As a
>  result, most Mexicans live in medieval poverty while the richest man in
> the  world is a Mexican - Carlos Slim - whose wealth was gained with
> state-protected monopolies.  A true free market economy would enable
> Mexicans to become prosperous in their own country.
>
>   The only real solution to the US illegal alien problem is for those
> aliens to want to stay in or go back to their own country where they are
> free to  prosper.
>
>   In the meantime, the next president can use the National Guard,
> seriously  armed, to secure our borders.  And if drone strikes are so
> good at  killing terrorists, they should be equally good at killing
> leaders of the  Mexican drug cartels.
>
>   America and the World.  The next president's foreign policy  should be
> based on the opposite of the current president.
>
>   The current president is embarrassed to be an American.  The next
> president should be bursting with pride to be an American.  The current
> president has a compulsion to apologize for America, a compulsion to
> appease  those who envy America and her historically unparalleled
> success.  The  next president should feel America has nothing whatever to
> apologize for, and  could not care less about those who envy her.
>
>   The next president, as opposed to the current one, should have no
> qualms in  laughing at the lunacy of Warmism, the theory of human CO2
> production causing  global doom.  Warmism is the Fascist Left's
> replacement for Marxism as a  rationale for their seizure of power over
> our lives.
>
>   CO2 is a trace greenhouse gas (95% of the world's atmospheric
> greenhouse  gases is water vapor), and our human production is a trace of
> that. One tenth  of one percent of greenhouse gases are made by man.
> Humans do not cause  global warming, period.
>
>   Explaining and rejecting this removes the obstacles to the world's most
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>  game-changing technology today - hydraulic fracturing or fracking of
> shale  gas and shale oil deposits.  Once the political shackles on this
> technology are removed, America will not only be fully energy
> independent,  but a major energy exporter to the world.  The crony
> capitalist scam of  "renewable energy" will be dead -no more Solyndras,
> wind farm  boondoggles, and ethanol subsidies.
>
>   Oh, Russia's energy stranglehold on Europe will disappear and Israel
> will be  an energy exporter.  Exposing the Fascist Left's hoax of Warmism
> and  fully utilizing fracking technology will enable America and much of
> the world  to live in an era of cheap and abundant energy - providing the
> material  foundation for an ever-growing widespread prosperity.
>
>   Lastly, the next president needs to explain that America really does
> need to  be the world's policeman.  As America apologizes and retreats
> from the  world, the wolves emerge from the forest, from China to Iran.
> Only  America can keep the world's wolves at bay.
>
>   We do not need to nation-build.  We do not need our soldiers in
> Afghanistan.  We do not need our soldiers in South Korea.  We do  not
> need our soldiers in Europe - Russian tanks (however many can still run)
> are not going to charge through the Fulda Gap. Once we effect regime
> change  in Iran, we will not need our soldiers in Iraq.
>
>   We do need a strong, well-equipped and trained military, an army, an
> air  force, and coast guard.  But what we need most of all is an
> immensely  strong navy, along with special forces - Marines, Rangers,
> SEALs, Delta, et  al.  Without that, the world's wolf packs run wild and
> unchecked.
>
>   The American Economy and Foreign Policy.  A strong America  obviously
> requires a strong and flourishing economy.  This can only be  achieved by
> getting the government out of the way of it.
>
>   This cannot be done by a smooth-talking sophist who believes in
Warmism
> (thus  renewable energy crony capitalist scams), and whose health care
> program  served as the model for the abomination of Obamacare.
>
>   This cannot be done by a Johnny One Note who can only talk about his
> tax  reform plan that will take years to implement (if ever), and thus
> will do  absolutely nothing to immediately revive the economy and create
> massive job  growth.
>
>   This cannot be done by anyone pretending his business experience can
be
>  applied to running a government.  Governments and their bureaucracies
> are the opposite of a for-profit business and cannot be run on business
> principles. Governments, the federal government in particular, can only
> be  run on Constitutional principles, which means eliminating all federal
>  activities, programs, agencies, and departments not enumeratedly
> authorized  by the Constitution.  (Not all at once but in an orderly
> manner - Rome  wasn't torn down in a day.)
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>
>   This can be done only by someone with successful executive government
> experience who is committed to those Constitutional restrictions, most
> particularly those embodied in the 10th Amendment.
>
>   I wish that person well in the debate next Tuesday and in the months of
>  campaigning to come.  The 2012 GOP nomination campaign will be a test
of
>  endurance.  It will not and mathematically cannot be won quickly.
>
>   30 states hold their GOP primaries before April, which are by new RNC
> rules  proportional.  A candidate who wins a majority or plurality of
> votes in  these primaries only gets his proportion of the delegates -
> it's not  winner-take-all. 55% of the votes, say, gets you 55% of the
> delegates, no  more.
>
>   Further, because they are in violation of RNC rules for insisting on
> ridiculously early primaries, New Hampshire, Nevada, South Carolina,
> Florida,  Arizona, and Michigan will be penalized with a loss of half of
> their  delegates.  Iowa is a non-binding caucus so it's just a pr show.
>
>   The race will not be won until deep into April - and thus will be won
> by the  best funded, best organized, and most determined never-give-up
> persistent  candidate.  For America's sake, let that candidate be also
> the most  Constitutionally principled.
>
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From: 
To : 
Subject: 
Date: 

l1dv Earnbeart 
GcNemor Info 
Fw: Read these Y- H;gt-ligted Sections af Obama Care 

ll><rsday, July 26, 2012 2: 32:20 PM 

Date Thursday, July 19, 2012, 11:59 PM 

Now tell me you like this piece of Sh!T of a law. Everyone should pass this on and educate the people who have no clue. 

"The road of life is paved with flat squirrels 
that couldn't make a decision." 

llvou ARE NOT GOING TO LIKE THIS. 
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At            age 76 when you most need it, you are not eligible for cancer
                treatment
see          page 272
 
What         Nancy Pelosi didn't want us to know until after the healthcare
                bill was passed.  Remember she said, "pass it and then read
                it!!."  Here it is!

______________________________
Obama Care Highlighted by Page Number   
THE CARE BILL HB 3200

 
JUDGE KITHIL IS THE 2ND OFFICIAL WHO HAS OUTLINED THESE PARTS OF THE
CARE BILL. 

Judge       Kithil of  Marble Falls,  TX -  highlighted the
                most egregious pages
                of HB3200

Please     read this........ especially
                the reference to pages 58 & 59 

 
JUDGE KITHIL wrote
 
**
                Page 50/section 152   The bill will provide insurance to
                all non-U.S. residents, even if they are here illegally.

**
                Page 58 and 59  The government will have real-time access to an
                individual's bank account and will have the authority to make
                electronic fund transfers from those accounts.

**
                Page 65/section 164   The plan will be subsidized (by the
                government) for all union members, union retirees and for
                community organizations (such as the Association
                of Community Organizations for Reform Now -
                ACORN).

**
                Page 203/line 14-15   The tax imposed under this section
                will not be treated as a tax.  (How could anybody in their
                right mind come up with that?)

**
                Page 241 and 253   Doctors will all be paid the same
                regardless of specialty, and the government will set all
                doctors' fees.

**
                Page 272. section 1145  Cancer hospital will ration care
                according to the patient's age.

**
                Page 317 and 321  The government will impose a prohibition on
                hospital expansion  however, communities may petition for an
                exception.

**
                Page 425, line 4-12  The government mandates advance-care
                planning consultations.  Those on Social Security will be
                required to attend an "end-of-life planning" seminar every five
                years. (Death counseling..)
i
**
                Page 429,  line 13-25   The government will specify
                which doctors can write an end-of-life order.
HAD         ENOUGH????  Judge Kithil then goes on to identify

"Finally,f     it is specifically stated that this bill will not apply to
                members of Congress.  Members of Congress are already
                exempt from the Social Security system, and have a well-funded
                private plan that covers their retirement needs. If they were on
                our Social Security plan, I believe they would find a very quick
                'fix' to make the plan financially sound for their future."
  

                -    Honorable
                David Kithil of Marble Falls, Texas
All                of the above should
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                give you the ammo you need to support your opposition
to
                Obamacare. Please send this information on to all of your
email contacts.
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From: Judy Earnheart
To: Governor Info
Subject: Fw: Senior Citizens URGENT! Must Read Before The Election
Date: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 2:51:06 PM

 
 
From: CHAROLETE DAVIS
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 1:07 PM
To: CARMIN ; Faye crumpler ; Judy Earnheart ; Sandra Holt
Subject: Fw: Senior Citizens URGENT! Must Read Before The Election
 

 
----- Forwarded Message -----

From: faye crumpler < >

To: Tami < t>; Angela < >; Leslie

< >; Lanie < >; james&carolyn

< >; Roger&Bonnie < >; jimmy&tess

< >; John&Claudia < >; Charolete

m>; Donna G < >; Gerald & Joyce

< >; Roseanne > 

Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2012 8:09 AM

Subject: Fw: Senior Citizens URGENT! Must Read Before The Election

Sarah Palin was right, with Obamacare "grandma just as well be thrown off a cliff!"

 
----- Original Message -----
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2012 7:08 PM

:

Subject: Senior Citizens URGENT! Must Read Before The Election
Date: Saturday, April 14, 2012, 8:16 PM

 

If you are a Democrat, please don't get mad when you read this but you NEED

to know.

I received this from a friend.  Interesting.  

 
Hi! I'm 79 years old and have all of my pre-needs are

paid. My first wife is there waiting for me! The last two

times I was admitted (two different years) the first

question I was asked was, DO YOU HAVE A

EXECUTED "DO NOT RESUSCITATE", SIGNED AND IN

YOUR LEGAL LIVING WILL DOCUMENTS?". When I

asked them why they were asking this question, they
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responded.

"That is a question that is directed by the latest directive

in our instructions from the Federal Government. We

must ask all who come through these offices this

question." They appeared to be offended at my response.

of, "DO RESUSCITATE".

If you are approaching your 70’s –

For your own sake read this to the end!!!

I had one of the most troubling, most disturbing

conversations ever with Julie's sister-in-law, Dr. Suzanne

Allen, head of emergency services at the Johnson City

Medical Center in Tennessee. We were discussing the

"future" and I asked her had she seen an affects of

Obama Care in her work?

"Oh, yes. We are seeing cutbacks throughout the

services we provide. For example, we are now having to

deal with patients who would normally receive dialysis

can no longer be accepted. In the past, there was always

automatic approval under Medicare for anyone who

needed dialysis -- not anymore." So, what will be their

outcome? "They will die soon without dialysis," she

stated.

What about other services? She indicated as of 2013

(after the election), no one over 75 will be given major

medical procedures unless approved by locally

administered Ethics Panels. These Panels will determine

whether a patient receives medical treatment or not.

While details on specific operating procedures and

schedules, Dr. Allen points out that most life-threatening

emergencies do not occur during normal hospital

business hours, and if there are emergencies that depend

to be resolve within minutes or just few hours, the likely

hood of getting these Panels approval in time to save a
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life are going to be very challenging and difficult, if not

impossible she said.

This applies to major operations such as receiving stents,

bypass surgery, kidney operations, or treating for an

aneurysm that would be normally covered under

Medicare today. In other words, if you needed a life-

saving operation, Medicare will not provide coverage

anymore after 2013 if you are 75 or over. When in 2013?

"We haven't been given a specific date -- could be in

January or July….but it's after the election."

This is shocking to any of us who will be 75 this year. Her

advice -- get healthy and stay healthy. We do not know

the specifics of the actual implementation of the full

Obama Care policies and procedures -- "they haven't

filtered down to the local level yet. But we are already

seeing severe cuts in what we provide to the elderly -- we

refused dialysis to an individual who was 78 just the

other day….we refused to give stents to a gentleman

who was in his late 80s." Every day, she said, we are

seeing these cutbacks aimed at reducing care across the

board for anyone who is over 75.

We can only hope that Obama Care will be overturned by

the Supreme Court -- otherwise, this is a death sentence

to those who are over 75…. perhaps you should pass

this on to your friends who are thinking of voting for

Obama this year. 

Regardless if you have private health care coverage now

(I have Aetna Medicare Part B) -- it will no longer apply

after 2013 if the Ethics Panels disapprove of a procedure

that may save your life. Scary, scary, scary. Think about

this? You? Your parents? Your loved ones? 

Didn't know about it? Of course, not. As Nancy Pelosi

said…."well, if you want to know what's in the bill, you'll

have to read it…." After it was passed. 
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This is a graphic reminder of the need to stay healthy.

Get your plot now at Forest Lawn or your local

cemetery…. while they last.

Is this a death sentence to those of us who will reach 75? Yes
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date : 

Judy Earnheart 
Governor Info 
Fw: Seniors BEWARE - BE SURE TO READ THIS ONE! 
Friday, August 17, 2012 10:03:55 AM 

. ; ~. ; loyce hall ; 

Date: Thu, 16 Aug 2012 22 :10:56 -0700 

From : bearwallow_9967-

Subject: Fw: Fwd: Seniors BEWARE - BE SURE TO READ THIS ONE! 

To: 

LOOKS LIKE US OLD FOLKS HA VE HAD IT SHOULD WE GET SICK ONCE THIS 
DAMN 
OBAMA KILLCARE GOES INTO EFFECT. HOW DEEP THIS COUNTRY HAS 
FALLEN A WAY FROM THE PRINCIPELS UPON WHICH THE MIGHTIEST AND 
FREEEST NATION EVERKNOWN WAS FOUNDED 
----- Forwarded Message ----
From: BARBARA COURY 
To: RICHARD DUNCAN 

en : nes ay, ugust 15, 2012 1 :47 AM 

>; Jay Edmonds 

Subject: Fwd: Seniors BEWARE - BE SURE TO READ THIS ONE! 

Even if any part of this is true at any level, then all seniors should be concerned!! Also, For the 
younger set, here is what you could be looking forward to!! 

Haven't checked it out but a lot of info on Obammy's health bill say its in there. I WENT 
TO SNOPES.COM, CUT AND PASTED THE INFO AT THE END OF THIS EMAIL. 

READ IT FOR YOURSELFgg.MF 

PLEASE READ BELOW - AND VOTEThis is really 
scary ... Please forward to everybody that could 
use thisinfo.notjust seniors .. those with parents, 
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grandparents, etc."Seniors"Forget about getting
to age 75, this exact thing happened to me this
morning at Danbury hospital here in Ct. I was
scheduled for a cardio-lite stress test. This is a
tread mill stress test where during the process
they inject nuclear dye into your blood stream
and then put you in a CAT scan or something
similar and take a picture of your heart. If all is
good theheart shows up red, if there are blocked
arteries anywhere that portion of the heart shows
up pink. I have had three of these tests in the
past twelve years due to blocked arteries
discovered in 2000. They use the test to
determine if I need a roto router or a bypass
operation.
So I arrive at the hospital at 8 am this morning
and I am in the process of checking in at
Cardiology and the lady says that my
appointment has been canceled. She makes a
call and speaks with someone and hands me the
phone. It is a nurse in cardiology who says that
my medical coverage denied the procedure. I
said it was routine, part of my heart maintenance
process and ordered by my PCP and with
approval from my Cardiologist who is the head of
Danbury Cardiology which is right where I was
standing. She goes, "yes butwe were denied our
request". So I say, I have Medicare so what is
my backup insurance doing denying anything.
Then the bombshell, she says it was the Medicare
board that denied the procedure.
At that point, I turn to everyone behind me, and
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it was a long line, and I say to them "well you
won't have to wait too long today because my
stress test procedure was just canceled by a
Medicare Death Panel. I am only 67 so can you
imagine what is going to happen when we really
get old".
 
The entire waiting room and everyone there from
patients to staff just went dead silent. So I turn
to the front desk and tell them, "I guess I will
have to write a letter to the editor of the
Danbury News Times and call my Senators and
Congressman and let them know the Death
Panels have already convened". Then I walked
out.
By the time I got home the message machine
was blinking. My PCP had already called and so
did the hospital and guess what, Medicare
decided to approve my stress test procedure and
if I could get back down to the hospital they
would fit me in right now for this 3 hour
procedure. I told them I couldn't make it, that I
was going fishing because I didn't know how
many more fishing trips I could get in before I
went into cardiac arrest but not toworry about
me costing the government any money because I
am a 30% disabled Army veteran, due to Agent
Orange poisoning which is what caused this heart
problem to begin with, and I qualify to be buried
for free in a plain pine wrapper in the cheap
graves section at any National Cemetery. I
certainly don't want to cost our government any
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money so maybe we just won't do this procedure
anymore and we can use the money to
redistribute it to all of the illegal's to keep them
alive so they can mow the lawns at the National
Cemeteries.So this Death Panel crap has started.
If we don't vote this guy and his criminal cronies
out of office this November then we will all die
younger than we should as broke paupers as the
country goes bankrupt.
Feel free to distribute my note to anyone and
make it a mission to not only make your vote
count but on behalf of all of us please make an
effort to change the thinking of anyone remotely
willingly to get intellectually engaged in this
critical time in our country's history.    <><> -
SENIORS - <><>WELL ISN'T THIS SOME
SPECIAL NEWS GRANDMA AND PAPA!!!I had one
of the most troubling, most disturbing
conversations ever with Dr. Suzanne Allen, head
of emergency services at the Johnson City
Medical Center in Tennessee. We were discussing
the "future" and I asked her had she seen any
effects of Obama Care in her work?"Oh, yes. We
are seeing cutbacks throughout the services we
provide. For example, we are now having to deal
with patients who would normally receive dialysis
can no longer be accepted. In the past, there
was always automatic approval under Medicare
for anyone who needed dialysis -- not anymore."
So, what will be their outcome? "They will die
soon without dialysis," she stated.What about
other services? She indicated as of 2013 (after
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the election), no one over 75 will be given major
medical procedures unless approved by locally
administered Ethics Panels. These Panels will
determine whether a patient receives medical
treatment or not.While details on specific
operating procedures and schedules, Dr. Allen
points out that most life-threatening emergencies
do not occur during normal hospital business
hours, and if there are emergencies that depend
to be resolve within minutes or just few hours,
the likely hood of getting these Panels approval
in time to save a life are going to be very
challenging and difficult, if not impossible she
said.This applies to major operations such as
receiving stents, bypass surgery, kidney
operations, or treating for an aneurysm that
would be normally covered under Medicare
today. In other words, if you needed a life-saving
operation, Medicare will not provide coverage
anymore after 2013 if you are 75 or over. When
in 2013? "We haven't been given a specific date -
- could be in January or July....but it's after the
election."This is shocking to any of us who will be
75 this year. Her advice -- get healthy and stay
healthy. We do not know the specifics of the
actual implementation of the full Obama Care
policies and procedures -- "they haven't filtered
down to the local level yet. But we are already
seeing severe cuts in what we provide to the
elderly -- we refused dialysis to an individual who
was 78 just the other day....we refused to give
stents to a gentleman who was in his late 80s."
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Every day, she said, we are seeing these
cutbacks aimed at reducing care across the board
for anyone who is over 75.We can only hope that
Obama Care will be overturned by the Supreme
Court -- otherwise, this is a death sentence to
those who are over 75....perhaps you should
pass this on to your friends who are thinking of
voting for Obama this year.Regardless if you
have private health care coverage now (I have
Aetna Medicare Part B) -- it will no longer apply
after 2013 if the Ethics Panels disapprove of a
procedure that may save your life.Scary, scary,
scary. Think about this? You? Your parents? Your
loved ones?Didn't know about it? Of course, not.
As Nancy Pelosi said...."well, if you want to know
what's in the bill, you'll have to read it....." After
it was passed.This is a graphic reminder of the
need to stay healthy. Get your plot now at Forest
Lawn....while they last. Is this a death sentence
to those of us who will reach 75?.....Yes!
Please do pass this along to those in your
address book.
1. Snopes.com: John Roberts and the Obamacare Decision ••• 

Opinion piece expresses Charles Krauthammer's thoughts on Chief Justice John Roberts and
the Supreme Court's decision on Obamacare?
  ...Obamacare Decision Claim: Opinion piece expresses columnist Charles Krauthammer's thoughts

on Chief Justice John Roberts and the Supreme Court's...

  ...thoughts on Chief Justice John Roberts and the Supreme Court's decision on Obamacare.

Example: [Collected via e-mail, June 2012] I would like to...

  ...him hugely in the polls and will help Romney. More importantly though is the fact that this makes

this a budgetary issue that can be voted on in the...

Tue, 14 Aug 2012 11:39:16 GMT http://www.snopes.com/politics/soapbox/roberts.asp 
2. Snopes.com: Seniors Beware ••• 

Obamacare mandates that no one over 75 will be given major medical procedures unless
approved by an ethics panel?
  ...Claim: "Obamacare" mandates that no one over 75 will be given major medical procedures unless

approved by an ethics panel. Examples [Collected via...

  ...the passage of the health care reform legislation commonly known as "Obamacare," and

continuing long afterwards, rumors have circulated claiming that the...

  ...item, however. The simple fact is that, repeated spurious claims to the contrary notwithstanding, no
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provision of the "Obamacare" health care legislation...

Tue, 14 Aug 2012 11:39:59 GMT http://www.snopes.com/politics/medical/over75.asp 
3. Snopes.com: Michael Connelly on the Constitutionality of Health Care Reform ••• 

Attorney's essay challenges the constitutionality of health care reform legislation?
  ...with, much of what has been said about the law and its implications is in fact true, despite what the

Democrats and the media are saying. The law does...

  ...However, as scary as all of that it, it just scratches the surface. In fact, I have concluded that this

legislation really has no intention of providing...

  ...(and the author of America's Constitution: A Biography) have argued that "Obamacare" provisions

do not run afoul of constitutional limitations on...

Tue, 14 Aug 2012 11:52:44 GMT http://www.snopes.com/politics/soapbox/connelly.asp 
4. Snopes.com: Obamacare No Neurosurgery for Patients Over 70 ••• 

The Obama Health Care Plan disallows advanced neurosurgery for patients over 70?
  ...of the AANS confirmed for us that they had determined the caller was not in fact a neurosurgeon,

as he claimed. And Erin Shields of HHS told us that...

Tue, 14 Aug 2012 11:37:39 GMT http://www.snopes.com/politics/medical/neurosurgery.asp 
5. Snopes.com: Social Security COLA Increases ••• 

Are Medicare payments increasing due to Obamacare?
  ...will not allow Social Security recipients to get a COLA increase while Obamacare raises the cost of

Medicare premiums. Example: [Collected via...

  ...an increase in the social security COLA (cost of living adjustment). In fact, The Henry J. Kaiser

Family Foundation predicts there may not be any COLA...

  ...year 2011, AND a yearly increase to a wonderful $247.00 in 2014. Thank You Obamacare! In the

meantime, Congress gave themselves a $3,000 a month Cost...

Tue, 14 Aug 2012 11:43:43 GMT http://www.snopes.com/politics/socialsecurity/cola.asp 
6. Snopes.com: Health Insurance Exemptions ••• 

Are various religious groups exempt from requirements to obtain health insurance?
  ...The ObamaCare bill is the establishment of Dhimmitude and Sharia Muslim diktat in the United

States. Muslims are specifically exempted from the...

  ...ObamaCare discriminates against Christians and Jews by denying them special exemptions

extended to other religions. If you are a mainstream Christian...

  ...The fact is that the "Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act" (PPACA) legislation passed by

Congress and signed into law by President Obama does not...

Tue, 14 Aug 2012 11:20:47 GMT http://www.snopes.com/politics/medical/exemptions.asp 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Judy Ea rnheart 
Governor Info 
Fw: Short message from Blue Cross which concerns EVERYONE! How about this??????? 
Saturday, J uly 07, 2012 6:03:41 PM 

From: mary lou huffman 
Sent: Saturday Jul 07 2012 5:42 PM 
To: bnanmoffi 
Subject: Fw: S ort message from Blue Cross which concerns EVERYONE! 

Subject: Short message from Blue Cross which concerns EVERYONE! 

Don't say you were not 
told! 

MEDICARE 
Look clearly at the 2014 rate 
compared to the 2013 rate. 

For those of you who are on 
Medicare, read the following. 
It's short, but 
important and you probably 
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haven't heard about it in the
Mainstream News:

"The per person Medicare
Insurance Premium will
increase from the present
Monthly Fee of $96.40, rising
to:

$104.20 in 2012

$120.20 in 2013

And

$247.00 in 2014."

These are Provisions
incorporated in the Obamacare
Legislation, purposely
delayed so as not to confuse
the 2012 Re-Election
Campaigns. Send this to
all Seniors that you know, so
they will know who's throwing
them under the
bus.
Peggy Riehle
Internal Representative
Network Contracting
205-220-6778
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From: wanda galland
To: wayne linda
Subject: Fw: The Hit List - Let everyone know about this!!!!
Date: Wednesday, October 12, 2011 2:09:44 AM

Our tax money at work !!!!!!!!!!
I do not like the bad word at the end.
Wanda

----- Forwarded Message -----

Sent: Tuesday, October 11, 2011 7:27 PM

Subject: FW: The Hit List - Let everyone know about this!!!!

 
 
I know you will say that some of these programs are really needed but I think the majority are
draining our country !
 
Please keep in mind, that each one is some Senator or Congressman’s sacred cow..
 
 

 

Some pretty interesting "programs"!!  That's for sure!! 
Wow!! 
 

These are all the programs that the new
Republican House has proposed cutting.
Read to the end.
                                                                                                Annual
Savings

Corporation for Public Broadcasting Subsidy.                 $445 million
America 's Treasures Program.                                           $25 million
International Fund for Ireland .                                           $17 million
Legal Services Corporation.                                               $420 million
National Endowment for the Arts.                                     $167.5
million
National Endowment for the Humanities.                         $167.5 million
Hope VI Program..                                                              $250 million

Amtrak Subsidies.                                                           $1.565 Billion 

Eliminate duplicative education programs. H.R. 2274
(in last Congress), authored by Rep. McKeon,
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eliminates 68 at a savings of                                           $1.3 Billion

U.S. Trade Development Agency.                                       $55 million
Woodrow Wilson Center Subsidy.                                      $20 million
Cut in half funds for congressional printing and binding.$47 million
John C. Stennis Center Subsidy.                                       $430,000

Community Development Fund.                                         $4.5 Billion 
Heritage Area Grants and Statutory Aid.                           $24 million  

Cut Federal Travel Budget in Half.                                     $7.5 Billion
Trim Federal Vehicle Budget by 20%.                             $600 million  
Essential Air Service.                                                         $150 million
Technology Innovation Program.                                       $70 million
Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) Program. $125 million
Dept of Energy Grants to States for Weatherization.     $530 million
Beach Replenishment.                                                        $95 million

New Starts Transit.                                                               $2 Billion
Exchange Programs for Alaska , Natives Native Hawaiians,  $9 million
 and Their Historical Trading Partners in Massachusett .                     

Intercity and High Speed Rail Grants.                             $2.5 Billion 
Title X Family Planning.                                                   $318 million
Appalachian Regional Commission.                                  $76 million
Economic Development Administration.                        $293 million

Programs under the National & Community Services Act.$1.15 Billion 

Applied Research at Department of Energy.                $1.27 Billion
FreedomCAR and Fuel Partnership.                               $200 million
Energy Star Program.                                                        $52 million
Economic Assistance to Egypt .                                      $250 million

U.S. Agency for International Development.                  $1.39 Billion
General Assistance to District of Columbia .                 $210 million
Subsidy for Washington Metro Area Transit Auth.       $150 million
Presidential Campaign Fund.  $775 million savings over ten years.
No funding for federal office space acquisition.          $864 million
End prohibitions on competitive sourcing of government services.

Repeal the Davis-Bacon Act.                            More than $1 Billion

IRS Direct Deposit: Require the IRS to deposit fees for some services
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it offers (such as processing payment plans for taxpayers) to the
Treasury, instead of allowing it to remain as part of its budget.
                                                          $1.8 Billion savings over ten years.

Require collection of unpaid taxes by federal employees. $1 Billion total 
                                     
WHAT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Prohibit taxpayer funded union activities by federal employees.
                                                                       $1.2 Billion savings over ten years.

Sell excess federal properties the government does not make use of.
                                                                                           $15 billion.

Eliminate death gratuity for Members of Congress.
Eliminate Mohair Subsidies.                                              $1 million
Eliminate taxpayer subsidies to the United Nations Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change.                                                     $12.5 million
Eliminate Market Access Program.                              $200 million
USDA Sugar Program.                                                     $14 million
Subsidy to Organisation for Econ Co-operation and Develop. (OECD).
                                                                                          $93 million
Eliminate the National Organic Certif. Cost-Share Program.
                                                                                       $56.2 million
Eliminate fund for Obamacare administrative costs.  $900 million
Ready to Learn TV Program.                                           $27 million

HUD Ph.D. Program.

Deficit Reduction Check-Off Act.

TOTAL SAVINGS: $2.5 Trillion over Ten Years
My question is, what THE HELL is all this doing in the
budget in the first place?
PLEASE FORWARD THIS MESSAGE -
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Judy Earnheart 
Governor Info 
Fw: Why Olief Justice Roberts Made the Right Long-Term Decision With ObamaCare 

Tuesday, July 03, 2012 1:49:43 PM 

From: mary lou huffman 
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 1:42 PM 
To: Denise Duty 
Subject: Fw: Why Chief Justice Roberts Made the Right Long-Term Decision With ObamaCare 

----- Fo1warded Messa 
From : Dean Huffman 
To: "'mlhuffman7 
Cc: 
Sent: Tuesday, July 3, 2012 11 :51 AM 
Subject: FW: Why Chief Justice Robe1i s Made the Right Long-Te1m Decision With 
ObamaCare 

From : Alihur Fowler 
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 11 :39 AM 
To: Jeff Fuller; Dean Huffman; Carl Altenballlller 
Subject: FW: Why Chief Justice Robe1i s Made the Right Long-Te1m Decision With 
ObamaCare 

From : James Weston 
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 11 :33 AM 
To: Alihur Fowler; Cmiis Fowler; Billy Bishop; Lany Middleton 
Subject: FW: Why Chief Justice Robe1i s Made the Right Long-Te1m Decision With 
ObamaCare 

From : Ralph Aute1y 
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2012 3:09 PM 
To: Paul Sheffield; Phillip Shields; Britt Wilson; Buddy Stephens; Bill AIIderson; James 
Weston; James Chaney; Ronnie Gibbs; Teny McKinley 
Subject: FW: Why Chief Justice Robe1is Made the Right Long-Te1m Decision With 
ObamaCare 
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Subject: Why Chief Justice Roberts Made the Right Long-Term Decision With ObamaCare

Before you look to do harm to Chief Justice Roberts or his family, it's important that you
think carefully about the meaning - the true nature - of his ruling on Obama-care. The Left
will shout that they won, that Obama-care was upheld and all the rest. Let them.
It will be a short-lived celebration.
Here's what really occurred - payback. Yes, payback for Obama's numerous, ill-advised and
childish insults directed toward SCOTUS.
Chief Justice Roberts actually ruled the mandate, relative to the commerce clause, was
unconstitutional. That's how the Democrats got Obama-care going in the first place. This is
critical. His ruling means Congress can't compel American citizens to purchase anything.
Ever. The notion is now officially and forever, unconstitutional. As it should be.
Next, he stated that, because Congress doesn't have the ability to mandate, it must, to fund
Obama-care, rely on its power to tax. Therefore, the mechanism that funds Obama-care is a
tax. This is also critical. Recall back during the initial Obama-care battles, the Democrats
called it a penalty, Republicans called it a tax. Democrats consistently soft sold it as a
penalty. It went to vote as a penalty. Obama declared endlessly, that it was not a tax, it was a
penalty. But when the Democrats argued in front of the Supreme Court, they said 'hey, a
penalty or a tax, either way'. So, Roberts gave them a tax. It is now the official law of the
land - beyond word-play and silly shenanigans. Obama-care is funded by tax dollars.
Democrats now must defend a tax increase to justify the Obama-care law.
Finally, he struck down as unconstitutional, the Obama-care idea that the federal government
can bully states into complying by yanking their existing medicaid funding. Liberals, through
Obama-care, basically said to the states - 'comply with Obama-care or we will stop existing
funding.' Roberts ruled that is a no-no. If a state takes the money, fine, the Feds can tell the
state how to run a program, but if the state refuses money, the federal government can't
penalize the state by yanking other funding. Therefore, a state can decline to participate in
Obama-care without penalty. This is obviously a serious problem. Are we going to have 10,
12, 25 states not participating in "national" health-care? Suddenly, it's not national, is it?
Ultimately, Roberts supported states rights by limiting the federal government's coercive
abilities. He ruled that the government can not force the people to purchase products or
services under the commerce clause and he forced liberals to have to come clean and admit
that Obama-care is funded by tax increases.
Although he didn't guarantee Romney a win, he certainly did more than his part and should
be applauded.
And he did this without creating a civil war or having bricks thrown threw his windshield.
Oh, and he'll be home in time for dinner.
Brilliant.
SHARE this interesting piece with your friends by clicking the buttons below!
This article, written by I.M. Citizen, gives a much different perspective of Justice Robert's
decision. Comment below and let us know what you think. Also check out I.M. Citizen's
blog<http://www.imcitizen.net/> - quite interesting.

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com<http://www.avg.com/>
Version: 2012.0.2180 / Virus Database: 2437/5102 - Release Date: 06/30/12
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From: rhirish
To: Carl; Charlie Meadows; dapperdan1 ; George; J.D. Ferris; Jack St. Clair; Karen; leonmixer ; mat  Myrna;

Oklahomans for Liberty; Sally Carroll; sfitzgerald4@ ; Shelia Hutton
Cc: daledewitt@okhouse.gov; director ; Dr. Ritze; Frank Lucas; garybanz@okhouse gov; Governor Info; Heather ;

info@gop.com; info@rga.org; Jason.Murphey@ ; jbauman@ ; Jim Bridenstine; John Bonsell;
julie blackorby@demint.senate.gov; Kelly Ayotte; Laura Villarreal@coburn.senate.gov; lbailey ;
louie.gohmert@mail.house.gov; Mark Costello; Michael Schwartz; Michele Bachmann; Polly; Republican Study Comm; S.Willox-inhofe-D.C.;
Sekemia; Sen. Griffin; senator@isakson.senate.gov; Speaker John Boehner

Subject: Fwd: Congress urged: Investigate vote fraud now
Date: Monday, December 03, 2012 9:48:28 AM

SOMETHING needs to be done to pry the RINOs into ACTION! HOW LONG MUST WE SUFFER THE
PARTY'S TURNING THEIR BACKS ON OUR CONSTITUTION ?

Date: Mon, 3 Dec 2012 12:48:33 +0100 (CET)
From: WND <alerts@email.wnd.com>
To: Richard Irish <rhirish@cox.net>
Subject: Congress urged: Investigate vote fraud now

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your
browser.    

 >

 >  >
 >  >

CONGRESS URGED: INVESTIGATE VOTE FRAUD
NOW

GOP poll inspectors illegally removed from voting
locations. More than 100 percent of registered voters
turning out to vote. Computers reverting to a default
Obama vote, regardless of whom the voter selects.
You know the facts, now you can take direct action
to help end the madness.

Read the latest now on WND.com

PLUS!

Media giant Michael Savage says many of his
conservative colleagues on the radio dial are literally
"committing suicide" by making this one crucial
mistake.

Click here for details

 >

> > >
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MUST READ NEWS 

Focus on the Family 'hiding behind 

compromise' 

If you liked 'The Harbinger,' you'll love 

this 

Choke the life out of Obamacare 

Rick Santorum joins commentary team 

Syria's civil war a cover for ki lling 

Christians? 

S. Korea opts to expand range of 

missiles 

The untold reason Jesus was born 

Forget Monopoly this Christmas 

This day in WNO History: Dec. 3 

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS 

Principal makes boys hold hands as 

punishment 

Apocalypse news: NASA warns of real 

threat 

WNO News Alerts are sponsored by: 

Daily Blessing 
Your daily dose of spiritual inspiration 
> 
>Today's Scripture reading from the Holy 
Bible 

Joke Of The Day 
Whistle 

Today's Poll 

Dividing lines 

Deals Of The Day 
'The book Reagan wanted taught in high 
schools' 

[ Continued Below ] 

Washington's Grand Illusion: The Fiscal Cliff 
> 
>By now, we've all been scared to death with talk of the country going 
over the "fiscal cl iff' without some kind of budget deal being struck by 
year's end. While this kind of talk is great at driving up media ratings 
and getting politicians airtime, the simple fact is "the fiscal cl iff' being 
discussed is nothing more than Washington's Grand Illusion. Why? 
Because the factors that drive our fiscal policy will not change 

regardless of whether a budget deal is struck by year's end. As a result, 
we are already riding an unstoppable train toward $28 trillion in debt 
&ndash an unsustainable burden that will cripple our economy, destroy 
our currency, and slash our paper investments. And no last-minute 
budget compromise is going to stop that. The bottom line? There is 
only one thing saving you and your money from launching over the fiscal 
cl iff. 
> Continue Reading 

This email was sent to rhirish@cox.net as a subscriber to the 
News Alerts from WNO.com email list 

To unsubscribe or to change your email preferences, cl ick here. 

If you are interested in advertising with WNO.com, the leading independent news source on the Net, 
email advertising@wnd.com. 
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From: rhirish
To: bobjen3; Carl Goodwin; Charles; charliemeadows7 ; dapperdan1 ; ducky; J.D. Ferris;

Jack St. Clair; Jeff LICHTER; Karen Deatherage; leonmixer@  Myrna; patapi1@  rbarnett
RJ Barnett; Sally Carroll; sfitzgerald4  Sheila Hutton

Cc: A.J. Griffin; Adrielle Herring Bowler; dan@ ; director ; Dr. Ritze; Governor Info;
Heather ; info@gop.com; info@KeepAmericaSafe.com; info@senateconservatives.com;
julie blackorby@demint.senate.gov; Michael Schwartz; Mitch McConnell; Mitt Romney; Newt Gingrich; Paul Ryan;
Rep. Jason.Murphey; S.Willox-inhofe-D.C.; Sen. Sykes; Senator Pat Toomey; Speaker John Boehner; Speaker
Steele; Tom Cole; Tom Schatz, President, CAGW

Subject: Fwd: DeMint - Freedom Alert
Date: Wednesday, February 22, 2012 4:33:45 PM

I have just sent this email off to Senator Jim DeMint in regards to his "Freedom
Alert" email I had just received:

RHI

  Regarding your "Freedom Alert"

"Obamacare vs Individual Freedom"

Senator DeMint;

This is the tip of the iceberg.  Mr. Obama / Soetoro / Soebarkah / Bounel is NOT eligible to even be IN

the Oval Office and YOU KNOW IT!

This man has provided absolutely NO proof of who he is, what his actual citizenship might be, or of actual

age.  His campaign staff and later the White House provided two different "birth certificates" BOTH of

which were promptly exposed as fraudulent, computer-generated, documents!  His Social Security

number, which was issued in Connecticut, a state he had never even visited at the time of supposed

issue, fails the E-Verify system, which lists is as "fraudulent".  NO hospital on Hawaii has laid claim that

he was born there or that his mother was ever admitted.  His Selective Service registration, which should

have been circa 1981-2, is on a 2007 form!

On the other hand Kenyan Minister Orengo has claimed from the halls of Kenyan government that

Obama/etc., was born in Kenya and a maternal grandmother claimed he "passed through" her hands!

In the meantime Mr. Obama/etc., has spent some $2 MILLION hiding the documents relative to his past;

but this seems not to bother you?

 

Now, WHY ARE YOU WORRYING ABOUT ONE ACT THIS USURPER HAS DONE WHEN HE IS

VIOLATING OUR CONSTITUTION DAILY?  Senator, it seems to me that you took an oath to "defend the

Constitution from all enemies foreign AND DOMESTIC".

Do you NOT consider this usurper to be an "enemy" of our Constitution?

THIS TIME, I WOULD LIKE A REPLY.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard H. Irish

Edmond, OK

cc: Sens.J.Inhofe & T.Coburm,MD,

    and Fellow American Patriots
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From: 
To: 

Subject: 
Date : 

vcnem 

Fwd: Please share this message 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 4:35:30 PM 

From: info@dwsforcongress.com 
To: voldkeste-
Sent: 8/30/2012 910:01 A.M. Central Daylight Time 
Subj: Please share this message 

Dear Vol, 

The American people have heard too many distortions about what 
Obamacare truly does. 

As you talk to friends and neighbors in the days and months ahead, here are 
some facts to share. Because of health care reform: 

• 3.1 million young Americans, ages 18-26, are now covered under their 
parents' health insurance 

• 32 million Americans will now have access to affordable health 
coverage 

• 105 million people have seen lifetime limits on their insurance lifted 
• 33 million people with Medicare have already taken advantage of free 

preventative care services 

Health care reform has helped millions of Americans obtain insurance 
already. It's set to help millions more gain access to affordable care in the 
near future. Yet Republicans in Congress have still tried to overturn or 
defund Obamacare more than 30 times in the past two years. 
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Republicans want to go back to square one, and have the same fight all 
over again. But because of the involvement of people like you, we're moving 
forward. 

I can't thank you enough for adding your voice to the more than 46,000 
others that have signed our petition to protect Obamacare. Now I need you 
to do one more thing. Click here to share our petition with your friends 
on Facebook, or send a tweet to your followers on Twitter. 

Thank you so much for staying engaged on this critically important issue. 

Debbie 

This email was sent to: 

To unsubscribe, go to: 
http:/laction.debbiewassermanschultz.com/unsubscribe 
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From: 
To: 

Subject: 
Date: 

THIS MESSAGE IS FROM JAY SEKULOW .... PLEASE PASS TO EVERYONE YOU 
KNOW ... .I WAS THINKING .. 
MAYBE IF EVERYONE IN ALL CONGREGATIONS GA VE msT 20.00 WE COULD 
MEET THE ACLJ GOAL .. 
FOR LEGAL EXPENSES IN FIGHTING AGAINST THESE CONST ANT 
SATANIC EVILS .... EVERY LITTLE BIT HELPS. 
GIVE ONLY AS HOLY SPIRIT DIRECTS ... OF COURSE .. 

BELIEVE ME ... MY HEART GRIEVES ALWAYS ASKING FOR HELP FOR OUR 
NEEDY BROTHERS & SISTERS ... 
WHAT ELSE CAN WE DO ..... NOTHING .... msT LET SATAN STEAM ROLL us?? 
UNFORTUNATELY, WHEN UNGODLY PEOPLE PASS UNGODLY LAWS ... WE-ALL 
ARE AFFECTED-PAY THE HEAVYPRICE-
IN AN EFFORT TO MAINTAIN-PROTECT FREEDOM OF RELIGION ... SPEECH & 
LIFE ... . 
MAY FATHER GOD-LORD JESUS BLESS YOU ALL 

Subject: What has happened. 

ACLJ - American Center for Law and Justice 

Dear Wendy, 

Take Action I Contribute 

H 

Every day, we see in the news a world in crisis and seemingly out of 
control. As a people of faith, what is our role, and what can we do to make 
a difference? With your support and the support of thousands of people 
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like you, I can tell you that we are having a positive impact. 

In just the last three weeks , the ACLJ has: 

[i] Helped rescue an American 
Christian missionary from a 
Haitian jail. 

[i] Filed a lawsuit against a pro
abortion New York City law that 
would effectively shut down pro
life pregnancy centers. 

II] Assisted in the transfer of 
"Baby Joseph" to an American 
hospital when his Canadian 
doctors wanted to take him off 
life support. 

[i] Argued in court to stop the 
Ground Zero Mosque, 

II] Filed an amicus brief on behalf of 
49 Members of Congress in 
support of Virginia's challenge to 
ObamaCare and saw our case 
against ObamaCare fast
tracked in a federal appeals 
court. 

[i] Continued our support of the 
Mt. Soledad cross with a new 
amicus brief fil ing. 

Ill Briefed Congress in their 
hearings on the radicalization 
of some American Muslims . 

II] Delivered over 60,000 signatures in support of Israel during 
these turbulent times in the Middle East to the United Nations and 
President Obama. 

[i] All while continuing our work in defense of religious liberty here at 
home and abroad. 

I cannot thank you enough for standing with us in these efforts and 
helping make such a difference in people's lives and in our culture. 

One month ago, we announced an important opportunity for continuing 
our work - if we reached our goal of raising $550,000 on line by April 15th, 
every donation would be matched by a group of donors. We are now two 
weeks from our deadline, and we are a little over $200,000 short of 
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our goal. We need you to stand with us now. 

Please make a generous tax-deductible contribution to the ACLJ right now 
- the impact of your gift will literally be doubled - every $100 will become 
$200 to help us reach our goal. 

As you give, you'll receive two vital resources free - our gift to you: Our 
new film, "The Export: Radical Islam's Map to the End of Democracy" - a 
powerful DVD examining the crisis in the Middle East, and our new 
booklet about the threat of Sharia law infiltrating the judicial system of the 
United States. 

In these timely resources, we expose the threat of radical Islam in the 
Middle East and right here at home. In "The Export," we bring you in
depth analysis on radical Islam from experts like former Ambassador to 
the U.N. John Bolton and former U.S. Attorney General John Ashcroft. 

In our booklet on Sharia law, ACLJ attorneys show how Sharia law is 
wholly incompatible with the Constitution. For example, did you know that 
under Sharia law, a "woman's testimony is equal to half that of a man['s]" 
in court? If U.S. courts were to apply Sharia law, as we have recently seen 
in Florida, imagine the impact this would have on our judicial system. This 
is the challenge that the ACLJ is facing and will continue to fight with your 
support and generosity. 

We urgently need every possible contribution - the entire Matching 
Challenge goal must be met - in order for us to continue this vital work. 

• We're moving forward with our lawsuit against Planned 
Parenthood in California, a massive fraud suit alleging that Planned 
Parenthood overbilled federal and state governments (i.e., American 
taxpayers) by more than $180 million. A victory in this case could 
devastate America's largest abortion business. 

• We are backing several critical pieces of pro-life legislation in 
Congress which would cut fund ing for Planned Parenthood, and 
ultimately save lives. 

• After our recent arguments in court in New York City, we are 
progressing with our lawsuit challenging construction of an Islamic 
victory mosque at Ground Zero, the site where wreckage of one of 
the planes used in the 9/11 terrorist attacks landed. 

• We continue battling ObamaCare, the massive government 
encroachment on personal liberties and record-shattering taxpayer 
funding for abortions. We're directly suing the government in federal 
court in our case, "Mead v. Holder," which has now been fast
tracked in the federal appeals court in Washington, D.C. And, we've 
filed amicus briefs in related cases in Virginia, Michigan, and Florida, 
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with more to come. 
• Perhaps of most critical immediate importance: we're pushing back 

against the intrusion of brutal Islamic Sharia law in the U.S. judicial 
system. 

Please don't delay. With the deadline of our Matching Challenge 
approaching - and so much at stake - we cannot allow this 
opportunity for your gift to be doubled to pass us by. 

As you make your tax-deductible contribution today, remember to request 
your copy of our two newest resources, "The Export" DVD and the Sharia 
law booklet. Remember, your generous gift wi ll be doubled - every $100 
becomes $200 - equipping us with the resources we need to continue 
fighting for freedom, life, and justice. 

Thank you for being a part of the life-saving work of the ACLJ . 

Sincerely, 

Jay Sekulow 
ACLJ Chief Counsel 

P.S. The Apri l 15th deadline cannot be extended . We must meet the 
$550,000 goal. Thank you in advance for your timely gift. 

Contribute 

To ensure that you continue to receive e-mails from the ACLJ, 
please add jsekulow@aclj.org to your address book. 

American Center for Law and Justice 
P.O. Box 90555, Washington, D.C. 20090-0555 

Phone: (800) 296-4529 
Copyright©2011, ACLJ I Privacy & Security Policy I Registration I Unsubscribe 

The ACLJ is an organization dedicated to the defense of constitutional liberties secured by law. 

American Center for Law and Justice is a d/b/a for Christian Advocates Serving Evangelism, Inc., a tax-exempt, not
for-profit, religious corporation as defined under Section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, specifically 
dedicated to the ideal that religious freedom and freedom of speech are inalienable, God-given rights. The Center's 
purpose is to engage legal, legislative and cultural issues by implementing an effective strategy of advocacy, 
education and litigation to ensure that those rights are protected under the law. The organization has participated in 
numerous cases before the Supreme Court, Federal Court of Appeals, Federal District Courts, and various state 
courts regarding freedom of religion and freedom of speech. Your gift is very much appreciated and fully deductible 
as a charitable contribution. A copy of our latest financial report may be obtained by writing to us at P.O. Box 
450349, Atlanta, GA 31145-0349. 

As always, let us know of threats to freedom in your area by calling \757) 226-2489. And tune in to our daily radio 
program, "Jay Sekulow Live!" 
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Do not respond to this e-mail for any reason. 

Legal requests will not be answered through jsekulow@aclj.org. Legal requests must be submitted at 
www.aclLorg/Contactl . 

For technical problems of any type, contact the tech support staff by visiting www.acli.org!helo. Please provide all the 
information requested. Please do not use this for general correspondence as it goes to a technical support area. 

How do I discontinue my membership/subscription to this e-mail list? Do not respond to this e-mail for any reason. 
To discontinue your membership automatically, please follow the link below. You joined this list as Wendy Harkness 
at the following e-mail address: wendy.jesus@yahoo.com. You must use the correct e- mail address to discontinue 
your membership. 

If you experience any technical problems and/or do not receive confirmation that your request has been completed 
online, please postal mail, phone, or fax your request using the contact information listed above. Your request will 
be processed within 10 days of the receipt of your request. 

Discontinue my subscription 

HOW CAN I SUPPORT THE AMERICAN CENTER FOR LAW AND JUSTICE? 
Make a secure online credit card donation. 
For other ways to supoort the ACLJ at no additional cost to you click here 
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From: Texoma Coalition
To: Archdiocese of OKC; Fr. Tom McSherry; Governor Info; Charles Key; Rep. Sally Kern
Cc: Judi; Andrea Ball; Carissa Hansen, R.N.; Eddie Shantz; Elaine Bringham; Jean Wood; Neva Adamson; Twila

Pettis; Jackie Short; Rusty Aldridge; White Eagle Ministries; Annis Kenny; David Turner; Jack Coble; Jodi
McKay; Linda S Nicholson; Bobbie Mueller; drussell9 ; marybeth54302
minnsir ; sharmaine.lopez ; stephenemason ; Sharon Keller; Brian Maughan;
Alexis Endurance; donna thompson; Linda Hull; Linda Sears; Stacy; texasjo  VERNA JORDAN;
Charolette Jackson; Jeannette Ross; Ken Blood

Subject: More changes coming as Obamacare phases in
Date: Monday, July 02, 2012 3:27:13 AM

FYI,
 Without trying to counter the policy of the Catholic Church I belong to, I can see an advantage to the
implimentation of some parts of Obamacare. Some of the changes outlined below are gravely needed,
especially that of errasing the doughnut hole in Medicare benefits. Only problem, though, is that there
hasn't been any definite plan on how to shore up Medicare and Medicaid so that they remain viable
programs in the future. I think that what Congress needs to do more than anything else is figure out a
way to repay the money that has been taken out of the Social Security Trust and spent on other
programs. Then too, they need to try and pay down the national debt rather than spend money that we
don't have on various social programs. What's happening is that we're spending ourselves into oblivion,
and we need to reverse the course before it's too late to turn back from the borrow and spend
economics that we are currently trapped in.

 Another thing that needs done is to figure out a way to penalize the doctors and health care facilities
that are starting to opt out of Medicare and Medicaid. If we wind up with only a few low-end health
care facilities that will take Medicare and/or Medicaid payments, then we won't be any better off with
Obamacare than we currently are with a few low-end facilities that charge for services on a sliding-scale
basis. Until the health care being offered is guaranteed to be up to par in quality, we won't be any
better off with Obamacare than we have been without it. Without a solid financial base to back it,
Obamacare will put more of a drain on the national budget than the system we currently have in place,
and this country can't stand any more drain driving us farther and farther into debt.

 One thing that is gravely needed is to use the oversight that is currently in place to reform health care
in this country, and those who fraudulently use and abuse the system need to be investigated, charged,
and prosecuted to the full extent of the already existing law. At the bottom line, we just simply can't go
on spending more than what our government is taking in. And before we get into shoring up the
international economy for the rest of the world, we need to take care of America first.

In Solidarity,
Tom Hardin
Texoma Coalition
Oklahoma City Office    

My Way News

More changes coming as Obamacare phases in

 Jun 29, 4:40 AM (ET)

By CONNIE CASS

WASHINGTON (AP) - Lots of big changes in the 2010 health care law have yet to take effect. Here's
how they are to unfold:
---
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2013:
_Payroll taxes rise for individuals making more than $200,000 a year and couples above $250,000.
These people are also hit with a 3.8 percent tax on investment income.
_A 2.3 percent excise tax begins on sales by medical-device makers.
_Taxpayers must spend more on unreimbursed medical care before claiming itemized deductions.
_Start of program to encourage creation of nonprofit, member-run health insurers in each state.
---

2014:
_Almost everyone required to be covered by either private or government-run insurance or pay a
penalty to the IRS.
_Most employers face penalties if they don't offer coverage to their workers.
_Insurers prohibited from rejecting people with medical problems or charging them more.
_Insurers can't charge women more than men.
_Medicaid program for the poor expands in states that take part: It covers childless adults for the first
time. And it takes in people with incomes up to 133 percent of the federal poverty level, or $29,327 a
year for a family of four.
_Newly created, state-based insurance markets make it easier for individuals and small businesses to
find affordable coverage.
_Subsidies help many people, including some upper-income families, buy coverage through the state
markets.
_Tax credits to help pay for health plans at businesses with 25 or fewer workers reach their maximum.
For businesses with 10 or fewer employees, the credits will cover 50 percent of the cost of premiums.
_New fee on health insurers begins.
_New limits on savings in flexible spending accounts begin.
---

2018:
_A 40 percent tax on high-cost, employer-sponsored health plans begins. The tax falls on plans worth
more than $10,200 for individuals and $27,500 for families.
---
2020:
_The gap in Medicare's prescription drug coverage, known as the "doughnut hole," is fully eliminated
after years of phase-out. After that, seniors will pay 25 percent of the cost of their medications up until
Medicare's catastrophic coverage kicks in.
---

Many provisions are already in effect, including:
_Co-payments for preventive care for all ages have been eliminated.
_Young adults can stay on their parents' insurance up to age 26.
_Insurers can't deny coverage to children with health problems.
_Policies can't limit how much they'll pay over a person's lifetime.
_Older people save money through improved Medicare prescription benefits which are phasing in
through 2020.
- A temporary program helps people with pre-existing health problems get coverage.
_Cuts in reimbursements for hospitals and insurers under Medicare have started and will cut deeper
over time.

 
Copyright 2011 Associated Press. All right reserved.
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From: Judith Brvan 

To : charteslbrva1 ; Mark David Brvan : skbiy<o1 ; pabicia kirby ; Eddie Bryan: Melissa Bentley: Heather 
Emerson ; Stacy Middleton; jasundownir" ; Bob Hall; Dorothy and Warren Edinoton Tebow; Teresa Woodard : Joe 
and Tatvana Ed inoton; Beth Crane: Herndon L.areeca : Jeri Jo Reams; Vaden Danielson; Skaggs Dan and Lawanna: Fossey Steve 
and Donna: Breechen Leah; Karla Killinger : Vicki Stinson; Cherry Aguilar : David Lowen: Senator Jim Inhofe; Tom Coburn: 

Subject: 

Dat e: 

Governor Info; Jeny and Mary Bostick 

Muslims exempt from Obamacare 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 4:24:14 PM 

--- On Sat, 9/29/12, Alan Brown ~ > wrote: 

From: Alan Brown~> 
Subject: Fw: Fwd: ~ean? 
To: "Judith B an" 

s 
"james yates 
Date: Saturday, 

--- On Sat, 9/29/12, EDMONA MILLER 

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Jacqueline Garrett 
To: EDMONA MILLER 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 9:10 PM 
Subject: Fwd: What does this word mean? 

Begin foiwarded message: 

> 

>, 

wrote: 
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Dhimmitude 

The word "Dhimmitude" is found in the new health 
care bill ; 
so what does it mean? 

Thought this was interesting and worth passing 
on. 

Obama used it in the health care bill. 
Now isn't this interesting? 
It is also included in the health care law. 

Dhimmitude -- I had never heard the word until 
now. Type it into 
Google and start reading. Pretty interesting. It's 
on page 107 of the healthcare bill. I looked this up 
on Google and yep, it exists .. It is a REAL word. 

Dhimmitude is the Muslim system of controlling 
non-Muslim populations conquered through j ihad 
(Holy War). Specifically, it is the TAXING of non
Muslims in exchange for tolerating their presence 
AND as a coercive means of converting 
conquered remnants to Islam. 

ObamaCare allows the establishment of 
Dhimmitude and Sharia Muslim diktat in the 
United States . Muslims are specifically exempted 
from the government mandate to purchase 
insurance, and also from the penalty tax for being 
uninsured. Islam considers insurance to be 
"gambling", "risk-taking", and "usury" and is thus 
banned. Muslims are specifically 
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granted exemption based on this.

How convenient. So I, as a Christian, will have

crippling IRS liens placed against all of my

assets, including real estate, cattle, and even

accounts receivable, and will face hard prison

time because I refuse to buy insurance or pay the

penalty tax. Meanwhile, Louis Farrakhan will have

no such penalty and will have 100% of his health

insurance needs paid for by the de facto

government insurance. Non-Muslims will be

paying a tax to subsidize Muslims. This is

Dhimmitude.

I recommend sending this on to your contacts.

American citizens need to know about it --

snopes.com: Health Insurance Exemptions

Apr 13, 2010 ... Dhimmitude is the Muslim system

of controlling

non-muslim populations ... The ObamaCare bill is

the establishment of

Dhimmitude and Sharia ...

www.snopes.com/politics/medical/exemptions.asp

Keep this going. Every non-Muslim in the United

States of America needs to know about it.

Dear God, help me to get up; I can
fall down by myself.

sjb
 

=
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From: 
To: 

Subject: 

Judith Brvan 
Mark David Bryan; skbrva1 ; oatricia kirby; Beth Crane; Herndon lareeca; Vaden Danielson; Rita 
Dale Edington Evans; Joe and Tatyana Edington; Barbara Edington Sanders; cheryl Edington Stewart; Dorothy 
and Warren Edington Tebow; Teresa Woodard; Michelle Luton; Eddie Bryan; Melissa Bentley ; Heather 
Emerson; Alan Brown; Karla Killinger; Vicki Stinson; Kay and Alan Klein ; Cherry Aguilar; David Lowen; Jerry 
and Mary Bostick; Governor Info; Mary Ann Ross; Breechen Leah ; Jim Wood; Senator Jim Inhofe; Tom 
Coburn; Sally Representative Kem; Stacy Middleton; jasundowning@hotrnail.com ; Thomas Taylor; Thrash Jack 
and Jackie; Jean Schroer; Charlotte Dr. Lankard 

Date: 

Oil painting, "We the People", by Judith Kem Bryan, OKC 

Tuesday, June 26, 2012 11:50:55 AM 
Attachments: We the People. # 1. painted in 2010.joo 

--- On Tue, 6/26/12, Judith Bryan <judithbryanstudio@sbcglobal.net> wrote: 

From: Judith Bryan 
Subject: Fw: Oil painting, e t e eop e 
To: Linda.York@zurichNA.com 
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012, 4:30 PM 

--- On Tue, 6/26/12, Judith Bryan 
wrote: 

From: Judith Bryan 
Subject: Oil painting, e t e eop e . 
To: Linda.York@zurichNA.com 
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012, 4:28 PM 

t> 

> 

I n celebration of I ndependence Day, see my patriotic oil painting 
called "We the People, #1". It's the first in a series inspired by the 
Tea Party rallies in 2008, 2009, 2010. 

Lord, Deliver us from Obamacare! 
Lord, Deliver us from Obamacare! 
Lord, Deliver us from Obamacare! 
Lord, Deliver us from Obamacare! 
Lord, Deliver us from Obamacare! 
Lord, Deliver us from Obamacare! 
Lord, Deliver us from Obamacare! 
Lord, Deliver us from Obamacare! 
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From: Texoma Coalition
To: Governor Info; Rep. Sally Kern; Charles Key
Cc: VERNA JORDAN; texasjo ; Stacy; Linda Sears; Linda Hull; liane t; Alexis

Endurance; Jack Coble; Linda S Nicholson; David Turner; Claudena Doughty; Ann & Wiley Lesperance; Annis
Kenny; Marylin Kotulek; stephenemason ; sharmaine.lopez ; minnsi ;
marybeth54302  drussell9  Bobbie Mueller; Twila Pettis; Neva Adamson; Ken Blood; Jean
Wood; Elaine Bringham; Eddie Shantz; Charolette Jackson; Brian Maughan; Carissa Hansen, R.N.; Judi

Subject: Overnight loss of money
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012 6:16:17 PM

 

Courtesy of Jeannette from Oklahoma
 
 

If you EVER plan to sell your home, now is the time! ! !
 
When does your home become part of your health care? After 2012!      
 
Your vote counts big time in 2012, make sure you and all your friends and family know
about this!        
 
 HOME SALES TAX     I thought you might find this interesting,
                                        -- maybe even SICKENING!      
 
The National Association of Realtors is all over this and working to get it repealed,
-- before it takes effect. 
 
But, I am very pleased we aren't the only ones who know about this ploy to steal
billions
from unsuspecting homeowners. 
 
How many realtors do you think will vote Democratic in 2012? 
Did you know that if you sell your house after 2012 you will pay a 3.8% sales tax on it?
 
That's $3,800 on a $100,000 home, etc. 
When did this happen? 
It's in the health care bill, -- and it goes into effect in 2013.  Why 2013? 
Could it be so that it doesnâ€™t come to light until after the 2012 elections? 
 
So, this is â€˜change you can believe inâ€™?      
 
Under the new health care bill all real estate transactions will be subject to a 3.8% sales
tax.
If you sell a $400,000 home, there will be a $15,200 tax. 
This bill is set to screw the retiring generation, -- who often downsize their homes. 
Does this make your November, 2012 vote more important?      
Oh, you weren't aware that this was in the ObamaCare bill? 
Guess what; you aren't alone!  There are more than a few members of Congress
that weren't aware of it either.      
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You can check this out for yourself at:  
 
 http://www.gop.gov/blog/10/04/08/obamacare-flatlines-obamacare-taxes-home
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From: rhirish
To: Governor Info
Cc: Clark Jolley; Jason W. Murphey; sfitzgerald4  George Starch; OK GOP; info@rga.org
Subject: Radio News Quote
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 4:11:27 PM

Dear Governor Fallin,

I heard on a local radio news break, what I can only consider a threat to the
State Senate to the effect if they fail to pass a certain bill you support, that it will
lead to Obamacare in Oklahoma.

Madam Governor, permit me to suggest that IF you had followed the will of the
Oklahoma People and rejected Barack Hussein Obama, aka Barry Soetoro, when
the story of his life surfaced to the general public in early 2008, BEFORE the
illegal "election", Mr. Obama/Soetoro would NOT be in the Oval Office and we
would not have to contend with the host of unconstitutional acts he has done
since that January 20, 2009 Day of Infamy II!

Although the prime opportunity has long passed, you COULD still instruct
Attorney General Pruitt to demand Obama prove is eligibility prior to doing any
more damage to Oklahoma, her People OR her economy! As Mr.
Obama/Soetoro's (claimed) father was not a United States citizen at the time of
Mr. Obama/Soetoro's birth, he can NOT prove his eligibility because he is NOT.

Stop the dithering and ACT!

Sincerely,

Richard H. Irish

Edmond
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From: rhirish
To: info@americansolutions.com
Cc: A.J. Griffin; A.Lazarski-Inhofe-D.C.; bret_bernhardt@demint.senate.gov; daledewitt@okhouse.gov;

dapperdan1 ; Heather@Lankford; Governor Info; info@gop.com; info@mittromney.com; ducky; J.D.
Ferris; Jack St. Clair; Jason Murphey; Jim Bridenstine; julie_blackorby@demint.senate.gov; Karen Deatherage;
leonmixer ; Lawrence Sellin; louie.gohmert@mail.house.gov

Subject: Re: Duty
Date: Saturday, June 30, 2012 6:29:47 PM

I find this MOST ironic that the subject heading for this mailing is "Duty"

IF the Republicans had ONLY done their DUTY in 2008, they would have
vetted Obama/Soetoro and exposed this imposter for the Marxist FRAUD he is!
It is THEIR FAILURE that has helped Obama/Soetoro and his Chicago thugs to
destroy our Constitution!

Personally, I consider these "Republicans" to be TRAITORS! Traitors to their
Oath, Traitors to the Constitution and Traitors to the People who elected them!
Why would ANY TRUE Conservative want to elect any more LIKE THEM?

Sincerely,

Richard H. Irish

Korean "Police Action" era E-5

----- American Solutions <info@americansolutions.com> wrote:

Please find a special message from one of our advertisers, National Republican Senatorial
Committee. Please note that thefollowing message reflects the opinions and

representations of our advertiser alone, and not necessarily the opinion or editorial
positions ofAmerican Solutions.

Conservative Friend,

Let meget straight to the point: In order to repeal Obamacare, we must
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elect a Republican majority in the Senate.

Thismonth marks the most critical FEC deadline. We are just $86,023 from
our $1,250,000 FEC Endof Quarter goal, if we fall short, we may not
have the resources to take back the Senateand repeal Obamacare.

Ronald Reagan once said “...the trouble withour liberal friends is not
that they are ignorant, but that they know so much that isn’t so.”

If only Reagan werearound to see how bad things have become.

Ittook just 4 years ... 4 years for
Democrats to unleash a wave of big
government: ObamaCare, energy taxes,
government takeovers, and nearly a
doublingof our debt. Their agenda is
failing. They have left America on the
brink and it’s going to take all of us
working harder than ever to save
thisgreat nation. 

We already made huge gains in 2010,
taking back 7 Senate seats fromLiberals. The real test lies ahead, capturing
the 4 seats standing between repealing Obamacare orfailing every
generation before us that lived up to their American duty. The duty to leave
the next generation a better United Statesthan the generation had before.

This may be one of the last chances we get before thedamage done by
Obamacare becomes irreversible.

Every day I strive to live up to the responsibility of leaving America betteroff
for the next generation. I ask my Senate colleagues to do the same, and now
Conservative Friend, I am asking you to step up and make a donation of
just$50, $150,$500 or more to the National Republican Senatorial
Committee to help us reach ourgoal. My Senate colleagues are so
committed that some are even stepping up to match, dollar-for-dollar,
everydonation – helping to ensure we can gain the critical 4 seats necessary
to take back the Senate. I’m counting on you to help endDemocratic control!

The fight begins with raising$86,023 more by midnight TONIGHT.
Please give $50, $150, $500 or moreright now to give us the resources
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necessary to take back the Senate and repeal Obamacare. Click here
right away!

2012 will determine exactly how far we arewilling to fight to live up to that
promise - to leave America better for the next generation. Do we burden
our children and grandchildrenwith trillions in debt? Do we allow the
government to take over what was once the work of families, charities, and
small business? Or do welive up to our Duty like the generations before us? 

This is our fight. This is our time. Please join us by contributing to our FEC
dealinefund. 

Sincerely,

 
Senator John Cornyn
NRSC Chairman

P.S.   Your gift willhelp give the necessary funds to gain a Republican
Senate Majority.  It is time to end the big government era and take back
the Senate. Please help us complete our goal by contributing just
$50,$100, or $500 today.

National RepublicanSenatorial Committee
425 2nd St NE

Washington D.C. 20001
202-675-6000

This message was intended for:

You were added to the system June 20, 2012. For more information

click here.

Update your preferences | Unsubscribe
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From: rhirish
To: Sen. John Cornyn
Cc: C.L. McLarty; Commissioner; Charlie Meadows; daledewitt@okhouse.gov; dapperdan1

David Vitter@vitter.senate.gov; directo ; Dr. Ritze; ducky; dapperdan1 ;
garybanz@okhouse.gov; George; Governor Info; Greta; Heather@Lankford; info@gop.com; J.D. Ferris; Jack St.
Clair; Jason Murphey; Jim Bridenstine; julie blackorby@demint.senate.gov; Karen Deatherage;
Laura Villarreal@coburn.senate.gov; Lawrence Sellin; jbauman ; Karen Deatherage;
louie.gohmert@mail.house.gov; matt ; Mark Costello; Myrna; miki booth; Mitch McConnell; Mitt
Romney; Oklahomans for Liberty; Pau ; Paul Ryan; Jason Murphey; Rush Limbaugh;
S.Willox-inhofe-D.C.; Sally Carroll; Sarah Palin; Sekemia; Sen. Griffin; Sen. Sykes; senatorbob;
sfitzgerald4 ; Shelia Hutton; Speaker John Boehner; Sheriff; State Senator Clark Jolley

Subject: Re: Four More Years?
Date: Thursday, September 13, 2012 10:14:19 PM

Dear Senator Cornyn,

I am sorry to have to state that if the National Republican Senatorial Committee has
NO intention of honoring the oath of office taken by ALL members of the Senate; to
whit, "...support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies
foreign AND DOMESTIC"; will you PLEASE tell me why in Hell I would wish to
support you?

The travesty shown by your collective refusal to face the FACT that we have a
usurper in the Oval Office I find to be despicable! Mr. Obama/Soetoro has
steadfastly refused to provide ANY legitimate proof of his identity, let alone whether
he is even a CITIZEN of the United States -- not counting the REQUIRED "natural
born citizen" to be a resident in the White House! The FACT that Mr. Obama/Soetoro
has spend some THREE MILLION DOLLARS HIDING HIS PAST; sealing his records,
etc., after promising the "most transparent of administrations" ought to AT LEAST
raise some eyebrows amongst the turgid and stagnant personages who inhabit the
halls of Congress obsessed with their retirement and their perks while totally
IGNORING the oath they swore to 'SUPPORT AND DEFEND the Constitution". That
same Constitution that the usurper Obama/Soetoro has been shredding since Day
One, while you and your compatriots slumber on and seek donations for your
reelections!

I can assure you, sir, you will find NO support from this Octogenarian! While it has
been over a half century since I doffed our Country's uniform; I STILL consider that
Oath I took so long ago to be in effect 24/7! Too bad I can NOT say the same for
you and your ilk inhabiting the halls of Washington today!

Sincerely,

Richard H. Irish

Edmond, Oklahoma

Korean"Police Action"era E-5

---- "Sen. John Cornyn" <senatorcornyn@nrsc.org> wrote:
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emailHeader copy

 >

>

Fellow Conservative,

From an 8.2% unemployment rate to a near $16 trillion (and rising) national debt,
it&rsquos clear that  America is facing a serious crisis.
>

The bottom line is that we cannot afford another four more years of the
Obama Democrats&rsquo job-killing regulations and damaging socialist
policies.

But even with the support of all 47 Republican Senators voting to repeal the
disastrous Obama agenda, it will be nearly impossible to make real progress with
Harry Reid blocking the way.

That&rsquos where the National Republican Senatorial Committee
(NRSC) comes in .

The NRSC is the only organization in America solely dedicated to electing a new
conservative Republican Senate Majority and firing Harry Reid. 

I hope you&rsquoll take some time to visit our website today and learn more
about the NRSC&rsquos charge to take back the Senate in 2012!

Sincerely,

cornyn

 >
>Senator John Cornyn
>NRSC Chairman

P.S. Learn more about the NRSC and the Republican Senators we are
supporting who will pass urgently-needed conservative reforms to cut spending,
create jobs, and repeal ObamaCare. 

>

>

>
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 >

>National Republican Senatorial Committee
>425 2nd St NE

>Washington D.C. 20001
> 202-675-6000

This email was sent to: 
> Click here to unsubscribe
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From: Ken Blood
To: "marybeth arnodussen"; Governor Info; "Rep. Sally Kern"; "Charles Key"; "Texoma Coalition"
Cc: "VERNA JORDAN"; texasjo ; "Stacy"; "Linda Sears"; "Linda Hull"; liane t;

"Alexis Endurance"; "Jack Coble"; "Linda S Nicholson"; "David Turner"; "Claudena Doughty"; "Ann & Wiley
Lesperance"; "Annis Kenny"; "Marylin Kotulek"; stephenemason ; sharmaine.lopez ;
minnsir ; drussell9 ; "Bobbie Mueller"; "Twila Pettis"; "Neva Adamson"; "Jean Wood";
"Elaine Bringham"; "Eddie Shantz"; "Charolette Jackson"; "Brian Maughan"; "R.N.Carissa Hansen"; "Judi"

Subject: RE: Overnight loss of money
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012 6:58:27 PM

That’s right team.  RELAX
 
Once Government finds a new tax ....The NEW TAX never expands .... It never spreads out.

And It Never Increases.
 
And like any NEW TAX, this tax requires 17 questions to answer and a CPA to help you.... with
the helpful IRS to correct you.
 
RELAX  ... that’s an order.
 
 
Relax - it's not what you think...

F.Y.I:  Info from the National Association of Realtors
http://www.realtor.org/small_business_health_coverage.nsf/pages/health_ref_faq_med_tax?
opendocument

Health Insurance Reform: Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
New Medicare Tax on "Unearned" Net Investment Income 
(Last updated: Feb. 16, 2012)

Download this set of FAQs> (PDF: 99K)

Q-1: Is there a 3.8% real estate “sales tax” or a transfer tax created in health care bill? 

A: No. There is neither a real estate “sales tax” nor a real estate transfer tax under any
federal law. The Internet has generated several viral items describing such a tax. Those
Internet postings are totally false. The 2010 health care legislation did create a new 3.8% tax,
but it applies only to a limited group of taxpayers. 

Q-2: So who will be subject to the new tax? When is it effective?

A: The new 3.8% tax will apply to the “unearned” income of “High Income” taxpayers. The
new Medicare tax on unearned income will take effect January 1, 2013. Proceeds from the tax
will be allocated to shoring up the Medicare fund. 

Q-3: Who is a “High Income” Taxpayer?

A: Those whose tax filing status is “single” will be subject to the new unearned income taxes
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if they have Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) of more than $200,000. Married couples filing a
joint return with AGI of more than $250,000 will also be subject to the new tax. (The AGI
threshold for married filing separate returns is $125,000.) 

Q-4: Are the $200,000 and $250,000 thresholds indexed for inflation? 

A: No.Thus, over time, more individuals may become subject to this tax. 

Q-5: What is “unearned” net investment income?

A. Unearned income is the income that an individual derives from investing his/her capital. It
includes capital gains, rents, dividends and interest income. It also comes from some
investments in active businesses if the investor is not an active participant in the business.
The portion of unearned income that is subject both to income tax and the new Medicare tax
is the amount of income derived from these sources, reduced by any expenses associated with
earning that income. (Hence the term “net” investment income.) 

Q-6: So the new tax will apply to rents from investment properties that I own?

A: Maybe. Remember that net investment income includes only net rental income. Thus,
gross rents would not be subject to the tax. Rather, gross rents would be reduced (as they are
under the income tax) by all allowable expenses, including depreciation, cost of repairs,
property taxes and interest expense associated with debt service. AGI includes net income
from rent, so if your AGI is above the $200,000/$250,000 thresholds, then the rental income
might be subject to the tax. 

For many investment real estate owners, the net rents will be the same as or similar to the
amounts reported on their Schedule E, filed with their Form 1040 Income Tax Return. (For
calculations, see Q-7, below. See also Q-8 through Q-12 related to capital gain from sale of
principal residence, losses on sale and to vacation homes, below.) 

Q-7: Does the tax apply to the yearly appreciation of an asset?

No. Capital gains are subject to this new tax only in the year when the asset is sold. The
amount of the gain will be measured in the same way that it is for income tax purposes. This
rule applies to real estate and all other appreciating capital assets. Net capital gains are
taxable only in the year of sale. 

Q-8: How is the new 3.8% Medicare tax calculated? 

A: The new 3.8% Medicare tax is assessed only when Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) is more
than $200,000/$250,000. (See Q-2 above.) AGI includes net income from interest, dividends,
rents and capital gains, as well as earned compensation and several additional forms of
income presented on a Form 1040 Income Tax Return. 
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The tax is NOT imposed on the total AGI, nor is it imposed solely on the investment income.
Rather, the taxable amount will depend on the operation of a formula. The taxpayer will
determine the LESSER of (1) net investment income OR (2) the excess of AGI over the
$200,000/$250,000 AGI thresholds. Thus, if net investment income is the smaller amount,
then the 3.8% tax is applied onlyto the net investment income amount. If the excess over the
thresholds is the smaller amount, then the 3.8% tax would apply only to the excess amount. 

Q-9: Give me an example.

If AGI for a single individual is $275,000, then the excess over $200,000 would be $75,000
($275,000 minus $200,000). Assume that this individual’s net investment income is $60,000.
The new 3.8% tax applies to the smaller amount. In this example, $60,000 of net investment
income is less than the $75,000 excess over the threshold. Thus, in this example, the 3.8% tax
is applied to the $60,000. 

If this single individual had AGI if $275,000 and net investment income of $90,000, then the
new tax would be imposed on the smaller amount: the $75,000 of excess over $200,000. 

Rules of thumb for predicting the application of this tax year to year are not readily
determinable, largely because the proportion of net investment income compared to AGI will
vary from year to year and from individual to individual. 

Q-10: Will the $250,000/$500,000 exclusion on the sale of a principal residence continue
to apply? 

A: Yes. Any gain from the sale of a principal residence that is less than $250,000 (individual)
or $500,000 (joint return) will continue to be excluded from the income tax. The new 3.8%
tax will NOT apply to this excluded amount of the gain. 

Q-11: Will the 3.8% tax apply to any part of the gain on the sale of a principal
residence?

A: Maybe. The new Medicare tax would apply only to any gain realized that is more than the
$250K/$500K existing primary home exclusion (known as the “taxable gain”), and only if
the seller has AGI above the $200K/$250K AGI thresholds. 

So, for example, if the taxable gain was $30,000 and a married couple had AGI (which would
include the taxable gain) of $180,000, the 3.8% tax would not apply because AGI is less than
$250,000. If that same couple had AGI of $290,000, then the application of the 3.8% tax
would be subject to the same formula described above. The $30,000 taxable gain on the sale
would be less than the $40,000 excess above $250,000 AGI, so the $30,000 gain would be
subject to the new 3.8% tax. 

Q-12: Is rent from a vacation home subject to the 3.8% tax? And what about the gain
on sale of a vacation or rental property?
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A: The application of the tax will depend on whether the vacation home has been rented out,
the period for which it has been rented and whether the property is solely for the enjoyment
of the owner. If the owner has rented the home out to others, then the 14-day rent exclusion
will continue to apply. Thus, if the owner rents the property to others (including family
members) for 14 or fewer days, there would be no net investment tax. (Note that no
deductions for expenses would be available, as under current law.) 

If the home has been rented to others (including family members) for more than 14 days, then
the rents (minus related expenses) would be considered as part of net investment income and
could, depending on AGI and the calculations described above, be subject to the new tax. 

If the vacation home has been used solely for personal enjoyment (i.e., there is no rental
income and no associated expenses), then a gain on sale would be treated as net investment
income and could be subject to the tax, depending on AGI. Similarly, if the property had
generated rents, any net gain on sale could also be included in net investment income. The
amount of the tax (if any) would depend on the calculation formula, above in Q-8 and Q-9. 

Q-13: My rental property generates a net loss each year. How will those losses be
factored into the new tax? And what if I have net capital losses when I sell?

A: Net losses from rents and net capital losses reduce AGI. Thus, the losses themselves
would not be subject to the tax. If, after losses, AGI still exceeds the High Income thresholds,
the 3.8% tax would still apply to any net rental, interest or dividends income. 

Q-14: I earn all of my income from real estate investments that I own and operate
myself. Will my rents and gains be subject to the new tax?

A: No.If the ownership and operation of real estate you own is your sole occupation, then
those activities are what’s called your “trade or business.” Income derived from a trade or
business is not subject to the new 3.8% tax. If the owner of rental properties has a “day job,”
however, real estate investments are not considered as a trade or business, but are rather
considered as investments, even if they are a major source of income. 

Many Realtors engage in business activities are that are the “typical” selling, leasing and
brokerage endeavors usually associated with the term “Realtor.” If they also own rental real
estate assets as part of their own personal investment portfolio, the net rents from that
portfolio could become subject to the new 3.8% tax on net investment income, depending on
AGI. 

Q-15: Will “High Income Filers” lose any portion of the Mortgage Interest Deduction?

A: No. The mortgage interest deduction is unchanged. No cap was imposed on any itemized
deductions. 

Q-16: Why is this new tax called a “Medicare tax?”
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A: The revenues generated from this tax will be allocated to the Medicare Trust Fund that is
part of the Social Security System. That fund is currently on shaky financial footing. These
additional revenues are intended to shore up the Medicare Trust Fund. 

Q-17: How will this new tax affect marginal (the highest) tax rates when it is combined
with existing law and with the possible expiration of the Bush tax cuts enacted in 2001?

A: Marginal tax rates are the tax rates assessed on the “last” dollars included in taxable
income. If the Bush tax cuts are allowed to expire, then the marginal rates for upper income
individuals will increase, particularly for capital gains income. The chart below reflects the
impact of those changes, presented based on implementation of current law effective dates.
 
 
 

Courtesy of Jeannette from Oklahoma
 
 

If you EVER plan to sell your home, now is the time! ! !
 
When does your home become part of your health care? After 2012!      
 
Your vote counts big time in 2012, make sure you and all your friends and family know
about this!        
 
 HOME SALES TAX     I thought you might find this interesting,
                                        -- maybe even SICKENING!      
 
The National Association of Realtors is all over this and working to get it repealed,
-- before it takes effect. 
 
But, I am very pleased we aren't the only ones who know about this ploy to steal
billions
from unsuspecting homeowners. 
 
How many realtors do you think will vote Democratic in 2012? 
Did you know that if you sell your house after 2012 you will pay a 3.8% sales tax on it?
 
That's $3,800 on a $100,000 home, etc. 
When did this happen? 
It's in the health care bill, -- and it goes into effect in 2013.  Why 2013? 
Could it be so that it doesnâ€™t come to light until after the 2012 elections? 
 
So, this is â€˜change you can believe inâ€™?      
 
Under the new health care bill all real estate transactions will be subject to a 3.8% sales
tax.
If you sell a $400,000 home, there will be a $15,200 tax. 
This bill is set to screw the retiring generation, -- who often downsize their homes. 
Does this make your November, 2012 vote more important?      
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Oh, you weren't aware that this was in the ObamaCare bill? 
Guess what; you aren't alone!  There are more than a few members of Congress
that weren't aware of it either.      
 
You can check this out for yourself at:  
 
 http://www.gop.gov/blog/10/04/08/obamacare-flatlines-obamacare-taxes-home
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Mitch McConnell 
~ ~ bret bemhardt@demint.senate.oov : earl Goodwin; Charles; charliemeadows ; daoperda d"t .; direrto ; dJ ; Dr....Bi!za; duW; Ge!Jrge; Goyemor Info; Heather@! anktom· 
inT wsenateconservaoves.com; J.D. H!ITIS; Jack ~- ciair ; ason Murpnev; 1ulie blackorby@demint.senate.gov; Karen Deatherage; 
I aura Yillarrea!@<obum senate QoV' lawrence sellh leonmfxe t; Mjcbael Schwartz· Mitt ROO)nev: Mwla.; Oklahomans for I jtierty· 
oatapi ; Rep. Jason.Murohev ; Rick Santorum; KJ 11amett; S.Willox-mnore-0 .C.; Sally C:moll ; Sen. Sykes : sfitzoerald ; Sheila 
Hutton 
Re: This cannot Stand 
Wednesday, April 04, 2012 4:08:38 PM 

Dear Senator McConnell, 

Please be careful what you are pledging as, so far, you and your "Senate Colleagues" are NOT 
doing "eve1ything in [your] power to stop Oba.ma's gross abuses of power"! 

Although you "and your colleagues" have been diligently tiying to avoid the issue by pretending it 
does NOT exist, Sheriff Joe Arpaio and his Cold Case Posse have now given you the PROOF that 
there is a grave Constin1tional problem that you have chosen to IGNORE! That problem is that 
Obama chose to publicly display on Federal property (The White House) a fraudulent document he 
claimed was his "bilth ce1tificate". Sheriff Arpaio has also forensically proven that Oba.ma's 
Selective Service registi·ation is fraudulent as well. 

You are now aimed with at least TWO pieces of evidence which cast, at a MINIMUM, grave doubts 
on Oba.ma's saying he is who he claims to be and thus doubts on his eligibility for the office of the 
President of the United States. If he is not so qualified, his c1imes are far more severe than mere 
"gross abuses of power" and it is the RESPONSIBILITY of the Senate and Congress to take 
IMMEDIATE steps to rectify this siruation and return our Countiy to CONSTITUTIONAL 
GOVERNMENT! 

I expect you and "your colleagues" to do no less. 

Sincerely, 

Richard H. Irish 

Edmond, OK 

cc: Senators J. Inhofe; T. Coburn, MD 

---- Mitch McConnell <info@teammitch.com> wrote: 
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Dear F1iend, 

Obamacare was jrumned through Congress with intimidation, 
legislative kickbacks, and near total contempt for the will of the 
American people. Now, after two years, the Democrats' 
complete disregard for the Constitution has been exposed and 
the Supreme Comt will decide the fate of this monstrous law. 

Of com-se, now that his signature law is on the verge of being 
thrown out, President Obama is falling back on his old Chicago 
playbook and attempting to intimidate the Court into upholding 
Obamacare. 

This cannot stand. 

More than anyone in government, it is the President's 
responsibility to protect Olll' system of checks and balances. Yet 
time and again, when faced with impediments to enacting his 
far-left ideological agenda for this country, President Obruna 
has proven that he will attack anything that stands in his way, 
even the United States Supreme Colll't. 

I pledge to you that the my Senate GOP colleagues and I will 
do everything in Olll' power to stop Obama's gross abuses of 
power. Can I count on you to stand with me? Join us at 
TeamMitch.com, and follow Terun Mitch on Facebook and 
Twitter for the latest updates from Olll' fight against Obama 
and his far-left agenda. 

Sincerely, 

Mitch McConnell 

[;] 

H~\V 
HlMfeance 
Join the fight for real 
conse1vative change in 
Washington! 

Capitol 
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From: fwarrio
To: (1) Mr. President Obama; (2) President Obama; (3) Fredrica Whitfield @ CNN; (3a) James Carville; (4) Rush

Limbaugh; (4a) Sarah Palin; (4b) Glen Beck; (4e) Republican Dr Jack Cassell ; (6) Jack Cafferty File; (7) OK
Republican Congressman John Sullivan; (7a) Republican John Sullivan (Congressman); (7b) Rep. (R) John
Sullivan; (8a) Republican John McCain; (9) Associate of Mitt Romney; (9a) Newsmax Magazine; (9b)
Republican John Boehner; (9c) Lou Dobbs; (9d) Dick Morris (R); (9f) OKLA DEMOCRATS; (9g) Sen. Tom Coburn
(R); (9h) Rick Perry (Republican); Governor Info; (9J) ROB WALLACE; (9K) REPUBLICAN TEA PARTY ; (9L)
REPUBLICAN ROBERT E. MURRAY; (9M) REPUBLICAN J. CORNYN; (9N) ELETTER@NEWS; (9O) REPUBLICAN
REINCE PRIEBUS; (9P) HUFFINGTON POST; (9Q) REPUBLICAN RO-MONEY; (9R) REPUBLICAN RO-MONEY;
(9S) REPUBLICAN MIKE HUCKABEE; (9T) REPUBLICAN ALLEN WEST

Subject: RO-MONEY, A MESSAGE FROM THE 47% YOU WROTE OFF - WE WANT "OBAMACARE" & THE 47%+4% ARE
NOT GOING TO LET YOU & LYING RYAN TAKE AWAY OUR MEDICARE & SOC. SEC.!! WE WANT OBAMACARE!!!

Date: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 8:57:04 AM

MITT THE TWIT, IF YOU AND LYING RYAN THINK YOU'RE TAKING AWAY OUR MEDICARE & SOCIAL
SECURITY BENEFITS AND HAND OUT VOUCHERS - YOU BOTH MUST BE INSANE!!!

WE LOVE "OBAMACARE" AND WE LOVE PRESIDENT OBAMA & V.P. BIDEN EVEN MORE BECAUSE
PRESIDENT OBAMA MADE IT ALL HAPPEN!!!

GO OBAMA-BIDEN 2012-2016!!!
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From: Fannie Warrior
To: OBAMA FOR PRESIDENT; NEWSMAX MAGAZINE; JOHN BOEHNER, REPUBLICAN; LOU DOBBS; REPUBLICAN,

DICK MORRIS; OKLA DEMOCRATS; REPUBLICAN, SEN. TOM COBURN; REPUBLICAN, RICK PERRY; Governor
Info; REPUBLICAN, TEA PARTY PATRIOTS, INC. 2011; OK REPUBLICAN CONG. JOHN SULLIVAN; REPUBLICAN,
JOHN MCCAIN; GLENN BECK; ASSOCIATE, MITT ROMNEY; MR. PRESIDENT OBAMA; RUSH LIMBAUGH;
FREDRICA WHITFIELD, CNN; JAMES CARVILLE; REPUBLICAN, JACK CASSELL; SARAH PALIN; RO-MONEY;
REPUBLICAN JONN CORNYN; ROBERT E. MURRAY, REPUBLICAN; HUFFINGTON POST; REPUBLICAN, REINCE
PRIEBUS; ELETTER NEWS; JACK CAFFERTY FILE; REPUBLICAN, ROB WALLACE

Subject: RO-MONEY, LEAVE OUR MEDICARE & SOC. SEC. ALONE!!! KEEP YOUR VOUCHERS, WE WANT OBAMACARE!!
Date: Saturday, August 25, 2012 10:30:12 AM

RICHIE-RICH, YOU AND YOUR REPUBLICAN PARTY WILL JUST  SCREW UP OUR MEDICARE & SOC.
SEC., LIKE YOU SCREW UP EVERYTHING.  KEEP YOUR VOUCHERS, WE LOVE OBAMACARE!!
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From: fwarrio
To: (1) Mr. President Obama; (2) President Obama; (3) Fredrica Whitfield @ CNN; (3a) James Carville; (4) Rush

Limbaugh; (4a) Sarah Palin; (4b) Glen Beck; (4e) Republican Dr Jack Cassell ; (6) Jack Cafferty File; (7) OK
Republican Congressman John Sullivan; (7a) Republican John Sullivan (Congressman); (7b) Rep. (R) John
Sullivan; (8a) Republican John McCain; (9) Associate of Mitt Romney; (9a) Newsmax Magazine; (9b)
Republican John Boehner; (9c) Lou Dobbs; (9d) Dick Morris (R); (9f) OKLA DEMOCRATS; (9g) Sen. Tom Coburn
(R); (9h) Rick Perry (Republican); Governor Info; (9J) REPUBLICAN ROB WALLACE; (9L) Republican Robert E.
Murray; (9K) REPUBLICAN TEA PARTY

Subject: RO-MONEY, PLS ASK TN. (REPUBLICAN) CONG. MARSHA BLACKBURN NOT TO EVER SPEAK AGAIN ON CNN
Date: Thursday, August 09, 2012 8:37:35 AM

CNN HOST OF STARTING POINT, BROOKE BALDWIN ASKED CONGRESSWOMAN BLACKBURN SEVERAL
TIMES TO ANSWER A SIMPLE QUESTION ABOUT A RO-MONEYCARE AD; AND SHE KEPT IGNORING
THE QUESTION AND BRING UP OBAMACARE.

CONGRESSWOMAN MARSHA BLACKBURN SOUNDS JUST LIKE SARAH PALIN.....STUPID!!!

TAKE MY ADVICE WHETHER YOU WANT TO OR NOT; AND ADVICE FROM ANYONE ELSE WHO HEARD
HER SPEAK THIS MORNING; AND I'M SURE THEY ALL WOULD AGREE WITH ME...THAT HER ELEVATOR
DOESN'T GO ALL THE WAY TO THE TOP; AND SHE'S A MEMBER OF THE WOMEN FOR MITT'S
COALITION.

SHE'S A BIGGER EMBARRASSMENT TO THE REPUBLICAN PARTY AS RICHIE RICH IS.

OH MY GOD - WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOU RIGHT WING REPUBLICANS????  GET A GRIP.

GO OBAMA!!!!
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From: Texoma Coalition
To: Governor Info; Charles Key; Rep. Sally Kern
Cc: VERNA JORDAN; texasjo t; Stacy; Linda Sears; Linda Hull; liane t; Alexis

Endurance; stephenemason ; sharmaine.lopez ; minnsir@ ;
marybeth54302 ; Bobbie Mueller; Donna Felz R.N.; Rusty Aldridge; Jackie Short; DEE & J.W.
BROWN; Marylin Kotulek; Twila Pettis; Neva Adamson; Ken Blood; Jean Wood; Elaine Bringham; Eddie Shantz;
Charolette Jackson; Betty; Judi; Carissa Hansen, R.N.

Subject: San Antonio doctors" ad
Date: Saturday, May 12, 2012 8:32:08 PM

 
Courtesy of Jeannette from Oklahoma

 
 

Subject: FW: San Antonio doctors' ad

 

PLEASE VIEW THIS..AND SEND IT TO
FRIENDS... 

The Democratic Party has produced a 
television ad purporting to show Rep Paul Ryan
throwing grandma 
off the cliff, by opposing ObamaCare. 

A couple of San Antonio doctors have 
responded with an effective ad to counter this
injustice. See 
the ad produced by Drs Jane Hughes and Kris Held 

http://www.youtube.com/embed/PJ-
p29xEM0s

If you like their ad, please forward 
widely.
 
 

 
 

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 2012.0.1913 / Virus Database: 2411/4967 - Release Date: 04/29/12
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No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 2012.0.1913 / Virus Database: 2411/4970 - Release Date: 04/30/12
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From: 
To : 

Subject: 
Date : 

IC 

The Bam-Owt Empire, Part CL.XXXVII .. Joining "The Great Prairie-State Revival" 
Tuesday, September 27, 2011 8:39:53 PM 

The Barn-Owl Empire, Part CLXXXVIl. .. Joining The Great Prairie-State Revival 

http://www.facebook.com/home. php# /profile.php ?id= 108051 lOOO&ref=profile 

Distinguished Friends, 

Switzerland, a Country I know quite well, by Rights, should be "Dirt Poor". 

It has no mineral Wealth to speak of & no Sea Cost. Switzerland speaks four Languages ... & to get from A to B 
you often have to travel through solid Rock. 

Yet the Bank Balance of the average Swiss Man, Woman & Child is something like "Sixty Thousand Dollars". 

Illinois, by contrast, Acre for Acre, arguably the richest Piece of Ground on Earth ... Home to a Work-Ethic second to 
None, is currently more than $10 Billion in the Hole & sti ll sinking. 

For a Native Son ... (The Carnegie Library of Streator. .. where Yours truly some Years ago did take up reading) ... 

the Reason for this Prairie-State Decline, is seen perhaps more easily from the Distance of Boulder, Colorado, than it 
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can from being "On-the-Scene".
 
    One Big Reason...one that stares one in the Face, is the Disconnect between Chicago...famous for its Bare-Hand
Softball...
 

 
virtually unlknown DownState...& DownState...famous for its Dickies & Carhartts...
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Righteous Attire, regarded equally as "Exotic' in the Windy City.
 
     In a Spirit of Rectitude, therefore, in an effort to bridge the Cultural Gap...& as an Overture to the Opening Act of
the "Great, Prairie-State Revival"...(there will be No Laughing now)... we propose the following Protocol...
 
     Beginning Next Year, All Cities & Towns in Illinois outside of Chicago, shall be expected to set up their own "Bare-
Hand Softball League".
 
     In return, All Chicagoans, whose Companies have a "Casual Dress Friday" shall be expected to turn up at Work in
Bib Overalls.
 
     Members of the Medical Profession may be excused if they turn to "Couture" for their Bibs...for a Patient in an
Examination Room seeing the Doc come in the Door in a Pair of Dickies may well imagine that ObamaCare has
delivered him or her into the Hands of "Large-Animal Veterinarians"...
 

 
     Like an 18-Wheeler stuck in Mud up to the Axles, the State of Illinois CAN be pulled out by Manpower alone...but
in this Case only by All of its Citizens, from Galena to Cairo...from Quincy to Danville...Citizens right down to the Age
of Six.
 
     The Choice for Illini is straightforward...either allow its Slide to continue & have all of its Farmland, as we see
today in Mali & Chad, taken over by Foreign Corporations...or by following the Protocols of "Prairie State
Revival"...which shall be outlined here & in the coming Weeks. 
 
     Job-Killing, environmentally Calamitous & geopolitically Reckless has been the decline of the American Population
engaged in Agriculture to less than One Per-Cent of the Total.
 
     Bringing this Percentage, in Illinois, into a more salubrious "Ten Percent-pushing-Twenty Percent", shall be the
carpeting of the Landscape in "Community Plantations".
 
     The Case of the Plantations of Chicago...a City without Outskirts, shall be the Subject of this Issue.
 
     This Operation shall be carried out under the Auspices of a newly-created "Chicago A&M University"...based at the
Chicago Botanic Gardens.
 
     Now Chicago consists of Seventy-Seven named Communities...
 
01 Rogers Park 21 Avondale 41 Hyde Park 61 New City
02 West Ridge 22 Logan Square 42 Woodlawn 62 West Elsdon
03 Uptown 23 Humboldt Park 43 South Shore 63 Gage Park
04 Lincoln Square 24 West Town 44 Chatham 64 Clearing
05 North Center 25 Austin 45 Avalon Park 65 West Lawn
06 Lake View 26 West Garfield Park 46 South Chicago 66 Chicago Lawn
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07 Lincoln Park 27 East Garfield Park 47 Burnside 67 West Englewood
08 Near North Side 28 Near West Side 48 Calumet Heights 68 Englewood
09 Edison Park 29 North Lawndale 49 Roseland 69 Greater Grand Crossing
10 Norwood Park 30 South Lawndale 50 Pullman 70 Ashburn
11 Jefferson Park 31 Lower West Side 51 South Deering 71 Auburn Gresham
12 Forest Glen 32 Loop 52 East Side 72 Beverly
13 North Park 33 Near South Side 53 West Pullman 73 Washington Heights
14 Albany Park 34 Armour Square 54 Riverdale 74 Mount Greenwood
15 Portage Park 35 Douglas 55 Hegewisch 75 Morgan Park
16 Irving Park 36 Oakland 56 Garfield Ridge 76 O'Hare
17 Dunning 37 Fuller Park 57 Archer Heights 77 Edgewater
18 Montclare 38 Grand Boulevard 58 Brighton Park
19 Belmont Cragin 39 Kenwood 59 McKinley Park
20 Hermosa 40 Washington Park 60 Bridgeport
 
 & each Community would have its own 160-Acre Plantation...each one Quarter of a Square-Mile, 640 Acre
"Section"...the Odd Community in the Seventy-Seven (as 4 does not go into 77) would be the Lincoln Park Plantation,
which would have a Square Mile of its Own...(about which more presently).
 
     Each Plantation would employ Two-hundred Citizens of the Community for Six Months of the Year.
 
     That would make 15,400 Summer Jobs
 
     The full range of Fruits, Veggies, & Livestock would be raised on these Plantations...with emphasis on Heirloom
Varieties of Crops & Classic Breeds of Livestock.
 
     Another Big Ticket Item on Every Plantation would be America's most-important Crop, grown, "Under License", as
it was during WWII as part of the War Effort,...Cannabis Sativa.
 
     It is easier to think of Things that Cannot be made from this remarkable Plant.
  
     With each Plantation pro-rated at $10 Million...the $770 Million needed would be raised from a Media Event that
would bring the biggest Ratings ever for C-Span.
 
     It would be a Demonstration, to all Americans, what a Job Stimulus Bill should look like...&...to add Excitement to
the Act...it would be played with Real Money...$770 Million.
 
     With the last Job Stimulus Bill, as we know...our President simply turned the Sum of $787 Billion over to a certain
ranking Member of the House of Representatives... 
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hoped for the best.
 
     This is not the Way FDR...
 

 
 
 would have done it.
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     FDR, today, would have announced his Figure...had it divided by Fifty...with each State getting its Share according
to its Population...& then invited the Governos of these States to come to Washington, one at a Time...& at a Hearing
before the Senators & Reps from his or her State made his Show & Tell on C-Span.
 
     The Final Result for each State would be published in a special Edition of "People Magazine"...so that all Citizens
could follow the Money.
 
     As a Demonstration of what this Protocol would look like, given Chicago's Share of the proposed $447 Billion
would be $3.9 Billion...the Mayor of Chicago would be invited to appear on a Sunday Night C-Span Special, to argue
the Case for $770 Million of that Sum, fro the creation of "Chicago A&M University" before the Congressional Reps of
the Windy City...namely Districts One, Two, Four, Five & Seven.
 
     In the Wake of this C-Span Special, it can be guaranteed that every Governor in the Country...knowing very well
what would be his or her Share of &447 Billion...would be champing at the Bit to appear on C-Span with his or her
own Show & Tell.    
     
     The Campus of "Chicago A&M University" would be an Archipelago of Twenty, One Square Miles
Campuses, established across Three Counties...Grundy, La Salle & Livingston... 
 

 
      The  Choice of Farmland to be purchased should be decided by both the Ag Department of the Chicago Federal
Reserve Bank...which knows more about Illinois Farmland than one might suspect...( & which, also, would be the
recipient of the Federal Money $770 Million)...& the Chancellor of the University.
 
     As First President of "Chicago A&M", we nominate, First Lady, Michelle Obama... 
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whose Initiatives on Food Security & Youth Fitness we regard as inspired & nothing less than Visionary. 
 
      For Chancellor, we nominate former Illinois State Comptroller, Dan Hynes...
 

 
who I know about only by Reputation. 
 
      Another possibility for Chancellor is Dan's Wife Dr. Christina Hynes, a Specialist in Physical Therapy...which could
come in handy at the Lincoln Park Plantation.
 
     I don't know Christina either except that she is Friends with one of my Sisters.
 
     (All right, she's a Cousin...but still)...
 
     Our First Lady's 1,700 Back Yard Garden...plus her "Let's Move" Campaign for Youth Fitness in my Book are both
Visionary & Landmark.  If they are not exactly "Famous"...like for example, the "Rural Beautification Campaign" of
Lady Bird Johnson, it's because they have remained in the 'Initiative" or "Beginning" Phase.
 
     That would change Big Time with the creation of "Chicago A&M University".
 
     Now there are Reasons why the First Lady would accept the Offer of the Presidency of "Chicago A&M"...& Reasons
why she might not.
 
     In Favor of Acceptance would be the Fact that the Floor of the White House (when I paid a visit some Years ago)
squeaks...& that there is too much Traffic outside.
 
     Also, there is Something palpably "Gamorrahish" about the Capital...which always made me happy to get back
Home.
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     On the Negative Side, "Barn-Owl Empire", the Newsletter nominating the First Lady as First President of "Chicago
A&M" makes no Secret about being an unreconstructed, "Stars & Bars" Publication...& as a Para-Political Party, is one
that will be endorsing a "Ron Paul-Dennis Kucinich" Ticket for 2012.
 
     Be that as it may, an fully-appointed Office for the First Lady, with a name Plaque on the Door would be kept
open at the Botanic Gardens, just in Case.
    
     The Square-Mile,  "Lincoln Park Campus", would be located on the Upper Vermillion River...
 
 

 
in Livingston County.
 
     Now the Vermilion, like the Nile, flows from South to North, making Livingston County...
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in this Regard, a veritable "Ethiopia".  
 
     160 Acres of the Lincoln Park Campus, as with the other Seventy-six Campuses, would be designated  "Plantation"
for the Employment of the Community of Lincoln Park, Chicago.
 
     The 480 remaining Acres would come under the Auspices of Lincoln Park Zoo... & would be dedicated as an
"Elephant & Rhino Refuge"...in this Regard, part of the global "Species Survival Program" in which most leading
Members of the Zoos & Aquarium Association are active.
 
     Two-hundred Veterans of Iraq & Afghanistan would be recruited from across Chicago to administer the Lincoln
Park Refuge
 
     Last Week I made a passing Remark about the Village of Dwight being in Need of Elephants..but Dwight does not
have the requisite River Bottom needed to keep the Elephants close to Home...& I don't think the Midwest is yet
ready for..."Hello, Animal Control...I'd like to report a Herd of Elephant in my Corn Field".
 
     As a one-Time Ranger & Officer in the Zambezi Valley, I would recommend a few Forest Elephants...  
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 (notable "Homies" who might turn up in Pontiac on Saturday Night...but only looking for a "Good Time")...to go along
with Savannah Elephants...Black Rhinos & White Rhinos.
 
     These, together, would up the "Lincoln Park on-the-Vermilion" Population...but, in passing, just a few Words about
Dwight...
 
     For those of you, who like myself, are of the Vietnam War Generation...the name "Diana Oughton" may well ring a
Bell...
 

From Teacher to Terrorist
The tragedy of Diana Oughton

by Cendra Lynn
posted 3/30/2010
Diana Oughton's death still makes no sense, even after forty years of pondering. She
was a bringer of light, of joy. Yet the FBI found the tip of her right little finger in the
rubble that was left of a Manhattan townhouse. How do you get a good fingerprint
from a dead pinkie? Where did the rest

 
 
 This is the Oughton Family Windmill in Dwight... 
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     the Oughtons having a few Bucks.  
 
     Diana was an anti-War Activist...not a Terrorist. 
 
     She is Ours...& we here in the Barn-Owl Empire, are not ones to leave our Honored Dead on the Battlefield.
 
     If 58,500 American's died defending one Imaginary People, the "South Vietnamese" from another Imaginary
People, the "North Vietnamese...& if young Diana Oughton died trying to put an End to this Calamity, it seems to me
that her Name should be added to the 58,500 Plus names on the  Vietnam Memorial Wall...
 

 
     To this End...&...in the Spirit of the "Great Prairie-State Revival", we call on the Illinois State Legislature, to
sponsor the Addition of the name "Diana Oughton" to the Vietnam Memorial Wall in Washington DC.
 
     More to come. 
 
Regards,
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David Yuhas

Boulder, Colorado  

 

  
 
 
 p.s.
 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXI-e8p1Adc&feature=related
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From: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Congress Finally Earns Its Pay 
Unlike years past, the budget debates in the House were vigorous and democratic, not stage
managed by the leadership of the majority party 
By Kimberley A. Strassel 

WALL STREET JOURNAL 

February 18, 2011 

http://onl ine.ws j.com/article/SB10001424052748704657704576150673159045188.html 

Washington and Lincoln- t hose birthday boys- ought to be smiling. 

The 112th House of Representat ives spent the week debat ing how to fund the rest of fiscal 2011. In 

sharp contrast to his recent predecessors, Speaker John Boehner is sticking to his vow to make the 

chamber more open and accountable. His committee chairmen having presented a base spending 

bill, M r. Boehner threw open the floor for ful l discussion. Some 600 amendments came pouring in. 

"Chaos," "a headache," "turmoil," "craziness," "confused," "wild," "uncontrolled" are just a few of 

the words the Washington press corps has used to describe the ensuing late-night debates. There's 

a far better word for what happened: democracy. It has been eons since the nation's elected 

representatives have had to study harder, debate w ith such earnestness, or commit themselves so 

publicly. Yes, it is messy. Yes, it is unpredictable. But as this Presidents Day approaches, it's a 

fabulous thing to behold. 

And about t ime. The Democrats' style of management - on ObamaCare, cap and trade, financial 

regulat ion, stimulus- was to secretly craft bills and ram through a vote, denying members a chance 

to read, to debate, to amend. They learned this from former Majority Leader Tom Del ay, who 

infamously micro- managed his GOP majority from 2003-2005. The House had become a place 
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where the leadership called all the shots and the majority saluted.
 
But this week the country witnessed the House coming together to argue over and exercise its
foremost responsibility: power over the purse. And from the look of the amendments, both sides
were eager to use that funding authority to put the Obama policy machine on notice.
 
There were amendments to prohibit funds for the mortgage-modification program (Darrell Issa, R.,
Calif.), for wasteful broadband grants (Jim Matheson, D., Utah), for further TSA full-body scanning
machines (Rush Holt, D., N.J.), for the salaries of State Department envoys tasked with shutting
Guantanamo Bay (Tim Huelskamp, R., Kan.). And amendments designed to cut off funding for IRS
agents enforcing ObamaCare.
 
Americans got to see what happens when members of Congress exercise their collective knowledge
of the federal government. Mr. Issa put forward amendments to prohibit the National Institutes of
Health from spending money studying the impact of yoga on hot flashes in menopausal women.
Minnesota Democrat Betty McCollum offered to strike funding for the Department of Defense to
sponsor Nascar race cars. Indiana Republican Todd Rokita proposed getting rid of money provided
for dissertation research under a 1970 Housing Act.
 
Neglected questions were once again asked. Should we get rid of federal funding for the arts?
Should the government be designating federal monuments? What’s the role of NASA? And Congress
finally got to air some dirty secrets.
 
One of this week’s more symbolically rich cuts came from Arizona’s Republican Jeff Flake, who won
an amendment erasing $34 million for the National Drug Intelligence Center in Johnstown, Pa. The
center, despite serving no real purpose, had been protected for decades, via earmarks, by the late
Defense appropriations chair John Murtha.
 
The nation witnessed Democrats—the members not in the majority—offer their own amendments,
a courtesy Speaker Nancy Pelosi never extended. In the main, that meant seeing that nothing much
has changed on that side of the aisle. Most Democratic amendments were to restore funds for even
the most minor GOP cuts. Texas’s Sheila Jackson Lee even went to the mat to continue funding for
those road signs bragging about the stimulus.
 
Remarkably, voters saw Republicans disagree vehemently with each other. Just as remarkably, the
world did not stop spinning. To the contrary, these arguments helped flesh out differences and
proved it is possible for gentlemen to have honest disagreements. Nowhere was this more clear
than in this week’s vote to defund a second (duplicative) engine for the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter. The
engine is being developed in a town near Mr. Boehner’s Ohio district, and the speaker is a
supporter. Yet 100 Republicans joined 123 Democrats (and Defense Secretary Robert Gates) to
oppose the second engine and save taxpayers $450 million this year and $3 billion in the long-run.
 
Mr. Boehner didn’t have to allow that vote. Mrs. Pelosi wouldn’t have. But in opening the House,
Mr. Boehner has done far more than put reform above his own priorities. This week’s exercise
forced members to read the underlying spending bill; to understand the implications of hundreds of
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amendments; to remain on the floor for debate; and to go on record with votes for which voters will
hold them accountable.
 
Some of these amendments are duplicates. Some weren’t heard. Some failed. Even those that pass
now must survive the Senate. But what isn’t in doubt is that Congress, this week, earned its pay.
Long may that last.
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Reed Downey 

WSJ.com - Opinion: Santorum and Freedom 

Thursday, March 08, 2012 2:21:26 PM 

"He's doing something right, and what one learned in Cuyahoga Falls, an Akron suburb, is that it 
doesn't have much to do with the famous Santorum controversies over social issues. It's about 
ObamaCare. And it's about the idea of freedom." WSJ 

reed 

llJ llJ 
* Please note, the sender's email address has not been verified. 
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From: 

To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Reed Downey 

WSJ.com - Opinion: ObamaCare"s Great Awakening 

Tuesday, February 07, 2012 10:42:09 PM 

The Affordable Care Act itself is ambiguous about what counts as a religious organization that 
deserves conscience protection. Like so much else in the rushed bill, this was left to administrative 
discretion. What the law does cement is the principle that the government will decide for 
everyone what "health care" must mean. The entire thrust of ObamaCare is to standardize 
benefits and how they must be paid for and provided, regardless of individual choices or 
ethical convictions. 

Thanks, Mr. President 

reed 

llJ llJ 
* Please note the sender's email address has not been verified. 

We have to pass the bill to learn what is in it! 
Nancy Pelosi 

Click the following to access the sent link: 
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From: 

To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Reed Downey 

WSJ.com - Opinion: Meet the ObamaCare Mandate Committee 

Thursday, February 16, 2012 9:53:34 AM 

No comment needed. 

reed 

Ii] 
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From: 

To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Reed Downey 

WSJ.com - Opinion: Kansas Voter Uprising 

Thu rsday, August 09, 2012 5:30:10 PM 

This is also being portrayed as a victory for the religious right, and there's no doubt that social 
conservatives are part of Mr. Brownback's coalition. But social conservatives have long battled cultural 
liberals for dominance in the Kansas GOP. The difference this time was voter angst, if not anger, over 
the limping economy, foot-dragging on tax cuts, and state Senate opposition to a state Health 
Freedom Act that rejected ObamaCare. 

reed 

Ii] 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Reed Downey 

WSJ.com - Opinion: Jenkins: ObamaCare-Upheld and Doomed 

Sunday, July 01, 2012 5:00:07 PM 

He may have meant: The chief justice's job is to get the court out of the way while the body politic still 
remains suspended between recognizing the unsustainabilty of the current welfare model and deciding 
what to do about it. 

This was always the fatal problem of ObamaCare. Reality could not have instructed President Obama 
more plainly: The last thing we needed, in a country staggering under deficits and debt, a sluggish 
economy and an unaffordable entitlement structure, was a new Rube Goldberg entitlement. The last 
thing we needed was ObamaCare. The nation and the times were asking Mr. Obama to reform health 
care, not to double-down on everything wrong with the current system. 

Even with this week's Court success, he fai led-and it's not as if there wasn't a deep well of policy 
understanding in Washington that he could have drawn on to take the country in a better direction. 
Regardless of any Supreme Court ruling, reality will pass its own judgment on the Affordable Care 
Act and it won't be favorable. 

reed 
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From: Reed Downey 

To : 
Subject: WSJ.com - Opinion: Evan Bayh: ObamaCare"s Tax Raid on Medical Devices 

Friday, September 28, 2012 11:22:05 AM Date : 
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Subject: WSJ.com - Opinion: Dav id Gamage: ObamaCare"s Costs to t he Working Class 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Reed Downey 

WSJ.com - Opinion: A Battle the President Can"t Win 
Saturday, February 04, 2012 3 :59:56 PM 

The president signed off on a Health and Human Services ruling that says that under ObamaCare, 
Catholic institutions-including charities, hospitals and schools-will be required by law, for the first 
time ever, to provide and pay for insurance coverage that includes contraceptives, abortion-inducing 
drugs and sterilization procedures. If they do not, they will face ruinous fines in the millions of dollars. 
Or they can always go out of business. 

FYI, 
reed 
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WSJ op-ed: IndiVidual Mandate is Bad Policy -- Health Policy Matters 
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View Online I Forward I Subscribe I Unsubscribe 

WSJ op-ed: Individual Mandate is Bad 
Policy 

By Grace-Marie Turner 

ObamaCare's individual mandate is the hot issue this week, 
with the voters of Ohio overwhelmingly approving a "Health 
Care Freedom" constitutional amendment and with two more 
steps toward a final Supreme Court ruling on the law. 

I have a commentary in The Wall Street Journal today on this 
issue, entitled "ObamaCare: Flawed Policy, Flawed Law:" 

Even if it were to survive the high court's 
judgment, the individual mandate would never 
work as the law's drafters intended. 

The Supreme Court is expected to meet 
Thursday to discuss whether to hear 
challenges to last year's Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act -- particularly concerning 
the constitutionality of the law's "individual 

mandate," which requires all Americans to have 
health insurance. With a split in appeals court 
rulings, including Tuesday's D.C. Circuit Court 
of Appeals decision upholding the mandate, it 
now seems clear the Supreme Court must 
weigh in. 

A poll taken this August by AP-National 

Constitution Center found that 82% of 
Americans say the federal government should 

not have the power to require Americans to buy 
health insurance. But what about the mandate 
as a matter of policy? 

The law would never work as the drafters 
intended ... ObamaCare's weak fines and 

enforcement provisions, coupled with the high 
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cost of the mandated insurance policy, will 
encourage millions of people to wait, pay the 
fine, and get insurance only when they need it. 

Read the full commentary below. 

When the people speak: The big election story of the night 
comes from Ohio where most news coverage focused on the 
unions' battle with Gov. Kasich over benefits and negotiating 
power. But the real news is that, despite an overwhelmingly 
pro-union turnout, Ohioans approved another measure on the 
ballot -- the Health Care Freedom Amendment -- by a two to 
one margin, 66 to 34%. 

It is a huge repudiation of the health law and the federal 
mandate to purchase health insurance. "ObamaCare has 
never been popular," said Independent Women's Voice (IWV) 
president and CEO Heather Higgins. 'The American people 
didn't want it before it was passed, they didn't want it when it 
was passed, and they haven't wanted it since it's been passed. 
The more people have learned what is in the bill - the more 
they've learned about the burdensome mandates, the tax 
increases, the bureaucracy and the government interference in 
the relationships between patients and their doctors -- the 
more they've rejected ObamaCare." 

IWV was very involved in educating Ohio voters about this 
issue and the importance of sending a clear signal to the 
Supreme Court that the American people reject the individual 
mandate. 

Last August, Missouri voters sent a similar message: 71 % 
percent approved a referendum rejecting the mandate. "My 
constituents told me they felt like their voices had been 
ignored and they wanted Washington to hear them," Jane 
Cunningham, a state senator and Republican who had 
pressed for a vote, said Tuesday night. "It looks to me like 
they just picked up a megaphone." 

And even former Democratic National Committee Chairman 
Howard Dean has admitted that "the American people aren't 
going to put up with a mandate." 

The people are speaking! Do the courts hear them? 

DC Disappointment: And we were very disappointed about 
the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals decision on Tuesday 
upholding the individual mandate. By two to one, the judges 
concluded that the mandate "certainly is an encroachment on 
individual liberty," but they justify their decision by saying "the 
health insurance market is a rather unique one." How's that for 
judicial guidance? 

The court also admitted the "limits are not apparent to us" 
about what "clear doctrinal principles" would limit 
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"congressional mandates that any American purchase any

product or service in interstate commerce."

You can bet that if the individual mandate for health insurance

is upheld, President Obama will press to force us all to

purchase long-term care insurance to save the CLASS Act.

That may be why he said he would veto any repeal legislation.

"To regulate complex, nationwide economic problems is to

necessarily deal in generalities," Senior Judge Laurence

Silberman wrote in the majority opinion for the DC Circuit. The

insurance mandate "certainly is an encroachment on individual

liberty, but it is no more so than a command that restaurants or

hotels are obliged to serve all customers regardless of race,

that gravely ill individuals cannot use a substance their doctors

described as the only effective palliative for excruciating pain,

or that a farmer cannot grow enough wheat to support his own

family."

David Rivkin, a lawyer who represented plaintiffs in the 11th

Circuit case, called Judge Silberman's opinion "unpersuasive

and almost flippant."

It's clear that only the U.S. Supreme Court can finally put the

brakes on the seemingly unlimited expansion of federal

powers under the Constitution's Commerce Clause. A judicial

repudiation of the individual mandate is essential to protecting

us from a federal police state.

back to top 

GALEN IN THE NEWS

ObamaCare: Flawed Policy, Flawed Law
Even if it were to survive the high court's judgment, the individual mandate would never
work as the law's drafters intended.

Grace-Marie Turner
The Wall Street Journal, 11/09/11

The Supreme Court is expected to meet Thursday to discuss whether to hear challenges to last year's

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act -- particularly concerning the constitutionality of the law's

"individual mandate," which requires all Americans to have health insurance. With a split in appeals court

rulings, including Tuesday's D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals decision upholding the mandate, it now seems

clear the Supreme Court must weigh in.

A poll taken this August by AP-National Constitution Center found that 82% of Americans say the

federal government should not have the power to require Americans to buy health insurance. But what

about the mandate as a matter of policy?

The law would never work as the drafters intended. The 11th Circuit Court of Appeals, which ruled

against the individual mandate in August, accurately described it as "toothless." The penalties -- $695 a

year or 2.5% of income once fully implemented in 2016 -- are too weak to induce people to sign up for

insurance policies that the Congressional Budget Office estimates could cost $20,000 a year for a family

of four.
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The mandate is also weak operationally because few believe that the federal government will have the

political will to actually seek out and penalize people who don't sign up for insurance.

Health insurers warned that provisions in the law requiring health plans to sell policies to anyone

anytime ("guaranteed issue") at artificial rates ("community rating") would drive up premium costs

dramatically unless the individual mandate were included in the law to require both the healthy and the

sick to purchase and maintain coverage.

But the mandate isn't enough to make the scheme work. ObamaCare's weak fines and enforcement

provisions, coupled with the high cost of the mandated insurance policy, will encourage millions of

people to wait, pay the fine, and get insurance only when they need it.

Many people who have insurance today will decide to go bare, exacerbating the disruption in the health

insurance marketplace. Massachusetts -- where Mitt Romney passed a scheme similar to ObamaCare --

is already seeing this phenomenon, with people purchasing health insurance when they anticipate high

medical costs, then dropping it when their treatment is done.

In defending ObamaCare, the Justice Department told U.S. District Judge Roger Vinson at least 14 times

in lower court arguments last year that the mandate was an "essential" part of the Act and that its

reforms cannot survive without it. The act itself says that "[I]f there were no [individual mandate], many

individuals would wait to purchase health insurance until  they needed care. . . . The [individual mandate]

is essential to creating effective insurance markets in which improved health insurance products that are

guaranteed issue and do not exclude coverage of pre-existing conditions can be sold."

Judge Vinson declared, in the Florida case in which 26 states are challenging the law, that the whole law

is unconstitutional because he was convinced by the administration's insistence that the individual

mandate was essential and the mandate was therefore not "severable." The 11th Circuit Court of

Appeals upheld him on the unconstitutionality of the individual mandate but not on severability.

Meanwhile, ObamaCare is steaming toward implementation in 2014, with more than 10,000 pages of

regulations already issued. Each week, there is new evidence that none of the major promises the law's

backers made to the American people to argue for its passage is holding true.

The law already is increasing costs for workers and taxpayers. Millions of people will lose the coverage

they have now. Its massive new entitlement spending will blow apart any efforts to trim the federal deficit.

And states are rebelling against implementing its coverage expansions.

The failure of the law's long-term care program -- the Community Living Assistance Services and

Support Act, or Class Act -- is a precursor of the demise of ObamaCare. The administration pulled the

plug on implementing the Class Act in an acknowledgment that it couldn't make it work without

mandating that everyone purchase the coverage and with employers compelled to collect premiums.

Republicans should be doing everything they can to explain their proposals: a better set of incentives

that will encourage -- not require -- people to purchase health insurance by offering targeted assistance

and creating a broader, more competitive marketplace where consumers can purchase affordable,

portable health insurance of their choice.

back to top 
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Alex Gerszewski; Kaleb Bennett; Craig Perry
Subject: WSJ oped on exchanges
Date: Tuesday, April 19, 2011 9:54:19 AM

 
ObamaCare Opt Out
 
It's not often that states turn their back on money from Washington, but at least two states may say
no thanks to federal grants to implement the new federal health-care law.
 
In February the federal Department of Health and Human Services selected seven states to get $240
million in demonstration grants this year to kick start the health-care plan. But Oklahoma Governor
Mary Fallin announced last week that the Sooner State will decline $54.6 million from the feds to
establish new insurance exchanges.
 
And as early as this week the New Hampshire state house is expected to pass a bill rejecting
$666,000 the feds bequeathed to that state to start up exchanges. Two other grant recipients—
Kansas and Wisconsin—may also turn down the funds as well as request Medicaid waivers to design
their own health-care law for low-income residents.
 
Oklahoma faces a $500 million budget shortfall and at first accepted the federal health dollars. But
Oklahoma citizens approved a ballot initiative last year to block implementation of the new law and
its nearly 2,000 pages of rules and mandates. Oklahoma is also among the nearly 30 states that have
filed a lawsuit challenging the law's constitutionality. State officials fear that taking even one dollar
of the money would run the risk of the federal government running health care in Oklahoma.
 
So now the Sooners are devising their own insurance plan to comply with the ObamaCare mandate
that every state create an insurance exchange by 2013. The Oklahoma plan is to create an insurance
"network" that would increase portability of private employer health plans, increase the range of
choices of insurance coverage (including high deductible health-savings account plans), allow
workers and small employers to use pre-tax dollars for health coverage, and subsidize the uninsured
to purchase an insurance plan. "We think that by relying on markets, we can do this at a much lower
cost to the state than the ObamaCare plan," Governor Fallin says.
 
Republicans who control both houses in the New Hampshire legislature have reached the same
conclusion. House Speaker William O'Brien wants to return the federal money to lower the federal
deficit. That's popular in the first Presidential primary state, where polls are finding that voters
disapprove of the law by nearly a two to one margin.
 
Democratic Governor John Lynch who may veto the bill, but the political trend shows that the
President's health reform is not getting any more popular with age, despite Democratic and media
predictions. The states are concluding that the more they get to know about ObamaCare, the less
they think they can afford it.
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______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: $1.51 of (Spare) Change You Can Believe In
Date: Thursday, July 26, 2012 11:59:56 AM
Attachments: ObamaCare Rebate.pdf

Next week the Administration will likely attempt to trumpet the medical loss rebates that some
insurers must send out by August 1.  Some of these rebate checks are already arriving in the mail –
in fact, we have one of them attached (with personal information redacted).  The amount of the
check?
 

A whopping one dollar and 51 cents.
 
The attachment has further information demonstrating the absurdities of this latest Obamacare
flop.  After the requisite propaganda message (“This rebate is required by the Affordable Care Act –
the health reform law,”) the mailer goes on to add these helpful questions and answers:
 

Q.  What do I do with the rebate?
A.  Cash or deposit it.  You have the choice of how to use the rebate…

 
I can hear champagne corks popping all across America right now.  A whole one dollar and 51 cents
people can use to splurge on themselves – hope you don’t spend it all in one place!  Of course, if
someone in Washington has to go to the bank to cash the check, they won’t be able to afford the
$1.80 Metrobus fare to do so – but that’s just a minor detail.  The mailer goes on:
 

Q.  Do I need to pay taxes on the rebate amount?
A.  Please consult your tax advisor, as situations vary.

 
Here again, people have a choice: They can either call their accountants and pay $50 (or more) to
figure out whether or not they need to pay taxes on a $1.51 check – or they can take a chance, and
hope the thousands of new IRS employees implementing Obamacare won’t decide to audit their tax
returns next year.
 
Candidate Obama promised the American people change they could believe in – a premium cut of
$2,500 per family per year.  Now Obamacare is giving people six quarters of spare pocket change, in
a vain attempt to hide the fact that the law is actually raising premiums by thousands of dollars.  No
wonder it’s a law the American people don’t believe in.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare Written in Secret, Implemented in Secret
Date: Monday, August 06, 2012 2:06:08 PM

A feature article in yesterday’s New York Times profiled Obama Administration efforts to create a
federal Obamacare exchange.  The article explores the massive secrecy behind the federal Exchange,
and contrasts the transparency requirements imposed on state-based Exchanges with the non-
transparency of HHS officials creating a federal Exchange:

Mr. Hash, the director of the federal Office of Health Reform, said the federal exchanges
“will operate essentially in the same manner as the state-based exchanges.”  However, they
differ in a significant way.  States have done their work in public, but planning for the
federal exchanges has been done almost entirely behind closed doors….
The 2010 health care law says that if a state runs its own exchange, it must “consult with
stakeholders,” including consumers and small businesses.  Subsequent rules go further,
requiring states to consult health care providers, insurers, agents and brokers.  Kathleen
Sebelius, the secretary of health and human services, has repeatedly emphasized that
“states have to meet a standard of transparency and accountability.”  A state exchange must
have “a clearly defined governing board,” and the board must hold regular public meetings.
States as diverse as California, Minnesota, Mississippi and Nevada have Web sites where
they post documents laying the groundwork for exchanges.  The documents include minutes
of public meetings, cost estimates and information about contracts for goods and services.
By contrast, federal officials have disclosed little about their plans, are vague about the
financing of the federal exchanges and have refused even to divulge the “request for
proposals” circulated to advertising agencies.  The federal government requires a state
exchange to develop a budget, with “expected operating costs, revenues and expenditures.”
 States must explain how the revenue will be generated and how the exchange will address
“any financial deficits.”  Administration officials have not set forth a budget for the federal
exchanges.  They said they intended to charge “user fees” to the participating health
insurance plans, but it is unclear whether the fees are subject to approval by Congress or
whether insurers could pass the costs on to consumers.

Because the Obama Administration is once again using a “Do as I Say, Not as I Do” mentality with
respect to transparency – imposing requirements on states that the federal government itself
refuses to follow – business owners told the Times that “nobody has any idea what the federal
exchange will look like.”  This lack of transparency increases uncertainty for businesses, states, and
individuals, which will only make the law that much less effective.
 
Candidate Obama said he would televise all health care negotiations on C-SPAN, but the process
leading up to Obamacare was plagued with notorious backroom deals.  Unfortunately, yesterday’s
New York Times story highlights how, after using backroom deals to create Obamacare, the
Administration is once again retreating behind closed doors to implement the 2700-page law.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Peter Orszag Wants Bureaucrats, NOT Patients, In Charge
Date: Wednesday, May 30, 2012 1:08:00 PM

Writing in his weekly Bloomberg column this morning, former Obama Administration Budget
Director Peter Orszag criticizes Republican efforts to cap spending as a way to reverse skyrocketing
federal budget deficits.  In so doing, he cites one element of the 1997 Balanced Budget Act, signed
by President Clinton, that has vexed the health sector for years:

A good illustration of how to do future deficit reduction the wrong way is the Sustainable
Growth Rate formula for Medicare, which was enacted in 1997 to constrain payments to
doctors.  The SGR places a broad cap on payments without addressing any of the reasons
those payments are increasing.  If the cap is exceeded, payments are supposed to be simply
cut across the board.  It’s much easier to slap a cap on spending than to get into the weeds
of making policy changes to constrain that spending.  It generally doesn’t work, though. 

 
Some may view Orszag’s criticisms of the sustainable growth rate as a bit rich, as Orszag himself was
one of the prime architects of the effort to create a new “super SGR” as part of Obamacare.  Thanks
to Orszag, Obamacare established the Independent Payment Advisory Board, a board of 15
unelected and unaccountable bureaucrats empowered to make binding rulings reducing Medicare
spending.  And while the SGR applies only to Medicare physician payments, IPAB will enforce a new
spending cap that will apply to ALL Medicare spending.
 
Orszag goes on to criticize the House Republican budget for implementing a premium support
system for Medicare – even though premium support payments will rise by the same level as
Medicare spending under Obamacare.  Why the different stance?  Because in Orszag’s view, the
Republican plan doesn’t “get into the weeds of making policy changes to constrain” spending; in his
view, policy makers must “make specific adjustments in the health care payment system to
constrain costs.”
 
In other words, Orszag wants policy makers – read: “government bureaucrats” – to micro-manage
the health care system, because he thinks that will control costs.  Giving patients the tools to
control their own health care is a concept foreign to Orszag, and one he effectively criticizes in the
article.  It’s yet more evidence of the dividing line between two philosophies of government that
evidenced itself during the debate over Obamacare – one side wants patients in charge, while the
other side is on the side of government.
 
Posted to the Freedom on Call blog here.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] How 13.5 Million People Could Lose Their Current Coverage
Date: Wednesday, May 30, 2012 10:41:33 AM

America’s Health Insurance Plans is out this morning with its annual survey of Health Savings
Account (HSA) eligible insurance plans.  The survey finds that as of this January, 13.5 million
Americans are enrolled in insurance plans compatible with HSAs – an increase of more than 18%
compared to January 2011.  What’s more, enrollment remains evenly distributed along age and
gender lines, disproving the notion that HSA insurance policies favor the young and healthy.  And
the survey also demonstrates that most HSA plan holders have access to tools, including price and
quality data, that can make them better consumers of health care.
 
Unfortunately, Obamacare could quickly change all these positive developments.  Several provisions
in the law, and accompanying regulations, will move health coverage in the exact opposite direction,
by restricting access to HSAs and consumer-driven plans:
 

1. Obamacare’s essential health benefits package contains new restrictions on deductibles and
cost-sharing, which will prevent at least some current HSA plans from being offered. 

2. Obamacare’s medical loss ratio regulations also impose new restrictions that studies show will
hit HSA plans particularly hard, and could force individuals to change their current form of
coverage.

3. The Obamacare statute does not specify that cash contributions made to an HSA will be
counted towards the new federal actuarial value standards.  And a February bulletin released
by HHS in advance of upcoming rulemaking indicates that under the Administration’s
approach, not all contributions into an HSA will count towards the new minimum federal
standards – meaning some HSA policies will not be considered “government-approved.”

4. The law also includes several new tax increases related specifically to HSAs and to consumer-
directed health plans in general, several of which have already sparked controversy – and all
of which violate the President’s “firm pledge” not to raise taxes on middle-class families.

 
Both individually and collectively, these provisions in Obamacare will have the effect of limiting
access to new and innovative consumer-directed health plans like Health Savings Accounts.  Even as
today’s study confirms that HSAs are gaining more followers, Obamacare’s looming threat means
millions of Americans could lose access to these innovative and popular plans.
 
Posted to the Freedom on Call blog here.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] It"s About Propaganda. And Campaigning.
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2012 3:32:25 PM

HHS this afternoon released another mass e-mail, entitled “It’s About Louisa,” pasted below.  The e-
mail – which highlights the supposed value of Obamacare’s small business tax credit – claims it is
part of “an initiative to educate Americans about new programs, benefits, and rights under the
health care law.”
 
This e-mail raises several obvious concerns:
 

1.        This week’s GAO report on the small business tax credit – which includes quotes from
business owners who didn’t claim the credit because it was too small, and too bureaucratic,
to make a difference for their struggling firm – concluded the program was generally
ineffective and cumbersome.  Will the Administration also “educate” people that a non-
partisan watchdog agency concluded this “benefit” of the law was not particularly helpful to
small businesses?
 

2.        Coming on the heels of Monday’s news that Porter Novelli received a new $20 million
contract to promote Obamacare, it appears these “educational” efforts – at a time when the
federal government faces trillion-dollar deficits – are curiously timed to publicize Obamacare
while the President is running for re-election.  (Related question: How many of these
“educational” campaigns will remain in place AFTER November 6…?)

 
3.        If HHS wants to “educate Americans” about the new “benefits” of the law, does the

Administration also plan to “educate” Americans about the new tax increases under
Obamacare?  For instance, will the IRS be writing homeowners to tell them they could owe
new taxes on the sale of their homes once Obamacare’s latest round of tax increases takes
effect in January?

 
Also of note, as part of this “educational” campaign, HHS is promoting a new “MyCare” hashtag
on Twitter.  Which could result in many tweets such as these:
 

·         #MyCare is more expensive, because premiums haven’t gone down like #Obama promised. 
http://bit.ly/GLMlmL

·         I lost #MyCare, because I couldn’t keep my plan under @hhsgov regulations. 
http://1.usa.gov/fSVgrZ

·         Raising taxes $500 billion won’t help #MyCare – it will just kill jobs.  http://bit.ly/hEFA3l
·         As a senior, #MyCare will get worse – because #Obama raided Medicare to fund

#Obamacare.  http://bit.ly/vs5egX
 
Tweets and e-mails aside, one simple fact remains:  On Obamacare, regardless of what the
Administration is selling, the American people ain’t buying.
 
Chris Jacobs
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Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
 
From: U.S. Dept. of Health & Human Services [mailto:subscriptions@hhs.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2012 3:13 PM
To: 
Subject: It's about people like Louisa
 

Meet Louisa M. in Palm Beach, FL 

Featuring people like Louisa, who benefits from the Small Business Tax Credit, MyCare is an
initiative to educate Americans about new programs, benefits, and rights under the health
care law. 

MyCare: Louisa M. in Palm Beach, FL

Learn more at www.healthcare.gov/mycare/ 

Learn more about Louisa's Story

"If it wasn’t for the Affordable Care Act, we would not be talking about a tax credit." -Louisa
M.

Read the Blog: Louisa-Care: Making Health Insurance More Affordable for Small Businesses

Use this button to share this message with others: 

You are subscribed to HHS.gov Homepage Updates for U.S. Dept. of Health & Human Services. For
more information, visit HHS.gov.
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare"s Bait-and-Switch on Premiums -- And Keeping

Your Coverage
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2012 4:01:31 PM

The journal Health Affairs is out this afternoon with a new study (subscription required) comparing
health insurance currently offered in the individual market with the new federally-imposed
requirements under Obamacare.  The study concluded that, when it comes to the individual market,
nearly half of all policies currently being sold are not “Obamacare-compliant” – that is, they do
not meet the new standards imposed by federal bureaucrats for all health insurance under
Obamacare.
 
There are two obvious implications from this study.  First, it again confirms the fact that individuals
will NOT be able to keep their existing health insurance.  The study itself admitted that “individual
insurance coverage does not meet [Obamacare’s] Exchange standards for the majority of covered
lives.”  And while Democrats may claim that individuals can keep their prior coverage, even liberals
like Tim Jost have admitted that “eventually, if the [law] remains in effect, grandfathered [i.e., pre-
Obamacare] plans will disappear.”
 
Second, premiums will skyrocket due to these new federally-imposed mandates.  The Congressional
Budget Office previously concluded that Obamacare will RAISE individual market insurance
premiums by an average of $2,100 per family.  Richer benefit packages would raise premiums by 27
to 30 percent – and these increases will be due in part to “the minimum level of coverage (and
related requirements) specified in” the bill.  In other words, people will be paying more for health
insurance because federal bureaucrats have told them their coverage is not “Obamacare-
compliant.”
 
Recall that candidate Obama promised repeatedly that premiums would go DOWN by $2,500 per
family under his plan, and that “you will not have to change plans.  For those who have insurance
now, nothing will change under the Obama plan – except that you will pay less.”  Today’s survey
again illustrates how Obamacare has inflicted a massive “bait-and-switch” on the American
people – who will be paying higher, not lower, premiums for new government-mandated
benefits under the guise of health “reform.”
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Liberals" Latest Attempt to Resuscitate Obamacare
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2012 1:08:41 PM

Last week, the liberal messaging group Herndon Alliance released a series of talking points and poll
results that are intended to make Obamacare more palatable (or perhaps less un-palatable) to
voters.  The full memo can be found here, but it’s interesting to highlight some of the arguments and
spin that supporters of the law are resorting to in an attempt to generate public support:
 

Medicare:  The memo encourages liberals to claim the law “cuts waste from Medicare.” 
Above and beyond Nancy Pelosi’s stunning admission last year that Democrats “took a half a
trillion dollars out of Medicare in [Obamacare], the health care bill” to pay for more federal
spending, the fact remains that, according to the non-partisan Medicare actuary, the law will
cause 40 percent of hospitals and medical providers to become unprofitable in the long term. 
Do liberals really want to claim that driving up to 40 percent of all medical providers out of
business constitutes cutting “waste?”

 
Federal Spending:  The memo notes that “it wasn’t the individual mandate or higher
premiums that raised the most concern, but rather that the law would burden taxpayers and
the nation’s budget with another trillion dollars of government spending.”  Unfortunately for
the law’s supporters, in reality Obamacare doesn’t spend just $1 trillion; it spends $2.5
trillion in its first ten years alone.  And even Democrats have admitted as much.

 
Giveaways to Insurers:  The memo claims that the law “holds insurance companies
accountable,” and that “opponents of the law are siding with the insurance companies that
donate to their campaigns.  Some may find this claim a bit rich – $1 trillion rich, in fact – since
a Bloomberg study released last week found that insurers stand to gain $1 trillion in new
revenue thanks to Obamacare.  

 
Ending Medicare:  The memo attempts to inoculate the law from attacks by claiming that
Republicans would “end Medicare as we know it.”  In reality, Medicare is ending Medicare as
we know it; the President’s then-Chief of Staff, Bill Daley, said in July that Medicare “will run
out of money in five years if we don’t do something.”  And it’s Obamacare that created a
new board of unelected and unaccountable bureaucrats empowered to make binding rulings
on how to reduce Medicare spending.

 
IPAB:  The memo attempts to frame the law’s Independent Payment Advisory Board – 15
bureaucrats given the reins over Medicare spending – as a “taxpayer protection board.” 
Well, if that’s the case, why hasn’t President Obama nominated anyone to the IPAB – does
he not want to protect taxpayers?  What is the Administration trying to hide during the
President’s re-election campaign?

 
Tax Credits:  The memo claims that “the law will give small businesses more control by giving
them tax credits to help them purchase insurance.”  But that’s not what the non-partisan
Government Accountability Office concluded just this week – it said Obamacare was giving
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small businesses bureaucratic headaches, because the tax credits were so paltry and difficult
to claim that most firms decided it wasn’t worth the hassle.

 
Members of Congress:  The memo claims that the law “requires that Members of Congress
get their health care coverage from the same plans as millions of Americans.”  But according
to the Medicare actuary, most of the growth in insurance coverage under the law will come
from an expansion of Medicaid.  And that program is so bad that not a single Democrat
voted to place themselves in Medicaid when given an opportunity to do so back in 2010.

 
That said, the memo does include a few gems of candor.  It admits that “most polling shows that
voters are much more likely to believe that [Obamacare] will increase healthcare costs rather than
lower them.” (File that under “No Kidding.”)  And then there’s this paragraph on the individual
mandate:
 

Although the individual mandate is certainly opposed by voters, our research shows that it is
less of a concern to them than other aspects of the law, such as the trillion dollar price tag,
the potential for higher premiums and the cuts to Medicare.  That said, the individual
mandate was the one aspect of [Obamacare] where none of our responses outperformed
the attack.  While the mandate may not be driving concern over the [law], voters clearly
have a hard time being persuaded of its merits.

 
As we’ve previously noted, some may find these continued attempts to muster enthusiasm for an
unpopular law an exercise in futility.  The fact that supporters of the law have been forced to rely on
stale arguments so easily rebutted demonstrates that it’s not the messaging that’s the problem with
Obamacare – it’s the law the left is trying to message.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obama vs. Pelosi on Medicare
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2012 11:50:15 AM

The Washington Post reported this morning that the President’s re-election campaign has come out
with two new advertisements.  One, entitled “Personal,” talks about “protecting [seniors’] Medicare”
by cracking down on fraud.  But there’s one big catch: The anti-fraud savings will be more than
outmatched by the trillions of dollars in spending on Obamacare’s new entitlements.
 
Before making claims about protecting Medicare, perhaps the President’s team should have talked
to Nancy Pelosi first.  Because in November, she admitted that Democrats “took a half a trillion
dollars out of Medicare in [Obamacare], the health care bill” to pay for more federal spending.  The
Congressional Budget Office agrees; that’s why the CBO said that the Medicare reductions in
Obamacare “will not enhance the ability of the government to pay for future Medicare benefits” –
because those savings will be used to fund other unsustainable entitlements. 
 
Using Medicare savings to fund new federal spending isn’t protecting Medicare; it’s growing
government, and undermining the sustainability of Medicare in the process.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Taxpayers Funding More Obamacare Insanity
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 4:01:43 PM

In the past day, much has been made about the news that the Administration has engaged a PR firm
with a $20 million contract designed to promote Obamacare’s preventive “benefits.”  However, the
story that, at a time of trillion-dollar deficits, HHS would use additional dollars to promote their
unpopular health care law is not new.  After all, this Administration has spent taxpayers’ money on:
 

$26 million in grants to Ogilvy Public Relations included in the “stimulus” to establish a
“Publicity Center.”
$18 million to send a mailing to seniors purportedly touting the “benefits” of Obamacare to
seniors.  The Government Accountability Office found that the mailer – which was NOT
reviewed or approved by the non-partisan Medicare actuary for its accuracy – “overstates
some of [the law’s] benefits” and “presents a picture of [the law] that is not universally
shared.”
$3 million in taxpayer funds to run an ad campaign in which Andy Griffith took on the role of
“pitching President Barack Obama’s health care law to seniors.”  The non-partisan
factcheck.org concluded that the ads used “weasel words” to mislead seniors about the
impact of the health care law.
Millions more in taxpayer funds to fund 4 million postcards promoting Obamacare’s small
business tax credit – which a GAO report released yesterday said was ineffective and
infrequently used.
Contracts to establish a program promoting the CLASS Act – contracts published even after
Secretary Sebelius admitted the CLASS Act was “totally unsustainable,” but before HHS
decided not to implement the program.

 
Given this record, one need only add two additional points.  The first is the trend line for
Obamacare’s (un)popularity as the Administration continued to roll out these publicity initiatives. 
The second is the definition of insanity attributed to Albert Einstein – doing the same thing over and
over again and expecting a different result.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Another Way Obamacare Will Raise Costs
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 2:51:12 PM

Yesterday a health care institute released its first analysis of a newly created database featuring
claims information provided by several private insurers.  The report found that from 2009 to 2010,
health costs rose by 3.3 percent, even though actual utilization declined for many health care
services.  The reason for this seeming anomaly?  Price levels charged by medical providers rose –
meaning individuals paid more to receive the same, or in some cases less, medical services.
 
This development is particularly troubling, given that Obamacare has raised concerns that
consolidation among medical providers will encourage powerful hospitals and physician groups to
charge patients and insurers more – thus raising costs rather than lowering them through better
coordination of care.  A New York Times article from late 2010 noted that “consumer advocates fear
that the health care law could worsen some of the very problems it was meant to solve,” as a
“growing frenzy of mergers involving hospitals, clinics, and doctor groups” could prompt providers to
raise their prices after establishing a dominant market position.
 
Other studies have confirmed these anecdotal results.  One analysis released last November found
that “the integration of hospitals and physicians into the accountable care organizations encouraged
by [Obamacare] is expected to accelerate provider consolidation in local markets.”  And the result of
that consolidation?  “Hospitals in concentrated markets charge significantly higher prices to private
payers than do their peers in more competitive markets.  Furthermore, these prices are significantly
above their direct costs of providing care.”  For instance, prices for angioplasty procedures were
nearly 50% higher in consolidated (i.e., non-competitive) markets than in competitive markets.
 
Of course, some conservatives argue that a move away from third-party payment, and moves to
make patients more aware of and sensitive to the price of health care services, would mitigate
against potential adverse effects coming from provider consolidation.  But Obamacare reduces these
consumer-oriented incentives – it further entrenches the third-party payment system, and the law’s
individual mandate, coupled with the restrictions placed on government-defined insurance, will
discourage rather than encourage individuals to take control of their own health care.  It’s one more
reason why reports like the analysis issued yesterday – showing patients are paying more but
getting less – could become par for the course in a health care system governed by Obamacare.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare "Not Worth It" for Small Businesses
Date: Monday, May 21, 2012 4:22:51 PM

The Government Accountability Office released a report today regarding Obamacare’s small
business tax credit, and the results were not encouraging.  GAO found that both the number of firms
claiming the credit and the total amount of credits issued were much lower than expected.  What’s
more, only about one in six of the firms that did received the credit were actually eligible for the full
credit percentage.  The report noted that “small employers do not likely view the credit as a big
enough incentive to begin offering health insurance.”
 
In addition, the GAO report found that bureaucracy was deterring firms from applying for the small
business credit, particularly given that the credit itself was “insubstantial” for most firms.  The report
notes that claiming the credit requires “15 calculations, 11 of which are based on seven
worksheets, some of which request multiple columns of information.”  Furthermore, “tax
preparers told us it could take their clients from 2 to 8 hours or possibly longer to gather the
necessary information to calculate the credit and that the tax preparers spent, in general, 3 to 5
hours calculating the credit.”  All of which raises an obvious question: What small business owner
wants to – or is even able to – spend a full working day gathering paperwork to claim a credit that
may amount to a few thousand dollars at best?
 
Quotes from interviews GAO conducted with small business owners and tax preparers present a
devastating indictment about the credit’s ineffective and bureaucratic nature:

“People get excited that they’re eligible and then they do the calculations and it’s like the
bottom just falls out of it [i.e., the credit] and it’s not really there.  It’s almost like a wish that
they might get it and then they do the calculations and it’s not worth it for them.”
 
“Any credit that needs a form that takes 25 lines and seven worksheets to build those 25
lines is too complicated.”
 
Business owners “are trying to run their businesses and operate and make a profit, and
when you tell them they need to take 2, 3, 4 hours to gather this information, they just
shake their head and say, ‘No, I’m not going to do it.’”

 
There’s one obvious answer to this GAO report: We told you so.  Republicans have pointed out the
credit's administrative complexities since the law passed – and as recently as earlier this month.  The
sad part is, the bureaucratic, ineffective, top-down nature of Obamacare’s small business credit is
but a microcosm of the 2700-page law, which continues to inflict its damage on the health care
system and the American economy as a whole.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Liberals Preparing Obamacare Agitprop
Date: Monday, May 21, 2012 3:22:47 PM

Even as Democrat Members of Congress don’t want to talk about Obamacare, outside liberal groups
are discussing how to support the law through an “agitational tone.”  Late last week, the website
Buzzfeed obtained a document, drafted by Health Care for America Now, outlining potential
strategies for responding to a Supreme Court ruling on Obamacare.  The memo includes possible
venues for rapid-response events following the ruling – a Planned Parenthood clinic is one
suggested location – and notes that “the final messaging will be either celebratory or agitational in
tone depending upon the result, but we will need to have both versions prepared to go.”  (And no,
I’m not making this up – you CAN’T make this up.)  The memo goes on to discuss events “like a ‘honk
and wave’ or a Burma shave,”* and notes that “waiting longer to orchestrate events diminishes the
urgency of our message.”  Remember, these liberal groups “orchestrat[ing] events” with an
“agitational tone” in support of Obamacare are the same ones who three years ago decried the
protests against Obamacare as being fake, orchestrated, and mean-spirited.
 
Nevertheless, in a spirit of bipartisan comity, we’ve put together some additional suggestions on
groups and speakers that the professional left could ask to speak in support of Obamacare:
 

Individuals who can’t wait to be compelled to buy a product for the first time in our nation’s
history; these folks will be easy to find, as Obamacare’s individual mandate is overwhelmingly
popular with the American public (just like the entire law).  Also a great visual: The
government bureaucrats who will be determining what insurance all Americans will be forced
to buy.
All the Americans who have been able to keep their health insurance, just like candidate
Obama promised.  Because it’s not like the Administration has needed to give out waivers to
union members or senior citizens while attempting to hide a broken promise, stifle
dislocation, and quash political dissent as the President runs for re-election.
Members of the public whose faith in government was restored by the transparent process
leading up to Obamacare, with all the negotiations on C-SPAN and none of the secret “rock-
solid deals” and backroom shenanigans that candidate Obama said he wanted to rid from
American politics once and for all.
Last but certainly not least, the best endorsers of Obamacare will be the tens of millions of
Americans who saw their premiums being cut by $2,500 per family, just like candidate Obama
promised.

 
Oh, wait…
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
 
* This latter allusion, from a 1940s facial care product, was likely inserted in the memo to highlight
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President Obama’s appeal to younger voters.
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Democrats Afraid of Obamacare"s Shadow
Date: Monday, May 21, 2012 1:53:21 PM

Politico reported late last week that Finance Committee Chairman Baucus will not schedule a
confirmation hearing for Acting CMS Administrator Marilyn Tavenner.  The article provided some
hint as to the reasoning behind the Chairman’s position: “If she [Tavenner] did have a hearing, it
would likely be dominated by controversial health reform politics.”  In other words, Chairman
Baucus and Democrats are shelving confirmation proceedings for a major Administration post –
again – because they don’t want to talk about Obamacare.
 
As noted above, this isn’t the first time that Democrats have attempted to avoid debating the
controversial health care law.  With respect to Tavenner’s predecessor, Donald Berwick, Chairman
Baucus could also have called a confirmation hearing any time he liked, but chose not to do so.
 Even as liberals alleged that “Republicans refuse[d] to even have [sic] a hearing” about Dr. Berwick,
the fact remains that Republicans have no power to block the Senate Finance Committee from
moving forward – on Berwick’s nomination, Tavenner’s nomination, or any other nomination.
 
Much as the White House may want to blame Republican obstruction for the delays in confirming a
CMS Administrator, the Administration should take a closer look in the mirror at its own party’s
actions.  While the White House alleged that Dr. Berwick’s nomination was blocked because
senators “put political interests above the best interests of the American people,” it was Democrats
who did not want to call a hearing, and were afraid to discuss either Berwick or Obamacare at any
point during the second half of 2010, their huge Senate majorities notwithstanding.  Moreover,
according to key Democrat staffers, the Administration wanted to appoint a CMS Administrator in
2009, but decided not to, perhaps because it did not want to tell the American people who would
actually implement Obamacare prior to its enactment. 
 
Some may find the irony that even as the Administration attempts to sell the unpopular law to the
American people, Democrats in Congress appear to have settled on a “Don’t Mention the War”
strategy towards the 2700-page legislative behemoth.  Regardless, the net effect will be that
unconfirmed bureaucrats have been given control over every American’s health insurance, and a
budget larger than the Pentagon’s, for four years without so much as a cursory hearing.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Friday Report Demonstrates Need for Medicare Reform

NOW
Date: Monday, May 21, 2012 11:18:47 AM

On Friday, the Medicare office of the actuary released its alternative scenario to last month’s official
trustees report.  The alternative scenario has been released every year since Obamacare was
enacted in 2010.  According to the non-partisan actuary, the alternative scenario presents a more
realistic projection of future Medicare spending levels because several key provisions in current law
are not likely to be implemented – notably the 31 percent reduction in Medicare physician fees
scheduled to take effect in January, and many of the major spending reductions in Obamacare,
which the actuary (and most independent experts he consulted with) believes cannot be sustained
over the long term.
 
As in prior years, the alternative scenario demonstrates how low payment levels will fall if
Obamacare’s scheduled payment reductions take effect.  As many as 40 percent of all providers will
become unprofitable by 2050, causing them to go out of business or stop treating Medicare
patients.  And Medicare payment rates will plummet to about one-third the levels provided by
private health insurance – levels so low they would likely convert Medicare into a second-tier form
of health insurance with poor access to care.
 
This year’s alternative scenario includes a new section highlighting the unrealistic nature of the
spending reductions called for by Obamacare’s Independent Payment Advisory Board (IPAB).  The
IPAB is a board of unelected and unaccountable bureaucrats empowered to make binding rulings on
how to keep Medicare spending below arbitrary, pre-set levels.  The actuary’s report indicates that
imposing the IPAB’s scheduled cost reductions “would be quite challenging” – suggesting that
this board could impose arbitrary cuts impeding access to care.
 
As noted in the chart below, Medicare’s 75-year shortfall is nearly 40 percent greater under the
alternative scenario – $36.9 trillion, versus $26.4 trillion under a current-law model.  Under the
alternative scenario, by 2080 Medicare alone will consume nearly one-tenth of American GDP, as
opposed to 6.7% under the current-law model.
 
As we previously reported, the Medicare trustees report itself presents a bad enough picture about
the unsustainable nature of America’s fiscal entitlements.  Friday’s release of the alternative
scenario provides further support for reforming entitlements NOW – because even the best-case
fiscal scenarios, as bad as they are, are likely far too optimistic.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
 

Unfunded Obligation Projections for 75-Year Budget Window (2012-2086)
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 2009 Trustees’
Report pre-
Obamacare
(in trillions)

2011
Trustees’
Report (in
trillions)

2011
Alternative
Scenario (in

trillions)

2012
Trustees’
Report (in
trillions)

2012
Alternative
Scenario (in

trillions)
Part A (Hospital
Insurance)

$13.4 (1.7% of
GDP)

$3.0 (0.3% of
GDP)

$8.3 (0.9% of
GDP)

$4.8 (0.3% of
GDP)

$9.7 (1.1% of
GDP)

Part B
(Obligations less
beneficiary
premiums)

$17.2 (2.2% of
GDP)

$13.9 (1.6%
of GDP)

$21.0 (2.4% of
GDP)

$14.8 (1.6%
of GDP)

$20.5 (2.3% of
GDP)

Part D
(Obligations less
beneficiary
premiums and
state “clawback”
payments)

$7.2 (0.9% of
GDP)

$7.5 (0.8% of
GDP)

$7.5 (0.8% of
GDP)

$6.8 (0.7% of
GDP)

$6.8 (0.7% of
GDP)

TOTAL $37.8 (4.8% of
GDP)

$24.4 (2.8%
of GDP)

$36.8 (4.2% of
GDP)

$26.4 (2.9%
of GDP)

$36.9 (4.1% of
GDP)
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] C-SPAN Much? Obamacare Still Lacking Transparency
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2012 11:15:56 AM

Yesterday afternoon the Administration released new guidance regarding a federal fallback
Exchange for those states who decide not to create a state-based Exchange under Obamacare.  The
19-page guidance follows on the heels of other “bulletins” issued this year regarding actuarial value
and essential health benefits; yesterday’s document also admits that additional guidance documents
will follow.
 
Politico this morning hints at why the Administration is releasing all these “guidance” and “bulletin”
documents rather than going through the official notice-and-comment rulemaking process: “The
Department hasn’t yet crunched the numbers on how much [a federal Exchange] would
cost….Those details won’t be hashed out until the fall.”  In other words, the Administration doesn’t
want to reveal the full costs of Obamacare – both the federal spending required and the impact
of its many new regulations – until after the presidential election.  Does anyone want to guess
whether these official rules and cost-estimates get released BEFORE or AFTER November 6 – to pick
a date completely at random?
 
On a related note, the House Energy and Commerce Committee released a memo into other forms
of non-transparency by the Administration – this time regarding the “rock-solid deal” between
Democrats and Big Pharma.  The memo relies on internal documents to confirm that such a deal
took place – and the White House was a direct party to it.  It quotes an e-mail from Jim Messina,
Deputy White House Chief of Staff, to Pharma lobbyists saying “This wasn’t part of our deal.”
 
The irony of Messina’s statement is that the American people are saying the same thing – these
backroom horse-trades and political shenanigans weren’t part of Barack Obama’s “deal” with
voters.  He repeatedly promised that he would hold all the negotiations on C-SPAN, “so that people
can see who is making arguments on behalf of their constituents, and who are making arguments on
behalf of the drug companies or the insurance companies.”  Yet the Obama Administration made an
explicit deal with Big Pharma behind closed doors, and is still attempting to hide the details of both
its Pharma “deal” and the true costs of Obamacare’s regulations to the American people.  That may
be a change in position from four years ago – and a big one at that – but it’s not one the American
people can believe in.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare Taking Away Insurance Coverage for Students
Date: Wednesday, May 16, 2012 12:56:57 PM

In an entirely unsurprising development, Franciscan University of Steubenville announced yesterday
that it would discontinue its student health insurance plan rather than comply with Obamacare’s
mandates on religious institutions – just the latest example of individuals and organizations being
forced to give up the coverage they have and like due to government edicts.  Recall that the
Administration’s own estimates revealed that Obamacare’s onerous regulations will force most
firms – and up to 80 percent of small businesses – to give up their current plans, thus subjecting
them to costly new mandates that will increase premiums.  Millions more seniors will lose access to
the Medicare Advantage plans they have and like.
 
It’s also worth noting that the intrusion on the university’s religious freedom was not the only
reason Franciscan cancelled its student health plan.  The university’s statement also noted that
Obamacare “increased the mandated maximum coverage amount for student policies…which would
effectively double [students’] premium cost for the policy in fall 2012, with the expectation of
further increases in the future.”  The statement is ironic on several levels:
 

1. Candidate Obama repeatedly promised premiums would go down by $2,500 thanks to his law
– but Franciscan has admitted that Obamacare would cause premiums to skyrocket, if they
didn’t drop their plan entirely.

 
2. The Obama campaign platform promised that “you will not have to change plans.  For those

who have insurance now, nothing will change under the Obama plan – except that you will
pay less.”  That didn’t happen to students at Franciscan: They will have to change plans – and
even if they didn’t, they would have had to pay more.

 
3. Apparently this Catholic university couldn’t get a waiver from the Administration to continue

its current plan – unlike the millions of members of union plans, who represent the majority
of beneficiaries from Obamacare waivers.  Coincidence?

 
Today Washington’s Archbishop called a commencement speaking invitation to Secretary Sebelius
shocking, given Obamacare’s intrusions on religious liberty.  Given yesterday’s developments, some
may call it similarly shocking if anyone can actually keep their current plan after Obamacare’s
government bureaucrats impose their will on Americans’ health coverage.
 
Posted to the Freedom on Call blog here.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] How Obamacare is RAISING Premiums and Costs
Date: Wednesday, May 16, 2012 10:08:45 AM

The Administration has announced a conference call with press this afternoon, where Secretary
Sebelius is expected to make announcements regarding Obamacare’s exchanges.  It is likely that the
Administration will once again attempt to repeat the old saw that Exchanges will lower premiums. 
Here’s what you need to remember about this bogus claim:
 

1. Obamacare’s Exchanges will actually RAISE premiums, not lower them.  The Administration
claim that Exchanges will lower premiums ignores the fact that Obamacare’s new benefit
mandates will increase individual market insurance premiums overall – by an average of
$2,100 per family, according to the Congressional Budget Office.  CBO also agrees that much
of this increase in premiums will come from individuals being forced to buy richer coverage
than they may need or want.  Politico summarized this HHS sleight-of-hand: “The
Administration omits a part of CBO’s analysis.…[Obamacare] requires the purchase of benefit
packages that are more comprehensive than what many Americans would otherwise buy. 
These more generous benefit packages may mean higher premiums.”

 
2. Candidate Obama repeatedly promised premiums would go down by $2,500 – and would

go down that amount by this year.  For instance, in a speech on February 27, 2008, he said
that “We’re going to work with you to lower your premiums by $2500 per family per year. 
And we will not wait 20 years from now to do it or 10 years from now to do it.  We will do it
by the end of my first term as President.”  Likewise, in July 2008, Jason Furman – who
remains a senior economic advisor within the Administration – told the New York Times that
“we think we could get to $2,500 in savings by the end of the first term, or be very close to
it.”

 
3. Secretary Sebelius has publicly admitted that candidate Obama’s goal of a $2,500 premium

reduction will not be met.  In September 2010, she said that premium “rate increases are
likely to continue to be somewhat substantial.”  And earlier this year, she conceded to
questioners at both the House and Senate Appropriations Committees that premiums would
not fall until at least 2014, when the Exchanges are first established.  Of course, the
Exchanges actually won’t reduce premium costs, as noted in point #1 above.  Regardless,
lower premiums in 2014 do NOT meet candidate Obama’s promise: he pledged premiums
would go down by $2,500 “by the end of my first term as President.”

 
4. Yet another survey issued this week illustrates how Obamacare is NOT controlling health

costs or premium increases, both of which continue to skyrocket.  Actuaries at Milliman
released their annual medical index yesterday, and it found that the total cost of health care
for a family of four in a preferred provider organization rose by 6.9% this year – such that
costs now exceed $20,000 for a family of four.  The record $1,335 increase in costs this year
alone is far from the $2,500 cut candidate Obama promised back in 2008.

 
This afternoon’s call should not focus on Secretary Sebelius repeating the same old, tired, and
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debunked claims that Obamacare will lower premiums.  The real question is whether the Secretary
will finally apologize on behalf of the entire Obama Administration for failing to deliver on its
broken promise to lower health costs NOW for struggling middle-class families.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Donald Berwick and Reducing Health Costs
Date: Tuesday, May 15, 2012 2:41:27 PM

Writing in the Boston Globe this morning, former CMS Administrator Dr. Donald Berwick opined on
various ways to control health costs.  He endorsed proposals to cap health spending such that health
care would grow more slowly than the economy – a growth rate even lower than that under
Obamacare, and lower than the House Republican plan he has attacked.  Berwick claimed that both
slower growth in costs and achieving universal coverage could easily be achieved by eliminating
inefficiencies in the system: “It makes no sense to say we cannot afford to make health care a
human right without rationing.  Don’t cut care.  Cut waste.”
 
Cutting waste in health care is all well and good.  However, Dr. Berwick’s prior writings make clear
where and how he wants to reduce “waste” – by having bureaucrats limit access to patient
treatments:
 

“As many as 80 percent of hysterectomies are scientifically unnecessary.  So are more than a
quarter of the drugs used for ear infections, most of the ultrasound tests done in normal
pregnancies, and almost half of the cesarean sections in the United States.  Isn’t this, with all

due respect, some form of assault and battery, however unintended?”1

 
“One over-demanded service is prevention: annual physicals, screening tests, and other

measures that supposedly help catch diseases early.”2

 
“Aim 10: Reduce the total supply of high-technology medical and surgical care and
consolidate high-technology services into regional and community-wide centers…Most
metropolitan areas in the United States should reduce the number of centers engaging in
cardiac surgery, high-risk obstetrics, neonatal intensive care, organ transplantation, tertiary

cancer care, high-level trauma care, and high-technology imaging.”3

 
“Most people who have serious pain do not need advanced methods; they just need the

morphine and counseling that have been available for centuries.”4

 
“Are routine colonoscopies a social good?  What about routine pap smears?  Routine

smoking cessation counseling?  Routine well-baby visits?”5

 
“Neonatal intensive care, like every other part of American medicine, has been swept into
the rising tide of concern for health care costs.  The need to balance effectiveness against
cost has shifted the burden of proof onto the shoulders of those who use or propose to use

expensive technologies.”6

 
For Dr. Berwick to claim now that lowering health costs can be accomplished in a pain-free manner
by reducing “waste” is to repudiate the vast majority of his writings over the past 30 years, most of
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which have focused on reducing access to specialized care like cardiac centers, ultrasounds in
normal pregnancies, neonatal intensive care units, and many preventive services.  There is another
way to lower health costs – by empowering patients, not government bureaucrats – but Dr. Berwick
has consistently rejected this approach: “I cannot believe that the individual health care consumer
can enforce through choice the proper configurations of a system as massive and complex as health

care. That is for leaders to do.”7

 
It is perhaps unsurprising that Dr. Berwick would attempt to re-write history; he apparently would
be following President Obama’s lead in that regard.  But a selective memory cannot hide the fact
that the way liberals would control skyrocketing health costs involves many of the same reductions
in access and/or care that Berwick himself previously described.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
 
[1] “Why the Vasa Sank,” speech to 9th annual National Forum on Quality Improvement in Health Care, December
1997, in Escape Fire: Designs for the Future of Health Care by Donald Berwick (Jossey-Bass, 2004), pp. 129-130
2 “We Can Cut Costs and Improve Care at the Same Time” by Donald Berwick, Medical Economics  August 12,
1996, p. 186
3 “Buckling Down to Change,” speech to 5th annual National Forum on Quality Improvement in Health Care,
December 1993, in Escape Fire: Designs for the Future of Health Care by Donald Berwick (Jossey-Bass, 2004), pp.
28-29
4 “Reforming Care for Persons Near the End of Life: The Promise of Quality Improvement” by Joanne Lynn, Donald
Berwick, et al., Annals of Internal Medicine July 16, 2002, p. E-118
5 “Health Services Research and Quality of Care: Assignments for the 1990s” by Donald Berwick, Medical Care
August 1989, pp. 769-770
6 “Techniques for Assessing the Impact of New Technologies in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit” by Donald
Berwick, Respiratory Care June 1986, p. 524
7 “A Transatlantic View of the NHS at 60” by Donald Berwick, speech at NHS Live, July 1, 2008
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare"s TRILLION-Dollar Gift to Big Insurers
Date: Tuesday, May 15, 2012 10:28:56 AM

Bloomberg is out with an article today trumpeting a new Bloomberg Government study that
Obamacare will bring a massive thirteen-figure benefit to big insurance companies:
 

Health insurers will gain $1 trillion in new revenue over the next eight years under the
2010 health care law, assuming it is upheld by the Supreme Court, according to a
Bloomberg Government study.  The amount is equal to about 0.5 percent of the nation’s
estimated gross domestic product from 2013 to 2020, and insurers…would keep about $174
billion — $22 billion a year — for profit and administrative costs.

 
Of course, the Bloomberg study’s conclusions have been well-known in general terms for some
time.  The Congressional Budget Office’s most recent estimates show that from 2014 through 2022,
the federal government will spend a whopping $632 billion on insurance subsidies – subsidies that
even liberals like Jonathan Gruber, a paid Obamacare consultant, have admitted “will go straight to
insurance companies.”  What’s more, a separate economic analysis found that Obamacare’s
controversial – and unprecedented – individual mandate will provide an additional $366 billion in
subsidies to insurance companies, by forcing healthier individuals to buy insurance coverage they
may not need or want.

Democrats can make all the claims they like about Republicans being in the pockets of Big Insurance,
but today’s report only emphasizes how Democrats were the ones who gave the insurance industry
a “trillion-dollar bill” through the massive subsidies and benefits included in the 2700-page
Obamacare law.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare Skis Down a Slippery Slope
Date: Monday, May 14, 2012 4:05:43 PM

Writing in the New York Times this morning, Richard Thaler attempts to debunk “slippery-slope”
arguments claiming Obamacare’s unprecedented individual mandate, if found constitutional, would
result in “broccoli mandates” and similar edicts from the federal government.  He concludes:  “We
would be better off as a society if we could collectively agree to ignore all slippery-slope arguments
that aren’t accompanied by evidence that said slope exists.  If you are opposed to a policy, state
your case based on the merits — not on the imagined risk of what else might happen down the
road.”
 
The problem with this attempt to debunk the slippery-slope argument is that Obamacare’s failed
CLASS program has already created a slalom-sized example where the federal government could
impose more new mandates in order to salvage an otherwise unsustainable program:
 

In October, HHS admitted the CLASS program could not be made solvent without a mandate. 
The report specifically concluded that “because the program is voluntary, a disproportionate
number of people who are at high risk of needing long-term care services will enroll.” 
Mandating participation by all Americans would “fix” this actuarial problem.

 
Former Obama Administration budget chief Peter Orszag, writing in Foreign Affairs last June,
called for making participation in the CLASS Act mandatory.  His article argued that the “only
solutions” to make the CLASS program solvent may be “to make the purchase of such
insurance mandatory or to require employers to provide it by default unless employees opt
out.”  Other liberal bloggers have likewise agreed that “if long-term care insurance were
subject to an individual mandate, old and sick people would not have been the only people
enrolling.”

 
The Justice Department already conceded in a Pennsylvania courtroom last July that
mandatory long-term care insurance would be constitutional – meaning that if the Supreme
Court upholds a mandate to buy health insurance as constitutional, a mandate to buy long-
term care insurance would likewise be permitted by the Constitution.

 
At a hearing last year, HHS officials avoided repeated questions about whether or not the
Administration supports mandatory participation in the CLASS Act.  The fact that HHS will not
unequivocally state that it will NOT consider another unprecedented mandate on all Americans
to purchase a product speaks volumes about this Administration’s willingness to impose yet
more mandates on the American people should the Supreme Court find the individual mandate
constitutional.  Or, to put it another way, Richard Thaler should start looking for nearby sporting
goods stores, because if the Court upholds Obamacare, the American people will soon be skiing
down slippery slopes – with more frightful outcomes ahead.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
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Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare"s Mother"s Day "Present:" Losing Your

Insurance
Date: Monday, May 14, 2012 11:11:00 AM

As part of its campaign to promote its unpopular 2700-page health care law, the White House
released an online card wishing “Happy Mother’s Day from” Obamacare.  But for millions of senior
women enrolled in Medicare Advantage plans, the Mother’s Day “present” Obamacare will deliver
them is the loss of their health plan.
 
A study released last fall found that thanks to Obamacare, Medicare Advantage enrollment will be
cut in half by 2017 – and Medicare Advantage plan choices will be reduced by an average of two-
thirds.  In total, 7.4 million fewer seniors will be enrolled in Medicare Advantage – and the most
recent Medicare data indicate that 55% of Medicare enrollees are female.  So if women comprise
55% of Medicare Advantage enrollees, just as they comprise 55% of all Medicare beneficiaries, that
means approximately 4.1 million fewer senior women will be enrolled in Medicare Advantage
plans due to Obamacare.
 
The White House card claims that Obamacare will help make motherhood “a joy.”  The millions of
mothers, grandmothers, and great-grandmothers scheduled to lose their health insurance thanks to
the law may beg to differ.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs  Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs  Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] How Obamacare Just Became LESS Affordable for Millions of Americans
Date: Monday, July 30, 2012 10:15:42 AM

Hidden in CBO’s updated analysis of Obamacare in light of the Supreme Court decision is new information about a little-known
provision of the law that will have major effects on how much millions of Americans pay for government-mandated health insurance.  At
issue is an Obamacare provision, added during the reconciliation process, that slows the growth of Exchange insurance subsidies,
beginning in 2019, if federal spending on said Exchange subsidies exceeds a pre-determined limit.  In its analysis last week, CBO
concluded that the Supreme Court’s ruling means fewer people will obtain insurance through Medicaid, and more people will utilize
subsidized insurance on Exchanges instead.  As a result, projected spending on Medicaid fell by $289 billion, and projected spending on
Exchange subsidies rose by $210 billion.
 
These changes mean the indexing provision slowing subsidy growth is virtually bound to be triggered beginning in 2019.  The statute
calls for the indexing provision to kick in if subsidy spending exceeds 0.504% of gross domestic product in the preceding year.  As the
below chart demonstrates, in CBO’s March 2012 baseline, Exchange subsidy spending* was just slightly above the 0.504% of GDP level
– meaning that while it was possible the indexing provision would be triggered, it was also possible it would not be, depending upon
general cost trends, how many people enroll in Exchanges, etc.  However, the projected 20-25% increase in Exchange subsidy spending
as a result of the Court ruling now virtually guarantees the subsidy indexing provision will be triggered beginning in 2019:
 

 

Exchange Subsidy
Spending March
2012 (in billions)

Exchange Subsidy
Spending July 2012

(in billions)

Estimated GDP by
Calendar Year 

(in billions)
March 2012

Percentage of GDP
July 2012

Percentage of GDP

2018 106 129
                            

20,897 0.507% 0.617%

2019 111 137
                            

21,859 0.508% 0.627%

2020 116 141
                            

22,853 0.508% 0.617%

2021 124 148
                        

    23,870 0.519% 0.620%

2022 129 155
                            

24,921 0.518% 0.622%
 
While this indexing provision may seem obscure, CBO admitted last month in its long-term budget outlook that it will have a major
impact on millions of Americans forced to buy health insurance:
 

After 2018, however, an additional indexing factor will probably apply; if so, the shares of income that enrollees have to pay will
increase more rapidly than in the preceding years, and the shares of the premiums that the subsidies cover will decline….A
smaller percentage of people will be eligible for subsidies over time because incomes are projected to increase more quickly
than the eligibility thresholds, and federal subsidies will cover a declining share of the premiums over time because of the
additional indexing factor described above.

 
According to CBO, if Obamacare is not repealed or amended, virtually all Americans will be forced to buy health insurance – but
fewer and fewer individuals will qualify for insurance subsidies over time, and those subsidies will pay a smaller and smaller share
of overall insurance premiums.
 
Given CBO’s analysis last week, it is virtually certain that this long-term “time bomb” will detonate on millions of American families
beginning in 2019.  The real question now is:  What does President Obama want to do about it?  Does he want to force Americans to
buy a product that will not be affordable for many of them?  Does he want to repeal this subsidy indexing provision – thus blowing a
hole in Obamacare’s supposed deficit savings?  Or does he want to ignore the issue entirely, hope the American people do the same,
and dump this fiscal time bomb on the next President in 2019, hoping someone else will fix a budgetary mess he created?
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
 
* Note that the March baseline figures cited above reflect calendar-year spending, as do the GDP numbers (taken from Table E-1 of
CBO’s January economic baseline).  The formula in Section 1401(a) of the statute requires that the determination whether subsidy
spending exceeds 0.504% of GDP be made on a calendar-year basis.  CBO has not yet released updated calendar-year numbers since
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the Supreme Court ruling, and the chart above therefore uses fiscal-year data for the updated spending projections.  However, the
general point still remains that the higher spending on subsidies in light of the ruling makes it a virtual certainty the indexing provisions
will be triggered.
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Administration Puts Politics Over Taxpayers
Date: Wednesday, July 25, 2012 12:16:38 PM

This morning the House Oversight Committee held a hearing on a Medicare Advantage
demonstration program costing more than $8 billion, and implemented solely by executive fiat, that
looks suspiciously like an attempt to avoid the effects of Obamacare’s cuts on the program prior to
the 2012 election.  The Associated Press previously reported on the Medicare Advantage
demonstration last year, noting that the program “could head off service cuts that would have been
a [political] headache for Obama and Democrats in next year’s elections.”  Even a former Democrat
staffer who worked in the Clinton Administration admitted that the effort amounted to a political
stunt: “It’s fair to say that [Medicare] could not tolerate dislocation, given the political climate.”
 
Under questioning at today’s hearing, Medicare head Jonathan Blum conceded that not a single
outside non-partisan entity has endorsed the Administration’s approach.  By contrast, both the
Medicare Payment Advisory Commission and the Government Accountability Office have raised
serious questions about the demonstration program.  In fact, a recent follow-up report by GAO
suggested the program may exceed the Administration’s statutory authority.  It’s pretty ironic that
the Administration that so self-righteously proclaimed its adherence to “sound science” – “It is
about letting scientists…do their jobs…and listening to what they tell us, even when it’s inconvenient;
especially when it’s inconvenient” – now ignores all non-partisan experts when it comes to making
political decisions in an election year.
 
Blum also admitted that the Administration wouldn’t actually know whether the multi-billion dollar
program will save any money until after it’s completed.  Perhaps not surprisingly, he didn’t commit
the Administration to reimbursing taxpayers for the more than $8 billion in additional government
spending if the program doesn’t end up saving money.  Three years ago, Vice President Biden
famously said we needed to spend more money to keep from going bankrupt.  Based on this
morning’s hearing, it would appear that the Administration has now resorted to spending more
taxpayer money to keep from losing an election.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] FW: Nice Try, Madam Secretary...
Date: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 10:04:39 AM

Note Chris Jacob’s posting today on the Secretary’s letter from last night.
 
-mts
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
 
 
 

From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC) [mailto:Chris_Jacobs@jec.senate.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 10:03 AM
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Nice Try, Madam Secretary...
 
Late yesterday afternoon, HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius wrote a letter to the nation’s governors
addressing the implications of the Supreme Court ruling on Obamacare.  She started out on an
optimistic note: “We are committed to providing states with as much flexibility as we can to achieve
successful implementation of the many important opportunities provided by this legislation.”
 
But buried at the end of the letter was language indicating states will NOT have true flexibility to
adjust their Medicaid programs.  As NPR reports:
 

Last night [HHS] sent a letter to all the nation's governors, noting that “the Court's decision
did not affect other provisions of the law.”  An administration official confirmed that
included the requirement that states maintain current eligibility levels until the year 2014.

 
Governors have made multiple requests for flexibility from such mandates – the earliest of which
came on January 7 of last year.  Almost 18 months ago, in February 2011, Secretary Sebelius wrote
to them saying she was “continu[ing] to review what authority, if any, I have to waive the
maintenance of effort” requirements under the health care law.
 
While Secretary Sebelius and HHS never provided a clear answer as to whether or not she can waive
the Obamacare requirements, the non-partisan Congressional Research Service last year concluded
that HHS does have the authority to give states additional flexibility for their Medicaid programs. 
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And last month’s Supreme Court ruling – which prohibited the federal government from engaging in
“economic dragooning” of states – has prompted several states to “assert they have more flexibility
to manage other aspects of the [Medicaid] program.”
 
But Secretary Sebelius and HHS adamantly insist otherwise.  Last year they wouldn’t give states
waivers from Obamacare’s onerous requirements – they wouldn’t even admit they had the authority
to do so.  Now HHS is insisting that the Supreme Court ruling – which said Obamacare violated the
constitution by putting “a gun to the head” of states – does not undo the law’s mandates, thereby
preventing states from modifying their Medicaid programs.  The Secretary’s statements to the
contrary, that’s NOT flexibility.  And putting more people in a broken Medicaid program is NOT
health “reform.”
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] More Evidence That Employers Will Drop Coverage
Date: Tuesday, July 24, 2012 10:43:04 AM

The Wall Street Journal reports this morning on a study by consultants at Deloitte showing that a
large number of businesses are viewing Obamacare as an opportunity to “head for the exits” and
stop offering health insurance coverage altogether:

In all, 9% of companies in the Deloitte study said they expected to stop offering insurance in
the next one to three years….But around one in three respondents said they could decide to
stop offering health coverage if they find that the law requires them to provide more
generous benefits than they do at the moment; if a tax on high-cost plans takes effect in
2018 as scheduled; or if they conclude that the cost of penalties for not providing insurance
could be less expensive than paying for benefits.

The Deloitte survey further reinforces the numerous prior studies, papers, briefs, reports, employer
questionnaires, consultant presentations, surveys, op-eds, interviews, quotes, and comments from
other prominent Democrats suggesting that employers will drop coverage in numbers far greater
than the White House lets on, resulting in trillions of dollars of added federal costs.  Even Jon
Stewart, in an interview with Secretary Sebelius in January, would not believe the Administration’s
line that employers would keep offering coverage: Stewart stated that there would likely be a “big
dump” by employers into Exchanges, meaning Obamacare would become “sort of, a back door, of
government, not a takeover necessarily, but of a government responsibility for the health care.”
 
On a related note, a brief follow-up to last week’s post on consulting firm Truven’s “analysis” of
whether employers will benefit from dropping health coverage for their employees or not.  We
pointed out at the time that the report did NOT take into account the impact of federal insurance
subsidies on firms’ drop-or-no-drop calculus.  Sarah Kliff responded by saying that according to
Truven, most people in the study will not qualify for insurance subsidies due to their income.
 
There are several problems with this claim, and the study.  First, most Americans WILL qualify for
subsidies.  According to the Census Bureau, there are 266.5 million individuals under age 65.  Of
those, 169.2 million, or 63.5 percent, have incomes under 400 percent of the federal poverty level –
the threshold under which individuals can receive insurance subsidies.  But at no point in the Truven
study does the paper note that the population being studied is asymptomatic from the nation as a
whole.  Making supposedly-generalizable claims that “employers who choose to cut plans as a
perceived cost-saving measure will not benefit as much as they might assume” – and having those
trumpeted in the press – based on an incorrect and faulty premise (i.e., that most workers
nationwide won’t qualify for subsidies) is highly misleading, and severely flawed.
 
There’s also an ironic footnote here.  Some may recall that last year McKinsey put out a study – one
which, unlike the Truven analysis, suggested that a large number of employers would drop
coverage.  Democrats immediately cried foul, and Max Baucus and others sent letters promising an
investigation and demanding McKinsey publicly release its methodology.  Yet surprisingly, given the
obvious flaws in the Truven study, Chairman Baucus has yet to issue a similar letter demanding the
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company explain its highly dubious conclusions.  I only wonder: Why might that be…? 
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Medicare"s Corporate Welfare
Date: Monday, July 23, 2012 10:15:48 AM

On Friday, the Washington Post published a lengthy front-page expose regarding the billions of
dollars Medicare spent on anti-anemia drugs that studies eventually determined had “wildly
overstated” benefits and “potentially lethal side effects, such as cancer and strokes.”  The story
reads like a case study of the influence of the healthcare-industrial complex in putting its own
interests ahead of patients:

Unlike medications that a patient picks up at the store, drugs administered by a physician, as
these were, can yield a profit for doctors if there is a “spread” — a difference between the
price they pay for the drug and the price they charge patients.
In this case, drugmakers worked diligently to make sure that doctors had an incentive to give
large doses — that the spread was large.  They offered discounts to practices that dispensed
the drug in big volumes.  They overfilled vials, adding as much as 25 percent extra, allowing
doctors to further widen profit margins.  Most critical, however, was the company’s lobbying
pressure, under which Congress and Medicare bureaucrats forged a system in which doctors
and hospitals would be reimbursed more for the drug than they were paying for it.
The markup that doctors, clinics and hospitals received on the drugs given to Medicare
patients reached as high as 30 percent, according to the Medicare Payment Advisory
Commission, a group that advises Congress.

In other words, high-priced lobbyists, drugmakers, and physicians gamed the political system in
order to perpetuate their gravy train of fat profits at taxpayers’ expense.  The story continues:

The industry’s success at beating back attacks by the Medicare bureaucrats to rein in costs
would be repeated again and again.  It wasn’t just the drugmakers who were advocating for
the drugs, either.  On Capitol Hill, the nation’s dialysis clinics, which were receiving as much
as 25 percent of their revenue from using the drugs, were sometimes a key ally of the
drugmakers.
One of the nation’s largest dialysis chains, in fact, in 2004 offered bonuses to its chief
medical officer if he blocked efforts to reform the payment system.  According to a financial
filing, Charles J. McAllister, chief medical officer of DaVita, the dialysis company, was to
receive a $200,000 bonus if the rules for the drugs’ use being considered by regulators were
dropped or delayed.  He was to receive an additional $100,000 if the then-new legislation,
known as the Medicare Modernization Act, didn’t cut into the company’s revenue.  The
Medicare proposal was “deeply flawed,” DaVita spokesman Skip Thurman said in a recent
statement, because it limited dosing levels “without regard to the patient.”
At times, the companies would even enlist the patients to lobby on their behalf.  For
example, in what may have been the drugmakers’ largest lobbying push, the companies
sought to undo a Medicare proposal in May 2007 to restrict the use of the drugs in cancer
patients.  The company spent millions trying to turn back this effort, including developing a
Web site, Protectcancerpatients.org, that solicited testimonials from patients and instructed
them on how to contact officials.  Johnson & Johnson set up a similar one called
Voiceforcancerpatients.com.
Amgen lobbying expenditures and political efforts jumped that year.  The company ranked
as the largest contributor to the campaign of House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.), which
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got $42,050.
Eventually, research proving the anti-anemia drugs produced serious side effects was enough to
force regulators to limit the use of the drugs; Congress eventually stepped in to modify Medicare
payment rules in a way that eliminated hefty price markups.
 
But the real scandal here involves far more than anti-anemia drugs.  It’s about the system that
allowed this fiasco to happen for years – a system which Obamacare did very little to change. 
Friday’s story was entirely predictable – Harvard’s Regina Herzlinger predicted it in a work five years
ago, in fact.  And Herzlinger and others have identified the real culprit: Third party payment
empowers bureaucrats, not patients.  In Medicare’s case, it gives federal officials at CMS, Members
of Congress – and the high-priced lobbyists that try to influence both – a disproportionate impact on
the health care decisions of millions of seniors. 
 
Obamacare does nothing to change this government-centric culture; all it does is set up yet another
board of bureaucrats to oversee the same centralized health system.  In the wake of Friday’s news
story, liberals argued that the law’s new board of bureaucrats will succeed in wringing these kinds of
abuses out of Medicare.  It’s a predictable response from the Left – government created the
problem, so more government will “fix” it.  But any system fundamentally controlled by government
is almost by definition subject to the political and lobbying pressures that created the scandal
profiled by the Post.  The real solution is to empower patients, not bureaucrats.
 
President Obama continues to make clear that he wants no part of a solution that empowers
patients.  So the story in Friday’s Post is likely to be repeated yet again, with another scandal costing
taxpayers money, and harming more patients.  It’s not a question of if, but when.  And this broken-
down, government-centric health care system is not change, and it’s not something the American
people should believe in.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare"s Raw Deal for States
Date: Tuesday, July 17, 2012 3:08:35 PM

Even as liberals attempt to argue that states should use Obamacare dollars to expand Medicaid
because it’s a “good deal” for states, a report issued today provides clear reasoning why many states
are thinking twice.  The report of the State Budget Crisis Task Force gives six “major threats to fiscal
sustainability,” and Medicaid spending growth is tops on that list.  Because health costs continue to
rise unabated, Medicaid spending is growing faster than state budget revenue.  As a result, Medicaid
spending has soared over the past four years, to outstrip K-12 education as the largest portion of
state budgets:

 
 
With Medicaid spending skyrocketing, what did Obamacare do to the situation?  It made it worse. 
Over the past two fiscal years, states had to close a combined $146.3 billion in budget gaps – yet the
law is about to impose new unfunded mandates on states of at least $118 billion.  And as today’s
report again emphasizes, new Obamacare mandates prohibiting state flexibility in running their
Medicaid programs “place an additional limitation on state cost reductions.”
 
Over and above the very real concerns that the federal government could engage in “bait-and-
switch” tactics with states – enticing them into the Medicaid expansion with a high initial match
rate, only to lower that rate and shift more costs to the states amid the coming federal budget
crunch – many states will have to take a long look at the opportunity costs that participating in the
Obamacare expansion will bring.  As the head of the National Association of Medicaid Directors
noted, states paying even ten percent of a very large and costly Medicaid expansion is a big number
for their budgets to bear.  And at a time when other budget priorities are already being crowded out
to finance Medicaid spending, taking more money from education, transportation, corrections, or
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elsewhere to pay for Obamacare’s unsustainable entitlement expansions may be a fiscal gamble
states do not wish to make.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] How Obamacare WORSENS Poverty, Part II
Date: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:39:49 PM

Earlier today, we analyzed and summarized some of the points made in testimony before a Ways
and Means subcommittee hearing by the Urban Institute’s Gene Steuerle – namely, that current
welfare policies impose a “poverty trap” on low and middle-income families, a trap that Obamacare
will both extend and worsen.  But another point worth highlighting in Steuerle’s testimony is the
way in which current welfare policy discourages – and actually penalizes – marriage among working-
class families:
 

Essentially, when moderate-income couples marry, their marginal tax rate moves up from,
say, 25 percent, to the 50 and 80 percent ranges shown above.  For instance, a moderate
income male marrying a working mother with children can easily cause her to lose EITC,
SNAP, Medicaid, and other benefits as well….Someone looking at our system from Mars
would conclude that we don’t want moderate income families with children to marry, since
we penalize them, but we do want older households (at ages when children are likely to be
gone) to marry, since we subsidize them….
 
Marriage penalties or subsidies are assessed primarily for taking wedding vows, not for living
together with another adult.  Those who do not feel morally compelled to swear fidelity in
religious or public ceremonies for the most part do not suffer the penalties.  Our tax and
welfare system thus favors those who consider marriage an option—to be avoided when
there are penalties and engaged when there are bonuses.  The losers tend to be those who
consider marriage vows to be sacred.

 
Yesterday’s New York Times included a very compelling article, entitled “Two Classes, Divided by ‘I
Do,’” that speaks to this very point.  The article examines two families in Michigan – one headed by
a single parent struggling to make ends meet, the other headed by a married couple able to live a
more affluent lifestyle on two incomes.  The article notes that among higher-income households,
marriage tends to perpetuate affluence, whereas in lower-income families, the lack of marriage can
exacerbate poverty:

Estimates vary widely, but scholars have said that changes in marriage patterns — as
opposed to changes in individual earnings — may account for as much as 40 percent of the
growth in certain measures of inequality.  Long a nation of economic extremes, the United
States is also becoming a society of family haves and family have-nots, with marriage and its
rewards evermore confined to the fortunate classes.  “It is the privileged Americans who are
marrying, and marrying helps them stay privileged,” said Andrew Cherlin, a sociologist at
Johns Hopkins University.
About 41 percent of births in the United States occur outside marriage, up sharply from 17
percent three decades ago.  But equally sharp are the educational divides, according to an
analysis by Child Trends, a Washington research group.  Less than 10 percent of the births to
college-educated women occur outside marriage, while for women with high school degrees
or less the figure is nearly 60 percent….While many children of single mothers flourish (two
of the last three presidents had mothers who were single during part of their childhood), a
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large body of research shows that they are more likely than similar children with married
parents to experience childhood poverty, act up in class, become teenage parents and drop
out of school.
Sara McLanahan, a Princeton sociologist, warns that family structure increasingly consigns
children to “diverging destinies.”  Married couples are having children later than they used
to, divorcing less and investing heavily in parenting time.  By contrast, a growing share of
single mothers have never married, and many have children with more than one man.  “The
people with more education tend to have stable family structures with committed, involved
fathers,” Ms. McLanahan said.  “The people with less education are more likely to have
complex, unstable situations involving men who come and go.”
She said, “I think this process is creating greater gaps in these children’s life chances.”

At a time when our current welfare policy penalizes marriage – and when a growing trend of
sociological studies show that marriage patterns among lower-income families are exacerbating
poverty and inequality – what does Obamacare do?  It imposes yet another marriage penalty on low
and middle-income households: “Two individuals who make between $61,600 and $91,200 in 2014
will not benefit from [health insurance subsidies] if they decide to marry, but both individuals can
qualify for the tax credit if they remain unmarried or if they decide to divorce.”
As yesterday’s New York Times article demonstrated using real-life examples, marriage and stable
two-parent households can mean the difference between relative comfort and the struggles of
poverty.  Yet current government policy discourages marriage – and Obamacare makes these bad
policies worse.  It’s one more reason why the law will actually harm those it intends to help, by
perpetuating the cycle of poverty and dependence in America.
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare: $2.6 Trillion in Change Special Interests Can

Believe In
Date: Thursday, July 12, 2012 2:19:24 PM

A new paper, co-written by former HHS official Joel Ario and released online by Health Affairs
yesterday, talks about special interest lobbying both prior to and after the enactment of
Obamacare.  The article profiles various industries, and explains why they have offered support for
the law:
 

Insurers stand to benefit from $1 trillion in new revenues, thanks to Obamacare forcing
individuals to buy coverage on pain of taxation;
Provider groups think that “expanding coverage is good business;”
Employers believe “Exchanges may provide a smooth path to a new system of individual-
based insurance,” meaning firms will be able to dump their workers and shed their costs on to
the federal government – a strategy which Ario himself publicly supported while at HHS;
Patient groups like AARP have also supported the law, although the article did not point out
what a House Ways and Means Committee report issued last year did:  That AARP has a
billion reasons to support Obamacare.

 
Ario and his co-author note that all these Obamacare giveaways have been financially beneficial to
the health care sector: “The large influx of new paying customers helped the bottom line for some
health care businesses.  On Wall Street, the valuation of the health sector has risen 36 percent since
the passage of health reform in 2010, four times faster than the rate of increase of the Standard
and Poor’s 500 average.”  They add that special interests have spent much of the past several years
lobbying for more waivers and favors from the Obama Administration:
 

The leading representatives of business, insurers, providers, and patients have privately
negotiated aggressively with government officials to wrest further concessions in exchange
for their support or their retreat from earlier opposition.  From the perspective of
stakeholders, influence on critical implementation decisions is more efficacious than joining
the rabble at a town-hall meeting or squandering resources on a national advertising
campaign when the key decision makers are few in number and squirreled away in
government agencies.

 
Some may find it surprising that a former Administration official like Ario – who left HHS to “cash in”
with a lucrative law-and-consulting gig – would co-author an article discussing “rabble” at town hall
meetings.  Some would also find it surprising his public admission that backroom lobbying – aka
cutting a “rock-solid deal” away from the C-SPAN cameras – is far preferable to engaging with
actual constituents.  Then again, even Jack Abramoff admitted last week that Obamacare is a
massive giveaway to special interest lobbyists and their clients, “who want to use the government as
a bludgeon against competition.”  So when it comes to Obamacare’s $2.6 trillion in new spending,
granting backroom deals for special interest lobbyists is just another day at the office.
 
Chris Jacobs
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Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] FW: Obamacare"s Future Still Shaky
Date: Friday, June 29, 2012 10:44:42 AM

All:  Below is a good email from Chris Jacobs regarding yesterday’s happenings…
-mts
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
 
 
 

From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC) [mailto:Chris_Jacobs@jec.senate.gov] 
Sent: Friday, June 29, 2012 9:22 AM
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Obamacare's Future Still Shaky
 
Judging from much of the media coverage of the Supreme Court’s ruling over the past 24 hours,
one would think the law had been given a clean bill of constitutionality by the Court, meaning
Obamacare faces smooth sailing from here on in.  But as ESPN’s Lee Corso might say, “Not so fast,
my friend!”
 
First, as we pointed out yesterday, part of Obamacare WAS ruled unconstitutional by the Court –
and by a 7-2 margin, no less.  That bears worth repeating: Even Justices Elena Kagan – one of
President Obama’s appointees, and his former Solicitor General – and Steven Breyer – a former Ted
Kennedy staffer – thought Obamacare’s Medicaid expansion was unconstitutionally coercive.  So
much for “Are you serious?”
 
Second, Obamacare faces continued obstacles on numerous fronts, including in the courts:
 

1.       (More) Constitutional Uncertainty:  Other Obamacare provisions are subject to
constitutional litigation.  For instance, the law’s Independent Payment Advisory Board – that
bureaucratic spawn so dangerous President Obama is afraid to appoint nominees to it
during his re-election campaign – has been challenged as giving unelected and
unaccountable officials carte blanche to re-write Medicare policy, thereby usurping the role
of Congress.  Former Obama Administration budget chief Peter Orszag thinks IPAB is one of
the lynchpins of the law, precisely because it is constitutionally questionable – or, as he put
it, “less democratic.”
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2.       Legal Uncertainty:  Challenges to other elements of the law – such as its infringements on

religious liberty – that had been delayed during the Supreme Court’s consideration will now
proceed apace.  Also likely subject to a legal challenge is the Administration’s regulatory
ruling indicating that individuals in a federal exchange can receive insurance subsidies –
which appears to violate the plain text of the statute.
 

3.       Funding Uncertainty:  While some implementation funding was included in the law, most of
that money has been spent – meaning the Administration has to come back to Congress for
more money through the annual appropriations process.   Amidst all the reaction to the
Court ruling yesterday, many may have missed the fact that the White House issued a veto
threat against an appropriations measure being considered in the House, in part because
the appropriations bill restricts funding to the IRS for implementation of Obamacare –
including implementation of the health insurance mandate tax.  As a reminder, Obamacare
does NOT give HHS mandatory funding to establish a federally-based exchange, which is
why the Administration requested more than half a billion dollars in new discretionary
funding for a federal exchange in its budget this February.  Given that the federal
government is running trillion-dollar deficits, why does anyone think Congress should be
favorably inclined to spend billions more implementing a law the Supreme Court has
admitted is a constitutional overreach?
 

4.       State Uncertainty:  Yesterday’s ruling gave states the ability to opt out of the law’s new
Medicaid expansion – which according to the Medicare actuary accounts for more than half
of the law’s coverage expansions – without giving up their existing Medicaid funding.  States
can also decide not to create state-based exchanges, and many have declined to create
them.  Even Tom Daschle, President Obama’s once-putative HHS Secretary, admitted that
the law is so cumbersome and unwieldy that states are unlikely to be ready for its “Big
Bang” in January 2014.  And yesterday’s ruling should not give states any more incentive to
implement an unconstitutional law – it may well give them less incentive to do so.

 
5.       Electoral Uncertainty:  This topic should be self-evident.  However, it does give me the

opportunity to point out the conservative justices’ observation in their dissent that “cutting
Medicare is unpopular” (page 59).  Which is a delicate way of pointing out that senior
citizens may not like the idea that Obamacare uses more than $500 billion in Medicare
savings not to improve Medicare’s financial stability, but to create a new entitlement.  And
as President Obama likes to say, “Elections have consequences.”

 
6.       Overall Uncertainty:  Even as the Administration attempts to claim victory and certainty on

implementation, the true picture is far from clear:
 

·         States could opt out of the Medicaid expansion;
·         More states could choose not to create Exchanges;
·         The federal government could lack the resources necessary to create a federal

Exchange;
·         Courts could overrule federal bureaucrats’ arbitrary decision, and decide that
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Obamacare does NOT authorize insurance subsidies to those enrolled in a federal
Exchange – thus undermining both the subsidy regime and the employer mandate.

 
The most important point is this: The American people don’t want this unconstitutional law – and
they never have.  To argue that implementation will proceed full-speed ahead – in the face of public
opinion, the significant obstacles ahead, and a Supreme Court ruling calling parts of the law
unconstitutionally coercive – may strike some as whistling past the graveyard.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare"s Medicaid Shambles
Date: Thursday, July 12, 2012 10:39:48 AM

The Washington Post has a new story this morning on Democrat governors’ concern about
Obamacare’s massive Medicaid expansion, coming ahead of this weekend’s National Governors
Association summer meeting.  Among the story’s highlights:
 

“At least seven Democratic governors have been noncommittal about their willingness to go
along with expanding their Medicaid programs, the chief means by which the law would
extend coverage to millions of Americans with incomes below or near the poverty line.”

 
“‘Unlike the federal government, Montana can’t just print money,’ Gov. Brian Schweitzer (D)
said in a statement Wednesday.”

 
“Asked at a forum Wednesday to describe state reactions to the Supreme Court ruling, Dan
Crippen, executive director of the National Governors Association, offered a one word reply:
‘confusion.’”

 
“Last week, [Democrat Arkansas Governor Mike] Beebe asked officials at the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid whether, in the event of an unforeseen future fiscal calamity,
Arkansas would be able to tighten its eligibility rules and still get the full federal match for
those who continued to qualify for its Medicaid program.  To date, Beebe has received no
answer.”

 
“In a letter to the governors Tuesday, [HHS Secretary Kathleen] Sebelius assured them, ‘I
appreciate that states have questions.’  However, she offered little in the way of specific
guidance, promising instead to address their concerns at a series of meetings scheduled in
various cities across the country beginning July 31.”

 
Liberal advocacy groups have attempted to claim that states should not turn down the “free” money
Obamacare will offer to the states in the form of a higher Medicaid match.  But this money is NOT
free, in two respects.  First, the federal match comes from the massive new federal taxes needed to
fund Obamacare – taxes which will harm economic growth and jobs nationwide.  Second, the state
share of the Medicaid spending – including new administrative costs that easily could exceed $10
billion – will have to come from somewhere too: From cuts to education, transportation, and other
state priorities, or from yet more destructive tax increases imposed at the state level.
 
Even some Democrat governors understand that money does not grow on trees, and the massive
Medicaid expansions included in Obamacare will have major costs.  Unfortunately, the
Administration and its liberal allies continue to ignore the fiscal implications of this unsustainable
law, resulting in the current implementation shambles less than 18 months before Obamacare’s
coverage expansions are scheduled to “go live.”
 
Chris Jacobs
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Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare"s Prevention Priorities: Mammograms, No;

Jungle Gyms, Yes
Date: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 2:05:37 PM

Last week, the New York Times reported on a study conducted by the Mayo Clinic, which found that
the number of women in their 40s obtaining mammograms declined “in the year after an expert
panel’s recommendation that women delay regular breast cancer screenings until age 50.”  The
“expert panel” in question is the US Preventive Services Task Force – referenced 21 different times
in Obamacare, and granted the power by the law to set federal coverage standards for preventive
coverage by insurers.
 
The Mayo study leads to the unsurprising conclusion that if a government board decides a
treatment is not “approved,” people will receive less of that treatment.  Empowering a
government board will decrease access to preventive care screenings, as insurance companies will
likely follow the directives of a federally-backed panel.  So rather than keeping choices between
patients and doctors, Washington has effectively short-circuited that process, because the rulings of
a government board will lead insurance companies to stop covering preventive treatments.
 
Unfortunately, it’s not just access to mammograms that may be affected – prostate cancer screening
may well be next.  Earlier this year, the US Preventive Services Task Force released its final
recommendations regarding prostate cancer screening.  Even before the Task Force’s draft
recommendations were issued last October, insurers were already re-evaluating whether or not to
cover screening tests in light of the Task Force’s decision. 
 
Yet even as the recommendations from the Preventive Services Task Force have reduced the use of
preventive care screenings, the Administration has been promoting “preventive services”
elsewhere.  Over the past several months, HHS has been handing out grants from Obamacare’s
prevention new “slush fund” to finance things like jungle gyms, bike paths, and crosswalks.  So when
it comes to prevention funding from this Administration, the mantra appears to be “Mammograms,
no; jungle gyms, yes!”
 
Posted to the Freedom on Call blog here.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] FW: Nice Try, Madam Secretary...
Date: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 10:04:39 AM

Note Chris Jacob’s posting today on the Secretary’s letter from last night.
 
-mts
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
 
 
 

From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC) [mailto:Chris_Jacobs@jec.senate.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 10:03 AM
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Nice Try, Madam Secretary...
 
Late yesterday afternoon, HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius wrote a letter to the nation’s governors
addressing the implications of the Supreme Court ruling on Obamacare.  She started out on an
optimistic note: “We are committed to providing states with as much flexibility as we can to achieve
successful implementation of the many important opportunities provided by this legislation.”
 
But buried at the end of the letter was language indicating states will NOT have true flexibility to
adjust their Medicaid programs.  As NPR reports:
 

Last night [HHS] sent a letter to all the nation's governors, noting that “the Court's decision
did not affect other provisions of the law.”  An administration official confirmed that
included the requirement that states maintain current eligibility levels until the year 2014.

 
Governors have made multiple requests for flexibility from such mandates – the earliest of which
came on January 7 of last year.  Almost 18 months ago, in February 2011, Secretary Sebelius wrote
to them saying she was “continu[ing] to review what authority, if any, I have to waive the
maintenance of effort” requirements under the health care law.
 
While Secretary Sebelius and HHS never provided a clear answer as to whether or not she can waive
the Obamacare requirements, the non-partisan Congressional Research Service last year concluded
that HHS does have the authority to give states additional flexibility for their Medicaid programs. 
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And last month’s Supreme Court ruling – which prohibited the federal government from engaging in
“economic dragooning” of states – has prompted several states to “assert they have more flexibility
to manage other aspects of the [Medicaid] program.”
 
But Secretary Sebelius and HHS adamantly insist otherwise.  Last year they wouldn’t give states
waivers from Obamacare’s onerous requirements – they wouldn’t even admit they had the authority
to do so.  Now HHS is insisting that the Supreme Court ruling – which said Obamacare violated the
constitution by putting “a gun to the head” of states – does not undo the law’s mandates, thereby
preventing states from modifying their Medicaid programs.  The Secretary’s statements to the
contrary, that’s NOT flexibility.  And putting more people in a broken Medicaid program is NOT
health “reform.”
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Nice Try, Madam Secretary...
Date: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 10:02:44 AM

Late yesterday afternoon, HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius wrote a letter to the nation’s governors
addressing the implications of the Supreme Court ruling on Obamacare.  She started out on an
optimistic note: “We are committed to providing states with as much flexibility as we can to achieve
successful implementation of the many important opportunities provided by this legislation.”
 
But buried at the end of the letter was language indicating states will NOT have true flexibility to
adjust their Medicaid programs.  As NPR reports:
 

Last night [HHS] sent a letter to all the nation's governors, noting that “the Court's decision
did not affect other provisions of the law.”  An administration official confirmed that
included the requirement that states maintain current eligibility levels until the year 2014.

 
Governors have made multiple requests for flexibility from such mandates – the earliest of which
came on January 7 of last year.  Almost 18 months ago, in February 2011, Secretary Sebelius wrote
to them saying she was “continu[ing] to review what authority, if any, I have to waive the
maintenance of effort” requirements under the health care law.
 
While Secretary Sebelius and HHS never provided a clear answer as to whether or not she can waive
the Obamacare requirements, the non-partisan Congressional Research Service last year concluded
that HHS does have the authority to give states additional flexibility for their Medicaid programs. 
And last month’s Supreme Court ruling – which prohibited the federal government from engaging in
“economic dragooning” of states – has prompted several states to “assert they have more flexibility
to manage other aspects of the [Medicaid] program.”
 
But Secretary Sebelius and HHS adamantly insist otherwise.  Last year they wouldn’t give states
waivers from Obamacare’s onerous requirements – they wouldn’t even admit they had the authority
to do so.  Now HHS is insisting that the Supreme Court ruling – which said Obamacare violated the
constitution by putting “a gun to the head” of states – does not undo the law’s mandates, thereby
preventing states from modifying their Medicaid programs.  The Secretary’s statements to the
contrary, that’s NOT flexibility.  And putting more people in a broken Medicaid program is NOT
health “reform.”
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] One More Fact Check on Taxes
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 1:09:06 PM

The Washington Post has a long blog post today about President Obama’s record on taxes.  The post
includes the following claim: “The health-reform law includes a plethora of tax changes.  All told, the
bill raises about $509 billion through new and higher taxes, and cuts taxes by $831 billion, over the
next 11 years.”  However, the claim on the law’s tax increases is an under-estimate.
 
The post uses Table 3 of a CBO paper from this March for its $509 billion revenue figure.  But that
table is titled thusly: “March 2012 Estimate of the Budgetary Effects of the Insurance Coverage
Provisions Contained in the Affordable Care Act.” (Emphasis mine.)  What the title means is that in
this particular chart, CBO included only the revenue effects of tax policies directly related to the
coverage expansions – including the individual and employer mandates, as well as the “Cadillac tax”
on high-cost plans.  Other tax provisions not directly related to the CBO/JCT insurance model – such
as the “high-income” surtax, the insurer tax, the medical device tax, etc. – are analyzed elsewhere
by the Joint Committee on Taxation.
 
The CBO score of last year’s repeal bill makes this clear.  In Table 3 on page 9, CBO said the law
would raise a total of $350 billion in revenue from the individual mandate ($27 billion), employer
mandate ($82 billion), “Cadillac tax” ($111 billion), and other related taxes ($130 billion).  Yet Table 2
on page 6 makes clear that the law raised a total of $813 billion in revenues – a number far in
excess of the $350 billion directly related to the coverage expansions.*  That’s because the total
revenue number included things like the “high-income” tax and insurer tax that aren’t included in
CBO’s coverage model.
 
Unfortunately, CBO has not released a full re-estimate of the law in quite some time – though it has
stated that it will do so in two weeks’ time, updating its baseline to reflect the impact of last
month’s Supreme Court ruling.  But what is crystal clear is that over the 2012-2022 period, the law
raises taxes by far more than “only” $500 billion.
 
A final note: In its score of the repeal bill last year, CBO said the law would raise $813 billion in total
revenues, as noted above.  CBO also estimated at the time that the law would distribute a total of
$717 billion in subsidies – $677 billion to individuals, and $40 billion to small businesses.  As we
previously noted, more than three quarters of the subsidies will be disbursed to individuals with no
income tax liability – making them pure government spending administered through the tax code. 
But even if you categorize the outlay portion of the subsidies as a tax cut, the law still amounts to a
net tax increase of nearly $100 billion.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
 
* The lower numbers in the score of the repeal bill reflect the fact that last year’s score was based
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on a 2012-2021 budget window, versus the March document’s 2012-2022 window – the former
document has one additional year of tax increases, so therefore its numbers are higher.  And
because H.R. 2 was a repeal bill, technically the budgetary signs are reversed – the minus signs show
repeal of the tax increases included in PPACA.  Yes, this is confusing.
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Jonathan Gruber"s Incoherent Claptrap on Obamacare and

Jobs
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 10:06:51 AM

Writing in the New Republic, paid Obamacare consultant Jonathan Gruber puts forward a series of
arguments about how the law will help jobs and the economy – several of which contradict each
other.  First, Gruber says Obamacare will create jobs in the health care sector:

The Affordable Care Act will boost the economy.  By now, most people who follow politics
know that the law will result in more than 30 million additional Americans getting health
insurance.  But what few realize is that, by expanding insurance coverage, the law will also
increase economic activity.  These newly insured individuals will demand more medical care
than when they were uninsured.  While it takes many years to train a family physician or
nurse practitioner, it doesn’t take much time to train the assistants and technicians (and
related support staff) who can fill much of this need.  In many cases, these are precisely the
sort of medium-skill jobs that our economy desperately needs—and that the health care
sector has already been providing, even during the recession.

 
Several paragraphs later, he claims the law will reduce health costs:
 

Of course, the long-term goal of the Affordable Care Act is to reduce spending on health
care. And the best projections suggest that it will. Although the law will boost spending
initially, the effect is likely to be modest.  The official Medicare Actuary projects that, by
2019, the ACA will raise health spending by 1 percent, or 0.2 percent of GDP; this is less than
one-sixth of one year’s growth in national health expenditures.  Over time, however, the
multiple initiatives in the ACA will kick in to help “bend the cost curve,” through increasing
consumer incentives to shop for low-cost insurance, moving towards prospective payment
methodologies that reward value rather than treatment intensity, and assessing which
strategies are cost effective for managing illness.

 
Let’s unpack these claims one by one:
 

The op-ed claims Obamacare will “boost the economy” – the New Republic’s website went so
far as to say the article demonstrates “Why Obamacare Can Cure Unemployment.”  But
Gruber himself claims the law will lead to only “modest” increases in spending in its first few
years, which raises an obvious question: How can “modest” increases in health spending
“cure unemployment?”  At minimum, the law will either result in skyrocketing costs or
minimal job growth – but Gruber attempts to argue both sides of this equation.

 
Former Speaker Pelosi’s claim at the White House health summit that Obamacare would
“create 4 million jobs – 400,000 jobs almost immediately” was based on a Center for
American Progress report that claimed the law would create jobs by slowing the growth of
health care costs – i.e., by taking away those fast-growing health care jobs Pelosi said made
Obamacare a “jobs bill.”  Yet Gruber is now arguing the inverse proposition – that Obamacare
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will “help” the economy by leading to more hiring for health care jobs, which will RAISE, not
lower, overall health care spending.

 
Gruber also claims that CBO said Obamacare’s reduction in the labor force “will be largely
voluntary.”  What he didn’t mention is that CBO also said that the law’s “phaseout of the
[health insurance subsidies] as income rises will effectively increase marginal tax rates, which
will also discourage work.”  In other words, people will “voluntarily” choose to work less –
because in some cases, earning an extra $1,000 of income could cause a family to lose
thousands of dollars in insurance subsidies.  If Gruber thinks these perverse incentives will
somehow boost the economy – or that it’s “voluntary” for a family to keep its income flat for
fear of incurring thousands of dollars in effective penalties by working additional hours –
some may say he’s spent too much time in the ivory tower.

 
Finally, Gruber admits that “newly insured individuals will demand more medical care than
when they were uninsured.”  What he and other Obamacare supporters have failed to
acknowledge is that this demand could well “bid up” the cost of health care services – leading
to higher medical inflation.  On that count, the non-partisan Medicare actuary agrees about
the threat of higher prices after 2014:

 
In estimating the financial impacts of the PPACA, we assumed that the increased
demand for health care services could be met without market disruptions.  In
practice, supply constraints might initially interfere with providing the services
desired by the additional 34 million insured persons.  Price reactions—that is,
providers successfully negotiating higher fees in response to the greater demand—
could result in higher total expenditures or in some of this demand being
unsatisfied….Either outcome (or a combination of both) should be considered
plausible and even probable initially.

 
As with Secretary Sebelius’ op-ed this morning, some may argue that Gruber’s feeble and
inconsistent claims once again demonstrate the need for repeal – because the fact that the law’s
supporters have to take both sides of an argument about Obamacare’s impact on jobs and the
economy shows they really don’t have an argument at all.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] The REAL Truth about Obamacare
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 6:52:35 AM

Secretary Sebelius has an op-ed in this morning’s Washington Post entitled “The Truth about
Obamacare.”  Unfortunately, the op-ed makes several statements about Obamacare that warrant
fact-checking and rebuttal.  Herewith, decoded from the Administration’s spin, the REAL truth about
Obamacare:
 
Claim #1: “The Supreme Court decision upholding the Affordable Care Act was a turning point in
the health-care debate, a chance to stop refighting old political battles…”
 

This claim misleads in two key respects.  First, as we pointed out the day of the ruling, the
Supreme Court upheld some of the law – and overturned other portions.  The Court
explicitly ruled that “The Affordable Care Act is constitutional in part and unconstitutional in
part.”   And in its ruling, the Court threw more than half of the law’s coverage expansions
into doubt – because it said Obamacare was unconstitutionally coercive on the part of the
states by forcing them to expand their Medicaid programs.
 
Second, even as the Court upheld the individual mandate under the taxing power, President
Obama and the Administration seem pathologically unwilling to concede that the mandate is
a tax increase – “fighting old political battles” by re-litigating the basis for the Court’s
decision in a vain attempt to avoid an admission that Obamacare broke the President’s
promise not to raise taxes on the middle class.  If the President doesn’t want to “refight old
political battles,” why won’t he publicly accept that the mandate is a multi-billion dollar tax
increase?

                                                                                                
Claim #2: “One claim is that the Affordable Care Act is driving up Americans’ health-care costs.
 The facts tell a different story.”
 

The Department’s own actuary noted just last month that Obamacare will increase spending
on health care by $478,000,000,000 in its first seven years alone.  That means that costs are
going UP even as candidate Obama repeatedly promised that they would go DOWN.  While
candidate Obama promised that premiums would go DOWN by $2,500, they actually have
gone UP by nearly as much – from $12,680 in 2008 to $15,073 in 2011, according to Kaiser
data.  And the Congressional Budget Office found that Obamacare’s new insurance
mandates will raise premiums on the individual market by an additional $2,100 per family. 
The Secretary’s attempt to argue that premium costs are going up by slightly less is a
misleading attempt to define the President’s campaign promise downward and avoid
admitting yet another broken campaign promise.

 
Claim #3: “Another falsehood repeated by opponents of the law is that it is putting a greater
burden on small businesses.  Again, the facts show that the opposite is true.”
 

The facts show that between the time of enactment and last month, the Administration has
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released a whopping 12,825 pages of Obamacare-related regulations and notices in the
Federal Register – and thousands more are likely on the way.  If the Secretary really believes
her Department issuing thousands of pages of mandates, regulations, and diktats helps
small business, perhaps she should look for opportunities to work in private industry herself
– because she would quickly find out that thanks to Obamacare, the private sector is not
“doing fine.”

 
Claim #4: “A third false attack recycled in recent weeks is that the Affordable Care Act cuts
Medicare benefits.  In truth, Medicare is stronger than ever.”
 

That’s not what Nancy Pelosi said.  In an interview with CNBC’s Maria Bartiromo last
November, Pelosi admitted that Democrats “took a half a trillion dollars out of Medicare in
[Obamacare], the health care bill.”  That is EXACTLY what Obamacare did – it resulted in
$500 billion in Medicare spending reductions, savings that in the words of the non-partisan
Congressional Budget Office “will not enhance the ability of the government to pay for
future Medicare benefits” – because those savings will be used to fund other unsustainable
entitlements. 

 
In short, Secretary Sebelius is 0-for-4 on her claims when it comes to Obamacare being upheld,
lowering costs, helping small business, and preserving Medicare.  It’s as good an argument as any for
why the law should be repealed – because if these incomplete and misleading statements are the
best arguments the Administration can put forward to support the law, there’s no reason not to
repeal it.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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OBAMACARE’S NEW TAXES AND PENALTIES AMOUNT IN BILLIONS
OVER 10 YEARS

Ø  New 40% excise tax on certain high-cost health plans $32.0
Ø  New ban on purchase of over-the-counter drugs using funds from FSAs, HSAs, and HRAs $5.0
Ø  Increase, from 7.5% to 10% of income, the threshold after which individuals can deduct

out-of-pocket medical expenses
$15.2

Ø  Impose a new $2,500 annual cap on FSA contributions $13.0
Ø  New annual tax on health insurance $60.1
Ø  New annual tax on brand name pharmaceuticals $27.0
Ø  New 2.3% excise tax on certain medical devices $20.0
Ø  New 10% tax on indoor UV tanning services $2.7
Ø  New tax on insured and self-insured health plans $2.6
Ø  Double the penalty for non-qualified HSA distributions $1.4
Ø  Individual Mandate Penalties $17.0
Ø  Employer Mandate Penalties $52.0

From: Jacobs  Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs  Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Want to Stop Middle-Class Tax Hikes? Repeal Obamacare...
Date: Monday, July 09, 2012 2:05:23 PM

Given the President’s talk today about wanting to stop tax increases on the middle class, it’s worth pointing out that
Obamacare contains massive tax increases that will be borne by taxpayers with incomes under $250,000.  According to a list
compiled by the House Ways and Means Committee (based on Joint Committee on Taxation estimates), Obamacare imposes
a whopping $248,000,000,000 in tax increases that will be primarily, if not exclusively, borne by the middle class.  Still
don’t believe me?  Take a look below:
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What’s more, several new Obamacare tax increases on the middle class will take effect on January 1:  The $2,500 cap on
Flexible Spending Arrangements; the higher threshold for deducting medical expenses, and the 2.3% “wheelchair tax” on
medical devices, which according to the Congressional Budget Office will “be largely passed through to consumers in the form
of higher premiums for private coverage.”  If the President REALLY wants to prevent a middle-class tax increase, why won’t
he repeal all these Obamacare taxes as well?
 
With all these tax increases on the way, is anyone surprised that the IRS has hired thousands more new agents to track down
Obamacare “tax scofflaws?”  What’s clear is that thanks to Obamacare, no one will be able to spell insurance without the
letters I-R-S.  What’s also clear is that the best way to avoid all these crushing middle-class taxes is to repeal Obamacare in its
entirety.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
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Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] FW: More on Under-26 Insurance Mandate
Date: Monday, June 11, 2012 8:35:43 AM

AO’s and Healthcare advisors:
 
ICYMI:
 
BREAKING - "UnitedHealthcare voluntarily extends important health reform
protections regardless of upcoming rulings by Supreme Court" - Release off
embargo at 12:01 a.m.; Minnetonka, Minn., dateline : "UnitedHealthcare will
continue provisions related to coverage of preventive health care services,
coverage of dependents up to age 26, lifetime policy limits, rescissions and
appeals. 'The protections we are voluntarily extending are good for people's
health, promote broader access to quality care and contribute to helping
control rising health care costs ... ,' said Stephen J. Hemsley, president
and CEO of UnitedHealth Group. ... These protections are effective
immediately, and will remain available to current and future customers and
members. The company is not establishing any sunset provisions.
UnitedHealthcare recognizes the value of coverage for children up to age 19
with pre-existing conditions. One company acting alone cannot take that step,
so UnitedHealthcare is committed to working with all other participants in
the health care system to sustain that coverage."
 
Good Analysis from Chris Jacob’s below.
 
-Marie
 
 

From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC) [mailto:Chris_Jacobs@jec.senate.gov] 
Sent: Friday, June 08, 2012 10:42 AM
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: More on Under-26 Insurance Mandate
 
As a follow-up to Sen. DeMint’s Member Viewpoint yesterday on government mandates for health
insurance policies to cover dependent children, the liberal Commonwealth Fund is out this morning
with a study regarding the issue.  The study concludes that, while the under-26 coverage mandate
increased the number of covered adult children by up to 2.5 million, a total of 6.6 million youths
took advantage of the under-26 mandate included in the health care law to remain on their parents’
policies.  Related points from the study:
 

·         If accurate, the study findings would mean that 4.1 million youths, or more than 60% of
those taking advantage of the under-26 mandate, likely had access to other forms of health
coverage – for instance, from their own employer,* from a student health plan, or from an
individually-purchased plan – yet chose instead to remain on their parents’ health insurance.

·         The benefits of the under-26 mandate have disproportionately accrued to affluent and
wealthy families.  The study found that nearly seven in ten (69%) of young adults in families
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with incomes over four times the federal poverty level – over $92,000 for a family of four –
stayed on their parents’ health insurance.  Conversely, only one-sixth (17%) of young adults
in families with incomes under 133% of poverty – just over $30,000 per year for a family of
four – utilized the under-26 mandate to remain on their parents’ insurance.

 
Some may argue that the study illustrates several perverse incentives resulting from the new federal
mandate:
 

1.        The high number of young adults turning down other forms of coverage suggests a high rate
of crowd-out – youths declining to seek their own health coverage to stay on their parents’
plans for “free.”

2.        The costs of this “free” insurance will be socialized across the health insurance system – but
in a non-transparent manner.  The Administration claimed that the under-26 mandate
would affect 2.37 million young adults, and raise premiums by about one percent (some
studies have concluded the Administration under-estimated the cost impact).  However, if
the mandate actually affected 6.6 million young adults, the premium impact would almost
certainly be higher.

3.        The under-26 mandate may also be exacerbating premium increases among student health
plans.  Other Obamacare mandates taking effect this fall are raising premiums, by as much
as 350% in some cases.  Some news reports have indicated that, rather than pay the higher
premiums for student insurance, students who have access to coverage through their
parents will choose that option instead.  However, as noted above, the under-26 mandate is
disproportionately helping affluent families – meaning that only students from lower-
income households without access to a parental health plan may be forced to pay these
higher premiums.

 
Finally, even the Commonwealth study admits that the poor economy is a major reason why many
young people do not have insurance coverage:
 

The lingering softness in the U.S. economy has likely contributed to high rates of reported
gaps in health insurance among young adults in the survey.  More than one of 10 (11%) 19-
to-29-year-olds in the survey said they were unemployed but looking for work.  Of those, 62
percent had experienced a time without health insurance in the past year compared with 32
percent of those who were employed full time and 38 percent of those who were employed
part time.

 
The study further found that fully 9.6 million Americans aged 19 to 29 lost their jobs between
November 2009 and November 2011, and of those who lost jobs providing health insurance, more
than half (52%) became uninsured.
 
It is this last conclusion – the devastating damage this Administration’s failed economic policies have
wreaked – that should remain the focus of policy-makers going forward.  Some would argue that
maintaining mandates that have encouraged millions of young Americans to drop their existing
coverage to obtain “free” insurance through their parents is inconsistent with this objective.  During
the SCHIP debate in 2007-08, conservatives opposed using taxpayer funds to expand a government
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program in a way that would allow middle-income families to drop their current insurance and
obtain government-run coverage instead.  By this same logic, conservatives should be concerned
about government mandates on the private sector that have had much the same effect.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
 
* The law does allow so-called “grandfathered” (i.e., pre-Obamacare) employer plans to exclude
young adults from their parents’ health plans through 2014, if the young adult in question has
access to employer-provided health insurance himself.  However, as even the Administration’s own
regulations admit that most employer plans have lost, or will soon lose, grandfathered health status,
this option is not available to many employers.
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Federalism"s Quiet Victory
Date: Monday, July 09, 2012 10:53:18 AM

More than a week after the Supreme Court ruling on Obamacare, some have discovered the ruling
was not the unqualified victory for the Obama Administration that reporters made it out to be on
the day of the decision.  Multiple press reports have focused on statements by governors indicating
they may not, or will not, participate in the law’s now-optional expansion of Medicaid. (A good
summary of where states stand on the expansion based on public comments to date can be found
here.)
 
On the substance, it’s easy to see why states would be greatly concerned.  As Matt Salo, head of the
National Association of Medicaid Directors, stated, the idea that the Medicaid expansion is “free” to
states is nothing but a massive prevarication:
 

State officials retort that the notion that expansion is free for states until 2017 is “a big lie,”
in Salo’s words.  While the federal government will pay many of the administrative costs,
states will share in the expense of some information technology and personnel.  And the
requirement that most individuals carry insurance is expected to spur at least some of an
estimated 13 million people who currently qualify for Medicaid, but are not enrolled to sign
up, Salo said.  States will receive their traditional federal funding match for those people.

 
Those administrative costs will be significant – one Heritage Foundation study pegged them at
nearly $12 billion in the first six years alone.  And there’s also the fact that the law’s spending
reductions are widely predicted by experts to be unsustainable, meaning it’s entirely possible
Congress could reduce the federal Medicaid match – sticking the states with even more added costs
– down the line if lawmakers need to undo Medicare payment reductions to ensure seniors still have
access to care.
 
More fundamentally, however, the ruling gives states something they have not had in their relations
with the federal government in quite some time – leverage.  The federal government will no longer
be able blithely to dismiss state concerns, or order them to expand Medicaid just as Washington
says – or else.  It’s particularly noteworthy that just one day after the Supreme Court ruling, former
Speaker Pelosi publicly floated the idea of “re-thinking” the federal Medicaid match – increasing the
federal share to compensate states for their unfunded mandates.  It’s unclear whether that would
actually happen – or if so, how the increased federal payments would be paid for – but it shows that
in light of the ruling, federal politicians cannot ignore states’ concerns, a step in the right direction
in restoring the long-lost balance between Washington and the states.
 
And that is as the Framers intended it to be.  In Federalist 46, James Madison wrote that federal
infringements on the states would spark popular outrage, just as Obamacare sparked a majority of
states to sue the federal government for exercising unconstitutional coercive power on their
sovereignty:

Should an unwarrantable measure of the federal government be unpopular in particular
States, which would seldom fail to be the case, or even a warrantable measure be so, which
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may sometimes be the case, the means of opposition to it are powerful and at hand.  The
disquietude of the people; their repugnance and, perhaps, refusal to co-operate with the
officers of the Union; the frowns of the executive magistracy of the State; the
embarrassments created by legislative devices, which would often be added on such
occasions, would oppose, in any State, difficulties not to be despised; would form, in a large
State, very serious impediments; and where the sentiments of several adjoining States
happened to be in unison, would present obstructions which the federal government would
hardly be willing to encounter.
But ambitious encroachments of the federal government, on the authority of the State
governments, would not excite the opposition of a single State, or of a few States only.
 They would be signals of general alarm.  Every government would espouse the common
cause.  A correspondence would be opened. Plans of resistance would be concerted. One
spirit would animate and conduct the whole.  The same combinations, in short, would result
from an apprehension of the federal, as was produced by the dread of a foreign, yoke; and
unless the projected innovations should be voluntarily renounced, the same appeal to a trial
of force would be made in the one case as was made in the other.

The Court’s ruling echoed Madison’s comments about the “general alarm” that the law has inflicted
upon the states; it struck down the coercive requirements of the Medicaid expansion as “economic
dragooning” that puts “a gun to the head” of states.  What’s more, Chief Justice Roberts’ ruling laid
down a marker implying that additional laws could also be struck down as unconstitutional
impositions on states: “We have no need to fix a line [defining coercion] either.  It is enough for
today that wherever that line may be, this statute is surely beyond it.”
 
Whatever one thinks of the merits of the Chief Justice’s opinion on the individual mandate, the
Court’s ruling on the Medicaid expansion is already having an impact on politics and policy in dozens
of states – and the constitutional implications of the decision could influence the state-federal
relationship for years to come.  This at least is an outcome some conservatives can value.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] "Politics" and the Mandate
Date: Monday, July 09, 2012 8:18:49 AM

In comments in Ohio late last week, President Obama criticized Republicans for “playing politics” by
recognizing the fact that the Supreme Court upheld Obamacare’s individual mandate ONLY AS A TAX
INCREASE.  He criticized the idea that political pressure would compel someone to change their
position on the status of the mandate.  He claimed he would “make no apologies” for the individual
mandate in Obamacare, and also went so far as to say the following:  “One of the things that you
learn as president is that what you say matters and your principles matter.…And sometimes, you've
got to fight for things that you believe in and you can't just switch on a dime.”
 
Which is interesting, because in 2009 the President said that “For us to say that you’ve got to take a
responsibility to get health insurance is absolutely not a tax increase….George, the fact that you
looked up Merriam’s Dictionary, the definition of tax increase, indicates to me that you’re stretching
a little bit right now.  Otherwise, you wouldn’t have gone to the dictionary to check on the
definition.”
 
But two years later, in January 2012, here’s what the Obama Administration argued in federal court
– take a look at the headings on page 52 of the government’s appeals court brief in the case of HHS
v. Florida (emphasis in the original):
 
THE MINIMUM COVERAGE PROVISION IS INDEPENDENTLY AUTHORIZED BY CONGRESS’S TAXING

POWER

The Minimum Coverage Provision Operates As A Tax Law
 
Why did President Obama and his Administration change positions – twice – on the individual
mandate, saying the mandate was not a tax increase before passage, arguing before federal courts
it was a tax increase after the law passed, and then arguing for the past week-plus the mandate isn’t
a tax increase?  Well, George Stephanopoulos knows why.  In an exchange with House Budget
Committee Chairman Paul Ryan on his show last week, the Democrat journalist admitted that such
flip-floppery was the only way to get the law passed in the first place:

RYAN:  The president on your show said this is not a tax.  Then he sent his solicitor general to
the Supreme Court to argue that it is a tax in order to get this past the Supreme
Court….Believe me, if this was brought to the public as a tax, there's no way this law would
have passed into law in the first place.  That's what's so frustrating and disappointing with
this law.

STEPHANOPOULOS: I think you may be right about that.

So you tell me: Who’s the one playing politics here?
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
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Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] CBO Report Exposes Record of Obamanomics
Date: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:55:29 AM

The Congressional Budget Office released its updated economic forecasts this morning and, today as
before, the results reflect the Obama Administration’s “stewardship” of the economy.  In the health
care sector, CBO made some significant updates to its baseline, reflecting both economic and
technical changes.  With respect to the former, because economic productivity has lagged, and
because most Medicare payment rates for hospitals and other providers are linked to “market-
basket” updates of goods and services, CBO raised projected Medicare spending based on this
economic factor.  From page 52 of the report:

CBO’s current projections of productivity are lower than they were in its previous forecast,
and its projected prices for goods and services (including the cost of both labor and non-
labor inputs) are now higher.  Consequently, CBO now anticipates higher payment rates for
Medicare than it forecast in March, a change that raises projected outlays by $136 billion
(or about 2 percent) over the 2013–2022 period.  In the Medicaid program, higher projected
prices for medical services and the cost of labor are also expected to boost spending, by $27
billion, between 2013 and 2022.

 
Admittedly, CBO made a larger downward adjustment ($169 billion) in projected Medicare
spending, which it termed a technical adjustment to reflect the current slowdown in health
spending.  However, the Medicare actuary and others have said much of this slowdown is linked to
the poorly recovering economy – which means spending could pick up whenever the economy fully
recovers.
 
Either way, however, the report reflects an indictment on the Obama economy – lower productivity
growth raising Medicare spending, offset only by people cutting back on health expenditures
because they can’t afford to go to the doctor.  That’s not evidence Obamacare is working – that’s
evidence the “stimulus” didn’t.
 
A couple of other related points from the CBO report:

·         According to the updated baseline, the federal government will in 2022 spend a total of
$1.064 trillion on Medicare, and $592 billion on Medicaid (not counting the state share of
Medicaid payments).  The vast – and vastly increasing – amounts of money the federal
government is spending on these programs makes the best case for comprehensive
entitlement reform.

·         The update projects the decade-long cost of a freeze in Medicare physician payments at
$245 billion.  If said legislation is not paid for, CBO estimates debt service payments on the
$245 billion would total an additional $36 billion.

 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Peter Orszag"s "Fairy" Tale
Date: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 10:39:01 AM

Former Obama Administration Budget Director Peter Orszag published a Bloomberg op-ed this
morning in which he criticized conservative proposals to introduce premium support in Medicare. 
He claims that the “private market tooth fairy” can’t cut costs – arguing that the Congressional
Budget Office doubted this premise, and that any cost differentials between government-run
Medicare and private plans would be based on private plans treating healthier patients than
traditional Medicare.
 
Orszag claims that CBO said that the private plans in the House Republican premium support
proposal would be more expensive for beneficiaries than traditional Medicare.  But that’s only a
quarter-truth, at best.  First, Orszag admitted that he used an out-of-date 2011 CBO report to
characterize the 2012 House Republican proposal; he claimed he did so because the 2011 CBO
analysis “was the only one that CBO has evaluated in terms of total, not just federal, cost.”

That sleight-of-hand was bad enough – but there’s absolutely no excuse for Orszag’s other key
omission, which is that CBO currently has no technical capacity to determine whether or not
competition can help reduce health costs.  A recent Health Matters column in CongressDaily
(subscription required) pointed out this key flaw in CBO’s estimating models:

[CBO] Director Douglas Elmendorf told the House Budget Committee in 2011, his office
doesn’t have the ability to account for any cost decreases (or increases, for that matter) that
could come from competition between private plans.  “We are not applying any additional
effects of competition on this growth rate over time in our analysis of your proposal.  And,
again, we don’t have the tools, the analysis, we would need to do a quantitative evaluation
of the importance of those factors,” Elmendorf said….

CBO’s current estimate puts the effects of competition at zero, which Gail Wilensky, a
former head of Medicare and Medicaid in the George H.W. Bush administration, says is an
even worse assumption than making some sort of educated guess.  “You know it’s not zero,
that’s the complete cop-out,” Wilensky said in an interview.  “Their assumption is zero; it’s a
very specific assumption, and it’s the one thing that’s definitely not accurate.”

Before joining the Obama Administration, Orszag served as Elmendorf’s predecessor as CBO
Director.  He knows that this lack of capacity on the effects of competition is a MAJOR hole in the
organization’s technical capacities – in fact, one could assign him at least some responsibility for
failing to develop those models during his time as CBO Director.  Yet he mentioned none of this in
the op-ed.
 
Instead, Orszag spent time criticizing the process of risk adjustment – in which plans with sicker-
than-average beneficiaries receive higher payments than plans with healthier-than-average
patients, to compensate the former for their higher costs and discourage plans from attempting to
game the system.  Orszag alleges that risk adjustment is imperfect – which is true – but goes on to
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say that risk adjustment is so imperfect that private plans could still undermine traditional Medicare
by soliciting healthier patients, despite the risk adjustment methods in place.  Orszag’s argument
would sound slightly more genuine were it not for this paragraph included in Section 1343(b) of
Obamacare:
 

(b) CRITERIA AND METHODS.—The Secretary, in consultation with States, shall establish
criteria and methods to be used in carrying out the risk adjustment activities under this
section.  The Secretary may utilize criteria and methods similar to the criteria and
methods utilized under part C or D of title XVIII of the Social Security Act.  Such criteria
and methods shall be included in the standards and requirements the Secretary prescribes
under section 1321.

 
In other words, Obamacare explicitly grants HHS the authority to impose the risk adjustment
methods currently being used in Medicare Advantage – the exact same methods that Orszag claims
will undermine traditional Medicare.  If those Medicare Advantage risk adjustment methods are so
flawed, as Orszag claims, then why did the Obama Administration – of which Orszag himself was a
member – permit them to be used in Obamacare Exchanges as well?
 
Orszag’s column got this much right – there is a “fairy” tale regarding premium support proposals. 
But the real fairy tale lies in the inconvenient truths Orszag himself was unable or unwilling to
mention in his supposed critique.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Chris Van Hollen"s Curious Claim on "Arbitrary Medicare

Cuts"
Date: Monday, August 20, 2012 2:46:30 PM

The Washington Post’s Ezra Klein published an interview with House Budget Committee Ranking
Member Chris Van Hollen over the weekend, in which the latter made an interesting claim about
Obamacare’s Medicare provisions.  Klein asked a question noting that “the Democrats like to say…
that they’re just cutting providers, not beneficiaries.  But providers often pass their costs along to
beneficiaries, either by making them pay more or giving them worse service.  So how real is that
distinction?”  Van Hollen responded thusly:

Obviously, if you were just to do across-the-board, arbitrary cuts, that would be the case,
but the whole idea behind Obamacare is to change the incentive structure behind Medicare
so the payments to providers focus on the value of care rather than the volume of care.  So,
for example, before the Affordable Care Act was passed, hospitals…had no financial
incentive to coordinate the care of the condition once the beneficiary left the hospital.
 We’re now changing the model so hospitals don’t get reimbursed every time the patient
gets readmitted.

There’s only one problem with that statement: Obamacare is paid for largely by “across-the-board,
arbitrary cuts.”  Take a look at the below chart, which Klein’s own colleague Sarah Kliff published last
week:
 

 
The red section is the savings from hospital reimbursements – which was achieved by arbitrary,
across-the-board cuts.  The blue section is the savings from Medicare Advantage – which was
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achieved by arbitrary, across-the-board cuts.  And the green section includes miscellaneous savings
provisions, many of which (hospice, home health, etc.) come from – you guessed it – arbitrary,
across-the-board cuts.  And while CBO hasn’t released a recent re-estimate of the hospital re-
admission provision Van Hollen cited, a March 2010 score of Obamacare credited only $7.1 billion in
savings – just over 1% of the law’s total Medicare savings – from this particular policy.  By
comparison, “arbitrary, across-the-board cuts” comprise more than two-thirds of the Medicare
savings, as the chart above clearly demonstrates.
 
Klein didn’t challenge Van Hollen on his assertion that Obamacare doesn’t include across-the-board
cuts – because, well, he’s Ezra Klein.  But Van Hollen’s claim is striking nonetheless.  It’s one thing to
say that the Medicare provisions in Obamacare are painful but nonetheless necessary, or that the
provisions wouldn’t affect beneficiaries at all.  But what Van Hollen said was that “arbitrary, across-
the-board cuts” WOULD harm beneficiaries – and then proceeded to deny the clear fact that most
of Obamacare’s savings comes from these types of provisions.
 
Last week came word that Rep. Van Hollen will be tapped to play Paul Ryan in preparations for the
vice presidential debate.  Given the level of competence on health care Van Hollen showed in his
interview with Klein this week, Joe Biden might want to think about a Plan B.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Robert Gibbs and IPAB Members
Date: Monday, August 20, 2012 8:10:18 AM

Speaking on Fox News Sunday yesterday, Robert Gibbs was challenged about the composition of
Obamacare’s Independent Payment Advisory Board, or IPAB.  He said that the IPAB would be
composed of “medical professionals. They are people that we trust to make medical decisions.”
 
Actually, that statement is FALSE.  Obamacare specifically states that practicing medical
professionals may NOT comprise the majority of the IPAB’s membership – meaning economists and
other potential bean-counters will by definition maintain a majority voting share on the board. 
Here’s the specific language from page 423 of the statute (emphasis mine):
 

(iii) MAJORITY NONPROVIDERS.—Individuals who are directly involved in the provision or
management of the delivery of items and services covered under this title shall not
constitute a majority of the appointed membership of the Board.

 
Of course, if Gibbs – and by extension the Obama campaign – want to argue that the IPAB’s
members will be thoroughly respected, then President Obama could actually follow the law and
appoint IPAB nominees.  According to page 426 of the statute, the law appropriates funds for IPAB
(originally $15 million, but lowered to $5 million last December) “for fiscal year 2012” – that’s the
fiscal year ending this September 30.  So Obamacare contemplates IPAB being up and running NOW
– yet President Obama has failed to nominate any appointees to the board.  If the President wants
to save Medicare so badly – and IPAB is so critical to saving Medicare – what’s he waiting for?  And if
IPAB is so innocuous and won’t harm seniors, why is he waiting until AFTER his re-election campaign
to announce who he wants to put on the board?
 
Given the massive powers of the IPAB officials – the rulings of these bureaucrats will be exempt
from both administrative AND judicial review – there’s a good government argument to be made
that the American people should have full knowledge of who these powerful people will be BEFORE
they make their choice in November.  Of course, given this Administration’s history of radical
appointees – i.e., Donald “Rationing with Our Eyes Open” Berwick – it’s entirely likely that the
Administration does NOT want to tell the American people exactly who will be supervising the
Medicare program under IPAB’s new world order.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Getting the "Politifacts" Right
Date: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 5:11:25 PM

Politifact this afternoon issued a “ruling” calling Mostly False a statement that Obamacare utilized
Medicare funds to pay for its coverage expansions.  The Politifact piece claims – correctly – that
other Presidents have signed laws reducing Medicare spending, and that therefore claims about
Obamacare’s impact on Medicare are overblown.  However, there’s a BIG difference between those
prior laws and Obamacare – Obamacare used Medicare savings to pay for more government
spending.  On that count, there is near universal agreement that’s exactly what the law did:
 

·         The non-partisan Congressional Budget Office said that the Medicare reductions in
Obamacare “will not enhance the ability of the government to pay for future Medicare
benefits” – because those savings will be used to fund other unsustainable entitlements.  If
Democrats want to use the Medicare savings provisions to extend the life of the Medicare
trust fund – and not to fund the new entitlements created by the law – the Congressional
Budget Office previously estimated what the fiscal impact would be:  “A net increase in
federal deficits of $260 billion” through 2019.

·         Likewise, the Medicare actuary has written that the Medicare provisions in the law “cannot
be simultaneously used to finance other Federal outlays (such as the coverage expansions
under the PPACA) and to extend the [Medicare] trust fund, despite the appearance of this
result from the respective accounting conventions.”

·         Back in November, even Nancy Pelosi admitted that Democrats “took a half a trillion dollars
out of Medicare in [Obamacare], the health care bill” to pay for more federal spending.  

 
President Obama himself admitted the problems with Obamacare’s supposed logic in a 2010
interview, when he stated that “You can’t say that you are saving on Medicare and then spending
the money twice.”  Yet that’s EXACTLY what the law did – and no amount of spin can change that
fact.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Pharmacies Join Obamacare Propaganda Campaign
Date: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 2:51:24 PM

The Hill reports this afternoon that several major pharmacies “will promote [Obamacare]…to
seniors,” providing brochures about all the law’s supposed new benefits.  In a conference call
announcing the program, CMS Acting Administrator Marilyn Tavenner refused to give a straight
answer to the question about whether the pharmacies came up with the idea for the program, or
the Administration proposed it – strongly suggesting that the Obama Administration proposed this
idea to pharmacies as yet another propaganda effort to win support for their unpopular law.
 
One unanswered question remains: Will these pharmacies also educate seniors about the law’s cuts
to Medicare Advantage – which will cut enrollment in Medicare Advantage in half and reduce plan
choices by two-thirds?  Or does the Administration’s call for seniors to be able to “make informed
healthcare decisions” only apply to the information the Administration wants seniors to see?
 
It’s perhaps not surprising that pharmacies would look to advertise Big Pharma’s “rock-solid deal”
struck behind closed doors with President Obama – after all, pharmacies have the same financial
incentives to sell more brand-name prescriptions that Big Pharma companies do.  However, the
more than 17 million seniors participating in Medicare Part D who are facing higher premiums
thanks to this “rock-solid deal” may not be so happy.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Two Reasons Democrats DON"T Have a Medicare Plan
Date: Monday, August 13, 2012 2:46:58 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Ezra Klein has a post this afternoon in which he claims that Democrats have a plan to reform
Medicare, but that this plan is fundamentally different from the vision conservatives have put
forward.  To which only two questions show the incomplete nature of Democrats’ supposed “plan:”
 

1.       How does the Democrat plan deal with changing demographics?  As we previously noted,
CBO has estimated that changing demographics represent at least half, and up to three-
quarters, of the shortfall in entitlement programs over the coming generation.  What this
analysis means is that, even if the growth of health costs does manage to slow (and both
CBO and the Medicare actuary think Obamacare’s cost reductions will not be sustainable in
the long-term), slowing health costs alone won’t solve Medicare’s financial problems. 
 

 
The House Republican budget addresses the demographic bulge in part by raising the
Medicare retirement age for future generations.  How does the President propose to
address this issue?  He doesn’t – he has consistently ducked it.  Does he want to raise
taxes (again) to address the demographic concerns?  He won’t say.  Will the President agree
to raise the retirement age?  Maybe – but he hasn’t said so publicly, and he most likely
won’t before November 6.  So the President’s views on how to address the “Baby Boom
bulge” are unclear – because he has avoided these issues for political gain.
 

2.       Where are the IPAB nominees?  Klein’s post admits that the “most famous” way the
President would reduce Medicare costs is through the Independent Payment Advisory Board
(IPAB).  Klein also notes that the President has proposed “expanding IPAB’s mandate such
that it can change Medicare’s benefit package” and lowering Medicare’s overall growth
rate.  But here’s the interesting thing:  According to page 426 of the statute, the law
appropriates funds for IPAB (originally $15 million, but lowered to $5 million last December)
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“for fiscal year 2012” – that’s the fiscal year ending this September 30.  So Obamacare
contemplates IPAB being up and running NOW – yet President Obama has failed to
nominate any appointees to the board.  If the President wants to save Medicare so badly –
and IPAB is so critical to saving Medicare – what’s he waiting for?  And if IPAB is so
innocuous and won’t harm seniors, why is he waiting until AFTER his re-election campaign to
announce who he wants to put on the board?

 
Klein would probably argue that conservatives will oppose whomever the President
nominates, so there’s no point in the President putting forward appointees now who are
going to get attacked.  But it’s more than a tad hypocritical for Democrats to be gleeful
about running “Mediscare” attack ads against conservatives – only for these same
Democrats to claim they can’t put forward IPAB nominees whose records will be subject to
similar public scrutiny.  And given the massive powers of the IPAB officials – the rulings of
these bureaucrats will be exempt from both administrative AND judicial review – there’s a
good government argument to be made that the American people should have full
knowledge of who these powerful people will be BEFORE they make their choice in
November.

 
When it comes to both the demographic challenges facing Medicare, and the specific IPAB officials
who will implement the lynchpin of Obamacare’s plan to lower costs, President Obama has failed to
offer any specifics or any vision – meaning that even under favorable circumstances, the best grade
one can offer for the President’s Medicare “plan” is an Incomplete.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare"s Funny Money
Date: Friday, August 10, 2012 9:24:42 AM

This morning the New York Times reports on the confusion and uncertainty regarding Obamacare’s
medical-loss ratio rebates.  Some individuals in employer plans have received notices that their plans
will receive rebates – but the rebates are paid to the plans, and not the individuals, and many
employers have not decided what to do with them.  This is perhaps unsurprising, because it may not
be worth a business’ time and effort to distribute $1.51 rebate checks to all its employees –
particularly given that the employee’s share of the premium can often be small.  So for both
employer and employee, this supposed Obamacare “benefit” may end up being more hassle than
it’s worth.
 
Meanwhile, the Washington Post’s fact checker column this morning gave President Obama three
Pinocchios for making yet another misleading claim about Obamacare.  In Colorado this week, the
President again repeated his old claim that Obamacare will lower premiums by creating Exchanges. 
This claim essentially riffs off his discussion with Sen. Alexander back at the White House health
summit in February 2010.  As you can tell from the e-mail below my signature, it wasn’t true then,
and it isn’t true now.  Kessler cites numerous actuarial studies to make his point, but the gist is this:
 Obamacare FORCES people to buy richer policies, and this Washington-mandated increase in
benefits will raise premiums, not lower them.  Even Jonathan Gruber, who served as a paid
consultant to HHS to create Obamacare, admits that the President’s rhetoric was misleading.
 
Four years ago, candidate Obama repeatedly promised that he would cut premiums – not slow the
rate of growth, but CUT them in absolute terms – by $2,500 per family.  No amount of measly
rebate checks, or misleading rhetoric, can hide the fact that Obamacare has, by the President’s own
standards, spectacularly failed to deliver.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
 
From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC) 
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2010 11:05 AM
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: President Tries to Have His Own Facts on Insurance Premiums
 
The President keeps trying to assert that his plan would lower premiums in the individual market,
but the Congressional Budget Office found that the Senate bill would RAISE premiums by an average
$2,100 per family.  The basis for the President’s allegation is that the Exchanges would reduce costs
on their own; however, CBO also found that premiums would go up because individuals would be
FORCED to buy richer policies.  Here’s the language from pages 9-10 of the CBO analysis:
 

Specifically, because of the greater actuarial value and broader scope of benefits that would
be covered by new nongroup policies sold under the legislation, the average premium per
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person for those policies would be an estimated 27 percent to 30 percent higher than the
average premium for nongroup policies under current law (with other factors held
constant). The increase in actuarial value would push the average premium per person
about 18 percent to 21 percent above its level under current law, before the increase in
enrollees’ use of medical care resulting from lower cost sharing is considered; that induced
increase, along with the greater scope of benefits, would account for the remainder of the
overall difference.

 
In other words, the increased mandates in the bill – because Democrats and government
bureaucrats believe that some Americans’ coverage is “insufficient” – would RAISE premiums.  And
the changes the President proposed earlier this week – which apply those new benefit mandates to
all health policies, including those who have (and like) their current plan – would raise premiums still
further…
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Get Ready for the NEXT Obamacare Mandate
Date: Thursday, August 09, 2012 4:36:24 PM

Politico Pro reports this afternoon (subscription required) that the Administration and outside
groups have begun a series of backroom discussions regarding long-term care and the CLASS Act. 
Among the topics being discussed – how to enact something similar to a participation mandate. 
One participant said “there have been discussions about incentivizing enrollment in ways that would
‘come close enough to mimicking a mandate.’”  One way could involve taxing all Americans who do
not participate in CLASS – a policy the Supreme Court upheld as constitutional not two months ago.
 
This movement towards a de facto CLASS mandate is entirely predictable – in fact, was predicted –
once HHS admitted the program could not be made solvent without a mandate.  After all, Peter
Orszag, the former Obama Administration budget director, first referenced the idea of mandatory
participation in CLASS last summer; other liberal bloggers have agreed.  The Justice Department
likewise conceded in a Pennsylvania courtroom that mandatory long-term care insurance would be
constitutional.  And now, mere months after the Supreme Court upheld Obamacare’s individual
mandate as a tax – forcing all Americans to purchase a product for the first time ever – the Obama
Administration is already wondering how close it can come to enacting yet another purchase
mandate on the American people.
 
It’s also worth noting the “closely guarded” nature of these secret negotiations, and the fact that
most participants won’t even say who’s in the (back)room:

Participants wouldn’t discuss which federal officials have attended the meetings.  HHS did
not respond to a request for comment by deadline….[One participant] declined to say
whether federal officials have joined in the discussions.  Other group members POLITICO
spoke with also declined to say who’s participating, citing directions…

Negotiations on C-SPAN, it ain’t, that’s for sure.  But one thing is fairly certain: If HHS is conducting
secret backroom discussions, and not telling Republicans, let alone the public, about them, you can
practically bet the policy the Administration will try to ram down Congress’ throats – or implement
unilaterally – will be government-centered, and far from bipartisan.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Will One in Six Firms Dump Coverage?
Date: Thursday, August 09, 2012 1:21:47 PM

While we wrote earlier this week about how the National Business Group on Health’s annual survey
found premium costs for businesses continue to rise, one element of the study missed our
attention.  That’s the high percentage of firms that are looking to dump coverage for some or all of
their plan participants.  As the below graph from the Business Group survey shows, a majority of
large employers surveyed (51%) plan on dumping their retiree coverage, more than a third (35%)
plan to dump coverage for part-time workers, and one-sixth (16%) plan to dump coverage for full-
time employees:
 

 
When thinking about these data, it’s important to keep in mind two key facts.  First, the Business
Group’s members are “primarily Fortune 500 companies and large public sector employers” – in
other words, large employers most likely to keep offering coverage.  So the numbers above may
actually be an under-estimate of the percentage of firms who actually dump, if a greater percentage
of small and medium-sized businesses do so.  Second, the Congressional Budget Office earlier this
year examined scenarios where up to 20 million people lose employer-sponsored health insurance. 
But with 170 million people currently receiving employer-sponsored insurance, if one-sixth of firms
drop coverage for their full-time workers – to say nothing of more firms dropping coverage for part-
time workers and/or retirees – many more than 20 million people could lose their insurance, and
the fiscal impact would be much greater.
 
With a Mercer study released yesterday indicating that at least 61% of firms believe Obamacare will
raise their health costs – and more than a third (34%) asserting the law will raise premiums by more
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than 3% – it’s obvious that businesses will look at ways to reduce their overall costs.  Dumping their
employees on Obamacare Exchanges would be one way for them to achieve this objective.
 Unfortunately, however, it would also saddle taxpayers with trillions of dollars in new obligations
for years to come.
 

 
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] A Modest Proposal for E.J. Dionne
Date: Thursday, August 09, 2012 9:20:10 AM
Attachments: image001.png

E.J. Dionne’s Thursday column for the Washington Post, which expounds on the supposed virtues of
Obamacare, asks conservatives to return any medical loss rebate checks they received to support
the principle that the federal government has no business interfering in insurers’ affairs.  This
conservative’s answer to Mr. Dionne is simple: I’d be happy to return my rebate check – right after
you tell me where I can find the $2,500 cut in premiums Barack Obama promised.
 
Four years ago, candidate Obama repeatedly promised that he would cut premiums – not slow the
rate of growth, but CUT them in absolute terms – by $2,500 per family.  Jason Furman – then a
campaign advisor, and now a senior Administration official – went even further, telling the New
York Times that “we think we could get to $2,500 in savings by the end of the first term, or be very
close to it.” 
 
Last week we released a report quantifying the cost of President Obama’s broken promise to reduce
premiums, which found that the cumulative cost (through 2012) of Obama’s broken promise on
premiums is $805 billion.  During the past four years, the average family has spent $12,230 more on
private health insurance than candidate Obama promised, while the average individual has spent
$4,163 more.  The below chart demonstrates how $1.3 billion in rebates for both 2011 and 2012 will
be dwarfed by the more than $800 billion cost of Obama’s broken premium promise.
 
So, to end as I started, I’d be happy to return my Obamacare rebate check – right after Mr. Dionne
either a) tells me when I can expect to receive the $2,500 premium cut I was promised four years
ago; or b) writes a column pointing out that this campaign pledge was a ridiculous promise that
President Obama already broke – likely because he never had any intention of keeping it in the first
place.
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Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Another Survey Reveals Higher Costs, Broken Obamacare

Promises
Date: Monday, August 06, 2012 10:49:45 AM

The National Business Group on Health this morning released their annual survey of employer health
insurance policies.  The survey found that health insurance costs are expected to rise another 7%
next year.  In addition, a majority (60%) of firms “plan to increase the percentage of the premium
paid by employees in 2013,” while sizable numbers of firms plan to increase in-network deductibles
(40%), out-of-network deductibles (33%), and/or out-of-pocket maximums (32%).
 
Candidate Obama repeatedly promised premiums would go down by $2,500 – and would go down
that amount by this year.  Yet while candidate Obama promised that premiums would go DOWN by
$2,500, they actually have gone UP by nearly as much – from $12,680 in 2008 to $15,073 in 2011.
 
What’s more, even though candidate Obama promised that “you will not have to change plans,”
today’s survey found that the number of firms able to keep their pre-Obamacare coverage has
decreased yet again.  Fully 57% of firms said they had no health plans with “grandfathered” (i.e., pre-
Obamacare) status, and only about one-quarter (27%) were able to keep any portion of their
coverage from before Obamacare’s passage – just two short years ago.
 
Rising costs, and more Americans losing coverage: today’s report provides further evidence of the
broken promises that have marred Obamacare from day one, and once again make the case for why
the law should be repealed.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] The Bad, The Ugly, and The Good of Liberal Entitlement

Proposals
Date: Thursday, August 02, 2012 11:06:30 AM

The New England Journal of Medicine yesterday published two new papers on entitlement reform
and controlling health costs.  The first, by AEI’s Joe Antos and several co-authors, highlights several
market-based mechanisms to slow the growth of costs.  The second, published by a group of liberal
academics convened by the Center for American Progress, includes proposals that can be described
as “The Bad, The Ugly, and The Good.”
 
First, the bad.  The CAP paper claims that “the only sustainable solution [to entitlements] is to
control overall growth in costs.”  The problem is that, as we previously noted, over the next 25
years, demographics count for at least half – and as much as three-quarters – of projected increases
in spending on Medicare, Medicaid, Social Security, and Obamacare insurance subsidies.  These
demographic changes make existing entitlements untenable over the long term.  Yet by putting
forth a half-solution focused solely on containing health costs, the CAP paper presumes a status quo
of existing entitlement structures that is fundamentally unsustainable.
 
Next, the ugly.  In order to contain costs, the CAP paper proposes a system of supposed “self-
regulation” that amounts to Obamacare’s Independent Payment Advisory Board on steroids:

Under a model of self-regulation, public and private payers would negotiate payment rates
with providers, and these rates would be binding on all payers and providers in a state….The
privately negotiated rates would have to adhere to a global spending target for both public
and private payers in the state.  After a transition, this target should limit growth in health
spending per capita to the average growth in wages, which would combat wage stagnation
and resonate with the public.  We recommend that an independent council composed of
providers, payers, businesses, consumers, and economists set and enforce the spending
target.

In other words, CAP proposes that a board of “experts” can set spending levels for the entire health
care system, and enforce this spending cap through “self-regulation.”  Many may believe that this
system of “self-regulation” wouldn’t last long, because the fundamentally arrogant premise that a
group of “experts” can micro-manage the health care decisions of the entire country (or even
entire states) would soon be revealed for the folly it is.  The ultimate result would be a(nother)
government takeover – this one of the supposed “voluntary” boards – and a federally-imposed
system of “rationing with our eyes open” previously advanced by one of the paper’s authors,
Donald Berwick.
 
Fortunately, however, even the CAP paper focuses on some good policy.  The discussion of
competitive bidding features the rare admission from a group of liberals that market-based
solutions can work in health care:

Instead of the government setting prices, market forces should be used to allow
manufacturers and suppliers to compete to offer the lowest price.  In 2011, such
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competitive bidding reduced Medicare spending on medical equipment such as wheelchairs
by more than 42%....We suggest that Medicare immediately expand the current program
nationwide.  As soon as possible, Medicare should extend competitive bidding to medical
devices, laboratory tests, radiologic diagnostic services, and all other commodities.

Given that strong endorsement of competitive bidding for some of Medicare, the real question is
why the authors don’t believe in competitive bidding for all of Medicare.  CAP said as recently as
this week that private insurance plans can’t price their coverage options below traditional Medicare
– meaning traditional Medicare wouldn’t lose market share under a competitive bidding plan – so
what are the authors of the paper afraid of?

Some may believe the reason why liberals are afraid to let traditional Medicare compete is the same
reason why liberals won’t admit Medicare’s significant demographic problems: A desire to cling to
the shibboleth that government-run Medicare represents the epitome of progressivism, and must
remain unchanged and inviolate in perpetuity.  For all the demographic and other reasons we’ve
outlined previously and above, that’s simply not going to happen, no matter how hard the left tries
to (over-)regulate the health sector.  Stein’s Law guarantees that the demographic problems
constituting more than half of Medicare’s increase in spending will not go unaddressed.
 
So the real question for the left is when liberals will admit that traditional Medicare cannot survive
unchanged, or with mere tweaks at the margins, and needs fundamental structural reform.  Perhaps
at that point the left will recognize that the competitive bidding structure they have promoted for
parts of the Medicare program is best served to change the entire program.  Now THAT would be a
change we could all believe in.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare"s Trillion-Dollar Gift to Big Insurance
Date: Thursday, August 02, 2012 9:57:17 AM

The House Oversight Committee is holding a hearing this morning on the IRS’ massive role in
implementing Obamacare – and the hearing already includes a devastating admission from the
Administration.  In his prepared testimony to the Committee discussing the law’s subsidies for
health insurance, IRS Commissioner Doug Shulman admits that “the advance payments of the credit
[i.e., subsidy] will be paid directly to the insurer, and cannot be accessed directly by the
taxpayer.”  In its updated analysis of Obamacare last week, the Congressional Budget Office
indicated that these subsidies will exceed $1 trillion – meaning Obamacare provides a whopping
thirteen-figure gift directly to insurers.
 
Not only do these developments provide a big wet kiss to Big Insurance, but they also violate
candidate Obama’s campaign promises made four years ago.  An Obama campaign ad derided
Senator McCain’s proposal to subsidize insurance through tax credits: “That tax credit?  McCain’s
own Web site said it goes straight to the insurance companies, not to you, leaving you on your
own...”  Likewise, in a campaign speech, candidate Obama vilified Senator McCain for this policy:
“But the new tax credit [McCain’s] proposing?  That wouldn’t go to you.  It would go directly to your
insurance company – not your bank account.”
 
During his campaign, then-Senator Obama sold himself as a candidate full of hope and change.  Now,
when it comes to Obamacare’s giveaways to Big Insurance, he has changed his position – and hopes
you won’t notice.  It’s exactly the kind of “reform” Americans don’t need.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Another Illogical Obamacare "Celebration"
Date: Wednesday, August 01, 2012 11:49:47 AM

Various press reports indicate that the Administration and liberals are “celebrating” two provisions
of Obamacare taking effect today – the law’s medical loss ratio rebates, and the mandate forcing
religious employers to violate their consciences and provide contraception coverage.  There’s only
one catch: These two provisions are inherently contradictory.
 
The Washington Post this morning notes that the contraception employers will be forced to cover
does not come without a cost:
 

Contraceptives won’t cost patients, but that doesn’t make them free.  Pharmaceutical
companies are not handing contraceptives out to doctors offices’ without sending insurance
companies a bill, too.  Health plans ultimately end up paying the cost for any increased use
of contraceptives.  The [pro-choice] Guttmacher Institute estimated in a 1998 paper that
adding contraceptive coverage would cost $21.40 per person per year in extra health
insurance spending.

 
These statements explain why the Administration’s “accommodation” to religious employers –
forcing insurers to pay for contraception themselves – was a meaningless shell game.  After all, if the
supposedly “greedy” insurance companies thought “free” contraception would actually lower their
health costs and raise their profits, why haven’t insurers been giving patients “free” contraception
all along?
 
At the same time the Administration is celebrating medical loss ratio rebates that it claims will lower
premiums, the Administration’s new benefit mandates are raising premiums.  It doesn’t make much
sense to highlight insurers issuing $1.51 rebate checks if another mandate also taking effect today
will cost more than 14 times that amount (i.e., $21.40 per year).
 
So today’s celebrations by HHS and Congressional Democrats are inherently illogical.  Then again,
given what the American people think about Obamacare, practically any celebration of the massive
2700-page measure would be illogical to start with.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] The Logical Argument for Why Employers Will Drop

Coverage
Date: Wednesday, July 18, 2012 4:01:44 PM

Analysts at the health care consulting firm Truven Health Analytics recently released a “study” that
some observers are suggesting could undermine the case that employers will drop health insurance
coverage thanks to Obamacare: “‘In no case could there be a win-win for the employer and the
employee,’ says Ray Fabius, Truven’s chief medical officer.  ‘Someone ends up paying more.’  This is
true in all four of the scenarios Truven modeled.”
 
There’s only one problem with this analysis, and it’s a huge one:  At no point does it consider the
thousands of dollars of federal insurance subsidies that most workers will be eligible to receive if
their firms drop coverage – yet up to 63 percent of non-elderly Americans will be eligible for
taxpayer-funded insurance under Obamacare.  According to the Census Bureau, there are 266.5
million individuals under age 65.  Of those, 169.2 million, or 63.5 percent, have incomes under 400
percent of the federal poverty level – the threshold under which individuals can receive insurance
subsidies.  Yet at no point in the Truven study did the analysis of net employee costs show that most
workers will be subject to some type of federal insurance subsidy to offset the loss of an employer’s
health insurance contribution.
 
This major omission makes the Truven study theoretically interesting, but largely irrelevant.  Of
course employers are not going to drop coverage – at least not without major employee unrest – if
subsidized insurance isn’t available elsewhere.  But if the federal government will pick up the tab for
most, or perhaps even all, of a firm’s workers’ insurance, why wouldn’t an employer re-structure its
benefits package to send its low- and middle-income workers to Exchanges for subsidies, and/or
dump health insurance entirely?  That’s an inherently logical question that even Truven’s illogical
and flawed study can’t deny.
 
Posted to the Freedom on Call blog here.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Fact Checking the Fact Checkers (Again...)
Date: Friday, July 06, 2012 9:38:36 AM

The Washington Post has another “Fact Checker” column this morning, which purportedly verifies
Administration claims that Obamacare represents a net tax cut.  To put it most charitably, that
depends upon what the meaning of the term “tax cut” is.
 
As we previously noted earlier this week, the vast majority of the supposed “tax cuts” for health
insurance will go to individuals with ZERO income tax liability.  The fact checker column cites
Congressional Budget Office data indicating the law will provide $630 billion in insurance subsidies
over the 2013-2022 time frame.  That assertion is both incorrect and misleading.  First, CBO projects
total spending on insurance subsidies will total $806 billion during FY2013-22, not the $630 billion
the Post claimed.  But more importantly, $628 billion of that $806 billion is classified by CBO as
government spending, NOT reduced tax revenues. What that means is 78% of Obamacare insurance
subsidies are pure government spending to individuals who have no income tax liability – NOT “tax
cuts.” 
 
Some may claim that the subsidies are a tax credit offsetting federal payroll taxes paid by low-
income individuals.  This obscures two obvious facts.  First, low-income individuals on average get all
their payroll taxes back in the form of Social Security and entitlement benefits – in fact, they already
get more back than they pay in, which is why Medicare and Social Security are in such financial
distress.  Second, the size of the subsidy – averaging $5,210 per person in 2016 – will be FAR more
than most low-income individuals will pay in payroll taxes each year.
 
On a somewhat related note, the Obama campaign yesterday referred to the individual mandate tax
as a “freeloader penalty.”  Which raises an interesting question:  If millions of middle-class families
who will be taxed because they cannot afford health insurance are “freeloaders,” what does the
Obama Administration call the millions of Americans who will be receiving “tax cuts” even
though they have no income tax liability – and quite possibly no net tax liability whatever…?
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Just the Facts, Mr. President...
Date: Friday, July 06, 2012 8:19:54 AM

Campaigning in Ohio yesterday, President Obama – in typically modest fashion – said this about the
health care law: “The law I passed* is here to stay.”  He followed that up by making the following
statement at another campaign event:  “We don’t have to re-litigate the last two years.  I don’t want
us to keep having political arguments that are based on politics and not on facts.”  Herewith, two
compelling facts:
 
Fact No. 1:  The Supreme Court upheld the law’s individual mandate as a tax – and ONLY as a
tax.  If the President doesn’t want to re-litigate the past two years, as he claims, then why doesn’t he
acknowledge that the mandate is a tax increase?  Because some would argue that to do otherwise
might be based on politics – not on facts.
 
Fact No. 2:  More Americans think the law will harm the economy than will help it.  So said a new
Gallup poll released yesterday.  Which means that if the law really is here to stay, as the President
claims, then the American people think the current economic malaise is here to stay as well.  Not an
ideal platform on which to run for re-election.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
 
* One could also point out Fact No. 3:  Presidents don’t pass laws, Congress does.  While all the
Democrat Members of Congress who lost thanks to Obamacare might thank the President for his
implicit assertion that he can unilaterally waive his wand and pass a law, it doesn’t actually work
that way.  One wouldn’t think a constitutional law professor would make such casual yet incorrect
statements.  But then again, one wouldn’t think a constitutional law professor would put half of the
health care law’s coverage expansions in jeopardy by signing a bill with unconstitutional provisions
either.
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare Mandate Taxing the Administration"s Powers of

Spin
Date: Thursday, July 05, 2012 2:57:11 PM

In today’s latest installment of absurd political parsing, the Obama campaign said today that
Obamacare’s mandate is not a tax, and is instead a “penalty,” despite what the Supreme Court ruled
last week.  The campaign claimed “the Administration ‘never referred to it as a tax’ in court.”
 
Actually, that’s not exactly true either.  The Solicitor General claimed it WAS a tax increase –
because Senator Baucus said it was a tax increase, and Congress upheld it on those grounds.  From
page 49 of the transcript of March 27’s oral arguments:
 

JUSTICE KAGAN:  I suppose, though, General, one question is whether the determined
efforts of Congress not to refer to this as a tax make a difference….And that seems right,
except that here we have a case in which Congress determinedly said, this is not a tax, and
the question is why should that be irrelevant?
GENERAL VERRILLI:  I don't think that that's a fair characterization of the actions of Congress
here, Justice Kagan.  On the -- December 23rd, a point of constitutional order was called,
too, in fact, with respect to this law.  The floor sponsor, Senator Baucus, defended it as an
exercise of the taxing power.  In his response to the point of order, the Senate voted 60 to
39 on that proposition.

 
Ironically enough, even though the Solicitor General argued that Congress imposed the mandate as
a tax increase – purportedly at odds with the President’s (current) position – at no point did the
President attempt to contest that legislative history.  President Obama could have vetoed the entire
law because Congress said the mandate was a tax increase.  He also could have issued a presidential
signing statement clarifying that the mandate was not a tax increase.  He did no such thing.
 
Recall the case of Obama v. Stephanopoulos, whereby the President claimed that “the fact that
you’ve looked up Merriam’s [sic] Dictionary, the definition of tax increase, indicates to me that
you’re stretching a bit.”  That’s not “stretching” nearly as far as the Solicitor General’s claim that the
mandate is a tax because Congress said it’s a tax – and the President, while disagreeing with that
interpretation, signed the law based on that premise and never took an official act to register said
disagreement. 
 
At this rate, the next thing the Administration will do is claim the law isn’t a tax increase because
you’re not paying the tax increase right this second.  Don’t think a Democrat President could make
such a ridiculous claim?  Think again.
 
Unfortunately, Chief Justice Roberts didn’t condition his ruling upholding the mandate under the
taxing power on President Obama first admitting publicly that the mandate is in fact a tax increase.
(One only wonders how the President might have responded under those circumstances.)  But there
really are only two options here:  The mandate is either unconstitutional, or it’s a multi-billion
dollar tax increase.  Pick one.
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Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Fact Checking the Fact Checkers
Date: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 1:51:59 PM

The Washington Post this morning released a “Fact Checker” piece taking issue with claims
regarding President Obama’s broken promise to cut premiums by $2,500.  However, in reaching its
conclusions, the article left out two significant facts.
 
First, even though Obamacare itself wasn’t enacted until March 2010, much of the Obama health
agenda was enacted within weeks of the President taking office.  The Obama campaign’s 2008
memo said that health IT was one of the ways the new Administration would make good on its
premium savings promise.  And health IT legislation passed more than a year before Obamacare – it
was enacted in February 2009 as part of the “stimulus.”  Also in February 2009, Obama signed the
massive SCHIP insurance expansion into law.  And here’s what he said at the time of the SCHIP bill
signing, on February 4, 2009: “If Congress passes [the “stimulus], in just one month, we will have
done more to modernize our health care system than we’ve done in the past decade.”  So either the
Administration achieved significant reforms on health care within weeks of taking office – in which
case that legislation should have been cutting premiums by now, as the Obama campaign promised
– or the President went around in early 2009 making false claims about the scope of his
accomplishments.  Which is it?
 
Second, the Fact Checker column says that Obama’s promise of a premium cut doesn’t apply until
2019.  Well, that’s not what Jason Furman – then a campaign advisor, and now a senior economic
official in the Obama Administration – told the New York Times during the 2008 election campaign. 
In July 2008, he said that:
 

We think we could get to $2,500 in savings by the end of the first term, or be very close
to it.

 
Mind you, after the election, the Obama Administration did water down their promise, claiming that
their “reforms” would now save only $2,000 by 2019 – instead of the $2,500 by 2012/13 that
Furman promised on behalf of the campaign.  But if you’re the Obama Administration, why wouldn’t
you define your premium promise down, such that it would only be met – or broken – years after
you leave office?
 
It’s not surprising that an Administration would attempt to use the soft bigotry of low expectations
to try and circumvent the unrealistic nature of their campaign promises after taking office.  What is
surprising however is when “fact checking” journalists accept these excuses at face value and don’t
call them on it.
 
Posted to the Freedom on Call blog here.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
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Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] How Obamacare Encourages People to Drop their Coverage
Date: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 8:20:07 AM

The Wall Street Journal reported yesterday that Connecticut is seeking to scale back the Medicaid
expansion it embarked upon immediately after the passage of Obamacare.  Just as interesting are
the reasons why the Nutmeg State wants to scale back its program:
 

Connecticut officials believe some parents of college-aid children are taking advantage of
the state's Medicaid health-insurance program for low-income adults, seeking government
subsidies for their children's health care so they don't have to pay for private
insurance….The agency wants to count parental income and assets for applicants under 26
years old who live with their parents or are claimed as a dependent on their parents' tax
returns.  “If your son's or daughter's college provides a basic medical coverage for $1,200 or
$1,300, our taking on that expense is not what this program was designed for,” Democratic
Gov. Dannel P. Malloy said last week.  “And certainly, it was not designed for people who
have substantial assets.  So we're just trying to get it right.”

As of December, expenditures for LIA Medicaid applicants 18-21 years old had grown to 4.3
percent of the total expenditures, according to the state's draft application.  The caseload
for that age group increased from 0.1 percent of the total caseload in June 2010 to 8.2
percent, or 6,114 cases, as of December 2011.  It is “expected to continue to climb as more
parents with college-age children become aware of the availability of…coverage,” according
to the state's application.

 
In other words, if the government gives health insurance away for free, people will find ways to
game the system to qualify.  No wonder the state’s Medicaid director called the Medicaid
expansion a “self-inflicted wound” recently.  That’s because the expansion turned out to be a
solution in search of a problem – the expansion led affluent families to game the system and have
their college-age children obtain “free” health insurance, contributing to a 70 percent increase in
enrollment in just over a year.
 
We previously wrote about how Obamacare’s under-26 mandate was leading millions of individuals
to drop their existing health coverage to obtain “free” insurance under their parents’ health plans. 
The news from Connecticut provides further evidence of this “crowd-out” phenomenon, whereby
government insurance crowds out private health coverage.  But the bigger question is this:  If
parents are gaming the system to obtain “free” health coverage for their students, why won’t
private businesses do the same by “dumping” their workers on to Exchanges?  That would lead to
trillions in new spending, undermining any notion that Obamacare  will reduce the deficit.
 
The preliminary evidence from the student population indicates that families are functioning as
rational actors, and dumping their private coverage when the government offers them a better deal
of “free” health insurance.  If businesses follow suit, Obamacare could see a “Big Dump” of
employers in 2014 – and the federal fisc may never be the same again.
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Posted to the Freedom on Call blog here.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Ezra Klein"s Incomplete and Misleading Claims on

Obamacare Taxes
Date: Monday, July 02, 2012 1:25:58 PM

Liberal blogger Ezra Klein this morning drafted a post that claims Obamacare is only the 10th largest
tax increase in American history, because it raises “only” 0.49 percent of GDP.  The problem is that
this claim only focuses on the first ten years of the law – which gives a misleading impression.  In its
2010 long-term budget outlook, here’s what the Congressional Budget Office said would be the
fiscal impact in the longer term (page 61):

 
Under the extended-baseline scenario, the impact of the legislation on the revenue share of
GDP would rise over time, CBO estimates, boosting revenues by about 1.2 percent of GDP
in 2035 and by a larger amount after 2035; most of the increase that is projected to occur
after 2035 is attributable to the excise tax on high-premium health insurance plans.

 
All tax increases are subject to some “bracket creep,” but in this case CBO estimates that
Obamacare’s tax increases will more than double as a share of GDP between 2019 and 2035 – and
will continue to grow thereafter.  That’s because the law’s biggest tax increases are designed to
grow larger and larger over time:
 

The “Cadillac tax” on high-cost health plans isn’t scheduled to take effect until 2018.  But
because the tax is linked to general inflation, and not medical inflation, it will hit more and
more health plans over time – not just “Cadillac” insurance plans, but “Chevy” plans and even
“Yugo” health plans.  That’s why CBO projects the impact of the Cadillac tax will continue to
grow even after 2035, as noted above.
The “high-income” surtax is not indexed for inflation at all – it’s designed to hit more and
more middle-income families every year.  Page 87 of the 2010 Medicare trustees report
notes that the tax will hit only 3 percent of workers next year, when the tax takes effect – but
a whopping 79 percent of all workers by 2080.

 
There’s certainly an argument to be made that, just as the President Obama avoided calling the
individual mandate a tax for political reasons, the law was deliberately structured to back-load the
major “pay-fors” – including the tax increases – to have them implemented on some future
President’s watch.  The law’s Cadillac tax on health benefits doesn’t take effect until 2018; the law
reduces spending on Exchange subsidies, but only beginning in 2019; and the Congressional Budget
Office and Medicare actuary both believe the law’s Medicare spending reductions will be
unsustainable after 2022 and 2019, respectively.  Does anyone believe the fact that all these
onerous “pay-fors” will kick in just a few years after a putative Obama second term is a
coincidence?
 
Therein lies the fundamentally misleading nature of Klein’s claims.   Just last week he noted as “fact”
the claim that “As time goes on, the savings are projected to grow more quickly than the spending,
and CBO expects that the law will cut the deficit by around a trillion dollars in its second decade.” 
Do you see what he’s doing?  He’s citing the low tax increase number NOW to claim the law isn’t the
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largest tax increase in history.  But he’s using the deficit reduction LATER to claim the law is a major
fiscal saver.  But the only way the law will get the purported deficit savings LATER is by
implementing the largest long-term tax increase in history – if the tax increases get even slightly
scaled back, Obamacare will raise the deficit.  
 
Go back to the chart Klein uses to make his point.  That chart assumes the law raises taxes by “only”
about 0.5% of GDP.  But if you use CBO’s longer-term estimate of 1.2% of GDP, then Obamacare’s
tax increases are outmatched only by revenue measures enacted during the Korean war – several of
which were temporary in nature.  That would make Obamacare the largest tax increase in modern
history; the largest peacetime tax increase in history; and the largest permanent tax increase in
history.
 
Klein has a history in recent weeks of cherry-picking facts to support his liberal positions, and side-
stepping those that undermine his philosophical views.  But ultimately, he can’t have it both ways. 
At minimum, Obamacare is either the largest tax increase in history, or will raise the deficit by
significant sums.  Pick one, and be honest and up-front about it.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] The Mandate and Taxes
Date: Monday, July 02, 2012 9:33:55 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Making the rounds on the Sunday shows yesterday, Democrats attempted to sidestep the impact of
Thursday’s Supreme Court ruling calling Obamacare’s mandate a tax.  But on this front, as on so
many others, a good number of their claims don’t carry water.  Let’s examine them one by one,
using quotes from OMB Director Jack Lew’s appearance on This Week:
 
“The Supreme Court looked at what the structure of the law was, and they saw that 1 percent of
the people would be paying this charge if they chose not to avail themselves of health
insurance.”
 

The mandate does NOT just affect one percent of Americans.  If it did, the Administration
would not have gone into court attempting to claim the mandate was constitutional because
it was “essential” to the larger bill – because something affecting only one percent of
Americans is far from “essential.”
 
The mandate also affects the tens of millions of Americans who will purchase health
insurance only because the federal government is forcing them to do so under pain of
taxation.  These individuals will be forced to buy a product they may not need, or want, just
to comply with a bureaucratic diktat.  Studies have found that between 8 and 24 million
people would lose coverage without the mandate.  These are Americans buying insurance
not because they want to, but because government is forcing them to.

 
“These are people who can afford health insurance who choose not to buy it…”
 

The Congressional Budget Office analyzed this issue back in April 2010.  It found that more
than three-quarters of individuals paying the mandate tax will have income of under five
times the poverty level – or less than $120,000 for a family of four.  More than 10% of
individuals paying the mandate tax will have incomes below the federal poverty level, which
this year is $23,050 for a family of four.  Keith Hennessey laid out the numbers here, with a
chart I’ve reproduced below.
 
These numbers raise two issues.  First, does Jack Lew really believe that the 400,000 people
making under $24,000 per year should be forced to pay a mandate tax because they are
making a “choice” not to buy insurance policies that cost more than a new car?  The second
is a famous quote about the effects of an individual mandate: “There are people who are
paying fines and still can’t afford [health insurance], so now they’re worse off than they
were.  They don’t have health insurance and they’re paying a fine.”  The speaker?  Barack
Obama.
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“In this law, there’s a $4,000 tax cut for people who need help paying for health insurance.”
 

According to the Congressional Budget Office, health insurance subsidies under Obamacare
will total $75 billion in Fiscal Year 2016.  Additionally, according to CBO, the vast majority
($58 billion in 2016, or more than three-quarters of the $75 billion total) of Obamacare
insurance subsidies are pure government spending to individuals who have no income tax
liability.  The Joint Committee on Taxation has concluded that Obamacare will result in more
than 7 million filers seeing their entire tax liability eliminated.
 
Liberals may claim that the subsidies are a tax credit offsetting federal payroll taxes paid by
low-income individuals.  This obscures two obvious facts.  First, low-income individuals on
average get all their payroll taxes back in the form of pension and entitlement benefits – in
fact, they already get more back than they pay in, which is why Medicare and Social Security
are in such financial distress.  Second, the size of the subsidy – averaging $5,210 per person
in 2016 – will be FAR more than most low-income individuals will pay in payroll taxes each
year.
 
The bottom line: The vast majority of the spending on insurance subsidies is NOT a tax cut –
it’s yet more government spending on an unsustainable new entitlement.

 
Democrat spin aside, the facts reveal that the mandate represents a massive tax increase on millions
of struggling middle-class Americans – both those directly paying the mandate tax, and those forced
to buy health insurance to avoid the mandate tax.  And Obamacare’s supposed “tax cuts” are
nothing more than unsustainable new entitlement spending, funded by tax increases elsewhere in
the legislation.  No matter how you slice it, that’s not health reform.
 
Posted to the Freedom on Call blog here.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Is She "Serious?" Pelosi Says Obamacare Is "Market-

Oriented"
Date: Friday, June 29, 2012 12:21:51 PM

Reactions to yesterday’s Supreme Court ruling keep pouring in, and some of them have been, well,
interesting.  In an interview with ABC News, Nancy Pelosi called Obamacare “a market-oriented,
private sector-oriented piece of legislation.”
 
The former Speaker famously asked “Are you serious?” when it came to Obamacare’s
constitutionality. (Which is ironic, because even Elena Kagan and Stephen Breyer ruled part of the
law unconstitutional yesterday.)  But our only response to Pelosi’s claim that Obamacare is market-
oriented has to channel “Airplane!” “Surely you can’t be serious!”
 
Here are just ten reasons why Obamacare is a massive intrusion of government into the private lives
and health care decisions of all Americans:
 

1. Taxes American Businesses that do not provide Government Approved Health Plans. 
Beginning in 2014, businesses with more than 50 employees will be taxed $2,000 per
employee if they do not provide government-approved health insurance for their employees.

 

2. Forces More Americans into Medicaid – A Broken, Bankrupt Government Entitlement
Program.  The current Medicaid program is already bankrupting states and the federal
government, yet the new law forces 25.9 million more people into this broken program. 
Medicaid patients are already denied access to about 40 percent of physicians because
reimbursements are so low.  Half those newly “insured” under the health care law will get
their coverage through this government program – Medicaid.

 

3. Puts The Federal Government In Charge of Your Health Insurance.  The law created new
rules and regulations for all health insurance in America.  The government will decide what
type of health care you must to purchase, what your plan must to cover and how much it
costs.   Even if you want to purchase a lower cost plan, you can’t.

 

4. By one count, the law creates 159 new boards, offices, and panels in the Federal
Government to make decisions about your health care.  The Congressional Research Service
determined that trying to count the endless number of new bureaucratic entities was
“impossible” and an official count was “unknowable.”

 

5. Gives the Obama Administration Secretary of Health and Human Services More Than 1,700
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New or Expanded Powers – to Exert Control Over the Lives and Personal Health Care
Decisions of Americans.

 

6. Levies more than $550 billion dollars of taxes, fees, and penalties related to health care on
American families and employers.

 

7. Spends Tens of Billions of Taxpayer Dollars Just to Implement the Massive New Law. In
their cost estimate of the law, the Congressional Budget Office said it could cost as much as
$20 billion for the Internal Revenue Service and the Department of Health and Human
Services just to implement the law. 

 

8. Creates a New Panel of Government Bureaucrats to Cut Medicare. The Democrats’ law
created a panel of politically-appointed bureaucrats who have the power to effectively to
write laws regarding Medicare.  Under the law, unelected and unaccountable bureaucrats will
make personal Medicare decisions that automatically take effect unless Congress intervenes.

 

9. Micromanages how patients can spend their own tax-free health care dollars.  Under the
law, the government imposes onerous new requirements on tax-free savings accounts that
will limit their use and create costly barriers to qualified products by prohibiting the purchase
of over the counter medical products unless prescribed by a doctor.  Items such as pain
relievers, cough medicine, and allergy medicine will now require a costly visit to the physician
if an individual would like to purchase that item with the funds from their account.

 

10. The law’s 2,700 pages was just the beginning, as Washington bureaucrats have written
more than 12,000 pages – and counting – of additional regulations to restrict personal
freedom and micromanage the private market.   These massive new mandates being rolled
out every day by Washington are increasing uncertainty, and making it difficult for small firms
to expand and grow their businesses.

 
Former Speaker Pelosi – she of “we have to pass the bill to find out what’s in it” fame – may still
have not read the 2700-page law, and therefore remains unaware of the government overreach
included in it.  But the American people know about all the mandates, regulations, and bureaucracy
in the law, which is why the only thing bipartisan about Obamacare has been the opposition to it.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] News Flash: Obamacare Did NOT Lower Health Costs
Date: Friday, June 29, 2012 10:48:24 AM

We interrupt this wall-to-wall coverage of the Supreme Court’s ruling to point out yet more
evidence that Obamacare did nothing to reduce health costs.  Reuters reported yesterday on a
report on health spending from the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD):
 

Growth in health spending reversed a long-term trend of rapid increase and either slowed
or fell in real terms in most OECD countries in 2010…Overall health spending grew by nearly
5 percent a year in real terms in the 34 countries…between 2000-2009, but this was
followed by zero growth in 2010…The OECD also said preliminary figures for a limited
number of countries suggest there was little or no growth in health spending in 2011.

 
In other words, the slowdown in American health care spending is nothing unusual – it’s happening
worldwide.  And it is NOT occurring because of Obamacare; it’s taking place because of the global
economic downturn.  Spending growth has been slower than projected NOT because Obamacare
worked, but because the Obama “stimulus” didn’t.
 
What IS unusual about American health care is the growth in government spending on health
programs.  The OECD found that “the health in total health spending in 2010 was driven by a fall of
0.5 percent in public spending for health, following an increase of over 5 percent per year in 2008
and 2009.”  So while other governments are reducing spending on health programs and
entitlements, the United States – at a time of trillion-dollar deficits – is embarking on a $2.6 trillion
coverage expansion.  It’s one more sign that under Obamacare, government spending really is doing
fine.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] FW: Obamacare"s Future Still Shaky
Date: Friday, June 29, 2012 10:44:42 AM

All:  Below is a good email from Chris Jacobs regarding yesterday’s happenings…
-mts
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
 
 
 

From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC) [mailto:Chris_Jacobs@jec.senate.gov] 
Sent: Friday, June 29, 2012 9:22 AM
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Obamacare's Future Still Shaky
 
Judging from much of the media coverage of the Supreme Court’s ruling over the past 24 hours,
one would think the law had been given a clean bill of constitutionality by the Court, meaning
Obamacare faces smooth sailing from here on in.  But as ESPN’s Lee Corso might say, “Not so fast,
my friend!”
 
First, as we pointed out yesterday, part of Obamacare WAS ruled unconstitutional by the Court –
and by a 7-2 margin, no less.  That bears worth repeating: Even Justices Elena Kagan – one of
President Obama’s appointees, and his former Solicitor General – and Steven Breyer – a former Ted
Kennedy staffer – thought Obamacare’s Medicaid expansion was unconstitutionally coercive.  So
much for “Are you serious?”
 
Second, Obamacare faces continued obstacles on numerous fronts, including in the courts:
 

1.       (More) Constitutional Uncertainty:  Other Obamacare provisions are subject to
constitutional litigation.  For instance, the law’s Independent Payment Advisory Board – that
bureaucratic spawn so dangerous President Obama is afraid to appoint nominees to it
during his re-election campaign – has been challenged as giving unelected and
unaccountable officials carte blanche to re-write Medicare policy, thereby usurping the role
of Congress.  Former Obama Administration budget chief Peter Orszag thinks IPAB is one of
the lynchpins of the law, precisely because it is constitutionally questionable – or, as he put
it, “less democratic.”
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2.       Legal Uncertainty:  Challenges to other elements of the law – such as its infringements on

religious liberty – that had been delayed during the Supreme Court’s consideration will now
proceed apace.  Also likely subject to a legal challenge is the Administration’s regulatory
ruling indicating that individuals in a federal exchange can receive insurance subsidies –
which appears to violate the plain text of the statute.
 

3.       Funding Uncertainty:  While some implementation funding was included in the law, most of
that money has been spent – meaning the Administration has to come back to Congress for
more money through the annual appropriations process.   Amidst all the reaction to the
Court ruling yesterday, many may have missed the fact that the White House issued a veto
threat against an appropriations measure being considered in the House, in part because
the appropriations bill restricts funding to the IRS for implementation of Obamacare –
including implementation of the health insurance mandate tax.  As a reminder, Obamacare
does NOT give HHS mandatory funding to establish a federally-based exchange, which is
why the Administration requested more than half a billion dollars in new discretionary
funding for a federal exchange in its budget this February.  Given that the federal
government is running trillion-dollar deficits, why does anyone think Congress should be
favorably inclined to spend billions more implementing a law the Supreme Court has
admitted is a constitutional overreach?
 

4.       State Uncertainty:  Yesterday’s ruling gave states the ability to opt out of the law’s new
Medicaid expansion – which according to the Medicare actuary accounts for more than half
of the law’s coverage expansions – without giving up their existing Medicaid funding.  States
can also decide not to create state-based exchanges, and many have declined to create
them.  Even Tom Daschle, President Obama’s once-putative HHS Secretary, admitted that
the law is so cumbersome and unwieldy that states are unlikely to be ready for its “Big
Bang” in January 2014.  And yesterday’s ruling should not give states any more incentive to
implement an unconstitutional law – it may well give them less incentive to do so.

 
5.       Electoral Uncertainty:  This topic should be self-evident.  However, it does give me the

opportunity to point out the conservative justices’ observation in their dissent that “cutting
Medicare is unpopular” (page 59).  Which is a delicate way of pointing out that senior
citizens may not like the idea that Obamacare uses more than $500 billion in Medicare
savings not to improve Medicare’s financial stability, but to create a new entitlement.  And
as President Obama likes to say, “Elections have consequences.”

 
6.       Overall Uncertainty:  Even as the Administration attempts to claim victory and certainty on

implementation, the true picture is far from clear:
 

·         States could opt out of the Medicaid expansion;
·         More states could choose not to create Exchanges;
·         The federal government could lack the resources necessary to create a federal

Exchange;
·         Courts could overrule federal bureaucrats’ arbitrary decision, and decide that
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Obamacare does NOT authorize insurance subsidies to those enrolled in a federal
Exchange – thus undermining both the subsidy regime and the employer mandate.

 
The most important point is this: The American people don’t want this unconstitutional law – and
they never have.  To argue that implementation will proceed full-speed ahead – in the face of public
opinion, the significant obstacles ahead, and a Supreme Court ruling calling parts of the law
unconstitutionally coercive – may strike some as whistling past the graveyard.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare"s Future Still Shaky
Date: Friday, June 29, 2012 9:21:54 AM

Judging from much of the media coverage of the Supreme Court’s ruling over the past 24 hours,
one would think the law had been given a clean bill of constitutionality by the Court, meaning
Obamacare faces smooth sailing from here on in.  But as ESPN’s Lee Corso might say, “Not so fast,
my friend!”
 
First, as we pointed out yesterday, part of Obamacare WAS ruled unconstitutional by the Court –
and by a 7-2 margin, no less.  That bears worth repeating: Even Justices Elena Kagan – one of
President Obama’s appointees, and his former Solicitor General – and Steven Breyer – a former Ted
Kennedy staffer – thought Obamacare’s Medicaid expansion was unconstitutionally coercive.  So
much for “Are you serious?”
 
Second, Obamacare faces continued obstacles on numerous fronts, including in the courts:
 

1.       (More) Constitutional Uncertainty:  Other Obamacare provisions are subject to
constitutional litigation.  For instance, the law’s Independent Payment Advisory Board – that
bureaucratic spawn so dangerous President Obama is afraid to appoint nominees to it
during his re-election campaign – has been challenged as giving unelected and
unaccountable officials carte blanche to re-write Medicare policy, thereby usurping the role
of Congress.  Former Obama Administration budget chief Peter Orszag thinks IPAB is one of
the lynchpins of the law, precisely because it is constitutionally questionable – or, as he put
it, “less democratic.”
 

2.       Legal Uncertainty:  Challenges to other elements of the law – such as its infringements on
religious liberty – that had been delayed during the Supreme Court’s consideration will now
proceed apace.  Also likely subject to a legal challenge is the Administration’s regulatory
ruling indicating that individuals in a federal exchange can receive insurance subsidies –
which appears to violate the plain text of the statute.
 

3.       Funding Uncertainty:  While some implementation funding was included in the law, most of
that money has been spent – meaning the Administration has to come back to Congress for
more money through the annual appropriations process.   Amidst all the reaction to the
Court ruling yesterday, many may have missed the fact that the White House issued a veto
threat against an appropriations measure being considered in the House, in part because
the appropriations bill restricts funding to the IRS for implementation of Obamacare –
including implementation of the health insurance mandate tax.  As a reminder, Obamacare
does NOT give HHS mandatory funding to establish a federally-based exchange, which is
why the Administration requested more than half a billion dollars in new discretionary
funding for a federal exchange in its budget this February.  Given that the federal
government is running trillion-dollar deficits, why does anyone think Congress should be
favorably inclined to spend billions more implementing a law the Supreme Court has
admitted is a constitutional overreach?
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4.       State Uncertainty:  Yesterday’s ruling gave states the ability to opt out of the law’s new

Medicaid expansion – which according to the Medicare actuary accounts for more than half
of the law’s coverage expansions – without giving up their existing Medicaid funding.  States
can also decide not to create state-based exchanges, and many have declined to create
them.  Even Tom Daschle, President Obama’s once-putative HHS Secretary, admitted that
the law is so cumbersome and unwieldy that states are unlikely to be ready for its “Big
Bang” in January 2014.  And yesterday’s ruling should not give states any more incentive to
implement an unconstitutional law – it may well give them less incentive to do so.

 
5.       Electoral Uncertainty:  This topic should be self-evident.  However, it does give me the

opportunity to point out the conservative justices’ observation in their dissent that “cutting
Medicare is unpopular” (page 59).  Which is a delicate way of pointing out that senior
citizens may not like the idea that Obamacare uses more than $500 billion in Medicare
savings not to improve Medicare’s financial stability, but to create a new entitlement.  And
as President Obama likes to say, “Elections have consequences.”

 
6.       Overall Uncertainty:  Even as the Administration attempts to claim victory and certainty on

implementation, the true picture is far from clear:
 

·         States could opt out of the Medicaid expansion;
·         More states could choose not to create Exchanges;
·         The federal government could lack the resources necessary to create a federal

Exchange;
·         Courts could overrule federal bureaucrats’ arbitrary decision, and decide that

Obamacare does NOT authorize insurance subsidies to those enrolled in a federal
Exchange – thus undermining both the subsidy regime and the employer mandate.

 
The most important point is this: The American people don’t want this unconstitutional law – and
they never have.  To argue that implementation will proceed full-speed ahead – in the face of public
opinion, the significant obstacles ahead, and a Supreme Court ruling calling parts of the law
unconstitutionally coercive – may strike some as whistling past the graveyard.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Note to President Obama: Obamacare WAS Ruled

Unconstitutional
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 11:47:07 AM

In his brief remarks a few minutes ago, President Obama claimed that this morning’s Supreme Court
ruling upheld Obamacare as constitutional.  This statement is demonstrably incorrect.  Chief Justice
Roberts’ opinion is quite clear on that front; see page 58:  “The Affordable Care Act is constitutional
in part and unconstitutional in part.”  See also page 56: “We determine…that §1396c is unconstitu
tional when applied to withdraw [sic] existing Medicaid funds from States that decline to comply
with the expansion.”
 
According to the Medicare actuary, more than half of the law’s coverage expansions come not from
the insurance Exchanges, but from the Medicaid expansion.  The Court ruled that the states “must
have a genuine choice” whether or not to implement this massive and costly expansion, rather than
being subjected to what the Chief Justice called “economic dragooning that leaves the states with
no real option but to acquiesce in the Medicaid expansion.”  So thanks to the Court, the states will
now be granted a true choice whether – in a time of significant budget stresses for many of them –
they will go ahead and implement an unconstitutional law.

We’re still wading through the opinions (and given his incorrect statements this afternoon, we’d
advise President Obama to do the same), but it’s clear that Obamacare WAS ruled unconstitutional. 
It’s also clear that more than half of the law’s coverage expansions have been thrown into doubt –
because Obamacare’s coercive attempts to “dragoon” the states have been limited by the Supreme
Court.  And no amount of spin by the President can attempt to mask the negative implications of
the Court’s decision on his unconstitutional law.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] There They Go Again...
Date: Wednesday, June 20, 2012 3:27:26 PM

The liberal advocacy group Families USA is out with a “study” today purporting to tally the number
of individuals who died due to a lack of health coverage from 2005 to 2010.  Today’s report
extrapolates from a 2002 Institute of Medicine study that claimed about 18,000 individuals died due
to lack of health insurance.
 
There’s just one problem with the IOM study – it has since been challenged and repudiated as
inaccurate.  A 2009 paper by Richard Kronick – himself a former Clinton Administration official –
included the following conclusions:
 

Adjusted for demographic, health status, and health behavior characteristics, the risk of
subsequent mortality is no different for uninsured respondents than for those covered by
employer-sponsored group insurance at baseline….The Institute of Medicine's estimate that
lack of insurance leads to 18,000 excess deaths each year is almost certainly
incorrect…There is little evidence to suggest that extending insurance coverage to all adults
would have a large effect on the number of deaths in the United States.

 
And it’s not just Kronick who agrees with this analysis.  Here’s Brookings Institution scholar, and
noted liberal, Henry Aaron, in an interview with Politifact on the links (if any) between the uninsured
and death totals:
 

“I found his reasoning compelling,” said Aaron, himself a member of the Institute of
Medicine. “In fact, after listening to his presentation, I had a hard time believing that the
IOM had done what they had done.”  In interviews, Aaron and other health care scholars
agreed with Kronick that uninsured and insured Americans differ in many ways other than
their insurance status.  “To estimate the impact of the lack of insurance on mortality rates,
one has to control statistically for all of those differences,” Aaron said.  That, he added, is
exactly what Kronick has sought to do so.

 
So an intellectually rigorous analysis by one Democrat – supported as being compelling and
thoughtful by other Democrats – gets ignored by a partisan liberal interest group, because it would
take away their likely pre-determined conclusion that Obamacare will reduce death rates.  As The
Gipper himself stated, there they go again…
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Democrats Broke It, Democrats Own It...
Date: Wednesday, June 20, 2012 2:43:03 PM

Two articles today touch on various aspects of the Supreme Court’s impending ruling on the
constitutionality of the individual mandate.  First, writing in Bloomberg View, former Obama
Administration budget director Peter Orszag makes the case for the next government mandate – this
one involving compulsory voting.  He outlines the policy case for such a change, and then makes an
important concession: “Moving to compulsory voting would probably require a constitutional
change…”  Over and above the obvious policy implications, Orszag’s statement presents a
constitutional conundrum: Why do liberals like him believe mandatory voting requires a
constitutional amendment, but mandatory health insurance does not?
 
Separately, the Wall Street Journal has a story anticipating fallout from the Supreme Court ruling,
which includes analysis of how both parties may react:

In the Senate, senior Democrats plan to put the onus on Republicans to make the next move
if the court kills the law, since they are the ones who backed the court cases against it.  “You
break it, you buy it,” said one Democratic leadership aide.

 
In other words, the party that rammed through a 2700-page bill “real fast” on a straight party line
vote, using unprecedented tactics, which neither the Speaker of the House, nor the House Judiciary
Committee Chairman, nor the Senate Finance Committee Chairman had bothered to read, and
which took constitutional questions as not being “serious” wants to blame REPUBLICANS should the
Court strike down this monumental act of legislative hubris?  Good luck with that.
 
While the health care system prior to Obamacare was certainly flawed, it was Democrats’ law itself
that broke it, with massive new mandates, regulations, and tax increases.  In other words,
Democrats now own all of the health care system.  And regardless of how the Supreme Court rules,
Democrats will own that outcome too.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] For College Students, An Obamacare Bait-and-Switch
Date: Tuesday, June 19, 2012 1:50:20 PM

The Washington Post reports today on major changes underway involving college student health
plans, and the punchline is one students may find to be no laughing matter – premiums will go up
significantly:
 

College health plans…are also expected to become more costly as they accommodate the
benefit requirements of the health law.  A few schools have had their prices rise so much
that they have decided to drop their health plans altogether….Many plans that provide
limited coverage are raising their premiums as much as 50 percent to comply with the new
law’s requirements for coverage, according to Stephen Beckley, a student insurance
consultant and co-organizer of the Lookout Mountain Group, an organization of college
health professionals.

 
Obamacare supporters would argue that those higher premiums are a good thing, because students
are getting richer health coverage.  But candidate Obama didn’t promise higher premiums and
“better” coverage.  He said repeatedly that premiums would go DOWN by $2,500 per family under
his plan, and that “you will not have to change plans.  For those who have insurance now, nothing
will change under the Obama plan – except that you will pay less.” 
 
Today’s report once again illustrates how Obamacare is failing to deliver on candidate Obama’s
promises – and no amount of retrospective spin by Obamacare apologists will mask that fact.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] HHS Propaganda Accounts for 60% of Pro-Obamacare Ads
Date: Tuesday, June 19, 2012 9:58:28 AM

The Los Angeles Times reports today on the status of ad wars regarding the unpopular health care
law – an article which includes this striking passage:

The lack of advertising in support of the bill is made even more prevalent by the fact that
the Department of Health and Human Services accounts for 60% of pro-healthcare
reform spending.  With $46 million split among national campaigns ($29 million), cable ($14
million) and smaller buys in urban areas ($3 million), that leaves a mere $30 million spent
over 3 1/2 years by every other pro-healthcare reform group nationwide.

 
Apparently, when this Administration complains about “corporate interests” in politics, their
“solution” involves using taxpayer dollars to engage in advertising campaigns promoting a law the
American people don’t want.
 
As a reminder, here are just some of the other wasteful projects HHS has used taxpayer dollars to
fund:
 

$20 million to a PR firm for a publicity campaign promoting Obamacare’s benefits
$26 million in grants to Ogilvy Public Relations included in the “stimulus” to establish a
“Publicity Center”
$18 million to send a mailing to seniors purportedly touting the “benefits” of Obamacare to
seniors.  The Government Accountability Office found that the mailer – which was NOT
reviewed or approved by the non-partisan Medicare actuary for its accuracy – “overstates
some of [the law’s] benefits” and “presents a picture of [the law] that is not universally
shared.”
$3 million in taxpayer funds to run an ad campaign in which Andy Griffith took on the role of
“pitching President Barack Obama’s health care law to seniors.”  The non-partisan
factcheck.org concluded that the ads used “weasel words” to mislead seniors about the
impact of the health care law.
Millions more in taxpayer funds to fund 4 million postcards promoting Obamacare’s small
business tax credit – which the Government Accountability Office recently concluded was
convoluted and ineffective

 
With spending projects like these, is it any wonder that the federal government is running trillion-
dollar deficits?
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Doctors Say Obamacare Not Doing Fine
Date: Wednesday, June 13, 2012 10:43:21 AM

The staffing company Jackson Healthcare is out with a new survey testing physician attitudes
towards Obamacare, and the results are not encouraging for the law.  Only 31% of physicians give
the law an “A” or “B” grade – and the mean average grade for the law was a “D.”
 
Other findings from a majority of doctors in the survey:
 

The law will not control costs (70%);
The law will not improve the doctor-patient relationship (67%);
The law will take away physicians’ control over their practices (66%);
The law will not improve health care quality (61%); and
Congress should repeal the law and start over (55%).

That last point is perhaps the most salient:  A majority of physicians in this survey believe
Obamacare should be repealed, and Congress should start over with step-by-step, common-
sense reforms to lower health costs – a sentiment, and an action plan, many Americans fervently
hope will come to fruition.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] CMS Report Shows Government Health Care "Doing Fine"
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 3:19:08 PM

This afternoon, officials from the CMS Office of the Actuary released their annual projections for
health care spending in the coming decade.  A review of the report indicates that, even as President
Obama claimed on Friday the private sector was “doing fine,” government health care spending is
REALLY doing fine – as thanks to the billions in new spending on Obamacare, government health
programs are on a glidepath to becoming the majority of all health care spending:
 

Overall health care spending is projected to rise to 19.6% of the economy by 2021, up from
17.9% of GDP in 2010.
Government-sponsored health care spending will approach half (49.6%) of all health
spending by 2021, up from just under 46 percent in 2010.
Obamacare is projected “to add about $478 billion in cumulative health spending” from
2014 through 2021.
Medicaid spending – already growing at a 6.3 percent rate in 2011, well above the entire
health sector – will grow by 18 percent in 2014, thanks to Obamacare.
Medicaid will contain 85 million enrollees by 2021, according to the report, and will consume
20% of all health spending, up from 15.5% in 2010.
Overall health spending will rise by 7.4 percent in 2014, compared to 5.3 percent in the
absence of Obamacare.  Health insurance, drug, physician, and hospital spending will all rise
more quickly thanks to the law.
According to the report, “some large employers with low-wage employees are expected to
discontinue health insurance benefits for their employees and to instead pay the penalty”
associated with dumping their workers on to Obamacare’s Exchanges.
The actuary’s report also notes that health insurance spending on a per-enrollee basis will
RISE in 2014, not fall, because “people who are eligible for available government subsidies are
expected to…enroll in plans that are more generous than those they had previously joined.” 
In other words, by subsidizing people to buy richer insurance policies, Obamacare is raising
costs, not lowering them.

 
The actuary’s report also confirms that – contrary to the President’s assertions – the private sector is
NOT doing fine, and that the economic downturn continues to affect the health care sector. 
Specifically, health spending in 2011 rose by a comparatively small amount due to the “lingering
effects of the recent recession and modest recovery,” as high unemployment and stagnant wages
often result in financially strapped individuals putting off elective surgeries and trips to the doctor. 
Just as prior studies from the non-partisan actuary have concluded, spending growth was slower
than projected NOT because Obamacare worked, but because the Obama “stimulus” didn’t.
 
The overall picture presented by the actuary’s report is bleak.  In the short term, the effects of
President Obama’s failed economic policies echo throughout the American health care system.  In
the longer term, Obamacare’s massive infusion of new federal spending will only serve to accelerate
the fiscal insolvency caused by our existing unsustainable entitlements.  Some would argue that
under either measure, American health care is NOT doing fine.
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Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Denial: Not Just a River in Africa...
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 1:54:14 PM

The Weekly Standard has posted a revealing exchange from one of the President’s local television
interviews yesterday.  A reporter noted that one business “very specifically said” that their decision
to “close up shop…was a direct result of the health care” bill Obama signed into law.  In response,
the President answered that a firm being harmed by Obamacare is “kind of hard to explain,”
because small businesses “probably wouldn’t have been impacted” by Obamacare.  He went on to
claim that despite “a perception sometimes that there’s all kinds of regulations coming out of
Washington, the truth is actually we’ve seen fewer regulations coming out of my Administration
than the previous Administration.”
 
The problem is, it’s not just a perception that there are all kinds of regulations coming out of
Washington – there ARE that many regulations.  The Federal Register has been filled with over
12,000 pages of regulations and notices related to Obamacare in the law’s first two years alone. 
And non-partisan experts have recognized that these regulations, and the 2700-page law they are
designed to implement, have had a major effect on job creators:
 

Analysts at UBS have stated that Obamacare is “arguably the biggest impediment to hiring,
particularly hiring of less skilled workers;” 
The CEO of the Carl’s Jr. restaurant chain has said that Obamacare will reduce hiring within
his firm, and that “employers everywhere will be looking to reduce labor content in their
business models as Obamacare makes employees unambiguously more expenseive.”
And the President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta has said that he has “frequently
heard strong comments to the effect of ‘my company won’t hire a single additional worker
until we know what health insurance costs are going to be.’”

 
President Obama may think the economy is doing fine thanks to Obamacare, but America’s job
creators know that their firms are NOT doing fine because of it.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare"s "Self-Inflicted Wounds" on States
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 9:39:29 AM

The Washington Post has a story out today about today’s semi-annual report on the Fiscal Survey of
States.  The article notes that even as state revenues stabilize following the recession, the
skyrocketing costs of Medicaid obligations are “leaving most [state] governments in dire fiscal
straits.”  The report indicates that Medicaid spending rose a by 20.4 percent this fiscal year, after a
double-digit increase of 10.6 percent in fiscal 2011.  Moreover, enrollment growth surged by 7.2
percent during the recession, and will continue to increase: “The implementation of [Obamacare]
will greatly increase the individuals served in the Medicaid program” – by as much as 26 million
people, according to the Administration’s own actuary.  As a National Governors Association press
release on the survey noted, the growth in enrollees is raising Medicaid spending much faster than
other areas of the budget; NGA Director Dan Crippen admitted that “spending priorities” – including
things like education, transportation, and law enforcement – “will again face competition for state
budget dollars” due to skyrocketing growth in Medicaid.
 
On a related topic, Inside Health Policy has an article (subscription required) outlining comments
from Connecticut’s Medicaid director about how that state’s early expansion of Medicaid has
become a “self-inflicted wound” on that state’s budget.  Using new authorities granted by
Obamacare to expand Medicaid to low-income childless adults, the state experienced a 70 percent
increase in enrollment in “about a year, year and a half’s time.”  Even though Connecticut was
granted additional matching funds by the federal government, “our revenue expectations were
eclipsed by the new obligations of a…population that rushed headlong into this new program,”
according to the Medicaid director.  As the article noted, Connecticut’s experience “is a bit of a red
flag, as it is indicative of the difficulty states face because they don't really know how many people
will be signing up for Medicaid in less than two years.”
 
Today’s state fiscal survey reveals that over the past two fiscal years, states had to close a combined
$146.3 billion in budget gaps.  Yet Obamacare is about to impose new unfunded mandates on states
of at least $118 billion.  And today’s stories show how Obamacare will impose more “self-inflicted
wounds” on states through its misguided policies.  The state survey illustrates how skyrocketing
Medicaid spending is crowding out other priorities, and Connecticut’s example shows how state
budgets can be greatly impacted by millions of people “rush[ing] headlong into this new program” in
2014.  It’s more evidence why America should NOT “rush headlong” into creating this massive and
unsustainable new entitlement state.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] The "Rock Solid Deal" the American People Reject
Date: Monday, June 11, 2012 10:45:05 AM

The House Energy and Commerce Committee released its latest report into the backroom dealings
behind Obamacare on Friday.  This report, as well as a memo released the previous week, and the
supplemental documents related to each report, provide for an interesting read, on multiple levels.
 
It is of course interesting to learn precisely how candidate Obama went from criticizing Big Pharma’s
CEO for exerting improper influence in a 2008 campaign ad to cutting a “rock-solid deal” with the
very same executive he had earlier criticized.  It’s just as ironic to find a President who pledged to
televise all health care negotiations on C-SPAN cutting legislative deals behind closed doors.  And
perhaps the piece de resistance is the way the Administration endorsed the creation of secret
advocacy groups designed to run pro-Obamacare ads – the same kind of “shadow groups” that
President Obama has repeatedly criticized as being insufficiently transparent.
 
But over and above the irony – and hypocrisy – readily apparent in these documents lies a simpler
yet more profound truth:  Practically every health care group in Washington SUPPORTED
Obamacare, and moved heaven and earth to build public support for the law, yet the American
people OPPOSED it – and still oppose it to this day.  The documents reveal just how desperate
special interests were to enact the massive 2700-page law:
 

Big Pharma spent $69.7 million on advertising supporting the law through various coalitions –
and that’s just one trade association.
The CEO of AARP personally called Senator Ben Nelson to solicit his support for the measure –
after multiple requests from the White House.
The heads of the major hospital associations let White House officials edit their press releases
about their own “deals” with the Administration.

 
A separate study from Bloomberg Government released late last week demonstrated just why all
these special interests were so keen on passing Obamacare.  The study found that a Supreme Court
decision striking down the law could cost pharmaceutical companies, hospitals, and other health
care interests as much as $740 billion in revenue over the next ten years.  Hospitals alone could lose
$430 billion.  Coming on the heels of last month’s study indicating insurers benefit from Obamacare
to the tune of $1 trillion, the Bloomberg report illustrates perfectly why all the health care special
interests were desperate to pass the law – as the Energy and Commerce documents reveal.
 
As might be expected, the documents also include some comedic moments.  Given that experts have
concluded that Obamacare will make 40 percent of hospitals unprofitable, the frantic struggle
among hospital association executives to get Democrat members to vote for the bill may be (to
paraphrase an historic expression) the first time in recorded history that turkeys desperately lobbied
Congress to vote for Thanksgiving.  In a moment of candor, one Pharma executive – a Democrat and
former Clinton Administration official – after telling his colleague the bill “raises taxes, raises
[insurance] premiums and cuts Medicare,” admitted that “I’ve seen them [i.e., Pharma’s campaign
ads about Obamacare].  But I don’t believe them.”
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He’s not the only one who didn’t believe the ads.  The American people didn’t believe the hype
about Obamacare then, and they don’t believe it now.  And no amount of special interest lobbying,
or “rock-solid deals,” can change that fact.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] More on Under-26 Insurance Mandate
Date: Friday, June 08, 2012 10:41:43 AM

As a follow-up to Sen. DeMint’s Member Viewpoint yesterday on government mandates for health
insurance policies to cover dependent children, the liberal Commonwealth Fund is out this morning
with a study regarding the issue.  The study concludes that, while the under-26 coverage mandate
increased the number of covered adult children by up to 2.5 million, a total of 6.6 million youths
took advantage of the under-26 mandate included in the health care law to remain on their parents’
policies.  Related points from the study:
 

·         If accurate, the study findings would mean that 4.1 million youths, or more than 60% of
those taking advantage of the under-26 mandate, likely had access to other forms of health
coverage – for instance, from their own employer,* from a student health plan, or from an
individually-purchased plan – yet chose instead to remain on their parents’ health insurance.

·         The benefits of the under-26 mandate have disproportionately accrued to affluent and
wealthy families.  The study found that nearly seven in ten (69%) of young adults in families
with incomes over four times the federal poverty level – over $92,000 for a family of four –
stayed on their parents’ health insurance.  Conversely, only one-sixth (17%) of young adults
in families with incomes under 133% of poverty – just over $30,000 per year for a family of
four – utilized the under-26 mandate to remain on their parents’ insurance.

 
Some may argue that the study illustrates several perverse incentives resulting from the new federal
mandate:
 

1.        The high number of young adults turning down other forms of coverage suggests a high rate
of crowd-out – youths declining to seek their own health coverage to stay on their parents’
plans for “free.”

2.        The costs of this “free” insurance will be socialized across the health insurance system – but
in a non-transparent manner.  The Administration claimed that the under-26 mandate
would affect 2.37 million young adults, and raise premiums by about one percent (some
studies have concluded the Administration under-estimated the cost impact).  However, if
the mandate actually affected 6.6 million young adults, the premium impact would almost
certainly be higher.

3.        The under-26 mandate may also be exacerbating premium increases among student health
plans.  Other Obamacare mandates taking effect this fall are raising premiums, by as much
as 350% in some cases.  Some news reports have indicated that, rather than pay the higher
premiums for student insurance, students who have access to coverage through their
parents will choose that option instead.  However, as noted above, the under-26 mandate is
disproportionately helping affluent families – meaning that only students from lower-
income households without access to a parental health plan may be forced to pay these
higher premiums.

 
Finally, even the Commonwealth study admits that the poor economy is a major reason why many
young people do not have insurance coverage:
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The lingering softness in the U.S. economy has likely contributed to high rates of reported
gaps in health insurance among young adults in the survey.  More than one of 10 (11%) 19-
to-29-year-olds in the survey said they were unemployed but looking for work.  Of those, 62
percent had experienced a time without health insurance in the past year compared with 32
percent of those who were employed full time and 38 percent of those who were employed
part time.

 
The study further found that fully 9.6 million Americans aged 19 to 29 lost their jobs between
November 2009 and November 2011, and of those who lost jobs providing health insurance, more
than half (52%) became uninsured.
 
It is this last conclusion – the devastating damage this Administration’s failed economic policies have
wreaked – that should remain the focus of policy-makers going forward.  Some would argue that
maintaining mandates that have encouraged millions of young Americans to drop their existing
coverage to obtain “free” insurance through their parents is inconsistent with this objective.  During
the SCHIP debate in 2007-08, conservatives opposed using taxpayer funds to expand a government
program in a way that would allow middle-income families to drop their current insurance and
obtain government-run coverage instead.  By this same logic, conservatives should be concerned
about government mandates on the private sector that have had much the same effect.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
 
* The law does allow so-called “grandfathered” (i.e., pre-Obamacare) employer plans to exclude
young adults from their parents’ health plans through 2014, if the young adult in question has
access to employer-provided health insurance himself.  However, as even the Administration’s own
regulations admit that most employer plans have lost, or will soon lose, grandfathered health status,
this option is not available to many employers.
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare Raising Premiums in Myriad Ways
Date: Thursday, June 07, 2012 1:59:13 PM

This morning, the New York Times reported on a plan by NYU Medical Center to merge with
Continuum Health Partners, which runs Beth Israel and several other hospitals in Manhattan. 
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the article makes clear that Obamacare is the cause of the merger, and
higher premiums are likely to be the effect:
 

It would create one of the largest health care systems in the city, one that would have
immense market power under the new federal health care system, and put pressure on
independent medical practices, insurance companies and even rival medical schools, which
may have to find other places to train their students….By strengthening its competitive
advantage, a merged hospital system could limit options for patients and charge more for
services, advocates fear.  It would also have more power to negotiate higher rates with
insurance companies, which might be passed on to consumers in the form of higher
premiums.

 
As we’ve previously noted, the law has prompted numerous hospitals and medical providers to
combine, in the hopes that consolidation will allow them to charge insurance companies more for
medical services.  By both encouraging provider consolidation and discouraging consumer-oriented
incentives, Obamacare creates the perfect ingredients for insurance premiums to rise still higher. 
And not even the New York Times can deny that fact.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Pelosi: Obamacare Provides Americans the "Liberty" to Quit

Their Jobs
Date: Thursday, June 07, 2012 11:56:00 AM

Politico reports that, when asked at her weekly press conference this morning about new polling
data indicating more than two-thirds of Americans want at least some of Obamacare struck down,
former House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said Obamacare “is about life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness for the American people.”  Politico further reported that Pelosi said the law would allow
people to leave their jobs “to pursue their happiness” without fear of losing insurance. 
 
Her comments this morning echo Pelosi’s 2010 remarks about Obamacare, in which she encouraged
artists to “leave your work” and “be creative and be a musician or whatever” because they will have
government-funded health coverage under the law.  Of course, this message is slightly inconsistent
with her other claims that Obamacare will create 4 million new jobs.  And there’s also the minor
detail that in order for Americans to reclaim their “pursuit of happiness” to quit their jobs, as Pelosi
claimed, they actually need to have a job to quit.  By Pelosi’s logic (such as it is), the “stimulus”
must have also promoted liberty – it hasn’t delivered the jobs promised, so millions of Americans
have been engaged in the “pursuit of happiness” on the unemployment lines.
 
More fundamentally, however, is this principle many conservatives believe:  Liberty comes neither
from government mandates and diktats, nor from government programs encouraging a culture of
dependence – it comes from government creating an environment where each individual has the
freedom to govern his or her own life.  Obamacare includes an unprecedented mandate for
individuals to purchase a government-defined product, and trillions of dollars in new spending on
unsustainable entitlements that non-partisan experts agree will discourage work and harm
economic growth.  Both elements are fundamentally antithetical to liberty – which is why ALL of
Obamacare must be repealed.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] On Entitlements, It"s the Demographics, Stupid
Date: Wednesday, June 06, 2012 3:22:44 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Included in the Congressional Budget Office’s long-term budget outlook yesterday was one chart
that should have significant consequences for upcoming debates over reforms to Medicare and
entitlements.  The chart on page 15 of the report demonstrates that, over the next 25 years,
demographics count for at least half – and as much as three-quarters – of projected increases in
spending on Medicare, Medicaid, Social Security, and Obamacare insurance subsidies.  Here’s a copy
of the chart:
 

 
What this analysis means is that, even if the growth of health costs does manage to slow (both CBO
and the Medicare actuary think Obamacare’s cost reductions will not be sustainable in the long-
term), slowing health costs alone won’t solve Medicare’s financial problems.  Put another way,
Medicare needs structural reform NOW – because nothing else can save the program.  That’s the
major lesson from yesterday’s report.  And it’s a lesson policy-makers in both parties would be wise
to heed.
 
Posted to the Freedom on Call blog here.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Kathleen Sebelius, Obamacare"s Resident Spendthrift
Date: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 7:04:41 AM

Do you remember the old TV show “Supermarket Sweep” – the one where people went running
wildly through a grocery store, picking up expensive products (and occasionally crashing in the
process), in an attempt to spend the greatest amount of money in the shortest amount of time? 
Well, that’s not a bad analogy for how HHS is trying to blow through vast sums of Obamacare
money before the law gets struck down and/or repealed, as two pieces in this morning’s Wall Street
Journal outline.  The first piece, an editorial appropriately entitled “Fannie Med,” discusses among
other things Obamacare’s co-op loans.  Even the Administration estimates at least $1 billion in
taxpayer funds spent on co-op loans will not be repaid – not least because of the way HHS chose to
structure the loans, which place federal taxpayers at the BACK of the line to be repaid, in an
attempt to circumvent state requirements regarding insurers’ reserves.
 
In a separate op-ed on the Journal’s pages, Steven Greer, a former grants administrator for
Obamacare’s Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation (CMMI), gives his firsthand experience
about how that program’s $10 billion “slush fund” is being spent with little oversight or forethought:
 

Having written numerous other federal grant applications as a medical researcher, I was
surprised by the very short time allotted to review 12 applications, each of which ran more
than 100 pages.  We had only two weeks to assemble a team and grade the applications on
such criteria as the promise of the project design and its workforce goals.  Applications to
the government's National Institutes of Health or the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research
Institute, by contrast, undergo months of thoughtful review by scientists who are well-
regarded in their fields.  I began to wonder how much CMMI was interested in high-quality
input from the grant reviewers.

 
Of course, CMMI has its supporters; former Medicare Administrator Donald Berwick called it the
“crown jewel” of Obamacare.  And little wonder – for as Greer exposes, Berwick’s former employer
seems to be a big winner from Obamacare’s $10 billion giveaway:
 

Dr. Donald Berwick was Administrator of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
from July 2010 to December 2011.  CMMI, which was established during his tenure, started
another program called the Partnership for Patients….In December 2011, the Partnership for
Patients awarded a contract to the Health Research and Education Trust, which in turn
awarded a subcontract to the Boston-based Institute for Healthcare Improvement—which
Dr. Berwick ran for 19 years before he moved to Medicare.  A source involved with
Partnership for Patients told me about the relationship.
 
I emailed Dr. Berwick in May to confirm the subcontracts between the institute and the
trust.  “I don’t think there are contracts between them, but they’re good friends,” he
replied.  He was careful to note that he is no longer the institute’s CEO, though he now
works out of the institute’s Boston offices as an adviser.  The Health Research and Education
Trust and the Institute for Healthcare Improvement have not responded to requests for
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information about the subcontract.
 
(On a related note, has anyone ever questioned why Dr. Berwick never bothered to release tax
information from the Institute for Healthcare Improvement that Sen. Grassley requested from him
two years ago?  Why does an CMS Administrator who argued for transparency in government – and
has claimed in interviews he wants “decision-making to be done in the daylight” – refuse to be
transparent about HIS financial dealings?)
 
Greer’s op-ed also delightfully points out that several of the CMMI grants spend about as much
money as they supposedly will save: “George Washington University earned $1,939,127 because it
expected to reduce health costs by a mere $1.7 million.  Similarly, the Center for Health Care
Services in San Antonio received $4,557,969 to save $5 million.”
 
Spending money to keep from going bankrupt?  Well, at least on that count, you can’t say they didn’t
warn us…
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare Taking Away Insurance Coverage -- Again
Date: Monday, June 04, 2012 8:39:47 AM

The Wall Street Journal this morning illustrates one more way in which Americans – in this case,
young American students – are losing their health insurance coverage thanks to Obamacare:
 

Some colleges are dropping student health-insurance plans for the coming academic year
and others are telling students to expect sharp premium increases because of a provision
in the federal health law requiring plans to beef up coverage.  The demise of low-cost,
low-benefit health plans for students is a consequence of the 2010 health-care overhaul.
 The law is intended to expand coverage to tens of millions of uninsured Americans, but it is
also eliminating some insurance options.

 
The article highlights the case of one Kansas college, which is cancelling its health insurance plan for
students rather than facing a premium increase of over 350%:

Bethany College in Lindsborg, Kan., this past year offered a 12-month plan that cost
students $445, while capping payouts at $10,000.  For the 2012-13 academic year, the
Obama administration said the payout cap must be at least $100,000. Bethany said students
would have had to pay more than $2,000 to get that new level of coverage.  “We decided
not to offer coverage for our students next year given the proposed increase in premium,”
said Bob Schmoll, Bethany's vice president for finance.

 
Also of note: Students, unlike other, more politically-connected groups, have not received
exemptions from these new Obamacare requirements, even though they are costing students
access to their current health plans:
 

Some unions and employers can still offer plans to lower-wage hourly workers that have
limited benefits similar to those of the student plans, because they were given waivers by
the administration allowing them to continue those plans until 2014.  Schools can't apply for
the same waivers for student plans.

Candidate Obama repeatedly promised premiums would go down by $2,500 thanks to his law, and
he promised that “you will not have to change plans.  For those who have insurance now, nothing
will change under the Obama plan – except that you will pay less.”  Today’s article once again
confirms that, for millions of American students, these promises will be broken – and students will
lose their health coverage in the process.
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Get Ready for Obamacare Redux
Date: Friday, June 01, 2012 10:18:47 AM

Bloomberg reported last night that the White House is preparing its liberal backers to begin
planning for yet another debate about health care, this one potentially to take place in a second
Obama term:
 

President Barack Obama is confiding to Democratic donors that he may have to revisit the
health-care issue in a second term, a position at odds with his publicly expressed confidence
that the U.S. Supreme Court will uphold [Obamacare], according to three Democratic
activists….As he previewed his agenda for donors at a May 14 fundraiser, Obama said he
may be forced to try to revise parts of his health-care plan, depending on how the court
rules later this month, said one activist, who requested anonymity to discuss the president’s
comments….The president has made similar remarks, usually in response to questions, at
other fundraising events since the Supreme Court heard arguments in the case….Obama’s
answers, which begin with the president repeating his contention that the high court will
uphold the law, have led some contributors to conclude the White House is making
contingency plans should the justices strike down parts of the law, which would give
Republicans a powerful talking point about one of his signature issues.

 
It’s worth noting that, when addressing Congress on health care in September 2009, Obama proudly
stated: “I am not the first President to take up this cause, but I am determined to be the last.” 
Perhaps that statement was made before the President and his Democrat colleagues got “serious”
about the Constitution, and discovered that it would be an unprecedented step for Congress to
require all Americans to purchase a product for the first time ever.  It’s nice that these liberals are
finally coming to grips with the prospect of limited constitutional government – but it might have
been better to do so BEFORE ramming through a massive 2700-page law that the American people
didn’t want (and still don’t either).
 
Regardless, the President has already given his liberal base fair warning that Obamacare will be a
topic for discussion in a second Obama term.  I’m sure the White House will be sending out
invitations to the C-SPAN cameras in no time at all…
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] California Survey Provides a Vision of the Future Under

Obamacare
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2012 3:35:16 PM

The California Health Care Foundation released a survey of California Medicaid patients earlier
today.  The press release regarding the survey highlighted the fact that a large percentage of
enrollees have a favorable impression of the California Medicaid program – perhaps because
Medicaid coverage comes with no premiums and no, or very little, cost-sharing.  However, a closer
look at the survey data reveals that California Medicaid suffers from significant access problems:
 

More than two in five (42%) California adults in Medicaid had difficulty getting an
appointment with a specialist, compared to 24% with private coverage.
Nearly half (47%) of all beneficiaries in poor health said it was difficult to find specialists
accepting their insurance – a rate more than twice as high as those adults with other health
coverage (23%).
More than one-third (34%) of all California Medicaid enrollees in excellent, very good, or
good health were forced to make a trip to the emergency room in the past 12 months,
compared to just 14% of those with other coverage.
More than half (55%) of all Medicaid enrollees in fair or poor health visited the emergency
room at least once in the past year, compared to only one-quarter (25%) of those in poor
health with other coverage.  The high rate of emergency room visits among Medicaid patients
illustrates the problem with access to regular care in the Medicaid program, as patients are
forced to utilize the more costly ER instead.

 
With access issues like this, it’s far from clear how the Medicaid program in California – to say
nothing of other states – will be able to handle the nearly 26 million more individuals being added to
the program by Obamacare.  The ranks of Medicaid beneficiaries facing severe access problems are
only likely to rise in the coming years, as Obamacare adds yet more people to this broken program.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Nancy Pelosi Gets "Serious" About Obamacare
Date: Wednesday, May 30, 2012 3:00:15 PM

The San Jose Mercury News reports that at a town hall meeting yesterday, former House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi said she expects the Supreme Court to uphold Obamacare: “I expect a 6-3 ‘aye’ verdict
from the Supreme Court.”  This development is somewhat curious, as when asked about the
constitutionality of an individual mandate three years ago, the then-Speaker incredulously replied,
“Are you serious?” 
 
Apparently, Speaker Pelosi finally got serious herself.  The fact that even the House Speaker thinks
three Supreme Court justices will find Obamacare unconstitutional shows that the law’s individual
mandate is unprecedented and a significant intrusion on liberty – not the “slam dunk” case Pelosi
previously thought it would be.  Some would only wish that the Speaker and her liberal allies had
gotten serious about the Constitution BEFORE ramming through a massive, 2700-page health care
law.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: "Bidenomics" At Work
Date: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 10:21:27 AM

The Government Accountability Office released a report yesterday detailing the first two years of
spending from Obamacare’s Prevention and Public Health fund.  The report itself is 134 pages long –
but its essence can be found on pages 101 through 103.  There, GAO highlights more than $5 million
in spending on seven separate grant programs covering media and public relations.  According to
GAO, these grants for “advertising and marketing strategies” were intended “to provide enhanced
media buying/placement support to the National Prevention Media Initiative to increase exposure of
audiences to campaign messages in communities that received Communities Putting Prevention to
Work awards.  The goal of this activity is to achieve maximum additional exposure of existing/in-
development creative campaign materials.”
 
In other words, the Obama Administration is wasting millions of dollars on PR contracts – to show
how Obamacare is wasting billions of dollars on a prevention “slush fund,” all at a time the
federal government is running trillion dollar deficits.  If this isn’t an example of Joe Biden’s axiom
of “spending money to keep from going bankrupt,” I don’t know what is.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: "Invisible Obama" Breaks the Law -- And His Promise to Seniors...
Date: Monday, October 01, 2012 10:34:08 AM

Throughout the last few months, President Obama has claimed that his Medicare plan will help
improve the program.  He claimed in August that “I’ve strengthened Medicare….I’ve proposed
reforms that will save Medicare money by getting rid of wasteful spending in the health care
system.”  In his deficit speech last April, the President outlined those reforms:
 

We will slow the growth of Medicare costs by strengthening an independent commission of
doctors, nurses, medical experts and consumer who will look at all the evidence and
recommend the best ways to reduce unnecessary spending while protecting access to the
services that seniors need.

 
The President of course was referring to the Independent Payment Advisory Board, a panel of
bureaucrats created in Obamacare to enforce binding caps on Medicare spending – caps which the
President’s 2011 deficit submission proposed lowering even further.
 
There’s only one problem with the President’s claims that he “strengthened Medicare” by creating
the IPAB: President Obama has now violated the law by failing to appoint nominees to a board
he created.  According to page 426 of the statute, the law appropriates funds for IPAB (originally
$15 million, but lowered to $5 million last December) “for fiscal year 2012” – that’s the fiscal year
that ended on September 30, i.e., yesterday. 
 
So Obamacare contemplates IPAB being up and running NOW – yet President Obama has failed to
nominate any appointees to the board.  If the President wants to save Medicare so badly – and IPAB
is so critical to saving Medicare – what’s he waiting for?  Why is he breaking his promise to seniors? 
And if IPAB is so innocuous and won’t harm seniors, why is he waiting until AFTER his re-election
campaign to announce who he wants to put on the board – is it because the Administration plans
on naming more radical appointees like Donald “Rationing with Our Eyes Open” Berwick to
administer the IPAB’s new world order?
 
Clint Eastwood’s “empty chair” speech at the Republican National Convention generated much
discussion as to its broader context.  When it comes to health policy, however, that empty chair
takes on a clear meaning – the vacancies on the IPAB board, caused by a President who would
rather abdicate his statutory duties than reveal the controversial plans he intends to implement
after the election.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: "Most Transparent" Administration"s "Public Outreach Campaign": More Closed-Door Meetings!
Date: Thursday, August 25, 2011 12:49:02 PM

Politico reports this morning on the Administration’s “Listening Tour” regarding Exchanges, and
noted that HHS is being VERY selective in deciding who it will actually listen to:
 

The meetings are invite-only for groups working on implementing exchanges in the states
(insurers, consumer advocates, etc.).  During Monday’s session in Portland, they limited the
first part of the session to a closed-door meeting just for government and state officials with
the Western states, excluding California, which will participate in a September listening
session.  PULSE has learned the dates for the rest of the sessions have been tentatively
scheduled as follows: Atlanta, Sept. 13; New York City, Sept. 21; Sacramento, Calif., Sept. 22;
and Chicago, Sept. 26.

 
The HHS website claims that “in the weeks ahead, the Departments of Health and Human Services
and Treasury will conduct an aggressive outreach campaign and solicit public comment” on the
Exchange regulations – but this “aggressive outreach campaign” apparently doesn’t apply to
members of the general public, who need not bother showing up, and won’t be allowed into the
meetings if they do.  It’s likely for this reason that HHS hasn’t even bothered to post on its website
the dates and specific locations these forums will be taking place (although if any readers have this
information, feel free to pass it on…).
 
There are three ironies here.  The first of course is that the “most transparent” Administration –
which passed a 2,700 page bill into law using secretive negotiations – is once again conducting
important regulatory business behind closed doors.  Candidate Obama promised to televise all
health care negotiations on C-SPAN, but the process leading up to Obamacare was plagued with
notorious backroom deals.  Yet once again HHS is slamming the door on members of both the
public and the media through a closed-door process.
 
The second irony is the fact that the health care law was supposed to become more popular after
it passed, yet HHS officials are apparently afraid of holding an open-door forum with members of
the general public to solicit a broad range of views.  After all, didn’t Democrats say that “by
November [2010] those who voted for [Obamacare] will find it an asset and those who voted against
it will find it a liability?”  Yet one can ask whether these forums are being held behind closed doors
precisely because the Administration fears a reprise of incidents where Secretary Sebelius learned
what the American people think about passing 2,700 page bills “very fast” and not reading them
before doing so.
 
That brings us to the third irony: That when it comes to implementing Obamacare, HHS would
rather speak to self-appointed “consumer advocates” – i.e., liberal, pro-Obamacare
organizations – rather than actual consumers.  Even though HHS claims that Exchanges “offer
Americans choice and clout,” the Administration apparently has little interest in finding out what
ordinary Americans actually think.  This behavior is sadly indicative of the whole philosophy of
Obamacare, which focuses on having a little intellectual elite make health care decisions for
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everyone else.  It means that liberal groups like Families USA and AARP – which don’t represent the
whole American public, and may not even represent their own members – have an outsized
influence, while the American public – which didn’t want Obamacare to pass in the first place – once
again will get left out.  So much for transparency and accountability from this Administration.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: "Thanks, Obamacare!"
Date: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 1:16:55 PM

Earlier this week came word that an organization out in Colorado is seeking to reclaim the
“Obamacare” name by running a new “Thanks Obamacare” ad campaign to build support for the
law.  In recognition of the new campaign, and the fact that Thanksgiving is only a few weeks away,
we present some suggestions to the “Thanks Obamacare” ad campaign for commercials they might
want to run about the law:
 
“I’m a small business owner, and complying with government regulation is my number one concern. 
But I was happy to learn that Obamacare has already resulted in 10,000 pages of new federal
regulations and notices.  After all, my lawyer is woefully underpaid, and now I’ll have to pay him
thousands to comply with all of these new Washington mandates.  Sure, I won’t be able to hire more
workers, but now my lawyer will have enough cash to buy that new Ferrari he’s always wanted. 
Thanks, Obamacare!”
 
“I nearly got the job – the firm’s owner was really impressed with my talent.  Then he found out that
under Obamacare, if he hired more than 50 workers, he could face tens of thousands of dollars in
new penalties.  So my search for work continues.  But there are lots of other opportunities out there
to find work – after all, ‘private sector jobs are doing just fine.’  Thanks, Obamacare!”
 
“I was just your average accountant, struggling to make ends meet.  But then along came
Obamacare, with its 42 new tax law changes, and suddenly my business exploded.  Firms and
individuals alike need my help to navigate the IRS bureaucracy and find out how much they will pay
in higher taxes.  My income is soaring so fast, I barely have time to calculate all the higher taxes I’m
going to pay myself.  Thanks, Obamacare!”
 
“I know candidate Obama promised he would lower premiums by $2,500 per family, but that
Obamacare actually raises individual market insurance premiums by $2,100 per family instead.  But I
would much rather give that extra $4,600 per year to an insurance company than use it to pay my
mortgage.  Thanks, Obamacare!”
 
“The Congressional Budget Office said that Obamacare would ‘discourage work’ – and boy, were
they right!  I took Speaker Pelosi’s advice to ‘leave your work’ and ‘be creative and be a musician or
whatever,’ knowing I would have taxpayer-funded health care.  I quit my job and joined a band, and
in my spare time, I’m working to compete in the Air Guitar Championships next year.  And just think –
without this new law, I would be working at a normal job instead.  Thanks, Obamacare!”
 
“Thanks to the Administration’s successful ‘stimulus’ policies, I had some money put aside to buy a
car – you know, ‘cash for clunkers.’  But instead, Obamacare will force me to buy Washington-
mandated insurance policies that could be more expensive than a new car.  This Administration’s
fiscal policies prove that Washington is WAY more responsible than I am when it comes to telling me
how to spend my own money and run my life.  So I hope mandates from federal bureaucrats ordering
me to buy a house and eat some vegetables are next.  Thanks, Obamacare!”
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“As a governor, I know politics is about tough choices – but Obamacare made balancing the budget
easy.  At a time when states face budget deficits totaling a collective $175 billion, Obamacare
imposed new unfunded mandates of at least $118 billion.  So I decided to balance the budget the
only way I could – our state is closing all our prisons, and releasing criminals early on the ‘honor
system.’  After all, if the prisoners say they’re sorry, what could go wrong?  Thanks, Obamacare!”
 
So remember, the next time you see stories about skyrocketing premiums or firms laying off
workers, just think: “Thanks, Obamacare!”
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: "Thanks, Obamacare???" -- Law"s Popularity at an All-Time Low
Date: Friday, October 28, 2011 7:58:11 AM

In the same week in which activists launched a new “Thanks Obamacare” campaign, this month’s
Kaiser Family Foundation health tracking poll explains one reason for the liberal PR re-launch – the
2,700 page law is even less popular than ever.  Among the results from the poll’s summary and
toplines:
 

·         Overall favorability of the law stands at 34%, an all-time low;
·         The percentage of very favorable support stands at 12%, an all-time low;
·         The percentage of respondents who think they personally will be better off due to the law

stands at a mere 18%, an all-time low;
·         The percentage of respondents who think the country as a whole will be better off due to

the law stands at 28%, an all-time low;
·         Approval of the law among Democrats dropped by 13% in the last month to only 52%, an

all-time low.
 
In other words, eighteen months after Senator Schumer and others claimed that “Now that the bill
is enacted, it’s going to become more and more popular,” Obamacare suffered its worst month of
polling ever.  It’s one more sign that the only bipartisan element of Obamacare has been the
opposition to it.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: "The Game of Obamacare"
Date: Wednesday, December 14, 2011 2:18:46 PM

A liberal advocacy group in Colorado called Thanks Obamacare today released a website called “The
Game of Obamacare.”  The game takes players through a series of life events, and at various points
they can choose to go “With Obamacare” or “Without Obamacare.”  Those who choose Obamacare
gain points on their “happiness meter,” whereas those who go without Obamacare lose points on
their “happiness meter.”  (And just for the record, no, I’m not making this up – you CAN’T make this
stuff up.)
 
Below however are some scenes that more accurately portray Obamacare, which you won’t find in
the online version of the game:
 

·         You can’t afford health insurance, but the government has forced you to buy it anyway.  Go
directly to the IRS*, do not pass Go, do not collect $200.  In fact, pay the government (at
least) $695.
 

·         You want to get an Obamacare waiver to be allowed to keep your existing health plan.  But
the Administration only looks favorably on waiver requests coming from union plans.  Lose
your turn – and your health coverage.
 

·         You’re a high-priced Washington lobbyist who’s just made a “rock-solid deal” behind closed
doors with Democrats.  Sure, your backroom deal will raise premiums for seniors, but it will
guarantee Pharma companies a huge windfall.  Bank error in your favor – collect $11.6
million.
 

·         You’re a struggling middle-class family looking forward to Obamacare lowering premiums by
$2,500 per family.  But because Obamacare will actually RAISE individual insurance
premiums, you owe the banker $2,100.  Pay up.
 

·         You’re a media executive who wants to televise the negotiations surrounding Obamacare. 
But the Administration is insistent on negotiating behind closed doors.  Wait your turn until
a new Administration actually keeps its promises on transparency.
 

·         You followed Speaker Pelosi’s advice and quit your job to go “be creative,” knowing
taxpayers will fund your health coverage.  Collect $500 from every player to finance your
health care – and your music career.
 

·         You’re an employee at a Chinese sovereign debt fund.  You’ll be bankrolling all of
Obamacare’s new spending, which America will eventually need to pay back.  On your next
turn, collect $2.6 trillion from your fellow players – that is, if they don’t go bankrupt before
you can do so.
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Unfortunately, however, Obamacare is NOT a game.  For the many families and businesses harmed
by the law’s many tax increases, mandates, and regulations, the law will prove all too real.  And no
amount of marketing, no matter how clever, gimmicky, or far-fetched, can ignore that fact.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 
* We would of course be inaccurate to say “Go Directly to Jail,” because we all know that the
mandate is “absolutely” not a tax increase.
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: "Whatever It Takes" to Create Jobs? How About Repealing Obamacare...
Date: Monday, January 09, 2012 1:58:56 PM

In his radio address this weekend, the President claimed that in 2012 he would do “whatever it
takes to move this economy forward.”  If that’s the case, there are numerous reasons why he would
want to repeal Obamacare:
 

·         John Stossel recently talked with several business executives, all of whom discussed the
uncertainties associated with Obamacare.  For instance, the CEO of Best Buy said “if I went
to the deepest specialist in the industry, he can't tell me what it's actually going to cost, let
alone what I'm going to be responsible for.”  And a former CEO noted that “you don’t really
know what the cost [of Obamacare will be] because it’s designed to fail,” by giving
companies incentives to dump their employee benefit plans.  As a result, these and other
executives are holding off on hiring due to the unknown costs of Obamacare.

 
·         Analysts at UBS have stated that Obamacare is “arguably the biggest impediment to hiring,

particularly hiring of less skilled workers.” 
 

·         The President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta has “frequently heard strong
comments to the effect of ‘my company won’t hire a single additional worker until we know
what health insurance costs are going to be.’”

 
·         The non-partisan Congressional Budget Office concluded that Obamacare will reduce the

labor supply by about 800,000 thanks to the law’s perverse incentives, which according to
CBO “will effectively increase marginal tax rates,” thereby discouraging work. 

 
The growing consensus regarding the harmful effects of Obamacare on the American economy –
where unemployment is STILL above the 8 percent mark the Administration promised it would
never hit – leads one to ask:  Is the President most interested in creating jobs, or is he interested in
defending his unpopular 2700-page health care law, even as it prevents the economy from moving
forward?
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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To: 
From: 
RE: 
Date: 

Action Officers 
Marie Sanderson 

MEMORANDUM 

RGPPC Subcommittee Update 
February 3, 2012 

This memo serves as an update for our 2012 RGPPC actions and goals. The items 
included are a draft and should be finalized soon. 

Daniels Best Practices' "E-Harmony" Program 

We are working to establish a Best Practices "E-Haim ony Program" for states to match
up and shai·e best practices. 

We have heard from 16 states and have placed follow-up calls to non-responders. The 
first session on perfonnance management will be held with eight states on Febmai-y 17 at 
RGA in Washington. 

Interaction with House and Senate Leadership and Committees of Jurisdiction 

A goal of RGPPC is to streainline governors' effo1is with the House and Senate for both 
oversight and policy making. We ai·e meeting with House/Senate leadership as well as 
committee leadership to enhance staff communication. Healthcai·e, Energy/Environment, 
and Education/Workforce authorizers have been our prime targets for Januaiy Staff will 
stay in touch and will recommend calls with the Principals as needed. 

Interaction with think tanks and opinion leaders 

A goal of RGPPC is to increase our expe1iise by involving smaii, conservative thinkers 
across the countiy We are spending time in Januai-y enlarging our rolodex of think tanks 
on issues who interact with us both on policy making and communication effo1is. 

1 
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Subcommittee Goals 

RGPPC was divided into six subcommittees in 2012 to broaden our ability to share best 
practices with states and increase our policy making effo11s in the national arena. 
Subcommittees have met on average two times and the draft goals include: 

1) Budget/Finance/Regulatory Subcommittee: Walker/Haley 
A summaiy of the State of States addresses has been completed for the governors that 
have given their speeches as of 1.30.12. This SUilllllaiy will be coupled with a state by 
state budget repo11 to create an issue specific matrix that will make it easy for Governors 
and their staff to see where their budget initiatives and priorities compare with other 
states. 

This committee also is interested in collllllenting on the president's budget after it is 
released which is scheduled for Febrnaiy 14th. This committee, in conjunction with the 
federalism committee, will also be unde1i aking a project to research unfunded mandates. 

2) Energy/Environmental Subcommittee: Mead/Corbett/Parnell 
fuitial conversation began in Jackson Hole, WY, on Dec. 12-13 with Governors Barbour 
and Mead. This committee will execute the governors' alternative energy plan through 
the spring through the Energy and Environment Subcommittee. Ideal release date for 
plan will be in spring. The subcommittee is meeting via conference call with hopes to 
convene in-person in March. The subcommittee will have a list of goals/parameters for 
their continued work to announce at the 2/27 governors -only meeting. 

3) Health care Subcommittee: Jindal/Herbert/Sandoval 
Per the governors' meeting in Orlando, we are cmTently scheduling a DC meeting in 
Mai·ch to bring together health care experts to develop the scope of a potential 
Republican Governor's replacement strategy repo11 in the event that PP ACA is rnled 
unconstitutional. An in-person meeting is unlikely before 2/27, but the subcommittee will 
work to have a set of goals and principles to announce to the governors during their 2/27 
governors- only meeting. 

4) Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure Subcommittee: 
Branstad/Snyder/Scott 
The draft goal of this committee is to produce a widely circulated white paper about our 
vision of Competitiveness and how it is a central component of econoinic development. 
fuitial, draft, key themes include international trade, infrastrncture, business climate (tax 
refonn/regulation refo1m), skilled labor/ workforce development, and cluster 
development. 
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5) Education/\Vorkforce Development Subcommittee: Deal/Haslam 
This committee's goal is to develop best practices and policies which will be included the 
national debate on education and to coordinate our effo1is with Chiefs for Change. We 
will also engage in ESEA refo1m. This committee will create an education repo1i similar 
to our effo1is on healthcare and energy. The goal would be to release this report before 
August. 

6) Federalism Subcommittee: Brownback/Fallin 
This committee hopes to see the Federalism Subcommittee make progress regarding 
issuing position statements and working on more cerebral products defining the role of 
government. There is a void in the discussion on federalism at the NGA and that this 
provides a real oppo1iunity for the RGPPC to discuss the role of government. 

Work with governors and academics to produce a widely circulated white paper and press 
component about our vision of Federalism and the proper balance of power in our 
Republic 

3 
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The Key Issue:  “When Congress threatens to terminate other grants as a means of 
pressuring the States to accept a Spending Clause program, the legislation runs counter to 
this Nation’s system of federalism.” 
 
Good Summary:  “The threatened loss of over 10 percent of a State’s overall budget is 
economic dragooning that leaves the States with no real option but to acquiesce in the 
Medicaid expansion. The Government claims that the expansion is properly viewed as only 
a modification of the existing program, and that this modification is permissible because 
Congress reserved the “right to alter, amend, or repeal any provision” of Medicaid. §1304. 
But the expansion accomplishes a shift in kind, not merely degree. The original program 
was designed to cover medical services for particular categories of vulnerable individuals. 
Under the Affordable Care Act, Medicaid is transformed into a program to meet the health 
care needs of the entire non-elderly population with income below 133 percent of the 
poverty level. A State could hardly anticipate that Congress’s reservation of the right to 
“alter” or “amend” the Medicaid program included the power to transform it so 
dramatically. The Medicaid expansion thus violates the Constitution by threatening States 
with the loss of their existing Medicaid funding if they decline to comply with the expan-
sion.” 
 
Impact: “The constitutional violation is fully remedied by precluding the Secretary from 
applying §1396c to withdraw existing Medicaid funds for failure to comply with the 
requirements set out in the expansion.”  [Translation: If a state chooses NOT to expand their 
program as PPACA requires, they cannot be penalized by losing federal matching funds for 
their pre-PPACA Medicaid programs.] 
 
Additional Highlights:  
 
How PPACA fundamentally changes Medicaid in terms of scope and flexibility:  “The 
current Medicaid program requires States to cover only certain discrete categories of 
needy individuals—pregnant women, children, needy families, the blind, the elderly, and 
the disabled.  There is no mandatory coverage for most childless adults, and the States 
typically do not offer any such coverage. The States also enjoy considerable flexibility with 
respect to the coverage levels for parents of needy families… The Medicaid provisions of 
the Affordable Care Act, in contrast, require States to expand their Medicaid programs by 
2014 to cover all individuals under the age of 65with incomes below 133 percent of the 
federal poverty line.  The Act also establishes a new “[e]ssential health benefits” package, 
which States must provide to all new Medicaid recipients—a level sufficient to satisfy a 
recipient’s obligations under the individual mandate.” 
 
Main argument from the States and the Court’s response:  “The States, however, argue 
that the Medicaid expansion is far from the typical case. They object that Congress has 
“crossed the line distinguishing encouragement from coercion,” New York, supra, at 175, in 
the way it has structured the funding: Instead of simply refusing to grant the new funds to 
States that will not accept the new conditions, Congress has also threatened to withhold 
those States’ existing Medicaid funds.  The States claim that this threat serves no purpose 
other than to force unwilling States to sign up for the dramatic expansion in health care 
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coverage effected by the Act. Given the nature of the threat and the programs at issue 
here, we must agree…. In this case, the financial “inducement” Congress has chosen is 
much more than “relatively mild encouragement”—it is a gun to the head.  The threatened 
loss of over 10 percent of a State’s overall budget, in contrast, is economic dragooning that 
leaves the States with no real option but to acquiesce in the Medicaid expansion…. Previous 
Medicaid amendments simply do not fall into the same category as the one at stake here.” 
 
Why the Court thought the Medicaid expansions were a problem Constitutionally:  
“At the same time, our cases have recognized limits on Congress’s power under the 
Spending Clause to secure state compliance with federal objectives… The legitimacy of 
Congress’s exercise of the spending power “thus rests on whether the State voluntarily and 
knowingly accepts the terms of the ‘contract.’”  Respecting this limitation is critical to 
ensuring that Spending Clause legislation does not undermine the status of the States as 
independent sovereigns in our federal system… Otherwise the two-government system 
established by the Framers would give way to a system that vests power in one central 
government, and individual liberty would suffer…. That insight has led this Court to strike 
down federal legislation that commandeers a State’s legislative or administrative apparatus 
for federal purposes… But when “pressure turns into compulsion,” ibid., the legislation runs 
contrary to our system of federalism.” 
 
What this means for States:  “Nothing in our opinion precludes Congress from offering 
funds under the Affordable Care Act to expand the availability of health care, and requiring 
that States accepting such funds comply with the conditions on their use. What Congress is 
not free to do is to penalize States that choose not to participate in that new program by 
taking away their existing Medicaid funding…. In light of the Court’s holding, the Secretary 
cannot apply §1396c to withdraw existing Medicaid funds for failure to comply with the 
requirements set out in the expansion…  Today’s holding does not affect the continued ap-
plication of §1396c to the existing Medicaid program. Nor does it affect the Secretary’s 
ability to withdraw funds provided under the Affordable Care Act if a State that has chosen 
to participate in the expansion fails to comply with the requirements of that Act.  As a 
practical matter, that means States may now choose to reject the expansion; that is the 
whole point.” 
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To: 
From: 

CC: 
RE: 
Date: 

Chief of Staffs 
Marie Sanderson 
Phil Cox 

MEMORANDUM 

RGPPC Subcommittee Update 
February 3, 2012 

This memo serves as an update for our 2012 RGPPC actions and goals. The agenda 
items included are a draft and should be finalized soon. 

Daniels Best Practices' "E-Harmony" Program 

We are working to establish a Best Practices "E-Harm ony Program" for states to match
up and share best practices. 

We have heard from 16 states and have placed follow-up calls to non-responders. The 
first session on perfonnance management will be held with eight states on Febmaiy 17 at 
RGA in Washington. 

Interaction with House and Senate Leadership and Committees of Jurisdiction 

A goal of RGPPC is to strearnline governors' efforts with the House and Senate for both 
oversight and policy making. We ar·e meeting with House/Senate leadership as well as 
committee leadership to enhance staff communication. Healthcar·e, Energy/Environment, 
and Education/Workforce authorizers have been our prime targets for Januaiy. Staff will 
stay in touch and will recommend calls with the Principals as needed. 

Interaction with think tanks and opinion leaders 

A goal of RGPPC is to increase our expe1i ise by involving smart, conservative thinkers 
across the countiy. We ar·e spending time in Januaiy enlar·ging our rolodex of think tanks 
on issues who interact with us both on policy making and communication effoits. 

1 
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Subcommittee Goals 

RGPPC was divided into six subcommittees in 2012 to broaden our ability to share best 
practices with states and increase our policy making effo11s in the national arena. 
Subcommittees have met on average two times and the draft goals include: 

1) Budget/Finance/Regulatory Subcommittee: Walker/Haley 
A summaiy of the State of States addresses has been completed for the governors that 
have given their speeches as of 1.30.12. This SUilllllaiy will be coupled with a state by 
state budget repo11 to create an issue specific matrix that will make it easy for Governors 
and their staff to see where their budget initiatives and priorities compare with other 
states. 

This committee also is interested in collllllenting on the president's budget after it is 
released which is scheduled for Febmaiy 14th. This committee, in conjunction with the 
federalism committee, will also be unde1i aking a project to research unfunded mandates. 

2) Energy/Environmental Subcommittee: Mead/Corbett/Parnell 
fuitial conversation began in Jackson Hole, WY, on Dec. 12-13 with Governors Barbour 
and Mead. This committee will execute the governors' alternative energy plan through 
the spring through the Energy and Environment Subcommittee. Ideal release date for 
plan will be in spring. The subcommittee is meeting via conference call with hopes to 
convene in-person in Mai·ch. The subcommittee will have a list of goals/parameters for 
their continued work to announce at the 2/27 governors -only meeting. 

3) Health care Subcommittee: Jindal/Herbert/Sandoval 
Per the governors' meeting in Orlando, we are cmTently scheduling a DC meeting in 
Mai·ch to bring together health care expe11s to develop the scope of a potential 
Republican Governor's replacement strategy repo11 in the event that PP ACA is mled 
unconstitutional. An in-person meeting is unlikely before 2/27, but the subcommittee will 
work to have a set of goals and principles to announce to the governors during their 2/27 
governors- only meeting. 

4) Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure Subcommittee: 
Branstad/Snyder/Scott 
The draft goal of this committee is to produce a widely circulated white paper about our 
vision of Competitiveness and how it is a central component of econoinic development. 
fuitial, draft, key themes include international trade, infrastructure, business climate (tax 
refonn/regulation refo1m), skilled labor/ workforce development, and cluster 
development. 
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5) Education/\Vorkforce Development Subcommittee: Deal/Haslam 
This committee's goal is to develop best practices and policies which will be included the 
national debate on education and to coordinate our effo1is with Chiefs for Change. We 
will also engage in ESEA refo1m. This committee will create an education repo1i similar 
to our effo1is on healthcare and energy. The goal would be to release this report before 
August. 

6) Federalism Subcommittee: Brownback/Fallin 
This committee hopes to see the Federalism Subcommittee make progress regarding 
issuing position statements and working on more cerebral products defining the role of 
government. There is a void in the discussion on federalism at the NGA and that this 
provides a real oppo1iunity for the RGPPC to discuss the role of government. 

Work with governors and academics to produce a widely circulated white paper and press 
component about our vision of Federalism and the proper balance of power in our 
Republic 

3 
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REPUBLICAN GOVERNORS 
PURL I C POLICY COM M[ TTF.E 

Repeal and Replace: 
The Governors Plan for Achieving Meaningful Health Care Reform 

Republican Governors Public Policy Committee 
Health Care Task Force 

June XX, 2012 

The Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC) is the official policy 
organization of the nation's Republican governors. The RGPPC brings together 31 state 
governors to speak with one voice on public policy issues that impact their states.1 

This plan is a collection of policy solutions from the RGPPC Health Care Task Force. The 
plan does not constitute an endorsement of every policy by individual governors. Instead, 
these policy solutions should be viewed as among the best ideas from the states to be 
considered in reforming the nation's health care system. The plan's appendices illustrate 
how the policy solutions can be woven together to create detailed state reform initiatives 
that address the diverse needs and cultures of each state's citizens. 

1 In this report, the term "states" generally r efers to the governments of the states, the 
territories and the District of Columbia. 
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MEDICAID PROGRAM REFORM 

The Problem: Medicaid provides sub-standard care to its beneficiaries and threatens the fiscal 
futures of both the states and the federal government The program's decline has been driven by an 
inefficient fee-for-service (FFS) payment system that increasingly reimburses physicians below the 
actual cost of caring for Medicaid patients. In response, many doctors have responded by severely 
restricting the number of Medicaid patients they will see. The result for Medicaid beneficiaries has 
been a lack of access to quality health care. Instead of forcing 16 million Americans into a broken 
public insurance program, as the Affordable Care Act will do in 2014, Medicaid should be 
modernized to provide managed care to disabled and elderly individuals while low-income families 
transition to private insurance. 

FEDERAL REFORMS 

Promoting Self-Sufficiency and Personal Responsibility 
Congress should redirect current Medicaid and CHIP funding for the low-income, non-elderly, non
disabled, into a federal direct premium support program fo r private insurance coverage. Additional 
financing could come from redirecting current federal funding of other means-tested welfare 
programs and states could also provide their own support on top of the federal aid. Premium 
support under such a plan would be means-tested, with the lowest-income Americans receiving the 
most generous level of assistance and subsidies gradually reduced for those with higher incomes. 
This approach would remove the barrier of the current "health care cliff' whereby low-income 
individuals and families lose Medicaid or CHIP when they earn more than the income thresholds. 
That would promote self-sufficiency while providing recipients with quality private coverage, free 
of any stigma associated with Medicaid and Medicaid managed care. 

Strengthening the Safety Net for the Most Vulnerable 
Current federal Medicaid funding for long-term care services and acute care services for the 
disabled should be converted to a block grant indexed for inflation and population growth. This 
approach better aligns financial incentives for reducing fraud, streamlining program 
administration, and spurring innovation in service delivery. By design, the block grant would make 
funding for Medicaid more predictable from a federal budgetary perspective, contribute to the long
term stabilization of the federal government's fiscal outlook. and encourage fiscal responsibility at 
the state level. 

Adopt State Directed Medicaid Program Operating Agreements 
Congress should replace the "state plan amendment" process that requires states to get permission 
from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) for changes to their Medicaid programs 
with a "file and use" process based on state designed "Program Operating Agreements" (POAs). 
PO As would allow states to define the financial structure of proposed Medicaid reforms, list 
targeted performance metrics, and operate with complete administrative flexibility. Federal 
oversight would only be needed when a state elect to update or change a previously agreed upon 
POA. To ensure compliance, states would publicly report the outcome measures established within 
the POA on a routine basis. Federal intervention would only be triggered if there is a significant 
deviation in the reported versus targeted performance metrics. 
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STATE REFORMS 

Enroll Low-Incom e Medicaid Families in Private Insurance Coverage 
Moving lower-income families out oflow-access and low-quality Medicaid acute care plans and 
enrolling them in the private health insurance market would offer patients greater access to 
doctors and specialists, and would reduce the perverse incentives that stand in the way of upward 
mobility. Medicaid's current structure discourages beneficiaries from securing better-paying jobs, 
since Medicaid coverage is not integrated with our employment-based system of insurance. For 
instance, if a mom on Medicaid were to accept a higher-paying job, she might lose her Medicaid 
insurance without being offered insurance from her employer. In that case, the mom and her family 
would suffer a reduction in their overall financial well-being. 

Expand Care Coordination for Disabled and Long-Term Care Populations 
Expanding care coordination for non-elderly disabled individuals and elderly long-term care 
patients in Medicaid would deliver greater value and patient satisfaction. States would benefit from 
reduced budgetary exposure and patients would benefit from being able to stay at home in more 
cases. Traditionally. Medicaid pays doctors and nursing homes directly for individual services, but 
expanding care coordination through managed long-term care would move the program to a 
capitated model. The fixed monthly reimbursement would bundle all of the costs associated with 
the patient, including physician, nursing home, and assisted living costs into one payment that 
incentivized coordination and communication. In most instances, a care coordinator would 
monitor beneficiaries to help ensure they are getting the right care in the most appropriate setting. 
Six states including Tennessee and California already require Medicaid long-term care for elderly 
and disabled beneficiaries. Another 10 states, including Florida, Maryland, New Jersey and Rhode 
Island, are considering introducing or expanding the use of managed long-term care. 

Modernize Eligibility, Enrollment, and Paym ent Processing Systems 
In 2009, the total administrative cost of operating the Medicaid program reached $18.8 billion and 
is growing at an unsustainable rate. The outdated and ineffective processing systems have led to an 
improper payment rate of over 10 percent, which translates into an additional $33 billion in annual 
program expenses from poor program administration. States must modernize the process and 
adopt electronic eligibility and enrollment systems that enable real-time enrollment data 
streaming, predictive modeling analytics, and front-end statistical fraud analysis. This should be 
paired with updated payment systems that allow for electronic claims submission and processing. 
Moving to electronic claims processing can drive potential system-wide administrative savings of 
$15-20 billion per year in postage, staff processing, and paper accounting costs. Most importantly, 
modernizing eligibility, enrollment. and payment processing systems will be essential to other 
provider and insurance market reforms. 
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Insurance Market Reform 

The Problem: Employer-based health plans remain the most common form of health insurance for 
U.S. working-age adults and their families, but over the past decade however, the potential 
individual market has grown to more than 70 million Americans. Unfortunately, less than one 
quarter of these Americans enroll in a health plan. Low enrollment in the individual market stems 
from limited public information, costly premiums, and limited access for beneficiaries with pre
existing conditions due to underwriting concerns. Instead of introducing over 12,000 pages of new 
regulations that increase cost and uncertainty, as the Affordable Care Act did, insurance market 
reforms should focus on simplifying the marketplace to improve access to information and 
coverage while ensuring insurance is renewable and portable. 

FEDERAL REFORMS 

Equalize the Tax Treatment of Private Health Insurance 
The federal government does not count the amount that employers spend on health 
insurance for their employees toward workers' taxable income. This tax exclusion inflates 
costs by effectively rewarding higher-premium plans in the employer-sponsored insurance 
market, and unfairly penalizes purchasers in the individual market. Congress should 
reform the tax code so that Americans receive the same tax treatment regardless of where 
or how they buy their health insurance. 

Create "Individual to individual" Insurance Portability 
In the 1996 Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIP AA), Congress 
established rules for "group to group" and "group to individual" portability of coverage, but 
not "individual to individual" portability. Congress should apply to the individual health 
insurance market the same kind of reasonable and balanced rules that it previously applied 
to the employer-group coverage market. Doing so would provide "individual to individual" 
coverage portability without having to resort to imposing an individual mandate to buy 
coverage. This reform requires personal responsibility: individual must acquire and 
maintain continuous insurance coverage. In exchange, insurance market reforms 
guarantee that those individuals cannot be excluded or medically underwritten. 

State Reform Grants and Achievement Bonuses 
The reform grants should be administered to all states annually on a per capita basis at the start of 
each calendar year. Each grant will be awarded with complete spending flexibility to support 
health system initiatives. States should use the reform grants to implement public health, delivery 
system, Medicaid, and insurance market reforms that best meet the diverse needs of each state's 
citizens. To incentivize adoption of the most efficient and effective health system reforms, state 
achievement bonuses will be awarded at the end of each calendar year. To qualify for achievement 
bonuses, states must exceed baseline health system performance criteria reported in the state 
health system scorecards. For states that qualify, the size of the achievement bonus will be 
determined by the percentage of state citizens with baseline health insurance coverage above the 
national median. 
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STATE REFORMS 

Improve Access to Information and Coverage Choices 
Individual insurance enrollment varies dramatically by state in part because insurance products are 
regulated on a state-by-state basis. In states where there is heavy regulation of benefit structures 
and other plan design elements, premiums are more costly and enrollment is generally lower. To 
expand enrollment in the individual market, states should focus on initiatives that improve access 
to information and coverage choices. Depending on the state and the diverse needs of the 
population, states may consider the following mechanisms to expand insurance coverage: 

• Electronic Insurance Markets: To promote greater efficiency and choice fo r consumers in 
the insurance market, states should consider supporting public or private electronic 
insurance markets that perform the following functions: 

o Provide basic information on health care coverage designs; 
o Provide accounts for employers to support defined contribution models; 
o Provide mechanisms for consumers to compare available plans to determine which 

best meets their unique individual and family needs; 
o Provide a standardized electronic application and enrollment system. 

• Interstate Insurance Compacts: To promote greater efficiency and choice for consumers in 
the insurance market, states may consider establishing voluntary interstate insurance 
compacts that allow for the sale of insurance products across state lines. 

• Redesigned High Risk Pools: To promote improved access for citizens with pre-exist ing 
conditions and to lower prices in the individual market, states may choose to redesign high
risk pools. 
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HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEM REFORM 

The Problem: The rapidly rising cost of care delivery is at the heart of America's healthcare crisis. 
According to the Congressional Budget Office, between 1975 and 2005, annual per-person health 
spending in the United States rose, on average, 2 percentage points faster than per-person 
economic growth. In other words, the escalation of health costs has far outpaced the rise in our 
national income. This has left more and more people unable to afford insurance, and it now poses 
significant problems for families, states, and the federal government. Instead of enacting over $507 
billion in unsustainable Medicare provider cuts over the next 10 years, as does the Affordable Care 
Act, health care delivery system reforms should focus on reducing the input costs of care, 
encouraging greater provider competition, and spending dollars on high-value activities. 

FEDERAL REFORMS 

Medicare Reform 
Medicare is the largest payer for medical services in most communities and greatly influences how 
the care delivery system is organized. Medicare's dominant administered pricing payment system 
has resulted in distorted provider incentives and the lack of care coordination, which permeates 
throughout the health system to the detriment of all patients. 

Questions for Governors to Decide : 

1) Do the Governors want to call on Congress to reform Medicare into a premium support 
system? 

2) Do the Governors want to call on Congress to have Medicare assume complete 
responsibility for paying for the acute care needs of current dual-eligibles? 

3) Do the Governors want to call on Congress to convert current Medicare funding for 
graduate medical education into a state block grant program along the lines of the 
successful program Utah operates using a Medicare GME waiver? 

STATE REFORMS 

Limit Medical Malpractice Torts 
Tort limits include caps on noneconomic damage and on punitive damages; a shortened statute of 
limitations; restrictions on the use of joint-and-several liability; and changes to rules regarding 
collateral sources of income. Malpractice tort limits would reduce total healthcare spending in two 
ways: First, by reducing the average size of malpractice awards, tort limits would reduce the cost of 
malpractice insurance premiums. This reduced cost of malpractice insurance paid by providers 
would flow through to health plans and patients in the form of lower prices for health care services. 
Second, tort limits would also reduce utilization of healthcare services by a small amount as 
practitioners act less defensively and prescribe fewer unnecessary services given reduced pressure 
from potential malpractice claims. 
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Expand Scope of Practice to Allow Work at the Top of a Medical License 
The productivity of the U.S. healthcare system is constrained by an inability to make full and 
appropriate use of its professional workforce. Artificial scope of practice restrictions prevent 
healthcare professionals from performing the full range of skills for which they have been trained; 
limit consumer access to care and choice of providers; and inflate the cost of healthcare. These 
problems are greatest in times of workforce shortages, such as now, and they especially impact 
already underserved r ural and urban areas. Patients will benefit when medical professionals are 
authorized to practice to the full extent of their training and skills. 

Encourage Utilization of Alternative Care Settings like Retail Clinics 
Retail clinics represent a significant innovation in the delivery of simple acute and preventative 
health care in the United States. They emphasize convenience: located inside large retail stores, 
they are open evenings and weekends, require no appointment, and feature fixed, posted prices for 
all services. By staffing lower cost medical professionals such as nurse practitioners, retail clinics 
have lower overhead costs that allow services to be priced substantially less than emergency rooms 
or urgent care. Located in less than 40 states and facing an uncertain regulatory environment, 
policies should encourage, not limit. the utilization of alternative care settings like retail clinics. A 
RAND Corporation study published in the Annals oflnternal Medicine found that the cost of care for 
three common illnesses at retail clinics ($110.00) was notably less than the cost of care at other 
settings (physicians' offices $166.00, urgent care centers $156.00, and emergency departments 
$570.00). Significantly, the quality of care and the delivery of preventive care at retail clinics were 
comparable to the care delivered at the other settings fo r the three illnesses. 

Post Transparent Prices for Major Medical Services 
Americans do not have the capacity to understand and act on health services information. Of 
individuals who received healthcare in the past two years, 63 percent did not know the cost of 
treatment until the bill arrived, and another 10 percent never learned the cost Dramatic change is 
needed because price transparency is critical to provider payment innovation and increasing 
provider competition. States should take the lead in driving price transparency by tracking prices 
for major medical services purchased through the Medicaid program and the State Employee 
Health Benefit plans. This information can be posted in an online library (with appropriate 
provisions for confidential identities) at the county level to encourage the development of online 
tools that enable consumers to comparison shop and incentivize hospitals to compete on price. 
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PUBLIC HEAL TH REFORM 

The Problem: Monitoring and measuring the overall health and well being of the American people 
is an essential step toward making sound healthcare policy. Unfortunately, data limitations and 
publication delays make public health metrics less useful in enacting responsive policies that 
address the most pressing concerns. Instead of spending $15 billion on bike paths in politically
targeted states as the Affordable Care Act did, public health reforms should focus on collecting real
time data that can be used to track and incentivize the improvement of Americans' health at the 
state, community, and individual level. 

FEDERAL REFORMS 

Streamline the U.S. Public Health Bureaucracy 
The U.S. public health system is plagued by an inefficient and ineffective bureaucracy. The federal 
government currently operates [ #] of separate through [ #] sub-cabinet agencies that provide public 
health related grants to states and localities. This current federal funding system is inflexible and 
prevents the strategic alignment of funding from different public and private sources at the state 
and community level. As a result, state and community health departments operate on a piecemeal 
basis without adequate attention paid to how multiple public health activities fit together or 
whether they are optimized to meet the needs of the community. Congress should consolidate 
these numerous programs into [ #] programs in the areas of_, __ and_. Each of the new 
programs should be given a clear focus and basic metrics, and grant states and localities maximum 
latitude in designing and administering the program to meet the relevant metrics. 

STATE REFORMS 

Reward Individual and Community Responsibility 
Historical attempts to improve public health and address health care costs have focused on 
"supply-side" interventions (e.g., gatekeepers, pre-authorizations, narrow provider 
networks) placing the responsibility of reform on government administered programs. 
These models have largely failed to deliver a sustainable, positive impact on the health and 
well-being of targeted individuals and communities. For greater effectiveness, public 
health reforms should shift responsibility to the targeted individuals and communities on 
the "demand-side" by influencing the cost, quantity, quality, and type of healthy activities 
engaged in and healthcare services consumed. 

Implement Community Health System Scor ecards 
States should track and report real-time community health data to better understand 
statewide performance. This will allow for comparative analysis within states and can be 
used to establish policy priorities and achievement targets. Community health system 
scorecards should be based on standard reporting criteria that enables comparative 
analysis and allows state officials to track metrics across all dimensions of the health 
system including cost and coverage; access and quality; and population health. 
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REPUBLICAN GOVERNORS 
PUBLIC POLICY COMMITTEE 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

RGPPC ACTION OFFICERS 

MARIE SANDERSON 

LINDSAY RUSSELL 

STATE OF THE STATE SUMMARY 

JANUARY 23, 2012 

Please see the following for a state by state summruy of the State of the State speeches. 

First, please keep in mind that not all Governors have given their speeches yet so the rest of the states will be added as 
their speeches are given and the transcripts are released. 

Second, a more thorough repo1t on state budgets, including an issue specific matrix will be released once we are able to 
cull through actual individual Governor's budgets. 

Third, as your governor's budget becomes available please email them to Lindsay Russell a 

Governors and states represented in this report ru·e: 

Governor Sean Parnell, Alaska 
Governor Jan Brewer, Arizona 
Governor Rick Scott, Fl01ida 
Governor Nathan Deal, Georgia 
Governor C. L. "Butch" Otter, Idaho 
Governor Mitch Daniels, Indiana 
Governor Teny Branstad, Iowa 
Governor Sam Brownback, Kansas 
Governor Paul LePage, Maine 

Governor Rick Snyder, Michigan 
Governor Dave Heineman, Nebraska 
Governor Chris Christie, New Jersey 
Governor Susana Ma1t inez, New Mexico 
Governor Dennis Daugaard, South Dakota 
Governor Bill Haslam, Tennessee 
Governor Gruy Herbe1t , Utah 
Governor Bob McDonnell, Virginia 
Governor Scott Walker, Wisconsin 
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Alaska, Governor Sean Parnell 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• Alaska had nation's lowest foreclosure rates 
• Unemployment rate remains nearly one and one half points 
• Median income is one of the highest in the countiy 
• Smplus of $13 billion 
• Suppo1t Alaska 's enti·epreneurs and small business owners who represent the trne pioneer spirit of our state 3 

million for assessment rare ea1ths 
• Reduced processing times for business filings, so new ventures can launch faster. 
• Strengthened financing programs, so small businesses can better access capital. 
• Stepped up tomism marketing, so new customers walk into Alaskan shops and businesses. 
• Promoted new avenues for ti·ade 

Priorities/ I11itiatives: 

Budget/Tax 
• Balanced budget that holds the line on government spending, so we can add nearly $4 billion to our savings 

accounts for future years. This budget reduces total expenditures by $856 million without sho1tchanging 
important investments. It includes more than $1 billion for infrastrncture projects, ranging from roads and aiiports 
to the Alaska Marine Highway and harbors. It forces agencies to save where they can - eliminating 288 vacant 
positions 

• Meaningful tax refo1m and lowering taxes 
• Enact oil tax refo1m and spark investment and growth 

E11ergy 
• Encouraging more private-sector investment in oil production 
• Increasing oil production to one million banels a day over the next decade 
• Streamlining the State's pe1mitting processes, and by making Alaska's resources more accessible through our 

Roads to Resources initiative. 
• Grow Alaska's economy by accessing our abundant natural gas 
• Gas line must be built to b1ing these rese1ves to market. 
• Companies need to agree to resolve the Point Thomson litigation 
• Work on a large-diameter liquefied natural gas line through Alaska to tidewater. 
• Investment in Alaska's other natural resources. 
• Mining and timber industiy 

Education 
• The Alaska Perfo1mance Scholarship, 

(For info1mation of Alaska's Performance Scholarship please see the RGPPC Best Practices document at 
rgppc.com) 

• Funding for five of the highest-prioiity rnral school projects 
Public Safety 

• 16 new law enforcement officers 
• $12 million to eradicate this epidemic. The Choose Respect initiative focuses on prevention and enforcement, and 

it provides se1vices for victims and smvivors 
• Increases funding for emergency food supplies and finances cold-climate rescue helicopter in the Interior1 

1 Parnell, Sean (January, 2012) State of the State, Juneau, Alaska . 
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Arizona, Governor Jan Brewer 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• Passage of Proposition 100- the temporaiy one-cent sales tax approved ove1whelmingly by the voters for three 

yeai·s 
• We're creating jobs -- 46,000 of them in the last yeai· alone 

Priorities/l11itiatives: 

Budget/Tax 
• This Proposition 100 tax will end after three yeai·s in 2013 
• Bill by Statehood Day that allows me to buy back the Capitol Complex 

E11ergy 
• Implement 4 Forest Restoration Initiative 
• To fo1t ify that symbol - to make all of our capitol trnly ours once again -- I'm asking that you send me a 

Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentll11/rastructure: 
• Secure funding for the future interstate highway linking Phoenix and Las Vegas - the "I-11." 
• Build upon last year's signature economic initiative - the Arizona Competitiveness Package 
• Creation of a community-college scholarship program to help adults re-train and transition into careers that fulfill 

local needs 
Education 

• Implement perfo1mance-based funding for Arizona's institutions of higher education, while reviewing and 
refo1ming Community College State Aid 

• Produce a searchable database so that eve1y pai·ent can reseai·ch the license and any disciplina1y actions taken 
against their children's teachers, and refo1m the teacher dece1t ification process 

• Lead a campaign this yeai· to encourage involvement by parents in their children's education 
State Government 

• Create a Government Transfo1mation Office, housed within the Depaitment of Administration, which will be 
responsible for identifying process improvements and best practices to minimize redundancies and improve 
customer se1vice 

• Involvement of law enforcement in all Priority 1 investigations that contain allegations of c1iminal conduct 
• Improvement of Child Protection se1vices CPS caseworker training, both pre-se1vice and continuing, including 

the training of CPS workers in law enforcement techniques 
• Overhaul of the abuse hotline to improve screening, decrease wait times and expedite high-priority calls. 
• Introduction of Quality Management initiatives throughout CPS to streamline processes and improve outcomes 

for children 
• Enhance transpai·ency and accountability 

Re11ewed Federalism 
• Called upon the federal government to stop its needless delay of the 4 Forest Restoration Initiative, a 

breakthrough, collaborative plan to restore 2.4 million acres across the Kaibab, Coconino, Apache-Sitgreaves and 
Tonto national forests. 2 

2 Brewe r, Jan (January, 2012) State of t he State, Phoenix, Arizona. 
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Florida, Governor Rick Scott 

Accomplis/1111ents: 
• Education, pension and Medicaid refo1ms coupled with government reorganization and deregulation have all 

helped to produce jobs, save taxpayer money, improve the education of our children and bring down the cost of 
living for all Floddian 

• In 2011, F101idians, not government, created almost 135,000 new p1ivate sector jobs. We netted more than 
120,000 total jobs in the first 11 months of 2011; the third most of any state in the nation. In Flo1ida, those new 
jobs produced the second largest drop in unemployment in the countiy 

• A budget we balanced without raising taxes or fees despite a revenue sho1t fall of nearly 4 billion dollars 
• We increased school choices for Florida's parents 
• We also refocused an outdated tenure system into a system that can reward its best pe1fo1mers for excelling in 

educating our students 
• Last year with your help we re-engineered the pension plan for Flo1ida state workers so that the individuals who 

will share in its rewards also share in its funding 

Priorities/Initiatives: 

Jobs/Economic Development/infrastructure 
• Ensming that Floridians are able to gain employment 

Education 
• Securing the tight of eve1y Floddian to a quality education 

Budget/Tax 
• Keeping the cost of living low 
• We need to lower burdensome taxes on small businesses and continue our mission of slashing red tape in Flo1ida 
• My recommended budget includes $1 billion in new state funding for education 
• This year we must also refo1m auto insurance to crack down on the fraud and abuse that has nm rampant and is 

estimated to cost Floridians 900 million dollars3 

3 Scott, Rick (January, 2012) State of the State, Tallahassee, Florida. 
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Georgia, Governor Nathan Deal 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• Trips AAA rating-saved Georgia taxpayers 11 million 
• Allotted $20 million of the Race to the Top money for the creation of the Innovation Fund 

Priorities/Initiatives: 

Budget a11d Tax 
• Implement zero-based budgeting in 10% of all programs 
• Legislation that preserves HOPE 

(For more info1mation on Georgia's HOPE program please see RGPPC Best Practices document at rgppc.org) 
• Sales and tax exemptions from constrnction materials used in projects of regional significance 
• Restrncture Georgia's Job Tax Credits and Quality Jobs Tax Credit programs 4 

Education 
• Approp1iate $20 million for the need-based one percent student loan program 
• Approp1iate an addition $146.6 million to fully fund emollment growth in K-12 schools 
• Addition $111.3 Million to fund growth for college and university systems 
• Additional $3.7 million in additional finds for school nurses 
• Additional $55.8 million to fund sala1y increases teachers based on training and expe1ience 
• Increase in Pre-K school year for 84,000 students by 10 days as well as restoring Pre-K teacher 's salaries 
• Additional 1. 6 million for a reading mentor program 
• Recommending $8.7 million in supplemental grants in both the Amended budget and next year's budget for state 

chaited special school 
Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentll11frastructure 

• 'Go Build Georgia ' public p1ivate paitnership 
• A medical college among the top 50 nationally 
• Invest $5 million into a second Georgia-based cancer Center 
• Funding of new residency slots in hospitals 
• $46.7 million in bonds to continue deepening the hai·bor 
• $45.7 million for water supply project 

Corrections 
• $1.4 million to fund additional pai·ole officers 
• $35.2 million for additional prison beds 
• Conve1t three pre-release Centers to Residential Substance Abuse Treatment Center at a cost of $5.7 million. 
• $10 1nillion for the creation of new Accountability Courts. 

Energy 
• Elimination of the sales tax on energy used in manufactming 

4 Deal, Nathan (January 2012) State of the State, Atlanta, Georgia. 
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Idaho, Governor C. L. "Butch" Otter 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• Students Come first 

Priorities/l11itiatives: 

Veterans 
• Hire one Vet 
• Jobs/Education 
• Project 60- grow the economy by 60 million 
• !GEM -Idaho Global Ent:reprenemial Mission 

Education 
• General Fund increase for public schools 
• Fully fund the cost of emollment growth at universities, colleges and community colleges 
• Fully fund the cost of moving into and operating new facilities on those schools' campuses 
• $60 million in Public Education Stabilization fund, the Budget Stabilization Fm1d, and the new Higher Education 

Stabilization Fund. 
Budget/Tax 

• $45 million for Tax relief 
• $41 million from the General Fund to reward the most dese1ving employees including public school teachers5 

5 Otter, C.L 'Butch' (January, 2012) State of the State, Boise, Idaho. 
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Indiana, Governor Mitch Daniels 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• The First AAA credit rating in histo1y 
• Lowest property taxes un the nation 
• Indiana incomes grew at the eighth fastest rate in countiy 
• Economic Development Co1poration captured a record 219 new jobs transactions in 2011 
• Indiana wiped out the last of a 550-case backlog of old and therefore less sti·ict, environmental pennits 

Priorities/i11itiatives: 

Ed11cation 
• A spending increase plus the additional funds requested for a full day of kinderga1ten, k-12 spending is now 56 

percent of the entire budget, the highest percent of any state in the nation. 
• Schools will have to justify an increase in credit hours when colleges offer high quality programs in less time and 

cost 
Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentlinfrastruct11re 

• Economic Development Co1poration captured a record 219 new jobs transactions in 2011; Indiana has raised the 
bar to 250 for 2012 

• Invest $1.2 billion in road and bridge constI11ction 
• The entire Heartland conidor conti·act with be finished by 2013 
• Leave the decision to raise local dollars for mass ti·ansit to the people of central Indiana6 

Public Safety 
• Create a law to protect workers and patrons from second hand smoke 
• Sti·engthen laws against practice of human trafficking 

State Government/Right to work 
• No worker should be forced to pay union dues as a condition of keeping a job, is simple, and just. But the 

benefits in new jobs would be large: a third or more of growing or relocating businesses will not consider a state 
that does not provide workers this protection 

• Almost half our fellow states have right to work laws. As a group, they are adding jobs faster, growing worker 
income faster, and enjoying lower unemployment rates than those of us without a law. In those ratings of 
business attractiveness I mentioned, the only states ahead of us are 1ight to work states 

• What eve1y economic development expe1t has testified to, we have learned from firsthand experience: over seven 
years and well over a thousand job competitions, we have found that, when Indiana gets a chance to compete, we 
win two out of three times. But too often we never get a chance, because a right to work law is a 
requirement. Especially in this poor national economy, a state needs eve1y edge it can get 

• Eve1yone knows that, among the minority favo1ing the status quo, passion on this issue is strong, and I respect 
that. I did not come lightly, or quickly, to the stance I take now. If this proposal limited in any way the right to 
organize, I would not suppo1t it. But we just cannot go on missing out on the middle class jobs our state needs, 
just because of this one issue 

• For the sake of those without jobs, and those young people just beginning the ascent of life's ladder, I ask you to 
remove this obstacle and make Indiana the 23rd state to protect the right to work 

6 Daniels, Mitch (January 2012) State of the State, Indianapolis, Indiana . 
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Iowa, Governor Terry Branstad 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• We created the Iowa Partnership for Economic Progress which will lead our state's effo1ts to encourage Iowa 

entrepreneurs and small businesses 
• I signed an executive order that requires a jobs impact statement for any proposed administrative mle 
• We convinced South Korean company CJ to invest $324 million in the Fo1t Dodge area and bring 180 great jobs 

to Iowa 

Priorities/l11itiatives: 

Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentll11/rastruct11re 
• Proposing a four point plan of action- a focused initiative designed to help create the jobs we need today and the 

careers we need tomoITow 

Education 

1. I will submit to the General Assembly a revised plan to reduce commercial and industrial prope1ty taxes 
by 40% over the next eight years 

2. Give our new Iowa Economic Development Autho1ity the tools it needs to lead our job creation effo1ts by 
proposing a new $25 million annual investment in our existing High Quality Jobs Program 

3. Encourage those small businesses that supply key components to our strong manufactming sector to grow 
their facilities and create new jobs in Iowa by offering legislation that removes the barriers that 
discourage suppliers from bringing their businesses close to their best Iowa customers 

4. Proposing legislation that will encourage the fo1mation of Employee Stock Option Plans to encourage the 
sale of these local businesses to the ve1y employees who have made that company a profitable success 

• 10 steps we need to take together to tmn Iowa's good schools into world-class schools 
1. A "B" college grade-point average for admission to Iowa's teacher-preparation programs is not asking too 

much 
2. All prospective teachers seeking a state license should demonstrate content and teaching maste1y to assure 

they are ready for the crncial work of teaching our children 
3. The School Administration Manager program should be changed to provide more time for principals to be 

instrnctional leaders 
4. Develop new standards for music and other fine ruts, chru·acter education, physical education, 

entrepreneurship education, applied ruts, and foreign languages 
5. A new kinderga1ten assessment will measure whether children sta1t kinderga1ten ready to learn and leave 

prepared to flomish in first grade 
6. End-of-course tests for core subjects will demonstrate that high school students ru·e ready to graduate 
7. All juniors should take a college entrance exam, with the state covering the cost. In addition, they should 

have the option of taking a work skills readiness test 
8. Let's assure that children can read by the end of third grade 
9. Iowa should establish an Innovation Acceleration Fund. Schools and partners will identify education 

problems and innovative solutions. Competitive grants will fund the best ideas, which may be scaled up 
statewide 

10. Online learning that complements learning in ti·aditional classrooms should be promoted7 

7 Branstad, Terry E., (January 2012) State of the State, Des Moines, Iowa. 
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Kansas, Governor Sam Brownback 

Accomplishments: 
• Added more than 11 .000 net private sector jobs 
• Faced a 500 million deficit and did not raise taxes 

Priorities/Initiatives: 

Budget/Tax 
• Pro-Growth Tax Policy-

1. Lower individual income tax rates for all 
2. Brings highest tax rates down from 6.45% to 4.9% 
3. Eliminate individual state income tax on most small business income 

State Government 
• KPERS (Kansas public employees retirement system) Commission produced solid recommendations which will 

ensure that state movement meets its obligation to state retirees 
Health Care 

• Address Medicaid issues 
• Kansans with developmental disabilities will have an integrated care coordinator 

Education 
• School Finance 

1. 45 million to the poorest school districts 
2. Give School districts more flexibility to spend the money they way they want8 

8 Brownback, Sam (January, 2012) State of the State, Topeka, Kansas. 
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Maine, Governor Paul LePage 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• We cut the top rate for individuals; we are supp01ting working low income Maine people by ensuring 70,000 

Maine families will no longer pay state income tax, until they earn higher incomes 
• Two thirds of Maine's hardworking taxpayers will receive tax relief next year. 
• We eliminated over $1.7 billion dollars of pension debt on the books, 45 percent of the existing pension shot1fall, 

while protecting retirees' future pensions through sensible refotms. 
• Maine became the 4lst state in the union to adopt chatter school legislation. 
• In addition to passing chatter school legislation, my last budget increased general pwpose aid to K-12 education 

by $63 million. 
• As promised throughout my campaign, a five-year cap was placed on welfare benefits. 
• Workers' compensation insurance premiums are down 7 percent. Unemployment is also down, and lower than the 

national average. 
• Maine's Depaitment ofTranspottation under the superb leadership of Commissioner David Bemhai·dt saved more 

than $100 million dollars, without sacrificing our infrast:mcture improvements. 

Priorities/ I11itiatives: 

State Govemment 
• We must restrncture our welfai·e programs and reduce total spending. We also must begin to reestablish core 

priorities for our welfai·e program. If we don't, the system will fail evetyone. 
• My plan stabilizes the safety net for Maine's most vulnerable and presetves benefits for over 285,000 Mainers. 

Energy/Environme11t 
• We must address the issue of the high ptice of electiicity and energy costs in total, if we want economic 

prosperity 
• Let's remove the 100 MW restiiction on renewable hydropower. 
• I call on the Legislature to suppott our plan to create the Depattment of Agriculture, Consetvation and Forestiy 

Education 
• Introduce a seties of refotms related to Maine's teacher effectiveness policies. Maine must have the best teachers 

educating our children. 
• I want to increase access to, and improve upon, Maine's Career and Technical Education System 

Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentll11/rastructure 
• I will return to the Legislanire with fwther proposals to reduce Maine's tax burden. 
• My administi·ation is developing a Cettified Business Friendly Community Program. This is a way for the state 

and communities to pattner to reduce red tape and promote job creation.9 

9 LePage, Paul (January 2012) State of t he State, August, Maine 
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Michigan, Governor Rick Snyder 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• Passed 323 public acts in 2011 . More impo1tant than the quantity was the quality 
• Addressed $1.5 billion budget deficit. No more accounting gimmicks 
• Made $255 million first deposit to rainy day fund. First since 2004 
• Made tax system simple, fair and efficient 
• Eliminated the job-killing Michigan Business Tax 
• Created $5 million Economic Vitality Incentive program for communities 
• Will recommend additional funds in next year's budget 
• Education refo1ms: 

1. Launched the Office of Great Strut to focus on youngest kids 
2. Refo1med teacher tenure to give teaches better suppo1t system 
3. Lifted cap on chaiter schools 
4. Began discussion of public health challenges in Michigan, like obesity 
5. Signed laws supporting and protecting our children 
6. Extension of foster cai·e se1vices for young adults who othe1wise would have "aged out" of the system 
7. Anti-bullying law 
8. Strengthening communities through Financial Accountability Act 
9. Regulato1y reinvention: rescinded neai·ly 400 obsolete, confusing and burdensome regulations 

Priorities/ I11itiatives: 

Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentll1~frastruct11re 
• New International Trade Crossing. Not a bridge issue; it's a jobs issue 
• Project will be done without any Michigan taxpayer dollai·s 
• Transpo1tation and infrastmcture: Ask Legislature to hold heaiings on bills that will give Michigan a 

transportation system for the 21st centmy 
• We are under investing in our roads by $1.4 billion. No one in Michigan is satisfied with our roads. Let's solve 

this problem now 
• Need to address regional transit in Southeastern Michigan. Bus rapid transit system10 

10 Snyder, Rick (January, 2012) State of the State) Lansing, Michigan. 
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Nebraska, Governor Dave Heineman 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• 270 businesses have committed to invest more than $5.9 billion into the economy and to create more that 19,500 

jobs 
• Passed the largest tax relief package that repealed estate tax, eliminated the maITiage penalty in income tax, 

repealed the sales tax on constrnction labor and lowered income taxes 
• Invested in the University of Nebraska's Innovation Campus 
• Talent and Innovation Imitative 
• Tax receipts grew by $349 million 

Priorities/ I11itiatives: 

Budget/Tax 
• Lower tax rates and expand the brackets 
• Elimination of the inheritance tax 
• Reduces corporate income tax 
• Reduce income tax11 

11 Heineman, Dave, (January, 2012), State of the State, Lincoln, Nebraska. 
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New Jersey, Governor Chris Christie 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• Balanced budget 
• Unemployment rate is no longer going up 
• Job growth has been restored 
• Restrained the growth of prope1ty tax 
• Added over 60,000 new private sector jobs 

Priorities/ I11itiatives: 

Budget/Tax 
• Reduce income tax rates in eve1y bracket by 10% across the board 
• Fully restore the earned income tax credit for the working poor 

Education 
• First, refo1m tenure - by measuring teacher effectiveness, both with professional obse1vation, and objective, 

quantifiable measures of student achievement - and then by giving tenure to those with strong evaluations, and 
taking it away from those whose ratings are unacceptably weak. We cannot ask parents to accept failure in 
teachers when their children's lives hang in the balance; Second, if layoffs are necessa1y remove the least 
effective teachers instead of just the most junior ones. It is time to end the system of "last in, first out," which 
protects some of the worst and penalizes some of the best; 

• Third, pay teachers more when they are assigned to a failing school or to teach a difficult subject. Compensation 
should be designed to attract and retain effective teachers where we need them most; 

• Fourth, end forced placements. Teachers should not be assigned to schools without the mutual consent of the 
teacher and the principal. If an acceptable placement can't be found in 12 months, the school district should have 
the right to place the teacher on pe1manent unpaid leave; 

• Fifth, we should refo1m our process for authorizing charter schools to attract the best operators to New Jersey, to 
streamline the process for the best pe1fo1mers, to focus on our failing school districts and to encourage 
innovation. We must give parents and children in failing schools an alternative; and 

• Last, and perhaps most impo1tantly, establish tax credits to provide scholarships for low income students in the 
worst-perfo1ming schools in the state to enable them to attend a better school, either out of the distiict or a private 
school. Oppo1tunity should not be offered to only those in an excellent school district or with parents who have 
the money to release their children from the prison that is a failing school. Let's pass the opportunity scholarship 
act now. 

Correctio11s 
• Improve bail refo1m package bill 
• Invest time and money into mug treatment 
• Mandato1y treatment for non-violent with mug abuse problems12 

12 Christie, Chris (January, 2012), State of the State, Trenton, New Jersey. 
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New Mexico, Governor Susana Martinez 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• We eliminated the chefs from the Governor's residence and cut salaries there by 55%. 
• In the Governor's office, we slashed our budget and reve11ed over half a million dollars back into the state's 

savings account 
• Cabinet secretary salaries were cut by 10% and we dramatically reduced the number of political appointees 
• We are no longer mnning a budget deficit; in fact, our histodc deficit has now become a projected $250 million 

surplus 
• Early last year, I came before you to ask that we eliminate the gross receipts tax on locomotive fuels to level the 

playing field with Texas 

Priorities/l11itiatives: 

Budget/Tax 
• My budget focuses on these high priorities while increasing state spending by only 3.6%, a rate that tracks with 

the population and inflation growth in New Mexico 
Health Care 

• That's why my budget invests $45 million more in Medicaid, providing health care for the poor and the disabled 
• My budget includes $8 million to keep those nursing homes open 

Educatio11 
• And exactly half of the new spending - $97 million - is targeted toward improving our local schools. 
• By this summer, eve1y school will receive an official letter grade - A, B, C, D, or F 
• My plan this year calls for a $17 million investment in reading refonns 
• Suppo11 a teacher evaluation system that will identify these great heroes in our schools and reward them 

accordingly 
Jobs/Eco11omic Developme11tll11/rastructure 

• I am proposing that we exempt roughly half of New Mexico's small businesses - those earning less than $50,000 
per year - from the gross receipts tax 

• I'm also proposing a tax credit for high-tech research and development to attract more high-paying jobs to the 
state 

Veterans 
• I'm proposing a $1,000 tax credit for employers who hire veterans returning home from deployment 
• I am proposing that we allow re tiling veterans to exempt 25 percent of their pension income from state taxes 

Immigratio11 
• Pass a bill that does not give driver's licenses to illegal iinmigrants but does allow foreign nationals here legally, 

on a work or student visa, to get a diiver's license 
Correctio11s 

• Crack down on repeat diunk di·ivers13 

13 Martinez, Susana (January, 2012) State of the State, Santa Fe, New Mexico. 
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South Dakota, Governor Dennis Daugaard 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• I convened a 27-member task force, led by our first lady, to recommend ways to address this problem. The task 

force identified four key improvement opportunities 
1. We need to ensure access to early and regular prenatal care, which is vital to a healthy pregnancy 
2. Too many South Dakota mothers smoke during pregnancy, which puts the health of an infant at risk. 
3. Safe sleep practices, like having a baby sleep on its back in a crib without loose blankets, make a 

difference. 
4. We need to address these disparities within Native Ame1ican populations 

• I formed the Medicaid Solutions W orkgroup dming the last legislative session to see what we could do to control 
the growth of Medicaid spending. 

1. The group focused instead on key cost-drivers in Medicaid - care for people with chronic conditions, high 
cost se1vices like neonatal care for premature babies, presc1iption mugs, institutional se1vices, and 
emergency room use. 

• We've also addI·essed the severe mountain pine beetle epidemic in the Black Hills through the Black Hills Forest 
Initiative. The response to this program has been huge - in fact, over double what we anticipated 

• This summer, I also announced a "Better Government" initiative - an ongoing focus on making state government 
more open, more efficient, and more accessible. 

• We have opened the Governor's Mansion and Valhalla to regular public tours for the first time in our state's 
histo1y. 

• We have released more info1mation from the Department of Con ections, and I am proud to announce today that 
more than 20 pe1mits and licenses can be obtained fully online for the first time 

• We have added more than 5000 jobs in the last two years 
• Our unemployment rate has fallen to 4.3 percent 

Priorities/Initiatives: 

Budget/Tax 
• My budget spends 99 percent of projected revenue, but leaves money on the bottom line in case we need it 

Health Care 
• Use available funds to expand the existing Bright Sta1t Home Visiting program. My budget proposes to expand 

Bright Stait to four new communities 
• The state will be redoubling effo1ts to educate new parents on safe sleep practices, and we will use existing funds 

for tobacco control to educate the public about the dangers of tobacco use dming pregnancy. 
• Medicaid Workgroup recommendations: 

1. The Depaitment of Social Se1vices budget includes a reduction of about $340,000 in general funds as a 
result of increasing co-payments for prescription dI11gs 

2. Implementing an annual cap on dental se1vices for adults 
Energy/Environme11t 

• State staff, private contractors, and inmate crews are working to addI·ess the infestation in Custer State Pai·k and 
other state lands 

1. All 142,000 trees are scheduled to be cut by Mai·ch 30 
State Government 

• We will be bringing 22 bills, totaling 168 pages in length, to repeal unnecessruy regulations and statutes 
1. Through these bills, as well as through the rnles process, we will propose eliminating nearly 1, 100 rnles 

and 200,000 words from the Administrative Rules of South Dakota. And we ai·e recommending the repeal 
of over 400 sections of codified law. 

Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentll11/rastructure 
• South Dakota Workforce Initiatives (South Dakota WINS) is a twenty-point plan, in four categories, to get more 

South Dakotans trained and ready to work in a rapidly growing and changing South Dakota economy 
1. Prepruing our childI·en 
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Education 

• Emphasizes math and science education by rewarding math and science teachers for teaching in 
this high-demand field 

• Expand the scmbs camp concept into engineering camps and technical camps and math camps. 
2. Training for skilled jobs 

• I want to see technical training in South Dakota expanded - We need a new welding program at 
Mitchell Tech. We also need to develop hybrid courses to deliver instmction both online and in 
the lab for welders and machinists. Likewise, we need to expand the welding program in our 
coITections facility at Springfield 

• I'm also proposing next year that more than 2,000 of our high school students take the National 
Career Readiness Ce1tificate test 

• I am also reallocating almost a Inillion dollars a year in Community Development Block Grants 
toward workforce training in these areas 

3. Promoting Rural Health Occupations 
• We need to train more doctors at our medical school, and we need to put programs in place to 

keep those doctors in South Dakota, and to encourage them to choose primaiy care practice in 
mral areas of our state 

• I suppo1t expanding the Medical School by four additional students per year, beginning this year. 
• I also suppo1t exposing more medical students to mral practice, as pait of their third year in 

Medical School 
• I am proposing that we expand the physician's assistant program at USD to double the number of 

available spots for in-state students. 
4. New South Dakotans 

• The Dakota Roots program brings fo1mer South Dakotans back home by matching them with job 
oppo1tunities in this state. 

• The "New South Dakotans" initiative will paitner state government with South Dakota businesses 
and with Manpower, the world's lai·gest workforce recmiter. Together we will work to identify 
and place 1,000 professional and skilled workers from outside of our state into jobs here in South 
Dakota 

• The key to obtaining high achievement in the classroom is not more spending. It is effective teachers 
• South Dakota is adopting the Common Core standards. In the budget address, I announced an aggressive training 

program for our teachers to leai·n these new techniques 
• New school accountability system 
• A better teacher evaluation system 
• Beginning in the 2013-14 school yeai-, the state will pay eve1y Iniddle school and high school math or science 

teacher a bonus of $3500. This does not go into the base sala1y, but a teacher who stays in these fields will qualify 
for the $3500 bonus eve1y yeai· 

• So I am proposing two bonus programs: a $5000 bonus for the top 20 percent of teachers, and a $3500 bonus for 
math and science teachers. And a teacher can qualify for both bonuses. That means that a math or science teacher, 
who is in the top 20 percent of teachers in his or her distiict, would receive a bonus of $8,500 

• I am proposing that South Dakota end the availability of tenure, effective July 1 of this year, for anyone who 
doesn't have it by that date14 

14 Dauggard, Dennis (January, 2012) State of the State, Pierre, Sout h Dakota. 
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Tennessee, Governor Bill Haslam 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• The unemployment rate is the lowest it has been since 2008 
• We made some significant refo1ms to make our legal system more predictable, which will encourage employers to 

invest in new employees. 
• We refo1med tenure laws to prioritize results for our children, and we expanded charter school opportunities for 

students and pai·ents. 
• We also made the lotte1y scholai·ships available to students for summer school to encourage them to finish school 

faster and to help universities use their campuses yeai· round. 
• In 2011, there were more than 28,000 new Tennessee jobs created and over $4 billion dollars in capital 

investment. Our Jobs4TN plan is working. 
• We worked with Amazon to expand the company's presence in Tennessee to include, in addition to Hamilton and 

Bradley, Wilson and Rutherford counties too, creating thousands of jobs. 

Priorities/Initiatives: 

State Government 
• That is why I've introduced the TEAM Act, which stands for Tennessee Excellence, Accountability and 

Management Act. 
• I am proposing a 2.5 percent pay raise in this yeai"s budget. However, I also think we need to do a trne salaiy 

smvey, comparing our state salaries to those in the private mai·ket and to federal and local government salai·ies. 
Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentll11frastructure 

• We are asking for continued supp01t of the FastTrack grant program in the amount of $70 million - some of 
which would be available this yeai· - to provide incentives for Tennessee to compete in a ve1y fast-paced global 
economy. 

• We are also continuing our commitment to the West Tennessee Megasite by including $25 million in this yeai"s 
budget. 

• This budget will fmally provide the state's funding for the long-overdue science building at MTSU, the science 
laborato1y facilities at the University of Tennessee- Knoxville, a new patient diagnostic center at the University of 
Tennessee Health Science Center in Memphis, as well as the planning money for new buildings at Nashville State 
Community College and No1theast. State Community College, the University of Memphis, and the University of 
Tennessee - Chattanooga. 

Budget/Tax 
• I am proposing to raise the exemption level on the estate tax in Tennessee. This year 's budget would raise the 

exemption from $1 million to $1.25 million, with a goal of reaching the federal exemption level of $5 million 
while I am governor. 

• This budget proposes to do just that taking the state po1tion of the sales tax on grocedes from 5.5 percent to 5 
percent over the next three yeai·s. 

• We are also putting $50 million into the Rainy Day Fund this year, which brings it up to $356 million 
• We're also recommending consolidating and streamlining several agencies to limit overlapping of functions. 

Education 
• Higher education's operating budgets will have increased funding. In addition, we ai·e increasing the amount of 

money available in need-based scholai·ships. 
• Receive a waiver from the federal government's No Child Left Behind law. 

Corrections 
• Placing more non-violent drng addicts into drng comt treatment programs. 
• Mandato1y incai·ceration time for repeat domestic violence offenders. 15 

15 Haslam, Bill (January, 2012) State of the State, Nashville, Tennessee. 
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Utah, Governor Gary R Herbert 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• We ClllTently have the second-fastest rate of job creation in the nation. 
• In 2011, we added more than 36,000 jobs to our economy. 
• Our unemployment rate has dropped from 7.5% to 6.0% today - a full 2.5% lower than the national average. 
• Gross domestic product, personal income and business income continue to steadily 1ise. Utah still leads the nation 

in expo1t growth. In 2011, we saw a 41 % increase in expo1ts, breaking records we set in 2009 and 2010. 
• We have expanded early inte1vention programs for our at-risk students, programs empirically proven to help reach 

our critical goal of reading proficiency by the end of the third grade. 
• 10-Year Strategic Energy Plan that I put in place last year, we are creating the framework to secure our energy 

independence. 
• I ordered a review of all of Utah's business ml es and regulations. It resulted in 368 proposed mle changes to 

improve Utah's afready laudable regulato1y environment - and we will work with you, the Legislature, to modify 
or repeal those rnles that no longer se1ve a compelling public interest. 

Priorities/l11itiatives: 

Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentll11/rastructure 
• My goal is to accelerate private sector job creation of 100,000 jobs in 1,000 days 

Budget/Tax 
• Utah is in a position to reduce our unemployment insurance tax rates. I call upon you, the Legislature, to support 

Senate Bill 129, sponsored by Senator Clllt Bramble and Representative Jeremy Peterson, to provide this timely 
tax cut to all of Utah's 85,000 employers, and allow them to create more jobs and hire more people. 

• My budget proposal eliminates our remaining stmctural imbalance and calls for no additional bonowing. 
• I am finnly resolved to work with our Congressional delegation and my fellow Governors to tell the Washington 

bureaucrats to get out of the way of Utah's economic recove1y, and stop the senseless flow of onerous and 
misguided regulation from our nation's capitol. 

Education 
• We will soon introduce additional online college courses, providing another avenue for high school students to 

earn college credit before graduation. 
• We are also expanding utahfutures.org, which provides students with online career counseling to ensure the 

education they receive today will get them a job tomonow. 
• My budget calls for maintaining base funding and for $1 11 million in NEW money for our public schools, 

including a modest, but well-dese1ved, pay increase for our teachers. 
• I have set a goal that 66% of Utah adults will have a degree or professional ce1tification by the year 2020. 

Energy/Environme11t 
• I am building paitnerships with Utah industiies and households to set achievable and vital air quality goals. 16 

16 Herbert, Gary (January, 2012), State of the State. Salt Lake City, Utah 
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Virginia, Governor Bob McDonnell 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• Transpo1tation funding 

1. $4 billion in new funding was provided in a six-year plan to supp01t highway and rail systems 
2. $2billion in new contracts 
3. Public-private partnership including the midtown/downtown Tunnel in Hampton Road, the Coalfields 

expressway, Route 58 between Hillsville and Stuait and the 1-95 HOV/HOT Lanes project in No1them 
Virginia 

• Created a path to 100.000 more degrees in the next years in job creating disciplines 
• $100 million in new economic development incentives to promote job creation 
• Oversea visitors spend a record $321 million 
• Trade mission resulted in $25 million worth of Virginia soybeans to China 
• Eliminated $6billion in budget sho1t falls by not raising but by reforming government and reducing spending 
• 3 percent perfo1mance for state employee contingent on their saving a specific amount of taxpayers' dollai·s by the 

end of the year. This saved the taxpayers over $90 million, after bonus payments. 
• The Medicaid program was improved substantially in quality cost effectiveness and program integrity 

Priorities/ i11itiatives: 

Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentl111/rastruct11re 
• $38 million into targeted programs that spur job creation 
• New investor tax credit to provide working capital to small businesses 
• Increase transpo1tation's yeai·-end Wldesignated surplus to 75 percent, and dedicate the first 1 percent in revenue 

growth over 5 percent to transpo1tation. 
Ed11catio11 

• Increase in funding for K-12 education by $438 million 
• New funding for CommWlities in School program 
• Funding for 10th graders to take the PSAT 
• Provide flexibility to local school districts 
• Remove the continuing contract status from teachers and principals and provide an annual contract 
• Requiring a portion of state and local share of SOQ student funding to follow the child to an approved Cha1ter 

schools 
• Tax credit for companies that contribute to an educational scholai·ship fund 
• Invest over $200 million in new funding to colleges and universities 
• New funding model for higher education funding 

1. Institutions will be rewai·ded for increasing the number of degrees especially in STEM-H fields, 
improving graduation rates, and expanding practical research 

2. Require colleges to be more accoWltable and efficient, by reprio1itizing 5 percent of their cunent general 
fund dollars by 2014 to meet key policy goals enacted last yeai-, including year round use of facilities and 
greater use of technology to leverage more programs and courses. 

State Govemme11t 
• $2.21 billion in total funding to the systems for state employees and teachers, including $876 million in general 

fund dollars. 
• 3 percent one-time bonus for state employees 
• 50 million into a newly created Federal Action Contingency trnst Fund 
• Eliminate accelerated sales policy for 96 percent of merchants. 
• Maintain "599" funding for local law enforcement 

E11ergy/E11viro11me11t 
• $5million for additional land conservation to continue bipa1tisan effo1t to conse1ve more open space and protect 

environment 
• $85 million to improving water quality. 
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• Make Virginia "The Energy Capital of the East Coast" 
• $500,000 to research and development to accelerate and assist p1ivate development of the Virginia Wind Energy 

area. 
Health Care 

• $30 million into mental health17 

17 McDonnell, Bob (January, 2012) State of the State, Richmond, Virginia. 
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Wisconsin, Governor Scott Walker 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• During the past year, we added thousands of new jobs. 
• We balanced the state budget. We balanced it - without raising taxes; without massive layoffs; and without 

budget tricks 
• All of which allowed us to put more than $1.2 billion of new state money into Medicaid programs like Badgercare 

and F amilyCare. 
• We passed some of the most aggressive pro-jobs legislation in the country 
• We added some $1.2 billion to Medicaid and our refo1ms allow us to expand Familycare - our long-term care 

program for seniors - all across the state. 
• We balanced the $3.6 billion budget deficit with long-te1m, strnctural reforms. 
• We enacted a budget in 2011 that lowered the overall tax burden in Wisconsin. 
• Our refo1ms led to the first decrease in the school prope1ty tax levy in six years. The total school tax levy actually 

went down by more than $47 million. 

Priorities/i11itiatives: 

Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentl111frastruct11re 
• Our Wisconsin Working jobs plan- In it, we double the number of job fairs, add staff to connect people to 

employment, make it easier for job seekers to get needed skills and we prepare to do more to promote 
manufacturing. 

Energy/Environme11t 
• Pass legislation that will streamline the process for safe and environmentally sound mining. 

Veterans 
• In addition, we are specifically targeting our veterans for full employment. 

Education 
• As pa.it of our Read to Lead plan, we propose swift action to get our students back on top when it comes to 

reading. 
o We will fund screeners to assess eve1y child entering kindergaiten, so that our teachers know the reading 

levels of each of their students and can put together plans to get kids reading at grade level. 
o We will require the state's Young Stai· program which works with child care providers to include a new 

focus on reading skills and new tr·aining on eai·ly childhood education. 
o We will implement a more 1igorous licensure exam for elementary education programs patterned after the 

highly successful program in Massachusetts. 
o We will create a Read to Lead development council to raise suppo1t for reading programs all across 

Wisconsin. 
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REPUBLICAN GOVERNORS 
PUBLIC POLICY COMMITTEE 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

RGPPC ACTION OFFICERS 

MARIE SANDERSON 

LINDSAY RUSSELL 

STATE OF THE STATE SUMMARY 

JANUARY 23, 2012 

Please see the following for a state by state summruy of the State of the State speeches. 

First, please keep in mind that not all Governors have given their speeches yet so the rest of the states will be added as 
their speeches are given and the transcripts are released. 

Second, a more thorough repo1t on state budgets, including an issue specific matrix will be released once we are able to 
cull through actual individual Governor's budgets. 

Third, as your governor's budget becomes available please email them to Lindsay Russell a 

Governors and states represented in this report ru·e: 

Governor Sean Parnell, Alaska 
Governor Jan Brewer, Arizona 
Governor Rick Scott, Fl01ida 
Governor Nathan Deal, Georgia 
Governor C. L. "Butch" Otter, Idaho 
Governor Mitch Daniels, Indiana 
Governor Teny Branstad, Iowa 
Governor Sam Brownback, Kansas 
Governor Paul LePage, Maine 

Governor Rick Snyder, Michigan 
Governor Dave Heineman, Nebraska 
Governor Chris Christie, New Jersey 
Governor Susana Ma1t inez, New Mexico 
Governor Dennis Daugaard, South Dakota 
Governor Bill Haslam, Tennessee 
Governor Gruy Herbe1t , Utah 
Governor Bob McDonnell, Virginia 
Governor Scott Walker, Wisconsin 
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Alaska, Governor Sean Parnell 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• Alaska had nation's lowest foreclosure rates 
• Unemployment rate remains nearly one and one half points 
• Median income is one of the highest in the countiy 
• Smplus of $13 billion 
• Suppo1t Alaska 's enti·epreneurs and small business owners who represent the trne pioneer spirit of our state 3 

million for assessment rare ea1ths 
• Reduced processing times for business filings, so new ventures can launch faster. 
• Strengthened financing programs, so small businesses can better access capital. 
• Stepped up tomism marketing, so new customers walk into Alaskan shops and businesses. 
• Promoted new avenues for ti·ade 

Priorities/ I11itiatives: 

Budget/Tax 
• Balanced budget that holds the line on government spending, so we can add nearly $4 billion to our savings 

accounts for future years. This budget reduces total expenditures by $856 million without sho1tchanging 
important investments. It includes more than $1 billion for infrastrncture projects, ranging from roads and aiiports 
to the Alaska Marine Highway and harbors. It forces agencies to save where they can - eliminating 288 vacant 
positions 

• Meaningful tax refo1m and lowering taxes 
• Enact oil tax refo1m and spark investment and growth 

E11ergy 
• Encouraging more private-sector investment in oil production 
• Increasing oil production to one million banels a day over the next decade 
• Streamlining the State's pe1mitting processes, and by making Alaska's resources more accessible through our 

Roads to Resources initiative. 
• Grow Alaska's economy by accessing our abundant natural gas 
• Gas line must be built to b1ing these rese1ves to market. 
• Companies need to agree to resolve the Point Thomson litigation 
• Work on a large-diameter liquefied natural gas line through Alaska to tidewater. 
• Investment in Alaska's other natural resources. 
• Mining and timber industiy 

Education 
• The Alaska Perfo1mance Scholarship, 

(For info1mation of Alaska's Performance Scholarship please see the RGPPC Best Practices document at 
rgppc.com) 

• Funding for five of the highest-prioiity rnral school projects 
Public Safety 

• 16 new law enforcement officers 
• $12 million to eradicate this epidemic. The Choose Respect initiative focuses on prevention and enforcement, and 

it provides se1vices for victims and smvivors 
• Increases funding for emergency food supplies and finances cold-climate rescue helicopter in the Interior1 

1 Parnell, Sean (January, 2012) State of the State, Juneau, Alaska . 
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Arizona, Governor Jan Brewer 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• Passage of Proposition 100- the temporaiy one-cent sales tax approved ove1whelmingly by the voters for three 

yeai·s 
• We're creating jobs -- 46,000 of them in the last yeai· alone 

Priorities/l11itiatives: 

Budget/Tax 
• This Proposition 100 tax will end after three yeai·s in 2013 
• Bill by Statehood Day that allows me to buy back the Capitol Complex 

E11ergy 
• Implement 4 Forest Restoration Initiative 
• To fo1t ify that symbol - to make all of our capitol trnly ours once again -- I'm asking that you send me a 

Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentll11/rastructure: 
• Secure funding for the future interstate highway linking Phoenix and Las Vegas - the "I-11." 
• Build upon last year's signature economic initiative - the Arizona Competitiveness Package 
• Creation of a community-college scholarship program to help adults re-train and transition into careers that fulfill 

local needs 
Education 

• Implement perfo1mance-based funding for Arizona's institutions of higher education, while reviewing and 
refo1ming Community College State Aid 

• Produce a searchable database so that eve1y pai·ent can reseai·ch the license and any disciplina1y actions taken 
against their children's teachers, and refo1m the teacher dece1t ification process 

• Lead a campaign this yeai· to encourage involvement by parents in their children's education 
State Government 

• Create a Government Transfo1mation Office, housed within the Depaitment of Administration, which will be 
responsible for identifying process improvements and best practices to minimize redundancies and improve 
customer se1vice 

• Involvement of law enforcement in all Priority 1 investigations that contain allegations of c1iminal conduct 
• Improvement of Child Protection se1vices CPS caseworker training, both pre-se1vice and continuing, including 

the training of CPS workers in law enforcement techniques 
• Overhaul of the abuse hotline to improve screening, decrease wait times and expedite high-priority calls. 
• Introduction of Quality Management initiatives throughout CPS to streamline processes and improve outcomes 

for children 
• Enhance transpai·ency and accountability 

Re11ewed Federalism 
• Called upon the federal government to stop its needless delay of the 4 Forest Restoration Initiative, a 

breakthrough, collaborative plan to restore 2.4 million acres across the Kaibab, Coconino, Apache-Sitgreaves and 
Tonto national forests. 2 

2 Brewe r, Jan (January, 2012) State of t he State, Phoenix, Arizona. 
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Florida, Governor Rick Scott 

Accomplis/1111ents: 
• Education, pension and Medicaid refo1ms coupled with government reorganization and deregulation have all 

helped to produce jobs, save taxpayer money, improve the education of our children and bring down the cost of 
living for all Floddian 

• In 2011, F101idians, not government, created almost 135,000 new p1ivate sector jobs. We netted more than 
120,000 total jobs in the first 11 months of 2011; the third most of any state in the nation. In Flo1ida, those new 
jobs produced the second largest drop in unemployment in the countiy 

• A budget we balanced without raising taxes or fees despite a revenue sho1t fall of nearly 4 billion dollars 
• We increased school choices for Florida's parents 
• We also refocused an outdated tenure system into a system that can reward its best pe1fo1mers for excelling in 

educating our students 
• Last year with your help we re-engineered the pension plan for Flo1ida state workers so that the individuals who 

will share in its rewards also share in its funding 

Priorities/Initiatives: 

Jobs/Economic Development/infrastructure 
• Ensming that Floridians are able to gain employment 

Education 
• Securing the tight of eve1y Floddian to a quality education 

Budget/Tax 
• Keeping the cost of living low 
• We need to lower burdensome taxes on small businesses and continue our mission of slashing red tape in Flo1ida 
• My recommended budget includes $1 billion in new state funding for education 
• This year we must also refo1m auto insurance to crack down on the fraud and abuse that has nm rampant and is 

estimated to cost Floridians 900 million dollars3 

3 Scott, Rick (January, 2012) State of the State, Tallahassee, Florida. 
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Georgia, Governor Nathan Deal 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• Trips AAA rating-saved Georgia taxpayers 11 million 
• Allotted $20 million of the Race to the Top money for the creation of the Innovation Fund 

Priorities/Initiatives: 

Budget a11d Tax 
• Implement zero-based budgeting in 10% of all programs 
• Legislation that preserves HOPE 

(For more info1mation on Georgia's HOPE program please see RGPPC Best Practices document at rgppc.org) 
• Sales and tax exemptions from constrnction materials used in projects of regional significance 
• Restrncture Georgia's Job Tax Credits and Quality Jobs Tax Credit programs 4 

Education 
• Approp1iate $20 million for the need-based one percent student loan program 
• Approp1iate an addition $146.6 million to fully fund emollment growth in K-12 schools 
• Addition $111.3 Million to fund growth for college and university systems 
• Additional $3.7 million in additional finds for school nurses 
• Additional $55.8 million to fund sala1y increases teachers based on training and expe1ience 
• Increase in Pre-K school year for 84,000 students by 10 days as well as restoring Pre-K teacher 's salaries 
• Additional 1. 6 million for a reading mentor program 
• Recommending $8.7 million in supplemental grants in both the Amended budget and next year's budget for state 

chaited special school 
Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentll11frastructure 

• 'Go Build Georgia ' public p1ivate paitnership 
• A medical college among the top 50 nationally 
• Invest $5 million into a second Georgia-based cancer Center 
• Funding of new residency slots in hospitals 
• $46.7 million in bonds to continue deepening the hai·bor 
• $45.7 million for water supply project 

Corrections 
• $1.4 million to fund additional pai·ole officers 
• $35.2 million for additional prison beds 
• Conve1t three pre-release Centers to Residential Substance Abuse Treatment Center at a cost of $5.7 million. 
• $10 1nillion for the creation of new Accountability Courts. 

Energy 
• Elimination of the sales tax on energy used in manufactming 

4 Deal, Nathan (January 2012) State of the State, Atlanta, Georgia. 
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Idaho, Governor C. L. "Butch" Otter 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• Students Come first 

Priorities/l11itiatives: 

Veterans 
• Hire one Vet 
• Jobs/Education 
• Project 60- grow the economy by 60 million 
• !GEM -Idaho Global Ent:reprenemial Mission 

Education 
• General Fund increase for public schools 
• Fully fund the cost of emollment growth at universities, colleges and community colleges 
• Fully fund the cost of moving into and operating new facilities on those schools' campuses 
• $60 million in Public Education Stabilization fund, the Budget Stabilization Fm1d, and the new Higher Education 

Stabilization Fund. 
Budget/Tax 

• $45 million for Tax relief 
• $41 million from the General Fund to reward the most dese1ving employees including public school teachers5 

5 Otter, C.L 'Butch' (January, 2012) State of the State, Boise, Idaho. 
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Indiana, Governor Mitch Daniels 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• The First AAA credit rating in histo1y 
• Lowest property taxes un the nation 
• Indiana incomes grew at the eighth fastest rate in countiy 
• Economic Development Co1poration captured a record 219 new jobs transactions in 2011 
• Indiana wiped out the last of a 550-case backlog of old and therefore less sti·ict, environmental pennits 

Priorities/i11itiatives: 

Ed11cation 
• A spending increase plus the additional funds requested for a full day of kinderga1ten, k-12 spending is now 56 

percent of the entire budget, the highest percent of any state in the nation. 
• Schools will have to justify an increase in credit hours when colleges offer high quality programs in less time and 

cost 
Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentlinfrastruct11re 

• Economic Development Co1poration captured a record 219 new jobs transactions in 2011; Indiana has raised the 
bar to 250 for 2012 

• Invest $1.2 billion in road and bridge constI11ction 
• The entire Heartland conidor conti·act with be finished by 2013 
• Leave the decision to raise local dollars for mass ti·ansit to the people of central Indiana6 

Public Safety 
• Create a law to protect workers and patrons from second hand smoke 
• Sti·engthen laws against practice of human trafficking 

State Government/Right to work 
• No worker should be forced to pay union dues as a condition of keeping a job, is simple, and just. But the 

benefits in new jobs would be large: a third or more of growing or relocating businesses will not consider a state 
that does not provide workers this protection 

• Almost half our fellow states have right to work laws. As a group, they are adding jobs faster, growing worker 
income faster, and enjoying lower unemployment rates than those of us without a law. In those ratings of 
business attractiveness I mentioned, the only states ahead of us are 1ight to work states 

• What eve1y economic development expe1t has testified to, we have learned from firsthand experience: over seven 
years and well over a thousand job competitions, we have found that, when Indiana gets a chance to compete, we 
win two out of three times. But too often we never get a chance, because a right to work law is a 
requirement. Especially in this poor national economy, a state needs eve1y edge it can get 

• Eve1yone knows that, among the minority favo1ing the status quo, passion on this issue is strong, and I respect 
that. I did not come lightly, or quickly, to the stance I take now. If this proposal limited in any way the right to 
organize, I would not suppo1t it. But we just cannot go on missing out on the middle class jobs our state needs, 
just because of this one issue 

• For the sake of those without jobs, and those young people just beginning the ascent of life's ladder, I ask you to 
remove this obstacle and make Indiana the 23rd state to protect the right to work 

6 Daniels, Mitch (January 2012) State of the State, Indianapolis, Indiana . 
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Iowa, Governor Terry Branstad 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• We created the Iowa Partnership for Economic Progress which will lead our state's effo1ts to encourage Iowa 

entrepreneurs and small businesses 
• I signed an executive order that requires a jobs impact statement for any proposed administrative mle 
• We convinced South Korean company CJ to invest $324 million in the Fo1t Dodge area and bring 180 great jobs 

to Iowa 

Priorities/l11itiatives: 

Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentll11/rastruct11re 
• Proposing a four point plan of action- a focused initiative designed to help create the jobs we need today and the 

careers we need tomoITow 

Education 

1. I will submit to the General Assembly a revised plan to reduce commercial and industrial prope1ty taxes 
by 40% over the next eight years 

2. Give our new Iowa Economic Development Autho1ity the tools it needs to lead our job creation effo1ts by 
proposing a new $25 million annual investment in our existing High Quality Jobs Program 

3. Encourage those small businesses that supply key components to our strong manufactming sector to grow 
their facilities and create new jobs in Iowa by offering legislation that removes the barriers that 
discourage suppliers from bringing their businesses close to their best Iowa customers 

4. Proposing legislation that will encourage the fo1mation of Employee Stock Option Plans to encourage the 
sale of these local businesses to the ve1y employees who have made that company a profitable success 

• 10 steps we need to take together to tmn Iowa's good schools into world-class schools 
1. A "B" college grade-point average for admission to Iowa's teacher-preparation programs is not asking too 

much 
2. All prospective teachers seeking a state license should demonstrate content and teaching maste1y to assure 

they are ready for the crncial work of teaching our children 
3. The School Administration Manager program should be changed to provide more time for principals to be 

instrnctional leaders 
4. Develop new standards for music and other fine ruts, chru·acter education, physical education, 

entrepreneurship education, applied ruts, and foreign languages 
5. A new kinderga1ten assessment will measure whether children sta1t kinderga1ten ready to learn and leave 

prepared to flomish in first grade 
6. End-of-course tests for core subjects will demonstrate that high school students ru·e ready to graduate 
7. All juniors should take a college entrance exam, with the state covering the cost. In addition, they should 

have the option of taking a work skills readiness test 
8. Let's assure that children can read by the end of third grade 
9. Iowa should establish an Innovation Acceleration Fund. Schools and partners will identify education 

problems and innovative solutions. Competitive grants will fund the best ideas, which may be scaled up 
statewide 

10. Online learning that complements learning in ti·aditional classrooms should be promoted7 

7 Branstad, Terry E., (January 2012) State of the State, Des Moines, Iowa. 
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Kansas, Governor Sam Brownback 

Accomplishments: 
• Added more than 11 .000 net private sector jobs 
• Faced a 500 million deficit and did not raise taxes 

Priorities/Initiatives: 

Budget/Tax 
• Pro-Growth Tax Policy-

1. Lower individual income tax rates for all 
2. Brings highest tax rates down from 6.45% to 4.9% 
3. Eliminate individual state income tax on most small business income 

State Government 
• KPERS (Kansas public employees retirement system) Commission produced solid recommendations which will 

ensure that state movement meets its obligation to state retirees 
Health Care 

• Address Medicaid issues 
• Kansans with developmental disabilities will have an integrated care coordinator 

Education 
• School Finance 

1. 45 million to the poorest school districts 
2. Give School districts more flexibility to spend the money they way they want8 

8 Brownback, Sam (January, 2012) State of the State, Topeka, Kansas. 
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Maine, Governor Paul LePage 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• We cut the top rate for individuals; we are supp01ting working low income Maine people by ensuring 70,000 

Maine families will no longer pay state income tax, until they earn higher incomes 
• Two thirds of Maine's hardworking taxpayers will receive tax relief next year. 
• We eliminated over $1.7 billion dollars of pension debt on the books, 45 percent of the existing pension shot1fall, 

while protecting retirees' future pensions through sensible refotms. 
• Maine became the 4lst state in the union to adopt chatter school legislation. 
• In addition to passing chatter school legislation, my last budget increased general pwpose aid to K-12 education 

by $63 million. 
• As promised throughout my campaign, a five-year cap was placed on welfare benefits. 
• Workers' compensation insurance premiums are down 7 percent. Unemployment is also down, and lower than the 

national average. 
• Maine's Depaitment ofTranspottation under the superb leadership of Commissioner David Bemhai·dt saved more 

than $100 million dollars, without sacrificing our infrast:mcture improvements. 

Priorities/ I11itiatives: 

State Govemment 
• We must restrncture our welfai·e programs and reduce total spending. We also must begin to reestablish core 

priorities for our welfai·e program. If we don't, the system will fail evetyone. 
• My plan stabilizes the safety net for Maine's most vulnerable and presetves benefits for over 285,000 Mainers. 

Energy/Environme11t 
• We must address the issue of the high ptice of electiicity and energy costs in total, if we want economic 

prosperity 
• Let's remove the 100 MW restiiction on renewable hydropower. 
• I call on the Legislature to suppott our plan to create the Depattment of Agriculture, Consetvation and Forestiy 

Education 
• Introduce a seties of refotms related to Maine's teacher effectiveness policies. Maine must have the best teachers 

educating our children. 
• I want to increase access to, and improve upon, Maine's Career and Technical Education System 

Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentll11/rastructure 
• I will return to the Legislanire with fwther proposals to reduce Maine's tax burden. 
• My administi·ation is developing a Cettified Business Friendly Community Program. This is a way for the state 

and communities to pattner to reduce red tape and promote job creation.9 

9 LePage, Paul (January 2012) State of t he State, August, Maine 
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Michigan, Governor Rick Snyder 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• Passed 323 public acts in 2011 . More impo1tant than the quantity was the quality 
• Addressed $1.5 billion budget deficit. No more accounting gimmicks 
• Made $255 million first deposit to rainy day fund. First since 2004 
• Made tax system simple, fair and efficient 
• Eliminated the job-killing Michigan Business Tax 
• Created $5 million Economic Vitality Incentive program for communities 
• Will recommend additional funds in next year's budget 
• Education refo1ms: 

1. Launched the Office of Great Strut to focus on youngest kids 
2. Refo1med teacher tenure to give teaches better suppo1t system 
3. Lifted cap on chaiter schools 
4. Began discussion of public health challenges in Michigan, like obesity 
5. Signed laws supporting and protecting our children 
6. Extension of foster cai·e se1vices for young adults who othe1wise would have "aged out" of the system 
7. Anti-bullying law 
8. Strengthening communities through Financial Accountability Act 
9. Regulato1y reinvention: rescinded neai·ly 400 obsolete, confusing and burdensome regulations 

Priorities/ I11itiatives: 

Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentll1~frastruct11re 
• New International Trade Crossing. Not a bridge issue; it's a jobs issue 
• Project will be done without any Michigan taxpayer dollai·s 
• Transpo1tation and infrastmcture: Ask Legislature to hold heaiings on bills that will give Michigan a 

transportation system for the 21st centmy 
• We are under investing in our roads by $1.4 billion. No one in Michigan is satisfied with our roads. Let's solve 

this problem now 
• Need to address regional transit in Southeastern Michigan. Bus rapid transit system10 

10 Snyder, Rick (January, 2012) State of the State) Lansing, Michigan. 
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Nebraska, Governor Dave Heineman 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• 270 businesses have committed to invest more than $5.9 billion into the economy and to create more that 19,500 

jobs 
• Passed the largest tax relief package that repealed estate tax, eliminated the maITiage penalty in income tax, 

repealed the sales tax on constrnction labor and lowered income taxes 
• Invested in the University of Nebraska's Innovation Campus 
• Talent and Innovation Imitative 
• Tax receipts grew by $349 million 

Priorities/ I11itiatives: 

Budget/Tax 
• Lower tax rates and expand the brackets 
• Elimination of the inheritance tax 
• Reduces corporate income tax 
• Reduce income tax11 

11 Heineman, Dave, (January, 2012), State of the State, Lincoln, Nebraska. 
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New Jersey, Governor Chris Christie 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• Balanced budget 
• Unemployment rate is no longer going up 
• Job growth has been restored 
• Restrained the growth of prope1ty tax 
• Added over 60,000 new private sector jobs 

Priorities/ I11itiatives: 

Budget/Tax 
• Reduce income tax rates in eve1y bracket by 10% across the board 
• Fully restore the earned income tax credit for the working poor 

Education 
• First, refo1m tenure - by measuring teacher effectiveness, both with professional obse1vation, and objective, 

quantifiable measures of student achievement - and then by giving tenure to those with strong evaluations, and 
taking it away from those whose ratings are unacceptably weak. We cannot ask parents to accept failure in 
teachers when their children's lives hang in the balance; Second, if layoffs are necessa1y remove the least 
effective teachers instead of just the most junior ones. It is time to end the system of "last in, first out," which 
protects some of the worst and penalizes some of the best; 

• Third, pay teachers more when they are assigned to a failing school or to teach a difficult subject. Compensation 
should be designed to attract and retain effective teachers where we need them most; 

• Fourth, end forced placements. Teachers should not be assigned to schools without the mutual consent of the 
teacher and the principal. If an acceptable placement can't be found in 12 months, the school district should have 
the right to place the teacher on pe1manent unpaid leave; 

• Fifth, we should refo1m our process for authorizing charter schools to attract the best operators to New Jersey, to 
streamline the process for the best pe1fo1mers, to focus on our failing school districts and to encourage 
innovation. We must give parents and children in failing schools an alternative; and 

• Last, and perhaps most impo1tantly, establish tax credits to provide scholarships for low income students in the 
worst-perfo1ming schools in the state to enable them to attend a better school, either out of the distiict or a private 
school. Oppo1tunity should not be offered to only those in an excellent school district or with parents who have 
the money to release their children from the prison that is a failing school. Let's pass the opportunity scholarship 
act now. 

Correctio11s 
• Improve bail refo1m package bill 
• Invest time and money into mug treatment 
• Mandato1y treatment for non-violent with mug abuse problems12 

12 Christie, Chris (January, 2012), State of the State, Trenton, New Jersey. 
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New Mexico, Governor Susana Martinez 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• We eliminated the chefs from the Governor's residence and cut salaries there by 55%. 
• In the Governor's office, we slashed our budget and reve11ed over half a million dollars back into the state's 

savings account 
• Cabinet secretary salaries were cut by 10% and we dramatically reduced the number of political appointees 
• We are no longer mnning a budget deficit; in fact, our histodc deficit has now become a projected $250 million 

surplus 
• Early last year, I came before you to ask that we eliminate the gross receipts tax on locomotive fuels to level the 

playing field with Texas 

Priorities/l11itiatives: 

Budget/Tax 
• My budget focuses on these high priorities while increasing state spending by only 3.6%, a rate that tracks with 

the population and inflation growth in New Mexico 
Health Care 

• That's why my budget invests $45 million more in Medicaid, providing health care for the poor and the disabled 
• My budget includes $8 million to keep those nursing homes open 

Educatio11 
• And exactly half of the new spending - $97 million - is targeted toward improving our local schools. 
• By this summer, eve1y school will receive an official letter grade - A, B, C, D, or F 
• My plan this year calls for a $17 million investment in reading refonns 
• Suppo11 a teacher evaluation system that will identify these great heroes in our schools and reward them 

accordingly 
Jobs/Eco11omic Developme11tll11/rastructure 

• I am proposing that we exempt roughly half of New Mexico's small businesses - those earning less than $50,000 
per year - from the gross receipts tax 

• I'm also proposing a tax credit for high-tech research and development to attract more high-paying jobs to the 
state 

Veterans 
• I'm proposing a $1,000 tax credit for employers who hire veterans returning home from deployment 
• I am proposing that we allow re tiling veterans to exempt 25 percent of their pension income from state taxes 

Immigratio11 
• Pass a bill that does not give driver's licenses to illegal iinmigrants but does allow foreign nationals here legally, 

on a work or student visa, to get a diiver's license 
Correctio11s 

• Crack down on repeat diunk di·ivers13 

13 Martinez, Susana (January, 2012) State of the State, Santa Fe, New Mexico. 
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South Dakota, Governor Dennis Daugaard 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• I convened a 27-member task force, led by our first lady, to recommend ways to address this problem. The task 

force identified four key improvement opportunities 
1. We need to ensure access to early and regular prenatal care, which is vital to a healthy pregnancy 
2. Too many South Dakota mothers smoke during pregnancy, which puts the health of an infant at risk. 
3. Safe sleep practices, like having a baby sleep on its back in a crib without loose blankets, make a 

difference. 
4. We need to address these disparities within Native Ame1ican populations 

• I formed the Medicaid Solutions W orkgroup dming the last legislative session to see what we could do to control 
the growth of Medicaid spending. 

1. The group focused instead on key cost-drivers in Medicaid - care for people with chronic conditions, high 
cost se1vices like neonatal care for premature babies, presc1iption mugs, institutional se1vices, and 
emergency room use. 

• We've also addI·essed the severe mountain pine beetle epidemic in the Black Hills through the Black Hills Forest 
Initiative. The response to this program has been huge - in fact, over double what we anticipated 

• This summer, I also announced a "Better Government" initiative - an ongoing focus on making state government 
more open, more efficient, and more accessible. 

• We have opened the Governor's Mansion and Valhalla to regular public tours for the first time in our state's 
histo1y. 

• We have released more info1mation from the Department of Con ections, and I am proud to announce today that 
more than 20 pe1mits and licenses can be obtained fully online for the first time 

• We have added more than 5000 jobs in the last two years 
• Our unemployment rate has fallen to 4.3 percent 

Priorities/Initiatives: 

Budget/Tax 
• My budget spends 99 percent of projected revenue, but leaves money on the bottom line in case we need it 

Health Care 
• Use available funds to expand the existing Bright Sta1t Home Visiting program. My budget proposes to expand 

Bright Stait to four new communities 
• The state will be redoubling effo1ts to educate new parents on safe sleep practices, and we will use existing funds 

for tobacco control to educate the public about the dangers of tobacco use dming pregnancy. 
• Medicaid Workgroup recommendations: 

1. The Depaitment of Social Se1vices budget includes a reduction of about $340,000 in general funds as a 
result of increasing co-payments for prescription dI11gs 

2. Implementing an annual cap on dental se1vices for adults 
Energy/Environme11t 

• State staff, private contractors, and inmate crews are working to addI·ess the infestation in Custer State Pai·k and 
other state lands 

1. All 142,000 trees are scheduled to be cut by Mai·ch 30 
State Government 

• We will be bringing 22 bills, totaling 168 pages in length, to repeal unnecessruy regulations and statutes 
1. Through these bills, as well as through the rnles process, we will propose eliminating nearly 1, 100 rnles 

and 200,000 words from the Administrative Rules of South Dakota. And we ai·e recommending the repeal 
of over 400 sections of codified law. 

Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentll11/rastructure 
• South Dakota Workforce Initiatives (South Dakota WINS) is a twenty-point plan, in four categories, to get more 

South Dakotans trained and ready to work in a rapidly growing and changing South Dakota economy 
1. Prepruing our childI·en 
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Education 

• Emphasizes math and science education by rewarding math and science teachers for teaching in 
this high-demand field 

• Expand the scmbs camp concept into engineering camps and technical camps and math camps. 
2. Training for skilled jobs 

• I want to see technical training in South Dakota expanded - We need a new welding program at 
Mitchell Tech. We also need to develop hybrid courses to deliver instmction both online and in 
the lab for welders and machinists. Likewise, we need to expand the welding program in our 
coITections facility at Springfield 

• I'm also proposing next year that more than 2,000 of our high school students take the National 
Career Readiness Ce1tificate test 

• I am also reallocating almost a Inillion dollars a year in Community Development Block Grants 
toward workforce training in these areas 

3. Promoting Rural Health Occupations 
• We need to train more doctors at our medical school, and we need to put programs in place to 

keep those doctors in South Dakota, and to encourage them to choose primaiy care practice in 
mral areas of our state 

• I suppo1t expanding the Medical School by four additional students per year, beginning this year. 
• I also suppo1t exposing more medical students to mral practice, as pait of their third year in 

Medical School 
• I am proposing that we expand the physician's assistant program at USD to double the number of 

available spots for in-state students. 
4. New South Dakotans 

• The Dakota Roots program brings fo1mer South Dakotans back home by matching them with job 
oppo1tunities in this state. 

• The "New South Dakotans" initiative will paitner state government with South Dakota businesses 
and with Manpower, the world's lai·gest workforce recmiter. Together we will work to identify 
and place 1,000 professional and skilled workers from outside of our state into jobs here in South 
Dakota 

• The key to obtaining high achievement in the classroom is not more spending. It is effective teachers 
• South Dakota is adopting the Common Core standards. In the budget address, I announced an aggressive training 

program for our teachers to leai·n these new techniques 
• New school accountability system 
• A better teacher evaluation system 
• Beginning in the 2013-14 school yeai-, the state will pay eve1y Iniddle school and high school math or science 

teacher a bonus of $3500. This does not go into the base sala1y, but a teacher who stays in these fields will qualify 
for the $3500 bonus eve1y yeai· 

• So I am proposing two bonus programs: a $5000 bonus for the top 20 percent of teachers, and a $3500 bonus for 
math and science teachers. And a teacher can qualify for both bonuses. That means that a math or science teacher, 
who is in the top 20 percent of teachers in his or her distiict, would receive a bonus of $8,500 

• I am proposing that South Dakota end the availability of tenure, effective July 1 of this year, for anyone who 
doesn't have it by that date14 

14 Dauggard, Dennis (January, 2012) State of the State, Pierre, Sout h Dakota. 
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Tennessee, Governor Bill Haslam 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• The unemployment rate is the lowest it has been since 2008 
• We made some significant refo1ms to make our legal system more predictable, which will encourage employers to 

invest in new employees. 
• We refo1med tenure laws to prioritize results for our children, and we expanded charter school opportunities for 

students and pai·ents. 
• We also made the lotte1y scholai·ships available to students for summer school to encourage them to finish school 

faster and to help universities use their campuses yeai· round. 
• In 2011, there were more than 28,000 new Tennessee jobs created and over $4 billion dollars in capital 

investment. Our Jobs4TN plan is working. 
• We worked with Amazon to expand the company's presence in Tennessee to include, in addition to Hamilton and 

Bradley, Wilson and Rutherford counties too, creating thousands of jobs. 

Priorities/Initiatives: 

State Government 
• That is why I've introduced the TEAM Act, which stands for Tennessee Excellence, Accountability and 

Management Act. 
• I am proposing a 2.5 percent pay raise in this yeai"s budget. However, I also think we need to do a trne salaiy 

smvey, comparing our state salaries to those in the private mai·ket and to federal and local government salai·ies. 
Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentll11frastructure 

• We are asking for continued supp01t of the FastTrack grant program in the amount of $70 million - some of 
which would be available this yeai· - to provide incentives for Tennessee to compete in a ve1y fast-paced global 
economy. 

• We are also continuing our commitment to the West Tennessee Megasite by including $25 million in this yeai"s 
budget. 

• This budget will fmally provide the state's funding for the long-overdue science building at MTSU, the science 
laborato1y facilities at the University of Tennessee- Knoxville, a new patient diagnostic center at the University of 
Tennessee Health Science Center in Memphis, as well as the planning money for new buildings at Nashville State 
Community College and No1theast. State Community College, the University of Memphis, and the University of 
Tennessee - Chattanooga. 

Budget/Tax 
• I am proposing to raise the exemption level on the estate tax in Tennessee. This year 's budget would raise the 

exemption from $1 million to $1.25 million, with a goal of reaching the federal exemption level of $5 million 
while I am governor. 

• This budget proposes to do just that taking the state po1tion of the sales tax on grocedes from 5.5 percent to 5 
percent over the next three yeai·s. 

• We are also putting $50 million into the Rainy Day Fund this year, which brings it up to $356 million 
• We're also recommending consolidating and streamlining several agencies to limit overlapping of functions. 

Education 
• Higher education's operating budgets will have increased funding. In addition, we ai·e increasing the amount of 

money available in need-based scholai·ships. 
• Receive a waiver from the federal government's No Child Left Behind law. 

Corrections 
• Placing more non-violent drng addicts into drng comt treatment programs. 
• Mandato1y incai·ceration time for repeat domestic violence offenders. 15 

15 Haslam, Bill (January, 2012) State of the State, Nashville, Tennessee. 
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Utah, Governor Gary R Herbert 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• We ClllTently have the second-fastest rate of job creation in the nation. 
• In 2011, we added more than 36,000 jobs to our economy. 
• Our unemployment rate has dropped from 7.5% to 6.0% today - a full 2.5% lower than the national average. 
• Gross domestic product, personal income and business income continue to steadily 1ise. Utah still leads the nation 

in expo1t growth. In 2011, we saw a 41 % increase in expo1ts, breaking records we set in 2009 and 2010. 
• We have expanded early inte1vention programs for our at-risk students, programs empirically proven to help reach 

our critical goal of reading proficiency by the end of the third grade. 
• 10-Year Strategic Energy Plan that I put in place last year, we are creating the framework to secure our energy 

independence. 
• I ordered a review of all of Utah's business ml es and regulations. It resulted in 368 proposed mle changes to 

improve Utah's afready laudable regulato1y environment - and we will work with you, the Legislature, to modify 
or repeal those rnles that no longer se1ve a compelling public interest. 

Priorities/l11itiatives: 

Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentll11/rastructure 
• My goal is to accelerate private sector job creation of 100,000 jobs in 1,000 days 

Budget/Tax 
• Utah is in a position to reduce our unemployment insurance tax rates. I call upon you, the Legislature, to support 

Senate Bill 129, sponsored by Senator Clllt Bramble and Representative Jeremy Peterson, to provide this timely 
tax cut to all of Utah's 85,000 employers, and allow them to create more jobs and hire more people. 

• My budget proposal eliminates our remaining stmctural imbalance and calls for no additional bonowing. 
• I am finnly resolved to work with our Congressional delegation and my fellow Governors to tell the Washington 

bureaucrats to get out of the way of Utah's economic recove1y, and stop the senseless flow of onerous and 
misguided regulation from our nation's capitol. 

Education 
• We will soon introduce additional online college courses, providing another avenue for high school students to 

earn college credit before graduation. 
• We are also expanding utahfutures.org, which provides students with online career counseling to ensure the 

education they receive today will get them a job tomonow. 
• My budget calls for maintaining base funding and for $1 11 million in NEW money for our public schools, 

including a modest, but well-dese1ved, pay increase for our teachers. 
• I have set a goal that 66% of Utah adults will have a degree or professional ce1tification by the year 2020. 

Energy/Environme11t 
• I am building paitnerships with Utah industiies and households to set achievable and vital air quality goals. 16 

16 Herbert, Gary (January, 2012), State of the State. Salt Lake City, Utah 
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Virginia, Governor Bob McDonnell 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• Transpo1tation funding 

1. $4 billion in new funding was provided in a six-year plan to supp01t highway and rail systems 
2. $2billion in new contracts 
3. Public-private partnership including the midtown/downtown Tunnel in Hampton Road, the Coalfields 

expressway, Route 58 between Hillsville and Stuait and the 1-95 HOV/HOT Lanes project in No1them 
Virginia 

• Created a path to 100.000 more degrees in the next years in job creating disciplines 
• $100 million in new economic development incentives to promote job creation 
• Oversea visitors spend a record $321 million 
• Trade mission resulted in $25 million worth of Virginia soybeans to China 
• Eliminated $6billion in budget sho1t falls by not raising but by reforming government and reducing spending 
• 3 percent perfo1mance for state employee contingent on their saving a specific amount of taxpayers' dollai·s by the 

end of the year. This saved the taxpayers over $90 million, after bonus payments. 
• The Medicaid program was improved substantially in quality cost effectiveness and program integrity 

Priorities/ i11itiatives: 

Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentl111/rastruct11re 
• $38 million into targeted programs that spur job creation 
• New investor tax credit to provide working capital to small businesses 
• Increase transpo1tation's yeai·-end Wldesignated surplus to 75 percent, and dedicate the first 1 percent in revenue 

growth over 5 percent to transpo1tation. 
Ed11catio11 

• Increase in funding for K-12 education by $438 million 
• New funding for CommWlities in School program 
• Funding for 10th graders to take the PSAT 
• Provide flexibility to local school districts 
• Remove the continuing contract status from teachers and principals and provide an annual contract 
• Requiring a portion of state and local share of SOQ student funding to follow the child to an approved Cha1ter 

schools 
• Tax credit for companies that contribute to an educational scholai·ship fund 
• Invest over $200 million in new funding to colleges and universities 
• New funding model for higher education funding 

1. Institutions will be rewai·ded for increasing the number of degrees especially in STEM-H fields, 
improving graduation rates, and expanding practical research 

2. Require colleges to be more accoWltable and efficient, by reprio1itizing 5 percent of their cunent general 
fund dollars by 2014 to meet key policy goals enacted last yeai-, including year round use of facilities and 
greater use of technology to leverage more programs and courses. 

State Govemme11t 
• $2.21 billion in total funding to the systems for state employees and teachers, including $876 million in general 

fund dollars. 
• 3 percent one-time bonus for state employees 
• 50 million into a newly created Federal Action Contingency trnst Fund 
• Eliminate accelerated sales policy for 96 percent of merchants. 
• Maintain "599" funding for local law enforcement 

E11ergy/E11viro11me11t 
• $5million for additional land conservation to continue bipa1tisan effo1t to conse1ve more open space and protect 

environment 
• $85 million to improving water quality. 
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• Make Virginia "The Energy Capital of the East Coast" 
• $500,000 to research and development to accelerate and assist p1ivate development of the Virginia Wind Energy 

area. 
Health Care 

• $30 million into mental health17 

17 McDonnell, Bob (January, 2012) State of the State, Richmond, Virginia. 
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Wisconsin, Governor Scott Walker 

Accomplis/1111e11ts: 
• During the past year, we added thousands of new jobs. 
• We balanced the state budget. We balanced it - without raising taxes; without massive layoffs; and without 

budget tricks 
• All of which allowed us to put more than $1.2 billion of new state money into Medicaid programs like Badgercare 

and F amilyCare. 
• We passed some of the most aggressive pro-jobs legislation in the country 
• We added some $1.2 billion to Medicaid and our refo1ms allow us to expand Familycare - our long-term care 

program for seniors - all across the state. 
• We balanced the $3.6 billion budget deficit with long-te1m, strnctural reforms. 
• We enacted a budget in 2011 that lowered the overall tax burden in Wisconsin. 
• Our refo1ms led to the first decrease in the school prope1ty tax levy in six years. The total school tax levy actually 

went down by more than $47 million. 

Priorities/i11itiatives: 

Jobs/Eco11omic Developmentl111frastruct11re 
• Our Wisconsin Working jobs plan- In it, we double the number of job fairs, add staff to connect people to 

employment, make it easier for job seekers to get needed skills and we prepare to do more to promote 
manufacturing. 

Energy/Environme11t 
• Pass legislation that will streamline the process for safe and environmentally sound mining. 

Veterans 
• In addition, we are specifically targeting our veterans for full employment. 

Education 
• As pa.it of our Read to Lead plan, we propose swift action to get our students back on top when it comes to 

reading. 
o We will fund screeners to assess eve1y child entering kindergaiten, so that our teachers know the reading 

levels of each of their students and can put together plans to get kids reading at grade level. 
o We will require the state's Young Stai· program which works with child care providers to include a new 

focus on reading skills and new tr·aining on eai·ly childhood education. 
o We will implement a more 1igorous licensure exam for elementary education programs patterned after the 

highly successful program in Massachusetts. 
o We will create a Read to Lead development council to raise suppo1t for reading programs all across 

Wisconsin. 
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State Health Exchange Legislation Status Status Description 

Although a health exchange bill fa i led to 
pass in the State Legislature, Governor 

Alabama Alternate Process 
Robert Bentley issued an executive order 

on June 2, 2011 establishing the Alabama 
Health Benefits Exchange Study 
Commission. 

Although a health exchange bill fa i led to 
pass in the Republican-controlled Alaska 
House, State Insurance Commissioner Linda 

Alaska Alternate Process Hall has been charged with setting up the 
State's health exchange and w ill contract 

with Boston's Public Consult ing Group to 
bui ld it. 

A health exchange bill fa iled to pass in the 

Arizona Dead 
State Legislature, but Arizona did receive a 
$30 million Level One exchange 
establishment grant in December 2011. 
Governor Rick Scott has refused to 
implement the Affordable Care Act (ACA) 
pending the outcome of a Supreme Court 

Florida No Bill Decision, and has even sent back its 
exchange planning grant to the 

\"" 
',~\ Department of Health and Human Services 

(HHS). 

\\ Although the State Legislature passed a 
health exchange bill in March 2011, tea 
party protests pushed Governor Nathan 

/. Deal to table the legislation. In its place, he 
issued an executive order in June setting up 

Georgia Alternate Process 
a state commission to study a possible 
health exchange. The commission 

~ 
recommended in December that the State 

set up a small business exchange but not 
an individual exchange. However, Governor 
deal has recently decided to wait for the 

Supreme Court decision . 

Governor Butch Otter issued an executive 
order in April 2011 barring the State from 

Idaho No Bill 
implementing the ACA; however, a steering 
committee is working on a draft exchange 
bill to introduce to the Legislature in 

January 2012. 
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Although the State Legis lature fa iled to 
pass a health exchange bill, Governor Mitch 

Indiana Alternate Process Danie ls issued an executive order directing 
the State to plan for, but not necessarily 
commit to, establishing an exchange. 
Although the State Legis lature fa iled to 

Iowa Alternate Process 
pass a health exchange bill, it received a 
$7.8 million Level One exchange 
establishment grant in December 2011. 
Governor Sam Brownback ordered the 
State not to establish an exchange unt il the 

Kansas Dead Supreme Court makes a decision on the 
ACA, and even sent back the Early 
Innovator Grant to HHS. 
Governor Bobby Jinda l stated in March 

Louisiana No Bill 2011 that Louisiana will not run a health 
\ exchange. 

~ The State Legislature fa iled to pass both a 
Republican-backed exchange bill and a 
Democrat-backed exchange bill in the last 
legislative session. However, stakeholders 

Maine On Hold expect exchange legislation to be 
reintroduced when the State Legis lature 
reconvenes. In addit ion, the State is 

',~. 
planning to apply for Level One and Leve l 

\, Two exchange establishment grants. 

\\ 
Governor Rick Snyder is pushing the 
Legis lature to establish a nonprofit health 
exchange for individuals and small-

/. 
businesses because he doesn't want the 
federa l government to have any part in 

Michigan Live Bill 
running the exchange for the State. A 
health exchange bill to establish the 

~ 
MiHea lth Marketplace was introduced in 
the State Senate in September 2011, but 
has stalled in the State House, whose 
leadership is not in a rush to get a bill 
passed. 

~ 

Mississippi plans to convert the State's 
high-risk pool into a health exchange and 

Mississippi Alternate Process wants to have the web portal that enables 
consumers to shop for health plans 
operational by March 30, 2012 . 
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Although Governor Dave Heineman has 
stated that the State wi ll not move forward 
on health exchange legislation unt il after 

Nebraska 
Has applied fo r, and received a level I the Supreme Court makes a decision on the 
grant constitutionality of the ACA, the State is 

still studying the feasibil ity of a state-run 
exchange and will apply for an exchange 
establishment grant. 
Governor Brian Sandoval signed a hea lth 
exchange bill into law in June 2011, but the 

Nevada Signed exchange board is studying whether 
additional legis lation is needed to establish 
an exchange. 
A health exchange bill was approved by the 
State Assembly in June 2011, but it has 

New Je rsey Live Bill stalled in the State Senate. The State 

\ Legis lature will likely resume action on the 
bill in early 2012 . 
Governor Susana Martinez is exploring an 

New Mexico Dead 
\\ 

alternative process. The Governor suspects 
New Mexico will have a free market 

·,, ___ exchange up and running by 2013. 
'· .. Governor Jack Dalrymple signed into law a 

North 
bill authorizing a state hea lth exchange in 

Dakota 
Signed May 2011, but a second bill that detailed 

how the State wou ld set up the exchange 

~ fa iled to pass in the State Legislature. 

~ \ Ohio intends to set up a health exchange, 
but it is proceeding s lowly. It has already 

Ohio Alternate Process received a $1 million exchange planning 

········· ... "· ~ 
grant and plans to apply for a Level One 
exchange establishment grant. 

The State Legislature fa iled to pass hea lth 
Oklahoma Dead exchange legislation and even sent back its 

$54 mi llion Early Innovator grant to HHS. 

~. 
Although the State Legis lature fa iled to 
pass health exchange legislation in the last 
session, it is likely to take up exchange 

Pennsylvania On Hold authorizing legis lation again in early 2012. 
Meanwhile, Pennsylvania will also apply for 
a Level One exchange establishment grant 
by the end of March. 
The State Legislature fa iled to pass a health 

South 
exchange bill in the last session and 

Carolina 
Dead Governor Nikki Haley has decided against 

applying for furthe r exchange funds after a 
study commission recommended against a 
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state-based exchange. 

Although no health exchange legislation 

South 
was introduced in the State Legislature, the 

Dakota 
No Bill State will continue to pursue federal 

funding by applying for a Level One 
exchange establishment grant. 

Tennessee No Bill 
The State is still weighing whether it will set 

up a health exchange. 

Governor Rick Perry has stated that he 

does not intend to set up an exchange and 
Texas On Hold the State Legislature is unlikely to take up 

exchange legislation before the Supreme 

l Court rules on the ACA. 

~ 
Utah already has an operational hea lth 

Utah No Bill 
exchange and it is unlikely that it w ill 
require addit ional legislative authority in 

\ order to become ACA-compliant. 

\< Although Governor Bob McDonnell signed 

Virginia Signed 
a bill that authorized a hea lth exchange, 
the State will likely need further legislation 
in 2012 to establish an exchange. 

\\ W isconsin has decided to wait until 

W isconsin Alternate Process Supreme Court ruling and has sent back 
Early Innovator grant money. 

/ Although the State has not committed to 
setting up a health exchange, the Wyoming 

Wyoming No Bill ''",\ 
Health Benefits Exchange Steering 
Committee has recommended that the 
legislature pursue a bill to authorize further 

study and design, but not implementation 

This document is a collection of updates from a number of sources, including various governors' 

offices. It is not meant to label a state's position on exchanges. This document should not be 

'distributed further. 
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PPACA Costs to the States: 
  

Alabama 
  
The implementation of Obamacare will increase the costs of state government immediately and in the near 
future. 
  
The overall Medicaid budget alone is expected to increase from $6.3 Billion in 2012 to $13.2 Billion at the 
beginning of the 2020 fiscal year. 
 Medicaid Expansion Details 

· By 2014, Alabama expects to add up to 534,000 new enrollees to Medicaid. This is due to mandated 
eligibility to anyone under age 65 who has an income of less than 133% of the federal poverty level. 

 
· Alabama is also required to provide subsidies to adults earning between 134% and 400% and children 

with incomes between 301% and 400%. This expansion would increase Medicaid eligibility from the 
current 21% of the state’s population to about 40% of the population.  

 
· Nearly 1,000 new primary care physicians will be needed to care for this new population. 
 
· This cost of services for the new eligibles would initially be borne by the federal government, but that 

support would fade to 90% of the cost by 2020.  
 
· HCR legislation does not provide any additional funds to the state to certify enroll and manage the new 

recipients. 
 
· Administrative costs alone will require an estimated $389 million in state funds. Eligibility system 

changes will be required to add new enrollees, to differentiate between those eligible under new vs. 
previous rules (each with different matching rates) and to allow information to flow back and forth 
between subsidy plans and Medicaid. 

  
Alaska 

  
Alaska continues to be hampered in its efforts to manage the costs of its Medicaid program and continues to see 
Medicaid population increases.  For the first time in recent history the Budget of the Department of Health and 
Social Services (Medicaid Authority) has surpassed that of the Department of Education and is projected to 
continue to grow ahead of inflation.  
  
For FY2013 it is projected that Alaska will need an additional $45 million in state general funds to cope with 
program growth and another $129 million in state general funds to offset the loss of enhanced federal Medicaid 
funding.  Alaska continues to be faced with substantial growth in Medicaid caseloads and utilization and 
forecasts an over 20 percent increase in Medicaid state general fund expenditures.  
  
The State of Alaska continues to narrow projections on estimating the total cost of the ACA over the long term. 
However, a June 2010 preliminary analysis of the Medicaid impacts reflects that cumulative state general fund 
spending will increase by $100M million, through 2020. While direct care spending in the early years is offset 
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by increased federal match rates, spending in later years paints an even more concerning picture for Alaska's 
future and the ever increasing impact of Medicaid expansion on the State budget while oil throughput continues 
to decline. 
  
Arizona, Gov Brewer 
  
The mandatory Medicaid expansions in PPACA, and the woodwork created by these expansions, are expected 
to cost Arizona over $550 million in the next three fiscal years. Once fully implemented in the latter half of this 
decade, PPACA is anticipated to increase Arizona’s annual Medicaid obligations by almost $500 million per 
year. Furthermore, because Arizona expanded to 100% of the Federal Poverty Level before the passage of the 
PPACA, it receives a lower matching rate for those populations than other states that did not expand (who will 
initially receive full federal financing).  
  
Over the four year period of the recession, while overall state spending decreased, Medicaid spending soared by 
63 percent, to the point where it accounted for nearly 30 percent of the state general fund in the recently-
completed FY 2011. During the recession, Arizona’s projected deficits spiked, which necessitated a series of 
aggressive, unprecedented steps in order to return the State to fiscal stability. An important element of this 
effort was the paring back of Arizona’s Medicaid program in FY 2012, which will be undermined by the 
mandated increases in population due to the PPACA. 
  
Florida, Gov Scott 
  
According to Florida’s Agency for Health Care Administration, ObamaCare’s Medicaid expansion will force 
Florida to spend an additional $1.5 billion and force an additional 1.8 million Floridians to enroll in Medicaid in 
four years. 
  

Georgia 
  

The projected impact of the Medicaid expansion in Georgia is significant.  In January 2014, an estimated 
650,000 additional members will be added to our state Medicaid and CHIP programs.  This federally mandated 
expansion will increase state spending by at least $2.4 billion between FY2010-FY2020 alone. That said, the 
cost could soar substantially higher because there are more federal regulations to come and initial spending 
could spike because of the pent-up demand of new members. The Georgia Department of Community Health is 
continually reassessing the impact of the Medicaid expansion mandate. 
  

Idaho 
  

Idaho estimates between 150,000 and 200,000 new eligibles could be added to the Medicaid caseload when new 
expansion rules are implemented which could mean an 40-percent increase in participation compared to Idaho’s 
current caseloads.  The overall Medicaid benefit cost attributed to PPACA Medicaid provisions in the State of 
Idaho is conservatively estimated to be $228 million in State funds by 2020.  In preparation for the PPACA 
2014 changes, Medicaid system readiness is estimated to cost $34.8 million, of which Idaho’s share will be 
$3.48 million.  
  
Idaho is purposely holding off on changes related to the Medicaid expansion requirement because of the 
uncertainty surrounding the Supreme Court’s decision, 2012 elections and State legislative decisions which 
could drastically impact how Medicaid expansion is implemented and designed.  The State anticipates the cost 
to meet the new Medicaid expansion requirement will be approximately $9 million.  That does not include the 
cost of operational and personnel needs related to the expansion.   
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In addition, the limited nature of the federal timelines and lack of final rules has forced Idaho to design a phased 
approach to accommodate the uncertainty surrounding Medicaid.  Idaho is working on modernization, 
expansion and connection phases – all of which depend on the Supreme Court decision and 2012 elections.   
  

Indiana 
  
The additional enrollees will cost between $2.5 and $3.1 billion to Indiana’s Medicaid expenditures for the 
period 2014 to 2020. 
  
A fully state-operated Exchange is expected to cost the State between $57.7-$83.4M, annually. This is in 
addition to the cost of the Medicaid expansion. Even if the State decides not to operate an Exchange, there will 
still be costs associated with eligibility for premium tax credits.  Therefore, a fully federal Exchange is expected 
to cost the State between $10.4-$18.3M annually. 

  
Iowa 

  
As recently as eight years ago, Iowa spent less than $2.5 billion in total Medicaid expenditures. Total Medicaid 
spending in Iowa now approaches $4 billion and accounts for more than 15% of Iowa General Fund 
expenditures. 
  
When we entered office in January 2011, we were faced with replacing $540 million in one-time money that 
was used to fund the on-going Medicaid entitlement. Medicaid remains a complex funding source for health 
care that we manage very carefully.  
  
It is anticipated that the federal takeover of health care under the Affordable Care Act will increase Medicaid 
enrollment by at least 150,000 people in Iowa. In 2014, the first year of implementation, our Medicaid 
population will grow from 400,000 to more than 550,000 covered lives in a state where our population is just 
over 3 million people. The total cost of this expansion is estimated to be between $180 to $818 million (with 
mid-point estimate of $255 million) in the first year, with the state picking up an increasing share of this cost 
over time. The uncertainty surrounding the wide range of potential costs is alone cause for concern.  
  
Despite the federally mandated expansion of the Medicaid program, Iowa and other states will have less 
flexibility than ever before to effectively and efficiently manage this entitlement that is vital for so many of our 
vulnerable citizens. Federal maintenance of effort (MOE) requirements continue to tie the hands of state 
policymakers, forcing a continual squeeze on health care providers and diverting benefits from those who need 
them most.   
  

Kansas 
  

Without flexibility to reform Medicaid to improve outcomes and reduce costs, Kansas will continue to see 
increases in Medicaid spending. Kansas’ Medicaid budget has ballooned from $2.4 billion in 2008, at the onset 
of federally mandated maintenance of effort (MOE) requirements, to what will reach nearly $3 billion in 2013 
without reforms. In the same period, enrollment will have increased from 293,000 to almost 400,000 -- all 
before the mandated PPACA expansion.  
  
An example of the rigidity of the MOE requirements in the ARRA, and extended by PPACA, is the federal 
response to the Kansas Legislature's move in 2010 to adjust family premiums in the CHIP program by $40 a 
month. CMS did not approve it, citing MOE. Instead, HHS offered an option to raise premiums that would have 
amounted to about 50 cents per month on a typical premium.  
  
Kansas has proposed to acquire the flexibility it needs to remake Medicaid in a two-track Section 1115 
demonstration project. The first track will address authorities needed to implement KanCare, an integrated, 
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person-centered care coordination model that will incorporate nearly all Medicaid and CHIP populations and 
services, including long term services and supports. The second track proposes a global waiver, more 
specifically an outcomes-based Medicaid and CHIP program under a per capita block grant, fundamentally 
redefining the federal-state relationship in Medicaid and providing a model for reform that honors the program's 
statutory goal of improving the health of Americans in the greatest need. 
  

Louisiana 
  

Pending 
  

Maine 
  

Maine’s Medicaid program has experienced an increase in enrollment from 314,000 in June 2009 to 336,000 in 
June, 2010, and total spending in Maine’s Medicaid program has increased by over one billion dollars since 
2002. Over the last several years, Medicaid rates for healthcare providers have also been repeatedly cut to 
address the ongoing financial shortfalls in Medicaid as a result of increasing enrollment and utilization. As a 
result of these reductions, some Maine physicians have closed their practices to Medicaid patients significantly 
reducing access to primary care services for Medicaid beneficiaries. All of the above challenges will be 
exacerbated by ACA. As Maine struggles to confront a shortfall of more than $800 million in the next biennial 
budget and the requirement to adopt a balanced budget, it is imperative that the Governor and the Legislature 
have the necessary flexibility to comprehensively manage the Medicaid program and to make necessary 
changes to effectively reduce total spending in the program.  
  

Mississippi 
  

The overall cost to implement PPACA in Mississippi is estimated to be $1.7 billion over the next ten years, 
including an additional $443 million in year ten. 
  

Nebraska 
  
In addition, based upon preliminary professional consultant projections, the State of Nebraska estimates that it 
will cost anywhere from $61.4 million to $86.9 million to build a Health Insurance Exchange in Nebraska. Due 
to the changing nature of the health insurance exchange project and the instability of the federal government’s 
promulgation of final rules and regulations, the State projects that a state exchange annual operating budget 
would be $17.5 million per year starting in 2016.  
  

Nevada 
  

In April of 2010, the Nevada Department of Health and Human Services estimated the General Fund impact of 
implementing the Affordable Care Act was $574 million from 2014 through 2019. 
  

New Mexico 
  

With the implementation of Obamacare, New Mexico is poised to add an additional 130,000 – 175,000 
individuals to the Medicaid program with an additional cost of $300 million - $600 million between 2014 and 
2019. 
  

North Dakota 
  
With the implementation of Obamacare, North Dakota’s current estimate for additional Medicaid spending is 
$106 million over 10 years.  
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Ohio 
  
The estimated cost to Ohio from the first year to 2019 is over $2.7 billion for Medicaid services. These 
estimates do not include the cost of increases in administration of the program. The long-term sustainability of 
the program is called into question, unless Ohio is given new options on how to manage the program. 
  
  

Pennsylvania, Gov Corbett 
Pending 
  

South Carolina 
  

Medicaid enrollment will increase by 54% or 510,000 individuals in 2015 as a result of the Affordable Care 
Act.  176,000 of these persons will drop private insurance to go on Medicaid. The additional costs to state 
taxpayers between State Fiscal Year 2014 and State Fiscal Year 2020 ranges from $1.15 billion to $2.5 billion 
dollars depending on assumptions of participation rate and increases in physician fees resulting from physician 
shortages created by the new law. 
  

South Dakota 
  

South Dakota estimates it will cost at least $99.7 million in state funds through 2019 to comply with the 
Medicaid requirements of the PPACA. 
  
This burden coupled with the inability to change other parts of the Medicaid program due to the MOE 
requirements will result in rate cuts to providers. 
  
Providers that cannot absorb these cuts may stop taking people eligible for Medicaid, or may stop providing 
services altogether. 
  
This would have a hugely detrimental effect on a very rural state, including citizens that rely on Medicaid for 
their health care and communities that may see their health care providers leave or quit. These unintended 
consequences of the MOE provisions in the PPACA are counter-productive of its larger goal to help Americans 
get access to the health care they need. 
  

Tennessee 
  

Tennessee's Medicaid program is continuing to experience budgetary challenges in the coming fiscal year, as 
state revenues continue their slow climb back to pre-recession levels. Unfortunately, the MOE requirements 
limit the flexibility needed to make important changes to the program as we deal with such issues. For 
instance, TennCare could save $16 million alone just by modifying nursing facility level of care requirements 
that would bring Tennessee in line with the criteria of other states and rebalance its long-term care system in 
order to serve more people with lesser levels of need in more cost-effective home and community-based settings 
while targeting the more expensive long-term care services to persons with higher acuity of need. However, we 
have yet to receive approval to make such a change.  
  
At a time when Tennessee is already facing budget difficulties and the ACA is expected to cost the state in 
excess of $1.5 billion over five years, we must have the flexibility necessary to make common sense 
adjustments to the program. 
  

Texas 
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Medicaid is consistently one of the biggest expenses all states face. It accounts for a quarter of the state budget 
in Texas. The Affordable Care Act expands Medicaid without reforming the program. 
  
ACA will increase Medicaid enrollment in Texas by nearly 2 million people and cost the state $27 billion over 
10 years. 
States have received little federal guidance on key ACA provisions, including the primary care rate increases 
which is required starting in 2013.  Additionally, guidance is needed on Medicaid Benchmark Benefits, 
eligibility changes, FMAP methodology and numerous other provisions. 
Lack of timely guidance makes it impossible for states to effectively plan for the mushrooming Medicaid 
caseloads that the law will create. HHSC needs final, detailed guidance from the federal government to 
determine the full impact of certain ACA provisions on the Texas Medicaid and CHIP programs, and to make 
federally-required 
changes. 
ACA does not recognize states’ unique needs and prevents each state from tailoring its Medicaid and CHIP 
programs in accordance with the intent of its elected and appointed representatives. 
  

Utah 
  
The Insurance Department has been tracking hours of work to account for the additional burdens imposed by 
the ACA.  During FY11, we are able to account for over 5,700 hours, equating to approximately $182,000 is 
personnel costs.  Included in the estimate is time spent on rate review which has been supported by a grant from 
HHS, reimbursing the department $112,757 in personnel costs.  In additional to the above, numerous hours have 
been incurred by the Commissioner or our actuary 
  

Virginia 
  

The Commonwealth of Virginia has estimated the Medicaid cost of federal health reform to the State to be 
between $1.5 and $2.2 billion through 2022.  These estimates have not been updated since August 2010, but 
because of the length of the recession and the current pace of economic growth, along with other developments 
in our understanding of the full impact of PPACA, the higher end of the cost range seems more realistic.  For 
example, in a study completed for Medicaid Health Plans of America, Milliman, Inc. has estimated that the 
PPACA-mandated tax on health insurance companies, which did not exclude Medicaid health plans, will cost 
Virginia, a heavily managed Medicaid state, approximately $430 - $500 million through 2023; this was not 
included in Virginia’s 2010 estimates of the PPACA cost, meaning this $430 - $500 million would be in 
addition to the $1.5 to $2.2 billion already estimated. Virginia is in the process of re-estimating impacts in 
preparation for the 2012 Medicaid forecast due in the fall of 2012.  At that time, the estimates should better 
reflect the current economic environment in Virginia, and reflect a better understanding of the PPACA impact 
based on subsequent analysis and federal guidance that was not available for the 2010 estimates.” 
  
Wisconsin, Gov Walker 
Pending 
  

Wyoming 
  

The costs of maintaining our Medicaid program are fast becoming a serious threat to our state general funds. 
The 2013-2014 biennial budget for Medicaid in Wyoming includes $560 million in state general fund dollars. 
This is just the cost to provide care to the current population of approximately 76,000 enrollees. A study of 
Wyoming impacts from PPACA conducted by The Lewin Group in 2010 estimates an additional 31,000 
enrollees due to the Medicaid expansion in 2014 – an increase of over 40%. It is difficult to estimate what the 
fiscal impact of this huge bolus of new enrollees will be. The State legislature commissioned a Medicaid Cost 
Study in 2011 and we expect findings in mid-2012.  We do know, however, that the cost of implementing a new 
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eligibility and enrollment system for Medicaid will cost over $3.5 million in state general funds after the 90/10 
federal match.  
  
The larger and more detrimental impact of the implementation of PPACA is likely to be to our private health 
insurance markets.  An actuarial study of our small group and individual markets conducted by Gorman 
Actuarial, LLC in 2011 indicates that we can expect premiums to go up an average of 30% to 40% in the 
individual market due solely to new insurance regulations effective in 2014. When you add the projected impact 
of higher morbidity of new entrants into the market and essential benefit mandates, we can expect overall 40% 
to 60% increases in premiums in the individual market.  
  
Given that Wyoming already has a higher percentage of small employers that self-insure than other states, it’s 
not unreasonable to expect a number of small employers to stop providing insured coverage and either move 
their employees to the individual market or to self-insure to avoid regulation. During recent town hall meetings, 
a number of small employers indicated that it would be cheaper for them to pay the PPACA penalties for not 
providing coverage than it will be to continue to provide coverage. The Lewin Group estimates a net loss of 
over 8,000 covered lives in the employer sponsored insurance market.  
  
With all the changes in PPACA, Gorman Actuarial estimates over 41,000 people in Wyoming will remain 
uninsured by 2016. This represents about half of the 83,000 people currently uninsured in our state.  
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Alabama 
 
The implementation of Obamacare will increase the costs of state government immediately and in the 
near future. 
 
The overall Medicaid budget alone is expected to increase from $6.3 Billion in 2012 to $13.2 Billion at 
the beginning of the 2020 fiscal year. 
 
Medicaid Expansion Details 

• By 2014, Alabama expects to add up to 534,000 new enrollees to Medicaid. This is 
due to mandated eligibility to anyone under age 65 who has an income of less than 
133% of the federal poverty level. 

 
• Alabama is also required to provide subsidies to adults earning between 134% and 

400% and children with incomes between 301% and 400%. This expansion would 
increase Medicaid eligibility from the current 21% of the state’s population to about 
40% of the population.  

 
• Nearly 1,000 new primary care physicians will be needed to care for this new 

population. 
 

• This cost of services for the new eligibles would initially be borne by the federal 
government, but that support would fade to 90% of the cost by 2020.  

 
• HCR legislation does not provide any additional funds to the state to certify enroll 

and manage the new recipients. 
 
Eligibility system changes will be required to add new enrollees, to differentiate between those eligible 
under new vs. previous rules (each with different matching rates) and to allow information to flow back 
and forth between subsidy plans and Medicaid. 
 

 
Alaska 

 
Alaska continues to be hampered in its efforts to manage the costs of its Medicaid program and 
continues to see Medicaid population increases.  For the first time in recent history the Budget of the 
Department of Health and Social Services (Medicaid Authority) has surpassed that of the Department of 
Education and is projected to continue to grow ahead of inflation.  

 
For FY2013 it is projected that Alaska will need an additional $45 million in state general funds to cope 
with program growth and another $129 million in state general funds to offset the loss of enhanced 
federal Medicaid funding.  Alaska continues to be faced with substantial growth in Medicaid caseloads 
and utilization and forecasts an over 20 percent increase in Medicaid state general fund expenditures.  
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The State of Alaska continues to narrow projections on estimating the total cost of the ACA over the 
long term. However, a June 2010 preliminary analysis of the Medicaid impacts reflects that cumulative 
state general fund spending will increase by $100M million, through 2020. While direct care spending in 
the early years is offset by increased federal match rates, spending in later years paints an even more 
concerning picture for Alaska's future and the ever increasing impact of Medicaid expansion on the State 
budget while oil throughput continues to decline. 

 
Arizona 
 
The mandatory Medicaid expansions in PPACA, and the woodwork created by these expansions, are 
expected to cost Arizona over $550 million in the next three fiscal years. Once fully implemented in the 
latter half of this decade, PPACA is anticipated to increase Arizona’s annual Medicaid obligations by 
almost $500 million per year. Furthermore, because Arizona expanded to 100% of the Federal Poverty 
Level before the passage of the PPACA, it receives a lower matching rate for those populations than 
other states that did not expand (who will initially receive full federal financing).  
 
Over the four year period of the recession, while overall state spending decreased, Medicaid spending 
soared by 63 percent, to the point where it accounted for nearly 30 percent of the state general fund in the 
recently-completed FY 2011. During the recession, Arizona’s projected deficits spiked, which 
necessitated a series of aggressive, unprecedented steps in order to return the State to fiscal stability. An 
important element of this effort was the paring back of Arizona’s Medicaid program in FY 2012, which 
will be undermined by the mandated increases in population due to the PPACA. 

 
Florida 

 
According to Florida’s Agency for Health Care Administration, ObamaCare’s Medicaid expansion will 
force Florida to spend an additional $1.5 billion and force an additional 1.8 million Floridians to enroll in 
Medicaid in four years. 
 

 
Georgia 

 
Projections assume state implementation of Medicaid eligibility expansion.   
 
Enrollment Growth 

1. An additional 620,000 people will be enrolled in Medicaid in 2014 growing to almost 695,000 by 2023 
• These numbers include both children and adults currently eligible but not enrolled, newly 

eligible populations and enrollment due to employers dropping coverage 
2. The addition of 620,000 new people in 2014 represents a 34% increase in Medicaid rolls   
3. PPACA will increase the percent of Georgia’s on Medicaid from 17.6% today to 24.2% in 2014. 

 
Projected State Fiscal Impact related to Medicaid and PeachCare  

• 2014 (6 months cost – effective January 1, 2014) 
• State Funds Cost:    $76.3 million 
• Total Funds (State + Federal) Cost: $1.9 billion  

2015 
• State Funds Cost:   $219.8 million 
• Total Funds (State + Federal) Cost: $3.7 billion 

 
10 Year total (2014 – 2023) 

• State Funds Cost:  $4.5 billion 
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• Total Funds (State + Federal) Cost: $40.8 billion 
 
Key Assumptions 
Generally assumes take-up rate of 35% among currently eligible but not enrolled and 66% take-up rate among 
newly eligible.   
Assumes that the ACA’s employer mandate will prevent firms >50 employees from dropping coverage.   
Assumes CHIP FMAP applies to children transferred to Medicaid.   

• Medicaid federal share of cost for New Categories of Coverage is 100% for CFY 2014-
2016, 95% in CFY 2017, 94% in CFY 2018, 93% in CFY 2019, and , 90% in the 
outyears. 

• Does not include DSH impact, start-up costs or potential savings in non-Medicaid 
budgets.   

• Assumes eligible populations grow at 1.3% per year and expenses grow at 2.8% per year.   
• Assumes CHIP is re-authorized in its current form after 2019 

 
Idaho 

 
Idaho estimates between 150,000 and 200,000 new eligibles could be added to the Medicaid caseload 
when new expansion rules are implemented which could mean an 40-percent increase in participation 
compared to Idaho’s current caseloads.  The overall Medicaid benefit cost attributed to PPACA 
Medicaid provisions in the State of Idaho is conservatively estimated to be $228 million in State funds 
by 2020.  In preparation for the PPACA 2014 changes, Medicaid system readiness is estimated to cost 
$34.8 million, of which Idaho’s share will be $3.48 million.  

 
Idaho is purposely holding off on changes related to the Medicaid expansion requirement because of the 
uncertainty surrounding the Supreme Court’s decision, 2012 elections and State legislative decisions 
which could drastically impact how Medicaid expansion is implemented and designed.  The State 
anticipates the cost to meet the new Medicaid expansion requirement will be approximately $9 million.  
That does not include the cost of operational and personnel needs related to the expansion.   

 
In addition, the limited nature of the federal timelines and lack of final rules has forced Idaho to design a 
phased approach to accommodate the uncertainty surrounding Medicaid.  Idaho is working on 
modernization, expansion and connection phases – all of which depend on the Supreme Court decision 
and 2012 elections.   

 
Indiana 

 
The additional enrollees will cost between $2.5 and $3.1 billion to Indiana’s Medicaid expenditures for 
the period 2014 to 2020. 

 
A fully state-operated Exchange is expected to cost the State between $57.7-$83.4M annually. This is in 
addition to the cost of the Medicaid expansion. Even if the State decides not to operate an Exchange, there will 
still be costs associated with eligibility for premium tax credits.  Therefore, a fully federal Exchange is expected 
to cost the State between $10.4-$18.3M annually. 

 
Iowa 

 
As recently as eight years ago, Iowa spent less than $2.5 billion in total Medicaid expenditures. Total 
Medicaid spending in Iowa now approaches $4 billion and accounts for more than 15% of Iowa General 
Fund expenditures. 
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When we entered office in January 2011, we were faced with replacing $540 million in one-time money 
that was used to fund the on-going Medicaid entitlement. Medicaid remains a complex funding source 
for health care that we manage very carefully.  

 
It is anticipated that the federal takeover of health care under the Affordable Care Act will increase 
Medicaid enrollment by at least 150,000 people in Iowa. In 2014, the first year of implementation, our 
Medicaid population will grow from 400,000 to more than 550,000 covered lives in a state where our 
population is just over 3 million people. The total cost of this expansion is estimated to be between $180 
to $818 million (with mid-point estimate of $255 million) in the first year, with the state picking up an 
increasing share of this cost over time. The uncertainty surrounding the wide range of potential costs is 
alone cause for concern.  

 
Despite the federally mandated expansion of the Medicaid program, Iowa and other states will have less 
flexibility than ever before to effectively and efficiently manage this entitlement that is vital for so many 
of our vulnerable citizens. Federal maintenance of effort (MOE) requirements continue to tie the hands 
of state policymakers, forcing a continual squeeze on health care providers and diverting benefits from 
those who need them most.   
 
Kansas 

 
Without flexibility to reform Medicaid to improve outcomes and reduce costs, Kansas will continue to 
see increases in Medicaid spending. Kansas’ Medicaid budget has ballooned from $2.4 billion in 2008, 
at the onset of federally mandated maintenance of effort (MOE) requirements, to what will reach nearly 
$3 billion in 2013 without reforms. In the same period, enrollment will have increased from 293,000 to 
almost 400,000 -- all before the mandated PPACA expansion.  

 
An example of the rigidity of the MOE requirements in the ARRA, and extended by PPACA, is the 
federal response to the Kansas Legislature's move in 2010 to adjust family premiums in the CHIP 
program by $40 a month. CMS did not approve it, citing MOE. Instead, HHS offered an option to raise 
premiums that would have amounted to about 50 cents per month on a typical premium.  

 
Kansas has proposed to acquire the flexibility it needs to remake Medicaid in a two-track Section 1115 
demonstration project. The first track will address authorities needed to implement KanCare, an 
integrated, person-centered care coordination model that will incorporate nearly all Medicaid and CHIP 
populations and services, including long term services and supports. The second track proposes a global 
waiver, more specifically an outcomes-based Medicaid and CHIP program under a per capita block 
grant, fundamentally redefining the federal-state relationship in Medicaid and providing a model for 
reform that honors the program's statutory goal of improving the health of Americans in the greatest 
need. 
 
Louisiana 

 
Obamacare is expected to cost Louisiana a total of $7 billion in additional state general funds over the next 10 
years. 

 
Obamacare will increase Medicaid rolls by 645,843 over the next 10 years at a cost of $3.69 billion in state 
general funds. 

 
High costs of the IT systems needed to implement the expansions and the link to the Exchange (whether state-
run or federal) are estimated to cost $162 million in state general funds. 
Increase payments to primary care providers, increased utilization for physicians and hospitals are estimated to 
cost $2.6 billion in state general funds. 
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Maine 

 
Pending 

 
Mississippi 

 
The overall cost to implement PPACA in Mississippi is estimated to be $1.7 billion over the next ten 
years, including an additional $443 million in year ten. 

 
Nebraska 
 
Based upon an independent third-party actuarial analysis, the State of Nebraska faces an unfunded and 
unsustainable state funding obligation for the new and expanded Medicaid programs under the federal 
health care law ranging from $526.3 million to $765.9 million in just the first ten years  (fiscal years 
2011-2020).   
 
In addition, based upon preliminary professional consultant projections, the State of Nebraska estimates 
that it will cost anywhere from $61.4 million to $86.9 million to build a Health Insurance Exchange in 
Nebraska. Due to the changing nature of the health insurance exchange project and the instability of the 
federal government’s promulgation of final rules and regulations, the State projects that a state exchange 
annual operating budget would be $17.5 million per year starting in 2016.  
 
 
Nevada 

 
In April of 2010, the Nevada Department of Health and Human Services estimated the General Fund 
impact of implementing the Affordable Care Act was $574 million from 2014 through 2019. 
 
New Mexico 

 
With the implementation of Obamacare, New Mexico is poised to add an additional 130,000 – 175,000 
individual to the Medicaid program with an additional cost of $300 million - $600 million between 2014 
and 2019. 

 
North Dakota 

 
With the implementation of Obamacare, North Dakota’s current estimate for additional Medicaid 
spending is $106 million over 10 years.  
 
Ohio 

 
The estimated cost to Ohio from the first year to 2019 is over $2.7 billion for Medicaid services. These 
estimates do not include the cost of increases in administration of the program. The long-term 
sustainability of the program is called into question, unless Ohio is given new options on how to manage 
the program. 
 
Oklahoma 

 
The Oklahoma Health Care Authority estimates that the Obamacare Medicaid expansion will cost an 
additional $4.6 billion in state and federal funding and will add 250,000 new Oklahoman’s to the 
Medicaid rolls from 2014-2020. 
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Pennsylvania 

 
Pennsylvania's Medicaid spending has doubled over the past ten years and it now comprises 31% of the 
state’s budget. It has grown four times faster than K-12 spending, and nine times faster than 
transportation spending.  Even before the healthcare bill passed, Medicaid has been on an unsustainable 
path.  Under this law, these statistics will only get worse.  Pennsylvania will see an additional 800,000 
individuals on the Medicaid rolls adding a significant burden to the budget and taxpayers. As the 
Medicaid population continues to increase and state revenues continue to not keep pace, the mandates 
of the maintenance of effort requirement and the lack of any meaningful flexibility within the program 
will severely hamper virtually all other aspects of the state budget.  States simply cannot afford 
Obamacare.  Their budgets will be crushed by the Medicaid expansion that the federal establishment is 
forcing on them.  Americans deserve a vibrant, robust, competitive and transparent health care system 
that puts patients and quality first, focuses on personal responsibility, not a large government takeover 
that shifts the costs from the federal government to state tax payers.   
 
South Carolina 

 
Medicaid enrollment will increase by 54% or 510,000 individuals in 2015 as a result of the Affordable 
Care Act.  176,000 of these persons will drop private insurance to go on Medicaid. The additional costs 
to state taxpayers between State Fiscal Year 2014 and State Fiscal Year 2020 ranges from $1.15 billion 
to $2.5 billion dollars depending on assumptions of participation rate and increases in physician fees 
resulting from physician shortages created by the new law. 

 
South Dakota 

 
South Dakota estimates it will cost at least $99.7 million in state funds through 2019 to comply with the 
Medicaid requirements of the PPACA. 

 
This burden coupled with the inability to change other parts of the Medicaid program due to the MOE 
requirements will result in rate cuts to providers. 

 
Providers that cannot absorb these cuts may stop taking people eligible for Medicaid, or may stop 
providing services altogether. 

 
This would have a hugely detrimental effect on a very rural state, including citizens that rely on 
Medicaid for their health care and communities that may see their health care providers leave or quit. 
These unintended consequences of the MOE provisions in the PPACA are counter-productive of its 
larger goal to help Americans get access to the health care they need. 

 
Tennessee 

 
Tennessee's Medicaid program is continuing to experience budgetary challenges in the coming fiscal 
year, as state revenues continue their slow climb back to pre-recession levels. Unfortunately, the MOE 
requirements limit the flexibility needed to make important changes to the program as we deal with such 
issues. For instance, TennCare could save $16 million alone just by modifying nursing facility level of 
care requirements that would bring Tennessee in line with the criteria of other states and rebalance its 
long-term care system in order to serve more people with lesser levels of need in more cost-effective 
home and community-based settings while targeting the more expensive long-term care services to 
persons with higher acuity of need. However, we have yet to receive approval to make such a change.  
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At a time when Tennessee is already facing budget difficulties and the ACA is expected to cost the state 
in excess of $1.5 billion over five years, we must have the flexibility necessary to make common sense 
adjustments to the program. 

 
Texas 

 
Pending 
 
Utah 

 
The Insurance Department has been tracking hours of work to account for the additional burdens 
imposed by the ACA.  During FY11, we are able to account for over 5,700 hours, equating to 
approximately $182,000 is personnel costs.  Included in the estimate is time spent on rate review which 
has been supported by a grant from HHS, reimbursing the department $112,757 in personnel costs.  In 
additional to the above, numerous hours have been incurred by the Commissioner or our actuary 

 
Virginia 

 
The Commonwealth of Virginia has estimated the Medicaid cost of federal health reform to the State to 
be between $1.5 and $2.2 billion through 2022.  These estimates have not been updated since August 
2010, but because of the length of the recession and the current pace of economic growth, along with 
other developments in our understanding of the full impact of PPACA, the higher end of the cost range 
seems more realistic.  For example, in a study completed for Medicaid Health Plans of America, 
Milliman, Inc. has estimated that the PPACA-mandated tax on health insurance companies, which did 
not exclude Medicaid health plans, will cost Virginia, a heavily managed Medicaid state, approximately 
$430 - $500 million through 2023; this was not included in Virginia’s 2010 estimates of the PPACA 
cost, meaning this $430 - $500 million would be in addition to the $1.5 to $2.2 billion already estimated. 
Virginia is in the process of re-estimating impacts in preparation for the 2012 Medicaid forecast due in 
the fall of 2012.  At that time, the estimates should better reflect the current economic environment in 
Virginia, and reflect a better understanding of the PPACA impact based on subsequent analysis and 
federal guidance that was not available for the 2010 estimates.” 
 
Wisconsin 

 
If implemented, the PPACA will force a heavy financial burden upon the people of Wisconsin through 
increased health insurance premiums, the expansion of Medicaid, and a new entitlement that will create 
new inequities among working families.  Moreover, much of the new spending will not be used to 
increase coverage in Wisconsin, which has already achieved the levels of insurance that is aspired to 
under PPACA.  Public dollars will simply displace private dollars at a higher cost.   

 
New estimates from the Obama Administration and the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office (CBO) 
demonstrate that Medicaid enrollment will be higher than previously estimated.  The Wisconsin 
Department of Health Services (DHS) believes that increased enrollment among currently eligible 
individuals and retention of higher income children due to Maintenance of Effort (MOE) requirements 
will drive up the cost to the state.  However, the direct burden on the state budget remains uncertain.  
New eligibility rules will result in some individuals migrating into and out of Medicaid.  Rules on 
federal matching rates that are critical to our fiscal analysis have not been finalized.  

 
More than 750,000 childless adults, parents, caretakers, and children are already enrolled in Wisconsin 
Medicaid programs.  There will be no additional federal assistance for the vast majority of these 
individuals and future enrollees.  Some additional federal assistance will apply only to a relatively small 
number of individuals.  Whether the federal government will “buy out” the state share of some 
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eligibility groups is unknown at this time.  It will matter little to taxpayers whether the costs will count 
as federal or state expenditures.  Increased federal control over the management of the Medicaid 
program is stifling innovation and threatens to unnecessarily drive up costs. 

 
Wyoming 

 
The costs of maintaining our Medicaid program are fast becoming a serious threat to our state general 
funds. The 2013-2014 biennial budget for Medicaid in Wyoming includes $560 million in state general 
fund dollars. This is just the cost to provide care to the current population of approximately 76,000 
enrollees. A study of Wyoming impacts from PPACA conducted by The Lewin Group in 2010 estimates 
an additional 31,000 enrollees due to the Medicaid expansion in 2014 – an increase of over 40%. It is 
difficult to estimate what the fiscal impact of this huge bolus of new enrollees will be. The State 
legislature commissioned a Medicaid Cost Study in 2011 and we expect findings in mid-2012.  We do 
know, however, that the cost of implementing a new eligibility and enrollment system for Medicaid will 
cost over $3.5 million in state general funds after the 90/10 federal match.  

 
The larger and more detrimental impact of the implementation of PPACA is likely to be to our private 
health insurance markets.  An actuarial study of our small group and individual markets conducted by 
Gorman Actuarial, LLC in 2011 indicates that we can expect premiums to go up an average of 30% to 
40% in the individual market due solely to new insurance regulations effective in 2014. When you add 
the projected impact of higher morbidity of new entrants into the market and essential benefit mandates, 
we can expect overall 40% to 60% increases in premiums in the individual market.  

 
Given that Wyoming already has a higher percentage of small employers that self-insure than other 
states, it’s not unreasonable to expect a number of small employers to stop providing insured coverage 
and either moves their employees to the individual market or to self-insure to avoid regulation. During 
recent town hall meetings, a number of small employers indicated that it would be cheaper for them to 
pay the PPACA penalties for not providing coverage than it will be to continue to provide coverage. The 
Lewin Group estimates a net loss of over 8,000 covered lives in the employer sponsored insurance 
market.  

 
With all the changes in PPACA, Gorman Actuarial estimates over 41,000 people in Wyoming will 
remain uninsured by 2016. This represents about half of the 83,000 people currently uninsured in our 
state.  
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Alabama 
 
The implementation of Obamacare will increase the costs of state government immediately and in the 
near future. 
 
The overall Medicaid budget alone is expected to increase from $6.3 Billion in 2012 to $13.2 Billion at 
the beginning of the 2020 fiscal year. 
 
Medicaid Expansion Details 

• By 2014, Alabama expects to add up to 534,000 new enrollees to Medicaid. This is 
due to mandated eligibility to anyone under age 65 who has an income of less than 
133% of the federal poverty level. 

 
• Alabama is also required to provide subsidies to adults earning between 134% and 

400% and children with incomes between 301% and 400%. This expansion would 
increase Medicaid eligibility from the current 21% of the state’s population to about 
40% of the population.  

 
• Nearly 1,000 new primary care physicians will be needed to care for this new 

population. 
 

• This cost of services for the new eligibles would initially be borne by the federal 
government, but that support would fade to 90% of the cost by 2020.  

 
• HCR legislation does not provide any additional funds to the state to certify enroll 

and manage the new recipients. 
 
Eligibility system changes will be required to add new enrollees, to differentiate between those eligible 
under new vs. previous rules (each with different matching rates) and to allow information to flow back 
and forth between subsidy plans and Medicaid. 
 

 
Alaska 

 
Alaska continues to be hampered in its efforts to manage the costs of its Medicaid program and 
continues to see Medicaid population increases.  For the first time in recent history the Budget of the 
Department of Health and Social Services (Medicaid Authority) has surpassed that of the Department of 
Education and is projected to continue to grow ahead of inflation.  

 
For FY2013 it is projected that Alaska will need an additional $45 million in state general funds to cope 
with program growth and another $129 million in state general funds to offset the loss of enhanced 
federal Medicaid funding.  Alaska continues to be faced with substantial growth in Medicaid caseloads 
and utilization and forecasts an over 20 percent increase in Medicaid state general fund expenditures.  
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The State of Alaska continues to narrow projections on estimating the total cost of the ACA over the 
long term. However, a June 2010 preliminary analysis of the Medicaid impacts reflects that cumulative 
state general fund spending will increase by $100M million, through 2020. While direct care spending in 
the early years is offset by increased federal match rates, spending in later years paints an even more 
concerning picture for Alaska's future and the ever increasing impact of Medicaid expansion on the State 
budget while oil throughput continues to decline. 

 
Arizona 
 
The mandatory Medicaid expansions in PPACA, and the woodwork created by these expansions, are 
expected to cost Arizona over $550 million in the next three fiscal years. Once fully implemented in the 
latter half of this decade, PPACA is anticipated to increase Arizona’s annual Medicaid obligations by 
almost $500 million per year. Furthermore, because Arizona expanded to 100% of the Federal Poverty 
Level before the passage of the PPACA, it receives a lower matching rate for those populations than 
other states that did not expand (who will initially receive full federal financing).  
 
Over the four year period of the recession, while overall state spending decreased, Medicaid spending 
soared by 63 percent, to the point where it accounted for nearly 30 percent of the state general fund in the 
recently-completed FY 2011. During the recession, Arizona’s projected deficits spiked, which 
necessitated a series of aggressive, unprecedented steps in order to return the State to fiscal stability. An 
important element of this effort was the paring back of Arizona’s Medicaid program in FY 2012, which 
will be undermined by the mandated increases in population due to the PPACA. 

 
Florida 

 
According to Florida’s Agency for Health Care Administration, ObamaCare’s Medicaid expansion will 
force Florida to spend an additional $1.5 billion and force an additional 1.8 million Floridians to enroll in 
Medicaid in four years. 
 

 
Georgia 

 
Projections assume state implementation of Medicaid eligibility expansion.   
 
Enrollment Growth 

1. An additional 620,000 people will be enrolled in Medicaid in 2014 growing to almost 695,000 by 2023 
• These numbers include both children and adults currently eligible but not enrolled, newly 

eligible populations and enrollment due to employers dropping coverage 
2. The addition of 620,000 new people in 2014 represents a 34% increase in Medicaid rolls   
3. PPACA will increase the percent of Georgia’s on Medicaid from 17.6% today to 24.2% in 2014. 

 
Projected State Fiscal Impact related to Medicaid and PeachCare  

• 2014 (6 months cost – effective January 1, 2014) 
• State Funds Cost:    $76.3 million 
• Total Funds (State + Federal) Cost: $1.9 billion  

2015 
• State Funds Cost:   $219.8 million 
• Total Funds (State + Federal) Cost: $3.7 billion 

 
10 Year total (2014 – 2023) 

• State Funds Cost:  $4.5 billion 
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• Total Funds (State + Federal) Cost: $40.8 billion 
 
Key Assumptions 
Generally assumes take-up rate of 35% among currently eligible but not enrolled and 66% take-up rate among 
newly eligible.   
Assumes that the ACA’s employer mandate will prevent firms >50 employees from dropping coverage.   
Assumes CHIP FMAP applies to children transferred to Medicaid.   

• Medicaid federal share of cost for New Categories of Coverage is 100% for CFY 2014-
2016, 95% in CFY 2017, 94% in CFY 2018, 93% in CFY 2019, and , 90% in the 
outyears. 

• Does not include DSH impact, start-up costs or potential savings in non-Medicaid 
budgets.   

• Assumes eligible populations grow at 1.3% per year and expenses grow at 2.8% per year.   
• Assumes CHIP is re-authorized in its current form after 2019 

 
Idaho 

 
Idaho estimates between 150,000 and 200,000 new eligibles could be added to the Medicaid caseload 
when new expansion rules are implemented which could mean an 40-percent increase in participation 
compared to Idaho’s current caseloads.  The overall Medicaid benefit cost attributed to PPACA 
Medicaid provisions in the State of Idaho is conservatively estimated to be $228 million in State funds 
by 2020.  In preparation for the PPACA 2014 changes, Medicaid system readiness is estimated to cost 
$34.8 million, of which Idaho’s share will be $3.48 million.  

 
Idaho is purposely holding off on changes related to the Medicaid expansion requirement because of the 
uncertainty surrounding the Supreme Court’s decision, 2012 elections and State legislative decisions 
which could drastically impact how Medicaid expansion is implemented and designed.  The State 
anticipates the cost to meet the new Medicaid expansion requirement will be approximately $9 million.  
That does not include the cost of operational and personnel needs related to the expansion.   

 
In addition, the limited nature of the federal timelines and lack of final rules has forced Idaho to design a 
phased approach to accommodate the uncertainty surrounding Medicaid.  Idaho is working on 
modernization, expansion and connection phases – all of which depend on the Supreme Court decision 
and 2012 elections.   

 
Indiana 

 
The additional enrollees will cost between $2.5 and $3.1 billion to Indiana’s Medicaid expenditures for 
the period 2014 to 2020. 

 
A fully state-operated Exchange is expected to cost the State between $57.7-$83.4M annually. This is in 
addition to the cost of the Medicaid expansion. Even if the State decides not to operate an Exchange, there will 
still be costs associated with eligibility for premium tax credits.  Therefore, a fully federal Exchange is expected 
to cost the State between $10.4-$18.3M annually. 

 
Iowa 

 
As recently as eight years ago, Iowa spent less than $2.5 billion in total Medicaid expenditures. Total 
Medicaid spending in Iowa now approaches $4 billion and accounts for more than 15% of Iowa General 
Fund expenditures. 
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When we entered office in January 2011, we were faced with replacing $540 million in one-time money 
that was used to fund the on-going Medicaid entitlement. Medicaid remains a complex funding source 
for health care that we manage very carefully.  

 
It is anticipated that the federal takeover of health care under the Affordable Care Act will increase 
Medicaid enrollment by at least 150,000 people in Iowa. In 2014, the first year of implementation, our 
Medicaid population will grow from 400,000 to more than 550,000 covered lives in a state where our 
population is just over 3 million people. The total cost of this expansion is estimated to be between $180 
to $818 million (with mid-point estimate of $255 million) in the first year, with the state picking up an 
increasing share of this cost over time. The uncertainty surrounding the wide range of potential costs is 
alone cause for concern.  

 
Despite the federally mandated expansion of the Medicaid program, Iowa and other states will have less 
flexibility than ever before to effectively and efficiently manage this entitlement that is vital for so many 
of our vulnerable citizens. Federal maintenance of effort (MOE) requirements continue to tie the hands 
of state policymakers, forcing a continual squeeze on health care providers and diverting benefits from 
those who need them most.   
 
Kansas 

 
Without flexibility to reform Medicaid to improve outcomes and reduce costs, Kansas will continue to 
see increases in Medicaid spending. Kansas’ Medicaid budget has ballooned from $2.4 billion in 2008, 
at the onset of federally mandated maintenance of effort (MOE) requirements, to what will reach nearly 
$3 billion in 2013 without reforms. In the same period, enrollment will have increased from 293,000 to 
almost 400,000 -- all before the mandated PPACA expansion.  

 
An example of the rigidity of the MOE requirements in the ARRA, and extended by PPACA, is the 
federal response to the Kansas Legislature's move in 2010 to adjust family premiums in the CHIP 
program by $40 a month. CMS did not approve it, citing MOE. Instead, HHS offered an option to raise 
premiums that would have amounted to about 50 cents per month on a typical premium.  

 
Kansas has proposed to acquire the flexibility it needs to remake Medicaid in a two-track Section 1115 
demonstration project. The first track will address authorities needed to implement KanCare, an 
integrated, person-centered care coordination model that will incorporate nearly all Medicaid and CHIP 
populations and services, including long term services and supports. The second track proposes a global 
waiver, more specifically an outcomes-based Medicaid and CHIP program under a per capita block 
grant, fundamentally redefining the federal-state relationship in Medicaid and providing a model for 
reform that honors the program's statutory goal of improving the health of Americans in the greatest 
need. 
 
Louisiana 

 
Obamacare is expected to cost Louisiana a total of $7 billion in additional state general funds over the next 10 
years. 

 
Obamacare will increase Medicaid rolls by 645,843 over the next 10 years at a cost of $3.69 billion in state 
general funds. 

 
High costs of the IT systems needed to implement the expansions and the link to the Exchange (whether state-
run or federal) are estimated to cost $162 million in state general funds. 
Increase payments to primary care providers, increased utilization for physicians and hospitals are estimated to 
cost $2.6 billion in state general funds. 
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Maine 

 
Pending 

 
Mississippi 

 
The overall cost to implement PPACA in Mississippi is estimated to be $1.7 billion over the next ten 
years, including an additional $443 million in year ten. 

 
Nebraska 
 
Based upon an independent third-party actuarial analysis, the State of Nebraska faces an unfunded and 
unsustainable state funding obligation for the new and expanded Medicaid programs under the federal 
health care law ranging from $526.3 million to $765.9 million in just the first ten years  (fiscal years 
2011-2020).   
 
In addition, based upon preliminary professional consultant projections, the State of Nebraska estimates 
that it will cost anywhere from $61.4 million to $86.9 million to build a Health Insurance Exchange in 
Nebraska. Due to the changing nature of the health insurance exchange project and the instability of the 
federal government’s promulgation of final rules and regulations, the State projects that a state exchange 
annual operating budget would be $17.5 million per year starting in 2016.  
 
 
Nevada 

 
In April of 2010, the Nevada Department of Health and Human Services estimated the General Fund 
impact of implementing the Affordable Care Act was $574 million from 2014 through 2019. 
 
New Mexico 

 
With the implementation of Obamacare, New Mexico is poised to add an additional 130,000 – 175,000 
individual to the Medicaid program with an additional cost of $300 million - $600 million between 2014 
and 2019. 

 
North Dakota 

 
With the implementation of Obamacare, North Dakota’s current estimate for additional Medicaid 
spending is $106 million over 10 years.  
 
Ohio 

 
The estimated cost to Ohio from the first year to 2019 is over $2.7 billion for Medicaid services. These 
estimates do not include the cost of increases in administration of the program. The long-term 
sustainability of the program is called into question, unless Ohio is given new options on how to manage 
the program. 
 
Oklahoma 

 
The Oklahoma Health Care Authority estimates that the Obamacare Medicaid expansion will cost an 
additional $4.6 billion in state and federal funding and will add 250,000 new Oklahoman’s to the 
Medicaid rolls from 2014-2020. 
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Pennsylvania 

 
Pennsylvania's Medicaid spending has doubled over the past ten years and it now comprises 31% of the 
state’s budget. It has grown four times faster than K-12 spending, and nine times faster than 
transportation spending.  Even before the healthcare bill passed, Medicaid has been on an unsustainable 
path.  Under this law, these statistics will only get worse.  Pennsylvania will see an additional 800,000 
individuals on the Medicaid rolls adding a significant burden to the budget and taxpayers. As the 
Medicaid population continues to increase and state revenues continue to not keep pace, the mandates 
of the maintenance of effort requirement and the lack of any meaningful flexibility within the program 
will severely hamper virtually all other aspects of the state budget.  States simply cannot afford 
Obamacare.  Their budgets will be crushed by the Medicaid expansion that the federal establishment is 
forcing on them.  Americans deserve a vibrant, robust, competitive and transparent health care system 
that puts patients and quality first, focuses on personal responsibility, not a large government takeover 
that shifts the costs from the federal government to state tax payers.   
 
South Carolina 

 
Medicaid enrollment will increase by 54% or 510,000 individuals in 2015 as a result of the Affordable 
Care Act.  176,000 of these persons will drop private insurance to go on Medicaid. The additional costs 
to state taxpayers between State Fiscal Year 2014 and State Fiscal Year 2020 ranges from $1.15 billion 
to $2.5 billion dollars depending on assumptions of participation rate and increases in physician fees 
resulting from physician shortages created by the new law. 

 
South Dakota 

 
South Dakota estimates it will cost at least $99.7 million in state funds through 2019 to comply with the 
Medicaid requirements of the PPACA. 

 
This burden coupled with the inability to change other parts of the Medicaid program due to the MOE 
requirements will result in rate cuts to providers. 

 
Providers that cannot absorb these cuts may stop taking people eligible for Medicaid, or may stop 
providing services altogether. 

 
This would have a hugely detrimental effect on a very rural state, including citizens that rely on 
Medicaid for their health care and communities that may see their health care providers leave or quit. 
These unintended consequences of the MOE provisions in the PPACA are counter-productive of its 
larger goal to help Americans get access to the health care they need. 

 
Tennessee 

 
Tennessee's Medicaid program is continuing to experience budgetary challenges in the coming fiscal 
year, as state revenues continue their slow climb back to pre-recession levels. Unfortunately, the MOE 
requirements limit the flexibility needed to make important changes to the program as we deal with such 
issues. For instance, TennCare could save $16 million alone just by modifying nursing facility level of 
care requirements that would bring Tennessee in line with the criteria of other states and rebalance its 
long-term care system in order to serve more people with lesser levels of need in more cost-effective 
home and community-based settings while targeting the more expensive long-term care services to 
persons with higher acuity of need. However, we have yet to receive approval to make such a change.  
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At a time when Tennessee is already facing budget difficulties and the ACA is expected to cost the state 
in excess of $1.5 billion over five years, we must have the flexibility necessary to make common sense 
adjustments to the program. 

 
Texas 

 
Pending 
 
Utah 

 
The Insurance Department has been tracking hours of work to account for the additional burdens 
imposed by the ACA.  During FY11, we are able to account for over 5,700 hours, equating to 
approximately $182,000 is personnel costs.  Included in the estimate is time spent on rate review which 
has been supported by a grant from HHS, reimbursing the department $112,757 in personnel costs.  In 
additional to the above, numerous hours have been incurred by the Commissioner or our actuary 

 
Virginia 

 
The Commonwealth of Virginia has estimated the Medicaid cost of federal health reform to the State to 
be between $1.5 and $2.2 billion through 2022.  These estimates have not been updated since August 
2010, but because of the length of the recession and the current pace of economic growth, along with 
other developments in our understanding of the full impact of PPACA, the higher end of the cost range 
seems more realistic.  For example, in a study completed for Medicaid Health Plans of America, 
Milliman, Inc. has estimated that the PPACA-mandated tax on health insurance companies, which did 
not exclude Medicaid health plans, will cost Virginia, a heavily managed Medicaid state, approximately 
$430 - $500 million through 2023; this was not included in Virginia’s 2010 estimates of the PPACA 
cost, meaning this $430 - $500 million would be in addition to the $1.5 to $2.2 billion already estimated. 
Virginia is in the process of re-estimating impacts in preparation for the 2012 Medicaid forecast due in 
the fall of 2012.  At that time, the estimates should better reflect the current economic environment in 
Virginia, and reflect a better understanding of the PPACA impact based on subsequent analysis and 
federal guidance that was not available for the 2010 estimates.” 
 
Wisconsin 

 
If implemented, the PPACA will force a heavy financial burden upon the people of Wisconsin through 
increased health insurance premiums, the expansion of Medicaid, and a new entitlement that will create 
new inequities among working families.  Moreover, much of the new spending will not be used to 
increase coverage in Wisconsin, which has already achieved the levels of insurance that is aspired to 
under PPACA.  Public dollars will simply displace private dollars at a higher cost.   

 
New estimates from the Obama Administration and the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office (CBO) 
demonstrate that Medicaid enrollment will be higher than previously estimated.  The Wisconsin 
Department of Health Services (DHS) believes that increased enrollment among currently eligible 
individuals and retention of higher income children due to Maintenance of Effort (MOE) requirements 
will drive up the cost to the state.  However, the direct burden on the state budget remains uncertain.  
New eligibility rules will result in some individuals migrating into and out of Medicaid.  Rules on 
federal matching rates that are critical to our fiscal analysis have not been finalized.  

 
More than 750,000 childless adults, parents, caretakers, and children are already enrolled in Wisconsin 
Medicaid programs.  There will be no additional federal assistance for the vast majority of these 
individuals and future enrollees.  Some additional federal assistance will apply only to a relatively small 
number of individuals.  Whether the federal government will “buy out” the state share of some 
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eligibility groups is unknown at this time.  It will matter little to taxpayers whether the costs will count 
as federal or state expenditures.  Increased federal control over the management of the Medicaid 
program is stifling innovation and threatens to unnecessarily drive up costs. 

 
Wyoming 

 
The costs of maintaining our Medicaid program are fast becoming a serious threat to our state general 
funds. The 2013-2014 biennial budget for Medicaid in Wyoming includes $560 million in state general 
fund dollars. This is just the cost to provide care to the current population of approximately 76,000 
enrollees. A study of Wyoming impacts from PPACA conducted by The Lewin Group in 2010 estimates 
an additional 31,000 enrollees due to the Medicaid expansion in 2014 – an increase of over 40%. It is 
difficult to estimate what the fiscal impact of this huge bolus of new enrollees will be. The State 
legislature commissioned a Medicaid Cost Study in 2011 and we expect findings in mid-2012.  We do 
know, however, that the cost of implementing a new eligibility and enrollment system for Medicaid will 
cost over $3.5 million in state general funds after the 90/10 federal match.  

 
The larger and more detrimental impact of the implementation of PPACA is likely to be to our private 
health insurance markets.  An actuarial study of our small group and individual markets conducted by 
Gorman Actuarial, LLC in 2011 indicates that we can expect premiums to go up an average of 30% to 
40% in the individual market due solely to new insurance regulations effective in 2014. When you add 
the projected impact of higher morbidity of new entrants into the market and essential benefit mandates, 
we can expect overall 40% to 60% increases in premiums in the individual market.  

 
Given that Wyoming already has a higher percentage of small employers that self-insure than other 
states, it’s not unreasonable to expect a number of small employers to stop providing insured coverage 
and either moves their employees to the individual market or to self-insure to avoid regulation. During 
recent town hall meetings, a number of small employers indicated that it would be cheaper for them to 
pay the PPACA penalties for not providing coverage than it will be to continue to provide coverage. The 
Lewin Group estimates a net loss of over 8,000 covered lives in the employer sponsored insurance 
market.  

 
With all the changes in PPACA, Gorman Actuarial estimates over 41,000 people in Wyoming will 
remain uninsured by 2016. This represents about half of the 83,000 people currently uninsured in our 
state.  
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To: Action Officers and Healthcare Advisors 

From: Lindsay Russell 

Re: Essential Benefit and Innovative grant Survey Responses 

Date: August 23, 2012 

1. The Final rule on Essential benefits provided 10 proposed benefit package options. Which of these 10 
options did your state chose or which do you believe your state will chose? 

ALABAMA- Alabama has not made the choice yet, but is likely to choose on the state level 

ALASKA- Have not decided which selection is best for Alaska 

ARIZONA- We have not decided on which option to choose, but will do so before the September 30, 2012 deadline 

FLORIDA- Florida has not elected to choose a “benchmark” option from among those benchmark options provided per 
federal HHS guidance. Ultimately, policy decisions are made by Florida’s policymakers: Governor Scott and the Florida 
Legislature. The Florida Legislature has not had an opportunity to meet since the U.S. Supreme Court decision on June 
28, 2012 and for logistical reasons, most likely will not be able to weigh-in on this issue until after the November 
elections. Therefore, the Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS) deadline of October 1, 2012 to make the EHB 
selection is problematic for our state 

GEORGIA- Georgia is not likely to make an EHB selection 

IDAHO- Final rule on data submissions is out - but no proposed rule on general EHB is out yet - but expected before long. 
Looking primarily at the small employer plans 

INDIANA-Has not made a decision yet 

LOUISIANA - There are 10 benefits that are required to be covered and 3 optional programs that can be picked by the 
state 

MISSISSIPPI- The Advisory Board Recommendation was Blue Cross Blue Shield of Mississippi Small Group Plan 

NEBRASKA-The State of Nebraska is working from the only federal guidance that has been issued (we are not aware of a 
final regulation on EHB). Our state selected one plan from each of the 10 plans and contracted for an actuarial analysis 
of each of those 4 plans to compare costs and plan benefit coverage 

NEW JERSEY-we are still evaluating our options 

OKLAHOMA- Not decided yet 

PENNSYLVANIA- Pennsylvania has not selected a benchmark plan yet. Our analysis is mid-stream so we cannot state 
whether we prefer one option over another at this time. The contractor performing the detailed analysis is set to have 
the study completed within the next month 

SOUTH DAKOTA- No decision had been made 

TENNESSEE- We are still gathering public input. It is unclear at this time which package would ultimately be selected 

UTAH- The Legislative Task Force is still evaluating, but it looks like they will pick one of the State Employee options 
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VIRGINIA- It is likely that Virginia will have an EHB benchmark package that resembles the Anthem Small Group PPO 
with the children's dental and vision benefits modeling the CHIP plan 

WYOMING- WY has not chosen. We will likely select one of the three largest small group plans in WY 

2. If you did not chose between the 10 options, has your state decided to go with the default Federal benefit 
package? 

ALABAMA- Likely to chose State benefit package 

ALASKA- Undecided at this point  

ARIZONA- While we have not chosen a benchmark plan, we don't anticipate going with the default plan 

FLORIDA- If a state does not select a plan or otherwise designate an EHB Plan, HHS will select a plan for the state; the 
default benchmark plan would be the largest small group plan in Florida. The OIR is not aware of any communication 
between our State’s leadership and the HHS regarding the benchmark 

GEORGIA- Georgia will likely defer to the Federal benefit package (the default “Benchmark” which was a Blue Cross Blue 
Shield Health Care Plan of Georgia POS (Point-of-Service) Plan, which federal authorities identified as their federal 
product code 49046GA028) 

IDAHO- State will likely declare 

INDIANA- No 

LOUISIANA- Still reviewing options  

MISSISSIPPI- N/A 

NEBRASKA- Our state is studying the costs and benefits associated with the 4 plans that have been identified as 1) the 
largest small group plan; 2) one of the state employee group plan; 3) the federal employee health plan; and 4) the 
largest commercial non-Medicaid HMO operating in our state. No decision has yet been made on which plan will be 
selected as the EHB plan 

NEW JERSEY- Still evaluating our options  

OKLAHOMA- Has not decided yet 

PENNSYLVANIA- At this point in time Pennsylvania has not made a decision regarding the selection of a benchmark plan. 
The analysis of the benchmark plans is not complete and therefore details on the default plan as well as the other 
options are not available. No decision will be made until all options have been analyzed and reviewed 

SOUTH DAKOTA- No 

TENNESSEE- After listening to the public feedback, a decision will be made whether to select an option or default to the  

UTAH-N/A 

VIRGINIA- If Virginia does not choose an EHB benchmark, the default benefit package with be the Anthem Small Group 
PPO plan. It is unknown at this time what the federal government will use to supplement the children's dental and vision 
benefit 
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WYOMING- No, have not made a decision yet  

3. Has your state conducted an actuarial cost of benefits analysis on the difference between benefit 
packages in your state? 

ALABAMA-Yes 

ALASKA -No 

ARIZONA- No 

FLORIDA- No, the OIR is not aware of any agency review or cost/benefit analysis on various benchmark options 

GEORGIA- No, we did not conduct an actuarial analysis. We looked most closely at the 3 largest plans that were offered 
in the small group market as identified by HHS. Those 3 plans were substantially similar, were offered in a highly 
competitive market and actuarial analysis of them would have provided limited beneficial information. Additionally, ¬as 
we reached our internal deadlines to commit resources to make the Benchmark plan decisions, HHS had not released 
final EHB regulations, and it would have been difficult to do an actuarial analysis of these or other potential Benchmark 
plans without knowing how that regulation would affect the final EHB selection 

IDAHO- No 

INDIANA- Yes 

LOUISIANA- No, we have asked the Department of Insurance to conduct an actuarial study 

MISSISSIPPI- No, comparison was based on scope of benefits covered 

NEW JERSEY- We have not yet received the proposed federal rule that we had been told would be coming soon 

NEBRASKA- Yes 

OKLAHOMA-Yes, It is underway 

PENNSYLVANIA- No, although federal guidance states that this information should not be used as a factor to determine 
the EHB package chosen, Pennsylvania believes it is useful information. Our contractor is providing some cost benefit 
analysis information as part of its study. We have not determined at this point if additional analysis will be pursued 

SOUTH DAKOTA- No, an actuarial study is being planned 

TENNESSEE- No, not as of yet, but it is under discussion 

UTAH- No 

VIRGINIA- No, Virginia worked closely with the health plans during the evaluation process. there was little variance 
among the small group plans and the association participants recommended the Anthem Small Group PPO as the 
benchmark 

WYOMING -No 

4. If so and if it has been completed, may the RGPPC attain a copy of the analysis? 

ALABAMA- When it is complete  
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ALASKA –N/A 

ARIZONA- It has not been completed but can be shared when it is finished 

FLORIDA-N/A 

GEORGIA- N/A 

IDAHO-N/A 

INDIANA- Yes 

LOUISIANA- Yes, when it is complete 

MISSISSIPPI- N/A 

NEBRASKA- yes, a copy of the study completed for the State of Nebraska is found at 
http://www.doi.ne.gov/healthcarereform/exchange/EHB letter.pdf  

NEW JERSEY- N/A 

OKLAHOMA- Yes, when it is finished 

PENNSYLVANIA- If further cost analysis is performed, Pennsylvania will share it with the RGPPC. The report produced by 
our contractor will also be made public once it is completed and will be available on the Pennsylvania Insurance 
Department's website 

SOUTH DAKOTA- Yes, when it is completed 

TENNESSEE- N/A 

UTAH- N/A 

VIRGINIA- N/A 

WYOMING – N/A 

5. If your state has not done so already, do you plan on conducting an actuarial cost analysis? 

ALABAMA- Yes 

ALASKA- Yes, once a decision is made regarding a benefit package it is likely an actuarial analysis will be completed 

ARIZONA- Yes, we are researching the potential average premium 

FLORIDA- No, the OIR is not aware of any agency’s assignment to conduct an actuarial cost analysis 

GEORGIA- No, we do not plan to conduct such an actuarial cost analysis. Given the limited options, the lack of final EHB 
regulations to date, and the stated deadline of September 30th, Georgia will not likely conduct an actuarial cost analysis 

IDAHO- No, Not planning on it; DOI does not yet have a staff actuary  

INDIANA- Yes, already been completed  

LOUISIANA – Yes, the DOI will do it 
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MISSISSIPPI- No, we will conduct an analysis once able to determine cost sharing parameters  

NEBRASKA- Yes 

NEW JERSEY- It seems unlikely, given the delay in issuing the federal rule, that we can complete an analysis before we 
must decide 

OKLAHOMA-Yes 

PENNSYLVANIA- No. Pennsylvania has not conducted this type of analysis, and we are discussing the possibility of 
pursuing this option. We do believe it will be useful information 

SOUTH DAKOTA- Yes 

TENNESSEE- Possibly but timing and finding are issues 

UTAH- No, probably not 

VIRGINIA- Yes, it is possible that Virginia will conduct an analysis if it is found to be appropriate / needed 

WYOMING -No 

6. If have not done so already, is your state planning to apply for an innovation grant either for funding or 
model testing? 

ALABAMA- Alabama is considering applying for an innovative grant 

ALASKA -No 

ARIZONA- We are still reviewing the FOA and have not made a final decision 

FLORIDA- Not at this time 

GEORGIA- We have not finalized our decision on applying for an innovation grant 

IDAHO- Not at this point 

INDIANA- N/A 

LOUISIANA- Probably not but are looking at the opportunities versus the requirements 

MISSISSIPPI- Have not considered this yet  

NEBRASKA- No 

NEW JERSEY- No 

OKLAHOMA- No 

PENNSYLVANIA- Pennsylvania is currently examining the feasibility of applying for a Model Design State Innovation 
Grant through CMMI. We are in the process of compiling the necessary information to complete the application 

SOUTH DAKOTA-No 
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TENNESSEE- We are evaluating the grant to determine if it can assist with payment reforms we are currently working on. 
No decision has been made on if we will apply 

UTAH- Still evaluating, we’re not sure whether this would be compatible with innovation projects already in the works  

VIRGINIA- Virginia is currently exploring the option to apply 

WYOMING - Yes. We are preparing a model design grant application for the Governor's review. If we apply, it will be to 
get funding for initiatives to reform our delivery system that we already have underway and meet our in-state health 
reform agenda 
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: 208 Things in Obamacare That Obama and Democrats Support
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2012 12:32:21 PM

Last week, former HELP Committee staffer John McDonough wrote a list of “50 provisions I ask the
media to ask Romney et al. if they are committed to repealing as President.”  McDonough noted
that “there are [Obamacare] provisions opponents could pick out to create an alternative list for
elimination.” 
 
We here at RPC know a challenge when we hear one; our list is submitted below, with sections from
the statute duly noted.  Remember when reading this list:  We KNOW that President Obama and
Democrats all support these provisions in Obamacare – because they all voted to enact them into
law.  So members of the media can readily ask President Obama and Democrat Members of
Congress why they supported a law that…
 

1.        Imposes $800 billion in tax increases, including no fewer than 12 separate provisions
breaking candidate Obama’s “firm pledge” during his campaign that he would not raise “any
of your taxes” (Sections 9001-9016)?

2.        Forces Americans to purchase a product for the first time ever (Section 1501)?
3.        Creates a board of 15 unelected and unaccountable bureaucrats to make binding rulings on

how to reduce Medicare spending (Section 3403)?
4.        Pays over $800 billion in subsidies straight to health insurance companies (Sections 1401,

1402, and 1412)?
5.        Requires all individuals to buy government-approved health insurance plans, imposing new

mandates that will raise individual insurance premiums by an average of $2,100 per family
(Section 1302)?

6.        Forces seniors to lose their current health care, by enacting Medicare Advantage cuts that
by 2017 will cut enrollment in half, and cut plan choices by two-thirds (Section 3201)?

7.        Imposes a 40 percent tax on health benefits, a direct contradiction of Barack Obama’s
campaign promises (Section 9001)?

8.        Relies upon government bureaucrats to “issue guidance on best practices of plain language
writing” (Section 1311(e)(3)(B))?

9.        Provides special benefits to residents of Libby, Montana – home of Max Baucus, the
powerful Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, who helped write the law even
though he says he hasn’t read it (Section 10323)?

10.   Imposes what a Democrat Governor called the “mother of all unfunded mandates” – new,
Washington-dictated requirements of at least $118 billion – at a time when states already
face budget deficits totaling a collective $175 billion (Section 2001)? 

11.   Imposes reductions in Medicare spending that, according to the program’s non-partisan
actuary, would cause 40 percent of all Medicare providers to become unprofitable, and
could lead to their exit from the program (Section 3401)?

12.   Raises premiums on more than 17 million seniors participating in Medicare Part D, so that
Big Pharma can benefit from its “rock-solid deal” struck behind closed doors with President
Obama and Congressional Democrats (Section 3301)?

13.   Creates an institute to undertake research that, according to one draft Committee report
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prepared by Democrats, could mean that “more expensive [treatments] will no longer be
prescribed” (Section 6301)?

14.   Creates a multi-billion dollar “slush fund” doled out solely by federal bureaucrats, which has
already been used to fund things like bike paths (Section 4002)?

15.   Subjects states to myriad new lawsuits, by forcing them to assume legal liability for
delivering services to Medicaid patients for the first time in that program’s history (Section
2304)?

16.   Permits taxpayer dollars to flow to health plans that fund abortion, in a sharp deviation
from prior practice under Democrat and Republican Administrations (Section 1303)?

17.   Empowers bureaucrats on a board that has ruled against mammograms and against prostate
cancer screenings to make binding determinations about what types of preventive services
should be covered (Sections 2713 and 4104)?

18.   Precludes poor individuals from having a choice of health care plans by automatically
dumping them in the Medicaid program (Section 1413(a))?

19.   Creates a new entitlement program that one Democrat called “a Ponzi scheme of the first
order, the kind of thing that Bernie Madoff would have been proud of” – a scheme so
unsustainable even the Administration was forced to admit it would not work (Section
8002)?

20.   Provides $5 billion in taxpayer dollars to a fund that has largely served to bail out unions and
other organizations who made unsustainable health care promises to retirees that they
cannot afford (Section 1102)?

21.   Creates a tax credit so convoluted it requires seven different worksheets to determine
eligibility (Section 1421)?

22.   Imposes multiple penalties on those who marry, by reducing subsidies (and increasing taxes)
for married couples when compared to two individuals cohabiting together (Sections 1401-
02)?

23.   Extends the Medicare “payroll tax” to unearned income for the first time ever, including
new taxes on the sale of some homes (Section 1402)?

24.   Impedes state flexibility by requiring Medicaid programs to offer a specific package of
benefits, including benefits like family planning services (Sections 2001(a)(2), 2001(c),
1302(b), and 2303(c))?

25.   Requires individuals to go to the doctor and get a prescription in order to spend their own
Flexible Spending Account money on over-the-counter medicines (Section 9003)?

26.   Expands the definition of “low-income” to make 63 percent of non-elderly Americans
eligible for “low-income” subsidized insurance (Section 1401)?

27.   Imposes a new tax on the makers of goods like pacemakers and hearing aids (Section 9009)?
28.   Creates an insurance reimbursement scheme that could result in the federal government

obtaining Americans’ medical records (Section 1343)?
29.   Permits states to make individuals presumptively eligible for Medicaid for unlimited 60-day

periods, thus allowing any individual to receive taxpayer-funded assistance ad infinitum
(Section 2303(b))?

30.   Allows individuals to purchase insurance on government exchanges – and to receive
taxpayer-funded insurance subsidies – WITHOUT verifying their identity as American citizens
(Section 1411)?

31.   Gives $300 million in higher Medicaid reimbursements to one state as part of the infamous
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“Louisiana Purchase” – described by ABC News as “what…it take[s] to get a wavering senator
to vote for health care reform” (Section 2006)?

32.   Raises taxes on firms who cannot afford to buy coverage for their workers (Section 1513)?
33.   Forces younger Americans to pay double-digit premium increases so that older workers can

pay slightly less (Section 1201)?
34.   Prohibits states from modifying their Medicaid programs to include things like modest anti-

fraud protections (Section 2001)?
35.   Includes a special provision increasing federal payments just for Tennessee (Section

1203(b))?
36.   Allows individuals to purchase health insurance across state lines – but only if politicians and

bureaucrats agree to allow citizens this privilege (Section 1333)?
37.   Allows the HHS Secretary and federal bureaucrats to grant waivers exempting people from

Obamacare’s onerous mandates, over half of which have gone to members of union plans
(Section 1001)?

38.   Creates a pseudo-government-run plan overseen by the federal government (Section
1334)?

39.   Removes a demonstration project designed to force government-run Medicare to compete
on a level playing field with private plans (Section 1102(f))?

40.   Gives the Secretary of HHS an UNLIMITED amount of federal funds to spend funding state
insurance Exchanges (Section 1311(a))?

41.   Creates a grant program that could be used by liberal groups like ACORN or AARP to conduct
“public education activities” surrounding Obamacare (Section 1311(i))?

42.   Applies new federal mandates to pre-Obamacare insurance policies, thus proving that you
CAN’T keep the insurance plan you had – and liked – before the law passed (Sections 2301
and 10103)?

43.   Prohibits individuals harmed by federal bureaucrats from challenging those decisions, either
in court or through regulatory processes (Sections 3001, 3003, 3007, 3008, 3021, 3022,
3025, 3133, 3403, 5501, 6001, AND 6401)?

44.   Earmarks $100 million for “construction of a health care facility,” a “sweetheart deal”
inserted by a Democrat Senator trying to win re-election (Section 10502)?

45.   Puts yet another Medicaid unfunded mandate on states, by raising payments to primary
care physicians, but only for two years, forcing states to come up with another method of
funding this unsustainable promise when federal funding expires (Section 1202)?

46.   Imposes price controls that have had the effect of costing jobs in the short time since they
were first implemented (Section 1001)?

47.   Prohibits individuals from spending federal insurance subsidies outside government-
approved Exchanges (Section 1401(a))?

48.   Provides a special increase in federal hospital payments just for Hawaii (Section
10201(e)(1))?

49.   Imposes new reporting requirements that will cost businesses millions of dollars, and affect
thousands of restaurants and other establishments across the country (Section 4205)?

 

And instead of including a 50th item on our list, we’re going to include 159 separate items.  These
are the 159 new boards, bureaucracies, and programs created by Obamacare.  You can find the list
below my signature, or online here.
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No matter which way you look at it, this list provides 208 easy reasons why the American people still
continue to reject Democrats’ unpopular 2700-page health care law.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 

Obamacare’s 159 New Boards, Bureaucracies, Commissions, and Programs
 
1.       Grant program for consumer assistance offices (Section 1002, p. 37)
2.       Grant program for states to monitor premium increases (Section 1003, p. 42)
3.       Committee to review administrative simplification standards (Section 1104, p. 71)
4.       Demonstration program for state wellness programs (Section 1201, p. 93)
5.       Grant program to establish state Exchanges (Section 1311(a), p. 130)
6.       State American Health Benefit Exchanges (Section 1311(b), p. 131)
7.       Exchange grants to establish consumer navigator programs (Section 1311(i), p. 150)
8.       Grant program for state cooperatives (Section 1322, p. 169)
9.       Advisory board for state cooperatives (Section 1322(b)(3), p. 173)
10.    Private purchasing council for state cooperatives (Section 1322(d), p. 177)
11.    State basic health plan programs (Section 1331, p. 201)
12.    State-based reinsurance program (Section 1341, p. 226)
13.    Program of risk corridors for individual and small group markets (Section 1342, p. 233)
14.    Program to determine eligibility for Exchange participation (Section 1411, p. 267)
15.    Program for advance determination of tax credit eligibility (Section 1412, p. 288)
16.    Grant program to implement health IT enrollment standards (Section 1561, p. 370)
17.    Federal Coordinated Health Care Office for dual eligible beneficiaries (Section 2602, p. 512)
18.    Medicaid quality measurement program (Section 2701, p. 518)
19.    Medicaid health home program for people with chronic conditions, and grants for planning same (Section

2703, p. 524)
20.    Medicaid demonstration project to evaluate bundled payments (Section 2704, p. 532)
21.    Medicaid demonstration project for global payment system (Section 2705, p. 536)
22.    Medicaid demonstration project for accountable care organizations (Section 2706, p. 538)
23.    Medicaid demonstration project for emergency psychiatric care (Section 2707, p. 540)
24.    Grant program for delivery of services to individuals with postpartum depression (Section 2952(b), p. 591)
25.    State allotments for grants to promote personal responsibility education programs (Section 2953, p. 596)
26.    Medicare value-based purchasing program (Section 3001(a), p. 613)
27.    Medicare value-based purchasing demonstration program for critical access hospitals (Section 3001(b), p.

637)
28.    Medicare value-based purchasing program for skilled nursing facilities (Section 3006(a), p. 666)
29.    Medicare value-based purchasing program for home health agencies (Section 3006(b), p. 668)
30.    Interagency Working Group on Health Care Quality (Section 3012, p. 688)
31.    Grant program to develop health care quality measures (Section 3013, p. 693)
32.    Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation (Section 3021, p. 712)
33.    Medicare shared savings program (Section 3022, p. 728)
34.    Medicare pilot program on payment bundling (Section 3023, p. 739)
35.    Independence at home medical practice demonstration program (Section 3024, p. 752)
36.    Program for use of patient safety organizations to reduce hospital readmission rates (Section 3025(b), p. 775)
37.    Community-based care transitions program (Section 3026, p. 776)
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38.    Demonstration project for payment of complex diagnostic laboratory tests (Section 3113, p. 800)
39.    Medicare hospice concurrent care demonstration project (Section 3140, p. 850)
40.    Independent Payment Advisory Board (Section 3403, p. 982)
41.    Consumer Advisory Council for Independent Payment Advisory Board (Section 3403, p. 1027)
42.    Grant program for technical assistance to providers implementing health quality practices (Section 3501, p.

1043)
43.    Grant program to establish interdisciplinary health teams (Section 3502, p. 1048)
44.    Grant program to implement medication therapy management (Section 3503, p. 1055)
45.    Grant program to support emergency care pilot programs (Section 3504, p. 1061)
46.    Grant program to promote universal access to trauma services (Section 3505(b), p. 1081)
47.    Grant program to develop and promote shared decision-making aids (Section 3506, p. 1088)
48.    Grant program to support implementation of shared decision-making (Section 3506, p. 1091)
49.    Grant program to integrate quality improvement in clinical education (Section 3508, p. 1095)
50.    Health and Human Services Coordinating Committee on Women’s Health (Section 3509(a), p. 1098)
51.    Centers for Disease Control Office of Women’s Health (Section 3509(b), p. 1102)
52.    Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality Office of Women’s Health (Section 3509(e), p. 1105)
53.    Health Resources and Services Administration Office of Women’s Health (Section 3509(f), p. 1106)
54.    Food and Drug Administration Office of Women’s Health (Section 3509(g), p. 1109)
55.    National Prevention, Health Promotion, and Public Health Council (Section 4001, p. 1114)
56.    Advisory Group on Prevention, Health Promotion, and Integrative and Public Health (Section 4001(f), p. 1117)
57.    Prevention and Public Health Fund (Section 4002, p. 1121)
58.    Community Preventive Services Task Force (Section 4003(b), p. 1126)
59.    Grant program to support school-based health centers (Section 4101, p. 1135)
60.    Grant program to promote research-based dental caries disease management (Section 4102, p. 1147)
61.    Grant program for States to prevent chronic disease in Medicaid beneficiaries (Section 4108, p. 1174)
62.    Community transformation grants (Section 4201, p. 1182)
63.    Grant program to provide public health interventions (Section 4202, p. 1188)
64.    Demonstration program of grants to improve child immunization rates (Section 4204(b), p. 1200)
65.    Pilot program for risk-factor assessments provided through community health centers (Section 4206, p. 1215)
66.    Grant program to increase epidemiology and laboratory capacity (Section 4304, p. 1233)
67.    Interagency Pain Research Coordinating Committee (Section 4305, p. 1238)
68.    National Health Care Workforce Commission (Section 5101, p. 1256)
69.    Grant program to plan health care workforce development activities (Section 5102(c), p. 1275)
70.    Grant program to implement health care workforce development activities (Section 5102(d), p. 1279)
71.    Pediatric specialty loan repayment program (Section 5203, p. 1295)
72.    Public Health Workforce Loan Repayment Program (Section 5204, p. 1300)
73.    Allied Health Loan Forgiveness Program (Section 5205, p. 1305)
74.    Grant program to provide mid-career training for health professionals (Section 5206, p. 1307)
75.    Grant program to fund nurse-managed health clinics (Section 5208, p. 1310)
76.    Grant program to support primary care training programs (Section 5301, p. 1315)
77.    Grant program to fund training for direct care workers (Section 5302, p. 1322)
78.    Grant program to develop dental training programs (Section 5303, p. 1325)
79.    Demonstration program to increase access to dental health care in underserved communities (Section 5304,

p. 1331)
80.    Grant program to promote geriatric education centers (Section 5305, p. 1334)
81.    Grant program to promote health professionals entering geriatrics (Section 5305, p. 1339)
82.    Grant program to promote training in mental and behavioral health (Section 5306, p. 1344)
83.    Grant program to promote nurse retention programs (Section 5309, p. 1354)
84.    Student loan forgiveness for nursing school faculty (Section 5311(b), p. 1360)
85.    Grant program to promote positive health behaviors and outcomes (Section 5313, p. 1364)
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86.    Public Health Sciences Track for medical students (Section 5315, p. 1372)
87.    Primary Care Extension Program to educate providers (Section 5405, p. 1404)
88.    Grant program for demonstration projects to address health workforce shortage needs (Section 5507, p.

1442)
89.    Grant program for demonstration projects to develop training programs for home health aides (Section 5507,

p. 1447)
90.    Grant program to establish new primary care residency programs (Section 5508(a), p. 1458)
91.    Program of payments to teaching health centers that sponsor medical residency training (Section 5508(c), p.

1462)
92.    Graduate nurse education demonstration program (Section 5509, p. 1472)
93.    Grant program to establish demonstration projects for community-based mental health settings (Section

5604, p. 1486)
94.    Commission on Key National Indicators (Section 5605, p. 1489)
95.    Quality assurance and performance improvement program for skilled nursing facilities (Section 6102, p. 1554)
96.    Special focus facility program for skilled nursing facilities (Section 6103(a)(3), p. 1561)
97.    Special focus facility program for nursing facilities (Section 6103(b)(3), p. 1568)
98.    National independent monitor pilot program for skilled nursing facilities and nursing facilities (Section 6112, p.

1589)
99.    Demonstration projects for nursing facilities involved in the culture change movement (Section 6114, p. 1597)
100.Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (Section 6301, p. 1619)
101.Standing methodology committee for Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (Section 6301, p. 1629)
102.Board of Governors for Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (Section 6301, p. 1638)
103.Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Trust Fund (Section 6301(e), p. 1656)
104.Elder Justice Coordinating Council (Section 6703, p. 1773)
105.Advisory Board on Elder Abuse, Neglect, and Exploitation (Section 6703, p. 1776)
106.Grant program to create elder abuse forensic centers (Section 6703, p. 1783)
107.Grant program to promote continuing education for long-term care staffers (Section 6703, p. 1787)
108.Grant program to improve management practices and training (Section 6703, p. 1788)
109.Grant program to subsidize costs of electronic health records (Section 6703, p. 1791)
110.Grant program to promote adult protective services (Section 6703, p. 1796)
111.Grant program to conduct elder abuse detection and prevention (Section 6703, p. 1798)
112.Grant program to support long-term care ombudsmen (Section 6703, p. 1800)
113.National Training Institute for long-term care surveyors (Section 6703, p. 1806)
114.Grant program to fund State surveys of long-term care residences (Section 6703, p. 1809)
115.CLASS Independence Fund (Section 8002, p. 1926)
116.CLASS Independence Fund Board of Trustees (Section 8002, p. 1927)
117.CLASS Independence Advisory Council (Section 8002, p. 1931)
118.Personal Care Attendants Workforce Advisory Panel (Section 8002(c), p. 1938)
119.Multi-state health plans offered by Office of Personnel Management (Section 10104(p), p. 2086)
120.Advisory board for multi-state health plans (Section 10104(p), p. 2094)
121.Pregnancy Assistance Fund (Section 10212, p. 2164)
122.Value-based purchasing program for ambulatory surgical centers (Section 10301, p. 2176)
123.Demonstration project for payment adjustments to home health services (Section 10315, p. 2200)
124.Pilot program for care of individuals in environmental emergency declaration areas (Section 10323, p. 2223)
125.Grant program to screen at-risk individuals for environmental health conditions (Section 10323(b), p. 2231)
126.Pilot programs to implement value-based purchasing (Section 10326, p. 2242)
127.Grant program to support community-based collaborative care networks (Section 10333, p. 2265)
128.Centers for Disease Control Office of Minority Health (Section 10334, p. 2272)
129.Health Resources and Services Administration Office of Minority Health (Section 10334, p. 2272)
130.Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration Office of Minority Health (Section 10334, p.
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2272)
131.Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality Office of Minority Health (Section 10334, p. 2272)
132.Food and Drug Administration Office of Minority Health (Section 10334, p. 2272)
133.Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services Office of Minority Health (Section 10334, p. 2272)
134.Grant program to promote small business wellness programs (Section 10408, p. 2285)
135.Cures Acceleration Network (Section 10409, p. 2289)
136.Cures Acceleration Network Review Board (Section 10409, p. 2291)
137.Grant program for Cures Acceleration Network (Section 10409, p. 2297)
138.Grant program to promote centers of excellence for depression (Section 10410, p. 2304)
139.Advisory committee for young women’s breast health awareness education campaign (Section 10413, p.

2322)
140.Grant program to provide assistance to provide information to young women with breast cancer (Section

10413, p. 2326)
141.Interagency Access to Health Care in Alaska Task Force (Section 10501, p. 2329)
142.Grant program to train nurse practitioners as primary care providers (Section 10501(e), p. 2332)
143.Grant program for community-based diabetes prevention (Section 10501(g), p. 2337)
144.Grant program for providers who treat a high percentage of medically underserved populations (Section

10501(k), p. 2343)
145.Grant program to recruit students to practice in underserved communities (Section 10501(l), p. 2344)
146.Community Health Center Fund (Section 10503, p. 2355)
147.Demonstration project to provide access to health care for the uninsured at reduced fees (Section 10504, p.

2357)
148.Demonstration program to explore alternatives to tort litigation (Section 10607, p. 2369)
149.Indian Health demonstration program for chronic shortages of health professionals (S. 1790, Section 112, p.

24)*
150.Office of Indian Men’s Health (S. 1790, Section 136, p. 71)*
151.Indian Country modular component facilities demonstration program (S. 1790, Section 146, p. 108)*
152.Indian mobile health stations demonstration program (S. 1790, Section 147, p. 111)*
153.Office of Direct Service Tribes (S. 1790, Section 172, p. 151)*
154.Indian Health Service mental health technician training program (S. 1790, Section 181, p. 173)*
155.Indian Health Service program for treatment of child sexual abuse victims (S. 1790, Section 181, p. 192)*
156.Indian Health Service program for treatment of domestic violence and sexual abuse (S. 1790, Section 181, p.

194)*
157.Indian youth telemental health demonstration project (S. 1790, Section 181, p. 204)*
158.Indian youth life skills demonstration project (S. 1790, Section 181, p. 220)*
159.Indian Health Service Director of HIV/AIDS Prevention and Treatment (S. 1790, Section 199B, p. 258)*
 
*Section 10221, page 2173 of H.R. 3590 deems that S. 1790 shall be deemed as passed with certain amendments.
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: 46 Reasons to Repeal an Unconstitutional Law NOW
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 12:59:05 PM
Attachments: 50 Reasons to Repeal Obamacare NOW SCOTUS.PDF

46 50 Reasons to Repeal ALL of Obamacare NOW
 
Today the Supreme Court struck down portions of Obamacare as unconstitutional – states cannot
be “dragooned” into expanding their Medicaid programs according to the law’s dictates.  However,
a list of 50 particularly onerous or egregious provisions in Obamacare (with sections from the
statute duly noted) reveals just how much of this bad law remains.  By the most generous
interpretation, the Court struck down only four of the 50 egregious policies, illustrating why
Congress should immediately repeal the entire measure once and for all.  Among many other bad
policies, the law:
 

1.      Imposes $800 billion in tax increases, including no fewer than 12 separate provisions
breaking candidate Obama’s “firm pledge” during his campaign that he would not raise
“any of your taxes” (Sections 9001-9016)

2.      Forces Americans to purchase a product for the first time ever (Section 1501)
3.      Creates a board of 15 unelected and unaccountable bureaucrats to make binding rulings on

how to reduce Medicare spending (Section 3403)
4.      Pays over $800 billion in subsidies straight to health insurance companies (Sections 1401,

1402, and 1412)
5.      Requires all individuals to buy government-approved health insurance plans, imposing new

mandates that will raise individual insurance premiums by an average of $2,100 per family
(Section 1302)

6.      Forces seniors to lose their current health care, by enacting Medicare Advantage cuts that
by 2017 will cut enrollment in half, and cut plan choices by two-thirds (Section 3201)

7.      Imposes a 40 percent tax on health benefits, a direct contradiction of Barack Obama’s
campaign promises (Section 9001)

8.      Relies upon government bureaucrats to “issue guidance on best practices of plain language
writing” (Section 1311(e)(3)(B))

9.      Provides special benefits to residents of Libby, Montana – home of Max Baucus, the
powerful Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, who helped write the law even
though he says he hasn’t read it (Section 10323)

10.  Imposes what a Democrat Governor called the “mother of all unfunded mandates” – new,
Washington-dictated requirements of at least $118 billion – at a time when states already
face budget deficits totaling a collective $175 billion (Section 2001)

11.  Imposes reductions in Medicare spending that, according to the program’s non-partisan
actuary, would cause 40 percent of all Medicare providers to become unprofitable, and
could lead to their exit from the program (Section 3401)

12.  Raises premiums on more than 17 million seniors participating in Medicare Part D, so that
Big Pharma can benefit from its “rock-solid deal” struck behind closed doors with
President Obama and Congressional Democrats (Section 3301)

13.  Creates an institute to undertake research that, according to one draft Committee report
prepared by Democrats, could mean that “more expensive [treatments] will no longer be
prescribed” (Section 6301)

14.  Creates a multi-billion dollar “slush fund” doled out solely by federal bureaucrats, which
has already been used to fund things like bike paths (Section 4002)

15.  Subjects states to myriad new lawsuits, by forcing them to assume legal liability for
delivering services to Medicaid patients for the first time in that program’s history (Section
2304)
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16.  Permits taxpayer dollars to flow to health plans that fund abortion, in a sharp deviation
from prior practice under Democrat and Republican Administrations (Section 1303)

17.  Empowers bureaucrats on a board that has ruled against mammograms and against prostate
cancer screenings to make binding determinations about what types of preventive services
should be covered (Sections 2713 and 4104)

18.  Precludes poor individuals from having a choice of health care plans by automatically
dumping them in the Medicaid program (Section 1413(a))

19.  Creates a new entitlement program that one Democrat called “a Ponzi scheme of the first
order, the kind of thing that Bernie Madoff would have been proud of” – a scheme so
unsustainable even the Administration was forced to admit it would not work (Section
8002)

20.  Provides $5 billion in taxpayer dollars to a fund that has largely served to bail out unions
and other organizations who made unsustainable health care promises to retirees that they
cannot afford (Section 1102)

21.  Creates a tax credit so convoluted it requires seven different worksheets to determine
eligibility (Section 1421)

22.  Imposes multiple penalties on those who marry, by reducing subsidies (and increasing
taxes) for married couples when compared to two individuals cohabiting together (Sections
1401-02)

23.  Extends the Medicare “payroll tax” to unearned income for the first time ever, including
new taxes on the sale of some homes (Section 1402)

24.  Impedes state flexibility by requiring Medicaid programs to offer a specific package of
benefits, including benefits like family planning services (Sections 2001(a)(2), 2001(c),
1302(b), and 2303(c))

25.  Requires individuals to go to the doctor and get a prescription in order to spend their own
Flexible Spending Account money on over-the-counter medicines (Section 9003)

26.  Expands the definition of “low-income” to make 63 percent of non-elderly Americans
eligible for “low-income” subsidized insurance (Section 1401)

27.  Imposes a new tax on the makers of goods like pacemakers and hearing aids (Section 9009)
28.  Creates an insurance reimbursement scheme that could result in the federal government

obtaining Americans’ medical records (Section 1343)
29.  Permits states to make individuals presumptively eligible for Medicaid for unlimited 60-day

periods, thus allowing any individual to receive taxpayer-funded assistance ad infinitum
(Section 2303(b))

30.  Allows individuals to purchase insurance on government exchanges – and to receive
taxpayer-funded insurance subsidies – WITHOUT verifying their identity as American
citizens (Section 1411)

31.  Gives $300 million in higher Medicaid reimbursements to one state as part of the infamous
“Louisiana Purchase” – described by ABC News as “what…it take[s] to get a wavering
senator to vote for health care reform” (Section 2006)

32.  Raises taxes on firms who cannot afford to buy coverage for their workers (Section 1513)
33.  Forces younger Americans to pay double-digit premium increases so that older workers can

pay slightly less (Section 1201)
34.  Prohibits states from modifying their Medicaid programs to include things like modest anti-

fraud protections (Section 2001)
35.  Includes a special provision increasing federal payments just for Tennessee (Section

1203(b))
36.  Allows individuals to purchase health insurance across state lines – but only if politicians

and bureaucrats agree to allow citizens this privilege (Section 1333)
37.  Allows the HHS Secretary and federal bureaucrats to grant waivers exempting people from

Obamacare’s onerous mandates, over half of which have gone to members of union plans
(Section 1001)

38.  Creates a pseudo-government-run plan overseen by the federal government (Section 1334)
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39.  Removes a demonstration project designed to force government-run Medicare to compete
on a level playing field with private plans (Section 1102(f))

40.  Gives the Secretary of HHS an UNLIMITED amount of federal funds to spend funding
state insurance Exchanges (Section 1311(a))

41.  Creates a grant program that could be used by liberal groups like ACORN or AARP to
conduct “public education activities” surrounding Obamacare (Section 1311(i))

42.  Applies new federal mandates to pre-Obamacare insurance policies, thus proving that you
CAN’T keep the insurance plan you had – and liked – before the law passed (Sections
2301 and 10103)

43.  Prohibits individuals harmed by federal bureaucrats from challenging those decisions, either
in court or through regulatory processes (Sections 3001, 3003, 3007, 3008, 3021, 3022,
3025, 3133, 3403, 5501, 6001, and 6401)

44.  Earmarks $100 million for “construction of a health care facility,” a “sweetheart deal”
inserted by a Democrat Senator trying to win re-election (Section 10502)

45.  Puts yet another Medicaid unfunded mandate on states, by raising payments to primary care
physicians, but only for two years, forcing states to come up with another method of
funding this unsustainable promise when federal funding expires (Section 1202)

46.  Imposes price controls that have had the effect of costing jobs in the short time since they
were first implemented (Section 1001)

47.  Prohibits individuals from spending federal insurance subsidies outside government-
approved Exchanges (Section 1401(a))

48.  Provides a special increase in federal hospital payments just for Hawaii (Section
10201(e)(1))

49.  Imposes new reporting requirements that will cost businesses millions of dollars, and affect
thousands of restaurants and other establishments across the country (Section 4205)

50.  Codifies 159 new boards, bureaucracies, and programs
 
The Supreme Court may have struck some of these onerous provisions, but the only way to ensure
that ALL these provisions are eliminated – and never return – is to repeal ALL of this
unconstitutional law immediately.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: A Modest Proposal for IPAB"s Defenders
Date: Monday, July 11, 2011 6:54:10 AM

Apologies in advance for the personal nature of this (long) anecdote* – hopefully you will find it an
amusing diversion at minimum…
 
Several months ago I began experiencing problems walking on my left foot.  I was born with
deformed bones in my left foot, and the pressure from walking on this abnormal foot structure for
more than 30 years began to take its toll.  I visited several podiatric and orthopedic specialists to
evaluate my options; non-invasive methods like orthotics and therapy helped, but it became
apparent to me that they weren’t really solving the problem, as opposed to delaying the inevitable. 
So I consulted with a surgeon, and he arrived at a plan of action – fusions, grafts, and a tendon
lengthening – which should significantly alleviate my pain and improve my gait.  Feeling comfortable
with the surgeon’s level of expertise and with his recommended treatment plan, I scheduled surgery
for a few weeks from now.
 
However, the recent debate over the IPAB – Obamacare’s body of unelected bureaucrats who will
control Medicare spending – has prompted me to reconsider my decision.  After all, who am I to
decide how my own health care should be handled?

·         Paul Krugman has taught me that “Patients are Not Consumers” and that “making [health
care] decisions intelligently requires a vast amount of specialized knowledge”;

·         The Center for American Progress, in making “The Case for Bureaucrats in Health Care,” has
taught me that health care is different from buying shoes;

·         Ezra Klein has taught me that “consumer-directed health care is a silly idea” because
“patients are not qualified to evaluate good care”; and

·         CMS Administrator Donald Berwick has taught me that “I cannot believe that the individual
health care consumer can enforce through choice the proper configurations of a system as
massive and complex as health care.  That is for leaders to do.”

 
These statements have left me in a serious conundrum, and forced me to reconsider my thinking. 
After all, I’m not an expert on health care – I’m not even close:
 

·         I don’t have a PhD in economics, which, as Secretary Sebelius recently pointed out, qualifies
individuals as “experts” in how to run a health care system;

·         Neither I nor my surgeon graduated from an Ivy League school; and
·         I don’t even know all the words to Fair Harvard.

 
I do however now recognize that I am not only clearly incapable of making my own health care
choices, but also that my health – and our entire country – would be better off leaving those choices
to “experts” who are my intellectual superiors.  After all, President Obama promised that the
stimulus would prevent unemployment from rising above 8 percent – and who thinks joblessness is
still a major problem more than two years later?  And just look at how Obamacare has already
delivered the $2,500 reduction in premiums that candidate Obama repeatedly promised.
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So all I need now is to find a suitable “expert” to tell me whether I should have the surgery or take
the painkiller.  Therein lies my open request to IPAB’s defenders, to provide me with the enlightened
knowledge of my own medical condition that I so clearly lack:
 

·         Peter Orszag – supporter of IPAB as a way “to improve Medicare’s cost-effectiveness” – can
tell me whether my surgery will cost too much;

·         Zeke Emanuel can tell me where my procedure fits on his chart for the allocation of scarce
medical resources; and

·         Dr. Berwick can tell me if I’m one of those cases where “Most people who have serious pain
do not need advanced methods; they just need the morphine and counseling that have been
available for centuries.”

 
I do hope that one of these individuals – or indeed other political commentators who have
supported IPAB in recent weeks – can tell me how I should proceed when it comes to my foot.  After
all, I now realize that my surgeon could be recommending an operation just for the reimbursement
check – because most medical professionals base their decision-making processes on whether they
will obtain a $50,000 payday (as opposed to Obamacare’s “experts,” whose decisions will be based
on the fact that “the social budget is limited – we have a limited resource pool”).
 
There is a catch however:  While I will defer my own opinion to those of the “experts,” I do expect
that any individual who passes judgment on my case will assume full financial and legal liability for
same.  That may be a problem for some of IPAB’s defenders.  After all, Section 3403 of the statute
exempts the IPAB and its members from ANY legal liability associated with its decisions.
 
And therein lies the point of this proposal, and this story:  If the IPAB’s defenders – and its so-called
“experts” – aren’t willing to put their own money where their mouths are, then how good will this
board of unaccountable bureaucrats be?
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 
* And just in case you were wondering, the facts of this story are real, as is the sarcasm…
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: A Modest Proposal to Solve Europe"s Debt Crisis
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2012 11:04:48 AM

The New York Times today outlined one of the major uncertainties facing the global economy this
year: The more than $1 trillion dollars of debt that countries like Italy and France need to sell just
this year, in order to finance their current deficits and roll over existing debt.  Amidst sluggish to
non-existent economic growth and entitlement policies that are at best marginally sustainable,
many European economies face challenges in finding buyers for their debt auctions.  Observers have
said Europe faces “enormous” risk as a result, and the Times article suggested that dealing with the
debt problem “may take several, more drastic approaches” than those currently on offer.  In reality,
however, solving Europe’s debt crisis need not involve drastic new approaches so much as it requires
a modest one:
 

Congress can solve Europe’s debt crisis once and for all – just by requiring all Americans
to purchase European debt.

 
The policy is not nearly as far-fetched as it sounds.  The Administration has endorsed a mandate
requiring all individuals to purchase a product – health insurance – for the first time ever, and the
Justice Department has stated that the executive branch does not need to define a limit on where
the federal government’s “power to require a specific purchase would stop.”*  All agree that a fiscal
and banking crisis in Europe would harm the American economy. (The Administration also thinks
Europe is “the single most important factor that will determine [Barack] Obama’s re-election
chances,” but who’s counting?)  So why shouldn’t Congress use its power under the Commerce
Clause to force all Americans to fund the debt of countries like Greece, Spain, and Italy?
 
Treasury Secretary Geithner has been attempting to co-ordinate policies with his European
counterparts, and a new mandate for Americans to purchase European debt would give him and the
Administration the tools to export the policies that have brought economic recovery to Americans
beyond their wildest dreams and expectations.  It’s also obvious that forcing Americans to buy into
Spanish, Italian, and Greek economies represents a sound investment, given their economic activity,
dynamism, and engaged populations.  And why wouldn’t Americans support bailing out countries
with unsustainable levels of spending and debt?  After all, nothing else promotes “spreading the
wealth around” like sending American treasure off to far-flung countries.
 
It can’t fail!  Just like Obamacare can’t fail.  Right…?
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 
* And here you were wondering why the health care analyst is sending out e-mails on European
debt…
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: A Ponzi Scheme (Finally) Collapses
Date: Friday, October 14, 2011 2:09:22 PM

The below op-ed by Secretary Sebelius admits that HHS will NOT be moving forward with CLASS
Act implementation – a devastating indictment by the Administration itself of the unrealistic
assumptions and budgetary gimmicks used to enact Obamacare.  This development comes nearly
two years AFTER Senate Budget Committee Chairman Kent Conrad called the program a “Ponzi
scheme of the first order.”  That quote, along with the report of the CLASS Act Working Group,
means that today’s development raises more questions than it answers:
 

How many millions of dollars of taxpayer funds have been spent on CLASS implementation in
the two years since career officials within the Department dubbed the program a recipe for
disaster? 
At a time when the federal government faces trillion-dollar deficits, why did the
Administration spend so long trying to salvage a program that was totally unsustainable from
the get-go? 
Who will accept responsibility for this wasteful and unnecessary spending on CLASS
implementation – all of which could have been avoided had the Administration listened to the
advice of the non-partisan Medicare actuary?
Why didn’t Secretary Sebelius publicly raise concerns her own staff were airing privately in
early 2010 – BEFORE the bill was enacted – that CLASS would be unsustainable?  Did she not
know about the serious fiscal concerns being raised within her Department, or did she
suppress this information to avoid damaging Obamacare’s chances of passage?
Why did Secretary Sebelius and other HHS officials claim through much of 2011 that the
Department had sufficient authority to modify the CLASS program to make it solvent, even
though internal documents from January 2010 show cast doubts on the Secretary’s assertions
– doubts that have now been proven correct?

 
In March 2010, then-Speaker Nancy Pelosi famously claimed we had to pass the bill so the American
people could find out what was in it.  Today’s damning admission from HHS about the failures of the
program Democrats trumpeted as “fiscally solvent” and a “deficit reducer” finally allows the
American people to find out about the fiscal games and gimmicks used during Democrats’ headlong
rush to enact Obamacare.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 

The CLASS Program
At some point in our lives, seven out of ten Americans will need daily help because of a
disability. It could be nursing home care in the final months of our lives. Or it could be a
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home health aide who comes by a few hours a week to help with daily tasks, giving us the
freedom to live and work in our community for years.

As time goes by, even more of us will require these kinds of long-term services and supports
in order to live our lives as we wish to live them. But under the status quo, many of us will
struggle to pay for this care - if we can afford it at all.

Many Americans assume that Medicare will pick up the bill for their long-term care, but it
only pays for brief nursing home stays. Medicaid offers broader coverage, but many families
aren't eligible until their savings are virtually exhausted. Meanwhile, the private market
covers less than three percent of Americans. And at $75,000 a year for a nursing home and
$18,000 a year for home health care, most families cannot afford to pay out of pocket.

It was with the hope of giving Americans better choices that Congress included a voluntary
long-term care insurance program called CLASS in last year's health care law. The idea
behind CLASS, which was championed by the late Senator Edward M. Kennedy, is simple:
workers could sign up and pay a monthly premium, and in return, they would be eligible
after a number of years for a daily benefit administered by our department that could help pay
for long-term care services should they become necessary.

CLASS would not only give Americans who knew they were likely to require long-term
services and supports an affordable way to prepare for the future. It would also give young
and middle-aged Americans a way to insure against the possibility that they would someday
require this kind of care themselves. Because all benefits would be paid out of premiums, it
wouldn't cost taxpayers a dime. And CLASS would provide relief for State and federal
budgets, which currently attempt to bridge the long-term care coverage gap with scarce
Medicaid dollars.

While some analysts predicted that the CLASS program's finances would be sustainable,
others including the actuary for Medicare and Medicaid issued warnings to Congress and the
public before the law was enacted that not enough young, healthy people would sign up. This
could have led to a vicious cycle where premiums would have to be set higher and higher to
cover the likely costs of benefits, leading fewer and fewer healthier people to sign up for the
program. For this reason, the law required me to develop a benefit plan that, in addition to
meeting other statutory requirements, would also be solvent for at least 75 years.

Since then, our department has worked steadily to find a financially sustainable model for
CLASS. Over the last 19 months, we've examined the long-term care market, modeled
possible plan designs, and studied the CLASS statute, consulting at every step of the way
with outside actuaries, insurers, and consumer groups.

When it became clear that most basic benefit plans wouldn't work, we looked at other
possibilities. Recognizing the enormous need in this country for better long-term care
insurance options, we cast as wide a net as possible in searching for a model that could
succeed. But as a report our department is releasing today shows, we have not identified a
way to make CLASS work at this time.

This doesn't affect the rest of the health care law, which will continue to provide affordable
quality health insurance choices to millions of Americans and reduce the deficit. And it
doesn't mean that we're giving up our efforts to improve Americans' long-term care choices.
In fact, one of the main reasons we decided not to go ahead with CLASS at this point is that
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we know no one would be hurt more if CLASS started and failed than the people who had
paid into it and were counting on it the most. We can't let that happen.

So even as we suspend work on implementing CLASS, we are recommitting ourselves to the
ultimate goal of making sure Americans can get the long-term care they need, whether it's a
working-age mom with disabilities who needs daily support right now or a young man at his
first job who wants to protect himself and his family against the possibility of huge long-term
care costs in the future.

By 2020, we know that an estimated 15 million Americans will need some kind of long-term
care. If we want our family members, friends, and neighbors to be able to live with the
maximum amount of freedom and independence, we need to make sure they have access to
the long-term supports that make that possible. We will continue to work with the Congress,
consumer advocates, health care providers, insurers and other stakeholders to ensure that all
Americans have access to long-term care choices that best meet their needs.

The CLASS report to Congress is currently being prepared for online posting and will be
available at aspe.hhs.gov later today. If you would like to receive a copy via e-mail in
advance of the report's posting, please send your request to julia.eisman@hhs.gov.

The report was sent to Congress with a cover letter from Secretary Sebelius, which is
available at www.hhs.gov/secretary.
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: A Preview of Tomorrow"s Census Report on the Uninsured
Date: Monday, September 12, 2011 3:54:04 PM

Tomorrow at 10 AM, the Census Bureau will be releasing its annual update on income, poverty, and
health insurance coverage for 2010.  Several things to keep in mind ahead of the report’s release:
 
New Methodology:  Tomorrow’s Census figures on the uninsured will be released using a new
method for imputing health coverage to individuals that do not respond to the health insurance
survey question.  Liberal groups are claiming this revision will somewhat increase the number of
Americans with health insurance, which would tend to reduce the number of reported uninsured. 
Past year’s uninsured data will be revised in tomorrow’s report to reflect the new methodological
format.  This is not the first time the Census methodology has been revised; many economists and
statistical experts have questioned its accuracy of its uninsured estimates.  (See more at the bottom
of this e-mail.)
 
Failed “Stimulus” Means Millions More Uninsured:  One of the prime reasons the number of
uninsured is expected to increase again this year (methodological changes notwithstanding) is that
the Obama Administration’s “stimulus” failed to bring down unemployment to promised levels. 
Because most Americans obtain health coverage through employment, millions more Americans
would be insured if the unemployment rate were at the 6.4% level the White House promised it
would be today once the “stimulus” passed, rather than the 9.1% it actually stands at.
 
5,110,000:  Remember Democrats’ repeated claims that “every day, 14,000 Americans lose their
coverage?”  The number was invoked frequently during the health care debate, and President
Obama even cited the statistic in his September 2009 speech to Congress.  The statistic hasn’t been
repeated often since the law passed, probably because its major coverage expansions don’t take
effect until 2014.  But if the Democrat claims were true, and 14,000 Americans lost their health
insurance every day, the Census report will show the number of uninsured Americans rose by 5.1
million in 2010.  However, the dubious assumptions behind the statistic make it likely that any
potential increase in the number of uninsured won’t match the earlier predictions.  (The short
version of the story: The Center for American Progress came up with the 14,000 estimate at a time
when the economy was shedding more than 500,000 jobs monthly, which is not the case now.)
 
Uninsured Number vs. Rate:  While press accounts of the Census report tend to focus on the
number of uninsured Americans, the uninsured rate has remained relatively constant for most of
the past two decades (last year being an exception).  Economists tend to emphasize the
unemployment rate – and not the total number of unemployed workers – as the most accurate
picture of economic health, as the former reduces the impact of population growth.  For instance,
while there are currently over 2 million more workers unemployed than there were during the
1982-83 recession, the unemployment rate is (slightly) below levels reached during that downturn,
because the American workforce has grown by more than 40 million workers over the past three
decades.  Some may therefore argue that the uninsured rate, as opposed to the number of
uninsured overall, may present a more accurate picture of the health insurance system.
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Uninsured Rate vs. Unemployment Rate:  The Bureau of Labor Statistics’ August employment
report found a total unemployment rate – including discouraged workers who have left the
workforce and part-time workers who cannot find full-time employment – of 16.2 percent.  It is
likely that, for the third straight year, the percentage of individuals seeking full-time work who
cannot find it will approach or exceed the percentage of individuals without health coverage – a
pattern not previously seen for at least two decades.  This dynamic may cause many to question the
logic of Obamacare’s more than $800 billion in tax increases at a time of record unemployment.
 
Cohorts of the Uninsured:  Former National Economic Council Director Keith Hennessey has
analyzed the various groups within the uninsured population to ascertain who might need assistance
to purchase health coverage.  The numbers are now dated (based on 2007 Census data), but it’s the
best explanation out there of groups of the uninsured – those who are enrolled in Medicaid and/or
SCHIP but aren’t reported on the Census survey as such, those who are eligible for Medicaid but
haven’t enrolled, non-citizens, individuals who could likely afford to buy some form of health
insurance, and the “young invincibles.” 
 
More on Survey Methodology:  While the Census Bureau figure of uninsured Americans is among
the most widely reported, it is far from the only measure used – or the most accurate.  Many
indicators confirm that the Census survey represents a “point-in-time” snapshot of the uninsured
population at any given moment, and does not reflect the number of individuals without insurance
for long periods of time – those in most need of assistance.  For instance, while last year’s Census
report found 50.7 million uninsured in 2009, a separate study by the Centers for Disease Control
found that 32.8 million Americans were uninsured for one year or longer in 2009, and a survey of
health spending conducted by the Department of Health and Human Services found 41.3 million
non-elderly Americans lacked coverage for all of 2009.  In 2009, the Census survey saw a larger jump
in the number of uninsured than the other two reports, which could be a result of methodological
flaws, and/or the fact that many of the uninsured lacked health coverage for periods of less than a
year. (For a further discussion of these issues, see also a 2006 Kaiser Family Foundation brief
comparing the uninsured surveys, as well as a 2003 CBO analysis of the long-term uninsured.)
 
It is also worth noting that the Census survey relies on individuals to self-report their insurance
status, and some individuals may not remember periods of health insurance coverage.  Adding a
“residual” question to the Census survey in 2000 – to confirm that those without employer,
individual, or government coverage were in fact uninsured – reduced the number of uninsured
Americans by 8 percent.  One survey conducted for the Department of Health and Human Services
in 2005 adjusted for the number of individuals which the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) reported were enrolled in Medicaid, but who did not report insurance coverage for
the Census survey.  Such adjustments for the Medicaid undercount reduced the number of
uninsured by about 9 million – or one-fifth of the total uninsured – and the number of uninsured
children by half.  For these reasons, the Census Bureau report itself admits that “health insurance
coverage is underreported [in the Census data] for a variety of reasons,” meaning that by Census’
own admission, the number of uninsured is lower than its report indicates.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: ACOs, CLASS, and the Expansion of Bureaucratic Power
Date: Thursday, October 20, 2011 1:57:52 PM

As previously noted, the final rules on accountable care organizations were released this morning. 
One point I neglected to mention in my earlier e-mail about regulations:  The final rule took 11
pages of bill text (Section 3022 of the 2,000-plus page Obamacare) and converted them into nearly
700 pages of bureaucrat-written regulations, requirements, and mandates.
 
Compare that to the controversy surrounding the CLASS Act, and the statements of advocates of the
program who this week called for it to continue, despite Secretary Sebelius’ statements that she did
not see a path forward to implementation.  The advocates either 1) want to give HHS MORE
authority to fix the program unilaterally, and/or 2) say she should plow ahead anyway, despite the
legal concerns the Secretary raised.
 
So, in the same week that found a CMS bureaucracy turning 11 pages of bill text into nearly 700
pages of regulations, we have liberal groups advocating to give HHS even more power than they
were granted by Obamacare.  That in and of itself speaks volumes to the problems with the
sprawling federal bureaucracy, and in particular with top-down, government-driven approach to
health “reform” epitomized by Obamacare.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Administration (Still) Peddling a Raw Deal for Seniors
Date: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 10:30:36 AM

USA Today reports this morning that the Administration will attempt to trot out more data today
regarding the Part D discount program as a way to show seniors are benefiting from Obamacare. 
But, as the Associated Press has previously noted, this story comes with a major catch:  Only a
fraction – about 1 in 20 – of the 47 million Medicare beneficiaries have benefited from the new
discount program.  That means a very small percentage of program participants actually are
receiving benefits from Obamacare.
 
Remember:  All seniors will be pay higher Part D premiums so that only some beneficiaries can
receive richer coverage.  The Congressional Budget Office estimated that “the law would lead to an
average increase in premiums for Part D beneficiaries of about 4 percent in 2011, rising to about 9
percent in 2019.”  That means that 17 million seniors will higher premiums, but only about 400,000
beneficiaries passing through the doughnut hole will actually receive the full benefit of the discount
regime established in the law. (Many of the beneficiaries in the “doughnut hole” are low-income
seniors, and the Medicare program already covered their additional costs in the coverage gap prior
to Obamacare.)  Some would categorize this redistributive scenario as “spreading the wealth
around.”
 
This drug discount program is clearly a big benefit to special interests, as Big Pharma is virtually
guaranteed to increase sales thanks to its “rock-solid deal” struck behind closed doors.  But in
reality, Obamacare will provide only modest benefits to a select few seniors, while raising costs for
everyone else – and that’s not “reform.”
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Administration Orders Insurers to Mount a Pro-Obamacare Propaganda Campaign
Date: Friday, December 02, 2011 11:10:55 AM

The Administration released a final version of its medical loss ratio (MLR) regulation today, and
made several changes when compared to the interim final rule released last year.  An Administration
summary of the changes made includes the following:
 

Provide MLR information to more consumers.  Consistent with comments from consumer
groups, the new regulation proposed a new notice requirement that will ensure all
consumers receive information on either the amount of their rebate or their insurer’s MLR,
regardless of whether there is a rebate, as well as how the insurer’s MLR has improved
under the new law.

 
In other words, these “consumer” (read: liberal) groups combined with the Administration to force
all insurers to send a new paperwork notice – at the insurers’ cost, of course – telling Americans
how much they have “benefited” from the new MLR regulations. 
 
Funny that I didn’t see those same “consumer” groups demanding that insurers notify their
customers how much Obamacare’s new insurance mandates – including the MLR requirement –
will raise Americans’ premiums.  In fact, when insurance companies started telling Americans how
much premiums would rise thanks to the law, Secretary Sebelius sent an angry letter to the insurers
threatening retaliation.  And when carriers tried to communicate with their senior citizen members
about how Obamacare’s Medicare Advantage cuts could result in them losing plan access, the
Administration told the carriers to shut up – literally – by slapping a gag order on them.
 
If the Administration were serious about pro-consumer transparency, they would be encouraging (if
not requiring) companies to point out the benefits AND drawbacks of Obamacare in equal measure. 
But instead, this appears like yet another attempt by HHS and its pro-Obamacare “consumer” allies
to send out yet another batch of one-sided messages in a feeble attempt to drum up support for
their unpopular law.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: American Values??? Obamacare WORSENS Inequality
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2012 2:38:55 PM

The White House is previewing the State of the Union message by saying the President’s agenda will
renew American values, and create a country where “everyone plays by the same rules.”  But the
reality is that Obamacare actually worsens inequality – by pitting similarly situated households
against one other.  Some families will get vast subsidies from the federal government, while other
families making the same incomes will receive little or nothing.  That’s not an America where
“everyone plays by the same rules” – it’s the federal government picking winners and losers.   
 
Take, for instance, two key numbers – the 63 percent and the 18 percent.  The 63 percent are the
number of non-elderly Americans who are theoretically eligible for taxpayer-funded insurance
under Obamacare.  According to the Census Bureau, there are 266.5 million individuals under age
65.  Of those, 169.2 million have incomes under 400 percent of the federal poverty level – the
threshold under which individuals can receive insurance subsidies.  169.2 million divided by 266.5
million people is 63.5 percent – meaning nearly two-thirds of the population under age 65 are
considered “low-income” and qualify for subsidized insurance under Obamacare.*
 
However, according to the Congressional Budget Office, of the nearly 110 million people
theoretically eligible for taxpayer-subsidized insurance on Obamacare’s Exchanges, only 20
million – or 18 percent – will actually receive those subsidies.  The remaining 82 percent of the
population with incomes between 135-400 percent of poverty will instead pay (through a dozen
middle-class tax hikes) for the privilege of funding the health care of the other 18 percent.
 
On both fiscal and fairness levels, this Obamacare math raises serious questions:
 

·         How is a legislative scheme where three in five Americans are classified as “low-income”
fiscally sustainable?

·         Conversely, how is a scheme where fewer than one in five Americans in eligible income
brackets actually receive government benefits equitable – or even perceived as such?

·         Won’t middle-class American families who DO NOT receive subsidies, yet fund the benefits
of individuals with similar incomes who DO, revolt at the inequity of the government
“picking winners and losers” by deciding who will and will not receive subsidies?

·         Won’t public outrage force a rapid expansion of Obamacare’s subsidies, and/or encourage
employers to drop coverage, either or both of which will quickly cause spending on subsidies
to explode?

 
When it comes to equality, Obamacare strikes a “balance” as the worst of both worlds – making
nearly two-thirds of the population eligible for subsidized insurance in practice, but giving it to only
a fraction of this larger subset.  At one stroke, a majority of Americans have been classified as
“low-income,” yet most of that majority will have the “privilege” of watching their hard-earned
tax dollars subsidize the insurance of others with the same, or even less, income.  It’s the type of
horizontal inequality – people with the same income being treated far differently – that all
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Americans, not just Occupy Wall Street, will view as unfair and distinctly NOT an American value.  Yet
this perverse version of spreading the wealth around is one of the fundamental premises on which
Obamacare is based.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 
* Of the 169.2 million people under age 65 with incomes under four times the poverty level, 59.3
million have incomes under 135 percent of poverty.  All these individuals – many of whom are
already eligible for Medicaid – will become eligible for that program under Obamacare. (Technically
the Medicaid eligibility threshold is 138 percent of poverty, not 135 percent, but the Census data
have a slightly different cutoff point.)  That means 109.9 million people under age 65 – or about 41%
of the non-elderly population – is eligible to receive insurance subsidies in Obamacare Exchanges,
by virtue of their income. (The 59.3 million with incomes below 135 percent of poverty will be
dumped into Medicaid, and will not have a choice of private plans regardless.)
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Conrad, Matt (GOV); Eige, Jasen (GOV); Martin.Kent@governor.virginia.gov; Lindsay Russell;

EGetchell@oag.state.va.us; Mike Adams
Subject: Amicus Brief Update
Date: Friday, February 03, 2012 10:55:25 AM
Attachments: 2012 Amicus Draft - Initial Draft.docx

2012 Amicus Summary - PPACA Amicus 020212.docx
2012 Amicus Brief State Mandates and Burdens Resulting from Federal Health Reform.docx

Importance: High

All:
 
Please find the updated Amicus Brief documents.  A summary and initial draft is attached.
 
This will be discussed by Martin Kent, COS to Gov. McDonnell on today’s Chief of Staff RGPPC COS
call  at 3 PM EDT.
 
To confirm on process, the goal is for RGPPC to be named as joining the amicus, as will Governor
McDonnell individually.  Duncan Getchell of the VA AG office will sign as a SCOTUS admitted
attorney.  The case will be styled as shown in the attached summary. 
 
What we need from you:
 

1.        Legal teams and General Counsels:  Sign off that a majority of our governors are
comfortable with RGPPC being named as joining the amicus.  Questions or concerns
regarding the legal brief should be directed to Martin Kent, COS to Gov Bob McDonnell,  or
Matt Conrad, Deputy COS to Gov McDonnell.   Please respond to Marie at

once you are comfortable from your state. 
 

Martin Kent:  Martin.Kent@governor.virginia.gov
       Matt Conrad:  Matt.Conrad@governor.virginia.gov  and is 
 
 

2.         Healthcare advisors and Action Officers:  We need additional data.  Please find attached a
document summarizing state mandates and burdens from PPACA. Additional thoughts are
welcome and data is encouraged. You may send that information to Marie to be
encorporated  at 

 
Thanks in advance for your attention to this matter.  About twice a year we have an important issue
we need to turn around quickly—this is one of them. We appreciate your patience.
 
 
Best,
Marie
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
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Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
Repulican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
MSanderson@rga.org/
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Anatomy of a Ponzi Scheme
Date: Tuesday, October 04, 2011 10:44:31 AM
Attachments: 100411 CLASS Ponzi Timeline.pdf

Eighteen months ago, former Speaker Pelosi famously said we had to pass Obamacare to find out
what’s in it.  Attached is a one-pager describing what the American people have found out over the
past year and a half about the CLASS Act, Obamacare’s long-term care entitlement, which even
Democrats have described as a “Ponzi scheme of the first order.”  And below my signature is a
leader from this morning’s Wall Street Journal providing further commentary on the CLASS Act
debacle.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946

The Definition of Insanity
Why no one wants to repeal a program that everyone
knows is a fraud.

The Obama health-care plan passed 18 months ago, and its cynicism still manages to
astonish. Witness the spectacle surrounding one of its flagship new entitlements, which is
eliciting some remarkable concessions from its drafters.

The Health and Human Services Department recently shut down a government insurance
program for long-term care, known by the acronym Class. HHS also released a statement
claiming that reports that HHS is shutting down Class are "not accurate." All HHS did was
suspend Class policy planning, told Senate Democrats to zero out Class funding for 2012,
reassigned Class's career staffers to other projects and pink-slipped the program's chief
actuary. Other than that, it's full-speed ahead.

HHS is denying what everyone knows to be true because everyone also knows that the Class
entitlement was not merely created to crowd out private insurance for home health aides and
the like. Class was added to the bill because it was among the budget gimmicks that
Democrats needed to create the illusion that trillions of dollars of new spending would
somehow reduce the deficit.

Benefits in the Class program, which was supposed to start up next year, are rigged by an
unusual five-year vesting period. So the people who sign up begin paying premiums
immediately—money that Democrats planned to spend immediately on other things, as if the
back-loaded payments to Class beneficiaries would never come due. The $86 billion or so
that would have built up between 2012 and 2021 with the five-year lead is supposed to help
finance the rest of ObamaCare. The Class program would go broke sometime in the next
decade, but that would be somebody else's problem.
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Opponents warned about this during the reform debate, and people on HHS's lower rungs
were telling their political superiors the same thing as early as mid-2009, according to emails
that a joint House-Senate Republican investigation uncovered.

In one 2009 note, chief Medicare actuary Richard Foster—a martyr to fiscal honesty in the
health-care debate—wrote that "Thirty-six years of actuarial experience lead me to believe
that this program would collapse in short order and require significant Federal subsidies to
continue." He suggested that Class would end in an "insurance death spiral" because the
coverage would only be attractive to sicker people who will need costly services. It could
only be solvent if 230 million Americans enrolled, which is more than the current U.S.
workforce.

An HHS Office of Health Reform official, Meena Seshamani, rejected Mr. Foster's critique
because "per CBO it is actuarially sound." But of course CBO only scores what is presented
to it, no matter how unrealistic. Despite this false reassurance, later even one HHS political
appointee took up Mr. Foster's alarms, writing that Class "seems like a recipe for disaster to
me."

In February of this year, Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius finally
admitted the obvious, testifying at a Congressional hearing that, gee whiz, Class is "totally
unsustainable" as written. By then Class had become a political target of vulnerable Senate
Democrats looking to shore up their fiscal bona fides, despite voting for it when they voted
for ObamaCare.

Bowing to this political need, Mrs. Sebelius has repeatedly promised to use her
administrative discretion to massage Class's finances until it is solvent. But given that the
office doing that work has now been disbanded, this evidently proved impossible, as the
critics claimed all along.

***

All of this would seem to make repealing Class an easy vote for Congress, but, this being
Washington, it isn't. Since the CBO says Class's front-loaded collections cut the deficit to the
tune of that $86 billion, HHS has to pretend that the program is still alive to preserve these
phantom savings.

Some Republicans are also nervous about repealing Class because, under CBO's perverse
scoring, they'll be adding $86 billion to the deficit. Others would prefer not to repeal any of
ObamaCare until they repeal all of it, on grounds that some of it might survive if the worst
parts go first.

So an unaffordable entitlement that will be a perpetual drain on taxpayers may continue to
exist because of a make-believe budget gimmick that everyone now admits is bogus.
Congress can't reduce real future liabilities because it would mean reducing fake current
savings.

This is literally insane. It's rare to get a political opening to dismantle any entitlement, much
less one as large as Class. House Republicans ought to vote to repeal it as soon as possible as
an act of fiscal hygiene, forcing Senate Democrats to vote on it and President Obama to
confront (even if he won't acknowledge) the fraud he signed into law.
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Another Obamacare Myth Debunked
Date: Tuesday, November 15, 2011 12:53:20 PM

Last month, the Administration attempted to claim that this year’s lower-than-expected increase*
in Part B premiums was due to Obamacare’s ability to lower costs through things like “investments”
in prevention (read: jungle gyms).  Unfortunately for the Administration, however, the Kaiser Family
Foundation – a left-of-center think-tank generally supportive of the law – released an analysis today
undermining that assertion.  The analysis done for Kaiser found that quarterly physician office visits
by those under age 65 started declining in 2008 (i.e., before Obama was even elected), dropped
precipitously at the end of 2009 – before Obamacare was enacted – and has remained at low levels
ever since.  As the liberal think-tank notes, this pattern is NOT consistent with Obamacare reducing
health costs – it’s consistent with a bad economy stifling them:
 

As the economic downturn deepened, the number of physician visits among the privately
insured started a downward trend, which has continued even as the recession technically
ended in June of 2009….Even people who are insured are going to the doctor less.  Likely,
consumers are reacting to the severe economic downturn and significant job-loss which
has defined the economy over the last several years by cutting back on health spending.

 
The Kaiser study is also consistent with what the non-partisan Medicare actuary concluded was
responsible for the slowdown in health cost growth: “Estimated spending growth in 2010 was slow
due to continuing declines in employment and private health insurance coverage associated with the
recent recession.”
 
In other words, spending growth was slower – and the Medicare premium hike lower – than
projected NOT because Obamacare worked, but because the Obama “stimulus” didn’t.  Put another
way: If the Administration wants to take credit for the lower-than-expected increase in Medicare
premiums, does it also (finally) want to accept blame for the lousy economic conditions that
were its primary cause?
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 
* And just in case you forgot, candidate Obama promised to CUT premiums by an average of $2,500
per family – so ANY premium increase by definition means the law has failed to achieve its promised
savings.
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Another Reason to Oppose Obamacare"s Taxes
Date: Thursday, October 25, 2012 7:56:07 AM

An interesting article at the Atlantic’s website last week noted that the Supreme Court’s ruling that
Obamacare’s mandate is a tax doesn’t just violate the President’s “firm pledge” not to raise taxes –
it could also undermine Obamacare itself.  Based on research in behavioral economics, George
Washington University professor Naomi Schoenbaum concludes that calling the mandate a “tax”
and not a “penalty” means fewer Americans are likely to comply with it:

If the mandate is framed as a tax, this could cut in several directions, all of which would
reduce health insurance coverage.  It could lead people to suspect that others are neither
paying the tax nor purchasing health insurance, leading them to try this strategy themselves.
 Or, given that purchasing health insurance is several times more expensive than paying the
tax (which, in 2014, will be only $95 or 1% of income), people might decide to pay the tax
rather than purchase the more expensive health insurance.  And this phenomenon can build
on itself: once an impression of low compliance with the mandate is forged, fewer people
will comply, further reinforcing the low compliance impression, and so on.

In either situation, the tax label could lead significantly fewer Americans to purchase health
insurance than the penalty label would. The success of Obamacare depends crucially on
people buying health insurance under the mandate rather than making a payments to the
government….The only way to keep costs from skyrocketing or insurance companies from
dropping out of the market, or both, is either to get more healthier, cheaper folks to join
the insurance pool, or have them pay an equivalent dollar amount.  With the tax frame,
though, individuals are less likely to buy health insurance.  And the mandate as currently
structured forces them to pay only a small amount for the failure to do so.

The article argues that the difference between the mandate as a “tax” and the mandate as a
“penalty” will have a major impact on compliance with the law – with the mandate’s tax status
making it more likely the law will be undermined.  But in its re-estimate of the health care law in
light of the Supreme Court’s ruling, the Congressional Budget Office said the ruling that the
mandate was a tax and not a penalty did not change its assumptions about compliance with the
mandate at all:
 

CBO and JCT’s original assessment of the effects of the coverage requirement was strongly
rooted in comparisons with other taxes and penalties, drawing heavily from the academic
literature on tax compliance.  In earlier estimates, CBO and JCT expected that individuals
would perceive the mandate as a requirement to purchase insurance or pay a penalty tax
administered by the Internal Revenue Service.  Because the Court upheld the
constitutionality of that arrangement, CBO and JCT continue to expect similar behavioral
responses to the insurance requirement.

 
Put another way, the Atlantic piece emphasizes how CBO’s score of Obamacare – by assuming
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strong compliance with the unprecedented individual mandate – is an optimistic, and possibly
unrealistic, prediction of how the law will be implemented and enforced.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Another Survey Confirms Obamacare"s Tales of Woe
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2012 9:31:11 AM

The California Health Care Foundation recently released its annual employer health survey, and the
results again confirm how Obamacare has not lived up to its promises:
 

Dropped Coverage:  The number of California firms offering coverage dropped by ten
percentage points in the past two years – from 73% in 2009 (the first year of the Obama
Administration) to an all-time low of 63% in 2011.  Further, 42% of all California employees
have ALREADY lost their pre-Obamacare coverage, as “grandfathered” (i.e., pre-Obamacare)
plans quickly go the way of the dodo.

Higher Premiums:  Including all health plans in California, premiums skyrocketed by 9.1% in
2011 – a figure nearly triple the overall inflation rate.  Since 2002, premiums have risen by a
whopping 153.5%, over five times the overall inflation rate.  And even though candidate
Obama repeatedly promised his health care plan would LOWER premiums by $2,500 per
family, and do so within his first term, California’s premiums went UP by an average of
$1,310 per family last year alone.
 
Higher Costs:  The survey notes that cost-sharing and deductibles have increased
“significantly” in prior years, yet more than one in four firms are very or somewhat likely to
raise the employee share of premiums (36%), deductibles (33%), co-payments (34%), or
prescription drug charges (30%) this year alone.  In June 2009, President Obama claimed
that any health care legislation must control costs: “If any bill arrives from Congress that is
not controlling costs, that’s not a bill I can support.  It’s going to have to control costs.”
 However, the persistent increases in cost-sharing demonstrate that Obamacare has not
slowed accelerating health spending.
 
Ineffective Tax Credit:  The number of California small firms – those with 3 to 9 employees –
offering coverage dropped by 11 percentage points in the past year alone, from 59% in the
2010 survey down to 48% in 2011.  Only 21% of small firms attempted to determine
eligibility for Obamacare’s small business tax credit, and fewer than 10% of small firms
actually plan on taking advantage of it.  These metrics again confirm that the complexities
surrounding the credit – which involves filling out seven different worksheets to determine
eligibility – is not encouraging small firms to offer coverage.
 

Whether it’s employees losing their coverage, or paying more for the coverage they manage to
maintain (for now), it’s clear Obamacare has fallen short of its promises – and the law’s failure to
deliver is harming middle-class families.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Another Survey Documents Obamacare"s Ill Effects on Business
Date: Thursday, August 18, 2011 12:06:20 PM

The National Business Group on Health is out today with its annual survey of its large-employer
members, and the results once again document Obamacare’s adverse impacts on both American
workers and American businesses:
 

Higher Costs:  Costs for businesses are projected to rise “an average of 7.2% in 2012,” a rate
more than twice the level of inflation, and a level which “sharply outpaces the economy’s
anemic growth and business conditions.”  Remember, President Obama promised that any
health care legislation must control costs: “If any bill arrives from Congress that is not
controlling costs, that’s not a bill I can support.  It’s going to have to control costs.” 
 
Higher Premiums:  To control costs, more than half of businesses (53%) “plan to increase
the percentage that employees contribute to the premiums, while 39% plan to increase in-
network deductibles.”  Remember, candidate Obama repeatedly promised to cut insurance
premiums by an average of $2,500 per family.
 
Lost Coverage:  Nearly half (49%) of firms have already lost their pre-Obamacare coverage,
having forfeited “grandfather status” this year.  A further 19% will have at least one plan that
loses its grandfather status next year.  Remember, candidate Obama promised that “for
those of you who have insurance now, nothing will change under the Obama plan – except
that you will pay less.”

 
Today’s report provides yet another instance of how the reality of Obamacare’s impact is FAR
divorced from the promises made prior to the legislation’s enactment.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Another Survey Documents Rising Costs -- And Employers Dropping Coverage
Date: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 11:47:10 AM

The HR firm Towers Watson today released a survey of large employers regarding health coverage. 
Once again the results show that Obamacare is NOT following through on the promise to reduce
costs – but IS encouraging employers to think about dropping their insurance offerings:

Higher Costs:  Overall plan costs are projected to rise at a 5.9% rate in 2012, well above the
rate of inflation.
 
Lose Your Plan Now:  Seven out of 10 (70%) employers expect to lose grandfathered health
status in 2012 – meaning employees will lose their current health plan, and employers will
be subject to a blizzard of new regulations and mandates under Obamacare.
 
Lose Your Plan Later:  Nearly three in ten employers (29%) are unsure whether or not they
will continue offering coverage to their current workers thanks to Obamacare.  More than
half (54%) of employers currently offering coverage to retirees plan to drop that coverage.
 
Higher Premiums Now:   A majority of firms plan to raise the employee share of premium
contributions in 2012 by at least one percentage point (66%) – with 20% planning to raise
single-only coverage premiums by more than 5%, and 29% planning to raise family coverage
premiums by more than 5%.  Despite candidate Obama’s repeated promises to CUT
premiums for all Americans by an average $2,500 per household, only 1% of firms plan to
decrease the employee share of premium contributions.
 
Higher Premiums Later:  Thanks to Obamacare, nearly half (47%) of employers plan to
“substantially reduce the health care benefit value of active employees,” in 2014 and 2015,
and an even greater percentage (57%) plan to “reduce employee contributions for lower-
paid workers.”  (That is, of course, if those employers are even offering coverage at all by
that point.)

 
Today’s survey once again documents how Obamacare has failed to live up to its promises – and
continues to serve as a drag on American businesses and families.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Another Survey Shows How Obamacare Is Killing Jobs
Date: Wednesday, November 09, 2011 8:16:49 AM

The NFIB just released a new report on the impact of one tax included in Obamacare that will hit
entrepreneurs – and American workers – hard.  This particular tax is likely to be passed on to small
businesses who purchase their own insurance plans, and could cause premiums to rise by a total of
up to $5,000 per family policy over the course of a decade.  The NFIB model analyzed the economic
impact of these higher costs, and found that they are likely to cost the American economy from
125,000 to 249,000 jobs between now and 2021 – and that more than half of the job loss will come
from small businesses.  GDP will also be tens of billions of dollars lower, thanks to this Obamacare
tax.
 
Last year Speaker Pelosi famously claimed that the health care law would create 4 million jobs, and
400,000 jobs almost immediately.  Today’s study is yet another reminder of how inaccurate the
claims by the Speaker and other prominent Democrats are proving.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Another Way Employers Could Dump Coverage
Date: Wednesday, November 30, 2011 3:57:18 PM

Yesterday NPR ran a story about two Minnesota law professors who recently wrote a law review
article about yet another unintended consequence of Obamacare – one which could result in
employers “selectively dumping” their high-risk, and therefore high cost, employees into Exchanges. 
The article argues that employers could engage in benefit management strategies – wellness
discounts, tight networks of specialists – that encourage healthy, low-risk individuals to participate
in the group plan, while encouraging unhealthy workers to rely on Obamacare’s Exchanges. 
Employers could also give their workers cash incentives – in the form of Health Reimbursement
Arrangements or other compensation – to minimize financial losses.  Even if high-risk workers
migrating to Exchanges could not receive federal insurance subsidies (because their employer was
still offering coverage), workers could still come out ahead – after all, a firm who knows a worker
will incur $50,000 in health expenses annually would be MUCH better off financially to send that
employee to the Exchange, even if the firm paid the full $15,000-$20,000 cost of that worker’s
insurance policy on the Exchange. 
 
Of course, federal taxpayers would be worse off under this scenario; the article notes that any
attempt by employers to offload their costliest employees could result in significant costs to the
federal government:
 

Employer dumping of high-risk employees could undermine the exchanges on which
individual markets are expected to operate by rendering the pool of policyholders seeking
coverage in exchanges disproportionately risky relative to the general population.  Such
adverse selection, in turn, would simultaneously increase premiums, lower coverage rates,
and increase the cost to the federal government of subsidizing coverage for low- and
moderate income individuals.  Ultimately, these forces could render insurance exchanges
unsustainable…

 
Given all this, it’s a bit surprising that senior HHS officials have said it would be a good thing for
employers to “dump [their] people into the Exchange,” and that Speaker Pelosi talked favorably
about Obamacare as a way “for businesses to be emancipated from health care costs because they
have a way out or whatever works for them.”  Regardless, the law review article is yet another way
in which Obamacare is turning out to misfire on the promises Democrats made – and backfiring on
the American people.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Another Way Obamacare Fails to Deliver
Date: Thursday, October 27, 2011 12:49:54 PM

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services announced today that Medicare Part B premiums
would rise by $3.50 per month in 2012.  The Administration is trying to bill this announcement as
evidence that Obamacare is working – but the reality is just the opposite.  First, candidate Obama
promised to CUT premiums by an average of $2,500 per family – so ANY premium increase by
definition means the law has failed to achieve its promised savings.
 
Part B premiums will rise by less than projected, however, which the Administration is claiming is
due to Obamacare’s “investment” in prevention (read: jungle gyms).  That however is NOT what the
non-partisan Medicare actuary concluded was responsible for the overall slowdown in the growth
of health costs; here’s the first paragraph of the actuary’s most recent summary of national health
expenditure projections:

In 2010, NHE is projected to have reached $2.6 trillion and grown 3.9 percent, down from
4.0 percent in 2009.  Estimated spending growth in 2010 was slow due to continuing
declines in employment and private health insurance coverage associated with the recent
recession.

 
In other words, spending growth was slower – and the Medicare premium hike lower – than
projected NOT because Obamacare worked, but because the Obama “stimulus” didn’t.  That’s not
exactly a success story the Administration should be trumpeting today.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Another Way Obamacare Is Costing Jobs
Date: Monday, December 19, 2011 1:27:45 PM

Despite claims that Obamacare would create 4 million new jobs, in reality the more than 10,000
pages of Obamacare-related regulations and notices released by the federal government to date
have helped to slow hiring by businesses across the economy.  A study released earlier this month
by the American Action Forum concluded that Obamacare’s regulations have cost over $12 billion. 
That represents a paperwork cost of over 30 million hours, or the equivalent of 15,000 full-time
employees, just to handle Obamacare’s new mandates, forms, and regulations.  All those new
mandates will strangle the small businesses that are America’s job creators, impeding their ability to
innovate, expand their firms, and grow the economy.
 
Of course, some providers are actually adding jobs thanks to the new law.  USA Today reported last
month about one hospital in New Hampshire that is hiring – it’s hiring administrative workers
designed to deal with “government reporting requirements....A lot of this is related to the new
health care law.”  The move came only AFTER the hospital laid off more than 100 nurses and
caregivers.   Such is the nature of the “job creation” and “reform” Obamacare hath wrought.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Another Way Obamacare Will RAISE Health Costs
Date: Monday, May 07, 2012 4:36:48 PM

This month’s issue of Health Affairs, released on Monday, contains an interesting new study on
consumer-directed health plans – both Health Reimbursement Arrangements and Health Savings
Accounts (HSAs) – written by researchers from the RAND Corporation.  The study (subscription
required) found that expanding the use of consumer-directed health plans from their current share
of 13% of the employer-sponsored marketplace to 50% market penetration would reduce health
costs by $57 billion per year.  The study also found that if HSAs had a 50% share of the employer
marketplace, costs would drop by an even larger amount – $73.6 billion per year, or 9.1% of
employee health care spending – because employees save more in HSA plans than in Health
Reimbursement Arrangements.  By any standard, both sums discussed in the study are significant
amounts of potential savings for American workers.
 
Unfortunately, several provisions in Obamacare will move health coverage in the exact opposite
direction, by restricting access to HSAs and consumer-driven plans – therefore raising, not lowering,
health costs.  Three separate provisions in the statute, and regulations implementing the law, will
reduce access to HSA plans:
 

1. Obamacare’s essential health benefits package contains new restrictions on deductibles and
cost-sharing, which will prevent at least some current HSA plans from being offered. 

2. Obamacare’s medical loss ratio regulations also impose new restrictions that studies show will
hit HSA plans particularly hard, and could force individuals to change their current form of
coverage.

3. The Obamacare statute does not specify that cash contributions made to an HSA will be
counted towards the new federal actuarial value standards.  And a February bulletin released
by HHS in advance of upcoming rulemaking indicates that under the Administration’s
approach, not all contributions into an HSA will count towards the new minimum federal
standards – meaning some HSA policies will not be considered “government-approved.”

 
Both individually and collectively, these provisions in Obamacare will have the effect of limiting
access to new and innovative consumer-directed health plans like Health Savings Accounts.  The
Health Affairs article illustrates that not only will these onerous regulations prevent many Americans
from keeping the plans they have and like – by limiting access to consumer-directed health plans,
Obamacare will also raise, not lower, health costs for many Americans.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: AP EXCLUSIVE: Obama Administration "Ignored" Alarms about CLASS Act
Date: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 2:47:31 PM

Wanted to pass on this article from the Associated Press previewing a report surrounding the CLASS
Act to be released tomorrow.  The lead paragraph: “Even as leading Democrats offered assurances
to the contrary, government experts repeatedly warned that a new long-term care insurance
plan could go belly up, saddling taxpayers with another underfunded benefit program, according
to emails disclosed by congressional investigators.”
 
Among other nuggets, the story goes on to cite internal HHS e-mails from October 2009 – well
before Obamacare passed – claiming the CLASS program “seems like a recipe for disaster,”
because it was structured in a way that only sick people would enroll – potentially necessitating a
massive taxpayer bailout.
 
The full report will be released on Thursday.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 

AP Exclusive: Long-term care plan alarms ignored
By RICARDO ALONSO-ZALDIVAR, Associated Press – 33 minutes ago 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Even as leading Democrats offered assurances to the contrary,
government experts repeatedly warned that a new long-term care insurance plan could go
belly up, saddling taxpayers with another underfunded benefit program, according to emails
disclosed by congressional investigators.
Part of President Barack Obama's health care law, the program is in limbo as a congressional
debt panel searches for budget savings and behind the scenes, administration officials
scramble to find a viable financing formula.
A longstanding priority of the late Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., the Community
Living Assistance Services and Supports program, or CLASS, was spliced into the health
care law despite nagging budget worries. Administration emails and documents reveal that
alarms were sounded earlier and more widely than previously thought. Congressional
Republicans seeking repeal of the program provided the materials to The Associated Press.
"Seems like a recipe for disaster to me," William Marton, a senior aging policy official in the
administration, wrote in an October 2009 email. Marton explained his concern that large
numbers of healthy people would not willingly sign up for CLASS, creating a predicament in
which soaring premiums for a smaller group of frail beneficiaries would destabilize the
program.
That central design flaw has dogged CLASS from the drawing board, and it may turn out to
be insurmountable without making the program mandatory for most workers. CLASS
remains vulnerable to repeal.
"There has been no decision made," Health and Human Services spokesman Richard Sorian
said Wednesday. "We are continuing our analysis. But it's an open question. The question is
whether we can develop a program that is fiscally solvent and self-sustaining into the future."
CLASS was intended as voluntary long-term care insurance plan, supported by premiums,
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not taxpayer dollars. Workers would pay an affordable sum of around $100 a month or less.
In exchange, they would receive a modest daily cash benefit averaging no less than $50 if
they become disabled later in life. Beneficiaries could use the money for services to help
them stay at home, or to help with nursing home bills. The Health and Human Services
Department is supposed to set the final premiums and benefit levels in the coming months.
But the program is on a collision course with powerful demographic and economic forces.
How to pay the exorbitant cost of long-term care remains a major unmet need for an aging
society. On the other hand, many economic experts believe the government has already
promised seniors more than it can deliver, and now is not the time to launch another program
likely to need a taxpayer bailout or new mandates.
Obama's own bipartisan debt commission last year recommended major reforms or repeal of
CLASS, as did another independent advisory group. Nursing homes and long-term care
providers support the program, while private long-term care insurance companies oppose it.
CLASS poses a dilemma for the new congressional supercommittee, since it initially reduces
the federal deficit until payouts overwhelm premiums collected.
The emails show that the first warning about CLASS came in May 2009, from Richard
Foster, head of long range economic forecasts for Medicare. "At first glance this proposal
doesn't look workable," Foster wrote in an email to other HHS officials, some of whom were
working with Congress to get CLASS into the health care law.
Foster said a rough outline of the program would have to enroll more than 230 million people
— more than the U.S. workforce — to be financially feasible.
But work on CLASS continued, bolstered in part by a report for AARP that laid out scenarios
for implementing the plan. The AARP study also raised financial concerns, although the
seniors' lobby supports CLASS.
In July, Foster tried again. After reviewing the latest information from Kennedy's office, he
wrote HHS officials: "Thirty-six years of (professional) experience lead me to believe that
this program would collapse in short order and require significant federal subsidies to
continue."
Too late. The Obama administration had decided to support CLASS. In the months that
followed, documents and emails indicate that Foster was edged out of deliberations. Officials
relied on a more favorable analysis from the Congressional Budget Office. In November,
Foster went public with his concerns.
By that time, Marton, the HHS aging policy official, was also chiming in. Emails he sent
other administration officials relayed studies that raised concerns about such issues as
premiums and the role of employers, while also recommending fixes.
Publicly, the administration maintained it would all work out. A December 2009 presentation
for senior officials stressed the end result would be a financially robust program.
In private, administration insiders were still spelling out concerns. In January 2010, amid the
final drive to pass the health care law through a divided Congress, officials circulated a 10-
page list of "technical corrections." One item questioned whether the law gave HHS
sufficient authority to redesign the program to keep it afloat, and recommended a "failsafe"
clause spelling that out.
Republicans say none of those changes were ever made. However, HHS spokesman Sorian
said Secretary Kathleen Sebelius will not go forward with the program unless it is financially
sustainable, and the law explicitly gives her that power.
GOP lawmakers aren't reassured.
"The CLASS program is fiscally unsound and was used as a budget gimmick in the health
care law," said Rep. Fred Upton, R-Mich., chairman of the House Energy and Commerce
Committee.
Sen. John Thune, R-S.D., called it "a ticking time bomb that will place taxpayers' money at
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risk."
A GOP report on the CLASS program is expected to be released Thursday.
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From: Lindsay Russell
To: Lindsay Russell; Seth Levey; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis

macarter32 ; RSerote@az.gov; Adam.nordstrom  Rob.Jakubik ;
bfulenwider@georgia.gov; ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ; dhiowa ;
jabot10 ; jboeyink34 ; travisrichmond  wkloiber ;
David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov; Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri;
Katie Altshuler; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov; tedpitts@gov.sc.gov; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us;
bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us;
Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; michael.ciamarra@governor.alabama.gov; Candice Whitfield;
eric.finkbeiner@governor.virginia.gov; Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov;
kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov; Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov;
debbie ; griffin ; wstruble ; wags@la.gov;
Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman ; Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov;
mary.mayhew@maine.gov; brandi white@mcconnell.senate.gov; Lanier Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov;
blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov;
tomichz@michigan.gov; Lauren.Hill@nebraska.gov; brian ; ryan@ ;
nguillemard ; sarah.echols ; Mike Schrimpf; ts ; Bkanzeg t;
aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us; jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us;
rebmyers@state.pa.us; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us; MKennicott ; Mark.Cate@tn.gov;
Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt ; RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov; EMainigi ;
bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; katyoder 99@  pjpgator ;
Keith.Gilkes@wisconsin.gov; Eric.Schutt@wisconsin.gov; Ryan.Murray@wisconsin.gov

Cc: Marie Sanderson
Subject: Backroom Deal Exposed: AARP Could Make $1 BILLION Off of Obamacare
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 12:25:17 PM

RPC-FYI
 
Several Republicans on the Ways and Means Committee this afternoon issued a report regarding
AARP and its business activities.  Among other topics, the report attempted to quantify the benefits
AARP will receive as a result of the health care law.  Specifically, the report found that while AARP’s
Medicare Advantage and Part D plans receive a flat licensing fee from UnitedHealth Group
regardless of the enrollment in their plans, AARP receives 4.95% of each Medigap premium dollar
paid by senior citizens (this percentage used to be 4% of Medigap revenues, but AARP negotiated an
increase in its last contract, in 2007).  Because of these unique contractual arrangements, AARP has
NO financial incentive to expand Medicare Advantage enrollment, but DOES have a financial
incentive to expand Medigap enrollment – and Medigap enrollment will expand thanks to the
Medicare Advantage cuts in the law.
 
Based on this information, and estimates of declines in Medicare Advantage enrollment thanks to
the cuts in the health care law, the report estimates that AARP will receive between $55 million and
$166 million in new revenue in 2014 alone – meaning the ten-year financial windfall received by
AARP due to Obamacare could total over $1 billion.
 
The report also contains other information about the interlocking financial relationships between
various AARP-related entities, as well as other practices – including spending on things like NASCAR
sponsorship and meetings hosted at the Hotel del Coronado – that raise potential questions about
the organizations’ non-profit tax status.
 
Last March, Speaker Pelosi famously said we had to pass the bill to find out what’s in it.  Today’s
report reveals “what’s in it” for AARP, which might explain why the organization endorsed a piece of
legislation that reduces choice and access for seniors.
 
Chris Jacobs
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Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Barack Obama"s Tax Cuts -- For Insurance Companies
Date: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 11:15:15 AM

The President’s campaign flyer includes some interesting claims on health care.  It also includes
some curious language on taxes: “The President has provided new tax cuts to help the middle class
afford higher education and health care.”  We’ve debunked this myth in its entirety here.  But it’s
worth reiterating the key point: The President’s claims to the contrary, the law and record are very
clear about the fact that this massive new entitlement will go straight into the pockets of the
insurance industry:
 

·         Section 1412(c)(2)(A) of the law provides that “The Secretary of the Treasury shall make the
advance payment under this section of any premium tax credit allowed under section 36B of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to the issuer of a qualified health plan on a monthly
basis.”

·         Page 37 of the report on the Finance Committee bill states: “The Committee Bill provides a
refundable tax credit for eligible individuals and families who purchase health insurance
through the state exchanges.  The premium tax credit, which is refundable and payable in
advance directly to the insurer, subsidizes the purchase of certain health insurance plans
through the state exchanges.” 

 
Even liberal professor Jonathan Gruber – a paid Obamacare consultant – admitted in an interview
that “Most households will never actually get their hands on the credits, so their existing tax
liabilities won’t actually change.  In most cases, credits will go straight to insurance companies, to
pay for health benefits.”  And according to CBO’s updated estimates, Obamacare will now provide
over $1 trillion in spending on subsidies, which will go directly into the pockets of insurance
companies. 
 
Of course, candidate Obama opposed sending subsidies straight to insurance companies when he
ran for President, only to flip-flop on this issue when he signed Obamacare.  An Obama campaign ad
derided Senator McCain’s proposal to subsidize insurance through tax credits: “That tax credit? 
McCain’s own Web site said it goes straight to the insurance companies, not to you, leaving you on
your own...”  Likewise, in a campaign speech, candidate Obama vilified Senator McCain for this
policy: “But the new tax credit [McCain’s] proposing?  That wouldn’t go to you.  It would go directly
to your insurance company – not your bank account.”
 
Presidential flip-flops and insurance company giveaways are real signs of change – but they’re
certainly not hope and change, and they’re not the true reform our health sector needs.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Ben Nelson Said WHAT on Medicare?
Date: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 1:03:59 PM

At a town hall meeting in Lincoln yesterday, Sen. Ben Nelson (D-NE) indicated that he would oppose
extension of the payroll tax holiday due to expire in December.  He said that while he would like to
support extending the payroll tax cut, “all you’re doing is taking money that otherwise would help
Medicare and Social Security.”

This comment was a curious statement to make, as non-partisan budget analysts and even
President Obama have admitted that the health care law the Senator voted for uses more than
$500 billion in Medicare funds to pay for new entitlements:

·         Medicare actuary Foster has written that the Medicare provisions in Obamacare “cannot be
simultaneously used to finance other Federal outlays (such as the coverage expansions
under the PPACA) and to extend the [Medicare] trust fund, despite the appearance of this
result from the respective accounting conventions.” 

·         The Congressional Budget Office agreed with the Medicare actuary, writing that the
Medicare provisions in Obamacare “would not enhance the ability of the government to pay
for future Medicare benefits.”

·         President Obama in an interview with Fox News last year admitted that “You can’t say that
you are saving on Medicare and then spending the money twice.”

 
Last year then-Speaker Pelosi famously said we had to pass the bill to find out what’s in it.  Some
might suggest that Democrats need to take the Speaker’s advice, to rediscover how Obamacare uses
more than half a trillion dollars in Medicare savings – not to improve Medicare’s fiscal situation, but
to create new and unsustainable entitlements.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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Please note this is an internal RGPPC document for governors and their staff and is not for public 

distribution  
  

 
 
 
 

The Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC) is the official policy 
organization of the nation’s Republican governors.  The RGPPC brings together 32 state 
governors to speak with one voice on public policy issues that impact their states.1 
 
This report is a collection of policy ideas from the Republican Governors Public Policy 
Committee.  Inclusion in this report does not constitute an endorsement of the policy 
prescription by any specific governor.  Instead, these policy proposals should be viewed 
as among the best ideas from the states to be considered in policy preparations.  

 
 

 
 
 

                                                           
1
 In this report, the term “states” generally refers to the governments of the states, the territories and the District 

of Columbia. 
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Jump to:  INTRO   CH-1   CH-2   CH-3   CH-4   CH-5   CH-6   CH-7   CH-8 
RGPPC Best Practices 2011 

Introduction:  

 
This document is the second installment of RGPPC’s “Best Practices” effort. The Republican Governors 
Public Policy Committee (RGPPC) is committed to developing a constantly evolving document for 
Republican Governors, policy directors and staff, as well as for Republican gubernatorial candidates to 
share policy ideas.  This document will hold the collection of “Best Practices,” as well as various other 
sources of approaching policy matters of importance to states. It will also contain ideas and assistance in 
supporting governors’ interactions with the federal government and policy issues involving Capitol Hill.  
 
What works in one state may not work for another state.  Each state faces unique and complex 
challenges that cannot be solved with a one-size-fits-all approach—all the more reason to promote 
state-centered means of developing policy strategies.  Nevertheless, the interchange between 
governors and staff regarding what solutions work best in addressing countless policy areas brings 
growth and the opportunity to build off of one another’s ideas, in the end bringing the possibility for 
more prosperous results amongst the states. 
 
From Arizona to Indiana, New Jersey to New Mexico, and Mississippi to Virginia, ideas and solutions 
from our Republican governors’ offices are included in this document. The strength of states and of this 
nation will be only furthered by effective, limited, and efficient government policy advancements. The 
states are empowered by ideas like those in this collection, and with state leaders and governors 
working together, solutions are made. 
 
Republican governors are united in the belief that states are the best developers for innovation and real 
solutions to the nation’s most pressing challenges. Original ideas in tax reform and balancing budgets, 
education and health care, energy and infrastructure are not centered in Washington, D.C. politics, but 
rather in the state capitols, in the offices of industry leaders and in the hands of those who are 
implementing policy at the state level.  Governors know what is best for their respective states, and 
sharing these beneficial policies and innovative ideas strengthens the following guiding principles set by 
the RGPPC. 
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Table of Contents:  
 
Chapter 1: Creating Jobs and Economic Opportunity, Pages 4-23 

 States featured include AZ, FL, IA, ID, IN, MS, NV, NM, PR, TN, UT, VA, WY 
Chapter 2: Providing Better Access to Quality and Innovative Education and Workforce Development, 
Pages 24-57 

 States featured include AZ, GA, IN, IA, KS, LA, NJ, OK, PA, SC, SD, TN, VA, WI, WY 
Chapter 3: Harnessing Innovations in Energy and Environmental Policy, Pages 58-78  

 States featured include AK, IA, NJ, ND, OH, OK, PA, SD, TN, UT, VA, WY 
Chapter 4: Reforming Health Care, Pages 79-91  

 States featured include IA, LA, ME, NE, PA, TN, UT 
Chapter 5: Balancing State Budgets: Funding State Priorities, Providing Tax Relief and Living within 
States’ Means, Pages 92-107  

 States featured include GA, IN, KS, MI, NE, ND, OH, TN, TX, VA, WI 
Chapter 6: Promoting Responsible and Efficient Government, Pages 108-126 

 States featured include AL, AZ, FL, IA, LA, OK, SD, TN, UT, VA, WY 
Chapter 7: Creating Safer Communities, Pages 127-141  

 States featured include GA, IA, NJ, OH, OK, TN, UT 
Chapter 8: Topping the Charts – State by State Rankings, Pages 142-144 
 

For your reference, the 2011 Best Practices table of contents is below. To view the entire document, 
see the RGPPC website: http://rgppc.com/best-practices-2011/    
 
Chapter 1: Creating Jobs and Economic Opportunity, Pages 3-41 

 States featured include AZ, IN, IA, KS, MI, NJ, ND, OH, UT, VA, WI, NE, NV, TN, LA, PR, SC, MS 
Chapter 2: Providing Better Access to Quality and Innovative Education and Workforce Development, 
Pages 42-84 

 States featured include AK, ID, OH, AZ, FL, IA, KS, PA, MS, OK, VA, NM, AZ, PR, NJ, NV, TN, IN, 
SD, LA 

Chapter 3: Capitalizing on America’s Energy Assets, Pages 85-108  

 States featured include AK, ID, IN, IA, ME, MS, NJ, OK, PA, PR, SD, TX, VA, WY 
Chapter 4: Reforming Health Care, Pages 109-127 

 States featured include IN, UT, LA, ME, TX, ID, MS 
Chapter 5: Balancing State Budgets: Funding State Priorities and Living within States’ Means, Pages 
128-146 

 States featured include: PA, PR, OH, IA, IN, LA, VA, MS, TN, NJ 
Chapter 6: Promoting Responsible Government, Pages 147-162 

 States featured include SD, IN, AL, VA, MI, NJ, AZ, PR, NJ, LA 
Chapter 7: Creating Safer Communities, Pages 163-174 

 States featured include AL, AK, GA, ID, IN, LA, IA, LA, ND, PA, TX, VA, PR 
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Chapter 1: Creating Jobs and Economic Opportunity  
 
Republican governors believe that jobs are not created through government, but instead through the 
ingenuity of entrepreneurs, innovators, and risk-takers.  Government has a critical role in setting up a 
framework that doesn’t strangle job-creators with cumbersome and duplicative regulations, allows for 
the efficient movement of capital, educates and trains employees and future business leaders, and 
builds the infrastructure necessary for the transfer of goods and services. With national unemployment 
at 7.8 percent2  and an ever increasing segment of the population losing faith in America’s future, job 
creation has taken center stage in policy development in the states.    
  
Catalyzing job creation requires an amalgamation of many different policies.  Policy entrepreneurship 
will be critical as policymakers work to create the right environment that allows enterprise to prosper.  
The innovative policies that are covered in other chapters of this report contribute to this environment.  
In the jobs chapter we will focus on two critical drivers of economic growth: economic development 
policy and infrastructure development and maintenance.   
 
Featured states and programs in this chapter include: 

 Economic Development 
o ARIZONA Governor Jan Brewer, Arizona Commerce Authority 
o IDAHO Governor C.L. Butch Otter, Idaho Global Entrepreneurial Mission Council 
o IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, High Quality Jobs: Business Tax Credits 
o IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, Employee Stock Option Plans 
o MISSISSIPPI Governor Phil Bryant, Small Business Regulatory Flexibility Act 
o MISSISSIPPI Governor Phil Bryant, Health Care Industry Zone Act Signed by Governor  
o NEVADA Governor Brian Sandoval, Las Vegas Regional Economic Development Council 

o TENNESSEE Governor Bill Haslam, Expansion of Fast Track Program to include new 

Economic Development Fund 

o UTAH Governor Gary Herbert Economic Development Coordinating Council 

o VIRGINIA Governor Bob McDonnell, Elimination of Accelerated Sales Tax Program  

o VIRGINIA Governor Bob McDonnell, eVA Mobile 4 Business App, allows for easier 

access to state procurement contracts  

o VIRGINIA Governor Bob McDonnell, 2012: The Year of the Entrepreneur 

o WYOMING Governor Matt Mead, Economic Diversification: Technology 

 Transportation and Infrastructure 

o FLORIDA Governor Rick Scott, Florida Seaport Transportation and Economic 
Development Program 

o INDIANA Governor Mitch Daniels, Ohio River Bridges Project Breaks Ground 
o IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, Road Use Tax Efficiencies 
o NEW MEXICO Governor Susana Martinez, Electronic Construction Permit Review 

System 

o PUERTO RICO Governor Luis G. Fortuño, Model for Public-Private Partnerships 

 

                                                           
2
 U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics. The Employment Situation - September 2012. 05 Oct. 2012. 

Web. 05 Oct. 2012. http://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.nr0.htm. 
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Other Resources: 

 CATO Institute, 2012 Fiscal Policy Report Card on America’s Governors 

 US Chamber, 2012 Enterprising States: Policies that Produce 

 NRSC, Senate Republican Jobs Plan: An outline for creating American jobs and prosperity 
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Economic Development: 
 

ARIZONA 
Governor Jan Brewer 

Arizona Commerce Authority 
 

By Executive Order on June 29, 2010, Governor Jan Brewer established the Arizona Commerce Authority 
(ACA), unveiled its board of Arizona C-Level Executives, and committed $10 million to advance Arizona’s 
economy through its approach to economic development.  The move starts the transition of the old 
Arizona Department of Commerce into the new, quasi-public Arizona Commerce Authority. 
The private-sector leadership board positions will help Arizona be more responsive to business needs 
and opportunities.  Governor Brewer will serve as chair of the board and will be joined by a prestigious 
and powerful mix of Arizona’s business leaders, all of whom are committed to securing a more complete 
global competitiveness strategy to advance Arizona’s economy.  
 
Read the full text of the announcement: 
http://www.azgovernor.gov/dms/upload/PR 062910 BrewerEstablishesNewAZCommerceAuthority.pdf 
 
Unique Partnership with AZ Furnace  
On August 27, 2012, the ACA announced that it would begin collaborating with AZ Furnace, Arizona's 
first-of-its-kind statewide business accelerator program that encourages entrepreneurs from across the 
country to find and commercialize innovations developed within the state's universities and research 
institutions. Partners already include Arizona State University (ASU), Northern Arizona University (NAU) 
and the Dignity Health Group. 
 
The ACA will commit up to $400,000 in seed funding, with BioAccel matching up to $150,000. This 
financial commitment is an investment in Arizona's overall economy by fostering promising, innovative 
business creation - a key initiative of both the ACA and BioAccel. 
 
 The AZ Furnace program is a competitive process that encourages serial entrepreneurs, alumni, 
researchers, faculty, and post-docs to look at Arizona technologies in a new way. The university and 
research intellectual property (IP) has been amassed in a user-friendly database to promote competition 
among entrepreneurs interested in commercializing those technologies. Each successful team will also 
receive incubator/accelerator services from AZ Furnace partners.  
 
AZ Furnace is designed to propel Arizona to a leadership position in the country by raising the visibility of 
Arizona’s research institutions and technology transfer offices and driving startup activity that is directly 
based on intellectual property and new technology disclosures. 
 
Furnace will offer high-potential startup ventures a package worth more than $50,000 in cash and 
services. The package includes at least $25,000 in seed funding, incubation space in one of the 
program's technology-providing institutions (ASU, NAU, Dignity Health Group, BioAccel), an intensive, 
mentor-led program for six months, and additional support services. Companies accepted into AZ 
Furnace must be based in Arizona as a stimulant to regional economic development and job creation. 
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For more information, visit the Arizona Commerce Authority (ACA) website: 
http://www.azcommerce.com/ and view the full release http://www.azcommerce.com/assets/Furnace-
Funding-Announcement Final-for-relase-21.pdf 
 
For more information on AZ Furnace, visit: http://www.azfurnace.org/ 
 

 
IDAHO 

Governor C.L. Butch Otter 
Idaho Global Entrepreneurial Mission Council 

 
The Idaho Global Entrepreneurial Mission was one of Governor Otter’s top legislative priorities during 
the 2012 legislative session, with House Bill 546 passing by an overwhelming majority in both the Idaho 
State Senate and House of Representatives. IGEM also received strong support from Idaho’s universities, 
the Idaho State Board of Education, the Idaho Technology Council, Idaho Association of Commerce and 
Industry, the Idaho Chamber Alliance, and the Idaho National Laboratory.  
 
One of the primary responsibilities of the IGEM Council will be developing a statewide strategic plan to 
foster innovation. The Council also will develop and oversee the Idaho Global Entrepreneurial Mission 
Grant Fund, which includes $950,000 appropriated by the Idaho State Legislature for grants. IGEM Grant 
Funds will leverage private-industry guidance and the talent and expertise of Idaho’s research 
universities to commercialize innovative and viable technologies that will strengthen Idaho’s economy, 
create more job opportunities in our communities and meet the Governor’s Project 60 goals. 
 
Membership on the IGEM Council represents a balance of private- and public-sector interests in 
recognition of the strong partnerships that are necessary for the private sector to create viable business 
and career opportunities through harnessing the research and innovation that is central to the mission 
of Idaho’s universities and the Idaho National Laboratory.  
 
“Idaho has a tremendous opportunity to lead the nation in development of innovative technologies that 
will help existing businesses grow and nurture the startup of new employers,” Governor Otter said. 
“IGEM represents a long-term investment in our state’s future, and I’m confident we’ve assembled an 
experienced, knowledgeable team that will facilitate and accelerate the transfer of new technologies 
from our universities to the marketplace.” 
 
Read more here: http://commerce.idaho.gov/news/2012/06/inaugural-idaho-global-entrepreneurial-
mission-council-appointed.aspx 
 

 
IOWA  

Governor Terry Branstad 
High Quality Jobs 

 
The High Quality Jobs program provides qualifying businesses tax credits to off-set the cost incurred to 
locate, expand, or modernize an Iowa facility. To qualify, a business must be a non-retail or non-service 
business and meet wage threshold requirements. 
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Eligibility Requirements: 

 A business must meet wage threshold requirements. 
 Actual award amounts will be based on the business's level of need; the quality of the jobs; the 

percentage of created or retained jobs defined as high-quality; and the economic impact of the 
project. 

 Created jobs must pay at least 100 percent of the qualifying wage threshold at the start of the 
project and 130 percent of the qualifying wage threshold by project completion and through the 
project maintenance period. 

 Retained jobs must pay at least 130 percent of the qualifying wage threshold throughout the 
project completion and maintenance periods. 

 The business must provide a sufficient benefits package to all full time employees that includes 
at least one of the following:  

o Business pays 80 percent of medical and dental premiums for single coverage plans, OR 
o Business pays 50 percent of medical and dental premiums for family coverage plans, OR 
o Business pays for some level of medical and dental coverage and provides the monetary 

equivalent value through other employee benefits. 
 
Tax Incentives 
The following tax incentives may be available: 

 A local property tax exemption of up to 100 percent of the value added to the property to a 
period not to exceed 20 years. 

 An investment tax credit equal to a percentage of the qualifying investment, amortized over five 
years. This tax credit is earned when the corresponding asset is placed in service and can be 
carried forward for up to seven additional years or until depleted, whichever occurs first. 

 A refund of state sales, service or use taxes paid to contractors or subcontractors during 
construction. 

 For distribution center projects, a refund of sales and use taxes paid on racks, shelving, and 
conveyor equipment. 

 The State's refundable research activities credit may be increased while the business is 
participating in the program. 

 
For more information on Iowa’s High Quality Jobs program, visit 
http://www.iowaeconomicdevelopment.com/business/highquality jobs.aspx 

 
 

IOWA 
Governor Terry Branstad 

Employee Stock Option Plans 
 
In 2012, Governor Branstad signed legislation authorizing Employee Stock Option Plans (ESOPs). In order 
to encourage the formation of ESOPs in Iowa, the state offers a 50% capital gains deduction from state 
income taxes for the sale of stock to a qualified Iowa ESOP. Unlike federal tax law, Iowa does not require 
that the seller reinvest the proceeds of the sale in qualified property and does not limit the incentive to 
sales of stock in C corporations, making the incentive particularly attractive to the many closely held S 
corporations around the state. 
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An ESOP is one of the most popular kinds of employee ownership in the United States. ESOPs can be 
created by both C corporations and closely held S corporations. To create an ESOP, a business sets up a 
trust fund and then purchases the company stock from the existing shareholders, often financing the 
transaction with a loan. The trust fund is divided into shares which are allocated to the employees. The 
employees then earn these shares over time as a benefit, often in increasing amounts as their pay and 
seniority increase. When an employee terminates employment, the shares are repurchased by the 
business at fair market value. 
 
ESOPs provide the following potential tax benefits to employers and employees: 

 As a defined contribution plan under the federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act 
(“ERISA”), an ESOP allows employees to obtain the same beneficial income tax treatment that 
other qualified retirement plans, such as 401(k) and IRAs, receive. 

 Company contributions of cash, stock, or dividends to the ESOP trust are tax deductible, as are 
any amounts that go to pay down the loans used to finance the ESOP trust’s purchase of 
company stock. 

 In the case of C corporations, sales of stock to the ESOP may be eligible for a federal income tax 
deferral if the proceeds are reinvested in qualifying securities. 

 In the case of S corporations, the percentage of the company owned by the ESOP trust is 
exempt from federal income taxes. Thus, if a company is 100% ESOP-owned, all of the profits 
are exempt from federal income taxes. 
 

In addition to the tax benefits of an ESOP, independent research into the economic benefits of ESOPs 
has shown the employee morale and retention improve, that company profits and revenues increase, 
and that ESOP companies weather both good and bad business climates better than non-ESOP 
companies. When Iowa companies are more competitive in a global economy, they are more likely to 
succeed, and when they are employee owned, they are more likely to stay in their existing communities, 
making the state’s economy that much stronger. 
 
Full text of the relevant Act can be found at: 
http://coolice.legis.iowa.gov/linc/84/external/govbills/HF2465.pdf  

 
 

MISSISSIPPI 
Governor Phil Bryant 

Small Business Regulatory Flexibility Act 
 

On April 23, 2012, Gov. Phil Bryant signed into law the Small Business Regulatory Flexibility Act (Senate 
Bill 2398) that aims to remove unnecessary barriers to business growth by giving small businesses a 
voice in state rulemaking processes. 
 
SB 2398 creates a framework that allows for the review of current regulations and any proposed rules 
and or regulations that would adversely impact small businesses. 
 
The Small Business Regulatory Flexibility Act organizes a volunteer committee of former and current 
small business owners and officers who will review proposed and existing regulations in Mississippi to 
determine if those regulations are harmful to small businesses. Committee members will work closely 
with state agencies to either modify or ease regulations that are determined to place unfair burdens on 
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small businesses. State agencies will also report on how proposed regulations will impact small 
businesses. 
 
The governor, lieutenant governor and speaker of the house each make four appointments to the 
twelve-member committee. The governor appoints the committee chair. Appointees must be current or 
former small business owners or operators and may be nominated for appointment by a local chamber 
of commerce, small business industry organization or a small business owner or officer. Members will 
serve two-year terms with a limit of three successive terms.  
 
For complete text of announcement: http://www.governorbryant.com/small-business-a-cornerstone-of-
mississippis-economy/ 
 
 

MISSISSIPPI 
Governor Phil Bryant 

Health Care Industry Zone Act Signed by Governor 
 

On May 14, 2012, Legislation aimed at expanding medical care and increasing the number of health care 
jobs in Mississippi, House Bill 1537, was signed by Gov. Phil Bryant. 
 
The Health Care Industry Zone Act authorizes the establishment of “health care zones” throughout the 
state where significant acute-care facilities exist. An area may be certified by the Mississippi 
Development Authority (MDA) as a health care industry zone if the following requirements are met: 

 the area is located within three contiguous counties that have certificates of need of more than 
375 acute care hospital beds and/or is a county that has a hospital with a minimum capital 
investment of $250 million and for which construction is completed before July 1, 2017 

 the health care industry facility is located within a five-mile radius of a facility with a certificate 
of need for hospital beds 

 the zoning of the local government unit allows the construction or operation in the proposed 
health care industry zone of the health care industry facility. 

 
Health care businesses like laboratory testing facilities, medical supply distributors and biotechnology 
research facilities that either make an investment of at least $10 million or create a minimum of 25 full 
time, permanent jobs within the health care zone are eligible for income tax, sales tax, and property tax 
incentives. 
 
Tax incentives provided for eligible “Health Care Industry Facilities” located in qualified “Health Care 
Industry Zones” are: 

 An accelerated, 10-year state income tax depreciation deduction 

 A sales tax exemption for equipment and materials used in the construction of the facility 

 A property tax “fee in lieu” for 10 years for projects investing over $10 million or a 10-year ad 
valorem tax exemption. 

 
For full text of the legislation: http://billstatus.ls.state.ms.us/2012/pdf/history/HB/HB1537.xml 
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NEVADA 
Governor Brian Sandoval  

Las Vegas Regional Economic Development Council 
 
On May 2, 2012, Governor Sandoval’s Office of Economic Development announced that it is taking 
“another step toward the makeover of how the state attracts, expands and retains companies” by 
creating The Las Vegas Regional Economic Development Council (“the Council”).  
 
The Council will provide a more expansive approach to recruiting businesses to Nevada than the 
previous organization – Nevada Development Authority. Eleven separate organizations put forth 
proposals to be included in the Council as one of the regional development authorities which will be 
eligible for state funding to assist their efforts.  
 
The organization plans to have committees devoted to marketing, branding and recruitment; business 
retention and expansion; higher education and work force development; international business; 
redevelopment; and government affairs. 
 
For complete text of the announcement: http://www.diversifynevada.com/news/nevadas-economic-
development-effort-hits-next-phase/ 
 
Press 
Major changes in economic development efforts under way in Nevada 
By Richard N. Velotta – May 2, 2012 
Vegas Inc. 
 
The Governor’s Office of Economic Development took another step toward the makeover of how the 
state attracts, expands and retains companies Tuesday when state officials opened requests for 
proposals to form newly minted regional development authorities. 
 
The new iteration of a development authority includes a proposal from a superstar team of key 
Southern Nevada business stakeholders with interests in diversifying the economy through the 
recruitment of businesses, assisting existing businesses with their expansion plans and preventing 
companies from being lured to other states. 
 
It’s a much more expansive approach than strategies that have been used for years by one of Las Vegas’ 
primary drivers of economic development — the Nevada Development Authority — and its lead 
executive, President and CEO Somer Hollingsworth. 
 
As a result, Hollingsworth’s role is expected to be greatly diminished. And in the NDA’s place will be a 
new group comprising economic development leaders from Southern Nevada’s municipalities, chambers 
of commerce and the education community as well as the NDA. 
 
The new group already has begun the process of finding a new chief executive. 
 
Hollingsworth did not immediately respond to calls requesting comment on the change in the NDA’s role 
and how it could affect him professionally. Some are hoping he would work in some capacity with the 
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organization’s new CEO because of his long tenure with the organization and his vast institutional 
knowledge. 
 
For now, the new group is calling itself the Las Vegas Regional Economic Development Council, but that 
could change. 
 
The Governor’s Office of Economic Development received 11 proposals by Tuesday’s deadline, with the 
one from the Las Vegas group the only one representative of Clark County’s interests — an indication 
that the area’s key players appear to be working together. 
 
Other development authority proposals came from a collaborative group representing interests in 
Northern Nevada. The other nine were from groups in different rural counties. 
 
Mike Skaggs, deputy director of the Governor’s Office of Economic Development who oversaw opening 
the requests, said some of the proposals appear to be filled with elaborate detail, giving him hope that 
the state is on course to begin a new chapter in growing the state’s economy. 
 
The state office will now take until the end of May to evaluate the requests and determine which 
organizations will be qualified as regional development authorities, which will make them eligible for 
state funding to assist in their efforts. There’s no limit to the number of authorities that could be 
qualified from the 11 submissions. 
 
In the meantime, the process is a sea change for the NDA that includes sharing responsibilities with 
leaders of other organizations. 
 
“It’s a lot broader mission than what we had done before at the NDA,” said Glenn Christenson, chairman 
of the NDA’s board of directors. “The new group felt it was appropriate to find a new leader who has 
done this kind of thing before.” 
 
The Las Vegas Regional Economic Development Council has contracted with Jorgenson Consulting, a 
Greensboro, N.C.-based executive search company that specializes in community economic 
development recruitment, to find a CEO for the new development authority… 
 
Read the full text of the article: http://www.vegasinc.com/news/2012/may/02/major-changes-
economic-development-efforts-under-w/ 
 
 

TENNESSEE 
Governor Bill Haslam 

Expansion of Fast Track Program to include new Economic Development Fund 

 
On May 17, 2012, Tennessee Gov. Bill Haslam signed legislation to expand the state’s FastTrack program 
to specifically support economic development in rural communities and for exceptional projects.  
 
The legislation, HB 2344/SB 2206, created the FastTrack Economic Development Fund, an expansion of 
the Department of Economic and Community Development’s (ECD) current infrastructure and job 
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training program. The legislation resulted from a 12-month review of ECD’s incentive programs with 
input from companies, site selection consultants and economic development stakeholders.  
 
The FastTrack economic development grants or loans, designed to assist eligible businesses, are made to 
local governments or to their economic development organizations. These grants or loans may be used 
to facilitate economic development activities that are not eligible for FastTrack infrastructure 
development or job training assistance funds. These activities include grants or loans for retrofitting, 
relocating equipment, purchasing equipment, building repairs and improvements, temporary office 
space or other temporary equipment related to relocation or expansion. 
 
By making reimbursable grants to local industrial development boards, the fund provides additional 
grant support for companies expanding or locating in Tennessee, and the legislation stipulates that the 
fund will only be used in exceptional cases where the impact of the company on a given community is 
significant.  
 
“Tennessee is recognized as one of the best places to do business in the country, and this legislation 
gives us another tool in the toolbox to help make Tennessee the No. 1 location in the Southeast for high 
quality jobs by focusing on our rural communities and recruiting and growing significant jobs,” Haslam 
said.  
 
Read the full text of the announcement: http://news.tn.gov/node/8842 

 
 

UTAH 
Governor Gary Herbert 

Economic Development Coordinating Council 
 
On September 20, 2011, Utah Governor Gary R. Herbert convened the inaugural meeting of the 
Governor's Economic Development Coordinating Council. With eleven members representing Utah's key 
players on the economic development front, the Council was created as part of the Governor's long-
term economic development initiative to ensure the collective efforts of government and the business 
community are focused on jobs. 
   
After detailing specific guiding principles, like fiscal prudence, sensible regulation and empowering the 
private sector, Governor Herbert announced the council's singular focus: Accelerate support for private 
sector efforts to create 100,000 jobs in 1,000 days. 
 
The Governor's seven action items for the Council were: 
  

1. Continue to recruit new companies to the state. 
2. Reduce taxes on business expansion inputs for local Utah companies. 
3. Increase access to capital for small and start up businesses.  Work with the Utah Fund of Funds 

to encourage them to focus, first and foremost, on assisting Utah companies.  
4. Assist the growth of companies in rural Utah by expanding the Business Expansion and 

Retention program and the Rural Fast Track Program. 
5. Expand our global vision by doubling Utah exports in the next five years.  
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6. Implement the state's 10-Year Energy Plan to ensure access to affordable, reliable, and 
sustainable energy. 

7. Ensure a stable business environment and maintain Utah's AAA bond-rating through regulatory 
reform and fiscally prudent management of state government. 

 
Read the full text of the announcement: 
http://www.utah.gov/governor/news media/article.html?article=5581 
 
 

VIRGINIA 
Governor Bob McDonnell  

Elimination of Accelerated Sales Tax Program 
 

On May 25, 2012, Governor Bob McDonnell signed the “Caboose Budget Bill”, delivering on his promise 
to speed up the phasing out of the Accelerated Sales Tax program.  
 
More than 8,800 businesses with at least $1 million in taxable sales were previously required to make 
additional sales and use tax payment in June. These businesses had to pay their regular payment of sales 
tax collected in May, due on June 20, as well as the new accelerated payment, which is equal to 90 
percent of their taxable sales for the previous June.  
 
In 2011, Governor McDonnell signed legislation increasing the sales threshold from $1 million to $5.4 
million, relieving more than 7,000 retail dealers of the additional payment requirement.  Legislators 
agreed in 2010 to end the Accelerated Sales Tax program by June 2021 and to begin the roll-back in 
fiscal year 2013.  The governor's proposal moved the start of the phase-out up a year. 
 
The Caboose Budget Bill, which adjusts Commonwealth funding for the remainder of the current 
biennium, put the program's phase-out on a faster pace by raising the sales threshold to $26 million, 
thus reducing the number of businesses required to make the extra payment in June 2012 to 386. That's 
a reduction of nearly 96 percent since 2010.  The Caboose Budget Bill included a $50 million reduction in 
general fund revenues to account for the funds that the dealers will not have to pay in June. 
 
Read the full text of the announcement: 
http://www.governor.virginia.gov/news/viewRelease.cfm?id=1291 
 
Press 
Governor Signs FY 2012 Caboose Budget  
Contributed Report – June 11, 2012 
Hopewell News & Patriot 
 
Governor Bob McDonnell signed, without any vetoes, the final caboose budget for FY 2012 on Friday, 
May 25. He received both the FY 2012 caboose budget and the final biennial budget for FY 2013-2014 as 
passed by the General Assembly on Wednesday, May 23rd. In keeping with his intention to quickly 
finalize the budget, the governor plans to act on the FY 2013-2014 biennial budget in the days ahead.  
 
Speaking about signing the caboose bill, Governor McDonnell commented, “Upon final passage of both 
the caboose bill and new FY 2013-2014 biennial budget, I said that I would act quickly, and in a limited 
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manner, to finalize both budgets so that Virginia’s localities would be able to budget prudently for the 
coming years. The enactment of the caboose budget bill will allow us to proceed with the essential 
business of the Commonwealth in a timely and fiscally responsible way, which has been characteristic of 
our tradition of sound fiscal operations in Virginia. I intend to take final action on the FY 2013-2014 
budget in the days ahead.” 
 
Read the full text of the article: http://www.hopewellnews.com/article 4572.shtml#.UBADAGHY M 
 
 

VIRGINIA 
Governor Bob McDonnell 

eVA Mobile 4 Business App, allows for easier access to state procurement contracts 
 

On August 14, 2012, Governor Bob McDonnell announced the launch of a free mobile application for 
eVA, Virginia's award-winning electronic procurement system. The eVA Mobile 4 Business app allows 
anyone with an Internet-enabled mobile device (iPhone, iPad, Android, Blackberry, etc.) to have real-
time access to Virginia government business opportunities-anywhere, anytime. 
 
 Virginia is the first state to launch a mobile app that brings bid opportunities and solicitations literally to 
the fingertips of its suppliers and the general public, giving them immediate access to the thousands of 
business opportunities published every year and providing increased visibility into how state 
government spends the taxpayers' dollars.  
 
Virginia's eVA Program also recently launched Quick Quote Reverse Auction, an addition to the system's 
already powerful online bidding tools. This tool allows suppliers to bid multiple times offering better and 
better pricing for a single business opportunity thus increasing their chances to receive a contract. 
Unlike a standard auction where bid prices increase during the bidding period, Reverse Auction is 
designed to seek the lowest price for goods and services. King George County was the first to take the 
new tool for a "test drive" recognizing opportunities for increased competition and resulting savings. 
They were excited to see their first auction prices for a specialized fire department vehicle, which began 
at a high of $67,890, result in a winning low bid of $37,100, a savings of 45 percent. 
 
Whether in the office or on the move, the eVA Mobile 4 Business app gives businesses immediate access 
to all bid opportunities and solicitations published on eVA's public Virginia Business Opportunities (VBO) 
page. The app also includes personalized features allowing businesses to follow specific opportunities by 
adding them to a Watch List. With a variety of other exciting features this app brings real business value 
to the world of mobile computing. 
 
Getting the app is simple. Find it in the Apple and Android app stores by searching for eVA Mobile 4 
Business or use your mobile browser to access the web version at www.eva.virginia.gov/evamobile. 
The eVA Mobile 4 Business app is just the latest example of Virginia using technology to make it easier 
to do business with government, especially for small businesses to do business with Virginia, while 
increasing public visibility and government accountability. 
 
Forbes.com recently lauded Virginia and the eVA Program as one of the top 10 state/local governments 
to storm industry by transacting into the Cloud. Cloud computing has proven that government agencies 
can provide improved services at lower cost. The Commonwealth of Virginia saves about $30 million 
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annually through its eVA Program by leveraging a Software as a Service in the Cloud, which, to date, has 
conducted more than 3.7 million purchases for over $33 billion for hundreds of state agencies, 
institutions and local governments. 
 
To read full text of announcement: http://www.governor.virginia.gov/news/viewRelease.cfm?id=1379 
 
 

VIRGINIA 
Governor Bob McDonnell 

2012: The Year of the Entrepreneur 
 

At a press conference in Richmond, Governor Bob McDonnell declared 2012 "The Year of the 
Entrepreneur" in the Commonwealth of Virginia. February 22nd was the first day of events that will be 
held throughout the year to highlight the role of entrepreneurs in creating opportunity for other 
Virginians; show why Virginia is the best place to start and grow a business; and to make the connection 
between education and job creation. 
 
After the kick-off press conference, Shawn Boyer, CEO of Snagajob.com and Jonathan Aberman of 
FoundersCorp spoke at an Entrepreneur Day Lunch. Following the lunch, Tom Silvestri moderated an 
Entrepreneurial Town Hall, with participants in fields ranging from high-tech to agriculture to retail to 
biotech from around the Commonwealth.  
    
The Year of the Entrepreneur will include a business plan competition, entrepreneurial roundtable 
events, one-on-one meetings with small business owners, the Small Business Summit, a college 
"elevator pitch competition" and other events. Governor McDonnell is also making the commitment to 
personally meet with Virginia's business owners during newly designated "monthly office hours for 
entrepreneurs," which he will use to discuss first hand issues facing Virginia's job creators and 
innovators.  
 
Read the full text of the announcement:  
http://www.governor.virginia.gov/News/viewRelease.cfm?id=1146 
 

 
WYOMING  

Governor Matt Mead 
Economic Diversification: Technology 

 
On February 18, 2011, less than 50 days after taking office, Governor Matt Mead signed HB 0117, the 
Data Center Incentive bill, providing him a tool for economic development and to help open the door for 
diversifying the economy.  
 
The bill created incentives for the construction of data centers in Wyoming. Data centers are a great 
match for Wyoming, which has abundant and affordable energy, a naturally cool climate to reduce 
cooling costs and the necessary fiber optics.  
 
On March 19, 2012, Governor Mead committed incentives for Microsoft to build a $112 million data 
center in Wyoming. Construction on that facility is underway. Governor Mead also helped open the 
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NCAR-Wyoming Supercomputing Center. The center is home to one of the fastest computers in the 
world.  
 
These efforts are all part of Governor Mead’s vision that technology can emerge as another leading 
sector of Wyoming’s economy. This is reliant on the expansion of broadband connectivity to the 
Internet. In October 2012, Governor Mead co-sponsored a summit on broadband and brought together 
industry leaders to get feedback on how the state can better support their companies as they grow. 
 
For the full text of this legislation: http://legisweb.state.wy.us/2011/bills/HB0117.pdf  

 
Transportation and Infrastructure: 
 

FLORIDA  
Governor Rick Scott 

Florida Seaport Transportation and Economic Development Program 
 

On June 14, 2012, Governor Rick Scott signed two bills that facilitate economic development 
opportunities by prioritizing Florida’s investment in vital transportation projects, including 
improvements to Florida’s 14 deep-water sea ports.  Improvements to Florida’s ports ensure they are 
prepared to benefit from the anticipated international trade expected from the expansion of the 
Panama Canal, ratified free trade agreements and the growing economies of Central and South America. 
  
The legislation positions the Florida Department of Transportation to build an interconnected, efficient 
transportation system, as guided by its long-range vision plan. The legislation reduces bureaucracy and 
streamlines decision making to allow faster project delivery for infrastructure improvements that 
employ creative financing alternatives, offer transportation choices, and develop future transportation 
corridors. 
 
Specific benefits to Florida’s ports include funding initiatives that allow the private sector to invest in 
projects and grow jobs. The funds available for the Florida Seaport Transportation and Economic 
Development Program are increased to $15 million from $8 million. In addition, two programs are 
created to increase Florida’s investment in seaports: 

 

 The Strategic Port Investment Initiative within the Florida Department of Transportation will 
provide a minimum of $35 million per year from the State Transportation Trust Fund. 

 The Intermodal Logistics Center Infrastructure Support Program will provide will provide $5 
million per year for roads, rail, or other methods used to move goods through a seaport. 

 
Read more here: http://www.flgov.com/2012/06/14/governor-scott-signs-legislation-to-prioritize-port-
and-transportation-projects-vital-to-international-trade/ 
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INDIANA 
Governor Mitch Daniels 

Ohio River Bridges Project Breaks Ground 
 

In March 2012, Indiana Governor Mitch Daniels partnered with Kentucky Governor Steve Beshear on a 
historic agreement to pay for two new bridges across the Ohio River. The project broke ground on 
August 30, 2012 and is expected to be completed within six years at a cost $1.5 billion less than 
originally projected. 
 
 “Decades of waiting for greater convenience and quality of life in the metro area will soon be over, but 
that’s only part of what’s ahead: Southern Indiana has tremendous economic prospects and these new 
bridges are the key to making them real,” said Governor Mitch Daniels.  
 
“Through cooperation and determination, we will achieve what this region has talked about – but been 
unable to deliver – for four decades,” said Kentucky Governor Steve Beshear. 
 
The governors opened the March meeting of the Louisville and Southern Indiana Bridges Authority by 
signing a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that outlines each state’s terms and responsibilities for 
financing and building the new bridges. 
 
The two states negotiated a term sheet to form the basis for the historic MOU and the project’s financial 
plan. Prior to the meeting, each state hosted informational meetings that drew hundreds of private 
sector professionals interested in competing to build the project. 
 
Under the bi-state agreement, Indiana will oversee construction of the East End Bridge between Utica 
and Prospect, KY. This bridge will link the Lee Hamilton Expressway in Indiana and the Gene Snyder 
Freeway in Kentucky, completing a loop around the east end of the greater metropolitan area. The state 
plans to use a private sector partner for financing, construction and long-term maintenance of the 
bridge. 
 
For complete text of the announcement: 
http://www.in.gov/activecalendar/EventList.aspx?fromdate=1/3/2012&todate=9/10/2012&display=Day
&type=public&eventidn=53641&view=EventDetails&information id=107602  

 
 

IOWA  
Governor Terry Branstad 
Road Use Tax Efficiencies 

 
In January 2012, Gov. Terry E. Branstad announced that the Iowa Department of Transportation (DOT) 
has identified $50 million in Road Use Tax Fund (RUTF) efficiencies. 
 
The full report can be found here: https://governor.iowa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/Road-Use-
Tax-Fund-Efficiency-Report-FINAL1.pdf 
 
“I am pleased today to announce, along with Director Trombino, that the state has found $50 million in 
in efficiencies that will be put towards the Road Use Tax Fund,” said Branstad. “In a time when Iowans 
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across the state are tightening their belts, state government must spend dollars we receive more 
efficiently and streamline operations to maximize every dollar.” 
 
Gov. Branstad and Lt. Gov. Reynolds applauded Trombino for his department’s efforts in responding so 
quickly and thoughtfully to the fiscal and administrative challenges. The governor has directed Trombino 
to begin taking necessary steps to implement the efficiency measures outlined in the report. 
 
In November 2011, as a direct response to a recommendation by the Governor’s Transportation 2020 
Citizen Advisory Commission, Gov. Branstad directed the Iowa DOT to convene meetings with the cities 
and counties to review the operation, maintenance and improvement of Iowa’s public roadway system. 
The purpose of the meetings was to identify ways to jointly increase efficiency, with a target of 
identifying $50 million in efficiency savings could be captured from the $1.2 billion of RUTF monies 
provided to the Iowa DOT, cities and counties. 
 
Iowa DOT Director Paul Trombino, III, presented Gov. Branstad with a report detailing 13 programmatic 
and partnership efficiencies totaling $50 million in either one-time or annual savings. 
 
The following efficiencies were identified: 

 Post-Letting project cost. Projected savings: $10 million, annually 
 Rest Areas and commercial motor vehicle weight stations. Projected savings: $1.5 million, 

annually 
 Uniform Revenue collection. Projected savings: $8 million, annually 
 Statewide roadside improvements. Projected savings: $1 million, annually 
 Statewide traffic control devices: Projected savings: $1 million, one-time savings 
 Right of Way parcels. Projected savings: $1 million, annually 
 Asset management. Projected savings: $11 million, one-time savings 
 Highway project concepts. Projected savings: $5 million, one-time, over 5 years 
 Surface Transportation Program (STP). Projected savings: $5 million, annually 
 Local jurisdiction partnerships for roadway maintenance: Projected savings: $500,000, annually 
 Iowa DOT facilities, fleet and printing operations. Projected savings: $500,000, annually 
 Streamline regulatory permitting process: Projected savings: $500,000 annually 
 Motor vehicle enforcement. Projected savings: $5 million, annually 
 Total Annual Savings: $33 million 
 Total One-Time Savings: $17 million 

  
For the full text of the announcement: https://governor.iowa.gov/2012/01/gov-branstad-announces-
identification-of-50-million-in-road-use-tax-fund-efficiencies/  

 
 

NEW MEXICO 
Governor Susana Martinez 

Electronic Construction Permit Review System 
 
On July 24, 2012, Governor Susana Martinez unveiled a state-of-the-art electronic plan review system 
that will expedite the approval of construction, design, and architectural plans by the state’s 
Construction Industries Division. Before the new system was put in place, all plans were required to be 
sent by mail or hand delivered for manual reviews and approvals at CID offices in Santa Fe, 
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Albuquerque, and Las Cruces. The new system allows businesses to submit their proposals online for a 
faster review process that will save both time and money.  
 
The new plan review system allows contractors, designers and architects to submit their plans 
electronically at any time and from anywhere in the state, country, or world. It also allows plan 
reviewers for the Construction Industries Division to electronically mark up, approve or reject those 
plans and send them back.  
 
“Every day delayed at a construction site translates to lost wages for workers, lost revenues for local 
communities and potentially increased costs for contractors, subcontractors and suppliers,” said 
Governor Martinez. “Instead of requiring businesses to wait out a manual review process, this new 
system will allow them to instantly submit their proposals for consideration by the state’s permitting 
agency. It will save time and money for homeowners, builders, developers and contractors by speeding 
up the permitting and approval process by simply pushing the send button on a computer.”  
“We want to send a loud and clear message to the construction industry in our state and across the 
country – we’re open for business and we aim to help them grow and prosper. Rather than standing in 
the way of success and economic growth, we should be doing everything we can to promote it,” 
Governor Martinez continued.  
 
Read the full text of the announcement: 
http://governor.state.nm.us/uploads/PressRelease/191a415014634aa89604e0b4790e4768/RLDELECTR
ONICPLAN.pdf 

 
 

PUERTO RICO 
Governor Luis G. Fortuño  

Model for Public-Private Partnerships 
 
On Tuesday, October 9, 2012, Governor Fortuño participated in the first “PPP Forum on Infrastructure: 
Focus on Puerto Rico,” where he made the case that infrastructure projects and Public Private 
Partnerships (PPPs) are paying off and will continue to yield positive results for Puerto Rico. To date, 
Puerto Rico has realized an investment of $11.52 billion in projects throughout the Island that include 
current and future PPP projects as well as traditional infrastructure projects completed over the last 
three and a half years.    
 
The forum, sponsored by the infrastructure company Abertis and the trade publication TFI News, 
gathered senior officials and experts on PPPs to study the Puerto Rico experience as a jurisdiction that 
pioneered the development of a successful and replicable model for PPPs in the Americas. Also 
participating in the forum were House Transportation and Infrastructure Chairman John Mica, Puerto 
Rico Resident Commissioner Pedro Pierluisi and Executive Director of the Public-Private Partnerships 
Authority, David Alvarez. 
 
The Puerto Rico Public-Private Partnerships Authority, the agency responsible for planning and 
supervising PPP projects, has directed a range of projects that are in various stages of development, 
including the long-term lease of the Luis Muñoz Marin International Airport, a transaction currently 
being evaluated by the Federal Aviation Administration, and the construction of a youth correctional 
facility that is in the bidding process. 
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In Puerto Rico, the PPP model has been successfully implemented in Schools for the 21st Century, a 
public-private partnership dedicated to the modernization of more than 100 public schools with an 
investment of $ 756 million. In addition, the Governor highlighted the significant improvement in the 
PR-22 and PR-5 roads, which have been operated under a PPP concession since October of last year. 
 
"Establishing partnerships with the private sector is a responsible decision that improves the quality of 
life in our communities and results in more jobs and more investment. We are clear on what we want 
for Puerto Rico: schools where our children receive the education they deserve to prepare them to 
become tomorrow's professionals; roads that facilitate a better quality of life instead of causing a loss of 
family time due to congestion; a world-class airport that allows us to open doors to new opportunities; 
all leading to a prosperous Puerto Rico with opportunities for all,” said the Governor. 
 
Governor Fortuño provided a complete breakdown of infrastructure projects that are completed, PPPs 
that are in process and projects slated for future partnerships: 
 
$5.07 billion investment in completed, traditional infrastructure projects: 

 Renewable Energy projects (including solar and wind) - $2.2 billion 
 130 sewer and drainage projects - $1.2 billion 
 Resurfacing of roads in 78 municipalities (over 1,500 kms) - $733 million 
 Flood control projects - $500 million 
 Second phase of Route 66 - $160 million 
 Metro Urbano - $90 million 
 First stage of Bahia Urbana Project - $85 million 
 Dos Hermanos Bridge - $45 million 
 Intersection of PR-181 and PR-17 - $36 million 
 Mega Bayamón Rotunda - $14 million 
 First phase of Trocadero / Diverplex - $7 million 

 
$4.75 billion investment in PPP projects in progress: 

 Luis Munoz Marin Airport - $ 2.6 billion (including construction investment of $245 million in the 
first three years) 

 PR-22 and PR-5 - $ 1.4 billion 
 Schools for the 21st Century - $ 756 million in 103 schools  

 
$1.69 billion investment slated for future PPP projects: 

 PR-22 Greenfield - $900 million 
 Modernization of the police stations - $300 million 
 Medical Center Renovation - $250 million 
 New juvenile correctional facilities - $125 million 
 PR-5 Greenfield - $120 million 

 
Press 
Puerto Rico's P3 Projects Set Precedents  
By Tonya Chin – October 12, 2012 
The Bond Buyer 
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First the schools, then the roads, and now the airport. In the past two years, Puerto Rico has tackled 
more public-private partnership projects than most governments in the United States.  
 
Puerto Rico’s flurry of public-private partnerships, or P3s, comes at a time when U.S. infrastructure 
needs are enormous and economic growth is lagging. 
 
Supporters say P3s — agreements between a public agency and a private entity to complete 
infrastructure projects — can serve as a cost-saving way for governments to address infrastructure 
needs, and there is certainly interest among private investors. Still, the trend has been slow to catch on 
in the U.S. 
 
Raj Agrawal, member and head of infrastructure at Kohlberg Kravis Roberts, a global investment firm, 
said P3s are an attractive investment that he would like to see more of. 
 
“From an infrastructure fund perspective, it’s a low-risk way to get capital to work,” he said last week at 
Bloomberg’s State & Municipal Finance Conference. 
 
“And from the municipality [perspective] it’s really a win-win because it’s a way to get capital upfront for 
reinvestment into the municipality or to the state and to enforce these operating standards, and to 
bring the efficiency, speed, and reliability to the public,” Agrawal said, pointing to Puerto Rico’s P3s as 
successful examples. 
 
In December 2010, the Puerto Rico Public-Private Partnerships Authority began its first project, called 
Schools for the 21st Century, which aims to provide greatly needed renovations to 100 schools. Less 
than two years later, the agency has procured all 100 schools, and has operations underway in more 
than 60. 
 
“One of the beauties of the P3 is that it allows you to accelerate investment, it allows you to accelerate 
all the actual works that happen — the construction, maintenance and design — and the Schools for the 
21st Century has been a clear example for that,” said David Álvarez, head of Puerto Rico’s P3 authority. 
He added that they plan to do a second round of another 100 schools. 
 
Last year, Puerto Rico received an upfront payment of $1.436 billion in private investments to upgrade 
two of the island’s major toll roads. 
 
Autopistas Metropolitanas de Puerto Rico LLC — a consortium between Goldman Sachs Infrastructure 
Partners II LP and Abertis Infraestructuras — will finance, repair, operate and maintain the roads over 
the next 40 years. 
 
In its most recent project, Puerto Rico is on track to complete the first U.S. airport P3 by the end of the 
year. Under the agreement, Aerostar Airport Holdings LLC will make significant investments to improve 
San Juan’s Luis Munoz Marin International Airport — the Caribbean’s busiest — over a 40-year period. 
 
In the road and airport P3s, the government agencies in charge, the Puerto Rico Highways and 
Transportation Authority and the Puerto Rico Ports Authority, will continue to receive a portion of 
revenues. 
 
Looking ahead, the authority is working on a P3 to develop a juvenile social-treatment campus complex. 
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Juan Carlos Batlle, president of the Government Development Bank of Puerto Rico, which works closely 
with the P3 authority, said that based on feedback from industry participants, Puerto Rico’s P3s have so 
far been successful. 
 
Two of the reasons for success are “having a legal framework from which to work and having a 
dedicated authority that’s 100 percent of the time focused on getting the transaction done,” Batlle said 
in an interview. 
 
Puerto Rico’s legal framework is established in its P3 Act, signed by Gov. Luis Fortuño in 2009 when the 
commonwealth was facing fiscal strains and little to nonexistent capacity to make infrastructure 
investments. The act set up specific public policy rules and established the P3 authority. 
 
For the full text of the article: http://www.bondbuyer.com/issues/121 198/puerto-rico-public-private-
partnerships-projects-success-1044893-1.html  
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Chapter 2: Providing Better Access to Quality and Innovative Education and 
Workforce Development  
 
As Republican governors continue to face challenging budget issues finding innovative and efficient 
education reform policies are a priority. Many governors have worked to raise overall quality of 
education by aligning the higher education standards more closely with the needs of state businesses. 
Many states have also started to highlight the importance of balancing accountability with incentives for 
teacher and school performances.   
 
Featured states in this chapter include: 

 K-12 and Higher Education 
o ARIZONA Governor Jan Brewer, Arizona Ready Education Report Card 
o GEORGIA Governor Nathan Deal, School Choice, School Accountability, Elimination of 

“LIFO” 
o INDIANA Governor Mitch Daniels, Signs ‘Credit Creep’ 
o IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, Iowa Teacher and Principal Leadership Symposium 
o IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, STEM Website Launched 
o IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, STEM hubs from Governor’s STEM Advisory Council 
o IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, First Steps in Education Reform: Competency-Based 

Instruction 
o LOUISIANA Governor Bobby Jindal, Signs Historic Education Reform Laws 
o NEW JERSEY Governor Chris Christie, Signs Monumental Teacher Tenure Reform 
o OKLAHOMA Governor Mary Fallin, Elimination of Social Promotion 
o OKLAHOMA Governor Mary Fallin, Elimination of Trial de Novo 
o OKLAHOMA Governor Mary Fallin, School Performance Report Card 
o OKLAHOMA Governor Mary Fallin, Education Oversight Agency Consolidation 
o PENNSYLVANIA Governor Tom Corbett, Higher Education Modernization Act 
o PENNSYLVANIA Governor Tom Corbett, Educator Effectiveness Reform & Education 

Improvement Tax Credit 
o SOUTH CAROLINA Governor Nikki Haley, Charter School Law  
o SOUTH DAKOTA Governor Dennis Daugaard, Investing in Teachers 
o TENNESSEE Governor Bill Haslam, Redefines School Accountability 
o TENNESSEE Governor Bill Haslam, Enacted Limits on Teacher Collective Bargaining  
o UTAH Governor Gary Herbert, Statewide Online Education Program 
o VIRGINIA Governor Bob McDonnell, Dual Enrollment, Reading Intervention, 

Streamlining Diploma Requirements 
o WISCONSIN Governor Scott Walker, Education Reform Bill: Read to Lead, Educator 

Effectiveness 
o WYOMING Governor Matt Mead, Wyoming Education Accountability Bill  

 Workforce Development 
o GEORGIA Governor Nathan Deal, Go Build Georgia Initiative 
o INDIANA Governor Mitch Daniels, Right-to-Work Law 
o IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, Skilled Iowa Initiative 
o KANSAS Governor Sam Brownback, Career and Technical Education Funding 
o OKLAHOMA Governor Mary Fallin, Dept. of Commerce Launches OKJobMatch.com  

o PENNSYLVANIA Governor Tom Corbett, Keystone Works 
o SOUTH DAKOTA Governor Dennis Daugaard, South Dakota’s Workforce Initiative 
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o TENNESSEE Governor Bill Haslam, Unveils Jobs4TN, a jobs database to connect job 

seekers with Tennessee employers 

o UTAH Governor Gary Herbert, Partnership for the Creation of STEM Jobs 
 

Other Resources: 

 The Heritage Foundation, Continuing the School Choice March: Policies to Promote Family K–
12 Education Investment 

 The Heritage Foundation, Accreditation: Removing the Barrier to Higher Education Reform 

 Goldwater Institute, The Myth of Education Cuts and Why Money Can’t Buy an A+ 

 House Committee on Education and the Workforce, The Impact of Federal Involvement in 
America’s Classrooms 

 U.S. Government Accountability Office, Sustained Coordination among Key Federal Education 
Programs Could Enhance State Efforts to Improve Teacher Quality 
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K-12 and Higher Education: 
 

ARIZONA 
Governor Jan Brewer 

Arizona Ready Education Report Card 
 

On July 18, 2012, Governor Jan Brewer launched the “Arizona Ready Education Report Card,” an online 
data tool designed to monitor the State’s progress in reaching its educational goals. The four chief goals 
of Governor Brewer’s Arizona Ready initiative are:  

 Goal 1: Increase the percentage of third graders meeting state standards in reading to 94 
percent in 2020 from 69 percent in 2010. 

 Goal 2: Raise the high school graduation rate to at least 93 percent in 2020 from 75 percent in 
2010. 

 Goal 3: Increase the percentage of eighth graders achieving at or above basic on the National 
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) to 85 percent in 2020 from 67 percent in 2010. 

 Goal 4: Double the number of students receiving baccalaureate degrees to 36,000 per year. 
 
The Education Report Card tracks the State’s progress in achieving the above goals by looking at six 
major areas: pre-kindergarten; elementary education; junior high; high school; post-secondary 
education; and workforce. 
 
The following criteria are used for measurement in each area: 

 Pre-kindergarten 
o Percentage of families who currently read to children every day, number of children 

living in households in poverty, food insecurity, confident families, kindergarten 
readiness 

 Elementary education (K-6) 
o AIMS assessment results, kindergarten enrollment information, SAT10 assessment 

results, 4th grade NAEP assessment results 
 Junior high (7-8) 

o NAEP assessment results, AIMS assessment results, E-caps filled by the end of 8th grade, 
ACT explore program enrollment, 8th grade dropout rate 

 High school 
o HS graduation rate, SAT10 assessment results, AIMS assessment results, HS dropout 

rate, GEDs awarded, CTE program outcomes, ACT/SAT assessment numbers, AP exam 
results, college remediation rate 

 Post-secondary education 
o Degrees awarded annually, post-secondary graduation rate, community college transfer, 

state tuition-household income ratio, year-to-year retention rate, credit accumulation 
rate 

 Workforce 
o State-to-nation employment ration, degree production-job requirement match, 

unemployment rate, median household income, training program participation, 
percentage of adults with associate’s degree. 

 
For the complete text of the announcement: http://azgovernor.gov/dms/upload/PR-071812-Education-
ReportCard.pdf   
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GEORGIA 
Governor Nathan Deal  

School Choice, School Accountability, Elimination of “LIFO”  
 
School Choice – Passage of Charter School Constitutional Amendment 
During the 2012 legislative session, Governor Nathan Deal made charter schools a top priority and 
worked with the Georgia General Assembly to ensure passage of a constitutional amendment allowing 
the state to authorize new charter schools. This legislation was enacted in response to a Georgia 
Supreme Court decision striking down the state’s ability to approve charter schools.   
 
HR 1162, the charter school constitutional amendment, will be placed on the ballot during the general 
election in November 2012. If approved by Georgia voters, it will allow the state to approve and fund 
quality charter schools when they are wanted by parents but denied at the local level.  The passage of 
this constitutional amendment will promote competition and shatter the monopoly that low performing 
schools have in portions of the education market.  
 
The ballot proposal contains the following language: 
“Shall the Constitution of Georgia be amended to allow state or local approval of public charter schools 
upon the request of local communities?         (  )  YES   (  ) NO" 
 
For the full text of this release: http://gov.georgia.gov/press-releases/2012-05-03/deal-signs-state-
charter-schools-bill  
 
Text of the legislation: http://www.legis.ga.gov/Legislation/en-US/display/20112012/HR/1162  
 
School Accountability -- Transparent Grading System for Georgia Schools 
In April 2012, Governor Deal signed the School Grading Bill (SB 410). The passage of Senate Bill 410 will 
require the publication of annual indicators on each Georgia school and school system’s overall 
performance, financial efficiency, and school climate.  The publication of these numerical (0-100) grades 
by the Governor’s Office of Student Achievement will increase accountability, giving parents and 
stakeholders at large a clear picture of a school’s successes, as well as areas where improvement is 
needed.  This legislation will create a transparent accountability system that gives an easily understood 
grade based on measurable student achievement. 
 
Text of the legislation: http://www.legis.ga.gov/Legislation/en-US/display/20112012/SB/410  
 
Elimination of “Last In, First Out” Policies  
In May 2012, Governor Deal signed a bill that eliminated the “last in, first out” teacher retention policies 
(SB 184). Senate Bill 184 provides that length of service may not be the primary factor in considering 
whether a teacher is retained during a reduction in force.  Instead, this bill provides that a teacher’s 
performance, particularly their success in raising student achievement, should be the primary factor in 
making teacher retention decisions.   
 
Governor Deal believes that “the most important thing we can do for Georgia’s students is to make 
certain we place effective teachers in our classrooms.  The elimination of ‘last in, first out’ policies brings 
us one step closer to making this a reality for all students.” 
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Text of the legislation: http://www.legis.ga.gov/legislation/en-US/Display/20112012/SB/184  
 

 
INDIANA  

Governor Mitch Daniels 
Signs ‘Credit Creep’ Bill 

 
In March 2012, Governor Mitch Daniels signed “student-friendly” legislation that will make it easier for 
Hoosier college students to graduate on time by streamlining college degree credit requirements.   
  
Intended to curb college credit creep, House Enrolled Act 1220 will help Indiana students graduate on 
time by eliminating excessive credits required to earn a college degree. The historical standard was 120 
credit hours for a bachelor’s degree (four years of full-time attendance) and 60 credits for an associate 
degree (two years of full-time attendance). Credit requirements have steadily increased nationwide over 
the years, and nearly 90 percent of Indiana college degree programs exceeded that standard in 2012.  
 
HEA 1220 will require the state’s colleges and universities to provide justification for degree programs 
that exceed the standard through an ongoing audit process that empowers the state to eliminate degree 
programs.  
 
“At a time when higher education has never been more important, earning a college degree is taking 
Hoosiers too long, costing them too much, and leading far too many to pile up debt with no degree,” 
said Daniels. “Indiana took an essential step toward reversing these trends with student-centered 
legislation that will make it easier for more Hoosiers to realize the promise of a college degree.” 
 
Full text of the release: 
http://www.in.gov/activecalendar/EventList.aspx?fromdate=3/16/2012&todate=3/16/2012&display=Da
y&type=public&eventidn=54720&view=EventDetails&information id=109815  
 
Press 
Gov. Daniels signs "credit creep" bill 
By Curtis Spicer – March 21, 2012 
Purdue Exponent 
 
The bill will require higher education institutions across the state to “provide justification” for the 
number of credits needed to graduate with a four-year degree. 
 
Daniels said in this year’s State of the State speech he wanted to pass this bill to try to slow down the 
“credit creep” of hours required to receive a bachelor’s degree. The bill grants the power to the Indiana 
Commission for Higher Education to review curriculum for the amount of credits required for a 
bachelor’s degree past 120. 
 
If the commission does not approve of the undergraduate degree program, they will have the power to 
stop the program. The law goes into effect on July 1 of this year. 
 
Dale Whittaker, vice provost for undergraduate academic affairs, said he hopes the bill will increase the 
efficiency of obtaining a four-year degree while reducing the cost. 
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“By May 2013, we will have to review all of our programs,” Whittaker said. 
 
Whittaker said the bill is designed for students to average 15 credits per semester over four years. 
However, he said it is still too early to tell which credits have the potential to be eliminated. 
 
Read the full text of the article: http://www.purdueexponent.org/city/article c2bf6225-f760-5e0e-
ad15-0dbede7f03f2.html  

 
 

IOWA 
Governor Terry Branstad 

Iowa Teacher and Principal Leadership Symposium 
 
On August 3, 2012, Gov. Terry Branstad hosted the Iowa Teacher and Principal Leadership Symposium at 
Drake University in Des Moines. 
 
Branstad said the goal of the symposium was to focus on how to organize schools to treat teachers as 
leaders, with clearly defined roles and responsibilities. 
 
Symposium speakers and panelists shared their thinking about shared principal and teacher leadership. 
The symposium discussed the importance of principal and teacher leadership, an update on the status 
quo in Iowa and around the nation, and how top-performing school systems around the globe approach 
this issue. 
 
Symposium registration was open to the public with a cross section of Iowans in attendance, including 
educators, school board members, business leaders, parents and legislators. 
 
“Teacher leadership will be at the heart of our 2013 legislative package because it is critical to give 
students the knowledge and skills they need to be well prepared,” said Branstad. 
 
For the complete text of the announcement: https://governor.iowa.gov/2012/05/branstad-reynolds-
announce-summer-iowa-teacher-and-principal-leadership-symposium/ 
 
For further reading: https://governor.iowa.gov/2012/08/gov-branstad-and-lt-gov-reynoldss-iowa-
teacher-and-principal-leadership-symposium-remarks/  

 
 

IOWA 
Governor Terry Branstad 
STEM Website Launched 

 
On April 3, 2012, the Governor’s Office and the Iowa Mathematics and Science Education Partnership 
(IMSEP) announced the launch of a new Web site which offers Iowans an online one-stop shop for 
science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) education and innovation information. 
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The Web site, http://www.IowaSTEM.gov offers comprehensive access to essential STEM information 
for educators, students, families and children. 
 
The Web site targets a broad range of interests with each page providing detailed information about 
education, civic and recreational opportunities and innovation happenings across the state. This page 
also serves as the landing page for the Governor’s STEM Advisory Council, showcasing Iowa’s targeted 
priorities for action planning. Designers considered three main audiences when regarding site content: 
students, educators and parents. Students can look for STEM careers, cool Web sites and click through 
Iowa’s community college offerings, as well as public and private colleges and universities.  
 
Parents will like the various resources to invigorate their children’s interest in math, science, engineering 
and technology as well as links to STEM events occurring around the state. Educators can browse for 
classroom resources and afterschool programming ideas. 
 
“The new Web site, IowaSTEM.gov, is a powerful extension of the work of the Governor’s STEM 
Advisory Council,” said Jeff Weld, the council’s executive director. “Our promise to deliver to citizens of 
the state a world-class STEM education includes delivery on access to information and opportunity, 
which the new site helps us to do.” 
 
For complete text of announcement: https://governor.iowa.gov/2012/04/state-launches-new-stem-
web-site/ 

 
 

IOWA 
Governor Terry Branstad 

STEM Hubs from Governor’s STEM Advisory Council 
 
On May 4, 2012, Gov. Terry Branstad announced the selection of six regional network hubs that will 
promote science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) education and economic development 
across Iowa. 
 
This is the first major initiative of the new Governor’s STEM Advisory Council, a public-private 
partnership whose overarching goal is creating greater student achievement in STEM subjects and a 
stronger STEM workforce. Each STEM network hub will work with business, education institutions, 
nonprofit groups and others in their region in a way that best fits local needs, interests and resources.  
 
Public and private partners sitting on the local advisory councils are able to work together to design a 
STEM program that is uniquely crafted to meet the area’s needs. The six regional STEM hubs are 
implementing various proposals including: constructing STEM-focused schools for high school juniors 
and seniors to take STEM classes in half-day block schedules, splitting the cost of facility construction 
and operation between partners, hosting introductory courses on STEM topics for younger students, 
building a website to house best-practices for STEM education, increasing public awareness of 
supporting STEM through multimedia messaging, and incentivizing Iowa businesses to commit resources 
- such as employees and facilities - to STEM education. 
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“These six regional STEM network hubs will be the driving force offering Iowa youngsters more 
opportunities to learn about STEM, which will better prepare them to someday consider STEM careers,” 
Branstad said. “STEM fields are among the fastest-growing, with many jobs that pay well.” 
 
For complete text of announcement: https://governor.iowa.gov/2012/05/branstad-reynolds-allen-
announce-six-stem-hubs-in-iowa/  
 
For further reading: https://governor.iowa.gov/2012/08/branstad-reynolds-allen-announce-
governor%e2%80%99s-stem-regional-advisory-boards-appointments/ 
 
 

IOWA 
Governor Terry Branstad 

First Steps in Education Reform: Competency-Based Instruction 
 
On May 25, 2012, Gov. Terry Branstad signed into law a bill that provides the essential first steps in 
Iowa’s education reform (Senate File 2284).  
 
The new law creates a task force to do the following: 

 Conduct a study regarding competency-based instruction standards and options and the 
integration of competency-based instruction with the Iowa core curriculum. The preliminary 
report, to be submitted by January 15, 2013, should include its finding related to:  

o constructing personal learning plans and templates,  
o empowering learning through technology,  
o developing supports and professional development for educators to transition to a 

competency-based system. 
 Submit its plan, findings, models, and recommendations in a final report to the state board of 

education, the governor, and the general assembly by November 15, 2013. 
 
For the full text of the legislation: http://coolice.legis.iowa.gov/Cool-
ICE/default.asp?Category=billinfo&Service=Billbook&menu=false&ga=84&hbill=SF2284  
 
Press 
Branstad signs education reform; shakes finger for using ‘one-time money’  
By Jason Clayworth – May 25, 2012 
DesMoines Register 
 
That bill, Senate File 2284, will starting in 2017 make parents of third-graders with low literacy skills face 
a choice: send their kids to an intensive reading program over the summer, or have them repeat third 
grade. 
 
Some other key parts of Branstad’s education reform like requiring all high school juniors to take a 
college entrance exam did not pass in this legislative session. Branstad indicated, as he has in recent 
weeks, that his administration will push for further reform in next year’s legislative session. 
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“I recognize this is a first step toward improving the quality of education in Iowa,” Branstad wrote in his 
signing letter. “Bold reform is still needed, including strengthening the role of teachers as instructional 
leaders with clearly defined roles and responsibilities. 
 
For complete text of press article: 
http://blogs.desmoinesregister.com/dmr/index.php/2012/05/25/branstad-signs-education-reform-
shakes-finger-for-using-one-time-money/ 
 
 

LOUISIANA 
Governor Bobby Jindal 

Signs Historic Education Reform Laws 
 
On April 18, 2012, Governor Bobby Jindal signed three historic education reform bills into law, paving 
the way for the creation of one of the nation’s largest school choice systems, a system where teachers 
are rewarded on performance and a coordinated early childhood development structure. The Governor 
signed HB 974, HB 976 and SB 581 at Redemptorist Elementary School in Baton Rouge, a private Catholic 
school expected to participate in the state’s expanded scholarship program.  
 
Governor Jindal said, “We have a moral imperative to improve the education system for our children, 
our state and our country, and these new laws will be a game-changer for Louisiana. Over the last four 
years, we've made incredible progress by revamping ethics law, cutting taxes, and growing Louisiana’s 
economy even during a national recession – but the single most important thing we can do to ensure 
the continued prosperity of our state and our people is to make sure that every child gets a great 
education.” 
 
HB 974 empowers effective teachers, supports ineffective teachers who want to improve, and 
rethinks district management to prioritize kids not adults: 

 Under this law, more specific performance targets that consider student achievement and 
recruiting and retaining effective teachers would be required in the contracts of 
superintendents in C, D, and F districts. 

 The law also requires school boards to delegate to the superintendent and principals hiring, 
firing, and teacher placement power and authority to make reductions in force (RIFs) primarily 
based on effectiveness. 

 Additionally, this law gives districts the ability to construct their own salary schedules for new 
employees based on what they need—such as math teachers, teachers to work at high poverty 
schools, and performance. Under this law, districts can start rewarding current teachers based 
on performance and demand. 

 The law says layoffs and compensation will now be done based on merit rather than longevity 
alone. 

 The law also makes clear that tenure should be earned and not given automatically. Under this 
law, teachers would earn tenure after five years of highly effective ratings. 

 
HB 976 expands choices and empowers parents in four key ways: 

 First, this law gives parents more levers to affect change by allowing a school to become eligible 
for Recovery School District (RSD) intervention after three years of failing if at least 51 percent 
of parents at the school sign a petition to do so. 
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 Second, this law creates three additional pathways to become a charter school and this 
legislation streamlines and improves the charter application process for all charter authorizers. 

 Third, this law gives students access to more courses regardless of zip code. Under current law, 
students are generally funded on a per pupil basis to attend one school full time. If the school 
they attend does not have the courses they need or want, the student doesn’t have many 
options for accessing these courses. This law creates a new type of entity that can offer 
individual courses to students. All students at public and private schools have access to these 
courses, but only certain students are funded. 

 Fourth, this law expands access to the Scholarship Program to students in C, D, and F schools or 
who are entering Kindergarten statewide whose parents make up to 250 percent of the Federal 
Poverty level. 

 
SB 581 creates a coordinated early childhood system framework focused on Kindergarten readiness: 

 There are many full time and part time early childhood educational and health programs that 
receive a total of $1.4 billion in state and federal funds per year, plus an additional $150 million 
for Head Start. The system is regulatory and focused on inputs, making it difficult for early 
childhood providers—public and private— to navigate. There is no measure of quality that gives 
parents actionable information. 

 Under this law, the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education (BESE) would create a 
coordinated early childhood system by July 1, 2013 by doing four things: 

1. Establishing a definition of Kindergarten readiness and setting performance targets for 
children ages 0-2 and academic standards for children ages 3-4 based on Kindergarten 
readiness and aligned to the Common Core Standards for K-12. 

2. Creating a uniform assessment and accountability system for publicly funded programs 
that includes letter grades as clear actionable information for parents. 

3. Coordinating with the Department of Children and Family Services and Department of 
Health and Hospitals to align licensing standards for childcare priorities—specifically 
those receiving Child Care Assistance Program public funds – and align the Tiered 
Quality Improvement Rating System with this new accountability system. This will 
streamline and reduce red tape for providers so that dollars flow more easily and the 
system is easier to navigate according to a set of aligned program standards. 

4. Including Head Start programs, which would have to participate in this new system and 
improve the quality of their programs as a condition of their licensing. 

 
For the complete text of the announcement: 

http://gov.louisiana.gov/index.cfm?md=newsroom&tmp=detail&catID=2&articleID=3377&navID=12 
 
 

NEW JERSEY 
Governor Chris Christie 

Signs Monumental Teacher Tenure Reform 
 
Marking the first extensive reform of New Jersey’s tenure law in over 100 years, in August 2012, 
Governor Christie signed the Teacher Effectiveness and Accountability for the Children of New Jersey 
(TEACHNJ) Act, a sweeping, bipartisan overhaul of the oldest tenure law in the nation.  
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The legislation transforms the existing tenure system to now provide powerful tools to identify effective 
and ineffective teachers, strengthen the supports available to help all teachers improve their craft, and, 
for the first time, tie the acquisition, maintenance, and loss of tenure to a teacher’s effectiveness in the 
classroom. The new law, S-1455, is the result of nearly two years of consistent and vocal advocacy for 
real education reform by Governor Christie and good faith, bipartisan cooperation with members of the 
legislature, education reform advocates, and stakeholder groups.  
 
“This is a historic day for New Jersey and this new tenure law is an important step towards ensuring we 
have a great teacher in every classroom” said Governor Christie. “We are taking a huge leap forward in 
providing a quality education and real opportunity to every student in New Jersey. But our work to 
develop laws that put students first is not done. Now is the time to build on this record of cooperation 
and results to put in place further reforms focused on our students by ending the flawed practice of Last 
In, First Out and supporting both differentiated pay and banning forced placements of teachers.” 
 
The TEACHNJ bill enacts three measures essential to improving the quality of educators in front of New 
Jersey classrooms. 
 
Tenure 
The law for the first time in New Jersey history ties the acquisition of tenure to effectiveness rather than 
simply on how long an educator has been in the profession. Tenure will now be awarded only after two 
years of effective or highly-effective ratings, and will take four years instead of three years to attain, 
while providing a year of mentoring for all new teachers. Similarly, revocation of tenure will be 
predicated on effectiveness and tenure charges will automatically be brought against teachers and 
principals after two consecutive years without a rating of effective or highly-effective, except in 
circumstances where an educator has demonstrated modest improvement during that span and may be 
granted an additional year to achieve an effective rating. These provisions will help ensure that only 
those teachers who are consistently demonstrating success in serving our students remain in the 
classroom.   
 
Removing Ineffective Educators 
The law also dramatically reduces the time and cost it takes to remove educators who are repeatedly 
ineffective in improving student outcomes. Formerly, the process to remove a teacher could take 
several years and cost more than $100,000, providing a disincentive for districts to bring tenure charges 
against ineffective teachers. Over the past ten years, less than 20 teachers have lost tenure after 
charges of “inefficiency,” which was most closely aligned with the definition of “ineffective.” Under the 
new system, the time would be limited to 105 days from the time the written tenure charges are 
received by the Commissioner and is capped at $7,500 per case – which will be paid by the state.  
 
Reforming Teacher Evaluations 
Additionally, the law outlines requirements for providing support to help all educators improve by 
developing more meaningful evaluation systems and tying the results of those evaluations directly to 
professional development. In addition to mandating mentoring in a teacher’s first year, the new 
evaluation systems will provide more meaningful feedback on teacher practice and will incorporate 
measures of what matters most – how well students are actually performing. Professional development 
will be tied to those evaluations, and corrective action plans will be mandatory when a teacher is rated 
ineffective or partially ineffective – providing the opportunity for improvement before tenure charges 
are brought for ineffectiveness. 
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For the complete text of the announcement: 
http://www.state.nj.us/governor/news/news/552012/approved/20120806c.html 

 
OKLAHOMA 

Governor Mary Fallin 
Elimination of Social Promotion 

 
On May 4, 2011, Governor Fallin signed Senate Bill 346, ending social promotion for students after the 
third grade. SB 346 requires students in the third grade to demonstrate proficiency in reading before 
moving on to fourth grade. The bill was a key component of Fallin’s education reform agenda and 
mentioned in her State of the State address. 
 
Oklahoma will focus on early intervention so that educators can identify problems and adopt 
individualized learning strategies with children. Ending social promotion after the third grade will 
prepare children for success in their most critical learning years. 
  
“Studies have shown that from kindergarten through the third grade, a child ‘learns to read’, but from 
fourth grade on, they ‘read to learn,’” said Fallin. “This bill makes sure that every fourth grader has 
developed the reading proficiency they need to absorb new academic material and succeed in class. 
Sending an illiterate child on to higher grade levels is setting that child up for failure, and I commend the 
legislature for sending me a bill that puts a stop to that practice.” 
 
For the full text of the announcement: 
http://www.ok.gov/triton/modules/newsroom/newsroom article.php?id=223&article id=2081  

 
 

OKLAHOMA 
Governor Mary Fallin 

Elimination of Trial de Novo 
 
On April 12, 2011, Governor Fallin signed into law House Bill 1380, an education reform measure that 
makes it easier to dismiss underperforming teachers. 
 
Under the current system, tenured teachers who are dismissed by local school boards can appeal that 
decision in district court. The appeals process, known as “trial de novo,” assures that dismissing 
underperforming teachers is both a lengthy and expensive process for schools. HB 1380 eliminates “trial 
de novo” and reforms the system to allow locally elected school boards to let teachers go without a long 
and costly appeals process. 
 
Fallin said the bill is the first step in a series of education reform measures she is asking the legislature to 
send to her desk. Fallin had earlier identified the elimination of “trial de novo” as a priority in her State 
of the State address. 
 
Education studies have shown that a key factor in student performance is the quality and effectiveness 
of our teachers. Eliminating ‘trial de novo’ will help to ensure that every teacher in the classroom 
belongs there. This is a great first step as we continue to look at ways to work with parents, teachers 
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and administrators to hold our schools accountable, raise the bar in education and increase student 
performance.  
 
For the full text of the announcement: 

http://www.ok.gov/triton/modules/newsroom/newsroom article.php?id=223&article id=1562 

 
 

OKLAHOMA 
Governor Mary Fallin 

School Performance Report Card 
 
On May 2, Governor Fallin approved rules establishing an A-F report card system to grade school 
performance. The rules were adopted by the State Board of Education in March, based on a law (HB 
1456) enacted by the Legislature and signed by Governor Fallin in 2011. 
 
Schools will still be examined for helping their children meet grade-level performance standards, but the 
grading system also adds the dimension of allowing a school to show academic growth. A school’s grade 
also will include factors such as graduation and dropout rates, and attendance rates for elementary 
schools.  
 
Perhaps most importantly, the new A-F grading system will replace past systems that were too 
complicated for most parents to understand. With this important reform, we’re empowering everyone 
— whether school administrators, parents, classroom teachers or citizens — to make informed choices 
and to identify ways to strengthen and improve all of our schools for the benefit of each student in 
Oklahoma. 
 
“To ensure that we are providing quality schools that are serving our children well and to identify those 
instances where we are not, the state is establishing an A-F grading system to measure school 
performance. This new system will allow parents, students, teachers and administrators to quickly and 
accurately evaluate the performance of their schools based on data linked to graduation rates, high level 
course work, performance on standardized tests, and a variety of other factors. In those instances 
where a school receives an unsatisfactory score, the state and community can then work cooperatively 
to improve that school and to deliver the kind of high-quality learning environment that our children 
need and deserve.” 
 
For more information on the A-F grading system: http://ok.gov/sde/f-grading-system  

 
OKLAHOMA 

Governor Mary Fallin 
Education Oversight Agency Consolidation 

 
On May 8, 2012 Governor Fallin signed SB 1797 consolidating existing public education accountability 
and teacher preparation entities into a single Office of Educational Quality and Accountability (EQA) in 
order to save taxpayer money and streamline existing education initiatives. 
 
By combining the Commission for Teacher Preparation and the Office of Accountability the legislation 
will enhance accountability for teacher preparation, education data analysis, and evaluation of 
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education policy. The new entity will also be responsible for setting cut scores for state tests, 
autonomous and independent from the State Department of Education, which will insure checks and 
balances in accurately reporting of student achievement progress. The legislation includes a fifteen 
percent annual savings mandate. 
 
For the full text of the legislation: http://www.oklegislature.gov/BillInfo.aspx?Bill=SB%201797  
 
 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Governor Tom Corbett 

Higher Education Modernization Act 
 

In July 2012, Gov. Tom Corbett signed a series of bills to provide new opportunities for state system 
universities.  The Higher Education Modernization Act (HEMA) is critical to provide all state system 
universities with a level playing field with all other higher education institutions in Pennsylvania.  
Specifically, it would allow universities to identify and develop new revenue sources through the 
commercialization of research and new product development.  The legislation would also permit 
institutions to offer applied doctorates, a prerequisite for a number of professional occupations.  
 
One critical piece of the Higher Education Modernization Act is reform to the Pennsylvania State System 
of Higher Education (PASSHE).  This was the most significant reform of PASSHE since its inception in 
1983.  This legislative package gives PASSHE new competitive and cost saving opportunities and will 
allow them to more efficiently direct resources for programs that match the workforce needs of 
Pennsylvania.  
 
Additionally, Governor Corbett also signed into law legislation enacting the Targeted Industry Program. 
Under this landmark legislation, students who were typically ineligible for financial aid may now apply 
for financial assistance to obtain a postsecondary credential in programs that are less than two years in 
length in areas of critical workforce need in the commonwealth.  For the 2012-13 academic year, eligible 
programs must lead to a recognized credential in the energy, advanced materials and diversified 
manufacturing and agriculture and fool production sectors.  The program provides need-based awards 
up to the equivalent of the maximum State Grant award or 75 percent of the student's total direct 
educational costs after gift aid and employer aid whichever is less. Awards can be used to cover tuition, 
books, fees, supplies, and specific living expenses.   
 
 
Press 
Governor Corbett Signs Higher Education Modernization Act 
July 10, 2012 
NorthcentralPA.com 
 
As the final, important step in an 18-month long process, Governor Tom Corbett has signed into law a 
series of bills that will “modernize” the Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education (PASSHE), 
providing the 14 member universities new competitive and cost-savings opportunities, and granting 
them the ability to offer advanced degree programs designed to meet the specific needs of employers in 
their regions and the Commonwealth. 
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Passage of the measures – known collectively as the Higher Education Modernization Act – capped the 
most productive legislative session in PASSHE’s nearly 30-year history. All of the bills passed 
unanimously in both the House and Senate before being signed by the governor. 
Taken together, the measures represent “the most significant legislative changes since the State System 
was created in 1982,” said PASSHE Board of Governors Chairman Guido M. Pichini. 
“The unanimous, bipartisan support in the Legislature and the decision by Governor Corbett to sign each 
of these bills is a strong indication of how important they are to PASSHE,” Mr. Pichini said. “We are 
extremely grateful to everyone who was involved in getting us to this point. In the end, it will be our 
students who will benefit the most.” 
 
Each of the measures will take effect in about two months. 
The legislation will enable PASSHE faculty, staff and students to be more entrepreneurial by providing 
them with greater opportunities to work directly with businesses to develop commercial applications for 
any inventions they might develop in the course of their research, something they are restricted from 
doing now because of their unique status as state employees. 
“It creates a level playing field, not only with all other institutions of higher education in the 
Commonwealth, but also with other public universities throughout the country,” said PASSHE Chancellor 
Dr. John C. Cavanaugh. 
 
The measure could enhance the universities’ ability to both recruit and retain faculty and staff while 
providing new opportunities for students to engage in research and to participate in internships. It also 
could provide new revenue streams for the universities, as more new inventions are taken to market. 
All 14 PASSHE universities now will be able to offer applied, or professional, doctorates. Currently, only 
Indiana University of Pennsylvania (IUP) can offer doctoral degrees independently. Under the legislation, 
IUP will remain the only PASSHE university with the right to award Ph.Ds. or research doctorates. 
  
Read the full text of the article: http://www.northcentralpa.com/feeditem/2012-07-10 governor-
corbett-signs-higher-education-modernization-act 

 
 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Governor Tom Corbett 

Educator Effectiveness Reform & Education Improvement Tax Credit Expansion 
 

Educator Effectiveness Reform 
 
In 2012, Pennsylvania Governor Tom Corbett signed into law a new educator effectiveness system that 
will ensure that Pennsylvania’s educators have the knowledge and skills necessary to prepare students 
for postsecondary success, and provide focus to the millions of dollars invested in educator professional 
development.  Pennsylvania’s previous system offered only two possible ratings for educators, 
satisfactory or unsatisfactory, and provided no meaningful feedback in areas where an educator could 
improve.   Under the new system, the number of possible ratings will be expanded to four: 
distinguished, proficient, needs improvement, and failing, and all educators will be given meaningful and 
timely feedback on how to improve their practice.  The new evaluation method provides for 50 percent 
of an educator’s evaluation to be based on multiple measures of student achievement, including student 
performance on assessments, student growth, graduation and promotion rates, as well as elective data 
that is determined at the local level.  This groundbreaking system is currently being implemented in 
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more than 270 local education agencies statewide.  All classroom teachers in the Commonwealth will be 
evaluated using the new system in the 2013-14 school year, and all principals and educational specialists 
will be evaluated using the new system in the 2014-15 school year. 
 
Press 
Pennsylvania to try teacher evaluation pilot program 
March 30, 2012 
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 

Every spring, assessment letters appear in educators' mailboxes across the state. 

Theoretically, a negative performance review could change the course of an instructor's career. But 
from a statistical standpoint, there is nothing to fear: A whopping 99 percent of Pennsylvania teachers 
and principals learned this year that reviewers think their work is satisfactory. 

But as Jeannine French, Pittsburgh Public Schools' chief of performance, puts it, where does a teacher go 
from there? 

"What a letdown to know you're 'satisfactory' after all that hard work," Ms. French said at a best-
practices-in-education conference for teachers and principals in Allegheny Intermediate Unit No. 3 on 
Friday. "It doesn't tell you how to get better." 

Federal officials, state governments and school districts from coast to coast agree that current teacher 
evaluations, which are usually administered by principals, are missing the mark. Last week, Pennsylvania 
became the latest state to express interest in a serious overhaul of the system used to determine which 
teachers are making the grade and which are under-serving students. 

Tim Eller, spokesman for the state Department of Education, said the state is engaging schools in a 
three-part pilot program of a teacher evaluation system that relies heavily on value-added measures -- a 
controversial yardstick that uses student test scores to determine the "value" teachers add to student 
knowledge over the course of a year. The idea has grown in popularity since President Barack Obama 
expressed his support for the system during the federal Race to the Top education funding competition 
last year. 

Twenty percent of state school districts, career and technical schools and intermediate units will 
participate in the pilot program starting this fall. By the following school year, Mr. Eller said, a revised 
version of the program will be up and running in every Pennsylvania school. 

Current legislation forbids schools from using student test performance to evaluate teacher 
effectiveness, but Mr. Eller said state lawmakers will consider a bill to overturn that restraint during the 
coming legislative session. 
 
Read the full text of the article: http://www.post-gazette.com/stories/news/education/pennsylvania-to-
try-teacher-evaluation-pilot-program-309444/#ixzz2Ayc5W6Ig 
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Education Improvement Tax Credit Expansion 

In Pennsylvania, more students will have access to educational choices as a result of Governor Tom 
Corbett’s approval of House Bill 761 in 2012.  The bill expands the highly successful Education 
Improvement Tax Credit program by increasing the amount of tax credits available for the program by 
$25 million from $75 million to a total of $100 million.  Since the program’s inception, thousands of 
Pennsylvania students have received scholarships through the EITC program. 

In addition, the bill authorized the establishment of a new $50 million program known as the 
Opportunity Scholarship Tax Credit (OSTC) program.  The OSTC program uses a tax credit funding 
mechanism in which businesses contribute to scholarship organizations.  Scholarship organizations 
provide funding to eligible students who reside within the attendance boundary of the lowest 
performing 15 percent of public schools to attend another public or nonpublic school of their choice. 

Read the full text of the bill: 
http://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/PN/Public/btCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&sessYr=2011&sessInd
=0&billBody=H&billTyp=B&billNbr=0761&pn=3894  

 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Governor Nikki Haley 
Charter School Law 

 
On May 14, 2012, Governor Nikki Haley signed H. 3241, the Charter Schools bill, into law at Greenville 
Technical Charter High School. 
 
The Charter School Bill enhances the states’ existing charter system by: 

 allowing public or independent institutions of higher learning to sponsor the creation of a 
charter school 

 permitting applicants to seek to form a single gender charter school without regard to the 
gender makeup of that proposed charter school 

 enabling charter school students the opportunity to participate in any extracurricular activities 
not offered by the student's charter school which are offered at the resident public school he 
would otherwise attend. 

 
 “It is a great day in South Carolina,” said Gov. Haley. “We will no longer settle for what we think 
education has to be, we will lead in this country on what education should be – and that means options, 
innovation and creativity.” 
 
For the full text of the release: http://governor.sc.gov/News/May2012/Pages/default.aspx  
 
Press 
Gov. Nikki Haley Signs Charter School Bill into Law 
By Staff – May 15, 2012 
The Post and Courier 
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Gov. Nikki Haley signed a bill into law to strengthen the state’s 47 public charter schools. The legislation 
enables higher- education institutions to authorize charter schools, permits single-gender charter 
schools to operate and allows charter school students to participate in extracurricular activities at their 
neighborhood schools. 
 
State Education Superintendent Mick Zais called it his chief legislative priority. “Charter schools are not a 
magic bullet, but they are a tremendous step in the way to providing a personalized and customized 
education for every student — not a standardized and uniform education for every student,” Zais said at 
the ceremony at Greenville Technical Charter High School. 
 
South Carolina has outpaced national growth in the number of charter school students served during 
the past five years. Nearly 18,000 students statewide attend charter schools. Eight new schools will 
open this year, 13 have been submitted for 2013-14, and more than 30 planning groups are working on 
applications. 
 
Haley said charter schools increase competition in education, which she said is just as important as 
competition in free markets. 
 
“Competition is even more needed in education because it lifts the quality of the teachers. It lifts the 
options for the students and it allows the parents to see the accountability,” Haley said. 
 
The governor said she hopes the bill is just the start of expanding education options in South Carolina, 
although she didn’t specify what she would like to see next. 
 
“This is just the first step of what education can look like in South Carolina,” Haley said. 
 
Read the full text of the article: 
http://www.postandcourier.com/article/20120515/PC16/120519503/1177 
 
 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
Governor Dennis Daugaard 

Investing in Teachers 
 

On March 13, 2012, Gov. Dennis Daugaard signed HB1234, legislation that rewards teachers for 
excellence and attracts talented young people into teaching disciplines in critical areas of education. 
 
The Governor announced his “South Dakota Investing in Teachers” initiative in his Jan. 10 State of the 
State address. 
 
“This law will invest $15 million a year in great teachers, because great teachers are the key to student 
achievement,” Gov. Daugaard said. “The law is the product of a lengthy discussion in the Legislature, 
and lots of input from educators and constituents, and I thank everyone involved for making this a 
strong piece of legislation.” 
 
HB1234 includes several components: 
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 The “Top Teacher Rewards Program” allows local school districts to create their own plans to 
reward teachers based upon student achievement, teacher leadership, or local critical needs. 
One option schools can use is the original proposal to give $5,000 bonuses to the top 20 percent 
of teachers. Districts will receive approximately $1,000 per teacher to set up their local plans, 
and can opt out entirely if they choose. The program begins in the 2014-15 school year. 

 The “Critical Needs Scholarship Program” will create 100 scholarships a year for teaching-
students in their junior and senior years who agree to teach in a critical needs teaching field. 
Critical needs will be determined based upon a survey of local school districts. The scholarships 
will equate to full tuition and fees at a state university, and recipients will be required to teach 
in a critical needs field for five years in South Dakota after graduation. The program begins in 
the 2013-14 school year. 

 The “Math and Science Teacher Incentive Program” will reward the state’s best math and 
science teachers – those who are evaluated as “distinguished” or “proficient” on the state 
evaluation system – with an annual bonus of $2,500. This program begins in the 2014-15 school 
year. 

 The law removes the state mandate that requires districts to grant continuing contract, or 
“tenure,” to teachers. This takes effect on July 1, 2016, and teachers who receive continuing 
contracts prior to that date will not lose them. Local districts will still be allowed to extend 
tenure if they choose, but it will no longer be required by the state. 

 The law creates a new statewide evaluation system for teachers and principals, as one 
component of the state’s new school accountability system. The state is replacing No Child Left 
Behind with a state-created system that will create better student assessments and measure 
schools on a variety of factors. 

 Several advisory committees are created to allow for more input from educators as these 
programs are implemented over the next three school years. 

 
Once fully implemented, these proposals will be funded by the state at a level of $15 million a year, on 
top of regular formula funding for K-12 education. 
 
“I support regular formula funding increases for schools,” Gov. Daugaard said. “But I also believe that 
the state can make additional, targeted investments in new ideas designed to promote student 
achievement. The state will continue to measure the success of our schools by the results they 
produce.” 
 
For the complete text of the announcement:  http://news.sd.gov/newsitem.aspx?id=12642  

 
 

TENNESSEE 

Governor Bill Haslam 
Redefines School Accountability 

 
On May 10, 2012, Tennessee Gov. Bill Haslam signed the piece of his 2012 legislative agenda that 
redefines school accountability in the state and waives Tennessee from portions of the federal No Child 
Left Behind law. 
 
Surrounded by educators from across the state and students, Haslam also announced more than $37 
million in federal grants for three school districts to assist in their efforts to turn around low-performing 
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schools. The money given to each district can be used to fund a variety of practices, including extended 
learning time for students and a greater use of technology in the classroom. 
 
The waiver was approved in January by the U.S. Department of Education and required changes to 
Tennessee law, which were approved by the General Assembly earlier this spring. The federal School 
Improvement Grants fund Innovation Zones: small clusters of schools, as described in the waiver, where 
innovative educational systems can be developed, implemented, assessed, and shared. 
 
The legislation, HB 2346/SB 2208, replaces the Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) standards and 
designations for LEAs and schools and establishes a state accountability system requiring, in aggregate, 
significant growth in student achievement in core subjects and the reduction of the achievement gap 
between student subgroups.  
 
Complementing the Innovation Zone funds, the Charter School Growth Fund also announced a $6.75 
million investment in two Tennessee-founded charter school organizations to help serve students in the 
highest-need neighborhoods in Memphis and Nashville. Made up of federal money and private 
donations, the fund is giving $3.25 million to Nashville’s LEAD Public Schools, which will expand their K-
12 program to five campuses and ultimately serving more than 4,700 students. They also are investing 
$3.5 million in Gestalt, which is located in Memphis. That investment will take Gestalt from two schools 
to 10 by 2016, ultimately serving 5,300 students.   
 
For the full text of the announcement: https://news.tn.gov/node/8803  
 
 

TENNESSEE 
Governor Bill Haslam 

Enacted Limits on Teacher Collective Bargaining 
 

In June 2011, Governor Bill Haslam signed Senate Bill 113, a crucial piece of education reform legislation 
that placed limits on teacher collective bargaining. 
 
The bill bars teachers’ unions from negotiating with local boards of education concerning the terms or 
conditions of professional service and provides for a policy manual that would outline how every local 
school board will set policies on salaries, wages, benefits, including insurance and retirement benefits, 
leaves of absence, student discipline procedures and working conditions for teachers. 
  
Read the full text of the bill: http://legiscan.com/gaits/text/513054 

 
 

UTAH 
Governor Gary Herbert 

Statewide Online Education Program 
 

On March 30, 2011, Governor Gary Herbert signed the Statewide Online Education Program (SB 65) into 
law. The Statewide Online Education Program was created to enable eligible students to earn high 
school graduation credit through the completion of publicly funded online courses. 
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The bill does the following: 
 

 Allows High School students to enroll in pre-approved online courses 

 Allocates $250,000 to the Statewide Online Education Program 

 Forwards an amount equal to 1/8 of per pupil revenues for each credit earned to the course 
provider deducted from allocated funds from the student’s primary LEA 

 Courses available through Utah Electronic High School websites 
 
Read the full text of the bill: http://le.utah.gov/~2011/bills/sbillenr/SB0065.pdf  
 

 
VIRGINIA 

Governor Bob McDonnell 
Dual Enrollment, Reading Intervention, Streamlining Diploma Requirements 

 
In 2012, Governor Bob McDonnell advanced his ‘Opportunity to Learn’ K-12 agenda by adopting the 
following bills and funding initiatives. 
 
Dual Enrollment 
In April 2012, Governor McDonnell signed HB 1184, which allows high school students to complete an 
advanced degree while still in high school. The legislation established written agreements with a Virginia 
Community College specifying the pathway for students to complete an associate's degree or a one-year 
Uniform Certificate of General Studies from a Virginia Community College concurrent with a high school 
diploma.  
 
For the full text of the legislation: http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?121+sum+HB1184  
 
Reading Intervention 
In May 2012, Governor McDonnell signed HB 1181, a bill relating third grade reading intervention.  
HB1181 requires local school divisions to provide reading intervention services to 100 percent of eligible 
students in grade three prior to promotion to grade four. Previously, funding had been provided to serve 
25 percent of eligible third-grade students. Student eligible students demonstrate deficiencies based on 
their individual performance on the Standards of Learning reading test or any reading diagnostic test 
that meets criteria established by the Department of Education. The local school division, at its 
discretion, shall provide such intervention before promotion to grade four. 
 
For the full text of the legislation: http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-
bin/legp504.exe?121+cab+SC20223HB1181+UCHB2  
 
Streamlining Diploma Requirements 
In May 2012, Virginia Governor Bob McDonnell signed SB 489, which reformed high school diploma 
options by reducing the number of diploma options and increasing diploma requirements to ensure 
college or career readiness for all students. SB 489 directs the Board of Education to modify the credits 
necessary for a student to earn a standard or an advanced studies diploma. The advanced studies 
diploma will be the recommended diploma for students pursuing baccalaureate study. The standard 
diploma will include a concentration in career and technical education and a requirement to earn a 
career and technical education credential or passing a state licensure examination, national 
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occupational competency assessment or the Virginia workplace readiness skills assessment. Standard or 
advanced studies diploma will require the successful completion of one virtual course. The modified 
standard diploma is eliminated, but the Board will make provisions in regulation for students with 
disabilities to earn a standard diploma. New regulations to implement the provisions of this act will be 
effective within 280 days of April 5, 2012.  
 
For the full text of the legislation: http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?121+sum+SB489 
 
The 2012 "Opportunity to Learn" agenda also includes funding initiatives in the governor's 2012-2014 
biennial budget that will: 

 Provide additional funding to support the Early Intervention and Reading Initiative 
 Require local school divisions to include in their existing reports to the Department of Education 

how their financial resources are being allocated 
 Provide $2 million in additional funding in FY 13 and FY14 for the Communities in Schools 

program to expand to Hampton Roads, Petersburg, southwest Virginia, northern Virginia, and 
Danville. Expansion would also include adding regional field support personnel, on-going state-
wide training and technical assistance, and annual total quality system standards reviews. 

 Provide $1.8 million in funding in FY 13 and FY14 for 10th graders to take the PSAT and partner 
with College Board to conduct statewide workshops on using the results to increase AP 
participation and SAT scores. 

 Provide $770, 276 for the expansion of the PluggedInVA model to all 8 superintendents' regions 
in the state. PluggedInVA involves enrolling adults both in local GED programs in divisions and 
also in industry certification programs at the community colleges. 

 Provide $80,000 in FY13 to provide planning and first year start-up funding in FY13 for Health 
Sciences academies. 

 Provide $135,794 for the Positive Youth Development Academy pilot program for rising 9th and 
10th graders in selected regions of the Commonwealth 

 Fund a request for proposals to develop an elementary education preK-6 approved program 
with a major in mathematics, sciences, or integrated sciences and mathematics and 
middle/secondary approved programs focusing on the preparation of mathematics and science 
teachers. The programs must be led by public or private colleges or universities, including 
collaboration of local school divisions, with preference to a consortia model. Programs will 
provide support to prospective teachers in completing a program within a four-year 
baccalaureate degree, offer tuition incentives, and promote distribution of high quality teachers 
across the Commonwealth. 

 Provide $600,000 in funding for incentive awards for teachers in STEM areas. A new teacher 
with an endorsement in mathematics, physics, or technology education assigned to a teaching 
position in a corresponding STEM subject area is eligible to receive a $5,000 initial incentive 
award after the completion of the first year of teaching with a satisfactory performance 
evaluation and a signed contract for the following school year. An additional $1,000 incentive 
award may be granted for each year the eligible teacher receives a satisfactory evaluation and 
teaches a STEM subject for up to three years (maximum incentive award is $8,000). Funding will 
be awarded on a first-come, first-served basis with preference to teachers assigned to teach in 
hard-to-staff schools or schools in improvement. 

 
For the full text of the release: http://www.governor.virginia.gov/news/viewRelease.cfm?id=1076  
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WISCONSIN 
Governor Scott Walker 

Education Reform Bill: Read to Lead, Educator Effectiveness  
 
In April 2012, Governor Scott Walker signed Senate Bill 461 which makes the following changes to 
statutes relating to education reform: 
 
Read to Lead 

 Creates the Read to Lead Development Council in the Office of the Governor.  The council 
consists of the Governor, the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, four legislators, and the 
members representing various groups appointed by the Governor and serving at his or her 
pleasure.   

 Creates the Read to Lead Development Fund for grants to support literacy and early childhood 
development programs.  The fund consists of all gifts, grants, bequests, and other contributions 
made to the fund.  The Read to Lead Development Council must make recommendations to the 
Governor and the State Superintendent of Public Instruction regarding recipients of grants.  The 
amount of each grant awarded is determined jointly by the Governor and the State 
Superintendent. 

 
Teacher Preparation Programs 

 Requires the Department of Public Instruction (DPI) to work in consultation with the Governor’s 
office, the University of Wisconsin System, chairpersons and ranking members of the Senate and 
Assembly education committees, and the Wisconsin Association of Independent Colleges and 
Universities to determine how the performance of individuals who have recently completed 
teacher education programs will be used to evaluate the teacher education programs, including 
by defining “recent graduate” and identifying measures of performance and measures to assess 
an individual’s performance. 

 Requires each teacher education program located in Wisconsin to annually provide DPI with a 
list of individuals who have completed the program, and their dates of program completion, 
from each term or semester of the program’s most recently completed academic year.  The Act 
requires DPI to include this information about graduates of teacher education programs in the 
statewide student information system.  

 Requires DPI to develop a system through which information about teacher performance and 
the evaluation of teacher education programs will be made available to the public.  The Act 
requires DPI, beginning in the 2013-14 school year, to report for each teacher education 
program the rate of passage on first attempt of recent graduates of the program on 
examinations administered for licensure as a teacher and as an alternative education program 
teacher, and any other information recommended by DPI in consultation with the entities 
above, on the system developed as required in the Act.   

 
Educator Effectiveness 

 Requires DPI to develop an educator effectiveness evaluation system (state system) and to 
develop an equivalency process aligned with the state system (equivalency process) to assist 
school districts in the evaluation of the performance of teachers and principals in the district. 

 Under the state system, 50 percent of the total evaluation score assigned to a teacher or 
principal must be based on measures of student performance, and 50 percent of the total 
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evaluation score must be based upon the extent to which the teacher’s or principal’s practice 
meets established standards. 

 The equivalency process must be based upon the same interstate standards as the state system 
and must evaluate a teacher with reference to the following four domains:  (a) planning and 
preparation; (b) the classroom environment; (c) instruction; and (d) professional responsibilities 
and development.   

 Specifies that teachers and principals evaluated under both the state system and the 
equivalency process must be placed in one of multiple performance categories.  Each school 
district and independent charter school must begin evaluating teachers and principals using 
either the state system or the equivalency process in the 2014-15 school year.  

 
Assessments of Reading Readiness  

 Requires each school board and each independent charter school annually to assess all pupils 
enrolled in kindergarten for reading readiness beginning in the 2012-13 school year.  The Act 
specifies that the school board or charter school must use the appropriate, valid, and reliable 
assessment of literacy fundamentals selected by DPI and requires DPI to ensure that the 
assessment evaluates whether a pupil possesses phonemic awareness and letter sound 
knowledge.  The school board or charter school must provide a pupil whose assessment 
indicates that he or she is at risk of reading difficulty with interventions or remedial reading 
services that are scientifically based.   

 Requires a school board or independent charter school to report the results of a pupil’s reading 
assessment to the pupil’s parent or guardian. 

 
For more details on this initiative: https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/2011/related/lcactmemo/sb461.pdf  

 
Press 
Scott Walker's Education Victory 
By Kimberley A. Strassel – June 7, 2012 
Wall Street Journal 
 
Overhauling a state government, facing down a union machine, beating back a recall—Scott Walker 
hasn't exactly been a slacker. Yet hidden among the Wisconsin governor's reforms has been another 
significant success: He's helped change the education paradigm. 
 
Conservatives have pushed education reform for decades, with notable successes. But the debate had 
also become predictable. Republicans argued for systemic change; Democrats argued for more money. 
The fight was largely confined to the education sphere, with conservatives arguing education reform for 
education's sake. 
 
The Walker breakthrough was to integrate education into the broader fiscal and structural dispute. His 
argument: Wisconsin is broke. We can continue to pour money into the public-union monopoly, forcing 
us to cut further from priorities (namely, education). Or we can enact broad structural changes, the 
savings from which we can use to better our state (notably, schools). 
 
"The argument was two-dimensional previously," says Scott Jensen, senior adviser at the American 
Federation for Children. Mr. Walker, "by undoing the bigger state infrastructure that locked in 
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inefficiencies, [has] freed up additional funds to flow to the classroom, all without asking for more from 
taxpayers." 
 
Unions and liberals have argued that education "reform" is really about starving public schools of money 
and resources. Mr. Walker's budget victory has shown that structural government reform is the surest 
way to put more dollars into kids. 
 
It's resonating because taxpayers see it working. In addition to limiting collective bargaining, the Walker 
reforms let schools competitively bid on health insurance, asked employees to contribute to health and 
pension plans, and introduced merit pay. The Legislative Fiscal Bureau estimates the pension provision 
alone will save schools $600 million over two years, while competitive health bidding is already saving 
$220 per student per year. 
 
Places like the New Berlin school district, with its 4,700 students, have already reduced health-care costs 
by $2.3 million, retirement costs by $1.25 million and other liabilities by $15 million. The district hired 
new staff, reduced class sizes, and added programs. The Shorewood district saved $537,000 simply by 
bidding out its health contract (previously run by a union outfit), and also reduced insurance premiums 
for its teachers. 

 
Read the full text of this article: 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303753904577452862561051838.html 
 

 
WYOMING 

Governor Matt Mead 
Wyoming Education Accountability Bill 

 
On March 21, 2012, Governor Matt Mead signed the Education Accountability Bill. The bill, implemented 
in phases, moves Wyoming schools forward education accountability. Under Phase 1, each school will 
receive one of four overall school performance ratings:  Exceeding, Meeting, Partially Meeting, or Not 
Meeting expectations. In Phase 2, each individual educator will be rated as Highly Effective, Effective, or 
Ineffective. Lastly, the legislation calls for the state to apply to waive NCLB requirements.   
 
For more information: http://www.wyoea.org/home/539.htm  
 
Press 
Agreement reached on Wyoming education reform bill 
March 8, 2012 
AP 
 
Senate File 57, which now goes to Gov. Matt Mead for his approval, was one of the last bills acted on by 
the Legislature before it adjourned Thursday evening 
 
The bill details the tests Wyoming students will be taking through high school. It sets up a process for 
measuring the academic progress of students in reading, math, science, writing and language over their 
school careers, and for evaluating whether the students are meeting academic expectations and are 
ready for college and careers after high school. 
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The legislation creates a committee made up of educators, school administrators, parents and others to 
decide what standards schools must meet to be evaluated on whether they are doing a good job of 
educating students. 
 
Schools will be ranked on such things as student scores on annual statewide assessments and college 
entrance exams and on graduation rates. Superintendents and principals would be held accountable for 
school performance. 
 
The state Education Department would intervene to help individual schools that fail to meet 
performance standards. If a school fails to show improvement for two consecutive years, the principal 
may be dismissed. 
 
The conference committee resolved differences over how much testing for academic assessment 
purposes should be done in kindergarten through second grade and how often, whether high school 
seniors must be tested for academic growth, whether some schools should be exempt from a mandated 
16-1 student-teacher ratio and whether schools must report to the state the progress their ninth 
graders are making toward graduation. 
 
The lawmakers agreed to one assessment in first grade and two tests a year in second through eighth 
grades. High school seniors will be required to take an assessment in the spring of their final year 
although it will be a shorter version of the ACT, which all 11th-graders are required to take. 
 
The schools that are judged to be the best in educating students will be exempt from the 16-1 ratio, and 
schools must report the graduation credits achieved by ninth graders. 
 
Read the full text of the article: http://billingsgazette.com/news/state-and-regional/wyoming/wyoming-
education-reform-bill-grounded-at-capitol/article 4d8729a4-c50d-5c6f-bbee-4b621122d978.html 

 
Workforce Development: 
 

GEORGIA 
Governor Nathan Deal 

Go Build Georgia Initiative 
 
Go Build Georgia is a public/private partnership between state government, the Technical College 
System, apprenticeship programs and industry. In 2012, the campaign kicked off with a 13-stop tour 
aimed at raising awareness about the issue and job opportunities. 
 
The Georgia Governor’s Office of Workforce Development designed the Go Build Georgia program to 
educate young people on the value of learning a trade.  The Go Build Initiative will do this through a 
public awareness effort, public relations and social media campaign. A high school student can work 
toward a technical college education or apprenticeship that can prepare them for the skilled trades.  The 
University System of Georgia also offers many programs to lead students to a successful career in the 
skilled trades. Go Build helps students plan a path that’s well-suited to their skills and goals.   
 
For more information on Go Build Georgia: http://www.gobuildgeorgia.com/  
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INDIANA  
Governor Mitch Daniels 

Right-to-Work Law 
 
On February 1, 2012, Governor Mitch Daniels signed HEA 1001, making Indiana the first state in the Rust 
Belt to bar unions from requiring all members to pay union fees. Upon adoption of the right-to-work 
law, Indiana became the 23rd right-to-work state in the nation. 
 
What HEA 1001 does: 

 Makes it a Class A misdemeanor to require an individual to: (1) become or remain a member of 
a labor organization; (2) pay dues, fees, or other charges to a labor organization; or (3) pay to a 
charity or another third party an amount that represents dues, fees, or other charges required 
of members of a labor organization; as a condition of employment or continuation of 
employment.  

 Provides that the Indiana department of labor may investigate and issue administrative orders 
for violations or threatened violations.  

 
What HEA 1001 does not do: 

 HEA 1001 does not apply to federal employees, employees subject to certain federal laws, 
certain employees over whom the federal government has jurisdiction, state employees, and 
employees of a political subdivision.  

 HEA 1001 does not apply to the extent it is in conflict with or preempted by federal law.  

 The law is not intended to change or affect any other law concerning collective bargaining or 
collective bargaining agreements in the building and construction industry. 

 
Governor Mitch Daniels issued this statement about HEA 1001: 
 
“Seven years of evidence and experience ultimately demonstrated that Indiana did need a right-to-work 
law to capture jobs for which, despite our highly rated business climate, we are not currently being 
considered.  
 
“This law won’t be a magic answer but we’ll be far better off with it. I respect those who have objected 
but they have alarmed themselves unnecessarily: no one’s wages will go down, no one’s benefits will be 
reduced, and the right to organize and bargain collectively is untouched and intact. 
 
The only change will be a positive one. Indiana will improve still further its recently earned reputation as 
one of America’s best places to do business, and we will see more jobs and opportunity for our young 
people and for all those looking for a better life.” 
 
Read the full text of the legislation here: 
http://www.in.gov/apps/lsa/session/billwatch/billinfo?year=2012&session=1&request=getBill&docno=1
001   
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IOWA 
Governor Terry Branstad 

Skilled Iowa Initiative 
 

The Skilled Iowa Initiative is a public-private partnership that will utilize the National Career Readiness 
Certificate (NCRC), a tool that assists both job seekers and employers by determining a baseline of skills 
and providing resources to improve skills. The testing will be readily available and will be of no cost to 
those looking to add the certificate to their resume and more accurately display their skills to current 
and potential employers.  Private sector entities have pledged to support the initiative through 
contributions. 
 
Skilled Iowa will work with employers across the state to encourage the hiring of certificate holders as a 
way to reduce turn over and on the job training.  The initiative will create Skilled Iowa Communities, 
creating a workforce that is Work Keys certified to work in a variety of industries. Along with these 
communities, an internship program will be developed to create on-the-job connections between Iowa 
employers and individuals currently receiving unemployment benefits. 
 
The overall goal of the program is to implement Skilled Iowa Communities as an economic development 
strategy that provides a framework for validating skilled Iowa workers who are ready to fill current and 
future jobs.  Additional goals essential to the program’s success include: 

 Increase the number of employers/businesses that support and recognize the Career Readiness 
Certificate. 

 Increase the number of Iowa job seekers that include the Career Readiness Certificate in their 
portfolio/résumé. 

 Make NCRC related training available to all Iowans and employers. 

 Encourage Iowa employers to offer the internship program to qualified participants. 

 Create unique on the job training environments for Iowans. 
 
For more information: http://skillediowa.org/ 
 
 

KANSAS  
Governor Sam Brownback 

Career and Technical Education Funding 
 
During the 2012 legislative session, Kansas Governor Sam Brownback authored and signed Senate Bill 
155 which improved career and technical education funding to help Kansas meet the workforce needs of 
growing businesses.  
 
The bill established a new paradigm for funding career and technical education by providing free tuition 
to Kansas high school students who take technical education courses and increasing the number of 
students graduating from high school with industry-demanded professional certifications.   
 
SB 155 created an incentive program that encourages school districts to increase the number of 
students exiting high school with an industry-recognized credential in key occupations by providing a 
$1,000 per student award to the sending high school for each student earning this certification.  These 
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occupations are identified by the Kansas Secretary of Labor, in consultation with the Board of Regents 
and the Board of Education, as those in highest need of additional skilled workers. 
 
The Career and Technology Act provides funding in the following areas: 
 

 $8.75 million for Student tuition in career technical programs 
 $1.5 million for high schools who increase the number of students earning an industry-

recognized credential in key occupations  
 $50,000 in marketing to increase student participation 
 School transportation costs to transport high school students to their local community or 

technical college 
 
“Career and Technical Education programs are a great way for high school students in Kansas to obtain 
real-world knowledge and skills that will help them immediately – whether that’s to begin their career 
after high school or to get a job that will help pay their way through college,” Governor Brownback 
said.  “As business demand continues to increase, we must work to reverse the trend of the decreasing 
supply of CTE certified workers.  We have seen the number of high school students enrolled in technical 
education programs drop by nearly 20,000 and the number of students earning a certificate by nearly 33 
percent.” 
 
For the full text of the release: http://www.kansasregents.org/governors cte initiative 
 
Kansas Hearing on Excellence in Education Act: 
http://www.kslegislature.org/li/b2011 12/committees/misc/ctte h ed bdgt 1 20120126 01 other.p
df 
 

 
OKLAHOMA 

Governor Mary Fallin 
Dept. of Commerce Launches OKJobMatch.com 

 
In 2012, the Oklahoma Department of Commerce, in conjunction with the Governor’s Council for 
Workforce and Economic Development, launched OKJobMatch.com to help match job seekers with 
employers. 
 
OKJobMatch.com is a new, free website that uses an easy to understand question-and-answer format to 
help job seekers create a resume, post their resume and connect with employers across Oklahoma. 
Whether you’re unemployed, underemployed or looking for a career change, OKJobMatch.com can 
help. 
 
OKJobMatch.com searches more than 16,000 websites, 1,200 of which are in Oklahoma, matching the 
right employees with the right jobs in all of Oklahoma’s 77 counties and neighboring states. Job seekers 
can upload their own resume, or, use the resume builder that gathers information about training, job 
skills and work history and builds a resume that maximizes the user’s career options. 
 
OKJobMatch.com allows veterans the ability to translate the skills and knowledge they gained serving 
our country to civilian job descriptions. The website also identifies industry-recognized certifications that 
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are in high demand and provides veterans with links to partner agencies that can provide more detailed 
job placement assistance. 
 

Read the full text of the announcement: http://okcommerce.gov/news-container/oklahoma-

department-of-commerce-launches-okjobmatch.com/  

 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Governor Tom Corbett  

Keystone Works 
 

On July 5, 2012 Governor Tom Corbett signed Act 107 of 2012 establishing the Keystone Works Program. 
The Keystone Works Program provides employer driven training opportunities for unemployed 
Pennsylvania workers.  
 
Through this program, employers are offered an incentive if the participant successfully completes the 
training program and is hired. The program allows claimants collecting regular state unemployment 
compensation benefits to voluntarily participate in training opportunities with businesses looking to hire 
in high priority occupations (HPOs).  HPOs are occupations identified as in demand, with higher skill 
needs, that are likely to produce family-sustaining wages.   
 
The maximum length of training is eight weeks, up to 24 hours per week.  Businesses seeking to 
participate in the program submit position requirements and a training plan for approval.  
Unemployment compensation claimants are matched with businesses that are appropriate based on 
their skill level, prior work experience and interests.  Businesses participating in the program will be 
reimbursed for any increase in workers’ compensation premium due to the addition of a trainee to an 
existing workers’ compensation policy. 
 
Upon completion of training, a business that hires a claimant into the job opening being trained for is 
eligible to receive incentive payments of $375 for every four consecutive work weeks the claimant 
remains employed at least 35 hours per week.  These incentive payments are available for up to four 
consecutive periods of four consecutive work weeks for a maximum of $1,500 in total incentive 
payments per claimant. 
 
Keystone Works is a means to get unemployed Pennsylvanians back to work while strengthening the 
workforce through job specific training.  Businesses are able to find skilled workers to meet their needs 
while limiting up front risk and cost associated with hiring a new employee.  Unemployment 
compensation claimants are able to obtain occupational skills to add to their resume, maintain a 
connection to the workforce, and have opportunity for full-time employment. 
 
For full language and text of Act 107 
http://www.legis.state.pa.us/CFDOCS/Legis/PN/Public/btCheck.cfm?txtType=PDF&sessYr=2011&sessIn
d=0&billBody=H&billTyp=B&billNbr=1539&pn=3790 
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SOUTH DAKOTA 

Governor Dennis Daugaard 
South Dakota Workforce Initiative 

 
In March 2012, Governor Daugaard launched a workforce training initiative called South Dakota Wins. 
The initiative is designed to bring together government, education and business leaders to capitalize on 
South Dakota's economic potential. The components of this program will help South Dakota develop 
and attract a stronger, more educated workforce, positioning us well to compete in an ever changing a 
dynamic global economy. 
 
The South Dakota WINS program is comprised of four separate initiatives: 

1. Preparing students through an education system that focuses on achievement by paying a 
premium for teachers in math and science; expanding the state’s educational information web 
portal; increasing access to hands-on career cluster camps in engineering, IT, skilled trades, and 
other high-demand areas; and offering a more personalized education to those who need 
remediation or are ready for advanced placement or college courses. 

2. Training workers for skilled jobs that exist in the state by providing National Career Readiness 
Certificates for capable workers; offering a Welding and Manufacturing Technology training 
program at Mitchell Technical Institute (MTI); teaching inmates the valuable skill of welding at 
the low medium security prison in Springfield; and allocating just under $1 Million of Community 
Development Block Grant federal dollars to be available for workforce training needs. 

3. Promoting rural health occupations by increasing the USD Medical School class size by four 
students per year; implementing a rural track to provide selected third-year medical students 
with an extended experience in rural communities; increasing the physician assistant program 
class size by five students and converting five of the current non-resident slots in each class to 
resident slots; and offering an incentive payment in return for three continuous years of practice 
in an eligible rural community.  

4. Bringing in New South Dakotans by creating Dakota Roots, a job search website, to match 
participants with career openings available from the state's leading businesses; working with a 
private company specializing in placement and relocation services to add 1,000 workers; and 
helping communities conduct housing surveys so that they may better develop and market 
housing options and investment opportunities in their communities. 

 
For more information on the South Dakota WINS initiative: http://www.southdakotawins.com/ 
 
Press 
South Dakota Wins 
By Angela Kennecke – March 13, 2012 
Keloland 
 
The Governor's Office of Economic Development has started a new program called South Dakota Wins 
to train and recruit people for various fields with openings. 
 
South Dakota Wins is making stops in major cities throughout the state and Tuesday, companies in Sioux 
Falls got the chance to hear the details.  
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The South Dakota Wins program says filling future jobs in the state begins in the classroom and it's 
working with the Department of Education on curriculum to train future workers today. 
 
"And there's a multitude of jobs available.  Our economy is continuing to diversify and opportunities 
that weren't here 10 or 15 years ago are here today- so getting our students connected to those 
opportunities and helping them understand what those are," Chris Maxwell from the Governor's Office 
of Economic Development said. 
 
Training workers for jobs that are plentiful, like welders and machinists, is another key part of the plan. 
 
Filling the need for rural health care workers is a big challenge. That's why the state is opening up more 
positions in its medical schools and offering more tuition reimbursement.  
  
Finally, the state has partnered with Manpower Recruiters in a $5 million contract to fill a thousand jobs 
in the state.  
 
"The recruitment piece, the new South Dakotans piece has been referred to as a thousand South 
Dakotans at a time and frankly, that’s a drop in the bucket. There's a huge opportunity to grow.  
Aberdeen has a thousand workers they need to fill that doesn't take into account the rest of the state 
and opportunities that are out there," Maxwell said. 
 
Maxwell says if the SD Wins program can fill a thousand jobs that's an additional tax base of $5 to $6 
million a year for the state.  South Dakota Wins will be making a presentation in Watertown next month.  
 
Read the full text of the article: http://www.keloland.com/NewsDetail6162.cfm?Id=0,129028  
 
 

TENNESSEE 
Governor Bill Haslam 

Unveils Jobs4TN, a jobs database to connect job seekers with Tennessee employers 
 
On April 21, 2011, Governor Bill Haslam and ECD Commissioner Bill Hagerty announced the Jobs4TN 
plan, which lays out the administration’s economic development strategy resulting from a top-to-
bottom review of the department.  The governor’s Jobs4TN plan focuses on:   

 Prioritizing the strategic recruitment of target industries;  

 Assisting existing Tennessee businesses in expansions and remaining competitive;  

 Supporting regional and rural economic development strategies;  

 As well as investing in innovation and reducing business regulation.  
 
The plan includes four key strategies:  
 
Prioritizing target clusters and existing industries:  Tennessee will focus its recruitment efforts on six 
target clusters in which the state has a clear competitive advantage: automotive; chemicals and plastics; 
transportation, logistics and distribution services; business services; healthcare; advanced 
manufacturing and energy technologies.   
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In 2010, expansion of existing business accounted for nearly 86 percent of new jobs created in 
Tennessee. The state will focus on helping existing businesses expand and remain competitive through a 
targeted outreach program. A new “existing business toolkit” of incentives and resources will be created 
for Tennessee companies.   
 
Establishing regional “jobs base camps” across the state: ECD will fundamentally restructure its field 
staff to establish a “jobs base camp” in each of nine regions across the state.  Each base camp will work 
with local partners to develop and/or revise a regional economic develop plan and align existing federal 
and state resources around that plan.  ECD will select regional directors to run each “jobs base camp.” 
 
A key function of these jobs base camps will be reaching out to rural counties to incorporate them into 
broader regional economic development strategies that leverage existing resources and maximize the 
assets of rural communities.  A newly-created position of assistant commissioner of Rural Development 
will help lead this effort.  
 
Investing in innovation: Haslam has detailed a major statewide innovation initiative focusing on better 
coordination of innovation activities across the state, increasing technology transfer and 
commercialization, promoting entrepreneurship and enhancing Tennessee companies’ access to early-
stage capital. 
 
Reducing business regulation:  Haslam has asked ECD to lead a review of federal and state business 
regulations.  Over the coming months, ECD will work with existing Tennessee businesses, business 
advocacy groups and state agencies to identify federal and state laws and regulations inhibiting job 
growth.  After performing a cost-benefit analysis of regulations identified as burdensome, ECD will 
present recommendations to the governor and the state’s congressional delegation in fall 2011.  
 
“My top priority is for Tennessee to be the No. 1 location in the Southeast for high-quality jobs,” Haslam 
said. “Our Jobs4TN plan is a blueprint for doing just that. By leveraging our existing assets in each region, 
we will be able to attract new businesses to the state while helping our existing businesses expand and 
remain competitive. We will also be making significant investments in innovation to position Tennessee 
as a national leader well into the future.”  
  
To implement the plan, ECD will undergo a significant reorganization that will result in a new senior 
leadership team as well as a 35 percent reduction in staff. 
 
Read the full text of the announcement: http://www.tn.gov/ecd/pdf/Jobs4TN Press%20Release.pdf 
 
Please see Chapter 6 of this report for more information on Governor Bill Haslam’s initiative: Transform 
State Government to Recruit, Retain and Reward Employees.  
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UTAH 
Governor Gary Herbert 

Partnership for the Creation of STEM Jobs 
 

Governor Gary Herbert joined with Prosperity 2020 business and education partners on September 6, 
2012, to launch a partnership that will establish the greater Salt Lake area as a top ten center for 
technology jobs and businesses. 
 
“Great jobs and businesses start with well educated workers,” the governor said. “By bringing industry 
and education together we start recruiting tomorrow’s scientists in today’s classrooms. Utah technology 
jobs pay 57 percent more than the state’s average wage. This improves individual lives and the 
economy.” 
 
The goal to be among the top ten tech and science centers in the US will take a concerted statewide 
effort and will involve educators and industry. The governor said it will start with an unprecedented 
statewide planning process to identify and build on current successes and create greater collaboration in 
Science Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) education. 
 
Prosperity 2020 is the largest coalition of business leaders ever assembled to improve Utah’s 
educational outcomes through investment, innovation and accountability. Prosperity 2020 has laid out 
the following key goals: 
 

 66 percent of Utahns will have post-secondary certificates and degrees by 2020 

 90 percent of Utah elementary students will be proficient in reading and math 

 the greater Salt Lake area will be a top ten center in technology jobs and businesses 
 
The statewide STEM education and workforce partnership is a collaborative project of the Governor’s 
Office of Economic Development, the Utah System of Higher Education, and the Utah State Office of 
Education. It is a direct response to industry recommendations in the state’s Science, Technology and 
Innovation Plan. The partnership will compliment and build on Utah’s successful USTAR effort, which is 
bolstering Utah’s research strengths and increasing technology commercialization. 
 
Analysis by the Utah Technology Council shows that technology jobs pay 57 percent more than other 
sectors. While 8.6 percent of Utah’s workforce is in the technology sector, it 2 constitutes 14.3 percent 
of Utah’s total payroll. Utah has more than 7000 technology companies, up from 6,374 in 2010. 
 
Read the full text of the announcement: 
http://www.prosperity2020.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/2011-12-08 P2020-news-release-
FINAL-3.1-1.pdf 
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Chapter 3: Harnessing Innovations in Energy and Environmental Policy   
 
Modern society is an energy society.  Every day, Americans are impacted directly by energy—whether 
it’s the electricity that powers our homes and businesses, the fuel that powers our vehicles, or the 
development of new energy technologies that will create the jobs of the future.  Republican governors 
share a common vision for the development of a vibrant economic climate fueled in part by a “more 
energy, more jobs” philosophy.  
 
Republican governors also understand that developing our energy resources, pursuing economic 
growth, and advancing environmental protection are not mutually exclusive. Each state has an array of 
unique geographical, topographical, and demographic attributes that are not suitable for a one-size-fits-
all environmental policy. Instead, governors offer numerous approaches of ensuring access to clean air, 
clean water and public lands.  
 
In August 2012, the RGPPC released an Energy Blueprint for America that details the Republican 
governors’ vision for a vibrant energy economy and sensible environmental regulation.  For more 
information about Republican governors’ vision for energy and environmental policy, read the plan at: 
http://rgppc.com/an-energy-blueprint-for-america-policy-solutions-for-a-new-energy-economy/  
 
Featured states in this chapter include: 

 ALASKA Governor Sean Parnell, Expediting the Point Thomson Project 

 IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, Increasing Midwestern Energy Production and Achieving or 
Maintaining Low-Cost Energy 

 IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, Award Recognizing Environmental Stewards in Agriculture 

 NEW JERSEY Governor Chris Christie, Large Scale CHP/Fuel Cell Program 

 NORTH DAKOTA Governor Jack Dalrymple, EmPower ND program 

 OHIO Governor John Kasich, Ohio’s 21st Century Energy Policy 

 OHIO Governor John Kasich, Natural Gas Summit  

 OKLAHOMA Governor Mary Fallin, Natural Gas Vehicles and Infrastructure Development 

 PENNSYLVANIA Governor Tom Corbett, Historic Marcellus Shale Law  

 SOUTH DAKOTA Governor Dennis Daugaard, Effort to beat the Mountain Pine Beetles in the 
Black Hills 

 TENNESSEE Governor Bill Haslam, Clean Tennessee Energy Grant Program 

 UTAH Governor Gary Herbert, Utah Clean Air Partnership 

 VIRGINIA Governor Bob McDonnell, Advancing Virginia as the Energy Capital of the East Coast 

 VIRGINIA Governor Bob McDonnell, Advances Conversion of State Vehicle Fleet to Alternative 
Fuels 

 VIRGINIA Governor Bob McDonnell, Preservation of over 80 Acres of Historic Battlefields 

 WYOMING Governor Matt Mead, Balancing and Leveraging Energy and Natural Resources 
 
Other Resources: 

 The Heritage Foundation, The American Conservation Ethic: The Principles of Conservation  

 International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2011 

 Pacific Research Institute, 2011 Almanac of Environmental Trends 

 U.S. Chamber of Commerce, Project No Project 

 U.S. Chamber of Commerce, International Index of Energy Security Risk 
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 U.S. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2012 

 U.S. Senate Environment and Public Works Committee, A Look Ahead to EPA Regulations for 
2013 

 
 

ALASKA 
Governor Sean Parnell 

Expediting the Point Thomson Project 
 

On August 12, 2012, citing the risk to Alaskan and American jobs, Governor Sean Parnell urged Secretary 
of the Interior Ken Salazar to exercise his authority to expedite the Record of Decision (ROD) on the 
Point Thomson project. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has recently informed state officials that it is 
delaying a major decision on the plan until late November – one in a series of federal delays regarding 
this project. 
 
Point Thomson is the largest undeveloped oil and gas field in Alaska. Timely completion of the ROD is 
important to keep Point Thomson on schedule for development – in particular, to enable construction to 
begin this winter. As part of its settlement of a long-standing dispute with the state, the field operator, 
ExxonMobil, has committed to first production of gas condensate from the field no later than the winter 
of 2015-2016. The project is expected to sustain 600 to 700 jobs and peak employment of 2,400 jobs. It 
will increase throughput in the Trans Alaska Pipeline System, and provide an important impetus to large-
scale commercialization of North Slope natural gas. 
 
As the lead federal agency, the Corps of Engineers had committed to issue the Point Thomson ROD by 
September 21, 2012. 
 
“I am writing to inform you of a developing situation that is of urgent concern to the State of Alaska: 
continued federal permitting delays involving the Point Thomson development project on the North 
Slope,” Governor Parnell wrote in a letter to Salazar. “These delays come in spite of repeated 
commitments made by federal officials to the State – as recently as last week – that target dates for a 
permitting decision were on track. Such delays would jeopardize critical energy production from the 
North Slope to boost the flow of oil through the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System and the creation of 
thousands of jobs that our country so desperately needs. The purpose of this letter is to ask you to 
exercise your authority to improve and coordinate permitting, particularly for energy projects in Alaska.” 
 
Read the full text of the announcement: http://gov.alaska.gov/parnell/press-room/full-press-
release.html?pr=6209 
 
 

IOWA 
Governor Terry Branstad 

Increasing Midwestern Energy Production and Achieving or Maintaining Low-Cost Energy 

 
Iowa Governor Terry Branstad is the 2012-2013 Chair of the Midwestern Governors Association (MGA) 
and has announced his agenda as developing and actively promoting a positive Midwestern narrative. 
The MGA is working to renew the Midwestern brand, drive innovation, and improve the region’s 
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entrepreneurial network; it also supports efforts to increase domestic/Midwestern energy production 
across all types of energy and seek ways to maintain or achieve low energy costs. 
 
The first part of the agenda focuses on actively promoting the reasons why the Midwest is a great place 
to call home and is at the heart of our nation’s economic recovery. The chair’s agenda highlights what 
makes the Midwest an ideal place to live, get an education, start a family, work and grow a business. In 
addition, this portion of the agenda strives to improve the entrepreneurial connectivity among our 
region’s job creators and to foster the innovation and relationship-building that helps drive economic 
growth. 
 
The second part of the Chair’s agenda builds on the energy production strengths of our individual states. 
The Midwest offers a diverse portfolio of energy across its many states, including: coal, oil and natural 
gas reserves, a burgeoning biofuels industry and some of the best wind resources in the nation. These 
resources can help increase domestic energy production and increase the exportation of domestic low-
cost energy to other states and regions. Governors seek to leverage the energy assets of the Midwest to 
lower energy costs to help drive economic development within the region and beyond, to help ensure 
competitiveness in a global economy.  
 
To help advance this agenda, Governor Branstad is asked his fellow Midwestern governors to join with 
him on the following areas under each prong of this chair's agenda: 
 
Develop and actively promote a positive Midwestern narrative: renew the Midwestern brand, drive 
innovation, and improve the region’s entrepreneurial network  

 Identify and highlight unique strengths of Midwestern states (highly educated, strong work 
ethic, bread basket of the world, high quality of life, etc.) and seek and implement opportunities 
to better develop and communicate a positive Midwestern image. 

 Serve as amplifier for and entry point to state economic development and tourism contacts and 
initiatives. 

 Help build entrepreneurial network across the region to improve connectivity and intra-region 
networking and mentoring, drive innovation, and align education initiatives for the jobs of the 
future. 

 Promote the Midwest’s impact on the global economy and identify ways to improve how trade 
and foreign direct investment is perceived by the public. 

Support efforts to increase domestic/Midwestern energy production across all types of energy to help 
maintain or achieve low energy costs  

 Identify state by state energy development opportunities and barriers. 
 Develop strategies and share ideas to maximize opportunities and overcome energy 

development barriers. 
 Highlight economic development success stories that have been tied to increased Midwestern 

energy production and low energy costs. 

Read the full text of the initiative: http://www.midwesterngovernors.org/chairagenda.htm 
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IOWA  
Governor Terry Branstad 

Recognizing Environmental Stewards in Agriculture 
 
In May 2012, Governor Terry E. Branstad, Lieutenant Governor Kim Reynolds and Secretary Bill Northey 
announced the establishment of the Iowa Farm Environmental Leader Awards to recognize the 
environmental efforts of Iowa’s farmers. 
 
The state of Iowa will seek nominations of farmers that have taken significant steps to serve as local 
leaders in environmental stewardship on their farms utilizing a variety of techniques and best 
management practices. Nominees’ actions should merit recognition for leadership in advancing water 
quality and soil sustainability measures in Iowa agriculture. 
 
This award seeks to not only recognize farmers for their responsible choices, but also to encourage 
other farmers to follow in their footsteps by building success upon success. 
 
An appointed committee of representatives from both conservation and agricultural groups will 
annually review the nominations and select the winners. 
 
For the full text of the release: https://governor.iowa.gov/2012/05/gov-branstad-lt-gov-reynolds-sec-
northey-announce-iowa-farm-environmental-leader-awards-2/ 
 
 

New Jersey 
Governor Chris Christie 

Large Scale CHP/Fuel Cell Program 
 
In support of the Christie Administration’s commitment to a greener and more affordable use, 
management and development of energy in the state, the New Jersey Economic Development Authority 
(EDA) and the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities (BPU) launched the Large Scale Combined Heat and 
Power (CHP)/Fuel Cell Program.  This competitive grant program was created to support CHP and 
standalone fuel cell projects serving commercial, institutional and industrial customers in New Jersey. 
 
The program is available to support CHP or standalone fuel cell projects with an electric generating 
capacity of greater than one megawatt (MW).  New Jersey-based government (federal, state or local), 
commercial, institutional or industrial entities advancing these projects are eligible.  Applications for the 
program were accepted from April 25, 2012 through June 25, 2012 at 5:00 p.m. 
 
To be eligible, CHP systems greater than one MW with waste heat utilization must achieve annual 
system efficiency of at least 65 percent; fuel cell projects greater than one MW without heat recovery 
must achieve annual system efficiency of at least 45 percent.  CHP and fuel cell system warranties must 
be all-inclusive for at least five years.  Additionally, businesses should create or maintain jobs in New 
Jersey.  
 
Grants under the program will be awarded under a tiered incentive structure based on the system size 
and amount of electricity that the CHP or fuel cell project generates, with a maximum award of $3 
million per project.  Total state and/or federal funding cannot exceed 50 percent of the total project 
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cost.  Funding can be used for project-specific, fixed asset purchases.  New installations are eligible, as 
are expansions of existing facilities with new equipment. New equipment must be commercially 
available and permanently installed.  Applicants must provide evidence that a source of funds is needed 
to complete the project.   
 
The tiered incentive structure is as follows: 
 
CHP Projects 
Greater than 1 MW to 3 MW - $0.55 per watt 
 
Greater than 3 MW - $0.35 per watt 
 
Maximum Incentive - $3 million 
 
Maximum Percent of Project Cost - 30 percent 
 
Fuel Cell Projects 
Greater than 1 MW (with Waste Heat Utilization) - $2.00 per watt 
  
Greater than 1 MW (without waste heat utilization) - $1.50 per watt 
  
Maximum Incentive - $3 million 
 
Maximum Percent of Project Cost - 45 percent 
 
For more information: 
http://www.njeda.com/web/Aspx pg/Templates/Npic Text.aspx?Doc Id=1706&menuid=1550&topid=7
22&levelid=6&midid=1357  
 
 

North Dakota 
Governor Jack Dalrymple 

Empower ND Program; Blue Flint ethanol plant 
 

North Dakota has policies in place to encourage development of a wide range of energy sources within 
its borders, including traditional and renewable energy resources.   The State has supported 
development of a cohesive overall energy plan through the EmPower ND Commission, detailed below: 
 
EmPower ND 
Empower ND was created by 2007 legislation which authorized the North Dakota Department of 
Commerce to convene an energy policy commission for the purpose of developing a comprehensive 
state energy plan which encouraged development of a multi-resources energy policy, including 
renewable and traditional sources, with policy goals and incentives in each energy sector.   In July of 
2012, Empower ND issued a new document outlining future development of energy resources in North 
Dakota.  This document detailed the success North Dakota has made in developing a variety of energy 
resources, while outlining areas that the state needed to address to ensure continued success.  This 
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document provided a number of recommendations on ways to support continued success during a time 
of rapid growth in the state, including:  
 
1. Continued high level of Infrastructure Funding to support the current high level of growth in North 

Dakota.    

 Maintaining a high level of funding for transportation infrastructure to address energy growth; 

 Continuing to support funding for housing infrastructure, including affordable housing for 
energy industry workers; 

 Increased funding to support local governments in energy impacted areas through increased 
formula funding and energy impact grants; 

 Working together with energy companies and landowners to support easements for needed 
energy infrastructure; 

 Management of water resources necessary to address energy development and population 
growth and to reduce the amount of water being transported via road. 

 Forecasting future energy load needs. 
 
2. Research and Development investment  

 Continue to support programs such as the Lignite Research and Development already in place in 
the state, which currently receives approximately $8 million annually through various funds to 
support development of new coal technologies that will result in fewer emission and cleaner 
energy 

 Continued funding for the oil and gas research and development program, which currently 
receives approximately $4 million annually in funding from oil and gas production taxes.   

 Support of continued funding for the renewable energy research and development program. 
 
 
3. Workforce Development  

 Supports efforts to incorporate additional Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics 
(STEM) learning in the K-12 levels, to help educate students for future careers in energy-related 
professions.   

 Requests that the state continue to provide funding for TrainND, which provides customized 
training programs and employment development initiatives across the state.   

 Requests that the state fund enhancements to Job Service North Dakota’s systems and data 
collection processes to provide analytical data related to workforce skills and employment to 
better identify energy industry needs. 

 
4. Positive Regulatory Environment  

 Empower ND supports development of a regulatory environment, at both the federal and state 
levels, that encourages economic growth while ensuring environmentally-responsible 
development of natural resources. 

 The state will continue to work to encourage state regulation of issues such as hydraulic 
fracturing. 

 
For more information: http://www.communityservices.nd.gov/uploads/resources/914/empower-2012-
final.pdf     
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The state will look to implement many of these recommendations during the 2013 North Dakota 
Legislative Session in order to further development of a variety of energy resources in the coming years.   
 
Energy Innovation 
One example of an innovative energy production facility that is currently being operated in North 
Dakota is the Blue Flint Ethanol facility, located near Underwood, North Dakota.  The facility produces 
65 million gallons of ethanol per year, using steam from the nearby Coal Creek Station power plant to 
process the ethanol.   This creative use of resources allows the plant to operate without having to use 
natural gas or other fuel sources to produce ethanol, resulting in reduced costs, water usage, and 
emissions at the facility. 
   
For more information:  http://www.blueflintethanol.com/index.cfm?show=10&mid=29 
 

 
OHIO 

Governor John Kasich 
Ohio’s 21st Century Energy Policy 

 
In May 2012, the Ohio General Assembly adopted Ohio’s 21st Century Energy Policy, Senate Bill 315: 
  
Included in Ohio’s 21st Century Energy Policy are 10 policy “pillars:” 
 
Pillar 1 – Shale: Modernizing Regulations While Promoting Job Growth 
Recent advancements in technology have allowed previously-unattainable natural resources found in 
shale to now be extracted. Accordingly, health and environmental regulations have been updated to 
keep pace with these advancements to help ensure safe, environmentally responsible operations, all of 
which is in the best interest of public health and safety, the environment, oil and gas workers, and the 
industry. Regulatory updates include:  
 

 Dept. of Natural Resources (ODNR): On May 7, 2012, a comprehensive set of well construction 
rules stemming from the passage of Senate Bill 165 were approved by the Joint Committee on 
Agency Rule Review (JCARR). Among other important changes, this rules package adds 
additional safeguards by upgrading procedures for how to properly construct a well including a 
requirement that well construction materials used must comply with industry standards for the 
type and depth of well being drilled, and a requirement that ODNR must be notified prior to a 
well being cemented to protect ground water, and that cementing records must be submitted 
for agency analysis. These rules will go into effect August 1, 2012. 
 
SB 315 builds on previously-approved upgrades to well-constructions standards. 

 
o All chemical information, including trade secret formulas, must be shared with doctors, 

and medical professionals may share even proprietary chemical information with the 
patient and other medical professionals directly involved in treating the patient, 

o Well operators are now required to take water samples within 1,500 feet of a proposed 
horizontal well and disclose the results in their permit applications, 

o Well operators must disclose the proposed source of water used in the well drilling and 
completion process, 
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o Well operators who violate safety and environmental regulations are subject to 
mandatory daily fines, 

o Rules for disposing of waste water through underground injection are strengthened to 
ensure protection of health and environment. 

 

 Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO): The Pipeline Safety Division will update regulations 
for construction, inspection, and safety of these new lines. 
 

 Ohio EPA: 
o New regulations will encourage wastewater treatment and recycling technologies in 

order to conserve water resources and reduce Ohio’s reliance on underground injection 
wells for wastewater disposal. 

o The lengthy oil and gas operations permitting process is streamlined from a matter of 
months to a matter of days by maintaining the same high standards for safety and 
responsibility while improving internal agency operations to simply operate more 
efficiently. 
 

 Dept. of Commerce: Multiple construction and occupancy reviews of structures at gas 
processing facilities that can currently overlap and duplicate one another are consolidated and 
streamlined. 
 

 Dept. of Transportation (ODOT): A new model road use agreement serves as a template for 
counties and/or townships and oil and gas companies to determine what roads will be used, 
what and how these roads will be maintained, and who will pay for road maintenance. To 
protect the interests of local governments, ODNR will verify such agreements are in place as 
part of its drilling permit process. 

 
Pillar 2 – Generation:  
The PUCO will: 

 Update the “Advanced” portion of Ohio’s Alternative Energy Portfolio Standard to include 
appropriate upgrades to coal-fired generation facilities and for conversion to natural gas, 

 Work with the PJM Interconnection and other states in PJM to request an expansion of the 
Reliability Pricing Model to offer greater certainty with regard to electricity pricing. 

 
Additionally, the OEPA will work with the PUCO to: 

 Review and pilot new generation and efficiency technologies (ex: Smart Grid), 

 Expand customer choice for renewables, 

 Assess federal EPA impacts on future generation and transmission. 
 
Pillar 3—Electricity Transmission and Distribution: Meeting Needs of Industry and Consumers 
A major factor in job creation is getting energy where it needs to be so that the job creators that need it 
can operate efficiently and at a low cost. The PUCO is authorized to: 

 Review the electricity transmission infrastructure in Ohio’s shale region to ensure transmission 
and distribution are adequate, 

 Assess and recommend changes in the transmission and distribution system that would make 
the development of renewable energy in Ohio more accessible and cost effective. 
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Pillar 4—Cogeneration / Waste Heat Recovery: Capturing Waste Heat to Make Green Energy 
Turning otherwise wasted byproducts into usable energy makes sense if it’s cost effective. To encourage 
efforts to recover waste heat and identify cogeneration as an appropriate technology, changes will: 

 Allow waste energy recovery facilities to qualify as a renewable energy source in Ohio, 

 Allow all Ohio electric utilities to use cogeneration (waste energy recovery and combined heat 
and power systems) to meet alternative efficiency standards, 

 Revamp the Energy Loan Fund to place more focus on energy efficiency and alternative fuels, 

 Require the Ohio Dept. of Administrative Services (DAS) to review cogeneration as part of new 
construction and major renovations in state facilities. 

 
Pillar 5 – Workforce Training: Aligning Industry Needs with Worker Training 
Matching the skills of workers with the demands of the energy industry is a crucial part of Ohio’s energy 
policy. Ohio is engaged in a statewide effort to improve workforce development initiatives because 
workers with goods strengthen their families and communities with better jobs and are attractive to the 
job creators that Ohio is seeking to recruit and help expand. SB 315 allows the state to work with its 
regional workforce development partners to maximize job training opportunities around shale. 
 
Pillar 6—CNG/Alternative Fuels: Promoting the Use of Natural Gas 
In order to encourage examination and adoption of alternatives fuels, the Governor’s Office, PUCO and 
ODOT will: 

 Sign an agreement with other states to develop regional Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) 
refueling infrastructure and promote the usage of CNG vehicles in Ohio (signed on 2/29/2012),  

 Assess converting all or part of the state fleet to CNG,  

 Develop flexible revolving loan fund for alternative fuels (CNG, biodiesel and ethanol),  

 Host a regional CNG conference with states and providers to jump start Ohio’s transition to 
using more CNG in state and private settings. 

 
Pillar 7—Energy Efficiency: Promoting Efficiency to Save Resources 
Promoting efficiency and maximizing our energy resources will help offset rising energy prices. DAS and 
the PUCO will work to:  

 Improve state building efficiency,  

 Identify new efficiency technologies and programs available to Ohio, ] 

 Determine standards for state fleet vehicle replacement to increase efficiency,  

 Review utility green pricing programs and expand customer choice. 
 
Pillar 8—Coal: New Opportunities for a Critical Resource 
New efforts will:  

 Provide $30 million to research carbon capture, sequestration, enhanced oil recovery, and other 
new technologies,  

 Exempt coal combustion waste from additional fees and encourage solid waste landfill 
management. 

 
Pillar 9—Regulatory Reform: Streamline and Expedite Environmental Permits 
Smart regulation is necessary but the process by which businesses must comply with these regulations 
should be simple to understand and navigate. The OEPA will:  

 Develop and issue “general permits” for business to minimize lengthy permit review. 
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Pillar 10 – Renewables: Promoting Renewables for a Balanced Energy Portfolio 
Continuing to develop reliable and cost effective renewable energy sources is essential to ensuring that 
Ohio has access to a diverse and well-rounded collection of energy sources and that we are preparing 
for the future. To further this goal, the PUCO will:  

 Develop a flexible revolving loan fund for alternative fuels,  

 Revamp the existing Energy Loan Fund to help finance energy efficiency and renewable energy 
projects,  

 Identify and address interconnection challenges that may be barriers to the development of 
future renewable energy projects,  

 Review utility green pricing programs and expand customer choice. 
 
http://governor.ohio.gov/Portals/0/pdf/MBR/SB315Energy.pdf 
 
For the full text of the announcement: 
http://governor.ohio.gov/Portals/0/05.24.12,%20SB%20315%20Energy%20Final%20Passage.pdf 

 
 

OHIO 
Governor John Kasich 

Natural Gas Vehicle Summit 
 
On October 9, 2012, America’s Natural Gas Alliance held in conjunction with the State of Ohio a Natural 
Gas Vehicle Summit. The Summit was held to discuss strategies for increasing low-emission natural gas 
as a vehicle fuel and to encourage the manufacture of natural gas vehicles (NGV).  This NGV Summit 
comes in the wake of Ohio Governor John Kasich’s successful energy summit last year that encouraged 
the examination and adoption of alternatives fuels by: 

 Signing an agreement with other states to develop regional Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) 
refueling infrastructure and promote the usage of CNG vehicles in Ohio (signed on 2/29/2012), 

 Assessing converting all or part of the state fleet to CNG, 

 Developing flexible revolving loan fund for alternative fuels (CNG, biodiesel and ethanol), 

 Hosting a regional CNG conference with states and providers to jump start Ohio’s transition to 
using more CNG in state and private settings. 

 
To view Governor Kasich’s remarks: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iUaM6XpzlAU  
 
 

OKLAHOMA 
Governor Mary Fallin 

Natural Gas Vehicles and Infrastructure Development 
 

Obstacles to increasing Compressed Natural Gas usage are infrastructure and demand. It’s a chicken-
and-egg scenario: consumers do not buy natural gas vehicles (NGV) that can only be refueled at a 
limited number of stations, and gas stations do not want to add CNG pumps with only a limited number 
of cars on the road. 
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In November 2011, Governor Fallin unveiled an innovative and unprecedented multistate, bipartisan 
initiative (MOU) to begin the process of breaking that cycle and jump-starting both the development 
NGVs and improved CNG infrastructure. 
 
The MOU describes a coordinated effort between the States to attract automobile manufacturers in the 
U.S. to develop a functional and affordable original equipment manufacturer (OEM) fleet natural gas 
vehicle (NGV) that will also meet public demand. Through the joint solicitation of a Multi-State Request 
for Proposal (Joint-RFP) that aggregates annual State fleet vehicle procurements, the States will 
endeavor to provide a demand base sufficient to support the design, manufacture, and sale of functional 
and affordable OEM NGVs by automotive manufacturers in the United States.  
 
The Joint-RFP requires that the ultimate cost of an OEM NGV should be comparably priced to an 
equivalent gasoline powered model and that warranty and reliability concerns are not compromised. 
Pursuant to the terms of the Joint-RFP, the States intend, where practical, to transition new fleet vehicle 
acquisitions, in committed volumes, to a resulting OEM NGV. 
 
As of October 2012, 15 states have signed on to this MOU including: Oklahoma, Colorado, Wyoming, 
Pennsylvania, Maine, Utah, New Mexico, West Virginia, Kentucky, Texas, Mississippi, Ohio, Arkansas, 
Louisiana, and Virginia. 
 
For more information: 
http://www.ok.gov/governor/documents/Governor%20Fallin%202012%20Agenda%20-
%20Energy%20FINAL.pdf  
 
Press 
Oklahoma, 20 other states seek bids for CNG vehicles 
By Michael McNutt – July 24, 2012 
NewsOK 
 
On July 24, 2012, Oklahoma and 20 other states sent proposals to 19 auto manufacturers seeking bids to 
produce “affordable and functional” compressed natural gas vehicles for use in state automobile fleets. 
 
The requests were sent a week after Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin and Colorado Gov. John Hickenlooper 
met with the Big Three automaker executives in Detroit. Fallin, who with Hickenlooper pitched the idea 
last fall, said she was encouraged by the reception they received at all three, but none has a general-
purpose CNG model in production. 
 
The request for proposals seeks bids on CNG-powered compact and midsize cars, four-wheel-drive 
pickups and cargo vans. The closing date for the bids is Sept. 7; a solicitation overview meeting is 
scheduled Aug. 8 at the Oklahoma History Center. 
 
“Through the RFP process, we hope to solicit bids on the production of affordable and functional CNG-
fueled vehicles for use in state automobile fleets,” Fallin said. “By incorporating more CNG vehicles into 
our state fleets, we can save tax dollars by reducing the amount we spend on fuel. We can also support 
the use of American-made energy that will help create jobs and reduce our dependence on foreign oil.” 
 
For full text of news article: http://newsok.com/oklahoma-20-other-states-seek-bids-for-cng-
vehicles/article/3695245#ixzz26MSWXMDF  
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Please see Chapter 6 of this report for information on Governor Mary Fallin’s initiative: Savings through 
Energy Efficiency. 

 
 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Governor Tom Corbett 

Historic Marcellus Shale Law 
 

On February 14, 2012, Governor Corbett signed the Marcellus Shale bill into law. The bill enhances 
protection of the state’s natural resources through stronger environmental standards, authorizes 
counties to adopt an impact fee, and builds upon efforts to help move Pennsylvania toward energy 
independence. 
 
Drilling Standards  

 Increases well setback distance from 100 feet to 300 feet for streams, rivers, ponds and other 
water bodies 

 Increases well setback distance from private water wells from 200 feet to 500 feet and to 1,000 
feet for public drinking water systems 

 Expands an operator’s “presumed liability” for impairing water quality from 1,000 feet to 2,500 
feet from a gas well, and extends the duration from 6 months to 12 months 

 Enhances water quality replacement standards 

 Enables the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to revoke permits in a 
more efficient manner to deal with imminent safety or environmental concerns 

 Increase blanket bonds from $25,000 up to $600,000 

 Provides for strong, uniform and consistent statewide environmental standards – building upon 
and incorporating best practices utilized by industry leaders 

 
Protecting Natural Resources  

 Enhances hydraulic fracturing disclosure, including online posting utilizing FracFocus.org  

 Requires approval of water management plans 

 Encourages the use of non-freshwater sources for well development 

 Authorizes the Environmental Quality Board (EQB) to develop criteria for conditioning a well 
permit based on its impact on public resources like parks, wildlife areas, natural landmarks, 
special plant and species habitat and other resources 

 Ensures added levels of protection within floodplains 
 
Protecting Health and Safety 

 Builds upon recent legislative accomplishments requiring 911 addressing for well sites and 
establishing standards for pipeline safety 

 Assign 911 addresses and GPS coordinates to well sites and facilities. 

 Provides funding to assist in emergency response planning, training, coordination and grants for 
specialized equipment to first responders 

 Enhances transparency of well reporting, inspections, violations and remediation 

 Expands citizen and water supplier notification of permit and drilling activities 

 Increases civil penalties for unconventional operators to $75,000 
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Mitigating Community Impacts  

 Authorize counties to adopt an impact fee to offset costs associated with unconventional 
natural gas development 

 Encourages counties to evaluate their current unmet needs 

 Develops an equitable formula to distribute revenue 

 Provides revenue to state agencies associated with development oversight 

 Addresses legacy impacts of abandoned oil and gas wells, mine reclamation and increases access 
to first class water and sewer treatment systems 

 Preserves local government’s traditional zoning authority 

 Expands municipal notification of permit applications 
 
Fairness and Equality of Job-Creators  

 Provides increased uniformity and fairness of local regulation that any business needs to 
succeed 

 Recognizes the Commonwealth’s prerogative to establish environmental standards 

 Establishes neutral arbiter (PUC) to resolve disputes between landowners, industry and local 
governments 

 Provides long-term regulatory predictability for job-creators and capital investors 
 
Energy Security  

 Helps establish “Green Corridors” in Pennsylvania for natural gas-fueled vehicles (building upon 
the Governor’s commitment to the multi-state natural gas vehicle MOU) 

 Assists schools, mass transit systems, non-profits and companies convert vehicle fleets to and 
increase use of natural gas  

 
The historic measure is the first comprehensive re-write of the state’s Oil and Gas Act since 1984. It 
contains much of what Corbett outlined in his Marcellus Shale proposal last October. His plan followed 
the work of the Governor’s Marcellus Shale Advisory Commission. House Bill 1950 contains 24 of the 
legislative recommendations offered by the advisory commission. 
 
“This growing industry will provide new career opportunities that will give our children a reason to stay 
here in Pennsylvania,” Corbett said. “Thanks to this legislation, this natural resource will safely and fairly 
fuel our generating plants and heat our homes while creating jobs and powering our state’s economic 
engine for generations to come.” 
 
Read the full text of the announcement: http://www.newpa.com/newsroom/governor-corbett-signs-
historic-marcellus-shale-law  
 
Press 
Corbett signs shale well impact fee into law 
February 14, 2012 
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 

 
The Marcellus Shale impact fee and regulatory measure that passed the General Assembly last week is 
now law, after Republican Gov. Tom Corbett signed it on Monday evening. 
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He described the measure, which will charge drillers a per-well fee, update state environmental 
regulations and subject local zoning ordinances to state-crafted standards, a historic overhaul of state 
law.  
 
"Thanks to this legislation, this natural resource will safely and fairly fuel our generating plants and heat 
our homes while creating jobs and powering our state's economic engine for generations to come," Mr. 
Corbett said in a statement. 
 
Most of the measure goes into effect in 60 days. However, the portion requiring each county within the 
drilling region to decide whether to impose the impact fee is effective immediately. 
 
Those counties have 60 days to adopt an ordinance imposing the fee on shale wells. If commissioners 
decide against doing so, they could be overruled if half of the municipalities or towns representing half 
of the county's population approve their own resolutions in favor of a fee. 
 
Revenues from that fee will be divided between local governments and a variety of state-based 
environmental, infrastructure and economic-development programs. 
 
Read more: http://www.post-gazette.com/stories/local/state/corbett-signs-shale-well-impact-fee-into-
law-84916/#ixzz21ePilCIM  
 
 

SOUTH DAKOTA  
Governor Dennis Daugaard 

Effort to Beat the Mountain Pine Beetles in the Black Hills 
 
In July 2012, Gov. Dennis Daugaard announced that more than 215,000 trees infested with mountain 
pine beetles have been treated since control operations began last fall in the Black Hills. 
  
The total includes more than 115,000 trees on private lands and almost 100,000 trees in Custer State 
Park. 
  
“Since we began the Black Hills Forest Initiative last year, we’ve been aggressive in attacking this 
epidemic,” Gov. Daugaard said.  “The mountain pine beetle infestation continues to be a threat, but I’m 
committed to continuing our efforts to ‘beat the beetles’ over the next several years.” 
  
Beginning last fall, almost 150,000 acres of state and private forestland were surveyed, and 285,000 
infested trees were marked for removal.  Final figures will be available later this summer on the total 
number of infested trees that were treated. 
  
Treatment techniques include removing infested trees for use in sawmills, as well as the cut and chunk, 
cut and peel, and cut and chip disposal methods. 
  
The South Dakota departments of Agriculture and Game Fish and Parks, as well as several conservation 
districts in the Black Hills, entered into a joint powers agreement allowing the districts to hire and 
supervise survey and marking crews.  The districts hired 46 seasonal employees to keep ahead of tree-
cutting operations. 
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Cutters included four crews from the South Dakota Wildland Fire Suppression Division (WFS), an inmate 
crew from the Department of Corrections (DOC), and nine private contractors.  WFS and DOC crews 
were used primarily in the most rugged areas of Custer State Park, where steep topography limited 
access. 
  
“The Wildland Fire and Department of Corrections crews did outstanding jobs in very difficult terrain,” 
said State Forester Ray Sowers, who manages the Governor’s pine beetle initiative.  “We cut down every 
beetle-infested tree we could find in Custer State Park, and our efforts should result in less detection 
next year.” 
  
State agencies, counties and communities worked together to coordinate the assistance available to 
private landowners.  Crews surveyed and marked infested trees on private property, and landowners 
could apply for reimbursements for removal costs.  More than 110,000 acres of private land were 
surveyed during the effort. 
  
For the full text of the release: http://news.sd.gov/newsitem.aspx?id=13276  

 
 

TENNESSEE 
Governor Bill Haslam 

Clean Tennessee Energy Grant Program 
 

On January 11, 2012, Tennessee Deputy Governor Claude Ramsey, Department of Environment and 
Conservation Commissioner Bob Martineau and General Services Commissioner Steve Cates announced 
a series of energy efficiency projects in state government. 
 
Projects are designed to both increase cost savings and decrease emissions.  The competitive grant 
program will fund energy efficiency projects for local governments and municipalities, utilities, other 
organizations and private entities.  
 
Funding for the projects comes from an April 2011 Clean Air Act settlement with the Tennessee Valley 
Authority. Under the Consent Decree, Tennessee will receive $26.4 million over five years to fund clean 
air programs in the state. 
 
For the full text of the announcement: http://news.tennesseeanytime.org/node/8276 
 
 

UTAH 
Governor Gary Herbert 

Utah Clean Air Partnership 
 
On February 1, 2012, flanked by representatives from business, healthcare and growth planning 
organizations, Utah Governor Gary R. Herbert called Utahns to action and urged them to do their part to 
improve Utah's air quality. The initiative, the Utah Clean Air Partnership (U-CAIR), is an invitation to all 
partners currently working toward cleaner air to join forces and motivate individual Utahns to change 
their beliefs and the behaviors that impact state air quality.  
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There are four main components of the Governor's U-CAIR initiative. First, it is statewide, designed to 
include every area in the state and target trouble spots like the Wasatch Front, the Uintah Basin, Cache 
Valley and the Arizona border region. Second, the initiative is voluntary. Third, the initiative has a 
significant public education and outreach component, much like the successful "Slow the Flow" effort, 
aimed at water conservation. The last U-CAIR component is partnerships. Not only has Governor 
Herbert asked business and industry to continue their efforts, he will recruit local governments, school 
districts, local chambers of commerce and individual households to become pledging partners. 
  
"The core principle of U-CAIR is this: Each of us can do something to improve Utah's air," the Governor 
said. U-CAIR initiative details are available at ucair.utah.gov. On the U-CAIR website, partners can find 
specific strategies for improving air quality; make organizational, family, and individual air quality 
pledges; track their progress toward reaching those pledges; and measure the benefits of collective 
partner efforts. 
 
For the full text of the release: http://www.utah.gov/governor/news media/article.html?article=6515 

 
 

VIRGINIA 
Governor Bob McDonnell 

Advancing Virginia as the Energy Capital of the East Coast 
 

On April 17, 2012, Governor Bob McDonnell ceremonially signed 13 pieces of legislation that advance 
Virginia as the "Energy Capital of the East Coast". The legislation continues Governor McDonnell's "all of 
the above" strategy for advancing development of Virginia's energy resources.  
 
 
HB559/SB511 - Natural gas utilities; qualified projects 
Allows natural gas infrastructure expansion for the purpose of economic development projects where it 
is not already available 
 
HB587/SB418 - Electric transmission lines; approval process 
Improves the process for approval of a 138kv transmission line 
 
HB232 /SB492 - Renewable energy; expands definition 
Encourages development of renewable thermal energy and includes landfill gas in the definition of 
renewable energy 
 
HB1102 /SB413  - Renewable energy portfolio standard program; credits for investments 
Encourages research and development of renewable energy technologies 
 
HB894 /SB493 - Electric and natural gas utilities; energy efficiency programs 
Increases energy efficiency programs by requiring the SCC to consider all four cost benefit tests 
 
HB1016/SB485 - Alternative Fuel Vehicle Conversion Fund; established 
Creates the Alternative Fuel Vehicle Conversion Fund to assist in the conversion of the state fleet.  
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Virginia is currently evaluating private-sector solicitants received to convert the state vehicle fleet to an 
alternative fuel, one of the first states in the nation to do so 
 
HB1177 - Virginia Energy Plan; adds to list of State's energy objectives 
Updates the Virginia Energy Plan by including these objectives:  
Ensuring adequate energy supply and a Virginia-based production  
Minimizing the Commonwealth's long-term exposure to volatility and increases in world energy prices 
through greater energy independence 
 
Read the full text of the announcement: 
http://www.governor.virginia.gov/news/viewRelease.cfm?id=1207 
 
 

VIRGINIA 
Governor Bob McDonnell 

Advances Conversion of State Vehicle Fleet to Alternative Fuels 
 

On October 2, 2012, Governor Bob McDonnell announced contractual agreements with two private fuel 
companies, and signed a multi-state memorandum of understanding and an executive directive 
advancing the effort to convert Virginia's state vehicle fleet to alternative fuels. The ceremony featured 
representatives from Clean Energy and Blossman Gas, private firms selected from 14 responders to a 
solicitation for a public-private partnership to provide alternative fuel infrastructure and vehicle 
conversions for Commonwealth vehicles, and Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin, who is leading a coalition 
of 22 states to work with vehicle manufacturers to drive down costs of alternative fuel vehicles. 
 
These actions respond to legislation passed unanimously by the 2011 General Assembly and an 
executive order issued in July 2011 that required the state to pursue an arrangement under Virginia's 
Public-Private Education Facilities and Infrastructure Act of 2002 to explore building the infrastructure 
and strategically converting the Commonwealth's vehicle fleet to use alternative fuels. Under the 
agreement, Virginia will partner with Clean Energy to build at least six new natural gas filling stations 
around the state, and with Blossman Gas to develop at least seven propane stations. The contracts may 
also be used by municipalities and transit authorities across the state to convert their fleets and it is 
anticipated that commercial partners will want to work with the Commonwealth to consolidate demand 
for infrastructure as well. Additional refueling stations will be constructed based on increasing demand. 
 
The executive directive sets out the steps state agencies must take to use these contracts and begin 
converting state vehicles to alternative fuels wherever practical. The multistate MOU developed by 
Governor Mary Fallin of Oklahoma and signed by Governor McDonnell is intended to leverage 22 states' 
vehicle purchases and use to expand the market for natural gas-fueled vehicles across the country. An 
RFP has already been issued for natural gas vehicles for these states that is expected to drive down the 
cost of these vehicles. 
 
"Virginia has an opportunity to lead the nation by fully committing to making a substantial contribution 
to our nation's energy independence from foreign oil. The Commonwealth of Virginia owns thousands of 
vehicles powered primarily by gasoline or diesel fuels blended from foreign oil," Governor McDonnell 
said. "In addition to reducing our nation's dependence on foreign sources of oil, a transition to natural 
gas and propane vehicles will also reduce emissions. Although these alternative fuel vehicles are 
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available and operating on our roads today, available refueling infrastructure for these vehicles is 
limited. The agreements signed today will bring new refueling stations to Virginia at no-cost, and they 
will be available to state agencies, local governments, and private citizens and businesses. These 
alternative fuel vehicles can and should be used by the Commonwealth to reduce the Commonwealth's 
dependence on foreign oil and expand markets for domestic fuels. 
 
"Not only is this good for the government and the environment, but ultimately it will be good for 
consumers and the economy as well. The infrastructure created through this effort will be available to 
fuel passenger vehicles and other commercial fleets. Through this innovative public-private partnership 
we enter into today, the Commonwealth, industry leaders and innovators can work collaboratively to 
move state government and private industry away from vehicles fueled by gasoline and diesel fuel and 
reduce our dependence on foreign oil." 
 
For the full text of the announcement: 

http://www.governor.virginia.gov/news/viewRelease.cfm?id=1446  

 

VIRGINIA 
Governor Bob McDonnell 

Preservation of Over 80 Acres of Historic Battlefields 
 
On August 14, 2012, Governor Bob McDonnell announced that the Commonwealth of Virginia has 
partnered with the Civil War Trust and the City of Petersburg to preserve over 80 acres of land that 
played a critical role in Virginia's Civil War history. Preservation of the two sites - Cemetery Hill and the 
South Side Depot - is being funded by Transportation Enhancement Grants awarded by the 
Commonwealth Transportation Board. 
 
Governor McDonnell said "Virginia is home to many sites that played a critical role in our nation's early 
struggles for survival. The 10 month Petersburg Campaign saw over 16 major battles, with more than 
80,000 men killed, wounded or captured and was crucial to reuniting our great nation. It is imperative 
that we take every step to preserve as much of this hallowed ground as possible so that future 
generations can enjoy the rich history that these sites have to offer. I am very pleased that the Virginia 
Department of Historic Resources and the Commonwealth Transportation Board have once again 
partnered with the Civil War Trust and the City of Petersburg to help protect this hallowed ground for 
future generations." 
 
Earlier this year, the Commonwealth Transportation Board awarded $448,000 to the Civil War Trust to 
help fund the acquisition of Cemetery Hill and $400,000 to the City of Petersburg to help restore the 
historic South Side Depot. The 81 acre Cemetery Hill property, located between Petersburg National 
Battlefield and Blanford Church, played a critical role in three major battles during the campaign. The 
South Side Depot, located in the Old Town Historic District, served the last rail line controlled by the 
Confederate Army and played a critical role throughout the campaign. 
 
"Preservation of these historic sites is not only critical to protecting the rich history of Virginia but also 
the nation," said Secretary of Transportation Sean T. Connaughton. "Additionally, as noted by the 
Virginia Tourism Corporation, sites such as Cemetery Hill and the South Side Depot significantly 
contribute to the Commonwealth's tourism related economy. I look forward to continuing to partner 
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with the Civil War Trust and the Department of Historic Resources as we look for other opportunities to 
protect Virginia's history. 
 
During the McDonnell Administration, the Commonwealth Transportation Board has awarded nearly $5 
million in matching Transportation Enhancement Grants for Civil War preservation projects. Aside from 
preservation, a portion of this funding was used to develop a new battlefield application for smart 
phones and tourist information kiosks at rest areas to help travelers better explore Virginia's battlefields 
as well celebrate the Sesquicentennial of the Civil War. 
 
For the full text of the release: http://www.governor.virginia.gov/news/viewRelease.cfm?id=1376  

 
 

WYOMING 
Governor Matt Mead 

Balancing and Leveraging Energy and Natural Resources 
 
Hydraulic Fracturing 
The BLM proposed its own set of hydraulic fracturing rules two years after the State of Wyoming 
implemented rules to address hydraulic fracturing. Wyoming’s rules cover well-bore integrity, flowback 
water and disclosure of hydraulic fracturing constituents used in drilling operations on federal, private 
and state lands.  
 
Governor Mead objected to the proposed BLM rules in a letter to Secretary of Interior Salazar on the 
basis that BLM has not questioned the adequacy of Wyoming’s rules in protecting public health, safety 
and the environment; Wyoming is in a better position than the federal government to determine the 
best practices for overseeing hydraulic fracturing operations in Wyoming; the financial burden the BLM 
rule imposes on Wyoming and other primarily western states is excessive, the regulations duplicative. 
 
Wyoming Energy Strategy 
Recognizing the need for not only a national energy strategy, but a state energy strategy as well, 
Wyoming Governor Matt Mead is developing an energy strategy with input from conservation and 
environmental groups, government agencies, constituents, and energy industries operating in Wyoming. 
Governor Mead’s assertion that developing and producing energy while conserving and protecting 
Wyoming’s natural resources and heritage is not an either-or proposition led to a vision designed to 
capture Wyoming’s values:  “Wyoming’s Energy Strategy will achieve excellence in energy development, 
production and stewardship of its natural resources for the highest benefit of its citizens.” 
 
Press 
Wyoming Gov. Matt Mead outlines state energy policy 
By Adam Voge – October 16, 2012 
Casper Star-Tribune 
 
Gov. Matt Mead’s energy plan stresses innovation, education, production and natural resource 
protection — among other things — and could include finalized initiatives by the end of the year, a top 
advisor said Monday. 
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Shawn Reese, Mead’s policy director, released a draft version of the governor’s energy strategy at a 
legislative committee meeting Monday. The plan doesn’t include specific initiatives, but Reese expects 
working groups to craft some by the end of the year. 
 
“We should be the state other states look to,” he said at a Joint Minerals, Business and Economic 
Development Committee meeting in Casper. 
 
The state will “achieve excellence in energy development, production, and stewardship of its natural 
resources for the highest benefit of its citizens,” according to the plan’s mission statement. 
 
The document prioritizes creating jobs, generating “affordable and abundant” power, protecting natural 
resources and heritage, and leading the way in resource development and research. 
 
The plan was intentionally crafted to resemble a corporate plan, which can be annually updated and 
refreshed beyond Mead’s time in office. 
 
Reese said the group crafting the strategy opted not to include language specific to different energy 
industry sectors — such as oil and gas, uranium or coal — to avoid picking “winners and losers.” They 
instead identified “themes” for prioritization, which will soon include specific initiatives. 
 
Among the themes identified by the state are economic competitiveness, expansion and diversification, 
efficient and effective regulation, reclamation and mitigation and education, innovation and new 
technologies. Each topic is broken into smaller subcategories. 
 
The state plan’s production-related goals include maintaining or expanding Wyoming’s total energy 
output or national market share and fostering new energy-related industries and infrastructure. Reese 
said he expects the subtopic could include initiatives related to compressed natural gas-powered 
vehicles and infrastructure. 
 
The plan would also aim to shape how the energy industry is regulated. The latest draft includes 
identified needs to give state and local governments primacy in energy regulation, streamline state 
agency operations and remove redundancies from permitting processes, create authoritative state data 
sets and emphasize public education aimed at conflict resolution. 
 
The document also prioritizes reclamation and mitigation, a state priority which Reese said has only 
been intensified with the reduction of abandoned mine lands funding. 
 
The plan doesn’t include specific measures related to reclamation and mitigation, but makes becoming 
an innovator and leader in the processes a “priority.” Reese said measures created under the plan could 
include a conservation bank for off-site mitigation funded by developers. Under the latest draft, the 
state would also develop a “consistent” approach to bonding for reclamation. 
 
Education is another of the state’s priorities. The strategy includes encouraging energy literacy in 
schools and utilizing work programs for use in community colleges and other work force services. Reese 
said the plan could include some sort of K-12 energy development and conservation lesson plan. 
The state also identified increased energy efficiency, scalability of energy systems and applied research 
as priority areas under the plan. 
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The plan will create a clear long-term vision for the state, but details are still not yet specified. Reese 
said the state’s next step is to bring together “diverse” working groups — which could include industry, 
regulators and private citizens – to further shape the plan with specific initiatives. 
 
The latest plan has not yet been approved by Mead, but Reese anticipates it will be soon. 
 
For full text of the article: http://trib.com/news/state-and-regional/wyoming-gov-matt-mead-outlines-
state-energy-policy/article 22234bd4-3f1d-555f-ac6c-0a4c57d6db59.html  
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Chapter 4: Reforming Health Care  
 
On June 28, 2012, the Supreme Court ruled on the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) 
upholding the individual mandate as a tax but limiting the power of the federal government to coerce 
state Medicaid expansions. The court ruled that the government could not compel states to expand 
Medicaid by threatening to withhold federal money to existing Medicaid programs. As a result, 
governors must grapple with difficult decisions for their states in regards to the Medicaid expansion. 
Republican governors in several states have said they will likely oppose expanding the program.  
 
Aside from the Medicaid expansion piece of the Obamacare puzzle, governors are faced with numerous 
difficult decisions, arbitrary implementation deadlines, and an uncooperative HHS. The federal 
government refuses to answer governors’ questions about the implementation of the law in any 
substantive way.  
 
RGPPC engaged in this debate a number of ways in 2012: 
 
March 21, 2012: Utah Governor Gary Herbert gave a speech to the American Action Forum (AAF) 
unveiling the 7 healthcare principles that will shape the Republican governors Repeal and Replace plan.  
For full text of the release: http://www.ksl.com/?nid=960&sid=19678106 
 
March 21, 2012: In conjunction with Governor Herbert’s speech to AAF, Virginia Governor Bob 
McDonnell wrote an opinion editorial touting the same seven healthcare principles.  
For full text of this release: http://www.rga.org/homepage/gop-governors-unveil-7-principles-of-real-
health-reform/  
 
July 10, 2012: Virginia Governor Bob McDonnell, Chairman of the Republican Governors Association 
wrote a letter to President Obama posing 30 questions regarding the Medicaid expansion rules and 
regulations. In his letter he detailed specific questions about additional costs of funding the Medicaid 
expansion, the sustainability of the program in general, and requested answers on how certain 
provisions of the ACA should be implemented.   
For full text of this letter: http://rgppc.com/medicaid-and-exchange-letter-2  
 
July 13, 2012: In response to Governor McDonnell’s letter to the POTUS, Acting Administrator for the 
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), Marilyn Tavenner responded on behalf of the 
administration.  
For full text of this release:  http://nasuad.org/documentation/newsroom/CMS Response VA.pdf 
 
July 23, 2012: In reply to Tavenner’s response, Governor McDonnell wrote a letter to Health and Human 
Services’ Secretary Kathleen Sebelius reiterating his first letter and saying “With the challenging and 
detailed work ahead for our nation to address the issues of health care, the letter was wholly 
inadequate. The response was neither substantive nor serious and appeared to be more of a marketing 
tool than serious problem solving…” 
For full text of this letter: http://www.rga.org/homepage/rga-continues-to-press-hhs-for-answers  
 
September 27, 2012: Governor Bob McDonnell reiterates the need for additional guidance on the 
Medicaid and Health Insurance Exchanges provisions in Obamacare stating, “We are now nearly two-
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thirds of the way to the law’s alleged implementation date. How much longer will the Obama 
Administration make governors wait to have our questions answered?” 
For the full text of this letter: http://rgppc.com/rga-letter-pressing-hhs-for-answers/ 
 
Included in this chapter are several policy initiatives that confirm the notion that healthcare reform 
should be executed at the state level. 
 
Featured states in this chapter include: 

 IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, Mental Health Reform 

 IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, Health Information Network 

 IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, Modernize Services for the Aging 

 LOUISIANA Governor Bobby Jindal, Louisiana Behavioral Health Partnership 

 MAINE Governor Paul LePage, 2011 Landmark Health Care Insurance Reform Bill 

 NEBRASKA Governor Dave Heineman, Improvements to Child Welfare Reform 

 PENNSYLVANIA Governor Tom Corbett, Human Services Block Grants 

 TENNESSEE Governor Bill Haslam, Health and Wellness Task Force to tackle obesity 

 UTAH Governor Gary Herbert, The Utah Health Exchange 
 
Other Resources: 

 American Action Forum, Sustainability of Medicaid: Action Steps for Governors to Achieve 
Meaningful Reform 

 American Enterprise Institute, Providing improved care management for Medicare/Medicaid 
dual-eligible beneficiaries 

 The Heritage Foundation, Saving the American Dream: A Plan to Fix the Debt, Cut Spending, 
and Restore Prosperity 

 Milliman, PPACA Health Insurer Fee: Estimated impact on state Medicaid programs and 
Medicaid health plans 

 NFIB, Small Business and Health Insurance: One Year After Enactment of PPACA 

 Mercatus, The Fiscal Consequences of the Affordable Care Act 

 House Energy and Commerce Committee, Health Law Implementation Timeline 

 Deloitte, Affordable Care Act Timeline 

 Office of the Speaker, Obamacare: A Budget-Busting, Job-Killing Health Care Law 

 Joint Economic Committee, Obamacare’s $4 Trillion Tax Increase 

 Republican Study Committee, A Solution from the Republican Study Committee for Access to 
Affordable, Quality Health Care for All Americans 
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IOWA  
Governor Terry Branstad 

Mental Health Reform 
 

On May 25, 2012, Governor Branstad signed Senate File 2315, a law reforming Iowa’s mental health 
system. The law redesigns publicly funded mental health and disability services by requiring certain core 
services and delivers these services locally while administering them regionally. 
 
In result of this law, appropriations made for purposes of Mental Health and Disability Services (MH/DS) 
are shifted to a MH/DS Redesign Fund created in the Act and are then appropriated to pay the 
nonfederal share of Medicaid program services costs that would otherwise be billed to counties for the 
following Medicaid services provided in FY 2012-2013: habilitation, targeted case management, home-
based and community-based services waiver services for persons with intellectual disabilities and brain 
injury, community-based intermediate care facilities for persons with mental retardation (ICF/MR), and 
the state resource centers.  
 
Approximately $231 million was projected to be needed for the state to assume the county obligations 
for the Medicaid nonfederal share for the services listed above. For FY 2012-2013, there is a new 
appropriation from the General Fund of the State of $40 million plus approximately $189.8 million in 
state and federal funding that had previously been distributed to counties was shifted to the redesign 
fund or designated for the Medicaid program from the following sources: Property Tax Relief Fund 
standing appropriation (approximately $88.4 million — includes $7.2 million from 2012 Iowa Acts, SF 
2071), replacement electrical generation tax revenues standing appropriation (approximately $1.2 
million), MH/DS allowed growth funding appropriation (approximately $75 million), MH/DS state cases 
appropriations (approximately $11.2 million), and MH/DS Community Services Fund ($14.2 million). 
 
For the full text of the bill: http://coolice.legis.iowa.gov/Cool-
ICE/default.asp?Category=billinfo&Service=Billbook&menu=false&ga=84&hbill=SF2315   
 
Press 
Branstad signs mental health care reform bill 
By Richard Pratt – May 25, 2012 
The Gazette 
 
Surrounded by Democratic and Republican legislators, Gov. Terry Branstad praised a bipartisan effort to 
overhaul Iowa’s mental health system as he signed a bill implementing the changes. 
 
“Unfortunately, in this day and age, we don’t see a lot of things done on a bipartisan basis,” Branstad 
said during the bill signing ceremony outside the Black Hawk-Grundy Mental Health Center. Many 
legislators making up the Cedar Valley contingent in the Iowa House and Senate attended the ceremony, 
along with the bill’s floor managers, Sen. Jack Hatch, D-Des Moines, and Rep. Renee Schulte, R-Cedar 
Rapids. 
 
The bill redesigns Iowa’s county-based mental health and disability system so services are delivered 
locally but administered regionally — an approach that is already in place for Black Hawk County and its 
neighbors. The result will be a more economical approach that will better “meet the needs of our 
people,” said Branstad. 
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“This redesign is about putting the needs of patients first,” he added. “This bill creates a system that 
balances availability, affordability and quality of care.” 
 
Under the new law, counties will maintain their property tax levy that generates about $125 million 
annually for mental health services. Every county will levy the equivalent of $41.28 per person in 
property taxes for mental health services, an amount that will be reduced over five years with dollar-for-
dollar property tax relief from the state. 
 
Some counties will have to increase their levies while others will reduce them to that per-person 
amount. It will cost the state an estimated $17.3 million to bring all counties below the amount up to 
the target. 
 
Area counties piloted the approach in the spring of 2008 and “formally combined” into a region on Jan. 
1, 2009, said Bob Lincoln, who coordinates Black Hawk County’s human services programs. “The region 
started with five counties,” he noted. “As of yesterday, we are 13 counties.” 
 
Lincoln credited the elected supervisors in those counties for making the “political decision” to form and 
join the region. “Being connected is the best way to deliver services,” he said. 
 
He cited the region’s 10-bed crisis stabilization center, which works closely with psychiatric hospitals. It 
allows a place for patients who don’t need hospitalization but need time to become “medically stable” 
and get the necessary support in place at home. 
 
The current approach means each county has its own administrative expenses, which increases costs. As 
a result, the county-by-county system can be “financially unsustainable and unpredictable for families,” 
said Branstad. “This bill will advance care and accountability. This bill is an investment in our state’s 
future.” 
 
“Basically, we had 99 different systems,” said Hatch, until now. He noted Van Buren County in southern 
Iowa has “no structured mental health delivery system,” which means residents are not assured of 
receiving services. “Why shouldn’t all Iowans get a core set of services?” 
 
Schulte said Branstad’s signature on the bill is the first of many milestones as the state transitions to the 
regional system over the next four to five years.  
 
For full text of the news article: http://thegazette.com/2012/05/25/branstad-signs-mental-health-care-
reform-bill/  
 
 

IOWA  
Governor Terry Branstad 

Health Information Network 
 
The Iowa Department of Public Health has formed Iowa e-Health, a collaboration among consumers, 
health care providers, insurers, state government, and health care purchasers - to build the Iowa 
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Health Information Exchange (IHIN) and encourage Iowa providers to use electronic health records 
(EHRs). 
 
The IHIN will allow health care providers to access vital patient health information no matter where the 
patient has been seen in Iowa.  IHIN is a “hub” that connects different EHRs throughout the state, which 
allows patient information to flow between providers in a secure and confidential way.  
Initially, the type of information that will be exchanged through the IHIN include: 

 secure provider to provider messaging 

 continuity of care document (summary of a patient record) 

 clinical lab results 

 immunization list 

 medication history 
 
The 5 Domains of Iowa e-Health: 

 Governance:  convening stakeholders, setting direction and goals, and providing oversight to 
ensure accountability 

 Finance:  identifying and managing financial resources to achieve short and long-term 
sustainability 

 Technical Infrastructure:  implementing and managing the core infrastructure and standards to 
enable the electronic exchange of health information among providers 

 Legal and Policy:  establishing policies and trust agreements to safeguard privacy and security of 
electronic health information 

 Business and Technical Operations:  performing day-to-day activities to support Iowa e-Health 
operations and alignment with broad health reform 

 
Read more here: http://www.iowaehealth.org/consumer/overview.html 
 
Press 
Xerox ACS to Build Iowa Health Information Exchange 
By Nicole Lewis – January 13, 2012 
Information Week 
 
ACS, a Xerox company, has won a $12 million contract to implement and manage Iowa's state health 
information exchange, which will electronically connect the state's hospital systems, healthcare 
providers and payers, including Iowa Medicaid. 
 
The five-year contract calls for ACS to develop the exchange using the software as a service (SaaS) cloud 
computing model in which the hardware, software, and data center operations will be managed by ACS. 
The company also will deploy advanced analytics and software platforms that present a comprehensive 
view of a patient's health history, medication lists, lab results, and family and social history. 
 
The exchange is being developed for members of Iowa e-Health, a consortium created by the Iowa 
Department of Public Health (IDPH) that is comprised of Iowa hospitals, consumers, healthcare 
providers, payers, and others. Iowa e-Health will govern the exchange, known as the Iowa Health 
Information Network (IHIN), and the consortium plans to begin piloting the network in July, with full 
implementation planned by December. 
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"ACS will provide the advisory, design, implementation, training, and operations services necessary to 
create and roll out the IHIN statewide," Jack Buxbaum, vice president, HIE Services at ACS, told 
InformationWeek Healthcare. "The project team is a partnership between the Iowa Department of 
Public Health (IDPH), ACS, and our technology partners: Informatics Corporation of America (ICA) of 
Nashville, Tenn., Genova Technologies of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and LightEdge Solutions of Des Moines, 
Iowa." 
 
Explaining that the exchange will be accessed by providers operating across the state in rural and urban 
areas, Dr. Mariannette Miller-Meeks, director of the Iowa Department of Public Health, told 
InformationWeek Healthcare that the Iowa Health Information Network will connect the state's four 
major hospital systems and their affiliated clinics and physician practices. 
 
These providers include the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics, Mercy Medical Center, the Iowa 
Health System, and the Genesis Health System. The four hospitals alone comprise about 85 percent of 
the hospital beds in the state, Miller-Meeks said. In addition, two payers--the Wellmark Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Iowa, and Iowa Medicaid--also will link their systems to the exchange. 
 
The HIE hopes to reduce duplication of tests and test procedures, enhance prescribing capabilities, and 
facilitate communication with groups that might not have the financial ability to have a complete 
electronic health record at their facility but could transmit through a continuity of care document. 
 
According to Buxbaum, ACS will streamline the integration of acute and ambulatory Electronic Health 
Records (EHR) systems by conducting interoperability testing similar to Integrating the Healthcare 
Enterprise (IHE) Connectathons, which are professionally managed and independently monitored testing 
events. The IHE Connectathon is the healthcare IT industry's only large-scale interoperability testing 
event and is held annually in Asia, Europe, and North America. 
 
"First, we will undertake an event similar to an IHE Connectathon, which will allow us to test IHIN 
interoperability with EHR vendors who are prominent across the state of Iowa," Buxbaum said. "Second, 
the HIE solution powered by our primary partner, ICA, will provide a utility that EHR vendors may access 
in order to test their interoperability with the IHIN." 
 
Buxbaum also commended the work of the IDPH, in collaboration with the Iowa e-Health consortium, to 
develop foundational policies, enact relevant legislation, obtain stakeholder buy-in and support, recruit 
early adopters, and establish and begin to execute an economic sustainability model. 
"We have found that these non-technical aspects of an HIE are in many ways the most compelling and 
challenging to states undertaking initiatives such as this," Buxbaum said. 
 
Full text of the article: http://www.informationweek.com/healthcare/interoperability/xerox-acs-to-
build-iowa-health-informati/232400370  
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IOWA  
Governor Terry Branstad 

Modernize Services for the Aging 
 

In 2012, the Legislature adopted the Governor Branstad administration’s plan for a new regional service 
delivery model for Area Agencies on Aging (AAAs). This new model will significantly modernize and 
simplify the provision of services for Iowa’s aging population. Under the new model, the Iowa 
Department on Aging will reduce the existing 13 AAAs while maintaining and standardizing services 
provided to the elderly. This reorganization, which began in 2011, will allow resources to be distributed 
on an economy of scale, increase efficiency of elderly programs, and will require systems to be more 
user-friendly. In addition, the Iowa Department on Aging will redesign its structure to increase 
efficiency. These reforms will enhance and strengthen Iowa’s aging network.  
 
For more information regarding the Iowa aging network reorganization:  
http://www.aging.iowa.gov/Documents/Commission/Attachments/2011/11.1.11/HF45 PlanReduceAAA
.pdf  

 
 

LOUISIANA 
Governor Bobby Jindal 

Louisiana Behavioral Health Partnership 
 
In March 2012, Louisiana’s Department of Health and Hospitals launched the Louisiana Behavioral 
Health Partnership – the state's new system to transform and enhance behavioral health care across the 
state. 
 
The Partnership was developed to improve coordination of behavioral health services for 50,000 youth 
and about 100,000 adults with serious mental illness and/or addictive disorders who are uninsured or 
served through Medicaid, and to better leverage state general fund dollars to enhance and expand 
services for those in need. 
 
The Partnership also includes the Coordinated System of Care (CSoC), which was created by Gov. Bobby 
Jindal to coordinate services for children with highly complex behavioral health needs who are already 
in or most at-risk of being in out-of-home-placements, aligns the services of DHH, the Department of 
Children and Family Services, the Department of Education and the Office of Juvenile Justice. The 
System, which serves 2,400 of the state's children with the most severe behavioral health challenges, is 
overseen by a governance board made up of family representatives, advocates, a youth representative 
and representatives of each agency. 
 
In 2011, the state selected Magellan to serve as the Statewide Management Organization (SMO) 
responsible for managing behavioral health services for all eligible youth and adults in the Partnership 
and the Coordinated System of Care. 
 
As the SMO, Magellan is responsible for establishing a network of providers and coordinating services 
for all eligible members to ensure optimal health outcomes. The company will manage claims for eligible 
youth and is at risk for adult service provision, for which the company is paid by the state on a per-
member, per-month basis. Magellan has spent the past several months establishing a strong network of 
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behavioral health care providers across the state. The company has established offices in Baton Rouge 
and Shreveport and has employed more than 200 Louisianans to carry out its mission of helping the 
state improve and coordinate behavioral health services.  
 
As one of many efforts to engage the community and provide transparency, Magellan is forming a 
Governance Board that will include six Louisiana community representatives and six Magellan 
representatives.  This board will have shared decision-making authority to shape the vision, strategy and 
oversight of Louisiana's behavioral health system, in coordination with the Partnership and CSoC. 
 
For the full text of the release: http://new.dhh.louisiana.gov/index.cfm/newsroom/detail/2431  
 
 

MAINE  
Governor Paul LePage 

2011 Landmark Health Care Insurance Reform Bill 
 
On May 17, 2011, Governor Paul LePage signed LD 1333, an “Act to Modify Rating Practices for 
Individual and Small Group Health Plans and To Encourage Value-based Purchasing of Health Care 
Services" a Republican endorsed bill that aims to make health insurance affordable to all Mainers. 
 
LD 1333 increased competition in Maine’s health insurance market allowing individuals and businesses 
to buy insurance from other New England states.  
 
The measure also helps small businesses by allowing job creators with fewer than 50 employees to band 
together to purchase insurance. By widening the insurance pool and reducing risk, the companies that 
power Maine's economy can drive down their health insurance costs and make room to expand and hire 
more Maine people. 
  
“I am proud of everyone involved in making this piece of legislation a top priority. Republicans have 
clearly demonstrated that health care reform is important. More importantly, Republicans have shown 
that Mainers come first. More choice and competition will drive down the high costs of insurance 
premiums making coverage more affordable to everyone,” said Governor LePage. 
 
For the full text of the release: 
http://www.maine.gov/tools/whatsnew/index.php?topic=Gov+News&id=245862&v=article2011 
 
Press 
ObamaCare in Reverse: Maine deregulates the insurance market. Premiums fall. 
May 30, 2012 
Wall Street Journal 
 
One tragedy of the Affordable Care Act is that we already know what its regulations will do to insurance 
markets, because the states have been conducting policy experiments since the 1990s. But we also 
know from the states that the damage is reversible, as shown by Maine's emerging insurance 
turnaround.  
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In 1993, Augusta passed coverage laws that resemble those that ObamaCare is about to impose 
nationwide: Insurers could only vary premiums within narrow bands regardless of age or health status, a 
regulation known as community rating. Four of Maine's five insurers in the individual market stopped 
offering coverage and fled, and the state entered an insurance "death spiral" in which premiums don't 
cover underlying medical costs. That leads to higher premiums, consumers dropping coverage as a 
result, and still higher premiums in turn. 
 
Then the 2010 electoral wave carried in Republican Governor Paul LePage and a GOP legislature, and 
they took modest steps to deregulate the insurance market. Insurers are now allowed to sell policies for 
premiums that range from 3 to 1 on the basis of age, rather than the prior 1.5 to 1, and to offer 
incentives or discounts for consumers to choose high-value providers. 
 
The state also created a reinsurance fund that taxes all health plans by $4 a month. If someone ends up 
requiring extremely expensive care, the fund picks up some of the costs, which means insurers can 
better manage their future liabilities and pass the savings on to individuals. 
 
The returns are now rolling in for the new coverage that can be offered starting on July 1, and premiums 
are falling by as much as 69 percent for Maine's dominant insurer, Anthem. 
 
According to the Maine Bureau of Insurance, a married couple age 40 to 44 with one child will pay 
$1,919 a month for a policy with a $2,250 deductible in 2013 if they choose to re-up their current policy. 
If the same family switches to the new health plan, or buys the plan for the first time, their premium will 
fall to $920, a 52 percent decrease. A couple over 60 could buy the same policy for $1,290, down from 
$2,466 under the old system. Or a young adult 25 to 29 could buy a high $10,000 deductible plan for 
catastrophic expenses for $232, previously $665. 
 
The old and new products are not identical, so the comparison isn't perfect. On top of the rule changes, 
the benefits are slightly different, such as separate deductibles for in- and out-of-network services. And 
many of the year-over-year reductions are less dramatic, in the range of 10 percent to 20 percent, while 
a few older consumers will see rate increases. 
 
Still, any premium decrease is remarkable on the U.S. health cost escalator, which is being accelerated 
by ObamaCare. Maine consumers who choose to stay with their current policy (same benefits, old rules) 
will see an average premium rate increase of just 1.7 percent from 2012 to 2013—compared to an 
historical trend of about 10 percent. Some 46 percent of the existing book of business will see a rate 
decrease. 
 
The major irony is that Maine's reform merely brings its community rating rules into compliance with 
ObamaCare, which is actually less restrictive than the rules the state passed in 1993. The new national 
health law will block a further Maine liberalization that is due for 2016. 
 
Maine learned the hard way that the most heavily regulated insurance markets are the most expensive. 
But the more ominous lesson out of Vacationland is for the 33 states that had the wit never to make the 
Maine-ObamaCare mistake. They're the ones that are about to see premiums spike under the 
Affordable Care Act—perhaps by as much as 69 percent, and likely by far more. 
 
For the full text of the article: 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304707604577426162012576398.html 
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NEBRASKA  
Governor Dave Heineman 

Improvements to Child Welfare Reform 
 

On April 11, 2012, Gov. Dave Heineman signed into law legislation aimed at helping Nebraska children as 
part of LR 37, a package of bills related to improving the child welfare reform efforts. 
 
The child welfare package includes four bills introduced by the Legislature’s Health and Human Services 
Committee and one bill introduced by the Legislative Performance Audit Committee. 
 

 LB 820 requires DHHS to apply for a federal foster care demonstration project, increases foster 
care payments, and changes foster care licensure requirements. 

 LB 821 creates the Nebraska Children’s Commission and the Inspector General for child welfare. 

 LB 949 requires DHHS to develop a strategic plan that includes goals, benchmarks and progress 
reports, expenditure reports and creates a separate child welfare budget. The Governor signed 
this bill into law last week. 

 LB 961 changes provisions relating to case management, caseloads, and the contract for child 
welfare services.  

 LB 1160 requires DHHS to develop a plan for a web-based, statewide automated child welfare 
information system. 

 
For the full text of this announcement: 
http://www.governor.nebraska.gov/news/2012/04/11 child welfare reform.html  

 
 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Governor Tom Corbett 

Human Services Block Grants 
 

In June 2012, Governor Corbett announced his 2012-2013 budget, which included an innovative pilot 
program that transforms how state government works with county governments in providing services.  
 
Recognizing that counties needed flexibility to fund their welfare-services programs in a way that best 
serves their communities and drives innovation, Governor Tom Corbett’s Administration crafted and 
then worked with the legislature to institute the Human Services Block Grant pilot program. HSBG is the 
first and only block grant in the nation that not only combines funding for health-care and social-service 
programs but also grants counties the flexibility to design systems that advance four goals: 
independence/self-sufficiency and employment, prevention and recovery, safety and cost-effectiveness. 
HSBG sets performance measures with targeted outcomes that will inspire counties to innovate and 
compete based on the above goals. 
 
In the past, counties faced all sorts of bureaucratic hurdles, as they were inundated with multiple and 
complex reporting requirements because of burdensome rules and bulletins. HSBG offers instead a 
streamlined system and administrative structure that will allow flexible design and simplified reporting 
to ensure that more funding is directed to recipients than to red tape and overhead. Each county will 
receive a scorecard rooted in performance outcomes that will reveal where each dollar is being spent 
and how well the county performed, offering needed transparency to the public. 
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The Human Services Block Grant combines seven funding streams into one grant free of burdensome 
regulations, a simplified grant that lets county authorities decide where the money is most needed.  
 
Those combined funding streams include: 

 Mental Health Community Programs 
 Intellectual Disabilities Community Base 
 County Child Welfare Special Grants 
 Homeless Assistance Program 
 Act 152 
 Behavioral Health Services Initiative 
 Human Services Development Fund 

 
The Department of Public Welfare reviewed 30 county applications and selected the 20 participating 
counties based on several factors, including the county's geography, size, poverty-level, recent 
population shifts, program design, its administrative structure and its demonstrated ability to manage 
the block grant. 
 
For more information: 
http://www.dpw.state.pa.us/ucmprd/groups/webcontent/documents/document/p 012580.pdf  
 
 

TENNESSEE  
Governor Bill Haslam 

Health and Wellness Task Force to tackle obesity 
 

On March 8, 2012, Tennessee Gov. Bill Haslam announced that tackling obesity will be the focus of the 
Governor’s Health and Wellness Task Force. The Task Force has made the state's obesity epidemic its 
primary focus and is convening community leaders to devise an action plan. 
 
The task force will work to partner with and fortify efforts already underway by organizations such as 
the YMCA, the Coordinated School Health Program, the Tennessee Obesity Task Force and local health 
departments, encourage new efforts by the business community, and bring coordination and consensus 
to these efforts. 
 
More than 1.5 million adult Tennesseans – or nearly 32 percent – are obese, according to the America 
Health Rankings report, and data from 2009 showed nearly 30 percent of K-12 schoolchildren surveyed 
are overweight or obese. 
 
“Tennessee’s status in the America’s Health Rankings report has recently moved in a positive direction – 
from 42nd to 39th in the overall rankings – but we still have some critical areas in which we have work 
to do,” Haslam said during a meeting of the Tennessee Chief Medical Officer Society. “We as a state 
must encourage healthy behaviors and help make available healthy foods and safe, accessible places to 
exercise, and I look forward to working with the task force in this effort.” 
 
Haslam announced the 16 members of the task force last October and tasked them with developing an 
initiative to improve the state’s health status. 
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The health of Tennesseans is a quality of life issue and also an economic issue. Complications from 
obesity cause significantly higher direct medical costs, numbers of days absent from work and loss of 
productivity at work, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 
 
For the full text of this announcement: http://news.tn.gov/node/8504  
 

 

UTAH  
Governor Gary Herbert 

The Utah Health Exchange 
 

The overarching philosophy of Utah’s approach to health reform is that the invisible hand of the 
marketplace, rather than the heavy hand of government is the most effective means whereby reform 
may take place. The Utah Health Exchange is part of Utah’s overall health system reform effort and is 
designed to enhance consumer choice and the ability of the private sector to meet consumer needs.  
 
The Exchange formally opened in August 2009 for the individual/family product market as well as a 
limited launch for the small group market. A full launch of the small group market and a pilot version for 
the large group market took place in September 2010. 
 
Gov. Herbert Op-Ed 
The statehouse, not White House, should lead on health reform 
Washington Times – July 31, 2012 
 
The full title of what most call Obamacare is the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). 
The irony is it neither protects patients nor is it affordable. In fact, PPACA is a misguided budget-buster 
that falls short of real health care reform, undermines state solvency and subverts individual liberty. For 
those reasons, Utah is in no rush to adopt any Medicaid expansion and will continue to pursue 
pragmatic, principle-based reforms, regardless of elections or Congress’ partisan balance. 
 
Of course, we care about better health and an improved system, but it’s breathtaking that in order to 
comply with the individual mandate for insurance, just covering Utahns presently eligible for Medicaid 
but not yet enrolled will cost the state $940 million the first decade and $1.88 billion the next decade. 
Then the Medicaid expansion tacks on an additional $240 million the first decade, and $480 million the 
next. In other words, even if Utah does nothing, Obamacare will completely unravel our state’s uniquely 
positive financial outlook. 
 
Utah has defined a clear vision for health care: We will pioneer health care innovation and reform, 
harnessing the power of collective efforts and market principles as we become the healthiest people in 
the nation. Our efforts include solutions for low-income, uninsured and vulnerable populations. 
But in contrast to federal solutions, the philosophical framework for Utah’s vision is personal 
responsibility. Reform must align incentives and empower people to make better choices — and reward 
them when they do. Most importantly, reform must reinforce basic principles of free markets — 
principles like flexibility and certainty. PPACA stifles both. 
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Washington appears to have forgotten that Medicaid is supposed to be a bridge, not a hammock. To 
that end, Utah has proposed thoughtful and potent Medicaid waivers to deliver care to the most 
vulnerable while protecting the program’s long-term viability. Our goal is to help people in need but 
prepare and empower them as their situation improves. 
 
Yet it is those most vulnerable — those whom Obamacare professes to protect — who will be most 
victimized by shrinking access to eligible providers, and hidden taxes and regulation that drive up the 
costs of life-saving medical devices. 
 
Utah continues to use and explore customized reforms like greater flexibility, accountable care 
organizations and paying for quality instead of quantity, cost-controlling features, electronic records 
management systems like Utah’s Clinical Health Information Exchange, a market-oriented health 
insurance exchange, and our All Payer Claims Database. True reform adds real value. 
 
At this time of economic uncertainty, Obamacare will effectively kill every state’s efforts to maintain 
balanced budgets — all at the sacrifice of other critical priorities. Right now, Medicaid consumes 21.5 
percent of Utah’s budget, nearly double what it was a decade ago. Adopting the expansion could cost 
Utah $1.3 billion over the next 10 years. Where will that money come from? Take no consolation in false 
assurances that the federal government will offset costs. It all comes from the same wallet — the 
American taxpayer’s — and alarming federal deficits should be a major concern for every one of us.  
 
If we truly want to cut costs, the administration should cut strings attached to Medicaid and issue block 
grants to states. Give me less money and no strings, and I’ll deliver better services. 
 
PPACA has too many rules and too few answers. Unfortunately, the Supreme Court’s ruling has only 
exacerbated marketplace uncertainty. Restoring market confidence and stability will come when we 
strike the right balance between costs and benefits, between compassion and dependence, and 
between freedom and accountability. 
 
Unfortunately, with its top-down, one-size-fits all approach, Obamacare doesn’t really fit anybody. At 
this juncture, as states assess their options, it comes down to this: The statehouse, not the White House, 
should be leading the charge on one of the most complex issues of our day. It is time to reset the health 
reform conversation, and repeal and replace PPACA with state-driven, people-centered and market-
oriented innovations. States simply cannot afford the Affordable Care Act, and neither can the American 
people. 
 
Read the Op-Ed here: http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2012/jul/31/the-statehouse-not-white-
house-should-lead-on-heal/  
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Chapter 5: Balancing State Budgets: Funding State Priorities, Providing Tax 
Relief, and Living within States’ Means 
 
Budgets, more than ever, are driving state and federal policy.  Republican governors are setting 
priorities and balancing budgets without raising taxes by reducing spending and finding efficiencies. To 
the contrary, the Obama Administration continues to spend and spend, with little regard to the 
enormous burden we are leaving to our children and grandchildren. 
 
States featured in this chapter include: 

 GEORGIA Governor Nathan Deal, Jobs and Families Tax Reform Package 

 INDIANA Governor Mitch Daniels, Returns State Surplus to Taxpayers and Invests in State 
Pension Funds 

 INDIANA Governor Mitch Daniels, State Reduces Debt by More Than Half in Eight Years 

 KANSAS Governor Sam Brownback, Pro-Growth Tax Reform 

 MICHIGAN Governor Rick Snyder, 2013 Budget Provides More Funding for Education, 
Personal Tax Relief 

 NEBRASKA Governor Dave Heineman, Middle Class Tax Relief  

 NORTH DAKOTA Governor Jack Dalrymple, Projected $2 Billion Surplus by 2013 

 OHIO Governor John Kasich, HB487: Management Efficiency 

 TENNESSEE Governor Bill Haslam Cuts Taxes on Food, Inheritance, Gifts 

 TEXAS Governor Rick Perry, Rainy Day Fund to Hit $7.3 Billion in 2013 

 VIRGINIA Governor Bob McDonnell, Three Straight Years of Surplus 

 WISCONSIN Governor Scott Walker, Budget Repair Bill 
 
Other Resources: 

 State Budget Solutions, Reality-Based Budgeting: How to permanently resolve state budget 
gaps 

 State Budget Solutions, 2012 State Debt Report 

 Tax Foundation, 2013 State Business Tax Climate Index 

 Tax Foundation, State Individual Income Tax Rates, 2000-2012 
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GEORGIA  
Governor Nathan Deal 

Jobs and Families Tax Reform Package 
 
On April 19, 2012 Gov. Nathan Deal signed into law House Bill 386, the Georgia Jobs and Family Tax 
Reform Plan, which cuts taxes for all Georgians and covers multiple types of tax eliminations. 
 
Key reforms of HB 386 include: 

 Eliminates the state sales tax on energy used in manufacturing. 
 Reduces the marriage penalty in our income tax code by cutting income taxes for married 

couples. 
 Eliminates the “birthday tax” on motor vehicles. 
 Reinstates sales tax holidays for back-to-school and green energy purchases. 
 Revises sales tax exemptions on agriculture to ensure fairness and consistency. 
 Curtails abuse in our conservation easement income tax credit program for donation of 

conservation easements while maintaining this credit program. 
 Caps retirement income exclusion for seniors at current level of $65,000 ($130,000 per couple). 
 Eliminates sales tax exemption for film productions. 
 Creates a 1 percent sales tax exemption on commercial aviation fuel to make Georgia fuel rates 

more competitive with other major airports. 
 
For the full text of this announcement: http://georgia.gov/blog/2012-04-20/governor-deal-signs-new-
tax-reform-bill 
 
 

INDIANA 
Governor Mitch Daniels 

Returns State Surplus to Taxpayers and Invests in State Pension Funds 
 
On October 4, 2012, Governor Mitch Daniels announced how $360 million will be split among five 
employee pension funds, their share of the proceeds from the first automatic taxpayer refund, the 
governor’s plan to return taxpayer dollars to Hoosiers when the state’s reserves exceed a certain 
threshold. 
 
“Many pension funds in other states are headed for massive defaults, but not here. Our state police, 
conservation, excise and gaming officers, judges, prosecutors and teachers deserve rock-solid, 
retirement security in return for their dutiful and often sacrificed public service. Indiana’s pension funds, 
among the best-funded anywhere, are now in even better condition,” said Daniels. 
 
The $360 million the pension funds will share is half of the budget surplus. The other $360 million will be 
returned to taxpayers when they file tax returns in 2013. The refund will be in excess of $100 for a single 
filer or $200 for a joint return.  The exact amount will be determined later this month.  
 
The five pensions and contribution amounts are: 

 Judges Pension Fund, $90,187,160 
 Conservation, Gaming, and Excise Officers’ Pension Fund, $14,619,112 
 Prosecutors’ Pension Fund, $17,363,392 
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 State Police Pension Fund, $31,674,103 
 Pre-1996 Teachers’ Retirement Fund, $206,796,233 

 
Total:  $360,640,000 
 
Indiana closed the 2012 Fiscal Year with reserves of $2.155 billion or 15 percent of the state’s budget. In 
2011, the Indiana General Assembly approved the governor’s plan for an automatic taxpayer refund if 
the state’s reserves exceeded 10 percent at the end of the budget year that ended on June 30. In future 
years, the reserve threshold will be 12.5 percent. 
 
Indiana fiscal facts during the Daniels’ administration:  

 Indiana has its first Triple-A credit rating 
 Indiana's expenditures have grown at less than one-quarter of the rate of the previous decade 
 Indiana has the fewest state employees per capita in the country 
 Indiana has paid down previous debt 46 percent 

o Indiana repaid more than $750 million of debt previously owed to schools, universities 
and local governments 

o Indiana repaid a $63 million loan to the Motor Vehicle Highway Fund that originated in 
the 1990s 

o Indiana paid off the 50-year-old bonds on the Indiana Toll Road, almost $200 million 
worth 

 Indiana has the third lowest debt per capita for state governments (State Budget Solutions, 
August 2012) 

 Indiana has the second lowest debt per private sector worker (State Budget Solutions) 
 Indiana has the third lowest debt as a percentage of gross domestic product (State Budget 

Solutions) 
 Indiana has the lowest burden per household to fully fund public pensions in the country (The 

Revenue Demands of Public Employees Pension Promises,” Robert Novy-Marx, University of 
Rochester and NBER and Joshua D. Rauh, Kellogg School of Management and NBER, June 2011, 
updated May 2012) 

o Indiana has the smallest unfunded liability per capita for retiree health care of any state 
(Bloomberg, Pew Center on the States, U.S. Census) 

o At 6.75 percent, Indiana's pensions have the most conservative investment return 
assumptions of any state and is the only state below 7 percent (National Association of 
State Retirement Administrators) 

 Indiana’s combined pension and long-term debt liability as a percentage of GDP is the 2nd 
lowest in the country (Moody’s, January 2011) 

 
For the full text of the release: 
http://www.in.gov/activecalendar/EventList.aspx?view=EventDetails&eventidn=59374&information id
=119819&type=&syndicate=syndicate  
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INDIANA  
Governor Mitch Daniels 

State Reduces Debt by More than Half in Eight Years 
 

On October 17, 2012, Governor Mitch Daniels ceremonially burned the mortgages of 10 state facilities, 
including the Government Center South and North buildings, announcing the buildings have been paid 
off with bond reduction payments totaling $147 million. 
 
Since January 2005, the state has reduced its outstanding debt from $3.6 billion to $1.7 billion, a 
decrease of more than 50 percent. Indiana’s debt situation – the third lowest debt per capita for state 
governments -- is in stark contrast to other states struggling with their fiscal conditions. 
 
“In recent years, the total debt level for all other states has increased by 35 percent, and that doesn’t 
count their massive unfunded pensions burden,” said Daniels. “Here in Indiana, by cutting our debt 
more than half, we have freed up millions of future revenue for better uses, and told the job creators of 
the world that here is one place of low taxes and fiscal stability.” 
 
The governor thanked legislators and state employees who have achieved costs savings and efficiencies 
for taxpayers. Major contributors to the state’s debt reduction include: 
 

 $244 million in revenue collections from the tax amnesty program of 2005-06 

 Immediately paying off $198 million in Indiana Toll Road bonds with proceeds from the lease of 
the Indiana Toll Road 

 $266 million in savings from outsourcing functions such as food services in correctional facilities 
and printing and mail services for state government employees 

 Daniels said the most important contributions have come from the day-in, day-out ideas of state 
employees, such as combining spending on common items to better leverage the state’s 
purchasing power, renegotiating contracts for products and services, and developing better 
billing and collection procedures. 

 
State debt includes facilities such as buildings, prisons, hospitals and parks; state highway debt; Toll 
Road debt; payment delays to schools, universities and local governments; and Bureau of Motor 
Vehicles. 
 
The debt on these facilities in Indianapolis previously scheduled to be retired in 2015, was retired early: 

 Indiana Government Center South 

 Indiana Government Center North 

 Senate Street Parking Garage 

 Washington Street Parking Garage 

 White River State Park 
 
The debt on these facilities was scheduled to be retired in 2020, but was retired early: 

 Pendleton Juvenile Correctional Facility 

 Rockville Correctional Facility 
 
And the debt also was retired on these facilities, previously scheduled for 2032 or 2033: 

 McCarty Street Warehouse, Indianapolis 
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 PEN Products Warehouse, Plainfield 

 New Castle Correctional Facility Annex, New Castle 

 The state reduced the debt early because it was able to utilize current appropriations and 
surplus funds, including savings from the refinancing of various bonds. Even after these 
repayments, the Office of Management and Budget is forecasting fiscal year-end reserves in 
excess of $2 billion again next June. 

 
Governor Daniels’ actions eliminated about $68 million that otherwise would have needed to be spent 
in the 2014-15 budget, in addition to nearly $125 million that would have needed to be spent between 
2016 and 2033. The effective interest rates on the McCarty Street Warehouse and PEN Products facility, 
entered about 10 years ago, were 16.2 percent and 14.9 percent, respectively. 
 
For the full text of the release: 
http://www.in.gov/activecalendar/EventList.aspx?view=EventDetails&eventidn=59696&information id
=120466&type=&syndicate=syndicate  

 
 

KANSAS 
Governor Sam Brownback 

Pro-Growth Tax Reform 
 
In May 2012, Governor Sam Brownback signed one of the largest tax relief measures in Kansas history 
into law.  The new law cuts state income tax rates for all hard-working Kansans by 14 to 24 percent and 
eliminates state income taxes on more than 191,000 small business owners. 
 
Governor Brownback likened Senate Sub. for House Bill 2117 to a shot of adrenaline into the heart of 
the Kansas economy.  
 
The law collapses the current three-bracket structure for individual state income taxes (3.5, 6.25 and 
6.45 percent respectively) into a two-bracket system using rates of 3.0 and 4.9 percent.  The business 
income exemption eliminates certain non-wage business income for small business owners (income 
reported by LLC’s, Subchapter-S Corporations, and sole proprietorships on lines 12, 17, and 18 of federal 
form 1040). 
 
The law also flattens the tax structure and increases the standard deduction amount for single head-of-
household filers from $4,500 to $9,000; and for married taxpayers filing jointly from $6,000 to $9,000. 
 
Dynamic projections show the new law will result in 22,900 new jobs, give $2 billion more in disposable 
income to Kansans and increase population by 35,740, all in addition to the normal growth rate of the 
state. 
 
Kansas Revenue Secretary Nick Jordan said the new law will leave $1.1 billion in Kansans’ pockets during 
the next two years to save, spend and invest.  
 
"After the lost decade for jobs in Kansas, Governor Brownback has been incredibly focused on creating a 
pro-growth environment that will increase Kansas families' income and accelerate small business 
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growth," Jordan said. "This focus has turned the budget deficit he inherited into a strong surplus, and, 
with historic tax relief now in place, Kansas is poised to lead America's economic recovery." 
 
For the full text of the release: http://governor.ks.gov/media-room/media-
releases/2012/05/22/governor-brownback-signs-pro-growth-tax-legislation  

 
 

MICHIGAN 
Governor Rick Snyder 

2013 Budget provides more funding for education, personal tax relief 
 
On June 26, 2012, Gov. Rick Snyder signed legislation enacting Michigan's fiscal year 2013 budget, which 
invests in key priorities and helps to ensure the state's long-term stability. This is the second year in a 
row that the governor and his legislative partners have delivered a structurally balanced budget well in 
advance of the fall deadline. 
 
Specific highlights of the 2013 budget include: 

 A total budget of $49 billion in state and federal revenue sources, with more than 75 percent 
devoted to education and health and human services. 

  
 A deposit of $140 million to the Budget Stabilization Fund (rainy day fund) that brings the fund 

balance to $504.9 million, the largest fund balance in more than 10 years.  The balance was just 
$2.2 million in 2010. 

  
 Personal income tax relief that reduces the income tax rate from 4.35 percent to 4.25 percent 

effective Oct. 1, ahead of the originally scheduled date of Jan. 1, 2013.  The personal exemption 
will increase from $3,700 per person to $3,950 per person on Oct.1. 

 
 A 3 percent increase in funding for community colleges and universities with performance 

metrics that keep college tuition down. 
  

 An overall increase of $200.5 million in K-12 education funding when compared to current 
spending, with performance funding and best practices included. 

  
 Equity payments totaling $80 million for school districts with the lowest foundation allowances, 

raising the foundation floor from $6,846 per pupil to $6,966 per pupil and further closing the 
gap between the lowest and highest foundation allowance districts.  

 
"This balanced, thoughtful and timely budget ensures that taxpayers get value for their money," Snyder 
said. "It continues the sound financial principles we adopted last year that now allow us to make 
strategic investments in our state's future. We'll be a stronger Michigan because of it. Let's build on this 
achievement by moving forward with relentless positive action so that Michigan becomes a national 
model of job creation, innovation and prosperity." 
 
For full text of the release: http://www.michigan.gov/snyder/0,4668,7-277--281316--,00.html 
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NEBRASKA 
Governor Dave Heineman 

Middle Class Tax Relief  
 
In April 2012, Gov. Dave Heineman signed LB 970 into law, which provides tax relief for hard-working, 
middle class Nebraskans. The Governor’s plan provides $97 million in tax relief over three years. 
 
LB 970 provides individual income tax relief by lowering the rate of the lowest three income tax brackets 
in 2013. In 2014, tax brackets will be expanded in a way that will include greater amounts of income 
being taxed at the lower rate. 
 
For taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 2013, the brackets and rates are as follows: 
 

Bracket Number Single Individuals Married, Filing Jointly Tax Rate 

1 $0-2,999 $0-5,999 2.42% 

2 $3,000-18,249 $6,000-36,499 3.40% 

3 $18,250-29,999 $36,500-59,999 4.90% 

4 $30,000 and Over $60,000 and Over 6.70% 

 
Additionally, Gov. Heineman signed three economic development bills into law, aimed at continuing to 
improve Nebraska’s competitive edge for job creation. 
 
LB 830 provides a sales and use tax exemption for biochips, used for the purposes of conducting 
genotyping or the analysis of gene expression, protein expression, genomic sequencing, or protein 
profiling of plants, animals, or nonhuman laboratory research model organisms. 
 
LB 872 reduces the income tax burden of Nebraska-based business that provides services to customers 
in other states. Additionally, the bill changes the method for corporate income tax for the sales of 
services or intangible property, except for sales of a communications company. 
 
LB 1080 amends the revenue code to provide a personal property tax exemption and a sales and use tax 
exemption for tangible personal property that is assembled, engineered, processed, fabricated, 
manufactured into, attached to, or incorporated into other tangible property, both in component form 
or that of an assembled product, for the subsequent use at a physical location outside this state. These 
exemptions are only available to a person operating a data center, for which a definition is provided in 
the bill. 
 
“My highest priority for this legislative session has been tax relief for Nebraska’s hard-working, middle 
class taxpayers,” said Gov. Heineman. “While I believe there should have been more tax relief provided 
to Nebraskans, I view this bill as the beginning of future efforts that will allow Nebraskans to keep more 
of their hard earned dollars.” 
 
For more information: http://www.governor.nebraska.gov/news/2012/04/10 tax relief.html  
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NORTH DAKOTA  
Governor Jack Dalrymple 

Projected $2 Billion Surplus by 2013 
 
On June 19, 2012, the North Dakota Office of Management and Budget announced that the state’s 
budget forecast is projected to surpass $2 Billion in June 2013. The total surplus calculation is derived 
from five separate funds: General fund ($848,879,945), Budget stabilization fund ($386,351,110), Legacy 
fund ($351,974,105), Foundation aid stabilization fund ($204,034,265), and Property tax relief 
sustainability fund ($261,828,006). 
 
Governor Dalrymple credits the surplus and solid financial situation to, “following a strategic plan for 
economic development; building the strongest business climate possible; and establishing effective tools 
like the Department of Commerce and the North Dakota Trade Office, combined with good fiscal 
discipline and a solid partnership with the private sector.” 
 
For the full budget report: http://www.nd.gov/omb/docs/budget-section-6-19-12.pdf  
 
Press 
North Dakota Surplus to Hit $2 Billion within a Year 
By Pamela M. Prah – June 21, 2012 
Stateline 
 
North Dakota’s billion-dollar surplus just keeps getting bigger. 
 
Thanks in large part to a boom in oil production, the state’s budget reserves are expected to top $2 
billion by the end of June 30, 2013, the end of the two-year budget cycle, according to new figures 
released earlier this week by the state Office of Management and Budget. 
 
Broken down by category, the state expects to have a surplus of almost $850 million in its general 
treasury in June 2013. In March 2012, the prediction was $592 million, The Associated Press reported. 
 
Another $1.2 billion is now in four reserve funds. Specifically, a budget rainy-day fund currently has $386 
million; an oil tax trust fund has $352 million; a school aid fund has $204 million; and a fund for local 
property tax relief has $261.8 million, according to the report OMB Director Pam Sharp provided to 
lawmakers on June 19, 2012. 
 
For the full text of the article: http://www.pewstates.org/projects/stateline/headlines/north-dakota-
surplus-to-hit-2-billion-within-a-year-85899400065  
 
 

OHIO 
Governor John Kasich 

HB 487: Management Efficiency 
 
Governor Kasich’s Administration conducted a top-to bottom review of state government operations 
referred to as the Mid-Biennium Review (MBR).  The product of this effort was a 3,400-page package of 
reforms building on last year’s success and furthering efforts to create a jobs-friendly climate in Ohio by, 
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among other things, boosting education and workforce training programs, streamlining and improving 
management of government agencies and establishing a first-of-its-kind state energy policy. 
 
Management and Budget for Government Program and Health System Operations 
As a key component of the MBR, Gov. Kasich instructed his cabinet directors to carefully analyze 
spending and seek reductions wherever possible.  Instead of imposing an across-the-board cut, the 
governor urged a thoughtful review of the circumstances of individual state agencies.  As a result, 
agencies identified significant General Revenue Fund (GRF) and non-GRF savings, and HB 487 as enacted 
produces an overall reduction in spending for FY2013. The majority of the “Management Efficiency Plan” 
(MEP) was included in House Bill 487, and contains a number of appropriation changes related to 
proposed program reforms. While increases in a few agency programs were also identified to meet 
unanticipated needs, the result has been a net reduction in agency appropriations in FY2013. 
 
Program Rationalization and Reform 
Items in the MEP will improve state programs and regulations, consolidate duplicative efforts and 
remove unnecessary bureaucracy in ways that save taxpayers’ money and make government more 
efficient.  A few examples: 
 

 School Facilities/State Architect:  Merging the State Architect’s Office with the School Facilities 
Commission into a new Facilities Construction Commission will reduce costs and align related 
authority and resources within a single, responsive commission with oversight responsibility for 
all state non-transportation construction. 

 Eliminating Duplication and Improving Efforts to Protect the Environment:  Consolidating two 
Department of Natural Resources programs – recycling/litter prevention and scrap tire 
regulation – into closely related programs in the Ohio EPA will create a more efficient, less costly 
state program for material and waste management, while opening better opportunities to 
leverage matching grant programs. 

 Reducing Costs to Administer Driver’s License Examinations:  Transferring license examinations 
from the Highway Patrol to the Bureau of Motor Vehicles and consolidating part-time 
examination stations with full-time Deputy Registrar offices will yield immediate, long-term cost 
savings and improve customer service. 

 Giving County Job and Family Service Agencies the Option of Cost-Saving 
Consolidation:   Expanding the authority to consolidate operations of county Departments of Job 
and Family Services (CDJFS) from three pilot counties to the entire state will allow every CDJFS 
to optimize public services and reduce costs.  

 Consolidating Regulation of Manufactured Home Parks:  Combining related responsibilities now 
held by the Department of Health and a separate Manufactured Homes Commission under the 
authority of the Commission will improve oversight and free up funds for the Department of 
Health to meet other critical needs. 

 
Better Services, Better Operations, Better Value 
The MEP implements a large number of program improvements and updates to help state agencies 
provide better services to Ohioans who need them and better value to taxpayers.  Highlights include: 
 

 Aligning Assisted Living Eligibility Requirements:  By eliminating residency requirements for 
eligibility in the Home First program, this provision corresponds with similar changes to assisted 
living waiver requirements made in HB 153. 
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 Helping Counties Better Manage Community-Based Programs for Juvenile Offenders:  Improving 
formulas for determining how the Department of Youth Services distributes funding to Ohio 
counties through its RECLAIM Ohio program will provide more stability and predictability for 
local planning efforts.  

 Strengthening Protections for Ohioans Receiving Home- and Community-Based Health-Care 
Services:  Current laws for criminal background checks and past convictions for home health 
care workers are inconsistent, making it possible for dangerous criminals to potentially work 
with vulnerable Ohioans who receive health care at home from private contractors or who are 
driven to and from medical appointments by private medical transport contractors.  The MEP 
resolves gaps and inconsistences to create tough, uniform standards that will protect vulnerable 
Ohioans. 

 Making it Easier for State Agencies to Communicate with Ohioans:  The MEP tears down several 
barriers in order to make it easier for state agencies to communicate electronically with 
Ohioans, instead of current outdated and more costly methods. 

 
Better Health System Performance 
Targeted improvements in Ohio’s health and human services programs build on the major reforms of 
the Jobs Budget to enhance program performance, create better health outcomes for individuals and 
provide employers with a healthier workforce. 
 

 Pay for Performance—Promoting Better Health Outcomes for Ohioans:  The Administration 
worked closely with hospitals when writing the Jobs Budget to adopt payment reforms for 
Medicaid inpatient hospital reimbursement. The MEP will expand this effort by linking some of 
the funds in the hospital reimbursement pool to meeting or exceeding new quality benchmarks. 
This pay-for-performance initiative will ensure that available funds are distributed to hospitals 
and promote better health outcomes for individuals in hospital settings. 

 Targeting Regional "Hot Spots”—Investing in Most-Needed Mental Health Services: The Ohio 
Department of Mental Health has initiated a new funding approach that targets “hot spots” in 
the system and rewards local innovation and collaboration. The MEP allocates $3 million in 
additional resources to fund community mental health services that will create better outcomes 
for high-cost and difficult-to-serve populations.  The new process has garnered support of 
advocates representing consumers and families. 

 Enhancing Statewide Data Sharing—Tearing Down Walls Between Agencies: Current law 
requires the state agencies that administer health and human services to enter into 
cumbersome agreements just to share basic data that is needed to inform decisions and 
implement program improvements. The MEP will authorize the sharing of data, personnel, 
funding, and other operating resources among designated state agencies in support of cross-
agency work for health transformation purposes. The language will facilitate the seamless and 
efficient implementation of health transformation activities.   

 Simplifying Eligibility Determination Systems: Current eligibility processes for health and human 
services in Ohio are fragmented, overly complex and rely on outdated technology, resulting in 
duplication, inefficiency and excessive cost for state and local governments. The MEP language 
extends the authority granted in the Jobs Budget to simplify Medicaid eligibility systems to 
federal entitlement programs other than Medicaid. 

 
For the full text of the release: 
http://governor.ohio.gov/docs/HB%20487 Management%20Efficiency FINAL.pdf  
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TENNESSEE 
Governor Bill Haslam  

Cuts Taxes on Food, Inheritance, Gifts 
 
Grocery Tax 
On June 4, 2012, Tennessee Gov. Bill Haslam signed legislation to reduce the state portion of the sales 
tax on groceries from 5.5 percent to 5.25 percent. His plan is to reduce it next year to 5.0 percent. 
 
Haslam held a ceremonial bill signing at the locally- and independently-owned Smith Bros. Grocery in 
Whitwell, Tenn. 
 
 “We’re focused on making state government more efficient and more effective while reducing the cost 
to taxpayers,” Haslam said. “The sales tax on food touches all Tennesseans, and this is an effort to lower 
the burden.  I applaud the General Assembly for passing this important piece of legislation this year.” 
 
The bill, SB 3763/HB 3761, was introduced by the governor and was one of three tax cuts passed by the 
legislature and signed by Haslam this year as the state continues its work toward providing the best 
customer service at the lowest possible cost to taxpayers. 
 
Haslam included $21.3 million in the FY 2012-2013 state budget to fund the legislation. 
 
The reduced tax rate does not apply to prepared foods such as a meal at a restaurant, candy, alcoholic 
beverages or tobacco. 
 
For the full text of this announcement: https://news.tn.gov/node/8956 
 
Inheritance Tax 
On June 6, 2012, Gov. Bill Haslam highlighted the second of three tax cuts passed during this year’s 
legislative session and signed by the governor. 
 
Haslam held a ceremonial bill signing of HB 3760/SB 3762, which phases out the state inheritance tax 
during the next three years before it is completely eliminated starting January 1, 2016. 
 
The bill was introduced by the governor as the state continues its work toward providing the best 
customer service at the lowest possible cost to Tennesseans. 
 
“Jobs are created when people invest capital. The inheritance tax is causing Tennesseans to take their 
capital to other states as they grow older, but businesses and family farms can’t pick up and leave. 
Eliminating this tax will ease the burden on family businesses and farms that are left to other 
generations,” Haslam said. 
 
The exemption level will be lifted to $1.25 million in 2013; $2 million in 2014; and $5 million in 2015. 
 
Haslam included $14.2 million in the FY 2012-2013 state budget to fund the legislation.    
 
For the full text of this announcement: http://news.tn.gov/node/8968 
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Gift Tax 
In May 2012, Governor Haslam signed Senate Bill 2777/House Bill 2840, which repeals Tennessee's tax 
on gifts effective January 1, 2012. This means taxpayers giving gifts currently taxed in accordance with 
Tenn. Code Annotated Section 67-8-101 will not be subject to gift tax. 
 
For more information: http://www.tn.gov/revenue/tntaxes/gift.shtml  
 
 

TEXAS 
Governor Rick Perry 

Rainy Day Fund to Hit $7.3 Billion in 2013 
 
In February 2012, Texas’ Rainy Day Fund exceeded $6 Billion and is expected to reach $7 Billion by 2013, 
according to the Office of the Comptroller.  
 
In Governor Rick Perry’s “Texas Budget Compact”, he articulates the importance of a strong Rainy Day 
Fund stating, “An important facet of fiscal responsibility is ensuring the state is financially able to cope 
with unforeseen events. An adequate Rainy Day Fund is critical to our ability to respond to and recover 
from disasters and emergencies, whether they're natural or man-made. A healthy fund also helps us 
maintain a strong bond rating.”  
 
For more information on the Texas Budget Compact: 
http://governor.state.tx.us/news/noteworthy/17278/  
 
Press 
Rainy Day Fund grows; Comptroller's Office cites rebounding economy  
By Enrique Rangel – February 21, 2012 
Lubbock Online 
 
A rebounding state economy has increased the Texas’ Rainy Day Fund from $5 billion to $6.1 billion 
since last year. If this growth continues, the savings account should grow to $7.3 billion by the end of 
fiscal 2013, said the state’s chief revenue estimator. 
 
The fund gets its revenue from oil and gas taxes. High energy prices in recent years have allowed the 
fund to replenish quickly after the Legislature taps into it to cover shortfalls. Last year, lawmakers 
covered a $3.4 billion deficit for the fiscal year ending Aug. 31. 
 
In addition to the growing fund, since December 2009, the state has added 444,000 jobs, regaining the 
433,000 jobs it lost during the 2008 recession, said John Heleman of the Texas Comptroller’s Office. 
 
Rising new car sales and more consumer spending have allowed Texas to weather the economic 
downturn better than other states. 
 
Read the full article here: http://lubbockonline.com/local-news/2012-02-21/rainy-day-fund-grows-
comptrollers-office-cites-rebounding-economy#.UFjAfrKPVX1  
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VIRGINIA 
Governor Bob McDonnell 

Three Straight Years of Surplus 
 
On August 15, 2012, Governor Bob McDonnell announced that Virginia has posted a total revenue and 
savings surplus of $448.5 million dollars for FY 2012. The surplus follows the Commonwealth's $544.8 
million surplus in FY 2011 and $403.3 million surplus for FY 2010. The total FY 2012 surplus consists of 
the previously announced revenue surplus of $129.2 million along with $187.0 million in state agency 
savings and agency balances, and $132.3 million in higher education and other unexpended non-general 
funds. 
 
For fiscal year 2012, total general fund collections, including revenues and transfers, exceeded the 
official forecast by $129.2 million. General fund revenues rose 5.4 percent in FY 2012 compared with the 
budget forecast of 4.5 percent. At the same time, Virginia's efforts to reform state government and 
make it function more efficiently have also produced savings. The administration directed managers to 
innovate, be frugal, and not spend all their appropriations at the end of the fiscal year just because they 
had the money. Thus, on the savings side, there was $319.3 million in unspent general fund 
appropriations, recoveries and non-general fund balances at the end of June. This compares favorably to 
the $234.1 million savings at the end of fiscal year 2011. 
  
The Constitution, the Appropriation Act, and the Code of Virginia specify how most of these additional 
resources must be assigned. An additional $78.3 million must be set aside for deposit to the Revenue 
Stabilization Fund for FY 2014 bringing the Rainy Day Fund balance to approximately $689.0 million at 
the end of the biennium, the highest balance since FY 2008. Another $30.0 million is designated for 
deposit to the Federal Action Contingency Trust Fund as a reserve to help Virginia mitigate the 
consequences of potential sequestration and other negative federal actions that could adversely affect 
Virginia's economy and future revenue collections. 
  
In addition, Virginia will be able to meet several other contingent requirements in statute and in the 
Appropriation Act. The Commonwealth will return $132.3 million to higher education and non-general 
fund accounts where it properly belongs. Another $16.9 million will be allocated to the Virginia Water 
Quality Fund to meet Virginia's obligations under the Watershed Improvement Plan to accelerate efforts 
to clean up the Chesapeake Bay. Virginia will also return $20.9 million to the Transportation Trust Fund 
to properly account for transportation's share of the accelerated sales tax collections received in June. 
An additional $17.2 million will be set aside to cover the state's share of obligations resulting from 
several natural disasters occurring over the course of FY 2012. 
 
Read the full text of the announcement: 
http://www.governor.virginia.gov/news/viewRelease.cfm?id=1380 
 
 

WISCONSIN  
Governor Scott Walker 

Budget Repair Bill 
 

In January 2011, the State of Wisconsin faced a state budget deficit of $3.6 billion. According to the PEW 
Center on the States Wisconsin was a state in fiscal peril. Per capita, Wisconsin had one of the largest 
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deficits in the nation at $3.6 billion.  In mid-2010, Wisconsin’s fiscal health was the fifth worst in the 
nation according to the Wisconsin Taxpayers Alliance. Only Illinois, California, New York, and 
Connecticut were worse.  
 
To make matters worse, the state faced millions in outstanding bills created by poor fiscal management 
in the past.  Bills and fund raids totaling over $800 million had piled up.  Wisconsin owed Minnesota a 
$60 million tax payment.  An unconstitutional raid of $200 million from the Injured Patients and Family 
Compensation Fund by the previous administration had to be paid back.  These bills were accruing 
interest every day.   
 
Other states across the nation faced similar challenges.  Some states responded with massive tax 
increases, while other states sharply reduced government services.  To move Wisconsin forward, 
Governor Walker chose a third, better way.  He proposed structural reforms that would help maintain 
services, respect the taxpayers, and end wasteful spending. 
 
Reforms 
Structural Reform – 2011 Wisconsin Act 10 
To deal with the fiscal crisis Wisconsin faced, Governor Walker chose to do something truly innovative: 
reduce government spending, while giving government increased flexibility to provide services.   
 
Wisconsin spends more than $14 billion annually in state general purpose revenue.  More than half of 
that money is spent on assistance to local governments such as schools, counties, and municipalities.  
Much of this goes to personnel costs which rise as high as 75 to 80 percent on average in school 
districts.  In order to reduce state spending state aids to local governments also had to be reduced. 
 
The Governor’s reforms allowed state and local government to save millions of dollars by utilizing the 
cost-savings of the free-market system and competitively bidding on their health insurance programs, 
curbing over-time abuses, aligning staff with service needs, and asking employees to contribute a 
portion toward their pension and health insurance. 
 
The reforms also allowed government to reward employees and make staffing decisions based on merit, 
not union contracts.   
 
Controlling Property Taxes 
Governor Walker’s reforms have controlled Wisconsin’s property taxes.  Since 1998, property taxes for 
the median-value property taxpayer have risen 43 percent.  In 2010, property taxes as a percentage of 
personal income rose to their highest level since 1996. The budget and reforms protected property 
taxpayers by preventing an increase of over $700 per homeowner.  In fact, for the first time in over a 
decade the median-value property taxpayer saw their taxes go down.  
 
The most notable savings for taxpayers occurred with school districts.  Tax levy numbers for the 2011-12 
school year show the total tax levy is down more than $47 million for K-12 schools.  This is only the 
second time the total school tax levy has dropped since 1996. 
 
Over the previous five years the school tax levy, on average, increased by $220 million each year. When 
compared to the status quo of the last five years, Governor Walker’s reforms are keeping an extra $300 
million in Wisconsin property taxpayers’ pockets from school district levy savings. 
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Ending Wasteful Spending 
Governor Walker’s reforms went beyond the budget and have ended other wasteful practices that cost 
taxpayers millions.  Collectively bargaining abuses such as stacking overtime hours to inflate salaries at 
our state correctional institutions are now gone, which is estimated to save taxpayers $5 million 
annually.  For decades, these had been protected by union contracts.  Wisconsin can now pay for 
performance and eliminate seniority in overtime which will save millions more.  The new reforms were 
put in place January 2012 and have already reduced overtime at the Department of Corrections by 
$2,108,556 in just three months compared to the previous year. 
   
Results 
The results of Governor Walker’s budget and budget reforms are clear.  The budget was rated credit 
positive by Moody’s while other states such as Minnesota and Illinois saw their credit rating 
downgraded.  After years of billion dollar deficits, Wisconsin passed a budget that projected a surplus.   
 
Instead of double digit tax increases, Governor Walker held the line on taxes that threaten Wisconsin’s 
economic growth.  In 2010, ten percent of employers said Wisconsin was on the right path.  Now, after 
Governor Walker’s reforms, 94 percent say the state is on the right path.  Wisconsin’s unemployment 
rate of 6.8 percent is now at its lowest level since 2008. Governor Walker’s reforms have saved 
taxpayers over $1 billion, improved education, and made government more efficient. 
 
Saving Taxpayers Over $1 Billion 
Documented savings show statewide Governor Walker’s reforms are saving taxpayers over $1 billion 
dollars annually and other estimates place that total much higher.  Media reports, local budgets, and 
surveys have shown state aid reductions have more than been made up by savings related to Act 10 in 
jurisdictions that used Governor Walker’s tools.  
 
The Legislative Fiscal Bureau has estimated pension savings alone over the biennium saving school 
districts nearly $600 million without including savings on health insurance. 
 
School districts that reported competitively bidding out their health insurance plan with modest design 
changes saved $220 saved per pupil per year on average.  
 
These savings do not include uncollected data from health insurance savings at CESA’s, special districts, 
68 percent of school districts, and many local governments in Wisconsin. 
 
Extending the documented savings experienced from school districts that are documented, would add 
an additional $100 million of taxpayer savings. 
 
Improving Education 
The Governor’s reforms are also improving education in the state, particularly in the districts utilizing 
the tools that are now available to them.  According to a survey by the Wisconsin Association of School 
District Administrators (WASDA) released by the Department of Public Instruction: 

 New teacher hires outnumber layoffs and non-renewals by 1,799 positions 
 Roughly three quarters of K-6 grades have the same class sizes or are decreasing them 
 Extracurriculars are protected with 92 percent of districts keeping sports programs the same or 

expanding them 
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Comparing the 2011-12 WASDA/DPI survey with recently uncovered surveys conducted by the 
Wisconsin Education Association Council (WEAC) and WASDA show districts are facing the best financial 
and educational outlook in at least a decade.  This new ability to compare current data with historical 
data shows dramatically positive trends for school districts overall. 
 
For the full text of this memo: http://www.wisgov.state.wi.us/Documents/Act 10 Success Recap.pdf  
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Chapter 6: Promoting Responsible and Efficient Government 
 
As states face unprecedented budgetary challenges, it is imperative that government become more 
effective and efficient. The only way government reform can be achieved is if waste and unnecessary 
spending are eliminated and the federal government is trimmed of its ineffective services. Rather than 
focusing on policies dictated by the federal government, the key in achieving solutions needs to be 
centered on local and state advancements in innovation. 
 
States featured in this chapter include: 

 ALABAMA Governor Robert Bentley, Road to a Billion Dollars in Savings 

 ARIZONA Governor Jan Brewer, Personnel Reform for State Workforce, Mirrors Private Sector 

 ARIZONA Governor Jan Brewer, Government Transformation Office 

 FLORIDA Governor Rick Scott, Office of Fiscal Accountability and Regulatory Reform 

 IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, Executive Order: Working To Cut “Red Tape” 

 IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, State Web Design Standard 

 IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, Executive Order Allowing State Employees to  Voluntarily Pay 
20 percent of Health Insurance Premiums 

 IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, Public Information Board  

 LOUISIANA Governor Bobby Jindal, Signs Landmark Pension Reform Law 

 OKLAHOMA Governor Mary Fallin, Reducing Unfunded Liability for Public Pensions 

 OKLAHOMA Governor Mary Fallin, Savings through Energy Efficiency 

 OKLAHOMA Governor Mary Fallin, Tobacco Use Ban on State Property 

 OKLAHOMA Governor Mary Fallin, IT Modernization and Consolidation 

 OKLAHOMA Governor Mary Fallin, State Government Administrative Services Consolidation 

 SOUTH DAKOTA Governor Dennis Daugaard, Governor’s Initiative Cuts Red Tape 

 TENNESSEE Governor Bill Haslam, Transforms state government to recruit, retain and reward 
employees 

 UTAH Governor Gary Herbert, Utah Business Regulation Review 

 VIRGINIA Governor Bob McDonnell, Task Force for Local Government Mandate Review 

 VIRGINIA Governor Bob McDonnell, Virginia Pension Reforms Are Credit Positive 

 VIRGINIA Governor Bob McDonnell, Regulatory Reform Initiative 

 WYOMING Governor Matt Mead, Streamlining State Government and Early Adoption of 
Technologies 

 
Other Resources: 

 National Conference of State Legislatures, Highlights of State Pension Reform in 2012 

 Pew Center on the States, The Widening Gap Update – June 2012 

 RGPPC, Pension Reform Catalogue 

 State Budget Solutions, Why government employee collective bargaining laws must be 
reformed now 
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ALABAMA  
Governor Robert Bentley 

Road to a Billion Dollars in Savings 
 

On July 19, 2012, Governor Robert Bentley announced the State of Alabama is on track to reach one 
billion dollars in annual savings thanks to extensive efforts to reduce costs and increase government 
efficiency. 
 
The long-term savings effort contains a series of initiatives led by Governor Bentley.  Moving forward, 
Governor Bentley and legislative leaders are committed to building on their collaboration and 
identifying further savings to reach the billion-dollar savings goal by the end of the current term. 
 
Based on fiscal notes and conservative estimates from the Alabama Department of Finance, Governor 
Bentley and legislators have already taken action to realize nearly $675 million in current and projected 
savings.  The total reflects savings through the following initiatives: 
 

 2011 Pension Reform Measures: $181.5 million    (annual savings) 

 2012 Pension Reform Measures: $164.1 million    (average annual savings) 

 Workforce Right-Sizing: $181.3 million    (annual savings) 

 SEIB/PEEHIP Reform: $61.3 million    (average annual savings) 

 DROP Repeal: $58.5 million    (annual savings) 

 Indigent Defense Reform: $19.4 million    (annual savings) 

 Various Bond Refinancing: $8.3 million average per year    (Nearly $93 million total over the 
life of the bonds) 

 
Total Current and Projected Savings: $674.4 million 
Remaining Goal: $325.6 million 

 
The largest portion of savings comes from Governor Bentley’s efforts to bring the state’s retirement 
system more in line with the private sector. Below are a few examples of Alabama’s pension reforms 
implemented in 2012 for new hires that begin work in 2013 or later: 

 A minimum retirement age of 62 for most state employees.  
o Currently, anyone may retire once vested (10 years of service) at age 60 or with 25 years 

of service at any age.  The reform proposals set a minimum retirement age of 62. 

 Law Enforcement – Minimum retirement age of 56. 

 Adjust pension payments from an average of the highest-paid 3 years out of the last 10 years of 
service to an average of the highest 5 years. 

 In exchange for the restructuring of benefits, new hires would see their employee contribution 
rate changed from 7.5 percent to 6.0 percent.  This will increase their take-home pay. 

 Total estimated savings over 30 years: $5.03 Billion 

 Average annual savings over 30 years: $162 Million 
 
The savings are part of a long-term effort to right-size Alabama government.  The current and projected 
savings benefit both the Education Trust Fund and the General Fund budgets.  While Alabama still faces 
budget challenges, these savings have so far helped the state avoid hundreds of millions of dollars in 
reductions to essential state agencies and services.  Governor Bentley and legislative leaders are 
committed to enacting further savings to build upon these efforts and make government more efficient. 
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For the full text of this announcement: http://governor.alabama.gov/news/news detail.aspx?ID=6768  
 
 

ARIZONA  
Governor Jan Brewer 

Personnel Reform for State Workforce, Mirrors Private Sector 
 
On May 10, 2012, Governor Jan Brewer signed into law a historic reform governing the State workforce, 
modernizing the way in which State government manages, hires and fires employees. The measure, HB 
2571, was a critical component of the Governor’s policy agenda during the recently-concluded 
legislative session. 
 
Among changes incorporated as part of the new law, State managers will be able to act more quickly 
when it comes to hiring the most talented applicants, rewarding the best workers or disciplining 
underperforming employees without excessive bureaucracy and levels of unnecessary review. The new 
personnel system will address a series of challenges confronting State government, namely its need to: 

 Remain productive by being able to do more with less; 

 Attract top talent into the workforce; and 

 Discontinue providing job security and protection for inefficient and unproductive workers. 
 
The legislation maintains core principles that guard against partisan political coercion of state 
employees and prohibit discrimination based upon race, color, national origin, gender, age, disability or 
religion.  
 
HB 2571 resulted from a collaborative process that the Governor’s Office and the Arizona Department of 
Administration undertook over the last 18 months. Extensive research has been completed and 
numerous stakeholder meetings have been conducted with law enforcement and other groups in order 
to consider all aspects and potential ramifications of this significant change to the State personnel 
system. 
 
This legislation addresses these challenges with the current system and brings State government into a 
competitive position with other employers – attaining a position of productivity, efficiency and 
accountability.  
 
For the full text of the announcement: 
http://azgovernor.gov/dms/upload/PR 051012 PersonnelSigned.pdf  
 

 

ARIZONA 
Governor Jan Brewer 

Government Transformation Office 
 

Governor Jan Brewer on August 16, 2012, signed an Executive Order establishing the Government 
Transformation Office as part of an ongoing effort to improve and modernize State government 
operations. 
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Housed within the Arizona Department of Administration, the Government Transformation Office will 
improve government processes by identifying best practices that eliminate inefficiencies and 
redundancies and increase the quality of services provided to Arizona taxpayers. Specifically, the 
Government Transformation Office will assist agencies in: identifying and implementing process 
improvements; training supervisors in management strategies that eliminate waste and enhance 
innovation within the workforce; developing consistent toolkits, resources and other materials for 
agency use; and communicating process improvements to the public, among other tasks. 
 
In conjunction with the establishment of the Government Transformation Office, Governor Brewer has 
created a Government Transformation Committee to guide and oversee the Office’s operations and 
conduct regular performance reviews of State agencies. The Committee will consist of the Arizona State 
Treasurer, a Director or designee of six major agencies and two representatives from the private sector. 
“Arizona taxpayers deserve a State government committed to maximizing every dollar spent on their 
behalf,” said State Treasurer Doug Ducey. “This Government Transformation Office and Committee will 
create an extra measure of accountability while ensuring all State agencies are focused on 
improvements that will ultimately translate into savings.” 
 
Key to the Government Transformation effort will be the injection of private-sector innovations into 
State operations and services. Abdul Mansour, Director of Process Improvements for Scottsdale 
Healthcare, is one of two private-sector representatives named to the Government Transformation 
Committee. 
 
The Lean methodology advocated by the Government Transformation Office has already begun to show 
benefits. For example: the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality is employing these strategies 
to dramatically reduce the timeframe required for issuance of Title V air-quality permits. Rather than 
having these permits reviewed by one staff member after another – the paperwork shuttled from office 
to office, day after day – the new process calls for each of the needed personnel to gather together with 
the applicant for a single meeting. What was routinely a 60-day administrative review process can now 
be completed in a one-hour session. 
 
Read the full text of the announcement: 
http://azgovernor.gov/dms/upload/PR 081512 GTO.pdf 
 
 

FLORIDA  
Governor Rick Scott 

Office of Fiscal Accountability and Regulatory Reform 
 
On Day One of Governor Rick Scott’s Administration, he signed Executive Order No. 11-01: Suspending 
Rulemaking and Establishing the Office of Fiscal Accountability and Regulatory Reform.  
 
Summary: Executive Order No. 11-01 freezes all new regulations and establishes the Office of Fiscal 
Accountability and Regulatory Reform, which will review all rules prior to promulgation as well as agency 
practices and contracts. 

 Immediately suspends rulemaking for all agencies under the direction of the Governor. 
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 Establishes the Office of Fiscal Accountability and Regulatory Reform to review all rules 
(including those suspended by the Order) prior to promulgation and to review agency 
practices and contracts. 

 Imposes 90-day suspension on execution of any contracts with a value in excess of $1 
million, without prior approval from the Office. 

 Prohibits agencies from promulgating rules unless they obtain prior approval from the 
Office. 

Find complete text of the EO here: http://www.flgov.com/wp-
content/uploads/2011/01/scott.eo .one .pdf  
 
On August 16, 2011, in a 5-2 ruling the Florida Supreme Court stated that the governor had 
"overstepped his constitutional authority and violated the separation of powers" and that such rule-
making authority lies with the legislature. An excerpt from the Majority opinion states:  

“… the Governor‘s executive orders at issue here, to the extent each suspends and 
terminates rulemaking by precluding notice publication and other compliance with 
Chapter 120 absent prior approval from OFARR—contrary to the Administrative 
Procedure Act—infringe upon the very process of rulemaking and encroach upon the 
Legislature‘s delegation of its rulemaking power as set forth in the Florida Statutes”. 

 
For the full text of the decision: http://www.floridasupremecourt.org/decisions/2011/sc11-592.pdf  
 
In response to the Florida Supreme Court ruling, Governor Scott issued Executive Order No. 11-211: 
Office of Fiscal Accountability and Regulatory Reform. 
 
Summary: Executive Order No. 11-211 narrows the power of Scott's Office of Fiscal Accountability and 
Regulatory Reform (OFARR) "to the extent permitted by law" 

 Retains OFARR in the Executive office of the Governor for the purpose of reviewing 
proposed and existing agency rules and regulations, making recommendations for altering 
or simplifying aforementioned rules and regulations, etc. 

 Requires all agencies to submit in writing any proposed rule or amendment to OFARR at 
least one week before submitting it for official publication 

 
Find complete text of the new EO here: http://www.flgov.com/wp-content/uploads/orders/2011/11-
211-ofarr.pdf  
 
Since the beginning of Gov. Scott’s term, there have been approximately 1700 fewer regulations and the 
State is beginning to encourage similar initiatives at the local level, where many businesses complain 
about regulatory barriers. 
 
      

IOWA  
Governor Terry Branstad 

Executive Order: Working To Cut “Red Tape” 
 
On August 20, 2012 Gov. Branstad and Lt. Gov. Kim Reynolds announced that the governor will be 
signing Executive Order 80, which will enact greater public participation in the administrative rules 
process.  
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By signing Executive Order 80, agencies will create stakeholder rulemaking groups consisting of 
individuals who can adequately represent the interests that will be significantly affecting by a draft rule 
proposal or subject matter. 
 
Rulemaking authorities will now work with those who will be affected by new regulations, and they will 
be fully aware of the full consequences of each rule or regulation they look to put into effect. 
 
Once formed, the stakeholder groups will then notify the public to their meetings, receive public 
comment and input, and then make recommendations to the entity with rulemaking authority. 
 
The governor added that this executive order is about injecting common-sense into the regulatory 
process. 
 
“Our state will be well served by greater public participation and stakeholder input for regulation and 
administrative rules,” said Branstad. “It is our hope that by giving stakeholders a stake in the process, we 
can all work together to enact smart, better ways to administer rules and regulations.” 
 
Executive Order 79 rescinded 12 previous executive orders. 
 
For full text of the release: https://governor.iowa.gov/2012/08/branstad-signs-executive-orders-79-80/  
 

 
IOWA  

Governor Terry Branstad 
State Web Design Standard 

 
In March 2012, Gov. Terry E. Branstad and Lt. Gov. Kim Reynolds announced that the Website 
Standardization Committee established by Executive Order 73 completed the necessary steps to 
formulate Iowa’s first Web Design Standard. Iowa’s governmental departments and agencies are now 
required to ensure that state of Iowa eGovernment information is from a citizen-centric viewpoint, 
meets applicable federal standards for individuals with disabilities, and offers a user-friendly common 
look, common feel and common navigation system. 
 
The standard is found here: http://das.ite.iowa.gov/standards/documents/enterprise web design.pdf 
 
“The Website Standardization Committee was tasked with identifying innovative improvements that are 
necessary for the state’s Web sites to more effectively and efficiently serve the people of Iowa with a 
cohesive, user-friendly approach to online access,” said Gov. Branstad. “Currently, there is no common 
thread to the state’s Web sites, and they vary greatly. As a result of this committee’s action, our state 
government will offer a superior Web presence that is easier for Iowa taxpayers to use.” 
 
“We are pleased to offer friendly, easy-to-use Web services for Iowans,” said Lt. Gov. Reynolds. “We 
believe Iowa can be a national leader in offering the best online services to serve the needs of Iowans. 
This is an exciting step forward for Iowans using our eGovernment services.” 
 
With a Web Design Standard in place, agencies and departments will now complete the following: 
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1. Reinforce Iowa.gov identity and make it clear to users they are on an Iowa Executive Branch site 
through the use of the designated sliver header; and 

2. Provide consistency and continuity in Web site appearance; and 
3. Improve the quality, usability and accessibility of State Web sites and services for the public; and 
4. Ensure that critical state links appear on all agency sites; and 
5. Integrate agency sites, Web applications and the portal, to support the “one government” 

approach and move away from bureaucratic separation of information; and 
6. Increase efficiency of Web site development and management by agencies; and 
7. Compliant in meeting the federal 508 compliance standards to allow us to better serve the 

widest possible audience, including people with disabilities. 
8. Establish two Web Content Management Systems for use within all Executive Branch agencies. 

 
For the full text of the release: https://governor.iowa.gov/2012/03/iowa-launches-first-ever-web-
design-standard-for-all-executive-branch-agency-web-sites/  
 
 

IOWA  
Governor Terry Branstad 

Executive Order Allowing State Employees to Voluntarily Pay 20 percent of Health Insurance 
Premiums 

 
In July 2012, Gov. Terry Branstad signed Executive Order 78, encouraging state workers to voluntarily 
pay 20 percent of their health care insurance premium. 
 
According to the Department of Administrative Services (DAS), 88 percent of state workers do not 
contribute anything toward their health insurance premium, and in total, Iowa taxpayers fund 97 cents 
of every one dollar spent on health care premiums. 
 
The Executive Order states:  
 
“… most of Iowa’s private sector workers pay part of their health care costs… in the interest of fairness 
to all working Iowans, many of whom pay both taxes and a significant amount toward their own health 
insurance, state employees should share in the health care costs currently funded by Iowa taxpayers; 
and… state employees who willingly pay twenty percent of their health care costs will be good stewards 
of taxpayer dollars, saving the  State of Iowa taxpayer dollars and setting an example that state workers 
serve the taxpayers.” 
 
To read the full text of Executive Order 78: https://governor.iowa.gov/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/EO-
78.pdf  

 
 

IOWA  
Governor Terry Branstad 
Public Information Board 

 
After languishing in the Iowa Legislature for years, Governor Branstad spearheaded the passage of 
landmark transparency legislation to create a Public Information Board (with true enforcement powers) 
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that will significantly improve the transparency of state and local government and ensure the 
enforcement of Iowa’s open records and open meetings laws. The Board is composed of nine members 
who were appointed by the Governor.     
 
Press 
Gov. Terry Branstad signs open-records bill into law; New Public Information Board could be 
operational July 1 
By Jason Noble – May 3, 2012 
Des Moines Register 
 
A new state board committed to ensuring transparency in government and enforcing Iowa’s open-
records and open-meetings laws could be operating within months. 
 
Gov. Terry Branstad on Thursday signed into law Senate File 430, a long-sought bill establishing the Iowa 
Public Information Board. It passed the House and Senate last month. 
 
The nine-member board will lead a state agency charged with mediating disputes between governments 
and record-seekers and issuing rulings on alleged open-records and open-meetings violations. It will also 
have enforcement powers – including the ability to levy fines on lawbreakers – that are currently lacking 
from state law, Branstad and others said. 
 
“This is a new day for Iowans as we hold government at all levels in our state more accountable and 
shed effective light on those activities,” he said. 
 
The board could be ready to operate on July 1, Branstad said, at the start of the state’s new fiscal year. 
Although he didn’t mention any names, the governor said he already had appointees in mind for the 
board, which will consist of members suggested by media and local government groups as well as 
unaffiliated Iowans. 
 
The Public Information Board will have jurisdiction over much of state government as well as local 
entities like cities, counties and school boards. But it will not have power over the governor’s office, the 
Legislature or the state judiciary. 
 
Branstad said those offices of government were immune to the board’s scrutiny because of their basis in 
the constitution. And the governor’s office might not want to opt into the board’s purview, he added, 
because of the potential for politicizing its role. 
 
“One of the things I think you don’t want to do is get politics into this,” he said. “That’s one of the 
reasons for having those three constitutional branches of government not be directly under the 
jurisdiction of this board.” 
 
For the full text of the article: http://blogs.desmoinesregister.com/dmr/index.php/2012/05/03/gov-
terry-branstad-signs-open-records-bill-into-law-new-public-information-board-could-be-operational-
july-1 
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LOUISIANA  
Governor Bobby Jindal 

Signs Landmark Pension Reform Law 
 
In June 2012, Governor Bobby Jindal signed a landmark pension reform law that will create a cash-
balance plan for certain new state employees. Governor Jindal emphasized that the cash-balance plan 
combines the best features of defined benefit and defined contribution plans and sets the stage for a 
more sustainable retirement system. The legislation – HB 61 – was part of the Governor’s 2012 
legislative package. 
 
Under the cash-balance plan, participants receive an investment account that can never lose value. In 
the good years, the participants share in investment gains. In the bad years, the participants are 
protected from investment losses. Taxpayers bear less risk because the retirement benefit is tied to 
market performance, and the pension system retains 1 percent from investment gains to act as a buffer 
against investment losses. The cash-balance benefits are also portable meaning that a participant who 
withdraws from state service after five years can take the entire account balance.  
 
Governor Jindal said, “This new law is a game-changer for Louisiana’s retirement systems. As the most 
important piece of our pension reform package, the cash-balance plan will help get our debt under 
control, protect taxpayers and provide new state employees with a portable retirement account that 
realizes investment earnings.” 
 
Full the full text of the release: 
http://gov.louisiana.gov/index.cfm?md=newsroom&tmp=detail&catID=2&articleID=3455&navID=12  

 
 

OKLAHOMA 
Governor Mary Fallin 

Reducing Unfunded Liability for Public Pensions 
 
In 2011, Governor Mary Fallin signed several key pieces of pension reform legislation into law. The bills 
aim to provide a boost to the fiscal solvency of the state’s public employee pension systems, which 
started 2011 with $16 billion in unfunded liability.  
 
One bill, HB 2132, reduces unfunded liability in state pensions by $5 billion by requiring the legislature 
to provide a funding source for cost of living adjustments (COLA’s).  
 
In addition to HB 2132, Fallin also signed the following pension reform measures into law: 

 HB 1010: increasing the retirement age for new members of the Uniform Retirement System for 
Justices and Judges (URSJJ) who started work after January 1st of this year. For new members 
with 8 years of service, the measure increases the normal retirement age from 65 to 67 years 
old. For new members with 10 years of service, the measure increases the normal retirement 
age from 60 to 62 years old. 

 SB 377:  Raising the normal retirement age for new teachers from 62 to 65 years of age and 
establishing a minimum age of 60 for full retirement benefits for teachers who meet the rule of 
90. Currently, there is no minimum age requirement for those employees whose age and service 
equals the sum of 90. 
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 SB 794: Ensuring that elected officials are treated the same as other public employees when 
calculating retirement benefits. Also, applying the same minimum retirement ages to all new 
public employees as SB 377 does to new teachers: a minimum age of 60 when the rule of 90 is 
met and a normal retirement age of 65. 

 SB 347: providing for the forfeiture of a municipal officer or employee’s retirement benefits 
upon conviction of crimes related to their office (bribery, corruption. etc) 

 
For the full text of the release: 
http://www.ok.gov/triton/modules/newsroom/newsroom article.php?id=223&article id=2141  
 
 

OKLAHOMA 
Governor Mary Fallin 

Savings through Energy Efficiency 
 
On May 8, 2012, Governor Fallin signed into law Senate Bill 1096, a bill that directs all state agencies and 
higher education institutions to achieve at least 20 percent improvement in energy efficiency and 
conservation by the year 2020.  The governor first outlined the initiative in her Oklahoma First Energy 
Plan and asked the Legislature this year in her State of the State address to write the plan into law. 
 
SB 1096 creates the Oklahoma State Facilities Energy Conservation Program which sets a target for 
cumulative energy savings of not less than twenty percent (20 percent) by the year 2020 when 
compared to FY-12 utility expenditures. Additionally, the Director of State Finance is to oversee the 
implementation of the program, including the selection of the most qualified vendor or vendors utilizing 
a request for proposal to contract for the program. 
 
All fees and funding related to the program, including any personnel compensation for persons 
dedicated exclusively to program implementation, are to be paid through savings generated by reducing 
energy costs.  
 
Industry sources estimate cumulative savings have potential to reach an amount in excess of $300 
million, with upside potential of $500 million in cumulative savings over a period of years.  
 
For the full text of the release: 
http://www.ok.gov/triton/modules/newsroom/newsroom article.php?id=223&article id=7347&utm s
ource=Lagging+States&utm campaign=Opportunity+Knocks&utm medium=email  
 
 

OKLAHOMA 
Governor Mary Fallin 

Tobacco Use Ban on State Property 
 
In February of 2012, Governor Fallin issued an executive order to prohibit tobacco use on all state-
owned and leased properties and in state-owned and leased buildings and vehicles. She also closed the 
smoking room at the state Capitol and begun the process of developing a privately funded fitness center 
for state employees.  
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Governor Fallin said the purpose of the ban is to protect the health of employees and people visiting 
state-owned properties. The ban also is intended to drive down one of the major factors of increasing 
health care costs for state employees, decrease employee absenteeism and increase productivity. The 
ban is expected to save the state $5.2 million annually. 
 
Press 
The Oklahoman: Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin signs order to ban tobacco use on state property 
By Michael McNutt – February 7, 2012 
NewsOK 
 
Tobacco products at all state-owned and leased properties and in state-owned and leased buildings and 
vehicles will be banned effective July 1 under an executive order signed Monday by Gov. Mary Fallin. 
The announcement drew applause, but groans were heard seconds later in the House of 
Representatives chamber when she announced the ban would mean the closing of a smoking room in 
the state Capitol for lawmakers and employees. 
 
“You're going to like this one, too,” she joked as she announced the smoking room, in the Capitol's 
basement, would be remodeled — at no expense to the state — into a small fitness center. The state is 
seeking a grant from the Tobacco Settlement Endowment Trust and the Oklahoma Hospital Association 
has agreed to match it, Fallin said. 
 
The governor announced she had signed the tobacco ban during her State of the State speech to 
lawmakers, which kicks off this year's four-month legislative session. She said its purpose is to protect 
the health of employees and people visiting state-owned properties. 
 
The ban also is intended to drive down one of the major factors of increasing health care costs for state 
employees, decrease employee absenteeism and increase productivity, according to the governor's 
office. The ban is expected to save the state $5.2 million annually. 
 
Smoking is the No. 1 cause of death in Oklahoma and the U.S., the governor's office said. Fallin made the 
ban effective several months from now to give state employees time to consider taking smoking 
cessation programs. 
 
It will be up to individual agencies to enforce the ban, said Alex Weintz, Fallin's communications 
director. However, the governor's office hopes it will be largely self-enforced. 
 
For the full text of the release: 
http://www.ok.gov/triton/modules/newsroom/newsroom article.php?id=223&article id=6028  

 
 

OKLAHOMA 
Governor Mary Fallin 

IT Modernization and Consolidation 
 
On May 24, 2011, Governor Fallin signed into law HB 1304 which directs all information technology 
assets of all state-appropriated agencies to be transferred to the Information Services Division of the 
Office of State Finance and the Chief Information Officer.  This bill also transfers all employees of each 
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agency with job titles and duties related to information technology to be transferred to the Information 
Services Division. 
 
Currently the State has 56 financial systems, 22 unique time and attendance systems, 17 imaging 
systems, 48 reporting and analytics applications, 25 different desktop operating systems, 133 email 
systems, and 27 SQL Server and Oracle systems. This bill normalizes systems, eliminates redundancy, 
and creates efficiency and substantial cost savings. 
 
The plan, which was included as part of Fallin’s executive budget, implements a freeze on capital 
spending in IT that would save taxpayers $50 million in FY 2012. Further consolidating IT resources 
across state agencies is expected to save an additional $142 million, for a total of $192 million in savings.  
 
“The consolidation of IT resources allows agencies to maintain the quality of the services they provide 
and in many cases even improve these services at a lesser cost to taxpayers,” said Fallin. “Furthermore, 
it injects a measure of accountability and fiscal transparency to IT spending and operations that are 
currently spread out across a number of state agencies. The reforms included in HB 1304 are the 
embodiment of the smaller, smarter government that conservative lawmakers have been promising our 
citizens.” 
 
For the full text of the legislation: http://www.oklegislature.gov/BillInfo.aspx?Bill=hb1304  

 
 

OKLAHOMA 
Governor Mary Fallin 

State Government Administrative Services Consolidation 
 

On May 20, 2011 and May 8, 2012 Governor Fallin signed legislation (HB 2140/HB 3053) creating a one-
stop shop for benefits, state employee and administrative services by consolidating four state agencies 
into the Office of State Finance and renamed it the Office of Management and Enterprise Services 
(OMES).  
 
In an effort to streamline services and achieve efficiencies.  The following entities are now divisions of 
OMES: Office of Personnel Management, Department of Central Services (State Procurement Agency), 
Employee Benefits Council and the Oklahoma State and Education Employee Group Insurance 
Board.  The consolidation has resulted in streamlined services and cost efficiencies. The legislation 
mandated a fifteen percent annual savings which was exceeded in the first year. 

  
For the full text of HB 2140: http://www.oklegislature.gov/BillInfo.aspx?Bill=hb2140  
 
For the full text of HB 3053: http://www.oklegislature.gov/BillInfo.aspx?Bill=HB3053&Tab=1 
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SOUTH DAKOTA   
Governor Dennis Daugaard 

Governor’s Initiative Cuts Red Tape 
 
On July 1, 2012, a series of new laws took effect repealing more than 400 sections of South Dakota state 
law that are unnecessary, out-of-date or too complex. These laws are a part of Gov. Dennis Daugaard’s 
“Better Government” initiative. 
 
In addition to those statutory changes, the Governor initiated the elimination of more than 1,100 state 
government regulations through the administrative rules process. 
  
Examples of rules and laws to be repealed include outdated banking provisions; burdensome insurance 
regulations; redundant measures governing the construction and inspection of burial methods; and 
information that was collected to obtain federal funds that no longer are appropriated. 
 
For more details on sections of the code that were repealed by The Red Tape Review: 
http://sd.gov/bettergovernment/review.aspx  
 
The Red Tape Review is part of the Governor’s “Better Government” initiative to make state 
government more open, efficient and accessible. 
 
“State government, unlike the federal government, strives to be as user-friendly as possible,” Gov. 
Daugaard said.  “I believe South Dakotans deserve the very best from their public servants, and we try to 
fulfill that expectation. This is the first year of the Red Tape Review, but it won’t be the last.” 
 
For more on Gov. Daugaard’s “Better Government” initiative: http://sd.gov/bettergovernment/  
 

 
TENNESSEE 

Governor Bill Haslam 
Transforms State Government to Recruit, Retain and Reward Employees 

 
On April 24, 2012, Tennessee Gov. Bill Haslam signed the Tennessee Excellence, Accountability and 
Management (TEAM) Act into law. 
  
The TEAM Act calls for two divisions of state service: preferred service and executive service.  Executive 
service employees remain “at-will” as they currently serve.  Preferred service replaces the traditional 
“career service” designation and preserves a streamlined appeals process along with other 
considerations. 
 
Some of the changes to the state employment system made by the legislation include: 

 A new hiring system that requires agencies to define minimum qualifications and to identify 
specific knowledge, skills, abilities and competencies required for each position. 

 Veterans and their spouses will receive interview preference for both appointments and 
promotions, and if there are two candidates with equal qualifications, knowledge, skills, etc., 
preference will be given to the veteran. 
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 An overhaul of the state’s performance evaluation system to provide for performance standards 
and expected outcomes that are Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Time sensitive 
(SMART goals). 

 In the event of a layoff, job performance becomes the primary consideration followed by 
seniority, abilities and disciplinary record, which also must be considered. 

 A new nine-member board of appeals to conduct a streamlined, three-step appeals process. 
 And a mediation process will also be established by the Department of Human Resources 

through rules. 
 

“State government’s role is to provide services that Tennesseans aren’t able to get on their own, and I 
believe it is my job to make sure we’re providing them in the most customer-focused, efficient and 
effective way,” Haslam said just before signing the bill into law. “In the next five years, almost 40 
percent of state employees will become eligible for retirement, and in facing this challenge, it is our 
responsibility to build a top notch workforce for the future. 
 
“For decades, employment decisions in state government have been based solely on seniority with job 
performance never being considered, and employees have either received modest, across the board pay 
increases or nothing at all.  No one has been able to convince me that is a good way to manage our 
employees or serve our taxpayers. We have to do better. It is what hard working employees deserve and 
what taxpayers expect.”    
 
For more information on the TEAM Act: http://tn.gov/governor/pdf/TEAMActRundown.pdf  
 
 

UTAH 
Governor Gary Herbert 

Utah Business Regulation Review 
 

On December 6, 2011, Governor Gary Herbert announced the results of a report that studied the impact 
of Utah’s regulatory environment – the Utah Business Regulation Review. The Report stemmed from the 
Governor's 2011 State of the State address, where he directed all members of his Cabinet "...to review 
existing business regulations and determine which should be kept, which should be modified, and which 
will be eliminated" in order to encourage a regulatory environment which both protects Utahns and 
does not hamstring business.  
 
A total of 1,969 existing business regulations were reviewed.  Each cabinet agency and other non-
cabinet state agencies participated in the review process. 
 
As a result of the Report, 368 changes were made. Of these:  

 25 cut red tape by making current requirements on businesses less burdensome 

 84 provide increased clarification to businesses 

 18 improve business-agency interaction 

 31 remove obsolete rules or rule sections 

 35 facilitate rule simplification 

 15 permit electronic filing for those previously permitted only paper reporting 

 42 render state statutes and rules consistent 

 24 remove redundancies 
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 21 render federal and state rules consistent 

 19 repeal obsolete statutes 

 14 improve agency efficiency 

 11 render state rules consistent 

 7 level the playing field for businesses 

 6 allow license extensions for constituents 

 6 now narrowly interpret the authorizing statute 

 2 broaden programs to include more potential users 

 2 eased licensing requirements for licensees 

 2 extended the public process timeframe 

 2 extended tax credits for businesses 

 2 were unclassified 
 
Read the full text of the report: 
http://www.rules.utah.gov/reports/2011UtahBusinessRegulationReview.pdf  
 

 
VIRGINIA 

Governor Bob McDonnell 
Task Force for Local Government Mandate Review 

 
Governor Bob McDonnell on September 22, 2011 announced the creation of the Governor's Task Force 
for Local Government Mandate Review.  The five-member Task Force is a result of legislation introduced 
during the 2011 General Assembly Session to review state mandates imposed on localities and to 
recommend temporary suspension or permanent repeal of such mandates as appropriate. 
 
In January 2012, the Governor's Task Force for Local Government Mandate Review submitted the first 
interim report. The full report can be viewed here: 
http://www.dhcd.virginia.gov/GovMandateReview/pdfs/FirstInterimReport.pdf   
 
Specific recommendations included in the report were: 
 
Judiciary 

 Remove ability for a Circuit Court to mandate localities to construct a new courthouse 
 
Community Service Boards 

 Remove mandate that CSB contracts be for a maximum of one year and allows localities to 
contract with CSBs for more than a one-year term 

 
Education 

 Remove mandate that proceeds from education surplus property go to capital improvements 
 Clarify that state law does not mandate that notices be mailed to every parent on per pupil 

educational costs 
 Remove mandates for various local education advisory committees 
 Remove mandate for annual report on remediation programs 
 Remove mandate for civics trainings for teachers 
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 Remove mandate that libraries send Internet policies to the Librarian of Virginia (the 
requirement that libraries continue to have policies that prohibit access to inappropriate 
Internet materials will remain) 

 Remove mandate that local school boards must apply for a waiver from the state to start school 
before Labor Day 

 The administration will also request that the Department of Education identify burdensome or 
unnecessary state statutory and federal data collection and reporting requirements and submit 
recommendations to the governor and General Assembly on ones to eliminate or consolidate 
with a goal of reducing reporting requirements by 15 percent 

 
Environmental 

 Remove mandate for state inspections of erosion and sediment control programs where 
localities have inspections 

 
FOIA & Public Notices 

 Eliminate mandates to publish RFPs in newspapers 
 Increase FOIA response times 

 
Procurement 

 Remove mandates that prevent localities from creating their own procurement guidelines 
 Raise the threshold for mandatory competitive negotiation of professional services contracted 

by localities 
 Eliminate mandate for pre-sale requirements of local surplus property 
 Eliminate mandate for localities to give first priority for vending contracts to the Department of 

Blind and Visually Impaired 
 Increase threshold for mandatory due diligence on unclaimed property 

 
Land Use and Transportation 

 Eliminate mandate that requires Urban Development Area reports documents be submitted to 
the state Commission on Local Government 

 Eliminate the mandate for state approval for leases on airport property 
 Eliminate mandate that requires VDOT approval of the location of locally-placed red light 

camera 
 
Speaking about the task force, Governor McDonnell remarked, "Virginia's local governments deserve 
accountability and partnership from state government leaders. Burdensome mandates on localities 
exacerbate the challenge of balancing a budget in these tight fiscal times. On the state level, we don't 
like it when the federal government hamstrings us with mandates and red tape. Unnecessary or over-
reaching mandates are just as detrimental to local governments. This legislation is an important step 
forward and I applaud the Task Force for Local Mandate Review for working across party and geographic 
lines to develop these recommendations. We will continue to identify unfunded mandates on both the 
state and local level as well as examples of federal government overreach that prevent Virginia's 
government from focusing on the core functions of government." 
   
Additionally, City Councilwoman Alicia Hughes of Alexandria and City Councilwoman Suzy H. Kelly of 
Chesapeake will serve as the Government Reform Commission liaisons to the Task Force.  
  
Read the full text of the announcement:  
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http://www.governor.virginia.gov/news/viewRelease.cfm?id=1085 

 
 

VIRGINIA  
Governor Bob McDonnell 

Virginia Pension Reforms Are Credit Positive 
 
In April 2012, Virginia Governor Robert McDonnell signed legislation that makes several changes to the 
Virginia Retirement System (VRS), which the state estimates will reduce its pension contributions by 
$3.6 billion over the next 21 years. The changes build on reforms the Commonwealth of Virginia enacted 
in 2010 and 2011 and put it on a more sustainable path to fully funding its pension commitments, which 
is credit positive. Virginia’s legislation also reflects an ongoing trend among states to find flexibilities in 
their retirement systems to rein in their long-term liabilities. 
 
The Virginia legislation establishes a hybrid pension/401(k)-style contribution plan for new state and 
local employees and reduces benefits for unvested state employees. In addition to lower annual 
employer contributions, the measures affecting pensions lower total unfunded liabilities for state and 
local employee plans by nearly $9 billion by 2031.  
 
State and local employees in the new hybrid plan will pay 4 percent of their salaries toward the pension 
defined benefit component and 1 percent of their salaries into the defined contribution component of 
the plan. Employers will pay a mandatory 1 percent to the defined contribution component, and will 
match up to 3.5 percent for employees who make the maximum allowable contributions of 9 percent of 
salary. The hybrid retirement plan will be mandatory for new state and local government employees 
beginning 1 January 2014, except for police, firefighters and other public safety first responders. Current 
employees will have the option to join the new hybrid plan. 
 
In the new law, cost of living adjustments (COLA) for employees with fewer than 20 years of service who 
retire early are deferred until their normal retirement date. For non-vested employees and new 
employees starting on 1 January 2013, the reform caps COLAs at 3 percent per year and slightly reduces 
the formula used to set the pension amount (except for public safety employees). Average final 
compensation for all employees will be calculated based on the highest 60 months of salary, rather than 
the current 36 months. 
 
The governor has also made amendments to companion pension legislation that the legislature will 
consider on 18 April. It includes a requirement that local government employees contribute 5 percent of 
their salaries toward retirement. The mandatory contribution is offset by a pay raise from the localities, 
which can phase-in the requirement and the pay raise over five years. 
 
For the full text of the release: 
http://www.governor.virginia.gov/utility/docs/VA%20pension%20reforms%20are%20credit%20positive.
pdf  
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VIRGINIA 
Governor Bob McDonnell 

Regulatory Reform Initiative 
 

On October 22nd, 2012, Governor Bob McDonnell announced the launch of the Governor's Regulatory 
Reform initiative and creation of a new portal for citizens to submit ideas for regulatory reform.  
 
Governor McDonnell has also charged regulatory agencies to conduct a comprehensive review of 
regulations currently in place and repeal regulations that are unnecessary or no longer in use, reduce 
unnecessary regulatory burdens on individuals, businesses, and other regulated groups, and identify 
statutes that require unnecessary or overly burdensome regulations. The initiative is an extension of 
Governor McDonnell's efforts as Attorney General to eliminate unnecessary and burdensome 
regulations through his Task Force on Regulatory and Government Reform. The task force made more 
than 300 recommendations to streamline Virginia's Administrative Code, and reduce burdensome 
government regulation. 
 
Speaking about the launch, Governor McDonnell said, "While the regulations contained in the Virginia 
Administrative Code are important parts of ensuring the safety and well-being of Virginians, these 
regulations can sometimes also be unnecessarily burdensome on the people and job creators of the 
Commonwealth. Unnecessary administrative burdens hamper job creation by Virginia employers. Smart 
regulatory reform will produce a freer and better environment for citizens and businesses. The initiative 
launched today will result in a reduction in unnecessary regulations and regulatory burdens, and I look 
forward to receiving recommendations from citizens and business people who understand firsthand the 
intended and unintended consequences of regulations." Governor McDonnell continued, "All regulatory 
activity should be undertaken with the least possible intrusion in the lives of the citizens of the 
Commonwealth consistent with protecting the health, safety, and welfare of the people of Virginia. 
Proposed and final regulations should make state government more efficient and should make Virginia a 
better place to live and work." 
 
As part of this initiative, Governor McDonnell welcomes recommendations from citizens and 
stakeholders regarding regulations that are overly burdensome and where reform is appropriate. They 
may submit their recommendations, here: www.RegReform.Virginia.Gov. 
 
For the full text of release:  http://www.governor.virginia.gov/News/viewRelease.cfm?id=1469 
 
 

WYOMING 
Governor Matt Mead 

Streamlining State Government and Early Adoption of Technologies 
 

On June 22, 2011, Governor Matt Mead announced that Wyoming became the first state in the country 
to switch to Google Apps for Government and that all 10,000 of Wyoming’s state employees had 
migrated to Google Apps for Government. This put all of the employees on a single email platform for 
the first time. Previously the state used more than 13 different platforms. This change saves Wyoming 
over a million dollars per year and allows for more efficient collaboration and communication between 
state employees.  
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Governor Mead views technology as a focus of his efforts to streamline state government. In March 
2012, he signed a bill into law that consolidated state government’s common Information Technology 
Services and staff into one agency, Enterprise Technology Services.  
 
Another tool Governor Mead used to improve government efficiency was the consolidation. He 
combined two government agencies—the Department of Employment and the Department of 
Workforce Services. This benefited citizens as it provided a single stop for the public and reduce 
confusion for those seeking help in relation to employment.  
 
For the full text of this release: 
http://governor.wy.gov/media/pressReleases/Pages/WyomingistheFirstStateintheCountrytoGoGoogle.a
spx  
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Chapter 7: Creating Safer Communities 
 
Public Safety is an essential part of life for all Americans. Each state has its own economic realities, but 
public safety is integral no matter where one calls home. Many cities have seen renewals in part 
because of innovative public safety and criminal justice reforms. Governors are on the front lines in 
keeping their citizens safe—in this chapter we will highlight several innovative policy developments 
proposed by Republican Governors across the country.  
 

Featured states and programs in this chapter include: 

 GEORGIA Governor Nathan Deal, Criminal Justice Reform 

 IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, Moves to Prevent the Release of Dangerous Murderers 

 IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, Countering Bullying  

 IOWA Governor Terry Branstad, Kadyn’s Law 

 NEW JERSEY Governor Chris Christie, Bipartisan Mandatory Drug Court Law 

 OHIO Governor John Kasich, Collateral Sanctions 

 OHIO Governor John Kasich, Human Trafficking Task Force 

 OHIO Governor John Kasich, Fight Against Drug Trafficking 

 OKLAHOMA Governor Mary Fallin, Statewide Public Safety Plan 

 PENNSYLVANIA Governor Tom Corbett, Justice Reinvestment Initiative  

 TENNESSEE Governor Bill Haslam, Unveils Comprehensive Public Safety Strategy 

 TENNESSEE Governor Bill Haslam, Statewide anti-meth campaign 

 TENNESSEE Governor Bill Haslam signs bill to outlaw synthetic drugs 

 VIRGINIA Governor Bob McDonnell Public Safety Agenda 
 
Other Resources: 

 Pew States, State of Recidivism: The Revolving Door of America’s Prisons 
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GEORGIA  
Governor Nathan Deal 

Criminal Justice Reform 
 
In May 2012, Gov. Nathan Deal signed into law historic reforms in the state’s criminal justice system. HB 
1176 will revolutionize how Georgia punishes nonviolent crimes by seeking alternative treatments 
where possible and preserving expensive prison beds for offenders who pose a danger to society. 
 
“With this bold new direction in criminal justice, we will bolster public safety, increase our chances of 
rehabilitating lives and bend the unsustainable cost curve we face in our prison system,” Deal said. “We 
spend $1.2 billion a year on our prison system and those costs were set to soar far beyond what we can 
afford. That makes no sense for taxpayers when there are most cost-effective means that have better 
outcomes. 
 
Since 1990, Georgia’s prison population has more than doubled to nearly 56,000 inmates.  Today, the 
state spends over $1 billion annually on corrections.  Despite this growth, Georgia taxpayers have not 
received a sufficient public safety return on their corrections dollars, with the recidivism rate – the 
proportion of inmates who are reconvicted within three years of release — remaining unchanged at 
nearly 30 percent during the past decade.  If current sentencing and corrections policies remain in place, 
Georgia’s prison population is projected to grow by 8 percent by 2016, presenting the state with the 
need to spend an additional $264 million to expand capacity. 
 
This legislation was based on the recommendations of the bipartisan, inter-branch Special Council on 
Criminal Justice Reform for Georgians (the Council), which was created by the legislature in the 2011 
session.  Over the past nine months, the Council conducted an in-depth analysis of the state’s 
sentencing and corrections data, audited state policies, solicited input from a wide range of 
stakeholders, and submitted a report of their findings and recommendations to the legislature. 
 
The Council found that drug and property offenders account for almost 60 percent of all prison 
admissions.  In 2010, more than 5,000 lower-risk drug and property offenders with no prison history 
were sent to prison, accounting for 25 percent of all admissions.  The Council found that because there 
are limited community-based options and accountability courts, judges have few viable sentencing 
options other than prison.  In addition, probation and parole agencies need the authority and resources 
to effectively supervise offenders in the community. 
 
The legislation will avert all the projected growth in prison population and costs during the next five 
years, saving taxpayers an estimated $264 million.  Further, the Council recommended reinvesting a 
portion of these averted costs into proven practices that improve public safety and hold offenders 
accountable.  Governor Deal’s budget proposes such investments, including: $10 million for 
accountability courts and $5.7 million for new Residential Substance Abuse Treatment (RSAT) centers to 
expand access to programming and reduce the backlog of offenders in local jails. 
 
The legislation will NOT reduce the sentences for any serious violent felonies (commonly known as the 
“seven deadly sins”) or decriminalize or legalize any controlled substance.  The bill focuses on improving 
Georgia’s public safety performance in four major areas: 
 

1. Reduces Recidivism by Strengthening Probation 
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2. Improves Community-Based Options Such as Accountability Courts 
3. Focuses Prison Beds on Serious Offenders 
4. Improves Government Performance 

 
“The Criminal Justice Reform Council worked all year, receiving input from all corners of the state, and I 
have asked the members to continue their work through this year to explore other areas for reforms. 
The result was a piece of legislation with support so deep that it passed unanimously in both chambers 
of the Legislature. This will pay dividends to taxpayers over and over, from the reduced cost to our 
prison system to the increase in the number of people who return to the workforce and support their 
families.” 
 
For more information about Georgia’s criminal justice reforms: 
http://www.legis.ga.gov/Documents/GACouncilReport-FINALDRAFT.pdf 
 
For the full text of the release: http://gov.georgia.gov/press-releases/2012-05-02/deal-signs-criminal-
justice-reform  
 
 

IOWA  
Governor Terry Branstad 

Moves to Prevent the Release of Dangerous Murderers 
 
In July 2012, Gov. Terry Branstad took action to prevent the release of dangerous murderers in light of 
the Miller v. Alabama United States Supreme Court decision, where the Court ruled that states cannot 
mandate life sentences without the possibility of parole for murderers who committed their crimes 
before the age of eighteen. 
 
The Supreme Court’s ruling allowed up to 38 dangerous juvenile murderers in Iowa to seek resentencing 
and more lenient sentences. 
 
In compliance with the U.S. Supreme Court decision, Gov. Branstad commuted the life without parole 
sentences to life with the possibility of parole only after 60 years in prison for the 38 people who were 
convicted of first degree murder while a juvenile. 
 
“Justice is a balance and these commutations ensure that justice is balanced with punishment for those 
vicious crimes and taking into account public safety,” said Branstad. “First degree murder is an 
intentional and premeditated crime and those who are found guilty are dangerous and should be kept 
off the streets and out of our communities.” 
 
For the full text of the release: https://governor.iowa.gov/2012/07/branstad-moves-to-prevent-the-
release-of-dangerous-murderers-in-light-of-recent-u-s-supreme-court-decision/ 
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IOWA  
Governor Terry Branstad 

Countering Bullying 
 
The Iowa Department of Education, Iowa Department of Public Safety, Iowa Civil Rights Commission, 
Office of The Attorney General Tom Miller, and Office of The Governor Terry Branstad are working in 
partnership to provide information and resources to Iowans on the topic of bullying and cyber-bullying. 
 
A 2011 study by the Pew Research Center on Teens and Social Media found that 88% of social media-
using teens have witnessed other people being mean or cruel on social networking sites and 15% of 
social media-using teens say they have been the victim of online meanness.  Another study in 2009 
sponsored by the National Center for Education Statistics who conducted the National Crime 
Victimization Survey / School Crime Supplement found that 28 percent of 12-18 year old students stated 
they had been bullied at school during the school year and 6 percent stated they had been victims of 
cyber-bullying. 
 
In light of the alarming statistics, Iowa agencies formed a partnership to continue to educate Iowans and 
to provide necessary resources to address bullying and cyber-bullying.  The state provided resources to 
every school district in the State of Iowa, including links to websites containing teaching materials, 
presentations, safety education kits, and other information for school use in educating Iowa students.  In 
addition, the Iowa Internet Crimes against Children Task Force and Iowa State Patrol Safety Education 
Officers (SEO’s) are available to provide presentations at Iowa schools on the topics of bullying, cyber-
bullying, internet safety, and others.  Contact information for the SEO’s was provided to all Iowa school 
districts so they may arrange for these presentations when it fits with their curriculum. 
 
In August 2012, Gov. Terry Branstad and Lt. Gov. Kim Reynolds announced that they will host the 
Governor’s Bullying Prevention Summit in November 2012, and encouraged all Iowans to engage on the 
important issue of bullying prevention. 
 
The summit will be held on Nov. 27, at Hy-Vee Hall in Des Moines, and will feature a number of speakers 
from Iowa communities who will present their strategies at the summit. Also featured will be state and 
national experts about how to combat bullying, both offline and online. 
 
Dr. Paul Gausman, superintendent of Sioux City Schools, joined Branstad and Reynolds at the news 
conference. He will talk about community involvement and efforts his community has taken to combat 
bullying. 
 
The luncheon speaker will be Rosalind Wiseman, whose book became the basis of the movie, “Mean 
Girls.” 
 
Registration will begin in September, and further details will be announced as that date gets closer. 
 
“We believe we can, and we must, do more to stand up against bullying in Iowa,” said Branstad. “Iowans 
have a well-deserved reputation for neighborliness. Let’s leverage that tradition to put an end to 
bullying because all children deserve to feel safe at school.” 
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In the most recent Iowa Youth Survey of students in grades six, eight and 11, half of those surveyed 
reported being bullied in some way, and most youngsters witness the bullying of their peers sooner or 
later. 
 
For more information: https://governor.iowa.gov/2012/08/branstad-reynolds-announce-upcoming-
governor%E2%80%99s-bullying-prevention-summit/ 

 
 

IOWA  
Governor Terry Branstad 

Bullying Prevention Summit 
 
In August 2012, Gov. Terry Branstad and Lt. Gov. Kim Reynolds announced that they will host the 
Governor’s Bullying Prevention Summit in November 2012, and encouraged all Iowans to engage on the 
important issue of bullying prevention. 
 
The summit will be held on Nov. 27, at Hy-Vee Hall in Des Moines, and will feature a number of speakers 
from Iowa communities who will present their strategies at the summit. Also featured will be state and 
national experts about how to combat bullying, both offline and online. 
 
Dr. Paul Gausman, superintendent of Sioux City Schools, joined Branstad and Reynolds at the news 
conference. He will talk about community involvement and efforts his community has taken to combat 
bullying. 
 
The luncheon speaker will be Rosalind Wiseman, whose book became the basis of the movie, “Mean 
Girls.” 
 
Registration will begin in September, and further details will be announced as that date gets closer. 
 
“We believe we can, and we must, do more to stand up against bullying in Iowa,” said Branstad. “Iowans 
have a well-deserved reputation for neighborliness. Let’s leverage that tradition to put an end to 
bullying because all children deserve to feel safe at school.” 
 
In the most recent Iowa Youth Survey of students in grades six, eight and 11, half of those surveyed 
reported being bullied in some way, and most youngsters witness the bullying of their peers sooner or 
later. 
 
For more information: https://governor.iowa.gov/2012/08/branstad-reynolds-announce-upcoming-
governor%E2%80%99s-bullying-prevention-summit/ 
 
 

IOWA  
Governor Terry Branstad 

Kadyn’s Law 
 
On March 16, 2012, Gov. Terry Branstad signed “Kadyn’s Law” at Northwood Elementary School, the 
school which Kadyn Halverson attended. The bill has been dubbed “Kadyn’s Law” by Kadyn’s family and 
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friends who have lobbied legislators for tougher penalties on those who illegally pass stopped school 
buses. Kadyn Halverson was killed in May of 2011 after a driver illegally passed a stopped school bus. 
The bill passed both the Iowa House and Iowa Senate unanimously. 
 
Provisions of the bill: 

 Harsher penalties for drivers who illegally pass stopped school buses or buses with their amber 
lights flashing went into effect on August 15, 2012. 

 A first offense fine is at least $250 and up to $675, and a violator can be sent to jail for up to 30 
days. A second offense within five years is a serious misdemeanor, with fines ranging from $315 
to $1,875 and a jail term up to a year. 

 The state must undertake a public education campaign to raise awareness about the law and its 
penalties. 

 
For the text of the release: https://governor.iowa.gov/2012/03/gov-branstad-to-sign-
%E2%80%9Ckadyn%E2%80%99s-law%E2%80%9D-friday-at-northwood-elementary-school/  
 
 

NEW JERSEY  
Governor Chris Christie 

Bipartisan Mandatory Drug Court Law 
 
Governor Chris Christie followed through on his commitment to take a smarter and more effective 
approach in how the state treats drug-addicted offenders by signing into law landmark, bipartisan 
legislation to put in place a statewide, mandatory drug court program. The legislation, S-881, acts on the 
principles laid out by Governor Christie in his 2012 State of the State Address – that no life is disposable 
and that it is a commonsense, fiscal, and moral imperative to help individuals dealing with drug 
addiction reclaim their lives with treatment, rather than warehousing them in prison. 
 
Working in a bipartisan manner with the legislature to move forward on this critical issue, Governor 
Christie secured passage of this legislation that enables a statewide, mandatory drug court program to 
be implemented over the course of 5 years. Beginning one year after the enactment of the bill, the 
Administrative Director of the Courts will select 3 vicinages to begin the expansion, followed by the 
addition of 3 vicinages each year over the period of phase-in. 
 
The Governor’s plan for drug court expansion was first announced in his 2012 State of the State Address 
and reaffirmed in his Fiscal Year 2013 Budget Address when he called drug addiction a treatable disease 
and dedicated an additional $2.5 million in funding for program expansion. That funding was secured in 
the Fiscal Year 2013 Budget signed into law by the Governor in June.  
 
The program builds on the success of New Jersey’s highly successful drug court program, by expanding it 
to provide mandatory treatment for drug-addicted offenders throughout all 21 New Jersey counties. 
While effective, the existing program only accommodates 1,400 new participants per year. As a 
voluntary program, it fails to overcome the biggest obstacle to addiction treatment – denial. 
 
According to their October 2010 Drug Court Report, the rate at which drug court graduates are re-
arrested for a new indictable offense is 16% and the reconviction rate is 8%. This is compared to re-
arrest rates for drug offenders released from prison that stands at 54% with a re-conviction rate of 43%. 
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According to that report, an average institutional cost per inmate is approximately $38,900, whereas the 
cost for an active drug court participant is roughly $11,379. 
 
Under this legislation, mandatory participation in a drug treatment program for eligible nonviolent, 
drug-addicted offenders could be sentenced by a judge, regardless of whether they apply for admission 
to the drug court program.  
 
The law also requires that within one year following the effective date, and annually for five years 
thereafter, the Administrative Director of the Courts must submit an evaluation of the program to the 
Governor and the Legislature. The report will include completion and recidivism rates, implementation 
costs, and any other information relevant to the success of the program. 
 
In addition, the legislation provides for: 
 

 Increased identification of eligible drug addicted nonviolent offenders. As part of this effort, 
information on drug addiction and treatment would be required to be given to those charged 
with second and third drug degree offenses.    

 Court ordered clinical assessment to determine suitability for drug court. Pre-sentencing reports 
would be required to include information regarding drug addiction and recommendations 
regarding whether an assessment should be ordered for a defendant. 

 Courts to make a finding regarding addiction for any offender having a clinical assessment. If 
offenders are found to be drug addicted, meeting present drug court eligibility factors and are 
prison bound, then those offenders would be sentenced to the drug court program regardless of 
their desire to enter the program. 

 Judges to be given ultimate discretion in determining whether an individual poses a threat to 
society and should not be sent to a drug treatment facility as part of his or her sentencing. 

For the full text of the release: http://nj.gov/governor/news/news/552012/approved/20120719c.html  
 

 
OHIO 

Governor John Kasich 
Collateral Sanctions 

 
In June 2011, Governor Kasich signed legislation overhauling Ohio’s criminal justice system creating 
sentencing reforms to make Ohio’s communities safer by putting first-time, non-violent offenders in 
more fitting corrections environments with the goal of preventing them from becoming career criminals,  
lowering recidivism rates, reducing prison overcrowding, and ultimately changing the lives of many 
Ohioans  for the better. On the heels of this legislation, Senate Bill 337-Collateral Sanctions Bill was 
signed by the Governor in June 2012.   
 
The cutting-edge piece of legislation will effectively reduce crime in Ohio, decrease offender recidivism, 
increase public safety, strengthen families, and expand job opportunities for the estimated two million 
Ohioans with a felony or misdemeanor conviction. The legislation, addresses those collateral 
consequences that exist beyond the direct sentence resulting from a crime. 
 
Over six months, a bipartisan group, including the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction, 
the Ohio Department of Youth Services, the Governor’s office, legislators, stakeholders, and various 
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interested parties, attended forums across the state to discuss Ohio’s outdated criminal statutes and 
come up with common-sense public policy ideas that would be helpful to ex-offenders’ obtain jobs 
becoming tax payers, not tax burdens.  The bill was a result of the moderate approach taken at these 
forums and reflects the suggestions from the workgroups.  By reducing collateral sanctions and 
increasing employment opportunities for individuals with criminal records, it will reduce the likelihood 
of them committing future crimes, thereby reducing victimization, and social service system costs, and 
potentially increasing payroll tax revenues for local communities.  
 
The bill deals with certain licensing provisions from prohibiting a person with a felony or misdemeanor 
conviction to work in fields such as construction and cosmetology.  The legislation also reforms certain 
driving license suspensions not directly related to moving violations that are currently in statute. The bill 
reforms the sealing of adult and juvenile records.  The legislation prohibits courts to charge a fee when a 
youth applies to have their record sealed along with a number of other juvenile justice reforms.  
Furthermore, the bill creates a Certificate of Qualification for Employment which provides immunity to 
employers from negligent hiring leaving employers the ability to consider applicants on a case by case 
basis.       
 
The passage of SB337 was an important step toward increasing job opportunities for Ohioans who have 
paid their debt to society and want to change their lives.  Ohio leads the nation in taking a common 
sense approach to restoring Ohio citizens who have made a mistake in their past and are eager to live 
their lives as tax-paying, contributing members of the community.  
 
For the full bill text visit:   
http://www.legislature.state.oh.us/BillText129/129 SB 337 EN N.html 
 

 
OHIO 

Governor John Kasich 
Human Trafficking Task Force 

 
In March 2012, Governor John Kasich signed Executive Order 2012-06K which established the Ohio 
Human Trafficking Task Force. Human trafficking – the illegal trade of human beings for commercial 
sexual exploitation and forced labor – is one of the fastest growing criminal enterprises worldwide and is 
on pace to surpass the drug trade in less than five years.  Ohio is not immune to this plague. Each year 
an estimated 1,078 Ohio children become victims of human trafficking and 3,016 more are at-risk. 
 
The task force was formed to marshal the resources of the state of Ohio to coordinate efforts to identify 
and rescue victims, to create a coordinated law enforcement system to investigate these crimes, and to 
provide the services and treatment necessary for victims to regain control of their lives. Eleven state 
agencies are members of the task force and worked to identify service gaps and make recommendations 
for filling those gaps. The task force sought to complement the work already being done to fight human 
trafficking around Ohio.  On June 27, 2012, the task force presented Gov. Kasich with twenty-six 
recommendations. 
 
The task force recommended a victim-centered, trauma-informed approach to treatment that is both 
more effective and a better use of state resources. The task force included several recommendations for 
this gap, including special training for foster parents and child welfare workers, protocol for the 
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treatment of human trafficking victims,  youth prevention services and identifying a statewide Ohio 
service provider network that would be an intensive case management partner for serving minor victims 
of human trafficking.   The recommendations did not require additional revenue funding and instead 
focus on leveraging the resources the state already has and aggressively pursuing federal grant 
opportunities. 
 
The recommendations were a comprehensive look at what state agencies can do to reach this 
population and prevent Ohio’s young people from being trafficked.  The Task Force will remain in place 
to help implement the recommendations made in the report and to continue to find new ways to 
further the mandate. 
 
In June 2012, Governor John Kasich signed into law one of the toughest pieces of legislation in the 
country to combat human trafficking. Putting a stop to the disgusting operation of Human Trafficking 
and ensuring victims of human trafficking received treatment and services, was a priority for Governor 
Kasich and his administration.  H.B.262 The Ohio Human Trafficking Act of 2012–uses a three-pronged 
approach to address the problem of human trafficking. H.B. 262 raised the penalty for committing the 
crime of human trafficking to a first-degree felony with a mandatory minimum sentence of 10-15 years. 
This penalty matches the federal statute and allows Ohio to effectively prosecute traffickers. The law 
created a diversion program whereby juvenile victims of human trafficking will receive the protection 
and treatment they need through the juvenile justice system. The law allows for victims of human 
trafficking with prior convictions of prostitution or solicitation to have their records expunged and 
provides them with a civil recourse. 
 
For the full text of the Governor’s Ohio Human Trafficking Task Force Executive Order and 
Recommendations: 
http://governor.ohio.gov/Portals/0/pdf/news/06.27.12%20Ohio%20Human%20Trafficking%20Task%20
Force%20Submits%20Recommendations%20to%20Kasich.pdf 

 
 

OHIO 
Governor John Kasich 

Fight Against Drug Trafficking 
 
Ohio is in the thick of drug trafficking as drugs move across the U.S. with the majority of the routes going 
through or to Ohio.  In February 2012, Governor Kasich launched a statewide effort to increase the 
effort to fight drug trafficking in Ohio.  A new #677 hotline number was created to allow people to 
provide information to law enforcement about criminal activity.  Public awareness and participation is a 
critical component of information gathering, as well as the information sharing among state, local and 
federal agencies in regard to criminal intelligence. 
 
Using monies from the Drug Forfeiture Fund, the Ohio Department of Transportation created new 
highway signs at state entry points and on Ohio’s freeways to solicit the public to assist law enforcement 
in this “War on Drug Trafficking”. These signs tell people who to call if they see suspicious activity.  The 
signs send the message that drug trafficking is not tolerated in the state of Ohio.  Since the inception of 
the signs there have been 31,680 calls to the hotline number resulting in 240 arrests, the confiscation of 
24,710 grams of narcotics/319 marijuana plants/1,173 grams of designer drugs, and $100,362.00 seized.  
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In June 2012, Governor Kasich signed Senate Bill 305-Hidden Automobile Compartments to assist the 
law enforcement community in combating drug trafficking within Ohio’s boarders.  This legislation 
prohibits the designing, building, constructing, fabricating, modifying, or altering a vehicle to create or 
add a hidden compartment with the intent to facilitate the unlawful concealment or transportation of a 
controlled substance, prohibit operating, possessing, or using a vehicle with a hidden compartment with 
knowledge that the hidden compartment is used or intended to be used to facilitate the unlawful 
concealment or transportation of a controlled substance. The legislation creates new and higher 
penalties toward drug traffickers who go to extraordinary lengths to conceal their contraband.   
 
For a bill context click here: 
http://www.legislature.state.oh.us/bills.cfm?ID=129 SB 305   
 
 

OKLAHOMA  
Governor Mary Fallin 

Statewide Public Safety Plan 
 
On May 10, 2012, the statewide public safety plan developed through Oklahoma’s Justice Reinvestment 
Initiative was signed into law by Governor Mary Fallin. 
 
HB 3052 establishes a grant program to fund crime reduction initiatives by local law enforcement 
agencies, requires at least nine months of post-release supervision of all felons, establishes risk, mental 
health and substance abuse assessments and evaluations prior to sentencing for those found guilty of a 
felony, and allows probation officers to utilize intermediate sanctions for noncompliance with 
supervision conditions.   
 
“Increasing public safety is a top priority of my administration and a primary function of state 
government. The reforms in HB 3052 will help to reduce crime and ensure our streets are safer for 
Oklahoma families,” Fallin said. “In addition to lowering crime rates, reducing the incarceration rate and 
giving law enforcement more resources to fight crime, this bill will help us to save taxpayer dollars by 
helping our corrections system operate in a more efficient and effective way.” 
 
HB 3052 goes into effect on November 1, 2012. 
 
For the full text of the release: 
http://www.ok.gov/triton/modules/newsroom/newsroom article.php?id=223&article id=7385  
 
 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Governor Tom Corbett 

Justice Reinvestment Initiative 
 

Over the last 30 years, the incarceration rate in Pennsylvania has risen by more than 500 percent.  With 
a budget approaching 2 billion dollars, the Corbett Administration made it a priority to re-examine a 
system that incarcerates more people for longer periods of time but fails to deter future crime and 
reduce recidivism.   
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In 2011 Governor Tom Corbett launched the Justice Reinvestment Initiative, a data-driven approach to 
reduce corrections spending and generate savings to reinvest in strategies that increase public safety.  A 
working group was established consisting of state cabinet secretaries, Republican and Democratic 
lawmakers, and criminal justice stakeholders, to review comprehensive analysis conducted by Council of 
State Governments (CSG) Justice staff, in partnership with the Pew Center on the States and the U.S. 
Department of Justice Bureau of Justice Assistance.  As a result, the Pennsylvania General Assembly 
unanimously passed two critical pieces of legislation, Senate Bill 100 (Act 122 – signed by Governor 
Corbett on July 5, 2012) and HB 135 (passed on October 16, 2012).   
 
Both Act 122 and HB 135 round out the working group’s public safety proposals to increase criminal 
justice system effectiveness and reinvest savings back into the community to strengthen law 
enforcement as well as to deter and reduce crime and recidivism. 
 
Act 122 focuses on correctional reform which will generate significant and immediate savings, while 
House Bill 135 provides a vehicle to reinvest those savings to support local law enforcement, victim 
services, county probation and parole, and other evidence-based programs and services that work to 
reduce crime.   
 
Provisions of Act 122 -Cost savings reform 
   

 Safe Community Re-entry requires the development of a reentry plan, and permits the 
Department of Corrections and the Parole Board to develop a network of transition and 
reintegration programs, including the ability to contract with community organizations and 
other non-profit or for-profit entities. 

 

 A reorganization of Pennsylvania’s community correction system will improve overall 
effectiveness by prioritizing intensive residential programs for people on parole supervision 
who, based on their specific level of criminogenic risk and need, will benefit the most.  The Act 
also eliminates the Prerelease Program which had permitted offenders to transition to 
Community Correction Centers prior to serving their minimum sentence.  Instead, Community 
Corrections will focus on parolees and offenders who violate technical conditions of their parole. 

 

 Act 122 expands eligibility requirements for existing diversionary and alternative sentencing 
programs such as State Intermediate Punishment (SIP), the Recidivism Risk Reduction Incentive 
(RRRI), and Boot Camp. 

 

 Illegal aliens convicted of non-violent offenses can be paroled to immigration authorities prior to 
serving their minimum sentence in order to begin the deportation process. 

 

 Provides an opportunity for counties to create a high intensity supervision program to impose 
swift, predictable and immediate punishments for offenders who violate their probation.  

 
HB 135 - Justice Reinvestment Funding 
 

 One-third of all people admitted to the Department of Corrections have less than one year 
remaining on their minimum sentence, thereby limiting the Department’ capacity to deliver 
programming and the Parole Board’s ability to review cases in a timely manner. Under HB 135, 
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counties are able to voluntarily enter a partnership that reimburses a portion of costs locally 
that the commonwealth otherwise would have borne by incarcerating lower-level offenders in 
state prison. The reimbursements can be used to develop local offender management 
strategies, such as electronic monitoring, day reporting, intensive probation supervision, and 
more.  

 

 Innovative policing grants are among the reinvestment target areas that Pennsylvania is 
providing pursuant to HB 135. The grants include categories such as virtual training of police 
officers and for department accreditation, local and regional research-based law enforcement 
strategies to deter and combat crime and gang violence. This investment can target strategies 
like hot spot policing, crime analysis, and community partnerships that help to supercharge 
existing law enforcement personnel by deploying resources more strategically, with better 
information, and a broader set of tools to prevent crime before it happens. 

 

 An allocation of the reinvestment funds will be dedicated to victim services to be utilized for the 
improvement of statewide victim notification; to aid victim service providers achieve 
administrative efficiencies by automating and streamlining their data collection and reporting 
requirements; and for programs for victims of juvenile offenders. 

 

 The Pennsylvania Commission on Sentencing will receive funds to develop a risk assessment tool 
(referenced in Act 122) to assist Judges at the time of sentencing. 

 

 Counties will be eligible for grants that focus on county probation improvement, to include the 
reduction of offenders on probation who violate the terms of their supervision.  

 
Through the leadership of Governor Tom Corbett and his administration both legislative initiatives 
passed the General Assembly unanimously demonstrating Pennsylvania’s commitment to generate 
savings through prison reform that will actually enhance public safety by reinvesting in strategies that 
will reduce recidivism.   
 
"Working together, we can deal with crime in a way that will redeem more offenders, appropriately 
incarcerate violent offenders and sexual predators, and keep us all from being held prisoner to the 
growing costs of locking up the bad guys,'' Corbett said. "We need to be as smart as we are tough on 
crime.'' 
 
For the full text of the release: http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/governor-corbett-
highlights-goals-of-justice-reinvestment-initiative-159466655.html  
 
 

TENNESSEE 
Governor Bill Haslam 

Unveils Comprehensive Public Safety Strategy 
 
In January 2012, Tennessee Gov. Bill Haslam announced a comprehensive, multi-year action plan 
designed to improve public safety statewide.  
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The Governor’s Public Safety Subcabinet Working Group, which includes commissioners and 
representatives from 11 state agencies, submitted the plan after months of meetings with more than 
300 public safety professionals and stakeholders across the state. 
 
The three goals of the public safety action plan are to significantly reduce drug abuse and drug 
trafficking; curb violent crime; and lower the rate of repeat offenders.  There are 11 objectives and 40 
action steps outlined in the plan, all specifically linked to those goals. 
 
While it is a multi-year strategy, the subcabinet working group expects to launch approximately 20 of 
the steps in 2012. Several of these steps include: 

 Making improvements to the current prescription drug data base to make it easier to identify 
abusers; 

 Developing regional alliances with other states to tackle prescription drug abuse; 
 Placing non-violent drug addicts into drug court treatment programs; 
 Imposing tougher sentences for certain types of gang-related crimes; 
 Enacting tougher sentences for gun possession by those with prior violent felony convictions; 
 Realigning under the Department of Correction the supervision of adult felony offenders to 

include probation, parole and community corrections; and 
 Mandating incarceration time for repeat domestic violence offenders. 

 
Eight of the identified action steps are already underway. Some of those steps include: 

 Development of a real-time database to track the purchases of pseudoephedrine products 
(commonly used to make meth); 

 A statewide meth lab clean-up system; 
 Development of a new anti-meth communications campaign; 
 In-depth training of all state road troopers on drug interdiction; and 
 A pilot effort in Shelby County to create a one-stop shop for assistance and services to inmates 

returning to the community. 
 
The subcabinet working group has received additional support from the Tennessee Criminal Justice 
Coordinating Council, the National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, and the Center for 
Non-Profit Management. 
 
For the full text of this release: http://news.tn.gov/node/8260  
 
 

TENNESSEE  
Governor Bill Haslam 

Statewide Anti-Meth Campaign 
 
In April 2012, Tennessee Gov. Bill Haslam rolled out a comprehensive statewide campaign designed to 
inform Tennesseans about the consequences of violating the “I Hate Meth Act,” which took effect on 
July 1, 2011. The announcement took place in coordination with the Tennessee Sheriffs’ Association 
meeting in Nashville. 
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The “Meth Stops Now” campaign is an action step in the administration’s public safety action plan and 
specifically addresses the portion of the anti-meth law that increases the penalties for making or using 
meth in the presence of children and for purchasing pseudoephedrine products for non-medical uses. 
 
The communications campaign targets the counties in Tennessee where there have been the highest 
number of children removed from homes due to meth-related incidents and the greatest number of 
meth lab seizures. In 2011, the Department of Children’s Services removed 321 children from their 
parents’ custody due to meth use or manufacturing. Law enforcement officials also seized 1,687 meth 
labs in Tennessee last year, the second highest number in the nation, according to the Tennessee Meth 
Task Force. 
 
The governor also announced $750,000 in his budget amendment for the Tennessee Bureau of 
Investigation to assist local governments with training and equipment costs related to meth clean-up. 
This funding was originally appropriated for the current fiscal year but required matching funds from 
local governments of 25 percent. The current budget proposal eliminates the matching requirement. 
 
Created by the Tombras Group, the anti-meth campaign is funded by the Department of Finance and 
Administration’s Office of Criminal Justice Programs through a grant from the U.S. Department of 
Justice’s Bureau of Justice Assistance, Office of Justice Programs, and by the Consumer Healthcare 
Products Association. It includes radio public service announcements, billboards, gas pump 
advertisements, in-store signage, informational pharmacy bag fliers, a website 
(www.methstopsnow.com), and bumper stickers for law enforcement vehicles.  
 
For more information: http://news.tn.gov/node/8635  
 
 

TENNESSEE  
Governor Bill Haslam  

Bill to Outlaw Synthetic Drugs 
 
In May 2012, Gov. Bill Haslam signed legislation outlawing synthetic drugs, resulting in felony jail time 
and fines up to $5,000 for synthetic drug sellers and makers. 
 
Press 
Governor signs bill outlawing synthetic drugs 
By Hank Hayes – May 14, 2012 
Times News 
 
Synthetic drug sellers and makers now face felony jail time and fines up to $5,000 following a 
ceremonial legislation signing by Gov. Bill Haslam in front of Tennessee High School’s student body 
Monday. 
 
The two bills sponsored by state Reps. Jon Lundberg and Tony Shipley — which address both synthetic 
marijuana and bath salts similar to controlled substances — became law on May 14th.  
 
“I think one of the things that affected our thinking ... was this is a big issue,” Haslam told reporters 
following the legislation signing at Viking Hall. “We had a student death up here, and we heard repeated 
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tales from the emergency rooms here about how many patients they were seeing from bath salts or 
synthetic drugs. It really was something becoming way too commonplace. This place was the epicenter 
of it.” 
 
Haslam’s administration included more than $300,000 in the recently passed state budget to pay for 
incarceration expenses in the law. Those expenses were based on more than 60 people going into the 
Department of Corrections for a controlled substance or imitation controlled substance offense in each 
of the past 10 years. 
 
The new laws and increased public focus on synthetic drugs, Lundberg said, apparently have scared off 
synthetic drug sellers. He added synthetic drug cases in local emergency rooms have dropped 
dramatically. 
 
“People will look to other things to try and get the same type of effect they were getting from the 
substances earlier available to them...” Dreyzehner said. “Synthetic drugs are one of those types of 
drugs that have been far too available in recent years, and we hope this legislation will make it more 
difficult for people to abuse it.” 
 
For the full text of this article: http://www.timesnews.net/article/9046602/governor-signs-bill-
outlawing-synthetic-drugs 

 
 

VIRGINIA 
Governor Bob McDonnell 

Public Safety Agenda 
 
Building on the public safety proposals outlined in his State of the Commonwealth address, Governor 
Bob McDonnell on January 19, 2012, announced his public safety agenda for the 2012 General Assembly 
session at an afternoon press conference on Capitol Square.  Highlights of the agenda include legislation 
to: provide tough mandatory minimum sentences for repeat drug dealers and life sentences for sex 
offenders who prey on children; further protect victims of crime; streamline procedures for Virginia's 
asset forfeiture laws; and, strengthen the response to emergencies and ensure maximum protection for 
victims.  
  
The governor also introduced budget proposals to provide law enforcement with the tools they need to 
keep our streets safe.  He has continued to support "599" funding for local law enforcement, restored 
financial support for sheriffs, and provided new resources for 40 vacant positions in the Virginia State 
Police.  In addition, the governor has included budget language so that localities have a mechanism for 
obtaining authorization for new drug courts, at their expense, as long as they meet certain requirements 
and provide data necessary to evaluate their success. 
  
Read the full text of the announcement:  
http://www.governor.virginia.gov/news/viewRelease.cfm?id=1093 
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Chapter 8: Topping the Charts – State by State Rankings 
 
States led by Republican governors continue to top the charts in critical categories that reflect well-
managed state governments. In this chapter we highlight several reports that rank Republican-led states 
on top of the leaderboard. 
 
Featured rankings in this chapter include: 

 CNBC, America’s Top States for Business 2012  
o 4 of 5 top states have GOP governors 
o 8 of 10 top states have GOP governors 
o 12 of 15 top states have GOP governors 

  Chief Executive, Best and Worst States for Business 
o 9 of the 10 best states for business have GOP Governors 

 Forbes, The Best States for Jobs 
o According to Forbes, 9 of the 10 best states for jobs have GOP Governors 

 Site Selection Magazine, Most Competitive States 
o 9 of 10 most competitive states as ranked by Site Selection are led by Republican 

governors 

 Bureau of Labor Statistics, State Unemployment – August 2012 
o 7 of the 9 states with the lowest unemployment rates are led by Republican Governors 
o States with Republican governors have a 7.6 percent unemployment rate; States with 

Democratic governors have an 8.6 percent unemployment rate 
o Top 5 states with the largest unemployment rate drops over the last 12 months have 

GOP governors, led by Nevada, Florida, Michigan, Mississippi and Ohio. 
o Over the last 12 months, states with Republican governors have added nearly 1.4 million 

jobs, accounting for more than 60 percent of the nation’s job growth. 
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CNBC 
America’s Top States for Business 2012 

Republican governor-led states take 12 of the top 15 spots 
 
Each year, CNBC ranks all 50 states on measures of competitiveness to determine “America’s Top States 
for Business.” States are scored based on criteria from 10 categories: Cost of Doing Business, Workforce, 
Quality of Life, Economy, Infrastructure & Transportation, Technology & Innovation, Education, Business 
Friendliness, Access to Capital, and Cost of Living.  
 
In 2012, Republican-led states dominated the top spots taking 12 out of the 15 best overall rankings. 
Rounding out the top three were Texas (Gov. Rick Perry), Utah (Gov. Gary Herbert), and Virginia (Gov. 
Bob McDonnell).  
 
For the full text of the study: http://www.cnbc.com/id/46413845  
 
 

Chief Executive 
Best & Worst States for Business 2012 

Republican governor-led states take 9 out of the top 10 spots 
 
In Chief Executive’s eighth annual survey, 650 CEOs are asked to rank the states in which they do 
business based on tax and regulation, quality of workforce and living environment. In 2012, Republican-
led states boasted 9 out of the 10 highest rankings for the Best States in which to do business in. Texas 
took the top spot for the eighth consecutive year. 
 
For the full text of the survey: http://chiefexecutive.net/best-worst-states-for-business-2012  
 
 

Forbes 
The Best States for Jobs 

9 of the 10 best states for jobs have GOP Governors 
 
In late-2011, Forbes releases a study ranking the Best States for Jobs. The study focuses on each state’s 
forecasted 5-year annual job growth, total employment, and unemployment rate. The results 
overwhelmingly celebrate the employment situation in Republican-led states as 9 of the 10 best states 
for jobs have GOP Governors. 
 
The article notes that right-to-work states dominate the leader board; all but two are right-to-work 
states. Economist Arthur Laffer is cited for his work comparing right-to-work states to states without the 
law: “Laffer found that in the past decade right-to-work states outperformed their union-shop 
counterparts in almost every metric. Gross state product growth was 53 percent versus 42 percent. 
Personal incomes rose 50 percent compared to 39 percent for union states. Job growth was 2.8 percent 
versus -1.3 percent and the population increase was 12 percent opposed to 6 percent.” 
 
For the full text of the article: http://www.forbes.com/sites/kurtbadenhausen/2011/11/22/the-best-
states-for-jobs/2/  
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Site Selection Magazine 
Most Competitive States 

9 of 10 most competitive states are led by Republican governors 
 
The May 2012 edition of Site Selection Magazine ranked the Top 10 Competitive States of 2011. 9 of 10 
most competitive states are led by Republican governors. The rankings were based on criteria relating to 
new and expanded facilities, new jobs created, tax climate, unemployment rate, and other 
competitiveness indicators. 
 
Another notable Site Selection ranking: 8 of 10 states with the most new and expanded corporate 
facilities have Republican governors. 
 
For more information on these rankings:  
http://siteselection.com/issues/2012/may/competitive-states.cfm 
http://www.conway.com/press/120301.htm 

 
 

Bureau of Labor Statistics 
State Unemployment – August 2012 

7 of the 9 states with the lowest unemployment rates are led by Republican Governors 
 

In the August 2012 Regional and State Employment and Unemployment Summary, the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics once again highlighted the success of Republican-led states in having the lowest 
unemployment rates in the country. This economic news release showed that 7 of the 9 states with the 
lowest unemployment rates are led by Republican Governors.  
 
Other notable figures: 

 States with Republican governors have a 7.6 percent unemployment rate; States with 
Democratic governors have an 8.6 percent unemployment rate. 

 Top 5 states with the largest unemployment rate drops over the last 12 months have GOP 
governors, led by Nevada, Florida, Michigan, Mississippi and Ohio. 

 Over the last 12 months, states with Republican governors have added nearly 1.4 million jobs, 
accounting for more than 60 percent of the nation’s job growth. 

 
For the full text of the release: http://www.bls.gov/news.release/laus.nr0.htm  
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Blunt Amendment #1520 on Conscience Protections
Date: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 5:38:25 PM
Attachments: Blunt Conscience Amendment.pdf

Respect for Rights of Conscience QA.DOC
S 1467 One Pager.docx

Senator Blunt has offered an amendment (#1520) to S. 1813 regarding conscience protections. 
Text and talking points from Senator Blunt’s office are attached.  A vote on the amendment is
scheduled to occur at a time TBD on Thursday, likely on the motion to table.
 
Summary:  
 

·         The amendment adds a new section to the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
(PPACA, P.L. 111-148) adding three new conscience protections regarding the mandated
“essential benefits” required by the law:
1.      Health plan sponsors could decline to provide coverage of specific items or services

mandated by the law that are “contrary to the religious beliefs or moral convictions of
the sponsor, issuer, or other entity offering such plans,” or are contrary to the religious
beliefs of the purchaser or beneficiary of said coverage.

2.      Health care providers could decline to provide, participate in, or refer for health care
services that are contrary to that provider’s religious beliefs or moral convictions.

3.      Exchanges or other governmental entities may not discriminate against a health plan,
plan sponsor, provider, or other person for exercising their conscience rights under the
amendment.

·         The amendment provides a private right of action for individuals or entities whose
conscience rights have been violated, with jurisdiction located in federal courts.

 
Background:
 

·         The amendment responds to the ongoing controversy following the Obama
Administration’s requirement that religious-affiliated employers, along with all other health
plan sponsors nationwide, must provide medical services that violate the tenets of their
faith.

·         While the Administration recently announced an “accommodation” designed to diffuse the
political controversy, many faith-based groups have found it insufficient.  Moreover, press
outlets from the New York Times to the Washington Post have expressed strong
skepticism that even this half-measure could be implemented successfully.

·         Additional background information on the religious liberty issue can be found in an RPC
document, available here.

 
Arguments in Favor: 
 

·         This amendment restores the conscience protections provided to all Americans for the past
220 years, before Obamacare imposed an unprecedented federal mandate on religious-
affiliated organizations to provide services that violate the tenets of their faith.

·         Religious institutions and individuals should not be forced to choose between violating the
law and violating their faith; this amendment would restore that balance.

·         This amendment does NOT impact any law, federal or state, other than the President’s
unpopular 2700-page health care measure.

·         This amendment would NOT impede access to contraception, which would remain widely
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available.  However, passage of this amendment would ensure that all Americans would not
be forced to choose between compliance with a government mandate and adherence to their
personal religious beliefs.

 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Broccoli Mandate Redux: Do Dems Want to Make CLASS Participation Mandatory?
Date: Monday, August 08, 2011 7:00:12 AM

Senator Thune has an op-ed in this morning’s Washington Times regarding the effects of one of the
more pernicious programs in Obamacare – the CLASS Act Ponzi scheme.  Now that even Secretary
Sebelius has admitted that the CLASS program is “totally unsustainable” as written in Obamacare,
some Democrats have another solution.  Former Obama Administration budget chief Peter Orszag,
writing in Foreign Affairs in June, called for making participation in the CLASS Act mandatory; in fact,
he said the “only solutions” to make the CLASS program solvent may be “to make the purchase of
such insurance mandatory or to require employers to provide it by default unless employees opt
out.”
 
Peter Orszag’s willingness to impose yet another unprecedented mandate on the American people –
before the individual mandate to purchase health insurance has even reached the Supreme Court –
shows just how Democrats will attempt to use any Court ruling upholding an insurance mandate to
enact ever more intrusive federal requirements on American citizens.  Based on the arguments
expressed in the Obamacare mandate cases to date, one can easily see how Democrats could
extend that logic to justify mandatory participation in the CLASS Act:
 

·         The federal role in funding Medicaid’s long-term care coverage constitutes interstate
commerce;

·         One study found that the only way to keep CLASS Act premiums below $100 per month – a
level that HHS officials called the “consensus threshold needed to get decent participation”
– is to mandate that all Americans participate in the program, thereby proving that a federal
requirement is “essential;” 

·         Doubtless the Administration would also cite statistics that nearly 2/3rd of Americans over
age 65 utilize long-term care to argue that because nearly everyone will need care as they
age, individuals not participating in CLASS are making a choice not to purchase coverage.

 
While Democrats have publicly derided the notion of “broccoli mandates” by arguing that the health
insurance mandate is unique, the fact that someone like Peter Orszag would so blithely impose yet
another mandate on the American people – before the individual mandate has even been found
constitutional – shows that the individual mandate, if upheld, would be merely the first in a long line
of new requirements and diktats imposed by Washington bureaucrats on the liberties of Americans
everywhere.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Cautionary Notes from Obamacare"s High-Risk Pool Debacle
Date: Wednesday, August 31, 2011 1:59:17 PM

Several stories over the past month have focused on developments in Obamacare’s high-risk pool
program for individuals with pre-existing conditions.  The Administration has released updated totals
of enrollment in the program, and the Government Accountability Office released its own report
analyzing the program’s first year of operations.
 
Two important themes have emerged.  First, the low enrollment in the program should serve as
some indication that the problem of individuals with pre-existing conditions who cannot obtain
insurance, while significant, is not nearly as dire as liberals would suggest.  Earlier this year, for
instance, the Administration released a report alleging that 129 million individuals had pre-existing
conditions and “could be denied affordable coverage.”  In reality, however, only about 27,500
individuals were enrolled in the new federal high-risk pool as of June 30 – that’s only .02% of the
total number of Americans the Administration claimed suffer from pre-existing conditions.  And
even the Huffington Post admitted earlier this week that 98% of funds for the risk pool program
have not been spent after nearly a full year of operations.
 
What’s just as interesting are the stories of the people who ARE enrolling in the new federal
program.  The Huffington Post article discussed one individual with a pre-existing condition who was
contemplating abandoning her private insurance to enroll in the government-run program.  Despite
the fact that the new federal risk pool requires a six-month waiting period – designed to discourage
individuals who have coverage now from dropping it – other stories have emerged of people leaving
private coverage to enroll in the taxpayer-funded risk pool program.
 
Unfortunately, these kinds of stories could become all too common in future years, as Obamacare’s
coverage expansions come online.  Low-income individuals may drop their private coverage to
obtain “free” Medicaid funded by taxpayers.  Others may look to drop their private individual
coverage to receive government subsidies on Exchanges.  And the biggest change of all could come
when individuals and employers mutually collude to drop health insurance, because both the
employee and employer will be better off (even though taxpayers will be on the hook for trillions
more in insurance subsidies).
 
The stories outline above provide a clear indication that the phenomenon of “crowd-out” – that is,
individuals dropping private coverage to obtain a taxpayer-funded benefit – clearly exists, and is
bound to plague the launch of Obamacare’s insurance subsidies in 2014.  After all, one would hardly
expect individuals with pre-existing conditions to want to drop their insurance coverage, yet this
week’s stories indicate that some are doing just that.  And if even the sickest individuals are
dropping coverage to obtain taxpayer-subsidized benefits, what leads Democrats to think that
everyone else won’t just follow?
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
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(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: CBO Chief Doubts Obamacare Delivery Reforms Will Work
Date: Thursday, July 14, 2011 7:50:34 AM

Kaiser Health News reports on a Tuesday speech by Congressional Budget Office Director Doug
Elmendorf, who indicated that CBO would be releasing a report “show[ing] that more than two
dozen demonstrations [sic] projects launched by Medicare and Medicaid over the past decade have
failed to stop the upward march of health care costs.”  The Kaiser story quotes Dr. Elmendorf as
saying that “The demonstration projects that Medicare has done in this and other areas are often
disappointing.…It turns out to be pretty hard to take ideas that seem to work in certain contexts and
proliferate that throughout the health care system.  The results are discouraging.”
 
The entire premise of Obamacare is that these types of delivery system reforms – guided by the
federal government, and particularly Obamacare’s new board of unelected and unaccountable
bureaucrats – can reduce the growth rate of health spending.  But the non-partisan head of the
Congressional Budget Office has expressed robust skepticism that this type of top-down,
bureaucratic tinkering – an intellectual elite of bureaucrats ruling in a far-off capital – can drive the
improvements needed to reduce cost growth. 
 
The only options left in the Democrat toolchest would appear to be arbitrary rationing mechanisms
– either explicit rationing through the denial of treatments and procedures, or de facto rationing by
reducing reimbursement levels so low patients cannot obtain care.  There is of course another way,
and that’s to empower doctors and patients, rather than bureaucrats, to deliver better care.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: CBO Director on Obama Deficit Proposal: "We Don"t Estimate Speeches"
Date: Thursday, June 23, 2011 9:57:23 AM

In case you weren’t watching a little bit ago, that was the verbal smackdown Congressional Budget
Office Director Elmendorf gave to the President’s deficit reduction “plan” in responding to questions
from House Budget Committee Chairman Ryan about whether or not CBO was able to estimate the
budgetary framework put forward in April.  That characterization was similar to one put forward by
the White House itself, which referred Chairman Ryan’s office to a news release for the “details” of
the President’s “plan.”
 
Other than the “Road to Rationing” included in Obamacare, which features a board of unelected
bureaucrats empowered to control Medicare spending, the President has yet to put forward a
proposal to stop our entitlement crisis.  And despite President Clinton’s warning that Democrats
need to have a Medicare plan because “you cannot have health care devour the economy,” Majority
Leader Reid has said it would be “foolish” to pass a budget.
 
When will Democrats stop offering mere plaudits and speeches and start putting forward
tangible solutions to America’s fiscal crisis?
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: CBO Gives Obamacare an Epic Fail
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2012 3:58:10 PM

One of the key unanswered questions about the health law – highlighted in an interview then-
Medicare Administrator Donald Berwick gave back in May (see below) – was whether and how
Medicare could successfully contain costs, given that Medicare spending has skyrocketed virtually
unabated since the program’s creation in 1965.  An analysis from CBO released today examined this
very issue, studying literally dozens of Medicare demonstration projects implemented over the
years.  In the brief, CBO makes crystal clear that Medicare, and specifically its fee-for-service
system, isn’t the solution – it’s the problem:
 

The evaluations show that most programs have not reduced Medicare spending: In nearly
every program involving disease management and care coordination, spending was either
unchanged or increased relative to the spending that would have occurred in the absence of
the program, when the fees paid to the participating organizations were considered.
 Programs in which care managers had substantial direct interaction with physicians and
significant in-person interaction with patients were more likely to reduce Medicare spending
than other programs, but on average even those programs did not achieve enough savings
to offset their fees….

 
Demonstrations aimed at reducing spending and increasing quality of care face significant
challenges in overcoming the incentives inherent in Medicare’s fee-for-service payment
system, which rewards providers for delivering more care but does not pay them for
coordinating with other providers, and in the nation’s decentralized health care delivery
system, which does not facilitate communication or coordination among providers.

 
The reasons for these programs’ failure to contain spending were myriad: care was not fully
integrated; the new care management fees did not offset the meager savings in Medicare spending;
the demonstration programs had too few participants to accurately determine cost savings; some
providers may have inflated risk scores to generate additional payments.
 
The Washington Post called the CBO study a “Medicare fail.”  But in reality, the study is an
OBAMACARE fail, because it undermines the two prime underpinnings of the entire 2700-page
health care law:
 

1.        That Congress could afford to pass a massive new $2.6 trillion entitlement, because it would
ultimately lead to a slowdown in the growth of Medicare spending; and

2.        That Medicare could be a model to drive changes to the broader health care system.
 
The CBO brief annihilates both theories, virtually obliterating the (already shaky) underpinnings
behind this massive entitlement expansion. 
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
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Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 
From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC) 
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2011 4:08 PM
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: The Unanswered Question on Containing Costs: Is This Time REALLY Different?
 
CMS Administrator Berwick appeared on C-SPAN’s Newsmakers program over the weekend (video
available here), and the program included a very key exchange regarding the ability of government
to improve health care costs and quality.  The Los Angeles Times’ Noam Levey noted that more than
45 years after its creation, Medicare costs still continue to rise unabated, and care is as fragmented
as it’s always been.  He asked Dr. Berwick: “Why should the public when it hears you, when it hears
the President say, ‘Don’t worry – this time we’re going to make it better, we’re going to give you a
more efficient, higher-quality health care system,’ why should they believe that the federal
government can do now what it essentially hasn’t really been able to do for close to half a
century?”
 
Dr. Berwick didn’t answer the question – in fact, his response raised more questions than it
answered.  He said that the problems of higher costs and fragmented care “are not Medicare
problems – they’re health care system problems.”  But isn’t the entire premise of Democrats’ health
reform centered on the belief that Medicare should be a model for our health care system?  If so,
why did Dr. Berwick attempt to fob Medicare’s problems off on the health care system generally – as
a model for the entire health system, shouldn’t Medicare be responsible for systemic flaws in our
current methods of care?

Therein lie the questions that Democrats haven’t answered regarding their controversial health care
law.  If the law’s supporters intend for Medicare to drive the health care innovations of the
future, then that by definition means Medicare is the root cause of our current health system
difficulties.  It therefore also means that Democrats need to explain why government, having
caused many of the structural problems plaguing our health care system, can now create a
solution in a way it has not for nearly 50 years.
 
Our nation is currently recovering from a housing and financial crisis sparked in part by the herd
mentality that suggested “this time is different” when it came to constantly rising house prices. 
Given Dr. Berwick’s comments this weekend, many may wonder whether Democrats have
exacerbated our fiscal crisis by failing to explain why this time is different with respect to the ability
of government bureaucrats to contain costs (without resorting to arbitrary rationing to do so).
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: CBO Report Exposes New Facet of Obamacare"s Unsustainable Spending
Date: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 10:33:08 AM

The Congressional Budget Office released its long-term budget outlook today, and the results can be
summed up in two words: We’re broke. 
 
According to CBO, federal spending on health care will reach 10.7 percent of GDP in 2037 – and 18.3
percent of GDP by 2087, up from 5.4 percent this year.  In other words, within one generation, one
in ten dollars in the American economy will be devoted to federal government spending on health
care programs – and that number will rise to nearly one in five dollars within the lifetimes of
children born today.  These projections are based on CBO’s alternative fiscal scenario – which in
many respects represents a more realistic version of long-term fiscal outcomes, as it follows Stein’s
Law and assumes policies that “might be difficult to sustain over a long period” won’t be.
 
CBO had already assumed that several policies in Obamacare – notably, the productivity
adjustments to hospitals and the payment reductions to be implemented by a board of
unaccountable bureaucrats – would not be sustained over the longer term.  But in a paragraph
located on page 57 of today’s report, CBO outlines yet another way Obamacare’s spending will be
unsustainable:
 

CBO assumed that two policies that affect the number of people receiving different amounts
of subsidies and that might be difficult to sustain over a long period would be altered in the
extended alternative fiscal scenario.  First, CBO assumed that the eligibility thresholds would
be modified after 2022 such that the shares of the population with incomes corresponding
to the various ranges of subsidies remained constant.  Second, CBO assumed that the
additional indexing factor described above would have no effect after 2022, so federal
subsidies would cover a constant share of the premiums per enrollee over time. 

 
To put it in plain English:  According to CBO, if Obamacare is not repealed or amended, virtually all
Americans will be forced to buy health insurance – but fewer and fewer individuals will qualify
for insurance subsidies over time, and those subsidies will pay a smaller and smaller share of
overall insurance premiums.  CBO’s alternative fiscal scenario therefore assumes that spending on
Obamacare insurance subsidies will be GREATER than current law projections – because CBO
presumes that policy-makers will not be able to tolerate individuals being forced to buy health
insurance who will not be able to afford the premiums given the subsidy regime scheduled to take
effect under current law.
 
In its prior writings, CBO had assumed that spending on subsidies will eventually have to rise above
current law projections, because the level of subsidies themselves would prove insufficient. 
However, today is the first time CBO has stated publicly that Obamacare will cause what amounts to
a new form of “bracket creep” – whereby smaller and smaller shares of the population will be
eligible for subsidies.  The revelation in today’s report represents just the newest way in which
Obamacare’s actual level of spending has proven to be far greater than initially advertised – a fiscal
“bait and switch” that will cripple future generations of taxpayers with crushing debt.
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Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: CBO: "Free" Health Care Raises Premiums Nearly 10 Percent
Date: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 10:43:28 AM

Over and above the controversies surrounding the Institute of Medicine report on women’s health
coverage – the Administration’s admission back in February that it had already decided to mandate
coverage of contraceptive services; the idea that contraceptive coverage can “prevent” medical
“ailments” – there’s one word running through many of the stories published this morning on the
IOM study: “free.”  While it’s a catchy word for headline writers to use – “WOMEN SHOULD GET
FREE BIRTH CONTROL, PANEL SAYS” – it’s also completely WRONG.  Even some of the articles
(eventually) admit that: “Although the services will be free of any additional charge to patients,
somebody has to pay.  The cost is likely to be spread among other people with health insurance,
resulting in slightly higher premiums.”  It is however curious that the fact that someone has to pay
for all this care got buried in the coverage, while the “free” moniker was thrown about in the
headline or lead paragraphs.
 
There is a bigger point here, as the Congressional Budget Office recognized when it analyzed
premium increases under Obamacare in November 2009.  CBO noted that the richer benefit
packages proposed under Obamacare would raise individual insurance premiums by up to 30
percent – not just because of the cost of services themselves, but because reducing cost-sharing
leads to increased demand:
 

…The increases in actuarial value would also reduce enrollees’ expected out-of-pocket
spending on copayments and deductibles, particularly for enrollees who used more medical
services than average.  The reduced cost sharing would lead to greater use of medical
services, which would tend to push premiums up further.

 
CBO went further, quantifying the premium impact of this reduced cost-sharing:
 

Because of the greater actuarial value and broader scope of benefits that would be covered
by new nongroup policies sold under the legislation, the average premium per person for
those policies would be an estimated 27 percent to 30 percent higher than the average
premium for nongroup policies under current law (with other factors held constant).  The
increase in actuarial value would push the average premium per person about 18 percent to
21 percent above its level under current law, before the increase in enrollees’ use of
medical care resulting from lower cost sharing is considered; that induced increase, along
with the greater scope of benefits, would account for the remainder of the overall
difference.

 
CBO predicts individual health insurance premiums will rise by an estimated 9 percent (the
difference between 18-21 percent and 27-30 percent) solely because more services are being
provided with smaller, or no, cost-sharing.  So the non-partisan CBO believes that “free” care will
raise premiums by nearly 10 percent.  Somehow that story didn’t get mentioned in all the
discussions about the IOM recommending “free” contraceptive coverage.
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Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell
Subject: Chairman Upton on Exchange funding
Date: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 4:36:43 PM
Attachments: 2010-02-07 Letter from CRS re Exchanges Grants.pdf

Majority Memorandum 033111.pdf
Exchanges Counter Points.docx
KHN Article.pdf

Action Officers and Healthcare Advisors:
 
FYI: From House Energy and Commerce:
 
Regarding the discussion about the new exchange grants announced by CMS, the House passed
Chairman Upton’s bill, H.R. 1213, on May 3, 2011 to block the unlimited funding for this purpose.
Several other bills to eliminate Obamacare slush funds were passed at about the same time.
Unfortunately, these bills are still pending on Harry Reid’s Senate Calendar.
 
Several documents that provide more details on Chairman Upton’s state exchange bill are attached.
They include:
 

1)       A February 7th, 2011 letter from CRS confirming that Section 1311(a) gives the Secretary an
unlimited amount of money to spend on state-based grants.

2)       Our majority memo for the markup of Mr. Upton’s Exchange bill.  It explains the bill in brief
at the end of the memo.

3)       Some talkers regarding why repealing the fund is a good idea despite claims that exchanges
in PPACA provide states flexibility.

4)       A Kaiser Health News article detailing how this fund could be used for much broader
purposes. Donald Berwick pointed to the availability of this fund when asked about the
financial burdens of Medicaid imposed on states.  Does CMS intend to use this unlimited
fund to plug state budgets?
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Commonwealth Fund Gives Obamacare An Epic Fail
Date: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 10:31:38 AM
Attachments: image001.png

The liberal Commonwealth Fund is out with a supposedly non-partisan comparison of the campaign health
care plans offered by President Obama and Governor Romney.  There are many charts, graphs, and statistics in
the 50-plus page report, but you really only need to read one phrase in the introduction to get the gist:
“growth in health care costs and premiums exceeds that of family incomes…”
 
That of course is far from what candidate Obama promised.  Four years ago, Barack Obama repeatedly
promised that he would cut premiums – not slow the rate of growth, but CUT them in absolute terms – by
$2,500 per family.  Jason Furman – then a campaign advisor, and now a senior Administration official – went
even further, telling the New York Times that “we think we could get to $2,500 in savings by the end of the first
term, or be very close to it.”  But while candidate Obama promised premiums would fall by $2,500 on
average, premiums have risen by $3,065 since Barack Obama was elected President.  (A visual
representation of this broken promise is attached below my signature.)
 
The Commonwealth study does its best to compensate for this broken promise, by using the best possible
assumptions about the rest of Obamacare.  For instance, to obtain better insurance coverage numbers for
Obamacare, the report assumes that every state will implement the law’s Medicaid expansion – even though
several states have already pledged not to do so, and the Congressional Budget Office agrees that many states
will not.  But no matter how you slice it, even a liberal think-tank like Commonwealth has to admit that – on
the metric struggling families care about most – Obamacare has been a massive failure.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell
Subject: Congressional Exchange letter being written to Governors
Date: Friday, June 29, 2012 11:19:24 AM

Healthcare Advisors
CC: Action Officers
 
I wanted to make you aware of the following letter that is being drafted on Capitol Hill to governors
asking them not to implement state exchanges.  I’ve asked this group to provide rgppc with a copy as
soon as it is ready so none of you- or your bosses- are blindsighted. Please see text below.
-MTS
 
 
Congresswoman Bachmann and Congressman Jordan will be sending a letter (found below) to the

National Governors Association urging each governor not to implement the state exchanges found in

ObamaCare.  Senator DeMint is spearheading the exact same letter in the Senate and we will be

sending the House and Senate version together today (current co-signers in the Senate: DeMint, Lee,

Ron Johnson, Graham, Cornyn, Coburn, Sessions, Thune, Vitter, Paul). 

 

June 29, 2012

 

National Governors Association

Hall of States

444 N. Capitol St., Ste. 267

Washington D.C. 20001-1512

 

Dear Governors:

 

The Supreme Court has ruled significant parts of the Medicaid expansion of the President’s health care

law unconstitutional as well as ruling that the individual mandate violated the Commerce Clause and

will therefore be implemented as a punitive tax on the middle class. This presents us with a critical

choice:  Do we allow this reprehensible law to move forward or do we fully repeal it and start over with

commonsense solutions? The American people have made it clear that they want us to throw this law

out in its entirety.

 

As members of the U.S. Congress, we are dedicated to the full repeal of this government takeover of

healthcare and we ask you to join us to oppose its implementation.

 

Most importantly, we encourage you to oppose any creation of a state health care exchange mandated

under the President’s discredited health care law.

 

These expensive, complex, and intrusive exchanges impose a threat to the financial stability of our

already-fragile state economies with no certainty of a limit to total enrollment numbers. Resisting the

implementation of exchanges is good for hiring and investment. The law’s employer mandate assesses

penalties - up to $3,000 per employee - only to businesses who don’t satisfy federally-approved health

insurance standards and whose employees receive “premium assistance” through the exchanges.  The

clear language of the statute only permits federal premium assistance to citizens of states who create a

state-based exchange. However, the IRS recently finalized a regulation that contradicts the law by

allowing the federal government to provide premium assistance to citizens in those states that have not

created exchanges. The IRS had no authority to finalize such a regulation. By refusing to create an
exchange, you will assist us in Congress to repeal this violation which will help lower the costs
of doing business in your state, relative to other states that keep these financially draining
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exchanges in place. 

 

State-run exchanges are subject to all of the same coverage mandates and rules as the federally-run

exchange. Clearing the hurdles of crafting an exchange that complies with the 600 plus pages of

federal exchange regulations will only result in wasted state resources and higher premiums for your

constituents.

 

Implementation of this law is not inevitable and considering more than half of the American
people oppose the law, it is improbable.  Join us in resisting a centralized government approach to

health care reform and instead focus on solutions that make health care more affordable and

accessible for every American. Let’s work to create a health care system of, for, and by the people, not

government or special interests.

 

Sincerely,
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Correcting the Record on the Berwick Nomination
Date: Monday, December 05, 2011 2:02:54 PM

The end of Donald Berwick’s tenure as Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services Administrator
last week has resulted in several news stories, as well as points that need rebutting:
 

·         First, it is NOT correct to state that “Republicans refuse[d] to even have [sic] a hearing” on
Berwick’s confirmation – for Republicans have no power to block the Senate Finance
Committee from moving forward on Berwick’s nomination (or any other nomination).
 Chairman Baucus could have called a confirmation hearing any time he liked, but chose not
to do so.
 

·         Second, if the White House wants to claim that Berwick’s nomination was blocked because
senators “put political interests above the best interests of the American people,” their
criticisms should be focused on Democrats who did not want to call a hearing, and were
afraid to discuss either Berwick or Obamacare at any point during the second half of 2010,
their huge Senate majorities notwithstanding.  The White House should also look in the
mirror – because according to key Democrat staffers, the Administration wanted to appoint
Berwick in 2009, but decided not to, perhaps because it learned of his controversial views
and did not want them publicized in the run-up to Obamacare’s passage.  Berwick had
previously committed to delivering a public “point-by-point rebuttal” to his critics, but the
New York Times noted this weekend that “for political reasons, the Administration did not
want him [Berwick] to defend past statements” regarding rationing and British socialized
medicine.  In other words, the White House censored Berwick, thereby playing politics
with his nomination.
 

·         Third, the idea that Republican criticisms of Berwick were based on a “caricature”
significantly understates the breadth and scope of Berwick’s comments regarding
controversial issues.  In an interview with MSNBC’s Chris Hayes over the weekend, Hayes
alleged that opposition to Berwick were based on one article about rationing and one
speech about the NHS.  Berwick himself claimed his critics had “a lack of authenticity in
inquiry.”  But in reality, the more one inquires into Berwick’s history, the more one finds
controversial statements focused on a health system driven by government bureaucracy and
centralized planning.  One publicly available document shows not just one article or one
speech, but 158 separate quotes over 22 pages, and dozens of articles, highlighting
Berwick’s troubling views – none of which have been publicly refuted.  Dr. Berwick wrote
articles with such titles as “Cost-Effectiveness Analysis in Pediatric Practice,” which makes
one wonder:  If these cost-effectiveness analyses were NOT designed with rationing health
care in mind, then what exactly was the point of conducting the analysis in the first place?
 

·         Fourth, the notion that Republican concerns about Berwick were based upon
gamesmanship, and that his nomination was merely “derailed by politics” understates the
problematic nature of his nomination.  Berwick himself said this weekend that “I did not
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even know if I was fit for” the CMS post.  This concern about his managerial skills was
shared by others in the health policy sphere, who “voiced concerns that Berwick lacked the
administrative background for the position.”  Berwick in a 2006 interview admitted:
“Inattention to detail is my biggest defect….I can create a mess.”  Couple his lack of
managerial expertise with his controversial – and oft-repeated – views, and there were
many substantive reasons, both practical and philosophical, for Republicans to question his
nomination, not just a desire to score points.
 

Finally, it’s worth pointing out that in his New York Times interview, Berwick conceded the health
care law remains unpopular: “It’s a complex, complicated law.  To explain it takes a while.  To
understand it takes an investment that I’m not sure the man or woman in the street wants to make
or ought to make….Somehow we have not put together that story in a way that’s compelling.”  That
one of Obamacare’s key implementers, and biggest supporters, acknowledges the public continues
to reject the law speaks volumes about the 2700-page measure.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Countdown to Obamacare"s (Next) Tax Increases on the Middle Class
Date: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 7:39:26 AM

At the White House media briefing yesterday, the President and press secretary Jay Carney spoke
next to a “countdown clock” listing the time until this year’s temporary payroll tax cut expires. 
Given the White House’s sudden interest in preventing tax increases on the middle class, we went
back and checked all the middle-class tax increases that take effect just over one year from now:
 

·         New limits on contributions to Flexible Spending Arrangements, which will affect the 35
million Americans covered under these accounts;

·         Tighter restrictions on deducting medical expenses, which will hit families with particularly
high health care costs; and

·         Taxes on medical products and industries, which the Congressional Budget Office and other
outside experts agree will be passed on to consumers, raising insurance premiums by as
much as $5000 per family over a decade.

 
Thanks to the marvels of modern technology, there’s a website tool that allows you to count down
to Obamacare’s new January 2013 tax increases on the middle class; it’s available here. 
 
Then again, several middle-class tax increases have already taken effect – new restrictions on FSAs
and Health Savings Accounts, and Obamacare’s first tax increase, on tanning products, which took
effect in July 2010.  A clock showing how long Obamacare has been raising taxes on the middle class
– a whopping 523 days and counting – is available here.
 
And in the interests of bipartisanship, we certainly would have no objections to the White House
using these clocks, as a way to show how Obamacare is raising taxes on struggling middle-class
families.  Coming soon to a presidential press briefing near you…?
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Deadline Day for DOJ: Will the Administration End the Obamacare Uncertainty...?
Date: Monday, September 26, 2011 9:49:50 AM

The Los Angeles Times and other news outlets have noted that today marks an important deadline in
the ongoing legal battle over Obamacare.  If the Justice Department wants the full Eleventh Circuit
Court of Appeals to review its decision striking down the law’s individual mandate, it must apply for
such an en banc review by today; otherwise, the Justice Department’s only option would be an
appeal to the Supreme Court.  The Times article notes that seeking an en banc review “could take
weeks, or even months, and probably push back a Supreme Court ruling until 2013” – which some
would view as a political ploy to avoid placing an election-year spotlight on Obamacare’s unpopular
individual mandate.
 
There’s every reason for the Justice Department to avoid the dilatory nature of an en banc petition,
and request the Supreme Court take up the individual mandate in the term it will start next week. 
The issues surrounding the mandate have been well-argued: three circuit courts have now ruled on
the mandate, and a fourth heard oral arguments on the mandate last Friday.  Meanwhile, the
uncertainty surrounding the law continues to affect the broader economy – investment firms have
called the law “arguably the biggest impediment to hiring,” and states have complained that they do
not have sufficient information to implement the law in a timely fashion.
 
In recent weeks President Obama has asked Republicans to put country before party.  The question
now is, Will President Obama’s Justice Department put the good of the country first, and stop the
delays and uncertainty by asking the Supreme Court to rule on Obamacare immediately?
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs  Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs  Chris (JEC)
Subject: DeMint Letter to AARP on Payroll Tax and Trust Funds
Date: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 4 07:50 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Senator DeMint to Barry Rand 102312.pdf

Sen. DeMint has sent a letter to AARP today (attached) regarding the organization’s position on the payroll tax holiday.  Press reports from last week
indicate that AARP opposes extending the payroll tax holiday because “the group simply does not want to sacrifice the Social Security Trust Fund” to
do it.  Officials from AARP claimed an extension would cut short a revenue stream that will be “depleted within the next 25 years….Social Security is a
separate, off-budget program, with a dedicated funding source—messing with the formula shouldn’t even be a part of the budget debate.”
 
As a reminder, Obamacare took a dedicated funding stream for Medicare – the Medicare payroll tax – and used it to finance the new government
entitlements created by Obamacare.  That’s why the non-partisan CBO said that the Medicare reductions in Obamacare “will not enhance the ability
of the government to pay for future Medicare benefits” – because those savings will be used to fund other unsustainable entitlements.
 
Experts agree that Medicare is in MUCH worse financial shape than Social Security – the program will become insolvent much sooner, has been
running cash-flow deficits since 2008, and according to current projections, the program will NEVER come back into balance.  (See, for instance, the
chart below my signature.)  Yet AARP opposes the payroll tax “raid” on the Social Security payroll tax – even as it supports Obamacare’s “raid” on the
Medicare payroll tax.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: DeMint Letter to Obama Asks President to Hold AARP Accountable
Date: Thursday, October 04, 2012 3:42:44 PM
Attachments: 100412 AARP PresidentLetter.pdf

This afternoon Senator DeMint sent a letter to the President, asking him to hold AARP to account for
its questionable insurance practices.  The letter is attached, and pasted in full below my signature. 
Key excerpts:
 

During your debate with Governor Romney last night, you criticized Medicare premium
support proposals as leaving seniors “at the mercy of insurance companies,” while
trumpeting AARP’s endorsement of Obamacare…The evidence is clear that Obamacare
places seniors at the mercy of one organization – AARP itself….If you want to ensure seniors
are not at the mercy of insurance companies, I encourage you to stop defending AARP’s
abusive insurance practices, and instead stand up to the organization when it takes
advantage of seniors.  

 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
 
October 4, 2012
 
President Barack Obama
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20500
 
Dear Mr. President:
 
                During your debate with Governor Romney last night, you criticized Medicare premium
support proposals as leaving seniors “at the mercy of insurance companies,” while trumpeting
AARP’s endorsement of Obamacare.  However, as I outlined in a recent report about AARP, entitled
“Profits Before Principles,” the evidence is clear that Obamacare places seniors at the mercy of one
organization – AARP itself.  Because everyone is entitled to his own opinions, but no one is entitled
to his own facts, I feel obligated to point out three undisputed facts:
 
1.       AARP makes most of its money selling health insurance to seniors – and profits financially

when premiums rise.  According to its own financial statements, AARP received nearly half a
billion dollars in “royalty fees” – or what AARP members have called “kickbacks” – from United
Healthcare just last year.  Most of this money came from selling Medigap supplemental
insurance to seniors.  And the arrangement under which AARP receives royalties for selling
Medigap plans is ethically questionable – AARP receives a percentage of every Medigap
premium dollar paid by seniors, meaning AARP makes more in profits the higher premium costs
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climb.
 

2.       AARP currently discriminates against seniors with pre-existing conditions.  AARP admits that
it imposes waiting periods on individuals applying for its Medigap plans who have pre-existing
conditions.  These practices not only violate AARP’s supposed commitment to “ending health
status discrimination” – they also violate your claim that insurance companies won’t be able to
“jerk you around” now that Obamacare has passed.
 

3.       Obamacare allows AARP and other sellers of Medigap insurance to continue discriminating
against seniors with pre-existing conditions.  The Medigap insurance market – which AARP
dominates – received a special exemption from the law’s ban on pre-existing condition
discrimination, so AARP can continue its practice of restricting access to those with pre-existing
conditions with your Administration’s blessing.  Medigap insurance also received waivers from
several other new requirements in the law: Section 1103 exempts plans from medical-loss ratio
requirements; Section 9014 exempts plans from caps on industry executive compensation; and
Section 10905(d) exempts plans from the tax applied to all other health insurers.  Your
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) went even further, exempting Medigap
insurance from premium rate review through regulations – even though AARP, the largest seller
of Medigap plans, makes more in profit the higher premiums rise on seniors.
 

                Documents recently released by House investigators also show a close nexus between your
Administration and AARP during the rush to ram Obamacare through Congress.  For instance, Jim
Messina – then your Deputy Chief of Staff, now your re-election campaign manager – asked AARP
for “immediate robo calls into Nebraska urging [Senator Ben] Nelson to vote for cloture” on the bill. 
And in December 2009, the White House Office of Public Engagement asked AARP to put out talking
points rebutting a Republican amendment related to Medicare.
 
                I am therefore concerned that your Administration may have negotiated a backroom deal,
whereby AARP’s lucrative Medigap insurance was exempted from new regulations and enforcement,
while AARP provided political cover to your campaign to enact Obamacare – and now your
campaign for re-election.  HHS Secretary Sebelius has been very quick to attack other insurers’
practices, but has not dared criticize AARP – even though AARP’s insurance business is more
profitable than many other insurance companies.
 
                If you want to ensure seniors are not at the mercy of insurance companies, I encourage you
to stop defending AARP’s abusive insurance practices, and instead stand up to the organization
when it takes advantage of seniors.  
 
Sincerely,
 
Jim DeMint
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Democrats ALREADY Raised Taxes -- To Pay for MORE SPENDING
Date: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 9:29:18 AM

During his opening remarks this morning, Leader Reid continued the Democrat theme of haranguing
“millionaires and billionaires” and insisting that Republicans must raise taxes – which will harm jobs
during a time of continued high unemployment – as part of a “balanced” solution to America’s fiscal
crisis.  These comments miss one key fact:  Democrats ALREADY raised taxes – on rich and poor
alike – as part of the health care law, and they did so NOT to reduce the deficit, but to pay for
more federal spending.
 
CBO’s long-term budgetary outlook, released last month, quantifies the large effect of Obamacare’s
tax increases – effects that will only grow over time.  Table 6-2 notes that the tax increases in
Obamacare will increase revenues by 1.2% of GDP between now and 2035.  Based on the size of the
economy in 2011 dollars, that amounts to a $180 billion annual tax increase thanks to the law.  In
addition, CBO estimates that “Cadillac tax” on high-cost health plans “would increase total revenues
by more than 0.7 percent of GDP in 2035 and higher percentages thereafter.”  This year’s report did
not make long-range estimates, but in last year’s report CBO projected the “Cadillac tax” alone
would raise 3 percent of GDP in 2080.  Because the “Cadillac tax” will continue to grow over time,
its impact in 2080 would be about a $450 billion annual tax increase in 2011 dollars – just for one
tax increase, for one year.
 
Meanwhile, multiple Democrats have made comments that additional means-testing of Medicare
and other entitlements is a non-starter.  It’s interesting that the same Democrats who want to tax
“millionaires and billionaires” say they are “absolutely opposed” to making those same individuals
pay more for their taxpayer-funded benefits.  
 
To sum up:  After having raised taxes once to pay for Obamacare’s unsustainable new entitlements,
Democrats want to raising taxes on small American job creators AGAIN – in order to ensure that
Warren Buffett will continue to receive his Social Security pension and Bill Gates can obtain
taxpayer-funded Medicare benefits.  With this tax-and-spend mentality on full display among
Democrats, is it any wonder that our nation is facing trillion-dollar deficits – or that businesses
are reluctant to hire the new workers that would spark greater economic growth?
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Democrats" Brickbats Towards McKinsey
Date: Thursday, June 23, 2011 7:30:10 AM

The Wall Street Journal has a great editorial this morning (clipped in full below) about the vilification
campaign against consultants at McKinsey – complete with letters asking for the names of its biggest
clients (what exactly do Democrats intend to do with that list…?).  McKinsey’s “sin” in this case was
daring to speak a politically inconvenient truth – that employers may well drop coverage for their
workers in 2014 because of Obamacare’s perverse incentives for them to do so.
 
Democrats claimed vindication because McKinsey rightly claimed their survey was a study of
employers and not an economic analysis.  The Administration’s supposed logic behind that claim?
 “An analysis of business attitudes in the real world is less credible than CBO’s macroeconomic
models that depend on undisclosed assumptions.  These are the same models that claim the
stimulus ‘created or saved’ millions of jobs.”  (Incidentally, if Democrats are interested in
transparency – rather than just intimidating people with whom they disagree – why aren’t they
asking for CBO to make public the “undisclosed assumptions” in its model?)
 
But consider this quote: “It appears that the new law will make it beneficial for many employers to
drop their health insurance coverage.  In 2014 and beyond, once federal money is available through
the insurance Exchanges, switching from employer coverage to the Exchanges may benefit both
employers and workers in a wide range of income levels.”  That quote comes not from McKinsey,
but from the Tax Policy Center – hardly a conservative, and perhaps not even a moderate, think-
tank.  Their analysis from last year confirmed the same findings as former CBO Director Doug Holtz-
Eakin – that firms will gladly pay a $2,000 fine to shed health insurance obligations that can exceed
$15,000 per year.
 
Just to emphasize, daring to point out employers will make economically rational decisions in
response to perverse incentives from government has prompted a massive vilification campaign
from the White House and Congressional Democrats.  At a time of anemic growth and record-high
unemployment, it’s a sad commentary indeed on American economic policy.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 

Shutting Up McKinsey
The White House vilifies a company for reporting health-
care reality.

The White House routinely tries to intimidate its health-care critics, but the campaign against
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McKinsey & Co. is something else. The management consultants attempted to find out how
U.S. business will respond to the government restructuring of 17.3% of the economy,
Democrats don't like the results, and so McKinsey must pay with its reputation.

The firm's sin was to canvass some 1,300 companies and report that nearly a third will
"definitely" or "probably" stop offering insurance to employees after 2014, dumping them
instead into ObamaCare's subsidized exchanges. McKinsey conducted the survey as part of
its routine market research.

Democrats immediately blasted the results, attacked McKinsey's integrity and demanded that
it release its methodology and full responses. Nancy-Ann DeParle, the deputy chief of staff
who is running ObamaCare from the White House, was withering. Senate Finance Chairman
Max Baucus chimed in with questions like "Who are your biggest clients? Do you expect
McKinsey & Co. to benefit financially from the results of this survey?"

So this week McKinsey opened its books, and what do you know, the survey was rigorous.
Respondents were a representative cross-section of businesses of many sizes and across
industries and regions, and the questions were impartial.

Ms. DeParle and others claimed vindication because McKinsey conceded it was not a
"predictive economic analysis," while forecasters like the Congressional Budget Office think
the law will have little effect on employer coverage. In other words, an analysis of business
attitudes in the real world is less credible than CBO's macroeconomic models that depend on
undisclosed assumptions. These are the same models that claim the stimulus "created or
saved" millions of jobs.

The furor says less about McKinsey than about the politically damaging reality of the new
law. As the McKinsey survey shows in detail, many businesses may be better off if they drop
coverage and pay workers slightly more to compensate for fewer benefits, along with paying
the new penalty for not providing insurance. Many workers earning up to $102,000 may also
be better off because the ObamaCare subsidies are so much larger than the current tax break
for employer coverage.

As more people partake of "free" health care, taxpayer costs will explode. Consumers will
gradually lose the choice and quality of private insurance for the politically mandated policies
that will be offered in most exchanges. Increasing the share of the insurance market operating
under Washington command and control will increase costs and distortions in the health
markets.

McKinsey's study merely echoes what economist Doug Holz-Eakin has also been shouting
from the rafters about ObamaCare's impact on private coverage. Ditto for Eugene Steuerle of
the Urban Institute. Is that left-leaning outfit now a GOP mouthpiece too? McKinsey isn't
known for its partisan sympathies, and most top-drawer consulting firms deliberately avoid
the political fray. Clients want intelligence, not controversy.

The White House method is nonetheless to assail even disinterested analysts as dishonest or
motivated by bad faith, and the habit is especially pronounced against businesses that have
something to lose. Think of the public trashing of the insurers WellPoint and Humana for
accurately describing how costs will soar under the new entitlement, or the companies like
AT&T and Verizon that ObamaCare forced to take huge writedowns last year.
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The fact that the White House feels it must vilify businesses for telling the truth about
ObamaCare shows just how destructive the law really is.
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Democrats" Hypocrisy on Beneficiary Lawsuits
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2011 2:39:32 PM

Amidst the comparative quiet of the August recess this month have come developments in the
Supreme Court cases collectively known as Maxwell-Jolly.  The cases, scheduled to be heard by the
Court on the first day of its new term this October, involve whether Medicaid providers and
beneficiaries have a private right of action (i.e., the right to sue) against state officials regarding
reimbursement rates and beneficiary access. 
 
Earlier this month, a group of Congressional Democrats – including Leaders Pelosi and Reid, and
Chairmen Baucus and Harkin – filed an amicus brief with the Court asking them to sustain a private
right of action, arguing that giving beneficiaries the right to sue states “provides impoverished
Medicaid patients and the medical providers who serve them a means of redress in the court
system that they would often not have in the political battles over budget cuts.”  Likewise, the New
York Times editorial board supported a private right of action, arguing in a leader that “beneficiaries
need the right to sue…so that they can force states to consider whether reducing provider payments
will limit access to care.”
 
These comments by the Democrat leaders and the Times are certainly very interesting, seeing as
how Obamacare explicitly DENIES Medicare patients the right to sue over restricted or denied
access to care.  Specifically, Section 3403 of the statute prohibits lawsuits against the rulings of
Obamacare’s new board of 15 unelected, unaccountable bureaucrats.  This provision denying
judicial review was put into the law despite warnings from the Medicare actuary and others that the
Medicare payment reductions in the law will be “difficult to achieve” and could cause severe access
problems over the long term – precisely the issue the Democrat leaders cited as providing
justification for Medicaid beneficiaries to sue. 
 
What’s more, Medicaid providers and beneficiaries currently have a form of redress – they can (and
have) utilized federal administrative processes through Washington to demand changes in state
Medicaid programs.  Conversely, Obamacare prohibits BOTH judicial AND administrative review of
the board of bureaucrats’ Medicare rulings – making the power of these unelected officials nearly
absolute.
 
So why do Democrats claim to support allowing lawsuits for Medicaid patients, only to vote for a bill
(now law) that denies Medicare patients – many of whom are also on Medicaid – the ability to sue
to stop treatments being denied them by an unelected board?  If the Democrat leaders – and the
New York Times – think access to care for Medicaid beneficiaries merits patients’ right to sue, why
did they take that right away from Medicare beneficiaries, while at the same time imposing
Medicare payment reductions that non-partisan experts believe will impede access to care?  Any
way you slice it, these contradictory statements by Democrats on Maxwell-Jolly illustrate how
Obamacare doesn’t even live up to the standards Democrats themselves have set.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
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Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Democrats" Hypocrisy on Rationing and Transparency
Date: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 9:50:06 AM

Secretary Sebelius just alleged that the House Republican budget would allow insurers to ration
care, and that Obamacare’s Independent Payment Advisory Board would not ration health care
access to seniors.  But responding earlier to a question from Rep. Gingrey, the Secretary admitted
that Obamacare does NOT define the word “rationing” in the 2700-page law.  So it’s worth asking:
 How can Secretary Sebelius be so sure that the House-passed budget would ration care – and
Obamacare would NOT ration care – if she can’t even define what rationing is?
 
The Secretary also said the Administration would support public hearings for the IPAB’s bureaucrats
before they deliver their rulings.  But the statute itself includes NO requirement for public comment
prior to IPAB issuing its ruling.  Candidate Obama also promised to televise all health care
negotiations on C-SPAN – a promise that President Obama promptly broke upon taking office.  So
why should we believe the assurances of the Obama Administration when it comes to transparency
regarding this board of unelected and unaccountable bureaucrats?
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Democrats Man the Obamacare Lifeboats
Date: Friday, April 20, 2012 7:42:01 AM

This week people around the world have been commemorating the centenary of the sinking of the
Titanic.  The timing of this inauspicious anniversary seems rather appropriate, since, as The Hill notes
this morning, Democrats have finally figured out that their 2700-page health care monstrosity hit a
metaphorical iceberg with the American people, causing many to abandon ship:

Rep. Brad Miller (D-NC): “I think we would all have been better off — President Obama
politically, Democrats in Congress politically, and the nation would have been better off — if
we had dealt first with the financial system and the other related economic issues and then
come back to healthcare.”

Rep. Dennis Cardoza (D-CA): Obamacare should have been done “in digestible pieces that
the American public could understand and that we could implement.” (Keep this quote in
mind the next time someone asks why Republicans don't have a 2700-page Obamacare
“alternative.”)

Rep. Barney Frank (D-MA): “I think we paid a terrible price for healthcare....I would not
have pushed it as hard. As a matter of fact, after [Sen.] Scott Brown [R-Mass.] won [in
January 2010], I suggested going back. I would have started with financial reform, but
certainly not healthcare.”

Sen. Jim Webb (D-VA): “I’ll be real frank here...I think that the manner in which the health-
care reform issue was put in front of the Congress, the way that the issue was dealt with by
the White House, cost Obama a lot of credibility as a leader.”

Rep. Norm Dicks (D-WA): “It [Obamacare] did hurt us, there’s no doubt about it. The
climate out there was really ugly because of it.”

Former Rep. Artur Davis (D-AL): “I think [Obamacare] is the single least popular piece of
major domestic legislation in the last 70 years. It was not popular when it passed; it’s less
popular now....I think the worst thing that could happen to Barack Obama’s reelection
campaign would be if he had to spend four months this fall explaining what ObamaCare 2
would look like.”

Both individually and collectively, these quotes from Democrat Members of Congress bring to mind
several key points.  First, whatever happened to “Those who voted for healthcare will find it an asset
and those who voted against it will find it a liability?”  (Apparently these Democrats haven't gotten
word about the “Heck yeah, I like Obamacare” memo either.)  Second, with “friends” like this, does
Obamacare really need enemies?  Not that the law is lacking for opponents, because – as
Republicans have said all along, and events this week have proved – the only thing bipartisan about
the 2700 page law has been the opposition to it.
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Posted on the Freedom on Call blog here.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Democrats Object to Eliminating a Ponzi Scheme
Date: Wednesday, November 02, 2011 3:39:42 PM

In case you weren’t watching the floor a few minutes ago, Sen. Rockefeller objected to a unanimous
consent request to take up and pass a repeal of the CLASS Act Ponzi scheme.  What’s almost as
interesting is WHY Sen. Rockefeller said he objected to such a move.  He claimed that the process by
which some individuals take actions to enroll in Medicaid long-term care was “the humiliation of
Americans” and a “sorry” process.
 
But if enrolling in Medicaid represents a “humiliation” and is a “sorry” process, then why did Sen.
Rockefeller and his Democrat colleagues vote to EXPAND Medicaid to tens of millions more
Americans as part of Obamacare?  Sen. Rockefeller previously said he was “sad” that Obamacare
didn’t expand Medicaid even further it did, and earlier this year organized a letter objecting to
Republican attempts to reform and modernize the broken program.  Yet today he objected to
removing a “totally unsustainable” program, on the grounds that the alternative* – relying on
Medicaid for long-term care coverage – represents a “humiliation” for poor people.
 
America needs serious solutions to tackling the problems of long-term care, and reforming our
unsustainable entitlements.  But the CLASS Act is not the proper solution for the former, and
Obamacare’s massive entitlement expansion – putting more people in a very leaky Medicaid
rowboat – will only exacerbate the latter.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 
* Republicans would argue that there are other long-term care alternatives available, such as private
coverage, and alternatives to the CLASS Act as well.  But Sen. Rockefeller’s comments implied the
only option was Medicaid or CLASS – a distinction many would argue represents a false choice.
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Did Liberals Admit Obamacare Will Increase the Deficit...?
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2011 1:23:00 PM

The Center for Budget and Policy Priorities released a report earlier this week that shed some
interesting light on Obamacare’s claims of deficit reduction.  The report spends nearly 20 pages
attacking Medicare premium support proposals for creating a “two-tier health care system,”
because in CBPP’s view the inflation adjustments in such proposals would not keep up with rising
health costs.  Conversely, the report claims that under Obamacare, “the premium credits that low-
and moderate-income families will receive to help buy coverage through the new health insurance
exchanges are designed to keep pace with health insurance costs, at least for the first five years.” 
That sentence is followed by this doozy of a footnote:
 

Starting in 2019, the growth in premium credits is limited if premiums grow faster than the
CPI.  Congress enacted this provision as part of the Health Care and Education Affordability
Reconciliation Act of 2010 in order to hold down the cost of health reform in later decades,
but many analysts believe that it will eventually have to be modified.

 
In other words, the liberal CBPP cites as conventional wisdom the belief that Obamacare’s
premium subsidies will have to be increased even further – thus reducing, or likely eliminating
entirely, all of the law’s supposed “savings.”  CBPP was forced to make this striking admission
because the inflation adjustments for premium subsidies in Obamacare are similar, and possibly
equal, to the inflation adjustments for Medicare recipients under the House Republican budget’s
premium support model.    That fact leaves CBPP on the horns of a dilemma, as either:
 

·         Premium subsidies under Obamacare will be inadequate – meaning individuals will be
FORCED to buy a policy they cannot afford*; or

·         Obamacare will require massive new subsidies ON TOP OF the trillions already approved,
destroying the mirage of deficit-neutrality Democrats purport to claim; or

·         The inflation adjustments in the House Republican proposal for Medicare are just as
sustainable as Obamacare’s premium subsidies, and the left’s attempt to claim otherwise
represents scare tactics and political posturing.

 
As the saying goes, that’s not class warfare.  That’s math.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 
* It’s worth reiterating that Republican proposals for Medicare premium support do NOT involve
coercing seniors to buy a product, unlike Obamacare’s constitutionally dubious individual mandate.
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Did Secretary Sebelius Read the Bill?
Date: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 9:11:11 AM

Testifying before the Energy and Commerce Committee, Secretary Sebelius was just asked what
redress someone would have if they were denied access to care as a result of the recommendations
of Obamacare’s IPAB treatment denial board.  Her response: “A court challenge.”
 
But here’s what page 420 of the law actually says regarding review of IPAB’s recommendations:
 

(5) LIMITATION ON REVIEW.—There shall be no administrative or judicial review under
section 1869, section 1878, or otherwise of the implementation by the Secretary under this
subsection of the [IPAB] recommendations contained in a proposal.

 
The Secretary alleged that access to the courts for beneficiaries would be maintained if IPAB did
exceeded its statutory authority and “rationed” care.  But because the statute itself doesn’t define
what “rationing” is, how can anyone claim the IPAB exceeded its authority and “rationed” health
care?
 
The fact remains that the IPAB will give virtually unlimited power to a board of unelected,
unaccountable bureaucrats to reduce Medicare spending.  And Secretary Sebelius’ inability to
articulate a way in which someone could actually challenge IPAB recommendations in court just
confirms that notion.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Did the Obama Campaign Publicly Mislead on the Costs of Obamacare?
Date: Monday, January 23, 2012 4:27:57 PM

One more interesting nugget related to Ryan Lizza’s New Yorker piece.  This afternoon the author
publicly posted the 57-page memo that the presidential transition team gave to President-elect
Obama in December 2008 outlining economic and fiscal options for the incoming Administration. 
Table 4 (page 28) of the memo includes a list of campaign promises, and their estimated cost in
2014.  The table shows the estimated cost of Obamacare’s subsidies at $190 billion in 2014 alone. 
Below the table, a note on the next page explains “the health plan is about $10 billion more costly
than the campaign estimated, and the savings are about $25 billion lower than the campaign
estimated.”
 
So according to the memo from the Administration’s own advisors, even as the Obama presidential
campaign publicly claimed its proposals would cost “50-65 billion a year when fully phased in,”
the Obama campaign privately estimated the cost at $180 billion in 2014 – more than three times
the public number.  It is therefore quite reasonable to ask 1) whether the Obama campaign
purposefully misled the public about what they knew to be the true costs of a comprehensive
health bill along the lines Obama envisioned; 2) what any attempt to hide the bill’s true costs from
the public suggests about its popular appeal; and 3) how hiding important facts from the public
represents “change we can believe in.”
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Disney World? Meet "Obamacare World..."
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2012 1:56:58 PM

The President’s visit to Walt Disney World today comes weeks after a liberal group attempted to
make Obamacare more popular by releasing “The Game of Obamacare.”  In a similar vein, and
playing off today’s presidential visit, below are some “attractions” that individuals may soon find in
“Obamacare World:”
 

Mr. Obama’s Wild Ride:  Takes riders through the twists and turns created by Obamacare’s
159 new boards, commissions, and programs, as well as the more than 10,000 pages of new
federal regulations and notices related to Obamacare.
 
Obamacare People Mover:  Uses Obamacare’s perverse incentives to “move” people from
their existing coverage by encouraging employers to dump their workers’ existing plans. 
Costs $1.4 trillion to ride.  (This attraction was nearly called “Great Moments with Mr.
Obama,” given the President’s role as the great “emancipator” of individuals from their
health coverage.)
 
Fantasyland:  The enchanted land where spending $2.6 trillion on a new entitlement
magically reduces the deficit.  Until it doesn’t.
 
It’s a Small, Small Wallet:  Boat ride illustrating the effects of Obamacare’s $800 billion in
new taxes – twelve of which affect families with incomes under $250,000 – on the middle
class.  The ride also includes a catchy yet annoying song.
 
Carousel of (Jobs) Decline:  Revolving attraction tracking how the “4 million jobs – 400,000
jobs almost immediately” promised by Speaker Pelosi failed to materialize.  The final scene
demonstrates how Obamacare actually discourages work, and will reduce the labor supply
by 800,000.
 
Haunted Mansion:  Rather than 999 grim, grinning ghosts, this mansion is instead haunted
by 15 IPAB bureaucrats – officials who will make binding rulings to reduce Medicare
spending.  What’s worse, not even the undead will be able to challenge their rulings.
 
Country Human Jamboree:  Theater program created by a group of individuals who took
Speaker Pelosi’s advice to ‘leave your work’ and ‘be creative and be a musician or whatever,’
knowing they would have taxpayer-subsidized insurance thanks to Obamacare. 

 
Unfortunately, however, Obamacare is NOT the “Happiest Place on Earth” – far from it, in fact.  For
the many families and businesses harmed by the law’s many tax increases, mandates, and
regulations, the law is already proving all too real.  And claiming that the law’s $800 billion in tax
increases, massive bureaucracies, and incentives for employers to drop coverage will actually help
middle class families is just, well, goofy.
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Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Dizzy Yet...?
Date: Thursday, September 22, 2011 1:04:13 PM

Politico reports this afternoon that the Administration is attempting to “knock down” rumors –
reported here and elsewhere – that HHS will be closing the CLASS Act office.  According to the
Politico piece, the HHS statement said:
 

·         The Administration is not killing the CLASS program; but
·         The Administration has not decided to go forward with the CLASS program; and
·         The Administration has not closed the CLASS office; but
·         All the employees in the CLASS office are being re-assigned.

 
The actuary whose departure e-mail sparked this little controversy spoke to CongressDaily about his
claim the CLASS office is being closed: “I don’t think that’s the official line.”  Then again, given the
confusing and slightly bewildering nature of the HHS statements on the matter, it’s somewhat hard
to figure out what “the official line” really is.
 
The bigger question is why this change – whatever HHS wants to call it – is happening in the first
place.  HHS has had 18 months to figure out how to implement CLASS.  Today’s developments do
nothing to resolve the major questions regarding solvency – in fact, they only adds to them.  If the
Administration can’t figure out how to implement the program after a year and a half, why hasn’t
HHS decided to “fish or cut bait” about whether or not the program can be implemented in a fiscally
responsible manner?  Is the Administration attempting to hide a major policy problem related to
Obamacare in advance of the President’s re-election bid – because HHS and the White House do
not want to admit that they allowed a fundamentally insolvent program to be enacted by Congress?
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Do House Democrat Leaders Oppose Obamacare?
Date: Friday, July 22, 2011 8:25:29 AM

This morning’s CongressDaily features an article on the debt limit negotiations, and Democrats’
adamant insistence that any agreement include job-crushing taxes.  The article quoted House
Democrat Caucus Chairman John Larson as saying that “the only way ‘conceivably to get Democratic
support’ on Medicare cuts was to direct any savings back into the Medicare program, in addition to
increasing government revenues.”
 
This comment was a curious statement to make, as non-partisan budget analysts and even
President Obama himself have admitted that the health care law uses more than $500 billion in
Medicare funds to pay for new entitlements:

·         Medicare actuary Foster has written that the Medicare provisions in Obamacare “cannot be
simultaneously used to finance other Federal outlays (such as the coverage expansions
under the PPACA) and to extend the [Medicare] trust fund, despite the appearance of this
result from the respective accounting conventions.” 

·         The Congressional Budget Office agreed with the Medicare actuary, writing that the
Medicare provisions in Obamacare “would not enhance the ability of the government to pay
for future Medicare benefits.”

·         President Obama in an interview with Fox News last year admitted that “You can’t say that
you are saving on Medicare and then spending the money twice.”

 
Last year then-Speaker Pelosi famously said we had to pass the bill to find out what’s in it.  Some
might suggest Democrats need to take her  advice, to rediscover how Obamacare uses more than
half a trillion dollars in Medicare savings – not to improve Medicare’s fiscal situation, but to create
new and unsustainable entitlements.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Does Obama Care What"s In Obamacare?
Date: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 11:17:51 AM

During a campaign-style event yesterday in Minnesota, the President criticized opponents of the
health care law who have dubbed it “Obamacare,” claiming that while he cares about the American
people, his opponents don’t.
 
Of course, Republicans DO care about health care, and put forward numerous solutions during the
last Congress – solutions that were promptly ignored by President Obama and Democrats.  But the
real question is, does Obama himself care about what’s in the bill he signed into law – how it breaks
so many of his campaign promises, and will only stifle America’s economy and its health care
system?  Here’s a list of ten questions asking how much Obama cares about what’s actually in
Obamacare…
 

1.       Does Obama Care that the Congressional Budget Office concluded the law’s mandates
will raise premiums by up to 30 percent?  Candidate Obama repeatedly promised to cut
insurance premiums by an average of $2,500 per family, but the legislation he signed will
result in massive premium increases because of all the new mandates and federal
regulations associated with it.
 

2.       Does Obama Care that taxpayers will face massive tax increases scheduled to take effect
over the coming years – destructive taxes on job creators that will harm an economy
struggling to grow?  After promising the squeezed middle class during his campaign that he
would not raise “any of your taxes,” President Obama’s health care law broke that
promise no fewer than 12 separate times.
 

3.       Does Obama Care that the projected cost of his new entitlement has already quadrupled,
before it even takes effect?  Candidate Obama promised his health care plan would cost
“$50-65 billion a year when fully phased in.”  However, the Congressional Budget Office now
projects that the REAL cost of the coverage expansions will be $229 billion in 2020 and
$245 billion in 2021 – four times the levels of spending candidate Obama promised.
 

4.       Does Obama Care that half of all employers – and as many as 80% of small businesses –
will be forced to give up their current coverage within the next two years?  Candidate
Obama promised that “for those of you who have insurance now, nothing will change under
the Obama plan – except that you will pay less.”  But the Administration’s own estimates
reveal that its onerous regulations will force most businesses to give up their current plans,
thus subjecting them to costly new mandates that will increase premiums. 

 
5.       Does Obama Care that middle-class families will face a new 40 percent tax on insurance

policies the government will force them to buy, a tax that will hit more and more families
over time?  Candidate Obama promised not to “tax health benefits,” but his law FORCES
people to buy insurance (yet another broken campaign promise), so the federal government
can tax it.
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6.       Does Obama Care that millions of seniors will lose access to Medicare Advantage plans?

 According to the Medicare actuary, millions of seniors will have to give up health care plans
they have and like.  Many other seniors will lose extra benefits provided by Medicare
Advantage plans. 
 

7.       Does Obama Care that thanks to his law, the American workforce will SHRINK by an
estimated 800,000 jobs because the perverse incentives included in the health care law
will discourage individuals from working?  At the White House health summit, Speaker
Pelosi claimed the law “will create 4 million jobs – 400,000 jobs almost immediately.”  But in
reality, the non-partisan Congressional Budget Office found that the law “will encourage
some people to work fewer hours or to withdraw from the labor market,” and said that “on
net, [the law] will reduce the amount of labor used in the economy.”

 
8.       Does Obama Care that national health spending will go UP by $310,800,000,000,

according to the Medicare actuary?  In June 2009, President Obama claimed that any health
care legislation must control costs: “If any bill arrives from Congress that is not controlling
costs, that’s not a bill I can support.  It’s going to have to control costs.”  However, the
health care law the President signed will raise national health spending, not lower it.

 
9.       Does Obama Care that states will be forced to shoulder the burden of what a Democrat

Governor called the “mother of all unfunded mandates” – another massive expansion of
government-run Medicaid at a time when states cannot afford their existing Medicaid
programs?  The size of these unfunded mandates – at least $118 billion – could force states
to cut other funding priorities like education, or pass even more tax increases on top of the
ones already being imposed at the federal level.
 

10.    Does Obama Care that the “most transparent” Administration passed a 2,700 page bill
into law using secretive negotiations conducted behind closed doors?  Candidate Obama
promised to televise all health care negotiations on C-SPAN, but the process leading up to
Obamacare was plagued with notorious backroom deals.  Worse yet, Obama adviser David
Axelrod received a multimillion dollar severance package indirectly paid for by the
pharmaceutical industry, as part of its “rock-solid deal” with Democrats in Congress and the
Administration.

 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Does Obamacare Cover "Obamnesia?"
Date: Monday, October 22, 2012 9:31:41 AM

During a campaign speech on Friday, President Obama went on a riff about “Romnesia,” which
according to the President is a disease symptomized by frequent reversals of position.  Of course,
that diagnosis comes from someone particularly expert at switching positions when it comes to
health care.  As the saying goes, let’s go to the videotape:
 

Barack Obama, February 5, 2008: “If a mandate was the solution, we could try that to solve
homelessness by mandating everyone buy a house.”
Barack Obama, January 31, 2008: “I think that it is important for us to recognize that if in
fact you’re going to mandate the purchase of insurance and it’s not affordable, then there’s
going to have to be some enforcement mechanism that the government uses.   And they
may charge people who already don’t have health care fines, or have to take it out of their
paychecks.  And that I don’t think is helping those without health insurance.”
Barack Obama, September 20, 2009: “For us to say that you’ve got to take a responsibility to
get health insurance is absolutely not a tax increase….The fact that you looked up Merriam’s
Dictionary, the definition of tax increase, indicates to me that you’re stretching a little bit
right now.”
Barack Obama, September 12, 2008: “I can make a firm pledge: Under my plan, no family
making less than $250,000 a year will see any form of tax increase.  Not your income tax,
not your payroll tax, not your capital gains taxes, not any of your taxes.”
Obama 2008 campaign ad: “[Senator] McCain would make you pay income tax on your
health insurance benefits – taxing health benefits for the first time ever….Taxing health care
instead of fixing it?  We can’t afford John McCain.”
 
Barack Obama, September 3, 2007: “It’s a plan that will cover every American and cut the
cost of a typical family’s premiums by $2,500 a year.”
 
Barack Obama, July 21, 2008: “What we will do is, we'll have the [health care] negotiations
televised on C-SPAN, so that people can see who is making arguments on behalf of their
constituents, and who are making arguments on behalf of the drug companies or the
insurance companies.”
 
Obama 2008 campaign ad: “And that tax credit?  [Senator] McCain’s own website says it
would go straight to the insurance companies – not to you.”

 
The President claimed that Obamacare covers pre-existing conditions like “Romnesia.”  But before
making those comments, the President first should have declared his own interest.  Because based
on the above, it looks for all the world that President Obama wanted to ram through Obamacare so
that his own “Obamnesia” would be covered.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
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Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Donald Berwick Rations the Facts With His Eyes Open
Date: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 2:38:17 PM

Former Medicare chief Dr. Donald Berwick published an op-ed in today’s Boston Globe in which he
endorses Professor Elizabeth Warren for her support of Obamacare.  Unfortunately, however, the
column reveals that Dr. Berwick must not have learned much about the Medicare program during his
time at CMS, given many of his statements:
 
“Obamacare reduce costs…”  That’s not what Medicare’s own actuary said.  Earlier this year, the
actuary published an analysis indicating the law would raise costs by more than $478 billion.  Last
year, the actuary testified before Congress, calling “False” the Administration’s stated goal of
reducing health care costs.
 
“It targets waste, fraud, and abuse, reduces unnecessary subsidies to insurance companies…” 
Again, that’s not what Medicare’s own actuary said.  He has concluded that over the long-term, up
to 40 percent of providers would become unprofitable due to Obamacare, and could “have to
withdraw from providing services to Medicare beneficiaries.”  Just this week, an Alabama hospital
took a different course – it decided to shut down entirely, due to the impact of Obamacare on its
business model.
 
“President Obama’s health reforms do not cut any guaranteed Medicare benefits…”  This
statement is manifestly FALSE, as we have previously demonstrated.  Obamacare cut benefits for
wealthy seniors, by forcing them to pay more for their Medicare coverage.  And President Obama’s
budget proposed even further benefit cuts – new means-testing, additional co-payments, and
higher premiums.  In many cases, these changes are actually good policy, but they’re still cuts to
“guaranteed benefits” – and no one should be dishonest enough to claim that they aren’t.
 
“Thanks to Obamacare, seniors can now get a free annual wellness visit…”  Also incorrect.  These
services may be delivered without any out-of-pocket cost-sharing, but they are NOT “free” –
someone ends up paying for them.  In fact, all seniors end up paying, as do all Americans – through
higher taxpayer spending on Medicare, and higher Part B premiums for seniors.

“Medicare and Medicaid both face challenges today, but not because of Obamacare.  The
challenges exist throughout the health care system, mainly in the form of rising costs.”  The
implication is that Medicare isn’t the problem – that health costs as a whole are a problem.  But the
fact is that Medicare – and particularly its focus on fee-for-service medicine – has been one of the
driving elements of rising costs and inefficiency in our health care system.  The non-partisan
Congressional Budget Office, in a January report analyzing dozens of Medicare demonstration
programs, said these programs did not contain health costs, precisely because of the flawed
incentives included in fee-for-service medicine: “Demonstrations aimed at reducing spending and
increasing quality of care face significant challenges in overcoming the incentives inherent in
Medicare’s fee-for-service payment system, which rewards providers for delivering more care.”  In
other words, Medicare isn’t the solution to health care costs – it’s the problem.
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Dr. Berwick’s tenure at CMS was cut short due to his many controversial remarks, most notably his
(in)famous interview in which he claimed that “The decision is not whether or not we will ration care
– the decision is whether we will ration with our eyes open.”  Given his economies with accuracy in
the op-ed, many may wonder if Dr. Berwick has also decided to ration the true facts about
Obamacare with his eyes open.

Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Donald Berwick, Transparency, and "Rationing"
Date: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 4:52:10 PM

In his first interview since leaving government service over the weekend, Donald Berwick made a
series of revealing comments that reinforced just how and why Republicans and Democrats disagree
on health care.  Asked by MSNBC’s Chris Hayes about his infamous “rationing with our eyes open”
quote, Berwick talked about his daughter’s experience being denied a lab test by her insurer:
 

I called them and I said what do you mean, it’s not covered?  Who’s accountable?  Who
made that decision, that that test is rationed to her, and you can’t even get a number or a
name.  And what I said is, we need the lights on – we need that kind of decision-making to
be done in daylight….So the quotes are nearly totally out of context.

 
Berwick’s television comments echo a print quote given to the New York Times, in which he said the
point of his rationing comments was “that someone, like your health insurance company, is going to
limit what you can get.  That’s the way it’s set up.  The government, unlike many private health
insurance plans, is working in the daylight.  That’s a strength.”  So essentially, Berwick’s position is
that someone has to tell a patient “No,” and that a government agency is better to serve this
function than a private insurer, because the former is more transparent than the letter.  There are
several problems with that line of thinking:
 

·         First is that when several private insurers participate in a marketplace, patients have choices
– if they don’t like one carrier’s policies, they can buy a policy with another insurer.  (True,
portability among insurers currently has some gaps, but some Republicans support solutions
that could remedy this problem.)  Under a government-run system, individuals have no
other place to turn if they don’t like the government’s decision-making processes.  And
lest there be any doubt, Berwick didn’t just write about a single-payer system in Britain – his
famous “Triple Aim” journal article said that a single-payer system in the United States was
the best way to achieve his stated goals.

 
·         Second, Obamacare actually DECREASES transparency and accountability within the

government-run health system.  Most notably, its new IPAB board of unelected bureaucrats,
established in Section 3403 of the statute, will have the power to make binding rulings
regarding Medicare policy.  And Obamacare includes NO requirement for public comment
prior to IPAB issuing its recommendations.  Moreover, IPAB is definitely NOT accountable –
unlike insurers, whom customers can sue for denying covered treatments, the decisions of
IPAB’s unelected bureaucrats are not subject to judicial review.  So this new IPAB – which
will make many of the key choices regarding Medicare – is neither open nor accountable to
the American people.

 
·         Third, the way Obamacare was enacted was far from a paragon of transparency.  Candidate

Obama promised to televise all health care negotiations on C-SPAN, but the process leading
up to Obamacare was plagued with notorious backroom deals – so much so that Speaker
Pelosi thought candidate Obama’s promise was a big joke.  And Berwick himself spent most
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of his time in a figurative bunker while at CMS – he held closed-door meetings with
lobbyists and other industry executives, went so far as to call the police to avoid reporters’
questions, and admitted over the weekend that he was effectively muzzled by the
Administration, being told by his “minders” not to explain his positions on rationing or other
controversial issues for political reasons.

 
It’s telling that Donald Berwick claimed that government can be a transparent arbiter – if not
explicit rationer – of health care resources, even as he admitted in the very same interview that
he couldn’t be transparent about his viewpoints and writings while serving in the Obama
Administration.  If that’s not an indictment of Berwick’s own philosophy, I don’t know what is.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Don"t Say We Didn"t Warn You...
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2011 7:00:13 AM

Late last Friday, the US Preventive Services Task Force released its draft recommendations regarding
prostate cancer screening, and the report prompted reactions from across the health policy
community all weekend.  The New York Times reported that insurers were already re-evaluating
whether or not to cover screening tests in light of the draft recommendations.  Given all this, it’s
worth re-sending the below document from the Comm Center, originally released December 3, 2009,
about the impact of the new powers given to the Preventive Services Task Force in Obamacare, and
what they could mean for prostate cancer screening.
 
In other words, not only was this outcome entirely predictable – Republicans predicted it all along. 
Empowering a government board will decrease access to preventive care screenings, as insurance
companies will likely follow the directives of a federally-backed panel.  So rather than keeping choices
between patients and doctors, Washington has effectively short-circuited that process, because the
rulings of a government board will lead insurance companies to stop covering preventive treatments.
 
Of course, if you think decreasing access to prostate cancer screening is bad, just wait until
Obamacare’s true rationing board – the IPAB, which will make rulings that reduce overall Medicare
spending – gets up and running in the years ahead.  And on that count as well, don’t say we didn’t
warn you ahead of time…
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 

Contact:
Josh Holmes 202.228.NEWS
John Ashbrook
 

Prostate Cancer Screening Coverage At Risk
Controversial Preventive Care Panel Empowered Under The Dem Bill Rates Prostate

Screening Even Lower Than It Did Mammograms
 

IN DEM HEALTH BILL, UNITED STATES PREVENTIVE SERVICES TASK FORCE SETS THE
STANDARD FOR PREVENTIVE HEALTH CARE
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Preventive Services Task Force Can Set The Standard For Coverage On Services Rated Lower Than
“A” Or “B”:
 

“SEC. 2713. COVERAGE OF PREVENTIVE HEALTH SERVICES. … A Group Health Plan And A
Health Insurance Issuer Offering Group Or Individual Health Insurance Coverage Shall Provide
Coverage For And Shall Not Impose Any Cost Sharing Requirements For ‘Evidence-Based Items Or
Services That Have In Effect A Rating Of ‘A’ Or ‘B’ In The Current Recommendations Of The United
States Preventive Services Task Force.’” (S.Amdt 2786 To H.R. 3590, “Patient Protection And Affordable Care Act,” P.
17)
 

Preventive Health Standards In Medicare Tied To Preventive Services Task Force:
 

“The Secretary May Modify The Coverage Of Any Preventive Service … To The Extent That Such
Modification Is Consistent With The Recommendations Of The United States Preventive Services Task
Force.” “SEC. 4105. EVIDENCE-BASED COVERAGE OF PREVENTIVE SERVICES IN MEDICARE. …
Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, effective beginning on January 1, 2010, if the Secretary
determines appropriate, the Secretary may (1) modify the coverage of any preventive service in
subparagraph (A) of section 1861(ddd)(3) to the extent that such modification is consistent with the
recommendations of the United States Preventive Services Task Force.” (S.Amdt 2786 To H.R. 3590, “Patient
Protection And Affordable Care Act,” P. 1189)
 

Preventive Services Task Force Referenced 14 Times In Bill:
 

14 MENTIONS OF PREVENTIVE SERVICES TASK FORCE: (S.Amdt 2786 To H.R. 3590, “Patient Protection

And Affordable Care Act,” P.17, P.1150, P.1176, P.1185, P.1186, P.1187, P.1187, P.1188, P.1189, P.1190, P.1190, P. 1223,

P. 1224, P.1241)             
 

UNITED STATES PREVENTIVE SERVICES TASK FORCE CURRENTLY RATES PROSTATE
CANCER SCREENINGS FOR MEN YOUNGER THAN 75 “I”

 

“Summary of Recommendations:
·         The USPSTF Concludes That The Current Evidence Is Insufficient To Assess The Balance Of

Benefits And Harms Of Prostate Cancer Screening In Men Younger Than Age 75 Years. Grade: I
Statement.

·         The USPSTF recommends against screening for prostate cancer in men age 75 years or older.
Grade: D Recommendation.” (“Screenings For Prostate Cancer,” U.S. Preventive Services Task Force, 8/08)

 
###

SENATE REPUBLICAN COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
202.228.NEWS
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Eight Ways Obamacare Has Harmed Americans This Year
Date: Thursday, December 29, 2011 9:00:14 AM

Yesterday the Administration released a blog post claiming eight ways in which Obamacare is
helping Americans.  But in reality, there are far more ways in which the law is wreaking havoc on
Americans’ health care and economic security.  Herewith are just eight (plus one!) of the ways in
which Obamacare has harmed millions of Americans during 2011:
 
Higher Premiums:  One of the “success stories” cited in the White House blog post involved a
premium increase in Oregon lowered to “only” about 10 percent.  But Candidate Obama repeatedly
promised his health care plan would LOWER premiums by $2,500 per family, and do so within his
first term.  So a 10 percent premium increase represents yet another broken promise by this
Administration.  Sadly, skyrocketing premium increases remain the norm: The price of the average
employer-sponsored plan ROSE by more than $2,200 per family since Obama was first elected in
2008, according to studies from the Kaiser Family Foundation. 
 
Jobs Disappearing:  All over the country, firms are having to lay off workers as a result of
Obamacare’s tax increases and regulations.  Last month, device manufacturer Stryker announced
that it would be shedding “five percent of its workforce over concerns about the impending 2.3
percent medical device tax prescribed by” Obamacare.  And in October, one insurance carrier
announced plans to eliminate 110 jobs in Nebraska and Iowa as a “fairly predictable consequence”
of Obamacare’s regulations.  That’s a long way from the 4 million jobs Speaker Pelosi claimed
Obamacare would create.
 
Jobs Not Being Created:  Just this week, the owner of the Carl’s Jr. franchise wrote an op-ed in
which he discussed the uncertainty surrounding Obamacare, and the fact that his business will
reduce capital spending and hiring in anticipation of higher health care costs.  Other experts agree:
Investment firm UBS has said Obamacare is “arguably the biggest impediment to hiring,” and the
President of the Atlanta Fed said “we've frequently heard strong comments to the effect of ‘my
company won't hire a single additional worker until we know what health insurance costs are going
to be.’”
 
Lost Coverage:  The Galen Institute recently released a paper chronicling all the plans that have
dropped coverage since Obamacare was enacted into law – literally dozens of plans affecting
millions of consumers nationwide.  Sadly, these results are far from atypical; the Administration’s
own estimates found that half of all employers – and up to 80% of all small businesses – would lose
their current health plan by 2013.
 
Paperwork Galore:  Already, the Administration has released more than 10,000 pages of regulations
and notices regarding Obamacare – and the effects are echoing throughout the health care system. 
USA Today recently reported that some medical facilities are actually laying off clinical staff to hire
more administrative employees to deal with Obamacare-related paperwork.  And one hospital in
Alabama decided to start imposing a new $25 annual fee on its patients to cover the “huge increase
in paperwork” and “mountains of new forms” resulting from Obamacare.
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Waivers and Favors:  One obvious symbol of Obamacare’s onerous impacts on Americans’ health
insurance is the myriad exemptions being granted from the law.  As of July, the Administration
approved a whopping 1,578 waivers exempting 3.4 million Americans, many of whom are in union
plans, from just some of the law’s mandates.  Even Senate Democrats were forced to send a letter
to the Administration asking for a separate waiver from one of Obamacare’s provisions, noting that
the law “may cause disruption for farmers and others in the agricultural sector.” 
 
You Can’t Spell Insurance Without I-R-S:  The Wall Street Journal reported on the consequences of
just one of Obamacare’s tax increases – restrictions on consumer-directed health accounts like
Flexible Spending Arrangements (FSAs) and Health Savings Accounts (HSAs).  New paperwork
requirements led physicians to revolt: “‘I am now doing the IRS’s work, and that’s what I resent
most,’” said one pediatrician.  And that’s not the only IRS-related provision bogged down in
paperwork: An Inspector General report recently revealed that takeup of the small business tax
credit has been far short of predictions, possibly because claiming the credit involves filling out
seven different worksheets.
 
Raising Mandates, Raising Costs:  The 15-page guidance released by HHS earlier this month gives
states the “flexibility” to impose more benefit mandates, not fewer.  It does so by allowing states to
mandate an extremely rich benefit package, and do so without paying for the financial
consequences of their decision – because the costs instead will be foisted on federal taxpayers
funding insurance subsidies in that state.  At this rate, the Congressional Budget Office estimate of a
$2,100 per family increase in individual insurance premiums due to Obamacare could very well be
an under-estimate. 
 
States Saddled by Mandates:  The annual State Expenditure Report released by the National
Association of State Budget Officers revealed that Medicaid is consuming an ever-larger portion of
state budgets, much faster than spending on education, corrections, or transportation.  And the
reason why Medicaid is crowding out other portions of state budgets is Obamacare; at a time when
states face budget deficits totaling a collective $175 billion, Obamacare is imposing new unfunded
mandates of at least $118 billion.  Earlier this month the non-partisan Lewin Group released an
analysis of the Rhode Island Medicaid program’s global compact waiver, revealing that the state
saved tens of millions of dollars through flexibility – progress made despite the Obama
Administration’s efforts, not because of them.  While other states could achieve similar savings, the
Administration has refused governors’ multiple requests for flexibility from the new Medicaid
mandates included in Obamacare.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Lindsay Russell
To: Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; rserote@az.gov;

Pam.Pfeifer@LASPBS.STATE.FL.US; rob.jakubik ; renee.fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us;
macarter32 ; bfulenwider@georgia.gov; ehames@georgia.gov; ts ;
sirena.ramirez@guam.gov; david.hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov;
tammy.perkins@gov.idaho.gov; debbie ; griffin ; doug.hoelscher@iowa.gov;
adam.nordstrom ; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; wags@la.gov; mary.mayhew@maine.gov;
mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov;
msanderson@governor.state.ms.us; lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov; brian ; ryan
bobschwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; dona.deleon@gov.state.nj.us; wayne.hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us;
mkennicott ; kristacarman ; wstruble ;
Craig.w.butler@governor.ohio.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler; aparis@state.pa.us;
jbranstett@state.pa.us; jmcallahan@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; lgromis ;
bnutt ; jamieshuster@gov.sc.gov; ted.pitters.jr ; jim.soyer@state.sd.us;
mark.cate@tn.gov; will.cromer@tn.gov; travisrichmond ; katyoder 99 ;
brandymarty03 ; rspendlove@utah.gov; jeannemarie.davis@governor.virginia.gov;
kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov; keith.gilkes@wisconsin.gov; eric.schutt@wisconsin.gov;
ryan.murray@wisconsin.gov; carol.statkus@wyo.gov; nguillemard ; sarah.echols ;
Will.kinzel@mail.house.gov; lanier swann@mcconnell.senate.gov

Subject: Enrolling Resolution De-Funding Obamacare
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 1:24:38 PM

From the Republican Policy Committee-
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:   | 
 
 

From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC) [mailto:Chris_Jacobs@rpc.senate.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 2:17 PM
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Enrolling Resolution De-Funding Obamacare
 
The House has introduced an enrolling resolution (H.Con.Res. 35) that would add provisions to the
continuing resolution (H.R. 1473) prohibiting any of its funds from being used to implement
Obamacare.  Text is available here.  Timing of a Senate vote on the enrolling resolution is unclear,
but the resolution is expected to require a 60-vote affirmative threshold for adoption.  Background
material on Obamacare implementation activities follows my signature.
 
Summary:
The resolution would direct the Clerk to correct the enrollment of H.R. 1473, so that the text of the
continuing resolution would prohibit funding in the continuing resolution “or any previous Act” from
being used to implement the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA, P.L. 111-148) or
the health care provisions of the reconciliation Act (P.L. 111-152).  The wording of the enrolling
resolution WOULD de-fund mandatory as well as discretionary spending for Obamacare
implementation, but WOULD NOT de-fund the education and student loan provisions included in
last year’s reconciliation measure.
 
Considerations:
·         At a time when the federal government is running record budget deficits, as well as significant

unfunded liabilities within Medicare and Medicaid, many may object to the creation of a $2.6
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trillion new entitlement program.
·         Obamacare as enacted broke many of candidate Obama’s campaign promises – that health

“reform” would allow individuals to keep their current coverage, save families $2500 from their
health insurance premiums, not raise taxes on the middle class, and lower costs.  Taxpayers
should not be forced to fund a measure that so dramatically deviates from the President’s
promised goals on health care.

·         With the American economy still suffering from tepid growth and millions of individuals still
unemployed, continuing to implement a law that experts agree will both raise taxes and reduce
the net labor supply for the American economy represents a poor policy choice.

 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 

De-Funding Obamacare Means Federal Tax Dollars Will NOT Be Spent On:
 
Raising Premiums:  While candidate Obama repeatedly promised that he would cut premiums by
$2500 per family, the Congressional Budget Office estimated that due to the new mandates in the
law, individual insurance premiums would rise by $2100 per family.  Multiple stories in recent
months have highlighted how premiums are not only going up despite the health care overhaul, in
many instances they have risen BECAUSE of it.
 
Taking Away Coverage:  According to the Administration’s own estimates, half of all businesses will
lose their current coverage within two years – subjecting them to Obamacare’s costly insurance
mandates.  Moreover, the Medicare actuary estimates that the health care law will reduce
projected enrollment in Medicare Advantage by half, and further testified the promise that the
promise that individuals would keep their current coverage is “not true in all cases.”
 
Writing New Regulations:  The Administration has released 6,578 pages of regulations and related
notices in the Federal Register since the health care law passed last year – a mere down payment
on the tens of thousands of pages of Washington mandates likely to be handed down over the
coming years, even decades.  Even a potential government shutdown didn’t prevent HHS from
wanting to write more regulations; the Department’s contingency operations plan in the event of a
lapse in funding classified those writing new Washington insurance mandates as “essential.”  The
mandates produced by these unelected bureaucrats will raise burdens on businesses, particularly
small businesses, at a time when firms are still struggling economically. 
 
Discouraging Workers:  The non-partisan head of the Congressional Budget Office previously
testified that the health care law will reduce the total labor supply by about 800,000 jobs.  CBO
found that the health law “will effectively increase marginal tax rates,” which will “encourage some
people to work fewer hours or to withdraw from the labor market” altogether.
 
Raising Costs:  President Obama promised that “If any bill arrives from Congress that is not
controlling costs, that’s not a bill I can support.”  However, the Medicare actuary previously noted
that the health care law will RAISE total health spending by $310,800,000,000 in its first ten years
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alone, and further testified the promise that the health care law would lower costs was “false, more
so than true.”  The Congressional Budget Office also noted that the law will RAISE the federal
budgetary commitment to health care by $464 billion.
 
Raising Taxes:  At a time when the American economy faces continued sluggish job growth, the
health care law imposes more than a half-trillion dollars of destructive tax increases – many of
which will hurt middle-class families.  For instance, one tax alone could raise insurance premiums on
families by $5,000 during the law’s first ten years.
 
A “Feudal” Bureaucracy:  An article in this morning’s Wall Street Journal discussed “a series of
increasingly intense feuds” between federal bureaucrats aiming to protect their regulatory turf.  As
the article notes, much of the controversy among regulators involves who will be responsible for
antitrust enforcement of the accountable care organizations created by Obamacare.
 
Extravagant Leases:  The New York Times reported in December that “in Bethesda, [Maryland,]
health care officials are leasing more than 70,000 square feet of space on three floors of an office
building for about 230 employees to work on rule-making and other duties.  The government
agreed to pay $51.41 per usable square foot of space, compared with an average of $27 in
Bethesda, because it wanted to get the operation running in July, officials said.”  That’s an
overpayment of more than $1.7 million of taxpayers’ dollars in one year alone – just for a single
office lease.
 
Misleading Mailings:  Last May, the Administration spent $18 million to send a mailing to seniors
purportedly touting the “benefits” of the health care law to seniors.  The Government Accountability
Office found that the mailer – which was NOT reviewed or approved by the non-partisan Medicare
actuary for its accuracy – “overstates some of [the law’s] benefits” and “presents a picture of [the
law] that is not universally shared.”
 
Ads with “Weasel Words”:  The Administration also spent millions more in taxpayer funds to run an
ad campaign in which Andy Griffith took on the role of “pitching President Barack Obama’s health
care law to seniors.”  The non-partisan factcheck.org concluded that the ads used “weasel words” to
mislead seniors about the impact of the health care law.
 
Propaganda Postcards:  The Internal Revenue Service spent taxpayer funds to mail out 4 million
postcards advertising the health care law’s “benefits,” in the form of a scaled-back small business
tax credit.  Yet the IRS has not shown a similar inclination to send out postcards warning the
American people of the more than half-trillion dollars of destructive tax increases included as part of
the law.
 
PR Agents:  The public affairs office at the Department of Health and Human Services recently
requested a 315% increase in its budget for the coming fiscal year; that office is “tasked with selling
the health care reform law.”
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Essential Health Benefits Provide Flexibility...For States to Raise Premiums
Date: Friday, December 16, 2011 1:05:28 PM

We noted this morning that the essential health benefits would raise Americans’ insurance
premiums.  The 15-page guidance released by HHS this afternoon shows just how much it could
cause premiums to skyrocket.
 
While the guidance claims to create state flexibility, it largely does so by giving states to impose
more benefit mandates, not fewer.  Through 2016, HHS proposes to allow states to set benefits
according to one of the following benchmarks – one of the three largest small group plans in the
state; one of the three largest state employee plans in the state; one of the largest federal
employee plans; or the largest HMO in that state.
 
In reality though, the “flexibility” provided to states could allow them to let premiums skyrocket. 
Take for instance the largest federal employee plan – the Blue Cross Blue Shield Standard Option. 
According to the Office of Personnel Management, in 2012 the average monthly premium for that
plan will be a whopping $587.88 per month, or $7,054.56 per year.  That’s for an individual policy. 
The cost of a family plan is even higher – $1,327.80 per month, or $15,933.60 annually.  Premiums
by 2014 will obviously be even higher yet.
 
As a reminder, the Congressional Budget Office estimated that in 2014, average premiums of
Exchange policies will be $5,200 for an individual plan, and $14,100 for a family plan.  In other
words, the cost of the most popular federal employee plan in 2012 already exceeds by several
thousand dollars what CBO estimated plans would cost on Exchanges in 2014.  And the
regulation allows states to require this rich benefit package in their Exchanges.
 
Some of the reason for the higher premiums in the federal Blue Cross plan is the relatively low cost-
sharing associated with it.  But the HHS guidance also notes that the plan “covers about 95 percent
of the benefit and provider mandate categories required under state mandates.”  In other words, by
selecting the federal Blue Cross plan as their benchmark, states will be permitted to incorporate
virtually every benefit mandate under the sun into their required benefit package.  What’s more,
Page 10 of the HHS guidance suggests that the federal Blue Cross plan will be the default plan for
determining benefit packages: “If none of the benchmark options in that benchmark type offer the
benefit, the benefit will be supplemented using the FEHBP plan with the largest enrollment” – i.e.,
the extremely rich Blue Cross plan.
 
It’s worth noting that Section 1311 of the Obamacare statute requires states to pay for the
increased cost associated with mandated benefits.  But because the federal Blue Cross plan
effectively covers EVERY benefit mandate in existence, states can choose to mandate an
extremely rich benefit package, and not pay for the financial consequences of this decision – the
costs instead will be foisted on the federal taxpayers funding insurance subsidies in that state. 
And remember too that individuals CANNOT buy insurance across state lines without permission –
they are essentially a captive audience, and will be forced to pay the cost of the mandated benefits,
without shopping across the border in another state.
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Today’s guidance may provide “flexibility” to states – but individuals could be paying for that
flexibility for a long time to come.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Even Liberals Admit: Obamacare"s Unpopular Mandate "Clearly Rebuked"
Date: Wednesday, November 09, 2011 4:45:52 PM

Writing on his Washington Post blog, liberal activist Greg Sargent admitted that last night’s
referendum in Ohio regarding health care freedom was a rebuke to Obamacare’s unpopular
individual mandate.  Specifically, he took issue with Democrat Senator Sherrod Brown’s assertion
that the referendum succeeded because “the language [of the referendum] was confusing:” 

Here’s the language in Issue 3:

1. In Ohio, no law or rule shall compel, directly or indirectly, any person, employer, or health
care provider to participate in a health care system.
2. In Ohio, no law or rule shall prohibit the purchase or sale of health care or health
insurance.
3. In Ohio, no law or rule shall impose a penalty or fine for the sale or purchase of healthcare
or health insurance.

A Yes vote on this does seem to be a clear a rebuke of the type of individual mandate
Obama’s health reform law contained.

The fact that even a liberal activist was forced to admit this “rebuke” – and contradict a Democrat
senator in the process – shows the depth of the “shellacking” against the law’s unpopular individual
mandate, and (many would argue) the 2700-page law itself.  And as to Senator Brown’s assertion
that the voters were “confused” by the mandate issue, some might alternatively suggest that
actually the voters of Ohio took Speaker Pelosi’s suggestion, found out what was in the bill after
Democrats passed it, and decided to deliver a “clear rebuke” as a result.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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Counter Points 
Repealing Unlimited HHS Exchange Slush Fund 

 
Claim: “Republicans are attacking a state’s ability to run a health-
insurance exchange by eliminating funding for state grants.  They are 
also adding to state budget difficulties by repealing this important 
source of federal funding.” 
 

• Democrat arguments for this unlimited tap into the federal treasury 
for the Secretary of HHS are bogus.  Giving any Executive Branch 
official a blank check is a bad idea – during a Democrat 
Administration or a Republican Administration. 
 

• The law allows the Secretary to determine the amount that should 
be spent be spent on these grants and the authority to spend that 
amount from the Treasury without further Congressional approval. 
 

• Just because the authors of the bill could not determine the amount 
necessary to fund these programs does not mean American 
taxpayers should allow the Secretary to cash this blank check. 
 

• Second, the arguments are particularly wrong-headed considering 
that PPACA’s Exchanges only have the veneer of providing states 
flexibility.  In reality, the federal government through the Secretary 
of HHS will control what kind of essential benefits must be 
included and impose price controls on health coverage.  States will 
be a servant, not a partner, of Washington. 
 

• Continuing to fund state-based exchanges would also be a waste of 
taxpayer resources given the huge uncertainty regarding PPACA.  
Two federal district courts have struck down the law.  State AGs 
have asked for an expedited review of the litigation, but the Obama 
Administration has refused to let this happen.   
 

• In the interim, repealing this fund is the best thing we can go to 
protect precious taxpayer resources at a time of record red ink.   
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Fact Check on IPAB: Where Are the Appointees?
Date: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 9:08:43 PM

The President is claiming that IPAB is an innocuous board of “experts” designed to help improve
health care.  Well, if that’s the case, why hasn’t he appointed anyone to the board?  As we pointed
out on Monday, the President was supposed to nominate people to the IPAB by September 30 – but
has instead ignored the law, and hasn’t appointed anyone, ostensibly because he’s afraid of
nominating his controversial appointees before the election.  That doesn’t sound like an innocuous
board to me…
 

From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC) 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 11:34 AM
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: "Invisible Obama" Breaks the Law -- And His Promise to Seniors...
 
Throughout the last few months, President Obama has claimed that his Medicare plan will help
improve the program.  He claimed in August that “I’ve strengthened Medicare….I’ve proposed
reforms that will save Medicare money by getting rid of wasteful spending in the health care
system.”  In his deficit speech last April, the President outlined those reforms:
 

We will slow the growth of Medicare costs by strengthening an independent commission of
doctors, nurses, medical experts and consumer who will look at all the evidence and
recommend the best ways to reduce unnecessary spending while protecting access to the
services that seniors need.

 
The President of course was referring to the Independent Payment Advisory Board, a panel of
bureaucrats created in Obamacare to enforce binding caps on Medicare spending – caps which the
President’s 2011 deficit submission proposed lowering even further.
 
There’s only one problem with the President’s claims that he “strengthened Medicare” by creating
the IPAB: President Obama has now violated the law by failing to appoint nominees to a board
he created.  According to page 426 of the statute, the law appropriates funds for IPAB (originally
$15 million, but lowered to $5 million last December) “for fiscal year 2012” – that’s the fiscal year
that ended on September 30, i.e., yesterday. 
 
So Obamacare contemplates IPAB being up and running NOW – yet President Obama has failed to
nominate any appointees to the board.  If the President wants to save Medicare so badly – and IPAB
is so critical to saving Medicare – what’s he waiting for?  Why is he breaking his promise to seniors? 
And if IPAB is so innocuous and won’t harm seniors, why is he waiting until AFTER his re-election
campaign to announce who he wants to put on the board – is it because the Administration plans
on naming more radical appointees like Donald “Rationing with Our Eyes Open” Berwick to
administer the IPAB’s new world order?
 
Clint Eastwood’s “empty chair” speech at the Republican National Convention generated much
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discussion as to its broader context.  When it comes to health policy, however, that empty chair
takes on a clear meaning – the vacancies on the IPAB board, caused by a President who would
rather abdicate his statutory duties than reveal the controversial plans he intends to implement
after the election.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Fact Check: College Affordability
Date: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 8:11:56 PM

President Obama just discussed efforts to make college more affordable.  The problem is,
Obamacare made that problem worse.  As the Congressional Budget Office noted in its score of the
final legislation, Obamacare took tens of billions of dollars in higher education funding and re-
directed it to pay for Obamacare.  That’s not “reform” – and it won’t help make education more
affordable either.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Fact Check: Delivering on Promises
Date: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 8:58:26 PM
Attachments: image001.png

The President just went through a whole list of promises he supposedly kept.  But there’s one promise he
didn’t mention – it’s the promise he made repeatedly that his health plan would CUT premiums by an
average of $2,500 per family.  The Obama campaign also promised that that those reductions would occur
within Obama's first term.  But as the below graph shows, while candidate Obama promised premiums would
fall by $2,500 on average, premiums have risen by $3,065 since Barack Obama was elected President.  Just last
week, the New York Times noted that “in the 2008 campaign, Mr. Obama often told voters that he would lower
premiums by $2,500 a year per family ‘by the end of my first term as president.’  It has not happened…” 
 
The American people can’t trust the Obama Administration to lower their premiums, and given the record of
Obamacare – which raised taxes on the middle class – they shouldn’t trust this Administration to cut taxes
either.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Fact Check: Double Counting
Date: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 8:47:52 PM

The President claimed that Obamacare’s $716 billion in Medicare spending reductions strengthened
the Medicare program.  That’s not what the Congressional Budget Office said.  The non-partisan
CBO said that the Medicare reductions in Obamacare “will not enhance the ability of the
government to pay for future Medicare benefits” – because those savings will be used to fund other
unsustainable entitlements.  If the President wants to use the Medicare savings provisions to extend
the life of the Medicare trust fund – and not to fund the new entitlements created by the law – the
Congressional Budget Office previously estimated what the fiscal impact would be:  “A net increase
in federal deficits of $260 billion” through 2019.
 
Even President Obama himself admitted this irrefutable logic in a 2010 interview, when he stated
that “You can’t say that you are saving on Medicare and then spending the money twice.”
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Fact Check: Double Counting
Date: Thursday, October 11, 2012 8:40:02 PM

Vice President Biden just claimed that Obamacare’s $716 billion in Medicare spending reductions
strengthened the Medicare program.  That’s not what the Congressional Budget Office said.  The
non-partisan CBO said that the Medicare reductions in Obamacare “will not enhance the ability of
the government to pay for future Medicare benefits” – because those savings will be used to fund
other unsustainable entitlements.  If the President wants to use the Medicare savings provisions to
extend the life of the Medicare trust fund – and not to fund the new entitlements created by the
law – the Congressional Budget Office previously estimated what the fiscal impact would be:  “A net
increase in federal deficits of $260 billion” through 2019.
 
Even President Obama himself admitted this irrefutable logic in a 2010 interview, when he stated
that “You can’t say that you are saving on Medicare and then spending the money twice.”
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Fact Check: Keeping Your Insurance
Date: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 9:03:14 PM

The President just said that Obamacare will allow individuals to keep their health insurance
coverage.  But according to the Administration’s own estimates, half of all employers – and as
many as 80% of small businesses – will be forced to give up their current coverage by 2013 –
that’s next year.  Even according to the Administration’s cost estimates, its onerous regulations will
force most businesses to give up their current plans, thus subjecting them to costly new mandates
that will increase premiums. 
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Fact Check: Medicare Advantage
Date: Thursday, October 11, 2012 8:44:54 PM

Vice President Biden just claimed that enrollment in Medicare Advantage is increasing.  But as we
noted below, that’s just because the Administration decided to create a dubious “demonstration
project” to delay the impact of Obamacare’s cuts until after the election.  The Medicare actuary still
believes enrollment in Medicare Advantage will decline by millions in the years ahead.  Just as
important, printing money to temporarily undo Obamacare’s cuts for political reasons isn’t
responsible – and it’s not health “reform.”
 

From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC) 
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 11:57 AM
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: "Medicare Quantitative Easing:" Kathleen Sebelius Channels Ben Bernanke
 
The Administration announced today its projection that Medicare Advantage enrollment will rise
next year.  What it did NOT mention in its announcement is why the program’s enrollment may
climb: Because of a Medicare Advantage demonstration program costing more than $8 billion, and
implemented solely by executive fiat, that looks suspiciously like an attempt to avoid the effects of
Obamacare’s $300 billion in Medicare Advantage cuts prior to the 2012 election.  In other words,
even as the Administration implements the cuts with one hand, its demonstration program – which
amounts to a three-year Obamacare waiver for seniors – temporarily undoes the cuts with the
other, because Secretary Sebelius has decided to spend an additional $8 billion purely on her say-so.
 
This attempt by the Administration to essentially print money so its Medicare Advantage problem
goes away before the 2012 election has not escaped criticism.  Both the Medicare Payment
Advisory Commission and the Government Accountability Office have raised serious questions about
the demonstration program.  One report by GAO suggested the program may exceed the
Administration’s statutory authority.  The Associated Press also reported on the Medicare
Advantage demonstration last year, noting that the program “could head off service cuts that would
have been a [political] headache for Obama and Democrats in next year’s elections.”  Even a former
Democrat staffer who worked in the Clinton Administration admitted that the effort amounted to a
political stunt: “It’s fair to say that [Medicare] could not tolerate dislocation, given the political
climate.”
 
Some conservatives have criticized Chairman Bernanke’s latest efforts at quantitative easing, noting
that the Federal Reserve’s initiatives to print money could prove difficult to unwind in the longer
term and lead to inflation.  Likewise, Secretary Sebelius’ efforts to print $8 billion to solve a political
problem could prove the tip of the iceberg in its long-term fiscal effects.  The Administration
assumes all the Medicare spending reductions will go into effect, but the Medicare Advantage
demonstration program illustrates how the Obama White House has already reversed one of the
major spending reductions – the Medicare Advantage cuts – to fend off political dissent during
the President’s re-election campaign.  So either seniors will lose access to Medicare Advantage
plans, the Obama Administration will continue to undo the cuts – thus causing the deficit to
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increase – or some combination of the two will take place.  Either way, Secretary Sebelius’ “political
quantitative easing” when it comes to Medicare Advantage is not likely to end well for seniors, or for
taxpayers.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Fact Check: Obama on IPAB: "You"re Going to Get Less Health Care"
Date: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 9:13:36 PM

The President claims that IPAB will help reduce costs in a pain-free fashion.  But that’s not what he
said in 2009.  In an interview with the Washington Post that January, he said this about capping
Medicare spending (audio excerpt here):
 

What I think is probably the wrong approach is to think, well, the way to solve this is
Medicare is spending X, and we’re just going to cap it at Y, and whatever that means in
terms of people being thrown off the rolls or cutting benefits, you know, then so be it.
 Because that doesn’t solve the underlying problem which is health care costs themselves
are still escalating at a 6 or 7 or 8 percent rate.  All we’re doing is we’re just saying to
people, you know what, you’re going to get less health care.

But that’s exactly what Obamacare does – it caps Medicare spending at pre-defined labels.  And
according to Barack Obama circa 2009, that method – which he dubbed the “wrong approach” –
means seniors are “going to get less health care.”
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Fact Check: Obamacare Costing Jobs
Date: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 8:54:35 PM

Governor Romney just mentioned the idea of Obamacare as a job-killer.  And indeed it has been:
Just last week, one prominent restaurant chain said it was testing the idea of limiting worker hours –
so their workers wouldn’t trigger new tax penalties created by Obamacare.  Darden restaurants
specifically claimed that it was lowering hours “as one of the many things we are evaluating to help
us address the cost implications [Obamacare] will have on our business.”
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Fact Check: Obamacare"s Vouchers for 20 Million People
Date: Thursday, October 11, 2012 8:48:19 PM

Vice President Biden repeatedly invoked the term “vouchers” to characterize Congressman Ryan’s
premium support proposals.  If that’s the case, then Obamacare provides vouchers to 20 million
people, according to the Congressional Budget Office.  So it’s worth asking: If Vice President Biden
and President Obama are so opposed to “vouchers” in Medicare, then why did they give vouchers to
20 million Americans as part of their health “reform?”
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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OBAMACARE’S NEW TAXES AND PENALTIES AMOUNT IN BILLIONS
OVER 10 YEARS

Ø  New 40% excise tax on certain high-cost health plans $32.0
Ø  New ban on purchase of over-the-counter drugs using funds from FSAs, HSAs, and HRAs $5.0
Ø  Increase, from 7.5% to 10% of income, the threshold after which individuals can deduct

out-of-pocket medical expenses
$15.2

Ø  Impose a new $2,500 annual cap on FSA contributions $13.0
Ø  New annual tax on health insurance $60.1
Ø  New annual tax on brand name pharmaceuticals $27.0
Ø  New 2.3% excise tax on certain medical devices $20.0
Ø  New 10% tax on indoor UV tanning services $2.7
Ø  New tax on insured and self-insured health plans $2.6
Ø  Double the penalty for non-qualified HSA distributions $1.4
Ø  Individual Mandate Penalties $17.0
Ø  Employer Mandate Penalties $52.0

From: Jacobs  Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs  Chris (JEC)
Subject: Fact Check: Obama"s "Tax Cuts" for the Middle Class
Date: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 8:21:50 PM

During tonight’s debate, the President just claimed that he cut taxes by $3,600 on the middle class during his Administration. 
But here’s what he didn’t mention: According to a list compiled by the House Ways and Means Committee (based on Joint
Committee on Taxation estimates), Obamacare imposes a whopping $248,000,000,000 in tax increases that will be
primarily, if not exclusively, borne by the middle class.  Still don’t believe me?  Take a look below:
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What’s more, several new Obamacare tax increases on the middle class will take effect on January 1:  The $2,500 cap on
Flexible Spending Arrangements; the higher threshold for deducting medical expenses, and the 2.3% “wheelchair tax” on
medical devices, which according to the Congressional Budget Office will “be largely passed through to consumers in the form
of higher premiums for private coverage.”  If the President REALLY wants to prevent a middle-class tax increase, why won’t
he repeal all these Obamacare taxes as well?
 
With all these tax increases on the way, is anyone surprised that the IRS has hired thousands more new agents to track down
Obamacare “tax scofflaws?”  What’s clear is that thanks to Obamacare, no one will be able to spell insurance without the
letters I-R-S.  What’s also clear is that the best way to avoid all these crushing middle-class taxes is to repeal Obamacare in its
entirety.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Fact Check: Obama"s Record on Eliminating Government Programs
Date: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 8:36:52 PM

The President just claimed that he eliminated 77 programs, including 18 education programs.  But
by one count, Obamacare created as many as 159 new boards, bureaucracies, and programs. 
Another estimate found that the number of Obamacare’s bureaucracies was ultimately
unknowable.  And the Internal Revenue Service requested a whopping 1,270 new bureaucrat
positions to implement the law – a down payment on what could be up to 16,500 agents hired by
the IRS to enforce the individual mandate and other related provisions.  That’s not reducing
government bureaucracy and spending – that’s increasing government bureaucracy and spending.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Fact Check: Seniors at the Mercy of Insurance Companies
Date: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 8:55:01 PM

The President claimed that seniors will be at the mercy of insurance companies under Medicare
reform, and trumpeted AARP’s endorsement of his approach, as typified in Obamacare, to reducing
Medicare spending.  But the President didn’t mention the fact that his approach allows one
organization above all to take advantage of seniors – AARP itself.  Here are five ways the
President and his Administration have left seniors at the mercy of one organization with insurance
interests – AARP – by granting them special exemptions and ignoring their questionable insurance
practices:
 

1.        AARP’s lucrative Medigap insurance was exempted in Obamacare from the ban on pre-
existing conditions; medical loss ratio requirements; caps on insurance industry executive
compensation; and the tax on all other health insurance plans.

2.        The Department of Health and Human Services didn’t think all these Obamacare exemptions
were enough; last year they also exempted Medigap insurance from premium rate review –
even though AARP, which carries the plan with the largest market share, earns greater
profits the more seniors pay in premiums.

3.        At a conference hosted by America’s Health Insurance Plans in March 2010, HHS Secretary
Sebelius encouraged the insurance industry to give up some of its profits, at a time when
health insurance profit margins were about 2 percent.  Yet neither Secretary Sebelius nor
anyone else in the Administration ever criticized AARP for making a profit margin of
nearly 5 percent on its Medigap insurance.

4.        In April 2010, the Administration engaged in very public efforts to “encourage” insurance
companies to ban rescissions and extend coverage to young adults earlier than is required
by the law.  But no one from the Administration has taken similar steps to encourage
AARP to stop discriminating against sick seniors applying for Medigap coverage.

5.        In a speech at an AARP conference in October 2010, Secretary Sebelius praised AARP as the
“gold standard in cutting through spin and complexity to give people the accurate
information they need.”  Yet the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC)
has previously expressed concern about the potential for conflicts-of-interest associated
with percentage-based compensation arrangements.  So Secretary Sebelius praised as the
“gold standard” for “accurate information” an organization that has the types of financial
conflicts her insurance commissioner colleagues have criticized as ripe for abuse.

 
If the President is so worried about leaving seniors at the mercy of insurance companies, perhaps he
should tell the people within his own Administration to stop granting political favors to Democrats’
cronies at the AARP.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Fact Check: Slowing Cost Growth
Date: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 9:18:24 PM

The President attempted to take credit for the slowdown in health costs of late, attributing it to
Obamacare.  But estimates of national health spending released by the non-partisan Medicare
actuary in July suggest otherwise.  The actuary’s report confirmed that – contrary to the President’s
assertions – the private sector is NOT doing fine, and that the economic downturn continues to
affect the health care sector.  Specifically, health spending in 2011 rose by a comparatively small
amount due to the “lingering effects of the recent recession and modest recovery,” as high
unemployment and stagnant wages often result in financially strapped individuals putting off
elective surgeries and trips to the doctor.  Just as prior studies from the non-partisan actuary have
concluded, spending growth was slower than projected NOT because Obamacare worked, but
because the Obama “stimulus” didn’t.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Fact Check: Taxes on the Middle Class
Date: Thursday, October 11, 2012 8:34:39 PM

Vice President Biden just claimed that Republicans are blocking tax increases on the middle class. 
That’s ironic, because the Obama Administration – in Obamacare and elsewhere – passed massive
tax increases on the middle class.  As Politifact noted when it called Barack Obama’s “firm pledge”
not to raise taxes on the middle class a promise broken: “Smokers, tanning aficionados, the happily
uninsured: More taxes coming at ya!”  In fact, the Congressional Budget Office recently noted that
600,000 people with incomes UNDER the federal poverty level – that’s $15,130 for a family of two
in 2012 – would pay higher taxes due to Obamacare’s mandate that all individuals buy health
insurance or pay a tax.
 
The Vice President’s claims aside, the American people will take no lessons from this Administration
on how to cut taxes on the middle class.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Fact Check: Who Do You Trust?
Date: Thursday, October 11, 2012 8:59:02 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Vice President Biden just asked “Who do you trust” when it comes to reducing taxes.  There’s one side the
American people won’t trust on taxes – it’s the candidate who said repeatedly his health plan would CUT
premiums by an average of $2,500 per family.  Barack Obama campaign also promised that that those
reductions would occur within Obama's first term.  But as the below graph shows, while candidate Obama
promised premiums would fall by $2,500 on average, premiums have risen by $3,065 since Barack Obama was
elected President.  Just this morning, the New York Times noted that “in the 2008 campaign, Mr. Obama often
told voters that he would lower premiums by $2,500 a year per family ‘by the end of my first term as
president.’  It has not happened…” 
 
The American people can’t trust the Obama Administration to lower their premiums, and given the record of
Obamacare – which raised taxes on the middle class – they shouldn’t trust this Administration to cut taxes
either.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Families USA Report Misleads on Obamacare"s "Help" for Small Businesses
Date: Wednesday, May 09, 2012 9:51:42 AM

The liberal advocacy group Families USA is out today with a new report claiming that 3.2 million
small businesses are eligible for the new health insurance tax credit created by Obamacare. 
However, prior studies and claims – including reports from the Administration itself – demonstrate
that Families USA’s “conclusions” vastly overstate Obamacare’s benefits for small businesses, while
understating its drawbacks.  Here’s what you need to know about the study, and the issue:
 

1. Even the Administration admits take-up of the small business credit has been much lower
than expected, and lower than today’s report claims.  While today’s study claims that 3.2
million small businesses are eligible for the credit, a February Administration fact sheet
conceded that only 360,000 firms will actually benefit from the credit in 2011.  That’s only
11% of the number hyped in today’s report.

 
2. The study omits many firms from its definition of “small business,” to make the credit

seem more important than it is.  The report admits that there are many ways to define small
business.  However, it then proceeds to use the narrow definition of small business included
in Obamacare – firms with fewer than 25 employees.  In other words, according to the study
(and the law), a restaurant with 30 workers is NOT a small business, and does not need help
funding its health insurance costs.

 
3. The credit is administratively cumbersome and complex, leading many small businesses

not to bother claiming it.  For instance, small businesses have to fill out seven separate
worksheets in order to receive the credit.  Republicans have pointed out the credit's
administrative complexities since the law passed – and the low take-up rates for the credit
are evidence of that fact. 

 
4. The credit provides little incentive for firms to start offering coverage – the credit’s

benefits are time-limited, while the rising costs from offering coverage are permanent. 
While the credit will expire for most firms by 2016, firms who use the credit to start offering
coverage will face higher costs over time.  There are also premium increases for those small
firms that do offer coverage; the law contains dozens of mandates to be implemented over
the next several years, each of which could raise premium costs by 1-3 percent.  An article in
the New York Times last year highlighted the skyrocketing premium increases faced by small
businesses, profiling small firms receiving premium increases of 20, 40, even 60 percent or
more.  According to a CBO analysis, the average tax credit would only cover about HALF of
the cost of a 20 percent increase in premiums – meaning premium costs will STILL go up
every year, even if a company qualified for the credit.

 
5. Liberals are now trying to blame conservatives for the flaws in a tax credit they designed. 

The Families USA report includes a line claiming that “the current heated political debate
about [Obamacare] has created additional barriers to effectively reaching [sic] America’s
small business owners with the facts about this new tax credit.”  However, the debate about
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Obamacare didn’t stop the Administration from spending nearly $1 million in taxpayer funds
($990,000, to be precise) to fund 4 million postcards promoting the tax credit – none of which
helped improve enrollment, as noted above.  The facts are that the poor design of the tax
credit – like the poor design of the entire law – has led firms to reject this option, just as the
American people continue to reject Obamacare.

 
Finally, it’s worth pointing out that today’s report was conducted for Families USA by the Lewin
Group.  The Huffington Post and other liberal allies called Lewin a front group for insurers back in
2009, when it released studies showing how a government-run health plan could cause millions to
lose their health insurance.  It will be worth watching to see whether the HuffPo and other liberal
groups will similarly criticize today’s Families USA/Lewin study as being biased, when it helps
trumpet the talking points of Obamacare supporters.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Fighting for the Middle Class...By Raising Their Premiums???
Date: Wednesday, December 07, 2011 9:21:54 AM

Various press reports about the President Obama’s speech in Kansas yesterday have emphasized
the way in which the President tried to frame his agenda as fighting for the middle class.  There’s
only one problem with this allegation:  When it comes to his signature agenda item – health care –
Obama has abandoned the middle class, not helped them.  Candidate Obama repeatedly promised
his health care plan would LOWER premiums by $2,500 per family, and do so within his first term. 
But the price of the average employer-sponsored plan ROSE by more than $2,200 per family since
Obama was first elected in 2008, according to studies from the Kaiser Family Foundation.  In other
words, Obama’s abandoned promise has cost American families nearly $5,000 per year – a $2,200
premium increase compared to a $2,500 promised premium reduction.  That’s failing the middle
class, not fighting for them.
 
Rather than admitting his broken promise, the President instead chose to deflect blame.  His speech
decried “insurance companies that jacked up people’s premiums with impunity.”  He made this
allegation even as Obamacare will RAISE individual insurance premiums by $2,100 per family,
according to the non-partisan Congressional Budget Office.  If anyone is attempting to jack up
people’s premiums with impunity, it’s the President himself, thanks to the massive 2700-page
Obamacare.
 
A final note: The President’s speech also derided banks for “huge bets…made with other people’s
money on the line.”  Some might argue that – by spending $2.6 trillion on a massive new entitlement
scheme at a time when Washington has already run up trillion-dollar deficits – Obamacare makes a
similarly risky bet by the federal government, using OUR taxpayer money.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Five Health Care Questions for Obama
Date: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 11:32:28 AM

Later this afternoon President Obama will be hosting an inaugural Twitter town hall, with questions
submitted by Twitter users.  Just in case you didn’t check out the questions posted online here,
below are five questions related to health care, entitlements, and Obamacare implementation that
may be relevant to this afternoon’s discussion:
 

CBO chief said April deficit speech not a credible plan -- where are the specifics of your
deficit proposal? bit.ly/oaIks2 #AskObama
 
@hhsgov official says it would be a "great thing" for firms to "dump" workers on #HCR
Exchanges; do you agree? bit.ly/fwjPY8 #AskObama
 
If the health care law is so good, why do so many unions need waivers from it?
bit.ly/hqmUmf #HCR #AskObama
 
How is implementation going on promise to save every family $2500 in premiums?
bit.ly/hE0nmM #HCR #AskObama
 
You want govt "experts" to make choices on HC spending. So should I have the surgery or
take the painkiller? bit.ly/jWor60 #AskObama

 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Five Ways Obamacare Could Bust the Budget
Date: Monday, October 31, 2011 1:40:27 PM

Last week this space examined all the things that must occur for Obamacare to follow through on its
claim of (relatively meager) deficit reduction.  But in recent days there have been multiple
developments that each provide ways under which the law’s costs could rise significantly, resulting
in an increase in the federal budget deficit:
 
More Medicaid Enrollees:  A study in Health Affairs released last week found that the number of
Medicaid enrollees under Obamacare could vary widely, from as few as 8.5 million to as many as
22.4 million – the latter number well above the official CBO estimate of 16 million.  Likewise, the
study found that spending on the Medicaid expansion could range from $34 billion to $98 billion –
another wide range of uncertainty.  Of particular note in the Health Affairs piece is the passage
highlighting that CBO has not “released complete details on its methods, including some of the key
parameters in the models” – such as their assumptions about what percentage of newly eligible
individuals will enroll in Medicaid – “which makes it difficult to gauge their accuracy and precision.”
 
Higher Costs:  A recent report released in California noted that a Mercer study “estimated that the
cost of [Obamacare insurance] subsidies might be roughly 30% higher than has been projected” by
CBO.  This Mercer study found that the cost of a silver plan will range from between $441 and $486
per month ($5,292 to $5,832 per year) in 2014, CBO projected that an individual silver premium will
cost only $5,200 in 2016 – two years later than the year examined in the Mercer study.  If in fact
premiums are 30% higher than CBO estimates, that could significantly raise the more than $100
billion annually the federal government will be spending on insurance subsidies by 2017.
 
Sicker People Obtain Coverage:  The Institute of Medicine’s recent report on the essential health
benefits cited two separate studies indicating that purchasers in the exchange are likely to be
“relatively older, less educated, lower income” and “in worse health,” with a high percentage of
individuals eligible for subsidies suffering from chronic conditions.  However, the CBO’s analysis of
premiums assumed that “an influx of new enrollees into the non-group [insurance] market would
yield an average premium per person in that market that is 7 percent to 10 percent lower.”  If the
other two studies are right when it comes to Exchanges attracting sicker-than-average individuals,
meaning CBO is wrong that Exchange populations will be healthier-than-average, that would also
significantly increase the more than $100 billion annually the federal government will be spending
on insurance subsidies by 2017.
 
An Ineffective Mandate:  Another insurance industry expert last week claimed that the law’s
constitutionally dubious individual mandate would also prove ineffective, because the penalty for
not obtaining coverage is low compared to the cost of insurance: “Would you ever feed the meter if
feeding the meter costs more than the [parking] ticket?”  In many respects, these comments only
reflect prior experience; data from multiple insurance companies in the only state with an individual
insurance mandate show that many people are paying the tax associated with the mandate while
healthy, only to obtain coverage and run up high health costs once becoming sick.  If large
percentages of the population circumvent or undermine the mandate, insurance premiums will rise
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inexorably, placing more upward pressure for spending on Obamacare’s insurance subsidies.
 
Employers Dropping:  Last but certainly not least, this month saw the nation’s largest employer
decide to drop coverage for many of its part-time workers.  If other firms follow suit for their part-
time employees, and/or decide to pay a $2,000 penalty for their full-time employees rather than
subsidizing a $15,000 policy, the cost of Obamacare’s insurance subsidies could skyrocket.
 
These are only some of the ways in which the law could prove to be a budget-buster.  And given this
month’s CLASS Act debacle, during which $86 billion in supposed savings evaporated in an instant,
who are Democrats to claim that any – or all – of these adverse effects will not occur in the coming
years…?
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Flawed Medicaid Study Leads to Flawed Conclusions
Date: Friday, April 27, 2012 8:38:09 AM

On Wednesday, Bloomberg published an article regarding a new Bloomberg Government study
surrounding state spending on Medicaid.  The study (subscription required) alleges that Medicaid
costs are growing less than state budgets as a whole.  However, the study’s headline conclusion only
examines state general fund spending on Medicaid, not overall state spending on Medicaid.  And
the report admits that, if ALL state spending is taken into account, Medicaid spending grew
significantly during the past decade:
 

The increase in state Medicaid spending over the past decade was greater if one includes
what the state budget officers' association calls “other state funding,” which it defines as
“other funds and revenue sources used as Medicaid match, such as local funds and provider
taxes, fees, donations, assessments”….If one includes spending on Medicaid from other
state funds, Medicaid costs grew by 54 percent from 2002 through 2011, one-third more
than total statewide expenditures excluding bonds.
 

In other words, the study’s major conclusion is incorrect; when examining ALL state spending,
Medicaid expenditures have increased faster than those on education, corrections,
transportation, etc.
 
The Bloomberg study attempts to justify its focus on general fund spending by stating that other
forms of state spending are merely gimmicks designed by states to get additional federal matching
funds.  It is true that both conservatives and liberals have opposed various provider taxes – where
states raise taxes on hospitals and other providers, draw additional federal matching funds, and pass
those matched funds right back to providers – as an abusive gimmick.  That is why the Bush
Administration in 2007-08 proposed several major regulations attempting to crack down on these
abuses – regulations which Democrats in Congress blocked through legislative action.
 
But what the Bloomberg study misses is the fact that new maintenance of effort mandates imposed
by the Obama Administration have forced states to resort to provider taxes and other similar
“gimmicks” as a way to mitigate the effects of Washington’s additional mandates.  Thanks to the
mandates in Obamacare, states cannot raise co-payments, trim beneficiary rolls, or even engage in
anti-fraud activities as a way to control rising Medicaid expenditures.  Because Obamacare has taken
away states’ freedom to manage their own Medicaid programs in a way that could help contain
costs, many states have resorted to provider taxes and other budgetary gimmicks to offset this
Washington-mandated spending.  According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, 16 additional states
have imposed new provider taxes on hospitals between 2009-2012 – actions which reflect states
attempting to use any means necessary to alleviate the harmful effects of Obamacare’s at least
$118 billion in unfunded mandates.
 
Some would argue the solution to this problem would involve Congress eliminating BOTH the
Medicaid “tax gimmicks” AND the Medicaid mandates in Obamacare that have forced many states
to resort to such gimmicks – not to assume that one washes out the other and there is no problem
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that needs addressing.  Therein lies the Bloomberg study’s critical flaw, in presuming that two
Medicaid wrongs – new federal mandates, and the tax gimmicks states have used to mitigate the
harmful effects of those mandates – somehow combine to create a policy right.
 
Posted to the Freedom on Call blog here.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: From the Archives: Why Obamacare Is Bad for Rural America
Date: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 2:48:48 PM
Attachments: image001.png

032610 Bad for Rural America.pdf

Given that the White House released a new “Rural Initiative” this morning, it’s worth highlighting this
document, first released in March 2010, showing how Obamacare is an ANTI-rural initiative, and will hit
struggling farms, small businesses, and rural health centers particularly hard:
 
 
 

 
Democrats’ Health Care Takeover—Bad for Rural America

 

Medicare Advantage Cuts.  The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimated
[i]

 that provisions in

the health care takeover
[ii]

 will cut a total of $202.3 billion from Medicare Advantage plans that
provide a range of health care options to seniors.  These harmful cuts could result in Medicare
Advantage plans moving out of rural areas, limiting beneficiary choice and causing millions of seniors
to lose their current coverage and the extra benefits Medicare Advantage plans provide. 
 
According to former Clinton Administration official Ken Thorpe, while every senior in rural areas had
access to a Medicare Advantage plan in 2007, only one in four rural beneficiaries had a choice of plans

in 1999
[iii]

—and the significant cuts could return rural seniors to the days when the only option is a
one-size-fits-all government plan.
 
Rural Hospitals Could Suffer.  CBO estimates that the health care takeover will result in $22.1 billion
in cuts in Medicare disproportionate share hospital (DSH) payments and an additional $18.5 billion in

Medicaid DSH reductions.
[iv]

  These reductions could inflict more significant harm on rural hospitals
in States where Medicaid programs cover a low percentage of costs to care for the uninsured, as well as
States where DSH payment levels are already below the national average.
 
Impact on Imaging Facilities.  According to CBO, the health care takeover will save $2.3 billion by
increasing the presumed utilization rate for certain imaging equipment from 50 percent to 75

percent.
[v]

  Particularly for rural hospitals and clinics where imaging equipment might be used much
less frequently than the legislation presumes, these savings could have a disproportionate impact on
access to services.
 
Tax Increases.  The health care takeover raises the Medicare payroll tax by a total of $210.2 billion—
leveling new taxes on many family farms and other small businesses that serve as the engine of new job

creation.
[vi]

  Combined with additional taxes of up to $2,000 per full-time employee for firms that
cannot afford to pay for their workers’ health plan premiums, these tax increases on small businesses
represent a “double whammy” on American job growth in an already struggling economy.
 
Medicare Reductions.  The health care takeover establishes a new board of unelected bureaucrats
empowered to make binding recommendations on cost reductions within Medicare.  There is nothing to
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prohibit this board of federal bureaucrats from reducing—or even eliminating entirely—any temporary
payment increases for rural providers, given its authority to re-write Medicare law and regulations in a
way that will curb federal costs.  For these reasons, CBO notes that these and other Medicare reductions
“might be difficult to sustain over time,” and could “reduce access to care or diminish the quality of

care” for patients.
[vii]

 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 

[i]
 Congressional Budget Office analysis of H.R. 4872, March 20, 2010,

http://cbo.gov/ftpdocs/113xx/doc11379/Manager%27sAmendmenttoReconciliationProposal.pdf. 
[ii]

 Senate-passed bill (H.R. 3590) text available at http://www.opencongress.org/bill/111-h3590/text; reconciliation bill (H.R.
4872) text available at http://www.opencongress.org/bill/111-h4872/text.
[iii]

 Ken Thorpe and Adam Atherly, “The Impact of Reduced Medicare Advantage Funding on Beneficiaries,” April 2007,
http://www.bcbs.com/issues/medicare/background/Medicare-Advantage.pdf.
[iv]

 CBO analysis of H.R. 4872.
[v]

 Ibid.
[vi]

 Joint Committee on Taxation analysis of substitute amendment to H.R. 4872 in concert with H.R. 3590, March 18, 2010,
http://jct.gov/publications.html?func=startdown&id=3671.
[vii]

 Congressional Budget Office analysis of H.R. 3590, December 19, 2009, http://cbo.gov/ftpdocs/108xx/doc10868/12-19-
Reid_Letter_Managers_Correction_Noted.pdf.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Fw: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare Mandate Upheld, Medicaid Expansion

"Limited"
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 9:28:14 AM

From the Joint Economic Committee...
 
From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC) [mailto:Chris_Jacobs@jec.senate.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 09:25 AM
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC) <Chris_Jacobs@jec.senate.gov> 
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare Mandate Upheld, Medicaid
Expansion "Limited" 
 
The venerable Lyle Denniston from the website SCOTUSblog reports that the Supreme Court has
upheld the individual mandate as a tax – and that the Medicaid expansion was “limited but not
invalidated,” as “the federal government’s power to terminate states’ Medicaid funds is narrowly
read.”  The ruling can be found online here (loading times are VERY slow).
 
We will of course provide further updates and analysis as soon as possible.  However, the rulings and
opinions are lengthy and will take time to digest, so please bear that in mind – patience is
appreciated!
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Mike Schrimpf; Jon Thompson; Mike Adams; Lindsay Russell; Conrad, Matt (GOV); Kent, Martin (GOV)
Subject: FW: Amicus Brief and PPACA Talking Points
Date: Sunday, February 12, 2012 3:27:03 PM

Good Afternoon Action Officers and Healthcare Leads:
 
Your Communication staff received the following talking points from RGA/RGPPC today re the
Amicus brief release tomorrow.  Copied to this email are Mike Schrimpf, Comm Director, and Jon
Thompson, Press Secretary, of our communications shop if you have any questions.  You may
contact me as well. 
 
As soon as we receive the final brief in the morning, we will circulate.
 
Best,
Marie
 
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
Repulican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
MSanderson@rga.org/

 
 
 

From: Mike Schrimpf 
Sent: Sunday, February 12, 2012 2:03 PM
To: Mike Schrimpf
Cc: Marie Sanderson; Jon Thompson
Subject: Amicus Brief and PPACA Talking Points
 
Hello,
 
Some of you asked for talking points about the amicus/PPACA. Please find those below.
 
Best,
 
Mike
 

Amicus Brief and PPACA Talking Points
 

Amicus Brief Topline Talking Points
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The amicus brief has three main arguments:
 
1.      The presumption of Constitutionality attaching to PPACA is weak owing to

the irregular parliamentary process employed in its enactment.
 
2.      The fact that Congress has never before required a citizen to purchase a good

or service from another citizen negates the existence of that power.
 
3.      The individual mandate and penalty are contrary to the text of the commerce

clause and foundational understandings
 
While the amicus focuses on the individual mandate, this case is about far more than just the
individual mandate. The Obama administration’s healthcare takeover grants sweeping
authority to the federal bureaucracy to dictate to individuals, churches, charities, hospitals,
schools, businesses and states how they must operate. This is the opposite of the vision of
America set forth by our nation’s founders.

 
General PPACA Talking Points

 
1.                  The Obama Administration has failed to adequately respond to the states

requests for more flexibility: unfunded mandates, maintenance of effort,
healthcare exchanges, denied waivers.

 
a.       Essential to note: Republican governors proactively offered 31 specific

solutions for reforming and saving Medicaid, but received no response
from the White House.
 

2.      True cost of Obamacare after the Democrats’ budget gimmicks are removed is
$2.5 trillion.
 

3.      States cannot afford Obamacare, and the White House’s failure to work with the
states creates more uncertainty for both state budgets, which in turns creates
uncertainty for businesses who don’t know how states will pay for Obamacare’s
provisions.

 

4.      ObamaCare is driving up premiums and jeopardizing coverage for millions of
Americans.  President Obama promised he would make our economy stronger, but
policies like ObamaCare have made it worse.

 

a.       The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Service actuaries find that
Obamacare will dramatically increase the near-term growth rate of health
care costs. In 2014, the actuaries find that growth in the net cost of health
insurance will increase by nearly 14 percent, compared to 3.5% if PPACA
had never passed.
 

b.      A June 2011 report by McKinsey & Co. found that 30-50 percent of
employers said they would stop offering health coverage once the bulk of
ObamaCare took effect.
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c.       A May 2011 PriceWaterhouseCoopers survey found that 84 percent of
employers would make changes to their plan as a result of ObamaCare. 

 

d.      Candidate Obama repeatedly promised his health care plan would LOWER
premiums by $2,500 per family, and do so within his first term.  But the
price of the average employer-sponsored plan ROSE by more than $2,200
per family since Obama was first elected in 2008, according to studies
from the Kaiser Family Foundation.  In other words, Obama’s abandoned
promise has cost American families nearly $5,000 per year – a $2,200
premium increase compared to a $2,500 promised premium reduction. 

 

5.      Healthcare Exchanges: CMS continues to provide limited guidance and seeks to
mandate a one size fit all approach to exchanges. Contrary to a recent White
House report indicating that states are moving for embracing and implementing
healthcare exchanges, states remain confused and are either not moving forward
under any scenario or moving forward 1) play defense to the federal government,
or 2) implement a market based anti-obamacare exchange. 
 

6.      The Administration’s “compromise” on conscience protections for religious-
affiliated employers now places the mandate on insurers to sell contraceptive
coverage.

 

a.       While religious employers will no longer be forced to provide products to
which they have moral objections, they will be required to facilitate,
directly or indirectly, access to those products.  The Administration is
forcing religious groups to “wash their hands” of actions they find morally
objectionable by placing the mandate elsewhere.
 

b.      Also, the rule is not fully repealed.  The mandate will remain in place for
other employers who may have conscience concerns about coverage of
contraception and abortifacients.  Religious leaders have expressed their
strong desire to repeal the entire contraceptive mandate, noting that
maintaining this new federal requirement – included in the President’s
unpopular health care law – would still create moral difficulties for “good…
business people who can’t in good conscience cooperate” with a federal
mandate that violates their religious beliefs.

 

More Detailed Summary of Amicus Arguments

 

I.             THE PRESUMPTION OF CONSTITUTIONALITY ATTACHING TO PPACA IS
WEAK OWING TO THE PARLIAMENTARY PROCESS EMPLOYED IN ITS
ENACTMENT.  There is doctrinal and philosophical support for such a presumption resting upon
notions of separation of powers, particularly where it appears PPACA was not passed through any
process resembling regular order.  The United States Senate passed PPACA late on Christmas Eve
2009 as a floor substitute on a straight party line vote.  The legislative vehicle was a House tax
bill chosen to satisfy the Originating Clause for the taxes in PPACA.   PPACA passed the Senate
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on cloture with considerable minority protest. To the extent that a presumption of constitutionality
arises from regular order and a hard look by Congress at the limits of its own power, those
conditions are simply not present.        

 

II.            THE FACT THAT CONGRESS HERETOFORE HAS NEVER CLAIMED THE
POWER TO REQUIRE A CITIZEN TO PURCHASE A GOOD OR SERVICE FROM
ANOTHER CITIZEN TENDS TO NEGATE THE EXISTENCE OF THAT POWER.  In the
case of PPACA, the lack of historical precedent was well known to Congress before it acted.  At
the heart of PPACA is § 1501, which generally requires American citizens to purchase a good or
service from other citizens, namely, a health insurance policy.  When the Senate Finance
Committee asked the Congressional Research Service whether a mandate supported by a penalty
would be constitutional, the response was equivocal:  "Whether such a requirement would be
constitutional under the Commerce Clause is perhaps the most challenging question posed by such
a proposal, as it is a novel issue whether Congress may use this clause to require an individual to
purchase a good or a service."  

 

III.           THE MANDATE AND PENALTY ARE CONTRARY TO THE TEXT OF THE
COMMERCE CLAUSE AND FOUNDATIONAL UNDERSTANDINGS.       

 

A.            The Mandate and Penalty are Not Supported by the Text of the Commerce
Clause.  Noah Webster in 1828 defined commerce as "an interchange or mutual change of goods,
wares, productions, or property of any kind, between nations or individuals, either by barter, or by
purchase and sale; trade; traffick."  This is commerce.  Its hallmarks are spontaneity and
voluntary activity; not a command to buy something.  The claim that commerce means not
commercial activity but mere passivity is violently discordant with any normal use of the word
commerce at the Founding or at any subsequent time.               

 

B.            The Historical Context in which the Commerce Clause was Drafted Makes it
Highly Unlikely that it Included a Power to Command a Citizen to Purchase Goods or
Services From Another Citizen.  The founding generation would have regarded as preposterous
any suggestion that Great Britain could have solved its colonial problems by commanding
Americans to purchase tea under the generally conceded power of parliament to regulate
commerce. 

 

C.            There is No Tradition of Using the Commerce Clause to Require a Citizen to
Purchase Goods or Services from Another Citizen.              Because this regime viewed the
regulation even of economic activity as illegitimate unless that activity harmed or threatened harm
to someone else, Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905), it is inconceivable that the Commerce
Clause prior to 1938 would have been deemed to validly reach inactivity.  The question thus
becomes, has the Supreme Court decided any case in the post-Lochner era that has extended the
Commerce Clause far enough to cover the mandate and penalty?

 

D.            As this Court Found in Denying the Secretary's Motion to Dismiss, the Mandate
and Penalty are Outside the Existing Outer Limits of the Commerce Clause and Associated
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Necessary and Proper Clause as Measured by Supreme Court Precedent.  "[E]ven if [an]
activity be local and though it may not be regarded as commerce, it may still, whatever its nature,
be reached by Congress if it exerts a substantial economic effect on interstate commerce, and this
irrespective of whether such effect is what might at some earlier time have been defined as 'direct'
or 'indirect.'"  Wickard, 317 U.S.  at 125 (emphasis added).  Wickard marks the affirmative outer
limits of the Commerce Clause. 

 

Since Wickard, the Supreme Court has proceeded no further than to hold that Congress can
regulate three things under the Commerce Clause: (1) "use of the channels of interstate
commerce" (2) "the instrumentalities of interstate commerce," and (3) "activities that substantially
affect interstate commerce."  Lopez, 514 U.S. at 558-59.  “[T]he Federal balance is too essential a
part of our constitutional structure and plays too vital a role in securing freedom for us to admit
inability to intervene when one or the other level of Government has tipped the scales too far." 
Id. at 578.

          

None of this is changed by an appeal to the Necessary and Proper Clause.  This Court elsewhere
has emphatically held that the Necessary and Proper Clause is limited by general principles of
federalism independent of any direct prohibition.  Alden v. Maine, 527 U.S. 706 (1999) ("When a
'Law . . . for carrying into Execution' the Commerce Clause violates the principle of state
sovereignty reflected in the various constitutional provisions . . . it is not a 'Law . . . proper for
carrying into Execution the Commerce Clause,' and is thus, in the words of The Federalist,
'merely [an] act of usurpation' which 'deserves to be treated as such.'") (citing Printz, 521 U.S. at
923-24).  It simply does not matter how "necessary" the mandate and penalty might be to the
congressional scheme if the end being pursued is improper under the Necessary and Proper
Clause. 
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Conrad, Matt (GOV); Eige, Jasen (GOV); Kent, Martin (GOV)
Subject: FW: Amicus Brief Update
Date: Friday, February 03, 2012 5:07:01 PM
Attachments: 2012 Amicus Draft - Initial Draft.docx

2012 Amicus Summary - PPACA Amicus 020212.docx
2012 Amicus Brief State Mandates and Burdens Resulting from Federal Health Reform.docx

Importance: High

All:
 
Many of you requested feedback on the RGPPC COS call.  Most of the discussion was surrounding
the amicus brief, forwarded earlier, and attached again.   To clarify, we are seeking your thoughts re
RGPPC signing the amicus brief, not your individual governors signing the amicus brief.  Please call
me if you need more clarification. 
 
COSs agreed to review and respond with their governors thoughts over this weekend, with all
substantive edits due by Monday, 2/6 at 12:00 pm EDT. 
 
Thanks again for your attention to this issue.  I’m available this weekend should you wish to discuss
further.
 
Best,
Marie
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
Repulican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
MSanderson@rga.org

 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Marie Sanderson 
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2012 10:57 AM
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Conrad, Matt (GOV); Eige, Jasen (GOV); Martin.Kent@governor.virginia.gov; Lindsay Russell;
EGetchell@oag.state.va.us; Mike Adams
Subject: Amicus Brief Update
Importance: High
 
All:
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Please find the updated Amicus Brief documents.  A summary and initial draft is attached.
 
This will be discussed by Martin Kent, COS to Gov. McDonnell on today’s Chief of Staff RGPPC COS
call  at 3 PM EDT.
 
To confirm on process, the goal is for RGPPC to be named as joining the amicus, as will Governor
McDonnell individually.  Duncan Getchell of the VA AG office will sign as a SCOTUS admitted
attorney.  The case will be styled as shown in the attached summary. 
 
What we need from you:
 

1.        Legal teams and General Counsels:  Sign off that a majority of our governors are
comfortable with RGPPC being named as joining the amicus.  Questions or concerns
regarding the legal brief should be directed to Martin Kent, COS to Gov Bob McDonnell,  or
Matt Conrad, Deputy COS to Gov McDonnell.   Please respond to Marie at

 once you are comfortable from your state. 
 

Martin Kent:  Martin.Kent@governor.virginia.gov
       Matt Conrad:  Matt.Conrad@governor.virginia.gov  and is 
 
 

2.         Healthcare advisors and Action Officers:  We need additional data.  Please find attached a
document summarizing state mandates and burdens from PPACA. Additional thoughts are
welcome and data is encouraged. You may send that information to Marie to be
encorporated  at  .

 
Thanks in advance for your attention to this matter.  About twice a year we have an important issue
we need to turn around quickly—this is one of them. We appreciate your patience.
 
 
Best,
Marie
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
Repulican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
MSanderson@rga.org/
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From: Denise Northrup
To: AJ Mallory
Subject: FW: Attachments: SCOTUS Medicaid decision: call today at 4:30 EST
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 3:15:48 PM
Attachments: 2012 06 28 Medicaid Conf Call agenda.docx

2012 06 28 Medicaid Scotus Highlights.docx
2012 06 28 Politico Overview of Medicaid.pdf

Please print for me and I’ll take this stuff with the opinion…
 

From: Marie Sanderson [mailto: ] 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 3:18 PM
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell; Mike Schrimpf; Jon Thompson
Subject: Attachments: SCOTUS Medicaid decision: call today at 4:30 EST
 
All- for today’s  staff call at 4:30 PM EST—please find attached:
 

1.        Agenda
2.        Medicaid overview
3.        Medicaid overview from Politico, attached and

http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0612/77945.html
 
More information will be provided as we complete analysis.
 
Reminder, our governors will discuss all of this on their governors-only call on 7/3. Information was
forwarded earlier this week to you and your schedulers. 
 
-mts
 
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
 
 

From: Marie Sanderson 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 12:16 PM
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell; Mike Schrimpf; Jon Thompson
Subject: SCOTUS Medicaid decision: call today at 4:30 EST
Importance: High
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All: Quick update on the Medicaid opinion.
 

1.      CALL SCHEDULED FOR TODAY:  We will host a call at
4:30 EST today to discuss moving parts with a team of
experts.  1 800 653 7913  access code 4341764

2.     PRESS:  We realize many of you are torn with what to say
regarding the Medicaid expansion piece in your public
states.  We request that you continue indicate that your
state is studying the opinion. We will discuss this today on
the call.  We will discuss Medicaid expansion, MOEs,
healthcare exchanges and a number of other questions you
might have.   While the expansion piece is voluntary,
Medicaid is still a regulatory mess and other pieces of
PPACA for states appear to be intact. 

 
Thanks,
Marie
 

 

 

More:

http://www.scotusblog.com/2012/06/court-holds-that-states-have-choice-whether-to-

join-medicaid-expansion/

 
Court holds that states have choice whether to join
medicaid expansion
The Court’s decision on the constitutionality of the Medicaid expansion is divided and
complicated.  The bottom line is that: (1) Congress acted constitutionally in offering states
funds to expand coverage to millions of new individuals; (2) So states can agree to expand
coverage in exchange for those new funds; (3) If the state accepts the expansion funds, it
must obey by the new rules and expand coverage; (4) but a state can refuse to participate in
the expansion without losingall of its Medicaid funds; instead the state will have the option
of continue the its current, unexpanded plan as is.
 
 The votes for this outcome are divided among several opinions.  Three Justices – the Chief,
Justice Kagan, and Justice Breyer – took the position that depriving a state of all of its
Medicaid funding for refusing to agree to the new expansion would exceed Congress’s power
under the Spending Clause.  Although Congress may attach conditions to federal funds, they
concluded, it may not coerce states into accepting those conditions.  And in this case, taking
away all the states’ funds for the entirety of its Medicaid program just because it disagreed
with a piece of the program would be coercive.  But the remedy for that constitutional
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violation is not to declare the expansion unconstitutional – such that even states that want
to participate would not have the option.  Instead, the plurality held that the provision of the
statute that authorized the Government to cut off all funds for non-compliance with the
expansion was unconstitutional.  The result is that states can choose to participate in the
expansion, must comply with the conditions attached to the new expansion funds if they
take that new money, but states can also choose to continue to participate only in the
unexpanded version of the program if they want.
 

Justices Ginsburg and Sotomayor would have held the entire expansion program
constitutional, even the provision threatening to cut off all funding unless states agreed to
the expansion.  Their votes created a majority for the proposition that the overall expansion
was constitutional, and that states could choose to participate in the expansion and would
have to comply with the expansion conditions if they did.

 

But there was still no majority about what to do about the states that do not want to
participate in the expansion – the Chief Justice’s 3-Justice plurality voted to strike down the
provision allowing the Government to withhold all funds from states that reject the
expansion; Justices Ginsburg and Sotomayor voted to uphold it.

 

The deadlock was broken by the dissenters.  Justice Scalia – writing on behalf of himself, and
Justices Kennedy, Thomas, and Alito – agreed with the Chief’s plurality that the threat to
withhold all funds was unconstitutionally coercive.  But they would have held that the
consequence is that the entire expansion program should be stricken.  The result would have
been that even states that wanted to participate in the program could not.  The plurality’s
approach of simply striking down the provision that allowed withholding all funds if the
state refused the expansion was, in the dissenters’ view, tantamount to rewriting the statute.
 

At this point, that meant that there were 2 votes to uphold the expansion in its entirety, 4
votes to strike the entire expansion down, and 3 votes to strike down only the provision
withholding all funds for non-compliance with the expansion mandate.  So where does that
leave things?

 

Fortunately (for the sake of clarity at least), Justices Ginsburg and Sotomayor resolved the
ambiguity by voting with the plurality on the remedy question.  That is, these Justices voted
that if the statute was unconstitutionally coercive, then the remedy would be only to strike
down the all-or-nothing sanction.
 

The consequence was a bottom line of 7 Justices – the Chief, Breyer, Kagan and the four
dissenters – finding the expansion unconstitutional.  But a different majority – the Chief,
Ginsburg, Breyer, Sotomayor and Kagan – held that the remedy for the violation was to
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strike down only the provision allowing the federal government to withhold all Medicaid
funds unless a state agrees to the expansion.
 

 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Deborah Hohlt; Lindsay Russell
Subject: FW: George Will on Obamacare and Federalism
Date: Saturday, January 21, 2012 5:23:15 PM

Good evening-
 
Several groups have circulated George Will’s WSJ column today. I think Chris Jacobs’ (Senate RPC)
narrative is very useful. Please see below both his narrative and the column below. Both are good
reads.
 
Best,
Marie
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
Repulican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
MSanderson@rga.org/

 
 
 

From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC) [mailto:Chris_Jacobs@rpc.senate.gov] 
Sent: Saturday, January 21, 2012 11:16 AM
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: George Will on Obamacare and Federalism
 
If you have some time this snowy Saturday, I would highly recommend George Will’s Sunday column
(pasted in full below) as a good read.  The piece summarizes the lesser-known element of the
Obamacare challenges to be heard by the Supreme Court in two months’ time – the argument that
the law’s Medicaid expansion represents a commandeering of the states, in violation of the Tenth
Amendment.  The article notes that any state refusing to expand its Medicaid program under
Obamacare will forfeit ALL Medicaid funding; studies have demonstrated such a scenario would be
so economically (therefore politically) remote as to be all but impossible.  And as the states’ brief to
the Court noted a few weeks ago, the Court has already adopted the principle that federal strings
attached to spending programs can become so great as to be coercive; if the Court will not reject as
coercive the largest ever mandated expansion of the program that represents the largest portion
of state budgets, what will it reject?  Will notes that it is this argument – limiting principles (or lack
thereof) on Congressional power – that unites the challenges to the individual mandate and the
Medicaid expansion:
 

The Obamacare issues of Medicaid coercion and the individual mandate are twins.  They
confront the court with the same challenge, that of enunciating judicially enforceable
limiting principles.  If there is no outer limit on Congress’s power to regulate behavior in the
name of regulating interstate commerce, then the Framers’ design of a limited federal
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government is nullified.  And if there is no outer limit on the capacity of this government to
coerce the states, then federalism, which is integral to the Framers’ design, becomes
evanescent.

 
Therein lie the stakes for the American people that the Court will consider later this spring.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 

A Supreme Obamacare test
By George F. Will,

The Supreme Court can pack large portents in small details. When in late March it considers
the constitutionality of Obamacare, there will be 51 / 2 hours of oral argument — the most in
almost half a century. This is because the individual mandate (Does Congress’s power to
regulate interstate commerce extend to punishing the inactivity of not buying insurance?) is
just one of the law’s constitutionally dubious features.

An hour of argument will be devoted to whether Obamacare’s enormous expansion of
Medicaid is so coercive of states that it is incompatible with federalism — the Constitution’s
architecture of dual sovereignty. The court’s previous rulings about compulsion point toward
disallowing this expansion.

Spending on Medicaid, a theoretically cooperative federal-state program, is approximately 40
percent of all federal funds given to states and 7 percent of all federal spending. Enacted in
1965 as a program for the poor, it has exploded. The increase in its costs by the end of this
decade is expected to be $434 billion. Its cost is projected to rise 7.9 percent a year — faster
even than Medicare’s (6.9 percent).

Under Obamacare, however, the cooperative nature of Medicaid has been radically revised in
a way no state could have anticipated before becoming inextricably entangled with it.
Obamacare requires states to cover all persons with incomes up to, effectively, 138 percent of
the poverty level. The federal government will pay all increased costs (other than
administrative costs) until 2016; by 2020 states will pay 10 percent of the expansion. But
even with the federal government paying most of the costs, in many states their portion of
Medicaid costs is the largest item in their budgets, even exceeding education. And
Obamacare, which forbids states to restrict the eligibility criteria it adopted before this new
burden, would deny all Medicaid funds to noncompliant states.

This would cost most states billions of dollars. For example, 26 percent of Florida’s budget
goes for Medicaid; if it lost federal funds, it would require 60 percent of all tax revenue to
maintain today’s pre-Obamacare benefits.

In theory, state participation in Medicaid is voluntary; practically, no state can leave
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Medicaid because its residents’ federal taxes would continue to help fund the program in all
other states. Moreover, opting out of Obamacare’s expanded Medicaid would leave millions
of poor people without affordable care. So Obamacare leaves states this agonizing choice:
Allow expanded Medicaid to devastate your budgets, or abandon the poor.

The Constitution created a federal government of limited and enumerated powers and
promptly strengthened this with the 10th Amendment. The Supreme Court has held that the
states therefore retain “a residuary and inviolable sovereignty” incompatible with federal
“commandeering” of states’ legislatures and executives. Under Obamacare’s Medicaid
expansion, states are dragooned for the furtherance of federal objectives.

In 1987, the court upheld a federal law denying a portion of federal highway funds to states
that refused to implement a drinking age of 21. The court held that the threatened loss of
funds — only 5 percent — was a “relatively small” inducement and hence “not so coercive
as to pass the point at which pressure turns into compulsion.” The court thereby said the
federal government cannot behave like Don Corleone, making offers states cannot refuse. At
some point, government crosses the threshold of unconstitutional compulsion.

The crucial consideration is the degree of threatened impoverishment. Because of Obamacare,
the nation needs clarity from the court. If it now thinks Congress has unfettered power to
place conditions on states receiving money from it, the court should explicitly disavow its
coercion doctrine. But if the coercion doctrine is to survive, Obamacare should not.

The Obamacare issues of Medicaid coercion and the individual mandate are twins. They
confront the court with the same challenge, that of enunciating judicially enforceable limiting
principles. If there is no outer limit on Congress’s power to regulate behavior in the name of
regulating interstate commerce, then the Framers’ design of a limited federal government is
nullified. And if there is no outer limit on the capacity of this government to coerce the states,
then federalism, which is integral to the Framers’ design, becomes evanescent.

So, the time the court has allotted for oral argument about Obamacare is proportional to the
stakes. This case is the most important in the more than half a century since the Brown v.
Board of Education cases because, like those, it concerns the nature of the American regime.
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From: Seth Levey
To: Marie Sanderson; Lindsay Russell; Seth Levey
Subject: FW: Hold On To Your Wallets: Today"s Mandates Will Raise Premiums
Date: Friday, December 16, 2011 9:08:00 AM

All:
 
Please see below from the Senate Republican Policy Committee:
 

From: "Jacobs, Chris (RPC)" <Chris_Jacobs@rpc.senate.gov>
Date: Fri, 16 Dec 2011 09:27:35 -0500
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)<Chris_Jacobs@rpc.senate.gov>
Subject: Hold On To Your Wallets: Today's Mandates Will Raise Premiums
 
Various press reports this morning regarding an 11:00 conference call being held by the
Administration suggest that HHS may be about to release preliminary guidance regarding the
“essential health benefits.”  Those are the federal mandates that all plans in Obamacare’s Exchanges
must carry in order for them to be deemed “acceptable” by Washington bureaucrats.
 
It’s worth noting the timing of this announcement – right before Christmas, on a Friday (aka “Take
Out the Trash Day”), as most folks in Washington are distracted by the omnibus appropriations bill
and other end-of-session activities.  Also of note:  The fact that Secretary Sebelius will NOT be
participating in the 11:00 conference call.  Some would argue that the Secretary’s absence confirms
how unpopular these new Washington-imposed mandates have become, and the political
controversy they have created.
 
But the real story here is WHY the Obamacare mandates are controversial – because they will raise
insurance premiums.  Candidate Obama repeatedly promised his health care plan would LOWER
premiums by $2,500 per family, and do so within his first term.  But the Congressional Budget Office
has said that Obamacare would RAISE individual insurance premiums by $2,100 per family.  So the
real question for HHS is:  How will their regulations close the whopping $4,600 gap between the
$2,500 per family premium reduction candidate Obama promised and the $2,100 premium
increase Obamacare is scheduled to deliver?
 
Unfortunately, it’s highly unlikely that the gap can be closed – because new mandates imposed by
government bureaucrats will only raise premiums, not lower them.  As a result, struggling middle
class families are paying every month for the President’s failure to deliver – and will continue to do
so for years to come.
 
We will of course have more on these developments as the day progresses.

Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell
Subject: FW: How Obamacare WORSENS Poverty
Date: Monday, July 16, 2012 2:08:48 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Excellent analysis by Chris Jacobs today. Worth the read.
 
-mts
 

From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC) [mailto:Chris_Jacobs@jec.senate.gov] 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 10:19 AM
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: How Obamacare WORSENS Poverty
 
There are many arguments to be marshaled about the ill effects of Obamacare – but a little-seen
analysis issued several weeks ago offers a devastating indictment about how the law will effectively
hurt the very people it is designed to help.  In testimony before a Ways and Means subcommittee
hearing, the Urban Institute’s Gene Steuerle discussed the “poverty trap” developed by means-tested
government programs – a trap that Obamacare will both extend and worsen.
 
The “poverty trap” is best demonstrated graphically, as Steuerle’s testimony illustrates.  The chart
below shows a hypothetical example whereby a family (single parent and two children) can receive
nearly $30,000 in government benefits with no household earnings, but only about $10,000 in
government benefits with $35,000 in household earnings:
 

Another chart shows a similar example from a slightly different graphical perspective.  The chart
(Figure 4) shows the effects of rising income on a single parent with two children in Alabama whose
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income rises from the federal poverty level to twice poverty.  Under that situation, if the family’s
income rises by about $17,000, the family will LOSE over $10,000 in government benefits.  As a result,
“income would rise by only about $6,900—an effective average marginal tax rate of about 60 percent,
to which must be added any loss of health insurance benefits.”  These examples, and so many more
like them, often lead families to ask the obvious question:  If I will lose so many government benefits
by generating additional income, why work?  
 
And in the main, Obamacare WORSENS this problem, rather than improving it.  By extending
insurance subsidies up the income scale, it does eliminate the Medicaid “cliff,” whereby individuals
may stop working now in order to remain eligible for Medicaid benefits (because Medicaid eligibility
isn’t determined on a sliding-scale basis – you’re either eligible for it, or you’re not).  But extending the
subsidies up to four times poverty only EXTENDS this “poverty trap” further up the income ladder to
middle-income individuals – who now will face the same “cliff” that some Medicaid beneficiaries
currently face.  Families will forego making $1,000 of additional income if it will cost their household
$5,000 or more in insurance subsidies – as it will for families who barely exceed the 400% cut-off for
subsidy eligibility.  No wonder the Congressional Budget Office said that the law’s “phaseout of the
[health insurance subsidies] as income rises will effectively increase marginal tax rates, which will also
discourage work.” 
 
Ronald Reagan famously said that the nine most terrifying words in the English language are “I’m from
the government and I’m here to help.”  By penalizing success and discouraging work, Obamacare is
the quintessential example of that truism.  Because, by trapping people in a cycle of poverty and
dependence on government assistance, Obamacare doesn’t enhance true security for millions of low-
income Americans – it UNDERMINES it.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Kinzel, Will
To: Adam Nordstrom ); Andrew Silvestri; aparis@state.pa.us; Bill Kloiber

(Bill.Kloiber@wisconsin.gov); Bill McBride (mcbrideb@michigan.gov); bkanzeg ;
bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; Brandon Steinmann (bsteinmann@osfr.state.tx.us);
brandymarty03 ; Brian McManus ( ); Brian Nutt (bnutt@state.pa.us);
carol.statkus@wyo.gov; clipparelli ; CWhitfield@governor.state.ms.us;
dan.wilmot@governor.state.tx.us; david.hensley@gov.idaho.gov; Debbie Hohlt ( ); Dennis
Muchmore (muchmored@michigan.gov); Dona DeLeon (Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us); Doug Hoelscher
(doug.hoelscher@iowa.gov); Ed Perez (eperez@osfr.state.tx.us); emainigi ; griffin
hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; jabot10 ; jamieshuster@gov.sc.gov; jasen.eige@governor.virginia.gov;
Jason Kreizenbeck (jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov); jboeyink ; Jeannemarie Davis
(jeannemarie.davis@governor.virginia.gov); Jennifer Branstetter (jbranstett@state.pa.us); Jim Soyer
(jim.soyer@state.sd.us); jmcallahan@state.pa.us; John Katz (John.Katz@alaska.gov);
joseph.fadness@wisconsin.gov; Katie Altshuler; Katy Oder; Krista Carman ( ); Kristi
Craig (kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov); ktartaglia@state.pa.us; Lauren Kintner
(lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov); Lgromis ; macarter32 ; Marie Sanderson
(msanderson@governor.state.ms.us); mark.cate@tn.gov; mary.mayhew@maine.gov; Michael Ciamarra
(michael.ciamarra@governor.alabama.gov); Michael DiSabato (Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov);
mkennicott ; mschrimpf@rga.org; Nicole Guillemard ( );
rebmyers@state.pa.us; renee.fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; rob.jakubik ; Robert Spendlove
(rspendlove@utah.gov); Ryan McGinness ( ); Ryan Serote (rserote@az.gov);
sirena.ramirez@guam.gov; Stephen Waguespack (wags@la.gov); tammy.perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Tim Pearson
(timpearson@gov.sc.gov); Todd Smith ( ); travisrichmond ; Wayne Struble
(wayne.struble@governor.ohio.gov); wayne.hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us; will.cromer@tn.gov; Zak Tomich
(tomichz@michigan.gov)

Cc: lanier swann@mcconnell.senate.gov
Subject: FW: Non-Answers by Secretary Sebelius on State Flexibility
Date: Friday, February 25, 2011 12:32:17 PM

FYI, from Senate RPC...

From: Chris Jacobs
Sent: Friday, February 25, 2011 12:18 PM
To: Chris Jacobs
Subject: Non-Answers by Secretary Sebelius on State Flexibility

Ahead of the National Governors Association meeting this weekend, Secretary Sebelius released a
letter<http://bit.ly/eOWwKb> responding to previous correspondence<http://bit.ly/g2ekQj> from
Republican Governors requesting additional flexibility in implementing the health law.  Unfortunately,
however, the Secretary's response was largely a non-response, avoiding the main issues the governors
raised:

Operation of Exchanges
Governors' Request:  "Provide states with complete flexibility on operating the exchange, most
importantly the freedom to decide which licensed insurers are permitted to offer their products."
Sebelius' Response:  "In implementing their exchanges, states have the option to allow all insurers to
participate in the exchanges (the Utah model), or they can be more active purchasers in shaping
available choices (the Massachusetts model)."
Translation:  While the Secretary's letter sounds like HHS will give states some flexibility to manage their
exchanges, the proof will be in the pudding - namely the specific regulations to be released delineating
state exchange requirements.  More broadly though, it's an open question whether states will receive
the "complete flexibility" requested by the governors - or whether HHS bureaucrats will layer on more
Washington mandates for the state-based exchanges to comply with, just as the law itself did.

Essential Health Benefits
Governors' Request:  "Waive the bill's costly mandates and grant states the authority to choose benefit
rules that meet the specific needs of their citizens."
Sebelius' Response:  "All plans in the individual and small group markets - inside or outside of the
exchanges - will provide essential health benefits, which, by law, will be modeled after what a typical
employer currently provides today in the private sector.  But the law and how states implement it allow
a diversity of plan types and benefit designs in exchanges, and states continue to have the option to
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require coverage of specific, additional benefits."
Translation:  Governors' request denied.  The Secretary's letter talks about benefits packages being
prescribed "by law," but conveniently omits who will be doing the prescribing.  Section 1302(b)(1) of the
statute couldn't be clearer about who will decide the scope of the benefits package: "The Secretary shall
define the essential health benefits" necessary to comply with the law's individual mandate.  The other
key word in the Secretary's letter when it comes to benefit packages is "additional:" States can EXCEED
the Washington-imposed benefit standards, but they cannot waive them, no matter how high premiums
will rise. (The richer benefit packages will raise premiums for individual insurance by as much as 30
percent on average, according to the Congressional Budget Office<http://bit.ly/h37kt2>.)  This
"flexibility" is in reality a one-way street to higher premiums and health costs for states and families
alike.

Health Savings Accounts
Governors' Request:  "Waive the provisions that discriminate against consumer-driven health plans, such
as health savings accounts (HSAs)."
Sebelius' Response:  "The cost sharing limits required by the essential health benefits package mirror
the current out-of-pocket maximum for HSAs under the Internal Revenue Code."
Translation:  Substantively speaking, a non-answer.  First, the essential health benefits package does
contain new restrictions on deductibles and cost-sharing that will prevent at least some current HSA
plans from being offered.  More importantly, the law does not specify that cash contributions made to
an HSA will be counted towards the minimum federal requirements under the new actuarial value
standard.  Section 1302(d) of the statute<http://bit.ly/eZ58DI> states very clearly that those
parameters will be defined "under regulations issued by the Secretary."  In other words, it's not states
that will determine whether they will be able to offer HSA coverage - it's the Secretary herself.  And the
Secretary didn't answer whether HHS will give all HSA plans a "safe harbor" during the regulatory
process.

Medicaid Flexibility
Governors' Request:  "Provide blanket discretion to individual states if they chose [sic] to move non-
disabled Medicaid beneficiaries into the exchanges for their insurance coverage without the need of
further HHS approval."
Sebelius' Response:  "The Affordable Care Act expands and simplifies Medicaid coverage and provides
states with more opportunities to align Medicaid with private health insurance.  More specifically, the law
permits states to restructure Medicaid coverage to look more like typical private employer coverage."
Translation:  Again, governors' request denied.  The Secretary's letter talks about the law permitting
states to restructure their Medicaid plans.  However, the section of the Medicaid
statute<http://bit.ly/faAZYS> referred to in the law (Section 1937(a)(1)(A) of the Social Security Act)
makes very clear that states can utilize "benchmark" standards to make Medicaid more like traditional
insurance "as a state plan amendment."  In other words, states must ask Washington's permission to
change their Medicaid benefits - far from the "blanket discretion" the governors requested.  Moreover,
the health care law actually imposed MORE requirements, not less, when it comes to "benchmark"
coverage - Section 2001(c)(3) of the law amended Section 1937 of the Social Security Act to require
that states offer all the "essential health benefits" as part of their Medicaid "benchmark" coverage in
2014.  So in addition to all the existing requirements, states must now also comply with the new benefit
mandates under the law - which, as noted above, will be set by Washington bureaucrats, not the states
themselves.

Objective Data
Governors' Request:  "Commission a new and objective assessment of how many people will end up in
the exchanges and on Medicaid in every state as a result of the legislation (including those "offloaded"
by employers), and at what potential cost to state governments."
Sebelius' Response:  "The traditional source for objective information about the costs of federal
legislation is the non-partisan Congressional Budget Office, which has estimated that the Affordable
Care Act will extend coverage to 32 million uninsured Americans..."
Translation:  A substantive non-answer on several levels.  First, the governors asked for a state-by-
state assessment of costs and coverage impacts - which CBO has not done, and traditionally does not
do.  Second, the Medicare actuary recently testified<http://bit.ly/hX4ZXy> that CBO's assumptions with
regard to the Medicaid expansion may be inaccurate.  Specifically, the actuary indicated that one
interpretation of the statute's new definition of modified adjusted gross income could mean that "an
additional 5 million or more Social Security early retirees would be potentially eligible for Medicaid
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coverage" than CBO originally estimated.  That means that states could be facing unfunded mandates
vastly greater than the $60 billion amount estimated by CBO<http://bit.ly/h045ma>.

So, for the record, that's one answer partially agreeing with the governors' request, and four responses
that either deny or avoid discussing the gist of the issues the governors put forward.  In sum, most of
the responses avoid mentioning that the states' parameters are being sharply limited by Washington -
and the arguments about state "flexibility" fall flat when a review of the law reveals that the only
flexibility states really have involves imposing MORE regulations and mandates, rather than getting out
from under Washington's myriad diktats.  Not only is the Secretary's response insufficient when it comes
to the transparency of the regulatory process - and how it will impact states - but on substance, it
implicitly reinforces rather than rebuts the notion that the 2700-page health care law imposes top-
down, Washington-centric "solutions."

Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Lindsay Russell
To: margaret.whatley@finance.alabama.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; cindy.sims@alaska.gov;

honor.ingels@governor.alabama.gov; rserote@az.gov; Pam.Pfeifer@LASPBS.STATE.FL.US;
JohnPatrick.Walsh ; rob.jakubik ; renee.fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us;
macarter32  bfulenwider@georgia.gov; ehames@georgia.gov; ts ;
sirena.ramirez@guam.gov; david.hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov;
tammy.perkins@gov.idaho.gov; debbie ; griffin ; ahorst@sba.IN.gov;
bburdick@gov.IN.gov; cruhl@omb.in.gov; Christine.Bartel@iowa.gov; doug.hoelscher@iowa.gov;
adam.nordstrom ; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; wags@la.gov; Jonathan.Ringo@la.gov;
mary.mayhew@maine.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov;
GigliottiL@michigan.gov; msanderson@governor.state.ms.us; lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov;
brian ; ryan ; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; dona.deleon@gov.state.nj.us;
wayne.hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us; marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us; valerie.j.harr@dhs.state.nj.us;
lowell.arye@gov.state.nj.us; janelcausey ; kristacarman ; wstruble
Craig.w.butler@governor.ohio.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler; aparis@state.pa.us;
jbranstett@state.pa.us; jmcallahan@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; lgromis ;
bnutt  nguillemard ; sarah.echols ; twatkins ;
Intern Sam Dulik; lanier swann@mcconnell.senate.gov; jamieshuster@gov.sc.gov; jim.soyer@state.sd.us;
Will.kinzel@mail.house.gov; mark.cate@tn.gov; will.cromer@tn.gov; travisrichmond ;
katyoder 99 ; chiproytexas ; brandymarty03 ; rspendlove@utah.gov;
jeannemarie.davis@governor.virginia.gov; kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov;
Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; keith.gilkes@wisconsin.gov; wendy.riemann@wisconsin.gov;
eric.schutt@wisconsin.gov; ryan.murray@wisconsin.gov; Bill.Kloiber@wisconsin.gov; carol.statkus@wyo.gov

Cc: Marie Sanderson
Subject: FW: Obamacare"s Latest Waiver Program
Date: Tuesday, July 05, 2011 3:02:19 PM

FYI-
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:   | 
 
 

From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC) [mailto:Chris_Jacobs@rpc.senate.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2011 10:23 AM
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare's Latest Waiver Program
 
Late Friday afternoon, CMS released several draft payment rules for calendar year 2012.  Included
among the 2012 payment regulations was the outpatient hospital proposed rule.  That regulation
includes what The Hill described as a waiver program for certain physician-owned hospitals.  While
Obamacare prevents most physician-owned hospitals from expanding (and prohibits the
construction of new facilities), the regulation provides a process for facilities to seek exemptions to
that expansion ban.
 
CMS’ establishment of this latest waiver program makes it a good time to highlight all the other
entities who have already asked for or received waivers from portions of Obamacare:
 

Unions:  As we’ve previously reported, nearly half of the 3.2 million individuals in plans
receiving waivers from the onerous new mandates on annual and lifetime limits are
members of union plans.  There has been no official explanation from the Administration
why so many recipients of this exemption belong to union plans.  However, Vice President
Biden shed some light on this issue over the weekend, when he told a Teamsters rally that
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“Any of you guys vote Republican…don’t come to me if you do.  You’re on your own,
Jack!”
AARP:  Recent press coverage has highlighted the fact that AARP’s lucrative insurance
business was exempted from many of the law’s mandates – even though AARP claims it
never wanted to receive the exemption in the first place.
Nursing Homes:  The New York Times recently reported that the nursing home industry –
which supported Obamacare when it passed – is “working with the Administration to figure
out if there is some accommodation that can be made” when it comes to exempting nursing
homes from the costly employer mandate.
States:  A total of 12 states have already applied for waivers from the medical loss ratio
provision – three have been granted, with another nine state applications pending – on the
grounds that the regulations will cause insurance carriers to leave the marketplace.
Insurance Brokers:  On Thursday the National Association of Insurance Commissioners task
force recommended that insurance agent and broker commissions be removed from the
calculation of medical loss ratio.  Due to Obamacare’s new medical loss ratio requirements,
broker commissions have been cut so drastically that some agents have lost their jobs –
undermining Speaker Pelosi’s claim that the law would create 4 million new jobs.

 
All these developments raise one obvious question:  If Obamacare is so good, why are so many
individuals requesting waivers from it – and why is the Administration granting them?
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Lindsay Russell
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: RGPPC Health Care Information, March 12th
Date: Monday, March 19, 2012 10:10:24 AM
Attachments: 2012 Amicus Brief State Mandates and Burdens Resulting from Federal Health Reform.docx

1 7 11 Governors Letter.pdf
RGPPC Revised Reform Principles 3-12-2012 LR.docx

Importance: High

You and Katie were on this email.
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:  | 
 
 

From: Lindsay Russell 
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 6:29 PM
To: Marie Sanderson; Lindsay Russell
Subject: RGPPC Health Care Information, March 12th 
Importance: High
 
All:
 
Per our call this evening, the following email contains all the information in one place for your
convenience:
 
As the end of March quickly approaches, so does the second anniversary of Obamacare.  Thank you
for joining our conference call today to discuss our potential united efforts.  RGPPC is working with
the American Action Forum to provide talking points and communications assistance with op-
eds/other materials. Note: RGAs communications’ team will be contacting your press teams
separately.  

Key Dates and Info Needed below--- What we’ll request from you is in red. Given the quick
turnaround on much of this material, we will make ourselves available over the weekend should
anyone wish to discuss.
 
KEY DATES

March 19-23 (23rd actual anniversary) Obamacare Anniversary and Release of RGPPC Healthcare
report principles
March 28- Medicaid Expansion SCOTUS Oral Arguments

o    26th Anti-injunction arguments

o    27th individual mandate arguments
o    28thth Medicaid expansion arguments

 
INFO NEEDED
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·         OBAMACARE STATE COSTS NEEDED: DUE Fri, MARCH 16  The RGPPC, in partnership with

Congressional leadership would like to use this opportunity to reiterate just how costly
Obamacare has and will continue to be on states. To aid in this effort attached is a
document we used last year to describe those cost (see pages 6-13).  Please take just a few
moments to read over last year’s comments and make edits and updates. We need these
edits completed by Friday March 16-COB.  Please send your data in “talking point form”
approved by your press team and boss, as demonstrated in the 1/7/11 letter, attached.   We
also will accept other data from your  states (in addition to your amended quotes)- as each
of you have highlighted the costs to obamacare in your own unique ways. A list of mandates
from PPACA also is attached and other examples are below such as:  

 
1.        Cost of Medicaid Expansion
2.        Cost of Conducting Eligibility for Medicaid expansion and Insurance Entitlement up to

400% FPL
3.        Estimated # of employees who will lose employee coverage and cost estimates
4.        Unworkable nature of timelines/no final rules/complexity of building IT systems to ensure

program integrity, limit fraud and abuse
 
 

·         BLOCK GRANT SUPPORT QUOTES: Due Fri, MARCH 16 We anticipate that his budget will
support  block grant funding again this year.  If your governor supports block grant funding
and would like to support this concept in writing, we’d like to coordinate quotes from
supportive states.  Last year we wrote a leadership (TX, VA, MS, NJ) letter supporting block
grants; this year we ask for individual statements. 

 
·         APPROVAL OF HEALTHCARE STEERING COMMITTEE PRINCIPLES: Edits Due Wed, MARCH

14.  Approval Due Fri, MARCH 16 We will need your states approval of the healthcare
steering committee’s principles, which will guide our report writing process. We will release
a letter from leadership highlighting these principles.  We need general consensus that
states are comfortable with these principles.

 
Please let me or Marie know if you have any questions, comments/concerns or suggestions. We’ll
talk in more detail Monday afternoon about our comprehensive effort.   
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:  | 
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell
Subject: FW: Washington Control of "State" Exchanges
Date: Thursday, July 05, 2012 11:51:52 AM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png
image003.png
image004.png
Washington Control of Exchanges.doc

Healthcare Advisors and Action Officers:
 
FYI….
 
I thought this document would be useful to folks in the wake of the Supreme Court ruling.  The
document is a representative list of 20 specific authorities given to HHS over “state” exchanges
under ObamaCare.  A few points worth considering:

·         The document is by no means exhaustive, but it clearly demonstrates how the law severely
limits and eliminates in many instances state flexibility over the design and operation of
an exchange. 

·         These requirement apply REGARDLESS of whether a state chooses to run an exchange or
allows HHS to run a federal exchange in the state (or some hybrid in between). 

·         The authority provided to HHS under Sections 1311(c) and 1311(k) of ObamaCare is
extremely broad.  Consequently, our staff has concluded that there is no real substantive
limitation on the Secretary’s statutory authority to micro-manage a “state” exchange. 

·         It is also important to note that HHS’ authority extends to any point in the exchange process
– meaning the Department can change the rules of the road for a state exchange at nearly
any point.  Indications of regulatory flexibility from HHS today by no means indicates
flexibility tomorrow if a state moves forward with an exchange.

 
Paul Edattel
Professional Staff
House Energy and Commerce Committee
2322B Rayburn HOB
202-225-2927
paul.edattel@mail.house.gov
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From: Lindsay Russell
To: Lindsay Russell
Subject: FW: Wisconsin Survey a Microcosm of Obamacare"s Flaws
Date: Monday, August 29, 2011 9:29:52 AM

Good morning,
Late last week, the governor’s office in Wisconsin released a report analyzing the impact of
Obamacare on the state and its insurance markets. 
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:  | 
 
 

From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC) [mailto:Chris_Jacobs@rpc.senate.gov] 
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2011 9:55 AM
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Wisconsin Survey a Microcosm of Obamacare's Flaws
 

Losing Coverage:  According to the report, “very few” Wisconsin residents will keep their
current individual market coverage thanks to Obamacare’s restrictions.  Instead, 150,000
individuals will give up their current coverage to move to the government-regulated
Exchanges.  An additional 100,000 individuals will lose access to employer-sponsored
coverage, because the firms they work for will decide to drop coverage instead.
 
Mandates Raising Price of Insurance:  Nearly two in five (38%) participants in Wisconsin’s
individual market will be forced to buy richer coverage than they have now, due to the new
mandates and insurance restrictions included in Obamacare.
 
Higher Premiums:  Government mandates will raise individual market premiums for more
than four in five participants – more than 41% of participants face premium increases of
more than 50% before federal insurance subsidies are applied. 
 
Winners and Losers:  Even AFTER federal insurance subsidies are applied, 59% of individual
market participants will pay more – an average of nearly 31% more – for their coverage, so
that a smaller minority can pay less.  To take one example, costs in the individual market for
Wisconsin residents aged 19-29 will go up by a whopping 34%, so that costs for residents
aged 55-64 can go down by $31, or a mere 1%.  And Wisconsin’s more than 5.5 million
residents will pay higher federal taxes – on their drugs, income, and insurance premiums, to
name but a few examples – so that only about 220,000 newly insured will receive taxpayer-
financed insurance under Obamacare.
 
Government-Forced Insurance:  340,000 individuals in Wisconsin will obtain coverage
under Obamacare, but that if the individual mandate were repealed (or struck down as
unconstitutional), coverage would only increase by 60,000.  In other words, nearly 300,000
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Wisconsin residents will obtain health coverage not because they want to purchase it, but
because the federal government is forcing them to do so.

 
What IS surprising however is the fact that the report was commissioned last year by the Democrat
then-Governor, and completed by Jonathan Gruber, who was a paid – though undisclosed –
consultant on Obamacare itself.  If even an Obamacare supporter reaches conclusions this ominous
about the impact of the statute on one state, how can Democrats continue to defend their flawed,
2700-page law?
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Marie T. Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson; Marie Sanderson; Marie Sanderson
Cc: john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ; macarter32 ; RSerote@az.gov;

Adam.nordstrom ; Rob.Jakubik ; bfulenwider@georgia.gov;
ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ; dhiowa ; jabot10 ;
jboeyink34 ; travisrichmond ; wkloiber ; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov;
jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov; Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler;
JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov; tedpitts@gov.sc.gov; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us;
bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us;
Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; michael.ciamarra@governor.alabama.gov; Candice Whitfield;
eric.finkbeiner@governor.virginia.gov; Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov;
kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov; Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov;
debbie ; griffin ; wstruble ; wags@la.gov;
Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman ; Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov;
mary.mayhew@maine.gov; brandi white@mcconnell.senate.gov; Lanier Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov;
blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov;
tomichz@michigan.gov; Lauren.Hill@nebraska.gov; brian ; ryan ;
nguillemard ; sarah.echols  mschrimpf@rga.org; lrussell  slevey ;
ts ; Bkanzeg ; aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us;
jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us;
MKennicott ; Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt ;
RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov; EMainigi ; bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov;
katyoder 99 ; pjpgator

Subject: Fwd: CBO Projects Medicare Trust Fund Insolvent by 2020
Date: Friday, March 18, 2011 7:42:43 PM

CBO released its re-estimate of the President’s budget this afternoon, along with its updated
budgetary baselines for fiscal year 2012 (all available here).  Of particular interest in the health care
arena: CBO’s new Medicare baseline assumes that the Medicare Part A Hospital Insurance trust
fund will be exhausted in 2020 – nine short years from now.  And the budgetary baseline assumes
“double counting” as a result of the health care law, even though in practice both the CBO and
the Medicare actuary agree that the Medicare reductions in the law “cannot be simultaneously
used to finance other federal outlays and to extend the [Medicare] trust fund” solvency date.
 
There’s a major caveat here: The Medicare trustees are the ones who issue the “official” projections
regarding the insolvency date; their report is expected in the next month or two.  But the CBO
projections, even if unofficial, illustrate how health care “reform” was NOT entitlement reform.
 
On a related note: CBO’s estimate of total spending on coverage expansions in PPACA grew from
$938 billion last March (for fiscal years 2010-2019) to $1.445 trillion (for fiscal years 2012-2021) – a
54% increase in federal spending.  As a reminder, candidate Obama promised his health care plan
would cost “$50-65 billion a year when fully phased in;” CBO projects that the REAL cost of the
coverage expansions will be $229 billion in 2020 and $245 billion in 2021 – four times the levels of
spending candidate Obama promised.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Marie T. Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson; Marie Sanderson
Cc: john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ; macarter32 ; RSerote@az.gov;

Adam.nordstrom ; Rob.Jakubik ; bfulenwider@georgia.gov;
ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ; dhiowa ; jabot10 ;
jboeyink34 ; travisrichmond ; wkloiber ; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov;
jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov; Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler;
JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov; teddpitts@gov.sc.gov; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us;
bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us;
michael.ciamarra@governor.alabama.gov; Candice Whitfield; eric.finkbeiner@governor.virginia.gov;
Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov; kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov;
Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; jboeyink ; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov;
debbie ; griffin ; wstruble ; wags@la.gov; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us;
kristacarman ; Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov; mary.mayhew@maine.gov;
Lanier Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov; blackwellr2@michigan.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov;
muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov; Lauren.Hill@nebraska.gov; brian ;
ryan ; nguillemard ; sarah.echols ; mschrimpf@rga.org; lrussell ;
Msanderson  slevey  ts ; Bkanzeg ; aparis@state.pa.us;
jbranstett@state.pa.us; jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us;
Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us; MKennicott ; Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov;
Bnutt ; RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov; EMainigi ; bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov;
Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; katyoder 99 ; pjpgator

Subject: Fwd: Fact-Check on Medicare Advantage Allegations
Date: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 5:11:27 PM

FYI From RPC: 

Just wanted to pass on this fact-check from Sen. Hatch’s staff regarding Secretary Sebelius’ claims in
her letter to Chairman Baucus about Medicare Advantage.  Senator Hatch and Ways and Means
Committee Chairman Camp also sent Secretary Sebelius a letter today expressing their
disappointment in the letter’s “baseless allegations,” and expressing their hope that “the urgency
with which this letter was sent to Chairman Baucus is also being applied in answering a growing
backlog of serious questions from Members of Congress and state officials across the nation.”  As a
reminder, on February 3 Secretary Sebelius wrote to governors she was “continu[ing] to review what
authority, if any, I have to waive the maintenance of effort” requirements under the health care law –
however, nearly five weeks later, the Secretary has yet to respond substantively to this issue,
notwithstanding the serious budget crises affecting many states.
 
 

From: Rep-Press, Finance (Finance) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 5:06 PM
To: Lawless, Julia (Finance)
Subject: SETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT: SECRETARY SEBELIUS' BASELESS ASSERTIONS ABOUT
IMPACT OF FUNDING BILL ON MEDICARE ADVANTAGE PROGRAM
 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                             CONTACT:  Julia Lawless, Antonia Ferrier
March 9, 2011                                                                   (202) 224-4515
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SETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT: SECRETARY SEBELIUS’ BASELESS
ASSERTIONS ABOUT IMPACT OF FUNDING BILL ON MEDICARE ADVANTAGE

PROGRAM
 

Late last night, HHS Secretary Sebelius sent a letter to Senate Finance Committee
Chairman Max Baucus (D-Mont.) regarding the impact of H.R. 1 - a bill to make
responsible and necessary spending reductions – on government health care programs. 
Secretary Sebelius’ allegations about the impact of this legislation on the Medicare program
are especially concerning and, as Senator Orrin Hatch (R-Utah), Ranking Member of the
Senate Finance Committee, and Congressman Dave Camp (R-Mich.), Chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee noted today in a letter, are “baseless.”

   
Despite Secretary Sebelius’s claims, H.R. 1 is intended to halt the harmful cuts to

seniors in the MA program and stop implementation of an unaffordable new entitlement
program.   H.R. 1 is an appropriations bill that does not change the fact that Medicare is a
mandatory spending program which means seniors are still entitled to their full benefits
under the law. 
 
HERE ARE THE REAL FACTS:

 
ü  CBO Saw H.R. 1 Differently than Secretary Sebelius Did: Secretary Sebelius is trying to

argue that it, in effect, H.R. 1 prevents HHS from carrying out the provisions of the
Medicare Advantage program. If that were the case, then the Congressional Budget
Office (CBO) score of HR 1 would have to reflect the fact that Medicare would cease
making payments to MA plans and paying other claims.  In addition to reducing
discretionary spending by $61 billion, CBO would have to conclude that it would save
hundreds of billions dollars in mandatory outlays (Page 54 of HHS Budget in Brief)
because the Department would have to effectively shut down the MA program and
other parts of Medicare.  The fact that CBO made no such finding indicates that the
Department's view of H.R. 1 is fallacious.

 
ü  The Secretary Can Use PPACA’s Implementation Fund to Prevent Disruptions in

Services:  We trust the Secretary would use the $1 billion mandatory implementation
fund included in PPACA to prevent shutting down the MA program and cutting access
to care for nearly 12 million seniors.  According to estimates from senior HHS officials
to SFC Committee staff, HHS still has $840 million left of this fund—more than
enough to pay the salaries of the Medicare bureaucrats writing the checks to ensure
seniors access their MA benefits. 

 
ü  The Secretary Has Broad Demonstration Authority to Prevent her Threatened

Shutdown of the MA Program:  The Secretary has proposed using her legal authority
to unilaterally redesign the unsustainable CLASS program; and she has already used
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her demonstration authority to spend an unprecedented $7.2 billion on a Medicare
Advantage quality “demonstration” program.  The Secretary’s counsels must be aware
that the Secretary can also use her demonstration authority to prevent shutting down
the Medicare Advantage program, as she has threatened to do.  Section 402(a)(1)(A)
of the Social Security Act Amendments of 1967 gives the Secretary broad authority to

prevent the disruptions in benefits that her March 8th letter threatens seniors with.
 
ü  Case Law Suggests that Seniors would Prevail Again Secretary Sebelius, if She

Chooses to Shut Down the MA Program:  If the Secretary chooses to shut down the
Medicare program, it is likely that Medicare beneficiaries seeking to keep their
benefits would prevail in the courts.  According to the GAO General Counsel,
“In United States v. Langston, 118 U.S. 389 (1886), for example, the Court refused to
find a repeal by implication in “subsequent enactments which merely appropriated a
less amount … and which contained no words that expressly, or by clear implication,
modified or repealed the previous law.” Id. at 394. A similar holding is United States v.
Vulte, 233 U.S. 509 (1914). A failure to appropriate in this type of situation will
prevent administrative agencies from making payment, but, as in Langston and Vulte,
is unlikely to prevent recovery by way of a lawsuit. See also Wetsel- Oviatt Lumber
Co., Inc. v. United States, 38 Fed. Cl. 563, 570–571 (1997); New York Airways, Inc. v.
United States, 369 F.2d 743 (Ct. Cl. 1966); Gibney v. United States, 114 Ct. Cl. 38
(1949).”
 
At a time when our nation is facing a spending crisis of historical proportions—a $14

trillion national debt and a $1.6 trillion annual budget deficit—the responsible spending
reductions of H.R. 1 are an important step in the right direction.  It is important that Congress
have a serious dialogue on this critical issue, and Secretary Sebelius’ letter to Chairman
Baucus does not advance that shared goal. 
 

###
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Fwd: Health "Reform" in the Supreme Court
Date: Monday, October 03, 2011 3:50:50 PM

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: Doyce Boesch < >
Date: October 3, 2011 8:40:44 AM CDT
To: Glenn Coffee <Glenn.Coffee@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: Fw: Health "Reform" in the Supreme Court

 
From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC) [mailto:Chris_Jacobs@rpc.senate.gov] 
Sent: Sunday, October 02, 2011 06:58 PM
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC) <Chris Jacobs@rpc.senate.gov> 
Subject: Health "Reform" in the Supreme Court 
 

And no, it’s not the case you’re thinking about…

 

Today, on the first day of the Supreme Court’s October term, the nine
justices will hear a consolidated set of cases from California regarding
Medicaid state payment levels.  The cases center around whether
Medicaid providers and beneficiaries have a private right of action (i.e.,
the right to sue) against state officials regarding reimbursement rates
and beneficiary access. 

 

Two key questions related to Obamacare surround this suit.  First, will
states face yet another obstacle – namely, persistent lawsuits from
provider and/or patient groups – as they try to implement the law’s
massive Medicaid expansion?  At a time when states face budget deficits
totaling a collective $175 billion, the health care law is imposing new
unfunded mandates of at least $118 billion.  States have already
protested the massive uncertainty that the Administration’s dithering on
important regulations has created for them in trying to implement the
massive and cumbersome law.  Will they now be faced with even more
uncertainty in the face of a newly empowered trial bar that feels free to
sue Medicaid agencies at will?

 

While the Administration has filed a brief supporting the states’ position,
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other liberals have sided with the trial bar in favoring the right to sue.  In
August, a group of Congressional Democrats – including Leaders Pelosi
and Reid, and Chairmen Baucus and Harkin – filed an amicus brief with
the Court asking them to sustain a private right of action, arguing that
giving beneficiaries the right to sue states “provides impoverished
Medicaid patients and the medical providers who serve them a means of
redress in the court system that they would often not have in the political
battles over budget cuts.” 

 

That then raises the second key question related to Obamacare:  Why do
Democrats claim to support allowing lawsuits for Medicaid patients, when
these same Democrats voted for a bill (now law) that denies Medicare
patients – many of whom are also on Medicaid – the ability to sue to stop
treatments being denied them by an unelected board?  Specifically,
Section 3403 of Obamacare explicitly DENIES Medicare patients the right
to sue over restricted or denied access to care, prohibiting lawsuits
against the rulings of the law’s new board of 15 unelected, unaccountable
bureaucrats.  What’s more, Medicaid providers and beneficiaries currently
have a form of redress – they can (and have) utilized federal
administrative processes through Washington to demand changes in state
Medicaid programs.  Conversely, Obamacare prohibits BOTH judicial AND
administrative review of the board of bureaucrats’ Medicare rulings –
making the power of these unelected officials nearly absolute.

 

The contradictory messages from the Democrat leaders who signed the
brief supporting a private right of action indicate an apparent desire to
see trial lawyers sue everyone BUT the federal government.  Hopefully
the Supreme Court will see through the legal and policy problems
associated with such an approach, and provide the states a modicum of
certainty in uncertain times by declining to endorse a private right of
action for Medicaid patients.

 

Chris Jacobs

Health Policy Analyst

Republican Policy Committee

(202) 224-2946
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From: Lindsay Russell
To: Lindsay Russell; Seth Levey; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ;

macarter32 ; RSerote@az.gov; Adam.nordstrom ; Rob.Jakubik ;
bfulenwider@georgia.gov; ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ; dhiowa
jabot10 ; jboeyink34 ; travisrichmond ; wkloiber ;
David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov; Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri;
Katie Altshuler; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov; tedpitts@gov.sc.gov; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us;
bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us;
Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; michael.ciamarra@governor.alabama.gov; Candice Whitfield;
eric.finkbeiner@governor.virginia.gov; Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov;
kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov; Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov;
debbie ; griffin ; wstruble ; wags@la.gov;
Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman  Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov;
mary.mayhew@maine.gov; brandi white@mcconnell.senate.gov; Lanier Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov;
blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov;
tomichz@michigan.gov; Lauren.Hill@nebraska.gov; brian ; ryan ;
nguillemard ; sarah.echols ; Mike Schrimpf; ts ; Bkanzeg ;
aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us; jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us;
rebmyers@state.pa.us; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us; MKennicott ; Mark.Cate@tn.gov;
Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt ; RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov; EMainigi
bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; katyoder 99  pjpgator ;
Keith.Gilkes@wisconsin.gov; Eric.Schutt@wisconsin.gov; Ryan.Murray@wisconsin.gov

Cc: Marie Sanderson
Subject: FYI-Great article on access to care from the New York Times!
Date: Monday, April 04, 2011 1:01:41 PM

 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:  |
 
 
 
 
 
 
The New York Times ran a front-page story on Saturday highlighting how for many low-income
patients, a Medicaid card does not lead to access to care.  The full story is pasted below my
signature; among the highlights and quotes:
 

·         One emergency physician noted, “Having a Medicaid card in no way assures access to care.”
·         A nurse (and Medicaid beneficiary) with three herniated disks in her back complained, “My

Medicaid card is useless for me right now…It’s a useless piece of plastic.  I can’t find an
orthopedic surgeon or a pain management doctor who will accept Medicaid.”

·         A family physician asked, “How can an already overtaxed Medicaid system handle such a
large influx of people?”

·         One pediatrician said he devotes one afternoon a week just trying to find specialists for his
patients who will actually take Medicaid.

·         A mother showed her exasperation: “I have tried for more than a year to find a child
psychiatrist or psychologist to get [my son] evaluated, but the mental health professionals in
this area have told me they absolutely do not take Medicaid.”

·         The Secretary of Louisiana’s Department of Health and Hospitals admitted, “We have a hard
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time finding specialists for Medicaid enrollees.”

·         An OB-GYN worried that thanks to the health care law, “more of his patients will be on
Medicaid, and fewer will have private insurance, which helps offset the financial losses
doctors sustain on their Medicaid business.  Already…many of his patients have jobs with
private insurance but switch to Medicaid when they become pregnant, avoiding premiums,
deductibles and co-payments.”

The Times article perfectly illustrates the shortcomings of the health care law.  As the family
physician quoted in the piece noted, an “already overtaxed Medicaid system” should not be asked
to handle up to 25 million new beneficiaries placed in the program under the law.  And while
supporting steps to ensure Medicaid’s reimbursement levels will allow patients access to care, some
may view slapping states with yet another unfunded mandate for minimum reimbursement levels –
which the Administration plans to do later this year – at a time when states are facing record budget
shortfalls as precisely the wrong approach.  Instead of following the health care law’s example and
pouring yet more taxpayer funds into a leaky Medicaid boat, state governors need additional
flexibility to manage their programs – and Medicaid needs true reform.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946

Cuts Leave Patients With Medicaid Cards,
but No Specialist to See
By ROBERT PEAR

LAFAYETTE, La. — Eight-year-old Draven Smith was expelled from school last year for
disruptive behavior, and he is being expelled again this year. But his mother and his
pediatrician cannot find a mental health specialist to treat him because he is on Medicaid, and
the program, which provides health coverage for the poor, pays doctors so little that many
refuse to take its patients.

The problem is common here and across the country, especially as states, scrambling to
balance their budgets, look for cuts in Medicaid, which is one of their biggest expenditures.
And it presents the Obama administration with a major challenge, since the new federal
health care law relies heavily on Medicaid to cover many people who now lack health
insurance.

“Having a Medicaid card in no way assures access to care,” said Dr. James B. Aiken, an
emergency physician in New Orleans.

Nicole R. Dardeau, 46, a nurse in Opelousas, La., in the heart of Cajun country, can attest to
that. She said she could not work because of unbearable pain in her right arm. Doctors have
found three herniated discs in her neck and recommended surgery, but cannot find a surgeon
to take her as a Medicaid patient.
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From her pocketbook, she pulls an insurance card issued by the Louisiana Department of
Health and Hospitals.

“My Medicaid card is useless for me right now,” Ms. Dardeau said over lunch. “It’s a useless
piece of plastic. I can’t find an orthopedic surgeon or a pain management doctor who will
accept Medicaid.”

Medicaid, which is paid for jointly by the federal and state governments, is the subject of an
intense debate in Washington over how to make it more efficient as Congress addresses the
budget deficit and the growing federal debt.

But for now the administration is counting on Medicaid to play a vital role in expanding
access to care under the law President Obama signed last year. The program is already a
major presence here, paying for 70 percent of births in Louisiana. State health officials
estimate that the Medicaid program will grow by more than 40 percent as a result of the
federal health law, with the addition of 467,000 new recipients to 1.1 million now on the
rolls.

“How can an already overtaxed Medicaid system handle such a huge influx of people?”
asked Dr. Michael A. Felton, a family doctor in Church Point, La., near Lafayette.

It is a question being asked in many states. With the expansion of Medicaid to cover nearly
all people under 65 with incomes up to 133 percent of the official poverty level (up to
$29,330 a year for a family of four), Medicaid will soon be the nation’s largest insurer. It
accounts for almost half of the increase in coverage expected under Mr. Obama’s health law,
but has received less attention than other parts of the law regulating private insurance.

The Congressional Budget Office predicts that average monthly Medicaid enrollment, now 56
million, will rise to 71 million by 2016, with another five million people added to the rolls in
the five years after that.

Like many states, Louisiana has been struggling with a fiscal crisis. To hold down costs, it
has cut Medicaid payments to doctors, dentists, hospitals and other health care providers
several times in the last two years. Many providers report that the cuts, taken together, total
15 percent to 20 percent.

Louisiana officials said the cuts were necessary for two reasons: to avoid a budget deficit in
the Medicaid program and to comply with a state law that limits Medicaid spending to
amounts appropriated by the State Legislature.

For patients like Draven Smith, whose mother said his behavior problems stemmed from
attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, the result is lack of access to doctors, especially
specialists. For Draven’s pediatrician, Dr. Rachel Z. Chatters in Lake Charles, La., caring for
poor children is a mission. About 80 percent of her patients are on Medicaid. It is, she said,
frustrating to beg and plead with other doctors to see Medicaid recipients.

“I devote one afternoon a week, every Wednesday afternoon, to trying to find specialists for
my patients — a pulmonologist for children with chronic persistent asthma, a neurologist for
children with seizures or developmental delays, a psychiatrist for children with serious
mental health problems, a hematologist for patients with sickle cell disease,” Dr. Chatters
said.
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Draven’s mother, Ana M. Smith, said: “I have tried for more than a year to find a child
psychiatrist or psychologist to get Draven evaluated, but the mental health professionals in
this area have told me they absolutely do not take Medicaid. If Draven could get the help he
needs, I believe it would be unbelievably beneficial to him.”

Some uninsured people will surely receive better care when they gain Medicaid coverage,
doctors say. The new health law calls for a temporary two-year increase in Medicaid
payments for some primary care services, but this does not affect specialists.

With the expansion of Medicaid in 2014, Louisiana officials expect to enroll three groups:
260,000 newly eligible parents and childless adults, 20,000 parents now eligible but not
enrolled and 187,000 adults and children who drop private coverage and sign up for
Medicaid.

Bruce D. Greenstein, secretary of the Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals, said,
“We have a hard time finding specialists for Medicaid enrollees.”

Mr. Greenstein said the state expected to improve care and save money by enrolling most
Medicaid recipients in managed care, an approach adopted by many states in recent years. In
return for fixed monthly fees paid by the state, private health plans would coordinate the care
of Medicaid patients, using networks of providers.

In passing the new health law, Congress wanted to make sure current Medicaid recipients
would not lose coverage. Under the law, states generally cannot roll back Medicaid
eligibility, but they can cut Medicaid in other ways — by reducing provider payment rates or
by eliminating optional benefits.

About 20 states cut Medicaid payment rates for doctors last year, according to a survey by
the Kaiser Family Foundation. At least 16 governors have proposed rate reductions this year
for health care providers.

Gov. John Kitzhaber of Oregon, a Democrat, proposed cutting Medicaid payment rates for
doctors, dentists, hospitals and nursing homes by 19 percent. Christine Miles, a spokeswoman
for Mr. Kitzhaber, said his priority was to preserve eligibility.

In Illinois, Gov. Pat Quinn, a Democrat, has proposed reducing Medicaid reimbursement
rates by 6 percent for hospitals and nursing homes.

Gov. Brian Sandoval of Nevada, a Republican, has proposed cutting Medicaid rates by 5
percent for hospitals, 15 percent for nonprimary care doctors and 25 percent for dentists.

In South Dakota, Gov. Dennis Daugaard, a Republican, just signed a budget bill cutting
Medicaid rates for doctors, dentists, hospitals and nursing homes — even primary care
physicians and pediatricians.

States have broad discretion in setting Medicaid payment rates. Federal law sets standards,
but they are rather vague. Rates are supposed to be “consistent with efficiency, economy and
quality of care,” and sufficient to ensure that services are available to Medicaid recipients at
least to the same extent as to the general population in the area.

In a few states, Medicaid recipients and providers have blocked cuts or secured higher
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reimbursement through litigation. But in many states, the promise of equal access remains
unfulfilled.

Dr. Kim A. Hardey, an obstetrician-gynecologist in Lafayette, said he received about $1,000
from the Louisiana Medicaid program for providing prenatal care and delivery for a full-term
pregnancy, compared with $2,400 from private insurance.

With the expansion of Medicaid eligibility, he said, more of his patients will be on Medicaid,
and fewer will have private insurance, which helps offset the financial losses doctors sustain
on their Medicaid business.

Already, Dr. Hardey said, many of his patients have jobs with private insurance but switch to
Medicaid when they become pregnant, avoiding premiums, deductibles and co-payments.
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From: Lindsay Russell
To: john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; rserote@az.gov; Pam.Pfeifer@LASPBS.STATE.FL.US;

rob.jakubik ; renee.fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; macarter32 ;
bfulenwider@georgia.gov; ehames@georgia.gov; ts ; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov;
david.hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov; tammy.perkins@gov.idaho.gov;
debbie ; griffin ; ahorst@sba.IN.gov; bburdick@gov.IN.gov; cruhl@omb.in.gov;
dhiowa ; doug.hoelscher@iowa.gov; adam.nordstrom ; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us;
wags@la.gov; mary.mayhew@maine.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov;
tomichz@michigan.gov; msanderson@governor.state.ms.us; lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov;
brian ; ryan ; bobschwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; dona.deleon@gov.state.nj.us;
wayne.hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us; mkennicott ; kristacarman ;
wstruble ; Craig.w.butler@governor.ohio.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler;
aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us; jmcallahan@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; lgromis
bnutt ; jamieshuster@gov.sc.gov; jim.soyer@state.sd.us; mark.cate@tn.gov;
will.cromer@tn.gov; travisrichmond ; katyoder 99 ; brandymarty03 ;
rspendlove@utah.gov; jeannemarie.davis@governor.virginia.gov; kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov;
keith.gilkes@wisconsin.gov; eric.schutt@wisconsin.gov; ryan.murray@wisconsin.gov; carol.statkus@wyo.gov;
nguillemard ; sarah.echols ; Will.kinzel@mail.house.gov;
lanier swann@mcconnell.senate.gov

Cc: Marie Sanderson
Subject: Health Provisions in Six-Month Continuing Resolution
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 10:11:50 AM

From the Republican Policy Committee-
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:   |
 
 

From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC) [mailto:Chris_Jacobs@rpc.senate.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 10:58 AM
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Health Provisions in Six-Month Continuing Resolution
 
As you will be aware, the House Appropriations Committee filed the six-month continuing
resolution (through September 30) early this morning.  Text is available here, and a list of
discretionary program reductions outlined by the Appropriations Committee is available here. (The
Rules Committee also posted the text of two separate enrolling resolutions related to health care;
summaries of those provisions will be sent under separate cover.)  House floor action is expected as
soon as tomorrow, with the Senate expected to follow thereafter.
 
Unfortunately, CBO scoring estimates, including “runs” providing budget authority figures, are not
yet available (other than the list of program reductions provided by the Appropriations Committee,
and linked to above).  Below my signature is a summary of the health care policy-related changes
included in the CR. 
 
Provisions related to the Department of Health and Human Services can be found on pages 311-324
and 337-342 of the text posted online.  (As usual, Food and Drug Administration funding is included
in the Agriculture Department appropriations title, pages 191-95, and Indian Health Service funding
is included in the Interior appropriations title, page 300.)  However, a BIG caveat for those reading
through the CR text itself: Section 1119 provides for a 0.2 percent across-the-board rescission of
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budget authority for ALL discretionary appropriations, applying to “each discretionary account” and
“each program, project, and activity.”  In other words, the discretionary account figures included in
the text of the Labor-HHS title do NOT represent the final budgetary authority given – so don’t
forget to read the bill with that in mind.
 
We will have more information on both policy and process as it becomes available.
 
Prevention “Slush Fund”:  Section 1855 requires that all money transferred from the Prevention and
Public Health Fund established in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) to
discretionary accounts (e.g., Centers for Disease Control, HRSA, etc.) comply with Section 503 of
Division D of P.L. 111-117, which prohibits funds from being used “for publicity or propaganda
purposes.”
 
GAO and Related Audits:  Section 1856 calls for several audits related to provisions included in
PPACA:

·         A GAO report listing contracts, outside firms, and consultants used to implement new
authorities provided by PPACA, due within 90 days of enactment;

·         A GAO report auditing “requests for administrative waiver of the annual limit requirements”
under PPACA, including “an analysis of the number of approvals and denials of such requests
and the reasons for such approval or denial,” due within 60 days of enactment;

·         A report by the Medicare actuary, due within 90 days of enactment, containing “an estimate
of the impact of the guaranteed issue, guaranteed renewal, and community rating
requirements…on premiums for individuals and families with employer-sponsored health
insurance.  Such estimate shall cover the 10-year period beginning with 2014 and shall
include an estimate of the number of such individuals and families who will experience a
premium increase as a result of such requirements and the number of such individuals and
families who will experience a premium decrease as a result of such requirements.”

·         A GAO report “that includes the results of an audit of expenditures made for comparative
effectiveness research funds” in the “stimulus” or PPACA, due within 60 days of enactment.

 
Co-Op Rescission:  Section 1857 rescinds $2.2 billion of the $6 billion in start-up funding provided
for the Consumer Operated and Oriented Plan (Co-Op) program created under Section 1322 of
PPACA.
 
Free Choice Program:  Section 1858 repeals Section 10108 of PPACA, which provided for “free
choice” vouchers for workers whose employer-provided health insurance premiums cost between 8
percent and 9.8 percent of family income.
 
Performance Bonuses:  Section 1859 rescinds $3.5 billion in performance bonus payments
authorized in the 2009 SCHIP reauthorization (P.L. 111-3).  The program provides for bonuses for
states that increase their Medicaid enrollment above threshold levels while engaging in at least five
enrollment and retention provisions specified in the statute.  In 2009, the Congressional Budget
Office scored the performance bonus provisions as costing $4.4 billion over the 2009-2019 budget
window in its estimate of the SCHIP legislation as enacted.
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell; Dustin Huffman
Subject: Healthcare call TODAY 5 PM EST
Date: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 8:16:36 AM
Attachments: 2012 NGA Letter - Secretary Sebelius 070212.pdf

Healthcare Advisors and Action Officers:
 
Before we head into a holiday, we’d like to host a call today, Tuesday at 5 PM EST to recap the
governors-only call today and talk about states decisions heading into next week. Please join us for a
brief call at 5 PM to discuss moving parts.  If you are unable to join, please feel free to follow up with
us at another time this afternoon.
 

 
Access code
 

 
As the Action Officers heard yesterday, the governors will consider writing a letter to the President
asking a host of questions regarding unanswered questions for PPACA post SCOTUS decision.
Everything from exchanges to MOE to Medicaid to financing mechanisms.
 
If they decide to head down that trail, we’ll work with all of you on content. As an FYI, NGA wrote
the Secretary last week. Attached is their letter.
 
We’ll be providing you more communication materials for next week as many of you head into NGA
in Williamsburg.
 
Please don’t hesitate to call us if you have ideas/questions/ suggestions.
 
Best,
Marie
 
FYI
 

http://thehill.com/blogs/healthwatch/health-reform-implementation/236033-fifteen-governors-reject-or-

leaning-against-expanded-medicaid-program

 
Fifteen governors reject or leaning against expanded Medicaid program
 
by Elise Viebeck
07/03/12
 
At least 15 governors have indicated they will not participate in the
expansion of Medicaid under the healthcare law, striking a blow to President
Obama’s promise of broader insurance coverage.
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Before Thursday’s Supreme Court ruling, states had the option of either
increasing their Medicaid rolls or being penalized by the federal government.
The high court struck down that offer as unconstitutional.
 
Governors still have a financial incentive to participate in the expansion of
coverage for low-income people, since the government will foot most of the
bill through 2016. But the decision is also loaded with politics,
particularly for Republican governors who are adamantly opposed to
“ObamaCare.”
 
“You can make the political call real quick, but the actual decision is a
complicated one,” said Matt Salo of the National Association of Medicaid
Directors. “Governors are going to be looking at the numbers and asking: Does
this make sense for us?”
 
Seven states with Republican governors have given a flat “no” to the Medicaid
expansion since the Supreme Court ruling, according to reports and press
statements.
 
States that will decline to participate include Florida, where Gov. Rick Scott
(R) turned his opposition to the law into a political career, and Louisiana,
where Gov. Bobby Jindal (R) has vowed to help elect Mitt Romney as president
in order to repeal it.
 
In eight other states — seven with GOP governors — the Medicaid expansion
seems unlikely, given comments from governors and their offices.
 
Texas Gov. Rick Perry (R) “has no interest in fast-tracking any portion of
this bankrupting and overreaching legislation,” spokeswoman Lucy Nashed said
in a statement Monday. “We will continue to call for the full repeal of the
bill.”
 
Virginia Gov. Bob McDonnell (R), considered a contender to be Romney’s vice-
presidential nominee, said his focus is on November.
 
“The only way to stop Barack Obama’s budget-busting healthcare takeover is by
electing a new president,” McDonnell said in a statement following the
court’s decision.
 
New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie (R), also the subject of VP speculation, has
not announced what his state will do. His political position is trickier,
since he leads a blue state where there is more support for the healthcare
law.
 
In its original form, the Affordable Care Act would have pulled all federal
funds for state Medicaid programs that did not expand as the law intended.
 
Chief Justice John Roberts strongly criticized that approach in his opinion
for the majority.
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“The financial ‘inducement’ Congress has chosen is much more than ‘relatively
mild encouragement’ ” to expand Medicaid, Roberts wrote. “It is a gun to the
head.”
 
Past estimates have found that, as designed, the law’s expansion would have
provided healthcare access to an additional 17 million low-income Americans.
 
“States have a lot to consider,” said Robin Rudowitz with the Kaiser
Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured. “That is a lot of federal money
sitting on the table.”
 
Alan Weil with the National Academy for State Health Policy said states that
do not comply could raise the ire of some in Congress.
 
“If states turn down that offer, it leaves a lot of people uninsured. If we
end up in that place, a lot of people in Congress are going to say that is a
problem,” he said.
 
Several Democrats have expressed confidence that the bill’s intention to
expand healthcare coverage can still be fulfilled.
 
Peter Orszag, who led the White House budget office during the healthcare
debate and had a major role in shaping the legislation, said states might
come around eventually.
 
He said the law’s coverage expansion would be significantly undercut if a
large number of states opt out.
 
“There may be significant gaps that open up, and that would be unfortunate,”
he said, noting that more than half of the coverage expansion was set to come
through Medicaid.
 
But Orszag said there is plenty of precedent .for states to expand their
Medicaid programs when they don’t have to. About 60 percent of current
Medicaid spending goes toward people or benefits that are not mandated by
federal law, he said. States decide to provide those optional benefits
because the federal government bears most of the cost — and it would cover an
even bigger share of the Affordable Care Act’s expansion.
 
The federal government will cover the entire cost of the expansion for a few
years. Its share begins to drop after that, but Orszag said it won’t fall far
enough to be a bad deal for states.
 
“A 90 percent subsidy rate is going to be hard to resist,” Orszag said Monday
on a conference call organized by Foreign Affairs magazine.
 
— Sam Baker, Lydia Nuzum and Gunnar Sidak contributed to this report.
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Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell; Kinzel, Will; Dustin Huffman
Subject: Healthcare- Supreme Court talking points
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2012 3:07:41 PM

All:
 
Many of you have asked us if we are preparing materials for you to use pre/post Supreme Court
decision. The answer is “yes”, and we will provide those documents to you in the next week or so
since we are uncertain of a court decision date.   We will discuss this preparation further this
Monday  on our RGPPC Action Officer call.   Subsequent healthcare conference calls will be
scheduled before Scottsdale to walk through the documents once they are ready.  We do intend to
have more detailed discussions in Scottsdale at our healthcare symposium about moving parts.
 
In the meantime, please see a memo below prepared and sent by the Speaker’s Office today. Please
don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions.
 
Best,
Marie
 
 
TO: Members, House GOP Chiefs of Staff, Legislative Directors, Communicators, and District
Directors

 
(Courtesy of the Speaker’s Office)

 
*As mentioned by the Speaker at this morning's House GOP Conference

meeting, here are the talking points the Speaker's office is currently
using in response to questions about the upcoming Supreme Court ruling

on President Obama's health care law*
 

TALKING POINTS: WHAT WILL REPUBLICANS DO IF THE U.S. SUPREME
COURT STRIKES DOWN ALL OR PART OF THE PRESIDENT’S HEALTH CARE

LAW?
 

·         The president’s health care law is making things worse -- raising health costs and
making it harder for small businesses to hire workers.  The only way to change this is
by repealing ObamaCare in its entirety. 

 
·         Unless the Court throws out the entire law, we need to repeal what is left of

ObamaCare and enact common-sense, step-by-step reforms that protect Americans’
access to the care they need, from the doctor they choose, at a lower cost.
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·         Republicans will not repeat the Democrats' mistakes.  We won’t rush to pass a

massive bill the American people don’t support. 
 

·         Health care coverage has become too expensive for too many people.  The number-
one health care concern of families and small business is the cost of health care, and
Republicans' health care reforms will lower costs.

 
·         Women make 85 percent of the health care decisions in our country, and represent

the vast majority of health care professionals.  Republican health care reforms will
ensure families and doctors make health care decisions -- not Washington.  

 
·         We want families to be able to make their own choices in health care, visit the

doctor of their choosing, and receive the health care they and their doctor feel is
best.  Those decisions shouldn't be made by Washington.

 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
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Flexibility for State-Run Exchanges 
 
In recent days, opponents of the Affordable Care Act have raised questions about States’ ability to 
design health insurance Exchanges that meet their needs.  Make no mistake: the State-based health 
insurance Exchanges called for in the Affordable Care Act will give States substantial flexibility to 
establish Exchanges that meet the unique needs of their residents.   
 
States will determine which insurers are permitted to offer products in the Exchanges.  Under the law, 
States will have wide latitude to run their own insurance marketplaces and determine which insurance 
companies may operate in the new State-based Exchanges. Utah and Massachusetts, for instance, 
already operate their own Exchanges.  And while they’ve taken different approaches, with Utah 
allowing all insurers to participate and Massachusetts having stricter standards, both models could meet 
the goals of the law.   

States can choose benefit rules that meet the needs of their citizens.  The Affordable Care Act ensures 
health insurance plans offered in the Exchanges provide at least what a typical employer currently 
provides today.  Accordingly, the benefits offered through the State-based Exchanges will reflect what is 
offered today in the private sector.  States have flexibility to go beyond that minimum standard and 
determine what, if any, additional benefits insurance companies that sell policies in the Exchange must 
provide. States that choose to require more generous coverage must bear the cost of those benefits. 

Consumer-driven health plans and Health Savings Accounts (HSAs) will be available.  The new 
State-based Exchanges will offer individuals, families and small businesses a wide range of plans from 
lower-cost consumer-driven health plans and those coupled with Health Savings Accounts (HSAs) that 
tend to have a higher deductibles and higher cost sharing to more comprehensive plans with lower out-
of-pocket costs.  Exchanges will offer health plans at the “bronze” or basic level, which will expand 
availability of consumer-driven plans and HSA-eligible plans to new consumers.  And, young adults and 
people for whom coverage would otherwise be unaffordable will have access to catastrophic coverage.   

States have discretion over Medicaid coverage.  Under the Affordable Care Act, States may structure 
their Medicaid programs to more closely resemble the private insurance coverage options available in 
the Exchanges.  States can tailor the benefit packages based on private coverage options available in 
their States – such as the standard Blue Cross/Blue Shield plan, the State employee health plan, and the 
largest commercial HMO available in the State.  States can go beyond these standards to provide 
additional benefits but are not required to do so.   

New funding to establish Exchanges and modernize eligibility systems is available.  The law provides 
full funding for States to conduct planning activities needed to develop an Exchange and funding 
through 2015 to establish an Exchange.  States can also receive funding to update antiquated systems 
used to verify who is eligible to purchase insurance in the Exchanges and who is eligible for Medicaid 
benefits.  Many States have not updated their Medicaid eligibility systems since the mid-1980s.   

Reliable, independent cost estimates are available.  The independent, non-partisan Congressional 
Budget Office (CBO) estimated that the Affordable Care Act would provide health coverage for 32 
million uninsured Americans and will reduce the federal deficit by $230 billion over the next ten years.  
When fully implemented, health reform has the potential to reduce the overall health care cost trend.  
And a recent study also projects that in 2014, premiums for individuals, families, and businesses may 
actually drop compared to what they would have been without the law.  For families, this savings could 
be as much as $2,266 ($839 for individuals).  Finally, fears about the erosion of employer sponsored 
coverage are unfounded.  The CBO estimates that 24 million Americans will be enrolled in the 
Exchanges in 2019, compared to 162 million who will continue to receive insurance through the 
workplace.  In fact, repealing parts of the Affordable Care Act could cause 4 to 5 million people to lose 
employer-sponsored insurance. 
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Population 
(thousand)

Medicaid 
Enrollment 
(thousand)

Total Medicaid 
Expenditure 

(million)

Federal Share of 
Total Medicaid 

Expenditure 
(million)

Federal % of 
Total Medicaid 

Expenditure

Total State 
Expenditures 
(Excluding 
Bonds and 

Federal Funds) 
(million)

Total State Tax 
Collections 
(million)

Federal Medicaid 
Expenditure 

Expressed as a % 
of State 

Expenditures**

Federal Medicaid 
Expenditure 

Expressed as a % 
of State Tax 

Collections**

 Federal 
Medicaid 

Expenditure Per 
State Resident 

AL 4,709 955  $              4,389  $              3,354 76.4% 11,898$             8,306$               28.2% 40.4% 712$                  
AK 698 129  $              1,065  $                 707 66.4% 9,230$               4,956$               7.7% 14.3% 1,012$               
AZ 6,596 1,783  $              8,665  $              6,588 76.0% 16,007$             11,134$             41.2% 59.2% 999$                  
AR 2,889 756  $              3,388  $              2,707 79.9% 12,717$             7,468$               21.3% 36.2% 937$                  
CA 36,962 11,168  $            40,848  $            24,477 59.9% 114,784$           101,007$           21.3% 24.2% 662$                  
CO 5,025 702  $              3,533  $              2,116 59.9% 22,359$             8,683$               9.5% 24.4% 421$                  
CT 3,518 587  $              5,668  $              3,349 59.1% 15,586$             12,160$             21.5% 27.5% 952$                  
DE 885 207  $              1,211  $                 739 61.0% 7,204$               2,806$               10.3% 26.3% 834$                  
FL 18,538 3,422  $            14,991  $            10,124 67.5% 38,907$             32,065$             26.0% 31.6% 546$                  
GA 9,829 2,048  $              7,499  $              5,592 74.6% 27,559$             16,078$             20.3% 34.8% 569$                  
HI 1,295 267  $              1,276  $                 848 66.5% 9,333$               4,713$               9.1% 18.0% 655$                  
ID 1,546 251  $              1,252  $                 990 79.1% 3,982$               3,172$               24.9% 31.2% 640$                  
IL 12,910 2,908  $            13,012  $              7,806 60.0% 43,327$             29,363$             18.0% 26.6% 605$                  
IN 6,423 1,197  $              5,864  $              4,356 74.3% 16,561$             14,901$             26.3% 29.2% 678$                  
IA 3,008 533  $              2,896  $              2,011 69.4% 12,233$             6,985$               16.4% 28.8% 668$                  
KS 2,819 373  $              2,423  $              1,637 67.6% 9,864$               6,695$               16.6% 24.5% 581$                  
KY 4,314 948  $              5,363  $              4,205 78.4% 15,827$             9,741$               26.6% 43.2% 975$                  
LA 4,492 1,258  $              6,272  $              4,950 78.9% 16,456$             10,202$             30.1% 48.5% 1,102$               
ME 1,318 367  $              2,492  $              1,829 73.4% 5,204$               3,489$               35.2% 52.4% 1,388$               
MD 5,699 961  $              6,341  $              3,834 60.5% 23,112$             15,286$             16.6% 25.1% 673$                  
MA* NA NA  NA  NA NA 43,769$             19,700$             NA NA NA
MI 9,970 2,124  $            10,527  $              7,348 69.8% 28,510$             22,758$             25.8% 32.3% 737$                  
MN 5,266 885  $              7,301  $              4,455 61.0% 21,736$             17,161$             20.5% 26.0% 846$                  
MS 2,952 754  $              3,927  $              3,278 83.5% 9,221$               6,472$               35.5% 50.6% 1,110$               
MO 5,988 1,147  $              7,648  $              5,477 71.6% 15,654$             10,302$             35.0% 53.2% 915$                  
MT 975 135  $                 868  $                 672 77.4% 3,699$               2,407$               18.2% 27.9% 689$                  
NE 1,797 274  $              1,576  $              1,054 66.9% 6,587$               4,001$               16.0% 26.3% 587$                  
NV 2,643 291  $              1,377  $                 871 63.3% 6,712$               5,612$               13.0% 15.5% 330$                  
NH 1,325 166  $              1,308  $                 740 56.6% 3,125$               2,126$               23.7% 34.8% 559$                  
NJ 8,708 1,305  $              9,481  $              5,607 59.1% 34,262$             27,187$             16.4% 20.6% 644$                  
NM 2,010 604  $              3,245  $              2,556 78.8% 9,953$               4,829$               25.7% 52.9% 1,272$               
NY 19,541 5,208  $            47,679  $            28,271 59.3% 83,751$             64,756$             33.8% 43.7% 1,447$               
NC 9,381 1,974  $            10,888  $              7,819 71.8% 31,609$             20,526$             24.7% 38.1% 833$                  
ND 647 80  $                 567  $                 401 70.7% 2,569$               2,414$               15.6% 16.6% 620$                  
OH 11,543 2,297  $            14,003  $              9,898 70.7% 45,291$             23,950$             21.9% 41.3% 858$                  
OK 3,687 852  $              3,767  $              2,859 75.9% 11,739$             8,188$               24.4% 34.9% 775$                  
OR 3,826 608  $              3,630  $              2,623 72.3% 18,354$             7,115$               14.3% 36.9% 686$                  

Medicaid Data Analysis State Impact Analysis
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PA 12,605 2,304  $            17,113  $            10,917 63.8% 40,820$             30,071$             26.7% 36.3% 866$                  
RI 1,053 224  $              1,875  $              1,184 63.2% 4,934$               2,586$               24.0% 45.8% 1,124$               
SC 4,561 930  $              4,546  $              3,560 78.3% 13,516$             7,637$               26.3% 46.6% 781$                  
SD 812 139  $                 708  $                 507 71.6% 2,075$               1,334$               24.4% 38.0% 624$                  
TN 6,296 1,525  $              7,247  $              5,307 73.2% 17,550$             10,433$             30.2% 50.9% 843$                  
TX 24,782 4,488  $            23,000  $            15,711 68.3% 58,190$             41,780$             27.0% 37.6% 634$                  
UT* NA NA  NA  NA NA 8,553$               5,423$               NA NA NA
VT 622 185  $              1,189  $                 814 68.5% 2,788$               2,506$               29.2% 32.5% 1,309$               
VA 7,883 1,039  $              5,693  $              3,431 60.3% 28,559$             16,608$             12.0% 20.7% 435$                  
WA 6,664 1,159  $              6,555  $              4,038 61.6% 23,392$             16,408$             17.3% 24.6% 606$                  
WV 1,820 417  $              2,421  $              1,963 81.1% 16,493$             4,787$               11.9% 41.0% 1,079$               
WI* NA NA  NA  NA NA 28,733$             14,447$             NA NA NA
WY 544 82  $                 519  $                 299 57.7% 5,214$               2,764$               5.7% 10.8% 549$                  
USA 307,007 64,525 360,316$           238,887$           66.3% 1,059,508$        715,496$           22.5% 33.4% 778$                  

All figures are for Fiscal Year 2009. 

* Some 2009 data for Massachusetts, Utah, and Wisconsin not available.
** States for which federal Medicaid expenditure was more than half of that state's total spending or tax collections indicated in bold.
     States for which federal Medicaid expenditure was more than one-third but less than half of that state's total spending or tax collections underlined.
     States for which federal Medicaid expenditure was more than one-quarter but less than one-third of that state's total spending or tax collections in italics.

Population and Tax Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau
Medicaid Data Source: Medicaid Statistical Information System (MSIS), Medicaid Financial Management Report
State Impact Data Source: National Governors Association/National Association of State Budget Officers Fiscal Survey of States (June 2010)
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell; Mike Schrimpf; Jon Thompson; Dustin Huffman
Subject: NGA Meeting- talking points
Date: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 10:10:29 AM
Attachments: NGA Talking Points.pdf

99730375-Medicaid-and-Exchange-Letter-Final.pdf

RGPPC Action Officers and Healthcare Advisors:
 
As we head into NGA, as promised last week, we’ve provided some talking points for you to use
when creating your boss’s briefing materials. For those of you not attending, we hope this material
is still useful as we navigate the current healthcare debate. Your communication directors have been
forwarded this material as well.
 
Please let us know if you have any questions. Should the need arise for us to host a
planning/strategy conference call in advance of Friday, we’ll plan accordingly later today or
tomorrow.
 
As usual, please do not forward this information outside your governor’s office or state healthcare
team.
 
Best,
Marie
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
 
 
 

From: Mike Schrimpf 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 8:27 AM
To: Mike Schrimpf
Cc: Marie Sanderson; Jon Thompson
Subject: NGA Meeting
 
Good Morning,
 
As many governors prepare to head to Williamsburg for the NGA meeting, I wanted to get you the
latest messaging information for what is certain to be a highly politicized gathering, especially now
that President Obama will be campaigning in Virginia while the governors are in town.
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In addition to a .pdf of the messaging points, I’ve also attached a copy of a letter that RGA chairman
Bob McDonnell sent to President Obama yesterday that we developed with the help of your policy
shops. The letter underscores the many unanswered questions/problems with the healthcare law
and could be a helpful reference for those who want to provide additional reasons for why waiting
until after November to make a decision about Medicaid/Exchanges is a wise idea.
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions/concerns/suggestions.
 

NGA Messaging Points
 
Health care and the Presidential campaign will likely dominate the National Governors
Association meeting this week in Williamsburg.  The U.S. House of Representatives will vote to
repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) Wednesday, and DGA Chairman
Martin O’Malley is expected to hold a press conference Friday morning criticizing Republicans
for failing to move forward on health care and not having any ideas of their own. The RGA pre-
empted the O’Malley/DGA press conference by releasing a letter to the press (attached) signed
by RGA chairman Bob McDonnell highlighting additional concerns about the ACA.
 
While the health care ruling will likely be a major topic at the NGA meeting, especially among
policy reporters, it’s important to remember that the November election will still center on jobs
and the economy. We encourage all GOP governors to pivot back to jobs and the economy as
often as possible in their public comments at NGA.
 
The RGA recognizes that GOP governors have a diversity of opinion about whether to move
forward on implementing health insurance exchanges and expanding Medicaid. Regardless of a
governor’s position, it is important to underscore the fact that the ACA remains bad law that
hurts the economy and can only be replaced by electing Mitt Romney.
 
Anticipated FAQ’s:
 
Will you implement an exchange?
I have serious reservations about my state serving as the federal government’s agent on
exchanges and real questions have yet to be answered by the Administration. In fact, on
Wednesday Republican governors sent a letter to the President with 17 questions concerning
how exchanges will be implemented.
 
The bottom-line: states remain in a deep regulatory nightmare and the Obama administration
essentially wants to give states all the responsibility without providing us any real authority. Until
these issues are resolved, we won’t move forward.
 
Will you expand Medicaid?
The health care law expanded what is already a broken system, badly in need of reform. The fact
is that Medicaid is a poor vehicle for expanding coverage that damages the private insurance
market and takes money away from other priorities like education and infrastructure.
Additionally, onerous provisions that severely limit governors’ ability to manage Medicaid to the
best needs of their states remain and there continues to be numerous questions about
implementation that remain to be answered.
 
Medicaid expansion is not set to occur until January 2014, so my top priority is helping elect Mitt
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Romney who will work to get health care right.
 
How difficult will it be to meet the deadlines in the law?
The Obama administration has been slow and unclear in its rulemakings and numerous questions
remain. Until the Obama administration figures out what’s in its own law, it is difficult to expect
states to meet the deadlines.
 
Is the individual mandate a ‘penalty’ or a ‘tax’?
Governor Romney agreed with the dissenting opinion in the case. Had a majority of the Court
agreed with the dissenters, the federal individual mandate would not have been a tax, and would
have been unconstitutional. But the dissenting opinion did not prevail. Since the Court
determines what is the law of the land, its ruling is decisive. The Court has spoken and the ruling
held that Obamacare's federal mandate is a tax.
 
Do you support President Obama’s proposal to extend the Bush tax cuts for middle class families?
In 2009, President Obama said the last thing you want to do is raise taxes in the middle of a
recession. Now, after three straight disappointing jobs reports that show the national economy
stalling, President Obama would do exactly that. His proposal earlier this week was simply a
campaign ploy meant to distract from his failed economic record.
 
Is there a disconnect between Republican governors talking up the economy in their states and the Romney
campaign’s criticism of Obama’s handling of the economy?
Absolutely not. Voters are smart enough to be able to tell the difference between the pro-
growth, jobs-friendly policies we are putting place at the state level and the failed economic
policies of the Obama administration. The fact is states with Republican governors are seeing a
larger drop in their unemployment rates than states with Democratic governors and states with
Republican governors consistently rank higher than states with Democratic governors as the
most business-friendly states in America. So, while I believe my state is making progress on the
jobs front, I know we’d be doing even better with Mitt Romney as president – and voters get
that.
 
Talking Points:
 
Top-Line Message Points from the Romney Campaign:
·         Last week’s jobs report is a real kick in the gut for middle-class families. The president’s

policies haven’t worked, and the economy has stalled.
·         The second quarter of this year was the worst quarter of job creation in two years.
·         We have now had 41 straight months of unemployment above 8%.
·         The private sector is not “doing fine,” as President Obama famously said.
·         Unfortunately, this is just the latest in a series of devastating economic news for American

families and businesses.
o   Manufacturing shrank last month for the first time in three years.
o   The services sector is growing at its slowest pace in two and a half years.
o   Consumer confidence has plummeted and is at its lowest level this year.
o   GDP growth last quarter was below 2% and failed to meet expectations.

·         These numbers confirm what Americans have been living every day across the country –
they know how difficult times have been, and they’re hurting.

·         There are real people behind these numbers. It’s not just the people who aren’t working – it’s
the millions of people who are working harder for less, or working two jobs to make ends
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meet, or have just given up hope.
·         In the Obama economy, people aren’t getting a fair shot to live out their dreams. We

expected more. We deserved more.
·         President Obama’s policies have impeded the recovery, stifled job creation, and hurt

America’s middle class.
·         President Obama doesn’t have a plan to get America working again. All he has are the same

tired, failed liberal policies of the past. They didn’t work then, and they aren’t working now.
 
·          Mitt Romney has a bold, pro-growth plan to lower tax rates, encourage hiring, and get our

economy back on track.
·          On Day One of his presidency, Mitt Romney will:

o   Approve the Keystone Pipeline from Canada and strive for cheap energy that attracts new
investments in our country.

o   Initiate a review of every regulation issued by this administration. Some will be repealed,
others will be replaced.

o   Begin the process of repealing Dodd-Frank and Obamacare and replacing them with
reforms that work.

o   Begin to reform America's unfair, uncompetitive tax code so that it works for families and
businesses.

o   Stand up to China’s unfair trade practices.
·         President Romney will remove the burdens that the Obama Administration has placed on

businesses and allow them to start hiring again. Only then will the private sector recover, and
only then will we get America back to work.
 

Exchanges
·         The Obama administration wants to give states all the responsibility for running the

exchanges without providing states any real authority for how to establish or administer
them.

·         Our country is designed for states to be more than just an extension of the federal
government, and states need more flexibility.

Medicaid Expansion
·         The PPACA expanded an already broken system.

·         Maintenance of effort provisions remain. Federal government remains inflexible.

·         Reporters may frame the issue as my state turning down X million in Medicaid for only
Y million from my state budget, but I look at it just the opposite – it’s a leveraged
savings. Not only do I save my state $y million, which won’t come out of other priorities
like education, but I’m saving federal taxpayers $X million as well as future generation
who have to pay back the debt.

·          There are no ‘free’ years. States are saddled with a big tab immediately.  Staffing, IT and
other administrative costs are significant.   The "woodwork" is real, and its cost will but
states at the time serious budget woes to be made worse by new pension rules that will
expose the real cost of unfunded pension and OPEB liabilities.  

·         Medicaid is a poor vehicle for expanding coverage.   Expanding Medicaid will have the
direct effect of raising commercial insurance premiums as the government underpays
providers and those costs are shifted to the private market.  This necessarily makes health
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care more unaffordable for families and small businesses. 

·         Expanding Medicaid in this fashion and at this time puts at risk the true safety net.
 Millions of seniors who rely on Medicaid for skilled nursing care, millions of persons
with intellectual and physical disabilities and millions of people with serious mental
illness will be pit against childless adults with no barriers to work who decide to opt for
taxpayer funded health care.   Seniors are facing $500B in cuts already through Medicare
thanks to Obamacare. Now states will have to pay providers even less since there is not
enough money to care for everyone.

·         Expanding Medicaid takes money away from roads and education
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Dave Heineman  Jack Markell  Dan Crippen 

Governor of Nebraska  Governor of Delaware  Executive Director 

Chair   Vice Chair 

   
 

 October 18, 2011 
To:   Washington Representatives 
From:   Office of Federal Relations  
Re: Update -- NGA Policy Process 
 
This memorandum outlines the new NGA policy process, which will be used to develop governors’ consensus 
positions on state-federal issues.  The goal is to make the policy process more responsive to governors’ 
priorities and to allow the committees more time to pro-actively advocate in support of governors’ priorities.   
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
NGA Policy Process: This week kicks-off the next leg of the new, revised, and streamlined NGA policy 
process.  Below is an abbreviated timeline of next steps.  All Committees will also discuss and reinforce this 
process during regular business meetings this week.  

o October 17-December 1: NGA Committees (governors’ staff) draft and review policy 
statements based on the priority issues set by Executive Committee.  

o December 1:  NGA Committees (governors’ staff) complete drafting of policies. 
o December 2: Ballots sent to Committee members (governors) to approve draft policy 

statements as Interim NGA policy. Policies are adopted on interim basis (two-thirds of the 
committee governors). 

o December 16: All ballots are returned to NGA.    
o NGA Winter Meeting:  All governors formally vote and adopt all policies at the Winter 

Meeting. 
As part of this process, governors will be encouraged to begin thinking about (1) what issues are 
they willing to work on; and (2) expectations for NGA’s lobbying activities.  
 
Committee Lists:  The complete list of NGA Committees and staff contacts are attached for your 
reference and information.  
 
NEW NGA POLICY PROCESS 
Voting and approval: For the 2011 cycle, all new policies will have to be adopted on an interim basis by 
their committee of jurisdiction.  NGA rules require two-thirds of the entire committee to vote in the 
affirmative to approve a policy on an interim basis.  As soon as a committee approves a policy on an interim 
basis, it becomes the policy of the association until the next NGA meeting.   
 
Policy Process Timeline:  Under the new policy process, all policies will be reviewed between NGA’s 
Annual Meeting and the Winter Meeting.  Policies at the committee level will be developed and revised to 
reflect the priorities set forth by the Executive Committee.  The timeline for action is as follows: 
 
Task Completed:   

 Committee leadership, working with Committee members, identified 3-5 key, consensus based 
priorities.  

 Committee leadership wrote memo recommending key priorities to Executive Committee.  
 Executive Committee governors met to discuss and adopt policy priorities for NGA.  
 NGA developed a common policy template and calendar to guide policy process. 
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Immediate Action: 

• October 17-December 1: NGA Committees (governors’ staff) draft and review policy statements 
based on the priority issues set by Executive Committee.  

• December 1:  NGA Committees (governors’ staff) complete drafting of policies. 
• December 2: Ballots sent to Committee members (governors) to approve draft policy statements as 

Interim NGA policy. Policies are adopted on an interim basis (two-thirds of the committee 
governors). 

• December 16: All ballots are returned to NGA.    
 

Next Steps: 
• All Governors formally vote on and adopt all policies at the NGA Winter Meeting in February. 
• Committees craft advocacy campaigns around the priority issues and policies, taking into 

consideration (1) issues governors are willing to work on; and (2) expectations for NGA’s lobbying 
activities.  

• New issues that require a response by NGA are addressed using the Permanent Policy or, on rare 
occasion, through additional interim policy. 

• At the NGA Annual meeting in July, Committees report on the advocacy efforts of the previous six 
months. 
 

Transition from current policy process to new policy process: The most difficult period for implementing 
the new process will be the first two years.  All policies will have to be realigned to reflect governors’ 
priorities and principles.  As such, many policies will be folded into existing policies or allowed to sunset in 
normal order.  As NGA transitions to this new process, NGA leadership and Committee leadership will work 
to best manage this transition.  

 
Policy drafting guidelines: When developing Policy Statements, NGA Committees should strive to keep the 
statements short and focus on governing principles that can guide NGA’s advocacy efforts.  Policies that are 
too detailed can undermine consensus and limit governors’ flexibility when engaging in dynamic legislative 
and regulatory proceedings.  Policy Statements also should reflect the tone and authority of governors as the 
chief executives of their states.  

 
In preparing policy statements, NGA Committees should consider including the following elements:  

• A brief description of the national issue to be addressed; 
• Objective data that informs the issue; 
• Consensus principles through which governors evaluate the issue; and  
• A clear statement of governors’ position and recommendations. 

 
Policy Statements should avoid positions that: 

• Tell other states what to do; 
• Explicitly favor one state over another; 
• Address issues that are state specific; or 
• Address issues related to the outcome of an election at the local, state or federal level. 
 

All NGA Policy Statements must be aligned with a priority set by the Executive Committee and be consistent 
with Permanent Policy.   Policy positions that contain exceptions to the general principles of the Permanent 
Policy must include justification for the exception. 
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Dave Heineman  Jack Markell  Dan Crippen 

Governor of Nebraska  Governor of Delaware  Executive Director 

Chair   Vice Chair 

  August 18, 2011 

 

 

 

NATIONAL GOVERNORS ASSOCIATION 

2011-2012 COMMITTEES 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

NGA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Governor Dave Heineman, Nebraska—Chair* 

Governor Jack Markell, Delaware—Vice Chair* 

 

Governor John Hickenlooper, Colorado   Governor Chris Christie, New Jersey 

Governor Mitch Daniels, Indiana   Governor Mary Fallin, Oklahoma 

Governor Deval Patrick, Massachusetts   Governor Christine O. Gregoire, Washington 

Governor Mark Dayton, Minnesota 

  

Finance Committee 
Governor Jack Markell, Delaware—Chair 

Governor Rick Snyder, Michigan 

Governor Chris Christie, New Jersey 

Governor Christine O. Gregoire, Washington 

 

 

Legal Affairs Committee 

Governor Robert McDonnell, Virginia—Chair 

Governor Mike Beebe, Arkansas  

Governor Brian Sandoval, Nevada 

 

 

Special Committee on Homeland Security and Public Safety 

Governor Martin O’Malley, Maryland—Co-Chair 

Governor Matt Mead, Wyoming—Co-Chair 

Governor Janice K. Brewer, Arizona 

Governor Neil Abercrombie, Hawaii 

Governor Paul LePage, Maine 

Governor Mark Dayton, Minnesota 

Governor Brian Sandoval, Nevada 

Governor Susana Martinez, New Mexico 

Governor Andrew Cuomo, New York 

Governor Bev Perdue, North Carolina 

Governor Tom Corbett, Pennsylvania 

Governor Luis G. Fortuño, Puerto Rico  

Governor Robert F. McDonnell, Virginia 

Governor Christine O. Gregoire, Washington 

 

NGA Contact: Heather Hogsett 

 

 

 

*The chair and vice chair serve as ex-officio members of all committees and task forces. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND COMMERCE COMMITTEE 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Governor Sam Brownback, Kansas—Chair 

Governor Jay Nixon, Missouri—Vice Chair 

Governor Robert Bentley, Alabama  

Governor Janice K. Brewer, Arizona  

Governor Rick Snyder, Michigan  

Governor Brian Sandoval, Nevada 

Governor John Lynch, New Hampshire 

Governor Chris Christie, New Jersey 

Governor Andrew Cuomo, New York 

Governor Bev Perdue, North Carolina  

Governor Mary Fallin, Oklahoma  

Governor Tom Corbett, Pennsylvania 

Governor Luis G. Fortuño, Puerto Rico  

Governor Christine O. Gregoire, Washington  

 

 

NGA Contact: David Parkhurst 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

EDUCATION, EARLY CHILDHOOD AND WORKFORCE  COMMITTEE 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Governor Mike Beebe, Arkansas —Chair 

Governor Bill Haslam, Tennessee—Vice Chair 

Governor John Hickenlooper, Colorado  

Governor Eddie Calvo, Guam 

Governor Neil Abercrombie, Hawaii  

Governor Mitch Daniels, Indiana  

Governor Paul LePage, Maine 

Governor Deval Patrick, Massachusetts  

Governor Peter Shumlin, Vermont  

Governor Robert McDonnell, Virginia 

Governor John P. de Jongh, Jr., Virgin Islands  

 

NGA Contact: Joan Wodiska 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES COMMITTEE 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Governor Terry E. Branstad, Iowa —Chair 

Governor Pat Quinn, Illinois —Vice Chair 

Governor Togiola T.A. Tulafono, American Samoa 

Governor Nathan Deal, Georgia  

Governor Martin O’Malley, Maryland  

Governor Mark Dayton, Minnesota  

Governor Susana Martinez, New Mexico 

Governor John A. Kitzhaber, M.D., Oregon  

Governor Lincoln Chafee, Rhode Island 

Governor Scott Walker, Wisconsin  

 

NGA Contact: Heather Hogsett 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Governor Dannel P. Malloy, Connecticut —Chair 

Governor Dennis Daugaard, South Dakota—Vice Chair  

Governor Sean Parnell, Alaska 

Governor Jerry Brown, California 

Governor Steven L. Beshear, Kentucky  

Governor Bobby Jindal, Louisiana 

Governor Haley Barbour, Mississippi 

Governor Brian Schweitzer, Montana 

Governor Benígno R. Fitial, Northern Mariana Islands  

Governor Jack Dalrymple, North Dakota 

Governor Gary R. Herbert, Utah 

Governor Earl Ray Tomblin, West Virginia 

Governor Matt Mead, Wyoming 

 

 

NGA Contact: Michele Nellenbach 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

NGA CENTER FOR BEST PRACTICES BOARD 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Governor Jack Markell, Delaware—Chair 

Governor Bev Perdue, North Carolina 

Governor Luis G. Fortuño, Puerto Rico  

Governor Scott Walker, Wisconsin  
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NGA Messaging Points 

Health care and the Presidential campaign will likely dominate the National Governors Association 

meeting this week in Williamsburg.  The U.S. House of Representatives will vote to repeal the 

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) Wednesday, and DGA Chairman Martin 

O‟Malley is expected to hold a press conference Friday morning criticizing Republicans for failing to 

move forward on health care and not having any ideas of their own. The RGA will pre-empt the 

O‟Malley/DGA press conference by releasing a letter to the press signed by RGA chairman Bob 

McDonnell highlighting additional concerns about the ACA. 

While the health care ruling will likely be a major topic at the NGA meeting, especially among policy 

reporters, it‟s important to remember that the November election will still center on jobs and the 

economy. We encourage all GOP governors to pivot back to jobs and the economy as often as 

possible in their public comments at NGA. 

The RGA recognizes that GOP governors have a diversity of opinion about whether to move 

forward on implementing health insurance exchanges and expanding Medicaid. Regardless of a 

governor‟s position, it is important to underscore the fact that the ACA remains bad law that hurts 

the economy and can only be replaced by electing Mitt Romney. 

Anticipated FAQ’s: 

Will you implement an exchange? 

I have serious reservations about my state serving as the federal government‟s agent on exchanges 

and real questions have yet to be answered by the Administration. In fact, on Wednesday 

Republican governors sent a letter to the President with 17 questions concerning how exchanges will 

be implemented.  

The bottom-line: states remain in a deep regulatory nightmare and the Obama administration 

essentially wants to give states all the responsibility without providing us any real authority. Until 

these issues are resolved, we won‟t move forward. 

Will you expand Medicaid? 

The health care law expanded what is already a broken system, badly in need of reform. The fact is 

that Medicaid is a poor vehicle for expanding coverage that damages the private insurance market 

and takes money away from other priorities like education and infrastructure. Additionally, onerous 

provisions that severely limit governors‟ ability to manage Medicaid to the best needs of their states 

remain and there continues to be numerous questions about implementation that remain to be 

answered. 

Medicaid expansion is not set to occur until January 2014, so my top priority is helping elect Mitt 

Romney who will work to get health care right. 
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How difficult will it be to meet the deadlines in the law? 

The Obama administration has been slow and unclear in its rulemakings and numerous questions 

remain. Until the Obama administration figures out what‟s in its own law, it is difficult to expect 

states to meet the deadlines. 

Is the individual mandate a ‘penalty’ or a ‘tax’? 

Governor Romney agreed with the dissenting opinion in the case. Had a majority of the Court 

agreed with the dissenters, the federal individual mandate would not have been a tax, and would 

have been unconstitutional. But the dissenting opinion did not prevail. Since the Court determines 

what is the law of the land, its ruling is decisive. The Court has spoken and the ruling held that 

Obamacare's federal mandate is a tax.  

Do you support President Obama’s proposal to extend the Bush tax cuts for middle class families? 

In 2009, President Obama said the last thing you want to do is raise taxes in the middle of a 

recession. Now, after three straight disappointing jobs reports that show the national economy 

stalling, President Obama would do exactly that. His proposal earlier this week was simply a 

campaign ploy meant to distract from his failed economic record. 

Is there a disconnect between Republican governors talking up the economy in their states and the Romney campaign’s 

criticism of Obama’s handling of the economy? 

Absolutely not. Voters are smart enough to be able to tell the difference between the pro-growth, 

jobs-friendly policies we are putting place at the state level and the failed economic policies of the 

Obama administration. The fact is states with Republican governors are seeing a larger drop in their 

unemployment rates than states with Democratic governors and states with Republican governors 

consistently rank higher than states with Democratic governors as the most business-friendly states 

in America. So, while I believe my state is making progress on the jobs front, I know we‟d be doing 

even better with Mitt Romney as president – and voters get that. 

Talking Points: 

Top-Line Message Points from the Romney Campaign: 

 Last week‟s jobs report is a real kick in the gut for middle-class families. The president‟s policies 
haven‟t worked, and the economy has stalled. 

 The second quarter of this year was the worst quarter of job creation in two years. 

 We have now had 41 straight months of unemployment above 8%. 

 The private sector is not “doing fine,” as President Obama famously said. 

 Unfortunately, this is just the latest in a series of devastating economic news for American 
families and businesses. 
o Manufacturing shrank last month for the first time in three years. 
o The services sector is growing at its slowest pace in two and a half years. 
o Consumer confidence has plummeted and is at its lowest level this year. 
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o GDP growth last quarter was below 2% and failed to meet expectations. 

 These numbers confirm what Americans have been living every day across the country – they 
know how difficult times have been, and they‟re hurting. 

 There are real people behind these numbers. It‟s not just the people who aren‟t working – it‟s 
the millions of people who are working harder for less, or working two jobs to make ends meet, 
or have just given up hope.  

 In the Obama economy, people aren‟t getting a fair shot to live out their dreams. We expected 
more. We deserved more.  

 President Obama‟s policies have impeded the recovery, stifled job creation, and hurt America‟s 
middle class. 

 President Obama doesn‟t have a plan to get America working again. All he has are the same 
tired, failed liberal policies of the past. They didn‟t work then, and they aren‟t working now.  

 

 Mitt Romney has a bold, pro-growth plan to lower tax rates, encourage hiring, and get our 
economy back on track.  

 On Day One of his presidency, Mitt Romney will: 
o Approve the Keystone Pipeline from Canada and strive for cheap energy that attracts new 

investments in our country. 
o Initiate a review of every regulation issued by this administration. Some will be repealed, 

others will be replaced. 
o Begin the process of repealing Dodd-Frank and Obamacare and replacing them with 

reforms that work. 
o Begin to reform America's unfair, uncompetitive tax code so that it works for families and 

businesses. 
o Stand up to China‟s unfair trade practices. 

 President Romney will remove the burdens that the Obama Administration has placed on 
businesses and allow them to start hiring again. Only then will the private sector recover, and 
only then will we get America back to work. 
 

Exchanges 

 The Obama administration wants to give states all the responsibility for running the 

exchanges without providing states any real authority for how to establish or administer 

them. 

 Our country is designed for states to be more than just an extension of the federal 

government, and states need more flexibility. 

Medicaid Expansion 

 The PPACA expanded an already broken system. 

 Maintenance of effort provisions remain. Federal government remains inflexible. 

 Reporters may frame the issue as my state turning down X million in Medicaid for only Y 

million from my state budget, but I look at it just the opposite – it‟s a leveraged savings. Not 

only do I save my state $y million, which won‟t come out of other priorities like education, 
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but I‟m saving federal taxpayers $X million as well as future generation who have to pay 

back the debt. 

 There are no „free‟ years. States are saddled with a big tab immediately.  Staffing, IT and 

other administrative costs are significant.   The "woodwork" is real, and its cost will but 

states at the time serious budget woes to be made worse by new pension rules that will 

expose the real cost of unfunded pension and OPEB liabilities.   

 Medicaid is a poor vehicle for expanding coverage.   Expanding Medicaid will have the direct 

effect of raising commercial insurance premiums as the government underpays providers 

and those costs are shifted to the private market.  This necessarily makes health care more 

unaffordable for families and small businesses.  

 Expanding Medicaid in this fashion and at this time puts at risk the true safety net.  Millions 

of seniors who rely on Medicaid for skilled nursing care, millions of persons with intellectual 

and physical disabilities and millions of people with serious mental illness will be pit against 

childless adults with no barriers to work who decide to opt for taxpayer funded health care.   

Seniors are facing $500B in cuts already through Medicare thanks to Obamacare. Now states 

will have to pay providers even less since there is not enough money to care for everyone. 

 Expanding Medicaid takes money away from roads and education 
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare ALREADY a Failure
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2012 12:16:06 PM

The liberal Center for American Progress today released a one-pager attempting to claim that
Obamacare is already a success.  In reality, however, the law’s many flaws have become more
manifest with each passing day:
 
Premiums Higher and Higher:  Candidate Obama said repeatedly his bill would CUT premiums by an
average of $2,500 per family – meaning premiums would go DOWN, not merely just “go up by less
than projected.”  The campaign also promised that that those reductions would occur within
Obama's first term.  However, the annual Kaiser Foundation survey of employer-provided insurance
found that average family premiums totaled $12,860 in 2008, $13,375 in 2009, and $13,770 in 2010
and $15,073 this year.  In other words, while candidate Obama promised premiums would fall by
$2,500 on average, premiums have already risen by $2,213 during the Obama Administration.
 
Millions Losing Coverage:  The Galen Institute last month released a paper discussing the havoc
Obamacare is wreaking on insurance markets, and specifically the insurance many Americans had –
and liked – before the massive 2700 page law was passed.  Dozens of carriers have left insurance
markets, or gone out of business altogether – leaving millions in the lurch.  And millions more will
lose their coverage; under the Administration’s own estimates, more than half of all employers –
and up to 80% of small businesses – will lose their pre-Obamacare coverage by next year.
 
Millions More Exempted:  According to the latest data, the Administration has now granted waivers
to over 1,700 health plans with more than 4 million people – more than half of them participants in
union plans.  The fact that the Administration feels the need to exempt millions from the law’s
mandates shows how onerous they are.  Even Democrat Senators have admitted the law is flawed –
five Senators wrote to the Administration asking for another Obamacare waiver, because the law
“may cause disruption for farmers and others in the agricultural sector” by causing members of
farmer co-operatives to lose their current coverage.
 
Higher Taxes:  Several middle-class tax increases related to Obamacare have already taken effect:
new restrictions on FSAs and Health Savings Accounts, and Obamacare’s first tax increase, on
tanning products, which took effect in July 2010.  And in just a few months, more new taxes will
take effect – including taxes on medical products and industries, which the Congressional Budget
Office and other outside experts agree will be passed on to consumers, raising insurance premiums
by as much as $5000 per family over a decade.  These taxes are collectively having an effect; in
November, device manufacturer Stryker announced that it would be shedding “five percent of its
workforce over concerns about the impending 2.3 percent medical device tax prescribed by”
Obamacare.
 
Economic Uncertainty:  Multiple quotes from business executives have proven how Obamacare’s
uncertainty is hampering economic recovery.  Analysts at UBS have stated that Obamacare is
“arguably the biggest impediment to hiring, particularly hiring of less skilled workers.”  And the
President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta admitted he has “frequently heard strong
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comments to the effect of ‘my company won’t hire a single additional worker until we know what
health insurance costs are going to be.’”
 
One Bailout Program Bankrupt:  Last month the Administration admitted that Obamacare’s early
retiree reinsurance program would shut down at the end of 2011.  The program was scheduled to
run through 2014, but ran out of money years ahead of schedule.  The program went broke
because unions and state governments rushed to the federal government to receive subsidies; HHS
data indicate that more than half of the money went to only 24 organizations – with the biggest
recipient being the United Auto Workers union. 
 
Another Unsound Program Ended Before It Began:  In October, HHS finally admitted that the
CLASS Act long-term care program was actuarially and fiscally unsound, and decided not to go
forward with the program.  This development should shock no one – the Medicare actuary said on
Day One the plan would not work, and one Democrat Senator called CLASS a “Ponzi scheme of the
first order.”  But the Administration was forced to admit that its sanctimonious claims that CLASS
was not a “business-as-usual Washington gimmick” were utterly FALSE.
 
Burdens Crushing States:  Last month’s annual State Expenditure Report released by the National
Association of State Budget Officers illustrated how Medicaid is a large – and rapidly growing –
portion of state budgets.  Yet at a time when states face budget deficits totaling a collective $175
billion, Obamacare is imposing new unfunded mandates of at least $118 billion.  These burdens have
forced states to spend money on Medicaid that could otherwise be used to improve education,
transportation, corrections, or other priority areas.
 
 
Nearly two years ago, Speaker Pelosi famously said we had to pass the bill to find out what’s in it.  
All the signs above show how the American people are not liking what they’ve found in the 2700-
page health care law.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare and "The Bright Light of Day"
Date: Thursday, November 03, 2011 9:38:31 AM

In a post on the White House blog yesterday, OMB Director Lew chided Congress in general, and
Republicans in particular, for daring to attach policy riders to appropriations measures currently
working their way through Congress.  Of particular note was the sentence in which Lew stated that
“ending health care and Wall Street reform are major policy choices that should be made in the
bright light of day, and not attached to appropriations bills needed to keep the government
operating.”
 
Seeing as how Director Lew suggested that Republicans are afraid of considering an Obamacare
repeal “in the bright light of day,” it’s worth remembering the absurd lengths this Administration
and Democrats in Congress went to in order to enact Obamacare in the first place:
 

·         Candidate Obama repeatedly promised to televise health care negotiations on C-SPAN, “so
that people can see who is making arguments on behalf of their constituents, and who are
making arguments on behalf of the drug companies or the insurance companies.”  Instead
President Obama and Democrats went and drafted their massive 2,700 page law behind
closed doors.  Speaker Pelosi took the frequent President’s campaign pledges for
transparency so nonchalantly she laughed it off as a joke.
 

·         The head of the pharmaceutical industry bragged how Administration officials enticed him,
and other industry groups, to cut secret agreements to support Obamacare: “We were
assured: ‘We need somebody to come in first.  If you come in first, you will have a rock-solid
deal.’”  The details of that “rock-solid deal” between the Administration and Big Pharma
have STILL not been released publicly.

 
·         President Obama himself admitted in a January 2010 interview with Diane Sawyer that

“amongst supporters…we just don’t know what’s going on” behind closed doors.  He and
Democrats promptly re-grouped, drafting new language to pass the bill – behind closed
doors.

 
·         Democrat Members of Congress said they couldn’t be bothered to read the bill – because it

was a waste of time, they needed lawyers to read the bill for them, and because “we have to
make judgments very fast.”  Democrat leaders admitted that “If every Member pledged to
not vote for it if they hadn’t read it in its entirety, I think we would have very few votes.”

 
·         Speaker Pelosi famously said we had to pass the bill to find out what’s in it – because she

apparently believed the American people couldn’t be told its contents in advance.
 

Even as Administration officials were publicly claiming they were “entirely persuaded” that
controversial portions of Obamacare were fiscally sustainable, career officials were calling the
same program “a recipe for disaster” – evidence that the Administration concealed their
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knowledge that the law will ultimately be a budget-buster.
 

·         Following Ted Kennedy’s death, the White House enlisted Democrat allies in the
Massachusetts legislature to pass a partisan bill gaming the Commonwealth’s laws and
inserting an appointed Senator who would vote to pass Obamacare – the second time in five
years Democrats in the Massachusetts legislature changed the laws for partisan gain,
because they apparently viewed a United States Senate seat as their party’s personal
property.

 
·         After the voters in Massachusetts told Democrats they had different ideas and elected a

Republican to the Senate, Democrats used an arcane procedure to ram through the 2,700
page bill – a procedure even Speaker Pelosi’s staff called a “trick,” and which one expert said
utilized parliamentary tactics to overturn the outcome of an election.

 
Given this dubious history, Republicans will take no lectures on passing measures “in the bright light
of day” from this Administration or Democrats in Congress, who passed an unpopular – and
constitutionally questionable – law the American people never wanted.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Obamacare and Identity Fraud
Date: Tuesday, May 08, 2012 12:00:51 PM

This morning the Treasury’s Inspector General for Tax Administration testified before two Ways and
Means subcommittees about the prevalence of identity theft and fraud within the tax system. 
Although the IRS identified 1.1 million incidents of identity theft affecting the tax system in 2011
alone, the Inspector General’s testimony found that even this level of fraud was merely the tip of
the iceberg:
 

However, the IRS does not know how many identity thieves are filing fraudulent tax returns
or the amount of revenue being lost….Our analysis found that, although the IRS detects and
prevents a large number of fraudulent refunds based on false income documents, there is
much fraud that it does not detect.  We identified approximately 1.5 million additional
undetected tax returns with potentially fraudulent tax refunds totaling in excess of $5.2
billion.  If not addressed, we estimate the IRS could issue approximately $26 billion in
fraudulent tax refunds resulting from identity theft over the next five years.

 
These findings have troubling implications for the President’s unpopular 2700-page health care law,
on several levels:
 

1. Rather than increasing efforts to combat identity fraud in the existing tax system, much of
the IRS’ time over the next few years will instead be spent on creating and implementing a
brand new entitlement – health insurance subsidies administered through the tax code.

 
2. The massive amounts spent on Obamacare’s insurance subsidies – $632 billion between now

and 2022, according to the Congressional Budget Office’s most recent baseline – will only
provide further incentives for identity thieves to engage in tax fraud, so they can receive
insurance subsidies to which they are not entitled.

 
3. Obamacare will only require applicants for insurance subsidies to verify citizenship, NOT

identity; the verification process will check that John Doe is a citizen, but will not confirm that
the applicant is in fact John Doe.  Today’s inspector general report highlights that identity
fraud is rampant within the current tax system.  Therefore, it is not unreasonable to conclude
that non-citizens will commit identity theft – as millions already do by filing bogus tax returns
every year – to obtain subsidized insurance.  This scenario would violate the President’s
promise made before a joint session of Congress in 2009, that individuals illegally present
would not be able to obtain insurance under his plan.

 
The American people have already questioned why, at a time of trillion-dollar deficits, Democrats
want to spend $2.6 trillion creating massive new entitlement programs.  Today’s inspector general
report raises the further question of whether and why such spending will be diverted for fraudulent
purposes by identity thieves preying on unsuspecting American families and taxpayers alike.
 
Chris Jacobs
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Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Obamacare and Judicial Activism
Date: Friday, April 20, 2012 10:56:28 AM

Writing in the Wall Street Journal this morning, columnist Alan Blinder repeated familiar Democrat
talking points about the Supreme Court and judicial activism.  Discussing the interplay between
Obamacare’s individual mandate and the insurance “reforms” included in the law, Blinder asked
“what happens if the justices void the mandate but leave the insurance reforms in place?  The
answer is: We get incoherence.  Which, of course, is why you don't want judges making economic
policy.”
 
On this point, Blinder is half-right at least.  Judges should NOT make economic policy.  But the
“solution” to the problem of judges not making economic policy should not involve blithe
acceptance of a new and unprecedented mandate for individuals to buy a product as a condition of
their existence, merely because Congress said the mandate was “essential” to make the law’s
otherwise unsustainable new regulations work.
 
Rather, the position that does not involve judges making economic policy was one adopted by
Republican senators in an amicus brief to the Court – namely, that if the Court strikes down the
individual mandate, all of Obamacare must necessarily fall.  In the absence of such a ruling from
the Court, the alternatives have ranged from the speculative – i.e., what parts of the law would be
fiscally sustainable without the mandate? – to the seemingly absurd – Justice Breyer’s self-
described “pipe dream” attempting to have lawyers argue what parts of Obamacare’s 2700-page
Humpty Dumpty could be put back together again. (Because really, do we need MORE backroom
deals involving Obamacare…?)
 
To Democrats mortified at the prospect of the Court striking down all of Obamacare, we can offer
three helpful hints:
 

1.        If you want portions of the law to be severed if struck down, include a severability
clause.  Democrats had every chance to do so – the House version of Obamacare included
such language – but didn’t.  Liberals have absolutely no right to blame the Supreme Court if
the Court decides to strike down the entire law, rather than trying to pick and choose which
provisions to keep, in what would likely be a futile attempt to try and “fix” the mess
Democrats themselves created.
 

2.        Read the bill.  While judges should in no event make economic policy, it’s somewhat
difficult to argue that Congress is better placed to do so when multiple Members state
publicly that reading the bill is a waste of time, because “we have to make judgments very
fast,” and because “we hire experts” to read the bill instead.  Reading the bill is also helpful
in ascertaining prior to passage whether a severability clause may be needed.  (See point #1
above.)

 
3.        If you ever again get tempted to pass a 2700-page bill the American people don’t

support, just.  Don’t.  Thankfully, some Members of Congress may have already learned that
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lesson – the hard way.
 
Posted on the Freedom on Call blog here.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare and Premium Increases
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 9:53:52 AM

The Administration is preparing to announce another round of rate review grants this morning, and
will likely claim this new government spending shows Obamacare is lowering premiums.  However,
the reality is that premiums keep going up – in many cases because of, not despite, the provisions in
the law.  Just yesterday an article highlighted some of the premium increases in Connecticut:
 

·         “Many of [an insurance broker’s] clients are seeing average rate hikes for the fourth quarter
2011 and 2012 in the high single digits…”

·         Another insurance broker “said his small group clients are seeing average fourth quarter rate
increases in the 9 to 15 percent range.”

·         A third broker for large employers said that “medical costs are still trending 11 to 12 percent
higher.”

·         “Connecticare will be raising fourth quarter rates on average from 6.8 percent to 8.6
percent on its small group medical plans.”

·         “Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield has proposed an average annual rate increase of 5.5
percent…”

·         “Oxford Health Plans/United Healthcare had one of the higher requests, asking regulators
for permission to raise its small group rates an average of 14.4 percent.”

 
Some may claim that these increases of “only” 5-15 percent – well above inflation – represent
“successes,” because premium growth slowed in some cases.  But to the extent health care
spending trends slowed, they have likely been due to the bad economy and individuals foregoing
treatments – which is reflective of the “stimulus’” failure to create the jobs it promised.   Moreover,
the President repeatedly promised during his campaign that he would “cut” premiums by an
average of $2,500 per family – meaning premiums would go DOWN, not merely just “go up by less
than projected.” 
 
Separately, Politico reports this morning that “there’s some speculation…that HHS might not
release” a rule regarding “essential health benefits” “until after the 2012 elections to avoid a
political land mine.”  The rule in question is a huge one:  The “essential health benefits” definition
will determine the health insurance coverage all Americans must buy under Obamacare’s
constitutionally dubious individual mandate.  And the Congressional Budget Office previously found
that the “essential health benefits” and related mandates in Obamacare will raise individual health
insurance premiums by up to 30 percent.  Today’s report suggests HHS may punt on issuing these
critical regulations – creating more uncertainty for states and businesses alike – in order to avoid
showing the American people just how much Obamacare will raise premiums before President
Obama faces re-election.
 
Last March, then-Speaker Pelosi famously said we had to pass the bill to find out what’s in it.  Given
that today’s report suggests HHS will delay its ultimate verdict on how much Obamacare will raise
premiums until after the election, some may wonder: If this Administration has to try and prevent
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American voters from finding out what’s in the law, how good can it be…?
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare and the Supreme Court
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2011 9:14:44 AM

Today’s biggest health care story is obviously the Justice Department’s request that the Supreme

Court review the 11th Circuit Court ruling overturning Obamacare’s individual mandate.  Stories on
that can be found in the New York Times here, the Washington Post here, the Wall Street Journal
here, The Hill here, Politico here, and the Associated Press here.  The filing itself largely trod upon
previous ground; only two key points of note stand out.  First, the Justice Department indicated it
would NOT attempt to argue that a ruling on the mandate’s constitutionality should be deferred
until after its implementation in 2014, due to the provisions of the Anti-Injunction Act.  This law was
the basis for the Fourth Circuit’s refusal to speak to the merits of the mandate in its ruling.  DOJ’s
position makes it likely (but not certain) that any Supreme Court ruling would speak to the merits of
the mandate itself, as opposed to issues of standing.
 
Second, while other stories have previously commented upon this, it’s worth reiterating the
contradictions between the brief’s arguments about the mandate’s status as a tax and prior
comments from the President.  Here’s what the Obama Justice Department said about the mandate
yesterday:
 

“The ‘practical operation’ of the minimum coverage provision is as a tax.”
 
Here’s what President Obama said about that very subject in 2009:
 

“For us to say that you’ve got to take a responsibility to get health insurance is absolutely
not a tax increase.”

 
Again, the Obama Justice Department in yesterday’s filing:
 

“There is no such magic words test [for determining whether the mandate is a tax].”
 
And Obama in 2009 on the same subject:
 

“You can’t just make up that language and decide that that’s called a tax increase….The fact
that you looked up Merriam’s Dictionary, the definition of tax increase, indicates to me that
you’re stretching a little bit right now.  Otherwise, you wouldn’t have gone to the dictionary
to check on the definition.”

 
Now that we’ve cleared all that up…
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare and Transparency
Date: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 11:33:09 AM

This morning the Administration released proposed new regulations regarding information
disclosure to consumers, so that individuals considering insurance policies will have information to
make apples-to-apples comparisons.  Transparency of information is generally a good thing, and
providing consumers with clear information on which to make choices may have a positive effect
(provided compliance won’t significantly raise costs for businesses). 
 
But questions about Obamacare’s “consumer-friendly” nature still persist.  If Democrats want to
allow consumers to make choices, then why reduce choice by allowing Exchanges to carry only
“Washington-approved” insurance policies?  Why not permit individuals to buy any policy they
wished across state lines, rather than just allowing individuals to purchase those that meet federal
mandates (and then only if the state permits it)?  And from a broader perspective, how consumer
friendly can 2,700 pages of law, more than 9,000 pages (and counting!) of regulations and notices,
and 159 new boards, commissions, and programs be?
 
And don’t forget what the ultimate impact of all this “consumer choice” propounded by federal
mandates will be.  HHS’ proposed template for insurance coverage under Obamacare runs to six
pages – but I can summarize it in five simple words: “Your. Premiums. Will. Go. Up.”  There, that
wasn’t too hard, was it?
 
On a related note, Politico reports about a federal judge’s ruling allowing a lawsuit against the
Administration to go ahead.  The complaint alleges that the White House’s backroom deals with its
health reform “Gang of Six” – including industry groups like Pharma and liberal groups like AARP and
SEIU – violated federal open meetings laws.  This of course raises an obvious question for Secretary
Sebelius and others:  If it cares so much about openness and disclosure for consumers, then why
doesn’t the “most transparent” Administration reveal all its backroom dealings with industry
groups to get Obamacare passed in the first place?
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Lindsay Russell
To: Seth Levey; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ; macarter32 ;

RSerote@az.gov; Adam.nordstrom ; Rob.Jakubik ; bfulenwider@georgia.gov;
ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ; dhiowa ; jabot10 ;
jboeyink34 ; travisrichmond  wkloiber ; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov;
jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov; Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler;
JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov; tedpitts@gov.sc.gov; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us;
bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us;
michael.ciamarra@governor.alabama.gov; Candice Whitfield; eric.finkbeiner@governor.virginia.gov;
Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov; kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov;
Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov; debbie ; griffin ;
wstruble ; wags@la.gov; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman ;
Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov; mary.mayhew@maine.gov; brandi white@mcconnell.senate.gov;
Lanier Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov; blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov;
mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov; Lauren.Hill@nebraska.gov;
brian ; ryan ; nguillemard ; sarah.echols ; Mike Schrimpf;
ts ; Bkanzeg ; aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us;
jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us;
MKennicott ; Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt ;
RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov; EMainigi ; bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov;
katyoder 99 ; pjpgator

Cc: Marie T. Sanderson
Subject: Obamacare Anniversary Action Items
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:55:18 AM

As you may know Wednesday March 23, 2011 marks the one year anniversary of the passage of
Obamacare. States, more than any other entity stand to lose the most from this costly and
constitutionally overreaching legislation.   
This morning representatives from several Governors’ offices joined in on a conference call to
provide the RGPPC with ideas and commentary on potential action items for Wednesday. The
following is a summary of the conversation. 
All in attendance wholeheartedly agreed that it is of utmost importance that each Governor does
something. Republican Governors currently hold center stage and there is no better time than the
anniversary of Obamacare to effectively communicate the overwhelming negative impact it has and
will continue to have on our states.  The following are some specific action items that some
Governors are planning for Wednesday:
 
1) States to message individually:   
Press Conferences

·         With congressional delegation

·         With respected health care officials 

·         With impacted businesses  

·         With Lt. Governors and other elected officials

Opinion Editorial

·         Getting published locally and nationally- RGA can help if needed

·         Editorials written in conjunction with congressional delegation

·         Encouraging health care professionals to submit op-eds
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Please feel free to email me or Marie with any other suggestions or comments regarding action
items for Wednesday. 
2) Coordinated RGPPC Effort 
 
The RGPPC in conjunction with the RGA would like to put out a press release of our own on
Wednesday. We envision the document to have a quote from every Republican Governor about the
effects that Obamacare has had on each individual state.  You can lift or prepare such quotes from
the actions you are already considering for next week. Please email to Mike Schrimpf (3/22) by
Tuesday of next week.   Mike’s email is mschrimpf@rga.org.    
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Association | RGPPC
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
C:  |  | www.rga.org
 

-- 
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare Brings Higher Premiums
Date: Monday, October 03, 2011 10:25:59 AM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png

From consultants at Aon Hewitt today comes word that premiums for employer-sponsored
coverage continue their upward spiral, and are projected to rise by another 7 percent in 2012. 
Employee out-of-pocket costs will see even more of an increase; as the New York Times reported,
the Aon Hewitt study found that employees’ share of premiums will rise by an even greater amount,
nearly 11 percent.
 
Meanwhile, another recent study by consultants at Aon analyzed the reasons for recent premium
increases, including the direct costs associated with changes mandated by Obamacare. (It’s also
worth noting that the study likewise concluded that indirect effects – like cost-shifting from
government plans to private ones as a result of lower Medicare payments – “could have material
indirect effects on [cost] trend,” but declined to estimate these impacts.)  The Aon paper noted that
the average premium increase due to Obamacare mandates will “vary significantly by line of
business,” with a “wide range of reported impacts.”  Specifically, the study found that premiums in
the individual market will rise by an average of nearly 5 percent just due to Obamacare – and by
nearly 20% overall.  The range of estimates were even higher – some individual plans reported
premium increases of more than five percent due to one mandate alone (the elimination of pre-
existing condition exclusions for children), and double-digit impacts overall.  (See the charts below
my signature for more details.)
 
The study raises several key issues:
 

·         First, the individual market is perhaps the truest market for health insurance; because most
purchasers in the individual market buy insurance using after-tax dollars, and don’t have
their premiums subsidized by an employer, they’re purchasing what they need to buy, as
opposed to what they want to buy.  This survey and others have reinforced how individuals
are being forced to buy more insurance than they need or want thanks to Obamacare – and
are paying for the privilege of doing so.
 

·         This year’s increases are only a start.  The Congressional Budget Office concluded that the
mandates in the law will raise premiums in the individual market would rise by up to 30
percent.  The fact that some plans are already reporting double-digit premium increases as a
result of implementing the relatively minor changes that Obamacare mandated this year
does not bode well for 2014 and future years.

 
·         When Secretary Sebelius wrote to insurers last year threatening retaliation for alleged

“misinformation and unjustified rate increases,” she was attempting to ignore the reality
that premiums vary widely by product, meaning the stories of large Obamacare-premium
related increases that prompted her intervention last September were neither unexplained
nor unexpected.
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Regardless of how much insurance policies are going up, the fact remains that premiums are rising
inexorably higher, as today’s report by Aon Hewitt and last week’s Kaiser Family Foundation study
documented.  Yet candidate Obama repeatedly promised to lower premiums by $2500 per year per
family, and to do so within his first term.  So by any standard, these studies once again contrast
Obama’s rhetoric with the failed Obamacare reality.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare Costing Jobs for Hundreds -- and Costing Coverage for Thousands
Date: Thursday, October 27, 2011 3:30:04 PM

The Des Moines Register reports that last week, Iowa-based insurer American Enterprise Group

announced “it will exit the individual major medical insurance market, making it the 13th company
to pull out of some portion of Iowa’s health insurance business since June 2010” – mere months
after Obamacare passed.  As a result, the 35,000 individuals receiving coverage from American
Enterprise’s individual insurance policies will now lose their current coverage.  For these individuals,
the promise that “you will not have to change plans….nothing will change under the Obama plan –
except that you will pay less” has once again proven hollow.
 
Just as important, the Register story highlighted the fact that American Enterprise’s exit from the
individual market “means 110 employees will lose their jobs over the next three years – 40 in Des
Moines and 70 in Omaha.”  It’s the most recent indication that yet another Obamacare promise –
that the law “will create 4 million jobs – 400,000 jobs almost immediately” – has also fallen short.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare Costing Jobs in the Big Apple...?
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2012 2:59:39 PM

The New York Post (via Drudge) reported today that Mayor Michael Bloomberg is using an
Obamacare grant program to try and reduce alcohol consumption in the city – but could reduce the
number of jobs as well:

The city Health Department’s far-reaching Partnership for a Healthier New York City
initiatives proposes to slash the number of establishments in the city that sell booze.

Community “transformation” grants provided under President Obama’s health-care law
would help bankroll the effort.

One of the goals listed in the “request for proposal” document to community groups is
“reducing alcohol retail outlet (e.g. bar, corner store) density and illegal alcohol,” the
document states….

“Reduce the exposure to alcohol products and bar advertising and promotion in retail and
general (trains, buses, etc.) settings (stores, restaurants, etc”, the department’s document
says.

The department yesterday declined to discuss specifics on how it would implement the
controversial proposals.

“The city’s goals for the Partnership for a Healthier New York are in line with our ongoing
strategies of promoting healthy eating and physical activity and discouraging tobacco,
excessive alcohol use and consumption of sugar-sweetened beverages,” a spokeswoman
said. “Specific proposals, however, are still in the planning phase.”

Over and above the obvious questions about “nanny state” activities, there’s a larger question:  How
can New York City “slash” the number of alcohol establishments without also slashing the jobs
that go with them?  Irrespective of one’s position on consuming alcohol (which of course remains a
legal product), it should be apparent that reducing jobs in a still-stagnant economy is poor policy. 
Yet one Obamacare grant could allow New York City to do just that.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare Did NOT "Fix" Medicare -- It Made It Worse...
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 11:11:48 AM

Politico reported this morning that House Minority Leader Hoyer defended Obamacare as “fixing”
Medicare: “We believe that the health care bill — and very frankly CBO believes the health care bill
will do something that Medicare very badly needs, and that is to constrain price escalation in health
care.”  Where to begin with this statement…?
 

·         First, a CBO study released just last week found that prior Medicare demonstration
programs designed to control costs – along the same lines as those included in Obamacare –
did not work at controlling costs.  What’s more, CBO added that Medicare’s fee-for-service
system presents “inherent” obstacles to reducing cost growth.

·         Second, the projections that Leader Hoyer said will “constrain price escalation” are based on
arbitrary payment reductions that CBO and virtually every other non-partisan expert has
concluded are unrealistic.  For instance, the Medicare actuary found that provisions in
Obamacare “are unlikely to be sustainable on a permanent annual basis.”  Likewise, CBO
concluded that the Medicare reductions will be “difficult to sustain for a long period.”

·         Third, the Medicare “savings” have already been spent – not to improve Medicare’s
solvency, but to create Obamacare’s new entitlements.  Medicare actuary Foster noted that
the Medicare provisions in Obamacare “cannot be simultaneously used to finance other
Federal outlays (such as the coverage expansions under the PPACA) and to extend the
[Medicare] trust fund,” and CBO agreed, writing that the Medicare provisions in Obamacare
“would not enhance the ability of the government to pay for future Medicare benefits.” 
Even President Obama, in an interview with Fox News, admitted that “You can’t say that
you are saving on Medicare and then spending the money twice.”

 
So in sum: The demonstration projects designed to save money likely won’t work, the arbitrary
payment reductions can’t be sustained – and even if either of the first two scenarios hold, the
money saved will not actually help Medicare, because it’s already been spent to pay for
Obamacare’s new entitlements.  That’s not saving Medicare – that’s making it worse.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare Exchange Regulations: More New Federal Requirements
Date: Monday, July 11, 2011 10:46:58 AM

HHS just released part of its Exchange regulations – a 244-page regulation regarding the
establishment of Exchanges, and a separate 103-page regulation regarding risk adjustment.  While
the Administration is trying to sell Exchanges as providing competition and flexibility, the 347 pages
of regulations contain the word “require” a whopping 811 times (628 instances in the Exchange
regulation, and 183 in the risk adjustment regulation).  It’s worth asking:  How flexible can a piece
of regulation that has 811 separate references to mandates and requirements be?
 
As noted previously, the documents just released comprise only *part* of the regulations necessary
for states to implement health insurance Exchanges under Obamacare.  Page 11 of the Exchange
rule notes that most of the critical elements of Exchanges are NOT included in today’s regulations:
 

Subjects included in the Affordable Care Act to be addressed in separate rulemaking include
but are not limited to: (1) standards for individual eligibility for participation in the Exchange,
advance payments of the premium tax credit, cost-sharing reductions, and related health
programs and appeals of eligibility determinations; (2) standards outlining the Exchange
process for issuing certificates of exemption from the individual responsibility requirement
and payment under section 1411(a)(4); (3) defining essential health benefits, actuarial value
and other benefit design standards; and (4) standards for Exchanges and QHP issuers
related to quality.

 
So in other words, states will NOT have all the information they need to decide whether and how to
construct their Exchanges after today’s release.  Moreover, if you think the 811 references to federal
mandates and requirements included in today’s regulation will place an onerous burden on states
and individuals, just wait until ALL of Obamacare’s regulations are released…
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare Harming Ventures to Control Health Costs
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2012 2:18:26 PM

Amidst the ongoing debate about whether Medicare can contain costs, it’s worth looking at a
relevant article in the issue of Health Affairs released yesterday.  The article (subscription required)
traced one Medicare Advantage plan, a chronic condition special needs plan for patients with
diabetes operating in several states in the South.  The plan in question engages in home house calls,
nurse management, care transitions, and other similar interventions to improve the quality of care
beneficiaries receive.  The study examined diabetic patients in the plan on several metrics of care,
and compared their health outcomes to a cohort of diabetic beneficiaries who remained in
government-run Medicare.  The results?  Enrollees in the Medicare Advantage plan “had lower
admission rates, shorter average lengths-of-stay in the hospital, lower readmission rates, slightly
lower rates of hospital outpatient visits, and slightly higher rates of physician office visits than their
fee-for-service counterparts.”  In other words, beneficiaries in the private Medicare Advantage plan
got better care than beneficiaries in government-run Medicare.  And government-run Medicare’s
outcome gap between white and non-white patients was virtually eliminated under the Medicare
Advantage plan.
 
In one instance at least, it appears that beneficiaries in Medicare Advantage plans are getting better
care than in government-run Medicare.  So what does Obamacare do to these innovative plans? 
It cripples them.  According to one study, Obamacare’s Medicare Advantage cuts by 2017 will cut
enrollment in half, and cut plan choices by two-thirds.  Not only will fewer beneficiaries enroll in
these plans and therefore receive these types of benefits – fewer plans will even come into
existence, meaning there will be fewer innovative practices created like the ones profiled in the
Health Affairs piece.
 
In recent weeks, liberals have taken to making the point that Medicare has a great record of
reducing costs.  And in one sense, it does – it can do a great job of dictating prices to providers, at
least in the short term.  But all those arbitrary reductions in provider rates merely cause the air in
the proverbial balloon to move when squeezed, as private insurers pay more because government
insurers pay less.  The real savings comes in reducing costs by improving care – and on that note,
the Health Affairs article shows but one way the private sector is outperforming the federal
government.
 
Thus, even as the federal government, in various Obamacare provisions, is trying to create new care
integration models in order to replicate what the private sector has already achieved, it’s
simultaneously undermining those private sector innovations by cutting payments to Medicare
Advantage plans.  This perverse behavior is one more reason why Obamacare will not live up to its
promise of containing health care costs.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare Has NOT Contained Skyrocketing Premiums
Date: Monday, November 28, 2011 12:20:01 PM

Health insurance premiums and Obamacare were again in the news over the holiday week.  The
Administration made its first decision to publicize one 12 percent premium increase as “unjustified”
under Obamacare’s new rate review procedures.  However, the Washington Post noted that HHS
had previously approved an 11 percent increase and an 18 percent increase for other plans. 
Separately, the National Association of Insurance Commissioners’ endorsement of actions to protect
health insurance brokers drew criticism from the liberal organization Health Care for America Now,
which stated the action was “tone-deaf to the skyrocketing health premium costs of average
Americans.”
 
Both these events have one thing in common: They prove how Obamacare is not living up to its own
promises.  Remember that candidate Obama repeatedly promised his health care plan would lower
premiums by $2,500 per family, and do so within his first term.  So the 18 percent premium
increases the Obama Administration itself approved – and the “skyrocketing health premium
costs” criticized by a pro-Obamacare group – all should be a thing of the past.  That they are not
only reinforces the conventional wisdom that Obamacare is not helping struggling American
families.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare Hits the States (Again)
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 8:31:55 AM

The website Stateline last week published an analysis of the major issues facing states in 2012, and
not surprisingly Medicaid was high on that list.  While the recession hit states hard, Obamacare’s
onerous new mandates have combined with the continued economic slowdown to inflict a
devastating one-two punch on state budgets:
 

Two years ago, Medicaid eclipsed K-12 education as the most expensive item in state
budgets.  Since then, it has only kept growing.  Medicaid now comprises 24 percent of state
budgets, when federal funds are counted.  That’s up from 22 percent last year, according to
the National Association of State Budget Officers.  The upward spiral seems to be
continuing.  Even as states get ready to write their budgets for fiscal year 2013, which starts
in July in most states, half of them expect to be wrestling with Medicaid shortfalls in their
2012 budgets, according to a survey by the Kaiser Family Foundation.  
Making the job for fiscal 2013 even more difficult for states are new federal restrictions
and an increasing number of court rulings that limit states’ options for trimming their
programs….Other restrictions on states come from [Obamacare], which prevents states
from doing anything that would lower enrollment.  In addition, a new federal rule
proposed late last year would require states to produce data showing that cuts to hospital
and doctor fees won’t make it harder for Medicaid patients to get the care they
need….[Under Obamacare,] states are barred from doing anything that would lower
Medicaid enrollment below the income levels called for in the national health law’s 2014
Medicaid expansion.  That includes raising premiums and co-pays to levels the federal
government considers unaffordable for low-income patients.  That leaves states with
relatively few options when it comes to controlling Medicaid costs.  They can reduce
provider fees and eliminate optional benefits.

As the article demonstrates, Medicaid is a large – and growing – share of state budgets, and has
increasingly begun to crowd out other potential priorities like education, corrections, transportation,
etc.  Yet Obamacare only makes this budgetary mess worse, imposing new unfunded mandates of at
least $118 billion.  Thus, even as the states (slowly) start to recover from the budgetary effects of
the recession, the budgetary effects of Obamacare will have consequences for years – even decades
– to come.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare Hits the States
Date: Friday, October 28, 2011 10:45:50 AM

Several reports in the past week or so have illustrated the impact that the recession – along with
Obamacare – are having on state Medicaid budgets nationwide.  To wit:
 

1.        A front-page article in Monday’s USA Today outlined how “a growing number of states are
sharply limiting hospital stays under Medicaid to as few as 10 days a year to control” rising
state spending on the program.  A related article noted a major reason for these
developments: Obamacare “requires states to maintain Medicaid eligibility and enrollment
standards until 2014,” when the coverage expansions under the law take effect.  So the only
option states have is to reduce benefit levels or reimbursement amounts.
 

2.        The Los Angeles Times reported this morning about California’s newly approved 10%
reimbursement reduction to many physicians and other Medicaid providers, which the state
and federal government both admitted could have a significant impact on beneficiary
access.  As noted above, California and other states have been forced to use the crude
method of reimbursement adjustments to balance their budgets, because Washington will
not grant states flexibility to make other changes in their Medicaid programs.
 

3.        The liberal Kaiser Family Foundation released its annual survey of state Medicaid programs
yesterday.  The report again confirms that states are struggling through tough budget times,
made more difficult by Obamacare’s strictures on Medicaid programs.  The report also notes
that states are struggling with significant uncertainty surrounding the law itself:
 

States were asked to identify the biggest challenges for Medicaid in implementing
health reform.  Most states identified multiple health care reform implementation
challenges.  The most commonly listed challenges included: the fiscal impact of
health care reform implementation, the tight implementation timelines, lack of clear
federal guidance, limited staff and administrative resources to accomplish all of the
required health care reform planning and implementation tasks such as streamlining
eligibility processes, building an exchange and integrating Medicaid eligibility and
enrollment processes with the exchange, as well as various systems and IT issues,
and provider access issues.

 
In other words, Washington is harming states – both because it’s imposing new mandates
on their Medicaid programs, and because it’s not providing clear and timely guidance on
those mandates.
 

4.        An article in Health Affairs published this week provided new estimates of the cost of
Obamacare’s Medicaid expansion under a variety of different scenarios.  The Harvard
researchers found that the law’s Medicaid expansion could cost as much as $98 billion per
year by 2019 – a significant portion of which will be borne by the states.
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It’s worth recalling that at a time when states face budget deficits totaling a collective $175 billion,
Obamacare is imposing new unfunded mandates of at least $118 billion.  All the developments
above reinforce the belief that states cannot afford the Medicaid programs they have now – so
why is Obamacare foisting yet more unfunded mandates on the back of broken state Medicaid
systems?
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare Hurting Jobs -- And Patients
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2012 10:43:26 AM

Yesterday the US Chamber of Commerce released its updated survey of small businesses.  The
polling data revealed what many Americans already know – that Obamacare is increasing
uncertainty and reducing hiring.  A whopping 74% of businesses said that Obamacare makes it
harder for their firms to hire new workers, and 30% said they are not hiring thanks to Obamacare. 
The survey is consistent with other reports; analysts at UBS have stated that Obamacare is “arguably
the biggest impediment to hiring, particularly hiring of less skilled workers,” and the President of the
Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta has “frequently heard strong comments to the effect of ‘my
company won’t hire a single additional worker until we know what health insurance costs are going
to be.’”
 
Physicians are similarly unenthused about the impact of Obamacare on their practices.  As an op-ed
in this morning’s USA Today notes, “many doctors are becoming wary of the law at a time when only
one in three Americans support it.”  The piece cites a recent Deloitte survey of physicians, which
found that 83% of physicians believe Obamacare will increase wait times, while only 27% believe the
law will reduce costs through efficiency savings.
 
Speaker Pelosi famously said we had to pass the bill to find out what’s in it.  The latest news shows
once again how American job creators and American physicians have not liked what they discovered
in the massive 2700-page law.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare Implementation Falls Short
Date: Monday, December 19, 2011 2:46:53 PM

Even as the Administration goes around claiming “We Can’t Wait” to take action, an article today
shows how Obamacare implementation is falling behind schedule.  A Kaiser Health News article
regarding implementation of the federal exchange includes several quotes explaining how
Obamacare is unlikely to be “ready for prime time” by January 2014:
 

·         One consultant opined:  “It will be an enormous uphill battle to get this thing launched on
time….They have a Herculean task, even if everyone was cooperating.”

·         The head of the National Association of State Medicaid Directors said the tasks ahead seem
all but impossible: “Our members have been having conversations with the vendors since
the law was passed, and they are coming to the gradual conclusions that no, they don’t
have the capacity to do this everywhere in the time frame.”

·         An Illinois business executive also expressed skepticism: “There’s an enormous amount to
be decided and put together and built before these key milestones can happen….The fact
that so little has happened [at the state and federal level] is good cause for alarm.”

 
It’s entirely unsurprising that implementation of the massive law is falling behind schedule.  (There’s
also the minor detail that Obamacare provided no funding for a federally-run Exchange – which
might explain why the project is behind schedule.)  Many Republicans believed all along that federal
bureaucrats imposing radical change in health care from Washington amounted to an exercise in
futility under the best of circumstances.  It’s one more reason why the 2700-page law does not
represent true health care reform.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare Isn"t Working -- And Neither Is the "Stimulus"
Date: Thursday, December 08, 2011 4:19:53 PM

Yesterday the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services released a new study providing a state-
by-state breakdown of health care spending over more than a decade, from 1998 through 2009.  In
writing the report, the Medicare analysts examined the effects of the recent economic downturn on
health care spending, and concluded that “The Great Lakes, New England, and Far West regions
experienced the largest slowdown in per person health spending growth during the recent
recession, largely as a result of higher unemployment rates.”  Areas with the highest increases in
unemployment faced the biggest slowdown in health costs – meaning the slowdown in cost growth
has been driven by the ongoing economic turmoil, NOT endogenous changes within the health care
system related to Obamacare.
 
The findings of yesterday’s study are also consistent with another report by the non-partisan
Medicare: “Estimated spending growth in 2010 was slow due to continuing declines in employment
and private health insurance coverage associated with the recent recession.”
 
In other words, spending growth was slower than projected NOT because Obamacare worked, but
because the Obama “stimulus” didn’t.   Meaning every time the Administration tries to take credit
for slowing health costs, what they’re really taking credit for is a horrible economy due to
President Obama’s failed policies.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare Not a "Rock-Solid Deal" for Seniors
Date: Monday, November 28, 2011 3:50:59 PM

The Associated Press ran a story yesterday on the Medicare “doughnut hole” changes included in
Obamacare, which provides some anecdotal examples of potential savings.  But the most important
numbers quoted in the article are these:  Only about two million Americans out of 47 million
Medicare beneficiaries have benefited from the new discount program.  That means a very small
percentage of program participants actually are receiving benefits from Obamacare.
 
Second, the true savings for beneficiaries in the doughnut hole may in reality be less than they
appear; if the richer benefits in the coverage gap just prompt seniors to continue buying more
expensive brand-name drugs rather than using less costly generics, they won’t really have “saved”
much.  (It also would increase health costs, not lower them.)
 
Last but not least, all seniors will be paying higher Part D premiums in order for a select group of
beneficiaries to receive richer coverage.  The Congressional Budget Office estimated that “the law
would lead to an average increase in premiums for Part D beneficiaries of about 4 percent in 2011,
rising to about 9 percent in 2019.”  That means that 17 million seniors are paying higher premiums,
but only about 400,000 beneficiaries passing through the doughnut hole will actually receive the full
benefit of the discount regime established in the law. (Many of the beneficiaries in the “doughnut
hole” are low-income seniors, and the Medicare program already covered their additional costs in
the coverage gap prior to Obamacare.)  Some would categorize this redistributive scenario as
“spreading the wealth around.”
 
Of course, Big Pharma is virtually guaranteed to benefit from its “rock-solid deal” struck behind
closed doors with President Obama and Congressional Democrats.  But will seniors actually benefit
from this portion of Obamacare?  The evidence is clear that most beneficiaries won’t.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell; Michael Ramlet; Jon Thompson; Mike Schrimpf
Subject: Obamacare Press Strat Conf call Mon 3/12 5:30 PM EDT
Date: Friday, March 09, 2012 3:25:16 PM
Attachments: 2012 Amicus Brief State Mandates and Burdens Resulting from Federal Health Reform.docx

1 7 11 Governors Letter.pdf
Importance: High

Good Afternoon: 
 
As the end of March quickly approaches, so does the second anniversary of Obamacare.  Therefore
please join us Monday, 3/12  at 5:30 PM EST for a conference call to discuss our potential united
efforts.  RGPPC is working with the American Action Forum to provide talking points and
communications assistance with op-eds/other materials. Note: RGAs communications’ team will be
contacting your press teams separately.  

Key Dates and Info Needed below--- What we’ll request from you is in red. Given the quick
turnaround on much of this material, we will make ourselves available over the weekend should
anyone wish to discuss.
 
Monday, March 12
5:30 PM EST
 
Conference line is
 

Access code:

 
 
KEY DATES

March 19-23 (23rd actual anniversary) Obamacare Anniversary and Release of RGPPC Healthcare
report principles
March 28- Medicaid Expansion SCOTUS Oral Arguments
 
INFO NEEDED
 

·         OBAMACARE STATE COSTS NEEDED: DUE MARCH 16  The RGPPC in partnership with
Congressional leadership would like to use this opportunity to reiterate just how costly
Obamacare has and will continue to be on states. To aid in this effort attached is a
document we used last year to describe those cost (see pages 6-13).  Please take just a few
moments to read over last year’s comments and make edits and updates. We need these
edits completed by Thursday, March 15-COB.  Please send your data in “talking point form”
approved by your press team and boss, as demonstrated in the 1/7/11 letter, attached.   We
also will accept other data from your  states (in addition to your amended quotes)- as each
of you have highlighted the costs to obamacare in your own unique ways. A list of mandates
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from PPACA also is attached and other examples are below such as:  
 

1.        Cost of Medicaid Expansion
2.        Cost of Conducting Eligibility for Medicaid expansion and Insurance Entitlement up to

400% FPL
3.        Estimated # of employees who will lose employee coverage and cost estimates
4.        Unworkable nature of timelines/no final rules/complexity of building IT systems to ensure

program integrity, limit fraud and abuse
 
 

·         BLOCK GRANT SUPPORT QUOTES: Due MARCH 15 We anticipate that his budget will
support  block grant funding again this year.  If your governor supports block grant funding
and would like to support this concept in writing, we’d like to coordinate quotes from
supportive states.  Last year we wrote a leadership (TX, VA, MS, NJ) letter supporting block
grants; this year we ask for individual statements. 

 
·         APPROVAL OF HEALTHCARE STEERING COMMITTEE PRINCIPLES: Due MARCH 16 We will

need your states approval of the healthcare steering committee’s principles, which will
guide our report writing process. We will release a letter from leadership highlighting these
principles.  We need general consensus that states are comfortable with these principles.
We will be sending the principles to begin circulation later today or this weekend, but you
(and your govs) received a draft copy during the NGA/RGA winter meeting. 

 
 
Please let me or Lindsay know if you have any questions, comments/concerns or suggestions. We’ll
talk in more detail Monday afternoon about our comprehensive effort.   
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare Raises Taxes on the Middle Class...Again
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 2:11:21 PM

This week sees yet another of Obamacare’s many tax increases take effect – this one a provision to
fund comparative effectiveness research.  Officially, Section 6301 of Obamacare states that the tax
will be imposed “on each specified health insurance policy for each policy year ending after
September 30, 2012.”  Because many health insurance plans run on a calendar year basis, the new
tax takes effect for most individuals beginning this week.
 
An Associated Press article last week alleged the new provision is a “fee” charged to health
insurance plans.  But unlike the individual mandate penalty, the Obamacare statute includes specific
language that “the fees imposed…shall be treated as if they were taxes” for purposes of IRS
enforcement.  What’s more, the law amends the Internal Revenue Code to include the following
heading:
 

CHAPTER 34—TAXES ON CERTAIN INSURANCE POLICIES
 
If the law treats this “fee” as a tax increase and the IRS Code calls it a tax increase, then it’s a tax
increase.  And this particular tax represents a complete turnaround from an Administration that
campaigned against taxing health benefits, yet is now raising them on struggling families.  It’s also
particularly ironic given the President’s desire to fight for the middle class – taxing their health
benefits is slightly incongruous with this newfound posture.
 
Worse yet is the fact that this new tax on health benefits will fund research that could be used to
justify placing limits on costly medical treatments.  One medical group is now calling for the use of
“cost-effectiveness research” to guide care, and a new ethics manual calling for physicians to be
“parsimonious” is eerily similar to former CMS Administrator Donald Berwick’s comments in a June
2008 interview, in which he called for reducing the supply of machines and diagnostic equipment on
the grounds of “parsimony.”
 
So while families are struggling to pay their insurance premiums, Obamacare is raising taxes on
health benefits – even as Democrats CLAIM they don’t want to raise taxes on the middle class –
to fund research that could limit patients’ treatment options.  It’s one more reason why
Obamacare remains unpopular with the American people.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: vmariethomas ; Marie Sanderson
Cc: john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis  macarter32 ; RSerote@az.gov;

Adam.nordstrom ; Rob.Jakubik ; bfulenwider@georgia.gov;
ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ; dhiowa ; jabot10 ;
jboeyink34 ; ted.pitts.jr ; travisrichmond ; wkloiber@
David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov; Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri;
Katie Altshuler; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us;
Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us; michael.ciamarra@governor.alabama.gov;
Candice Whitfield; brandon.steinmann@governor.state.tx.us; dan.wilmot@governor.state.tx.us;
jasen.eige@governor.virginia.gov; Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov; kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov;
Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; jboeyink ; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov;
debbie ; griffin ; wstruble ; wags@la.gov;
Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman ; Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov;
mary.mayhew@maine.gov; Lanier Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov;
muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov; Lauren.Hill@nebraska.gov; brian ;
ryan  eperez@osfr.state.tx.us; nguillemard  sarah.echols ;
mschrimpf@rga.org; ts ; Bkanzeg ; aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us;
jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us;
MKennicott  Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt ;
rspendlove@utah.gov; EMainigi ; bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Joseph.Fadness@wisconsin.gov;
Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; katyoder 99

Subject: OBAMACARE STATE COST ESTIMATES
Date: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 11:41:20 AM
Attachments: CRS State Estimates.docx

Guys,

Several sources are seeking complete data from RGA regarding what Obamacare is costing our states.
As we have discussed, this will be important not only for our own policy efforts but for continued
oversight for our colleagues on the Hill. For those of you who have been around, we went through this
exercise last spring and summer.  We need a good database we can use for the RGPPC.
 
Last week, I sent you some CRS data referencing many of your states.  Please take the time to look at
your state and approve or update your data. They are reattached.

If you are a state which has not done a cost estimate, please indicate if you are working on such an
effort. 

- If so, when will it be ready?
- If not, would you appreciate help in getting a cost estimate done?

I will be following up with you throughout the week on this request.  Thanks for your attention to the
matter.

Best,
Marie

Marie Thomas Sanderson
Director of Federal Policy
Office of Governor Haley Barbour
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell
Subject: Questions re SCOTUS decision
Date: Monday, July 09, 2012 4:18:24 PM
Attachments: 2012-07-03 PPACACoststotheStates.docx

Healthcare Advisors and Action Officers:
 
Per our conversation on Tuesday, we have collected a list of questions from you to ask the
President. Many thanks to several of you for working over the holiday with us. Great team
effort.  Below is our compilation of that information into an organized group of questions.
 
In addition, we are updating our cost to states report to include in press materials this week.
Please take time to update/edit/or approve your information from March, attached.  Lindsay
Russell at  is managing that document. Many of you have already
responded.
 
Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns, and thanks in advance for not
forwarding this email outside of your office, as it is a work in progress.

Best,
Marie
 
QUESTIONS
 
Healthcare Exchanges:
 

1)                  Please provide a complete list of regulations that will have to be reviewed, revised
and re-opened for public comment prior to implementation as a result of the
Supreme Court ruling (e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations, exchange
regulations related to interface with Medicaid)? What is the schedule for re-
issuing these regulations?

 
2)                  When will either additional guidance or actual rules be issued on essential health

benefits, actuarial value and rating areas be issued?
 
3)                  The federal government has already extended deadlines for applying for Level 1

and Level 2 Exchange Establishment funding into 2014.  Can we expect
extensions of the deadlines for implementation given the uncertainty caused by the
Supreme Court ruling and the linkage between Medicaid expansion and exchange
eligibility and enrollment functions?  In addition, will the deadlines change for
states implementing a partnership exchange?  Will the deadlines be extended for
states implementing a federal exchange? 

 
4)                  When will the details of the federal partnership options be available? These

cannot be considered as an option without details including cost estimates. How
will the long term funding of the federally-facilitated healthcare exchanges be
sustained?

 
5)                  States considering a state-based exchange need to know whether there will be a
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charge and by how much to use the federal data hub, advance premium tax
credit/cost-sharing reduction service, risk adjustment and transitional reinsurance
programs.

 
6)                  When will states learn the details of the operational systems for a federal

exchange? The procedural, technical, and architectural requirements for linking to
the federal exchange have not been released.  It is not feasible to know if a state-
based exchange is better for our citizens until we know what the contents of a
federal exchange will be.  Taking grant money at this time for state exchange
creation may be wasted if a federal exchange makes more sense for a particular
state.

 
7)                  When will information from the establishment of a federal exchange be available

for states to use if a state opts to build its own exchange? It is costly for each state
to have to start from scratch and still not know how interfaces will work.

 
8)                  If states choose to build a state-based exchange, what dollars will the federal

government contribute now and in the future?  For the federal exchange states,
when will the regulations regarding the imposition of taxes on a state’s insurers be
released?

 
9)                  It has been widely reported that Congressional leaders who have to appropriate

money will seek to defund exchanges. Please explain how the enactment
provisions of the law allow the Executive Branch to continue to fund exchanges
without Congressional action to appropriate money. 

 
10)              What happens to a state that has taken exchange planning and implementation

grants if their exchange is not financially viable after 2015?  Can a state refuse to
increase taxes on either its residents or insurers, thus putting the financial
underpinning of an exchange at risk? What penalties does the federal government
envision in this case?

 
11)              What happens if a state accepts grant money now to begin to build a state

exchange, and subsequently determines that a federal exchange may be better? 
Will the federal government claw back these grant dollars from the states?

 
12)              What impact will changes to the Medicaid expansion have on exchange

implementation? The federal exchange is currently structured to provide Medicaid
eligibility determination. How will this work if some states participate and others
do not?

 
13)              Last month the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) pointed out a provision in the

law that reduces exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer and fewer
people will qualify for subsidies, and the people who do qualify will get a smaller
and smaller subsidy. Does the Administration support that change, and if so, how
would you pay for it? If you do not, why do you think people should be forced to
buy insurance if federal subsidies are shrinking?

 
14)              CMS has released 90/10 funding under ARRA and HITECH in order for states to

improve their eligibility systems for Medicaid and other social service programs.
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Will that funding continue?   
 
15)              Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid program,

states are charged by the PPACA with creating a single, seamless point of entry
for all of the insurance affordability programs affected by the Act--Medicaid, the
Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic Health Plan (where
offered), advance tax credits for individual and Small Business Health Options
Program (SHOP) exchange enrollees.  This leaves another major question on the
table.  What about all of the other social service programs? Will states still be able
to create an eligibility system for all social service programs under the 90/10
funding mechanism?

 
16)              In order to minimize disruptions to a state’s insurance market, The Office of

Personnel Management (OPM) is required to certified multi-state plans that must
be included in every exchange, when will the rules be released detailing the
requirements and timeline for multi-state plans. How OPM structures these rules
can be very disruptive to a state’s insurance market.

 
17)              Does the federal government intend to maintain high risk pools and how will they

be financed? What actions will they take in a state that has opted not to operate a
high risk pool or an exchange?

 
 
Medicaid
 
1)                  When can we expect to receive updated guidance on Medicaid expansion and

related topics?
 
2)                  Is there a deadline for letting the federal government know if at state will be

participating in the Medicaid expansion? How does that relate to the exchange
declaration deadline? The two programs are currently scheduled to be
implemented simultaneously in January 2014.

 
3)                  Will states that expand Medicaid coverage up to a level below 138% of the

federal poverty level (FPL), for example up to 100% of FPL, still receive the
enhanced federal medical assistance percentage (FMAP) available for “newly
covered” populations?

 
4)                  Will states be allowed to phase in Medicaid coverage up to 138% of FPL (or

100% FPL) years after 2013 and still receive the enhanced FMAP?
 
5)                  Does the MOE requirement apply to the expansion population or does it apply

only to the current Medicaid population? If a state accepts the expansion, but the
federal match goes away, can we drop out of the expansion program?  Will you
waive the MOE under your 1115 waiver authority? What will be the penalties for
failure to comply with MOE requirements? Since the MOE was a direct result of
the expansion funding, if a state chooses not to expand is the MOE no longer
effective?

 
6)                  Regarding the two year increase in Medicaid reimbursement for primary care
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codes, are you going to extend it? If so, how are you going to pay for it?
Congressional Republicans have expressed opposition to any funded for PPACA. 

 
7)                  Will states still be required to convert their income counting methodology to

MAGI for purposes of determining eligibility regardless of whether they expand
to the optional adult group?  If so, how do states link the categorical eligibility
criteria to the MAGI? How will the federal exchanges utilize the state’s criteria?

 
8)                  If a state expanded Medicaid through a waiver prior to enactment of the PPACA,

but then chooses not to expand coverage further, are they still eligible for the 75%
to 90% enhanced FMAP for the previously expanded population?

 
9)                  Will the federal government support options for the Medicaid expansion

population that encourage personal responsibility – cost sharing or accountability
provisions, the use of high deductible plans such as Health Savings Accounts, and
other options at the state’s choice.

 
10)              What specific plans and timeline do you have for enacting the reforms and

flexibility options for Medicaid that you spoke of in 2009?  When can states give
further input on the needed reforms?

 
11)              You have stated that you will not deport undocumented aliens who have not

committed a crime. You have also said that these undocumented aliens will be
exempt from the individual mandate. How will the state be reimbursed for
medical services given to these individuals?

 
12)              Will CMS approve global waivers with an aggregate allotment, state flexibility,

and accountability if states are willing to initiate a portion of the expansion?
 
13)              The Disproportionate Share allotments will be reduced every year with a

methodology based in the reduction in the number of uninsured.  One, when will
HHS issue the regulations and methodology for this reduction? Two, for a state
that does not see a decrease in its uninsured population will the remaining state
absorb the full reduction?  In addition, can a state implement a new DSH
Diversion program as part of the optional expansion?  Can a state implement new
DSH Diversion programs for services to the uninsured/uncompensated care
services?

 
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell
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From: Travis Brauer
To: Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: 7/9 RGPPC Conference Call
Date: Monday, July 09, 2012 11:14:47 AM

HEALTHCARE
 
I jumped in on the call in the middle of healthcare discussion.  But they are wanting us to
verify the cost of Obamacare to our state and get back with them soon on that.  Apparently
CMS is desperate and pushing the states to take the next round of funding, the deadline is
mid-August and would lock us into the mandate.  We will get an update no later than
Wednesday on Obamacare.
 
USA Today is asking all the governors 6 questions relating to Medicaid expansion, mandate
enrollment, support of Romney, etc., might want to check with press on that.
 
 
UPCOMING NGA MEETING
 
No changes to the meeting schedule have been made.
 
Governor Martin O’Malley of Maryland and DGA chairman, will be having a press
conference on Thursday.  There is no inside information as to what the press conference will
be about. 
 
President Obama is going to be in Virginia on Friday and Saturday.
 
The democratic governors are trying to reserve the Williamsburg Community Building on
Friday morning around the same time as the RGA opening press conference.  There is
speculation that they are trying to reserve the building so the Democratic Governors and
President Obama can discuss various issues, mostly healthcare. Don’t know if it will be an
open forum with the press being included, but if it is, it would result in the press not
showing up to the RGA press conference.  All governors should be expected to be hit up by
the press at various events.
 
On Saturday, President Obama will be in Richmond, which is where the Governor spouses
will be spending the day. 
 
Occupy Williamsburg will be coming out in full force the NGA conference.  Here is a posting
from their Facebook page:
 

“From Thursday July 12 through Sunday July 15, the Governors from around
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the United States of America will be convening for the 2012 National Governors
Association Annual Meeting.

 
“And Occupy Williamsburg will be here to welcome them.

 
“On the morning of Friday the 13th at 9:15am we will assemble at the Old

Capitol off of Duke of Gloucester Street in Colonial Williamsburg to welcome and
publicly red...ress the Governors at their press conference.

                       
“We will meet together again at the parking lot of the Jamestown Settlement

at 2110 Jamestown Road at 5pm, where the Governors will attend their evening's
festivities.

 
“Be prepared to let America's governors know how you feel about how they

have done in fighting against ALEC's onslaught, stopping the War on Women, keeping
Americans in our homes, and making a conducive economic climate for good jobs
and green jobs!

 
“*** Interested in Planning Events to Welcome the NGA? ***
 
“Please join us at 11am on Saturday morning July 7th in the Ukrops Cafe in

the Martin's in Monticello Marketplace, 4660 Monticello Avenue 23188. (mike)”
 

There will be a conference call sometime mid-week to further discuss the upcoming NGA
conference.
 
 
SENATE UPDATE
 
Senate will convene at 2 pm today.  Will vote on a Judge tomorrow morning and there will
be a cloture vote tomorrow afternoon on Sen. Reid’s stimulus proposal.
 
There is not a great outlook on this month’s work, which is scheduled to conclude on August
7. 
 
 
OTHER NOTES
 
No update on the House.
 
Energy report was not heard.
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It is okay to sign the letter that is circulating about Russia, however the RGA has not taken a
position.
 

From: Andrew Silvestri 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 9:47 AM
To: Travis Brauer; Craig Perry
Subject: Fwd: 7/9 RGPPC Conference Call
 
Can one of u get on this call and take notes? Specifically on te healthcare stuff. Thank you!

Begin forwarded message:

From: Marie Sanderson  >
Date: July 8, 2012 19:26:10 CDT
To: Marie Sanderson < >
Cc: Lindsay Russell  >, Seth Levey  >, Dustin
Huffman < >, Deborah Hohlt < >, "Kinzel, Will"
<Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov>, "Swann, Lanier (McConnell)"
<Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov>, "White, Brandi (McConnell)"
<Brandi_White@mcconnell.senate.gov>, "lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov"
<lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov>
Subject: 7/9 RGPPC Conference Call

We will have our RGPPC policy call Monday 7/9 morning at 10:30 AM EST.
 
Agenda and notes below:
 

Access code:  
 
Agenda:
 
1. Roll Call: Seth/Lindsay- RGPPC
 
2.  RGPPC Update: Marie - RGPPC
 

a)      EVENTS: 
 
SAVE THE DATE: RGPPC Economic Development and  Infrastructure
Policy Symposium, Atlanta, GA, September 23-24. More information
to come.
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REGISTER TODAY: Virginia Governor and RGA Chairman Bob
McDonnell will announce on Monday the Governor’s K-12 Education
Reform Summit: Investing in Students Today, Creating the
Workforce of Tomorrow to be held August 15th – 17th in Richmond,
Virginia. Governors and their senior education advisors are invited to
attend. Registration and accommodations with be complimentary for
two senior education advisors per state, additionally funds will be
available to aid in travel expenses. For further information, please
contact Generra.Peck@governor.virginia.gov. Event registration is
available, here.  

 
b)      Healthcare Communication- Messaging heading into NGA. RGPPC

will be providing talking points like we did for Winter Meeting.
PPACA SCOTUS Letter to President as discussed on the governors’
only call to be forwarded this week.  Please help us update your
state PPACA cost estimates on the attached document: 2012-05-05
Cost to States.  Please email Lindsay: LRussell@rgppc.org.

 
c)      HHS Notice for an Establishment Grant under their latest Funding

Opportunity Announcement that the deadline – August 15, 2012 –
FAQs for this Announcement: 
http://cciio.cms.gov/resources/factsheets/hie-est-grant-faq-
06292012.html. Some states are curious regarding which states are
applying.    
 

d)     Subcommittee updates: 
 

1.      Energy and Environment: Report is being finalized. Final
phase of edits being conducted. Launch date TBD

2.      Healthcare: Draft is being updated per Scottsdale meeting.
3.      Education/Workforce:. Draft is being updated per Scottsdale

meeting.
4.      Jobs/Econ Dev/Infrastructure: Longer term efforts are

being prepared by the committee. Economic Development and
Infrastructure Symposium Sept 23-24

5.      Federalism: To resume late summer
6.      Budget/Finance/Regulatory:  Preparing data on pension

and tax reform.
 

e)      Senator Lieberman’s Cyber Security Bill:  Sean Miles (Fl) (see
attachment)

 
f)       Please Complete Surveys
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1.      PPACA and healthcare; working with US Senate

Finance and House Energy and Commerce to push back
on a White House report indicating that some R states,
which are moving forward with some form of a
healthcare exchange, are endorsing Obamacare. Survey
is meant for data collection.   
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/RGPPC PPACA

2.      Energy and Environment Regs;  working with the
Speaker’s Office on the most burdensome regs and House
Natural Resources on DoI and ESA. Survey is meant for
data collection.  
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/EE Regs Survey

 
4.House Update: Will (Speaker Boehner)
           
5.Senate Update:  Lanier or Brandi (Leader McConnell)
 
6.NGA Update: Lauren (NE)
 
                NGA Subcommittee updates:
 
7.  Other business?
               
FYI- See a summary where each states stands pasted below—RGPPC
did not author this update.
FYI- See attachment from the Congressional Research Service on
Healthcare Exchanges
 
 
http://www.advisory.com/Daily-Briefing/2012/07/05/Where-each-state-stands-of-
the-Medicaid-expansion

WHERE EACH STATE STANDS
ON ACA'S MEDICAID
EXPANSION
A roundup of what each state's leadership has said about their
Medicaid plans
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July 05, 2012

Last updated on July 6 at 9:30 a.m.

The Supreme Court's ruling on the Affordable Care Act
(ACA) allows states to opt out of the law's Medicaid
expansion, leaving each state's decision to participate in the
hands of the nation's governors and state leaders.

Based on lawmakers' statements, press releases, and media
coverage, the Daily Briefing and American Health Line
editorial teams have rounded up where each state currently
stands on the expansion.

Learn more about the Court's ruling,
discuss takeaways with our experts, and model
the impact on your organization.

The following information was last updated on July 5 at 10:30
a.m. ET. We will continue to update this map and list as more
information becomes available. Send us news, tips, and
feedback by commenting below or emailing
dailybriefing@advisory.com.
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 *Italics indicate a state's participation in the multistate
lawsuit against ACA

Will not participate (5 states)

Florida: Gov. Rick Scott (R) said, “Florida will opt out
of spending approximately $1.9 billion more taxpayer
dollars required to implement a massive entitlement
expansion of the Medicaid program.” In addition, the
governor said the state will not establish an insurance
exchange (Pear, New York Times, 7/2).
Louisiana: In an interview on NBC’s “Meet the Press,”
Gov. Bobby Jindal (R) said, “Every governor’s got two
critical decisions to make. One is do we set up these
exchanges. And, secondly, do we expand Medicaid. And,
no, in Louisiana, we’re not doing either one of those
things” (Barrow, New Orleans Times-Picayune, 7/2).
Mississippi: Gov. Phil Bryant (R) does not plan to
participate in the Medicaid expansion, according to
Bryant spokesperson Mick Bullock, Bloomberg reports
(Niquette/Wayne, Bloomberg, 7/5).
South Carolina: Gov. Nikki Haley (R) on Sunday
announced via Facebook that South Carolina “will NOT
expand Medicaid, or participate in any health exchanges”
(Hawkins, TheDigitalCharleston, 7/2; Dudley,
Charleston Post and Courier, 6/29).
Wisconsin: Gov. Scott Walker (R) issued a statement
following Thursday’s ruling saying that “Wisconsin will
not take any action to implement ObamaCare” (Office of
Gov. Walker release, 6/28; Radnofsky et al., Wall Street
Journal, 7/2).

Leaning toward not participating (6 states)

Iowa: Gov. Terry Branstad (R) announced at a Des
Moines news conference that while his staff is still
assessing the Supreme Court ruling on theACA, he
expects to forgo the federal funding that would allow an
estimated 150,000 low-income Iowans to enroll in the
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state Medicaid program. Branstad said, “Here’s the
problem: The federal government has done this again
and again: ‘Buy into our program, and we’re going to do
all these things for you,’ and then it doesn’t happen, and
then the taxpayers of the state get stuck with it,”
Branstad said on Monday (Totland, Washington Times,
7/2; Wiser, Waterloo Cedar Falls Courier, 7/3).
Missouri: Moments after the ruling, Republican leaders
in Missouri “closed the door... on expanding Medicaid
eligibility,” the Associated Press reports. Republican Lt.
Gov. Peter Kinder said the Medicaid expansion would be
“a break-the-bank provision for the state of Missouri.”
House Budget Committee Chair Ryan Silvey (R), said, “I
just don’t see any way we will be expanding Medicaid at
the expense of things like education and public safety.”
By rejecting Medicaid expansion the state would be
“turning down an estimated $8.4 billion windfall from
the federal government” but could save up to “$431
million of its own” (Blank, AP/San Francisco Chronicle,
6/28; Crisp, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, 7/1).
Nebraska: Gov. Dave Heineman (R) on June 28
pledged to block any effort to expanded Nebraska’s
Medicaid program, telling reporters that an expansion
would remove money from other priorities or require a
tax increase, AP/BloombergBusinessweek reports. In a
statement on his website, Heineman said, “As I have said
repeatedly, if this unfunded Medicaid expansion is
implemented, state aid to education and funding for the
University of Nebraska will be cut or taxes will be
increased. If some state senators want to increase taxes
or cut education funding, I will oppose them.” However,
the governor noted that the Supreme Court’s decision on
Medicaid was unexpected, adding, “Again, I want to
emphasize that reviewing this decision in a detailed,
thoughtful and responsible manner will take time before
a complete determination can be made on what this
ruling means for Nebraska” (Schulte,
AP/BloombergBusinessWeek, 6/29; Heineman
statement, 6/28).
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Nevada:  After the Supreme Court ruling, Gov. Brian
Sandoval (R) said the impact of the decision on was not
immediately clear but indicated that he is leaning toward
not expanding the state’s Medicaid program. Sandoval’s
press secretary, Mary-Sarah Kinner, said in a statement,
“The governor does not intend to automatically accept
the Medicaid expansion” (Haynes et al., Las Vegas
Review-Journal, 6/28).
New Jersey: on Fox News’ “Fox and Friends” on July 3,
Gov. Chris Christie (R) said he is leaning toward not
accepting federal funding to expand the state’s Medicaid
program. He noted, “Medicaid is pretty well expanded in
our state already because of the legacy of previous
Democratic governors. So I don’t know if there’s a lot
more to do in New Jersey in that regard” (“Fox News
Insider,” Fox News, 7/3; San Francisco Chronicle, 7/3;
Friedman, Newark Star-Ledger, 7/3).
Texas: In an email responding to a query by American
Health Line, Lucy Nashed—deputy press secretary for
Gov. Rick Perry (R)—said Perry will be working with
Attorney General Greg Abbott (R) "and appropriate state
agencies to determine the impact of the Supreme Court
decision on the state of Texas," adding that "the governor
has previously made clear, he has no interest in fast
tracking any portion of this bankrupting and
overreaching legislation. We will continue to call for the
full repeal of the bill" (Nashed email, 7/5). [updated on
July 6 at 9:30 a.m.]

Leaning toward participating (3 states)

Arkansas: Gov. Mike Beebe (D) said he is inclined to
proceed with Medicaid expansion for his state given the
“opportunity to pay for it with taxes that are coming
from … the federal government,” he said at a news
conference in Washington, D.C. “I don’t want to send
[tax money] to Massachusetts or California and ignore
our own people,” he added (Lyon, Arkansas News, 7/2).
Oregon: Gov. John Kitzhaber (D) said he is confident
that the Oregon legislature will approve a state Medicaid
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expansion, and State Sen. Alan Bates (D) has expressed
similar confidence, the Associated Press reports. In an
interview last week, Kitzhaber said, “We’ll make a
decision on whether or not to expand the Medicaid
program really based on, I think, the resources we have
available in the general fund for that purpose going
forward” (Budnick, The Oregonian, 7/3; Wong,
Statesman Journal, 6/28; Cooper, AP/Real Clear
Politics, 6/28).
Rhode Island: In statement on his website, Gov.
Lincoln Chaffee (I) said, “I have fully committed to
ensuring Rhode Island is a national leader in
implementing health reform whatever the Supreme Court
decision, and this just reinforces that commitment.”
According to Steven Costantino, the state’s secretary of
health and human services, “The expansion is easy to do
and makes sense” (Chaffee statement, 6/28; Radnofsky
et al., Wall Street Journal, 7/2).

Participating (10 states and District of Columbia)

California: California got a head start on expanding its
Medicaid program in November 2010, shortly after
Obama signed the Affordable Care Act into law. After the
high court’s ruling, Gov. Jerry Brown (D) issued a
statement, “Today’s dramatic Supreme Court ruling
removes the last roadblock to fulfilling President
Obama’s historic plan to bring health care to millions of
uninsured citizens.” Duane Dauner, president of the
California Hospital Association, said in separate
statement that he expects “California will comply with
the Medicaid expansion in the law, even though it will
increase the state’s costs in future years” (Office of Gov.
Brown release, 6/28; California Hospital Association
release, 7/3).
Connecticut: Gov. Dannel Malloy (D) was among the
first to sign his state up for Medicaid expansion when
Obama signed the law in 2010. Following the Supreme
Court’s ruling preserving the legislation, he responded,
“it’s great … [and a] very important decision for the
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people of Connecticut. 500,000 people would have lost
coverage if Republicans had their way” (Davis, WTNH,
7/28).
Delaware: Gov. Jack Markell—chair of the Democratic
Governors Association—said in a statement, “The
Supreme Court’s ruling enables Delaware to continue to
implement provisions of the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act to provide access to health care
benefits for Delawareans,” adding, “On the Medicaid
front, Delaware already voluntarily expanded the state’s
Medicaid coverage program in 1996 to cover many
Delawareans not previously covered” (Office of Gov.
Markell release, 6/28).
District of Columbia: “The District is not at risk of
losing any Medicaid funding as a result of this ruling,
because District officials have already begun
implementation of the ACA’s Medicaid-expansion
provisions and will continue to implement the
expansion,” according to a statement from the office of
D.C. Mayor Vincent Gray (D) (Executive Office of the
Mayor release, 6/28).
Hawaii: Gov. Neil Abercrombie (D) said in a statement
after the ruling, “The Affordable Care Act is our ally” in
the effort to “support a healthcare system that ensures
high quality, safety and sustainable costs.” Pat
McManaman, the state’s director of the Department of
Human Services, said starting next month Hawaii’s
Medicaid eligibility requirements will be in line with
federal guidelines under the overhaul, meaning an
additional 24,000 people will be eligible for the program
by 2014 (Office of Gov. Abercrombie release, 6/28;
Garcia, AP/CBS News, 6/29).
Illinois: Gov. Pat Quinn (D) on Thursday praised the
court’s decision and said he “will continue to work with
President Obama to help working families get the
healthcare coverage they need,” including expanding
Medicaid (Office of the Governor release, 6/28;
Thomason, Rock River Times, 7/3).
Maryland: Gov. Martin O’Malley (D) in a statement
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said the Supreme Court’s decision “gives considerable
momentum to our health care reform efforts here in
Maryland,” adding that the state will move forward to
implement the overhaul (Office of the Governor release,
6/28).
Massachusetts: Gov. Deval Patrick (D) said
Massachusetts is “an early expansion state as you know
and we’re expecting further resources from federal
government to sustain the experiment here in
Massachusetts.” Patrick said the ruling is “good news for
us” Patrick said (Walker, YNN, 6/28).
Minnesota: “Today’s ruling will be met with relief by
the Minnesotans whose lives have already been improved
by this law,” Gov. Mark Dayton (D) said in a statement
on Thursday. Dayton in 2011 used federal money to
expand Medicaid early to 84,000 adults with annual
incomes below $8,400 (Lohn, AP/San Francisco
Chronicle, 6/28).
Vermont: Gov. Peter Shumlin (D) said Vermont’s
Medicaid program already meets the requirements under
the health reform law’s Medicaid expansion, WCAX
reports (Steimle, WCAX, 7/1).
Washington: Gov. Chris Gregoire (D) "supports the
Medicaid expansion—and Washington will move
forward," Karina Shagren—a deputy communications
director in Gregoire’s  administration—said in an email
to American Health Line (Shagren email, 7/5). [updated
on July 5 at 1:35 p.m.]

Undecided/no comment (26 states)

Alabama: As of June 29, Gov. Robert Bentley (R) had
not decided whether Alabama will opt out of the
Medicaid expansion, according to Jennifer Ardis,
Bentley’s press secretary, AP/CBS News reports. In a
statement on his website, Bentley said, “I am deeply
disappointed by today’s Supreme Court decision,” but he
did not address the court’s ruling on the Medicaid
expansion (AP/CBS News, 6/29; Bentley statement,
6/28).
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Alaska: As of Tuesday, Gov. Sean Parnell (R) has not
made a statement regarding Alaska’s intent to participate
in the Medicaid expansion, only saying in a release that
“now with no penalty we need to rethink what we’re
going to do with Medicaid” and the “expansion costs that
are mandated” (Office of Gov. Parnell release, 6/28;
Coyne, Alaska Dispatch, 7/1).
Arizona: Gov. Jan Brewer (R) in a statement following
the Supreme Court ruling repeated her call for the entire
law to be repealed but did not directly address the
expansion. House Speaker Andy Tobin (R), however,
said budgetary issues in the state and a conservative
political climate will make expanding Medicaid difficult.
“We’re going to have to sit down and weigh carefully
what is reasonable to expect of our political leaders,” he
said. “I don’t see us going along with the expansion if it’s
not mandated,” Tobin added. “It’s an ever-expanding
cost, so it continues to put pressure on the state budget
when we’re barely recovering as it is” (Brewer statement,
6/28; Reinhart, Arizona Central, 6/28; Young,
Huffington Post, 7/2).
Colorado: Gov. John Hickenlooper (D) at a press
conference on June 28 gave only a lukewarm nod to the
Medicaid expansion. He said, “Well, we’ll see. We’re
certainly looking at that. We’re probably a little bit
premature, but we’re certainly looking at it and trying to
figure out a way we can do that and still live within our
means” (McCrimmon, Health Policy Solutions, 7/2;
AP/CBS’ “Moneywatch,” 6/29).
Georgia: As of July 2, Gov. Nathan Deal (R) had not yet
decided whether Georgia would opt out of the Medicaid
expansion, the Chattanooga Times Free Press reports.
Over 10 years, the expansion is projected to cost Georgia
about $4.5 billion, “money we don’t have,” Deal
spokesperson Brian Robinson said (Sher, Chattanooga
Times Free Press, 7/2).
Idaho: Gov. C.L. “Butch” Otter (R) this week did not
indicate his preference on whether Idaho would widen
Medicaid coverage (AP/KTVB, 7/1; Messick, StateImpact
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Idaho, 6/29).
Indiana:  In a press release Gov. Mitch Daniels (R)
said, “Any decision to expand Medicaid in 2014 is
entirely the province of the next General Assembly and
governor.” On Thursday Daniels told reporters “If it’s
optional as I’m advised that it is, that’ll be a decision for
future legislators to make” (Office of Gov. Daniels
release, 6/29; AP/Lafayette Journal and Courier, 7/2;
“Moneywatch,” AP/CBS News, 6/29; Wilson, AP/San
Francisco Chronicle, 6/28).
Kansas: In an email responding to a query by American
Health Line, Sherriene Jones-Sontag—communications
director and press secretary for Gov. Sam Brownback (R)
—said Brownback believes "this is now a political issue
that will be resolved by the American people in the
November elections" and "he will wait until after the
November elections before making any decisions related
to ObamaCare." [updated on July 6 at 9:30 a.m.]
Kentucky: Gov. Steve Beshear (D) on June 28 said, “We
continue to review the Supreme Court’s opinion,
particularly on the Medicaid portion of the Affordable
Care Act to determine what our options may be.” He also
noted that he soon would issue an executive order to
create a health insurance exchange (Office of Gov.
Beshear release, 6/28; AP/Evansville Courier & Press,
6/28).
Maine: Gov. Paul LePage (R) said in a statement on
June 28, “It is a sad day, and it is now up to the
American people to demand full repeal of Obamacare.”
The governor did not directly address the Medicaid
expansion in his statement. The state Legislature and
LePage approved reductions in Medicaid spending earlier
this year, and Maine Department of Health and Human
Services Commissioner Mary Mayhew said the state “will
follow federal procedures and submit state plan
amendments within the coming weeks that will outline
the Medicaid reductions that were enacted by the Maine
Legislature” (Office of Gov. LePage release, 6/28; Farwel,
Bangor Daily News/Lewiston Sun Journal, 6/29).
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Michigan: As of July 1, Gov. Rick Snyder (R) had not
decided to whether Michigan will opt out of the Medicaid
expansion, the Lansing State Journal reports. Snyder
spokesperson Sara Wurfel said the administration wants
to examine the cost of the expansion to assess the “best
course of action” for the state. Meanwhile, Republican
lawmakers, who control both chambers of the state
legislature, have not committed to the expansion (Davis,
Lansing State Journal, 7/1).
Montana: Montana Gov. Brian Schweitzer (D), through
a spokeswoman, declined to comment on the court’s
decision. Schweitzer expressed deep reservations about
the Medicaid expansion and effect on Montana’s budget.
“Here’s what I know,” Schweitzer in February 2011 said,
“that unless we challenge the underlying costs of health
care … it will bankrupt the states because there’s no way
of decreasing the cost of health care under the current
system” (Dennison, Gazette State Bureau, 6/28; Drake,
Montana Watchdog, 7/2).
New Hampshire: As of July 1, Gov. John Lynch (D)—
who in the past has voiced concern over how the
government would pay for the Medicaid expansion—had
made no statement on whether New Hampshire would
opt out of the Medicaid expansion, the Nashua
Telegraph reports. In a June 28 statement on his
website, Lynch noted that the state has “been preparing
to implement the Affordable Care Act and will continue
doing so in a way that best fits New Hampshire”
(Landrigan, Nashua Telegraph, 7/1; Lynch statement,
6/28).
New Mexico: Gov. Susana Martinez (R) has not
decided whether the state will expand Medicaid,
according to spokesperson Scott Darnell. He said, “The
governor is reviewing today’s Supreme Court decision
and will proceed in a manner that best protects the safety
net for the most vulnerable New Mexicans in a
responsible and sustainable manner” (Massey, AP/San
Francisco Chronicle, 6/28).
New York: As of July 2, Gov. Andrew Cuomo (D) had
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not made a statement on whether New York would
participate in the Medicaid expansion. In a release last
week, the governor said, “I am pleased the Supreme
Court upheld this law,” adding that he looked forward to
working with the “Obama administration to ensure
accessible, quality care for all New Yorkers (Office of
Gov. Cuomo release, 6/28; The Journal News, 6/29;
Caruso, San Francisco Chronicle, 6/28).
North Carolina: As of July 3, Gov. Beverly Perdue (D)
had not made any public statement about her state’s
participation in the Medicaid expansion. However, in a
statement responding to the Supreme Court’s decision,
Perdue said she is “committed to continuing to move
forward … to ensure that all North Carolinians have
affordable, reliable health coverage.” Meanwhile, a
spokesperson for Perdue said the governor has been in
contact with HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius about the
Medicaid expansion and will review the Supreme Court’s
ruling to determine how it might affect North Carolina
(Office of Gov. Perdue release, 6/28; Dalesio, CBS News,
6/28; Jarvis/Bonner, Winston-Salem Journal, 6/29).
North Dakota: As of Tuesday, Gov. Jack Dalrymple (R)
had not made a statement about his state’s intent to
participate in the Medicaid expansion. However, in a
statement responding to the Supreme Court’s ruling,
Dalrymple said the health reform law “is wrong for North
Dakota,” adding that its “citizens want the freedom to
make their own decisions about their health-care
coverage.” Dalrymple has said that his staff is analyzing
the court’s ruling, but it is unclear whether the state will
participate in the Medicaid (Office of Gov. Dalrymple
release, 6/28; MacPherson, AP/San Francisco Chronicle,
6/28).
Ohio: Gov. John Kasich (R) on Monday said he has not
decided whether his state will participate in the Medicaid
expansion and he does not plan to set a “deadline” to
make his decision. The head of the state’s Office of
Health Transformation also said the state must first
determine how to cover the additional Medicaid costs the
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state would incur even if the state does not participate in
the expansion. In a statement on the Supreme Court’s
ruling, Kasich said, “We are very concerned that a
sudden, dramatic increase in Medicaid spending could
threaten Ohio’s ability to pursue needed reforms in other
areas” (Office of Gov. Kasich release, 6/28; Tribble,
Cleveland Plain Dealer, 7/2; Columbus Business First,
7/3; Candisky, Columbus Dispatch, 7/3).
Oklahoma: Gov. Mary Fallin (R) has not yet decided
whether Oklahoma will opt of the Medicaid expansion,
Tulsa World reports. Fallin said, “Certainly I am hoping
that we’ll elect a new president and we’ll be able to
change faces … in the (Democratic-controlled) U.S.
Senate that we can once and for all overturn the federal
health care bill” (McNutt, The Oklahoman, 6/29; Greene,
Tulsa World, 7/3; McGuigan, Tulsa Today, 7/2).
Pennsylvania: Gov. Tom Corbett (R) has not yet
announced whether Pennsylvania will opt out of the
Medicaid expansion. He said in a statement, “I think we
can all agree there are Pennsylvanians who need our
help. However, expanding government bureaucracy,
government programs and government spending is not
the answer” (Office of the Gov. Corbett release, 6/28,
LoBasso, “PhillyNow,” Philadelphia Weekly, 7/3).
South Dakota: South Dakota: In an email responding
to a query by American Health Line, Joe Kafka—press
secretary in Gov. Dennis Daugaard’s (R) administration
—said Daugaard “has made no decision on [the]
Medicaid expansion, which will be costly for South
Dakota, and he won’t make any decision on it until after
the election” (Kafka email, 7/5). [updated on July 6 at
9:30 a.m.]
Tennessee: As of July 2, Gov. Bill Haslam (R) had not
yet decided whether Tennessee would opt out of the
Medicaid expansion. After the Supreme Court ruling,
Haslam told reporters, “We don’t really know what we’re
going to do … but the cost impact to the state is very
significant” (Sher, Chattanooga Times Free Press, 7/2).
Utah: Gov. Gary Herbert (R) said is administration is
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conducting a thorough legal and policy review of the
Supreme Court ruling, but he did not comment on
whether the state would expand its Medicaid program
(Stewart, Salt Lake Tribune, 6/29; AP/San Francisco
Chronicle, 6/28).
Virginia: Gov. Bob McDonnell (R) has made statements
indicating that he is against the Medicaid expansion, but
has declined at this point to comment definitively on
whether Virginia will opt out of it. McDonnell said he
will review the state’s options in the upcoming weeks
(Martz, Richmond Times-Dispatch, 7/1; Millman,
Politico, 6/29).
West Virginia: Gov. Earl Ray Tomblin (D) has not yet
announced whether West Virginia will proceed with the
Medicaid expansion. In a statement, Tomblin said, “We
know what the law is but as I’ve said before, I will
continue to do what is best for West Virginia… We’re
going to review the Supreme Court’s ruling, and work
with our federal delegation on how we move forward”
(Smith, AP/San Francisco Chronicle, 6/28; Office of
Gov. Tomblin statement, 6/28).
Wyoming: Gov. Matt Mead (R) in a statement said he
will study the Supreme Court’s ruling and the health
reform law more carefully before making any
implementation plans for Wyoming, but he believes “the
ACA is not a good fit” for the state (Office of Gov. Mead
release, 6/28; Wolfson, Billings Gazette, 6/28).

You May Also Like

·         The Final Ruling: Assessing the Implications of the
Supreme Court's Decision on the Affordable Care
Act

July 9, 2012 | Webconference | Health Care Advisory
Board

Explore the strategic, financial, operational implications
of the Supreme Court's decision for hospitals and health
systems, and discuss the political debate on the future of
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health care as we move into the election season.
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell
Subject: RE: Questions re SCOTUS decision
Date: Monday, July 09, 2012 5:06:51 PM
Attachments: 2012-07-09 Cost to states.docx

Please see an updated version of the cost to states. An incorrect version was sent earlier. Please
pardon our error.
 
Mts
 

From: Marie Sanderson 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 4:22 PM
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell
Subject: Questions re SCOTUS decision
 
Healthcare Advisors and Action Officers:
 
Per our conversation on Tuesday, we have collected a list of questions from you to ask the
President. Many thanks to several of you for working over the holiday with us. Great team
effort.  Below is our compilation of that information into an organized group of questions.
 
In addition, we are updating our cost to states report to include in press materials this week.
Please take time to update/edit/or approve your information from March, attached.  Lindsay
Russell at  is managing that document. Many of you have already
responded.
 
Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns, and thanks in advance for not
forwarding this email outside of your office, as it is a work in progress.

Best,
Marie
 
QUESTIONS
 
Healthcare Exchanges:
 

1)                  Please provide a complete list of regulations that will have to be reviewed, revised
and re-opened for public comment prior to implementation as a result of the
Supreme Court ruling (e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations, exchange
regulations related to interface with Medicaid)? What is the schedule for re-
issuing these regulations?

 
2)                  When will either additional guidance or actual rules be issued on essential health

benefits, actuarial value and rating areas be issued?
 
3)                  The federal government has already extended deadlines for applying for Level 1

and Level 2 Exchange Establishment funding into 2014.  Can we expect
extensions of the deadlines for implementation given the uncertainty caused by the
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Supreme Court ruling and the linkage between Medicaid expansion and exchange
eligibility and enrollment functions?  In addition, will the deadlines change for
states implementing a partnership exchange?  Will the deadlines be extended for
states implementing a federal exchange? 

 
4)                  When will the details of the federal partnership options be available? These

cannot be considered as an option without details including cost estimates. How
will the long term funding of the federally-facilitated healthcare exchanges be
sustained?

 
5)                  States considering a state-based exchange need to know whether there will be a

charge and by how much to use the federal data hub, advance premium tax
credit/cost-sharing reduction service, risk adjustment and transitional reinsurance
programs.

 
6)                  When will states learn the details of the operational systems for a federal

exchange? The procedural, technical, and architectural requirements for linking to
the federal exchange have not been released.  It is not feasible to know if a state-
based exchange is better for our citizens until we know what the contents of a
federal exchange will be.  Taking grant money at this time for state exchange
creation may be wasted if a federal exchange makes more sense for a particular
state.

 
7)                  When will information from the establishment of a federal exchange be available

for states to use if a state opts to build its own exchange? It is costly for each state
to have to start from scratch and still not know how interfaces will work.

 
8)                  If states choose to build a state-based exchange, what dollars will the federal

government contribute now and in the future?  For the federal exchange states,
when will the regulations regarding the imposition of taxes on a state’s insurers be
released?

 
9)                  It has been widely reported that Congressional leaders who have to appropriate

money will seek to defund exchanges. Please explain how the enactment
provisions of the law allow the Executive Branch to continue to fund exchanges
without Congressional action to appropriate money. 

 
10)              What happens to a state that has taken exchange planning and implementation

grants if their exchange is not financially viable after 2015?  Can a state refuse to
increase taxes on either its residents or insurers, thus putting the financial
underpinning of an exchange at risk? What penalties does the federal government
envision in this case?

 
11)              What happens if a state accepts grant money now to begin to build a state

exchange, and subsequently determines that a federal exchange may be better? 
Will the federal government claw back these grant dollars from the states?

 
12)              What impact will changes to the Medicaid expansion have on exchange

implementation? The federal exchange is currently structured to provide Medicaid
eligibility determination. How will this work if some states participate and others
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do not?
 
13)              Last month the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) pointed out a provision in the

law that reduces exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer and fewer
people will qualify for subsidies, and the people who do qualify will get a smaller
and smaller subsidy. Does the Administration support that change, and if so, how
would you pay for it? If you do not, why do you think people should be forced to
buy insurance if federal subsidies are shrinking?

 
14)              CMS has released 90/10 funding under ARRA and HITECH in order for states to

improve their eligibility systems for Medicaid and other social service programs.
Will that funding continue?   

 
15)              Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid program,

states are charged by the PPACA with creating a single, seamless point of entry
for all of the insurance affordability programs affected by the Act--Medicaid, the
Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic Health Plan (where
offered), advance tax credits for individual and Small Business Health Options
Program (SHOP) exchange enrollees.  This leaves another major question on the
table.  What about all of the other social service programs? Will states still be able
to create an eligibility system for all social service programs under the 90/10
funding mechanism?

 
16)              In order to minimize disruptions to a state’s insurance market, The Office of

Personnel Management (OPM) is required to certified multi-state plans that must
be included in every exchange, when will the rules be released detailing the
requirements and timeline for multi-state plans. How OPM structures these rules
can be very disruptive to a state’s insurance market.

 
17)              Does the federal government intend to maintain high risk pools and how will they

be financed? What actions will they take in a state that has opted not to operate a
high risk pool or an exchange?

 
 
Medicaid
 
1)                  When can we expect to receive updated guidance on Medicaid expansion and

related topics?
 
2)                  Is there a deadline for letting the federal government know if at state will be

participating in the Medicaid expansion? How does that relate to the exchange
declaration deadline? The two programs are currently scheduled to be
implemented simultaneously in January 2014.

 
3)                  Will states that expand Medicaid coverage up to a level below 138% of the

federal poverty level (FPL), for example up to 100% of FPL, still receive the
enhanced federal medical assistance percentage (FMAP) available for “newly
covered” populations?

 
4)                  Will states be allowed to phase in Medicaid coverage up to 138% of FPL (or
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100% FPL) years after 2013 and still receive the enhanced FMAP?
 
5)                  Does the MOE requirement apply to the expansion population or does it apply

only to the current Medicaid population? If a state accepts the expansion, but the
federal match goes away, can we drop out of the expansion program?  Will you
waive the MOE under your 1115 waiver authority? What will be the penalties for
failure to comply with MOE requirements? Since the MOE was a direct result of
the expansion funding, if a state chooses not to expand is the MOE no longer
effective?

 
6)                  Regarding the two year increase in Medicaid reimbursement for primary care

codes, are you going to extend it? If so, how are you going to pay for it?
Congressional Republicans have expressed opposition to any funded for PPACA. 

 
7)                  Will states still be required to convert their income counting methodology to

MAGI for purposes of determining eligibility regardless of whether they expand
to the optional adult group?  If so, how do states link the categorical eligibility
criteria to the MAGI? How will the federal exchanges utilize the state’s criteria?

 
8)                  If a state expanded Medicaid through a waiver prior to enactment of the PPACA,

but then chooses not to expand coverage further, are they still eligible for the 75%
to 90% enhanced FMAP for the previously expanded population?

 
9)                  Will the federal government support options for the Medicaid expansion

population that encourage personal responsibility – cost sharing or accountability
provisions, the use of high deductible plans such as Health Savings Accounts, and
other options at the state’s choice.

 
10)              What specific plans and timeline do you have for enacting the reforms and

flexibility options for Medicaid that you spoke of in 2009?  When can states give
further input on the needed reforms?

 
11)              You have stated that you will not deport undocumented aliens who have not

committed a crime. You have also said that these undocumented aliens will be
exempt from the individual mandate. How will the state be reimbursed for
medical services given to these individuals?

 
12)              Will CMS approve global waivers with an aggregate allotment, state flexibility,

and accountability if states are willing to initiate a portion of the expansion?
 
13)              The Disproportionate Share allotments will be reduced every year with a

methodology based in the reduction in the number of uninsured.  One, when will
HHS issue the regulations and methodology for this reduction? Two, for a state
that does not see a decrease in its uninsured population will the remaining state
absorb the full reduction?  In addition, can a state implement a new DSH
Diversion program as part of the optional expansion?  Can a state implement new
DSH Diversion programs for services to the uninsured/uncompensated care
services?
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From: Kinzel, Will
To: Kinzel, Will; Marie Sanderson; Marie Sanderson; vmariethomas
Cc: Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ; RSerote@az.gov; Adam.nordstrom

; brian.mcmanus2  JohnPatrick.Walsh ;
Rob.Jakubik ; bfulenwider@georgia.gov; ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ;
chiproytexas ; dhiowa ; jabot10 ; janelcausey ;
jboeyink34 ; travisrichmond ; wkloiber ; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov;
jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov; Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler;
JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us;
marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us; Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov;
Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov; kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov;
Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; debbie ; griffin ; wstruble ;
wags@la.gov; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman ;
Lanier Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov; blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov;
mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov; brian ;
ryan ; nguillemard ; sarah.echols ; Mike Schrimpf; Lindsay Russell; Seth
Levey; ts ; Bkanzeg ; aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us;
jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us;
Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt ; RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov;
bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; michelle.dynes@wyo.gov; katyoder 99 ;
pjpgator ; ,; Moore, Brian, GOV; lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov; ,; Rojas, Elizabeth; Jonathan
Ringo; Stafford Olivia Palmieri; jhurst6 ; rick.perez@guam.gov; twatkins ;
Landon.fulmer@ks.gov; shawnpreese

Subject: RE: RESCHEDULED: TUES: RGPPC Conference call: Tues 10:30 AM EDT
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2011 5:47:51 PM

Here are some additional points on HR 2273, the legislation on coal ash:
 
• Electricity is an integral part of the U.S. economy, with nearly 50% of the nation’s electricity (and
in some states up to 80%) produced from coal. The EPA has proposed two regulatory options for the
management of coal combustion (coal-ash) residuals regulating them to hazardous waste and
setting new regulations for coal ash.
• Coal combustion is an eco-friendly recycling process that is used to strength everyday products
from concrete, bricks, bowling balls, roofing shingles, and mainly used to keep down electricity
prices; either proposal would significantly drive up consumer prices, construction prices, and cost
hundreds of thousands of American jobs in the process.
• The EPA has overstepped their regulatory boundaries and are not allowing states to have a say in
the regulatory process. H.R. 2273, “Coal Residual Reuse and Management Act of 2011”, gives power
back to the states by leaving the regulation and enforcement, if they choose to enact them, to the
states who know their industries and constituents best.
• The EPA regulations are estimated to cost American companies up to $110 billion, 316,000 jobs,
higher construction costs for homes, highways, and buildings; and higher electricity costs, all of
which companies will have no choice but to pass down to their customers to cover regulation costs.
• H.R. 2273 provides a regulatory solution that protects both jobs and the environment by
protecting the beneficial use of coal ash, which keeps electricity prices low, provides for low-cost
durable construction materials, and reduces the amount of waste going into the earth. In the
decade from 1999-2009, American industries successfully recycled 519 million tons of coal-ash and
cut greenhouse gas emissions by more than 138 million tons.
 
 
 

From: Kinzel, Will 
Sent: Tuesday, October 11, 2011 3:38 PM
Subject: RE: RESCHEDULED: TUES: RGPPC Conference call: Tues 10:30 AM EDT
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All - -
 
Apologies I could not stay on today's call.
 
Here is what our week ahead looks like:
 
- Tonight we'll finish Boiler MACT legislation from last week and we will
debate the rule for consideration of the FTAs;
 
- Tomorrow we'll debate and vote on FTAs;
 
- Thursday we'll have a Joint Session of Congress for the President of Korea
and we will consider and vote on the Pitts/Lipinski legislation, which
applies the Hyde Amendment to Affordable Care Act (Obamacare); and,
 
- Finally, on Friday we'll consider HR 2273 on coal ash.
 
Action Item: Coal Ash
I would urge all Governors to send letters to your respective delegations or
issue press releases in favor of HR 2273, the Coal Residuals Reuse and
Management Act.
 
HR 2273 was approved by the Energy & Commerce committee on a bipartisan basis
(vote was 35-12).
 
The legislation is necessary to prevent EPA's plans to classify coal ash as a
hazardous material despite the findings of previous administrations and
scientific studies that such a classification would be inappropriate - - and
could result in more than 300,000 jobs lost.
 
Coal ash is widely used in construction products such as cement, concrete,
wallboard, and roofing materials - - in short, it is necessary for the roads
we drive on and the buildings that we work and live in.
 
HR 2273 allows for the proper management of these materials in a way that
protects both jobs and the environment and without threatening jobs and the
affordability of electricity.
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions.
 
Regards,
 
Will
 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Marie Sanderson [mailto: ] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 11, 2011 9:15 AM
Subject: RESCHEDULED: TUES: RGPPC Conference call: Tues 10:30 AM EDT
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We will have our RGPPC policy call Tuesday morning at 10:30 AM EST.
 
Agenda and notes below:

Access code:  
 
Agenda:
 
1. Roll Call: Marie (RGPPC)
 
2.  RGPPC Update: Marie (RGPPC)
 
-- RGPPC Healthcare Summit- Save the date:  October 24/25.  Questions
regarding your flights and hotels should be directed to .
 
-- Healthcare task force:  Next call is Thursday  (10/13) of this week.  5 PM
EDT
 
--  Governor Mead Energy Letter will be finalized this week (letter
attached).  Last chance to sign.   The MACT letter was released on Friday.
 
-- RGPPC Energy Policy Summit:  Save the Date:  December 12-13, Jackson Hole,
WY.  More information TBD.
 
-- RGPPC 2012: New leadership and committees to be announced in the coming
week(s)
 
--  Executive Order conference call:  TBD ASAP.  A conference call will be
held in the next two weeks with your general counsels regarding best
practices for Executive Orders. Please put your GC's on notice so they can
begin thinking through their questions as well as executive orders in your
state which might be of interest/help to other governors' offices.  We will
work to compile this information in one place through RGPPC.
 
3. NGA Update: Lauren (NE)
 
4. House Update: Will (Speaker Boehner)
 
5. Senate Update:  Lanier (Leader McConnell)
 
6.   Other business:
 
Have a good week.
-mts
 
 
Update on Chip Roy:
 
Greetings from Austin!  Hope everyone is well and I hope you remember prayer
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requests are a two way street.  We need to be praying for y'all too.
So this has been a big several weeks since I last emailed.  I will give you
the summary... First of all, we've actually had some rain!  Thank the Lord -
but keep sending us some more!
1. After the hospital stay a few weeks ago because of the sodium issue, we
managed to get it all leveled off and it has been staying in balance.  That
is good.
2. So, we continued the last two times with full treatment.  I have completed
2 cycles of 6 - (that is 4 treatments of 12).  Woohoo!
3. Nausea and other side effects have been pretty brutal, but to be
expected.  I am bald as cucumber, and I have lost a few lbs... fortunately I
had a few to give :) 4. I go in Monday and Tuesday for Treatment #5, and
will also be re-scanned.  This is where the big prayer request comes in. 
Please pray that the cancer is gone or seriously in retreat and fading fast! 
I should know by Tuesday how things are looking.  The result will not be the
final story - only the first bit of information we get back on treatment...
but it sure would be nice if we learn it's running scared!!!
We will beat this with God's Grace, strong Faith, and the constant prayers by
so many good people I both know and do not know.  The love and graciousness
of so many hundreds, even thousands, of people out there in prayer chains is
humbling and reminds us how great, selfless and faithful we can be as a
people.
When praying remember the following:
Romans 8:32: He who did not spare his own Son, but gave him up for us all—
how will he not also, along with him, graciously give us all things?
I love you all and I thank you for your love and support.
Please remember to pray for the countless other people in need, especially
those people near Bastrop, Texas who recently lost as many as 1500 homes in
those devastating fires.
God Bless you all - we love you.
cr
p.s.  I don't do the whole the facebook thing - but Carrah has something up
and keeps slightly more updated information on her page if you want to
"friend" her or whatever it is you do........
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From: Debbie Hohlt
To: "Marie Sanderson"; "Marie Sanderson"; vmariethomas
Cc: Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ; macarter32 ;

RSerote@az.gov; Adam.nordstrom ; brian.mcmanus2 ;
JohnPatrick.Walsh  Rob.Jakubik ; bfulenwider@georgia.gov;
ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ; chiproytexas ; dhiowa ;
jabot10 ; janelcausey ; jboeyink34 ; travisrichmond ;
wkloiber ; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov;
Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov;
tedpitts@gov.sc.gov; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us;
Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us;
Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; "Candice Whitfield"; Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov;
kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov; Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov;
griffin ; wstruble ; wags@la.gov; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us;
kristacarman ; Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov; mary.mayhew@maine.gov;
brandi white@mcconnell.senate.gov; Lanier Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov; blackwellr2@michigan.gov;
chadderdona@michigan.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov;
brian ; ryan ; nguillemard  sarah.echols ; "Mike Schrimpf";
"Lindsay Russell"; "Seth Levey"; ts ; Bkanzeg ; aparis@state.pa.us;
jbranstett@state.pa.us; jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us;
Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us; ; Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov;
Bnutt ; RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov; bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov;
Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; michelle.dynes@wyo.gov; katyoder 99 ; pjpgator ; ",";
"Moore, Brian, GOV"; lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov; ","; "Rojas, Elizabeth"; "Lowell Arye"; "Jonathan Ringo";
"Stafford Olivia Palmieri"; shawn.reese@wyo.gov

Subject: RE: RGPPC Conference call Monday 10:30 AM EST
Date: Monday, August 22, 2011 9:56:34 AM

What states are on the EPA letter to date?

Deborah Hohlt
202-624-1474 (office)

(cell)

-----Original Message-----
From: Marie Sanderson ]
Sent: Sunday, August 21, 2011 11:05 PM
To: Marie Sanderson; Marie Sanderson; vmariethomas
Cc: Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov;
lgromis ; macarter32  RSerote@az.gov;
Adam.nordstrom ; brian.mcmanus2 ;
JohnPatrick.Walsh ; Rob.Jakubik ;
bfulenwider@georgia.gov; ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ;
chiproytexas ; dhiowa ; jabot10 ;
janelcausey ; jboeyink34 ; travisrichmond ;
wkloiber ; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov;
Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov;
Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov; tedpitts@gov.sc.gov;
hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us;
Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us;
Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us; Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; Candice
Whitfield; Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov;
kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov; Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov;
sirena.ramirez@guam.gov; debbie ; griffin ;
wstruble ; wags@la.gov; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us;
kristacarman ; Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov; mary.mayhew@maine.gov;
brandi_white@mcconnell.senate.gov; Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov;
blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov;
muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov; brian
ryan ; nguillemard ; sarah.echols  Mike
Schrimpf; Lindsay Russell; Seth Levey; ts ;
Bkanzeg ; aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us;
jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us;
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Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us; MKennicott ; Mark.Cate@tn.gov;
Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt ; RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov;
bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; michelle.dynes@wyo.gov;
katyoder_99 ; pjpgator ; ,; Moore, Brian, GOV;
lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov; ,; Rojas, Elizabeth; Lowell Arye; Jonathan
Ringo; Stafford Olivia Palmieri; shawn.reese@wyo.gov
Subject: RGPPC Conference call Monday 10:30 AM EST

We will have our RGPPC policy call Monday morning at 10:30 AM EST.

Agenda and notes below:

Access code:  

Agenda:

1. Roll Call: Marie (MS)

2.  RGPPC Update: Marie (MS)

-- RGPPC Healthcare Summit- Save the date:  August 29 and 30th. Everyone
should be registered. We have over 70 governors staff registered...thank
you!   Should you have any questions about the event, please email

.  Questions regarding your flights and hotels should be
directed to .  Please advise your staff to bring plenty of
business cards for our networking session.

--  Healthcare Survey-  Attached is a healthcare survey we'd like staff
attending to fill out and send back to us. We'd like to share these comments
with our panelists to ensure we are providing you the information you want
to hear.  If you'll allow us to attribute your comments to you or your
state, we will publish this document for our networking session to enhance
your ability to meet think tanks, other states, and private sector entities
that have similiar issues or can offer assistance to your needs.

-- Healthcare task force- next conference call on RGPPC broader
document/report will be on Tuesday, August 23 at 5:00 PM EST. We will begin
approval process.  Final approval due Friday, August 26 at NOON EDT.  *** A
new copy with all of your edits will be sent Tuesday.

-- Energy Effort:  Your Chief of Staffs received the attached letters from
Governor Mead's office on Sunday.  RGPPC will be working with Governor Mead
and other interested governors in facilitating regular conversations with
governors on energy policy.  We also are planning three RGPPC Energy
summits, similar to our upcoming healthcare summit in DC. Please email Seth
at Slevey if your governor would like to sign the letter,
attached, to Adminstrator Jackson or if you have any questions. Deadline is
COB, Wed, August 24. Governor Mead's policy director Shawn Reese also is
reached at Shawn.Reese@wyo.gov

-- Best practices:  we are still writing best practices reports. Please take
the time to let us know what to feature in your state. Send us your
"accomplishments" press releases.  Direct us to any useful websites.  Again,
we will write your state's chapter/section and then send it to you to edit.
We will continue to feature 2 states a week on certain issues. Thanks in
advance for your cooperation in getting those proofed!   These reports will
be available on RGPPC.com.
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-- Other Issues?:  Moving forward into other issues:  we'd like to move into
transportation, education and regulatory issues if there is enough interest
from the group to do so.  If your governor/you would like to lead on those
issues or another issue, please let us know.  We are striving to put
together leaderships teams on various issues.

3. House Update: Will (Speaker Boehner)

4. Senate Update:  Lanier (Leader McConnell)

5. NGA  Update: Lauren (NE)----Healthcare Exchange Conference Sept 8-9

6.  Other business?

Thanks to all-  mts

*****

Marie Thomas Sanderson
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC) MSanderson
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: RGPPC Conference call Monday 10:30 AM EST
Date: Monday, August 22, 2011 8:53:17 AM

ok  thanks-- please see the survey attached to the email-- if you'll fill it out. Also, the edited healthcare
doc will be sent tuesday AM for final approval by Friday. If you can get your guys ready for that.

Thanks,
marie

Marie Thomas Sanderson
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

________________________________________
From: Katie Altshuler [Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov]
Sent: Monday, August 22, 2011 6:17 AM
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: RGPPC Conference call Monday 10:30 AM EST

Andrew and I will be in a mtg and will miss the call. Thanks, Katie

----- Original Message -----
From: Marie Sanderson [ ]
Sent: Sunday, August 21, 2011 10:04 PM
To: Marie Sanderson < >; Marie Sanderson
<msanderson@governor.state.ms.us>; vmariethomas@
Cc: Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov <Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov>; john.katz@alaska.gov <john.katz@alaska.gov>;
russ.kelly@alaska.gov <russ.kelly@alaska.gov>; lgromis
macarter32@  RSerote@az.gov <RSerote@az.gov>;
Adam.nordstrom@  brian.mcmanus2
<brian.mcmanus2 >; JohnPatrick.Walsh
<JohnPatrick.Walsh >; Rob.Jakubik
<Rob.Jakubik >; bfulenwider@georgia.gov <bfulenwider@georgia.gov>;
ehames@georgia.gov <ehames@georgia.gov>; brandymarty03
<brandymarty03 >; chiproytexas@
dhiowa@  jabot10@ com>;
janelcausey@  jboeyink34@
travisrichmond@  wkloiber@
David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov <David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov>; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov
<jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov>; Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov <Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov>;
Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov <JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov>;
tedpitts@gov.sc.gov <tedpitts@gov.sc.gov>; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us
<hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us>; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us
<bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us>; Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us <Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us>;
marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us <marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us>; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us
<Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us>; Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov
<Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov>; Candice Whitfield <CWhitfield@governor.state.ms.us>;
Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov <Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov>;
kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov <kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov>;
Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov <Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov>;
sirena.ramirez@guam.gov <sirena.ramirez@guam.gov>; debbie@ ;
griffin@  wstruble@ com>; wags@la.gov
<wags@la.gov>; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us <Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us>;
kristacarman@  Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov
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<Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov>; mary.mayhew@maine.gov <mary.mayhew@maine.gov>;
brandi_white@mcconnell.senate.gov <brandi_white@mcconnell.senate.gov>;
Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov <Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov>;
blackwellr2@michigan.gov <blackwellr2@michigan.gov>; chadderdona@michigan.gov
<chadderdona@michigan.gov>; mcbrideb@michigan.gov <mcbrideb@michigan.gov>;
muchmored@michigan.gov <muchmored@michigan.gov>; tomichz@michigan.gov
<tomichz@michigan.gov>; brian@  ryan@
<ryan >; nguillemard@  sarah.echols
<sarah.echols >; Mike Schrimpf <mschrimpf@RGA.ORG>; Lindsay Russell
<lrussell >; Seth Levey < >; ts@
Bkanzeg@  aparis@state.pa.us <aparis@state.pa.us>;
jbranstett@state.pa.us <jbranstett@state.pa.us>; jmcallahan@state.pa.us <jmcallahan@state.pa.us>;
ktartaglia@state.pa.us <ktartaglia@state.pa.us>; rebmyers@state.pa.us <rebmyers@state.pa.us>;
Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us <Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us>; MKennicott
<MKennicott >; Mark.Cate@tn.gov <Mark.Cate@tn.gov>; Will.Cromer@tn.gov
<Will.Cromer@tn.gov>; Bnutt@
RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov <RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov>; bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov
<bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov>; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov <Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov>;
michelle.dynes@wyo.gov <michelle.dynes@wyo.gov>; katyoder_99
<katyoder_99 >; pjpgator <pjpgator >; ,
<wendy.riemann@wisconsin.gov>; Moore, Brian, GOV <Brian.Moore@state.nm.us>;
lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov <lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov>; , <heather.brakes@alaska.gov>; Rojas,
Elizabeth <Elizabeth.Rojas >; Lowell Arye <Lowell.Arye@gov.state.nj.us>; Jonathan
Ringo <ringo@GOV.STATE.LA.US>; Stafford Olivia Palmieri <palmieris@GOV.STATE.LA.US>;
shawn.reese@wyo.gov <shawn.reese@wyo.gov>
Subject: RGPPC Conference call Monday 10:30 AM EST

We will have our RGPPC policy call Monday morning at 10:30 AM EST.

Agenda and notes below:

Access code:  

Agenda:

1. Roll Call: Marie (MS)

2.  RGPPC Update: Marie (MS)

-- RGPPC Healthcare Summit- Save the date:  August 29 and 30th. Everyone should be registered. We
have over 70 governors staff registered...thank you!   Should you have any questions about the event,
please email   Questions regarding your flights and hotels should be directed to

.  Please advise your staff to bring plenty of business cards for our networking
session.

--  Healthcare Survey-  Attached is a healthcare survey we'd like staff attending to fill out and send back
to us. We'd like to share these comments with our panelists to ensure we are providing you the
information you want to hear.  If you'll allow us to attribute your comments to you or your state, we will
publish this document for our networking session to enhance your ability to meet think tanks, other
states, and private sector entities that have similiar issues or can offer assistance to your needs.

-- Healthcare task force- next conference call on RGPPC broader document/report will be on Tuesday,
August 23 at 5:00 PM EST. We will begin approval process.  Final approval due Friday, August 26 at
NOON EDT.  *** A new copy with all of your edits will be sent Tuesday.

-- Energy Effort:  Your Chief of Staffs received the attached letters from Governor Mead's office on
Sunday.  RGPPC will be working with Governor Mead and other interested governors in facilitating
regular conversations with governors on energy policy.  We also are planning three RGPPC Energy
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summits, similar to our upcoming healthcare summit in DC. Please email Seth at Slevey  if
your governor would like to sign the letter, attached, to Adminstrator Jackson or if you have any
questions. Deadline is COB, Wed, August 24. Governor Mead's policy director Shawn Reese also is
reached at Shawn.Reese@wyo.gov

-- Best practices:  we are still writing best practices reports. Please take the time to let us know what to
feature in your state. Send us your "accomplishments" press releases.  Direct us to any useful
websites.  Again, we will write your state's chapter/section and then send it to you to edit. We will
continue to feature 2 states a week on certain issues. Thanks in advance for your cooperation in getting
those proofed!   These reports will be available on RGPPC.com.

-- Other Issues?:  Moving forward into other issues:  we'd like to move into transportation, education
and regulatory issues if there is enough interest from the group to do so.  If your governor/you would
like to lead on those issues or another issue, please let us know.  We are striving to put together
leaderships teams on various issues.

3. House Update: Will (Speaker Boehner)

4. Senate Update:  Lanier (Leader McConnell)

5. NGA  Update: Lauren (NE)----Healthcare Exchange Conference Sept 8-9

6.  Other business?

Thanks to all-  mts

*****

Marie Thomas Sanderson
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
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From: Seth Levey
To: Debbie Hohlt; Marie Sanderson; "Marie Sanderson"; vmariethomas
Cc: Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ; macarter32

RSerote@az.gov; Adam.nordstrom  brian.mcmanus2
JohnPatrick.Walsh ; Rob.Jakubik ; bfulenwider@georgia.gov;
ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ; chiproytexas ; dhiowa ;
jabot10 ; janelcausey  jboeyink34 ; travisrichmond ;
wkloiber ; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov;
Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov;
tedpitts@gov.sc.gov; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us;
Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us;
Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; "Candice Whitfield"; Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov;
kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov; Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov;
griffin ; wstruble ; wags@la.gov; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us;
kristacarman ; Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov; mary.mayhew@maine.gov;
brandi white@mcconnell.senate.gov; Lanier Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov; blackwellr2@michigan.gov;
chadderdona@michigan.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov;
brian ; ryan ; nguillemard ; sarah.echols ; Mike Schrimpf;
Lindsay Russell; ts ; Bkanzeg ; aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us;
jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us;
MKennicott  Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt ;
RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov; bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; michelle.dynes@wyo.gov;
katyoder 99 ; pjpgator ; ","; "Moore, Brian, GOV"; lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov; ",";
"Rojas, Elizabeth"; "Lowell Arye"; "Jonathan Ringo"; "Stafford Olivia Palmieri"; shawn.reese@wyo.gov

Subject: RE: RGPPC Conference call Monday 10:30 AM EST
Date: Monday, August 22, 2011 10:59:44 AM

Mississippi, Arizona, Iowa, Wyoming, Utah, Alaska, and Pennsylvania

-----Original Message-----
From: Debbie Hohlt [mailto: ]
Sent: Monday, August 22, 2011 10:56 AM
To: Marie Sanderson; 'Marie Sanderson'; vmariethomas
Cc: Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ;
macarter32 ; RSerote@az.gov; Adam.nordstrom ;
brian.mcmanus2@  JohnPatrick.Walsh@ ;
Rob.Jakubik  bfulenwider@georgia.gov; ehames@georgia.gov;
brandymarty03 ; chiproytexas ; dhiowa ; jabot10 ;
janelcausey ; jboeyink34 ; travisrichmond  wkloiber ;
David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov; Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov;
Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov; Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov;
tedpitts@gov.sc.gov; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us;
Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us;
Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; 'Candice Whitfield'; Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov;
kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov; Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov;
griffin ; wstruble wags@la.gov; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us;
kristacarman ; Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov; mary.mayhew@maine.gov;
brandi_white@mcconnell.senate.gov; Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov; blackwellr2@michigan.gov;
chadderdona@michigan.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov;
tomichz@michigan.gov; brian ; ryan ; nguillemard ;
sarah.echols  Mike Schrimpf; Lindsay Russell; Seth Levey; ts@ ;
Bkanzeg ; aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us; jmcallahan@state.pa.us;
ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us; MKennicott ;
Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt  RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov;
bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; michelle.dynes@wyo.gov; katyoder_99 ;
pjpgator  ','; 'Moore, Brian, GOV'; lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov; ','; 'Rojas, Elizabeth';
'Lowell Arye'; 'Jonathan Ringo'; 'Stafford Olivia Palmieri'; shawn.reese@wyo.gov
Subject: RE: RGPPC Conference call Monday 10:30 AM EST

What states are on the EPA letter to date?

Deborah Hohlt
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202-624-1474 (office)
 (cell)

-----Original Message-----
From: Marie Sanderson [mailto ]
Sent: Sunday, August 21, 2011 11:05 PM
To: Marie Sanderson; Marie Sanderson; vmariethomas
Cc: Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov;
lgromis ; macarter32 ; RSerote@az.gov;
Adam.nordstrom  brian.mcmanus2 ;
JohnPatrick.Walsh ; Rob.Jakubik ;
bfulenwider@georgia.gov; ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ;
chiproytexas ; dhiowa ; jabot10 ;
janelcausey ; jboeyink34  travisrichmond ;
wkloiber ; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov;
Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov;
Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov; tedpitts@gov.sc.gov;
hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us;
Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us;
Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us; Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; Candice
Whitfield; Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov;
kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov; Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov;
sirena.ramirez@guam.gov; debbie ; griffin ;
wstruble ; wags@la.gov; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us;
kristacarman  Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov; mary.mayhew@maine.gov;
brandi_white@mcconnell.senate.gov; Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov;
blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov;
muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov; brian ;
ryan  nguillemard ; sarah.echols ; Mike
Schrimpf; Lindsay Russell; Seth Levey; ts ;
Bkanzeg ; aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us;
jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us;
Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us; MKennicott ; Mark.Cate@tn.gov;
Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt ; RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov;
bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; michelle.dynes@wyo.gov;
katyoder_99 ; pjpgator ; ,; Moore, Brian, GOV;
lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov; ,; Rojas, Elizabeth; Lowell Arye; Jonathan
Ringo; Stafford Olivia Palmieri; shawn.reese@wyo.gov
Subject: RGPPC Conference call Monday 10:30 AM EST

We will have our RGPPC policy call Monday morning at 10:30 AM EST.

Agenda and notes below:

Access code:  

Agenda:

1. Roll Call: Marie (MS)

2.  RGPPC Update: Marie (MS)

-- RGPPC Healthcare Summit- Save the date:  August 29 and 30th. Everyone
should be registered. We have over 70 governors staff registered...thank
you!   Should you have any questions about the event, please email

.  Questions regarding your flights and hotels should be
directed to .  Please advise your staff to bring plenty of
business cards for our networking session.
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--  Healthcare Survey-  Attached is a healthcare survey we'd like staff
attending to fill out and send back to us. We'd like to share these comments
with our panelists to ensure we are providing you the information you want
to hear.  If you'll allow us to attribute your comments to you or your
state, we will publish this document for our networking session to enhance
your ability to meet think tanks, other states, and private sector entities
that have similiar issues or can offer assistance to your needs.

-- Healthcare task force- next conference call on RGPPC broader
document/report will be on Tuesday, August 23 at 5:00 PM EST. We will begin
approval process.  Final approval due Friday, August 26 at NOON EDT.  *** A
new copy with all of your edits will be sent Tuesday.

-- Energy Effort:  Your Chief of Staffs received the attached letters from
Governor Mead's office on Sunday.  RGPPC will be working with Governor Mead
and other interested governors in facilitating regular conversations with
governors on energy policy.  We also are planning three RGPPC Energy
summits, similar to our upcoming healthcare summit in DC. Please email Seth
at Slevey org if your governor would like to sign the letter,
attached, to Adminstrator Jackson or if you have any questions. Deadline is
COB, Wed, August 24. Governor Mead's policy director Shawn Reese also is
reached at Shawn.Reese@wyo.gov

-- Best practices:  we are still writing best practices reports. Please take
the time to let us know what to feature in your state. Send us your
"accomplishments" press releases.  Direct us to any useful websites.  Again,
we will write your state's chapter/section and then send it to you to edit.
We will continue to feature 2 states a week on certain issues. Thanks in
advance for your cooperation in getting those proofed!   These reports will
be available on RGPPC.com.

-- Other Issues?:  Moving forward into other issues:  we'd like to move into
transportation, education and regulatory issues if there is enough interest
from the group to do so.  If your governor/you would like to lead on those
issues or another issue, please let us know.  We are striving to put
together leaderships teams on various issues.

3. House Update: Will (Speaker Boehner)

4. Senate Update:  Lanier (Leader McConnell)

5. NGA  Update: Lauren (NE)----Healthcare Exchange Conference Sept 8-9

6.  Other business?

Thanks to all-  mts

*****

Marie Thomas Sanderson
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC) MSanderson
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson; Marie Sanderson; vmariethomas
Cc: Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ; macarter32 ;

RSerote@az.gov; Adam.nordstrom  brian.mcmanus2
JohnPatrick.Walsh ; Rob.Jakubik ; bfulenwider@georgia.gov;
ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03  chiproytexas ; dhiowa ;
jabot10  janelcausey  jboeyink34  travisrichmond ;
wkloiber ; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov;
Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov;
tedpitts@gov.sc.gov; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us;
marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us; Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov;
Candice Whitfield; Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov; kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov;
Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov; debbie ; griffin ;
wstruble ; wags@la.gov; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman ;
Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov; mary.mayhew@maine.gov; brandi white@mcconnell.senate.gov;
Lanier Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov; blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov;
mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov; brian ;
ryan ; nguillemard ; sarah.echols ; Mike Schrimpf; Lindsay Russell; Seth
Levey; ts ; Bkanzeg ; aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us;
jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us;
MKennicott ; Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt ;
RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov; bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; michelle.dynes@wyo.gov;
katyoder 99 ; pjpgator ; ,; Moore, Brian, GOV; lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov; ,; Rojas,
Elizabeth; Lowell Arye; Jonathan Ringo; Stafford Olivia Palmieri; shawn.reese@wyo.gov; jhurst6 ;
rick.perez@guam.gov; twatkins

Subject: RE: RGPPC Conference call: Tomorrow/ Friday 10 AM EDT
Date: Thursday, September 15, 2011 6:40:46 PM

Please note typo in previous email. Friday's call is at 10:00 AM EDT, not 10:30 AM EDT

********

We will have our RGPPC policy call Monday morning at 10:00 AM EST.

Agenda and notes below:

Access code:  

Agenda:
1. Roll Call: Marie (MS)

2.  RGPPC Update: Marie (MS)

-- RGPPC Healthcare Summit- Save the date:  October 24/25.  Questions regarding your flights and
hotels should be directed to MBlock   Updated Agenda coming soon.

-- Healthcare task force:  Next call is Tuesday, September 20th, 5 PM EDT. We will discuss next steps
with the super committee, healthcare reform in general, and the CLASS Act's impact on states.

--  Governor Mead Energy Letter:  We are working to close out this letter. Please let Seth know where
you stand on this letter. SLevey

-- RGPPC Energy Policy Summit:  Save the Date:  December 12-13, Jackson Hole Wymoing.  More
information TBD regarding staffing and agenda.

--  Pension Reform: Conference call this afternoon/Friday 5 PM EDT

--  H2B Visa Employment issue (Matt Conrad- VA) *** See attachments

3. House Update: Will (Speaker Boehner)

4. Senate Update:  Lanier (Leader McConnell)
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5. NGA  Update: Lauren (NE)----Healthcare Exchange Conference Update

6.  Other business?

Thanks to all-  mts

*****

Marie Thomas Sanderson
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Andrew Silvestri; Lindsay Russell
Subject: RE: RGPPC Health Care Information, March 12th
Date: Monday, March 19, 2012 10:37:19 AM
Importance: High

Lindsay,
 
I have searched my inbox and do not have this. I am so sorry, maybe it went to spam or something?
Anyway, Oklahoma is fine with the principles, they look good! We support block grants but do not
have a quote or additional information to provide on this front.  Please let us know if you need
anything else.
 
Thank you, Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com
 

From: Andrew Silvestri 
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 10:11 AM
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: RGPPC Health Care Information, March 12th 
Importance: High
 
See below.
 

From: Lindsay Russell [mailto ] 
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 10:12 AM
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: RGPPC Health Care Information, March 12th 
Importance: High
 
You and Katie were on this email.
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:  | 
 
 

From: Lindsay Russell 
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 6:29 PM
To: Marie Sanderson; Lindsay Russell
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Subject: RGPPC Health Care Information, March 12th 
Importance: High
 
All:
 
Per our call this evening, the following email contains all the information in one place for your
convenience:
 
As the end of March quickly approaches, so does the second anniversary of Obamacare.  Thank you
for joining our conference call today to discuss our potential united efforts.  RGPPC is working with
the American Action Forum to provide talking points and communications assistance with op-
eds/other materials. Note: RGAs communications’ team will be contacting your press teams
separately.  

Key Dates and Info Needed below--- What we’ll request from you is in red. Given the quick
turnaround on much of this material, we will make ourselves available over the weekend should
anyone wish to discuss.
 
KEY DATES

March 19-23 (23rd actual anniversary) Obamacare Anniversary and Release of RGPPC Healthcare
report principles
March 28- Medicaid Expansion SCOTUS Oral Arguments

o    26th Anti-injunction arguments

o    27th individual mandate arguments
o    28thth Medicaid expansion arguments

 
INFO NEEDED
 

·         OBAMACARE STATE COSTS NEEDED: DUE Fri, MARCH 16  The RGPPC, in partnership with
Congressional leadership would like to use this opportunity to reiterate just how costly
Obamacare has and will continue to be on states. To aid in this effort attached is a
document we used last year to describe those cost (see pages 6-13).  Please take just a few
moments to read over last year’s comments and make edits and updates. We need these
edits completed by Friday March 16-COB.  Please send your data in “talking point form”
approved by your press team and boss, as demonstrated in the 1/7/11 letter, attached.   We
also will accept other data from your  states (in addition to your amended quotes)- as each
of you have highlighted the costs to obamacare in your own unique ways. A list of mandates
from PPACA also is attached and other examples are below such as:  

 
1.       Cost of Medicaid Expansion
2.        Cost of Conducting Eligibility for Medicaid expansion and Insurance Entitlement up to

400% FPL
3.        Estimated # of employees who will lose employee coverage and cost estimates
4.        Unworkable nature of timelines/no final rules/complexity of building IT systems to ensure

program integrity, limit fraud and abuse
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·         BLOCK GRANT SUPPORT QUOTES: Due Fri, MARCH 16 We anticipate that his budget will
support  block grant funding again this year.  If your governor supports block grant funding
and would like to support this concept in writing, we’d like to coordinate quotes from
supportive states.  Last year we wrote a leadership (TX, VA, MS, NJ) letter supporting block
grants; this year we ask for individual statements. 

 
·         APPROVAL OF HEALTHCARE STEERING COMMITTEE PRINCIPLES: Edits Due Wed, MARCH

14.  Approval Due Fri, MARCH 16 We will need your states approval of the healthcare
steering committee’s principles, which will guide our report writing process. We will release
a letter from leadership highlighting these principles.  We need general consensus that
states are comfortable with these principles.

 
Please let me or Marie know if you have any questions, comments/concerns or suggestions. We’ll
talk in more detail Monday afternoon about our comprehensive effort.   
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:   | 
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Lindsay Russell
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: RGPPC Health Care Information, March 12th
Date: Monday, March 19, 2012 12:45:58 PM
Importance: High

Marie and Lindsay,
 
We just got a request from the House Republican Study Committee to put out a statement in
support of H.R. 4160…I ma sure you are already aware of this but there is more info. below…is this
something that RGA as a whole may weigh in on or should we go forward independently? Thanks,
Katie
 

Last week, Representatives Todd Rokita, Tim Huelskamp, Paul Broun, M.D., and Jim
Jordan introduced The State Health Flexibility Act (H.R. 4160)—a bill that
streamlines federal Medicaid and Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) funding into
one block grant to the states, giving them maximum flexibility to better address the
unique health care needs of their most vulnerable citizens.

 

The bill text, bill summary, FAQs, and spending comparison chart (all available
here) describe how the bill provides maximum flexibility for states, better care for
vulnerable Americans, affordability for everyone, and accountability for taxpayers.

 

Also check out the favorable press coverage and numerous outside group
endorsements that have already come in:
http://rsc.jordan.house.gov/Solutions/statehealth.htm

In short, the bill: 

 

Ø  Funds federal assistance to the states to provide health-care-related items and
services for their indigent populations at current fiscal year 2012 levels;

Ø  Eliminates burdensome red tape and regulations promulgated from Kathleen
Sebelius’ Department of Health and Human Services (HHS);

Ø  Gives maximum flexibility for states to determine eligibility, benefits, and provider
reimbursement rates, as well as to improve the quality of care and access to vital
health services;

Ø  Meets the seven principles for Medicaid reform proposed by 29 Governors in June
2011;

Ø  Prevents the federal government from borrowing and spending $1.8 trillion we do
not have, without cutting a penny from current Medicaid and CHIP federal
funding;
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Ø  Requires annual state audits and reports to the U.S. Treasury, state legislatures,
and the public to ensure federal funding is spent properly. Misused funds detected
by an audit will result in forfeiture of the funds with a 10% penalty to encourage
proactive efforts to root out waste, fraud, and abuse;

Ø  Maintains current law prohibitions against abortion funding, health care services for
illegal aliens, and discrimination; and

Ø  Repeals ObamaCare and its costly mandates to help keep state health care
programs affordable and focused on the truly needy.

 

The State Health Flexibility Act is the legislative embodiment of the Medicaid
assumptions of last year’s RSC Budget —it begins the conversation of devolving federal
programs to the states by reforming the largest federal mean-tested welfare program.

 
 
http://rsc.jordan.house.gov/Solutions/statehealth.htm
 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 10:37 AM
To: Andrew Silvestri; Lindsay Russell
Subject: RE: RGPPC Health Care Information, March 12th 
Importance: High
 
Lindsay,
 
I have searched my inbox and do not have this. I am so sorry, maybe it went to spam or something?
Anyway, Oklahoma is fine with the principles, they look good! We support block grants but do not
have a quote or additional information to provide on this front.  Please let us know if you need
anything else.
 
Thank you, Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
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katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
 

Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com
 

From: Andrew Silvestri 
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 10:11 AM
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: RGPPC Health Care Information, March 12th 
Importance: High
 
See below.
 

From: Lindsay Russell [mailto  
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 10:12 AM
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: RGPPC Health Care Information, March 12th 
Importance: High
 
You and Katie were on this email.
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:  l
 
 

From: Lindsay Russell 
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 6:29 PM
To: Marie Sanderson; Lindsay Russell
Subject: RGPPC Health Care Information, March 12th 
Importance: High
 
All:
 
Per our call this evening, the following email contains all the information in one place for your
convenience:
 
As the end of March quickly approaches, so does the second anniversary of Obamacare.  Thank you
for joining our conference call today to discuss our potential united efforts.  RGPPC is working with
the American Action Forum to provide talking points and communications assistance with op-
eds/other materials. Note: RGAs communications’ team will be contacting your press teams
separately.  

Key Dates and Info Needed below--- What we’ll request from you is in red. Given the quick
turnaround on much of this material, we will make ourselves available over the weekend should
anyone wish to discuss.
 
KEY DATES
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March 19-23 (23rd actual anniversary) Obamacare Anniversary and Release of RGPPC Healthcare
report principles
March 28- Medicaid Expansion SCOTUS Oral Arguments

o    26th Anti-injunction arguments

o    27th individual mandate arguments
o    28thth Medicaid expansion arguments

 
INFO NEEDED
 

·         OBAMACARE STATE COSTS NEEDED: DUE Fri, MARCH 16  The RGPPC, in partnership with
Congressional leadership would like to use this opportunity to reiterate just how costly
Obamacare has and will continue to be on states. To aid in this effort attached is a
document we used last year to describe those cost (see pages 6-13).  Please take just a few
moments to read over last year’s comments and make edits and updates. We need these
edits completed by Friday March 16-COB.  Please send your data in “talking point form”
approved by your press team and boss, as demonstrated in the 1/7/11 letter, attached.   We
also will accept other data from your  states (in addition to your amended quotes)- as each
of you have highlighted the costs to obamacare in your own unique ways. A list of mandates
from PPACA also is attached and other examples are below such as:  

 
1.        Cost of Medicaid Expansion
2.        Cost of Conducting Eligibility for Medicaid expansion and Insurance Entitlement up to

400% FPL
3.        Estimated # of employees who will lose employee coverage and cost estimates
4.        Unworkable nature of timelines/no final rules/complexity of building IT systems to ensure

program integrity, limit fraud and abuse
 
 

·         BLOCK GRANT SUPPORT QUOTES: Due Fri, MARCH 16 We anticipate that his budget will
support  block grant funding again this year.  If your governor supports block grant funding
and would like to support this concept in writing, we’d like to coordinate quotes from
supportive states.  Last year we wrote a leadership (TX, VA, MS, NJ) letter supporting block
grants; this year we ask for individual statements. 

 
·         APPROVAL OF HEALTHCARE STEERING COMMITTEE PRINCIPLES: Edits Due Wed, MARCH

14.  Approval Due Fri, MARCH 16 We will need your states approval of the healthcare
steering committee’s principles, which will guide our report writing process. We will release
a letter from leadership highlighting these principles.  We need general consensus that
states are comfortable with these principles.

 
Please let me or Marie know if you have any questions, comments/concerns or suggestions. We’ll
talk in more detail Monday afternoon about our comprehensive effort.   
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
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P: (202) 662-4149 | C: 
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell; Seth Levey; Dustin Huffman; debbie ; Kinzel, Will; Swann, Lanier (McConnell);

White, Brandi (McConnell); lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov
Subject: RESCHEDULED today 5:30 PM 7/2 RGPPC Conference Call
Date: Monday, July 02, 2012 1:37:20 PM
Attachments: S 2105 Lieberman bil1.docx

Let Farmers Farm Act of 2012.pdf
Let Farmers Farm Dear Colleague.pdf
Farmers Farm Rationale.docx

Importance: High

Rescheduled for TODAY at 5:30 PM EDT.   Phone line should work.
 
 
From: Marie Sanderson 
Sent: Sunday, July 01, 2012 8:41 PM
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell; Seth Levey; Dustin Huffman; Deborah Hohlt; Kinzel, Will; Swann, Lanier
(McConnell); White, Brandi (McConnell); lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov
Subject: 7/2 RGPPC Conference Call
 
We will have our RGPPC policy call Monday 7/2 morning at 10:30 AM EST.
 
Agenda and notes below:
 

Access code:  
 
Agenda:
 
1. Roll Call: Seth/Lindsay- RGPPC
 
2.  RGPPC Update: Marie - RGPPC
 

a)      EVENTS: 
 
SAVE THE DATE: RGPPC Economic Development and  Infrastructure Policy Symposium,
Atlanta, GA, September 23-24. More information to come.

 
SAVE THE DATE: Virginia Governor and RGA Chairman Bob McDonnell will soon announce a K12

Education Reform Summit to be held August 15th – 17th in Richmond, Virginia. Governors and
their senior education advisors are invited to attend. Registration information will be available in
the weeks ahead. Among many topics, the Summit will feature experts and key leaders in the
areas of teacher quality, school choice and workforce development. For further information,
please contact Generra.Peck@governor.virginia.gov.

 
b)       Healthcare Communication- Messaging, Governors-only call Tuesday, Messaging
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heading into NGA 
 

c)      Subcommittee updates: 
 

1.       Energy and Environment: Report will be forward for final approval Monday,
7/2. Release date is targeted for July 12.

2.       Healthcare: Draft is being updated per Scottsdale meeting.
3.       Education/Workforce:. Draft is being updated per Scottsdale meeting.
4.       Jobs/Econ Dev/Infrastructure: Longer term efforts are being prepared by the

committee. Economic Development and Infrastructure Symposium Sept 23-24
5.       Federalism: To resume late summer
6.       Budget/Finance/Regulatory:  Preparing data on pension and tax reform.

 
d)     Senator Lieberman’s Cyber Security Bill:  Sean Miles (Fl) (see attachment)

 
e)       New EPA Legislation:  Representative Ann Marie Buerkle will be introducing

legislation which will empower states to resist EPA overreach onto our country’s
farms. In recent years, the EPA has been increasing its presence on American farms
with an historic pace of rulemaking.  Further regulations have been proposed and
discussed stemming from the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, and the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act which are looming and could have disastrous impacts
on our nation’s agriculture industry. This legislation will allow states to opt-out its
agriculture communities from compliance with these burdensome Federal mandates. 
The government needs to keep farmers in the business of farming, not busy
achieving arbitrary compliances.  See attachments. For more information or to offer
support please contact:  Matthew Satterley, 202-225-3701,
Matthew.Satterley@mail.house.gov.

 
 

 
f)       NGA Request Re TANF:  In order to prepare for the reauthorization of TANF, which expires

October 31, 2012, and to develop a cohesive message regarding work participation rates,
NGA is asking that Governors provide answers to the questions listed below.    All
information will be aggregated and individual states will not be identified.
 
1. Does your state count third-party expenses towards its MOE and if so, what percent of
the MOE are these third-party expenses?  What methodology does the state use to count
third-party expenses?
2.       Describe some of the complications, i.e. substance abuse, mental health issues, of
those TANF recipients who have been receiving assistance longer than the average and that
make it more difficult to place them in secure employment?  what percent of your TANF
caseload do these individuals account for?
3.       How many recipients have been terminated from TANF at the 60 month statutory
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cutoff?    Does the state provide extensions to individuals with substance abuse, child care,
mental illness or other related issues?
4.       How has the state used excess MOE in meeting work rates and what is the the
potential impact if the excess MOE credit  is eliminated?
5.       If not work participation rates, what would be a reasonable measure of TANF’s
effectiveness?
6.       Are there activities your state would add to the list of activities that count as ‘work’? 
 
Please provide your responses to Morgan Wilson at mwilson@nga.org.
 

g)      Please Complete Surveys
 

1.        PPACA and healthcare; working with US Senate Finance and House
Energy and Commerce to push back on a White House report
indicating that some R states, which are moving forward with some
form of a healthcare exchange, are endorsing Obamacare. Survey is
meant for data collection.   
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/RGPPC PPACA

2.       Energy and Environment Regs;  working with the Speaker’s Office on
the most burdensome regs and House Natural Resources on DoI and
ESA. Survey is meant for data collection.  
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/EE Regs Survey

 
 
 
4.House Update: Will (Speaker Boehner)
           
5.Senate Update:  Lanier or Brandi (Leader McConnell)
 
6.NGA Update: Lauren (NE)
 
                NGA Subcommittee updates:
 
7.  Other business?
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Adam.nordstrom  Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler
Subject: RGA annual meeting/Federalism update
Date: Sunday, November 11, 2012 6:54:17 PM

Guys—
 
In an effort to make you guys aware of moving parts for the Governors’ meeting in Las Vegas, below
is a summary of your subcommittee’s report. I expect most of the policy portion to be dedicated to
Obamacare and the conversations as of late, and I do not expect governors to be asked to make a
subcommittee report. Nevertheless, I wanted to share with you what we have prepared for your
committee. Let us know if you have any questions.
 
Best,
Marie
 
 
Federalism (Fallin and Brownback)

·         This subcommittee worked with the other committees to weave themes of Federalism
throughout the language used in reports, letters and press releases. 

·         This subcommittee also has investigated potential partnerships with other organizations,
such as the National Association of Counties to evaluate unfunded mandates.

 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Deborah Hohlt; Janel Anderson; Robert Spendlove; Anne CASSITY; brian ; ryan ;

lgromis ; kip.knudson@alaska.gov; shawnpreese ; adam.nordstrom ; Katie
Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Andrew Silvestri; Doug; Finkbeiner, Chris; McBride, Bill (GOV); Beth.Tipps@tn.gov;
TS

Cc: Lindsay Russell; Seth Levey; Dustin Huffman
Subject: RGPPC Leadership notes-- Govs Only Saturday
Date: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 9:59:43 AM

Guys-  in the Governors’ only meeting on Saturday at NGA, the governors will have
only one hour to discuss their moving parts. I realize some of your governors are not
attending the meeting. Their conversation will largely be dominated by healthcare. I
doubt they’ll get into individual committee reports, in fact, it won’t be detailed in their
agenda to do so.  Nevertheless, we will provide a short summary of efforts in their
binders, which will be at their seats when they arrive. Because you are in leadership, I
wanted to make you aware of what it says. Let me know if you have any heartburn.
 
Thanks,
Marie
 
 
This memo serves as an update regarding policy activities for 2012.
 
Healthcare (Jindal/Herbert/Sandoval):

·          Letter written to the President regarding “unanswered questions” submitted with press
effort on Tuesday.

·         PPACA costs to states is being updated.
·         Governors “Replace” report still being crafted.  Document is currently on hold to

defer to Governor Romney’s plans. The RGPPC could submit the “Replace” report to
the platform committee for consideration.

·         Successful policy symposium was held this summer in Scottsdale.
 
Energy (Mead/Corbett/Parnell):

·         The Energy Report is being approved by states and stakeholders (RGPPC member
companies and energy associations).  RGPPC is coordinating with Governor Romney
for potential release in late July.  The RGPPC could submit this report to the platform
committee for consideration.

·         Successful policy symposium was held this summer in Charlotte.
 
Education (Deal/Haslam):

·         The Education report is being written by states. 
·         Goal is to release this document in August and submit to the platform committee for

consideration.
·         Successful policy symposium was held this summer in Scottsdale.

 
Federalism (Brownback/Fallin):

·         This committee is crafting an op-ed to discuss Federalism
 
Transportation (Branstad/Snyder/Scott):

·         Policy symposium to be held this fall in Atlanta.
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·         Efforts this fall involve trade infrastructure.
 
Best Practices:

·         Governor Daniels has made sharing Best Practices the cornerstone of his RGPPC
efforts. States have been paired to share best practices in the attached document. 
RGPPC will host these events throughout the fall.  States may choose to attend
additional sessions.

 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
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A New Medicaid: 
A Flexible, Innovative and Accountable Future 

 
 

Republican Governors Public Policy Committee  
Health Care Task Force  

August 30, 2011 
 
 

 
 
 
 

The Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC) is the official policy 
organization of the nation’s Republican governors.  The RGPPC brings together 31 state 
governors to speak with one voice on public policy issues that impact their states.1 
 
This report is a collection of policy ideas from the RGPPC Health Care Task Force.  This 
report does not constitute an endorsement of the policy prescription by any specific 
governor.  Instead, these policy proposals should be viewed as among the best ideas 
from the states to be considered in reforming the nation’s health care system.  While this 
report is focused on specific solutions for the Medicaid program, it is important to note 
that Medicaid is only one segment of the entire health care system and cannot be 
considered separately from the overall health care insurance system.   

 
 

                                                           
1
 In this report, the term “states” generally refers to the governments of the states, the territories and the District 

of Columbia. 
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Introduction: The Critical Role of Governors in Achieving Health Care Reform                                

 
In May 2011, House Energy and Commerce Committee Chairman Fred Upton and Senate 
Finance Committee Ranking Member Senator Orrin Hatch sent a joint letter to Republican 
governors seeking their guidance in reforming and improving the Medicaid program.  Chairman 
Upton and Senator Hatch described the urgent need for reform in grave terms stating, “We are 
concerned that the program is failing patients; is a target for waste, fraud and abuse; and is 
bankrupting both state and federal governments.”  
 
Republican governors share Chairman Upton and Senator Hatch’s concerns and have accepted 
the charge of outlining for Congress a set of guiding principles for a new Medicaid.  Since May, 
the Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC) Health Care Task Force has 
facilitated an ongoing and substantive dialogue among Republican governors centered on 
addressing the challenges of the nation’s Medicaid crisis.  In June, 29 Republican governors 
submitted written principles to Chairman Upton and Senator Hatch. These seven guiding 
principles are central to building a flexible, innovative and accountable future for the Medicaid 
program. 
 
A New Medicaid: A Flexible, Innovative and Accountable Future is the culmination of the 
combined efforts of policymakers and health care administrators in the nation’s Republican-led 
states. This report will serve as the basis for dialogue during the upcoming RGPPC-sponsored 
Health Care Summit to be held in Washington D.C., on Oct. 24-25, 2011.2 The summit will 
feature governors, their senior health care staff, key House and Senate staff, and 
representatives from both the private sector and policy community. Together, stakeholders will 
engage in a serious – and much-needed – discussion focused on Medicaid reform and the policy 
options proposed by the nation’s Republican governors. 
 
The RGPPC Health Care Summit is significant in that it will bring forward specific policy solutions 
for health care reform from the nation’s governors for the first time.  Despite repeated efforts 
by governors from both parties to engage in the debate leading up to the passage of the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), the White House largely ignored state input.3 This 
is in stark contrast to the welfare reform debate of the 1990s, in which governors played a 
major role in identifying the solutions that culminated in the 1996 passage of the bipartisan 
Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act.   
 
By carrying out a partisan and exclusively federal debate, the White House only made the 
health care crisis worse. Today, Americans are no closer to affordable health care with the 
passage of the PPACA than they were before the debate began. This makes the RGPPC’s efforts 

                                                           
2
 The Health Care Summit was originally scheduled for Aug. 29-30, 2011, but was rescheduled due to Hurricane 

Irene. 
3
 Governors from both parties were excluded from the White House-arranged health care reform meeting at Blair 

House on Feb. 25, 2010, which was billed as a bipartisan, open and honest discussion among health care reform’s 
key stakeholders.  
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to identify improvements to provide health care to the most vulnerable individuals all the more 
important.   
 
The PPACA expansion of the Medicaid program is the largest expansion of this program in 
history. As a result, we are deeply concerned the existing challenges Medicaid faces today will 
be exacerbated by the program’s unprecedented growth over the next few years. We must 
think about a new Medicaid program—one that more easily adjusts to the needs, ideas and 
culture of each state. 
 
Republican governors stand ready to work with Congress and the Administration to develop a 
better and more efficient Medicaid system, one that gives states greater flexibility, spurs 
delivery innovation, encourages greater accountability, and reduces the cost of the program to 
states and the federal government alike. 
 
Governors and states that provided input for this report include:   
 
Governor Robert Bentley, Alabama 
Governor Sean Parnell, Alaska 
Governor Jan Brewer, Arizona 
Governor Rick Scott, Florida 
Governor Nathan Deal, Georgia 
Governor Eddie Baza Calvo, Guam 
Governor Butch Otter, Idaho  
Governor Mitch Daniels, Indiana 
Governor Terry Branstad, Iowa 
Governor Sam Brownback, Kansas 
Governor Bobby Jindal, Louisiana  
Governor Paul LePage, Maine 
Governor Rick Snyder, Michigan 
Governor Haley Barbour, Mississippi 
Governor Dave Heineman, Nebraska 
Governor Brian Sandoval, Nevada 

Governor Chris Christie, New Jersey 
Governor Susana Martinez, New Mexico 
Governor Jack Dalrymple, North Dakota 
Governor John Kasich, Ohio 
Governor Mary Fallin, Oklahoma 
Governor Tom Corbett, Pennsylvania 
Governor Luis Fortuno, Puerto Rico  
Governor Nikki Haley, South Carolina 
Governor Dennis Daugaard, South Dakota  
Governor Bill Haslam, Tennessee 
Governor Rick Perry, Texas  
Governor Gary Herbert, Utah 
Governor Bob McDonnell, Virginia  
Governor Scott Walker, Wisconsin 
Governor Matt Mead, Wyoming
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Medicaid and the States 

 
States have always played a central role in ensuring medical care for the neediest 
Americans.  Until 1965, health care for low-income and disabled citizens was a state and 
local issue with limited federal involvement. With the passage of Title XIX of the Social 
Security Act of 1965, Medicaid was created as a means-tested joint program, or 
“partnership,” between the federal and state governments. 
 
Under this joint program, states could design and administer their own programs, but 
the federal government would monitor the programs and establish requirements for 
service delivery, quality and eligibility standards. To determine federal funding levels, 
the Social Security Act of 1965 outlined Federal Medical Assistance Percentages (FMAP) 
to calculate the federal government’s financial contribution to each state’s specific 
program. The FMAP rates are based on each state’s three-year rolling average per capita 
income compared to the continental United States income.i  In 2010, the federal 
government paid a nationwide average of 57 cents on every dollar spent on Medicaid.ii 
 
Over the past 45 years, the Medicaid program has evolved into a cumbersome, 
complicated and unaffordable burden on nearly every state. The Department of Health 
and Human Services Centers for Medicare & Medicaid (CMS) 2010 Actuarial Report on 
the Financial Outlook for Medicaid paints a grim picture for the more than 45 states and 
the District of Columbia that have projected budget shortfalls for FY 2012.iii  State 
Medicaid expenditures are projected to reach $327.6 billion by FY 2019, increasing at a 
compounded annual growth rate of 9.8 percent, or more than twice the historical rate.iv  
 
The dramatic increase in projected state Medicaid expenditures is in large part due to 
the PPACA, which mandates states expand their Medicaid eligibility standards to include 
all individuals at or below 138 percent of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) beginning in 
2014.4 
 
Annual state Medicaid rolls have swelled to more than 69.5 million enrollees, or more 
than 1 in 5 Americans, in 2011.v  Medicaid enrollment now exceeds Medicare 
enrollment by more than 8.1 million people on an average monthly basis.vi  After 
PPACA’s mandated eligibility expansion goes into effect in 2014, CBO projects that an 
additional 25.6 million peoplevii will enroll in Medicaid in the next decade, increasing 
state administrative costs by $12 billion.viii  Overall, PPACA’s new eligibility groups are 
expected to cost the states a total of more than $118 billion through 2023.ix

 

 
Beyond the administrative demands of expanded Medicaid eligibility, the inclusion of 
tax credits for individuals up to 400 percent of the FPL, under the PPACA, poses an 

                                                           
4
 The PPACA mandates states expand eligibility standards to 133 percent of the FPL, but includes a 

subsequent provision that disregards the first 5 percent of an individual’s income, therefore making the 
expansion equivalent to 138 percent of the FPL. 
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access to care concern for enrollees, the insured and states.  Today, coverage by 
Medicaid does not immediately equate to access to appropriate care.  Increasingly, 
individuals and families enrolled in the Medicaid program face barriers to receiving care 
from primary care physicians, specialists and behavioral health professionals.   
 
The PPACA only exacerbates the access problem as Medicaid rolls are expected to 
balloon to more than 95.1 million Americans.x  Left unaddressed, the negative impact 
will be felt financially and from a public health perspective as current Medicaid patients 
routinely receive services delivered in the most costly care settings (i.e., emergency 
rooms): 

 A nationwide survey of physicians, published in June 2010, found that 
54.5 percent of primary care physicians, 45.6 percent of medical 
specialists, and 49.3 percent of surgical specialists are no longer 
accepting new Medicaid patients.xi 

 In a separate 2010 survey of 1,800 emergency room physicians, 71 
percent of respondents expect emergency visits to increase, and 47 
percent anticipate conditions will worsen for patients.xii 

 Even more overutilization of America’s emergency departments by 
Medicaid enrollees could cost states, hospitals and physicians as much as 
$35.8 billion over the next decade in unaccounted for expenditures.xiii 

 
Medicaid is a severe budgetary threat to states and a barrier to quality care for the 
neediest Americans. Washington is passing the buck on budget leadership and 
entitlement reform without giving states the freedom to design a program that works 
best for their citizens.  Bending the unsustainable trajectory of the Medicaid program 
will require flexibility, accountability and innovative solutions at the state level.  
 
Congress and the Administration cannot continue to simply shift the cost of the 
Medicaid program onto states in an effort to proclaim federal deficit reduction. As 
governors, we believe there is an opportunity to reduce Medicaid costs for both states 
and the federal government while improving the quality of the program overall. 
Financing reforms at the federal level must be partnered with new and aggressive state 
flexibility measures that provide every governor and state government the ability to 
best manage their programs.  
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Moving Forward: Flexibility, Innovation and Accountability  

 
The first and best step toward a successful Medicaid transformation is repealing the 
PPACA and replacing it with market-based, common sense reforms to our health care 
system.  As discussed earlier in this document, true health care reform cannot be done 
in a silo or only through Medicaid.  For example, reform of the tax code is essential to 
true reform of our health care system.   
 
All components of the health care system should be part of the reform efforts. 
Regardless of the outcome of the PPACA debate, Medicaid must be transformed – not 
just reformed around the edges or managed through the cumbersome and outdated 
waiver process. If the PPACA is upheld by the Supreme Court, it will be essential to have 
a Medicaid program that taps into the innovation that states have been known for 
throughout the history of the Medicaid program.5  Therefore, it is imperative that the 
system be modified immediately to assist states with their current programs.   
 
States must have the flexibility to create and manage a Medicaid program within their 
boundaries that is consistent with each state's needs and culture.  Each state Medicaid 
program should be accountable for measured improvement in the health status of their 
Medicaid populations based on quality and outcome metrics,6 rather than compliance 
with bureaucratic processes that, in too many cases, have no impact on improving the 
lives of the most vulnerable Americans, or promoting efficiency and prudent utilization 
of taxpayers’ dollars.  Measurements of health status should include items that reflect 
individual behavior and responsibility in one’s own health.   
 
The policy options presented in this report are the result of discussions among 
numerous state officials (i.e., governors, secretaries of health and human services; 
Medicaid program directors and representatives; and governors’ senior policy staffs). 
States may choose to utilize these policies to transform their respective Medicaid 
programs into cost-effective and efficient operations that emphasize a patient-centered 
approach to achieve higher quality outcomes. Outlined in this document are policy 

                                                           
5
 In Oklahoma, SoonerCare deployed utilization review to identify and educate frequent Medicaid 

Emergency Room (ER) users (4 or more visits per quarter).  From January 2006 to March 2009,  
SoonerCare contacted 20,491 members that accounted for 107,435 ER visits during that period. The state 
estimates that the utilization review program led to a reduction of 51,628 visits (48%) and a savings of 
more than $12 million in unnecessary ER expenditures.  
In Pennsylvania, the Healthy Hoops program was established in response to an increase in asthma-related 
hospital admissions. By targeting the at-risk population, the state deployed a comprehensive approach 
that led to a 10% increase in medication adherence and a dramatic decline in ER use.  
In Arizona, the adoption of a statewide Medicaid managed care model resulted in a 7% savings over fee-
for-service delivery over a 10-year period. 
6
 For example, the number of people who are monitoring their A1C (blood sugar) measurements; a 

decline in readmission rates and emergency room visits; weight loss and disease management; or 
medication adherence. 
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solutions that would increase Medicaid’s efficiency and effectiveness as a part of the 
overall health care delivery system regardless of whether or not PPACA is repealed.  
 
Policy Solutions 

 
A New Medicaid:  A Flexible, Innovative and Accountable Future offers a pathway for 
true innovation in our Medicaid programs as state leaders seek to provide cost effective, 
quality health care for their most vulnerable populations.  
 
Principle #1:  States are best able to make decisions about the design of their health 
care systems based on their respective needs, culture and the values of each state. 
 
The term “partnership” between states and the federal government is a misnomer. 
Rather than acting as a partner, the federal government dictates and micromanages 
rules and regulations that, in many cases, impede a state’s ability to innovate and create 
programs that improve the health of its citizens and contain costs.  Medicaid programs 
are and should be far more accountable to its citizens at the state and local levels, both 
in the scope and quality of services provided and the budgetary reality, than to current 
procedural regulations and rules issued by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services (CMS).   
 
Solution #1: Provide states the option to define and negotiate a broad outcome-based 
Program Operating Agreement (POA) with CMS. The only notification required would be 
when a state elects to update or change an agreed upon POA.  States would publicly 
report the outcome measures established within the POA on a routine basis. CMS 
oversight should only be triggered when there is a significant deviation in the reported 
versus projected measure.  The number of measures should be finite.  Eliminate the 
onerous federal review process for operating the Medicaid program within each state, 
such as requiring waivers for designing systems, benefits, services, and payment and 
reimbursement rates.  The relationship between the federal and state government 
should be based on the principles of value-based purchasing rather than rigorous, 
complex and lengthy processes.   
 
Solution #2: States can create a specific “dashboard” to measure accountability utilizing 
recognized measures of quality, cost, access and customer satisfaction that reflects the 
states’ priorities and permits an assessment of program performance over time. Where 
possible, states will utilize the expertise of state, local and national organizations that 
have developed appropriate measures. In many cases, states already have developed 
extensive measures of quality and accountability, including customer satisfaction. These 
dashboards should utilize those processes instead of recreating onerous administrative 
burdens for states.  
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Solution #3:  Repeal Maintenance of Effort (MOE) requirements established by the 
PPACA.  This would return flexibility to states and allow them to make changes in 
eligibility that are essential to the efficient and effective operation of their programs. 
 
Solution #4:  Program integrity should be the responsibility of the state. Currently, 
common practice is to utilize federal contractors for program integrity initiatives, most 
of whom are not familiar with individual state programs and simply engage in “pay and 
chase,” where claims are paid and then states seek payments afterward. Instead, states 
and their staffs should be able to utilize existing federal funding sources to proactively 
fight fraud and abuse activities. 
 
Solution #5:  Require the federal government to take full responsibility for the 
uncompensated care costs of treating illegal aliens. 
 
Principle #2:  States should have the opportunity to innovate by using flexible, 
accountable financing mechanisms that are transparent and hold states accountable 
for efficiency and quality health care. Such mechanisms may include a block grant, a 
capped allotment outside of a waiver, or other accountable and transparent financing 
approaches. 
 
The Medicaid program currently has a variety of federal matching rates based on 
program areas (e.g., administration, benefits, state Children's Health Insurance Program 
(SCHIP), information technology), as well as a Federal Medical Assistance Percentage 
(FMAP) methodology that is both outdated and not responsive to a state’s true financial 
need.  
 
It is almost impossible for anyone to understand the scope and complexity of funding 
for Medicaid. Medicaid financing should be fully transparent and consistent with the 
goals of providing assistance to states with a significant percentage of their population 
at or below the poverty level.  Every financial system should be designed to encourage 
innovation and efficient delivery of health care services. 
 
Solution #6:  Allow states to pilot self-directed alignment structures for state and federal 
health care programs to reduce the incidence of cost-shifting from one program to 
another, encourage efficiency in complementary programs and ensure program 
integrity. 
 
Solution #7:  Federal and state financial participation in the Medicaid program should be 
rational, predictable and reasonable.  As aforementioned, the dramatic expansion of 
Medicaid scheduled for 2014 could have dire consequences on the management of the 
program. Because of PPACA, there are essentially two different programs within 
Medicaid and states are expected to maintain duplicate systems for program eligibility 
and program financing.  
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Solution #8:  If a state can demonstrate budget neutrality, provide states the ability to 
use state or local funding, now spent as match funding, for certain health services that 
would pay for Medicaid services or health system improvements that are currently not 
“matchable,” but are cost effective and improve the value of the Medicaid program. 
This could include Health Information Exchanges, increased benefits for some 
individuals, improved care management and local care coordination, and pilot programs 
to test innovations. 
 
Solution #9:  States should be encouraged to develop innovative programs to reduce 
chronic illnesses and the burden of associated health care costs to individuals and the 
taxpayers.  Allow states to invest in alternative programs that reduce hospital 
emergency room visits and other community-based programs to reduce 
hospitalizations. 
 
Solution #10:  Program integrity should be the responsibility of the states. In order to 
properly insure the taxpayers’ investment in Medicaid is protected:  

 All sources of federal funding allocated to combat waste, fraud and abuse should 
be included in any block grant or alternative financing mechanism proposal.  

 An enhanced contingency fee should be paid to states for increasing their efforts 
to decrease waste, fraud and abuse. The current system’s development 
matching rate of 90/10 should be allowed for improvements to states’ current 
fraud and abuse, and eligibility systems. Innovative programs that show a 
positive return on investment for both the state and federal governments should 
be allowed without the onerous waiver process. 

 The entire appeals process for any recoupments and overpayments should be 
exhausted prior to paying the federal share of the recovery. 

 
Principle #3:  Medicaid should be focused on quality, value-based purchasing and 
patient-centered programs that work in concert to improve the health of states’ 
citizens and drive value over volume, quality over quantity, and, at the same time, 
contain costs.   
 
Alternative payment mechanisms, including those where payments are capitated,7 
present a host of policy solutions for state policymakers.  These alternative mechanisms 
have enabled states to improve access to care through private insurance networks, 
facilitate care coordination across providers, instill provider accountability and deliver 
better outcomes.  But the federal government continues to present numerous barriers 
to their use within the Medicaid program by requiring a state to go through the 
cumbersome, subjective waiver process to implement innovative alternative payment 
mechanisms, or include individuals who are exempt from these plans but would benefit 
from care coordination.    

                                                           
7
A set or actuarially sound global provider fee is established regardless of the types or volume of 

treatment. 
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Unless a state is granted a waiver, there are restrictions on which Medicaid populations 
can participate in alternative payment methodologies and how much control plans can 
exert over provider networks.  These restrictions limit the effectiveness of care 
coordination and shortchange Medicaid recipients.  Existing restrictions include: a 
requirement to offer the program statewide or meet certain CMS population 
requirements, limits on cost sharing (co-payments, deductibles, co-insurance), limits on 
closed network providers/services, retroactivity (requiring payment of all covered 
services provided within three months of being determined eligible), and requirements 
related to the number of plans offering managed Medicaid services.  
 
Solution #11:  Provide states with the flexibility, without requesting waivers or initiating 
the state plan amendment process, to pay providers based on providers meeting quality 
care and value-based criteria rather than the current fee-for-service approach.  Allow 
innovative payment methodologies to encourage care coordination for all Medicaid 
eligibles, without exception.  Other options could be capitated payments, shared 
savings, and incentive arrangements when such payments encourage coordination, 
reduce cost shifting and improve care delivery.   
 
Solution #12:  Provide states with the ability to implement bundling projects (a provider 
is paid an amount for a discrete event, such as hip replacement, and that provider pays 
other providers for all necessary care for the event, with providers sharing in savings). 
 
Solution #13:  Give states the ability to use only one managed care organization if client 
volume in an area is insufficient to support two. CMS now requires at least two 
managed care organizations in each area. 
 
Principle #4:  States must be able to streamline and simplify the eligibility process to 
ensure coverage for those most in need, and states must be able to enforce reasonable 
cost sharing for those able to pay. 
 
 A national discussion regarding Medicaid eligibility and the scope of government 
assistance is urgently needed.  In addition, a plan for self-sufficiency, where possible, 
similar to that designed in welfare reform, must be part of that discussion.  
  
Solution #14:  Establish reasonable, rational and consistent asset tests for eligibility.  
Amend PPACA’s definitions of income to count child support payments (current law in 
Medicaid), and reverse the use of Modified Adjusted Gross Income (MAGI) in order to 
avoid new eligibility for higher-income Americans. 
 
Solution #15:  Give states the flexibility to streamline and improve the eligibility 
determination system by contracting with private firms.  
 
Solution #16:  Within a state’s fair share of federal funding, there should be significant 
flexibility regarding how a state provides eligibility for its population in need. 
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Solution #17:  Eliminate the marriage penalty.  
 
Principle #5:  States can provide Medicaid recipients a choice in their health care 
coverage plans, just as many have in the private market, if they are able to leverage 
the existing insurance marketplace.  
 
Medicaid recipients should have a stake in their personal health care, and the Medicaid 
program, by design, should make room for recipients to play a role in the decision-
making process. Personal responsibility and consumer choice for Medicaid recipients 
must be standard components of a new Medicaid.  Medicaid recipients, like the rest of 
Americans, should be given both the freedom to choose their health plans and the 
responsibility to contribute to their health care costs at a level that is appropriate.  
Under current law, cost sharing (i.e., a co-payment) is not enforceable at the point of 
service if the individual is below 100 percent of the FPL.   
 
A successful example can be found in Indiana.  In 2007, Indiana launched the Healthy 
Indiana Plan (HIP), which extends high deductible health plans and accounts similar to 
health savings accounts (HSA) to low-income parents of children covered by Medicaid 
and SCHIP, as well as childless adults, through a waiver.   
 
Solution #18:  Eliminate the obsolete mandatory and optional benefit requirements. 
Provide states the flexibility to design appropriate benefit structures to meet the needs 
of their recipients in a cost-effective and efficient manner as part of the state’s 
negotiated plan. 
 
Solution #19:  Eliminate benefit mandates that exceed the private insurance market 
benchmark or benchmark equivalent.  Design benefit packages that meet the needs of 
specific populations, including allowing a plan that puts non-disabled populations into 
Section 1937 benchmark plans.xiv  Amend Section 1937 to include cost-sharing 
provisions and allow states the authority to enforce cost sharing. 
 
Solution #20:  Purchase catastrophic coverage combined with an HSA-like account for 
the direct purchase of health care and payment of cost sharing for appropriate 
populations determined by each state. 
 
Solution #21:  Provide states the option of rewarding individuals who participate in 
health promotion or disease prevention activities. 
 
Solution #22:  Provide states with the ability to offer “value-added” or additional 
services for individuals choosing a low-cost plan or managed care plan (i.e., additional 
services and benefits offered by coordinated care companies for successful completion 
of healthy baby programs, or an adult dental benefit).   
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Solution #23:  Allow states the option of contributing to a private insurance benefit for 
all members of the family.  Require all members of the family to participate in cost-
effective coverage. 
 
Solution #24:  Lower the threshold for premium payments to 100% FPL to encourage a 
sense of shared beneficiary ownership in health care decisions. 
 
Principle #6:  Territories must be ensured full integration into the federal health care 
system so they can provide health care coverage to those in need with the flexibility 
afforded to the states. 
 
Currently, the FMAPs for the territories are set by statute at artificially low rates 
compared with the 50 states, and are subject to arbitrary caps.  This unequal funding 
places a crippling burden on territorial budgets, limits the services that territories can 
provide for their Medicaid-eligible populations, and encourages the residents of the 
territories – who are Americans – to move to states, where they can receive better-
funded Medicaid services.  
 
Additionally, the federal government’s patchwork approach to the application of 
Medicaid regulations to the territories has limited the territories’ ability to develop and 
implement programs specific to the needs of their populations. For example, under 
current law, the authority of the secretary of the Department of Health and Human 
Services to waive or modify Medicaid requirements beyond the FMAP, Medicaid cap, 
and/or the scope of allowable Medicaid services, extends to the 50 states, American 
Samoa and the Northern Mariana Islands, but is not extended to the territories of the 
Virgin Islands, Guam and Puerto Rico.    
 
Solution #25:  The territories should be treated consistently, fairly and rationally in 
funding, services and program design. 
 
Principle #7:  States must have greater flexibility in eligibility, financing and service 
delivery in order to provide long-term services and support that keep pace with the 
people Medicaid serves. New federal requirements threaten to stifle state innovation 
and investment.  In addition, since dual eligibles (individuals who are eligible for both 
Medicare and Medicaid) now constitute 39 percent xv of Medicaid spending, Medicare 
policies that shift costs to the states must be reversed, and the innovative power of 
states should be rewarded by a shared-savings program that allows full flexibility to 
target and deliver services that are cost effective for both state and federal taxpayers. 
 
As a result of mandatory expansions under the PPACA, Medicaid covers even more non-
disabled individuals at higher income levels. In addition, in the current Medicaid 
program, the majority of the Medicaid population has at least one family member in the 
workforce.  The transformation of Medicaid must include changes in the design and 
expectations of the program to reflect this reality. 
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Federal law also specifies services that must be covered by Medicaid programs. States 
have the option of offering other services if they are approved by the Centers for 
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), which administers these programs. However, the 
“mandatory” and “optional” benefit structure of Medicaid has been obsolete for 
decades.8  
 
The original program and health care, in general, reflects medical care provided in 
hospitals and other acute care settings. With the advancements in medicine and an 
increased number of people living with chronic diseases, such as cancer, heart disease 
and diabetes, treatment protocols have changed as have the locations of those 
treatments.  As medical costs generally have shifted from the treatment of infectious or 
high-mortality diseases in hospital settings to more chronic diseases treated in 
outpatient settings, the mandatory and optional benefit categories are no longer 
relevant to today's health care needs and do not reflect medical advances. Starting with 
the increased importance of prescription drugs in medical care (i.e., managing diabetes 
with medication versus an amputation procedure) and continuing through the 
emergence of home- and community-based services, these categories must be re-
examined.  Under current Medicaid rules, for example, an individual is entitled to a 
nursing home bed, but medical services to allow an individual to stay at home are 
optional.  States must rely upon “waivers”xvi or a state plan amendment process to 
respond to the changing health care delivery system, including the ability to provide 
many home- and community-based services for long-term care. 
 
Solution #26:  At a state’s discretion, permit states to redesign Medicaid into multiple 
parts.  Medicaid Part A would focus on preventive, acute, chronic and palliative care 
services; and Part B would focus on long-term supports and services (LTSS).  This would 
enable a state to better manage the different needs between populations who only 
need LTSS.  Eligibility for Part B would be based on income and functional screening of 
an individual’s long-term services and LTSS needs.  
 
Solution #27:  Engage in shared savings arrangements for dual eligible members when 
the state can demonstrate the Medicare program reduced costs as a result of an action 
by a state Medicaid program. 

                                                           
8
 Federal law also specifies services that must be covered by Medicaid programs. Other services may be 

offered, at a state’s option, if approved by CMS. Mandatory coverage includes:  inpatient hospital 
services, excluding services for mental disease; outpatient hospital services;  federally qualified health 
center services; rural health clinic services (if permitted under state law); laboratory and x-ray services 
rendered outside a hospital or clinic; nursing facility services for beneficiaries age 21 and older; physician 
services; certified pediatric and family nurse practitioner services (when licensed to practice under state 
law); nurse midwife services; medical and surgical services of a dentist; Early and Periodic Screening, 
Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT) services for children; family planning services and supplies; home-health 
services for beneficiaries who are entitled to nursing facility services under the state’s Medicaid plan, 
including intermittent or part-time nursing services, home health aide services and medical supplies and 
appliances for use in the home; and pregnancy-related services and services for other conditions that 
might complicate pregnancy, as well as postpartum care for 60 days. 
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Solution #28:  Repeal restrictions that impede self-direction of long-term care supports 
and services (LTSS) and allow states the ability to design programs that meet their needs 
and are cost effective. 
 
Solution #29:  At the state’s option, replace Medicare cost-sharing with state- 
administered, 100% federal grants. 
 
Solution #30:  Give states the flexibility to enroll more members, especially families, in 
premium assistance programs including Medicare benefits, when it is cost efficient. 
Medicaid should be the payer and insurer of last resort. 
 
Solution #31:  Extend Medicare coverage of skilled nursing facilities by 60 days. 
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Conclusion 

 
Our nation is at a crossroads.  We have the ability to transform our health care system 
to make it more responsive to the needs of our citizens by being more efficient and 
effective.  This cannot be done by taking the entire U.S. health care system and making 
it a federally-sponsored and controlled entitlement program. Instead, we must build on 
the strength of our private insurance market, and encourage value-based purchasing 
and personal responsibility, while continuing to protect our most vulnerable 
populations.    
 
The Medicaid program must be truly transformed, not just reformed around the edges. 
The RGPPC looks forward to participating in this ongoing dialogue as we work together, 
with both state governments and the federal government, to critically analyze and 
improve health care delivery.  
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REPUBLICAN GOVERNORS 
PURLIC POI.ICY COMM I TTFF. 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Republican Governors 
From: RGPPC 'Replacement Strategy Steering Committee' 

7 Guiding Principles for Health Care Reform Subject: 
Date: March 12, 2012 

7 Guiding Principles for Healthcare Reform 

1. Health Care Reform Should Emphasize Health 
The health and well-being of an individual is determined by more than health services 
consumed. Employment, education and personal choices strongly influence the overall 
health of each American. Unfortunately, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 
undermines employment and limits personal choice. Meaningful reform should emphasize 
health by expanding economic opportunity and aligning incentives for Americans to make 
healthier personal choices that will drive improvements throughout the healthcare system. 

2. Health Care Reform Should Empower Individuals and Promote Individual 
Responsibility 
Americans should be in control of their health and the decisions regarding their care. 
Individuals and families, not governments, are best able to decide the right course of action, 
which is why price and quality transparency are essential to meaningful reform. 

3. Health Care Reform Should Enable Medicaid to Restore and Maintain the Economic 
Independence as well as Health Status of the Neediest Americans 
Medicaid should be a bridge, not a barrier, to independence. The design of public assistance 
programs should offer support for disabled Americans and help individuals return to or 
maintain economic independence as well as health status. 

4. Health Care Reform Should Increase Design Flexibility in Medicaid and the Private 
Insurance Market to Improve Coverage Choices 
Increasing design flexibility in the Medicaid program and private insurance market will 
strengthen access to care fo r patients, reduce the regulatory burden that increases the cost 
of care, and lead to innovative care management programs. 

5. Health Care Reform Should Align Delivery System Incentives to Improve the Value of 
Patient Care 
Delivery system incentives should be aligned to focus on quality, value-based and patient
centered programs that work in concert to improve the health of our states' citizens and 
drive value over volume, quality over quantity, while at the same time containing costs. 

6. Health Care Reform Should Foster State Innovation to Improve Healthcare Systems 
States are best able to make decisions about the design of their healthcare systems based on 
the respective needs, culture and values of each state. Healthcare reform should reduce the 
federal disruption in state and local healthcare markets while increasing accountability for 
outcomes. 
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REPUBLICAN GOVERNORS 
PURLIC POI.ICY COMM I TTFF. 

7. Health Care Reform Should Address Unsustainable Spending at the Family, State and 
Federal Levels to Alleviate the Debt Burden that Threatens Our Children's Future 
Families, states, and the federal government face a dangerous budgetary outlook made 
worse by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act. The budget problem is spending, 
and correcting it means empowering individuals and fixing the tax code to remove hidden 
costs from the healthcare system. 
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell; Mike Schrimpf; Jon Thompson
Subject: SCOTUS Medicaid decision: call today at 4:30 EST
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 12:13:08 PM
Importance: High

All: Quick update on the Medicaid opinion.
 

1.      CALL SCHEDULED FOR TODAY:  We will host a call at
4:30 EST today to discuss moving parts with a team of
experts.  1 800 653 7913  access code 4341764

2.     PRESS:  We realize many of you are torn with what to say
regarding the Medicaid expansion piece in your public
states.  We request that you continue indicate that your
state is studying the opinion. We will discuss this today on
the call.  We will discuss Medicaid expansion, MOEs,
healthcare exchanges and a number of other questions you
might have.   While the expansion piece is voluntary,
Medicaid is still a regulatory mess and other pieces of
PPACA for states appear to be intact. 

 
Thanks,
Marie
 

 

 

More:

http://www.scotusblog.com/2012/06/court-holds-that-states-have-choice-whether-to-

join-medicaid-expansion/

 
Court holds that states have choice whether to join
medicaid expansion
The Court’s decision on the constitutionality of the Medicaid expansion is divided and
complicated.  The bottom line is that: (1) Congress acted constitutionally in offering states
funds to expand coverage to millions of new individuals; (2) So states can agree to expand
coverage in exchange for those new funds; (3) If the state accepts the expansion funds, it
must obey by the new rules and expand coverage; (4) but a state can refuse to participate in
the expansion without losingall of its Medicaid funds; instead the state will have the option
of continue the its current, unexpanded plan as is.
 
 The votes for this outcome are divided among several opinions.  Three Justices – the Chief,
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Justice Kagan, and Justice Breyer – took the position that depriving a state of all of its
Medicaid funding for refusing to agree to the new expansion would exceed Congress’s power
under the Spending Clause.  Although Congress may attach conditions to federal funds, they
concluded, it may not coerce states into accepting those conditions.  And in this case, taking
away all the states’ funds for the entirety of its Medicaid program just because it disagreed
with a piece of the program would be coercive.  But the remedy for that constitutional
violation is not to declare the expansion unconstitutional – such that even states that want
to participate would not have the option.  Instead, the plurality held that the provision of the
statute that authorized the Government to cut off all funds for non-compliance with the
expansion was unconstitutional.  The result is that states can choose to participate in the
expansion, must comply with the conditions attached to the new expansion funds if they
take that new money, but states can also choose to continue to participate only in the
unexpanded version of the program if they want.
 

Justices Ginsburg and Sotomayor would have held the entire expansion program
constitutional, even the provision threatening to cut off all funding unless states agreed to
the expansion.  Their votes created a majority for the proposition that the overall expansion
was constitutional, and that states could choose to participate in the expansion and would
have to comply with the expansion conditions if they did.

 

But there was still no majority about what to do about the states that do not want to
participate in the expansion – the Chief Justice’s 3-Justice plurality voted to strike down the
provision allowing the Government to withhold all funds from states that reject the
expansion; Justices Ginsburg and Sotomayor voted to uphold it.

 

The deadlock was broken by the dissenters.  Justice Scalia – writing on behalf of himself, and
Justices Kennedy, Thomas, and Alito – agreed with the Chief’s plurality that the threat to
withhold all funds was unconstitutionally coercive.  But they would have held that the
consequence is that the entire expansion program should be stricken.  The result would have
been that even states that wanted to participate in the program could not.  The plurality’s
approach of simply striking down the provision that allowed withholding all funds if the
state refused the expansion was, in the dissenters’ view, tantamount to rewriting the statute.
 

At this point, that meant that there were 2 votes to uphold the expansion in its entirety, 4
votes to strike the entire expansion down, and 3 votes to strike down only the provision
withholding all funds for non-compliance with the expansion mandate.  So where does that
leave things?

 

Fortunately (for the sake of clarity at least), Justices Ginsburg and Sotomayor resolved the
ambiguity by voting with the plurality on the remedy question.  That is, these Justices voted
that if the statute was unconstitutionally coercive, then the remedy would be only to strike
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down the all-or-nothing sanction.
 

The consequence was a bottom line of 7 Justices – the Chief, Breyer, Kagan and the four
dissenters – finding the expansion unconstitutional.  But a different majority – the Chief,
Ginsburg, Breyer, Sotomayor and Kagan – held that the remedy for the violation was to
strike down only the provision allowing the federal government to withhold all Medicaid
funds unless a state agrees to the expansion.
 

 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
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January 20, 2011 
 
 
 
 
The Honorable Secretary Kathleen Sebelius 
Secretary 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
200 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, DC  20201 
 
Dear Secretary Sebelius; 
 
Many of us believe the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) should be 
repealed by Congress if the courts do not strike it down first.  But, with no assurance of 
either outcome, we face the decision of whether to participate in the bill by operating 
state exchanges, or to let the federal government take on that task, if the bill remains in 
effect in 2013.   
 
In addition to its constitutional infringements, we believe the system proposed by the 
PPACA is seriously flawed, favors dependency over personal responsibility, and will 
ultimately destroy the private insurance market.  Because of this, we do not wish to be 
the federal government’s agent in this policy in its present form. 
 
We wish states had been given more opportunity to provide input when the PPACA was 
being drafted. We believe in its current form the law will force our health care system 
down a path sure to lead to higher costs and the disruption or discontinuation of millions 
of Americans’ insurance plans. Though we still have grave concerns with other 
provisions of the PPACA, we suggest the following improvements: 
 

• Provide states with complete flexibility on operating the exchange, most 
importantly the freedom to decide which licensed insurers are permitted to offer 
their products 

 
• Waive the bill’s costly mandates and grant states the authority to choose benefit 

rules that meet the specific needs of their citizens. 
 

• Waive the provisions that discriminate against consumer-driven health plans, 
such as health savings accounts (HSA’s) 
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The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius 
Page Two 
January 20, 2011 

 
• Provide blanket discretion to individual states if they chose to move non-disabled 

Medicaid beneficiaries into the exchanges for their insurance coverage  
without the need of further HHS approval. 

 
• Deliver a comprehensive plan for verifying incomes and subsidy amounts for 

exchange participants that is not an unfunded mandated but rather fully funded 
by the federal government and is certified as workable by an independent 
auditor. 

 
• Commission a new and objective assessment of how many people will end up in 

the exchanges and on Medicaid in every state as a result of the legislation 
(including those "offloaded" by employers), and at what potential cost to state 
governments.  The study must be conducted by a neutral third-party research 
organization agreed to by the states represented in this letter. 

 
We hope the Administration will accommodate our states' individual circumstances and 
needs, as we believe the PPACA in its current form threatens to destroy our budgets 
and perpetuate and magnify the most costly aspects of our health care system.  While 
we hope for your endorsement, if you do not agree, we will move forward with our own 
efforts regardless and HHS should begin making plans to run exchanges under its own 
auspices.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Governor Mitch Daniels (IN) 
Governor Haley Barbour (MS) 
Governor Bobby Jindal (LA) 
Governor Nathan Deal (GA) 
Governor Butch Otter (small changes/need to verify) (ID) 
Governor Paul LePage (ME) 
Governor Tom Corbett (PA) 
Governor Bill Haslam (TN) (tentative yes, had some clarification questions, need to 
confirm) 
Governor Rick Perry (TX) 
Governor Gary Herbert (small changes/have not rec’d) (UT) 
Governor Bob McDonnell (small changes/have not rec’d) (VA) 
Governor Scott Walker (WI) 
Governor Robert Bentley (AL) (tentative yes, need final) 
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Pending: 
Governor Jan Brewer (AZ) – some concern over tone given their waiver request; will call 
Governor Rick Scott (FL) 
Governor Eddie Calvo (Guam) 
Governor Terry Branstad (IA) 
Governor Sam Brownback (KS) 
Govnoer Dave Heineman (NE) 
Governor Brian Sandoval (NV) 
Governor Chris Christie (NJ) 
Governor Susan Martinez (NM) 
Governor Jack Dalrymple (ND) 
Governor John Kasich (OH) 
Governor Mary Fallin (OK) (some concerns with state situation but will call) 
Governor Nikki Haley (SC) 
Governor Dennis Daugaard (SD) 
Governor Matthew Mean (WY) 
 
 
 
No: 
Governor Sean Parnell (AK – they did not accept any exchange planning funding and 
feel it would be awkward) 
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From: Lindsay Russell
To: Lindsay Russell; Seth Levey; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ;

macarter32 ; RSerote@az.gov; Adam.nordstrom ; Rob.Jakubik ;
bfulenwider@georgia.gov; ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ; dhiowa ;
jabot10  jboeyink34 ; travisrichmond ; wkloiber ;
David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov; Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri;
Katie Altshuler; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov; tedpitts@gov.sc.gov; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us;
bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us;
Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; michael.ciamarra@governor.alabama.gov; Candice Whitfield;
eric.finkbeiner@governor.virginia.gov; Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov;
kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov; Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov;
debbie ; griffin ; wstruble ; wags@la.gov;
Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman  Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov;
mary.mayhew@maine.gov; brandi white@mcconnell.senate.gov; Lanier Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov;
blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov;
tomichz@michigan.gov; Lauren.Hill@nebraska.gov; brian ; ryan ;
nguillemard m; sarah.echols ; Mike Schrimpf; ts ; Bkanzeg ;
aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us; jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us;
rebmyers@state.pa.us; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us; MKennicott ; Mark.Cate@tn.gov;
Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt ; RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov; EMainigi ;
bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; katyoder 99 ; pjpgator ;
Keith.Gilkes@wisconsin.gov; Eric.Schutt@wisconsin.gov; Ryan.Murray@wisconsin.gov

Cc: Marie Sanderson
Subject: Senior HHS Official Talks of Employers "Dumping" Health Coverage
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 12:40:33 PM

FYI-Interesting information on Health Insurance Exchange.
 
 
 
 
In case you hadn’t seen it, The Hill reported on comments made by Joel Ario, head of the health
insurance Exchange office within HHS, about the idea of employers dropping coverage once the
Exchanges come online in 2014.  While Mr. Ario argued that employers would not drop coverage
initially, he stated that if “the Exchanges work pretty well, then the employer can say ‘This is a
great thing.  I can now dump my people into the Exchange and it would be good for them, good
for me.’”
 
Losing their current coverage may not be good for employees – it definitely wasn’t what the
President promised when he promised that “you will not have to change plans.”  Just as important,
however, the law’s supposed deficit reduction stems entirely from the premise that most employers
will NOT drop their current plans – so if companies follow Mr. Ario’s advice and “dump [their]
people into the Exchange,” it would assuredly NOT be good for taxpayers.  As former Congressional
Budget Office Director Doug Holtz-Eakin’s analysis confirms, should employers decide to drop
coverage, the cost of federal insurance subsidies will explode as employers shed their plans – making
any promise of deficit reduction as a result of the law little more than a mirage.  (For what it’s
worth, the HR Policy Association, where Mr. Ario spoke this morning, submitted comments
indicating “we believe…Congress may have significantly underestimated the shift to Exchange-based
care that will result from the new law.”)
 
Last March, Speaker Pelosi famously said we had to pass the bill to find out what’s in it.  Mr. Ario’s
comments – implying individuals could lose their current coverage, AND taxpayers will have to
finance trillions of dollars in additional subsidy payments – provide yet another example of why the
former Speaker’s comments continue to ring true.
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From: Lindsay Russell
To: Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; rserote@az.gov;

JohnPatrick.Walsh ; Pam.Pfeifer@LASPBS.STATE.FL.US; rob.jakubik ;
renee.fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; macarter32  bfulenwider@georgia.gov; ehames@georgia.gov;
ts@ ; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov; david.hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov;
tammy.perkins@gov.idaho.gov; debbie ; griffin ; doug.hoelscher@iowa.gov; adam.nordstrom

 hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; wags@la.gov; mary.mayhew@maine.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov;
muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov; msanderson@governor.state.ms.us; lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov;
brian ; ryan ; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; dona.deleon@gov.state.nj.us;
wayne.hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us; marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us; mkennicott ; kristacarman ;
wstruble  Craig.w.butler@governor.ohio.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler; aparis@state.pa.us;
jbranstett@state.pa.us; jmcallahan@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; lgromis ;
bnutt ; jamieshuster@gov.sc.gov; jim.soyer@state.sd.us; mark.cate@tn.gov;
will.cromer@tn.gov; travisrichmond ; katyoder 99 ; brandymarty03 ;
rspendlove@utah.gov; jeannemarie.davis@governor.virginia.gov; kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov;
keith.gilkes@wisconsin.gov; eric.schutt@wisconsin.gov; ryan.murray@wisconsin.gov; carol.statkus@wyo.gov;
nguillemard ; sarah.echols ; Will.kinzel@mail.house.gov; lanier swann@mcconnell.senate.gov

Subject: The Facts on Medicare and Entitlement Reform
Date: Tuesday, April 19, 2011 3:27:07 PM

 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:   | 
 
 

From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC) [mailto:Chris_Jacobs@rpc.senate.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2011 11:17 AM
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: The Facts on Medicare and Entitlement Reform
 
The President spent time at his town hall meeting talking about how costs will be higher for future Medicare
beneficiaries under the House Republican budget proposal, alleging that a comparison of expected health
costs for seniors in 2022 and 2030 by the Congressional Budget Office demonstrates that Medicare
beneficiaries will pay much more out-of-pocket under the Ryan plan than under current law.
 
There is however one minor detail that the President conveniently failed to mention: According to the
Congressional Budget Office’s March 2011 baseline, by 2020 the Medicare Hospital Insurance Trust Fund will
be insolvent – meaning the government will be financially able to pay MUCH less of seniors’ health costs in
2022 than the CBO analysis indicates.  (I’ve pasted the relevant lines from page 4 of the baseline below; note
also that Medicare Part A has been running cash-flow deficits since at least last year.)  In order to remain
financially solvent through 2022 (let alone 2030), the Medicare program will need a massive tax increase
(over and above the more than half a trillion dollars in tax increases included in Obamacare), benefit
reductions for seniors, or some combination thereof. 
 
Our nation faces an imminent entitlement crisis, with Medicare already running deficits in the tens of billions
of dollars.  Failing to take steps NOW to address these shortfalls – by delaying deficit reduction until after the
President’s re-election campaign – will only heighten the fiscal crisis, as Standard and Poor’s concluded
yesterday.  (On a related note, some may be asking to themselves:  If the President’s Independent Payment
Advisory Board will have such a salutary effect on Medicare without harming seniors, why does the President
want to wait until AFTER his re-election campaign to put these IPAB reductions into effect?) 
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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HI
Trust
Fund
Outlays

253.6 270.4 274.2 294.7 308.8 317.0 335.5 348.4 362.8 385.9 408.1 431.5

HI
Trust
Fund
Surplus
(+) or
Deficit
(-) (d)

-31.0 -39.4 -29.2 -33.4 -31.1 -23.4 -26.3 -23.8 -22.7 -29.0 (e) (e)

HI
Trust
Fund
Balance
(end of
year)

278.8 239.4 210.2 176.9 145.8 122.4 96.1 72.3 49.5 20.5 (e) (e)

 
(e) The Hospital Insurance Trust Fund is projected to become exhausted in 2020. Accordingly,

certain components of trust fund operations for the year of exhaustion and subsequent years
are not meaningful under present law and are not shown in this table.
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From: Lindsay Russell
To: margaret.whatley@finance alabama.gov; john katz@alaska gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; cindy sims@alaska.gov; honor ingels@governor.alabama gov;

rserote@az gov; Christopher Finkbeiner@  JohnPatrick.Walsh@  rob.jakubik@
renee.fargason@laspbs.state.fl us; macarter32 ; bfulenwider@georgia.gov; ehames@georgia.gov; ts ; rick.perez@guam.gov;
sirena.ramirez@guam gov; david hensley@gov idaho gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov; tammy.perkins@gov idaho gov; emily.anderson@gov.idaho gov;
debbie@ ; griffin@  ahorst@sba.IN.gov; bburdick@gov.IN.gov; cruhl@omb.in.gov; Christine Bartel@iowa.gov; doug.hoelscher@iowa.gov;
adam nordstrom ; hedgcockm@gov.state la us; wags@la.gov; palmieris@gov.state.la.us; mary mayhew@maine gov; john.mcgough@maine.gov;
kathleen.newman@maine.gov; mcbrideb@michigan gov; muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan gov; GigliottiL@michigan gov;
blackwellr2@michigan.gov; msanderson@governor state.ms.us; lauren kintner@nebraska gov; brian ; ryan
bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; dona deleon@gov.state.nj.us; wayne hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us; marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj us;
valerie.j.harr@dhs.state nj.us; janelcausey ; kristacarman@  wstruble@  Craig.w.butler@governor.ohio.gov; Andrew Silvestri;
Katie Altshuler; aparis@state.pa us; jbranstett@state.pa us; jmcallahan@state pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; lgromis ;
bnutt@  nguillemard ; sarah.echols ; twatkins ; lanier swann@mcconnell.senate.gov;
jamieshuster@gov.sc.gov; jim.soyer@state.sd.us; Will.kinzel@mail house.gov; mark.cate@tn.gov; will.cromer@tn.gov; travisrichmond ;
jhurst6@gmail com; katyoder 99 ; brandymarty03  rspendlove@utah.gov; aisom@utah.gov; bsomers@utah.gov; lizoldroyd@utah.gov;
nthurston@utah gov; jeannemarie.davis@governor.virginia.gov; kristi craig@governor.virginia.gov; Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov;
keith.gilkes@wisconsin.gov; wendy riemann@wisconsin gov; eric.schutt@wisconsin.gov; ryan.murray@wisconsin gov; Bill.Kloiber@wisconsin gov;
carol.statkus@wyo.gov

Cc: Marie Sanderson
Subject: Today"s Big Story: How Obamacare Sparked Higher Premiums
Date: Tuesday, September 27, 2011 12:28:21 PM

Good afternoon,
Please see below for information from the Republican Policy Committee on the release of the Kaiser Family Foundation annual survey of
employer-sponsored health insurance premiums.  Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:  | 
 
The most important story in health care today does NOT revolve around the Justice Department’s decision to forego a review by the full
Eleventh Circuit of Obamacare’s individual mandate, thus leading to a likely Supreme Court decision on the mandate next term. (For
more on this story, see articles here, here, and here.)  Rather, it involves the release of the Kaiser Family Foundation’s annual survey of
employer-sponsored health insurance premiums.  The survey notes that “compared to 2010, premiums for single coverage are 8%
higher and premiums for family coverage are 9% higher.  The 9% growth rate in family premiums for 2011 is significantly higher
than the 3% growth rate in 2010.”  In other words, Obamacare isn’t lowering premiums – in fact, premium increases have accelerated
since Obamacare passed last year.
 
As a reminder, candidate Obama said repeatedly his bill would CUT premiums by an average of $2,500 per family – meaning premiums
would go DOWN, not merely just “go up by less than projected.”  The campaign also promised that that those reductions would occur
within Obama's first term.  However, the annual Kaiser Foundation survey of employer-provided insurance found that average family
premiums totaled $12,860 in 2008, $13,375 in 2009, and $13,770 in 2010 and $15,073 this year.  In other words, while candidate
Obama promised premiums would fall by $2,500 on average, premiums have already risen by $2,213 during the Obama
Administration.  (A visual representation of this broken promise – updated to reflect this year’s survey data – is attached below my
signature.)
 
Other conclusions that can be drawn from the Kaiser study:
 
·         You CAN’T Keep Your Current Coverage:  The survey found that only about half (56%) of workers were in plans that pre-date

Obamacare’s enactment.  The loss of employees’ pre-Obamacare coverage is occurring even faster than the Administration’s own
estimates, which concluded half of all employers – and as many as 80% of small businesses – will be forced to give up their current
coverage by 2013.  Just as important, by giving up their pre-Obamacare plans, both employers and employees will be subjected to
costly new mandates that will increase premiums. 

·         Small Business Tax Credit Ineffective:  The percentage of small businesses offering coverage went DOWN by eleven percentage
points, suggesting Obamacare’s temporary small business tax credit has not succeeded in persuading firms to offer coverage (if
anything, the contrary may have occurred).  The survey also found that only 29% of firms with under 50 employees even attempted
to determine if they would be eligible for the credit, and of those, only 30% – or fewer than 9% of all small firms (i.e., 30% of 29%) –
said they definitely planned to claim the credit for 2010 and 2011.

·         New Requirements are Raising Premiums:  Significant percentages of workers were in plans that had to change their services
covered (31%) or cost-sharing requirements (23%) to meet Obamacare’s new preventive service mandates.  These mandates by
definition will raise premiums for plans, as this year’s 9% increase demonstrates.

 
Last year, former Speaker Pelosi famously said we had to pass the bill to find out what’s in it.  Today we have once again found out just
how much Obamacare is failing to live up to the President’s promises.
 
Chris Jacobs
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Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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Unfunded Federal Mandates 
 
Department of Central Services 
 
 
Risk Management: 
 
To date, the implementation of the CMS reporting solution has cost $49,000.  Annual costs for 
continued administration of the CMS reporting costs will be $24,000 annually.  I have not 
included any internal expense because we have not added any staff; we have simply reorganized 
around this new procedure. 
 
Facilities and Construction: 
 
ADA requirements in state facilities total approximately one half million dollars; however the 
majority of these requirements have been incorporated into acceptable building standards across 
the nation, and are considered now normal costs of facility construction and maintenance.  
Further, we anticipate that the federal government will eliminate some of these requirements this 
coming year. 
 
Fleet Management: 
 
Federal mandate requires that 75% of vehicles replaced in a metropolitan area be alternative fuel 
capable vehicles.  95% of the approximately 141 alternative fuel vehicles purchased in the last 
year were E85 capable vehicles, at no incremental cost increase as these are now original 
equipment manufacturer (OEM) vehicles.  5% of the alternative fuel vehicles were Compressed 
Natural Gas, and the cost for these vehicles was approximately $100,000.   
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From: Dustin Huffman
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Marie Sanderson; Lindsay Russell; Seth Levey
Subject: Unfunded Mandates
Date: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 3:02:37 PM
Attachments: State Reg Track Map.xlsx

Top Ten Unfunded Mandate Regs.xlsx
2012-04-18-Unfunded mandates memo.docx

Katie,
 
Per your request, attached are two spreadsheets re unfunded mandates from our friends at
American Action Forum, along with a memo from RGPPC.
 
The first document contains the top ten unfunded mandate regulations.  Some hit state budgets
specifically (PPACA); others, like CSAPR, add compliance costs to state utilities.  The totals are fairly
high ($26 billion), and CSAPR and Utility MACT could cause more than 40,000 lost jobs, according to
EPA’s own estimates. 
 
The second contains the five biggest regs that threaten businesses, but AAF took the extra step and
apportioned the cost on a per-state basis using NAICS data.  They also included the per capita
burdens.
 
The memo is a more comprehensive list of mandates separated into the four parameters you
requested.
 
Here are some other highlights:

·         According to the White House, there are 53 pending measures with federalism implications;
combined they could impose $169 billion in state and private-sector costs, 17.6 million
hours, or 8,800 employees forced to comply with federal red tape.

 
Please let me know if there is anything else we can do for you.
 
Best,
Dustin
 
 
Dustin Huffman
Policy Aide 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
Office: (202) 662-4927
Cell: 
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From: Lindsay Russell
To: Lindsay Russell; Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov;

rserote@az.gov; Pam.Pfeifer@LASPBS.STATE.FL.US; rob.jakubik ;
renee.fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; macarter32 ; bfulenwider@georgia.gov; ehames@georgia.gov;
ts ; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov; david.hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov;
tammy.perkins@gov.idaho.gov; debbie ; griffin ; doug.hoelscher@iowa.gov;
adam.nordstrom ; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; wags@la.gov; mary.mayhew@maine.gov;
mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov;
msanderson@governor.state.ms.us; lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov; brian ; ryan
bobschwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; donadeleon@gov.state.nj.us; wayne.hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us;
mkennicott ; kristacarman ; wstruble m;
Craig.w.butler@governor.ohio.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler; aparis@state.pa.us;
jbranstett@state.pa.us; jmcallahan@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; lgromis ;
bnutt ; jamieshuster@gov.sc.gov; ted.pitters.jr ; jim.soyer@state.sd.us;
mark.cate@tn.gov; will.cromer@tn.gov; travisrichmond ; katyoder 99 ;
brandymarty03 ; rspendlove@utah.gov; jeannemarie.davis@governor.virginia.gov;
kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov; keith.gilkes@wisconsin.gov; eric.schutt@wisconsin.gov;
ryan.murray@wisconsin.gov; carol.statkus@wyo.gov; nguillemard ; sarah.echols ;
Will.kinzel@mail.house.gov; lanier swann@mcconnell.senate.gov

Cc: Marie Sanderson; Seth Levey
Subject: Update on CR and the Week Ahead
Date: Monday, April 11, 2011 11:19:57 AM

Good afternoon,
Here is the email from Chris Jacobs at the Republican Policy Committee. Please note that no
proposed cuts will come from The Department of Health and Human Services.
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:  |
 
 
 
 
As you are likely aware, Congress late Friday evening cleared and the President signed a short-term
“bridge” continuing resolution funding the federal government through April 14 (i.e., midnight
Thursday).  That bill, which can be found online here, contained $2 billion in additional spending
cuts, none of which came from the Department of Health and Human Services.
 
With respect to a longer-term CR through September 30, that language is still being drafted; press
reports indicate that the bill text could be made public (likely on the House Rules Committee
website here) later today.
 
Various press reports and a dispatch from the Speaker’s Office have indicated that as part of the
budget agreement, the Senate will proceed to votes on stand-alone measures repealing/defunding
Obamacare and a measure related to Planned Parenthood/Title X family planning funding.  Text and
timing of any such votes remain unclear. (As a reminder, the Senate is NOT in session today; the
body will reconvene at 10 AM tomorrow, with a judicial confirmation vote scheduled at noon, ahead
of the policy lunches.)
 
Finally, White House advisor David Plouffe indicated on the Sunday shows yesterday that the
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President will finally be laying out his entitlement “reform” agenda in a speech on Wednesday.  It is
unclear what exactly the President will propose – other than to re-state his commitment to raise
taxes on small businesses that create American jobs.  This morning’s Politico notes that “there
aren’t a lot of Democratic ideas” with respect to reforming Medicare and Medicaid (as opposed
to the House Republican budget, which will be debated in that chamber at the end of the week).
 
As always, we will have further updates on what should be a VERY busy week on the health care
front as events warrant.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Wal-Mart and Obamacare
Date: Friday, October 21, 2011 7:56:00 AM

One of the lead stories this morning is Wal-Mart’s decision to scale back health care coverage for
some of its workers – part-time employees working fewer than 24 hours per week will not be
allowed to join the company’s plan, and part-timers working between 24 and 33 hours weekly will
not be able to buy spousal coverage, although children can still join an employee’s plan. 
 
The New York Times article outlining the changes quotes the company as saying the changes were
not a result of Obamacare.  But a company spokesman said that the continued escalation of health
care costs were the prime reason for the change.  And candidate Obama repeatedly promised that
he would lower premium costs by an average of $2,500 per family, and do so in his first term.  So in
reality, Obamacare’s failure to deliver on its promises to lower health costs and insurance
premiums resulted in Wal-Mart scaling back coverage for millions of workers and their families.
 
Other studies have also noted that Obamacare’s employer mandate encourages these types of
coverage and employment decisions.  Firms are not subject to penalties under the employer
mandate for not covering full-time workers – giving companies an incentive to scale back benefits if
they do provide coverage to part-time workers, and/or shift hiring from full-time to part-time
employment.
 
The company’s protestations to the contrary, Wal-Mart’s decision to scale back employee coverage
is rooted in the failure of the new law to meet its promises on controlling costs, and the structural
disincentives Obamacare provides to firms offering coverage, particularly to part-time workers. 
While Wal-Mart may be the first company to make a decision to drop coverage for many of its
workers, it likely will not be the last.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: We Told You So...
Date: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:47:08 AM

From Alabama last night came word that a 124-bed hospital in Mobile will be shutting down – and
that Obamacare is to blame for the closure.  Here’s what the CEO of the hospital system said in a
statement:
 

We made this decision after evaluating the utilization of the facility, the healthcare needs of
the community served by Infirmary West and determining how we could better utilize our
resources to improve and expand health services in this area of our community…The
passage of the ‘Affordable Care Act’ (Healthcare Reform), challenges hospitals and health
systems to re-evaluate how to best allocate their resources to serve the needs of our
community.

 
This development was entirely predictable – not only that, it was predicted.  Here’s what the non-
partisan Medicare actuary said about Obamacare’s potential impacts not long after the law was
passed:
 

Reductions in payment updates to health care providers, based on economy-wide
productivity gains, are unlikely to be sustainable on a permanent annual basis.…Providers
for whom Medicare constitutes a substantive portion of their business could find it
difficult to remain profitable and, absent legislative intervention, might end their
participation in the program (possibly jeopardizing access to care for beneficiaries).
 Simulations by the Office of the Actuary suggest that roughly 15 percent of Part A providers
would become unprofitable within the 10-year projection period as a result of the
productivity adjustments.

 
And so it hath proved…
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: We Told You So: Companies Hiring Fewer Full-Time Workers
Date: Monday, November 05, 2012 9:13:35 AM

The Wall Street Journal has a must-read article this morning highlighting one of Obamacare’s effects
– companies are replacing full-time workers with part-time employees to avoid the law’s soon-to-
be-imposed $2,000 employer mandate penalty.  Because full-time employees working more than 30
hours will incur a penalty while part-time workers will not, many firms are in the process of shifting
their workforce, as the article outlines:

Some low-wage employers are moving toward hiring part-time workers instead of full-time
ones to mitigate the health-care overhaul's requirement that large companies provide
health insurance for full-time workers or pay a fee.  Several restaurants, hotels and retailers
have started or are preparing to limit schedules of hourly workers to below 30 hours a week.
 That is the threshold at which large employers in 2014 would have to offer workers a
minimum level of insurance or pay a penalty starting at $2,000 for each worker.

Pillar Hotels & Resorts this summer began to focus more on hiring part-time workers among
its 5,500 employees, after the Supreme Court upheld the health-care overhaul, said Chief
Executive Chris Russell.  The company has 210 franchise hotels, under the Sheraton, Fairfield
Inns, Hampton Inns and Holiday Inns brands.  “The tendency is to say, ‘Let me fill this
position with a 40-hour-a-week employee.’”  Mr. Russell said. “I think we have to think
differently.”…

CKE Restaurants Inc., parent of the Carl's Jr. and Hardee's burger chains, began two months
ago to hire part-time workers to replace full-time employees who left, said Andy Puzder,
CEO of the Carpinteria, Calif., company.  CKE, which is owned by private-equity firm Apollo
Management LP, offers limited-benefit plans to all restaurant employees, but the federal
government won't allow those policies to be sold starting in 2014 because of low caps on
payouts.  Mr. Puzder said he has advised Mr. Romney's campaign on economic issues in an
unpaid capacity.

Home retailer Anna's Linens Inc. is considering cutting hours for some full-time employees
to avoid the insurance mandate if the health-care law isn't repealed, said CEO Alan
Gladstone.  Mr. Gladstone said the costs of providing coverage to all 1,100 sales associates
who work at least 30 hours a week would be prohibitive, although he was weighing
alternative options, such as raising prices….

Benefits consultants said most retail and hotel clients have explored shifting toward part-
time workers.  Those industries are less likely to offer health coverage now, and if they do,
the plans typically are too skimpy to meet the minimum-coverage requirements.  “They've
all considered it,” Matthew Stevenson, a workforce-strategy principal at Mercer.  In a July
survey, 32% of retail and hospitality company respondents told the consulting firm that they
were likely to reduce the number of employees working 30 hours a week or more.

Not only is this response predictable – it was predicted, and not just by Republicans but by non-
partisan experts.  Here’s what the Congressional Budget Office wrote more than two years ago
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about the Obamacare mandate taxes:
 

Those penalties…will, over time, generally be passed on to workers through reductions in
wages…However, firms generally cannot reduce workers’ wages below the minimum wage,
which will probably cause some employers to respond by hiring fewer low-wage workers. 
Alternatively, because firms are penalized only if their full-time employees receive subsidies
from exchanges, some firms may instead hire more part-time or seasonal employees.

 
CBO also said that “the expansion of Medicaid” and the health insurance subsidies “will encourage
some people to work fewer hours or to withdraw from the labor market.  In addition, the phaseout
of the subsidies as income rises will effectively increase marginal tax rates, which will also
discourage work.” 
 
Two years ago, Speaker Pelosi famously said we had to pass the bill to find out what’s in it.  It turns
out what’s in Obamacare is exactly what non-partisan experts said – provisions that will cost jobs
and harm the American economy.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Marie T. Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson; Marie Sanderson; Marie Sanderson
Cc: john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ; macarter32 ; RSerote@az.gov;

Adam.nordstrom  Rob.Jakubik ; bfulenwider@georgia.gov;
ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ; dhiowa ; jabot10 ;
jboeyink34 ; travisrichmond ; wkloiber ; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov;
jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov; Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler;
JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov; tedpitts@gov.sc.gov; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us;
bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us;
Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; michael.ciamarra@governor.alabama.gov; Candice Whitfield;
eric.finkbeiner@governor.virginia.gov; Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov;
kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov; Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov;
debbie ; griffin ; wstruble ; wags@la.gov;
Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov;
mary.mayhew@maine.gov; brandi white@mcconnell.senate.gov; Lanier Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov;
blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov;
tomichz@michigan.gov; Lauren.Hill@nebraska.gov; brian ; ryan ;
nguillemard@ ; sarah.echols ; mschrimpf@rga.org; lrussell ; slevey
ts ; Bkanzeg ; aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us;
jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us;
MKennicott ; Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt ;
RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov; EMainigi ; bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov;
katyoder 99  pjpgator

Subject: Week wrap-up; Bed time reading
Date: Friday, March 18, 2011 7:38:39 PM
Attachments: 2.WHIP Obamacare Update.pdf

3.Conference One Page--ObamaCare Economic Destruction.pdf
4.Conference PolicyNews--Creating Paperwork Raising Costs Destroying Jobs.pdf

We had a busy week.  I wanted to summarize some things for you for your Friday
night bed time reading.

1.  Next week is Obamacare anniversary- Wed to be exact.  We are asking all states
to do something: whether it is a press release, an op-ed, a press conference or
simply a letter to your codel.  Please provide a quote to Mike Schrimpf
 mschrimpf@rga.org by Tuesday COB, lifted from anything your boss has done
regarding obamacare to use in a coordinated press release on Wed.  If you are
reading this-- hit forward to your press team right now. We'll follow up on Monday
and Tuesday to your press teams. The goal is to use what you have-- hopefully this
won't create a lot of work for you. Attached are some materials to help you from the
House. 

2. We'll have our RGPPC call on Monday. Reminder will go out Sunday. We'll spend
some time talking about process moving forward of RGPPC- and future policy efforts.
Thanks for your work on the energy letter over the past couple weeks. We'll iron out
some process issues moving forward. 

3. Press: These are worth the read:   

Obama budget worse than expected 
http://thehill.com/blogs/on-the-money/budget/150737-cbo-obama-budget-worse-
than-claimed-on-deficit

Gov Walker and Healthcare
http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/wisconsins-health-care-fight-illustrates-challenges-as-
states-change-leadership/2011/03/09/ABHdjhq_story.html?hpid=z3
 
Kathleen Sebelius's health care pledge: More 'flexibility'
http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0311/51269.html
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Obama orders review of nuclear plants in US, but calls them 'safe'
http://thehill.com/blogs/e2-wire/677-e2-wire/150499-obama-visits-embassy-as-us-officials-
defend-assessment-of-japan

A few more RPC emails will follow. Sorry for the Friday overload.

Best,
Marie 
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: What About the OTHER Buffett Rule...?
Date: Monday, April 16, 2012 12:42:43 PM

This afternoon, Democrats will engage in yet another politically motivated show vote, voting to raise
taxes on job creators in the name of “fairness.”  Their ostensible motivation for doing so comes from
a campaign engineered by Warren Buffett, hence the Buffett Rule moniker.
 
But even as Democrats invoke Warren Buffett’s name in promoting this afternoon’s tax increase, it’s
also worth recalling that in March 2010, Mr. Buffett conducted an interview for CNBC where – asked
about the health legislation that was then in the process of being rammed through Congress – he
said the bill “really doesn’t attack the cost situation that much” and that “I don’t believe in insuring
more people until you attack the cost aspect of this.”
 
In other words, there is not just a Buffett Rule on taxes – there’s a Buffett Rule on health care
too, and it’s this: Obamacare’s coverage expansions should not start until the law is proven to
have lowered health care spending levels.  But the real question is, why won’t Democrats accept
this Buffett Rule as well?  After all, if President Obama is so confident the 2,700-page overhaul will
be effective in lowering premiums by $2,500 per family as promised, why doesn’t he believe this
condition will be easily met?  Conversely, if the President does NOT believe the law will be effective
in slowing the growth of health spending, and will instead result in skyrocketing costs to federal
taxpayers, what’s the point of even voting on today’s tax increase, seeing as how new spending on
Obamacare will quickly overwhelm the $47 billion in supposed savings from this tax hike?
 
So this observer looks forward to Democrats embracing both Buffett Rules, and calling for
Obamacare’s new spending on coverage expansions to be delayed unless and until the law has been
proven to lower costs by $2,500 per family, as candidate Obama promised.  Because if Democrats
wish to outsource their legislative agenda to Warren Buffett, they should be willing to outsource ALL
of their agenda to him, and not just the bits and pieces they agree with – after all, “fairness”
requires it.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: What You Need to Know about Today"s Medicare Trustees Report
Date: Monday, April 23, 2012 6:50:11 AM

Later today the Medicare trustees will release their annual report on the state of the program’s
finances.  The report is expected to show a slight improvement in Medicare’s solvency, due largely
to the 2% Medicare provider cuts expected under sequestration beginning next year.  Three
important points to bear in mind:
 

1. Republicans, NOT Democrats, were the ones who insisted on the spending reductions that
led to today’s improvement in solvency projections.  Many believe the sequester is an
imperfect mechanism for achieving spending reductions.  That said, if Congress had followed
the Obama Administration’s initial guidance and rubber-stamped a $2 trillion-plus increase in
the debt ceiling without any spending reductions, today’s report would have shown a worse
financial predicament for Medicare.  Last year, Secretary Geithner and other Administration
officials said it was “critical” and “imperative” that Congress raise the debt limit without being
“held hostage” to spending reductions: “Our very strong view is that the debt limit should be
passed as a clean, standalone bill.”  Yet today, Secretary Geithner and others within the
Administration will try to spin how they are FOR today’s slight improvement in Medicare’s
financial picture – without pointing out that they were AGAINST passing any spending
reductions at all last year.  Some may find this flip-flop slightly hypocritical. 

 
2. Conversely, in Obamacare Democrats chose to use Medicare savings NOT to reduce the

deficit or improve Medicare’s solvency, but instead to create unsustainable new
entitlements.  Speaker Pelosi said it best last year in an interview when she admitted that
Democrats “took a half a trillion dollars out of Medicare in [Obamacare], the health care bill”
to pay for more unsustainable new entitlements.  Even President Obama, in an interview with
Fox News, admitted that “You can’t say that you are saving on Medicare and then spending
the money twice.”

 
3. Today’s slight improvement in solvency notwithstanding, Medicare is on an unsustainable

path, and needs fundamental reform NOW.  Some in the Administration and elsewhere may
attempt to use the slight improvement in the program’s finances as an excuse to delay, or
even eliminate, additional reforms to the program – which would be a grave mistake for
America’s seniors.  The Congressional Budget Office’s March 2012 baseline shows Medicare
will run budget deficits forever – this even after taking into account the impact of the 2%
budget sequester.  That is not a record the trustees or Congress should attempt to trumpet –
because what business would be proud of a balance sheet that shows cascading losses in
perpetuity?  While Congress should be working NOW to reform the Medicare program,
Senate Democrats are instead reaching the 1,100 day mark on their abdication of leadership,
failing to pass a budget and take the tough choices needed to get our fiscal house in order.

 
We will of course have additional insights and analysis once the report is released later today.
 
Chris Jacobs
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Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Which is Greater: $2 Billion or $843 Billion?
Date: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 1:56:57 PM
Attachments: Premium broken promise Member Viewpoint Sept update.pdf

Yesterday the Administration released a report claiming that Obamacare saved Americans from
more than $2 billion in health insurance premiums.  The report includes many questionable
assumptions; one footnote admits the claim that rate review reduced individual insurance
premiums by 1.4 percent was “not weighted by enrollment” – meaning that the numbers in the
report could have very little resemblance to what individuals actually purchased in the “real world.” 
Politico concluded this morning that the HHS “analysis” was deceptive:
 

[Administration officials] admitted during a conference call yesterday that the report did not
distinguish between savings from rate reviews that would have been achieved by the state
systems in place before [Obamacare] came along and savings from the law's new mandatory
review of double-digit increases, for instance.  And it did not estimate what greater savings
had been gotten from the substantial assistance HHS has given to states to beef up their
rate review operations.  Long story short: The lead on the press release — “The health care
law — the Affordable Care Act — has saved consumers an estimated $2.1 billion on health
insurance premiums” — is a little misleading.

 
Of course, there’s a reason why the Administration felt the need to put out this “misleading” report
yesterday – to distract from Tuesday’s coverage of the annual Kaiser survey on employer-provided
insurance, which showed that premiums went up by nearly $700 per family this year.  That increase
is in direct contradiction to candidate Obama’s repeated promises to CUT premiums by $2,500 per
family.  Overall, premiums have gone up by $3,065 per family since Barack Obama was elected
President, compared to his promise that premiums would go down by $2,500 per family.
 
In light of yesterday’s Kaiser Foundation study, and today’s release of updated Census Bureau data
on health insurance coverage, we’ve revised the JEC paper released last month on the premium
impact of Obamacare’s failure to deliver.  The updated JEC report, which is attached, finds that the
average family has paid $12,791 more in health insurance premiums over the past four years due
to Barack Obama’s failed premium promise – and the failed promise has cost the economy as a
whole more than $843 billion.
 
I’m no math major, but last time I checked, $843 billion was a LOT bigger than $2 billion.  Meaning
that even if you think yesterday’s HHS report isn’t “misleading,” it’s still a mere drop in the bucket
when compared to Obamacare’s much larger failure to deliver for the American people.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: vmariethomas ; Marie Sanderson
Cc: john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ; macarter32  RSerote@az.gov;

Adam.nordstrom  Rob.Jakubik ; bfulenwider@georgia.gov;
ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ; dhiowa ; jabot10
jboeyink34 ; ted.pitts.jr  travisrichmond ; wkloiber ;
David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov; Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri;
Katie Altshuler; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us;
Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us; michael.ciamarra@governor.alabama.gov;
Candice Whitfield; brandon.steinmann@governor.state.tx.us; dan.wilmot@governor.state.tx.us;
jasen.eige@governor.virginia.gov; Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov; kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov;
Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; jboeyink ; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov;
debbie ; griffin ; wstruble ; wags@la.gov;
Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman ; Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov;
mary.mayhew@maine.gov; Lanier Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov;
muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov; Lauren.Hill@nebraska.gov; brian ;
ryan ; eperez@osfr.state.tx.us; nguillemard ; sarah.echols ;
mschrimpf@rga.org; ts ; Bkanzeg ; aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us;
jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us;
MKennicott ; Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt
RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov; EMainigi ; bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Joseph.Fadness@wisconsin.gov;
Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; katyoder 99 ; pjpgator

Subject: White House Announcement and Wyden- Brown
Date: Monday, February 28, 2011 1:21:07 PM

Guys, we need to prepare messaging for what the White House announced
today.  Below you will find background on the Wyden Brown legislation as
well as the White House announcement.  Let's starting thinking about our
coordinated response. Thanks.

The Wyden-Brown legislation is a date change from the waiver in PPACA
(2017 to 2014).  It does nothing to address PPACA’s major structural
flaws:

1)      Under the waivers, states would still have to provide insurance
coverage that is at least as comprehensive as provided under PPACA, so
states would not be able to change the benefit mandates in order to make
coverage more affordable.
2)      States would still have to provide insurance coverage that
maintains PPACA’s cost-sharing and out-of-pocket spending restrictions.
So there would be little, if any, flexibility to encourage HSAs or other
consumer-directed plans.
3)      The way the PPACA waiver is drafted, it would be nearly
impossible for states to roll back the individual and employer mandates
as they still have to get the insured numbers that PPACA gets through
its onerous mandates and unsustainable spending.
4)      The waiver concept does nothing to address the new spending
under PPACA.
5)      The waiver does nothing to give states flexibility from
Washington’s rigid Medicaid rules.

From: "Papas, Nick"

Date: Mon, 28 Feb 2011 11:28:24 -0500

Subject: FACT SHEET: The Affordable Care Act: Supporting Innovation,
Empowering States
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THE WHITE HOUSE
Office of the Press Secretary
___________________________________________________________________________
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 28, 2010

Fact Sheet
The Affordable Care Act: Supporting Innovation, Empowering States

On February 28, President Obama reiterated his belief that States should
have the power and flexibility to innovate and find the health care
solutions that work best for them and announced his support for
accelerating State Innovation Waivers and allowing states to apply for
them starting in 2014. 

Beginning in 2017, the law allows States the flexibility to receive a
State Innovation Waiver so they may pursue their own innovative
strategies to ensure their residents have access to high quality,
affordable health insurance.  These strategies – which must provide
affordable insurance coverage to at least as many residents as the
Affordable Care Act and must not increase the federal deficit – could
include allowing large employers to purchase coverage through State
Exchanges or increasing the number of benefit levels to provide more
choices for individuals and small businesses.

Under the bipartisan “Empowering States to Innovate Act” introduced by
Senators Ron Wyden, Scott Brown, and Mary Landrieu, State Innovation
Waivers would be available three years earlier than under current law,
so long as States meet certain criteria, including certifying that their
proposals would cover at least as many of their residents as the
policies in the Affordable Care Act would have covered.

The proposal offers States more flexibility while ensuring that all
Americans, no matter where they live have access to affordable,
accessible health insurance.  Additionally, the proposal includes
built-in protections to ensure that these waivers do not increase the
Federal budget deficit. 

The Affordable Care Act already creates a critical role for States.  It
provides them with the flexibility and resources necessary to innovate
and implement reform in the manner that works best for them. The law has
already made nearly $2.8 billion available to states and every State has
taken steps – and, in some cases, bold actions – to implement the law
and improve health insurance accountability and affordability for their
citizens. States can design their own Exchanges, shape their Medicaid
programs, and take the lead in enforcing patient protections and
reviewing rates increases of private insurers. 

Empowering States to Innovate
Under the Affordable Care Act,propose and test alternative ways to meet the shared goals of making
health insurance affordable and accessible to all Americans, including
those living with pre-existing conditions.  Specifically, State
Innovation Waivers are designed to allow States to implement policies
that differ from the new law so long as they:
·         Provide coverage that is at least as comprehensive as the
coverage offered through Exchanges – a new competitive, private health
insurance marketplace.
·         Make coverage at least as affordable as it would have been
through the Exchanges.
·         Provide coverage to at least as many residents as the
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Affordable Care Act would have provided.
·         Do not increase the Federal deficit.

State Innovation Waivers are provided for up to five years, with the
option of renewal.  If a State’s innovation fails to meet the criteria
outlined above, the policies outlined in the Affordable Care Act would
take effect.

Potential State-Based Innovations
The Affordable Care Act offers considerable flexibility to States
without waivers.  It also recognizes that new, creative effective ideas
may emerge.  While States have the freedom to develop their own
proposals that may qualify for a State Innovation Waiver, some proposals
that could qualify include:

* A streamlined system that links tax credits for small businesses with
tax credits for low-income families.
* Alternatives to the individual responsibility provision – such as
automatically enrolling individuals in health plans – that achieve
similar outcomes.
·         Alternative health plan options to increase competition and
provide consumers with additional choices.

* An increase in the number of benefit levels to provide more choices
for individuals and small businesses.
* Immediately allowing large businesses interested in doing so to
purchase health insurance through the new private marketplace, the
State-based health insurance Exchange.

The law also allows States to submit a single application that includes
Medicaid waiver requests which could, for example, seek to give people
eligible for Medicaid the choice of enrolling in Exchange plans.

Maintaining Important Consumer Protections
The Affordable Care Act ends the worst insurance company abuses and
gives Americans more freedom and control over their health care choices.
Already, under the law, most insurance companies:
·         Cannot impose lifetime limits on the dollar amount they will
spend on health benefits.
·         Must offer young adults without access to job-based coverage
the option of remaining on their parent’s plan until their 26th
birthday.
·         Must cover recommended preventive services without cost
sharing.
·         Must allow patients to choose their own doctor in their
network.
·         Cannot drop your coverage solely due to your getting sick.
·         Must spend at least 80 percent of premium dollars on health
care, rather than executive salaries and administrative costs.

Starting in 2014, insurance companies cannot charge more, carve-out
benefits, or deny coverage because of a pre-existing condition.  States
that receive a State Innovation Waiver would be required to maintain
these important consumer protections that prevent insurance companies
from denying, capping or limiting care.

Waiver Evaluation
Under the Affordable Care Act, the Secretaries of Health and Human
Services and Treasury are responsible for evaluating State Innovation
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Waiver applications and ensuring proposals will meet the shared goals of
making health insurance affordable and accessible to all Americans,
including those with pre-existing conditions. Under the proposed
legislation, the Secretaries would continue to play this role and be
empowered to grant waivers beginning in 2014. Once complete, State
Innovation Waiver applications must be reviewed within 180 days of being
received. The Departments of Health and Human Services and Treasury will
issue proposed regulations outlining State Innovation Waiver this spring. The Departments will accept
public
comment, including comments from States, on this proposed regulation.

President’s Plan to Cut Red Tape, Give States Flexibility
President Obama will also take an additional important step to help
States, improve outcomes, and lower costs for the American taxpayer.
This week, the President will issue a memorandum directing Executive
Departments and Agencies to work with State, Tribal, and local
governments to reduce unnecessary regulatory and administrative burdens
in order to focus resources on achieving better outcomes at lower cost.
In this memorandum, the President is:

* Instructing the Director of OMB to lead a collaborative process of
Federal agencies, State, Tribal, and local governments to coordinate and
streamline procedures that cut across agency, program and geographic
bounds.

* Requiring agencies to work closely with States, Tribes, and local
governments to identify administrative, regulatory, and legislative
barriers in Federally-funded programs that currently prevent them from
efficiently using tax dollars to achieve the best results for their
constituents.

##

Marie Thomas Sanderson
Director of Federal Policy
Office of Governor Haley Barbour
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: White House Attempts to Have It Both Ways
Date: Wednesday, July 25, 2012 10:46:50 AM

Yesterday evening, the White House issued a blog post attempting to trumpet CBO’s re-estimate of
Obamacare: the CBO estimate “affirms that repealing the health care law would…result in higher
deficits.”  The post later went on to rebut CBO’s assumption that many states would not fully expand
their Medicaid programs as provided for in the law.  The White House alleged that “history suggests
that [states] will act” to implement the expansion.
 
There’s just one problem with that latter assertion: If all states implement the Medicaid expansion,
more than three-fourths – $84 billion of approximately $109 billion – in Obamacare’s supposed
deficit savings* will evaporate.  So the White House is attempting to argue both sides of the story –
that the law will reduce the deficit by a wide amount, but that states will all expand Medicaid, even
though their doing so would eliminate most of the law’s supposed savings.
 
The fact that the White House feels the need to take both sides of this argument shows how fiscally
flawed the measure is – why it should be repealed, and why repeal will ultimately save taxpayers in
the long run.
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
 
* Admittedly, CBO said the $109 billion figure associated with repealing the law was not an exact
estimation (in reverse) of the law’s deficit impact – largely because CBO assumes a repeal bill would
not take effect immediately.  That said, because CBO hasn’t re-estimated the full law, the score of
the repeal measure is the closest approximation we have to the measure’s full fiscal effects.
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: White House: Hiding from Obamacare...?
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2012 12:14:22 PM

An hour ago, the White House released its prime talking points ahead of the President’s State of the
Union Address tonight (pasted below) – and they are most noteworthy for what you will NOT find
included.  At no point in the document do the words “health care,” “health insurance,” or
anything related to Obamacare appear.  In other words, fewer than two years after signing a 2700-
page law the White House dubbed “historic,” and others have called “majestic,” the White House is
apparently afraid to spend even one ounce of political capital defending or promoting the
measure in its prime agenda-setting opportunity for the entire year.
 
And with reason.  Not only is the measure still widely unpopular, it’s hurting economic growth at a
time when unemployment remains stubbornly high:
 

·         Last week a survey of small businesses found 74% said that Obamacare makes it harder for
their firms to hire new workers;

·         Analysts at UBS have stated that Obamacare is “arguably the biggest impediment to hiring,
particularly hiring of less skilled workers;” and

·         The President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta has “frequently heard strong
comments to the effect of ‘my company won’t hire a single additional worker until we know
what health insurance costs are going to be.’”

 
Speaker Pelosi famously said we had to pass the bill to find out what’s in it.  Judging from their
deafening silence about the matter ahead of the State of the Union, it appears the White House has
finally found out what’s in the bill – or discovered that the American people don’t like what’s in it
either.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 
From: FN-White House Office of Legislative Affairs [mailto:WhiteHouse-Office-Legislative-
Affairs@who.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2012 11:51 AM
To: FN-White House Office of Legislative Affairs <WhiteHouse-Office-Legislative-Affairs@who.eop.gov> 
Subject: Talking Points: An America Built to Last 
 
Good morning,
 
Please find below talking points ahead of the 2012 State of the Union Address. Tonight, the
President will lay out a blueprint for an economy built on American manufacturing,
American energy, skills for American workers, and a renewal of American values.
 
Thank you,
 
White House Office of Legislative Affairs
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Talking Points: An America Built to Last
 

·         In his State of the Union Address, the President will lay out a blueprint for an
economy that’s built to last – an economy built on American manufacturing, American
energy, skills for American workers, and a renewal of American values.

 
·         The President believes this is a make or break moment for the middle class and those

trying to reach it. What’s at stake is the very survival of the basic American promise
that if you work hard, you can do well enough to raise a family, own a home, and put a
little away for retirement. 

 
·         The defining issue of our time is how to keep that promise alive.  No challenge is

more urgent; no debate is more important.  We can either settle for a country where a
shrinking number of people do really well, while more Americans barely get by.  Or
we can build a nation where everyone gets a fair shot, everyone does their fair share,
and everyone plays by the same rules. 

 
·         The fact is, the economic security of the middle class has eroded for decades.  Long

before the recession, good jobs and manufacturing began leaving our shores.  Hard
work stopped paying off for too many Americans.  Those at the top saw their incomes
rise like never before, but the vast majority of Americans struggled with costs that
were growing and paychecks that weren’t.

 
·         In 2008, the house of cards collapsed.  Mortgages were sold to people who couldn’t

afford or understand them.  Banks made huge bets and bonuses made with other
people’s money.  It was a crisis that cost us more than eight million jobs and plunged
our economy and the world into a crisis from which we are still fighting to recover.    

 
·         The President has been clear that we need to do more to create jobs and help economic

growth.   But under his leadership and thanks to action taken by this President, the
economy is growing again.  The economy has added a total of 3.2 million private
sector jobs over the last 22 months. 

 
·         American manufacturing is creating jobs for the first time since the late 1990s.  The

American auto industry is coming back.  Today, American oil production is the highest
that it’s been in eight years.  Together, we’ve agreed to cut the deficit by more than $2
trillion.  And the President signed into law new rules to hold Wall Street accountable. 
He stands on a solid record and tonight will lay out a blueprint that will ensure an
economy built to last over the long term.

 
·         For the first time in nine years, there are no Americans fighting in Iraq.  We’ve

decimated al Qaeda’s leadership, delivered justice to Osama bin Laden, and put that
terrorist network on the path to defeat.  We’ve made important progress in
Afghanistan, and begun a transition so Afghans can assume more responsibility.  We
joined with allies and partners to protect the Libyan people as they ended the regime
of Muammar Qaddafi.
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·         We cannot go back to an economy based on outsourcing, bad debt, and phony

financial profits.  The President intends to keep moving forward and rebuild an
economy where hard work pays off and responsibility is rewarded – an economy built
to last. 
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: White House: We Promised a $2,500 Premium Cut. Here"s a $118 Rebate Instead.
Date: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 1:25:47 PM
Attachments: image001.png

The White House released a blog posting this morning attempting to trumpet examples of Obamacare’s medical
loss ratio rebates, set to be delivered during the summer campaign season.  Herewith are some of the
Obamacare “success stories” the White House is promoting on its website, along with my calculations about
the average rebate check being disbursed in each case:
 

“BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee has announced that it will pay $8.6 million to about 73,000 individual
policyholders in August because they spent less than 80 percent of premiums on health care.” [Average
rebate: $117.81 per policyholder.]
“In Arizona, more than $36 million in refunds will go to both consumers and small businesses.  One
insurer in the state, Blue Cross Blue Shield of Arizona, alone will pay out an estimated $8.7 million to
more than 77,000 individual policyholders, and another $3.2 million to more than 3,700 small
businesses.”  [Average rebates: $112.99 per policyholder and $864.86 per business, respectively.]
 “United Healthcare's Golden Rule Insurance will refund nearly $8.7 million to more than 30,000
additional Arizona policyholders.” [Average rebate: $290 per policyholder.]
“Two insurers in California will pay out more than $50 million in rebates to nearly 1 million customers
statewide.” [Average rebate: $50 per policyholder.]

 
Candidate Obama repeatedly promised premiums would go down by $2,500 – and would go down that amount
by this year.  For instance, in a speech on February 27, 2008, he said that “We're going to work with you to
lower your premiums by $2,500 per family per year.  And we will not wait 20 years from now to do it or 10
years from now to do it.  We will do it by the end of my first term as President.”  Likewise, in July 2008, Jason
Furman – who remains a senior economic advisor within the Administration – told the New York Times that “we
think we could get to $2,500 in savings by the end of the first term, or be very close to it.” 
 
For the White House to claim now that a rebate check of $118, or even $290, comes anywhere close to meeting
the President’s $2,500 premium promise shows how badly even the Administration recognizes the law has
failed – by attempting to invoke the soft bigotry of low expectations when it comes to the unpopular 2700-
page measure.
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Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Whither Waivers...?
Date: Thursday, September 22, 2011 9:12:21 AM

According to the Administration, today is the last day for businesses to apply for a waiver of some of
Obamacare’s onerous insurance mandates.  As of mid-August, HHS had approved 106 new waivers,
meaning that 1,472 plans with nearly 3.4 million people have obtained waivers from just some of
Obamacare’s new federal requirements.
 
We know that unions are well aware of the waiver program, as more than half of the total number
of individuals who have received waivers overall – nearly 1.7 million – participate in union health
plans.  But does the Administration have no explanation as to why union members represent such a
high proportion of those receiving waivers?  And what will the Administration do for small
businesses if they were unaware of the process to apply for a waiver – will firms have to drop
coverage for their workers because they didn’t know about the waiver program and thus couldn’t
send in a form on time?
 
It’s clear why the Administration suddenly announced the end to the waiver process over the
summer – HHS didn’t like “suffering the monthly humiliation of signing off on waivers” that
demonstrate how bad Obamacare really is.  What will only become clear over time is how bad
Obamacare will become WITHOUT firms’ ability to receive waivers.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Who"s Kidding Whom on Misinformation?
Date: Thursday, July 07, 2011 3:03:55 PM

The Hill reports that Secretary Sebelius, in a speech yesterday to young people, asked them to keep
“pushing back on the lies and the mistruths” about Obamacare.  That’s a curious statement to make,
given the Secretary’s prior comments:
 

·         Secretary Sebelius recently received Three Pinocchios from the Washington Post for making
“outrageous” assertions about the House-passed budget: “She decided to present a highly
inflammable comment as a statement of fact…She should be ashamed.”

·         Last October the Secretary was forced to apologize for her assertion in a speech to the
AARP that seniors will have “more Medicare Advantage plans to choose from,” after
Republicans pointed out that “[her] speech dedicated to setting the record straight and
criticizing those concerned about the future of the MA program contains substantial
misinformation and omissions.”

·         In March, Secretary Sebelius stated before Congress – and has repeated elsewhere – that
the health care law will BOTH reduce the deficit AND extend the life of the Medicare trust
fund.  That statement directly contradicts President Obama himself, who in an interview
with Fox News last year admitted that “You can’t say that you are saving on Medicare and
then spending the money twice.”

·         At another March hearing, Secretary Sebelius claimed that employers will keep offering
coverage because the law includes a “ban on large employers even considering Exchanges
for at least the first five years.”  However, there is NOTHING in the statute stopping
employers from dumping their coverage and letting their workers migrate to the Exchange
as individuals.

·         Late last month, a Politico op-ed by the Secretary stated that “contrary to critics’
contentions, the…work [of Obamacare’s Independent Payment Advisory Board] will be
transparent, independent, and accountable to Congress and the President.”  That’s an
interesting assertion, seeing as how the statute includes NO requirement for public
comment prior to IPAB issuing its recommendations.  Specifically, 42 USC 1395kkk(i)(1), as
created by the law, indicates that IPAB “may hold such hearings…take such testimony, and
receive such evidence as the Board considers advisable.”  The statutory language provides
about as firm a commitment to transparency as the President’s promise to televise all health
care negotiations on C-SPAN.

 
As much as they continue to make allegations regarding “misinformation,” it’s worth reminding
Democrats that they are allowed to have their own opinions regarding Obamacare, but they are NOT
entitled to their own facts.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC)
Subject: Why Are We Expanding Medicaid...?
Date: Thursday, October 11, 2012 1:19:42 PM

In a blog post this afternoon, the Washington Post’s Sarah Kliff has an interesting chart (reproduced
below) about the health outcomes stemming from insurance coverage.  She included the chart in an
attempt to rebut Governor Romney’s recent comments that uninsured patients can get care at
emergency rooms.  But the REAL lesson from the chart below is the fact that Medicaid patients
have virtually no improvement in survival times from patients who lack health insurance
altogether.  Don’t believe me?  Take a look yourself…
 

 
That very, very narrow sliver between the green and red lines represents the health benefits of
Medicaid.  According to the latest CBO estimates, Obamacare will spend $642 billion to bring this
meager “benefit” to 11 million individuals.  Which brings me back to my original question: Why are
we expanding this program again?
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Jacobs  Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs  Chris (RPC)
Subject: Why Should Americans Believe the Administration"s Promises on Premiums?
Date: Monday, July 11, 2011 8:29:45 AM

Secretary Sebelius is scheduled to participate this morning in a rollout of the Administration’s proposed Exchange regulations.  But
as Kaiser Health News reports this morning, even the owner of the Capitol Hill small business where the rollout will occur is
skeptical that the law, including the Exchanges, will lower his health care costs: “I am not confident at all that Obamacare will
lower my costs.…It seems like whenever the government does get involved in something like this, it never works out.” 
 
It’s worth going back to September 2009, when the Secretary gave a speech in which she cited the Colby household as a reason to
pass Obamacare.  At the time, the family, which includes a cancer survivor and two teenage daughters, was paying $30,000 a year,
or $2,500 monthly, for insurance coverage.  Last month the Columbus Dispatch caught up with the Colby family two years later,
after Obamacare passed.  What are the Colbys now paying for insurance coverage?  “Each month, they write out a check for
$3,537” to cover their insurance premiums.  That’s a premium increase over the past two years of $1,000 a month, or a whopping
$12,000 per year. 
 
As a reminder, candidate Obama promised to cut premiums by $2,500 for the average American family.  And so it’s worth asking:  If
premiums have gone UP rather than falling by the $2,500 that candidate Obama promised, and if the Colby household’s
premiums have skyrocketed by $1,000 per month in the two years since Obamacare passed, why should we believe the
promises of Secretary Sebelius and the Administration when it comes to the Exchanges, that this time – this time – things will be
different?
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Wisconsin Survey a Microcosm of Obamacare"s Flaws
Date: Monday, August 29, 2011 9:00:05 AM

Late last week, the governor’s office in Wisconsin released a report analyzing the impact of
Obamacare on the state and its insurance markets.  To those who predicted that the law would
result in higher premiums and individuals losing their current coverage, the results are not
surprising:
 

Losing Coverage:  According to the report, “very few” Wisconsin residents will keep their
current individual market coverage thanks to Obamacare’s restrictions.  Instead, 150,000
individuals will give up their current coverage to move to the government-regulated
Exchanges.  An additional 100,000 individuals will lose access to employer-sponsored
coverage, because the firms they work for will decide to drop coverage instead.
 
Mandates Raising Price of Insurance:  Nearly two in five (38%) participants in Wisconsin’s
individual market will be forced to buy richer coverage than they have now, due to the new
mandates and insurance restrictions included in Obamacare.
 
Higher Premiums:  Government mandates will raise individual market premiums for more
than four in five participants – more than 41% of participants face premium increases of
more than 50% before federal insurance subsidies are applied. 
 
Winners and Losers:  Even AFTER federal insurance subsidies are applied, 59% of individual
market participants will pay more – an average of nearly 31% more – for their coverage, so
that a smaller minority can pay less.  To take one example, costs in the individual market for
Wisconsin residents aged 19-29 will go up by a whopping 34%, so that costs for residents
aged 55-64 can go down by $31, or a mere 1%.  And Wisconsin’s more than 5.5 million
residents will pay higher federal taxes – on their drugs, income, and insurance premiums, to
name but a few examples – so that only about 220,000 newly insured will receive taxpayer-
financed insurance under Obamacare.
 
Government-Forced Insurance:  340,000 individuals in Wisconsin will obtain coverage
under Obamacare, but that if the individual mandate were repealed (or struck down as
unconstitutional), coverage would only increase by 60,000.  In other words, nearly 300,000
Wisconsin residents will obtain health coverage not because they want to purchase it, but
because the federal government is forcing them to do so.

 
What IS surprising however is the fact that the report was commissioned last year by the Democrat
then-Governor, and completed by Jonathan Gruber, who was a paid – though undisclosed –
consultant on Obamacare itself.  If even an Obamacare supporter reaches conclusions this ominous
about the impact of the statute on one state, how can Democrats continue to defend their flawed,
2700-page law?
 
Chris Jacobs
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Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Yet Another Poll Shows Obamacare"s Unpopularity
Date: Wednesday, December 14, 2011 4:06:09 PM

While most reporters have focused on its conclusions regarding the presidential race, the latest NBC
News-Wall Street Journal poll also includes survey data on the health care law.  Only 34% of
Americans now think Obamacare was a good idea – that’s down from 38% from May 2010, just
after the law was passed.  And by a 46% to 40% plurality, Americans support the law’s repeal; fully
36% of Americans strongly support repealing Obamacare.
 
There was another revealing question included in the survey:  A whopping 11% of Americans think
passing Obamacare has been “the most positive accomplishment of the Obama Administration.” 
That means that even Obama’s political base is more enthused by his other “accomplishments” than
the President’s efforts to ram through the massive 2700 page, $2.6 trillion health care law.  So much
for the claims made last year that “As people learn about the bill…it’s going to become more and
more popular….Those who voted for health care will find it an asset, those who voted against it will
find it a liability…”
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Yet Another Report Discusses Employers Dropping Health Coverage
Date: Friday, July 08, 2011 1:00:01 PM

The Employee Benefits Research Institute released an issue brief on issues surrounding employer-
sponsored coverage recently.  While part of the EBRI brief analyzed the impact of proposals to alter
the tax treatment of employer-provided health insurance, and whether such moves would lead
employers to drop coverage, the report is particularly noteworthy because it admits that employers
already have reasons to drop health coverage, due to Obamacare’s perverse incentives.  Several
sections of the report confirm what former CBO Director Doug Holtz-Eakin, former Tennessee Gov.
Phil Bredesen, the non-partisan Tax Policy Center, and even HHS officials have already noted – many
workers can come out ahead if their employers drop coverage and stick taxpayers with the bill for
insurance subsidies:
 

For instance, premiums will average $690 after subsidies for single coverage among
policyholders regardless of age at 150 percent of the federal poverty level (FPL) in 2014.
 Such low-income workers are predicted to pay an average of about $1,500 for employment-
based health benefits through payroll deduction.  They would therefore save an average of
about $800 a year by receiving health coverage through the insurance exchange as
compared with employment-based coverage.  Workers at 200 percent of FPL would come
out about even between employment-based coverage and the insurance exchange….
 
Employers would not have to give workers the entire employer portion of the premium to
provide a large enough fixed contribution for workers to afford coverage in the insurance
exchange.  If employers gave workers 60 percent of the employer share of the premium for
employee-only coverage, and only 21 percent of the employer share of the premium for
family coverage, then all workers below 400 percent of the federal poverty level would be
able to cover their full share of the premium in the insurance exchange.  Employers would
still have about $2,000 left over per worker with employee-only coverage and about
$8,500 per worker with family coverage to pay the $2,000 penalty for not offering
coverage….
 
About 41 percent of workers are in families with income between 133 percent and 400
percent of the federal poverty level.  They account for 65 million workers.  Even if only a
fraction of these workers preferred coverage through an insurance exchange, it would send
a clear message to employers that millions of workers no longer valued employment-based
health benefits….
 
If workers show a preference for health coverage in an insurance exchange over
employment-based coverage, it sends a message to employers that their workers no longer
value the health coverage being provided.  Employers would then start to ask themselves
why they should continue to offer health coverage if workers no longer value it as an
employee benefit.  At that point, they might simply drop the benefit, which would enable
workers to get subsidized coverage in the exchange.
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While the report does note that in many cases the insurance subsidies will be linked to plans
offering less-rich health insurance benefits than the average employer policy does currently,
younger and healthier workers in particular would likely be willing to accept plans with slightly
higher cost-sharing in order to come out ahead financially.  And as the report notes, once the
proverbial tipping point is reached, firms will ALL rush to drop coverage and send their employees to
exchanges.
 
The head of the American Benefits Council, another employee benefits trade association, last fall
said that Obamacare was “a huge roll of the dice” and “could begin to dismantle the employer-
based system.”  This latest report further illuminates the problems with that approach, not least the
trillions of dollars in additional taxpayer subsidies that will result from any mass migration by
employers away from offering health coverage.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Yet Another Report Documents Obamacare"s Failure to Control Premiums
Date: Thursday, July 14, 2011 2:07:54 PM

Earlier today the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality released a breakdown of premiums in
employer-sponsored insurance in the ten largest states, based on Medical Expenditure Panel Survey
(MEPS) data from 2010.  When compared to prior-year MEPS data from 2009, the two reports illustrate
the continued increase in premiums for employer-sponsored coverage.
 
In 2010, premiums for family coverage nationwide increased by $844, or more than $70 a month – a
6.5% increase.  And premiums for single coverage increased by an average of $271 per year, or more
than $20 per month.
 
On a state-by-state level, eight out of nine states included in both years’ surveys saw premium increases.
(New Jersey dropped out of the ten most populous states following the 2010 census, and thus was not
included in both years’ reports.)  The lone exception was Michigan, which faced flat to slightly declining
premiums for employer coverage – a fact that one can reasonably attribute to the auto industry
restructuring of 2009-2010 (i.e., significant reductions in employer-provided insurance benefits) rather
than any slowdown in cost growth.  Four states saw family premiums skyrocket by more than $1,000 per
year – and at $995 and $973, respectively, Illinois and New York weren’t far behind.
 
Remember that candidate Obama promised to cut premiums by $2,500 for the average American family –
and his advisers told the New York Times that “We think we could get to $2,500 in savings by the end of
the first term, or be very close to it.”  More than halfway into his term, the facts not only prove that
Obamacare hasn’t brought premiums down – premiums continue to rise, and will only go higher as
Obamacare is implemented.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 

 

Average
Single
Premium,
2009

Average
Single
Premium,
2010 Increase

Average
Family
Premium,
2009

Average
Family
Premium,
2010 Increase

California $4,631 $4,811 $180 $12,631 $13,819 $1,188
Texas $4,499 $4,951 $452 $13,221 $14,526 $1,305
New York $5,121 $5,220 $99 $13,757 $14,730 $973
Florida $4,488 $5,120 $632 $12,912 $15,032 $2,120
Illinois $4,725 $5,067 $342 $13,708 $14,703 $995
Pennsylvania $4,749 $4,959 $210 $13,229 $13,550 $321
Ohio $4,261 $4,669 $408 $11,870 $13,083 $1,213
Michigan $4,916 $4,713 ($203) $13,160 $13,148 ($12)
Georgia $4,692 $4,786 $94 $12,792 $13,114 $322
       
UNITED
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STATES $4,669 $4,940 $271 $13,027 $13,871 $844
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Yet Another Way Obamacare Could Implode
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2012 9:47:09 AM

From the Billings Gazette comes word this week that Montana is seeking additional federal dollars
to fund its Obamacare high-risk pool – not because the pool has enrolled more individuals than
projected, but because those individuals have encountered higher-than-expected costs.  What was
most interesting however was a paragraph buried at the end of the article:

Lucas Hamilton, spokesman for state Auditor Monica Lindeen, whose office oversees the
pool, said it has served more than the 290 people currently covered.  Some have qualified
for the subsidized coverage, bought it, used its benefits and then stopped paying for the
coverage.

In other words, many high-risk patients in Montana have “gamed” the system to obtain – and pay
for – insurance coverage only when they most need it.  Which raises an obvious question:  If high-
risk patients – the “sickest of the sick” – will game the system to pay insurance premiums only
when they need care, why won’t all Americans do the same when Obamacare’s mandate goes
into effect in 2014?
 
The answer is obvious: Americans WILL game the system – and premiums will rise as a result.  Data
from multiple insurance companies have confirmed this fact in areas already under an individual
mandate.  And even Obamacare supporters have admitted that the mandate lacks real teeth (even
as conservatives are rightly concerned about the constitutional precedent of requiring individuals to
buy a product for the first time ever).  It’s one more way in which Obamacare represents a massive
house of cards, one which jeopardizes both the American health care system and our fiscal future.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Yet Another Way Obamacare Will RAISE Health Costs
Date: Wednesday, November 16, 2011 3:21:35 PM

Earlier this week, the National Institute for Health Care Management released a new analysis
outlining one of the ways in which Obamacare could raise health costs, by encouraging
consolidation that allows dominant health care providers to charge higher prices.  The paper notes
that “the integration of hospitals and physicians into the accountable care organizations encouraged
by [Obamacare] is expected to accelerate provider consolidation in local markets.”  And the result of
that consolidation?  “Hospitals in concentrated markets charge significantly higher prices to private
payers than do their peers in more competitive markets.  Furthermore, these prices are significantly
above their direct costs of providing care.”  For instance, prices for angioplasty procedures were
nearly 50% higher in concentrated (i.e., non-competitive) markets than in competitive markets –
and profit margins were higher as well.
 
As a reminder, candidate Obama repeatedly promised to CUT premiums by an average of $2,500 per
family.  And in June 2009, President Obama claimed that any health care legislation must control
costs: “If any bill arrives from Congress that is not controlling costs, that’s not a bill I can support. 
It’s going to have to control costs.”  This latest report, by indicating how provider consolidation will
lead to higher charges for patients, once again illustrates how the 2700-page law falls short of its
promises.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Yet Another Way Obamacare Will Raise Premiums
Date: Monday, July 18, 2011 12:44:19 PM

A week after the release of Obamacare’s Exchange regulations, states are still looking through the
nearly 350 pages of Washington requirements to analyze how the various federal mandates will
impact their insurance markets.  Because ALL components of the insurance market reform
regulations – including provisions regarding eligibility determinations and insurance subsidies – are
not public yet, it’s difficult to assess exactly how bad Obamacare will be.  But one provision in
particular included in the Exchange regulation seems ripe for abuse – and could raise health
insurance premiums considerably.
 
At issue is the large number of “special enrollment periods” outside of the annual open enrollment
season under which individuals can sign up for plans and subsidies.  These special enrollment periods
will encourage healthy individuals to wait until they become sick and need coverage to buy it, raising
premiums for everyone else.  For instance:
 

·         An individual can obtain coverage when he “is determined newly eligible or newly ineligible
for” insurance subsidies.  Under this provision, a voluntarily uninsured worker in a family of
four making $90,000 a year could request a $5,000 pay cut upon a cancer diagnosis, and
become immediately eligible for taxpayer-subsidized coverage (because the family’s income
would fall under 400% of federal poverty, making the family eligible for subsidies). 

·         An individual can also obtain coverage when he “has a change in eligibility for cost-sharing
reductions, regardless of whether such individual is already enrolled in a QHP [qualified
health plan].”  Under this circumstance, an uninsured worker making 260% of poverty could,
upon receiving an adverse medical diagnosis, ask for his pay to be cut to under 250% of
poverty – because that change in cost-sharing status would make him immediately eligible
for government insurance subsidies.

·         An individual can obtain coverage when that individual “gains access to new QHPs as a
result of a permanent move.”  Here, individuals could easily game the system by moving
from Philadelphia, PA across the Delaware River to Camden, NJ; that move would change
their choice of plans, thus triggering a “special enrollment period.”  Anecdotal evidence
suggests that some individuals may already be “moving” by utilizing mailing addresses in
other nearby jurisdictions to obtain lower premiums; it’s possible to envision a scenario
whereby an individual in Washington, DC could use a friend’s mailing address to “move” to
Arlington, VA, and thus become immediately eligible for coverage and subsidies.

·         “An Indian…may enroll in a QHP or change from one QHP to another 1 time per month.” 
While this exemption is due to interactions with the Indian Health Service, it again gives
Indians a strong disincentive to obtain coverage until they need it – because they know
insurance will be available to them at any point in time.

 
This potential for abuse is exacerbated by a provision in proposed rule specifying that under special
enrollment periods, individuals can “enroll in or change from one QHP to another.”  In other words,
individuals can “buy up” from a Bronze plan to a Gold or Platinum plan during a special enrollment
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period.  This provision not only gives individuals an incentive to “game” the system to obtain
coverage, it also encourages them to “game” the system to obtain richer coverage at periods when
they know they will have high health expenses.
 
Unfortunately, these examples are far from abstract.  Data from multiple insurance companies
suggest that, where an individual mandate has already been enacted, people will pay the penalty
associated with the mandate while healthy, only to obtain coverage and run up high health costs
once becoming sick – placing more upward pressure on insurance premiums. 
 
Candidate Obama promised to cut premiums by $2,500 for the average American family.  But the
draft Exchange regulation, by giving individuals a strong disincentive to buy coverage until they need
it, will only lead to another upward premium spiral.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Yet More Evidence Obamacare Is Costing Jobs
Date: Thursday, July 21, 2011 9:39:22 AM

The Heritage Foundation is out this week with a new study quantifying Obamacare’s adverse impact
on job creation.  The study notes that in the months prior to April 2010, private sector firms
created more than 67,000 jobs per month.  After April 2010 – the month after the President
signed Obamacare into law – private sector job creation plummeted to only 6,400 jobs per
month, or less than one-tenth the prior pace.  This growth of 6,400 private sector jobs per month
is MUCH less than the 100,000-150,000 jobs the economy needs to generate per month just to
keep up with population growth.  And this lethargic pace of private sector job creation is also a far
cry from the “4 million jobs – 400,000 jobs almost immediately” that former Speaker Pelosi said
Obamacare would generate back in February 2010.
 
Separately, Bernie Marcus, the co-founder of Home Depot, provided further anecdotal support for
Heritage’s findings in an interview with Investors Business Daily yesterday.  Marcus believes the
federal government is the biggest obstacle to job creation, because “the impediments that the
government imposes are impossible to deal with.”  Chief on that list are new mandates imposed
thanks to the President’s health care overhaul:  “As [President Obama] speaks about cutting out
regulations, they are now producing thousands of pages of new ones.  With just ObamaCare by
itself, you have a 2,000 page bill that's probably going [to] end up being 150,000 pages of
regulations.”
 
With unemployment remaining near record high levels and the economy plagued by moribund
growth, these new developments reiterate what many Republicans predicted all along – Obamacare
is costing the American economy jobs.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: Exchange information
Date: Friday, November 09, 2012 9:39:41 AM
Attachments: AEI Making Effective Connections.docx

Chiefs, Action Officers and Healthcare Advisors:
 
To aid in the exchange conversation, attached is a white paper by Tom Miller of AEI and various
news clips today on the subject matter. Note CQ article hinting at Nov 16 extension at the end of the
email. Please let me know if you have any questions. We will continue to provide you with
information as we access it.
 
Thanks,
Marie
 
 
Analysis: 20 states will run their health-law exchanges (The Hill)
In their choices, Republican governors face a balancing act — not going too far to embrace the law,
which remains divisive with the public and anathema to conservatives, but also not skipping a chance
to wrest authority from the federal government.
 
Feds will run Virginia's health exchange at outset (Daily Press)
McDonnell conceded that Virginia would not meet the Nov. 16 deadline for a blueprint for the state-
run exchange and would default instead to a federally run insurance exchange. "The only logical
decision is to choose the federal option," he said. "I don't have the answers for Virginia. They're
telling us we have two years to build an exchange. It's expensive….I don't want to buy a pig-in-a-poke
for Virginia taxpayers."
 
Ohio iffy on health-insurance exchange (Columbus Dispatch)
“Our concern is (that) the flexibility to design the exchange in an Ohio-specific way really is limited,”
Moody said. “If it’s a federal program, it would be most appropriate for the federal government to
administer.”
 
Federal gov't to create health exchange in Kansas (KWCH)
Kansans feel Obamacare is an overreach by Washington and have rejected the state’s participation in
this federal program. My administration will not partner with the federal government to create a
state-federal partnership insurance exchange because we will not benefit from it and implementing
it could costs Kansas taxpayers millions of dollars.
 
Gov suggests Ga. unlikely to run health exchange (CBS News)
Deal told The Associated Press on Wednesday that he wouldn't disclose his decision until notifying
federal authorities. But he noted that the state stopped planning an exchange once federal agencies
wrote regulations that he says restrict Georgia's ability to design its own program.
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Making Effective Connections: With or without Health Benefits Exchanges

(draft)

By Tom Miller 

American Enterprise  Institute



The version of health benefits exchanges envisioned in the Affordable Care Act (ACA) is a classic example of a limited, but potentially good, idea mutating into a politically driven gateway to overregulation, income redistribution, and greater federal government control of health care decisions. The more benign concept of exchanges envisioned them as mechanisms to help coordinate a common marketplace in which willing insurance buyers and sellers might choose to reach private agreements. Exchanges could expand the range of limited choices available to most workers employed by smaller firms, as well as to individuals seeking coverage outside the workplace. They might serve as impartial clearinghouses for information comparing the features and performance of various health insurance plans in a particular market area. Finally, they could help connect individuals with taxpayer subsidies available for their insurance choices and even consolidate multiple sources of financial contributions for someone’s coverage (multiple employers, public subsidies, personal funds) into a single payment platform.



The original case for establishing health insurance exchanges pointed to clear problems of affordability, access, and choice in current private insurance markets for individuals and small businesses. Although individual insurance markets could not possibly perform as badly as the health policy elites (who recoil from them like vampires avoid garlic) commonly believed, their customers have been burdened by high loading costs for marketing and administration by insurers. The limited role of individual insurance as a residual market product for customers lacking better options elsewhere in the pre-ACA insurance world also strained its ability to pool and manage risk consistently. The small-group insurance market was, and still is, whipsawed by counterproductive state-government regulation, a shrinking base of overburdened small-employer customers, and a shortage of competitive insurance choices. 



Health insurance exchanges are not new ideas. Various types have been proposed for years as intermediaries to manage the relationship between insurers and their customers and perhaps to better organize insurance markets.  However, finding consensus in identifying problems is not the same as agreeing on the actual terms of sustainable solutions. Exchanges can be dialed up or down the regulatory spectrum. At one end, they might simply provide some standardized comparative information on the benefits, premiums, and service quality offered by insurers in a particular market. A little further up the scale, they might distribute private payments and public subsidies, simplify insurance purchasing and enrollment, and reduce transaction costs. At the other end, they could become the exclusive engineers charged with redesigning and overseeing most, if not all, insurance sales and purchases. 



	The policy parameters involving the role and power of an insurance exchange include whether it is voluntary or mandatory. Does it have an exclusive franchise, or must it compete for customers? Over what geographic territory and for which market segments does it operate? Does it exercise substantial market power as a purchaser or even more political power as a regulator? Does it try to pool similar risks or cross-subsidize very different ones? Does it limit or expand choices of carriers, plans, and benefits? The more you want to try to do, the more regulatory complexity you have. You risk overloading each decision with another more sweeping one down the road until the exchange starts looking like a public utility commission.    



The ACA designed its version of state exchanges to play a much greater, and more controversial, role. Their duties include



· Ensuring compliance with tighter federal regulation of health insurance;

· Expanding state Medicaid programs;

· Enforcing the individual coverage mandate;

· Administering the new health law’s income-based subsidies;

· Policing insurers’ premium prices; and 

· Eventually controlling a much larger share of the private insurance market.



In just about every case under the ACA, the decision was made to go for more rather than less, under the assumption that state-run or federally run exchanges would not be able to adequately “reform” the insurance marketplace if they left too many stray sheep outside their fences. The ACA rules interpreted a level playing field and common rules regarding pricing and benefit design as requiring the rest of the private insurance market to conform to the exchange’s politically designated operating rules, rather than the other way around. Competing against what is most commonly done in the rest of the marketplace and leaving consumers to choose what they prefer apparently would be too hard and fail to deliver the desired political outcome.  Of course, whether any resulting selection by consumers is called “adverse” depends on whether the criterion used is political or personal. 



The ACA’s statutory text and subsequent regulatory guidance are full of limits and specifications for the range of the required “essential” and other permitted tiers of qualified benefits, along with tight restrictions on cost sharing. The main factor in setting some eligibility limits (individuals without offers of employer coverage or participating small firms with no more than 100 employees) was budgetary. The on-budget costs to taxpayers for moving even more millions of Americans into new, more heavily subsidized, exchange-based coverage on a faster timetable would be too transparently unaffordable, administratively daunting, and politically disruptive.[endnoteRef:1] In any case, the ACA’s rules for guaranteed-issue and not-so-adjusted community rating will be applied nationwide, even to fully insured (if not yet self-insured) private plans operating outside the ACA’s exchanges.  [1:  As the Obama administration’s principles for health reform were converted into legislative language, the White House had to master a difficult political balancing act. This involved reassuring many Americans anxious about disruptions to their current health coverage and care arrangements or about mounting federal budget deficits, while offering more generously subsidized health benefits to lower-income constituents. The reassurance component necessitated reaching an initial truce with employer-sponsored insurance plans. Keeping employers’ “private” money on the table also helped limit the net budget cost of the first installment of insurance coverage growth. Relying on expanded Medicaid eligibility as a less expensive way to accomplish about half of the total targeted coverage expansion allowed federal dollars to be stretched further, given Medicaid’s very low reimbursement rates for providers. The public-plan option was politically radioactive to highly energized grassroots opponents, who feared that the legislation would quickly lead to a single-payer system. Moreover, the combination of vastly expanded “public plan” Medicaid coverage and much tighter political regulation of “private” insurers in subsidized health insurance exchanges accomplished most of the larger political objective of increasing dependency on politically brokered health care, with fewer of the red lights signaling a more direct and expensive expansion of Medicare-like coverage to displace private insurance intermediaries. The final law relied on ambiguity, deferred decision making, and administrative complexity to dampen political concerns about a federal takeover of traditionally private spheres of health care decision making. However, gaining permanent regulatory authority over a vast expanse of health care operations and decisions—regardless of how many blanks needed to be filled in later—fulfilled a crucial political imperative for Democratic party leaders. It also facilitated the continued, less-threatening appearance of private operation of most current health care arrangements, albeit under tighter—and potentially expanding—political management. See Thomas P. Miller, “Health Reform: Only a Cease-Fire in a Political Hundred Years’ War,” Health Affairs 29, no. 6 (2010): 1–5.] 




The ACA exchanges initially were marketed as a means to provide new choices to those largely shut out of the traditional employer-sponsored group health insurance market, as well as to smaller businesses struggling to offer or maintain group coverage for their workers. But the law authorizes states to expand offers of exchange-based coverage to businesses with more than 100 employees, starting in 2017. Critics of the expanding role of federal regulation, mandates, and subsidies under the ACA regime would argue that this would open the door wider for Washington’s dominant market share and more complete regulatory control in whatever remains of “private” insurance markets later this decade. When combined with narrow grandfathering and grace periods for many existing insurance benefits plans (temporarily protecting them from the newer ACA requirements for fully insured health plans)[endnoteRef:2] that are biased toward an early expiration date, the real goal of the federally directed exchanges appears to be to construct a roach motel of centralized regulation, where private plans and their enrollees might check in but are not allowed to check out. [2:  Annie L. Mach and Bernadette Fernandez, “Private Health Insurance Market Reforms in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act,” Congressional Research Service, November 1, 2011. See Appendix B, “Applicability of Market Reforms to Health Plans” (19).] 


 

	It turns out that to control one thing, and then another thing, and then more and more unanticipated things, many congressional legislators and their designated bureaucrats believe they will have to control almost everything.   



	Not surprisingly, many state officials balked at participating in the ACA’s model for “state-run” exchanges, which appeared to be part of a top-down bureaucratic approach for taking control of state insurance markets under the guise of implementing the new health law, rather than offering a more decentralized, market-driven alternative. Several dozen state governors and state legislatures either opposed outright the creation of ACA-compliant exchanges or urged a cautious, go-slow approach to further implementation until more details were provided (or the Supreme Court decided to overturn the health law as unconstitutional). 



	At this point, it appears that a large majority of states will not meet the ACA’s initial deadline of January 1, 2013, for federal certification that their state-based exchanges will be ready to operate one year later, when the law’s expansion of exchange-based health insurance coverage is supposed to begin. HHS has proposed several alternative ways to establish health exchanges by that date, including state-federal partnerships (in which states perform at least some of the required exchange functions) and federally facilitated exchanges (mostly a new name for federally run exchanges).[endnoteRef:3] However, any of those approaches to developing functional health benefits exchanges under the ACA faces major obstacles: [3:  Health and Human Services Department, Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act; Establishment of Exchanges and Qualified Health Plans; Exchange Standards for Employers (Final Rule March 27, 2012), www.federalregister.gov/articles/2012/03/27/2012-6125/patient-protection-and-affordable-care-act-establishment-of-exchanges-and-qualified-health-plans.] 




1. Most states will either refuse to set up their own exchanges or prove unable to do so for political or technical reasons.

 

2. The administrative challenges in orchestrating necessary data streams from multiple sources (to determine applicants’ eligibility for federal subsidies), creating essentially “new” insurance markets, and handling a potential surge in demand for such coverage remain daunting and unprecedented.

 

3. Serious legal questions about the actual statutory authority of federally run exchanges to administer premium subsidies remain unresolved, and they are likely to dilute the power of any arguments that states must set up their own exchanges to avoid losing control over a federally run exchange in their state.[endnoteRef:4] [4:  Critics of an Internal Revenue Service final rule issued in May 2012 argue that it directly contradicts the actual statutory language of the Affordable Care Act for exchange-based health insurance. See Jonathan H. Adler and Michael F. Cannon, “Taxation without Representation: The Illegal IRS Rule to Expand Tax Credits under the PPACA” (Case Research Paper Series in Legal Studies Working Paper 2012-27, July 2012), http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2106789; State of Oklahoma ex rel Scott E. Pruitt v. Kathleen Sebelius and Timothy Geithner (Case No. CIV-11-030-RAW, Amended Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief), www.healthreformgps.org/wp-content/uploads/Amended_complaint.pdf; and James F. Blumstein, Testimony before House Committee on Ways and Means, Health Subcommittee, September 12, 2012, http://waysandmeans.house.gov/uploadedfiles/house_ways_and_means_testimony92112.pdf.] 




	What should states do? One option is to simply stand back and hope that federally run exchanges will be unsuccessful and collapse for a combination of political, legal, and administrative reasons. This is politically appealing in states where opposition to this part of the ACA runs strong, although it leaves unaddressed what other sorts of health insurance reforms may still be needed within states.



Another option is to approve initial versions of their own state-based exchanges that operate under very different and more market-friendly rules not likely to comply with current Obama administration regulatory guidance.[endnoteRef:5] 5   For example, such state-run exchanges would be likely to adopt an “any willing seller” approach to insurer eligibility, rather than operate as an active, exclusive purchaser that prescreens participating insurers to gain bargaining leverage and ensure their compliance with standardized coverage benefits and premium rate limits. They would operate more like a market facilitator of new coverage options (for state residents seeking individual coverage and for small businesses looking for alternatives to traditional group coverage), rather than as administrators of an expanded “public” insurance program similar to Medicaid. Flexibility, choice, and open competition would be more important than standardization, selective contracting, and compulsion.  [5:  Scott Gottlieb and Tom Miller, “How to Reform ObamaCare Starting Now,” Wall Street Journal October 14, 2010.] 




Such exchange-like mechanisms would involve willing consumers, private providers, and employer sponsors as partners rather than as subjects. Administrators would focus on normal oversight to ensure compliance with existing state and federal laws, without trying to expand them further. Exchange rules would be adopted to mesh with current state rules for the rest of the state-regulated market, rather than the opposite. Health benefits guarantees would be kept to a minimum, with a broad interpretation of rough actuarial equivalence ensuring opportunities for innovation and preference-sensitive variation. 



Such state exchanges would rely much more on developing and disseminating consumer-empowering, impartial information about coverage options, rather than on enacting and enforcing choice-limiting regulation. Once a state sets the very basic parameters for insurance plans, it would allow carriers to innovate and differentiate their products, as long as they adequately inform potential consumers at the point of purchase. State administrators would focus on enhancing consumer education, engagement, and empowerment with information tools. They would contractually outsource most of the technical operations to private vendors and maintain the difference between providing a single shopping point for convenience and requiring an exclusive destination for political control.    



	Nevertheless, political suspicion remains widespread in many states that the temptation for regulatory overreach in exchange-like mechanisms cannot be kept in check, given the ACA’s underlying plan to use them primarily as an enforcement arm for its insurance rules and a distribution channel for its income-based premium subsidies. Quite simply, any state officials involved in establishing a state-run exchange in jurisdictions opposed to most of the ACA’s mandates and regulations will be seen as aiding and abetting the latter, rather than vigorously resisting them. 



 	Hence, many states wanting to improve their insurance markets for individuals and small firms will need to consider establishing a different type of mechanism. It would operate primarily to ensure that beneficiaries can be connected seamlessly with taxpayer subsidies for health insurance and useful information for making their coverage choices. To avoid the pitfalls of setting up an exclusive political franchise, states should provide these subsidy connectors only as a competitive option within the larger insurance marketplace. They may also encourage the further growth of nonexclusive private exchanges as either competitors or replacements for state-sponsored ones. If any such nonexchange exchanges serve a useful role and provide competitive advantages, consumers will choose voluntarily to purchase insurance through them. Their market share would be determined by the decisions of willing buyers, rather than the designs of political brokers. Consumers can redesign their local insurance markets by voting with their own money. 





Haslam still studying health exchange in wake of election (Memphis Business Journal)
Haslam, who has previously said he favors a state-run exchange, said Wednesday that's still his
thinking, but that he's awaiting additional information from the federal government. The deadline
for the state to declare its intentions is Nov. 16.
 
Nixon: Missouri won’t run health insurance exchange by 2014 (AP)
Gov. Jay Nixon said Thursday his administration will inform the federal government that it won't be
running a state-based health insurance exchange when they're due to begin under the federal health
care law. That means that the federal government will step in to create an insurance exchange in
Missouri.
 
What Does the Election Mean for Obamacare? (Heritage Morning Bell)
Two of the largest elements of the health care law—the massive Medicaid expansion and the costly
subsidies scheme funneled through government exchanges—are heavily dependent on state
compliance. But the June Supreme Court decision reaffirmed that states are not at the mercy of the
federal government. Many state officials realize that there is little upside to joining forces with
Washington in implementing this disastrous endeavor, thus further eroding the long-term viability of
Obamacare.
 
Obamacare: America’s Last Entitlement (Forbes)
America’s unsustainable fiscal situation means that Obamacare is destined to be the last major
entitlement enacted by the United States. Indeed, Obamacare’s victory sets off a stiff competition for
taxpayer dollars between Obamacare, Medicaid, and Medicare. It’s a battle that the elderly, in
particular, are likely to lose.
 
Republican governors scramble over next Obamacare steps (Washington Post)
States are working on a tight timeline: After the Nov. 16 deadline, they face another checkpoint on
Jan. 1, when they have to demonstrate that their marketplace is on track to begin enrolling people in
one year. “If were a governor, I’d be less concerned about the November deadline,” Leavitt’s Smith
said. “I would be focused on the actual deadline, in January, to show you can make this work.” With
benchmarks looming, and the election barely hitting rearview mirror, many Republican governors
seem to be in the middle of weighing the best next steps.
 
With Obama Re-Elected, States Scramble Over Health Law (NYT)
Much depends on the states as they decide in the coming weeks and months whether to build online
marketplaces known as insurance exchanges, where individuals and small businesses can shop for
health plans, and whether to expand their Medicaid programs to reach many more low-income
people.
 
Obamacare Is Here To Stay, But In What Form? (NPR)
So far, according to Weil, only 13 states and Washington, D.C., have said they plan to set up their
own exchanges. If states decide not to set up their own exchanges, the federal government will step
in and do it instead. But federal officials still haven't spelled out exactly how that will work.
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HHS Expected to Give States More Time on Exchange
Decisions
By Rebecca Adams, CQ HealthBeat Associate Editor

 

The federal government is likely to extend the Nov. 16 deadline for states to decide whether

they will run their own health insurance exchanges, according to several state officials.

State officials were supposed to notify the Department of Health and Human Services by that

date about whether they plan to run the insurance exchanges that will launch in 2014, create a

state-federal partnership or let the federal government operate the exchange in their area.

Instead, HHS officials are expected to set a new deadline for states that want to operate the

marketplaces alone but have a rolling deadline with ongoing discussions for states that are

interested in a partnership.

A Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services spokesman declined to comment.

The additional time will be a relief for many state officials who are trying to determine whether

there is enough political will, technical knowledge and time for them to set up their own new

health benefit marketplaces.

Although many governors, especially critics of the 2010 health care law (PL 111-148, PL 111-

152), were not ready to commit to a state-run or state-federal hybrid exchange before the

election because they did not want it to be interpreted as a show of support for the statute, many

may be interested in exerting some control over an exchange in their jurisdictions since the

alternative would be one run by Washington.

Before the election, nine states were expected to let the federal government operate an

exchange. On Tuesday, Missouri voters in a ballot initiative also banned the state government

from creating a state exchange, bringing the total of states refusing to run a state-administered

exchange to 10. (See related story, CQ HealthBeat, Nov. 7, 2012)

Sixteen states have indicated that they would like to proceed with their own state-run

exchange and 14 of them have sent official letters to CMS officials that are posted on the

agency’s website.

The decision about how to run an exchange is complicated and in many cases, governors

who would like to go ahead will have to win the support of state legislators. On Wednesday,

Tennessee Republican Gov. Bill Haslam said he would prefer to have the state run its own

insurance exchange program than leave it to federal officials. But state legislators in his party

chimed in with criticism, saying that the legislature would not go along with the creation of a

state-based exchange. Governors in many states will have to navigate similar political climates.
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Essential Health Benefits, Actuarial Value, and Accreditation Standards: 
Ensuring Meaningful, Affordable Coverage 

Fact Sheet 

The health care law, the Affordable Care Act, contains a number of provisions that ensure that 
Americans have access to quality, affordable health insurance. 

On November 20, 2012, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) published a 
proposed rule that helps consumers shop for and compare non-grandfathered private health 
insurance options in the individual and small group markets by promoting consistency across 
plans, and protecting consumers by ensuring that plans cover a core package of items and 
services. 

1 

Specifically, this rule outlines health insurance issuer standards related to the coverage of 
essential health benefits (EHB) and the determination of actuarial value (AV), while providing 
significant flexibility to states to shape how EHB are defined. Additionally, the rule proposes a 
timeline for when issuers offering coverage in a Federally-facilitated Exchange or State 
Partnership Exchange must become accredited. The rule also proposes an application process 
for accrediting entities seeking to be recognized to fulfill the accreditation requirements for 
issuers offering coverage in any Exchange. 

An Open, Public Process 

The proposed rule reflects extensive collaboration and work with states, small businesses, 
consumers, and health insurance issuers. Before issuing this proposed rule, HHS published two 
bulletins outlining our intended approach to EHB and AV.1 

We received over 11,000 comments on both bulletins, which we reviewed and considered when 
developing this proposed rule. Commenters on the bulletins represented a wide variety of 
stakeholders, including states, tribes, tribal leaders and organizations, health plan issuers, 
consumer groups, health care providers, industry experts, members of the public, and many 
others. In addition, HHS also reviewed studies completed by the Institute of Medicine and the 
Department of Labor. 

We invite public comment on the policies contained in this proposed rule. Comments are due by 
December 20, 2012. Detailed instructions for submitting comments are included in the proposed 
rule. 

1 The bulletin on EHB (December 16, 2011} is available at: 
http://cciio.cms.gov/resources/files/Files2/12162011 /essential health benefits bulletin .pdf. The bulletin 
on AV and cost-sharing reductions (February 24, 2012} is available at: 
http://cciio.cms.gov/resources/files/Files2/02242012/Av-csr-bulletin.pdf. 

INFORMATION NOT RELEASABLE TO THE PUBLIC UNLESS AUTHORIZED BY LAW: 

This information has not been publicly disclosed and may be privileged and confidential. It is for internal government use only and must not be 
disseminated, distributed, or copied to persons not authorized to receive the information. Unauthorized disclosure may result in prosecution to 

the full extent of the Jaw. 
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Essential Health Benefits 

The Affordable Care Act ensures Americans have access to quality, affordable health 
insurance. To achieve this goal, the law ensures that health plans offered in the individual and 
small group markets, both inside and outside of Affordable Insurance Exchanges (Exchanges), 
offer a core package of items and services, known as "essential health benefits." EHB must 
include items and services within at least the following 10 categories: 

1. Ambulatory patient services 
2. Emergency services 
3. Hospitalization 
4. Maternity and newborn care 
5. Mental health and substance use disorder services, including behavioral health 

treatment 
6. Prescription drugs 
7. Rehabilitative and habilitative services and devices 
8. Laboratory services 
9. Preventive and wellness services and chronic disease management 
10. Pediatric services, including oral and vision care 

The Affordable Care Act sets forth that EHB be equal in scope to benefits offered by a 
"typical employer plan." To meet this requirement in every state, the proposed rule defines 
EHB based on a state-specific benchmark plan, including the largest small group health 
plan in the state. The rule proposes that states select a benchmark plan from among 
several options identified in the proposed rule, and that all plans that cover EHB must offer 
benefits that are substantially equal to the benefits offered by the benchmark plan. This 
approach balances consumers' desires for an affordable and comprehensive benefit 
package, our legal requirement to reflect the current marketplace, and issuer flexibility to 
offer innovative benefit designs and a choice of health plans. 

2 

The benchmark plan options include: (1) the largest plan by enrollment in any of the three 
largest products in the state's small group market; (2) any of the largest three state 
employee health benefit plans options by enrollment; (3) any of the largest three national 
Federal Employees Health Benefits Program (FEHBP) plan options by enrollment; or (4) the 
largest insured commercial HMO in the state. The proposed rule also clarifies that in the 
event a state does not make a selection, HHS will select as the default benchmark the 
largest small group product in the state, as described in option ( 1 ). 

If a benchmark plan is missing any of the 10 statutory categories of benefits, the proposed 
rule has the state or HHS to supplement the benchmark plan in that category. The proposed 
rule also includes a number of standards to protect consumers against discrimination and 

INFORMATION NOT RELEASABLE TO THE PUBLIC UNLESS AUTHORIZED BY LAW: 

This information has not been publicly disclosed and may be privileged and confidential. It is for internal government use only and must not be 
disseminated, distributed, or copied to persons not authorized to receive the information. Unauthorized disclosure may result in prosecution to 

the full extent of the law. 
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ensure that benchmark plans offer a full array of EHB benefits and services. For example, 
the proposed rule: 

• Prohibits benefit designs that could discriminate against potential or current 
enrollees 

• Includes special standards and options for health plans for benefits not typically 
covered by individual and small group policies today, including habilitative services 

• Includes standards for prescription drug coverage to ensure that individuals have 
access to needed prescription medications. 

The appendix of the proposed regulation includes the proposed list of state-selected EHB
benchmark plans, as well as the default benchmark plan for state that does not select a 
benchmark plan, for public comment. States can make an EHB-benchmark selection until 
the close of the comment period for this rule. Further information on the benchmark plans 
can be found on the CCllO website. 

Actuarial Value 

3 

Actuarial Value, or AV, is calculated as ~he percentage of total ayerage costs for covered_ 
benefits that a plan will cover. For example, if a plan has an AV of 70 percent, on average, a 
consumer would be responsible for 30 percent of the costs of all covered benefits. 

Beginning in 2014, non-grandfathered health plans in the individual and small group 
markets must meet certain AVs, or metal levels: 60 percent for a bronze plan, 70 percent for 
a silver plan, 80 percent for a gold plan, and 90 percent for a platinum plan. In addition, 
issuers may offer catastrophic-only coverage with lower AV for eligible individuals. "Metal 
levels" will allow consumers to compare plans with similar levels of coverage, which along 
with consideration of premiums, provider participation, and other factors, would help the 
consumer make an informed decision. 

To streamline and standardize the calculation of AV for health insurance issuers, HHS is 
providing a publicly available AV calculator, which issuers would use to determine health 
plan AVs based on a national, standard population, as required by law. Under the proposed 
rule, beginning in 2015, HHS will accept state-specific data sets for the standard population 
if states choose to submit alternate data for the calculator. The proposed rule includes 
standards and considerations for plans with benefit designs that the AV calculator cannot 
easily accommodate. Consumer-driven health plans, such as high-deductible health plans 
and health savings accounts, are compatible with the AV calculator. The proposed AV 

calculator is posted on the CCllO website. 

INFORMATION NOT RELEASABLE TO THE PUBLIC UNLESS AUTHORIZED BY LAW: 

This information has not been publicly disclosed and may be privileged and confidential. It is for internal government use only and must not be 
disseminated, distributed, or copied to persons not authorized to receive the information. Unauthorized disclosure may result in prosecution to 

the full extent of the law. 
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HHS recognizes that health plans need some flexibility in meeting the metal levels. 
Therefore, we propose that a plan can meet a particular metal level if its AV is within 2 
percentage points of the standard. For example, a silver plan may have an AV between 68 
percent and 72 percent. In addition, the proposed rule provides flexibility for issuers in the 
small group market by permitting issuers to exceed annual deductible limits to achieve a 
particular metal level. 

Accreditation Standards 

Timeline for Accreditation Requirement in a Federally-facilitated Exchange and State 
Partnership Exchange 

4 

HHS is proposing that a Federally-facilitated Exchange, including State Partnership 
Exchanges, will accept existing health plan accreditation from the National Committee for 
Quality Assurance (NCQA) and URAC on issuer's commercial or Medicaid lines of business 
until the fourth year of certification of a qualified health plan (QHP) (e.g., 2016 certification 
for the 2017 coverage year). The timeline outlined in the proposed rule ensures that 
consumers have access to high-quality ·plans, but also recognizes the significant time that 
issuers will need to obtain accreditation. QHP issuers that do not have this existing 
accreditation must schedule the accreditation review in their first year of certification of the 
QHP (e.g., 2013), and be accredited on their QHP policies and procedures in their second 
and third years of certification (e.g., 2014 and 2015). By the fourth year of certification of 
the QHP (e.g., 2016 certification for the 2017 coverage year), QHP issuers must be 
accredited on the basis of local performance of its QHP. 

Recognition of Additional Accrediting Entities for the Purposes of QHP Certification 

In a final rule published in July 2012, HHS recognized the National Committee for Quality 
Assurance (NCQA) and URAC as accrediting entities for the purposes of QHP certification, 
subject to the submission of documentation.2 HHS has received that documentation and in 
a Federal Register Notice. being issued concurrently with this proposed rule, HHS is 
recognizing NCQA and URAC as accrediting entities for the purposes of QHP certification. 
This proposed rule would allow additional accrediting entities to apply to be recognized as 
aC9rediting entities. Under this proposal, HHS would provide an opportunity for public 
comment on the applicants being considered for recognition and, after close of the 
comment period; HHS would notify the public of the names of the accrediting entities 
recognized and those not recognized for the purposes of fulfilling the accreditation 

2 Final Rule published on July 20, 2012 at 77 FR 42658 - 42672. 
INFORMATION NOT RELEASABLE TO THE PUBLIC UNLESS AUTHORIZED BY LAW: 
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requirement for QHP certification. New applicants to become accrediting entities would be 
evaluated using the same criteria used to recognize NCQA and URAC. 

Read the proposed rule at: http://www.ofr.gov/inspection.aspx 

5 

Today, HHS also provided guidance to State Medicaid programs laying out how existing private 
plans in Medicaid will have to meet the standards of the Essential Health Benefits provision. The 
guidance can be found here: http://www.medicaid.gov/Federal-Policy-Guidance/Federal-Policy
Guidance.html 

INFORMATION NOT RELEASABLE TO THE PUBLIC UNLESS AUTHORIZED BY LAW: 
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 Page 1 
 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES 
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
7500 Security Boulevard, Mail Stop C2-21-15 
Baltimore, Maryland 21244-1850 
 
  
                                                                                                                       
 
Date:   November 29, 2011  
 
Subject:  State Exchange Implementation Questions and Answers 

 
Cost to States 
 
Q1:  What funding is available to assist States in the establishment of an Exchange under a fully 

State-based Exchange, a Partnership Exchange, and a Federally-facilitated Exchange?   
 
A1:   The Affordable Care Act provides funding for States establishing an Exchange through 

grants described in section 1311.  Such grants are available for establishing a State-based 
Exchange, to build functions that a State elects to operate under a Partnership Exchange, 
and to support State activities to build interfaces with a Federally-facilitated Exchange. 
 Grants may be awarded through the end of 2014, and grant funds are available for 
approved and permissible establishment activities. 

  
The process of “establishing” an Exchange may extend beyond the first date of operation 
and may include improvements and enhancements to key functions over a limited period of 
time. Generally, grants can be used to establish Exchange functions and operating systems 
and to test and improve systems and processes.  We have determined that a State that does 
not have a fully certified State-based Exchange on January 1, 2013 can continue to qualify 
for and receive a grant award, subject to the Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) 
eligibility criteria. A State can also use grant funds to build and test interfaces with HHS to 
support certain functions of a Federally-facilitated Exchange, such as information needed 
for certification of qualified health plans. As such, HHS anticipates modifying and 
extending the schedule for States to apply for establishments grants in future guidance to 
accommodate this schedule.  

 
Q2:  What costs are States expected to assume in establishing an Exchange, and can these costs 

be covered by grant funding?   
 
A2:   Under the Affordable Care Act, States must ensure that their Exchanges are self-sustaining 

by January 1, 2015. Therefore, the costs to States for implementing a State-based Exchange 
and testing Exchange operations during 2014 may be allowed under section 1311(a).  
Additionally, grants under section 1311 may be awarded until December 31, 2014, for 
approved establishment activities after that date.  Therefore, it is also permissible that under 
a Partnership Exchange, a State may receive a grant for activities to establish and test 
functions that the State performs in support of a Federally-facilitated Exchange. 
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Q3:  Will States be charged for administrative expenses when a Federally-facilitated Exchange 
makes a Medicaid eligibility determination? 

 
A3:   State Medicaid and CHIP programs will not be required to contribute to the costs 

associated with the Federally-facilitated Exchange, including the costs associated with a 
Federally-facilitated Exchange making a Medicaid or CHIP determination.  However, State 
Medicaid and CHIP programs will have to transfer information and cases to, and accept 
information and cases from, the Federally-facilitated Exchange; the costs of establishing, 
testing and maintaining those interfaces will be shared between the State Medicaid and 
CHIP programs and the Federally-facilitated Exchange, consistent with current cost 
allocation rules.   

 
HHS has provided additional help to States to build and maintain a shared eligibility 
service that allows for the Exchange, the Medicaid agency, and the CHIP agency to share 
common components, technologies and processes to evaluate applications for insurance 
affordability programs.  This includes enhanced funding under Medicaid and opportunities 
for other State programs to reuse the information technology (IT) infrastructure without 
having to contribute funding for  development costs related to shared services.  This 
additional help is available to defray State costs related to establishing an efficient and 
effective shared eligibility service regardless of whether a Federally-facilitated Exchange 
or a State-based Exchange is operating in a State.   

 
Use of Data Services Hub 

 
Q4:  Will CMS charge States for use of the data services hub? 

 
A4:  CMS is establishing a Federally-managed data services hub to support information 

exchanges between States (Exchanges, Medicaid and CHIP agencies) and relevant Federal 
agencies. In many cases, Federal agencies other than CMS will be providing information 
through the hub. Additional information about the services available through the hub and 
the terms for accessing those services is under development.  While the agency is 
considering the treatment of charges for fiscal year 2014, we do not anticipate charging 
fully State-based Exchanges for the use of the hub. 

 
Basic Health Program Funding 
 
Q5:   Under what circumstances may Exchange planning grant dollars or the Exchange 

establishment grant dollars be used by a State exploring or establishing a Basic Health 
Program under section 1331 of the Affordable Care Act? 

 
A5:   Planning grants: Planning grant funds may be used to support research and explore health 

insurance coverage options permitted under the Affordable Care Act, including the option 
of a Basic Health Program. 

 
Establishment grants: Establishment grant funds may be used for Exchange establishment 
activities that would coordinate or overlap with activities undertaken pursuant to the 
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establishment of an optional Basic Health Program. For example, a call center may provide 
consumer information on a range of coverage options including the Basic Health Program, 
and could therefore be funded through Establishment grant funds.  However, funding under 
the Establishment grants cannot be used to support operations of the Basic Health Program 
or to investigate the feasibility of the Basic Health Program.    

 
Other funding sources: States electing to establish a Basic Health Program may opt to fund 
administrative or establishment activities for the Basic Health Program through user fees or 
other State funding.   

 
Federally-facilitated Exchange and State Department of Insurance Responsibilities 

 
Q6:   How will the Federally-facilitated Exchange coordinate with State insurance departments? 
 
A6:   A Federally-facilitated Exchange will operate in States electing not to pursue a State-based 

Exchange. To the greatest extent possible, HHS intends to work with States to preserve the 
traditional responsibilities of State insurance departments when establishing a Federally-
facilitated Exchange.  Additionally, HHS will seek to harmonize Exchange policy with 
existing State programs and laws wherever possible.         

 
For example, qualified health plans (QHP) that will be offered in the Federally-facilitated 
Exchange must meet State licensure and solvency requirements and be in good standing in 
the State (section 1301(a)(1)(C) of the Affordable Care Act).  Accordingly, States continue 
to maintain an important responsibility with respect to health plans licensed and offered in 
their State, regardless of whether the Exchange is Federally-facilitated or fully State-based.  

 
With respect to review of network adequacy, which is commonly a responsibility of State 
insurance departments or State health agencies in consultation with State insurance 
departments, HHS would rely on the State for advice and recommendations regarding 
network adequacy standards where HHS is operating a Federally-facilitated Exchange.  
Network adequacy standards must ensure enrollees a sufficient choice of providers, 
consistent with HHS regulations. We expect that if a State has not adopted such a standard, 
HHS would develop it for the purposes of the Federally-facilitated Exchange using a 
commonly recognized and accepted standard such as the National Association of Insurance 
Commissioners (NAIC) Network Adequacy Model Act. 

 
Similarly, HHS is also currently working to determine the extent to which activities like the 
review of rates and benefit packages are already conducted by State insurance departments 
and how these responsibilities could be recognized as part of the certification of QHPs by a 
Federally-facilitated Exchange.  For example, most States currently have an effective rate 
review program in place and HHS will rely on such processes to the extent practicable and 
where legally permissible.  

 
In States with a Federally-facilitated Exchange, HHS will also apply existing State 
standards on marketing materials, assuming issuers will be required to convey information 
about premiums, benefits and cost sharing that flow from data used for plan approval, and 
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HHS will work with States to harmonize procedures for responding to consumer 
complaints. We recognize that most State insurance departments already have procedures 
in place for addressing consumer complaints, and we will work with States to utilize 
existing processes for consumer complaints as efficiently as possible to the extent 
practicable.  

 
Pursuant to our goal to preserve the traditional responsibilities of State insurance 
departments when establishing a Federally-facilitated Exchange, we are planning to 
establish one or more working groups with representatives from State insurance 
departments to start working through issues related to plan management functions in the 
coming weeks.     

 
Successful operation of the Federally-facilitated Exchange will depend on successfully 
harmonizing State and HHS workflows so that the annual QHP certification process can be 
effectively completed in time to adequately support open enrollment including preparation 
and release of an insurance web portal.  We look forward to conversations with and 
suggestions from States in pursuit of this harmonization.  

 
Eligibility under a Federally-facilitated Exchange or a State-based Exchange 
 
Q7:  The Affordable Care Act prescribes a seamless, streamlined eligibility process for 

consumers to submit a single application and receive an eligibility determination for 
enrollment in a qualified health plan (QHP) through the Exchange, advance payments of 
the premium tax credit, cost-sharing reductions, Medicaid, CHIP, and the Basic Health 
Program, if applicable. 

 
• Under a Federally-facilitated Exchange, can a State retain authority over Medicaid 

eligibility determinations? 
• Under a State-based Exchange, can the Federal government perform activities related 

to advance payments of the premium tax credit and cost-sharing reductions, including 
the verification of employer-sponsored minimum essential coverage? Can the Federal 
government perform the eligibility process for exemptions from the individual 
responsibility requirement for State-based Exchanges? 

 
A7:   Section 155.305 of the proposed rule on Exchange Functions in the Individual Market:  

Eligibility Determinations; Exchange Standards for Employers (Exchange Eligibility 
NPRM  available here) proposes that the Exchange will make eligibility determinations for 
advance payments of the premium tax credit, cost-sharing reductions, Medicaid, CHIP, and 
the Basic Health Program, where applicable, based on modified adjusted gross income 
(MAGI).  The Exchange Eligibility NPRM does not distinguish between a State-based 
Exchange and a Federally-facilitated Exchange in this regard. Based on comments to the 
Exchange Eligibility NPRM, however, we intend to modify this original proposal in the 
final rule to permit additional options for determining eligibility under a State-based and 
Federally-facilitated Exchange. 
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Federally-facilitated Exchange 
 
In response to comments to the Exchange Eligibility NPRM, we are planning to revise the 
options that are available for the responsibility for the determination of eligibility under a 
Federally-facilitated Exchange to include the following: 

 
1. The Federally-facilitated Exchange will conduct initial assessments of  applicants for 

Medicaid and CHIP eligibility based on MAGI, as part of the determination of 
eligibility for  advance payments of the premium tax credit and cost-sharing 
reductions.  However, the State Medicaid and CHIP agencies make final Medicaid 
and CHIP determinations under this option.  In order to ensure an optimal consumer 
experience, a State electing this option would agree to make these determinations 
consistent with general guidelines and the terms of an agreement established between 
the State and the Federally-facilitated Exchange to ensure that applicants are not 
required to submit redundant documentation and that timeliness standards are met. 
 

2. Alternatively, if a State does not choose to retain Medicaid and CHIP eligibility 
determinations as set out in paragraph 1 above, the Federally-facilitated Exchange 
may determine Medicaid and CHIP eligibility using State eligibility rules and 
standards in conjunction with determining eligibility for advance payments of the 
premium tax credit and cost-sharing reductions.  
 

State-based Exchange 
 
Similarly, States that operate a State-based Exchange but do not wish to operate all 
eligibility functions as described in the Exchange Eligibility NPRM would have additional 
options under our intended revisions:   
 
1. A State-based Exchange could be approved if it conducted all eligibility functions.  
 
2. Alternatively, a State-based Exchange could be approved if it uses Federally-managed 

services to make determinations for advance payments of the premium tax credit, cost-
sharing reductions and exemptions from the individual responsibility requirement.  

 
In all cases, a State could decide to have the Medicaid and CHIP agencies support the 
eligibility process by executing some or all functions under an agreement with the 
Exchange.  Certification as an Exchange would also require that procedures and systems 
are in place to ensure a simplified, seamless consumer experience.  In addition, for States 
that are interested in determining eligibility for all programs under the Affordable Care 
Act, we are exploring how the Federal government could manage services for verification 
of employer-sponsored minimum essential coverage. 
 
Under these flexible options, to ensure a strong consumer experience to applicants and 
enrollees and to minimize administrative burden and costs, it will be critical for States and 
the Federal government to work closely together. 
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IRS elements to which States will have access  
 
Q8:  What data will IRS provide to support the eligibility verification process?  
 
A8:   Section 6103(l)(21) of the Internal Revenue Code, as added by section 1414(a)(1) of the 

Affordable Care Act, permits the Secretary of the Treasury to disclose the following 
taxpayer information – with taxpayer consent – to support eligibility determinations for 
insurance affordability programs: “(i) taxpayer identity information with respect to such 
taxpayer, (ii) the filing status of such taxpayer, (iii) the number of individuals for whom a 
deduction is allowed under section 151 with respect to the taxpayer (including the taxpayer 
and the taxpayer’s spouse), (iv) the modified adjusted gross income (as defined in section 
36B) of such taxpayer and each of the other individuals included under clause (iii) who are 
required to file a return of tax imposed by chapter 1 for the taxable year, (v) such other 
information as prescribed by the Secretary by regulation to indicate whether the taxpayer is 
eligible for such credit or reduction (and the amount thereof), and (vi) the taxable year with 
respect to which the preceding information relates or, if applicable, the fact that such 
information is not available.”     

 
The IRS will provide modified adjusted gross income (MAGI) for the parents or other head 
of household and for certain dependents who had enough income to have been required to 
file a tax return. Modified adjusted gross income is the adjusted gross income shown on the 
Form 1040 with additional amounts added:  any tax-exempt interest on State or local 
bonds, social security benefits that are excluded from gross income, and any amounts 
earned abroad that are otherwise excluded from adjusted gross income.  This information 
will be taken from the return that was last due to be filed.  For example, during open 
enrollment in the last quarter of 2013, income information will be provided from 2012 
income tax returns.   

 
The IRS will also provide information about the size of the household shown on the returns 
that were filed and coding to help the Exchange understand the information being provided 
and instances in which information may not be available. Where there has been a change in 
circumstance, the applicant will work with the Exchange to establish what changes should 
be reflected in household income.  Similarly, where there is no prior year tax return data on 
file, for example in the case of individuals with very low or no income who had not 
previously been required to file, the applicant will work with the Exchange to establish 
household income through alternate means.   

 
Multi-State Plans 
 
Q9:   To what extent should multi-State plans contracting with the Office of Personnel 

Management (OPM) adhere to State-based standards, including State insurance standards 
(e.g., solvency, prompt payment, market conduct) as well as Exchange-specific qualified 
health plan certification standards in a State (e.g., network adequacy standards)?   

 
A9. While the proposed rule on Establishment of Exchange and Qualified Health Plans deems 

OPM-approved multi-State plans as certified by an Exchange, we recognize States’ 
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concerns about the need to apply State insurance requirements and State-specific 
certification standards to multi-State plans.  We also note that Section 1324 requires a level 
playing field in connection with certain State and Federal legal requirements for health 
plans.  

 
We seek to ensure that implementation of section 1324 does not disrupt existing markets 
both inside and outside the Exchanges in the States.  HHS and OPM will work with the 
National Association of Insurance Commissioners to address these questions. We will 
explore this issue by further identifying existing State standards as well as specific issues of 
greatest concern for multi-State plans and States including reduction of adverse risk 
selection, the risks to multi-State plans and States, and potential alternatives.   

 
Risk Adjustment Data Collection 

 
Q10:  Could HHS collect encounter data and let States perform risk adjustment? 
 
A10:  The Affordable Care Act calls for a risk adjustment program to reduce incentives for 

health insurance plans to avoid covering people with pre-existing conditions or those in 
poor health. Risk adjustment ensures that health insurance plans have a financial incentive 
to provide services to the people who need them most by adjusting premiums to provide 
more funds to plans enrolling a higher proportion of people with high health costs. This 
mechanism ensures that insurance plans compete on the basis of quality and service, and 
not on the basis of avoiding sick, high-cost people. 

 
HHS issued a proposed rule on Standards Related to Reinsurance, Risk Corridors and Risk 
Adjustment (published on July 15, 2011).  HHS did not propose and will not implement 
any proposal that calls for States or the Federal government to collect personal data such as 
name, social security number or address for the risk adjustment program. Protecting the 
privacy and confidentiality of an individual’s personal health information continues to be 
among HHS’s highest priorities. HHS will not require States to collect medical record or 
information that identifies an individual’s doctor; nor would the Federal government collect 
this information. 

 
Quality Certification Requirements 
 
Q11: What quality activities must States engage in to meet Exchange approval and certification 

requirements? 
 
A11:  The Exchange establishment grant funding opportunity announcement indicates that State-

based Exchanges must develop and report a quality rating for QHPs; however, the current 
expectation is that further guidance will be released before Exchanges are required to 
implement the quality rating system.  At this time, States should focus on developing and 
establishing other Exchange operational capacities.  When focusing on quality, States 
should consider their strategy for using quality information to certify QHPs, including 
when to require issuer accreditation and how to assess the quality of plans seeking to 
participate in Exchanges. States will also need to determine what quality information or 
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metrics the Exchange will display to consumers and build capacity in the development of 
Exchange systems to accept this quality data and report it on the website. States should also 
consider how the Exchange will monitor QHP quality during the plan year, including 
performance monitoring of complaints, appeals and network adequacy. HHS intends to 
propose a phased approach to the quality rating provisions in which quality ratings in 2014 
would be predicated on generally available and collected metrics and measures, 
transitioning to a QHP-specific rating in 2016.  

 
Advance Payments of the Premium Tax Credit in the Federally-facilitated Exchange 
 
Q12: Will individuals who are enrolled in coverage through a Federally-facilitated Exchange 

have access to premium tax credits, as well as the advance payments of tax credits that will 
be authorized by Exchanges?    

 
A12:   Yes.  The proposed regulations issued by the Treasury Department, and the related 

proposed regulations issued by the Department of Health and Human Services, are clear on 
this point and supported by the statute.  Individuals enrolled in coverage through either a 
State-based Exchange or a Federally-facilitated Exchange may be eligible for tax credits, 
including advance payments.  Additionally, neither the Congressional Budget Office score 
nor the Joint Committee on Taxation technical explanation discussed limiting the credit to 
those enrolled through a State-based Exchange. 

 
Program Integrity 
 
Q13: How will HHS ensure that States that adopt procedures, consistent with Federal policy and 

rulemaking, to streamline Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and perform real-time 
determinations, will not be penalized as a result of subsequent audits or error-reduction 
programs? 

 
A13: In 2010, CMS issued new regulations establishing the principle that in applying the 

Payment Error Rate Measurement (PERM) program to Medicaid and CHIP, PERM 
reviews should measure the extent to which State policies and procedures are consistent 
with Federal policy and regulations.  As long as Federally-approved State procedures are 
followed, PERM classifies the case as an accurate determination.  For example, where 
States rely on self-attestation to establish certain facts regarding eligibility, PERM audits 
also rely on those self-attestations to establish those facts. If Federally-approved State 
policies require additional verifications and data collection, auditors will review cases 
against those standards.   

 
We will review and analyze all of our error rate measurement programs to ensure 
consistent application of this principle.  While we are still evaluating how we will apply the 
Improper Payments Elimination and Recovery Act in the case of eligibility determinations 
involving advance payments of the premium tax credit, our intention is to follow the same 
general principle.   
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From: Quam, David
To: Reps
Subject: Exchange Regulations from HHS
Date: Monday, July 11, 2011 5:36:06 PM
Attachments: Establishment of Exchanges and Qualified Health Plans.docx

Standards Related to Reinsurance, Risk Corridors and Risk Adjustment.docx

To:  Health Policy Advisors; Washington Representatives and State-Federal Contacts
Re:  Summaries of proposed Exchange regulations from HHS
Date: July 11, 2011
 
Today,  the  U.S.  Department  of  Health  and  Human  Services  (HHS)  released  a  set  of  regulations
pertaining  to  the  implementation  of  health  insurance  Exchanges  as  created  by  the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act.   The  two regulations, both of which are Notices of Proposed
Rulemaking, cover critical areas of the Exchange. 
 
The  first  regulation, Establishment  of  Exchanges  and  Qualified Health Plans,  covers  the following
topics:
 

I.                    Requirements for certification of health plans to be sold in exchanges (Section
155.1000, page 215, also discussed in preamble page 96)

II.                  Governance and conflict of interest provisions (Section 155.110, page 215, also
discussed in preamble page 25)

III.                State-Federal partnership exchanges (discussed in preamble, pages 19 and 26)
IV.                Changes to original statutory timeline for establishment of exchanges (Section

155.105, page 182, and 155.106, page 183)
V.                  Navigator Program (Section 155.210, page 183, also discussed in preamble page

44)
VI.                State Plan Amendment process (Section 155.105, page 182, also discussed in

preamble page 23)
VII.              Interaction with Medicaid agencies (Section 155.260, page 196, also discussed in

preamble page 58)
 
The second regulation, Standards Related to Reinsurance, Risk Corridors and Risk
Adjustment, covers the following topics:
 

I.                    General Provisions (page 11)
II.                  State Notice of Insurance Benefits and Payment Parameters (§153.100

Establishment of State insurance benefits and payment parameters.  State
Standards for the Transitional Reinsurance Program for the Individual Market
(page 15)

III.                State Standards Related to the Risk Adjustment Program (page 29)
IV.                Health Insurance Issuer Standards Related to the Transitional Reinsurance

Program (page 46)
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Establishment of Exchanges and Qualified Health Plans



I. Requirements for certification of health plans to be sold in Exchanges 



Exchanges must only offer Qualified Health Plans (QHPs) in Exchanges. They must ensure that QHP:

· Comply with Exchange processes, procedures, and requirements set forth pursuant to data collection and reporting described in subpart K of part 155 (covered benefits, rates, and cost-sharing requirements);

· Comply with benefit design standards, including essential health benefits (section 1302(b) of ACA), cost-sharing limits (Section 1302 of ACA), a bronze, silver, gold or platinum level of coverage (Section 1302 (d) of ACA) or is a catastrophic plan (Section 1302 (e) of ACA);

· Be licensed and in good standing to offer health insurance coverage in each State in which the issuer offers health insurance coverage;

· Implement and report on a quality improvement strategy or strategies consistent with the standards of section 1311(g) of the Affordable Care Act, disclose and report information on health care quality and outcomes described in sections 1311(c)(1)(H) and (I) of the Affordable Care Act, and implement appropriate enrollee satisfaction surveys consistent with section 1311(c)(4) of the Affordable Care Act; 

· Pay any applicable user fees assessed under §156.50;

· Comply with the standards related to the risk adjustment program under 45 CFR part 153; and

· Submit to the Exchange and HHS on annual basis information on drug distribution and costs.

 

Among the other requirements discussed (this is not intended to be exhaustive):



· Accreditation (§156.275)A QHP issuer must obtain its accreditation within a time period established by the Exchange under §155.1045. CMS states, “Allowing these issuers extra time to meet the standards proposed in this section may encourage a wider variety of health insurance issuers to seek to offer QHPs through the Exchange.” CMS seeks comment on the standards by which HHS should recognize accrediting bodies.



· Network adequacy (§156.230): The rule proposes discretion for Exchanges in setting network adequacy standards for participating health insurance issuers.



· Enrollment information (§156.265): CMS proposes to require that QHP issuers receive enrollment information electronically from the Exchange. CMS seeks comment on the frequency with which plans should receive electronic enrollment information.



· Termination of Coverage (§156.270): QHP issuers must develop a policy that is uniform as permitted by the Exchange for the termination of coverage due to non-payment of premium, irrespective of Exchange standards, uniformly to all enrollees in similar circumstances.



· QHPs leaving Exchanges (§156.290): QHP issuers must continue covering benefits for each enrollee until the completion of the benefit year or plan year for the SHOP. 



· Decertifying Plans (§156.290): If an Exchange decertifies a QHP, the QHP issuer must terminate coverage for the QHP’s enrollees only after the Exchange has notified the those enrollees and enrollees have had the opportunity to enroll in other coverage. CMS seeks comment on the extent to which enrollees should continue to receive coverage from a decertified plan.



· Essential Community Providers (§156.235): QHP issuers include in their provider networks a sufficient number of essential community providers, where available, that serve low income, medically underserved individuals. CMS seeks comment on how to define a sufficient number of essential community providers.



II. Governance and conflict of interest provisions



Summary: 

· Governance and conflict of interest guidance is spelled out in §155.110 

· The voting members of an Exchange governing board will represent consumer interests by ensuring that membership may not consist of a majority of representatives of health insurance issuers, agents, or brokers, or any other individual licensed to sell health insurance. 

· A State may wish to adopt more stringent or specialized conflict of interest requirements than those used in connection with regular governmental operations.

· Each Exchange shall publish a set of guiding governance principles that includes ethical and conflict of interest standards and disclosure of financial interests that are posted for public consumption. 

· An Exchange must have in place procedures for disclosure of financial interest by members of the governing body or governance structure of the Exchange. 

· SHOP exchange governance: A state may operate its individual market Exchange and SHOP under separate governance or administrative structures and if it chooses to do so, it must, where applicable, coordinate and share relevant information between the two Exchange bodies. If a state does choose to operate its individual market Exchange and SHOP under a single governance or administrative structure, it must ensure that the Exchange has adequate resources to assist individuals and small employers. (paragraph (e)



Comment is invited as to the extent to which these categories of representatives with potential conflicts of interest should be further specified and on the types of representatives who have potential conflicts of interest. 



III. Federally-operated Exchanges



The NPRM describes the potential for states to pursue “a flexible State partnership model combining State-designed and operated business functions with Federally-designed and operated business functions. Examples of such shared business functions might include eligibility and enrollment, financial management, and health plan management systems and services. We note that States have the option to operate an exclusively State-based Exchange. HHS is exploring different partnership models that would meet the needs of States and Exchanges.” (Page 19) 



 “As States, and the Federal government in connection with the Federally-facilitated Exchange, develop expertise and implement the infrastructure for Exchange operations, we anticipate sharing of information and ideas.” (Page 26)



There is no further detailed information about how a federally-run Exchange would operate in a state, or a timeline for implementation.  



IV. Changes to requirements set forth in the original timeline



Conditional Approval: CMS proposes to add an option for Conditional Approval of exchanges. 155.105 paragraph (d) notes that “although the statute requires HHS to approve State Exchanges no later than January 1, 2013, there will be systems development and contracting activities that continue to occur in 2013 after the statutory deadline for approval. In order to accommodate States that are making progress towards the operational date of January 1, 2014, HHS may issue a conditional approval.”



Establishment of Exchanges After 2014: CMS proposes to allow states to elect to operate an Exchange after 2014. §155.106 paragraph proposes to “allow States the flexibility of seeking approval to operate an Exchange even if a State is not approved to operate by January 1, 2013. A state electing to operate an Exchange after 2014 must have in effect an approved or conditionally approved Exchange Plan at least 12 months prior to the first effective date of coverage. It is assumed that first effective date of coverage will fall on January 1 of any given year because of the standardized annual open enrollment periods, so the approval or conditional approval would have to be in effect by January 1 of the prior year.



V. Navigator program



Summary: 

· The requirements for Navigators are described in §155.210. 

· To be eligible for a Navigator grant an entity must:

· Be capable of carrying out at least those duties described below;

· Demonstrate to the Exchange that the entity has existing relationships, or could readily establish relationships, with employers and employees, consumers (including uninsured and underinsured consumers), or self-employed individuals likely to be eligible for enrollment in a QHP;

· Meet any licensing, certification or other standards prescribed by the State or Exchange, if applicable; and

· Not have a conflict of interest during the term as Navigator.



The Exchange must include entities from at least two of the following categories for receipt of a Navigator grant:

· Community and consumer-focused nonprofit groups;

· Trade, industry, and professional associations;

· Commercial fishing industry organizations, ranching and farming organizations;

· Chambers of commerce;

· Unions;

· Resource partners of the Small Business Administration;

· Licensed agents and brokers; and

· Other public or private entities that meet the requirements of this section. Other entities may include but are not limited to Indian tribes, tribal organizations, urban Indian organizations, and State or local human service agencies.



An entity that serves as a Navigator must carry out at least the following duties:

· Maintain expertise in eligibility, enrollment, and program specifications and conduct public education activities to raise awareness about the Exchange;

· Provide information and services in a fair, accurate and impartial manner. Such information must acknowledge other health programs;

· Facilitate enrollment in Qualified Health Plans;

· Provide referrals to any applicable office of health insurance consumer assistance or trusted state agency or organization for any enrollee with a grievance, complaint, or question regarding their health plan, coverage, or a determination under such plan or coverage; and

· Provide information in a manner that is culturally and linguistically appropriate to the needs of the population being served by the Exchange, including individuals with limited English proficiency, and ensure accessibility and usability of Navigator tools and functions for individuals with disabilities in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act and section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act.



Other key points:

· The Navigator must not receive any consideration directly or indirectly from any health insurance issuer in connection with the enrollment of any qualified individuals or qualified employees in a QHP.

· The Exchange is prohibited from supporting the Navigator program with Federal funds received by the State for the establishment of Exchanges.

· The federal government is considering a requirement that the Exchanges ensure that the Navigator program is operational with services available to consumers no later than the first day of the initial open enrollment period. ** CMS seeks comment on this timeframe. 

· The Exchange must ensure that a Navigator must not be a health insurance issuer, or receive any consideration directly or indirectly from any health insurance issuer in connection with the enrollment of any qualified individuals or qualified employees in a qualified health plan.



VI. State Plan Amendment Process



CMS is considering the establishment of a review process for states’ Exchange Plans that is similar to Medicaid and CHIP for which there would be 90 days to review the plan

for either approval or denial, or to request comment. If additional information is requested and received from the State, HHS would have 90 days to either approve or disapprove the plan.  **Comments are sought on the appropriateness of this process and timeline.



VII. Interaction with Medicaid agencies



Exchanges and the Medicaid and CHIP agencies are expected to execute data use

agreements that prevent the unauthorized use or disclosure of personally identifiable information and prohibit the Exchange or State agency from seeking to obtain or provide information that it will not, or does not reasonably expect to, use. CMS proposes to adopt these same requirements as data privacy and security requirements for Exchanges.
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Standards Related to Reinsurance, Risk Corridors and Risk Adjustment



The proposed regulation on standards related to reinsurance, risk corridors, and risk adjustment routinely solicits comments on program design options arising from implementing the health reform statute.  While the proposed regulation indicates a preferred approach in some cases, in many other instances the preamble discusses alternatives and seeks comment, leaving states the option to vary reinsurance or risk adjustment from what would be the Federal standard.  The specifics of the Federal standard approaches, however, will be specified in subsequent regulatory guidance, such as annual notices that will be issued after a final rule is promulgated.



Some of the key provisions addressed in the proposed rule include:



· States that choose not to establish an Exchange may operate their own reinsurance program.  For states that opt out of Exchanges and reinsurance, HHS will establish the programs.  However, states that choose to operate an Exchange must operate the reinsurance program.



· HHS proposes to create a nationally uniform rate, rather than state-by-state rates, for the $20 billion reinsurance program.  All contributions collected by a state would stay within that state – and can only be used for reinsurance claims within that state.  HHS proposes to set contributions on a percentage basis, rather than a flat, per capita amount.  The details would be specified in a forthcoming (annual) notice laying out benefit and payment parameters, that would be issued pursuant to the final regulation.



· States may choose to increase reinsurance collections above the Federal rate to provide added reinsurance or finance associated administrative costs.  States may also reduce on a pro rata basis payments to have them match contributions.



· States may alter the reinsurance attachment point, the reinsurance “cap”, or the coinsurance rate, if they have sufficient funds and have published the modifications.  There alterations would not require HHS approval. 



· States may continue their high risk plans after 1/1/2014, although the continuation plans must be coordinated with the reinsurance program.



· Risk pools must be aggregated at the state level, even if there are regional exchanges because “risk many not be combined across state lines, but must be pooled at the individual state level.”



· States running an Exchange may establish the risk adjustment program.  Where states are not running an Exchange, HHS would run the risk adjustment program.  Where a state is running an Exchange  but has declined to run the risk adjustment program, HHS would administer the risk adjustment program (and all of its functions).



· HHS seeks comments on the appropriate schedule for starting and completing the risk adjustment program, as well as the schedule for reporting results.



· HHS provides an option for states to submit an alternative risk adjustment approach, or for state-specific values in the Federal risk adjustment model, with such state modifications requiring Federal approval.  The proposed rule highlights several monographs as examples of the kind of detail that the Federal approval might require.



· The Federal risk adjustment system will be detailed “in a forthcoming annual Federal notice of benefit and payment parameters”, presumably to be issued after final regulations are promulgated. 



· HHS considered three options for data collection associated with risk adjustment.  The rule proposes “an intermediate State-level approach in which issuers submit raw claims data sets to the State government, or the entity responsible for administering the risk adjustment process at the State level”, rather than a centralized HHS approach or a fully distributed approach.
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V.                  Health Insurance Issuer Standards Related to the Temporary Risk Corridors
Program (page 48)

VI.                Health Insurance Issuer Standards Related to the Risk Adjustment Program (page
54)

 
Attached are two brief summaries of the regulations.  These regulations present states with
a number of choices.  NGA intends to begin soliciting and circulating questions to help states
assess options for the various paths forward.   We will convene states after the NGA annual
meeting for an evaluation of options and discussion of feedback to HHS.
 
We look forward to discussing these issues with you.  Please feel free to forward any comments or
questions you have.
 
 
 
 
 

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive use of the intended
recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or confidential. If the reader of this transmission is not an
intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review,
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please immediately notify the sender and delete this message.

---
You are currently subscribed to [reps] as Andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov..
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-198377-
158946.9da273b890faf8871af12dd59a396601@talk.nga.org..
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Exchange/ocpa
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 8:03:47 PM

Had a nice chat with gen baxter tonight. He's convinced that the language in the grant ties us into
implementing obamacare, so we might want cline to call him.

He also said david brown is chomping at the bit for ocpa to release a position paper against it and that
more board members are calling about this than any other issue in recent memory.

When I asked why none of them seem to be calling the gov (because people like daryl woodard DO
have the govs cell phone) he really didn't have an answer.

I think ocpa is prepared to release their statement soon if we don't have some sort of resolution (which
it doesn't seem like we will have) andf gen baxter again alluded to ocpa doing some sort of
"assessment" of what needs to be raised from the private sector to do this. He also asked why we just
didn't do what utah did, it only cost 600k!

This makes my head hurt, but I do think we need to continue discussions.
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The National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) is the U.S. standard-setting and regulatory support organization created and 
governed by the chief insurance regulators from the 50 states, the District of Columbia and five U.S. territories. Through the NAIC, state insurance 
regulators establish standards and best practices, conduct peer review, and coordinate their regulatory oversight. NAIC staff supports these 
efforts and represents the collective views of state regulators domestically and internationally. NAIC members, together with the central resources 
of the NAIC, form the national system of state-based insurance regulation in the U.S.

Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forums

State healthcare and insurance regulators involved in the planning and development of Health Insurance Exchange programs are invited to 
attend the following two information sharing sessions related to Plan Management and associated data collection necessary for Exchange 

operations. All state regulators are encouraged to attend both forums facilitated by the NAIC. 

State Collaboration Conference Call Exchange Information Sharing Forum

When:  Wednesday, September 28, 12 PM EST/ 11 AM CST

The NAIC will host a conference call to facilitate discussion on 
technical issues and options related to Exchanges and plan
management.  All states are invited and encouraged to attend,
regardless of their status on Exchange development.
 
Conference Call Number: 866-332-4905 — ask for the Exchange
Plan Management call hosted by Julie Fritz.

When: Tuesday, November 1, 2011, 1 PM to 5 PM EST

Where: Gaylord National Hotel & Convention Center
National Harbor, Maryland
This session is designed to provide state insurance and healthcare regulators 
an opportunity to share research, plans and questions on Plan Management 
for Exchanges, regardless of whether the state intends to operate a state 
Exchange, rely on a federal exchange, leverage the recently proposed 
partnership model, or is undecided.
The agenda will include detailed presentations by states on the forefront 
of Exchange development, during which the state will identify their rationale, 
evaluation criteria and proposed approaches for integrating rate review 
with Exchange operations. SERFF staff will be available to discuss the 
potential for leveraging the NAIC SERFF system to integrate state review 
and approval processes with Exchanges. 

This meeting immediately precedes the NAIC Fall National Meeting, but 
registration at that meeting is not required. However, attendees must 
pre-register for this meeting. 

While not required, if you intend to participate, please send
an e-mail to thiebert@naic.org.  We will add your name to a 
contact list and you will be included on future notifications 
specific to Exchange development. 

For registration information, please contact bkieras@naic.org.
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The National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) is the U.S. standard-setting and regulatory support organization created and 
governed by the chief insurance regulators from the 50 states, the District of Columbia and five U.S. territories. Through the NAIC, state insurance 
regulators establish standards and best practices, conduct peer review, and coordinate their regulatory oversight. NAIC staff supports these 
efforts and represents the collective views of state regulators domestically and internationally. NAIC members, together with the central resources 
of the NAIC, form the national system of state-based insurance regulation in the U.S.

Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forum

State healthcare and insurance regulators involved in the planning and development of Health Insurance Exchange programs are invited to 
attend the following information sharing session related to Plan Management and associated data collection necessary for Exchange 

operations. All state regulators are encouraged to attend this forum facilitated by the NAIC. 

Exchange Information Sharing Forum

When: Tuesday, November 1, 2011, 1 PM to 5 PM EST

Where: Gaylord National Hotel & Convention Center ~ National Harbor, Maryland

This session is designed to provide state insurance and healthcare regulators an opportunity to share research, plans and questions on 
Plan Management for Exchanges, regardless of whether the state intends to operate a state Exchange, rely on a federal exchange, leverage 
the recently proposed partnership model, or is undecided.

The agenda will include detailed presentations by states on the forefront of Exchange development, during which the state will identify their 
rationale, evaluation criteria and proposed approaches for integrating rate review with Exchange operations. SERFF staff will be available to 
discuss the potential for leveraging the NAIC SERFF system to integrate state review and approval processes with Exchanges. 

This meeting immediately precedes the NAIC Fall National Meeting, but registration at that meeting is not required. However, attendees must 
pre-register for this meeting. 

While not required, if you intend to participate, please send
an e-mail to thiebert@naic.org.  We will add your name to a 
contact list and you will be included on future notifications 
specific to Exchange development. 

For registration information, please contact bkieras@naic.org.
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Accredited by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) 
Consumer Hotline: 1-800-686-1526         Fraud Hotline: 1-800-686-1527         OSHIIP Hotline:  1-800-686-1578 

TDD Line: (614) 644-3745  (Printed in house) 

 John R. Kasich, Governor 
 Mary Taylor, Lt. Governor/Director 

50 West Town Street  
Third Floor – Suite 300 

Columbus, OH  43215-4186 
(614) 644-2658 

www.insurance.ohio.gov 

Ohio Says No to an Obamacare Health Exchange 
Fact Sheet 

 
BACKGROUND: On March 23, 2010, President Barack Obama signed the Patient 

Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) which brings sweeping changes to America’s 

health care system.  These include: 

 Individual Mandates: A requirement that every American have health care coverage 

or possibly face a tax penalty; 

 Employer Mandates and Penalties: New taxes and penalties on employers that don’t 

provide employees with specific types of health care coverage prescribed by the 

federal government; 

 Medicaid Changes: As originally enacted, program changes included mandatory 

expansion of coverage to those at or below 138 percent of the federal poverty level, 

but this was made optional for states by the U.S. Supreme Court’s June 28, 2012 

decision in NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS ET AL. v. 

SEBELIUS, SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, ET AL.; 

 Health Exchanges: A health care exchange will be created in every state through 

which individuals earning between 100-400 percent of the federal poverty level can 

purchase subsidized health insurance.  The federal government will pick the 

companies that can sell in the federal exchange and companies must sell virtually 

identical products and share profits and costs for a period of time.  States can run 

the exchange themselves, choose not to run it and leave it to the federal government 

or leave it to the federal government while retaining the right to regulate health 

insurance and control eligibility decisions for their Medicaid programs. 

OHIO WILL NOT RUN AN OBAMACARE HEALTH EXCHANGE:  On Nov. 16, 2012 

Gov. John Kasich notified the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services that Ohio 

will not run an Obamacare health exchange in Ohio, but will instead leave that to the 

federal government to do.  This decision was made after thoroughly investigating all 

options available to Ohio under the law, including conducting separate studies by the 

respected health policy research specialists Milliman, Inc. and the global business and 

information technology consultancy KPMG.  Ohio’s analysis concluded that: 

 States lack flexibility or control over exchanges:  Despite the perception to the 

contrary, the law gives states little flexibility or control over how the exchange in their 

state operates, making it difficult for Ohio to set up an exchange that responds to the 

unique needs of Ohioans or the Ohio insurance market.  States running exchanges 

must request permission and receive approval from the federal government for their 
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initial plans, and almost every change must be approved by the federal government 

as well. Basic operational details are controlled by the federal government, including 

open enrollment periods, requirements on how to set up and run call centers and the 

exchange’s website. 

 Setting up and running exchanges are very expensive:  It would cost as much as 

$63 million1 for Ohio to set up an exchange and as much as $43 million to run it 

every year2. While these costs could be covered by fees on individuals using the 

exchange to buy health insurance, they may actually be lower if Ohio leaves most 

exchange functions to the federal government—an estimated $21 million or less for 

start-up3 —and potentially less for annual operating costs as well.  Little guidance 

from the federal government on the state’s role in this scenario have made cost-

projecting difficult, however.  

 Inadequate information is available from the federal government: In addition to 

the significant costs and lack of flexibility in running an exchange, states have 

received little information or clarity from the federal government on key areas, which 

has complicated states’ ability to make decisions.  Especially challenging has been 

that the federal government has yet to issue required rules that would explain to 

states: 

o The benefits that must be offered by health plans sold on the exchange or in the 

market;  

o How the federal government will pay for the federal exchange; and 

o The requirements that multi-state plans must meet in order to be sold on the 

exchange. 

 An Obamacare health exchange will impact Ohio in a uniquely negative way: 
Ohio’s long-standing reputation under both Democrat and Republican 

administrations for maintaining a stable, well-regulated insurance market has 

attracted a large number of companies to the state, creating widespread competition 

and lower costs than in other states.  The restrictions that Obamacare places on 

both exchange and non-exchange health insurance will undermine these long-time, 

hard-won advantages and increase costs and reduce choices for consumers. 

OHIO WILL NOT LET THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TAKE OVER ANY 
REGULATORY CONTROL OF ITS INSURANCE INDUSTRY:  Obamacare would allow 

the federal government to regulate health care insurance sold in Ohio through an 

                                                 
1
 Based on report from KPMG LLP released on September 14, 2011. 

2
 Based on report from Milliman Inc. released on August 31, 2011. 

3
 Based on report from KPMG LLP released on September 14, 2011. 
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exchange.  Ohio has regulated insurance effectively for approximately 60 years and 

wants to retain this authority so it is saying no to giving any of this authority to the 

federal government.  Additional reasons for this decision include: 

 Insurance is essential to Ohio’s economy.  With 400,000 direct and indirect jobs 

created by the insurance industry, Ohio has the second-largest number of industry 

jobs of any state in the country.  Preserving Ohio’s history of high-quality regulation 

helps maintain stability in the industry and preserves these jobs; 

 A federal takeover of health insurance regulation for an Obamacare health 
exchange is duplicative and burdensome.  By retaining regulatory control of all 

health insurance, Ohio will ensure that health insurance companies will deal with a 

single regulator in Ohio—the Ohio Department of Insurance—not both the 

Department and the federal government.  A single regulator is less costly and less 

confusing for companies and, ultimately, consumers.   

OHIO WILL NOT LET THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TAKE OVER DECISION-
MAKING ON MEDICAID ELIGIBILITY:  Obamacare allows states to turn over to the 

federal government’s insurance exchange the job of deciding who can and cannot 

receive benefits from Medicaid programs; however, Ohio will not turn this power over to 

the federal exchange.   

 Preserving Ohio’s care quality improvements is important to low-income 
Ohioans: Ohio has worked very hard over the past two years to improve the quality 

of the care it provides to low-income Ohioans on Medicaid, with a special focus on 

helping vulnerable Ohioans with chronic conditions, mothers at risk of delivering low 

birth weight babies and Ohioans with both mental and physical health conditions.  

These improvements have won widespread praise from advocates for low-income 

Ohioans and have also helped improve value for taxpayers.  Maintaining maximum 

state control over the program helps maintain these unique Ohio improvements.   

 Responsible Medicaid management is essential to Ohio’s hard-won fiscal 
stability: With Medicaid consuming a greater portion of Ohio’s state budget than 

any other expense, careful and responsible management of the program is essential 

to preserving Ohio’s newly-regained fiscal stability after closing an historic $8 billion 

budget deficit without a tax increase two years ago.  In fact, Ohio’s reforms have 

helped reduce the growth rate of Medicaid costs by a full 50 percent in the past two 

years.  Maintaining maximum state control over the program helps preserve this 

fiscal progress. 

BOTTOM LINE: Governor John Kasich and Lt. Governor Mary Taylor want every 

Ohioan to have health care coverage and believe the route to achieving that is a 
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market-based system that encourages both high quality and low costs.  A rigid, 

prescriptive health insurance exchange that reduces choices and drives up costs does 

not align with the Kasich Administration’s health policy goals.  Turning down a state-

based health exchange and saying no to federal regulation of Ohio’s health insurance 

industry and Medicaid eligibility determination is the best approach for Ohio, and Ohio 

will inform the federal government of its plan for preserving these rights early next year. 

### 
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FAQ"s: Info on the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 9:15:01 AM

Please see below for the Governor’s offices’ answers to 5 frequently asked questions on the
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange. We hope this will be helpful as you engage Senate members
on this issue.
 
Thank you,
 
Andrew Silvestri
Deputy Policy Director

Office of Governor Mary Fallin

Phone:  405.521.2342

andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov
 
 
 
 

 

Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange:

5 Frequently Asked Questions
 

·         What is a health insurance exchange?

            Health insurance exchanges are online portals where consumers can get information about
various health insurance plans, compare prices and ultimately purchase health insurance.  The
Oklahoma-based exchange that Governor Mary Fallin supports will be a patient-centered, pro-
market exchange consistent with her conservative values. The purpose of the exchange will be to
empower consumers with information and to use free market principles to contain health insurance
costs.

The premiere conservative think tank in the nation, the Heritage Foundation, supports the
creation of these exchanges. In a March 21, 2011 document entitled “A State Lawmaker’s Guide to
Health Insurance Exchanges,” the Heritage Foundation outlines the necessity of developing a state
exchange in the immediate future.
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·         What happens if Oklahoma does not establish its own exchange?

            If a state does not establish its own health insurance exchange, the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA, also known as “ObamaCare”) mandates that President Obama’s
HHS Secretary is required to establish a federally run exchange in that state. As the Heritage
Foundation writes, “…the sooner a state declares ‘non-compliance’ with the PPACA, the sooner
HHS will build an exchange in that state to act as a federal insurance regulator.”  In other words, a
state that does not build its own insurance exchange is resigning itself to the presence of a
federally designed, federally run exchange.
            The best way to ward off a federal takeover of that kind if to pursue what the Heritage
Foundation calls “defensive” reform efforts to block federal interference. One of those defensive
efforts is the creation of a market-based exchange that Governor Fallin and other conservative
lawmakers are seeking to create.
 

·         President Obama says he supports exchanges and one element of ObamaCare is the
creation of a federal exchange. How can exchanges be a conservative idea?

The Heritage Foundation writes:
Consumer-Centered Exchanges vs. ObamaCare Exchanges

            “The first point to understand is that the entire design for health insurance exchanges in
the PPACA is a perversion of the core concept of what is an otherwise sound approach to
improving health insurance markets. … It is important to recognize that it is ObamaCare’s
perversion of the exchanges, not the original concept itself, that is the problem. … Consequently,
the PPACA’s misappropriation of the term ‘health insurance exchange’ should not deter state
lawmakers from pursuing their own defined-contribution, market-based reforms that employ state
exchanges to perform purely administrative functions.”
 

·         How much will it cost to build a health insurance exchange in Oklahoma? How will
we pay for it?

            Cost estimates vary based on the composition and governance of the exchange. Currently,
the plans for an Oklahoma exchange are in their infancy. HB 2130, which the governor is asking
lawmakers to support, creates a governing board for the Oklahoma exchange which will, over the
course of the next months and years, answer that question. The governor’s office and the state
department of health are also holding regular “stakeholder meetings” to allow consumers, industry
professionals and concerned citizens to weigh in on what they would like to see in an exchange.
            Currently, it will be a challenge for the state of Oklahoma to afford the cost of
implementing and maintaining a health insurance exchange on its own. The state is facing a $500
million budget shortfall and cuts to the department of health are expected to be at least 3% in the
next fiscal year.
            Fortunately, Oklahoma has received a $54 million Early Innovator Grant from the federal
government. That does not mean, however, it will cost $54 million to establish and run an
exchange. Governor Fallin plans on returning any money the state does not use.
 

·         Does accepting federal money mean that Oklahoma is agreeing to implement
ObamaCare?

            No. The Early Innovator Grant was awarded to Oklahoma to be used to build a state-based
exchange. The Oklahoma legislature had already passed a bill authorizing the creation of such an
exchange; the grant simply provides the money needed to fund it. Governor Fallin will not
support any legislation that forces ObamaCare on the state of Oklahoma.
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FAQ"s: Info on the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 9:16:15 AM

Please see below for the Governor’s offices’ answers to 5 frequently asked questions on the
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange. We hope this will be helpful as you engage Senate members
on this issue.
 
Thank you,
 
Andrew Silvestri
Deputy Policy Director

Office of Governor Mary Fallin

Phone:  405.521.2342

andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov
 
 
 
 

 

Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange:

5 Frequently Asked Questions
 

·         What is a health insurance exchange?

            Health insurance exchanges are online portals where consumers can get information about
various health insurance plans, compare prices and ultimately purchase health insurance.  The
Oklahoma-based exchange that Governor Mary Fallin supports will be a patient-centered, pro-
market exchange consistent with her conservative values. The purpose of the exchange will be to
empower consumers with information and to use free market principles to contain health insurance
costs.

The premiere conservative think tank in the nation, the Heritage Foundation, supports the
creation of these exchanges. In a March 21, 2011 document entitled “A State Lawmaker’s Guide to
Health Insurance Exchanges,” the Heritage Foundation outlines the necessity of developing a state
exchange in the immediate future.
 

·         What happens if Oklahoma does not establish its own exchange?
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            If a state does not establish its own health insurance exchange, the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA, also known as “ObamaCare”) mandates that President Obama’s
HHS Secretary is required to establish a federally run exchange in that state. As the Heritage
Foundation writes, “…the sooner a state declares ‘non-compliance’ with the PPACA, the sooner
HHS will build an exchange in that state to act as a federal insurance regulator.”  In other words, a
state that does not build its own insurance exchange is resigning itself to the presence of a
federally designed, federally run exchange.
            The best way to ward off a federal takeover of that kind if to pursue what the Heritage
Foundation calls “defensive” reform efforts to block federal interference. One of those defensive
efforts is the creation of a market-based exchange that Governor Fallin and other conservative
lawmakers are seeking to create.
 

·         President Obama says he supports exchanges and one element of ObamaCare is the
creation of a federal exchange. How can exchanges be a conservative idea?

The Heritage Foundation writes:
Consumer-Centered Exchanges vs. ObamaCare Exchanges

            “The first point to understand is that the entire design for health insurance exchanges in
the PPACA is a perversion of the core concept of what is an otherwise sound approach to
improving health insurance markets. … It is important to recognize that it is ObamaCare’s
perversion of the exchanges, not the original concept itself, that is the problem. … Consequently,
the PPACA’s misappropriation of the term ‘health insurance exchange’ should not deter state
lawmakers from pursuing their own defined-contribution, market-based reforms that employ state
exchanges to perform purely administrative functions.”
 

·         How much will it cost to build a health insurance exchange in Oklahoma? How will
we pay for it?

            Cost estimates vary based on the composition and governance of the exchange. Currently,
the plans for an Oklahoma exchange are in their infancy. HB 2130, which the governor is asking
lawmakers to support, creates a governing board for the Oklahoma exchange which will, over the
course of the next months and years, answer that question. The governor’s office and the state
department of health are also holding regular “stakeholder meetings” to allow consumers, industry
professionals and concerned citizens to weigh in on what they would like to see in an exchange.
            Currently, it will be a challenge for the state of Oklahoma to afford the cost of
implementing and maintaining a health insurance exchange on its own. The state is facing a $500
million budget shortfall and cuts to the department of health are expected to be at least 3% in the
next fiscal year.
            Fortunately, Oklahoma has received a $54 million Early Innovator Grant from the federal
government. That does not mean, however, it will cost $54 million to establish and run an
exchange. Governor Fallin plans on returning any money the state does not use.
 

·         Does accepting federal money mean that Oklahoma is agreeing to implement
ObamaCare?

            No. The Early Innovator Grant was awarded to Oklahoma to be used to build a state-based
exchange. The Oklahoma legislature had already passed a bill authorizing the creation of such an
exchange; the grant simply provides the money needed to fund it. Governor Fallin will not
support any legislation that forces ObamaCare on the state of Oklahoma.
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Health Insurance Exchanges: Frequently Asked Questions  

The Affordable Care Act (ACA) of 2010 requires the establishment of a health insurance exchange (or two, 
see below) in each state and territory ready to enroll individuals in health plans by October, 2013 for 
coverage effective January 1, 2014. 

What is a health insurance exchange? 

A health insurance exchange is an organized marketplace for health insurance plans to compete in the 
small group and individual market. It is not intended to be the exclusive market for health plans; 
individuals will still be able to purchase health insurance outside the exchange, but they will not be eligible 
for premium or cost-sharing subsidies as called for under the ACA if they otherwise would be.  
 
Health plans that compete in the exchange must comply with newly enacted consumer protections and 
benefit requirements.  A state may either establish a separate individual and small business exchange or a 
combined exchange.  

What is the underlying purpose of an exchange? 
 
First, they are intended to create larger individual and small employer insurance pools, which may lower 
insurance costs and premiums, and provide more plan choices.  Second, they aim to provide individuals 
and small employers with access to new policies incorporating the new uniform set of national rules which 
are intended to be consumer-friendly. Third, the exchanges hope to provide a “one-stop shop” for 
researching, comparing and purchasing health insurance coverage subject to the new rules, making the 
process of finding an appropriate health insurance policy easier and more efficient.  

What is a SHOP exchange? 

If a state chooses to establish two exchanges as the ACA permits, the Small Business Health Options 
Program (SHOP) exchange will serve a similar function to the individual one but for small employers (under 
50 employees) and the self-employed (self-employed individuals can purchase in either exchange if a state 
establishes separate ones). For small employers that have only been able to offer one insurance plan to 
employees due to their small number of employees, an exchange is designed to offer small business 
employees a choice of plans, with employees of the same firm free to pick amongst available plans rather 
than all having to be covered under the same plan. States also have the option to allow large employers to 
participate in the SHOP exchange at a later date.  

Who will be eligible to purchase in an exchange? 

A state’s individual exchange will be open to those who purchase insurance in the individual market. This 
group will include, for example, early retirees (pre-Medicare eligible retirees), the self-employed, 
individuals whose employers do not provide insurance, or those who cannot afford their employer’s 
insurance. The SHOP will initially be open to the self-employed individual and the employees of firms with 
100 or fewer employees.  
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What are the requirements for insurers to participate in the exchange? 

States will have a high degree of flexibility for designing the requirements for health plan participation. 
However, the law does set forth several requirements. Only qualified health plans can be sold in the 
exchange.  Generally, a “Qualified Health Plan” (QHP) is one that: is certified by the exchange through 
which it is offered, assures a sufficient network of providers, provides the essential benefits package (see 
below) , and offers one plan at the silver level and one plan at the gold level as defined below.  All plans 
will cover the same required benefits; they will differ in their annual deductibles (the amount consumers 
must pay before insurance payments kick in) and their cost sharing (copayments or co-insurance) 
requirements.  
 
The levels of coverage are defined as follows:  
 
Bronze level - This type of plan will carry the highest deductible and greatest cost sharing for the purchaser 
but will cost the purchaser less in premiums than the other level plans.  
 
Silver level - This will be an intermediate level plan in terms of deductible and cost sharing levels. Its 
premiums will cost more than a bronze level plan. 
 
Gold level – This level plan will have lower deductibles and cost sharing levels than the previous two but its 
premiums will be higher.  
 
Platinum level – This level plan will cost the enrollee the most in premiums but will carry with it the lowest 
level of cost sharing to the enrollee. 
 
There will also be catastrophic plans available for sale to those individuals under 26 years old. 
 
What are the “essential benefits” required by the exchange? 

Those details are still being developed by the Obama Administration and are expected to be public 
sometime in late 2011 or early 2012 but it is known that they will include at least in-patient hospital 
coverage , emergency care, maternity and pediatric care, drug coverage, and laboratory services. The 
forthcoming guidance will determine the level of coverage required for each service type.  

What premium subsidies and cost-sharing provisions are available to eligible enrollees? 
 
New eligibility rules enacted under ACA extend Medicaid coverage to most people with incomes under 
133% of the federal poverty level (FPL) or roughly $14,500 annually for a single individual.  People with 
incomes between 133% FPL and 250% of FPL (approximately $27,000 annually for an individual) are 
eligible for two subsidies toward their health insurance purchase (non-Medicaid) in an exchange under 
ACA:  tax credits that reduce the person’s monthly premium cost, and reduced cost sharing (i.e., coverage 
with lower deductibles and copayments). For individuals with somewhat higher incomes (between 250% 
and 400% of poverty or approximately $44,000 annually), ACA provides tax credits that will reduce the 
person’s premium cost.  
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Do states have to negotiate premiums with insurers? Can they negotiate premiums? 

States may negotiate rates with insurers as a condition for participating in exchanges, but the law doesn’t 
require states to set or negotiate premiums. States must decide whether to open exchanges to all insurers 
or to limit the number based on objective criteria. State insurance commissioners will be able to 
recommend whether specific insurers should be allowed to sell in the exchange, partly based on their 
pattern of rate increases. 

What if a state wants to move forward with an exchange, but authorizing legislation is not a feasible 
option? 

The answer to this question depends on a state’s own rules.. There is nothing in the law or federal 
guidance requiring legislative action. It says that “Establishment of an Exchange requires a planning 
process leading to State action, by legislation or other means, to create an Exchange entity with the 
authority necessary to meet all the Exchange requirements of the Affordable Care Act.” Most states do 
need additional authority, generally granted by their legislature, to spend funds to set up a health 
exchange as well as to create a governing board for the new marketplace(s). However, there have been 
several exceptions to this general rule already, and HHS is having discussions with several states about 
whether the governor has existing authorities in that state which would be sufficient to create an exchange 
entity without legislative authority. 

What happens if a state elects not to create an exchange? 

The law provides for the federal government (either directly or through an agreement with a non-profit 
entity) to implement an exchange in states that either elect not to establish their own exchange, or states 
for which the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) determines, by January 1, 2013, that the 
state will not have an operational exchange by January 1, 2014. HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius has said 
publically that the federal government will have a deadline sometime in 2012 for states to show that they 
have made sufficient progress on insurance exchanges to avert creation of a federally-run exchange. 

Some states may determine that a federally-operated exchange is the best and most viable approach for 
them, but nonetheless there are several key reasons a state may consider not falling back on a federal 
exchange.  First, allowing for a federal fallback exchange for state residents and business owners would 
give the federal government a large amount of control over not only the state’s private insurance market, 
but also its public health assistance programs like the Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) and 
Medicaid and their associated state-level expenses. The federal government, not the states, would 
establish enrollment/disenrollment and other plan functions, details normally under state control today. 
Second, the law does establish federal start-up grant funding for state-based exchanges, but it requires 
that each exchange must be self-sustaining by January 1, 2015. There will be ongoing administrative costs, 
which will, in all likelihood, still be borne by the state.  
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Introduction 

 

 The Joint Committee on Federal Health Care Law was jointly created by Senate President Pro 

Tempore Brian Bingman and House Speaker Kris Steele near the conclusion of the 2011 legislative 

session.  The Joint Committee was tasked with studying how recent changes to health care and health 

insurance laws enacted through the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act would affect 

Oklahomans.  At the direction of the co-chairs, Senator Gary Stanislawski and Representative Glen 

Mulready, the Joint Committee convened in both Oklahoma City and Tulsa for a total of five public 

meetings spanning September, October, and November 2011.   

The Joint Committee heard from over two dozen presenters from both the public and private 

sector who provided their input on the potential effects of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care 

Act.  Many of the presentations from the public meetings may be found at the Joint Committee’s 

website, www.okhealthcare.info.  Additionally, a list of presenters may be found in the Joint 

Committee’s meeting notices, which are included in the appendix.  This report is intended to provide 

members of the public with a synopsis of the major findings presented by the speakers, as well as 

provide recommendations for Oklahomans and Oklahoma policymakers in addressing the recent 

changes to federal health care and health insurance laws. 
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Findings 

 

The following findings were presented to the members of the Joint Committee on Federal 

Health Law. 

 

Public Health Care 

• Health behaviors are the largest contributing factor to overall health and premature death.  The 

top three leading causes of death in Oklahoma are cardiovascular disease, cancer, and chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).  

• The leading health behaviors and risk conditions include adult obesity, tobacco use, physical 

inactivity, and low fruit and vegetable consumption.  

• Oklahoma Medicaid has the lowest error rate in the US after a five-year effort led by the 

Legislature.  

• Recent reforms within the Oklahoma Medicaid program include the Patient-Centered Medical 

Home, where Oklahoma Medicaid’s program serves as a national model.  

• In 2009, 18 percent of Oklahoma’s population was uninsured, which is equal to 658,862 

Oklahomans. 

• Insure Oklahoma is a public-private partnership and model program that provides coverage to 

31,465 uninsured Oklahomans who are not eligible for Medicaid coverage.  

• Approximately 20 percent of Oklahomans are currently on Medicaid, with a total per member 

cost of $4,595. 
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• Under the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), it is estimated that an 

additional 200,000 Oklahomans would be eligible for the Medicaid program in 2014, with an 

additional 50,000 Oklahomans who were previously eligible for the program expected to 

“come out of the woodwork” and enroll.  This would result in an additional annual cost of 

$41.6 million to the state.  Using the Congressional Budget Office’s standard participation rate, 

however, the Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA) estimates that only 57 percent of 

eligible people will actually sign up for the program in 2014, which would be an additional 

annual cost of $23.8 million to the state.  

 

Private Health Care 

• Approximately 81 percent of the population under age 65 has some form of either private or 

public coverage, and nearly all Oklahomans over age 65 have some form of federal or 

employer-sponsored coverage. 

• Oklahoma has 38 insurance mandates, ranking it 21st in the nation (from lowest to highest). 

• Currently, three companies write 78 percent of the individual market in Oklahoma, and 

three companies write 70 percent of the small group market in Oklahoma. 

• There is a concern that the 3-to-1 age band mandate under PPACA, which requires 

premiums for the oldest person in the pool to be no more than three times higher than the 

youngest person in the pool, will disrupt the market and substantially increase premiums for 

younger people.  Most states currently have an age band of 5-to-1.  
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• The 3-to-1 age banding provisions under PPACA have the potential to drive younger 

consumers to pay the penalty in lieu of participating in mandated insurance plans, thus 

keeping them out of the risk pool. 

• For one insurance company, over 80 percent of the customers in the individual market 

currently purchase insurance that is below the mandated minimum level of coverage under 

PPACA.  Therefore, premiums are expected to grow substantially due to PPACA mandates. 

• By 2014, all plans will be required to cover preventive women’s health and well-being, 

including all contraceptive methods and sterilization procedures approved by the federal 

Food and Drug Administration, without any cost sharing. 

• PPACA is mostly about insurance reform and coverage and less about health care delivery 

reform. 

• Patients with insurance have better access to physicians and can avoid shifting the cost of 

care to commercial payers. 

• Approximately 70 percent of the people in hospitals today are there as a direct result of 

their own behaviors, such as smoking, diet and obesity, and lack of exercise.  Oklahoma 

ranks 48th in the nation for smoking and 46th in the nation for diet and obesity (from lowest 

prevalence to highest prevalence). 

• Hospitals in Oklahoma will lose over $2.6 billion over the next ten years to help pay for 

PPACA. 

• Rural hospitals will gain $30 million over the next two years under PPACA. 
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• Doctors see approximately 4,000 patients per year.  Each patient sees their physician 

approximately twice per year.  Therefore, if Oklahoma adds 250,000 new Medicaid 

recipients, 125 new doctors would be needed.  Oklahoma already has a doctor shortage and 

is ranked 49th in the nation in the number of primary care physicians per capita. 

 

Legal and Constitutional Issues 

• A recent amendment to the Oklahoma Constitution  provides individuals with the right to 

be free from being compelled to buy health insurance. The PPACA’s individual mandate is 

in direct conflict with Oklahoma’s new amendment. However, the supremacy clause of the 

United States Constitution requires that, if state and federal law conflict, the state law must 

yield, provided that the federal law is constitutional.  

• More than 25 states, including Oklahoma, have challenged the PPACA’s individual 

mandate as being unconstitutional.  The United States Supreme Court is expected to hear 

arguments in one of those cases in March 2012, and an opinion should be rendered by July 

2012.  

• The exchanges created by PPACA have not been challenged by any of the lawsuits. 

• In addition to utilizing judicial review as a challenge to federal oppression, the Joint 

Committee also addressed the issue of whether there may be some sort of nullification of 

the federal health care law.  

• The concept of nullification provides that states can use their state powers to not 

corroborate.  In the end, however, it is likely that states will still be subject to the provisions 

of PPACA even if they engage in potential nullification efforts.  
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Tribal Issues 

• The American Indian population in Oklahoma is 415,371. 

• There is no cost sharing allowed for American Indians enrolled in an exchange with an 

income less than or equal to 300 percent of the Federal Poverty Level. 

• The tribes would like to designate all Urban Indian Health Programs, also referred to as 

I/T/U’s, as Qualified Health Providers under PPACA. 

 

 

A Look at the States 

• Six states have returned federal PPACA grant money: Florida, Kansas, Louisiana, New 

Hampshire, Oklahoma and Wisconsin. 

• Massachusetts developed a Commonwealth Health Insurance Connector Authority in 2006 

with a board charged with implementing the exchange and establishing procedures for 

selecting and approving private plans to be offered in the Connector.  Massachusetts has the 

highest rate of insured residents and already has in place many of the laws now required by 

PPACA. 

• Utah also has the Utah Health Exchange that is administered and facilitated by the Office of 

Consumer Health Services, an existing state agency.  Utah’s exchange, however, is not 

PPACA-compliant. 
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• Ten states have enacted legislation relating to exchanges, and three states, Florida, 

Louisiana and Texas, have stated that they will go the federal exchange route.  Florida, 

however, has recently established a non-compliant small business exchange. 

• There are three models of health exchanges: 

o State exchange: state assumes responsibility for compliance and certification. 

o Partnership exchange: some of the functions would be retained by the state. 

o Federal exchange: the state is not involved in the operation of the exchange. 

• Within state exchanges, there are several options: 

o State governmental agency (may be existing or independent public agency) 

o Non-profit organization 

o Contract with other eligible entities to carry out functions 

o Governing body 

o State regulated insurers in the exchange 

• Some states do not want to enforce the individual mandate or the tax credits and want the 

federal government to handle those areas. 

• With a federal exchange, the state loses control of the: 

o Outreach to consumers 

o Navigator selection 

• The opinion of one presenter was that April 2012 is the latest a state could wait to decide on 

what path to take regarding an exchange before the federal government will start moving in 

to a state to set up an exchange. 
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• In addition, it is believed that if a state does not cooperate with the federal government in 

the establishment of an exchange, the federal government will design an enforcement 

strategy to force compliance. 

 

Individual/Medicaid Exchange and Small Business Exchange 

• If Oklahoma is not deemed exchange-ready by January 1, 2013, the federal government 

will establish a federally operated exchange in the state. 

• If the federal government establishes the exchange, Oklahoma will lose regulatory authority 

over the plans sold on the exchange, including the authority to certify the Qualified Health 

Plans.  In addition, the state would lose the ability to determine the role of navigators. 

• State-Run Exchanges: 

o For a state-run exchange to be deemed in compliance with federal requirements, it must 

be able to do the following: 

 Eligibility and Enrollment: Web portal to shop, select and purchase plan; 

determine eligibility and apply premium tax credits; interoperability with public 

programs. 

 Consumer Assistance: Call center and grievance procedure; determine the role 

of navigators. 

 Planning and Governance: Public stakeholder engagement; authorize governing 

entity; establish conflict of interest procedures. 
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• One presenter believes that Oklahoma’s share of Medicaid spending between 2014 and 

2019 will increase from $212 million to $789 million. 

• The federal version of an exchange is a medical welfare program, not health care. 

• Since the states regulate insurance, they could offer, not require, a Small Business 

Exchange with the following benefits: 

o A Defined Contribution Model, which helps businesses control their costs. 

o The employee picks the coverage, therefore the individual controls choices. 

o Improved quality of insurance since the employee picks the company and can change 

the following year. 

o Allows companies to contribute even for part-time employees at reduced contribution 

levels.  This allows more people to become insured in the private marketplace. 

o Could allow a Section 125 plan so the employees could have extra pre-tax money 

withheld from their paychecks to allow them to choose the plan best suited for their 

families. 

• If the federal government imposes an exchange on the state, economic incentives in the 

marketplace would drive employers to eliminate health insurance coverage for workers.  

This would result in lower-income individuals using the federal exchange and more affluent 

individuals buying individual insurance. 

• PPACA requires every health insurance exchange to have a Navigator Program to facilitate 

health plan enrollment.  Navigators could be required to have the same education and 

training as current agents. 
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• Agents and brokers are permitted to serve as Navigators under the new law, but the 

language stipulates a compensation method that conflicts with traditional agent 

compensation structures. 

• Independent Insurance Agents of Oklahoma (IIAO) does not support the federal health care 

plan or the need for a health insurance exchange; however, IIAO feels strongly that 

Oklahoma should have an exchange in place by January 1, 2014, so the federal government 

will not impose its plan on Oklahoma. 

• IIAO believes that certain elements should be contained in any plan: 

o Governance of the plan should have a representative from insurance agents. 

o Any person selling, enrolling, contacting persons, etc. must be subject to all provisions 

of the Oklahoma Producer Licensing Act, including any person serving as a Navigator. 

o Any plan must include a plan to compensate agents for the service they provide.  The 

Utah approach is recommended. 

• There should be a registration process for agents to access the exchange 

• There should be provisions for competitive exchanges and the system should not only allow 

a state-based exchange. 

• Independent Insurance Agents and Brokers of America (IIABA) strongly encourages states 

to establish their own exchanges using the free market approach.  The preferable approach 

would be to include every qualified plan possible on the state exchange. 
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• If the state does not establish an exchange, the state would lose control of defining the role 

of agents and brokers.  In addition, the federal government could limit the number of 

insurance companies. 

• IIABA urges states to provide information on agents and brokers to consumers on the 

exchange website. 

• IIABA feels that anyone selling, soliciting, or negotiating insurance in an exchange should 

be duly licensed, complete all requisite continuing education requirements, and have 

obtained Errors and Omissions coverage.  These licensing laws and other requirements 

should also apply to Navigators. 

• The Joint Committee also heard from two exchange providers that demonstrated how an 

exchange would function with minimal up-front costs.  One of the providers is setting up an 

exchange in Maryland, while the other provider is establishing a free market exchange in 

Florida. 

 

Health Information Exchange 

• MyHealth Access Network is a consortium of organizations which have come together to 

improve the health and quality of life for persons in the Tulsa area through the 

establishment of a Health Information Exchange in the greater Tulsa area.  This program 

links more than 1,600 providers and their patients in a community-wide health information 

system that will help them better monitor and improve care. 
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• A Health Information Exchange provides immediate benefits and greater cost savings.  The 

value of the Health Information Exchange in Tulsa is that it is a community-controlled 

system. 

• One of the goals of Health Information Exchanges is to establish patient-centered medical 

homes. 

 

Senator Tom Coburn 

The Joint Committee also asked Dr. Coburn, U.S. Senator to Oklahoma, to present to the Joint 

Committee.  Although he was unable to attend a meeting, he did meet with the co-chairs of the Joint 

Committee and provided the following recommendation based upon his knowledge of the PPACA: 

“Dr. Coburn supports state-based efforts to create free-market, voluntary health 

insurance exchanges that encourage transparency, consumer choice, and individual 

control.  States should be able to use state dollars to pursue innovative strategies to 

better equip consumers with information about their health coverage choices.  In this 

model, consumers can compare plans via the Internet or a toll free number, so they can 

choose a plan tailored to their individual needs.  In this way, state-based exchanges can 

help facilitate the purchase of private health insurance based on price and quality. 

The kind of market-based solution Dr. Coburn supports looks a lot like Utah’s 

market-based health exchange.  It does NOT resemble Massachusetts’ heavily-

regulated, state-level bureaucracy, or the federally-mandated exchanges required by the 

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) – both of which are built 

around an individual mandate and price controls on private health insurance that 
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increase the cost of health insurance for consumers.  The main problem with health 

insurance is that it costs too much – but the changes in Massachusetts and Obamacare 

have been proven to simply increase the cost of coverage, while failing to improve 

access.   

Dr. Coburn supports states using state dollars to tackle the challenges of their 

own population.  He does not think that any state involved in a lawsuit against 

Obamacare should use Administration grant dollars to set up an exchange – regardless 

of whether that exchange looks more like Utah’s model or Obamacare’s model.  He is 

glad that Oklahoma has filed a lawsuit against Obamacare and will continue to do 

everything he can at a federal level to overturn this unconstitutional $2.6 trillion law 

that fails to fix what is broken in our health care system.” 
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Recommendations of the Joint Committee on Federal Health Care Law 

 

We believe our recommendations should encourage personal responsibility and enrollment in 

private market coverage over entitlement programs.  They should also preserve individual liberty.  In 

addition, the Joint Committee on Federal Health Law’s goal is to improve availability, accessibility, 

and affordability of health care.   

 

Public Health 

We must continue to educate our citizens on the price we pay as a society for our poor lifestyle 

decisions.  We must focus on the youth of our state to have any kind of long term impact.  Physical and 

health education must be taught in schools with an emphasis on obesity, smoking, and heart health.  

We must also encourage more collaboration between the public and non-profit sectors that are already 

working in this area.  

  We must do all that we reasonably can to ensure that Oklahoma taxpayer dollars used for 

public health care are used wisely.  Should the federal health care law stand, we are staring at a major 

expansion of our Medicaid population.  This makes it even more critical for us to closely monitor the 

use of these dollars.  Increased incentives for non-smokers, penalties for regular but unnecessary 

emergency room visits, drug testing and treatment, as well as strict auditing of enrollees, are some 

areas for focus.  Some other recommended ideas for cost savings include increased copayments, 

limited name brand prescription drugs, and additional managed care.  Oklahoma had some experience 

with managed care programs over ten years ago.  There are a number of states moving in this direction 

to control costs.  We would like to see OHCA try some additional managed care ideas, such as the 

medical home initiative that they are already attempting with some small test groups.  This would 
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allow us to better understand  what works and what does not work with our population and then 

implement these lessons on a broader basis if they are found to be effective.  Another area to be tested 

would be payment for value as opposed to payment for services.  Such a model has the potential to 

reduce overall costs while potentially improving health outcomes for the patients.  We also encourage 

OHCA to increase their fraud division to continue their efforts to fight against crime in this area. 

 

Legal Strategy 

We recommend that the Office of the Attorney General continue to fight PPACA from every 

legal angle.  We understand from our time spent with the Solicitor General that this is currently 

occurring, but we encourage them to continue to pursue every option and ask that they keep the 

Legislature apprised of any progress on our legal challenges.   

Additionally, we would like to have a legal opinion from the Attorney General clarifying what 

was stated by the Solicitor General as well as a constitutional attorney who presented during the Joint 

Committee’s meetings that “nullification” is indeed not a legal option for our state. 

 

Health Insurance Exchanges 

One of the critical decisions for our state is the requirement under PPACA for all states to have 

a health insurance exchange fully operational by January 1, 2014.  If our state chooses not to 

implement our own state-based exchange, then the federal government will begin to implement a 

federal exchange on January 1, 2013.  We are adamantly opposed to a federal health insurance 

exchange being implemented in our state.  We do not believe that the federal government knows our 

citizens best, nor do we believe they have a good track record of doing things efficiently and cost-
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effectively.  We also believe that a PPACA exchange would be heavily regulated, thereby limiting 

choice to only four plans - the Bronze, Silver, Gold, and Platinum plans - and restricting competition.   

In an effort to avoid a federal exchange and to provide better health care for our citizens, we 

recommend that we establish a state-based private marketplace network.  Private industry has not 

implemented this yet, so we believe the state has an obligation to improve health care choices for our 

citizens.  This network would be along the lines of the Utah model for small businesses that pre-dates 

PPACA.  The network would allow all insurance companies to participate (“any willing carrier”) and 

would let the market drive what products are offered through this mechanism. Small businesses would 

not be required to participate, but would have the option for their employees.  This model eases access 

for more insurance companies and encourages competition.  It reduces the number of the uninsured, 

improves the accessibility and affordability of health insurance, and addresses a common problem that 

we have failed to address in our current system: portability.  As one Joint Committee member pointed 

out, “portability is important for many of my constituents.  It would be nice if they were not tethered to 

dead end jobs or lose hope due to health insurance restrictions.  I would like them to be able to 

consider career/job moves that allow them to move up the economic ladder without the loss of 

insurance.”  We believe that our citizens should have the right to select the doctors and hospitals that 

they believe would be best suited for their families.  We also value the defined contribution and 

premium aggregation features.  We would like to see wellness programs being incorporated into the 

options, as well.  Finally, we believe by allowing the employees to choose their own health care plans, 

they will be able to choose the plan that would best meet the needs of their own families.     

In an effort to fend off a federal exchange and to build upon the success of Insure Oklahoma, 

we recommend moving Insure Oklahoma from the Oklahoma Health Care Authority to a public trust.  
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Insure Oklahoma is supported by insurers, small employers, hospitals, and doctors.  It is funded by an 

increase in the tobacco tax which was passed by a statewide vote of the people in November 2004. 

Insure Oklahoma has: 

-31,465 Oklahomans enrolled in the program 

-5,109 businesses enrolled in the program 

-20 insurance companies offering coverage 

-56 percent of enrollees were previously uninsured 

 

We believe that by separating Insure Oklahoma from the Oklahoma Health Care Authority, the 

state Medicaid agency, we can direct more people to private health insurance plans.  In addition, we 

can offer more small business owners the choice to enroll in and begin a defined contribution model 

which, when combined with a cafeteria plan, would allow employees the opportunity to choose their 

own insurance plan using pretax dollars.  Simplifying administrative burdens and establishing 

predictable insurance costs would make small businesses more likely to provide health coverage to 

their employees.     

 

Other recommendations 

We would also recommend that the Legislature establish either a joint health reform committee 

or that each chamber establish its own such committee.  This will enable us to continue to monitor this 

critical issue and be able to respond with legislative recommendations as needed.   

Oklahoma needs to do more to retain doctors in rural settings.  Therefore, we recommend that 

the Legislature place an emphasis on growing our residency programs and encouraging more doctors 

to practice in rural areas of our state. 
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 Regarding Health Information Exchanges, the Joint Committee feels that there should not be a 

system where patients “opt out”, as it is currently structured.  Rather, due to the extremely personal 

information on the exchange, patients should “opt in” to allow their medical records to be placed on an 

exchange. 

We believe that the Oklahoma Insurance Department should request a waiver to exempt 

insurance companies from the 3-to-1 age band and allow a 5-to-1 age band to avoid encouraging 

younger insured persons from dropping out and thereby increasing adverse selection. 

  Due to the significant Native American population and their unique health care systems, we 

recommend consulting the Tribal Nations throughout the process. 

In closing, the Joint Committee agrees with the recent statement from Governor Mitch Daniels 

who said, “Many of us Governors are hoping for either a judicial or legislative rescue from this 

impending disaster, and recent court decisions suggest there’s a chance of that.  But we can’t count on 

a miracle-that’s only permitted in Washington policy making.  We have no choice but to prepare for 

the very real possibility that the law takes effect in 2014.” 
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Senate                                                                                                                  House of Representatives                                                                                                                                                                                                   

   
 

 
 
 
 

February 19, 2013 
 

JOINT COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL HEALTH CARE LAW 
 

SUBJECT:  First Meeting 
MEETING DATE: Wednesday, September 14, 2011  
MEETING TIME: 9:00 A.M. 
LOCATION:  House Chamber, State Capitol Building 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Agenda: 
 
9:00 am – 11:30 am 
  
1.  Welcome and Introductions 
 
2.  Present State of Health Outcomes and Health Care in Oklahoma 
  Julie Cox-Kain, Chief Operating Officer, Oklahoma State Department of Health 
  Mike Fogarty, Chief Executive Officer, Oklahoma Health Care Authority  
 
1:00 pm – 4:00 pm 
 
3. PPACA: Description of Mandates, Costs, and Other Implications for the State 

Concerning Public Health 
  Julie Cox-Kain, Chief Operating Officer, Oklahoma State Department of Health 
 
4.  Medicaid and Accountable Care Organizations 
  Buffy Heater, Director of Planning and Development, Oklahoma Health Care Authority 
  Cindy Roberts, Deputy Chief Executive Officer, Oklahoma Health Care Authority 
  Jason Sutton, Policy Impact Director, Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs 
     
5. Other Business 

MEETING NOTICE 
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Senate Appointees:     House Appointees:              
Senator Gary Stanislawski, Co-Chair   Rep. Glen Mulready, Co-Chair   
Senator Cliff Aldridge     Rep. Doug Cox     
Senator Bill Brown     Rep. Randy Grau 
Senator Sean Burrage    Rep. Danny Morgan     
Senator Brian Crain     Rep. Jeannie McDaniel   
Senator John Sparks     Rep. Jason Nelson     
 
 
 
Senate Staff: 
Jennifer Mullens, Legislative Analyst  
Alicia Emerson, Legislative Analyst 
Lori Block, Staff Attorney 
Andrew Messer, Staff Attorney 
Anthony Sammons, Fiscal Analyst 
Darrell D. Washington, Administrative Assistant 
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Oklahoma Legislature 
 

 
Brian Bingman     Kris Steele 
President Pro Tempore                                                                                 Speaker 
Senate                                                                                                                  House of Representatives  
                         

   
 

 
 
 
 

February 19, 2013 
 

JOINT COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL HEALTH CARE LAW 
 

SUBJECT:  Second Meeting 
MEETING DATE: Wednesday, October 5, 2011  
MEETING TIME: 9:00 A.M. – 4:30 P.M. 
LOCATION:  Tulsa Technology Center, Riverside Campus 
   801 East 91st Street 
   Tulsa, OK 74132 
   (918) 828-4000 
   Directions to center  
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Agenda: 
 
9:00 am – 10:00 am 
 Review of Current Marketplace 
  Mike Rhoades, Deputy Commissioner, Oklahoma Insurance Department 
 
10:00 am – 11:00 am 
 Impact on Employers 
  Mike Rogers, Health Care Committee Chair for the State Chamber of Commerce 
  Phillip Kennedy, MD, President, Comanche Home Center 
 
11:00 am – 12:00 pm 
 Impact on Insurance Companies 
  Bert Marshall, President, BlueCross/BlueShield of Oklahoma 
  Richard Todd, CEO, Community Care 
 
 
 
 

MEETING NOTICE 
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1:30 pm – 2:30 pm 
 Impact on Providers 

George Caldwell, MD, Oklahoma State Medical Association 
Craig Jones, President, Oklahoma Hospital Association 

 
2:30 pm – 3:30 pm  
 Impact on Insurance Agents/Brokers 
  Janet Trautwein, CEO, National Association of Health Underwriters 
 
 
3:30 pm – 4:30 pm 
 Impact on Private Health Care 

Jonathan Small, CPA, Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs 
     
 Other Business 
  
 
 
 
Senate Appointees:     House Appointees:              
Senator Gary Stanislawski, Co-Chair   Rep. Glen Mulready, Co-Chair   
Senator Cliff Aldridge     Rep. Doug Cox     
Senator Bill Brown     Rep. Randy Grau 
Senator Sean Burrage    Rep. Danny Morgan     
Senator Brian Crain     Rep. Jeannie McDaniel    
Senator John Sparks     Rep. Jason Nelson     
 
 
 
Senate Staff: 
Jennifer Mullens, Legislative Analyst  
Alicia Emerson, Legislative Analyst 
Lori Block, Staff Attorney 
Andrew Messer, Staff Attorney 
Anthony Sammons, Fiscal Analyst 
Darrell D. Washington, Administrative Assistant 
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Oklahoma Legislature 
 

 

Brian Bingman                                                                                                                           Kris Steele 
President Pro Tempore                                                                                                                   Speaker 
State Senate                                                                                                         House of Representatives                        

   
 

 
 
 
 

February 19, 2013 
 

JOINT COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL HEALTH CARE LAW 
 

SUBJECT:  Third Meeting 
MEETING DATE: Wednesday, October 26, 2011  
MEETING TIME: 9:00 A.M – 4:30 P.M. 
LOCATION:  Senate Chamber, State Capitol Building 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Agenda: 
 

1.  9:00 – 10:00 - Affordable Care Act impact on Indian Health  
 
  Jefferson Keel, Lt. Governor,  Chickasaw Nation 
 
2. 10:00 – 10:45 - Status of PPACA lawsuits, what the ballot question did for Oklahoma 
    
  Pat Wyrick, Oklahoma Solicitor General 
 

 3. 10:45 – 11:30 - Comparison of Federal vs. State based Exchanges  
 
   David Blatt, Director of Oklahoma Policy Institute 
  

 4. 1:00 – 1:45 - Constitutional issues  

   Andy Spiropoulos,  Professor of Law and Director of the Center for the Study of 
   State Constitutional Law and Government, OCU School of Law 

 

MEETING NOTICE 
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 5.  1:45 – 3:00 - What other States are doing  

Laura Tobler, Health Programs Director, Martha Salazar, Policy Associate, 
NCSL 

 
            6.  Other Business 
  
 
 
 
 
Senate Appointees:     House Appointees:     
Senator Gary Stanislawski, Co-Chair   Rep. Glen Mulready, Co-Chair   
Senator Cliff Aldridge     Rep. Doug Cox     
Senator Bill Brown     Rep. Randy Grau 
Senator Sean Burrage    Rep. Danny Morgan     
Senator Brian Crain     Rep. Jeannie McDaniel    
Senator John Sparks     Rep. Jason Nelson     
 
 
 
Senate Staff: 
Jennifer Mullens, Legislative Analyst  
Alicia Emerson, Legislative Analyst 
Lori Block, Staff Attorney 
Andrew Messer, Fiscal Analyst 
Anthony Sammons, Staff Attorney 
Darrell D. Washington, Administrative Assistant 
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Brian Bingman  Kris Steele 
President Pro Tempore                  Mary Fallin  Speaker 
State Senate                Governor House of Representatives 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

MEETING NOTICE 
 

November 2, 2011 
 

JOINT COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL HEALTH CARE LAW 
 

SUBJECT:                  Fourth Meeting 
MEETING DATE:       Thursday, November 3, 2011           
MEETING TIME:        9:00 A.M. 
LOCATION:                Tulsa Technology Center, 801 W. “K” Place, Jenks, Oklahoma. 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Agenda: 
 
1.         9:00 - 10:00 AM, Exchange options, federal, federal/state partnership, state –  

Krista Drobac, Director of Health Division, National Governors Association 

2.         10:00 - 10:45 AM, Technology and privacy issues with exchanges - Amanda Teegarden 
 
3.         10:45 - 11:30 AM, Current Technology - David Kendrick, Director of HIT 

4.         1:00 - 1:45 PM, Agent Compensation - Ryan Young, Director, Federal Government Affairs, 
Independent Insurance & Brokers of America 

5.         1:45 - 2:45 PM, Exchange Options - Ed Haisimaier, Heritage Foundation 

6.         2:45 - 3:30 PM, Exchange Providers - Josh Beckett, Benefit Focus 
 
7.         3:30 - 4:15 PM, Exchange providers - Ceridian 
 
8.         Other Business 
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Senate Appointees: House Appointees: 
Sen. Gary Stanislawski, Co-Chair Rep. Glen Mulready, Co-Chair 
Sen. Cliff Aldridge Rep. Doug Cox 
Sen. Bill Brown Rep. Randy Grau 
Sen. Brian Crain Rep. Jeannie McDaniel 
Sen. John Sparks Rep. Jason Nelson 
 
Senate Staff: 

 

Jennifer Mullens, Legislative Analyst Andrew Messer, Fiscal Analyst 
Alicia Emerson, Legislative Analyst Anthony Sammons, Staff Attorney 
Lori Block, Staff Attorney Darrell D. Washington, Admin. Asst. 
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Brian Bingman  Kris Steele 
President Pro Tempore                      Mary Fallin Speaker 
State Senate                    Governor House of Representatives 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

REVISED 
MEETING NOTICE 

 
February 19, 2013 

 
JOINT COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL HEALTH CARE LAW 

 
SUBJECT:                  FIFTH MEETING 
MEETING DATE:       Tuesday, November 15, 2011           
MEETING TIME:         9:00 A.M – 12:00 P.M. 
LOCATION:                 House Chamber, State Capitol Building. 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Agenda: 
 

1. 9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. 

  Non Profit Exchange – Mark Tozzio 

2.  10:00 a.m. – 11:00 am  

  Non Profit Clinics 

3.         11:00 a.m. – 12:00 pm  

  Committee Discussions 

4. Other Business and Adjournment 
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Senate Appointees: House Appointees: 
Sen. Gary Stanislawski, Co-Chair Rep. Glen Mulready, Co-Chair 
Sen. Cliff Aldridge Rep. Doug Cox 
Sen. Bill Brown Rep. Randy Grau 
Sen. Brian Crain Rep. Jeannie McDaniel 
Sen. John Sparks 
Sen. Sean Burrage 

Rep. Jason Nelson 
Rep. Danny Morgan 

 
Senate Staff: 

 

Jennifer Mullens, Legislative Analyst Andrew Messer, Staff Attorney 
Alicia Emerson, Legislative Analyst Anthony Sammons, Fiscal Analyst 
Lori Block, Staff Attorney Darrell D. Washington, Admin. Asst. 
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary
Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov

(405) 522-8878
 

From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: final health insurance exchange release -- approved by Gov - going out 4-430 pm
Date: Friday, February 25, 2011 10:42:21 AM

 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 25, 2011
 

State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M “Early
Innovator Grant” to Support an Oklahoma-based

Health Insurance Exchange
 
OKLAHOMA CITY –Governor Mary Fallin joined other state leaders today in announcing that
the state of Oklahoma will accept a $54 million grant to help design and implement the
information technology infrastructure to operate an Oklahoma health insurance exchange. Fallin
listed the creation of such an exchange as one of her top priorities in her State of the State
address earlier this month. She and others announced their support for the grant after working
with state agencies to ensure that no unworkable federal mandates were included.
 
Governor Mary Fallin: “After thoroughly reviewing the ‘early innovator’ grant, I am happy to
say that the federal assistance we are being offered is consistent with our mission to design and
implement an Oklahoma-based health insurance exchange.  That exchange will empower
consumers and help individuals and small businesses to shop for and enroll in affordable,
quality health insurance plans. This is a step in the right direction for Oklahoma and its
citizens.”
 
House Speaker Kris Steele:  “This opportunity will remove the obstacles many people face in
obtaining health insurance, and will allow many more Oklahomans to become insured. This
would not only improve the overall health of our state it will also empower and equip patients to
invest in their own healthcare needs and outcomes.”
 
Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman: “Real solutions to our health care needs are
best found through market-based principals of choice and competition.  The health insurance
exchange empowers Oklahomans with those free-market tools.  This early innovator grant will
allow Oklahoma to put in place the necessary technological infrastructure that makes these plans
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accessible to citizens of our state.” 
 
Insurance Commissioner John Doak: “The Insurance Department, with its industry, consumer
protection and regulatory expertise, will play an important role in the design and implementation
of a health insurance exchange. I and Deputy Commissioner of Health Insurance Mike Rhoads
will take a lead in making sure insurance agents and brokers have a voice in setting up the health
insurance exchange. I look forward to working with Gov. Fallin in facilitating meetings
throughout the state that will result in good regulation and input from licensed insurance agents
and brokers.”
 
Secretary of Health and Human Services Terry Cline: “Not only will Oklahoma be engaged
in a transformational process in developing our own health insurance exchange, we have an
opportunity to be a model for the country, and we are pleased to take on that challenge.”
 
Oklahoma Healthcare Authority CEO Mike Fogarty:  “This grant is a federal
acknowledgment of the foresight and guidance of Oklahoma’s leaders.  This state being one of
only seven grantees confirms our role as a leader in this nation.  Our online enrollment and other
access initiatives predated federal health reform and have now afforded us the opportunity to
build a system fit for this state and its citizens.”
 

##
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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Oklahoma Legislature 
 

 
Brian Bingman            Kris Steele 
President Pro Tempore                                                                                          Speaker 
State Senate                                                                                                                                    House of Representatives  
                         

   
 

 
 
 
 

February 19, 2013 
 

JOINT COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL HEALTH CARE LAW 
 

SUBJECT:  First Meeting 
MEETING DATE: Wednesday, September 14, 2011  
MEETING TIME: 9:00 A.M. 
LOCATION:  House Chamber, State Capitol Building 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Agenda: 
 
                 9:00 am – 11:30 am  
1.  Welcome and Introductions 
 
2.  Present State of Oklahoma Healthcare 
    Dr. Terry Cline, Secretary and State Commissioner of Health  
    Mike Fogarty, Oklahoma Health Care Authority Chief Executive Officer  
 
                1:00 pm – 4:00 pm 
3. PPACA Description on mandates, cost, and implications to our state concerning Public   
 Healthcare 
    Julie Cox-Kain, Chief Operating Officer, Oklahoma State Department of Health 
 
4.  Medicaid and Accountable Care Organizations 
    Buffy Heater, Director of Planning and Development, Oklahoma Health Care Authority 
    Cindy Roberts, Deputy Chief Executive Officer, Oklahoma Health Care Authority 
    Jason Sutton, Policy Impact Director, Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs 
 
5. Oklahoma Department of Human Services   
     
6. Other Business 
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Senate Appointees:     House Appointees:        
Senator Gary Stanislawski, Co-Chair   Rep. Glen Mulready, Co-Chair   
Senator Cliff Aldridge     Rep. Doug Cox     
Senator Bill Brown     Rep. Randy Grau 
Senator Sean Burrage    Rep. Danny Morgan     
Senator Brian Crain     Rep. Jeannie McDaniel     
Senator John Sparks     Rep. Jason Nelson     
 
 
 
Senate Staff: 
Jennifer Mullens, Legislative Analyst  
Alicia Emerson, Legislative Analyst 
Lori Block, Staff Attorney 
Andrew Messer, Fiscal Analyst 
Anthony Sammons, Staff Attorney 
Darrell D. Washington, Administrative Assistant 
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From: Grace-Marie Turner
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Follow up links on state exchanges
Date: Tuesday, November 22, 2011 3:36:29 PM

Follow up materials from the state leaders call  on state exchanges Is this email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

Follow up on conference call for state leaders
about issues, options, and protections against ObamaCare exchanges

November 22, 2011

Thank you for joining us for a very informative discussion with leading state officials from

Wisconsin, Utah, Louisiana, and Florida about their strategies involving health

exchanges. The one common theme is that each state is doing what it believes is best

for its citizens, regardless of ObamaCare mandates.

Our guest speakers were

Dennis Smith

Secretary of Wisconsin’s Department of Health Services
Robert Spendlove

Director of policy for Utah Governor Gary Herbert
Bruce Greenstein

Secretary of the Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals
Jenn Ungru

Deputy chief of staff for Florida Gov. Rick Scott

Here are some resources mentioned on the call:

“Another ObamaCare Glitch”

Michael Cannon and Jonathan Adler, The Wall Street Journal
“JCT: ObamaCare's Subsidies Remove 8 Million More Americans from the
Tax Rolls”

Avik Roy, Forbes
“Georgia panel looks into health insurance exchange”

Guy Gugliotta, The Washington Post
“Louisiana to opt out of health insurance exchanges in federal law”

Jan Moller, The Times-Picayune
Wisconsin Health Insurance Exchange
This website is a prototype for the Wisconsin Health Insurance Exchange and

demonstrates how health insurance may be purchased starting on January 1,

2014.
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Utah Health Exchange

Thanks again for joining us. We will notify you soon about the timing and topic for our

next call. Happy Thanksgiving!

Grace-Marie Turner

Galen Institute

www.galen.org

Merrill Matthews

Institute for Policy Innovation

www.ipi.org

Tracie Sharp

State Policy Network

www.spn.org

www.galen.org | www.spn.org | www.ipi.org

Galen Institute

P.O. Box 320010

Alexandria, VA 22320

www.galen.org

twitter.com/GalenInstitute

facebook.com/GalenInstitute

 unsubscribe from this list | update subscription preferences 
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From: Craig Perry
To: Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Kaleb Bennett
Subject: for the governor"s daily update......House info
Date: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 4:45:56 PM

Bills of interest that passed out of the full House on Tuesday, March 1:
 
HB 1034, by Rep. Jason Murphey (R-Guthrie), authorizes the State Purchasing Director to
use a state purchase card for acquisitions with no limit on the amount of the transaction for
interagency payments and certain professional services. The measure also modifies what
professional service contracts a state agency is required to evaluate performance of.  Vote:
93-4.
 
HB 1007, by Rep. Randy McDaniel (R-Oklahoma City), modifies the method by which
dedicated state revenues are transferred to OTRS.  Contributions into the teachers’ retirement
system would be counted in the per pupil spending average.  Vote: 69-27.
 
HB 1489, by Rep. David Brumbaugh (R-Broken Arrow), creates a Web site for the public to
access all state road funding.  Vote: 96-0.
 
 
Bills of interest that passed out of House committees on Tuesday, March 1:
 
Energy:
HB 1821, by Rep. John Trebilcock (R-Broken Arrow)  has language that basically gives the
oil and gas industry (exploration/mineral rights owners) the ability to veto wind production
on surface land.  It allows them to refuse wind production for “any reason or no reason at
all.”  This is an OIPA request bill.  The wind industry, OGE and PSO expressed concerns
over the bill in its current form.  Rep. Trebilcock agreed to work with both sides before the
bill reaches the House floor.  Vote: 18 to 5. 

Health:
HB 2130, by Speaker Steele, is the health insurance exchange bill.  Defines the membership
and appointments to the Health Care for the Uninsured Board (HUB).
 
HB 1429, by Rep. Doug Cox (R-Grove) requires OSEEGIB to develop a cost-neutral or cost-
positive plan for bariatric surgery coverage of eligible employees by Nov. 1, 2012.
 
HB 2020, by Rep. Randy Grau (R-Edmond), creates the Unborn Wrongful Death Act to
permit a cause of action for the wrongful death of an unborn child with certain exceptions.
 
HB 1571, by Rep. Steve Vaughan (R-Ponca City), provides that all persons are created free
and have inalienable rights, and it defines “person” as a human being at all stages of human
development including the state of fertilization or conception, regardless of certain factors.
 
Veterans:
HB 1081, by Rep. John Bennett (R-Sallisaw), would allow a judge to send a military veteran
convicted of a crime to the Department of Veterans Affairs for treatment if the defendant was
diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder or Traumatic Brain Injury.
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Transportation:
HB 1411, by Rep. Charlie Joyner (R-Del City), separates the Rails Program Division from
the ODOT and creates the Oklahoma Railways Commission. On January 1, 2012 all assets,
records and funds of the Division would be transferred to the new Commission.
 
Education:
HB 1744, by Rep. Jason Nelson (R-Oklahoma City), amends the Lindsey Nicole Henry
Scholarships for Students with Disabilities Program. It provides that a student who is a child
of a member of the United States Armed Forces who transfers to a school in the state from
out of state or from a foreign country will not need to have spent the prior school year in
attendance at a public school in the state to qualify for the scholarship program.
 
HB 1001, by Rep. Mike Reynolds (R-Oklahoma City), instructs school districts to treat the
voluntary expression of a religious viewpoint by a student the same as it treats the voluntary
expression of a secular viewpoint by another student. The district may not discriminate
against students based upon religious viewpoints expressed on otherwise permissible subjects.
 
HB 1268, by Rep. Ann Coody (R-Lawton), requires that starting with students entering ninth
grade in the 2011-12 school year, students must complete four units of mathematics to
graduate from high school.
 
HB 1332, by Rep. Charles Key (R-Oklahoma City),  instructs the State Textbook Committee
to adopt “A Guide for Learning and Teaching the Declaration of Independence and the
United States Constitution by Joseph Andrews no later than August 1, 2011.
 
HB 1380, by Rep. Corey Holland (R-Marlow), removes different hearing processes for
probationary teachers and career teachers recommended for dismissal and provides that all
teachers have the right to a hearing before a local board of education. Removes the process
of a pretermination hearing for career teachers.  Repeals the right to trial de novo.
 
HB 1585, by Rep. Todd Thomsen (R-Ada), provides that students entering the ninth grade in
the year 2010-11, rather than 2008-09, must demonstrate mastery in four subject areas to
graduate from high school with a standard diploma.  Superintendent Barresi expressed
concerns with this bill saying it was a step back.
 
HB 1914, by Rep. Marty Quinn (R-Claremore), changes the percentage of total expenditures
that school districts are allowed to spend on administrative services. School districts with
more than 1,500 average daily membership the previous year, may spend 5% rather than 6%.
Districts with more than 500 but less than 1,500 average daily membership may spend 7%
rather than 8%. Districts with less than 500 average daily membership may spend 8% rather
than 10%.
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From: Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Freedom Flash: The days of "blanket support" are over
Date: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 8:10:54 AM

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here

We're blogging:
Heritage, Cato, OCPA

analysts: Continue to fight

Obamacare at every turn

 From the president's desk:

Time to remember the

states created the federal

government and not the

other way around

Ten steps for improving the

state budget process

 Top 5 lessons we learned

Tuesday night

If you can read this, thank

a roughneck

Forward the cause:

      

OCPA's daily e-mail delivering policy perspectives each weekday.
 

The days of 'blanket support' are over

By Brandon Dutcher

"As the winds of austerity sweep through the country, winter is coming for

academia," Walter Russell Mead recently wrote ('Academia's Day of

Reckoning Draws Nearer'). "Taxpayers and their representatives can no

longer afford to supply blanket support to every academic venture, field,

and practitioner."

 

Hats off to University of Oklahoma president David Boren for at least

asking the question: "Do we need all the course offerings we have?"  

 

I would suggest the answer is no.

 

Click to read more  on our blog.

 

Forward this email

This email was sent to andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov by dacia@ocpathink.org |  
Update Profile/Email Address | Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe™ | Privacy Policy.

The Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs - OCPA | 1401 N. Lincoln Blvd. | Oklahoma City | OK | 73104
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From: Ray Carter
To: Ray Carter
Subject: Freshman GOP Representatives Encourage Return of Federal "Obamacare" Funds
Date: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 5:09:56 PM

 
Oklahoma House of Representatives

Media Division
April 13, 2011

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Contact info below
 

Freshman GOP Representatives Encourage
Return of Federal “Obamacare” Funds

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Freshman Republican representatives are encouraging state officials
to not accept federal funds promised to Oklahoma under an “Early Innovator” grant
authorized by the federal Affordable Care Act.
            In February, the House approved HB 2130, which establishes a state health insurance
exchange.  The bill did not include a provision to accept or deny the $54M grant.
            “What we voted for was a free-market exchange based on choice and competition,
which will ultimately lower health care costs,” said Rep. Randy Grau, R-Edmond.  “We did
not vote to accept federal money that may require us to set up a federal health care system.”
            “Since the vote on HB 2130, it has become increasingly apparent that we cannot
accept this money without also accepting the strings attached to it,” said Rep. Elise Hall, R-
Oklahoma City.  “It is time to go on record that we do not want this money, but instead, we
want to set up an exchange that is right for Oklahoma, not Washington D.C.”
            “We join Senator Tom Coburn and many conservative organizations in supporting
health insurance exchanges like that established in Utah,” said Rep. Tom Newell, R-
Seminole.  “But we think it is important to sever any ties to Obamacare, which means that the
federal funds need to be rejected.”
            “The idea of an exchange based upon free-market principles comes from the Heritage
Foundation, a leading conservative think tank,” said Rep. Sean Roberts, R-Hominy.  “The
idea was around before President Obama, but it appears he is now trying to use exchanges to
push federal health care.”
            “We will continue to work with the Governor and House leadership in promoting
Oklahoma health care solutions, not Washington D.C. solutions,” said Rep. Marty Quinn, R-
Claremore.
            “Many of us in the House campaigned on the platform of free market principles. If we
accept federal money with strings attached, we are going back on our word,” said Rep. Josh
Cockroft, R-Tecumseh. “It is time for us to sever any ties to Obamacare and allow the private
sector to thrive under these free market principles.”
            “I strongly support the private sector and oppose Obamacare and the use of federal
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money for a health care exchange,” said Rep. Dennis Casey, R-Morrison.
            “The state must learn to stop accepting federal money and let Oklahomans take care
of Oklahoma,” said Rep. Aaron Stiles, R-Norman.
            “The attachment of the federal money and its link to federal health care was not fully
recognized before the vote on the exchange,” said Rep. Dustin Roberts, R-Durant.
            “Clarification of the issue seems to tie federal grant money to the Obamacare effort,”
said Rep. Jadine Nollan, R-Sand Springs.  “I support an Oklahoma health insurance exchange
without any federal ties.”
 
For further comment:
Contact: State Rep. Randy Grau                    Contact: State Rep. Josh Cockroft
Capitol: (405) 557-7360                                  Capitol: (405) 557-7349
 
Contact: State Rep. Dennis Casey                  Contact: State Rep. Rusty Farley
Capitol: (405) 557-7344                                  Capitol: (405) 557-7363
 
Contact: State Rep. Elise Hall                                    Contact: State Rep. Tom Newell
Capitol: (405) 557-7403                                  Capitol: (405) 557-7372
 
Contact: State Rep. Jadine Nollan                  Contact: State Rep. Marty Quinn
Capitol: (405) 557-7390                                  Capitol: (405) 557-7380
 
Contact: State Rep. Dustin Roberts               Contact: State Rep. Sean Roberts
Capitol: (405) 557-7366                                  Capitol: (405) 557-7322
 
Contact: State Rep. Aaron Stiles                    Contact: State Rep. Steve Vaughan
Capitol: (405) 557-7386                                  Capitol: (405) 557-7355
 

-30-
 
 
 
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt
from disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this
email by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any
disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in
reliance on it, is prohibited and unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not
warrant any e-mail transmission received as being virus free, and disclaims any
liability for losses or damages arising from the use of this e-mail or its attachments.
Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer virus exposure by opening
or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or recourse against
the House by doing so.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Fw: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] FW: States must make exchange decisions by mid-

November
Date: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 8:18:25 AM

 
From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 07:45 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; juliek@health.ok.gov <juliek@health.ok.gov> 
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] FW: States must make exchange
decisions by mid-November 
 
Katie and Julie,
 
I am sure you both are aware but I just wanted to make sure. Thanks, Nico

States must make exchange decisions by mid-November

By Jason Millman

5/16/12 2:41 PM EDT

The moment of truth for health insurance exchanges finally has a date: Nov. 16.

That’s when states will have to indicate to HHS whether they plan to run their own exchange
or share some exchange portions with the feds, the Obama administration announced today.
And states will have to do much more than say yes or no — they’ll have to turn in an
exchange blueprint and demonstrate readiness to the feds.

That means states sitting on the sidelines until the Supreme Court decides the fate of the
Affordable Care Act will have a little more than four months to put up or shut up.

And while many states continue to plan for exchanges even though they would like nothing
more than to see the court invalidate the health law, it gives them a short window to get
widespread buy-in to move ahead on the ACA’s biggest piece.

CCIIO Director Steve Larsen said he believes states will be able to quickly turn their
attention to implementation after a ruling, assuming the court upholds the ACA.

“We absolutely think there is time for them to apply,” Larsen said in a conference call
Wednesday afternoon. “The time to apply runs into the middle of November. We do think
that gives them plenty of time to come in — both to apply for approval and to continue to get
funding.”

Still, there are many who think the Supreme Court won’t be the final answer on the fate of
the ACA. A number of Republican state lawmakers and governors have urged putting off
exchange implementation until 2013 — after seeing how the November elections shake out.

Of course, if states don’t move ahead on a state-based exchange or federal partnership, HHS
said it will be ready to set up a federal-run exchange for those states — and the department
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today gave its first major guidance on how that would operate.

Most significantly, HHS said it will let all qualified health plans sell on the federally
facilitated exchange, at least for the first year. After that, it will analyze whether to move to
an active purchaser model, in which it will be more selective about which plans it will accept.

“At least in the first year, we anticipate having an open-market model,” Larsen said. “We
think this will help ensure at least initial availability of health plans for consumers.”

States that enter into a partnership model with HHS can handle plan management and in-
person consumer assistance functions. The department will handle enrollment functions and
the call center.

Meanwhile, HHS also announced that six states received about $180 million in the newest
round of exchange establishment grants. That includes the second-ever Level Two award
funding exchange operations for three years to Washington state, which received $127
million.

The other states are Illinois, Nevada, Oregon, South Dakota, and Tennessee.

The ACA doesn’t provide direct funding for the federal exchange, so HHS announced it will
be at least partially funded by user fees from plans selling on the exchange. HHS is planning
to release more details on the fee program in the fall.

To read and comment online:
https://www.politicopro.com/go/?id=11499

This email alert has been sent for the exclusive use of POLITICO Pro subscriber Carter
Kimble. Forwarding or reproducing the alert without the express, written permission of
POLITICO Pro is a violation of federal law and the POLITICO Pro subscription
agreement. Copyright © 2012 by POLITICO LLC. To subscribe to POLITICO Pro,
please go to www.politicopro.com. To change your alert settings, please go to
https://www.politicopro.com/member/?webaction=viewAlerts.

===================================================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. If
you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this
e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-
mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. The sender does not
accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message, which
arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Kaleb Bennett; Craig Perry; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Fw: Agenda bills
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 2:35:50 PM

FYI
 
From: Brian Downs [mailto:Brian.Downs@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 02:36 PM
To: 'Trait Thompson' <thompsont@lsb.state.ok.us> 
Cc: 'Jarred Brejcha' <brejcha@lsb.state.ok.us>; Katie Altshuler; 'williamson@oksenate.gov'
<williamson@oksenate.gov> 
Subject: Agenda bills 
 
Trait,

 

I would like to visit when you’re available.  I have included bills that haven’t been scheduled yet and

wanted to get an update.

 

HB 2023            Sullivan             (Admissibility of actual amounts paid for medical bills)

HB 1953            McNiel              (Quick Action Closing Fund)

HJR 1001          Dank                 (Senior freeze for property taxes)

HJR 1002          Dank                 (Cap annual increase of property taxes at 2%)

HB 1642            Ritze                 (Doctors performing abortions – clinical privileges at nearby hospital)

HB 1970            Grau                 (Prohibiting certain drugs to induce abortions)

HB 1571            Vaughan           (From fertilization or conception, all individuals free w/ inalienable

rights)

HB 2140            Steele               (Shared services consolidation)

HB 1207            Murphey            (Financial shared services consolidation)

HB 1541            Murphey            (Executive entity consolidations)

HB 1652            Enns                 (Career Tech gun legislation)

HB 2130            Steele               (Healthcare Exchange)

HB 1220            McCullough       (Mental Health services consolidation)

HB 1456            Denney             (Establishing grades for schools)

HB 1550            Kern                 (Social promotion)

HB 1372            Holland             (Adds Elementary principals and Assistant Superintendants to

administrative expenditure cap)

 

--
Brian Downs
Policy Director
Office of the Speaker
Oklahoma House of Representatives
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Room 109
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
(405) 557-7387 office
(405) 962-7658 fax
brian.downs@okhouse.gov
www.okhouse.gov
 
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt
from disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this
email by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any
disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in
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reliance on it, is prohibited and unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not
warrant any e-mail transmission received as being virus free, and disclaims any
liability for losses or damages arising from the use of this e-mail or its attachments.
Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer virus exposure by opening
or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or recourse against
the House by doing so.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Craig Perry; Glenn Coffee
Subject: FW: Appointment with the Governor
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2012 11:04:30 AM

Ugh. I’m going to have to say no but perhaps we can send someone to the ocpac meeting?
 

From: Sharon Brown [mailto:Sharon.Brown@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2012 10:59 AM
To: Denise Northrup; AJ Mallory
Subject: Appointment with the Governor
 
Rep. Key is requesting an appointment with Governor Fallin on either February 7th or 8th  to
introduce Mr. Benjamin Domenech and Kendal Antekier of The Heartland Institute, and discuss
HealthCare Exchanges.  Mr. Domenech and Ms. Antekier will be in the state to share expertise on
this subject.   The dates and times they are sharing the information is listed below:

Tuesday, February 7th @ approximately 9:30am (following session), House Chamber
Wednesday, February 8th @ 9:00am in the State Capitol, room 512A
Wednesday, February 8th @ noon @ OCPAC @ Italiano’s, 4801 N. Lincoln Boulevard
 
Please advise if Governor Fallin has time in her schedule. 
 
Information about The Heartland Institute and Mr. Domench is listed below:
Benjamin Domenech, managing editor of Health Care News and a research fellow at The Heartland
Institute, has agreed to come to the State Capitol and share his expertise on this subject.   Kendal
Antekier of the Heartland Institute will also be in attendance.   The Heartland Institute is a 27-year-
old national nonprofit research organization dedicated to finding and promoting ideas that empower
people. Founded in Chicago in 1984, its mission is to discover, develop, and promote free-market
solutions to social and economic problems. The Heartland Institute distributes six monthly public
policy newspapers addressing the major domestic public policy issues to every national and state
elected official in the U.S. plus 8,400 county and local officials and thousands of civic and business
leaders. It also produces books, policy studies, and booklets. Approximately 130 academics and
professional economists participate in its peer review process, and more than 200 elected officials
currently serve on its Legislative Forum. A telephone survey of randomly selected state and local
elected officials conducted in 2011 found 79% of state legislators and 63% of local elected officials
read at least one of Heartland’s publications, and 45% of state legislators say a Heartland publication
changed their mind or led to a change in public policy. Approximately 1,800 support an annual
budget of $6 million. Heartland does not accept government funding.
Mr. Domenech joined The Heartland Institute in 2009 after several years working and writing on
national health care policy, beginning with a political appointment as speechwriter to U.S. Health
and Human Services Secretary Tommy Thompson, and continuing as chief speechwriter for U.S.
Senator John Cornyn during the Medicare Part D debate on Capitol Hill.  In addition to his work with
Heartland, Benjamin is currently editor of The City, an academic journal of faith, politics, and culture,
published by Houston Baptist University. He previously worked as a book editor for Eagle Publishing,
where he edited multiple New York Times bestsellers in the arenas of politics, history, and sports.
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He was a founding board member of Redstate, a prominent conservative activist community site,
and co-hosts Coffee & Markets, an award-winning daily podcast focused on politics, policy, and the
marketplace.  Educated at the College of William & Mary and University of Nebraska-Lincoln,
Benjamin regularly writes opinion columns for the Washington Examiner and RealClearWorld, and in
2009 he was chosen as a Journalism Fellow by the Peter Jennings Project for Journalists and the
Constitution.
 

 
Sharon Brown,
Legislative Assistant for
Representative Charles Key,
District 90
Chair, Insurance Committee
405 557-7354
sharon.brown@okhouse.gov
.
 
 
 
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from
disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone
else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and
unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail transmission received
as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of
this e-mail or its attachments. Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer
virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or
recourse against the House by doing so.
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: FW: BLOG ALERT: Politicker NJ: Christie says Sebelius hasn"t answered his administration"s questions about

exchanges
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 3:05:41 PM

FYI:   New Jersey
 
 
Christie says Sebelius hasn't answered his administration's questions about exchanges
Max Pizarro

Politicker NJ

 

NEWARK – New Jersey will comply with the law of the land, the Affordable Healthcare Act, but Gov.

Chris Christie does not yet know how New Jersey will comply.

 

The federal government extended the deadline to Dec. 14 for New Jersey’s decision on how it wants to

participate in a healthcare exchange.

 

As part of the president’s healthcare reform, a state can set up its own exchange system, partner with

the federal government, or rely solely on the feds to operate the exchange.

 

Christie said he doesn’t know yet which of these he favors, in large part because he said his

administration’s questions to Health Secretary Kathleen Sebelius (pictured) have gone unanswered.

 

“We have sent letters and they have not been answered,” Christie told reporters at his press

conference today.

 

He said he thought he was inclined to do a statewide exchange but is worried the feds will saddle New

Jersey with more costs and he’s unwilling to allow that to happen.

 

“I need answers from the Obama administration,” Christie said. “I hope they don’t back us into a

decision by not giving me an answer.”

 

If Sibelius doesn’t respond, Christie said he’s probably likely to select a pure federal implementation of

the program so the state doesn’t own it without knowing the program’s full extent.
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: FW: Brownback Administration will not support Obamacare exchange
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 6:26:59 PM
Attachments: image002.png

image003.png
image004.png
image005.png
Brownback Administration will not support Obamacare exchange.pdf

Sorry for the flood of emails but many of you have asked for us to keep sending them…Here is KS.
 
-mts

 
From: media@ks.gov [mailto:media@ks.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2012 04:05 PM
To: Dugan, Mark [GO] 
Subject: Brownback Administration will not support Obamacare exchange 
 

 
 
 
IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 8, 2012

 

For more information:

Sherriene Jones-Sontag

785.368.7138 

media@ks.gov

 
 

Brownback Administration will not support Obamacare exchange
 

Topeka – Kansas Governor Sam Brownback issued the following statement today after notifying Kansas

Insurance Commissioner Sandy Praeger that he would not support her grant application to partner with the

federal government to create a state-federal partnership insurance exchange in Kansas.

 

“Kansans feel Obamacare is an overreach by Washington and have rejected the state’s participation in this

federal program.  My administration will not partner with the federal government to create a state-federal

partnership insurance exchange because we will not benefit from it and implementing it could costs Kansas

taxpayers millions of dollars.

 

“Any other elected official who supports implementation of a federal-state partnership exchange should pursue

legislation in the 2013 legislative session where lawmakers can debate and vote on the proposal.” 

 

###
 

Click below to connect on the Governor’s Social Networks:

 
 
---
You are currently subscribed to gov-stwide as:
To unsubscribe click here: https://list.da.ks.gov/u?id=510066.a20224e258bd837199aa7a85d231246b&n=T&l=gov-
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IMMEDIATE RELEASE 


November 8, 2012 


For more information: 


Sherriene Jones-Sontag 


785.368.7138  


media@ks.gov 


 


Brownback Administration will not support Obamacare exchange 


Topeka – Kansas Governor Sam Brownback issued the following statement today after notifying 


Kansas Insurance Commissioner Sandy Praeger that he would not support her grant application to 


partner with the federal government to create a state-federal partnership insurance exchange in 


Kansas.  


“Kansans feel Obamacare is an overreach by Washington and have rejected the state’s participation 


in this federal program.  My administration will not partner with the federal government to create a 


state-federal partnership insurance exchange because we will not benefit from it and implementing it 


could costs Kansas taxpayers millions of dollars. 


“Any other elected official who supports implementation of a federal-state partnership exchange 


should pursue legislation in the 2013 legislative session where lawmakers can debate and vote on 


the proposal.”  


 


### 



mailto:media@ks.gov





stwide&o=141886
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken)
or send a blank email to leave-141886-510066.a20224e258bd837199aa7a85d231246b@list.da.ks.gov
[Confidentiality notice:]
***********************************************************************
This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended for the
person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential
or privileged information.  Any unauthorized review, use, or disclosure
is prohibited.  If you are not the intended recipient, please contact
the sender and destroy the original message, including all copies,
Thank you.
***********************************************************************
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: FW: DELAYED EXCHANGE DEADLINE GIVES IDAHO MORE TIME TO GET ANSWERS, WEIGH OPTIONS
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 12:54:59 PM
Attachments: image001.png

FYI: Idaho.
 

From: Mark Warbis 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 11:52 AM
Subject: DELAYED EXCHANGE DEADLINE GIVES IDAHO MORE TIME TO GET ANSWERS, WEIGH
OPTIONS
 

 
C.L. “BUTCH” OTTER

GOVERNOR
 

NEWS RELEASE
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:                                                                                           CONTACT:  Jon Hanian
November 16, 2012                                                                                                                         (208) 334-2100
12:049    
 

DELAYED EXCHANGE DEADLINE GIVES IDAHO MORE
TIME TO GET ANSWERS, WEIGH OPTIONS

 

(BOISE) – Governor C.L. “Butch” Otter said today that he will consult with
legislative leaders and be ready by the new December 14 deadline for
submitting a decision on whether Idaho will build its own health insurance
exchange or opt into the federal system being developed under Obamacare.

 
Governor Otter said he was grateful for Health and Human Services

Secretary Kathleen Sebelius setting back the deadline, which had been today.
Sebelius set the new deadline late Thursday after the Republican Governors
Association (RGA) and others called on the White House for a delay. December

14 also is the deadline for states that opt to build their own exchange to
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submit plans for meeting federal mandates on its design and operation.
 
“I have my working group’s recommendation, and I have been listening

carefully to stakeholders and citizens about this important choice. This
extension gives us more time to get answers from HHS about what the federal
requirements will be,” said Governor Otter, who consulted with a number of
his colleagues from other states at the RGA conference in Las Vegas this week.
“I don’t want us buying a pig in a poke, so with this extension I’m hoping we’ll
get answers to the questions and concerns we’re hearing from legislators and
the public.”

 
Under Obamacare – or the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act –

every state must offer citizens an online portal for comparing and purchasing
health insurance policies that meet federal requirements. States have balked
at moving forward with plans, first until after the U.S. Supreme Court weighed
the law’s constitutionality and then until after the November 6 election
determined the likelihood of Obamacare remaining on the books. 

 
                                                                  ###
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: draft: exchanges/medicaid
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:43:30 PM

fyi
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:17 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: draft: exchanges/medicaid
 
This is really long … but it is two big issues that we are trying to look thoughtful about so maybe
that’s ok.
 
Governor Fallin today released the following statement, announcing that Oklahoma would not
pursue the creation of a state-based exchange or participate in the proposed Medicaid expansion
under the Affordable Care Act:
 
For the past few months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers and health care
experts across the country to determine the best course of action for Oklahoma in regards to
both the possible creation of a health insurance exchange and the expansion of Medicaid
under the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Our priority has been to ascertain what can be done to
increase access to health care, lower the cost of medical treatment, and do so without placing
an undue burden on taxpayers or the state of Oklahoma.
 
Because the health care industry has become a complicated maze of legal and regulatory
restrictions and guidelines, a situation which has only been made worse by the 1,000 plus
page Affordable Care Act, any decision regarding the future of Oklahoma’s health care
policy is a complex one.  The decision, for instance, to either create a state-based exchange
that is compliant with the ACA, or to let the federal government run one of its own designs,
requires a large amount of background and contextual information that the Obama
Administration has been unwilling to provide. Basic questions such as ‘how much will an
insurance exchange cost the state of Oklahoma?’ have still been left unanswered. It continues
to be disappointing and frustrating that so little information has been provided to states.
 
At this time, the state of Oklahoma has been placed in a highly undesirable position. As I
have said many times before, it is my belief the ACA is both unworkable and unaffordable.
The people of Oklahoma have also overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the ACA
through their support of State Question XX, which in 2010 made it unconstitutional to
mandate the purchase of health insurance in this state.  Yet despite the clear rejection of the
ACA by voters and elected officials in Oklahoma, it remains the law of the land.
 
Where health insurance exchanges are concerned, Oklahoma is faced with a choice. We are
being asked to either join the federal government in helping to implement the ACA by
creating an exchange approved by the Obama Administration, or else to accept one created
and run by the federal government. While neither choice is a good one, I have determined the
state of Oklahoma does not stand to benefit from committing its own dollars, resources and
staff to designing an exchange that our citizens do not want. Furthermore, without more
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detailed information from the Obama Administration regarding the rules and regulations
within the ACA, the state is unable to adequately plan and design an exchange of its own
making.  With those facts in mind, I have informed the federal government today that
Oklahoma will not be pursuing the creation of a state-based exchange.
 
After careful consideration, I have also informed the federal government that Oklahoma will
not be participating in the Obama Administration’s proposed expansion of Medicaid. Such an
expansion would be unaffordable and threaten other vital state services by permanently
committing the state of Oklahoma to annual expenses of $50 million to $100 million each
year. Expenses of that magnitude would require drastic cuts to other important government
priorities, such as education and public safety. Furthermore, the proposed Medicaid
expansion offers no meaningful reform to a system that people of all ideological stripes have
criticized as inflexible and inefficient. 
 
Moving forward, the state of Oklahoma will pursue two actions simultaneously. The first will
be to continue our opposition to the Affordable Care Act through the appropriate legal
channels. Oklahoma Attorney General Scott Pruitt has filed a lawsuit challenging the legality
of the ACA, an effort which is fully supported by my office. Our second, and equally
important goal, will be to pursue state-based solutions that offer families better access to
more affordable and high quality health care in the private sector.  I look forward to working
with legislative leaders and lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care
solutions for Oklahoma families. 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Fw: Education research from Heritage
Date: Monday, September 26, 2011 10:31:02 AM

Pls see email below. Note dramatic difference in our message!
Also, question from the gov - if NCLB needs reauthorization, is it expired? How is still in affect? Thx 

 
From: Bluey, Rob [mailto:Robert.Bluey@heritage.org] 
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 10:02 AM
To: Alex Weintz 
Cc: Burke, Lindsey <Lindsey.Burke@heritage.org> 
Subject: Education research from Heritage 
 
Alex—
 
Hope things are going well. We noticed that Governor Fallin would be part of NBC’s Education
Nation series this week. I wanted to share some points we’ve developed on the President’s
approach. I’d also like to introduce you to my colleague Lindsey Burke, who covers education policy
for Heritage. Please let me know if there’s any research we could provide that might be helpful.
 
Thanks,
Rob
 
--
 

·         In one of the biggest education policy developments in a decade, President Obama has
sorely mistaken bipartisan distaste for No Child Left Behind as a mandate for him to
unilaterally re-write the law from the White House.

 
·         After failing to get its education agenda through Congress on its own rushed timeline, the

Obama Administration intends to grant conditions-based waivers to states from the onerous
provisions of No Child Left Behind (NCLB). By requiring states to accept Washington’s
conditions to receive a waiver, the administration is effectively mandating that states
implement new policy that would not otherwise survive the normal legislative process.

 
·         Like the auto bailout, EPA regulations, and Obamacare, this proposal circumvents normal

legislative procedure by proposing conditions-based waivers for No Child Left Behind. The
Obama Administration has exercised executive overreach time and time again and is now
trying to rewrite the nation’s largest K-12 education law from the White House.

 
·         The Obama administration and conservatives agree: NCLB is broken. But perspectives

diverge dramatically from there. While the Administration blames “congressional inaction”
for failing to complete a rush reauthorization of the massive 600-page NCLB law, the real
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reason is fundamental differences about the federal role in education. Liberals want
Washington-centric, one-size-fits-all education policy. Conservatives want educational
decision-making authority restored to those closest to the student: state and local leaders
and parents.

 
·         Because of the conditions, the temporary relief states get from the waivers will be quickly

followed by an increase in Washington’s power over state educational decisions. States are
already being required to adopt national standards and tests to receive a waiver, an
unprecedented federal overreach.

 
·         States need genuine flexibility – the opportunity to completely opt-out of NCLB through

congressionally-approved proposals – not short-term waiver gimmicks that come with long-
term increases in the Department of Education’s authority.

Rob Bluey 
Director, Center for Media and Public Policy
The Heritage Foundation
214 Massachusetts Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002
202-608-6155
heritage.org 

The Heritage Hotsheet: Subscribe Today!
A daily e-mail discussing Washington's hottest topics and the Heritage

experts who know those subjects cold.

>>Sign Up.
The Heritage Foundation is committed to building an America where freedom,
opportunity, prosperity, and civil society flourish.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: Exchange follow up
Date: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 9:06:51 AM
Attachments: Early Adopter Grant (one file).pdf

OHIEP Grant Submission.pdf

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org] 
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2011 5:39 PM
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Exchange follow up
 
Katie,

 

Please find attached the two grant applications. One for the approved planning grant and the other one

for the pending early innovator grant. Also, I just want to reconfirm that the Governor has the authority

to make any changes to the principals of either grant and there is a process available through CMS to

make those changes.

 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need more information.

 

Thanks,

Nico

 

Nico Gomez
Deputy Chief Executive Officer
Communications, Outreach and Reporting
Oklahoma Health Care Authority
*2401 N.W. 23rd St., Suite 1-A
Oklahoma City, OK 73107
 
*Please note new mailing address!!
 
phone:  405-522-7484
fax:  405-530-3482
e-mail: nico.gomez@okhca.org
 

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
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distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: FW: Gov. Perry: Texas Will Not Implement State Insurance Exchange Under Obamacare
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 6:13:24 PM

FYI—TX
 
From: Governor Rick Perry Press Office 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 4:07 PM
Subject: Gov. Perry: Texas Will Not Implement State Insurance Exchange Under Obamacare
 

 

OFFICE OF  THE GOVERNOR

RICK PERRY

 

 

For Immediate Distribution                                                          Governor’s Press Office:
512-463-1826

Nov. 15, 2012                                                                  Catherine Frazier:
catherine.frazier@gov.texas.gov

Press Release                                                                                 Lucy Nashed:
lucy.nashed@gov.texas.gov

                                                                                                        Josh Havens:
josh.havens@gov.texas.gov

 
Gov. Perry: Texas Will Not Implement State Insurance Exchange Under Obamacare

 
AUSTIN – Gov. Rick Perry today, in a follow-up letter to U.S. Health and Human Services
Secretary Kathleen Sebelius, reiterated Texas’ decision not to implement a state insurance
exchange as part of Obamacare. The deadline to inform the federal government of a state’s
intention regarding a state exchange is November 16.
 
“As long as the federal government has the ability to force unknown mandates and costs upon
our citizens, while retaining the sole power in approving what an exchange looks like, the
notion of a state exchange is merely an illusion,” Gov. Perry’s letter said. “It would not be
fiscally responsible to put hard-working Texans on the financial hook for an unknown
amount of money to operate a system under rules that have not even been written.”
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Any state exchange must be approved by the Obama Administration and operate under
specific federally mandated rules, many of which have yet to be disclosed. Gov. Perry
previously made clear Texas’ intention not to implement a state exchange or expand
Medicaid under Obamacare in a letter to Secretary Sebelius in July.
 
To view the governor's letter to Secretary Sebelius, please visit
http://governor.state.tx.us/files/press-office/O-SebeliusKathleen201211150621.pdf.
 
To view the governor’s July letter to Secretary Sebelius, please visit
http://governor.state.tx.us/files/press-office/O-SebeliusKathleen201207090024.pdf. 

 
# # #

 

Connect with us: Follow us on Twitter at @TexGov • Find us on Facebook at TexasGovernor

 
Please DO NOT REPLY to this message. It comes from an un-monitored mailbox. If you
have any questions regarding this announcement, please contact the Governor’s Press Office
at (512) 463-1826.
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: FW: Governor Walker Announces Decision on Health Insurance Exchanges
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 9:39:16 AM

FYI—WI.
 
-mts
 
 

From: GOV Press 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 9:31 AM
To: GOV Press
Subject: Governor Walker Announces Decision on Health Insurance Exchanges
 
November 16, 2012
For Immediate Release
Contact: Cullen Werwie, 608-267-7303

 

Governor Walker Announces Decision on Health Insurance Exchanges
 
Madison—Today, Governor Scott Walker sent a letter to the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius notifying the federal government of Wisconsin’s
decision on the implementation of health insurance exchanges.
 
Governor Walker’s letter to Secretary Sebelius can be viewed at:
http://www.walker.wi.gov/Documents/11.16.12%20Letter%20to%20Secretary%20Sebelius.pdf
 

###
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Mary Fallin; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: HATCH UNVEILS LEGISLATION ROLLING BACK ONEROUS MEDICAID REQUIREMENTS THAT ARE BANKRUPTING STATES
Date: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 2:55:22 PM

Please see below from RGA re/ Maintenance of Effort (MOE) issue...

FYI

From: Rep-Press, Finance (Finance)
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Lawless, Julia (Finance)
Subject: HATCH UNVEILS LEGISLATION ROLLING BACK ONEROUS MEDICAID REQUIREMENTS THAT ARE BANKRUPTING STATES

[http://webmail.governor.state.ms.us/gw/webacc/50e640f97612d958c75c2bedb9eb4f758aad7a8/GWAP/HREF/?
action=Attachment.View&User.context=50e640f97612d958c75c2bedb9eb4f758aad7a8&Item.drn=440933z1z0&Item.Attachment.id=2
]

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                             CONTACT:  Julia Lawless<mailto:Julia_Lawless@finance-rep.senate.gov>, Antonia
Ferrier<mailto:Antonia_Ferrier@finance-rep.senate.gov>
May 3, 2011                                                                   (202) 224-4515

HATCH UNVEILS LEGISLATION ROLLING BACK ONEROUS MEDICAID REQUIREMENTS THAT ARE BANKRUPTING STATES
Bicameral Legislation Has Support of Majority of Governors Across America

WASHINGTON – U.S. Senator Orrin Hatch (R-Utah), Ranking Member of the Senate Finance Committee, today unveiled S.868, the
State Flexibility Act, legislation to repeal the onerous Medicaid Maintenance of Effort (MOE) requirements that is threatening the
financial health of many states across America.

Medicaid, a shared federal-state health program for low-income Americans, is the single largest expense for states that are facing
significant budget shortfalls.  Because of these Medicaid MOE requirements, states are being forced to make deep cuts to
education and law enforcement.

“With a $175 billion budget shortfall – the worst state budget crisis since the Great Depression – states are seeking real solutions
from Washington that will effectively lower entitlement spending and ensure the solvency of safety-net programs, like Medicaid,”
said Hatch, who has led the charge against the expansion of Medicaid in the new health law.

“These onerous requirements have been a poison pill for states from day one - limiting their ability to lower Medicaid spending and
balance their budgets; prohibiting them from targeting scarce resources to their most vulnerable beneficiaries; and hampering their
ability to implement responsible program integrity modernizations,” Hatch continued. “By rolling back these burdensome, budget-
busting constraints, this legislation heeds to the calls of states from across the country and provides a common-sense solution to
stem the growth of government and begin to put the states, not Washington, back in charge. Regardless of political affiliation, this
initiative has the potential to garner strong, bipartisan support and represents a strong first step in achieving comprehensive
Medicaid reform.”

First imposed on the states in the stimulus bill, the $2.6 trillion health law further expanded Medicaid Maintenance of Effort
requirements on states that forces them to maintain expanded eligibility restrictions. Given the states’ $175 billion collective budget
crisis, a majority of Governors want relief from these requirements, which prevent states from targeting health care services to
those most in need and limits governors' ability to root out program waste, fraud, and abuse. In January, the National Governors
Association, the bipartisan organization of the nation’s governors, called on Congress to prevent the implementation of the MOE
requirements, saying they would “curtail state authority” to effectively manage their budgets and “discourage investment in state-
federal programs.”

“Despite states’ difficult fiscal situation, governors are not calling for new one-time help from the federal treasury,” the bipartisan
group wrote to congressional leaders.  “In fact, we encourage the federal government to follow the lead of states and make the
tough decisions necessary to get its fiscal house in order; federal fiscal stability is critical to the long-term strength of states and
the country.”

The State Flexibility Act was introduced in response to bipartisan requests from governors not to impose MOE requirements on
states. Specifically, the bill would fully repeal the onerous regulations and allow states to take responsible steps to balance their
budgets and simultaneously lower federal entitlement spending. According to Congress’ non-partisan budget-scorekeeper, the
Congressional Budget Office (CBO)<http://finance.senate.gov/newsroom/ranking/release/?id=3158d29a-ef11-44a6-ba61-
b59f3752d0ef>, S. 868 will save taxpayers $2.8 billion over the first five years.
To demonstrate the full impact the MOE restrictions will have on states, the U.S. Senate Finance Committee, Minority and the U.S.
House Energy and Commerce Committee, Majority today issued a Joint Committee Review of States’ Perspectives. The snapshot
report<http://finance.senate.gov/newsroom/ranking/release/?id=3158d29a-ef11-44a6-ba61-b59f3752d0ef> highlights the adverse
impact the MOE requirements will have on states and makes clear why states need flexibility to manage their Medicaid programs.
U.S. Reps. Phil Gingrey (R-Ga.) and Cathy McMorris Rodgers (R-Wash.) have introduced companion legislation, H.R. 1683, in the
U.S. House of Representatives.
###
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: health reform report
Date: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 10:17:18 AM
Attachments: Fed Health Reform Comm Report_edits2.doc

Rough draft, in case you don’t have it yet.

-----Original Message-----
From: John Estus [mailto:John.Estus@okhouse.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 9:57 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE:

This isn't final.

---
John Estus
Press Secretary
Office of the Speaker
Oklahoma House of Representatives
(405) 962-7674 desk
(405) 706-0084 cell
john.estus@okhouse.gov

-----Original Message-----
From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 8:51 AM
To: John Estus
Subject:

Can I get a copy of the health insurance exchange draft?

NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from disclosure
under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized. If
you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted
to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and unlawful.

The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail transmission received as being virus free,
and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of this e-mail or its attachments.
Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-
mail and its attachments, and waive any right or recourse against the House by doing so.
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Membership of the Joint Committee on Federal Health Care Law


Senate Appointees:

Senator Gary Stanislawski, Co-Chair


Senator Cliff Aldridge


Senator Bill Brown


Senator Sean Burrage


Senator Brian Crain


Senator John Sparks


House Appointees:


Representative Glen Mulready, Co-Chair


Representative Doug Cox


Representative Randy Grau


Representative Danny Morgan


Representative Jeannie McDaniel


Representative Jason Nelson

Introduction


The Joint Committee on Federal Health Care Law was jointly created by Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman and House Speaker Kris Steele near the conclusion of the 2011 legislative session.  The Joint Committee was tasked with studying how recent changes to health care and health insurance laws enacted through the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act would affect Oklahomans.  At the direction of the co-chairs, Senator Gary Stanislawski and Representative Glen Mulready, the Joint Committee convened in both Oklahoma City and Tulsa for a total of five public meetings spanning September, October, and November 2011.  


The Joint Committee heard from over two dozen presenters from both the public and private sector who provided their input on the potential effects of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.  Many of the presentations from the public meetings may be found at the Joint Committee’s website, www.okhealthcare.info.  Additionally, a list of presenters may be found in the Joint Committee’s meeting notices, which are included in the appendix.  This report is intended to provide members of the public with a synopsis of the major findings presented by the speakers, as well as provide recommendations for Oklahomans and Oklahoma policymakers in addressing the recent changes to federal health care and health insurance laws.

Findings

The following findings were presented to the members of the Joint Committee on Federal Health Law.


Public Health Care


· Health behaviors are the largest contributing factor to overall health and premature death.  The top three leading causes of death in Oklahoma are cardiovascular disease, cancer, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). 

· The leading health behaviors and risk conditions include adult obesity, tobacco use, physical inactivity, and low fruit and vegetable consumption. 


· Oklahoma Medicaid has the lowest error rate in the US after a five-year effort led by the Legislature. 


· Recent reforms within the Oklahoma Medicaid program include the Patient-Centered Medical Home, where Oklahoma Medicaid’s program serves as a national model. 


· In 2009, 18 percent of Oklahoma’s population was uninsured, which is equal to 658,862 Oklahomans.

· Insure Oklahoma is a public-private partnership and model program that provides coverage to 31,465 uninsured Oklahomans who are not eligible for Medicaid coverage. 


· Approximately 20 percent of Oklahomans are currently on Medicaid, with a total per member cost of $4,595.

· Under the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), it is estimated that an additional 200,000 Oklahomans would be eligible for the Medicaid program in 2014, with an additional 50,000 Oklahomans who were previously eligible for the program expected to “come out of the woodwork” and enroll.  This would result in an additional annual cost of $41.6 million to the state.  Using the Congressional Budget Office’s standard participation rate, however, the Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA) estimates that only 57 percent of eligible people will actually sign up for the program in 2014, which would be an additional annual cost of $23.8 million to the state. 

Private Health Care


· Approximately 81 percent of the population under age 65 has some form of either private or public coverage, and nearly all Oklahomans over age 65 have some form of federal or employer-sponsored coverage.

· Oklahoma has 38 insurance mandates, ranking it 21st in the nation (from lowest to highest).


· Currently, three companies write 78 percent of the individual market in Oklahoma, and three companies write 70 percent of the small group market in Oklahoma.


· There is a concern that the 3-to-1 age band mandate under PPACA, which requires premiums for the oldest person in the pool to be no more than three times higher than the youngest person in the pool, will disrupt the market and substantially increase premiums for younger people.  Most states currently have an age band of 5-to-1. 


· The 3-to-1 age banding provisions under PPACA have the potential to drive younger consumers to pay the penalty in lieu of participating in mandated insurance plans, thus keeping them out of the risk pool.


· For one insurance company, over 80 percent of the customers in the individual market currently purchase insurance that is below the mandated minimum level of coverage under PPACA.  Therefore, premiums are expected to grow substantially due to PPACA mandates.


· By 2014, all plans will be required to cover preventive women’s health and well-being, including all contraceptive methods and sterilization procedures approved by the federal Food and Drug Administration, without any cost sharing.


· PPACA is mostly about insurance reform and coverage and less about health care delivery reform.


· Patients with insurance have better access to physicians and can avoid shifting the cost of care to commercial payers.


· Approximately 70 percent of the people in hospitals today are there as a direct result of their own behaviors, such as smoking, diet and obesity, and lack of exercise.  Oklahoma ranks 48th in the nation for smoking and 46th in the nation for diet and obesity (from lowest prevalence to highest prevalence).

· Hospitals in Oklahoma will lose over $2.6 billion over the next ten years to help pay for PPACA.


· Rural hospitals will gain $30 million over the next two years under PPACA.


· Doctors see approximately 4,000 patients per year.  Each patient sees their physician approximately twice per year.  Therefore, if Oklahoma adds 250,000 new Medicaid recipients, 125 new doctors would be needed.  Oklahoma already has a doctor shortage and is ranked 49th in the nation in the number of primary care physicians per capita.


Legal and Constitutional Issues


· A recent amendment to the Oklahoma Constitution  provides individuals with the right to be free from being compelled to buy health insurance. The PPACA’s individual mandate is in direct conflict with Oklahoma’s new amendment. However, the supremacy clause of the United States Constitution requires that, if state and federal law conflict, the state law must yield, provided that the federal law is constitutional. 

· More than 25 states, including Oklahoma, have challenged the PPACA’s individual mandate as being unconstitutional.  The United States Supreme Court is expected to hear arguments in one of those cases in March 2012, and an opinion should be rendered by July 2012. 


· The exchanges created by PPACA have not been challenged by any of the lawsuits.


· In addition to utilizing judicial review as a challenge to federal oppression, the Joint Committee also addressed the issue of whether there may be some sort of nullification of the federal health care law. 


· The concept of nullification provides that states can use their state powers to not corroborate.  In the end, however, it is likely that states will still be subject to the provisions of PPACA even if they engage in potential nullification efforts. 

Tribal Issues


· The American Indian population in Oklahoma is 415,371.


· There is no cost sharing allowed for American Indians enrolled in an exchange with an income less than or equal to 300 percent of the Federal Poverty Level.


· The tribes would like to designate all Urban Indian Health Programs, also referred to as I/T/U’s, as Qualified Health Providers under PPACA.

A Look at the States


· Six states have returned federal PPACA grant money: Florida, Kansas, Louisiana, New Hampshire, Oklahoma and Wisconsin.


· Massachusetts developed a Commonwealth Health Insurance Connector Authority in 2006 with a board charged with implementing the exchange and establishing procedures for selecting and approving private plans to be offered in the Connector.  Massachusetts has the highest rate of insured residents and already has in place many of the laws now required by PPACA.


· Utah also has the Utah Health Exchange that is administered and facilitated by the Office of Consumer Health Services, an existing state agency.  Utah’s exchange, however, is not PPACA-compliant.


· Ten states have enacted legislation relating to exchanges, and three states, Florida, Louisiana and Texas, have stated that they will go the federal exchange route.  Florida, however, has recently established a non-compliant small business exchange.


· There are three models of health exchanges:


· State exchange: state assumes responsibility for compliance and certification.


· Partnership exchange: some of the functions would be retained by the state.


· Federal exchange: the state is not involved in the operation of the exchange.

· Within state exchanges, there are several options:


· State governmental agency (may be existing or independent public agency)


· Non-profit organization


· Contract with other eligible entities to carry out functions


· Governing body


· State regulated insurers in the exchange

· Some states do not want to enforce the individual mandate or the tax credits and want the federal government to handle those areas.


· With a federal exchange, the state loses control of the:

· Outreach to consumers

· Navigator selection


· The opinion of one presenter was that April 2012 is the latest a state could wait to decide on what path to take regarding an exchange before the federal government will start moving in to a state to set up an exchange.


· In addition, it is believed that if a state does not cooperate with the federal government in the establishment of an exchange, the federal government will design an enforcement strategy to force compliance.


Individual/Medicaid Exchange and Small Business Exchange


· If Oklahoma is not deemed exchange-ready by January 1, 2013, the federal government will establish a federally operated exchange in the state.

· If the federal government establishes the exchange, Oklahoma will lose regulatory authority over the plans sold on the exchange, including the authority to certify the Qualified Health Plans.  In addition, the state would lose the ability to determine the role of navigators.


· State-Run Exchanges:


· For a state-run exchange to be deemed in compliance with federal requirements, it must be able to do the following:


· Eligibility and Enrollment: Web portal to shop, select and purchase plan; determine eligibility and apply premium tax credits; interoperability with public programs.


· Consumer Assistance: Call center and grievance procedure; determine the role of navigators.


· Planning and Governance: Public stakeholder engagement; authorize governing entity; establish conflict of interest procedures.


· One presenter believes that Oklahoma’s share of Medicaid spending between 2014 and 2019 will increase from $212 million to $789 million.


· The federal version of an exchange is a medical welfare program, not health care.


· Since the states regulate insurance, they could offer, not require, a Small Business Exchange with the following benefits:


· A Defined Contribution Model, which helps businesses control their costs.


· The employee picks the coverage, therefore the individual controls choices.


· Improved quality of insurance since the employee picks the company and can change the following year.


· Allows companies to contribute even for part-time employees at reduced contribution levels.  This allows more people to become insured in the private marketplace.


· Could allow a Section 125 plan so the employees could have extra pre-tax money withheld from their paychecks to allow them to choose the plan best suited for their families.


· If the federal government imposes an exchange on the state, economic incentives in the marketplace would drive employers to eliminate health insurance coverage for workers.  This would result in lower-income individuals using the federal exchange and more affluent individuals buying individual insurance.


· PPACA requires every health insurance exchange to have a Navigator Program to facilitate health plan enrollment.  Navigators could be required to have the same education and training as current agents.


· Agents and brokers are permitted to serve as Navigators under the new law, but the language stipulates a compensation method that conflicts with traditional agent compensation structures.


· Independent Insurance Agents of Oklahoma (IIAO) does not support the federal health care plan or the need for a health insurance exchange; however, IIAO feels strongly that Oklahoma should have an exchange in place by January 1, 2014, so the federal government will not impose its plan on Oklahoma.


· IIAO believes that certain elements should be contained in any plan:


· Governance of the plan should have a representative from insurance agents.


· Any person selling, enrolling, contacting persons, etc. must be subject to all provisions of the Oklahoma Producer Licensing Act, including any person serving as a Navigator.


· Any plan must include a plan to compensate agents for the service they provide.  The Utah approach is recommended.


· There should be a registration process for agents to access the exchange


· There should be provisions for competitive exchanges and the system should not only allow a state-based exchange.


· Independent Insurance Agents and Brokers of America (IIABA) strongly encourages states to establish their own exchanges using the free market approach.  The preferable approach would be to include every qualified plan possible on the state exchange.


· If the state does not establish an exchange, the state would lose control of defining the role of agents and brokers.  In addition, the federal government could limit the number of insurance companies.


· IIABA urges states to provide information on agents and brokers to consumers on the exchange website.


· IIABA feels that anyone selling, soliciting, or negotiating insurance in an exchange should be duly licensed, complete all requisite continuing education requirements, and have obtained Errors and Omissions coverage.  These licensing laws and other requirements should also apply to Navigators.

· The Joint Committee also heard from two exchange providers that demonstrated how an exchange would function with minimal up-front costs.  One of the providers is setting up an exchange in Maryland, while the other provider is establishing a free market exchange in Florida.


Health Information Exchange


· MyHealth Access Network is a consortium of organizations which have come together to improve the health and quality of life for persons in the Tulsa area through the establishment of a Health Information Exchange in the greater Tulsa area.  This program links more than 1,600 providers and their patients in a community-wide health information system that will help them better monitor and improve care.


· A Health Information Exchange provides immediate benefits and greater cost savings.  The value of the Health Information Exchange in Tulsa is that it is a community-controlled system.


· One of the goals of Health Information Exchanges is to establish patient-centered medical homes.


Senator Tom Coburn


The Joint Committee also asked Dr. Coburn, U.S. Senator to Oklahoma, to present to the Joint Committee.  Although he was unable to attend a meeting, he did meet with the co-chairs of the Joint Committee and provided the following recommendation based upon his knowledge of the PPACA:

“Dr. Coburn supports state-based efforts to create free-market, voluntary health insurance exchanges that encourage transparency, consumer choice, and individual control.  States should be able to use state dollars to pursue innovative strategies to better equip consumers with information about their health coverage choices.  In this model, consumers can compare plans via the Internet or a toll free number, so they can choose a plan tailored to their individual needs.  In this way, state-based exchanges can help facilitate the purchase of private health insurance based on price and quality.


The kind of market-based solution Dr. Coburn supports looks a lot like Utah’s market-based health exchange.  It does NOT resemble Massachusetts’ heavily-regulated, state-level bureaucracy, or the federally-mandated exchanges required by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) – both of which are built around an individual mandate and price controls on private health insurance that increase the cost of health insurance for consumers.  The main problem with health insurance is that it costs too much – but the changes in Massachusetts and Obamacare have been proven to simply increase the cost of coverage, while failing to improve access.  


Dr. Coburn supports states using state dollars to tackle the challenges of their own population.  He does not think that any state involved in a lawsuit against Obamacare should use Administration grant dollars to set up an exchange – regardless of whether that exchange looks more like Utah’s model or Obamacare’s model.  He is glad that Oklahoma has filed a lawsuit against Obamacare and will continue to do everything he can at a federal level to overturn this unconstitutional $2.6 trillion law that fails to fix what is broken in our health care system.”

Recommendations of the Joint Committee on Federal Health Care Law

We believe our recommendations should encourage personal responsibility and enrollment in private market coverage over entitlement programs.  They should also preserve individual liberty.  In addition, the Joint Committee on Federal Health Law’s goal is to improve availability, accessibility, and affordability of health care.  


Public Health


We must continue to educate our citizens on the price we pay as a society for our poor lifestyle decisions.  We must focus on the youth of our state to have any kind of long term impact.  Physical and health education must be taught in schools with an emphasis on obesity, smoking, and heart health.  We must also encourage more collaboration between the public and non-profit sectors that are already working in this area. 


 
We must do all that we reasonably can to ensure that Oklahoma taxpayer dollars used for public health care are used wisely.  Should the federal health care law stand, we are staring at a major expansion of our Medicaid population.  This makes it even more critical for us to closely monitor the use of these dollars.  Increased incentives for non-smokers, penalties for regular but unnecessary emergency room visits, drug testing and treatment, as well as strict auditing of enrollees, are some areas for focus.  Some other recommended ideas for cost savings include increased copayments, limited name brand prescription drugs, and additional managed care.  Oklahoma had some experience with managed care programs over ten years ago.  There are a number of states moving in this direction to control costs.  We would like to see OHCA try some additional managed care ideas, such as the medical home initiative that they are already attempting with some small test groups.  This would allow us to better understand  what works and what does not work with our population and then implement these lessons on a broader basis if they are found to be effective.  Another area to be tested would be payment for value as opposed to payment for services.  Such a model has the potential to reduce overall costs while potentially improving health outcomes for the patients.  We also encourage OHCA to increase their fraud division to continue their efforts to fight against crime in this area.


Legal Strategy

We recommend that the Office of the Attorney General continue to fight PPACA from every legal angle.  We understand from our time spent with the Solicitor General that this is currently occurring, but we encourage them to continue to pursue every option and ask that they keep the Legislature apprised of any progress on our legal challenges.  

Additionally, we would like to have a legal opinion from the Attorney General clarifying what was stated by the Solicitor General as well as a constitutional attorney who presented during the Joint Committee’s meetings that “nullification” is indeed not a legal option for our state.


Health Insurance Exchanges


One of the critical decisions for our state is the requirement under PPACA for all states to have a health insurance exchange fully operational by January 1, 2014.  If our state chooses not to implement our own state-based exchange, then the federal government will begin to implement a federal exchange on January 1, 2013.  We are adamantly opposed to a federal health insurance exchange being implemented in our state.  We do not believe that the federal government knows our citizens best, nor do we believe they have a good track record of doing things efficiently and cost-effectively.  We also believe that a PPACA exchange would be heavily regulated, thereby limiting choice to only four plans - the Bronze, Silver, Gold, and Platinum plans - and restricting competition.  


In an effort to avoid a federal exchange and to provide better health care for our citizens, we recommend that we establish a state-based private marketplace network.  Private industry has not implemented this yet, so we believe the state has an obligation to improve health care choices for our citizens.  This network would be along the lines of the Utah model for small businesses that pre-dates PPACA.  The network would allow all insurance companies to participate (“any willing carrier”) and would let the market drive what products are offered through this mechanism. Small businesses would not be required to participate, but would have the option for their employees.  This model eases access for more insurance companies and encourages competition.  It reduces the number of the uninsured, improves the accessibility and affordability of health insurance, and addresses a common problem that we have failed to address in our current system: portability.  As one Joint Committee member pointed out, “portability is important for many of my constituents.  It would be nice if they were not tethered to dead end jobs or lose hope due to health insurance restrictions.  I would like them to be able to consider career/job moves that allow them to move up the economic ladder without the loss of insurance.”  We believe that our citizens should have the right to select the doctors and hospitals that they believe would be best suited for their families.  We also value the defined contribution and premium aggregation features.  We would like to see wellness programs being incorporated into the options, as well.  Finally, we believe by allowing the employees to choose their own health care plans, they will be able to choose the plan that would best meet the needs of their own families.   


In an effort to fend off a federal exchange and to build upon the success of Insure Oklahoma, we recommend moving Insure Oklahoma from the Oklahoma Health Care Authority to a public trust.  Insure Oklahoma is supported by insurers, small employers, hospitals, and doctors.  It is funded by an increase in the tobacco tax which was passed by a statewide vote of the people in November 2004.


Insure Oklahoma has:


-31,465 Oklahomans enrolled in the program


-5,109 businesses enrolled in the program


-20 insurance companies offering coverage


-56 percent of enrollees were previously uninsured


We believe that by separating Insure Oklahoma from the Oklahoma Health Care Authority, the state Medicaid agency, we can direct more people to private health insurance plans.  In addition, we can offer more small business owners the choice to enroll in and begin a defined contribution model which, when combined with a cafeteria plan, would allow employees the opportunity to choose their own insurance plan using pretax dollars.  Simplifying administrative burdens and establishing predictable insurance costs would make small businesses more likely to provide health coverage to their employees.    


Other recommendations

We would also recommend that the Legislature establish either a joint health reform committee or that each chamber establish its own such committee.  This will enable us to continue to monitor this critical issue and be able to respond with legislative recommendations as needed.  


Oklahoma needs to do more to retain doctors in rural settings.  Therefore, we recommend that the Legislature place an emphasis on growing our residency programs and encouraging more doctors to practice in rural areas of our state.



Regarding Health Information Exchanges, the Joint Committee feels that there should not be a system where patients “opt out”, as it is currently structured.  Rather, due to the extremely personal information on the exchange, patients should “opt in” to allow their medical records to be placed on an exchange.


We believe that the Oklahoma Insurance Department should request a waiver to exempt insurance companies from the 3-to-1 age band and allow a 5-to-1 age band to avoid encouraging younger insured persons from dropping out and thereby increasing adverse selection.



Due to the significant Native American population and their unique health care systems, we recommend consulting the Tribal Nations throughout the process.


In closing, the Joint Committee agrees with the recent statement from Governor Mitch Daniels who said, “Many of us Governors are hoping for either a judicial or legislative rescue from this impending disaster, and recent court decisions suggest there’s a chance of that.  But we can’t count on a miracle-that’s only permitted in Washington policy making.  We have no choice but to prepare for the very real possibility that the law takes effect in 2014.”
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February 21, 2012

JOINT COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL HEALTH CARE LAW


SUBJECT:

First Meeting

MEETING DATE:
Wednesday, September 14, 2011


MEETING TIME:
9:00 A.M.


LOCATION:

House Chamber, State Capitol Building

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Agenda:


9:00 am – 11:30 am


1. 
Welcome and Introductions

2. 
Present State of Health Outcomes and Health Care in Oklahoma




Julie Cox-Kain, Chief Operating Officer, Oklahoma State Department of Health




Mike Fogarty, Chief Executive Officer, Oklahoma Health Care Authority 


1:00 pm – 4:00 pm


3.
PPACA: Description of Mandates, Costs, and Other Implications for the State Concerning Public Health



Julie Cox-Kain, Chief Operating Officer, Oklahoma State Department of Health


4. 
Medicaid and Accountable Care Organizations




Buffy Heater, Director of Planning and Development, Oklahoma Health Care Authority




Cindy Roberts, Deputy Chief Executive Officer, Oklahoma Health Care Authority




Jason Sutton, Policy Impact Director, Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs


5.
Other Business

Senate Appointees:




House Appointees:


           Senator Gary Stanislawski, Co-Chair


Rep. Glen Mulready, Co-Chair




Senator Cliff Aldridge




Rep. Doug Cox






Senator Bill Brown




Rep. Randy Grau


Senator Sean Burrage



Rep. Danny Morgan






Senator Brian Crain




Rep. Jeannie McDaniel



Senator John Sparks




Rep. Jason Nelson






Senate Staff:


Jennifer Mullens, Legislative Analyst 


Alicia Emerson, Legislative Analyst


Lori Block, Staff Attorney


Andrew Messer, Staff Attorney


Anthony Sammons, Fiscal Analyst


Darrell D. Washington, Administrative Assistant
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February 21, 2012

JOINT COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL HEALTH CARE LAW


SUBJECT:

Second Meeting

MEETING DATE:
Wednesday, October 5, 2011


MEETING TIME:
9:00 A.M. – 4:30 P.M.


LOCATION:

Tulsa Technology Center, Riverside Campus





801 East 91st Street





Tulsa, OK 74132





(918) 828-4000





Directions to center 


____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Agenda:


9:00 am – 10:00 am



Review of Current Marketplace




Mike Rhoades, Deputy Commissioner, Oklahoma Insurance Department


10:00 am – 11:00 am



Impact on Employers



Mike Rogers, Health Care Committee Chair for the State Chamber of Commerce




Phillip Kennedy, MD, President, Comanche Home Center


11:00 am – 12:00 pm


Impact on Insurance Companies




Bert Marshall, President, BlueCross/BlueShield of Oklahoma




Richard Todd, CEO, Community Care


1:30 pm – 2:30 pm



Impact on Providers


George Caldwell, MD, Oklahoma State Medical Association


Craig Jones, President, Oklahoma Hospital Association


2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 



Impact on Insurance Agents/Brokers



Janet Trautwein, CEO, National Association of Health Underwriters


3:30 pm – 4:30 pm



Impact on Private Health Care


Jonathan Small, CPA, Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs



Other Business

Senate Appointees:




House Appointees:


           Senator Gary Stanislawski, Co-Chair


Rep. Glen Mulready, Co-Chair




Senator Cliff Aldridge




Rep. Doug Cox






Senator Bill Brown




Rep. Randy Grau


Senator Sean Burrage



Rep. Danny Morgan






Senator Brian Crain




Rep. Jeannie McDaniel




Senator John Sparks




Rep. Jason Nelson






Senate Staff:


Jennifer Mullens, Legislative Analyst 


Alicia Emerson, Legislative Analyst


Lori Block, Staff Attorney


Andrew Messer, Staff Attorney


Anthony Sammons, Fiscal Analyst


Darrell D. Washington, Administrative Assistant
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February 21, 2012

JOINT COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL HEALTH CARE LAW


SUBJECT:

Third Meeting

MEETING DATE:
Wednesday, October 26, 2011


MEETING TIME:
9:00 A.M – 4:30 P.M.


LOCATION:

Senate Chamber, State Capitol Building

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Agenda:


1. 
9:00 – 10:00 - Affordable Care Act impact on Indian Health 




Jefferson Keel, Lt. Governor, 
Chickasaw Nation


2.
10:00 – 10:45 - Status of PPACA lawsuits, what the ballot question did for Oklahoma




Pat Wyrick, Oklahoma Solicitor General



3.
10:45 – 11:30 - Comparison of Federal vs. State based Exchanges 





David Blatt, Director of Oklahoma Policy Institute



4.
1:00 – 1:45 - Constitutional issues 





Andy Spiropoulos,  Professor of Law and Director of the Center for the Study of 


State Constitutional Law and Government, OCU School of Law



5. 
1:45 – 3:00 - What other States are doing 

Laura Tobler, Health Programs Director, Martha Salazar, Policy Associate, NCSL


            6.

Other Business


Senate Appointees:




House Appointees:






Senator Gary Stanislawski, Co-Chair


Rep. Glen Mulready, Co-Chair




Senator Cliff Aldridge




Rep. Doug Cox






Senator Bill Brown




Rep. Randy Grau


Senator Sean Burrage



Rep. Danny Morgan






Senator Brian Crain




Rep. Jeannie McDaniel




Senator John Sparks




Rep. Jason Nelson






Senate Staff:


Jennifer Mullens, Legislative Analyst 


Alicia Emerson, Legislative Analyst


Lori Block, Staff Attorney


Andrew Messer, Fiscal Analyst


Anthony Sammons, Staff Attorney


Darrell D. Washington, Administrative Assistant
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MEETING NOTICE


November 2, 2011


JOINT COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL HEALTH CARE LAW


SUBJECT:                  Fourth Meeting

MEETING DATE:       Thursday, November 3, 2011          

MEETING TIME:        9:00 A.M.

LOCATION:                Tulsa Technology Center, 801 W. “K” Place, Jenks, Oklahoma.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Agenda:


1.         9:00 - 10:00 AM, Exchange options, federal, federal/state partnership, state – 


Krista Drobac, Director of Health Division, National Governors Association


2.         10:00 - 10:45 AM, Technology and privacy issues with exchanges - Amanda Teegarden


3.         10:45 - 11:30 AM, Current Technology - David Kendrick, Director of HIT


4.         1:00 - 1:45 PM, Agent Compensation - Ryan Young, Director, Federal Government Affairs, Independent Insurance & Brokers of America


5.         1:45 - 2:45 PM, Exchange Options - Ed Haisimaier, Heritage Foundation


6.         2:45 - 3:30 PM, Exchange Providers - Josh Beckett, Benefit Focus


7.         3:30 - 4:15 PM, Exchange providers - Ceridian


8.         Other Business


		Senate Appointees:

		House Appointees:



		Sen. Gary Stanislawski, Co-Chair

		Rep. Glen Mulready, Co-Chair



		Sen. Cliff Aldridge

		Rep. Doug Cox



		Sen. Bill Brown

		Rep. Randy Grau



		Sen. Brian Crain

		Rep. Jeannie McDaniel



		Sen. John Sparks

		Rep. Jason Nelson



		Senate Staff:

		



		Jennifer Mullens, Legislative Analyst

		Andrew Messer, Fiscal Analyst



		Alicia Emerson, Legislative Analyst

		Anthony Sammons, Staff Attorney



		Lori Block, Staff Attorney

		Darrell D. Washington, Admin. Asst.
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State Senate
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REVISED


MEETING NOTICE


February 21, 2012

JOINT COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL HEALTH CARE LAW


SUBJECT:                  FIFTH MEETING

MEETING DATE:       Tuesday, November 15, 2011          

MEETING TIME:         9:00 A.M – 12:00 P.M.

LOCATION:                 House Chamber, State Capitol Building.


____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Agenda:


1.
9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.




Non Profit Exchange – Mark Tozzio


2. 
10:00 a.m. – 11:00 am 




Non Profit Clinics


3.         11:00 a.m. – 12:00 pm 




Committee Discussions


4.
Other Business and Adjournment


		Senate Appointees:

		House Appointees:



		Sen. Gary Stanislawski, Co-Chair

		Rep. Glen Mulready, Co-Chair



		Sen. Cliff Aldridge

		Rep. Doug Cox



		Sen. Bill Brown

		Rep. Randy Grau



		Sen. Brian Crain

		Rep. Jeannie McDaniel



		Sen. John Sparks


Sen. Sean Burrage

		Rep. Jason Nelson


Rep. Danny Morgan



		Senate Staff:

		



		Jennifer Mullens, Legislative Analyst

		Andrew Messer, Staff Attorney



		Alicia Emerson, Legislative Analyst

		Anthony Sammons, Fiscal Analyst



		Lori Block, Staff Attorney

		Darrell D. Washington, Admin. Asst.
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: HHS NEWS: States receive more flexibility, resources to implement Affordable Insurance Exchanges
Date: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 4:22:27 PM

FYI Jim Myers sent this to me as just a “heads up”
 

From: Joy-Bush, Keya A. (CMS/OEA) [mailto:keya.joy-bush@cms.hhs.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 11:04 AM
Subject: HHS NEWS: States receive more flexibility, resources to implement Affordable Insurance
Exchanges
 
 

HHS NEWS
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                                                                               Contact:  HHS Press Office
Tuesday, November 29, 2011                                                                                                            (202) 690-6343
 
 
States receive more flexibility, resources to implement Affordable Insurance Exchanges

 
More than half of states now creating marketplaces to help millions of families and small

businesses buy insurance
 
The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) today awarded nearly $220 million in
Affordable Insurance Exchange grants to 13 states to help them create Exchanges, giving
these states more flexibility and resources to implement the Affordable Care Act.  The health
care reform law gives states the freedom to design Affordable Insurance Exchanges – one-
stop marketplaces where consumers can choose a private health insurance plan that fits their
health needs and have the same kinds of insurance choices as members of Congress.
 
The Department also released several Frequently Asked Questions providing answers to key
questions states need to know as they work to set up these new marketplaces. Critical among
these are that states that run Exchanges have more options than originally proposed when it
comes to determining eligibility for tax credits and Medicaid.  And states have more time to
apply for “Level One” Exchange grants.
 
Today’s awards bring to 29 the number of states that are making significant progress in
creating Affordable Insurance Exchanges.  States receiving funding today include: Alabama,
Arizona, Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Maine, Michigan, Nebraska, New Mexico, Rhode
Island, Tennessee, and Vermont.
 
“We are committed to giving states the flexibility to implement the Affordable Care Act in
the way that works for them,” HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius said.  “Exchanges will give
consumers more choices and make it easy to compare and shop for insurance plans.”

 
In the new Exchanges, insurers will provide new information such as an easy-to-understand
summary of benefits and costs to consumers. The level of detail will sharpen competition
between carriers which will drive costs down.
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HHS also released today a set of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) in anticipation of state
legislative sessions beginning in January. Answers will help advance state policy
development for Exchanges.  For example, they clarify that Exchange grants can be used to
build a state Exchange that is operational after 2014; that state-based Exchanges will not be
charged for accessing Federal data needed to run Exchanges in 2014; and that state insurance
rules and operations will continue even if the Federal government is facilitating an Exchange
in the state.  HHS will also allow greater flexibility in eligibility determinations, allowing, for
example, a state-based Exchange to permit the Federal government to determine eligibility
for premium tax credits. 
 
Of the 13 states awarded grants today, 12 are receiving Level One grants, which provide one
year of funding to states that have already made progress using their Exchange planning
grant.  The 13th state, Rhode Island, is receiving the first Level Two grant, which provides
multi-year funding to states further along in the planning process.
 
Forty-nine states and the District of Columbia have already received planning grants, and 45
states have consulted with consumer advocates and insurance companies.  Thirteen states
have passed legislation to create an Exchange. 
 
States have many opportunities to apply for funding. To accommodate state legislative
sessions and to give states more time to apply, HHS also announced a six-month extension
for Level One establishment grant applications.  Applications now will be accepted until June
29, 2012 (the original deadline was December 30, 2011).
 
For the FAQs, visit http://cciio.cms.gov/resources/regulations/index.html#hie.
 
For more information on Affordable Insurance Exchanges, visit
http://www.HealthCare.gov/law/features/choices/exchanges/index.html
 
For more information on the states receiving grants, visit
http://www.healthcare.gov/news/factsheets/2011/05/exchanges05232011a.html
 
 
Note: All HHS press releases, fact sheets and other press materials are available at
http://www.hhs.gov/news
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From: Michelle Waddell
To: Ted Wade
Subject: FW: HOME SALES TAX...HOMEOWNER"S BEWARE
Date: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 11:36:00 AM

Well, I’m not entirely sure he did check snopes on this.  It is still troubling, but not quite as black & white as portrayed in the
email.
http://www.snopes.com/politics/taxes/realestate.asp
 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/beltway/2012/04/02/there-is-no-obamacare-tax-on-most-home-sales-really/
 
 
 
 
 

From: tom ray [mailto:raystag@coxinet.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 11:05 AM
To: tom ray
Subject: FW: HOME SALES TAX...HOMEOWNER'S BEWARE
 
 
 
Subject: HOME SALES TAX...HOMEOWNER'S BEWARE
 
I checked snoops on this one, and it could very well  apply to you!!!  I for one am not willing to drink Obama’s kool
aid, we sure need to get our federal Government under control.  All of the clowns in DC need to be on SS and health
care like the rest of us.
Tom
 

HOME SALES TAX
 
This is not surprising with our lovely president.
 
 
When does your home become part of your health care?
After 2012!
 

Your vote counts big time in 2012, make sure
you and all your friends and family know about this !
 

HOME SALES TAX
 

I thought you might find this interesting, -- maybe even
SICKENING!
 

The National Association of Realtors is all over this and working
to get it repealed, --before it takes effect. 
But, I am very pleased we aren't the only ones who know about
this
ploy to steal billions from unsuspecting homeowners. 
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How many realtors do you think will vote Democrat in 2012????
 

Did you know that if you sell your house after 2012 you will pay
a 3.8% sales tax on it?
That's $3,800 on a $100,000 home, etc.
When did this happen? It's in the health care bill
 
WHICH THE SUPREME COURT JUST APPROVED,
 
 -- and it goes into effect in 2013. Why 2013?
Could it be so that it doesnt come to light until after
the 2012 elections? So, this is change you can believe in?
 

Under the new health care bill all real estate transactions
will be subject to a 3.8% sales tax.
 

If you sell a $400,000 home, there will be a $15,200 tax.
This bill is set to screw the retiring generation, --
 who often downsize their homes. 
Does this make your November, 2012 vote more important?
 

Oh, you weren't aware that this was in the ObamaCare bill?
Guess what; you aren't alone!
There are more than a few members of Congress that
weren't aware of it either.
 

You can check this out for yourself at:
 

http://www.gop.gov/blog/10/04/08/obamacare-flatlines-obamacare-
taxes-home
 

We need to forward this to everyone in our address books.
 

US VOTERS NEED TO KNOW BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE.
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: House Republican Caucus Highlights Agenda Accomplishments
Date: Friday, March 18, 2011 2:32:22 PM

See the chart at the bottom this ,may help you a lot
 

From: Speaker Media [mailto:Speaker.Media@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:48 AM
To: Speaker Media
Subject: House Republican Caucus Highlights Agenda Accomplishments
 

Oklahoma House of Representatives
Media Division

                                                                                                                                                           
                          March 18, 2011
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Contact: Lisa Liebl                 
Capitol: (405) 962-7674
 

 

House Republicans Highlight Agenda Accomplishments
 
OKLAHOMA CITY – The House Republican Caucus today highlighted their agenda
accomplishments after completing work on House legislation.  The agenda platform includes
reforms to enhance our economic environment, improve public safety, access affordable
health care, reform educational practices, streamline and modernize state government,
protect traditional values, and defend constitutional rights.

 
“I am extremely proud of the Republican Caucus for adhering to the agenda

priorities,” said House Speaker Kris Steele, R-Shawnee. “It is an enormous responsibility
knowing each vote cast could change the lives of Oklahomans. Our focus is on doing what’s
best for our citizens and the future of our state.”

 
The House of Representatives entered the 2011 Legislative session faced with a $600 million
budget deficit. They were tasked with balancing the budget and many facets of tax reform.

 
“Because we face a $500 million shortfall, this is clearly a challenging budget
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environment,” said state Rep. Earl Sears, a Bartlesville Republican who chairs the House
Appropriations and Budget Committee. “However, House Republicans are advancing reforms
that will help close that hole by streamlining and modernizing state government. The money
saved through these reforms will help us protect vital areas such as education, transportation
and public safety.”

 
“I am proud that House Republicans are focused on fixing the flawed tax credit

system,” said state Rep. David Dank, an Oklahoma City Republican who chairs the House
Revenue and Taxation subcommittee. “If we are going to compete in the crucial next few
years, we had to stop talking and start acting to dramatically reform our state tax system.
The GOP is doing just that."

 
House Republicans are committed to creating an environment that is conducive to job
retention and job growth including worker’s compensation reform, lawsuit reform, improving
transportation infrastructure and not raising taxes.

 
“House Republicans believe economic growth should be measured by the number of

private-sector businesses that can grow and employ Oklahomans,” said House Floor Leader
Dan Sullivan, R-Tulsa. “The reforms we have advanced will reduce frivolous litigation and
allow the private sector to thrive.”

 
“For nearly 20 years, Oklahoma road funding was badly neglected,” said House

President Pro Tempore Jeff Hickman, R-Fairview. “House Republicans have reversed that
trend, and we remain committed to protecting road funding. Our state cannot grow without
a viable transportation system.”
Several measures have advanced to improve public safety through responsible corrections
reform and further addressing illegal immigration to create safer communities and protect
limited taxpayer dollars.
                “While House Republican believe there must be consequences for those who
commit crimes, we do not believe the state must always utilize the most expensive
punishment available,” said state Rep. Lisa J. Billy, a Purcell Republican who chairs the
appropriations subcommittee on public safety. “The reforms we have enacted have been
shown to cost less while also reducing recidivism. We are working to preserve public safety
while being smart with public dollars.”

“To deal with the pressing issues of illegal immigration the House Republicans are
taking a very deliberate course of action looking for solutions,” said state Rep. George
Faught, a Muskogee Republican who is co-chair of the joint committee on immigration. “This
focus on this measure will be centered on public safety which affects all citizens of this state.
We are taking input from the law enforcement officers who deal daily with the issues of
public safety and encourage their solutions to crime and illegal immigration. Our goal is to
give law enforcement officers the tools and information that will help them become effective
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in enforcing our laws and protecting our citizens. There should be consequences for criminal
behavior.”

 
House Republicans have continued their commitment to provide better access to affordable
quality health care and promote a competitive free market system.

 
“We have made significant strides in developing initiatives for those needing health

coverage,” stated state Rep. Doug Cox, R-Grove. “House Republicans are centered on
reducing Oklahoma’s uninsured population by building a premiere healthcare exchange
constructed on rock solid conservative values.”

 
“Having health insurance that is accessible and affordable is an issue that has our

focus and commitment this session,” said state Rep. Glen Mulready, R-Tulsa. “House
Republicans want Oklahoma to lead the way in building a better health insurance
marketplace, one that truly empowers individuals and small-business owners to purchase
plans that best meet their needs.”
As a top priority to many elected officials, the House is devoted to ensuring all Oklahoma
students have access to a quality education by advancing measures to eliminate trial de
novo, eliminate social promotion, increase accountability and transparency, and provide
greater instructional opportunities to include protecting parents’ rights to educate their
children by other means.

“For Oklahoma students to become productive adults, they must have access to a
quality education,” said state Rep. Ann Coody, a Lawton Republican who chairs the House
Common Education Committee. “The reforms we are advancing will increase academic rigor
and accountability, providing Oklahoma children a better future.”
 

“The education reforms promoted by House Republicans will provide greater
transparency to parents, allowing them to determine how their local schools are performing
through a true apples-to-apples comparison,” said state Rep. Lee Denney, a Cushing
Republican who chairs the House appropriations subcommittee on education. “That
information will highlight successful schools and allow the dissemination of successful
teaching strategies, benefiting all children and districts in the state.”
The House GOP agenda is aimed at streamlining state government, reforming state pension
systems, and eliminating or reforming tax policies that fail to generate widespread economic
benefit.

“For years, our unfunded pension liability has been the enormous financial problem
of state government that no one would acknowledge,” said state Rep. Randy McDaniel, R-
Oklahoma City. “This year, we have finally started making the tough decisions necessary to
ensure the continued viability of those retirement systems without increasing taxes on
working families.”
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“By eliminating needless duplication in state government, we can save millions of
taxpayer dollars while maintaining services,” said state Rep. Jason Murphy, R-Guthrie. “By
enacting the common-sense reforms that private industry has used for years, we are

bringing state government into the 21st Century.”
The Republican caucus will continue its commitment to protect traditional Judeo-Christian
values, including the sanctity of human life and the traditional family.

“House Republicans have enacted pro-life reforms with bipartisan support to provide
greater protections to the most-vulnerable Oklahomans – those in the womb,” said state
Rep. Pam Peterson, R-Tulsa. “We are modernizing state law to reflect the medical and
scientific realities of 2011, which show us unmistakably that a child in the womb is a
precious, living member of our human family deserving of our protection.”

 
“One of the greatest challenges facing Oklahoma is the fragmentation of families,”

said state Rep. Mark McCullough, R-Sapulpa. “Divorce leads to increased demand for many
state services. By working to enact policies that can help preserve families, we can ultimately
save hundreds of millions in the long run.”

 
Finally, the House Republicans are dedicated to restoring and defending the Constitution,
including promoting second and tenth Amendment rights.
               

“The right to self-defense is one of the most fundamental constitutional rights
granted Americans, and House Republicans have advanced legislation that prevents the
erosion of that right,” said state Rep. John Enns, R-Enid. “Law-abiding citizens should not be
left defenseless against criminals who will not hesitate to commit murder or rape, let alone
break a gun control law.”
 
The House passed numerous bills which aligned with the Republican Caucus agenda. They
are committed to the task of fulfilling their job responsibilities and well representing the
voice of their constituents.
 
The Legislature is set to begin hearing Senate bills next week.

 
 

 HOUSE REPUBLICAN CAUCUS  

 2011 Agenda Legislation  

   

 ECONOMY  

   

 Lawsuit Reform  

HB 2023

Admissibility of actual amounts paid for  medical

bills Sullivan
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HB 2024 Periodic Payments Sullivan

HB 2128 Caps on noneconomic damages Steele

   

 Workers Comp Reform  

HB 2038 Requires reporting from Workers Comp Court Sullivan

   

 Pension Reform  

HB 2132 No unfunded COLA's Steele

HB 1648 OTRS loophole fix Newell

HB1002 Improves efficiencies in OTRS McDaniel

HB 1007 Pension Funding Accountability Act McDaniel

HB1010 Judges and Justices Pension Reform McDaniel

HB 1005

Pension and Benefit Funding and Security Task

Force McDaniel

   

 Revenue/Taxation  

HB 1285 Task Force to Study Tax Credits Dank

HB 1953 Oklahoma Quick Action Closing Fund McNeil

HB 1008 Engineering Tax Credit McNiel

HJR

1001

Resolution seeks to freeze the value of seniors

homes for taxation purposes at the value

determined the year the head of household turns

sixty-five. Dank

HJR

1002

Resolution seeks to cap the possible annual

increase of taxable value of property at 3%.

Current cap is 5%. Dank

   

 TRADITIONAL VALUES  

HB 1888

Pain-Capable Unborn Child Protection--No

abortions after 20 weeks because child is pain-

capable Peterson

HB 1642

Requires that doctors performing abortions in OK

have clinical privileges at a hospital within 30

miles of clinic where abortions are done Ritze

HB 1970 Prohibiting certain drugs to induce abortions Grau

   

 

GOVERNMENT REFORM &
MODERNIZATION  

HB 2140

Shared Services consolidation of DCS, OPM,

OMPC, ODL, OSEEGIB, and EBC into OSF Steele

HB 1034 Purchasing System cleanup Murphey

HB 1035 Modifying Trip Optimizer system Murphey

HB 1086 OK Government 2.0 Act Murphey

HB 1207 Innovation, Efficiency and Accountability Act Murphey

Initiative Petitions; requiring statement of funding
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HB 1225 sources Ownbey

HB 1541 Executive entity consolidations Murphey

HB 1044 Administrative Rules Reform Faught

   

   

 CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS  

HB 1652

Authorizes concealed weapons in cars at

CareerTech Enns

   

 PUBLIC SAFETY  

HB 1446 Immigration Reform Bill Faught

HB 2131

Switches sentencing statute default from

consecutive to concurrent, authorizes more use of

community sentencing and GPS tracking, and

removes governor from non-violent parole

approvals. Steele

   

 HEALTH  

HB 2130 HUB board and implementation Steele

HB 2017 Medical Student Loan Program Cox

HB 1554 Long-term care options counseling Kern

HB 1220 Prevention Services Consolidation Act McCullough

   

 EDUCATION  

HB 1456 Establishing grades for schools Denney

HB 1550 Providing retention for certain third-grade students Kern

HB 2139 State Board of Education reform Steele

HB 1372

Adds Elementary and Assistant Superintendents

to list of those included in administrative

expenditure cap. Holland

HB 1380 Eliminates Trial De Novo Holland
 
 
 

###
 
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from
disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone
else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution
or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and unlawful. The
Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail transmission received as being virus
free, and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of this e-mail or
its attachments. Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer virus exposure by
opening or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or recourse against
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the House by doing so.
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From: Rebecca Frazier
To: Denise Northrup; Steve Mullins
Subject: FW: Is Governor Mary Fallin Really Endorsing a Democrat Against a Republican Challenger?
Date: Monday, October 08, 2012 11:53:50 AM

I think we can really debunk this fiscal analysis, depending on what path we take for the SQ.   

There is still a delay in processing cases, and this will continue whether or not the Governor is in the process.  Right now we are processing cases from June or July,
so it is taking 3 to 4 months for cases to reach our office. 

PPB Board staff said that right now there are issues with DOC such as: delay in returning parole certificates to us (these have to be signed by the offender); delay in
placing offenders in programs (the stipulations must be completed before we receive the file); and delay in home offers being approved. At the beginning of the year,
the Board told me it was a staffing issue and that they fired the employee they were having trouble with. 

 

If the Governor decides to oppose the SQ, we can work with the Board and DOC to make sure the majority of cases are processed within a certain time frame from
start to finish. 

 

 

 

Fiscal Analysis

 

The Committee Substitute for Engrossed SJR25 authorizes the Pardon and Parole Board to grant parole to nonviolent offenders.  This action will allow
nonviolent parolees to be released earlier than they are currently and save the Department of Corrections (DOC) the cost of housing these offenders while
awaiting approval from the Governor.

According to the Pardon & Parole Board, approximately 1,200 non-violent offenders are recommended for parole annually.  The process typically takes
about 90 days after the Board recommendation before the offender is released.  SJR25 would shorten that process by approximately 60 days.  With average
daily prison costs of $46/day per offender, SJR25 would save approximately $2,760 per offender, or $3.3 million annually.

 
 
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 10:43 AM
To: Steve Mullins; Rebecca Frazier
Subject: FW: Is Governor Mary Fallin Really Endorsing a Democrat Against a Republican Challenger?
 
Interesting – sooner tea party advocating no on the pardon and parole question…
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Sunday, October 07, 2012 9:08 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Fw: Is Governor Mary Fallin Really Endorsing a Democrat Against a Republican Challenger?
 

 
From: Sooner Tea Party [mailto:soonerteaparty@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, October 07, 2012 09:06 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: Is Governor Mary Fallin Really Endorsing a Democrat Against a Republican Challenger? 
 
Forward this email to a friend 

 
IN THIS ISSUE:
  
 
 
 
 

 
 Sponsors this week:
 
The Carpenter Shop

 
Click Here For Previous Newsletter Archives
 
Click Here to Sign Up for the Sooner Tea Party Email List
 
Forward this email to a friend
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358 North Rockwell
OKC, Ok
405-942-2644
thecarpentershop.net
 
The Carpenter Shop is
a full line cabinet and
countertop shop that
travels all over the
state building dream
kitchens for
discerning customers
 
  Claude
Hall's Gun
Shows
 
okcgunshow.com
okcgs.com
 
Claude Hall has
always take care of
the Tea Party and
the Ron Paul
activist community
at his gun shows. 
 
His next OKC dates
are:
 
May 19th - 20th,
July 14 - 15th,
Oct 6 - 7th
Nov 17 - 18th
Dec 15 - 16
 

WolfLaser.com
 

 

 
This guy is a Noble
Oklahoma based
company that has
great prices on
electronics of all
types and
inexpensive toner
and ink for your
printer.

 

Comtec Security
 
Comtec
provides residential
and commercial
security systems in
Oklahoma. 
 
  There is only one
thing you really need

  

SENATE DISTRICT 15 RACE

PART 2

THE DEMOCRAT 

 

The Democratic challenger for the Senate District 15 seat is Mrs. Claudia Griffith,  a newcomer herself to politics but she is no stranger. Her
husband sits on the Norman City Council. That raised some red flags immediately. The Norman City Council is quietly implementing the U.
N.’s agenda 21 right under the noses of the public with the help of a corrupt GOP candidate for the state legislature Bobby Cleveland.

 

Mrs. Griffith’s web site   gives her work history as nursing and she claims to be an independent thinker.

 

However there is a complete lack of specifics in her proposals on her website. She believes that throwing more money at schools will solve
our education problem, when it won’t. What is needed in education is more local control and less state and federal interference in education.
She fails to indicate whether or not she supports Obamacare. She also fails to indicate whether or not she supports the size of government.  
Sometimes what people don’t say is more important than what they do say.

 

The Oklahoma State AFL-CIO is her largest contributor by far having contributed $5,000.00 to her campaign. We expect unions to contribute
to Democrats, so this is no big deal.

 

In her filings with the Oklahoma State Ethics Commission three items that stuck out. The first is

·         Evolve Ok

·          the second is Transform Ok

·          the third is Okie Force

 

The reason these three stuck out is that they all three share the same address. Now this would not be unusual if it was an office building, but
it’s not; this is a home in one of the outlying suburbs of Oklahoma City.  All three entities are environmentally oriented organizations. In
other words, they support Norman’s Agenda 21 scheme. Why are we not surprised that they support her?  I wonder if Bobby Cleveland has
taken their money as well?

 

This is not a candidate that we can support. There is too much Agenda 21 in her platform to do Oklahoma and Oklahoma jobs any good.

 

 

 

 

The Rat, the Democrat and the Republican
By Ms PM

 
This story goes to show that it doesn't matter what party you belong to, the same conclusion is reached...our country is in trouble.
 
Vacationing in California and seeing my old boss and dear friend of 20+ years, we were able to talk about many of the issues facing the
nation. This was a new experience for me as we had never gotten into politics. Armed with more knowledge  following the political
foolishness over the past few years, our conversations were interesting with surprisingly similar thought processes for the most part.
 
The only news I was able to catch was from local stations. During the two week stay the main topics were mostly about local California
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to know about
Comtec's quality and
pricing, they do not
require a contract
for their services. 
 
Customers are free
to walk away if their
service isn't top
quality.

 

Rodent
ResistantChicken
Feeders! 

$50 + Shipping
 

 

 Advertise Your
Business, Event, Or
Service Here!  
 
 $25.00 per week, tens
of thousands of
Oklahoman 
impressions every
newsletter
 
 

Rep Shumate married

stupidity and I began to ask questions to see if my friend knew any of what was really going on. His most disturbing question was, "why
haven't I heard about any of this stuff you're talking about in the news?"
 
He is a person that lives on 350 acres of one of the most beautiful secluded hill tops about five miles inland from the coast just south of Half
Moon Bay. There is no cell coverage and he gets about eleven TV stations with an antenna, with six that are in English. That perturbs him,
my word, not his. Politically correct isn't in his vocabulary. Being a registered Democrat and one that voted for Obama in 08, I could tell that
some of what I was saying was disturbing, but, not at all surprising to him. He had no idea about all the executive orders bypassing Congress
nor the acquisition of guns and ammo being stockpiled by different entities of the government just to name a couple. The information on the
NDAA left him speechless.
 
This man has qualities that most others have discarded. His loyalty to people and friends would warm any heart. He's around 70 years old and
a Vietnam Vet. He learned a long time ago that fighting in that war wasn't patriotic when he came back home. Being one of principle, he has
become bitter towards our government because of all the lies told to him and others and absolutely does not trust those in charge. He has
chosen not to follow what is going on because he gets too mad and doesn't believe there is anything he can do to change any of it. Both
Obama and Romney scare the hell out of him. He doesn't believe either will keep their promises and follow what the Founders set up for
America. The sadness I saw in his tired face broke my heart. I saw clearly what a tyrannical government does to its people. And now,  his
only choice as he sees it, is to live in an area he loves, eke out a living to pay his rent and enjoy the hilltop with some semblance of peace.
 
By now you're probably wondering how the rat fits into this. Well...he has an old truck parked that isn't running. I had parked next to it and
he said, "I want to show you something." He raised the hood and this huge pack rat was sitting in the well established nest he had built for
himself, just looking at us. He had been there a while. Two days later we went into town and there was no washer fluid, odd, it had been
filled not long ago.
 
I checked it the next morning and Mr. Rat had chewed the hose to the wiper fluid and what I saw laying on the top of the motor was pretty
amazing. There was one of our "Oklahoma Guardian" newspapers. Somehow he had gotten into the truck and swiped a copy to start his nest
with under the hood. I took the paper into the house and had told my friend what had happened.
 
Curiosity got the better of him and he read the article I had written on "Fear and Unrest, What Will You Do?" But...he continued to read the
entire newspaper. From all of our conversations we had had, after reading the newspaper he understood to a greater depth of what I had
talked to him about. It had come clear to him that it didn't matter what party you were registered as, if what both party's are doing is wrong,
it's wrong.
 
He understood why we were doing what we do and I understood just how worn out he had become. So...I will continue this fight for
America, for him, and all of us. What an exceptional experience....and all because of a lesson from a rat. It doesn't get any better than that! 
 

I gots me a sugar daddy to go with all these kids!

Stuart and the State Chamber Sitting in a Tree,

K-I-S-S-I-N-G.

First Comes Love, Then Comes Marriage,

Then Comes Stuart With a Baby Carriage…

 

Do kids still use that childhood ditty that our generation used to use on the playground to tease other kids that were smitten?   Yuck, girls had
cooties after all!  Or so we thought at that young age, later on we wanted all the cooties we could get.   If kids are still using the chant then it
applies quite well to Stuart Jolley the director of Oklahoma’s chapter of Americans For Prosperity (AFP).  This last week found old Stuart
(AKA Little Man Viagra spokesperson) slobbering all over the State Chamber  and supporting their judicial evaluation report that is purported
to evaluate judges based on their “pro business” positions.

 

Now we aren’t knocking the idea of someone keeping up with these judges and letting the voters know when the law isn’t followed and
judges disregard Oklahoma conservative values.  Appellate court judges stand for retention votes every six years and Oklahoma Supreme
Court Justices stand for retention at the next statewide election following their initial appointment.  As the sitting judges usually retain their
seat by a two to one margin it is entirely appropriate for someone to cast a leery eye on their records, our problem is with the State Chamber
being the sole judge, jury, and executioner.

 

So Stuart Jolly, ever the publicity hound, spooned up with the State Chamber in calling out four Justices for being activist judge:  Yvonne
Kauger, James Edmondson, Douglas Combs, and Noma Gurich.  Stuart said in an interview that he would be publicizing the judicial rankings
to “thousands of its members”.    Right…, I remember back when Stuart was claiming 40,000 member of Oklahoma AFP and we would have
to lend him Sooner Tea Party volunteers to staff his table at events.   People’s email address captured by others forwarding their newsletter
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hardly constitutes “membership in a group.  Hell Stuart, don’t stop there, get a phone book and do some robo calls and claim everyone with a
working phone number as a member.

 

Interesting enough, Stuart also claimed in a Capitol Beat story that he was considering whether or not to launch an advertising campaign
against the jurists, something that AFP National might be interested in as actually advertising against a candidate violates their 501C 3 status.

 

The problem with AFP endorsing the State Chamber judicial rankings is that the judges are ranked using a narrow set of interests, the big
business interests of the State Chamber with zero use of constitutional or civil rights votes.  The only issues covered were employment,
medical malpractice, product liability, insurance, other liability issues and workers’ compensation, nothing was considered that covered
respect for existing law, freedom, liberty, or justice. 

 

The judges do need reined in, the AT&T v. Oklahoma State Board of Equalization case resulted in a ruling that ruled that “intangible”
property could be assessed for purposes of ad valorem taxation, leading to a quick fix at the Capitol that allowed businesses to pay a token
tax, but one that required more bookkeeping for businesses and was and is a pain in the Stuart Jolley.  State Question 766 is to address this
issue on the November ballot, but allowing the State Chamber even more control over Oklahoman’s affairs is hardly a step forward for
conservatives.

Poor Stuart, he reminds me of a blond joke:

Question:   What is the first thing a blond will do in the morning?

Answer:     She walks home…..

 

So once again Stuart Jolley embarrasses Oklahoma values and AFP by supporting the State Chamber instead of the common good.    No
doubt someone will catch him trudging North on the Broadway Extension one of these mornings,  pushing his baby carriage full of
illegitimate State Chamber offspring, already showing signs of his latest love child that he agreed to carry for the State Chamber.

 

 

Give This Man Some Help

Or Would You Rather See a Liberal Democrat Elected Again?

 

Dave Bell, one of our favorite candidates, is running against former representative Jabar Shumate of North Tulsa.   Shumate is a
liberal Democrat, allegedly accused of being a closeted gay man, and is someone that needs sent back to the life he is better suited
for.  Dave put out a request for campaign donations last week so his campaign can purchase more signage and flyers for precinct
walks.

Last week the Sooner Tea Party reached out to Brian Bingman, the President Pro Tem of the Senate and the one that has access to
Senate PAC money.   Bingman’s office did respond and they did talk to Dave Bell on the possibility of considering a PAC donation
but the staffer threw up a smokescreen of requirements before the Senate PAC would donate.  Basically if the candidate had the
money to jump through all their hoops, he wouldn’t need their donation.  Not good Brian, Dave Bell is a constitutional conservative,
not a process that you can size up and categorize.  Last I checked the Senate PAC had over $40,000 sitting in the bank and Dave Bell
is one of the handful of contested Senate races in November.

Let’s remind Brian Bingman that their PAC money was given to promote Republican candidates for Senate office.  You can email
Brian at bingman@oksenate.gov.

Let’s also dig into our pockets and donate directly to Dave Bell.  I will personally match the first $250.00 in donations to Dave so that
your hard earned money is stretched to do more good.  Just reply to this newsletter letting me know how much you donated and I
will send a matching amount to Dave Bell.  Any amount will help, from $5.00 to $5,000.00, and donations under $50 won’t become
public record if you wish, just make sure that you don’t contribute more than $50 per campaign because then the info becomes
public.  If your donation is over $50, include who you work for, your profession, along with your home address.

 

Dave is a hard core constitutional conservative and he will look out for our interests all across the state if we can get him elected.  
You can’t push Dave around, he stands for everything that the Republican Party Platform and the Tea Party stands for, and I think
you would have to kill him before he would break his word.  You can contact Dave at 918-638-9977 to donate or to volunteer.  Please
mail checks to Dave Bell for State Senate, 1312 North Canton, Tulsa Ok, 74115
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No Where to Hide Indeed

Once again State GOP Chairman Matt Pinnell cast aside decency and common sense with his weekly rant against other politicians.   In his
blog “Nowhere to Hide”  Matt takes Obama to task for his record so far, high unemployment, skyrocketing debt, and poor foreign policy.  He
reminds us that Obama said in 2008 that if he didn’t turn things around then he would be a one term president.  Fair enough Matt...

 

Pinnell goes on to brag about Romney’s Massachusetts record,  balancing the budget, cutting taxes, reduced spending, and job growth, all
with a Democrat controlled legislature.

 

Pinnell doesn’t mention though the decline of Oklahoma’s prosperity during his leadership of the GOP.   Our own unemployment is still
fairly high, the Governor that he helped elect and continues to support schemed  to implement Obama Care on Oklahomans, while the Capitol
building crumbles around her desk.  Pinnell himself made huge promises in 2010 to win the Oklahoma GOP State Chairman slot yet few of
those promises were delivered.  Pinnell sat on his hands and watched the two largest budgets in Oklahoma history get passed at the Capital,
saw the Governor that he supported join with the State Chamber of Commerce and RINO Republicans to support a bill that promised
prosperity by taxing our way into economic freedom in a 2010  billion dollar state tax increase and Pinnell did this despite having a rock
solid majority in the House, Senate, and all of the state agencies.

We can only hope that Republicans in Oklahoma make it to the February Republican precinct meetings, ask to be a delegate, and either
remove Pinnell from office or force him to do his job of supporting the Republican Party Platform.

 

Questioning the State Questions?
 

On September 23rd the Sooner Tea Party Newsletter published a list of State Questions that would be on the November ballot and made
recommendations on how to vote.   However we had to take a second look at one of those State Questions after new information popped up
that made us question if SQ 765 deserved a yes vote.   Sometimes many minds working on a possible corruption case or an attempt to
confuse and lead astray conservative voters will benefit finding the truth or will at least drive the cockroaches from the cracks where we can
stomp on them.   Below in blue type is the bill summary of every one of the State Questions along with the House voting record where it is
warranted.  Sometimes knowing who voted for and against a bill helps to define exactly what the intent of the legislature was.   But skip the
blue type if you wish to get to the gist of the matter.

The legislative bill number needs to be linked with the State Question number to avoid confusion:

SQ758 = HJR1002     SQ759 =SJR15     SQ762 = SJR25    SQ764 = HJR1085

SQ765 = HJR1092       SQ766 = SJR52

 

BILL SUMMARY

1st Session of the 53rd Legislature
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                Bill No.: HJR 1002

                Version:               Senate Amendments

                Request Number:            NA

                Author:                Rep. Dank

                Date:     4/19/2011

                Impact: Change in the Rate of Growth

                                FY-14: $6,558,000

The Tax Commission indicates the rate of potential growth in the revenue to taxing jurisdictions will be restrained. Analysis
undertaken by the Commission reveals that forty-two percent (42%) of residential and commercial property parcels may be subject
to a full five percent (5.0%) valuation increase at some point in future years. A reduction in the maximum annual rate of assessed
valuation increase to three percent (3.0%) will restrain the revenue growth rate approximately $6.56 million in FY-14. The estimate
is based on current county databases – the actual effect on revenue growth will be a function of changes in valuation in coming years.

 

The change in growth resulting from a similar cap in agricultural land is not estimated, as the utilization of use value methodology to
value property is not expected to exceed the percentage cap.

 
 

Only around $7,000,000 in savings to the tax payer?  Small change, better than a sharp stick in the eye but they could do much better. 

Vote yes on SQ 758 

 

 

BILL SUMMARY

1st Session of the 53rd Legislature

 

                Bill No.: SJR 15

                Version:               Committee Substitute

                Request Number:            1531

                Author:                Sen. Rob Johnson

                Date:     4/26/2011

                Impact: $0

 

 

Fiscal Analysis

 

The CS for SJR 15 ask the voters to approve or reject an amendment that the state shall not grant preferential treatment to any
individual or group on certain specified conditions.  This state question will be on the General Election ballot, so it will cost no
additional funds to be voted upon.

 
Vote Yes on SQ 759
 

 

 

BILL SUMMARY

1st Session of the 53rd Legislature

 

                Bill No.: SJR25

                Version:               CS

                Request Number:            N/A

                Author:                Representative Faught

                Date:     2/29/2012

                Impact: Estimated Cost Savings – DOC

                                $3.3 Million Annually
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Research Analysis 

 

The CS for Engrossed SJR 25 sends to a vote of the people a proposed amendment to the State Constitution that would give the
Pardon and Parole Board the power to grant parole for nonviolent offenses and would require the Board to report annually to the
Legislature certain information about all paroles granted.

 

 

Fiscal Analysis

 

The Committee Substitute for Engrossed SJR25 authorizes the Pardon and Parole Board to grant parole to nonviolent offenders. 
This action will allow nonviolent parolees to be released earlier than they are currently and save the Department of Corrections
(DOC) the cost of housing these offenders while awaiting approval from the Governor.

According to the Pardon & Parole Board, approximately 1,200 non-violent offenders are recommended for parole annually.  The
process typically takes about 90 days after the Board recommendation before the offender is released.  SJR25 would shorten that
process by approximately 60 days.  With average daily prison costs of $46/day per offender, SJR25 would save approximately $2,760
per offender, or $3.3 million annually.

 

 

 

                         OKLAHOMA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES                     

                              Fifty-Third Legislature                          

                               First Regular Session                           

   

   

    SENATE JOINT RES 25 Constitutional amendment; modifying parole             

    Steele              authority.  Ballot title.  Filing.                     

   

    THIRD READING       PASSED                                                 

   

         YEAS:   86                                                    RCS# 1194

         NAYS:    8                                                    2/29/2012

         EXC :    5                                                      2:25 PM

         C/P :    0                                                            

         VAC :    2                                                             

    YEAS:   86

    Armes              Hall               McPeak             Sanders           

    Banz               Hardin             Moore              Schwartz          

    Blackwell          Hickman            Morrissette        Scott             

    Brown              Hilliard           Mulready           Sears             

    Brumbaugh          Holland            Nelson             Shannon           

    Cannaday           Hoskin             Newell             Shelton           

    Casey              Inman              Nollan             Sherrer           

    Cockroft           Jackson            Ortega             Shoemake          

    Condit             Johnson            Osborn             Shumate           

    Coody              Jordan             Ownbey             Stiles            

    Cooksey            Kern               Peters             Thomsen           

    Cox                Key                Peterson           Tibbs             

    Dank               Kirby              Pittman            Vaughan           
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    Denney             Liebmann           Pruett             Virgin            

    Derby              Lockhart           Quinn              Walker            

    DeWitt             Martin, Sc.        Renegar            Watson            

    Dorman             Martin, St.        Richardson         Wesselhoft        

    Enns               McCullough         Roan               Williams          

    Faught             McDaniel, C.       Roberts, D.        Wright            

    Fourkiller         McDaniel, J.       Roberts, S.        Mr.Speaker        

    Glenn              McDaniel, R.       Rousselot         

    Grau               McNiel             Russ               

    NAYS:    8

    Bennett            Hamilton           Proctor            Ritze             

    Christian          Murphey            Reynolds           Terrill           

    EXCUSED:    5

    Billy              Kouplen            Trebilcock         

    Joyner             Morgan            

    CONSTITUTIONAL PRIVILEGE:    0

 Vote No on SQ 762

 

 BILL SUMMARY

2nd Session of the 53rd Legislature

 

                Bill No.: HJR 1085

                Version:               CS

                Request Number:           

                Author:                Richardson

                Date:     3/8/2012

                Impact: Impact only if bonds need to be issued

 

Research Analysis 

 

The committee substitute to HJR 1085 creates a state question to amend the Oklahoma Constitution by creating the Oklahoma Water
Resources Board (OWRB) Water Infrastructure Credit Enhancement Reserve Fund which is authorized to issue bonds used for a
reserve fund for water resource and sewage treatment financial assistance programs for subdivisions of the state. OWRB can issue
general obligation bonds up to $300,000,000 only after other monies and sources are used for repayment. The Legislature is required
to provide for administration for the fund, methods for issuing the bonds and sufficient appropriations to pay for the bonds.

 Fiscal Analysis

 

CS for HJR 1085 sends to a vote of the people a proposed constitutional amendment creating within the Oklahoma Water Resources
Board the Water Infrastructure Credit Enhancement Reserve Fund.  The purpose of the Fund is to secure the payment on bonds
issued to provide for the Board’s financial assistance programs.  The bonds authorized by the amendment would only be issued in the
event of a future payment default and after all pledged monies, reserved funds required of borrowers, reserved funds required of
OWRB, and any surety bond payments have been used.  According to officials at the OWRB, this kind of default has never happened
in the history of OWRB’s lending and the likelihood of these bonds needing to be issued is minimal.  The purpose of the bond
authority is to allow towns and rural water districts the foundation of the state’s credit as they secure financing for water and
wastewater infrastructure upgrades as outlined by the Comprehensive Water Plan. 

 Other Considerations

 

According to the OWRB, existing financing programs are expected to only cover 10% of the future demand for upgrades and
improvements, leaving many Oklahoma communities to fend for themselves in securing financing. 

 

OKLAHOMA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES                     

                              Fifty-Third Legislature                          

                               First Regular Session                           
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    HOUSE JOINT RES 1085Constitutional amendment; water resources and          

    Richardson          sewage treatment program; bonds; ballot title;         

   

    THIRD READING       PASSED                                                 

   

         YEAS:   81                                                    RCS# 1407

         NAYS:   11                                                    3/12/2012

         EXC :    7                                                      3:08 PM

         C/P :    0                                                            

         VAC :    2                                                             

    YEAS:   81

    Armes              Hall               McPeak             Sanders           

    Banz               Hardin             Moore              Schwartz          

    Billy              Hickman            Morrissette        Scott             

    Blackwell          Hilliard           Mulready           Sears             

    Brown              Holland            Newell             Shannon           

    Brumbaugh          Hoskin             Nollan             Shelton           

    Cannaday           Inman              Ortega             Sherrer           

    Casey              Jackson            Osborn             Shoemake          

    Cockroft           Jordan             Ownbey             Shumate           

    Condit             Joyner             Peterson           Stiles            

    Coody              Kirby              Pittman            Thomsen           

    Cooksey            Kouplen            Proctor            Vaughan           

    Cox                Liebmann           Pruett             Virgin            

    Dank               Lockhart           Quinn              Walker            

    Denney             Martin, Sc.        Renegar            Watson            

    Derby              Martin, St.        Richardson         Williams          

    DeWitt             McCullough         Roan               Wright            

    Dorman             McDaniel, C.       Roberts, D.        Mr.Speaker        

    Fourkiller         McDaniel, J.       Roberts, S.       

    Glenn              McDaniel, R.       Rousselot         

    Grau               McNiel             Russ              

    NAYS:   11

    Bennett            Hamilton           Key                Ritze             

    Christian          Johnson            Murphey            Terrill           

    Faught             Kern               Reynolds          

    EXCUSED:    7

    Enns               Nelson             Tibbs              Wesselhoft        

    Morgan             Peters             Trebilcock        

    CONSTITUTIONAL PRIVILEGE:    0

 

Vote No on SQ 764

 

 

Below is the State Question that we… well, began to question after an email from Representative Osborn was forwarded to us.   When we
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looked back at the bill information we found that the bill that was passed didn’t even mention the Governor controlling the DHS organization,
it said that the legislature would create and administrate the agency.

Below is what Osborn had sent out on SQ 765 and it is very close to other legislator’s email recommendations.  We aren’t picking on Osborn,
just pointing out that the misinformation is wide spread and that got us to comparing notes and tying together some loose ends.

SQ 765 Rep. Steele/Sen. Treat
A yes vote on this State Question would abolish the Commission for Human Services, a constitutionally mandated, 9 member group of
unelected volunteers.  It is a 1930’s governance model that can be traced to the agency’s major problems with an unaccountable commission
and an insulated director.  With the passage of this measure The DHS director will be appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the
Senate.  This would place the agency’s leadership closer to the people because the Governor is accountable to all the people of the state. 
DHS would basically now be answering directly to the public,  not an unelected, unaccountable commission.
 
Now here is what the legislation actually said about the bill that would become SQ 765:

 

This measure amends the State Constitution.  It provides for the repeal of Sections 2, 3 and 4 of Article 25 which relate to the
Department of Public Welfare, the Oklahoma Public Welfare Commission and the Director of Public Welfare.  This measure grants the
Legislature the authority to create and direct by law the administration of a department or departments to provide for public welfare for
the people of the State of Oklahoma. 
 
Section 6>.  For the purpose of effectively administering and carrying into execution all laws enacted pursuant to the authority granted

in Section 1 of this Article, the Legislature is hereby authorized to create a department or departments charged with the duty and
responsibility of faithfully administering and carrying into execution all laws enacted pursuant to the authority granted in Section 1 of this
Article and shall perform such other duties as may, from time to time, be prescribed by law. <

 
 

And a monstrous red flag popped up, on the enrolled (final version) of the bill Democrat Wade Rousselot was one of the House co authors,
along with Speaker Kris Steele, Jason Nelson, Pat Ownbey and Ron Peterson.  That is a rouge’s gallery if I ever saw one.

 

 Here is the header of the enrolled version with the author’s names in red type:

 

ENROLLED HOUSE
JOINT
RESOLUTION NO. 1092                                                                             By:        Steele, Rousselot, Nelson, Ownbey and Peterson of the House 
                                                                                                                                                                                and
                                                                                                                                     Treat, Brinkley and Johnson (Constance) of the Senate
 
 
So what is so ominous about Wade Rousselot’s participation?  We reported last week that Republican Governor Mary Fallin has allowed
her image to be used by incumbent House member Democrat Wade Rousselot’s campaign even though he is running against Republican
David Tackett.
 

 

 

Tackett’s campaign put out the word on Fallin’s tactic support of an opposing party candidate against one of her own party’s candidates along
with a letter from Representative Mike Reynolds  and another from Representative Mike Ritze calling for Governor Fallin to set the record
straight on allowing the use of her picture.   This week other legislators joined in calling Fallin to limit the use of her image in supporting
opposing candidates and to publically endorse the Republican candidate for House District  12.  Also the Republican Chairman for Wagoner
County called for Governor Fallin to explain the use of her picture on Rousselot’s campaign material.

The Tackett campaign reported that one GOP official had this to say:

 

 "This is unprecedented.  I can't remember if there was a time that a State Representative sent out campaign literature with a picture of the
Governor of the opposing party.  And the fact that Governor Fallin has yet to endorse the Republican candidate in this race makes it even
more troubling."
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We need everyone to contact the Governor about this mess and demand a response.   Governor Fallin's political director is Denise Northrup,
and can be contacted at denisenorthrup t Ask her just who the Governor is supporting in the HD 12 race and why the Governor's
picture is on a Democrat's mailer.  Tell her that Oklahomans deserve an answer on this issue.

It would appear to be obvious that the Governor may well have struck a deal with the liberal Democrat, support a power grab to seize power
over the DHS department in exchange for her endorsement.   I ask you how this is different from the Leftwich scandal that generated flimsy
Oklahoma County criminal charges against two legislators in 2011?   Are the unusually worded SQ 765 information emails circulating an
effort to subvert the will of the legislature and potentially the vote of the people to maintain legislative control over the DHS agency?   Is this
a Quid Pro Quo between Republican Governor Fallin and Democrat Wade Rousselot?

Governor Fallin has a staff member read our newsletter every Sunday night right after it comes out.    Andrew Silverstri is the current Deputy
Policy Director for Governor Fallin and I must say he is conscientious about doing his task so we know that Governor Fallin also reads
everything we write or at least the most interesting parts.    It might be a good idea to email Andrew as well and pass along a request that
Governor Fallin either endorse the Republican candidate for House District 12 and put a stop to her support of Democrat Wade Roussselot or
switch party her affiliation to Democrat.   

Here are those emails again:

andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov

denisenorthrup    

 

 

BILL SUMMARY

2nd Session of the 53rd Legislature

 

                Bill No.:  HJR 1092

                Version: CCRA

                Request Number:                10514

                Author:  Speaker Steele et al

                Date:      5/22/2012

                Impact:   $0

 

Research Analysis 

 

The CCS for HJR 1092 sends to a vote of the people a proposed constitutional amendment that would repeal Sections 2, 3 and 4 of Article 25 of the State
Constitution that created the Oklahoma Public Welfare Commission and the Director of Public Welfare position.  The measure would authorize the Legislature to
create and direct by law the administration of the Department of Human Services.

 

 

Fiscal Analysis

 

CCR A for HJR 1092 provides for a proposed amendment to the state Constitution and a ballot title related to repealing sections regarding the Department of Public
Welfare, the Oklahoma Public Welfare Commission and the Director of Public Welfare.  In addition, the measure grants the Legislature the authority to create and
direct by law the administration of a department(s) to provide for public welfare for Oklahomans.

 

 

  OKLAHOMA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES                     

                              Fifty-Third Legislature                          

                               First Regular Session                            

   

   

    CCR HJR1092         Constitutional amendment; Oklahoma Public Welfare      

    Steele              Commission; authorizing the Legislature to create      

   

    FOURTH READING      PASSED                                                  

   

         YEAS:   80                                                    RCS# 1948

         NAYS:    7                                                    5/22/2012
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         EXC :   11                                                      5:30 PM

         C/P :    0                                                            

         VAC :    3                                                            

    YEAS:   80

    Armes              Grau               McDaniel, J.       Rousselot         

    Banz               Hall               McDaniel, R.       Russ              

    Billy              Hamilton           McNiel             Sanders           

    Blackwell          Hardin             Moore              Schwartz           

    Brown              Hickman            Mulready           Scott             

    Cannaday           Holland            Murphey            Sears             

    Casey              Inman              Nelson             Shannon           

    Christian          Jackson            Nollan             Sherrer           

    Condit             Johnson            Ortega             Shoemake          

    Coody              Jordan             Osborn             Shumate           

    Cooksey            Joyner             Ownbey             Stiles            

    Cox                Kern               Peters             Terrill           

    Dank               Key                Peterson           Trebilcock        

    Denney             Kirby              Pittman            Vaughan           

    Derby              Kouplen            Proctor            Virgin            

    DeWitt             Liebmann           Pruett             Walker            

    Enns               Lockhart           Quinn              Watson            

    Faught             Martin, Sc.        Roan               Wesselhoft        

    Fourkiller         Martin, St.        Roberts, D.        Wright            

    Glenn              McCullough         Roberts, S.        Mr.Speaker        

    NAYS:    7

    Bennett            Morrissette        Reynolds           Williams          

    Dorman             Renegar            Ritze             

    EXCUSED:   11

    Brumbaugh          Hoskin             Morgan             Shelton           

    Cockroft           McDaniel, C.       Newell             Thomsen           

    Hilliard           McPeak             Richardson        

    And our recommendation on SQ 765? 

We suggest that everyone vote yes on the  condition that they be ready to help keep the legislature in control of the DHS and oppose any
power grab by Governor Mary Fallin.

 

Straight party line voting on this one.

 

BILL SUMMARY

2nd Session of the 53rd Legislature

 

                Bill No.:  SJR 52

                Version: CCRA

                Request Number:                3513

                Author:  Rep. Dank

                Date:      5/23/2012

                Impact:   Tax Commission:

                                Local Revenue Impact

                                FY-13: $0

                                FY-14: Decrease of $50.1 Million
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Research Analysis 

 

The CCS for SJR52 directs the Secretary of State to refer to the people a proposed amendment to the Oklahoma Constitution exempting all intangible personal
property from ad valorem taxation.

 

 

Fiscal Analysis

 

Tax Commission analysis date May 22, 2012, indicates the resolution amends Section 6A of Aerticle X of the Oklahoma Constitution to provide that, beginning
January 1, 2013, intangible personal property will not be subject to ad valorem taxation or to any other tax in-lieu of ad valorem taxation.

 

The estimated revenue impact of removing intangibles from central/unit valued companies is a $50,139,999 loss of ad valorem revenue to local taxing jurisdictions.

 
Vote yes on SQ 766

 

 

 

 

Food Stamp Phone Shumate

 

They call those "free" cell phones that are given away on street  corners by vendors "food stamp phones" because if you are on food stamps
you qualify for a "free" phone that you and I pay for through our phone bill taxes. That sense of entitlement is mirrored in Represenatative
Jabar Shumate's campaign donation records.

Yeah, this one is a long article but you can scroll though the table of info below quickly while paying attention to the the info highlighted in
red type.   This guy is paying campaign workerss to walk for him; I didn’t know that was even legal!  No one has ever paid any Tea Party
volunteers to walk precincts for candidates!   Plus Representative Shumate is buying tires for his car, traveling to San Francisco (I'm going to
bite my tounge on that one), donating to organizations that support gays, lesbians, and transsexuals, and good lord, look at his Starbucks bill!

 

The gay connection was interesting as although there was plenty of rumors and he said/he said info coming out of Tulsa  alledging that
Shumate was a closeted gay this was the first real documented connection between Shumate and a gay supported organization.   Now we
aren’t bashing on the gays,  we tend to leave them alone if they aren't bothering anybody, just pointing out that Shumate supports their issues. 
Read this article posted on the Rainbow Coalition website.  The relevant info is highlighted in red:

 

 

 

February 08, 2012

The Rainbow PUSH CoalitionApplauds Prop 8 Ruling

Please see below a statement, from Rev. Jesse L. Jackson Sr., founder and president of the Rainbow PUSH Coalition, regarding marriage
equality. 

“Many years ago in the late 1970s’, I visited South Africa, then deep in the throes of apartheid system. I was asked by the media what I
thought of the situation, and I said something very culturally challenging to them, “I believe in human rights for all human beings. We must
measure human rights by one yardstick.” That principle – our moral center - still applies. Everything flows from this perspective. We all
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matter. Today let us fix the problem, not fix the blame – let us come together and build a broad coalition.

We stand together today as equal members of the human family; as consistent principled advocates for human rights for all people. We stand
together today to uphold the principles of due process, of equal protection under the law, of fighting against discrimination against any and
all people based on race, religion, gender or sexual orientation. 

We applaud today's court ruling that supports Marriage Equality, striking down Proposition 8 as unconstitutional. Peoples' right to self-
expression, self-determination be respected and affirmed. It's time to challenge ignorance, a time to break the silence and the chains of
hatred, of divisive and discriminatory bigotry. Marriage is based on love and commitment — not on sexual orientation. Rainbow PUSH
supports the right for any person to marry the person of their choosing..

If Dr. King and our civil rights movement has taught us anything, it’s the fundamental principle of that all people deserve Equal protection
under the law. LGBT people deserve equal rights – including marriage equality – and equal protection under the law. Discrimination against
one group of people is discrimination against all of us. The State – and the Courts - should not sanction discrimination.

To those that believe in and fought for civil rights, that marched to end discrimination and win equality, you must not become that which you
hated. It’s past time to persist in hypocrisy and ignorance, and time to come out of the shadows and darkness to support unequivocally,
equality for all people. Those that support civil and human rights cannot, must not, become perpetrators of discrimination against others based
upon race, religion, culture, sexual orientation. 

African Americans know too well the sting of legal, state sanctioned, constitutionally driven “second class” citizenship – from centuries of
legal slavery and Jim Crow segregation, to classified as 3/5 of a human being in the U.S. Constitution, to facing anti-miscegenation laws that
prevented Blacks from marrying whites.

Marriage is a fundamental right of all individuals. That principle was upheld today — for Blacks and Whites, for straight and gay, for ALL
Americans. No group of people should be denied their fundamental constitutional liberties, like equal protection under the law, simply
because of who they are.

Interestingly enough,reportedly the black community hates it when gays compare what they went through in the civil rights struggle to the
gay rights movement.  Many blacks believe that the comparison cheapens their struggle, perverts it if I might be so bold to use that word.  
Representative Shumate is certainly struggling to keep one foot in the black community and in the gay community, risky politics at best.  The
Tea Party could care less what Representative Shumate does to churn his butter but we don’t like hypocrisy, if he is gay he should come right
out and admit it.  If he isn’t gay he should address the allegations and put them to rest.

And take a look at all the “constituent gifts”.   This report reads like it is a slush fund to funnel campaign money to pay for Representative
Shumate's personal expenses.   That needs looking into, they cut off the gifts from lobbyists or at least make them public then allow money
from campaign war chests to be spent on travel, Starbucks, Burlington Coat Factory, Wal-Mart, and so on?  Spending $20 for breakfast at
Starbucks on a regular basis?  That is living high on the hog

Date Brief description of the
expenditure(s) 

Name and address of
the person/entity to
which expen 

diture was made.  

Beneficiary Explanation of
Purpose 

Amount Year-to-date
total 

Mar 30,
2009 

Shuttle Service Washington Metro
600 5th Street NW
Washington,
DC 20001 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

2.85 12.85 

Mar 30,
2009 

Gasoline ONCUE Express 101
1 NW 23rd Street
Oklahoma City,
OK 73104 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

8.66 12.31 

Mar 30,
2009 

Printing AMPCO Parking
2800 SW 23rd
Oklahoma City,
OK 73119 

   Legislative
Business 

16.00 128.00 

Mar 30,
2009 

Baggage Check American Airlines
Post Office Box
619612 MD 2400
DFW Airport,
TX 75261 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

25.00 1,675.28 

Mar 30,
2009 

Dinner Meeting Abuelo's
17 East Sheridan
Oklahonma City,
OK 73104 

   Legislative
Business 

87.26 163.96 

Mar 30,
2009 

Hotel Stay Sheraton Hotel
801 N. St. Asaph
Street
Alexandria,
VA 22314 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

155.88 155.88 

Mar 29,
2009 

Hotel Stay Embassy Suites
4650 W. Airport Fwy
Irving, TX 75062 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

148.35 148.35 

Mar 26,
2009 

Airport Shuttle Washington Metro
600 5th Street NW
Washington,
DC 20001 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

10.00 12.85 

Mar 26,
2009 

Baggage Check American Airlines
Post Office Box
619612 MD 2400
DFW Airport,
TX 75261 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

15.00 1,675.28 

Mar 26,
2009 

Dinner Meeting Lounge 201
201 Massachusetts
Avenue NE
Washington,
DC 20002 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

22.80 22.80 

Mar 26,
2009 

Dinner Meeting Hyatt Hotel
1000 H Street NW
Washington,

 Legislative
Business Travel 

30.40 30.40 
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DC 20001 
Mar 25,
2009 

Coffee Travel Traders
999 9th Street NW
Washington,
DC 20001 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

3.97 40.99 

Mar 25,
2009 

Volunteer Thank You
Gifts 

Travel Traders
999 9th Street NW
Washington,
DC 20001 

 Volunteer Thank
You Gifts 

26.44 40.99 

Mar 24,
2009 

Cellular Phone United States Cellular
6701 East 41st Street
Tulsa, OK 74145 

 Cellular Phone 174.56 3,587.08 

Mar 23,
2009 

Dinner Meeting Cheevers Cafe
2409 Hudson Avenue
Oklahoma City,
OK 73106 

 Legislative
Business 

29.47 29.47 

Mar 23,
2009 

Office Supplies Cartridge World
1605 North Peoria
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74106 

 Office Supplies 35.36 70.72 

Mar 23,
2009 

Constituant Thank You
Gift 

Bed Bath & Beyond
5352 East Skelly Drive
Tulsa, OK 74135 

 Constituant
Thank You Gift 

35.69 35.69 

Mar 20,
2009 

Thank You Card Target
2417 W. Main Street
Norman, OK 73069 

 Thank You Card 2.11 2.11 

Mar 20,
2009 

Donation Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority
Post Office Box 48608
Tulsa, OK 74148 

 Status of Women
Luncheon 

100.00 130.00 

Mar 20,
2009 

Advertisement Deborah Brown
Community School
2 South Elgin Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74120 

 Legislative
Travel 

125.00 300.00 

Mar 17,
2009 

Pikepass Rebill Oklahoma Turnpike
Authority
4401 West Memorial
Road #130
Oklahoma City,
OK 73134 

 Pikepass Rebill 40.00 857.24 

Mar 16,
2009 

Lunch Meeting Pearls Oyster Bar
928 NW 63rd
Oklahona City,
OK 73116 

 Legislative
Business 

18.69 55.63 

Mar 13,
2009 

Parking AMPCO Parking
2800 SW 23rd
Oklahoma City,
OK 73119 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

8.00 128.00 

Mar 13,
2009 

Luggage Check Northwest Airlines
1105 Arbor Run Place
Brentwood, TN 37027 

 Legislative
Travel 

15.00 271.89 

Mar 12,
2009 

Hotel Shuttle Blue Cab
1417 Oakland Park
Avenue
Columbus Ohio,
OK 43224 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

29.19 29.19 

Mar 12,
2009 

Printing Staples Office Supplies
2711 South Harvard
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74114 

 Legislative
Advertisement 

94.95 875.63 

Mar 09,
2009 

Dinner Meeting Chilis Restaurant
1957 S. Muskogee
Tahlequah, OK 74464 

 Legislative
Business 

50.96 50.96 

Mar 08,
2009 

Office Supplies Wal-Mart
1801 Bell Isle Blvd
Oklahoma City,
OK 73118 

 Office Supplies 35.22 132.25 

Mar 06,
2009 

Airline Ticket American Airlines
Post Office Box
619612 MD 2400
DFW Airport,
TX 75261 

 Ohio Leg. for
Nat'l Alliance for
Charter Schools 

339.89 1,675.28 

Mar 03,
2009 

Accounting, Clerical,
Typesetting 

Kathryne Horner
1238 West Reading
Street
Tulsa, OK 74127 

 Accounting,
Clerical,
Typesetting 

300.00 7,200.00 

Mar 02,
2009 

Thank You Notes Reasor's
2429 East 15th Street
Tulsa, OK 74104 

 Thank You Notes 35.68 35.68 

Mar 02,
2009 

Esquire Club Parkhill Warehouse
5111 South Lewis
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74105 

 Dinner Meeting 90.37 214.26 

Mar 02,
2009 

Airline Ticket Northwest Airlines
1105 Arbor Run Place
Brentwood, TN 37027 

 National Urban
League
Conference 

256.89 271.89 

Feb 27,
2009 

Lunch Meeting VZD's Restaurant
4200 North Western
Oklahoma City,
OK 73118 

 Legislative
Business 

29.96 63.63 
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Feb 26,
2009 

Constituant Thank You
Gift 

Jensco, Inc
77-C Woodland Street
Manchester,
CT 06042 

 Constutuant
Thank You Gift 

15.98 15.98 

Feb 25,
2009 

Cellular Phone United States Cellular
6701 East 41st Street
Tulsa, OK 74145 

 Cellular Phone 174.56 3,587.08 

Feb 23,
2009 

Legislative
Advertisement 

OETA OK Broadcasting
Post Office Box 14190
Oklahoma City,
OK 73113 

 Legislative
Advertisement 

30.00 30.00 

Feb 23,
2009 

Lunch Meeting Pearls Oyster Bar
928 NW 63rd
Oklahona City,
OK 73116 

 Legislative
Business 

36.94 55.63 

Feb 23,
2009 

Pikepass Rebill Oklahoma Turnpike
Authority
4401 West Memorial
Road #130
Oklahoma City,
OK 73134 

 Pikepass Rebill 46.70 857.24 

Feb 17,
2009 

Constituant Thank You Mary Murray's Florist
3333 East 31st Street
Tulsa, OK 74135 

 Constituant
Thank You 

51.91 51.91 

Feb 16,
2009 

Lunch Meeting The Brook Restaurant
3401 South Peoria
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74105 

 Legislative
Business 

9.00 191.03 

Feb 16,
2009 

Printing Staples Office Supplies
2711 South Harvard
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74114 

 Legislative
Advertisement 

63.47 875.63 

Feb 10,
2009 

Lunch Meeting On The Border
Restaurant
3500 NW Expressway
Oklahoma City,
OK 73112 

 Legislative
Business 

81.74 109.23 

Feb 09,
2009 

Lunch Meeting Crown Plaza Of Tulsa
100 East 2nd Street
Tulsa, OK 74103 

 Legislative
Business 

16.50 16.50 

Feb 08,
2009 

Auto Rental Hotwire
655 Montgomery
Street
San Francisco,
CA 94111 

 Legislative
Travel 

201.08 394.21 

Feb 07,
2009 

Lunch Meeting The Brook Restaurant
3401 South Peoria
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74105 

 Legislative
Business 

38.56 191.03 

Feb 04,
2009 

Accounting, Clerical,
Typesetting 

Kathryne Horner
1238 West Reading
Street
Tulsa, OK 74127 

 Accounting,
Clerical,
Typesetting 

300.00 7,200.00 

Feb 03,
2009 

Hotel Stay Residence Inn - Dallas
7642 LBJ Freeway
Dallas, TX 75251 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

51.75 51.75 

Feb 02,
2009 

Lunch Meeting Zephyrs Patio Lounge
5628 Sears Street
Dallas, TX 75206 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

25.50 25.50 

Feb 02,
2009 

Car Rental Alamo Car Rental
7777 East Apache
Street
Tulsa, OK 74115 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

40.66 40.66 

Feb 02,
2009 

Hotel Stay Lincoln Inn Of OKC
5405 North Lincoln
Oklahoma City,
OK 73105 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

46.05 138.15 

Feb 02,
2009 

Legislative
Advertisement 

Perry Publishing And
Broadcasting
7030 South Yale
Avenue #302
Tulsa, OK 74136 

 Legislative
Advertisement 

50.00 11,489.70 

Feb 02,
2009 

Telephone Service Cox Communications
1811 East 51st Street
Tulsa, OK 74136 

 2008 Campaign
HQ 

389.09 1,113.73 

Jan 30,
2009 

Hotel Stay Lincoln Inn Of OKC
5405 North Lincoln
Oklahoma City,
OK 73105 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

92.10 138.15 

Jan 28,
2009 

Lunch Meeting Brookside By Day
Restaurant
3313 South Peoria
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74105 

 Legislative
Business 

24.27 24.27 

Jan 26,
2009 

Service Charge/Airline
Ticket Change 

American Airlines
Post Office Box
619612 MD 2400
DFW Airport,
TX 75261 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

40.00 1,675.28 

Jan 26, Cellular Phone Service United States Cellular  Cellular Phone 174.56 3,587.08 
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2009 6701 East 41st Street
Tulsa, OK 74145 

Service 

Jan 24,
2009 

Auto Rental Hotwire
655 Montgomery
Street
San Francisco,
CA 94111 

 Legislative
Travel 

193.13 394.21 

Jan 20,
2009 

Service Charge/Airline
Ticket Change 

American Airlines
Post Office Box
619612 MD 2400
DFW Airport,
TX 75261 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

40.00 1,675.28 

Jan 14,
2009 

Hotel Stay Springhill Suites
3 SE Interstate Drive
Lawton, OK 73501 

 Legislative Black
Caucus Retreat 

101.02 101.02 

Jan 12,
2009 

Gasoline E Z Go Mart
H. E. Bailey Turnpike
Chickasha, OK 73018 

 Legislative
Travel 

15.12 15.12 

Jan 09,
2009 

Antivirus Software DRI Trend Micro
Unkown
Unknown, OK 00000 

 Antivirus
Software 

35.95 35.95 

Jan 09,
2009 

Cellular Phone Repair The Signal Cellular
Repair
625 Willow Springs
Lane
York, PA 17406 

 Cellular Phone
Repair 

50.00 50.00 

Jan 09,
2009 

Accounting, Clerical,
Typesetting 

Kathryne Horner
1238 West Reading
Street
Tulsa, OK 74127 

 Accounting,
Clerical,
Typesetting 

300.00 7,200.00 

Jan 06,
2009 

Post Office Box
Renewal 

United States
Postmaster
626 East Apache
Street
Tulsa, OK 74106 

 Post Office Box
Renewal 

42.00 442.84 

Jan 02,
2009 

Lunch Meeting The Brook Restaurant
3401 South Peoria
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74105 

Date Brief description of the
expenditure(s)

Name and address of
the person/entity to
which expenditure was
made.

Beneficiary Explanation of
Purpose

Amount Year-to-date
total

Jun 11,
2012 

Breakfast Starbuck's Coffee House
1832 Utica Square
Tulsa, OK 74114 

Camapign Legislative
Business Meeting 

20.00 504.19 

Jun 11,
2012 

Postage United States Post
Office
626 East Apache
Street
Tulssa, OK 74106 

Camapign Postage 32.00 317.76 

Jun 11,
2012 

Refreshments Walgreens
405 East 2nd Street
Sand Springs,
OK 74063 

Campaign Campaign
Headquarters 

62.30 227.08 

Jun 11,
2012 

Advertisement Prairie Production
1637 South Boston
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74119 

Campaign Advertisement 351.09 696.96 

Jun 11,
2012 

Advertisement The Oklahoma Eagle
624 East Archer
Tulsa, OK 74120 

Campaign Advertisement 1,320.00 5,970.00 

Jun 08,
2012 

Refreshments Walgreens
405 East 2nd Street
Sand Springs,
OK 74063 

Campaign Campaign
Headquarters 

51.68 227.08 

Jun 08,
2012 

Telephone Polling SHO & Associates
2840 Linda Lane
Oklahoma City,
OK 73115 

Campaign Campaign 4,649.48 4,649.48 

Jun 07,
2012 

Campaign Walking Kevin Watkins
1301 North Denver
Tulsa, OK 74106 

Campaign Campaign
Walking 

40.00 430.00 

Jun 07,
2012 

Meal Mazzio's Pizza
2305 West Edison
Tulsa, OK 74127 

Campaign Campaign
Walkers 

40.82 155.16 

Jun 07,
2012 

Gasoline Quick Trip
229 N. Gilcrease
Museum Road
Tulsa, OK 74127 

Campaign Legislative
Travel 

60.95 2,616.96 

Jun 06,
2012 

Meal McDonald's Restaurant
229 North Gilcrease
Museum Road
Tulsa, OK 74127 

Campaign Campaign
Walker 

6.04 33.69 

Jun 06,
2012 

Meal McDonald's Restaurant
229 North Gilcrease
Museum Road
Tulsa, OK 74127 

Campaign Campaign
Walkers 

14.26

Unsubscribe / Change Profile 
Powered by YMLP
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From: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: Letter of Support for HB 2130 from Governor Mary Fallin and Insurance Commissioner John Doak
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 12:04:03 PM
Attachments: HB 2130 Letter of Support.pdf
Importance: High

To: Oklahoma State Representatives

From: Governor Mary Fallin and Insurance Commissioner John Doak

 Dear Representative,  

We would like to make you aware of the extraordinary opportunity Oklahoma has to
be a national leader in designing and implementing a conservative, free-market based health
insurance exchange.

            As you know, the idea of an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange is not a new one.
In 2009, the legislature passed a bill that authorized the creation of a health insurance
exchange portal where consumers could compare and research various private health
insurance plans in one online location.

As mentioned in the State of the State address, our goal is to create an insurance
exchange where small businesses and individuals can pool their money to expand their
purchasing power, increase competition and ultimately reduce costs.  Our vision is to protect
consumers and guarantee the role of licensed agents and brokers.   Therefore, we are asking
for your support for HB 2130, which establishes a governance structure for an Oklahoma
Exchange.

We believe the creation of this Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange represents a
great opportunity for our state to develop a national model for providing citizens with quality
private health insurance. I also believe it represents an important opportunity for conservative
policymakers to offer a positive agenda for Oklahoma families. 

The Commissioner and I strongly oppose ObamaCare and will continue to work to
have it overturned. We are proud to stand with General Scott Pruitt and his efforts to have
this law ruled unconstitutional.  This is now our opportunity to stand up for our 10th

amendment rights and create an Oklahoma based free-market exchange. 

An Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange would be an online marketplace where
costs are reduced, where insurance products could be bought and sold to meet individual
needs and where all insurers could compete to promote real choices for consumers.  This is
the exchange that my administration, the Insurance Commissioner, the Speaker, the Pro Tem,
and others are dedicated to creating. We look forward to working with all stakeholders on the
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To: Oklahoma State Representatives  


From: Governor Mary Fallin and Insurance Commissioner John Doak 


 Dear Representative,    


We would like to make you aware of the extraordinary opportunity Oklahoma has to be a 


national leader in designing and implementing a conservative, free-market based health insurance 


exchange.  


            As you know, the idea of an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange is not a new one. In 2009, 


the legislature passed a bill that authorized the creation of a health insurance exchange portal where 


consumers could compare and research various private health insurance plans in one online location.  


As mentioned in the State of the State address, our goal is to create an insurance exchange 


where small businesses and individuals can pool their money to expand their purchasing power, 


increase competition and ultimately reduce costs.  Our vision is to protect consumers and guarantee the 


role of licensed agents and brokers.   Therefore, we are asking for your support for HB 2130, which 


establishes a governance structure for an Oklahoma Exchange. 


We believe the creation of this Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange represents a great 


opportunity for our state to develop a national model for providing citizens with quality private health 


insurance. I also believe it represents an important opportunity for conservative policymakers to offer a 


positive agenda for Oklahoma families.   


The Commissioner and I strongly oppose ObamaCare and will continue to work to have it 


overturned. We are proud to stand with General Scott Pruitt and his efforts to have this law ruled 


unconstitutional.  This is now our opportunity to stand up for our 10
th


 amendment rights and create an 


Oklahoma based free-market exchange.   


An Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange would be an online marketplace where costs are 


reduced, where insurance products could be bought and sold to meet individual needs and where all 


insurers could compete to promote real choices for consumers.  This is the exchange that my 


administration, the Insurance Commissioner, the Speaker, the Pro Tem, and others are dedicated to 


creating. We look forward to working with all stakeholders on the legislation to ensure everyone is 


represented appropriately.   We hope you are as excited by this opportunity as we are.  







 


 







legislation to ensure everyone is represented appropriately.   We hope you are as excited by
this opportunity as we are.
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From: Cox-Kain, Julie
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: Milliman CONFIDENTIAL DRAFT No. 3
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2012 1:29:33 AM
Attachments: MILLIMAN Actuarial Analysis CONFIDENTIAL DRAFT No. 3.pdf

Near final actuarial assessment draft.  Gap analysis will be coming later in the month.  
 
Julie Cox-Kain, M.P.A
Chief Operating Officer
Oklahoma State Department of Health
 

From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S. 
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2011 5:27 PM
To: 'Lynn.McLaren@milliman.com'; 'Buffy.Heater@okhca.org'; 'andrew.naugle@milliman.com';
'Barbara.Collier@milliman.com'; 'Ben.Diederich@milliman.com'; 'carol.hughey@milliman.com';
'Craig.Keizur@milliman.com'; 'stacey.muller@milliman.com'; 'tim.barclay@milliman.com';
'timothy.harris@milliman.com'; Cox-Kain, Julie; 'laurabrookins@okhealthplans.org';
'mrobison@okstatechamber.com'; 'Rich.Edwards@osf.ok.gov'; 'Susan.Dobbins@oid.ok.gov'; Myers,
Yvonne; 'Mike Rhoads'; 'Frank Stone'
Subject: Milliman CONFIDENTIAL DRAFT No. 3
 
Phase I & Phase II Team Members:
 
Attached is Draft No. 3 – the most recent draft- of the Milliman Actuarial Report.  This is a
CONFIDENTIAL DRAFT.  Please do not share this document outside of your internal review
team.  Unless changes are made, it will be the finalized draft of the project deliverable. 
Please complete your detailed review and return your comments and/or suggested edits by

close of business next Wednesday, January 4th. 
 
You may also wish to use the Scope of Work for the project as shown below to help guide
your review:
 

SCOPE OF WORK/OFFEROR’S DUTIES
Assess potential impacts of substantive options on the insurance market. The vendor should be prepared
to advise the State on the qualitative and quantitative impact of various options around these major policy
decisions. At a minimum, this should include:

§  Statewide survey of existing insurance carriers about aspects of their product lines and plans;

§  Existing state and federal regulations;

§  Best methods to identify/certify qualified health plans for the exchange

§  Consideration of the reinsurance/risk adjustment methods provided for in PPACA sections 1341-
1343

 

§  Review and summarization of effective cost control strategies
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
This study was prepared by Milliman, Inc. as requested by the Oklahoma Department of Health to 
evaluate the State’s current health insurance markets and evaluate the potential options available to 
Oklahoma to create a new entity which is called the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) in 
this report.  The OHIM will serve as an internet-based system to allow eligible Oklahomans to research, 
select, and purchase individual and small group insurance coverage.  The purpose of the study is to 
provide actuarial projections and outline the options related to establishing the OHIM.  The study was 
funded by a grant from the federal Department of Health and Human Services. 
 
This Executive Summary presents a summary of the ACA requirements, the current market, key 
decisions the State will need to make as it considers creating the OHIM, key findings, and implementation 
issues.  Remaining sections of the study provide additional information including projections and 
discussions relevant to these decisions.  
 
This study provides a detailed overview of the current health insurance market in Oklahoma and the 
potential impacts to this market if the OHIM is introduced.  While the projections of the potential future 
market are presented as finite tabular results, there is still significant uncertainty surrounding these 
projections.  This uncertainty stems from many sources including the use of existing data sources with 
potential imperfections, evolving legislative, regulatory and judicial guidance, changing economic 
conditions, and unpredictable reactions of the many stakeholders within the health insurance market.  
Therefore, it is critical that the State understand the current market, the options available to the State, the 
decisions that must be made, and the potential impacts of these decisions. 
 
AFFORDABLE CARE ACT (ACA) 
 
The primary ACA requirements for the commercial employer-sponsored insurance (ESI) small group and 
individual health insurance markets, both inside and outside the OHIM are discussed in Section IV and 
include: 
 


> Guaranteed issue of insurance coverage regardless of pre-existing medical conditions or health 
status. 
 


> Adjusted community rating with premium rate variations only for benefit plan design, geographic 
location, age rating (limited to ratio of 3:1), family status, and tobacco usage (limited to ratio of 
1.5:1). 
 


> Premium rate consistency inside and outside the OHIM. 
 


> Ability of states to merge the ESI small group and individual health insurance markets. 
 


> Ability of states to define small group up to 100 employees (mandatory by January 1, 2016). 
 


> Definition and requirements for essential health benefits to be considered qualified health 
insurance. 
 


> Individual tax penalty if not covered by minimum essential insurance coverage. 
 


> Employer tax penalty if not offering qualified insurance coverage (groups under 50 employees are 
exempt). 
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The ACA also includes a significant expansion of state Medicaid programs to include all U.S. citizens and 
qualified legal aliens who are not eligible for Medicare, and with household income up to 133% of the 
federal poverty level (FPL) based on modified adjusted gross income (MAGI), or 138% of FPL with the 
5% income disregard. 
 
CURRENT MARKET 
 
In order to consider the various decisions to be made by Oklahoma and their impact on the market, it is 
important to understand the current insurance markets.  Key demographic characteristics of the 2010 
Oklahoma population for the current insurance markets are provided in Section V.  The following graph 
depicts the 2010 Oklahoma population by source of insurance coverage. 
 


 
 
 
Some key observations regarding the current insurance coverage include: 
 


> The largest concentration of health insurance coverage is from ESI plans, providing health 
insurance to approximately 1.6 million individuals or about 43% of the total state population. 
 


> The individual health insurance market is the smallest source of health insurance coverage in 
Oklahoma, with approximately 182,000 individuals or about 5% of the total state population 
having this coverage. 
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Figure 1: Oklahoma Lives (Including Over Age 65) by Source of 
Coverage in 2010 


Medicare Aged Population*


Uninsured (Includes Undocumented
Uninsureds)*


Individual
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Small Group (51-99)


Large Group


Other Government Programs*


Medicaid/CHIP


* Includes individuals over the age of 65 
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> An estimated 691,000 individuals, or almost 19% of the state’s total population, are uninsured; 


however, a portion of this uninsured population consists of undocumented residents.  The 
undocumented population is not eligible for Medicaid under current law and will not be eligible for 
ACA expansions or subsidies in the future.  The documented uninsured, 570,000 individuals, 
represents approximately 15% of the state’s total population. 


 
DECISION POINTS 
 
Given the context of the current market, the State must decide how to proceed with the OHIM.  
 
The initial decision facing the State is whether to establish the OHIM.  The ACA requires the 
establishment of new ACA-compliant market mechanism in each state by calendar year 2014.  The ACA, 
and subsequent regulations, have begun to outline the minimum requirements that such an entity must 
meet to be considered compliant.  Note that the federal government will develop a Federally facilitated 
health insurance marketplace for use in states that choose to not create their own entity, or for temporary 
use in states that do not complete implementation by 2014. 
 
If Oklahoma were to proceed with the development of the OHIM, it would need to make basic design 
decisions, including: 
 


> Governance – The marketplace can be governed through an existing state agency, a non-profit 
organization established by the State, or as a new independent state agency. 
 


> Scope – The marketplace would need to include both individual and small group insurance 
options.  The State can design the marketplace as two separate mechanisms, one for small 
group and one for individuals, or combine these markets into one.  Such a combination can be 
restricted to administrative functions with limited impact on the insurance carriers and their 
products, or expanded to require that products and pricing reflect the combined markets. 
 


> Basic Health Plan Option – The ACA allows states to choose whether to use a Basic Health Plan 
as a potential transition between Medicaid and private coverage.  The Basic Health Plan would 
offer health insurance to individuals with household income between 138% (133% plus 5% 
income disregard) and 200% of the federal poverty level.  These individuals would not be eligible 
for coverage through the OHIM.  A percentage of these individuals’ premium subsidies would be 
available as funding for this program.  The Basic Health Plan will likely be administered alongside 
a state’s Medicaid plan and can alleviate the impact of “churn” as individuals move above or 
below the 138% of MAGI hurdle and thus move in and out of Medicaid. 


 
We do not discuss the OHIM governing options within this report as this decision has a greater impact on 
implementation and budget considerations for the marketplace operation.  This topic will be discussed in 
a subsequent planning study currently being performed by Milliman.  
 
Further discussion regarding merger of individual and small group markets, and the Basic Health option, 
is provided in Section VII. 
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KEY FINDINGS 
 
Implementation of the OHIM, or Federally-facilitated health insurance marketplace, will impact the current 
source of health insurance coverage for a large number of Oklahoma residents.  
 
While the exact impacts are not known, this study uses a model developed by Milliman to illustrate the 
potential landscape of the insurance market in 2014 after implementation of the OHIM (or the federally 
imposed exchange if the OHIM is not established), and also in 2017.  These estimates take into account 
the potential behavior of individuals and employers based on their income levels, ages, and health status.  
The following graph illustrates the estimated changes in the source of insurance coverage from 2010 to 
2014 to 2017 for the under age 65 population.  It should be noted that these results assume the State 
does not combine the individual and small group markets and does not implement a Basic Health Plan. 
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Figure 2: Oklahoma Lives Under Age 65 by Source of Coverage  
Changes from 2010 to 2014 to 2017 
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The projection details are presented in Section VI.  A few observations based on this projection include: 
 


> ESI-based coverage is assumed to continue providing a significant source of insurance coverage 
even if an individual OHIM is created.  While it is possible some employers may conclude that it is 
feasible for them to discontinue sponsoring insurance, it seems unlikely that a material portion of 
the market will shift from non-OHIM ESI coverage to individual OHIM coverage. 
 


> The small group market OHIM may attract participants slowly unless there are significant financial 
or administrative advantages. 
 


> The reduction in uninsured numbers is achieved primarily through movement to the 
Medicaid / CHIP programs through expanded eligibility, and to an individual OHIM due to 
premium subsidies. 
 


> Introduction of the OHIM could attract a greater proportion of the currently insured individual 
market than the small group market. 


 
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 
 
Beyond the basic design decisions, the State will need to resolve a number of implementation issues as it 
considers the introduction of a State-facilitated marketplace.  Primary among these are the following: 
 


> Role of the marketplace among other insurers – Will the marketplace represent the only 
mechanism for insurance offerings or will it provide an additional venue alongside existing 
insurance offerings? 
 


> Level of control over carrier participation in the marketplace – Will the marketplace limit its role to 
that of facilitator by providing eligibility information and comparisons for all qualified insurers or 
expand its role to include active purchasing steps by collecting bids and selecting specific 
insurers? 
 


> Responsibility level for ongoing enrollment and billing – Will the marketplace make minimum 
eligibility determinations for program eligibility and available subsidies or will it also collect and 
coordinate monthly enrollment and premium billings? 


 
These issues are explored in further detail in Section VIII.  
 
STAKEHOLDERS 
 
The decision to implement a new insurance marketplace will result in many changes for various 
stakeholders.  These changes are in addition to other ACA market reforms that apply to the markets as a 
whole.  The task of implementing these reforms will require a significant amount of leadership and 
collaboration among the State, carriers, employers, Tribal representatives, consumers, brokers and 
agents, and providers.  This report provides a necessary step in that process by outlining the current 
markets and exploring the issues that will provide the basis for policy changes. 
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II. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THIS STUDY 
 
This study was requested by the Oklahoma Department of Health to evaluate the current health 
insurance markets and evaluate the potential options available to Oklahoma to create a new entity which 
will be called the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) in this report.  The OHIM will serve as 
an internet-based system to allow eligible Oklahomans to research, select, and purchase individual and 
small group insurance coverage.  The study was funded by a grant from the federal Department of Health 
and Human Services. 
 
The scope was defined in RFQ Solicitation#: 3400000995 issued by the Department of Health and 
through discussions with Department of Health staff.  The intent is to provide context on the current health 
insurance market and discuss, model, and test various options available to Oklahoma as it considers the 
design of the OHIM. 
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III. LIMITATIONS AND DATA RELIANCE FOR THIS STUDY 
 
This report is intended to provide actuarial projections and guidance with respect to planning for the 
creation of the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM).  It is our understanding that the State 
will use this report to help key decision makers understand the options and potential impacts of various 
design alternatives or provisions.  The report may not be suitable for other purposes. 
 
This report has been prepared solely for the internal use of, and is only to be relied upon by, the 
Oklahoma Department of Health.  Although Milliman understands that this report may be distributed to 
third parties, Milliman does not intend to benefit, or create a legal duty to, any third party recipient of its 
work.  If this report is distributed to third parties, it should be distributed only in its entirety. 
 
The results in this report are technical in nature and dependent upon specific assumptions and methods.  
No party should rely upon this report without a thorough understanding of those assumptions and 
methods. 
 
Differences between our projections and actual amounts depend on the extent to which future experience 
conforms to the assumptions made for this analysis.  It is certain that actual experience will not conform 
exactly to the assumptions used in this analysis.  Actual experience will deviate from these projections 
due to a variety of influences including emerging experience, changes in insurance products and 
practices, and adjustments to reflect new regulations. 
 
The projections included in this report are based on our understanding of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) 
and its associated regulations issued to date.  Forthcoming ACA-related regulations and additional 
legislation may materially change the impact of the ACA, necessitating an update to the projections 
included in this report.  For this reason, this report should be considered time-sensitive material which 
may change as new information becomes available. 
 
In developing the projections, we relied on data and other information provided by the Department of 
Health and other public sources of information.  We have not audited or verified this data and other 
information.  We performed a limited review of the data used directly in our analysis for reasonableness 
and consistency.  If the underlying data or information is inaccurate or incomplete, the results of our 
analysis may likewise be inaccurate or incomplete. 
 
Milliman’s consultants are not attorneys and are not qualified to give legal advice.  We recommend that 
users of this report consult with their own legal counsel regarding interpretation of legislation and 
administrative rules, possible implications of specific ACA-required features, or other legal issues related 
to implementation of an ACA-compliant entity. 
 
The views expressed in this report are made by the authors of this report and do not represent the 
opinions of Milliman, Inc. 
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IV. OVERVIEW OF AFFORDABLE CARE ACT REQUIREMENTS  
 
The Affordable Care Act (ACA), enacted in 2010, requires the establishment of new ACA-compliant 
mechanisms in each state by calendar year 2014.  The ACA outlines the duties the state must perform in 
the creation of the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) if it is to be ACA-compliant.  
The federal government will develop a national version of the health insurance marketplace for use in 
states that choose not to create their own entity or for temporary use in states that do not complete 
implementation by calendar year 2014. 
 
States must decide how these new entities will be established and governed.  These new entities will 
function as a marketplace for buyers and sellers of individual and small group health insurance.  Plans 
offered in this marketplace entity will be certified health plans and the entity will provide information and 
educational services to help consumers understand their options.  The entity will also facilitate eligibility 
determinations for Medicaid or other state programs and federal subsidies for premium and / or cost 
sharing assistance. 
 
In its document titled “Initial Guidance to States on Exchanges,” the Center for Consumer Information and 
Insurance Oversight (CCIIO) of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) provided the 
following guidance regarding required functions for entities like OHIM. 
 


The Affordable Care Act includes two basic types of federal requirements for Exchanges, most of 
which are found in Section 1311.  These include: 1) minimum functions Exchanges must 
undertake directly or, in some cases, by contract; and 2) oversight responsibilities the Exchanges 
must exercise in certifying and monitoring the performance of Qualified Health Plans (hereafter 
referred to as “plans”), as defined in Section 1301. 
 
In defining the authority and duties of an Exchange, states should incorporate, by reference or 
explicit provision, the federally-required Exchange functions and oversight responsibilities in their 
authorizing legislation or other governing documents. 
 


A. MINIMUM DIRECT FUNCTIONS 
 


Section 1311(d)(4) specifies core functions that an Exchange must meet: 
 


> Certification, recertification, and decertification of plans. 
 


> Operation of a toll-free hotline. 
 


> Maintenance of a website for providing information on plans to current and prospective enrollees. 
 


> Assignment of a price and quality rating to plans. 
 


> Presentation of plan benefit options in a standardized format. 
 


> Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and determination of eligibility for 
individuals in these programs. 


 
> Provision of an electronic calculator to determine the actual cost of coverage taking into account 


eligibility for premium tax credits and cost sharing reductions. 
 


> Certification of individuals exempt from the individual responsibility requirement. 
 


> Provision of information on certain individuals identified in Section 1311(d)(4)(I) to the Treasury 
Department and to employers. 
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> Establishment of a Navigator program that provides grants to entities assisting consumers as 


described in Section 1311(i). 
 


> Presentation of enrollee satisfaction survey results under Section 1311(c)(4). 
 


> Provision for open enrollment periods under Section 1311(c)(6). 
 


> Consultation with stakeholders, including tribes, under Section 1311(d)(6). 
 


> Publication of data on the Exchange’s administrative costs under Section 1311(d)(7). 
 
B. OVERSIGHT RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
Additional areas where Exchanges must ensure plan compliance with regulatory standards established 
by the Secretary of Health and Human Services include: 
 


> Information on the availability of in-network and out-of-network providers as identified in 
Section 1311(c)(1)(B) and (C), including provider directories and availability of essential 
community providers. 
 


> Consideration of plan patterns and practices with respect to past premium increases and 
submission of plan justifications for current premium increases under Section 1311(e)(2). 
 


> Public disclosure of plan data identified in Section 1311(e)(3)(A), including claims handling 
policies, financial disclosures, enrollment and disenrollment data, claims denials, rating practices, 
cost sharing for out-of-network coverage, and other information identified by the Secretary. 
 


> Timely information for consumers requesting their amount of cost sharing for specific services 
from specified providers as described in Section 1311(e)(3)(C). 
 


> Information for participants in group health plans as described in Section 1311(e)(3)(D). 
 


> Information on plan quality improvement activities as specified in Section 1311(g). 
 
In addition to the requirements to be met by a marketplace entity like OHIM, the ACA also makes a 
number of market changes that apply to all individual and small group health insurance policies: 
 


> Guaranteed issue of insurance coverage regardless of pre-existing medical conditions or health 
status (applicable to the Individual market as the Small Group market is already guaranteed 
issue). 


 
> Adjusted community rating with premium rate variations only for benefit plan design, geographic 


location, age rating (limited to ratio of 3:1), family status, and tobacco usage (limited to ratio of 
1.5:1). 


 
> Premium rate consistency inside and outside the marketplace entity (such as OHIM). 


 
> Decision by states to merge the small group and individual health insurance markets (including 


the newly implemented marketplace entities such as OHIM) for risk pool purposes. 
 


> Decision by states to expand the definition of small group up to 100 employees in 2014 
(this expansion will become mandatory by January 1, 2016). 
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> Definition and requirements for essential health benefits. 
 


> Individual tax penalty if not covered by minimum essential insurance coverage. 
 


> Employer tax penalty if not offering qualified insurance coverage (groups under 50 employees are 
exempt). 


 
The ACA also requires state Medicaid programs to include all U.S. citizens and qualified legal 
non-citizens who are not eligible for Medicare, under age 65, and with household income up to 133% of 
the federal poverty level (FPL) based on modified adjusted gross income (MAGI), or 138% of FPL with 
the 5% income disregard. 
 
The ACA also authorized the development of Consumer Operated and Oriented Plans (CO-OPs).  
CO-OPs are non-profit health plans that are being funded by the Federal government.  The funding is 
being granted in two forms: (1) Start-up loans used to get the plan up and running prior to January 1, 
2014, and (2) Solvency loans that supply the CO-OP with risk-based capital (RBC) necessary to take risk.  
Both of these loans need to be repaid to the Federal government within 5 and 15 years, respectively.  
State exchanges are required to include CO-OP products in their offerings.  The CO-OPs will be 
regulated by the various states' insurance departments; and as such, will be subject to all the same 
regulations as other commercial insurance companies.  The hope is that CO-OP plans will:  (1) promote 
improved care through new delivery models, and (2) increase competition within the health care 
marketplace making coverage more affordable.  
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V. CURRENT MARKETS AND POPULATIONS  
 
As mentioned in the prior section, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) introduces significant changes in many 
aspects of the health insurance market, most in 2014, including: 
 


> Covered benefits with the definition of essential benefits and minimum benefit levels 
> Premium rating and underwriting through rating restrictions and guaranteed issue requirements 
> Carrier regulation, requiring minimum qualification standards 
> Market landscape through the use of state-sponsored marketplace entities such as the Oklahoma 


Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) 
 
In order to understand the implications of these changes, it is important to understand the current 
insurance markets.  This section summarizes key demographic characteristics of the 2010 Oklahoma 
population in each of the following current markets:  Individual, small group, large group, public programs, 
and uninsured.  We refer to the small and large group markets as employer sponsored insurance or ESI.  
The estimated population and associated characteristics were based on Current Population Survey (CPS) 
and American Community Survey (ACS) data, supplemented with information by market groups using a 
combination of the December 31, 2010 National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) annual 
statements summarized using Insurance Analyst Pro® and Highline data, LLC and Medical Expenditure 
Panel Survey (MEPS) data.  In addition, we used PUMS data (Public Use Microdata Sample, which 
underlies the 2009 ACS Summary and is the most current ACS detailed data) to prepare the current 
distribution of the American Indian population by insurance coverage type. 
 
We modeled the major insurance markets (e.g., individual, small group, and large group) to estimate the 
membership, age and income distribution, relative health status, and current premium levels for calendar 
year 2010.  
 
 
A. POPULATION STATISTICS 
 
The following table summarizes the 2010 Oklahoma population by the major markets.  Please note that 
the numbers shown on the following page include individuals over age 65 in the Other Government 
Programs (VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled), Undocumented Uninsured, and Medicare Aged populations.  
Individuals over age 65 were not included in the remainder of the analysis; however, we included them in 
Table V.1 to provide an overview of the entire population. 
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Table V.1 


Oklahoma Department of Health 
Estimated Oklahoma Population Distribution by Type of Insurance Coverage 


Calendar Year 2010 


Market Total 
American Indian 


Population1 
Individual Market 182,215  16,183  
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 333,816  43,261  
ESI - Medium Group (51 to 100 employees) 171,262  22,195  
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 employees)     


Fully Insured 344,912  44,699  
Self Insured 735,911  95,371  


Medicaid / CHIP2 503,861  107,405  
Other Government Programs (VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled)3 257,887  14,560  
Uninsured 569,541  142,761  
Undocumented Uninsured3,4 121,368  0  
Medicare Aged Population3 491,045  14,251  
Total Population 3,711,817  500,686  
1 Used 2009 PUMS data to obtain American Indian population by market. 
2 Medicaid / CHIP enrollment excludes programs that cover limited services or only provide premium subsidies, such as 


the Sooner Plan and Insure OK.  All members with dual Medicare and Medicaid coverage are shown in the Medicare 
Disabled or Aged counts. 


3 Market includes members over age 65. 
4     Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 


 
The largest concentration of health insurance coverage is from ESI plans, providing health insurance to 
approximately 1.6 million individuals or about 43% of the total population.  These plans include members 
insured by small and large employers through fully insured programs and self-insured large employers 
(more than 100 employees).  We assume that no ESI groups below 100 employees are self-insured.  
Approximately 850,000 Oklahomans receive health insurance through the ESI fully insured market.  
Public programs, consisting of Medicaid, Medicare, TRICARE, and other government programs cover an 
estimated 1.3 million individuals.  The individual health insurance market is the smallest source of health 
insurance coverage, with approximately 182,000 individuals covered by this market.  Based on data 
reported by the carriers, about 124,000 of these individuals have comprehensive individual health 
coverage.  Individual coverage can also include benefit plans that do not provide comprehensive 
insurance coverage, such as mini-med plans, dread disease, and accident policies.  Therefore, the 
estimated number of lives with individual coverage in our report (182,000) may be greater than numbers 
in other publicly reported data.  An estimated 691,000 individuals are uninsured and, of this uninsured 
population, a portion consists of undocumented residents.  We estimated this undocumented uninsured 
population to be about 121,000 individuals.  This population is not eligible for Medicaid under current law 
and will not be eligible for ACA expansions or subsidies in the future.  The remaining uninsured, 570,000 
individuals, represents approximately 15% of the state’s total population.  American Indians make up 
143,000 of this uninsured population. 
 
The American Indian population in Oklahoma is reported at approximately 501,000 in 2010.  One source 
of current health services for this population includes the Indian Health Service.  This program provides 
funding for direct medical services in certain locations.  However, these services are limited in scope and 
funding and individuals relying exclusively on this coverage are considered uninsured in most surveys 
and this analysis. 
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The ACA has a few special provisions related to American Indians. 
 


> Special monthly enrollment periods for American Indians (Sec. 1311(c)(6)(D)). 
 


> No cost sharing for Indians who are below 300% of Federal Poverty Level (Sec. 1402(d)(1)).  
 


> No cost sharing for Indians who obtain health services from an Indian Health Service / Tribe and 
Tribal Organization / Urban Indian Organization (I/T/U) and no deduction in payment to the I/T/U 
(Sec. 1402(d)(2)).  
 


> Members of Indian Tribes are exempt from tax penalty for failure to maintain minimum essential 
coverage (Sec. 1411(b)(5)(A) and Sec. 1501(e)(3))). 
 


> Oral health prevention campaign must be targeted to Indians (Sec. 4102(a)).  
 
Due to these provisions, this population will require some special considerations in the design of the 
OHIM entity. 
 
Table V.2 provides a summary of calendar year 2010 health insurance coverage by age group limiting the 
population to those under age 65.  The total uninsured population (including Undocumented Uninsureds) 
represent almost 22% of the under 65 population.  The 19 and under population has a substantially larger 
proportion of individuals with public program coverage due to Medicaid eligibility income limits being 
significantly higher for children than adults.  In the 20 - 34 age group, almost 34% of individuals are 
uninsured (including those who are undocumented).  This result is a significantly higher rate than the 
35 - 49 and 50 - 64 adult populations which have a 24% uninsured rate.  The high percentage of 
uninsured individuals in the 20 - 34 age group is attributable to several factors, including: 
 


> Lower demand for insurance due to perceived favorable health status (“young invincibles”) 
> Lower level of household income 
> Lower offer rate of ESI coverage relative to older adult populations 
> Higher percentage of undocumented aliens 


 
 


Table V.2 
Oklahoma Department of Health 


Estimated Oklahoma Population Distribution by Type of Insurance Coverage and Age Group 
Non-Aged Population Only (Under Age 65) 


Calendar Year 2010 


Market 
19 and 
Under 20 to 34 35 to 49 50 to 64 Total 


Individual Market 71,490  55,979  27,464  27,282  182,215  
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 90,065  54,059  95,563  94,129  333,816  
ESI - Medium Group (51 to 100 employees) 49,203  30,737  55,756  35,566  171,262  
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 employees) 


l ) 
        


 Fully Insured 110,179  73,079  89,404  72,250  344,912  
Self Insured 195,884  167,076  201,082  171,869  735,911  


Medicaid / CHIP 366,962  57,747  33,785  45,368  503,861  
Other Government Programs** 66,361  54,670  47,263  46,351  214,644  
Uninsured* 127,319  244,287  180,457  138,480  690,541  
Total Non-Aged Population 1,077,462  737,633  730,772  631,295  3,177,162  
* Includes undocumented uninsured who are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansions or subsidies 
** VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled. 
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Table V.3 indicates the distribution by Percent of Federal Poverty Level (FPL) within each market.  
The insured markets contain a greater proportion of higher FPL individuals whereas the uninsured 
population represents a higher portion of the lower income households. 
 


Table V.3 
Oklahoma Department of Health 


Estimated Oklahoma Population Distribution by Type of Insurance Coverage and FPL 
Non-Aged Population Only (Under Age 65) 


Calendar Year 2010 


Market Under 138% 
139% to 


149% 
150% to 


199% 
200% to 


299% 
300% to 


399% Over 400% Total 
Individual Market 11,732  11,285  14,278  33,676  40,513  70,731  182,215  
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 32,128  17,488  26,099  77,528  72,144  108,428  333,816  
ESI - Medium Group (51 to 100 employees) 21,399  6,784  5,609  44,149  37,307  56,015  171,262  
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 


 
            


 Fully Insured 62,385  18,050  21,523  70,193  33,778  138,982  344,912  
Self Insured 97,077  18,375  51,708  122,292  152,012  294,447  735,911  


Medicaid / CHIP 294,363  80,864  128,634  0  0  0  503,861  
Other Government Programs** 39,332  6,446  15,386  35,476  58,181  59,824  214,644  
Uninsured* 249,845  68,570  120,201  143,381  53,983  54,562  690,541  
Total Non-Aged Population 808,261  227,862  383,438  526,695  447,918  782,989  3,177,162  
* Includes undocumented uninsured who are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansions or subsidies. 
** VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled. 


 
Table V.4 summarizes the self-reported average health status and the average age by market.  
By “health status,” we mean the relative gross health care costs expected beyond that which is due 
simply to age.  The health status is derived from self-reported information in the CPS data.  Based on 
comparative health statistics1, we assumed the overall health status in Oklahoma was 25% worse than 
nationwide.  This assumption is reflected as an average health status for the Non-Aged Population 
greater than 1.0.  Comparing the average health status between markets, we see that the uninsured 
market is expected to be relatively less healthy than current private insurance markets.  A large portion of 
the uninsured population will enter either Medicaid or the individual health insurance market through the 
OHIM beginning in 2014.  This migration will materially impact the expected costs and, therefore, the 
premium rates of the Individual market. 
 


Table V.4 
Oklahoma Department of Health 


Estimated Average Age and Health Status of Oklahoma Population by Type of Insurance Coverage 
Non-Aged Population Only (Under Age 65) 


Calendar Year 2010 


Market 
Total 


Population 
Average 


Age 
Reported Average 


Health Status 
Individual Market 182,215  27.4  0.956  
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 333,816  35.6  1.020  
ESI - Medium Group (51 to 100 employees) 171,262  33.6  0.996  
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 employees)       


Fully Insured 344,912  31.5  0.964  
Self Insured 735,911  33.6  0.976  


Medicaid / CHIP 503,861  17.5  1.023  
Other Government Programs ** 214,644  31.4  1.553  
Uninsured* 690,541  34.0  1.053  
Total Non-Aged Population 3,177,162  30.6  1.042  
* Includes undocumented uninsured who are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansions or subsidies. 
**VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled. 


                                                 
1 "2008 State of the State's Health Report", Oklahoma State Department of Health, April 2009. 
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B. INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL GROUP CARRIERS AND RATING PRACTICES 
 
The Individual market in Oklahoma covers about 182,000 lives in 2010.  This market includes a variety of 
policy types and in particular about 60,000 lives are covered by non-comprehensive policies, most likely 
mini-med policies.  These mini-med policies provide limited benefits by restricting the number or types of 
services covered.  The following table summarizes the Individual market for comprehensive medical 
policies as reported in the Supplemental Health Exhibit filed with the NAIC December 31, 2010 Annual 
Statements. 
 


Table V.5 
Oklahoma Department of Health 


Individual Comprehensive Health Insurance Market 
Calendar Year 2010 


Carrier Name 
Number of Covered 


Lives 
Market Share Based on 


Covered Lives 
HCSC Group (BCBS of Oklahoma) 72,255  58.3% 
UnitedHealth Group 16,387  13.2% 
Assurant Inc. Group 10,715  8.6% 
Coventry Corp. Group 5,094  4.1% 
HealthMarkets Group 4,516  3.6% 
Aetna Group 2,922  2.4% 
American Republic Mutual Group 2,406  1.9% 
Oklahoma Health Insurance High Risk Pool1 2,175  1.8% 
Humana, Inc. Group 1,274  1.0% 
American National Financial Group 1,065  0.9% 
New York Life Group 959  0.8% 
American Fidelity Corp. Group 522  0.4% 
CommunityCare Group 481  0.4% 
Westbridge Capital Group 418  0.3% 
State Farm Group 396  0.3% 
Pre-existing Condition Insurance Pool2 380  0.3% 
Centene Corp. Group 378  0.3% 
Geneve Holdings, Inc. Group 276  0.2% 
Metropolitan Group 265  0.2% 
New Era Life Group 234  0.2% 
Prudential of America Group 191  0.2% 
American Community Mutual Insurance 134  0.1% 
Shelter Insurance Group 120  0.1% 
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Michigan Group 96  0.1% 
Houston International Insurance Group 87  0.1% 
General Electric Group 37  0.0% 
Guarantee Trust Group 25  0.0% 
Swiss Reinsurance Group 23  0.0% 
American International Group 18  0.0% 
Harris Insurance Holdings Group 13  0.0% 
Aegon US Holding Group 6  0.0% 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Group 5  0.0% 
Trustmark Insurance Company Group 5  0.0% 
Illinois Mutual Life Insurance Co 2  0.0% 
Wellpoint, Inc. Group 2  0.0% 
CAN Insurance Group 1  0.0% 
Principal Financial Group 0  0.0% 
Total 123,883  100.0% 
1 Most recent enrollment figures for high risk pool are as of year-end 2010. 
2 Most recent enrollment figures for Pre-Existing Condition Insurance Pool are as of June 2011.  
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Almost 60% of the Individual market in Oklahoma is covered by HCSC Group (BCBS of Oklahoma) with 
the next five carriers covering an additional one-third of the market.  Individual insurance does not require 
guarantee issue (i.e., applicants can be declined) and allows several rating factors such as age, gender, 
family size, benefit plan, location, health status, etc.  The Oklahoma Health Insurance High Risk 
Insurance Pool (OHRP) covers about 2,200 lives of individuals who are unable to purchase health 
insurance or obtain coverage for an existing medical condition, who have exhausted their health 
insurance benefits, who have been quoted insurance rates more than the OHRP rate, or otherwise qualify 
under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). 
 
In Oklahoma, the Small Group market is defined as groups with 2 to 50 employees.  Based on the 
Supplemental Health Exhibit filed with the NAIC 2010 Annual Statements, this market covers about 
206,000 lives.  The covered lives reported in this table reflect groups covered by commercial insurers.  
Employer groups, particularly public employers, that secure coverage through non-commercial entities 
such as the Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board (OSEEGIB) will not be 
included in Table V.6 below (since OSEEGIB is not required to submit annual filings to the National 
Association of Insurance Commissioners).  However, these public employers will be counted as ESI for 
the total market by size of employer and thus, will appropriately be reflected in the previous tables based 
on their size.  
 


Table V.6 
Small Group Health Insurance Market – Commercial Insurers 


Calendar Year 2010 
Carrier Name Number of 


C d Li  
Market Share Based 


 C d Li  HCSC Group (BCBS of Oklahoma) 94,554  45.9% 
UnitedHealth Group 27,899  13.5% 
Principal Financial Group 25,849  12.5% 
Aetna Group 22,691  11.0% 
CommunityCare Group 19,132  9.3% 
Coventry Corp. Group 7,996  3.9% 
Assurance, Inc. Group 2,529  1.2% 
Trustmark Insurance Company Group 1,588  0.8% 
Federated Mutual Group 1,143  0.6% 
American Fidelity Corp. Group 1,008  0.5% 
Guarantee Trust Group 877  0.4% 
Munich Re Group 499  0.2% 
Geneve Holdings, Inc. Group 165  0.1% 
Humana, Inc. Group 61  0.0% 
American Republic Mutual Group 24  0.0% 
Best Life and Health Ins Co 11  0.0% 
HealthMarkets Group 4  0.0% 
Total 206,030  100.0% 


 
The Small Group market for employers with 50 or fewer employees is guarantee issue (i.e., all bona fide 
groups must be offered coverage).  The rating factors allowed include age, gender, family size, benefit 
plan, location, and industry.  The health status of the covered lives may be considered in the group rate 
but within an overall limit of +/- 25%.  In this market, HCSC Group covers 46% of the lives while the next 
five carriers cover an additional 50%. 
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The average premium rate varies by market as demonstrated by Table V.7.  For this analysis, we 
included the fully insured medium (51 - 99 employees) and large (100+ employees) group markets for 
additional comparison.  The average 2010 premium per member per month (PMPM) across the top five 
carriers in each market is shown along with the average for HCSC Group and UnitedHealth Group which 
both appear in the top five for all three markets.  These premiums are net of taxes and assessments as 
reported in the 2010 Annual Statement Supplemental Health Exhibits consistent with the premiums to be 
used for minimum medical loss ratio calculations. 
 


Table V.7 
Oklahoma Department of Health 


Health Insurance Premium by Market 
Calendar Year 2010 


    Average 2010 Premium PMPM 


Market 


Average 2010 
Premium PMPM - 


Top 5 in Each 
Market 


HCSC Group 
(BCBS of 


Oklahoma) 
UnitedHealth 


Group 
Individual Market $182 $179  $191  
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 310 322  312  
ESI - Medium and Large Group (more than 50 
employees) - Fully Insured 343 357  331  


 
As this table (which includes only comprehensive plans) shows, the premiums for the individual health 
insurance market are substantially lower than the ESI group markets.  The lower premium costs are 
attributable to the following primary factors: 
 


> Individual insurance policies have higher cost sharing requirements than group products in 
general. 


 
> Individual insurance policies may exclude certain services from coverage, such as maternity 


services that include complications. 
 


> Carriers are not required to issue individual insurance coverage to every applicant; therefore, 
individuals with high-cost health conditions may be prevented from entering the insurance pool 
either through rejection by the carrier or substantial premium loads. 


 
The medium / large group market has higher insurance premiums than the Small Group market.  Large 
groups tend to select richer benefit plans than small groups which results in higher premiums in the Large 
Group market relative to the Small Group market. 
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VI. PROJECTION OF MARKETS AND POPULATIONS UNDER ACA 
 
A. POPULATION PROJECTIONS 


 
In this section, we will address the following topics as they relate to the establishment of the Oklahoma 
Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM):  
 


> “Best estimate scenario” projections of the insurance market. 
> Projected results in a “high take-up” or “low take-up” scenario resulting in higher and lower 


enrollment shifts to OHIM, respectively. 
> Data sources and assumptions underlying these projections. 


  
“Best Estimate Scenario” Projections of the Insurance Market 
 
The projection of enrollment in the OHIM is dependent on two key phases of the ACA (those that occur 
prior to 2014 and are consistent across the three scenarios – “best estimate”, “high take-up”, and “low 
take-up” – and those that occur as of 2014 with the establishment of OHIM which will vary by scenario).  
We modeled the following changes which will be enacted prior to the implementation of OHIM in 2014 but 
will, nevertheless, shape the enrollment and costs of each market when the implementation of OHIM 
takes place:  
 


> Expand coverage of dependents to age 26 regardless of student status. 
 


> Remove lifetime and overall annual maximums in benefit plans. 
 


> Cover preventive care services at 100% in benefit plans. 
 


> Cover all children without considering pre-existing conditions. 
 


> Assume that new taxes on medical device and pharmaceutical manufacturers are passed through 
as additions to medical costs in all markets. 


 
> Assume insurer tax is added to premiums in all insured markets (the insurer tax will not be 


applicable to large group self-insured entities). 
 


> Assume that the Minimum Medical Loss Ratio waiver application is successful (thereby ensuring 
that the Oklahoma insurance market will be subject to modified minimum medical loss ratio 
requirements until 2014). 


 
The following figures compare several rating rules for the Individual and Small Group markets in 
Oklahoma before and after the Affordable Care Act (ACA). 
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Figure VI-1:  Oklahoma individual health insurance market rating rules - Pre- and Post-ACA (2014) 


DESCRIPTION PRE-ACA1 POST-ACA2 
Guaranteed Issue No Yes 


Pre-Existing Condition Limitations 
Yes (maximum look back - 5 years, no limit on 


exclusion period)3, high risk pool exists4 No 
Individual Mandate No Yes 


Subsidies Available Yes - Insure Oklahoma5 Yes 


Health Status Underwriting 
Yes - HMOs must be community rated, but there are 


no HMOs which offer individual insurance in OK No 
Age Rating Yes Yes (3:1 ratio) 
Gender Rating Yes No 
Tobacco Surcharge Yes Yes (1.5:1 ratio) 
State Mandated Benefits Yes6 At State discretion 
Required Essential Benefits No Yes 


Minimum Actuarial Value No7 Yes (60%) 
1. Rating rules for the current Oklahoma ESI-Small Group health insurance market are primarily defined in Oklahoma Title 36, Section 6513. 
2. Rating rules for the Post-ACA Oklahoma individual health insurance market are defined in Section 1201 of the ACA. 
3. See http://www.statehealthfacts.org/profileind.jsp?ind=355&cat=7&rgn=38. 
4. See http://www.ok.gov/oid/Consumers/Buying_Insurance/Oklahoma_Health_Insurance_High_Risk_Pool/. 
5. See http://www.okhca.org/xPolicySection.aspx?id=7018&number=317:45-11-


20.&title=Insure%20Oklahoma%20IP%20eligibility%20requirements 
6. See Oklahoma State Mandated Benefits - http://www.okhealthplans.org/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=B0tKP5Km3cE%3D&tabid=59&mid=466. 
7. Plans have a minimum loss ratio of 60% (see Title 36, Section 6515). 


 
Figure VI-2:  Oklahoma ESI-Small Group health insurance market rating rules - Pre- and Post-ACA (2014) 


DESCRIPTION PRE-ACA1 POST-ACA2 


Guaranteed Issue Yes3 Yes 


Pre-Existing Condition Limitations 
Yes (6 months look back, 12 months maximum 


exclusion)4, high risk pool exists5 No 
Individual Mandate No Yes 
Age Rating Yes Yes (3:1 ratio) 
Gender Rating Yes No 


Tobacco Surcharge 
Yes - This folds into the Health Status Rating 


Limitations Yes (1.5:1 ratio) 


Industry Classification 
Largest factor must not exceed 15% increase over 


lowest factor No 
Health Status Rating Limitation +/- 25% No 
Low Claims Discount No No 


State Mandated Benefits Yes6 At State discretion 


Required Essential Benefits No Yes 


Minimum Actuarial Value No7 Yes (60%) 
1. Rating rules for the current Oklahoma ESI-Small Group health insurance market are defined in Oklahoma Title 36, Section 6515. 
2. Rating rules for the Post-ACA Oklahoma ESI-Small Group health insurance market are defined in Section 1201 of the ACA. 
3. See http://www.statehealthfacts.org/profileind.jsp?rgn=38&cat=7&ind=350. 
4. See Oklahoma Title 36, Section 4502. 
5. See http://www.ok.gov/oid/Consumers/Buying_Insurance/Oklahoma_Health_Insurance_High_Risk_Pool/. 
6. See Oklahoma State Mandated Benefits - http://www.okhealthplans.org/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=B0tKP5Km3cE%3D&tabid=59&mid=466. 
7. Plans have a minimum loss ratio of 60% (see Title 36, Section 6515). 
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After modeling the impact of pre-OHIM changes, we modeled our “best estimate” of the market that would 
evolve upon the implementation of OHIM.  In particular, we modeled the following changes: 
 


> Establishment of separate Individual and Small Group (groups of 50 or fewer employees prior to 
2016 and 100 or fewer employees from 2016 onward) marketplaces as of 2014. 


 
> Establishment of “metal” plans, both inside and outside of the OHIM, which meet actuarial values 


of 60% for bronze plans, 70% for silver plans, 80% for gold plans, and 90% for platinum plans as 
of 2014 (“actuarial value” and “metal plans” are explained later in this document). 


 
> 3-to-1 unisex age-banding when establishing premiums for the non-grandfathered plans, both 


inside and outside of the OHIM. 
 


> Guaranteed issue for all applicants as of 2014. 
 


> Community rating within the individual and Small Group markets as of 2014 (i.e., the end of 
adjusted community rating with +/- 25% rating bands in the Small Group market). 


 
> Continuation of “grandfathered” plan designs for those members enrolled at ACA enactment 


(subject to lapse thereafter). 
 
In addition to the assumptions explained above, we also made the following assumptions when modeling 
the establishment of the OHIM: 
 


> Carrier participation in the OHIM is not mandatory, but a representative group of carriers 
participates inside and outside the marketplace (i.e., there are no noticeable differences in the 
level of medical management, benefit design, administrative load, etc. for carriers participating 
inside / outside the OHIM). 


 
> All insurers that qualify will be allowed to participate in the OHIM. 


 
> Insurers will be allowed to sell insurance, both inside and outside of the OHIM. 


 
> Carriers will offer the same “metal plans” (i.e., platinum, gold, silver, and bronze) inside and 


outside of the OHIM. 
 


> The state will not require coverage of mandated benefits that are in excess of the federally 
defined “essential benefits”. 


 
> There is no Basic Health Plan (described later). 


 
These are assumptions made by Milliman.  We understand that the State of Oklahoma has not yet 
made decisions on important characteristics that will define the Oklahoma OHIM and non-OHIM 
markets. 
 
The ACA applies differently to American Indians and, thus, might cause them to behave differently.  
In particular, the ACA is applied differently to the American Indian population in the following ways: 
 


> The limited “open enrollment” period that applies to most individuals and limits when they can 
enroll in the OHIM does not apply to American Indians. 


 
> American Indians are not subject to the individual mandate which penalizes those who do not 


enroll in coverage as of 2014. 
 


> American Indians are entitled to cost sharing subsidies covering all cost sharing in the OHIM if 
they are below 300% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL). 
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The lack of an individual mandate penalty and unlimited “open enrollment” period might cause American 
Indians not to enroll in the OHIM (or at least to delay enrollment until they need coverage) while the 
option to get coverage without cost sharing might make American Indians more likely to enroll in the 
OHIM.  Since these impacts could move in opposite directions and their magnitudes are as yet unknown, 
we cannot estimate with confidence how OHIM enrollment for the American Indian population would differ 
from the rest of the population.  As such, we have not adjusted the percentage of people moving from the 
uninsured market to the OHIM to reflect the larger American Indian population in Oklahoma than in the 
nation as a whole.  
 
Based on these assumptions, we project the following migration between markets from 2013 to 2014. 
 


Table VI.1 
Oklahoma Department of Health 


Market Migration as of 2014 under Best-Estimate Scenario 
Population Under Age 65 


 Market Changes in 2014 
  


 
Public Programs Employer Sponsored Insurance Individual Uninsured 


Source Market 
Total 


Population 
Medicaid / 


CHIP 


Other 
Government 


Program 
Large Group 
Non-OHIM 


Small  
Group 


(under 50) 
OHIM 


Small  Group 
(under 50) 
Non-OHIM 


Small  Group  
(over 50) 


Non-OHIM OHIM 
Non-
OHIM Uninsured 


Undocu-
mented* 


Uninsured 
Medicaid / CHIP 531,600  528,500  1,500  600 <100  <100  <100  100 <100 700  0  
Other Government 
Programs 206,500  <100  203,400  200 <100  2,400  100  100 200 <100  0  


ESI Large Group 
Non-OHIM 1,103,500  1,600  500  1,090,300 <100  1,300  400  500 500 8,400  0  


ESI Small Group 
(under 50) Non-
OHIM 


317,200  200  100  1,400 5,200  293,800  <100  15,700 100 600  0  


ESI Small Group 
(over 50) Non-
OHIM 


158,800  200  300  500 <100 100  147,700  9,600 <100 300  0  


Individual Market 167,000  <100  <100  700 <100  <100  <100  48,800 117,100 200  0  
Uninsured 493,800  44,100  500  6,200 <100  1,900  1,000  131,900 100 308,100  0  
Undocumented 
Uninsured* 113,800  0  0  0 0  0  0  0 0 0  113,800  


Total Population 3,092,200  574,700  206,400  1,099,900 5,300  299,600  149,400  206,700 118,100 318,300  113,800  
* Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 


 
 
The shifts shown in Table VI.1 above reflect a variety of changes that will occur in 2014.  Those having 
the greatest impact on coverage shifts are: 
 


> Expansion of Medicaid coverage to include all non-aged people up to 138% of FPL, with the 
exception of undocumented immigrants and those lawfully present in the country for less than five 
years.  A significant portion of individuals newly eligible for Medicaid are assumed to participate.  
In particular, we assume that about 22% of those eligible for Medicaid in the Uninsured market 
will enroll in Medicaid in 2014.  Furthermore, we assume that any eligible individuals enrolling in 
the Individual market will apply through the OHIM (in order to receive the subsidies for which they 
qualify) and will then be redirected to the Medicaid market.  We also assume that some people in 
this income range with employer coverage are expected to move to Medicaid, but we assume this 
percentage to be much lower as we expect many qualifying individuals with employer coverage 
will retain their employer coverage. 
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> Individual insurance market rating and underwriting changes that will require individual insurance 
to be guaranteed issue at defined premium rates that cannot vary with an applicant's health 
status (except as indicated by their age and tobacco usage). 


 
> Small group insurance change that eliminates carriers' ability to rate groups up or down by 25% 


around a manual rate, which is commonly done to reflect a group's own claims experience or the 
health status of its participants. 


 
> Availability of premium and cost sharing subsidies for plans sold in the OHIM. 


 
> Penalties for not purchasing qualified benefit plans. 


 
The net effects of these changes are expected to increase insurance coverage by approximately 186,000 
and convince approximately 212,000 people to enroll in the individual or small group OHIM.  
Approximately 132,000 of these people will have been previously uninsured.  The Individual market 
shows about 30% initial migration to the OHIM; some Individual market enrollees will continue coverage 
with their grandfathered plans or will have income levels too high to qualify for subsidies.   
 
In addition to summarizing the migration of individuals from the market to which they belonged in 2013 to 
the market in which they are expected to enroll in 2014, we also summarize the enrollment by market in 
2010, 2014, and 2017.  While we have already provided this information for 2010 and 2014, we feel the 
2017 market summary will be informative as we anticipate most markets will have reached equilibrium 
by 2017.  Please see Table VI.2 below which summarizes enrollment in each market as of 2010, 2014, 
and 2017 for the under age 65 population (while the overall population grows, the under 65 population 
declines). 
 


Table VI.2 
Oklahoma Department of Health 


Best-Estimate Scenario 
Population Under Age 65 


  Year 
  2010 2014 2017 
Market       


Medicaid / CHIP 503,861  574,700  615,300  
Other Government Program 214,644  206,400  206,100  
Large Group Non-OHIM 1,080,823  1,099,900  1,082,300  
Small Group (under 50) OHIM N/A  5,300  16,500  
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 333,816  299,600  214,300  
Small Group (over 50) OHIM N/A  N/A  6,600  
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 171,262  149,400  111,700  
Individual OHIM N/A  206,700  486,500  
Individual Non-OHIM 182,215  118,100  59,700  
Uninsured 569,749  318,300  152,700  
Undocumented Uninsured* 120,792  113,800  108,800  


Total 3,177,162  3,092,200  3,060,500  
* Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 
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Projected Results in a “High Take-up” or “Low Take-up” Scenario Resulting in Higher and Lower 
Enrollment Shifts to OHIM, Respectively 
 
While the previous results demonstrate what we believe to be a best-estimate of the number of people to 
enroll in the OHIM, there are other external factors that could result in greater or lesser enrollment in the 
OHIM in 2014 as well as subsequent years.   
 
If external factors encourage more participation by the uninsured in the markets, a greater percentage of 
individuals would be expected to enroll in OHIM coverage to take advantage of premium and cost sharing 
subsidies by 2014.  Relative to the “best estimate” scenario, we assumed: 
 


> People were more likely to become uninsured prior to 2014,  
 


> Members in the Individual market were more likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards, and  


 
> People in the Uninsured market were more likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 


onwards.   
 
Table VI.3 below summarizes the enrollment in each market in 2010, 2014, and 2017 under the 
“High Take-up” scenario. 
 


Table VI.3 
Oklahoma Department of Health 


High Take-up Scenario 
Population Under Age 65 


  Year 
  2010 2014 2017 
Market       


Medicaid / CHIP 503,861  587,100  631,000  
Other Government Program 214,644  207,600  206,900  
Large Group Non-OHIM 1,080,823  1,093,700  1,062,500  
Small Group (under 50) OHIM N/A  3,900  13,300  
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 333,816  297,400  223,400  
Small Group (over 50) OHIM N/A  N/A  5,200  
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 171,262  147,600  112,100  
Individual OHIM N/A  305,700  542,700  
Individual Non-OHIM 182,215  89,900  37,800  
Uninsured 569,749  244,900  116,500  
Undocumented Uninsured* 120,792  114,400  109,100  


Total 3,177,162  3,092,200  3,060,500  
* Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 


 
If external factors discourage participation by the uninsured in the markets, fewer people may enroll in 
OHIM coverage by 2014.  Relative to the “best estimate” scenario, we assumed: 
 


> People were less likely to become uninsured prior to 2014,  
 


> Members in the Individual market were less likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards, and  


 
> People in the Uninsured market were less likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 


onwards.   
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Table VI.4 below summarizes the enrollment in each market in 2010, 2014, and 2017 under this 
“Low Take-up” scenario. 
 


Table VI.4 
Oklahoma Department of Health 


Low Take-up Scenario 
Population Under Age 65 


  Year 
  2010 2014 2017 
Market       


Medicaid / CHIP 503,861  563,100  594,800  
Other Government Program 214,644  205,600  205,100  
Large Group Non-OHIM 1,080,823  1,105,800  1,099,800  
Small Group (under 50) OHIM N/A  3,600  13,600  
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 333,816  304,000  232,900  
Small Group (over 50) OHIM N/A  N/A  7,900  
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 171,262  151,400  111,300  
Individual OHIM N/A  113,300  351,200  
Individual Non-OHIM 182,215  146,800  100,100  
Uninsured 569,749  385,400  235,700  
Undocumented Uninsured* 120,792  113,200  108,100  


Total 3,177,162  3,092,200  3,060,500  
* Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 


 
Table VI.5 summarizes enrollment in the Uninsured, Individual OHIM, and Medicaid markets in 2010, 
2014, and 2017 for each scenario for comparison.  As we can see from the table below, there are 
approximately 190,000 more people in the Individual OHIM market and 18,000 more people in the 
Medicaid market in the “High Take-up” scenario than the “Low Take-up” scenario as of 2014 (and 
approximately 188,000 more people in the Individual OHIM and 31,000 more people in Medicaid as of 
2017).   
 


Table VI.5 
Oklahoma Department of Health 


Summary of Under 65 Enrollment in Uninsured,  
Individual OHIM, and Medicaid Markets  


For Each Scenario 
    Year 
High Take-up  Scenario 2010 2014 2017 
  Market       
  Medicaid / CHIP 503,861  587,100  631,000  
  Individual OHIM N/A  305,700  542,700  
  Uninsured 1 569,749  244,900  116,500 
  Subtotal 1,073,610  1,137,700  1,290,200  
Best-Estimate Scenario 2010 2014 2017 
  Market       
  Medicaid / CHIP 503,861  574,700 615,300  
  Individual OHIM  N/A  206,700  486,500  
  Uninsured 1 569,749  318,300  152,700  
  Subtotal 1,073,610  1,099,700  1,254,500  
Low Take-up Scenario 2010 2014 2017 
  Market       
  Medicaid / CHIP 503,861  563,100  594,800  
  Individual OHIM   N/A  113,300  351,200  
  Uninsured 1 569,749  385,400  235,700  
  Subtotal 1,073,610  1,061,800  1,181,700  
1 Uninsured Market does not include Undocumented Uninsureds. 
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Data Sources and Assumptions 
 
The Technical Appendix provides information on some of the key data sources, tools, and assumptions 
we used to make the projections.  
 
Some other modeling assumptions included: 
 


> We did not project the impact of risk adjustment among carriers (as discussed in Section VIII B).  
Presumably the risk transfer payments would be designed to be neutral within a market.  The 
results or impact on any specific carrier could be significantly different than our modeling 
indicates. 


 
> We assume all employers with 100 or more employees continue coverage at current levels 


(except for the small percentage of individuals in the Large Group markets who are eligible for 
Medicaid).  We did not model the large employer decision to offer coverage meeting minimum 
requirements or pay the penalties and let employees use the OHIM. 


 
> We assume that State employees will continue to participate in the State employee benefit plan, 


which we modeled as a large employer group.  The education employees, who represent a 
significant portion of the enrollment, can opt out.  In addition, we understand that other members 
of OSEEGIB (Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board) are potentially 
enrolled in small group coverage and that dependents of OSEEGIB enrollees may not be eligible 
and, thus, may be enrolled in Individual insurance or be uninsured.  These small group 
employees and dependents are modeled as members of their respective current markets. 
 


> We assumed that full-time and part-time individuals have similar health statuses and that their 
work statuses will not change. 


 
> We assumed a significant portion of uninsured members with incomes below 138% of FPL will 


move to the Medicaid market.  
 


B. IMPACT ON PREMIUMS AND BENEFITS FOR INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL GROUP HEALTH 
INSURANCE MARKETS (INSIDE AND OUTSIDE MARKETPLACE) 


 
Individual Market 
 
Introduction of the OHIM will impact the Individual market significantly, even beyond the impact of the 
non-OHIM ACA provisions described previously.  The Individual market will experience additional growth 
in 2014 due to the availability of premium and cost sharing subsidies for policies purchased through the 
OHIM.  Other factors that will apply equally inside and outside the OHIM include the individual mandate, 
guaranteed issue, elimination of pre-existing condition limits, and rating changes.  
 
We made the following assumptions to determine whether people eligible for the individual OHIM will 
enroll: 
 


> All undocumented uninsured people remain uninsured. 
 
> A significant portion of documented uninsured people with household incomes at 138% of FPL 


and below will enter the Medicaid market.  Documented aliens with less than five years residence 
are not eligible for Medicaid.  


 
> Remaining documented uninsured people will choose between the individual OHIM and 


non-OHIM markets based on their health status (expected health claims), expected subsidies 
(both for premium and cost sharing subsidies), and relative premium rates and premium rate 
changes.  Some people will choose to continue being uninsured. 
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> Carriers are assumed to attract members based on their premium rate levels.  We assumed all 


carriers would offer the “metal” plan levels (bronze through platinum), both inside and outside the 
OHIM. 


 
> Plans in existence as of March 2010 are grandfathered.  Insurers will continue to maintain these 


plans, but members will make choices to potentially move to new plans if it is economically 
favorable to do so. 


 
> Claim costs reflect the health status of the members in each market and benefit designs 


available.  Prior to enrolling in healthcare coverage, uninsured people at the lowest income levels 
have the lowest healthcare expenditures.  Once those people have insurance and have reduced 
financial barriers to care, we assume that their utilization of services will increase to levels more 
typical of someone with insurance. 
 


Observations about member movement, medical costs, and premiums for the Individual market and 
OHIM are: 
 


> Approximately 65% of the OHIM membership will come from the previously uninsured population.  
However, not all of those who are currently uninsured are assumed to select some type of 
coverage.  Given the level of the individual mandate penalty relative to the cost of insurance and 
the ability of members to move freely into and out of markets due to guarantee issue 
requirements, some people will consider it financially advantageous to continue being uninsured. 
 


> The uninsured entering the OHIM are projected to be less healthy than current individual plan 
enrollees.  We also assumed that the previously uninsured will increase their demand for services 
for the first year in which coverage is available.  The expected costs for this population reflects 
typical insured usage of services, their relative health status and additional pent-up demand in the 
first year of coverage.  After the first year, their costs will return to otherwise normal insured 
usage levels, however still reflecting their health status. 


 
> Some of the metal plans required by ACA (i.e., bronze, silver, gold, and platinum) provide richer 


benefits than the average plans in the current market.  In the current Individual market, we 
estimated the average actuarial value of net benefit costs as a percent of gross medical costs is 
approximately 67% in 2010.  The metal plans offered under ACA range from 60% for bronze to 
90% for platinum and thus the average will likely be richer than plan designs offered in the 
non-OHIM market.  We project an actuarial value of 71% or higher in the Individual OHIM market.  


 
Ultimately, the movement of uninsured individuals (who traditionally have a less favorable health status 
than insured individuals with similar risk characteristics) into the individual OHIM will result in an overall 
increase in the relative health status (and thus, average gross medical costs per member per year 
(PMPY)) in the individual OHIM than the individual non-OHIM.  Table VI.6 on the following page 
demonstrates the disparity in health status and gross medical costs between these markets in 2010, 
2014, and 2017. 
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Table VI.6 
Oklahoma Department of Health 


Health Status and Gross Medical Cost PMPY for Individual OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets  
(Under Age 65) for Each Scenario 


 Year 
High Take-up Scenario 2010 2014 2017 


Market         
Individual OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A  $6,702  $7,852  
Individual Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 2,690  4,297  4,851  
Composite  $2,690  $6,156  $7,657  
     
Individual OHIM Health Status N/A  1.085  1.012  
Individual Non-OHIM Health Status 0.955  0.909  0.770  
Composite  0.955  1.045  0.996  


     Best-Estimate Scenario        
Market         
Individual OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A  $6,760  $8,094  
Individual Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 2,690  4,422  5,235  
Composite  $2,690  $5,910  $7,782  
         
Individual OHIM Health Status N/A  1.098  1.028  
Individual Non-OHIM Health Status 0.955  0.933  0.816  
Composite  0.955  1.038  1.005  
         Low Take-Up Scenario        


Market         
Individual OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A  $6,578  $8,345  
Individual Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 2,690  4,452  5,787  
Composite   $2,690  $5,378  $7,777  
  
  


        
Individual OHIM Health Status N/A  1.071  1.041  
Individual Non-OHIM Health Status 0.955  0.928  0.867  
Composite   0.955  0.990  1.002  


 
Small Group Market 
 
Unlike the Individual market, the Small Group market will be less affected by the presence of the OHIM.  
Table VI.7 below shows the projected health status / gross medical cost PMPY for these markets in 2010, 
2014, and 2017.  Some observations on the small group projections are: 
 


> Small Group participation in the OHIM is projected to be relatively low, less than 7% of the total 
Small Group market.  Generally, small groups have less incentive to participate in a 
“marketplace” than do individuals, since no direct individual subsidies are broadly available.  
However, some small group employers will be eligible for tax credits if they continue providing 
coverage.  Tax credits are available starting in 2011.  However, starting in 2014, these tax credits 
will only be available on insurance purchased in the OHIM and only for two consecutive tax years.  
As such, there is a modest incentive for employers to enroll their employees in the OHIM. 


 
> Our projections show the net change in Small Group market participants.  Some employers will 


enter the market due to their premium rate options being lower, availability of tax credits, and due 
to penalties for not providing coverage.  Other employer groups will choose to exit the market, 
primarily due to increases in their premium rates.  Since penalties for not providing coverage only 
apply to employers having 50 or more employees, many employers in the Small Group market 
will make their decisions entirely on premium rate. 
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> The current market already requires guaranteed issue for small groups, but the new rating 


restrictions on age and health status will result in premium rate changes for specific groups.  
The changes will probably not encourage additional employers to enter the market. 


 
> Current benefit levels in the Small Group markets already offer a broad range of lean to rich plans 


that are similar to the “metal” plans.  Therefore, benefit design alone will likely not provide 
significant incentive to enter the small group OHIM market.  


 
> If employee contributions, including dependent coverage, exceed 9.5% of household income for 


families at less than 400% of FPL, the employees and dependents will be eligible for the premium 
subsidies in the individual OHIM.  This opportunity could result in lower participation in small 
group coverage over time as small group enrollees could migrate to the individual OHIM. 
 


> We project that the small group OHIM will have premium rates consistent with the non-OHIM 
market.  Therefore, unless the OHIM can offer some administrative advantages to employers or 
producers, such as facilitating employee choice among benefit plan tiers, enrollment may be 
limited. 
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Table VI.7 


Oklahoma Department of Health 
Health Status and Gross Medical Cost PMPY for  


Small Group OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets (Under Age 65)  
For Each Scenario 


   Year 
High Take-up Scenario   2010 2014 2017 
 Market         
 Small Group (under 50) OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A  $5,440  $5,934  
 Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,381  4,700  6,142  
 Small Group (over 50) OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A  N/A  8,870  
 Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,707  5,725  8,446  
 Composite   $3,492  $5,043  $6,904  
           
 Small Group (under 50) OHIM Health Status N/A  1.017  0.940  
 Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM Health Status 1.020  0.976  0.971  
 Small Group (over 50) OHIM Health Status N/A  N/A  1.060  
 Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM Health Status 0.996  0.979  0.982  
 Composite   1.012  0.977  0.974  
           
Best-Estimate Scenario         
 Market         
 Small Group (under 50) OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A  $4,595  $6,147  
 Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,381  4,697  5,966  
 Small Group (over 50) OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A  N/A  8,585  
 Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,707  5,758  8,468  
 Composite   $3,492  $5,045  $6,825  
           
 Small Group (under 50) OHIM Health Status N/A  0.988  0.994  
 Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM Health Status 1.020  0.973  0.953  
 Small Group (over 50) OHIM Health Status N/A  N/A  0.972  
 Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM Health Status 0.996  0.972  0.973  
 Composite   1.012  0.973  0.962  
           
Low Take-up Scenario         
 Market         
 Small Group (under 50) OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A  $4,274  $6,249  
 Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,381  4,679  6,064  
 Small Group (over 50) OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A  N/A  8,055  
 Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,707  5,736  8,538  
 Composite   $3,492  $5,024  $6,867  
           
 Small Group (under 50) OHIM Health Status N/A  0.937  0.937  
 Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM Health Status 1.020  0.970  0.963  
 Small Group (over 50) OHIM Health Status N/A  N/A  0.929  
 Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM Health Status 0.996  0.967  0.983  
 Composite   1.012  0.969  0.968  
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C. POTENTIAL PREMIUM AND COST SHARING SUBSIDIES 
 
Members who enroll in the individual OHIM and are under 400% of the Federal Poverty Level are eligible 
for premium and cost sharing subsidies.  Table VI.8 below summarizes the 2014 and 2017 distribution of 
members by income level for those who enroll in the Individual OHIM, the Individual non-OHIM, and the 
Individual market as a whole.  As we can see, approximately 86% of Individual OHIM enrollees will qualify 
for some level of subsidy in 2014. 
 


Table VI.8 
Oklahoma Department of Health 
Enrollment by Income Level for  


Individual OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets (Under Age 65)  
Best-Estimate Scenario 


  2014 2017 


  
Individual 


OHIM 
Individual  
Non-OHIM Composite 


Individual  
OHIM 


Individual  
Non-OHIM Total 


FPL Level             
Under 138% 3,400  9,900  13,300  16,100  10,000  26,100  
138% to 149% 15,300  6,300  21,600  43,900  3,000  46,900  
150% to 199% 53,300  5,600  58,900  91,900  1,400  93,300  
200% to 299% 74,200  15,500  89,700  146,600  4,300  150,900  
300% to 399% 32,400  25,200  57,600  90,100  8,900  99,000  
Over 400%  28,200  55,600  83,800  97,900  32,100  130,000  
Total 206,800  118,100  324,900  486,500  59,700  546,200  


 
Table VI.9 below summarizes the average total subsidy PMPY for enrollees in the individual OHIM in 
2014 and 2017.  In addition, the summary divides the total subsidy PMPY into the premium subsidy and 
cost sharing subsidy for each group.   
 


Table VI.9 
Oklahoma Department of Health 


Subsidies (Total, Premium, and Cost Sharing) PMPY for Individual OHIM Market 
Best-Estimate Scenario 


  Year 
  2014 2017 
Type of Subsidy     
Total Subsidy $1,794  $4,392  
Premium Subsidy 1,509  3,868  
Cost Sharing Subsidy 286  524  


 
An important consideration when evaluating the impact of the subsidies on enrollees is not just how 
available subsidies will impact the behaviors of members at different income levels, but also of members 
in different age brackets.  Table VI.10 on the following page summarizes the gross medical costs PMPY 
for each age bracket in 2014.  As we can see, costs at the oldest age bracket under 65 are about 3.5 to 5 
times those of the lowest adult age bracket.  As such, the limit on age rating for premiums (3:1 ratio) will 
create indirect premium subsidies and make the direct subsidies more valuable at higher ages than at 
lower ages which could result in disproportionately older enrollment in the OHIM. 
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Table VI.10 


Oklahoma Department of Health 
Gross Medical Cost PMPY by Age Bucket for  


Individual OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets in 2014 
Best-Estimate Scenario 


  2014 
  Individual OHIM Individual Non-OHIM Composite 
Age Bucket       


Up to 19 $2,202  $2,426  $2,299  
20-29 3,863  3,510  3,695  
30-39 5,507  3,705  4,838  
40-49 7,262  5,493  6,932  
50-59 11,432  7,960  10,457  
60-64 16,565  13,563  15,743  


Total $6,760  $4,422  $5,910  
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VII. ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS 
 
A. MERGE SMALL GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL RISK POOLS 
 
Table VII.1 summarizes the impacts on enrollment and average health status of merging the Individual 
and Small Group risk pools.  As previously discussed, due to differences in the health status of the 
average individual and small group members projected in 2014 and beyond, merging the markets would 
likely result in higher premium rates for small group members and lower premium rates for individual 
members.  The impact would be the greatest for small groups, causing some of them to drop coverage. 
 


Table VII.1 
Oklahoma Department of Health 


Summary of Enrollment and Health Status in  
Individual and Small Group OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets (Under Age 65) 


Best-Estimate Scenario 
    Year 
Enrollment 2014 2017 
  Market     
  Individual OHIM 206,700  486,500  
  Individual Non-OHIM 118,100  59,700  
  Total 324,800  546,200  
        
  Small Group (under 50) OHIM 5,300  16,500  
  Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 299,600  214,300  
  Small Group (over 50) OHIM N/A 6,600  
  Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 149,400  111,700  
  Total 454,300  349,100  
        
  Composite of Individual and Small Group Markets 779,100  895,300  
        
Health Status 2014 2017 
  Market     
  Individual OHIM 1.098  1.028  
  Individual Non-OHIM 0.933  0.816  
  Composite 1.038  1.005  
        
  Small Group (under 50) OHIM 0.988  0.994  
  Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 0.973  0.953  
  Small Group (over 50) OHIM   N/A 0.972  
  Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 0.972  0.973  
  Composite 0.973  0.962  
        
  Composite of Individual and Small Group Markets 1.000  0.988  
  
The decision of whether to merge the markets will also affect carriers, but the effects would be different 
for each carrier, depending on their mix of members by market and the risk profiles of those members.  
For example, given that the health status factor of an average individual market member is expected to 
be higher (i.e., higher cost) than that of the average small group member, a carrier having only small 
group business and no individual business would gain some premium rate advantage if the Individual and 
Small Group risk pools were merged.  That carrier’s premium rates would be unaffected by the merger, 
but competitors having both Individual and Small Group business might have to increase their small 
group premium rates. 
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In addition to the key differences highlighted above between the new Individual market and the new Small 
Group market, there are other considerations which are highlighted in more detail below:  
 
Reasons to Keep the Pools Separate 
 


> Consistent with current market structure. 
> Keeping them separate, at least in the short term, might make it easier for carriers and the state 


to focus on other market changes. 
> Keeping them separate would avoid subsidies between the Individual and Small Group markets. 


 
Reasons to Merge the Pools 
 


> It creates a larger risk pool which may increase rate stability in the long term. 
> It might result in premium rates that are considered more equitable between Individual and Small 


Group markets, especially important if consumers are moving between these markets frequently. 
> To consumers, individual and small group products could still be presented as different products, 


as they are now. 
> Premium rates could still be adjusted to reflect administration cost differences or commission rate 


differences between individual and small group products. 
 


Based on the above considerations, it is important to note that Oklahoma could also consider phasing in 
the merging of the Individual and Small Group risk pools over a period of years, which would give carriers 
more time to react to the changing market. 
 
B. BASIC HEALTH PLAN OPTION 
 
This section provides discussion of considerations regarding the Basic Health Plan.  The Oklahoma 
Department of Health will need to evaluate the Basic Health Plan option in the context of its current and 
future expanded Medicaid and CHIP programs and other State priorities to develop a coordinated health 
care system for the population under 200% of FPL.  However, in our modeling we have assumed that the 
State does not establish a Basic Health Plan. 
 
Our discussion covers the following issues related to the Basic Health Plan option: 
 


> Potential Basic Health Plan population in Oklahoma 
> Design flexibility 
> Funding of the Basic Health Plan 
> Pros and cons of implementing a Basic Health Plan 


 
This report is not a comprehensive examination of the Basic Health Plan option.  Such a review would 
need to be done in cooperation with the Oklahoma Medicaid authorities. 
 
Potential Basic Health Plan Population 
 
The ACA allows states to create a Basic Health Plan for residents under 200% of FPL who are not 
eligible for Medicaid and lack affordable access to comprehensive employer-based coverage.  
The population eligible to enroll in the Basic Health Plan includes two groups, both of which are eligible 
for federal premium tax credits: 
 


1. Adults with incomes from 138% - 200% of FPL 
2. Lawfully present immigrants below 138% of FPL who are ineligible for Medicaid 
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If Oklahoma implements a Basic Health Plan, the eligible population must obtain coverage through the 
Basic Health Plan.  Eligible individuals would not be able to purchase coverage through the OHIM.  
If Oklahoma does not opt to implement the Basic Health Plan, this population would be eligible for 
subsidized OHIM coverage starting in 2014. 
 
We identified the target population for the Basic Health Plan in Oklahoma by identifying adults with 
incomes between 138% and 200% of FPL who are expected to enroll in the OHIM, or remain uninsured. 
Table VII.2 below shows our estimate of the eligible population by age group in 2014. 
 


Table VII.2 
Oklahoma Department of Health 


Enrollment by Age Bucket in the 138% to 200% Income Level (Under Age 65) 
Best-Estimate Scenario 


  2014 
  Individual OHIM Uninsured 1 Total 
Age Bucket       


Up to 19 13,700  22,600  36,300  
20-29 11,000  13,700  24,700  
30-39 13,500  19,100  32,600  
40-49 9,400  11,500  20,900  
50-59 16,900  13,400  30,300  
60-64 4,100  3,300  7,400  


Total 68,600  83,600  152,200  
1 Uninsured Market does not include Undocumented Uninsureds. 


 
Basic Health Plan Design Flexibility 
 
States will have some flexibility regarding the premiums and benefits offered in the Basic Health Plan 
within the following constraints: 
 


> The Basic Health Plan must provide at least the essential benefit package. 
 


> Member premiums can be no more than what individuals would have paid in the OHIM. 
 


> Member out-of-pocket cost sharing can be no more than what an individual would have paid in 
the OHIM. 
 


> Plans may be offered by licensed HMOs, insurers, or networks of providers (such as an 
Accountable Care Organization). 
 


> A minimum medical loss ratio standard of 85% will be applied to Basic Health Plan insurers. 
 
States can design aspects of the Basic Health Plan to address the needs of the 138% - 200% of FPL 
population, which may be different than the needs of the rest of the population eligible to purchase 
coverage through the OHIM.  Examples of issues to address through program design include: 
 


> Affordability of coverage can be enhanced by leveraging Medicaid provider and managed care 
contracts. 
 


> Continuity of coverage for individuals and families moving between Medicaid, CHIP, and the 
Basic Health Plan. 


 
> Delivery system continuity related to access to care and provider networks. 
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Basic Health Plan design decisions must be made with the Oklahoma Medicaid authority and consider 
Oklahoma’s existing Medicaid and CHIP programs in order to develop a coordinated healthcare system 
for the 138% - 200% of FPL population.  Such decisions include: 
 


> Whether to contract with managed care organizations.  
 
> Identifying provider networks to use for the Basic Health Plan. 


 
> Identifying the proper member cost sharing in the Basic Health Plan compared to coverage 


available through the OHIM, CHIP, and Medicaid. 
 


> Coordinating with the CHIP program.  
 


Funding of the Basic Health Plan 
 
Funding for coverage under the Basic Health Plan would come from the following sources: 
 


> States would receive funding from the federal government equal to 95% of the federal subsidies 
that the enrolled population would have received if enrolled in the OHIM.  Subsidies will be 
adjusted for differences in age, income, health status, and geographic distributions to reflect the 
acuity of the Basic Health Plan population. 


 
> Member premiums as determined by the state. 


 
We estimated the federal subsidy per individual in the target population for a Basic Health Plan (adults 
expected to enroll in the OHIM with incomes from 138% to 200% of FPL).  Table VII.3 below shows the 
estimated annual federal subsidy per individual by age group in 2014.  The estimates assume each 
individual is enrolled for 12 months in each year. 
 


Table VII.3 
Oklahoma Department of Health 


Total Subsidy PMPY (138%-200% Income Level) for  
Individual OHIM Market 
Best-Estimate Scenario 


  2014 
Age Bucket   


Up to 19 $488  
20 - 29 1,701  
30 - 39 2,452  
40 - 49 3,134  
50 - 59 4,014  
60 - 64 5,407  


Composite $2,594  
 
Oklahoma would receive 95% of these average subsidies to fund the Basic Health Plan.  If the entire 
eligible population enrolls in the Basic Health Plan, we estimate the potential federal funding for 2014 
would be approximately $375.4 million (152,200 x $2,596 x 95%). 
 
To the extent that the federal subsidies collected by the State of Oklahoma are in excess of the cost to 
provide coverage through the Basic Health Plan, the ACA requires states to reduce member premiums, 
reduce member cost sharing, and / or provide additional benefits compared to coverage available in the 
OHIM.  The reduced member costs and / or enhanced benefits under the Basic Health Plan would ease 
the transition from full Medicaid coverage to leaner commercial coverage for enrollees whose income 
level changes their eligibility. 
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Many people in the industry assume that states could provide coverage through the Basic Health Plan for 
a lower cost than options available through the OHIM for the following reasons: 
 


> States may use their existing Medicaid delivery system for the Basic Health Plan.  Using the 
same delivery system would take advantage of existing Medicaid managed care programs and 
Medicaid provider reimbursement. 


 
> Medicaid provider reimbursement is lower than commercial provider reimbursement. 


 
We have not tested the validity of these assumptions in Oklahoma.  The financial impact of the Basic 
Health Plan would need to consider the Medicaid programs in Oklahoma and changes to any 
state-financed programs that currently provide assistance to this population.  
 
Pros and Cons of Offering a Basic Health Plan 
 
Some pros and cons of offering a Basic Health Plan are listed below. Note that CMS has not issued 
regulations governing the Basic Health Plan option, so the pros and cons could change. 
 
Pros 
 


> The state may be able to offer more affordable coverage than is available in the OHIM due to 
leveraging existing Medicaid provider agreements, although this conclusion should be validated 
by more detailed analysis. 


 
> The Basic Health Plan will likely be able to offer more comprehensive coverage to participants 


than is available in the OHIM. 
 


> States can end optional adult Medicaid coverage over 138% of FPL (e.g., the Pregnant Women 
population), while still providing a more affordable form of coverage compared to the coverage 
available in the OHIM. 


 
Cons 
 


> Fiscal advantages rely on continued federal support. 
 
> The state would take on the pricing risk of the Basic Health Plan, so it would need to be confident 


that the federal subsidies would cover the cost to provide care and administer the program on an 
ongoing basis. 


 
> The Basic Health Plan removes a portion of the potential OHIM population, which may have an 


influence on the operation of the OHIM. 
 


> The Basic Health Plan creates an additional state administration burden. 
 


> Access to providers and multiple insurers will likely be greater for consumers in the OHIM. 
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VIII. DISCUSSION OF KEY ACA-COMPLIANCE ISSUES 
 


A. INFLUENCING MARKETPLACE PARTICIPATION FOR INSURERS AND CONSUMERS 
 
In this section, we discuss two major components of OHIM participation: 
 


> Factors influencing the level of insurer participation  
> Factors influencing the level of consumer participation  


 
Influencing the Level of Insurer Participation 
 
Whether or not the majority of insurers participate in the OHIM will determine whether the OHIM will be a 
significant player in facilitating health insurance coverage or limited to being the mechanism for the 
low-income population to utilize subsidies.  As such, the most significant decision Oklahoma must make is 
to determine the breadth of the OHIM and its potential to attract nonsubsidized consumers.  It will be less 
important for consumers who qualify for subsidies, since the subsidies will only apply to plans sold 
through the OHIM. 
 
For our modeling shown in previous sections of this study (wherein insurer participation was not required 
but was nevertheless prevalent) and the discussion in this section, we assumed that most insurers would 
participate voluntarily in both the Individual and Small Group OHIM markets.  
 
We have further assumed that Oklahoma will continue to permit purchasing of individual and small group 
insurance outside the OHIM.  
 
However, voluntary insurer participation in the OHIM is in no way guaranteed.  One way to ensure 
participation in the OHIM by several insurers would be by imposing requirements such as: 
 


> Direct requirement to participate in the OHIM by all insurers selling individual and / or small group 
policies in the state, 


 
> Only allowing participation in the non-OHIM market if insurers offer products in the OHIM, or 


 
> Eliminating the non-OHIM market altogether. 


 
If insurer participation in the OHIM is mandatory / strongly encouraged, then: 


 
> Some insurers might choose to exit the Oklahoma individual or Small Group markets rather than 


participate in the OHIM.  It seems unlikely that the insurers which currently have a significant 
volume of individual and small group business in Oklahoma would choose that option.  However, 
smaller insurers, or insurers having a relatively small volume of individual and small group 
business in Oklahoma, might seriously consider exiting the market if they feel like that they 
cannot compete in a more commoditized market where less value is placed on service, flexibility, 
or other areas where they might currently fill a need.  Also, for insurers offering benefit levels that 
do not comply with ACA requirements (e.g., very high deductible plans), they might exit the 
Individual and Small Group markets to avoid compliance with these plan elements.  It is likely that 
the total number of insurers offering individual and small group business in Oklahoma would 
shrink below current levels. 


 
> The number of insurers and members in the OHIM could be higher than if participation was not 


mandatory. 
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> Insurer participation in the OHIM would be accelerated.  If participation in the OHIM is voluntary, 
some insurers might take a “wait and see” approach, staying out of the OHIM during the initial 
years. 


 
> Some small insurers might elect to go out of business if they determine that the investment 


required or the risk associated with participating in the OHIM is prohibitive. 
 


> In addition, there are non-insurer entities, such as associations or small employer trusts, which 
might be affected by the changing market, creating additional disruption in the insurance market. 


 
> OSEEGIB, the Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board, will also need 


to consider the revised market.  While the majority of the members covered by OSEEGIB are in 
one large group representing the State employees, OSEEGIB also currently markets coverage to 
other, smaller public entities.  Changes to the Small Group market will likely influence which 
groups seek coverage with OSEEGIB. 


 
> Adverse selection risk among insurers may be less.  There is some concern that the OHIM 


population will be less healthy than the non-OHIM insured population.  For example, on 
January 1, 2014, the Oklahoma high risk pool and the Pre-Existing Condition Insurance 
Pool (PCIP) will both cease covering people, and all of those people will likely seek individual 
insurance in the OHIM.  They tend to be very high cost individuals.  Additionally, an analysis of 
Medicaid expansion in other states showed that uninsured individuals (those who will be attracted 
to the OHIM) have higher morbidity than the currently insured population and that uninsureds 
demonstrate pent-up demand when coverage is made available to them.  All of these effects will 
tend to result in higher average costs for OHIM enrollees.  Insurers may recognize this and avoid 
participating in the OHIM (at least initially) to maintain a healthier block of business.  This action 
may cost the insurers membership in the first few years, but that membership could be regained if 
insurers outside the OHIM can offer less expensive coverage by avoiding the adverse selection 
that came with early participation in the OHIM.  If insurer participation in the OHIM was 
mandatory starting January 1, 2014, then all insurers would be likely to enroll some of the higher 
cost members.  Risk adjustment can be used to help reallocate revenue to insurers with the most 
morbid members, but risk adjustment is unlikely to compensate perfectly for all morbidity 
differences. 


 
> If the number of insurers participating in the OHIM is higher, then consumers will have more 


choice and competition will be more robust.  This result may be particularly important for 
consumers who live in rural areas where the number of insurers offering coverage may be fewer.  
Increased competition may also help keep premium rates lower. 
 


As part of this project, we spoke with some insurers selling policies in the Individual and Small Group 
markets in Oklahoma.  They indicated several OHIM characteristics that would encourage them to 
consider participation. 
 


> Of particular concern was the need for a level playing field, making sure that rules and 
requirements for plans in and out of the OHIM were similar to avoid pricing or selection 
advantages. 


 
> Addressing risk selection would also improve participation, as through the use of risk adjustment 


and limited enrollment periods. 
 


> Avoiding duplicated administrative efforts to control the administrative costs of the OHIM.  
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Influencing the Level of Consumer Participation 
 
Consumer participation in the OHIM will also vary depending upon various market and economic forces.  
For individuals eligible for premium and cost sharing subsidies, buying coverage through the OHIM will 
likely be an easy decision.  For non-subsidized individuals and small groups, the OHIM will need to 
present viable insurance options to attract consumers. 
 
Maximizing consumer enrollment in the OHIM might create a more robust OHIM market, minimize 
adverse selection, spread OHIM administration expenses over more people, and possibly influence 
overall premium levels.  Some constituencies might, however, prefer that OHIM enrollment be moderated. 
 
If Oklahoma wants to maximize OHIM enrollment, then they might consider doing the following: 
 


> Require all health insurance to be sold only in the OHIM. 
 


> Require insurer participation in the OHIM (which we note above would likely attract more 
non-subsidized members to the OHIM). 
 


> Allow groups of 51 to 100 employees to participate in the OHIM starting in 2014.  Oklahoma has 
the option to do this in 2014 and 2015, and is then required to do it in 2016 and beyond. 
 


> Make enrollment as easy as possible. 
 


> Provide value-added services to consumers and employers. 
 


> Use significant advertising to promote the OHIM. 
 


> Promote consumer and navigator education. 
 


> Communicate with employers who may wish to help educate their employees about the OHIM as 
an alternative to employer coverage. 
 


> Avoid setting up a Basic Health Plan, since those enrollees would then not be a part of the OHIM 
and its risk pool. 


 
Ultimately, expanding consumer and insurer participation in the OHIM maximizes the size of the risk pool 
and thus, can help mitigate adverse selection, but not without placing a burden on some constituencies, 
either through increased regulation or restricted choices. 
 
B. CONTROLLING SELECTION ISSUES 
 
The state will need to consider mechanisms to mitigate adverse selection between the OHIM and the 
non-OHIM markets, and among carriers within the OHIM.  Allowing adverse selection to take hold could 
quickly reduce the number of carriers and consumers that choose to participate in the OHIM.  Adverse 
selection is an issue that underlies many of the design and operational decisions Oklahoma will make in 
setting up and running the OHIM.  In this section we discuss the following:  
 


> Federal requirements that will help control adverse selection against the OHIM. 
 


> Federal requirements that help control adverse selection among carriers. 
 


> Risk adjustment – protecting carriers from adverse selection. 
 


> State opportunities to help control adverse selection against the OHIM.  
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Federal Requirements that Help Control Adverse Selection Against the OHIM 
 
As described below, the ACA included some provisions that will automatically help protect state 
marketplaces against adverse selection. 
 


1. Enrollment:  One of the most important ways the ACA controls adverse selection against the 
OHIM is by encouraging enrollment.  It does this in several ways.  The first is through the 
individual mandate.  Requiring all individuals to be covered will bring more people into the market, 
although they may still buy their coverage outside the OHIM.  Second, the ACA makes premium 
subsidies and cost sharing subsidies available to lower income individuals who enroll in OHIM 
plans.  Finally, the ACA makes temporary tax credits available to small businesses which 
participate in the OHIM. 


 
2. Plan Designs and Pricing:  The ACA has plan design and pricing rules that will mitigate adverse 


selection because they apply to plans both inside and outside the OHIM.  Some examples 
include: 


 
> Prohibitions on lifetime and annual benefit limits, and on pre-existing condition exclusions. 


 
> Essential benefits are required to be covered for all individual and small group plans, inside 


and outside the OHIM, unless grandfathered. 
 


> Limits on out-of-pocket costs. 
 


> Premium rates must be based on adjusted community rating rules (health status adjustment 
can only be based on age and smoking status). 
 


> Qualified health plans must have the same pricing whether sold in or out of the OHIM. 
 


> Premium rates must be based on the combined experience of OHIM and non-OHIM 
business. 


 
Federal Requirements that Help Control Adverse Selection Among Carriers  
 
The ACA also includes three risk management tools / programs that can mitigate the effects of adverse 
selection among carriers.  The first and third programs will apply to all carriers regardless of whether they 
sell policies within the OHIM.  The second program is available to qualified health plans within the OHIM.  
The first two are transitional programs and the third is permanent.  They are: 
 


1. Transitional Reinsurance Program, Years 2014 - 2016:  The reinsurance program provides 
carriers with protection against very high cost members.  This program is designed to protect 
individual plans in the OHIM in the early years from 2014 through 2016, before the individual 
mandate is fully implemented. 


 
2. Risk Corridor Program, Years 2014 - 2016:  The risk corridor program provides carriers with 


protection against total claims across all members being higher than expected.  A carrier will 
receive payments if their cost-to-premium ratio is greater than 103% and make payments if the 
cost-to-premium ratio is less than 97%. 


 
3. Risk Adjustment, Years 2014+:  Under this program, plans with healthier participants will 


subsidize plans with less healthy participants.  Carriers will set premium rates based on plan 
design and community rating, and risk adjustment payments will compensate for health status 
differences not fully reflected in the premium rates. 
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Risk Adjustment – Protecting Carriers from Adverse Selection 
 
In a perfect risk adjustment system, there might be no reason for a carrier to care about the health status 
of the members they enroll.  In reality, carriers will probably have some incentive to enroll members who 
are “better risks.”  Better risk members are those for whom the required adjusted community rating 
process over-estimates their expected costs, due to the inherently imperfect predictive ability of the rating 
system.  For example, a rating system might produce a premium rate for an average person aged 40 - 44.  
However, within the total population of people aged 40 - 44 there is a broad distribution of health statuses 
and, therefore, a broad distribution of expected claim costs.  The better risks are those people whose 
expected costs fall below the average for all people aged 40 - 44.  For those people, a premium rate that 
is based on the average should provide more revenue than is needed to cover the costs of these 
individuals. 
 
The ACA requires implementation of risk adjustment to shift money from carriers who enroll more of these 
better risk people to carriers that enroll fewer such people.  However, that risk adjustment process is 
unlikely to be perfect and will, therefore, not completely eliminate the incentive for carriers to enroll as 
many people with better risks as possible.  Furthermore, if the risk adjustment system operates 
retrospectively (i.e., making risk adjustment payment after the insured months they are intended to cover), 
then some carriers may experience temporary cash flow deficits.  For insurance sold outside the OHIM, 
carriers will also have this same incentive to enroll the better risk people, since their OHIM and non-OHIM 
business will be pooled for premium rate setting purposes and risk adjustment will apply to all plans.  
Attracting better risk enrollees may give them more competitive premium rates. 
 
State Opportunities to Control Adverse Selection Against the OHIM 
 
Specific decisions can influence the amount of selection but each decision may affect other aspects of the 
insurance market.  Oklahoma will need to evaluate each option and determine which actions fit with its 
goals.  
 


1. Take steps to maximize insurer participation. 
 


a. As the earlier discussion regarding insurer participation indicated, one option is to require all 
health insurance to be sold only in the OHIM.  Eliminating the non-OHIM market will minimize 
adverse selection against insurers participating in the OHIM.  There may still be some 
adverse selection if, for example, healthy people elect not to purchase any coverage.  The 
consequences of this option were discussed earlier, but it should be noted that this approach 
will not prevent all adverse selection between insurers but would ensure all plans offered 
meet the same minimum requirements.  Implementing such a restriction will require 
consideration of transition issues for policies not ending on December 31. 
 


b. Alternatively, all insurers could be required to participate in the OHIM, but also allow them to 
sell outside the OHIM.  Some adverse selection against the OHIM might still exist if, for 
example, some benefit plans are offered outside the OHIM that are not offered inside the 
OHIM (e.g., plans that might appeal disproportionately to healthier people); however, risk 
selection will be mitigated since all policies must be pooled for rate setting and all insurers will 
potentially enroll OHIM members.  Requiring all insurers to participate in the OHIM might 
cause some insurers to exit the market, resulting in fewer choices for consumers. 


 
c. For insurers that elect to leave the OHIM, prohibit re-entry for a period of time 


(e.g., five years).  This might prevent insurers who enroll a disproportionately unhealthy mix 
of insureds from canceling the policies, leaving the market, and then quickly re-entering the 
market in the hopes of enrolling a healthier mix of people. 


 
d. Prohibit insurers that operate in the OHIM from having affiliates that operate only outside the 


OHIM. 
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2. Take steps to control benefit designs of offered plans. 
 


a. Require that all insurers participating in the OHIM offer plans at all benefit tiers (i.e., platinum, 
gold, silver, bronze, and catastrophic).  Without this requirement, an insurer could offer 
predominately rich plans in the OHIM and predominately lean plans out of the OHIM, thus 
likely enrolling the insurer’s least healthy members in the OHIM and their most healthy 
members out of the OHIM.  By keeping all the products consistent between insurers should 
minimize the selection to any one insurer.   
 


b. Place additional restrictions on benefit plans offered outside the OHIM.  At one extreme, 
Oklahoma might stipulate that only those plans offered in the OHIM may be offered outside 
the OHIM.  A more moderate approach would be to restrict the differences between plans 
offered in and out of the OHIM to prevent carriers from offering non-OHIM plans that are 
designed to attract lower risk individuals. 
 


c. Offer standardized benefit plans in the OHIM.  Further discussion of the advantages and 
disadvantages of standardized plans is included in Item E of this Section. 
 


d. Continue to require coverage of the current state-mandated benefits outside the OHIM but 
not require them in the OHIM; however, this requirement would create a non-level playing 
field for products in and out of the OHIM. 
 


3. Create a level playing field for marketing and pricing.  
 


a. Ensure consistency of marketing and pricing rules in and out of the OHIM.  For example, in 
terms of pricing, an insurer might be able to attract better risks into their non-OHIM plans if 
they reflect positive selection in the overall level of their average non-OHIM premium rates.  
Oklahoma might require that premium rates for qualified plans offered in the OHIM be 
allowed to reflect benefit cost differences only and not be allowed to reflect selection effects 
among the plans.  If, however, this rule does not also apply to nonqualified plans (i.e., benefit 
plans that do not satisfy the requirements to be sold in the OHIM), then carriers might design 
and price nonqualified plans that have a much wider price range than the OHIM plans.  
Prices for lean nonqualified plans could be well below prices of the leanest qualified OHIM 
plans, drawing the healthiest people to non-OHIM products. 
 


b. Monitor grandfathered plans to make sure insurers are not encouraging higher cost members 
to move into the OHIM. 


 
4. Allow groups of 51 - 100 employees to join the OHIM, which could increase participation in the 


OHIM and stabilize the risk pool.  This expansion of the Small Group market is required starting in 
2016, but states also have the option to allow it in 2014 or 2015.  Possible implications are 
discussed in the next subsection.   


 
5. Take steps to control consumer participation. 


 
a. Take other steps to maximize OHIM enrollment, such as: 


 
i. Advertising; 
ii. Promoting consumer and navigator education; 
iii. Making enrollment as easy as possible; or 
iv. Not setting up a Basic Health Plan, since those enrollees would then not be a part of the 


OHIM risk pool.  
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b. As proposed in federal regulations, restrict OHIM enrollment times, or plan switching, to open 
enrollment windows or at times of special qualifying events (e.g., moving to Oklahoma).  This 
would help keep people from delaying insurance coverage until they feel they are likely to 
need healthcare services.  
 


c. Charge penalties to individuals for delaying enrollment in the OHIM, if Oklahoma has the 
authority to do so. 


 
C. EXTENDING SMALL GROUP MARKET UP TO 100 LIVES 
 
According to the ACA, the OHIM must be open to small employers on January 1, 2014.  States can open 
the OHIM to employers with 50 or fewer employees or to employers with 100 or fewer employees.  
By January 1, 2016, the OHIM must be open to employers with 100 or fewer employees.  
On January 1, 2017, states are allowed to open the OHIM to employers with more than 100 employees. 
 
Arguments in Favor of Allowing Employers with 51 to 100 Employees to Participate 
 
Opening the OHIM in 2014 or 2015 to groups of up to 100 may have positive results, such as: 
 


> More people will purchase through the OHIM.  Economies of scale should result in lower OHIM 
administration costs per member. 


 
> The “small group” risk pool will be larger, pooling employers from 2 to 100 employees both in and 


out of the OHIM.  A larger risk pool will give carriers greater predictability in their benefit costs.  
A smaller risk pool might make carriers more hesitant to participate in the OHIM.  


 
> Improved predictability of benefit costs may result in less significant financial adjustments among 


carriers based on average member risk scores. 
 


> Having a greater OHIM population may give the OHIM more ability to influence costs and quality 
in the non-OHIM market.  


 
> The OHIM must be open to all employer groups of size 51 to 100 in 2016.  It might be easier to 


bring in the 51 to 100 groups in 2014, rather than possibly having the disruption of a wave of new 
enrollees in 2016. 


 
> If the state waits until 2016 to allow the 51 to 100 groups to join, that might delay collection of 


data needed for risk adjustment calculation on those members. 
 


> For groups of 51 to 100, allowing them to enter the OHIM in 2014 will give them more insurance 
options in 2014 and 2015. 


 
> The federal risk corridor program only operates in 2014 through 2016.  Allowing the 51 to 100 


groups to enter the OHIM in 2014 will allow carriers to take advantage of that protection for more 
years.  The risk corridor program provides carriers with protection against total claims across all 
members being higher than expected.  A carrier will receive payments if their cost-to-premium 
ratio is greater than 103% and make payments if the cost-to-premium ratio is less than 97%. 
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Arguments Against Allowing Employers with 51 to 100 Employees to Participate 
 
Reasons that Oklahoma might not want to open the OHIM to employers of size 51 to 100 prior to 2016 
are: 
 


> Oklahoma currently has insurance laws and regulations that apply to “small groups,” defined as 
those having 2 to 50 employees.  Opening the OHIM to groups of up to 100 could lead to 
inconsistent definitions of small groups inside and outside the OHIM, or may require that the 
small group rules and regulations be changed.  In any case, this challenge will need to be faced 
prior to 2016. 


 
> Bringing more of the total insurance market into the OHIM may result in fewer carriers offering 


coverage outside OHIM.  It may also reduce the total number of carriers operating anywhere in 
Oklahoma, in or out of the OHIM. 


 
> Benefit innovation may be more likely to occur outside the OHIM.  Shrinking that market might 


reduce innovation.  
 


> Groups of 51 to 100 with good experience may see a significant rate increase due to community 
rating, or will choose not to participate. 


 
> Groups of 51 to 100 who are relatively healthy are likely to consider self-insuring.  However, if 


their populations become unhealthy, they could be more likely to enter the OHIM.  While this 
problem is also present with groups of 2 to 50, opening the OHIM to groups of up to 100 people 
might result in the OHIM enrolling a proportionally greater number of less healthy people. 


 
D. MARKETPLACE SERVICES FOR SMALL GROUP EMPLOYERS  
 
Oklahoma will need to define the scope of administrative services the OHIM should provide.  At a 
minimum, the state must provide the following services related to enrollment:  


 
> Certification, recertification, and decertification of plans;  


 
> Operation of a toll-free hotline;  


 
> Maintenance of a website for providing information on plans to current and prospective enrollees; 


 
> Assignment of a price and quality rating to plans;  


 
> Presentation of plan benefit options in a standardized format;  


 
> Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and determination of eligibility for 


individuals to these programs;  
 


> Certification of individuals exempt from the individual responsibility requirement;  
 


> Provision of information on certain individuals to the Treasury Department and to employers; and  
 


> Establishment of a Navigator program that provides grants to entities assisting consumers. 
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Oklahoma may decide to provide additional services, such as online comparison tools.  Under ACA, the 
OHIM must maintain a website to provide comparative information on plans for consumers.  When 
developing these tools, the OHIM has the opportunity to facilitate participation in the OHIM by 
emphasizing robustness and preventing “wrong door” participant choices.  Helpful features include 
allowing consumers to compare health plan choices, estimate their out-of-pocket expenses under those 
plan choices, find plans that meet specific criteria, or provide other services that would help consumers 
maximize the value of and their satisfaction with their insurance.  Ideally, decision support tools would 
allow consumers to enter specific information about their situation and preferences, and then provide 
suggestions regarding plans that might be a good fit for their needs. 
 
These online comparison tools could prove especially beneficial for employer plans who could use the 
tools to inform their employees whether they should maintain their small group coverage or enroll in the 
individual OHIM; determine whether the entire small group should enroll in the small group OHIM; and if 
so, the level of small group tax credit for which the employer will qualify. 


 
E. STANDARDIZED BENEFIT PLANS IN THE MARKETPLACE 
 
The federal regulations require some degree of benefit plan standardization.  Specifically, plans are 
restricted to having certain actuarial values (i.e., platinum, gold, silver, bronze, and catastrophic).  
However, there are many combinations of cost sharing features that could equate to these benefit values.  
For example, one platinum plan might have a $200 deductible and 90% coinsurance, while another 
platinum plan might have a $0 deductible and 80% coinsurance, with both plans having the required 
platinum actuarial value of 90%.  States have the option of restricting carriers to offering only specifically 
defined benefit plans at each tier level.  
 
In deciding whether to require standardization of benefit plans, the issues will be generally similar for the 
Individual and Small Group markets.  Allowing only standardized plans may have the following 
advantages and disadvantages: 
 
Advantages 


 
> Consumers would probably have an easier time making comparisons among plans within a given 


benefit tier (e.g., platinum, gold, etc.), if the number of standardized plans within each tier is 
reasonable.  For example, if there are only two standardized gold plans, then comparisons might 
be simple.  If there are twenty standardized gold plans, then comparisons would be more difficult.  


 
> Consumers should have an easier time making price comparisons among carriers.  


 
> Health plans within the same tier will not compete based on benefit differences.  However, 


carriers will compete based on other measures of value, including the breadth and quality of their 
provider networks, quality of care, customer service, and financial stability.  


 
> Carriers’ administration expenses, and thus premium rates, might be reduced due to having fewer 


benefit plans.  
 


> OHIM administration may be simplified.  
 


> The process to approve qualified benefit plans may be less burdensome and costly for the OHIM, 
since the OHIM would not have to review the actuarial value of non-standardized benefit plans. 
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Disadvantages 
 


> Carriers will have less ability to differentiate themselves from other carriers.  
 


> Carriers may not have the ability to offer a custom benefit package to a given employer.  Such 
customization is not common in small group coverage but may be more common for smaller 
carriers or niche carriers for whom customization is very much a part of their business plan.  


 
> There may be significantly less product diversity than if plans were not standardized.  That could 


possibly result in reduced consumer satisfaction and value. 
 


> The OHIM may be less responsive to the changing needs of consumers and employers for new 
types of benefit plans.  


 
> The OHIM may be less responsive to changing health care practices, possibly hindering quality 


improvement or cost savings. 
 


> The process for adding new plans may stifle or at least slow the introduction of benefit 
innovations, such as consumer directed health plans.  


 
> Standardization might make it impossible for carriers to offer products that take advantage of a 


unique market situation or provider arrangement.  For example, a carrier might want to offer 
extremely low cost sharing (e.g., a $0 copay) when members get their high cost scans (e.g., MRIs 
or CT scans) at a single provider that offers those services at deeply discounted rates.  


 
> OHIM enrollment may be less if consumers find more attractive plan designs outside the OHIM. 


 
Standardized benefit plans have been required in the Medicare Supplement market since 1992.  In that 
market, standardization has worked relatively well, partly because those policies are supplemental, 
relatively low cost, and generally leave the insured with little or no out-of-pocket expenses.  In contrast, 
comprehensive major medical plans provide primary coverage at a relatively high cost and generally 
leave the insured with significant out-of-pocket expenses (e.g., a bronze plan would be designed to cover 
only 60% of the average insured’s total healthcare costs, leaving 40% for the insured to pay 
out-of-pocket, in addition to their premium).  Because of the higher out-of-pocket costs in a 
comprehensive major medical plan and because it is the primary coverage, there are many more plan 
designs that can be created which would be reasonable and appealing to a significant portion of the 
population.  
 
The OHIM could also postpone plan standardization for one or more years.  Postponing would give 
carriers time to adapt to the new regulations and respond to consumer preferences in the market.  In later 
years, the OHIM might choose to allow only standardized plans.  Some disruption would be inevitable 
when the change is implemented, but that disruption might be relatively easy to bear once the OHIM has 
achieved some stability and has experience regulating the new benefit tiers.  
 
The leveraging effects of medical trend (inflation) on fixed dollar cost sharing features (e.g., deductibles 
and copays) will cause the actuarial value of benefit plans to increase over time.  Oklahoma will need to 
consider how their methods for offsetting trend leveraging will interact with their rules for allowable benefit 
plan designs.  This leveraging effect can also occur from changes in the mix of members by age, health 
status, geographic area, or other variables that affect average claim costs per member.  When the State 
tests plans for compliance with the target actuarial values, they should normalize the actuarial values for 
any such changes or differences in the mix of enrollees among the benefit tiers. 
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F. CURRENT OKLAHOMA MANDATED BENEFITS IN RELATION TO MINIMUM ESSENTIAL 
BENEFITS 


 
The table below presents each of Oklahoma’s mandated benefits and indicates which of those benefits 
are beyond the scope of the mandated benefits required by the ACA.  Many of the Oklahoma mandated 
benefits would likely be considered essential benefits, and would, therefore, need to be covered by any 
health plan sold either inside and outside the OHIM.  We indicate in Table VIII.1 which mandated benefits 
would fall under essential health benefits and thus, would not constitute additional cost (beyond that 
already required for ACA compliance).  In addition, some of the mandates represent preventive benefits 
and would also likely be essential benefits.  Oklahoma can continue to require coverage of mandated 
benefits beyond the essential benefits (the extra benefits indicated in the table), but the State must pay 
the cost of those benefits for insurance provided through the OHIM for all OHIM members (even those 
who do not receive subsidies).  The cost consequences of additional benefits that Oklahoma might 
mandate would be partly due to the direct additional of benefits and partly due to possible adverse 
selection.  
 
Alternatively, Oklahoma could continue to require coverage of the current state-mandated benefits 
outside the OHIM but not require them in the OHIM, or vice versa.  These approaches would affect OHIM 
enrollment for consumers who are interested in utilizing those additional benefits. 
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Table VIII.1 


Oklahoma Department of Health 
Summary of Mandated Benefits Included as Part of Essential Health Benefits 


  Potential Classification   


  


Majority of 
Services are 


Essential Health 
Benefits 


Majority of 
Services are 


Preventive Care 


Majority of 
Services are 


Extra Benefits 
Limitations on Services 


Offered in Mandate 
Benefits         
AIDS / HIV Testing / Vaccine   X   For testing only 
Ambulatory Surgery Centers X       
Ambulance Transportation and 
Services X     


Specified disease 
coverage only  


Bone Mass Measurement X     May be for specific ages 
Breast Reconstruction X       
Cervical Cancer / HPV 
Screening   X     
Colorectal Cancer Screening   X     
Contraceptives X       
Dental Anesthesia X     For pediatric only 
Diabetes Self-Management     X   
Diabetic Supplies     X   
Emergency Room Service X       
Hair Prosthesis     X   


Hearing Aids for Minors     X 
May be partially in 
Essential Health Benefits 


Mammography Screening   X     


Mastectomy X     


No mandate to cover, but 
minimum stay applies if 
covered  


Mastectomy Minimum Stay     X   


Maternity X     


No mandate to cover, but 
minimum stay applies if 
covered 


Maternity Minimum Stay X       


Mental Health General X     
Covers severe mental 
illness (6 specified)  


Mental Health Parity X       
Newborn Sickle Cell Anemia 
Testing   X     
Off-Label Drug Use     X   


PKU / Metabolic Disorder   X   


For screening / evaluation; 
coverage of treatment / 
supplies etc. may be Extra 
Benefits 


Prostate Cancer Screening   X     
Well Child Care X       
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G. ROLE OF MARKETPLACE AS PURCHASER VERSUS FACILITATOR 
 
Oklahoma has the option to be more or less aggressive in its control over which carriers participate in the 
OHIM.  From a less restrictive Open Market to a more restrictive Active Purchaser, the state may 
authorize the OHIM to: 
 


> Allow all plans that meet the minimum ACA requirements (Open Market) 
> Set additional standards for qualified health plans 
> Select plans based on comparative value (Selective Contracting Agent) 
> Negotiate health plan premiums with insurers (Active Purchaser) 


 
The Open Market approach would probably be the least disruptive to the current Oklahoma market and 
would impose the least administrative burden on the State.  At the other extreme, the Selective 
Contracting and Active Purchaser approaches could possibly provide greater value to the people of 
Oklahoma, although they would probably result in fewer OHIM plan choices for consumers. 
 
Based on our discussions with key stakeholders throughout the State of Oklahoma (e.g., insurers, 
lobbyist groups, brokers), one of the primary concerns is that the OHIM system will diminish the 
free-market healthcare structure that is presently active in the State of Oklahoma.  As such, the Selective 
Contracting Agent / Active Purchaser methods of running the OHIM program will likely be met with 
significant public opposition.  In particular, a common thread throughout our discussions with 
stakeholders was the idea that the “marketplace” should establish an information system, educate 
brokers and the public on how to use the system, and then allow free market forces to prevail.  
  
H. POTENTIAL BUDGET AND FUNDING CONSIDERATIONS 
 
The OHIM will require infrastructure to serve as a “marketplace” for purchasing individual and small group 
insurance.  Development of this marketplace will necessitate investment by the State either directly or 
through federal planning grants to establish policy and procedure guidelines, as well as information 
technology (IT) systems.  The level of start-up investment and ongoing budget needs will depend on the 
specific OHIM design.  This section will present several factors for consideration during budget 
development and potential funding options. 
 
Start-up costs will depend on the OHIM structure and the functional level.  Guidance from the CCIIO 
(Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight) which is a part of CMS (the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services) outlines the major functions required for the OHIM to be considered an 
Exchange for purposes of ACA.  These duties are: 
 


> Certification, recertification, and decertification of plans; 
 


> Operation of a toll-free hotline; 
 


> Maintenance of a website for providing information on plans to current and prospective enrollees; 
 


> Assignment of a price and quality rating to plans; 
 


> Presentation of plan benefit options in a standardized, comparable format; 
 


> Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and determination of eligibility for 
individuals in these programs; 
 


> Certification of individuals exempt from the individual responsibility requirement; 
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> Provision of information on certain individuals to the Treasury Department and to employers; and 
 


> Establishment of a Navigator program that provides grants to entities assisting consumers. 
 
In addition, the OHIM would need to be responsible for ensuring that Plans meet regulatory requirements 
with regard to: 
 


> Information on the availability of in-network and out-of-network providers, including provider 
directories and availability of essential community providers; 


 
> Consideration of plan patterns and practices with respect to past premium increases and 


submission of plan justifications for current premium increases; 
 


> Public disclosure of plan data, including claims handling policies, financial disclosures, enrollment 
and disenrollment data, claims denials, rating practices, cost sharing for out-of-network coverage, 
and other information; 


 
> Timely information for consumers requesting their amount of cost sharing for specific services 


from specified providers; 
 


> Information for participants in group health plans; and 
 


> Information on plan quality improvement activities. 
 
Finally, the OHIM would need to be responsible for: 
 


> Presentation of enrollee satisfaction survey results; 
> Provision for open enrollment periods; 
> Consultation with stakeholders, including tribes; and 
> Publication of data on the ongoing administrative costs. 


 
Through our stakeholder interviews relating to this analysis, we found some current resources which 
might provide existing infrastructure to perform several of these tasks.  The administrative costs will be 
influenced by how much these existing resources can be leveraged. 
 


> OSEEGIB (State Educators and Employees Group Insurance Board) – Currently provides a 
marketplace for public employers groups of many sizes.  They deal with real-time enrollment and 
premium collection and disbursement issues. 
 


> Oklahoma Health Care Authority – Currently determines Medicaid eligibility and enrollment at 
least in part through an on-line system. 


 
> Insure Oklahoma – Presently provides a system of premium subsidies to individuals and small 


groups with established policies and procedures to determine qualification, and coordinates with 
employers. 


 
> Current agency activities – Many of the plan requirements may already be monitored or easily 


incorporated into existing agency activities, such as the Oklahoma Insurance Department. 
 
Funding for the marketplace development costs can be covered by federal funds under the Establishment 
Grant program administered by the CCIIO for programs designed to meet the ACA Exchange definition.  
The Establishment Grants became available on January 20, 2011.  The last date to apply for a Level One 
Grant is June 29, 2012 and the last date to apply for Level Two is June 29, 2012.  These grants can 
provide multi-year or year-by-year funding through December 31, 2014. 
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Level One establishment grants provide up to one year of funding to states that have made some 
progress under their Exchange planning grant.  States may plan to reapply for a second year of funding 
under the Level One establishment grants, if necessary, as they work toward the criteria to apply for Level 
Two establishment grants. 
 
Level Two establishment grants are designed to provide funding through December 31, 2014 to 
applicants that are further along in the establishment of an Exchange.  In applying for Level Two 
establishment grants, States must meet specific eligibility criteria, demonstrating the State has: 
 


> Legal authority to establish and operate an Exchange that complies with Federal requirements 
available at the time of the application; 
 


> A governance structure for the Exchange; 
 


> A budget and initial plan for financial sustainability by 2015; 
 


> A plan outlining steps to prevent fraud, waste, and abuse; and 
 


> A plan describing how consumer assistance capacity in the State will be created, continued, 
and / or expanded, including provision for a call center. 


 
The establishment grants can be used for numerous activities including background research, 
consultation with stakeholders, drafting legislative and regulatory changes, establishing information 
technology systems, and other tasks to design and implement an ACA compliant marketplace.  As of 
May 2011, sixteen Level One establishment grants were awarded with amounts ranging from $4 million to 
$40 million. 
 
Ultimately the OHIM will also need ongoing funding to cover annual administrative costs.  The State may 
want to consider instituting revenue needed to cover OHIM administrative costs with links to those parties 
that indirectly benefit from the marketplace.  Possible choices include individuals, employers, insurance 
companies, and health care providers.  Regardless of how the OHIM is funded, the premiums charged 
within OHIM must be the same as the rest of the market.  Possible mechanisms for doing that include: 
 


> Premium tax.  The tax could apply to comprehensive major medical insurance and possibly to 
other lines of insurance. 
 


> Per Life Carrier Assessments:  A fixed charge based on the number of covered lives. 
 


> Per Life Employer Assessments:  For self-insured employer health plans or third-party 
administrators there are challenges in collecting revenues.  Due to ERISA regulations, we believe 
the State may have difficulty collecting assessments on self-insured lives that are not covered 
under stop loss insurance. 
 


> Provider or hospital assessments. 
 


> Special or one-time assessments on insurance companies, employers, hospitals, or providers. 
 


> Revenue diversion.  The State could use revenue or funds generated by current programs that 
will be phased out due to ACA changes. 


 
Some combination of these mechanisms might produce an allocation that is the most broadly accepted 
among stakeholders. 
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IX. QUALIFICATIONS 
 
This report was created by Timothy F. Harris and Stacey V. Muller.  Mr. Harris is a Principal and 
Consulting Actuary in the St. Louis office of Milliman.  Stacey is a Consulting Actuary in the Milwaukee 
office of Milliman.  Tim and Stacey are Fellows of the Society of Actuaries and Members of the American 
Academy of Actuaries.  They each meet the qualification standards for performing the analyses contained 
in this report. 
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This appendix provides information on some of the key data sources, tools, and assumptions used to 
develop the projections presented in this report. 
 
CURRENT POPULATION SURVEY (CPS) / AMERICAN COMMUNITY SURVEY (ACS) DATA 
 
The initial census data was developed using the Current Population Survey (CPS).  To mitigate the risk of 
population fluctuation due to the relatively small sample size responding to this self-reported survey, we 
used CPS data for the Oklahoma market for both 2008 and 2009.  We used the CPS data to determine 
the composition of the Oklahoma population by age, gender, income level, insurance coverage type 
(e.g., Individual, Employer, Medicaid, other coverage such as CHAMPUS, Medicare disabled), family 
status, and race (as it pertains to the American Indian population).  We also used the CPS data to classify 
the population into self-reported health status groupings. 
 
While we used CPS data to determine population distribution by factors such as age, gender, and income 
level, the small sample size and slightly older data made it necessary to compare this data to other 
sources.  As such, we reconciled the CPS population distribution by insurance coverage type to the 2010 
American Community Survey (ACS) data and adjusted the 2010 population distribution, as necessary, to 
tie to the ACS summaries.   
 
In addition, we used PUMS data (Public Use Microdata Sample, which underlies the 2009 ACS Summary 
and is the most current ACS detailed data) to estimate the current distribution of the American Indian 
population by insurance coverage type. 
 
MEDICAL EXPENDITURE PANEL SURVEY (MEPS) DATA 
 
We used Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS) data to supplement the census data and to 
distribute the employer insurance data into small group, large group, self-insured, or fully-insured. 
 
MEDICAL COSTS 
 
Medical cost curves by age and gender were developed using an assumed set of benefits and research 
that underlies Milliman’s Health Cost Guidelines (HCGs).  To calibrate the costs to Oklahoma experience, 
we used benefit designs consistent with those offered by carriers in Oklahoma (based on information 
provided by key insurer stakeholders), geographic area adjustments from Milliman’s HCGs, and 
Oklahoma-specific provider discounts (estimated by Milliman using health insurance claims data from 
Oklahoma).  We assumed that the majority of individual policies do not currently cover uncomplicated 
maternity care.  Effective January 1, 2014, we assumed that all individual policies would cover all 
maternity care.  Premiums were developed from the estimated medical costs, minus the estimated cost 
sharing in the modeled benefit plans, plus an estimated administrative load based on data collected 
through Oklahoma’s required minimum medical loss ratio waiver filing.  We adjusted the medical costs in 
the respective markets to produce average premiums by market consistent with the average premium 
rate data included in state filings (subject to some differences such as whether or not the plans modeled 
were only comprehensive plans). 
 
COSTS OF UNINSURED ENTERING THE INSURANCE MARKET 
 
The uninsured population is assumed to utilize fewer medical services than the insured population due to 
the lack of insurance coverage.  Once a person becomes insured, we assume that their medical costs 
reflect the following factors: 
 


> Their underlying costs will move to reflect the costs of a similar insured person in that market with 
respect to age and gender assuming an average health status. 


> This medical cost is then adjusted to reflect the health status of the moving individual. 
> Finally, an additional 10% in costs is assumed in the first year of coverage, due to pent-up 


demand for health care services. 
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TREND 
 
We estimated annual medical trend rates for each major service category (inpatient, outpatient, 
professional, prescription drug, and other) based on Milliman’s ongoing trend research. 
 
HEALTH STATUS DEVELOPMENT 
 
The CPS data includes self-reported qualitative health status information for each individual in the 
groupings of Excellent, Very Good, Good, Fair, and Poor.  We summarized the CPS data by these 
categories (grouping them into Preferred, Standard, Substandard Low, and Substandard High) and then 
assigned a morbidity level to each health status group to reach a desired health status composite of 1.25.  
This composite target is greater than 1.0 to reflect the comparatively higher morbidity of the Oklahoma 
population to other states.  Since the baseline medical costs to which health status factors are applied are 
based on the Milliman HCGs, and are thus representative of the Large Group markets, we calculated the 
ratio of each morbidity level relative to the composite morbidity level of the Large Group markets.  We 
then summarized what percentage of each age bucket (grouped by quinquennial ages) falls into each 
morbidity category by market.  These summaries were loaded into the Healthcare Reform Financing 
Model as the starting morbidity distributions.  Morbidity distributions change within the modeling from one 
year to the next based on the availability of care, utilization of services, aging, etc. 
 
BIRTHS AND MORTALITY 
 
We used birth assumptions based on the distribution of newborns in the CPS data, and mortality 
assumptions as reported in the 2004 U.S Mortality Tables. 
 
TAKE-UP RATES 
 
Take-up rates describe the probability of people changing from uninsured to insured, or from one market 
to another (e.g., from the Individual non-OHIM market to the Individual OHIM market).  Milliman has 
conducted research to determine what percentage of people (for each combination of representative age, 
gender, and health status) will tend to switch markets, based on the ACA provisions and the modeled 
individual’s expected healthcare costs, subsidies, and premium rate choices.  Using that research, we 
modeled the projected population’s movements between the various insurance coverage types. 
 
TAKE-UP RATE DISTRIBUTION FOR THE THREE MARKET SCENARIOS (BEST ESTIMATE, HIGH 
TAKE-UP, AND LOW TAKE-UP) 
 
In order to model the three different scenarios underlying Milliman’s Oklahoma reform projections 
(Best Estimate scenario, High Take-Up Rate scenario, and Low Take-Up Rate scenario), we estimated 
take-up rates for three key market-to-market movements.  Using the research Milliman developed to 
estimate the percentage of people who will move from one market to another based on their 
demographics, costs, subsidies, etc., (which is described above), we modeled a variety of possible 
movements, including the movement from uninsured to Individual OHIM coverage; the movement from 
uninsured to Individual non-OHIM coverage; the movement from Individual coverage to Individual OHIM 
coverage, etc. 
 
In creating our three scenarios, we were most interested in investigating the affordability of healthcare 
and thus the likelihood that people would need some form of coverage to meet their healthcare needs in 
the future.  The three movements we focused on when creating our projection scenarios are described in 
further detail below: 
 


1. The movement from private insurance markets (Individual, Small Group, Large Group) to an 
uninsured status.  This movement was reflected in years 2011 through 2013.  The high take-up 
rate scenario assumes more people become uninsured in these years and the low take-up rate 
scenario assumes fewer people become uninsured in these years with the best estimate scenario 
approximately in the center. 
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2. The movement from an uninsured status to Medicaid coverage in 2014 and thereafter.  
This movement was reflected in years 2014 through 2017 and again the high take-up rate 
scenario shows the largest percentage of people moving to Medicaid coverage with the best 
estimate scenario to follow and the low take-up rate scenario with the smallest percentage 
movement.  Also, we assumed that the first year of eligibility (2014) would result in a far larger 
percentage movement which would then taper off in subsequent years. 
 


3. The movement from an uninsured status to Individual OHIM coverage in 2014 and thereafter.  
This movement was reflected in years 2014 through 2017 and again the high take-up rate 
scenario shows the largest percentage of people moving to Individual OHIM coverage with the 
best estimate scenario to follow and the low take-up rate scenario with the smallest percentage 
movement.  Also, we assumed that the first year of eligibility (2014) would result in a far larger 
percentage movement which would then taper off in subsequent years. 


 
The table below summarizes the estimated percentage take-up rates in each market for the 2011 - 2017 
modeling period in the scenarios described above. 
 


Table A.1 
Oklahoma Department of Health 


Take-Up Rate Comparison among Scenarios 


Scenario 
Best 


Estimate 
Average Annual Take-Up to Uninsured (2011 - 2013) 1.3% 
First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2014) 21.6% 
First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2014) 31.1% 
Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2015 - 2017) 4.2% 
Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2015 - 2017) 16.4% 


Scenario 
High 


Take-Up 
Average Annual Take-Up to Uninsured (2011 - 2013) 2.0% 
First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2014) 25.9% 
First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2014) 48.3% 
Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2015 - 2017) 5.6% 
Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2015 - 2017) 18.7% 


Scenario 
Low 


Take-Up 
Average Annual Take-Up to Uninsured (2011 - 2013) 0.7% 
First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2014) 17.4% 
First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2014) 14.9% 
Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2015 - 2017) 2.3% 
Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2015 - 2017) 10.7% 


 
MOVEMENT BETWEEN CARRIERS AND PLANS 
 
The movement between carriers and benefit plans in the Individual market is based on a series of inertia 
factors developed by Milliman.  These factors describe how individuals move from plan to plan based on 
changes in the population make-up and resulting costs and premiums for each carrier and plan 
combination.  In particular, individuals are driven to change plans and carriers based on the rate 
increases experienced for their current plan design, based on their age, gender, and health status.  The 
movement between carriers and plans in the small group and large group markets are driven by the 
inertia factors underlying employer group decision points.  In particular, employer groups are projected to 
respond to the rate increases for their particular membership groups by moving from plan to plan and 
carrier to carrier based on their underlying inertia factors. 
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MOVEMENT BETWEEN MARKETS DUE TO AGING 
 
The causes of age-related movements between markets include formerly dependent children who reach 
an age where they are emancipated to other markets, adults who reach age 65 and join the Medicare 
market (we assumed 100% of documented individuals who are not already enrolled in the Medicare 
disabled market join the Medicare market at age 65), and individuals in other markets who lapse to the 
uninsured market because of premium rate increases. 
 
 
 
 
 







 

§  Actuarial modeling related to evaluation of premium structure, rate setting, risk adjustment, and
benefit plan and cost-sharing design.

 

§  Actuarial modeling evaluating the Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) and other requirements in the non-
group/small group markets and potential impact on the Oklahoma insurance market.

 
§  The expected impact of mandatory reforms and the Exchange on insurance market prices and

market stability;
 

§  The expected impact of an incremental phase-in of the market reforms, such as rating bands in
the individual market, on premiums for plans sold in the Exchange;

 
§  The expected impact on premiums in the Exchange of merging the risk pools of the individual and

small group market; and
 

§  The expected impact of different legal or regulatory expectations for health plans sold in the
Exchange as opposed to outside the Exchange.

 
 
Thank you,
Nicole
 

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Planning / Project Manager | Health Planning & Grants Office  | Oklahoma State

Department of Health

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 353, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.2944 | Cell  405.365-7530 | E-mail

NicolePJ@health.ok.gov | Website: http://www.ok.gov/health
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fw: OHCA questions
Date: Friday, March 04, 2011 2:18:15 PM
Attachments: Summary Medicaid Expansion Health Reform.xls

Cost projections ATTACHED

----- Original Message -----
From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org]
Sent: Friday, March 04, 2011 02:09 PM
To: 'kaltshuler@gmail.com' <kaltshuler@gmail.com>
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: OHCA questions

-----Original Message-----
From: Nico Gomez
Sent: Friday, March 04, 2011 1:47 PM
To: 'Katie Altshuler'
Subject: FW: OHCA questions

-----Original Message-----
From: Nico Gomez
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 5:55 PM
To: katie.altshuler@govelect.ok.gov
Cc: andrew.silvestri@govelect.ok.gov
Subject: OHCA questions

Katie,

As part of your request please find attached the OHCA analysis of the Medicaid costs related to the
passage of the PPACA. We estimate serving an additional 241,000 at an average annual cost of ~$63
million.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,
Nico

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
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Summary

		Description		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		Cumulative Total

		Federal Share for Newly Enrolled		100%		100%		100%		95%		94%		93%		90%

		Total Computable Program Costs		$605,207,000		$617,311,140		$629,657,363		$642,250,510		$655,095,520		$668,197,431		$681,561,379		$4,499,280,343

		Total Computable Administrative Costs		$18,717,742		$19,092,097		$19,473,939		$19,863,418		$20,260,686		$20,665,900		$21,079,218		$139,153,000

		Total Computable		$623,924,742		$636,403,237		$649,131,302		$662,113,928		$675,356,206		$688,863,331		$702,640,597		$4,638,433,343

		State Program Costs		$32,196,673		$32,840,606		$33,497,418		$56,955,110		$62,742,912		$68,739,444		$84,623,755		$371,595,919

		State Administrative Costs		$9,358,871		$9,546,049		$9,736,970		$9,931,709		$10,130,343		$10,332,950		$10,539,609		$69,576,500

		Total State Costs		$41,555,544		$42,386,655		$43,234,388		$66,886,819		$72,873,255		$79,072,394		$95,163,364		$441,172,419

		Estimated Number of People Covered		241,000		241,000		241,000		241,000		241,000		241,000		241,000

		Average Cost Per Person Total Computable		$2,589		$2,641		$2,693		$2,747		$2,802		$2,858		$2,916

		Per Person Per Month Total Computable		$216		$220		$224		$229		$234		$238		$243

		Average Cost Per Person State Share		$172		$176		$179		$278		$302		$328		$395

		Per Person Per Month State Share		$14.37		$14.66		$14.95		$23.13		$25.20		$27.34		$32.91

		Notes:

		1.  Census Bureau: Table Creator II; Current Population Survey, Annual Social and Economic Supplement, 2009 (four year average).

		2. Average cost for adults calculated using Annual Reports SFY 2005 to 2009.  Calculations based on enrollment graphs page 29 in 2007 and 2008 and page 25  in 2006 and 14 in 2005.  Expenditures found on same pages for 05 and 06 and on pages 77 in 07 and 71 in 08.  Cost for children based on MARS/MMIS calendar year reports.  All average costs have been adjusted to 2014 based on annnual change of 2% Growth.

		4.  According to NASMD and a summary from the Kaiser Foundation the state will be required to implement presumptive eligibility for people earning below 133% of FPL.  People who should be covered by the current State Medicaid and/or CHIP program but for whatever reason are not in the program will be covered by the state program under the current state/federal partnership.  Uninsured non traditional people under 133% of FPL will be covered by the federal government at 100% FPL.

		4.1  State costs will be offset by savings to the state from shifting reimbursement expenses from other state agencies to the Medicaid program.  The savings amount has not been determined by the State.

		5.  The Census Bureau CPS report undercounts Medicaid participation.  The percent of the undercount can be used as a proxy for possible participation of the uninsured.

		6. Native Americans who report to the Census Bureau in the Annual Survey for health insurance coverage that their sole source of health care is from the Indian Health Services facilities are counted as Uninsured.  The four year average number of Native Americans in Oklahoma is 231,000 according to the Census and 73,000 are considered Uninsured.  When broken down by poverty level Census reports 31,000 Uninsured Native Americans below 133% FPL.  Under the current law IHS facilities in Oklahoma that serve Native Americans who qualify for Medicaid are reimbursed at 100% matching rate.  This report assumes that those people will continue to receive their health services soley from IHS facilities.

		7. Administration for OHCA is approximately 5% of the total cost of operations.  A portion of the administration, approximately 2% of the 5%, is for elgilbility determination.  Under the reform legislation eligibility will be determined in a variety of new methods through OHCA, designated providers and the health exchanges.  For the purposes of this analysis administrative expenses are calculated at 3% of total costs.

		8. The reform legislation changes and reduces the Disproportionate Share Hospital program.  It is unclear how this change will impact Oklahoma because the legislation requires the Secretary of HHS to develop a formula based on use of funds and state level distribution of DSH funds.  As the reform legislation is currently written Oklahoma's DSH reductions may not be as substantial as other states because Oklahoma is a low DSH state, it appears the Oklahoma model of allocating funds meets the criteria for less severe reductions and Oklahoma traditionally spends its DSH allocation.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: Oklahoma wins an Early Innovator Grant
Date: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 1:26:08 PM
Attachments: attachment.pdf

Early Adopter Grant (one file).pdf

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Mark McCullough [mailto:Mark.McCullough@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 1:07 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Brian Downs; Jonathan Buxton; Glen Mulready
Subject: FW: Oklahoma wins an Early Innovator Grant
 
Here are the actual requirements for the Exchange grant along with an executive summary.

Mark

 

From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 11:59 AM
To: Mark McCullough; Glen Mulready
Subject: FW: Oklahoma wins an Early Innovator Grant
 
Rep. McCullough,

 

Per your request.

 

Thanks,

Nico

 

From: Buffy Heater 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 10:06 AM
To: Nico Gomez
Subject: RE: Oklahoma wins an Early Innovator Grant
 
Attached is the Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) from HHS/OCIIO. This is the federal grant

guidance provided to states prior to the submission of the state-specific proposals.  Pages 4-9 contain

the executive summary.

 

The second attachment is Oklahoma’s proposal explaining how federal grant funds will be used. Page

1 contains the executive summary.

 

Let me know if you need additional information.

 

Buffy
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From: Mark McCullough
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 9:16 AM
To: Nico Gomez
Subject: RE: Oklahoma wins an Early Innovator Grant

Nico,

Please send me a full copy of the grant requirements with an executive summary.

Thanks.

Mark

 

From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 8:04 AM
To: 'glen.mulready@okhouse.gov:'; Mark McCullough
Subject: Oklahoma wins an Early Innovator Grant
 
Dear Representatives McCullough and Mulready,

 

As I mentioned to you previously, Oklahoma via the Oklahoma Health Care Authority applied for the

federal early innovator grant to build the IT infrastructure necessary for a state-based health insurance

exchange. As you can see below, our application was successful. The official announcement is being

made this afternoon in Washington D.C. There will be a lot of work ahead of everyone but this allows

the state to make our own plan. I also wanted to note that 97 percent of these funds are planned to be

spent through private vendor contracts. I do not have a lot of detail at this time but I am happy to

answer any questions or provide you additional information.

 

Thanks,

Nico

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Wednesday, February 16, 2011

Contact: HHS Press Office
(202) 690-6343

States Leading the Way on Implementation: HHS Awards “Early
Innovator” Grants to Seven States

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) today announced the award of seven
cooperative agreements to help a group of “Early Innovator” states design and implement the
information technology (IT) infrastructure needed to operate Health Insurance Exchanges.  These
states are leading the way on building a better health insurance marketplace, one that allows
individuals and small-business owners to pool their purchasing power to negotiate lower rates. 
Using these new funds, the Early Innovator states will develop Exchange IT models that can be
adopted and tailored by other states.

Kansas, Maryland, New York, Oklahoma, Oregon, Wisconsin, and a consortium of New England
states will receive a total of approximately $241 million.  Information on how much each state or
consortium will receive and how each will use the grant funds is available at
www.HealthCare.gov/news/factsheets/exchanges02162011a.html.

“Early Innovator states will play a critical role in developing a consumer-friendly marketplace
where insurers must compete to deliver the best deal,” said HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius. 
“These grants ensure that consumers in every state will be able to easily navigate their way
through health insurance options.”

Starting in 2014, Exchanges will help individuals and small employers shop for, select, and enroll in
high-quality, affordable private health plans that fit their individual needs at competitive prices.  By
providing a place for one-stop shopping, Exchanges will make purchasing health insurance easier
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and more understandable.  Similar to any consumer-based industry such as the airline or banking
industries, sophisticated, consumer-friendly IT infrastructure will be critical to the success of the
Exchanges.  Although Exchanges are not scheduled to launch until 2014, work is already underway
to design and implement them across the country.  As states prepare, they have requested early
funding assistance to develop the right IT, particularly with respect to eligibility and enrollment
systems.

All Early Innovator states have committed to assuring that the technology they develop is reusable
and transferable.  Using the grants, they will develop the building blocks for Exchange IT systems,
providing models for how Exchange IT systems can be created.  This will help states to establish
their Exchanges quickly and efficiently using the models and building blocks created by the Early
Innovator states.  At the same time, states continue to have the flexibility to develop an Exchange
that best meets the needs of their unique health insurance market without having to start from
scratch.

The seven grantees offer a diversity that will be valuable to all states as they work to set up their
Exchanges.  The grantees represent different regions of the country, as well as different Exchange
governance structures and Information Systems.  This diversity will help ensure that a wide range
of IT models are developed, and every state will benefit. 

“Everyone wins,” said Don Berwick.  “This grant program means that states don’t have to waste
money reinventing the wheel, and consumers get the best of the best.”

Summary of Early Innovator Grants

·         Kansas: Kansas Insurance Department, $31,537,465

·         Maryland: Maryland Dept of Health and Mental Hygiene, $6,227,454

·         Multi-State Consortia: University of Massachusetts Medical School, $35,591,333

·         New York: New York Department of Health, $27,431,432

·         Oklahoma: Oklahoma Health Care Authority, $54,582,269

·         Oregon: Oregon Health Authority, $48,096,307

·         Wisconsin: Wisconsin Department of Health Services, $37,757,266

For more information on grant specifics and state summaries, please visit
www.HealthCare.gov/news/factsheets/exchanges02162011a.html.

###

 

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from
disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone
else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and
unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail transmission received
as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of
this e-mail or its attachments. Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer
virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or
recourse against the House by doing so.

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: Other Early Innovator States
Date: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 9:26:30 AM

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 7:44 AM
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Other Early Innovator States
 

Kansas: Kansas Insurance Department, $31,537,465

Maryland: Maryland Dept of Health and Mental Hygiene, $6,227,454

Multi-State Consortia: University of Massachusetts Medical School,
$35,591,333

New York: New York Department of Health, $27,431,432

Oklahoma: Oklahoma Health Care Authority, $54,582,269

Oregon: Oregon Health Authority, $48,096,307

Wisconsin: Wisconsin Department of Health Services, $37,757,266

 

 

Nico Gomez
Deputy Chief Executive Officer
Communications, Outreach and Reporting
Oklahoma Health Care Authority
*2401 N.W. 23rd St., Suite 1-A
Oklahoma City, OK 73107
 
*Please note new mailing address!!
 
phone:  405-522-7484
fax:  405-530-3482
e-mail: nico.gomez@okhca.org
 

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
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immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Fw: PPACA & Health Outcomes Presentation
Date: Thursday, September 15, 2011 12:26:24 PM
Attachments: image001.emz

image005.png
PPACA Presentation.pdf
Health Outcomes.pdf
Health Outcomes PPACA Presentation (2).pptx
PPACA Presentation3.ppt

 
From: Grissom, VaLauna K. [mailto:VaLaunaG@health.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 12:23 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Cox-Kain, Julie <Juliek@health.ok.gov> 
Subject: PPACA & Health Outcomes Presentation 
 
Katie,
 
Julie asked that I forward to you the PowerPoint presentations presented yesterday. I have attached
them in pdf format as well as in PowerPoint. Sorry for the delay in getting these to you. Let me know
if you need anything additional or have difficulty opening the documents.
 
Thanks,
VaLauna
 
**************************
VaLauna Grissom
State Board of Health Secretary

1000 NE 10th Street, Room 305
Oklahoma City, OK 73117-1299
Telephone: (405) 271-4200
FAX: (405) 271-3431
E-mail: VaLaunag@health.ok.gov
**************************

Oklahoma could save  lives each year by just meeting the national average on health indicators.
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: Query
Date: Friday, April 01, 2011 11:15:41 AM

Any idea?
 
I think the answer to the second question should be, the governor feels additional legislation is
required.
 

From: Michael McNutt [mailto:MMcNutt@opubco.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 11:15 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Query
 

Alex, 
On the health insurance exchange, has the governor's staff been able to find out what the
deadline is to have some action started? And when is the first allotment scheduled?

Also, it was asked if the money could be given directly to the task force that was put in place
with the 2009 legislation and the task force could do what the board did to establish the
exchange? Would that work?

Thanks. Know you're busy, but if you can check on these today I'd appreciate it. 
Michael
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; "denisenorthrup@  Glenn Coffee
Subject: Fw: quick question for health insurance exchange letter
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:26:27 AM

 
From: Lieser, Derek G. [mailto:DerekL@health.ok.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:25 AM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Prieto Johns, Nicole S. <NIcolePJ@health.ok.gov> 
Subject: Re: quick question for health insurance exchange letter 
 
Oklahoma is required to make its decision on running an exchange by 2013. It is our assumption the
federal government would begin development after that date. No offical date has been giving at this
time.
 
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:16 AM
To: Cox-Kain, Julie; Lieser, Derek G.; Prieto Johns, Nicole S. 
Subject: FW: quick question for health insurance exchange letter 
 
Please see question below…I think it is 2014, but don’t know for sure…
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:03 AM
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: quick question for health insurance exchange letter
 
Does the federal government begin building federal exchanges in Jan 2012 or in 2014.
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: FW: RELEASE: Branstad submits letter of intent on PPACA on time; Outlines significant, unanswered questions

looming over implementation
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 8:53:49 AM

FYI from this AM re Iowa.
 
-mts
 

From: Albrecht, Tim [IGOV] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 9:19 AM
To: igov_press_releases@lists.ia.gov
Subject: RELEASE: Branstad submits letter of intent on PPACA on time; Outlines significant,
unanswered questions looming over implementation
 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
Governor Terry E. Branstad « Lt. Governor Kim Reynolds

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Friday, November 16, 2012
CONTACT: Governor’s Office (515) 725-3518
                             
 

Branstad submits letter of intent on PPACA
on time;

Outlines significant, unanswered questions
looming over implementation

 
(DES MOINES) – Gov. Terry Branstad this morning submitted the below letter of intent on the
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) to Sec. Sebelius, meeting the deadline
previously set forth by the Health and Human Services director.
 
However, late yesterday, Sec. Sebelius pushed back the deadline to December 14. In response to the
new, arbitrary deadline set forth by the federal government, despite all the work states like Iowa
have already accomplished, Communications Director Tim Albrecht said the following:
 
“Make no mistake, this deadline was extended because the federal government does not have the
answers or capability to administer the Obamacare program,” said Albrecht. “This deadline was not
pushed back to give the governors more time, rather it was a lifeline to help save themselves.”
 
The text of Gov. Branstad’s letter is as follows, with 50 remaining questions the federal government
has yet to answer that underscore the information the state needs to make an informed decision:
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November 16, 2012
 
The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius
US Department of Health & Human Services
200 Independence Avenue Southwest
Washington, DC 20201
 
Dear Secretary Sebelius:
 
My top priorities as governor are to protect the health, safety and welfare of Iowans, promote our
State’s fiscal well-being and ensure our State remains a leader in job creation and income growth. I
write you today to inform you that Iowa will continue on its path to creating an Iowa-based
exchange that is intended to protect the health of Iowans, ensure the integrity of our health
insurance markets and safe-guard our State budget from unnecessary turbulence. I continue to have
concerns that an intrusive Federal exchange would raise costs on individuals and businesses,
making it harder for them to create jobs and raise family incomes in Iowa. In fact, I have even
greater concern that the health benefit exchanges proposed in the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act (PPACA) do nothing to address the quality of care or make our population healthier.
 
However, I cannot provide you with a set of timelines or complete details about the exchange until
our State receives clear, binding rules from your Department. Forcing an exchange decision on
states based on an arbitrary timetable, would be like forcing a consumer to buy a car without
knowing the vehicle’s price tag or fuel economy. If forced to make a decision with incomplete
information, then I have no choice but to default on some level to a Federal exchange. That is not
my preferred path forward. Recently, I recommitted to my long-time pledge to work in a bipartisan
fashion with Iowa legislative leaders and that pledge applies to our Federal partners as well. We
have not abandoned our legal responsibility to create an exchange; however, the path towards
consensus rests with you and Health and Human Services leadership. Our intention is not to default
to a Federal exchange, but the road blocks and impediments in front of us may leave us no choice.
 
As a former governor, I trust you know the challenges states face when trying to navigate the
murky waters of implementing a Federal mandate without clear guidance. In Iowa, formal
rulemaking not only binds both the State and stakeholder to a clear set of expectations, it also
allows for predictable and formal opportunities for stakeholder input that citizens deserve.
 
Iowa, like many states, has worked diligently, and met all deadlines for health benefit exchanges.
We are updating vital systems and technology within our State, officials have met with critical
stakeholders for input on exchanges and we have a solid framework for how an exchange could
operate in Iowa. However, we continue to struggle with too many unanswered questions on topics
critically important to the final development of an exchange that meets the needs of Iowans,
including the cost of building and operating an exchange. Practical considerations will be guiding
all states with the looming deadlines set by PPACA.
 
It is my hope that you will work with my State, and others, to address our questions and give us
the flexibility and information we need to address the real challenges we face when trying to make
decisions with incomplete guidance. Enclosed please find a list of issues and questions on which
we seek specific guidance. Building a state-based exchange at all costs is not an option for any
state. If Iowa must have an exchange, the exchange must provide solutions to the unique health
care problems Iowa faces at an affordable and sustainable cost.
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Sincerely,
 
 
 
Terry E. Branstad
Governor
 

Exchange-Related Questions for US HHS
 

1)      Please provide a complete list of regulations that will have to be reviewed, revised and re-
opened for public comment prior to implementation as a result of the Supreme Court ruling
(e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations, exchange regulations related to interface with
Medicaid). What is the schedule for re-issuing these regulations?

 
2)      When will final rules be issued on essential health benefits, actuarial value and rating

areas?
 

3)      The federal government has already extended deadlines for applying for Level 1 and Level
2 Exchange Establishment funding into 2014. Can we expect extensions of the deadlines
for other areas of implementation given the uncertainty caused by the Supreme Court
ruling and the linkage between Medicaid expansion and exchange eligibility and enrollment
functions? In addition, will the deadlines change for states implementing a partnership
exchange? Will the deadlines be extended for states implementing a federal exchange? Can
you confirm that states will be able to switch from a federal model to a partnership or state
model until 2019 and that funding will be available to enable that transition?

 
4)      When will the details of the federal partnership options be available? These cannot be

considered as an option without details including cost estimates and how state and federal
systems are expected to link. How will the long term funding of the federally-facilitated
healthcare exchanges be sustained?

 
5)      States considering a state-based exchange need to know whether there will be a charge to

use the federal data hub, advance premium tax credit/cost-sharing reduction service, risk
adjustment and transitional reinsurance programs. Will there be a charge? And, if so, how
much will it be?

 
6)      When will states learn the details of the operational systems for a federal exchange? The

procedural, technical, and architectural requirements for linking to the federal exchange
have not been released. It is not feasible to know if a state-based exchange is better for our
citizens until we know what the contents of a federal exchange will be.

 
7)      When will information from the establishment of a federal exchange be available for states

to use if a state opts to build its own exchange? It is costly for each state to have to start
from scratch and still not know how interfaces will work.

 
8)      If states choose to build a state-based exchange, what dollars will the federal government

contribute now and in the future? For the federal exchange states, when will the regulations
regarding the imposition of taxes on a state’s insurers be released?

 
9)      It has been widely reported that Congressional leaders who have to appropriate money will

seek to defund exchanges. Can you explain how the enactment provisions of the law allow
the Executive Branch to continue to fund exchanges without Congressional action to
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appropriate money?
 

10)  What happens to a state that has taken exchange planning and implementation grants if
their exchange is not financially viable after 2015? Can a state refuse to increase taxes on
either its residents or insurers, thus putting the financial underpinning of an exchange at
risk? What penalties does the federal government envision in this case?

 
11)  What happens if a state accepts grant money now to begin to build a state exchange, and

subsequently determines that a federal exchange may be better? Will the federal
government claw back these grant dollars from the states?

 
12)  The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has pointed out a provision in the law that

reduces exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer and fewer people will qualify
for subsidies, and the people who do qualify will get a smaller and smaller subsidy. Does
the Administration support that change, and if so, how would you pay for it? If you do not,
why do you think people should be forced to buy insurance if federal subsidies are
shrinking?

 
13)  Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid program, states

are charged by the PPACA with creating a single, seamless point of entry for all of the
insurance affordability programs affected by the Act--Medicaid, the Children’s Health
Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic Health Plan (where offered), advance tax credits for
individual and Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) exchange enrollees. This
leaves another major question on the table. What about all of the other social service
programs?

 
14)  In order to minimize disruptions to a state’s insurance market, The Office of Personnel

Management (OPM) is required to certify multi-state plans that must be included in every
exchange. When will the rules be released detailing the requirements and timeline for
multi-state plans? How OPM structures these rules can be very disruptive to a state’s
insurance market.

 
15)  Does the federal government intend to maintain high risk pools and how will they be

financed? What actions will they take in a state that has opted not to operate a high risk
pool or an exchange?

 
16)  How do states with a federal exchange ensure that Web Based Entities (WBE) are an

option in their state?
 

17)  Will HHS and the United States Department of the Treasury offset the advance payments
of premium assistance tax credits to issuers for an applicant’s outstanding tax, alimony,
and/or child support debts?

 
18)  Will state-based exchanges have the flexibility to retroactively adjust past due premium

amounts for interim changes in income?
 

19)  How will the Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIO) handle
Qualifed Health Plans (QHP) to Medicare transitions to prevent enrollee confusion and the
potential for unpaid QHP premiums due to the enrollee not terminating the QHP timely?

 
20)  How will CCIIO minimize the adverse impact of its overly-broad employer notice

requirement?
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21)  What is the process/timeline for the approval of a state-specific single streamlined
application (SSA)?

 
22)  Must Iowa have a Medicaid Portal or can it use the federal portal? If the answer is that it

has to use a federal portal, how does it incorporate state-specific programs (SNAP, TANF,
etc.?)

 
23)  What is the role/scope of a verification plan in a state partnership exchange? Does it

require federal approval? How and when should a verification plan be submitted for
federal review?

 
24)  What will the federal government require of all the states in terms of specifications for

account information/record layout/package of data elements?
 

25)  When and how should the implementation review be submitted?
 

26)  What are the HBE reporting requirements (HHS format? ACA 1313A?)
 

27)  Has the Plan Management Forum been rescheduled?
 

28)  Iowa would like to verify that the ACA will only allow “Indian status” for members of
federally recognized tribes.

 
29)  Does this flow account for the possibility that some individuals may not be eligible for the

exchange (because the individual has employer sponsored insurance), but person’s income
could still qualify them to be eligible for Medicaid?

 
30)  With individuals coming into the system through the FFE, what implications are there for

Iowa’s existing online application for SNAP and TANF?
 

31)  As an individual begins the application through the federal portal, what data elements will
the FFE use to identify that the applicant lives in Iowa (attestation, zip code of mailing
address, zip phone of residence, etc.)?

 
32)  At the "Transmit Account to State" point in the diagram, what are the gaps between the

information that the federal hub gives Iowa and the information that Iowa needs to
determine Medicaid MAGI eligibility?

 
33)  What data will be included in the account at the "Transmit Account to State" point? If this

data set has not yet been determined, when will it be determined?
 

34)  Will the single streamlined application ask about health status (pregnancy, etc.)?
 

35)  In the Medicaid Agency swim lane, should CHIP Eligibility be moved before "Assess for
Other IAP Eligibility" step? If so, this may be useful information for CCIIO to share with
other states. 

 
36)  What exactly happens at the "Assess for Other IAP Eligibility" point in the diagram?

 
37)  What is the communication back to consumers if it appears they are not eligible for

anything (insurance affordability in addition to Medicaid and CHIP)?
38)  Can Iowa receive the application electronically (and thus meet the regulation that requires

states to do so) through the FFE (instead of having a separate state-supported Medicaid
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portal)? Would using the FFE that meets the intent of the law which says that the states’
Medicaid must have the capability to accept Medicaid applications electronically?

 
39)  Will the paper application have to reflect the data elements in the single streamlined

application and then have a number of supplemental data elements that are required by
Iowa, or can the state continue using the current Iowa paper joint application?

 
40)  Iowa would like to verify that the entry point for the select group of people who are

categorically eligible for Medicaid (babies born to Medicaid mothers, SSI, etc.) will remain
subject to current business rules.

 
41)  How will the business rules for Medicaid presumptive eligibility change?

 
42)  From an education and outreach perspective, how will hospital staff get trained on the

presumptive eligibility process?
 

43)  The Blueprint roadmap lists “Navigator” under 2.6, but does not indicate it is something
that could be in a state partnership model (the partnership columns are not checked). In the
same roadmap, 13.3 mentions Consumer assistance and indicates it can be part of a
partnership model.  The draft “Design Review Modules – State Partnership Exchanges”
under consumer assistance partnership shows Navigator as part of the module.  It seems
like there is a conflict that may need to be clarified.

 
44)  Provide an overview of the federal Navigator program – are these actual people who will

be stationed in the SPE/FFE states?  Will Iowa have Navigators physically in our state?
 

45)  Describe the role/responsibility for the federal Navigators (who are the Navigators and
what will their responsibilities be).

 
46)  How will the federal Navigators integrate with state specific in-person consumer assistors?

 
47)  What is CMS’s/CCIIO’s vision/description of what the state must do to fulfill their

obligations regarding in-person assistance?
 

48)  In the blueprint section 4.0 (Plan Management), there are sub-sections identified as 4.5 and
4.6. However, in the guidance on what states need to prepare for in the design review for
SPE, these two sub-sections are not listed. Can you clarify what the state’s responsibilities
are for these two sub-sections?

 
49)  Is there a CMS’s/CCIIO’s plan for integration between the HBE implementation and

the BIP implementation?
 

50)  Describe the role federal call centers play with regard to helping a caller obtain Medicaid
(will the caller be switched to the Iowa Medicaid call center based on the area code of their
call?) Describe the federal plan for education and outreach? Will marketing materials be
tailored to the state? Will the state have input to the marketing materials?

 
 
 

# # #
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From: Tammie Kilpatrick
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: REMINDER!!! Heartland event speaking about ObamaCare & The Affordable Care Act
Date: Thursday, February 02, 2012 8:24:23 AM
Attachments: CKHeartlandInvite02252012.doc

Just making sure you knew about this……we’ll make sure someone attends one of the

meetings.

 

 
From: Sharon Brown [mailto:Sharon.Brown@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 01, 2012 3:37 PM
Subject: REMINDER!!! Heartland event speaking about ObamaCare & The Affordable Care Act
 
Whether you supported  The Affordable Care Act  (the act) or not, it has become evident
that it will affect each one of us in some way.  ObamaCare  dictates Health Care
Exchanges and will affect patients, providers, and payers, etc.
 
The Heatland Event is a must to help the state make an informed decision about the exchanges!
 

Tuesday, February 7th @ approximately 9:30am (following session), House Chamber
Wednesday, February 8th @ 9:00am in the State Capitol, room 512A
Wednesday, February 8th @ noon @ OCPAC @ Italiano’s, 4801 N. Lincoln Boulevard
 
The general public is invited to any of these events!
 
 

 

 
Sharon Brown,
Legislative Assistant for
Representative Charles Key,
District 90
405 557-7354
sharon.brown@okhouse.gov
.

.

 
 
 
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from
disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone
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January 25, 2012


 Health Exchanges have become a controversial issue as they are mandated by The Affordable Care Act, aka ObamaCare.  Many states have challenged their constitutionality and others have passed laws nullifying implementation of the Affordable Care Act, or parts of it, in their state.

These exchanges are the cornerstone of The Affordable Care Act and without the exchanges ObamaCare cannot be fully implemented.  Understanding our options as a state are very important not only because this law is a major piece of legislation but because it will fundamentally change our way of life.


I have been working with The Heartland Institute on this subject and want to extend an invitation to you to attend one or all of three presentations to learn about Health Care Exchanges, The Affordable Care Act, and what we can do in Oklahoma to protect our citizens.


Benjamin Domenech, managing editor of Health Care News and a research fellow at The Heartland Institute, has agreed to come to the State Capitol and share his expertise on this subject.   Kendal Antekier of the Heartland Institute will also be in attendance.   The Heartland Institute is a 27-year-old national nonprofit research organization dedicated to finding and promoting ideas that empower people. Founded in Chicago in 1984, its mission is to discover, develop, and promote free-market solutions to social and economic problems. The Heartland Institute distributes six monthly public policy newspapers addressing the major domestic public policy issues to every national and state elected official in the U.S. plus 8,400 county and local officials and thousands of civic and business leaders. It also produces books, policy studies, and booklets. Approximately 130 academics and professional economists participate in its peer review process, and more than 200 elected officials currently serve on its Legislative Forum. A telephone survey of randomly selected state and local elected officials conducted in 2011 found 79% of state legislators and 63% of local elected officials read at least one of Heartland’s publications, and 45% of state legislators say a Heartland publication changed their mind or led to a change in public policy. Approximately 1,800 support an annual budget of $6 million. Heartland does not accept government funding. 

Mr. Domenech joined The Heartland Institute in 2009 after several years working and writing on national health care policy, beginning with a political appointment as speechwriter to U.S. Health and Human Services Secretary Tommy Thompson, and continuing as chief speechwriter 
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for U.S. Senator John Cornyn during the Medicare Part D debate on Capitol Hill.  In addition to his work with Heartland, Benjamin is currently editor of The City, an academic journal of faith, politics, and culture, published by Houston Baptist University. He previously worked as a book editor for Eagle Publishing, where he edited multiple New York Times bestsellers in the arenas of politics, history, and sports. He was a founding board member of Redstate, a prominent conservative activist community site, and co-hosts Coffee & Markets, an award-winning daily podcast focused on politics, policy, and the marketplace.  Educated at the College of William & Mary and University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Benjamin regularly writes opinion columns for the Washington Examiner and RealClearWorld, and in 2009 he was chosen as a Journalism Fellow by the Peter Jennings Project for Journalists and the Constitution. 

For your convenience and because of demanding schedules, there will be three different events to make it possible for you to attend.  Each presentation will not be the same although each will include discussion of the effect of Health Care Exchanges & Reform information.  The times and locations are:


Tuesday, February 7th @ approximately 9:30am (following session), House Chamber


Wednesday, February 8th @ 9:00am in the State Capitol, room 512A


Wednesday, February 8th @ noon @ OCPAC @ Italiano’s, 4801 N. Lincoln Boulevard


The general public is invited to any of these events.


I hope you will attend.


Sincerely,




Charles Key


CK:sb

                  





       Committees:





Insurance, Chair


Adm. Rules & Gov’t Oversight


Econ Dev, Tourism & Fin Svcs


Approp  & Budget – Gen Gov’t














CHARLES D. KEY


State Capitol Building, Room 405


2300 North Lincoln


Oklahoma City, OK  73105


Office:  (405) 557-7354   


Fax:  (405) 962-7617


charles.key@okhouse.gov



















else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and
unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail transmission received
as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of
this e-mail or its attachments. Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer
virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or
recourse against the House by doing so.
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From: AJ Mallory
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: Secretary Sebeilus" Response to Governors" Letter Regarding State Flexibility to Implement the Affordable

Care Act
Date: Friday, February 25, 2011 5:22:43 PM
Attachments: Dear GovernorFeb 24.pdf

From: US HHS Intergovernmental Affairs (HHS/IGA) [mailto:HHSIGA@hhs.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2011 5:54 PM
To: US HHS Intergovernmental Affairs (HHS/IGA)
Subject: Secretary Sebeilus' Response to Governors' Letter Regarding State Flexibility to Implement the
Affordable Care Act
 
Dear Colleague:
 
This afternoon, Secretary Sebelius responded to a letter co-signed by your Governor
encouraging more state flexibility in implementing the Affordable Care Act, and in particular
the Act’s provisions relating to the establishment of state-based health insurance exchanges.
 The Secretary is sending a personalized letter to your Governor, but a copy of the language
is attached.
 
Paul Dioguardi
Director of Intergovernmental Affairs
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
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THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 



WASHINGTON, D.C. 20201 



February 24, 2011 


Dear Governor: 


Thank you for your letter urging more flexibility in implementing the Affordable Care Act, and 
in particular the provisions of the law that call for the establishment of state-based health 
insurance exchanges. I appreciate the opportunity to address your concerns. 


As a former governor, I can appreciate your interest in having flexibility to establish an exchange 
that meets the unique needs ofyour state and its residents. In my former role, I saw up close the 
urgent need for health care reform, but I also recognized that some of the problems in my state 
were not the same as those in other states, and I sought solutions that were tailored to the specific 
interests ofmy state. 


The Affordable Care Act is built on the belief that states understand their health insurance 
markets better than anyone else. As such, it puts the states in the driver's seat to lead the 
process. 


States have tremendous new opportunities to build on this foundation with the establishment of 
health insurance exchanges, the state-based marketplaces that will allow individuals and small 
businesses to pool their purchasing power and expand their benefit choices, much as large 
employers do today. The Affordable Care Act also establishes common-sense consumer 
protections, some ofwhich have already been implemented, and requires insurers to operate in a 
more transparent manner than they do today. Fair rules and transparency are the foundation to 
an insurance market in which consumers rather than insurers are in charge. 


These rules, coupled with the health insurance exchanges, give states a strong foundation upon 
which to increase competition and expand consumer choices. When they are implemented in 
2014, the exchanges will be dynamic new marketplaces in which health insurers will compete on 
price and quality. Consumers will be able to compare and select the best deal for their families, 
and states will be able to shape their exchanges to local market conditions, with a governance 
structure and operational philosophy that is unique to each state. 


Your letter identified four areas for greater state flexibility. Specifically, you called for the 
ability to (1) exercise maximum flexibility to operate exchanges, and in particular to select the 
insurers that will participate in the exchange, (2) give states authority to determine essential 
health benefits that participating plans must offer, (3) waive provisions that might inhibit the 
availability ofconsumer-driven plans and health savings accounts (HSAs), and (4) enroll 
Medicaid beneficiaries into private plans without HHS approval. In each of these areas, the 
Affordable Care Act offers better opportunities than the current marketplace and gives governors 
and legislatures broad flexibility to capitalize on those opportunities in reshaping state 
marketplaces for the 21 st century. 
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• 	 Selection ofQualified Plans in the Exchanges. In a majority of states today, a small 
number ofhealth insurance issuers dominate the market, sometimes offering only a single 
plan or product. In implementing their exchanges, states have the option to allow all 
insurers to participate in the exchanges (the Utah model), or they can be more active 
purchasers in shaping available choices (the Massachusetts model). Either way, the 
exchanges will stimulate broader competition, and consumers will end up with more and 
better choices. 


• 	 Essential Health Benefits. In today's market, many individuals and families have limited 
health insurance options available to them. The number and quality ofoptions typically 
depend on applicants' age and health status, and employees of small businesses often 
have only a single choice. Exchanges will expand consumer choice and give consumers 
the information they need to comparison shop among their expanded choices. All plans 
in the individual and small group markets inside or outside of the exchanges - will 
provide essential health benefits, which, by law, will be modeled after what a typical 
employer currently provides today in the private sector. But the law and how states 
implement it allow a diversity of plan types and benefit designs in exchanges, and states 
continue to have the option to require coverage of specific, additional benefits. 


• 	 Consumer-Driven Plans. Low-cost, high-deductible plans, including those coupled with 
HSAs, are growing in popUlarity. The cost sharing limits required by the essential health 
benefits package mirror the current out-of-pocket maximum for HSAs under the Internal 
Revenue Code. Exchanges will offer new choices for consumers because health 
insurance issuers may offer a variety ofplans with broad parameters; consumers who are 
willing to accept higher cost-sharing in exchange for lower premiums may purchase 
different levels of coverage. The "bronze" plans and catastrophic coverage for young 
adults will provide opportunities for expanding enrollment in consumer-driven plans 
coupled with HSAs. At the same time, exchanges will also improve consumer awareness 
ofoptions by making it easier to compare plans. 


• 	 Medicaid Flexibility. The Affordable Care Act expands and simplifies Medicaid 
coverage and provides states with more opportunities to align Medicaid with private 
health insurance. More specifically, the law permits states to restructure Medicaid 
coverage to look more like typical private employer coverage, as Medicaid managed care 
organizations and commercial insurers move into each other's markets and create new 
opportunities to enhance continuity ofcare across Medicaid and commercial populations. 


In addition to the four areas you mention in your letter regarding state flexibility, states have 
broad discretion in the operation of their exchanges. Further, Section 1332 of the Affordable 
Care Act provides states with the ability to seek a waiver for state innovation. Guidance on this 
section is forthcoming. 


Your letter also asks for assurances that the federal government will fund the development of 
exchange eligibility systems. The law is clear that the federal government is responsible for all 
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state expenses to establish state exchanges through 2014, including infonnation technology (IT) 
expenses related to eligibility and other exchange functions, by authorizing significant grants to 
states for these purposes. Already, 48 states and the District ofColumbia have applied for and 
received $1 million exchange planning grants, and today a 49th state application has been 
approved. On January 20, we announced the opportunity for states to apply for a new round of 
grants to move from planning exchanges to implementation. We also recently awarded $241 
million in "early innovator" IT grants to seven states that will develop prototypes that will be 
shared with other states. At the same time, the federal government is developing a "data services 
hub" that will provide one-stop service for states to verify income and manage other data-related 
exchange functions. Finally, we have proposed a 90 percent federal match for Medicaid 
eligibility systems that enhance state efficiency in implementing the Affordable Care Act. 


Your letter also asks for "objective" infonnation on coverage expansions and costs under the 
Affordable Care Act. The traditional source for objective infonnation about the costs offederal 
legislation is the non-partisan Congressional Budget Office, which has estimated that the 
Affordable Care Act will extend health coverage to 32 million uninsured Americans and reduce 
the federal deficit by $230 billion over the next 10 years. 


I continue to welcome ideas about how to improve the law and implement it more effectively, 
and I look forward to working with you to take the next steps toward building a strong insurance 
marketplace in your state. I encourage you to take the initiative to use the resources and options 
in the Affordable Care Act to provide affordable and accessible health coverage to the citizens of 
your state. 


Sincerely, 


~a 
Kathleen Sebelius 







From: Denise Northrup
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Fw: State Budgets
Date: Sunday, January 02, 2011 8:39:23 PM
Attachments: The State of World Finances 12-28-10.ppt

 

From: Marc Nuttle
Sent: Tuesday, December 28, 2010 4:32 PM
To: Denise Northrup ; Denise Northrup-FallinHQ
Subject: Fw: State Budgets

To The Honorable Mary Fallin

c/o Denise Northrop

******************************************

Dear Governor-elect Fallin,

 

Attached are some talking points that I distributed to some national groups over the

holidays.  I hope they are helpful in supporting your efforts.  If there is anything else I

can do, I stand ready.

 

Happy New Year to you and your family.

 

All the best,

Marc Nuttle

----- Original Message -----

From: Marc Nuttle

To: Marc Nuttle gmail

Sent: Tuesday, December 28, 2010 4:28 PM

Subject: State Budgets

Gentlemen:

 

Much has been discussed and written about the economic turbulence that could be

facing our country in the next two years.  I receive on a weekly basis another analysis

concluding that the current government services structure is unsustainable. 

 

Most of these analyses are complicated and require a basic knowledge of economic

formulas.  Attached is my effort to simplify the debate into common layman’s

application and language.  I see no shift in the severity of the situation, yet many

politicians act as if we have decades to solve this problem.  I have updated my

Power Point slide show to include four merging trends that I see crossing in March-

April of 2011.  They concern state budgets and the ongoing interaction with the

federal government. 
 
In my home state of Oklahoma, State Treasurer Scott Meacham issued a

report before the holidays indicating that the state budget may need to only be

trimmed by $267 million.  The State Board of Equalization’s preliminary numbers
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The State 

of 

World Finances















United States of America

		Current National Debt: $14,000,000,000,000

		308+ Million People

		$45,000 Per Capita





		Current National Deficit: $1,500,000,000,000

		207 Million Adults

		$7,250 per Capita









United States of America

Budget 2010:

	$3.5 Trillion – U.S. Government

	$2.0 Trillion – Income

	$1.5 Trillion Deficit

	$2.0 Trillion Extraordinary Spending

	$3.5 Trillion Total Deficit 2010







United States of America



Interest on the Debt in FY 2010:

	$187 Billion 

or Approximately 1.25%







United States of America

As Compared to an Individual

National Debt:  $140000  Ø Ø, Ø Ø Ø,Ø Ø Ø 



Income: 		$ 20000  Ø Ø, Ø Ø Ø,Ø Ø Ø

	No bank would make this loan

Deficit:  		$ 20000  Ø Ø, Ø Ø Ø,Ø Ø Ø

Line of Credit:   $ 60000  Ø Ø, Ø Ø Ø,Ø Ø Ø

	No creditor would extend this line of credit

The National Debt in 2020:  $20 Trillion* 

*As projected by the White House

The Total Amount of Debt is the Problem







Measure of a Country’s Health

(Solvency)



Debt / Equity

Is Debt to GDP







Measure of Budget/GDP

Preferred ratio is 70-80% of GDP



		Greece --	120% Budget/GDP

		UK -- 		125% Budget/GDP

		USA --		100% Budget/GDP





   (U.S. GDP in 2010 is $14 Trillion)







The World

		Total Assets		$350-$550 Trillion





		Total Liquidity	$140 Trillion (all stocks, 



						 bonds & commodities)







The World

Money Available for Sovereign Debt Each Year:  $8-10 Trillion



Needs:

		U.S.			$4 Trillion

		Europe			$2 Trillion

		Rest of World		$2-4 Trillion





Total		$8-10 Trillion







The World

Capacity for World Debt?  $50 Trillion?



		U.S.			$20 Trillion

		Europe			$15 Trillion

		Rest of World		$35 Trillion





		Total			$70 Trillion









There is a limit to how much the countries of the world can borrow to fund T-bills or government spending in a given year.

$10-15 Trillion







Impacts & Pressures

		Private Capital

		Other Equity Markets

		The Dollar as a Currency





	At 4%, the interest on the debt goes from $187 Billion to $600 Billion 







Three Economic Theories

(in transition)

		Keynes		Friedman		Fisher

		Paul Krugman		John Cogan		Lacy Hunt

		Wants to spend
$2 trillion more in stimulus money		Balance the budget		Do not bail out creditors

























Three Economic Theories

Negative Pressures & Affects of

Each Application:

		Small Business

Family Owned Business		Those needing or depending on subsidies		Banks and financial institutions





















Four Merging Forces of Budget Pressure Culminating in March-April 2011 

		46 states in various degrees of negative cash flow 

		Congress must raise debt ceiling 

		Current plan is to cut federal budget by $400 billion

		$300 billion directly impacts states

		Cost of Obama care begins to materialize at state level 

		Interest rate pressures on world government sovereign borrowing begins to rise 









The Importance of the United States 

to the World’s Economy & Stability

		The world’s safe harbor for economic freedom 

		Issuer and manager of world’s primary currency

		The only economic culture that nurtures small business 

		Consumes 50% of world’s production

		Produces approximately 30% of world’s goods and services

		The critical military force controlling regional conflicts













indicate revenue of $5.1 billion of which 95% can be appropriated.  That would make

the state authorized appropriations less than $5 billion.  In the report, state

expenditures are expected to be $6.1 billion.  I'm not sure how that adds up to a $267

million deficit.  The actual budget last year was $6.8 billion.  There may be stimulus

package money left or other surplus funds in an amount that I am not privy.  Every

state must go through a similar process in the next 90 days.
 
It is important for state leaders to structure a budget anticipating 2 years of flat

revenues.  When you calculate the increased costs of Obamacare, next year's cuts

will be just as difficult.  If in fact Congress cuts the budget back to 2008 spending

levels, roughly 75 cents of every non-military dollar will be a reduction in state

funding.  If Congress does not calculate the cost of unfunded mandates currently in

place, the states could be squeezed even further. 
 
Discussions are ongoing at the national level about the overall impact and

consequences of cutting the federal budget and its short term impact on states'

functionality.  I am currently involved in some of those discussions.
 
The principle that must be addressed is that current federal programs and services

are, in their current form and structure, unsustainable.  This fact is not in dispute by

the left or the right.  Serious leadership is required to navigate a course to bring all

systems, federal and state, into long term financial stability.  Some prominent

mainstream politicians believe that the day of reality is as soon as 2016.  Most agree

that it is before 2022.  At any extent, 6 to 12 years from now is the same as one or

two senate terms.  In other words, in government time, it is immediate.  If nothing is

changed, the states will experience service difficulties within the next two years. 
 
We must do everything we can to support federal and state officials in explaining why

measures must be taken now to avoid long term serious problems.  The overall

accumulation of debt is the problem.  Curing deficits is the first step that must be

taken to stabilize the situation.  Implementing cuts at the federal level will produce

unintended consequences to the states.  Each state is unique in its history and

financial structure.  The overall national plan requires state coordination and

analysis.

 

I wish each of you a happy and prosperous new year.

 

All the best.

 

Marc
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Fw: Tulsa world - Fallin, insurance commissioner defend decision to accept money
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:36:55 PM

Please send this to the health working group as well. Thanks, Katie

----- Original Message -----
From: Aaron Cooper
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 02:34 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Tulsa world - Fallin, insurance commissioner defend decision to accept money

Can view pic of protesters at link below

Fallin, insurance commissioner defend decision to accept money  

By RANDY KREHBIEL World Staff Writer - 3/24/2011
Published: 3/24/2011
Last Modified: 3/24/2011  1:50 PM

 

Gov. Mary Fallin and Insurance Commissioner John Doak on Thursday defended Fallin's decision to
accept a $54 million federal grant to implement a state health insurance exchange.

Speaking separately to the Tulsa Health Underwriters Association at Tulsa Country Club, Fallin and Doak
said refusing to act could lead to the federal government imposing such a program.

Asked if the state could afford to implement an exchange without the federal money, Fallin said, "No,
We have a $500 million hole in our budget."

Doak, who campaigned almost exclusively on his opposition to last year's federal health care legislation,
said he was "very proud of the position (Fallin) she took."

Fallin said she remains opposed to the federal reform and hopes it will be reversed.

About a dozen protesters opposed to the grant picketed outside the club's main gate.

http://mobile.tulsaworld.com/adtracker.aspx?s=/article.aspx
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From: MG(R) Lee Baxter
To: Glenn Coffee
Cc: Denise Northrup; Baxter MG Lee
Subject: Fwd: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:38:50 AM

Glenn, please let me know if you would like to discuss...feel the current position is a
very slippery slope and some huge Fallin supporters are teetering over this issue. I
am not in that number, but the dialog over this is very strong and has raised the
hackles of large OCPA donors to a level I have not see in the last 8 years as a Board
member there. Want to help if I can....Lee

MG(R) Lee Baxter

Begin forwarded message:

From: "MG(R) Lee Baxter" <baxter@signalmountainassociates.com>
Date: April 6, 2011 5:15:40 AM EDT
To: Denise Northrup <Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>
Cc: Baxter MG Lee <baxter@signalmountainassociates.com>
Subject: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding

Denise, thanks for calling:

1. Gov will be in Lawton on the 15th at 10 for Army Reserve Center
opening. Appears she then has a break til the lunch I am hosting at 12.
Can I arrange to talk to her after the ceremony and before the luncheon
? Could even do it sitting in the car.

2. Did some checking last night after we spoke. According to Michael
Carnuccio,both Bob Sullivan and Dan Zalodeck have placed calls in the
last couple of weeks to Mary but Katie is the one returning the calls...not
a great practice I don't think

3. Just so you know, on two or three occasions, last one yesterday, I
have left voicemail for Katie and she does not return my calls. That is
frustrating

4. Despite all intentions and all efforts , the Governor is facing being
labeled as "bringing Obamacare to Oklahoma" if we stay with the federal
money. She will be perceived, even tho it is NOT TRUE of abandoning the
anti Obamacare position.

5. I have NEVER seen pushback like OCPA is getting from it's members
and large donors like they are getting on this issue and they are insistent
in their positions. House and Senate repubs are pushing daily for the
OCPA position.....

Despite the financial pressures, I believe the Governor must withdraw
from the $54m and do so soon in favor of other ways to fund the
exchange initiative, which I fully and completely support . 
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I think you are right and I would like to talk to Mary on it. If I can do so
before the 15th, please let me know .

Governor Fallin and Denise Northrup do not have stronger supporters
than me. But the potential damage her  and house and senate members
is both severe and long lasting I think.

OCPA fully supports that the governor is trying to do....fully...but can't
support using federal money to do it. We (you and I) should be working
hard to ensure OCPA And gov work hand in hand.

Look forward to hearing from you. Lee
MG(R) Lee Baxter
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Mary Fallin; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri; Steve Mullins
Subject: FYI - Daily Oklahoman Editorial: Oklahoma Officials Must Get Busy Creating Insurance Exchange
Date: Monday, July 02, 2012 8:54:31 AM

Oklahoma officials must get busy
creating insurance exchange
 

The Oklahoman Editorial | Modified: June 29, 2012 at 4:44 pm | Published: July 2, 2012    16

CONSERVATIVES in the Oklahoma Legislature, irritated with President Barack Obama and his far-reaching 2010 health

care law, made it a point not to comply with a provision of the law requiring states to create exchanges to

Digesting the ramifications of the U.S. Supreme Court's upholding of the Affordable Care Act will take some time. But what

can't be debated is that Obamacare remains the law of the land, and formation of health insurance exchanges is one part

of that law.

Oklahoma was on its way to creating an exchange early last year and it accepted a federal grant to do so. Gov. Mary

Fallin and Republican leaders in the House and Senate — all  of them staunch conservatives by any yardstick — had

agreed on a proposal. Then some senators protested, citing concerns about federal red tape but mostly making the point

that accepting the grant was the same as endorsement of Obamacare.

That's all  it took to get Fallin and the others to jump ship. The money was returned and the exchange idea shelved.

The toxicity of this law in Oklahoma was such that lawmakers who last summer headed a committee that explored the

state's response to Obamacare were labeled as supporters of the law and drew challengers at the ballot box by far-right

Republicans.

A coalition of health care entities and business leaders, including The State Chamber and the Tulsa and Oklahoma City

chambers of commerce, pushed early this year for formation of a state exchange. The reason was simple: “This issue is

too important to risk the imposition of a federally designed exchange.”

But exchanges remained a nonissue at the Legislature in large part because lawmakers banked on the Supreme Court

spiking the law. They figured, why spend time on something so unpopular and politically thorny when the law is soon going

to be off the books anyway?

Only it's still on the books, and it will remain there unless Congress repeals it. Republicans plan to work toward that, but

succeeding will be a tall  order. They will need Mitt Romney to win the White House in November, and for the GOP to win a

majority in both houses. Oklahoma can't bank on those things happening, although Fallin and others seem content to do

exactly that.

Instead, policymakers need to do what they should have done after rejecting the federal grant — get moving on creating a

state-based, state-run exchange. The law stipulates that these exchanges need to be up and running by Jan. 1, 2014.

State plans for their exchanges are supposed to be filed with the federal government by year's end. States that don't form

their own exchanges will see the government create one for them. We absolutely don't want that as the solution.

The Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs, a conservative think tank strongly opposed to Obamacare, noted after Thursday's

high court ruling that state policymakers must act. Among the suggestions offered by OCPA fiscal policy director Jonathan

Small: “Lawmakers and the private sector must build state-based firewalls — such as a state-based, almost exclusively

private-sector-operated insurance marketplace — to minimize the intrusion of the federal government into the insurance

market in Oklahoma.”

It's time to get to work on that, finally.
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Read more: http://newsok.com/oklahoma-officials-must-get-busy-creating-insurance-

exchange/article/3688629#ixzz1zTOyLf00

 

Read more: http://newsok.com/oklahoma-officials-must-get-busy-creating-insurance-

exchange/article/3688629#ixzz1zTOmx2jc

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Subject: FYI - Kansas To Opt Out Of Early Innovator Grant
Date: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 3:19:34 PM

Kansas To Opt Out Of Early Innovator Grant

Topeka - Kansas Governor Sam Brownback and Lt. Governor Dr. Jeff Colyer announced today that the
State of Kansas is returning its "early innovator" grant distributed by the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services in February for early implementation of portions of the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA).

"There is much uncertainty surrounding the ability of the federal government to meet it's already
budgeted future spending obligations.
Every state should be preparing for fewer federal resources, not more.
To deal with that reality Kansas needs to maintain maximum flexibility. That requires freeing Kansas
from the strings attached to the Early Innovator Grant," said Governor Brownback

"Federal Medicaid mandates have cost Kansans over 400 million in the past 2 years alone. Full
implementation of the mandates in the President's health care law would cost billions more," said Dr.
Colyer. "We will work to find innovative Kansas based solutions to Kansas challenges and be very
selective in the federal funds the state applies for and receives.  We look forward to working with
legislative leaders and Insurance Commissioner Praeger as we develop Kansas solutions."

Following Oklahoma's decision in April to opt out, Kansas is now the second state to opt out of Early
Innovator Grant funding

"The early innovator grant does not address the most important issue in health reform, which is slowing
the rate of cost growth in health care. Through the statewide Medicaid reform meetings, Kansas is
taking the opportunity to decide for ourselves how best to provide health care access, improve
outcomes and reduce costs for our state," said Dr. Robert Moser, Secretary for the Kansas Department
of Health and Environment.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: maryfallin@
Cc: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz
Subject: FYI: Governor Daniels signs Executive Order to Establish a Conditional Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Tuesday, February 07, 2012 11:12:22 AM
Importance: High

Establishing the Exchange 

On January 14, 2011, Governor Mitch Daniels (R) signed Executive Order #11-01 to

conditionally establish and operate the Indiana Insurance Market, Inc., a nonprofit corporation to

serve as the Indiana health insurance exchange.1 Also in January, SB580 was introduced to

establish an exchange legislatively, though the bill failed when the 2011 legislative session

ended.2 The state has since commissioned a legal analysis which concluded that legislation is

not required to establish the exchange but may be necessary for the state to move forward with

full exchange implementation.3 

On May 5, 2011, the Governor signed HB 1210, which prohibits qualified health plans purchased

through an exchange in Indiana from covering abortions, except in the case of rape, incest, or to

avert impairment or death of the pregnant woman.4 

Structure: The Executive Order defines Indiana’s exchange as a nonprofit incorporated by the

Secretary of the Indiana Family and Social Services Administration, working with the Indiana

Department of Insurance. 

Governance: The Executive Order does not define the exchange’s Board of Directors in detail,

beyond specifying inclusion of representatives from the appropriate state agencies, the General

Assembly, and stakeholders such as consumers, providers, and actuaries. In an application for

federal grant funds, the state indicates the Board would include heads of agencies involved in

the exchange and appointees of the General Assembly, and that there would be advisory

committees of consumers, providers, businesses, and potentially insurers to provide input to the

Board of Directors.5 

Exchange Funding 

In May 2011, Indiana was among the first three states to be awarded a federal Level One

Establishment grant. The Indiana Department of Insurance and Family and Social Services

Administration received of $6.9 million to update their information technology systems, develop a

financial management plan, and acquire legal, actuarial, and financial expertise.6 The Indiana

Family and Social Services Administration also received a federal Exchange Planning grant of $1

million in September 2010. 

Next Steps 

Indiana has engaged subcontractors to assist in researching the state’s health care market and

potential users of the exchange. The state completed analysis of stakeholder insight collected

through the Exchange Questionnaire and is using the information as the basis for discussion of

exchange design options.7 The Governor’s office also continues to work with the Indiana Family

and Social Services 

Administration and Department of Insurance to assess existing information technology resources

and investigate strategies for integrating the exchange with existing programs. 
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Additional resources related to Indiana’s exchange planning can be found at

http://www.nationalhealthcare.in.gov 

 

 

1. Indiana Executive Order #11-01. January 2, 2011. http://www.in.gov/gov/files/Executive%20orders/EO_11-

01.pdf  

2. SB580. Indiana’s 2011 act to establish a Health Exchange 2011.

http://www.in.gov/legislative/bills/2011/PDF/IN/IN0580.1.pdf

3. Indiana Health Insurance Exchange Grant Report, Third Quarter, 2011. July 31, 2011.

http://www.in.gov/aca/files/Exchange_Grant_Third_Quarterly_Report.pdf 

4. HB 1210 (Chapter 33). Indiana’s 2011 act related to Health Care Exchanges and Abortion.

http://www.in.gov/legislative/bills/2011/HE/HE1210.1.html 

5. Indiana Health Insurance Exchange Level One Funding Solicitation.

http://www.statecoverage.org/files/IN_InsuranceMarketGrantITGAPSummary_2011.pdf 

6. HealthCare.gov. “Creating a New Competitive Marketplace: Affordable Insurance Exchange Establishment

Grant Awards List.” August 12, 2011. http://www.healthcare.gov/news/factsheets/exchanges05232011a.html 

7. Indiana Health Insurance Exchange Grant Report, Third Quarter, 2011.

States Fast Facts

Explore State Progress
• 42 states and the District of Columbia have effective rate review programs to evaluate proposed increases in

health insurance premiums. 

• Medical loss ratio adjustments have been requested by 17 states; six have been approved.  

• 27 states have filed a lawsuit in response to the health reform law 

 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: maryfallin@
Cc: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz
Subject: FYI: Governor Daniels signs Executive Order to Establish a Conditional Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Tuesday, February 07, 2012 11:12:23 AM
Importance: High

Establishing the Exchange 

On January 14, 2011, Governor Mitch Daniels (R) signed Executive Order #11-01 to

conditionally establish and operate the Indiana Insurance Market, Inc., a nonprofit corporation to

serve as the Indiana health insurance exchange.1 Also in January, SB580 was introduced to

establish an exchange legislatively, though the bill failed when the 2011 legislative session

ended.2 The state has since commissioned a legal analysis which concluded that legislation is

not required to establish the exchange but may be necessary for the state to move forward with

full exchange implementation.3 

On May 5, 2011, the Governor signed HB 1210, which prohibits qualified health plans purchased

through an exchange in Indiana from covering abortions, except in the case of rape, incest, or to

avert impairment or death of the pregnant woman.4 

Structure: The Executive Order defines Indiana’s exchange as a nonprofit incorporated by the

Secretary of the Indiana Family and Social Services Administration, working with the Indiana

Department of Insurance. 

Governance: The Executive Order does not define the exchange’s Board of Directors in detail,

beyond specifying inclusion of representatives from the appropriate state agencies, the General

Assembly, and stakeholders such as consumers, providers, and actuaries. In an application for

federal grant funds, the state indicates the Board would include heads of agencies involved in

the exchange and appointees of the General Assembly, and that there would be advisory

committees of consumers, providers, businesses, and potentially insurers to provide input to the

Board of Directors.5 

Exchange Funding 

In May 2011, Indiana was among the first three states to be awarded a federal Level One

Establishment grant. The Indiana Department of Insurance and Family and Social Services

Administration received of $6.9 million to update their information technology systems, develop a

financial management plan, and acquire legal, actuarial, and financial expertise.6 The Indiana

Family and Social Services Administration also received a federal Exchange Planning grant of $1

million in September 2010. 

Next Steps 

Indiana has engaged subcontractors to assist in researching the state’s health care market and

potential users of the exchange. The state completed analysis of stakeholder insight collected

through the Exchange Questionnaire and is using the information as the basis for discussion of

exchange design options.7 The Governor’s office also continues to work with the Indiana Family

and Social Services 

Administration and Department of Insurance to assess existing information technology resources

and investigate strategies for integrating the exchange with existing programs. 
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Additional resources related to Indiana’s exchange planning can be found at

http://www.nationalhealthcare.in.gov 

 

 

1. Indiana Executive Order #11-01. January 2, 2011. http://www.in.gov/gov/files/Executive%20orders/EO_11-

01.pdf  

2. SB580. Indiana’s 2011 act to establish a Health Exchange 2011.

http://www.in.gov/legislative/bills/2011/PDF/IN/IN0580.1.pdf

3. Indiana Health Insurance Exchange Grant Report, Third Quarter, 2011. July 31, 2011.

http://www.in.gov/aca/files/Exchange_Grant_Third_Quarterly_Report.pdf 

4. HB 1210 (Chapter 33). Indiana’s 2011 act related to Health Care Exchanges and Abortion.

http://www.in.gov/legislative/bills/2011/HE/HE1210.1.html 

5. Indiana Health Insurance Exchange Level One Funding Solicitation.

http://www.statecoverage.org/files/IN_InsuranceMarketGrantITGAPSummary_2011.pdf 

6. HealthCare.gov. “Creating a New Competitive Marketplace: Affordable Insurance Exchange Establishment

Grant Awards List.” August 12, 2011. http://www.healthcare.gov/news/factsheets/exchanges05232011a.html 

7. Indiana Health Insurance Exchange Grant Report, Third Quarter, 2011.

States Fast Facts

Explore State Progress
• 42 states and the District of Columbia have effective rate review programs to evaluate proposed increases in

health insurance premiums. 

• Medical loss ratio adjustments have been requested by 17 states; six have been approved.  

• 27 states have filed a lawsuit in response to the health reform law 

 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: maryfallin
Cc: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz
Subject: FYI: Governor Daniels signs Executive Order to Establish a Conditional Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Tuesday, February 07, 2012 11:12:23 AM
Importance: High

Establishing the Exchange 

On January 14, 2011, Governor Mitch Daniels (R) signed Executive Order #11-01 to

conditionally establish and operate the Indiana Insurance Market, Inc., a nonprofit corporation to

serve as the Indiana health insurance exchange.1 Also in January, SB580 was introduced to

establish an exchange legislatively, though the bill failed when the 2011 legislative session

ended.2 The state has since commissioned a legal analysis which concluded that legislation is

not required to establish the exchange but may be necessary for the state to move forward with

full exchange implementation.3 

On May 5, 2011, the Governor signed HB 1210, which prohibits qualified health plans purchased

through an exchange in Indiana from covering abortions, except in the case of rape, incest, or to

avert impairment or death of the pregnant woman.4 

Structure: The Executive Order defines Indiana’s exchange as a nonprofit incorporated by the

Secretary of the Indiana Family and Social Services Administration, working with the Indiana

Department of Insurance. 

Governance: The Executive Order does not define the exchange’s Board of Directors in detail,

beyond specifying inclusion of representatives from the appropriate state agencies, the General

Assembly, and stakeholders such as consumers, providers, and actuaries. In an application for

federal grant funds, the state indicates the Board would include heads of agencies involved in

the exchange and appointees of the General Assembly, and that there would be advisory

committees of consumers, providers, businesses, and potentially insurers to provide input to the

Board of Directors.5 

Exchange Funding 

In May 2011, Indiana was among the first three states to be awarded a federal Level One

Establishment grant. The Indiana Department of Insurance and Family and Social Services

Administration received of $6.9 million to update their information technology systems, develop a

financial management plan, and acquire legal, actuarial, and financial expertise.6 The Indiana

Family and Social Services Administration also received a federal Exchange Planning grant of $1

million in September 2010. 

Next Steps 

Indiana has engaged subcontractors to assist in researching the state’s health care market and

potential users of the exchange. The state completed analysis of stakeholder insight collected

through the Exchange Questionnaire and is using the information as the basis for discussion of

exchange design options.7 The Governor’s office also continues to work with the Indiana Family

and Social Services 

Administration and Department of Insurance to assess existing information technology resources

and investigate strategies for integrating the exchange with existing programs. 
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Additional resources related to Indiana’s exchange planning can be found at

http://www.nationalhealthcare.in.gov 

 

 

1. Indiana Executive Order #11-01. January 2, 2011. http://www.in.gov/gov/files/Executive%20orders/EO_11-

01.pdf  

2. SB580. Indiana’s 2011 act to establish a Health Exchange 2011.

http://www.in.gov/legislative/bills/2011/PDF/IN/IN0580.1.pdf

3. Indiana Health Insurance Exchange Grant Report, Third Quarter, 2011. July 31, 2011.

http://www.in.gov/aca/files/Exchange_Grant_Third_Quarterly_Report.pdf 

4. HB 1210 (Chapter 33). Indiana’s 2011 act related to Health Care Exchanges and Abortion.

http://www.in.gov/legislative/bills/2011/HE/HE1210.1.html 

5. Indiana Health Insurance Exchange Level One Funding Solicitation.

http://www.statecoverage.org/files/IN_InsuranceMarketGrantITGAPSummary_2011.pdf 

6. HealthCare.gov. “Creating a New Competitive Marketplace: Affordable Insurance Exchange Establishment

Grant Awards List.” August 12, 2011. http://www.healthcare.gov/news/factsheets/exchanges05232011a.html 

7. Indiana Health Insurance Exchange Grant Report, Third Quarter, 2011.

States Fast Facts

Explore State Progress
• 42 states and the District of Columbia have effective rate review programs to evaluate proposed increases in

health insurance premiums. 

• Medical loss ratio adjustments have been requested by 17 states; six have been approved.  

• 27 states have filed a lawsuit in response to the health reform law 

 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: (jason@ocpathink.org); (pat@cmastrategies.com); (stanislawski@oksenate.gov); (thompsont@oksenate.gov);

Andrew Silvestri; Bev_Binkowski@hcsc.net; Chad Warmington (chadw@okstatechamber.com); Cox-Kain, Julie;
Derek Lieser (DerekL@health.ok.gov); Fred Morgan (morganf@oksenate.gov); Glen Mulready; Jonathan Buxton
(Jonathan.buxton@okhouse.gov); Laura Brookins (laurabrookins@okhealthplans.org); Matt Robison
(mrobison@okstatechamber.com); Mike Brown (michaelbrown@finsvcs.com); Mike Thompson; Nicole Prieto
Johns (NicolePJ@health.ok.gov)

Subject: FYI: Virginia Health Reform Initiative
Date: Tuesday, September 27, 2011 3:44:01 PM

I was going through some old emails and found this…thought it might be of interest to some of you…

Governor McDonnell Receives Final Report and Recommendations
from the Virginia Health Reform Initiative Advisory Council

– Chairman, Secretary of Health and Human Resources Bill Hazel, Presented Governor
McDonnell with 28 Recommendations Highlighted by the Expansion of Medicaid Care
Coordination Models to Additional Geographic Areas, Clients, and Services and the

Virginia Gateway Project; Promotion of a Medical Team Model for Health Care Delivery –

RICHMOND- Governor Bob McDonnell today received the final report and recommendations of the Virginia
Health Reform Initiative Advisory Council from Secretary of Health and Human Resources Dr. Bill Hazel. In
August, the Governor created the Advisory Council to provide recommendations towards a comprehensive
strategy for implementing health reform specific to the needs of Virginia. He charged the Advisory Council
with identifying policies to create an improved health system that is an economic driver for Virginia while
allowing for more effective and efficient delivery of high quality care, at lower cost. 

Among their findings, the Advisory Council recommended that Virginia expand Medicaid Care Coordination
across additional geographic areas, clients, and services, including but not limited to behavioral health and
long term care services. Also, the Advisory Council put forward a recommendation to develop a
comprehensive eligibility determination and electronic case management system that crosses the span of
health and human resources. In order for Virginia to provide comprehensive care to individuals who
receive care from a local and or state agency, a technology platform is needed. This technology is a
necessary vehicle that will facilitate communication and shared information among providers and agencies
who serve the same client.  In addition, a 'team' model for care will enhance the collaboration and effective
care of patients throughout all of his or her doctors and physicians.  

Speaking about the report and recommendations, the Governor remarked, "These leaders have come
together and worked diligently to find better ways to deliver high quality health care at an affordable cost
to the citizens of Virginia. I look forward to reviewing the recommendations they have provided and finding
solutions that benefit our citizens and our Commonwealth. I will work with Secretary Hazel to ensure that
Virginia continues to move forward with efforts that are beneficial to Virginians and provide opportunities
for collaboration between the public and private sectors. All Virginians deserve access to high quality and
dependable health care, delivered in a cost-effective and sustainable manner." 

Secretary Hazel added, "I have had the privilege of serving as the chairman of the Virginia Health Reform
Initiative Advisory Council and we are indebted to the work of the members. They brought forward a
tremendous amount of information and insight which directly informed the recommendations of the
Council. I look forward to working with the Advisory Council over the next year as we work to implement
this vision for Virginia health reform." 

Vision: Virginia should aspire to have the healthiest individuals, the healthiest communities, the
best health care system and the strongest economy in the nation. 

*Among the recommendations, the Virginia Health Reform Initiative Advisory Council found:   

Virginia should create and operate its own Health Benefits Exchange to preserve and enhance

competition. 

The Secretary should work with business leaders, researchers and private foundations to

commission and conduct a representative sampling of Virginia employer opinions about what
features they want in a Health Benefits Exchange and what they want from health reform generally.

The Medicaid Task Force supports funding and implementation of the Virginia Gateway project,

which is the automation of an eligibility system across health and human services agencies and
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provides the platform for future needs, including the Health Benefit Exchange. This project is led by
the Office of the Secretary for Health and Human Resources.

The Commonwealth should continue to pursue additional care coordination models for additional

geographic areas, clients, and services, including but not limited to behavioral health and long term
care services.

The Secretary of Health and Human Resources should work with private and public organizations to

commission and fund multi-dimensional studies of the highly promising collaborative "team" concept
of care delivery for primary care for the purpose of informing future legislative considerations. 
Teams could include physicians, nurses, physicians' assistants, pharmacists, dentists, dental
hygienists, mental health professionals, case managers, family care givers and others. 

The Commonwealth should convene multiple stakeholders in collaborative efforts to identify, pilot

test, and spread effective models of delivery and payment reform.  The state should clarify that
system-wide costs, not the costs of a particular segment, are the proper cost-metric for evaluation. 
The Commonwealth should also ensure that the same performance metrics be used to evaluate all
models, including the status quo.

The Commonwealth should articulate a vision for excellence in health, health care and economic

strength for all Virginians. The vision should be inclusive of service delivery and payment models. 

Among the six taskforces, there are central themes surrounding the proposed
recommendations: 

Service Delivery and Payment Reform- Virginia should define its vision surrounding service delivery
and payment reform models; convene stakeholders, leverage its purchasing power, and implement
promising new models of care delivery and system transformation while protecting safety net providers.
Additionally, Virginia should work to leverage funding to advance Virginia's goals regarding health system
performance. 

Technology- Virginia should become a demonstration site for the use of telemedicine in areas where there
are underserved populations; consider the future application of an all payer claims data base; promote the
growth of access to broadband and telemedicine services; and help small primary care practices acquire
small business loans to invest in new technologies. 

Capacity- Virginia must acknowledge the health workforce capacity issues facing the Commonwealth
today. There are four avenues of increasing capacity: 1) re-organizing care delivery practice into "teams"
that can leverage scarce physician capacity by more extensive use of non-physicians in ways that are more
consistent with their education and training than many current practices permit; 2) changing scope of
practice laws to permit more health professionals to practice up to the evidence-based limit of their
training; 3) expanding the use of information technologies, like telemedicine, electronic health records and
health information exchanges to extend the geographic reach of existing health professionals; and 4)
increasing the supply of health professionals. Additionally, specific recommendations are include: increasing
clinical training slots and re-activating loan forgiveness and other programs that will increase retention of
health professionals educated in Virginia. 

Medicaid- Virginia should consider additional care coordination models; work with nursing facilities,
hospitals, and physicians on strategies for caring for nursing facility residents; evaluate and pursue
potential federal reforms for chronic disease management; require providers to submit claims and receive
payments electronically; and explore cost sharing opportunities for the current and expanded Medicaid
population.  In addition, the Task Force supported the funding and implementation of a streamlined
eligibility system across all publicly funded health and human services. 

Insurance Reform - Virginia should create and operate its own Health Benefit Exchange to preserve and
enhance market place competition.  The Governor and legislature should work together to create a process
to work through the various issues in detail, with broad stakeholder input.  Additionally, the legislature
should provide the Bureau of Insurance the authority to ensure their ability to implement and enforce
areas of necessary change. 

Purchaser Perspective - Secretary of Health and Human Resources work with business leaders,
researchers and private foundations to commission and conduct a representative survey of Virginia
employer opinions about what features they want in a Health Benefits Exchange and what they want from
health reform generally.  Much of the point and focus of reform is to make health insurance and health
care more affordable for small employers and their workers and their families. 

*The full report and recommendations can be found on the Virginia Health Reform Initiative webpage:
http://www.hhr.virginia.gov/Initiatives/HealthReform/ 
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From: Cox-Kain, Julie
To: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.; Alex Pettit; Andrew Silvestri; Buffy Heater ; cheryl.willie@okdhs.org; Cindy Roberts;

Cline, Dr.Terry L.; Hiner, Janice D.; Howard.Hendrick@okdhs.org; John Calabro; John Doak; Jonathan Buxton ;
Katie Altshuler; Lieser, Derek G.; Mike Rhoads; Rich Edwards; Steven Buck ; Terri White; Trait Thompson

Cc: Lieser, Derek G.
Subject: Governance Handouts
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:29:02 PM
Attachments: OHIX Advisory Committee.pdf

As discussed yesterday, attached are the documents that will be available for discussion during the
Governance Workgroup.  They include a governance overview, a summary of HB 2130, the Crowe
and Dunlevy Matrix, and a description of the differences between the two HIEs – Health Information
Exchange (HIE) and Health Insurance Exchange (HIX or HX) along with a listing of the trustees and
the advisory board members of the Oklahoma Health Information Exchange Trust (OHIET).  See you
tomorrow.
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OKLAHOMA HEALTH INSURANCE EXCHANGE 
Overview of Advisory Workgroups 


 


1 
 


 
Governance & Administration Structure 
 
As Oklahomans work together to design a Health Insurance Exchange to meet the needs of our State, 
the governance and administration of the Exchange are among the most important initial decisions we 
will make.  These choices will have profound effects on the ability of the Exchange to successfully meet 
the health insurance needs of individuals and small employers. At its core, an Exchange is a distribution 
channel for commercial insurance. The Exchange will also be a conduit for premium subsidies and 
reduced cost sharing, thereby enabling individuals and, small employers to purchase insurance. The 
governance structure and administration of the Exchange should reflect this fundamental role and 
responsibility. 


Oklahoma will seek to establish a health insurance exchange that will promote effective competition for 
health insurance and offer a wide selection of coverage options to individuals and small businesses. 
Options for structuring the governance of an exchange include: a state government agency (either 
existing or newly created), a public trust, a nonprofit entity established by the state, or a multi-state 
exchange. If a state does not wish to establish an exchange, the federal government will operate an 
exchange in the state. 


Whatever form of governance Oklahoma chooses the governance structure and administration of the 
Exchange may determine, among other things: 


• The management and extent to which the Exchange will operate within state government; 


• The level of transparency and public accountability;  


• The manner by which goods and services will be procured;  


• Staffing levels and hiring procedures;  


• The criteria that may be used to select health plans; and  


• The intersection between publicly-subsidized coverage and non-subsidized commercial 
insurance. 


• The Exchange’s sources of funding 


• Financial reporting requirements 


Because a health insurance exchange will face many unanticipated challenges, Oklahoma should 
consider giving the Exchange substantial flexibility and discretion in setting policies. The statute 
establishing Oklahoma’s Exchange can leave many issues to be worked out later by the Exchange as 
more information becomes available and the Exchange gains experience. 


 
 







HB 2130 
Effective November 1, 2011. 
 


• Establishes an Executive Director for the Health Care for the Uninsured Board (HUB) to advise and aid the 
board in its duties.   


• The Secretary of Health and Human Service shall be the Executive Director and shall implement the duties of 
the HUB. 


• The Board (HUB) shall meet initially no later than December 15, 2011.  
• The State Department of Health shall provide space for meetings of the Board (HUB). 
• HUB Membership (9): 


o Three members appointed by the Governor representing the actuary interests of top ten health 
insurance providers. (one (1) member for a term of two (2) years, and two (2) members for a term of 
three (3) years, 


o One member to be appointed by the President Pro Tempore of the Senate who shall represent the 
interests of insurance agents to serve a term of two (2) years, 


o  One Member to be appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives who shall represent 
interests of Oklahoma employers to serve a term of three (3) years, 


o The CEO of the Oklahoma Health Care Authority, or designee, 
o The Oklahoma Insurance Commissioner, or designee, 
o One member who shall represent the State & Education Employees Group Insurance Board, and 
o One member who shall represent the Oklahoma State Employees Benefit Council. 


 


• HUB Duties: 
o Advise, consult with, and make recommendations to the Insurance Commissioner ; 
o Assist and advise the Insurance Commissioner on such other matters as the Commissioner may submit 


for recommendations to the State Board of Health; 
o Apply for grants or other federal Medicaid funds available to implement the provisions of the Health 


Care for Oklahomans Act; 
o Establish a system of counseling, including a website, for those individuals who are without health 


insurance and are not covered by Medicaid, that includes but is not limited to: 
 educating consumers about insurance programs certified by the state in accordance with this 


section, 
 aiding consumers in choosing policies that cover medically necessary services for that 


consumer, and 
 educating consumers on how to utilize primary and preventative care in order to reduce the 


unnecessary utilization of services by the consumer; and  
o Establish a system whereby if an individual qualifies for a subsidy under the premium assistance  


program, established in Section 1010.1 of Title 56 of the Oklahoma Statutes, that person is able to 
become enrolled through the HUB in conjunction with local, qualified insurance producers. 


 
• Insurance Commissioner’ s Duties: 


o Establish a system of certification for insurance programs offered in this state to be recommended by 
the HUB; 


o Establish a system for the credentialing of insurance producers who intend to market insurance 
programs certified by the state in accordance with this section; and 


o Establish a system for the certification of low-cost health insurance programs designed to provide 
coverage to eligible individuals.  Such programs shall not be required to include certain mandates.  The 
Board (HUB) may recommend that plans certified by the Commissioner be offered statewide to eligible 
individuals. 


o The HUB shall receive no general revenue appropriations, but shall be funded by grants awarded to the 
state. 
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CROWE&DUNLEVY 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW 


M E M O R A N D U M 


TO:  SHIECAP Governance Committee 


FROM:  Karen S. Rieger, Kevin D. Gordon, Cori H. Loomis, Christopher B. Keim 


DATE:  April 12, 2010 


RE:  Entity Analysis Matrix 


 


 


 Law State 
Agency 


Public Trust Not-for-Profit, Tax-
Exempt Corporation 


Procedure/Transparency Oklahoma Open Meetings 
Act1 


 


Yes2 Yes3 


 


Generally N/A, unless receiving 
public funds and exercising 
decision-making authority. 


 


 Oklahoma Open Records 
Act4 


 


Yes5 Yes6 


 


Generally N/A, unless receiving 
public funds and exercising 
decision-making authority. 


                                                           
1 25 O.S. §§ 301-312. 
2 25 O.S. § 304. 
3 25 O.S. § 304 (definition of public body); see also Okla. A.G. Op. No. 2010-01. 
4 51 O.S. §§ 24A.1-24A.29. 
5 51 O.S. § 24A.3. 
6 51 O.S. §24A.3; see also Okla. A.G. Op. No. 2010-1. 







 Law State 
Agency 


Public Trust Not-for-Profit, Tax-
Exempt Corporation 


 


 Administrative Procedures 
Act7 


Yes8 Yes9 No 


Limits on Liability Governmental Tort Claims 
Act10 


 


Yes11 Yes12 


 


No 


Taxation Sales and Use Taxes 


 


Exempt13 Exempt14 


 


Exempt only in certain 
circumstances.15 


 


 Ad Valorem Taxes 


 


Exempt16 Exempt if 
property held in 
compliance with 
Oklahoma Public 
Trust Act.17 


Exempt on property used 
exclusively for charitable 
purposes; not exempt on 
property used for proprietary 
purposes or leased to for profit 
persons or entities 


                                                           
7 75 O.S. §§ 250-323. 
8 75 O.S. § 250.3. 
9 75 O.S. § 250.3; see also Okla. A.G. Op. No. 2010-1. 
10 51 O.S. §§ 151-200. 
11 51 O.S. § 152. 
12 See generally 51 O.S. § 152(13). 
13 68 O.S. § 1356(1). 
14 Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1977-106. 
15 See generally 68 O.S. § 1356. 
16 68 O.S. § 2887. 
17 See 60 O.S. § 178.5. 







 Law State 
Agency 


Public Trust Not-for-Profit, Tax-
Exempt Corporation 


  


 IRS Excess Benefit 
Transaction Provisions18 


 


N/A Yes, to the 
extent  public 
trust has 
outstanding tax-
exempt bonds 


 


Yes 


Creation/Governance Creation by statute. Yes Not expressly 
required under 
Public Trust Act, 
but may be 
desirable.19  


No 


 Board Composition Set by 
statute 


5 member board 
appointed by 
Governor with 
advice and 
consent of 
Senate.20 


Flexible 


Capital/Expenditures/Operations Public Competitive Bidding 
Act21 


Yes22 Yes23 


 


No 


 


                                                           
18 26 U.S.C. § 4958. 
19 See generally 60 O.S. § 176(A); Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1990-23. 
20 60 O.S. § 178(B).  
21 61 O.S. §§ 101-138. 
22 61 O.S. § 102. 
23 61 O.S. § 102; see also Okla. A.G. Op. No. 2010-1. 







 Law State 
Agency 


Public Trust Not-for-Profit, Tax-
Exempt Corporation 


 


 Public Trust Competitive 
Bidding Requirements24 


N/A Yes25 


 


N/A 


 


 Conflict of Interest 
Prohibition – Oklahoma 
Constitution26 


Yes Unlikely27 No 


 Conflict of Interest 
Provisions – Oklahoma 
Public Trust Act28 


N/A Yes29 No 


 Joint Venture Activities 


 


No Yes, except to 
extent the public 
trust is 
supported by tax 
revenues; public 
trusts with 
outstanding tax-
exempt bonds 
subject to the 
same limitations 


Yes, subject to guidelines to 
assure tax-exempt entity 
maintains sufficient control to 
further its charitable purposes 


 


                                                           
24 60 O.S. § 176(H). 
25 60 O.S. § 176(H). 
26 Okla. Const. Art. X, § 11. 
27 See Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1996-47. 
28 60 O.S. § 178.8. 
29 60 O.S. § 178.8. 







 Law State 
Agency 


Public Trust Not-for-Profit, Tax-
Exempt Corporation 


as not for profit, 
tax-exempt 
corporations 


 


 Debt and Contracting 
Limitations – Oklahoma 
Constitution30  


Yes No31 No 


 Oklahoma Central 
Purchasing Act32 


Yes33 Unlikely, 
clarifying 
language 
desirable.34 


No 


 Issuing Bonds By 
statutory 
authority 


Yes35 Not directly, but may be issued 
by a public trust on behalf of not 
for profit corporation 


 Funds held on deposit by 
Oklahoma State Treasurer36 


Yes37 No, to extent 
funds generated 
by non-state 


No 


                                                           
30 Okla. Const. Art. X, §§ 23-25. 
31 See 60 O.S. § 176; Okla. AG Op. No. 1990-23. 
32 74 O.S. §§ 85.1-85.44C.  
33 74 O.S. § 85.2. 
34 See Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1996-47; see generally Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1984-135 (concluding state-beneficiary public trust subject to Central Purchasing Act).  This 
Attorney General Opinion is substantially dated and may no longer apply to a public trust analysis. 
35 60 O.S. § 176(A). 
36 See generally 74 O.S. § 362. 
37 See 74 O.S. § 362. 







 Law State 
Agency 


Public Trust Not-for-Profit, Tax-
Exempt Corporation 


contributions and 
trust revenues.38 


                                                           
38 Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1986-70; see also Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1990-23. 







 Law State 
Agency 


Public Trust Not-for-Profit, Tax-
Exempt Corporation 


 Restriction on use of public 
funds as gifts or for non-
public purposes - Oklahoma 
Constitution39 


Yes No, to extent 
funds generated 
by non-state 
contributions and 
trust revenues.40  


No 


 Receipt of state grant funds Agency 
typically 
administers 
grant 
funds. 


Yes, when 
satisfy grant 
objective (likely 
need legislative 
act creating grant 
program) and not 
inconsistent with 
trust 
documents.41  


Possibly, if satisfy grant 
objective and exempt purposes of 
entity. 


 Receipt of state 
appropriations 


Yes Possibly, if 
appropriation 
accomplishes 
governmental 
purpose with 
appropriate 
controls over 
entity receiving 
funds.42  


Generally no 


                                                           
39 See generally Okla. Const. Art. X, §§ 14, 15, 17. 
40 Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1986-131. 
41 See Okla. AG Op. No. 2004-20. 
42 See generally Okla. A.G. Op. No. 2007-41.  Although the test cited above reflects the general law governing appropriations – and would presumably apply to 
govern a direct appropriation to a public trust – there is no precedent we are aware of specifically approving of such action. 







 Law State 
Agency 


Public Trust Not-for-Profit, Tax-
Exempt Corporation 


 Interlocal Cooperation Act43 Yes44 Yes45 Generally no46 


 Oklahoma Personnel Act47  Yes48 No49 No 


 


 


                                                           
43 74 O.S. §§ 1001-1008. 
44 74 O.S. § 1003. 
45 74 O.S. § 1003. 
46 See 74 O.S. § 1003. 
47 74 O.S. §§ 840-1.1-840.2-27. 
48 74 O.S. § 840-1.3. 
49 Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1996-47. 







Oklahoma Health Information Exchange
The “Other” Exchange


Oklahoma 
Health Insurance Exchange 


(OHIX)


 Connects people to insurance 
providers and resources 


 Reduce the number of 
uninsured people 


 Ensure greater accountability 
and transparency in the 
purchase of insurance


 Drive quality improvement 
and cost containment of health 
care costs


Oklahoma 
Health Information Exchange 


(OHIE)


 Data network that connects 
health care facilities and 
providers


 More reliable data to 
providers helping to avoid 
medical errors


 Improve coordination of care
 Address rising health costs
 Reduce redundant testing
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Oklahoma Health Information Exchange Trustees 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Oklahoma Health Information Exchange Trust Advisory Board 


Organization Nominations to Advisory Board 


Oklahoma Health Care Authority [Medicaid], Lynn Puckett, Contracts Service Director  


Oklahoma State Department of Health [Public Health], Becki Moore, Data Warehouse Manager  


Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance 
Abuse Services, 


Terri White, Commissioner  


University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, 
Kevin Elledge, Executive Director of Operations, 
OU Physicians  


Oklahoma State University Center for Health Sciences Dr. Jim Hess, COO  


A nominee of the Indian Health Service Office responsible 
for Oklahoma, 


Dr. John Farris, Chief Medical Officer  


A representative of Tribal interests, Mr. Mitchell Thornbrugh, Cherokee Nation  


Oklahoma Hospital Association, 
Rick Snyder, CFO and VP, Finance & Information 
Services  


Oklahoma Osteopathic Association Dennis J. Carter, DO, past president 


Oklahoma Pharmacists Association Jim Spoon 


Oklahoma State Medical Association, Kent T. King, MD 


The State Chamber of Oklahoma, 
Matt Robison, Vice President Small Business and 
Workforce Development  


Security and privacy representative nominated by the 
Oklahoma Health Information Security and Privacy Council, 


Robn Green (OSDH and Vice Chair of OKHISPC) 


A HIO representative as nominated by the OHIET Board Joe Walker 


A consumer representative nominated by the governor Sean Voskuhl, Associate State Director AARP/OK  


A nominee of the Oklahoma Regional Extension Center 
steering committee, 


Jonathan Kolarik, MBA, RN, Director of HIT  


Oklahoma Association of Health Plans, 
Bill Hancock, Vice President & General Manager 
of CommunityCare Managed Health Plan 


Representative of Rural Providers Val Schott  / (Advisory Board Chair) 


A HIO representative as nominated by the OHIET Board Mark Jones 


 


Julie Cox-Kain, M.P.A. 


Robert H. Roswell, M.D. 


Brian A. Yeaman, M.D. 


Craig W. Jones 


Jenny J. Alexopulos, D.O. 


David C. Kendrick, M.D. 


Samuel T. Guild 
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From: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Governor Fallin Letter to Lawmakers in Support of HB 2130, Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 3:53:31 PM
Attachments: insurance exchange ltr.pdf
Importance: High

The letter (attached and in text below) explains that an Oklahoma based health insurance exchange:
-          Will help to avoid the forced implementation of a federal exchange run by the Obama

administration and  Washington, D.C.
-          Will be run using conservative, free market principles
-          Will empower consumers by providing them with more information and ultimately lower

health insurance costs in Oklahoma
 
 
Dear Lawmaker,

As you may know, this Wednesday, March 23, will represent the one year
anniversary of the enactment of President Obama’s Patient Protection and Affordable Care
Act (PPACA). I believe, as I know many of our legislators and the majority of our citizens
do, that the PPACA is unconstitutional, fatally flawed and ultimately harmful to our economy
and the health of our citizens. That is exactly what I told both the Obama administration and
our federal lawmakers, in no uncertain terms, when I voted against the law as a United States
Congresswoman.

As governor of Oklahoma and as a citizen, it is my great hope that the PPACA is
either repealed by federal legislators or else is struck down by the United States Supreme
Court. Our Oklahoma Congressional delegation has my full support as they work towards the
former option, and Attorney General Scott Pruitt has my support and encouragement as he
leads Oklahoma’s legal challenge.  As governor, I have sent multiple letters to the White
House explaining the unreasonable economic burdens the PPACA places on Oklahoma and
have requested that the White House fast track the lawsuits against President Obama’s health
care law to the Supreme Court. In short, I have been proud to be part of a united conservative
front in Oklahoma opposing what I believe to be one of the most dangerous and
counterproductive pieces of legislation to come out of Washington in decades.

I remain deeply concerned, however, that the PPACA will remain the law of the
land for some time to come. As long as that is the case, the president’s law will continue to
actively assault both the rights of our citizens and the tenth amendment rights of our states.
For that reason, I believe Oklahoma’s lawmakers must continue to find new ways to prevent
a federal takeover of our health care system in Oklahoma.

One of the most important ways we can fight that federal takeover is to
implement an Oklahoma-based, free-market health insurance exchange so that
Washington does not force its own model on the state. While we have already begun to
create that exchange, the next step in the process is the passage of HB 2130, which
creates a governing board for the program. I am writing now to ask you to support that
legislation.

Under current law as outlined by the PPACA, the federal government will begin
establishing a federally designed and run health insurance exchange in 2013 in all 50 states
except those that have begun implementing their own state-based exchanges. If we do not
develop our own exchange, if we instead do nothing, then we will be powerless to oppose the
creation of a federally run program in Oklahoma.

As you may know, health insurance exchanges, when done right, have long been
a conservative idea. In 2009, our Legislature authorized the creation of such an exchange
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Office of the Governor 


State of Oklahoma 


 
 


 


 


                                                                                March 22, 2011 


 


 


Dear Lawmaker, 


 


As you may know, this Wednesday, March 23, will represent the one year anniversary of the enactment of 


President Obama’s Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). I believe, as I know many of our 


legislators and the majority of our citizens do, that the PPACA is unconstitutional, fatally flawed and ultimately 


harmful to our economy and the health of our citizens. That is exactly what I told both the Obama administration 


and our federal lawmakers, in no uncertain terms, when I voted against the law as a United States Congresswoman.  


 


As governor of Oklahoma and as a citizen, it is my great hope that the PPACA is either repealed by federal 


legislators or else is struck down by the United States Supreme Court. Our Oklahoma Congressional delegation has 


my full support as they work towards the former option, and Attorney General Scott Pruitt has my support and 


encouragement as he leads Oklahoma’s legal challenge.  As governor, I have sent multiple letters to the White 


House explaining the unreasonable economic burdens the PPACA places on Oklahoma and have requested that the 


White House fast track the lawsuits against President Obama’s health care law to the Supreme Court. In short, I 


have been proud to be part of a united conservative front in Oklahoma opposing what I believe to be one of the most 


dangerous and counterproductive pieces of legislation to come out of Washington in decades. 


 


I remain deeply concerned, however, that the PPACA will remain the law of the land for some time to 


come. As long as that is the case, the president’s law will continue to actively assault both the rights of our citizens 


and the tenth amendment rights of our states. For that reason, I believe Oklahoma’s lawmakers must continue to 


find new ways to prevent a federal takeover of our health care system in Oklahoma.  


 


One of the most important ways we can fight that federal takeover is to implement an Oklahoma-


based, free-market health insurance exchange so that Washington does not force its own model on the state. 


While we have already begun to create that exchange, the next step in the process is the passage of HB 2130, 


which creates a governing board for the program. I am writing now to ask you to support that legislation.  


 


Under current law as outlined by the PPACA, the federal government will begin establishing a federally 


designed and run health insurance exchange in 2013 in all 50 states except those that have begun implementing their 


own state-based exchanges. If we do not develop our own exchange, if we instead do nothing, then we will be 


powerless to oppose the creation of a federally run program in Oklahoma. 


 


As you may know, health insurance exchanges, when done right, have long been a conservative idea. In 


2009, our Legislature authorized the creation of such an exchange based on a proposal introduced by the 


conservative Heritage Foundation.  


 


 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Using that model, the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange we are seeking to create will be an online 


health insurance market that empowers consumers by providing vastly improved access to information on private 


insurance products and expanding the purchasing power of individuals and small businesses. Private insurance 


products will be sold to meet individual needs, insurers will compete to promote real choices for consumers and the 


free-market will work to lower costs. Unlike the federal exchange Washington may try to force on us, the exchange 


we are trying to build offers a positive, free-market alternative to the big government, tax-and-spend plan that is the 


PPACA.  


 


If we do not pass HB 2130 and implement an Oklahoma-based exchange, the results will be devastating for 


those of us who oppose ObamaCare and the federal intrusion it represents. Without an Oklahoma exchange, the 


state is virtually guaranteed to be subject to a federally run, Washington D.C. substitute. And unlike the one we 


develop here in Oklahoma, that federal exchange will rely on public health care plans and be funded by public debt 


for many years to come.  


 


For that reason, a vote against an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange and HB 2130 is a vote to leave 


Oklahoma defenseless against a federal takeover, as mandated by ObamaCare, beginning in the year 2013.  


 


As a conservative, I hope the PPACA is long gone by then. I join the majority of our lawmakers, as well as 


the majority of our citizens, in being passionately opposed to the federal health care law. It is my great hope to see it 


overturned or repealed. But I believe we have an obligation to plan for a future where that may not happen. And in 


the event the federal health care law is not overturned by 2013, I am not willing to allow the federal government to 


seize what has been a conservative idea and turn it into something unrecognizable and harmful to the state of 


Oklahoma and its citizens.  


 


For all these reasons, I hope you will join me in supporting a free-market, conservative exchange and defend 


Oklahoma against the federalization of our health insurance by voting for HB 2130. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


 


Mary Fallin  


Governor 


Page 2 of 2 pages 
 







based on a proposal introduced by the conservative Heritage Foundation.
Using that model, the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange we are seeking to

create will be an online health insurance market that empowers consumers by providing
vastly improved access to information on private insurance products and expanding the
purchasing power of individuals and small businesses. Private insurance products will be sold
to meet individual needs, insurers will compete to promote real choices for consumers and
the free-market will work to lower costs. Unlike the federal exchange Washington may try to
force on us, the exchange we are trying to build offers a positive, free-market alternative to
the big government, tax-and-spend plan that is the PPACA.

If we do not pass HB 2130 and implement an Oklahoma-based exchange, the
results will be devastating for those of us who oppose ObamaCare and the federal intrusion it
represents. Without an Oklahoma exchange, the state is virtually guaranteed to be subject to
a federally run, Washington D.C. substitute. And unlike the one we develop here in
Oklahoma, that federal exchange will rely on public health care plans and be funded by
public debt for many years to come.

For that reason, a vote against an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange and HB
2130 is a vote to leave Oklahoma defenseless against a federal takeover, as mandated by
ObamaCare, beginning in the year 2013.

As a conservative, I hope the PPACA is long gone by then. I join the majority of
our lawmakers, as well as the majority of our citizens, in being passionately opposed to the
federal health care law. It is my great hope to see it overturned or repealed. But I believe we
have an obligation to plan for a future where that may not happen. And in the event the
federal health care law is not overturned by 2013, I am not willing to allow the federal
government to seize what has been a conservative idea and turn it into something
unrecognizable and harmful to the state of Oklahoma and its citizens.

For all these reasons, I hope you will join me in supporting a free-market,
conservative exchange and defend Oklahoma against the federalization of our health
insurance by voting for HB 2130.
 
Sincerely,
 
Governor Mary Fallin
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

 
Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8878

 

From: Katie Altshuler
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Governor Mary Fallin Announcment re/ PPACA (Health Insurance Exchange & Medicaid Expansion)
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 11:43:35 AM
Attachments: PPACA Talking Points 1119.pdf

Sebelius Letter.pdf

 

 
Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 19, 2012
 

Governor Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue State-Based Exchange
or Medicaid Expansion

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today released the following statement announcing that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of a state-based exchange or participate in the Medicaid expansion in the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA):
 
“For the past few months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma stakeholders and health care
experts across the country to determine the best course of action for Oklahoma in regards to both the creation of a health
insurance exchange and the expansion of Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. Our priority has been to ascertain
what can be done to increase quality and access to health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an undue burden
on taxpayers or the state. As I have stated many times before, it is my firm belief that PPACA fails to further these goals,
and will in fact decrease the quality of health care across the United States while contributing to the nation’s growing
deficit crisis.
 
“Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, the state of Oklahoma is legally obligated to either build
an exchange that is PPACA compliant and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an exchange run by
the federal government. This choice has been forced on the people of Oklahoma by the Obama Administration in spite of
the fact that voters have overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the federal health care law through their support of
State Question 756, a constitutional amendment prohibiting the implementation of key components of PPACA.
 
“After careful consideration, I have today informed U.S. Secretary of Health Kathleen Sebelius that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of its own health insurance exchange. Any exchange that is PPACA compliant will necessarily be
‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not benefit
Oklahoma taxpayers to actively support and fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of
the federal government, that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans, and that will further the implementation of a
law that threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the nation.
 
“Furthermore, I have also decided that Oklahoma will not be participating in the Obama Administration’s proposed
expansion of Medicaid. Such an expansion would be unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma up to $475 million
between now and 2020, with escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It would also further Oklahoma’s reliance
on federal money that may or may not be available in the future given the dire fiscal problems facing the federal
government. On a state level, massive new costs associated with Medicaid expansion would require cuts to important
government priorities such as education and public safety. Furthermore, the proposed Medicaid expansion offers no
meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already contributing to the out-of-control spending of the federal
government.
 
“Moving forward, the state of Oklahoma will pursue two actions simultaneously. The first will be to continue our support
for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different
Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I remain optimistic that Oklahoma’s challenge
can succeed. 
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“Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions that improve health outcomes and contain
costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health,
where effective chronic disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of skyrocketing medical
bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits. I look forward to working with legislative leaders and
lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for Oklahoma families.”
 
 
 

Governor Mary Fallin Announcement re/ PPACA
Talking Points

 
·         While Governor Mary Fallin has opted not to build a state-based insurance exchange or expand the Medicaid program as

proposed in PPACA, she and the Oklahoma legislature remain deeply committed to the health of all Oklahoman’s. One
demonstration of this commitment is that they protected the Health and Human Services agencies during the recent
economic downturn from significant reductions that would jeopardize the health and safety of our citizens. The end result
is that the Health and Human Services area took the smallest reduction of any of the cabinet areas.

 
·         The Governor and her staff have been exploring the impact of PPACA and working with healthcare experts and lawmakers

across the country in order to make sound decisions on implementing a state based exchange or expand Medicaid in
Oklahoma. The final determination is that this law will not improve the quality of healthcare or address the escalating
healthcare costs that are bankrupting our nation, nor does it provide the flexibility needed to improve health outcomes in
a financially sound or sustainable manner.

 
·         Oklahoma has a history of innovations in healthcare and the Governor is committed to building upon those innovations to

create Oklahoma solutions to our healthcare problems. She welcomes the opportunity to work with the Oklahoma
legislature and other stakeholders to develop an Oklahoma plan to reduce the number of uninsured families, provide
quality healthcare and address rising healthcare costs.

 
Insurance Exchange

·         There is an absence of critical guidance and regulations that would allow states to understand the full ramifications of
building and implementing a state based insurance exchange. Without HHS regulation and guidance it is unclear how much
flexibility and freedom of control will be provided to states operating an exchange. State based exchanges will be so in
name only and it does not benefit us to fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of the
federal government.

 
·         The cost of building a PPACA compliant exchange in Oklahoma is estimated at $30 million to $50 million dollars. The cost

of implementing PPACA in Oklahoma, and nationwide, is staggering and unsustainable. Governor Mary Fallin will continue
to work with the Oklahoma legislature to develop financially sound healthcare solutions.

 
·         While the pricing structure has not yet been released, HHS will likely pass the cost of the federal exchange to the insurers

selling products on the exchange. This fee, in turn, will likely be passed on to the purchaser of the healthcare plan.
 
Medicaid Expansion

·         Medicaid is an outdated program that was expanded without true reform in PPACA. The Medicaid expansion does not
adequately address needed improvements in the availability or quality of healthcare services and it does not begin to
address the ever increasing costs of healthcare. Further, the federal law does not provide flexibility for states to meet the
unique needs of their citizens.

 
·         Expanding Medicaid as written in PPACA would cost the State of Oklahoma as much as $475 million between fiscal years

2014 and 2020. Paying for these increases would necessitate significant cuts to other critical parts of the state’s budget
like education and public safety. The cost of Medicaid expansion is unsustainable and creates an additional burden on
taxpayers and the federal deficit.

 
·         Oklahoma has a history of innovative programs and fiscally responsible enhancements to the Medicaid program. In fact,

Oklahoma has reduced the rate of uninsured among children to just 7%. Oklahoma has also created an outstanding on-line
enrollment system that allows families in need of healthcare real time access to Medicaid coverage. These are the very
successes that Oklahoma wants to build upon to create a viable healthcare system that actually begins to reduce the costs
of healthcare in our state while improving health outcomes.
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·         Oklahoma has a history of creating innovative solutions to reducing the number of uninsured, for example the Insure

Oklahoma program (created in 2006) offers premium assistance to small businesses to support the purchase of private
insurance for their employees. Under PPACA the Insure Oklahoma program would be discontinued and qualifying workers
(those under 138%) would be required to enroll in traditional Medicaid. Oklahoma small businesses and their employees
should have the same option to purchase private insurance coverage as other large employers and their employees.

 
·         Oklahoma does not anticipate that opting not to expand Medicaid as written in PPACA will jeopardize Oklahoma hospitals

when CMS implements the mandated reduction in Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) funds. Oklahoma’s current DSH
payments do not meet the threshold for significant reduction.

 
Oklahoma Plan

·         Governor Fallin recognizes the importance of having healthy citizens. Healthy people create a more productive workforce
and children that are able to learn. The governmental system of providing healthcare (Medicaid) is important, but it should
not be the primary source of healthcare for so many of our citizens. We need to transform the healthcare system into one
that supports individuals and families who need a hand-up while also supporting a robust private insurance market that is
focused on making people healthier.

·         Oklahoma will be developing an Oklahoma Plan to reduce the number of uninsured and the costs of healthcare. The
Oklahoma plan will include some of the following elements:

o Establish goals that include improved health for our citizens
o Empower individuals to be engaged in making good healthcare (and health) choices
o Ensure payment incentives focus on preventive care and improving health
o Support the purchase of private insurance products
o Focus on reducing the cost of managing chronic disease, a major cost driver in Oklahoma, including;

§ High-risk case management
§ Chronic disease self management
§ Improving care coordination within communities of care

o Specifically target the reduction of unnecessary hospitalizations and emergency department visits
o Realign the public health system to support these goals

 
·         The Oklahoma Plan will address the concerns of healthcare providers about the strain of uncompensated care by reducing

the number of uninsured.
 

·         The Oklahoma Plan will be developed with consultation from tribal nations and other stakeholders to ensure the unique
needs of our citizens are met.

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Governor-elect Health Transition Working Group
Date: Friday, January 07, 2011 2:06:08 PM
Importance: High

 
Please join us for the next meeting of Governor-elect Mary Fallin’s Health Transition Working Group.

 

Date: Wednesday, January 12th

Time: 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

Dial-in Number: 1-219-509-8222 

Participant Access Code: 24646

 

In order to facilitate our discussion please reply to us with your top 3-5 policy priorities prior to the

meeting if you have not already.

 

Please note as of Monday, January 10 we will have new contact information and will distribute that to

you as soon as possible.

 
Health Transition Working Group
Meeting Notes: December 21, 2010

 

·         Need to provide physicians to underserved – specifically in rural areas where major shortages
and funding barriers exist

·         Smokeless Tobacco Tax
·         Medical education funding to keep and create residencies in Oklahoma
·         “Physician Manpower Training Commission”
·         200 D.O. slots, only graduating 100 in family care, general practice, OBGYN – not enough

specialist slots
·         $8m funds 100 positions – takes 3 years to develop and must be self-funded for first 3 years
·         Potential provider fee proposal

o    $352 million
o    Only 3 hospitals would be “losers” – 1 of the 3 not really affected
o    Specialty hospitals exempted

·         Need a strong state-based health insurance exchange that will provide a competitive, level
playing field

·         Insurance industry supports housing exchange in insurance department due to price v.
solvency conflict
 

 
 

Thank you,

 
Katie Altshuler
Policy Director

Office of Governor-elect Mary Fallin

405-521-4310

Katie.altshuler@govelect.ok.gov

 
 

Andrew Silvestri
Deputy Policy Director

Office of Governor-elect Mary Fallin

Phone:  405.521.4294

andrew.silvestri@govelect.ok.gov
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Phil Cox; Monica Block; Larissa Ziemann; Mike Schrimpf
Subject: Governors" Call- July 3, 11:30 AM-12:00 PM (EDT)
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012 4:09:45 PM

Dear Chief of Staff:
 
CC: Action Officers
CC: Schedulers
CC: Healthcare advisors
 
A RGPPC Governors’ Only conference call will be held on Tuesday, July 3rd:
11:30 AM - 12:00 PM (EDT) to discuss the PPACA Supreme Court decision. A copy
of this email is being sent to your schedulers. On this call, a brief summary
 of the decision will be provided, and governors will discuss what the
decision means for their state as well as next steps. Please have your
schedulers RSVP for your governor to Larissa Ziemann at LZiemann@rga.org. A
conference line and agenda will be provided at that time.
 
A reminder that it is likely that a SCOTUS PPACA decision will occur on
Thursday.  Your communication teams have been provided talking points and
information regarding our rapid response communication line.  In addition,
RGPPC will forward materials and interpretations of the decision as we get
them.
 
As previously noted, please make every accommodation possible to have your
governor join the July 3rd call with other governors.  As always, don’t
hesitate to contact us if you need more information.
 
Best,
Marie
 
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556

 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
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Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
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Office (202) 464- 8556
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From: Matt Robison
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Hand out for Capitol Visits - The TIME is NOW!
Date: Tuesday, March 06, 2012 9:52:03 AM
Attachments: image003.png

image004.png
image005.png
talking points March 6.pdf

 
To:      Oklahomans for Free Market Health Solutions
From:  Matt Robison 
Date:   March 6, 2012
Re:      Legislative Visit hand out
 
Attached is a hand-out you can utilize when visiting with your legislators this week.  We
anticipate SB 1629 to be heard next week, but our voice must be loud and clear...Oklahoma
MUST address this issue in order to avoid the implementation of a federally imposed health
insurance exchange.
 
If you or your colleagues are unable to personally visit with members of the legislature,
please feel free to call their office and let them know you SUPPORT the passage of SB 1629
which is a vote AGAINST a federal takover of Oklahoma's health insurance industry.
 
House Switchboard: (405) 521-2711
Senate Switchboard: (405) 524-0126
 
Please let me (mrobison@okstatechamber.com) or Sharon Caldwell
(sharon@cmastrategies.com) know of any results from your legislative contacts as we are
tracking the status of this measure.
 
Thank you for all your efforts!
 
 
Matt Robison
Vice President Government Affairs
The State Chamber of Oklahoma
Sent from my iPad
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SB 1629 Protects Oklahomans from a Federally Imposed Exchange 


The members of Oklahomans for Free Market Health Solutions encourage a YES vote on SB 1629.    


We are united in our preference for an Oklahoma-based marketplace instead of a federally 
imposed exchange. 


SB 1629 holds numerous benefits for Oklahoma consumers, employers and those in health 
related industries, among these are: 


 SB 1629 is based upon the well-known and utilized Insure Oklahoma program – not a 
system created by Washington DC bureaucrats. 
 


 SB 1629 protects the relationship between consumers and licensed agents. 
 


 SB 1629 guarantees a free market in health insurance by allowing many companies to 
provide a variety of plans instead of a “one size fits all” plan expected from the federal 
government. 
 


 SB 1629 creates transparency and will facilitate comparison of health insurance plans from 
a wide range of companies. 


 


 SB 1629 allows a free market for health insurance to exist and thrive outside of the 
exchange model. 


PPACA is the law of the land. While Oklahoma has demonstrated its opposition to this law 
through a state question and a lawsuit, these may not be enough to keep the federal 
government from imposing an exchange on Oklahomans.  


  


The federal government has already committed $574 million -- and awarded contracts -- for the 
development of the federal exchange.  If Oklahoma does nothing, the federal government will 
impose their system on us.  


  


If you agree that as a state, Oklahoma should do everything it can to stop the federal 
government from taking over the health insurance industry in our state, then you have no choice 
but to vote Yes on SB 1629. Voting NO on SB 1629 is tantamount to inviting the federal 
government to take-over health insurance in our state.  
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Coalition Members 
The State Chamber of Oklahoma 
Greater Oklahoma City Chamber of 
 Commerce 
Tulsa Metro Chamber 
Norman Chamber of Commerce 
Greater Enid Chamber of Commerce 
Bartlesville Regional Chamber of  
 Commerce 
Broken Arrow Chamber and Economic 
 Development Corporation 
Oklahoma Association of Health Plans 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Oklahoma 
Global Health 
Delta Dental of Oklahoma 
Independent Insurance Agents of 
Oklahoma 
National Association of Insurance and  
 Financial Advisors 
Oklahoma State Association of Health  
 Underwriters 
Tulsa Association of Health Underwriters  
Oklahoma City Association of Health  
 Underwriters 
Oklahoma Osteopathic Association 
Oklahoma State Medical Association 
Coventry Healthcare 
Oklahoma Hospital Association 
Oklahoma Association of Optometric  
 Physicians 
 
 


National Federation of Independent 
 Business (NFIB) – Oklahoma 
Aetna US Healthcare 
Oklahoma Chiropractors’ Association  
Oklahoma Physical Therapy Association  
Oklahoma Pharmacist’s Association 
Oklahoma State Chiropractic Independent 
Physicians Association 
Oklahoma Nurses Association 
Oklahoma Institute for Child Advocacy 
United Health Care 
Oklahoma Fit Kids Coalition 
INTEGRIS Health 
Oklahoma Association of Health Care  
 Providers 
Summit Consolidated Group 
Mercy Health Systems of Oklahoma 
Oklahoma Primary Care Association 
Oklahoma Academy of Family Physicians 
Coventry Healthcare 
Catalyst Behavioral Services 
American Cancer Society 
Oklahoma Substance Abuse Services 
Alliance 
Oklahoma Society of Oral and Maxillofacial  
 Surgeons 
Pharmacy Providers of Oklahoma 
Oklahoma Health & Life Insurance 
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Todd Smith, Washington Representative 
State of Georgia 
1455 Pennsylvania Ave.,NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20004 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

tlnitcd ~tatcs ~cnatc 
COMMITTEE ON HEAL TH, EDUCATION, 

LABOR, A ND PENSIONS 

WASHINGTON, DC 20510-6300 

August 6, 2012 

As you may be aware, this June Senator Tom Harkin sent a letter to Governor Deal on the 
anniversary of the Supreme Court's landmark decision in Olmstead v. L. C, holding that the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requires that States administer services to individuals 
with disabilities in the most integrated settings appropri ate to their needs. Senator Harkin is 
seeking a better picture of how Georgia is working to meet its obligations under the ADA and 
Olmstead, and obtain a better understand of which of the new tools and funding streams made 
available by the federal government in recent years are proving the most effective at helping 
people with disabil ities to live independently. To this end, in his role as Chairman of the Senate 
Committee on Health, Education, Labor and Pensions, Senator Harkin has asked Governor Deal 
to submit a report to the Committee on this topic by September 7, 2012. 

With this deadline approaching, we wanted to reach out to you to make sure that you were aware 
of the letter, and remind you of the deadline. Please contact me at 202-224-8535 or 
Andrew Jmparato@help.senate.gov if you have any questions. A copy of the letter sent to 
Governor Deal is attached. Thank you for your cooperation. 

( 

para to 
ior Co sel & Disability Policy Director 

U.S. Senate Committee on Health, 
Education, Labor & Pensions 
Tom Harkin, Chairman 
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The Honorable Nathan Deal 
State Capitol 
206 Washington St. , Suite 203 
Atlanta, Georgia 30334 

Dear Governor Deal: 

'lanitcd ~totes ~cnote 
COMMITTEE ON HEAL TH, EDUCATION, 

LABOR, AND PENSIONS 

WASHINGTON, DC 20510- 6300 

June 22, 2012 

Today marks the 13111 anniversary of the United States Supreme Court's landmark decision in 
Olmstead v. L.C, holding that the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requires that States 
administer services to individuals with disabilities in the most integrated settings appropriate to 
their needs. The decision marked the beginning of the end of the segregation of individuals with 
disabilities in institutions, and spurred a move towards providing individuals with disabilities the 
opportunity to live, work, and receive services in the greater community. 10 

In this time of budgetary constraints, it is important to policy makers to know which tools are 
working the best to meet the joint goals of ensuring all individuals with disabilities have the 
opportunity to live independently while also providing the necessary services and supports in a 
cost effective manner. To that end, l am seeking information regarding how Georgia is working 
to meet its obligations under the ADA and Olmstead, and obtain a better understanding of which 
of the new tools and funding streams made available by the federal government in recent years 
are proving the most effective at helping people with disabilities who are residents of your state 
to live independently. 

Yesterday, as Chairman of the United States Senate Committee on Health Education Labor and 
Pensions (HELP Committee), and one of the original authors of the ADA, I convened a Senate 
hearing to assess the progress that we have made among the various states. At the hearing, we 
heard about the enforcement activities of the U.S. Department of Justice's Civil Rights Division, 
efforts by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to promote services in the 
community, recent reform efforts in Delaware and Alabama, and the story of a resident of the 

10 The U.S. Department of Justice has stated the "mos\ integrated setting" is "a setting that enables individuals with 
disabilities lo internet with non-disabled persons to the fullest extent possible.1110 Integrated settings arc "those that 
provide individuals with disabilities opportu11ilies to live, work, and receive services in the greater community, like 
individuals without dis11bi/icies." 
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Governor Deal 
June 22, 2012 
Page two 

District of Columbia who successfully transitioned from life in an institution to a full life in the 
community. 

Notwithstanding clear examples of progress around the country that were highlighted in 
yesterday's hearing, I remain concerned that too many individuals with disabilities continue to be 
forced to live in segregated settings in order to receive services. Thousands of individuals with 
disabilities remain in nursing homes, board and care homes, intermediate care facilities for 
people with intellectual disabilities, large group homes, and other segregated settings when they 
could be better and more cost-effectively served in their own homes with supports. 

As you know, providing services to people with disabilities in community based settings not only 
yields immeasurable benefits to the individuals with disabilities, it also yields benefits to states, 
from a budgetar>' and administrative perspective, because in most instances, it is less expensive 
to provide services to individuals with disabilities in their own homes or apartments than in 
institutions or other segregated settings. While many state disability service systems may have 
once been considered state of the art, they are now antiquated. With new technologies and 
approaches, we have seen !hat even individuals with the most significant disnbilities can live 
successfully in truly integrated settings, living in their own homes, engaged with family, friends, 
and their community. 

Congress has taken steps to afford states a variety of tools through the Medicaid program to 
make it easier to provide community based services. Those include: 

• The Community First Choice option that provides an e11hanced federal Medicaid match 
for slates choosing to cover a package of uttendnnl services and supports that enable 
individuftls with disabilities to live in home and community settings rnthcr thnn in nursing 
homes, hospitals, intermediate care facilities, or l11stltutio11s lbr me11tal diseases. 42 
U.S.C. § I 396n(k). 

• An option to cover a package of home and community-bused services for a targeti:d 
group of people with disabilities under a state's Mcdit.:aid plan (the "1915(i) option"). 42 
U.S.C . § J 396n(i). 

• The Money Follows the Person program that allows states to receive an enhanced 
Medicaid match wh1,;11 lhL:y rnove people out ofnmsing homes, hospitals and other 
institutions and into home and community·b<ised settings. 42 U.S.C. § 1396a note. 

• The Balancing Incentiv<.:s Payment Program that offers nn opporhmity through 2015 for 
states that rely heavily on institutional facilities to receive an enhanced federal Medicaid 
match for expanding home und community-based services. 42 U.S.C. § I 396d(y). 
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Governor Deal 
June 22, 2012 
Page three 

• The Medicaid home and comnrnnity-bnsed waivers that, since 1981, have enabled states 
to serve individuals with disabilities in home and community-based settings rather than in 
nmsing homes, hospitals, and intennedinle care facilities. 42 U.S.C. § I 396n(c). 

• The Medicaid rehabilitation and personal care options that have also served as 
cornerstones of state efforts to finance services for individuals with disabilities in their 
own homes and communities. 42 U.S.C. §§ l 396d(a)( 13), (24). 

In conjunction with yesterday's hearing, and in an effort to develop a comprehensive 
understanding of which federal programs are working best for states, I am asking you to provide 
information to the Committee about efforts to ensure that the ADA 's promise of the opportunity 
to live, work, and receive services in the greater community is being met, including whether you 
have, or intend to, utilize the new tools provided by Congress to do so. I ask tha! you provide the 
Committee with the following information by September 7, 2012: 

(I) For each year from FY 2008 to the present: The number of people who moved from nursing 
homes, intermediate cal'e facilities for individuals with intellectual or developmental disabilities, 
long term care units of psychiatric hospitals, and board and care homes (often called adult care 
homes or residential health care facilities), to living in their own home, including through a 
supportive housing program. 

(2) The amount of state dollars that will be spent in this fiscal year serving individuals with 
disnbilities in each of these settings: nursing homes, intermediate care facilities for individuals 
with intellectual or developmental disabilities, board and care homes, psychiatric hospitals, 
gl'Oup homes, and their own homes, including through a supportive housin g program. 

(3) .For each year fi·om FY 2008 to lhe present, the extent to which )'Ullr state has expanded its 
capacity to serve individuals with <lisabilitics in their own homes, including tlu·ough a supportive 
housing program-· including the amount of' stale dollars spent on the expansion (which may 
include rcallocaled money previously spent on segregated settings) and the specific nature of the 
capacity added. 

(4) The contents of yom state's Olmstead Plan for increasing comm1111ily integration, a 
description of the slrnlegic planning process used to create it as well as any revisions that have 
been made since its creation, the extent to which it incorporates any of the new tools crealed by 
!he federal government to support home and community-based services, and the extent to which 
you have been successful in meeting any quanlifiable goals identified within il. 
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Governor Deal 
June 22, 2012 
Page four 

(5) Any policy recommendations you have for measures that would make it easier for your state 
to effectively implement Olmstead's integration mandate and take advantage of new federally 
available assistance. 

(6) Any successful strategies that your state has employed to effectively implement Olmstead, 
particularly strategies that could be replicated by another state or on a national scale. 

Thank you for yom cooperation. If you have any questions, please contact Andrew fmparato on 
my HELP Committee staff at Andrew Imparato@help.senate.gov or 202-224-8535. I look 
forward to hearing from you. 

Tom Harkin 
Chairman 

cc: Michael B. Enzi, Ranking Member, Senate Committee on Heallh, Education, Labor and 
Pensions 
cc: Chairman Max Baucus, Senate Pinance Committee 
cc: Ranking Member Orrin G. Hatch, Senate Finance Conunittee 
cc: Senator Saxby Chambliss 
cc: Senator Johnny Isaakson 
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To: Oklahoma State Representatives  

From: Governor Mary Fallin and Insurance Commissioner John Doak 

 Dear Representative,    

We would like to make you aware of the extraordinary opportunity Oklahoma has to be a 

national leader in designing and implementing a conservative, free-market based health insurance 

exchange.  

            As you know, the idea of an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange is not a new one. In 2009, 

the legislature passed a bill that authorized the creation of a health insurance exchange portal where 

consumers could compare and research various private health insurance plans in one online location.  

As mentioned in the State of the State address, our goal is to create an insurance exchange 

where small businesses and individuals can pool their money to expand their purchasing power, 

increase competition and ultimately reduce costs.  Our vision is to protect consumers and guarantee the 

role of licensed agents and brokers.   Therefore, we are asking for your support for HB 2130, which 

establishes a governance structure for an Oklahoma Exchange. 

We believe the creation of this Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange represents a great 

opportunity for our state to develop a national model for providing citizens with quality private health 

insurance. I also believe it represents an important opportunity for conservative policymakers to offer a 

positive agenda for Oklahoma families.   

The Commissioner and I strongly oppose ObamaCare and will continue to work to have it 

overturned. We are proud to stand with General Scott Pruitt and his efforts to have this law ruled 

unconstitutional.  This is now our opportunity to stand up for our 10
th

 amendment rights and create an 

Oklahoma based free-market exchange.   

An Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange would be an online marketplace where costs are 

reduced, where insurance products could be bought and sold to meet individual needs and where all 

insurers could compete to promote real choices for consumers.  This is the exchange that my 

administration, the Insurance Commissioner, the Speaker, the Pro Tem, and others are dedicated to 

creating. We look forward to working with all stakeholders on the legislation to ensure everyone is 

represented appropriately.   We hope you are as excited by this opportunity as we are.  
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To: Governor Mary Fallin 
From: Katie Altshuler and Andrew Silvestri 
Date: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 
Re: Health Care Reform 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Introduction: 
 
Oklahoma is currently evaluating the SoonerCare (Medicaid) Program to see where we are and 
what additional reforms are necessary.  At this point all options are on the table and we are 
trying to determine what types of changes or waivers might serve us best.  As you can see from 
the RGA letter signed by 29 Republican Governor’s we are all working closely together on 
consensus areas.  We believe there is strength in numbers and with enough of us working 
together to demand flexibility surely we will not be ignored.  It is important to note that 
Oklahoma already has some of the lowest eligibility levels in the country. For example, non-
pregnant parents must be at 37% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) or below as compared to 
200 or 250 percent in other states.  Additionally, Oklahoma’s eligibility level for pregnant 
women is 185 percent FPL as compared to a minimum of 200 percent in most other states.  We 
are ahead of the game in some areas such as online enrollment and we are currently looking 
into ways to better deal with our dual eligible population.  Oklahoma does offer optional 
benefits that are not required by Federal law such as durable medical goods, prescription drugs, 
behavioral health, transplants, dental and circumcision that could be reduced; however there 
would likely be a greater cost incurred by the state if these services were not offered.  States 
are required to cover the cost of non-emergency transportation which seems like an extra that 
we should be allowed to cut back in times of fiscal crisis.  Additionally, states need greater 
flexibility in determining co pays. As noted in the RGA letter, states must be able to enforce 
reasonable cost sharing for those able to pay. 
 
 
Background (data as of 2010 unless noted otherwise): 
 
Oklahoma Health Insurance Coverage Status  
 

Oklahoma                   United States 
 
Employer                     1,714,100                   157,194,100  
Individual                    156,600                       13,995,800  
Medicaid                     505,000                       42,326,300  
Medicare                    502,300                       37,183,500  
 
Uninsured                    Oklahoma                   United States 
 
Total population          3,550,203                    307,006,550 
Total uninsured           564,700                       45,700,000 
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Breakdown of Uninsured as of 2009 
 
Oklahoma 

 
Total                            16% of total population 
Children (age 0-18)     10.4% of OK child population 
Adults (over age 18)   22% of OK adult population 
 
United States 
 
Total                            15.4% of total U.S. population 
Children (age 0-18)     10% of U.S. child population 
Adults (over age 18)   17% of U.S. adult population 
  
 
SoonerCare (Medicaid) Enrollment as of May 2011 
 
Aged/Blind/Disabled (ABD) 

Children          19,523 (2.68%)  
Adults              129,423 (17.76%) 

 
Children/Parents 
            Children          456,756 (62.69%) 
            Adults              65,667 (9.01%) 
 
Other (child custody, refugee, Qualified Medicare Beneficiary, DDSD Supported Living, etc.) 
            Children          172 (0.02%) 

Adults              20,097 (2.76%) 
 
Oklahoma Cares         1,659 (0.23%)  
(Breast & Cervical Cancer) 
 
SoonerPlan                  34,909 (4.79%) 
(Family Planning) 
 
TEFRA                          388 (0.05%) 
 
Total Enrollment         728,594  
 
State Medicaid Funding: 
 
2010 Total Expenditures:                                                        $4,350,788,295 
Federal Share:                                                                         $2,667,539,569 
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Other (ARRA, Tobacco Funds, Drug Rebate, etc.):                 $508,946,267 
State Share/OHCA:                                                                 $938,718,686 
State Share/Other Agencies:                                                  $235,583,773 
 
Projected PPACA State Spending Increases: 
 
2014 - $41,555,544 
2020 -$441,172,419 
 
Projected PPACA Total Program Cost Increases (State and Federal): 
 
2014 – $605,207,000 
2020 - $4,449,280,343 
 
Background Information on Waivers: 
 
The information provided below has come from recent news reports and provides a snap shot; I 
am conducting research and hope to provide you with a comprehensive list of all waivers soon. 
The ATTACHMENT summarizes the process for which an entity (State, employer or insurer) can 
apply for a waiver and it also includes a list of waivers approved for 2011.  It has been provided 
by the US Dept. of Health and Human Services and was last updated in January of this year. 

 
- As of the beginning of June it is being reported that the Administration has granted a 

number of waivers easing requirements of the new health care law with regard to 
insurance regulations.  Most of the waivers relate to annual coverage limits (unlimited 
mandate as of 2014) and the provision that requires insurance companies to spend at 
least 80 percent of the premiums they collect on medical care and quality rather than 
overhead or profits.   

- Some states have also submitted waivers dealing with Medicaid requirements.  
- Arizona and New Jersey have submitted waivers to tighten Medicaid eligibility for 

adults. 
- Florida, New Jersey, Ohio and Tennessee have been granted temporary waivers allowing 

individuals in their states to keep insurance plans with limited annual coverage. To 
qualify for this waiver, states, employers or insurers must demonstrate that compliance 
with the federal requirement would cause “a significant increase in premiums or a 
decrease in access to benefits.” 

- Maine, New Hampshire and Nevada have been granted waivers allowing them to adjust 
the Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) the 80 percent standard to a lower percentage such as 65 
percent. 

- Rhode Island has been granted the broadest waiver to date.  In 2008, Governor Carcieri 
tasked his Secretary of Health and Human Services, Gary Alexander, to apply for a 
“Global Consumer Choice Compact Waiver” from the federal government.  Rhode 
Island’s waiver is not quite a block grant. It preserves the FMAP, but caps aggregate 
federal and state spending through 2013 at $12.075 billion. Nevertheless, it appears to 
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have had the results one would expect from a block grant. Spending has plummeted 
from what was anticipated. Through the first six quarters of the waiver (January 1, 2009, 
through June 30, 2010) actual spending was only $2.7 billion versus $3.8 billion 
budgeted, according to an analysis produced by Secretary Alexander last December.  
However, this was approved under the Bush Administration and HHS has stated that 
they are not likely to approve similar waivers from other states. 

- A number of entities including employers, insurers and union plans (Examples: 
McDonalds and United Federation of Teachers) were granted one year waivers allowing 
them to continue to offer minimal coverage below the new laws standards. 

- There are apparently few Oklahoma entities that have applied for insurance related 
waivers (a couple of companies and at least one tribe), but I am still trying to track them 
down. 
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Mary Fallin
Cc: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Health Care Update
Date: Monday, June 06, 2011 1:01:39 PM
Importance: High

Republican State Action on Health Insurance Exchange Development:
 

1)       Three Governors have announced that they have no plans to develop an exchange: Florida
(Scott), Louisiana (Jindal) and Texas (Perry)

2)       Approximately 16 states are studying the issue further before making a final determination
3)       Approximately nine states have announced plans to develop exchanges (that includes OK)
4)       Kansas and Wisconsin are developing exchanges and are using the Federal Early Innovator

Grant to do so
 

Medicaid Reform Initiatives:
 
Several Republican states have publically stated plans to pursue federal waivers to reform Medicaid. 
Examples of reforms:
 

1)       Block grants
2)       Capping growth in spending and tieing it to the growth of other state spending
3)       Reduction in benefits
4)       Establishing a capitated rate to incentivize doctors and patients to keep spending under

control.  It would create a monthly lump sum payment per patient, if the cost of care is
higher than the doctor is responsible for the difference, if it is lower the doctor receives a
portion of the savings.

5)       Governor Gregiore in Washington State has also come out  in support of block grants
 
Number of Waivers Requested by Republican States (these are on a variety of issues related to
Medicaid and Obama Care):
 
Alabama-2
Alaska-0
Arizona-1
Florida-4
Georgia-0
Guam-
Idaho-0
Indiana-
Iowa-7
Kansas-0
Louisiana-
Maine-
Michigan-
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Mississippi-0
Nebraska-
Nevada-4
New Jersey-9 SPA’s and two waivers
New Mexico-12
North Dokata-0
Ohio-
Oklahoma-0
Pennsylvania-0
Puerto Rico-0
South Carolina-0
South Dakota-0
Tennessee-4
Texas-0
Utah-1
Virginia-0
Wisconsin- 0
Wyoming-
 
TOTAL-36
 
 
 

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Cody Inman
Subject: Health Care
Date: Tuesday, January 25, 2011 9:28:15 AM

Key Points

·         Health care costs are skyrocketing all over the country and

Oklahoma is no different. 

·         Reducing the growth of health care costs can be

accomplished through market based solutions such as

supporting personal control over health care dollars and

expanded consumer choice and competition with an emphasis

on innovation, entrepreneurship and private sector health care

solutions. The effective use of advances in technology can

help curb health care costs. 

·         We must foster healthy lifestyle choices among Oklahomans

such as eating better, exercising more and reducing or

eliminating tobacco use.  

·         Obamacare will raise taxes and erode health care quality.  It

also fails to recognize the fact that states have the ability and

right to craft their own health care solutions.

·         Government sponsored universal style plans do nothing but

offer inadequate care at an astronomical cost to taxpayers.

·         Of Oklahoma’s 3.5 million residents, approximately 494,114

are uninsured. 

·         Excessive mandates raise insurance premiums, in turn

making insurance coverage less affordable to more people.

Additional mandates would drive the number of uninsured up.
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Question 756 (Health Care) 

Result &!¥* Percentage 

Yes 638,530 64.73% 

No 347,956 35.27% 

Total votes 986,486 

Gov. Fallin - On Nov. 2, 2010 We 

rejected ObamaCarel 

F o Id Here--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------F o Id Here 

Dear Gov. Fallin, 

Oklahomans overwhelmingly rejected ObamaCare. I don't want to create a federally supervised health 
insurance system in Oklahoma. I ask that you reject the $54 Million bribe from the Obama Administration 
and oppose HB 2130. 

Sincerely, 

1___,L<.!>h t. ~ ~ 
Name 

F o Id Here--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------F o Id Here 

Gov. Mary Fallin 
2300 N. Lincoln Blvd. 

Oklahoma City, OK 73105 

(Please tape at bottom or place in envelope addressed above) 

Place 
Stamp 

Here 
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Reimbursement Form 
 
Name of Meeting: Health Insurance Exchange Implementation 
Workshop 
Meeting Location:         Arlington, VA 
Meeting Dates:               September 8-9, 2011 
 

Please remit the completed form and receipts to: 
Leslie Donaldson 

National Governors Association Center for Best Practices 
444 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 267 

Washington, DC 20001 

 
Participant’s Name: _______________________________________________    Travel Dates: ____________ to ____________ 
 
Participant’s Phone Number: __________________________________   Email Address:___________________________________ 
 
Tape original receipts for any line item over $75.00 on an 8 1/2 x 11 white sheet of paper. 
 

NGA Center processes documented reimbursement requests within five weeks of receipt.  Requests received 30 days after the meeting date will not be reimbursed. 
 

Description and Reimbursement Limits Date Amount 
Lodging Number of Night(s)  2  x $  232.63 (room rate with taxes) 

• Up to   2   night(s). Additional nights require prior approval 
  

Reasonable Ground Transportation (Home/Destination Cities) 
• If driving to airport/train station, indicate number of miles______ x $0.555 

  

Round Trip Mileage in lieu of Air/Train Fare 
Number of Miles __________ x $0.555 

• Private car use cannot exceed the lowest available RT air/train fare.  Attach 
comparison. 

• Substantiate requests > $75.00 with Mapquest route printout with miles. 

  

Checked Bag Fee 
• Limited to one bag fee per flight 

  

Per Diem on One Travel Day up to $71.00   

TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT REQUEST   
 

 FIRST CHECK SECOND CHECK (If needed) 
Check Amount $ $ 
 
Check Payable To 

  

Mail To Address 
 
 
 

  

 
I certify that the above expenses were incurred for my attendance at the stated meeting and are true and accurate. 
Participant’s  
Signature: 

 
Date: 

 

FOR NGA CENTER USE ONLY:  (Do not enter information below this line) 
Project Number Account State Amount Program Staff Signature Date 

110-450-4691 5820     

 

Vendor #: 
 

Apply Date: Accountant Review: 

Voucher #: 
 

A/P Audit: Other: 
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Chris Bruehl; Madeline Mitchell
Cc: Alex Weintz; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: Health Insurance Exchange governing board
Date: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 3:29:44 PM

Hey guys,
 
Have anything been done to establish the governing board of the health insurance exchange?  Is
that completely in the Legislature’s wheelhouse or will GMF have appointments to make?
 
Thanks.
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
 
Gov.  Fallin on Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on the Web:  www.ok.gov/governor
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: (jason@ocpathink.org); (pat@cmastrategies.com); (stanislawski@oksenate.gov); (thompsont@oksenate.gov);

Andrew Silvestri; Bev_Binkowski@hcsc.net; Chad Warmington (chadw@okstatechamber.com); Cox-Kain, Julie;
Derek Lieser (DerekL@health.ok.gov); Fred Morgan (morganf@oksenate.gov); Glen Mulready; Jonathan Buxton
(Jonathan.buxton@okhouse.gov); Laura Brookins (laurabrookins@okhealthplans.org); Matt Robison
(mrobison@okstatechamber.com); Mike Brown (michaelbrown@finsvcs.com); Mike Thompson; Nicole Prieto
Johns (NicolePJ@health.ok.gov)

Subject: Health Insurance Exchange Info.
Date: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 2:37:04 PM
Attachments: UtahMassComparisonFinal.docx

FAQs_Health Insurance Exchanges_FINAL.docx

Attached please find two documents that were prepared for the committee by National
Governor’s Association Center for Best Practices:
 
 
1) Comparison of the Utah and Massachusetts exchanges; and
 
2) FAQ: Health Insurance Exchanges
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Utah and Massachusetts Health Insurance Exchanges: Side-by-Side Comparison





		

		

Utah

		

Massachusetts



		Goals as Stated by the State

		Designed to enhance the sharing of information among employers, employees, insurers, and brokers, and to enhance predictability for employers via a "defined contribution" benefit.

		Designed as a key gateway to universal or near-universal coverage for its residents. Goals are to decrease administrative costs to buying insurance, improve plan transparency and facilitate access to subsidies for those under 300% of the federal poverty level. 



		Primary User

		The system was primarily designed for small employers, but it provides a mechanism for any consumer to compare plans. 

		Individuals and employers. Serves primarily subsidized individuals, but also unsubsidized individuals as well as small employers with plan comparisons, premium collection etc. 



		Plan selection process

		The exchange is a market organizer. “Any willing plan” approach.

		The Connector offers decision-support tools and a streamlined set of benefit packages. The Connector also requires standardization – unsubsidized plans can currently offer no more than one Gold, three Silver, and three Bronze products. Subsidized population offered a standard set of benefits but a choice of health plans to administer them.



				Governance

		

		







		Operates with two employees within the Governor’s Office of Economic Development (public agency), an office that has a mission to promote the growth of Utah’s business community (small business in particular). The exchange is a state agency, with an Advisory Board. Board members are elected by the Director of Office of Economic Development. Board is composed of state agencies (Insurance, Dept. of Health), Interest Groups (providers, consumers, large insurer, small insurer).

		Approximately 50 staffers in-house operate the exchange. Several additional functions are not conducted in-house, including customer service and web hosting. Location: Quasi-governmental. Selection of Board Members: 4 ex-officio members (e.g. Insurance Commissioner), 3 Governor appointees, three attorney general appointees. Board is composed of state agencies (Medicaid, Insurance, Group Insurance Commission, Administration and Finance), Interest Groups (Consumers, small businesses, organized labor), Skills/Expertise (actuary, health economist, employee health benefits plan specialist).



		Enrollment

		The exchange aggregates premiums from employers and users and distributes to insurers. Users enter personal information and insurers receive enrollment information electronically in a standard format.

		The Connector collects enrollment information and premiums and passes both on to insurers for both subsidized and unsubsidized populations.



		Insurance market oversight in exchange

		The state enacted new regulations that require the same rating practices for plans inside and outside the exchange, and limit rating factors that plans can use. The insurance commissioner also works with health insurers to develop standards for health insurance applications and compatible electronic systems.  



		The Connector Board approves the plans, which must meet certain coverage and cost standards. Defines standard benefit packages that every insurer bids on in each tier. They also determine “Minimal Creditable Coverage” standards. Affordability schedule determines who is required to comply with the individual mandate. 



		Exchange financing/sustainability mechanism

		The operation of the exchange is funded through a General Fund appropriation of $500,000 per year which supports salary and some development costs. A user fee of $6 per enrollee per month, added to the cost of premiums, supports the technology costs. 

		Initial investment of $25 million through appropriation. 

So far, the exchange is not financially self-sustaining, but aims to be sustainable through retention of a portion of premium collected on the subsidized and non-subsidized products sold. 



		Number of users

		The exchange was opened in August 2009 to individuals and small employers; January, 2011 to large employers. As of mid-February had approximately 1,000 members who are employees of small businesses (20% of which previously did not provide health care coverage and 80% of which did provide coverage but prefer the exchange due to the decreased administrative burden on the small business and the increase in coverage options for their employees). 

		Since implementation of the plan began in late 2006, it is estimated that over 400,000 people have gained coverage and 98% of the population is now insured. 





		Role of Agents/Brokers

		Utah pays brokers $37 per enrollee per month.

		The state does not pay commissions for sales in either the subsidized or unsubsidized market, although some insurers pay fixed per member commissions for sales to groups. The Connector has also launched a broker advisory panel and is exploring commission structures.










Health Insurance Exchanges: Frequently Asked Questions 

The Affordable Care Act (ACA) of 2010 requires the establishment of a health insurance exchange (or two, see below) in each state and territory ready to enroll individuals in health plans by October, 2013 for coverage effective January 1, 2014.

What is a health insurance exchange?

A health insurance exchange is an organized marketplace for health insurance plans to compete in the small group and individual market. It is not intended to be the exclusive market for health plans; individuals will still be able to purchase health insurance outside the exchange, but they will not be eligible for premium or cost-sharing subsidies as called for under the ACA if they otherwise would be. 



Health plans that compete in the exchange must comply with newly enacted consumer protections and benefit requirements.  A state may either establish a separate individual and small business exchange or a combined exchange. 

What is the underlying purpose of an exchange?

First, they are intended to create larger individual and small employer insurance pools, which may lower insurance costs and premiums, and provide more plan choices.  Second, they aim to provide individuals and small employers with access to new policies incorporating the new uniform set of national rules which are intended to be consumer-friendly. Third, the exchanges hope to provide a “one-stop shop” for researching, comparing and purchasing health insurance coverage subject to the new rules, making the process of finding an appropriate health insurance policy easier and more efficient. 

What is a SHOP exchange?

If a state chooses to establish two exchanges as the ACA permits, the Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) exchange will serve a similar function to the individual one but for small employers (under 50 employees) and the self-employed (self-employed individuals can purchase in either exchange if a state establishes separate ones). For small employers that have only been able to offer one insurance plan to employees due to their small number of employees, an exchange is designed to offer small business employees a choice of plans, with employees of the same firm free to pick amongst available plans rather than all having to be covered under the same plan. States also have the option to allow large employers to participate in the SHOP exchange at a later date. 

Who will be eligible to purchase in an exchange?

A state’s individual exchange will be open to those who purchase insurance in the individual market. This group will include, for example, early retirees (pre-Medicare eligible retirees), the self-employed, individuals whose employers do not provide insurance, or those who cannot afford their employer’s insurance. The SHOP will initially be open to the self-employed individual and the employees of firms with 100 or fewer employees. 







What are the requirements for insurers to participate in the exchange?

States will have a high degree of flexibility for designing the requirements for health plan participation. However, the law does set forth several requirements. Only qualified health plans can be sold in the exchange.  Generally, a “Qualified Health Plan” (QHP) is one that: is certified by the exchange through which it is offered, assures a sufficient network of providers, provides the essential benefits package (see below) , and offers one plan at the silver level and one plan at the gold level as defined below.  All plans will cover the same required benefits; they will differ in their annual deductibles (the amount consumers must pay before insurance payments kick in) and their cost sharing (copayments or co-insurance) requirements. 



The levels of coverage are defined as follows: 



Bronze level - This type of plan will carry the highest deductible and greatest cost sharing for the purchaser but will cost the purchaser less in premiums than the other level plans. 



Silver level - This will be an intermediate level plan in terms of deductible and cost sharing levels. Its premiums will cost more than a bronze level plan.



Gold level – This level plan will have lower deductibles and cost sharing levels than the previous two but its premiums will be higher. 



Platinum level – This level plan will cost the enrollee the most in premiums but will carry with it the lowest level of cost sharing to the enrollee.



There will also be catastrophic plans available for sale to those individuals under 26 years old.



What are the “essential benefits” required by the exchange?

Those details are still being developed by the Obama Administration and are expected to be public sometime in late 2011 or early 2012 but it is known that they will include at least in-patient hospital coverage , emergency care, maternity and pediatric care, drug coverage, and laboratory services. The forthcoming guidance will determine the level of coverage required for each service type. 

What premium subsidies and cost-sharing provisions are available to eligible enrollees?



New eligibility rules enacted under ACA extend Medicaid coverage to most people with incomes under 133% of the federal poverty level (FPL) or roughly $14,500 annually for a single individual.  People with incomes between 133% FPL and 250% of FPL (approximately $27,000 annually for an individual) are eligible for two subsidies toward their health insurance purchase (non-Medicaid) in an exchange under ACA:  tax credits that reduce the person’s monthly premium cost, and reduced cost sharing (i.e., coverage with lower deductibles and copayments). For individuals with somewhat higher incomes (between 250% and 400% of poverty or approximately $44,000 annually), ACA provides tax credits that will reduce the person’s premium cost. 







Do states have to negotiate premiums with insurers? Can they negotiate premiums?

States may negotiate rates with insurers as a condition for participating in exchanges, but the law doesn’t require states to set or negotiate premiums. States must decide whether to open exchanges to all insurers or to limit the number based on objective criteria. State insurance commissioners will be able to recommend whether specific insurers should be allowed to sell in the exchange, partly based on their pattern of rate increases.

What if a state wants to move forward with an exchange, but authorizing legislation is not a feasible option?

The answer to this question depends on a state’s own rules.. There is nothing in the law or federal guidance requiring legislative action. It says that “Establishment of an Exchange requires a planning process leading to State action, by legislation or other means, to create an Exchange entity with the authority necessary to meet all the Exchange requirements of the Affordable Care Act.” Most states do need additional authority, generally granted by their legislature, to spend funds to set up a health exchange as well as to create a governing board for the new marketplace(s). However, there have been several exceptions to this general rule already, and HHS is having discussions with several states about whether the governor has existing authorities in that state which would be sufficient to create an exchange entity without legislative authority.

What happens if a state elects not to create an exchange?

The law provides for the federal government (either directly or through an agreement with a non-profit entity) to implement an exchange in states that either elect not to establish their own exchange, or states for which the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) determines, by January 1, 2013, that the state will not have an operational exchange by January 1, 2014. HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius has said publically that the federal government will have a deadline sometime in 2012 for states to show that they have made sufficient progress on insurance exchanges to avert creation of a federally-run exchange.

Some states may determine that a federally-operated exchange is the best and most viable approach for them, but nonetheless there are several key reasons a state may consider not falling back on a federal exchange.  First, allowing for a federal fallback exchange for state residents and business owners would give the federal government a large amount of control over not only the state’s private insurance market, but also its public health assistance programs like the Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) and Medicaid and their associated state-level expenses. The federal government, not the states, would establish enrollment/disenrollment and other plan functions, details normally under state control today. Second, the law does establish federal start-up grant funding for state-based exchanges, but it requires that each exchange must be self-sustaining by January 1, 2015. There will be ongoing administrative costs, which will, in all likelihood, still be borne by the state. 







 

Health Insurance Exchange Information Sharing Forum 
November 1, 2011, 1-5 p.m. 

Gaylord National Hotel & Convention Center 
National Harbor, Maryland 

 

Time Session Presenter Description 
1:00 pm Welcome/Introduction/Overview 

 
 

Julie Fritz, NAIC  
 

 

1:20 pm State Presentations 
Kansas 
Oregon 

New York  

 
Neil Woerman 
Gayle Woods 

TBD 

States will share their 
Exchange organizational 
structure, Exchange format 
(state, partnership, federal), 
Plan Management vision and 
components, approach 
rationale, and next steps. 

2:20 pm Break   
2:30 pm Plan Management Component Workflow 

via SERFF 
NAIC Staff NAIC staff will demonstrate 

prototype workflow in SERFF 
involving plan submission, 
review and communication 
with an Exchange. 

3:00 pm Roundtable Plan Management Discussions  Roundtable information 
sharing. 

3:45 pm Plan Management Requirements Gathering 
 

NAIC Staff NAIC staff will facilitate 
compiling suggestions/ 
requirements to support Plan 
Management functions. 

4:30 pm Frequency of Meetings 
 

NAIC Staff The group will discuss 
communication needs, 
frequency of meetings and 
updates, etc.   

4:45 pm Additional Assistance  Open forum for identifying 
other areas in which NAIC 
support may be desired. 
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Kaleb Bennett; Craig Perry; Aaron Cooper
Subject: health insurance exchange letter
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:34:42 PM
Attachments: 3-15-11 health care exchange.docx

Per Denise’s suggestion I wrote this letter to lawmakers to be included with the OCPA health
insurance exchange op-ed. Do we think it would help to send out to lawmakers? If so, please
review/revise and I will get it on our letterhead.
 

Office of Governor Mary Fallin
To: Oklahoma State Representatives and State Senators
From: Governor Mary Fallin
 
Dear Colleague,         

I would like to take this opportunity to visit with you about the extraordinary
opportunity Oklahoma has to be a national leader in designing and implementing a
conservative, free-market based health insurance exchange.
            As you know, the idea of an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange is not a new one.
In 2009, the legislature passed a bill that authorized the creation of a health insurance
exchange portal where consumers could compare and research various private health
insurance plans in one online location. That online hub was designed to affect the health
insurance industry in Oklahoma the same way travel websites like Travelocity and Expedia
have empowered consumers across the globe.

As I told lawmakers in my State of the State address, our goal is now to fund the
creation of that website and expand its role further, by creating an insurance exchange where
small businesses and individuals can pool their money to expand their purchasing power,
increase competition and ultimately reduce costs.  

To build the IT infrastructure necessary for that exchange, the Oklahoma Health Care
Authority applied for and received an Early Innovator Grant in the sum of $54 million. The
state needs this money to develop the kind of high quality, free market, patient-centered
exchange program that our citizens expect and deserve. Using this money will make
Oklahoma one of 48 states that have already accepted such federal aid in order to begin the
creation of a state exchange.

I believe the creation of this Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange represents a great
opportunity for our state to develop a national model for providing citizens with quality
private health insurance. I also believe it represents an important opportunity for conservative
policymakers to offer a positive agenda for Oklahoma families. 

I invite you to read more about our Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange, and I’ve
attached what I believe to be a thoughtful and informative article penned by OCPA’s Jason
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Office of Governor Mary Fallin

To: Oklahoma State Representatives and State Senators

From: Governor Mary Fallin



Dear Colleague,	

I would like to take this opportunity to visit with you about the extraordinary opportunity Oklahoma has to be a national leader in designing and implementing a conservative, free-market based health insurance exchange. 

	As you know, the idea of an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange is not a new one. In 2009, the legislature passed a bill that authorized the creation of a health insurance exchange portal where consumers could compare and research various private health insurance plans in one online location. That online hub was designed to affect the health insurance industry in Oklahoma the same way travel websites like Travelocity and Expedia have empowered consumers across the globe. 

As I told lawmakers in my State of the State address, our goal is now to fund the creation of that website and expand its role further, by creating an insurance exchange where small businesses and individuals can pool their money to expand their purchasing power, increase competition and ultimately reduce costs.   

To build the IT infrastructure necessary for that exchange, the Oklahoma Health Care Authority applied for and received an Early Innovator Grant in the sum of $54 million. The state needs this money to develop the kind of high quality, free market, patient-centered exchange program that our citizens expect and deserve. Using this money will make Oklahoma one of 48 states that have already accepted such federal aid in order to begin the creation of a state exchange.

I believe the creation of this Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange represents a great opportunity for our state to develop a national model for providing citizens with quality private health insurance. I also believe it represents an important opportunity for conservative policymakers to offer a positive agenda for Oklahoma families.  

I invite you to read more about our Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange, and I’ve attached what I believe to be a thoughtful and informative article penned by OCPA’s Jason Sutton entitled, “Health Insurance Exchanges Done Right.” In it, Sutton outlines the conservative case for health insurance exchanges. He writes, “The Heritage Foundation envisioned exchanges as a centralized online marketplace that was lightly regulated, where transaction costs were reduced, where all types of health products could be bought and sold, where all insurers could participate and compete, and where competition would promote real choices for consumers.” 

This is the exchange that that my administration, the Speaker, the Pro Tem and others are dedicated to creating. We hope you are as excited by this opportunity as we are. 

Please do not hesitate to call my office if you have questions about this issue, at 405-522-xxxx.

Sincerely,



Governor Mary Fallin

   



image1.jpeg





Sutton entitled, “Health Insurance Exchanges Done Right.” In it, Sutton outlines the
conservative case for health insurance exchanges. He writes, “The Heritage Foundation
envisioned exchanges as a centralized online marketplace that was lightly regulated, where
transaction costs were reduced, where all types of health products could be bought and sold,
where all insurers could participate and compete, and where competition would promote real
choices for consumers.”

This is the exchange that that my administration, the Speaker, the Pro Tem and others
are dedicated to creating. We hope you are as excited by this opportunity as we are.

Please do not hesitate to call my office if you have questions about this issue, at 405-
522-xxxx.

Sincerely,
 
Governor Mary Fallin
  

 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: SERFF Marketing
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forum Overview
Date: Friday, December 16, 2011 8:29:44 AM
Attachments: Daily Summaries.pdf

The NAIC hosted its second Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forum Dec 12-

14 in Washington, DC. A summary of the daily activities during the forum is attached. This

meeting brought together state insurance regulators from some 30 states, representatives

of national and regional insurance companies and the Department of Health and Human

Services to discuss plan management, one of the five core functions of exchanges as

described by HHS. 

The components of Plan Management were identified and discussed. From there,

participants discussed the pieces of exchange insurance plans, the process insurers might

use to submit policy forms and rates, how the states would complete their review and

how the data and information contained in filing submissions could be shared with each of

the states’ health exchanges. There was general agreement among those attending on a

number of issues including the existing role of state regulators in plan management type

functions, the desire to have a single data format and that SERFF is a logical primary

workflow tool for plan management supporting an exchange. The need for regulatory

simplicity and efficiency was stressed by states and companies, emphasizing the need to

leverage existing systems in exchange development.

 
There was a collective sense of urgency expressed given the requirements of the law. 

Under the provisions of PPACA, exchanges must be ready to start enrolling consumers

into insurance plans on October 1, 2013, which implies the exchanges must be functional

by early to mid-2013 to allow issuers to get their plans submitted, reviewed, approved

and published on an exchange. 

 
NAIC staff will continue to offer coordination and collaboration opportunities related to

plan management for state and federal regulators as well as interested parties from the

industry.

  
If you would like to be included in the interested parties distribution list for the
NAIC HIX Plan Management Project please contact Terri Hiebert at
thiebert@naic.org.
 
If you would like to be excluded from further correspondence to this distribution
list, please reply to this e-mail with the phrase “opt out of HIX distribution list” in
the subject line.
 
Thank you!

---

To unsubscribe from the "SERFF Marketing" service, send an email to
serffnews@naic.org with subject: Unsubscribe

To unsubscribe from all NAIC Electronic Services, send a blank email to
optoutservices@naic.org

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
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This message and any attachments are from the NAIC and are intended
only for the addressee. Information contained herein is
confidential, and may be privileged or exempt from disclosure
pursuant to applicable federal or state law. This message is not
intended as a waiver of the confidential, privileged or exempted
status of the information transmitted. Unauthorized forwarding,
printing, copying, distribution or use of such information is
strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the
addressee, please promptly delete this message and notify the
sender of the delivery error by e-mail or by calling the NAIC Help
Desk at (816)783-8500.
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From: NAIC Meetings
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forum - Registration and Agenda
Date: Wednesday, February 01, 2012 3:03:39 PM
Attachments: HIX Plan Management Forum 3 Agenda.pdf

You may have previously received the invitation to the upcoming Health Insurance

Exchange Plan Management Forum to be held on Thursday, March 1, 2012 from 9:00 a.m.

until 4:30 p.m.  If so, you do not need to re-register. If you have not yet registered to

attend the forum, please follow the instructions below. **NOTE – Registration deadline is

Monday, February 6th **

Attached you’ll find a copy of the preliminary agenda reviewing all information to
be covered during the day-long forum.
 
REGISTRATION: 
 
Registration will close by end of day, Monday, February 6, 2012.  There will be no
onsite registration.

Non-Regulator Registration fee:                $175

A link to reserve at the hotel will be included in your email conference
confirmation.

REGISTER FOR CONFERENCE: 

Please click here to register for the NAIC Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management

Forum, March 1, 2012. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Having trouble with the link? Simply copy and paste the entire address listed below into

your web browser: http://www.cvent.com/d/vcq9jy 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

If you do not wish to receive future emails from NAIC Meetings Dept for the NAIC Health

Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forum, please click the link below.  

 
HEALTH INSURANCE EXCHANGE PLAN MANAGEMENT FORUM MEETING OPT-OUT:
Unsubscribe 

---

To unsubscribe from the "SERFF Marketing generic list" service, send an email to
serffnews@naic.org with subject: Unsubscribe

To unsubscribe from all NAIC Electronic Services, send a blank email to
optoutservices@naic.org

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE

This message and any attachments are from the NAIC and are intended
only for the addressee. Information contained herein is
confidential, and may be privileged or exempt from disclosure
pursuant to applicable federal or state law. This message is not
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intended as a waiver of the confidential, privileged or exempted
status of the information transmitted. Unauthorized forwarding,
printing, copying, distribution or use of such information is
strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the
addressee, please promptly delete this message and notify the
sender of the delivery error by e-mail or by calling the NAIC Help
Desk at (816)783-8500.
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary
Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov

(405) 522-8878
 

From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: health insurance exchange release
Date: Thursday, February 24, 2011 9:25:17 AM

We are moving forward with a release announcing we have accepted the health insurance exchange
grant dollars. The current plan is to release this Friday afternoon, but to have it ready before then
(today) in case anyone starts attacking us for it. The release is below, with quotes from GMF and
fogarty. Statements pending from Bingman, Steele, Doak, Cline.  We are riding herd on them.
 
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 22, 2011
 

State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M “Early
Innovator Grant” to Support an Oklahoma-based

Health Insurance Exchange
 
OKLAHOMA CITY –Governor Mary Fallin joined other state leaders today in announcing that
the state of Oklahoma will accept a $54 million grant to help design and implement the
information technology infrastructure to operate an Oklahoma health insurance exchange. Fallin
listed the creation of such an exchange as one of her top priorities in her State of the State
address (link) earlier this month. She and others announced their support for the grant after
working with state agencies to ensure that no unworkable federal mandates were included.

Governor Mary Fallin: “After thoroughly reviewing the ‘early innovator’ grant, I am happy to
say that the federal assistance we are being offered is consistent with our mission to design and
implement an Oklahoma-based health care exchange.  That exchange will empower consumers
and help individuals and small businesses to shop for and enroll in affordable, quality health
insurance plans. This is a step in the right direction for Oklahoma and its citizens.”

 

House Speaker Kris Steele:
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Senate President Pro-Tem Brian Bingman:

 

Insurance Commissioner John Doak:

 

Secretary of Health and Human Services Terry Cline:

 

Oklahoma Healthcare Authority CEO Mike Fogarty:  “This grant is a federal
acknowledgment of the foresight and guidance of Oklahoma’s leaders.  This state being one of
only seven grantees confirms our role as a leader in this nation.  Our online enrollment and other
access initiatives predated federal health reform and have now afforded us the opportunity to
build a system fit for this state and its citizens.”

 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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Oklahoma Health Outcomes 
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Julie Cox-Kain, M.P.A. 

Chief Operating Officer 11571



Determinants of Health and Excess 
Mortality 

&  
Overall Health Rankings 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heart disease, Cancer, COPD & Stroke are all exacerbated by smokingWhen you live in a place with high rates of tobacco use, like Oklahoma, will have higher rates of death due to these conditionsDiabetes, currently rank 45th in the Nation.  Rates have been increasing as have the rates of obesity and we would expect to see these increase in tandem.  



Determinants of Health and Their 
Contribution to Premature Death 
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Selected Health Measures         Data Rank 
Cardiovascular Deaths (per 100,000) 345.1 48 

Prevalence of Smoking (% of pop)  25.4 48 

Early Prenatal Care (% visit first trimester) 76.4 47 

Prevalence of Obesity  (% of pop) 32.0 46 

Preventable Hospitalizations (per 1,000 Medicare) 88.7 46 

Occupational Fatalities (per 100,000) 7.2 44 

Infant Mortality (per 1,000 live births) 8.3 44 

Immunization Coverage (% 2 year olds) 91.3 18 

Lack of Health Insurance (% population uninsured) 16.1 35 

Primary Care Physicians (per 100,000) 80.3 49 

Overall Health Ranking 46 

United Health Foundation Rankings 
Oklahoma (2010) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outcomes, social conditions, behaviors & access to care			          US		#1CVD Deaths			278.2/100,000 pop     		206.3Smoking			  17.9 % of pop		9.8Prenatal Care			           - 	              	83.5 % of pregPreventable Hospitalizations		 70.6/1,000 Medicare              	28.6Occupational Fatalities	                  		    4.3 deaths/100,000 workers        	2.8Infant Mortality			6.7/1,000 liver births	  	4.8Immunization Coverage			 89.8 % of 2 year olds	 	94.1Lack of Health Insurance			   16 (% of pop)	 	  5Primary Care Physicians			    120.5/100,000 pop	 	191.3RecentResearchFindingsontheHarmfulEffects ofUninsuranceforAdultswithSelectedAcuteConditionsandChronicDisease	Condition	Findings	Acute ischemic stroke	Uninsured adults are more likely than insured adults to suffer extremely poor outcomes, including neurological impairment, intracerebral hemorrhage, and death.	Cancer	Uninsured adults are more likely than insured adults to be diagnosed at an advanced stage of cancer, especially if effective treatments are available and the condition can be detected early by screening (e.g., breast or colorectal cancer) or by clinical assessment of symptoms (e.g., melanoma, bladder cancer).	Congestive heart failure	Uninsured adults are at greater risk of death than insured adults.	Diabetes	Uninsured adults have significantly worse glycemic control than insured adults.	Heart attack	Uninsured adults are more likely than insured adults to die after heart attack.	Hospital inpatients with serious acute conditions	Uninsured adults are at greater risk than insured adults of higher mortality in hospital and for at least 2 years after admission.	Hypertension	Uninsured adults are less likely than insured adults to be aware of hypertension and, if hypertensive, more likely to have inadequate blood pressure control.	Serious injury or trauma	After an unintentional injury, uninsured adults are less likely than insured adults to fully recover and more likely to report subsequent declines in health status. Uninsured adults in severe automobile accidents have a substantially higher mortality rate.			



Selected Supplemental Measures         Data Rank 
Daily Fruit & Vegetable Consumption (% of pop)  14.5 50 

Physical Activity (% of adult pop) 68.6 48 

Stroke (% of adult pop) 3.8 49 

High Cholesterol (% of adult pop) 40.2 45 

High Blood Pressure (% of adult pop) 34.3 44 

Diabetes (% of adult pop) 11.0 45 

Preterm Birth (% of births under 37 wks gestation) 13.5 37 

Health Status (% report fair or poor health) 19.5 42 

United Health Foundation Rankings 
Oklahoma (2010) 
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Presentation Notes
Outcomes, social conditions, behaviors & access to care			          US		#1CVD Deaths			278.2/100,000 pop     		206.3Smoking			  17.9 % of pop		9.8Prenatal Care			           - 	              	83.5 % of pregPreventable Hospitalizations		 70.6/1,000 Medicare              	28.6Occupational Fatalities	                  		    4.3 deaths/100,000 workers        	2.8Infant Mortality			6.7/1,000 liver births	  	4.8Immunization Coverage			 89.8 % of 2 year olds	 	94.1Lack of Health Insurance			   16 (% of pop)	 	  5Primary Care Physicians			    120.5/100,000 pop	 	191.3RecentResearchFindingsontheHarmfulEffects ofUninsuranceforAdultswithSelectedAcuteConditionsandChronicDisease	Condition	Findings	Acute ischemic stroke	Uninsured adults are more likely than insured adults to suffer extremely poor outcomes, including neurological impairment, intracerebral hemorrhage, and death.	Cancer	Uninsured adults are more likely than insured adults to be diagnosed at an advanced stage of cancer, especially if effective treatments are available and the condition can be detected early by screening (e.g., breast or colorectal cancer) or by clinical assessment of symptoms (e.g., melanoma, bladder cancer).	Congestive heart failure	Uninsured adults are at greater risk of death than insured adults.	Diabetes	Uninsured adults have significantly worse glycemic control than insured adults.	Heart attack	Uninsured adults are more likely than insured adults to die after heart attack.	Hospital inpatients with serious acute conditions	Uninsured adults are at greater risk than insured adults of higher mortality in hospital and for at least 2 years after admission.	Hypertension	Uninsured adults are less likely than insured adults to be aware of hypertension and, if hypertensive, more likely to have inadequate blood pressure control.	Serious injury or trauma	After an unintentional injury, uninsured adults are less likely than insured adults to fully recover and more likely to report subsequent declines in health status. Uninsured adults in severe automobile accidents have a substantially higher mortality rate.			
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Presentation Notes
Heart disease, Cancer, COPD & Stroke are all exacerbated by smokingWhen you live in a place with high rates of tobacco use, like Oklahoma, will have higher rates of death due to these conditionsDiabetes, currently rank 45th in the Nation.  Rates have been increasing as have the rates of obesity and we would expect to see these increase in tandem.  



  

Total Mortality Rate per 100,000 Population  
2005-2007 
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Presentation Notes
Heart disease, Cancer, COPD & Stroke are all exacerbated by smokingWhen you live in a place with high rates of tobacco use, like Oklahoma, will have higher rates of death due to these conditionsDiabetes, currently rank 45th in the Nation.  Rates have been increasing as have the rates of obesity and we would expect to see these increase in tandem.  



Leading Causes of Death in Oklahoma 

1. Heart Disease 

2. Cancer 

3. Chronic Obstructive  

       Pulmonary Disease 

4.  Stroke 

5.    Unintentional Injuries 

 

6. Diabetes 

7. Alzheimer’s Disease 

8. Influenza & Pneumonia 

9. Suicide 

10. Nephritis, nephrotic 
syndrome and nephrosis  
(kidney disease) 

*2010 Preliminary Death Data from Oklahoma State Health Department Vital Statistics – Ranked by Age-Adjusted 
Death Rate Normalized to 2000 US standard population - found at www.health.ok.gov/ok2share 
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Presentation Notes
Heart disease, Cancer, COPD & Stroke are all exacerbated by smokingWhen you live in a place with high rates of tobacco use, like Oklahoma, will have higher rates of death due to these conditionsDiabetes, currently rank 45th in the Nation.  Rates have been increasing as have the rates of obesity and we would expect to see these increase in tandem.  



Heart Disease Rates 

  

Citation: Division for Heart Disease and Stroke Prevention: Data Trends & Maps Web site. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, Atlanta, GA, 2010. Available at 
http://www.cdc.gov/dhdsp/. 
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Heart disease, Cancer, COPD & Stroke are all exacerbated by smokingWhen you live in a place with high rates of tobacco use, like Oklahoma, will have higher rates of death due to these conditionsDiabetes, currently rank 45th in the Nation.  Rates have been increasing as have the rates of obesity and we would expect to see these increase in tandem.  



Heart Disease Death Rate per 100,000 
Population, 2005-2007 
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Leading Risk Factors for Heart Disease 
in order of prevalence among people with heart disease (US) 

• Physical inactivity  

• Overweight and obesity  

• High blood pressure 

• Cigarette smoking  

• High cholesterol  

• Diabetes 
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Heart disease, Cancer, COPD & Stroke are all exacerbated by smokingWhen you live in a place with high rates of tobacco use, like Oklahoma, will have higher rates of death due to these conditionsDiabetes, currently rank 45th in the Nation.  Rates have been increasing as have the rates of obesity and we would expect to see these increase in tandem.  



Cancer Rates per 100,000 Population 
2007 

Source: CDC, NCI, NAACCR 
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Heart disease, Cancer, COPD & Stroke are all exacerbated by smokingWhen you live in a place with high rates of tobacco use, like Oklahoma, will have higher rates of death due to these conditionsDiabetes, currently rank 45th in the Nation.  Rates have been increasing as have the rates of obesity and we would expect to see these increase in tandem.  



Cancer Death Rate per 100,000 Population 
 2005-2007 
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Leading Cancer Deaths in Oklahoma 
 

Men 
• Lung 
• Prostate 
• Colorectal 
• Pancreas 
• Leukemia 

Women 
• Lung 
• Breast 
• Colorectal 
• Pancreas 
• Ovary 

* Cancer death rates in men are due to lung cancer more than the other four top causes of cancer 
death combined. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lung cancer deaths in men in Oklahoma 85.3/100,000 males, prostate is 23.6/100,000 males.Lung cancer death rate for men is more than the other 4 combined. Lung cancer death rate in women is 48.1/100,000 women vs 24.9/100,000 women



Risk Factors for Lung Cancer 
 • In the United States, about 90% of lung cancer deaths in men and 

almost 80% of lung cancer deaths in women are due to smoking.  

• People who smoke are 10 to 20 times more likely to get lung   
cancer or die from lung cancer than people who do not smoke.  

• Nonsmokers who are exposed to secondhand smoke at home or at 
work increase their risk of developing lung cancer by 20-30%. 

• The longer a person smokes and the more cigarettes smoked each 
day, the more risk of lung cancer goes up.  

• People who quit smoking have a lower risk of lung cancer than if 
they had continued to smoke, but their risk is higher than the risk 
for people who never smoked. 

• Smoking also causes cancer of the voicebox (larynx), mouth and 
throat, esophagus, bladder, kidney, pancreas, cervix, and stomach, 
and causes acute myeloid leukemia. 

 
15 
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Heart disease, Cancer, COPD & Stroke are all exacerbated by smokingWhen you live in a place with high rates of tobacco use, like Oklahoma, will have higher rates of death due to these conditionsDiabetes, currently rank 45th in the Nation.  Rates have been increasing as have the rates of obesity and we would expect to see these increase in tandem.  



Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease in US 
1999 - 2006 
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Chronic Lower Respiratory Disease  
Death Rate per 100,000 Population  

2005-2007 
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Risk Factors for COPD Death 
 

• Tobacco use  

•  Asthma 

•  Exposure to air pollutants   

•  Genetic factors  

•  Respiratory infections 
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Heart disease, Cancer, COPD & Stroke are all exacerbated by smokingWhen you live in a place with high rates of tobacco use, like Oklahoma, will have higher rates of death due to these conditionsDiabetes, currently rank 45th in the Nation.  Rates have been increasing as have the rates of obesity and we would expect to see these increase in tandem.  



Stroke Rates 

Citation: Division for Heart Disease and Stroke Prevention: Data Trends & Maps Web site. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, Atlanta, GA, 2010. Available at 
http://www.cdc.gov/dhdsp/. 

2007 Prevalence of stroke among US adults (18+) (Percentage)t 
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Stroke Death Rate per 100,000 Population  
2005-2007 
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Risk Factors for Stroke Death 
 

 
 • High Blood Pressure  

•  High Cholesterol 

•  Heart Disease   

•  Overweight/Obesity  

•  Diabetes 

 

• Tobacco Use 

• Alcohol Use 

• Physical Inactivity 

• Heredity 
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Heart disease, Cancer, COPD & Stroke are all exacerbated by smokingWhen you live in a place with high rates of tobacco use, like Oklahoma, will have higher rates of death due to these conditionsDiabetes, currently rank 45th in the Nation.  Rates have been increasing as have the rates of obesity and we would expect to see these increase in tandem.  



Hospital Costs Associated with Top Four 
Causes of Death in Oklahoma 2009 
  

 

 

• Heart disease - $2.1 billion  

• All cancer - $603 million  

• COPD - $221 million  

• Stroke - $358 million  

 
Source: OSDH, OK2Share 
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Heart disease, Cancer, COPD & Stroke are all exacerbated by smokingWhen you live in a place with high rates of tobacco use, like Oklahoma, will have higher rates of death due to these conditionsDiabetes, currently rank 45th in the Nation.  Rates have been increasing as have the rates of obesity and we would expect to see these increase in tandem.  



Infant Mortality in Oklahoma 
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Infant Mortality Rate per 100,000 Population 
2001-2006 

Source: NVSS, NCHS, CDC.   Oklahoma 795 
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Infant Mortality Rate per 1,000 Population 
2003-2007  
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Top 3 Causes of Infant Death in Oklahoma 

• Medical Condition Present at Birth 
 
• Early Birth or Low Birth Weight 
 
• Sudden Infant Death Syndrome 
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Risk Factors for Infant Mortality 

• Lack of Prenatal Care 
• Poor Nutrition 
• Maternal Smoking/Exposure to Smoke 
• Substance Abuse 
• Unhealthy Mother/Maternal Infection 
• Infant Sleeping Position 
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Health Behaviors &  
Risk Conditions in  

Oklahoma 
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ADULT   OBESITY 

Oklahoma 
32 
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OBESITY  FAST FACTS  

 
• Trend rates indicate Oklahoma 

may be the most obese state in the 
nation by 2018 at 56.1%.   
 

• Direct healthcare costs associated 
with treating obesity in Oklahoma 
are estimated at $5,102,000,000 
by 2018, up from $1,069,000,000 
in 2008.   
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TOBACCO 

TOBACCO FAST FACTS 
 
• The annual costs incurred in 

Oklahoma from smoking:   
$1,162,000,000 in medical costs  
$218,000,000 in Medicaid  
$1,556,000,000 in lost 

productivity 
 
• A 5% point reduction in tobacco 

use could save Oklahoma as much 
as $54,571,573   

 
• Secondhand smoke causes an 

estimated 3,400 lung cancer 
deaths among U.S. 
nonsmokers each year.  

 

Oklahoma 
25.4 
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PHYSICAL  INACTIVITY 

FAST FACTS   
 
• Physically active people 

save at least $787 in direct 
medical cost every year. 
 

• Only 31.4% of high school 
students have daily physical 
education.   
 

• 29% of Oklahoma High 
School Students watch 
three or more hours of TV 
daily.  

Oklahoma 
68.6 

64 
65 
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67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
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FRUIT  &  VEGETABLE  CONSUMPTION 

Oklahoma 

14.6 
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20 FAST FACTS 

 
• Only 14.8% of youth eat fruits 

and vegetables 5 times per day  
 

• Multiple studies indicate that 
school-based programs aimed 
at better nutrition, health 
education & physical activity 
improve test scores.   
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• Health behaviors are the largest contributing factor to overall health.    

• OK ranks poorly nationally in most health outcomes and risk factors 
for disease.  

• The majority of excess mortality in Oklahoma is in Cardiovascular 
Disease, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, Lung Cancer & 
Stroke. 

• Oklahoma’s high infant mortality rate means that babies are more 
likely to survive to their first birthday in almost any other state. 

• There is a strong relationship between the burden of disease & 
premature death in Oklahoma and rates tobacco use, poor nutrition & 
limited exercise. 

 
 

Summary of Health Status in Oklahoma  
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Oklahoma Health Outcomes 
 O  K  L  A  H  O  M  A     S  T  A  T  E     D  E  P  A  R  T  M  E  N  T     O  F     H  E  A  L  T  H    ·    S  E  P  T  E  M  B  E  R   2  0  1  1 

Julie Cox-Kain, M.P.A. 

Chief Operating Officer 11604



Determinants of Health and Excess 
Mortality 

&  
Overall Health Rankings 
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Determinants of Health and Their 
Contribution to Premature Death 
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Selected Health Measures         Data Rank 
Cardiovascular Deaths (per 100,000) 345.1 48 

Prevalence of Smoking (% of pop)  25.4 48 

Early Prenatal Care (% visit first trimester) 76.4 47 

Prevalence of Obesity  (% of pop) 32.0 46 

Preventable Hospitalizations (per 1,000 Medicare) 88.7 46 

Occupational Fatalities (per 100,000) 7.2 44 

Infant Mortality (per 1,000 live births) 8.3 44 

Immunization Coverage (% 2 year olds) 91.3 18 

Lack of Health Insurance (% population uninsured) 16.1 35 

Primary Care Physicians (per 100,000) 80.3 49 

Overall Health Ranking 46 

United Health Foundation Rankings 
Oklahoma (2010) 
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Selected Supplemental Measures         Data Rank 
Daily Fruit & Vegetable Consumption (% of pop)  14.5 50 

Physical Activity (% of adult pop) 68.6 48 

Stroke (% of adult pop) 3.8 49 

High Cholesterol (% of adult pop) 40.2 45 

High Blood Pressure (% of adult pop) 34.3 44 

Diabetes (% of adult pop) 11.0 45 

Preterm Birth (% of births under 37 wks gestation) 13.5 37 

Health Status (% report fair or poor health) 19.5 42 

United Health Foundation Rankings 
Oklahoma (2010) 
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Leading Causes of Death in 
Oklahoma 
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Total Mortality Rate per 100,000 Population  
2005-2007 
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Leading Causes of Death in Oklahoma 

1. Heart Disease 

2. Cancer 

3. Chronic Obstructive  

       Pulmonary Disease 

4.  Stroke 

5.    Unintentional Injuries 

 

6. Diabetes 

7. Alzheimer’s Disease 

8. Influenza & Pneumonia 

9. Suicide 

10. Nephritis, nephrotic 
syndrome and nephrosis  
(kidney disease) 

*2010 Preliminary Death Data from Oklahoma State Health Department Vital Statistics – Ranked by Age-Adjusted 
Death Rate Normalized to 2000 US standard population - found at www.health.ok.gov/ok2share 
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Heart Disease Rates 

  

Citation: Division for Heart Disease and Stroke Prevention: Data Trends & Maps Web site. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, Atlanta, GA, 2010. Available at 
http://www.cdc.gov/dhdsp/. 
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Heart Disease Death Rate per 100,000 
Population, 2005-2007 
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Leading Risk Factors for Heart Disease 
in order of prevalence among people with heart disease (US) 

• Physical inactivity  

• Overweight and obesity  

• High blood pressure 

• Cigarette smoking  

• High cholesterol  

• Diabetes 
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Cancer Rates per 100,000 Population 
2007 

Source: CDC, NCI, NAACCR 
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Cancer Death Rate per 100,000 Population 
 2005-2007 
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Leading Cancer Deaths in Oklahoma 
 

Men 
• Lung 
• Prostate 
• Colorectal 
• Pancreas 
• Leukemia 

Women 
• Lung 
• Breast 
• Colorectal 
• Pancreas 
• Ovary 

* Cancer death rates in men are due to lung cancer more than the other four top causes of cancer 
death combined. 
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Risk Factors for Lung Cancer 
 • In the United States, about 90% of lung cancer deaths in men and 

almost 80% of lung cancer deaths in women are due to smoking.  

• People who smoke are 10 to 20 times more likely to get lung   
cancer or die from lung cancer than people who do not smoke.  

• Nonsmokers who are exposed to secondhand smoke at home or at 
work increase their risk of developing lung cancer by 20-30%. 

• The longer a person smokes and the more cigarettes smoked each 
day, the more risk of lung cancer goes up.  

• People who quit smoking have a lower risk of lung cancer than if 
they had continued to smoke, but their risk is higher than the risk 
for people who never smoked. 

• Smoking also causes cancer of the voicebox (larynx), mouth and 
throat, esophagus, bladder, kidney, pancreas, cervix, and stomach, 
and causes acute myeloid leukemia. 
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Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease in US 
1999 - 2006 
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Chronic Lower Respiratory Disease  
Death Rate per 100,000 Population  

2005-2007 
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Risk Factors for COPD Death 
 

• Tobacco use  

•  Asthma 

•  Exposure to air pollutants   

•  Genetic factors  

•  Respiratory infections 
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Stroke Rates 

Citation: Division for Heart Disease and Stroke Prevention: Data Trends & Maps Web site. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, Atlanta, GA, 2010. Available at 
http://www.cdc.gov/dhdsp/. 

2007 Prevalence of stroke among US adults (18+) (Percentage)t 
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Stroke Death Rate per 100,000 Population  
2005-2007 
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Risk Factors for Stroke Death 
 

 
 • High Blood Pressure  

•  High Cholesterol 

•  Heart Disease   

•  Overweight/Obesity  

•  Diabetes 

 

• Tobacco Use 

• Alcohol Use 

• Physical Inactivity 

• Heredity 
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Hospital Costs Associated with Top Four 
Causes of Death in Oklahoma 2009 
  

 

 

• Heart disease - $2.1 billion  

• All cancer - $603 million  

• COPD - $221 million  

• Stroke - $358 million  

 
Source: OSDH, OK2Share 
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Infant Mortality in Oklahoma 
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Infant Mortality Rate per 100,000 Population 
2001-2006 

Source: NVSS, NCHS, CDC.   Oklahoma 795 
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Infant Mortality Rate per 1,000 Population 
2003-2007  
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Top 3 Causes of Infant Death in Oklahoma 

• Medical Condition Present at Birth 
 
• Early Birth or Low Birth Weight 
 
• Sudden Infant Death Syndrome 
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Risk Factors for Infant Mortality 

• Lack of Prenatal Care 
• Poor Nutrition 
• Maternal Smoking/Exposure to Smoke 
• Substance Abuse 
• Unhealthy Mother/Maternal Infection 
• Infant Sleeping Position 
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Health Behaviors &  
Risk Conditions in  

Oklahoma 
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ADULT   OBESITY 

Oklahoma 
32 
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OBESITY  FAST FACTS  

 
• Trend rates indicate Oklahoma 

may be the most obese state in the 
nation by 2018 at 56.1%.   
 

• Direct healthcare costs associated 
with treating obesity in Oklahoma 
are estimated at $5,102,000,000 
by 2018, up from $1,069,000,000 
in 2008.   
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TOBACCO 

TOBACCO FAST FACTS 
 
• The annual costs incurred in 

Oklahoma from smoking:   
$1,162,000,000 in medical costs  
$218,000,000 in Medicaid  
$1,556,000,000 in lost 

productivity 
 
• A 5% point reduction in tobacco 

use could save Oklahoma as much 
as $54,571,573   

 
• Secondhand smoke causes an 

estimated 3,400 lung cancer 
deaths among U.S. 
nonsmokers each year.  

 

Oklahoma 
25.4 
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PHYSICAL  INACTIVITY 

FAST FACTS   
 
• Physically active people 

save at least $787 in direct 
medical cost every year. 
 

• Only 31.4% of high school 
students have daily physical 
education.   
 

• 29% of Oklahoma High 
School Students watch 
three or more hours of TV 
daily.  

Oklahoma 
68.6 
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FRUIT  &  VEGETABLE  CONSUMPTION 

Oklahoma 

14.6 
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18 
20 FAST FACTS 

 
• Only 14.8% of youth eat fruits 

and vegetables 5 times per day  
 

• Multiple studies indicate that 
school-based programs aimed 
at better nutrition, health 
education & physical activity 
improve test scores.   
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• Health behaviors are the largest contributing factor to overall health.    

• OK ranks poorly nationally in most health outcomes and risk factors 
for disease.  

• The majority of excess mortality in Oklahoma is in Cardiovascular 
Disease, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, Lung Cancer & 
Stroke. 

• Oklahoma’s high infant mortality rate means that babies are more 
likely to survive to their first birthday in almost any other state. 

• There is a strong relationship between the burden of disease & 
premature death in Oklahoma and rates tobacco use, poor nutrition & 
limited exercise. 

 
 

Summary of Health Status in Oklahoma  
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Oklahoma Health Outcomes 
OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH· SEPTEMBER20 1 1 

Julie Cox-Kain, M.P.A. 
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Determinants of Health and Excess 
Mortality 

& 
Overall Health Rankings 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 2 
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Determinants of Health and Their 
Contribution to Premature Death 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 3 
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United Health Foundation Rankings 
Oklahoma (2010) 

Selected Health Measures Data Rank 

Cardiovascular Deaths (per 1 OO,OOO) 345.1 48 

Prevalence of Smoking(% of pop) 25.4 48 

Early Prenatal Care(% visit first trimester) 76.4 47 

Prevalence of Obesity (%of pop) 32.0 46 

Preventable Hospitalizations (per 1,000 Medicare) 88.7 46 

Occupational Fatalities (per 100,000) 7.2 44 

Infant Mortality (per 1,000 live births) 8.3 44 

Immunization Coverage (% 2 year olds) 91.3 18 

Lack of Health Insurance (%population uninsured) 16.1 35 

Primary Care Physicians (per 100,000) 80.3 49 

Overall Health Ranking 46 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 4 
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United Health Foundation Rankings 
Oklahoma (2010) 

Selected Supplemental Measures Data Rank 

Daily Fruit & Vegetable Consumption (%of pop) 14.5 50 

Physical Activity (% of adult pop) 68.6 48 

Stroke (% of adult pop) 3.8 49 

High Cholesterol (% of adult pop) 40.2 45 

High Blood Pressure (% of adult pop) 34.3 44 

Diabetes (% of adult pop) 11.0 45 

Preterm Birth (% of births under 37 wks gestation) 13.5 37 

Health Status(% report fair or poor health) 19.5 42 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 5 
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Leading Causes of Death in 
Oklahoma 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 6 
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Total Mortality Rate per 100,000 Population 
2005-2007 

·........i 

llnstnbl • Rate 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 7 
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Leading Causes of Death in Oklahoma 

1. Heart Disease 6. Diabetes 

2. Cancer 7. Alzheimer's Disease 

3. Chronic Obstructive 8. Influenza & Pneumonia 

Pulmonary Disease 9. Suicide 

4. Stroke I 0. Nephritis, nephrotic 

5. Unintentional Injuries 
syndrome and nephrosis 
(kidney disease) 

*201 O Preliminary Death Data from Oklahoma State Health Department Vital Statistics - Ranked by Age-Adjusted 
Death Rate Normalized to 2000 US standard population - found at www.health .ok.gov/ok2share 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 8 
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Heart Disease Rates 

2007 Prevalence of coronary heart disease among us adults (18+ ) (Percentage)t 

~ y 

<3. 4% (10 State s) 

3. 4% - 3. 7% (8 State s) 

3.8% - 4.1% ( 1 0 States) 

4.2% - 4.7% (9 States) 

>= 4. 8% (14 States) 

Citation: Division for Heart Disease and Stroke Prevention: Data Trends & Maps Web site. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, Atlanta, GA, 2010. Available at 
http://www.cdc.gov/dhdsp/. 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 9 
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Heart Disease Death Rate per 100,000 
Population, 2005-2007 

Hearrtllllsea.sc Mortality R;atcs,. 2005-2001 

Gu11h: 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 10 
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Leading Risk Factors for Heart Disease 
in order of prevalence among people with heart disease (US) 

• Physical inactivity 

• Overweight and obesity 

• High blood pressure 

• Cigarette smoking 

• High cholesterol 

• Diabetes 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 11 
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Cancer Rates per 100,000 Population 
2007 

378.2 - 444. 2 

448. 6 - 4 69. 6 

471.8 - 490. 1 

492 .S - 522.6 

No Data 

Source: CDC, NCI, NAACCR 

___ H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH · CREA T ING A STATE OF HEALTH · WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 12 
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Cancer Death Rate per 100,000 Population 
2005-2007 

Cncer MGl'la'lily Rates, 2005-2007 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 13 
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Leading Cancer Deaths in Oklahoma 

======M=e=n=====ll= ====W=o=m=e=n==== 
•Lung • Lung 

• Prostate • Breast 

• Colorectal • Colorectal 

• Pancreas • Pancreas 

• Leukemia • Ovary 

* Cancer death rates in men are due to lung cancer more than the other four top causes of cancer 
death combined. 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 14 
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Risk Factors for Lung Cancer 
• In the United States, about 90% of lung cancer deaths in men and 

almost 80% of lung cancer deaths in women are due to smoking. 

• People who smoke are 10 to 20 times more likely to get lung 
cancer or die from lung cancer than people who do not smoke. 

• Nonsmokers who are exposed to secondhand smoke at home or at 
work increase their risk of developing lung cancer by 20-30%. 

• The longer a person smokes and the more cigarettes smoked each 
day, the more risk of lung cancer goes up. 

• People who quit smoking have a lower risk of lung cancer than if 
they had continued to smoke, but their risk is higher than the risk 
for people who never smoked. 

• Smoking also causes cancer of the voicebox (larynx), mouth and 
throat, esophagus, bladder, kidney, pancreas, cervix, and stomach, 
and causes acute myeloid leukemia. 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 15 
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Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease in US 
1999 - 2006 

AK 

"0 

-·-..__-.. ..• ~- . 
$(1l1 fC1111 COC, N Afk)nAI Vll AI ~le$. S)"a.l 1111n tt.lia ~ rf.C)m hltpu"fv-.ic:.nder.c:xlo.gi."W 
COPD as 1he undit!riyng cauea ol death v,qos; dieiM"led bv ICO.tG oodas ..140J4A. 
OrcGl:h r.xtcts {Pef" 100,(IOO U$ popi.lllatk>n) w.o ag~tzed to 9Mt 2000 US $t:Jndo.rd. 

DeaU'I rate (pet 100,000) 
.Age-standstdtzed 

17 .6 - 3 8 .1 

38.2 - 44.7 

- 44.8-50.3 

- 50.4 -60 .8 

c1a ssn.eatiO n :Q uartil&s 
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Chronic Lower Respiratory Disease 
Death Rate per 100,000 Population 

2005-2007 

Clll'Ollie Lower Rt$pirat0f)' Di~se 
Martautr R4JW. 2005-2007 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 17 
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Risk Factors for COPD Death 

• Tobacco use 

• Asthma 

• Exposure to air pollutants 

• Genetic factors 

• Respiratory infections 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 18 
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Stroke Rates 
2007 Prevalence of stroke among US adults (18+) (Percentage)t 

<2.2" (10 St1tu) 

Citation: Division for Heart Disease and Stroke Prevention: Data Trends & Maps Web site. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, Atlanta, GA, 2010. Available at 
http://www.cdc.gov/dhdsp/. 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 19 
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Stroke Death Rate per 100,000 Population 
2005-2007 

SUOlce Mollalily R<ttcs., 2005-2007 

G1111h: 
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Risk Factors for Stroke Death 

• High Blood Pressure • Tobacco Use 

• High Cholesterol • Alcohol Use 

• Heart Disease • Physical Inactivity 

• Overweight/Obesity • Heredity 

• Diabetes 

H 0 KL AH 0 MA s TATE DE PART MEN T 0 F HEALTH . c RE AT ING A s TATE 0 F HEALTH . w w w. HEALTH . 0 K. G 0 v 21 
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Hospital Costs Associated with Top Four 
Causes of Death in Oklahoma 2009 

• Heart disease - $2.1 billion 

• All cancer - $603 million 

• COPD - $221 million 

• Stroke - $358 million 

Source: OSDH, OK2Share 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 22 
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Infant Mortality in Oklahoma 
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Infant Mortality Rate per 100,000 Population 
2001-2006 

Measure: Rate per 100,000 0 
- Sex: .AJI 0 

Year: 2004-2006 0 
Cause of Death: All causes 0 
Race/Ethnicity: .AJI 0 
Aqe: Infant (0-364 days) 0 

1256.9 @) 823 
(11) • c> 737.4 ~~ @) 

{) 631 
(1 1) 586.9 
(11) 492.5 

Source: NVSS, NCHS, CDC. Oklahoma 795 
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Infant Mortality Rate per 1,000 Population 
2003-2007 

lllf1tl Moibtty Rate$, 2003-2007 .. .-
IJl!ilahh: Rate 
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Top 3 Causes of Infant Death in Oklahoma 

• Medical Condition Present at Birth 

• Early Birth or Low Birth Weight 

• Sudden Infant Death Syndrome 

H 0 K L A H 0 M A s TAT E D E p A R T M E N T 0 F H E A LT H . c R E AT I N G A s TAT E 0 F H E A LT H . w w w. H E A LT H . 0 K . G 0 v 26 
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Risk Factors for Infant Mortality 

• Lack of Prenatal Care 

• Poor Nutrition 

• Maternal Smoking/Exposure to Smoke 

• Substance Abuse 

• Unhealthy Mother/Maternal Infection 

• Infant Sleeping Position 

H 0 K L A H 0 M A s TAT E D E p A R T M E N T 0 F H E A LT H . c R E AT I N G A s TAT E 0 F H E A LT H . w w w. H E A LT H . 0 K . G 0 v 27 
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Health Behaviors & 
Risk Conditions in 

Oklahoma 
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ADULT 

Oklahoma 

• 

OBESITY 

OBESITY FAST FACTS 

• Trend rates indicate Oklahoma 
may be the most obese state in the 
nation by 2018 at 56.1 %. 

• Direct healthcare costs associated 
with treating obesity in Oklahoma 
are estimated at $5,102,000,000 
by 2018, up from $1,069,000,000 
in 2008. 
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TOBACCO 

Oklahoma 

TOBACCO FAST FACTS 

• The annual costs incurred in 
Oklahoma from smoking: 

v' $1,162,000,000 in medical costs 
v' $218,000,000 in Medicaid 
v' $1,556,000,000 in lost 

productivity 

• A 5% point reduction in tobacco 
use could save Oklahoma as much 
as $54 ,571,573 

• Secondhand smoke causes an 
estimated 3,400 lung cancer 
deaths among U.S. 
nonsmokers each year. 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 30 
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PHYSICAL INACTIVITY 

FAST FACTS 

• Physically active people 
save at least $787 in direct 
medical cost every year. 

• Only 31.4% of high school 
students have daily physical 
education. 

• 29% of Oklahoma High 
School Students watch 
three or more hours of TV 
daily. 

___ H OKLAHOMA STATE OEPARTMENT OF HEALTH · CREA T ING A STATE OF HEALTH · WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 31 
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FRUIT & VEGETABLE CONSUMPTION 
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FAST FACTS 

• Only 14.8% of youth eat fruits 
and vegetables 5 times per day 

• Multiple studies indicate that 
school-based programs aimed 
at better nutrition, health 
education & physical activity 
improve test scores. 
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Summary of Health Status in Oklahoma 

• Health behaviors are the largest contributing factor to overall health. 

• OK ranks poorly nationally in most health outcomes and risk factors 
for disease. 

• The majority of excess mortality in Oklahoma is in Cardiovascular 
Disease, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, Lung Cancer & 
Stroke. 

• Oklahoma' s high infant mortality rate means that babies are more 
likely to survive to their first birthday in almost any other state. 

• There is a strong relationship between the burden of disease & 
premature death in Oklahoma and rates tobacco use, poor nutrition & 
limited exercise. 
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From: NGA HHS Committee
To: HHS Committee
Subject: HHS Committee letter -- FINAL version
Date: Friday, October 28, 2011 2:22:58 PM
Attachments: Letter- Exchange Partnership Models (10.28.11).docx

To:         HHS Committee
Re:         Letter on health insurance exchange partnership models
 
Attached please find a revised version of the letter regarding health insurance exchange partnership
models.  The letter is currently pending with Governors Branstad and Quinn for signature.
 
It is the understanding of committee leadership that this version satisfies several requests for
additional edits after the HHS Committee meeting on Wednesday.  If you have additional concerns
please let me know by no later than noon on Monday, October 31.
 
Heather E. Hogsett
Director
Committees on Health & Human Services and
Homeland Security & Public Safety
National Governors Association
(202)624-5360
 

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive
use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or
confidential. If the reader of this transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for
delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and delete this message.

---
You are currently subscribed to [hhsreps] as Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov..
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-203123-
158950.082c7c8c58e3aebbaf0a4c4dfd1615ea@talk.nga.org..

Visit the NGA web site at http://www.nga.org
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		October _, 2011



		The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius

Secretary

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

200 Independence Ave., SW

Washington, DC 20201



		







Dear Secretary Sebelius:



On behalf of the nation’s governors, we appreciate the opportunity to submit comments on the Proposed Rule regarding Establishment of Exchanges and Qualified Health Plans of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), which was published in the Federal Register on July 15, 2011.  States are taking very diverse approaches to health care exchanges, including a wide variety of models and some states that are not pursuing exchanges.  As such, individual states will submit wide-ranging comments on many aspects of the Proposed Rule.  This letter seeks to comment on only the design of the state-federal partnership health insurance exchange models. 



Many states continue to study exchange options, but those considering a partnership model generally fall into two categories: 1) Those that view the partnership as a way to implement an exchange in the short term while building capacity to fully run the exchange themselves; and 2) Those planning to operate a state-based exchange while the federal government continues to handle functions the states view as naturally federal. 



Under the proposed partnership models, states would be required to cede many operations that have been traditionally handled at the state level, such as Medicaid eligibility, regardless of whether they implement a state based exchange, implement a state-federal partnership model or turn over responsibility for the exchange entirely to the federal government. States have invested taxpayer resources in state-based eligibility systems since the Medicaid program began and want to avoid duplication of effort.  



The proposals also appear to preclude states interested in exchanges from obtaining funding to establish new state exchange functions after 2012.  States are concerned that this construction would lock states into an all-or-nothing approach where the state’s role in operating the exchange would be limited with little opportunity to gain additional operational authority if a state so chooses at a later date.  As previously mentioned, many states are undecided on implementation strategies because of various uncertainties, including the lack of final rules and regulations.



To best facilitate a state-federal partnership, we suggest the federal government offer states the option of assigning functions where states have little or no current operational role such as: determination of eligibility and appeals for federal tax credits and subsidies; facilitation of advance payment of premium tax credits by the Department of the Treasury to insurers; enforcement of the individual responsibility provisions; and reporting of user and employer data to the Department of the Treasury.  In addition, federal assistance in pre-certifying and identifying information technology products and services that meet PPACA requirements could facilitate some states’ efforts to design information technology systems necessary to operate an exchange.  For example, federal development of software that could be provided to states, such as a benefit calculator, would be very helpful.  Alternatively, some states not considering a partnership model will offer their own unique state-run health exchanges and will not want to rely on the federal government for any aspect of its functionality.



The decision to implement health insurance exchanges requires a number of complex policy decisions amid aggressive timelines.  States can only make suitable decisions if provided with complete and timely information regarding the structure of a state-federal partnership, essential health benefits and the design of a federal exchange.   In addition, governors and legislators are still weighing the various exchange models and cannot fully consider their options without knowing the costs associated with choosing a state-based exchange versus a partnership or federal model. 



Thank you for your consideration of our comments.  We look forward to continued dialogue and timely guidance on critical issues related to health insurance exchanges.



Sincerely,

		



Governor Terry Branstad

Chair

Health & Human Services Committee

		



Governor Pat Quinn

Vice Chair

Health & Human Services Committee

















HHS Policies 

HHS 4: Public Health Principles 
HHS 8: Child Support Enforcement 
HHS 9: Principles for the Children’s Health Insurance Program 
HHS 12: Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program 
HHS 14: Child Welfare Services 
HHS 15:  Fatherhood (Sunset)  
HHS 17: Social Services Block Grant (Sunset) 
HHS 18: Indian Health Services 
HHS 19: Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program 
HHS 21: TANF Principles  
HHS 22: Private Sector Health Care Reform 
HHS 23: HIV/AIDS 
HHS 26: The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) 
HHS 27: Medicaid Reform Principles 
HHS 28: Long-Term Care 
HHS 29: Electronic Health Information Exchange 
HHS 30: Community Service Block Grant Program (Sunset) 
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  Summary of Waiver Application Process and Approvals provided by the US Department of Health and Human Services: 

 
Helping Americans Keep the Coverage They Have and 

Promoting Transparency 
Helping Consumers Keep their Coverage 

The Affordable Care Act is designed to provide Americans with affordable, high-quality coverage options – while 
ensuring that those who like their current coverage can keep it.  Unfortunately, today, limited benefit plans, or 
“mini-med” plans are often the only type of insurance offered to some workers.  In 2014, the Affordable Care Act 
will end mini-med plans when Americans will have better access to affordable, comprehensive health insurance 
plans that cannot use high deductibles or annual limits to limit benefits.  In the meantime, the law requires 
insurers to phase out the use of annual dollar limits on benefits.  In 2011, most plans can impose an annual limit 

of no less than $750,000.  

Mini-med plans have lower limits than allowed under the Affordable Care Act.  While mini-med plans do not 
provide security in the event of serious illness or accident, they are unfortunately the only option that some 
employers offer.  In order to protect coverage for these workers, the Affordable Care Act allows these plans to 
apply for temporary waivers from rules restricting the size of annual limits to some group health plans and health 
insurance issuers. 

Waivers only last for one year and are only available if the plan certifies that a waiver is necessary to prevent 
either a large increase in premiums or a significant decrease in access to coverage.  In addition, enrollees must 
be informed that their plan does not meet the requirements of the Affordable Care Act.  No other provision of the 
Affordable Care Act is affected by these waivers: they only apply to the annual limit policy. 

As of today, a total of 733 waivers have been granted for 2011.  Key facts about annual limits waivers: 

• There was an increase in the number of applications received at the end of 2010 because December 1 was 

the final day to apply for a waiver for a plan or policy year that begins on January 1 – as many plans do. 
Over 500 waivers were granted in December.  While the number of approved waivers increased by more 
than 200 percent, the total number of enrollees in plans receiving waivers has increased by only 48 percent 
since the previous posting.  

• Of all the waivers granted to date:  

o Employment-Based Coverage: The vast majority – 712 plans representing 97 percent of all waivers – 
were granted to health plans that are employment-related.  

 Self-Insured Employer Plans Applicants: Employer-based health plans received most of the 
waivers – 359.      

 Collectively-Bargained Employer-Based Plan Applicants: Most of the other health plans receiving 
waivers are multi-employer health funds created by a collective bargaining agreement between 
a union and two or more employers, pursuant to the Taft-Hartley Act.  These “union plans” are 
employment based group health plans and operate for the sole benefit of workers.  They tend to 
be larger than other typical group health plans because they cover multiple employers. There 
are also single-employer union plans that have received a waiver.  In total, 182 collectively-
bargained plans have received waivers. 

 Health Reimbursement Arrangements (HRAs):  HRAs are employer-funded group health plans 
where employees are reimbursed tax-free for qualified medical expenses up to a maximum 
dollar amount for a coverage period.  In total, HHS has approved 171 applications for waivers 
for HRAs. 

o Health Insurers: Sixteen waivers were granted to health insurers, which can apply for a waiver for 
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multiple mini-med products sold to employers or individuals.  

o State Governments: Four waivers have gone to State governments.  States may apply for a waiver of 
the restricted annual limits on behalf of issuers of state-mandated policies if state law required the 
policies to be offered by the issuers prior to September 23, 2010.  

• The number of enrollees in plans with annual limits waivers is 2.1 million, representing only about 1 
percent of all Americans who have private health insurance today. 

Improving Transparency 

HHS periodically posts the list of the plans that have been granted waivers to ensure the public is aware of the 

waiver process and stakeholders understand how they are affected.  Also, on December 9, 2010 HHS issued new 
rules requiring that health insurers offering mini-med plans must notify consumers in plain language that their 
plan offers extremely limited benefits and direct them to www.HealthCare.gov where they can get more 
information about other coverage options. The rules require health plans with waivers to tell consumers if their 
health care coverage is subject to an annual dollar limit lower than what is required under the law.  This way, 
enrollees know when their coverage is limited. 

Annual limits waivers are temporary.  In 2014 annual dollar limits will be prohibited and mini-med plans will no 

longer be necessary.  

  

Approved Applications for Waiver of the Annual Limits Requirements 
Updated January 26, 2011 

All Applicants Listed have had 1 or more plans/policies approved. 

Approved State applicants are listed separately below 

Applications for waivers from annual limit requirements are reviewed on a case by case basis by Department 
officials who look at a series of factors including whether or not a premium increase is large or if a significant 
number of  enrollees would lose access to their current plan because the coverage would not be offered in the 
absence of a waiver.  More detailed information on specific criteria can be found at: 
http://www.hhs.gov/ociio/regulations/11-05-2010annual_limits_waiver_bulletin.pdf.  Approved applicants are 

granted an annual limit waiver for one year.  The Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight’s sub-
regulatory guidance on the process for obtaining waivers of the annual limits requirements may be found at: 
http://www.hhs.gov/ociio/regulations/patient/ociio_2010-1_20100903_508.pdf 

  

  Applicant Application 
Received 

Plan 
Effective 

Date 

Number 
of 

Enrollees 

Application 
Completed 

by 
Applicant 

Waiver 
Approved 

1 24 Hour Fitness 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 1,758 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

2 
Allied Building Inspectors 
IUOE Local 211 Welfare Fund 

11/29/2010 1/1/2011 2,720 12/23/2010 12/30/2010 

3 
Alpha Omega Home Health, 
LLC 

11/30/2010 10/1/2010 150 12/13/2010 12/30/2010 

4 Andersen Corporation 11/16/2010 1/1/2011 2,852 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 
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5 
Bowman Sheet Metal Heating 
& Air-conditioning 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 4 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

6 
Bricklayers Insurance & 
Welfare Fund 

11/29/2010 1/1/2011 3,997 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

7 

Bridge, Structural, 
Ornamental & Reinforcing 
Ironworkers Local Union No. 
60* 

12/1/2010 7/1/2011 290 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

8 Carey Johnson Oil Co, Inc 11/22/2010 10/1/2010 157 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

9 
Catholic Charities of the 
Diocese of Albany* 

12/2/2010 1/1/2011 201 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

10 
Cement Masons' Local No. 
502 Welfare Fund 

11/24/2010 1/1/2011 450 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

11 
City of Bloomington VEBA 
Health Savings Plan* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 750 12/29/2010 12/30/2010 

12 City of Burnsville* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 290 12/29/2010 12/30/2010 

13 City of Olathe* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 624 12/14/2010 12/30/2010 

14 Clausen Miller PC 12/20/2010 1/1/2011 150 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

15 Crystal Run Village, Inc* 12/4/2010 12/1/2010 1,350 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

16 Delta Apparel 12/21/2010 1/1/2011 67 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

17 Discovery Benefits* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 3,739 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

18 Dr. Trailer Repair, Inc. 11/10/2010 1/1/2011 18 12/29/2010 12/30/2010 

19 
Employer-Teamsters Local 
Nos. 175 & 505 Health and 
Welfare Fund 

11/24/2010 1/1/2011 358 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

20 Entrust 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 4 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

21 Fabri-Quilt 11/2/2010 1/1/2011 104 12/29/2010 12/30/2010 

22 GC Harvesting, Inc. 12/20/2010 1/1/2011 2,500 12/23/2010 12/30/2010 

23 Glen Curtis, Inc. #2143 12/3/2010 1/1/2011 227 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

24 Heritage Christian Services 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 4,662 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 
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25 
IBEW Local 3 NYC Electrical 
Division Health & Welfare 
Fund 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 1,072 12/16/2010 12/30/2010 

26 

Indiana Area UFCW Union 
Locals and Retail Food 
Employers' Health and 
Welfare Plan 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 6,885 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

27 Ingham County 12/22/2010 2/1/2011 42 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

28 
Innovative Driver Services 
Company 

12/21/2010 2/1/2011 36 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

29 Integrity Data* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 24 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

30 
Inter-County Hospitalization 
Plan, Inc. 12/21/2010 1/1/2011 177 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

31 Jakov P. Dulcich & Sons 11/8/2010 1/1/2011 107 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

32 
Jefferson Rehabilitation 
Center 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 240 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

33 JLG Harvesting, Inc. 12/3/2010 1/1/2011 188 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

34 Johnson Machine Works 11/24/2010 1/1/2011 191 12/16/2010 12/30/2010 

35 Kent County 12/22/2010 2/1/2011 10 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

36 
Laborers' District Council of 
Virginia Health and Welfare 
Trust Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 296 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

37 
Laborers National Health and 
Welfare Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 8,690 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

38 Local 1245 Health Fund 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 3,486 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

39 

Local 237 Teamsters Suffolk 
Regional Off-Track Betting 
Corp. Health and Welfare 
Trust Fund 

11/29/2010 1/1/2011 328 12/23/2010 12/30/2010 

40 Local 295 Welfare Fund 12/15/2010 1/1/2011 1,228 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

41 
Local 381 Group Insurance 
Fund 

11/24/2010 1/1/2011 1,346 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

42 Local 805 Welfare Fund 11/1/2010 2/1/2011 1,376 12/17/2010 12/30/2010 

43 Marble Industry Trust Fund 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 1,325 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 
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44 McGregor Schools ISD #4* 12/22/2010 1/1/2011 38 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

45 MJ Soffe 12/21/2010 1/1/2011 270 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

46 
MO-Kan Teamsters and 
Welfare Fund 

11/29/2010 1/1/2011 1,494 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

47 Mounds View Public Schools* 12/3/2010 1/1/2011 76 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

48 MVP 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 21,548 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

49 North State Bank 11/30/2010 6/1/2011 58 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

50 North States Industries Inc* 12/3/2010 2/1/2011 92 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

51 Pathways Inc. 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 55 12/16/2010 12/30/2010 

52 
Pavers and Road Builders 
District Council Welfare Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 4,303 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

53 Phoenix Children's Academy 12/16/2010 1/1/2011 1,522 12/16/2010 12/30/2010 

54 
Roofers Local 8 Insurance & 
Trust Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 1,321 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

55 
San Bernardino IHSS Public 
Authority 

12/1/2010 4/1/2011 1,317 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

56 SCC Healthcare Group, LLP 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 105 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

57 Schenectady ARC* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 514 12/1/2010 12/30/2010 

58 Schoharie County ARC* 11/22/2010 1/1/2011 276 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

59 Sieben Polk Law Firm 11/19/2010 10/1/2010 3 12/23/2010 12/30/2010 

60 Sitel, Inc. 12/21/2010 7/1/2011 2,060 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

61 
Southern Graphic 
Communication Health Fund 

11/29/2010 1/1/2011 411 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

62 
Springbrook Standalone 
HRA* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 524 12/23/2010 12/30/2010 

63 St. Lawrence NYSARC* 11/29/2010 1/1/2011 1,734 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

64 
Sunview Vineyards of 
California, Inc. 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 6,500 12/23/2010 12/30/2010 
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65 
Tandem Eastern Inc. / 
Consolidated Transport 
Systems, Inc. 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 601 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

66 Taylor Farms 11/29/2010 2/1/2011 121 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

67 Teamsters Union Local # 35 11/17/2010 1/1/2011 1,109 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

68 

The Day Care 
Council/Council of 
Supervisors and 
Administrators Welfare Fund 

12/3/2010 1/1/2011 193 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

69 
The Public Authority of San 
Luis Obispo County 

11/15/2010 2/1/2011 277 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

70 
The University Financing 
Foundation, Inc. 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 8 12/10/2010 12/30/2010 

71 
The Village of Newark Non-
Union Employee Plan* 

11/8/2010 7/1/2011 40 12/29/2010 12/30/2010 

72 
Theatrical Stage Employees 
Local One 

11/24/2010 1/1/2011 9,200 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

73 Tuff Shed, Inc. 11/29/2010 4/1/2011 311 12/16/2010 12/30/2010 

74 
U.A. Local 13 & Employers 
Group Insurance Plan* 

11/30/2010 12/1/2010 1,039 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

75 

UFCW & Participating Food 
Industry Employers Tri-State 
Health & Welfare Fund 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 107 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

76 
UFCW Local 1500 Welfare 
Fund 

12/17/2010 1/1/2011 16,588 12/23/2010 12/30/2010 

77 
UFCW Local One Health Care 
Fund 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 4,335 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

78 Ulster Greene ARC* 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 2,072 12/23/2010 12/30/2010 

79 
Westminster-Canterbury of 
Lynchburg 

11/22/2010 1/1/2011 192 12/23/2010 12/30/2010 

80 
Wine and Liquor Salesmen of 
NJ 

10/20/2010 1/1/2011 1,083 12/29/2010 12/30/2010 

81 A-1 Transport 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 38 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 

82 
AIDS Council of 
Northeastern  New York 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 78 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 

83 Avon Central School District 12/1/2010 7/1/2011 6 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 
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84 Azeros Health Plans, Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 36 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

85 Benton County* 12/3/2010 1/1/2011 200 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

86 Bessey Tools, Inc. 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 6 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

87 Canandaigua City Schools* 12/1/2010 10/1/2011 1,058 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 

88 City of Eagan* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 120 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 

89 
City of Shakopee Post-
Employment Health Care 
Savings Account Plan * 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 153 12/15/2010 12/29/2010 

90 
Community Work and 
Independence Inc. 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 382 11/17/2010 12/29/2010 

91 
Continuing Developmental 
Services 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 623 12/14/2010 12/29/2010 

92 Crystal Cabinet Works, Inc. 11/30/2010 7/1/2011 304 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 

93 CU*Answers, Inc. 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 152 12/23/2010 12/29/2010 

94 
Euromarket Designs, Inc., 
d/b/a Crate and Barrel 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 3,452 12/1/2010 12/29/2010 

95 
First National Bank of 
Dietrerich 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 51 12/20/2011 12/29/2010 

96 Franziska Racker Centers* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 795 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 

97 
Fridley Public Schools Health 
Savings Plan* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 79 12/21/2010 12/29/2010 

98 
FSA/SUNYAB-Campus Dining 
and Shops 

12/1/2010 12/1/2010 67 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

99 Genesee County ARC* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 254 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

100 
Genesee County Economic 
Development Corp Health 
Reimbursement Account* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 9 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

101 
Grand Island Central School 
District* 

12/1/2010 9/1/2011 507 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

102 
Hammondsport Central 
School District 12/1/2010 7/1/2011 67 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

103 Imperial Wholesale, Inc. 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 14 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 
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104 
Learning Disabilities 
Association of Western New 
York 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 90 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

105 

Minnesota State Retirement 
System Post-Employment 
Health Care Savings Plan - 
City of Roseville* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 280 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

106 
Naples Central School 
District 12/1/2010 10/1/2010 151 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

107 
Naples Central School 
District Support Staff 12/1/2010 7/1/2011 113 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

108 
Newark Central School 
District 12/1/2010 7/1/2011 436 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

109 
Niagara-Wheatfield CSD Self 
Funded 

12/1/2010 7/1/2011 72 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

110 
Panama Central School 
District 12/1/2010 7/1/2011 20 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

111 
People 1st Health Strategies, 
Inc. 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 9 11/30/2010 12/29/2010 

112 
Pipe Fitters' Welfare Fund, 
Local 597* 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 709 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 

113 
Ron Clark Construction 
Health reimbursement 
Arrangement* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 18 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

114 
Sherman Central School 
District 12/1/2010 9/1/2011 59 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

115 
Silver Creek Central School 
District* 

12/1/2010 9/1/2011 106 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

116 Sodus Central School District 12/1/2010 9/1/2011 122 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

117 Telco Construction 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 15 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

118 Town of Albion 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 5 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

119 Town of Chenango 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 41 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

120 Town of Lockport 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 42 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

121 Twin City Die Casting* 11/19/2010 1/1/2011 148 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 

122 
Western Area Volunteer 
Emergency Services * 

12/4/2010 1/1/2011 30 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 
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123 Westfield Academy* 12/1/2010 9/1/2011 53 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 

124 
Williamson Central School 
District 12/1/2010 7/1/2011 278 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

125 
American Radio Association 
Plan 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 32 12/15/2010 12/28/2010 

126 
Carpenters Health and 
Security Trust of Western 
Washington 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 8 12/15/2010 12/28/2010 

127 
Communicare Health 
Benefits Trust 11/29/2010 5/1/2011 10,138 12/23/2010 12/28/2010 

128 
District Council 1707 Local 
389 Home Care Employees 
Health & Welfare Fund 

11/23/2010 9/1/2011 7,867 12/22/2010 12/28/2010 

129 

Health and Welfare Plan of 
the Laundry, Dry Cleaning 
Workers & Allied Industry 
Health Fund, Workers United 

11/16/2010 1/1/2011 4,000 12/16/2010 12/28/2010 

130 
Northern Illinois and Iowa 
Laborers Health and Welfare 
Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 133 12/16/2010 12/28/2010 

131 Prell Services 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 63 12/21/2010 12/28/2010 

132 

United Food and Commercial 
Workers Retail Employees 
and Employers Health and 
Welfare Plan 

11/22/2010 1/1/2011 98 12/23/2010 12/28/2010 

133 A-1 Realty* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 7 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

134 AABR* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 504 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

135 ABCO Diecasters* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 5 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

136 Alfred P. Sloan* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 41 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

137 Alizio & Galfunt* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 4 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

138 
All American Heating and 
AC* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 21 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

139 Allied Pilots Association 11/29/2010 1/1/2011 678 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

140 
Amherst Central School 
District* 

11/30/2010 9/1/2011 53 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 
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141 
AristaCare at Meadow 
Springs* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 115 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

142 Arthur Sanderson& Sons* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 15 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

143 
Associated General 
Contractors of ND 
Employees* 

11/29/2010 1/1/2011 1,002 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

144 Autistic Service, Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 217 12/1/2010 12/23/2010 

145 Bartech Group 11/22/2010 4/1/2011 1,189 12/17/2010 12/23/2010 

146 Basf Fuel Cell, Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 40 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

147 Battery Park City Authority* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 44 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

148 
Battery Park City 
Conservancy* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 55 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

149 Benefit Analysis Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 17 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

150 Blaze SSI* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 10 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

151 Blue Beacon 12/17/2010 1/1/2011 2,500 12/17/2010 12/23/2010 

152 
Board of Trustees for the 
Operating Engineers Local 
101 Health and Welfare Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 4,465 12/23/2010 12/23/2010 

153 Business Wire* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 440 12/15/2010 12/23/2010 

154 Cargo Ventures* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 2 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

155 Carnegie Corporation of NY* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 33 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

156 
Carpenters Local No. 491 
Health & Welfare Plan 

12/17/2010 1/1/2011 1,200 12/20/2010 12/23/2010 

157 
Central Laborers' Welfare 
Fund 

12/2/2010 1/1/2011 1,863 12/20/2010 12/23/2010 

158 

Central States, Southeast 
and Southwest Areas Health 
and Welfare Fund 

11/30/2010 9/1/2011 326 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

159 City of Cottage Grove* 9/1/2010 1/1/2011 90 12/2/2010 12/23/2010 

160 City of Inver Grove Heights* 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 130 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 
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161 City Of Roseville MN* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 210 12/21/2010 12/23/2010 

162 Clinton Management* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 7 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

163 
Cloquet Area Fire 
Department* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 22 12/15/2010 12/23/2010 

164 Cohen Partners* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 5 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

165 
Community Bank of Bergen 
County* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 8 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

166 Community Mainstreaming* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 92 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

167 
Contract Cleaners Service 
Employees Benefit Trust 11/18/2010 1/1/2011 1,772 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

168 Cornerstone Search Group* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 5 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

169 
D & D Ag Supply and 
Construction, Inc.* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 8 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

170 Dial Senior Management, Inc 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 127 12/21/2010 12/23/2010 

171 Douglaston Development* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 13 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

172 
Dr. Margaret Andrin, MD 
FACOG LLC* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 4 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

173 Dynasil Corporation* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 16 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

174 Echo Molding* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 29 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

175 
Eighth District Electrical 
Benefit Fund 

11/16/2010 1/1/2011 137 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

176 
Electrical Workers Health 
and Welfare Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 1,994 12/15/2010 12/23/2010 

177 
Enterprise Concrete 
Products, LLC Texas 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 82 12/22/2010 12/23/2010 

178 Epilepsy Foundation* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 336 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

179 
Epilepsy Foundation 
Northeastern New York* 

12/2/2010 1/1/2011 19 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

180 Evans Chemetics* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 179 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

181 Excellus Health Plan 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 18,860 12/22/2010 12/23/2010 
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182 
Fairport Central School 
District* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 848 12/1/2010 12/23/2010 

183 
Goodwill Industries of 
Central Indiana 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 90 12/23/2010 12/23/2010 

184 Gregory Packaging* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 40 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

185 Gulf Coast Health Care 12/1/2010 12/1/2010 2,497 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

186 
Handcraft Manufacturing 
Corporation* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 48 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

187 
Haver Analytics Health 
Waiver* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 102 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

188 
Health Care Employees 
Dental and Medical Trust 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 744 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

189 Hiawatha Medical, Inc.* 12/2/2010 1/1/2011 17 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

190 
Highfield Gardens Care 
Center* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 50 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

191 Hirsch International* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 38 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

192 
Hotel, Restaurant & Bar 
Employees Health and 
Welfare Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 98 12/15/2010 12/23/2010 

193 Hypex Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 1 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

194 
IBEW Local Union No. 126 
Health and Welfare Fund 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 3,251 12/23/2010 12/23/2010 

195 

International Union of 
Operating Engineers, 
Supplemental Benefit Fund 
Local 409* 

11/16/2010 1/1/2011 59 12/15/2010 12/23/2010 

196 
Interstate Connecting 
Components* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 78 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

197 
Jacobson Family 
Investments* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 7 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

198 J-B Wholesale Pet Supplies* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 19 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

199 JKL International* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 9 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

200 
Jump, Scutellaro, and Co., 
LLP* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 6 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

201 
KC International dba Ekman 
Recycling* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 36 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 
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202 Kerwin Communications* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 14 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

203 
Kingstown Capital 
Management* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 5 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

204 Koellman Gear Corporation* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 7 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

205 Kramer Electronics* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 2 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

206 
Lakeview Subacute Care 
Center* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 61 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

207 
Langan Engineering and 
Financial Services, Inc.* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 51 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

208 LBDD* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 5 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

209 League of Minnesota Cities* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 70 12/15/2010 12/23/2010 

210 
Leisure Properties LLC 
d/b/a/ Crownline Boats* 

11/30/2010 6/1/2011 158 12/17/2010 12/23/2010 

211 
Liberty House Nursing 
Home* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 15 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

212 Lifetime Assistance, Inc* 12/1/2010 7/15/2011 1,344 12/20/2010 12/23/2010 

213 Lincoln Hall* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 296 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

214 Local 888 UFCW 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 4,004 12/21/2010 12/23/2010 

215 
Maharishi University of 
Management 10/26/2010 1/1/2011 154 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

216 
Mamiya America 
Corporation* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 26 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

217 
Mandt Reiss & Associates 
PLLC 

11/20/2010 1/1/2011 4 12/10/2010 12/23/2010 

218 
Margaret P. Muscarelle Child 
Dev. Center* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 13 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

219 Merrill Farms LLC 11/19/2010 1/1/2011 35 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

220 Micelli Motors, Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 6 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

221 
Midwest Asphalt Corporation 
* 

11/19/2010 1/1/2011 53 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

222 Midwest Teamsters 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 1,315 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 
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223 Monroe County* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 719 12/14/2010 12/23/2010 

224 
Nassau County Chapter, 
NYSARC, Inc* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 1,581 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

225 NCHC, Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 15 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

226 

New York State Assn. for 
Retarded Children Erie Co. 
Chapter dba/Heritage 
Centers* 

11/29/2010 2/1/2011 1,125 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

227 NJ Society of CPAs* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 74 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

228 North Greece Fire District* 11/18/2010 1/1/2011 110 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

229 
Northern Minnesota-
Wisconsin Area Retail Food 
Health & Welfare Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 3,100 12/17/2010 12/23/2010 

230 
Ogontz Avenue Revitalization 
Corporation* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 32 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

231 Parkview Care and Rehab* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 18 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

232 PCB Machining Solutions* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 60 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

233 PCB Piezotronics* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 700 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

234 
Philadelphia Macaroni 
Company* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 4 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

235 Phoenix Partners Group, LP* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 2 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

236 Privilege Underwriters, Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 75 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

237 Progressive AE* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 81 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

238 
Quadrant Capital Advisors, 
Inc.* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 19 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

239 
Regency Management Group, 
LLC* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 8 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

240 Rhoads Industries* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 71 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

241 
Roofers Local #96 Health & 
Welfare Fund 

12/16/2010 12/1/2010 2,838 12/20/2010 12/23/2010 

242 Rowe and Company, Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 5 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 
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243 
Rush-Henrietta Central 
School District HRA* 

11/30/2010 7/1/2011 1,327 12/21/2010 12/23/2010 

244 

Security Benefit Fund of the 
Uniformed Firefighters 
Association of New York City 

12/14/2010 7/1/2011 23,900 12/14/2010 12/23/2010 

245 
SEIU Health and Welfare 
fund, 2000 

12/1/2010 12/1/2010 161 12/1/2010 12/23/2010 

246 Seneca Cayuga ARC* 11/24/2010 1/1/2011 1,187 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

247 
Service Employees 32BJ 
North Health Benefit Fund* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 7,020 12/23/2010 12/23/2010 

248 Sierra Video Systems* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 6 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

249 SMEG* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 2 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

250 Strategic Industries* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 6 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

251 
Superior Officers Council 
Health and Welfare Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 8,950 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

252 
Teamsters Local Union 966 
Health Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 1,519 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

253 Techno Source USA* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 16 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

254 
The Alternative Living Group, 
Inc.* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 170 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

255 
The Arc of Otsego (Otsego 
County Chapter NYSARC, 
Inc.)* 

11/22/2010 1/1/2011 535 12/17/2010 12/23/2010 

256 
The Arc of Rensselaer 
County* 

12/13/2010 1/1/2011 825 12/14/2010 12/23/2010 

257 The City of Cloquet* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 79 12/15/2010 12/23/2010 

258 The Henry Luce Foundation* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 13 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

259 
The Maritime Aquarium of 
Norwalk, Inc.* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 39 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

260 The Pew Charitable Trusts* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 238 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

261 The Rehabilitation Center* 12/6/2010 1/1/2011 442 12/23/2010 12/23/2010 

262 
The Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 223 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 
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263 Topco* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 24 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

264 Totino Grace High School* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 94 12/17/2010 12/23/2010 

265 Urstadt Biddle Properties* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 34 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

266 W.H. Reaves & Co., Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 27 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

267 
Walder, Hayden & Brogan, 
PA* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 37 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

268 
Walters-Morgan 
Construction, Inc. 12/6/2010 1/1/2011 26 12/23/2010 12/23/2010 

269 Wellspring Advisors* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 27 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

270 
West Bergen Mental 
Healthcare* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 110 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

271 Westchester ARC* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 613 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

272 Westchester JCS* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 274 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

273 Western Beef* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 815 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

274 Hollow Metal Trust Fund 10/29/2010 1/1/2011 2,250 12/9/2010 12/21/2010 

275 
Theatrical Teamsters Local 
817 IBT Welfare Fund 

11/29/2010 1/1/2011 487 11/29/2010 12/21/2010 

276 
Vestal Manufacturing 
Enterprises, Inc. 11/24/2010 1/1/2011 174 11/22/2010 12/21/2010 

277 AccessAbility, Inc. 11/29/2010 1/1/2011 25 12/14/2010 12/20/2010 

278 
Ackerman Oil Employee 
Benefit Trust 11/5/2010 1/1/2011 47 12/10/2010 12/20/2010 

279 
Albany County Chapter, 
NYSARC Inc., DBA New 
Visions of Albany* 

11/22/2010 1/1/2011 453 12/16/2010 12/20/2010 

280 American Eagle Outfitters 11/16/2010 3/1/2011 9 11/26/2010 12/20/2010 

281 Basin Disposal 11/24/2010 1/1/2011 9 12/8/2010 12/20/2010 

282 Bengard Ranch, Inc. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 609 12/9/2010 12/20/2010 
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283 Bestway Rental, Inc 10/28/2010 8/1/2011 202 11/26/2010 12/20/2010 

284 Big Lots, Inc. 11/11/2010 2/1/2011 35 12/1/2010 12/20/2010 

285 Byrd Harvest, Inc. 11/12/2010 1/1/2011 484 11/23/2010 12/20/2010 

286 
Cardinal Hayes Home for 
Children HRA plan* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 284 11/30/2010 12/20/2010 

287 
CDS Administrative Services, 
LLC 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 8 11/30/2010 12/20/2010 

288 
Center for Energy and 
Environment* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 105 12/13/2010 12/20/2010 

289 City of Brooklyn Park* 11/18/2010 1/1/2011 372 12/15/2010 12/20/2010 

290 
D'Arrigo Bros. Co. of 
California 

11/12/2010 1/1/2011 3,816 11/19/2010 12/20/2010 

291 Defender Services, Inc. 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 289 12/13/2010 12/20/2010 

292 DineEquity, Inc 11/15/2010 1/1/2011 131 12/1/2010 12/20/2010 

293 Green Leaf Distributors, Inc. 11/22/2010 1/1/2011 27 11/22/2010 12/20/2010 

294 
IBEW Local Union No. 728 
Family Healthcare Plan 

11/29/2010 1/1/2011 31 12/15/2010 12/20/2010 

295 Joseph Gallo Farms 11/15/2010 1/1/2011 345 11/26/2010 12/20/2010 

296 Life Benefit Plan 11/24/2010 1/1/2011 3,476 12/13/2010 12/20/2010 

297 
Luther Automotive Group 
HRA* 

11/22/2010 1/1/2011 660 12/9/2010 12/20/2010 

298 Metrics Inc. 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 231 11/30/2010 12/20/2010 

299 
Nueces County Appraisal 
District 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 77 12/8/2010 12/20/2010 

300 Ocean Properties Ltd 11/23/2010 2/1/2011 750 12/8/2010 12/20/2010 

301 P-R Farms, Inc. 11/22/2010 1/1/2011 128 12/15/2010 12/20/2010 

302 SEIU Health & Welfare Fund 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 1,620 12/13/2010 12/20/2010 

303 
Sports Arena Employees' 
Local 137 Welfare Fund 

11/22/2010 1/1/2011 611 12/13/2010 12/20/2010 
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304 Staywell Saipan Basic Plan 11/28/2010 1/1/2011 113 12/8/2010 12/20/2010 

305 

Truck Drivers and Helpers 
Local 355 Health and Welfare 
Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 905 12/13/2010 12/20/2010 

306 
Communications Workers of 
America, Local 1180 Security 
Benefits Fund 

11/24/2010 1/1/2011 19,000 12/8/2010 12/17/2010 

307 

Health and Welfare Fund of 
the Detectives' Endowment 
Association, Inc. Police 
Department City of New York 

11/22/2010 1/1/2011 17,924 11/22/2010 12/17/2010 

308 
Man-U Service Contract 
Health and Welfare Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 760 12/14/2010 12/17/2010 

309 Paschall Truck Lines, Inc. 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 54 12/13/2010 12/17/2010 

310 
SEIU Local 300, Civil Service 
Forum Employees Welfare 
Fund 

11/22/2010 1/1/2011 2,000 12/9/2010 12/17/2010 

311 Electrical Welfare Trust Fund 11/4/2010 1/1/2011 78 12/7/2010 12/16/2010 

312 
Highmark West Virginia Inc. 
d/b/a Mountain State Blue 
Cross Blue Shield 

11/15/2010 1/1/2011 270 12/16/2010 12/16/2010 

313 
Advocacy and Resource 
Center* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 1,134 11/30/2010 12/14/2010 

314 

Amalgamated, Industrial and 
Toy & Novelty Workers of 
America, Local 223 Sick 
Benefit Fund 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 2,255 11/16/2010 12/14/2010 

315 
Atlanta Plumbers & 
Steamfitters Fringe Benefit 
Funds 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 7,235 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 

316 
Aurora Consulting Group, 
Inc.* 

11/18/2010 1/1/2011 27 12/1/2010 12/14/2010 

317 Brock Enterprises, Inc. 11/5/2010 3/1/2011 1,051 11/5/2010 12/14/2010 

318 
Central Texas Health and 
Benefit Trust Fund Locals 
520, 60 & 72 

11/10/2010 1/1/2011 500 12/7/2010 12/14/2010 

319 
Electricians Health, Welfare 
& Pension Plans I.B.E.W. 
Local Union No. 995 

11/15/2010 1/1/2011 980 12/1/2010 12/14/2010 

320 
Essex County Chapter 
NYSARC, Inc. dba Mountain 
Lake Services* 

11/17/2010 1/1/2011 1,543 12/3/2010 12/14/2010 
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321 
Executive Management 
Services, Inc. 11/18/2010 8/1/2011 161 12/3/2010 12/14/2010 

322 Florida Laborers Health Fund 11/2/2010 1/1/2011 1,700 11/24/2010 12/14/2010 

323 
Fulton County Chapter 
NYSARC, Inc.* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 1,387 11/30/2010 12/14/2010 

324 General Parts, LLC* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 150 11/30/2010 12/14/2010 

325 Greystone program, Inc* 11/24/2010 1/1/2011 240 11/24/2010 12/14/2010 

326 Hacienda Harvesting, Inc. 11/10/2010 1/1/2011 118 12/9/2010 12/14/2010 

327 
IBEW Local No. 640 and 
Arizona Chapter NECA Health 
& Welfare Trust Fund 

11/24/2010 1/1/2011 263 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 

328 
Lone Star Park at Grand 
Prairie 

11/5/2010 1/1/2011 65 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 

329 
Louisiana Electrical Health 
Fund 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 415 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 

330 
Maverick, Inc. Employee 
Health Care Benefits Plan 

10/26/2010 1/1/2011 794 12/6/2010 12/14/2010 

331 
Memphis Construction 
Benefit Fund 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 507 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 

332 
Mid-South Carpenters 
Regional Council Health and 
Welfare Fund 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 5,465 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 

333 Mountain Lake Services 11/17/2010 1/1/2011 1,543 11/17/2010 12/14/2010 

334 
NECA-IBEW Local 480 Health 
and Welfare Plan 

11/15/2010 1/1/2011 1,698 11/22/2010 12/14/2010 

335 
Plumbers and Pipefitters 
Welfare Fund of Local Union 
No. 719 

11/19/2010 1/1/2011 480 11/29/2010 12/14/2010 

336 

Retiree Plan of the Central 
States, Southeast and 
Southwest Areas Health and 
Welfare Fund 

10/22/2010 1/1/2011 17,440 11/23/2010 12/14/2010 

337 
Richmond Community 
Services* 

11/24/2010 1/1/2011 815 11/24/2010 12/14/2010 

338 
Sheet Metal Workers Local 
No. 177 Health and Welfare, 
Pension and Vacation Funds 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 965 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 

339 
Sheet Metal Workers' 
National Health Fund 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 4,500 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 
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340 
South Central Laborers' 
Health & Welfare Fund 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 330 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 

341 
Southeastern Pipetrades 
Health & Welfare Fund 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 2,270 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 

342 
Telamon Corporation Health 
Reimbursement 
Arrangement* 

11/12/2010 4/1/2011 596 11/12/2010 12/14/2010 

343 
The ARC of Delaware 
County* 

11/18/2010 12/1/2010 404 12/1/2010 12/14/2010 

344 
UFCW Local 1262 and 
Employers Health & Welfare 
Fund 

10/29/2010 12/1/2010 3,028 12/6/2010 12/14/2010 

345 
United Cerebral Palsy of 
Ulster County, Inc* 

11/29/2010 1/1/2011 200 11/29/2010 12/14/2010 

346 
Vincent B Zaninovich & Sons, 
Inc. 11/17/2010 1/1/2011 2,288 11/17/2010 12/14/2010 

347 
Wayne ARC Standalone HRA 
Section 105 Plan* 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 1,153 11/23/2010 12/14/2010 

348 Wildwood Program* 11/29/2010 1/1/2011 480 11/29/2010 12/14/2010 

349 Allied Welfare Fund 11/8/2010 1/1/2011 2,523 11/8/2010 12/13/2010 

350 
Becker County Post-
Retirement Health Care 
Savings Plan* 

11/24/2010 1/1/2011 180 11/24/2010 12/13/2010 

351 Becker County VEBA* 11/24/2010 1/1/2011 85 11/24/2010 12/13/2010 

352 FIDUCIA* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 2 11/30/2010 12/13/2010 

353 Triple-S Salud, Inc. 10/9/2010 10/1/2010 14,769 11/24/2010 12/13/2010 

354 B. R. Company 11/10/2010 1/1/2011 9 11/10/2010 12/9/2010 

355 Britz Companies, ET AL 11/4/2010 2/1/2011 531 11/4/2010 12/9/2010 

356 
Century Health and Wellness 
Benefit Plan and Trust 11/11/2010 1/1/2011 524 12/2/2010 12/9/2010 

357 EBSA Foundation 11/11/2010 1/1/2011 220 12/2/2010 12/9/2010 

358 Encore Enterprises 11/18/2010 1/1/2011 29 12/2/2010 12/9/2010 

359 Faurecia USA Holdings 10/13/2010 1/1/2011 2 11/23/2010 12/9/2010 
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360 
Goodwill Industries of 
Kentucky, Inc. 10/29/2010 12/1/2010 43 12/3/2010 12/9/2010 

361 
Minnesota Cement Masons 
Health and Welfare Fund 

11/2/2010 1/1/2011 2,000 11/19/2010 12/9/2010 

362 
Plumbers Local Union No. 
690 of Philadelphia and 
Vicinity Health Plan 

11/3/2010 1/1/2011 4,006 11/3/2010 12/9/2010 

363 Robert Heath Trucking Inc 10/7/2010 1/1/2011 100 11/18/2010 12/9/2010 

364 
Securitas Security Services 
USA, Inc. 10/19/2010 1/1/2011 4,528 12/2/2010 12/9/2010 

365 Sunwest Fruit Company, Inc 11/4/2010 2/1/2011 236 11/4/2010 12/9/2010 

366 The Louis Berger Group, Inc. 11/19/2010 1/1/2011 311 12/1/2010 12/9/2010 

367 

United Food & Commercial 
Workers Unions and 
Employers Midwest Health 
Benefits Fund 

10/28/2010 12/1/2010 821 12/3/2010 12/9/2010 

368 WD Young& Sons, Inc. 11/3/2010 1/1/2011 288 11/16/2010 12/9/2010 

369 Atlantis Casino Resort Spa 11/4/2010 2/1/2011 16 11/22/2010 12/7/2010 

370 

United Food and Commercial 
Workers and Employers 
Arizona 

11/11/2010 1/1/2011 516 11/27/2010 12/7/2010 

371 Act Trust Mini-Med Plan 11/11/2010 1/1/2011 67 11/19/2010 12/6/2010 

372 Allen's Family Food 10/25/2010 1/1/2011 885 11/17/2010 12/6/2010 

373 Anderson Media Corporation 10/28/2010 7/1/2011 1,941 11/19/2010 12/6/2010 

374 

Blasters, Drillers & 
Miners Union Local No. 29 
Welfare Fund 

11/4/2010 1/1/2011 1,000 11/22/2010 12/6/2010 

375 Care Initiatives, Inc. 10/25/2010 8/1/2011 287 11/19/2010 12/6/2010 

376 
Cement and Concrete 
Workers District Council 
Welfare Fund Plan 

10/25/2010 1/1/2011 3,498 11/19/2010 12/6/2010 

377 COARC* 11/5/2010 1/1/2011 357 11/29/2010 12/6/2010 

378 
Construction Workers Local 
147 Welfare Fund 

11/15/2010 1/1/2011 2,000 11/26/2010 12/6/2010 
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379 Crystal Run Healthcare 11/1/2010 1/1/2011 315 11/23/2010 12/6/2010 

380 
Diamondback Management 
Services, LTD 

10/25/2010 1/1/2011 367 11/19/2010 12/6/2010 

381 Freeman Metal Products 11/15/2010 11/1/2011 33 11/24/2010 12/6/2010 

382 Hardwick Clothes, Inc. 11/3/2010 1/1/2011 264 11/22/2010 12/6/2010 

383 Hronis, Inc. 11/9/2010 1/1/2011 1,304 11/19/2010 12/6/2010 

384 
International Union of 
Bricklayers & Allied 
Craftworkers 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 2,497 11/19/2010 12/6/2010 

385 
Isaacson Isaacson Seridan & 
Fountain, LLP 

11/19/2010 6/1/2011 8 11/29/2010 12/6/2010 

386 Katy Industries, Inc. 10/28/2010 1/1/2011 191 10/28/2010 12/6/2010 

387 

Landscape, Irrigation 
and Lawn Sprinkler Industry 
Health and Welfare Plan and 
Trust 

11/4/2010 1/1/2011 210 11/22/2010 12/6/2010 

388 
Local 298 Health 
Benefit Fund Plan 

10/29/2010 1/1/2011 273 10/29/2010 12/6/2010 

389 
Local 803 Health and Welfare 
Fund 

10/25/2010 11/1/2010 88 11/16/2010 12/6/2010 

390 
Louisiana Laborers 
Health and Welfare Fund 

11/8/2010 1/1/2011 4,500 11/24/2010 12/6/2010 

391 M.A. Mortenson 10/12/2010 1/1/2011 332 11/26/2010 12/6/2010 

392 Maple Knoll Communities 11/19/2010 1/1/2011 348 11/29/2010 12/6/2010 

393 
Marshall Durbin Food 
Corporation 

11/11/2010 1/1/2011 45 11/29/2010 12/6/2010 

394 
Minnesota Teamsters 
Construction Division 

10/28/2010 12/1/2010 1,248 10/28/2010 12/6/2010 

395 Name Brand, Inc. 10/18/2010 1/1/2011 33 11/23/2010 12/6/2010 

396 
Oklahoma Goodwill 
Industries 

11/17/2010 1/1/2011 83 11/17/2010 12/6/2010 

397 PepsiCo, Inc 11/8/2010 1/1/2011 301 12/3/2010 12/6/2010 

398 
Plumbers & Pipefitters 
Local Union 823 Health & 11/9/2010 1/1/2011 285 11/18/2010 12/6/2010 
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Welfare Fund 

399 

Plumbers & Steamfitters 
Local No. 6 Health and 
Welfare Fund 

11/4/2010 1/1/2011 875 11/22/2010 12/6/2010 

400 Regent Care Center 10/29/2010 1/1/2011 432 11/17/2010 12/6/2010 

401 Rice Food Markets, Inc. 11/1/2010 1/1/2011 202 11/18/2010 12/6/2010 

402 Rice Food Markets, Inc. 11/1/2010 1/1/2011 166 11/18/2010 12/6/2010 

403 Ricker Oil Company 11/5/2010 1/1/2011 102 11/22/2010 12/6/2010 

404 Skilled Health Care 10/28/2010 1/1/2011 1,080 11/16/2010 12/6/2010 

405 
Southwestern Teamsters 
Security Fund 

10/29/2010 12/1/2010 589 11/23/2010 12/6/2010 

406 
Teamsters Local 
445 Welfare Plan 

11/1/2010 1/1/2011 575 11/29/2010 12/6/2010 

407 
Teamsters Local 210 
Affiliated Health and 
Insurance Fund 

11/15/2010 1/1/2011 10,613 11/15/2010 12/6/2010 

408 
Teamsters Welfare Fund of 
Northern New Jersey Local 
1723 

10/22/2010 1/1/2011 1,154 10/29/2010 12/6/2010 

409 The Durango Herald 10/13/2010 1/1/2011 55 11/17/2010 12/6/2010 

410 The Talbots, Inc 11/15/2010 1/1/2011 22 11/22/2010 12/6/2010 

411 Town of Frisco Medical Plan 11/1/2010 1/1/2011 8 11/1/2010 12/6/2010 

412 Tudor Ranch 11/12/2010 1/1/2011 47 11/12/2010 12/6/2010 

413 
UNITE HERE Local 74 
Welfare and Dental Trust 11/12/2010 1/1/2011 220 11/29/2010 12/6/2010 

414 
United Employees 
Health Plans 

11/15/2010 1/1/2011 13 11/15/2010 12/6/2010 

415 

United Food and Commercial 
Workers 
Union Local 1000 and Kroger 
Dallas Health and Welfare 
Plan 

10/26/2010 1/1/2011 7,389 11/30/2010 12/6/2010 

416 

United Service Employees 
Union, Local 377, RWDSU, 
UFCW 

11/4/2010 1/1/2011 1,142 11/4/2010 12/6/2010 
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417 WageWorks, Inc 11/9/2010 1/1/2011 50,000 11/24/2010 12/6/2010 

418 

IBEW Local 613 and 
Contributing Employers 
Family Health Plan (Union) 

10/28/2010 1/1/2011 8,500 11/17/2010 12/3/2010 

419 
Advantage Benefits 
Company, LLC 

11/12/2010 12/1/2010 57 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

420 
Aerospace Contractors' 
Trust** 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 2,072 12/8/2010 11/23/2010 

421 
AJFC Community Action 
Plan** 

10/13/2010 10/1/2011 215 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

422 Altisource Portfolio Solutions 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 200 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

423 
American Heritage Life 
Insurance Company 

10/15/2010 
12/1/10-

9/1/11 
69,945 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

424 Americare Properties, Inc. 11/12/2010 1/1/2011 547 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

425 AMN Healthcare 10/12/2010 1/1/2011 3,440 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

426 Andrews Transport L.P.** 11/2/2010 9/1/2011 154 11/2/2010 11/23/2010 

427 
Anoka Hennepin Credit 
Union* ** 

11/19/2010 1/1/2011 15 11/19/2010 11/23/2010 

428 
APWU Health Plan 
Conversion Plan 

10/20/2010 1/1/2011 518 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

429 Aspen Snowmass** 10/27/2010 1/1/2011 376 11/10/2010 11/23/2010 

430 ATCO Rubber Products, Inc 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 185 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

431 
Baylor County Hospital 
District 10/20/2010 10/20/2010 208 11/12/1010 11/23/2010 

432 Belk Farms** 11/4/2010 1/1/2011 34 11/4/2010 11/23/2010 

433 
Bricklayers Local 1 of MD, VA 
and DC 

11/6/2010 1/1/2011 1,985 11/17/2010 11/23/2010 

434 Cardon & Associates, Inc** 11/8/2010 3/1/2011 342 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

435 
Catholic Charities of the 
Diocese of Ogdensburg 

10/28/2010 1/1/2011 30 11/17/2010 11/23/2010 

436 Central Mills** 10/19/2010 6/1/2011 300 11/10/2010 11/23/2010 
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437 
Civil Service Bar Association 
Security Benefit Fund** 

11/10/2010 1/1/2011 1,515 11/10/2010 11/23/2010 

438 Cotton Belt Inc.** 10/28/2010 1/1/2011 34 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

439 
CPC Logistics Health & 
Welfare Plan** 

11/3/2010 1/1/2011 5,815 11/24/2010 11/23/2010 

440 
Delmarva United Food and 
Commercial Workers** 

11/12/2010 1/1/2011 2,405 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

441 Dole Food Company** 11/10/2010 1/1/2011 1,946 11/10/2010 11/23/2010 

442 EchoStar** 11/8/2010 3/1/2011 156 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

443 First Acceptance Corporation 11/9/2010 7/1/2011 864 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

444 
Fontanese Folts Aubrecht 
Ernst Architects, PC** 

11/15/2010 1/1/2011 27 12/7/2010 11/23/2010 

445 
Forest Products Inc. Group 
Health Plan** 

11/1/2010 1/1/2011 122 11/1/2010 11/23/2010 

446 Fruhauf Uniform Direct Labor 10/18/2010 1/1/2011 159 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

447 
Golden State Bulb Growers, 
Inc.** 

10/6/2010 1/1/2011 300 11/17/2010 11/23/2010 

448 
Greater Kansas City Laborers 
Welfare Fund** 

10/21/2010 11/1/2010 2,398 10/21/2010 11/23/2010 

449 Grower's Transport LLC 10/26/2010 12/1/2010 25 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

450 Heartland Automotive** 10/20/2010 1/1/2011 661 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

451 Helfman Enterprises, Inc.** 11/15/2010 1/1/2011 90 12/9/2010 11/23/2010 

452 
Hoosier Stamping and 
Manufacturing Corp. 10/20/2010 1/1/2011 14 10/20/2010 11/23/2010 

453 Horizon Bay Realty LLC** 11/12/2010 4/1/2011 949 11/11/2010 11/23/2010 

454 
I.B.E.W. Local 1249 
Insurance Fund** 

11/5/2010 1/1/2011 4,104 11/5/2010 11/23/2010 

455 
Ingomar Packing Company, 
LLC 

11/10/2010 1/1/2011 150 11/19/2010 11/23/2010 

456 
Integra Healthcare, Inc. 
(Integrity Home Care)** 

11/4/2010 1/1/2011 258 11/4/2010 11/23/2010 

457 
International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers** 

11/12/2010 Varies 315 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 
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458 
International Brotherhood of 
Trade Unions Health and 
Welfare Fund - Local 713 

10/28/2010 1/1/2011 861 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

459 

International Union of 
Operating Engineers Local 
295-295C Welfare Trust 
Fund** 

11/8/2010 1/1/2011 42 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

460 
International union of 
Operating Engineers, Local 
Union Number 137** 

11/12/2010 1/1/2011 2,250 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

461 
Iron Workers Local Union 
#28 Health and Welfare 
Fund** 

11/15/2010 1/1/2011 570 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

462 Lamanuzzi & Pantaleo** 11/9/2011 1/1/2011 52 11/9/2010 11/23/2010 

463 Living Resources** 11/11/2010 1/1/2011 553 11/11/2010 11/23/2010 

464 
Local 1102 Amalgamated 
Welfare Fund 

10/29/2010 1/1/2011 1,384 10/29/2010 11/23/2010 

465 
Local 1102 Health & Benefit 
Fund 

10/29/2010 1/1/2011 4,642 10/29/2010 11/23/2010 

466 
Local 1102 Welfare Fund-- 
Lerner Employees 

10/29/2010 1/1/2011 245 10/29/2010 11/23/2010 

467 Local 272 Welfare Fund** 10/28/2010 12/1/2010 12,000 10/28/2010 11/23/2010 

468 
Local 338 Affiliated Benefit 
Funds 

11/10/2010 1/1/2011 18,209 11/19/2010 11/23/2010 

469 
Madelia Community 
Hospital** 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 38 11/23/2010 11/23/2010 

470 Max Homes, Loc** 10/27/2010 10/1/2010 759 11/11/2010 11/23/2010 

471 
Medical Development 
Corporation** 

11/12/2010 1/1/2011 105 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

472 Mesa Air Group** 11/1/2010 4/1/2011 1,915 11/1/2010 11/23/2010 

473 Mesa Packing** 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 39 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

474 
Michigan Conference of 
Teamsters Welfare Fund** 

11/12/2010 4/1/2011 2,323 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

475 
Minnesota and North Dakota 
Bricklayers and Allied 
Craftworkers** 

11/3/2010 1/1/2011 1,876 11/3/2010 11/23/2010 

476 Mission Linen Supply 11/5/2010 1/1/2011 541 11/17/2010 11/23/2010 
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477 NFI Industries 10/26/2010 1/1/2011 945 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

478 
Operating Engineers Local 
835 Health and Welfare Fund 

10/20/2010 1/1/2011 576 11/16/2010 11/23/2010 

479 
Opportunity Resources, Inc. 
Health and Welfare Plan 

11/2/2010 12/1/2010 27 11/2/2010 11/23/2010 

480 Orange County AHRC* ** 11/18/2010 7/1/2011 1,134 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

481 Orscheln Industries 10/19/2010 1/1/2011 547 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

482 Pacific Risk Management** 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 3 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

483 Pearson Candy Company 10/27/2010 1/1/2011 204 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

484 Pinnacle PRM** 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 58 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

485 

Plumbers and Pipefitters 
Local 430 Health and Welfare 
Fund** 

11/4/2010 1/1/2011 2,035 11/29/2010 11/23/2010 

486 
Progressive Logistics 
Services** 

10/12/2010 1/1/2011 1,248 11/4/2010 11/23/2010 

487 
Pure Air Filter Sales & 
Service** 

11/8/2010 1/1/2011 136 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

488 Rancho Maria PRM** 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 28 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

489 
Reiter Affiliated 
Companies** 

11/10/2010 1/1/2011 2,474 11/19/2010 11/23/2010 

490 

Retail, Wholesale & Dept. 
Store Union Local 1034 
Welfare Fund 

10/20/2010 1/1/2011 483 11/16/2010 11/23/2010 

491 Rio Farms PRM** 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 317 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

492 Sensient Technologies Corp. 10/28/2010 1/1/2011 94 11/17/2010 11/23/2010 

493 
Service Employees 
International Union Local 1 
Cleveland Welfare Fund 

10/20/2010 1/1/2011 520 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

494 SFN Group 11/9/2010 5/1/2011 1,420 11/9/2010 11/23/2010 

495 
Sheet Metal Workers Funds 
of Local Union 38** 

11/3/2010 1/1/2011 913 11/3/2010 11/23/2010 

496 SMWIA 28** 11/1/2010 1/1/2011 6,517 11/1/2010 11/23/2010 
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497 Southeast OBGYN, PC* ** 11/15/2010 1/1/2011 20 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

498 
Southern CA Pipe Trades 
Trust Fund 

10/12/2010 1/1/2011 12,700 11/2/2010 11/23/2010 

499 
Southern Operators Health 
Fund** 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 3,415 12/8/2010 11/23/2010 

500 
Stonebridge Hospitality 
Associates** 

11/17/2010 2/1/2011 17 11/17/2010 11/23/2010 

501 Sun Healthcare Group, Inc. 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 2,200 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

502 
Teamsters Local 522 Welfare 
Fund Roofers Division 

11/12/2010 1/1/2011 270 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

503 
Teamsters Local Union 72 
Welfare Fund** 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 4,650 11/9/2010 11/23/2010 

504 
Telesis Management 
Corporation 

10/28/2010 1/1/2011 148 11/16/2010 11/23/2010 

505 

Texas Carpenters and 
Millwrights Health and 
Welfare Fund 

10/28/2010 1/1/2011 4729 10/28/2010 11/23/2010 

506 The Mentor Network 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 6,843 11/16/2010 11/23/2010 

507 The Wada Farms, Inc. 11/10/2010 1/1/2011 130 11/19/2010 11/23/2010 

508 
The Wilks Group, Inc. dba 
Ashley Furniture Homestore 

11/12/2010 12/1/2010 8 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

509 The Wright Travel Agency** 11/2/2010 1/1/2011 19 11/2/2010 11/23/2010 

510 Town of Grand Island* ** 11/19/2010 12/1/2010 84 11/19/2010 11/23/2010 

511 Trans-System, Inc. 10/19/2010 12/1/2010 232 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

512 True Leaf Farms** 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 139 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

513 
UFCW Local 371 
Amalgamated Welfare 
Fund** 

11/2/2010 1/1/2011 3,800 11/2/2010 11/23/2010 

514 
United Crafts Benefits 
Fund** 

11/1/2010 1/1/2011 2,017 11/1/2010 11/23/2010 

515 

United Food & Commercial 
Workers Unions and 
Employers Local No. 348 
Health & Welfare Fund** 

10/29/2010 1/1/2011 13,663 10/29/2010 11/23/2010 
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516 
United Food and Commercial 
Workers Local 1445 New 
Hampshire 

10/27/2010 1/1/2011 148 11/9/2010 11/23/2010 

517 

United Food and Commercial 
Workers Local 1459 and 
Contributing Employers 
Health and Welfare Fund** 

11/15/2010 1/1/2011 4 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

518 
United Food and Commercial 
Workers Local 464a** 

11/12/2010 1/1/2011 8,228 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

519 
United Food and Commercial 
Workers Local 911** 

11/19/2010 1/1/2011 582 11/19/2010 11/23/2010 

520 Varsity Contractors, Inc. 11/8/2010 1/1/2011 198 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

521 Waffle House 10/20/2010 6/1/2011 3,947 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

522 Weckworth Manufacturing** 11/12/2010 12/1/2010 65 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

523 Western Express, Inc. 11/5/2010 1/1/2011 1,287 11/5/2010 11/23/2010 

524 
Western Harvesting  PRM 
Health Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 28 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

525 
WG Yates and Sons 
Construction Company** 

11/16/2010 1/1/2011 52 11/16/2010 11/23/2010 

526 World Class Automotive** 10/27/2010 1/1/2011 550 11/9/2010 11/23/2010 

527 
Yukon-Kuskokwim Health 
Corporation** 

10/18/2010 1/1/2011 501 10/18/2010 11/23/2010 

528 
Alaska Pipe Trade U.A. Local 
367 Health and Security 
Trust** 

10/8/2010 1/1/2011 93 11/5/2010 11/15/2010 

529 
Amalgamated National 
Health Fund 

10/8/2010 1/1/2011 24,739 11/9/2010 11/15/2010 

530 
American Farms, PRM Health 
Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 1,163 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

531 
American Growers Cooling, 
PRM Health Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 97 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

532 
AUTO, LP, dba AutoInc. 
Health Benefit Plan** 

10/20/2010 11/1/2010 145 11/9/2010 11/15/2010 

533 Better Way Partners, LLC** 10/4/2010 1/1/2011 93 11/9/2010 11/15/2010 

534 
Big Valley Labor, PRM Health 
Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 4 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 
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535 
CB Harvesting, PRM Health 
Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 62 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

536 City of Rockwall** 10/20/2010 1/1/2011 168 11/9/2010 11/15/2010 

537 Cocopah Nurseries, Inc. 10/26/2010 1/1/2011 75 11/15/2010 11/15/2010 

538 
Express Harvesting, PRM 
Health Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 166 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

539 
Fallen Oak Packing, PRM 
Health Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 37 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

540 
FirstCarolinaCare Insurance 
Company on behalf of 
Longworth Industries 

10/8/2010 1/1/2011 36 10/8/2010 11/15/2010 

541 Foot Locker, Inc.** 10/6/2010 1/1/2011 424 11/5/2010 11/15/2010 

542 Fresh Express 10/18/2010 1/1/2011 2,033 11/7/2010 11/15/2010 

543 
G&H Farms, PRM Health 
Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 146 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

544 
Gill Ranch, PRM Health 
Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 157 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

545 
Gill Transport, PRM Health 
Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 67 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

546 
Gills Onions, PRM Health 
Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 295 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

547 
Green Valley Farm Supply, 
PRM Health Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 29 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

548 Greencroft Communities 9/28/2010 1/1/2011 150 11/9/2010 11/15/2010 

549 
Growers Express, PRM 
Health Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 44 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

550 
Hall Management Group, 
Inc.** 

9/30/2010 12/1/2010 226 11/8/2010 11/15/2010 

551 IH Services** 10/19/2010 1/1/2011 339 11/5/2010 11/15/2010 

552 
Independent Group Home 
Living Program, Inc. 10/26/2010 1/1/2011 39 11/9/2010 11/15/2010 

553 
King City Nursery, PRM 
Health Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 93 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

554 
Meijer Health Benefits 
Plan/Primary Care Option 

10/25/2010 1/1/2011 7,436 10/25/2010 11/15/2010 
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555 
Mission Ranches, PRM Health 
Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 368 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

556 
Moore's Retread & Tire of the 
Ark-La-Tex, Inc. 10/20/2010 11/1/2010 66 11/5/2010 11/15/2010 

557 
NOITU Insurance Trust 
Fund** 

10/5/2010 1/1/2011 1,309 11/12/2010 11/15/2010 

558 Payroll Solutions 9/27/2010 1/1/2011 382 11/9/2010 11/15/2010 

559 
Plumbers and Pipefitters 
Local No. 630 Welfare Fund 

10/18/2010 1/1/2011 1,166 11/8/2010 11/15/2010 

560 Seco Packing 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 104 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

561 Transcorr 10/15/2010 1/1/2011 578 11/8/2010 11/15/2010 

562 
United Food and Commercial 
Workers Union Local 1000 

10/8/2010 1/1/2011 3,855 11/12/2010 11/15/2010 

563 
United Wire, Metal & Machine 
Health & Welfare Fund** 

10/1/2010 1/1/2011 1,955 11/12/2010 11/15/2010 

564 
Western Growers Assurance 
Trust 9/30/2010 7/1/2011 18,858 11/8/2010 11/15/2010 

565 
Wisconsin United Food & 
Commercial Workers Unions 
and Employers Health Plan** 

10/14/2010 12/1/2010 775 11/12/2010 11/15/2010 

566 
1199SEIU Greater New York 
Benefit Fund 

10/8/2010 1/1/2011 4,544 10/8/2010 11/5/2010 

567 A. Duda & Sons, Inc. 10/14/2010 1/1/2011 62 11/4/2010 11/5/2010 

568 Adecco Group, Inc. 10/12/2010 1/1/2011 5,760 11/2/2010 11/5/2010 

569 Biomedic Corporation 10/12/2010 12/1/2010 202 11/2/2010 11/5/2010 

570 Buffets, Inc. 10/14/2010 1/1/2011 2,483 11/4/2010 11/5/2010 

571 Carington Health System 10/18/2010 1/1/2011 3,327 11/4/2010 11/5/2010 

572 Cleveland Bakers Teamsters 9/27/2010 1/1/2011 1,000 10/29/2010 11/5/2010 

573 Club Chef LLC 9/30/2010 1/1/2011 282 10/26/2010 11/5/2010 

574 Columbia Sussex Mgmt, LLC 10/7/2010 1/1/2011 629 11/1/2010 11/5/2010 
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575 CRST International Inc. 10/19/2010 1/1/2011 1,600 11/4/2010 11/5/2010 

576 Darr Equipment, Co. 10/5/2010 1/1/2011 105 10/26/2010 11/5/2010 

577 
DC Cement Masons Welfare 
Fund 

10/22/2010 11/1/2010 225 11/3/2010 11/5/2010 

578 Deaconess Long Term Care 10/14/2010 1/1/2011 194 11/3/2010 11/5/2010 

579 
Diamond Comic Distributors, 
Inc. 10/8/2010 1/1/2011 37 11/2/2010 11/5/2010 

580 ECOM Atlantic, Inc. 10/1/2010 1/1/2011 81 10/1/2010 11/5/2010 

581 FW Walton, Inc. 10/15/2010 12/1/2010 38 11/2/2010 11/5/2010 

582 G4S Secure Solutions 10/11/2010 11/1/2010 7602 11/3/2010 11/5/2010 

583 
GC Services, L.P. & First 
Community Bancshares, Inc. 10/15/2010 1/1/2011 1936 10/15/2010 11/5/2010 

584 Guardsmark, LLC 10/4/2010 2/1/2011 8,086 10/29/2010 11/5/2010 

585 
Indiana Teamsters Health 
Benefits Fund 

9/29/2010 1/1/2011 500 11/1/2010 11/5/2010 

586 
Knox County Association for 
Retarded Citizens 

10/6/2010 1/1/2011 96 10/25/2010 11/5/2010 

587 
Laundry and Dry Cleaning 
Workers Local No. 52 

10/6/2010 Varies 1,547 10/21/2010 11/5/2010 

588 Mars Super Markets, Inc. 10/8/2010 7/1/2011 174 10/29/2010 11/5/2010 

589 MPS Group, Inc. 10/12/2010 1/1/2011 2,253 11/2/2010 11/5/2010 

590 Nexion Health 10/21/2010 11/1/2011 1449 11/3/2010 11/5/2010 

591 Noodles & Company 10/1/2010 1/1/2011 159 10/29/2010 11/5/2010 

592 
Pharmaca Integrative 
Pharmacy 

10/15/2010 1/1/2011 50 11/4/2010 11/5/2010 

593 
Quality Integrated Services, 
Inc. 10/8/2010 1/1/2011 354 11/3/2010 11/5/2010 

594 
RE Rabalais Constructors, 
LTD 

10/13/2010 12/1/2010 70 11/1/2010 11/5/2010 

595 RREMC LLC 10/12/2010 1/1/2011 62 11/4/2010 11/5/2010 
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596 Security Forces Inc. 10/12/2010 1/1/2011 225 11/1/2010 11/5/2010 

597 Shirkey Nursing 9/30/2010 1/1/2011 205 10/26/2010 11/5/2010 

598 
Social Service Employees 
Union Local 371 

10/8/2010 1/1/2011 34,000 10/29/2010 11/5/2010 

599 
Spindle, Cooling, & 
Warehouse 

10/5/2010 11/1/2010 89 10/27/2010 11/5/2010 

600 Strauss Discount Auto 10/14/2010 1/1/2011 401 11/4/2010 11/5/2010 

601 Sunburst Hospitality 9/30/2010 1/1/2011 197 11/5/2010 11/5/2010 

602 Susser Holding Corp 10/6/2010 1/1/2011 4,245 10/6/2010 11/5/2010 

603 Telescope Casual Furniture 9/27/2010 10/1/2010 32 11/1/2010 11/5/2010 

604 Teletech Holdings, Inc. 10/15/2010 1/1/2011 1,083 11/4/2010 11/5/2010 

605 The Brinkman Corporation 9/29/2010 1/1/2011 163 9/29/2010 11/5/2010 

606 The LDF Companies 10/7/2010 1/1/2011 210 10/30/210 11/5/2010 

607 
United Food and Commercial 
Workers Union (Mount 
Laurel, NJ) 

10/21/2010 11/1/2010 4100 10/25/2010 11/5/2010 

608 
United Food and Commercial 
Workers Union Local 1459 

10/14/2010 1/1/2011 1,400 10/14/2010 11/5/2010 

609 Universal Orlando 10/15/2010 4/1/2011 668 11/3/2010 11/5/2010 

610 Valley Services, Inc. 10/8/2010 1/1/2011 927 10/29/2010 11/5/2010 

611 

United Food and Commercial 
Workers and Participating 
Employers Interstate Health 
and Welfare Fund 

10/15/2010 5/1/2011 9,780 10/28/2010 11/4/2010 

612 Protocol Marketing Group 10/4/2010 1/1/2011 454 10/25/2010 11/1/2010 

613 Sasnak 9/29/2010 1/1/2011 813 9/29/2010 11/1/2010 

614 Star Tek 10/1/2010 1/1/2011 1,423 10/26/2010 11/1/2010 

615 Adventist Care Centers 10/1/2010 1/1/2011 725 10/26/2010 10/29/2010 
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616 B.E.S.T of NY 10/7/2010 1/1/2011 1,200 10/27/2010 10/29/2010 

617 Boskovich Farms, Inc 10/8/2010 1/1/2011 165 10/28/2010 10/29/2010 

618 Café Enterprises, Inc. 10/7/2010 2/1/2011 306 10/7/2010 10/29/2010 

619 Capital District Physicians 9/22/2010 Varies 23,314 10/20/2010 10/29/2010 

620 FleetPride, Inc. 10/8/2010 1/1/2011 263 10/8/2010 10/29/2010 

621 Gallegos Corp 9/29/2010 1/1/2011 86 10/28/2010 10/29/2010 

622 Hensley Industries, Inc. 10/5/2010 1/1/2011 357 10/28/2010 10/29/2010 

623 
Jeffords Steel and 
Engineering 

10/4/2010 1/1/2011 112 10/28/2010 10/29/2010 

624 

Laborers' International 
Union of North America Local 
Union No. 616 Health and 
Welfare Plan 

10/19/2010 11/1/2010 188 10/19/2010 10/29/2010 

625 O.K. Industries 10/4/2010 1/1/2011 1,238 10/28/2010 10/29/2010 

626 
Service Employees Benefit 
Fund 

10/12/2010 11/1/2010 1,297 10/29/2010 10/29/2010 

627 Sun Pacific Farming Coop 10/6/2010 12/1/2010 1,109 10/6/2010 10/29/2010 

628 SunWorld International, LLC 10/5/2010 1/1/2011 686 10/25/2010 10/29/2010 

629 
UFCW Allied Trade Health & 
Welfare Trust 10/5/2010 12/1/2010 68 10/25/2010 10/29/2010 

630 
United Food and Commercial 
Workers Union Local 1995 

10/12/2010 11/1/2010 2,779 10/27/2010 10/29/2010 

631 HCR Manor Care 10/5/2010 1/1/2011 2,666 10/26/2010 10/28/2010 

632 IBEW No.915 9/28/2010 1/1/2011 930 10/15/2010 10/28/2010 

633 Integra BMS for Culp, Inc. 10/4/2010 1/1/2011 34 10/25/2010 10/28/2010 

634 
New England Health Care 
Employees Welfare Fund † 

9/27/2010 1/1/2011 7,454 10/26/2010 10/28/2010 

635 
Wiliamson-Dickie 
Manufacturing Company 

10/5/2010 1/1/2011 100 10/5/2010 10/28/2010 
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636 
Aegis Security Insurance 
Company † 

10/6/2010 11/1/2010 67 10/25/2010 10/26/2010 

637 Alliance One Tobacco 9/30/2010 1/1/2011 138 10/21/2010 10/26/2010 

638 
Asbestos Workers Local 53 
Welfare Fund 

9/29/2010 1/1/2011 2 10/21/2010 10/26/2010 

639 
Assurant Health (2nd 
Application) 

9/29/2010 1/1/2011 19,024 10/21/2010 10/26/2010 

640 Captain Elliot's Party Boats 10/12/2010 11/1/2010 10 10/25/2010 10/26/2010 

641 Carlson Restaurants 9/22/2010 1/1/2011 3,381 10/21/2010 10/26/2010 

642 CH Guenther & Son 9/24/2010 1/1/2011 300 10/21/2010 10/26/2010 

643 
CKM Industries dba Miller 
Environmental 10/5/2010 11/1/2010 34 10/25/2010 10/26/2010 

644 

Caribbean Workers’ 
Voluntary Employees’ 
Beneficiary Health and 
Welfare Plan † 

10/14/2010 10/1/2010 4,500 10/18/2010 10/26/2010 

645 Darden Restaurants 9/30/2010 1/1/2011 34,000 10/21/2010 10/26/2010 

646 Duarte Nursery 9/23/2010 1/1/2011 283 10/19/2010 10/26/2010 

647 Employees Security Fund 9/29/2010 1/1/2011 22 9/29/2010 10/26/2010 

648 Florida Trowel Trades 9/27/2010 1/1/2011 297 10/21/2010 10/26/2010 

649 Ingles Markets 9/30/2010 1/1/2011 917 10/25/2010 10/26/2010 

650 Meijer 10/1/2010 1/1/2011 4,873 10/1/2010 10/26/2010 

651 O'Reilly Auto Parts 9/23/2010 1/1/2011 9,722 9/23/2010 10/26/2010 

652 
Plumbers & Pipefitters Local 
123 Welfare Fund 

9/30/2010 1/1/2011 534 10/21/2010 10/26/2010 

653 Sun Belt 9/28/2010 10/1/2010 114 10/20/2010 10/26/2010 

654 UFCW Local 227 10/12/2010 11/1/2010 1,125 10/12/2010 10/26/2010 

655 Uncle Julio's 9/30/2010 11/1/2010 115 10/25/2010 10/26/2010 
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656 United Group 9/24/2010 1/1/2011 177 10/19/2010 10/26/2010 

657 US Imaging 10/11/2010 11/1/2010 148 10/25/2010 10/26/2010 

658 Vino Farms 10/8/2010 11/1/2010 152 10/21/2010 10/26/2010 

659 AdvantaStaff, Inc. † 9/20/2010 9/1/2011 52 9/20/2010 10/21/2010 

660 Agricare 9/23/2010 11/1/2010 437 9/23/2010 10/21/2010 

661 Alaska Seafood 9/23/2010 1/1/2011 262 10/15/2010 10/21/2010 

662 American Fidelity 9/22/2010 10/23/2010 9,358 10/14/2010 10/21/2010 

663 Convergys 9/20/2010 1/1/2011 1,400 9/20/2010 10/21/2010 

664 Darensberries 9/28/2010 10/1/2010 1,450 9/28/2010 10/21/2010 

665 Gowan Company 9/23/2010 1/1/2011 225 9/27/2010 10/21/2010 

666 Greystar 9/23/2010 1/1/2011 1,747 10/13/2010 10/21/2010 

667 Macayo Restaurants 9/22/2010 12/1/2010 46 10/18/2010 10/21/2010 

668 Periodical Services 9/27/2010 1/1/2011 464 9/27/2010 10/21/2010 

669 UniFirst 9/23/2010 9/1/2011 2,659 10/14/2010 10/21/2010 

670 Universal Forest Products 9/23/2011 5/1/2011 1,738 10/19/2010 10/21/2010 

671 UFCW Maximus Local 455 10/4/2010 1/1/2011 59 10/18/2010 10/18/2010 

672 
American Habilitation 
Services, Inc. † 

9/22/2010 1/1/2011 400 10/12/2010 10/14/2010 

673 
GuideStone Financial 
Resources 

9/21/2010 1/1/2011 354 9/21/2010 10/14/2010 

674 Local 25 SEIU 9/29/2010 10/1/2010 31,000 10/7/2010 10/14/2010 

675 MAUSER Corp. 9/21/2010 1/1/2011 47 9/24/2010 10/14/2010 

676 Preferred Care, Inc. 9/15/2010 1/1/2011 918 9/15/2010 10/14/2010 
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677 Ruby Tuesday 10/8/2010 1/1/2011 3,219 10/8/2010 10/14/2010 

678 The Dixie Group, Inc. 8/27/2010 6/19/2011 269 10/12/2010 10/14/2010 

679 UFCW Local 1262 9/20/2010 10/1/2010 5,390 9/20/2010 10/14/2010 

680 Whelan Security Company 9/23/2010 1/1/2011 287 10/12/2010 10/14/2010 

681 AMF Bowling Worldwide 9/14/2010 1/1/2011 295 10/7/2010 10/12/2010 

682 Assisted Living Concepts 9/17/2010 1/1/2011 1,174 9/17/2010 10/12/2010 

683 Case & Associates 9/17/2010 1/1/2011 87 9/17/2010 10/12/2010 

684 GPM Investments 9/17/2010 1/1/2011 275 9/17/2010 10/12/2010 

685 Grace Living Centers 9/14/2010 10/1/2010 534 9/14/2010 10/12/2010 

686 Mountaire Corporation † 9/17/2010 1/1/2011 2,074 9/17/2010 10/12/2010 

687 Swift Spinning 9/16/2010 1/1/2011 240 9/16/2010 10/12/2010 

688 Belmont Village 9/10/2010 1/1/2011 785 10/4/2010 10/8/2010 

689 Caliber Services 9/13/2010 1/1/2011 606 9/13/2010 10/8/2010 

690 Cracker Barrel 9/9/2010 1/1/2011 16,823 9/17/2010 10/8/2010 

691 DISH Network 9/13/2010 3/1/2011 3,597 9/23/2010 10/8/2010 

692 Groendyke Transport,  Inc 9/2/2010 1/1/2011 1,322 9/2/2010 10/8/2010 

693 Pocono Medical Center 9/24/2010 1/1/2011 3,298 9/24/2010 10/8/2010 

694 Regis Corporation 9/10/2010 3/1/2011 3,617 10/1/2010 10/8/2010 

695 The Pictsweet Co. 9/13/2010 1/1/2011 694 9/13/2010 10/8/2010 

696 Diversified Interiors 9/28/2010 10/1/2010 300 9/28/2010 10/1/2010 

697 
Local 802 Musicians Health 
Fund 

9/29/2010 10/1/2010 1,801 9/29/2010 10/1/2010 
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698 
MCS Life Insurance Company 
† 

9/20/2010 10/1/2010 6,635 9/23/2010 10/1/2010 

699 The Buccaneer 9/22/2010 10/1/2010 125 9/28/2010 10/1/2010 

700 CIGNA 9/17/2010 9/26/2010 265,000 9/30/2010 9/30/2010 

701 Greater Metropolitan Hotel 9/16/2010 10/1/2010 1,200 9/24/2010 9/30/2010 

702 
Local 17 Hospitality Benefit 
Fund 

9/16/2010 10/1/2010 881 9/24/2010 9/30/2010 

703 GSC-ILA 9/15/2010 10/1/2010 298 9/15/2010 9/28/2010 

704 
The Allied Industries Health 
Fund 

9/13/2010 10/1/2010 127 9/13/2010 9/27/2010 

705 Harden Healthcare 9/9/2010 1/1/2011 874 9/29/2010 9/27/2010 

706 

Vernon Sheltered Workshop, 
Inc. Health and Welfare Plan 
#501 

9/16/2010 10/1/2010 41 9/16/2010 9/27/2010 

707 I.U.P.A.T 9/16/2010 10/1/2010 875 9/23/2010 9/27/2010 

708 
Sanderson Plumbing 
Products, Inc. 9/22/2010 10/1/2010 326 9/22/2010 9/27/2010 

709 Transport Workers 9/20/2010 10/1/2010 107 9/23/2010 9/27/2010 

710 
United Federation of 
Teachers Welfare Fund 

9/16/2010 10/1/2010 351,000 9/27/2010 9/27/2010 

711 Aegis 9/16/2010 10/1/2010 162 9/21/2010 9/24/2010 

712 Aetna 9/16/2010 10/1/2010 209,423 9/16/2010 9/24/2010 

713 Allflex 9/20/2010 10/1/2010 34 9/22/2010 9/24/2010 

714 Baptist Retirement 9/10/2010 10/1/2010 127 9/17/2010 9/24/2010 

715 BCS Insurance 9/13/2010 9/24/2010 115,000 9/22/2010 9/24/2010 

716 Cryogenic 9/20/2010 10/1/2010 19 9/20/2010 9/24/2010 

717 Fowler Packing Co. 9/8/2010 10/1/2010 39 9/17/2010 9/24/2010 
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718 Guy C. Lee Mfg. 9/15/2010 10/1/2010 312 9/15/2010 9/24/2010 

719 HealthPort 9/17/2010 10/1/2010 608 9/17/2010 9/24/2010 

720 Jack in the Box 9/17/2010 10/1/2010 1,130 9/21/2010 9/24/2010 

721 Maritime Association 9/17/2010 10/1/2010 500 9/21/2010 9/24/2010 

722 Maverick County 9/21/2010 10/1/2010 1 9/23/2010 9/24/2010 

723 
Metropolitan D.C. Paving 
Industry Employees Health 
and Welfare Fund 

9/20/2010 10/1/2010 550 9/20/2010 9/24/2010 

724 PMPS-ILA 9/19/2010 10/1/2010 15 9/23/2010 9/24/2010 

725 PS-ILA 9/19/2010 10/1/2010 8 9/23/2010 9/24/2010 

726 QK/DRD (Denny's) 9/16/2010 10/1/2010 65 9/22/2010 9/24/2010 

727 Reliance Standard 9/14/2010 10/1/2010 33,377 9/14/2010 9/24/2010 

728 Tri-Pak 9/20/2010 10/1/2010 26 9/20/2010 9/24/2010 

729 
United Agricultural Benefit 
Trust †† 

9/17/2010 1/1/2011 17,347 9/17/2010 9/24/2010 

  Total Enrollees     2,189,636     

*Indicates a Health Reimbursement Arrangement (HRA).  An HRA is an employer-funded plan that reimburses 
employees for medical care expenses. 

**Application approved in November, but posted January 26, 2011. 

† Applicant name corrected on February 1, 2011. 

†† Plan effective date corrected on February 1, 2011.  

  

State-Mandated Policies: Approved Applications for Waiver of the Annual Limits 
Requirements 
Updated 1/26/2011 

In some states, issuers offer policies with annual limits below the minimum requirements in order to comply with 
state laws. These state laws require issuers to market a standardized policy that includes an annual limit well 
below the restricted annual limits. In such instances, states may apply for a waiver of the restricted annual limits 
on behalf of issuers of state-mandated policies if state law required the policies to be offered by the issuers prior 
to September 23, 2010.  Although the state may apply on the issuers’ behalf, the application must still satisfy 
the standard that compliance by the issuers would result in a “significant decrease in access to benefits” or a 

“significant increase in premiums.” 
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States/Plans Covered Under 

the State Application 

Application 
Received 

Plan 
Effective 

Date 

Number 
of 

Enrollees 

Application 
Completed 

by 
Applicant 

Waiver 
Approved 

730 Massachusetts           

  

Fallon Community Health 
Plan's Young Adult Plans 

9/20/2010 10/1/2010 890 9/20/2010 9/27/2010 

HNE Young Adult Plan High 
and HNE Young Adult Plan Low 

9/20/2010 10/1/2010 60 9/20/2010 9/27/2010 

Harvard Pilgrim Pulse Plan 9/20/2010 10/1/2010 1,467 9/20/2010 9/27/2010 

Neighborhood Health Plan's 
Young Adult Plans 

9/20/2010 10/1/2010 1,003 9/20/2010 9/27/2010 

Tufts Health Plan 9/20/2010 10/1/2010 124 9/24/2010 9/27/2010 

MA Total Enrollees     3,544     

  
Neighborhood Health Plan's 
Young Adult Plans 

9/20/2010 10/1/2010 1,003 1,003 9/27/2010 

  Tufts Health Plan 9/20/2010 10/1/2010 124 9/24/2010 9/27/2010 

  MA Total Enrollees     3,544     

731 New Jersey           

  

Aetna 11/19/2010 9/23/2010 285 11/19/2010 12/17/2010 

Amerihealth 11/19/2010 9/23/2010 4,111 11/19/2010 12/17/2010 

Celtic Insurance Company 11/19/2010 9/23/2010 1 11/19/2010 12/17/2010 

CIGNA 11/19/2010 9/23/2010 2 11/19/2010 12/17/2010 

HealthNet 11/29/2010 9/23/2010 13 11/19/2010 12/17/2010 

Horizon BC/BS of NJ 11/19/2010 9/23/2010 55,127 11/19/2010 12/17/2010 

Oxford Health Insurance 11/19/2010 9/23/2010 8,896 11/19/2010 12/17/2010 

NJ Total Enrollees     68,435     

732 Ohio           
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Aetna Health Inc 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 231 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

American Medical Security Life 
Ins Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 2 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

American Natl Life Ins Co of TX 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 1 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

American Republic Insurance 
Company 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 5 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Celtic Insurance Company 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 1 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Community Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 92 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Companion Life Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 0 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Coventry Health & Life Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 18 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Freedom Life Ins. Co. of 
America 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 3 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Golden Rule Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 25 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Health Plan the Upper OH 
Valley 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 57 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Humana Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 46 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Independence American Ins. 
Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 2 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

John Alden Life Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 0 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Kaiser Foundation Health Plan 
of Ohio 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 347 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Madison National Life Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 4 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

McKinley Life Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 25 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Medical Mutual of OH 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 74 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Mennonite Mutual Aid 
Association 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 3 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Mid West National Life Ins Co. 
of TN 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 0 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

National Found Life Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 0 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 
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Pekin Life Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 161 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Reserve National Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 0 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Standard Life & Accident Ins. 
Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 0 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Standard Security Life Ins. Co. 
of NY 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 4 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Summa Ins Co. Inc. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 154 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Time Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 13 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

World Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 18 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

OH Total Enrollees     1,286     

733 Tennessee           

  

Blue Cross Blue Shield of TN 9/17/2010 1/1/2011 20,205 9/17/2010 12/17/2010 

TN Total Enrollees     20,205     

  Total Enrollees     93,470     
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Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forum 
Preliminary Agenda 

 
March 1, 2012 

Jefferson Room 
Hilton New Orleans Riverside 

New Orleans, LA 

 
Time Session Presenter Description 

9:00 am Welcome & Introductory Remarks Julie Fritz, NAIC  
9:15 am Plan Management Crosswalk  The session will consider the entire scope of 

Plan Management and the pieces with which 
SERFF is currently expected to assist.   

9:45 am Planning & Analysis Progress Report NAIC Staff NAIC staff will share details of progress made 
since the Dec 12 Forum in DC including 
collaboration with CCIIO on timelines and 
deliverables. 

10:15 am Break    
10:30 am Technology Study Group NAIC Staff The Technology Study Group has been hard at 

work and NAIC Staff will share their results as 
well as next steps. 

11:30 am Lunch  Lunch on your own 
1:00 pm Plan Management Implementation 

in SERFF 
NAIC Staff NAIC Staff will share current plans for 

implementation and training on the Plan 
Management workflow in SERFF. 

1:30 pm Technical Architecture NAIC Staff NAIC Staff will review plans for 
communication, movement of data and 
details of when and what kinds of testing will 
be available 

2:00 pm User Interface Workflows NAIC Staff NAIC Staff will discuss proposed workflows for 
Issuer Certification and the Rates and Benefits 
portion of QHP certification. 

3:00 pm Break   
3:15 pm Plan Management Panel Panel Members This session will provide an opportunity to ask 

questions of states that are making good 
progress in Exchange planning. 

4:15 pm Closing Remarks Julie Fritz  
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Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forum 
Preliminary Agenda 

December 12-14, 2011 
Hyatt Regency Crystal City 

Arlington, VA 
 
Monday, December 12:  Defining Scope 

Time Session Presenter Description 
8:00 am Breakfast Breakfast provided by NAIC
8:30 am Welcome & Introductory Remarks Julie Fritz, NAIC
9:00 am Defining Plan Management Facilitated 

Discussion 
Attendees will participate in 
identifying and defining the 
components of Plan 
Management. 

12:00 pm Lunch Lunch provided by NAIC
1:00 pm Current Processes Supporting Plan 

Management  
Facilitated 
Discussion 

Attendees will participate in 
identifying and discussing 
existing systems and processes 
that may be extended to 
support Plan Management 
functions. 

2:30 pm Break   
2:45 pm Plan Management Activities in an 

Exchange 
Facilitated 
Discussion 

Attendees will participate in a 
discussion on where and how 
the identified Plan 
Management components will 
occur once an Exchange is 
operational. 

4:15 pm Day One Wrap Up NAIC Staff NAIC staff will recap the 
results of the day and review 
the agenda for Day 2. 
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Tuesday, December 13:  Identifying Processes 
Time Session Presenter Description 

8:00 am Breakfast Breakfast provided by NAIC
8:30 am Introductory Remarks Julie Fritz
8:45 am NAIC Support for Plan Management 

Activities 
Facilitated 
Discussion 

Attendees will participate in 
identifying components of Plan 
Management that may need 
NAIC support. 

10:15 am Plan Management Processes in SERFF Facilitated 
Discussion 

Attendees will participate in a 
discussion of the components 
of Plan Management in 
relation to SERFF integration 
and enhancements. 

11:30 am Support for Other Plan Management 
Processes 

Facilitated 
Discussion 

Attendees will discuss the 
support needed for Plan 
Management activities not 
related to SERFF. 

12:00 pm Lunch Lunch provided by NAIC
1:00 pm Detailing Plan Management Processes Facilitated 

Discussion 
Attendees will participate in 
defining the requirements for 
Plan Management functions to 
be supported by or integrated 
with SERFF. 

2:30 pm Break   
2:45 pm Detailing Plan Management Processes, 

continued 
Facilitated 
Discussion 

Attendees will continue
defining the requirements for 
Plan Management functions to 
be supported by or integrated 
with SERFF. 

4:15 pm Wrap Up NAIC Staff NAIC staff will recap the 
results of the day and review 
the agenda for Day 3. 
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Wednesday, December 14:  Detailing Data 
Time Session Presenter Description 

8:00 am Breakfast Breakfast provided by NAIC
8:30 am Introductory Remarks Julie Fritz
8:45 am Plan Management Data Facilitated 

Discussion 
Attendees will identify the 
groups or sets of data needed 
to support Plan Management 
Activities. 

9:45 am Sources for Plan Management Data Facilitated 
Discussion 

Attendees will identify which 
sets of Plan Management data 
exist today, in what format, 
and from what source. 

10:45 am Users of Plan Management Data Facilitated 
Discussion 

Attendees will identify who 
will use different sets of Plan 
Management data, when, and 
how. 

12:00 pm Lunch Lunch provided by NAIC
1:00 pm Detailing Plan Management Data Facilitated 

Discussion 
Attendees will review the sets 
of Plan Management data and 
identify the attributes of each 
set. 

2:30 pm Break   
2:45 pm Detailing Plan Management Data, 

continued 
Facilitated 
Discussion 

Attendees will continue to 
review the sets of Plan 
Management data and 
identify the attributes of each 
set. 

4:15 pm Forum Wrap Up and Next Steps NAIC Staff NAIC staff will recap the 
results of the forum and 
discuss the next steps for Plan 
Management development 
activities. 

4:45 pm Closing Remarks Julie Fritz, NAIC  
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From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: In Case You Missed It: Shopping for health insurance to find a bargain
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:14:49 AM

In Case You Missed It

KJRH: Shopping for health insurance
to find a bargain
Business is good for Scott Trizza. He's one of the owners of Old School Bagel Cafe,

but as a small business there are challenges, like providing health insurance. It's a

perk, they can't afford to do. In fact, Trizza doesn't even have health insurance.

"I'm healthy, and I just pay the doctor when I'm there, and it saves me money that

way," said Trizza.

He says he's been to the doctor twice in 20 years.

Trizza's story isn't uncommon. Many Americans opt not to have health insurance, but

a new initiative is working to change that. 

"You can have access to affordable, high-quality health insurance for you and your

family," said Oklahoma's Commissioner of Health Terry Cline, Ph.D.

In about a year and a half, you'll be able to go online and see a list of all the possible

policies you can get. You can think of it as an online market place. Where insurance is

for sale.

"You can go online. You would be able to see what is available. You would be
able to see what those options are. You'd be able to see what the coverage
was. You'd be able to see what the cost was, and you'd be able to compare that
with other plans," said Cline.
It's something the state's been working on since President George W Bush's
administration. In fact, Oklahoma is so ahead of the game it was one of seven
states that received a federal grant to create the insurance market place.
"We're not being forced to do this. We're not following a pack. We're actually leaders

in this field," said Cline.

While Oklahoma was already working on the project, the health care reform that
passed last year requires states to come up with their own market place of
sorts, or the feds will come in and do it for them.
"If we don't do that, then there will be some controls that are, kind of,
implemented for us," said Cline.
As a business man, Trizza says competition is a good thing.

"I like where I can pick the items that I think would benefit me the most, and I would

be willing to pay that for, like you know, insurance against something catastrophic,"

said Trizza.

Plus, he says, it gives his employees choices too.

"They can shop, and it's theirs. They own it. They maintain it," said Trizza. 

After 20 years of not having insurance, this new market place has a new customer.

"I'll shop around. I most definitely will," said Trizza.
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The state of Oklahoma is suing the federal government over parts of its mandated

health care reform. 

Officials say the health insurance exchange that the state is working on, shouldn't

factor into it.
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Craig Perry
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz
Subject: in case you missed this, the health insurance exchange bill passed out of committee this afternoon...
Date: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 4:09:33 PM

 
Oklahoma House of Representatives

Media Division
March 1, 2011

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Contact: Lisa Liebl                              
Capitol: (405) 962-7674

 
Bill Would Help Citizens Search for Health Coverage

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – The Legislature continued taking steps forward to reduce the number
of uninsured Oklahomans. House Speaker Kris Steele authored House Bill 2130, which
defines the membership and appointments to the Health Care for the Uninsured Board
(HUB).

The purpose of the HUB is to establish a system of counseling, including a website, to
educate and assist consumers in selecting an insurance policy that meets their needs.

“Oklahoma has made tremendous strides in developing initiatives for those needing
health coverage,” stated House Speaker Kris Steele, R-Shawnee. “Because of cutting-edge
technology, we have the opportunity to take this initiative to the next level and develop a
plan to reduce Oklahoma’s uninsured population.”
            The seven-member HUB consists of representatives from the Insurance
Commissioner’s Office, the Oklahoma Healthcare Authority, insurance companies, agents
and also consumers. The purpose of the HUB is to implement a market-based insurance
exchange.
            “Healthcare coverage is not a one-size-fits-all issue,” said Steele. “We need to make
all options available to the people. The goal is to equip Oklahomans with the information
necessary to make wise decisions. The exchange will provide a user-friendly tool intended to
help people find a health plan that best fits their individual needs.”

The HUB is comprised of appointees from the Governor, Speaker, and Senate Pro
Tempore. The foundation and framework of the Oklahoma exchange were established in
2009. The actual concept of the exchange model was developed several years ago by the
Heritage Foundation. 

 Steele concluded, “I applaud Representative Mark McCullough and Representative
Glen Mulready’s leadership on this issue. Because of their hard work, we have an
opportunity to build a premiere healthcare exchange constructed on rock solid conservative
values.”

Oklahoma is one of seven states to receive an early innovator grant with Oklahoma
receiving the largest amount of $54 million.

House Bill 2128 passed the House Public Health Committee this afternoon and will
proceed to the floor of the Oklahoma House of Representative.
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NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from
disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone
else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and
unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail transmission received
as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of
this e-mail or its attachments. Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer
virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or
recourse against the House by doing so.
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Mary Fallin 

Office of the Governor 

State of Oklahoma 

 
 

 

 

                                                                                March 22, 2011 

 

 

Dear Lawmaker, 

 

As you may know, this Wednesday, March 23, will represent the one year anniversary of the enactment of 

President Obama’s Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). I believe, as I know many of our 

legislators and the majority of our citizens do, that the PPACA is unconstitutional, fatally flawed and ultimately 

harmful to our economy and the health of our citizens. That is exactly what I told both the Obama administration 

and our federal lawmakers, in no uncertain terms, when I voted against the law as a United States Congresswoman.  

 

As governor of Oklahoma and as a citizen, it is my great hope that the PPACA is either repealed by federal 

legislators or else is struck down by the United States Supreme Court. Our Oklahoma Congressional delegation has 

my full support as they work towards the former option, and Attorney General Scott Pruitt has my support and 

encouragement as he leads Oklahoma’s legal challenge.  As governor, I have sent multiple letters to the White 

House explaining the unreasonable economic burdens the PPACA places on Oklahoma and have requested that the 

White House fast track the lawsuits against President Obama’s health care law to the Supreme Court. In short, I 

have been proud to be part of a united conservative front in Oklahoma opposing what I believe to be one of the most 

dangerous and counterproductive pieces of legislation to come out of Washington in decades. 

 

I remain deeply concerned, however, that the PPACA will remain the law of the land for some time to 

come. As long as that is the case, the president’s law will continue to actively assault both the rights of our citizens 

and the tenth amendment rights of our states. For that reason, I believe Oklahoma’s lawmakers must continue to 

find new ways to prevent a federal takeover of our health care system in Oklahoma.  

 

One of the most important ways we can fight that federal takeover is to implement an Oklahoma-

based, free-market health insurance exchange so that Washington does not force its own model on the state. 

While we have already begun to create that exchange, the next step in the process is the passage of HB 2130, 

which creates a governing board for the program. I am writing now to ask you to support that legislation.  

 

Under current law as outlined by the PPACA, the federal government will begin establishing a federally 

designed and run health insurance exchange in 2013 in all 50 states except those that have begun implementing their 

own state-based exchanges. If we do not develop our own exchange, if we instead do nothing, then we will be 

powerless to oppose the creation of a federally run program in Oklahoma. 

 

As you may know, health insurance exchanges, when done right, have long been a conservative idea. In 

2009, our Legislature authorized the creation of such an exchange based on a proposal introduced by the 

conservative Heritage Foundation.  
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Using that model, the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange we are seeking to create will be an online 

health insurance market that empowers consumers by providing vastly improved access to information on private 

insurance products and expanding the purchasing power of individuals and small businesses. Private insurance 

products will be sold to meet individual needs, insurers will compete to promote real choices for consumers and the 

free-market will work to lower costs. Unlike the federal exchange Washington may try to force on us, the exchange 

we are trying to build offers a positive, free-market alternative to the big government, tax-and-spend plan that is the 

PPACA.  

 

If we do not pass HB 2130 and implement an Oklahoma-based exchange, the results will be devastating for 

those of us who oppose ObamaCare and the federal intrusion it represents. Without an Oklahoma exchange, the 

state is virtually guaranteed to be subject to a federally run, Washington D.C. substitute. And unlike the one we 

develop here in Oklahoma, that federal exchange will rely on public health care plans and be funded by public debt 

for many years to come.  

 

For that reason, a vote against an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange and HB 2130 is a vote to leave 

Oklahoma defenseless against a federal takeover, as mandated by ObamaCare, beginning in the year 2013.  

 

As a conservative, I hope the PPACA is long gone by then. I join the majority of our lawmakers, as well as 

the majority of our citizens, in being passionately opposed to the federal health care law. It is my great hope to see it 

overturned or repealed. But I believe we have an obligation to plan for a future where that may not happen. And in 

the event the federal health care law is not overturned by 2013, I am not willing to allow the federal government to 

seize what has been a conservative idea and turn it into something unrecognizable and harmful to the state of 

Oklahoma and its citizens.  

 

For all these reasons, I hope you will join me in supporting a free-market, conservative exchange and defend 

Oklahoma against the federalization of our health insurance by voting for HB 2130. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Mary Fallin  

Governor 

Page 2 of 2 pages 
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From: Nicole Prieto Johns
To: Derek Lieser
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Jennifer Coleman; Paula Gullion; Janice Hiner
Subject: Insurance Exchange Steering Committee Meeting
Date: Tuesday, February 22, 2011 8:36:01 AM

All:

Per the request the Governor's Office, we are working to schedule a Steering Committee Meeting next
week, to be held at the Department of Health.  Please confer with the schedules of meeting participants
from your office/agency and let me know what time(s) your attendees are available.

Possible times proposed include:

 *   Wednesday, February 23, 9:00 am - Noon
 *   Thursday, February 24, 3-5pm or 10:30 am-Noon
 *   Friday, February 25, 9:00 am-Noon

Participants (additional participants may be included):
1) Secretary of Health Cline, Julie Cox-Kain
2) Insurance Commissioner Doak, Mike Rhoads, Frank Stone, Susan Dobbins
3) Health Care Authority Director Mike Fogarty, Cindy Roberts, Nico Gomez
4) Nicole Prieto Johns, Exchange Grant Project Manager
5) Derek Lieser, Exchange Grant Project Manager
6) Secretary Coffee
7) Denise Northrup
8) Katie Altshuler, Andrew Silvestri

Additional or alternate staff from your department are welcome as needed.  Please let us know who to
include so we can be certain to have the right sized meeting space.

Nicole Prieto Johns
Derek Lieser
Oklahoma Exchange Project Mangers

________________________________
S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Project Manager  |  Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | •Office:
405.522.7685 | Cell: 405.464.6947 |
•Nicole.PrietoJohns@OKHCA.org<mailto:Nicole.PrietoJohns@OKHCA.org>
The contents of this electronic message, including attachments, are transmitted by the Office of State
Finance, an Oklahoma government agency according to the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act, 12A
O.S. 15-101 et seq.  This message is intended for use by the named addressee only and may contain
information that is confidential or private according to state or federal laws.  If you have received this
electronic message in error, please notify the sender by a “reply to sender only” message, delete it
completely from your computer and maintain confidentiality of the message.  Any unauthorized
disclosure, distribution, or use of the contents of this message is prohibited and subjects the user to
penalty of law.
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=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Derek Lieser
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Nicole Prieto Johns
Cc: "Cox-Kain, Julie"
Subject: Insurance Exchange: Planning Grant RFP
Date: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 12:21:49 PM
Attachments: Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project Designated Vendor List 0216 2011.docx

Katie and Andrew,
 
Attached is a list of potential vendors to fulfill the RFP requirements as set forth in our scope
of work. Nicole and I contacted other Planning States and we have included there selected
vendors (first two on the list). The other companies listed have talked with Craig Knutson
(former OID Chief of State) about providing consultant work.
 
We have looked into these companies and believe any number of these could fulfill the scope
of work requirements.
 
Respectfully,
Derek & Nicole
 
Derek Lieser | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager |
2401 N.W. 23rd St., Suite A-1, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73107 | Office: 405.522.7270 | Mobile phone: 405.464.8184 |
E-mail: Derek.Lieser@okhca.org

 

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project (OHIEP)

List of Designated Vendors

		



Vendor Name

		



Vendor Contact & Email

		Vendor Telephone Number

		

Vendor Fax Number

		



Vendor Website

		



Vendor Address



		Cambria Solutions

		Anand Adoni

Email: aadoni@cambriasolutions.com



		916.326.4446  x120



		

		www.cambriasolutions.com

		



		Deloitte

		Mark Price
Email: maprice@deloitte.com



		513-784-7100

		Top of Form

		





Bottom of Form



		www.deloitte.com

		



		FOX Systems

A Cognosante Company

		Michele Kang

Email: Michele.Kang@cognisante.com

		480-481-5960

		

		http://www.cognosante.com/

		7926 Jones Branch

McLean, VA 22103



		IBM

		Stuart Venzke

Email: vennzke@us.ibm.com

		240-601-4032

		

		Ibm.com/us

		8006 Craddock Road

Greenbelt, MD 20770



		

Leavitt Partners, LLC

		

Cheryl Smith

Email: Cheryl.smith@leavittpartners.com

		

801-538-5082

		

801-961-1111

		

Leavittpartners.com

		

299 South Main St., Suite 2300

Salt Lake City, UT  84111-2278



		

Northrop Grumman

		

Dave Jennings

Email: Dave.jennings@ngc.com

		

571-296-5704

		

		

northropgrumman.com

		

3975 Virginia Mallory Drive

Chantilly, VA 20151



		

Word and Brown

		

David Duker

Email:DDuker@thewordandbrown.com

		

800-869-6989

		

714-953-9404

		

thewordandbrown.com

		

721 South Parker, Suite 300 
Orange, CA 92868



		

First West Benefit

Solutions

		

Don Garlitz

Email:  dongarlitz@fwbs.com

		801-224-9600

800-553-3903 toll free

		

801-226-1816

		

fwbs.com

		1139 South Orem Blvd. 
P.O. Box 617
Orem, Utah 84059-0617



		

Businessolver

		

Karen McCartney

Email: kmccartney@businessolver.com

		

888-460-9625

		

515-273-1471

		

		

1025 Ashworth Road, Suite 403
West Des Moines, IA 50265





		

The Wakely Consulting

		

Alison L. Pool, Senior Healthcare

Specialist  

Email: AlisonP@wakelyconsulting.com

		

727-507-9858

ext. 103



		

727-507-9658

		

wakelyconsulting.com

		

19321 US Highway 19N, Suite 515

Clearwater, Florida – 33764



		

Choice Administrators

		

Lisa Rehburg

Email: LRehbur@choiceadmin.com

		

800-511-0001

		

800-500-9088

		

choiceadmin.com

		

721 South Parker, Suite 200, Orange, CA 92868



		

Benefit Focus

		

Brent Dameron

Email: Brent.Dameron@benefitfocus.com

		

843-849-7476

		

843-849-9485

		

benefitfocus.com

		

100 Benefitfocus Way
Charleston, South Carolina 29492



		

HealthPlanOne

		

Bill Stapleton

Email: BStapleton@healthplanone.com

		

877-567-5267

		

888-812-6887

		

healthplanone.com

		

1000 Bridgeport Ave, 4th Floor 
Shelton, CT 06484



		

Bass & Associates, Inc. 

		

Ted Koval, PMP

Email: tkoval@bass-inc.com 

		

402-917-7828



		

402-346-6454

		

		

6825 Pine Street, #354, MS C6

Omaha, NE 68106



		

Dell (State Health Services)

		

Andy Arends

Email: andrew_arends@dell.com



		

630-708-2521

		

630-389-4004

		

www.dell.com



		

2300 W. Plano Parkway

P.O. Box 269005

Plano, TX  75075-8427









Overview: Proposed Rule for Health Insurance Market Reforms 

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) is publishing a proposed rule to 
implement several key provisions of the Affordable Care Act to prevent insurance companies 
from discriminating against people with pre-existing conditions and protect consumers from the 
worst insurance company abuses. Today, as many as 129 million-or 1in2-non-elderly 
Americans have some type of pre-existing health condition, ranging from life-threatening 
illnesses like cancer to chronic conditions like diabetes, asthma, or heart disease. In most states, 
these consumers can be denied individual health insurance coverage or have benefits for medical 
conditions excluded by insurance companies. In addition, individuals and small employers often 
find that they have few protections against exorbitant premiums increases. To address these 
problems, starting in 2014, provisions of the proposed rule include: 

Guaranteed Availability of Coverage 

Health insurance issuers generally would be prohibited from denying coverage to people because 
of a pre-existing condition or any other factor. Individuals generally would need to buy coverage 
during open enrollment periods. In addition, individuals would.have new special enrollment 
opportunities in the individual market when they experience certain losses of other coverage. 

Fair Health Insurance Premiums 

Health insurance issuers in the individual and small group markets would only be allowed to 
vary premiums based on age (within a 3:1 ratio for adults), tobacco use (within a 1.5:1 ratio and 
subject to wellness program requirements in the small group market), family size, and 
geography. All other factors - such as pre-existing conditions, health status, claims history, 
duration of coverage, gender, occupation, and small employer size and industry- would no 
longer be able to be used by insurance companies to increase the premiums for those seeking 
insurance. 

Under the law, states can choose to enact stronger consumer protections than these minimum 
standards. In addition, starting in 2017, states have the option of allowing large employers to 
purchase coverage through the Exchanges. For states that choose this option, these rating rules 
also would apply to all large group health insurance coverage. These proposed rules standardize 
how health insurance issuers can price products, bringing a new level of transparency and 

fairness to premium pricing. 

Single Risk Pool 

Health insurance issuers would be required to maintain a single statewide risk pool for each of 
their individual and small employer markets, unless a state chooses to merge the individual and 

INFORMATION NOT RELEASABLE TO THE PUBLIC UNLESS AUTHORIZED BY LAW: 
This information has not been publicly disclosed and may be privileged and confidential. It is for internal government use only and must not be 
disseminated, distributed, or copied to persons not authorized to receive the information. Unauthorized disclosure may result in prosecution 

to the full extent of the law. 11727



small group pools into one pool. Premiums and annual rate changes would be based on the 
health risk of the entire pool. This provision prevents insurers from using separate insurance 
pools within markets to get around the market reforms and to charge people with greater health 
problems higher premiums by increasing their premiums at higher rates than other, healthier risk 
pools. 

Guaranteed Renewability of Coverage 

The proposed rule would reaffirm existing protections that individuals and employers have with 
respect to coverage renewal. For example, these protections would prohibit issuers from 
refusing to renew coverage because an individual or employee becomes sick or has a pre-existing 
condition. 

In addition, the proposed rule includes some additional provisions to protect consumers and 
increase choice for small employers. 

Catastrophic Plans 

The propos~ rule also includes provisions for enrollment in Cil:tastrophic plans. Catastrophic 
plans have lower premiums, protect against high out-of-pocket costs, and cover recommended 
preventive services without cost sharing-providing affordable individual coverage options for 
young adults and people for whom coverage would otherwise be unaffordable. 

Finally, in preparation for the market changes in 2014 and to streamline data collection for 
insurers and states, the rule proposes amendments to the rate review program. 

To see the proposed rule, please visit: http://www.ofr.gov/inspection.aspx 

INFORMATION NOT RELEASABLE TO THE PUBLIC UNLESS AUTHORIZED BY LAW: 
This information has not been publicly disclosed and may be privileged and confidential. It is for internal government use only and must not be 
disseminated, distributed, or copied to persons not authorized to receive the information. Unauthorized disclosure may result in prosecution 

to the full extent of the law. 11728



From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Lieser, Derek G.
Subject: Invitation to Legislators
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:01:06 PM
Attachments: OHX Stakeholder Agenda - March 2011.doc

Key Advisory Work Groups OKLAHOMA HEALTH INSURANCE EXCHANGE 2011.pdf
NAIC Exchange Information.pdf
Planning OHX Stakeholder Mtg Mar 16 2011.pdf

Dear Legislators: 
 
You are invited to attend General Stakeholder and Workgroup meetings for the
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project.  Please visit our website:
http://www.okhca.org/OHX
 

·         The Work Group sign-up page is now available, please click on this link to sign up to
participate in an Advisory Work Group: http://www.okhca.org/ohx-feedback.aspx

·         Please review the attached meeting agenda and list of Key Advisory Work Groups to
carefully consider where you would like to participate.

·         Key Advisory Work Groups will develop recommendations regarding an Oklahoma
Exchange. 

Save the date:  Next Exchange Stakeholder Meeting: March 16, 10:30 a.m. at the ODMHSAS
Training Center in the Shepherd Mall

Dates set for future General Stakeholder meetings:
·         March 16, 2011, 10:30am -12:00pm / OKC
·         April 29, 2011, 10:30am -12:00pm / TULSA
·         May 25, 2011, 10:30am -12:00pm/TBD

 
 
Nicole Prieto Johns, Project Manager
Derek Lieser, Project Manager
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project
 
PLEASE NOTE OUR CONTACT INFORMATION:
 
S. Nicole Prieto Johns | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 
1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.9444 x 56479| Cell 
405.365-7530 | E-mail NicolePJ@health.ok.gov
 
Derek Lieser | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 
1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Office: 405.271.9444 x 56332 | Mobile
phone: 405.388.5814 | E-mail: DerekL@health.ok.gov
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From: NAIC Meetings Dept
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Invitation to the Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forum
Date: Tuesday, November 22, 2011 3:29:16 PM
Attachments: HIX Plan Management Forum Agenda 20111212.pdf

You are invited to attend the Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forum,

Monday, December 12 through Wednesday, December 14, 2011.

Please review the conference agenda, which is attached to this e-mail. 

REGISTRATION: 
 
Regulator Fee:         $0.00

Non-Regulator Fee:  $450.00

Registration will close by end of day, Tuesday, December 6.  There will be no onsite
registration.
 
SPACE IS LIMITED SO PLEASE REGISTER AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.
   
CANCELLATION POLICY: 

All meeting cancellations MUST be in writing to the NAIC Meetings Department.  You may

fax to 816-460-7666 or send via email to meetingsmail@naic.org.   For those that pay a

fee, cancellation refunds will be issued accordingly:

Cancellation requests received by December 6               $225

Cancellation requests received after December 6            No refund 

HOTEL INFORMATION:
  
Hyatt Regency Crystal City ·· 2799 Jefferson Davis Hwy ·· Arlington, VA 22202

Room Rate:                           $150.00 single/double, plus applicable state and local

taxes

Cancel Policy:                        24 hours (local time) prior to scheduled arrival
 
 
A link to register at the hotel will be included in your email conference
confirmation. Be sure to request the "NAIC" block of rooms.  Room rate is the
same, regardless of registration type.

REGISTER FOR CONFERENCE: 

Please click here to register for the NAIC Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management

Forum, December 12-14, 2011. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

If you do not wish to receive future emails from NAIC Meetings Dept for the NAIC Health

Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forum, please click the link below.  
HEALTH INSURANCE EXCHANGE PLAN MANAGEMENT FORUM MEETING OPT-
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Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forum 
Preliminary Agenda 


December 12-14, 2011 
Hyatt Regency Crystal City 


Arlington, VA 
 
Monday, December 12:  Defining Scope 


Time Session Presenter Description 
8:00 am Breakfast Breakfast provided by NAIC
8:30 am Welcome & Introductory Remarks Julie Fritz, NAIC
9:00 am Defining Plan Management Facilitated 


Discussion 
Attendees will participate in 
identifying and defining the 
components of Plan 
Management. 


12:00 pm Lunch Lunch provided by NAIC
1:00 pm Current Processes Supporting Plan 


Management  
Facilitated 
Discussion 


Attendees will participate in 
identifying and discussing 
existing systems and processes 
that may be extended to 
support Plan Management 
functions. 


2:30 pm Break   
2:45 pm Plan Management Activities in an 


Exchange 
Facilitated 
Discussion 


Attendees will participate in a 
discussion on where and how 
the identified Plan 
Management components will 
occur once an Exchange is 
operational. 


4:15 pm Day One Wrap Up NAIC Staff NAIC staff will recap the 
results of the day and review 
the agenda for Day 2. 
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Tuesday, December 13:  Identifying Processes 
Time Session Presenter Description 


8:00 am Breakfast Breakfast provided by NAIC
8:30 am Introductory Remarks Julie Fritz
8:45 am NAIC Support for Plan Management 


Activities 
Facilitated 
Discussion 


Attendees will participate in 
identifying components of Plan 
Management that may need 
NAIC support. 


10:15 am Plan Management Processes in SERFF Facilitated 
Discussion 


Attendees will participate in a 
discussion of the components 
of Plan Management in 
relation to SERFF integration 
and enhancements. 


11:30 am Support for Other Plan Management 
Processes 


Facilitated 
Discussion 


Attendees will discuss the 
support needed for Plan 
Management activities not 
related to SERFF. 


12:00 pm Lunch Lunch provided by NAIC
1:00 pm Detailing Plan Management Processes Facilitated 


Discussion 
Attendees will participate in 
defining the requirements for 
Plan Management functions to 
be supported by or integrated 
with SERFF. 


2:30 pm Break   
2:45 pm Detailing Plan Management Processes, 


continued 
Facilitated 
Discussion 


Attendees will continue
defining the requirements for 
Plan Management functions to 
be supported by or integrated 
with SERFF. 


4:15 pm Wrap Up NAIC Staff NAIC staff will recap the 
results of the day and review 
the agenda for Day 3. 
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Wednesday, December 14:  Detailing Data 
Time Session Presenter Description 


8:00 am Breakfast Breakfast provided by NAIC
8:30 am Introductory Remarks Julie Fritz
8:45 am Plan Management Data Facilitated 


Discussion 
Attendees will identify the 
groups or sets of data needed 
to support Plan Management 
Activities. 


9:45 am Sources for Plan Management Data Facilitated 
Discussion 


Attendees will identify which 
sets of Plan Management data 
exist today, in what format, 
and from what source. 


10:45 am Users of Plan Management Data Facilitated 
Discussion 


Attendees will identify who 
will use different sets of Plan 
Management data, when, and 
how. 


12:00 pm Lunch Lunch provided by NAIC
1:00 pm Detailing Plan Management Data Facilitated 


Discussion 
Attendees will review the sets 
of Plan Management data and 
identify the attributes of each 
set. 


2:30 pm Break   
2:45 pm Detailing Plan Management Data, 


continued 
Facilitated 
Discussion 


Attendees will continue to 
review the sets of Plan 
Management data and 
identify the attributes of each 
set. 


4:15 pm Forum Wrap Up and Next Steps NAIC Staff NAIC staff will recap the 
results of the forum and 
discuss the next steps for Plan 
Management development 
activities. 


4:45 pm Closing Remarks Julie Fritz, NAIC  
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From: NAIC Meetings Dept
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Invitation to the Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forum #3
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2012 3:58:41 PM

You are invited to attend the Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forum, Monday, March 1, 2012 from

9:00 a.m. until  4:30 p.m.  Discussion will occur on the following topics: project scope, timeline, data standard,

technical architecture and workflow.

**A FORMAL AGENDA WILL BE SENT TO REGISTRANTS PRIOR TO THE FORUM **

REGISTRATION: 

Registration will close by end of day, Monday, February 6, 2012.  There will be no onsite registration.

Non-Regulator Registration fee:                $175

SPACE IS LIMITED SO PLEASE REGISTER AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

CANCELLATION POLICY: 

All meeting cancellations MUST be in writing to the NAIC Meetings Department.  You may fax to 816-460-7666 or

send via email to meetingsmail@naic.org.   

Cancellation requests received by February 6               $100

Cancellation requestes received after February 6        No refund

HOTEL INFORMATION:  

Hilton New Orleans Riverside·· Two Poydras Street ·· New Orleans, LA 70130

Regulator Room Rate:               $219.00 single/double, plue applicable state and local taxes

Non-Regulator Room Rate:      $259.00 single/double, plus applicable state and local taxes

Cancel Policy:                        72 hours (local time) prior to scheduled arrival

A link to reserve at the hotel will be included in your email conference
confirmation.

REGISTER FOR CONFERENCE: 

Please click here to register for the NAIC Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management

Forum, March 1, 2012. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Having trouble with the link? Simply copy and paste the entire address listed below into

your web browser: http://www.cvent.com/d/vcq9jy 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

If you do not wish to receive future emails from NAIC Meetings Dept for the NAIC Health

Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forum, please click the link below.  

HEALTH INSURANCE EXCHANGE PLAN MANAGEMENT FORUM MEETING OPT-OUT:
Unsubscribe 
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From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: IOM Essential Health Benefits Report
Date: Friday, October 28, 2011 1:39:04 PM
Attachments: Essential Health Benefits IOM Report.pdf

Andrew – Thought I’d pass this along, please feel free to provide to Katie at her convenience….
 
  FYI - Essential Health Benefits IOM Report (please see attached):

The report, Essential Health Benefits: Balancing Coverage and Cost, from the Institute of Medicine’s
Committee on Defining and Revising an Essential Health Benefits Package for Qualified Health Plans
was released on October 6. The report proposes criteria for the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) to use in determining the essential health benefits package (EHB).  Though the report
is the outcome of a challenging exercise by the committee, it is only the initial step in what the
committee itself described as a “politically and socially charged endeavor.”  HHS will be taking the
recommendations into account and will be issuing final rules in 2012.

The committee recommended that HHS achieve the following milestones:

§  May 1, 2012: An initial EHB package will be developed by HHS using the “national average
premium target” as a guide, as well as the benefits of what a “typical” small employer offers
today. Adjustments should be made “so that the expected national average premium for a
silver plan with the EHB package is actuarially equivalent to the average premium that would
have been paid by small employers in 2014 for a comparable population with a typical benefit
design.” A public process should be implemented to guide the adjustment process.

§  January 2013: HHS should have developed a plan for monitoring the implementation of the EHB
including mechanisms for sharing data.

§  2015: A public process should be implemented to guide the updating of the EHB package.

Other important recommendations outlined in the report include:

§  Promoting state innovation and allowing those states that administer exchanges to modify the
EHB package as long as it is consistent with the federal framework;

§  Establishing a National Benefits Advisory Council to provide oversight; and
§  The implementation of a strategy which will take into account the growth of the rate of health

care spending and assure that it is aligned with the growth in the nation’s economy. 

 

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Planning / Project Manager | Health Planning & Grants Office  | Oklahoma State

Department of Health

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.2944 | Cell  405.365-7530 | E-mail

NicolePJ@health.ok.gov | Website: http://www.ok.gov/health

 

 

 

-----Original Message-----
From: Spradlin, Carol K. 
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2011 7:48 AM
To: Cox-Kain, Julie; Hiner, Janice D.; Cline, Dr.Terry L.; Archer, Pam J.;
Ronck, Stephen W.; Newman, Mark S.; Hartsell, Hank
Cc: Hanley, M. Diane; Rushing, Crystal; Murrell, Elvia; Newby, Leigh A.;
Cannady, Cynthia J.; Lieser, Derek G.; Grissom, VaLauna K.; Spradlin, Carol
K.; Dickson, Debbie L.; Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
Subject: eCap-Oklahoma Policy Institute: State not on path to create own
health exchange
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The full edition of Capitol News Now is not yet available, but should be
posted on IRENE later today.
 
eCapitol News
eCap-Oklahoma Policy Institute: State not on path to create own health
exchange
Author:     Justin Martino
Date:       10/26/2011
 
(eCap) According to David Blatt, director of the Oklahoma Policy Institute,
Oklahoma is not on the path to show sufficient adequate progress in creating
a state insurance exchange by January 2013.
 
On a list of core areas of basic minimum requirements of which the federal
government requires a state to show readiness, Oklahoma is showing sufficient
progress only in the area of background research. In other areas, such as
legislative action, financial management and stakeholder consultation,
Oklahoma is showing limited progress at the moment.
 
Blatt's presentation was part of an all-day meeting of the Joint Committee on
Federal Health Care Law, which met Wednesday in the Senate Chamber at the
state Capitol. [Editor's note: See related story on the committee's meeting.]
 
Oklahoma must have a plan in place for a state-run exchange by January 2013,
giving the state about 14 months to make the necessary progress. If Oklahoma
does not have an adequate plan, the federal government will create a health
exchange in Oklahoma.
 
Blatt mentioned several areas in which Oklahoma has shown little progress,
including legislative and regulatory action. Although the state attempted to
pass two different bills that would have created a board to research creating
a health insurance exchange in 2011, neither bill passed out of the
Legislature.
 
HB 2130, by House Speaker Kris Steele, R-Shawnee, and Sen. Clark Jolley, R-
Edmond, provides for members of the Health Care for the Uninsured Board and
provides that the board will hold its first meeting no later than Dec. 15,
2011. It directs the secretary of health and human services to act as the
Health Care for the Uninsured Board executive director. It removes reference
to the Oklahoma Insurance Department and Oklahoma Health Care Authority. The
bill expands the board's duties to include applying for grants or other
federal Medicaid funds to implement the provisions of the Health Care for
Oklahomans Act and to establish a system of counseling, including a website,
for individuals without health insurance who are not covered by Medicaid. The
bill also expands the duties of the insurance commissioner to include
establishment of a system for the certification of low-cost health insurance
programs designed to provide coverage to certain individuals and that the
program will not be required to meet certain mandates. The bill provides that
the board may recommend that plans certified by the commissioner be offered
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statewide to eligible individuals. It states that the HUB is not to receive
general revenue appropriations but be funded by grants awarded to the state.
 
The bill was approved by the House but not heard by the Senate, which
resulted in Oklahoma declining the federal early innovator grant. A second
bill was filed that would require the exchange to be funded by state and
private dollars.
 
SB 971, by Jolley, Sen. David Myers, R-Ponca City, Rep. Scott Martin, R-
Norman, and Rep. Earl Sears, R-Bartlesville, establishes the Health Insurance
Private Enterprise Network as a state-beneficiary public trust. It states
that the network will be governed by a seven-member board of directors,
comprised of one member appointed by the governor representing health
insurance carriers granted a certificate of authority by the Oklahoma
Insurance Department; one member appointed by the House speaker representing
consumers who has purchased or is reasonably expected to purchase policies
through the network; one member appointed by the governor who shall be a
health care provider' one member appointed by the governor who shall be a
representative of employer groups; one member by the Senate president pro
tempore who shall be an insurance agent or broker; the insurance commissioner
and the secretary of health and human services. It requires the insurance
commissioner to serve as chair of the board. It requires the board to appoint
an executive director.
 
The measure also grants the network the minimum authority under state law
that is necessary to avoid the establishment of a federal exchange. It
requires the network's funding to come from state and private sources. It
establishes the purpose of the network to increase choice and competition in
the health insurance market of Oklahoma. It prohibits the network from
exercising regulatory authority over any entity, discriminating against any
qualified health insurance carrier willing to participate in the network or
supplanting any marketplace outside the network. It requires the network
board to establish a system of certification for insurance programs offered
in the state to be offered by the network and establish a system for
credentialing licensed insurance producers who intend to market insurance
programs certified by the state. It removes language relating to duties of
the network board. It requires all personal information generated through the
purchase of any policy purchased through the network to remain confidential
between the insurer and the insured. It requires the network board to
promulgate rules as necessary to implement the purposes of the act.
 
SB 971 never received a hearing in the Senate. Instead, legislative leaders
decided to step back and study the issue over the interim through the
committee that met Wednesday.
 
Blatt added that even if the two bills had passed, they did not include all
of the necessary provisions to meet federal requirements.
 
Blatt also discussed the issue of stakeholder consultation, another
requirement to show progress in creating a health insurance exchange.
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Although Oklahoma received an exchange planning grant to help facilitate the
process, he said in recent months the planning process has come to a
"screeching halt," with the last stakeholder meeting being held about seven
months ago.
 
Oklahoma has also shown little progress in creating an information technology
system for a health insurance exchange. Although the state received a $54
million Early Innovator Grant from the federal government that would have been
used to obtain the necessary technology, the state chose to decline the grant
funds.
 
If the federal government sets up a health insurance exchange in Oklahoma
because the state has not shown adequate progress, Blatt said Oklahoma would
face several disadvantages, including the loss of regulatory authority and
ability to design the exchange on the state's own terms to create one
uniquely suited to Oklahoma's residents.
 
The Oklahoma Policy Institute also released a report Wednesday stating that
projections that the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act will
cost billions of dollars are "way out of line" with other studies and based
on mistaken assumptions and methodologies.
 
According to the report, the fiscal impact of the act will be between $200
and $800 million between 2014 and 2020, adding that several studies that
looked at a broader range of costs, savings and revenue factors have
projected the cost will be even less and could yield net savings.
 
"We think that anyone who looks carefully at the assumptions and calculations
of the various studies will agree that the federal government is on the hook
for the lion's share of the cost of health care reform," Blatt stated in a
release. "Although we cannot precisely calculate the fiscal impact of the
Affordable Care Act, the fact that the federal government will take over
funding responsibility for functions now borne by the state, such as health
care for adults with mental illness, will help the state budget and offset
some of the expense of a larger Medicaid population."
 
©2010-11 eCapitol, LLC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
 
As provided by this agreement access to bill tracking / capitol news services
is restricted to the registered User. The User shall have no right to
divulge, publish, loan, give or sell any of the information provided under
this agreement. Information retrieved from system may not be reproduced,
transmitted, transcribed, stored in a retrieval system or translated into any
language in any form by any means without the written permission of eCapitol,
LLC. All other rights reserved. If a person uses a copyrighted work without
permission of the rights holder, he or she is open to a charge of copyright
infringement. Additional terms and conditions governing the access to and use
of eCapitol website and the services and materials provided by eCapitol are
set forth in the eCapitol Subscriber Agreement posted on the eCapitol
website.
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OOOKKKLLLAAAHHHOOOMMMAAA   HHHEEEAAALLLTTTHHH   IIINNNSSSUUURRRAAANNNCCCEEE   EEEXXXCCCHHHAAANNNGGGEEE   PPPLLLAAANNNNNNIIINNNGGG      
Key Advisory Work Groups / Issues for Consideration  

 

Page 1 of 7 

1. Key Advisory Work Group: Governance & Administrative Structure  

Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leaders 

• Exchange Goals: 
o Reduce the number of uninsured people 

and increase access to care 
o Ensure greater accountability and 

transparency in the purchase of insurance 
o Increase the portability and continuity of 

coverage for individuals 
o Simplify the health insurance purchase for 

individuals and businesses 
o Foster competition on price, quality, and 

service in the health insurance 
marketplace 

o Drive quality improvement and cost 
containment 

 
• Model Type (Board, Trust, Commission, etc.) 
• Staffing and Hiring Procedures 
• Regulatory & Policy including overseeing 

Operations 
• Recommendation for language to be 

included in Strategic Plan for development 
of the exchange  

• Implementation Timeline 
• Development of possible legislative language 
• Comparison of Federal PPACA requirements 

to Oklahoma statutes and administrative 
rules 

 
 

• If the Exchange is to process 
commercial transactions and attract 
customers, it should be insulated 
from political influence with access 
to business expertise 

• If it is to achieve policy objectives 
through tax-financed subsidies and 
some degree of regulation, it must 
have a level of transparency and be 
publicly accountable 

• Wherever housed, the Exchange 
must be adaptive and capable of 
developing new programs that can 
be modified as circumstances 
change, such as, changing market 
conditions, the evolving 
preferences of consumers, and the 
ongoing development and issuance 
of federal guidelines regarding 
administration and its operation 

• Identification of services to be 
handled internally or outsourced 
and which intermediaries are best 
equipped to provide required 
administrative services 

 

• How should the Exchange be 
organized and governed? 
o Privately sponsored? 
o Government sponsored? 
o Combination of both? 

• Will the Exchange function as a 
‘market organizer’ or as a selective 
purchaser’? 

• Should the Exchange be housed in a 
State government entity or a 
non-profit organization? 

• Who should have decision-making 
authority for the Exchange? 

• What kind of web portal, call center 
and other service centers should be 
established? 

• Should vendors be employed, and, if 
so, for what services? 

• What will be the funding source to 
sustain the Exchange after January 
1, 2015? 

• How can the Exchange attract an 
adequate number of participants 
and insurers to ensure 
sustainability? 

• Should enabling legislation be 
created? 

• Should participation in the Exchange 
be required by legislation? 

 
 
 

Chair: Katie Altshuler 
Co-Chair: Julie Cox-Kain 
 
 

Project Liaisons 

• Derek Lieser 
• Nicole Prieto Johns 
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2. Key Advisory Work Group: Enrollment & Eligibility 

Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leaders 

• Certification of individuals not 
subject to Individual Mandate 

• Reporting requirements (HHS, 
Treasury Open Enrollment, 
Annual, Mid-Year, Special, 
Change, COBRA, Administrative, 
etc.) 

• Premium Billing, Collections & 
Remittance  

• Ongoing Account Management 
(including renewals, delinquent 
payment notification, etc.) 

• Operation & Application of 
Subsidies and Premium Tax 
Credits (transparency – the 
ability to View Calculations) 

• Free Choice Vouchers 
• Individual Mandates  
• Use of available current 

available technologies (i.e. 
paperless processes) 

• Cost Sharing 
• Employer premium subsidies 

(2yr limit) 
• Basic Health Program (State 

Option to offer)  
• Elimination of Asset Testing 

(this would apply for most 
Medicaid recipients and for all 
those eligible for premium 
subsidies through the Exchange) 

• Coordination of existing data systems 
/ preventing duplication of    
coverage (Medicaid, State/Fed Data, 
HIE, Non-Medicaid) 

• Enrollment may be online, in person, 
by telephone through the Exchange 
or with state officials operating one 
of the other applicable state health 
subsidy programs 

• Implementation of a paperless 
system 

• How the ‘Small Market’ will be 
defined: 1-50 or 51-100. 
• Review Existing Public Subsidy 

Program (Insure Oklahoma) for 
Consolidation, Elimination & 
Administrative Efficiencies (Exchange 
Target Market overlaps with Insure 
OK) 

• Purchases restricted to U.S. citizens 
and legal immigrants who are not 
incarcerated 

• Whether applicant has access to 
employer sponsored insurance (ESI) 

• Whether the ESI meets actuarial 
standards and provides minimum 
essential benefits 

• Whether the employee’s share of the 
premium as a % of income is above 
or below a certain % of their income 

• Develop high level workflow for 
calculating subsides  

• How can the Exchange create administrative 
efficiencies and protect the public? 
o Reduce administration costs 
o Add transparency to health insurance 
o Standardized electronic enrollment and payment 

• What elements of Insure Oklahoma and 
SoonerCare online enrollment can be used within 
the Exchange? 

• At what point do you navigate an individual / 
family to private or public coverage? 

• Starting in 2017, should the Exchange include 
larger employers and public employees? 

• Will the person enroll from the exchange and if so, 
will you have to incorporate each insurers’ criteria 
or will there be a basic set of shared criteria?.  

• If ESI is available to the person, aren’t they 
required to select that option?  

• Will service payments take place inside the 
Exchange or within company’s existing 
mechanisms?  

• Will a predetermine matrix determine plan 
enrollment or will freedom of choice be the 
overriding factor (i.e. upon qualification for 
Medicaid what choices are allowed)?  

• Is it allowed to present only the Exchange plans 
that seem to best fit their needs based upon 
responses to qualifying questions or must all plans 
be presented?  

o For what period of time must a consumer enroll in 
a plan, i.e. yearly, monthly? Can a state entity like 
CSED mandate enrollment as they do today with 
ESI? 

Chair: Buffy Heater 
Co-Chair: Chuck Rygiel 
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3. Key Advisory Work Group: Information Technology (IT) 

Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leaders 

• Program integrity, data security, 
transparency (plans, agencies, 
Exchange Operations) 

• Application of available current 
technologies (i.e. paperless 
processes) 

• Single Portal Access 
• Web-site development & 

maintenance includes:  
o Eligibility and Enrollment 
o Rating Engines 
o Template maintenance in 

standardization of processes 
 
 
 

• Quality Measures 
• Provider Info/Health System 

Access 
• Calculation of Costs (Benefit 

Levels, Mandated Benefits, 
Subsidies, Tax Credits, etc) and 
what costs will be visible to the 
applicant 

• Premiums must be quoted 
instantly and easily comparable 
based on age, family composition, 
tobacco use and location 

• Linking to other state and federal 
databases (IRS, Treasury Dept, 
HHS, State/Federal Employee 
systems, Medicaid, Medicare, 
etc), insurance carriers and 
employers 

• Creation of a paperless system 
both internally and paperless 
access by consumers, agents, 
brokers and Navigators.   

 
 

• How will high level requirements for calculating 
subsidies and tax credits be developed? 

• How will research technical needs for running the 
Exchange through single portal access be 
developed? 

• How will high level requirements for an 
enrollment and eligibility portal and rules engine 
be developed? 

• Who insures exchange has most up to date 
information? 

• Who insures that the information is secure and in 
compliance? 

Chair: Alex Pettit 
Co-Chair: John Calabro 
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4. Key Advisory Work Group: Carrier & Plan Selection 

Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leads 

• Minimum Essential Benefits an exchange must 
provide: 
o Health - 4 Precious Metal Plans plus 

Catastrophic Plan (for ages under 30) 
o State Mandated Benefits (if offered, cost 

born by State) 
o Dental Plans 
o Selective Carrier Contracting 
o Certification/recertification/decertification 

requirements for QHPs 
o Standardizing Benefits  
o Network Access 
o Assignment of Quality Ratings 
o Rate Review 

• Multi State Plans - 2 plans required 
• Co-op plans must be addressed if market is not 

competitive 
 

• How the Exchange is to 
contract with health plans 
that are determined to be 
of high value, based on 
cost and quality 

• How the ‘Small Market’ 
will be defined (1-50 or 
51-100) 

• Choices that may be made 
available to employees of 
small businesses, i.e.: 
plan, benefit tier, carrier, 
etc.  

 
 

• Should participation be required by legislation?  
• Should there be a minimum enrollment period?  
• Will the Exchange select health plans through 

negotiations or competitive bidding, or both or 
will it showcase all qualified and licensed carriers?  
o Are plans free to adjust premiums over time as 

enrollment evolves and claim trends develop? 
o How to adjust benefit designs as needed 

without disrupting existing coverage? 
o How much risk selection is tolerable without 

undermining the ability of plans to compete? 
o How will insurers adjust business risks through 

the Exchange and price products at levels that 
consumer will find attractive?  

• Will the Exchange allow each carrier to define 
patient cost sharing within a benefit tier; will it 
specify coinsurance, copayments & deductibles? 
• Will existing grandfathered health plans be able 

to shed their adverse risks to the Exchange?   
• How healthy is the pool of uninsured people likely 

to enroll through the Exchange, compared to 
those currently insured? 
• How will the Exchange level the playing field with 

insurers in and outside of the Exchange? 
o Should there be a requirement to participate?  
o How can the Exchange foster competition? 
o Should rating practices and range of benefits 

offered be comparable in/out of Exchange? 

Chair: Mike Rhoads 
Co-Chair: Laura Brookins 
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5.  Key Advisory Work Group: Financial Management & Premium Development (Cost Containment/Risk Mgmt.) 

Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leads 

• Reporting requirements (HHS, 
Treasury Dept, Employers, Carriers, 
etc.) 

• Operational Costs & Sustainability 
• Premium Development 
• Risk Adjustment/Adverse Selection 

(Medical Loss Ratio) 
 

• Premiums will be set in advance according to 
adjusted community rating of risk, in and outside 
the Exchanges for the non-group and small-group 
markets 

• Rating will be based on age, family composition 
(size), tobacco use and location (zip)  

• Rates for the elderly can only be three times as 
high as those for the young 

• Premium rate differences between plans must 
reflect 
o Administrative efficiency 
o Customer service 
o Provider reimbursement rates 
o Care management 
o Clinical networks 

• Comparative risk calculations for health plans 
require submission and analysis of their claims 
data 

• Transfer payments among plans requires running 
premiums through a central distribution point, or 
imposing a premium assessment on competing 
plans, which is then redistributed to compensate 
for risk selection 

• Risk adjustment must apply across the entire 
class or segment of insured people subject to 
rating rules 

• Resources are CMS, Health Connector in MA 
using DxCG, for profit and non-profit 
organizations including university research depts. 

• Should the individual and small 
group markets be merged? 

• What strategies can used so 
premium revenues are adjusted 
for risk selection among 
participating carriers?  

• Considerations on putting a risk 
adjustment system in place: 
o Is risk selection among plans 

significant, beyond what is 
already accounted for under 
the allowed rating rules? 

o Is the corrective adjustment 
practical? 

o Would it substantially equalize 
risk? 

• How can the Exchange help to 
contain Oklahoma’s health care 
costs?  
o How can the Exchange help to 

improve Oklahoma’s health 
care quality? 

• What will be the funding source 
to sustain the Exchange after 
January 1, 2015? 

• Will the Exchange regulate prices, 
if so what processes must be 
created to do this?  

 

Chair: Rich Edwards 
Co-Chair: Frank Stone 
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Nicole Prieto Johns 
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6. Key Advisory  Work Group: Education and Marketing 

Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leads 

• Communication & Customer Service 
• Education 
• Public Outreach  
• Facilitate Enrollment 
• Role of licensed Agents and Brokers (Inside 

/ Outside Exchange Call Center  
• Broker Management & Compensation 
• Creation of the Navigator Program 
• Role of Call Center Reps 
• Producer Appointment Requirements 

 

• Need to promote greater 
transparency  

• Changes the Exchange will make 
to the competitive landscape  

• Targeted outreach and marketing 
efforts will be needed to attract a 
broad and diverse risk pool 

• Education of consumers and 
Brokers/agents on how to access 
and use a paperless system 

• Proactive activities used to 
promote carrier participation in 
the Exchange and the 
development of innovative plan 
designs 

 Role of “Navigators” (non-licensed 
consumer representatives) 

  
  

 
 

• How should the Exchange market its 
services? 

• What strategies can be used to educate 
consumers about the Exchange? 

• How brokers, agents and Navigators help 
consumers to enroll? 

• What type of customer services should be 
made available to consumers?  

• What is the current role of brokers? 
• What type of services do brokers provide? 
• How are brokers to be compensated? 

What about retention bonuses or 
overrides, etc?  

• Should broker’s fees be paid separate and 
apart from premium (transparency)?      

• How will information be distributed in a 
“fair and impartial” way (enrollment, 
availability of premium subsidies, cost 
sharing reductions, etc)? 

• How will Navigators help facilitate 
enrollment in QHPs? 

• How should people be referred to the 
appropriate agency(s) for questions, 
complaints or grievances?  

• How will they reach people who normally 
are not eligible for public assistance 
programs? 

• Is there area or regional differences to be 
considered?   

 

Chair: Mike Rhoads 
Co-Chair: Ed Long 
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1. Key Advisory Work Group: Governance & Administrative Structure  

Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leaders 

 Exchange Goals: 
o Reduce the number of uninsured people 

and increase access to care 
o Ensure greater accountability and 

transparency in the purchase of insurance 
o Increase the portability and continuity of 

coverage for individuals 
o Simplify the health insurance purchase for 

individuals and businesses 
o Foster competition on price, quality, and 

service in the health insurance 
marketplace 

o Drive quality improvement and cost 
containment 

 

 Model Type (Board, Trust, Commission, etc.) 

 Staffing and Hiring Procedures 

 Regulatory & Policy including overseeing 
Operations 

 Recommendation for language to be 
included in Strategic Plan for development 
of the exchange  

 Implementation Timeline 

 Development of possible legislative language 

 Comparison of Federal PPACA requirements 
to Oklahoma statutes and administrative 
rules 

 
 

 If the Exchange is to process 
commercial transactions and attract 
customers, it should be insulated 
from political influence with access 
to business expertise 

 If it is to achieve policy objectives 
through tax-financed subsidies and 
some degree of regulation, it must 
have a level of transparency and be 
publicly accountable 

 Wherever housed, the Exchange 
must be adaptive and capable of 
developing new programs that can 
be modified as circumstances 
change, such as, changing market 
conditions, the evolving 
preferences of consumers, and the 
ongoing development and issuance 
of federal guidelines regarding 
administration and its operation 

 Identification of services to be 
handled internally or outsourced 
and which intermediaries are best 
equipped to provide required 
administrative services 

 

 How should the Exchange be 
organized and governed? 
o Privately sponsored? 
o Government sponsored? 
o Combination of both? 

 Will the Exchange function as a 
‘market organizer’ or as a selective 
purchaser’? 

 Should the Exchange be housed in a 
State government entity or a 
non‐profit organization? 

 Who should have decision‐making 
authority for the Exchange? 

 What kind of web portal, call center 
and other service centers should be 
established? 

 Should vendors be employed, and, if 
so, for what services? 

 What will be the funding source to 
sustain the Exchange after January 
1, 2015? 

 How can the Exchange attract an 
adequate number of participants 
and insurers to ensure 
sustainability? 

 Should enabling legislation be 
created? 

 Should participation in the Exchange 
be required by legislation? 

 
 
 

Chair: Katie Altshuler 
Co-Chair: Julie Cox-Kain 
 
 

Project Liaisons 

 Derek Lieser 

 Nicole Prieto Johns 
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2. Key Advisory Work Group: Enrollment & Eligibility 

Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leaders 

 Certification of individuals not 
subject to Individual Mandate 

 Reporting requirements (HHS, 
Treasury Open Enrollment, 
Annual, Mid-Year, Special, 
Change, COBRA, Administrative, 
etc.) 

 Premium Billing, Collections & 
Remittance  

 Ongoing Account Management 
(including renewals, delinquent 
payment notification, etc.) 

 Operation & Application of 
Subsidies and Premium Tax 
Credits (transparency – the 
ability to View Calculations) 

 Free Choice Vouchers 

 Individual Mandates  

 Use of available current 
available technologies (i.e. 
paperless processes) 

 Cost Sharing 

 Employer premium subsidies 
(2yr limit) 

 Basic Health Program (State 
Option to offer)  

 Elimination of Asset Testing 
(this would apply for most 
Medicaid recipients and for all 
those eligible for premium 
subsidies through the Exchange) 

 Coordination of existing data systems 
/ preventing duplication of    
coverage (Medicaid, State/Fed Data, 
HIE, Non-Medicaid) 

 Enrollment may be online, in person, 
by telephone through the Exchange 
or with state officials operating one 
of the other applicable state health 
subsidy programs 

 Implementation of a paperless 
system 

 How the ‘Small Market’ will be 
defined: 1-50 or 51-100. 

 Review Existing Public Subsidy 
Program (Insure Oklahoma) for 
Consolidation, Elimination & 
Administrative Efficiencies (Exchange 
Target Market overlaps with Insure 
OK) 

 Purchases restricted to U.S. citizens 
and legal immigrants who are not 
incarcerated 

 Whether applicant has access to 
employer sponsored insurance (ESI) 

 Whether the ESI meets actuarial 
standards and provides minimum 
essential benefits 

 Whether the employee’s share of the 
premium as a % of income is above 
or below a certain % of their income 

 Develop high level workflow for 
calculating subsides  

 How can the Exchange create administrative 
efficiencies and protect the public? 
o Reduce administration costs 
o Add transparency to health insurance 
o Standardized electronic enrollment and payment 

 What elements of Insure Oklahoma and 
SoonerCare online enrollment can be used within 
the Exchange? 

 At what point do you navigate an individual / 
family to private or public coverage? 

 Starting in 2017, should the Exchange include 
larger employers and public employees? 

 Will the person enroll from the exchange and if so, 
will you have to incorporate each insurers’ criteria 
or will there be a basic set of shared criteria?.  

 If ESI is available to the person, aren’t they 
required to select that option?  

 Will service payments take place inside the 
Exchange or within company’s existing 
mechanisms?  

 Will a predetermine matrix determine plan 
enrollment or will freedom of choice be the 
overriding factor (i.e. upon qualification for 
Medicaid what choices are allowed)?  

 Is it allowed to present only the Exchange plans 
that seem to best fit their needs based upon 
responses to qualifying questions or must all plans 
be presented?  

o For what period of time must a consumer enroll in 
a plan, i.e. yearly, monthly? Can a state entity like 
CSED mandate enrollment as they do today with 
ESI? 

Chair: Buffy Heater 
Co-Chair: Chuck Rygiel 
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3. Key Advisory Work Group: Information Technology (IT) 

Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leaders 

 Program integrity, data security, 
transparency (plans, agencies, 
Exchange Operations) 

 Application of available current 
technologies (i.e. paperless 
processes) 

 Single Portal Access 

 Web-site development & 
maintenance includes:  
o Eligibility and Enrollment 
o Rating Engines 
o Template maintenance in 

standardization of processes 
 
 
 

 Quality Measures 

 Provider Info/Health System 
Access 

 Calculation of Costs (Benefit 
Levels, Mandated Benefits, 
Subsidies, Tax Credits, etc) and 
what costs will be visible to the 
applicant 

 Premiums must be quoted 
instantly and easily comparable 
based on age, family composition, 
tobacco use and location 

 Linking to other state and federal 
databases (IRS, Treasury Dept, 
HHS, State/Federal Employee 
systems, Medicaid, Medicare, 
etc), insurance carriers and 
employers 

 Creation of a paperless system 
both internally and paperless 
access by consumers, agents, 
brokers and Navigators.   

 
 

 How will high level requirements for calculating 
subsidies and tax credits be developed? 

 How will research technical needs for running the 
Exchange through single portal access be 
developed? 

 How will high level requirements for an 
enrollment and eligibility portal and rules engine 
be developed? 

 Who insures exchange has most up to date 

information? 

 Who insures that the information is secure and in 
compliance? 

Chair: Alex Pettit 
Co-Chair: John Calabro 
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4. Key Advisory Work Group: Carrier & Plan Selection 

Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leads 

 Minimum Essential Benefits an exchange must 
provide: 
o Health - 4 Precious Metal Plans plus 

Catastrophic Plan (for ages under 30) 
o State Mandated Benefits (if offered, cost 

born by State) 
o Dental Plans 
o Selective Carrier Contracting 
o Certification/recertification/decertification 

requirements for QHPs 
o Standardizing Benefits  
o Network Access 
o Assignment of Quality Ratings 
o Rate Review 

 Multi State Plans - 2 plans required 

 Co-op plans must be addressed if market is not 
competitive 

 

 How the Exchange is to 
contract with health plans 
that are determined to be 
of high value, based on 
cost and quality 

 How the ‘Small Market’ 
will be defined (1-50 or 
51-100) 

 Choices that may be made 
available to employees of 
small businesses, i.e.: 
plan, benefit tier, carrier, 
etc.  

 
 

 Should participation be required by legislation?  

 Should there be a minimum enrollment period?  

 Will the Exchange select health plans through 
negotiations or competitive bidding, or both or 
will it showcase all qualified and licensed carriers?  
o Are plans free to adjust premiums over time as 

enrollment evolves and claim trends develop? 
o How to adjust benefit designs as needed 

without disrupting existing coverage? 
o How much risk selection is tolerable without 

undermining the ability of plans to compete? 
o How will insurers adjust business risks through 

the Exchange and price products at levels that 
consumer will find attractive?  

 Will the Exchange allow each carrier to define 
patient cost sharing within a benefit tier; will it 
specify coinsurance, copayments & deductibles? 

 Will existing grandfathered health plans be able 
to shed their adverse risks to the Exchange?   

 How healthy is the pool of uninsured people likely 
to enroll through the Exchange, compared to 
those currently insured? 

 How will the Exchange level the playing field with 
insurers in and outside of the Exchange? 
o Should there be a requirement to participate?  
o How can the Exchange foster competition? 
o Should rating practices and range of benefits 

offered be comparable in/out of Exchange? 

Chair: Mike Rhoads 
Co-Chair: Laura Brookins 
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5.  Key Advisory Work Group: Financial Management & Premium Development (Cost Containment/Risk Mgmt.) 

Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leads 

 Reporting requirements (HHS, 
Treasury Dept, Employers, Carriers, 
etc.) 

 Operational Costs & Sustainability 

 Premium Development 

 Risk Adjustment/Adverse Selection 
(Medical Loss Ratio) 

 

 Premiums will be set in advance according to 
adjusted community rating of risk, in and outside 
the Exchanges for the non-group and small-group 
markets 

 Rating will be based on age, family composition 
(size), tobacco use and location (zip)  

 Rates for the elderly can only be three times as 
high as those for the young 

 Premium rate differences between plans must 
reflect 
o Administrative efficiency 
o Customer service 
o Provider reimbursement rates 
o Care management 
o Clinical networks 

 Comparative risk calculations for health plans 
require submission and analysis of their claims 
data 

 Transfer payments among plans requires running 
premiums through a central distribution point, or 
imposing a premium assessment on competing 
plans, which is then redistributed to compensate 
for risk selection 

 Risk adjustment must apply across the entire 
class or segment of insured people subject to 
rating rules 

 Resources are CMS, Health Connector in MA 
using DxCG, for profit and non-profit 
organizations including university research depts. 

 Should the individual and small 
group markets be merged? 

 What strategies can used so 
premium revenues are adjusted 
for risk selection among 
participating carriers?  

 Considerations on putting a risk 
adjustment system in place: 
o Is risk selection among plans 

significant, beyond what is 
already accounted for under 
the allowed rating rules? 

o Is the corrective adjustment 
practical? 

o Would it substantially equalize 
risk? 

 How can the Exchange help to 
contain Oklahoma’s health care 
costs?  
o How can the Exchange help to 

improve Oklahoma’s health 
care quality? 

 What will be the funding source 
to sustain the Exchange after 
January 1, 2015? 

 Will the Exchange regulate prices, 
if so what processes must be 
created to do this?  

 

Chair: Rich Edwards 
Co-Chair: Frank Stone 
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6. Key Advisory  Work Group: Education and Marketing 

Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leads 

 Communication & Customer Service 

 Education 

 Public Outreach  

 Facilitate Enrollment 

 Role of licensed Agents and Brokers (Inside 
/ Outside Exchange Call Center  

 Broker Management & Compensation 

 Creation of the Navigator Program 

 Role of Call Center Reps 

 Producer Appointment Requirements 
 

 Need to promote greater 
transparency  

 Changes the Exchange will make 
to the competitive landscape  

 Targeted outreach and marketing 
efforts will be needed to attract a 
broad and diverse risk pool 

 Education of consumers and 
Brokers/agents on how to access 
and use a paperless system 

 Proactive activities used to 
promote carrier participation in 
the Exchange and the 
development of innovative plan 
designs 

 Role of “Navigators” (non-licensed 
consumer representatives) 

  

  
 
 

 How should the Exchange market its 
services? 

 What strategies can be used to educate 
consumers about the Exchange? 

 How brokers, agents and Navigators help 
consumers to enroll? 

 What type of customer services should be 
made available to consumers?  

 What is the current role of brokers? 

 What type of services do brokers provide? 

 How are brokers to be compensated? 
What about retention bonuses or 
overrides, etc?  

 Should broker’s fees be paid separate and 
apart from premium (transparency)?      

 How will information be distributed in a 
“fair and impartial” way (enrollment, 
availability of premium subsidies, cost 
sharing reductions, etc)? 

 How will Navigators help facilitate 
enrollment in QHPs? 

 How should people be referred to the 
appropriate agency(s) for questions, 
complaints or grievances?  

 How will they reach people who normally 
are not eligible for public assistance 
programs? 

 Is there area or regional differences to be 
considered?   

 

Chair: Mike Rhoads 
Co-Chair: Ed Long 
 
 

Project Liaison 

Nicole Prieto Johns 
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From: Oklahoma Policy Institute
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Key decisions loom on health reform law in Oklahoma
Date: Monday, December 19, 2011 10:36:46 AM

Is this email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

Become a fan on Facebook

Follow us on Twitter

Forward to a Friend

Do you count on OK Policy for

information, analysis and ideas

on state policy issues?

We count on you, too.

In The Know is OK Policy's daily
synopsis of Oklahoma news and
blogs. You can sign up here to
receive In The Know by e-mail.

Recent
Releases

New materials from the

Oklahoma Policy Institute

The State Budget

Outlook, 2012-2015

8 Reasons Why

Oklahoma Should

Preserve the State

Income Tax

The Case for the Income

Tax

Affordable Credit in

Oklahoma

The Black-White

Unemployment Gap

The Joint Committee on the Federal Health Care Law,

an interim study of Oklahoma's obligations under the new

law, concluded with a final meeting just before

Thanksgiving.  We commend the co-chairs and the

committee for hosting a series of well-organized, well-

rounded hearings.  The hearings focused mainly on

state-based health insurance exchanges, a major

provision that isn't being specifically challenged by the

multi-state lawsuit pending before the Supreme Court.

We urge state leadership to implement a compliant state-

run health insurance exchange for Oklahomans.  We

advise against an approach that flaunts major

requirements of the law.  Such a course risks wasting

limited state resources on a process that will likely be

halted by federal regulators.  It also risks temporarily

ceding key decision-making authority to the federal

government.  If we want to retain control over the

process, we need a good-faith implementation effort that

respects the intent and letter of the law.

Oklahoma Policy Institute has several resources to help

inform the choices we make on health insurance

exchanges and health care reform more generally:

§ Oklahoma dropped this year to 48th in national health

rankings.  We explain why government can and should

invest in improving health outcomes.

§ If Oklahoma doesn't get serious soon about building a

compliant state-run exchange, we will face increasingly

constrained choices.

§ Profitable insurers shouldn't get a free pass to cost-

shift administrative expenses onto already strained
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Health Care Reform and

the State Budget

Fact Sheets: Lottery,

Gaming, Tobacco

Oklahoma's Poverty

Profile

Budget Trends and

Highlights

10 Things You Should

Know About Oklahoma's

Budget and Tax System

household budgets.

§ Several studies have concluded that the cost of the

health care law will be modest for states and could even

yield net savings.

Click here for our series of blog posts on health care and

here for the health care page on our website.
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Tulsa, Oklahoma 74159-1347
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Subject: KOSU - Lawmakers Question New Grant for OK
Date: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 10:29:05 AM

Lawmakers Question New Grant for OK

http://kosu.org/2011/03/lawmakers-question-new-grant-for-ok/
 
Oklahoma is one of seven states getting a grant from the Federal Government to set up health care exchanges in

the state.

The money helps the state continue work started several years ago.

But, not everyone is happy with who is giving the money to Oklahoma.

It’s called an “early Innovator” grant.

Oklahoma is accepting $54 million from the Department of Health and Human Services, the largest grant

awarded to the seven states.

House Speaker Kris Steele says he’s excited about the opportunity to strengthen the Oklahoma Exchange

system.

“What we want to do with this innovator grant is, in essence, develop the infrastructure that will allow

Oklahomans from all over the state to be able to know exactly what their options are as far as health coverage is

concerned and how to enroll in those options.”

Speaker Steele believes Oklahoma was awarded the money because of the work done with Insure Oklahoma

and SoonerCare.

He says the Oklahoma Exchange will increase competition and help Oklahomans make informed choices.

“It’s going to be a one stop shop that anybody in the state of Oklahoma can go to a particular website and know

instantly what all the options for health care coverage are and how to access those options, how to enroll in

those options, what benefits are covered by a particular plan.”

But, some state lawmakers aren’t happy with who’s providing the money to Oklahoma.

“We’re trying to say on one hand we don’t want ObamaCare, and then we’re getting the vibes out that we’re

wanting to take the money for ObamaCare.”

That’s Representative Mike Ritze who has legislation working its way through the legislature which would nullify

the Federal Health Care bill passed last year.

He says by accepting this money it puts the state in lock-step with the Federal Government.

“It’s overwhelming statewide that people do not want ObamaCare, but now we’re taking a grant for this exchange.

Is this going to put us in a really touchy situation to where we could be sued for not really going along with what

they’re accepting?”

The Broken Arrow Republican says the plan outlining the grant would require any exchanges to meet coverage

requirements and standards prescribed by the Health Care Law.

“I don’t know what our problem is. Are we not communicating as a state with the legislature and with the people,

because the people do not want anything to do with it? I don’t know whether we got disjointed or what happens

here.”

The information on the grant came out last Friday at four in the afternoon with a press release showing support

from Governor Fallin, Speaker Steele, Senate President Pro Tem Brian Bingman, and Health and Human

Services Secretary Terry Cline.

Doctor Cline says by 2014, all states will be required to launch health insurance exchanges and those not in

compliance will be directed by the Federal Government.
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“We plan on being well ahead of that curve. We will have our own Oklahoma product. We’ll have it in place. We’ll

be launched by that period of time. And, by doing that we will actually avoid having the federal government

dictating what our exchange will look like.”

Newly elected Insurance Commissioner John Doak was also listed in support of the grant in Friday’s press

release.

Like Doctor Cline, he worries about not having a say in the exchanges.

“We have to be at the table from the regulatory aspect to make sure that when this is set up that Oklahomans

have good regulatory aspects in place, the agents and brokers are the ones that would be delivering the products

and services.”

Doak agrees with Representative Ritze that the federal health care law is a slippery slope.

He says it doesn’t interfere with any state legislation or state question against the law or with the lawsuit filed by

Attorney General Scott Pruitt.

But, he also believes the Governor should be accepting the grant.

“I think Governor Fallin made a wise choice: One which I support from the insurance department, as long as we

can make sure that we have a seat at the table and watch every detail that comes across.”

Commissioner Doak ran against the federal health care law last year as did State Senator Ralph Shortey.

The Freshman Senator disagrees with Doak on accepting the money.

“Even if it’s extra money, the fact is the federal government is going into deficit hand over fist every single minute.

I cannot support this country going into more deficit even if it’s a benefit to us because we are just contributing to

the problem at that point.”

The Oklahoma City Republican says he doesn’t believe Oklahoma should get involved in any part of the Federal

Health Care Law.

“Fact is, if we receive these funds, it’s just welfare and statewide welfare at that point. I don’t want to be a part of

that, and I know most of the people in Oklahoma don’t want to be a part of that. Let us handle our own

problems.”

Other states getting money include $31 million to Kansas, $48 million to Oregon, $37 million to Maryland and

$27 million to New York.

 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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  October _, 2011 
 
The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius 
Secretary 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
200 Independence Ave., SW 
Washington, DC 20201 
 

 

 
Dear Secretary Sebelius: 
 
On behalf of the nation’s governors, we appreciate the opportunity to submit comments on the Proposed Rule 
regarding Establishment of Exchanges and Qualified Health Plans of the Patient Protection and Affordable 
Care Act (PPACA), which was published in the Federal Register on July 15, 2011.  States are taking very 
diverse approaches to health care exchanges, including a wide variety of models and some states that are not 
pursuing exchanges.  As such, individual states will submit wide-ranging comments on many aspects of the 
Proposed Rule.  This letter seeks to comment on only the design of the state-federal partnership health 
insurance exchange models.  
 
Many states continue to study exchange options, but those considering a partnership model generally fall into 
two categories: 1) Those that view the partnership as a way to implement an exchange in the short term while 
building capacity to fully run the exchange themselves; and 2) Those planning to operate a state-based 
exchange while the federal government continues to handle functions the states view as naturally federal.  
 
Under the proposed partnership models, states would be required to cede many operations that have been 
traditionally handled at the state level, such as Medicaid eligibility, regardless of whether they implement a 
state based exchange, implement a state-federal partnership model or turn over responsibility for the exchange 
entirely to the federal government. States have invested taxpayer resources in state-based eligibility systems 
since the Medicaid program began and want to avoid duplication of effort.   
 
The proposals also appear to preclude states interested in exchanges from obtaining funding to establish new 
state exchange functions after 2012.  States are concerned that this construction would lock states into an all-
or-nothing approach where the state’s role in operating the exchange would be limited with little opportunity 
to gain additional operational authority if a state so chooses at a later date.  As previously mentioned, many 
states are undecided on implementation strategies because of various uncertainties, including the lack of final 
rules and regulations. 
 
To best facilitate a state-federal partnership, we suggest the federal government offer states the option of 
assigning functions where states have little or no current operational role such as: determination of eligibility 
and appeals for federal tax credits and subsidies; facilitation of advance payment of premium tax credits by 
the Department of the Treasury to insurers; enforcement of the individual responsibility provisions; and 
reporting of user and employer data to the Department of the Treasury.  In addition, federal assistance in pre-
certifying and identifying information technology products and services that meet PPACA requirements could 
facilitate some states’ efforts to design information technology systems necessary to operate an exchange.  
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For example, federal development of software that could be provided to states, such as a benefit calculator, 
would be very helpful.  Alternatively, some states not considering a partnership model will offer their own 
unique state-run health exchanges and will not want to rely on the federal government for any aspect of its 
functionality. 
 
The decision to implement health insurance exchanges requires a number of complex policy decisions amid 
aggressive timelines.  States can only make suitable decisions if provided with complete and timely 
information regarding the structure of a state-federal partnership, essential health benefits and the design of a 
federal exchange.   In addition, governors and legislators are still weighing the various exchange models and 
cannot fully consider their options without knowing the costs associated with choosing a state-based exchange 
versus a partnership or federal model.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of our comments.  We look forward to continued dialogue and timely 
guidance on critical issues related to health insurance exchanges. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Governor Terry Branstad 
Chair 
Health & Human Services Committee 

 
 
Governor Pat Quinn 
Vice Chair 
Health & Human Services Committee 
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From: Craig Perry
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee
Subject: letter from rep. key on exchanges
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2012 10:48:14 AM

January 25, 2012
 
Health Exchanges have become a controversial issue as they are mandated by The Affordable Care
Act, aka ObamaCare.  Many states have challenged their constitutionality and others have passed
laws nullifying implementation of the Affordable Care Act, or parts of it, in their state.
These exchanges are the cornerstone of The Affordable Care Act and without the exchanges
ObamaCare cannot be fully implemented.  Understanding our options as a state are very important
not only because this law is a major piece of legislation but because it will fundamentally change our
way of life.
I have been working with The Heartland Institute on this subject and want to extend an invitation to
you to attend one or all of three presentations to learn about Health Care Exchanges, The Affordable
Care Act, and what we can do in Oklahoma to protect our citizens.
Benjamin Domenech, managing editor of Health Care News and a research fellow at The Heartland
Institute, has agreed to come to the State Capitol and share his expertise on this subject.   Kendal
Antekier of the Heartland Institute will also be in attendance.   The Heartland Institute is a 27-year-
old national nonprofit research organization dedicated to finding and promoting ideas that empower
people. Founded in Chicago in 1984, its mission is to discover, develop, and promote free-market
solutions to social and economic problems. The Heartland Institute distributes six monthly public
policy newspapers addressing the major domestic public policy issues to every national and state
elected official in the U.S. plus 8,400 county and local officials and thousands of civic and business
leaders. It also produces books, policy studies, and booklets. Approximately 130 academics and
professional economists participate in its peer review process, and more than 200 elected officials
currently serve on its Legislative Forum. A telephone survey of randomly selected state and local
elected officials conducted in 2011 found 79% of state legislators and 63% of local elected officials
read at least one of Heartland’s publications, and 45% of state legislators say a Heartland publication
changed their mind or led to a change in public policy. Approximately 1,800 support an annual
budget of $6 million. Heartland does not accept government funding.
Mr. Domenech joined The Heartland Institute in 2009 after several years working and writing on
national health care policy, beginning with a political appointment as speechwriter to U.S. Health
and Human Services Secretary Tommy Thompson, and continuing as chief speechwriter for U.S.
Senator John Cornyn during the Medicare Part D debate on Capitol Hill.  In addition to his work with
Heartland, Benjamin is currently editor of The City, an academic journal of faith, politics, and culture,
published by Houston Baptist University. He previously worked as a book editor for Eagle Publishing,
where he edited multiple New York Times bestsellers in the arenas of politics, history, and sports.
He was a founding board member of Redstate, a prominent conservative activist community site,
and co-hosts Coffee & Markets, an award-winning daily podcast focused on politics, policy, and the
marketplace.  Educated at the College of William & Mary and University of Nebraska-Lincoln,
Benjamin regularly writes opinion columns for the Washington Examiner and RealClearWorld, and in
2009 he was chosen as a Journalism Fellow by the Peter Jennings Project for Journalists and the
Constitution.
For your convenience and because of demanding schedules, there will be three different events to
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make it possible for you to attend.  Each presentation will not be the same although each will
include discussion of the effect of Health Care Exchanges & Reform information.  The times and
locations are:
 
Tuesday, February 7th @ approximately 9:30am (following session), House Chamber
Wednesday, February 8th @ 9:00am in the State Capitol, room 512A
Wednesday, February 8th @ noon @ OCPAC @ Italiano’s, 4801 N. Lincoln Boulevard
 
The general public is invited to any of these events.
 
I hope you will attend.
 
Sincerely,

Charles Key
 
CK:sb
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From: Craig Perry
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee
Subject: letter from rep. key on exchanges
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2012 10:48:14 AM

January 25, 2012
 
Health Exchanges have become a controversial issue as they are mandated by The Affordable Care
Act, aka ObamaCare.  Many states have challenged their constitutionality and others have passed
laws nullifying implementation of the Affordable Care Act, or parts of it, in their state.
These exchanges are the cornerstone of The Affordable Care Act and without the exchanges
ObamaCare cannot be fully implemented.  Understanding our options as a state are very important
not only because this law is a major piece of legislation but because it will fundamentally change our
way of life.
I have been working with The Heartland Institute on this subject and want to extend an invitation to
you to attend one or all of three presentations to learn about Health Care Exchanges, The Affordable
Care Act, and what we can do in Oklahoma to protect our citizens.
Benjamin Domenech, managing editor of Health Care News and a research fellow at The Heartland
Institute, has agreed to come to the State Capitol and share his expertise on this subject.   Kendal
Antekier of the Heartland Institute will also be in attendance.   The Heartland Institute is a 27-year-
old national nonprofit research organization dedicated to finding and promoting ideas that empower
people. Founded in Chicago in 1984, its mission is to discover, develop, and promote free-market
solutions to social and economic problems. The Heartland Institute distributes six monthly public
policy newspapers addressing the major domestic public policy issues to every national and state
elected official in the U.S. plus 8,400 county and local officials and thousands of civic and business
leaders. It also produces books, policy studies, and booklets. Approximately 130 academics and
professional economists participate in its peer review process, and more than 200 elected officials
currently serve on its Legislative Forum. A telephone survey of randomly selected state and local
elected officials conducted in 2011 found 79% of state legislators and 63% of local elected officials
read at least one of Heartland’s publications, and 45% of state legislators say a Heartland publication
changed their mind or led to a change in public policy. Approximately 1,800 support an annual
budget of $6 million. Heartland does not accept government funding.
Mr. Domenech joined The Heartland Institute in 2009 after several years working and writing on
national health care policy, beginning with a political appointment as speechwriter to U.S. Health
and Human Services Secretary Tommy Thompson, and continuing as chief speechwriter for U.S.
Senator John Cornyn during the Medicare Part D debate on Capitol Hill.  In addition to his work with
Heartland, Benjamin is currently editor of The City, an academic journal of faith, politics, and culture,
published by Houston Baptist University. He previously worked as a book editor for Eagle Publishing,
where he edited multiple New York Times bestsellers in the arenas of politics, history, and sports.
He was a founding board member of Redstate, a prominent conservative activist community site,
and co-hosts Coffee & Markets, an award-winning daily podcast focused on politics, policy, and the
marketplace.  Educated at the College of William & Mary and University of Nebraska-Lincoln,
Benjamin regularly writes opinion columns for the Washington Examiner and RealClearWorld, and in
2009 he was chosen as a Journalism Fellow by the Peter Jennings Project for Journalists and the
Constitution.
For your convenience and because of demanding schedules, there will be three different events to
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make it possible for you to attend.  Each presentation will not be the same although each will
include discussion of the effect of Health Care Exchanges & Reform information.  The times and
locations are:
 
Tuesday, February 7th @ approximately 9:30am (following session), House Chamber
Wednesday, February 8th @ 9:00am in the State Capitol, room 512A
Wednesday, February 8th @ noon @ OCPAC @ Italiano’s, 4801 N. Lincoln Boulevard
 
The general public is invited to any of these events.
 
I hope you will attend.
 
Sincerely,

Charles Key
 
CK:sb
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From: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Letter of Support for HB 2130 from Governor Mary Fallin and Insurance Commissioner John Doak
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:59:03 AM
Attachments: HB 2130 Letter of Support.pdf
Importance: High

To: Oklahoma State Representatives

From: Governor Mary Fallin and Insurance Commissioner John Doak

 Dear Representative,  

We would like to make you aware of the extraordinary opportunity Oklahoma has to
be a national leader in designing and implementing a conservative, free-market based health
insurance exchange.

            As you know, the idea of an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange is not a new one.
In 2009, the legislature passed a bill that authorized the creation of a health insurance
exchange portal where consumers could compare and research various private health
insurance plans in one online location.

As mentioned in the State of the State address, our goal is to create an insurance
exchange where small businesses and individuals can pool their money to expand their
purchasing power, increase competition and ultimately reduce costs.  Our vision is to protect
consumers and guarantee the role of licensed agents and brokers.   Therefore, we are asking
for your support for HB 2130, which establishes a governance structure for an Oklahoma
Exchange.

We believe the creation of this Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange represents a
great opportunity for our state to develop a national model for providing citizens with quality
private health insurance. I also believe it represents an important opportunity for conservative
policymakers to offer a positive agenda for Oklahoma families. 

The Commissioner and I strongly oppose ObamaCare and will continue to work to
have it overturned. We are proud to stand with General Scott Pruitt and his efforts to have
this law ruled unconstitutional.  This is now our opportunity to stand up for our 10th

amendment rights and create an Oklahoma based free-market exchange. 

An Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange would be an online marketplace where
costs are reduced, where insurance products could be bought and sold to meet individual
needs and where all insurers could compete to promote real choices for consumers.  This is
the exchange that my administration, the Insurance Commissioner, the Speaker, the Pro Tem,
and others are dedicated to creating. We look forward to working with all stakeholders on the
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To: Oklahoma State Representatives  


From: Governor Mary Fallin and Insurance Commissioner John Doak 


 Dear Representative,    


We would like to make you aware of the extraordinary opportunity Oklahoma has to be a 


national leader in designing and implementing a conservative, free-market based health insurance 


exchange.  


            As you know, the idea of an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange is not a new one. In 2009, 


the legislature passed a bill that authorized the creation of a health insurance exchange portal where 


consumers could compare and research various private health insurance plans in one online location.  


As mentioned in the State of the State address, our goal is to create an insurance exchange 


where small businesses and individuals can pool their money to expand their purchasing power, 


increase competition and ultimately reduce costs.  Our vision is to protect consumers and guarantee the 


role of licensed agents and brokers.   Therefore, we are asking for your support for HB 2130, which 


establishes a governance structure for an Oklahoma Exchange. 


We believe the creation of this Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange represents a great 


opportunity for our state to develop a national model for providing citizens with quality private health 


insurance. I also believe it represents an important opportunity for conservative policymakers to offer a 


positive agenda for Oklahoma families.   


The Commissioner and I strongly oppose ObamaCare and will continue to work to have it 


overturned. We are proud to stand with General Scott Pruitt and his efforts to have this law ruled 


unconstitutional.  This is now our opportunity to stand up for our 10
th


 amendment rights and create an 


Oklahoma based free-market exchange.   


An Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange would be an online marketplace where costs are 


reduced, where insurance products could be bought and sold to meet individual needs and where all 


insurers could compete to promote real choices for consumers.  This is the exchange that my 


administration, the Insurance Commissioner, the Speaker, the Pro Tem, and others are dedicated to 


creating. We look forward to working with all stakeholders on the legislation to ensure everyone is 


represented appropriately.   We hope you are as excited by this opportunity as we are.  







 


 







legislation to ensure everyone is represented appropriately.   We hope you are as excited by
this opportunity as we are.
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STATE OF GEORGIA 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

ATLANTA 30334-0900 

November 16, 2012 

The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius, Secretary 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
200 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, DC 2020 I 

Dear Secretary Sebelius, 

In response to your August 14, 2012 guidance, I am writing to indicate Georgia's intended approach toward 
health insurance exchanges under the Affordable Care Act. 

As you know, I remain concerned with the one-size-fits-all approach and high financial burden imposed on 
states by this federal mandate. Therefore, the state of Georgia: 

• Will not pursue a state-based exchange 
• Will not operate its own reinsurance program 
• Will maintain separate small group and individual insurance markets 
• Will continue to define "small group employer" as up to 50 employees for the purposes of the small 

group insurance market. 

We believe that a well designed, private free-market approach to small business exchanges could be beneficial 
to small businesses but the regulations promulgated by your administration take those options away. 

The State of Georgia takes seriously its legal authority over the state's Medicaid program. We will continue to 
determine eligibility for all individuals seeking Medicaid in our state. 

I remain committed to common sense health care solutions that empower consumers to take responsibility for 
their own health, motivate the private sector and drive efficiencies for consumers, employers and governments 
alike. I continue to hope that we might finally engage in a serious conversation about restoring meaningful 
flexibility to states around health care programs. 

Please direct all questions regarding these matters to me or Commissioner David Cook, Georgia Department of 
Community Health. 

Sincerely, 

~f-k,..t 
Nathan Deal 

Governor 
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From: Craig Perry
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Date: Thursday, November 03, 2011 1:42:55 PM

Task force told state needs to get moving on insurance exchange
 
By WAYNE GREENE World Senior Writer
Published: 11/3/2011  10:18 AM
Last Modified: 11/3/2011  10:20 AM
 
Oklahoma realistically has until April to get moving on a state health insurance exchange or the
federal government will start the process of imposing one, a former federal health regulator told
lawmakers Thursday.
 
Federal procurement rules, planning time and deadlines imposed by the federal health care law
make spring the latest point federal regulators can realistically wait to start moving into the states,
Krista Drobac, an analyst for the National Governors Association, told the legislative task force
studying the impact of the health care law on the state.
 
Last year state lawmakers balked three times at plans to create a state exchange and some
lawmakers have argued the state should refuse to build an exchange, a key element in
implementing the controversial federal health care law.
 
But Drobac, who worked for the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services during the
formative phases of the health care law, told lawmakers that if the state does nothing, a federal
exchange will be imposed on the state.
 
A governors association survey of state leaders shows most want control over key parts of the
exchange system, and federal leaders want the same thing.
 
“They want state-based exchanges,” Drobac said. “The federal government doesn’t really want to do
a federal exchange.”
 
But if the state does nothing, realistic planning would mean the federal government would have to
start building call centers, working out data exchange processes with the state’s Medicaid agency
and ramping up public education efforts by April, Drobac said.
 
The federal law requires that an exchange -- an electronic means of connecting consumers and
health insurance companies, distributing federal tax credits and enrolling Medicaid clients -- by Oct.
1, 2013.
 
Read more from this Tulsa World article at http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=336&articleid=20111103_324_0_JENKSA679634&rss_lnk=439
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From: Oklahoma Policy Institute
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Medicaid 101: The SoonerCare Safety Net
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 10:03:46 AM

Is this email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

Become a fan on Facebook

Follow us on Twitter

Forward to a Friend

Do you count on OK Policy for

information, analysis and ideas

on state policy issues?

We count on you, too. 

In The Know is OK Policy's daily
synopsis of Oklahoma news and
blogs. You can sign up here to
receive In The Know by e-mail.

Recent Posts
Income tax proposal

would hike taxes for a

majority of Oklahomans

Beyond tuition: Better

measures for the cost

and value of higher

education

How we can move from

good child care to quality

early learning

Looking back: Our most

popular blog posts of

2011

At a Crossroads: Which

path for Oklahoma’s

troubled health?

Our health care system is experiencing an

unprecedented period of upheaval. Decades of rising

costs, an ever-increasing share of citizens without

insurance, and an aging baby boom generation are

putting immense pressure on payers, providers, and

patients alike.  The new federal health care law will soon

usher in significant changes to Medicaid, a key

component of the health care system known in

Oklahoma as SoonerCare, sparking a welcome and

ongoing dialogue about the cost and value of the

program. Pivotal in these discussions is an

understanding of SoonerCare’s safety net function –

without which thousands of Oklahoma families would

forgo basic health services for their children, lack

necessary medical care for their disabled loved ones,

and be left to shoulder alone the unsustainable burden of

the long-term care of their parents and grandparents.

A new policy brief from Oklahoma

Policy Institute underscores the

importance of SoonerCare/Medicaid

as the state's primary safety

net health care program for low-

income Oklahomans who would otherwise go uninsured,

primarily children, the elderly, and persons with

disabilities.  The five-page brief, Medicaid 101: The

SoonerCare Safety Net, outlines the program and its

eligibility requirements, breaks down its funding sources,

and debunks common Medicaid myths.  Click here to

download the five-page paper from our website or click

here to read a blog post summary preview.

For more information and analysis of the health care

system, click here to visit the health care section of our

website, or check out the following resources:
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Revenue forecast

confirms need for caution

Rebates for consumers or

more profit for insurers?

Employers better off

keeping workers’

coverage under new

health law, Oklahoma

study shows

People as Commodities:

Some profit by detaining

immigrants

 

Health Care Reform and the State Budget:

Savings Likely to Fully or Partly Offset Modest

New Costs, an analysis of the expected impact of

the new federal health care law, the Affordable

Care Act, on the state budget.

Health Insurance Exchanges Under the Affordable

Care Act: State-run vs. Federally facilitated, our

presentation to the Joint Committee on the Federal

Health Care Law on October 25, 2011.
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From: Hiebert, Terri L.
To: Hiebert, Terri L.
Subject: MEETING NOTICE: Health Insurance Exchanges –Plan Management
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2011 8:42:35 AM
Attachments: ExchangePlanManagement_09232011.pdf

Please accept our apology for the late notice regarding this call.

Please see attached flyer announcing two important upcoming events regarding Health Insurance
Exchange Plan Management.

If you are on more than one NAIC Distribution List, you may receive multiple notices – we apologize for
the inconvenience.

Please forward this information to any other state regulator involved in Exchange development who
might be interested.

You won’t want to miss this opportunity!

Terri Hiebert
National Association of Insurance Commissioners
• (816) 783.8736 • thiebert@naic.org<mailto:thiebert@naic.org> • (816) 460.0186

----------------------------------------- CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE This message and any attachments are
from the NAIC and are intended only for the addressee. Information contained herein is confidential,
and may be privileged or exempt from disclosure pursuant to applicable federal or state law. This
message is not intended as a waiver of the confidential, privileged or exempted status of the
information transmitted. Unauthorized forwarding, printing, copying, distribution or use of such
information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the addressee, please promptly
delete this message and notify the sender of the delivery error by e-mail or by calling the NAIC Help
Desk at (816)783-8500.
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The National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) is the U.S. standard-setting and regulatory support organization created and 
governed by the chief insurance regulators from the 50 states, the District of Columbia and five U.S. territories. Through the NAIC, state insurance 
regulators establish standards and best practices, conduct peer review, and coordinate their regulatory oversight. NAIC staff supports these 
efforts and represents the collective views of state regulators domestically and internationally. NAIC members, together with the central resources 
of the NAIC, form the national system of state-based insurance regulation in the U.S.


Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forums


State healthcare and insurance regulators involved in the planning and development of Health Insurance Exchange programs are invited to 
attend the following two information sharing sessions related to Plan Management and associated data collection necessary for Exchange 


operations. All state regulators are encouraged to attend both forums facilitated by the NAIC. 


State Collaboration Conference Call Exchange Information Sharing Forum


When:  Wednesday, September 28, 12 PM EST/ 11 AM CST


The NAIC will host a conference call to facilitate discussion on 
technical issues and options related to Exchanges and plan
management.  All states are invited and encouraged to attend,
regardless of their status on Exchange development.
 
Conference Call Number: 866-332-4905 — ask for the Exchange
Plan Management call hosted by Julie Fritz.


When: Tuesday, November 1, 2011, 1 PM to 5 PM EST


Where: Gaylord National Hotel & Convention Center
National Harbor, Maryland
This session is designed to provide state insurance and healthcare regulators 
an opportunity to share research, plans and questions on Plan Management 
for Exchanges, regardless of whether the state intends to operate a state 
Exchange, rely on a federal exchange, leverage the recently proposed 
partnership model, or is undecided.
The agenda will include detailed presentations by states on the forefront 
of Exchange development, during which the state will identify their rationale, 
evaluation criteria and proposed approaches for integrating rate review 
with Exchange operations. SERFF staff will be available to discuss the 
potential for leveraging the NAIC SERFF system to integrate state review 
and approval processes with Exchanges. 


This meeting immediately precedes the NAIC Fall National Meeting, but 
registration at that meeting is not required. However, attendees must 
pre-register for this meeting. 


While not required, if you intend to participate, please send
an e-mail to thiebert@naic.org.  We will add your name to a 
contact list and you will be included on future notifications 
specific to Exchange development. 


For registration information, please contact bkieras@naic.org.
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From: AJ Mallory
To: rpconsultinc@yahoo.com
Subject: Meeting request in aug
Date: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 4:47:44 PM

Hi Ron!  I have the request dates of Aug. 2nd, a.m., Aug. 4th, a.m., Aug. 5th, anytime,

for a meeting with the Governor and BCBS person Burt Marshall Richard.  For some

reason my notes do not read well.  So please confirm and give me some specifics.  I

know meeting is to discuss Obamacare options, task forces, & “do-diligence”.  Please

confirm the correct names, titles, companies (if other than BCBS).   As we discussed,

Tammie will send you a formal request form as well.  As always, nice to talk to you! 

Will be in touch soon….thanks!  AJ

 

A.J. Mallory

Exec. Asst. to Denise Northrup, Chief of Staff

Office of Gov. Mary Fallin

2300 Lincoln Blvd., Suite 212

Oklahoma City, OK  73105

405-522-8832

aj.mallory@gov.ok.gov
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This study was prepared by Milliman, Inc. as requested by the Oklahoma Department of Health to 
evaluate the State's current health insurance markets and evaluate the potential options available to 
Oklahoma to create a new entity which is called the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) in 
this report. The OHIM will serve as an internet-based system to allow eligible Oklahomans to research, 
select, and purchase individual and small group insurance coverage. The purpose of the study is to 
provide actuarial projections and outline the options related to establishing the OHIM. The study was 
funded by a grant from the federal Department of Health and Human Services. 

This Executive Summary presents a summary of the ACA requirements, the current market, key 
decisions the State will need to make as it considers creating the OHIM, key findings, and implementation 
issues. Remaining sections of the study provide additional information including projections and 
discussions relevant to these decisions. 

This study provides a detailed overview of the current health insurance market in Oklahoma and the 
potential impacts to this market if the OHIM is introduced. While the projections of the potential future 
market are presented as finite tabular results, there is still significant uncertainty surrounding these 
projections. This uncertainty stems from many sources including the use of existing data sources with 
potential imperfections, evolving legislative, regulatory and judicial guidance, changing economic 
conditions, and unpredictable reactions of the many stakeholders within the health insurance market. 
Therefore, it is critical that the State understand the current market, the options available to the State, the 
decisions that must be made, and the potential impacts of these decisions. 

AFFORDABLE CARE ACT (ACA) 

The primary ACA requirements for the commercial employer-sponsored insurance (ESI) small group and 
individual health insurance markets, both inside and outside the OHIM are discussed in Section IV and 
include: 

> Guaranteed issue of insurance coverage regardless of pre-existing medical conditions or health 
status. 

> Adjusted community rating with premium rate variations only for benefit plan design, geographic 
location, age rating (limited to ratio of 3:1 ), family status, and tobacco usage (limited to ratio of 
1.5:1 ). 

> Premium rate consistency inside and outside the OHIM. 

> Ability of states to merge the ESI small group and individual health insurance markets. 

> Ability of states to define small group up to 100 employees (mandatory by January 1, 2016). 

> Definition and requirements for essential health benefits to be considered qualified health 
insurance. 

> Individual tax penalty if not covered by minimum essential insurance coverage. 

> Employer tax penalty if not offering qualified insurance coverage (groups under 50 employees are 
exempt). 

Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace 
Actuarial study 
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The ACA also includes a significant expansion of state Medicaid programs to include all U.S. citizens and 
qualified legal aliens who are not eligible for Medicare, and with household income up to 133% of the 
federal poverty level (FPL) based on modified adjusted gross income (MAGI), or 138% of FPL with the 
5% income disregard. 

CURRENT MARKET 

In order to consider the various decisions to be made by Oklahoma and their impact on the market, it is 
important to understand the current insurance markets. Key demographic characteristics of the 2010 
Oklahoma population for the current insurance markets are provided in Section V. The following graph 
depicts the 2010 Oklahoma population by source of insurance coverage. 
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Figure 1: Oklahoma Lives (Including Over Age 65) by Source of 
Coverage in 2010 
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Some key observations regarding the current insurance coverage include: 

> The largest concentration of health insurance coverage is from ESI plans, providing health 
insurance to approximately 1.6 million individuals or about 43% of the total state population. 

> The individual health insurance market is the smallest source of health insurance coverage in 
Oklahoma, with approximately 182,000 individuals or about 5% of the total state population 
having this coverage. 
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> An estimated 691 ,000 individuals, or almost 19% of the state's total population, are uninsured; 
however, a portion of this uninsured population consists of undocumented residents. The 
undocumented population is not eligible for Medicaid under current law and will not be eligible for 
ACA expansions or subsidies in the future. The documented uninsured, 570,000 individuals, 
represents approximately 15% of the state's total population. 

DECISION POINTS 

Given the context of the current market, the State must decide how to proceed with the OHIM. 

The initial decision facing the State is whether to establish the OHIM. The ACA requires the 
establishment of new ACA-compliant market mechanism in each state by calendar year 2014. The ACA, 
and subsequent regulations, have begun to outline the minimum requirements that such an entity must 
meet to be considered compliant. Note that the federal government will develop a Federally facilitated 
health insurance marketplace for use in states that choose to not create their own entity, or for temporary 
use in states that do not complete implementation by 2014. 

If Oklahoma were to proceed with the development of the OHIM, it would need to make basic design 
decisions, including: 

> Governance - The marketplace can be governed through an existing state agency, a non-profit 
organization established by the State, or as a new independent state agency. 

> Scope - The marketplace would need to include both individual and small group insurance 
options. The State can design the marketplace as two separate mechanisms, one for small 
group and one for individuals, or combine these markets into one. Such a combination can be 
restricted to administrative functions with limited impact on the insurance carriers and their 
products, or expanded to require that products and pricing reflect the combined markets. 

> Basic Health Plan Option - The ACA allows states to choose whether to use a Basic Health Plan 
as a potential transition between Medicaid and private coverage. The Basic Health Plan would 
offer health insurance to individuals with household income between 138% (133% plus 5% 
income disregard) and 200% of the federal poverty level. These individuals would not be eligible 
for coverage through the OHIM. A percentage of these individuals' premium subsidies would be 
available as funding for this program. The Basic Health Plan will likely be administered alongside 
a state's Medicaid plan and can alleviate the impact of "churn" as individuals move above or 
below the 138% of MAGI hurdle and thus move in and out of Medicaid. 

We do not discuss the OHIM governing options within this report as this decision has a greater impact on 
implementation and budget considerations for the marketplace operation. This topic will be discussed in 
a subsequent planning study currently being performed by Milliman. 

Further discussion regarding merger of individual and small group markets, and the Basic Health option, 
is provided in Section VII. 
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KEY FINDINGS 

Implementation of the OHIM, or Federally-facilitated health insurance marketplace, will impact the current 
source of health insurance coverage for a large number of Oklahoma residents. 

While the exact impacts are not known, this study uses a model developed by Milliman to illustrate the 
potential landscape of the insurance market in 2014 after implementation of the OHIM (or the federally 
imposed exchange if the OHIM is not established), and also in 2017. These estimates take into account 
the potential behavior of individuals and employers based on their income levels, ages, and health status. 
The following graph illustrates the estimated changes in the source of insurance coverage from 2010 to 
2014 to 2017 for the under age 65 population. It should be noted that these results assume the State 
does not combine the individual and small group markets and does not implement a Basic Health Plan. 

Figure 2: Oklahoma Lives Under Age 65 by Source of Coverage 
Changes from 2010 to 2014 to 2017 
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The projection details are presented in Section VI. A few observations based on this projection include: 

> ESl-based coverage is assumed to continue providing a significant source of insurance coverage 
even if an individual OHIM is created. While it is possible some employers may conclude that it is 
feasible for them to discontinue sponsoring insurance, it seems unlikely that a material portion of 
the market will shift from non-OHIM ESI coverage to individual OHIM coverage. 

> The small group market OHIM may attract participants slowly unless there are significant financial 
or administrative advantages. 

> The reduction in uninsured numbers is achieved primarily through movement to the 
Medicaid I CHIP programs through expanded eligibility, and to an individual OHIM due to 
premium subsidies. 

> Introduction of the OHIM could attract a greater proportion of the currently insured individual 
market than the small group market. 

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 

Beyond the basic design decisions, the State will need to resolve a number of implementation issues as it 
considers the introduction of a State-facilitated marketplace. Primary among these are the following: 

> Role of the marketplace among other insurers - Will the marketplace represent the only 
mechanism for insurance offerings or will it provide an additional venue alongside existing 
insurance offerings? 

> Level of control over carrier participation in the marketplace - Will the marketplace limit its role to 
that of facilitator by providing eligibility information and comparisons for all qualified insurers or 
expand its role to include active purchasing steps by collecting bids and selecting specific 
insurers? 

> Responsibility level for ongoing enrollment and billing - Will the marketplace make minimum 
eligibility determinations for program eligibility and available subsidies or will it also collect and 
coordinate monthly enrollment and premium billings? 

These issues are explored in further detail in Section VII I. 

STAKEHOLDERS 

The decision to implement a new insurance marketplace will result in many changes for various 
stakeholders. These changes are in addition to other ACA market reforms that apply to the markets as a 
whole. The task of implementing these reforms will require a significant amount of leadership and 
collaboration among the State, carriers, employers, Tribal representatives, consumers, brokers and 
agents, and providers. This report provides a necessary step in that process by outlining the current 
markets and exploring the issues that will provide the basis for policy changes. 
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II. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THIS STUDY 

This study was requested by the Oklahoma Department of Health to evaluate the current health 
insurance markets and evaluate the potential options available to Oklahoma to create a new entity which 
will be called the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) in this report. The OHIM will serve as 
an internet-based system to allow eligible Oklahomans to research, select, and purchase individual and 
small group insurance coverage. The study was funded by a grant from the federal Department of Health 
and Human Services. 

The scope was defined in RFQ Solicitation#: 3400000995 issued by the Department of Health and 
through discussions with Department of Health staff. The intent is to provide context on the current health 
insurance market and discuss, model, and test various options available to Oklahoma as it considers the 
design of the OHIM. 
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Ill. LIMITATIONS AND DATA RELIANCE FOR THIS STUDY 

This report is intended to provide actuarial projections and guidance with respect to planning for the 
creation of the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM). It is our understanding that the State 
will use this report to help key decision makers understand the options and potential impacts of various 
design alternatives or provisions. The report may not be suitable for other purposes. 

This report has been prepared solely for the internal use of, and is only to be relied upon by, the 
Oklahoma Department of Health. Although Milliman understands that this report may be distributed to 
third parties, Milliman does not intend to benefit, or create a legal duty to, any third party recipient of its 
work. If this report is distributed to third parties, it should be distributed only in its entirety. 

The results in this report are technical in nature and dependent upon specific assumptions and methods. 
No party should rely upon this report without a thorough understanding of those assumptions and 
methods. 

Differences between our projections and actual amounts depend on the extent to which future experience 
conforms to the assumptions made for this analysis. It is certain that actual experience will not conform 
exactly to the assumptions used in this analysis. Actual experience will deviate from these projections 
due to a variety of influences including emerging experience, changes in insurance products and 
practices, and adjustments to reflect new regulations. 

The projections included in this report are based on our understanding of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) 
and its associated regulations issued to date. Forthcoming ACA-related regulations and additional 
legislation may materially change the impact of the ACA, necessitating an update to the projections 
included in this report. For this reason, this report should be considered time-sensitive material which 
may change as new information becomes available. 

In developing the projections, we relied on data and other information provided by the Department of 
Health and other public sources of information. We have not audited or verified this data and other 
information. We performed a limited review of the data used directly in our analysis for reasonableness 
and consistency. If the underlying data or information is inaccurate or incomplete, the results of our 
analysis may likewise be inaccurate or incomplete. 

Milliman's consultants are not attorneys and are not qualified to give legal advice. We recommend that 
users of this report consult with their own legal counsel regarding interpretation of legislation and 
administrative rules, possible implications of specific ACA-required features, or other legal issues related 
to implementation of an ACA-compliant entity. 

The views expressed in this report are made by the authors of this report and do not represent the 
opinions of Milliman, Inc. 
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IV. OVERVIEW OF AFFORDABLE CARE ACT REQUIREMENTS 

The Affordable Care Act (ACA), enacted in 2010, requires the establishment of new ACA-compliant 
mechanisms in each state by calendar year 2014. The ACA outlines the duties the state must perform in 
the creation of the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) if it is to be ACA-compliant. 
The federal government will develop a national version of the health insurance marketplace for use in 
states that choose not to create their own entity or for temporary use in states that do not complete 
implementation by calendar year 2014. 

States must decide how these new entities will be established and governed. These new entities will 
function as a marketplace for buyers and sellers of individual and small group health insurance. Plans 
offered in this marketplace entity will be certified health plans and the entity will provide information and 
educational services to help consumers understand their options. The entity will also facilitate eligibility 
determinations for Medicaid or other state programs and federal subsidies for premium and I or cost 
sharing assistance. 

In its document titled "Initial Guidance to States on Exchanges," the Center for Consumer Information and 
Insurance Oversight (CCllO) of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) provided the 
following guidance regarding required functions for entities like OHIM. 

The Affordable Care Act includes two basic types of federal requirements for Exchanges, most of 
which are found in Section 1311. These include: 1) minimum functions Exchanges must 
undertake directly or, in some cases, by contract; and 2) oversight responsibilities the Exchanges 
must exercise in certifying and monitoring the performance of Qualified Health Plans (hereafter 
referred to as "plans'?, as defined in Section 1301. 

In defining the authority and duties of an Exchange, states should incorporate, by reference or 
explicit provision, the federally-required Exchange functions and oversight responsibilities in their 
authorizing legislation or other governing documents. 

A. MINIMUM DIRECT FUNCTIONS 

Section 1311(d)(4) specifies core functions that an Exchange must meet: 

> Certification, recertification, and decertification of plans. 

> Operation of a toll-free hotline. 

> Maintenance of a website for providing information on plans to current and prospective enrollees. 

> Assignment of a price and quality rating to plans. 

> Presentation of plan benefit options in a standardized format. 

> Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and determination of eligibility for 
individuals in these programs. 

> Provision of an electronic calculator to determine the actual cost of coverage taking into account 
eligibility for premium tax credits and cost sharing reductions. 

> Certification of individuals exempt from the individual responsibility requirement. 

> Provision of information on certain individuals identified in Section 1311(d)(4)(1) to the Treasury 
Department and to employers. 
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> Establishment of a Navigator program that provides grants to entities assisting consumers as 
described in Section 1311 (i). 

> Presentation of enrollee satisfaction survey results under Section 131 1 (c)(4). 

> Provision for open enrollment periods under Section 1311 (c)(6). 

> Consultation with stakeholders, including tribes, under Section 1311 ( d)(6). 

> Publication of data on the Exchange's administrative costs under Section 1311(d)(7). 

B. OVERSIGHT RESPONSIBILITIES 

Additional areas where Exchanges must ensure plan compliance with regulatory standards established 
by the Secretary of Health and Human Services include: 

> Information on the availability of in-network and out-of-network providers as identified in 
Section 131 1 (c)(1 )(B) and (C), including provider directories and availability of essential 
community providers. 

> Consideration of plan patterns and practices with respect to past premium increases and 
submission of plan justifications for current premium increases under Section 1311 (e)(2). 

> Public disclosure of plan data identified in Section 1311 ( e )(3)(A), including claims handling 
policies, financial disclosures, enrollment and disenrollment data, claims denials, rating practices, 
cost sharing for out-of-network coverage, and other information identified by the Secretary. 

> Timely information for consumers requesting their amount of cost sharing for specific services 
from specified providers as described in Section 1311(e)(3)(C). 

> Information for participants in group health plans as described in Section 1311 (e)(3)(D). 

> Information on plan quality improvement activities as specified in Section 1311 (g). 

In addition to the requirements to be met by a marketplace entity like OHIM, the ACA also makes a 
number of market changes that apply to all individual and small group health insurance policies: 

> Guaranteed issue of insurance coverage regardless of pre-existing medical conditions or health 
status (applicable to the Individual market as the Small Group market is already guaranteed 
issue). 

> Adjusted community rating with premium rate variations only for benefit plan design, geographic 
location, age rating (limited to ratio of 3: 1 ), family status, and tobacco usage (limited to ratio of 
1.5:1 ). 

> Premium rate consistency inside and outside the marketplace entity (such as OHIM}. 

> Decision by states to merge the small group and individual health insurance markets (including 
the newly implemented marketplace entities such as OHIM) for risk pool purposes. 

> Decision by states to expand the definition of small group up to 100 employees in 2014 
(this expansion will become mandatory by January 1, 2016). 
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> Definition and requirements for essential health benefits. 

> Individual tax penalty if not covered by minimum essential insurance coverage. 

> Employer tax penalty if not offering qualified insurance coverage (groups under 50 employees are 
exempt). 

The ACA also requires state Medicaid programs to include all U.S. citizens and qualified legal 
non-citizens who are not eligible for Medicare, under age 65, and with household income up to 133% of 
the federal poverty level (FPL) based on modified adjusted gross income (MAGI), or 138% of FPL with 
the 5% income disregard. 

The ACA also authorized the development of Consumer Operated and Oriented Plans (CO-OPs). 
CO-OPs are non-profit health plans that are being funded by the Federal government. The funding is 
being granted in two forms: (1) Start-up loans used to get the plan up and running prior to January 1, 
2014, and (2) Solvency loans that supply the CO-OP with risk-based capital (RSC) necessary to take risk. 
Both of these loans need to be repaid to the Federal government within 5 and 15 years, respectively. 
State exchanges are required to include CO-OP products in their offerings. The CO-OPs will be 
regulated by the various states' insurance departments; and as such, will be subject to all the same 
regulations as other commercial insurance companies. The hope is that CO-OP plans will: (1) promote 
improved care through new delivery models, and (2) increase competition within the health care 
marketplace making coverage more affordable. 
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V. CURRENT MARKETS AND POPULATIONS 

As mentioned in the prior section , the Affordable Care Act (ACA) introduces significant changes in many 
aspects of the health insurance market, most in 2014, including: 

> Covered benefits with the definition of essential benefits and minimum benefit levels 
> Premium rating and underwriting through rating restrictions and guaranteed issue requirements 
> Carrier regulation, requiring minimum qualification standards 
> Market landscape through the use of state-sponsored marketplace entities such as the Oklahoma 

Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) 

In order to understand the implications of these changes, it is important to understand the current 
insurance markets. This section summarizes key demographic characteristics of the 2010 Oklahoma 
population in each of the following current markets: Individual, small group, large group, public programs, 
and uninsured. We refer to the small and large group markets as employer sponsored insurance or ESL 
The estimated population and associated characteristics were based on Current Population Survey (CPS) 
and American Community Survey (ACS) data, supplemented with information by market groups using a 
combination of the December 31 , 2010 National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) annual 
statements summarized using Insurance Analyst Pro® and Highline data, LLC and Medical Expenditure 
Panel Survey (MEPS) data. In addition, we used PUMS data (Public Use Microdata Sample, which 
underlies the 2009 ACS Summary and is the most current ACS detailed data) to prepare the current 
distribution of the American Indian population by insurance coverage type. 

We modeled the major insurance markets (e.g., individual, small group, and large group) to estimate the 
membership, age and income distribution, relative health status, and current premium levels for calendar 
year 2010. 

A. POPULATION STATISTICS 

The following table summarizes the 2010 Oklahoma population by the major markets. Please note that 
the numbers shown on the following page include individuals over age 65 in the Other Government 
Programs (VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled), Undocumented Uninsured, and Medicare Aged populations. 
Individuals over age 65 were not included in the remainder of the analysis; however, we included them in 
Table V.1 to provide an overview of the entire population. 
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Table V.1 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Estimated Oklahoma Population Distribution by Type of Insurance Coverage 
Calendar Year 2010 

American Indian 
Market Total Population 1 

Individual Market 182,215 16,183 
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 333,816 43,261 
ESI - Medium Group (51 to 100 employees) 171,262 22,195 
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 employees) 

Fully Insured 344,912 44,699 
Self Insured 735,911 95,371 

Medicaid I CHIP2 503,861 107,405 
Other Government Programs (VA. TriCare. Medicare Disabled)3 257,887 14,560 
Uninsured 569,541 142,761 
Undocumented Uninsured3

•
4 121,368 0 

Medicare Aged Population3 491 ,045 14,251 
Total Population 3,711,817 
1 Used 2009 PUMS data to obtain American Indian population by market. 

500,686 

2 Medicaid I CHIP enrollment excludes programs that cover limited services or only provide premium subsidies, such as 
the Sooner Plan and Insure OK. All members with dual Medicare and Medicaid coverage are shown in the Medicare 
Disabled or Aged counts. 

3 Market includes members over age 65. 
• Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 

The largest concentration of health insurance coverage is from ESI plans, providing health insurance to 
approximately 1.6 million individuals or about 43% of the total population. These plans include members 
insured by small and large employers through fully insured programs and self-insured large employers 
(more than 100 employees). We assume that no ESI groups below 100 employees are self-insured. 
Approximately 850,000 Oklahomans receive health insurance through the ESI fully insured market. 
Public programs, consisting of Medicaid, Medicare, TRICARE, and other government programs cover an 
estimated 1.3 million individuals. The individual health insurance market is the smallest source of health 
insurance coverage, with approximately 182,000 individuals covered by this market. Based on data 
reported by the carriers, about 124,000 of these individuals have comprehensive individual health 
coverage. Individual coverage can also include benefit plans that do not provide comprehensive 
insurance coverage, such as mini-med plans, dread disease, and accident policies. Therefore, the 
estimated number of lives with individual coverage in our report (182,000) may be greater than numbers 
in other publicly reported data. An estimated 691 ,000 individuals are uninsured and, of this uninsured 
population, a portion consists of undocumented residents. We estimated this undocumented uninsured 
population to be about 121,000 individuals. This population is not eligible for Medicaid under current law 
and will not be eligible for ACA expansions or subsidies in the future. The remaining uninsured, 570,000 
individuals, represents approximately 15% of the state's total population. American Indians make up 
143,000 of this uninsured population. 

The American Indian population in Oklahoma is reported at approximately 501,000 in 2010. One source 
of current health services for this population includes the Indian Health Service. This program provides 
funding for direct medical services in certain locations. However, these services are limited in scope and 
funding and individuals relying exclusively on this coverage are considered uninsured in most surveys 
and this analysis. 
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The ACA has a few special provisions related to American Indians. 

> Special monthly enrollment periods for American Indians (Sec. 1311(c)(6)(D)). 

> No cost sharing for Indians who are below 300% of Federal Poverty Level (Sec. 1402(d)(1 )). 

> No cost sharing for Indians who obtain health services from an Indian Health Service I Tribe and 
Tribal Organization I Urban Indian Organization (l/T/U) and no deduction in payment to the l/T/U 
(Sec. 1402(d)(2)). 

> Members of Indian Tribes are exempt from tax penalty for failure to maintain minimum essential 
coverage (Sec. 1411 (b)(5)(A) and Sec. 1501(e)(3))). 

> Oral health prevention campaign must be targeted to Indians (Sec. 41 02(a)). 

Due to these provisions, this population will require some special considerations in the design of the 
OHIM entity. 

Table V.2 provides a summary of calendar year 2010 health insurance coverage by age group limiting the 
population to those under age 65. The total uninsured population (including Undocumented Uninsureds) 
represent almost 22% of the under 65 population. The 19 and under population has a substantially larger 
proportion of individuals with public program coverage due to Medicaid eligibility income limits being 
significantly higher for children than adults. In the 20 - 34 age group, almost 34% of individuals are 
uninsured (including those who are undocumented). This result is a significantly higher rate than the 
35 - 49 and 50 - 64 adult populations which have a 24% uninsured rate. The high percentage of 
uninsured individuals in the 20 - 34 age group is attributable to several factors, including: 

> Lower demand for insurance due to perceived favorable health status ("young invincibles") 
> Lower level of household income 
> Lower offer rate of ESI coverage relative to older adult populations 
> Higher percentage of undocumented aliens 

Table V.2 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Estimated Oklahoma Population Distribution by Type of Insurance Coverage and Age Group 
Non-Aged Population Only (Under Age 65) 

Calendar Year 2010 
19 and 

Market Under 20 to 34 35 to 49 50 to 64 Total 
Individual Market 71,490 55,979 27,464 27,282 182,215 

ESI - Small GrouE {50 or fewer emEIOJ::ees} 90,065 54,059 95,563 

ESI - Medium GrOUE {51 to 100 emEIOJ::ees} 49,203 30,737 55,756 
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 employees) 

FUllJ:: Insured 110,179 73,079 89,404 

Self Insured 195,884 167,076 201,082 

Medicaid I CHIP 366,962 57,747 33,785 

Other Government Programs•• 66,361 54,670 47,263 

Uninsured• 127,319 244,287 180,457 

Total Non-Aged Population 1,077,462 737,633 7301772 . Includes undocumented uninsured who are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansions or subsidies .. VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled . 
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Table V.3 indicates the distribution by Percent of Federal Poverty Level (FPL) within each market. 
The insured markets contain a greater proportion of higher FPL individuals whereas the uninsured 
population represents a higher portion of the lower income households. 

Table V.3 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Estimated Oklahoma Population Distribution by Type of Insurance Coverage and FPL 
Non-Aged Population Only (Under Age 65) 

Calendar Year 2010 
139% to 150% to 200% to 300% to 

Market Under 138' 149% 199% 299% 399% Over400% 
Individual Market 11,732 11,285 14,278 33,676 40,513 70,731 
ESI ·Small GrouE {50 or fewer emElo:z:ees} 32,128 17,488 26,099 77,528 72,144 108,428 
ESI ·Medium GrouE {51 to 100 emElo:z:ees} 21,399 6,784 5,609 44,149 37,307 56,015 
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 

Full:z: Insured 62,385 18,050 21,523 70, 193 33,778 138,982 
Self Insured 97,077 18,375 51 ,708 122,292 152,012 294,447 

Medicaid I CHIP 294,363 80,864 128,634 0 0 0 
Other Government Pro9rams•• 39,332 6,446 15,386 35,476 58,181 59,824 
Uninsured• 249,845 68,570 120,201 143,381 53,983 54,562 

Total 
182,215 
333,816 
171,262 

344,912 
735,911 
503,861 
214,644 
690,541 

Total Non-Aged PoEulation 808,261 227,862 383,438 526,695 447,918 782,989 3,177,162 
• Includes undocumented uninsured who are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansions or subsidies. 
•• VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled. 

Table V.4 summarizes the self-reported average health status and the average age by market. 
By "health status," we mean the relative gross health care costs expected beyond that which is due 
simply to age. The health status is derived from self-reported information in the CPS data. Based on 
comparative health statistics 1, we assumed the overall health status in Oklahoma was 25% worse than 
nationwide. This assumption is reflected as an average health status for the Non-Aged Population 
greater than 1.0. Comparing the average health status between markets, we see that the uninsured 
market is expected to be relatively less healthy than current private insurance markets. A large portion of 
the uninsured population w ill enter either Medicaid or the individual health insurance market through the 
OHIM beginning in 2014. This migration w ill materially impact the expected costs and, therefore, the 
premium rates of the Individual market. 

Table V.4 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Estimated Average Age and Health Status of Oklahoma Population by Type of Insurance Coverage 
Non-Aged Population Only (Under Age 65) 

Calendar Year 2010 
Total Average 

Market Po~ulat ion Age 
Individual Market 182,215 27.4 
ESI - Small Groul:! {50 or fewer em!;!lo:z:ees} 333,816 35.6 
ESI - Medium Groul:! {51 to 100 em!;!IOJ::ees} 171,262 33.6 
ESI ·Large Groul:! {more than 100 em!;!IOJ::ees} 

FUllJ:: Insured 344,912 31.5 
Self Insured 735,911 33.6 

Medicaid I CHIP 503,861 17.5 
Other Government Pr29rams •• 214,644 31.4 
Uninsured· 690,541 34.0 
Total Non-Aged PoEulation 3, 177,162 30.6 
• Includes undocumented uninsured who are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansions or subsidies . 
.. VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled. 

1 "'2008 State of the State's Health Report"', Oklahoma State Department of Health, April 2009. 
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B. INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL GROUP CARRIERS AND RATING PRACTICES 

The Individual market in Oklahoma covers about 182,000 lives in 2010. This market includes a variety of 
policy types and in particular about 60,000 lives are covered by non-comprehensive policies, most likely 
mini-med policies. These mini-med policies provide limited benefits by restricting the number or types of 
services covered. The following table summarizes the Individual market for comprehensive medical 
policies as reported in the Supplemental Health Exhibit fi led with the NAIC December 31, 2010 Annual 
Statements. 

Table V.5 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Individual Comprehensive Health Insurance Market 
Calendar Year 2010 

Number of Covered Market Share Based on 
Carrier Name Lives 

HCSC Group (BCBS of Oklahoma) 72.255 
UnitedHealth Group 16,387 
Assurant Inc. Group 10,715 
Coventrv Corp. Group 5,094 
HealthMarkets Group 4 .516 
Aetna Group 2.922 

2.406 
2.175 

American Republic Mutual Group 
Oklahoma Health Insurance High Risk Poo l1 

Humana. Inc. Group 1.274 
American National Financial Group 1.065 
New York Life Group 959 
American Fidelity Corp. Group 522 
CommunityCare Group 481 
Westbridge Capital Group 418 

396 
380 

State Farm Group 
Pre-existing Condition Insurance Pool2 

Centene Corp. Group 378 
Geneve Holdings. Inc. Group 276 
Metropolitan Group 265 
New Era Life Group 234 
Prudential of America Group 191 
American Communitv Mutual Insurance 134 
Shelter Insurance Group 120 
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Michigan Group 96 
Houston International Insurance Group 87 
General Electric Group 37 
Guarantee Trust Group 25 
Swiss Reinsurance Group 23 
American International Group 18 
Harris Insurance Holdings Group 13 
Aegon US Holding Group 6 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Group 5 
Trustmark Insurance Company Group 5 
Illinois Mutual Life Insurance Co 2 
Wellpoint. Inc. Group 2 
CAN Insurance Group 1 
Principal Financial Group 0 
Total 123,883 
1 Most recent enrollment figures for high risk pool are as of year -end 2010. 
2 Most recent enrollment figures for Pre-Existing Condition Insurance Pool are as of June 2011. 
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Covered Lives 
58.3% 
13.2% 
8.6% 
4 .1% 
3.6% 
2.4% 
1.9% 
1.8% 
1.0% 
0.9% 
0.8% 
0.4% 
0.4% 
0.3% 
0.3% 
0.3% 
0.3% 
0.2% 
0.2% 
0.2% 
0.2% 
0.1% 
0.1% 
0.1% 
0.1% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 

100.0% 
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Almost 60% of the Individual market in Oklahoma is covered by HCSC Group (BCBS of Oklahoma) with 
the next five carriers covering an additional one-third of the market. Individual insurance does not require 
guarantee issue (i.e., applicants can be declined) and allows several rating factors such as age, gender, 
family size, benefit plan, location, health status, etc. The Oklahoma Health Insurance High Risk 
Insurance Pool (OHRP) covers about 2,200 lives of individuals who are unable to purchase health 
insurance or obtain coverage for an existing medical condition, who have exhausted their health 
insurance benefits, who have been quoted insurance rates more than the OHRP rate, or otherwise qualify 
under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). 

In Oklahoma, the Small Group market is defined as groups with 2 to 50 employees. Based on the 
Supplemental Health Exhibit filed with the NAIC 2010 Annual Statements, this market covers about 
206,000 lives. The covered lives reported in this table reflect groups covered by commercial insurers. 
Employer groups, particularly public employers, that secure coverage through non-commercial entities 
such as the Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board (OSEEGIB) will not be 
included in Table V.6 below (since OSEEGIB is not required to submit annual fi lings to the National 
Association of Insurance Commissioners). However, these public employers will be counted as ESI for 
the total market by size of employer and thus, will appropriately be reflected in the previous tables based 
on their size. 

Table V.6 
Small Group Health Insurance Market - Commercial Insurers 

Calendar Year 2010 
Carrier Name Number of Market Share Based 

HCSC Group (BCBS of Oklahoma) 94,554 45.9% 
UnitedHealth Group 27,899 13.5% 
Principal Financial Group 25,849 12.5% 
Aetna Group 22,691 11 .0% 
CommunityCare Group 19,132 9.3% 
Coventry Corp. Group 7,996 3.9% 
Assurance. Inc. Group 2,529 1.2% 
Trustmark Insurance Company Group 1,588 0.8% 
Federated Mutual Group 1, 143 0.6% 
American Fidelity Corp. Group 1,008 0.5% 
Guarantee Trust Group 877 0.4% 
Munich Re Group 499 0.2% 
Geneve Holdings. Inc. Group 165 0.1% 
Humana. Inc. Group 61 0.0% 
American Republic Mutual Group 24 0.0% 
Best Life and Health Ins Co 11 0.0% 
HealthMarkets Group 4 0.0% 
Total 206,030 100.0% 

The Small Group market for employers with 50 or fewer employees is guarantee issue (i.e. , all bona fide 
groups must be offered coverage). The rating factors allowed include age, gender, family size, benefit 
plan, location, and industry. The health status of the covered lives may be considered in the group rate 
but within an overall limit of +/- 25%. In this market, HCSC Group covers 46% of the lives while the next 
five carriers cover an additional 50%. 
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The average premium rate varies by market as demonstrated by Table V.7. For this analysis, we 
included the fully insured medium (51 - 99 employees) and large (100+ employees) group markets for 
additional comparison. The average 2010 premium per member per month (PMPM) across the top five 
carriers in each market is shown along with the average for HCSC Group and UnitedHealth Group which 
both appear in the top five for all three markets. These premiums are net of taxes and assessments as 
reported in the 2010 Annual Statement Supplemental Health Exhibits consistent with the premiums to be 
used for minimum medical loss ratio calculations. 

Table V.7 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Health Insurance Premium by Market 
Calendar Year 2010 

Market 

Individual Market 

ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 
ESI - Medium and Large Group (more than 50 
employees) - Fully Insured 

Average 2010 
Premium PMPM -

Top 5 in Each 
Market 

$182 
310 

343 

Average 2010 Premium PMPM 

HCSC Group 
(BCBS of 

Oklahoma) 

$179 
322 

357 

UnitedHealth 
Group 

$1 91 
312 

331 

As this table (which includes only comprehensive plans) shows, the premiums for the individual health 
insurance market are substantially lower than the ESI group markets. The lower premium costs are 
attributable to the following primary factors: 

> Individual insurance policies have higher cost sharing requirements than group products in 
general. 

> Individual insurance policies may exclude certain services from coverage, such as maternity 
services that include complications. 

> Carriers are not required to issue individual insurance coverage to every applicant; therefore, 
individuals with high-cost health conditions may be prevented from entering the insurance pool 
either through rejection by the carrier or substantial premium loads. 

The medium I large group market has higher insurance premiums than the Small Group market. Large 
groups tend to select richer benefit plans than small groups which results in higher premiums in the Large 
Group market relative to the Small Group market. 
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VI. PROJECTION OF MARKETS AND POPULATIONS UNDER ACA 

A. POPULATION PROJECTIONS 

In this section, we will address the following topics as they relate to the establishment of the Oklahoma 
Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM): 

> "Best estimate scenario" projections of the insurance market. 
> Projected results in a "high take-up" or "low take-up" scenario resulting in higher and lower 

enrollment shifts to OHIM, respectively. 
> Data sources and assumptions underlying these projections. 

" Best Estimate Scenario" Projections of the Insurance Market 

The projection of enrollment in the OHIM is dependent on two key phases of the ACA (those that occur 
prior to 2014 and are consistent across the three scenarios - "best estimate", "high take-up", and "low 
take-up" - and those that occur as of 2014 with the establishment of OHIM which will vary by scenario). 
We modeled the following changes which will be enacted prior to the implementation of OHIM in 2014 but 
will, nevertheless, shape the enrollment and costs of each market when the implementation of OHIM 
takes place: 

> Expand coverage of dependents to age 26 regardless of student status. 

> Remove lifetime and overall annual maximums in benefit plans. 

> Cover preventive care services at 100% in benefit plans. 

> Cover all children without considering pre-existing conditions. 

> Assume that new taxes on medical device and pharmaceutical manufacturers are passed through 
as additions to medical costs in all markets. 

> Assume insurer tax is added to premiums in all insured markets (the insurer tax will not be 
applicable to large group self-insured entities). 

> Assume that the Minimum Medical Loss Ratio waiver application is successful (thereby ensuring 
that the Oklahoma insurance market will be subject to modified minimum medical loss ratio 
requirements until 2014). 

The following figures compare several rating rules for the Individual and Small Group markets in 
Oklahoma before and after the Affordable Care Act (ACA). 
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Guaranteed Issue 

Pre-Existin Condition Limitations 

Individual Mandate 

Subsidies Available 

Health Status Underwritin 

Gender Ratin 

No 

Yes - Insure Oklahoma5 

Yes - HMOs must be community rated, but there are 
no HMOs which offer individual insurance in OK 

Ye 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Y s :1 tio 

No 
Yes 1.5:1 ratio 

Yes6 At State discretion 

enefit o Ye 

Minimum Actuarial Value No7 Yes 60% 
1. Rating rules for the current Oklahoma ESl-Small Group health insurance market are primarily defined in Oklahoma Title 36, Section 6513. 
2. Rating rules for the Post-A CA Oklahoma individual health insurance market are defined in Section 1201 of the ACA. 
3. See http://www.statehealthfacts org/profileind.jsp ?ind=355&cat= 7 &rgn=38. 
4. See http://www. ok.govloid/Consumers/Buying_lnsurance/Oklahoma _Health_lnsurance _ High_Risk_Pooll. 
5. See http://www.okhca org/xPolicySectionaspx?id=701B&number=317'45-11-

20. &title=lnsure%200klahoma%201P%20eligibility%20requirements 
6. See Oklahoma State Mandated Benefits - http://www.okhealthplans.org/LinkC/ick.aspx?fileticket=BOtKP5Km3cE%3D&tabid=59&mid=466 
7. Plans have a minimum loss ratio of 60% (see Title 36, Section 6515). 

Guaranteed Issue 

Pre-Existin Condition Limitations 

Individual Mandate 

Tobacco Surchar e 

Low Claims Discount 

State Mandated Benefits 

Re uired Essential Benefits 

Yes3 

Yes (6 months look back, 12 months maximum 
exclusion 4, hi h risk ool exists5 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes - This folds into the Health Status Rating 
Limitations 

Largest factor must not exceed 15% increase over 
lowest factor 

+/-25% 

No 

Yes6 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 3:1 ratio 

No 

Yes 1.5:1 ratio 

No 

No 

No 

At State discretion 

Yes 

Minimum Actuarial Value No7 Yes 60% 
1. Rating rules for the current Oklahoma ESl-Small Group health insurance market are defined in Oklahoma Title 36, Section 6515. 
2. Rating rules for the Post-A CA Oklahoma ESl-Small Group health insurance market are defined in Section 1201 of the ACA. 
3. See http://www.statehealthfacts.org/profileind.jsp ?rgn=38&cat= 7 &ind=350. 
4. See Oklahoma Title 36, Section 4502. 
5. See http://www.ok.gov/oid/Consumers/Buying_lnsurance!Oklahoma _Health _Insurance _High_ Risk_Pool/. 
6. See Oklahoma State Mandated Benefits - http://www. okhea/thplans org/LinkC/ick aspx ?fileticket=BOtKP5Km3cE%3D&tabid=59&mid=466. 
7. Plans have a minimum loss ratio of 60% (see Title 36, Section 6515). 
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After modeling the impact of pre-OHIM changes, we modeled our "best estimate" of the market that would 
evolve upon the implementation of OHIM. In particular, we modeled the following changes: 

> Establishment of separate Individual and Small Group (groups of 50 or fewer employees prior to 
2016 and 100 or fewer employees from 2016 onward) marketplaces as of 2014. 

> Establishment of "metal" plans, both inside and outside of the OHIM, which meet actuarial values 
of 60% for bronze plans, 70% for silver plans, 80% for gold plans, and 90% for platinum plans as 
of 2014 ("actuarial value" and "metal plans" are explained later in this document). 

> 3-to-1 unisex age-banding when establishing premiums for the non-grandfathered plans, both 
inside and outside of the OHIM. 

> Guaranteed issue for all applicants as of 2014. 

> Community rating within the individual and Small Group markets as of 2014 (i.e., the end of 
adjusted community rating with +/- 25% rating bands in the Small Group market). 

> Continuation of "grandfathered" plan designs for those members enrolled at ACA enactment 
(subject to lapse thereafter). 

In addition to the assumptions explained above, we also made the following assumptions when modeling 
the establishment of the OHIM: 

> Carrier participation in the OHIM is not mandatory, but a representative group of carriers 
participates inside and outside the marketplace (i.e. , there are no noticeable differences in the 
level of medical management, benefit design, administrative load, etc. for carriers participating 
inside I outside the OHIM). 

> All insurers that qualify will be allowed to participate in the OHIM. 

> Insurers will be allowed to sell insurance, both inside and outside of the OHIM. 

> Carriers will offer the same "metal plans" (i.e. , platinum, gold, silver, and bronze) inside and 
outside of the OHIM. 

> The state will not require coverage of mandated benefits that are in excess of the federally 
defined "essential benefits". 

> There is no Basic Health Plan (described later). 

These are assumptions made by Milliman. We understand that the State of Oklahoma has not yet 
made decisions on important characterist ics that will define the Oklahoma OHIM and non-OHIM 
markets . 

The ACA applies differently to American Indians and, thus, might cause them to behave differently. 
In particular, the ACA is applied differently to the American Indian population in the following ways: 

> The limited "open enrollment" period that applies to most individuals and limits when they can 
enroll in the OHIM does not apply to American Indians. 

> American Indians are not subject to the individual mandate which penalizes those who do not 
enroll in coverage as of 2014. 

> American Indians are entitled to cost sharing subsidies covering all cost sharing in the OHIM if 
they are below 300% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL). 
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The lack of an individual mandate penalty and unlimited "open enrollmenr period might cause American 
Indians not to enroll in the OHIM (or at least to delay enrollment until they need coverage) while the 
option to get coverage without cost sharing might make American Indians more likely to enroll in the 
OHIM. Since these impacts could move in opposite directions and their magnitudes are as yet unknown, 
we cannot estimate with confidence how OHIM enrollment for the American Indian population would differ 
from the rest of the population. As such, we have not adjusted the percentage of people moving from the 
uninsured market to the OHIM to reflect the larger American Indian population in Oklahoma than in the 
nation as a whole. 

Based on these assumptions, we project the following migration between markets from 2013 to 2014. 

Table Vl.1 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Market Migration as of 2014 under Best-Estimate Scenario 
Po ulation Under A e 65 

Market Chanaes in 2014 

Publ ic Proarams Emolover Soonsored Insurance Individual Uninsured 

Small 
Other Group Small Group Small Group 

Total Medicaid I Government Large Group (under 50) (under 50) (over 50) Non-
Source Market Population CHIP Program Non-OHIM OHIM Non-OHIM Non-OHIM OHIM OHIM Uninsured 

Medicaid I CHIP 531,600 528,500 1,500 600 <100 <100 <100 100 <100 700 
Other Government 

206,500 <100 203,400 200 <100 2,400 100 100 200 <100 
Proa rams 
ESI Large Group 
Non-OHIM 1,103,500 1,600 500 1,090,300 <100 1,300 400 500 500 8,400 

ESI Small Group 
(under 50) Non- 317,200 200 100 1,400 5,200 293,800 <100 15,700 100 600 
OHIM 
ESI Small Group 
(over 50) Non- 158,800 200 300 500 <100 100 147,700 9,600 <100 300 
OHIM 
Individual Market 167,000 <100 <100 700 <100 <100 <100 48,800 117,100 200 

Uninsured 493,800 44,100 500 6,200 <100 1,900 1,000 131,900 100 308,100 

Undocumented 
113,800 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Uninsured• 

Total Population 3,092,200 574,700 206,400 1,099,900 5,300 299,600 149,400 206,700 118,100 318,300 

• Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 

The shifts shown in Table Vl.1 above reflect a variety of changes that will occur in 2014. Those having 
the greatest impact on coverage shifts are: 

> Expansion of Medicaid coverage to include all non-aged people up to 138% of FPL, with the 
exception of undocumented immigrants and those lawfully present in the country for less than five 
years. A significant portion of individuals newly eligible for Medicaid are assumed to participate. 
In particular, we assume that about 22% of those eligible for Medicaid in the Uninsured market 
will enroll in Medicaid in 2014. Furthermore, we assume that any eligible individuals enrolling in 
the Individual market will apply through the OHIM (in order to receive the subsidies for which they 
qualify) and will then be redirected to the Medicaid market. We also assume that some people in 
this income range with employer coverage are expected to move to Medicaid, but we assume this 
percentage to be much lower as we expect many qualifying individuals with employer coverage 
will retain their employer coverage. 
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> Individual insurance market rating and underwriting changes that will require individual insurance 
to be guaranteed issue at defined premium rates that cannot vary with an applicant's health 
status (except as indicated by their age and tobacco usage). 

> Small group insurance change that eliminates carriers' ability to rate groups up or down by 25% 
around a manual rate, which is commonly done to reflect a group's own claims experience or the 
health status of its participants. 

> Availability of premium and cost sharing subsidies for plans sold in the OHIM. 

> Penalties for not purchasing qualified benefit plans. 

The net effects of these changes are expected to increase insurance coverage by approximately 186,000 
and convince approximately 212,000 people to enroll in the individual or small group OHIM. 
Approximately 132,000 of these people will have been previously uninsured. The Individual market 
shows about 30% initial migration to the OHIM; some Individual market enrollees will continue coverage 
with their grandfathered plans or will have income levels too high to qualify for subsidies. 

In addition to summarizing the migration of individuals from the market to which they belonged in 2013 to 
the market in which they are expected to enroll in 2014, we also summarize the enrollment by market in 
2010, 2014, and 2017. While we have already provided this information for 2010 and 2014, we feel the 
2017 market summary will be informative as we anticipate most markets will have reached equilibrium 
by 2017. Please see Table Vl.2 below which summarizes enrollment in each market as of 2010, 2014, 
and 2017 for the under age 65 population (while the overall population grows, the under 65 population 
declines). 

Market 
Medicaid I CHIP 

Other Government Program 

Large Group Non-OHIM 
Small Group (under 50) OHIM 

Table Vl.2 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Best-Estimate Scenario 
Po ulation Under A e 65 

2010 

503,861 

214,644 
1,080,823 

N/A 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 333,816 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM N/A 
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 171,262 

Individual OHIM N/A 
Individual Non-OHIM 182,215 

Uninsured 569,749 

Undocumented Uninsured" 120,792 

Total 3,177,162 
• Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 
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Year 

201 4 2017 

574,700 615,300 

206,400 206,100 
1,099,900 1,082,300 

5,300 16,500 
299,600 214,300 

N/A 6,600 
149,400 11 1,700 

206,700 486,500 
118,100 59,700 

318,300 152,700 
113,800 108,800 

3,092,200 3,060,500 
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Projected Results in a "High Take-up" or "Low Take-up" Scenario Resulting in Higher and Lower 
Enrollment Shifts to OHIM, Respectively 

While the previous results demonstrate what we believe to be a best-estimate of the number of people to 
enroll in the OHIM, there are other external factors that could result in greater or lesser enrollment in the 
OHIM in 2014 as well as subsequent years. 

If external factors encourage more participation by the uninsured in the markets, a greater percentage of 
individuals would be expected to enroll in OHIM coverage to take advantage of premium and cost sharing 
subsidies by 2014. Relative to the "best estimate" scenario, we assumed: 

> People were more likely to become uninsured prior to 2014, 

> Members in the Individual market were more likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards, and 

> People in the Uninsured market were more likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards. 

Table Vl.3 below summarizes the enrollment in each market in 2010, 2014, and 2017 under the 
"High Take-up" scenario. 

Table Vl.3 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

High Take-up Scenario 
Po ulation Under A e 65 

2010 

Market 
Medicaid I CHIP 503,861 

Other Government Program 214,644 

Large Group Non-OHIM 1,080,823 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM N/A 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 333,816 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM N/A 

Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 171,262 

Individual OHIM N/A 
Individual Non-OHIM 182,215 

Uninsured 569,749 

Undocumented Uninsured· 120,792 

Total 3, 177, 162 

Year 

2014 

587, 100 
207,600 

1,093,700 

3,900 
297,400 

N/A 
147,600 

305,700 
89,900 

244,900 

114,400 

3,092,200 
• Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 

2017 

631,000 
206,900 

1,062,500 

13,300 
223,400 

5,200 

112, 100 

542,700 
37,800 

116,500 

109,100 

3,060,500 

If external factors discourage participation by the uninsured in the markets, fewer people may enroll in 
OHIM coverage by 2014. Relative to the "best estimate" scenario, we assumed: 

> People were less likely to become uninsured prior to 2014, 

> Members in the Individual market were less likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards, and 

> People in the Uninsured market were less likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards. 
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Table Vl.4 below summarizes the enrollment in each market in 2010, 2014, and 2017 under this 
"Low Take-up" scenario. 

Market 
Medicaid I CHIP 
Other Government Program 
Large Group Non-OHIM 
Small Group (under 50) OHIM 

Table Vl.4 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Low Take-up Scenario 
Po ulation Under A e 65 

2010 

503,861 
214,644 

1,080,823 
N/A 

Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 333,816 
Small Group (over 50) OHIM N/A 
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 171,262 
Individual OHIM N/A 
Individual Non-OHIM 182,215 
Uninsured 569,749 
Undocumented Uninsured· 120,792 

Total 3,177,162 

Year 
2014 

563,100 
205,600 

1,105,800 
3,600 

304,000 
NIA 

151,400 
113,300 
146,800 
385,400 
113,200 

3,092,200 
• Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 

2017 

594,800 
205, 100 

1,099,800 
13,600 

232,900 
7,900 

111 ,300 
351 ,200 
100,100 
235,700 
108,100 

3,060,500 

Table Vl.5 summarizes enrollment in the Uninsured, Individual OHIM, and Medicaid markets in 2010, 
2014, and 2017 for each scenario for comparison. As we can see from the table below, there are 
approximately 190,000 more people in the Individual OHIM market and 18,000 more people in the 
Medicaid market in the "High Take-up" scenario than the "Low Take-up" scenario as of 2014 (and 
approximately 188,000 more people in the Individual OHIM and 31,000 more people in Medicaid as of 
2017). 

High Take-up Scenario 
Market 
Medicaid I CHIP 
Individual OHIM 
Uninsured 
Subtotal 

Best-Est imate Scenario 
Market 
Medicaid I CHIP 
Individual OHIM 
Uninsured 
Subtotal 

Low Take-up Scenario 
Market 
Medicaid I CHIP 
Individual OHIM 
Uninsured 
Subtotal 

Table Vl.5 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Summary of Under 65 Enrollment in Uninsured, 
Individual OHIM, and Medicaid Markets 

For Each Scenario 
Year 

2010 2014 

503,861 587.100 
N/A 305,700 

569,749 244,900 
1,073,610 1,137,700 

2010 2014 

503,861 574,700 
N/A 206,700 

569,749 318,300 
1,073,610 1,099,700 

2010 2014 

503,861 563.100 
N/A 113,300 

569,749 385,400 
1,073,610 1,061 ,800 

1 Uninsured Market does not include Undocumented Uninsureds. 
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2017 

631 ,000 
542,700 
116,500 

1,290,200 
2017 

615,300 
486,500 
152,700 

1,254,500 
2017 

594,800 
351 ,200 
235,700 

1, 181 ,700 
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Data Sources and Assumptions 

The Technical Appendix provides information on some of the key data sources, tools, and assumptions 
we used to make the projections. 

Some other modeling assumptions included: 

> We did not project the impact of risk adjustment among carriers (as discussed in Section VIII B). 
Presumably the risk transfer payments would be designed to be neutral within a market. The 
results or impact on any specific carrier could be significantly different than our modeling 
indicates. 

> We assume all employers with 100 or more employees continue coverage at current levels 
(except for the small percentage of individuals in the Large Group markets who are eligible for 
Medicaid). We did not model the large employer decision to offer coverage meeting minimum 
requirements or pay the penalties and let employees use the OHIM. 

> We assume that State employees will continue to participate in the State employee benefit plan, 
which we modeled as a large employer group. The education employees, who represent a 
significant portion of the enrollment, can opt out. In addition, we understand that other members 
of OSEEGIB (Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board) are potentially 
enrolled in small group coverage and that dependents of OSEEGIB enrollees may not be eligible 
and, thus, may be enrolled in Individual insurance or be uninsured. These small group 
employees and dependents are modeled as members of their respective current markets. 

> We assumed that full-time and part-time individuals have similar health statuses and that their 
work statuses will not change. 

> We assumed a significant portion of uninsured members with incomes below 138% of FPL will 
move to the Medicaid market. 

B. IMPACT ON PREMIUMS AND BENEFITS FOR INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL GROUP HEAL TH 
INSURANCE MARKETS (INSIDE AND OUTSIDE MARKETPLACE) 

Individual Market 

Introduction of the OHIM will impact the Individual market significantly, even beyond the impact of the 
non-OHIM ACA provisions described previously. The Individual market will experience additional growth 
in 2014 due to the availability of premium and cost sharing subsidies for policies purchased through the 
OHIM. Other factors that will apply equally inside and outside the OHIM include the individual mandate, 
guaranteed issue, elimination of pre-existing condition limits, and rating changes. 

We made the following assumptions to determine whether people eligible for the individual OHIM will 
enroll: 

> All undocumented uninsured people remain uninsured. 

> A significant portion of documented uninsured people with household incomes at 138% of FPL 
and below will enter the Medicaid market. Documented aliens with less than five years residence 
are not eligible for Medicaid. 

> Remaining documented uninsured people will choose between the individual OHIM and 
non-OHIM markets based on their health status (expected health claims), expected subsidies 
(both for premium and cost sharing subsidies), and relative premium rates and premium rate 
changes. Some people will choose to continue being uninsured. 
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> Carriers are assumed to attract members based on their premium rate levels. We assumed all 
carriers would offer the "metal" plan levels (bronze through platinum), both inside and outside the 
OHIM. 

> Plans in existence as of March 2010 are grandfathered. Insurers will continue to maintain these 
plans, but members will make choices to potentially move to new plans if it is economically 
favorable to do so. 

> Claim costs reflect the health status of the members in each market and benefit designs 
available. Prior to enrolling in healthcare coverage, uninsured people at the lowest income levels 
have the lowest healthcare expenditures. Once those people have insurance and have reduced 
financial barriers to care, we assume that their utilization of services will increase to levels more 
typical of someone with insurance. 

Observations about member movement, medical costs, and premiums for the Individual market and 
OHIM are: 

> Approximately 65% of the OHIM membership will come from the previously uninsured population. 
However, not all of those who are currently uninsured are assumed to select some type of 
coverage. Given the level of the individual mandate penalty relative to the cost of insurance and 
the ability of members to move freely into and out of markets due to guarantee issue 
requirements, some people will consider it financially advantageous to continue being uninsured. 

> The uninsured entering the OHIM are projected to be less healthy than current individual plan 
enrollees. We also assumed that the previously uninsured will increase their demand for services 
for the first year in which coverage is available. The expected costs for this population reflects 
typical insured usage of services, their relative health status and additional pent-up demand in the 
first year of coverage. After the first year, their costs will return to otherwise normal insured 
usage levels, however still reflecting their health status. 

> Some of the metal plans required by ACA (i.e., bronze, silver, gold, and platinum) provide richer 
benefits than the average plans in the current market. In the current Individual market, we 
estimated the average actuarial value of net benefit costs as a percent of gross medical costs is 
approximately 67% in 2010. The metal plans offered under ACA range from 60% for bronze to 
90% for platinum and thus the average will likely be richer than plan designs offered in the 
non-OHIM market. We project an actuarial value of 71 % or higher in the Individual OHIM market. 

Ultimately, the movement of uninsured individuals (who traditionally have a less favorable health status 
than insured individuals with similar risk characteristics) into the individual OHIM will result in an overall 
increase in the relative health status (and thus, average gross medical costs per member per year 
(PMPY)) in the individual OHIM than the individual non-OHIM. Table Vl.6 on the following page 
demonstrates the disparity in health status and gross medical costs between these markets in 2010, 
2014, and 2017. 
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Table Vl.6 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Health Status and Gross Medical Cost PMPY for Individual OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets 
Under A e 65 for Each Scenario 

Year 
High Take-up Scenario 2010 2014 

Market 
Individual OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A $6,702 
Individual Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 2,690 4,297 
Composite $2,690 $6,156 

Individual OHIM Health Status N/A 1.085 
Individual Non-OHIM Health Status 0.955 0.909 
Composite 0.955 1.045 

Best-Estimate Scenario 
Market 
Individual OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A $6,760 
Individual Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 2,690 4,422 
Composite $2,690 $5,910 

Individual OHIM Health Status N/A 1.098 
Individual Non-OHIM Health Status 0.955 0.933 
Composite 0.955 1.038 

Low Take-Up Scenario 
Market 

Individual OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A $6,578 
Individual Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 2,690 4,452 
Composite $2,690 $5,378 

Individual OHIM Health Status N/A 1.071 
Individual Non-OHIM Health Status 0.955 0.928 
Composite 0.955 0.990 

Small Group Market 

2017 

$7,852 
4,851 

$7,657 

1.012 
0.770 
0.996 

$8,094 
5,235 

$7,782 

1.028 
0.816 
1.005 

$8,345 

5,787 
$7,777 

1.041 
0.867 
1.002 

Unlike the Individual market, the Small Group market will be less affected by the presence of the OHIM. 
Table Vl.7 below shows the projected health status I gross medical cost PMPY for these markets in 2010, 
2014, and 2017. Some observations on the small group projections are : 

> Small Group participation in the OHIM is projected to be relatively low, less than 7% of the total 
Small Group market. Generally, small groups have less incentive to participate in a 
"marketplace" than do individuals, since no direct individual subsidies are broadly available. 
However, some small group employers will be eligible for tax credits if they continue providing 
coverage. Tax credits are available starting in 201 1. However, starting in 2014, these tax credits 
will only be available on insurance purchased in the OHIM and only for two consecutive tax years . 
As such, there is a modest incentive for employers to enroll their employees in the OHIM. 

> Our projections show the net change in Small Group market participants . Some employers will 
enter the market due to their premium rate options being lower, availability of tax credits, and due 
to penalties for not providing coverage. Other employer groups will choose to exit the market, 
primari ly due to increases in their premium rates. Since penalties for not providing coverage only 
apply to employers having 50 or more employees, many employers in the Small Group market 
will make their decisions entirely on premium rate. 
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> The current market already requires guaranteed issue for small groups, but the new rating 
restrictions on age and health status will result in premium rate changes for specific groups. 
The changes will probably not encourage additional employers to enter the market. 

> Current benefit levels in the Small Group markets already offer a broad range of lean to rich plans 
that are similar to the "metal" plans. Therefore, benefit design alone will likely not provide 
significant incentive to enter the small group OHIM market. 

> If employee contributions, including dependent coverage, exceed 9.5% of household income for 
families at less than 400% of FPL, the employees and dependents will be eligible for the premium 
subsidies in the individual OHIM. This opportunity could result in lower participation in small 
group coverage over time as small group enrollees could migrate to the individual OHIM. 

> We project that the small group OHIM will have premium rates consistent with the non-OHIM 
market. Therefore, unless the OHIM can offer some administrative advantages to employers or 
producers, such as facilitating employee choice among benefit plan tiers, enrollment may be 
limited. 
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Table Vl.7 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Health Status and Gross Medical Cost PMPY for 
Small Group OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets (Under Age 65) 

For Each Scenario 

High Take-up Scenario 

Market 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Best-Estimate Scenario 

Market 
Small Group (under 50) OHIM 

Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 
Small Group (over 50) OHIM 
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 

Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 
Small Group (over 50) OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Low Take-up Scenario 

Market 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 
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2010 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A 
Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,381 
Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,707 

$3,492 

Health Status N/A 
Health Status 1.020 
Health Status N/A 
Health Status 0.996 

1.012 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A 
Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,381 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A 
Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,707 

$3,492 

Health Status N/A 
Health Status 1.020 

Health Status N/A 

Health Status 0.996 
1.012 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A 
Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,381 
Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A 
Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,707 

$3,492 

Health Status N/A 
Health Status 1.020 
Health Status N/A 
Health Status 0.996 

1.012 

Year 

2014 2017 

$5,440 $5,934 

4,700 6,142 

N/A 8,870 

5,725 8,446 

$5,043 $6,904 

1.017 0.940 
0.976 0.971 

N/A 1.060 

0.979 0.982 

0.977 0.974 

$4,595 $6,147 
4,697 5,966 

N/A 8,585 
5,758 8,468 

$5,045 $6,825 

0.988 0.994 
0.973 0.953 

N/A 0.972 

0.972 0.973 

0.973 0.962 

$4,274 $6,249 

4,679 6,064 

N/A 8,055 

5,736 8,538 

$5,024 $6,867 

0.937 0.937 
0.970 0.963 

N/A 0.929 

0.967 0.983 

0.969 0.968 
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C. POTENTIAL PREMIUM AND COST SHARING SUBSIDIES 

Members who enroll in the individual OHIM and are under 400% of the Federal Poverty Level are eligible 
for premium and cost sharing subsidies. Table Vl.8 below summarizes the 2014 and 2017 distribution of 
members by income level for those who enroll in the Individual OHIM, the Individual non-OHIM, and the 
Individual market as a whole. As we can see, approximately 86% of Individual OHIM enrollees will qualify 
for some level of subsidy in 2014. 

Table Vl.8 
Oklahoma Department of Health 
Enrollment by Income Level for 

Individual OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets (Under Age 65) 
Best-Estimate Scenario 

2014 2017 
Individual Individual Individual Individual 

OHIM Non-OHIM Composite OHIM Non-OHIM Total 
FPL Level 
Under 138% 3,400 9,900 13,300 16, 100 10,000 26,100 
138% to 149% 15,300 6,300 21,600 43,900 3,000 46,900 
150% to 199% 53,300 5,600 58,900 91,900 1,400 93,300 
200% to 299% 74,200 15,500 89,700 146,600 4,300 150,900 
300% to 399% 32,400 25,200 57,600 90,100 8,900 99,000 
Over 400% 28,200 55,600 83,800 97,900 32,100 130,000 
Total 206,800 118,100 324,900 486,500 59,700 546,200 

Table Vl.9 below summarizes the average total subsidy PMPY for enrollees in the individual OHIM in 
2014 and 2017. In addit ion, the summary divides the total subsidy PMPY into the premium subsidy and 
cost sharing subsidy for each group. 

Table Vl.9 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Subsidies (Total, Premium, and Cost Sharing) PMPY for Individual OHIM Market 
Best-Estimate Scenario 

Year 
2014 2017 

Type of Subsidy 
Total Subsidy $1 ,794 $4,392 
Premium Subsidy 1,509 3,868 
Cost Sharing Subsidy 286 524 

An important consideration when evaluating the impact of the subsidies on enrollees is not just how 
available subsidies will impact the behaviors of members at different income levels, but also of members 
in different age brackets. Table Vl.10 on the following page summarizes the gross medical costs PMPY 
for each age bracket in 2014. As we can see, costs at the oldest age bracket under 65 are about 3.5 to 5 
times those of the lowest adult age bracket. As such, the limit on age rating for premiums (3:1 ratio) will 
create indirect premium subsidies and make the direct subsidies more valuable at higher ages than at 
lower ages which could result in disproportionately older enrollment in the OHIM. 
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Age Bucket 
Up to 19 
20-29 
30-39 

40-49 
50-59 
60-64 

Total 

Table Vl.10 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY by Age Bucket for 
Individual OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets in 2014 

Best-Estimate Scenario 
2014 

Indiv idual OHIM Indiv idual Non-OHIM 

$2,202 $2,426 
3,863 3,510 
5,507 3,705 
7,262 5,493 

11 ,432 7,960 
16,565 13,563 
$6,760 $4,422 
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$2,299 
3,695 
4,838 
6,932 

10,457 
15,743 
$5,910 
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VII. ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS 

A. MERGE SMALL GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL RISK POOLS 

Table Vl l.1 summarizes the impacts on enrollment and average health status of merging the Individual 
and Small Group risk pools. As previously discussed, due to differences in the health status of the 
average individual and small group members projected in 2014 and beyond, merging the markets would 
likely result in higher premium rates for small group members and lower premium rates for individual 
members. The impact would be the greatest for small groups, causing some of them to drop coverage. 

Table Vll.1 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Summary of Enrollment and Health Status in 
Individual and Small Group OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets (Under Age 65) 

Best-Estimate Scenario 
Year 

Enrollment 2014 2017 
Market 
Individual OHIM 206,700 486,500 
Individual Non-OHIM 118, 100 59,700 
Total 324,800 546,200 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 5,300 16,500 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 299,600 214,300 
Small Group (over 50) OHIM N/A 6,600 
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 149,400 111 ,700 
Total 454,300 349, 100 

Composite of Individual and Small Group Markets 779,100 895,300 

Health Status 201 4 2017 
Market 
Individual OHIM 1.098 1.028 
Individual Non-OHIM 0.933 0.816 
Composite 1.038 1.005 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 0.988 0.994 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 0.973 0.953 
Small Group (over 50) OHIM N/A 0.972 
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 0.972 0.973 
Composite 0.973 0.962 

Composite of Individual and Small Group Markets 1.000 0.988 

The decision of whether to merge the markets will also affect carriers, but the effects would be different 
for each carrier, depending on their mix of members by market and the risk profi les of those members. 
For example, given that the health status factor of an average individual market member is expected to 
be higher (i.e., higher cost) than that of the average small group member, a carrier having only small 
group business and no individual business would gain some premium rate advantage if the Individual and 
Small Group risk pools were merged. That carrier's premium rates would be unaffected by the merger, 
but competitors having both Individual and Small Group business might have to increase their small 
group premium rates. 
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In addition to the key differences highlighted above between the new Individual market and the new Small 
Group market, there are other considerations which are highlighted in more detail below: 

Reasons to Keep the Pools Separate 

> Consistent with current market structure. 
> Keeping them separate, at least in the short term, might make it easier for carriers and the state 

to focus on other market changes. 
> Keeping them separate would avoid subsidies between the Individual and Small Group markets. 

Reasons to Merge the Pools 

> It creates a larger risk pool which may increase rate stability in the long term. 
> It might result in premium rates that are considered more equitable between Individual and Small 

Group markets, especially important if consumers are moving between these markets frequently. 
> To consumers, individual and small group products could still be presented as different products, 

as they are now. 
> Premium rates could still be adjusted to reflect administration cost differences or commission rate 

differences between individual and small group products. 

Based on the above considerations, it is important to note that Oklahoma could also consider phasing in 
the merging of the Individual and Small Group risk pools over a period of years, which would give carriers 
more time to react to the changing market. 

B. BASIC HEAL TH PLAN OPTION 

This section provides discussion of considerations regarding the Basic Health Plan. The Oklahoma 
Department of Health will need to evaluate the Basic Health Plan option in the context of its current and 
future expanded Medicaid and CHIP programs and other State priorities to develop a coordinated health 
care system for the population under 200% of FPL. However, in our modeling we have assumed that the 
State does not establish a Basic Health Plan. 

Our discussion covers the following issues related to the Basic Health Plan option: 

> Potential Basic Health Plan population in Oklahoma 
> Design flexibility 
> Funding of the Basic Health Plan 
> Pros and cons of implementing a Basic Health Plan 

This report is not a comprehensive examination of the Basic Health Plan option. Such a review would 
need to be done in cooperation with the Oklahoma Medicaid authorities. 

Potential Basic Health Plan Population 

The ACA allows states to create a Basic Health Plan for residents under 200% of FPL who are not 
eligible for Medicaid and lack affordable access to comprehensive employer-based coverage. 
The population eligible to enroll in the Basic Health Plan includes two groups, both of which are eligible 
for federal premium tax credits: 

1. Adults with incomes from 138% - 200% of FPL 
2. Lawfully present immigrants below 138% of FPL who are ineligible for Medicaid 
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If Oklahoma implements a Basic Health Plan, the eligible population must obtain coverage through the 
Basic Health Plan. Eligible individuals would not be able to purchase coverage through the OHIM. 
If Oklahoma does not opt to implement the Basic Health Plan, this population would be eligible for 
subsidized OHIM coverage starting in 2014. 

We identified the target population for the Basic Health Plan in Oklahoma by identifying adults with 
incomes between 138% and 200% of FPL who are expected to enroll in the OHIM, or remain uninsured. 
Table Vll.2 below shows our estimate of the eligible population by age group in 2014. 

Table Vll.2 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Enrollment by Age Bucket in the 138% to 200% Income Level (Under Age 65) 
Best-Estimate Scenario 

201 4 
Indiv idual OHIM Uninsured 1 Total 

Age Bucket 
Up to 19 13,700 22,600 36,300 
20-29 11 ,000 13,700 24,700 
30-39 13,500 19,100 32,600 
40-49 9,400 11 ,500 20,900 
50-59 16,900 13,400 30,300 
60-64 4,100 3,300 7,400 

Total 68 600 83 600 152 200 
1 Uninsured Market does not include Undocumented Uninsureds. 

Basic Health Plan Design Flexibility 

States will have some flexibility regarding the premiums and benefits offered in the Basic Health Plan 
within the following constraints: 

> The Basic Health Plan must provide at least the essential benefit package. 

> Member premiums can be no more than what individuals would have paid in the OHIM. 

> Member out-of-pocket cost sharing can be no more than what an individual would have paid in 
the OHIM. 

> Plans may be offered by licensed HMOs, insurers, or networks of providers (such as an 
Accountable Care Organization). 

> A minimum medical loss ratio standard of 85% will be applied to Basic Health Plan insurers. 

States can design aspects of the Basic Health Plan to address the needs of the 138% - 200% of FPL 
population, which may be different than the needs of the rest of the population eligible to purchase 
coverage through the OHIM. Examples of issues to address through program design include: 

> Affordability of coverage can be enhanced by leveraging Medicaid provider and managed care 
contracts. 

> Continuity of coverage for individuals and families moving between Medicaid, CHIP, and the 
Basic Health Plan. 

> Delivery system continuity related to access to care and provider networks. 
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Basic Health Plan design decisions must be made with the Oklahoma Medicaid authority and consider 
Oklahoma's existing Medicaid and CHIP programs in order to develop a coordinated healthcare system 
for the 138% - 200% of FPL population. Such decisions include: 

> Whether to contract with managed care organizations. 

> Identifying provider networks to use for the Basic Health Plan. 

> Identifying the proper member cost sharing in the Basic Health Plan compared to coverage 
available through the OHIM, CHIP, and Medicaid. 

> Coordinating with the CHIP program. 

Funding of the Basic Health Plan 

Funding for coverage under the Basic Health Plan would come from the following sources: 

> States would receive funding from the federal government equal to 95% of the federal subsidies 
that the enrolled population would have received if enrolled in the OHIM. Subsidies will be 
adjusted for differences in age, income, health status, and geographic distributions to reflect the 
acuity of the Basic Health Plan population. 

> Member premiums as determined by the state. 

We estimated the federal subsidy per individual in the target population for a Basic Health Plan (adults 
expected to enroll in the OHIM with incomes from 138% to 200% of FPL). Table Vll.3 below shows the 
estimated annual federal subsidy per individual by age group in 2014. The estimates assume each 
individual is enrolled for 12 months in each year. 

Age Bucket 
Up to 19 
20-29 
30- 39 
40-49 
50- 59 
60- 64 

Composite 

Table Vll.3 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Total Subsidy PMPY (138%-200% Income Level) for 
Individual OHIM Market 
Best-Estimate Scenario 

2014 

$488 
1,701 
2,452 
3,134 
4,014 
5,407 

$2,594 

Oklahoma would receive 95% of these average subsidies to fund the Basic Health Plan. If the entire 
eligible population enrolls in the Basic Health Plan, we estimate the potential federal funding for 2014 
would be approximately $375.4 million (152,200 x $2,596 x 95%). 

To the extent that the federal subsidies collected by the State of Oklahoma are in excess of the cost to 
provide coverage through the Basic Health Plan, the ACA requires states to reduce member premiums, 
reduce member cost sharing, and I or provide additional benefits compared to coverage available in the 
OHIM. The reduced member costs and I or enhanced benefits under the Basic Health Plan would ease 
the transition from full Medicaid coverage to leaner commercial coverage for enrollees whose income 
level changes their eligibility. 
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Many people in the industry assume that states could provide coverage through the Basic Health Plan for 
a lower cost than options available through the OHIM for the following reasons: 

> States may use their existing Medicaid delivery system for the Basic Health Plan. Using the 
same delivery system would take advantage of existing Medicaid managed care programs and 
Medicaid provider reimbursement. 

> Medicaid provider reimbursement is lower than commercial provider reimbursement. 

We have not tested the validity of these assumptions in Oklahoma. The financial impact of the Basic 
Health Plan would need to consider the Medicaid programs in Oklahoma and changes to any 
state-financed programs that currently provide assistance to this population. 

Pros and Cons of Offering a Basic Health Plan 

Some pros and cons of offering a Basic Health Plan are listed below. Note that CMS has not issued 
regulations governing the Basic Health Plan option, so the pros and cons could change. 

> The state may be able to offer more affordable coverage than is available in the OHIM due to 
leveraging existing Medicaid provider agreements, although this conclusion should be validated 
by more detailed analysis. 

> The Basic Health Plan will likely be able to offer more comprehensive coverage to participants 
than is available in the OHIM. 

> States can end optional adult Medicaid coverage over 138% of FPL (e.g ., the Pregnant Women 
population), while still providing a more affordable form of coverage compared to the coverage 
available in the OHIM. 

> Fiscal advantages rely on continued federal support. 

> The state would take on the pricing risk of the Basic Health Plan, so it would need to be confident 
that the federal subsidies would cover the cost to provide care and administer the program on an 
ongoing basis. 

> The Basic Health Plan removes a portion of the potential OHIM population, which may have an 
influence on the operation of the OHIM. 

> The Basic Health Plan creates an additional state administration burden. 

> Access to providers and multiple insurers will likely be greater for consumers in the OHIM. 
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VIII. DISCUSSION OF KEY ACA-COMPLIANCE ISSUES 

A. INFLUENCING MARKETPLACE PARTICIPATION FOR INSURERS AND CONSUMERS 

In this section, we discuss two major components of OHIM participation: 

> Factors influencing the level of insurer participation 
> Factors influencing the level of consumer participation 

Influencing the Level of Insurer Participation 

Whether or not the majority of insurers participate in the OHIM will determine whether the OHIM will be a 
significant player in facilitating health insurance coverage or limited to being the mechanism for the 
low-income population to utilize subsidies. As such, the most significant decision Oklahoma must make is 
to determine the breadth of the OHIM and its potential to attract nonsubsidized consumers. It will be less 
important for consumers who qualify for subsidies, since the subsidies will only apply to plans sold 
through the OHIM. 

For our modeling shown in previous sections of this study (wherein insurer participation was not required 
but was nevertheless prevalent) and the discussion in this section, we assumed that most insurers would 
participate voluntarily in both the Individual and Small Group OHIM markets. 

We have further assumed that Oklahoma will continue to permit purchasing of individual and small group 
insurance outside the OHIM. 

However, voluntary insurer participation in the OHIM is in no way guaranteed. One way to ensure 
participation in the OHIM by several insurers would be by imposing requirements such as: 

> Direct requirement to participate in the OHIM by all insurers selling individual and I or small group 
policies in the state, 

> Only allowing participation in the non-OHIM market if insurers offer products in the OHIM, or 

> Eliminating the non-OHIM market altogether. 

If insurer participation in the OHIM is mandatory I strongly encouraged, then: 

> Some insurers might choose to exit the Oklahoma individual or Small Group markets rather than 
participate in the OHIM. It seems unlikely that the insurers which currently have a significant 
volume of individual and small group business in Oklahoma would choose that option. However, 
smaller insurers, or insurers having a relatively small volume of individual and small group 
business in Oklahoma, might seriously consider exiting the market if they feel like that they 
cannot compete in a more commoditized market where less value is placed on service, flexibil ity, 
or other areas where they might currently fill a need. Also, for insurers offering benefit levels that 
do not comply with ACA requirements (e.g ., very high deductible plans), they might exit the 
Individual and Small Group markets to avoid compliance with these plan elements. It is likely that 
the total number of insurers offering individual and small group business in Oklahoma would 
shrink below current levels. 

> The number of insurers and members in the OHIM could be higher than if participation was not 
mandatory. 
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> Insurer participation in the OHIM would be accelerated. If participation in the OHIM is voluntary, 
some insurers might take a "wait and see" approach, staying out of the OHIM during the initial 
years. 

> Some small insurers might elect to go out of business if they determine that the investment 
required or the risk associated with participating in the OHIM is prohibitive. 

> In addition, there are non-insurer entities, such as associations or small employer trusts, which 
might be affected by the changing market, creating additional disruption in the insurance market. 

> OSEEGIB, the Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board, will also need 
to consider the revised market. While the majority of the members covered by OSEEGIB are in 
one large group representing the State employees, OSEEGIB also currently markets coverage to 
other, smaller public entities. Changes to the Small Group market will likely influence which 
groups seek coverage with OSEEGIB. 

> Adverse selection risk among insurers may be less. There is some concern that the OHIM 
population will be less healthy than the non-OHIM insured population. For example, on 
January 1, 2014, the Oklahoma high risk pool and the Pre-Existing Condition Insurance 
Pool (PCIP) will both cease covering people, and all of those people will likely seek individual 
insurance in the OHIM. They tend to be very high cost individuals. Additionally, an analysis of 
Medicaid expansion in other states showed that uninsured individuals (those who will be attracted 
to the OHIM) have higher morbidity than the currently insured population and that uninsureds 
demonstrate pent-up demand when coverage is made available to them. All of these effects will 
tend to result in higher average costs for OHIM enrollees. Insurers may recognize this and avoid 
participating in the OHIM (at least initially) to maintain a healthier block of business. This action 
may cost the insurers membership in the first few years, but that membership could be regained if 
insurers outside the OHIM can offer less expensive coverage by avoiding the adverse selection 
that came with early participation in the OHIM. If insurer participation in the OHIM was 
mandatory starting January 1, 2014, then all insurers would be likely to enroll some of the higher 
cost members. Risk adjustment can be used to help reallocate revenue to insurers with the most 
morbid members, but risk adjustment is unlikely to compensate perfectly for all morbidity 
differences. 

> If the number of insurers participating in the OHIM is higher, then consumers will have more 
choice and competition will be more robust. This result may be particularly important for 
consumers who live in rural areas where the number of insurers offering coverage may be fewer. 
Increased competition may also help keep premium rates lower. 

As part of this project, we spoke with some insurers selling policies in the Individual and Small Group 
markets in Oklahoma. They indicated several OHIM characteristics that would encourage them to 
consider participation. 

> Of particular concern was the need for a level playing field, making sure that rules and 
requirements for plans in and out of the OHIM were similar to avoid pricing or selection 
advantages. 

> Addressing risk selection would also improve participation, as through the use of risk adjustment 
and limited enrollment periods. 

> Avoiding duplicated administrative efforts to control the administrative costs of the OHIM. 
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Influencing the Level of Consumer Participation 

Consumer participation in the OHIM will also vary depending upon various market and economic forces. 
For individuals eligible for premium and cost sharing subsidies, buying coverage through the OHIM will 
likely be an easy decision. For non-subsidized individuals and small groups, the OHIM will need to 
present viable insurance options to attract consumers. 

Maximizing consumer enrollment in the OHIM might create a more robust OHIM market, minimize 
adverse selection, spread OHIM administration expenses over more people, and possibly influence 
overall premium levels. Some constituencies might, however, prefer that OHIM enrollment be moderated. 

If Oklahoma wants to maximize OHIM enrollment, then they might consider doing the following: 

> Require all health insurance to be sold only in the OHIM. 

> Require insurer participation in the OHIM (which we note above would likely attract more 
non-subsidized members to the OHIM). 

> Allow groups of 51 to 100 employees to participate in the OHIM starting in 2014. Oklahoma has 
the option to do this in 2014 and 2015, and is then required to do it in 2016 and beyond. 

> Make enrollment as easy as possible. 

> Provide value-added services to consumers and employers. 

> Use significant advertising to promote the OHIM. 

> Promote consumer and navigator education. 

> Communicate with employers who may wish to help educate their employees about the OHIM as 
an alternative to employer coverage. 

> Avoid setting up a Basic Health Plan, since those enrollees would then not be a part of the OHIM 
and its risk pool. 

Ultimately, expanding consumer and insurer participation in the OHIM maximizes the size of the risk pool 
and thus, can help mitigate adverse selection, but not without placing a burden on some constituencies, 
either through increased regulation or restricted choices. 

B. CONTROLLING SELECTION ISSUES 

The state will need to consider mechanisms to mitigate adverse selection between the OHIM and the 
non-OHIM markets, and among carriers within the OHIM. Allowing adverse selection to take hold could 
quickly reduce the number of carriers and consumers that choose to participate in the OHIM. Adverse 
selection is an issue that underlies many of the design and operational decisions Oklahoma will make in 
setting up and running the OHIM. In this section we discuss the following: 

> Federal requirements that will help control adverse selection against the OHIM. 

> Federal requirements that help control adverse selection among carriers. 

> Risk adjustment - protecting carriers from adverse selection. 

> State opportunities to help control adverse selection against the OHIM. 
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Federal Requirements that Help Control Adverse Selection Against the OHIM 

As described below, the ACA included some provisions that will automatically help protect state 
marketplaces against adverse selection. 

1. Enrollment: One of the most important ways the ACA controls adverse selection against the 
OHIM is by encouraging enrollment. It does this in several ways. The first is through the 
individual mandate. Requiring all individuals to be covered will bring more people into the market, 
although they may still buy their coverage outside the OHIM. Second, the ACA makes premium 
subsidies and cost sharing subsidies available to lower income individuals who enroll in OHIM 
plans. Finally, the ACA makes temporary tax credits available to small businesses which 
participate in the OHIM. 

2. Plan Designs and Pricing: The ACA has plan design and pricing rules that will mitigate adverse 
selection because they apply to plans both inside and outside the OHIM. Some examples 
include: 

> Prohibitions on lifetime and annual benefit limits, and on pre-existing condition exclusions. 

> Essential benefits are required to be covered for all individual and small group plans, inside 
and outside the OHIM, unless grandfathered. 

> Limits on out-of-pocket costs. 

> Premium rates must be based on adjusted community rating rules (health status adjustment 
can only be based on age and smoking status). 

> Qualified health plans must have the same pricing whether sold in or out of the OHIM. 

> Premium rates must be based on the combined experience of OHIM and non-OHIM 
business. 

Federal Requirements that Help Control Adverse Selection Among Carriers 

The ACA also includes three risk management tools I programs that can mitigate the effects of adverse 
selection among carriers. The first and third programs will apply to all carriers regardless of whether they 
sell policies within the OHIM. The second program is available to qualified health plans within the OHIM. 
The first two are transitional programs and the third is permanent. They are: 

1. Transitional Reinsurance Program, Years 2014 • 2016: The reinsurance program provides 
carriers with protection against very high cost members. This program is designed to protect 
individual plans in the OHIM in the early years from 2014 through 2016, before the individual 
mandate is fully implemented. 

2. Risk Corridor Program, Years 2014 • 2016: The risk corridor program provides carriers with 
protection against total claims across all members being higher than expected. A carrier will 
receive payments if their cost-to-premium ratio is greater than 103% and make payments if the 
cost-to-premium ratio is less than 97%. 

3. Risk Adjustment, Years 2014+: Under this program, plans with healthier participants will 
subsidize plans with less healthy participants. Carriers will set premium rates based on plan 
design and community rating, and risk adjustment payments will compensate for health status 
differences not fully reflected in the premium rates. 
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Risk Adjustment - Protecting Carriers from Adverse Selection 

In a perfect risk adjustment system, there might be no reason for a carrier to care about the health status 
of the members they enroll. In reality, carriers will probably have some incentive to enroll members who 
are "better risks." Better risk members are those for whom the required adjusted community rating 
process over-estimates their expected costs, due to the inherently imperfect predictive ability of the rating 
system. For example, a rating system might produce a premium rate for an average person aged 40 - 44. 
However, within the total population of people aged 40 - 44 there is a broad distribution of health statuses 
and, therefore, a broad distribution of expected claim costs. The better risks are those people whose 
expected costs fall below the average for all people aged 40 - 44. For those people, a premium rate that 
is based on the average should provide more revenue than is needed to cover the costs of these 
individuals. 

The ACA requires implementation of risk adjustment to shift money from carriers who enroll more of these 
better risk people to carriers that enroll fewer such people. However, that risk adjustment process is 
unlikely to be perfect and will, therefore, not completely eliminate the incentive for carriers to enroll as 
many people with better risks as possible. Furthermore, if the risk adjustment system operates 
retrospectively (i.e. , making risk adjustment payment after the insured months they are intended to cover), 
then some carriers may experience temporary cash flow deficits. For insurance sold outside the OHIM, 
carriers will also have this same incentive to enroll the better risk people, since their OHIM and non-OHIM 
business will be pooled for premium rate setting purposes and risk adjustment will apply to all plans. 
Attracting better risk enrollees may give them more competitive premium rates. 

State Opportunities to Control Adverse Selection Against the OHIM 

Specific decisions can influence the amount of selection but each decision may affect other aspects of the 
insurance market. Oklahoma will need to evaluate each option and determine which actions fit with its 
goals. 

1. Take steps to maximize insurer participation. 

a. As the earlier discussion regarding insurer participation indicated, one option is to require all 
health insurance to be sold only in the OHIM. Eliminating the non-OHIM market will minimize 
adverse selection against insurers participating in the OHIM. There may still be some 
adverse selection if , for example, healthy people elect not to purchase any coverage. The 
consequences of this option were discussed earlier, but it should be noted that this approach 
will not prevent all adverse selection between insurers but would ensure all plans offered 
meet the same minimum requirements. Implementing such a restriction will require 
consideration of transition issues for policies not ending on December 31. 

b. Alternatively, all insurers could be required to participate in the OHIM, but also allow them to 
sell outside the OHIM. Some adverse selection against the OHIM might still exist if, for 
example, some benefit plans are offered outside the OHIM that are not offered inside the 
OHIM (e.g., plans that might appeal disproportionately to healthier people); however, risk 
selection will be mitigated since all policies must be pooled for rate setting and all insurers will 
potentially enroll OHIM members. Requiring all insurers to participate in the OHIM might 
cause some insurers to exit the market, resulting in fewer choices for consumers. 

c. For insurers that elect to leave the OHIM, prohibit re-entry for a period of time 
(e.g. , five years). This might prevent insurers who enroll a disproportionately unhealthy mix 
of insureds from canceling the policies, leaving the market, and then quickly re-entering the 
market in the hopes of enrolling a healthier mix of people. 

d. Prohibit insurers that operate in the OHIM from having affiliates that operate only outside the 
OHIM. 
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2. Take steps to control benefit designs of offered plans. 

a. Require that all insurers participating in the OHIM offer plans at all benefit tiers (i.e. , platinum, 
gold, silver, bronze, and catastrophic). Without this requirement, an insurer could offer 
predominately rich plans in the OHIM and predominately lean plans out of the OHIM, thus 
likely enrolling the insurer's least healthy members in the OHIM and their most healthy 
members out of the OHIM. By keeping all the products consistent between insurers should 
minimize the selection to any one insurer. 

b. Place additional restrictions on benefit plans offered outside the OHIM. At one extreme, 
Oklahoma might stipulate that only those plans offered in the OHIM may be offered outside 
the OHIM. A more moderate approach would be to restrict the differences between plans 
offered in and out of the OHIM to prevent carriers from offering non-OHIM plans that are 
designed to attract lower risk individuals. 

c. Offer standardized benefit plans in the OHIM. Further discussion of the advantages and 
disadvantages of standardized plans is included in Item E of this Section. 

d. Continue to require coverage of the current state-mandated benefits outside the OHIM but 
not require them in the OHIM; however, this requirement would create a non-level playing 
field for products in and out of the OHIM. 

3. Create a level playing field for marketing and pricing. 

a. Ensure consistency of marketing and pricing rules in and out of the OHIM. For example, in 
terms of pricing, an insurer might be able to attract better risks into their non-OHIM plans if 
they reflect positive selection in the overall level of their average non-OHIM premium rates. 
Oklahoma might require that premium rates for qualified plans offered in the OHIM be 
allowed to reflect benefit cost differences only and not be allowed to reflect selection effects 
among the plans. If, however, this rule does not also apply to nonqualified plans (i.e., benefit 
plans that do not satisfy the requirements to be sold in the OHIM), then carriers might design 
and price nonqualified plans that have a much wider price range than the OHIM plans. 
Prices for lean nonqualified plans could be well below prices of the leanest qualified OHIM 
plans, drawing the healthiest people to non-OHIM products. 

b. Monitor grandfathered plans to make sure insurers are not encouraging higher cost members 
to move into the OHIM. 

4. Allow groups of 51 - 100 employees to join the OHIM, which could increase participation in the 
OHIM and stabilize the risk pool. This expansion of the Small Group market is required starting in 
2016, but states also have the option to allow it in 2014 or 2015. Possible implications are 
discussed in the next subsection. 

5. Take steps to control consumer participation. 

a. Take other steps to maximize OHIM enrollment, such as: 

i. Advertising; 
ii. Promoting consumer and navigator education; 
iii. Making enrollment as easy as possible; or 
iv. Not setting up a Basic Health Plan, since those enrollees would then not be a part of the 

OHIM risk pool. 
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b. As proposed in federal regulations, restrict OHIM enrollment times, or plan switching, to open 
enrollment windows or at times of special qualifying events (e.g. , moving to Oklahoma). This 
would help keep people from delaying insurance coverage until they feel they are likely to 
need healthcare services. 

c. Charge penalties to individuals for delaying enrollment in the OHIM, if Oklahoma has the 
authority to do so. 

C. EXTENDING SMALL GROUP MARKET UP TO 100 LIVES 

According to the ACA, the OHIM must be open to small employers on January 1, 2014. States can open 
the OHIM to employers with 50 or fewer employees or to employers with 100 or fewer employees. 
By January 1, 2016, the OH IM must be open to employers with 100 or fewer employees. 
On January 1, 2017, states are allowed to open the OHIM to employers with more than 100 employees. 

Arguments in Favor of Allowing Employers with 51 to 100 Employees to Participate 

Opening the OHIM in 2014 or 2015 to groups of up to 100 may have positive results, such as: 

> More people will purchase through the OHIM. Economies of scale should result in lower OHIM 
administration costs per member. 

> The "small group" risk pool will be larger, pooling employers from 2 to 100 employees both in and 
out of the OHIM. A larger risk pool will give carriers greater predictability in their benefit costs. 
A smaller risk pool might make carriers more hesitant to participate in the OHIM. 

> Improved predictability of benefit costs may result in less significant financial adjustments among 
carriers based on average member risk scores. 

> Having a greater OHIM population may give the OHIM more ability to influence costs and quality 
in the non-OHIM market. 

> The OHIM must be open to all employer groups of size 51 to 100 in 2016. It might be easier to 
bring in the 51 to 100 groups in 2014, rather than possibly having the disruption of a wave of new 
enrollees in 2016. 

> If the state waits until 2016 to allow the 51 to 100 groups to join, that might delay collection of 
data needed for risk adjustment calculation on those members. 

> For groups of 51 to 100, allowing them to enter the OHIM in 2014 will give them more insurance 
options in 2014 and 2015. 

> The federal risk corridor program only operates in 2014 through 2016. Allowing the 51 to 100 
groups to enter the OHIM in 2014 will allow carriers to take advantage of that protection for more 
years. The risk corridor program provides carriers with protection against total claims across all 
members being higher than expected. A carrier will receive payments if their cost-to-premium 
ratio is greater than 103% and make payments if the cost-to-premium ratio is less than 97%. 
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Arguments Against Allowing Employers with 51 to 100 Employees to Participate 

Reasons that Oklahoma might not want to open the OHIM to employers of size 51 to 100 prior to 2016 
are: 

> Oklahoma currently has insurance laws and regulations that apply to "small groups," defined as 
those having 2 to 50 employees. Opening the OHIM to groups of up to 100 could lead to 
inconsistent definitions of small groups inside and outside the OHIM, or may require that the 
small group rules and regulations be changed. In any case, this challenge will need to be faced 
prior to 2016. 

> Bringing more of the total insurance market into the OHIM may result in fewer carriers offering 
coverage outside OHIM. It may also reduce the total number of carriers operating anywhere in 
Oklahoma, in or out of the OHIM. 

> Benefit innovation may be more likely to occur outside the OHIM. Shrinking that market might 
reduce innovation. 

> Groups of 51 to 100 with good experience may see a significant rate increase due to community 
rating, or will choose not to participate. 

> Groups of 51 to 100 who are relatively healthy are likely to consider self-insuring. However, if 
their populations become unhealthy, they could be more likely to enter the OHIM. While this 
problem is also present with groups of 2 to 50, opening the OHIM to groups of up to 100 people 
might result in the OHIM enrolling a proportionally greater number of less healthy people. 

D. MARKETPLACE SERVICES FOR SMALL GROUP EMPLOYERS 

Oklahoma will need to define the scope of administrative services the OHIM should provide. At a 
minimum, the state must provide the following services related to enrollment: 

> Certification, recertification, and decertification of plans; 

> Operation of a toll-free hotline; 

> Maintenance of a website for providing information on plans to current and prospective enrollees; 

> Assignment of a price and quality rating to plans; 

> Presentation of plan benefit options in a standardized format; 

> Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and determination of eligibility for 
individuals to these programs; 

> Certification of individuals exempt from the individual responsibility requirement; 

> Provision of information on certain individuals to the Treasury Department and to employers; and 

> Establishment of a Navigator program that provides grants to entities assisting consumers. 
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Oklahoma may decide to provide additional services, such as online comparison tools. Under ACA, the 
OHIM must maintain a website to provide comparative information on plans for consumers. When 
developing these tools, the OHIM has the opportunity to facilitate participation in the OHIM by 
emphasizing robustness and preventing "wrong door" participant choices. Helpful features include 
allowing consumers to compare health plan choices, estimate their out-of-pocket expenses under those 
plan choices, find plans that meet specific criteria, or provide other services that would help consumers 
maximize the value of and their satisfaction with their insurance. Ideally, decision support tools would 
allow consumers to enter specific information about their situation and preferences, and then provide 
suggestions regarding plans that might be a good fit for their needs. 

These online comparison tools could prove especially beneficial for employer plans who could use the 
tools to inform their employees whether they should maintain their small group coverage or enroll in the 
individual OHIM; determine whether the entire small group should enroll in the small group OHIM; and if 
so, the level of small group tax credit for which the employer will qualify. 

E. STANDARDIZED BENEFIT PLANS IN THE MARKETPLACE 

The federal regulations require some degree of benefit plan standardization. Specifically, plans are 
restricted to having certain actuarial values (i.e., platinum, gold, silver, bronze, and catastrophic). 
However, there are many combinations of cost sharing features that could equate to these benefit values. 
For example, one platinum plan might have a $200 deductible and 90% coinsurance, while another 
platinum plan might have a $0 deductible and 80% coinsurance, with both plans having the required 
platinum actuarial value of 90%. States have the option of restricting carriers to offering only specifically 
defined benefit plans at each tier level. 

In deciding whether to require standardization of benefit plans, the issues will be generally similar for the 
Individual and Small Group markets. Allowing only standardized plans may have the following 
advantages and disadvantages: 

Advantages 

> Consumers would probably have an easier time making comparisons among plans within a given 
benefit tier (e.g., platinum, gold, etc.), if the number of standardized plans within each tier is 
reasonable. For example, if there are only two standardized gold plans, then comparisons might 
be simple. If there are twenty standardized gold plans, then comparisons would be more difficult. 

> Consumers should have an easier time making price comparisons among carriers. 

> Health plans within the same tier will not compete based on benefit differences. However, 
carriers will compete based on other measures of value, including the breadth and quality of their 
provider networks, quality of care, customer service, and financial stability. 

> Carriers' administration expenses, and thus premium rates, might be reduced due to having fewer 
benefit plans. 

> OHIM administration may be simplified. 

> The process to approve qualified benefit plans may be less burdensome and costly for the OHIM, 
since the OHIM would not have to review the actuarial value of non-standardized benefit plans. 
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Disadvantages 

> Carriers will have less ability to differentiate themselves from other carriers. 

> Carriers may not have the ability to offer a custom benefit package to a given employer. Such 
customization is not common in small group coverage but may be more common for smaller 
carriers or niche carriers for whom customization is very much a part of their business plan. 

> There may be significantly less product diversity than if plans were not standardized. That could 
possibly result in reduced consumer satisfaction and value. 

> The OHIM may be less responsive to the changing needs of consumers and employers for new 
types of benefit plans. 

> The OHIM may be less responsive to changing health care practices, possibly hindering quality 
improvement or cost savings. 

> The process for adding new plans may stifle or at least slow the introduction of benefit 
innovations, such as consumer directed health plans. 

> Standardization might make it impossible for carriers to offer products that take advantage of a 
unique market situation or provider arrangement. For example, a carrier might want to offer 
extremely low cost sharing (e.g. , a $0 copay) when members get their high cost scans (e.g. , MRls 
or CT scans) at a single provider that offers those services at deeply discounted rates. 

> OHIM enrollment may be less if consumers find more attractive plan designs outside the OHIM. 

Standardized benefit plans have been required in the Medicare Supplement market since 1992. In that 
market, standardization has worked relatively well, partly because those policies are supplemental, 
relatively low cost, and generally leave the insured with little or no out-of-pocket expenses. In contrast, 
comprehensive major medical plans provide primary coverage at a relatively high cost and generally 
leave the insured with significant out-of-pocket expenses (e.g., a bronze plan would be designed to cover 
only 60% of the average insured's total healthcare costs, leaving 40% for the insured to pay 
out-of-pocket, in addition to their premium). Because of the higher out-of-pocket costs in a 
comprehensive major medical plan and because it is the primary coverage, there are many more plan 
designs that can be created which would be reasonable and appealing to a significant portion of the 
population. 

The OHIM could also postpone plan standardization for one or more years. Postponing would give 
carriers time to adapt to the new regulations and respond to consumer preferences in the market. In later 
years, the OHIM might choose to allow only standardized plans. Some disruption would be inevitable 
when the change is implemented, but that disruption might be relatively easy to bear once the OHIM has 
achieved some stability and has experience regulating the new benefit tiers. 

The leveraging effects of medical trend (inflation) on fixed dollar cost sharing features (e.g., deductibles 
and copays) will cause the actuarial value of benefit plans to increase over time. Oklahoma will need to 
consider how their methods for offsetting trend leveraging will interact with their rules for allowable benefit 
plan designs. This leveraging effect can also occur from changes in the mix of members by age, health 
status, geographic area, or other variables that affect average claim costs per member. When the State 
tests plans for compliance with the target actuarial values, they should normalize the actuarial values for 
any such changes or differences in the mix of enrollees among the benefit tiers. 
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F. CURRENT OKLAHOMA MANDATED BENEFITS IN RELATION TO MINIMUM ESSENTIAL 
BENEFITS 

The table below presents each of Oklahoma's mandated benefits and indicates which of those benefits 
are beyond the scope of the mandated benefits required by the ACA. Many of the Oklahoma mandated 
benefits would likely be considered essential benefits, and would, therefore, need to be covered by any 
health plan sold either inside and outside the OHIM. We indicate in Table Vll l.1 which mandated benefits 
would fall under essential health benefits and thus, would not constitute additional cost (beyond that 
already required for ACA compliance). In addition, some of the mandates represent preventive benefits 
and would also likely be essential benefits. Oklahoma can continue to require coverage of mandated 
benefits beyond the essential benefits (the extra benefits indicated in the table), but the State must pay 
the cost of those benefits for insurance provided through the OHIM for all OHIM members (even those 
who do not receive subsidies). The cost consequences of additional benefits that Oklahoma might 
mandate would be partly due to the direct additional of benefits and partly due to possible adverse 
selection. 

Alternatively, Oklahoma could continue to require coverage of the current state-mandated benefits 
outside the OHIM but not require them in the OHIM, or vice versa. These approaches would affect OHIM 
enrollment for consumers who are interested in utilizing those additional benefits. 
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Table Vlll.1 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Summa of Mandated Benefits Included as Part of Essential Health Benefits 
Potential Classification 

Majority of 
Services are Maj ority of 

Essential Health Services are 

Benefits 

AIDS I HIV Testing I Vaccine 

Ambulato!:l'. Surge!:l'. Centers 
Ambulance Transportation and 
Services 

Bone Mass Measurement 

Breast Reconstruction 
Cervical Cancer I HPV 
Screenin 

Colorectal Cancer Screening 

Contrace~tives 

Dental Anesthesia 

Diabetes Self-Management 

Diabetic Su~~lies 

Emergencl'. Room Service 

Hair Prosthesis 

Hearing Aids for Minors 

Mammogra~hl'. Screening 

Mastectoml'. 

Mastectoml'. Minimum Stal'. 

Materni!l'. 

Materni!l'. Minimum Stal'. 

Mental Health General 

Mental Health Pari!l'. 
Newborn Sickle Cell Anemia 
Testin 

Off-Label Drug Use 

PKU I Metabolic Disorder 

Prostate Cancer Screening 

Well Child Care 
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Benefits Preventive Care 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

Majority of 
Services are Limitations on Services 

Extra Benefits Offered in Mandate 

For testing onll'. 

Specified disease 
coverage onll'. 

Mal'. be for s~ecific ages 

For ~ediatric onll'. 

x 
x 

x 
May be partially in 

x Essential Health Benefits 

No mandate to cover, but 
minimum stay applies if 
covered 

x 
No mandate to cover, but 
minimum stay applies if 
covered 

Covers severe mental 
illness {6 s~ecified} 

x 
For screening I evaluation; 
coverage of treatment I 
supplies etc. may be Extra 
Benefits 
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G. ROLE OF MARKETPLACE AS PURCHASER VERSUS FACILITATOR 

Oklahoma has the option to be more or less aggressive in its control over which carriers participate in the 
OHIM. From a less restrictive Open Market to a more restrictive Active Purchaser, the state may 
authorize the OHIM to: 

> Allow all plans that meet the minimum ACA requirements (Open Market) 
> Set additional standards for qualified health plans 
> Select plans based on comparative value (Selective Contracting Agent) 
> Negotiate health plan premiums with insurers (Active Purchaser) 

The Open Market approach would probably be the least disruptive to the current Oklahoma market and 
would impose the least administrative burden on the State. At the other extreme, the Selective 
Contracting and Active Purchaser approaches could possibly provide greater value to the people of 
Oklahoma, although they would probably result in fewer OHIM plan choices for consumers. 

Based on our discussions with key stakeholders throughout the State of Oklahoma (e.g., insurers, 
lobbyist groups, brokers), one of the primary concerns is that the OHIM system will diminish the 
free-market healthcare structure that is presently active in the State of Oklahoma. As such, the Selective 
Contracting Agent I Active Purchaser methods of running the OHIM program will likely be met with 
significant public opposition. In particular, a common thread throughout our discussions with 
stakeholders was the idea that the "marketplace" should establish an information system, educate 
brokers and the public on how to use the system, and then allow free market forces to prevail. 

H. POTENTIAL BUDGET AND FUNDING CONSIDERATIONS 

The OHIM will require infrastructure to serve as a "marketplace" for purchasing individual and small group 
insurance. Development of this marketplace will necessitate investment by the State either directly or 
through federal planning grants to establish policy and procedure guidelines, as well as information 
technology (IT) systems. The level of start-up investment and ongoing budget needs will depend on the 
specific OHIM design. This section will present several factors for consideration during budget 
development and potential funding options. 

Start-up costs will depend on the OHIM structure and the functional level. Guidance from the CCllO 
(Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight) which is a part of CMS (the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services) outlines the major functions required for the OHIM to be considered an 
Exchange for purposes of ACA. These duties are: 

> Certification, recertification, and decertification of plans; 

> Operation of a toll-free hotline; 

> Maintenance of a website for providing information on plans to current and prospective enrollees; 

> Assignment of a price and quality rating to plans; 

> Presentation of plan benefit options in a standardized, comparable format; 

> Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and determination of eligibility for 
individuals in these programs; 

> Certification of individuals exempt from the individual responsibility requirement; 
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> Provision of information on certain individuals to the Treasury Department and to employers; and 

> Establishment of a Navigator program that provides grants to entities assisting consumers. 

In addition, the OHIM would need to be responsible for ensuring that Plans meet regulatory requirements 
with regard to: 

> Information on the availability of in-network and out-of-network providers, including provider 
directories and availability of essential community providers; 

> Consideration of plan patterns and practices with respect to past premium increases and 
submission of plan justifications for current premium increases; 

> Public disclosure of plan data, including claims handling policies, financial disclosures, enrollment 
and disenrollment data, claims denials, rating practices, cost sharing for out-of-network coverage, 
and other information; 

> Timely information for consumers requesting their amount of cost sharing for specific services 
from specified providers; 

> Information for participants in group health plans; and 

> Information on plan quality improvement activities. 

Finally, the OHIM would need to be responsible for: 

> Presentation of enrollee satisfaction survey results; 
> Provision for open enrollment periods; 
> Consultation with stakeholders, including tribes; and 
> Publication of data on the ongoing administrative costs. 

Through our stakeholder interviews relating to this analysis, we found some current resources which 
might provide existing infrastructure to perform several of these tasks. The administrative costs will be 
influenced by how much these existing resources can be leveraged. 

> OSEEGIB (State Educators and Employees Group Insurance Board) - Currently provides a 
marketplace for public employers groups of many sizes. They deal with real-time enrollment and 
premium collection and disbursement issues. 

> Oklahoma Health Care Authority - Currently determines Medicaid eligibility and enrollment at 
least in part through an on-line system. 

> Insure Oklahoma - Presently provides a system of premium subsidies to individuals and small 
groups with established policies and procedures to determine qualification, and coordinates with 
employers. 

> Current agency activit ies - Many of the plan requirements may already be monitored or easily 
incorporated into existing agency activities, such as the Oklahoma Insurance Department. 

Funding for the marketplace development costs can be covered by federal funds under the Establishment 
Grant program administered by the CCllO for programs designed to meet the ACA Exchange definition. 
The Establishment Grants became available on January 20, 201 1. The last date to apply for a Level One 
Grant is June 29, 2012 and the last date to apply for Level Two is June 29, 2012. These grants can 
provide multi-year or year-by-year funding through December 31, 2014. 
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Level One establishment grants provide up to one year of funding to states that have made some 
progress under their Exchange planning grant. States may plan to reapply for a second year of funding 
under the Level One establishment grants, if necessary, as they work toward the criteria to apply for Level 
Two establishment grants. 

Level Two establishment grants are designed to provide funding through December 31 , 2014 to 
applicants that are further along in the establishment of an Exchange. In applying for Level Two 
establishment grants, States must meet specific eligibility criteria, demonstrating the State has: 

> Legal authority to establish and operate an Exchange that complies with Federal requirements 
available at the time of the application; 

> A governance structure for the Exchange; 

> A budget and initial plan for financial sustainability by 2015; 

> A plan outlining steps to prevent fraud, waste, and abuse; and 

> A plan describing how consumer assistance capacity in the State will be created, continued, 
and I or expanded, including provision for a call center. 

The establishment grants can be used for numerous activities including background research, 
consultation with stakeholders, drafting legislative and regulatory changes, establishing information 
technology systems, and other tasks to design and implement an ACA compliant marketplace. As of 
May 2011 , sixteen Level One establishment grants were awarded with amounts ranging from $4 million to 
$40 million. 

Ultimately the OHIM will also need ongoing funding to cover annual administrative costs. The State may 
want to consider instituting revenue needed to cover OHIM administrative costs with links to those parties 
that indirectly benefit from the marketplace. Possible choices include individuals, employers, insurance 
companies, and health care providers. Regardless of how the OHIM is funded, the premiums charged 
within OHIM must be the same as the rest of the market. Possible mechanisms for doing that include: 

> Premium tax. The tax could apply to comprehensive major medical insurance and possibly to 
other lines of insurance. 

> Per Life Carrier Assessments: A fixed charge based on the number of covered lives. 

> Per Life Employer Assessments: For self-insured employer health plans or third-party 
administrators there are challenges in collecting revenues. Due to ERISA regulations, we believe 
the State may have difficulty collecting assessments on self-insured lives that are not covered 
under stop loss insurance. 

> Provider or hospital assessments. 

> Special or one-time assessments on insurance companies, employers, hospitals, or providers. 

> Revenue diversion. The State could use revenue or funds generated by current programs that 
will be phased out due to ACA changes. 

Some combination of these mechanisms might produce an allocation that is the most broadly accepted 
among stakeholders. 
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IX. QUALIFICATIONS 

This report was created by Timothy F. Harris and Stacey V. Muller. Mr. Harris is a Principal and 
Consulting Actuary in the St. Louis office of Milliman. Stacey is a Consulting Actuary in the Milwaukee 
office of Milliman. Tim and Stacey are Fellows of the Society of Actuaries and Members of the American 
Academy of Actuaries. They each meet the qualification standards for performing the analyses contained 
in this report. 
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Appendix A 
Technical Details on Population and Health Cost Modeling 

This appendix provides information on some of the key data sources, tools, and assumptions used to 
develop the projections presented in this report. 

CURRENT POPULATION SURVEY (CPS) I AMERICAN COMMUNITY SURVEY (ACS) DATA 

The initial census data was developed using the Current Population Survey (CPS). To mitigate the risk of 
population fluctuation due to the relatively small sample size responding to this self-reported survey, we 
used CPS data for the Oklahoma market for both 2008 and 2009. We used the CPS data to determine 
the composition of the Oklahoma population by age, gender, income level, insurance coverage type 
(e.g. , Individual, Employer, Medicaid, other coverage such as CHAMPUS, Medicare disabled), family 
status, and race (as it pertains to the American Indian population). We also used the CPS data to classify 
the population into self-reported health status groupings. 

While we used CPS data to determine population distribution by factors such as age, gender, and income 
level, the small sample size and slightly older data made it necessary to compare this data to other 
sources. As such, we reconciled the CPS population distribution by insurance coverage type to the 2010 
American Community Survey (ACS) data and adjusted the 2010 population distribution, as necessary, to 
tie to the ACS summaries. 

In addition, we used PUMS data (Public Use Microdata Sample, which underlies the 2009 ACS Summary 
and is the most current ACS detailed data) to estimate the current distribution of the American Indian 
population by insurance coverage type. 

MEDICAL EXPENDITURE PANEL SURVEY (MEPS) DATA 

We used Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS) data to supplement the census data and to 
distribute the employer insurance data into small group, large group, self-insured, or fully-insured. 

MEDICAL COSTS 

Medical cost curves by age and gender were developed using an assumed set of benefits and research 
that underlies Milliman's Health Cost Guidelines (HCGs). To calibrate the costs to Oklahoma experience, 
we used benefit designs consistent with those offered by carriers in Oklahoma (based on information 
provided by key insurer stakeholders), geographic area adjustments from Milliman's HCGs, and 
Oklahoma-specific provider discounts (estimated by Milliman using health insurance claims data from 
Oklahoma). We assumed that the majority of individual policies do not currently cover uncomplicated 
maternity care. Effective January 1, 2014, we assumed that all individual policies would cover all 
maternity care. Premiums were developed from the estimated medical costs, minus the estimated cost 
sharing in the modeled benefit plans, plus an estimated administrative load based on data collected 
through Oklahoma's required minimum medical loss ratio waiver fil ing. We adjusted the medical costs in 
the respective markets to produce average premiums by market consistent with the average premium 
rate data included in state fi lings (subject to some differences such as whether or not the plans modeled 
were only comprehensive plans). 

COSTS OF UNINSURED ENTERING THE INSURANCE MARKET 

The uninsured population is assumed to utilize fewer medical services than the insured population due to 
the lack of insurance coverage. Once a person becomes insured, we assume that their medical costs 
reflect the following factors: 

> Their underlying costs will move to reflect the costs of a similar insured person in that market with 
respect to age and gender assuming an average health status. 

> This medical cost is then adjusted to reflect the health status of the moving individual. 
> Finally, an additional 10% in costs is assumed in the first year of coverage, due to pent-up 

demand for health care services. 
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TREND 

We estimated annual medical trend rates for each major service category (inpatient, outpatient, 
professional, prescription drug, and other) based on Milliman's ongoing trend research. 

HEALTH STATUS DEVELOPMENT 

The CPS data includes self-reported qualitative health status information for each individual in the 
groupings of Excellent, Very Good, Good, Fair, and Poor. We summarized the CPS data by these 
categories (grouping them into Preferred, Standard, Substandard Low, and Substandard High) and then 
assigned a morbidity level to each health status group to reach a desired health status composite of 1.25. 
This composite target is greater than 1.0 to reflect the comparatively higher morbidity of the Oklahoma 
population to other states. Since the baseline medical costs to which health status factors are applied are 
based on the Milliman HCGs, and are thus representative of the Large Group markets, we calculated the 
ratio of each morbidity level relative to the composite morbidity level of the Large Group markets. We 
then summarized what percentage of each age bucket (grouped by quinquennial ages) falls into each 
morbidity category by market. These summaries were loaded into the Healthcare Reform Financing 
Model as the starting morbidity distributions. Morbidity distributions change within the modeling from one 
year to the next based on the availability of care, utilization of services, aging, etc. 

BIRTHS AND MORTALITY 

We used birth assumptions based on the distribution of newborns in the CPS data, and mortality 
assumptions as reported in the 2004 U.S Mortality Tables. 

TAKE-UP RATES 

Take-up rates describe the probability of people changing from uninsured to insured, or from one market 
to another (e.g. , from the Individual non-OHIM market to the Individual OHIM market). Milliman has 
conducted research to determine what percentage of people (for each combination of representative age, 
gender, and health status) will tend to switch markets, based on the ACA provisions and the modeled 
individual's expected healthcare costs, subsidies, and premium rate choices. Using that research, we 
modeled the projected population's movements between the various insurance coverage types. 

TAKE-UP RATE DISTRIBUTION FOR THE THREE MARKET SCENARIOS (BEST ESTIMATE, HIGH 
TAKE-UP, AND LOW TAKE-UP) 

In order to model the three different scenarios underlying Milliman's Oklahoma reform projections 
(Best Estimate scenario, High Take-Up Rate scenario, and Low Take-Up Rate scenario), we estimated 
take-up rates for three key market-to-market movements. Using the research Milliman developed to 
estimate the percentage of people who will move from one market to another based on their 
demographics, costs, subsidies, etc., (which is described above), we modeled a variety of possible 
movements, including the movement from uninsured to Individual OHIM coverage; the movement from 
uninsured to Individual non-OHIM coverage; the movement from Individual coverage to Individual OHIM 
coverage, etc. 

In creating our three scenarios, we were most interested in investigating the affordability of healthcare 
and thus the likelihood that people would need some form of coverage to meet their healthcare needs in 
the future. The three movements we focused on when creating our projection scenarios are described in 
further detail below: 

1. The movement from private insurance markets (Individual, Small Group, Large Group) to an 
uninsured status. This movement was reflected in years 2011 through 2013. The high take-up 
rate scenario assumes more people become uninsured in these years and the low take-up rate 
scenario assumes fewer people become uninsured in these years with the best estimate scenario 
approximately in the center. 

December 29, 201 1 Milliman Page2 
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2. The movement from an uninsured status to Medicaid coverage in 2014 and thereafter. 
This movement was reflected in years 2014 through 2017 and again the high take-up rate 
scenario shows the largest percentage of people moving to Medicaid coverage with the best 
estimate scenario to follow and the low take-up rate scenario with the smallest percentage 
movement. Also, we assumed that the first year of eligibility (2014) would result in a far larger 
percentage movement which would then taper off in subsequent years. 

3. The movement from an uninsured status to Individual OHIM coverage in 2014 and thereafter. 
This movement was reflected in years 2014 through 2017 and again the high take-up rate 
scenario shows the largest percentage of people moving to Individual OHIM coverage with the 
best estimate scenario to follow and the low take-up rate scenario with the smallest percentage 
movement. Also, we assumed that the first year of eligibility (2014) would result in a far larger 
percentage movement which would then taper off in subsequent years. 

The table below summarizes the estimated percentage take-up rates in each market for the 2011 - 2017 
modeling period in the scenarios described above. 

Scenario 

Table A.1 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Take-Up Rate Comparison among Scenarios 

Average Annual Take-Up to Uninsured (2011 - 2013) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2014) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2014) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2015 - 2017) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (201 5 - 2017) 

Scenario 

Average Annual Take-Up to Uninsured (2011 - 2013) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2014) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2014) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2015 - 2017) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2015 - 2017) 

Scenario 

Average Annual Take-Up to Uninsured (2011 - 2013) 
First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2014) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2014) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2015 - 2017) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2015 - 2017) 

MOVEMENT BETWEEN CARRIERS AND PLANS 

Best 
Estimate 

1.3% 

21.6% 

31.1% 

4.2% 

16.4% 
High 

Take-Up 

2.0% 

25.9% 

48.3% 

5.6% 

18.7% 
Low 

Take-Up 

0.7% 
17.4% 

14.9% 

2.3% 

10.7% 

The movement between carriers and benefit plans in the Individual market is based on a series of inertia 
factors developed by Milliman. These factors describe how individuals move from plan to plan based on 
changes in the population make-up and resulting costs and premiums for each carrier and plan 
combination. In particular, individuals are driven to change plans and carriers based on the rate 
increases experienced for their current plan design, based on their age, gender, and health status. The 
movement between carriers and plans in the small group and large group markets are driven by the 
inertia factors underlying employer group decision points. In particular, employer groups are projected to 
respond to the rate increases for their particular membership groups by moving from plan to plan and 
carrier to carrier based on their underlying inertia factors. 
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MOVEMENT BETWEEN MARKETS DUE TO AGING 

The causes of age-related movements between markets include formerly dependent children who reach 
an age where they are emancipated to other markets, adults who reach age 65 and join the Medicare 
market (we assumed 100% of documented individuals who are not already enrolled in the Medicare 
disabled market join the Medicare market at age 65), and individuals in other markets who lapse to the 
uninsured market because of premium rate increases. 

December 29, 201 1 Milliman Page4 
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Governor Mary Fallin’s “Oklahoma Now” Column

 
Strong Finish: More Reforms Needed in Last Month of Legislative Session
 
May is the last month of the 2011 legislative session, and I’m happy to say this legislative year
is on track to be a productive one. Several key reforms already having been signed into law and
more are on the way.
 
We have delivered, for instance, on landmark lawsuit reform that will help to create more jobs in
Oklahoma by establishing a better business climate and placing a cap of $350,000 on non-
economic damages.
 
Where education is concerned, the legislature has worked with me to pass bills making it easier
to let go ineffective teachers, ending a lengthy and costly legal appeals process known as “trial
de novo” that had previously made it nearly impossible to fire even the most ineffective
instructors.
 
We have also passed important pro-life measures, prohibiting abortions after 20 weeks (when an
unborn child begins to feel pain) and ensuring that those citizens who purchase private health
insurance are not unknowingly or unwillingly subsidizing abortion.
 
Finally, legislative leaders and I have agreed to reject $54 million in federal funds to ensure that
the state of Oklahoma sends a clear signal to Washington: we do not want, in any shape or
form, to be tied to ObamaCare. And while we continue to fight the president’s health care plan,
both legislatively and in court, we’re also moving to establish our own Oklahoma-based health
solutions, including the creation of a new online insurance network where businesses and
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families can shop for affordable, high quality private health insurance. 
 
The first three months of the legislative session have been a testament to the goals and values
that many conservative lawmakers, including myself, outlined during their campaigns:
encouraging more private sector job growth and boosting our economy, reaffirming our
commitment to conservative values and standing up to the Obama Administration when it
overreaches.
 
All of this is good news. But we have a long way to go before we reach the finish line.
 
During my campaign for governor, I promised voters I would bring Oklahoma a smaller, smarter
government able to operate more efficiently and effectively. To deliver on that promise, my
administration is proposing two important reforms: the consolidation of several agencies under
the Office of State Finance, and the restructuring and consolidation of the state’s Information
Technology resources.
 
Together, these two reforms will save taxpayers tens of millions of dollars a year – with the
potential for much more – while eliminating government waste and duplication of services. Our
IT reform bill, for instance, will reduce the number of financial payment systems the state uses
from over 70 to just one, delivering a more streamlined, efficient way of doing business.
 
We have a number of other important reform measures that we must deliver on this session.
Overhauling our workers compensation system, in order to reduce skyrocketing legal and
medical costs that continue to drive jobs out of state, is a priority. We must pursue additional
education reform, including an A-F grading system for our schools. And the creation of a Quick
Action Closing Fund to lure new businesses and jobs to the state of Oklahoma is necessary
before we can truly say we are doing everything in our power to create the best business climate
possible.
 
All of these are substantial reforms that require political courage and willpower. But each one of
them is necessary for our conservative lawmakers to fulfill their promises to voters.
 
I appreciate the hard work and dedication of our legislative leaders to date. Now it’s time to
finish the heavy lifting and close out the legislative session by delivering on the important
reform measures we promised voters we’d act on.  I look forward to our lawmakers working to
send these bills to my desk.
 

###
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2009: 
Health Insurance Exchanges 

 
 
Provision Notes Standards 

Development 
Applicability Effective Date PPACA 

Section 
Statutory 
Section 

SUBTITLE D—AVAILABLE COVERAGE CHOICES FOR ALL AMERICANS 
PART I—Establishment of  Qualified Health Plans 

Qualified Health 
Plans Defined 

A “qualified health plan” is a health plan that 
 Is certified by each Exchange through which it is offered 
 Provides the essential benefits package 
 Is offered by an issuer that is  

 Licensed and in good standing in each state in which it 
is offered 
 Agrees to offer at least one silver plan and one gold 
plan 
 Agrees to charge the same premium whether the plan is 
sold through the Exchange or outside the Exchange 
 Complies with other requirements of  the Secretary and 
the Exchange 

A reference to a qualified health plan is also a reference to a Co-Op plan 
and a Multi-State plan. 
 
A qualified health plan may offer coverage through a primary care medical 
home plan 
 
A qualified health plan may vary premiums by rating area. 

 Qualified 
Health Plans 

01/01/14 1301  

Essential Health 
Benefits 
Requirements 

The essential health benefits package must cover the following general 
categories of  services: 

 Ambulatory patient services 
 Emergency services 
 Hospitalization 
 Maternity and newborn care 
 Mental health and substance abuse disorder services, including 

behavioral health treatment 
 Prescription drugs 
 Rehabilitative and habilitative services and devices 
 Laboratory services 
 Preventive and wellness services and chronic disease 

management 
 Pediatric services, including oral and vision care 

Secretary of  HHS  01/01/2014 1302  
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Provision Notes Standards 
Development 

Applicability Effective Date PPACA 
Section 

Statutory 
Section 

The scope of  benefits is to be determined by the Secretary of  HHS and 
equal to the scope of  benefits under a typical employer-based plan.  
Nothing shall prevent a qualified health plan from providing benefits in 
excess of  the essential benefits package.  
 
The cost-sharing under a health plan may not exceed the cost-sharing for 
high-deductible health plans in 2014 (currently $5,950 individual/$11,900 
family).  In following years, the limitation on cost-sharing is indexed to the 
rate or average premium growth. 
 
Deductibles for plans in the small group market are limited to $2,000 
individual/$4,000 family, indexed to average premium growth.  This 
amount may be increased by the maximum amount of  reimbursement 
available to an employee under a flexible spending arrangement. 
 
The levels of  coverage are defined as follows: 

 Bronze level-Must provide coverage that provides benefits that 
are actuarially equivalent to 60% of  the full actuarial value of  
benefits under the plan. 

 Silver level-Must provide coverage that provides benefits that 
are actuarially equivalent to 70% of  the full actuarial value of  
benefits under the plan. 

 Gold level-Must provide coverage that provides benefits that are 
actuarially equivalent to 80% of  the full actuarial value of  
benefits under the plan. 

 Platinum level-Must provide coverage that provides benefits 
that are actuarially equivalent to 90% of  the full actuarial value 
of  benefits under the plan. 

 
Individuals under 30 years of  age or those exempt from the individual 
mandate because no affordable plan is available to them or because of  a 
hardship may purchase a catastrophic plan providing the essential benefits 
package with a deductible equal to the total limitation on cost-sharing 
above and first-dollar coverage of  at least three primary care visits. 
 
Plans offered through the Exchange must also be available as a plan 
available only to individuals under the age of  21.   

Special Rules State opt-out of  abortion coverage: 
A state may prohibit qualified health plans offered through the exchange 
from covering abortions. 
 
Special rules relating to coverage of  abortion services: 

 Qualified 
health benefits 
plans 

01/01/14 1303  
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Provision Notes Standards 
Development 

Applicability Effective Date PPACA 
Section 

Statutory 
Section 

This title shall not be construed to require a plan to cover abortion 
services as part of  the essential benefits package.  If  a plan covers elective 
abortion services, it may not use any funds attributable to subsidies 
provided through the Exchange to pay for them and must collect a 
separate payment from enrollees for the actuarial value of  those services.  
State insurance commissioners shall insure that health plans comply with 
the the requirement that plans segregate funds for abortion services.  

Related Definitions Small group market is defined to include employers with 1-100 employees.  
Until January 1, 2016, states may elect to define it as employers with 1-50 
employees. 

  01/01/14  
State option to 
define market as 1-50 
ends 01/01/16 

1304  

PART II—CONSUMER CHOICES AND INSURANCE COMPETITION THROUGH HEALTH BENEFIT PLANS 

Affordable choices of  
health benefits plans 

Grants will be made available to states in amounts to be specified by the 
Secretary of  HHS for planning and activities related to establishing an 
Exchange.  Grants may be renewed if  the State is making progress in 
establishing an Exchange and the market reforms. Exchanges must be 
self-sustaining beginning in 2015, and may generate revenue through 
assessments, user fees or other means.  The Secretary is also directed to 
provide technical assistance to states on facilitating participation of  small 
employers in SHOP exchanges. 
 
Each state shall establish, as a governmental agency or nonprofit entity, an 
American Health Benefit Exchange that facilitates the purchase of  
qualified health plans and provides for the establishment of  a Small 
Business Health Options Program (referred to as a “SHOP Exchange”) 
to assist qualified employers in facilitating the enrollment of  employees in 
small group qualified health benefits plans states.  States may choose to 
establish a single Exchange that performs both functions.  States may 
jointly form regional Exchanges or may form multiple subsidiary 
exchanges if  each one serves a distinct geographic area.  Exchanges may 
contract with entities with demonstrated experience in the individual and 
small group markets and in benefits coverage if  the entity is not an insurer 
or controlled by an insurer, or with the state Medicaid agency. 
 
Exchanges must consult with relevant stakeholders, including consumers, 
those with experience facilitating coverage in qualified health plans, 
representatives of  small businesses, state Medicaid offices, and advocates 
for enrolling hard-to reach populations. 
 
Exchange must publish online an accounting of  its administrative costs, 
including of  funds lost to waste, fraud, and abuse. 
 

Secretary of  HHS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Beginning not later 
than 1 year after the 
date of  enactment, 
lasting until 
01/01/15 
 
 
 
 
01/01/14 

1311  
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Provision Notes Standards 
Development 

Applicability Effective Date PPACA 
Section 

Statutory 
Section 

Exchanges may not sell plans that are not qualified health benefits plans, 
except for stand-alone dental plans if  they offer pediatric dental benefits 
meeting the requirements of  the act.   
 
Exchanges must provide for an initial open enrollment period, annual 
open enrollment periods after the initial period, and special enrollment 
periods under circumstances similar to those for Medicare PDPs, and 
special enrollment period for Native Americans. 
 
Exchanges may sell qualified health plans that provide only the essential 
benefits package, except that states may require additional benefits if  it 
defrays enrollees for the additional cost of  these benefits. 
 
An exchange must, at a minimum: 

 Certify qualified health benefits plans consistent with guidelines 
developed by the Secretary of  HHS if  making them available 
through the Exchange is in the interests of  individuals and 
employers in the state.   

 An Exchange may not exclude a health plan: 
 Because it is a fee-for-service plan,  
 Through the imposition of  premium price 

controls 
 On the basis that the plan provides necessary 

treatments in circumstances that the Exchange 
deems inappropriate or too costly 

 In order to be certified, plans must: 
 Meet marketing requirements  
 Meet network adequacy requirements under 

PHSA §2702(c) 
 Include in networks essential community 

providers that serve low-income, underserved 
communities 

 Be accredited by an entity recognized by the 
Secretary for accreditation of  health plans 

 Implement market-based strategies for quality 
improvement 

 Utilize a uniform enrollment form that takes 
into account criteria that the NAIC develops 
and submits to the Secretary 

 Utilize the standard format established for 
presenting health benefits plan options; and 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NAIC 
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Provision Notes Standards 
Development 

Applicability Effective Date PPACA 
Section 

Statutory 
Section 

 Provide information to the Exchange and 
enrollees on quality measures for health plan 
performance 

 Submit justifications of  any premium increase 
prior to implementation and post it on its 
website.  Such justifications shall be taken into 
account when certifying plans. 

 Submit to the Exchange, the Secretary of  
HHS, and the state Insurance Commissioner 
and publicly disclose the following 
information: 

 Claims payment policies and 
practices 

 Periodic financial disclosures 
 Data on enrollment 
 Data on disenrollment 
 Data on the number of  claims that 

are denied 
 Data on rating practices 
 Information of  cost-sharing and 

payments with respect to any out-of-
network coverage 

 Information on enrollee rights 
 Other information specified by the 

Secretary 
 Allow individuals to learn the cost-sharing 

under their plan for furnishing a specific item 
or service by a participating provider upon 
request through a website. 

 Contract with hospitals with more than 50 
beds only if  they utilize a patient safety 
evaluation system and provide education and 
counseling upon discharge, comprehensive 
discharge planning, and post-discharge 
reinforcement by a health care professional 

 Contract with a health care provider only if  
they implement quality improvement 
mechanisms required by the Secretary of  HHS

 Operate a toll-free consumer assistance hotline 
 Maintain a website to provide standardized comparative 

information on qualified health benefits plans 
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Provision Notes Standards 
Development 

Applicability Effective Date PPACA 
Section 

Statutory 
Section 

 Assign a rating based upon relative quality and price to each 
qualified health benefits plan. 

 Use a standardized format for presenting coverage options 
under the Exchange, including use of  the uniform outline of  
coverage 

 Inform individuals of  eligibility requirements for the state's 
Medicaid program, CHIP program and any applicable state or 
local public program and screen and enroll eligible individuals in 
these programs 

 Certify exemptions from the individual mandate 
 Transfer information to the Secretary of  Treasury on 

exemptions form the individual mandate, as well as on 
employees receiving subsidies through the exchange because the 
employer failed to provide sufficient affordable coverage. 

 Provide information to employers on employees who cease 
coverage in a qualified health benefits plan 

 Establish a navigator program to provide to entities with 
relationships to employers and employees, consumers, or self-
employed individuals.  Grants must be made out of  operational 
funds, and may not use federal funds for establishment of  
Exchanges. 

Navigators will: 
 Conduct public education activities 
 Distribute information concerning enrollment in 

plans and subsidy availability 
 Facilitate enrollment in plans 
 Provide referrals to health insurance consumer 

assistance offices or ombudsmen to enrollees with 
grievances, complaints or questions: 

Eligible entities include 
 Trade, industry, and professional associations 
 Commercial fishing industry organizations 
 Community and consumer-focused nonprofit entities 
 Chambers of  commerce 
 Unions 
 Resource partners of  the Small Business 

Administration 
 Licensed insurance producers,   
 Other entities that are not insurers and do not receive 

any direct or indirect compensation from insurers in 
connection with plan enrollments or disenrollments. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Secretary of  HHS 
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Provision Notes Standards 
Development 

Applicability Effective Date PPACA 
Section 

Statutory 
Section 

The Secretary, in collaboration with states, will develop 
standards to ensure that information provided by navigators 
is fair, accurate, and impartial. 

 
 
Secretary of  HHS, 
in collaboration 
with states 

Consumer choice Individuals enrolling in the Exchange may choose any plan for which they 
are eligible.  Employers may specify a level of  coverage for which to 
provide support, and employees may choose any plan that offers coverage 
at that level.  Individuals may pay premiums directly to the insurer. 
 
Insurers must consider all enrollees in all non-grandfathered plans in the 
individual and small group markets, respectively, to be members of  the 
same risk pools.  States may require the individual and small group 
markets to be merged, but may not require that grandfathered plans be 
pooled together with non-grandfathered plans. 
 
Nothing in this title prohibits an insurer from offering insurance outside 
of  the Exchange or eligible individuals and employers from purchasing 
coverage outside the Exchange.  No individual or employer shall be 
compelled to purchase coverage through the Exchange.  Members of  
Congress and their personal staff  will no longer be eligible for the 
FEHBP, and must purchase coverage through the Exchange in order to 
receive coverage through the federal government. 
 
The Secretary of  HHS shall establish procedures for a state to allow 
producers to enroll individuals and employers in qualified health plans and 
to assist individuals in applying for subsidies.   
 
Only citizens and lawful residents may purchase coverage through the 
Exchange.  Incarcerated individuals may not enroll through the Exchange.  
 
Employers of  1-100 employees may offer 1 or more small group plans to 
employees through the Exchange.  Beginning in 2017, states may allow 
insurers to offer large group plans through the Exchange. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Secretary of  HHS

 01/01/2014 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
01/01/2014.  States 
may expand to larger 
employers beginning 
01/01/2017. 

1312  

Financial Integrity Exchanges must keep an accurate accounting of  all activities, receipts and 
expenditures and annually report to the Secretary of  HHS, who shall 
conduct annual audits and may investigate the affairs of  an Exchange.  An 
Exchange or State that has engaged in serious misconduct may be subject 
to a 1% reduction of  all grants and payments administered by the 
Secretary of  HHS until corrective actions are taken. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 01/01/2014 1313  
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Provision Notes Standards 
Development 

Applicability Effective Date PPACA 
Section 

Statutory 
Section 

The Secretary of  HHS shall provide for the efficient and non-
discriminatory administration of  the Exchanges and shall implement 
measures to reduce fraud and abuse. 
 
The False Claims Act shall apply to any payments that include federal 
funds. 

Secretary of  HHS

PART III—State Flexibility Relating to Exchanges 

State flexibility in 
operation and 
enforcement of  
Exchanges and 
related requirements 

The Secretary of  HHS shall issue regulations setting standards for the 
requirements for Exchanges, the offering of  qualified health plans sold 
through Exchanges, reinsurance and risk adjustment mechanisms and 
other requirements the Secretary deems appropriate. 
 
A state that elects to operate an exchange must adopt the federal 
standards or a state law implementing them by January 1, 2014.  If  the 
Secretary determines by January 1, 2013 that the state is not electing to 
operate an Exchange or that it will not have the Exchange operational by 
January 1, 2014 or has not taken necessary actions to implement the 
market reforms, the Secretary shall operate an Exchange, either directly or 
through agreement with a non-profit entity. 

Secretary of  
HHS, in 
consultation 
with the NAIC, 
its members, 
insurers, 
consumer 
organizations 
and other 
interested 
parties. 

  1321  

Federal program to 
assist establishment 
and operation of  
nonprofit, member-
run health insurance 
issuers 

The Secretary of  HHS shall provide Co-Op plans with loans to assist with 
start-up costs and grants to assist with meeting solvency requirements.  In 
making the loans and grants, the Secretary must give priority to plan that 
offer qualified health plans on a statewide basis, use integrated care 
models, and have significant private support and ensure that there is 
sufficient funding to establish at least 1 Co-Op plan in each state.  Loans 
must be repaid within 5 years and grants must be repaid within 15 years.  
$6 billion is appropriated to fund the loans and grants.  
 
Any entity receiving a loan or grant must be organized under state law as a 
nonprofit, member corporation and may not have been a health insurance 
issuer prior to 7/16/2009 and may not be sponsored by a state or local 
government.    Governance of  the organization must be subject to a 
majority vote of  its members and must avoid insurance industry 
involvement and interference.  Any profits made by the organization must 
be used to lower premiums, improve benefits, or improve the quality of  
care.  The organization must meet all requirements that are required of  
other qualified health plans, including solvency and licensure rules, rules 
on payments to providers, network adequacy rules, rate and form filing 
rules, and any applicable premium assessments.  Co-Op plans may not 
offer coverage in a state until the state has adopted the market reforms in 
Subtitles A and C of  this legislation.  Co-Op plans will be considered tax-
exempt as long as they abide by restrictions of  this section. 

Secretary of  HHS Co-Op Plans No later than 
7/1/2013 

1322  
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Provision Notes Standards 
Development 

Applicability Effective Date PPACA 
Section 

Statutory 
Section 

 
Co-Op plans may form a private purchasing council through which to 
enter into collective purchasing arrangements for items and services that 
increase administrative efficiency, including claims administration, 
administrative services, health IT, and actuarial services, within the 
confines of  federal antitrust law. 

Level Playing Field Health insurance plans shall not be subject to any of  the following state 
or federal laws unless Co-Op plans and multistate health plans are also 
subject to them: 

 Guaranteed renewal 
 Rating 
 Preexisting conditions 
 Non-discrimination 
 Quality improvement and reporting 
 Fraud and abuse 
 Solvency and financial requirements 
 Market conduct 
 Prompt payment 
 Appeals and grievances 
 Privacy and confidentiality 
 Licensure, and 
 Benefit plan material or information. 

  1/1/2014 1324  

Procedures for 
determining eligibility 
for Exchange 
participation, 
premium tax credits 
and reduced cost 
sharing, and 
individuals 
responsibility 
exemptions 

The Secretary of  HHS shall develop a program for the determination of  
eligibility for Exchange participation, subsides, and exemptions. 
Exchanges must collect specified relevant information for determining 
eligibility from the individual mandate and submit it to the Secretary of  
HHS for verification by relevant federal agencies and report the results 
back to the Exchange. 

Secretary of  HHS   1411  

Advance 
determinations and 
payment of  premium 
tax credits and cost-
sharing reductions 

The Secretary of  HHS, in consultation with the Secretary of  Treasury 
must establish a program for the advance determination of  income 
eligibility for individuals applying for subsidies through the Exchange. The 
Secretary of  HHS will notify the Exchange and the Secretary of  Treasury, 
and the Secretary of  Treasury will make the necessary payments to the 
insurer, who must reduce the individual’s premiums and cost-sharing.  
States may provide subsidies in addition to the federal subsidies. 

Secretary of  HHS, 
in consultation 
with the Secretary 
of  Treasury 

  1412  
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Provision Notes Standards 
Development 

Applicability Effective Date PPACA 
Section 

Statutory 
Section 

Streamlining of  
procedures for 
enrollment through an 
Exchange and state 
Medicaid, CHIP, and 
health subsidy 
programs 

The Secretary shall establish a system for individuals to apply for 
enrollment in Medicaid, SCHIP through an Exchange.  The Secretary 
must provide a single streamlined form that may be used in applying for 
all applicable state health subsidy programs.  This form can be filed 
online, by mail, or by telephone.  States may develop and use their own 
alternative streamlined forms consistent with standards developed by the 
Secretary of  HHS. 

Secretary of  HHS   1413  
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Governor Dave Heineman 
Health Insurance Exchanges 
November 15, 2012, 2:00 p.m. 

Remarks. As Prepared for Deliverv: 

Good afternoon. 

The State of Nebraska faces several difficult dilemmas regarding the Affordable Care Act. As 
you know, the majority of Nebraskans oppose the new federal health care law. This has been a 
highly politicized issue. However, the elections are over. It's now time to focus on the policy. 

All fifty governors will be making a decision on the operation of an exchange based upon what 
they think is best for their state. Some governors will choose a federal exchange and some will 
opt for a state exchange. The State of Nebraska has been studying and evaluating how to comply 
with the law for more than two years. 

On September 6, I sent a letter to Secretary Sebelius asking her for more detailed information 
about the Affordable Care Act, and I have never received a response from her. The federal 
government has not completed its rules and regulations process, yet they are demanding the 
states make a decision about the exchange by tomorrow. 

I want to note that the United States Supreme Court ruled that the insurance exchanges were 
constitutional, but when it comes to the Medicaid expansion, the Supreme Court ruled that the 
federal government could not force the states to expand Medicaid. I've made it very clear that I 
am opposed to this massive, unfunded Medicaid expansion because it would cost the State of 
Nebraska hundreds of millions of dollars. If implemented, this Medicaid expansion would lead to 
reduced funding for the education of Nebraska's children or higher taxes on middle class 
Nebraskans. 

The other issue is what to do about an insurance exchange. The current law requires the states to 
choose between a federal exchange and a state exchange. Like many Nebraskans, my initial 
thoughts were we would prefer a state exchange because Nebraska would be in control of the 
exchange. As we conducted our review and analysis of the new federal health care law and the 
regulations from the federal Department of Health and Human Services, it became apparent that 
the Affordable Care Act contains one federal mandate after another. 

On the key issues, there is no real operational difference between a federal exchange and a state 
exchange. A state exchange is nothing more than the state administering the Affordable Care Act 
with all of the important and critical decisions made by the federal government. 

The Affordable Care Act is being totally dictated and totally controlled by the federal 
government. 

(continued) 

1 
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In addition to our concerns that the State of Nebraska would not have any significant control of a 
state exchange, I am even more concerned about the cost of an exchange. Whether the State of 
Nebraska chooses a federal or state exchange, there are costs associated with that decision. 

Based upon the best information that the Department oflnsurance and the Department of Health 
and Human Services have, the cost ofa state insurance exchange for Fiscal Years 2013-2020 is 
$646 million; while the cost ofa federal insurance exchange is $176 million. The cost ofa state 
exchange to Nebraska taxpayers is $4 70 million more than a federal exchange. 

It is simply too expensive to do a state insurance exchange. 

Just like the Medicaid expansion, building a state exchange controlled by the federal government 
will result in reduced state aid to education for Nebraska's public schools, reduced funding for 
the University of Nebraska and other higher education institutions or higher taxes on hard
working, middle class Nebraskans. Building a state exchange would result in reduced funding 
for key state priorities. 

The bottom line is a state insurance exchange is really controlled by the federal government, and 
the cost of operating a state insurance exchange is very expensive. 

Finally, I want to share with Nebraskans that I have listened to all sides of this issue. It is a very 
polarizing issue but my focus now is on implementing the Affordable Care Act in the most 
efficient and cost effective manner for Nebraskans and their families. Reasonable people will 
disagree on this issue, but one thing is very clear - a state exchange is too costly to our citizens. 
Therefore, the State of Nebraska will comply with the Affordable Care Act by being part of the 
federal exchange. 

### 

2 
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Dave Heineman 
Governor 

The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius 
Secretary 

November 15, 2012 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
200 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20201 

Dear Secretary Sebelius: 

STATE OF NEBRASKA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

P.O. Box 94848 •Lincoln, Nebraska 68509-4848 
Phone: (402) 471-2244 • dave.heineman@nebraska.gov 

I am writing to notify you that I have elected to have the State of Nebraska participate in the 
federally-facilitated health insurance exchange. After extensive analysis and planning for a state
based exchange for my state, I have determined that the fiscal cost differential is too great to warrant 
the establishment of a separate state-based health insurance exchange. 

I have directed Bruce Ramge, Director of the Nebraska Department of Insurance, and Viviaime 
Chaumont, Director of the Medicaid Division, Nebraska Department of Health and Human Services, 
to contact your staff in order to facilitate a smooth and timely transition on issues related to the 
implementation of a federally-facilitated health insurance exchange in Nebraska. 

Sincerely, 

SJ~~ 
Dave Heineman 
Governor 

cc: Bruce Rainge, Director, NE Department ofinsurance 
Vivianne Chaumont, Director, NE Division of Medicaid 
Kerry Winterer, Chief Executive Officer, NE Department of Health & Human Services 

An Equal OpportunitWAffirmatiue Action Employer 
Printed with soy lnk on recycled paper 11844



Dave 11einernan 
Governor 

The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius 

September 6, 2012 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
200 Independence Avenue, S. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20201 

Dear Secretary Scbclius: 

STATE OF NEBRASKA 
OrncE OF THE GovE1tN011 

P.O. Hox 9'1848 •Lincoln, Nebraska 68b09·A8<!8 
Photw: (402) 471 .. 2244 • davc.heirw1nanif1'11ebr<Y>lrn.~1ov 

l am writing you today regarding the federal health care law. The State of Nebraska has many 
unanswered questions that we hope your Depmtment can answer. 

Our questions are as follow: 

• As a result of the United States Supreme Court rnling, which Medicaid provisions still 
apply and which do not? Please address maintenance of effmt, modified adjusted gross 
income, consolidation of eligibility groups, no wrong door and additional eligible 
populations such as children to 138% and fonner foster children to age 26. 

• Nebraska has a single application for all public assistance programs. The new federal 
health care requirements for a streamlined application for the exchange and Medicaid will 
make our entire process more burdensome and Jess consumer friendly. Will your 
Department grant us a waiver from the new federal health care law so that we can 
maintain a single application for all public assistance programs? 

• If a state chooses not to expand its Medicaid program, is a state exchange still expected to 
do a Medicaid assessment and determination? 

• If a state chooses not to expand its Medicaid program, is a state exchange still expected to 
use a single application for the exchange and Medicaid? 

• Will your Department provide enhanced funding for non-systems related, ACA-required, 
operational changes to the Medicaid proi,>ram? 

An Fq1wl Opportwlit.1.i!Affirmvlive Actio11 fmp/oyr:>r 
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The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
September 6, 2012 
Page-2-

• What will the charges for a state exchange be to use the federal data hub, advance 
premium tax credit/cost-showing reduction service, risk adjustment and transitional 
reinsurance programs? 

• When will the states learn sufficient details about a federal exchange in order to compare 
its costs to building a state exchange? 

• Many grant deadlines have been extended. Will the implementation date for enrollment 
be extended from October 1, 2013 to some future date'? 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dave Heineman 
Governor 
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Department of Insurance 

FY2013 FY2014 FY2015 

Fiscal Impact 

State Exchange vs. Federal Exchange 

Total 

FY14/15 FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 FY2019 FY2020 
Total 

FY13/20 
State Exchang,e 
Administration 

Technology 

25,805,875 42,456,144 43,386,721 85,842,865 44,192,870 47,929,562 49,731,664 50,935,892 53,087,704 I 357,526,432 

Total 

Funding Sources 

Federal 

State 

Total 

22,600,577 I 29,451,047 11,712,870 41,163,917 I 9,346,603 14,096,298 14,358,479 9,633,641 9,922,560 I 121,122,075 

I 48,406,452 I 71,907,191 · 55,099,591 127,006,782 I 53,539,473 62,025,860 64,090,143 60,569,533 63,010,264 I 478,648,501 

47,306,4521 69,907,191 53,099,591 123,006,782 

1,100,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 4,ooo,ooo I 53,539,473 62,025,860 64,090,143 60,569,533 63,010,264 

I 48,406,452 I 71,907,191 55,099,591 127,006,782 I 53,539,473 62,025,860 64,090,143 60,569,533 63,010,264 I 

170,313,234 

308,335,273 

478,648,507 

Federal Exchange 
Administration 

Technology 

540,000 1,090,625 1,112,141 2,202,766 1,134,194 1,156,799 1,179,969 1,203,718 1,228,061 8,645,507 

Total 

Funding Sources 

Federal 

State 

Total 

11/15/2012 

J 540,000 t 1,090,625 1,112,141 2,202,766 I 1,134,194 1,156,799 1,119,969 ··--1-,203,718 1,228,061 I 8,645,507 

540,000 1,090,625 556,071 1,646,696 2,186,696 
I I 556,011 556,on L 1,134,194 1,156,799 1,179,969 1,203,113 1,228,061 I 6,458,812 

J 540,000 I 1,090,625 1,112,141 2,202,166 I 1,134,194 1,156,799 1,119,969 1,203,718 1,228,061 1 8,645,507 
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Fiscal Impact 

State Exchange vs. Federal Exchange 

Department of Health and Humans Services 

FY2013 FY2014 FY2015 
Total 

FY14/15 FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 FY2019 FY2020 
State Exchange 
Administration 
Technology 

Total 

Funding Sources 

Federal 

State 

Total 

4,254,020 8,757,096 13,011,1161 9,013,620 9,277,842 9,549,990 9,830,302 10,119,022 
2,150,000 I 35,225,ooo 34,705,ooo 69,930,000 6,900,000 6,900,000 6,900,000 6,900,000 6,900,000 r 2,15o,ooor-39,479,020 43,462,096 82,941,116 I 15,913,620 16,177,842 16,449,990 16,730,302 11,019,022 J 

2,475,000 I 33,829,510 35,613,048 69,442,558 I 9,681,810 9,813,921 9,949,995 10,090,151 10,234,511 
275,000 5,649,510 7,849,048 13,498,558 6,231,810 6,363,921 6,499,995 6,640,lSl 6,784,511 

I 2,150,000 I 39,479,020 43,462,096 s2,941,116 I 15,913,620 16,177,842 16,449,990 16,730,302 11,019,0-22 I 

Federal Exchange 

Total 
FY13/20 

60,801,892 
107,180,000 

167,981,892 

121,687,946 
46,293,946 

167,981,892 

Administration 4,254,020 8,757,096 13,011,116 9,013,620 9,277,842 9,549,990 9,830,302 10,119,022 60,801,892 

Technology 2,750,000 35,225,000 34,705,000 69,930,000 6,900,000 6,900,000 6,900,000 6,900,000 6,900,000 107,180,000 

Total 2,750,000 39,479,020 43,462,096 82,941,116 15,913,620 16,177,842 16,449,990 16,730,302 17,019,022 167,981,892 

Funding Sources 
Federal 2,475,000 33,829,510 35,613,048 69,442,558 9,681,810 9,813,921 9,949,995 10,090,151 10,234,511 121,687,946 
State 275,000 5,649,510 7,849,048 13,498,558 6,231,810 6,363,921 6,499,995 6,640,151 6,784,511 46,293,946 

Total 2,750,000 39,479,020 43,462,096 82,941,116 15,913,620 16,177,842 16,449,990 16,730,302 17,019,022 167,981,892 

11/15/2012 
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Summary 

State Exchang.e 
Administration 

Technology 

FY2013 FY2014 

25,805,875 46,710,164 

Fiscal Impact 

State Exchange vs. Federal Exchange 

FY2015 

52,143,817 

Total 

FY14/15 

98,853,981 

FY2016 FY2017 

53,206,490 57,207,404 

FY2018 FY2019 

59,281,654 60,766,194 

FY2020 
Total 

FY13/20 

63,206, 726 I 418,328,324 

25,350,577 I 64,676,047 46,417,870 111,093,917 I 16,246,603 20,996,298 21,258,479 16,533,641 16,822,560 I 228,302,075 

Total I 51,156,452 I 111,386,211 98,561,687 209,947,898 I 69,453,093 78,203,702 80,540,133 77,299,835 80,029,286 I 646,630,399 

Funding Sources 

Federal 

State 

Total 

49,781,452 I 103,736,701 88,712,639 192,449,340 9,681,810 9,813,921 9,949,995 10,090,151 10,234,511 

1,375,ooo I 7,649,510 9,849,048 17,498,s58 I 59,771,283 68,389,781 70,S90,138 67,209,684 69,794,775 

I s1,156,452 I 111,386,211 98,561,687 209,947,898 I 69,453,093 78,203,702 80,540,133 77,299,83s 80,029,286 I 

292,001,180 

354,629,219 

646,630,399 

Federal Exchange 
Administration 

Technology 

Total 

Funding Sources 

540,000 

2,750,000 

3,290,000 

5,344,645 

35,225,000 

40,569,645 

9,869,237 

34,705,000 

44,S74,237 

15,213,882 

69,930,000 

85,143,882 

10,147,814 

6,900,000 

17,047,814 

10,434,641 

6,900,000 

17,334,641 

10,729,959 

6,900,000 

17,629,959 

11,034,020 

6,900,000 

17,934,020 

11,347,0831 69,447,399 
6,900,000 107,180,000 

18,247,083 I 116,621,399 

Federal 3,015,000 34,920,135 36,169,119 71,089,254 9,681,810 9,813,921 9,949,99S 10,090,151 10,234,511 123,874,642 

State 275,000 5,649,510 8,405,119 14,054,629 7,366,004 7,520,720 7,679,964 7,843,869 8,012,S72 52,752,758 

Total 3,290,000 40,569,645 44,574,237 85,143,882 17,047,814 17,334,641 17,629,959 17,934,020 18,247,083 176,627,399 

11/15/2012 
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From: Michael Cannon
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: New Cato Institute video: States Should Flatly Reject ObamaCare Exchanges
Date: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 1:58:38 PM
Attachments: image001.png

I want to make sure you watch this terrific new video the Cato Institute released last week.
(Our multimedia guys are something else.)
 
It explains why states should refuse to create Exchanges—no matter how the Supreme Court
rules on ObamaCare later this month. Blocking Exchanges is THE most important thing
states can do to stop ObamaCare.
 

 
Every conservative group, including the Heritage Foundation and the American Legislative
Exchange Council, agrees that states should (1) refuse to create an ObamaCare Exchange and
(2) send all related grants back to Washington—as states like Florida, Louisiana, Oklahoma,
Kansas, and Wisconsin have already done.
 
Please share this video with your favorite state officials, on your blogs, and Facebooks, and
Twitters…etc.
 
Michael F. Cannon
Director of Health Policy Studies
Cato Institute
1000 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001-5403
Direct: (202) 218-4632
Fax: (202) 842-3490
mcannon@cato.org
http://www.cato.org/people/cannon.html
 
Check out these health policy books from the Cato Institute: Healthy Competition: What's
Holding Back Health Care and How to Free It (2007), Crisis of Abundance (2006), Medicare
Meets Mephistopheles (2006).
 
Access my papers on the Social Science Research Network (SSRN):
http://ssrn.com/author=374900
 
Subscribe to the Cato Institute’s health policy newsletter, Healthy Competition:
http://www.cato.org/healthcare/hc-index.html.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Brian Downs; Mike Thompson
Cc: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry
Subject: NEW DRAFT LETTER - REVIEW ASAP
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:18:43 AM
Importance: High

PLEASE REVIEW AND PROVIDE CHANGES ASAP -
 
Dear Representative,  

We would like to make you aware of the extraordinary opportunity Oklahoma has to
be a national leader in designing and implementing a conservative, free-market based health
insurance exchange.
            As you know, the idea of an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange is not a new one.
In 2009, the legislature passed a bill that authorized the creation of a health insurance
exchange portal where consumers could compare and research various private health
insurance plans in one online location. That online hub was designed to affect the health
insurance industry in Oklahoma the same way travel websites like Travelocity and Expedia
have empowered consumers across the globe.

As mentioned in the State of the State address, our goal is to expand its role further,
by creating an insurance exchange where small businesses and individuals can pool their
money to expand their purchasing power, increase competition and ultimately reduce costs.  
Therefore, we are asking for your support for HB 2130, which establishes a governance
structure for an Oklahoma Exchange.

We believe the creation of this Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange represents a
great opportunity for our state to develop a national model for providing citizens with quality
private health insurance. I also believe it represents an important opportunity for conservative
policymakers to offer a positive agenda for Oklahoma families. 

The Commissioner and I strongly oppose ObamaCare and will continue to work for
its demise.  We are proud to stand with General Scott Pruitt and his efforts to have this law
found unconstitutional.  This is now our opportunity to stand up for our 10th amendment
rights and create an Oklahoma based free-market exchange. 

An Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange would be an online marketplace where
costs are reduced, where insurance products could be bought and sold to meet individual
needs and where all insurers could compete to promote real choices for consumers.  This is
the exchange that my administration, the Insurance Commissioner, the Speaker, the Pro Tem,
and others are dedicated to creating. We hope you are as excited by this opportunity as we
are.
 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Brian Downs [mailto:Brian.Downs@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Mike Thompson; Katie Altshuler
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Cc: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry
Subject: RE: DRAFT exchange endorsement letter...
 
 

See changes below

From: Brian Downs 
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:45 AM
To: 'Mike Thompson'; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry
Subject: RE: DRAFT exchange endorsement letter...
 
I made another change which is highlighted in blue…

 

From: Mike Thompson [mailto:Mike.Thompson@oid.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:18 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Brian Downs
Cc: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry
Subject: RE: DRAFT exchange endorsement letter...
 
Some changes.  More to come.  Please give feedback.
 
Mike Thompson
Oklahoma Insurance Department
Deputy Commissioner of Government
Relations and Public Affairs
3625 NW 56th St, Suite 100
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
Office: 405-522-8398
Fax 405-521-6635
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:08 AM
To: Brian Downs; Mike Thompson
Cc: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry
Subject: RE: DRAFT exchange endorsement letter...
 
Will include the bill, OID is going to get us some language saying we are opposed to Obamacare and
support lawsuit
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Brian Downs [mailto:Brian.Downs@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:07 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Mike Thompson
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Cc: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry
Subject: RE: DRAFT exchange endorsement letter...
 
I have a couple of thoughts:

 

We should probably take out the paragraph about the $54 million because that is really a separate

issue by itself for members.  And, we should reference the OCPA article and eliminate the language

about being attached to this letter.

 

Lastly, with some changes Katie and I discussed, can we make reference to HB 2130 in this letter?

 

Thanks so much,

 

BD

 

From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 9:59 AM
To: Brian Downs; Mike Thompson
Cc: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry
Subject: DRAFT exchange endorsement letter...
Importance: High
 
We will be making a few changes, please provide us with any feedback you may have.
Thanks, Katie
 
Dear Colleague,         

I would like to take this opportunity to visit with you about the extraordinary
opportunity Oklahoma has to be a national leader in designing and implementing a
conservative, free-market based health insurance exchange.
            As you know, the idea of an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange is not a new one.
In 2009, the legislature passed a bill that authorized the creation of a health insurance
exchange portal where consumers could compare and research various private health
insurance plans in one online location. That online hub was designed to affect the health
insurance industry in Oklahoma the same way travel websites like Travelocity and Expedia
have empowered consumers across the globe.

As I told lawmakers in my State of the State address, our goal is now to fund the
creation of that website and expand its role further, by creating an insurance exchange where
small businesses and individuals can pool their money to expand their purchasing power,
increase competition and ultimately reduce costs.  

To build the IT infrastructure necessary for that exchange, the Oklahoma Health Care
Authority applied for and received an Early Innovator Grant in the sum of $54 million. The
state needs this money to develop the kind of high quality, free market, patient-centered
exchange program that our citizens expect and deserve. Using this money will make
Oklahoma one of 48 states that have already accepted such federal aid in order to begin the
creation of a state exchange.

I believe the creation of this Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange governing outline
in HB 2130 represents a great opportunity for our state to develop a national model for
providing citizens with quality private health insurance. I also believe it represents an
important opportunity for conservative policymakers to offer a positive agenda for Oklahoma
families. 
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                The Commissioner and I strongly oppose ObamaCare and will continue to work for its
demise.  We are proud to stand with General Scott Pruitt and his efforts to have this law found

unconstitutional.  This is now our opportunity to stand up for our 10th amendment rights and create
an Oklahoma based free-market exchange. 

An Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange would be an online marketplace where
costs are reduced, where insurance products could be bought and sold to meet individual
needs and where all insurers could compete to promote real choices for consumers.

This is the exchange that my administration, the Speaker, the Pro Tem, The Insurance
Commissioner and others are dedicated to creating. We hope you are as excited by this
opportunity as we are.

Please do not hesitate to call my office if you have questions about this issue, at 405-
522-xxxx.

 
Sincerely,
 
Governor Mary Fallin

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from
disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone
else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and
unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail transmission received
as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of
this e-mail or its attachments. Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer
virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or
recourse against the House by doing so.
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From: Matt Glanville
To: Matt Glanville
Subject: Newberry lauds agreement to establish Oklahoma Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 4:30:02 PM
Attachments: PR-Newberry41411.doc

Oklahoma State Senate
Communications Division

State Capitol
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105

 
For Immediate Release:  April 14, 2011

 

Newberry lauds agreement to establish Oklahoma
Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Sen. Dan Newberry today praised an agreement between

Gov. Mary Fallin and legislative leaders to establish an Oklahoma-based, free market health

insurance network built on conservative principals. 

The Oklahoma Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network will broaden access to

affordable healthcare and prevent the establishment of a federal health insurance exchange in

Oklahoma.  The agreement stipulates that Oklahoma will not accept the $54 million Early

Innovator Grant from the federal government. 

“As the author of the ballot measure that enabled Oklahomans to opt-out of

Obamacare, I’m pleased we’ve found a system that meets our needs and protects us from this

federal mandate,” said Newberry, R-Tulsa.  “Today’s agreement will expand consumer

choice through free-market principals, while protecting us from the implementation of

Obamacare.  This plan will give more Oklahomans the information they need to find the best

possible health plan.”

Based in part on concepts initially outlined by the Heritage Foundation, a leading

conservative research institution, the network will not limit participation and will be funded

through state or private resources.

(more)
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Oklahoma State Senate


Communications Division


State Capitol


Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105


For Immediate Release:  April 14, 2011


Newberry lauds agreement to establish Oklahoma Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network

OKLAHOMA CITY – Sen. Dan Newberry today praised an agreement between Gov. Mary Fallin and legislative leaders to establish an Oklahoma-based, free market health insurance network built on conservative principals.  

The Oklahoma Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network will broaden access to affordable healthcare and prevent the establishment of a federal health insurance exchange in Oklahoma.  The agreement stipulates that Oklahoma will not accept the $54 million Early Innovator Grant from the federal government.  

“As the author of the ballot measure that enabled Oklahomans to opt-out of Obamacare, I’m pleased we’ve found a system that meets our needs and protects us from this federal mandate,” said Newberry, R-Tulsa.  “Today’s agreement will expand consumer choice through free-market principals, while protecting us from the implementation of Obamacare.  This plan will give more Oklahomans the information they need to find the best possible health plan.”

Based in part on concepts initially outlined by the Heritage Foundation, a leading conservative research institution, the network will not limit participation and will be funded through state or private resources.

(more)



“This proposal is the best possible fit for Oklahoma,” Newberry said.  “It will spur competition among providers, encouraging innovation and improved service.  Governor Fallin and Republican leadership stood on principal today, opposing a pernicious federal mandate with a forward-thinking plan to empower Oklahomans through free market tools.”

-END-
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mandate with a forward-thinking plan to empower Oklahomans through free market tools.”

 

-END-
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From: Michelle Waddell
To: Andrew Silvestri; Anna Banda; Ashley Hahn; Brett Thomas; Chris Bruehl; Cody Inman; Craig Perry; Dana

Wolpert; Denise Northrup; Derek Nettle; Glenn Coffee; Governor Fallin Press; Judy Copeland; Kaleb Bennett;
Karen Schwartz; Katie Altshuler; Madeline Mitchell; Matt Shandy; Personal - Gov; Scott Mason; Tammie
Wright; Tonda Fisher; Toni Davis; Wade Christensen

Subject: NEWS CLIPS
Date: Thursday, January 13, 2011 11:42:06 AM

The Oklahoman … Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin's food drive brings in 20,000 pounds of food
http://www.newsok.com/oklahoma-gov.-mary-fallins-food-drive-brings-in-20000-pounds-of-
food/article/3531781?custom_click=pod_headline_politics
 
KOCO-TV … Gov. Thanks Volunteers For Gathering Food For Hungry
http://www.koco.com/news/26472876/detail.html
 
KUSH radio … Governor Fallin’s Inaugural Food Drive a Success
http://www.1600kush.com/story.php?id=3775&section=1
 
 
LA Times via AP … In teeth-chattering cold, new Oklahoma governor vows to support and 'offend'
the Constitution
http://www.latimes.com/news/nationworld/politics/wire/sns-ap-us-fallin-flub,0,2601259.story
 
KRMG radio …  Is she or is she not the governor of Oklahoma? Mary Fallin was sworn in Monday as
Oklahoma's first female governor, but in reciting the oath of office she really didn't promise to
"support, obey and defend the Constitution."
http://krmg.com/blogs/the_krmg_morning_news_blog/2011/01/krmg-morning-news-stack-of-stu-
270.html
 
KOTV via AP … Mary Fallin Promises To 'Offend,' Not 'Defend' State Constitution
http://www.newson6.com/Global/story.asp?S=13833389
 
KOCO-TV … Gov. Fallin To 'Offend' Okla. Constitution?
http://www.koco.com/news/26471015/detail.html
 
 
Tulsa World … Fallin responds to questions about inaugural speech
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=12&articleid=20110112_12_0_OKLAHO166464
 
Daily O’Colly (OSU) … editorial … Gov. Fallin uses KOSU story for inaugural address
http://www.ocolly.com/gov-fallin-uses-kosu-story-for-inaugural-address-1.1839910
 
Tulsa Today … Meet the Press: Fallin reiterates inaugural themes of conservative governance, pro-
business policies, education reform
http://www.tulsatoday.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2348:capitol-editor-
patrick-b-mcguigan&catid=60:state&Itemid=108
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The Oklahoman … editorial … Loophole lets former Oklahoma legislators stay in state government
http://newsok.com/job-security-loophole-handy-for-former-legislators/article/3531790
 
Tecumseh Countywide News …   A Cold, Proud Day for Oklahoma, for Tecumseh, for Women
http://countywidenews.com/a-cold-proud-day-for-oklahoma-for-tecumseh-for-women-p4115-
100.htm
 
 
KFOR-TV via AP … New Okla Gov Fallin says she instructed daughter to give up lobbyist job at state
Capitol
http://www.kfor.com/news/sns-ap-ok--fallindaughter-lobbying,0,6759782.story
 
Tulsa World … State treasurer: Economy on steady recovery from recession
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=16&articleid=20110112_16_A1_OLHMIY594468&allcom=1
 
The Oklahoman … Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin searching for state finance director
http://www.newsok.com/article/3531521
 
The Oklahoman … column … Mary Fallin's inauguration was a bad day for sexists
http://www.newsok.com/article/3531491
 
The Oklahoman … Lamb said Oklahoma must compete with other states to lure jobs
http://newsok.com/state-must-work-harder-for-jobs-officials-say/article/3531873
 
OKC expected to see more retail success in 2011 

http://newsok.com/okc-expected-to-see-more-retail-success-in-

2011/article/3531837#ixzz1AvbXesb8

Norman plans unofficial water testing for chromium-6 

http://www.newsok.com/norman-plans-unofficial-water-testing-for-chromium-

6/article/3531807?custom_click=pod_headline_oklahoma-city-news#

Oklahoma online charter school has new sponsor

http://www.newsok.com/oklahoma-online-charter-school-has-new-

sponsor/article/3531741?custom_click=pod_headline_edmond-news#

Former Oklahoma attorney general a friend of wounded Arizona congresswoman 

http://newsok.com/former-oklahoma-attorney-general-a-friend-of-wounded-arizona-

congresswoman/article/3531804#ixzz1AvcVXZy4

FEMA to help Boley rebuild police station 

http://www.newsok.com/fema-to-help-boley-rebuild-police-station/article/3531777?

custom_click=pod_headline_northeast-oklahoma-news#
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Oklahoma Briefs: Alumna gives college $250K 

http://www.newsok.com/oklahoma-briefs-alumna-gives-college-250k/article/3531495?

custom_click=pod_headline_northeast-oklahoma-news

Obama says polarized nation needs healing

http://www.newsok.com/obama-says-polarized-nation-needs-healing/article/3531802#

Documents detail Arizona suspect's college outbursts

http://www.newsok.com/documents-detail-arizona-suspects-college-

outbursts/article/3532011#

Federal budget deficit narrows to $80B in December 

http://newsok.com/federal-budget-deficit-narrows-to-80b-in-

december/article/3531848#ixzz1AvguMOQf

Law aims to disclose meth labs in home sales 

http://newsok.com/law-aims-to-disclose-meth-labs-in-home-

sales/article/3531793#ixzz1AvhAWf2t

Gearing up

http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?

subjectid=61&articleid=20110113_61_A14_Isther115895

Primary costs

http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?

subjectid=61&articleid=20110113_61_A14_Thebli466550

Repealing Obamacare will increase deficit? Please

http://www.newsok.com/repealing-obamacare-will-increase-deficit-please/article/3531751?

custom_click=lead_story_title#

Oklahoma City voters made their streetcar desires clear 

http://newsok.com/oklahoma-city-voters-made-their-streetcar-desires-

clear/article/3531752#ixzz1AvhZZaaT

Loophole lets former Oklahoma legislators stay in state government 

http://newsok.com/loophole-lets-former-oklahoma-legislators-stay-in-state-

government/article/3531750#ixzz1AvhhH9gQ

State juvenile detention center deal plagued by scandal is delayed again

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_16_A5_OKLAHO340014

Obama urges Americans to honor victims in Arizona shootings by being better people

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_13_A1_CUTLIN38145

24-hour street construction project set for Tulsa

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_11_A1_CUTLIN537243
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Lawmaker wants veterans ID'd on Oklahoma driver's licences

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_16_A5_CUTLIN781592

Oklahoma governor's food drive nets food and money to fight hunger

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_16_A5_OKLAHO801850

Government confident 2010 Census is accurate

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_13_A4_WASHIN975917

Oklahoma's first online charter school severs ties with university sponsor

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=12&articleid=20110113_19_A13_EDMOND959521

SENATE ECLIPS
OETA-Oklahoma News Report
http://news.oeta.tv/

                                                                                            
KWTV-9 OKC
http://www.news9.com/

 

Computer Stolen In Oklahoma City Contains Research To Cure Prostate Cancer

http://www.news9.com/Global/story.asp?S=13833909

 

OKC Firefighters: Bathroom Heater Likely Sparked House Fire

http://www.news9.com/Global/story.asp?S=13836136

 

Consumer Watch: Man’s Truck Unrecognizable After Trip To Auto Shop

http://www.news9.com/Global/story.asp?S=13834590

 

Benefit To Be Held For Parents Who Lost 3 Children In Del City Fire

http://www.news9.com/Global/story.asp?S=13830675

 

State Health Care Providers Hoping To Offer Incentives To New Doctors

http://www.news9.com/Global/story.asp?S=13831964

 
 
KOCO-5 OKC
http://www.koco.com

 

Mayor To Deliver State Of The City Address

http://www.koco.com/news/26477991/detail.html

EPA Wants Aggressive Testing For Norman's Water

http://www.koco.com/health/26476169/detail.html
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Gov. Fallin To 'Offend' Okla. Constitution?

http://www.koco.com/politics/26471015/detail.html

 
 

KFOR-4 OKC
http://www.kfor.com
 

Sophisticated burglars hit Dollar General
http://www.kfor.com/news/local/kfor-news-sophisitcated-burglers-hit-doller-general-

story,0,4790176.story

 

Animal refuge takes action against PETA
http://www.kfor.com/kfor-news-animal-refuge-action-against-peta-story-01122011,0,3405601.story

 

OK gun sales up after AZ shooting?
http://www.kfor.com/news/local/kfor-news-gun-sales-after-az-shooting-story,0,7517641.story

 

Attorney wants to tap state fund, increase juror pay
http://www.kfor.com/news/local/kfor-news-attorney-tap-fund-incrase-juror-pay,0,4446631.story

 

 

 FOX-25 TV
http://www.okcfox.com

State of the City Address

http://www.okcfox.com/newsroom/top_stories/videos/kokh_vid_2734.shtml

 

Amber Alerts on Facebook

http://www.okcfox.com/newsroom/top_stories/videos/kokh_vid_2732.shtml

 

Dying town of Boley

http://www.okcfox.com/newsroom/top_stories/videos/kokh_vid_2731.shtml

 

Attorney General accomplishment book

http://www.okcfox.com/newsroom/top_stories/videos/kokh_vid_2729.shtml

 

Animal park suspects employee was PETA spy

http://www.okcfox.com/newsroom/top_stories/videos/kokh_vid_2726.shtml

 

Fallin speech questioned

http://www.okcfox.com/newsroom/top_stories/videos/kokh_vid_2725.shtml

 

 
 

KOTV-6 Tulsa
http://www.newson6.com/

 

Extreme Cold Temperatures Cause Many Homeless Tulsans To Seek Shelter

http://www.newson6.com/Global/story.asp?S=13836101
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Sand Springs Firefighters Say Alert Teenager Saved His Family

http://www.newson6.com/Global/story.asp?S=13835818

 

Stimulus Money Would Allow Tulsa's Habitat For Humanity To Renovate Homes

http://www.newson6.com/Global/story.asp?S=13834057

 

 

Fox 23
http://www.fox23.com/  

13 Arrested Thursday In Oklahoma Gun, Drug Busts

http://www.fox23.com/news/local/story/13-Arrested-Thursday-In-Oklahoma-Gun-Drug-

Busts/YZU4BiwfFEi5iIfS9AMz9Q.cspx

Oklahoma City Man Charged In Fatal Boating Collision

http://www.fox23.com/news/local/story/Oklahoma-City-Man-Charged-In-Fatal-

Boating/v2MixqZ1KUi-N0wN-niYWw.cspx

 

KTOK-AM OKC
http://www.ktok.com/main.html
 
Former Insurance Commissioner lands insurance job

http://www.ktok.com/cc-common/news/sections/newsarticle.html?

feed=119211&article=8040784

 

Attorney wants jurors to receive more pay

http://www.ktok.com/cc-common/news/sections/newsarticle.html?

feed=119211&article=8039354

 

No involvement in city case

http://www.ktok.com/cc-common/news/sections/newsarticle.html?

feed=119211&article=8039320

 

Food bank success: Fallin’s food drive called success

http://www.ktok.com/cc-common/news/sections/newsarticle.html?

feed=119211&article=8037962

 
 

KTEN- Ardmore
http://www.kten.com/ 
 

KXII-Ardmore
www.kxii.com 

 

KSWO-7 Lawton
http://www.kswo.com 

 

OKC-AM OKC
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I. Introduction 

On August 12, 2011, federal officials issued three proposed regulations that, taken together, offer 

new insight into how individuals will obtain health insurance across the continuum of coverage 

contemplated in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA). The U.S. Department of 

Health and Human Services (HHS) released two proposed regulations. One addresses Medicaid 

and CHIP eligibility, enrollment simplification, and coordination
1
; the other focuses on 

eligibility determinations for participation in “Affordable Insurance Exchanges” (Exchanges), 

insurance affordability programs, Qualified Health Plans (QHP), and standards for employer 

participation in Small Business Health Options (SHOP) exchanges
2
 A third proposed rule was 

released by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) of the Treasury Department: the Health Insurance 

Premium Tax Credit rule
3
 addresses eligibility requirements for premium tax credits and 

guidance with respect to calculating the premium assistance amounts and reconciling advance 

payments with actual credits at year-end.  

Overall, the proposed regulations seek to align eligibility and enrollment rules and pathways and 

maximize seamlessness across the continuum of coverage, making clear the interdependency 

between Medicaid and the Exchange. In fact, to assure the required coordination between state 

Medicaid/CHIP agencies and the Exchange, the proposed regulations specifically contemplate 

agreements between them. 

While proposed rules are, by nature, an invitation for public comment, the accompanying 

commentary of the two HHS proposed regulations repeatedly ask for state comment related to 

specific provisions of the rules, suggesting that the final rules may differ from or provide 

additional amplification to the draft guidance. In contrast, the IRS seeks virtually no comment on 

any specific aspect of the proposed rule. Comments are due to both agencies by October 31, 

2011. Comments must be submitted electronically, by mail, or by hand or courier. 

The IRS will also convene a public hearing on November 17, 2011 in which individuals may 

present oral comments. The commenter must submit written comments and an outline of topics 

to be addressed by November 10, 2011. 
 

The purpose of this memorandum is to provide an overview of the main provisions of the 

proposed rules, and highlight their implications for state implementation of the ACA.  

II. Highlights of HHS Exchange and Medicaid Proposed Regulations  

While issued as two separate regulations, the Medicaid and Exchange proposed rules are 

inextricably linked from an operational and policy perspective. The proposed Exchange 

regulations codify the ACA’s requirement that state Exchanges provide a single, integrated 

process to determine consumer eligibility for enrollment in a Qualified Health Plan as well as the 

full range of state health subsidy programs, newly defined as Insurance Affordability Programs, 

                                                 
1
 CMS-2349-P, “Medicaid Program; Eligibility Changes Under the Affordable Care Act of 2010,” 76 FR 51148, 

hereinafter Medicaid regulations. 
2
 CMS-9974-P, “Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act; Exchange Functions in the Individual Market: 

Eligibility Determinations; Exchange Standards for Employers,” 76 FR 51202, hereinafter Exchange regulations. 
3
 REG-131491-10, “Health Insurance Premium Tax Credit,” 76 FR 50931, hereinafter IRS regulations 
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which include Medicaid, CHIP, the Basic Health Program (BHP) (should the state elect to 

establish one) and advance payment of premium tax credits and cost sharing reductions. In 

essence, the eligibility criteria fall into two overlapping categories: (1) eligibility for enrollment 

in a QHP (with or without a subsidy); and (2) eligibility for enrollment in Insurance 

Affordability Programs. An individual may seek to enroll in a QHP without a determination of 

eligibility for an Insurance Affordability Programs. However, to the extent that an individual 

wishes to access subsidized coverage, the Exchange must first determine whether the applicant is 

eligible for Medicaid. Thus, while there are at times divergent eligibility criteria and processes, 

the Exchange and the Medicaid/CHIP agencies are ultimately responsible for implementing the 

criteria and processes across the full continuum of Insurance Affordability Program options.  

A. Eligibility Criteria for Enrollment in QHPs or Insurance Affordability 

Programs 

1. Eligibility for Enrollment in QHPs (Exchange §155.305(a))  

The proposed Exchange rules describe minimum eligibility criteria for enrollment in a QHP. 

Individuals eligible to enroll in QHPs through state Exchanges including those who are: (1) 

citizens or lawfully present immigrants; (2) not incarcerated; (3) residing within the Exchange 

service area. Individuals meeting these criteria and choosing not to pursue tax credits may be 

enrolled in a QHP without further inquiry. 

2. Key Eligibility Criteria for Enrollment in Insurance Affordability 

Programs (Exchange §155.305(c)-(h); Medicaid §435.603, §§ 457.300 

through 320) 

If requested by the applicant, an Exchange must determine eligibility for each Insurance 

Affordability Program. Because individuals eligible for Medicaid, CHIP or a BHP are not 

eligible to enroll in a QHP, the Exchange is compelled to start with an eligibility review of these 

programs.  

 

Advanced Payments of Premium Tax Credits and Cost Sharing Reductions (Exchange 

§155.305 (f)-(h)). An individual is eligible for advanced payments of premium tax credits if he 

or she is:  

 QHP eligible and enrolled; 

 a “ primary taxpayer” with income between 100% and 400% FPL; 

 claiming one or more individuals eligible to enroll in a QHP (see above); and,  

 not eligible for minimum essential coverage (MEC) through an employer – 

sponsored plan or government program. (MEC is defined in the IRS proposed 

rules described below.) 
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An individual who is eligible for advance payment of the premium tax credit will also be eligible 

for a cost sharing reduction if his or her household income is less than 250% FPL and is enrolled 

in a silver level plan (different and more generous cost sharing rules apply to tribal populations).  

Expansion of Medicaid Coverage and Simplification of Medicaid Categorical Eligibility 

(Medicaid §§435.110, 435.116, 435.118, 435.119, 435.218). The proposed regulations codify 

ACA provisions that extend mandatory Medicaid coverage to non-disabled individuals under 65 

with incomes up to 133% FPL and give states the option to provide Medicaid coverage to 

individuals at even higher income levels. In addition, the complex framework of existing 

Medicaid mandatory and optional eligibility groups for children and parents are collapsed into 

three main categories: (1) parents and caretaker relatives; (2) pregnant women; and (3) children.  

 

Definition of MAGI – Income and Populations (Exchange §155.305(c); Medicaid 

§435.603(a)-(e)). As provided under the ACA, all Insurance Affordability Programs will use a 

MAGI standard, set forth in the IRS rules (“modified adjusted gross income means adjusted 

gross income increased by amounts excluded from gross income under section 911 and tax-

exempt interest a taxpayer receives or accrues during the taxable year”) to determine income 

eligibility.
4
 However, the proposed regulations provide three exceptions to the MAGI income 

counting methodology for Medicaid: (1) lump sum payments are counted in the month received; 

(2) educational scholarships or fellowships are excluded from consideration as income; and (3) 

certain types of income for American Indian/Alaska Native individuals are excluded.
5
  

In addition, MAGI income determinations are based on current income in Medicaid, while tax 

credits are based on annual incomes, paid in advance and reconciled at year end based on tax 

returns. From an operational perspective, this means that the Exchange must always determine 

eligibility first based on current income (for Medicaid), and if the individual is not Medicaid 

eligible, thereafter determine eligibility for premium tax credits based on estimated annual 

income. The proposed rules also codify the ACA's elimination of all income or expense 

disregards in Medicaid, replacing them with a 5% across-the-board increase in income eligibility. 

Family and Household Definition Rules (Medicaid §435.603 (b) and (f); IRS §1.36B-1(d)-(e;); 

Medicaid Preamble II(A)(3)(a)(1)). Family or Household definitions are important because they 

dictate whose income is counted for the purposes of applying for an Insurance Affordability 

Program. For the purposes of eligibility for tax credits, the proposed IRS regulations define a 

Family as those individuals for whom a taxpayer properly claims a personal exemption for a 

taxable year. The definition of a household under the proposed Medicaid rules starts with this tax 

filing unit, but provides for some Medicaid-specific exceptions. For example, the Medicaid 

proposed rule allows children living with care taker relatives, such as grandparents, to apply for 

Medicaid without consideration of the relatives’ income. The commentary notes that alignment 

of this Medicaid rule with the IRS definition of family would risk disrupting coverage for 

children and increasing financial obligations for grandparents and other care-taker relatives. On 

                                                 
4
 The CHIP regulations propose full alignment to Medicaid eligibility rules including the application of MAGI and 

household definition as well as the proposed non-financial eligibility criteria. Medicaid Regulations § 457.300 

through §320.  
5
 As codified in the proposed Medicaid regulations, the populations not subject to MAGI methodologies include 

those who do not require a financial determination (e.g. SSI recipients), aged, blind or disabled populations, those 

eligible due to a need for long term care, those eligible for Medicare cost sharing, or eligible under the Medicaid 

Medically Needy standard. 
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the other hand, federal rules require step-parents and step-siblings to be counted as members of 

Medicaid households (a departure from previous Medicaid household rules). This aligns 

Medicaid with IRS rules, and is likely to result in a small number of families losing Medicaid 

coverage. Finally, the Medicaid proposed rule makes changes to the treatment of 19 and 20 year 

olds living with their parents to move the rules closer to IRS rules, but do not go so far as to 

create full alignment.
6
 

Citizenship and Immigration (Exchange §155.305, Exchange Preamble II(A)(1)(b)). The 

proposed rules do not change the requirements for citizenship and immigration status for 

Medicaid and CHIP. The proposed Exchange rules require the Exchange to follow Medicaid 

rules with respect to lawfully present immigrants. 

 

Residency (Exchange §155.305, Medicaid §435.403).  The proposed Exchange regulations 

establish a residency requirement in the state “within the service area of the Exchange.” An 

“intent to reside” standard is established and aligned across the Exchange and Medicaid/CHIP. 

B. Eligibility Determination Processes 

Coordination between QHP and Insurance Affordability Program Eligibility Processes 

(Exchange §155.345; Medicaid §435.1200). The Exchange must assess eligibility for QHP 

enrollment for individuals who do not seek financial subsidies to purchase coverage. 

Additionally, the Exchange and Medicaid/CHIP agencies have parallel and concomitant 

obligations to assess eligibility for all Insurance Affordability Programs for those individuals 

seeking subsidies. As a general rule, applicants may not be asked to provide information beyond 

what is necessary to support the eligibility and enrollment processes of the Exchange, Medicaid 

and CHIP. 

Single Application (Exchange §155.310 (a); Medicaid §435.907). The proposed rules align with 

requirements of the Exchange rule issued in July 2011 (CMS 9989-P)
7
 that require that states 

utilize either a federal model single streamlined application for all Insurance Affordability 

Programs, or an alternative state-specific form for which the state has received federal approval.
8
 

The Medicaid regulations provide that states may use alternative or supplemental application 

forms for non-MAGI Medicaid populations, but such forms also must be federally approved. 

Finally, the proposed Medicaid regulations permit explicitly, for the first time, electronic, 

telephonic and facsimile signatures. The commentary notes that states may not require a face to 

face interview for Medicaid applicants.  

Coordination with MAGI-Exempt Categories (Exchange §155.345 (b), Exchange Preamble 

II(A)(1)(c); Medicaid § 435.911, Medicaid Preamble II(E)). The proposed Exchange and 

Medicaid regulations require the Exchange to collect eligibility information and electronically 

                                                 
6
 CHIP related regulations fully align CHIP eligibility rules to those articulated for Medicaid and eliminate the CHIP 

asset test. Medicaid §§ 457.300 through 320 
7
 45 CFR 155.405 

8
 The CHIP regulations propose to align CHIP application and enrollment processes with other Insurance 

Affordability Programs, including a single, streamlined application, availability of information on the shared 

Website, coordinated verification procedures, and the state’s obligation to provide application assistance in-person, 

online, or by telephone. Medicaid Regulations §457.335 through §457.380. 
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transfer information to the Medicaid agency on applicants who may be eligible for Medicaid in a 

MAGI-exempt category such as disability. The Exchange commentary notes that a state may 

choose to establish an eligibility system that conducts all eligibility determination for the 

Exchange, Medicaid and CHIP, including those Medicaid determinations that are based on 

factors beyond the MAGI-based income standards. The Medicaid commentary notes that the 

non-MAGI evaluation must occur simultaneously to the eligibility determinations for premium 

tax credits.  

Eligibility Determination Timeframes (Exchange Preamble II(A)(1)(d); Medicaid §435.952, 

Medicaid Preamble II(G)(4)) The proposed Exchange and Medicaid regulations assume real 

time eligibility determinations. The proposed Medicaid regulations eliminate current 90 and 45 

day processing timeframes for disabled and non-disabled applicants, respectively.  

Exchange Authority to Make Medicaid Eligibility Determinations (Exchange § 155.345, 

Exchange Preamble II(A)(1)(j); Medicaid §431.10(c), Medicaid Preamble II(J)). The proposed 

Medicaid rules modify existing regulations to add government-operated Exchanges as one of the 

entities to which state Medicaid agencies may delegate Medicaid eligibility determinations for 

MAGI populations. With regard to privately operated Exchanges, HHS solicits comment on 

whether such entities should be permitted to conduct Medicaid eligibility determinations and 

other approaches for privately operated Exchanges to fulfill the ACA’s eligibility coordination 

mandate. HHS suggests one possibility of the co-location of state Medicaid eligibility workers at 

private Exchanges. Commentary to the Exchange rules also notes that the Exchange may 

facilitate delivery system or health plan selection for Medicaid and CHIP, including transmitting 

enrollment transactions to health plans, if the agencies administering Medicaid or CHIP enter 

into an agreement with the Exchange to perform this function. 

 

C. Redetermination Processes 

Interim Eligibility Redeterminations (Exchange §155.330, Exchange Preamble II(A)(1)(f)). 
The proposed Exchange regulations place the primary burden on enrollees to report – within 30 

days – changes with respect to their eligibility for advanced payment of premium tax credits or 

enrollment in a QHP . In addition, the Exchange must also periodically examine electronic data 

sources to identify death and eligibility determinations with respect to Medicaid, CHIP or BHP. 

Reflecting the concern that individuals avoid large repayment obligations, HHS solicits 

comments as to whether there should be an additional role for Exchange-initiated data matching 

and enrollee reminders to report changes. While the consequences are different, Medicaid has 

similar reporting obligations. 

Annual Redeterminations (Exchange §155.335; Medicaid §435.916). The Exchange must re-

determine the eligibility of a QHP enrollee annually and must request tax return data with respect 

to individuals receiving advance payments of premium tax credits. The Exchange must provide 

the enrollee with an annual redetermination notice with the updated household income 

information and the enrollee’s projected eligibility for the following year, including, where 

applicable, the amount of any advance payments of the premium tax credit and the level of cost-

sharing reductions. The enrollee must sign and return the notice within 30 days, reporting any 

changes relative to the information reported on the notice. If the enrollee fails to return the 

notice, the Exchange will re-determine the individual’s eligibility based on the information 
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provided in the notice. However, the IRS rule notes that individuals who received premium tax 

credits in the previous taxable year, but failed to file a tax return, are ineligible for ongoing 

premium tax credits until they file taxes. 

Similarly, the proposed Medicaid rule requires a 12 month recertification period for MAGI 

populations. The proposed Medicaid rule establishes a Medicaid administrative renewal process 

requiring state Medicaid agencies to use available databases for eligibility verification. Every 12 

months, the state agency will be required to conduct back end verification using existing 

information available to the agency. The state agency will then notify the individual that they 

have been found eligible for Medicaid and the basis of their determination. The individual is 

required to notify the agency if any information is inaccurate but is not otherwise required to take 

any action (no signature or return of the notice if the information is accurate). If a state agency is 

unable to determine Medicaid eligibility through administrative renewal, the agency is required 

to send a pre-populated recertification form. The recipient is given 30 days to recertify.  

With all individuals that enroll in QHPs (with or without a subsidy), Medicaid or CHIP required 

to have their eligibility redetermined annually, this is an area where states will need to coordinate 

the work of the Medicaid/CHIP agencies and the Exchange and may want to enter into formal 

agreements to consolidate the required work. 

D. Verification 

Attestation and Electronic Verification (Exchange §§155.315 and 155.320; Medicaid 

§§435.945, 435.948, 435.952). Under both Medicaid and Exchange proposed rules, most 

eligibility criteria (income, residency, eligibility for or enrollment in other coverage, household 

size, pregnancy, birth date) may be verified by a combination of attestation and/or verification 

through electronic databases. Citizenship or immigration status must be verified through 

electronic database verification for enrollment in a QHP while Pre-ACA Medicaid original 

documentation requirements remain for Medicaid/CHIP if citizenship can not be verified through 

the Social Security Administration. The Exchange proposed rule provides that where information 

cannot be verified, the applicant must be able to enroll in a QHP, with appropriate tax credits, 

and given 90 days to verify the information in question. The Medicaid proposed rule, as with the 

Exchange rule, provides that reasonable time should be given to resolve discrepancies. 

Data Sources for Electronic Verification (Exchange §155.315; Medicaid §§ 435.948 and 

435.949). The regulations formally establish the “federal hub” for electronic verification of 

Insurance Affordability Program eligibility criteria through the Social Security Administration, 

the Department of Treasury, the Department of Homeland Security and any other agency that 

may be appropriate. They also codify the role of HHS as an intermediary between the Exchange 

and the Federal agencies. state Medicaid/CHIP agencies as well as the Exchange are required to 

use information available through the federal hub for verification of eligibility to enroll in a QHP 

and Insurance Affordability Programs. Finally, the proposed Medicaid regulations require state 

Medicaid agencies to establish a third party database infrastructure for verifying current income 

and non-financial eligibility criteria that will be utilized by both the Medicaid/CHIP agency as 

well as the Exchange. 
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Reasonably Compatible Verification (Exchange §§155.315 and 155.320, Exchange Preamble 

II(1)(A)(1)(d); Medicaid §435.952, Medicaid Preamble II(G)(4)). The proposed rules introduce 

a new reasonably compatible standard, applicable to eligibility determinations for QHPs and 

Insurance Affordability Programs, that prohibits the Exchange or the Medicaid agency from 

requesting additional documentation if the information available through electronic data 

matching is “reasonably compatible” with information provided by the applicant. The Medicaid 

Eligibility commentary explains that “reasonably compatible” does not mean an identical match 

but that information is “generally consistent,” and goes on to note that states will have flexibility 

in applying this standard because reasonable compatibility will vary depending on 

circumstances. The Exchange commentary indicates an intent to apply the same interpretation in 

the context of Exchanges. 

E. Federal Medical Assistance Percentage (FMAP) for Newly Eligible 

Individuals and for Expansion states 

Availability of FMAP (Medicaid §433.10(c)). The Affordable Care Act provides a Federal 

Medical Assistance Percentage (“FMAP”) for coverage of adults determined “newly eligible” 

under the new mandatory Medicaid eligibility category beginning January 1, 2014. In addition to 

the enhanced FMAP available to states newly offering Medicaid coverage to adults up to 133% 

FPL in 2014, the ACA also extends an enhanced FMAP to those states that already offered 

health coverage to adults up to at least 100% FPL at the enactment of the ACA (“expansion 

states”). 

Newly Eligible FMAP (Medicaid §433.10(c)(6)). The proposed rule codifies the ACA’s 

definition of “newly eligible” and the enhanced FMAP schedule. Consistent with the statute, 

“newly eligible” individuals are those who would have been ineligible for Medicaid under a 

state‘s Medicaid eligibility standards and methodologies – whether implemented under the state 

Medicaid plan or waiver demonstration program – in effect as of December 1, 2009. The 

enhanced FMAP will be available at 100% federal financial participation (“FFP”) from calendar 

years 2014 through 2016 and phased down to 90% FFP for calendar years 2020 and beyond. 

Expansion state FMAP (Medicaid §433.10(c)(7)-(8))). The proposed rule also codifies the ACA 

provision that makes the enhanced FMAP available for childless adults in states that offered 

health coverage to parents and childless adults with incomes up to 100% FPL prior to enactment 

of the ACA . For expansion states, the enhanced FMAP is calculated in accordance with a 

formula articulated in the statute, which applies a “transition percentage” against the difference 

between the newly eligible enhanced FMAP rate for the year and the state‘s base FMAP: 

Expansion state 

FMAP 
= Expansion state’s 

Base FMAP 
+ (Transition 

Percentage 
x (Newly Eligible 

FMAP 
- Expansion state’s Base 

FMAP)) 

 

The transition percentage starts at 50% in calendar year 2014 and increases annually until it 

reaches 100% in calendar years 2019 and beyond. Therefore, in contrast to the newly eligible 

FMAP, the expansion state FMAP phases upward from 2014 to 2019. Both the expansion state 

FMAP and newly eligible FMAP equalize at the 90% level in 2020 and beyond. 
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Methodology (Medicaid §433.206(a)-(b), Medicaid Preamble II(N)). states may only access the 

enhanced FMAP for “newly eligible” individuals and, in expansion states, childless adults. In the 

preamble to the proposed rule, HHS discusses the complexities for the states and federal 

government as well as potential burdens for Medicaid applicants in determining the appropriate 

FMAP level (i.e., regular FMAP, newly eligible FMAP, or expansion state FMAP). HHS 

proposes three alternative methodologies from which states may select to make the determination 

and claim the appropriate FMAP for qualified expenditures: (1) 2009 Eligibility Standard 

Threshold; (2) Statistically Valid Sampling Methodology; and (3) Use of FMAP Methodology 

Based on Relative Data Sources. These three methodologies are discussed at length in the 

proposed regulations. The proposed rule requires that states notify CMS of their method 

selection no later than December 31, 2012 and utilize this method for 3 consecutive years before 

being permitted to change to another methodology.  

HHS specifically requests comments on these three approaches and also whether HHS should 

maintain the approach of offer states the opportunity to choose or whether HHS should designate 

one single method for states to use. In the preamble, HHS notes that it plans to test these 

methodologies further with states and possibly other methodologies as may be suggested through 

the comment process. In addition, HHS specifically articulates that it is not providing the option 

for states to maintain double eligibility systems and complete a determination for each individual 

under “obsolete eligibility rules” for purposes of determining the appropriate FMAP as it does 

not believe this would necessary or efficient.  

F. SHOP Participation (Exchange Part 157) 

The Exchange regulations propose standards that address qualified employer participation in 

SHOP. For the most part, this Part codifies the ACA, mirror or complement the rules published 

in July, or uses terms defined in other parts of the proposed rule.  

 

In brief, only qualified employers as defined in section 155.710 may participate in the SHOP and 

a qualified employer may continue to participate in the SHOP if it ceases to be a small employer. 

A qualified employer must abide by the rules of the SHOP including providing information to its 

employees about the enrollment process and timing. New employees hired outside of the initial 

or annual enrollment period must be given the opportunity to seek coverage in a QHP beginning 

on the first day of employment. Qualified employers must provide the SHOP with information 

on the eligibility status of employees. 

 

G. Preliminary Regulatory Impact Analyses of Medicaid and Exchange Rules 

1. Medicaid Eligibility Proposed Rule (Medicaid Commentary V.C) 

The commentary on the Medicaid proposed rule includes a summary analysis of implementation 

benefits and costs, based on CMS’ detailed Preliminary Regulatory Impact Analysis (PRIA).
9
 

This preliminary impact analysis uses estimates produced by: the CMS Office of the Actuary 

(OACT), the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation.  

                                                 
9
 Preliminary Regulatory Impact Analysis (PRIA), available at 

http://www.cms.gov/MedicaidEligibility/downloads/CMS-2349-P-PreliminaryRegulatoryImpactAnalysis.pdf  
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Medicaid Eligibility and Enrollment. The proposed rules would result in an estimated additional 

16 to 24 million newly eligible and currently eligible individuals enrolling in Medicaid and CHIP 

by 2016.  

state Benefits. The proposed rule would benefit states and providers by reducing uncompensated 

care costs, shifting spending on state-funded health coverage and uncompensated care to the 

Federal government. Additionally, the simplified Medicaid eligibility policies proposed in the 

rule would reduce administrative burdens on state Medicaid agencies. 

Federal Spending. Federal spending on Medicaid for newly and currently eligible 

individuals who enroll as a result of the changes made by the Affordable Care Act would 

increase by a total of $162 to $202 billion from 2012 through 2016. 

state Expenditures and Savings. It is estimated that state expenditures on behalf of the 

additional population gaining Medicaid coverage as a result of the ACA will total $2.7 billion in 

FY 2014, $4.0 billion in FY 2015, and $4.9 billion in FY 2016. These estimates do not account 

for state savings from reductions in uncompensated care, less need for state-financed health 

services and coverage programs, and greater efficiencies in the delivery of care. The commentary 

points to the Urban Institute’s findings that as a result of the ACA, states will see net savings of 

$92 to $129 billion from 2014 to 2019.  

The proposed rule invites comments on its potential economic impact.  

2. Exchange Eligibility Proposed Rule (Exchange Commentary IV.C) 

The Exchange proposed rule’s commentary also includes a summary analysis of implementation 

benefits and costs. 

Benefits. The simple eligibility processes proposed in the rule would increase take-up of health 

insurance, leading to improved health. Also, the use of electronic records for eligibility 

verification would minimize transaction costs of purchasing coverage. 

Costs. The costs of building or modifying IT systems to enable the new eligibility and enrollment 

process envisioned in the proposed rule, in addition to administrative costs to support this vision, 

will vary depending on a number of factors, including states’ level of maturity of current systems 

and current governance and business models. Costs will also be dependent on state approaches to 

system design. Overall administrative costs may increase in the short term as states are building 

new systems, but states will see long-term savings related to more efficient systems. 

The commentary notes that costs for the development of Exchange IT infrastructure are fully 

funded by the federal government through state Exchange Planning and Establishment Grants. 

Costs for IT infrastructure that will also support Medicaid must be allocated to Medicaid and are 

eligible for an enhanced federal matching rate.  

III. Highlights from IRS Proposed Regulations 

The ACA allows for advanceable and refundable premium tax credits to help individuals and 

families purchase QHP coverage in state Exchanges. The tax credits are designed on a sliding 
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scale basis to reduce taxpayers’ out of pocket premium costs, thus making health insurance 

coverage more affordable. The ACA further provides for advance determination of tax credit 

eligibility by state Exchanges. Taxpayers may receive advance payments of credits, paid on a 

monthly basis to the QHP in which they are enrolled. The law specifies that advance payments 

will be reconciled with actual credits for the tax year. 

A. Eligibility for Premium Tax Credits (IRS §1.36B-2) 

Pursuant to the proposed rule, an “applicable taxpayer” or his/her spouse and dependents are 

eligible to receive premium tax credits for any month in which they: 

 Are enrolled in one or more QHPs; and 

 Are not eligible for minimum essential coverage (other than coverage in the 

individual market outside the Exchange). 

Applicable Taxpayer (IRS §1.36B-2 (b)). An applicable taxpayer, pursuant to the proposed rule, 

is a taxpayer who: 

 Has household income that is at least 100% but not more than 400% FPL;  

 May not be claimed as a dependent by another taxpayer 

 If married, files a joint return for the taxable year. 

Special Rule for “5-year Bar” Immigrants and Other Taxpayers with Incomes Below 100% of 

FPL (IRS §1.36B-2 (b)(5),(6)). The proposed rule codifies the ACA provision that lawfully 

present individuals with incomes below 100% FPL are treated as applicable taxpayers eligible 

for premium tax credits if they or their family member are ineligible for Medicaid and they 

otherwise would be an applicable taxpayer if their income were between 100 and 400% FPL. 

The rule further clarifies that other taxpayers with incomes below 100% FPL for the taxable year 

may be treated as applicable taxpayers eligible for premium assistance if the Exchange estimates 

at the time of enrollment that the taxpayer’s household income will be within the 100-400% FPL 

range for the taxable year.  

Minimum Essential Coverage (MEC) (IRS §1.36B-2 (c)). The proposed rule codifies the ACA 

provision that individuals are ineligible for premium tax credits in any month that they are 

eligible for minimum essential coverage (MEC). As defined in section 5000A(f) of the Internal 

Revenue Code, such coverage includes government-sponsored
10

 and employer-sponsored MEC. 

The proposed rule also provide significant new guidance with respect to the interactions between 

premium tax credit eligibility of minimum essential coverage eligibility. 

                                                 
10

 Special Rule for Veteran’s Coverage. The proposed rule provides that veteran’s coverage is only deemed 

government-sponsored MEC (thus excluding an individual from premium assistance participation) if an individual is 

actually enrolled in such coverage. 
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B. Government-Sponsored Minimum Essential Coverage (IRS §1.36B-2 (c)(2)) 

Definition of Eligibility for Government-Sponsored MEC (IRS §1.36B-2 (c)(2)(iii)(A)). The 

proposed rule provides that individuals are deemed eligible for government-sponsored MEC on 

the first day of the first full month in which they may receive benefits. The implications of this 

eligibility definition are significant in that individuals who are determined technically eligible for 

government coverage, but are not able to use such benefits due to delays in coverage activation, 

remain eligible for premium tax credits until they are able to use their government-sponsored 

health insurance. The proposed rule clarifies that individuals who fail to complete the 

requirements necessary to enroll in government-sponsored MEC (i.e., fail to select a health plan, 

if required) are treated as eligible for government-sponsored MEC on the first date of the second 

calendar month following the event which established their eligibility for government-sponsored 

health insurance. 

Interaction Between Retroactive Medicaid Coverage and Premium Assistance Payments (IRS 

§1.36B-2 (c)(2)(iii)(B), IRS Preamble §1(b(i)). The regulation and accompanying commentary 

provide new guidance that individuals receiving advance premium credit payments who 

subsequently become eligible for government-sponsored MEC that is effective retroactively (e.g. 

Medicaid) are treated as eligible for the government-coverage no sooner than the first day of the 

first calendar month after the approval. 

C. Employer-Sponsored Minimum Essential Coverage (IRS §1.36 B-2(c)(3)) 

The proposed rule codifies the ACA provision that employees and related individuals who may 

enroll in an “eligible employer sponsored plan” – meaning a plan that is both affordable and 

meets a minimum actuarial value standard – are eligible for minimum essential coverage and 

therefore ineligible for premium tax credits.  

Definition of Employer-Sponsored MEC Plan Year (IRS §1.36B-2 (c)(3)(ii)). The proposed 

rule defines the plan year as the employer-sponsored plan’s regular 12-month coverage period, or 

the remainder of the coverage year for employees who enroll during a special enrollment period. 

Definition of Eligibility for Coverage Months During a Plan Year (IRS §1.36B-2 (c)(3)(iii)). 

The proposed rule defines eligible coverage months under employer-sponsored minimum 

essential coverage as any month during the plan year for which the employee or related 

individual could have been covered if he or she had enrolled in an open or special enrollment 

period. Pursuant to the examples provided in the rules, this means that if an employee or related 

individual foregoes enrollment in an eligible employer-sponsored plan, he or she is deemed 

ineligible for premium tax credit payments.
11

 The commentary notes that this is true even in 

cases where the employers’ enrollment period has closed. 

Affordability Test For Employer-Sponsored MEC (IRS §1.36B-2 (c)(3)(v)(A)(1)). The 

proposed regulations provide new insight into the affordability test for employer-sponsored 

plans. Pursuant to the ACA, employees who have access to employer-sponsored coverage may 

                                                 
11

 The rule clarifies a special rule for individuals who are eligible for continuation coverage (COBRA) as eligible for 

MEC only if the individual actually enrolls in such coverage. The availability of COBRA coverage does not 

constitute eligibility for MEC, only the enrollment in such coverage does. 
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decline enrollment and apply for premium assistance to purchase a QHP in the Exchange if their 

out-of-pocket premiums for the employer plan exceed 9.5% of their household income. 

However. the proposed rule clarifies that the basis for this affordability calculation is the cost of 

self-only coverage and applies to individuals related to the employee who are eligible to enroll in 

the employer plan. As such, even if a taxpayer requires family coverage, the employer plan is 

deemed “eligible” MEC if the cost of self-only coverage is less than 9.5%. The affordability test 

for premium tax credits as defined in the proposed rule will likely mean that some families will 

remain without access to affordable health insurance coverage in 2014. 

Affordability Test for the Individual Responsibility Requirement (IRS Preamble §1(b)(ii)(B)) 

The commentary to the proposed rule suggests that future rule making is expected to establish a 

different affordability test to determine whether individuals related to employees are subject to 

the ACA individual mandate. Specifically, the individual mandate affordability test will be based 

on the cost of family coverage (versus self-only coverage) in an employer plans. Therefore if the 

cost of family coverage in an employer-sponsored plan exceeds 8% of the household income, 

such coverage would be deemed unaffordable for purposes of applying the individual mandate.  

Employee Safe Harbor (IRS §1.36B-2 (c)(3)(v)(A)(2)). The proposed rule provides a safe harbor 

for employees who were offered eligible employer coverage that proves to be affordable based 

on household income for the taxable year, but who declined such coverage because it was 

deemed unaffordable by the Exchange at the time of enrollment. The safe harbor extends from 

the time of affordability determination until the end of the employer plan year; therefore, this 

timeframe may represent part-year periods and partially coincide or overlap with the taxable year 

for premium tax credits.   

The ACA stipulates that large employers are subject to penalties to the extent that one or more of 

their full time employees are deemed eligible for premium tax credits. Commentary to the 

proposed rule notes that future rulemaking is expected to create an employer safe harbor with 

respect to offering affordable health insurance coverage. Specifically, employers will not be 

subject to the penalty if the employee portion of the self only premium for the employers’ lowest 

cost plan does not exceed 9.5% of the employee’s wages (versus the employees’ household 

income, which employers have argued they have no way of knowing.) 

Minimum Value (IRS §1.36B-2 (c)(3)(vi)). The rules codify the ACA requirement that eligible 

employer-sponsored plans provide minimum value, defined a plan share of at least 60% of the 

total allowed costs of benefits. 

D. Computing the Premium Assistance Credit Amount (IRS §1.36B-3) 

The proposed rule defines a taxpayer’s premium tax credit as the sum of “premium assistance 

amounts” for each coverage month in the taxable year. 

Premium Assistance Amount (IRS §1.36B-3 (d)). The proposed rule provides the method for 

calculating premium assistance amounts. Such method is based on a number of factors including: 

household income, family size, “applicable percentage” (the taxpayer’s required share of 

premiums based on household income), the “benchmark plan premium” (the premium for the 
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second lowest cost silver plan in the market), and the premium for the plan in which the taxpayer 

enrolls.  

Premiums Paid on a Taxpayer’s Behalf (IRS §1.36B-3 (c)(2)). The proposed rule notes that 

premiums paid by another person for coverage of the taxpayer, taxpayer’s spouse or dependent 

are treated as paid by the taxpayer. Examples clarify that in cases where another person pays 

premiums on behalf of a taxpayer or taxpayer’s family, the tax credit still is claimed by and 

accrues to the benefit of the taxpayer. 

Adjusted Monthly Premium (IRS §1.36B-3 (e)). The proposed rule defines the adjusted monthly 

premium as the amount the issuer would charge for the applicable benchmark plan to cover all 

members of the taxpayers family, adjusted for age of each member of the coverage family. 

Applicable Benchmark Plan (IRS §1.36B-3 (f)). The proposed rule defines the applicable 

benchmark plan for the purposes of premium assistance calculation as the second lowest cost 

silver plan that would cover the coverage family and is offered at the time the taxpayer’s family 

members enroll. An applicable benchmark plan could be self-only coverage or family coverage.  

Applicable Percentage (IRS §1.36B-3 (g)). The proposed rule codifies the ACA sliding scale 

used to determine the taxpayer’s required share of premiums for the benchmark plan. The 

percentage scale, ranging from 2% of income for families with incomes less than 133% of FPL 

to 9.5% for families with incomes over 300% of FPL, is applied to the taxpayer’s household 

income. This amount is subtracted from the adjusted monthly premium in calculating the 

premium assistance amount.   

QHP Covering More than One Family (IRS §1.36B-3 (h)). The proposed rule stipulates that if 

a QHP covers more than one family (i.e. more than one taxpayer and his/her dependents) the 

applicable taxpayers covered by the plan may each claim a premium tax credit. The rules 

articulate a specific method for calculating the premium credit amount in this circumstance. 

Additional Benefits (IRS §1.36B-3 (j)). The rules also provide a specific method for adjusting 

monthly premium for the purposes of premium assistance calculation when a QHP offers 

benefits in addition to the essential benefit package – either voluntarily or as a result of a state 

mandate. In such circumstances, the proposed rule requires the portion of the premium that is 

allocable to these additional benefits be excluded from the monthly premiums used to calculate 

premium assistance amounts. 

Families Including Individuals Not Lawfully Present (IRS §1.36B-3 (k)). The proposed rule 

provides guidance with respect to determining household income in taxpayer families that 

include individuals who are not lawfully present, but for whom the taxpayer properly claims a 

tax deduction. The rules provide a revised household income computation method which 

excludes the non-lawfully present individual from family size. 

E. Reconciling the Premium Tax Credit with Advance Payments (IRS §1.36B-4) 

The proposed rule outlines the process and general parameters by which advance credit 

payments are reconciled with allowable tax credits based on a taxpayer’s income tax return for 

the taxable year. The proposed regulations require that the actual premium tax credit is 
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calculated at the end of the taxable year using the taxpayer’s household income and family size 

for the taxable year. If this tax year-end process produces a premium tax credit for the year that 

exceeds the taxpayer’s advance credit payments, he/she is eligible to receive the excess in the 

form of an income tax refund. Conversely, a taxpayer whose advance payments exceed the 

allowable tax credit for the taxable year will owe the excess to the IRS as an income tax liability. 

While these additional taxes are capped for taxpayers with household incomes under 400% FPL, 

the liability is potentially significant, up to $2,500 for a taxpayer with household income between 

300 and 400% FPL. Taxpayers with incomes over 400% of FPL are liable to return the full 

advance tax credit overpayment.  

F. Information Reporting by Exchanges (IRS §1.36 B-5) 

The proposed rule outlines reporting requirements of state Exchanges with respect to information 

reporting related to premium tax credit . Exchanges are required to report to the IRS and 

taxpayers information including: 

 the premium and category of coverage (i.e. self only, family) for the applicable 

benchmark plan used to calculate advance credit payments; 

 the period the coverage was in effect; 

 the total premium for the coverage without the reduction of advance credit 

payments and consumer cost sharing; 

 the aggregate amount of advance credit payments or cost sharing reductions; 

 the name, address and taxpayer identification number of the primary insurer 

 the name and TIN of each other individual covered under the policy; 

 All information provided to the Exchange at the time of enrollment or during the 

taxable year, including changes in circumstances. 

The proposed rule indicates that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue may promulgate 

guidance with respect to the timeframes and manner for this reporting. 
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This Just In

This Just In headlines:

1. This Week in Congress

For the online version and past editions of This Just In, visit:
http://www.nga.org/cms/tji

Legislative Focus: Continuing Resolution, FISA Extension, Veterans Job Corps

Congress returns from a five-week break today for a brief but busy session before
recessing again for campaign season in early October. Both the House and Senate this
week are expected to work on a stopgap spending measure this month, as well as a
number of other “must-do” bills including drought relief, tax extenders, Cybersecurity
and Russia trade relations.

House leadership is expected to bring a continuing resolution to the floor this week
that would fund most federal programs through March 31. Under a deal reached prior
to the August recess, the bill is expected to reflect provisions in the Budget Control
Act, with a funding level at $1.047 trillion. However, the agreement only addressed
the overall funding amount and length of the extension; exact program funding levels
and other details have yet to be worked out. Senate staff have indicated that, based
on the Congressional schedule, House and Senate leadership must work out the
details of the bill by September 14 for the House to approve the bill next week and
send it to the Senate for consideration by the September 30 deadline.

The House is also set to debate 33 measures under suspension of the rules, which are
expected to take up the first half of the week. Among the measures is the SAFE WEB
Act (H.R. 6131), which would extend spam and spyware control regulations and allow
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the Federal Trade Commission to share cross-border fraud information with foreign
consumer protection agencies; a bill to create an electronic tracking system to track
hazardous waste shipments (S. 710); and a federal campaign finance measure (H.R.
406). The House may take up legislation (H.R. 5949) to reauthorize the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) Amendments Act for five years. The statue is slated
to expire at the end of this year.

The Senate will begin the week considering the nomination of Stephanie Marie Rose
to be a U.S. district court judge for the Southern District of Iowa. Tuesday, the Senate
is scheduled to hold a cloture vote on the motion to proceed to a bill (S. 3457) that
would direct the secretary of veterans affairs to create a veterans job corps.

Action on many other items is likely to be postponed until the lame-duck session,
including a farm bill and legislation to reform the U.S. Postal Service, as well as
decisions to address the “fiscal cliff”.

Senate Floor. The Senate convenes at 2:00 p.m. today with roll call votes expected on
a judicial nomination. Tuesday, and for the remainder of the week, the Senate is
expected to consider a veterans’ jobs bill.

House Floor. The House convenes at 2:00 p.m. today to take up 11 measures under
suspension of the rules. Tuesday, and for the balance of the week, the House is set to
21 measures under suspension of the rules and five measures subject to a rule.

Key Hearings & Markups

Armed Services

The House Armed Services Committee will hold a hearing titled “Framework for
Capacity Building Programs and Authorities to Meet 21st Century Challenges.”
Tuesday, September 11, 2012 at 10:00 a.m., Rayburn 2118.
The Military Personnel Subcommittee of House Armed Services Committee will
hold a hearing on the Federal Voting Assistance Program which was established
to make absentee voting easier for military personnel, their families and other
U.S. citizens living abroad. Thursday, September 13, 2012 at 11:30 a.m., Rayburn
2212.

Banking, Housing & Urban Affairs

The Senate Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee will hold a hearing on
the semi-annual report to Congress of the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau. Thursday, September 13, 2012 at 10:00 a.m., Dirksen 538.
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Education & the Workforce

The Health, Employment, Labor, and Pensions Subcommittee and Higher
Education and Workforce Training Subcommittee of House Education and
Workforce Committee will hold a joint hearing titled “Expanding the Power of
Big Labor: The NLRB’s (National Labor Relations Board) Growing Intrusion into
Higher Education. Wednesday, September 12, 2012 at 10:00a.m., Rayburn 2175.

Energy & Commerce

The Environment and the Economy Subcommittee of House Energy and
Commerce Committee will hold a hearing titled “The Chemical Facility Anti-
Terrorism Standards Program: A Progress Report.” Tuesday, September 11, 2012
at 10:00 a.m., Rayburn 2322.
The Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade Subcommittee of House Energy and
Commerce Committee will hold a series of hearings titled “Where the Jobs Are”
focusing on efforts to overcome obstacles to job growth and promote
opportunities for job creation. Wednesday, September 12, 2012 at 9:45 a.m.,
Rayburn 2322.
The Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee of House Energy and Commerce
Committee will hold a hearing titled “Department of Energy’s (DOE) Nuclear
Weapons Complex: Challenges to Safety, Security and Taxpayer Stewardship.”
The hearing will focus on a range of management and administrative challenges
confronting DOE, including a recent security breakdown at the Y-12 National
Security Complex in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Wednesday, September 12, 2012 at
10:00 a.m., Rayburn 2123.
The Energy and Power Subcommittee of House Energy and Commerce
Committee will hold a series of hearings titled “The American Energy Initiative.”
Thursday, September 13, 2012 at 10:00 a.m., Rayburn 2322.
The Energy and Power Subcommittee of House Energy and Commerce
Committee will hold a series of hearings titled “The American Energy Initiative”:
Friday, September 14, 2012 at 9:45 a.m., Rayburn 2123.

Energy & Natural Resources

The Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee will hold a hearing on
pending legislation: S. 3469, a bill to establish a new organization to manage
nuclear waste, provide a consensual process for siting nuclear facilities, ensure
adequate funding for managing nuclear waste, and for other purposes.
Wednesday, September 12, 2012 at 9:30 a.m., Dirksen 366.

Environment & Public Works
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The Clean Air and Nuclear Safety Subcommittee and the full Senate Environment
and Public Works Committee will hold a joint oversight hearing titled “NRC’s
(Nuclear Regulatory Commission) Implementation of Recommendations for
Enhancing Nuclear Reactor Safety in the 21st Century. Wednesday, September
12, 2012 at 10:00 a.m., Dirksen 406.

Financial Services

The TARP, Financial Services and Bailouts of Public and Private Programs
Subcommittee of House Oversight and Government Reform Committee and
Capital Markets and Government Sponsored Enterprises Subcommittee of House
Financial Services Committee will hold a joint hearing titled “The JOBS Act (PL
112-106): Importance of Prompt Implementation for Entrepreneurs, Capital
Formation, and Job Creation.” Thursday, September 13, 2012 at 10:00 a.m.,
Rayburn 2154.
The Insurance, Housing and Community Opportunity Subcommittee of House
Financial Services Committee will hold a hearing titled “Housing for Hero’s:
Examining How Federal Programs Can Better Serve Veterans,” focusing on
barriers that homeless and low-income veterans face in securing housing
assistance and services from federal agencies. Friday, September 14, 2012 at
9:30 a.m., Rayburn 2128.

Health, Education, Labor & Pensions

The Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee will hold a hearing
titled “Improving College Affordability: A View From the States.” Wednesday,
September 12, 2012 at 10:30 a.m., Dirksen 430.

Homeland Security

The Border and Maritime Security Subcommittee of House Homeland Security
Committee will hold a hearing titled “Eleven Years Later: Preventing Terrorists
from Coming to America.” Tuesday, September 11, 2012 at 10:00 a.m., Cannon
311.
The Emergency Preparedness, Response and Communications Subcommittee of
House Homeland Security Committee will hold a hearing titled “Resilient
Communications: Current Challenges and Future Advancements.” Wednesday,
September 12, 2012 at 2:00 p.m., Cannon 311.
The Emergency Preparedness, Response and Communications Subcommittee
and Cybersecurity, Infrastructure Protection and Security Technologies
Subcommittee of House Homeland Security Committee will hold a joint hearing
titled “Bio- Watch Present and Future: Meeting Mission Needs for Effective
Biosurveillance?” Thursday, September 13, 2012 at 2:00 p.m., Cannon 311.
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Special Aging

The Senate Special Aging Committee will hold a roundtable discussion titled “Let
the Sunshine in: Implementing the Physician Payments Sunshine Act.”
Wednesday, September 12, 2012 at 2:30 p.m., Dirksen 562.

Transportation & Infrastructure

The Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Subcommittee of House
Transportation and Infrastructure Committee will hold a hearing titled “Tenth
Anniversary of the Maritime Transportation Security Act (PL 107-295): Are We
Safer?” Tuesday, September 11, 2012 at 10:00 a.m., Rayburn 2212.

Ways and Means

The Oversight Subcommittee of House Ways and Means Committee will hold a
hearing on the implementation and administration by the IRS of the tax
provisions in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PL 111-148) and
Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 (PL 111-152), including
the individual mandate taxes, restrictions on the use of Flexible Spending
Arrangements and Health Savings Accounts. Tuesday, September 11, 2012 at
10:00 a.m., Longworth 1100.
The Health Subcommittee of House Ways and Means Committee will hold a
hearing on the implementation of health insurance exchanges and related
provisions of the Affordable Care Act (PL 111-148) and Health Care and
Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 (PL 111-152). Wednesday, September 12,
2012 at 10:00 a.m., Longworth 1100.

Today's Meetings/NGA Calendar

Monday, September 10

1. Washington Reps Weekly Meeting, 1:30pm, Washington, DC, Hall of the States,
Room 283/5, Contact: Erin Cohan

To view the NGA calendar, go to: 
www.nga.org/files/live/sites/NGA/files/pdf/MONTH.pdf
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Contact: Krista Drobac 

Health Division  

202-624-7872 

September 16, 2011 

State Perspectives on Insurance Exchanges:  

Implementing Health Reform in an Uncertain Environment 

The three major components of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 (ACA) — 

insurance reform, Medicaid expansions, and the establishment of health insurance exchanges — are 

primarily the states’ responsibilities to implement; together they impose a daunting workload.  Because 

insurance exchanges must be wholly created in a very short time period, their implementation presents 

unique challenges.  Additionally, the requirements for interconnected, automated systems to determine 

Medicaid and subsidy eligibility, pose major challenges.  Tight deadlines, severely strained budgets, and 

human resources shortages further complicate implementation in nearly every state.  

For these and other reasons, states have had a wide range of responses to the ACA exchange requirements 

and subsequent regulations.  Some states started planning state exchanges even before adoption of the Act 

and have a reasonable chance of being ready by the law’s implementation on January 1, 2014 (assuming 

many of the questions raised below are answered in time).  Others have thus far chosen not to deploy a 

state exchange and expect to have a federal exchange implemented in their state, as the law allows.  The 

majority of states are somewhere in between. Of them, many prefer state-run exchanges but are unsure of 

the implications on state operations, regulation, and finances, and are somewhat daunted by the challenge 

of extremely complex implementation.  All of the states have concerns. 

The National Governors Association (NGA) hosted a two-day workshop entitled, “Timelines, State 

Options, and Federal Regulations” to assist states in considering the many decisions and tasks associated 

with the creation of insurance exchanges and related changes to Medicaid.  More than 120 state officials 

from more than 40 states and territories participated, including cabinet secretaries, governors’ 

representatives, Medicaid and insurance department leaders, and exchange governing board and staff 

members.  This meeting was designed to allow and promote the exchange of information and experiences 

among the many participating states.  Following a day-and-a-half of working with experts and sharing 

experiences, lessons, and dilemmas, the group met with a panel of representatives from the U.S. 

Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and the U.S. Department of Treasury to raise key 

issues and pose questions regarding the implementation of exchanges.  

This summary is a reporting of the concerns voiced at the meeting, incorporating some of the recurring 

suggestions made by representatives that would allow their state to make informed critical decisions.  

Despite disparate views of exchanges and various steps of implementation, several major themes emerged 

from the discussions at the meeting: 
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 A need for timely guidance: Federal guidance has yet to be released or finalized on many issues, 

confronting states with a lack of clarity on many issues – a problem frequently compounded both 

by insufficient detail and efforts to preserve apparently broad flexibility;  

 Uncertain and challenging timelines: For many states, the resulting uncertainty creates 

significant challenges in defining the “critical path” and meeting the associated deadlines 

necessary to establish exchanges and obtain required federal approvals;  

 A lack of clarity and detail: In many states, legislators and governors require more clarity about 

the policy issues and operational details involved in creating a state-run insurance exchange, 

pursuing a hybrid or “partnership” model, or accepting a federal exchange;  

 Concerns about costs: States need to understand the short and long-term costs of exchanges 

under the various scenarios, which have implications for how states seek to design them; and 

 Delegating discretion to states: Many states suggest limiting directive federal guidance to those 

areas where the statute specifies “shall,” leaving discretion to the states in all other areas 

involving exchange design and in interpretation of the statute. 

Moving Forward Amidst Uncertainty 

The ACA apparently intended to give states broad discretion in designing health insurance exchanges and 

their governance. States may choose to make existing entities such as insurance or Medicaid departments 

responsible for their exchanges; they may contract functions, such as information technology systems to 

private vendors; and some functions may potentially be operated in partnership with the federal 

government, such as eligibility determinations for federal tax subsidies.  Because of the policy 

implications and operational complexity of decisions regarding delegating functions, implementing any of 

those strategies requires ample lead time for planning and procurement.  Given that the final federal 

regulations specifying the policies governing those activities have not been finalized or, in important 

instances, proposed, states are operating in a highly uncertain environment with looming deadlines. 

Timely implementation places states in a position of needing to make basic decisions about how they will 

establish and implement insurance exchanges on the basis of incomplete guidance and regulations.  At the 

meeting, state officials shared a concern about the capacity of the vendor community to provide timely, 

effective solutions to the business challenges posed by ACA implementation, especially as timeframes 

become increasingly compressed. The substantial ambiguity involving core elements of exchange and 

Medicaid implementation, especially in light of the controversies associated with ACA, greatly 

complicates discussions about how or whether to proceed in some states.  

Nonetheless, most states are actively working to chart a provisional course forward, so that they can be 

operationally ready for political decisions made by their governor or legislature.  Many are moving 

forward on the assumption that if they do not, it will be impossible to meet ACA deadlines, which would 

lead to a federally operated exchange in their state.  

Most states began planning shortly after the passage of ACA in early 2010 with steps such as analysis of 

their insurance markets and information technology needs.  They have conducted extensive stakeholder 

outreach to inform health plans, providers, employers, consumers, and others about exchange 
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fundamentals and to solicit their suggestions and feedback.  Some have developed detailed 

implementation plans with timetables for standing up their capacity to manage providers and plans in the 

exchanges; for training brokers, Navigator programs, and other consumer assistants; and for rolling out 

business processes for inter-agency coordination, meeting technology needs, and other vendor 

contracting.  

Lack of Timely Guidance Creates Roadblocks to Moving Forward 

Many challenges have emerged in the course of those undertakings, according to participants in the NGA 

meeting. Among the concerns heard: 

 ACA implementation requires major changes in existing Medicaid eligibility systems, which need 

to operate seamlessly with the yet to be detailed federal data hub and exchange systems, 

providing real-time, online eligibility determinations (under significantly reformed Medicaid 

income, asset, and eligibility rules). The challenge of contracting for IT systems services is 

particularly acute and mission-critical for the establishment of exchanges. Vendor capacity and 

the IT workforce are strained, especially as system adoption among providers has increased as a 

result of economic stimulus subsidies.  Some state representatives said vendors currently 

supplying states with Medicaid management information systems (MMIS) would be functionally 

able to meet exchange needs, but others said that MMIS vendors would not be able to take on 

expanded responsibilities.  States also expressed concern that even in the best of circumstances 

the development of the information systems often takes longer and is more costly than 

anticipated.  A number of states implementing MMIS changes agreed that the scheduled time to 

develop the necessary systems changes took 18 to 20 months after the issuance of an RFP, a step 

that in most cases has yet to be taken. 

 

 Questions remain about whether a federal data hub currently under development will be ready by 

October 2013 to furnish the exchanges with real-time eligibility data such as income verification 

through planned links to the Internal Revenue Service and other federal agencies.  Some unique 

data do not currently exist in a consistent, national repository.  For that reason, there are 

significant concerns that the seamless, “no wrong door” eligibility and enrollment processes that 

offer consumers a single portal for eligibility determinations, applications for subsidies, and 

enrollment in plans, may not be logistically feasible.  

 

 Retrospective reconciliation of inaccurate determinations of Medicaid and exchange plan subsidy 

eligibility could result in unwelcome surprises on consumers, exchanges, and Medicaid agencies. 

States expressed concerns about how the federal government would compute error rates and 

determine liability arising under the new approaches envisioned for on-line eligibility 

determinations, especially given substantial policy, operational, and systems uncertainties. 

 

 Federal rules for the Basic Health Plan have not been issued, leaving states unclear as to where 

that option could fit in their exchange design plans. Because decisions have ramifications for 
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Medicaid and the size of the risk pool that participates in the exchange, many states said the lack 

of information on the Basic Health Plan was a major stumbling block for their planning process. 

 

 Guidance on the essential health benefit package is pending, which may be an important 

consideration in deciding the type of purchasing model a state would elect.  For many states, bills 

must be filed as early as November, making timely release of details on essential health benefits 

an imperative for creating legislative authority for an exchange in the upcoming session.  

Lack of Clear Timelines Complicates Decisions 

Many states have established exchange entities and applied for establishment grant funding, a process 

which entails the creation of work plans to guide progress. The details that must be spelled out in those 

plans underscore the extraordinary time pressures, both for states and the federal government. In many 

instances, the time available is less than the time normally required to procure major IT systems or amend 

Medicaid state plans. The shortened timelines and limited guidance currently available are increasingly 

affecting design and implementation decisions.  

Procurement serves as an example.  Time constraints weigh heavily on IT decisions for four reasons.  

First, IT systems design and development presupposes specifying in advance the policy requirements and 

resulting business processes.  Second, the timelines for developing major systems typically requires years, 

in part because of public procurement rules designed to ensure fair and efficient expenditures of public 

monies. Third, the multiple new systems that are simultaneously being implemented require testing of 

both the individual systems and the interface of federal and state systems.  States repeatedly cited 

concerns about the lack of sufficient capacity on the part of experienced vendors to meet the “peak load” 

demand for Medicaid and exchange systems development.  Finally, experience suggests that systems 

contracts frequently underestimate costs and take longer than expected to complete.  

States are considering a variety of strategies to deal with those challenges. One approach entails 

partnerships and outsourcing, allowing states to buy capabilities they feel they do not have time to build.  

Another potential strategy may involve bundling procurement needs into general or modular contracts, 

where vendors may bid on all or just parts of a request for proposals. States expressed interest in having 

the federal government designate a list of approved systems or vendors, which would allow a streamlined 

approval process for any state adopting these systems.  

But those strategies pose risks of their own, potentially presenting accountability problems, timeline 

disruption, and contract management headaches.  States are wary that accelerating the procurement 

process could be costly because hastily issued RFPs could leave out or result in mismanaged important 

details which take more time and money to fix on the back end.  State representatives expressed hopes 

that HHS might still be able to make some products, such as risk adjustment and eligibility and IT 

systems available to states as modules at minimum cost and with ready availability.   
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Lack of Clear Guidance:  Exchanges and Medicaid Programs 

Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding their Medicaid programs, states are also 

charged by the ACA with creating a single, seamless point of entry for all of the insurance affordability 

programs affected by the Act – Medicaid, the Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic 

Health Plan (where offered), and advanceable tax credits for individual and Small Business Health 

Options Program (SHOP) exchange enrollees.  

Because income changes will create constant movement in and out of those programs, it is necessary to 

have well-developed systems with tight integration between them.  As previously discussed, systems 

challenges for creating integrated enrollment platforms could tax vendor capabilities in some areas and 

test the agility of the states that are already in the midst of Medicaid systems redesign. 

Some states expressed worry that commercial plans participating in exchanges may reimburse providers 

more generously than Medicaid.  That would aggravate problems with access to care by higher paying 

exchange plans drawing providers away from Medicaid.  

Several states cited the importance of having more leeway to initiate meaningful beneficiary cost sharing 

in Medicaid before 2014. Given the expected frequency of beneficiary shifting between Medicaid, CHIP, 

Basic Health Plans (where available), and exchange plans, additional cost sharing would smooth 

transitions and facilitate cost containment in the post-ACA world.   

States highlighted the need for a simplified path to gain HHS approval of exchange and Medicaid plans 

than the current state plan amendment process, which can be time consuming at both the state and federal 

levels.  Additionally, some expressed concern arising from the lack of policy and operational clarity about 

how a federal exchange would function.  For example, states worry that if a federal exchange were the 

single point of entry to all the state’s insurance affordability programs, they may lose control of their 

Medicaid program. 

Lack of Clear Guidance:  SHOP Exchanges and Small Businesses 

Depending on the regulations, the structure of the SHOP exchanges could lend itself to use of defined 

contribution plans. The predictability of premiums under defined contributions plans have made them 

increasingly popular with small businesses, many of whose employees tend to be lower income workers 

potentially eligible for tax credits.  The degree to which a defined contribution is compatible with the 

federal government’s definition of affordable coverage is unclear, as is how eligibility for premium 

subsidies may be determined in that context. 

Some states raised questions about the potential for discrepancies in the rules governing individual and 

SHOP exchanges, especially when aligning requirements for individuals and small business pursuing a 

defined contribution strategy.  Many states commented that the attractiveness of the SHOP exchanges will 

ultimately depend on how well they control costs.  
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Lack of Clear Guidance:  Exchanges and Impact on Insurance Markets 

Most states report that they are undertaking efforts to understand the characteristics of their current 

individual and small group markets, as well as their uninsured population. After completing market 

assessments, they are analyzing the expected effects of ACA insurance reforms, which affect individual 

and small group plans operating inside and outside exchanges. The as yet unissued rules on essential 

health benefit plans have the potential to substantially change currently offered benefit plans, potentially 

resulting in price increases in many states. For some states, new community rating standards, which limit 

variation in premiums to a maximum of 3:1, represent a sharp departure from their current rules and could 

substantially change current pricing.  Rate compression may occur even in states that already have some 

version of community rating in place.  As a result, rates may increase for large segments of the population 

currently enrolled in individual and small group plans.  In light of expected changes in many markets, 

states recognized the importance of creating robust communications and outreach plans to prepare the 

public.  

A foundational decision facing states is whether they wish to create exchanges that operate, at one end of 

the spectrum, as an active purchaser (e.g., selectively contracting with a limited number of plans), or, at 

the other end of the spectrum, as a neutral market facilitator (e.g., a “Craig’s List”).  State preferences 

vary widely on this dimension, with some expecting to function as active purchasers, others as a neutral 

market facilitator, while some states are either undecided or expect to fall somewhere in the middle.   

States may choose among tactics for qualifying plans to meet goals of promoting competition in the 

health insurance marketplace.  Some states are looking at factors such as provider networks, IT 

capabilities, or readiness for payment innovation as criteria for participation.  However, they also 

recognize the importance of carefully calibrating requirements to create viable markets. 

Lack of Clear Guidance:  Questions about Federal Role 

State officials at the NGA meeting exhibited differing policy preferences on many issues, including 

fundamental choices such as whether to pursue a state-run exchange, a federal exchange, or a mixture of 

federal and state responsibilities. However, nearly every state raised questions about how the federal 

government will support the establishment and ongoing operation of exchanges.  

For some states, having a detailed understanding of the proposed federal exchange would create a useful 

“straw man” that would facilitate finalizing policy choices by their legislatures or governors. Other states 

that had already finalized key policy decisions viewed having a detailed understanding of the federal 

exchange as helping inform their operational decisions and implementation strategy. 

States interested in sharing the responsibilities of establishing and operating exchanges with the federal 

government in a partnership model are eager to learn which functions states will unquestionably need to 

retain, and which they may be able to share, such as premium aggregation and management of a coverage 

appeals process for public programs.  For states that may ultimately need to have the federal government 

fully operate their exchange or exchanges, states have large questions about what responsibilities and 

costs they will be asked to bear.  
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Concerns about Costs – Importance of No Surprises 

In an opening session, a speaker from HHS raised the possibility that states would have to pay for 

information provided through the federal data hub. Throughout the meeting, states frequently expressed 

concerns about the costs of establishing and operating exchanges.  

Attendees articulated the importance of having clearly and immediately identified any areas where the 

federal government will impose costs on states of which they are not currently aware. It is critical to states 

that any fees associated with interfacing with the federal government be stated clearly upfront, from both 

policy and operational perspective. 

Limit Requirements to Those Imposed by ACA, Delegating Discretion to States in All Other Areas 

Many states requested that federal rules and guidance to be directive only in those instances where the 

statute itself was directive.  Some states also requested the authority to exercise discretion when the 

statute delegated discretion to the Secretary of HHS.   

States expressed a mixed view of federal efforts to articulate state flexibility in proposed rules. On the one 

hand, states appreciated having flexibility and not having unnecessary prescription. On the other hand, 

allowing for a range of potential options without providing a clear decision-making authority to states 

greatly complicates state-federal relations and state-level policy-making. Some states indicated that this 

flexibility without clear transfer of authority from the outside translates into uncertainty, resulting in 

implementation difficulties, delays, and increased costs. 

Conclusion 

The states and territories participating in the NGA meeting ranged from those that will rely on a federal 

exchange to those that will implement a state-run exchange. States also varied on whether they have 

already created exchanges or still require enabling legislation. Similarly, states ranged from those 

awarded Early IT Innovator grants to those that have rejected federal funds. Despite these differences, 

many of challenges that state officials described were echoed throughout the meeting by the entire range 

states participating. 

As a response to the challenges described in this report, some state representatives expressed the view that 

states, given appropriate flexibility and guidance, may be able meet most ACA requirements with existing 

authorities and current capabilities.  How that flexibility is applied may be a major determinant to how 

states address the challenges of the next two years.  

To make informed decisions, states need as much clarity as possible, including details about essential 

health benefit requirements and the design of the federal exchange, among other specifics that are 

currently unavailable.  Moreover, there is deep concern that if deadlines for federal guidance issuance 

move further back, states will be unable to make further progress.  Addressing the issues summarized 

under the five themes discussed in this report, in a timely manner, would significantly enhance the 

chances for success.   
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From: Guilford, Nikki
To: Governors Chiefs of Staff
Cc: chiefs-assists@talk.nga.org; chiefs-deputy@talk.nga.org
Subject: NGA LAUNCHES VIRTUAL HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
Date: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 8:15:04 AM

To:  Chiefs of Staff (cc: deputy chiefs of staff, chiefs’ assistants)
 
I am happy to report that NGA has launched a new website - State Health Policy Options
(detailed below).  Please note your Washington D.C./State-Federal Directors and Health
Policy Advisors received this information last week.  I am hopeful that your administration
will find this website to be useful.  Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns.
 

NGA LAUNCHES VIRTUAL HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
New Website Provides One-Stop Shop for Health Policy Information 

 
WASHINGTON—The National Governors Association (NGA) today unveiled a new website,
State Health Policy Options. The site, http://statepolicyoptions.nga.org/, is a virtual resource center
developed by NGA that will make it easier to explore potential solutions to health policy problems
that state policymakers face. The website also will provide policymakers with innovative
approaches from expert analysis and the experience of states in their efforts to improve health care
access, affordability and quality.
 
“With the always evolving health care system, this website is designed to give states a place to find
information on a variety of health care problems they might be facing,” said NGA Executive
Director Dan Crippen. “Our hope is that this virtual resource center will give states unlimited
ideas on how to solve their individual health care problems, learn from other states, identify viable
policy options and considerations and stay informed of the federal health policy landscape.”
 
The website focuses on various topics, including:
 

·        Planning for 2014: Provides information and analysis relevant to health insurance
exchanges, Medicaid and insurance subsidy and tax credit policies that increase health
insurance coverage once the Affordable Care Act changes required by 2014 come into
effect;

·        Cost Containment: Examines state initiatives to reduce Medicaid costs and maintain
access to quality care for beneficiaries;

·        Improving System Performance: Explores ways to lower health care costs, improve
the quality of care and provide access to many people as possible;

·        Prevention and Health Promotion: Considers how states can use their various roles to
promote better health among state residents;

·        Workforce: Focuses on how states can develop effective workforce planning and
development strategies to respond to the growing demand on health care; and

·        Health Information Technology: Shares ways to improve system performance,
support patient self-management, support widespread adoption of electronic health
records and design effective health information exchanges.

 
Each of the topic areas includes policy options for states; case studies of state-led efforts; federal
regulations, guidance and grant opportunities for states; and expert sources with subject matter
expertise.
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To view the new website, please visit: http://statepolicyoptions.nga.org/.
 
 

###
 
Founded in 1908, the National Governors Association (NGA) is the collective voice of the nation’s governors and
one of Washington, D.C.’s most respected public policy organizations. Its members are the governors of the 55
states, territories and commonwealths. NGA provides governors and their senior staff members with services that
range from representing states on Capitol Hill and before the Administration on key federal issues to developing
and implementing innovative solutions to public policy challenges through the NGA Center for Best Practices. For
more information, visit www.nga.org.
 
 

 

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive use of
the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or confidential. If the
reader of this transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and
delete this message.

******************************************************
NGA Office of Management Consulting & Training (OMCT)
Listserv for Governors ' Chiefs of Staff

To post questions/comments to subscribed members, email: chiefs@talk.nga.org
(This listserv is moderated; submitted messages are first received by the NGA
moderator and then posted to the full list.)

For more information on OMCT resources: www.nga.org/omct

---
You are currently subscribed to [chiefs] as denise.northrup@gov.ok.gov.
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-216115-
151268.246ce19d396358e960b9f9a718992143@talk.nga.org.
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WAIVER SUMMARIES 
DRAFT 11/17/11 

 
 
 
 

Type Population Eligibility Focus Copays1 Delivery 
System 

Payment shifts Description 

        
DELAWARE 

 
Renewal 
w/amend-
ment 

Duals 
 
ABD in Long 
Term Care 
(LTC)  

Full2 
 
Excludes 
ICF/MR 

Expands mandatory managed care to 
dual eligible and most LTC populations 
 

 Managed 
Care 
Organization 
(MCO) 

  
Rebalancing LTC3, coordination of 
care 

        
INDIANA 

        
Renewal 
w/amend-
ment 

Non disabled  
adults 

Less than 
133% FPL4 
beginning in 
2014 

Continues Health Indiana Program (HIP) 
program  – changes eligibility from 200 
to 133% FPL in 2014 

Consumer 
driven 

MCO  HIP – reliance on health savings 
accounts coupled with high 
deductible plans to promote 
consumer responsibility; requires 
minimum contribution of $160 
annually 

        

                                                      
1 Co-pays defined as utilization when higher amounts are used to steer utilization such as promote use of generic versus brand drugs or to deter ED use for non emergent care.  Consumer driven indicates that copays 
are intended to introduce more reliance on consumer choice and personal responsibility 
2 Full benefit dual eligible versus partial benefit duals who receive cost-sharing and/or premium assistance only – e.g QMBI/SLIMBI 
3 Rebalancing LTC indicates shifting utilization to home and community care rather than nursing home care 
4 Federal poverty level 
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KANSAS 
        
New All  current 

Medicaid 
populations 
 

No change 
 
 

Move population to three MCO/medical 
homes contracts. 
 
Excludes ICF/MR5 populations 

 MCO   3 to 5% of payments 
for performance 
incentives; penalties for 
low quality  
 
 

Global waiver 
Increased investment in prevention, 
care coordination and evidence 
based practice  
Rebalancing LTC 
Reduces incentives not to work 

        
UTAH 

        
New All in 

geographical 
boundry  - 
some nursing 
home 
residents not 
included 

 Accountable Care Organization model 
(ACO) replaces MCOs.  ACOS defined 
as managing risk and accepting a 
capitated premium; distribute payments 
across continuum of providers and meet 
quality standards 

Yes may 
vary by 
plan 

ACO’s 
 

No reductions in 
provider payments, 
IGTs maintained 
Sets Medicaid growth 
targets 

Premium subsidy provision to 
purchase private insurance for 
Medicaid clients 
Covers 4 most populous counties 
Project aims at reducing the growth 
rate of Medicaid costs 
Permits community service in lieu 
of payments 

        
WASHINGTON 

        
Renewal 
with 
amend-
ments 

Basic Health 
 
Disability 
(non-
working) 
(DD) 
 
Addiction 
treatment 

133% FPL 
Expansion 
waiver 
approved 

Convert state only population to 
Medicaid now and collect regular FMAP 
through 2013  and receive 100% FMAP 
for  2014 – 2017; 90% thereafter under 
ACA 

Utilization  
ED 
generics 

MCO  
Basic health 
group moves 
to MCO; DD 
to partial 
MCO; 
Addiction in 
fee for 
service 

Enhanced payments to 
high performing 
providers 

Called Transitional Bridge 
Converts individuals with incomes 
up to 133% FPL usually enrolled in 
three 100% stated funded programs 
to regular Medicaid  
Medical home and prevention 
component 
Several requests for demonstrations, 
grants, etc as part of transition 

                                                      
5 ICF/MR Intermediate care facilities/mental retardation 
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group 
 
 

effort 

 Duals full Mandated managed care w/ opt out  
 

WISCONSIN 
        
 
New and 
Amends 
two 
existing 
waivers 

Pregnant 
women and 
children 
 
 
children 

More than 
133% - 
300% FPL 
 
 
150% to 
185% FPL 

Restrict Medicaid and CHIP eligibility 
for anyone with access to employer 
sponsored insurance as long as premiums 
are under 9.5% of income. 
 
Charge premiums 
 

    
Proposes coverage first thru 
employers 
Seeks relief from MOE 
requirements 
Waiver proposes to demonstrate the 
impact of pending ACA policies on 
Medicaid and resulting coverage 
outcomes 

 Parents and 
caretakers 
 

 100 to 
150% FPL 

Restrict Medicaid and CHIP eligibility 
for anyone with access to employer 
sponsored insurance as long as premiums 
are under 9.5% of income. 

yes  Waiver effectively 
seeks relief from MOE  
9.5% of income for 
employer insurance; 
cost sharing;  

 Adults under 
26, pregnant 
women 
caretakers 

Over 100% 
but under 
150% FPL 

Restricts eligibility if they have access to 
parents insurance 

    

        
 
 

 

NEW JERSEY 
        
Renewal 
with 
amend-

All 
 
except partial 

varies Move virtually all populations to 
capitated managed care for both acute 
and LTC 

Utilization 
n/a 

MCO 
Medical 
homes 

Requests increased 
FMAP for certain 
“optional” beneficiaries 

 
Streamlines program operations and 
administrative responsibility 
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ments  
 
Consol 
idates of 
several 
existing 

duals  
Shift (“rebalance”) mix between nursing 
facilities and home and community 
based services 
 
Seek flexibility to limit scope and 
duration of services 
 
Integrates Special Needs Plans with 
MCOs for duals 
 
Seek flexibility in reforming and 
modernizing automated systems and 
related procedures. 
 
Eliminate wrap around coverage for 
Health Insurance Premium Payment 
(HIPP) program 
 

ACO who would qualify in 
other states as ACA 
expansion population. 
 
Requests SDW 
payment. 
 
Seeks discretion to 
revise payment rates, 
increasing some and 
reducing others  

 
Consolidation of numerous waivers, 
along with requests for new waivers 
 
Facilitate delivery system reform 
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From: Travis Brauer
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: NGA MEeting Notes
Date: Monday, July 09, 2012 3:42:00 PM

NGA REPORT by Dan Crippen
 
There  is  a  possibility  of  documents  being  distributed  to  Governors  before the Governors
Only meeting this weekend.
 
 
NGA CENTER REPORT by David Moore
 
On July 10 and July 11 there will be a conference in DC on electric vehicles. 
 
On July 19-20 in DC there will be a reforming healthcare seminar.
 
September 19-21 there will be a policy advisor meeting in New Orleans.
 
 
NGA CENTER PRESCRIPTION DRUG POLICY ACADEMY by Thomas MacLellan
 
Led  by  Alabama  Gov.  Robert  Bentley  and  Colorado  Gov.  John  Hickenlooper,  is a year-long
program  to  help  in  strategic  planning  aimed  at  reducing  the  prescription  drug  abuse
problem  and  is  funded  by  private  foundations.    The  academy  will  include  the states of
Alabama  and  Colorado,  as  well  as  an  additional  five  states  that  are  accepted  through  a
competitive application process.   The requirements for the academy will soon be released. 

The application is six pages long and is due by August 16th. 
 
***We  might  want  to  consider  applying  for  this  academy  as  we are leading the country in
prescription drug abuse.   See the following  links for more information about the problem in
the state.
 
http://newsok.com/state-of-addiction-oklahoma-ranked-no.-1-state-in-prescription-
painkiller-abuse/article/3656694
 
http://city-sentinel.com/?p=2391
 
http://newsok.com/oklahomas-painkiller-abuse-crisis-is-a-growing-problem-experts-
say/article/3690845
 
REPORT ON THE D BLOCK MEETING by Thomas MacLellan
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Not much was said.
 
 
LEGISLATIVE UPDATES by David Quam
 
Regulations for EBT/TANF are on hold and the states will have until 2014 to comply with the
regulations.
 
The NGA is  looking for governors to testify before the House Judiciary Committee on July 24
about market place equity.
 
There  is  a  Washington  Reps  lunch  in  Williamsburg  this  upcoming  weekend,  if you will be
attending please RSVP.
 
Senate
 
S. 2240 by Sen. Debbie Stabenow would extend the depreciation bonus through 2012. 
 
House
 
There will be a vote on a veteran’s job bill and to repeal of Obamacare.  
 
Iowa  Governor  Terry  Branstad  will  testify,  on  Thursday  to  the  House  Armed  Services
Subcommittee on Readiness, against plans by the U.S. Air Force to eliminate F-16 aircraft at

the Des Moines-based 132nd FighterWing of the Iowa Air National Guard.
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From: Guilford, Nikki
To: Governors Chiefs of Staff
Cc: chiefs-deputy@talk.nga.org; chiefs-assists@talk.nga.org
Subject: NGA Priority Information: Letters to Governors from US Health and Human Services
Date: Monday, August 15, 2011 7:56:43 AM
Attachments: HHS ltr to govs re Medicaid.pdf

To:  Chiefs (cc:  Deputy Chiefs and Chiefs' Assistants)

On Friday, Secretary Sebelius sent two letters to governors (NGA sent the letters to your Washington
D.C./State-Federal Director on Friday):

1) Letter co-signed by Secretary Duncan regarding a new initiative to find and enroll eligible children
into the Medicaid and Children's Health Insurance Programs (attached).

2) Letter identifying resources and opportunities to assist states in setting up exchanges under the ACA
(see text below).

*************
Letter from Secretary of Health and Human Services Kathleen Sebelius to State Officials

August 12, 2011

Dear Governor:

I am writing to update you on important opportunities that are available to your state in connection with
the establishment of Affordable Insurance Exchanges.  These Exchanges - state-based competitive
health insurance marketplaces - will help deliver coverage to individuals and small businesses in your
state in a way that is simple, seamless, and affordable.

First, we are awarding a new round of "Establishment Grants" - federal funding for states to develop,
implement, and establish Exchanges.  States can use these grant funds to ensure that key Exchange
functions are designed and implemented at the state level and take into account local factors and
circumstances.  States can apply for these grants on a rolling basis; applications are processed quarterly
by HHS.  The next deadline for applications is September 30, 2011.  Three states have previously
received these grants, and today I am pleased to award more than $185 million to 13 additional states
and the District of Columbia.

Second, HHS and the Treasury Department today are releasing proposed rules regarding Exchanges that
further the goals of making access to affordable health insurance options simple and seamless.  These
proposed rules provide additional guidance on a simplified process for determining whether individuals
are eligible for coverage through Exchanges, for premium tax credits to assist in the purchase of private
insurance, or for other programs such as Medicaid or the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP). 
The rules follow guidance published July 15, 2011, which details many of the key areas in which states
may choose to tailor their Exchange to meet the particular needs of their small businesses and
residents.  We expect to modify these proposals based on the feedback we receive from the American
people.  I encourage you to share your comments regarding these proposals with the Departments,
particularly by formally commenting on the proposed rules over the next 75 days.

Furthermore, over the coming weeks, we will actively seek state feedback on these proposed rules
through a series of regional meetings.  You will be hearing from our HHS Regional Director inviting your
state to participate in one of these regional meetings in the near future.

I strongly encourage your state to participate.  Your feedback - particularly your formal comments on
the proposed rules - will significantly help us in the development of the final rules.

The availability of Establishment Grants, along with the flexibility we have provided to states in the
development of their Exchanges, creates important opportunities to advance the development of state-
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 


August 12,2011 


Dear Governor: 


We are writing to enlist your help in an unprecedented initiative to find and enroll an estimated 4.3 
million uninsured children who are currently eligible for Medicaid or the Children's Health 
Insurance Program (CHIP). These children represent a large majority of the uninsured children in 
the U.S., and they are missing out on health coverage that is available to them today. 


Too often, children who are uninsured encounter obstacles that prevent them from becoming fully 
engaged in the classroom, on the playing field and in other extracurricular activities-preventing them 
from getting the most out of their education. That's why the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) and the U.S. Department of Education (ED) are working together to help enroll 
these eligible children through the Connecting Kids to Coverage Challenge. This initiative, led by 
HHS, calls on leaders at every level of government and in the private sector to help enroll all 
eligible, uninsured children in Medicaid and CHIP and keep them covered for as long as they 
qualify. We urge you to join us and to encourage your schools to participate in this effort. 


A forthcoming study by the Urban Institute indicates that outreach and enrollment efforts do increase 
the percentage of children who enroll in health coverage. Between 2008 and 2009, the number of 
children eligible for Medicaid and CHIP increased by two to three million due to difficult economic 
times and State eligibility expansions. Despite this increase in eligibility, in part due to outreach and 
enrollment efforts, the total number of eligible but uninsured children declined to 4.3 million in 
2009, which was lower than the 4.7 million children found to be eligible but uninsured in 2008. The 
participation of children in Medicaid and CHIP increased from 82 percent in 2008 to 85 percent in 
2009 nationally. 


Efforts to streamline Medicaid and CHIP enrollment and renewal procedures and to conduct 
effective outreach activities supported by the Children's Health Insurance Reauthorization Act 
(CHIPRA) have made a difference in extending children's coverage in the economic downturn. 
These efforts, with continued support from CHIPRA, will continue to playa vital role in making 
progress toward the goal of enrolling all eligible children. 


Schools play an essential role in reaching eligible children, from young children in preschool and 
Head Start to teens in high school. We urge you to undertake children's health coverage outreach 
and enrollment activities when classes begin this fall. Below are some promising strategies you may 
wish to consider: 
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• 	 Use information on registration or emergency contact forms to identify children who may 
need health coverage. Adding a question about whether a child has health insurance to the forms 
that every family completes can help identify uninsured children who may be eligible for 
Medicaid or CHIP. Families of such children can be notified about the programs and how to 
enroll. Note that any personal information maintained by a school to which the Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERP A) applies must only be used and disclosed in 
accordance with FERP A. 


• 	 Enlist school athletic coaches to promote enrollment of eligible children in Medicaid and 
CHIP. Coaches can provide information on health coverage programs to athletes and to the 
entire student body. They also can direct students to places within the school (for example, the 
school nurse or school-based health clinic) or in the community where their families can apply. 
HHS has piloted a Coaches Campaign, called "Get Covered, Get in the Game," in seven states 
(CO, FL, MD, NY, OH, OR, and WI), and we can help provide technical support and 
customized outreach materials if you wish to undertake a similar program. 


• 	 Implement an "Express Lane Eligibility" process with the School Lunch Program. Most 
children who are eligible for free or reduced-price school meals are likely to also qualify for 
Medicaid or CHIP. The "Express Lane Eligibility" option allows States to rely on eligibility 
findings from programs like School Lunch to jump-start Medicaid and CHIP eligibility 
determinations. Oregon and Louisiana, for example, are collaborating with their schools to 
implement Express Lane procedures. Note that any information must be used in accordance with 
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Express Lane Eligibility guidance. 


CHIPRA provides funding to help States close the children's health coverage gap. Last December, 
HHS distributed more than $206 million in 2010 performance bonuses to States that not only 
exceeded child enrollment targets, but also simplified Medicaid and CHIP enrollment procedures. 
States interested in applying for a 2011 performance bonus have until October 15,2011, to do so, 
and there will be additional opportunities for States to apply in future years. In addition, many 
States, nonprofit groups, and other organizations that have received CHIPRA outreach grants are 
focusing on ways to engage schools in outreach, enrollment, and renewal activities. HHS will 
continue to share and highlight the accomplishments of these grantees and provide technical 
assistance to others interested in adopting promising school-based practices. 


Health coverage is essential to ensuring that children get the health care services they need to grow 
and learn. The good news is that so many uninsured children do not need to wait for coverage 
because they are already eligible for Medicaid or CHIP. Your leadership can make a tremendous 
difference as we work together to meet the Connecting Kids to Coverage Challenge. 
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If you have questions or would like to be connected with others who have successfully implemented 
school-based enrollment strategies, please do not hesitate to have your staff contact Donna Cohen 
Ross at HHS at Donna.CohenRoss@cms.hhs.gov or (202) 260-0509. 


Sincerely, 


Arne Duncan Kathleen Sebelius 
Secretary of Education Secretary of Health 


and Human Services 


cc: State Medicaid Directors 
State CHIP Directors 
Chief State School Officers 
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based Exchanges.  States have several options in implementing Exchanges that can accommodate
varying levels of state activity:

State-operated Exchange.  Under this option, the state operates all of the functions of the Exchange.
HHS will certify state Exchanges by January 1, 2013.  However, states can seek conditional approval if
they expect to be ready in 2013.  States may also choose to establish a state-operated Exchange in
future years.

State Partnership Model.  The Exchange could be run in partnership between the state and HHS, with
some activities performed by the state and others by HHS.  States and HHS can explore using a
Partnership model to tailor the Exchange to local needs and market conditions.  States can also use this
model to transition to running their Exchange independently. We look forward to working with the
states to further define this option.

Federally-facilitated Exchange.  Under this option, HHS will ensure that there is a functioning Exchange
in the state.  HHS will work with the state to ensure coordination with the state's ongoing role in
managing the private insurance market, Medicaid, and CHIP.

Based on your feedback, HHS is already developing information technology (IT) initiatives to make
eligibility determinations easier for states, including a federal "hub" through which HHS will provide
certain data verification services to all Exchanges as well as Medicaid and CHIP, rather than requiring
Exchanges and these other programs to separately interact with multiple federal agencies.

Substantial federal funding is available now to help states establish an Exchange, with Establishment
Grant applications accepted through June of 2012 and funding available through 2014.  The "initial open
enrollment" for Exchanges - the first period in which new coverage options will be available - is
scheduled to begin in the fall of 2013.  This means that much of the work in preparation for open
enrollment needs to be completed earlier in 2013.  As such, I encourage states to have a fully
developed grant strategy by early 2012.  State Exchange grants can be used to help states determine
whether they will operate an Exchange on their own, partner with the federal government, or rely on a
federally-facilitated Exchange.  I encourage all states to take advantage of this opportunity and use
these resources to determine which model will work best for their residents.  My staff looks forward to
meeting on Exchange implementation with state Exchange grantees on September 19 and 20, 2011 in
Arlington, VA.

Since the Affordable Care Act was signed into law, the development of Affordable Insurance Exchanges
and implementation of this landmark law more generally have been aided by state leaders who have
shared their input and advice with our Department.  I hope we will continue to hear from you as we
work to develop strong partnerships, establish Affordable Insurance Exchanges and implement other
aspects of health reform that will improve our health care system.  I look forward to continuing to work
with you as we pursue our shared goal of better, more affordable health insurance for all Americans.

Sincerely,

/S/
Kathleen Sebelius
Secretary of Health and
Human Services

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive
use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or
confidential. If the reader of this transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for
delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and delete this message.

******************************************************
NGA Office of Management Consulting & Training (OMCT)
Listserv for Governors? Chiefs of Staff
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To post questions/comments to subscribed members, email: chiefs@talk.nga.org
(This listserv is moderated; submitted messages are first received by the NGA moderator and then
posted to the full list.)

For more information on OMCT resources: www.nga.org/omct

---
You are currently subscribed to [chiefs] as denise.northrup@gov.ok.gov..
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-200117-
151268.246ce19d396358e960b9f9a718992143@talk.nga.org..
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          HEALTH INSURANCE EXCHANGES WORKSHOP 
                         TIMELINES, STATE OPTIONS AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS 

         CRYSTAL CITY HYATT, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 
                               SEPTEMBER 8-9, 2011 

 
 
 

7:00 A.M. – 8:30 A.M. 
CHESAPEAKE GRILL 

REGISTRATION AND BREAKFAST 
 

8:30 A.M. -8:40 A.M. 
 
REGENCY AB 

WELCOME 
 

• Dan Crippen, Executive Director, National Governors Association 
 

8:40 A.M. – 9:30 A.M. 
 
REGENCY AB 
 

CONFERENCE KICKOFF 
 

 Setting the Stage: An overview of Exchange models: state-operated, 
partnership model, and federally-facilitated; timelines for each; and 
opening discussion on how to chart a path forward.  

 
9:30 A.M. – 11:00 A.M.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Potomac 2 
Potomac 4 
Potomac 6  
 

BREAKOUT SESSION 1: 
CREATION, OPERATION AND FINANCING OF EXCHANGES 
 
Attendees will divide into three discussion groups to discuss similar topics. 
The session will focus on issues related to the establishment and operation of 
individual and SHOP Exchanges, by either the state, the federal government or 
in a partnership approach. Sessions will be facilitated by: 

• Brett Graham, Managing Director-Exchanges, Leavitt 
Partners, LLC 

• Robert Carey, Principal, RLCarey Consulting   
• Rick Curtis, President, Institute for Health Policy Solutions 

11:00 A.M. – 11:15 A.M.  BREAK 
 

11:15 A.M. – 12:45 P.M. 
 
 
Potomac 2 
 
 
 
Potomac 4 
 
 
 
 
Potomac 6 

BREAKOUT SESSION 2: 
PROJECT  MANAGEMENT, WORK PLANS,  & RFPS 
 

 Project management for Exchange development 
Andrea Danes, former Illinois state official; currently CSG 
Government Solutions 

 
 Developing work plans for Exchange development (i.e. for  inclusion 

in grant applications) 
Molly Voris, Project Manager, Health Benefits Exchange Program,   
Washington Health Care Authority 

 
 Procurement: Items to consider and vendor management 

Robert Guenther, former Technical Director, Division of State Systems 
at CMS; currently, CSG Government Solutions 
 

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8 
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12:45 P.M. – 2:15 P.M. 
 
REGENCY CD 
 
 

LUNCH 
 
Presentation: State Health  Insurance Market Analyses and Decision-Making   

• Cindy Gillespie, Managing Director, McKenna Long and 
Aldridge LLP 

• Brian Haile, Director, Tennessee Insurance Exchange 
Planning Initiative 

• April Todd-Malmlov, Health Insurance Exchange Director, 
Minnesota Department of Commerce 

 
2:15 P.M. – 3:30 P.M. 
 
 
 
POTOMAC 2 
 
 
POTOMAC 4 
 
 
 
 
POTOMAC 6 
 

BREAKOUT SESSION 3 
NAVIGATORS AND PRODUCERS;  SMALL AND LARGE BUSINESSES AND 
EXCHANGES; STAKEHOLDERS AND GOVERNANCE 
 

 Navigator and consumer assistance programs; agents and brokers 
• Karen Pollitz, Senior Fellow, Kaiser Family Foundation 

 
 Small business engagement, large employer issues, private exchanges 

• Norm Thurston, Health Policy & Reform Initiatives 
Coordinator, Utah Department of Health 

• Cindy Gillespie, Managing Director, McKenna Long and 
Aldridge LLP 

 
 Stakeholder Engagement and Exchange Governance 

• Lorez Meinhold, Deputy Policy Director, Office of Policy 
Initiatives, Colorado Governor John Hickenlooper 

 
3:30 P.M. – 3:45 P.M.  BREAK 

 
3:45 P.M. – 5:00 P.M. 
 
 
POTOMAC 2 
 
 
 
 
POTOMAC 4 
 
 
 
POTOMAC 6 

BREAKOUT SESSION 4 
MARKET REFORMS, RISK MANAGEMENT, INSURER PARTICIPATION  
 

 2014 Market Reforms:  Guarantee Issue; Rating Reforms; Mandates; 
Subsidies; etc. 

•  Brian Webb, Manager, Health Policy & Legislation, National 
Association of Insurance Commissioners 
 

 Adverse selection issues: reinsurance, risk corridors, and risk 
adjustment 

•  Beth Sammis, former Deputy Commissioner, Maryland 
Insurance Administration 
 

 Qualifying health plans for participation in exchanges and related 
policy decisions 

•  Alice Burton, President, Burton Policy Consulting, LLC 
 

5:00 P.M. –6:30 P.M. 
 
CINNABAR CAFE 

RECEPTION 
Conference attendees, speakers and NGA health care corporate fellows are 
invited to a reception. 
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7:30 A.M. – 3:00 P.M. 
 

REGISTRATION 

7:30 A.M. – 8:30 A.M. 
 
REGENCY CD 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BREAKFAST PLENARY SESSION: 
 

 Plenary session will feature a panel of states with Early IT 
Innovator grants, identifying lessons learned and strategies for 
other states. 

• Beth Osthimer, Director of Health Care Reform, Division 
of Coverage and Enrollment, Office of Insurance 
Programs, New York State 

• Saleem Sayani, Chief Information Officer, Maryland 
• Dennis Smith, Secretary, Wisconsin Department of Health 

Services  
• Michael Tutty, Project Director, New England States 

Collaborative Insurance Exchange Systems 
 

8:30 A.M. – 8:50 A.M. 
 

MEDICAID ELIGIBILITY AND ENROLLMENT  
 

 Brief summary of the recent Medicaid eligibility regulations and 
CMS conference on Medicaid and CHIP Eligibility & Enrollment 

• Deborah Bachrach, Counsel, Manatt Health Solutions 
 

8:50 A.M. – 9:00 A.M. 
 

BREAK 

9:00 A.M. – 10:30 A.M. 
 
 
POTOMAC 2 
 
 
 
POTOMAC 4 
 
 
 
POTOMAC 6 
 
 

BREAKOUT SESSION 5 
MEDICAID, ELIGIBILITY AND ENROLLMENT  
 

 Medicaid and State Exchanges: Opportunities to Improve the 
Efficiency and Effectiveness of Both 

• Deborah Bachrach, Counsel, Manatt Health Solutions 
 

 Medicaid eligibility and enrollment under a federally-facilitated 
exchange 

• Vernon Smith, Principal, Health Management Associates 
 

 Coordination of plans inside and outside of Exchanges 
• Matt Salo, Executive Director, National Association of 

Medicaid Directors 
 

10:30 A.M. – 10:45 A.M.  BREAK 
 

10:45 A.M. – 11:30 A.M. 
 
Potomac 2,4,6 
 

SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS 
Attendees will divide into three groups to discuss and identify: What do 
you need/want from the federal government, short and medium term? 
What do you want from NGA and each other? 
 

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9 
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11:30 A.M. – 12:30 P.M. 
 
REGENCY AB 

SUMMARY OF STATE THEMES, CONCERNS AND NEEDS  
In preparation for the afternoon session with HHS officials, this all-
attendee session will serve to summarize key areas of concern and themes 
related to Exchange development under the range of operational and policy 
scenarios. NGA will lead the discussion with state input. 
 

12:30 P.M. – 1:30 P.M. 
 
REGENCY CD 

LUNCH 
 

 Session will feature perspectives and insights on Exchange 
development 

• Mark McClellan, Director, Engelberg Center for Health 
Care Reform and former Administrator of the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services 

 
1:30 P.M. – 2:45 P.M.  
 
REGENCY CD 

QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION WITH HHS AND DEPARTMENT OF 
THE TREASURY 

• Steve Larson, Director, Center for Consumer Information 
and Insurance Oversight, CMS 

• Cindy Mann, Deputy Administrator and Director, Center    
for Medicaid, CHIP, and Survey & Certification, CMS 

• Chiquita Brooks-LaSure, Director of Coverage Policy, 
HHS Office of Health Reform  

• Paul Dioguardi, Director of Intergovernmental and 
External Affairs, HHS 

• Helen Morrison, Deputy Benefits Tax Counsel, U.S. 
Department of the Treasury 
 

2:45 P.M. –3:00 P.M. CLOSING 
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From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Alex Pettit; Andrew Silvestri; Buffy Heater ; cheryl.willie@okdhs.org; Cindy Roberts; Cline, Dr.Terry L.; Cox-

Kain, Julie; Hiner, Janice D.; Howard.Hendrick@okdhs.org; John Calabro; John Doak; Jonathan Buxton ; Katie
Altshuler; Lieser, Derek G.; Mike Rhoads; Prieto Johns, Nicole S.; Rich Edwards; Steven Buck ; Terri White;
Trait Thompson

Cc: Lieser, Derek G.; Morley, Greg
Subject: No Discussion of Vendor until  Award of Contract
Date: Monday, March 28, 2011 8:50:04 AM
Attachments: DCS-FORM-CP-0191.doc
Importance: High

Dear Advisory Committee Members: 
 
Please be advised that all non-disclosure constraints remain in effect until the OSDH Procurement
Officer has advised us of an award of contract to a vendor for the Planning Grant.  You may discuss
this among each other, but not with outside parties at this time.   Please see attached blank Non-
Disclosure form.
 
Please let us know if you have any questions.
 
Thank you!
 

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.2944 | Cell  405.365-7530 | E-mail
NicolePJ@health.ok.gov | Website: www.ohca.org/OHX
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup; "glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov"; Preston Doerflinger
Subject: NYT Article: For Governors, Medicaid Looks Ripe for Slashing...
Date: Saturday, January 29, 2011 1:27:12 PM

...sent out by RGA

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/29/us/politics/29medicaid.html?_r=2

January 28, 2011

For Governors, Medicaid Looks Ripe for SlashingBy KEVIN SACKHamstrung by
federal prohibitions against lowering Medicaid eligibility, governors
from both parties are exercising their remaining options in proposing
bone-deep cuts to the program during the fourth consecutive year of
brutal economic conditions.
Because states confront budget gaps estimated at $125 billion, few
essential services — schools, roads, parks — are likely to escape the
ax. But the election of tough-minded governors, the evaporation of
federal aid, the relentless growth of Medicaid rolls and the exhaustion
of alternatives have made the program, which primarily covers low-income
children and disabled adults, an outsize target.
In Arizona, which last year ended Medicaid payments for some organ
transplants, Gov. Jan Brewer, a Republican, is asking the Obama
administration to waive a provision of the new health care law so that
the state can remove 280,000 adults from the program’s rolls. In
California, the newly elected governor, Jerry Brown, a Democrat,
proposes cutting Medicaid by $1.7 billion, in part by limiting the
beneficiaries to 10 doctor visits a year and six prescriptions a month.
In the budget he will unveil on Tuesday, Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo of New
York is expected to propose cutting even more — at least $2 billion from
projected state spending on Medicaid, which totaled about $14 billion
this year.
And Gov. Nathan Deal, the new Republican leader of Georgia, proposed
this month to end Medicaid coverage of dental, vision and podiatry
treatments for adults. South Carolina is considering going a step
further by also eliminating hospice care.
The governors are taking little joy in their proposals. And many of
them, particularly the Republicans, are complaining about provisions of
last year’s health care overhaul, and of the stimulus package before it,
that require the states to maintain eligibility levels in order to keep
their federal Medicaid dollars.
“Please know that I understand fully the impacts of this rollback, and
it is with a heavy heart that I make this request,” Ms. Brewer wrote
this week in seeking a waiver, the first of its kind, from Kathleen
Sebelius, the secretary of health and human services. “However, I am
left with no other viable alternative.”
The shrinking of Medicaid programs, if approved by the state
legislatures, would come at a tenuous moment for the Obama
administration. Starting in 2014, the health care law calls for an
enormous expansion of Medicaid eligibility that is expected to add 16
million beneficiaries by 2019.
Some states are now cutting benefits like prescription drugs and mental
health treatment that will be required then. The federal government will
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cover the entire cost of the expansion through 2016, when states must
gradually pick up a share, peaking at 10 percent in 2020 and remaining
there.
Governors have known that this precipice was near for close to two
years.
Medicaid, which covered 48.5 million people in 2009, up 8 percent in a
year, is a joint state and federal program. The federal government
provides the lion’s share of the money and sets minimum standards for
eligibility and benefits that states may exceed if they wish.
In 2009, Congress provided about $90 billion for states in the stimulus
package to offset the cost of surging Medicaid rolls. Last August, it
extended the aid at a reduced level, adding $15 billion over six months.
The relief raised the federal share to between 65 percent and 82
percent, depending on the state, up from between 50 percent and 75
percent.
While that money is widely credited with staving off catastrophe,
deficits were so deep that 39 states cut Medicaid payments to providers
in 2010, and 20 states pared benefits, according to the Kaiser Family
Foundation.
On July 1, thincrease of between one-fourth and one-third in each state’s share of
Medicaid’s costs. But because of the federal eligibility restrictions,
the options for states are largely limited to cutting benefits that are
not federally required; reducing payments to doctors, hospitals and
nursing homes; and raising taxes on those providers.
“States have already cut payments to health care providers and scaled
back benefits over the last few years, so these new proposed cuts are
much more painful,” said Edwin Park, a health expert at the Center on
Budget and Policy Priorities, a left-leaning research group.
A number of states, Texas and California among them, are considering
further reductions of as much as 10 percent in payments to providers.
Medicaid reimbursement is already so low that many physicians refuse to
accept the coverage.
Several states also plan to raise co-payments for beneficiaries. And a
number of governors, notably Rick Scott in Florida, are considering vast
expansions of managed care plans in an attempt to control costs.
Mr. Brown’s proposed cap on doctors’ visits in California would affect
only 10 percent of Medicaid recipients, said Toby Douglas, the state’s
Medicaid director. But many of them would be among the sickest
beneficiaries. Mr. Brown also has suggested eliminating an adult day
care program that serves 27,000 people who might otherwise end up in
nursing homes.
“We are having to make proposals that are not the best choices for our
most vulnerable beneficiaries,” Mr. Douglas said. “But given our limited
resources, they are the best choices for the State of California.”
Lawmakers in a few states have discussed withdrawing from Medicaid,
although Texas officials recently concluded that the loss of federal
matching dollars would make it impractical. In at least one state,
Minnesota, officials are expanding Medicaid eligibility to some
childless adults before 2014, largely to win federal dollars for
coverage that was being provided by the state.
Arizona’s waiver request will be a test of the new health care law’s
flexibility, and of the White House’s disposition. Other states are
watching. Twenty-nine Republican governors wrote Mr. Obama and
Congressional leaders this month to urge repeal of the prohibition,
which they called “unconscionable.”
Jessica Santillo, a spokeswoman for the federal Department of Health and
Human Services, said the agency would not comment on Arizona’s pending
request or the administration’s approach to waivers. “We want to
continue our close partnership with the states and our nation’s
governors,” she said.
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Arizona is asking to remove 250,000 childless adults and 30,000 parents
from Medicaid. They were granted eligibility by a 2000 referendum that
made Arizona one of the few states to cover low-income childless adults.
The expansion was financed with proceeds from cigarette taxes and a
tobacco lawsuit, but that money became insufficient in 2004. The state’s
general fund has been making up the difference ever since. Eliminating
the coverage would save $541 million, closing nearly half of the budget
gap for the coming year.
In her letter to Ms. Sebelius, Ms. Brewer noted that Medicaid consumed
30 percent of her state’s general fund, up from 17 percent in 2007. And
she emphasized that Arizona’s coverage was more generous than that in
most states, a pointed reference to Kansas, where Ms. Sebelius was
governor until two years ago.
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May 21, 2012 
 
James Gragg 
2821 E. 97th Court #2003 
Tulsa, OK  74137 
 
Dear Mr. Gragg: 
 
 Thank you for your recent letter to Governor Mary Fallin regarding President Obama’s 
eligibility to run for President.  The Governor appreciates your willingness to write.  
 
 As you may know, individual states are responsible for determining the eligibility of each 
federal candidate.  All 50 states, including Oklahoma, approved Mr. Obama’s candidacy in 2008 
based on the required information he provided.  Although he did not carry any of Oklahoma’s 77 
counties, he was duly elected with 52.8% of the vote nationwide.   
 
 Again, thank you for writing to share your concerns.  As we work together to address the 
challenges before our state and nation, we hope you will continue to do so.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Keili McEwen 
Director of Constituent Services   
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From: Tina Dzurisin, Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: OCPA Reacts to Gov. Fallin"s Decision on Medicaid Expansion
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 12:32:27 PM

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here

For Immediate Release
November 19, 2012

Contact: Tina Dzurisin

(479) 409-9588 or tina@ocpathink.org

Media     Perspective     Blog

 

OCPA Reacts to Gov. Fallin's Decision to Reject

State-Based Exchange and Medicaid Expansion

 

OKLAHOMA CITY (Nov. 19, 2012) -- Michael Carnuccio, president of the
Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs (OCPA), released the following statement
today on Gov. Fallin's decision to not pursue a state-based exchange or Medicaid
expansion:

"Gov. Mary Fallin faced a critical decision today -- and she chose wisely. Her

courageous rejection of fleeting federal dollars to expand Medicaid in Oklahoma

improves the odds that the state government will have the means to adequately

fund important core services -- including transportation infrastructure, education

and public safety -- for years to come. The appeal of federal funds for an

expansion of Medicaid is obvious. What is less obvious is that, under the

Affordable Care Act, the federal government will gradually reduce Medicaid funding

-- and the states will be left to pick up the tab for any well-intended, but short-

sighted expansion of the program.  With the expansion, the cost of the program to

Oklahoma taxpayers by 2023 would have been roughly $6.5 billion -- almost the

exact amount of the entire current state-appropriated budget. Thanks to the

governor's vision, we can now pursue Medicaid-reform solutions at the state level

that will be fair for taxpayers and program beneficiaries alike. The way to save our

country is through strong states -- and those start with a strong governor.

Therefore, today, we applaud Gov. Fallin's bold leadership."

# # #

The mission of OCPA is to accumulate, evaluate and disseminate public policy ideas and
information for Oklahoma, consistent with the principles of free enterprise, limited government and
individual initiative.
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States have a choice on membership in 
organizations 
By Jonathan Small, CPA ·Mon, Oct 08, 2012 07:42 AM CDT 
Spending , Budget , WWRD , and Maine  

 

Recent news that Maine Governor Paul LePage has chosen to discontinue Maine’s membership 
in the National Governors Association (NGA) should encourage policy makers. Governor 
LePage has said that using the principles of zero-based budgeting and evaluating what Maine 
receives in return for the expense is what led him to cancel Maine’s membership in the NGA. 

According to a Bangor Daily News report of Governor LaPage’s decision, Governor LaPage said 
some of the following in explaining his decision:  

“It’s (NGA membership) too expensive for what we get out of it, it’s 60 grand a year… I wasn’t 
getting anything out of it.” 

“This is what zero-based budgeting is all about,” he said. “This is what all the commissioners are 
doing and I have told them if they are getting value then I will consider keeping it in the biennial 
budget.” 

“I get no value out of those meetings,” he said. “They are too politically correct and everybody is 
lovey-dovey and no decisions are ever made. There are some tough decisions that need to be 
made in this country and we need to start making them.” 

Across the nation policymakers annually make budgeting decisions. Policymakers regularly have 
to resist the urge to just continue, without thorough review or analysis, state spending of taxpayer 
dollars on expenses like state membership of organizations that previous policymakers deemed 
appropriate. 
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In the case of Maine, according to a news story from the Maine Sun Journal, staffers from the 
previous administration partially justified NGA membership with the following: 

“The NGA staff especially works with appropriations staff,” “Not only do they work to ensure 
that funding levels remain what they should be, but they guard against unfunded mandates.”  

“States, regardless of ideology, have common problems,” With guidance from the NGA, “you 
can develop strategies to lobby federal government to help states.” 

“The NGA’s role as a place where Republican and Democratic governors came together to 
advocate for the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 helped avert a financial 
disaster…” 

“People forget how dire it was,” “The NGA provided a forum for governors to work together to 
get across that message of how dire things were and to formulate a strategy to convince senators 
to support the recovery act.” 

“The bipartisan effort that emerged via the NGA helped persuade enough U.S. senators, 
including Maine Republicans Olympia Snowe and Susan Collins, to vote for the act, which 
“saved thousands of jobs,” 

LePage’s decision to cease membership in the NGA is not isolated. According to reports from 
CNN, in February 2011, Texas, South Carolina and Idaho ceased paying dues to the NGA.  

Given the prevalence of lobbying for federal funds (and the associated strings attached) by many 
state membership organizations, LePage’s action is a great opportunity for lawmakers to review 
current state memberships and taxpayer funded dues to membership organizations. As OCPA has 
previously recommended, a great place to start this review is Oklahoma’s membership in the 
National Conference of State Legislatures. Oklahoma’s membership in the NCSL costs 
Oklahoma taxpayers over $140,000 a year. The NCSL holds positions in direct conflict with the 
values held by Oklahoma’s federal and state lawmakers and the Governor. Our state’s leaders 
routinely advocate fiscal responsibility and greater individual freedom, but the NCSL supports 
more corporate welfare, supports welfare through the tax code, and stands in the way of 
congressional efforts to reduce federal spending. 

States have a choice in the determination of what state memberships should be funded with 
taxpayer dollars. LePage’s actions provide the opportunity for policy makers to evaluate whether 
or not past and current memberships are the best choice. 
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From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Cox-Kain, Julie; Lieser, Derek G.
Subject: OHIE (3).xlsx
Date: Tuesday, March 08, 2011 5:54:45 PM
Attachments: OHIE (3).xlsx

Katie – Per your request, attached, is the current stakeholder list signed up for workgroups. 
Individuals are continuing to sign up so this list will continue to grow, but this is what we have as of
this evening.
 
We will follow with some information regarding possible Consumer and Advocacy group
representatives.
 
Thank you,
Nicole
 

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.9444 x 56479| Cell  405.365-7530 | E-mail
NicolePJ@health.ok.gov
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ohx-3-8

		First Name		Last Name		Organization		Title		Phone Number		E-Mail		Task Group												Capacity

														Governance & Administrative Structure		Enrollment, Eligibility Process & Infrastructure		Information Technology		Carrier & Plan Selection		Financial Management		Education and Marketing		Leadership Role		Active Participant		Information Only Participant



		Holly		Adams		OU Physicians / The University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center		Executive Director of Operations, OU Physicians & OU Children's Physicians		405-271-3932		holly-adams@ouhsc.edu		X		  		  		  		  		  		X		  		  

		Stan		Alexander						405-751-8356		stan@strunkininsurance.com		X

		Nicole		Altobello		OHCA		Insure OK Ops Manager		405.522.7393		nicole.altobello@okhca.org		X		X		X		X		X		X		  		X		  









		Joyce D.		Ardrey, CPC		OK Assn of Optometric Physicians		Health Care Systems Analyst		918.520.6042		joyce@oaop.org		  		  		  		  		  		X		  		X		  

		Craig		Ashford		Aetna		Network Manager		918-624-4724		ashfordc@aetna.com		X		  		  		  		  		  		  		X		  

		Tom		Bartlett		MAA and OKCAHU		VP Business Development MAA, President-Elect OKCAHU		4056072629		tom-b@maa-tpa.com		X		  		  		  		  		  		  		X		  

		Dick		Beale

		Andy		Bigbie						405-760-7238		andy@blhjins.com				X

		David		Blatt		Oklahoma Policy Insitute		Director		(918) 794-3944		dblatt@okpolicy.org		X		  		  		  		  		  		  		X		  

		Andrea		Blevins						918-663-8888		ablevins@rogersbenefit.com								X

		Chuck		Brashers		Blue Cross Blue Shield of Oklahoma		Manager		918-551-2097		chuck_brashers@hcsc.net		  		  		X		  		  		  		  		X		  

		Travis		Brewer		Aetna		Network Vice President		972-412-4283		brewert2@aetna.com		  		X		  		  		  		  		  		X		  









		Larry M.		Bridges, Ph.D.		OSCIPA		Executive Director		1-918-637-0218 Cell; 1-918-641-0444 Ext 1 Office		larry@oscipa.com		  		X		  		X		  		  		  		X		  

		Laura		Brookins		Oklahoma Association of Health Plans		Executive Director		405-285-7745		laurabrookins@okhealthplans.org		X		X		  		X		X		X		  		X		  





		Karen		Brown						405-513-8935		kbrown@mha-ins.com				X

		Michael		Brown						405-270-8030		michaelbrown?		X

		John		Calabro		OHIET		Executive Director		405.416.6805		john.calabro@okhca.org		X		  		X		  		X		  		  		X		  

		Tanya		Case		Oklahoma Temporary High Risk Pool		Executive Director		580-512-1488		tanya@othrp.org		X		X		  		X		  		  		  		X		  











































		Stephanie		Casey		Delta Dental of Oklahoma		Manager, Compliance and Governmental Affairs		(405) 607-2183		stephaniec@deltadentalok.org		X		  		  		  		  		  		  		X		  

		Kemp		Cole		Reserve National Ins.		Agency Director, SVP		405-848-7931		kjcole@unitrin.com		  		  		  		  		  		  		  		X		  

		Kemp		Cole		Reserve National Ins.		Agency Director, SVP		405-848-7931		kjcole@unitrin.com		  		  		  		X		  		  				X		  

		Carrie		Cox		ORR Insurance / Oklahoma State Association of Health Underwriters		Group Benefits Manager / President Elect		405-840-4370		carrie@orragency.com		  		X		  		  		  		  		  		X		  

		Deborah		Crall		International Insurance Brokers, Ltd.		Partner		918-477-4111		dcrall@iib.com		X		  		  		X		  		  		  		X		  

















		Hank		Darcey		Aetna		Producing Manager		917-2884		darceyhi@aetna.com		  		  		  		  		X		  		  		X		  

		Michael		Day						405-224-1968		mike.day.jkgd@statefarm.com		X

		Vincent		Deberry		The University of Oklahoma		Program Administrator		405-325-0519		vince@ou.edu		X		  		  		  		  		X		  		X		  

		Michael		Dollins		Dollins & Company, Inc.		Principal		405-830-4679		mike.dollins@coxinet.net		X		X		  		  		  		  		X		  		  



		Betty		Doyle						405-793-0893		bettydoyle@coxinet.net				X

		Jim 		Duncan						405-840-0028		jdd@benchmarkfinancial.com		X

		Stephanie		Elliott		Delta Dental of Oklahoma		VP and Chief Financial Officer		405-535-0852		selliott@deltadentalok.org		  		X		  		  		  		  		  		X		  

















		Jerry		Endsley						918-663-0991		jendsley@yoursummit.com		X		X				X		X 

		Jim		Feist						405-285-5000		jim@fifthservices.com		X

		Jan		Figart		Community Service Council		Associate Director		918-699-4237		jfigart@csctulsa.org		X		  		  		  		  		  		  		X		  

		Roger 		Flippo						918-455-0554		rflippo@flippoinsurance.com		X

		Jennifer		Flory						918-381-8056		jflory@bb-ok.com				X

		Brian		Forbes		Aetna		Vice President Sales and Service		918-624-4740		forbesbt@aetna.com		  		  		  		X		  		X		  		X		  

		KELLY		GARRETT		CHICKASAW NATION DIVISION OF HEALTH		ASSISTANT MANAGER BUSINESS OFFICE		580-421-4570		KELLY.GARRETT@CHICKASAW.NET		  		  		  		X		  		X		  		X		  

		Leroy		Gatlin		Christian Science Committee on Publication				(405) 314-8602		oklahoma@compub.org		  		  		  		X		  		  		  		  		X

		Kelly		Graham		Delta Dental of Oklahoma		Director, Client Relations & Underwriting		405-414-1242		kgraham@deltadentalok.org		  		  		  		  		X		  		  		X		  

		Greg		Greenlee		MaxCare		VP Business Development		405-557-5713		ggreenlee@maxcarerx.com		X		  		  		X		  		  		  		X		  

		Bill		Hancock		CommunityCare of Oklahoma		Vice President		405-810-2000		bhancock@ccok.com		X		  		  		  		X		  		X		  		  

		Sarah		Harding		Oklahoma Health Care Authority		Marketing Coordinator		405-522-7635		Sarah.Harding@okhca.org		  		  		  		  		  		X		  		X		  



		Buffy		Heater		Oklahoma Health Care Authority		Planning & Development Manager		405-522-7545		buffy.heater@okhca.org		  		X		X		X		X		X		  		X		  

		Jennifer		Helms						918-632-0136		jhelms@fennellassociates.com				X

		Tim		Hendricks						918-488-1111		hendricks@bpgok.com				X

		Don 		Hensley						405-418-0400		don@bhjins.com								X		X

		Dwight		Herron		Oklahoma Health Insurance High Risk Pool		Board Chairman		(405) 523-2112		dherron@oldsurety.com		X		X		  		  		  		  		  		X		  

		Karen		Hylton		Oklahoma Dept of Human Services		Programs Manager II		405-521-3602		Karen.Hylton@okdhs.org		  		  		  		  		  		X		  		X		  

		Teresa		Jackson		Choctaw Nation Health Care		CEO		(918)567-7054		tkjackson@cnhsa.com		X		X		  		X		X		X		  		X		  

		Leah-Anne		Janway		Bigbie Hensley Janway Insurance Agency		Vice President		405 235 0036		laj@bhjins.com		  		  		  		X		  		X		  		X		  

		Jimmy		Johns						405-942-3333		doublejay@icu.net				X

		David		Jones		Delta Dental of Oklahoma		Vice President and Chief Information Officer		405-607-2118		davidj@deltadentalok.org		  		  		X		  		  		  		  		  		X

		Joe		Kenney		Oracle		Application Sales Manager		785-550-1585		joe.kenney@oracle.com		  		X		X		  		  		  		  		X		  

		Paul		King		Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board		Assistant Administrator		405-717-8880		pking@sib.ok.gov		X		X		  		  		  		  		  		X		  



		Tracy		Leeper		OK Dept. of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services		Policy Analyst		405.522.3822		tleeper@odmhsas.org		  		X		X		  		  		  		  				X

		Matt		Lucas		OHCA				5227273		matthew.lucas@okhca.org		X		X		X		X		X		X		  		X		  

		James		Marr		Marr Group		Producer		405-759-7373		marr@marrgroup.net		X		X		  		  		  		  		  		X		  



















		Tami		Marr-Crum		Marr Group		Owner		405-759-7373		tmc@marrgroup.net		  		X		  		  		  		X		  		X		  

		Tami		Marr-Crum		Marr Group		Owner						  		  		  		  		  		  		  		X		  

		Pat		Marshall		American Cancer Society		Legislative and Government Relations Director, Oklahoma		405-841-5828 office, 817-721-5098 cell		pat.marshall@cancer.org		X		X		  		  		  		  		  		X		  



		Ron		Maxwell						405-550-1265		ron.maxwell@mutualofomaha.com		X

		Tim		McFall		INSURICA		Director of Employee Benefits		405-556-2356		tmcfall@insurica.com				  		  		X		  		  		  		X		  

		Susan		McGinnis						918-369-5900		susan@benex.org								X

		Ken		McGuire		Delta Dental		Vice President, Chief Marketing Officer		405-607-2107		kmcguire@deltadentalok.org		  		  		  		X		  		X		  		X		  





		Shannon		Meroney		Aetna		Senior Manager, State Government Affairs		512-731-6615		meroneys@aetna.com		X		X		X		X		X		X		  		X		  

		Marisha		Moore		Blue Cross Blue Shield of Oklahoma		Sr. Product Development Consultant		918-243-7441		mmoore@bcbsok.com		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		  		  

																				X		X

																				X		X

																				X		X

																				X		X

		Connie		Morgan



























		Saundra		Naifeh		Ok Assoc. of Optommetric Physicians		CEO		405 650 5777		saundra@oaop.org		  		  		  		X		  		  		  		X		  

		Katrina		Nash		Gallagher Benefit Services		Account Manager		(405) 471-5020		katrina_nash@ajg.com		  		  		  		X		  		X		  		X		  

		Erik		Paulson		Office of State Finance		Budget Analyst		405-522-0924		erik.paulson@osf.ok.gov		  		X		  		  		  		  		  		X		  

		Jo Ann		Pearce		A Chance to Change Foundation		Executive Director		405 840-9000		jpearce@achancetochange.org		  		  		  		X		  		  		  		X		  

		Barb		Perkins		Oklahoma Department of Human Services		Program Manager		(405) 522-0616 or 640-4617		Barbara.Perkins@OKDHS.org		  		X		  		  		  		  		X		  		  

		Bill		Pettit		Oklahoma State University Center for Health Sciences		D.O.; Associate Dean for Rural Health, Center for Rural Health		918 584 4379		william.j.pettit@okstate.edu		  		  		  		  		  		X		  		  		X

		Charles		Potts		National Association of Insurance & Financial Advisors - OK		Political Action Committee Chairman		4054102466		charleswpotts@gmail.com		  		  		  		X		  		  		  		X		  

		Melissa		Pratt		OHCA		Insure Oklahoma Outreach Manager		405-522-7333		melissa.pratt@okhca.org		X		X		X		X		X		X		  		X		  

		Lynn		Puckett		Oklahoma Health Care Authority		Director of Contractor Services		405.522.7339		lynn.puckett@okhca.org		  		  		X		  		  		  		X		  		  

		Larry		Roark

		Chuck		Rygiel		Blue Cross Blue Shield of Oklahoma (HCSC)		Senior Director Information Technology Group		918-551-2659		chuck_rygiel@hcsc.net		  		  		X		  		  		  		  		X		  

		Sharon		Simon		Ceridian		Government Relations Executive		312-505-3655		ssimon@comdata.com		X		X		X		X		X		X		  		  		X

		Michael		Stephens						918-629-8995		michaelstephens@cox.net		X

		Ann		Stoeppelwerth		Cvoentry Health Care		Executive Director		918-712-4355		Ahstoeppelwerth@cvty.com		  		  		  		X		  		  		  		X		  

		Jim		Struby		OKDHS		Programs Administrator		405-521-3078		jim.struby@okdhs.org		  		  		  		  		  		X		  		X		  

		BRENDA		TEEL		CHICKASAW NATION DIVISION OF HEALTH		MANAGER BUSINESS OFFICE/REGISTRATION ADMISSIONS		580-421-4558		brenda.teel@chickasaw		  		  		  		X		  		X		  		X		  

		Karen		Tims						405-641-3556		karen@bankers-group.com								X		X

		Bill		Toay						405-767-1919		william_j_toay@glic.com				X

		Holly		Turner		Merck		Director, State Government Affairs		512-330-0335		holly_turner@merck.com		  		  		  		  		  		  		  		  		X

		Wayne		Wallace		Global Health, Inc.		Senior Vice President - Provider Contracting and Network Development		405-280-5259 office; 918-550-1832 cell;		wayne.wallace@globalhealth.com		  		  		  		X		  		  		X		  		  

		Jeff		Walranon						405-474-7792		jeff@jcstockton.com				X		X

		Daniel		Wheeler		Plan Benefit Analyst		President		918-551-7902 or 918-808-3000 Cell		dan@pbatulsa.com		X		X		X		X		  		X		X		X		X

		Zane		Whitlow						918-408-3485		zane_whitlow@hcsc.net								X		X

		Ted		Withrow						405-495-6705										X

																				X		X
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Tillery, Sheila 

support@grants.gov 

•

om: 
nt: 
: 

Friday, August 27, 2010 2:58 PM 
Tillery, Sheila 

Subject: GRANT10683729 Grants.gov Submission Validation Receipt for Application 

Your application has been received and validated by Grants.gov and is being prepared for 
Granter agency retrieval and review. 

Type: GRANT 
Grants.gov Tracking Number: GRANT10683729 

You will be notified via email when your application has been retrieved by Granter agency. 

Thank you. 
Grants.gov 
mailto:support@grants.gov 

If you have questions please contact the Grants.gov Contact Center: 
support@grants.gov 
1-800-518-4726(M-F 7:00 AM - 9:00 PM ET) 

PLEASE NOTE: This email is for notification purposes only. Please do not reply to this email 
for any purpose . 

• 
1 
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Contact Center hours of operation are Monday-Friday from 7:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. Eastern Time. 

~he following application tracking information was generated by the system: 

Grants.gov Tracking 
Number: 

Applicant DUNS: 

Submitter's Name: 

CFDA Number: 

CFDA Description: 

Funding Opportunity 
Number: 

Funding Opportunity 
Description : 

Agency Name : 

-pplication Name of 
this Submission : 
Dateffime of Receipt : 

GRANTl 0683 729 

93-366-2934 

Sheila Tillery 

93.525 

State Planning and Establishment Grants for the Affor~ 

IE-HBE-10-001 

State Planning and Establishment Grants for the Affor~ 

Ofc of Consumer Information & Insurance Oversight 

Oklahoma State Planning Grant 

2010.08.27 3:55 PM, EDT 

TRACK MY APPLICATION -To check the status of this application, please click the link below: 

https://apply07 .grants.gov /apply/ checkSi ng leApplStatus.faces ?tracking nu m=GRANTl 0683 729 

It is suggested you Save and/or Print this response for your records . 

• 
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• 

• 

• 

August 23, 2010 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight 
200 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20201 

Dear Federal Review Team: 

Please accept the enclosed application on behalf of the State of Oklahoma in response 
to Funding Opportunity IE-HBD-10-001. The required identifying information for the 
proposed project is as follows: 

Project Title - Oklahoma Insurance Exchange Project 

Applicant Name - Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse 
Services• 

Principal Investigator/Project Director Name 
Terri White, Oklahoma Secretary of Health 
e-mail; TLWhite@odmhsas.org 
Phone number: (405) 522-3877 

*Note that application is submitted through Cabinet Secretary's Office which is 
administratively supported through the Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and 
Substance Abuse Services. 

Sincerely, 

-1 {}l;tl.,lu ~ 
Terri White, M.S.W. 
Secretary of Health 

11919



------·-·--···--·····--·----··------------~·-···--··----------·-------·-··-·----------··-·---·------------------------~-----·-··-----····----------------------------·------·-····-·-·····--------··-····--···-···-- ········-------.------ ---------- ...................... ., .•.... ,_,. _____ ,., •.. ,.,_ .. ______________________________ _ 

Department of Health and Human Services 

Brad Henry 
Governor 

August 20, 20 IO 

Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight 

Re: State Planning and Establishment Grants for the Affordable Care Act's Exchanges, 
The Oklahoma Insurance Exchange Project 
IE-HBE-10--001, CFDA 93.525 

Dear Federal Review Team: 

On behalf of the State of Oklahoma. I am writing to convey my strong support of Oklahoma's 
State Planning and Establishment Grant for the Affordable Care Act's Exchanges. The grant funds will 
allow collaborators across Oklahoma to develop a comprehensive plan aimed at establishing the 
Oklahoma Insurance Exchange Project. The following grant proposal delineates the specific actions 
anticipated to be overseen by the Oklahoma Secretary of Health, with primary assistance coming from a 
variety of sources which include but are not limited to: 

• The Oklahoma Insurance Department; 
• The Oklahoma Health Care Authority; 
• An independent contractor (to be named after solicitation and procurement) providing 

objective expertise and facilitation; and 
• A large stakeholder group comprised of numerous private and public service 

representatives. 

One of the goals of my administration is to increase access to quality health care and improve the 
health outcomes for all Oklahomans. I believe this grant initiative will provide a means to accomplish 
both and, as a result, I provide my sincere commitment to the planning activities mentioned within this 
grant application. The planning efforts outlined within this grant proposal will allow signif'JCant advances 
in the direction of a healthier tomorrow for more of Oklahoma's citizens. 

~ 
Brad Henry 
Governor 

. '>I \Ir (' 1i'U1 )! 1:1 ii /}},\(' • .:.'. l!Jf) ...-. 11.\i ·u; _\ n1 ii 'j ;:1.- \HfJ_ S( fl F ? f:/ • (}}\{_.\I Ii HI.'\ crn: 01.:J .:\//( 1'.t.-1• 73105 • (.l(J.'l j j£ / X34? • /..'\.'(· {·105! :>i:! I :13:'i:I 
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• 

TO: 

e . . . . 

Brad Henry 
Governor 

ORDER OF APPOINTMENT 

SECRETARY OF STATE 
OKLAHOMA STATE CAPITOL 
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 

FILED 
JAN 3 0 2009 

OKLN10MA~TARY 
. OFSTAl'e 

Please file for record the following executive order. By virtue of the authority vested in me as 
Governor of the State of Oklahoma, I hereby appoint as Secretary of Health: 

Terri White 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 

to serve as a member of the Governor's Cabinet with full membership powers and privileges on 
an acting interim basis as provided in Section 2.2 of Title 74 of the Oklahoma Statutes pending 
Senate confirmation. Terri White is replacing Dr. Mike Crutcher who resigned. Terri White's 
tenn of appointment will end at the pleasure of the Governor. 

BY THE GOVERNOR OF THE STATE 
OF OKLAHOMA 

• STATE CAPfTOL BUJWINC - 2300 !l UNCOLN BOULEVARD. SLJ!TE 2/Z • OKLAHOMA ClIT. OKLAHOMA 73105 • (405) 521-2342 • FAX: {405) 521 ·3353 
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Brad Herny 
Office of the Governor 

State of Oklahoma 

January 10, 2007 

Commissioner--Oklahoma Department of 
Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services 
1200 N.E. 131

" 

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73152 

RE: Delegation of Authority 

Dear Commissioner: 

This is to reaffirm that the Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and 
Substance Abuse Services is, by state statute, the State authority for mental health 
and substance abuse services. 

I hereby delegate authority to the Commissioner 'of the Department, as the 
Oklahoma Approving Authority on all grant applications and cooperative agreements 
developed and submitted on behalf of the Department. This authority includes the 
authorization to sign funding agreements and certifications, provide assurances of 
compliance and to perform similar acts relevant to the administration of grants and 
cooperative agreements deemed to fulfill the mission of the Oklahoma Department of 
Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services until such a time as this delegation of 
authority is rescinded. 

I further certify that the responsibility for management of the grants will be 
vested in the Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services, and the 
Department will be responsible to the Federal government, the Legislature of the State 
of Oklahoma, and to this office for carrying out grant provisions. 

Sincerely, 

11-J ·{~~ 
Brad Henry 
Governor 

DMHSASform 1.4(C); 07115/07 Page 1 of1 
STATE CJiPITOL BllfLDINO • 2300 N. LINCOLN BOOL£VARD, SUIT£ 212 • OKLAHOMA aTY. OKLAHOMA 73105 • (405) 521-2342 • FAX: l405) 521~3353 
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• 

• 

• 

Application Cover Sheet 

INDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

Grant Opportunity: State Planning and Establishment Grants for the Affordable Care Act's 
Exchanges 

DUNS#: 933662934 d 
IE-HBE-10-001 

Grant Awar : -------
Applicant: Oklahoma Department of Mental Health & Substance Abuse Svcs. 

P
. C P N Terri L. White, Commissioner & Secretary of Health 

nmary ontact erson, ame: ----------------------
405.522.3877 405.522.0637 

Telephone Number: Fax number: ---------
ti whit e@o d m h s as.or g 

Email address:--------------

5 
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Application for Federal Assistance SF-424 

• 1. Type of SubmissiOO: " 2. Type of Application: • If Revision, select appropriate letter(s): 

O Preapplication {8:1 New 

{8:1 Application O Continuation • Other (Specify): 

0 Changed/Corrected Application 0Revision 

• 3. Date Received: 4. Appticant Identifier: 

ICorrplete<I by Gram.gov upon subl'rission. I I 

Sa. Federal Entity Identifier: Sb. Federal Award Identifier: 

I I I 

State use Only: 

6. Date Received by State: I I I 7. State Apphca!ion Identifier. I 

8. APPLICANT INFORMATION: 

• a. Legal Name: joklahoma Depart.men t of Mental Health &- Substance Abuse -Svcs. 

.. b. EmplOyerfTaxpayer Identification Number (EINITIN): • c. Organizational DUNS: 

173 ~6017987 I 19336629340000 I 
d. Address: 

• Street1: 1200 NE 13th Street 

Street2: 

•City: loklahoma City I 
County/Parish .. loklahoma I 

•State: OK: Oklahoma 

Province: I 
• Counlly: I USA: UNITED STATES 

•Zip I Postal Code: 73117-1022 I 

e. Organizational Unit: 

Department Name: Division Name: 

I I I 
f, Name and contact information of person to be contacted on matters involving this application: 

Prefix: jMs. I • First Name: Terri 

Middle Name: L. 

•Last Name: White 

Suffix: 

Trtie: !Commissioner and Oklahoma Secretary of Health I 

Organizational Affiliation: 

I 

·Telephone Number: 1405.522.3877 I Fax Number: 1405 .522 .0637 

•Email: ltlwhite@Odmhsas.org 

I 

l 

OMB Number: 4040-0004 

Expiration Date: 0313112012 

I 

I 

I 

I 
. 

I 

I 

I 

l 

I 

I 
I 

6 
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• 
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• 

• 

• 

Application for Federal Assistance SF-424 

* 9. Type of Applicant 1: Select Applicant Type: 

State Government 

Type of Applicant 2: Select Applicant Type: 

Type of Applicant 3: Select Applicant Type: 

"10. Name of Federal Agency: 

of Consumer Information & Insurance Oversight 

11. Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance Number: 

193' 525 

CFOA Title: 

State Planning and Establishment Grants for the Affordable care Act (ACA)-s Exchanges 

~ 12. Funding Opportunity Number: 

~Title: 

State Planning and Establishment Grants for the Affordable Care Act?s Exchanges 

13. Competition Identification Number: 

jrE-HBE-10-001-011777 

Title: 

14. Areas Affected by Project (Cities, Counties, States, etc.): 

... 15. Descriptive Title of Applicant's Project: 
-----~---------------------------, 

State planning and Establishment Grants for the Affordable Care Act's Exchanges 

Attach supporting documents as specified in agency instructions_ 

7 
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Application for Federal Assistance SF-424 

16. Congressional OistrlctsOf: 

" a. Applicant Is 

Attach an additional list or Programf PrOjeet Congressional Oistrlets if needed. 

17. Proposed Project 

•a. Start Date: Jro-9/_3_0_/_20_1_0.,I 

18. Estimated Funding($): 

•a. federal 

• b. Applicant 

• c. State 

• d. Local 

"e. Other 

1,000,000.001 

a.col 

o.ooj 

o.oo 

o.oo 

"f. Program Income o. oo i==================: 
•g. TOTAL l,000,000.00I 

b. P"'!Jram/Project J1-s 

• b. End Date: Jo•/>012011 I 

• 19. Is Application Subject to Review By State l)nderExecutivilo Order 12372 Process? 

0 8. This application was made available to the State under the Executive Order 12372 Process for revieW on 

O b. Program is subject to E.O. 12372 but has not been selected by the State for review. 

{g] c. Program is not covered by E.O. 12372. 

• 20. Is the Applicant Delinquent On Any Federal Debt? {If "Yes," provide explanation in attachment) 

Qves IRJNo 
lf"Yes", provide explanation and attach 

21. •ey signing this application, I certify (1) to the statements contained in the list of certif'lcations..,. and (2) that the statement& 
herein are true, complete and accurate to the best of my knowledge. I also provide the required assurarn:.es- and agree to 
comply with any resulting terms if la ccept an award. la m aware that any false, fictitious, or fraudulent statements or claims may 
subject me tO criminal, civil, or administrative penalties. (U.S. Code, Title 218, Section 1001) 

1RJ-1AGREE 

•• The list of certifications and assurances, or an internet site where you may obtain this list, IS contained in the announcement or agency 
specific instructions. 

Authorized Representative: 

Prefix: *First Name: Terri 

Middle Name: L. 
:============================='-~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Suffix: 

•Title: Commissioner and Oklahoma Secretary of Health 

•Telephone Number: J4oS. 522. 3877 Fax Number: j40S.522.0637 

*Email: tlwhite@odmhsas.org 

• Signat!-lre of Authorized Representative: jCOffipteted by Gnm1s.gov upo11 e!Jbmissloo. "Date Signed: leompteled by Grants.gov upon aubmiasion 

• 

• 

• 
8 
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• 
Grant Progran1 Catalog of Federal 

Function or Domestic Assistance 
Activity Number 

(a). (b) 

1. IE-HBE-10-00l. 19J -525 

2. i 

3. I 

4. I 

5. Totals 

"' 

• 
BUDGET INFORMATION ·Non-Construction Programs 

SECTION A ·BUDGET SUMMARY 

Estimated Unobllgated Funds 

Federal Non..federal Federal 
(c) (d) (e) 

I $ I $ I $ I i,ooo .-o-~o. ooj 

-
I I I . c J 

I I c= ___ =:J I 

I I . I I 

New or Revised Budget 

Non-Federal 
(I) 

$ I 
. 

I 

I 

I 

• 
OMB Approval No. 4040-0006 

Expiration Date 07/3012010 

~-

Total 
(g) 

$ I 1,000,000.00! 

L I 

I :J 

--
I 

$ I $ I $ 1,000,000.00 I$ I s1 l,000,000.001 

Standard Form 424A (Rev. 7-97) 

Prescribed by OMB (Circular A -102) Page 1 
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6. Object Class Categories 

a. Personnel 

· b. Fringe Benefits 

c:Travel· 

· d. Equipment 

e. Supplies 

f. Contractual 

' 

g. Construction i 
. 1 

h. Other 
. 

I. Total Direct Charges (sum of 6a~h) ' 

' 
j. Indirect Charges 

k. TOTALS (sum of61and61) 1 

7. Program Income 

-0 

• 

SECTION B ·BUDGET CATEGORIES 

GRANT PRQr.RAM FUMCTION OR ACTIVITY 
1) (2) (3) 

IE-BBE-10-001 

s I 12a,ooo.oo!s $ 

I 56,320.001 

I 14,000.ool 

I .11,609.281 

I 2,000.001 

I 1so, ooo. oo! 

I o.•ol 

I 15,000.001 

I 976,929.281 

I 23,010.12) 

sl 1,000,000,00!$ $ 

T 

sl o.••I s 11$ 
' 

Authorized for Local Reproduction 

• 

(4) 

$ 

$ 

$ 

Total 
(5) 

sl 12a,ooo.ooj 

I 56,320.ool 

I 14,000.ool 

I 11,609.281 

I 2,000.ool 

I ?so,ooo.ool 

I 

I 10,000.00) 

s1 ~ i 976,9251.281 

sl 23,070. 12) 

sl 1,000.000.00! 

$1 

Standard Form 424A (Rev. 7· 97) 
Prescribed by OMB (Circular A ·102) Page 1A 
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:: 

• • • 
SECTION C - NON-FEDERAL RESOURCES 

(a) Grant Program (b) Applicant (c) State (d) Other Sources (e)TOTALS 

8. $ I $ I $ I $1 
.. -

9. I I I [ .. I 

10. I I I I 

-· I I. _J L _J ·-11. I 

12. TOTAL(sum ofllnes 8-11) $ I $ I $ I sl -
SECTION D - FORECASTED CASH NEEDS 

Total for 1st Year 1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter 

13. Federal sl 1,000,000.001 $ 200,000.00 sl 266,667.001 sL 266,667.001 sl 266,666.00! 

SI - - r 14. Non-Federal I I 
15. TOTAL (sum ofllnes 13 and 14) si l,000,000.001 sC ···--200,000. ooJ $1 266,667~ $ 266,667.001 $L 266,66~ 

SECTION E - BUDGET ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL FUNDS NEEDED FOR BALANCE OF THE PROJECT 

(a) Grant Program 

16. 

17. [ 

18. 

19. 

20. TOTAL (sum of lines 16 -19) 

21. Direct Charges: / 

23.Remarks: C .. -- - ----
-- -

FUTURE FUNDING PERIODS !YEARS) 
(b)Flrst (cl Second 

$ $I 

I 

I 
~ 

I 

$ $I 
SECTION F •OTHER BUDGET INFORMATION . 

I 122. Indirect Charges: J 

·-

Authorized for Local Reproduction 

(d} Third (el Fourth 

I$/ 

I 

I 

I 

SL-~ 

$1 I 

I I 

I I 

--
I 

-- SI 

I 
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OMB Approval No.: 4040-0007 
Expiration Date: 07130/2010 

ASSURANCES· NON.CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMS 

Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 15 minutes per response, including time for reviewing 
instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed. and completing and reviewing the collection of 
information. Send comments regarding the burden .estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for 
reducing this burden, to the Office of Management and Budget, Paperwork Reduction Project (0348-0040). Washington, DC 20503. 

PLEASE DO NOT RETURN YOUR COMPLETED FORM TO THE OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET. SEND 
IT TO THE ADDRESS PROVIDED BY THE SPONSORING AGENCY. 

NOTE: Certain of these assurances may not be applicable to your project or program. If you have questions. please contact the 
awarding· agency. Further, certain Federal awarding agencies may require applicants to certify to·additional assurances. 
If such is the case, you will be notified. 

As the duly authorized representative of the applicant. I certify that the applicant: 

1. Has the legal authority to apply for Federal assistance 
and the institutional, managerial and financial capability 
(including funds sufficient to pay the non-Federal share 
of project cost)' to ensure proper planning, management 
and completion of the project described in this 
application. 

2. Will give the awarding agency, the Comptroller General 
of the Untted States and, if appropriate, the State, 
through any authorized representative, access to and 
the right to examine all records, books, papers, or 
documents related to the award; and will establish a 
proper accounting system in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting standards or agency directives. 

3. Will establish safeguards to prohibit employees from 
' using their positions for a purpose that constitutes or 

presents the appearance of personal or organizational 
conflict of interest, or personal gain. 

4. Will initiate and complete the work within the applicable 
time frame after receipt of approval of the awarding 
agency. 

5. Will comply with the Intergovernmental Personnel Act of 
1970 (42 U.S.C. §§4728-4763) relating to prescribed 
standards for merit systems for programs funded under 
one· Of the 19 statutes or regulations specified in 
Appendix A of OPM's Standards for a Merit System of 
Personnel Administration (5 C.F.R 900, Subpart F). 

6. Will c6mply with all Federal statutes relating to 
nondiscrimination. These include but are not limited to: 
(a) Tltle VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 {P.L. 88-352) 
which prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color 
or national origin; (b) Title IX of the Education 
Amendments of 1972, as amended (20 U.S.C.§§1681-
1683, and 1685-1688), which prohibits discrimination on 
the basis of sex; (c) Section 504 of the Rehabilitation 

Previous Edition Usable 

Act of 1973, as amended (29 U.S.C. §794), which 
prohibits discrimination on the basis of handicaps; (d) 
the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, as amended (42 U. 
S.C. §§6101-6107), which prohibits discrimination on 
the basis of age; (e) the Drug Abuse Office and 
Treatment Act of 1972 (P.L. 92-255), as amended, 
relating to nondiscrimination on the basis of drug 
abuse; (f) the Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse and 
Alcoholism Prevention, Treatment and Rehabilitation 
Act of 1970 (P.L 91-616), as amended, relating to 
nondiscrimination on the basis Of alcohol abuse or 
alcoholism; (g) §§523 and 527 of the Public Heatth 
Service Act of 1912 (42 U.S.C. §§290 dd-3 and 290 
ee- 3). as amended, relating to confidentiality of alcohol 
and drug abuse patient records; (h) Title VIII of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1968 (42 u.s.c. §§3601 et seq.), as · 
amended, relating to nondiscriinination in the Sale, 
rental or financing of-housing; (i) any other 
nondiscrimination provisions in the specific statute(s)" 
under which_ apJ)llcation for Federal assistance is being 
made; and, Ol the requirements of any other 
nondiscrimination statute(s) which may apply to the 
application. 

7. Will comply, or has already complied, with the 
requirements of Titles II and Ill of the Unifonn 
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition 
Policies Act of 1970 (P.L 91-646) which provide for 
fair and equitable treatment of persons displaced or 
whose property is acquired as a result of Federal or 
federally-assisted programs. These requirements 
apply to all interests in real property acquired for 
project purposes regardless of Federal participation in 
purchases. 

8. Will comply, as applicable, with provisions of the 
Hatch Act (5 U.S.C. §§1501-1508 and 7324-7328) 
which lim~ the political activities of employees whose 
principal employment activities are funded in whole 
or in part with Fede.ral funds. 

Authorized for Local Reproductl~n 
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9. Will comply, as applicable, with the provisions of the Davis
Bacon Act (40 U.S.C. §§276a to 276a-7), the Copeland Act 
(40 U.S:C. §276c and 18 U.S.C. §874), and the Contract 
Wor1< Hours and Safety Standards Act (40 U.S.C. §§327-
333), regarding labor standards for federally-assisted 
construction subagreements. 

10. Will comply, if applicable, with flood insurance purchase 
requirements of Section 102(a} of the Flood Disaster 
Protection Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-234) which requires 
recipients in a special flood hazard area to participate in the 
program and to purchase flood insurance if the total cost of 
insurable construction and acquisition is $10,000 or more. 

11. Will comply with environmental standards which may be 
prescribed pursuant to the following: {a) institution of 
environmental quality control measures under the National 
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (P.L 91-190) and 
Executive Order (EO) 11514; (b) notification of violating 
facilities pursuant to EO 11738; (c) protection of wetlands 
pursuant to EO 11990; (d) evaluation of flood hazards in 
floodplains in accordance with €0 11988; (e) assurance of 
project consistency with the approved State management 
program developed under the Coastal Zone Management 
Act of 1972 (16 U,S.C. §§1451 el seq.); (f) conformity of 
Federal actions to State (Clean Air} Implementation Plans 
under Seclion 176(c) of the Clean Air Act of 1955, as 
amended (42 U.S.C, §§7401 et seq.): (g) protection of 
underground sources of drinking water under the Safe 
Drinking Water Act of 1974, as amended (P.L. 93-523); 
and, (h} protection of endangered species under the 
Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended (P.L. 93-
205). 

! •SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED CERTIFYING OFFICIAL 
I 

I lcomple~ed on submission t.o Grants .gov 

' 
1 ·APPLICANT ORGANIZATION 

I 

l!oklahorna Department of Mental Health & Substance Abuse Svcs 

12. Will comply wtth the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 
1968 (16 U.S.C. §§1271 et seq.) related to protecting 
components or potential components of the national 
wild and scen_ic rivers system. 

13. Will assist the awarding agency in assuring compliance 
with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation 
Act of 1966, as amended {16 U.S.C. §470),·EO 11593 
{identification and protection of historic properties), and 
the Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act of 
1974 (16 U.S.C. §§469a-1 et seq.). 

14. Will comply with P.L 93-348 regarding the protection of 
human subjects involved in research, development, and 
related activities supported by_ this award of assistance. 

15. Will comply with the Laboratory Animal Welfare Act of 
1966 (P.L 89-544, as amended, 7 U.S.C. §§2131 et 
seq.} pertaining to the care, handling, and treatment of 
warm blooded animals held for research, teaching, or 
other activities supported by this award of assistance. 

16. Will comply with the Lead-Based Paint Poisoning 
Prevention Act (42 U.S.C. §§4801 et seq.) which 
prohibits the use of lead-based paint in construction or 
rehabilitation of residence structures. 

17. Will cause to be performed the required financial and 
compliance audits in accordance with the Single Audit 
Act Amendments of 1996 and OMB Circular No. A-133, 
"Audfts of States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit 
Organizations." 

18. Will comply with all applicable requirements of all other 
federal laWs, executive orders, regulations, and policies 
governing this program. 

•TITLE 
-

!commissioner and Oklahoma Secretary of Health I 

•DATE SUBMITTED 

l / lcompleted on su~mission to Grants.gov I 
Standard Form 4248 (Rev. 7·97} Back 
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DISCLOSURE OF LOBBYING ACTIVITIES 

-Con:'plete this form to disclose lobbying activities pursuant to 31 U.S.C.1352 
Approved by OMB 

0348-0046 

1. •Type of Federal Action: 2. • Status of Federal Action: 3. • Report Type: 

·~··-·""" 
o•.~~ ... -.... D •· """""' 

~:·::au~~ tJ d.loen 

D•·""""'""'" 
Di.--

D·-.......... 
~""""D·--

4. Name and Address of Reporting Entity: 

~"""' o...,.-

_5. If Reportl":g Eoti~ In No.4 is Subnwardee .. Enter Name and Address of Prime: 

6. •Federal Department/Agency: 7. '".Federal Program Name/DescriPtion: 
N/A 

8. Federal Action Number, if known: 

10. a. Name and Address of Lobbying Registrant 

Pretilt j •First Name 
1 

A 

/A 

State Plan.."ling a.ni:l £i;itablishment Qr!lnt.s::ol' the A!fQrdabl• care 
Act lACA) ·a Sxehange,g 

· CFOANUITt>ef,ltapplcable: 9'.J.525 

9. Award Amount, ff known: 

$~------~ 

..,.,.,..,,,. .------------, 

'"""11 ,...:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;-:~::::...,, ,--_.'.::::::::::::::::::::_ ___ -,--------, 

·c11y - Zip I 
b. lndlviduaJ Performing Services (includngaddnmffdiff8f9tltrromNo. ioa) 

11. 

•FntName N/A 

Zip I 
lnfOl'malion reqi..ested lhrough tlls form is aulh.'.lrtzed by title 31 U .S.C. section 1352. This disdosure of bOt)ylng adiviti&s is a material repre9Elntation of tac£ upai which 
rellance was placed bylhe tier ab(Ml when !he tramactionwas made or enlEred WO. This disd0$Ure is Jllquired pJBU80I to 31 U.S.C. 1352. This irrbrmationwiH be repated to 
the Coogrel:I$ semi-annually 8l"J:I Wll be available for pubhC Inspection. Any pet"9Qll who fais to fMe the requlreddiKtosure shal be S1Jbtee1 to a Q\ij penalty of no! less than 
$10,000 ancJnot rrore man $100.000 breacn such faklfe. 

•Signature: jcoropl~t«I oo subm1&s1Cn to Grants.gov 

"LastName N/A 
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Project/Performance Site Location(s) 

OMB Number: 4-040-0010 

Expiration Date: 08131/2011 

0 I am submitting an application as an individual, and not on behalf of a company, state, 
Project/Performance Site Primary Location local or tribal government, academia, or other type of organization. 

Organization Name: Oklahoma Department of Mental Health & Substance Abuse Svcs. 

DUNS Number: J93366293400DO / 

* Street1: J1200 NE 13th St. 

Street2: 

•City: )oklahoma City 

*State: loK: Oklahoma 

County: Joklahoma 

Province: 

:================:::::'._~~~~----, 
*Country; lusA: UNITED STATES 

*ZIP I Postal Code: 17311 7-1022 * ProjecV PerfOrmance Site Congressional District: foK-005 

ProjectlPerfonnance Site Location 0 I am submitting an application as an individual, and not on behalf of a company. state, 
local or tribal government, academia, or other type of organization. 

Organization Name: I 
DUNS Number: !:=:::::::::::::::::::::====::::::::;-I--------'------------------' 
• Street1: ~--'======"------------------.,I 

!::=:============================~1 
Street2: 

•city: j County: I 
•State: l 
Province: I 

:=================:=:::'._~~~~~~~ 
"Country: jusA: UNITED STATES 

* ZIP I Postal Code: • Project/ Performance Site Congressional District: 

Additional Location(s) L-----------------' 

I 
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OMS Number. 0980-0204 • 
Expiration Cate· 12/3112009 

Project Abstract Summary 

Program Announcement (CFOA) 

93.525 I .. 

•Program Announcement (Funding Opportunity Number) 

IE-HBE-10-'?0l . .. . I 
• Closina Date 
09/01/2010 I 
• Applicant Name 

Oklahoma Department of Mental Health & Substance Abuse Svea. l 
• Length of Proposed Project 

ii 
Application Control No. 

I 
Federal Share Requested {for each year) 

• Federal Share 1st Year • Federal Share 2nd Year •Federal Share 3rd Year 

$ l .1. ooo, oool $,I o! $J ol 
• Federal Share 4th Vear • Federal Share 5th Year 

s 1 o! s 1 ol 
Non-Federal Share Requested (for each year) 

• Non-Federal Share 1st Year " Non·Federal Share 2nd Year • Non-Federal Shara 3rd Year 

SI ol s I ol · sl ol • • Non-Federal Share 4th Year •Non.federal Share Sth Year 

SI ol SI o! 
• Project Title 

State planning and Establishment Grants for the Affordable Care Act's Exchanges 

• 
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OMB Number: 0980-0204 
-Exoiration Date: 12131/2009 

Project Abstract Summary 
* Project Sufllmary . 

Abstract 
The Oklahoma Health ;rns.urance Exchange Project (OHIEP) will plan for the development of an 
exchange fOr the purpose of connecting all Oklahomans with appropriate, affordable, and high 
quality health insurance coverage. The development of an overall plan for the exchange . 
lctevelopment is the pr'imary goal of t::.his 9rant initiative. There are several critical planning 
\activities involved in the 6HIEP; for which grant funds are being requested. These planning 
jactivities include and are not limited to; 
i<l) Establishing Oklahoma's primary partner agencies devoting resources and providing 
leadership. These agencies are comprised of the Secretary of Health as llaison to the 
Governor's office and State Le9islature, the Oklahoma Department of Mental- Health and 
Substance Abuse services \ODMHSASJ as the grantee agency, the Oklahoma Insurance 
Department (O!D) and Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA) both as significant 
contributors to the OHIEP. 
(2) Convening a large stakeholder group to establish guiding principles, participate in a decisionmaking 
framework process, ascertain information needed, and obtaining consensus on the 
plan moving forward for the OHIEP. The stakeholder group is anticipated to be made up of 
over 200 individuals from across t-he state that ~rovides diverse perspectives to the plan 
developir.ent. 
(3) Gathering existing research, studies and data on aspects of Oklahoma's health care system 
including the uninsured, access to care, public coverage programs, insurance products 
offered, and insurance market trends and regulations. 
(4) Identifying the need for additional information and pursuit of studies, surveys, research, and 
data analysis. The results of which will be shared with the stakeholder group members. 
(5) Hiring two project managers to oversee the OHIEP efforts. The project managers will have 
areas of responsibility split between them in the areas of -coordination of eligib1lity and 
enrollment systems and insurance market considerations. The staff will receive direction 
from the primary partner agencies and will have many responsibilities including contributing 
to stakehdlder groups, managing the consultant work and deliverables, and seeing that 
communication channels remain open between all involved in OHIEP. 
(6) Selecting {through competitive bid) a consultant contractor to provide expertise and objective 
development of solutions and alternative options for the OHIEP. The consultant will be 
responsible for many activities such as comprehensive gap analysis of existing systems and 
processes cross-walked to exchange regu'irements, actuarial studies of insurance market 
facets, development of communication/marketing plans, and feasibility of the basic health 
plan option (to name a few) . The consultant may seek sub-contractors who add value to 
OHIEP with specific knowledge, technical expertise, and detailed analysis. 
The OHIEP aims to develop the plan for Oklahoma's exchange by addressing several key areas. 
A few of these areas include governance, health system access, eligibility and enrollment, 
provider information, quality measures, data validation, coordination of existing systems and 
web portal development, consumer outreach, standardization of plan information, risk 
adjustment and rate setting, regulatory changes, financial processes, and operational costs and 
sustainability. The grant will provide for collaborative efforts among stakeholders, project 
managers, consultant, a~d partner a9enctes, leading to the development of a detailed plan for 
implementation of the OHIEP. Oklahoma's request from the State Planning and Establishment 
Grants for tlie Affordable Care Act's Exchanges includes a total of $1,000,000 to be spent over 
the course Of the grant. The two major expenditures will be personnel and contractual costs. 

*Estimated number of people to be served as a result of the award of this grant 
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Background Research 

Oklahoma's historical response to the high numbers of uninsured has been insufficient. 

While that has changed - recently ~nd dramatically - consequences of that neglect are now 

amplified nationwide in several embarrassing designations - and a health <:are "Dust Bowl" has 

emerged that we must address. In 2008, 14 percent of all Oklahomans were uninsured. This 

equates to nearly 500,000 Oklahomans. Of these uninsured 'Citizens 257;000 earn between 133-

399 percent of the federal poverty level (FPL), 60,000 earn over 400 percent FPL, and 

potentially would be best served by a Health Benefit Exchange as proposed by the Affordable 

Care Act (ACA) of2010. Additionally, there are nearly 38,000 children eligible for SoonerCare 

(Oklahoma's Medicaid program) but not enrolled in the program (US Census Bureau, CPS, 

2009). Lack of access to employer sponsored insurance or the high cost of the employee 

premium share causes many employed individuals to forgo coverage, as a result 67 percent of 

small business employees and nearly half of large business employees lack health care coverage 

(MEPS, state-level tables, 2008). Oklahoma could reap substantial benefits by capitalizing on 

opportunities presented by an exchange to facilitate adoption of coverage. The dramatic 

numbers of the uninsured in Oklahoma are harsh reminders of how far the state has yet to go to 

ensure access to affordable health care coverage. 

For this reason, Oklahoma is arguably a state in great need of transformational health 

insurance and system access initiatives. The state has endeavored with several previous attempts 

targeted to those most at risk of losing or going without health coverage. These attempts have 

primarily focused on Oklahomans working for small businesses, who earn moderate wages under 

300 percent FPL. The effect of these initiatives has been positive as is demonstrated by the fact 

the state did not see an overall significant increase in the uninsured last year. The Health 

8/2712010 
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Benefit Exchange initiative presented by ACA provides Oklahoma the opportunity to explore 

more widespread system access and market based changes. The exploration and planning for the 

Health Benefn Exchange in Oklahoma will be known as the "Oklahoma Health Insurance 

Exchange Project (OHIEP)". The following list describes the most recent statewide initiatives 

which all serve to add foundational knowledge upon which the OHIEP planning can be built. 

• In 2003 and 2004, with unprecedented support from the Governor and State Legislature, 

Oklahoma received Health Resources and Services Administration {HRSA) State Planning 

Grant funds to collect and analyze data to look comprehensively at the availability of health 

insurance across the state as well as to develop and implement a premium assistance program. 

Through the data collection process the state, alongside the University of Minnesota 

SHADAC staff, developed new coverage information regarding Oklahoma businesses, 

individual attitudes, opinions on the accessibility and affordability of health insurance, and 

health care. 

• In 2005, Oklahoma successfully launched Insure Oklahoma (IO), the state's first premium 

assistance program. IO serves two populations, employees of small businesses, namely 

employer sponsored insurance (ESI), and an Individual Plan, for those workers without 

attainable ES! coverage. In 2007, the Oklahoma Legislature subsequently authorized a 

significant expansion of the Insure Oklahoma program for children. 

• This was followed by the selection of the state for a State Coverage Initiative (SCI) grant in 

2{)07. This Robert Wood Johnson Foundation funded SCI grant formed the basis for broad, 

statewide, public-private actions to understand and address the health care need of the state. 

The process involved broad stakeholder input and led to a set of recommendations which 

8/27/2010 2 
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spawned additional attention and work to legislative and appropriated needs for health 

system t'hange. The SCI grant ended on July 31, 2009. 

• In 2Q07, in an effort to reach those potentially qualified for coverage and improve 

SoonerCare (Medicaid) efficiency, the Oklahoma Health Care Authority {OHCA), the "Single 

state Medicaid agency, began developing SoonerCareDnline€nrollment. The online 

enrollment process creates a single-point-of-entry intake that results in the applicant's ·real

timeeligibility detennination. This project was made possible by a Transfonnation Grant 

from the Centers for l\1edicare and Medicaid Services (CMS}, which began in October of 

2007 with implementation in September 20 I 0. Over 500,000 SoonerCare members will now 

have the opportunity to enroll for coverage in the privacy of their own home, or in a variety 

ofcommunity partner locations where they may also obtain technical assistance. 

• In 2008, the Legislature enacted Oklahoma Senate Joint Resolution 41 requiring the 

development of [\n Oklahoma Health Improvement Plan. Work has been completed on the 

plan which is oriented towards the goals and objectives of Healthy People 20 I 0 and includes 

a series of recommendations for Oklahoma health leaders to undertake in an effort to 

improve the health status of Oklahomans. http://www.ok.gov/health 

• In 2009, the Legislature passed House Bill 2026 authorizing - but not funding - the creation 

of the Health Care for the Uninsured Board (HUB) that is intended to oversee development 

of an OHIEP. The legislation required that the Insurance Commissioner in ·collaboration with 

the OHCA shall advise and aid the HUB in its duties. The SCI grant initiated in 2-007 helped 

stimulate passage of the legislation authorizing formation of the Oklahoma HUB. 

The OHIEP seeks to build upon the research already gathered through previous initiatives. 

Areas in which additional research will be sought may include surveys of health insurance 

8127/2010 3 
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carriers to determine plan design and J>ricing specifics; actuarial studies of health insurance 

market t:onditions especially as related to risk adjustment, premium cost mntrols, and possible 

introduction of a basic health plan option. 

Stakeholder.Involvement 

The OHCA is the primaty entity in the state of Oklahoma charged with mntrolling costs of 

state-purchased health care. The mission of the OHCA.is to purchase state and federally funded 

health care in the most efficient and comprehensive manner possible and to study and 

recommend strategies for optimizing the accessibility and quality of health care. The OHCA 

served over 825,000 Oklahomans in 2009, managing 10 product lines (or broad eligibility 

·categories and benefit plans). The Oklahoma Insurance Department{OID) is the state entity 

charged with regulating the solvency and conduct of the approximately 200 insurers that write 

health insurance in the state. One ofOID's core missions is the education of the state's insurance 

buying public. The expertise of these two agencies, along with Secretary of Health Terri White 

and the staff at the Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services 

(ODMHSAS) will form a strong foundation for this grant effort to plan an exchange that will 

assist Oklahoma consumers to obtain the most appropriate health insurance for each consumer's 

specific circumstances in an efficient and comprehensive manner. 

Oklahoma has a strong history of stakeholder involvement, especially over the past five years. 

Key state governmental leaders have created a collaborative environment in the health and health 

system arenas, engaging a broad base of stakeholder groups. Because of our transparency 1111d 

subsequent success, ·our health leadership team has created an atmosphere of trust, mllaboration 

arid achievement. Statewide initfatives like annual Summits on the High CostofHealth 

Insurance, the SCJ planning process, CHAT (Choosing Healthplans All Together) and various 
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grant seeking efforts (i.e. CHIPRA, HIE, HRSA, etc) have brought critical and diverse agencies 

and organizations to the same table, with a commitment to pursue a common purpose. 

Development and implementation of this planning grant will follow these successful and tested 

models. 

Several months back, the two organizations met to develop a stakeholder group and to set our 

initial OHIEP meeting, scheduled for September 8, 20 l-0. Like our·SC!planning grant process, 

we are committed to a transparent and transformational series of monthly or quarterly meetings 

through 2013. 

Our exchange stakeholder group currently consists of over 50 professionals representing the 

following entities: Consumers (AARP, chambers of commerce), Health De!ivery'(providers), 

Insurance lndustry (insurers, brokers, health plans), State Legislature, Tribal Governments, 

Technical/IT, Academia, Legal, Communications, and State Agencies. Another critical 

stakeholder will be the compilation of Oklahoma's Health Information Exchange (HIE) task 

force, advisory board, and working groups, as well as the state's first Chieflnformation Officer. 

Jn order to plan for a well integrated exchange, the stakeholder group must consider the HIE 

developments currently underway. (Attachment D contains a selection of stakeholder letters of 

agreement.) Our initial statewide meeting will focus primarily on introducing the concepts 

outlined in ACA related to health exchanges, to begin .establishing principles upon which the 

plan for OHIEP will be developed and consideration of an implementation timeline that will 

keep the planning process focused and outcome specific. 

Going forward, we expect several things to occur with respect to stakeholder involvement. 

First, we expect that the size of the group will expand, as more and more people become aware 

of the law, its implication for reshaping health insurance delivery and the 2014 deadline . 

8/27/2DIO 5 
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Second, to keep stakeholders at "the table," we will be developing "task forces" that will 

work on the key aspects of the Jaw, from eligibility/subsidy determination and IT infrastructure 

to marketing/outreach and call center options. By charging stakeholders with specific 

responsibilities, we will <::reate a process that will increase both accountability and transparency. 

We will post all planned meetings, meeting minutes, and meeting presentation pow.er points on a 

website dedicated to exchange planning. (Attachment F contains a proposed timeline for 

frequency of the stakeholder meetings and anticipated progress.) 

Program Integration 

Oklahoma's current environment provides at least five broad areas for work to be done to 

integrate existing efforts with the exchange. One of the primary goals of the exchange is to create 

an electronic platform that maximizes consumer choice and provides the consumer with the most 

efficient means of plan selection, whether private or public. The exchange could be envisioned to 

connect an entity (person, payer, provider, employer) with services that.were not previously 

available or accessible, and enables the appropriate use of those services. The OHIEP could act 

as an aggressive matchmaker for consumers and plans, as well as could include provider and 

·pricing information, plan rankings or report cards and quality indicators, all helping consumers 

make the most informed decision about their health care selections. 

(I) Oklahoma's Medicaid program offers-many producrllnes; Trai;litionalMedicaid 

coverage encompasses the vast majority of members served in Oklahoma. Dependfog upon a. 

member's unique circumstances, eligibility decisions are made between a variety of programs 

ranging from limited benefits of a Family Planning ·waiver, to more comprehensive coverage via 

the Patient-Centered Medical Home model, to premium assistance programs. All Medicaid 

programs currently use the same eligibility determination systems which allow for the collection 
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and analysis of over 825,000 member applications in a given year. This mega-system becomes a 

powerful tool when used as a foundation for adding additional eligibility groups for screening 

and processing eligibility for exchange purposes. As was mentioned earlier, Oklahoma has begun 

the phase-in of an online enrollment product utilizing a state-owned rules engine for 

determinations. The investment in advanced technology puts Oklahoma in a good place to build 

upon efforts that have been underway several years. Proper coordination between the exchange 

and Medicaid at the point of enrollment would decrease the "chum" of enrollment (i.e. members 

who move from one form of coverage to another may be at risk oflosing coverage for a time). 

Other potential considerations for coordination may lie within data matches with state and 

federal employment databases (for example coordination of eligibility when a consumer 

becomes unempl.oyed, or state employees with potential 10 receive coverage under the exchange). 

Other data matches may include those with the Internal Revenue Service for income verification 

and calculation of small business and affordability tax credits (to be posted prospectively) and 

subsequent application of subsidy for certain populations, as well as appropriate levels of defined 

employer contribution amounts. All of these aspects will need to have a communication plan 

associated with each that ensures information is provided in a meaningful and appropriate way. 

These communication plans will need to be well tested in peer and beta group processes. The 

OID and OHCA will work in collaboration with the stakeholder group to consider most effective 

ways to conduct outreach, marketing and advertising, which may include Navigators and a 

centralized call center. 

(2) The OHIEP could be envisioned to leverage data in the Health Information Exchange 

(HIE). HIE in Oklahoma will soon contain community-wide eligibility and care experience on 

every patient. A possible linkage with HIE data could be the automated data sharing between the 
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exchange and HIE specifically when services are delivered to the uninsured. For example, as 

uninsured patients are seen in emergency rooms, safety-net clinics, etc, these.events could trigger 

directed exchange outreach to the patient. This approach w,ould be .very efficient in educating 

and linking the uninsured with coverage because the communication will be timely- perhaps 

within hours of the utilization of health care services. 

(3) Oklahoma has applied for the Consumer Assistance Program Grant .and if successful, we 

want to consider using the ombudsman as "navigators" to enhance the effectiveness of our 

exchange in several ways. In addition to complying with the ACA recommended roles of 

consumer advocacy and enrollment and appeals assistance, the Program cari help individuals and 

small employers better understand the new coverage options offered through the Exchange and · 

public programs outside the Exchange. The Program will increase awareness abput the 

Exchange while helping eligible participants apply for and maintain coverage. 

(4) Oklahoma's existing Medicaid programs serve families up to either 185 or 200 percent 

FPL. Considering a post-2014 landscape, significant Medicaid expansion for many adults will 

vastly change the appearance of programs today. As a result of those changes, Oklahoma can 

expect to plan for revisions to the way Medicaid does business serving families between 133 and 

200 percent FPL. The plan to fully integrate an exchange with non-traditional Medicaid 

populations post-2014 must include consideration of a basic health plan option as presented by 

ACA. Topics of discussion could include: mechanics of financing coverage; targeted outreach· 

campaigns; benefit and cost sharing design; and delivery system establishment. 

(5) Although the relationship between the exchange and Medicaid programs tends to focus 

on eligibility screening and enrollment, another perhaps larger consideration is the relationship 

between the exchange and the private insurance plans, businesses, and brokers. Given that a 
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robust exchange will provide consumers and employers with wide choices of plans, 

consideration must be given to how brokers can best interact with the exchange to assist 

consumers and employers with decision making. Special attention will need to be given to these 

relationships ensuring all can efficiently interact with the consumer. When planning the 

exchange development, considerable amounts of existing state legislation will need to be 

revisited in order to meet ACA requirements surrounding rates, risk adjustment, benefits, 

qualification, etc. Decisions will need to be made as to the standardization of plan information 

format for public distribution. Input will be necessary from multiple parties. Therefore a large 

planning consideration will be the multiple and inter-related facets of private insurance business 

and the potential effects the exchange may have upon existing business processes for plans, the 

businesses(as purchasers), and brokers (as sellers). 

Resources and Capabilities 

The ODMHSAS Contracts division manages the procurement, implementation, and 

monitoring of approximately 350 contracts valued at over $132 million dollars, with four 

designated as Professional Services contracts, valued at approximately $115,000. Multi-million 

dollar contracts include those for direct services for Mental Health, Substance Abuse, and 

Prevention. The majority of ODMHSAS Contracts staff members are Certified Procurement 

Officers and members of the Oklahoma Association of Public Procurement. One staff member is 

a national Certified Public Procurement Buyer. In the past nine years, ODMHSAS has received 

only one protest of bid award and it did not result in overturning of the original award. 

The OHCA currently staffs nearly 500 employees and has active contracts with a variety of 

technical and professional entities on a multitude of projects. (A list of high priority projects and 

their descriptions can be found at http://okhca.org.) The OID fields more than 60,000 consumer 
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inquiries annually, regulates 90 domestic and more than 1,500 foreign insurance companies 

operating in Oklahoma, licenses more than I 00,000 insurance agents and adjusters and collects 

more than $200 million in premium taxes and fees each year on behalf of the state. Through the 

course of the grant the OHIEP, OID and OHCA staff will be made available as needed for input 

and expertise on the project. 

Acknowledging the OHIEP is very large, it will require substantial time and effort to 

successfully develop. As a result Oklahoma proposes the hiring of two full-time project 

managers for the specific purpose of overseeing and managing the project. (Job descriptions for 

each project manager can be found at attachment C.) The project managers will work 

collaboratively with all stakeholders and partner agencies, providing periodic reports on progress. 

In addition, the expertise and objective guidance of a consultant contractor will be sought 

through a competitive bid process. The contractor will be responsible for analysis of 

technological infrastructure, marketing/outreach, qualified health plan development, and many 

others. We anticipate the possible need for multiple sub-contractors to offer specialized 

expertise in critical areas. (The preliminary scope of work for the contractor can be found at 

attachment E.) The final scope of work is envisioned to be finalized by the stakeholder group. 

Governance 

One of the first tasks of the OHIEP will be to determine the organizational and governance · 

structure. of the Exchange. The exact form will depend upon legal advice, the Oklahoma 

Constitution and the guidance of legislators who will sponsor any needed enabling legislation; 

The Secretary of Health under advice from the stakeholder group will present the governance 

recommendations for Oklahoma's exchange and develop the organizational structure and roles 

and responsibilities for all involved. The Oklahoma stakeholders must consider the specific 
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institutional structures, regulatory policies, and incentives that will impact and promote a 

successful and sustainable Exchange. There are many possible models to be explored. A few 

examples may include: 

Model I -Government-Led Model: Direct Government Provision of the Exchange and 

Oversight of its use. Government (both federal and state) has significant interest in promoting an 

exchange. In the case of Oklahoma we have a limited infrastructure for exchange and state 

government may be the most influential source for promoting this venture. 

Model 2 - Public Trust Model: Oklahoma may wish to develop a "quasi-governmental" or 

institutional arrangement that provides oversight and regulatory authority over the project 

without the responsibility for provision of the Exchange, but with state officials responsible for 

governance. 

Oklahoma may choose to explore other models such as a federally-led model or regional

model. Such decisions will be made by the stakeholder group. Regardless of the model 

recommended at the conclusion o.fthe grant, the planning process will follow a "facilitated 

brainstorming" type approach whereby questions and environmental conditions (i.e. political, 

economic, public opinion, etc) will be categorized and approached in an objective manner. 

(Attachment H provides an example of how Oklahoma intends to begin the framework.) 

Finance 

Grant funds will be monitored by the grantee agency, the ODMHSAS, and project managers, 

with oversight from the Secretary of Health, Terri White. The ODMHSAS and project managers 

will be required to approve and reconcile all expenditures to budgeted and awarded amounts and 

report differences if encountered. Throughout the grant, federal reporting requirements as 

delineated in the agreements between HHS and Oklahoma will be met. 
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The grant award will be listed-On Oklahoma's Open Books website to ensure the public is 

aware of and has access to the award amount and.purpose. Additionally, communication avenues 

available to the various stakeholders involved in this project will be accessed to facilitate sharing 

of information through multiple sources. A public reporting process to provide easily accessible 

information to all Oklahomans via the internet will also be utilized. 

During the planning process, internal controls will be developed to ensure that the Exchange 

functions in compliance with prevailing accounting standards. To ensure that financial 

objectives are met and compliance with standards is maintained, the overall plan will include an 

· audit strategy designed to evaluate effectiveness and utilization of the controls. In addition, 

essential reporting processes will be developed to allow for the evaluation of program 

administration and outcomes. The stakeholder group will be heavily involved in the 

development of these plans with discussion anticipated to surround aspects of the Exchange such · 

as systems to handle premium subsidies, tax credit calculations, revenue collections, financial 

management tools, and other exchange transactions. 

Technical Infrastructure 

The Oklahoma partner agencies working on this grant have identified many potential aspects 

required of the technical infrastructure for the OHIEP. These may include a comprehensive web 

portal that is streamlined across all available programs, both public and private:· The web portal 

will need to be easy to understand with sensitivity to the health literacy of the users. The portal 

needs to be able to plug in existing public and private web based systems for the availability of 

on line enrollment, as well as reconciliation with member rosters, premium billing and defined 

employer contributions. The plan for web portal development will need to address where it 

resides, how it is designed, who builds it, and who maintains it. 
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The consumer needs to have the option to explore information and eligibility for public 

programs and have access to cost, plan and benefit information for the private market as well. 

Ideally, the web portal will be a two-way-street allowing the flow of information such as 

enrollment rosters to be sent from private market sites back to the exchange, in addition to 

compatability with various data validation sites for the calculation of affordability credits and 

subsidies. The consumer's choice between plan options has several critical components the 

exchange must address. These components may include: cost and benefit information that must 

be standardized and streamlined across all plans; information that must be easy to understand by 

consumers and sensitive to their health literacy levels; private plans must share roster 

information back with the exchange leading to accurate premium subsidy calculations; exchange 

must work with the IRS to determine amounts of affordability credits and apply accurately to 

each household member. Additionally, 

The om has the structure and experience in place to oversee the qualifying of private health 

plans and evaluation of benefit packages to. ensure federal guidelines are met. Both the OHCA 

and the om have the knowledge and infrastructure experience from their own call centers to 

offer input into the basic plan needed to ensure the success of the exchange. Cur-rently theOKCA 

and OID house call center functions. The plan will need to address potential staffing needs to 

address call volume dynamics. 

Business Operations 
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A wide variety of business operation questions need to be addressed during the exchange 

planning phases.· One key question is whether the individual and SHOP exchanges should be 

operated separately or together. Would the state achieve.higher take up with one or with two 

exchanges? A related analysis is the potential for in<:reased take up by individuals and the small 

employer community if the eligibility and enrollment process can be streamlined through the 

operation of the Exchange. Analy5is needs to consider whether it is feasible to build on 

Oklahoma's existing capability to electronically enroll Medicaid eligible individuals into a 

functionality that could be used by the exchange to address a continuum of the Oklahoma 

population, from Medicaid eligible, to those eligible for premium subsidies, to those not eligible 

for premium subsidies. 

The planning process must study how best to identify/certify qualified health plans for the 

exchange. As part of the development of the HUB {Health Care for the Uninsured Board), OID 

· promulgated rules in 2010 to deal with health plan requirements, plan certification, and producer 

education, however the certification process for inclusion of a health plan into the exchange is 

very different and much more comprehensive. In addition to the certification requirements 

established by ACA, the exchange must be capable of evaluating whether a qualified plan that 

has imposed a rate increase should continue to remain in the exchange and how to provide the 

transparency required by section 1341(e)(3). 

The ACA provides, in section 1341, that the exchange standards shall include provisions that 

enabie States to establish an maintain a reinsuran<:e program to collect payments from all health 

insurers and third party administrators on behalf of group health insurers and to use those 

collections to make reinsurance payments to health insurers that cover high risk individuals in 

the individual market. This function bears some similarity to the functioning of the existing state 
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high risk pool, in that all health insurers are assessed the losses of the high risk pool on a pro mta 

basis. How this and other risk adjustment mechanisms provided for in the ACA will work in and 

outside the Exchange must be evaluated. 

Because exchanges must be self-sustaining by 2015, planning for an exchange must include 

an analysis of the expected ongoing operational costs of an exchange and how it will fund those 

costs, such as whether to charge assessments or user fees to participating health insurance issuers, 

or how the exchange could otherwise generate funding, to support its operations. One of ·the 

operational costs that an. exchange will incur is the funding of "navigators," a person or entity 

funded by the exchange to conduct public education activities, distribute information and 

facilitate enrollment, and to provide referrals to the state's ombudsman program, all in a 

culturally and linguistically appropriate manner. 

Regulatory or Policy Actions 

From a regulatory and policy perspective, Oklahoma is well-positioned to begin planning for 

the exchange. In addition to state-administered programs like SoonerCare, the state regulates 

private health insurance plans, including insurance rates and benefit plan designs. It will be 

necessary to also identify relevant state regulations and policies in these areas that will require 

modifications and enhancements. 

Several agencies are involved in health insurance regulation and policy, including the OHCA 

and the 010. Each agency is governed by internal policy that will need to be reviewed, and 

possibly changed, to support implementation of the exchange. As part of the planning process 

the stakeholder group needs to consider what governing entity will be responsible for 

promulgating policy . 
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Budget Narrative 

This section describes the budget projection fur the creation and execution -0f the Oklahoma 

Health Insurance Exchange Project. This budget was prepared using assumed costs. Further 

refinement will occur during the planning phase. Included is an estimate of funding requirements 

associated with future strategic activities through the end of the grant period. All cost estimates, 

methodologies, and allocations will be in accordance with federal- and state- requirements. The 

budget is presented as one table that represents the project year ofFFY 2011 in its entirety. 

Personnel - Two project managers (PM), employed by the ODMHSAS, working hand in hand 

with each other as well as all state and federal partners{Govemor's office and ,cabinet, OID, 

OHCA, ODMHSAS, stakeholder groups, etc). Job descriptions can be found within Appendix C. 

One PM will be housed within OHCA with work focused on areas such as but not 1imited to 

systems to facilitate consumer enrollment and eligibility, integration between existing and new 
"\ 

public coverage plans with the exchange, sensitivity to consumer health literacy levels and 

planning for appropriate marketing and outreach messages, oversight of consultant efforts, and 

ensuring stakeholder processes are transparent and publicly available. The other PM will be 

housed within OID with work focused on areas such as but not limited to the integration, 

regulatory oversight, and continued working relationships between private health plans and the 

exchange, study and survey of current premium, benefit and cost-sharing characteristics of 

private health plans, oversight of consul'.ant efforts, and ensuring stakeholder processes are 

transparent and publicly available. It is anticipated these PM will 'Continue working on the 

project throughout the planning and into the implementation phases. Fringe Benefits for all 

personnel have been calculated based upon Oklahoma's current Public Employee Rate 

methodology at 44% of annual salary . 
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Contractual Costs - The Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project proposes to partner with 

an expert consultant firm that has knowledge and experience in the new Health Benefits 

Exchanges established under PPACA. Oklahoma will be seeking expert consult in the areas of 

gap analysis for current information technology infrastructure and business processes. Analysis 

will be performed specifically for Medicaid/CHIP eligibility, insurance department regularory 

tools, web portals and data sharing methods. Additional areas may include standardizing of 

private insurance products and pricing, coordination of eligibility and enrollment systems, 

appropriateness of user interfaces, state and federal regulatory compliance, and development of 

options for the plan moving forward. In addition the consultant will be providing actuarial 

modeling in the areas of trends of the private insurance market in Oklahoma, medical loss ratio, 

premium rate structure, rate setting and risk adjustment to name a few. We anticipate the 

possible need for multiple sub-contractors to offer specialized expertise in critical areas. (The 

consultant preliminary scope of work can be found within attachment E.) The consultant's efforts 

will be documented and made available to stakeholder groups and the public in report form. We 

will seek contractors that can offer solutions to health care customers that combine the strengths 

of major software vendors and industry specialists. We anticipate this will be a competitively bid 

process. The consultant will charge all hours, software, and hardware to invoices for tracking and 

ease of auditing and reporting. 

Equipment - Two project managers will require equipment in the form of laptops, desktop 

personal computers and software in order to carry out their job functions. An estimated 

$5,804.64 per person will cover this equipment cost. 

Supplies: Postage/Mailing/Printing/Phone Service - It is anticipated that twenty stakeholder 

meetings will occur over the course of the grant. Approximately 200 individuals are expected to 
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be invited and attend these meetings. Notices for each meeting will be mailed to the invitees. 

Materials for each meeting {i.e. agenda, PowerPoint slides, reports, presentations, etc.) will be 

made available via hard copy and electronically. An estimated seven boxes of envelopes, 4,QOO 

stamps, and 500 paper reams will be needed for these meetings at a total cost of$5,000. In 

addition, phone service for the two project managers will be needed in order for them to carry 

out the functions of their job. This phone service is estimated at a total yearly cost of$2,000. 

Travel - Periodic travel to in-state and out-of-state meetings is anticipated for the project 

managers and possibly other key staff. An estimated four out-of-state trips over the course of the 

grant are included at $3,500 per person. 

Indirect Costs - ODMHSAS anticipates indirect charges of9.6% during the one {I) year grant 

period to cover grant administrative functions. {A copy of the ODMHSAS indirect cost rate 

agreement can be found within attachment!.) 

Other Costs: Meeting Space - Active participation and involvement of key stakeholder staff 

will be necessary to ensure timely and successful implementation of these projects and to stay 

within the budget projection. Due to the large size of the stakeholder group (anticipated to 

exceed 200 people) it will be necessary to utilize auditorium space at colleges, universities, 

technical schools, etc. within local communities statewide. The state anticipates twenty meetings 

of the course of the grant period at $500 rental fee per meeting. 

Budget Total - For the grant period !Oil/JO through 9/30/11 the state antkipates utilizing 

$1,000,000 in grant funds to conduct the planning activities for the Oklahoma Health Insurance 

Exchange Project. 
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• Budget Worksheet 

Object Class Anticipated TOTAL Justification 
Category Federal Funds REQUESTED 

JO/I/JO-
9130/ll 

2 full-time project managers at pay 
grade 11 = $64,000.00 per position, 

Personnel $128.000.00 $128,000.00 oer vear 
44% of project manager salary = 

Fringe Benefits $56,320.00 $56.320.00 $28, 160.00 ~r nosition 
Consultant contract to oonduct 

comprehensive research and analysis 
of exchange planning efforts, develop 

Contractual solutions, present findings, prepare 
Costs $750,000.00 $750,000.00 written rennrts 

Laptop/PC/Software for two project 
Equipment $11,609.28 $11609.28 manooers at $5.804.64 oer ~sition 

Postage/ mailing! printing of 
invitations and printed materials for 
stakeholder meetings at $5,000. 
Phone service for two project 

Sunn lies $7.000.00 $7,000.00 manaaers at $2,000.00 for the vear 
In-state and out-of-state travel over 
the course of the grant, includes an 
estimated 4 out-of-state trips over the • life of the grant, $3,500 each for four 

Travel $14,000.00 $14.000.00 kev personnel 

ODMHSAS grant administration 
Indirect costs $23,070.72 $23.070.72 functions. 9.6% indirect cost rate 

Meeting space rental fees, 
approximately $500 per meeting for 
20 focus groups I town halls 

Other Costs $!0,000.00 $10.000.00 conducted statewide 

Bud!!et Total $1,000,000.00 $1,000,000.00 Total grant funds requested 
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MAR 8.2010 2:!DPM PSC/DCP.-CSFO 214 767 3264 110. G5 5 'i P. 215 

Proetum S11ppo.·t Coui:r 
Fb.\1ut~laJ Mtnagemont Scrvkc: 

DMfjon ot-Cm.t Al.lucuWl1.1 
Centto.I stafe5-Field Off~ 

Mr. Richard Bowden 
Chief Financial Officer 

March 5, 2010 

Oklahoma Department of Mental Health 
and Substance Abuse Services 
P.O. Box 53277 
1200 N.E. 13th 
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Dear Mr. Bowden: 

A copy of an indirect cost Rate Agreement is being faxed to you 
for signature. This Agreement reflects an understanding rea<::hed 
between your organization and a member of my staff concerning 
the rate(s) that may be used to support ycur ·Claim for indirect 
costs on grants and contracts with the Federal Government . 

.Please have the agreement signed by an authorized r<i!pres.entative 
of your organization and fax it to me, retaining a copy for your 
files. our fax number is {214) 767-3264. We will reproduce and 
distribute the Agreement to the appropriate awarding qz-ganizations 
of the Federal Government for their use . 

An indirect cost proposal, togethei; with supporting information, 
is required each year to substantiate claims made for indirect 
costs under grants and contracts awarded by the Federal Government. 
Thus, your next proposal based on actual costs for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 2010 is due in our office by December 31, 2010. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Enclosures 

SiI1.cerely, 

nry Williams 
Dir<!<::tor 
Division of Cost Allocation 
Central States Field Office 

PLEASE SIG~< A.'l'D RETtJR..'l' THE ORIGINAL OF THE R.?;TE AGREEMENT 
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MAR. 8. 2010 2: !lPll 

ErN #: l736017987C2 

DEPARTMENT/AGENCY: 

PSC/DCA-CSFO 214 761 3264 

STATE AHD LOCAL RATE AGREEMENT 

Oklahoma Department of Mental Health 
and Substance Abuse Services 
P.O. Sox 53277 
1200 N.B. 13th 
Oklahoma City O!C 73152-3277 

110. 055 7 P. 3/5 

DATE: March 5, 2010 

FILING l<EF. : The preceding 
Agreement was dated 
February 2, 2009 

The rates approved in this agreement are for use on grants, contract• and other 
llgreement• with t·he Federal Government, stibject to tbe '"'"ditions in ·section III. 

SECTION I: INDIRECT COST RATES* 
RATE TYPES! FIXED l'XNAL PROV. (PROVISIONAL) 

EFFECTIVE PERIOD 
~ Fil.OM TO RATE(%) LOCATIONS 

FINAJ:> 07/01/08 06/30/09 ll.5 on Site 
PROV. 07/01/09 06/30/10 12 .3 On Site 
PROV. 07/01/10 UNTIL AM:sNDED 9.6 on Site 

'*BASE; 

PRRD. (PREDETERMINED) 

APPLICABLl3 TO 

All Locations · 
All Locations 
All Locations 

'i"O"'tal direct coat• exeludi11g capital exp,.ndieures (building5, 
individual items of equipment; alterations and renovatjona), that 
poxtion of each subawaxd in excess of $2S,OOQ and flow-ehrough funde. 

( l) 
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2: I !PM PSC/DCA-CSFO 214 767 3264 

DEPARTMENT/AGENCY: 
Oklahoma Department of Mental Health 
and Substance ~..buse Se~vices 

AGREEMENT DATE: March 5, 2010 

SECTION II: SPECIAL REMARKS 

TREA.TMENT OF FRINGE SE~'EF!TS: 

NO. li55 7 P. 415 

Fr1nge benefits a~e specifically identified to each employee and are charged iodivi4ually 
as direct eost.$. The diree.tly claimed fringe benefits are listed below. 

TREATMENT OF !>AID AilSENCES: 
Vacation, holiday, siak leave pay and other paid absences are included in salaries and 
wages and are claimed on grants, contracts and other a.g.?:eementa as pare of . the normal eos·t. 
for salaries and wages. Sepa.z;ate claims for the costs of these paid ab6-e·nces are not 
made. 

Equipment Definition · 
Equipment mear.s an article of nonexpendable, t<illgible personal property having a us~ful 
life of more than one year and an acquisition --cost of $500 or more per unit. 

FRINGE BENEFITS! 

FI'CA 
Retirement 
worker 1 a Compensation 
unemployment Insurance 
Group Insurance 

In-Kind salaries and wages are included in the base. 

(2) 
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MAR. S. 2010 2: l !PM FSC/DCA-CSFO 2[4 767 3264 

DEPARTMENT/AGENCY: 
Oklahoma Department of Mental Health 
and substance Abuse Services 

AGREEMENT DATE: March 5, 2010 

A. ~'!A't:t:OtlS; 

NO. OS57 P. 5/5 

The r1.t•u1 in this Ag;-~ement oD-Xe eubj.ct ~o .,ny •t~t.\ll!O%)'" o~ •d11iniacrative liwiit•Ci«w and .;i.pply C9 a giYOQ gr,;nit, com;:sa.ct Ot' 
other •grc~nc only to \the ex«ct 'th;at tued• ,a.re ava.il&hlc. 1\ecep~e of the r•t•• if: JJubject:. co ebo tollC>Wing -coMliciOJlf: 
(l) only co•i:.11 tnc:\I:~~ by tu ll)Z9altlt:;n;.li::m. wire 111.el\J,dod. in it.o imU.-e:ct -c®~ por;al .a fir.~Uy a~c..a. ouch oo•t• uc ltgill 
ol'.Jligatii;iu of ~ OX'if;,i.nizac;J.q;n and ~e: allcwable ~r tho gova'tl11.cg ceoc principl.u; 12) ~ •aN coeta that have; l)••n tJ:e&ted •• 
iod~ti!et co:tt• •ro ~oe cl~iaed QI) c11reot coats; (2} .Sind.la.r t.)'Ptllt oe eo«t• htlve .oo.::i aeeol:'ded cOn.i.a100Ae ACCC\U:l.-ting' tcreat111Cnt; ~ 
t•l The inforw-tion p:t"cvi.d.cd by tho organiaacion Wbi-c:h -.;o.;i uaed to eat.:lbliab the ratcG i• not l.t.ec found t.o la inaceri\l.llf 
iceoitpl•t.• or iuc~c• ~y th• P.Oeral. 40\. .. ¥'~, ::.s •w:h 4ic..:iatio:u1 chc ac.• t•J Would.· J>e .ul:>)ecc- to ~.uQois- •C t.bo 
diac%etio:n of tha ~ci:se~a.1 Gov~~t. 

& • ACC'O\..'N't'Ifi -C!W!QI$ • 
Thi• Agreoiaent ia baaed o= cM f.f;COlUl.ting •yat• ~t.d by che oro&Utac.:tmi. to M in ot~•et ~11'19 ~· AgrOC!Nllt. pc~iod. ~·• 
tt> tho M1<Md of OLCC!OWlt.iJlS .for coat• w~:i.cb affcc:t.:. the ~uni: ot reiwtn.U'Be!ll811t resulting t%qit1 th• WI• of this Agr•emtnc. 1'et:[Ui.:r.,, 
;rior approval i:if 'tbo aut~,l..t.ed rapr'i:su1.tctiva of the cogni¥f.~ a.gency. Bucb. clUJ!lgu iAl!ludc, wi: o.~ noc 11.mitelll t(I, cMnge• 1n 
chc c~xgingo bf o parc.icula.r t;ype of coat from ~cc co ~ir.ct, P•1lurc ~o obta:,b) •pp~al -~~ re•ult in coot diaoll.C*'~a. 

C. YJXEO 1'.AT.&S:: 
Jf • ti.xo\i zate i• in t;h!a i\il:'••mant, i'G. ia baaed Qt1 an aati.Nc.• Qt &he cost• tor che po:riod ccwued by t-ha. l:o\ce. When- ell& actuol 
cost~ tor tbit pa:iod ate det•rPJ.~ed, •" &d:)uataanc vill be '114d.e: to ~ rA~• •l • future yCQr(a) to c~cnaate -fo¥" the ditt•J:'¢1\Ce 
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Attachment A: Application Attestation 

Check as many items that apply, as appropriate. States are not required to accomplish all 
activities nor should this list be considered exhaustive. 

I. With the Planning and Establishment Grant, the State intends to: 

_. X _Determine needed and available staff and hire key staff 

_X_ Determine resource needs 

_X_ Develop a work plan and timeline for first year activities 

_X_ Determine needed statutory, regulatory, and other administrative changes (including 

statutory changes that may be necessary to set up the governance structure, facilitate 

health plan contracting, consumer outreach, etc.) 

_X_ Conduct an initial assessment ofIT systems and modifications/new systems needed to 

facilitate eligibility and enrollment and other Exchange functions 

_X_ Plan the coordination of eligibility and enrollment across Medicaid, CHIP, and the 

Exchanges 

_X_ Provide public notice and other stakeholder engagement activities 

_X_ Develop a budget justification and implementation plan 

_X_ Develop performance metrics and planned milestones 

_X_ Plan for customer services processes, including a call center 

2. The State attests that it has submitted a budget narrative and justification that fully supports 
the activities the State intends to pursue with Planning and Establishment Grant funds: 
YES_X __ NO . 

3. The State has adhered to the required Format, Standard Form (SF), and Content 
Requirements contained in Section JV. 
YES_X __ NO __ _ 

4. The State commits to submitting a draft detailed implementation plan with the final report 
within 90 days of the end of the project period. 
YES_X __ NO ___ _ 

• 

• 

• 
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Attachment C: Job Description for Project Manager (PM) 

Position Purpose: Provides oversight and guidance in planning and the development of the 
Oklahoma Health insurance Exchange project. Participates in the identification of key strategic 
opportunities, and interfaces with executive staff, staff, and/ or government agency officials in the 
representation and development of strategic planning. Participates in the establishment of 
integrated strategies and policies for the project. Oversees the assessment, policy development, 
program planning, research and evaluation activities of the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 
project. The PM will develop, strengthen and eoordinate a strategic approach to policy 
development; introduce -economic analysis as a routine component of assessment, evaluation and 
policy development activities; and build capacity for program evaluation. The PM will provide 
leadership in public relations, media and selected health communication content areas as well as 
provide guidance in social marketing and communication, including strategy development, 
formative researeh, materials design, media production, and community mobilization. The PM 
will develop an infrastnicture to oversee/eoordinate with other agency functions and provide 
servrces and support to the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange project. The PM will build 
collaborative working relationships with diverse groups \e.g. insurance agent associations, trade 
associations, other state and fuderal agendes, local agencies and advocacy groups) leading to the 
development of a plan forward for the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange project. 

Principle Activities: 
• Develop, lead, direct, and evaluate the strategic direction/overall business plan. 
• Works in close collaboration wiih the involved partners and stakeholders, health care 

professionals and participating agencres in developing and facilitating a political 
understanding of the principals and practices underlying Federal funded health care delivery 
systems. 

• Contributes to the knowledge management/dissemination activities, including 'Contributions 
to both internal and external publications and reports. 

• Formulates and oversees implementation of the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 
project. Prepares written reports and recommendations regarding the general status and 
progress of the program. Writes reports for federal and state purposes on project status, 
developments and challenges encountered to date. Ensures timely submission of reports to 
various entities. Preparation of oral and written reports and other activities1 including 
recommendations to appropriate officials for needed changes and improvements. Int-eracts 
with state and federal officials to ensure the necessary quantitative, qualitative, and required 
federal reporting is filed timely and accurately. 

• Oversees the strategic planning efforts and assists in formulating and implementing 
administrative policies, practices, procedures, planning and long-term goals. Reviews/ 
researches "best practices" ofother states for applicability and inclusion in the program. 

• Assists in identifying groups, agencies, and individuals that could be impacted in the planning 
process and facilitating participation of interested groups. Meets with state and federal 
officials in the development and approval of strategies and options 

• Directs the development of new outreach material and ~hang-es to ·existing material. Ensures 
that these materials are in accordance with existing State and federal reg uJations. 

• Oversees and participates in the coordination of the gathering, development, analysis and 
interpretation of data and statistics required for planning purposes to ensure reliable and valid 
results. 

o Conduct research in order to compile and analyze data on economic, social, 
regulatory factors that may affect the Jeasibility and scope of proposed initiatives . 
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o C.-eate graphic or narrative reports that systematically assess the cost, benefit, and 
impact of implemented projects. 

• Coordinates with HHS, CMS and other regulatory agencies on-grants, new initiatives, and 
other special projects to ensure adherence to laws and policy. May coordinate as a liaison to 
the Governor's office, Secretary of State, Secretary of Health, Senate, and House of 
Representatives and for the project's planning program. 

• Schedules and conducts meetings to present, explain and discuss the strategic plan with 
individuals and groups who have varying degrees of familiarity with its contents. 

• Receives input of project team members; composes outlines to determine costs, alternate 
methods, budgetary impact, etc. 

• Establishes timeframes needed to complete projects according to federal, state and/or agency 
management deadlines. 

• Maintains knowledge of current trends and developments (internal/external educational 
programs or professional meetings); revising existing practices as necessary. 

• Coordinates, facilitates and leads groups in the completion of projects, including work groups 
comprised of personnel, at all levels, from other units, divisions or agencies, for the purpose 
of discussion and/or consensus concerning specific projects. 

• Identifies and recommends appropriate action on program and policy issues for the agency as 
needed. Schedules projects to support and perpetuate the agency's programs and policies. 

• Monitors projects in regards to milestones and deadlines; recognizes and resolves problems. 
• Manages and participates in developing alternative solutions and implementation strategies 

by conducting background research, analyzing options and consulting with other staIDteam 
members. 

• Creates and maintains a high performance environment characterized by positive leadership 
and a strong team orientation. 

• Reviews proposed legislation and recommends changes; may act as legislative liaison. 
• Oversees contractual agreements including the procurement and selection of planning 

consultants and specialists for special planning work or studies, contributes to development of 
contractual documents (i.e. request for information, request for proposals, scope of work, 
etc), monitors contractor performance and productivity. 

Qualifications: Skills in, interpreting regulations and applying them, effective oral and written 
communication, ability to organize one's work or that of others so that established time frames 
can be met with available resources; skill in interpreting the impact and implementation of 
decisions within the organization's structure. Able to develop and maintain effective working 
relationships with other public and private service providers, affiliates and the general public. 
Advanced level skills in management and public health concepts. 

Education and/or Experience: Bachelors Degree required in a related field (e.g. Health, Social 
work/service, Public Administration) or advanced education and 7 years of work experience in 
program development and implementation, strategic planning, project development or program 
management, preference given to those with at least 5 years of general supervisory experience. Or 
an -equivalent combination of education and experience. 

• 

• 

• 
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GOVERNOR 

BRAD HENRY 

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER • 

KIM HOLLAND. 

August 20, 2010 

Commissioner Terri White 
Oklahoma Secretary of Health 
POBox53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Dear Secretary White: 

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER 

STATE OF-OKLAHOMA 

I am pleased to be writing in support of the State of Oklahoma's application for funds under the 
State Planning and Establishment Grants, authorized through the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act {PPACA). 

I fully understand the potential impact of this grant on our state's ability to lay out a course of 
action in preparation for the upcoming launch of a state-based health insurance exchange. The 
imp011ance of this exchange in Oklahoma cannot be clearer in a time when nearly 500,000 state 
residents remain without health insurance, and many more lack sufficient coverage. 

With extensive support across the state from a wide range of stakeholders, the time to address 
these troubling numbers is now. It will take a collaborative effort to lay a path toward solving 
these problems and creating our state's health insurance exchange. As the Okla11oma Insurance 
Commissioner, I fully support all aspects of this grant application and will gladly offer any 
assistance needed to ensure this project's success. 

KWmdy 

P. 0. Box 53408 • 0Kt.AHOMA CrrY,-OKtAHOMA 73152-3408 •{405) 521-2828 •Toll FR•• (INSTATE) 1-800-522-0071 • FAx{40S) S22-4492 
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MIKEFCGARTY 
cun;_f EXECTTJ\!fOFflCF.R • . . BR.<\DHENR:Y 

GOVERNOR 

August 20, 20:[0 

Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P.O. 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

. 

STATE OF OKLAHOMA 

OKLAHOMA HEALTH CARE AUTHOlUTY 

Re: State Planning and Establishment Grants for the Affordable Care Act's Exchanges, The Oklahoma Insurance 
Exchange Project 
IE-HBE-10-001 
CFDA 93.525 

Dear Secretary White: 

On behalf of the Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA), the single state Medicaid agency, this is a lel!er of 
support for Oklahoma's State Planning and Establishment Grant for the Affordable'Care Act's Exchanges. The 
OHC,.t\ recognizes the importance of health insurance coverage in improving health outcomes and removing 
barriers many Oklahomans face when acct.-ssing and retaining comprehensive coverage. The grant funds will 
allow the OHCA, in collaboration with others across Oklahoma, to work together to develop a comprehensive 
plan aimed at establishing the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project. 

The OHCA is willing to assist in the efforts of this proposal in several ways. Specifically, these will include but 
not be limited to: 

• Making available key staff to provide input and expertise to the plan development; 
• Providing office space for a newly hired project manager overseeing the Oklahoma Health 

Insurance Exchange Project; 
• Participating in all stakeholder discussions to ensure coordination between 1he Exchange and 

Dklahoma's Medicaid/CHIP programs; and 
• Supporting the development of Oklahoma's overall action plan with constructive input delivered 

in a positive manner. 

ll is the goal of the OHCA to enroll Oklahoma's uninsured 1>opulation in appropriate and affordable health care 
coverage. The Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project shares lhis common interest and is dedicated t{) the 
establishment of a plan for Oklahoma moving forward. The OHCA fully supports the planning activities 
mentioned within this grant application anti looks forward lo c...·ontinued,cc>llaboration with the Executive and 
Legislative leadership of Ok.lahoma, as well as with fellow state agencies incJuding the Oklahoma Insurance 
Department, and the Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services. 

Thank you for your leadership and continued efforts to improve the health of all Oklahomans . 

SMU'Hfflll M.'\J.L • 2-l(ll ~ w_ 11~'-'5fRf'ET. st:rn: IA • OKLAHOM_'I. CITY.01< 73Hl7 • HOS) !.'<.'2-73(!!) • w~·•l.V.UKHC-\.ORG 
-~" f11«ul n1if""1'"''f!' t,,,.p1,,l{f7 
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August 18, 2010 

Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P.0.53277 

TULSA METRO CHAMBER 

Oklahoma City,-OK 73152-3277 

Dear Secretary White: 

The Tu!sa Metro .Chamber would like to be involved in the process of developing an 
Insurance exchange for the State of Oklahoma. We will participate in the development 
on behalf of our employer members, to ensure that their interests are considered. 

Michael S. Neal, CCE, CCD 
President and CEO 

Williams Center Tower II, Two W<ist Second Street, Suite 150, Tulsa, OK 74103 www.tulsachamb<ir.com 1.918.585.1201 
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Office of the Dean 

August 19, 2010 

Terri While, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
PO 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 
73152-3277 

• 
The Universi-ty of Oklahoma 

Health Sciences Center 
COLLEGE OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

Re: Oklahoma Application for Planning Grant for Health Insurance Exchange 

Dear Secretary White 

This letter is to indicate the strongest possible support of the OU College of Public 
Health for the State's application for a planning grant for developing health insurance 
exchanges. 

The College of Public Health is committed to participating as an engaged partner 
throughout this process. We have expertise that may be valuable to executing the 
grants goals, including but not limited to policy expertise, data analysis and program 
evaluation, as may be appropriate, for the needs of the grant proposal. 

We look forward to participating in this critical effort for improving the population health 
of Oklahoma. 

Sincerely, 

Gary E. Raskob, Ph.D. 
Dean, College of Public Health 
Professor, Epidemiology and Medicine 

Mail: P.O. Sox 26901 • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73190 
Courier: 801 Northeast 13th Street • Room 139 • Oklahoma City, OK 73104 

Phone: (405) 271 ·2232 • Fax: {405) 271-3039 

• 

• 
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August 18, 2010 

Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P.O. 53277 

The University of Oklahoma 
College of Medicine 

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE DEAN 

Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Dear Secretary White: 

I am pleased to offer my full support to the Oklahoma application to the federal Department of 
Health and Human Services for a planning grant to develop an Oklahoma-based health 
insurance exchange. The University Of Oklahoma College of Medicine, through its faculty 
practice, OU Physicians, and its affiliated hospital, OU Medical Center, is a major healthcare 
provider to many Oklahomans who currently lack adequate healthcare coverage. The 
development of an Oklahoma health insurance exchange will provide an invaluable resource for 
our state and allow us to more effectively deliver the high quality care our patients deserve. I 
look forward to full participation in the planning efforts, and to the ultimate realization of 
better health care for all Oklahomans. 

Robert H. Roswell, M.D. 
Senior Associate Dean 

'College of Medicine • P-0st Office Sox -26901 • Biomedical Sciences Building • Room 357 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73"190 • '(405) 271 ·2265 • FAX {405) 271·3032 
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OKLAHOMA STATE ANO EDUCATION EMPLOYEES GROUP INSURANCE BOARD 

Frank Wilson, Administrator 

August 23. 201 0 

Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P.O. Box 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73 I 52-3277 

Dear Secretary \\'hite: 

It has come to my attention that the Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance 
Abuse Services (ODMHSAS) is taking the lead for the State of Oklahoma in applying for a 
planning grant from HHS for purposes of developing a health insurance exchange. As 
Administrator of the Oklahoma. State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board 
(OSEEGIB), I would like to express support for this project. 

While OSEEGJB insures over 120,000 Oklahoma state, education, and local government 
employees and dependents, its statutory limitations provide that it cannot expand coverage 
beyond our defined employer groups. We recognize the significant problems that other 
Oklahoma citizens often have in finding health insurance coverage. Consequently, I believe that 
the ODMHSAS application would serve a valuable purpose. 

I would add that agency staff is ready and willing to participate throughout this application 
process and in the work leading up to implementation of the exchange in whatever way this 
agency can be of service. 

Please feel free to.contact me at your convenience at (405) 717-1!828. 

Sincerely, 

)~~/r-
Frank Wilson 
Administrator 

3545 N. W. SE!", Suite 110 • Oklahoma City, OK 73112 
PHONE: 1·405-717-8701 • 1-800·543"6044 • www.sib.ok.gov 
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6414 N. Santa Fe, Suite A 
Oklahoma City, OK 73116 
405.840.3476 phone 
.405.840.3013 fax 
www.okfahomanurses.org 

An afflliate of lhe 

American Nurses Associallon and 

the Center for American Nurses. 

August 19, 2010 

Terri White, MSW 

Secretary of Health 

PO 53277 

Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Dear Secretary White; 

The Oklahoma Nurses Association i-ONA) is support of the 

development of health insurance exchanges as designed in the 
Health Care Reform legislation for State of Oklahoma. 

ONA, founded in 1908, represents a community of nurses across 

all specialties and practice settings as well as works to empower 

nurses to improve health care. ONA serves as the voice for 

registered nurses in our state. Nurses have been concerned 

about access to health care for all Oklahomans for many years. 

With almost 30,000 registered nurses licensed and residing in 

Oklahoma, nurses are the largest group of health care providers 

in the state. 

As the voice for the largest group of health care providers in the 

state it is imperative that ONA are at the table for this discussion. 

ONA will work to ensure that nurses are at the table. 

ONA would be honored to partner with the Oklahoma 

Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services, the 

Oklahoma Insurance Department and the Oklahoma Health Care 

Authority along with other stakeholders. 

Regards, 

Exe utive Di rector 

• 

• 

• 
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INDEPENDENT INSURANCE AGENTS OF OKLAHOMA 

SINCE 1906 . ._THE UNRflfNTJNG ADVOCATE FOR INDEPENDENT JNSURANCEAGENTS 

Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P. 0. Box 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

August 19, 2010 

RE: Health Insurance Exchange Gran! Application 

Dear Secretary \V11ite, 

Please accept this letter as our support for the creation of health insurance exchanges in 
Oklahoma as a part of nationwide heaHh care reform. As an association that devotes 
considerable time in the area of insurance education, we are interested in the possibility 
of providing consumer support as a Navigator. The grant funding will be important to 
provide consumers with the infonnation they needed to understand the changes that are 
taking place. 

The Independent Insurance Agents of Oklahoma cun'ently has over 500 member agencies 
located in all 77 counties and over 150 communities in the state. Our members are 
extremely interested in the development of the health insurance exchanges and certainly 
wish to be involved as the process moves forward. 

Kindest regards, 

~~·~ ~-
Dan Ramsey, CIC ~ 
:President/Chief Executive Officer 

94!7NORTHKELLEYA.Vf. l OKLAHOMAClTY,OK 73!!4 J PO SOX 13490 ! OKLAHOMAC!TYOK 73113 

405-840-4-426 I FAX 405-840-4-450 i TOLlfREE 800-324-4426 I E-MA!L fNFO@llAOK,COM I WW\V.HAOK.COM 
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August 20, 2010 

The Honorable Terri White 
Secretary of Health 

• 

················-··--··---..P-0-.53277 ..... ___ ................... _ ................. ······-···--·········-··· ·······- -····· ----·.-- ·--·-----·--··---··-------------·-- --- ------·· --·--·-·---·--- -··--------------- -----···-·--
0 kl ahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Re: Health Insurance Exchanges 

Dear Secretary: 

We know there is a lot of work to be done to prepare for the recently passed Act 
to reform health care. We stand ready to assist you in this process as you go 
along and will provide you with all the information you need to implement a 
successful program. 

Commissioner, we're here to help. Should you ever need any assistance or if 
·············you·-need-more·infonnatitm··pertaining··to-this·matter,-pleasedo-not-hesitate--to. 

· · contact me at (405) 607•2100 or our Government or Legislative Affairs 
Specialist, Stephanie Casey, at (405) 607-2183. 

Sincerely, 

08-23-10P03:56 RCVD 

Delta Dental of Oklahoma 
16 N.W. 6Jrd SneeL Suite :zo1 · OkiJ.ho1na City. OK - 73116 !.li P.O. Box 54709 - Oklaho1na City, o'K - 73154 ~ www.DcltaDentalOK.crg 

li.'iephone: 405-607-::noo !: Toll Free: 800-52;-0[88 * Fax: 405~607-:i190 
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OkLAHOR:,iA 
~~·:

0

.JljJOclafWn o/ ::~r 
HEALTH Pbll\NS 

August 20, 20 I 0 

Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P.Q.537.77 
Oklahoma 

Xi'~~r-' 

·:·Health Insurance Exchange Grant 

Association of Health Plans supports the State's efforts to secure a 
for our state's Health Insurance Exchange. To show our support, our 
willing to assist and participate in all stages of developing our state's 

Posr Office Box 

n!;umnce Exchange. 
~.:.-

\i;;!u have any questions, please contact me at(405) 285-7745 or by email at 
' · · ns!@okhealth Jans.or 

Director, Oklahoma Association of Health Plans 
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lttlel. 
United way of<entrat Oklahoma 

August 19, 2010 

Dear Committee: 

United Way of Central Oklahoma enthusiastically supports the state of Oklahoma in its efforts to 
develop effective state-based health insurance exchanges. These exchanges are -essential for the 
future of our state's health care programs and United Way is proud to partner in the efforts to 
encourage healthy lifestyles and citizens. As a thriving central Oklahoma non-profit, United 
Way pledges to serve as a unifying community partner and assist in rallying the support and 
participation of additional community agencies. 

One of United Way of Central Oklahoma's five focus areas is Healthy Citizens. We understand 
the importance of promoting and sustaining safe, healthy and active lifestyles for central 
Oklahomans. We see health insurance exchanges as opportunities to combine governmental and 
grassroots efforts to support the well-being of our citizens and raise health care standards in 

........... Oklahoma.. 

• •• 
We believe the exchanges will be an exciting new chapter for Oklahoma's h_ealth care programs 

·---·----·----and iuitiatives-;·amhve·look--forwarcl-to---partnering-with ·the·-Depal'lment··-Of Mental--Health- and .... 
------'S~u"'· bstance·Amtse-Servieettv·meke-thlsmw-i-vation-a-reaHty.ffi·.OklahGflla..--------·-----·-----···-· 

Sincerely, 

(~ 
Robert L. Spink~ 
President & CEO 

P.O. Sox 837 I Oklahoma City, OK 73101 I P. 405.236.8441 I F. 405.235.2011 I www.ullft~dwayokc.org • 
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1\etna 
August 20. 2010 

Commissioner Kim Holland 
Oklahoma Insurance Department 
Executive -Division 
five Corporate Plaza 
3625 N. W. 56th Street Suite 100 

--GklahomaCity.OK-7-3-H:Z- - ----------

'Ralph A. Holmes 
2771 Slemmons freeway 

Suilc"JOO 
Oafl<1s, TX 75107 

Ole: (214) 932-411' 
Fax: {SOOj 24{).1131 

Aetna supports the State of Oklahoma in its efforts to develop and implement a state-based 
healm insurance exchange. We look forward to working collaboratively with the state and plan 
to be at the table throughout the process ofimplementation. 

Sincerely, 

il<llph A. Holmes 
President 
Texas/Oklahoma 
1\.1hd~Arnerica Region 

cc: Shannon Meroney. Aetna 
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August 18, 2010 

Terry White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P.O. Box 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Ms. White, 

Plan Benefit Analysts 

It is my understanding that HHS will be making available a $1 million planning grant to each 
state who is seeking to implement their own plan for developing health insurance exchanges. I 
wanted to write to express that Oklahoma has my full support in its effort to secure this grant and 
affirm that I will be significantly involved every step of the way. 

The health of Oklahoma's residents has always been my passion and I will commit myself to 
assisting the State in any capacity that will help them live long, healthy lives. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
Daniel T. Wheeler 
President 
Plan Benefit Analysts 

03-19-10P04:01 RCVO 

Southern Woods Park• 4775 East 91st Street• Suite 200 •Tulsa, OK 74137-2805 •Phone (918) 496-2000 •Fax (918) 496-2338 
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To whom it may concern; 

oscfPA 
Oklahoma State Chiropractic 

Independent Physicians Association 

Back To A Better Life 

As a stakeholder I am writing this letter to state my support for the state of 
Oklahoma in their effort to create and implement a Health Insurance 
Exchange program. Any grant money available to help plan this project 
could certainly be put to good use by Oklahoma. We as a stake bolder feel 
privileged to be a continuing part of this process. Oklahoma has committed 
to an open and transparent process and I am certain this ..:ommitment will be 
adhered to . 

Thank you for your consideration! 

sm;:~vy~ 
Larry M. Bridges, Ph.D. 
Executive Director 

5350 E. 46th St I Suire 122 I Tulsa. OK 741.35 I www.oscipa.com 

Phone: 91·8-64 l-0444 I bx: 918-64 l-0665 I Toll Free: 877·940-:lO·i4 
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MICHAF.J.. Cl.ING MAN 
DIRECTOR OF STATE FJNANCE 

Terri White, MSW 

STATE OF OKLAHOMA 

OFFICE OFSTATE FINANCE 

August 18, 2010 

BJtADHENRY 
GOVF.RNOK • 

- ······- -········-Seerelary<>fHealth·····-·····-···--·······-··········--···-·······························-·-·····-·-····-·---···········-·······-·····-·-·····-·-·······-·--··-----·--··········--··· 
P.O. Box 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Dear Secretary White, 

A few weeks ago, HHS announced that they would make available a $1 million plamtlng grant to 
each state who is seeking to implement their own plan for developing health insurance 
exchanges. Specific to Oklahoma, Governor Henry has designated the Department of Mental 
Health and Substance Abuse Services (ODMHSAS) to take the lead in implementing the grant 
and they have asked the Oklahoma Insurance Department (OID) and the Oklahoma Heallh Care 
Authority (OHCA) to assist in the development of the planning grant application. The Office of 
the CIO and the technologists across the state support 1he efforts of ODMHAS, OID and OHCA 
and will be active participants in assisting them to establish these exchanges. 

Please don't hesitate to contact me at 405.521.3710 or alex.pettit@osf.ok.gov if I can be of 
further assistance. 

AZP:crh 

Sincerely, 

~;J!Ls~ 
Alex Z. Pettit 
Chief Information Officer 
State of Oklahoma 

"") ~ 1"":'Fi'.'·r·. ---~""""' l!.~'--'~- .y; d;.rJ2.) 
AUG 24 2010 

PROVIDER CERTIFICATION 

2300 R LINCOLN BLVD., ROOM 122 • OKl.AHOMACITI', OKI.AHOMA 73105-4001 • (405)521·2141 • FAX\40/i.l 52l·:t902 

uEquaJ Opportunity Eniphlµr'~ 

()recycled~ 

• 

• 
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August19, 2010 

Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
PO Box 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 

Re: Exchange Support Letter 

Dear Terri, 

Beale Professional Services 
Richard A. Seale, President 

Jennifer L. Beale, Vice President 

www.bealeoro.com iennifer@bealepro.com 

{405)521-1600 • (800)530-4863 • Fax{405)521-1610 
PO Box 00809 • Oklahoma City . .QK 73146-0809 

I wanted to offer you my support and pledge to participate in the construction of the Health 
Insurance Exchange of Oklahoma. 

The design of the exchange is a critical element of PPACA for all parties involved in the process, 
from the consumer to the insurance companies & agents, providers, along with state & federal 
governments. Getting the maximum advantage for our tax dollars to lower the number of 
uninsureds is the most important element of reform. 

Please let me know what I may do to assist you in this endeavor. 

Sincerely, 

Jf;i 
Richard A. Beale 
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August 19, 2010 

Terri White, MSW 

H 
Oklahoma State Department of Heatth 

Creatiny a State af Health 

···----------~tw:y.ofHealth .. ----------.... -------- .. ·-----· .......... -·------ ............. _______________________ . ____ .. ___ .. ··--·--·· _____________ .. __ .. ____ .. _____ , ______ ........ . 
Oklahoma Department of Mental Health & Substance Abuse Services 
P.0.53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Dear Secretary White: 

As Commissioner of the Oklahoma State Department of Health (OSDH), I enthusiastically 
b"Upport the efforts of the Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services 
(ODMHSAS) in applying for a planning grant to establish a health insurance exchange in 
Oklahoma. You may count on our continued support and assistance on all issues designed to 
improve the health outC()~es of all Oklahomans. 

The designation by Governor Brad Henry of your agency as the lead on this application and your 
--------- ----.pruinershipswith--the--Oklahoma Insurance Department (OID) and the Oklahoma Health Care 

Authority (OHCA) in developing this grant proposal speak to the confidence we and other state 
partners have in your abilities to accomplish this important and beneficial task. 

We will support and work with you throughout the planning and implementation process as we 
serve to improve and protect the public health of Oklahoma. 

Sincerely, 

(~~;~P 
Terry Cline, Ph.D. 
Commissioner of Health 

Board of Health 

tommiss:ioner of Health 
Teny l Cline. PhO 

Jenny Alnopuios, 00. President fl Murali Krishna. MO. Vice Presidem Cris Hart.Wr,lfo, Secretary-Treasurer 1000 NE l{FH St 
Michael 0 Aruler$on. PhD Kenneth R Mil!er. MO Bairy l Smith, JD Oklahoma Citr .. OK 731'17-1299 

Alfi~ Baldwin, Jr Micflaal l Morgan. DOS Ronatd Wcodsoo. MO www.heaith.ok.gov 
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August 18, 2010 

Terri White 
Secretary of Health 

··· State of OKiahoma 
P.O. Box 53277 

The Universitj of Oklahoma1' 

College of Medicine 
OFFICE OF THE-EXECUTIVE DEAN 

Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Dear Secretary White: 

I wish to express my support forthe State of Oklahoma's application for a granHo aid 
Oklahoma in planning for health insurance exchanges. £very possible avenue must be explored 
as we examine and search for the most cost-effective ways to implement health care reform in 
Oklahoma. 

The University of Oklahoma College of Medicine looks forward to the opportunity to participate 
in this important undertaking and strongly supports the state's efforts to explore this 
opportunity for developing health insurance exchanges. 

Sincerely, 

M. Dewayne Andrews, M.D. 
Vice President for Health Affairs 
Executive Dean, College of Medicine 

C: Robert Roswell, M.D., Senior Associate Dean 

College of Medicine • Post Office Box 26901 • Biomedical Sciences Building • Room 357 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73126-0901 ,. {405) 271-2265 • FAX {405) 271-3032 
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Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P053277 

• 

----- ---~~l<l__~?_f!l<l_<:;i!Y.:~~!~~~§::_~~!!_______ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dear Secretary White, 

As Executive Director of an anti-poverty agency whose client base consists of a large 
percentage of uninsured individuals, I strongly support Oklahoma's application for a planning 
grant that would be used to implement a health insurance exchange. 

We look forward to participating in the planning process and doing what we can to make sure 
the exchange works for the over 30,000 families we serve each year. 

Sincerely, 

-----------~------

Steven Dow 
Executive Director. Community Action Project of Tulsa County, Inc. 
<&-/i'\i:)o10 

4606 South Garnett Rodd. Suite 100 • Tulsa. Oklahoma 74146 • 918.382.3200 • fax 918.382.32.J 3 
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Kevin D. Gordon 
Direct Tel: (405) 239-6619 
Oiled: Fax: (405) 272-5280 

Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P.O. 53277 

<D 

Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

CROWE&DUNLEVY 
A PROFESSIONAL COFIPOAATIO-N 

~~~-t..w _.,.,.,, 

August 23, 2010 

Re: Letter of Support for State Health Insurance Exchange Grant 

Dear Secretary White: 

It is with great pleasure that I provide this letter of support for Oklahoma's efforts to 
secure grant funding for research and planning activities associated with establishing a health 
insurance exchange. 

As a health care attorney, I have had the privilege of working alongside and providing 
representation and counsel to the state agencies, health care providers and payors, professional 
and trade organizations, and private consumer advocates who populate Oklahoma's health <:are 
community. This community has a proven track-record of working together to build consensus 
and achieve results for improving the quality of and access to ..:are in our state. 

The health insurance exchange grant program presents a unique opportunity for these 
community members to again come together and work to maximize the value and benefits 
Oklahoma can realize through the federal directives and resource i:Ommitments aimed at 
expanding the availability of affordable health insurance coverage. 

Again, I am proud to offer my support to this endeavor and believe Oklahoma will 
greatly benefit from the opportunity to access and apply additional resources in an ongoing effort 
to lower costs and improve access to care. 

iry~yf', 
~~ 

cc: Kim Holland 

TULSA 
5.0G KF.NNEOY ElUILDlNG 

3:?1 SOVTH SCSTON AVENUI: 
TU\.SA, OK 74~03-331.J 

1Cl g1a 592 '3900 • FA>c sne.59:? 9ao1 

OKLAHOMA CITY 
20 NOATH BROADWAY. surre 1800 
OKLAHOMA crrv. OK 73102·8273 

TEL 405.235.7700 •FM: 40~.23!ill.IS651 

www.crowedunlevy.com 

r.;QRMAN 
tHE H•?O!NT or·f'lCE BUlLOINC:> 
250C SOUTH ~Ac.GEE. surre 1&() 
NORMAN. Q~: 7'.;!C'7:?~07Cl~ 
'TEL· A('J5 371 1'"'ll7 •FAX: 40~ 'o\l:H) 400";• 
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August 23, 2010 

Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services 
Attn: Terri White, Secretary of Health 
P.O. 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Dear Secretary White: 

1215 South Boulder 
PO Box 3283 
Tulsa, Okiahoma 74102-3283 
Telephone: (918) 560-3500 

As Oklahoma's oldest and largest insurer, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Oklahoma is particularly 
interested in the development of the state-based health insurance exchange created by the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act of2010. 

The successful creation and implementation of such exchanges requires the support and leadership of 
both public and private parties. As a stakeholder, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Oklahoma is 
dedicated to taking a hands-on approach and actively contributing our expertise and resources to this 
process. 

We commend the state of Oklahoma, the Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse 
Services, the Oklahoma Insurance Department and the Oklahoma Health Care Authority in applying 
for a planning grant. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Oklahoma values the role each of you play in our 
state government. We are committed to being engaged and serving our state as we see the new 
insurance exchange through to success. If you have any questions, please contact me by phone at 
(918) 551-2275 or by e-mail atjeff_tikkanen@hcsc.net. 

Sincerely, 

}'Hr' Jc. 7ll l•w1e. 
Jeffrey Tikkanen 
Vice President, Marketing and Sales 

• 

• 
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-.wa•® 
Ms. Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P.O. 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

August 20, 2010 

Dear Secretary White: 

On behalf of our 400,000 members, AARP Oklahoma is supporting the Great State of 
Oklahoma's efforts to secure a$! million planning grant for developing a state health 
insurance exchange. We appreciate the opportunity to be a stakeholder and look forward 
to being "at the table" throughout the process. 

A state health insurance exchange will make it easier for <:onsumcrs to obtain health 
insurance. Exchanges will provide "one stop shopping" so that consumers can compare 
and purchase insurance and access subsidies. There are great benefits to providing access 
to a range of comprehensive insurance products for individuals and small businesses. 
Consumers should be well represented in the design and operation of a state health 
insurance exchange. 

We look forward in developing a fully functional, consumer friendly state health 
insurance exchange for Oklahoma. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Coffer 
AARP Oklahoma State Director 
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GREATER 
OKlAHOMA CITY 

CHAMBER 
. - ., . - . --•. -~. --

123 Park Ave. 
Oklahoma City, OK 
73102 

405.297.8900 phone 
405-297.8916 fax 

www.okcchamber.com 
www.greateroklahomacity.com 

August 19, 2010 

Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P.O. Box53277 
Oldahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Re: Health Exchange Grant Application 

Dear Comrrrissioner White: 

I am writing to express the support of the Greater Oklahoma City Chamber 
for the State of Oklahoma's application for a $1 million federal planning 
grant to aid in the state's development of health care insurance exchanges. 
We understand that under the new federal health care law such exchanges 
must be implemented by 2014 and that this grant will be critical in allowing 
Oklahoma to meet that deadline. · 

• 

As an organization representing more than 5000 members in _the Greater 
Oklahoma City area, we have a significant interest in the development of • 
Oklahoma's exchange program. We're hopeful that you will have an open, 
transparent process in developing the exchanges and ask that we be not only 
be kept apprised of the planning process, but also be given the opportunity 
to provide input as you move forward. 

Please let me know how we may be of assistance. 

'Z4k--
President and CEO 

• 
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Attachment E: Scope of Work 
Consultant Contract 

Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project 
Evaluation and Analysis of Current Exchange Environment and State Readiness 
The evaluation of the cuffent environment is a critical phase of the Oklahoma Health Insurance 
Exchange Project planning because the remaining activities will be based on the results of this 
first phase. The technical approach for this phase is designed to identify the opportunities and 
challenges for developing an Exchange. Some of the critical tasks may include, but are not 
limi1ed to, the following: 

• . Evaluate the current environment and make recommendations on the advantages and 
disadvantages of enhancing cuffent systems. 

• Recommend an Insurance Exchange system that is interoperable with other health care 
systems. Include a discussion of new concepts or innovative approaches that are being 
utilized by other states either in their design of the system or in their approach to contract 
management. This may include assessments of overall development and implementation 
costs as well as future sustainability. 

• Conduct a Dap Analysis and To-Be Assessment of current systems and business 
processes and recommend pathways to development of a complete plan. Examples of 
current information systems and business processes to by analyzed may include: 

o Medicaid I CHIP eligibility, enrollment and outreach functions; 
o Insurance Department regulatory tools used to oversee the insurance market; 
o Web portals currently in operation for consumer assistance purposes; and 
o Data sharing methods with various state, federal and private entities. 

• Provide a cost/benefit analysis of the proposed recommendations. 
• Provide an overview of the programming and implementation requirements for each 

recommendation. 
• Provide recommendations on the amount of personnel and resources needed to 

implement each alternative. 
• Recommend reasonable staffing levels needed by the fiscal agent and/or OHCA for each 

of the identified options. 
• Develop and conduct a statewide survey of existing insurance car~iers regarding aspects 

of the product lines and plans. 
• Analyze the feasibility of the state basic health plan option as another option to be otrered 

on the exchange. 
• Prepare and present requested information and findings to the stakeholder group. 
• Evaluate existing state and federal regulations for the Oklahoma insurance market, 

identifying changes needed as well as necessary new regulation. 
• Assist in the development of health plan ratings or report cards. 
• Develop comprehensive communication plans for various audiences, all leading to the 

successful utilization of the exchange and enrollment into appropriate plans. 
Actuarial modeling 
The evaluation of the current private market environment is another critical phase. Some of the 
critical tasks may include, but are not limited to, the following: 

• E'valuate modeling trends of the private insurance market in Oklahoma. This may include 
evaluation of premium structure, rate setting, risk adjustment, and benefit plan and cost
sharing design. 

• Evaluate Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) and other requirements in the non-group/small 
group markets and potential impact upon the Oklahoma insurance market . 
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Tasks 

PLANNING PHASE 

onsultant begins gap analysis 
ith ro· ect mana ers 
onsultant prepares and 
istributes initial report for 
takeholder group(s) and 

Jeaislature 
egin submitting Proposed 
e islation for consideration 
onvene Stakeholder group and 
egin periodic meetings (whole 
eriod 
onsultant provides gap analysis 

mdin s reviewed b stakeholders 
onsultants work with project 
anagers to create final report and 

Jan for implementation of State 
ealth Benefit Exchan e 

oving forward create legislation 
needed for 2012 session 

• Attachment F: Timeline 

Timing 

FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP 
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• . Attachment G· Work Plan . 
Task &. Action steps Time Table Responsible 

Anticipated Results Evaluation/ Measurement Agency/Person 

Task 1: Hire project staff and complete contractual arrangements 

Action Step 1.1 

Hire Project Staff Notice of grant award DMH.(Lead ,Qualified staff will be hired to Staff positions will be rn1ec1 by 
5eptember 30, 2010 Agency) fulfill grant objectives October 30, 20!0 

Action Step 1, 2 

COnsultants specializing in 
Complete contracts with Notice of grant award 

DMH/OHCA/OID 
health care coverage AH contracts completed by 

consultant 5eptember 30, 2010 research and development will Decernber31,2010 
be sought via RFP 

Task It Action Steps Time Table Responsible Anticipated Results Evaluation/ Measurement Agency/Person 

Task 2: conduct gap analysis of current status of OHIEP 

Action Step 2.1 

January through Project managers Snapshot of available private Availability and costs of 
Research Private plan options March, 2011 and consultants 

coverage and premiums private plans reported to 
created group 

Action Step 2.2 
Review Public Options and how January through Project managers Connectivity of public and Data available for integration 
may be coordinated with Private I March, 2011 and consultants private options researched into final report. 

Action Step 2.3 

I Requests for needed 
Identify needed regulatory January through Project managers Proposed legislative changes legistation forwarded to 
changes March, 2011 and consultants identified I appropriate government 

officials. • Task &. Action steps Time Table Responsible Anticipated Results Evaluation/ Measurement Agency /Person 

Task 3: Convene a workgroup of stakeholders consisting of state health agencies, beneficiary advocacy groups, health 
providers, health plans, provider associations, insurance companies, employers, community action agencies, etc. 

Action Step 3.1 

Convene work.group January l, 2011 
OHCA/OlD and formal work.group will be Quarterly meetings begin 
project managers created February 2011 

Action Step 3.2 

Initial meeting held to inform Workgroup will develop work 

I 
workgroup of grant objectives 

January - March OHCA/OID and Workgroup will be infonned plan and sub groups if needed 

and grant work plan 
2011 project managers to assist meeting project 

goals. 

Action Step 3.3 

Quarterly meetings {at a 
Tentative dates are 

OHCA/ OID and 
Workgroup will productively Work.group contributes 

minimum) are held 
January, April, July 

project managers 
participate in e"Yaluating data valuable input to assist in 

and October, 2011 and developing options developing the exchange 

Task & Action Steps I Time Table J Responsible I Anticipated Results J Evaluation/ Measurement Agency I Person I 

Task 4: Collect, analyze and rePort data regarding the current status of OHIEP 

Subtask 4.1: Conduct insurance carrier focus groups and survey 

Action Step 4.1.1 I I I I 

• 8/27/2010 I 
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• Determine objectives of focus Nov. 1·15, 2010 OHCA/OIO Objectives of focus group 
Objectives are delennined nroup studies studies will be determined 

Action Step 4.1.2 

Conduct insuranc.e carrier focus Nov. 16,2010 
Project managers FOOJS group studies will be Focus group studies are through June 30, 

groups and survey 2011 and consultant conducted perfonned 

Participate In quarterly Interim findings wiU assist In Interim findings do assist in 
meetings orally presenting developing eptions to create develeplng options to create 
interim findings Health Benefit Exchange Health Benefit Exchange 
Action Step 4.1.3 

Report findings of focus group Project managers Findings will assist in fincfings do assist In 
August 15, 2011 developing eptiilns for tile developing options for tile studies and survey and consultant 

Health Benefit Exchange Health Benefit Exchange 

Task & Action Steps TimeT:able Responsible 
An~pated Results _ Evaluation/ Measur:e_ment 

' A-n--/Person 

Task 4: Collect, analyze and report data regarding the current status of OHIEP 

Subtask 4.2: Develop options, strategies and models that would create Health Benefit Exchange 

Action Step 4.2.1 

November 1, 2010 Research will further identify Data does identify health <are 
COnduct demographic research through February 28, Project managers health care coverage Issues in coverage issues and produces 
using CPS. and consultant Olclahoma and provide a a \'alid baseline of barriers to 2011 baseline of barriers to access acress. 
Action Step 4.2.2 

wm assist In tile analysis of 
Attend quarterly workgroup 

March 1 through Project managers compiled data and use it and · Data Is analyzed and 
meetings and assist in the August 31, 2011 and consultant tile workgroup in tile workgroup participates in 
analysis of data compiled development process of development 

options and strategies • Action Step 4.2.3 

Develop options, strategies and 
Options, strategies and models that if implemented March 1 through Project managers models that would provide Options, Slrategies and 

would provide access to the August 31, 2011 and consultant access to tile Health Benefit models for tile Health Benefit 
Health Benefit Exchange to aU .Exchange are finalized Exchange are implemented 
citizens 

Task r. Action Steps Time Table Responsible Anticipated Results . Evaluation/ Measurement Agency /Person 

Task 5: Use data analyzed to determine governance of OHIEP 

Action Step 5.1 

Oetennine proportion of the Determine tile number of 
members of the Governance Percentage of Governance 

governing organization to be July I through 
OHCA/OIO board from public entities out Board representing public 

represented by public September30,2011 of tile total number of board entitles will equal 50%. 
stakeholders members 

Action Step 5.2 

Detennine proportion of the 
Determine tile number of 
members of the Governance Percentage of Governance governing organization to be July 1 through OHCA/DIO board from private sector out Board representing tile private 

represented by private sector September 30, 2011 of tile total number of board sector will equal 50%. 
stakeholders members 

Action Step 5.3 

8/2712010 2 • 
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• Detennine if governing 
organization 1s represented by July l through Count representatives from AU groups are represented on government, public health, September 30, 2011 OHCA/OID each stakeholder group the Governance board hospitals, employers, providersr 
payers and -consumers 

Action Step 5.4 

Does the state Medicaid agency the state Medicaid Agency has 
have a designated governance July 1 through 

OHCA/OID 
Attestation of the state an appropriate role in the 

role in the Health Benefit September 30, 2011 Medicaid Agency (OHCA) governance of the Health 
Exchange? Benefit Exchange 

Action Step 5.5 

The governing organization 
Strategic Plan for the Health develops and adopts a strategic July 1 through Strategic Plan for the Health 

plan for the Health Benefit September 30, 2011 OHCA/010 Benefit Exchange is developed Benefit Exchange is ratified by 

Exchange the governing organizatt:ion. 

Action Step 5.6 

The governing organization -Operational Plan for the The operational plan is ratified 
approves and starts July I through Health Benefit £xd1ange is by the governing organization 
implementation of an September 30, 2011 OHCA/OID developed and and both the operational plan 
operational plan for the Health implementation steps are and strategic plans are 
Benefit Exchange started approved by the ONC. 

Task &. Action Steps Time Table Responsible Anticipated Results Evaluation/ Measurement Agency /Person 

Task 6: Incorporate Health Information Exchange {HIE) into OHIEP 

Action Step 6.1 

• Convene healthcare September 30 Stakeholders are informed Consensus is achieved and 
stakeholders and build trust and through December OHCA/ OID and policies for HIE policies for appropriate use of 
consensus 31, 2010 incorporation are developed HIE are written. 

Action Step 6.2 
Data agreements for the 

Create data agreements 
appropriate use and 

January 1 through Integration of HIE in the Data agreements are between stakeholders and March 31, 2011 OHC4/0ID 
Health Benefit Exd'lange are approved and signed. 

participating organizations ratified by stakeholder 
oraanizations 

Task &. Action steps Time Table Responsible Anticipated Results Evaluation/ Measurement Agency /Person 

Task 7: Prepare and Submit Reports to the Project Officer at the Department of Health and Human Services 

Action Step 7.1 

Write quarterly reports to the January 1 through DMH Project Report will be reviewed by the Report and project status 

Project Officer at HHS. June 30, 2011 Manager Project Officer at HHS approved by Project Officer at 
HHS. 

Action Step 7.2 

Final Report is written and 
submitted to the Division of DMH Project Final report submitted to Final report is approved by 
Grants Management Office at 5eptember 30, 2011 
the Department of Health and 

Manager DGMO at HHS Project Officer at HHS. 

Human Services 

• 8/27/2-0! 0 3 
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• Attachment H: Governance Decision Making Framework 

Decision Point Metric Method and data Initial Target 
source 

What proportion of the % of Governance Board # board members from 50% 
governing organization is representing public public entities/total 
represented by public entities number of board 
stakeholders? members 
What proportion of the % of Governance Board '# board members from 50% 
governing organization is representing private private entities/total 
represented by private entities number of board 
sector stakeholders? members 
Does the governing Yes or No for each Count representatives Yes to all 
organization represent stakeholder type 
government, public 
health, hospitals, 
employers, providers, 
payers and consumers? \ 

Does the state Medicaid Yes or No Attestation of the state Yes 
agency have a designated Medicaid agency 
governance role in the (OHCA) 
organization? 
Has the governing Yes or No Ratification of Strategic Yes 
organization adopted a Plan 
strategic plan for the 
exchange? • Has the governing Yes or No Requires Governance Yes 
organization approved strategic plan and 
and started operational plan, both of 
implementation of an which have been 
operational plan for the approved by the Pl and 
exchan2e? state leadershin. 
Are governing Yes or No Review of meeting Yes 
organization meetings policies and 
posted and open to the communications 
nublic? methods 
Has the governing Yes or No Review of proposed Yes 
organization legislation - follow up 
recommended on passage/failure. 
authorizing/enabling 
lei>islation? 

• 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTH INSURANCE EXCHANGE 
Overview of Advisory Workgroups 

 

1 
 

 
Governance & Administration Structure 
 
As Oklahomans work together to design a Health Insurance Exchange to meet the needs of our State, 
the governance and administration of the Exchange are among the most important initial decisions we 
will make.  These choices will have profound effects on the ability of the Exchange to successfully meet 
the health insurance needs of individuals and small employers. At its core, an Exchange is a distribution 
channel for commercial insurance. The Exchange will also be a conduit for premium subsidies and 
reduced cost sharing, thereby enabling individuals and, small employers to purchase insurance. The 
governance structure and administration of the Exchange should reflect this fundamental role and 
responsibility. 

Oklahoma will seek to establish a health insurance exchange that will promote effective competition for 
health insurance and offer a wide selection of coverage options to individuals and small businesses. 
Options for structuring the governance of an exchange include: a state government agency (either 
existing or newly created), a public trust, a nonprofit entity established by the state, or a multi-state 
exchange. If a state does not wish to establish an exchange, the federal government will operate an 
exchange in the state. 

Whatever form of governance Oklahoma chooses the governance structure and administration of the 
Exchange may determine, among other things: 

• The management and extent to which the Exchange will operate within state government; 

• The level of transparency and public accountability;  

• The manner by which goods and services will be procured;  

• Staffing levels and hiring procedures;  

• The criteria that may be used to select health plans; and  

• The intersection between publicly-subsidized coverage and non-subsidized commercial 
insurance. 

• The Exchange’s sources of funding 

• Financial reporting requirements 

Because a health insurance exchange will face many unanticipated challenges, Oklahoma should 
consider giving the Exchange substantial flexibility and discretion in setting policies. The statute 
establishing Oklahoma’s Exchange can leave many issues to be worked out later by the Exchange as 
more information becomes available and the Exchange gains experience. 
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HB 2130 
Effective November 1, 2011. 
 

• Establishes an Executive Director for the Health Care for the Uninsured Board (HUB) to advise and aid the 
board in its duties.   

• The Secretary of Health and Human Service shall be the Executive Director and shall implement the duties of 
the HUB. 

• The Board (HUB) shall meet initially no later than December 15, 2011.  
• The State Department of Health shall provide space for meetings of the Board (HUB). 
• HUB Membership (9): 

o Three members appointed by the Governor representing the actuary interests of top ten health 
insurance providers. (one (1) member for a term of two (2) years, and two (2) members for a term of 
three (3) years, 

o One member to be appointed by the President Pro Tempore of the Senate who shall represent the 
interests of insurance agents to serve a term of two (2) years, 

o  One Member to be appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives who shall represent 
interests of Oklahoma employers to serve a term of three (3) years, 

o The CEO of the Oklahoma Health Care Authority, or designee, 
o The Oklahoma Insurance Commissioner, or designee, 
o One member who shall represent the State & Education Employees Group Insurance Board, and 
o One member who shall represent the Oklahoma State Employees Benefit Council. 

 

• HUB Duties: 
o Advise, consult with, and make recommendations to the Insurance Commissioner ; 
o Assist and advise the Insurance Commissioner on such other matters as the Commissioner may submit 

for recommendations to the State Board of Health; 
o Apply for grants or other federal Medicaid funds available to implement the provisions of the Health 

Care for Oklahomans Act; 
o Establish a system of counseling, including a website, for those individuals who are without health 

insurance and are not covered by Medicaid, that includes but is not limited to: 
 educating consumers about insurance programs certified by the state in accordance with this 

section, 
 aiding consumers in choosing policies that cover medically necessary services for that 

consumer, and 
 educating consumers on how to utilize primary and preventative care in order to reduce the 

unnecessary utilization of services by the consumer; and  
o Establish a system whereby if an individual qualifies for a subsidy under the premium assistance  

program, established in Section 1010.1 of Title 56 of the Oklahoma Statutes, that person is able to 
become enrolled through the HUB in conjunction with local, qualified insurance producers. 

 
• Insurance Commissioner’ s Duties: 

o Establish a system of certification for insurance programs offered in this state to be recommended by 
the HUB; 

o Establish a system for the credentialing of insurance producers who intend to market insurance 
programs certified by the state in accordance with this section; and 

o Establish a system for the certification of low-cost health insurance programs designed to provide 
coverage to eligible individuals.  Such programs shall not be required to include certain mandates.  The 
Board (HUB) may recommend that plans certified by the Commissioner be offered statewide to eligible 
individuals. 

o The HUB shall receive no general revenue appropriations, but shall be funded by grants awarded to the 
state. 
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CROWE&DUNLEVY 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW 

M E M O R A N D U M 

TO:  SHIECAP Governance Committee 

FROM:  Karen S. Rieger, Kevin D. Gordon, Cori H. Loomis, Christopher B. Keim 

DATE:  April 12, 2010 

RE:  Entity Analysis Matrix 

 

 

 Law State 
Agency 

Public Trust Not-for-Profit, Tax-
Exempt Corporation 

Procedure/Transparency Oklahoma Open Meetings 
Act1 

 

Yes2 Yes3 

 

Generally N/A, unless receiving 
public funds and exercising 
decision-making authority. 

 

 Oklahoma Open Records 
Act4 

 

Yes5 Yes6 

 

Generally N/A, unless receiving 
public funds and exercising 
decision-making authority. 

                                                           
1 25 O.S. §§ 301-312. 
2 25 O.S. § 304. 
3 25 O.S. § 304 (definition of public body); see also Okla. A.G. Op. No. 2010-01. 
4 51 O.S. §§ 24A.1-24A.29. 
5 51 O.S. § 24A.3. 
6 51 O.S. §24A.3; see also Okla. A.G. Op. No. 2010-1. 
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 Law State 
Agency 

Public Trust Not-for-Profit, Tax-
Exempt Corporation 

 

 Administrative Procedures 
Act7 

Yes8 Yes9 No 

Limits on Liability Governmental Tort Claims 
Act10 

 

Yes11 Yes12 

 

No 

Taxation Sales and Use Taxes 

 

Exempt13 Exempt14 

 

Exempt only in certain 
circumstances.15 

 

 Ad Valorem Taxes 

 

Exempt16 Exempt if 
property held in 
compliance with 
Oklahoma Public 
Trust Act.17 

Exempt on property used 
exclusively for charitable 
purposes; not exempt on 
property used for proprietary 
purposes or leased to for profit 
persons or entities 

                                                           
7 75 O.S. §§ 250-323. 
8 75 O.S. § 250.3. 
9 75 O.S. § 250.3; see also Okla. A.G. Op. No. 2010-1. 
10 51 O.S. §§ 151-200. 
11 51 O.S. § 152. 
12 See generally 51 O.S. § 152(13). 
13 68 O.S. § 1356(1). 
14 Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1977-106. 
15 See generally 68 O.S. § 1356. 
16 68 O.S. § 2887. 
17 See 60 O.S. § 178.5. 
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 Law State 
Agency 

Public Trust Not-for-Profit, Tax-
Exempt Corporation 

  

 IRS Excess Benefit 
Transaction Provisions18 

 

N/A Yes, to the 
extent  public 
trust has 
outstanding tax-
exempt bonds 

 

Yes 

Creation/Governance Creation by statute. Yes Not expressly 
required under 
Public Trust Act, 
but may be 
desirable.19  

No 

 Board Composition Set by 
statute 

5 member board 
appointed by 
Governor with 
advice and 
consent of 
Senate.20 

Flexible 

Capital/Expenditures/Operations Public Competitive Bidding 
Act21 

Yes22 Yes23 

 

No 

 

                                                           
18 26 U.S.C. § 4958. 
19 See generally 60 O.S. § 176(A); Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1990-23. 
20 60 O.S. § 178(B).  
21 61 O.S. §§ 101-138. 
22 61 O.S. § 102. 
23 61 O.S. § 102; see also Okla. A.G. Op. No. 2010-1. 
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 Law State 
Agency 

Public Trust Not-for-Profit, Tax-
Exempt Corporation 

 

 Public Trust Competitive 
Bidding Requirements24 

N/A Yes25 

 

N/A 

 

 Conflict of Interest 
Prohibition – Oklahoma 
Constitution26 

Yes Unlikely27 No 

 Conflict of Interest 
Provisions – Oklahoma 
Public Trust Act28 

N/A Yes29 No 

 Joint Venture Activities 

 

No Yes, except to 
extent the public 
trust is 
supported by tax 
revenues; public 
trusts with 
outstanding tax-
exempt bonds 
subject to the 
same limitations 

Yes, subject to guidelines to 
assure tax-exempt entity 
maintains sufficient control to 
further its charitable purposes 

 

                                                           
24 60 O.S. § 176(H). 
25 60 O.S. § 176(H). 
26 Okla. Const. Art. X, § 11. 
27 See Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1996-47. 
28 60 O.S. § 178.8. 
29 60 O.S. § 178.8. 
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 Law State 
Agency 

Public Trust Not-for-Profit, Tax-
Exempt Corporation 

as not for profit, 
tax-exempt 
corporations 

 

 Debt and Contracting 
Limitations – Oklahoma 
Constitution30  

Yes No31 No 

 Oklahoma Central 
Purchasing Act32 

Yes33 Unlikely, 
clarifying 
language 
desirable.34 

No 

 Issuing Bonds By 
statutory 
authority 

Yes35 Not directly, but may be issued 
by a public trust on behalf of not 
for profit corporation 

 Funds held on deposit by 
Oklahoma State Treasurer36 

Yes37 No, to extent 
funds generated 
by non-state 

No 

                                                           
30 Okla. Const. Art. X, §§ 23-25. 
31 See 60 O.S. § 176; Okla. AG Op. No. 1990-23. 
32 74 O.S. §§ 85.1-85.44C.  
33 74 O.S. § 85.2. 
34 See Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1996-47; see generally Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1984-135 (concluding state-beneficiary public trust subject to Central Purchasing Act).  This 
Attorney General Opinion is substantially dated and may no longer apply to a public trust analysis. 
35 60 O.S. § 176(A). 
36 See generally 74 O.S. § 362. 
37 See 74 O.S. § 362. 
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 Law State 
Agency 

Public Trust Not-for-Profit, Tax-
Exempt Corporation 

contributions and 
trust revenues.38 

                                                           
38 Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1986-70; see also Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1990-23. 
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 Law State 
Agency 

Public Trust Not-for-Profit, Tax-
Exempt Corporation 

 Restriction on use of public 
funds as gifts or for non-
public purposes - Oklahoma 
Constitution39 

Yes No, to extent 
funds generated 
by non-state 
contributions and 
trust revenues.40  

No 

 Receipt of state grant funds Agency 
typically 
administers 
grant 
funds. 

Yes, when 
satisfy grant 
objective (likely 
need legislative 
act creating grant 
program) and not 
inconsistent with 
trust 
documents.41  

Possibly, if satisfy grant 
objective and exempt purposes of 
entity. 

 Receipt of state 
appropriations 

Yes Possibly, if 
appropriation 
accomplishes 
governmental 
purpose with 
appropriate 
controls over 
entity receiving 
funds.42  

Generally no 

                                                           
39 See generally Okla. Const. Art. X, §§ 14, 15, 17. 
40 Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1986-131. 
41 See Okla. AG Op. No. 2004-20. 
42 See generally Okla. A.G. Op. No. 2007-41.  Although the test cited above reflects the general law governing appropriations – and would presumably apply to 
govern a direct appropriation to a public trust – there is no precedent we are aware of specifically approving of such action. 
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 Law State 
Agency 

Public Trust Not-for-Profit, Tax-
Exempt Corporation 

 Interlocal Cooperation Act43 Yes44 Yes45 Generally no46 

 Oklahoma Personnel Act47  Yes48 No49 No 

 

 

                                                           
43 74 O.S. §§ 1001-1008. 
44 74 O.S. § 1003. 
45 74 O.S. § 1003. 
46 See 74 O.S. § 1003. 
47 74 O.S. §§ 840-1.1-840.2-27. 
48 74 O.S. § 840-1.3. 
49 Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1996-47. 
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• 

Oklahoma Health Information Exchange 
The "OtherlJ Exchange 

Oklahoma 

Health Insurance Exchange 
(OHIX) 

o Connects people to insurance 
providers and resources 

o Reduce the number of 
uninsured people 

o Ensure greater accountability 
and transparency in the 
purchase of insurance 

o Drive quality improvement 
and cost containment of health 
care costs 

Oklahoma 

Health Information Exchange 

(OHIE) 

o Data network that connects 
health care facilities and 
providers 

o More reliable data to 
providers helping to avoid 
medical errors 

o Improve coordination of care 

o Address rising health costs 

o Reduce redundant testing 
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Oklahoma Health Information Exchange Trustees 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Oklahoma Health Information Exchange Trust Advisory Board 

Organization Nominations to Advisory Board 

Oklahoma Health Care Authority [Medicaid], Lynn Puckett, Contracts Service Director  

Oklahoma State Department of Health [Public Health], Becki Moore, Data Warehouse Manager  

Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance 
Abuse Services, 

Terri White, Commissioner  

University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, 
Kevin Elledge, Executive Director of Operations, 
OU Physicians  

Oklahoma State University Center for Health Sciences Dr. Jim Hess, COO  

A nominee of the Indian Health Service Office responsible 
for Oklahoma, 

Dr. John Farris, Chief Medical Officer  

A representative of Tribal interests, Mr. Mitchell Thornbrugh, Cherokee Nation  

Oklahoma Hospital Association, 
Rick Snyder, CFO and VP, Finance & Information 
Services  

Oklahoma Osteopathic Association Dennis J. Carter, DO, past president 

Oklahoma Pharmacists Association Jim Spoon 

Oklahoma State Medical Association, Kent T. King, MD 

The State Chamber of Oklahoma, 
Matt Robison, Vice President Small Business and 
Workforce Development  

Security and privacy representative nominated by the 
Oklahoma Health Information Security and Privacy Council, 

Robn Green (OSDH and Vice Chair of OKHISPC) 

A HIO representative as nominated by the OHIET Board Joe Walker 

A consumer representative nominated by the governor Sean Voskuhl, Associate State Director AARP/OK  

A nominee of the Oklahoma Regional Extension Center 
steering committee, 

Jonathan Kolarik, MBA, RN, Director of HIT  

Oklahoma Association of Health Plans, 
Bill Hancock, Vice President & General Manager 
of CommunityCare Managed Health Plan 

Representative of Rural Providers Val Schott  / (Advisory Board Chair) 

A HIO representative as nominated by the OHIET Board Mark Jones 

 

Julie Cox-Kain, M.P.A. 

Robert H. Roswell, M.D. 

Brian A. Yeaman, M.D. 

Craig W. Jones 

Jenny J. Alexopulos, D.O. 

David C. Kendrick, M.D. 

Samuel T. Guild 
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From: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Jonathan Buxton (Jonathan.buxton@okhouse.gov); Trait Thompson; Jarred Brejcha (brejcha@oksenate.gov);

Jim Williamson (williamson@oksenate.gov); Brian Downs; Lieser, Derek G.; Nicole Prieto Johns
(NicolePJ@health.ok.gov); Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry

Subject: OHIX Planning Meetings: Invitation to Legislators
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:43:30 PM
Attachments: OHX Stakeholder Agenda - March 2011.doc

Key Advisory Work Groups OKLAHOMA HEALTH INSURANCE EXCHANGE 2011.pdf
NAIC Exchange Information.pdf
Planning OHX Stakeholder Mtg Mar 16 2011.pdf

 
Dear Legislators: 
 
You are invited to attend General Stakeholder and Workgroup meetings for the
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project.  Please visit our website:
http://www.okhca.org/OHX
 

·         The Work Group sign-up page is now available, please click on this link to sign up to
participate in an Advisory Work Group: http://www.okhca.org/ohx-feedback.aspx

·         Please review the attached meeting agenda and list of Key Advisory Work Groups to
carefully consider where you would like to participate.

·         Key Advisory Work Groups will develop recommendations regarding an Oklahoma
Exchange. 

Save the date:  Next Exchange Stakeholder Meeting: March 16, 10:30 a.m. at the ODMHSAS
Training Center in the Shepherd Mall

Dates set for future General Stakeholder meetings:
·         March 16, 2011, 10:30am -12:00pm / OKC
·         April 29, 2011, 10:30am -12:00pm / TULSA
·         May 25, 2011, 10:30am -12:00pm/TBD

 
 
Nicole Prieto Johns, Project Manager
Derek Lieser, Project Manager
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project
 
PLEASE NOTE OUR CONTACT INFORMATION:
 
S. Nicole Prieto Johns | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 
1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.9444 x 56479| Cell 
405.365-7530 | E-mail NicolePJ@health.ok.gov
 
Derek Lieser | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 
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1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Office: 405.271.9444 x 56332 | Mobile
phone: 405.388.5814 | E-mail: DerekL@health.ok.gov
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  OOkkllaahhoommaa  HHeeaalltthh  IInnssuurraannccee  EExxcchhaannggee  AAddvviissoorryy  CCoommmmiitttteeee  
 

 
 

 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 
1:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. 

  

OSDH / Rm. 307 
Dr. Otho Whiteneck Boardroom 

1000 NE 10th Street 
Oklahoma City, OK  73117 

  

Exchange Project Managers: 
Derek Lieser 

Nicole Prieto Johns  

 
 
 

A g e n d a  

I. Welcome – Secretary Cline 

II. Review of RFP Evaluation Committee Recommendations – Julie Cox-Kain 

III. Exchange Business Process Flowchart – Derek Lieser and Nicole Prieto Johns  
 

IV. Exchange Assumptions Review (if time permits) – Buffy Heater 
a) Key considerations 
b) Design options   

V. Next Advisory Committee Meeting – Derek Lieser and Nicole Prieto Johns  
a) March 31, 2011 – 1pm OSDH 
b) Call for agenda Items for next meeting 

VI. Adjournment  
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OOkkllaahhoommaa HHeeaalltthhccaarree EExxcchhaannggee SSttaakkeehhoollddeerr MMeeeettiinngg

Wednesday, January 26, 2011
10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

ODMHSAS Training Center
Rose Rock Conference Room
2401 NW 23rd Street, Suite 1F

Oklahoma City, OK 73107

Exchange Project Managers:
Derek Lieser

Nicole Prieto Johns

Purpose of the meeting:
1. Begin process of developing a common understanding of what a healthcare exchange in

Oklahoma must do.
2. Discuss Planning Grant requirements and objectives.
3. Share a plan to involve stakeholders in identifying and refining a set of issues to be considered in

planning for an Oklahoma exchange.
4. Discuss Exchange Planning Timeline and establishment of objectives to be met prior to the next

general stakeholder meeting.

A g e n d a

I. Welcome and Meeting Overview

II. What an exchange is expected to do / Questions
Overview presentation of exchange purpose, discussion of key business functions of an Oklahoma
state based health insurance exchange and the role of Exchange planning stakeholders.

III. Recent Events
a) Award of Federal Planning Grant
b) RFP to engage gap analysis contractor
c) Application for Early Innovator Grant
d) Oklahoma Health Information Trust (HIE)

IV. Organization of Stakeholder Key Planning Task Groups
a) Present and discuss high-level exchange issues, and key questions to be analyzed
b) Discuss development of Key Planning Task Groups
c) Discuss objectives to be met prior to next general stakeholder meeting
d) Planning project timeline

V. Stakeholder Participation
a) Discuss available volunteer opportunities and how to participate
b) Presentation on available video conferencing capabilities

VI. Open Forum

VII. Overview objectives for next meeting / Adjournment
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Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 

GGeenneerraall  SSttaakkeehhoollddeerr  MMeeeettiinngg  
 

 

Exchange Website - www.okhca.org/ohx  

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 
10:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. 

  

ODMHSAS Training Center 
Rose Rock Conference Room 
2401 NW 23rd Street, Suite 1F 

Oklahoma City, OK  73107 
  

Exchange Project Managers: 
Derek Lieser 

Nicole Prieto Johns  

 
Alternate Site - Interactive Video Conferencing: Tulsa  
(Please email Nicole or Derek if you would like to attend the meeting from the Tulsa site) 
Oxy Building 
110 W. 7th St. Tulsa, OK. 74119  
Room 2520  
 
Online Live Feed: 
1. Using your web browser, connect to http://204.87.64.180  
2. Enter 423423 in the "Conference ID" field 
3. Click "Stream this conference" 
4. If the conference does not stream, click the banner at the top of your browser to install the Media Player. 

 
G e n e r a l  S t a k e h o l d e r  M e e t i n g  A g e n d a  

I. Welcome / Opening Remarks  

Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange / Call to Stakeholders    
a) Secretary of Health and Human Services – Dr. Terry Cline 
b) Insurance Commissioner – John Doak 
c) CEO Health Care Authority – Mike Fogarty 

II. Stakeholder Participation 
a) Review of Key Advisory Groups – Nicole Prieto Johns & Derek Lieser  
b) Discuss break-out sessions 

III. Adjournment of General Stakeholder Meeting 

15 Minute Break: 11:15 – 11:30 
 
 

A d v i s o r y  W o r k g r o u p  B r e a k o u t  S e s s i o n s  
 

Break-out Session Locations in Shepherd Mall (11:30-12:30): 
• Governance & Administrative Structure: ODMHSAS -Rose Rock Room 
• Carrier & Plan Selection (Mike Rhoads): ODMHSAS– Granite Room 
• Enrollment, Eligibility Process & Infrastructure: ODMHSAS -  Sandstone Room 
• Education & Marketing: (Credit Union Conference Room 
• Financial Management & Premium Development: OSDH Conference Room 
•  Information Technology:  HP Board Room 
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  OOkkllaahhoommaa  HHeeaalltthhccaarree  EExxcchhaannggee  SStteeeerriinngg  CCoommmmiitttteeee 

 
 

 

Thursday, February 3, 2011 
1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. 

  

OHCA  
Hawaii Conference Room 

2401 NW 23rd Street, Suite A-1 
Oklahoma City, OK  73107 

  

Exchange Project Managers: 
Derek Lieser 

Nicole Prieto Johns  

 
 

A g e n d a  

I. Welcome and Meeting Overview 

II. Oklahoma Healthcare  Exchange (OHX) Timeline of Events 

III. Roles of: Project Managers, Steering Committee, Partnering Agencies and Stakeholder groups 

IV. Discussion of recent events 
a) Legislation - Kris Steele filed HB 2130 [Health Care for the Uninsured Board (HUB)] 
b) Request for Proposal (RFP) for consulting contractor / Meeting with CIO Alex Pettit 
c) Early Innovator Grant: Where are we now? Post award steps needed (Feb. 15) 

V. Discussion of OHX Key Advisory Work Groups 
a) Release of on-line sign up lists for advisory work groups 
b) Advisory work group chairs and co-chairs 

VI. Open Forum 

VII. Objectives for next meeting and meeting location  

VIII. Adjournment  
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From: Nicole Prieto Johns
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Derek Lieser
Subject: OK Exchange: Meeting / Grant Award next Tues / Relocation needs
Date: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 4:12:50 PM

RE:  Meeting next week / Announcement of Early Innovator Grant award on Tues.,
Feb. 15
 
Katie –
 
Thank you again for meeting with us this morning. We look forward to working
together with you, in the development of an Oklahoma solution that provides a
win-win outcome for both consumers and Oklahoma businesses.  Your suggestion
for a meeting of the current principals is a good one.  Derek and I will present our
plan to move forward.  Our plan will be much along the lines of what was
presented at the January stakeholder meeting, with added details and possibly
some adjusted timelines.    
 
If at all possible, it may be best to meet on or before Tuesday the 15th, given that
it is the date Early Innovator Grant awards will be announced.  If Oklahoma, as
anticipated, does receive a very sizable award (i.e. 55M) we will need to discuss
how news of the award will be addressed. 
 
In any future discussions regarding where Derek and I may be housed, our only
concerns are that that we be provided professional workspace(s) and that meeting
spaces of veritable sizes as well as access to technologies that enable us to create
and deliver presentations to small, medium and large sized groups be provided.
 We will also need limited administrative support i.e. to create minutes of formal
meetings as well as various other “as needed” tasks.  If possible, we would prefer
not to move the website and MS Sharepoint workgroup pages already established
through the Health Care Authority.  Currently, our smartphones (iphones) are
provided through ODMHSAS and are paid for by the grant.
 
Our desire is that any transition, be made as seamless and non-disruptive as
possible and that the progress and momentum already established be impacted as
little as possible.  
 
Thank you & hope you keep safe and warm during the next blizzard!
Nicole & Derek
   
 

 S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Project  Manager  |  Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange | Office:  405.522.7685 |
Nicole.PrietoJohns@OKHCA.org
The contents  of this electronic  message, including attachments, are transmitted by the Office of State Finance, an Oklahoma government agency according to the
Uniform Electronic  Transactions Act,  12A O.S. 15-101 et seq.  This message is intended for use by the named addressee only  and may contain information that is
confidential or private according to state or federal  laws.  If you have received this electronic  message in error, please notify the sender  by a “reply to sender  only”
message, delete it  completely from your computer and maintain confidentiality of the message.  Any unauthorized disclosure, distribution, or use of the contents  of this
message is prohibited  and subjects  the user to penalty of law.

 
 

=================
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DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Lieser, Derek G.
To: Cline, Dr.Terry L.; Cox-Kain, Julie; John Doak; Mike Rhoads; Cindy.Roberts@ohca.org; Buffy.Heater@ohca.org;

Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Jonathon.Buxton@okhouse.gov; ThompsonT@oksenate.gov; Rich Edwards;
Alex Pettit; John.Calabro@okhca.org; Howard.Hendrick@okdhs.org; tlwhite@odmhsas.org;
sbuck@odmhsas.org; Prieto Johns, Nicole S.; Lieser, Derek G.

Subject: OK Health Insurance Exchange: Planning RFP Posted
Date: Thursday, March 03, 2011 3:24:40 PM
Attachments: Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project Designated Vendor List 20101110 rev.docx

Per the request of the Steering Committee.
 
This is the direct link to the RFP:  http://www.dcs.state.ok.us/Solicitations.nsf  Bid Number
3400000941
 
The RFP has been posted to the DCS website. A copy of the Project Preferred Vendor List is
attached. The document itself is now open to the public and may be shared with any partners.
Please note that all contact with vendors regarding this RFP must be coordinated with DCS. If you
are contacted by a vendor regarding the RFP, please document the date, time, company name,
individual name, and the content of the conversation and forward this information to me.
Information provided to a vendor should be limited to directing them to contact the DCS Contracting
Officer identified in the solicitation (Jan Hall) with any questions.
 

Jan Hall, CPPB CPO
Contracting & Procurement Officer
Department of Central Services
Central Purchasing Division
Phone:  405-522-0702
Fax:  405-522-1078
Jan_Hall@dcs.state.ok.us

 
 
The deadline for vendors to submit questions regarding the RFP is March 8. We will have 48 hours
to respond in writing and for DCS to issue an amendment with our response to the questions. The
RFP will close on March 17, at which time DCS will hold a public bid opening. DCS will then tabulate

the responses and we will hopefully be able to pick up our copies on the 18th for evaluation.  The
evaluation process should be concluded as quickly as possible, to allow sufficient time for

negotiation (if necessary) an award by the 1st.
 
Let me know if you have any questions or concerns regarding the bid process and I’ll speak with the
Contractor Division here at OSDH.
 
Respectfully,
Derek
 
Derek Lieser | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Office: 405.271.9444 x 56332 | Mobile phone: 405.388.5814 |
E-mail: DerekL@health.ok.gov
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Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project (OHIEP)

List of Designated Vendors

		



Vendor Name

		



Vendor Contact & Email

		Vendor Telephone Number

		

Vendor Fax Number

		



Vendor Website

		



Vendor Address



		

Leavitt Partners, LLC

		

Cheryl Smith

Email: Cheryl.smith@leavittpartners.com

		

801-538-5082

		

801-961-1111

		

Leavittpartners.com

		

299 South Main St., Suite 2300

Salt Lake City, UT  84111-2278



		

Northrop Grumman

		

David Jennings

Email: dave.jennings@ngc.com

		

703-272-5933

		

		

		

7575 Colshire Drive 
McLean, VA 22102



		

Word and Brown

		

David Duker

Email:DDuker@thewordandbrown.com

		

800-869-6989

		

714-953-9404

		

thewordandbrown.com

		

721 South Parker, Suite 300 
Orange, CA 92868



		

First West Benefit

Solutions

		

Don Garlitz

Email:  dongarlitz@fwbs.com

		801-224-9600

800-553-3903 toll free

		

801-226-1816

		

fwbs.com

		1139 South Orem Blvd. 
P.O. Box 617
Orem, Utah 84059-0617



		

Businessolver

		

Karen McCartney

Email: kmccartney@businessolver.com

		

515-343-2130

		

515-273-1545

		

		

1025 Ashworth Road, Suite 403
West Des Moines, IA 50265





		

The Wakely Consulting

		Patrick Holland, Managing Director

Email: patrickh@wakelyconsulting.com

		

617-939-2002



		



		

wakelyconsulting.com

		

19321 US Highway 19N, Suite 515

Clearwater, Florida – 33764



		

Choice Administrators

		

Lisa Rehburg

Email: LRehbur@choiceadmin.com

		

800-511-0001

		

800-500-9088

		

choiceadmin.com

		

721 South Parker, Suite 200, Orange, CA 92868



		

Benefit Focus

		

Brent Dameron

Email: Brent.Dameron@benefitfocus.com

		

843-849-7476

		

843-849-9485

		

benefitfocus.com

		100 Benefitfocus Way
Charleston, South Carolina 29492



		

HealthPlanOne

		

Bill Stapleton     Email:

BStapleton@healthplanone.com

		

877-567-5267

		

888-812-6887

		

healthplanone.com

		

1000 Bridgeport Ave, 4th Floor 
Shelton, CT 06484



		Bass & Associates, Inc. 

		Ted Koval, PMP

Email: tkoval@bass-inc.com 

		402-917-7828



		402-346-6454

		

		6825 Pine Street, #354, MS C6

Omaha, NE 68106
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From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Lieser, Derek G.
Subject: OK Health Network: Contact Name for Commerce Department
Date: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 9:43:19 AM

Katie & Andrew – Good talking with you yesterday.  In follow up to our conversation, if you have no
objections, we will get in touch with Mike Evans, CIO for the OESC, about working with us and our
Actuarial Analysis vendor Milliman, to access Oklahoma Employer data that would then be made
available for the Chambers to assist them in their efforts. 
 
As we don’t have a prior relationship established with a Commerce Department contact, please let
us know if there is someone you have in mind.  We would like to  touch basis with both the OESC
and the Commerce Department prior to our initial face-to-face meeting with the Milliman team on

the 23rd.    We will send you an invitation for the meeting next Tuesday and continue to keep you
updated as to our progress.   
 
Additionally: Please let us know if you would like us also to regularly provide status updates to all or
selected members of the Advisory Committee.   
 
Respectfully,
Derek & Nicole
 

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Planning Project | Project Manager | 

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.2944 | Cell  405.365-7530 | E-mail

NicolePJ@health.ok.gov | Website: www.OK.gov/InsuranceExchange
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From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: chuck rygiel@hcsc.net; Laura Brookins Esq. ; Frank Stone; Ed Long; Susan Dobbins; Alex Pettit; Andrew

Silvestri; Buffy Heater ; cheryl.willie@okdhs.org; Cindy Roberts; Cline, Dr.Terry L.; Cox-Kain, Julie; Hiner,
Janice D.; Howard.Hendrick@okdhs.org; John Calabro; John Doak; Jonathan Buxton ; Katie Altshuler; Lieser,
Derek G.; Mike Rhoads; Prieto Johns, Nicole S.; Rich Edwards; Steven Buck ; Terri White; Trait Thompson

Subject: Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Meeting
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:54:17 PM
Attachments: OHX Stakeholder Agenda - March 2011.doc

Shepherd Mall Floor Plan map.pdf

RE:  03/16/11 Stakeholder Meeting, Suite 1F (second floor), Shepherd Mall/OKC, 10:30 –
12:30
 
Advisory Committee and Workgroup Chairs & Co-Chairs:
 
Attached is the Agenda for tomorrow’s General Stakeholder meeting to be held at the same
site as the January meeting.  We will meeting in the ODMHSAS Training Center, located in
Suite 1F on the second floor in the Shepherd Mall.   Also attached is the map of Shepherd
Mall detailing the locations of the breakout sessions.
 
Please plan to arrive at Shepherd Mall prior to the meeting to locate your breakout session room. 
We will also introduce you to your meeting room “Runner” prior to the beginning of the meeting.   
 
We look forward to seeing you at the meeting tomorrow!
 
Respectfully,
Derek & Nicole
 
S. Nicole Prieto Johns | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 
1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.9444 x 56479| Cell 
405.365-7530 | E-mail NicolePJ@health.ok.gov
 
Derek Lieser | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 
1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Office: 405.271.9444 x 56332 | Mobile
phone: 405.388.5814 | E-mail: DerekL@health.ok.gov
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Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project (OHIEP) 
List of Designated Vendors 

 
 
Vendor Name 

 
 

Vendor Contact & Email 

Vendor 
Telephone 

Number 

 
Vendor Fax 

Number 

 
 

Vendor Website 

 
 

Vendor Address 
Cambria 
Solutions 

Anand Adoni 
Email: aadoni@cambriasolutions.com 
 

916.326.4446  
x120 
 

 www.cambriasolutions.
com 

 

Deloitte Mark Price 
Email: maprice@deloitte.com 
 

513-784-7100  

 

www.deloitte.com  

FOX Systems 
A Cognosante 
Company 

Michele Kang 
Email: Michele.Kang@cognisante.com 

480-481-5960  http://www.cognosante.
com/ 

7926 Jones Branch 
McLean, VA 22103 

IBM Stuart Venzke 
Email: vennzke@us.ibm.com 

240-601-4032  Ibm.com/us 8006 Craddock Road 
Greenbelt, MD 20770 

 
Leavitt Partners, 
LLC 

 
Cheryl Smith 
Email: Cheryl.smith@leavittpartners.com 

 
801-538-5082 

 
801-961-1111 

 
Leavittpartners.com 

 
299 South Main St., Suite 2300 
Salt Lake City, UT  84111-2278 

 
Northrop 
Grumman 

 
Dave Jennings 
Email: Dave.jennings@ngc.com 

 
571-296-5704 

  
northropgrumman.com 

 
3975 Virginia Mallory Drive 
Chantilly, VA 20151 

 
Word and Brown 

 
David Duker 
Email:DDuker@thewordandbrown.com 

 
800-869-6989 

 
714-953-9404 

 
thewordandbrown.com 

 
721 South Parker, Suite 300  
Orange, CA 92868 

 
First West Benefit 
Solutions 

 
Don Garlitz 
Email:  dongarlitz@fwbs.com 

801-224-9600 
800-553-3903 
toll free 

 
801-226-1816 

 
fwbs.com 

1139 South Orem Blvd.  
P.O. Box 617 
Orem, Utah 84059-0617 

 
Businessolver 

 
Karen McCartney 
Email: kmccartney@businessolver.com 

 
888-460-9625 

 
515-273-1471 

  
1025 Ashworth Road, Suite 403 
West Des Moines, IA 50265 
 

 
The Wakely 
Consulting 

 
Alison L. Pool, Senior Healthcare 
Specialist   
Email: AlisonP@wakelyconsulting.com 

 
727-507-9858 
ext. 103 
 

 
727-507-9658 

 
wakelyconsulting.com 

 
19321 US Highway 19N, Suite 515 
Clearwater, Florida – 33764 

 
Choice 

 
Lisa Rehburg 

 
800-511-0001 

 
800-500-9088 

 
choiceadmin.com 

 
721 South Parker, Suite 200, 
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Administrators Email: LRehbur@choiceadmin.com Orange, CA 92868 
 
Benefit Focus 

 
Brent Dameron 
Email: Brent.Dameron@benefitfocus.com 

 
843-849-7476 

 

843-849-9485 

 
benefitfocus.com 

 

100 Benefitfocus Way 
Charleston, South Carolina 29492 

 
HealthPlanOne 

 
Bill Stapleton 
Email: BStapleton@healthplanone.com 

 
877-567-5267 

 
888-812-6887 

 
healthplanone.com 

 
1000 Bridgeport Ave, 4th Floor  
Shelton, CT 06484 

 
Bass & 
Associates, Inc.  

 
Ted Koval, PMP 
Email: tkoval@bass-inc.com  

 
402-917-7828 
 

 
402-346-6454 

  
6825 Pine Street, #354, MS C6 
Omaha, NE 68106 

 
Dell (State Health 
Services) 

 
Andy Arends 
Email: andrew_arends@dell.com 
 

 
630-708-2521 

 
630-389-4004 

 
www.dell.com 
 

 
2300 W. Plano Parkway 
P.O. Box 269005 
Plano, TX  75075-8427 
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Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project (OHIEP) 
List of Designated Vendors 

 
 
Vendor Name 

 
 

Vendor Contact & Email 

Vendor 
Telephone 

Number 

 
Vendor Fax 

Number 

 
 

Vendor Website 

 
 

Vendor Address 
 
Leavitt Partners, 
LLC 

 
Cheryl Smith 
Email: Cheryl.smith@leavittpartners.com 

 
801-538-5082 

 
801-961-1111 

 
Leavittpartners.com 

 
299 South Main St., Suite 2300 
Salt Lake City, UT  84111-2278 

 
Northrop 
Grumman 

 
David Jennings 
Email: dave.jennings@ngc.com 

 
703-272-5933 

   
7575 Colshire Drive  
McLean, VA 22102 

 
Word and Brown 

 
David Duker 
Email:DDuker@thewordandbrown.com 

 
800-869-6989 

 
714-953-9404 

 
thewordandbrown.com 

 
721 South Parker, Suite 300  
Orange, CA 92868 

 
First West Benefit 
Solutions 

 
Don Garlitz 
Email:  dongarlitz@fwbs.com 

801-224-9600 
800-553-3903 
toll free 

 
801-226-1816 

 
fwbs.com 

1139 South Orem Blvd.  
P.O. Box 617 
Orem, Utah 84059-0617 

 
Businessolver 

 
Karen McCartney 
Email: kmccartney@businessolver.com 

 
515-343-2130 

 
515-273-1545 

  
1025 Ashworth Road, Suite 403 
West Des Moines, IA 50265 
 

 
The Wakely 
Consulting 

Patrick Holland, Managing Director 
Email: patrickh@wakelyconsulting.com 

 
617-939-2002 
 

 
 

 
wakelyconsulting.com 

 
19321 US Highway 19N, Suite 515 
Clearwater, Florida – 33764 

 
Choice 
Administrators 

 
Lisa Rehburg 
Email: LRehbur@choiceadmin.com 

 
800-511-0001 

 
800-500-9088 

 
choiceadmin.com 

 
721 South Parker, Suite 200, 
Orange, CA 92868 

 
Benefit Focus 

 
Brent Dameron 
Email: Brent.Dameron@benefitfocus.com 

 
843-849-7476 

 

843-849-9485 

 
benefitfocus.com 

100 Benefitfocus Way 
Charleston, South Carolina 29492 

 
HealthPlanOne 

 
Bill Stapleton     Email: 
BStapleton@healthplanone.com 

 
877-567-5267 

 
888-812-6887 

 
healthplanone.com 

 
1000 Bridgeport Ave, 4th Floor  
Shelton, CT 06484 

Bass & 
Associates, Inc.  

Ted Koval, PMP 
Email: tkoval@bass-inc.com  

402-917-7828 
 

402-346-6454  6825 Pine Street, #354, MS C6 
Omaha, NE 68106 
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Kathleen Sebelius, Secretary 

Mary Fallin 
Governor 

November 19, 2012 

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) 
Center for Consumer Information & Insurance Oversight (CCIJO) 
200 Independence Avenue SW, Suite 739H 
Washington, DC 20201 

RE: Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 

Dear Secretary Sebelius, 

l am writing in response to the Department of Health and Human Services' (HHS) request that each 
state provide a declaration letter indicating their option for building a health insurance exchange as 
outlined in PPACA. While I remain deeply committed to the health of Oklahomans, it would be 
irresponsible of me to commit our state to the development of an insurance exchange based on the 
information provided by HHS to date. Our state will not establish a transitional reinsurance program as 
outlined in PPACA. However, Oklahoma will elect to make all final eligibility determinations for our 
citizens referred to Medicaid from a federal insurance exchange. 

I continue to believe there are viable market-based solutions that can be found to facilitate greater access 
to health insurance coverage in Oklahoma. My hope is that we can engage in future conversations that 
allow states the flexibility necessary to engage in true healthcare reform, create efficiencies m 
entitlement programs and empower individuals to take responsibility for their own health. 

The primary contact for the State of Oklahoma with regard to anything related to PP A CA is as follows: 

Terry Cline, PhD 
Secretary of Health and Human Services 
Oklahoma State Department of Health 
1000 N.E. 10th Street 
Oklahoma City, OK, 73117 
Phone: ( 405) 271-4200 

r;;,1µkw 
Mary Fallin 
Governor 

STATE CAPITOL BUILDING • 2300N LINCOLN BOULEVARD, SUITE 212 • OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 73105 • (405) 521-2342 • FAX: (405) 521-3353 12029
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October 27, 2011 
 
 
 
 
Via Electronic Submission at http://www.regulations .gov 
 
The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius 
Secretary  
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
201 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, DC 20201 
 
RE:  NRPM pertaining to the Patient Affordable Care Act, released July 15, 2011 and August 17, 2011 
[File Nos. CMS-9989-P, CMS-9975-P, CMS-9974-P, and CMS2349-P]  

 
 

Dear Secretary Sebelius: 

In July and August of this year, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) published four 

proposed rules entitled the “Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act: Establishment of Exchanges 

and Qualified Health Plans [CMS-9989-P]”1;  the “Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act; Standards 

Related to Reinsurance, Risk Corridors and Risk Adjustment [CMS-9975-P]”2;  the “Patient Protection 

and Affordable Care Act; Exchange Functions in the Individual Market: Eligibility Determinations; 

Exchange Standards for Employers [CMS-9974-P]”3; and the “Medicaid Program; Eligibility Changes 

Under the Affordable Care Act of 2010 [CMS-2349-P]”4. These proposed rules are intended to 

implement the establishment of Health Benefit Exchanges (Exchange) in accordance with Title 1 of the 

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA).5  Oklahoma appreciates the opportunity to 

comment on these Notices of Proposed Rulemaking (Proposed Rules or NPRM).  

 

Throughout each of the Proposed Rules, HHS requests comment on the development of an Exchange 

system designed to allow states greater flexibility and accountability while reducing costs.  It is clear, 

however, that HHS seeks to retain significant control over nearly all critical operational functions; 

governance structure; IT systems; QHP certification; enrollment processes and other essential 
                                                           
1 76 Fed. Reg. 41866 (2011) (to be codified at 45 C.F.R. pts. 155-56) (proposed July, 15, 2011). 
2 76 Fed. Reg. 41930 (2011) (to be codified at 45 C.F.R. pt 153) (proposed July, 15, 2011). 
3 76 Fed. Reg. 51202 (2011) (to be codified at 45 C.F.R. pt 155 an 157) (proposed August, 17, 2011).  
4 76 Fed. Reg. 51148 (2011) (to be codified at 45 C.F.R. pts. 431, 435, and 457) (proposed August, 17, 2011). 
5 The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010, Pub. L. No. 111-148, 124 Stat. 119 (2010). 
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components of Exchanges.  Rather than taking a creative or market-driven approach, HHS has chosen a 

hierarchal, bureaucratic position.  Taking this approach would severely limit the ability of states to 

design or control their own Exchanges without first notifying HHS and obtaining approval to act.  HHS 

should instead utilize an approach that truly provides each state the flexibility to develop an Exchange 

that best meets the needs of their unique health insurance market, while exploring creative alternatives 

and learning from other states.   

 

In the Proposed Rule, HHS requests comment on the use of existing Medicaid systems and business 

practices, which are known to be overly complicated and cumbersome, for the establishment and 

operation of the Exchanges.  Use of these bureaucratic and prescriptive practices are enormously 

counterproductive and burdensome for states and are known to be the cause of significant delays in 

providing services to Oklahomans.  Such highly restrictive rules and regulations as prescribed by HHS 

would not allow States the autonomy, freedom and latitude to create and operate an Exchange 

designed by Oklahomans to meet the needs of its citizens.  Improvements to quantitative or qualitative 

outcomes are further delayed due to the weeks, and often months, that are required to gain approval 

for needed changes.  The HHS plan to employ the same archaic practices and approval processes for the 

establishment of Exchanges is not supported by Oklahoma.  Instead, we urge HHS to remove restrictions 

or requirements that would further limit state options or introduce greater federal standardization.  

Overall, rather than utilizing federal and state resources to create methods that will be applied 

universally, HHS should commit to developing broad guidelines for states rather than focusing efforts on 

functional and operational details of Exchanges.  This would allow States to experiment with new and 

innovative solutions that fit the needs and values of the state.  

 

In the Proposed Rules, HHS communicates that states may choose to work in partnership with the 

Federal government to carry out certain Exchange activities.6  Oklahoma proposes that any Federal-

State partnerships formed, must allow all parties the ability to meaningfully contribute to the decision 

making process, while recognizing that states must be allowed to adapt, innovate and self-manage their 

own Exchanges.  Oklahoma maintains that it can best meet the needs of its citizens and is better suited 

to address issues relating to the state’s health care market, the development of an Exchange 

governance structure, and the operation of its own Exchange, than is HHS.   

                                                           
6 76 Fed. Reg. 41872. 
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It should also be understood that without further clarification from HHS, Oklahoma is unable to make 

informed, appropriate comment on many critical components of the Exchange such as the Essential 

Benefits Package which HHS has noted are “to be discussed in future rule making”.7  To date, the 

Federal government has not provided sufficient direction on Exchanges for the states to act in a timely 

fashion.  Without a complete set of rules, there will not be enough time to do all that is required to build 

Exchanges and help consumers transition to the new marketplace.    

 

The comments shown below follow the order in which they appear in the Proposed Rule.   Please note 

that proposed sections for which no comment is made does not necessarily signal Oklahoma’s 

agreement with the Proposed Rule language.   

 

Thank you in advance for consideration of these comments and recommendations regarding the 

proposed rules for the Exchanges.  Please include the attached comments as part of the record for this 

rulemaking.   

Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Mary Fallin 
Governor of Oklahoma 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
7 76 Fed. Reg. 41897. 
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Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act: 
Establishment of Exchanges and Qualified Health Plans [CMS-9989-P] 

 
§155.105 Approval of a State Exchange  
HHS proposes utilizing the 90-day, State Plan Amendment process, currently used for Medicaid and 
CHIP, as the approval process for the Exchange Plan. The NPRM also provides that if additional 
information is requested and received from the State that HHS would have 90 days to either approve or 
disapprove the plan.  The rules would also require the Exchange to receive written approval before any 
significant change to an approved Exchange Plan is made effective.  Significant changes listed by HHS 
include changes to: governance structure, state laws or regulations [emphasis added], IT systems or 
functionality, QHP certifications and the QHP enrollment process.  
 

Oklahoma Comment: 
Using an approval process for the Exchange Plan that is, “similar to Medicaid and CHIP” would 
cause significant delays in implementing needed changes and would prevent an Exchange from 
adapting quickly to unexpected problems and conditions as they arise.  This would significantly 
impede the work of an Exchange, particularly in the years immediately following implementation 
when it is very likely that an Exchange would be required to make nimble adjustments to 
environmental and operational changes.  
 
Operations and business processes in this section closely mirror that of current Medicaid 
processes. The process of seeking waiver/state plan changes would unnecessarily burden the 
state with paper pushing that would slow Oklahoma’s ability to meet the needs of Oklahomans in 
a timely way.  Rather than requiring approval of all significant changes through a Medicaid-style 
process, the states should be permitted to make necessary changes and notify HHS of the 
modification.  This will ensure necessary flexibility and provide needed transparency.   
 
Oklahoma also seeks clarification as to whether or not once the 90-day approval process begins 
any subsequent request for information by HHS sets in motion an additional 90-day approval 
period.   

 
 
§155.105 Approval of a State Exchange  
HHS has introduced the option of receiving conditional approval of readiness if a state has made 
significant progress but cannot meet the January 1, 2013 approval deadline. The proposed rule also 
allows for flexibility on the start date; states are permitted to begin or cease exchange operations after 
2014.  Either way the state must have in effect an approved or conditionally approved Exchange Plan at 
least 12 months before the first effective date of coverage. Likewise, if a state chooses to no longer 
operate an Exchange after January 1, 2014, the State, must notify HHS of its intent at least 12 months 
prior to ceasing operations.    
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Oklahoma Comment: 
If Oklahoma chooses to develop an Exchange which later proves unable to remain self-sustaining, 
or does not meet the needs of Oklahomans, the Exchange would then, according to HHS proposed 
rules, be required to submit to an arbitrarily imposed 12-month delay before being allowed to 
make the change.  This requirement places an undue burden on the State.  Requiring the State to 
continue operating an Exchange in accordance with the original Exchange Plan for an additional 
12-month period would be an unsound and possibly fiscally irresponsible approach.  Oklahoma 
instead recommends that any advanced notice provided to HHS be based upon best practices and 
sound business rules as determined by the State and that any such notification schedule be 
worked out and agreed upon by both parties.    

 
 
§ 155.110 Entities eligible to carry out Exchange functions  
The NPRM proposes in paragraphs (c)(3) and (c)(4) that HHS determine the membership of an Exchange 
governing Board.  As such, proposed rules direct that a governing Board structure of any Exchange must 
ensure that it:  
• Represents consumer interests by ensuring that overall governing board membership is not 
made up of a majority of voting representatives with a conflict of interest, including representatives of 
health insurance issuers or agents or brokers, or any other individual licensed to sell health insurance; 
and 
 Ensures that a majority of the voting members on its governing board have relevant experience 
in health benefits administration, health care finance, health plan purchasing, health care delivery 
system administration, public health, or health policy issues related to the small group and individual 
markets and the uninsured.  
•  

Oklahoma Comment: 
Exchanges are a unique hybrid of government and commercial functions.  As Oklahoma examines 
options for the possible development of an Exchange, considerations must be given to the design 
and governance structure.  It is important to understand the balance a state must strike between 
the private and public components of the Eexchange as well as the relationship between the 
individual and small group markets and the state’s health subsidy programs.  Considerations 
discussed concerning Exchange governance should reflect Oklahoma’s values and its goals for 
insurance markets.  Because such decisions would be impacted by the populations that an 
Exchange would serve, if Oklahoma chooses to design an Exchange it should be allowed maximum 
flexibility on any Governance structure designed for an Exchange for the state.  
 
How an Exchange would work within the Oklahoma insurance marketplace as well as who should 
have a voice in the decision-making for an Exchange and the level of commercial insurance 
experience needed are decisions that should be made at the local level rather than at the federal 
level.  Board make-up, terms of office and selection of the Board Chair impacts political control, 
flexibility and nimbleness to respond to the market and the balance of interests the Board 
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represents, i.e. public and private interests as well as SHOP and the Individual Exchange.  Such 
considerations and decisions should be made by the State, not by HHS.   

 
§155.160 Financial support for continued operations 
 Under paragraph (b)(1), HHS proposes “to codify the statutory flexibility in section 1311(d)(5)(A) of the 
Affordable Care Act that allows a State Exchange to fund its ongoing operations by charging user fees or 
assessments on participating issuers and invites comment on whether the final regulation should 
otherwise limit how and when user fees may be charged, and whether such fees should be assessed on 
an annual basis.  

 
Oklahoma Comment: 
In general, federal policy should not dictate how issuer fees can be handled at the state level and 
further restrictions on how the State may assess user fees are unnecessary. Additionally, the 
Exchange may wish to collect assessments on a more regular basis, such as monthly.  

 
 
§ 155.200 Functions of an Exchange  
HHS proposes that an Exchange must grant certifications of exemptions from the individual 
responsibility requirement and payment.  HHS further relates that specific standards and eligibility 
criteria that apply to such certifications will be addressed in future rulemaking. 
 

Oklahoma Comment: 
 In general federal policy should not dictate how issuer fees can be handled at the state level. In 
specific, it is premature to require that states be responsible to perform these functions without 
HHS first communicating to states the specific standards and eligibility criteria that will be 
usedmay apply.   

 
§ 155.210(d) Duties of a Navigator 
Proposed standards require that states develop a navigator program to assist with both the SHOP and 
Individual Exchange.  An entity that serves as a Navigator must carry out at least the following duties: 

• Meet any licensing, certification or other standards prescribed by State (i.e. the same criteria for 
licensed producers/agents. 

• Conduct public education activities to raise awareness of the availability of qualified health 
plans;  

• Distribute fair and impartial information concerning enrollment in qualified health plans, and 
the availability of premium tax credits and cost-sharing reductions in accordance with federal 
tax laws;  

• Facilitate enrollment in qualified health plans;  
• Provide referrals to any applicable office of health insurance consumer assistant or health 

insurance ombudsman, or any other appropriate state agency or agencies, for any enrollee with 
a grievance, complaint, or question regarding their health plan, coverage, or a determination 
under such plan or coverage; and  
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• Provide information in a manner that is culturally and linguistically appropriate.  
 
 
Oklahoma Comment: 
PPACA provides that Navigators may “facilitate enrollment in qualified health plans”, however, 
Oklahoma state law provides that anyone who enrolls applicants in an insurance plan must be 
licensed by the State.  Therefore, Navigators who are not licensed to provide this service should 
not perform enrollments in QHPs. 
 
 

 
 
§155.210(e) Funding for Navigator grants  
Paragraph (e) codifies the statutory requirement that funding for Navigator grants may not be from 
Federal funds received by the State to establish the Exchange.  HHS also notes that “we believe it is 
important that Exchanges begin the process of establishing the Navigator program by awarding grants 
and training grantees in time to ensure that Navigators can assist consumers in obtaining coverage 
throughout the initial open enrollment period.”  

 
Oklahoma Comment: 
Oklahoma should not be required to develop a Navigator program that simply mirrors the 
agent/broker role already established. Many requirements of the Navigator program could be 
satisfied through the establishment of an Exchange call center consumer assistance division in 
association with the use of community partners who are certified through the Exchange.  It should 
be noted that the establishment of a Navigator program would also require the establishment of 
certification requirements as well as a grievance process.  
 
Additionally, the need for early navigator assistance to consumers is obvious. However, federal 
implementation grants cannot be used for this purpose.  One option may be to assess an up-front 
charge on each QHP when it is certified. The up-front charge might be a flat amount per QHP or 
per issuer, or might be adjusted based on the issuer’s current market share. The up-front charge 
could be considered a pre-payment of the assessments due from the issuer on whatever basis is 
ultimately selected by the Exchange.  Thus, actual assessments would be reduced, in whole or in 
part, until the up-front charge was fully amortized.  

 
 
§155.220 Ability of States to permit agents and brokers to assist qualified individuals, qualified 
employers, or qualified employees enrolling in QHPs  
The regulations provide that States may choose to permit agents and brokers to: (1) enroll qualified 
individuals, qualified employers or qualified employees in any QHPs in the individual or small group 
market as soon as the QHP is offered through an Exchange in the State; and (2) assist individuals in 
applying for advance payments of the premium tax credit and cost-sharing reductions for QHPs.  
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Oklahoma Comment: 
It is clear that agents or brokers who provide these services may receive compensation from QHP 
issuers. As no additional regulation is given regarding compensation, it is understood that states 
remain free to develop whatever agent-compensation rules they feel are necessary to protect the 
Exchange against potential adverse selection.  
 

§ 155.420 Special Enrollment Periods  
The NPRM requires states to have numerous special enrollment periods for SHOP Exchanges which are 
similar to those prescribed for the Medicare Prescription Drug Program.  

 
Oklahoma Comment:  
PPACA already speaks to an adequate open enrollment process for the SHOP.  The NPRM provides 
confusing language on an already cumbersome enrollment process.  The establishment of special 
enrollment periods should be defined by the state.    

 
 
§ 155.710 Eligibility standards for SHOP 
Section 1312 of PPACA defines a small employer as one that employs on average of at least 1 but not 
more than 100 employees.  Proposed rules also provide a state option to treat 50 employees as small.    

 
Oklahoma Comment:  
Oklahoma requests that HHS clarify the ability of the self-insured to participate in the SHOP 
exchangeExchange.   

 
 
§ 155.1000 QHP Certification 
The ACA calls for the Office of Personnel Management to establish two multistate plans to be sold 
through the exchange.  

 
Oklahoma Comment:  
There is concern about potential adverse impact on consumers and potential market disruption 
that may result from federal actions in establishing these plans. The plans must be QHPs but 
states cannot add additional certification requirements. It is not clear how state regulators can 
ensure consumer protections for customers who choose these plans versus state-based plans.  

 
§ 155.1050  Network Adequacy 
Exchanges should have policies regarding network adequacy that response to unique needs of state 
geography, demographics, and market conditions.  

 
Oklahoma Comment: 
Federal policy should not dictate network adequacy at the state level.  
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Subpart H 
Minimum Participation Rules  
Although the proposed rules do not contain specific provisions dealing with minimum participation, the 
preamble discusses the issue and invites comments about whether QHPs offered in the SHOP should be 
required to waive application of minimum participation rules at the level of the QHP or issuer; whether a 
minimum participation rule applied at the SHOP level is desirable; and if so, how the rate should be 
calculated, what the rate should be, and whether the minimum participation rate should be established 
in Federal regulation.  

 
Oklahoma Comment: 
Oklahoma States should have flexibility to develop, adopt and adapt participation standards as 
deemed appropriate in the context of outside market rules and practices and related carrier 
willingness to participate in the SHOP.  

 
     

§156.235 Essential community providers 
The general requirement in the proposed rule parallels the underlying statutory provision and requires 
that a QHP issuer must include within the provider network of the QHP a sufficient number of essential 
community providers, where available, that serve predominantly low-income, medically-underserved 
individuals. Also per the ACA, nothing in this requirement shall be construed to require any health plan 
to provide coverage for any specific medical procedure provided by the essential community provider.  
 
The preamble states that HHS is considering and seeks comment on whether to provide separate 
consideration or an exemption for integrated delivery network health plans where services are provided 
solely “in-house,” such as plans where all providers are employees of the plan (“staff model”) and plans 
where the providers are part of an entity that furnishes all of the plan’s services on an exclusive basis. If 
such organizations were exempt from the essential community provider requirement, HHS suggests that 
the exemption could be contingent upon the organizations meeting other criteria, such as: evidence of 
services provided to low-income populations; compliance with national standards for provision of 
culturally and linguistically appropriate services (CLAS); or implementation of a plan to address health 
disparities.  
 

Oklahoma Comment: 
We highlight these provisions because of their particular relevance in Oklahoma’s health 
insurance marketplace. Federal policy should not dictate how to define essential community 
providers and who they serve. This should be determined at the state level.  Oklahoma requests 
recommends that states be allowed flexibility to develop or modify theirits own alternative 
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standards (based on experience) to meet the needs, as identified by states, in the development 
offor integrated delivery systems.  

 
 
 
 
§156.285 Additional standards specific to the SHOP  
 The preamble notes that HHS is “considering whether to require QHPs in the SHOP to allow employers 
to offer dependent coverage” and solicits comment on this potential requirement.  
 

Oklahoma Comment: 
Though small employers clearly cannot be compelled to contribute toward coverage of 
dependents, allowing QHPs serving the SHOP to refuse to cover dependents would force those 
dependents to obtain coverage elsewhere, thus splitting up families. This seems unnecessary and 
unwise. Also, allowing some QHPs to refuse to cover any dependents while other QHPs do offer 
them coverage would create unnecessary confusion for small employers and SHOP enrollees and 
could create opportunities for risk selection.  Oklahoma recommends that states be allowed 
flexibility to develop their own approaches and standards that are responsive to market 
circumstances within the state and are consistent with state rules and responsive to market 
circumstances and statutes.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act; 

Standards Related to Reinsurance, Risk Corridors and Risk Adjustment [CMS-9975-P] 
 
Subpart C – State Standards for the Transitional Reinsurance Program for the Individual Market 

§153.200 Definitions 

“In §153.200, we propose several definitions that are critical to the establishment of a properly 
functioning transitional reinsurance program. We define an “attachment point” as the threshold dollar 
amount of costs incurred by a health insurance issuer for payment of essential health benefits provided 
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for an enrolled individual, after which threshold, the costs for covered essential health benefits are 
eligible for reinsurance payments. The definition of “essential health benefits” will be proposed in future 
rulemaking. We define “coinsurance rate” as the rate at which the applicable reinsurance entity will 
reimburse the health insurance issuer for costs incurred to cover essential health benefits after the 
attachment point and before the reinsurance cap. We propose that payments are made on a 
comparable set of benefits, we propose that payments be calculated for costs to cover the essential 
health benefits package. We solicit comments on alternatives to the use of the essential health benefits 
package.” 

Oklahoma Comment: 
Reinsurance payments should not be based solely on the essential benefits package because the 
added complexity to issuers of compiling the necessary data for reimbursement, in particular the 
coding of extraction queries that would sort out only those claims arising from selected (essential) 
benefits from each insured’s total paid claims, would be administratively burdensome and the net 
impact on the payment amounts would not justify the extra expense involved in making that 
calculation. Therefore, we believe that the reinsurance payments should be based on total claims 
payments, without regard to whether the claim is included as part of the essential benefits 
package. 

 

§153.220 Collection of reinsurance contribution funds. 

“Although the transitional reinsurance program is State-based, section 1341(b)(3) sets contribution 
levels for the program on a national basis. We considered two approaches by which to collect 
contribution funds: (1) use of a national uniform contribution rate, and (2) use of a State-level allocation, 
both set by HHS to ensure that the sum of all contribution funds equals the national amounts set forth 
in statute. In paragraph (b) we propose the first approach to collect contribution funds for amounts 
listed in paragraph (a)(1) and (a)(2). Use of a national contribution rate is a simpler approach. Further, 
since there is significant uncertainty about Exchange enrollment, the overall health of the enrolled 
population, and the cost of care for new enrollees, we believe that a national contribution rate would be 
the less ambiguous approach of the two. All contribution funds collected by a State establishing a 
reinsurance program, using the national contribution rate, will stay in that State and be used to make 
reinsurance payments on valid claims submitted by reinsurance-eligible plans in that State. A State-level 
allocation would be more complex to administer. We solicit comments regarding whether to use a 
State-level allocation or a national rate.” 

Oklahoma Comment: 
We supportOklahoma supports the use of a national contribution rate for the reinsurance 
program. State-specific contribution rates will require all health insurance issuers, including 
administrators of self-insured plans to allocate the assessment base (premiums or enrollment, for 
example). This is not something that needs to be done on an issuer-by-issuer basis. Making and 
verifying the calculation at a state level for each issuer would be expensive to both the issuers and 
the states and likely would not guarantee either its accuracy or fairness. By using total premium, 
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premium equivalents, or enrollment statistics, the total contribution, which is fixed in the law, can 
be allocated to issuers. Similarly, the total contribution can be allocated to states based on state-
level premium, premium equivalent, or enrollment statistics that would be reported on a 
consistent basis state-by-state and sum to the national total. Then, each issuer would be directed 
to pay a calculated share to each state in which it does business. The efficiency and equity of this 
is to remove the concern that the amount paid by issuer A to state N is absolutely accurate. As 
long as issuer A believes that the total amount paid nationally is a fair and accurate share of its 
business, it does not really care if the amount it pays to N is too high or too low based upon 
differing views of how premium or enrollment should be allocated by state. Also, as long as state 
N feels that the amount it receives is a fair and accurate share of the nationwide total assessment, 
it should similarly not be concerned with the amounts it is getting from each carrier. Furthermore, 
under this system there is no reason why an affiliated group of carriers cannot bundle all 
payments due to a state, including those attributable to all of the self-funded plans it administers, 
and make a single payment. 

 

§153.230 Calculation of reinsurance payments. 

 “In paragraph (b), we propose to announce the reinsurance payment formula and State-specific values 
for the attachment point, reinsurance cap, and coinsurance rate in the forthcoming annual Federal 
notice of benefits and payment parameters. We believe that publishing this information in a Federal 
notice is the best approach for announcing the attachment point and reinsurance cap as these values 
may change in years 2015 and 2016. The Affordable Care Act does not suggest that the three-year 
reinsurance program should replace commercial reinsurance or internal risk mitigation strategies. There 
will be a continued need for ongoing commercial reinsurance. Therefore, we propose establishing a 
reinsurance cap set at the attachment point of traditional reinsurance. We seek comment on this 
approach.” “The last option, which we propose to adopt, focuses on all high-cost enrollees without 
respect to the conditions that caused the increased cost. This approach would be most familiar to health 
insurance issuers and administratively less burdensome than the first and second options. Data will be 
immediately available and dependent only on health insurance issuers filing proof of payment for 
claims. While the third option might mitigate some of the burden and cost concerns, it would not 
eliminate the timing issues that are critical to effective reinsurance implementation. In 2014, we will be 
able to collect reliable condition information only for those conditions that are diagnosed during that 
benefit year. In other words, condition-based reinsurance will not be a predictive model until at least 
2015 due to lack of sufficient and timely data. As a result, we found all of the condition-based 
approaches to eligibility identification to be considerably more burdensome in comparison to the 
medical cost approach without significant improvement in outcomes from a determination standpoint. 
We solicit comments for a suitable method for ensuring that issuer costs are appropriate and accurate.” 
“In sum, we propose using medical cost experience only to identify eligible enrollees for which health 
insurance issuers would receive reinsurance. Accordingly, we also propose to use the attachment point 
approach for determining payment. As described by AAA, an attachment method for calculating 
reinsurance payments considers costs only for high-risk individuals and may reduce incentives for health 
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insurance issuers to control costs. However, use of a reinsurance cap, as well as the requirement for 
health insurance issuer coinsurance rate above the attachment point and below the cap, may incentivize 
health insurance issuers to control costs. We invite comment regarding the best method of determining 
payments for the reinsurance program, which can relate to either our criteria for selecting eligible 
enrollees for payment or the method for calculating the payment amounts.” 

Oklahoma Comment: 
Section 153.230 specifies that rReinsurance-eligible individuals must be identified retrospectively 
based on covered medical costs of the individual. As discussed in the preamble, the American 
Academy of Actuaries identified four approaches and this was the one selected. We recommend 
more stateGreater flexibility should be provided by allowing a state states to opt for one of the 
other approaches if the state determines that a different approach is more appropriate. for that 
state.  

 

§153.230 Calculation of reinsurance payments. 

“We propose in §153.230(b)(2) that all payments to the general fund of the U.S. Treasury be made in a 
manner specified in the forthcoming annual Federal notice of benefits and payment parameters. We 
have also considered the frequency for which payments should be made to the U.S. Treasury. For 
example, the applicable reinsurance entities could remit payment on a monthly or quarterly basis 
commencing February 28, 2014, continuing through January 31, 2017 or until States have remitted the 
full amount of all payments. We invite comment as to the most appropriate frequency and method for 
applicable reinsurance entities to remit payment to the U.S. Treasury.” 

Oklahoma Comment: 
Reinsurance entities should remit payment to the U.S. Treasury on a quarterly basis, and only for 
the funds that they have actually received from contributing entities. To the extent that 
contributing issuers have not contributed the full amount required, Oklahoma has the authority to 
take enforcement actions. However, Oklahoma does not currently have such authority over self-
insured employers or the TPAs that are hired by them to administer their employee benefit plans. 
Therefore, the regulations should include a provision for effective enforcement by federal or state 
authorities for payments to be made by or on behalf of self-insured employers. 

 

§153.240 Disbursement of reinsurance payments. 

 “In paragraph (b)(3), we propose that the State must ensure that an applicable reinsurance entity 
makes payments as specified in §153.410(b) to the issuer of a reinsurance-eligible plan after receiving a 
valid claim for payment. We invite comments as to the most appropriate timeframe that an applicable 
reinsurance entity should make payments for reinsurance claims submitted, particularly, since 
reinsurance claims may exceed contributions for a given month, but not total projected contributions 
for the entire year.” “We have also considered deadlines by which a health insurance issuer could 
submit a claim for a given reinsurance benefit year. For example, Medicare Part D has a requirement for 
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data submission within 6 months after the end of the coverage year, and we believe this is an 
appropriate standard. We seek comment as to whether the deadline for health insurance issuers for 
submitting reinsurance claims should be the same or different.” “A standard deadline would allow for an 
orderly completion of the payment processes that depend upon reinsurance, specifically the risk 
corridors program and the medical loss ratio (MLR) reporting to support the rebate calculations in 
section 2718 of the PHS Act. Health insurance issuers must know the value of their reinsurance 
payments and must report that value to HHS under the risk corridor and MLR reporting provisions. 
Failure to establish a standard deadline could result in excessive delays in the completion of the rebate 
calculations under section 2718 of the PHS Act. Such delays would in turn delay receipt of rebate 
payments by the affected enrollees. We invite comment on the use of a standard deadline and the most 
appropriate deadline considering the interaction of the reinsurance program with risk corridor and the 
MLR process.” 

Oklahoma Comment: 
Reinsurance facilities need to take care not to disburse available funds too rapidly, as that would 
reward carriers on a first-come, first-served basis. Instead, to the extent that valid claims for 
reinsurance payments exceed a State’s funds, all reinsurance claims shall be paid on a uniform 
proportional basis. The MLR rules allow carriers to establish unpaid claim reserves and consider 
the same for payment. Coordination with the MLR rule and risk corridor calculations is necessary. 
 
The deadline for health insurance issuers for submitting reinsurance claims should not adversely 
impact MLR and risk corridor calculations. Timeframes should be no longer than when MLR and 
risk corridor need to be reported. States should be given as much flexibility as possible in setting 
timeframes for reinsurance entities to pay claims due to the unique market circumstances in each 
state. For example, a state might have existing standards that can stay in place for these 
payments. 

 

§153.240 Disbursement of reinsurance payments. 

 “Finally, in paragraph (c), we propose that for each benefit year, the State maintains all records related 
to the reinsurance program for 10 years, consistent with requirements for record retention under the 
False Claims Act. We solicit comments on this record retention requirement.” 

Oklahoma Comment: 
The requirement for a State to maintain records for 10 years for a reinsurance program that will 
be in existence for only 3 years is unduly burdensome. Health insurance claims are considered 
claims with relatively short tails. This means that they are paid relatively quickly after they are 
incurred and they do not typically have a long run off period. Therefore, the records maintained 
by a health reinsurer will show that reinsurance claims submitted by a health insurer will be final 
or closed significantly sooner than over a 10 year period. Most, if not all, states have record 
retention requirements for insurers and insurance agents codified in either state statute or 
administrative regulation. These typically require insurers and insurance agents to maintain 
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records of their insurance business for a certain period of time substantially less than 10 years. We 
suggest that tThe 10 year requirement contained in section 153.240 (c) should be reduced to 5 
years. 
 
In addition, the subsection states that it is the State’s responsibility to maintain such records. If 
the temporary reinsurance entity which is carrying out the reinsurance program dissolves after 
the program ends, it makes no sense to maintain the entity for a period of 10 years after the 
program terminates. This would be an undue and costly administrative burden to maintain the 
reinsurance entity just for the purpose of being the custodian for the records. To that end, in 
addition to reducing the 10 years to 5, we suggest that the regulation should clarify that another 
State entity such as the State Insurance Department be allowed to maintain the records. 

 

Subpart D – State Standards for the Risk Adjustment Program 

§153.310 Risk adjustment administration. 

“In paragraph (c), we propose timeframes for completion of the risk adjustment process. We propose 
that all payment calculations must commence with the 2014 benefit year. The Affordable Care Act does 
not explicitly set forth a timeframe by which risk adjustment programs must start. However, we believe 
risk adjustment must be coordinated with reinsurance and risk corridors to help stabilize the individual 
and small group markets and ensure the viability of the Exchanges, which begin in 2014. Timely 
completion of the risk adjustment process is important because risk adjustments affect calculations of 
both risk corridors and the rebates specified under section 2718 of the PHS Act. By law, HHS will be 
performing the risk corridors calculations for all qualified health plans (QHP) in all States. Therefore, we 
seek comment on the appropriate deadline by which risk adjustment must be completed. For example, 
HHS may require that States complete risk adjustment activities by June 30 of the year following the 
benefit year. This timing assumes at least a three-month lag from items and services furnished in a 
benefit year and the end of the data collection period. This approach is similar to the Medicare 
Advantage (Part C) risk adjustment data submission, in which the annual deadline for risk adjustment 
data submission is 2-months after the end of the 12-month benefit period, but may, at CMS’ discretion, 
include a 6-month lag time.” “Since risk adjustment is designed as a budget neutral activity, States 
would likely need to receive remittances from issuers of low actuarial risk plans before making 
payments to issuers of high actuarial risk plans. We seek comment on an appropriate timeframe for 
State commencement of payments.” 

Oklahoma Comment: 
The deadline by which risk adjustment activities must be completed should not adversely impact 
MLR and risk corridor calculations. Timeframes should be no longer than when MLR and risk 
corridor need to be reported. Other than that, states should be given as much flexibility as 
possible in setting timeframes due to the unique market circumstances in each state.  
 
The following is an example of a satisfactory option for a state to set risk adjustment timeframes: 
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Risk adjustment should require submission of data within two months of the end of the year and 
completion of calculations and billing before the end of the 2nd Quarter. Federal MLR reports 
have a proposed June 1 filing date, so a slightly earlier billing would be more useful. Carriers could 
estimate these amounts, but an earlier billing or notices of estimated payments would be more 
useful. Detailed audit of data should be done over the next six months, from about May to 
November. Adjustments resulting from audits of a year’s risk adjustment submissions can be 
invoiced as additional charges or credits in the next year’s billing. After the first year, when 
carriers become familiar with the reporting, adjustments should not be significant. 

 

Subpart E – Health Insurance Issuer Standards Related to the Transitional Reinsurance Program 

§153.400 Reinsurance contribution funds. 

“In paragraph (b), we propose that if any State establishes multiple applicable reinsurance entities, the 
contributing entities must contribute an appropriate payment to each applicable reinsurance entity 
according to the formula established by the State. We propose in paragraph (c) that contributing entities 
will be required to provide the data necessary for the applicable reinsurance entity to calculate the 
amounts due from each contributing entity. The type of data required will depend on the contributing 
entity. For contributing entities in the individual and fully insured market, we propose that data on 
enrollment and premiums be required. For contributing entities in the self-insured market, data on 
covered lives and total medical expenses would be required. This data, for example, could be collected 
on a monthly or quarterly basis beginning January 2014. We invite comments on the appropriate timing 
to collect data submissions from contributing entities. We also seek comment on whether there are 
existing sources of this data that can be drawn upon.” 

Oklahoma Comment: 
A completely different set of rules should not be required for determining or collecting 
reinsurance contributions from self-funded plans. When the self-funded plan registers with or 
reports to the federal government, it should designate who is responsible for calculating and 
paying its contributions. Some very large plans may be administered internally and so the plan 
itself is the contact. In most cases, it will be a Third-Party Administrator (TPA), or an insurer acting 
as a TPA. The TPA or insurer will calculate total national contributions for a self-funded plan and 
will remit to the various states according to whatever allocation formula is used. If the 
contribution is premium based, the self-funded plan will need to calculate premium equivalents. If 
the plan is administered by a carrier, the carrier already calculates premium equivalents for its 
annual statement in total. If the contribution is enrollment based, there is no need to calculate 
premium equivalents. Section 153.400 (c)(2) requires self-insured plans to submit data to the 
reinsurance entity for their contributions concerning covered lives and total expenses. States do 
not have ready access to information from self-insured plans. While most states regulate stop loss 
insurance, the extent to which they regulate stop loss insurance varies. In addition, not all self-
funded employers purchase stop loss coverage. It is also important to note that states do not have 
the authority to enforce requirements on employers that have self-insured health benefit plans 
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for their employees. Consideration needs to be given to the issue of who will enforce the 
requirements on self-insured plans to participate in the assessment for the temporary reinsurance 
program. While state insurance departments may have some regulatory authority over insurers 
and third party administrators in this area, states are preempted by ERISA from asserting any 
regulatory authority over the employers. We urge HHS, IRS and DOL to should determine the 
regulatory structure and enforcement mechanism, including states’ authority, to ensure that self-
insured employers participate in the temporary reinsurance program and the other risk 
adjustment mechanisms contained in the Affordable Care Act. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act; Exchange Functions in the Individual Market: Eligibility 
Determinations; Exchange Standards for Employers [CMS-9974-P] 

 

The proposed rule provides states only with the option or “flexibility” to adopt or choose not to adopt 
the rules as proposed. States should instead be allowed to consider various alternatives, as opposed to 
mere compliance with rules under which states must mandatorily perform.  Similarly, consumers must 
be allowed to choose between coverage options, be they Medicaid, Exchange qualified plans, and/or 
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private plans.  Consumers should also be held to a high degree of personal responsibility, for both cost 
and service utilization.  The proposed rule extends far beyond the typical degree of specificity found 
within governmental rules and regulation, instead delving into proposing prescriptive operational and 
business practices.  States must have the flexibility to design business and operational processes that are 
conducive to the unique circumstances presented by geographical location, populations served, or 
technological infrastructure and capability. The proposed rule should be limited to include only broad 
parameters within which states may operate their programs rather than imposing such highly 
proscriptive rules and processes.  Any new federal reporting requirements or federal approval processes 
for states should be removed from the proposed rules. Existing State Plan and Waiver approval 
processes are not efficient ways for states to gain timely approvals of program changes. As such, 
additional approvals must not be added onto existing processes. 

§155.310 Eligibility Determination Process. 

Oklahoma Comment: 
The proposed rule does not allow an applicant the choice to seek a determination for advance 
payments of the premium tax credit and cost-sharing reduction only, and not seek a unless a 
determination for Medicaid and CHIP is also made, or vice versa. In support of consumer choice, 
all populations <133% FPL should be allowed to choose options that include either coverage 
through Medicaid, coverage through an Exchange qualified health plan (with receipt of premium 
tax credits), or coverage through a private plan. Additionally, in support of personal responsibility, 
state Medicaid programs should not be required to provide wrap-around services to all 
populations <133% FPL choosing coverage other than Medicaid. 

 

§155.320 Verification process related to eligibility for insurance affordability programs. 

Oklahoma Comment: 
The proposed rule requires the that when Exchange applicants fail to respond to verification 
requests within 90 days, and anyone in the primary taxpayers family appears to be eligible for 
Medicaid or CHIP, the Exchange must deny advance premium tax credits, essentially enrolling the 
family into Medicaid coverage. In order to support consumer choice, we propose , all populations 
<133% FPL should be offered the option of either coverage through Medicaid, coverage through 
an Exchange qualified health plans plan with receipt of premium tax credits, or coverage through 
a private plans.. In order to support personal responsibility, we propose that, state Medicaid 
programs would should not be required to provide wrap-around services to all populations <133% 
FPL choosing coverage other than Medicaid. 

 

§155.305 Eligibility standards. 

Oklahoma Comment: 
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The proposed rule requires the Exchange to discontinue determining a consumer eligible for 
advance premium tax credit payments if HHS notifies the Exchange that the taxpayer failed to file 
a tax return for the prior year for which tax data would be used for eligibility verification. This 
provision appears to support the Medicaid proposed rule which requires states to continue 
Medicaid eligibility for consumers who have not filed timely federal tax documents. In order to 
support personal responsibility and program integrity, states should have the flexibility to choose 
whether or not to discontinue both Exchange premium tax credit eligibility as well as Medicaid 
eligibility if federal tax filings are not current. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Medicaid Program; Eligibility Changes Under the Affordable Care Act of 2010 [CMS-2349-P] 
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The proposed rule provides states many options which states may choose to adopt or choose not to 
adopt. We support allowing states to consider options, as opposed to the rule requiring states to 
perform mandatorily.  Oklahoma supports all provisions wherein consumers are provided with choice 
between their coverage options, be they Medicaid, Exchange qualified plans, and/or private plans as 
well as all provisions wherein consumers are held to a high degree of personal responsibility, for both 
cost and service utilization. 

In many areas the proposed rule appears to go beyond the typical degree of specificity found within 
rules and regulation, delving into proposing prescriptive operational and business processes. States 
should be allowed the flexibility to design business and operational processes that are conducive to 
the unique circumstances presented by geographical location, populations served, or technological 
infrastructure and capability. The proposed rule should be limited to include parameters within which 
states may operate their programs. 

The proposed rule should not include the requirement for any new federal reporting requirements on 
states. For each new federal report required within the proposed rule, an existing rule should be 
discontinued. 

The proposed rule should not include any new federal approval processes for states. Existing State 
Plan and Waiver approval processes are not efficient ways for states to gain timely approvals of 
program changes. As such, additional approvals cannot be added onto existing processes. 

§431.10 Single state agency. 

Oklahoma Comment: 
The proposed rule requests input regarding the establishment of the Exchange entity, its 
governance structure, and potential implications for coordination with state Medicaid agencies. 
We propose sStates should be allowed maximum flexibility to design the Exchange governance 
and or to determine that the organization itself should to be a private entity, among other choices 
listed in the proposed rule. if the State so chooses. States could choose to pursue such an 
arrangement in similar fashion to the contracting requirements which exist today between state 
Medicaid/CHIP programs and private MCO’s. In these arrangements eligibility determination as 
well as plan oversight may be layered to include not only the single state Medicaid agency, but 
private contractors as well. 

§433.206 Choice of methodology. 

Oklahoma Comment: 
The proposed rule requires states to notify CMS of its FMAP methodology two calendar years 
prior to the implementation of such method. Considering the potential for significant program, 
law and population changes that could occur in that two-year period (and corresponding potential 
impact upon the eligibility determination rates), and the potential desire for states to pursue 
another method, A 90-day prior notification requirement should be used to align with the current 
SPA submission and review schedule. 
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The proposed rule requires states to use the chosen methodology for three years before changing 
to another methodology. Considering the potential for significant program, law and population 
changes that could occur in that three-year period (and corresponding potential impact on the 
eligibility determination rates which may put states at higher risk if the current method does not 
reflect such changes), and the potential desire for states to pursue another method, a one-year 
requirement should be used to align with the current FMAP redetermination schedule. 

 

§433.208 Threshold methodology. 

Oklahoma Comment: 
The proposed rule establishes a threshold methodology to be used 1/1/14 when determining the 
application of FMAP for those newly eligible. The method appears unclear in several areas. The 
method appears to be cumbersome because there would be many income standards that would 
have to be applied to each new eligible category which may have been considered for a program 
that was maintained at a higher income level than another category.  Therefore, the question 
becomes whether the upper income standard is a blended rate or will the state be required to 
maintain many classes of newly eligible.  The method also requires an eligibility determination to 
be made up front in order to accommodate actual utilization at the time the services are 
rendered, or else the state would have to be determining payments and correct FFP after the fact, 
which would result in significant manual adjustments on the 64 reporting form.   

 HHS should not limit the states to claiming FFP to a threshold methodology when a state has the 
ability and capability to identify and claim FFP based upon actual data from newly eligible 
members.   

Oklahoma would like the opportunityshould be allowed the flexibility to continue to use our its 
existing, innovative front-end insurance portal to determine whether each consumer is newly 
qualified at the point of application. An This alternative methodology which determines a 
consumer’s true eligibility and counts them accordingly within a single rules-based, real-time, on-
line enrollment system thatwhich, by asking the righta series of questions, will serves to waterfall 
the consumer into the correct eligibility determination. This would allow Oklahoma would be able 
to immediately identifyication of those newly eligible, put them into our the system and track 
their actual usage and claim FFP on the existing 64 reporting forms without the need for 
retroactive financial adjustments or the need to borrow against a perceived allotment.  The 
characterization of newly qualified will be applied on a per-member basis and used prospectively 
to draw the appropriate FFP.  This alternative methodology would should be used as opposed to 
the outdated accounting back-end correction procedures as that are proposed by these rules.  

 

§433.210 Statistically valid sampling methodology. 
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Oklahoma Comment: 
The proposed rule establishes a sampling methodology to be used 1/1/14 when determining the 
application of FMAP for those found to be newly eligible. The method appears unclear in several 
areas. In situations where it is impossible to gain actual data, sampling is a fair and equitable 
solution to claiming FFP and has been used in many situations throughout the Medicaid program.  
The problem with this method is our the inherent lack of experience with this newly eligible group 
and their utilization trends.  Therefore, any sampling would need to be modified frequently and 
regularly as utilization trends for this population become available.  Gaining the number of newly 
eligible will be the more simple process than gauging the utilization of a population that 
historically has not been served. The impact that could be seen by Medicaid programs will depend 
on the population’s needs and actual utilization rates.  The potential exists for large utilization 
upon implementation with a slow tapering once the program is running.  

 HHS should not limit the states to claiming FFP to a threshold methodology when a state has the 
ability and capability to identify and claim FFP based upon actual data from newly eligible 
members.   

 

 

 

Oklahoma would like the opportunity to continue to use our existing, innovative front-end 
insurance portal to determine whether each consumer is newly qualified at the point of 
application. An alternative methodology which determines a consumer’s true eligibility and 
counts them accordingly within a single rules-based, real-time, on-line enrollment system that, by 
asking the right series of questions, will waterfall the consumer into the correct eligibility 
determination. Oklahoma would be able to immediately identify those newly eligible, put them 
into our system and track their actual usage and claim FFP on the existing 64 reporting forms 
without the need for retroactive financial adjustments or the need to borrow against a perceived 
allotment.  The characterization of newly qualified will be applied on a per-member basis and 
used prospectively to draw the appropriate FFP.  This alternative methodology would be used as 
opposed to outdated accounting back-end correction procedures as proposed by these rules.  

§433.212 CMS established FMAP proportion. 

Oklahoma Comment: 
The proposed rule establishes a sampling methodology to be used 1/1/14 when determining the 
application of FMAP for those newly eligible. The method appears unclear in several areas. 
Oklahoma would discourage the use of reliable data sources for this new population because of 
very limited experience with the newly qualified population based on the new rules.  Private 
insurance usage or uninsured usage would not be a valid indicator of the actual utilization that 
may be see with this population.  For many, this will be the first time that coverage will be 
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available to them at little to no cost and actual utilization could be extremely varied. Any data 
that are used will be an approximation and the true utilization could either be detrimental to HHS 
or to the states that have chosen to claim by this method.  It would also be difficult to estimate 
the number of those newly eligible for each state when the existing eligibility criteria are different 
among states. 

Oklahoma requests that HHS not limit the states to claiming FFP to a threshold methodology 
when a state has the ability and capability to identify and claim FFP based upon actual data from 
newly eligible members.   

Oklahoma would like the opportunity to continue to use our existing, innovative front-end 
insurance portal to determine whether each consumer is newly qualified at the point of 
application. Oklahoma proposes an alternative methodology which determines a consumer’s true 
eligibility and counts them accordingly within a single rules-based, real-time, on-line enrollment 
system that, by asking the right series of questions, will waterfall the consumer into the correct 
eligibility determination. Oklahoma would be able to immediately identify those newly eligible, 
put them into our system and track their actual usage and claim FFP on the existing 64 reporting 
forms without the need for retroactive financial adjustments or the need to borrow against a 
perceived allotment.  The characterization of newly qualified will be applied on a per-member 
basis and used prospectively to draw the appropriate FFP.  This alternative methodology would be 
used as opposed to outdated accounting back-end correction procedures as proposed by these 
rules.  

§435.110 Parents and other caretaker relatives. 

Oklahoma Comment: 
The proposed rule mandates that all populations <133% FPL who are eligible for Medicaid 
coverage must receive coverage through Medicaid. In order to support consumer choice,  all 
populations <133% FPL should be offered the option of coverage through Medicaid, or coverage 
through Exchange qualified health plans with receipt of premium tax credits, or coverage through 
private plans. In order to support personal responsibility,  state Medicaid programs should not be 
required to provide wrap-around services to all populations <133% FPL choosing coverage other 
than Medicaid. 

§435.116 Pregnant women. 

Oklahoma Comment: 
The proposed rule mandates that all populations <133% FPL who are eligible for Medicaid 
coverage must receive coverage through Medicaid. In order to support consumer choice,  all 
populations <133% FPL be offered the option of coverage through Medicaid, coverage through 
Exchange qualified health plans with receipt of premium tax credits, or coverage through private 
plans. In order to support personal responsibility, state Medicaid programs should not be required 
to provide wrap-around services to all populations <133% FPL choosing coverage other than 
Medicaid. 
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§435.118 Infants and children under age 19. 

Oklahoma Comment: 
The proposed rule mandates that all populations <133% FPL who are eligible for Medicaid 
coverage must receive coverage through Medicaid. In order to support consumer choice, all 
populations <133% FPL should be offered the option of coverage through Medicaid, coverage 
through Exchange qualified health plans with receipt of premium tax credits, or coverage through 
private plans. In order to support personal responsibility, state Medicaid programs should not be 
required to provide wrap-around services to all populations <133% FPL choosing coverage other 
than Medicaid. 

The proposed rule includes a maintenance-of-effort provision which requires all states to maintain 
coverage for children at levels in effect at passage of the ACA, through 2019. Considering Because 
families will have different coverage options (i.e. children will be covered by Medicaid and adults 
will have some form of private coverage) states should be offeredmust be allowed flexibility to 
adjust children’s eligibility levels as necessary. Studies have shown a decline in the care for 
families that have split coverage. Also, it ishas also been found  often moreto be cost effective to 
have “family coverage” on a plan. 

§435.603 Application of modified adjusted gross income (MAGI). 

Oklahoma Comment: 
The proposed rule requires that application of the MAGI eligibility determination be postponed 
for use until March 31, 2014 or until the next redetermination of Medicaid eligibility. States 
should be provided the flexibility to determine whether the change to application of MAGI should 
be done all at once (i.e. all eligibility revisited for MAGI at a date certain), or pursuant to the 
schedule set forth by the proposed rule. 

The proposed rule includes a provision requiring states to rely on the consumer’s attestation that 
their future income will drop. This provision appears to contradict other eligibility criteria 
proposed for Exchange coverage. Without proper controls, this would be a highly burdensome 
administrative burdentask for on the s states; as well as labor intensive and susceptible to abuse. 
In order to support personal responsibility and program integrity, data source validation should be 
used in lieu of attestation of a future estimate of income. 

The proposed rule requires states to determine eligibility for married couples in a certain 
proscribed manner, and upon whether or not the married individuals physically reside with each 
other. It would be very difficult for states to verify the physical location of the married individuals. 
This “co-residency” requirement should be removed from the proposed rule. 

The proposed rule includes specific criteria under which states can apply exception/hardship 
income-criteria changes, as well as specific criteria as to when the exception/hardship is 
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acceptable or not. States need latitude to define and operationalize exception/hardship criteria 
and the accompanying business processes. 

The proposed rule requires states to continue Medicaid eligibility for consumers who have not 
filed timely federal tax documents. In order to support personal responsibility and program 
integrity, states should have the flexibility to discontinue Medicaid eligibility if federal tax filings 
are not current. 

An addition to the rule which allows mid-year changes for Medicaid eligibility to mirror qualifying 
events currently used for private insurance plans, should provide states thestates must be allowed 
flexibility to determine reasons for eligibility changes, other than income. A new qualifying event 
should be added for pregnancy, since household size will change (affecting eligibility criteria) as a 
result of the pregnancy. 

An addition to the rule should be made which sets the open enrollment period for the Exchange 
(which will inadvertently bring additional consumers to Medicaid when seeking coverage) to 
coincide with the most recent timely federal tax filing period. For example, if federal tax filing is 
due April 15th each year, the open enrollment period could cover April, May and June, reflecting 
the most recent tax information available. 

§435.907 Application. 

Oklahoma Comment: 
The proposed rule requires states to allow supplemental documentation (i.e. paper) to be 
accepted in instances where the MAGI information verification processes fail. Acknowledging not 
all consumers will use MAGI eligibility determination, and considering the technological 
advancements made with the federal MITA framework, use of supplemental forms and additional 
information should be restricted to automated processes and applications. 

The proposed rule requires states to make available five methods of application submission – 
online, phone, mail, in person, fax. Considering the technological advancements made with the 
federal MITA framework, submission of applications should be allowed to be restricted to 
automated processes (i.e. online) if a state demonstrates significant technological capability. 

 

 

§435.911 Determination of eligibility. 

Oklahoma Comment: 
The proposed rule does not include timeliness standards for the determination of eligibility. 
Oklahoma supports this business process being defined by the state. 

435.916 Periodic redeterminations of Medicaid eligibility. 
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Oklahoma Comment: 
The proposed rule requires states to continue Medicaid eligibility through the end of the current 
month. States should be provided the flexibility to end coverage at any time during a month, 
defining this business process as best fits the state circumstances. 

The proposed rule does not include a specified reconsideration period for eligibility 
determinations or redeterminations. Oklahoma supports this business process being defined by 
the state. 

§435.948 Verifying financial information. 

Oklahoma Comment: 
The proposed rule requires states to obtain federal approval prior to use of alternate data 
sources. Oklahoma proposes states would not require federal approval. Rather, HHS should be 
responsible for creating a list of acceptable data sources from which states may choose an 
appropriate state-level data source. 

§435.956 Verification of other non-financial information. 

Oklahoma Comment: 
The proposed rule requires states to accept a consumer’s attestation of pregnancy as an eligibility 
criteria component. In order to support program integrity, states should be provided flexibility to 
determine if an attestation or verification of pregnancy is a required business process. 

 

End of Oklahoma Comments on Notice of Proposed Rule Making. 
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Governor Mary Fallin  

2012 Legislative and Policy Highlights 

The 2012 legislative session in Oklahoma has come to a close and Governor Mary Fallin 

successfully worked with the Legislature to deliver a fiscally conservative, balanced budget that 

includes targeted increases for core services. Additionally, she worked with lawmakers to pass 

and sign into law key reforms in the areas of government efficiency, energy production, health 

and human services, transportation, child welfare, gun rights, education and more. 

Saving Taxpayer Dollars through Government Reform and Modernization 

As Governor Fallin has continued to say, Oklahoma taxpayers deserve a government that 

understands customer service, and also understands that the “customer” is the taxpayer. Reforms 

pursued this year will help to eliminate government waste and improve government services.  

Legislative/Policy Highlights 

 Savings through Energy Efficiency 

o SB 1096: Directs all state agencies and higher education institutions to implement 

a comprehensive behavior‐based energy program to achieve at least 20 percent 

improvement in energy efficiency and conservation by the year 2020. By applying 

Governor Fallin’s energy efficiency and conservation program, estimated 

savings to taxpayers range from $300 to $500 million over eight years. 

 Government Modernization and Consolidation Efforts: 

o SB 1797: Consolidates existing public education accountability and teacher 

preparation entities into a single Office of Educational Quality and Accountability 

(EQA) in order to save taxpayer money and streamlines existing education 

initiatives.  Includes a 15 percent savings mandate. 

o HB 3053: Consolidates the Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group 

Insurance Board and the Oklahoma Employees Benefits Council to produce cost 

savings. Additionally, establishes performance metrics to be used by OSF 

“Performance Teams” to work with agencies to improve processes used to 

manage organizational performance, budgeting and forecasting, strategic planning 
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and management, and metrics used to measure performance against strategic and 

operational goals. Performance Teams will also work on future statewide 

initiatives to increase government efficiency and effectiveness.   

o HB 2197: Establishes what may be one of the most aggressive open source and 

open standards state governance level laws in the nation which has already lead to 

significant IT savings.  

o Information Technology consolidation initiatives continue this year due to 

policies proposed and signed into law by Governor Fallin in 2011. IT 

consolidation efforts are estimated to save the state of Oklahoma $180 million 

over seven years. Currently, 90 percent of agencies are participating in the state 

consolidation plan, resulting in a 25 percent reduction in IT costs. Additionally, 

the Office of State Finance has also consolidated several agencies, for an actual 

savings of $4.2 million.  

o Higher Education CIO: Governor Fallin and higher education officials agreed to 

establish one unified Higher Education Chief Information Officer to be housed 

under the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education. The Higher Education 

CIO will be tasked with improving the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of IT 

services within higher education. The higher education community has 

currently reached $40 million in technology cost savings; total savings over a 

five year period are expected to reach $347.1 million. 

 Cabinet Flexibility 

o HB 2834: Creates the Government Modernization Cabinet Flexibility Act, which 

allows the governor to modify her cabinet at anytime, subject to Senate 

confirmation. 

 Federal Balanced Budget Amendment 

o SCR 33: Requested and supported a resolution calling on Congress to amend the 

U.S. Constitution to require a balanced budget. 

Supporting American Made Energy Production and Energy Efficiency 

            A series of bills signed into law this year by Governor Fallin work to encourage the use 

and production of American-made energy like natural gas while increasing safety by requiring 

the public disclosure of chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing. With over 300,000 Oklahoma 

jobs supported by the energy industry, oil and natural gas production will remain key partners as 

we work to grow the state’s economy. Initiatives pursued this year at the state Capitol support 

the growth of Oklahoma’s energy companies and ensure the state continues to play a prominent 

role in energy-related job creation and American energy security. 

Legislative/Policy Highlights 

 Natural Gas Vehicles and Infrastructure Development 

o Developed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with 13 states outlining our 

pursuit of a multistate contract for natural gas vehicles (NGV).  The MOU is an 

appeal to the auto industry to manufacture an affordable and functional NGV, 
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available to both states and the general public.  Oklahoma will be the lead state in 

a 13-state request for proposal in which the states will go to market to fulfill the 

MOU. Converting state fleets to natural gas vehicles will save taxpayer 

dollars by reducing fuel costs and help the environment by using a cleaner 

type of fuel. It will support the natural gas industry, which is vital to 

Oklahoma’s economy and future job growth in the state. Additionally, it will 

help to reduce America’s reliance on foreign oil.     

 Advancing Research and Development 

o SB 1627: Creates the Oklahoma Energy Initiative, which will serve as a strategic 

program designed to create, advance, and promote new and existing energy 

research and development efforts in Oklahoma. 

 Supporting Oklahoma Energy Producers 

o HB 2654 and SB 1665: Creates the Energy Litigation Reform Act, an agreement 

by Oklahoma’s oil-and-gas industry and royalty owners to reduce frivolous 

lawsuits that jeopardize the future of the oil-and-gas industry in Oklahoma. These 

bills clarify state law and ensure our state remains open to business and industry 

while also protecting surface and royalty owners.  

 Transparency and Accountability 

o Governor Fallin requested and later approved rules by the Oklahoma Corporation 

Commission requiring the disclosure of chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing.  

Transportation, Roads and Bridges 

            As Governor Fallin outlined in her State of the State address, Oklahoma has lagged 

behind when it comes to the maintenance and repair of its roads and bridges. Actions taken in 

2012 put Oklahoma back on the right track, as the budget signed by Governor Fallin ensures that 

the Oklahoma Department of Transportation’s eight-year construction plan remains on schedule. 

Additionally, funding was improved to begin implementation of Governor Fallin’s Bridge 

Improvement and Turnpike Modernization Plan to repair all 706 currently identified structurally 

deficient highway bridges.  

Legislative/Policy Highlights 

 Improving Oklahoma’s Roads and Bridges 

o HB 2248: Supports the Bridge Improvement and Turnpike Modernization Plan 

introduced in 2011 by Governor Fallin. The plan repairs all 706 of Oklahoma’s 

currently identified structurally deficient highway bridges. HB 2248 calls for the 

annual increase in the ROADS fund to be boosted from $41.7 million to $59.7 

million. The bill directs the ROADS fund to continue receiving an additional 

$59.7 million each year until the total increase equals $575 million.  

o HB 2249: Also supports the Bridge Improvement and Turnpike Modernization 

Plan introduced in 2011 by Governor Fallin.  Ensures counties have the resources 

they need to continue improvements to their road and bridge systems by 

increasing funding for the County Improvement for Roads and Bridges (CIRB). 
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HB 2249 increases the estimated annual funding for the CIRB program from $80 

million to more than $111 million.  

Improving Health Outcomes in Oklahoma 

The governor introduced a number of Healthy Oklahoma initiatives in her 2012 State of 

the State address which have been enacted The initiatives below will help to reduce infant 

mortality rates while addressing high rates of smoking, substance abuse and obesity. They also 

include an initiative to improve access to care in rural and underserved areas.  

Legislative/Policy Highlights 

 Prohibiting Smoking on State Property 

o Governor Fallin issued an executive order to prohibit tobacco use on all state 

property. She has closed the smoking room at the state Capitol and begun the 

process of developing a privately funded fitness center for state employees.  

 Promoting Physical Fitness 

o SB 1882: Limits the legal liability of school districts that open indoor or outdoor 

facilities on a voluntary basis to community groups or individuals for physical 

activity. 

 Mental Health 

o $118 million in funding will be transferred from Oklahoma Health Care Authority 

(OHCA) to the Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse 

Services (ODMHSAS) for behavioral health programs. ODMHSAS is the State’s 

expert on behavioral and mental health and is best-suited to administer behavioral 

health programs.  

 Infant Mortality 

o $1 million has been appropriated in the FY 2013 budget to expand statewide 

infant mortality initiatives by implementing targeted interventions through 

hospitals, key state and local agencies and partner organizations. Programs will 

improve health outcomes for Oklahoma mothers and infants.    

 Rural Health Care 

o HB 3058 and SB 1280: Expands the Oklahoma Hospital Residency Training 

Program to help solve the physician shortage in rural and underserved areas of the 

state. The budget includes 3.08 million in additional funding for rural residencies.   

 Drug Screenings 

o HB 2388: Requires the state Department of Human Services to screen adults for 

drug-use who apply to the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families program. If 

the applicant refuses a drug test or is found to be using drugs, they would be 

denied benefits. Applicants who test positive for illegal drug use and undergo 

substance abuse treatment can reapply for benefits six months after the date of 
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their denial. Child-only cases and underage parents would be exempt from drug 

screenings. 

Protecting Oklahoma’s Children 

Governor Fallin believes that Oklahoma has a moral imperative to protect vulnerable 

children and the lives of the unborn. Pro-life initiatives, reforms at the Department of Human 

Services (DHS) – including the Pinnacle Plan – as well as legislation protecting drug endangered 

children will help to ensure the state is doing everything it can to meet the needs of its most 

vulnerable citizens.   

Legislative/Policy Highlights 

 Pro-Life Initiatives 

o SB 1274: Creates the Heartbeat Informed Consent Act, which mandates that prior 

to giving informed consent to having an abortion, a provider must inform the 

pregnant woman that she has the right to hear the embryonic or fetal heartbeat. 

o HB 2381: Requires the physician prescribing RU-486 or any other abortion-

inducing drug to be physically present during the administration of the drug. 

 Department of Human Services 

o Pinnacle Plan: Governor Fallin and her office played an integral role in the 

development of the Pinnacle Plan, a reform agenda that will result in the 

reorganization of DHS and will refocus and improve efforts to ensure the safety 

and wellbeing of children in state custody. The FY 2013 budget contains a $25 

million increase to DHS to fund Pinnacle Plan reforms.  

o HB 2251: Adds considerations for drug-endangered children under the Oklahoma 

Children's Code; requires analysis and safety precautions for investigations into 

drug-endangered children. 

Education and Workforce Development 

Initiatives pursued this year by the governor and the Legislature would increase 

accountability in education, continue implementation of reform policies passed into law in 2011, 

and continue to support college diploma and career certificate attainment in Oklahoma. 

Additionally, new online tools and policies continue to match appropriately skilled individuals 

with good jobs in-state. 

Legislative/Policy Highlights 

 Common Education Reform 

o SB 1797: Consolidates existing public education accountability and teacher 

preparation entities into a single Office of Educational Quality and Accountability 

(EQA) in order to save taxpayer money while streamlining existing education 

accountability initiatives (also listed under government modernization).   
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o Approved agency rules creating an A-F grading system for public schools to 

improve transparency and accountability.  

o Included a $54 million increase in the FY 2013 budget to fund teacher health 

benefits and bonuses for National Board Certified teachers. 

 Higher Education 

o Made a significant progress in funding the state’s outstanding commitment for 

endowed chairs at Oklahoma universities by transferring the bulk of the $161 

million funding the EDGE program to endowed chairs. The endowed chairs 

programs funds academic positions and research, mostly in the areas of science, 

technology and math. The program increases research and economic development 

in the state.  

o Included a $10 million increase for higher education operations in the FY 2013 

budget to help, in part, with the Complete College America goal of dramatically 

increasing college degrees awarded in Oklahoma.  

o Authorized $3 million for the Wayman Tisdale specialty health clinic in Tulsa; 

$3.08 million for the OSU College of Osteopathic Medicine  

 Workforce Development:  

o Created and launched OKJobMatch.com, a one-stop-shop Web site for students 

and job seekers to find job matches and for employers to find employees with the 

skill set they need. OKJobMatch.com is part of a larger portal where information 

and access to these workforce services can be provided in an efficient and 

effective way. This comprehensive portal includes resources from Higher 

Education, Career Tech, Oklahoma Employment Security Commission, 

Workforce Boards, Rehabilitative Services and the U.S. military.   

o SB 1863: Creates the Post-Military Service Occupation, Education and 

Credentialing Act.  Authorizes Career Techs and Higher Education Institutions to 

use the ACE Guide to the Evaluation of Educational Experiences in the Armed 

Services to allow service members to transfer military training and experience 

towards academic credits. Authorizes professional licensure boards or 

commissions to allow for an expedited process for military spouses, who have 

transferred to the state, to receive professional licenses or certifications. Allows 

service members to remain in good standing with administrative bodies while 

they are on active duty. 

Improving Public Safety and Saving Lives 

Improving public safety and saving lives is a priority for Governor Fallin. Bills signed 

into law this year include crime and drug reduction initiatives as well as a Good Samaritan law 

protecting those who offer shelter to other citizens during weather related emergencies.   
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Legislative/Policy Highlights 

 Statewide Public Safety Plan 

o HB 3052: Establishes a grant program to fund crime reduction initiatives by local 

law enforcement agencies, requires at least nine months of post-release 

supervision of all felons, establishes risk, mental health and substance abuse 

assessments and evaluations prior to sentencing for those found guilty of a felony, 

and initiates a series of other strategic reforms designed to control prison growth 

and implement strategies to increase public safety. 

 Reduced Meth Production 

o HB 2941: Requires pharmacies to enter information about persons who buy 

pseudoephedrine or ephedrine into an online tracking service; limits the amount 

of ephedrine or pseudoephedrine that can be purchased per day, month, or year. 

 Supporting State Troopers 

o Included in budget: $5 million for authorization of an annual trooper academy 

with capacity for 40 trainees  

 Good Samaritan 

o HB 2419: Prohibits liability for persons offering his or her storm shelter to others 

in times of severe weather if the owner was acting in good faith and damage was 

not caused by the willful neglect or misconduct of the owner. 

Supporting Our Veterans and Military 

Reforms signed into law and policies pursued by the governor and state agencies this year 

will aid veterans looking for work in the private sector. Additionally, Governor Fallin has asked 

the new membership of the War Veterans Commission to increase their oversight of veteran’s 

facilities throughout the state to ensure quality services are being provided.  Oklahomans have a 

deep and profound respect for the men and women of our military – and their families.  We can 

never fully repay the debt of gratitude owed to them, but we can continue to pursue policies that 

recognize and honor their service. Initiatives implemented this year will help veterans to seek 

opportunities for educational advancement and find good jobs. Finally, we remain committed to 

improving the standard of care at our state’s veteran’s centers. Our veterans deserve nothing but 

the best, and that’s what we aim to give them 

Legislative/Policy Highlights 

 Educating Veteran’s Children 

o HB 2689: Allows students and dependents of military personnel who are from 

Oklahoma but stationed outside of the state to receive in-state college tuition.  

o SB 1863: Allows Oklahoma colleges, university and technology centers to 

provide academic credit to military veterans, who were honorably discharged in 

the previous three years, for any applicable education, training and experience 

received through military duty that pertains to his or her area of study. 
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 Jobs for Veterans 

o House Bill 1985: Requires public sector employers to interview veterans who 

meet the minimum and special qualifications for job openings.   

o Developed OKJobMatch.com in partnership with the Department of Commerce  

OkJobMatch.com is a Web site to match job seekers with employers.  The site 

serves as a comprehensive employment resource for returning military men and 

women who have bravely served us, the governor said. 

 Improving Care at Veterans Centers 

o Governor Fallin this year replaced eight out of nine members of the War Veterans 

Commission, asking each one of them to step up oversight efforts at the state’s 

veterans centers. Fallin directed them to pursue improvements in service and to 

investigate any instances of abuse or neglect.  

o Allocated a $1 million increase for the Department of Veterans Affairs for 

additional nurses at veterans centers. 

o Camp Gruber Chapel: Governor Fallin helped to raise over $2 million in private 

donations to support the construction of the Thunderbird Chapel at Camp Gruber. 

Protecting Oklahoma’s Water Resources 

The Water for 2060 Act, signed into law by Governor Fallin this year, represents one of 

the most comprehensive, ambitious statewide water conservation measures in the United States. 

Legislative/Policy Highlights                      

 Water Conservation 

o HB 3055: The “Water for 2060” Act establishes a statewide goal of consuming 

no more fresh water in 2060 than is consumed currently in the state.  The bill also 

creates an advisory council that will develop a strategy for achieving the statewide 

goal, as well as recommendations on more efficient use of existing water supplies, 

identification of new water supplies and more efficient infrastructure. 

Expanding Gun Rights and Defending the Second Amendment 

Governor Fallin signed into law “open carry” legislation, allowing licensed and law-

abiding gun owners to openly carry weapons.  

Legislative/Policy Highlights 

 Open Carry 

o SB 1733: Allows Oklahoma citizens to openly carry firearms.  The bill permits 

those who are licensed, or already have been licensed, to carry a firearm under the 

Oklahoma Self Defense Act to openly carry a weapon or conceal it.  It also allows 

property owners to openly carry a firearm on their property without a concealed 

carry permit for the purpose of self defense. 
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FY 11 Comparison of State and Local Government Spending and Debt in the United States
Amounts in $ per capita

State State & Local Spending State & Local Debt Gross State Product
District of Columbia $23,463.90 $17,479.70 $107.60 
Alaska $20,012.20 $14,299.00 $51.40 
New York $15,644.30 $16,875.00 $1,158.00 
Wyoming $15,426.70 $4,633.40 $37.60 
New Jersey $12,018.00 $11,470.50 $487.00 
Massachusetts $11,859.10 $14,839.10 $391.80 
California $11,491.90 $11,159.30 $1,958.90 
Rhode Island $11,186.30 $11,832.70 $50.10 
Vermont $11,168.20 $7,616.20 $25.90 
Washington $11,155.60 $10,874.30 $355.10 
Connecticut $11,139.90 $11,879.40 $230.10 
Delaware $11,048.00 $8,314.90 $65.80 
New Mexico $11,013.90 $8,168.50 $79.40 
Nebraska $10,897.00 $7,735.30 $94.20 
Louisiana $10,825.80 $7,870.60 $247.70 
Pennsylvania $10,766.00 $9,934.40 $578.80 
North Dakota $10,713.50 $7,200.00 $40.30 
Minnesota $10,689.70 $8,743.10 $281.70 
Oregon $10,620.00 $8,981.90 $194.70 
Illinois $10,408.70 $10,987.60 $670.70 
Hawaii $10,395.30 $9,679.30 $67.00 
Colorado $10,256.30 $9,896.30 $264.30 
Ohio $10,205.90 $6,647.20 $484.00 
Maryland $10,156.60 $7,478.80 $301.10 
Wisconsin $10,044.80 $7,857.10 $254.80 
Iowa $9,947.80 $4,860.70 $149.00 
Montana $9,808.30 $5,880.70 $38.00 
Maine $9,497.20 $7,225.90 $51.60 
Michigan $9,492.10 $7,619.90 $385.20 
Kansas $9,414.50 $10,240.40 $130.90 
Mississippi $9,328.20 $4,731.40 $97.80 
Kentucky $9,250.60 $9,994.20 $164.80 
South Carolina $9,178.40 $8,336.60 $165.80 
New Hampshire $9,054.80 $8,388.20 $63.60 
Texas $8,923.50 $10,281.50 $1,308.10 
West Virginia $8,909.90 $6,188.00 $66.80 
Utah $8,846.50 $6,728.40 $124.50 
Alabama $8,791.70 $5,872.60 $173.10 
Virginia $8,668.70 $7,872.00 $428.90 
Florida $8,602.60 $7,918.40 $754.30 
South Dakota $8,583.30 $6,620.50 $40.10 
Oklahoma $8,532.80 $4,999.80 $155.00 
Missouri $8,482.10 $7,599.80 $249.50 
North Carolina $8,479.10 $5,425.40 $439.90 
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Tennessee $8,457.80 $6,126.60 $266.50 
Indiana $8,276.80 $7,751.90 $278.10 
Nevada $8,249.80 $10,773.90 $130.40 
Arkansas $8,241.60 $4,856.90 $105.80 
Georgia $8,159.30 $5,274.20 $418.90 
Arizona $8,088.90 $7,692.70 $258.40 
Idaho $7,682.20 $3,963.70 $57.90 

Sources:
GDP: US Gov. Budget: Hist. Table 10.1
Federal: US Gov. Budget: Hist. Tables 3.2 and 7.1
State and Local: State and Local Gov. Finances
www.usgovernmentspending.com
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Real State Growth Population (Million) Comments
1.90% 0.6
2.50% 0.7
1.10% 19.5

-1.20% 0.6
-0.50% 8.8
2.20% 6.6
2.00% 37.7
0.70% 1.1
0.50% 0.6
2.00% 6.8
2.00% 3.6
1.60% 0.9
0.20% 2.1
0.10% 1.8
0.50% 4.6
1.20% 12.7
7.60% 0.7
1.20% 5.3
4.70% 3.9
1.30% 12.9

-0.20% 1.4
1.90% 5.1
1.10% 11.5
0.90% 5.8
1.10% 5.7
1.90% 3.1
0.00% 1

-0.40% 1.3
2.30% 9.9
0.50% 2.9

-0.80% 3
0.50% 4.4
1.20% 4.7
1.50% 1.3
3.30% 25.7
4.50% 1.9
2.00% 2.8

-0.80% 4.8
0.30% 8.1
0.50% 19.1
0.80% 0.8
1.00% 3.8 Oklahoma ranks 42nd
0.00% 6
1.80% 9.7
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1.90% 6.4
1.10% 6.5
1.20% 2.7
0.30% 2.9
1.70% 9.8
1.50% 6.5
0.60% 1.6
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: Oklahoman: Oklahoma rejects $54.6 million federal grant
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:26:05 PM

 
 

Oklahoma rejects $54.6 million
federal grant

Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin says that state and
private money will be used to develop a system
where Oklahomans could shop for health
insurance. No cost estimate is available.

 
BY MICHAEL MCNUTT mmcnutt@opubco.com    Leave a comment

Published: April  14, 2011

Oklahoma will not accept a $54.6 million federal grant for setting up a system where
Oklahomans could shop for health insurance, Gov. Mary Fallin said today.

Fallin said the state instead will use state and private money to form the system. She
had no estimate of how much it would cost, but House Speaker Kris Steele said today
that he believes a system can be developed for an amount less than the federal grant.

The state is facing a $500 million shortfall in the upcoming fiscal year. Steele said
legislative budget leaders and the governor's office will have to determine where the
state will get the money to pay for developing the exchange.

The Republican governor and Steele, R-Shawnee, had supported using the money
from Democratic President Barack Obama's administration to pay for the effort,
upsetting many Republicans and conservatives in the state who had gone to the polls
months earlier to vote for opting out of the federal health care law.

Senate President Pro Tem Brian Bingman, R-Sapulpa, originally agreed to accepting
the federal money, but he came out against the idea two weeks ago.

He said he was worried the grant could lead to federal control of Oklahoma's online
insurance informational system, which the federal government calls a health
insurance exchange.
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Fallin said the rejection of the federal grant should make it clear that Oklahoma is
not accepting the federal health care law. The state has filed a lawsuit challenging the
federal law's constitutionality, and Fallin voted against it last year while a member of
Congress.

Oklahoma hasn't received any of the grant money, she said.

Legislation is being drafted that would form a board to oversee the establishment of
Oklahoma's health care exchange. It's hoped the measure can be passed this session,
which ends late next month. States must have their plans in place by the end of 2013.

“We believe that we can develop a better solution,” said Fallin, who was flanked by
Steele, Bingman and several GOP state senators during today's Capitol news
conference.

The federal health care law requires states to submit plans for their own health
insurance exchanges if the state doesn't want to use a federal system.

Oklahoma was one of several states awarded a grant to help set up their exchanges.
Former Gov. Brad Henry, a Democrat, applied for the grant late last year.

The Republican-controlled House of Representatives by the narrowest of margins
approved Steele's health exchange bill in March, but the measure was never taken up
in the Senate.

Sen. Bill Brown, R-Broken Arrow, chairman of the Senate Insurance and Retirement
Committee, said he reviewed the federal grant and found that accepting it would put
Oklahoma at risk of having the federal government eventually run its health care
exchange. He told Bingman, and Bingman decided the bill wouldn't be heard in the
Senate.

 
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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POLICY:  DRAFT - MEDICAID (Needs more descriptive title) 1 

COMMITTEE: HEALTH 2 

TYPE:  ACTION 3 

Legislative Initiatives 4 

• Deficit Reduction – NCSL fully expects reductions in federal support for state and local government 5 

programs.  These reductions must be accompanied by: (1) greater program flexibility; (2) relief from 6 

unfunded legislative and regulatory mandates; and (3) relief from maintenance of effort requirements. 7 

• Streamlining Medicaid Matching Rates – (Place holder, currently insufficient information) 8 

• Maintenance of Effort - The Medicaid maintenance of effort provisions in the American Recovery and 9 

Reinvestment Act (ARRA), designed to mitigate the impact of the economic downturn, were accompanied 10 

by enhanced federal Medicaid matching funds.  The enhanced federal match has now expired.  The 11 

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) as amended by the XX, extended and expanded the 12 

maintenance of effort requirements in ARRA, but did not provide additional federal financial assistance.  13 

While the national economy is improving, state Medicaid continue to experience high enrollment and 14 

state revenues, while improving, are far from returning to pre-recession levels.  NCSL supports returning 15 

the Medicaid program to the pre-ARRA eligibility and enrollment rules.  NCSL supports efforts to put the 16 

federal government’s budget on solid footing.  17 

• Provider Tax Limitations – Extensive changes to the xx were adopted in recent rulemaking.  NCSL opposes 18 

further restrictions on provider-related taxes.   19 

• Countercyclical Assistance – NCSL supports the inclusion of a countercyclical assistance program in the 20 

Medicaid statute.   This program would provide states with additional federal financial assistance to meet 21 

the increased participation in the Medicaid program during economic downturns, natural disasters and 22 

public health emergencies and to meet the financial burdens of any accompanying maintenance of effort 23 

requirements.  The inclusion of a countercyclical assistance program is particularly important in light of 24 

the extensive expansion of the number of Medicaid beneficiaries anticipated in 2014 and beyond. 25 

Regulatory Initiatives 26 

• Restrictions on States’ Ability to Change Medicaid Provider Rates – NCSL opposes the proposed rule, xx, 27 

that would limit the ability of state legislators to propose and carryout rate reductions for Medicaid 28 

providers.  The rule ignores the state budget process and imposes requirements that would favor the 29 

federal and state executive branch over the state legislature. 30 

• Program Integrity Initiatives – NCSL urges the Congress and the U.S. Department of Health and Human 31 

Services to coordinate and consolidate the various program integrity programs enacted over the last 32 

several years to address duplication of effort and conflicting elements of the programs.  These actions 33 
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would improve the cost effectiveness of the initiatives and lessen the administrative burdens associated 34 

with the programs. 35 

• Data Collection Requirements – Data is important and necessary to assure program integrity and to 36 

improve program quality.  NCSL urges the Congress and the U.S. Department of Health and Human 37 

Services to carefully consider data collection requirements imposed on state and local governments.  The 38 

costs, both financially and in staff time, must be commensurate with the contribution the collected data 39 

will make to overall effort to improve access and quality. 40 

State Flexibility 41 

• Recent Medicaid Program Changes Compromise State Flexibility - Prior to the enactment of the PPACA, 42 
states after meeting the minimum requirements of the Medicaid statute, were able to change their 43 
Medicaid programs by changing: (1) program eligibility; (2) provider reimbursement rates; and (3) 44 
optional benefits and services.  The PPACA, by imposing maintenance of effort requirements on both 45 
Medicaid and the Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) severely restrict states’ ability to manage 46 
program eligibility in any way.  In addition, the recently proposed rule regarding state changes to 47 
Medicaid provider rates, would impose a completely unworkable process for making rate changes.  States 48 
must have flexibility to manage their Medicaid programs within the confines of their state budgets.  NCSL 49 
urges the Administration and Congress to continue to support the flexibility that was included in the 50 
original Medicaid statute. 51 

Dual-Eligibles 52 

• Innovation Center – The establishment of the innovation center within the Centers for Medicare and 53 

Medicaid Services (CMS) is an important first step in improving coordination between Medicaid and 54 

Medicare services for people who participate in both programs.  NCSL supports the establishment of the 55 

center and looks forward to working closely with center staff to improve access, care and services to this 56 

important group of Medicaid and Medicare beneficiaries. 57 

Technical Assistance 58 

• Technical Assistance – As states continue to implement the Medicaid-related provisions of the PPACA, 59 

technical assistance in the following areas will continue to be extremely important:  (1) managed care, 60 

particularly for special populations and services and in rural areas; (2) payment reforms; (3) successful 61 

initiatives that improve care and reduce costs; (4) workforce recruitment, training and retention; and (5) 62 

strategies for enrolling and serving single, childless adults in Medicaid. 63 
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NOTICE OF HEALTH INSURANCE PREMIUM REBATE PAID AMOUNT 

RE : HEALTH INSURANCE PREMIUM REBATE FOR YEAR 2011; SUISCRIBER ID I 

THIS LETTER IS TO INFORN YOU THAT YOU llILL RECEIVE A REBATE OF A PORTION OF YOUR HEALTH 
INSURANCE PREMIUMS . THIS REBATE IS REQUIRED av THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT - THE HEALTH . 
REFORM LAii. 

THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT REQUIRES 
ANTHEH HEALTH PLANS Of VIRGINIA , INC. 
TO ISSUE A REBATE TO YOU IF ANTHEM HEALTH PLANS OF VIRGINIA, INC. 
DOES NOT SPENO AT LEAST 10 PERCENT OF THE PREMiutlS IT RECEIVES ON HEALTH CARE SERVICES, 
SUCH AS DOCTORS AND HOSPITAL BILLS, AND ACTIVITIES TO IMPROVE HEALTH CARE QUALITY / SUCH 
AS EFFORTS TO INPROVE PATIENT SAFETY . NO NORE THAN 20 PERCENT OF PREMIUMS NAY IE SPENT 
ON ADIUNISTRATIVE COSTS SUCH AS SALAIIES, SALES AND A.OVERTISING . THIS REQUIREMENT IS 
REFERRED TO AS THE "ltEDICAL LOSS RATIO" STAHDARD OR THE "10/20 RULE°' . THE I0/21 RULE IN 
THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT IS INTENDED TO ENSURE THAT COtlSUNERS GET VALUE FOR THEIR HEALTH 
CARE DOLLARS . YOU CAH LEARN NORE ABOUT THE 10/20 RULE AND OTHER PROVISIOtlS OF THE 
HEALTH REFORN b\lt-Al--- - --~ - - - --==------------
HTTP ://WW. HEALTHCARE .GOV/LAii/FEATURES/ COSTS/VALUE -FOR- PREMIUM/INDEX . HTML. ~ ..__,_ 

llHAT THE MEDICAL LOSS RATIO RULE NEAHS TO YOU 

THE MEDICAL LOSS RATIO RULE IS CALCULATED ON A STATE av STATE IASIS . IN YOUR STATE, 
ANTHEM HEALTH PLANS OF VIRGINIA, INC . 
DID NOT MEET THE MEDICAL LOSS RATIO STANDARD. IN 2011, 
ANTHEM HEALTH PLANS OF VIRGINIA, INC . 
SPENT ONLY 79.7% OF A TOTAL OF tl,615,865 .38 IN PREMIUM DOLLARS ON HEALTH CARE AND 
ACTIUITI£S TO IMPROVE HEALTH CARE QUALITY . SINCE IT NISSEO THE ao PERCEHT TARClT 
av 0.37. OF PREMIUMS IT RECEIVED, 
AHTHEN HEALTH PLANS OF VIRGINIA, INC. 
HUST REBATE 0.37. OF YOUR HEALTH INSURAHCE PREMIUMS. llE ARE REQUIRED TO PROVIDE THIS 
REBATE TO YOU av AUGUST 1 , 2012 OR APPLY THIS REBATE TO YOUR PRENIUN THAT IS DUE ON 
OR AFTER AUGUST 1 , 2011. WE ARE ENCLOSING A CHECK. 

NEED NORE INFORMATION? 

IF YOU HAVE AHY QUESTIOtlS ABOUT THE "EDICAL LOSS RATIO AND YOUR HEALTH INSURAHCE COVERAGE, 
PLEASE CONTACT AHTHEN HEALTH PLANS Of VIRGINIA, INC. 
CUSTOMER SERVICE TOLL- FREE AT THE NUNIER PROVIDED ON YOUR ID CARD. 

SINCERELY, 
IURICE KING 
VIRGINIA PRESIDENT AND GENERAL NAHAGER 
ANTHEM HEALTH PLANS OF VIRGINIA, INC. 

Q. llHAT DO I DO llITH THE REBATE? 
A. CASH OR DEPOSIT IT. YOU HAVE THE CHOICE OF HOW TO USE THE REBATE , llHETHER YOU USE IT 
TOWARDS FUTURE PRENIUN OR TOllARDS SOltETHING ELSE. ,_ ~~~~~ 

Q. DOES GETTING A REBATE MEAN THAT YOU'LL LOWER NY PREMIUMS? 
A. NO. THERE ARE llANY FACTORS THAT CONTRIIUTE TO PREMIUMS, SUCH AS CONSUNER DEllAND FOR 
SERVICES, THE RISING COST OF MEDICAL AND PRESCRIPTION DRUG COSTS, AND ADllAHCES IN MEDICAL 
TECHNOLOGY. AT AHTHEM WE ARE CONTINUOUSLY MONITORING llHAT PREMIUMS WE HUST CHARGE AND llE 
ARE ALSO CONNITTED TO FINDIHI: WAYS TO CONTROL THE RISING COST OF HEALTH CARE. 

Q. CAN YOU CANCEL THE CHECK AND APPLY THE REBATE TO NEXT NONTH 0 S PREMIUM? 
A. NO. UNFORTUNATELY, llE CAHNOT CAHCEL THE CHECK. HOWEVER, YOU CAN DEPOSIT THE CHECK AND 
PAY TOllARD YOUR NEXT PREMIUM IILL, IF THAT I .S HOii YOU WOULD LIKE TO USE THE REIATE. 

Q. DO I NEED TO PAY TAXES ON THE REBATE AMOUNT? 
A. PLEASE CONSULT YOUR TAX ADVISOR, AS SITUATIOtlS VARY . 

TOTAL: 1.51 
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: RGA Policy Call Notes
Date: Monday, April 11, 2011 10:07:42 AM

ASK: The speaker wants republican governors to put out letter or statement of support for
Congressman Ryan’s budget proposal/concepts by Thursday of Friday, when the proposal will
be debated on the House floor.
 
Agenda:

1.     House Update: Will (Speaker Boehner)
·         CR to fund federal government through rest of fiscal year to be heard in House on

Wednesday and to be heard in Senate on Thursday.  President expected to sign Thursday

or Friday.

·         Debate on Paul Ryan’s budget proposal begins Thursday through Friday.  The Speaker

would like statement or letters of support on Ryan’s proposal/concepts sent by Friday.

·         Repeal of Professional Public Health Fund provision to be heard Thursday.  Funds would

be redirected to debt reduction.

 

2.     Senate Update: Brandi White (Leader McConnell)
·         Small Business Bill will continue to be debated through Monday. 

·         Will vote on CR on Thursday as well as a vote on defunding Obamacare and Planned

Parenthood

·         Patriot Act extension will be heard in May.

 

3.     NGA/RGPPC Healthcare Update: Lauren (NE) and Marie (MS)
·         Many states working on alternative Medicaid plans.  Will provide larger group more details

soon.

·         Many feel we’re sending too many letters.  Going to slow down the letter writing process. 

·         Need to determine what we are for as Republican Governors on healthcare strategy.  Need

unified message if possible.  RGPPC would like group to think about working on this effort

in the near future. More info to come.

 

4.     RGPPC Update: Marie (MS) and Brandy/Travis (TX) RGPPC Research efforts are
beginning.  Please respond to Seth and Lindsay and connect them with the right staff in
your states.

 

·         Short-term goal: develop energy best practices from key states. Policy templates that

states can adopt and make energy realities. 

·         Long-term goal: will be doing same for all states to develop innovative energy policy

portfolio.
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Tammie Kilpatrick (tammie@fkgconsulting.com); "otieann@fkgconsulting.com"
Subject: FW: Health Care Exchanges
Date: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 4:46:00 PM

Insightful into the battles ahead.
 
 
http://tpmdc.talkingpointsmemo.com/2012/06/conservatives-attack-mitt-romney-michael-leavitt-
transition-team-obamacare-exchanges.php
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: fmorgan@okstatechamber.com; Sharon Caldwell
Subject: Health Care Exchanges
Date: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 11:05:00 AM

Insightful into the battles ahead.
 
 
http://tpmdc.talkingpointsmemo.com/2012/06/conservatives-attack-mitt-romney-michael-leavitt-
transition-team-obamacare-exchanges.php
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OKLAHOMA 

HEALTH INSURANCE EXCHANGE

Stakeholder Meeting

March 16, 2011
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Meeting Overview
2

 Welcome / Opening Remarks 

 Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange / Call to Stakeholders

 Secretary of Health and Human Services – Dr. Terry Cline

 Insurance Commissioner – John Doak

 CEO Health Care Authority – Mike Fogarty

 Stakeholder Participation

 Review of Key Advisory Groups – Nicole Prieto Johns & Derek Lieser 

 Discuss break-out sessions

 Adjournment of General Stakeholder Meeting

 Advisory Workgroup Breakout Sessions
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Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange

3

Vision

For Oklahomans to enjoy optimal health status through access  to       
quality, affordable health care

Mission

Expand access for Oklahomans to high quality, affordable health 
plans in the most efficient and comprehensive manner possible

Guiding Principles

Sustainability

Consumer access to high quality affordable health insurance 

Greater continuity of coverage, with easy transition to comparable 
coverage when financial circumstances change

Efficient and effective eligibility and enrollment processes
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Exchange Functions
What should the Oklahoma Exchange be expected to do?

 Consult with stakeholders

 Connect consumers to available coverage

 Certify exempt individuals

 Determine eligibility

 Assign price and quality rating to plans

 Compare plans, providers, and insurers

 Provide high-quality information to 
consumer

 Enroll individuals and employers

 Certify Plans

 Integrate with other State plans

 Facilitate flow of premium payments, tax 
credits, and subsidies

 Establish Navigator Program

4
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Planning Issues to be Consider

5

 Governance & Administrative Structure

 Eligibility Process & Infrastructure

 Technical (IT) 

 Enrollment

 Financial Management 

 Carrier & Plan Selection

 Education & Marketing 
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Governance & 

Administrative Structure

 Exchange goals include: reduce the 

number of uninsured people, increase 

access to care, ensure greater 

accountability and transparency in the 

purchase of insurance, and increase 

portability

 Model Type (Board, Trust, Commission, 

etc.)

 Regulatory & Policy including 

overseeing Operations

 Implementation Timeline

 Development of possible legislative 

language

 How should the Exchange be 

organized and governed?

 Publicly sponsored?

 Government sponsored?

 Combination of both?

 Will the Exchange function as a 

„market organizer‟ or as a selective 

purchaser‟?

 How can the Exchange attract an 

adequate number of participants and 

insurers to ensure sustainability?

6

Key Issues Key Questions
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Enroll, Eligibility Process & Infrastructure

 Cost Sharing

 Employer premium subsidies limited to 2 
years in duration

 Elimination of asset testing for most 
Medicaid recipients and none for 
premium subsidies through the Exchange

 Premium Billing, Collections & Remittance 

 Ongoing Account Management (including 
renewals, delinquent payment notification, 
etc.)

 Operation & Application of Subsidies 
and Premium Tax Credits (ability to View 
Calculations)

 How the „Small Market‟ will be defined: 
1-50 or 51-100

 Will a matrix be used to determine 
plan enrollment or will freedom of 
choice be the overriding factor (i.e. 
upon qualification for Medicaid what 
choices are allowed)? 

 How can the Exchange create 
administrative efficiencies and protect 
the public?

 Reduce administration costs

 Add transparency to the health 
insurance market place

 Standardize electronic enrollment 
and payment

 What elements of Insure Oklahoma 
and SoonerCare online enrollment can 
be used within the Exchange?

7

Key Issues Key Questions
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Technical

 Single portal access

 Web-site development & 
maintenance includes 

 Eligibility and Enrollment

 Rating Engines

 Template maintenance in 
standardization of processes

 Program integrity, data security, 
transparency (plans, agencies, 
Exchange operations)

 How will high level requirements for 

calculating subsidies and tax credits 

be developed?

 How will research technical needs for 

running the Exchange through single 

portal access be developed?

 How will high level requirements for 

an enrollment and eligibility portal 

and rules engine be developed?

 Who insures Exchange has most up 

to date information?

 Who insures that the information is 

secure and in compliance? 

8

Key Issues Key Questions
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Education & Marketing

 Communication & Customer Service 

 Role of Agent/Brokers (Licensed) inside 
and out of Exchange 

 Broker Management & Compensation

 Role of Navigators

 Role of Call Center Reps

 Producer Appointment requirements

 Need to promote greater transparency

 Education on how to access and utilize 
a paperless system

 How will brokers, agents and 

Navigators help consumers to enroll?

 How will information be distributed in 

a “fair and impartial” way (enrollment, 

availability of premium subsidies, cost 

sharing reductions, etc)?

 Are there regional differences that 

should be considered?  

 How should people be referred to the 

appropriate organization for questions, 

complaints or grievances? 

9

Key Issues Key Questions
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Financial Management 

 Reporting (to HHS, Treasury Dept., 
Employers, Carriers, etc.)

 Operational Costs & Sustainability

 Premium Development

 Risk Adjustment/Adverse Selection

 Medical Loss Ratio

 Anticipated utilization, expenditures, 
and health conditions of the 
uninsured

 Analysis on risk adjustment 
mechanisms, cost of essential benefit 
package and state-mandated 
benefits, sustainability of exchange, 
and cost of performing admin 
functions for small businesses

 What strategies can be used to ensure 
premium revenues are adjusted for risk 
selection among carriers? 

 How can the Exchange help to contain 

Oklahoma‟s health care costs? 

 How can the Exchange help to improve 

Oklahoma‟s health care quality?

 What will be the funding source to 

sustain the Exchange after January 1, 

2015?

 Will the Exchange regulate prices, if so 

what processes must be created to do 

this?

10

Key Issues Key Questions
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Carrier & Plan Selection 

Minimum Essential Benefits an Exchange must 

provide:

 Health - 4 Precious Metal Plans

 Catastrophic Plan (ages under 30)

 State Mandated Benefits (if offered, 

cost born by State)

 Dental Plans

 Selective Carrier Contracting

 Certification/recertification/decertif

ication requirements for QHPs

 Standardizing Benefits 

 Network Access

 Assignment of Quality Ratings

 Rate Review quality.

 How many and what kinds of benefits 
options should the Exchange offer? 

 How much information is too much 
information for the consumer?

 Will the Exchange select health plans 
through negotiations or competitive 
bidding, or both or will it showcase all 
qualified and licensed carriers? 

 Will the Exchange allow each carrier to 
define patient cost sharing within a 
benefit tier, or will it specify coinsurance, 
copayments and deductibles? 

 How will the Exchange level the playing 
field with insurers in and outside of the 
Exchange?

11

Key Issues Key Questions
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Derek Lieser, Project Manager 

DerekL@Health.ok.gov

405.271.9444 ext. 56332            

12

Schedule of  future stakeholder meetings

 April 29, 2011, 10:30am -12:00pm

 May 25, 2011, 10:30am -12:00pm

Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange website: 

www.okhca.org/OHX

Project Manager Contact Information:

Nicole Prieto Johns, Project Manager 

NicolePJ@Health.ok.gov

405.271.9444 ext. 56479
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Meeting the needs of Oklahoman’s with Oklahoma based solutions 

Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange
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Timeline –HHS Committee Policy Process  

September 14   Kick-off discussion 

September 21 HHS Staff Advisory Committee discussion of priority 
issues 

September 28 Draft policy outline for final review and leadership 
approval 

October 5 (tentative) Executive Committee Staff Advisory Committee meeting 
with Committee leadership   

October 13 Executive Committee meeting  

Oct. 14 – Nov. 30 HHS Committee draft and negotiate policies 

Dec. 1 – Dec. 16 Policies balloted to governors (requires approval by 2/3 of 
committee member) 
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Provider Panel Capacity
(Number of Counties)

Provider Panel Deficit   (15)
>=70% of Panel Capacity Used   (19)
50% - 69% of Panel Capacity Used      (17)
<50% of Panel Capacity Used   (26)

Total PCPs & Additional Eligible Population Counts
Additional Adults Eligible For SoonerCare - 200,000

Open PCPs Available to Adults and Children - 371

Open PCPs Available to Adults Only - 72

Potential Impact of 2014 SoonerCare Expansions 
on Provider Panel Capacity and Adult Eligibility

by County at 100% Participation

6/20/2012
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Numbers printed within each county indicate the potential number of additional SoonerCare members in 2014 and current number of open Primary Care Providers (PCPs). Some PCPs
may provide service in multiple counties so will be counted multiple times. Adult defined as Age 19 and Over. Data valid as of September 21, 2011
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Provider Panel Capacity
(Number of Counties)

Provider Panel Deficit   (12)
>=70% of Panel Capacity Used   (17)
50% - 69% of Panel Capacity Used      (17)
<50% of Panel Capacity Used   (31)

Total PCPs & Additional Eligible Population Counts
Additional Adults Eligible For SoonerCare - 145,000

Open PCPs Available to Adults and Children - 371

Open PCPs Available to Adults Only - 72

Potential Impact of 2014 SoonerCare Expansions 
on Provider Panel Capacity and Adult Eligibility

by County at 75% Participation

6/20/2012
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Numbers printed within each county indicate the potential number of additional SoonerCare members in 2014 and current number of open Primary Care Providers (PCPs). Some PCPs
may provide service in multiple counties so will be counted multiple times. Adult defined as Age 19 and Over. Data valid as of September 21, 2011
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Provider Panel Capacity
(Number of Counties)

Provider Panel Deficit   (9)
>=70% of Panel Capacity Used   (17)
50% - 69% of Panel Capacity Used      (15)
<50% of Panel Capacity Used   (36)

Total PCPs & Additional Eligible Population Counts
Additional Adults Eligible For SoonerCare - 110,000

Open PCPs Available to Adults and Children - 371

Open PCPs Available to Adults Only - 72

Potential Impact of 2014 SoonerCare Expansions 
on Provider Panel Capacity and Adult Eligibility

by County at 57% Participation

6/20/2012
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Numbers printed within each county indicate the potential number of additional SoonerCare members in 2014 and current number of open Primary Care Providers (PCPs). Some PCPs
may provide service in multiple counties so will be counted multiple times. Adult defined as Age 19 and Over. Data valid as of September 21, 2011
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PPACA Overall Approach to Expanding Access to 
Coverage

• Require most U.S. citizens and legal residents to have health insurance.

• Creates Health Benefit Exchanges through which individuals can purchase coverage, with premium 
and cost sharing credits available to individuals & families with income between 133 - 400% of the 
federal poverty level (FPL). (The poverty level is $22,350 for a family of four in 2011) 

• Create separate Exchanges through which small businesses can purchase coverage.

• Require employers to pay penalties for employees who receive tax credits for health insurance through 
an Exchange, with exceptions for small employers.

• Impose new regulations on health plans in the Exchanges and in the individual and small group 
markets.

• Expand Medicaid to 133% of the federal poverty level.

2
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PPACA Individual Mandate to Have Coverage

• Require U.S. citizens and legal residents to have qualifying health coverage. Penalties will be phased 
in beginning in 2014 at $95.00 or 1% of taxable income. By 2016, those without coverage pay a tax 
penalty of the greater of $695 per year up to a maximum of three times that amount ($2,085) per 
family or 2.5% of household income. 

• Exemptions will be granted for financial hardship, religious objections, American Indians, those 
without coverage for less than three months, undocumented immigrants & incarcerated individuals. 

• Assess a fee to employers with 50 or more full-time employees have at least one full-time employee 
who receives a premium tax credit. The penalty varies based on whether the employer offered health 
coverage.  (Effective January 1, 2014)

• Require employers with more than 200 employees to automatically enroll employees into health 
insurance plans offered by the employer. Employees may opt out of coverage.
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PPACA Expansion of Public Programs
• Expand Medicaid to all non-Medicare eligible individuals under age 65 with incomes up to 133% FPL 

based on modified adjusted gross income (MAGI).

• All newly eligible adults will be guaranteed a benchmark benefit package that meets the essential 
health benefits available through the Exchanges.

• To finance the coverage for the newly eligible adults, states will receive 100% federal funding for 
2014 through 2016, subsequent years will phase in state subsidy until federal financing decreases to 
90% for 2020 and subsequent years.

• States have the option to expand Medicaid eligibility to childless adults beginning on April 1, 2010, 
but will receive their regular Federal Medicaid Assistance Program (FMAP) until 2014.

• Increase Medicaid payments in fee-for-service and managed care for primary care services provided 
by primary care doctors (family medicine, general internal medicine or pediatric medicine) to 100% of 
the Medicare payment rates for 2013 and 2014. States will receive 100% federal financing for the 
increased payment rates. (Effective January 1, 2014)
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PPACA Expansion of Public Programs

Treatment of Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP)
• Require states to maintain current income eligibility levels for children in Medicaid and CHIP until 

2019 and extend funding for CHIP through 2015. CHIP benefit package and cost-sharing rules will 
continue as under current law.

• Provide states with the option to provide CHIP coverage to children of state employees who are 
eligible for health benefits if certain conditions are met. 

• Beginning in 2015, states will receive a 23 percentage point increase in the CHIP match rate up to a 
cap of 100%. 

• CHIP-eligible children who are unable to enroll in the program due to enrollment caps will be eligible 
for tax credits in the state Exchanges.
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PPACA Premium & Cost Sharing Subsidies to 
Individuals

• Provides Premium Tax Credits and Subsidies Through Exchange. (Effective 1/2014)

Eligibility
• Limits availability of premium credits and cost-sharing subsidies through the Exchanges to U.S. 

citizens and legal immigrants who meet income limits. 

• Employees who are offered coverage by an employer are not eligible for premium credits unless the 
employer plan does not have an actuarial value of at least 60% or if the employee share of the 
premium exceeds 9.5% of income. 

Premium Tax Credits
• Provide refundable and advanceable premium credits to eligible individuals and families with incomes 

between 133% - 400% FPL to purchase insurance through the Exchanges.

• The premium credits will be set on a sliding scale such that the premium contributions are limited 
from 2% of income (for 133% FPL) to 9.5% of income (300% - 400% FPL).
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PPACA Premium & Cost Sharing Subsidies to 
Individuals

Cost Sharing Subsidies
Provide cost-sharing subsidies to eligible individuals and families. The cost sharing credits reduce the 
cost sharing amounts and annual cost-sharing limits based on a sliding scale up to 400% FPL. 

Verification 
Require verification of both income and citizenship status in determining eligibility for the federal 
premium credits.

Subsidies and abortion coverage
Ensure that federal premium credits or cost-sharing subsidies are not used to purchase coverage for 
abortion if coverage extends beyond saving the life of the woman or cases of rape or incest (Hyde 
amendment).
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PPACA Premium to Employers

Small Business Tax Credit
Provide a tax credit to small employers with no more than 25 employees and average annual wages of 
less than $50,000 that purchase health insurance for employees.

1. Phase I: For tax years 2010 through 2013, provide a tax credit of up to 35% of the employer’s 
contribution toward the employee’s health insurance premium if the employer contributes at 
least 50% of the total premium cost or 50% of a benchmark premium.

2. Phase II: For tax years 2014 and later, for eligible small businesses that purchase coverage 
through the state Exchange, provide a tax credit of up to 50% of the employer’s contribution 
toward the employee’s health insurance premium if the employer contributes at least 50% of 
the total premium cost. The credit will be available for two years.

Reinsurance Program
Create a temporary reinsurance program for employers providing health insurance coverage to retirees 
over age 55 who are not eligible for Medicare. Program will reimburse employers or insurers for 80% of 
retiree claims between $15,000 and $90,000. 
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PPACA Tax Changes

• Impose a tax on individuals without qualifying coverage beginning in 2014.

• Exclude the costs for over-the-counter drugs not prescribed by a doctor from being reimbursed 
through an HRA or health FSA. (Effective January 1, 2011)

• Increase the tax on distributions from a health savings account or an Archer MSA that are not used for 
qualified medical expenses to 20%. (Effective January 1, 2011)

• Limit the amount of contributions to a flexible spending account for medical expenses to $2,500 per 
year increased annually by the cost of living adjustment. (Effective January 1, 2013)

• Increase the threshold for the itemized deduction for unreimbursed medical expenses from 7.5% of 
adjusted gross income to 10% of adjusted gross income for regular tax purposes. (Effective January 1, 
2013)

• Increase the Medicare Part A (hospital insurance) tax rate on wages by 0.9% for higher-income 
taxpayers. (Effective January 1, 2013)

• Impose an excise tax on insurers of employer-sponsored health plans with aggregate values that 
exceed $10,200 for individual coverage and $27,500 for family coverage.  (Effective January 1, 2018)
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PPACA Tax Changes

• Eliminate the tax deduction for employers who receive Medicare Part D retiree drug subsidy 
payments. (Effective January 1, 2013)

• Impose new annual fees on the pharmaceutical manufacturing sector. (Beginning 2012)

• Impose an annual fee on the health insurance sector.  Discounts apply for non-profit insurers. 
(Effective January 1, 2014)

• Impose an excise tax of 2.3% on the sale of any taxable medical device. (Effective for sales after 
December 31, 2012)

• Limit the deductibility of executive and employee compensation to $500,000 per applicable individual 
for health insurance providers. (Effective January 1, 2009)

• Impose a tax of 10% on the amount paid for indoor tanning services. (Effective July 1, 2010)

• Exclude unprocessed fuels from the definition of cellulosic biofuel for purposes of applying the 
cellulosic biofuel producer credit. (Effective January 1, 2010)

• Clarify application of the economic substance doctrine and increase penalties for underpayments 
attributable to a transaction lacking economic substance. (Effective upon enactment)
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Health Insurance Exchange

Creation & Structure of Health Exchange
• Create state-based Health Benefit Exchanges and Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) 

Exchanges, administered by a governmental agency or non-profit organization, through which 
individuals and small businesses with up to 100 employees can purchase qualified coverage. (State 
option, 1-50 employees through January 1, 2016)

• Permit states to allow businesses with more than 100 employees to purchase coverage in the SHOP 
Exchange beginning in 2017. 

• States may form regional Exchanges or allow more than one Exchange to operate in a state as long as 
each Exchange serves a distinct geographic area. (Funding available to states to establish Exchanges 
within one year of enactment and until January 1, 2015)

Eligibility to purchase in the exchanges
Restrict access to coverage through the Exchanges to U.S. citizens and legal immigrants who are not
incarcerated.

Public Plan Option
Require the Office of Personnel Management to contract with insurers to offer at least two multi-state 
plans in each Exchange. 
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Health Insurance Exchange

Consumer Operated & Oriented Plan (CO-OP)
Create the Consumer Operated and Oriented Plan (CO-OP) program to foster the creation of non-profit, 
member-run health insurance companies in all 50 states and District of Columbia to offer qualified health 
plans. To be eligible to receive funds, an organization must not be an existing health insurer or sponsored 
by a state or local government. (Appropriate $4.8 billion to establish CO-OPs by July 1, 2013)

Benefit Tiers
• Create four benefit categories of plans plus a separate catastrophic plan to be offered through the 

Exchange, and in the individual and small group markets:
1. Bronze plan represents minimum creditable coverage and provides the essential health  

benefits, covers 60% of the benefit costs of the plan. 
2. Silver plan provides the essential health benefits, covers 70% of the benefit costs of the plan.
3. Gold plan provides the essential health benefits, covers 80% of the benefit costs of the plan.
4. Platinum plan provides the essential health benefits, covers 90% of the benefit costs of the 

plan.
5. Catastrophic plan available to those up to age 30 or those who are exempt from the mandate to 

purchase  coverage. This plan is only available in the individual market.

• Reduce the out-of-pocket limits for those with incomes up to 400% FPL.
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Health Insurance Exchange

Insurance Market and Rating Rules
• Require guarantee issue and renewability and allow rating variation based only on the following: 

 age (limited to 3 to 1 ratio)
 premium rating area 
 family composition 
 tobacco use (limited to 1.5 to 1 ratio)

• Require risk adjustment (effective January 1, 2014)

Qualifications of Participating Health Plans
Require qualified health plans participating in the exchange to:

• Meet marketing requirements
• Have adequate provider networks
• Contract with essential community providers
• Contract with navigators to conduct outreach and enrollment assistance
• Be accredited with respect to performance on quality measures
• Use a uniform enrollment form and standard format to present plan information
• Require qualified health plans to report information on claims payment policies, enrollment,  

number of claims denied, cost-sharing, & out-of-network policies in plain language.
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Health Insurance Exchange

Requirements of the Exchanges
• Maintain a call center for customer service.

• Establish procedures for enrolling individuals and businesses.

• Determine eligibility for tax credits.

• States develop a single form for applying for state health subsidy programs that can be filed online, in 
person, by mail, or by phone.

• Permit exchanges to contract with state Medicaid agencies to determine eligibility for tax credits in the 
exchanges.

• Require exchanges to submit financial reports to the federal Secretary of Health and Human Services 
(HHS).

Basic Health Plan
Permit states the option to create a Basic Health Plan for uninsured individuals with incomes between 
133-200% FPL who would otherwise be eligible to receive premium subsidies in the exchange.

Effective Dates
Provisions relating to the American Health Benefit Exchanges are effective January 1, 2014.
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PPACA Benefit Design

Essential Benefits Package
• Create an essential health benefits package that:

 Provides a comprehensive set of services,

 Covers at least 60% of the actuarial value of the covered benefits,

 Limits annual cost-sharing to the current law HSA limits,

 Is not more extensive than the typical employer plan, and

 Requires the federal Secretary of HHS to define and annually update the benefit package 
through a transparent and public process.

• Require all qualified health benefits plans, including those offered through the Exchanges and those 
offered in the individual and small group markets outside the Exchanges, to offer at least the essential 
health benefits package. (Exception - grandfathered individual and employer-sponsored plans)

Abortion Coverage
Prohibit abortion coverage from being required as part of the essential health benefits package.
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PPACA Changes to Private Insurance

• Establish a temporary national high-risk pool to provide health coverage to individuals with pre-existing 
medical conditions who have been uninsured for at least 6 months. 

• Require health plans to report the proportion of premium dollars spent on clinical services, quality, and 
other costs and provide rebates to consumers for the amount of the premium spent on clinical services and 
quality that is less than 85% for plans in the large group market and 80% for plans in the individual and 
small group markets.

• Establish a process to review increases in health plan premiums and require plans to justify increases.

• Adopt standards for financial and administrative transactions to promote administrative simplification.

• Provide dependent coverage for children up to age 26 for all individual and group policies.

• Prohibit individual and group health plans from placing lifetime limits on the dollar value of coverage and 
prohibit insurers from rescinding coverage except in cases of fraud.

• Prohibit pre-existing condition exclusions for children. (Effective within 6 months of enactment)

• Impose same insurance market regulations relating to guarantee issue, premium rating, and prohibitions on 
pre-existing condition exclusions in the individual market, in the Exchange, and in the small group market.  
(Effective January 1, 2014)
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PPACA State Role

State Role
• Create an Insurance Exchange for individuals and small businesses or federal government will create 

an Exchange.

• Enroll newly eligible Medicaid beneficiaries into the Medicaid program no later than January 2014, 
coordinate enrollment with the new Exchanges, and implement other specified changes to the 
Medicaid program.

• Maintain current Medicaid and CHIP eligibility levels for children until 2019 and maintain current 
Medicaid eligibility levels for adults until the Exchange is fully operational.

• Establish an office of health insurance consumer assistance or an ombudsman program to serve as an 
advocate for people with private coverage in the individual and small group markets.

• Permit states to create a Basic Health Plan for uninsured individuals with incomes between 133% 
and 200% FPL in lieu of these individuals receiving premium subsidies to purchase coverage in the 
Exchanges.

• Permit states to obtain a five-year waiver of certain new health insurance requirements if the state 
can demonstrate that it provides health coverage to all residents.  State health coverage must be at 
least as comprehensive as the coverage required under an Exchange plan and must not increase the 
federal budget deficit.
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PPACA Cost Containment

Administrative Simplification 
Adoption of single set of rules for health insurance administration.

Medicare
Restructure Medicare Advantage payments, freeze or reduce premiums & subsidies to certain 
individuals, withhold percentage of payment based on hospital readmission and healthcare acquired 
conditions.

Medicaid
Increase Medicaid drug rebates, prohibit payments for healthcare acquired conditions.

Prescription Drugs
FDA to approve generic for biologics.

Waste, Fraud, and Abuse
Enhanced oversight, capture and share data, increase penalties. 
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PPACA Improving Quality/Health
System Performance

Primary Care
• Increase Medicaid payments in fee-for-service and managed care for primary care services provided 

by primary care doctors (family medicine, general internal medicine or pediatric medicine) to 100% of 
the Medicare payment rates for 2013 and 2014. States will receive 100% federal financing for the 
increased payment rates.

• Provide a 10% bonus payment to primary care physicians in Medicare from 2011 through 2015.

Develop Strategies, Grants, Plans & Research
• Comparative Effectiveness Research
• Medical Malpractice
• Bundled Payments
• Value-Based Purchasing
• Home Based Primary Care
• Dual Eligibles
• National Quality Strategy 
• Financial Disclosure 
• Disparities
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PPACA Prevention/Wellness

Strategies, Funding, Grants, & Research
• Develop National Prevention Strategy.

• Establish a Prevention & Wellness Fund.

• Establish a grant program to support the delivery of evidence-based and community-based prevention 
especially in rural and frontier areas.

• Create task forces on Preventive Services and Community Preventive Services to develop, update, and 
disseminate evidenced-based recommendations on the use of clinical and community prevention 
services.

• Provide grants for up to five years to small employers that establish wellness programs.

• Permit employers to offer employee incentives for participating in a wellness program and meeting 
certain health-related standards.

Nutritional Information
Require chain restaurants and food sold from vending machines to disclose the nutritional content of each
item.
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PPACA Prevention/Wellness

Coverage of Preventive Services
• Eliminate cost-sharing for Medicare covered preventive services that are recommended (rated A or B) 

by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force and waive the Medicare deductible for colorectal cancer 
screening tests. 

• Provide a one percentage point increase in the FMAP to states that offer Medicaid coverage of 
recommended immunizations, preventive services, and removes cost-sharing for preventive services 
recommended (rated A or B) by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force.

• Authorize Medicare coverage of personalized prevention plan services, including a comprehensive 
health risk assessment, annually.

• Provide incentives to Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries to complete behavior modification 
programs.

• Require qualified health plans to provide at a minimum coverage without cost-sharing for preventive 
services rated A or B by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force, recommended immunizations, 
preventive care for infants, children, and adolescents, and additional preventive care and screenings 
for women.
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PPACA Long Term Care

• Establish a national, voluntary insurance program for purchasing community living assistance services 
and supports (CLASS program). The program is financed through voluntary payroll deductions: all 
working adults will be automatically enrolled in the program, unless they choose to opt-out.

• Extend the Medicaid Money Follows the Person Rebalancing Demonstration program through 
September of 2016.

• Provide states with new options for offering home and community-based services through a Medicaid 
state plan.

• Establish the Community First Choice Option in Medicaid to provide community-based attendant 
support and services to individuals with disabilities who require an institutional level of care. Provide 
states with an enhanced federal matching rate of an additional six percentage points for reimbursable 
expenses in the program.

• Create the State Balancing Incentive Program to provide enhanced federal matching payments to 
eligible states to increase the proportion of non-institutionally-based long-term care services.

• Require skilled nursing facilities under Medicare and nursing facilities under Medicaid to disclose 
information regarding ownership, accountability requirements, and expenditures.

• Publish standardized information on nursing facilities to a website so Medicare enrollees can compare 
the facilities.
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PPACA Other Investments

Medicare
Medicare Part D coverage gap, bonus payments for primary care & surgeons in Health Professional Shortage 
Areas (HPSA), payments to hospitals in counties with low Medicare spending .

Workforce
Increase Graduate Medical Education (GME) by redistributing GME slots, health and public health training & 
loan repayment, support nurse training programs .

Community Health Centers and School-Based Health Centers
Funding for Community Health Centers & National Health Services Corps.

Trauma Care
Strengthen emergency department & trauma center capacity.

Public Health and Disaster Preparedness 
Establish commissioned Regular Corps and Ready Reserve Corps.

Requirements for Non-Profit Hospitals
Impose requirement to conduct community needs assessment every three years and impose a penalty of $50,000 
per year for failure to comply. 

American Indians
Reauthorize and Amend the Indian Health Care Improvement Act. 
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Cost Associated with Implementation
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Cost Implications Associated with Implementation of 
PPACA

Congressional Budget Office Estimates
• 32 million (of 55 million uninsured) will gain insurance

• 50% through Medicaid expansion

• 50% through Insurance Exchange

• Cost of implementation $938 Billion over 10 years

• Costs are financed through a combination of savings from Medicare and Medicaid and 
new taxes and fees, including an excise tax on high-cost insurance, which will raise $32 
billion over ten years

• Net federal deficit reduction $143 Billion through 2019
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Cost Implications Associated with Implementation of 
PPACA

Medicaid Expansion
• Costs associated with expansion of newly eligible persons at enhanced federal match 

rates.

• Costs associated with persons already eligible seeking Medicaid due to mandate and 
current state match requirements.

• Costs associated with upgrading Medicaid systems and integrating the Health Insurance 
Exchange (whether or not the State builds an Insurance Exchange).

• Current estimates on Oklahoma’s increased cost for Medicaid vary but majority of 
increase is intended to be borne by federal government.

• Potential for increased administrative cost/operational cost due to expansion & pending 
federal regulations. 
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Cost Implications Associated with Implementation of 
PPACA

Insurance Exchange
• Cost ?

• Dependencies (whether or not Oklahoma chooses to run an Insurance Exchange) 

 Policy decisions 

 How integrated will the system be with Medicaid?

 What functionality will the federal government provide or require of states? 

 Will the Exchange be able to leverage existing infrastructure? 

 Vendor availability

 Timing
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Cost Implications Associated with Implementation of 
PPACA

Cost Avoidance/Incentives
• Provides more consistency in the application and administration of Medicaid & 

insurance.

• Potential to avoid cost due to uncompensated care.

• Focus on Preventive Services.

 Reduce cost through early detection and treatment
 Promote evidence based practices in clinical settings
 Increase FMAP 1% on Medicaid for recommended clinical preventive services & 

immunizations  
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Implications for the State Concerning Public 
Health
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Public Health Infrastructure
Clinical Services

Public Health Clinical Services
• Infrastructure necessary for core public health functions

 Infectious Disease Control

 All Hazards Emergency Response 

• Identified Community Gaps

 Children’s Behavioral Health 

 Medically Underserved Areas

• Effective, non-medical interventions to protect community health
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Access to Primary Care Services 

• United Health Foundation Ranks Oklahoma 49th in the number of 
Primary Care Physicians.

• Access to care issues are worse in rural areas of the state.

• Unclear if PPACA programs will significantly improve access to 
primary care.

• The OSDH is currently trying to assess the impact of limited access to 
primary care.
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Health Professional 
Shortage (HPSA)
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Facilitate Access to Primary Care
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Health Outcomes

• The current state of Oklahoma’s poor health outcomes will likely 
influence the cost insurance coverage.

• While Clinical Preventive Services and limited Public Health Activities 
are included they aren’t sufficient to create significant behavior change 
and improve health status.

• A coordinated system of health and public health interventions are 
required to make significant improvements in Oklahoma’s health 
status.
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Questions? 
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PPACA Overall Approach to Expanding Access to 
Coverage 

 
• Require most U.S. citizens and legal residents to have health insurance. 
 
• Creates Health Benefit Exchanges through which individuals can purchase coverage, with premium 

and cost sharing credits available to individuals & families with income between 133 - 400% of the 
federal poverty level (FPL). (The poverty level is $22,350 for a family of four in 2011)  

 
• Create separate Exchanges through which small businesses can purchase coverage. 
 
• Require employers to pay penalties for employees who receive tax credits for health insurance through 

an Exchange, with exceptions for small employers. 
 
• Impose new regulations on health plans in the Exchanges and in the individual and small group 

markets. 
 
• Expand Medicaid to 133% of the federal poverty level. 
 

2 
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PPACA Individual Mandate to Have Coverage 
 

• Require U.S. citizens and legal residents to have qualifying health coverage. Penalties will be phased 
in beginning in 2014 at $95.00 or 1% of taxable income. By 2016, those without coverage pay a tax 
penalty of the greater of $695 per year up to a maximum of three times that amount ($2,085) per 
family or 2.5% of household income.  
 

• Exemptions will be granted for financial hardship, religious objections, American Indians, those 
without coverage for less than three months, undocumented immigrants & incarcerated individuals.  

 
• Assess a fee to employers with 50 or more full-time employees have at least one full-time employee 

who receives a premium tax credit. The penalty varies based on whether the employer offered health 
coverage.  (Effective January 1, 2014) 
 

• Require employers with more than 200 employees to automatically enroll employees into health 
insurance plans offered by the employer. Employees may opt out of coverage. 
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PPACA Expansion of Public Programs 
 

• Expand Medicaid to all non-Medicare eligible individuals under age 65 with incomes up to 133% FPL 
based on modified adjusted gross income (MAGI). 

  
• All newly eligible adults will be guaranteed a benchmark benefit package that meets the essential 

health benefits available through the Exchanges. 
 
• To finance the coverage for the newly eligible adults, states will receive 100% federal funding for 

2014 through 2016, subsequent years will phase in state subsidy until federal financing decreases to 
90% for 2020 and subsequent years. 

  
• States have the option to expand Medicaid eligibility to childless adults beginning on April 1, 2010, 

but will receive their regular Federal Medicaid Assistance Program (FMAP) until 2014. 
 
• Increase Medicaid payments in fee-for-service and managed care for primary care services provided 

by primary care doctors (family medicine, general internal medicine or pediatric medicine) to 100% of 
the Medicare payment rates for 2013 and 2014. States will receive 100% federal financing for the 
increased payment rates. (Effective January 1, 2014) 
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PPACA Expansion of Public Programs 
 

Treatment of Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) 
• Require states to maintain current income eligibility levels for children in Medicaid and CHIP until 

2019 and extend funding for CHIP through 2015. CHIP benefit package and cost-sharing rules will 
continue as under current law. 

  
• Provide states with the option to provide CHIP coverage to children of state employees who are 

eligible for health benefits if certain conditions are met.  
 
• Beginning in 2015, states will receive a 23 percentage point increase in the CHIP match rate up to a 

cap of 100%.  
 
• CHIP-eligible children who are unable to enroll in the program due to enrollment caps will be eligible 

for tax credits in the state Exchanges.  
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PPACA Premium & Cost Sharing Subsidies to 
Individuals 

 
• Provides Premium Tax Credits and Subsidies Through Exchange. (Effective 1/2014) 
 
Eligibility 
• Limits availability of premium credits and cost-sharing subsidies through the Exchanges to U.S. 

citizens and legal immigrants who meet income limits.  
 
• Employees who are offered coverage by an employer are not eligible for premium credits unless the 

employer plan does not have an actuarial value of at least 60% or if the employee share of the 
premium exceeds 9.5% of income.  
 

Premium Tax Credits 
• Provide refundable and advanceable premium credits to eligible individuals and families with incomes 

between 133% - 400% FPL to purchase insurance through the Exchanges. 
  
• The premium credits will be set on a sliding scale such that the premium contributions are limited 

from 2% of income (for 133% FPL) to 9.5% of income (300% - 400% FPL). 
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PPACA Premium & Cost Sharing Subsidies to 
Individuals 

  
 
Cost Sharing Subsidies 
Provide cost-sharing subsidies to eligible individuals and families. The cost sharing credits reduce the 
cost sharing amounts and annual cost-sharing limits based on a sliding scale up to 400% FPL.  
 
Verification  
Require verification of both income and citizenship status in determining eligibility for the federal 
premium credits. 
 
Subsidies and abortion coverage 
Ensure that federal premium credits or cost-sharing subsidies are not used to purchase coverage for 
abortion if coverage extends beyond saving the life of the woman or cases of rape or incest (Hyde 
amendment). 
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PPACA Premium to Employers 
 

 
Small Business Tax Credit 
Provide a tax credit to small employers with no more than 25 employees and average annual wages of 
less than $50,000 that purchase health insurance for employees. 

1. Phase I: For tax years 2010 through 2013, provide a tax credit of up to 35% of the employer’s 
contribution toward the employee’s health insurance premium if the employer contributes at 
least 50% of the total premium cost or 50% of a benchmark premium. 

2. Phase II: For tax years 2014 and later, for eligible small businesses that purchase coverage 
through the state Exchange, provide a tax credit of up to 50% of the employer’s contribution 
toward the employee’s health insurance premium if the employer contributes at least 50% of 
the total premium cost. The credit will be available for two years. 

 
Reinsurance Program 
Create a temporary reinsurance program for employers providing health insurance coverage to retirees 
over age 55 who are not eligible for Medicare. Program will reimburse employers or insurers for 80% of 
retiree claims between $15,000 and $90,000.  
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PPACA Tax Changes 

 

• Impose a tax on individuals without qualifying coverage beginning in 2014. 

• Exclude the costs for over-the-counter drugs not prescribed by a doctor from being reimbursed 
through an HRA or health FSA. (Effective January 1, 2011) 

• Increase the tax on distributions from a health savings account or an Archer MSA that are not used for 
qualified medical expenses to 20%. (Effective January 1, 2011) 

• Limit the amount of contributions to a flexible spending account for medical expenses to $2,500 per 
year increased annually by the cost of living adjustment. (Effective January 1, 2013) 

• Increase the threshold for the itemized deduction for unreimbursed medical expenses from 7.5% of 
adjusted gross income to 10% of adjusted gross income for regular tax purposes. (Effective January 1, 
2013) 

• Increase the Medicare Part A (hospital insurance) tax rate on wages by 0.9% for higher-income 
taxpayers. (Effective January 1, 2013) 

• Impose an excise tax on insurers of employer-sponsored health plans with aggregate values that 
exceed $10,200 for individual coverage and $27,500 for family coverage.  (Effective January 1, 2018) 
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PPACA Tax Changes 

 

• Eliminate the tax deduction for employers who receive Medicare Part D retiree drug subsidy 
payments. (Effective January 1, 2013) 

• Impose new annual fees on the pharmaceutical manufacturing sector. (Beginning 2012) 

• Impose an annual fee on the health insurance sector.  Discounts apply for non-profit insurers. 
(Effective January 1, 2014) 

• Impose an excise tax of 2.3% on the sale of any taxable medical device. (Effective for sales after 
December 31, 2012) 

• Limit the deductibility of executive and employee compensation to $500,000 per applicable individual 
for health insurance providers. (Effective January 1, 2009) 

• Impose a tax of 10% on the amount paid for indoor tanning services. (Effective July 1, 2010) 

• Exclude unprocessed fuels from the definition of cellulosic biofuel for purposes of applying the 
cellulosic biofuel producer credit. (Effective January 1, 2010) 

• Clarify application of the economic substance doctrine and increase penalties for underpayments 
attributable to a transaction lacking economic substance. (Effective upon enactment) 
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Health Insurance Exchange 

Creation & Structure of Health Exchange 
• Create state-based Health Benefit Exchanges and Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) 

Exchanges, administered by a governmental agency or non-profit organization, through which 
individuals and small businesses with up to 100 employees can purchase qualified coverage. (State 
option, 1-50 employees through January 1, 2016) 

• Permit states to allow businesses with more than 100 employees to purchase coverage in the SHOP 
Exchange beginning in 2017.  

• States may form regional Exchanges or allow more than one Exchange to operate in a state as long as 
each Exchange serves a distinct geographic area. (Funding available to states to establish Exchanges 
within one year of enactment and until January 1, 2015) 

 
Eligibility to purchase in the exchanges 
Restrict access to coverage through the Exchanges to U.S. citizens and legal immigrants who are not 
incarcerated. 
 
Public Plan Option 
Require the Office of Personnel Management to contract with insurers to offer at least two multi-state  
plans in each Exchange.  
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Health Insurance Exchange 

Consumer Operated & Oriented Plan (CO-OP) 
Create the Consumer Operated and Oriented Plan (CO-OP) program to foster the creation of non-profit, 
member-run health insurance companies in all 50 states and District of Columbia to offer qualified health 
plans. To be eligible to receive funds, an organization must not be an existing health insurer or sponsored 
by a state or local government. (Appropriate $4.8 billion to establish CO-OPs by July 1, 2013) 
 
Benefit Tiers 
• Create four benefit categories of plans plus a separate catastrophic plan to be offered through the 

Exchange, and in the individual and small group markets: 
1. Bronze plan represents minimum creditable coverage and provides the essential health  

benefits, covers 60% of the benefit costs of the plan.  
2. Silver plan provides the essential health benefits, covers 70% of the benefit costs of the plan. 
3. Gold plan provides the essential health benefits, covers 80% of the benefit costs of the plan. 
4. Platinum plan provides the essential health benefits, covers 90% of the benefit costs of the 

plan. 
5. Catastrophic plan available to those up to age 30 or those who are exempt from the mandate to 

purchase  coverage. This plan is only available in the individual market. 
 
• Reduce the out-of-pocket limits for those with incomes up to 400% FPL. 
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Health Insurance Exchange 

Insurance Market and Rating Rules 
• Require guarantee issue and renewability and allow rating variation based only on the following:  

 age (limited to 3 to 1 ratio) 
 premium rating area  
 family composition  
 tobacco use (limited to 1.5 to 1 ratio) 

• Require risk adjustment (effective January 1, 2014) 
 

Qualifications of Participating Health Plans 
Require qualified health plans participating in the exchange to: 

• Meet marketing requirements 
• Have adequate provider networks 
• Contract with essential community providers 
• Contract with navigators to conduct outreach and enrollment assistance 
• Be accredited with respect to performance on quality measures 
• Use a uniform enrollment form and standard format to present plan information 
• Require qualified health plans to report information on claims payment policies, enrollment,  

number of claims denied, cost-sharing, & out-of-network policies in plain language. 
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Health Insurance Exchange 

Requirements of the Exchanges 
• Maintain a call center for customer service. 

• Establish procedures for enrolling individuals and businesses. 

• Determine eligibility for tax credits. 

• States develop a single form for applying for state health subsidy programs that can be filed online, in 
person, by mail, or by phone. 

• Permit exchanges to contract with state Medicaid agencies to determine eligibility for tax credits in the 
exchanges. 

• Require exchanges to submit financial reports to the federal Secretary of Health and Human Services 
(HHS). 

 
Basic Health Plan 
Permit states the option to create a Basic Health Plan for uninsured individuals with incomes between 
133-200% FPL who would otherwise be eligible to receive premium subsidies in the exchange. 
 
Effective Dates 
Provisions relating to the American Health Benefit Exchanges are effective January 1, 2014. 
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PPACA Benefit Design 

Essential Benefits Package 
• Create an essential health benefits package that: 

 Provides a comprehensive set of services, 

 Covers at least 60% of the actuarial value of the covered benefits, 

 Limits annual cost-sharing to the current law HSA limits, 

 Is not more extensive than the typical employer plan, and 

 Requires the federal Secretary of HHS to define and annually update the benefit package 
through a transparent and public process. 

 
• Require all qualified health benefits plans, including those offered through the Exchanges and those 

offered in the individual and small group markets outside the Exchanges, to offer at least the essential 
health benefits package. (Exception - grandfathered individual and employer-sponsored plans) 

 
Abortion Coverage 
Prohibit abortion coverage from being required as part of the essential health benefits package. 
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PPACA Changes to Private Insurance 

• Establish a temporary national high-risk pool to provide health coverage to individuals with pre-existing 
medical conditions who have been uninsured for at least 6 months.  

• Require health plans to report the proportion of premium dollars spent on clinical services, quality, and 
other costs and provide rebates to consumers for the amount of the premium spent on clinical services and 
quality that is less than 85% for plans in the large group market and 80% for plans in the individual and 
small group markets. 

• Establish a process to review increases in health plan premiums and require plans to justify increases. 

• Adopt standards for financial and administrative transactions to promote administrative simplification. 

• Provide dependent coverage for children up to age 26 for all individual and group policies. 

• Prohibit individual and group health plans from placing lifetime limits on the dollar value of coverage and 
prohibit insurers from rescinding coverage except in cases of fraud. 

• Prohibit pre-existing condition exclusions for children. (Effective within 6 months of enactment) 

• Impose same insurance market regulations relating to guarantee issue, premium rating, and prohibitions on 
pre-existing condition exclusions in the individual market, in the Exchange, and in the small group market.  
(Effective January 1, 2014) 
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PPACA State Role 

State Role 
• Create an Insurance Exchange for individuals and small businesses or federal government will create 

an Exchange. 

• Enroll newly eligible Medicaid beneficiaries into the Medicaid program no later than January 2014, 
coordinate enrollment with the new Exchanges, and implement other specified changes to the 
Medicaid program. 

• Maintain current Medicaid and CHIP eligibility levels for children until 2019 and maintain current 
Medicaid eligibility levels for adults until the Exchange is fully operational. 

• Establish an office of health insurance consumer assistance or an ombudsman program to serve as an 
advocate for people with private coverage in the individual and small group markets. 

• Permit states to create a Basic Health Plan for uninsured individuals with incomes between 133% 
and 200% FPL in lieu of these individuals receiving premium subsidies to purchase coverage in the 
Exchanges. 

• Permit states to obtain a five-year waiver of certain new health insurance requirements if the state 
can demonstrate that it provides health coverage to all residents.  State health coverage must be at 
least as comprehensive as the coverage required under an Exchange plan and must not increase the 
federal budget deficit. 
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PPACA Cost Containment 

Administrative Simplification  
Adoption of single set of rules for health insurance administration. 
 
Medicare 
Restructure Medicare Advantage payments, freeze or reduce premiums & subsidies to certain 
individuals, withhold percentage of payment based on hospital readmission and healthcare acquired 
conditions. 
 
Medicaid 
Increase Medicaid drug rebates, prohibit payments for healthcare acquired conditions. 
 
Prescription Drugs  
FDA to approve generic for biologics. 
 
Waste, Fraud, and Abuse 
Enhanced oversight, capture and share data, increase penalties.  
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PPACA Improving Quality/Health 
System Performance 

Primary Care 
• Increase Medicaid payments in fee-for-service and managed care for primary care services provided 

by primary care doctors (family medicine, general internal medicine or pediatric medicine) to 100% of 
the Medicare payment rates for 2013 and 2014. States will receive 100% federal financing for the 
increased payment rates. 

• Provide a 10% bonus payment to primary care physicians in Medicare from 2011 through 2015. 

 
Develop Strategies, Grants, Plans & Research 
• Comparative Effectiveness Research   
• Medical Malpractice 
• Bundled Payments 
• Value-Based Purchasing 
• Home Based Primary Care 
• Dual Eligibles 
• National Quality Strategy  
• Financial Disclosure  
• Disparities 
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PPACA Prevention/Wellness 

Strategies, Funding, Grants, & Research 
• Develop National Prevention Strategy. 

• Establish a Prevention & Wellness Fund. 

• Establish a grant program to support the delivery of evidence-based and community-based prevention 
especially in rural and frontier areas. 

• Create task forces on Preventive Services and Community Preventive Services to develop, update, and 
disseminate evidenced-based recommendations on the use of clinical and community prevention 
services. 

• Provide grants for up to five years to small employers that establish wellness programs. 

• Permit employers to offer employee incentives for participating in a wellness program and meeting 
certain health-related standards. 

 
Nutritional Information 
Require chain restaurants and food sold from vending machines to disclose the nutritional content of each 
item. 
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PPACA Prevention/Wellness 

Coverage of Preventive Services 
• Eliminate cost-sharing for Medicare covered preventive services that are recommended (rated A or B) 

by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force and waive the Medicare deductible for colorectal cancer 
screening tests.  
 

• Provide a one percentage point increase in the FMAP to states that offer Medicaid coverage of 
recommended immunizations, preventive services, and removes cost-sharing for preventive services 
recommended (rated A or B) by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force. 
 

• Authorize Medicare coverage of personalized prevention plan services, including a comprehensive 
health risk assessment, annually. 
 

• Provide incentives to Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries to complete behavior modification 
programs. 
 

• Require qualified health plans to provide at a minimum coverage without cost-sharing for preventive 
services rated A or B by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force, recommended immunizations, 
preventive care for infants, children, and adolescents, and additional preventive care and screenings 
for women. 
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PPACA Long Term Care 

• Establish a national, voluntary insurance program for purchasing community living assistance services 
and supports (CLASS program). The program is financed through voluntary payroll deductions: all 
working adults will be automatically enrolled in the program, unless they choose to opt-out. 

• Extend the Medicaid Money Follows the Person Rebalancing Demonstration program through 
September of 2016. 

• Provide states with new options for offering home and community-based services through a Medicaid 
state plan. 

• Establish the Community First Choice Option in Medicaid to provide community-based attendant 
support and services to individuals with disabilities who require an institutional level of care. Provide 
states with an enhanced federal matching rate of an additional six percentage points for reimbursable 
expenses in the program. 

• Create the State Balancing Incentive Program to provide enhanced federal matching payments to 
eligible states to increase the proportion of non-institutionally-based long-term care services. 

• Require skilled nursing facilities under Medicare and nursing facilities under Medicaid to disclose 
information regarding ownership, accountability requirements, and expenditures. 

• Publish standardized information on nursing facilities to a website so Medicare enrollees can compare 
the facilities. 
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PPACA Other Investments 

Medicare 
Medicare Part D coverage gap, bonus payments for primary care & surgeons in Health Professional Shortage 
Areas (HPSA), payments to hospitals in counties with low Medicare spending . 
 
Workforce 
Increase Graduate Medical Education (GME) by redistributing GME slots, health and public health training & 
loan repayment, support nurse training programs . 
 
Community Health Centers and School-Based Health Centers 
Funding for Community Health Centers & National Health Services Corps. 
 
Trauma Care 
Strengthen emergency department & trauma center capacity. 
 
Public Health and Disaster Preparedness  
Establish commissioned Regular Corps and Ready Reserve Corps. 
 
Requirements for Non-Profit Hospitals  
Impose requirement to conduct community needs assessment every three years and impose a penalty of $50,000 
per year for failure to comply.  
 
American Indians 
Reauthorize and Amend the Indian Health Care Improvement Act.  
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Cost Associated with Implementation 
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Cost Implications Associated with Implementation of 
PPACA 

 
Congressional Budget Office Estimates 

• 32 million (of 55 million uninsured) will gain insurance 

• 50% through Medicaid expansion 

• 50% through Insurance Exchange 

• Cost of implementation $938 Billion over 10 years 

• Costs are financed through a combination of savings from Medicare and Medicaid and 
new taxes and fees, including an excise tax on high-cost insurance, which will raise $32 
billion over ten years 

• Net federal deficit reduction $143 Billion through 2019 
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Cost Implications Associated with Implementation of 
PPACA 

 
Medicaid Expansion 

• Costs associated with expansion of newly eligible persons at enhanced federal match 
rates. 

• Costs associated with persons already eligible seeking Medicaid due to mandate and 
current state match requirements. 

• Costs associated with upgrading Medicaid systems and integrating the Health Insurance 
Exchange (whether or not the State builds an Insurance Exchange). 

• Current estimates on Oklahoma’s increased cost for Medicaid vary but majority of 
increase is intended to be borne by federal government. 

• Potential for increased administrative cost/operational cost due to expansion & pending 
federal regulations.  
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Cost Implications Associated with Implementation of 
PPACA 

 
Insurance Exchange 

• Cost ? 

• Dependencies (whether or not Oklahoma chooses to run an Insurance Exchange)  

 Policy decisions  

 How integrated will the system be with Medicaid? 

 What functionality will the federal government provide or require of states?  

 Will the Exchange be able to leverage existing infrastructure?  

 Vendor availability 

 Timing 
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Cost Implications Associated with Implementation of 
PPACA 

 
Cost Avoidance/Incentives 

• Provides more consistency in the application and administration of Medicaid & 
insurance. 

• Potential to avoid cost due to uncompensated care. 

•  Focus on Preventive Services.  

 Reduce cost through early detection and treatment 
 Promote evidence based practices in clinical settings 
 Increase FMAP 1% on Medicaid for recommended clinical preventive services & 

immunizations   
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Implications for the State Concerning Public 
Health 
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Public Health Infrastructure 
Clinical Services 

Public Health Clinical Services 
• Infrastructure necessary for core public health functions 

 Infectious Disease Control 

 All Hazards Emergency Response  

• Identified Community Gaps 

 Children’s Behavioral Health  

 Medically Underserved Areas 

•  Effective, non-medical interventions to protect community health 
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Access to Primary Care Services  

 

• United Health Foundation Ranks Oklahoma 49th in the number of 
Primary Care Physicians. 

• Access to care issues are worse in rural areas of the state. 

• Unclear if PPACA programs will significantly improve access to 
primary care. 

• The OSDH is currently trying to assess the impact of limited access to 
primary care. 
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Health Professional 
Shortage (HPSA) 
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Facilitate Access to Primary Care 
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Health Outcomes 
 

• The current state of Oklahoma’s poor health outcomes will likely 
influence the cost insurance coverage. 

• While Clinical Preventive Services and limited Public Health Activities 
are included they aren’t sufficient to create significant behavior change 
and improve health status. 

• A coordinated system of health and public health interventions are 
required to make significant improvements in Oklahoma’s health 
status. 
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Questions?  
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Summary of Patient Protection and Affordable 
Care Act (PPACA) 
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PPACA Overall Approach to Expanding Access to 
Coverage 

 
• Require most U.S. citizens and legal residents to have health insurance. 
 
• Creates Health Benefit Exchanges through which individuals can purchase coverage, with premium 

and cost sharing credits available to individuals & families with income between 133 - 400% of the 
federal poverty level (FPL). (The poverty level is $22,350 for a family of four in 2011)  

 
• Create separate Exchanges through which small businesses can purchase coverage. 
 
• Require employers to pay penalties for employees who receive tax credits for health insurance through 

an Exchange, with exceptions for small employers. 
 
• Impose new regulations on health plans in the Exchanges and in the individual and small group 

markets. 
 
• Expand Medicaid to 133% of the federal poverty level. 
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PPACA Individual Mandate to Have Coverage 
 

• Require U.S. citizens and legal residents to have qualifying health coverage. Penalties will be phased 
in beginning in 2014 at $95.00 or 1% of taxable income. By 2016, those without coverage pay a tax 
penalty of the greater of $695 per year up to a maximum of three times that amount ($2,085) per 
family or 2.5% of household income.  
 

• Exemptions will be granted for financial hardship, religious objections, American Indians, those 
without coverage for less than three months, undocumented immigrants & incarcerated individuals.  

 
• Assess a fee to employers with 50 or more full-time employees have at least one full-time employee 

who receives a premium tax credit. The penalty varies based on whether the employer offered health 
coverage.  (Effective January 1, 2014) 
 

• Require employers with more than 200 employees to automatically enroll employees into health 
insurance plans offered by the employer. Employees may opt out of coverage. 
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PPACA Expansion of Public Programs 
 

• Expand Medicaid to all non-Medicare eligible individuals under age 65 with incomes up to 133% FPL 
based on modified adjusted gross income (MAGI). 

  
• All newly eligible adults will be guaranteed a benchmark benefit package that meets the essential 

health benefits available through the Exchanges. 
 
• To finance the coverage for the newly eligible adults, states will receive 100% federal funding for 

2014 through 2016, subsequent years will phase in state subsidy until federal financing decreases to 
90% for 2020 and subsequent years. 

  
• States have the option to expand Medicaid eligibility to childless adults beginning on April 1, 2010, 

but will receive their regular Federal Medicaid Assistance Program (FMAP) until 2014. 
 
• Increase Medicaid payments in fee-for-service and managed care for primary care services provided 

by primary care doctors (family medicine, general internal medicine or pediatric medicine) to 100% of 
the Medicare payment rates for 2013 and 2014. States will receive 100% federal financing for the 
increased payment rates. (Effective January 1, 2014) 
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PPACA Expansion of Public Programs 
 

Treatment of Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) 
• Require states to maintain current income eligibility levels for children in Medicaid and CHIP until 

2019 and extend funding for CHIP through 2015. CHIP benefit package and cost-sharing rules will 
continue as under current law. 

  
• Provide states with the option to provide CHIP coverage to children of state employees who are 

eligible for health benefits if certain conditions are met.  
 
• Beginning in 2015, states will receive a 23 percentage point increase in the CHIP match rate up to a 

cap of 100%.  
 
• CHIP-eligible children who are unable to enroll in the program due to enrollment caps will be eligible 

for tax credits in the state Exchanges.  
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PPACA Premium & Cost Sharing Subsidies to 
Individuals 

 
• Provides Premium Tax Credits and Subsidies Through Exchange. (Effective 1/2014) 
 
Eligibility 
• Limits availability of premium credits and cost-sharing subsidies through the Exchanges to U.S. 

citizens and legal immigrants who meet income limits.  
 
• Employees who are offered coverage by an employer are not eligible for premium credits unless the 

employer plan does not have an actuarial value of at least 60% or if the employee share of the 
premium exceeds 9.5% of income.  
 

Premium Tax Credits 
• Provide refundable and advanceable premium credits to eligible individuals and families with incomes 

between 133% - 400% FPL to purchase insurance through the Exchanges. 
  
• The premium credits will be set on a sliding scale such that the premium contributions are limited 

from 2% of income (for 133% FPL) to 9.5% of income (300% - 400% FPL). 
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PPACA Premium & Cost Sharing Subsidies to 
Individuals 

  
 
Cost Sharing Subsidies 
Provide cost-sharing subsidies to eligible individuals and families. The cost sharing credits reduce the 
cost sharing amounts and annual cost-sharing limits based on a sliding scale up to 400% FPL.  
 
Verification  
Require verification of both income and citizenship status in determining eligibility for the federal 
premium credits. 
 
Subsidies and abortion coverage 
Ensure that federal premium credits or cost-sharing subsidies are not used to purchase coverage for 
abortion if coverage extends beyond saving the life of the woman or cases of rape or incest (Hyde 
amendment). 
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PPACA Premium to Employers 
 

 
Small Business Tax Credit 
Provide a tax credit to small employers with no more than 25 employees and average annual wages of 
less than $50,000 that purchase health insurance for employees. 

1. Phase I: For tax years 2010 through 2013, provide a tax credit of up to 35% of the employer’s 
contribution toward the employee’s health insurance premium if the employer contributes at 
least 50% of the total premium cost or 50% of a benchmark premium. 

2. Phase II: For tax years 2014 and later, for eligible small businesses that purchase coverage 
through the state Exchange, provide a tax credit of up to 50% of the employer’s contribution 
toward the employee’s health insurance premium if the employer contributes at least 50% of 
the total premium cost. The credit will be available for two years. 

 
Reinsurance Program 
Create a temporary reinsurance program for employers providing health insurance coverage to retirees 
over age 55 who are not eligible for Medicare. Program will reimburse employers or insurers for 80% of 
retiree claims between $15,000 and $90,000.  
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PPACA Tax Changes 

 

• Impose a tax on individuals without qualifying coverage beginning in 2014. 

• Exclude the costs for over-the-counter drugs not prescribed by a doctor from being reimbursed 
through an HRA or health FSA. (Effective January 1, 2011) 

• Increase the tax on distributions from a health savings account or an Archer MSA that are not used for 
qualified medical expenses to 20%. (Effective January 1, 2011) 

• Limit the amount of contributions to a flexible spending account for medical expenses to $2,500 per 
year increased annually by the cost of living adjustment. (Effective January 1, 2013) 

• Increase the threshold for the itemized deduction for unreimbursed medical expenses from 7.5% of 
adjusted gross income to 10% of adjusted gross income for regular tax purposes. (Effective January 1, 
2013) 

• Increase the Medicare Part A (hospital insurance) tax rate on wages by 0.9% for higher-income 
taxpayers. (Effective January 1, 2013) 

• Impose an excise tax on insurers of employer-sponsored health plans with aggregate values that 
exceed $10,200 for individual coverage and $27,500 for family coverage.  (Effective January 1, 2018) 
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PPACA Tax Changes 

 

• Eliminate the tax deduction for employers who receive Medicare Part D retiree drug subsidy 
payments. (Effective January 1, 2013) 

• Impose new annual fees on the pharmaceutical manufacturing sector. (Beginning 2012) 

• Impose an annual fee on the health insurance sector.  Discounts apply for non-profit insurers. 
(Effective January 1, 2014) 

• Impose an excise tax of 2.3% on the sale of any taxable medical device. (Effective for sales after 
December 31, 2012) 

• Limit the deductibility of executive and employee compensation to $500,000 per applicable individual 
for health insurance providers. (Effective January 1, 2009) 

• Impose a tax of 10% on the amount paid for indoor tanning services. (Effective July 1, 2010) 

• Exclude unprocessed fuels from the definition of cellulosic biofuel for purposes of applying the 
cellulosic biofuel producer credit. (Effective January 1, 2010) 

• Clarify application of the economic substance doctrine and increase penalties for underpayments 
attributable to a transaction lacking economic substance. (Effective upon enactment) 
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Health Insurance Exchange 

Creation & Structure of Health Exchange 
• Create state-based Health Benefit Exchanges and Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) 

Exchanges, administered by a governmental agency or non-profit organization, through which 
individuals and small businesses with up to 100 employees can purchase qualified coverage. (State 
option, 1-50 employees through January 1, 2016) 

• Permit states to allow businesses with more than 100 employees to purchase coverage in the SHOP 
Exchange beginning in 2017.  

• States may form regional Exchanges or allow more than one Exchange to operate in a state as long as 
each Exchange serves a distinct geographic area. (Funding available to states to establish Exchanges 
within one year of enactment and until January 1, 2015) 

 
Eligibility to purchase in the exchanges 
Restrict access to coverage through the Exchanges to U.S. citizens and legal immigrants who are not 
incarcerated. 
 
Public Plan Option 
Require the Office of Personnel Management to contract with insurers to offer at least two multi-state  
plans in each Exchange.  
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Health Insurance Exchange 

Consumer Operated & Oriented Plan (CO-OP) 
Create the Consumer Operated and Oriented Plan (CO-OP) program to foster the creation of non-profit, 
member-run health insurance companies in all 50 states and District of Columbia to offer qualified health 
plans. To be eligible to receive funds, an organization must not be an existing health insurer or sponsored 
by a state or local government. (Appropriate $4.8 billion to establish CO-OPs by July 1, 2013) 
 
Benefit Tiers 
• Create four benefit categories of plans plus a separate catastrophic plan to be offered through the 

Exchange, and in the individual and small group markets: 
1. Bronze plan represents minimum creditable coverage and provides the essential health  

benefits, covers 60% of the benefit costs of the plan.  
2. Silver plan provides the essential health benefits, covers 70% of the benefit costs of the plan. 
3. Gold plan provides the essential health benefits, covers 80% of the benefit costs of the plan. 
4. Platinum plan provides the essential health benefits, covers 90% of the benefit costs of the 

plan. 
5. Catastrophic plan available to those up to age 30 or those who are exempt from the mandate to 

purchase  coverage. This plan is only available in the individual market. 
 
• Reduce the out-of-pocket limits for those with incomes up to 400% FPL. 
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Health Insurance Exchange 

Insurance Market and Rating Rules 
• Require guarantee issue and renewability and allow rating variation based only on the following:  

 age (limited to 3 to 1 ratio) 
 premium rating area  
 family composition  
 tobacco use (limited to 1.5 to 1 ratio) 

• Require risk adjustment (effective January 1, 2014) 
 

Qualifications of Participating Health Plans 
Require qualified health plans participating in the exchange to: 

• Meet marketing requirements 
• Have adequate provider networks 
• Contract with essential community providers 
• Contract with navigators to conduct outreach and enrollment assistance 
• Be accredited with respect to performance on quality measures 
• Use a uniform enrollment form and standard format to present plan information 
• Require qualified health plans to report information on claims payment policies, enrollment,  

number of claims denied, cost-sharing, & out-of-network policies in plain language. 
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Health Insurance Exchange 

Requirements of the Exchanges 
• Maintain a call center for customer service. 

• Establish procedures for enrolling individuals and businesses. 

• Determine eligibility for tax credits. 

• States develop a single form for applying for state health subsidy programs that can be filed online, in 
person, by mail, or by phone. 

• Permit exchanges to contract with state Medicaid agencies to determine eligibility for tax credits in the 
exchanges. 

• Require exchanges to submit financial reports to the federal Secretary of Health and Human Services 
(HHS). 

 
Basic Health Plan 
Permit states the option to create a Basic Health Plan for uninsured individuals with incomes between 
133-200% FPL who would otherwise be eligible to receive premium subsidies in the exchange. 
 
Effective Dates 
Provisions relating to the American Health Benefit Exchanges are effective January 1, 2014. 
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PPACA Benefit Design 

Essential Benefits Package 
• Create an essential health benefits package that: 

 Provides a comprehensive set of services, 

 Covers at least 60% of the actuarial value of the covered benefits, 

 Limits annual cost-sharing to the current law HSA limits, 

 Is not more extensive than the typical employer plan, and 

 Requires the federal Secretary of HHS to define and annually update the benefit package 
through a transparent and public process. 

 
• Require all qualified health benefits plans, including those offered through the Exchanges and those 

offered in the individual and small group markets outside the Exchanges, to offer at least the essential 
health benefits package. (Exception - grandfathered individual and employer-sponsored plans) 

 
Abortion Coverage 
Prohibit abortion coverage from being required as part of the essential health benefits package. 
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PPACA Changes to Private Insurance 

• Establish a temporary national high-risk pool to provide health coverage to individuals with pre-existing 
medical conditions who have been uninsured for at least 6 months.  

• Require health plans to report the proportion of premium dollars spent on clinical services, quality, and 
other costs and provide rebates to consumers for the amount of the premium spent on clinical services and 
quality that is less than 85% for plans in the large group market and 80% for plans in the individual and 
small group markets. 

• Establish a process to review increases in health plan premiums and require plans to justify increases. 

• Adopt standards for financial and administrative transactions to promote administrative simplification. 

• Provide dependent coverage for children up to age 26 for all individual and group policies. 

• Prohibit individual and group health plans from placing lifetime limits on the dollar value of coverage and 
prohibit insurers from rescinding coverage except in cases of fraud. 

• Prohibit pre-existing condition exclusions for children. (Effective within 6 months of enactment) 

• Impose same insurance market regulations relating to guarantee issue, premium rating, and prohibitions on 
pre-existing condition exclusions in the individual market, in the Exchange, and in the small group market.  
(Effective January 1, 2014) 
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PPACA State Role 

State Role 
• Create an Insurance Exchange for individuals and small businesses or federal government will create 

an Exchange. 

• Enroll newly eligible Medicaid beneficiaries into the Medicaid program no later than January 2014, 
coordinate enrollment with the new Exchanges, and implement other specified changes to the 
Medicaid program. 

• Maintain current Medicaid and CHIP eligibility levels for children until 2019 and maintain current 
Medicaid eligibility levels for adults until the Exchange is fully operational. 

• Establish an office of health insurance consumer assistance or an ombudsman program to serve as an 
advocate for people with private coverage in the individual and small group markets. 

• Permit states to create a Basic Health Plan for uninsured individuals with incomes between 133% 
and 200% FPL in lieu of these individuals receiving premium subsidies to purchase coverage in the 
Exchanges. 

• Permit states to obtain a five-year waiver of certain new health insurance requirements if the state 
can demonstrate that it provides health coverage to all residents.  State health coverage must be at 
least as comprehensive as the coverage required under an Exchange plan and must not increase the 
federal budget deficit. 
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PPACA Cost Containment 

Administrative Simplification  
Adoption of single set of rules for health insurance administration. 
 
Medicare 
Restructure Medicare Advantage payments, freeze or reduce premiums & subsidies to certain 
individuals, withhold percentage of payment based on hospital readmission and healthcare acquired 
conditions. 
 
Medicaid 
Increase Medicaid drug rebates, prohibit payments for healthcare acquired conditions. 
 
Prescription Drugs  
FDA to approve generic for biologics. 
 
Waste, Fraud, and Abuse 
Enhanced oversight, capture and share data, increase penalties.  

18 
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PPACA Improving Quality/Health 
System Performance 

Primary Care 
• Increase Medicaid payments in fee-for-service and managed care for primary care services provided 

by primary care doctors (family medicine, general internal medicine or pediatric medicine) to 100% of 
the Medicare payment rates for 2013 and 2014. States will receive 100% federal financing for the 
increased payment rates. 

• Provide a 10% bonus payment to primary care physicians in Medicare from 2011 through 2015. 

 
Develop Strategies, Grants, Plans & Research 
• Comparative Effectiveness Research   
• Medical Malpractice 
• Bundled Payments 
• Value-Based Purchasing 
• Home Based Primary Care 
• Dual Eligibles 
• National Quality Strategy  
• Financial Disclosure  
• Disparities 
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PPACA Prevention/Wellness 

Strategies, Funding, Grants, & Research 
• Develop National Prevention Strategy. 

• Establish a Prevention & Wellness Fund. 

• Establish a grant program to support the delivery of evidence-based and community-based prevention 
especially in rural and frontier areas. 

• Create task forces on Preventive Services and Community Preventive Services to develop, update, and 
disseminate evidenced-based recommendations on the use of clinical and community prevention 
services. 

• Provide grants for up to five years to small employers that establish wellness programs. 

• Permit employers to offer employee incentives for participating in a wellness program and meeting 
certain health-related standards. 

 
Nutritional Information 
Require chain restaurants and food sold from vending machines to disclose the nutritional content of each 
item. 
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PPACA Prevention/Wellness 

Coverage of Preventive Services 
• Eliminate cost-sharing for Medicare covered preventive services that are recommended (rated A or B) 

by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force and waive the Medicare deductible for colorectal cancer 
screening tests.  
 

• Provide a one percentage point increase in the FMAP to states that offer Medicaid coverage of 
recommended immunizations, preventive services, and removes cost-sharing for preventive services 
recommended (rated A or B) by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force. 
 

• Authorize Medicare coverage of personalized prevention plan services, including a comprehensive 
health risk assessment, annually. 
 

• Provide incentives to Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries to complete behavior modification 
programs. 
 

• Require qualified health plans to provide at a minimum coverage without cost-sharing for preventive 
services rated A or B by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force, recommended immunizations, 
preventive care for infants, children, and adolescents, and additional preventive care and screenings 
for women. 
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PPACA Long Term Care 

• Establish a national, voluntary insurance program for purchasing community living assistance services 
and supports (CLASS program). The program is financed through voluntary payroll deductions: all 
working adults will be automatically enrolled in the program, unless they choose to opt-out. 

• Extend the Medicaid Money Follows the Person Rebalancing Demonstration program through 
September of 2016. 

• Provide states with new options for offering home and community-based services through a Medicaid 
state plan. 

• Establish the Community First Choice Option in Medicaid to provide community-based attendant 
support and services to individuals with disabilities who require an institutional level of care. Provide 
states with an enhanced federal matching rate of an additional six percentage points for reimbursable 
expenses in the program. 

• Create the State Balancing Incentive Program to provide enhanced federal matching payments to 
eligible states to increase the proportion of non-institutionally-based long-term care services. 

• Require skilled nursing facilities under Medicare and nursing facilities under Medicaid to disclose 
information regarding ownership, accountability requirements, and expenditures. 

• Publish standardized information on nursing facilities to a website so Medicare enrollees can compare 
the facilities. 
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PPACA Other Investments 

Medicare 
Medicare Part D coverage gap, bonus payments for primary care & surgeons in Health Professional Shortage 
Areas (HPSA), payments to hospitals in counties with low Medicare spending . 
 
Workforce 
Increase Graduate Medical Education (GME) by redistributing GME slots, health and public health training & 
loan repayment, support nurse training programs . 
 
Community Health Centers and School-Based Health Centers 
Funding for Community Health Centers & National Health Services Corps. 
 
Trauma Care 
Strengthen emergency department & trauma center capacity. 
 
Public Health and Disaster Preparedness  
Establish commissioned Regular Corps and Ready Reserve Corps. 
 
Requirements for Non-Profit Hospitals  
Impose requirement to conduct community needs assessment every three years and impose a penalty of $50,000 
per year for failure to comply.  
 
American Indians 
Reauthorize and Amend the Indian Health Care Improvement Act.  

23 
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Cost Associated with Implementation 
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Cost Implications Associated with Implementation of 
PPACA 

 
Congressional Budget Office Estimates 

• 32 million (of 55 million uninsured) will gain insurance 

• 50% through Medicaid expansion 

• 50% through Insurance Exchange 

• Cost of implementation $938 Billion over 10 years 

• Costs are financed through a combination of savings from Medicare and Medicaid and 
new taxes and fees, including an excise tax on high-cost insurance, which will raise $32 
billion over ten years 

• Net federal deficit reduction $143 Billion through 2019 
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Cost Implications Associated with Implementation of 
PPACA 

 
Medicaid Expansion 

• Costs associated with expansion of newly eligible persons at enhanced federal match 
rates. 

• Costs associated with persons already eligible seeking Medicaid due to mandate and 
current state match requirements. 

• Costs associated with upgrading Medicaid systems and integrating the Health Insurance 
Exchange (whether or not the State builds an Insurance Exchange). 

• Current estimates on Oklahoma’s increased cost for Medicaid vary but majority of 
increase is intended to be borne by federal government. 

• Potential for increased administrative cost/operational cost due to expansion & pending 
federal regulations.  
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Cost Implications Associated with Implementation of 
PPACA 

 
Insurance Exchange 

• Cost ? 

• Dependencies (whether or not Oklahoma chooses to run an Insurance Exchange)  

 Policy decisions  

 How integrated will the system be with Medicaid? 

 What functionality will the federal government provide or require of states?  

 Will the Exchange be able to leverage existing infrastructure?  

 Vendor availability 

 Timing 
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Cost Implications Associated with Implementation of 
PPACA 

 
Cost Avoidance/Incentives 

• Provides more consistency in the application and administration of Medicaid & 
insurance. 

• Potential to avoid cost due to uncompensated care. 

•  Focus on Preventive Services.  

 Reduce cost through early detection and treatment 
 Promote evidence based practices in clinical settings 
 Increase FMAP 1% on Medicaid for recommended clinical preventive services & 

immunizations   
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Implications for the State Concerning Public 
Health 
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Public Health Infrastructure 
Clinical Services 

Public Health Clinical Services 
• Infrastructure necessary for core public health functions 

 Infectious Disease Control 

 All Hazards Emergency Response  

• Identified Community Gaps 

 Children’s Behavioral Health  

 Medically Underserved Areas 

•  Effective, non-medical interventions to protect community health 
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Access to Primary Care Services  

 

• United Health Foundation Ranks Oklahoma 49th in the number of 
Primary Care Physicians. 

• Access to care issues are worse in rural areas of the state. 

• Unclear if PPACA programs will significantly improve access to 
primary care. 

• The OSDH is currently trying to assess the impact of limited access to 
primary care. 
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Health Professional 
Shortage (HPSA) 
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Facilitate Access to Primary Care 
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Health Outcomes 
 

• The current state of Oklahoma’s poor health outcomes will likely 
influence the cost insurance coverage. 

• While Clinical Preventive Services and limited Public Health Activities 
are included they aren’t sufficient to create significant behavior change 
and improve health status. 

• A coordinated system of health and public health interventions are 
required to make significant improvements in Oklahoma’s health 
status. 

34 
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Questions?  
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PPACA Supreme Court Ruling Summary 

• The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of a vast majority of the Affordable Care Act. 

• Individual Mandate: The court upheld the constitutionality of the mandate as a permissible tax under 

the tax and spending clause. Chief Justice Roberts wrote, "The Commerce power does not authorize 

the mandate ... instead the government asks us to read the mandate not as ordering individuals to buy 

insurance, but rather as imposing a tax on those who do not buy that product." (Roberts, 30-31) 

• Medicaid Expansion: The Medicaid expansion was found unconstitutional because it threatens 

existing Medicaid funding for failure to comply. "When Congress threatens to terminate other grants 

as a means of pressuring states to accept a spending clause program, the legislation runs counter to 

this nation's system of federalism." (Roberts, 47) 

• State Impact: The invalidation of the Medicaid expansion does not invalidate the law. It does, 

however, mean that states will have a new choice as to whether or not to participate in the Medicaid 

expansion. 

Major Outstanding Policy Decisions 

1) Expand Medicaid under the PPACA provisions or opt out? 

• Expanding Oklahoma's SoonerCare program under the federal guidance would make health care 

benefits available to an estimated 200,000 newly qualified adults, aged 19 to 64, with household 

incomes at or below 133 percent (or up to 138%) of the federal poverty level. (For example, a single 

adult could make up to $15,414 a year, or a family of three would qualify with a household income at 

or below $26,344). 

• If the state chooses to expand SoonerCare in 2014, the first three years of benefits for the new 

population would be paid primarily by the federal government. 

• Beginning in 2017, the federal government's share would be 95 percent and would taper to 90 percent 

in 2020. The federal government currently pays for about 64 percent of the SoonerCare and Insure 

Oklahoma programs - in state fiscal year 2012 this equates to about $3.25 billion of the total $5.2 

billion budget. 

• The Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA) estimates that the Obamacare Medicaid expansion will 
cost an additional $4.6 billion in state and federal funding 2014-2020. 

• In SFY12, SoonerCare and Insure Oklahoma has provided health care benefits to more than 990,000 

Oklahomans. 

• Under the initial law the plan was to force states to comply with the Medicaid expansion, but the 

Supreme Court decision ruled that the federal government cannot withhold existing Medicaid funds for 
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this purpose. We are awaiting additional federal guidance; it is still unclear if states will be required to 

technically opt in or out. The OHCA anticipates that there will not be any change in FMAP rates or any 

other penalties if we do not expand Medicaid. 

• OHCA anticipates that the PPACA Maintenance of Effort (MOE) provisions will remain in effect. In other 
words, we cannot reduce any populations that are currently covered in today's program. 

• Insure Oklahoma, run by the OHCA, may or may not be affected depending on what path we choose 

with regard to an exchange. 

• The RGA and most conservative think tanks are encouraging states not to expand Medicaid or at least 

to hold off on making a final decision until after the election. They maintain accurately that Medicaid is 

a broken system and that until it is reformed giving states flexibility it should not be expanded. 

2) Create a state based exchange (blue print deadline is Nov. 16, 2012, see timeline below)? 

• There are three options for exchange development: 

o State Based Exchange (state will make all decisions within the framework of PPACA about how 

the exchange operates) 

o State/Federal Partnership Exchange (states must determine eligibility, enrollment, plan 

management, consumer assistance, information technology, financial management and 

sustainability plan) 

o Federal Exchange (if we do not develop our own exchange a federal exchange will be imposed 

on us; the federal government is preparing to deploy an exchange in up to forty states if 

necessary) 

• Given time and money, we have relatively few options for developing a state based or private 

exchange. The RGA, along with the Galen Institute, and many Republican US Senators and 

Congressmen (see letter ATIACHED) are urging states not to take any action and to wait until the 

November election. The State Chamber, many of the private sector groups including BCBS, OK Hospital 

Association, OCPA and the Daily Oklahoman support creating a state based exchange to keep the 

Federal government out of Oklahoma. 

• The State could potentially use the existing Insure Oklahoma program as a framework for the 

exchange; however it will take cooperation from the OHCA, the Insurance Department and likely 

legislators to provide funding. We are working with the Health Dept., the OHCA, the Insurance 

Department and the CIO to determine our options. 
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Time Line 

• If we plan to have a state based exchange we must begin developing it immediately 

• HHS has not announced any plans to delay existing deadlines at this time 

• No deadline has been announced with regard to opting in or out of the Medicaid expansion 

• September 30, 2012: Deadline for the benchmark plan for essential health benefits (The OK Insurance 

Department is working on this and will provide you with recommendations) 

• November 16, 2012: States must submit a blueprint to HHS regarding exchange development (i.e. State 

based exchange, partnership exchange or Federal exchange) 

• January 1, 2013: HHS will grant full approval, conditional approval or rejection of the exchange 

blueprint 

• October 2013: Enrollment must open 

• January 2014: Exchange must be fully operational 

Interstate Insurance Market 

• This is an issue that falls outside of PPACA or the Supreme Court ruling, but it is one of the conservative 

alternatives that the RGA and many others have put forward as one of the solutions to increase 

competition and reduce costs. If you are interested, this is something we can begin work on now 

instead of waiting for the Feds to act. You could designate Commissioner Doak or name a task force to 

begin the conversation with other states in the region. It will consist of aligning our health insurance 

mandates/regulations and it will require state legislation but we could begin work and show that we 

are pro-actively working to come up with our own state based solutions. This is just food for thought 

and needs to be fleshed out more, but the Insurance Department has indicated that there has been 

discussion about it at the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) and they have 

compiled a list of states that may be interested although no one seems to be actively pursuing it at this 

time. We can discuss more with the Insurance Department in the next week or two. 

Attachments: 

Politico Checklist - "How health care law looks after SCOTUS" 
OHCA Medicaid Expansion figures 
Core Functions of an Exchange 
Letter from Congress 
Daily Oklahoman Editorial, July 2, 2012 
State Chamber Press Release 
Republican Attorneys General Association Statement 
Governor Bob McDonnell (R-VA) Statement 
Governor Scott Walker (R-FL) Article 
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6/28/12 How the health care law looks after SCOTUS - POLITICO.com 

POLITICO 

How the health care law looks after SCOTUS 
By POLITICO STAFF 16128112 11:45 AM EDT 

The surprise ruling by the Supreme Court on Thursday that most of President Barack Obama's health refonn law can 

stand - including the unpopular individual mandate - means the law can now move foiward without major 1""'' ""ll> 
disruption.The court narrowed the law's expansion of Medicaid, saying the states can reject it if they want. But the 
main pieces of the law that start in 2014 - including the mandate, coverage for pre-existing conditions, health 
insurance exchanges, and subsidies to help people buy health insurance - can now move ahead. This chart shows 
the main provisions of the law after the ruling. 
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Oklahoma Health Care Authority 
Summary Medicaid Expansion Health Reform 
2014 - 2020 

Year I 20141 20151 nnmH 2616] 20171 20181 20191 2020ICumulative Total 
Federal Share for Newly Enrolled 100% 100% 1 OOo/o 95% 94% 93o/o 90% 

Total Computable Program Costs $605,207,000 $617,311, 140 $629,657,363 $642,250,510 $655,095,520 $668, 197,431 $681,561,379 $4,499,280,343 
$18,717,742 $19,092,097 $19,473,939 $19,863,418 $20,260,686 $20,665,900 $21,079,218 Total Computable Administrative Costs 

Total Computable $623,924,742 $636,403,237 $649,131,302 $662, 113,928 $675,356,206 $688,863,331 $702,640,597 

State Program Costs 
State Administrative Costs 
Total State Costs 

Estimated Number of People Covered 
Average Cost Per Person Total Computable 
Per Person Per Month Total Computable 

Average Cost Per Person State Share 
Per Person Per Month State Share 

Notes: 

$32,196,673 
$9,358,871 

$41,555,544 

241,000 
$2,589 

$216 

$172 
$14.37 

$32,840,606 
$9,546,049 

$42,386,655 

241,000 
$2,641 

$220 

$176 
$14.66 

$33,497,418 $56,955, 110 
$9,736,970 $9,931,709 

$43,234,388 $66,886,819 

241,000 241,000 
$2,693 $2,747 

$224 $229 

$179 $278 
$14.95 $23.13 

1. Census Bureau: Table Creator II; Current Population Survey, Annual Social and Economic Supplement, 2009 (four year average). 

$62,742,912 $68,739,444 $84,623, 755 
$10, 130,343 $10,332,950 $10,539,609 
$72,873,255 $79,072,394 $95, 163,364 

241,000 241,000 241,000 
$2,802 $2,858 $2,916 

$234 $238 $243 

$302 $328 $395 
$25.20 $27.34 $32.91 

2. Average cost for adults calculated using Annual Reports SFY 2005 to 2009. Calculations based on enroflment graphs page 29 in 2007 and 2008 and page 25 in 2006 and 14 in 2005. Expenditures 
found on same pages for 05 and 06 and on pages 77 in 07 and 71 in 08. Cost for children based on MARS/MM/$ calendar year reports. Alf average costs have been adjust.ed to 2014 based on 

, annnual change of 2% Growth. 

4. According to NASMD and a summary from the Kaiser Foundation the state will be required to implement presumptive eligibility for people ea ming below 133% of FPL People who should be covered 
by the current State Medicaid and/or CHIP program but for whatever reason are not in the program will be covered by the state program under the current state/federal partnership. Uninsured non 
traditional people under 133% of FPL will be covered by the federal govemment at 1000~ FPL. 

4. 1 State costs wl71 be offset by savings to the state from shifting reimbursement expenses from other state agencies to the Medicaid program. The savings amount has not been determined by the 
State. 

5. The Census Bureau CPS report undercounts Medicaid participation. The percent of the undercount can be used as a proxy for possible participation of the uninsured. 

6. Native Americans who report to the Census Bureau in the Annual SuNey for health insurance coverage that their sole source of health care is from the Indian Health Services facilities are counted as 
Uninsured. The four year average number of Native Americans in Oklahoma is 231.000 according to the Census and 73,000 are considered Uninsured. When broken down by poverty level Census 
reports 31.000 Uninsured Native Americans below 133% FPL Under the current law !HS facilities in Oklahoma that seNe Native Americans who qualify for Medicaid are reimbursed at 100% matching 
rate. This report assumes that those people will continue to receive their health services soley from /HS facilities. 

7 Arlmini.<::.t~tinn fnr OJ-fr.A i~ :innm"Jtim;ifP/V 5% nf fhP tn~I r.n5:1 nf nm:>~tinn.<::. A nnrlinn nffhP :irlmini.<::.tr.::ifinn :innmvim:tfPlv ?% nf thP 5% i.<::. fnr P/nilhilitv rlPfPrmin::.tinn f JnrlPr thP rPfnrm IPni~/:itinn 

$139, 153,000 
$4,638,433,343 

$371,595,919 
$69,576,500 

$441,172,419 
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Oklahoma Health Care Authority 
Summary Medicaid Expansion Health Reform 
2014 -2020 

eligibility will be determined in a variety of new methods through OHCA, designated providers and the health exchanges. For the purposes of this analysis administrative expenses are calculated at 3% 
of total costs. 

8. The reform legislation Changes and reduces the Disproportionate Share Hospital program. ft is unclear how this change will impact Oklahoma because the legislation requires the Secretary of HHS to 
develop a formula based on use of funds and state level distribution of DSH funds. As the reform legislation is currently written Oklahoma's DSH reductions may not be as substantial as other states 
because Oklahoma is a low DSH state, it appears the Oklahoma model of allocating funds meets the criteria for less severe reductions and Oklahoma tradftionally spends its DSH allocation. 
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Certification, recertification & decertification of 
health plans 

Operation of a toll-free hotline 

Maintenance of a web-site for~ rovicJi:-,& 
information on plans to current and ~ro',pr .• tive 

enrollees 

Certification of individuals exempt from the 
individual responsibility requirement 

Provision of information on certain individuals to 
the Treasury Department and to employers 

Establishment of a Navigator program that 
provides grants to entities assisting consumers 

~-------------- .... - ------------------4 
Assignment of price and quality to plans ( r,'sentation of enrollee satisfaction survey results 
~---------------- -

Presentation of plan benefit opt ions in a 
standardized format 

; , o'.5ion for open enrollee periods as specified in 
Sea;Jr 1 ;J J. (~~6 of the Act 

----------------------- · -- ~ ------------1 Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP 
eligibility and determination of eligibility for 

individuals in these programs 

Consultation Nit~ stakeholders, including tribal 
governments 

Provision of an electronic calculator to determine Publication of data on the exchange administrative 

the actual cost of coverage taking into account costs 
eligibility for premium tax credits and cost sharing 
reductions 

... 
BlueCross BlueShield 

of Oklahoma 

ft-a:: ;11 
IW .. fo!ULJZ I 
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<ttongress ot tbe ~ntteb ~tntes 
~fosbington. lll<!i: 20510 

National Governors Association 
Hall of States 
444 N. Capitol St., Ste. 267 
Washington D.C. 20001-1512 

Dear Governors: 

June 29, 2012 

The Supreme Cou11 has niled significant parts of the Medicaid expansion of the President's health care law 
unconstitutional as well as ruling that the individual mandate violated the Commerce Clause and wi II therefore 
be implemented as a punitive tax on the middle class. This presents us with a critical choice: Do we allow this 
reprehensible law to move forward or do we fully repeal it and sta11 over with commonsense solutions? The 
American people have made it clear that they want us to throw this law out in its entirety. 

As members of the U.S. Congress, we are dedicated to the full repeal of this government takeover of healthcare 
and we ask you to join us to oppose its implementation. 

Most iinportantly, we encourage you to oppose any creation of a state health care exchange mandated under 
the President's discredited health care law. 

These expensive, co1nplex, and intrusive exchanges ilnpose a threat to the financial stability of our ulready
fragile state economies with no certainty of a limit to total enrollment numbers. Resisting the implementation 
of exchanges is good for hiring and investment. The law's employer mandate assesses penalties - up to $3,000 
per employee - only to basinesses who don "t satisfy federally-approved health insurance standards and whose 
employees receive "premium assistance" through the exchanges. The clear language of the statute only 
permits federal premium assistance to citizens of states who create a state-based exchange. However, the IRS 
recently finalized a regulation that contradicts the law by allowing the federal government to provide premium 
assistance to citizens in those states that have not created exchanges. TI1e IRS had no authority to finalize such 
a regulation. By refusing to create an exchange, you will assist us in Congress to repeal this violation 
which will help lower the costs of doing business in your state, relative to other states that keep these 
financially draining exchanges in place. 

State-run exchanges are subject to all of the same coverage mandates and rules as the federally-nm exchange. 
Clearing the hurdles of crafting an exchange that complies with the 600 plus pages of federal exchange 
regulations will only result in wasted state resources and higher premiums for your constituents. 

Implementation of this law is 110/ inevitable and considering more than half of the American people 
oppose the law, it is improbable. Join us in resisting a centralized government approach to health care 
reform and instead focus on solutions that make health care more affordable and accessible for every 
~merican. Let's work to create a health care system o(. for, and by t1yeople, not government or special 

mterests. ,;:. . / 

. JI l,/j' cL~ 
{/ 
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Oklahoma officials must get busy creating insurance exchange I NewsOK.com 

Oklahoma officials must get busy creating insurance 
exchange 
The Oklahoman Editorial I Modified: June 29, 2012 at 4:44 pm I Published: July 2, 2012 @') 16 

Page I of2 

CONSERVATIVES in the Oklahoma Legislature, irritated with President Barack Obama 
and his far-reaching 2010 health care law, made it a point not to comply with a 
provision of the Jaw requiring states to create exchanges to help consumers buy 
insurance. Now what will they do? 

Digesting the ramifications of the U.S. Supreme Comt's upholding of the Affordable 
Care Act will take some time. But what can't be debated is that Obamacare remains the 
law of the land, and formation of health insurance exchanges is one part of that law. 

Oklahoma was on its way to creating an exchange early last year and it accepted a 
federal grant to do so. Gov. Mary Fallin and Republican leaders in the House and 
Senate - all of them staunch conservatives by any yardstick - had agreed on a 
proposal. Then some senators protested, citing concerns about federal red tape but 
mostly making the point that accepting the grant was the same as endorsement of 
Obamacare. 

That's all it took to get Fallin and the others to jump ship. The money was returned and 
the exchange idea shelved. 

The toxicity of this law in Oklahoma was such that lawmakers who last summer headed 
a committee that explored the state's response to Obamacare were labeled as 
supporters of the law and drew challengers at the ballot box by far-right Republicans. 

A coalition of health care entities and business leaders, including The State Chamber 
and the Tulsa and Oklahoma City chambers of commerce, pushed early this year for 
formation of a state exchange. The reason was simple: "This issue is too imp01tant to 
risk the imposition of a federally designed exchange." 

But exchanges remained a nonissue at the Legislature in large pait because lawmakers 
banked on the Supreme Comt spiking the law. They figured, why spend time on 
something so unpopular and politically thorny when the law is soon going to be off the 
books anyway? 

Page 1 of 2 ~ 2 Next" 

http://newsok.com/ oklahoma-o ffi cials-must -get -busy-creating-insurance-exchange/miicle/3... 71212012 
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Andrew Silvestri 

Subject: State Chamber President Comments on Supreme Court Health Care Law Ruling 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
June 28, 2012 

Contact: Jennifer Monies 
(405) 235-3669 

jmonies@okstatechamber.com 

State Chamber President Comments on Supreme Court Health Care Law Ruling 

State Chamber President Fred Morgan comments on today's U.S. Supreme Court decision, which upheld the 
federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) health care law by affirming the federal 
government's ability lo lax and penalize an individual for not purchasing health insurance. The individual 
mandate section of law is anticipated go inlofi1/l ~[feel in Janumy of 2014 and is designed to require all 
citizens, with ve1y few exceptions, lo purchase health insurance or be taxed by the federal government. 

"We are extremely disappointed in this decision. This is exactly what we feared when we formed the 
Oklahomans for Free Market Health Solutions coalition last year to help supp011 an Oklahoma-based solution to 
the federal exchange mandate in the ACA. We now face a situation where a health insurance exchange crafted 
by bureaucrats in Washington, D.C. will now be forced upon Oklahomans. We cannot let this happen and must 
take swift action to create a private sector driven health insurance marketplace in order to avoid a federally 
mandated system," said Morgan. 

"The ramifications of this decision are not yet completely known, but we believe this change will erode the 
quality of care Oklahomans have come to expect and ultimately increase costs for all Americans." 

### 

About the State Chamber of Oklahoma 
A non-profit organization representing more than 2, 000 Oklahoma businesses and 400, 000 employees, the Stale 
Chamber of Oklahoma is the unified voice of business al the legislative level. For more information, visit 
w111w. okstat echamber. com. 
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Andrew Silvestri 

Subject: Republican Attorneys General Association Statement on Today's Supreme Court Ruling 

Follow Us: , t: .In 

Republican Attorneys General Association Statement on Today's Supreme Court Ruling 

Washington, D.C. (June 28, 2012) - Republican Attorneys General Association Chairman 
Scott Pruitt (R-OK) issued the following statement today following a decision from the Supreme 
Court of the United States to uphold the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act: 

"We're disappointed the Court upheld the individual mandate, and find it disturbing that they did 
not place a limit on the power of the federal government to control the lives of Americans." 

"But, the battle isn't over. It is now up to the political process to repeal the act and replace it 
with measures that address the health care crisis within the confines of the Constitution. We 
must continue to oppose this act and multiple overreaching regulations proposed by the 
Obama Administration that cross the line of federal power." 

'This fall, the American people will have the opportunity to save the country from a disastrous 
future of similar intrusive policies and budget-busting costs by choosing their leaders wisely. 
Freedom and flexibility must remain with the states whose leaders know best how to care for 
the needs of their citizens." 

"Republican attorneys general will continue to serve as a firewall, taking every action to defend 
our states against this massive overreach from the federal government." 

About RAGA 
The Republican Attorneys General Association (RAGA), part of the Republican State 
Leadership Committee (RSLC), is the only national organization whose mission is electing 
Republicans to the office of Attorney General. RAGA concentrates on recruiting outstanding 
candidates, providing them with research and financial support, as well as, assisting in 
message development. In doing so, RAGA is improving the talent base from which many future 
Governors and U.S. Senators will be drawn. To learn more about RAGA visit www.rslc.com. 

1 
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Statement of Governor Bob McDonnell on U.S. Supreme Court Decision on the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act 

RICHMOND· Governor Bob McDonnell Issued the followlng statement today following the de<lslon by the U.S. Supreme Court 
to uphold the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). 

"Today's Supreme Court ruling is extremely disappointing for Virglnla and for America. The PPACA wil! neate a costly and 
cumbersome system that will impair our country's ability to recover from these challenging economic times, infringes on our 
citizen's liberties, •~Ill harm small businesses, and will impose dramatic unfunded mandates on Virginia and all states. Simply 
put, this is a blow to freedom. America needs market-based solutions that g!ve patients more cholce, not less. 

Virginia will evaluate the steps necessary to comply with the faw. While we have awaited this decision, planners have been 
working to Identify necessary resources and Issues to be addressed to ensure Virginia Implements this nawed law in the most 
effective and least costly and burdensome way posslb!e. In coming months, Virginia's healthcare leaders will work to develop the 
best possible system to meet the healthcare needs of our citizens. It remains my hope that we will elect a new President and 
Senate so that the existing law w\11 be repealed and states will be given the freedom they need to Implement healllicare 
solutions that work best for their citizens. We will evaluate the opinion In detail in the days ahead and determine what policies 
are proper for the people of Virginia." 
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PrintTemplate 

News max 

Scott Walker: Wisconsin Won't Launch Obamacare 
Sunday, July 1, 2012 03:25 PM 

By: Amy Woods 

Calling Obamacare a massive tax increase, Republican Wisconsin Gov. 
Scott Walker said Sunday he is going to wait before implementing health
insurance exchanges in his state. 

"We're going to wait," Walker said on CBS' "Face the Nation." "For people 
here in Wisconsin and plenty of other states across the country, we want to 
put the power back in the hands of the people at the state and the local level, 
not be driven by a federal mandate." 

He said he believes in a free-market alternative to the government-funded 
health-insurance program upheld last week by the Supreme Court. 

"Yes, it is a tax increase," Walker said. "That's the whole reason why the law 
was upheld." 

Government-funded health insurance ultimately will lead to the rationing of 
healthcare to control costs, he said. 

"Which do you think's more likely to drive down healthcare costs and make 
our states and our jobs more competitive - having something driven by the 
government in terms of a mandate, or having something that opens up the 
door so that all of us, as consumers, play a much more active role, having 
skin in the game, when it comes to healthcare," he asked. "I think the latter is 
the more appropriate approach." 

© 2012 Newsmax. All rights reserved. 

http://www.newsmax.com/PrintTemplate.aspx?nodeid=444 l l 7 
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: "Adam.nordstrom@cch-llc.com"
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: PPACA Survey
Date: Thursday, March 15, 2012 10:17:04 AM

Adam,

The HHS OIG has sent out a survey to states to determine status of compliance with Exchange
development/PPACA. It was sent to our Health Care Authority which is our Medicaid entity. We also
received a survey from GAO that went to our Office of State Finance related to PPACA and budget
issues. The GAO survey was due last week and the OIG survey is due March 22.

I wanted to see how Kansas plans to respond to the surveys?!

Thanks, Katie
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Governor Mary Fallin Announcement re/ PPACA 
Talking Points 

 

 While Governor Mary Fallin has opted not to build a state-based insurance exchange or expand the Medicaid 
program as proposed in PPACA, she and the Oklahoma legislature remain deeply committed to the health of all 
Oklahoman’s.  One demonstration of this commitment is that they protected the Health and Human Services 
agencies during the recent economic downturn from significant reductions that would jeopardize the health and 
safety of our citizens.  The end result is that the Health and Human Services area took the smallest reduction of 
any of the cabinet areas. 
    

 The Governor and her staff have been exploring the impact of PPACA and working with healthcare experts and 
lawmakers across the country in order to make sound decisions on implementing a state based exchange or 
expand Medicaid in Oklahoma.  The final determination is that this law will not improve the quality of healthcare 
or address the escalating healthcare costs that are bankrupting our nation, nor does it provide the flexibility 
needed to improve health outcomes in a financially sound or sustainable manner.  
 

 Oklahoma has a history of innovations in healthcare and the Governor is committed to building upon those 
innovations to create Oklahoma solutions to our healthcare problems.  She welcomes the opportunity to work 
with the Oklahoma legislature and other stakeholders to develop an Oklahoma plan to reduce the number of 
uninsured families, provide quality healthcare and address rising healthcare costs.     
 

Insurance Exchange  
 

 There is an absence of critical guidance and regulations that would allow states to understand the full 
ramifications of building and implementing a state based insurance exchange.   Without HHS regulation and 
guidance it is unclear how much flexibility and freedom of control will be provided to states operating an 
exchange.   State based exchanges will be so in name only and it does not benefit us to fund a new government 
program that will ultimately be under the control of the federal government. 
 

 The cost of building a PPACA compliant exchange in Oklahoma is estimated at $30 million to $50 million dollars. 
The cost of implementing PPACA in Oklahoma, and nationwide, is staggering and unsustainable.  Governor Mary 
Fallin will continue to work with the Oklahoma legislature to develop financially sound healthcare solutions.      
 

 While the pricing structure has not yet been released, HHS will likely pass the cost of the federal exchange to the 
insurers selling products on the exchange.   This fee, in turn, will likely be passed on to the purchaser of the 
healthcare plan.            

 
 Medicaid Expansion 
 

 Medicaid is an outdated program that was expanded without true reform in PPACA.  The Medicaid expansion 
does not adequately address needed improvements in the availability or quality of healthcare services and it 
does not begin to address the ever increasing costs of healthcare.  Further, the federal law does not provide 
flexibility for states to meet the unique needs of their citizens. 
        

 Expanding Medicaid as written in PPACA would cost the State of Oklahoma as much as $475 million between 
fiscal years 2014 and 2020.  Paying for these increases would necessitate significant cuts to other critical parts of 
the state’s budget like education and public safety.  The cost of Medicaid expansion is unsustainable and creates 
an additional burden on taxpayers and the federal deficit. 
 

 Oklahoma has a history of innovative programs and fiscally responsible enhancements to the Medicaid 
program.  In fact, Oklahoma has reduced the rate of uninsured among children to just 7%.  Oklahoma has also 
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created an outstanding on-line enrollment system that allows families in need of healthcare real time access to 
Medicaid coverage.  These are the very successes that Oklahoma wants to build upon to create a viable 
healthcare system that actually begins to reduce the costs of healthcare in our state while improving health 
outcomes.      

 

 Oklahoma has a history of creating innovative solutions to reducing the number of uninsured, for example the 
Insure Oklahoma program (created in 2006) offers premium assistance to small businesses to support the 
purchase of private insurance for their employees.  Under PPACA the Insure Oklahoma program would be 
discontinued and qualifying workers (those under 138%) would be required to enroll in traditional Medicaid.  
Oklahoma small businesses and their employees should have the same option to purchase private insurance 
coverage as other large employers and their employees.  
 

 Oklahoma does not anticipate that opting not to expand Medicaid as written in PPACA will jeopardize Oklahoma 
hospitals when CMS implements the mandated reduction in Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) funds. 
Oklahoma’s current DSH payments do not meet the threshold for significant reduction.      

 
Oklahoma Plan 
 

 Governor Fallin recognizes the importance of having healthy citizens.  Healthy people create a more productive 
workforce and children that are able to learn.  The governmental system of providing healthcare (Medicaid) is 
important, but it should not be the primary source of healthcare for so many of our citizens.  We need to 
transform the healthcare system into one that supports individuals and families who need a hand-up while also 
supporting a robust private insurance market that is focused on making people healthier. 
 

 Oklahoma will be developing an Oklahoma Plan to reduce the number of uninsured and the costs of healthcare.  
The Oklahoma plan will include some of the following elements: 

o Establish goals that include improved health for our citizens 
o Empower individuals to be engaged in making good healthcare (and health) choices  
o Ensure payment incentives focus on preventive care and improving health 
o Support the purchase of private insurance products 
o Focus on reducing the cost of managing chronic disease, a major cost driver in Oklahoma, including; 

 High-risk case management 
 Chronic disease self management 
 Improving care coordination within communities of care 

o Specifically target the reduction of unnecessary hospitalizations and emergency department visits 
o Realign the public health system to support these goals 

 

 The Oklahoma Plan will address the concerns of healthcare providers about the strain of uncompensated care 
by reducing the number of uninsured. 
 

 The Oklahoma Plan will be developed with consultation from tribal nations and other stakeholders to ensure the 
unique needs of our citizens are met. 
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Contact: Sara Wurfel 
wurfels@michigan.gov or 517-335-6397 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Friday, Nov. 16, 2012 

 

Michigan moves toward state-federal partnership 
health exchange, leaves door open for MI Health 

Marketplace  
 
LANSING, Mich. ‒ Gov. Rick Snyder has filed a grant application to the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Service (HHS) to collaborate with the federal government on a state 
partnership exchange (SPE). The governor said, however, that if additional federal deadlines are 
extended or the Michigan Legislature takes action authorizing a state-based exchange, then 
Michigan may exercise its option for the proposed MI Health Marketplace. Snyder has not yet 
filed a declaration letter formally choosing Michigan’s path. 
 
“Ensuring that Michigan residents have the best available quality health care and customer 
service has been a priority from Day One. I have felt strongly that a Michigan-run MI Health 
Marketplace could further accomplish this goal. That said, we must be realistic about how 
feasible implementing this could be under the current federal timeframes. At this point we’re 
moving toward a state partnership exchange. However, we will continue to work with our 
legislative partners and seek more details and clarity from the federal government to make a final 
determination on Michigan’s path forward – whether that’s a state partnership exchange or state-
based exchange.” 
 
Thursday, Nov. 15, was a key funding deadline. There are also multiple operational deadlines, 
some of which have changed twice in the past week. The next major milestone is now Dec. 14, 
2012, when states must declare if they wish to operate their own exchanges. Under current 
federal rules, all exchanges must be operational on Oct.1, 2013.  
 

##### 
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary
Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov

(405) 522-8878
 

From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: Governor Mary Fallin Issues Statement on Anniversary of Federal Health Care Law Passage
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 9:23:30 AM

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
March 23, 2011
 

Governor Mary Fallin Issues Statement on
Anniversary of Federal Health Care Law Passage

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin issued the following statement today regarding the
one year anniversary of the passage of the federal health care law. While in Congress, Fallin
voted against the bill.
 
She supports the national effort to repeal and replace the law with legislation as well as the legal
effort to have the bill struck down by the U.S. Supreme Court. Oklahoma is one of the many
states that filed a legal challenge to the federal law.
 
Fallin’s statement:
 
            “A year ago today, President Obama signed into law one of the most ill-conceived pieces
of legislation to have ever come from Washington, D.C.: the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act. ‘ObamaCare,’ as it has come to be known, is both an assault on our constitutional
liberties and a burden on our already struggling economy.
            “In Oklahoma, the law stands to impose approximately $441 million in unfunded
mandates on our state government at a time when we are already struggling to balance our
budget and pull our economy out of a recession. And unlike the federal government, we can’t
print money or borrow it from China – those funds will come directly out of other government
programs in Oklahoma.
            “I was proud to be one of the 65 percent of Oklahomans who voted for and helped to
pass an amendment to the Oklahoma Constitution designed to block the ‘individual mandate’
contained within the federal health care law. As governor, I continue to offer my full support to
our attorney general, who is leading our legal challenge against ObamaCare, as well as the
national effort to repeal and replace the law.”   
 

###
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary
Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov

(405) 522-8878
 

From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: Governor Mary Fallin Joins GOP Governors Seeking Expedited Court Review of Federal Health Care

Bill
Date: Friday, February 11, 2011 3:27:05 PM

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

February 11, 2011

 

Governor Mary Fallin Joins GOP Governors Seeking
Expedited Court Review of Federal Health Care Bill

OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today announced she has joined 28 other
Republican governors who sent a letter to President Obama asking him to direct the Justice
Department to expedite the appeals process of the pending state lawsuits against the federal
health care bill. The Republican Governor’s Association will now resubmit the letter to the
White House with Fallin’s signature. Fallin had been waiting to sign the letter until concerns
over the legal implications to Oklahoma’s separate lawsuit challenging the president’s health
care law had been resolved.

“The federal health care reform law is unconstitutional, unworkable and unaffordable,” Fallin
said. “My goal has always been to pursue the most effective challenge to the law so it can be
overturned and replaced.

“After consulting with my attorney general, I have determined that fast-tracking the other legal
challenges to the health care law will not negatively impact Oklahoma’s own lawsuit. I certainly
continue to support the other states that are challenging the unconstitutional and economically
damaging federal health care bill and I am happy to join the other governors seeking an
expedited track to the Supreme Court.”

The letter states, in part: “Given the daunting and costly financial and regulatory burdens that
our states and the private sector will face in implementing PPACA over the coming years, 
particularly during this unprecedented budgetary time, public interest requires expediting a final
resolution of the litigation to give certainty as soon as possible.  We should not endure years of
litigation in the circuit courts, when the Supreme Court can promptly provide finality.  This
resolution can help prevent the states and the private sector from undertaking potentially
unnecessary measures and expenses.  More importantly, our businesses, health care providers,
and citizens of our great nation need to know as soon as possible whether all or part of the law
will be upheld or stricken, so they know their options and obligations.” 
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Click here to read the entire letter online.

###
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

 
Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8878

 

From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:04:48 PM

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 14, 2011

State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma
Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network

OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today joined other state leaders in announcing that
Oklahoma will establish a Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network to prevent the
establishment of a federal health care exchange in Oklahoma. 

Working together, leaders were able to address concerns expressed by some by adding specific
safeguards into the legislation that will prevent the implementation of a federal health care
exchange while creating an Oklahoma-based health insurance network.  The Health Insurance
Private Enterprise Network, based on a concept by the conservative Heritage Foundation and
legislation passed by the Oklahoma Legislature in 2009, will increase access to affordable,
private, portable health insurance plans through a free market-based network that offers choice
and competition to consumers.  The network will be governed by a board consisting of a
majority of members from the private sector and chaired by the Insurance Commissioner.  The
network will be funded through state or private resources. The state will not accept the $54
million Early Innovator Grant.

Governor Mary Fallin:  “I’m pleased to announce this agreement that accomplishes my goal
from the very beginning:  stopping the implementation of the president’s federal health care
exchange in Oklahoma. We have addressed concerns expressed by implementing strict
safeguards to prevent the implementation of the federal health care exchange while definitively
laying out the framework for a free market-based network that will empower consumers by
providing a place for individuals, families and small businesses to shop for affordable, quality
health insurance plans.”

House Speaker Kris Steele:  “Health care coverage is not a one-size-fits-all issue. We need to
make all options available to the people. The goal is to equip Oklahomans with the information
necessary to make wise decisions. The network will provide a user-friendly tool intended to help
people identify a health plan that best fits their individual needs.”

Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman:  “This private enterprise network not only
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offers the people of Oklahoma more options when buying insurance, it will serve as a defensive
strategy that protects Oklahoma from the federal health care law.  This is Oklahoma’s solution
and federalism at work.  Our plan is based on the principals of the free market; it will not limit
participation, it will increase competition among private plans and offer consumers the ability to
shop for their best option.” 

 

###
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Oklahoma State Senate 
Communications Division 

State Capitol 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105 

 
For Immediate Release:  April 14, 2011 

 

Newberry lauds agreement to establish Oklahoma 
Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network 

 

OKLAHOMA CITY – Sen. Dan Newberry today praised an agreement 

between Gov. Mary Fallin and legislative leaders to establish an Oklahoma-

based, free market health insurance network built on conservative principals.   

The Oklahoma Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network will 

broaden access to affordable healthcare and prevent the establishment of a 

federal health insurance exchange in Oklahoma.  The agreement stipulates 

that Oklahoma will not accept the $54 million Early Innovator Grant from 

the federal government.   

“As the author of the ballot measure that enabled Oklahomans to opt-

out of Obamacare, I’m pleased we’ve found a system that meets our needs 

and protects us from this federal mandate,” said Newberry, R-Tulsa.  

“Today’s agreement will expand consumer choice through free-market 

principals, while protecting us from the implementation of Obamacare.  This 

plan will give more Oklahomans the information they need to find the best 

possible health plan.” 

Based in part on concepts initially outlined by the Heritage 

Foundation, a leading conservative research institution, the network will not 

limit participation and will be funded through state or private resources. 

(more) 

 

 “This proposal is the best possible fit for Oklahoma,” Newberry said.  

“It will spur competition among providers, encouraging innovation and 

improved service.  Governor Fallin and Republican leadership stood on 
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principal today, opposing a pernicious federal mandate with a forward-

thinking plan to empower Oklahomans through free market tools.” 

 

-END- 
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From: Malia Bennett
To: bennett@oksenate.gov
Subject: Pro Tem Brian Bingman Statement on Healthcare Exchange and Medicaid Expansion
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 12:20:32 PM
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November 19, 2012
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Nathan Atkins                                                                                                     
405.521.5605
atkins@oksenate.gov
                                               

Pro Tem Brian Bingman Statement on Healthcare
Exchange and Medicaid Expansion

 
OKLAHOMA CITY—Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman released the following
statement Monday in response to Governor Mary Fallin’s announcement that Oklahoma will
not engage in the formation of a state-based healthcare exchange or pursue an expansion of
Medicaid under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act:
 
“Oklahomans simply do not want anything to do with Obamacare, and Senate Republicans
stand firmly with Governor Fallin in rejecting it,” said Bingman, R-Sapulpa. “We want real,
conservative solutions to the rising cost of healthcare—we want to make care more
accessible, more affordable, and easier to obtain.  I continue to believe Obamacare will fall
short of accomplishing these goals—but it will certainly accomplish one of President
Obama’s goals: to grow government and redefine its size, scope, and reach into the lives of
our fellow Oklahomans.
 
“Senate Republicans have welcomed conservative solutions, but a state-run exchange, one
that is ‘compliant’ with Obamacare’s mandates and supervised by Washington bureaucrats,
would be ‘state-run’ in name only. On behalf of the Senate Republican caucus, I want to
commend Governor Fallin for recognizing that the hard-earned tax dollars of Oklahomans
should not go toward another new government program in the form of a vehicle for
implementing a law our citizens have soundly, firmly, and unquestionably rejected.
 
“Moreover, Senate Republicans stand with Governor Fallin in rejecting President Obama’s
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expansion of Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act.  We can’t afford it—plain and simple
—and it will do more harm than good in the long run by shifting unsustainable, massive costs
to the states.  If you believe, as most Oklahomans do, that the federal government simply
can’t help itself from driving the car at full speed off a fiscal cliff, you must treat any Obama
Administration promise to keep up their end of a bargain with a healthy dose of Reaganesque
skepticism.
 
“We cannot support making Oklahoma more reliant on federal dollars, nor can we support
growing our $16 trillion national debt to fund an unsustainable entitlement expansion. Our
caucus stands united in this.  We are unified, as well, in our support for Attorney General
Scott Pruitt’s continued court challenge of Obamacare.  We believe the fight against
Obamacare is a 12-round match—we still have several rounds to go, as General Pruitt’s
lawsuit is founded on different Constitutional questions than the already decided legal
challenges—and Senate Republicans are committed to ‘going the distance’ on behalf of
Oklahomans.
 
“But, it isn’t enough to reject Obamacare—we know the cost of healthcare is rising, and we
know Oklahoma faces unique challenges in public health.  For this reason, Senate
Republicans remain committed to truly state-based ideas and common-sense, conservative
solutions.  We will continue to look at reforms to Medicaid and continue to explore avenues
to deliver affordable coverage to every Oklahoman regardless of individual circumstances.”

 
###
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From: Oklahoma Policy Institute
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Proposed Oklahoma health insurance exchange fails consumers
Date: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 10:50:21 AM
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A New Fiscal Reality:

Proposed Oklahoma
health insurance
exchange falls short

A new post on the OK Policy blog

provides a careful look at the

health insurance exchanges that

are a central part of the national

Affordable Care Act.  We argue

that the state's decision to reject a

$54 million federal grant to build a high-quality,

consumer-oriented health insurance exchange puts

unnecessary strains on the state budget and sends

Oklahoma on a collision course with federal law. More

importantly, it is likely to deprive Oklahomans of access

to a strong, well-regulated, consumer-friendly

marketplace to purchase private insurance coverage and

will do nothing to actually make health insurance more

affordable for Oklahomans.

Instead of the federal grant, Oklahoma intends to create

the "Oklahoma Health Insurance Private Enterprise

Network" in newly-introduced legislation, SB 971.  The

blog post lays out the ways the network seems to fall

well short of complying with the standards set out in the

Affordable Care Act.  This raises the specter of the

federal government stepping in to create a real health

insurance exchange in Oklahoma – precisely the threat

that spurred Gov. Fallin to initially accept the $54 million

Early Innovator grant in the first place. We conclude:

It is still possible that the network could eventually

meet federal standards. But for now, it looks as if
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State Budget Outlook,

2011-14 (12/10)

Oklahoma is more intent on proving its defiance of

Washington and responding to interests and fears of

the insurance industry than it is in creating an

insurance marketplace that would actually benefit

everyday Oklahomans.

Click here to read the full post. Feel free to share this

with others who may find it of interest and contribute to

the discussion with a comment on our blog.

Visit our webpage for more information and resources on

health care in Oklahoma, including the text of SB 971:

http://www.okpolicy.org/issues/healthcare
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From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Katie Altshuler; jason@ocpathink.org; pat@cmastrategies.com; stanislawski@oksenate.gov;

thompsont@oksenate.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Bev_Binkowski@hcsc.net; chadw@okstatechamber.com; Cox-Kain,
Julie; Lieser, Derek G.; morganf@oksenate.gov; Glen Mulready; Jonathan.buxton@okhouse.gov; Laura Brookins
(laurabrookins@okhealthplans.org); Matt Robison (mrobison@okstatechamber.com);
michaelbrown@finsvcs.com; Mike Thompson

Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz
Subject: Proposed Rules for Est. of Exchange / QHPs
Date: Monday, July 11, 2011 11:12:13 AM

These proposed rules are now available for public inspection at the links below:

Establishment of Exchanges and Qualified Health Plans

http://www.ofr.gov/OFRUpload/OFRData/2011-17610_PI.pdf

Standards Related to Reinsurance, Risk Corridors and Risk Adjustment

http://www.ofr.gov/OFRUpload/OFRData/2011-17609_PI.pdf

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Planning Project | Project Manager |
1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.2944 | Cell 
405.365-7530 | E-mail NicolePJ@health.ok.gov | Website: www.OK.gov/InsuranceExchange

-----Original Message-----
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2011 10:01 AM
To: (jason@ocpathink.org); (pat@cmastrategies.com); (stanislawski@oksenate.gov);
(thompsont@oksenate.gov); Andrew Silvestri; Bev_Binkowski@hcsc.net; Chad Warmington
(chadw@okstatechamber.com); Cox-Kain, Julie; Lieser, Derek G.; Fred Morgan
(morganf@oksenate.gov); Glen Mulready; Jonathan Buxton (Jonathan.buxton@okhouse.gov); Laura
Brookins (laurabrookins@okhealthplans.org); Matt Robison (mrobison@okstatechamber.com); Mike
Brown (michaelbrown@finsvcs.com); Mike Thompson; Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz
Subject: FYI: Sebelius Exchange Op ed in Huffington Post

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/sec-kathleen-sebelius/health-insurance-exchange-_b_894252.html

Huffington Post (Op-ed by Kathleen Sebelius): Giving Americans Better Health Insurance Choices
Today, we will be releasing draft proposals that set minimum requirements for Exchanges while giving
states the flexibility they need to design an Exchange that works for them. These proposals build on
over a year's worth of work. In developing them, we looked at the models of Utah and Massachusetts,
held countless meetings with stakeholders, and consulted closely with state leaders, consumer
advocates, employers and insurers. But we want to hear more, so we will be traveling across the
country to gather input, and we fully expect to modify our proposals based on what we hear from the
American people.

Giving Americans Better Health Insurance Choices
Posted: 7/10/11 10:40 PM ET

For nearly 180 million Americans whose health insurance today is provided by their workplace, getting
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coverage is pretty straightforward. They can choose from a range of plans offered by their employer
that fit their needs and family budget. And for the most part, these plans include strong patient
protections.
But for Americans who work for smaller companies, or buy insurance on their own, or are uninsured, the
insurance market is much more treacherous. Insurers usually charge a lot more -- small employers pay
an average of 18 percent more for coverage than their larger competitors -- and plans come with more
strings attached. Rates can jump by double digits without much warning. Finding and enrolling in
coverage is often complicated and confusing. And in the individual market in most States, coverage can
be denied based on a person's health.
Starting in 2014, the Affordable Care Act will provide a new alternative for those in this broken market.
Discrimination against people with pre-existing conditions will be illegal. And individuals and small
business owners will be able to purchase private health insurance through state-based competitive
marketplaces called Affordable Insurance Exchanges.
Exchanges will give Americans competition, choice, and clout in the health insurance market. They'll be
transparent marketplaces where insurers will compete on the basis of cost and benefits. They'll allow
individuals and small business owners to pool their resources so they have the clout that big businesses
have today. And people will have a choice of health plans to fit their needs.
These Exchanges will share some key features.

First, they will serve as a one-stop shop where you can easily see your private insurance options,
compare prices and benefits, and pick the plan that's right for you and your family.
Second, Exchanges will set conditions to ensure that insurers compete only on price and quality. Today,
some insurance companies try to avoid enrolling sick people or skimp on care to keep their costs down.
Exchanges will help prevent that from happening and be able to set standards for health plans on
quality, coordination of care, and costs.
Third, they'll ensure a basic level of coverage. All plans sold in the marketplaces will offer a minimum
package of benefits similar to those offered by employers today, so you can be confident the plan you
buy will protect you if you get sick. And you will have the freedom to choose from a range of plans to
find the one that includes your doctor and meets your needs.
This is how Members of Congress get their health insurance today. And once these reforms are fully in
place, buying insurance will become much more like buying a home appliance or an airline ticket. The
insurance customer -- not the insurance company -- will be in the driver's seat.
We are well on the way to this new reality, with states led by both Democratic and Republican
Governors moving forward to establish Exchanges. Altogether, 49 states have accepted grants to help
plan and operate their Exchanges, and over half of states have taken additional action such as passing
legislation or taking administrative action to begin building Exchanges.
Bipartisan support for Exchanges isn't surprising. When they are up and running, state Exchanges will
save money for their residents by making the health insurance market more competitive and accessible,
a goal that leaders from both parties can get behind. In fact, our nation's first Exchanges were
established by Republican governors in Massachusetts and Utah.
Today, we will be releasing draft proposals that set minimum requirements for Exchanges while giving
states the flexibility they need to design an Exchange that works for them. These proposals build on
over a year's worth of work. In developing them, we looked at the models of Utah and Massachusetts,
held countless meetings with stakeholders, and consulted closely with state leaders, consumer
advocates, employers and insurers. But we want to hear more, so we will be traveling across the
country to gather input, and we fully expect to modify our proposals based on what we hear from the
American people.
For too long, insurance companies have had the upper hand. The new competitive market will flip that
history on its head and give consumers the clout they need to get a fair deal. We have a long way to go
until 2014, and it will take time to make sure the insurance market works properly for consumers and
small businesses. But for millions of Americans, those days are finally within sight.
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Oklahoma State Senate 
Communications Division 

State Capitol 
Oklahoma City, OK 73105 

405-521-5774 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – January 13, 2012 
 

Shortey responds to criticisms of Insurance 
Commissioner 

 
 

Sen. Ralph Shortey today issued the following statement in response to 
criticism of Oklahoma Insurance Commissioner John Doak by Oklahoma 
Senate Democrats. 
 
“I disagree with Senators Burrage and Adelson and the aid they are giving to 
President Obama in his war on the private healthcare system.  As their plans 
are being discussed, it is important to remember that many Democrats don’t 
actually want the private health care system to succeed, and so the failures 
they’ve created in the health insurance market are as much by design as by 
mistake.  The child-only policy is just one example of a Democrat created 
failure. 
 
“What is happening is that the Democrats are trying to legislate a long list of 
utopian healthcare mandates that will guarantee the business of insurance 
cannot be conducted profitably.  If they are successful, no one will be capable 
of operating profitably in the healthcare market, and only the government 
will be willing to operate in the market at a loss.  At that point the Democrats 
will have finally achieved their decades-long dream of completely socializing 
healthcare in America.  
 
“Oklahomans reject Obamacare and I’m confident they will likewise reject 
the attempt of Senators Burrage and Adelson to socialize Oklahoma’s 
healthcare system.  Commissioner Doak has a track record of finding free 
market solutions to our healthcare problems, and I’m confident he’ll be able 
to clean up the child-only mess the Democrats have left Oklahoma without 
the help of any legislation proposed by Senators Burrage and Adelson.” 
 

For more information, contact: 
Sen. Shortey: (405) 521-5557 

 
-END- 
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Governor Fallin Press; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Q and A with wayne greene
Date: Friday, March 02, 2012 10:58:09 AM

Proposed Q and A with Wayne Greene, attributable to me. What do you guys think. We’re already
on record pretty much saying all of this last year. I think if we don’t want to make a full throated
defense of this stuff, as I have done below, we can basically say “we’re glad the legislature is
working on this, go talk to them.” Frankly I think it’s better to just state our position rather than have
Wayne do it for us.
 
Does the governor support a state exchange that is explicitly ACA noncompliant?
 
            As Governor Fallin has previously said, she supports the construction of an Oklahoma
based exchange for two reasons. First, it will help to provide easier access to affordable
health insurance for a greater number of our citizens. That’s why the legislature acted several
years ago to lay the groundwork for an online exchange, and why conservative groups like
the Heritage Foundation have long been proposing the development of free market health
insurance exchanges.
            Second, the governor wants to avoid, at all costs, a federal Obamacare exchange being
forced on the state of Oklahoma. Under current law, the federal government will impose an
ObamaCare exchange on Oklahoma by January 2013 if the state does not act. While
Governor Fallin envisions an exchange governed by free market principles and consumer
choice, President Obama does not. For that reason alone, it is far preferable for the state of
Oklahoma to design and create its own exchange than to have one imposed on it by
Washington.
            The governor is glad the legislature has taken steps to create an Oklahoma-based
exchange. As the federal government is still changing and adopting its guidelines for state-
based exchanges, it is not entirely clear what a ‘compliant’ exchange looks like. However, it
is clear that designing the kind of conservative, free-market exchange that we want in
Oklahoma is a step in the right direction.      
 
 
 
Do you anticipate a federal exchange being established in the state?
 
There are several factors that go into whether or not the federal government is able to impose
a federal exchange on Oklahoma, including the outcome of the 2012 presidential elections
and future Supreme Court rulings. These things are largely outside the control of the
governor and our state legislators, although Governor Fallin sincerely hopes that we elect
new leadership in Washington and Oklahoma and other states are successful in their lawsuits
against ObamaCare.
 
What we can control, however, is whether or not Oklahoma takes proactive steps to defend
itself from having a federal exchange forced upon it. Building a state-based exchange
consistent with our values and the principles of consumer-choice is the best way to do that. 
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Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: question on health insurance exchange
Date: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 2:31:12 PM

Nate Webb is interviewing the governor today on KTOK and said he wanted to ask “where we go
from here” on health insurance exchanges. Do we have anything new to announce … in the cabinet
meeting we were talking about the state chamber working to raise private dollars.
 
I think we have 3 options:

1-      Say we are taking the interim to study the issue and reiterate opposition to ObamaCare
2-      Take a new angle, like “the chamber is trying to raise private dollars”
3-      Ask Nate to lay off the subject

 
He will be a sympathetic interviewer … but the info Glenn was alluding to at the cabinet meeting is
new to me so I’m not quite sure what our position is anymore. Please advise – hopefully we can
discuss in senior staff  
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: questions from Steve Moore
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 6:36:05 PM

To answer and get back to Steve Moore tomorrow.
 
The states who received a Early Innovator Grant (GMF thinks 5, I thought it was 7)
 
Whether the “pre-tax” dollars mentioned in the program are state or federal tax dollars
 
And he wants to know how this new plan helps us deal with uninsured Oklahomans
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Alex Gerszewski
To: Katie Shelton
Subject: RE: 3/26/12 Daily News Clips (UPDATED)
Date: Monday, March 26, 2012 10:28:20 AM

I know you thought about it all spring break… I don’t know how you stayed away for so long.
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - (405)568-1319
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
 
 
From: Katie Shelton 
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2012 10:27 AM
To: Alex Gerszewski
Subject: RE: 3/26/12 Daily News Clips (UPDATED)
 
Why thank you!
You are just too sweet, I greatly appreciate it…
 

From: Alex Gerszewski 
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2012 10:20 AM
To: Katie Shelton
Subject: FW: 3/26/12 Daily News Clips (UPDATED)
 
Welcome back!
 
As a gift upon your return to the governor’s office, I give you a ton of press clips to print out!
 
You’re welcome…
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - (405)568-1319
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
 
 
From: Alex Gerszewski 
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2012 10:17 AM
Subject: 3/26/12 Daily News Clips (UPDATED)
 
GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN NEWS
 
The Norman Transcript – OCAST provides funding for scientists, researchers, manufacturers
http://normantranscript.com/headlines/x1361426808/OCAST-provides-funding-for-scientists-
researchers-manufacturers
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KTUL Channel 8 – Officials: Fallin didn’t mean to snub Pres. Obama
http://www.ktul.com/story/17240386/officials-fallin-didnt-mean-to-snub-president-obama?
clienttype=printable
 
Tulsa World – Capitol Report, Wayne Greene: Obama visit spices up slow week
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20120325_16_A26_CUTLIN353498
 
Muskogee Phoenix – Fort Gibson choir performs at Capitol
http://muskogeephoenix.com/features/x1450995283/Fort-Gibson-choir-performs-at-Capitol
 
Tulsa World – Bond issue considered to fix Okla. State Capitol
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=298&articleid=20120324_298_0_OKLAHO314577
 
The Oklahoman – Law enforcement mixed on proposed open carry legislation
http://newsok.com/law-enforcement-mixed-on-proposed-open-carry-
legislation/article/3660549?custom_click=pod_lead_politics
 
The Norman Transcript… Opinion – A missed opportunity
http://normantranscript.com/opinion/x1361426541/A-missed-opportunity
 
Enid News & Eagle – Commissioner speaks in Enid
http://enidnews.com/localnews/x1437237816/Commissioner-speaks-in-Enid
 
The Oklahoman – Three-year bond issue could be option for Oklahoma state Capitol
renovations
http://newsok.com/three-year-bond-issue-could-be-option-for-oklahoma-state-capitol-
renovations/article/3660348
 
 
Other Oklahoma news
 
The Oklahoman – Cameron completes journey to earth’s deepest point
http://newsok.com/cameron-completes-journey-to-earths-deepest-point/article/feed/363795
 
The Oklahoman – Claims Keystone XL pipeline will destroy Oklahoma historical sites is
disputed
http://newsok.com/claims-keystone-xl-pipeline-will-destroy-oklahoma-historical-sites-is-
disputed/article/3660906
 
The Oklahoman – Half of deployed Oklahoma National Guard soldiers are now home
http://newsok.com/half-of-deployed-oklahoma-national-guard-soldiers-are-now-
home/article/3660803
 
The Oklahoman – Cushing gushing from oil storage business
http://newsok.com/cushing-gushing-from-oil-storage-business/article/3660500?
custom_click=pod_lead_business
 
The Oklahoman – Cushing, OK stores more than $4.1 billion in oil
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http://newsok.com/cushing-ok-stores-more-than-4.1-billion-in-oil/article/3660501?
custom_click=pod_headline_business
 
The Oklahoman – Nation business news briefs
http://newsok.com/nation-business-news-briefs/article/3660427?
custom_click=pod_headline_business
 
The Oklahoman… Editorial – Legislative battles best fought without one side having publicly
financed edge
http://newsok.com/legislative-battles-best-fought-without-one-side-having-publicly-
financed-edge/article/3660144?custom_click=pod_lead_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman… Editorial – Some playing politics with GOP leaders’ handling of Obama’s
visit to Oklahoma City
http://newsok.com/some-playing-politics-with-gop-leaders-handling-of-obamas-visit-to-
oklahoma-city/article/3660143?custom_click=pod_headline_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman… Editorial – Little new ground broken during Obama’s visit to Oklahoma
http://newsok.com/little-new-ground-broken-during-obamas-visit-to-
oklahoma/article/3660134?custom_click=pod_headline_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman… Editorial – ScissorTales: Oklahoma state auditor’s wish will have to wait
for another time
http://newsok.com/scissortales-oklahoma-state-auditors-wish-will-have-to-wait-for-another-
time/article/3660133?custom_click=pod_headline_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman – Morning Examiner: Obamacare on trial
http://newsok.com/morning-examiner-obamacare-on-trial/article/feed/363970
 
The Oklahoman – VIDEO: Santorum blasts New York Times reporter
http://newsok.com/video-santorum-blasts-new-york-times-reporter/article/feed/363960
 
The Oklahoman – Louisiana not a game-changer
http://newsok.com/lousiana-not-a-game-changer/article/feed/363833
 
The Oklahoman – Paul Ryan open to being Romeny’s VP
http://newsok.com/paul-ryan-open-to-being-romneys-vp/article/feed/363866
 
The Oklahoman – Obamacare doesn’t ‘force’ people to buy anything
http://newsok.com/obamacare-doesnt-force-people-to-buy-anything/article/feed/363868
 
The Oklahoman – Washington Notes
http://newsok.com/washington-notes/article/3660641
 
 
Tulsa World – Soldiers of Oklahoma’s 45th infantry get standing ovation on return home
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20120326_11_A1_ULNSpT456074
 
Tulsa World – Oklahoma’s AG Pruitt contends federal government power at stake as health
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care hearings begin
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=336&articleid=20120326_16_A1_Oklaho625471
 
Tulsa World – Referrals of suspected welfare fraud in Oklahoma rising
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=336&articleid=20120326_16_A1_Thenum288250
 
Tulsa World – State teacher evaluation plan gets B- in 2011, up from D- in 2009
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=19&articleid=20120326_19_A1_Olhmsa774785
 
Tulsa World – High court takes up fight over Obama health law
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=13&articleid=20120326_13_0_WASHIN650437
 
Tulsa World… Opinion – Sour apples
http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?
subjectid=61&articleid=20120326_61_A7_Thewar711872
 
Tulsa World – Small signs show improving economy
http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=46&articleid=20120325_46_E3_CUTLIN522126
 
Tulsa World – Obama: North Korean rocket test would isolate regime
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=13&articleid=20120325_13_0_SEOULS890519
 
Tulsa World – Potential mayoral candidates emerge to take on Bartlett
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=334&articleid=20120325_11_A1_CUTLIN225065
 
Tulsa World – State could get unexpected $46 million from tobacco tax
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20120325_16_A1_Anunex932931
 
Tulsa World - Attorney general revises ‘personhood’ petition wording
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=336&articleid=20120325_16_A26_OKLAHO116835
 
Tulsa World – Capitol Report Notebook: New law signed on short week
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=336&articleid=20120325_16_A27_bNewla632767
 
The Journal Record – State officials working to raise fire district classifications
http://journalrecord.com/2012/03/23/state-officials-working-to-raise-classifications-finance/
 
The Journal Record – AMR threatens to ask court’s permission to end union contracts
http://journalrecord.com/2012/03/23/amr-threatens-to-ask-court%e2%80%99s-permission-
to-end-union-contracts-aerospace/
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The Journal Record – W&W starts portal for home sales
http://journalrecord.com/2012/03/23/ww-starts-portal-for-home-sales-real-estate/
 
The Journal Record – Western Okla. wind energy project dedicated
http://journalrecord.com/2012/03/23/utility-dedicates-new-wind-power-project-energy/
 
The Journal Record – Water reuse bill clears state House
http://journalrecord.com/2012/03/22/water-reuse-bill-clears-state-house-capitol/
 
The Journal Record – Psychologists push for electronic records legislation
http://journalrecord.com/2012/03/23/psychologists-push-for-electronic-records-legislation-
health-care/
 
The Journal Record – GOP’s claims about Obama puzzle environmentalists
http://journalrecord.com/2012/03/23/gop%e2%80%99s-claims-about-obama-puzzle-
environmentalists-energy/
 
The Oklahoman
www.newsok.com

Former Oklahoma Commerce Department business recruiter reprimanded
http://newsok.com/article/3660440

 

How health care law affects lives of 7 Americans
http://newsok.com/how-health-care-law-affects-lives-of-7-

americans/article/feed/363353#ixzz1qETK9PAn

 

Oklahoma City jobless rate ticks up; still among lowest in large U.S. cities
http://newsok.com/oklahoma-city-jobless-rate-ticks-up-still-among-lowest-in-large-u.s.-

cities/article/3660380#ixzz1qETQLTT9

 

Confidence heats up Oklahoma City retail
http://newsok.com/article/3660399

 

Health care act could bring Oklahoma money

http://newsok.com/article/3660587

 

Oklahoma AG: President’s words on energy ring hollow
http://newsok.com/article/3660255#ixzz1qETt0w21

 

Obama tells AAA auto club he understands frustration over gasoline prices
http://newsok.com/article/3660395#ixzz1qETa9Liv

 

Doctors play role in Oklahoma’s pain pill epidemic, authorities say
http://newsok.com/article/3660588#ixzz1qETci7ai

 

DHS catches more attempts to defraud welfare programs

http://newsok.com/article/3660841#ixzz1qEVjp943
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Tulsa World 
www.tulsaworld.com

Capitol Report Q&A: Rep. Ann Coody

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=336&articleid=20120325_16_A26_bParty425123

 

Political Notebook: Tulsa business, civicleaders head to D.C.

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=336&articleid=20120325_16_A23_hTulsa991346

 

Progress Report: House Joint Resolution 1096

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=336&articleid=20120325_16_A27_hHouse717585

 

Cheney recovering from heart transplant

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=13&articleid=20120325_13_A6_CUTLIN996567

 

Keystone Pipeline avoids sensitive sites in Oklahoma

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=11&articleid=20120326_12_A13_OKLAHO873836

 

 

Statewide AP stories
http://normantranscript.com/statenews

 
Bond issue considered to fix capitol building
http://normantranscript.com/statenews/x1361426804/Bond-issue-considered-to-fix-capitol-

building

 
 
 
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - (405)568-1319
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Gerszewski
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: 3/26/12 Daily News Clips
Date: Monday, March 26, 2012 8:40:29 AM

Sounds good. Alex won’t be in till later either… Sounds like his IBS is acting up again.
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - (405)568-1319
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
 
 
From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2012 8:39 AM
To: Alex Gerszewski
Subject: Re: 3/26/12 Daily News Clips
 
In case anyone wonders, I'm dropping my car at body shop and getting rental this am. Should be
there around 9
 
From: Alex Gerszewski 
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2012 08:05 AM
Subject: 3/26/12 Daily News Clips 
 
GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN NEWS
 
The Norman Transcript – OCAST provides funding for scientists, researchers, manufacturers
http://normantranscript.com/headlines/x1361426808/OCAST-provides-funding-for-scientists-
researchers-manufacturers
 
KTUL Channel 8 – Officials: Fallin didn’t mean to snub Pres. Obama
http://www.ktul.com/story/17240386/officials-fallin-didnt-mean-to-snub-president-obama?
clienttype=printable
 
Tulsa World – Capitol Report, Wayne Greene: Obama visit spices up slow week
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20120325_16_A26_CUTLIN353498
 
Muskogee Phoenix – Fort Gibson choir performs at Capitol
http://muskogeephoenix.com/features/x1450995283/Fort-Gibson-choir-performs-at-Capitol
 
Tulsa World – Bond issue considered to fix Okla. State Capitol
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=298&articleid=20120324_298_0_OKLAHO314577
 
The Oklahoman – Law enforcement mixed on proposed open carry legislation
http://newsok.com/law-enforcement-mixed-on-proposed-open-carry-
legislation/article/3660549?custom_click=pod_lead_politics
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The Norman Transcript… Opinion – A missed opportunity
http://normantranscript.com/opinion/x1361426541/A-missed-opportunity
 
Enid News & Eagle – Commissioner speaks in Enid
http://enidnews.com/localnews/x1437237816/Commissioner-speaks-in-Enid
 
The Oklahoman – Three-year bond issue could be option for Oklahoma state Capitol
renovations
http://newsok.com/three-year-bond-issue-could-be-option-for-oklahoma-state-capitol-
renovations/article/3660348
 
 
Other Oklahoma news
 
The Oklahoman – Cameron completes journey to earth’s deepest point
http://newsok.com/cameron-completes-journey-to-earths-deepest-point/article/feed/363795
 
The Oklahoman – Claims Keystone XL pipeline will destroy Oklahoma historical sites is
disputed
http://newsok.com/claims-keystone-xl-pipeline-will-destroy-oklahoma-historical-sites-is-
disputed/article/3660906
 
The Oklahoman – Half of deployed Oklahoma National Guard soldiers are now home
http://newsok.com/half-of-deployed-oklahoma-national-guard-soldiers-are-now-
home/article/3660803
 
The Oklahoman – Cushing gushing from oil storage business
http://newsok.com/cushing-gushing-from-oil-storage-business/article/3660500?
custom_click=pod_lead_business
 
The Oklahoman – Cushing, OK stores more than $4.1 billion in oil
http://newsok.com/cushing-ok-stores-more-than-4.1-billion-in-oil/article/3660501?
custom_click=pod_headline_business
 
The Oklahoman – Nation business news briefs
http://newsok.com/nation-business-news-briefs/article/3660427?
custom_click=pod_headline_business
 
The Oklahoman… Editorial – Legislative battles best fought without one side having publicly
financed edge
http://newsok.com/legislative-battles-best-fought-without-one-side-having-publicly-
financed-edge/article/3660144?custom_click=pod_lead_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman… Editorial – Some playing politics with GOP leaders’ handling of Obama’s
visit to Oklahoma City
http://newsok.com/some-playing-politics-with-gop-leaders-handling-of-obamas-visit-to-
oklahoma-city/article/3660143?custom_click=pod_headline_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman… Editorial – Little new ground broken during Obama’s visit to Oklahoma
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http://newsok.com/little-new-ground-broken-during-obamas-visit-to-
oklahoma/article/3660134?custom_click=pod_headline_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman… Editorial – ScissorTales: Oklahoma state auditor’s wish will have to wait
for another time
http://newsok.com/scissortales-oklahoma-state-auditors-wish-will-have-to-wait-for-another-
time/article/3660133?custom_click=pod_headline_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman – Morning Examiner: Obamacare on trial
http://newsok.com/morning-examiner-obamacare-on-trial/article/feed/363970
 
The Oklahoman – VIDEO: Santorum blasts New York Times reporter
http://newsok.com/video-santorum-blasts-new-york-times-reporter/article/feed/363960
 
The Oklahoman – Louisiana not a game-changer
http://newsok.com/lousiana-not-a-game-changer/article/feed/363833
 
The Oklahoman – Paul Ryan open to being Romeny’s VP
http://newsok.com/paul-ryan-open-to-being-romneys-vp/article/feed/363866
 
The Oklahoman – Obamacare doesn’t ‘force’ people to buy anything
http://newsok.com/obamacare-doesnt-force-people-to-buy-anything/article/feed/363868
 
The Oklahoman – Washington Notes
http://newsok.com/washington-notes/article/3660641
 
 
Tulsa World – Soldiers of Oklahoma’s 45th infantry get standing ovation on return home
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20120326_11_A1_ULNSpT456074
 
Tulsa World – Oklahoma’s AG Pruitt contends federal government power at stake as health
care hearings begin
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=336&articleid=20120326_16_A1_Oklaho625471
 
Tulsa World – Referrals of suspected welfare fraud in Oklahoma rising
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=336&articleid=20120326_16_A1_Thenum288250
 
Tulsa World – State teacher evaluation plan gets B- in 2011, up from D- in 2009
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=19&articleid=20120326_19_A1_Olhmsa774785
 
Tulsa World – High court takes up fight over Obama health law
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=13&articleid=20120326_13_0_WASHIN650437
 
Tulsa World… Opinion – Sour apples
http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?
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subjectid=61&articleid=20120326_61_A7_Thewar711872
 
Tulsa World – Small signs show improving economy
http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=46&articleid=20120325_46_E3_CUTLIN522126
 
Tulsa World – Obama: North Korean rocket test would isolate regime
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=13&articleid=20120325_13_0_SEOULS890519
 
Tulsa World – Potential mayoral candidates emerge to take on Bartlett
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=334&articleid=20120325_11_A1_CUTLIN225065
 
Tulsa World – State could get unexpected $46 million from tobacco tax
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20120325_16_A1_Anunex932931
 
Tulsa World - Attorney general revises ‘personhood’ petition wording
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=336&articleid=20120325_16_A26_OKLAHO116835
 
Tulsa World – Capitol Report Notebook: New law signed on short week
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=336&articleid=20120325_16_A27_bNewla632767
 
The Journal Record – State officials working to raise fire district classifications
http://journalrecord.com/2012/03/23/state-officials-working-to-raise-classifications-finance/
 
The Journal Record – AMR threatens to ask court’s permission to end union contracts
http://journalrecord.com/2012/03/23/amr-threatens-to-ask-court%e2%80%99s-permission-
to-end-union-contracts-aerospace/
 
The Journal Record – W&W starts portal for home sales
http://journalrecord.com/2012/03/23/ww-starts-portal-for-home-sales-real-estate/
 
The Journal Record – Western Okla. wind energy project dedicated
http://journalrecord.com/2012/03/23/utility-dedicates-new-wind-power-project-energy/
 
The Journal Record – Water reuse bill clears state House
http://journalrecord.com/2012/03/22/water-reuse-bill-clears-state-house-capitol/
 
The Journal Record – Psychologists push for electronic records legislation
http://journalrecord.com/2012/03/23/psychologists-push-for-electronic-records-legislation-
health-care/
 
The Journal Record – GOP’s claims about Obama puzzle environmentalists
http://journalrecord.com/2012/03/23/gop%e2%80%99s-claims-about-obama-puzzle-
environmentalists-energy/
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Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - (405)568-1319
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Gerszewski
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: 5-12-11 Daily News Clips
Date: Thursday, May 12, 2011 9:07:20 AM

My mistake. I will remember to do this.
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - (405)568-1319
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
 

From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Thursday, May 12, 2011 9:00 AM
To: Alex Gerszewski
Subject: RE: 5-12-11 Daily News Clips
 
I noticed the same AP story was listed under different papers and TV stations.  You don’t need to list
AP stories from every news outlet that runs it.  Just put one “print” version from a newspaper and
then one “radio/TV” version from a radio or TV station Web site.
 
 
 

From: Alex Gerszewski 
Sent: Thursday, May 12, 2011 8:37 AM
To: Aaron Cooper; AJ Mallory; Alex Gerszewski; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri; Anna Banda; Barrett
Powers; Becky Woodie; Brett Thomas; Chris Bruehl; Chrissy Zercher; Cody Inman; Cooper Gmail; Craig
Perry; Dana Wolpert; Denise Northrup; Derek Nettle; Evan Handy; Gabe Crawford; Glenn Coffee; GMF;
Hunter Ligon; Jana Staples; Jesse Mahan; Judy Copeland; Kaleb Bennett; Karen Schwartz; Katie
Altshuler; Keili McEwen; Lauren Tollison; Liz Wood; Madeline Mitchell; Maria Maule; Mary Christensen;
Matt Shandy; Michelle Waddell; Phyllis Hudecki; Preston Doerflinger; Rebecca Frazier; Rita Aragon; Scott
Mason; Tammie Wright; Tonda Fisher; Toni Davis; Wade Christensen; Weintz Gmail; Wendy Gregory
Subject: 5-12-11 Daily News Clips
 
GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN NEWS
 
Tulsa World – Lawmakers aim to adjourn session early
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20110512_16_A7_OLHMIY803776
 
The Oklahoman… Editorial – Always someone upset when budget is proposed
http://newsok.com/always-someone-upset-when-budget-is-proposed/article/3567007
 
Sapulpa Daily Herald – Cuts, cuts no ands, ifs or buts
http://sapulpaheraldonline.com/articles/2011/05/12/news/doc4dcac3b06614e034952912.txt
 
AP – Oklahoma leaders reach agreement on state budget
http://www.businessweek.com/ap/financialnews/D9N58O4G0.htm
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Tulsa World – Senate Democrats oppose budget agreement
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20110512_16_A7_OLHMIY15086
 
KOTV Channel 6 – Oklahoma Democrats blast budget agreement
http://www.newson6.com/story/14628305/oklahoma-democrats
 
AP – Oklahoma lawmakers play softball with budget
http://watchdog.org/9351/okla-lawmakers-play-softball-with-budget/
 
Tulsa World – Tulsa pop museum deserves a chance
http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?
subjectid=61&articleid=20110512_61_A14_Itmigh464437
 
KOCO Channel 5 – Governor eyes bill to ease prison overcrowding
http://www.koco.com/politics/27850862/detail.html
 
McAlester News – Capital – Oklahoma Governor signs bill to ease prison overcrowding
http://mcalesternews.com/local/x123361353/Okla-gov-signs-bill-to-ease-prison-
overcrowding
 
Tulsa World – Governor Mary Fallin signs bill to ease prison crowding
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=16&articleid=20110512_16_A1_ULNSbl875358
 
KJRH Channel 2 – New law could reduce inmates in state prisons
http://www.kjrh.com/dpp/news/local_news/new-law-could-reduce-inmates-in-state-prisons
 
KOTV Channel 6 – Oklahoma Governor signs bill to ease prison crowding
http://www.newson6.com/story/14627163/governor-signs-bill
 
The Oklahoman – Oklahoma governor signs prison bill
http://newsok.com/governor-signs-prison-bill/article/3567083
 
The Journal Record – Governor signs bill to ease prison overcrowding
http://journalrecord.com/2011/05/11/governor-signs-bill-to-ease-prison-overcrowding-
capitol/
 
KWTV Channel 9 – Governor signs bill to ease prison overcrowding
http://www.news9.com/story/14624590/governor-signs-bill-to-ease-prison-overcrowding
 
AP – Immigration bill targets criminals
http://www.businessweek.com/ap/financialnews/D9N5I3480.htm
 
Bixby Bulletin – FFA students visit capitol, go to convention, earn awards
http://bixbybulletin.com/news/education/ffa-students-visit-capitol-go-to-convention-earn-
awards/article_db968734-7b29-11e0-bb53-001cc4c002e0.html
 
AP – Oklahoma Daybook
http://washingtonexaminer.com/entertainment/2011/05/oklahoma-daybook-2
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The Oklahoman – Hospital funding bill heads to Oklahoma governor
http://newsok.com/hospital-funding-bill-heads-to-oklahoma-governor/article/3567045
 
AP – Oklahoma House approves fee on hospital revenue
http://www.cnbc.com/id/42996062
 
Tulsa World – House OK’s hospital assessment fee for Medicaid funding; measure now goes
to governor
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=336&articleid=20110511_336_0_OKLAHO317682
 
The Oklahoman – Lankford wants to get past attacks on Medicare plan
http://newsok.com/lankford-wants-to-get-past-attacks-on-medicare-plan/article/3567036
 
AP – Sequels to ObamaCare: ScottCare, ShumlinCare and more take stage
 http://www.californiahealthline.org/road-to-reform/2011/sequels-to-obamacare-scottcare-
shumlincare-and-more-take-stage.aspx
 
AP – Oklahoma House Bill 2131 shows to be a money saving GPS program
http://politics.gather.com/viewArticle.action?articleId=281474979317649
 
The Oklahoman – Aerospace summit lands in Tulsa next month
http://newsok.com/aerospace-summit-set-to-land-in-tulsa/article/3567136
 
Enid News & Eagle – Higher education gets 5.8 percent cut by Legislature
http://enidnews.com/localnews/x364973858/Higher-education-gets-5-8-percent-cut-by-
Legislature
 
The Oklahoman – Oklahoma City – area college news
http://www.newsok.com/oklahoma-city-area-college-news/article/3566972
 
KOKI Fox 23 – TPS faces $6.35M in state education funding cuts
http://www.fox23.com/news/local/story/TPS-Faces-6-35-Million-In-State-Education-
Funding/tO41b8naq0K1TF1ASPIIMw.cspx
 
KOTV Channel 6 – Oklahoma state boards and commissions under scrutiny
http://www.newson6.com/story/14629557/oklahoma-state-boards-and-commissions-under-
scrutiny
 
KWTV Channel 9 – State boards and commissions under scrutiny
http://www.news9.com/story/14621997/tonight-at-10-who-are-state-board-members?
redirected=true
 
KTEN Channel 10 (Texas) – OK state cuts could affect local human & health services
http://www.kten.com/story/14629403/ok-state-cuts-could-affect-local-human-health-services
 
The Oklahoman – Abortion rights group plan rally at Oklahoma Capitol
http://newsok.com/abortion-rights-group-plan-rally-at-oklahoma-capitol/article/3567259
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AP – Oklahoma governor signs bill restricting use of abortion pill in the state
http://www.greenfieldreporter.com/view/story/79a932f60f2c49db9d3fb32841957b90/OK-
XGR--Abortion-Drug-Restriction/
 
KWTV Channel 9 – Oklahoma Governor signs bill restricting abortion pill
http://www.news9.com/story/14630326/okla-gov-signs-bill-restricting-abortion-pill
 
KOTV Channel 6 – Oklahoma art in public places gets the axe
http://www.newson6.com/story/14627772/oklahoma-art-in-public-places-get-the-axe
 
Tulsa Today… Blog – Is pension reform the crowning achievement of the 2011 Legislature?
http://www.tulsatoday.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2571:is-
pension-reform-the-crowning-achievement-of-the-2011-
legislature&catid=60:state&Itemid=108
 
The Oklahoman – State Senate releases maps for proposed districts
http://newsok.com/senate-releases-maps-for-proposed-districts/article/3567156
 
The Oklahoman… Bolg – Oklahoma redistricting: interactive map of new Senate plan and
download the data
http://blog.newsok.com/datawatch/2011/05/11/oklahoma-redistricting-interactive-map-of-
new-senate-plan-and-download-the-data/
 
AP – Between the lines: no closer to deal in Colorado; maps final in Indiana, Oklahoma
http://www.rollcall.com/issues/56_121/Redistricting-Colorado-Indiana-Oklahoma-Maps-
205558-1.html?pos=opolh
 
Tulsa World – Judge says city can contract with private firm to collect sales taxes
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=334&articleid=20110512_11_A11_AnOkla620875&rss_lnk=11
 
Tulsa World – Inhofe views bin Laden death photos, calls for their release
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=505&articleid=20110512_16_A1_ULNSbS388493
 
The Oklahoman – Sen. Jim Inhofe sees ‘grotesque’ pictures of bin Laden corpse
http://newsok.com/sen.-jim-inhofe-sees-grotesque-pictures-of-bin-laden-
corpse/article/3567150
 
AP – Goldman Sachs viewed unfavorably by 54% in poll
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-05-12/goldman-sachs-viewed-unfavorably-by-54-in-
poll-showing-no-damage-to-firm.html
 
AP – Viewpoints: Republican senator challenging Norquist’s pledge over debt crisis
http://www.sacbee.com/2011/05/12/3620606/republican-senator-challenges.html
 
The Oklahoman - Louisiana senator suggests new energy policy; states produce their own
http://newsok.com/louisiana-senator-suggests-new-energy-policy-states-produce-their-
own/article/3567039
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The Oklahoman – Pawnee mayor-elect denied Arizona pardon
http://newsok.com/pawnee-mayor-elect-denied-arizona-pardon/article/3566958
 
 
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - (405)568-1319
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
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From: Derek Lieser
To: Katie Altshuler; Nicole Prieto Johns; J Hudgens; Cindy Roberts; Buffy Heater; "TerryC@health.ok.gov";

"Juliek@health.ok.gov"; Mike Rhoads; "sbuck@odmhsas.org"; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Nico Gomez
Subject: RE: Announcement of the Early Innovator Grant awards not today
Date: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 7:52:28 AM

From: U.S. Dept. of Health & Human Services [mailto:subscriptions@hhs.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 7:19 AM
To: Dana Northrup
Subject: States Leading the Way on Implementation: HHS Awards "Early Innovator" Grants to Seven
States
 

States Leading the Way on Implementation: HHS Awards "Early Innovator" Grants to Seven States
Tue, 15 Feb 2011 23:01:00 -0600

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) today announced the award of seven cooperative

agreements to help a group of “Early Innovator” states design and implement the information technology (IT)

infrastructure needed to operate Health Insurance Exchanges.

<hr size=2 width="100%" align=center>

Preferences | Unsubscribe | Contact HHS

Directories of HHS Accounts

-----Original Message-----
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 6:17 PM
To: Nicole Prieto Johns; Derek Lieser; J Hudgens; Cindy Roberts; Buffy Heater;
'TerryC@health.ok.gov'; 'juliec@health.ok.gov'; Mike Rhoads; 'sbuck@odmhsas.org'; Andrew
Silvestri
Cc: Nico Gomez
Subject: Re: Announcement of the Early Innovator Grant awards not today
 
Update: The grant awards will be made official tomorrow however we did receive notification
today that OK will in fact be a recipient.  We will be reviewing the grant and what it entails
closely before we move forward. We will keep everyone posted and let you know when we have
more details. Thank you, Katie
 
----- Original Message -----
From: Nicole Prieto Johns [mailto:Nicole.PrietoJohns@okhca.org]
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 02:24 PM
To: Derek Lieser <Derek.Lieser@okhca.org>; J Hudgens <JHudgens@odmhsas.org>; Cindy
Roberts <Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; Buffy Heater <Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>; Cline, Dr.Terry
L. <TerryC@health.ok.gov>; juliec@health.ok.gov <juliec@health.ok.gov>; Mike Rhoads; Buck,
Steven <SBuck@odmhsas.org>; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org>
Subject: FW: Announcement of the Early Innovator Grant awards  not today
 
Interested Parties: 
 
FYI:  You may have already heard, but we received an email (see below), advising that the
announcement for the Early Innovator Grant would be made soon, but not today, Feb. 15th,
as had been anticipated.  The email is from Susan Lumsden, Director, Division of State and
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Community Assistance, Office of Health Information Technology, Health Resources and
Services Administration.
 
Nicole  & Derek
Project Managers
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange
 
________________________________________
From: Lumsden, Susan (HHS/OCIIO) [Susan.Lumsden@hhs.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 1:12 PM
To: Nicole Prieto Johns
Cc: Blodgett, Bennett (HHS/OCIIO)
Subject: RE: Announcement of the Early Innovator Grant awards today
 
Hi Nicole,
The announcement will be soon, but not today.
 
Susan Lumsden
Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight
Department of Health and Human Services
(301) 492-4347
 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Nicole Prieto Johns [mailto:Nicole.PrietoJohns@okhca.org]
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 12:11 PM
To: Lumsden, Susan (HHS/OCIIO)
Subject: Announcement of the Early Innovator Grant awards today
 
Susan, do you have any idea when/how we should expect the announcement of the Early
Innovator Grant awards today?
 
Thank you ,
Nicole
________________________________
S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Project Manager  |  Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange|
*Office: 405.522.7685 | Cell: 405.464.6947 |
=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.
 
If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
 
The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.
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If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Lindsay Russell; Marie Sanderson
Subject: RE: Breaking News: HHS Releases Exchange Regulations
Date: Monday, March 12, 2012 11:38:57 AM

And the actual regs link:

http://www.ofr.gov/OFRUpload/OFRData/2012-06125_PI.pdf
 
 
 
 

From: Lindsay Russell 
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 11:16 AM
To: Marie Sanderson
Subject: Breaking News: HHS Releases Exchange Regulations
 
 

National Journal 
Breaking News

HHS Releases Exchange Regulations

The Health and Human Services Department released long-awaited regulations on Monday 

to help states set up their own health insurance exchanges -- the marketplaces where 

people can buy insurance policies under the 2010 health care reform law.

HHS said states will have "substantial flexibility" in operating the exchanges and laid out 

their functions: Certifying “qualified health plans”; operating a website for comparing plans; 

running a toll-free hot line for consumer support; providing grants to “Navigators” for 

consumer assistance; determining eligibility of consumers for enrollment in qualified health 

plans; and helping them enroll.

Follow this story on nationaljournal.com as it develops »

 

For Subscribers: In Case You Missed It

Only Path on House Highway Bill Could Be Via Senate

Obama's B-Ball Invite to UK's Cameron Not a First

Does Romney Need a Sister Souljah Moment?

BlackBerry’s D.C. Reign Ending, Survey Finds

Follow National Journal on Facebook, Twitter and Tumblr for news throughout the day.

If you have questions about your email alerts, managing your account, or scheduling 

complimentary online training, please contact Client Services at 800-207-8001 or 

service@nationaljournal.com

Copyright 2012 by National Journal Group, Inc.
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http://nationaljournal.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=acc30b544fa4aa185af803703&id=c53cb58c13&e=3a6ff7fead
http://nationaljournal.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=acc30b544fa4aa185af803703&id=ca1af32a1f&e=3a6ff7fead
mailto:service@nationaljournal.com


Unsubscribe from this newsletter

 

National Journal Group Inc. • The Watergate 600 New Hampshire Ave., NW Washington, 

DC 20037
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From: Sherri Snyder (CACO)
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Call To Action: Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:44:26 PM
Attachments: sigimg1

I will contact Sentor Frank Simpson tomorrow. 

 

Sherri Snyder

Executive Director

Children's Advocacy Centers of Oklahoma 

Tel: 580-504-0683  Fax: 480-275-3186

427 K SW

Ardmore, Okla. 73401

sherri.snyder@cacok.com

IP: 69.92.170.130

 

 

 

 

-------- Original Message --------

Subject: Call To Action: Health Insurance Exchange

From: Andrew Silvestri <Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov>;

Date: Thu, March 24, 2011 4:33 pm

To: Andrew Silvestri <Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov>;

Cc: Katie Altshuler <Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov>;

Greetings,

 

As many of you know, the action on the Health Insurance Exchange bill, HB 2130, has

shifted from the House to the Senate and we need your help engaging Senators on the

importance of passing this legislation.  Please activate your network and begin calling

members to express your support for HB 2130 and why it is important to the state of

Oklahoma.  Attached for your use and review is a letter that was sent to all legislators from

Governor Fallin outlining her support for the exchange.  In addition, I have included an article

below from the Tulsa world that was published today.  If you have any questions, please do

not hesitate to contact us. 

 

Thank you in advance for your support.

 
Andrew Silvestri
Deputy Policy Director

Office of Governor Mary Fallin

Phone:  405.521.2342

andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov
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Fallin, insurance commissioner defend decision to accept money 
 

By RANDY KREHBIEL World Staff Writer - 3/24/2011

Published: 3/24/2011

Last Modified: 3/24/2011  1:50 PM

 

Gov. Mary Fallin and Insurance Commissioner John Doak on Thursday defended Fallin's

decision to accept a $54 million federal grant to implement a state health insurance

exchange.

 

Speaking separately to the Tulsa Health Underwriters Association at Tulsa Country Club,

Fallin and Doak said refusing to act could lead to the federal government imposing such a

program.

 

Asked if the state could afford to implement an exchange without the federal money, Fallin

said, "No, We have a $500 million hole in our budget."

 

Doak, who campaigned almost exclusively on his opposition to last year's federal health care

legislation, said he was "very proud of the position (Fallin) she took."

 

Fallin said she remains opposed to the federal reform and hopes it will be reversed.

 

About a dozen protesters opposed to the grant picketed outside the club's main gate.

 

http://mobile.tulsaworld.com/adtracker.aspx?s=/article.aspx
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From: Craig Perry
To: Andrew Silvestri; Kaleb Bennett; Alex Weintz
Cc: Craig Perry; Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Caucus
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 4:27:41 PM

 
Agenda Bills passed in the House and now in the Senate:
 
Aerospace Tax Credit:
 
HB 1008, by Rep. Skye McNiel (R-Bristow), Aerospace tax credit. The vote was: 69 to 28. 
The vote on the emergency failed: 52 to 42.  The bill has passed in Senate Committee.
 
Closing Fund:
 
HB 1953, by Skye McNiel, creates the Oklahoma Quick Action Closing Fund. The vote was:
79 to 17.  The emergency failed: 52 to 39.
 
Tort:
 
HB 2128, by Speaker Steele, lowers the recovery limitation for noneconomic damages in a
civil action for bodily injury to Three Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($350,000.00). Vote:
57 to 40.  The bill has passed in Senate Committee.
 
HB 2021, by Dan Sullivan, is a tort bill.  It requires that a patient’s (or previous patient’s)
surviving next of kin are allowed access to certain medical records of such patient and that
the relevant physician or medical institution may provide digital copies of the records at a
cost not to exceed a certain amount.
 
HB 2023, by Dan Sullivan, is a tort bill.  It requires that the actual amount paid for certain
medical bills will be admissible at trial, instead of the amounts billed for expenses incurred.
If no payment has been made, Medicare reimbursement rates will be admissible.
 
HB 2024, by Dan Sullivan, is a tort bill.  It authorizes a court to order that future damages
incurred after the date of judgment that exceed One Hundred Thousand Dollars
($100,000.00) be paid in whole or in part in periodic payments rather than by a lump-sum
payment. Such periodic payments cannot exceed seven years from the date of entry of
judgment.
 
HB 1995, by Rep. Dan Sullivan (R-Tulsa), requires certain hospitals operated by a public
trust to maintain a certain amount of health care malpractice liability coverage. The bill
passed by a vote of: 95-2.
 
Workers’ Comp:
 
HB 2038, by Rep. Dan Sullivan (R-Tulsa), authorizes the Workers’ Compensation Court
Administrator to compile annual reports relating to characteristics of cases including amount
of surgeries, length of temporary total disability, permanent partial disability, and other
medical treatments and therapies.  The vote was: 62 to 21.
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Education:
 
HB 1380, by Rep. Corey Holland (R-Marlow), Eliminates trial de novo. Status: The bill
passed the full House 69 to 31.  Title is on.  The bill is currently in the Senate Education
Committee and to date has not been scheduled for a hearing.
 
HB 1550, by Rep. Sally Kern (R-Oklahoma City), is the social promotion bill.  The bill
requires that if a third-grade student is not reading at grade level, the student will be asked to
participate in a summer reading academy or other program designed to assist the student in
attaining grade-level reading skills. Status: The bill passed the full House 67 to 26.  Title is
on.  The emergency failed 61 to 27.  The bill is currently in the Senate Education Committee
and to date has not been scheduled for a hearing.
 
HB 1456, by Rep. Lee Denney (R-Cushing), establishes an A-F grading structure for
schools. Status: The bill passed the full House 65 to 32.  Title is on.  The emergency failed
49 to 41.  The bill is currently in the Senate Education Committee and to date has not been
scheduled for a hearing.

HB 2139, by Speaker Kris Steele, is the Board of Education restructuring bill.  The bill
allows the Superintendent to establish positions within the department and have control and
direct the Department of Education. Status: The bill passed the full House 64 to 25.  The
emergency failed 63 to 33.  Title is on.  The bill is currently in the Senate Education
Committee and to date has not been scheduled for a hearing.
 
Health Exchange:
 
HB 2130, by Speaker Steele, is the health insurance exchange bill.  The vote was: 51 to 34. 
Title on.
 
Government Modernization:
 
HB 1304, by Rep. David Derby (R-Owasso), transfers the information technology assets of
all appropriated state agencies and all employees of appropriated state agencies with job titles
and duties that fall within the information technology occupational group to the Information
Services Division of the Office of State Finance. The vote was: 52 to 45.  The emergency
failed: 50 to 39.
 
HB 2140, by Speaker Steele, is the state agency shared services bill.  The bill consolidates
several agencies into the Office of State.  The bill passed by a vote of: 65 to 28.  The vote on
the emergency failed by a vote of 53 to 28.  There was a motion to reconsider in the future. 
 
HB 1601, by Rep. Aaron Stiles (R-Norman), creates the Oklahoma State Government
Business Licensing One-Stop Program and directs the state’s Chief Information Officer
(CIO) to adopt procedures for state agencies to enter into a shared services arrangement with
the Office of State Finance for the provision of real-time, web-based licensing and permitting
services. The vote was: 90 to 7.
 
HB 1208, by Rep. Scott Martin (R-Noble), gives the Governor the power, subject to Senate
confirmation, to appoint and replace any gubernatorial appointments on any board or
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commission.  The vote was: 60 to 35.  Title on.
 
HB 1207, by Rep. Jason Murphey (R-Guthire), authorizes state agencies to accept an
electronic signature in the application process for any license or permit and requires the
Office of State Finance to maintain a website providing public access to documentation of all
federal stimulus funds expended by state agencies received pursuant to the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.  The vote was: 91 to 3.
 
HB 1086, by Rep. Jason Murphey (R-Guthrie), Provides that all payments disbursed from the
State Treasury be made only through an electronic payment mechanism and requires that the
name of any vendor that receives an exemption from the State Treasurer be published in a
report on the Treasurer’s website. The vote was: 93 to 4.
 
HB 1034, by Rep. Jason Murphey (R-Guthrie), authorizes the State Purchasing Director to
use a state purchase card for acquisitions with no limit on the amount of the transaction for
interagency payments and certain professional services. Vote: 93-4.
 
Corrections Reform:
HB 2131, Speaker Steele, The measure changes the “default” sentence consideration by the
Department of Corrections from “consecutively” to “concurrently” when the Department 
receives multiple judgment and sentences on an offender and the sentencing court has not
specified that the sentences run consecutively.  Allows the Governor to order parole
revocations to be served consecutively with other jurisdictions.  Provides that the Governor
shall have 30 calendar days to review parole recommendations for non-violent crimes and
upon if no action is taken within the 30 days, the parole shall be deemed granted.  Parole
recommendations for crimes of violence are exempted from the 30 day requirement and the
Governor must grant or deny parole for persons convicted of a violent crime.  Lowers from
180 days to 90 days the time which an offender must be incarcerated before the offender can
be considered for electronic monitoring.  The vote was: 87 to 4. 

ProLife:
 
HB 1888, by Rep. Pam Peterson (R-Tulsa) requires a physician to determine the probable age
of an unborn child before performing an abortion. It prohibits an abortion if the age is
determined to be 20 weeks or more, unless it is necessary to prevent the mother’s death or
major injury.  This bill is the number one priority for Oklahoman’s for Life. The vote was: 94
to 2. 
 
Pensions:
 
HB 1005, by Rep. Randy McDaniel (R-Moore), creates the Task Force on Pension Benefit
Funding and Security. The vote was: 91 to 2.
 
HB 1007, by Rep. Randy McDaniel (R-Oklahoma City), modifies the method by which
dedicated state revenues are transferred to OTRS.  Contributions into the teachers’ retirement
system would be counted in the per pupil spending average.  Vote: 69-27.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Keili McEwen; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Constituent Services Report - April 4
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:15:10 AM

That’s the david tackett group that was against tort reform too I think
 

From: Keili McEwen 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 9:33 AM
To: Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Constituent Services Report - April 4
 
An example of what the letters look like is attached.  It is being organized by the Oklahoma
Campaign for Liberty.
 
Keili
 

From: Andrew Silvestri 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 9:20 AM
To: Keili McEwen
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: Constituent Services Report - April 4
 
Do u have an electronic copy of the letter you can send? Any idea who is organizing the effort? 
 
From: Keili McEwen 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 09:17 AM
To: Mary Fallin  Mary Christensen 
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: Constituent Services Report - April 4 
 

To:  Governor Fallin
Cc:   Denise Northrup, Andrew Silvestri, Katie Altshuler
From:  Keili McEwen, Cody Inman, Brett Thomas, Tonda Fisher, Kandi Batts
Re:  Daily Constituent Services Report

Date:   April 4, 2011     

Meetings:
Keili attended the regular meeting of the Wildlife Commission

Keili attended the regular meeting of the Transportation Commission

 Correspondence Casework
Phone
Calls Notes

Ethnic Advisory Council 5  40 Please dismantle this Council
We received 46 of these form
letters.  This is the first day they
have arrived.  They state that
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Health Exchange - opposition 46  7
Oklahoma rejected ObamaCare
on Nov. 2nd. 

Health Exchange - support     1  

HB 1380 - opposition   28

The measure repeals the
section of law that gives
teachers the right to trial de
novo; The measure removes
different hearing processes for
probationary teachers and
career teachers recommended
for dismissal and provides that
all teachers have the right to a
hearing before a local board of
education.

HB 1442 - opposition   7

Please veto - Public health and
safety; creating the Destructive
Human Embryo Research Act

HB 1541 - opposition 2   

opposition to the provision that
consolidates the Scenic Rivers
Commission and the
Conservation Commission

HB 2130 - opposition   6

Top of Form

Insurance; modifying duties and
requirements of the Health Care
for the Uninsured Board;
providing that the Executive
Director shall advise and aid
Board

Bottom of Form

SB 247 - opposition 2   

Top of Form

Foster homes; directing the
Office of Juvenile Affairs to
certify certain foster homes

Bottom of Form

        

Abortion 1   
form postcard that opposes
abortion

Corrections 2   
complaints about DOC and
facility management

Education 16   

Please support education / 
against the 3rd grade OCCT
passage requirement - thinks
students will be held back

Energy 1   anti-nuclear sentiments

Human Resources  1 2

One call about child support
services and  not having a home
address for the father / The
other call was about visitation
rights for children who reside in
Oklahoma
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Military 1   divorce rates within the military

Pardon and Parole 3 3 13
All correspondence was case
work for P&P parole certificates

State Park Closing 3   

please don't close Beaver Dunes
State Park - charge a user fee
instead like they do in Waynoka
/ please do not close park in
Stillwell/ Resolution from the
Adair County Board of
Commissioners against closing
of their park

Unemployment   2  

Workers Compensation  2 2

All workers comp case work -
would like an increase to their
benefit

 
 
Keili McEwen   
Director of Public Affairs and Constituent Services
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
(405) 522-8891
keili.mcewen@gov.ok.gov
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From: Keili McEwen
To: Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Constituent Services Report - April 4
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 9:33:19 AM
Attachments: Health Exchange Opposition Form Letter - Sample.pdf

An example of what the letters look like is attached.  It is being organized by the Oklahoma
Campaign for Liberty.
 
Keili
 

From: Andrew Silvestri 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 9:20 AM
To: Keili McEwen
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: Constituent Services Report - April 4
 
Do u have an electronic copy of the letter you can send? Any idea who is organizing the effort? 
 
From: Keili McEwen 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 09:17 AM
To: Mary Fallin <  Mary Christensen 
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: Constituent Services Report - April 4 
 

To:  Governor Fallin
Cc:   Denise Northrup, Andrew Silvestri, Katie Altshuler
From:  Keili McEwen, Cody Inman, Brett Thomas, Tonda Fisher, Kandi Batts
Re:  Daily Constituent Services Report

Date:   April 4, 2011     

Meetings:
Keili attended the regular meeting of the Wildlife Commission

Keili attended the regular meeting of the Transportation Commission

 Correspondence Casework
Phone
Calls Notes

Ethnic Advisory Council 5  40 Please dismantle this Council

Health Exchange - opposition 46  7

We received 46 of these form
letters.  This is the first day they
have arrived.  They state that
Oklahoma rejected ObamaCare
on Nov. 2nd. 

Health Exchange - support     1  
The measure repeals the
section of law that gives
teachers the right to trial de
novo; The measure removes
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HB 1380 - opposition   28

different hearing processes for
probationary teachers and
career teachers recommended
for dismissal and provides that
all teachers have the right to a
hearing before a local board of
education.

HB 1442 - opposition   7

Please veto - Public health and
safety; creating the Destructive
Human Embryo Research Act

HB 1541 - opposition 2   

opposition to the provision that
consolidates the Scenic Rivers
Commission and the
Conservation Commission

HB 2130 - opposition   6

Top of Form

Insurance; modifying duties and
requirements of the Health Care
for the Uninsured Board;
providing that the Executive
Director shall advise and aid
Board

Bottom of Form

SB 247 - opposition 2   

Top of Form

Foster homes; directing the
Office of Juvenile Affairs to
certify certain foster homes

Bottom of Form

        

Abortion 1   
form postcard that opposes
abortion

Corrections 2   
complaints about DOC and
facility management

Education 16   

Please support education / 
against the 3rd grade OCCT
passage requirement - thinks
students will be held back

Energy 1   anti-nuclear sentiments

Human Resources  1 2

One call about child support
services and  not having a home
address for the father / The
other call was about visitation
rights for children who reside in
Oklahoma

Military 1   divorce rates within the military

Pardon and Parole 3 3 13
All correspondence was case
work for P&P parole certificates
please don't close Beaver Dunes
State Park - charge a user fee
instead like they do in Waynoka
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State Park Closing 3   

/ please do not close park in
Stillwell/ Resolution from the
Adair County Board of
Commissioners against closing
of their park

Unemployment   2  

Workers Compensation  2 2

All workers comp case work -
would like an increase to their
benefit

 
 
Keili McEwen   
Director of Public Affairs and Constituent Services
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
(405) 522-8891
keili.mcewen@gov.ok.gov
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From: Keili McEwen
To: Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Constituent Services Report - April 4
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:20:03 AM

The state coordinator is Al Gehart, of the Sooner Tea Party.
 
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:15 AM
To: Keili McEwen; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Constituent Services Report - April 4
 
That’s the david tackett group that was against tort reform too I think
 

From: Keili McEwen 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 9:33 AM
To: Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Constituent Services Report - April 4
 
An example of what the letters look like is attached.  It is being organized by the Oklahoma
Campaign for Liberty.
 
Keili
 

From: Andrew Silvestri 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 9:20 AM
To: Keili McEwen
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: Constituent Services Report - April 4
 
Do u have an electronic copy of the letter you can send? Any idea who is organizing the effort? 
 
From: Keili McEwen 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 09:17 AM
To: Mary Fallin <  Mary Christensen 
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: Constituent Services Report - April 4 
 

To:  Governor Fallin
Cc:   Denise Northrup, Andrew Silvestri, Katie Altshuler
From:  Keili McEwen, Cody Inman, Brett Thomas, Tonda Fisher, Kandi Batts
Re:  Daily Constituent Services Report

Date:   April 4, 2011     

Meetings:
Keili attended the regular meeting of the Wildlife Commission
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Keili attended the regular meeting of the Transportation Commission

 Correspondence Casework
Phone
Calls Notes

Ethnic Advisory Council 5  40 Please dismantle this Council

Health Exchange - opposition 46  7

We received 46 of these form
letters.  This is the first day they
have arrived.  They state that
Oklahoma rejected ObamaCare
on Nov. 2nd. 

Health Exchange - support     1  

HB 1380 - opposition   28

The measure repeals the
section of law that gives
teachers the right to trial de
novo; The measure removes
different hearing processes for
probationary teachers and
career teachers recommended
for dismissal and provides that
all teachers have the right to a
hearing before a local board of
education.

HB 1442 - opposition   7

Please veto - Public health and
safety; creating the Destructive
Human Embryo Research Act

HB 1541 - opposition 2   

opposition to the provision that
consolidates the Scenic Rivers
Commission and the
Conservation Commission

HB 2130 - opposition   6

Top of Form

Insurance; modifying duties and
requirements of the Health Care
for the Uninsured Board;
providing that the Executive
Director shall advise and aid
Board

Bottom of Form

SB 247 - opposition 2   

Top of Form

Foster homes; directing the
Office of Juvenile Affairs to
certify certain foster homes

Bottom of Form

        

Abortion 1   
form postcard that opposes
abortion

Corrections 2   
complaints about DOC and
facility management
Please support education / 
against the 3rd grade OCCT
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Education 16   
passage requirement - thinks
students will be held back

Energy 1   anti-nuclear sentiments

Human Resources  1 2

One call about child support
services and  not having a home
address for the father / The
other call was about visitation
rights for children who reside in
Oklahoma

Military 1   divorce rates within the military

Pardon and Parole 3 3 13
All correspondence was case
work for P&P parole certificates

State Park Closing 3   

please don't close Beaver Dunes
State Park - charge a user fee
instead like they do in Waynoka
/ please do not close park in
Stillwell/ Resolution from the
Adair County Board of
Commissioners against closing
of their park

Unemployment   2  

Workers Compensation  2 2

All workers comp case work -
would like an increase to their
benefit

 
 
Keili McEwen   
Director of Public Affairs and Constituent Services
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
(405) 522-8891
keili.mcewen@gov.ok.gov
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From: Kaleb Bennett
To: Andrew Silvestri; Mary Fallin; Mary Christensen
Cc: Craig Perry; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Keili McEwen; Wendy Gregory
Subject: RE: Daily Legislative Report for April 7
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 9:52:16 AM

FYI HB 1615 is not headed to conference.  That was an oversight, it did have the enacting clause
restored on the Senate floor.  It will be headed to the Governor’s desk.

 

From: Andrew Silvestri 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 9:28 AM
To: Mary Fallin; Mary Christensen
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri; Brett Thomas; Cody Inman; Craig Perry; Denise
Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Keili McEwen; Wendy Gregory
Subject: Daily Legislative Report for April 7
 

To: Governor Fallin
Cc: Denise Northrup, Secretary Coffee, Katie Altshuler and Andrew Silvestri
From: Craig Perry and Kaleb Bennett
Date: April 7, 2011
Re: Daily Legislative Report
 

HOUSE

There was no substantial legislative action in the House today.

Bill of interest that FAILED on the House floor:

SB 89, by Rep. Jason Murphey (R-Guthrie), would have directed OETA to develop and operate the

Oklahoma Public Events Network in order to cover daily sessions and committee meetings of the

Oklahoma Legislature.  The bill failed 15 to 82. 

 

SENATE

Agenda or notable bills passed by the full Senate, Thursday, April 07, 2011:

Regulatory reform

HB 1044, Rep. Faught (R-Muskogee), requires the legislature to approve all rules made by agencies to

facilitate administration of legislative policy. Passed 45 to 0.  Headed to the Governor’s desk.

Gun rights

HB 1511, Rep. Vaughn (R-Ponca City), celebrates the Supreme Court decision upholding 2nd

Amendment rights by establishing June 28th as 2nd Amendment Day. Passed 42 to 3.  Headed to the

Governor’s desk.

Elections

HB 1615, Rep. Banz (R-Midwest City), modifies dates for primary and special elections. Moves primary

elections to the last Tuesday in June each even-numbered year.  Passed 45 to 0.  Headed to
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conference.

Failed in Senate committee:

Health Insurance Exchange

HB 1996, Sen. Brown. The bill was originally designed to modify terms regulating insurance companies

in the state.  Leadership intended the bill to be used as a vehicle for new exchange language.  The bill

initially received committee approval by a vote of 6 to 4 but Sen. Brown made a mistake in explaining

the bill after it was initially passed.  He explained the bill would be the new exchange bill.  At that point

Sen. Treat asked for a motion to reconsider the vote.  The bill then failed to pass committee by a vote

of 4 to 4.  No actual exchange language was in the bill, so the language remains alive. 

Agenda or notable bills passed by Senate committees, Thursday, April 07, 2011:

HB 1439, Rep. Vaughn (R-Ponca City), adds owners, managers, and employees to persons that can

use deadly force against intruders; adds place of business to the places deadly force can be used. Title

is on.

HB 1943, Rep. Jackson (R-Enid), requires county floodplain regulations to be approved by the

Oklahoma Water Resources Board.  Title is on.
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From: Kaleb Bennett
To: Andrew Silvestri; Mary Fallin; Mary Christensen
Cc: Craig Perry; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Keili McEwen; Wendy Gregory
Subject: RE: Daily Legislative Report for April 7
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 9:52:16 AM

FYI HB 1615 is not headed to conference.  That was an oversight, it did have the enacting clause
restored on the Senate floor.  It will be headed to the Governor’s desk.

 

From: Andrew Silvestri 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 9:28 AM
To: Mary Fallin; Mary Christensen
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri; Brett Thomas; Cody Inman; Craig Perry; Denise
Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Keili McEwen; Wendy Gregory
Subject: Daily Legislative Report for April 7
 

To: Governor Fallin
Cc: Denise Northrup, Secretary Coffee, Katie Altshuler and Andrew Silvestri
From: Craig Perry and Kaleb Bennett
Date: April 7, 2011
Re: Daily Legislative Report
 

HOUSE

There was no substantial legislative action in the House today.

Bill of interest that FAILED on the House floor:

SB 89, by Rep. Jason Murphey (R-Guthrie), would have directed OETA to develop and operate the

Oklahoma Public Events Network in order to cover daily sessions and committee meetings of the

Oklahoma Legislature.  The bill failed 15 to 82. 

 

SENATE

Agenda or notable bills passed by the full Senate, Thursday, April 07, 2011:

Regulatory reform

HB 1044, Rep. Faught (R-Muskogee), requires the legislature to approve all rules made by agencies to

facilitate administration of legislative policy. Passed 45 to 0.  Headed to the Governor’s desk.

Gun rights

HB 1511, Rep. Vaughn (R-Ponca City), celebrates the Supreme Court decision upholding 2nd

Amendment rights by establishing June 28th as 2nd Amendment Day. Passed 42 to 3.  Headed to the

Governor’s desk.

Elections

HB 1615, Rep. Banz (R-Midwest City), modifies dates for primary and special elections. Moves primary

elections to the last Tuesday in June each even-numbered year.  Passed 45 to 0.  Headed to
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conference.

Failed in Senate committee:

Health Insurance Exchange

HB 1996, Sen. Brown. The bill was originally designed to modify terms regulating insurance companies

in the state.  Leadership intended the bill to be used as a vehicle for new exchange language.  The bill

initially received committee approval by a vote of 6 to 4 but Sen. Brown made a mistake in explaining

the bill after it was initially passed.  He explained the bill would be the new exchange bill.  At that point

Sen. Treat asked for a motion to reconsider the vote.  The bill then failed to pass committee by a vote

of 4 to 4.  No actual exchange language was in the bill, so the language remains alive. 

Agenda or notable bills passed by Senate committees, Thursday, April 07, 2011:

HB 1439, Rep. Vaughn (R-Ponca City), adds owners, managers, and employees to persons that can

use deadly force against intruders; adds place of business to the places deadly force can be used. Title

is on.

HB 1943, Rep. Jackson (R-Enid), requires county floodplain regulations to be approved by the

Oklahoma Water Resources Board.  Title is on.
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From: Jay Albert
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: DOE Grant Opportunity
Date: Thursday, March 29, 2012 1:22:23 PM

Sounds good.  This is a really plain vanilla, routine deal though.  Unlike the ARRA funding, which
requires the state to eventually adopt the 2009 IECC building code, or Obamacare, which had some
big strings attached, this is a really minimal requirement and a relatively small potential award.
 
ODOT just recently put together another TIGER grant application to help build out rail infrastructure
to support additional crude transport in Western OK.  We think this is pretty similar. 
 
I only wanted to run this one by you since its purpose would really be to compliment what the Gov.
is doing with SB 1096.
 

From: Andrew Silvestri 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 11:14 AM
To: Jay Albert
Subject: RE: DOE Grant Opportunity
 
I’ll ask but I have my doubts they’ll want to pursue
 

From: Jay Albert 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 9:11 AM
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: DOE Grant Opportunity
 
Aside from basic reporting and review requirements, the only real condition is a 20% cost match for
the award from a non-federal source.  So if the state was granted $1 million, the state or some

other 3rd party would have to come up with the equivalent of $200k contributed to advancing
efficiency implementation in state buildings.  My understanding is that this is a very normal
requirement and often times the cost match is made up in terms of more intangible costs like

personnel time, not a physical allocation of money.  Because SB 1096 requires for the free 1st year

period, my understanding is that a portion of the “free” time spent by whatever 3rd party is contract
could count toward any matching requirement.
 

From: Andrew Silvestri 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 8:53 AM
To: Jay Albert
Subject: RE: DOE Grant Opportunity
 
What are the strings attached?
 

From: Jay Albert 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 8:41 AM
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: DOE Grant Opportunity
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Andrew,
 
DOE has a funding opportunity available for assisting states in advancing energy efficiency in public
facilities.  Sec. Ming and I have visited with the folks at Commerce and have been approached by a
few others about this opportunity.  We think it looks good, and would dovetail nicely with the
implementation of SB 1096.  The awards range from $250,000 - $1,000,000, and we think that
Oklahoma has an excellent shot.  Just wanted to run things by you first though before we start
spending a bunch of time putting together the application.
 
Thanks,
 
Jay Albert
Deputy Secretary of Energy
State of Oklahoma
 
100 N. Broadway
Suite 1880
Oklahoma City, OK 73102
Office: (405) 600-1981
Cell: (405) 535-7541
Fax: (405) 285-9212
jay.albert@doe.ok.gov
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: Education research from Heritage
Date: Monday, September 26, 2011 10:38:53 AM

It expired in 2007, but current law is automatically extended until a new bill is passed so it is still in
effect.
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 10:31 AM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: Fw: Education research from Heritage 
 
Pls see email below. Note dramatic difference in our message!
Also, question from the gov - if NCLB needs reauthorization, is it expired? How is still in affect? Thx 

 
From: Bluey, Rob [mailto:Robert.Bluey@heritage.org] 
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 10:02 AM
To: Alex Weintz 
Cc: Burke, Lindsey <Lindsey.Burke@heritage.org> 
Subject: Education research from Heritage 
 
Alex—
 
Hope things are going well. We noticed that Governor Fallin would be part of NBC’s Education
Nation series this week. I wanted to share some points we’ve developed on the President’s
approach. I’d also like to introduce you to my colleague Lindsey Burke, who covers education policy
for Heritage. Please let me know if there’s any research we could provide that might be helpful.
 
Thanks,
Rob
 
--
 

·         In one of the biggest education policy developments in a decade, President Obama has
sorely mistaken bipartisan distaste for No Child Left Behind as a mandate for him to
unilaterally re-write the law from the White House.

 
·         After failing to get its education agenda through Congress on its own rushed timeline, the

Obama Administration intends to grant conditions-based waivers to states from the onerous
provisions of No Child Left Behind (NCLB). By requiring states to accept Washington’s
conditions to receive a waiver, the administration is effectively mandating that states
implement new policy that would not otherwise survive the normal legislative process.

 
·         Like the auto bailout, EPA regulations, and Obamacare, this proposal circumvents normal
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legislative procedure by proposing conditions-based waivers for No Child Left Behind. The
Obama Administration has exercised executive overreach time and time again and is now
trying to rewrite the nation’s largest K-12 education law from the White House.

 
·         The Obama administration and conservatives agree: NCLB is broken. But perspectives

diverge dramatically from there. While the Administration blames “congressional inaction”
for failing to complete a rush reauthorization of the massive 600-page NCLB law, the real
reason is fundamental differences about the federal role in education. Liberals want
Washington-centric, one-size-fits-all education policy. Conservatives want educational
decision-making authority restored to those closest to the student: state and local leaders
and parents.

 
·         Because of the conditions, the temporary relief states get from the waivers will be quickly

followed by an increase in Washington’s power over state educational decisions. States are
already being required to adopt national standards and tests to receive a waiver, an
unprecedented federal overreach.

 
·         States need genuine flexibility – the opportunity to completely opt-out of NCLB through

congressionally-approved proposals – not short-term waiver gimmicks that come with long-
term increases in the Department of Education’s authority.

Rob Bluey 
Director, Center for Media and Public Policy
The Heritage Foundation
214 Massachusetts Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002
202-608-6155
heritage.org 

The Heritage Hotsheet: Subscribe Today!
A daily e-mail discussing Washington's hottest topics and the Heritage

experts who know those subjects cold.

>>Sign Up.
The Heritage Foundation is committed to building an America where freedom,
opportunity, prosperity, and civil society flourish.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Glenn Coffee; Kaleb Bennett; Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry
Subject: Re: Exchange development
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:46:21 AM

I am touching base with project managers to clarify and confirm. I know this does not sell it, but we
also need to keep in mind that we are preparing for two scenarios one with Obamacare and one
without.
 
From: Glenn Coffee 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:37 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz 
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry 
Subject: Re: Exchange development 
 
Katie & Andrew,

I need talking points to refute Sen Brown's assertions. Meeting benchmarks is just a timing
requirement. Their are ZERO policy strings tied to this grant. 
 
From: Kaleb Bennett 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 09:26 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry 
Subject: Exchange development 
 
Talked to Sen. Brown.  He said he won’t be hearing the bill until the last week of committee
deadlines.  The reason is he read through the grant application and the award.  He believes that
since the release of additional grant money is tied to meeting certain Federal benchmarks we’ll end
up inadvertently and against all of our stated goals creating an exchange that isn’t market based.  He
fears this is exactly what the Obama administration intends with these grants.
 
He shared his notes from the grant and the grant itself with Newberry, who is already a No vote
because he thinks we can wait until after the Supreme Court’s ruling.  I wished he hadn’t as right
now I don’t trust Newberry not use the information, misguided as it is, for his own benefit. 
 
I told him that 48 states have accepted at least $1million and that our legal department vetted the
grant award thoroughly and that we can return whatever money we don’t end up using.
 
He is a big supporter of the Governor and is worried about painting her and the rest of the party
into a corner. 
 
Right now he’s of the opinion we pass an exchange bill but one that is amended so that it isn’t tied
to the grant. 
 
I thought perhaps Sec. Coffee and Denise could talk to him and perhaps other members today if
possible.
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Kaleb Bennett, Senate Legislative Liaison
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
kaleb.bennett@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; "glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov"
Cc: "aweintz  Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Exchange Early Innovator Grant
Date: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 11:59:35 AM

if we can find a way for OID to swallow them being at health, i think thats the best solution. i know the
industry is concerned about it not being at oid, do we need to talk to dan ramsey and reassure him in
any way or get his buy-in?

________________________________________
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 11:39 AM
To: Denise Northrup; 'glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov'
Cc: 'aweintz Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: Exchange Early Innovator Grant

Andrew and I met with the two exchange staffers yesterday and I just got off the phone with Nico. I
was supposed to meet with Mike Thompson yesterday but it did not happen so I have a call into him. 
Next decision we need to make is with regard to placement off staff, and a third option (aside from
leaving one at OHCA and moving one back to OID) would be to put them both at the Health Dept. 
They do not work for OHCA or OID and said they would feel more comfortable in a neutral location. I
think it makes good sense, but not sure what OID will think except that they definitly do not want them
at OHCA. What do you guys think about that?

Nico is working on getting us info re/ what strings are attached to grant. It is for infrastructure, mostly
IT stuff and not policy development, so I think we should be in good shape.

Once we have determined what to do with staff we need to convene a mtg with stakeholders asap to
officially get everyone on the same page.

----- Original Message -----
From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; 'glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov' <glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov>
Cc: 'aweintz ' <  Andrew Silvestri
Sent: Wed Feb 09 11:21:32 2011
Subject: RE: Exchange Early Innovator Grant

fabulous, lets just make sure we have our stories straight with ins dept, ohca, cline, etc...

________________________________________
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 11:17 AM
To: 'glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov'; Denise Northrup
Cc: 'aweintz  Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Exchange Early Innovator Grant

The Feds are going to announce the awards on Tuesday. FYI - two other states (TX and WI) applied for
the grant and also signed the RGA letter to Sebelius. Nico thinks we are going to get it. So we need to
be ready to respond to press etc.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Re: Exchange/ocpa
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 8:05:36 PM

That is why it is essential that we have established some way forward this week

----- Original Message -----
From: Denise Northrup
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 08:03 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Exchange/ocpa

Had a nice chat with gen baxter tonight. He's convinced that the language in the grant ties us into
implementing obamacare, so we might want cline to call him.

He also said david brown is chomping at the bit for ocpa to release a position paper against it and that
more board members are calling about this than any other issue in recent memory.

When I asked why none of them seem to be calling the gov (because people like daryl woodard DO
have the govs cell phone) he really didn't have an answer.

I think ocpa is prepared to release their statement soon if we don't have some sort of resolution (which
it doesn't seem like we will have) andf gen baxter again alluded to ocpa doing some sort of
"assessment" of what needs to be raised from the private sector to do this. He also asked why we just
didn't do what utah did, it only cost 600k!

This makes my head hurt, but I do think we need to continue discussions.
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From: Roberts, Anne M
To: Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: FAQ"s: Info on the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 9:20:36 AM

Andrew and Katie – I will incorporate this into my weekly update for our leadership teams throughout

the INTEGRIS system. Our hospital administrators and local boards are very engaged with their

legislators, and they “get” this issue!

 

I’ll report back next week. Thanks, Anne

 

Anne Roberts 
Director of Legislative Affairs 
INTEGRIS Health 
3366 Northwest Expressway, Suite 800 
Oklahoma City, OK 73112 
Phone: (405) 949-3348 
Cell:  (405) 627-9877 
E-Mail: Anne.Roberts@Integrisok.com

From: Andrew Silvestri [mailto:Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 9:15 AM
To: Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FAQ's: Info on the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange
 
Please see below for the Governor’s offices’ answers to 5 frequently asked questions on the
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange. We hope this will be helpful as you engage Senate members
on this issue.
 
Thank you,
 
Andrew Silvestri
Deputy Policy Director

Office of Governor Mary Fallin

Phone:  405.521.2342

andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov
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Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange:

5 Frequently Asked Questions
 

·         What is a health insurance exchange?

            Health insurance exchanges are online portals where consumers can get information about
various health insurance plans, compare prices and ultimately purchase health insurance.  The
Oklahoma-based exchange that Governor Mary Fallin supports will be a patient-centered, pro-
market exchange consistent with her conservative values. The purpose of the exchange will be to
empower consumers with information and to use free market principles to contain health insurance
costs.

The premiere conservative think tank in the nation, the Heritage Foundation, supports the
creation of these exchanges. In a March 21, 2011 document entitled “A State Lawmaker’s Guide to
Health Insurance Exchanges,” the Heritage Foundation outlines the necessity of developing a state
exchange in the immediate future.
 

·         What happens if Oklahoma does not establish its own exchange?

            If a state does not establish its own health insurance exchange, the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA, also known as “ObamaCare”) mandates that President Obama’s
HHS Secretary is required to establish a federally run exchange in that state. As the Heritage
Foundation writes, “…the sooner a state declares ‘non-compliance’ with the PPACA, the sooner
HHS will build an exchange in that state to act as a federal insurance regulator.”  In other words, a
state that does not build its own insurance exchange is resigning itself to the presence of a
federally designed, federally run exchange.
            The best way to ward off a federal takeover of that kind if to pursue what the Heritage
Foundation calls “defensive” reform efforts to block federal interference. One of those defensive
efforts is the creation of a market-based exchange that Governor Fallin and other conservative
lawmakers are seeking to create.
 

·         President Obama says he supports exchanges and one element of ObamaCare is the
creation of a federal exchange. How can exchanges be a conservative idea?

The Heritage Foundation writes:
Consumer-Centered Exchanges vs. ObamaCare Exchanges

            “The first point to understand is that the entire design for health insurance exchanges in
the PPACA is a perversion of the core concept of what is an otherwise sound approach to
improving health insurance markets. … It is important to recognize that it is ObamaCare’s
perversion of the exchanges, not the original concept itself, that is the problem. … Consequently,
the PPACA’s misappropriation of the term ‘health insurance exchange’ should not deter state
lawmakers from pursuing their own defined-contribution, market-based reforms that employ state
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exchanges to perform purely administrative functions.”
 

·         How much will it cost to build a health insurance exchange in Oklahoma? How will
we pay for it?

            Cost estimates vary based on the composition and governance of the exchange. Currently,
the plans for an Oklahoma exchange are in their infancy. HB 2130, which the governor is asking
lawmakers to support, creates a governing board for the Oklahoma exchange which will, over the
course of the next months and years, answer that question. The governor’s office and the state
department of health are also holding regular “stakeholder meetings” to allow consumers, industry
professionals and concerned citizens to weigh in on what they would like to see in an exchange.
            Currently, it will be a challenge for the state of Oklahoma to afford the cost of
implementing and maintaining a health insurance exchange on its own. The state is facing a $500
million budget shortfall and cuts to the department of health are expected to be at least 3% in the
next fiscal year.
            Fortunately, Oklahoma has received a $54 million Early Innovator Grant from the federal
government. That does not mean, however, it will cost $54 million to establish and run an
exchange. Governor Fallin plans on returning any money the state does not use.
 

·         Does accepting federal money mean that Oklahoma is agreeing to implement
ObamaCare?

            No. The Early Innovator Grant was awarded to Oklahoma to be used to build a state-based
exchange. The Oklahoma legislature had already passed a bill authorizing the creation of such an
exchange; the grant simply provides the money needed to fund it. Governor Fallin will not
support any legislation that forces ObamaCare on the state of Oklahoma.
             
 
 

This e-mail may contain identifiable health information that is subject to protection
under state and federal law. This information is intended to be for the use of the
individual named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any
disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this information is
prohibited and may be punishable by law. If you have received this electronic
transmission in error, please notify us immediately by electronic mail (reply).
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From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Lieser, Derek G.; Cox-Kain, Julie
Subject: RE: FYI - Exchange
Date: Thursday, August 25, 2011 9:05:05 AM

Katie: Information regarding alternative (other than legislation)
Exchange authorization options for states is available on the CCIIO
website (see below). In addition to legislation a state may use a
general authority order such as an Executive Order, a legal opinion
from legal counsel of the office of the grant applicant or the State’s
Attorney General may certify.

CCIIO Website excerpt:  
http://cciio.hhs.gov/resources/factsheets/exhange_establishment_faq.html

 

Q: How does the State show that it meets the Level Two eligibility
criteria for having the necessary legal authority to establish and
operate an Exchange that complies with Federal requirements available
at the time of application and having established a governance
structure for the Exchange?

A.   Whether a State has the necessary legal authority to establish an
Exchange is a question of State law.   To demonstrate the State has
legal authority to establish and operate an Exchange that complies
with Federal requirements in place at the time of application for a
Level Two grant, the State must submit one or more of the following:

1.A copy of current law and/or current regulation that clearly
indicates that the State has the necessary legal authority to
establish an Exchange or that clearly establishes the Exchange; OR

2.Other legislation related to health reform implementation or another
general authority (such as an Executive Order) that the State
determines provides the necessary legal authority to establish an
Exchange AND a written legal opinion (correspondence or a formal legal
opinion) from the legal counsel of the office of the applicant or the
State’s Attorney General’s Office certifying that the State is
authorized to establish an Exchange under State law.   
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Please note that proposed or pending legislation will not be
sufficient to establish that a State has the necessary authority to
establish an Exchange.  To the extent that any law or regulation is
not clear on its face that either an Exchange has been established or
the State (through an identified agency or official) has the authority
to establish an Exchange consistent with the requirements of the
Affordable Care Act, the written legal opinion described in (2) above
should be provided. To accommodate States that are at different points
in the process of establishing an Exchange, the FOA provides for
multiple application deadlines for Level Two funding, from March 30,
2011 through June 29, 2012.          

To demonstrate that the governance structure for the Exchange has been
established, the State should submit one or more of the following, if
not provided in documentation submitted to demonstrate the State’s
legal authority to establish an Exchange:

1.A copy of current legislation or regulation establishing the
governance structure of the Exchange; OR

2.Other legislation related to health reform implementation or another
general authority (such as an Executive Order) that establishes the
governance structure of the Exchange AND a written legal opinion
(either correspondence or a formal opinion) from the legal counsel of
the office of the applicant or the State’s Attorney General’s Office
certifying that the provided authority establishes the governance
structure of the Exchange under State law.

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange
Planning Project | Project Manager |

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 |
Bus.  405.271.2944 | Cell  405.365-7530 | E-mail
NicolePJ@health.ok.gov | Website: www.OK.gov/InsuranceExchange

-----Original Message-----
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 10:22 AM
To: Andrew Silvestri; 'Bev_Binkowski@hcsc.net'; Lieser, Derek G.;
'Jonathan.buxton@okhouse.gov'; Cox-Kain, Julie; Mike Thompson; Prieto
Johns, Nicole S.; 'chadw@okstatechamber.com';
'glen.mulready@okhouse.gov'; 'jason@ocpathink.org';
'michaelbrown@finsvcs.com'; 'morganf@oksenate.gov';
'pat@cmastrategies.com'; 'stanislawski@oksenate.gov';
'thompsont@oksenate.gov'
Subject: FYI - Exchange
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HELENA, Mont. (AP) — The Obama administration says states that have
not adopted their own insurance exchanges may get a second chance to
avoid one run by the U.S. government.Only 11 states have fully
embraced the idea of taking federal money to set up their own state-
run insurance exchange, a key part of Obama's health care overhaul
designed to help uninsured people buy coverage from a choice of plans
with federal tax credits.But states that have been slow to accept the
idea, or outright rejected it in resistance to the law, will have
another chance.U.S. Department of Health and Human Services officials
told Montana legislators Tuesday that the agency is working on a new
partnership model to let state agencies help run the exchange without
the need to get legislative authorization
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Re: FYI - Kansas To Opt Out Of Early Innovator Grant
Date: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 3:25:16 PM

Holy cow...

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 03:19 PM
To: Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Subject: FYI - Kansas To Opt Out Of Early Innovator Grant

Kansas To Opt Out Of Early Innovator Grant

Topeka - Kansas Governor Sam Brownback and Lt. Governor Dr. Jeff Colyer announced today that the
State of Kansas is returning its "early innovator" grant distributed by the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services in February for early implementation of portions of the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA).

"There is much uncertainty surrounding the ability of the federal government to meet it's already
budgeted future spending obligations.
Every state should be preparing for fewer federal resources, not more.
To deal with that reality Kansas needs to maintain maximum flexibility. That requires freeing Kansas
from the strings attached to the Early Innovator Grant," said Governor Brownback

"Federal Medicaid mandates have cost Kansans over 400 million in the past 2 years alone. Full
implementation of the mandates in the President's health care law would cost billions more," said Dr.
Colyer. "We will work to find innovative Kansas based solutions to Kansas challenges and be very
selective in the federal funds the state applies for and receives.  We look forward to working with
legislative leaders and Insurance Commissioner Praeger as we develop Kansas solutions."

Following Oklahoma's decision in April to opt out, Kansas is now the second state to opt out of Early
Innovator Grant funding

"The early innovator grant does not address the most important issue in health reform, which is slowing
the rate of cost growth in health care. Through the statewide Medicaid reform meetings, Kansas is
taking the opportunity to decide for ourselves how best to provide health care access, improve
outcomes and reduce costs for our state," said Dr. Robert Moser, Secretary for the Kansas Department
of Health and Environment.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: "glen.mulready@okhouse.gov"; "stanislawski@oksenate.gov"; "Sharon@cmastrategies.com";

"Pat@cmastrategies.com"; "chadw@okstatechamber.com"; "morganf@oksenate.gov";
"mrobison@okstatechamber.com"; "thompsont@oksenate.gov"; "Jonathan.buxton@okhouse.gov";
"Bev_Binkowski@hcsc.net"; "laura@fkgconsulting.com"; "jason@ocpathink.org"; Mike Thompson

Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: FYI: Exchange
Date: Friday, July 08, 2011 11:45:39 AM

Update...

Early next week CMS’ Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIIO) will publish
proposed regulations regarding health insurance exchanges. We have been informed that the
regulations will address health insurance exchange functions, including qualified health plans (QHPs),
governance, and other function-related issues. CCIIO plans to convene all-state calls on the regulation
and will invite Medicaid directors to participate.  The regulations will

not cover Medicaid and exchange tax credit eligibility issues. Those issues will be addressed in a
separate regulation  to be released at a later date.

 

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Friday, July 08, 2011 10:40 AM
To: 'glen.mulready@okhouse.gov' <glen.mulready@okhouse.gov>; 'stanislawski@oksenate.gov'
<stanislawski@oksenate.gov>; 'Sharon@cmastrategies.com' <Sharon@cmastrategies.com>;
'Pat@cmastrategies.com' <Pat@cmastrategies.com>; 'chadw@okstatechamber.com'
<chadw@okstatechamber.com>; 'morganf@oksenate.gov' <morganf@oksenate.gov>;
'mrobison@okstatechamber.com' <mrobison@okstatechamber.com>; 'thompsont@oksenate.gov'
<thompsont@oksenate.gov>; 'Jonathan.buxton@okhouse.gov' <Jonathan.buxton@okhouse.gov>;
'Bev_Binkowski@hcsc.net' <Bev_Binkowski@hcsc.net>; 'laura@fkgconsulting.com'
<laura@fkgconsulting.com>; 'jason@ocpathink.org' <jason@ocpathink.org>
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FYI: Exchange

7/8/11 10:47 AM EDT

HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius will make an "important Affordable Care Act announcement" on
Monday at 11 a.m., POLITICO has learned. The event, slated to take place at a hardware store in
Southeast Washington, heightens expectations that the department is about to release its long-awaited
health exchange regulations.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Kaleb Bennett; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:55:35 AM

It should be noted however, that Coburn is not opposed to exchanges in fact he proposes them in his
Health Care Reform bill of 2009.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:50 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Word is already out and has been, Coburn is not in favor of taking the money.  But he is not in the
Governors position. If the law is not overturned we will have to implement obamacare anyway, this is
not new.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:47 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

True but they hate are afraid the grant will tie us to a program we don't want.

My understanding is Coburn is against states taking such grant money. Once word gets out about that
we won't be able to get these votes back.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Okay, what coffee said!

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:37 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

There is language in the bill saying that it will be funded through federal grant money. Speaker included
that language thinking at the time that if it included state money it would not get passed because of
the budget shortfall. You can say we are requesting that provision be stricken from the bill.

We are also working on additional recommendations with regard to representation on the governance
board, but no details yet, but you can say that we are open to considering/ recommending changes.
Ultimately it is the Speakers bill and in Senate hands and they decide what changes are made, so I
want to be a little careful.

----- Original Message -----
From: Glenn Coffee
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Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

The grant money  ISN'T in the bill.  We don't need legislative approval to accept the grant.

-----Original Message-----
From: Craig Perry
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:27 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup; Glenn
Coffee
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

McCullough just basically told me the same thing and also that Newberry told him the Senate wants to
strike the grant money language out of the bill.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fw: Health care concerns

Sent this to Denise and Glenn didn't mean to leave u guys off

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:10 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Health care concerns

I think we need to get these Senators in a room and go over their concerns. They are all over the map
about the grant funds and this obligates the state. Also Coburn is opposed and is likely to say so soon.
We may not get these guys back if that happens.

Brecheen and Treat both Coburn staffers r on the retirement and insurance cmte. Coburn says its a bad
idea to take the grant money we'll likely lose their vote.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Kaleb Bennett; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:50:38 AM

Word is already out and has been, Coburn is not in favor of taking the money.  But he is not in the
Governors position. If the law is not overturned we will have to implement obamacare anyway, this is
not new.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:47 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

True but they hate are afraid the grant will tie us to a program we don't want.

My understanding is Coburn is against states taking such grant money. Once word gets out about that
we won't be able to get these votes back.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Okay, what coffee said!

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:37 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

There is language in the bill saying that it will be funded through federal grant money. Speaker included
that language thinking at the time that if it included state money it would not get passed because of
the budget shortfall. You can say we are requesting that provision be stricken from the bill.

We are also working on additional recommendations with regard to representation on the governance
board, but no details yet, but you can say that we are open to considering/ recommending changes.
Ultimately it is the Speakers bill and in Senate hands and they decide what changes are made, so I
want to be a little careful.

----- Original Message -----
From: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

The grant money  ISN'T in the bill.  We don't need legislative approval to accept the grant.

-----Original Message-----
From: Craig Perry
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:27 AM
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To: Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup; Glenn
Coffee
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

McCullough just basically told me the same thing and also that Newberry told him the Senate wants to
strike the grant money language out of the bill.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fw: Health care concerns

Sent this to Denise and Glenn didn't mean to leave u guys off

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:10 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Health care concerns

I think we need to get these Senators in a room and go over their concerns. They are all over the map
about the grant funds and this obligates the state. Also Coburn is opposed and is likely to say so soon.
We may not get these guys back if that happens.

Brecheen and Treat both Coburn staffers r on the retirement and insurance cmte. Coburn says its a bad
idea to take the grant money we'll likely lose their vote.
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From: Kaleb Bennett
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:00:02 PM

I heard he's preparing an article or additional statement on the subject. It may not come out but just
fyi.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:55 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

It should be noted however, that Coburn is not opposed to exchanges in fact he proposes them in his
Health Care Reform bill of 2009.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:50 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Word is already out and has been, Coburn is not in favor of taking the money.  But he is not in the
Governors position. If the law is not overturned we will have to implement obamacare anyway, this is
not new.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:47 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

True but they hate are afraid the grant will tie us to a program we don't want.

My understanding is Coburn is against states taking such grant money. Once word gets out about that
we won't be able to get these votes back.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

Okay, what coffee said!

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:37 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

There is language in the bill saying that it will be funded through federal grant money. Speaker included
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that language thinking at the time that if it included state money it would not get passed because of
the budget shortfall. You can say we are requesting that provision be stricken from the bill.

We are also working on additional recommendations with regard to representation on the governance
board, but no details yet, but you can say that we are open to considering/ recommending changes.
Ultimately it is the Speakers bill and in Senate hands and they decide what changes are made, so I
want to be a little careful.

----- Original Message -----
From: Glenn Coffee
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise
Northrup
Subject: RE: Health care concerns

The grant money  ISN'T in the bill.  We don't need legislative approval to accept the grant.

-----Original Message-----
From: Craig Perry
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:27 AM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup; Glenn
Coffee
Subject: Re: Health care concerns

McCullough just basically told me the same thing and also that Newberry told him the Senate wants to
strike the grant money language out of the bill.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fw: Health care concerns

Sent this to Denise and Glenn didn't mean to leave u guys off

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:10 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Health care concerns

I think we need to get these Senators in a room and go over their concerns. They are all over the map
about the grant funds and this obligates the state. Also Coburn is opposed and is likely to say so soon.
We may not get these guys back if that happens.

Brecheen and Treat both Coburn staffers r on the retirement and insurance cmte. Coburn says its a bad
idea to take the grant money we'll likely lose their vote.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri; Chris Bruehl; Madeline Mitchell
Cc: Alex Weintz; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: Re: Health Insurance Exchange governing board
Date: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 3:53:17 PM

It does not exist, legislation was not passed to establish it. A couple studies (by legislature and
private sector) are taking plave to look at potential options.
 
From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 03:29 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Chris Bruehl; Madeline Mitchell 
Cc: Alex Weintz; Alex Gerszewski 
Subject: Health Insurance Exchange governing board 
 
Hey guys,
 
Have anything been done to establish the governing board of the health insurance exchange?  Is
that completely in the Legislature’s wheelhouse or will GMF have appointments to make?
 
Thanks.
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
 
Gov.  Fallin on Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on the Web:  www.ok.gov/governor
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Chris Bruehl; Aaron Cooper
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Madeline Mitchell; Alex Weintz; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: Re: Health Insurance Exchange governing board
Date: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 6:12:02 PM

This is a different question they are asking about the insurance exchange board not health
"information" exchange.
 
From: Chris Bruehl 
Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 06:10 PM
To: Aaron Cooper 
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Madeline Mitchell; Alex Weintz; Alex Gerszewski 
Subject: RE: Health Insurance Exchange governing board 
 
The Health Information Exchange Trust was created in the 2010 Legislative session.  The Governor
has three total appointments to make to the trust.  However, when the initial appointments were
made last year, the initial terms were staggered.  Therefore, Governor Fallin just made her first
appointment to the trust a week or two ago of Dr. Joe Nicholson.  He will serve a five year term on
the trust.  The Governor’s next appointments come due in 2014 and 2015.  In addition, the
legislation provided for appointments to be made by the Speaker and the President Pro Tempore. 
 

From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 3:30 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Chris Bruehl; Madeline Mitchell
Cc: Alex Weintz; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: Health Insurance Exchange governing board
 
Hey guys,
 
Have anything been done to establish the governing board of the health insurance exchange?  Is
that completely in the Legislature’s wheelhouse or will GMF have appointments to make?
 
Thanks.
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
 
Gov.  Fallin on Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on the Web:  www.ok.gov/governor
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary
Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov

(405) 522-8878
 

From: Alex Weintz
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: health insurance exchange release
Date: Thursday, February 24, 2011 9:32:03 AM

Updated release
 
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 22, 2011
 

State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M “Early
Innovator Grant” to Support an Oklahoma-based

Health Insurance Exchange
 
OKLAHOMA CITY –Governor Mary Fallin joined other state leaders today in announcing that
the state of Oklahoma will accept a $54 million grant to help design and implement the
information technology infrastructure to operate an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange.
Fallin listed the creation of such an exchange as one of her top priorities in her State of the State
address (link) earlier this month. She and others announced their support for the grant after
working with state agencies to ensure that no unworkable federal mandates were included.
 
Governor Mary Fallin: “After thoroughly reviewing the ‘early innovator’ grant, I am happy to
say that the federal assistance we are being offered is consistent with our mission to design and
implement an Oklahoma-based Health Insurance Exchange.  That exchange will empower
consumers and help individuals and small businesses to shop for and enroll in affordable,
quality health insurance plans. This is a step in the right direction for Oklahoma and its
citizens.”
 
House Speaker Kris Steele:
 
Senate President Pro-Tem Brian Bingman:
 
Insurance Commissioner John Doak:
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary
Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov

(405) 522-8878
 

Secretary of Health and Human Services Terry Cline: “Not only will Oklahoma be engaged
in a transformational process in developing our own Health Insurance Exchange, we have an
opportunity to be a model for the country, and we are pleased to take on that challenge.”
 
Oklahoma Healthcare Authority CEO Mike Fogarty:  “This grant is a federal
acknowledgment of the foresight and guidance of Oklahoma’s leaders.  This state being one of
only seven grantees confirms our role as a leader in this nation.  Our online enrollment and other
access initiatives predated federal health reform and have now afforded us the opportunity to
build a system fit for this state and its citizens.”
 
 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2011 9:26 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: health insurance exchange release
 
We are moving forward with a release announcing we have accepted the health insurance exchange
grant dollars. The current plan is to release this Friday afternoon, but to have it ready before then
(today) in case anyone starts attacking us for it. The release is below, with quotes from GMF and
fogarty. Statements pending from Bingman, Steele, Doak, Cline.  We are riding herd on them.
 
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 22, 2011
 

State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M “Early
Innovator Grant” to Support an Oklahoma-based

Health Insurance Exchange
 
OKLAHOMA CITY –Governor Mary Fallin joined other state leaders today in announcing that
the state of Oklahoma will accept a $54 million grant to help design and implement the
information technology infrastructure to operate an Oklahoma health insurance exchange. Fallin
listed the creation of such an exchange as one of her top priorities in her State of the State
address (link) earlier this month. She and others announced their support for the grant after
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working with state agencies to ensure that no unworkable federal mandates were included.

Governor Mary Fallin: “After thoroughly reviewing the ‘early innovator’ grant, I am happy to
say that the federal assistance we are being offered is consistent with our mission to design and
implement an Oklahoma-based health care exchange.  That exchange will empower consumers
and help individuals and small businesses to shop for and enroll in affordable, quality health
insurance plans. This is a step in the right direction for Oklahoma and its citizens.”

 

House Speaker Kris Steele:

 

Senate President Pro-Tem Brian Bingman:

 

Insurance Commissioner John Doak:

 

Secretary of Health and Human Services Terry Cline:

 

Oklahoma Healthcare Authority CEO Mike Fogarty:  “This grant is a federal
acknowledgment of the foresight and guidance of Oklahoma’s leaders.  This state being one of
only seven grantees confirms our role as a leader in this nation.  Our online enrollment and other
access initiatives predated federal health reform and have now afforded us the opportunity to
build a system fit for this state and its citizens.”

 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Craig Perry; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Travis Brauer; Alex

Gerszewski
Subject: Re: healthcare exchange bill will be heard today in Sen committee around 1pm
Date: Monday, February 27, 2012 8:50:32 AM

Have fun with that ;)
 
From: Craig Perry 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2012 08:48 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Travis
Brauer; Alex Gerszewski 
Subject: healthcare exchange bill will be heard today in Sen committee around 1pm 
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry; Travis Brauer
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: RE: Heritage Seminar this Weekend
Date: Tuesday, April 17, 2012 3:14:09 PM

Sorry again for late notice.
Here is what I thought could be format for these memos:

1.        Federal policies or proposed federal policies / statements from the Obama Admin or Dem
leaders (so in addition to Cap and Trade could include statements like “Under my plan of a
cap and trade system, electricity rates would necessarily skyrocket”)

2.        How Oklahoma is fighting against these policies
3.        Oklahoma has a better way (ie Oklahoma First Energy Plan)

 
FYI wanted you to see the questions they have submitted to us below. This is not going to be the
most policy intensive seminar ever … we will be OK.
 

You come from a family that has a history of public service. Your parents both served
as mayor of Tecumseh. How did that shape your experience?
 
While some states were considering tax increases, Oklahoma cut its income tax. What
has that done for economic growth in your state?
 
You're known as a trailblazer in Oklahoma as the state's first female governor. What
do you make of the "war on women" that liberals have trumpeted in recent weeks?
 
How would Oklahoma benefit from the Keystone XL pipeline? And what steps, if
any, can you take in the absence of federal approval?

 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2012 2:23 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry; Travis Brauer
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: Heritage Seminar this Weekend
 
The governor is participating in a Heritage Foundation seminar this weekend in San Diego entitled
“How the states can limit the federal levitation.” We want to arm her with as much info as possible
about what we have done to push back against the feds, or what we will do, and areas where their
policies have been intrusive.
 
The governor has indicated she wants to talk about energy/environment, education (NCLB waivers),
health care/ObamaCare. And I’m sure she’d appreciate any other info we have in other areas.
 
I know everyone is busy. Is the policy shop able to give us some assistance on this? We basically
need 1-2 page briefs on each of these areas, which would include what the feds are doing, how it
affects Oklahoma, what we’ve done to fight/circumvent that, etc.
It doesn’t necessarily have to be what the governor’s office is doing, it can be what the AG’s office is
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doing as well (my next email is to them) or any other office in state government.
 
Let me know pls if anyone over there is able to help out on this or if you have any pre-prepared
material. I think at one point you guys gave the gov a memo on federal overreach. Thanks.
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Aaron Cooper; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: HHS NEWS: States receive more flexibility, resources to implement Affordable Insurance Exchanges
Date: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 4:26:36 PM

States receiving funding today include: Alabama, Arizona, Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa,
Maine, Michigan, Nebraska, New Mexico, Rhode Island, Tennessee, and Vermont.
 
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 4:26 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: HHS NEWS: States receive more flexibility, resources to implement Affordable Insurance
Exchanges
 
Who got the grants?
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 04:22 PM
To: Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: FW: HHS NEWS: States receive more flexibility, resources to implement Affordable Insurance
Exchanges 
 
FYI Jim Myers sent this to me as just a “heads up”
 

From: Joy-Bush, Keya A. (CMS/OEA) [mailto:keya.joy-bush@cms.hhs.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 11:04 AM
Subject: HHS NEWS: States receive more flexibility, resources to implement Affordable Insurance
Exchanges
 
 

HHS NEWS
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                                                                               Contact:  HHS Press Office
Tuesday, November 29, 2011                                                                                                            (202) 690-6343
 
 
States receive more flexibility, resources to implement Affordable Insurance Exchanges

 
More than half of states now creating marketplaces to help millions of families and small

businesses buy insurance
 
The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) today awarded nearly $220 million in
Affordable Insurance Exchange grants to 13 states to help them create Exchanges, giving
these states more flexibility and resources to implement the Affordable Care Act.  The health
care reform law gives states the freedom to design Affordable Insurance Exchanges – one-
stop marketplaces where consumers can choose a private health insurance plan that fits their
health needs and have the same kinds of insurance choices as members of Congress.
 
The Department also released several Frequently Asked Questions providing answers to key
questions states need to know as they work to set up these new marketplaces. Critical among
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these are that states that run Exchanges have more options than originally proposed when it
comes to determining eligibility for tax credits and Medicaid.  And states have more time to
apply for “Level One” Exchange grants.
 
Today’s awards bring to 29 the number of states that are making significant progress in
creating Affordable Insurance Exchanges.  States receiving funding today include: Alabama,
Arizona, Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Maine, Michigan, Nebraska, New Mexico, Rhode
Island, Tennessee, and Vermont.
 
“We are committed to giving states the flexibility to implement the Affordable Care Act in
the way that works for them,” HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius said.  “Exchanges will give
consumers more choices and make it easy to compare and shop for insurance plans.”

 
In the new Exchanges, insurers will provide new information such as an easy-to-understand
summary of benefits and costs to consumers. The level of detail will sharpen competition
between carriers which will drive costs down.
 
HHS also released today a set of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) in anticipation of state
legislative sessions beginning in January. Answers will help advance state policy
development for Exchanges.  For example, they clarify that Exchange grants can be used to
build a state Exchange that is operational after 2014; that state-based Exchanges will not be
charged for accessing Federal data needed to run Exchanges in 2014; and that state insurance
rules and operations will continue even if the Federal government is facilitating an Exchange
in the state.  HHS will also allow greater flexibility in eligibility determinations, allowing, for
example, a state-based Exchange to permit the Federal government to determine eligibility
for premium tax credits. 
 
Of the 13 states awarded grants today, 12 are receiving Level One grants, which provide one
year of funding to states that have already made progress using their Exchange planning
grant.  The 13th state, Rhode Island, is receiving the first Level Two grant, which provides
multi-year funding to states further along in the planning process.
 
Forty-nine states and the District of Columbia have already received planning grants, and 45
states have consulted with consumer advocates and insurance companies.  Thirteen states
have passed legislation to create an Exchange. 
 
States have many opportunities to apply for funding. To accommodate state legislative
sessions and to give states more time to apply, HHS also announced a six-month extension
for Level One establishment grant applications.  Applications now will be accepted until June
29, 2012 (the original deadline was December 30, 2011).
 
For the FAQs, visit http://cciio.cms.gov/resources/regulations/index.html#hie.
 
For more information on Affordable Insurance Exchanges, visit
http://www.HealthCare.gov/law/features/choices/exchanges/index.html
 
For more information on the states receiving grants, visit
http://www.healthcare.gov/news/factsheets/2011/05/exchanges05232011a.html
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Note: All HHS press releases, fact sheets and other press materials are available at
http://www.hhs.gov/news
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Aaron Cooper; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: HHS NEWS: States receive more flexibility, resources to implement Affordable Insurance Exchanges
Date: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 4:26:36 PM

States receiving funding today include: Alabama, Arizona, Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa,
Maine, Michigan, Nebraska, New Mexico, Rhode Island, Tennessee, and Vermont.
 
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 4:26 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: HHS NEWS: States receive more flexibility, resources to implement Affordable Insurance
Exchanges
 
Who got the grants?
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 04:22 PM
To: Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: FW: HHS NEWS: States receive more flexibility, resources to implement Affordable Insurance
Exchanges 
 
FYI Jim Myers sent this to me as just a “heads up”
 

From: Joy-Bush, Keya A. (CMS/OEA) [mailto:keya.joy-bush@cms.hhs.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 11:04 AM
Subject: HHS NEWS: States receive more flexibility, resources to implement Affordable Insurance
Exchanges
 
 

HHS NEWS
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                                                                               Contact:  HHS Press Office
Tuesday, November 29, 2011                                                                                                            (202) 690-6343
 
 
States receive more flexibility, resources to implement Affordable Insurance Exchanges

 
More than half of states now creating marketplaces to help millions of families and small

businesses buy insurance
 
The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) today awarded nearly $220 million in
Affordable Insurance Exchange grants to 13 states to help them create Exchanges, giving
these states more flexibility and resources to implement the Affordable Care Act.  The health
care reform law gives states the freedom to design Affordable Insurance Exchanges – one-
stop marketplaces where consumers can choose a private health insurance plan that fits their
health needs and have the same kinds of insurance choices as members of Congress.
 
The Department also released several Frequently Asked Questions providing answers to key
questions states need to know as they work to set up these new marketplaces. Critical among
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these are that states that run Exchanges have more options than originally proposed when it
comes to determining eligibility for tax credits and Medicaid.  And states have more time to
apply for “Level One” Exchange grants.
 
Today’s awards bring to 29 the number of states that are making significant progress in
creating Affordable Insurance Exchanges.  States receiving funding today include: Alabama,
Arizona, Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Maine, Michigan, Nebraska, New Mexico, Rhode
Island, Tennessee, and Vermont.
 
“We are committed to giving states the flexibility to implement the Affordable Care Act in
the way that works for them,” HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius said.  “Exchanges will give
consumers more choices and make it easy to compare and shop for insurance plans.”

 
In the new Exchanges, insurers will provide new information such as an easy-to-understand
summary of benefits and costs to consumers. The level of detail will sharpen competition
between carriers which will drive costs down.
 
HHS also released today a set of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) in anticipation of state
legislative sessions beginning in January. Answers will help advance state policy
development for Exchanges.  For example, they clarify that Exchange grants can be used to
build a state Exchange that is operational after 2014; that state-based Exchanges will not be
charged for accessing Federal data needed to run Exchanges in 2014; and that state insurance
rules and operations will continue even if the Federal government is facilitating an Exchange
in the state.  HHS will also allow greater flexibility in eligibility determinations, allowing, for
example, a state-based Exchange to permit the Federal government to determine eligibility
for premium tax credits. 
 
Of the 13 states awarded grants today, 12 are receiving Level One grants, which provide one
year of funding to states that have already made progress using their Exchange planning
grant.  The 13th state, Rhode Island, is receiving the first Level Two grant, which provides
multi-year funding to states further along in the planning process.
 
Forty-nine states and the District of Columbia have already received planning grants, and 45
states have consulted with consumer advocates and insurance companies.  Thirteen states
have passed legislation to create an Exchange. 
 
States have many opportunities to apply for funding. To accommodate state legislative
sessions and to give states more time to apply, HHS also announced a six-month extension
for Level One establishment grant applications.  Applications now will be accepted until June
29, 2012 (the original deadline was December 30, 2011).
 
For the FAQs, visit http://cciio.cms.gov/resources/regulations/index.html#hie.
 
For more information on Affordable Insurance Exchanges, visit
http://www.HealthCare.gov/law/features/choices/exchanges/index.html
 
For more information on the states receiving grants, visit
http://www.healthcare.gov/news/factsheets/2011/05/exchanges05232011a.html
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Note: All HHS press releases, fact sheets and other press materials are available at
http://www.hhs.gov/news
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: RE: House Democrats Puzzled by Gov. Fallin"s Flip-Flop on Pres. Obama"s Healthcare Plan
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 3:52:45 PM

I think we want to say there has been no flip flop on obamacare - she voted against it and has always
been against it.

Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

-----Original Message-----
From: Aaron Cooper
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 3:48 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: FW: House Democrats Puzzled by Gov. Fallin's Flip-Flop on Pres. Obama's Healthcare Plan

Do we want to respond to this? 

Possible response:  "As Governor Fallin has stated all along, her ultimate goal has been to prevent the
implementation of the president's federal health care exchange in Oklahoma and the Health Insurance
Private Enterprise Network will do just that while offering a free market-based network to increase
access to affordable health insurance for Oklahoma families and small businesses."

-----Original Message-----
From: Barbara Hoberock [mailto:Barbara.Hoberock@tulsaworld.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 3:41 PM
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fwd: House Democrats Puzzled by Gov. Fallin's Flip-Flop on Pres. Obama's Healthcare Plan

Does Fallin want to respond to this?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Each week 70% of Tulsa area adults read the Tulsa World (Scarborough Research 2010 R2).
To subscribe, call (918) 582-0921.

______________________________________________________________________
This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
______________________________________________________________________
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From: Simpson, Susan K. (HSC)
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: In Case You Missed It: Shopping for health insurance to find a bargain
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:44:08 PM

Please take me off the mailing list. These emails are meant for susan-j-simpson@ouhsc.edu

Thank you,
Susan Simpson
University of Oklahoma College of Dentistry, 2011
________________________________________
From: Governor Fallin Press [press@gov.ok.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:14 AM
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: In Case You Missed It: Shopping for health insurance to find a bargain

In Case You Missed It<http://www.kjrh.com/dpp/news/state/shopping-for-health-insurance-to-find-a-bargain?CMP=201103_emailshare>
KJRH: Shopping for health insurance to find a bargain
[cid:image001.gif@01CBEA02.7B796AA0]<javascript:void(0);>[cid:image002.gif@01CBEA02.7B796AA0]<javascript:void(0);>[cid:image003.gif@01CBEA02.7B796AA0]<javascript:void(0);>[cid:image004.gif@01CBEA02.7B796AA0]<javascript:void(0);>

SHARETHIS.addEntry(); ShareThis<javascript:void(0)>
Business is good for Scott Trizza. He's one of the owners of Old School Bagel Cafe, but as a small business there are challenges, like providing health insurance. It's a perk, they can't afford to do. In fact, Trizza doesn't even have health insurance.
"I'm healthy, and I just pay the doctor when I'm there, and it saves me money that way," said Trizza.
He says he's been to the doctor twice in 20 years.
Trizza's story isn't uncommon. Many Americans opt not to have health insurance, but a new initiative is working to change that.

"You can have access to affordable, high-quality health insurance for you and your family," said Oklahoma's Commissioner of Health Terry Cline, Ph.D.
In about a year and a half, you'll be able to go online and see a list of all the possible policies you can get. You can think of it as an online market place. Where insurance is for sale.
"You can go online. You would be able to see what is available. You would be able to see what those options are. You'd be able to see what the coverage was. You'd be able to see what the cost was, and you'd be able to compare that with other
plans," said Cline.
It's something the state's been working on since President George W Bush's administration. In fact, Oklahoma is so ahead of the game it was one of seven states that received a federal grant to create the insurance market place.
"We're not being forced to do this. We're not following a pack. We're actually leaders in this field," said Cline.
While Oklahoma was already working on the project, the health care reform that passed last year requires states to come up with their own market place of sorts, or the feds will come in and do it for them.
"If we don't do that, then there will be some controls that are, kind of, implemented for us," said Cline.
As a business man, Trizza says competition is a good thing.
"I like where I can pick the items that I think would benefit me the most, and I would be willing to pay that for, like you know, insurance against something catastrophic," said Trizza.
Plus, he says, it gives his employees choices too.
"They can shop, and it's theirs. They own it. They maintain it," said Trizza.
After 20 years of not having insurance, this new market place has a new customer.
"I'll shop around. I most definitely will," said Trizza.
The state of Oklahoma is suing the federal government over parts of its mandated health care reform.
Officials say the health insurance exchange that the state is working on, shouldn't factor into it.

Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov<Alex.Weintz@govelect.ok.gov>
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Craig Perry; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: in case you missed this, the health insurance exchange bill passed out of committee this afternoon...
Date: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 7:55:59 AM

We need to decide if we want to weigh in on the location of this soon. 
 
From: Craig Perry 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 04:09 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz 
Subject: in case you missed this, the health insurance exchange bill passed out of committee this
afternoon... 
 

 
Oklahoma House of Representatives

Media Division
March 1, 2011

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Contact: Lisa Liebl                              
Capitol: (405) 962-7674

 
Bill Would Help Citizens Search for Health Coverage

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – The Legislature continued taking steps forward to reduce the number
of uninsured Oklahomans. House Speaker Kris Steele authored House Bill 2130, which
defines the membership and appointments to the Health Care for the Uninsured Board
(HUB).

The purpose of the HUB is to establish a system of counseling, including a website, to
educate and assist consumers in selecting an insurance policy that meets their needs.

“Oklahoma has made tremendous strides in developing initiatives for those needing
health coverage,” stated House Speaker Kris Steele, R-Shawnee. “Because of cutting-edge
technology, we have the opportunity to take this initiative to the next level and develop a
plan to reduce Oklahoma’s uninsured population.”
            The seven-member HUB consists of representatives from the Insurance
Commissioner’s Office, the Oklahoma Healthcare Authority, insurance companies, agents
and also consumers. The purpose of the HUB is to implement a market-based insurance
exchange.
            “Healthcare coverage is not a one-size-fits-all issue,” said Steele. “We need to make
all options available to the people. The goal is to equip Oklahomans with the information
necessary to make wise decisions. The exchange will provide a user-friendly tool intended to
help people find a health plan that best fits their individual needs.”

The HUB is comprised of appointees from the Governor, Speaker, and Senate Pro
Tempore. The foundation and framework of the Oklahoma exchange were established in
2009. The actual concept of the exchange model was developed several years ago by the
Heritage Foundation. 

 Steele concluded, “I applaud Representative Mark McCullough and Representative
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Glen Mulready’s leadership on this issue. Because of their hard work, we have an
opportunity to build a premiere healthcare exchange constructed on rock solid conservative
values.”

Oklahoma is one of seven states to receive an early innovator grant with Oklahoma
receiving the largest amount of $54 million.

House Bill 2128 passed the House Public Health Committee this afternoon and will
proceed to the floor of the Oklahoma House of Representative.

-30-
 

NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from
disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone
else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and
unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail transmission received
as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of
this e-mail or its attachments. Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer
virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or
recourse against the House by doing so.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Glenn Coffee; Craig Perry; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: in case you missed this, the health insurance exchange bill passed out of committee this afternoon...
Date: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 8:21:02 AM

Speaker staff is working with us on it
 
From: Glenn Coffee 
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 07:55 AM
To: Craig Perry; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz 
Subject: Re: in case you missed this, the health insurance exchange bill passed out of committee this
afternoon... 
 
We need to decide if we want to weigh in on the location of this soon. 
 
From: Craig Perry 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 04:09 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz 
Subject: in case you missed this, the health insurance exchange bill passed out of committee this
afternoon... 
 

 
Oklahoma House of Representatives

Media Division
March 1, 2011

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Contact: Lisa Liebl                              
Capitol: (405) 962-7674

 
Bill Would Help Citizens Search for Health Coverage

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – The Legislature continued taking steps forward to reduce the number
of uninsured Oklahomans. House Speaker Kris Steele authored House Bill 2130, which
defines the membership and appointments to the Health Care for the Uninsured Board
(HUB).

The purpose of the HUB is to establish a system of counseling, including a website, to
educate and assist consumers in selecting an insurance policy that meets their needs.

“Oklahoma has made tremendous strides in developing initiatives for those needing
health coverage,” stated House Speaker Kris Steele, R-Shawnee. “Because of cutting-edge
technology, we have the opportunity to take this initiative to the next level and develop a
plan to reduce Oklahoma’s uninsured population.”
            The seven-member HUB consists of representatives from the Insurance
Commissioner’s Office, the Oklahoma Healthcare Authority, insurance companies, agents
and also consumers. The purpose of the HUB is to implement a market-based insurance
exchange.
            “Healthcare coverage is not a one-size-fits-all issue,” said Steele. “We need to make
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all options available to the people. The goal is to equip Oklahomans with the information
necessary to make wise decisions. The exchange will provide a user-friendly tool intended to
help people find a health plan that best fits their individual needs.”

The HUB is comprised of appointees from the Governor, Speaker, and Senate Pro
Tempore. The foundation and framework of the Oklahoma exchange were established in
2009. The actual concept of the exchange model was developed several years ago by the
Heritage Foundation. 

 Steele concluded, “I applaud Representative Mark McCullough and Representative
Glen Mulready’s leadership on this issue. Because of their hard work, we have an
opportunity to build a premiere healthcare exchange constructed on rock solid conservative
values.”

Oklahoma is one of seven states to receive an early innovator grant with Oklahoma
receiving the largest amount of $54 million.

House Bill 2128 passed the House Public Health Committee this afternoon and will
proceed to the floor of the Oklahoma House of Representative.
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NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from
disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone
else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and
unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail transmission received
as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of
this e-mail or its attachments. Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer
virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or
recourse against the House by doing so.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Nicole Prieto Johns; Derek Lieser
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; (thompsont@oksenate.gov); Jonathan Buxton; Rich Edwards
Subject: RE: Insurance Exchange Steering Committee Meeting
Date: Tuesday, February 22, 2011 2:54:07 PM

The only proposed date I am available for is Thursday from 3- 5 pm.  Can you please include the
following individuals as members of the steering group:

Rich Edwards, Fiscal Analyst at the Office of State Finance
Rich.edwards@osf.ok.gov

Jonathan Buxton, Deputy Leadership Assistant to the Speaker
Jonathan.buxton@okhouse.gov

Trait Thompson, Legislative Director for the President Pro Temp

THANK YOU! Katie
Trait.thompson@oksenate.gov

Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

-----Original Message-----
From: Nicole Prieto Johns [mailto:Nicole.PrietoJohns@okhca.org]
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2011 8:38 AM
To: Derek Lieser
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Jennifer Coleman; Paula Gullion; Janice Hiner
Subject: Insurance Exchange Steering Committee Meeting

All:

Per the request the Governor's Office, we are working to schedule a Steering Committee Meeting next
week, to be held at the Department of Health.  Please confer with the schedules of meeting participants
from your office/agency and let me know what time(s) your attendees are available.

Possible times proposed include:

 *   Wednesday, February 23, 9:00 am - Noon
 *   Thursday, February 24, 3-5pm or 10:30 am-Noon
 *   Friday, February 25, 9:00 am-Noon

Participants (additional participants may be included):
1) Secretary of Health Cline, Julie Cox-Kain
2) Insurance Commissioner Doak, Mike Rhoads, Frank Stone, Susan Dobbins
3) Health Care Authority Director Mike Fogarty, Cindy Roberts, Nico Gomez
4) Nicole Prieto Johns, Exchange Grant Project Manager
5) Derek Lieser, Exchange Grant Project Manager
6) Secretary Coffee
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7) Denise Northrup
8) Katie Altshuler, Andrew Silvestri

Additional or alternate staff from your department are welcome as needed.  Please let us know who to
include so we can be certain to have the right sized meeting space.

Nicole Prieto Johns
Derek Lieser
Oklahoma Exchange Project Mangers

________________________________
S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Project Manager  |  Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | •Office:
405.522.7685 | Cell: 405.464.6947 |
•Nicole.PrietoJohns@OKHCA.org<mailto:Nicole.PrietoJohns@OKHCA.org>
The contents of this electronic message, including attachments, are transmitted by the Office of State
Finance, an Oklahoma government agency according to the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act, 12A
O.S. 15-101 et seq.  This message is intended for use by the named addressee only and may contain
information that is confidential or private according to state or federal laws.  If you have received this
electronic message in error, please notify the sender by a “reply to sender only” message, delete it
completely from your computer and maintain confidentiality of the message.  Any unauthorized
disclosure, distribution, or use of the contents of this message is prohibited and subjects the user to
penalty of law.

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: INVITATION to ATTEND: Exchange Listening Session, Wed., Aug. 24 in Denver, Colorado
Date: Friday, August 12, 2011 3:17:11 PM

Mulready and Stanislawski are going to this.
 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2011 11:55 AM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: Fw: INVITATION to ATTEND: Exchange Listening Session, Wed., Aug. 24 in Denver, Colorado 
 
To discuss at sr staff monday pls
 
From: Lothrop, Julia (HHS/DHHS) [mailto:Julia.Lothrop@hhs.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 04:42 PM
To: Denise Northrup 
Cc: Petty, Marjorie (HHS/IGA) <Marjorie.Petty@hhs.gov> 
Subject: INVITATION to ATTEND: Exchange Listening Session, Wed., Aug. 24 in Denver, Colorado 
 
Good afternoon.

 

On behalf of HHS Regional Director Marjorie Petty, I am providing additional information about an
upcoming meeting, which we hope you or your designee can attend.  Feel free to contact Marge
with any questions.  Her contact information is as follows:
 
Marjorie McColl Petty, J.D., M.S., Regional Director
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
1301 Young Street, Suite 1124, Dallas, Texas 75202
Office Phone:  (214) 767-3301; BlackBerry: (214) 701-1681
Email: Marjorie.petty@hhs.gov
 

 

The Affordable Care Act calls for the establishment of new Affordable Insurance Exchanges. The

Exchanges will provide competitive marketplaces for individuals and small employers to directly

compare available private health insurance options on the basis of price, quality, and other factors.

 

You are invited to learn more about these important provisions at the:

 

Affordable Insurance Exchanges Listening Session
 

Hosted by: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Regions 6, 7, 8
 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011
8:00 a.m. – 12:00 pm

 
DoubleTree by Hilton Denver

3203 Quebec Street
Denver, CO 80207
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This event is invitation only - please do not forward this invitation.
 
Please note:  HHS will cover travel expenses for four state leaders selected at the Governor’s

discretion to attend this session.  Please respond to Julia Lothrop at Julia.lothrop@hhs.gov or 214-767-

3190 by Monday, August 15 with the names, titles, email address, and phone number for each person

you would like to attend.

 

To make hotel reservations call 800-222-TREE (8733) and ask for Regional Listing Session for

Health Exchanges.

 
Administration Speakers Present:

HHS Regional Directors Marjorie Petty, Judy Baker and Marguerite Salazar; Joel Ario, Director of the

Office of Health Insurance Exchanges; Penny Thompson, Deputy Center Director, CMS Center for

Medicaid, CHIP and Survey & Certification; and Chiquita Brooks LaSure, Director of Coverage Policy,

HHS Office of Health Reform.

 
For more information, read about Affordable Insurance Exchanges at www.healthcare.gov/exchanges. 

 

Instructions for submitting comments on proposed rules:

Formal comments for this proposed rule will not be received at this session. Comments may be 

provided electronically, by regular mail, by express or overnight mail, and by hand or courier.  To be 

assured consideration, comments must be received by one of those methods no later than 5 p.m. 

Eastern Standard Time (EST) on September 28, 2011. Comments mailed to the addresses indicated as 

appropriate for hand or courier delivery may be delayed and received after the comment period.  

Detailed instructions and identification of the comment period are provided in each notice of proposed 

rulemaking, available at www.regulations.gov. The title and docket number for these proposed rules 

are: Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act; Establishment of Exchanges and Qualified Health 

Plans, CMS-9989-P (published 76 F.R. 41866 (July 15, 2011)); Patient Protection and Affordable Care 

Act; Standards Related to Reinsurance, Risk Corridors and Risk Adjustment, CMS-9975-P (published 

76 F.R. 41930(July 15, 2011)).

 

·         All comments received before the close of the comment period are available for viewing by the

public, including any personally identifiable or confidential business information that is included

in a comment. We post all comments received before the close of the comment period on the

following Web site as soon as possible after they have been received:

http://www.regulations.gov.  Follow the search instructions on that Web site to view public

comments.  Comments received timely will also be available for public inspection as they are

received, generally beginning approximately 3 weeks after publication of a document, at the

headquarters of the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, 7500 Security Boulevard,

Baltimore, Maryland 21244, Monday through Friday of each week from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.  To

schedule an appointment to view public comments, phone 1-800-743-3951.

 

·         The proposed rules and joint CMS/OIG notice are posted at: www.ofr.gov/inspection.aspx.

 

 
Sincerely,
 
 
 
 
 
Julia Lothrop, M.S.
Executive Officer
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
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1301 Young Street
Suite 1124
Dallas, Texas 75202
Phone:  (214) 767-3190
Fax:  (214) 767-3617
Email:  julia.lothrop@hhs.gov
 
Visit Healthcare.gov to learn more about the Affordable Care Act and health care reform.
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges
Date: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 3:55:49 PM

Ugh…the next 2 years will be hell…

 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 3:55 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges

 

Just wanted to let you know – Zeke Canfield called basically asking if we could even create some kind
of an exchange now or if its too late.

I said the governor has done what she needed to do in order to keep all our options open, including
the creation of an exchange.

 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:56 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges

 

yes

 

Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 

 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:49 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
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Subject: RE: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges

 

Last question on this! I assume the statement below is equally true of both Medicaid expansion and
health insurance exchanges, correct?

The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was more clear
what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as you know. Her
priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible; it is to make the right decision. Governor
Fallin is still conferring with other lawmakers, her cabinet, and health care experts in Oklahoma and
around the country as to what outcome best serves the people of Oklahoma.

 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 12:28 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges

 

Yep, that works…

 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 12:27 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges

 

I like your changes. Why don’t we change Legislature to “other Oklahoma lawmakers” so we’re not
inviting anyone particular to weigh in but its clear we are open to suggestions from anyone who
wants to throw them our way

 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 12:25 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges

 

Thoughts on these additions? And do we really want to say we’re conferring with the legislature
when we know we’re probably going to be alone on this one again?
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And if we DO include them, do we go ahead and throw in AG, and Insurance Commissioner too?

 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 12:23 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges

 

So Denise, here is what I currently plan to send for today. At some point in the future we can bust out
the RGA letter and talk about specific questions and concerns we have

“As the governor has said, she is continuing to explore the state’s options as they relate to health
insurance exchanges. Her priority is to ensure the people of Oklahoma are best served by a system
that increases access to health care, controls health care costs and does so in a way that is fiscally
responsible. Oklahoma is not in a unique position; many other states are continuing to weigh what
options best serves their citizens, as is responsible.”

Q: What is your timetable for making this decision? You said you would announce a decision after the
election

A: The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was more
clear what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as you know.
Our priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible, it is to make the right decision. The
governor is still conferring with her partners in the Legislature, her cabinet,  other governors and
health care experts in Oklahoma and around the country as to what outcome best serves the people
of Oklahoma.

 

 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 10:45 AM
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: Re: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges

 

Looks good to me
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 10:14 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri 
Cc: Governor Fallin Press 
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Subject: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges 
 

Obviously I’m going to decline this interview.

Can we say: “As the governor has said, she is continuing to explore the state’s options as they relate
to health insurance exchanges. Her priority is to ensure the people of Oklahoma are best served by a
system that increases access to health care, controls health care costs and does so in a way that is
fiscally responsible. Oklahoma is not in a unique position; many other states are continuing to weigh
what options best serves their citizens, as is responsible.”

Q: What is your timetable for making this decision? You said you would announce a decision after the
election

A: The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was more
clear what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as you know.
Our priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible, it is to make the right decision. The
governor is still conferring with her partners in the Legislature, other governors and health care
experts as to what outcome best serves the people of Oklahoma.

I would also like to say the federal government has not answered our questions … what questions are
those? Have we documented them in a letter and if so can I get a copy?

I am getting a lot of requests for interviews on this subject so getting an acceptable answer is a
priority. Thanks

  From: Wayne Greene [mailto:Wayne.Greene@tulsaworld.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 9:00 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Good morning

 

And congratulation to the governor on what has to be seen a big night for the Oklahoma Republican Party.
 
Now that the national election is decided and Barack Obama has been re-elected, I need to press my case on
whether she will accept the Medicaid funding under the Affordable Care Act. Can I get some phone time with
the governor on this today?
 
wg
 
 
Wayne Greene
Senior Writer
Tulsa World
office: (918)581-8308
cell: (918)804-3025
email: wayne.greene@tulsaworld.com
Twitter: @Greene_Wayne
PO Box 1770
Tulsa OK 74102
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Derek Lieser
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: OHX: Steering Committee
Date: Thursday, February 03, 2011 9:49:20 AM

I am unable to make the call but Andrew Silvestri, deputy Policy Director will participate. I have
included him on this email. Please send him the conference call information. Also, please include
both of us on future meeting notices. Thank you, Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Derek Lieser [mailto:Derek.Lieser@okhca.org] 
Sent: Thursday, February 03, 2011 8:50 AM
To: Mike Rhoads; Frank Stone; Susan Dobbins; Katie Altshuler; J Hudgens; Buck, Steven; Nicole Prieto
Johns ; Nico Gomez; Cindy Roberts; Buffy Heater; Matthew Lucas
Subject: OHX: Steering Committee
 
OHX Steering Committee: Good morning,
 
Hope everyone was able to make it into work safely.  I wanted to remind you that we still plan
to meet today at the OHCA offices at 1pm. See attached invitation.
 
Understanding that some of us will need to travel I wanted to offer up a conference line. If
you’d like to take advantage of this send me an email with the number you’ll be at and we’ll
make sure and dial you in.
 
Respectfully,
Derek
 
Derek Lieser | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager |
2401 N.W. 23rd St., Suite A-1, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73107 | Office: 405.522.7270 | Fax: 405.530.7102 | E-mail:
Derek.Lieser@okhca.org

 

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
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transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Nate Webb
To: Andrew Silvestri
Cc: bobby@cgok.com; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Re: Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Support
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 4:27:57 PM

Very helpful. Some of these names surprise me a bit.

Happy to help

Thanks

Nate

On Mar 25, 2011, at 4:03 PM, Andrew Silvestri <Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov>
wrote:

Nate and Bobby,

 

Thanks for taking the time to meet with us this morning.  Any support
you can give us on the exchange right now would be most helpful.  I’ve
attached a letter Governor Fallin sent to all legislators earlier in the week
outlining her support for the exchange as well as some FAQs we’ve put
together.  I’m also attaching the Heritage Foundation’s latest report “A
Lawmakers Guide to Health Insurance Exchanges.”  Below is also a list of
target Senators who we may need help with.

 

Anderson

Allen

Brecheen

Brinkley

David

Hold

Mazzei

Newberry

Reynolds

Russell

Stanislawski
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Sykes

Treat

 

Please let me know if you have any questions!

 

Thank you,

Andrew

 

Andrew Silvestri

Deputy Policy Director

Office of Governor Mary Fallin

Phone:  405.521.2342

andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov

 

 

Oklahoma Seal.jpg

Office of Governor Mary Fallin

Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange:

5 Frequently Asked Questions
 

·         What is a health insurance exchange?

            Health insurance exchanges are online portals where consumers can get
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information about various health insurance plans, compare prices and ultimately
purchase health insurance.  The Oklahoma-based exchange that Governor Mary
Fallin supports will be a patient-centered, pro-market exchange consistent with
her conservative values. The purpose of the exchange will be to empower
consumers with information and to use free market principles to contain health
insurance costs.

The premiere conservative think tank in the nation, the Heritage
Foundation, supports the creation of these exchanges. In a March 21, 2011
document entitled “A State Lawmaker’s Guide to Health Insurance Exchanges,”
the Heritage Foundation outlines the necessity of developing a state exchange in
the immediate future.

 

·         What happens if Oklahoma does not establish its own exchange?

            If a state does not establish its own health insurance exchange, the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA, also known as “ObamaCare”)
mandates that President Obama’s HHS Secretary is required to establish a
federally run exchange in that state. As the Heritage Foundation writes, “…the
sooner a state declares ‘non-compliance’ with the PPACA, the sooner HHS will
build an exchange in that state to act as a federal insurance regulator.”  In other
words, a state that does not build its own insurance exchange is resigning itself
to the presence of a federally designed, federally run exchange.

            The best way to ward off a federal takeover of that kind if to pursue what
the Heritage Foundation calls “defensive” reform efforts to block federal
interference. One of those defensive efforts is the creation of a market-based
exchange that Governor Fallin and other conservative lawmakers are seeking to
create.

 

·         President Obama says he supports exchanges and one element of
ObamaCare is the creation of a federal exchange. How can exchanges be a
conservative idea?

The Heritage Foundation writes:

Consumer-Centered Exchanges vs. ObamaCare Exchanges

            “The first point to understand is that the entire design for health
insurance exchanges in the PPACA is a perversion of the core concept of what is
an otherwise sound approach to improving health insurance markets. … It is
important to recognize that it is ObamaCare’s perversion of the exchanges, not
the original concept itself, that is the problem. … Consequently, the PPACA’s
misappropriation of the term ‘health insurance exchange’ should not deter state
lawmakers from pursuing their own defined-contribution, market-based reforms
that employ state exchanges to perform purely administrative functions.”
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·         How much will it cost to build a health insurance exchange in Oklahoma?
How will we pay for it?

            Cost estimates vary based on the composition and governance of the
exchange. Currently, the plans for an Oklahoma exchange are in their infancy.
HB 2130, which the governor is asking lawmakers to support, creates a
governing board for the Oklahoma exchange which will, over the course of the
next months and years, answer that question. The governor’s office and the state
department of health are also holding regular “stakeholder meetings” to allow
consumers, industry professionals and concerned citizens to weigh in on what
they would like to see in an exchange.

            Currently, it will be a challenge for the state of Oklahoma to afford the
cost of implementing and maintaining a health insurance exchange on its own.
The state is facing a $500 million budget shortfall and cuts to the department of
health are expected to be at least 3% in the next fiscal year.

            Fortunately, Oklahoma has received a $54 million Early Innovator Grant
from the federal government. That does not mean, however, it will cost $54
million to establish and run an exchange. Governor Fallin plans on returning any
money the state does not use.

 

·         Does accepting federal money mean that Oklahoma is agreeing to
implement ObamaCare?

            No. The Early Innovator Grant was awarded to Oklahoma to be used to
build a state-based exchange. The Oklahoma legislature had already passed a bill
authorizing the creation of such an exchange; the grant simply provides the
money needed to fund it. Governor Fallin will not support any legislation that
forces ObamaCare on the state of Oklahoma.

             

 

<Heritage_Exchange.pdf>

<3-22-11 Governor Fallin letter to lawmakers.pdf>
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Cc: Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: Paul Ryan is about to release budget plan repaling obamacare fudning and turning it in to block grants to

state - I think we will want to send a letter/ do press in support of this!
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 10:28:18 AM

Absolutely!!
 
From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 10:16 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz 
Cc: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: RE: Paul Ryan is about to release budget plan repaling obamacare fudning and turning it in to
block grants to state - I think we will want to send a letter/ do press in support of this! 
 
It will be released on TUESDAY morning at approx. 10 am EST, Paul Ryan will have an op0ed in WSJ
that day as well. NGA will organize a group letter, so that will cover that front, but I think we should
do press to if we can!
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 10:14 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Denise Northrup; 'Glenn Coffee (glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov)'; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Paul Ryan is about to release budget plan repaling obamacare fudning and turning it in to
block grants to state - I think we will want to send a letter/ do press in support of this!
Importance: High
 
Will get details on timing.
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Cc: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Paul Ryan is about to release budget plan repaling obamacare fudning and turning it in to block grants to

state - I think we will want to send a letter/ do press in support of this!
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 10:14:53 AM

It will be released on TUESDAY morning at approx. 10 am EST, Paul Ryan will have an op0ed in WSJ
that day as well. NGA will organize a group letter, so that will cover that front, but I think we should
do press to if we can!
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 10:14 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Denise Northrup; 'Glenn Coffee (glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov)'; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Paul Ryan is about to release budget plan repaling obamacare fudning and turning it in to
block grants to state - I think we will want to send a letter/ do press in support of this!
Importance: High
 
Will get details on timing.
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Q and A with wayne greene
Date: Friday, March 02, 2012 11:18:12 AM

Question for you guys. The House and Senate guys point out that they are trying to call this an
Oklahoma Marketplace or an Oklahoma Private Insurance Network and not an exchange.
 
I personally feel that this is ridiculous … because there is already an Oklahoma Marketplace for
insurance and a private insurance network for insurance. We might as well just say “its not an
exchange, its an health insurance grocery store.” But if anyone wants me to change it for solidarity
or they like it better I am happy to do that
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, March 02, 2012 11:11 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Governor Fallin Press; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Q and A with wayne greene
 
Will send this afternoon
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Friday, March 02, 2012 11:05 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Cc: Governor Fallin Press; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Q and A with wayne greene
 
Yep, sounds good
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Friday, March 02, 2012 11:04 AM
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup
Cc: Governor Fallin Press; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Q and A with wayne greene
 
That works for me!
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, March 02, 2012 10:58 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
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Cc: Governor Fallin Press; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Q and A with wayne greene
 
Proposed Q and A with Wayne Greene, attributable to me. What do you guys think. We’re already
on record pretty much saying all of this last year. I think if we don’t want to make a full throated
defense of this stuff, as I have done below, we can basically say “we’re glad the legislature is
working on this, go talk to them.” Frankly I think it’s better to just state our position rather than have
Wayne do it for us.
 
Does the governor support a state exchange that is explicitly ACA noncompliant?
 
            As Governor Fallin has previously said, she supports the construction of an Oklahoma
based exchange for two reasons. First, it will help to provide easier access to affordable
health insurance for a greater number of our citizens. That’s why the legislature acted several
years ago to lay the groundwork for an online exchange, and why conservative groups like
the Heritage Foundation have long been proposing the development of free market health
insurance exchanges.
            Second, the governor wants to avoid, at all costs, a federal Obamacare exchange being
forced on the state of Oklahoma. Under current law, the federal government will impose an
ObamaCare exchange on Oklahoma by January 2013 if the state does not act. While
Governor Fallin envisions an exchange governed by free market principles and consumer
choice, President Obama does not. For that reason alone, it is far preferable for the state of
Oklahoma to design and create its own exchange than to have one imposed on it by
Washington.
            The governor is glad the legislature has taken steps to create an Oklahoma-based
exchange. As the federal government is still changing and adopting its guidelines for state-
based exchanges, it is not entirely clear what a ‘compliant’ exchange looks like. However, it
is clear that designing the kind of conservative, free-market exchange that we want in
Oklahoma is a step in the right direction.      
 
 
 
Do you anticipate a federal exchange being established in the state?
 
There are several factors that go into whether or not the federal government is able to impose
a federal exchange on Oklahoma, including the outcome of the 2012 presidential elections
and future Supreme Court rulings. These things are largely outside the control of the
governor and our state legislators, although Governor Fallin sincerely hopes that we elect
new leadership in Washington and Oklahoma and other states are successful in their lawsuits
against ObamaCare.
 
What we can control, however, is whether or not Oklahoma takes proactive steps to defend
itself from having a federal exchange forced upon it. Building a state-based exchange
consistent with our values and the principles of consumer-choice is the best way to do that. 
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
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Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Q and A with wayne greene
Date: Friday, March 02, 2012 11:21:13 AM

LOL!! I DO think its kinda bullshit, but I think we should be as united as possible.
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, March 02, 2012 11:18 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Q and A with wayne greene
 
Question for you guys. The House and Senate guys point out that they are trying to call this an
Oklahoma Marketplace or an Oklahoma Private Insurance Network and not an exchange.
 
I personally feel that this is ridiculous … because there is already an Oklahoma Marketplace for
insurance and a private insurance network for insurance. We might as well just say “its not an
exchange, its an health insurance grocery store.” But if anyone wants me to change it for solidarity
or they like it better I am happy to do that
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, March 02, 2012 11:11 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Governor Fallin Press; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Q and A with wayne greene
 
Will send this afternoon
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Friday, March 02, 2012 11:05 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Cc: Governor Fallin Press; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Q and A with wayne greene
 
Yep, sounds good
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Friday, March 02, 2012 11:04 AM
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup
Cc: Governor Fallin Press; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Q and A with wayne greene
 
That works for me!
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
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katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
 

Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, March 02, 2012 10:58 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Governor Fallin Press; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Q and A with wayne greene
 
Proposed Q and A with Wayne Greene, attributable to me. What do you guys think. We’re already
on record pretty much saying all of this last year. I think if we don’t want to make a full throated
defense of this stuff, as I have done below, we can basically say “we’re glad the legislature is
working on this, go talk to them.” Frankly I think it’s better to just state our position rather than have
Wayne do it for us.
 
Does the governor support a state exchange that is explicitly ACA noncompliant?
 
            As Governor Fallin has previously said, she supports the construction of an Oklahoma
based exchange for two reasons. First, it will help to provide easier access to affordable
health insurance for a greater number of our citizens. That’s why the legislature acted several
years ago to lay the groundwork for an online exchange, and why conservative groups like
the Heritage Foundation have long been proposing the development of free market health
insurance exchanges.
            Second, the governor wants to avoid, at all costs, a federal Obamacare exchange being
forced on the state of Oklahoma. Under current law, the federal government will impose an
ObamaCare exchange on Oklahoma by January 2013 if the state does not act. While
Governor Fallin envisions an exchange governed by free market principles and consumer
choice, President Obama does not. For that reason alone, it is far preferable for the state of
Oklahoma to design and create its own exchange than to have one imposed on it by
Washington.
            The governor is glad the legislature has taken steps to create an Oklahoma-based
exchange. As the federal government is still changing and adopting its guidelines for state-
based exchanges, it is not entirely clear what a ‘compliant’ exchange looks like. However, it
is clear that designing the kind of conservative, free-market exchange that we want in
Oklahoma is a step in the right direction.      
 
 
 
Do you anticipate a federal exchange being established in the state?
 
There are several factors that go into whether or not the federal government is able to impose
a federal exchange on Oklahoma, including the outcome of the 2012 presidential elections
and future Supreme Court rulings. These things are largely outside the control of the
governor and our state legislators, although Governor Fallin sincerely hopes that we elect
new leadership in Washington and Oklahoma and other states are successful in their lawsuits
against ObamaCare.
 
What we can control, however, is whether or not Oklahoma takes proactive steps to defend
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itself from having a federal exchange forced upon it. Building a state-based exchange
consistent with our values and the principles of consumer-choice is the best way to do that. 
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: question on health insurance exchange
Date: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 2:32:14 PM

Katie attended a meeting this a.m. so she is most up to speed.
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 2:31 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: question on health insurance exchange
 
Nate Webb is interviewing the governor today on KTOK and said he wanted to ask “where we go
from here” on health insurance exchanges. Do we have anything new to announce … in the cabinet
meeting we were talking about the state chamber working to raise private dollars.
 
I think we have 3 options:

1-      Say we are taking the interim to study the issue and reiterate opposition to ObamaCare
2-      Take a new angle, like “the chamber is trying to raise private dollars”
3-      Ask Nate to lay off the subject

 
He will be a sympathetic interviewer … but the info Glenn was alluding to at the cabinet meeting is
new to me so I’m not quite sure what our position is anymore. Please advise – hopefully we can
discuss in senior staff  
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: question on health insurance exchange
Date: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 2:32:03 PM
Importance: High

I would ask Nate to lay off the subject for now
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 2:31 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: question on health insurance exchange
 
Nate Webb is interviewing the governor today on KTOK and said he wanted to ask “where we go
from here” on health insurance exchanges. Do we have anything new to announce … in the cabinet
meeting we were talking about the state chamber working to raise private dollars.
 
I think we have 3 options:

1-      Say we are taking the interim to study the issue and reiterate opposition to ObamaCare
2-      Take a new angle, like “the chamber is trying to raise private dollars”
3-      Ask Nate to lay off the subject

 
He will be a sympathetic interviewer … but the info Glenn was alluding to at the cabinet meeting is
new to me so I’m not quite sure what our position is anymore. Please advise – hopefully we can
discuss in senior staff  
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: question on health insurance exchange
Date: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 2:36:12 PM

I think it is pre-mature to say anything right now
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Glenn Coffee 
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 2:32 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: question on health insurance exchange
 
Katie attended a meeting this a.m. so she is most up to speed.
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 2:31 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: question on health insurance exchange
 
Nate Webb is interviewing the governor today on KTOK and said he wanted to ask “where we go
from here” on health insurance exchanges. Do we have anything new to announce … in the cabinet
meeting we were talking about the state chamber working to raise private dollars.
 
I think we have 3 options:

1-      Say we are taking the interim to study the issue and reiterate opposition to ObamaCare
2-      Take a new angle, like “the chamber is trying to raise private dollars”
3-      Ask Nate to lay off the subject

 
He will be a sympathetic interviewer … but the info Glenn was alluding to at the cabinet meeting is
new to me so I’m not quite sure what our position is anymore. Please advise – hopefully we can
discuss in senior staff  
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Re: questions from Steve Moore
Date: Friday, April 15, 2011 8:57:55 AM

DRAFT RESPONSE

1) Kansas, Wisconsin, Oklahoma, Andrew fill in the rest...

2) That has not been determined

3) The idea behind an exchange or a network as we are calling it is that it will increase information
about and access to health insurance. It will make it easier for consumers to find shop for the plan
that best fits their needs. They can go to one web portal and get information about all of the plans
available in the state. I will add some more "heritage" language to beef this up
 
From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 08:44 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: RE: questions from Steve Moore 
 
Probably try to get this stuff to him by noon
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 6:47 PM
To: Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: questions from Steve Moore
 
Should be easy enough, what is deadline for tomorrow?
 
From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 06:36 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: questions from Steve Moore 
 
To answer and get back to Steve Moore tomorrow.
 
The states who received a Early Innovator Grant (GMF thinks 5, I thought it was 7)
 
Whether the “pre-tax” dollars mentioned in the program are state or federal tax dollars
 
And he wants to know how this new plan helps us deal with uninsured Oklahomans
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
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aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: questions from Steve Moore
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 6:47:28 PM

Should be easy enough, what is deadline for tomorrow?
 
From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 06:36 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: questions from Steve Moore 
 
To answer and get back to Steve Moore tomorrow.
 
The states who received a Early Innovator Grant (GMF thinks 5, I thought it was 7)
 
Whether the “pre-tax” dollars mentioned in the program are state or federal tax dollars
 
And he wants to know how this new plan helps us deal with uninsured Oklahomans
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Re: questions from Steve Moore
Date: Friday, April 15, 2011 11:36:11 AM

Updated Response:

The idea behind an exchange or a network as we are calling it is that it will increase information
about and access to health insurance. It will make it easier for consumers to shop for the plan that
best fits their needs. They can go to one web portal and get information about all of the plans
available in the state. With a defined contribution component, it also increases portability which is
very important. Insurance will be tied to the individual and not the job.
 
From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 08:57 AM
To: Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee 
Subject: Re: questions from Steve Moore 
 
DRAFT RESPONSE

1) Kansas, Wisconsin, Oklahoma, Andrew fill in the rest...

2) That has not been determined

3) The idea behind an exchange or a network as we are calling it is that it will increase information
about and access to health insurance. It will make it easier for consumers to find shop for the plan
that best fits their needs. They can go to one web portal and get information about all of the plans
available in the state. I will add some more "heritage" language to beef this up
 
From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 08:44 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: RE: questions from Steve Moore 
 
Probably try to get this stuff to him by noon
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 6:47 PM
To: Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: questions from Steve Moore
 
Should be easy enough, what is deadline for tomorrow?
 
From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 06:36 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: questions from Steve Moore 
 
To answer and get back to Steve Moore tomorrow.
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The states who received a Early Innovator Grant (GMF thinks 5, I thought it was 7)
 
Whether the “pre-tax” dollars mentioned in the program are state or federal tax dollars
 
And he wants to know how this new plan helps us deal with uninsured Oklahomans
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Re: questions on health insurance network
Date: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:14:20 AM

I'm not sure we should be responding to anyone beyond local media on this issue since its very likely
stuck in the mud
 
From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:11 AM
To: Aaron Cooper; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup 
Subject: Re: questions on health insurance network 
 
There may or may not be a bill, not sure how we want to handle that
 
From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:07 AM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler 
Subject: questions on health insurance network 
 
From a writer from “Health Insurance Report” industry magainze/newsletter.  Thoughts?
 
 
 
For Health Insurance Report, I am writing about the health insurance private enterprise network
that the state plans to adopt.
 

1.        Will this require additional legislation from this legislative session? If so, has a bill been
prepared? If not, do you know what legislators will introduce it?
 
Legislation has been prepared but not yet filed that would establish a governing board for
the Oklahoma Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network. 

 
 

2.        Will this network comply with the health insurance exchange provisions of the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act (the federal health reform law)?
 
The majority of Oklahomans, including Governor Fallin, believe the federal health care bill is
unconstitutional and the state has filed a separate legal challenge to the individual mandate
contained within the bill.  The Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network is an Oklahoma-
based solution that will help lower insurance costs be creating choice and competition for
consumers.

 
      3. Why is the governor returning the $54 million innovator grant? Can the grant not be use with
this health insurance network she is proposing?
 
                Simply put, Governor Fallin believes an Oklahoma-based solution to our state’s health
challenges is the best way to proceed.  The Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network establishes
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the framework for a free market-based network that will empower consumers by providing a place
for individuals, families and small businesses to shop for affordable, quality health insurance plans.
 
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Aaron Cooper; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: questions on health insurance network
Date: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:11:04 AM

There may or may not be a bill, not sure how we want to handle that
 
From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:07 AM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler 
Subject: questions on health insurance network 
 
From a writer from “Health Insurance Report” industry magainze/newsletter.  Thoughts?
 
 
 
For Health Insurance Report, I am writing about the health insurance private enterprise network
that the state plans to adopt.
 

1.        Will this require additional legislation from this legislative session? If so, has a bill been
prepared? If not, do you know what legislators will introduce it?
 
Legislation has been prepared but not yet filed that would establish a governing board for
the Oklahoma Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network. 

 
 

2.        Will this network comply with the health insurance exchange provisions of the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act (the federal health reform law)?
 
The majority of Oklahomans, including Governor Fallin, believe the federal health care bill is
unconstitutional and the state has filed a separate legal challenge to the individual mandate
contained within the bill.  The Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network is an Oklahoma-
based solution that will help lower insurance costs be creating choice and competition for
consumers.

 
      3. Why is the governor returning the $54 million innovator grant? Can the grant not be use with
this health insurance network she is proposing?
 
                Simply put, Governor Fallin believes an Oklahoma-based solution to our state’s health
challenges is the best way to proceed.  The Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network establishes
the framework for a free market-based network that will empower consumers by providing a place
for individuals, families and small businesses to shop for affordable, quality health insurance plans.
 
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
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Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup; Aaron Cooper; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Re: questions on health insurance network
Date: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:15:35 AM

I agree
 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:14 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee 
Subject: Re: questions on health insurance network 
 
I'm not sure we should be responding to anyone beyond local media on this issue since its very likely
stuck in the mud
 
From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:11 AM
To: Aaron Cooper; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup 
Subject: Re: questions on health insurance network 
 
There may or may not be a bill, not sure how we want to handle that
 
From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:07 AM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler 
Subject: questions on health insurance network 
 
From a writer from “Health Insurance Report” industry magainze/newsletter.  Thoughts?
 
 
 
For Health Insurance Report, I am writing about the health insurance private enterprise network
that the state plans to adopt.
 

1.        Will this require additional legislation from this legislative session? If so, has a bill been
prepared? If not, do you know what legislators will introduce it?
 
Legislation has been prepared but not yet filed that would establish a governing board for
the Oklahoma Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network. 

 
 

2.        Will this network comply with the health insurance exchange provisions of the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act (the federal health reform law)?
 
The majority of Oklahomans, including Governor Fallin, believe the federal health care bill is
unconstitutional and the state has filed a separate legal challenge to the individual mandate
contained within the bill.  The Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network is an Oklahoma-
based solution that will help lower insurance costs be creating choice and competition for
consumers.
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      3. Why is the governor returning the $54 million innovator grant? Can the grant not be use with
this health insurance network she is proposing?
 
                Simply put, Governor Fallin believes an Oklahoma-based solution to our state’s health
challenges is the best way to proceed.  The Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network establishes
the framework for a free market-based network that will empower consumers by providing a place
for individuals, families and small businesses to shop for affordable, quality health insurance plans.
 
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: quick question for health insurance exchange letter
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:25:43 AM

This letter is basically done; it is on hold until I get an answer to this question however
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:03 AM
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: quick question for health insurance exchange letter
 
Does the federal government begin building federal exchanges in Jan 2012 or in 2014.
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: quick question
Date: Monday, August 13, 2012 2:33:38 PM

I didn't know that and don't understand. The document they gave us said approx
500 million for full implementation by 2020 and 100 million a year, starting in 2020 

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 13, 2012, at 2:29 PM, "Katie Altshuler" <Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

I know you know but, please note that the cost is $100 mil for full implementation not
per year, we need to make sure she is aware!
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org] 
Sent: Friday, August 10, 2012 10:12 AM
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: quick question
 
I am getting asked this question, can you give me some background to the $100 million
cost of ACA implementation the governor mentioned yesterday at the summit?
 

Fallin, Doak, Shannon discuss current, future health
issues
8/10/2012 by Erin Boeckman -- eCapitol News ---- 

Gov. Mary Fallin, Speaker-designate T.W. Shannon and Insurance

Commissioner John Doak spoke to attendees of the inaugural Oklahoma

Health Care Summit Thursday about current health policies and the changes

they may undergo in the coming legislative session.

The summit was organized by Physicians Liability Insurance Company and

featured speakers and exhibits. The three state leaders were asked to address

the state of Oklahoma health care.

All three speakers addressed the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act

and its potential implications on Oklahoma.

"We are proceeding very cautiously," Fallin said.

As the newly elected vice chair of the National Governors Association, Fallin

said that many governors have questions about how states will implement the

law, which is why the association sent a list of questions to the U.S.

Department of Health and Human Services. The department does not seem to
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have any answers yet, she said.

Specifically, states are concerned about the effect the law will have on

Medicare and Medicaid, the reimbursement rates and the effect on state

budgets, Fallin said.

"We're all very concerned about the cost factor," she said, adding that the

estimated cost for Oklahoma's implementation is $100 million a year.

While the U.S. Supreme Court did rule in favor of the constitutionality of the

law, Fallin said that things may change with the November elections. She said

she is in favor of "repealing and replacing" the Affordable Care Act.

Doak said he was interested to see how states approached the development

of health insurance exchanges, one of the requirements of the act.

"If we don't put one in place, the federal government will," he said.

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act is the law, and as an insurance

regulator he is required to follow the law. However, Doak said he is waiting

on some actions to be taken at the state Capitol. Legislation has not yet been

passed to establish a state-based exchange.

Shannon, R-Lawton, said the state cannot afford to wait for the federal

government to take the lead. He said the federal government's "takeover of

the health care system" is an opportunity for Oklahoma to lead. That lead

includes market-based solutions, he said.

"Market-based solutions work," Shannon said, and they will work in health

care but they have not been implemented. Many continue to say that

government is the answer, but subsidizing the problem does not seem to

drive down costs. In fact, it has the opposite effect, he said.

Shannon expressed concern about the number of physicians in the state,

including those with graying hair who may be considering leaving the field.

The number of people on Medicaid also needs to be reduced, which means

more jobs, he said.

The state of Oklahoma's health also needs to be discussed, he said. While he

has concerns about how much government should be involved in some areas,

Shannon said he had to acknowledge that government is often left with the

cost of an unhealthy society.

As solutions are crafted in the next legislative session, Shannon said people

from the industry would be asked for their involvement.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: quick question
Date: Monday, August 13, 2012 2:34:42 PM

Ok, let me double check, I will get back to you...
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 02:33 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: Re: quick question 
 
I didn't know that and don't understand. The document they gave us said approx
500 million for full implementation by 2020 and 100 million a year, starting in 2020 

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 13, 2012, at 2:29 PM, "Katie Altshuler" <Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

I know you know but, please note that the cost is $100 mil for full implementation not
per year, we need to make sure she is aware!
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org] 
Sent: Friday, August 10, 2012 10:12 AM
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: quick question
 
I am getting asked this question, can you give me some background to the $100 million
cost of ACA implementation the governor mentioned yesterday at the summit?
 

Fallin, Doak, Shannon discuss current, future health
issues
8/10/2012 by Erin Boeckman -- eCapitol News ---- 

Gov. Mary Fallin, Speaker-designate T.W. Shannon and Insurance

Commissioner John Doak spoke to attendees of the inaugural Oklahoma

Health Care Summit Thursday about current health policies and the changes

they may undergo in the coming legislative session.

The summit was organized by Physicians Liability Insurance Company and

featured speakers and exhibits. The three state leaders were asked to address
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the state of Oklahoma health care.

All three speakers addressed the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act

and its potential implications on Oklahoma.

"We are proceeding very cautiously," Fallin said.

As the newly elected vice chair of the National Governors Association, Fallin

said that many governors have questions about how states will implement the

law, which is why the association sent a list of questions to the U.S.

Department of Health and Human Services. The department does not seem to

have any answers yet, she said.

Specifically, states are concerned about the effect the law will have on

Medicare and Medicaid, the reimbursement rates and the effect on state

budgets, Fallin said.

"We're all very concerned about the cost factor," she said, adding that the

estimated cost for Oklahoma's implementation is $100 million a year.

While the U.S. Supreme Court did rule in favor of the constitutionality of the

law, Fallin said that things may change with the November elections. She said

she is in favor of "repealing and replacing" the Affordable Care Act.

Doak said he was interested to see how states approached the development

of health insurance exchanges, one of the requirements of the act.

"If we don't put one in place, the federal government will," he said.

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act is the law, and as an insurance

regulator he is required to follow the law. However, Doak said he is waiting

on some actions to be taken at the state Capitol. Legislation has not yet been

passed to establish a state-based exchange.

Shannon, R-Lawton, said the state cannot afford to wait for the federal

government to take the lead. He said the federal government's "takeover of

the health care system" is an opportunity for Oklahoma to lead. That lead

includes market-based solutions, he said.

"Market-based solutions work," Shannon said, and they will work in health

care but they have not been implemented. Many continue to say that

government is the answer, but subsidizing the problem does not seem to

drive down costs. In fact, it has the opposite effect, he said.

Shannon expressed concern about the number of physicians in the state,

including those with graying hair who may be considering leaving the field.

The number of people on Medicaid also needs to be reduced, which means

more jobs, he said.

The state of Oklahoma's health also needs to be discussed, he said. While he

has concerns about how much government should be involved in some areas,

Shannon said he had to acknowledge that government is often left with the

cost of an unhealthy society.

As solutions are crafted in the next legislative session, Shannon said people

from the industry would be asked for their involvement.
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From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Katie Altshuler; Cox-Kain, Julie; Lieser, Derek G.; Jonathan.buxton@okhouse.gov
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Sebelius Exchange Op ed in Huffington Post
Date: Monday, July 11, 2011 10:36:24 AM

Well, I wonder if she will be stopping by Oklahoma to hear our input for modifications:

"But we want to hear more, so we will be traveling across the country to gather input, and we fully
expect to modify our proposals based on what we hear from the American people."

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Planning Project | Project Manager |
1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.2944 | Cell 
405.365-7530 | E-mail NicolePJ@health.ok.gov | Website: www.OK.gov/InsuranceExchange

-----Original Message-----
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2011 10:01 AM
To: (jason@ocpathink.org); (pat@cmastrategies.com); (stanislawski@oksenate.gov);
(thompsont@oksenate.gov); Andrew Silvestri; Bev_Binkowski@hcsc.net; Chad Warmington
(chadw@okstatechamber.com); Cox-Kain, Julie; Lieser, Derek G.; Fred Morgan
(morganf@oksenate.gov); Glen Mulready; Jonathan Buxton (Jonathan.buxton@okhouse.gov); Laura
Brookins (laurabrookins@okhealthplans.org); Matt Robison (mrobison@okstatechamber.com); Mike
Brown (michaelbrown@finsvcs.com); Mike Thompson; Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz
Subject: FYI: Sebelius Exchange Op ed in Huffington Post

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/sec-kathleen-sebelius/health-insurance-exchange-_b_894252.html

Huffington Post (Op-ed by Kathleen Sebelius): Giving Americans Better Health Insurance Choices
Today, we will be releasing draft proposals that set minimum requirements for Exchanges while giving
states the flexibility they need to design an Exchange that works for them. These proposals build on
over a year's worth of work. In developing them, we looked at the models of Utah and Massachusetts,
held countless meetings with stakeholders, and consulted closely with state leaders, consumer
advocates, employers and insurers. But we want to hear more, so we will be traveling across the
country to gather input, and we fully expect to modify our proposals based on what we hear from the
American people.

Giving Americans Better Health Insurance Choices
Posted: 7/10/11 10:40 PM ET

For nearly 180 million Americans whose health insurance today is provided by their workplace, getting
coverage is pretty straightforward. They can choose from a range of plans offered by their employer
that fit their needs and family budget. And for the most part, these plans include strong patient
protections.
But for Americans who work for smaller companies, or buy insurance on their own, or are uninsured, the
insurance market is much more treacherous. Insurers usually charge a lot more -- small employers pay
an average of 18 percent more for coverage than their larger competitors -- and plans come with more
strings attached. Rates can jump by double digits without much warning. Finding and enrolling in
coverage is often complicated and confusing. And in the individual market in most States, coverage can
be denied based on a person's health.
Starting in 2014, the Affordable Care Act will provide a new alternative for those in this broken market.
Discrimination against people with pre-existing conditions will be illegal. And individuals and small
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business owners will be able to purchase private health insurance through state-based competitive
marketplaces called Affordable Insurance Exchanges.
Exchanges will give Americans competition, choice, and clout in the health insurance market. They'll be
transparent marketplaces where insurers will compete on the basis of cost and benefits. They'll allow
individuals and small business owners to pool their resources so they have the clout that big businesses
have today. And people will have a choice of health plans to fit their needs.
These Exchanges will share some key features.

First, they will serve as a one-stop shop where you can easily see your private insurance options,
compare prices and benefits, and pick the plan that's right for you and your family.
Second, Exchanges will set conditions to ensure that insurers compete only on price and quality. Today,
some insurance companies try to avoid enrolling sick people or skimp on care to keep their costs down.
Exchanges will help prevent that from happening and be able to set standards for health plans on
quality, coordination of care, and costs.
Third, they'll ensure a basic level of coverage. All plans sold in the marketplaces will offer a minimum
package of benefits similar to those offered by employers today, so you can be confident the plan you
buy will protect you if you get sick. And you will have the freedom to choose from a range of plans to
find the one that includes your doctor and meets your needs.
This is how Members of Congress get their health insurance today. And once these reforms are fully in
place, buying insurance will become much more like buying a home appliance or an airline ticket. The
insurance customer -- not the insurance company -- will be in the driver's seat.
We are well on the way to this new reality, with states led by both Democratic and Republican
Governors moving forward to establish Exchanges. Altogether, 49 states have accepted grants to help
plan and operate their Exchanges, and over half of states have taken additional action such as passing
legislation or taking administrative action to begin building Exchanges.
Bipartisan support for Exchanges isn't surprising. When they are up and running, state Exchanges will
save money for their residents by making the health insurance market more competitive and accessible,
a goal that leaders from both parties can get behind. In fact, our nation's first Exchanges were
established by Republican governors in Massachusetts and Utah.
Today, we will be releasing draft proposals that set minimum requirements for Exchanges while giving
states the flexibility they need to design an Exchange that works for them. These proposals build on
over a year's worth of work. In developing them, we looked at the models of Utah and Massachusetts,
held countless meetings with stakeholders, and consulted closely with state leaders, consumer
advocates, employers and insurers. But we want to hear more, so we will be traveling across the
country to gather input, and we fully expect to modify our proposals based on what we hear from the
American people.
For too long, insurance companies have had the upper hand. The new competitive market will flip that
history on its head and give consumers the clout they need to get a fair deal. We have a long way to go
until 2014, and it will take time to make sure the insurance market works properly for consumers and
small businesses. But for millions of Americans, those days are finally within sight.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Kaleb Bennett; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: Sen Brown
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 11:15:03 AM

I already talked to him about all of those things. First of all authority is not with the Health Care
Authority now. I already told him we are working on the rest.

----- Original Message -----
From: Kaleb Bennett
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Craig Perry; Andrew
Silvestri
Subject: Sen Brown

Just spoke to Sen Brown again regarding the Exchange issue. FYI, he believes the bill will not get out of
his cmte without some changes.

He listed 3 he'd like to see: 1. Put oversight of the Exchange with Doak instead of the Health Care
Authority; 2. Remove the language regarding the federal funding and 3. Place a sunset on the
provisions in the bill.

I told him we wanted Cline instead of Doak because Cline is appointed. He understood but said Doak
was elected. I also told him we're working on language that spells out what we will and will not do as it
relates to the exchange and Obamacare. 

He said he's only talking to members of his caucus and isn't talking to the press, though they've
approached him a few times. Anyway he's still concerned about this tying us to Obamacare and still
feels the grant guidance spells out exactly that...despite our assurances to the contrary.
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From: MG(R) Lee Baxter
To: Glenn Coffee
Cc: Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: Talk with Gov ref healthcare funding
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 8:05:59 AM

Just landed dfw...will call your office to find a time which works

MG(R) Lee Baxter

On Apr 6, 2011, at 4:46 AM, Glenn Coffee <Glenn.Coffee@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

Thanks General.  I appreciate your offer. I would like to hear your
thoughts on the matter. Would you have some time to visit today?

On Apr 6, 2011, at 4:38 AM, "MG(R) Lee Baxter"
<baxter@signalmountainassociates.com> wrote:

Glenn, please let me know if you would like to discuss...feel
the current position is a very slippery slope and some huge
Fallin supporters are teetering over this issue. I am not in that
number, but the dialog over this is very strong and has raised
the hackles of large OCPA donors to a level I have not see in
the last 8 years as a Board member there. Want to help if I
can....Lee

MG(R) Lee Baxter

Begin forwarded message:

From: "MG(R) Lee Baxter"
<baxter@signalmountainassociates.com>
Date: April 6, 2011 5:15:40 AM EDT
To: Denise Northrup
<Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>
Cc: Baxter MG Lee
<baxter@signalmountainassociates.com>
Subject: Talk with Gov ref healthcare
funding

Denise, thanks for calling:

1. Gov will be in Lawton on the 15th at 10 for
Army Reserve Center opening. Appears she then
has a break til the lunch I am hosting at 12. Can I
arrange to talk to her after the ceremony and
before the luncheon ? Could even do it sitting in
the car.
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2. Did some checking last night after we spoke.
According to Michael Carnuccio,both Bob Sullivan
and Dan Zalodeck have placed calls in the last
couple of weeks to Mary but Katie is the one
returning the calls...not a great practice I don't
think

3. Just so you know, on two or three occasions,
last one yesterday, I have left voicemail for Katie
and she does not return my calls. That is
frustrating

4. Despite all intentions and all efforts , the
Governor is facing being labeled as "bringing
Obamacare to Oklahoma" if we stay with the
federal money. She will be perceived, even tho it is
NOT TRUE of abandoning the anti Obamacare
position.

5. I have NEVER seen pushback like OCPA is
getting from it's members and large donors like
they are getting on this issue and they are
insistent in their positions. House and Senate
repubs are pushing daily for the OCPA position.....

Despite the financial pressures, I believe the
Governor must withdraw from the $54m and do so
soon in favor of other ways to fund the exchange
initiative, which I fully and completely support . 

I think you are right and I would like to talk to
Mary on it. If I can do so before the 15th, please
let me know .

Governor Fallin and Denise Northrup do not have
stronger supporters than me. But the potential
damage her  and house and senate members is
both severe and long lasting I think.

OCPA fully supports that the governor is trying to
do....fully...but can't support using federal money
to do it. We (you and I) should be working hard to
ensure OCPA And gov work hand in hand.

Look forward to hearing from you. Lee
MG(R) Lee Baxter
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Daugherty, Jill ; Glenn Coffee
Subject: RE: Tea Party Patriots - action item
Date: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 3:22:40 PM

Thanks jill!
 

From: Daugherty, Jill [mailto:Jill.Daugherty@mail.house.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 3:22 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: FW: Tea Party Patriots - action item
 
Denise & Glenn,

 

I wanted to be sure you all had a heads up.  This email went out today from the tea party group in

Norman.  I am sending a copy to Sen. Bingman as well.

 

Jill

 

________________________________________________
Jill Daugherty

District Director

 
U.S. Rep. Tom Cole

4th District, Oklahoma

2424 Springer Drive, Suite 201

Norman, OK  73069

 

405-329-6500 (w) | 580-235-3812 (m) | 405-321-7369 (f)

jill.daugherty@mail.house.gov

 

Sign up for Congressman Cole's e-newsletter: http://coleforms.house.gov/Forms/Form/?ID=1224

 

Follow Congressman Cole On:

 

 

From: Mallory [mailto:teaparty@weblawman.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 11:30 AM
To: Grogis, Joshua
Subject: Tea Party Patriots - action item
 

Tea Party Patriots,

Read the attachment and contact Senators Bingman (521-5528) and Nichols (521-5535).
With Nichols ask to speak to Pauline, if possible.  Mention that you oppose SB 1629 because
it sets up the framework for Obamacare in Oklahoma. This bill passed out of committee
yesterday and will come to the floor this session.   Now is our chance to make a
difference!!!!  We MUST OPPOSE this and continue to oppose it.  Tell your friends to call
their senators, as well.  With a grassroots effort we can shut this down in Oklahoma!
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Also, this would be a good time to go  http://www.ok-safe.com and join.  Amanda Teegarden
will be a great source of information for you.

Mallory
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Why it is Necessary to Replace the Sequester 
 
As a result of political posturing by the Democrats, the “Super Committee” failed to 
report and Congress failed to enact $1.2 trillion in deficit reduction last December.  
Thus, current law requires that there be across-the-board cuts, known as a 
“sequester,” imposed on January 2, 2013.  The sequester will result in a 10% 
reduction in Department of Defense programs and an 8% reduction in certain 
domestic programs, such as the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and border 
security. 
 
Intended as a mechanism to force action, there is bipartisan agreement that the 
sequester going into place would undercut key responsibilities of the federal 
government.  
 
As the Administration makes clear in their own Budget, “By design, the sequester is 
not good policy and is meant to force Congress to take action: it would lead to 
significant cuts to critical domestic programs such as education and research and 
cuts to defense programs that could undermine our national security. … [C]uts of 
this magnitude done in an across-the-board fashion would be devastating both to 
defense and non-defense programs.” [The Budget of the United States Government, 
Fiscal Year 2013, p. 24, February 13, 2012] 
 
Of particular concern is the impact sequestration, if allowed to occur, would have on 
our national security.  
 
The sequestration cuts would be on top of the savings in discretionary defense 
spending that were already implemented as part of the debt limit agreement last 
August.  
 
The House Armed Services Committee has analyzed the impact of the sequestration, 
and found that if left in place, sequestration would cut the military to its smallest 
size since before the Second World War – all while we are still a nation at war in 
Afghanistan, facing increased threats from Iran and North Korea, unrest in the 
Middle East, and a rising China.   
 
Major consequences include: 
 

• 200,000 soldiers and Marines separated from service, bringing our force well 
below our pre-9/11 levels; 

• Ability to respond to contingencies in North Korea or Iran at jeopardy; 
• The smallest ground force since 1940; 
• A fleet of fewer than 230 ships, the smallest level since 1915; 
• The smallest tactical fighter force in the history of the Air Force; 
• Our nuclear triad that has kept the US and 30 of our allies safe for decades 

will be in jeopardy; 
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• Reductions of 20 percent in defense civilian personnel; and 
• Two BRAC rounds of base closings. 

 
[House Armed Services Committee Memo “Assessment of Impacts of Budget 
Cuts”, 9/22/2011] 

 
Secretary Panetta and the professional military leadership have also looked at the 
impact of sequestration and reached similar conclusions: 
 
Secretary Panetta stated, “If the maximum sequestration is triggered, the total cut 
will rise to about $1 trillion compared with the FY 2012 plan.  The impacts of these 
cuts would be devastating for the Department… Facing such large reductions, we 
would have to reduce the size of the military sharply.  Rough estimates suggest after 
ten years of these cuts, we would have the smallest ground force since 1940, the 
smallest number of ships since 1915, and the smallest Air Force in its history.” 
[Secretary Panetta, Letter to Senator John McCain, 11/14/2011] 
 
General Dempsey, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, stated, “[S]equestration 
leaves me three places to go to find the additional money: operations, maintenance, 
and training. That’s the definition of a hollow force.” 
 
The individual branch service chiefs echoed General Dempsey:   
 

• “Cuts of this magnitude would be catastrophic to the military…My 
assessment is that the nation would incur an unacceptable level of strategic 
and operational risk.” – General Ray T. Odierno, Chief Of Staff, United States 
Army 

• “A severe and irreversible impact on the Navy’s future,” – Admiral Jonathan 
W. Greenert, Chief of Naval Operations 

• “A Marine Corps below the end strength that’s necessary to support even one 
major contingency,” – General James F. Amos, Commandant of the Marine 
Corps 

• “Even the most thoroughly deliberated strategy may not be able to overcome 
dire consequences,” – General Norton A. Schwartz, Chief of Staff, United 
States Air Force 

 
[Testimony of Service Chief before House Armed Services Committee, 
11/2/2011] 

 
Armed Services Ranking Member Adam Smith recently gave a speech about the 
need to reverse sequestration.  During a question and answer period after the 
speech, he stated, “What I am saying is, we are going to have to re-write the 
sequestration law before January 1, one way or another, in order to make sure i[t] 
makes sense and can fit.  I believe that between now and then we will find $1.2 
trillion in deficit reduction somewhere, somehow, and avoid the immediate 
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sequestration.  But as the gentleman asked, the problem is now.  If we wait until 
September we will have done great harm to the economy.” 
 
According to an analysis by the House Appropriations Committee, the sequester will 
also have a significant impact on non-defense discretionary programs, including: 
 

• Automatically reducing Head Start by $650 million, resulting in 75,000 fewer 
slots for children in the program; 

• Automatically reducing the National Institutes of Health (NIH) by $2.4 billion, 
an amount equal to nearly half of total NIH spending on cancer this year; and 

• A reduction of approximately 1,870 Border Patrol Agents (a reduction of 
nearly 9% of the total number of agents). 
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TO:  House Republican Members 
FR: Speaker Boehner, Leader Cantor, Whip McCarthy, Chairman Hensarling 
DT: April 18, 2012 
RE: Reconciliation 

 
From day one, House Republicans have been focused on job creation.  We 
understand that the debt and deficit have placed a massive burden on our economy 
and American families.  Testimony before Congress and even the President’s own 
Bowles-Simpson Commission demonstrates that the debt has slowed our economy 
by about one percentage point, which translates into approximately one million 
unrealized American jobs.  If we do not get the nation’s debt under control, our 
economy and our families will continue to suffer. 
 
That is why one of the many reforms included in the House-passed Budget 
Resolution is the initiation of a “reconciliation” process, whereby certain House 
Committees would propose changes to current mandatory spending programs in 
order to generate a specified amount of savings.  The savings generated from these 
reforms to mandatory programs would first be used to offset the cost 
(approximately $78 billion)1 of replacing the automatic across-the-board 
discretionary spending cuts that are scheduled to occur on January 2, 2013, under 
what is known as sequestration.  The additional savings achieved through 
reconciliation beyond the $78 billion (over $180 billion in the next ten years) would 
further reduce the deficit. 
 
The six House Committees that received reconciliation instruction under the House-
passed Budget Resolution are currently beginning the process of marking up their 
reconciliation packages which the House will take up as one bill in early May.  
 
This memo will provide you with information on the necessity of replacing 
sequestration and a summary of the specific savings proposals that we anticipate 
being part of the final reconciliation bill.  
 
Why it is Necessary to Replace the Sequester 
 
As a result of political posturing by the Democrats, the “Super Committee” failed to 
report and Congress failed to enact $1.2 trillion in deficit reduction last December.  
Thus, current law requires that there be across-the-board cuts, known as a 
“sequester,” imposed on January 2, 2013.  The sequester will result in a 10% 
reduction in Department of Defense programs and an 8% reduction in certain 
domestic programs, such as the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and border 
security. 
 

                                                 
1
 $78 billion reflects the remainder of the FY 2013 discretionary sequester after accounting for lowering the 

FY 2013 discretionary cap from $1047 to $1028 as provided for in the House-passed budget Resolution. 
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Intended as a mechanism to force action, there is bipartisan agreement that the 
sequester going into place would undercut key responsibilities of the federal 
government.  
 
As the Administration makes clear in their own Budget, “By design, the sequester is 
not good policy and is meant to force Congress to take action: it would lead to 
significant cuts to critical domestic programs such as education and research and 
cuts to defense programs that could undermine our national security. … [C]uts of 
this magnitude done in an across-the-board fashion would be devastating both to 
defense and non-defense programs.” [The Budget of the United States Government, 
Fiscal Year 2013, p. 24, February 13, 2012] 
 
Of particular concern is the impact sequestration, if allowed to occur, would have on 
our national security.  
 
The sequestration cuts would be on top of the savings in discretionary defense 
spending that were already implemented as part of the debt limit agreement last 
August.  
 
The House Armed Services Committee has analyzed the impact of the sequestration, 
and found that if left in place, sequestration would cut the military to its smallest 
size since before the Second World War – all while we are still a nation at war in 
Afghanistan, facing increased threats from Iran and North Korea, unrest in the 
Middle East, and a rising China.   
 
Major consequences include: 
 

 200,000 soldiers and Marines separated from service, bringing our force well 
below our pre-9/11 levels; 

 Ability to respond to contingencies in North Korea or Iran at jeopardy; 
 The smallest ground force since 1940; 
 A fleet of fewer than 230 ships, the smallest level since 1915; 
 The smallest tactical fighter force in the history of the Air Force; 
 Our nuclear triad that has kept the US and 30 of our allies safe for decades 

will be in jeopardy; 
 Reductions of 20 percent in defense civilian personnel; and 
 Two BRAC rounds of base closings. 

 
[House Armed Services Committee Memo “Assessment of Impacts of Budget 
Cuts”, 9/22/2011] 

 
Secretary Panetta and the professional military leadership have also looked at the 
impact of sequestration and reached similar conclusions: 
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Secretary Panetta stated, “If the maximum sequestration is triggered, the total cut 
will rise to about $1 trillion compared with the FY 2012 plan.  The impacts of these 
cuts would be devastating for the Department… Facing such large reductions, we 
would have to reduce the size of the military sharply.  Rough estimates suggest after 
ten years of these cuts, we would have the smallest ground force since 1940, the 
smallest number of ships since 1915, and the smallest Air Force in its history.” 
[Secretary Panetta, Letter to Senator John McCain, 11/14/2011] 
 
General Dempsey, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, stated, “[S]equestration 
leaves me three places to go to find the additional money: operations, maintenance, 
and training. That’s the definition of a hollow force.” 
 
The individual branch service chiefs echoed General Dempsey:   
 

 “Cuts of this magnitude would be catastrophic to the military…My 
assessment is that the nation would incur an unacceptable level of strategic 
and operational risk.” – General Ray T. Odierno, Chief Of Staff, United States 
Army 

 “A severe and irreversible impact on the Navy’s future,” – Admiral Jonathan 
W. Greenert, Chief of Naval Operations 

 “A Marine Corps below the end strength that’s necessary to support even one 
major contingency,” – General James F. Amos, Commandant of the Marine 
Corps 

 “Even the most thoroughly deliberated strategy may not be able to overcome 
dire consequences,” – General Norton A. Schwartz, Chief of Staff, United 
States Air Force 

 
[Testimony of Service Chief before House Armed Services Committee, 
11/2/2011] 

 
Armed Services Ranking Member Adam Smith recently gave a speech about the 
need to reverse sequestration.  During a question and answer period after the 
speech, he stated, “What I am saying is, we are going to have to re-write the 
sequestration law before January 1, one way or another, in order to make sure i[t] 
makes sense and can fit.  I believe that between now and then we will find $1.2 
trillion in deficit reduction somewhere, somehow, and avoid the immediate 
sequestration.  But as the gentleman asked, the problem is now.  If we wait until 
September we will have done great harm to the economy.” 
 
According to an analysis by the House Appropriations Committee, the sequester will 
also have a significant impact on non-defense discretionary programs, including: 
 

 Automatically reducing Head Start by $650 million, resulting in 75,000 fewer 
slots for children in the program; 
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 Automatically reducing the National Institutes of Health (NIH) by $2.4 billion, 
an amount equal to nearly half of total NIH spending on cancer this year; and 

 A reduction of approximately 1,870 Border Patrol Agents (a reduction of 
nearly 9% of the total number of agents). 

 
Democrats Have Failed to Offer a Credible Solution 
 
While both Republicans and Democrats have warned of the consequences from both 
immediate sequestration cuts and the looming debt crisis, the President and leading 
Senate Democrats refuse to advance credible solutions: 
 

 The President insists on taking more money from hardworking families and 
small businesses, a policy that will only exacerbate our current economic 
problems. 

 Just as bad, Senate Democrats have failed to pass a budget in more than 
1,000 days, and have chosen to give up on budgeting again this year. 

 
Common-Sense Republican Reforms 
 
Pursuant to the Budget Resolution, the House will advance a series of reforms that 
replace across-the-board cuts scheduled in law with common-sense reforms that 
take steps to address government’s autopilot spending.   
 
Six House Committees will advance legislation that will: 
 

 Stop Fraud, by Ensuring that Individuals are Actually Eligible for the 
Taxpayer Benefits They Receive; 

 Eliminate Government Slush Funds and Stop Bailouts; 
 Control Runaway, Unchecked Spending;  
 Restrain Spending on Government Bureaucracies; and 
 Reduce Waste and Duplicative Programs. 

 
The savings from these reforms will replace the arbitrary discretionary sequester 
cuts and lay the groundwork for further efforts to avert the spending-driven 
economic crisis before us. 
 
Below is an outline of the reforms being advanced by the four committees 
(Agriculture, Financial Services, Judiciary, and Ways and Means) that are marking 
up instructions this week (week of April 16).   
 
This memo will be updated to include the recommendations of the Energy & 
Commerce Committee and the Oversight and Government Reform Committee once 
their markups are announced. 
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Stopping Fraud by Ensuring that Individuals are Actually Eligible for the 
Taxpayer Benefits They Receive 
 
Restricting Categorical Eligibility under the SNAP (Food Stamp) Program: Under 
current law, an individual can automatically qualify for SNAP based on receipt of 
benefits through other low-income assistance programs, including the Temporary 
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) block grant, Supplemental Security Income 
(SSI), or state-run General Assistance (GA) programs. 
 
The Obama Administration has actively encouraged states to implement a policy 
called “broad-based categorical eligibility,” which means states are conveying SNAP 
eligibility based upon a household receiving a TANF-funded brochure or access to 
an “800” number hotline. 
 
As of January, there are now 43 jurisdictions – 40 States, the District of Columbia, 
Guam, and the Virgin Islands – implementing this policy.  Of the 43 jurisdictions 
using broad-based categorical eligibility, 39 currently have no asset test and 27 have 
a gross income limit above 130% of the federal poverty guidelines.  
 
The proposal from the House Agriculture Committee would restrict categorical 
eligibility to only those households receiving cash assistance from SSI, TANF, or a 
state-run General Assistance program.  Receiving a TANF-funded brochure or a 
referral to an “800” number telephone hotline would no longer automatically make 
a household SNAP eligible.  According to CBO, this proposal would save $11.7 billion 
over ten years.  
 
Note: While this change would render some households no longer eligible for SNAP, 
any household that meets the eligibility requirements in SNAP law will continue 
receiving its SNAP benefits.  This policy change would only affect those who are not 
truly eligible for the program under SNAP law.  

 
Eliminating the SNAP “Heat and Eat” Loophole: Under current law, low-income 
households receiving any Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) 
payments also qualify for the SNAP Standard Utility Allowance (SUA) which 
automatically increases their SNAP benefits.  Approximately 16 states and DC are 
abusing this interaction (often at the behest of advocacy groups) by sending $1 or 
$5 LIHEAP checks to low-income households so they may automatically take 
advantage of the SUA.  In practice, if a participant receives $1 in LIHEAP, they can 
automatically deduct the SUA from their income, so their net income goes down and 
they receive more SNAP benefits.  For example, this can trigger as much as $130 in 
additional SNAP benefits per month.  
 
The proposal from the Agriculture Committee would change current law so that a 
LIHEAP payment no longer automatically triggers the SUA deduction, closing this 
loophole.  This provision in no way prevents those households who are paying their 
utility bills out-of-pocket from receiving the SNAP SUA.  Any household paying their 
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utility bills can still receive this deduction.  According to CBO, this proposal would 
save $14.3 billion over ten years. 
 
Preventing Abuse in the Refundable Child Tax Credit: Current law provides for a 
child tax credit in the amount of $1,000 per child under the age of 17 ($500 per child 
beginning in 2013).  This credit is partially refundable, meaning that taxpayers may, 
depending on their income and other tax obligations, receive a government check as 
a result of this credit.  Such checks are considered spending for budget purposes.  
Under the rules in effect through 2012, the refundable portion of the child tax credit 
– sometimes referred to as the additional child tax credit (ACTC) – is capped at 15 
percent of the taxpayer’s earned income above $3,000.   
 
Also under current law, individuals who are ineligible to work in the United States – 
and are thus ineligible for a Social Security Number (SSN) – can obtain an Individual 
Taxpayer Identification Number (ITIN) for tax purposes.  In 1996, Congress enacted 
legislation making those without SSNs ineligible to receive the Earned Income Tax 
Credit (EITC), a similar refundable tax credit.  However, when the refundable 
portion of the child tax credit was subsequently enacted in 1997, Congress included 
no similar limitation, and the Treasury Department has taken the position that it 
lacks the statutory authority to limit the ACTC to those with an SSN.  Thus, the 
refundable portion of the child tax credit currently remains available to individuals 
who are unable to obtain an SSN because they are ineligible to work in the United 
States. 
 
The proposal from the House Ways and Means Committee would close this loophole 
and individuals (or at least one spouse in the case of a joint return) would be 
required to include their SSN on their tax return in order to claim the refundable 
portion of the child tax credit.  According to the Joint Committee on Taxation, this 
proposal would save $7.6 billion over ten years. 
 
Fully Recapture Exchange Subsidy Overpayments: The Democrats’ health care law 
fails to adequately protect taxpayers from overpayments of health insurance 
Exchange subsidies, even in the case of fraud.  Exchange subsidy eligibility is based 
on two-year old income tax return data.  Because income can change (new job, 
promotion, spouse returns to the workforce, etc.), the government will conduct an 
annual review to determine if someone received more taxpayer-funded subsidies 
than he/she was entitled to.  
 
If an overpayment was made, the recipient is required to repay some or all of the 
overpayment, subject to certain limits described below.  Originally, under the health 
care law, the maximum amount a subsidy recipient was required to repay was $250 
for an individual or $400 for a family, even if he/she/they received thousands of 
dollars in subsidy overpayments.  Since the health care law’s enactment, two laws 
have increased the maximum amount of improper Exchange subsidy payments the 
government can recoup, but in some instances still fails to require full repayment. 
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The proposal from the Ways and Means Committee would require those who 
receive Exchange subsidies to which they are not entitled to repay the full amount of 
overpayments.  Individuals and families would still be allowed to keep the subsidies 
they are entitled to receive under the law.  The Joint Committee on Taxation and 
CBO estimate this provision would reduce the deficit by $43.9 billion over ten years. 
 
Eliminating Government Slush Funds and Stopping Bailouts 
 
Protecting Taxpayers by Eliminating the Dodd-Frank Bailout Fund: The Dodd-Frank 
Act granted the FDIC “Orderly Liquidation Authority” that gives government 
bureaucrats the authority to use taxpayer dollars to bail out the creditors of “too big 
to fail” institutions and treat similarly situated creditors differently.  The Democrats 
have claimed that they created this new resolution authority to prevent a replay of 
the 2008 bailouts of Bear Stearns, AIG, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, Citigroup, Bank of 
America, GM and Chrysler.   But in reality, Dodd-Frank’s Orderly Liquidation 
Authority mechanism just perpetuates the very taxpayer-funded bailout regime it 
claims it to abolish. 
 
The proposal from the House Financial Services Committee would end “too big to 
fail” by repealing this Dodd-Frank fund that paves the way for future bailouts.  
Eliminating the bailout fund will, according to CBO, save $22 billion over ten years 
for deficit reduction. 
 
Terminate Ineffective Housing Bailouts: The Obama Administration claimed HAMP, 
its signature foreclosure prevention initiative, would help up to 4 million struggling 
homeowners.  Instead, HAMP has resulted in only 763,000 loans being permanently 
modified and has been the target of widespread and bipartisan criticism.  Of the $30 
billion in TARP funds set aside for HAMP, $2.54 billion has actually been disbursed.  
The Special Inspector General for TARP (SIGTARP), the Congressional Oversight 
Panel, the Government Accountability Office and even New York Times editorial page 
have all reported on the ineffectiveness of HAMP and highlighted how this program 
has hurt, rather than helped, many struggling homeowners.   
 
The Financial Services Committee approved H.R. 839, the HAMP Termination Act, on 
March 9, 2011, and the House voted to pass the bill 252-170 on March 29, 2011, but 
the Senate has yet to act.  Terminating this costly and ineffective program as part of 
reconciliation will, according to CBO, result in deficit reduction of $2.8 billion over 
ten years. 
 
Reforming the National Flood Insurance Program: The National Flood Insurance Act 
of 1968 established the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) to minimize the 
economic impact of floods and to provide flood insurance to individuals and 
businesses.   Congress last enacted a long-term NFIP reauthorization and reform bill 
in 2004.  H.R. 1309, the Flood Insurance Reform Act sponsored by Rep. Judy Biggert, 
includes a five-year reauthorization of the NFIP and will reform the program by 
encouraging broader participation, increasing financial accountability and 
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eliminating unnecessary rate subsidies.  The NFIP has historically failed to charge 
sufficient rates to cover its risk. H.R. 1309 eliminates unnecessary rate subsidies by 
including a phase-in of full-risk, actuarial rates for new and certain existing areas 
designated as “Special Flood Hazard.” This will improve the NFIP’s financial health. 
 
The Financial Services Committee passed H.R. 1309 by a 54-0 vote on May 12, 2011 
and the House approved the bill 406-22 on July 12, 2011, but the Senate has yet to 
act. Reforming this program as part of reconciliation will, according to CBO, result in 
$4.9 billion in savings over ten years.   
 
Controlling Runaway, Unchecked Spending 
 
Eliminate the Indexing on SNAP Nutrition Education: Under current law, states have 
the option of providing nutrition education to SNAP recipients as part of their 
program operations; such education is 100% funded by the federal government. 
Funding for the SNAP nutrition education program is capped at $375 million but is 
indexed for inflation so that the amount spent increases each year.     
 
The proposal from the Agriculture Committee eliminates the automatic annual 
spending increase and, according to CBO, saves $546 million over ten years. 
 
Terminate the SNAP Increase from the Stimulus: The American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) included an across-the-board increase in SNAP 
benefits effective in April 2009.  The ARRA effectively replaced the increase in SNAP 
benefits that occurs under the Food and Nutrition Act, which is normally based on 
annual food-price inflation indexing.  The ARRA increase was to stay in place until 
food-price inflation “caught up” so that families did not see a decrease in their 
monthly SNAP benefit allotment.  Therefore, the ARRA benefit increase was 
originally expected to terminate after FY 2018, when food-price inflation was 
estimated to "catch up" with the ARRA increase. 
 
Last Congress, when the Democrat majority needed to pay for their other 
“priorities,” including a teacher’s union bailout and increasing school meal 
standards, the ARRA SNAP increase was used twice to offset other laws.  They 
achieved their savings by moving up the ARRA termination date to October 31, 
2013.  This proposal from  
the Agriculture Committee terminates the ARRA increase on July 1, 2012 and would 
save, according to CBO, $5.9 billion over ten years. 
 
Restrain Spending on Government Bureaucracies 
 
Eliminating Automatic Funding of the New Bureaucracies: The centerpiece of the 
Dodd-Frank Act is the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), a large and 
powerful Federal agency that is – by design – accountable to neither the executive 
branch nor Congress.  Its Director has the unprecedented and sole authority to 
decide which financial products Americans can and cannot use.  In addition, the 
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Dodd-Frank Act authorizes the CFPB to fund itself by drawing money directly from 
the Federal Reserve to whatever extent the CFPB Director deems “necessary” up to 
$548 million in FY 2012, $598 million in FY 2013 and 12 percent of the Fed’s 
operating expenses each fiscal year thereafter.  Not Congress, not the President, not 
even the Federal Reserve which provides its funding can oversee how the CFPB 
Director spends these hundreds of millions of dollars.   
 
To correct this glaring lack of accountability, the Financial Services Committee 
proposes to make the CFPB subject to the ordinary congressional appropriations 
process and authorize the appropriation of $200 million to the agency for FY 2012 
and FY 2013.  This will ensure proper oversight and accountability, and according to 
CBO achieve savings of $5.4 billion over ten years. 
 
Reducing Waste and Duplicative Programs 
 
Repeal of the Social Services Block Grant: The Social Services Block Grant (SSBG) is a 
flexible source of Federal funds that states use for a wide variety of social services.  
Begun in 1956 as a way to match State spending on services to help families leave 
welfare, the SSBG is now a 100 percent Federal funding stream that can be used to 
provide almost any service to anyone regardless of their income.  Many of the 
services funded by SSBG are duplicative of other federal programs including the 
Community Services Block Grant, Head Start, Foster Care and Adoption Assistance, 
Promoting Safe and Stable Families, the Child Care and Development Block Grant, 
Child Welfare Services, Chafee Foster Care Independence Program, and Temporary 
Assistance for Needy Families, among many others. 
 
Because there are so few strings attached, some of the most common services 
supported by SSBG funds are: 
 

 Information and Referral Services: The most common service supported with 
SSBG funds is information and referral to other social welfare programs. In  
other words, a significant amount of SSBG is spent not to provide services, 
but to provide people with information about and referrals to other services. 

 Case Management Services: States also use the SSBG to pay for “the 
arrangement, coordination, and monitoring of services.” In other words, 
SSBG may be used for administrative costs.   

 Other Services: Even with a flexible, unaccountable program like SSBG, States 
frequently report spending on “other” activities and services. 

 
The proposal from the Ways and Means Committee would eliminate the SSBG 
program saving taxpayers almost $17 billion over 10 years, according to CBO. 
 
Eliminate the 50/50 Cost Share for the SNAP Employment and Training (E&T) 
Program: Each fiscal year, USDA provides federal formula grants to state agencies 
for states to operate a SNAP Employment and Training (E&T) program.  In addition 
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to this funding, states have the option of providing more funding towards their state 
E&T program, which USDA is required to match.  According to GAO, there are 47 
federal employment training programs and almost all federal employment and 
training programs overlap with at least one other program in that they provide 
similar services to similar populations. 
 
The proposal from the Agriculture Committee would maintain the federal formula 
grants for employment training, but eliminate the 50/50 cost share thus resulting in 
savings for federal taxpayers and, according to CBO, save $3.1 billion over ten years. 
 
Eliminate State Performance Bonuses: States are responsible for administering the 
SNAP program and it is their duty to process applications in a timely manner, 
ensure households receive the accurate amount of SNAP benefits, and make certain 
the program is administered in the most effective and efficient manner.  Under 
current law, states can receive a bonus for doing a good job.  Annually, these 
bonuses total $48 million. 
 
The proposal by the Agriculture Committee eliminates the bonuses that are given to 
states for essentially doing their job and would, according to CBO, save $480 million 
over ten years. 
 
Reforming the Medical Liability System: Many state supreme courts have judicially 
nullified reasonable litigation management provisions enacted by state legislatures, 
many of which sought to address the crisis in medical professional liability that 
reduces patients’ access to health care and increases overall health care costs.  
Consequently, in such states, passage of federal legislation by Congress may be the 
only means of addressing the state’s current crisis in medical professional liability, 
restoring patients’ access to health care, and controlling unnecessary costs. 
 
To address these issues, the House Judiciary Committee has proposed the HEALTH 
Act, modeled after California’s decades-old and highly successful health care 
litigation reforms.  This reform addresses the current crisis in health care by 
reigning in unlimited lawsuits and thereby making health care delivery more 
accessible and cost-effective in the United States. California’s Medical Injury 
Compensation Reform Act (“MICRA”), which was signed into law by Governor Jerry 
Brown in 1976, has proved immensely successful in increasing access to affordable 
medical care.  
 
MICRA’s reforms, which are included in the HEALTH Act, include: 
 

 A $250,000 cap on noneconomic damages;  
 Limits on the contingency fees lawyers can charge;  
 Provisions creating a “fair share” rule, by which damages are allocated fairly, 

in direct proportion to fault;  
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 Reasonable guidelines – but not caps – on the award of punitive damages; 
and  

 A safe harbor from punitive damages for products that meet applicable FDA 
safety requirements.  

 
The HEALTH Act will accomplish reform without in any way limiting compensation 
for 100% of plaintiffs’ economic losses (anything to which a receipt can be 
attached), including their medical costs, their lost wages, their future lost wages, 
rehabilitation costs, and any other economic out-of-pocket loss suffered as the result 
of a health care injury.  The HEALTH Act also does not preempt any state law that 
otherwise caps damages. 
 
According to CBO, “under [the HEALTH Act], premiums for medical malpractice 
insurance ultimately would be an average of 25 percent to 30 percent below what 
they would be under current law.”  Lower health care lawsuit liability premiums 
would reduce health care costs for everyone and increase the supply of vital doctors 
by allowing more doctors to continue practicing, including in higher-risk medical 
fields.  
 
Further, abusive state tort laws drive what is known as “defensive medicine,” which 
occurs when doctors are forced by the threat of lawsuits to conduct tests and 
prescribe drugs that are not medically required, simply to avoid liability exposure.  
Defensive medicine practiced in a variety of federal health care programs costs 
federal taxpayers billions of dollars.  CBO pronounced that the legal reforms 
contained in the HEALTH Act would reduce the federal budget deficit by an 
estimated $40 billion over the next ten years. 
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Registration Form for 
Health Insurance Exchange Information Sharing Forum 

November 1, 2011, 1-5 p.m. 
Gaylord National Hotel & Convention Center 

National Harbor, Maryland 
To complete your registration, please fill out the information below and submit it to Terri Hiebert at 
thiebert@naic.org by October 17, 2011. Registration for this forum is required and is separate from the 
NAIC Fall National Meeting Registration. As such, registration for the NAIC Fall National Meeting is not 
required.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gaylord National Hotel & Convention Center 

201 Waterfront Street  
National Harbor, Maryland 20745 
Phone: 301-965-4000  
Fax: 301-965-4098  

Regulator Rate: $247 
  
  
 
Non-Regulator Rate: $288 
  
  

For existing reservation changes or cancellations: 301-
965-4000   

 

All room rates are subject to 16.0% tax per room, per night or current tax rate and a $10 per room, per night 
resort fee. Five percent of your hotel room rate is being rebated to the NAIC to defray meeting expenses. 
The NAIC reserves the right to change your reservation to the correct block, should your meeting 
registration not correspond with your chosen room block. Rooms cancelled within 48 hours (local time) of 
scheduled arrival will be charged one night's room and tax. 

Reserved room blocks expire October 5, 2011, however rooms may be sold out prior to this 
deadline. Arrival/departure date changes should be made directly with the hotel, which will be 
subject to a rate increase and availability after the initial reservation. Government IDs are 
required at check-in to receive the Regulator rate. 

Name:      

Badge First Name:      

Title:   ____________________________  

Company:      

Address:      

City:   State:   Zip Code:   

Phone:    Fax:   ______________________________  

Email:   Alt Email:  
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From: Hiebert, Terri L.
To: Hiebert, Terri L.
Subject: Registration Reminder: Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forum - Nov. 1, 2011
Date: Tuesday, October 04, 2011 10:14:07 AM
Attachments: Exchanges Plan Management Meeting 11012011pdf.pdf

Registration Form 11012011.doc

Included below is a copy of your invitation to attend the Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management
Forum hosted by the NAIC on November 1, 2011 from 1 - 5 pm ET. In addition, we have attached a
copy of the formal registration form, which needs to be submitted for each participant.

Please note the registration forms are to be directed to Terri Hiebert,
thiebert@naic.org<mailto:thiebert@naic.org>. For those parties who have already informed Bridget
Kieras of your intention to attend, we would ask that you still fill out the registration form and submit to
Ms. Hiebert.

Hotel information is also included on the registration form.

If you have any questions, please direct them to Ms. Hiebert,
thiebert@naic.org<mailto:thiebert@naic.org>.

----------------------------------------- CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE This message and any attachments are
from the NAIC and are intended only for the addressee. Information contained herein is confidential,
and may be privileged or exempt from disclosure pursuant to applicable federal or state law. This
message is not intended as a waiver of the confidential, privileged or exempted status of the
information transmitted. Unauthorized forwarding, printing, copying, distribution or use of such
information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the addressee, please promptly
delete this message and notify the sender of the delivery error by e-mail or by calling the NAIC Help
Desk at (816)783-8500.
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From: John Estus
Subject: RELEASE: Health care law to be studied over interim
Date: Wednesday, May 18, 2011 3:41:31 PM

 
Oklahoma Senate

Oklahoma House of Representatives
 

May 18, 2011
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Jarred Brejcha                                      John Estus
(405) 521-5605 desk                           (405) 962-7674 desk
brejcha@oksenate.gov                         john.estus@okhouse.gov
  
HEALTH CARE LAW TO BE STUDIED OVER INTERIM
 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Legislative leaders today announced the formation of a special joint
legislative committee that will study how the new federal health care law affects Oklahoma.
 
As a result, legislation that would create an Oklahoma health insurance exchange will not be
heard this year.
 
Senate Pro Tem Brian Bingman and House Speaker Kris Steele ordered the formation of the
joint committee.
 
“Studying this issue in more depth makes for healthy legislative process,” said Steele, R-
Shawnee. “The more ideas we have at the table, the better. The scope of this law is vast, so
we need to make sure we are prepared to address this law in a conservative way that is best
for Oklahoma.”
 
The joint committee will hold a series of public meetings over the legislative interim focusing
on how the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act affects Oklahoma. The
committee will also explore how to best approach the law as the state awaits the outcome of
its lawsuit challenging the law’s constitutionality.
 
The committee will make recommendations on how the state should address the federal
health care law.
 
The committee will also study the costs local governments and businesses will face as a result
of the federal health care law.
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“The best course of action for Oklahoma to take at this point is to step back and absorb the
weight of this federal law and study it in more depth so we can proceed on the right course,”
said Bingman, R-Sapulpa. “In light of our opposition to the federal healthcare law, we need
to have the public and private sector work together to come up with the best solutions for
Oklahoma.”
 
The committee’s co-chairs will be Sen. Gary Stanislawski, R-Tulsa, and Rep. Glen
Mulready, R-Tulsa. Additional members will be named at a later date. The committee will
have bipartisan membership.
 
“There is widespread support and excitement among all the stakeholders about the prospect
of studying this issue in more depth,” Stanislawski said. “Participation in this joint committee
will be enthusiastic. We look forward to receiving a wide variety of input and coming up
with recommendations that serve all of Oklahoma well.”
 
“Oklahomans clearly oppose the federal health care law, as evidenced by the passage last
year of a state question opting out of the law and our lawsuit against the federal government
challenging the law,” Mulready said. “We do not like this law, but we must responsibly
address it so Oklahomans can continue to have choices rather than mandates when it comes
to their health care.”
 

###
 
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt
from disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this
email by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any
disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in
reliance on it, is prohibited and unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not
warrant any e-mail transmission received as being virus free, and disclaims any
liability for losses or damages arising from the use of this e-mail or its attachments.
Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer virus exposure by opening
or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or recourse against
the House by doing so.
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From: Eric Bradshaw
To: Eric Bradshaw
Subject: RELEASE: Lawmaker Plans to File Bill to "Nullify" Individual Mandate
Date: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 12:53:35 PM
Attachments: Ritze, Mike.jpg

 
Oklahoma House of Representatives

Media Division
July 3, 2012

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Contact: State Rep. Mike Ritze
Capitol: (405) 557-7338
 

Lawmaker Plans to File Bill to ‘Nullify’ Individual Mandate
 
OKLAHOMA CITY – State Rep. Mike Ritze plans to reintroduce a bill to “nullify” the
individual mandate in the 2010 federal health care legislation in Oklahoma.
            “I disagree with the Supreme Court’s ruling and believe that state governments were
intended to serve as a check on the federal government,” said Ritze, R-Broken Arrow. “The
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, which is better known as ObamaCare, is an
example of federal overreach and my legislation will authorize the state to resist it and ban the
enforcement of it.”
            Ritze said his legislation would authorize the Oklahoma attorney general to defend
citizens who fail to purchase health insurance against the federal government and criminalizes
the enforcement of the individual mandate.
            “My hope is that ObamaCare will be repealed, but I do not think that means we have to
wait for the repeal to happen. Oklahoma lawmakers should do what they can to support our
choice to make our own health care decisions,” Ritze said.
 

-30-
 

NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt
from disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email
by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure,
copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is
prohibited and unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail
transmission received as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for losses or
damages arising from the use of this e-mail or its attachments. Recipients of e-mail
assume the risk of possible computer virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-mail
and its attachments, and waive any right or recourse against the House by doing so.
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From: Hiebert, Terri L.
To: Hiebert, Terri L.
Subject: Reminder: Exchange Plan Management Forum - 11-1-2011 Registration and Agenda
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2011 9:40:06 AM
Attachments: Exchanges Plan Management Meeting 11012011pdf.pdf

Registration Form 11012011.doc
Health Insurance Exchange Information Sharing Forum 20111101 (3).docx

Don't forget to register for the Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forum hosted by the NAIC
on November 1, 2011 from 1 - 5 pm ET! Attached is a copy of the invitation, registration form and
tentative agenda.

Please note the registration forms are to be directed to Terri Hiebert,
thiebert@naic.org<mailto:thiebert@naic.org>. For those parties who have already informed Bridget
Kieras of your intention to attend, we would ask that you still fill out the registration form and submit to
Ms. Hiebert.

Hotel information is also included on the registration form.

If you have any questions, please direct them to Ms. Hiebert,
thiebert@naic.org<mailto:thiebert@naic.org>.

Julienne L. Fritz
Director of Insurance Products and Services
NAIC
2301 McGee, Suite 800
Kansas City, MO 64108
p: 816.783.8709
f: 816.460-7495
jfritz@naic.org<mailto:jfritz@naic.org>

----------------------------------------- CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE This message and any attachments are
from the NAIC and are intended only for the addressee. Information contained herein is confidential,
and may be privileged or exempt from disclosure pursuant to applicable federal or state law. This
message is not intended as a waiver of the confidential, privileged or exempted status of the
information transmitted. Unauthorized forwarding, printing, copying, distribution or use of such
information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the addressee, please promptly
delete this message and notify the sender of the delivery error by e-mail or by calling the NAIC Help
Desk at (816)783-8500.
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The National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) is the U.S. standard-setting and regulatory support organization created and 
governed by the chief insurance regulators from the 50 states, the District of Columbia and five U.S. territories. Through the NAIC, state insurance 
regulators establish standards and best practices, conduct peer review, and coordinate their regulatory oversight. NAIC staff supports these 
efforts and represents the collective views of state regulators domestically and internationally. NAIC members, together with the central resources 
of the NAIC, form the national system of state-based insurance regulation in the U.S.


Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forum


State healthcare and insurance regulators involved in the planning and development of Health Insurance Exchange programs are invited to 
attend the following information sharing session related to Plan Management and associated data collection necessary for Exchange 


operations. All state regulators are encouraged to attend this forum facilitated by the NAIC. 


Exchange Information Sharing Forum


When: Tuesday, November 1, 2011, 1 PM to 5 PM EST


Where: Gaylord National Hotel & Convention Center ~ National Harbor, Maryland


This session is designed to provide state insurance and healthcare regulators an opportunity to share research, plans and questions on 
Plan Management for Exchanges, regardless of whether the state intends to operate a state Exchange, rely on a federal exchange, leverage 
the recently proposed partnership model, or is undecided.


The agenda will include detailed presentations by states on the forefront of Exchange development, during which the state will identify their 
rationale, evaluation criteria and proposed approaches for integrating rate review with Exchange operations. SERFF staff will be available to 
discuss the potential for leveraging the NAIC SERFF system to integrate state review and approval processes with Exchanges. 


This meeting immediately precedes the NAIC Fall National Meeting, but registration at that meeting is not required. However, attendees must 
pre-register for this meeting. 


While not required, if you intend to participate, please send
an e-mail to thiebert@naic.org.  We will add your name to a 
contact list and you will be included on future notifications 
specific to Exchange development. 


For registration information, please contact bkieras@naic.org.
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Registration Form for


Health Insurance Exchange Information Sharing Forum


November 1, 2011, 1-5 p.m.

Gaylord National Hotel & Convention Center


National Harbor, Maryland


To complete your registration, please fill out the information below and submit it to Terri Hiebert at thiebert@naic.org by October 17, 2011. Registration for this forum is required and is separate from the NAIC Fall National Meeting Registration. As such, registration for the NAIC Fall National Meeting is not required. 



		Gaylord National Hotel & Convention Center



		201 Waterfront Street 
National Harbor, Maryland 20745
Phone: 301-965-4000 
Fax: 301-965-4098 


Regulator Rate: $247

Non-Regulator Rate: $288

For existing reservation changes or cancellations: 301-965-4000 

		





		



		All room rates are subject to 16.0% tax per room, per night or current tax rate and a $10 per room, per night resort fee. Five percent of your hotel room rate is being rebated to the NAIC to defray meeting expenses. The NAIC reserves the right to change your reservation to the correct block, should your meeting registration not correspond with your chosen room block. Rooms cancelled within 48 hours (local time) of scheduled arrival will be charged one night's room and tax.



		Reserved room blocks expire October 5, 2011, however rooms may be sold out prior to this deadline. Arrival/departure date changes should be made directly with the hotel, which will be subject to a rate increase and availability after the initial reservation. Government IDs are required at check-in to receive the Regulator rate.







Name: 				


Badge First Name: 				


Title: 		


Company: 				


Address: 				


City: 	 State: 		Zip Code: 	


Phone: 	  Fax: 		


Email: 		Alt Email:	








                                                                                                                                







Health Insurance Exchange Information Sharing Forum

November 1, 2011, 1-5 p.m.

Gaylord National Hotel & Convention Center

National Harbor, Maryland



		Time

		Session

		Presenter

		Description



		1:00 pm

		Welcome/Introduction/Overview



		

Julie Fritz, NAIC 



		



		1:20 pm

		State Presentations

Kansas

Oregon

New York 

		

Neil Woerman

Gayle Woods

TBD

		States will share their Exchange organizational structure, Exchange format (state, partnership, federal), Plan Management vision and components, approach rationale, and next steps.



		2:20 pm

		Break

		

		



		2:30 pm

		Plan Management Component Workflow

via SERFF

		NAIC Staff

		NAIC staff will demonstrate prototype workflow in SERFF involving plan submission, review and communication with an Exchange.



		3:00 pm

		Roundtable Plan Management Discussions

		

		Roundtable information sharing.



		3:45 pm

		Plan Management Requirements Gathering



		NAIC Staff

		NAIC staff will facilitate compiling suggestions/ requirements to support Plan Management functions.



		4:30 pm

		Frequency of Meetings



		NAIC Staff

		The group will discuss communication needs, frequency of meetings and updates, etc.  



		4:45 pm

		Additional Assistance

		

		Open forum for identifying other areas in which NAIC support may be desired.
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Republican Governors Association 

SENIOR STAFF RETREAT 
 
 
 

Coronado, CA 
June 16-17, 2011 
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Agenda 

• Stakeholder Engagement: the Utah Experience 

• What States Face in the Wake of PPACA 

• Exchanges: A Look at State Actions 

• Takeaways & Lessons Learned 

 

2 
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3 

The Utah Health Exchange 

• Governance 
o Operates within the Governor’s Office of Economic Development 

(GOED) 

• Structure 
o Market organizer; not a selective contractor 

• Purpose 
o On-line comparison, application, enrollment, and premium 

aggregation 
o Standardizes plan information; not the plans themselves 
o Facilitates the Utah Defined Contribution Market 

 Small Group  
• Limited Launch, August 2009 
• Full launch, September 2010 
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Similarities 
Massachusetts 

• State-based solution designed to 
be responsive to state-specific 
issues, customs, business 
practices, etc. 
 

• Consumer-centered approach 
 

• Achieved broad, bipartisan 
consensus supporting the basic 
reform elements  

 

Utah 
• State-based solution designed to 

be responsive to state-specific 
issues, customs, business 
practices, etc. 
 

• Consumer-centered approach 
 

• Achieved broad, bipartisan 
consensus supporting the basic 
reform elements 
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Differences (I)  
Massachusetts 

• Individual mandate 

• Employer mandate 

• Government role is contracting agent 

• Established Massachusetts Connector 

Authority with broad regulatory 

responsibilities 

• Efforts began in individual market 

• Acted first on public sector reforms; 

now rolling out private insurance 

market reforms 

Utah 
• No individual mandate 

• No employer mandate 

• Government role is market facilitator 

• Regulatory authority strictly limited 

to establishment of electronic data 

standards 

 

• Efforts began in small group market 

• Began by implementing private 

market reforms first; public sector 

reforms to follow 
12397



Differences (II) 
Massachusetts 

• No risk adjustment mechanism 
included 
 
 

• Upfront appropriation of $25 
million; ongoing funding through 
retention of a portion of premium 
 
 

• Staff of approximately 45 
employees 

 

Utah 
• Risk adjustment mechanism 

established to deal with adverse 
selection issues 
 

• Upfront appropriation of 
$600,000; ongoing funding 
through annual appropriation and 
technology fees; self-sustaining 
threshold  
 

• Staff of 3 employees 
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Utah Health Exchange Status Report 

• 100%  employer renewal rate from Limited Launch 

• Average 42% growth rate every month since full launch 

• 130 employers currently participating 

• 20% of employers currently participating previously offered no 

coverage 
• 24% of the business groups participating in the Exchange 

previously offered coverage with an insurance carrier not 
participating in the exchange  

• 92% of the businesses participating in the Exchange use a broker 

• ~3500 covered lives  
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Stakeholder Engagement 

8 

2007 Community Coalition calls for sweeping reforms 
• Salt Lake Chamber of Commerce 
• United Way of Salt Lake 

 
2008 Legislative Task Force established; with extensive support from Executive Branch 
agencies, convenes Perspective-Oriented Work Groups 

• Community Group 
• Business Group 
• Hospital Group 
• Non-hospital Provider Group 
• Insurance Group (carriers and producers) 

 
2009 Legislative Task Force reauthorized; new approach calls for Task-Oriented Work 
Groups 

• Affordability and Access Group 
• Transparency and Quality Group 
• Oversight and Implementation Group 
 

2010 Task-Oriented Work Groups 
• Oversight and Implementation Group 
• Cost Containment Group 
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9 

 

2010 2014 2013 2012 2011 2017 2016 2015 2018 

HHS must determine if 
states have made 
sufficient progress in 
developing exchange 

Jan 1, 2014 
Premium tax credits 
available for 
enrollees under 
400% FPL 

March 23, 2011 
Deadline for HHS 
Secretary to award 
Exchange grants 

Jan 1, 2015 
Exchange must be 
financially self-
sustaining 

Jan - May Non bi-
cameral State 
legislatures 
convene 

Jan 1, 2017 
Large group 
Exchange to go live 

Jan 1, 2014 State 
Exchanges required 
to go live 

July 1, 2010 
Healthcare.gov 
goes live, 
simulating first 
Exchange 

Preliminary 
insurance  
regulations take 
affect 

Jan 1, 2015 
Employer & 
Individual mandates 
in effect 

Jan 1, 2016 States 
must choose to 
engage in 
healthcare Choice 
Compacts 

PPACA Timeline 
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PPACA: Early Decisions for States 

1. Will the state establish the Exchange or default to the 

Secretary of HHS? 

2. How will the Exchange be governed? 

3. How will the Exchange be structured? 

4. What functions will the exchange perform? 

5. What implementation time line will the state follow? 
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Exchange Capabilities and Services Fall 
Into Three Categories 

11 

 Core Functions—essential to select and enroll in a plan 
 

 Ancillary Functions—non-core, non-mandated 
capabilities 

 
 Mandated Functions—required to satisfy PPACA 
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Core Functions 

12 

Portal / Web site 

Enrollment Interface 

  

Health 
Plan 
#1 

Plan Comparison Interface 

  

Health 
Plan 
#2 

Health 
Plan 
#3 

Health 
Plan 
#4 

Employee 
or 

Consumer 

Carrier 
1 

Carrier 
2 

Carrier 
3 

Administration Interface 

Carrier 
4 

Communication Interface 

  

  

Admin, Life Events, etc. 

Billing or Invoices 
  

      

Employer 
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The Utah Model 

13 

Portal / Web site 

Enrollment Interface 

  

Carrier 
1 

Carrier 
2 

Carrier 
3 

Health 
Plan 
#1 

 
Plan Comparison Interface 

 

  

Health 
Plan 
#2 

Health 
Plan 
#3 

Health 
Plan 
#4 

Administration Interface 

Carrier 
4 

Communication Interface 

  

  

Employee 
or 

Consumer 
  

      

True 
Exchange 

Premium Aggregation 

Admin, Life Events, etc. 

Billing  & Invoices 

Employer 

Consumer Decision 
Support Tools 

12405



Mandated Exchange Functions 

14 

Portal / Web site 

Enrollment 
and 

Eligibility 
Interface 

Carrier 
1 

Carrier 
2 

Carrier 
3 

Health 
Plan 
#1 

Plan Comparison Interface 
Health 

Plan 
#2 

Health 
Plan 
#3 

Administration Interface 

Communication Interface 

TREASURY 

HOME LAND 
SECURITY 

IRS 

HHS 

SOCIAL 
SECURITY 

Verify Citizenship 

Verify Income 

Tax Credits 

Verify Residency 

STATE 
Medicaid 

Eligibility 

Reporting 

Subsidies 

Cost Reduction 

TPA 
Customer 
Service 
Financials 
Risk  
Adjustment 

Notifications 

Pay Premiums 

Employee 
or  

Consumer 

Billing or Invoices 

Employee 
or 

Consumer 
Admin, Life Events, etc. 

Customer Service 

ONLINE 
CALCULATOR 
Display Total 

Costs 

Health 
Plan 
#4 

Carrier 
4 

State 
Insurance 

Agency 
 

Certify, Recertify 
Decertify 

Health Plans 

Navigator Guidance 

Data 
Service  

Hub 
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15 

 
 
 

States with a Functioning  Public Exchange 

Functioning State Exchanges 

DC 

Hawaii 

Alaska 
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PPACA Compliance 

States with PPACA Compliant Exchanges 

Hawaii 

Alaska 

DC 
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Federal Funding for Exchanges (I) 

Planning & Establishment Grant  Applied 
for and Awarded 

Hawaii 

Alaska 

DC 
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Early Innovator Grant Recipient  

Alaska 

Federal Funding for Exchanges (II) 

DC 

Hawaii 
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Alaska 

Federal Funding for Exchanges (III) 

DC 

Hawaii 

Rejected, Returned, Intend to Return, or 
Halted Use of PPACA Federal Funds 
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Alaska 

Federal Funding for Exchanges (IV) 

DC 

Hawaii 

Level I Round One Grant Recipient 
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 Hawaii 

Alaska 

DC Study Committee 

Legislation Failed 

Legislation Pending 

Alternative Authority 

No Bill 

Establishment Legislation  

State Exchange Implementation Authority  
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Takeaways 

22 

• Most states will initiate efforts to build an exchange, 
though largely on their own terms 

 
• Exchanges  will be used as tools to reform Medicaid  

 
• Fully functioning, PPACA compliant exchanges by 2014 is 

questionable 
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Lessons Learned 

23 

1. Support and cooperation within and across state government is key 

2. Define your vision; begin with the end in mind 

3. Identify specific problems to be addressed 

4. Demography is destiny 

5. Develop a general timeline; include aggressive but reasonable deadlines 

6. Implement in phases 

7. Leverage existing resources 

8. Commit to systemic change 

9. Engage stakeholders early and often and in a cooperative dynamic 

10. Measure and report progress on a regular basis 
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Leavitt Partners, LLC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Salt Lake City Office 
299 South Main Street 
Suite #2300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 

Washington DC Office 
1776 I Street, NW 
9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20006 

Phone: (801) 656-9716 
www.leavittpartners.com 
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Republican Governors Association 

SENIOR STAFF RETREAT 
 
 
 

Coronado, CA 
June 16-17, 2011 
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Agenda 

• Stakeholder Engagement: the Utah Experience 

• What States Face in the Wake of PPACA 

• Exchanges: A Look at State Actions 

• Takeaways & Lessons Learned 

 

2 
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3 

The Utah Health Exchange 

• Governance 
o Operates within the Governor’s Office of Economic Development 

(GOED) 

• Structure 
o Market organizer; not a selective contractor 

• Purpose 
o On-line comparison, application, enrollment, and premium 

aggregation 
o Standardizes plan information; not the plans themselves 
o Facilitates the Utah Defined Contribution Market 

 Small Group  
• Limited Launch, August 2009 
• Full launch, September 2010 
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Similarities 
Massachusetts 

• State-based solution designed to 
be responsive to state-specific 
issues, customs, business 
practices, etc. 
 

• Consumer-centered approach 
 

• Achieved broad, bipartisan 
consensus supporting the basic 
reform elements  

 

Utah 
• State-based solution designed to 

be responsive to state-specific 
issues, customs, business 
practices, etc. 
 

• Consumer-centered approach 
 

• Achieved broad, bipartisan 
consensus supporting the basic 
reform elements 
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Differences (I)  
Massachusetts 

• Individual mandate 

• Employer mandate 

• Government role is contracting agent 

• Established Massachusetts Connector 

Authority with broad regulatory 

responsibilities 

• Efforts began in individual market 

• Acted first on public sector reforms; 

now rolling out private insurance 

market reforms 

Utah 
• No individual mandate 

• No employer mandate 

• Government role is market facilitator 

• Regulatory authority strictly limited 

to establishment of electronic data 

standards 

 

• Efforts began in small group market 

• Began by implementing private 

market reforms first; public sector 

reforms to follow 
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Differences (II) 
Massachusetts 

• No risk adjustment mechanism 
included 
 
 

• Upfront appropriation of $25 
million; ongoing funding through 
retention of a portion of premium 
 
 

• Staff of approximately 45 
employees 

 

Utah 
• Risk adjustment mechanism 

established to deal with adverse 
selection issues 
 

• Upfront appropriation of 
$600,000; ongoing funding 
through annual appropriation and 
technology fees; self-sustaining 
threshold  
 

• Staff of 3 employees 
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Utah Health Exchange Status Report 

• 100%  employer renewal rate from Limited Launch 

• Average 42% growth rate every month since full launch 

• 130 employers currently participating 

• 20% of employers currently participating previously offered no 

coverage 
• 24% of the business groups participating in the Exchange 

previously offered coverage with an insurance carrier not 
participating in the exchange  

• 92% of the businesses participating in the Exchange use a broker 

• ~3500 covered lives  
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Stakeholder Engagement 

8 

2007 Community Coalition calls for sweeping reforms 
• Salt Lake Chamber of Commerce 
• United Way of Salt Lake 

 
2008 Legislative Task Force established; with extensive support from Executive Branch 
agencies, convenes Perspective-Oriented Work Groups 

• Community Group 
• Business Group 
• Hospital Group 
• Non-hospital Provider Group 
• Insurance Group (carriers and producers) 

 
2009 Legislative Task Force reauthorized; new approach calls for Task-Oriented Work 
Groups 

• Affordability and Access Group 
• Transparency and Quality Group 
• Oversight and Implementation Group 
 

2010 Task-Oriented Work Groups 
• Oversight and Implementation Group 
• Cost Containment Group 
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2010 2014 2013 2012 2011 2017 2016 2015 2018 

HHS must determine if 
states have made 
sufficient progress in 
developing exchange 

Jan 1, 2014 
Premium tax credits 
available for 
enrollees under 
400% FPL 

March 23, 2011 
Deadline for HHS 
Secretary to award 
Exchange grants 

Jan 1, 2015 
Exchange must be 
financially self-
sustaining 

Jan - May Non bi-
cameral State 
legislatures 
convene 

Jan 1, 2017 
Large group 
Exchange to go live 

Jan 1, 2014 State 
Exchanges required 
to go live 

July 1, 2010 
Healthcare.gov 
goes live, 
simulating first 
Exchange 

Preliminary 
insurance  
regulations take 
affect 

Jan 1, 2015 
Employer & 
Individual mandates 
in effect 

Jan 1, 2016 States 
must choose to 
engage in 
healthcare Choice 
Compacts 

PPACA Timeline 
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PPACA: Early Decisions for States 

1. Will the state establish the Exchange or default to the 

Secretary of HHS? 

2. How will the Exchange be governed? 

3. How will the Exchange be structured? 

4. What functions will the exchange perform? 

5. What implementation time line will the state follow? 
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Exchange Capabilities and Services Fall 
Into Three Categories 

11 

 Core Functions—essential to select and enroll in a plan 
 

 Ancillary Functions—non-core, non-mandated 
capabilities 

 
 Mandated Functions—required to satisfy PPACA 
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Core Functions 

12 
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Enrollment Interface 
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The Utah Model 
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Portal / Web site 

Enrollment Interface 
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Mandated Exchange Functions 

14 

Portal / Web site 
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States with a Functioning  Public Exchange 

Functioning State Exchanges 

DC 

Hawaii 

Alaska 
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PPACA Compliance 

States with PPACA Compliant Exchanges 

Hawaii 

Alaska 

DC 
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Federal Funding for Exchanges (I) 

Planning & Establishment Grant  Applied 
for and Awarded 

Hawaii 

Alaska 

DC 
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Early Innovator Grant Recipient  

Alaska 

Federal Funding for Exchanges (II) 

DC 
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Alaska 
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Rejected, Returned, Intend to Return, or 
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Alaska 
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 Hawaii 
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DC Study Committee 

Legislation Failed 

Legislation Pending 

Alternative Authority 
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Takeaways 

22 

• Most states will initiate efforts to build an exchange, 
though largely on their own terms 

 
• Exchanges  will be used as tools to reform Medicaid  

 
• Fully functioning, PPACA compliant exchanges by 2014 is 

questionable 
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Lessons Learned 

23 

1. Support and cooperation within and across state government is key 

2. Define your vision; begin with the end in mind 

3. Identify specific problems to be addressed 

4. Demography is destiny 

5. Develop a general timeline; include aggressive but reasonable deadlines 

6. Implement in phases 

7. Leverage existing resources 

8. Commit to systemic change 

9. Engage stakeholders early and often and in a cooperative dynamic 

10. Measure and report progress on a regular basis 
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Leavitt Partners, LLC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Salt Lake City Office 
299 South Main Street 
Suite #2300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 

Washington DC Office 
1776 I Street, NW 
9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20006 

Phone: (801) 656-9716 
www.leavittpartners.com 
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From: Lindsay Russell
To: Lindsay Russell; Marie Sanderson
Cc: ,; ,; Adam.nordstrom@cch-llc.com; Andrew Silvestri; Andrew.Wiens@ks.gov; aparis@state.pa.us;

Beth.Tipps@tn.gov; bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; blackwellr2@michigan.gov; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us;
brandymarty03@gmail.com; Brian.McManus2@eog.myflorida.com; brian@nevadadc.org;
Brittany.A.Smith@governor.ohio.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; chris.finkbeiner@gmail.com;
Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov; cnewman@prfaa.pr.gov; colleen.g.buck@gmail.com; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov;
debbie@  dhiowa@gmail.com; Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; Doug.Hoelscher@iowa.gov;
ehames@georgia.gov; jabot10@gmail.com; jamie.shuster@gmail.com; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov;
janelcausey@gmail.com; jboeyink34@gmail.com; jbranstett@state.pa.us;
Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov; jhurst6@gmail.com; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us; jmcallahan@state.pa.us;
john.katz@alaska.gov; JohnPatrick.Walsh@eog.myflorida.com; Jonathan Ringo; katyoder_99@yahoo.com;
kevinpatteson@gmail.com; kip.knudson@alaska.gov; Kristi.Craig@governor.virginia.gov; ktartaglia@state.pa.us;
Landon.fulmer@ks.gov; lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov; lauren.lepage@maine.gov;
Margaret.Whatley@finance.alabama.gov; marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us; Mark.Cate@tn.gov;
mcbrideb@michigan.gov; Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; michelle.dynes@wyo.gov; Mike Schrimpf;
Moore, Brian, GOV; nguillemard@prfaa.com; rebmyers@state.pa.us; rick.perez@guam.gov;
Rob.Jakubik@eog.myflorida.com; Rojas, Elizabeth; RSerote@az.gov; RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov;
russ.kelly@alaska.gov; ryan@nevadadc.org; Seth Levey; shawnpreese@gmail.com; Stafford Olivia Palmieri;
Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov; travisrichmond@gmail.com; ts@rubicondc.com;
twatkins@prfaa.com; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us; Will.Cromer@tn.gov; wkloiber@gmail.com;
wstruble@hotmail.com; Anne.Cassity@LA.GOV; Becky.Kikkert@wisconsin.gov; Billy.Millwee@hhsc.state.tx.us;
Carol.Steckel@la.gov; Darin.J.Gordon@tn.gov; david.tanner@opd.state.ga.us; dcook@dch.ga.gov;
deb.bowman@state.sd.us; Dennisg.smith@wi.gov; Henry.Davis@medicaid.alabama.gov; jtlane@la.gov;
Kimberly.Liedl@wisconsin.gov; kristine.martin@alaska.gov; krogers@georgia.gov; larry.iversen@state.sd.us;
mike.lesmann@alaska.gov; nthurston@utah.gov; R.Bob.Mullins@medicaid.alabama.gov;
Robin.Rawls@medicaid.alabama.gov; Rteague@gov.state.ga.us; Smith, Dennis G - DHS;
sverma@seemavermaconsulting.com; Teel, Katrin; tonykeck@gmail.com; valerie.j.harr@dhs.state.nj.us

Subject: RGPPC Haelth Care Exchange Survey
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2012 10:40:26 AM

To: Action officers
To:  RGPPC Healthcare advisors
 
Good morning,
 
Early last week the RGPPC healthcare subcommittee leadership met with healthcare advisors on
Capitol Hill regarding near term healthcare issues. The Senate Finance and House Energy and
Commerce Committees have requested that we poll states with some specific healthcare exchange
questions.   This is in line with RGPPC charge to help the Hill with oversight. 
 
Please take a few moments to answer the attached  survey. Please let me know if you have any
questions or if I can be of any assistance to you.
 
Thank you for your time,
 
 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/RGPPC_PPACA
 
 
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C: (  | lrussell
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Obamacare at Year 2: Broken Presidential Promises and Hidden Costs: 

• Broken Presidential Promise #1: Under Obamacare, “If you like your plan, you’ll be able to keep it.”   
o McKinsey and Company survey of more than 1,300 companies found that 30% of all employers – and 

more than 50% of employers well-informed about the healthcare law – will “definitely or probably” stop 
offering healthcare coverage in 2014.” 
 

• Broken Presidential Promise #2: Obamacare will “lower your premiums by $2500 per family per year.” 
o The annual Kaiser Family Foundation survey of employer-provided insurance found that average family 

premiums totaled $12,860 in 2008, $13,375 in 2009, $13,770 in 2010, and $15,073 in 2011. Premiums 
already have risen by $2,213 since President Obama took office.  
 

• Broken Promise #3: Obamacare will not add “one dime to our deficits.” 
o American Action Forum President and former Director of the Congressional Budget Office Director 

Douglas Holtz-Eakin has written that under a realistic set of assumptions, the law will increase the deficit 
by at least $500 billion in its first 10 years and more than $1.5 trillion in its second decade (FY 2020-29). 
 

• Hidden Costs to the Nation: Obamacare’s regulatory red tape has hurt economic growth and job creation 
o To date, Obamacare has imposed $9.7 billion in national private-sector burdens, $2.2 billion in state costs, 

and more than 40.2 million paperwork burden hours.   
 

• Hidden Costs to Oklahoma: 
o In Oklahoma, Obamacare has already imposed a regulatory burden on state businesses and residents 

totaling more than $135.5 million. 

 

Obamacare at the Supreme Court:  The federal government’s dramatic Medicaid expansion coerces states 

• Obamacare’s dramatic Medicaid expansion transforms the state-based Medicaid program and creates a new 
mandatory federal entitlement program that will bankrupt States. 
 

• The Medicaid expansion is unconstitutionally coercive because States that do not follow the expansion 
prescribed in the ACA will lose ALL of their federal Medicaid funds.  

 
• The American Action Forum’s Medicaid amicus brief uses Medicaid data to show that the economic impact of 

losing ALL Medicaid funds would require states nationwide to raise taxes by more than 34.4 percent or slash 
existing budgets by 22.5 percent. 

 
• In Oklahoma, the economic impact of losing ALL Federal Medicaid funds to avoid Obamacare’s dramatic 

Medicaid expansion would require the state to raise taxes by more than 34.9 percent or slash the budget by  
24.4 percent. 
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Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC) Health Care Reform Principles: 

1. Health Care Reform Should Emphasize Health: Health and well-being are determined by more than health 
services used. Employment, education and personal choices strongly influence the overall health of each 
American.  Unfortunately, the health care law undermines employment and limits personal choice.  Meaningful 
reform should emphasize health by expanding economic opportunity and aligning incentives for Americans to 
make healthier personal choices that can drive improvements throughout the health care system. 

2. Responsibility is Best Fostered through Individual Incentives and not an Oppressive Federal Mandate 
that Violates the Economic Freedoms of Americans: Americans should be in control of their health and the 
decisions regarding their care. Individuals and families, not governments, are best able to decide the right 
course of action, which is why price and quality transparency are essential to meaningful reform. 

3. Health Care Reform Should Enable Medicaid to Restore and Maintain the Economic Independence as 
well as Health Status of the Neediest Americans: Medicaid should be a bridge, not a barrier, to 
independence. Public assistance programs should be designed to offer support for disabled Americans and help 
individuals return to or maintain economic independence as well as health status. 

4. Health Care Reform Should Increase Design Flexibility in Medicaid and the Private Insurance Market 
to Improve Coverage Choices: Increasing design flexibility in Medicaid and the private insurance market will 
strengthen access to care for patients, reduce the regulatory burden that increases the cost of care and lead to 
innovative care management programs.  

5. Health Care Reform Should Align Delivery System Incentives to Improve the Value of Patient Care: 
Delivery incentives should be aligned to focus on quality, value-based and patient-centered programs that work 
together to improve health -- driving value over volume, quality over quantity, while also containing costs. 

6. Health Care Reform Should Foster State Innovation to Improve Health care Systems: States are best 
able to make decisions about the design of their health care systems based on the needs, culture and values of 
their citizens. Reform should reduce the federal disruption in state and local health care markets while 
increasing accountability. 

7.  Health Care Reform Should Address Unsustainable Spending at the Family, State and Federal Levels 
to Ease the Debt Burden that Threatens our Future: Families, states, and the federal government face a 
dangerous budgetary outlook made worse by this health care law.  The budget problem is spending -- and 
correcting it means empowering individuals and fixing the tax code to remove hidden costs from the health care 
system. 
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From: Eric Bradshaw
To: Eric Bradshaw
Subject: Ritze Notes Growing Opposition to State-Run Health Exchanges
Date: Tuesday, October 04, 2011 10:11:50 AM
Attachments: Mike Ritze 80.jpg

 
Oklahoma House of Representatives

Media Division
October 4, 2011

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Contact: State Rep. Mike Ritze
Capitol: (405) 557-7338
 

Ritze Notes Growing Opposition to State-Run Health Exchanges
 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Citing growing national opposition, state Rep. Mike Ritze said today
Oklahoma lawmakers should oppose any and all attempts to create a state-run health care
exchange, especially when Oklahomans have voted overwhelmingly to opt out of the federal
health care plan.
            “ObamaCare has created a dilemma for state legislators. The new law says that the
federal government will step in and create an exchange if the states don’t set up their own
while essentially restricting their ability to innovate if they choose to implement one at the
state level,” Ritze (R-Broken Arrow) said. “The federal government is offering money and
basically saying that there’ll be a specific type of exchange whether we act or not. Even so, I
think we owe it to our constituents to resist attempts to coerce us into taking any part in the
plan.”
            Ritze said governors in several states – including Louisiana, Texas, New Mexico,
Florida, Georgia and Idaho – have come out in opposition to state exchanges. He noted that
Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal and Florida Gov. Rick Scott both have an extensive
background in health-care issues.
            Ritze said that while a state-run exchange could be run cheaply, Oklahoma has a tight
budget and should not commit any funding to the unpopular proposal. Exchanges would
administer the purchase and transfer of health insurance, meaning the government would be
the gatekeeper in your health care decisions, he said.
            “We do not have an ideal marketplace for insurance right now, because employers are
the ones making choices about the plans rather than consumers,” Ritze said. “The exchange
will not solve the problem, and will in fact put further restrictions on insurers and consumers.
It takes us further a way from a free-market system and that’s only going to make things
worse.”
            Ritze also said the exchanges would be a “headache” for consumers.
            “To properly assess your insurance options through these exchanges, it will be a lot
like doing your taxes, except there won’t be an ‘EZ’ form,” Ritze said. “You’re going to have
to go through a lot of information and I’m not sure the exchange is going to make things
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easier.”
            Ritze, a physician and surgeon, said state lawmakers should open up the health care
system to free market forces.
            “There are more than 100 health care companies available, but we are federally
mandated and restricted to only purchase from four to six in Oklahoma. Japan, in contrast,
has more than 5,000 health care insurance companies to choose from. Increased competition
will lead to lower prices and better products. It’s the way to go,” Ritze said.
 

-30-
 
 

NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt
from disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this
email by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any
disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in
reliance on it, is prohibited and unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not
warrant any e-mail transmission received as being virus free, and disclaims any
liability for losses or damages arising from the use of this e-mail or its attachments.
Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer virus exposure by opening
or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or recourse against
the House by doing so.
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From: Ray Carter
To: Ray Carter
Subject: Ritze Urges State to Turn Down ObamaCare Money
Date: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 10:27:00 AM

 
Oklahoma House of Representatives

Media Division
March 1, 2011

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Contact: State Rep. Mike Ritze
Capitol: (405) 557-7338
 

Ritze Urges State to Turn Down ObamaCare Money
 
OKLAHOMA CITY – State Rep. Mike Ritze, one of two doctors serving in the Oklahoma
Legislature, today called on state officials to turn down $54 million that would be used to
implement the new federal health care law.
            “The people of Oklahoma voted to opt out of ObamaCare last November, our new state
attorney general has filed a lawsuit arguing that the federal law it unconstitutional, and a
nullification bill is now moving through the Oklahoma Legislature,” said Ritze, R-Broken
Arrow. “To accept this federal money and the associated red tape completely undermines
Oklahomans’ clearly expressed opposition to ObamaCare and actually marries our state to
ObamaCare.  The voters have told us not to accept ObamaCare in Oklahoma, and we should
respect their wishes.”
            It was recently announced that Oklahoma would receive a $54 million “Early Innovators”
Health Insurance Exchange Grant as part of the new federal health care law, commonly referred
to as “ObamaCare.”
            The exchanges created by the federal law would provide a government-regulated
marketplace of insurance plans for individuals without health care or small companies. Plans
listed on the exchange would have to meet coverage requirements and standards prescribed by
ObamaCare.

The grant application, officially called the Cooperative Agreements to Support
Innovative Exchange Information Technology Systems, is a 41-page document outlining the
purpose, authority, and background of the funding “opportunity” as well as eligibility
requirements states must meet in order to qualify. 

“By accepting the exchange money, Oklahoma will be in lock-step with ObamaCare,”
Ritze said. “Furthermore, several independent insurance brokers in Oklahoma are concerned
about the impact the exchanges will have on their private businesses. The exchanges operate
contrary to the free enterprise system and most likely will put the independent insurance broker
out of business.”
 

-30-
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt
from disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email
by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure,
copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is
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prohibited and unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail
transmission received as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for losses or
damages arising from the use of this e-mail or its attachments. Recipients of e-mail
assume the risk of possible computer virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-mail
and its attachments, and waive any right or recourse against the House by doing so.
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From: Ray Carter
To: Ray Carter
Subject: Ritze: Health Care Exchange is Path to Socialized Medicine
Date: Friday, April 15, 2011 10:27:51 AM
Attachments: Ritze, Mike.jpg

 
Oklahoma House of Representatives

Media Division
April 15, 2011

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Contact: State Rep. Mike Ritze
Capitol: (405) 557-7338
 

Ritze: Health Care Exchange is Path to Socialized Medicine
 
OKLAHOMA CITY – State Rep. Mike Ritze said today that he opposes any and all attempts
to create a health care exchange in Oklahoma, regardless of whether or not state officials
accept a $54 million federal grant.
            “As the House author of the state question that Oklahomans passed last November to
opt-out of ObamaCare, I feel this new exchange proposal is the same old path to socialized
medicine,” said Ritze, R-Broken Arrow. “The free market can adopt this approach and we do
not need any government involvement with an exchange, especially at the cost of one million
state dollars that we do not have.”
            He noted that Utah’s exchange model has already failed, along with those established
in Massachusetts, Oregon and Tennessee, costing millions of tax dollars.
            Ritze, a physician and surgeon, said state lawmakers should focus on opening up the
health care system to free market forces.
            “Senator Brown and I introduced Senate Bill 57 to open up the free market of health
care to make buying health care insurance the same as purchasing homeowner’s or car
insurance. Under that measure, Oklahoma would enter compacts to allow citizens to shop for
insurance across state lines. There are more than 100 health care companies available, but we
are federally mandated and restricted to only purchase from four to six in Oklahoma. Japan,
in contrast, has more than 5,000 health care insurance companies to choose from. Increased
competition will lead to lower prices and better products.”
            Ritze noted that he also introduced House Bill 1276 this session. The legislation
would nullify ObamaCare in Oklahoma.
            “Oklahoma and 12 other states have had legislation introduced to nullify
ObamaCare,” Ritze said. “I think it is the appropriate action to take considering how many
Americans oppose the federal health care law.”
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NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt
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from disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this
email by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any
disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in
reliance on it, is prohibited and unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not
warrant any e-mail transmission received as being virus free, and disclaims any
liability for losses or damages arising from the use of this e-mail or its attachments.
Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer virus exposure by opening
or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or recourse against
the House by doing so.
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From: Matt Robison
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Rules on exchanges
Date: Monday, March 12, 2012 4:55:21 PM
Attachments: CH78576312.pdf

 
To:                       Oklahomans for Free Market Health Solutions
From:                  Matt Robison
Date:                   March 12, 2012
Re:                       CMS Exchange Rules released
 
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has released the final rules governing the health insurance exchanges as required by the federal Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act.  A copy of those rules is attached.
 
Please remember we are having a coalition meeting tomorrow, Tuesday, March 13th from noon - 1:00 p.m. at The State Chamber office.  We will be discussing the options
available to us after last week's decision by the legislative leadership to not hear SB 1629 which was the measure to create an Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace.
 
Looking forward to our discussion tomorrow.
 
 
Matt Robison
Vice President Government Affairs
The State Chamber of Oklahoma
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From: SERFF Marketing
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Save the Date - Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forum 4
Date: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:08:24 PM

The SERFF team will be holding its fourth NAIC Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management Forum

on Thursday, May 3 in Kansas City, MO.  This day-long forum will include updates and presentations

from NAIC staff related to the progress on leveraging SERFF to assist states in plan management

responsibilities for the health insurance exchanges.

**DETAILS ON HOTEL AND FORUM REGISTRATION COMING SOON. SEPARATE
REGISTRATION REQUIRED**

Thank you and we hope to see you in May!

 

---

To unsubscribe from the "SERFF Marketing generic list" service, send an email to
serffnews@naic.org with subject: Unsubscribe

To unsubscribe from all NAIC Electronic Services, send a blank email to
optoutservices@naic.org

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE

This message and any attachments are from the NAIC and are intended
only for the addressee. Information contained herein is
confidential, and may be privileged or exempt from disclosure
pursuant to applicable federal or state law. This message is not
intended as a waiver of the confidential, privileged or exempted
status of the information transmitted. Unauthorized forwarding,
printing, copying, distribution or use of such information is
strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the
addressee, please promptly delete this message and notify the
sender of the delivery error by e-mail or by calling the NAIC Help
Desk at (816)783-8500.
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From: Malia Bennett
To: bennett@oksenate.gov
Subject: SB 1629 is on hold pending Supreme Court action
Date: Thursday, March 08, 2012 5:05:43 PM
Attachments: image001.png

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

OKLAHOMA STATE LEGISLATURE
 

March 8, 2012
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Nathan Atkins                                                                      John Estus                                                                            
405.521.5605                                                                       405.962.7674 desk, 405.706.0084 cell          
atkins@oksenate.gov                                                         john.estus@okhouse.gov
 
                                               

SB 1629 is on hold pending Supreme Court action
 
OKLAHOMA CITY – The Legislature will wait until after the U.S. Supreme Court rules on the constitutionality of the federal
health care law before proceeding with Senate Bill 1629, legislators announced Thursday.
 
The U.S. Supreme Court is expected to rule this summer, perhaps as early as June, on a legal challenge brought by several
states alleging the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act is unconstitutional.
 
Should the high court overturn the law, the possibility exists that health insurance exchanges would not be necessary. And
should the high court uphold the federal law, nuances within the majority opinion could help legislators craft the most
effective Oklahoma-based marketplace possible to defend against the imposition of a federal exchange.
 
Given these dynamics, legislative leaders and the chairmen of the Joint Committee of Federal Health Care Law have opted to
wait until the outcome of the Supreme Court proceedings before moving further forward with SB 1629. If the court upholds
the law, the Legislature is already prepared to continue defending against federal intervention into the Oklahoma health care
market.
 
“There are many common-sense solutions conservatives can agree on to lower the cost of healthcare, expand access and
choices to more individuals, and increase the quality of our care – all through tried-and-true principles of the free market,”
said Sen. Gary Stanislawski, R-Tulsa, co-chairman of the Joint Committee on Federal Health Care Law.
 
“These are ideas worth pursuing, and we eagerly await the Supreme Court’s repeal of ObamaCare so we can begin the very
serious business of addressing our healthcare challenges with solutions that expand freedom instead of government,”
Stanislawski said.
 
The Joint Committee on Federal Health Care Law met five times throughout the interim to determine the effect the law will
have on Oklahoma. Among its recommendations was to craft a state-based marketplace in order to prevent the federal
government from imposing a federal exchange in Oklahoma.
 
“If the court doesn’t reject this law as we hope, developing a state-based exchange remains our best defense against unwanted
federal intervention,” said Rep. Glen Mulready, R-Tulsa, the committee’s other co-chairman. “We think we have fashioned a
good plan. We are willing to wait to ensure we have the best possible solution to protect Oklahoma from federal intervention.”
 
Legislative leaders supported the committee co-chairmen’s decision.
 
“Republicans in the state Senate will do everything in our power to block ObamaCare in Oklahoma. When President Obama
rammed through a trillion dollar unconstitutional assault on the healthcare freedom of Oklahomans, he proved his values are
fundamentally at odds with ours,” said Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman, R-Sapulpa. “The fight to preserve
healthcare freedom is far from over.”
 
“Developing a state-based solution has always been and remains the best, most realistic way to defend against a federal
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exchange. The reality is we’re not yet at the point where we absolutely have to deploy that defense,” said House Speaker Kris
Steele, R-Shawnee. “Should the time come, we’ll be prepared to act thanks to the groundwork the committee has laid for us.”
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November 1 12 

~tate of ~outb Qearolina 
®ffite of tbe ~obernor 

Honorable Kathleen Sebelius 
U.S. Department of Health & Human Services 
200 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20201 

Dear Secretary Sebelius, 

1205 PENDLETON STREET 
COLUMBIA 2920! 

\Vi th approaching deadline for states to decide if we intend to participate in the health care 
program created by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), I 

thought it \'Vas appropriate to make you aware of the decision South Carolina has made. 

Last year, I convened by Executive Order a committee of informed stakeholders in South 
Carolina known as the Health Planning Committee (Committee). The Committee investigated 
the implications for South Carolina of the health insurance exehanges envisioned under PP ACA. 
After several months of public meetings and external research, the Committee recommended that 
the state not pursue a state-based exchange because the operational rules were not yet defined 
and the limited flexibility that was offered to states. 

President Obama's re-election has not changed this nor has it ehanged my original 
decision: our state should not and will not set up a state-based healthcare 

the PPACA, the federal government is required to establish 
individual states choice to participate. Yet as we worked through the 

options available to South Carolina, it became abundantly that state "participation" was 
m name 

if \VC to participate, would be to submit a 
approval the Depar1ment of Health and lluman (HHS) that outlines 

operations. Yet "Blueprint" is subject to approval based on 
interpretations of current rule-making that remains incomplete. You are us to commit to 

that we even aware of 

the kinds of restrictions that led us to conclude that the 
at all. Instead, they simply along to the 
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fails to South Carolina 

incomplete 
portions of the 

czar Joel Ario 
can have the technical m 

In spite of our opposition to this law as a whole and to the component specifically, we 
have continued to do our participating in conference calls, meetings, and other forums as 
requested by your department to \Vork on technical issues affecting Medicaid's connection to the 
Federally-facilitated Exchange. 

We bel it is now time for HHS to do its part and provide all states with the final regulations 
and guidance on how state-based, partnership, and federally-facilitated exchanges will be 
up and running on October L 2013: or to announce a delay in the implementation deadline. The 
amount uncertainty in our economy is growing given the lack of information available from 
the federal government at a time when we can hardly afford it. 

NRH/kh 
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Kathleen Sebelius, Secretary 

Mary Fallin 
Governor 

November 19, 2012 

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) 
Center for Consumer Information & Insurance Oversight (CCIJO) 
200 Independence Avenue SW, Suite 739H 
Washington, DC 20201 

RE: Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 

Dear Secretary Sebelius, 

l am writing in response to the Department of Health and Human Services' (HHS) request that each 
state provide a declaration letter indicating their option for building a health insurance exchange as 
outlined in PPACA. While I remain deeply committed to the health of Oklahomans, it would be 
irresponsible of me to commit our state to the development of an insurance exchange based on the 
information provided by HHS to date. Our state will not establish a transitional reinsurance program as 
outlined in PPACA. However, Oklahoma will elect to make all final eligibility determinations for our 
citizens referred to Medicaid from a federal insurance exchange. 

I continue to believe there are viable market-based solutions that can be found to facilitate greater access 
to health insurance coverage in Oklahoma. My hope is that we can engage in future conversations that 
allow states the flexibility necessary to engage in true healthcare reform, create efficiencies m 
entitlement programs and empower individuals to take responsibility for their own health. 

The primary contact for the State of Oklahoma with regard to anything related to PP A CA is as follows: 

Terry Cline, PhD 
Secretary of Health and Human Services 
Oklahoma State Department of Health 
1000 N.E. 10th Street 
Oklahoma City, OK, 73117 
Phone: ( 405) 271-4200 

r;;,1µkw 
Mary Fallin 
Governor 
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Dear Governor: 

THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20201 

November 9, 2012 

Over the past two years, we have worked together as many of you began building your new 
health insurance marketplaces. The hard work you have engaged in has laid the foundation for 
providing access to quality affordable coverage for millions of Americans. Consumers in all 
fifty states and the District of Columbia will have access to insurance through these new 
marketplaces on January 1, 2014, as scheduled, with no delays. 

This Administration is committed to providing significant flexibility for building a marketplace 
that best meets your state's needs. We intend to issue further guidance to assist you in the very 
near future. Funding is now available to you no matter where you are in the process of 
establishing an Exchange and no matter whether you plan to run your own Exchange, partner 
with another state, or work with the federal government. In response to your request, we 
previously announced that states have until the end of2014 to apply for these federal funds and 
have the flexibility to use such funds both for building Exchanges and for associated start-up 
costs provided that a state's Exchange is not yet self-sustaining. The next application deadline 
for Level land Level 2 Exchange establishment grants is November 15, 2012. I encourage you 
to take advantage of these additional resources. 

As the date approaches for submission of your Blueprint for Approval of State-based and State 
Partnership Exchanges, we have heard from many states that additional time would allow you to 
submit a more comprehensive, complete Blueprint application for your Exchange. 

The deadline for a Declaration Letter for a State-based Exchange remains Friday, November 16, 
2012. However, today, in order to continue to provide you with appropriate technical support if 
you are pursuing a State-based Exchange, HHS is extending the deadline for State-based 
Exchange Blueprint application submissions to Friday, December 14, 2012. HHS will approve 
or conditionally approve the State-based Exchanges for 2014 by the statutory deadline of January 
1, 2013. 

Additionally, if you are pursuing a State Partnership Exchange, we will accept Declaration 
Letters and Blueprint Applications and make approval determinations for State Partnership 
Exchanges on a rolling basis. The finaJ deadline for both the Declaration Letter and Blueprint 
Appl'ication for State Partnership Exchanges that would be effective for 2014 has been extended 
to Friday, February 15, 2013. And states will be able to apply to run Exchanges in subsequent 
years. 
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November 9, 2012 
Page 2 

We are committed to providing you with the flexibility, resources, and technical assistance 
necessary to help you achieve successful implementation of your state's Exchange and look 
forward to continuing to work with you as we implement the health care law. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Sebelius 
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From: Kaleb Bennett
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Craig Perry; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Sen Brown
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 11:12:35 AM

Just spoke to Sen Brown again regarding the Exchange issue. FYI, he believes the bill will not get out of
his cmte without some changes.

He listed 3 he'd like to see: 1. Put oversight of the Exchange with Doak instead of the Health Care
Authority; 2. Remove the language regarding the federal funding and 3. Place a sunset on the
provisions in the bill.

I told him we wanted Cline instead of Doak because Cline is appointed. He understood but said Doak
was elected. I also told him we're working on language that spells out what we will and will not do as it
relates to the exchange and Obamacare. 

He said he's only talking to members of his caucus and isn't talking to the press, though they've
approached him a few times. Anyway he's still concerned about this tying us to Obamacare and still
feels the grant guidance spells out exactly that...despite our assurances to the contrary.
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From: Kaleb Bennett
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Senate Daily Report...because it is your job
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2011 5:30:47 PM

Agenda or notable bills passed by the full Senate, Thursday, April 07, 2011:
 
Regulatory reform
HB 1044, Rep. Faught (R-Muskogee), requires the legislature to approve all rules made by agencies
to facilitate administration of legislative policy. Passed 45 to 0.  Headed to the Governor’s desk.
 
Gun rights
HB 1511, Rep. Vaughn (R-Ponca City), celebrates the Supreme Court decision upholding 2nd
Amendment rights by establishing June 28th as 2nd Amendment Day. Passed 42 to 3.  Headed to
the Governor’s desk.
 
Elections
HB 1615, Rep. Banz (R-Midwest City), modifies dates for primary and special elections. Moves
primary elections to the last Tuesday in June each even-numbered year.  Passed 45 to 0.  Headed to
conference.
 
 
Failed in Senate committee:
 
Health Insurance Exchange
HB 1996, Sen. Brown. The bill was originally designed to modify terms regulating insurance
companies in the state.  Leadership intended the bill to be used as a vehicle for new exchange
language.  The bill initially received committee approval by a vote of 6 to 4 but Sen. Brown made a
mistake in explaining the bill after it was initially passed.  He explained the bill would be the new
exchange bill.  At that point Sen. Treat asked for a motion to reconsider the vote.  The bill then failed
to pass committee by a vote of 4 to 4.  No actual exchange language was in the bill, so the language
remains alive. 
 
 
Agenda or notable bills passed by Senate committees, Thursday, April 07, 2011:
HB 1439, Rep. Vaughn (R-Ponca City), adds owners, managers, and employees to persons that can
use deadly force against intruders; adds place of business to the places deadly force can be used.
Title is on.
 
HB 1943, Rep. Jackson (R-Enid), requires county floodplain regulations to be approved by the
Oklahoma Water Resources Board.  Title is on.
 
Kaleb Bennett, Senate Legislative Liaison
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
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Tillery, Sheila 

support@grants.gov 

•

om: 
nt: 

o: 
Friday, August 27, 2010 2:58 PM 
Tillery, Sheila 

Subject: GRANT10683729 Grants.gov Submission Validation Receipt for Application 

Your application has been received and validated by Grants.gov and is being prepared for 
Granter agency retrieval and review. 

Type: GRANT 
Grants.gov Tracking Number: GRANT10683729 

You will be notified via email when your application has been retrieved by Granter agency. 

thank you. 
Grants.gov 
mailto:support@grants.gov 

If you have questions please contact the Grants.gov Contact Center: 
support@grants.gov 
l-800-518-4726(M-F 7:00 AM - 9:00 PM ET) 

PLEASE NOTE: This email is for notification purposes only. Please do not reply to this email 
for any purpose. 

l 
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Standards Related to Reinsurance, Risk Corridors and Risk Adjustment 
 
The proposed regulation on standards related to reinsurance, risk corridors, and risk adjustment 
routinely solicits comments on program design options arising from implementing the health reform 
statute.  While the proposed regulation indicates a preferred approach in some cases, in many other 
instances the preamble discusses alternatives and seeks comment, leaving states the option to vary 
reinsurance or risk adjustment from what would be the Federal standard.  The specifics of the Federal 
standard approaches, however, will be specified in subsequent regulatory guidance, such as annual 
notices that will be issued after a final rule is promulgated. 
 
Some of the key provisions addressed in the proposed rule include: 
 

• States that choose not to establish an Exchange may operate their own reinsurance program.  
For states that opt out of Exchanges and reinsurance, HHS will establish the programs.  
However, states that choose to operate an Exchange must operate the reinsurance program. 
 

• HHS proposes to create a nationally uniform rate, rather than state-by-state rates, for the $20 
billion reinsurance program.  All contributions collected by a state would stay within that state 
– and can only be used for reinsurance claims within that state.  HHS proposes to set 
contributions on a percentage basis, rather than a flat, per capita amount.  The details would be 
specified in a forthcoming (annual) notice laying out benefit and payment parameters, that 
would be issued pursuant to the final regulation. 
 

• States may choose to increase reinsurance collections above the Federal rate to provide added 
reinsurance or finance associated administrative costs.  States may also reduce on a pro rata 
basis payments to have them match contributions. 
 

• States may alter the reinsurance attachment point, the reinsurance “cap”, or the coinsurance 
rate, if they have sufficient funds and have published the modifications.  There alterations 
would not require HHS approval.  
 

• States may continue their high risk plans after 1/1/2014, although the continuation plans must 
be coordinated with the reinsurance program. 
 

• Risk pools must be aggregated at the state level, even if there are regional exchanges because 
“risk many not be combined across state lines, but must be pooled at the individual state level.” 
 

• States running an Exchange may establish the risk adjustment program.  Where states are not 
running an Exchange, HHS would run the risk adjustment program.  Where a state is running an 
Exchange  but has declined to run the risk adjustment program, HHS would administer the risk 
adjustment program (and all of its functions). 
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• HHS seeks comments on the appropriate schedule for starting and completing the risk 
adjustment program, as well as the schedule for reporting results. 
 

• HHS provides an option for states to submit an alternative risk adjustment approach, or for 
state-specific values in the Federal risk adjustment model, with such state modifications 
requiring Federal approval.  The proposed rule highlights several monographs as examples of 
the kind of detail that the Federal approval might require. 
 

• The Federal risk adjustment system will be detailed “in a forthcoming annual Federal notice of 
benefit and payment parameters”, presumably to be issued after final regulations are 
promulgated.  
 

• HHS considered three options for data collection associated with risk adjustment.  The rule 
proposes “an intermediate State-level approach in which issuers submit raw claims data sets to 
the State government, or the entity responsible for administering the risk adjustment process 
at the State level”, rather than a centralized HHS approach or a fully distributed approach. 
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From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Cox-Kain, Julie; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Myers, Yvonne
Subject: STATE EXCHANGE GRANT AWARD ANNOUNCEMENT
Date: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 11:15:29 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Exchange Q and A 11_29_11.pdf

As you may be aware, HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius made an announcement today regarding the third round of Establishment Grant awards, future funding opportunities,
and a new Exchange Q&A.  Links to the Secretary’s remarks and additional information are below.  
 
Nicole
 

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Planning / Project Manager | Health Planning & Grants Office  | Oklahoma State Department of Health

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.2944 | Cell  405.365-7530 | E-mail NicolePJ@health.ok.gov | Website: http://www.ok.gov/health

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Contact:  HHS Press
Office
Tuesday, November 29, 2011                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        (202) 690-6343
 
 

States receive more flexibility, resources to implement Affordable Insurance Exchanges
 

More than half of states now creating marketplaces to help millions of families and small businesses buy insurance
 
The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) today awarded nearly $220 million in Affordable Insurance Exchange grants to 13 states to help them create
Exchanges, giving these states more flexibility and resources to implement the Affordable Care Act.  The health care reform law gives states the freedom to design
Affordable Insurance Exchanges – one-stop marketplaces where consumers can choose a private health insurance plan that fits their health needs and have the same
kinds of insurance choices as members of Congress.
 
The Department also released several Frequently Asked Questions providing answers to key questions states need to know as they work to set up these new
marketplaces. Critical among these are that states that run Exchanges have more options than originally proposed when it comes to determining eligibility for tax
credits and Medicaid.  And states have more time to apply for “Level One” Exchange grants.
 
Today’s awards bring to 29 the number of states that are making significant progress in creating Affordable Insurance Exchanges.  States receiving funding today
include: Alabama, Arizona, Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Maine, Michigan, Nebraska, New Mexico, Rhode Island, Tennessee, and Vermont.
 
“We are committed to giving states the flexibility to implement the Affordable Care Act in the way that works for them,” HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius said. 
“Exchanges will give consumers more choices and make it easy to compare and shop for insurance plans.”

 
In the new Exchanges, insurers will provide new information such as an easy-to-understand summary of benefits and costs to consumers. The level of detail will
sharpen competition between carriers which will drive costs down.
 
HHS also released today a set of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) in anticipation of state legislative sessions beginning in January. Answers will help advance
state policy development for Exchanges.  For example, they clarify that Exchange grants can be used to build a state Exchange that is operational after 2014; that
state-based Exchanges will not be charged for accessing Federal data needed to run Exchanges in 2014; and that state insurance rules and operations will continue
even if the Federal government is facilitating an Exchange in the state.  HHS will also allow greater flexibility in eligibility determinations, allowing, for example, a
state-based Exchange to permit the Federal government to determine eligibility for premium tax credits. 
 
Of the 13 states awarded grants today, 12 are receiving Level One grants, which provide one year of funding to states that have already made progress using their
Exchange planning grant.  The 13th state, Rhode Island, is receiving the first Level Two grant, which provides multi-year funding to states further along in the
planning process.
 
Forty-nine states and the District of Columbia have already received planning grants, and 45 states have consulted with consumer advocates and insurance
companies.  Thirteen states have passed legislation to create an Exchange. 
 
States have many opportunities to apply for funding. To accommodate state legislative sessions and to give states more time to apply, HHS also announced a six-
month extension for Level One establishment grant applications.  Applications now will be accepted until June 29, 2012 (the original deadline was December 30,
2011).
 
For the FAQs, visit http://cciio.cms.gov/resources/regulations/index.html#hie.
 
For more information on Affordable Insurance Exchanges, visit http://www.HealthCare.gov/law/features/choices/exchanges/index.html
 
For more information on the states receiving grants, visit http://www.healthcare.gov/news/factsheets/2011/05/exchanges05232011a.html
 
 
Note: All HHS press releases, fact sheets and other press materials are available at http://www.hhs.gov/news
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES 
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
7500 Security Boulevard, Mail Stop C2-21-15 
Baltimore, Maryland 21244-1850 
 
  
                                                                                                                       
 
Date:   November 29, 2011  
 
Subject:  State Exchange Implementation Questions and Answers 


 
Cost to States 
 
Q1:  What funding is available to assist States in the establishment of an Exchange under a fully 


State-based Exchange, a Partnership Exchange, and a Federally-facilitated Exchange?   
 
A1:   The Affordable Care Act provides funding for States establishing an Exchange through 


grants described in section 1311.  Such grants are available for establishing a State-based 
Exchange, to build functions that a State elects to operate under a Partnership Exchange, 
and to support State activities to build interfaces with a Federally-facilitated Exchange. 
 Grants may be awarded through the end of 2014, and grant funds are available for 
approved and permissible establishment activities. 


  
The process of “establishing” an Exchange may extend beyond the first date of operation 
and may include improvements and enhancements to key functions over a limited period of 
time. Generally, grants can be used to establish Exchange functions and operating systems 
and to test and improve systems and processes.  We have determined that a State that does 
not have a fully certified State-based Exchange on January 1, 2013 can continue to qualify 
for and receive a grant award, subject to the Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) 
eligibility criteria. A State can also use grant funds to build and test interfaces with HHS to 
support certain functions of a Federally-facilitated Exchange, such as information needed 
for certification of qualified health plans. As such, HHS anticipates modifying and 
extending the schedule for States to apply for establishments grants in future guidance to 
accommodate this schedule.  


 
Q2:  What costs are States expected to assume in establishing an Exchange, and can these costs 


be covered by grant funding?   
 
A2:   Under the Affordable Care Act, States must ensure that their Exchanges are self-sustaining 


by January 1, 2015. Therefore, the costs to States for implementing a State-based Exchange 
and testing Exchange operations during 2014 may be allowed under section 1311(a).  
Additionally, grants under section 1311 may be awarded until December 31, 2014, for 
approved establishment activities after that date.  Therefore, it is also permissible that under 
a Partnership Exchange, a State may receive a grant for activities to establish and test 
functions that the State performs in support of a Federally-facilitated Exchange. 
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Q3:  Will States be charged for administrative expenses when a Federally-facilitated Exchange 
makes a Medicaid eligibility determination? 


 
A3:   State Medicaid and CHIP programs will not be required to contribute to the costs 


associated with the Federally-facilitated Exchange, including the costs associated with a 
Federally-facilitated Exchange making a Medicaid or CHIP determination.  However, State 
Medicaid and CHIP programs will have to transfer information and cases to, and accept 
information and cases from, the Federally-facilitated Exchange; the costs of establishing, 
testing and maintaining those interfaces will be shared between the State Medicaid and 
CHIP programs and the Federally-facilitated Exchange, consistent with current cost 
allocation rules.   


 
HHS has provided additional help to States to build and maintain a shared eligibility 
service that allows for the Exchange, the Medicaid agency, and the CHIP agency to share 
common components, technologies and processes to evaluate applications for insurance 
affordability programs.  This includes enhanced funding under Medicaid and opportunities 
for other State programs to reuse the information technology (IT) infrastructure without 
having to contribute funding for  development costs related to shared services.  This 
additional help is available to defray State costs related to establishing an efficient and 
effective shared eligibility service regardless of whether a Federally-facilitated Exchange 
or a State-based Exchange is operating in a State.   


 
Use of Data Services Hub 


 
Q4:  Will CMS charge States for use of the data services hub? 


 
A4:  CMS is establishing a Federally-managed data services hub to support information 


exchanges between States (Exchanges, Medicaid and CHIP agencies) and relevant Federal 
agencies. In many cases, Federal agencies other than CMS will be providing information 
through the hub. Additional information about the services available through the hub and 
the terms for accessing those services is under development.  While the agency is 
considering the treatment of charges for fiscal year 2014, we do not anticipate charging 
fully State-based Exchanges for the use of the hub. 


 
Basic Health Program Funding 
 
Q5:   Under what circumstances may Exchange planning grant dollars or the Exchange 


establishment grant dollars be used by a State exploring or establishing a Basic Health 
Program under section 1331 of the Affordable Care Act? 


 
A5:   Planning grants: Planning grant funds may be used to support research and explore health 


insurance coverage options permitted under the Affordable Care Act, including the option 
of a Basic Health Program. 


 
Establishment grants: Establishment grant funds may be used for Exchange establishment 
activities that would coordinate or overlap with activities undertaken pursuant to the 
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establishment of an optional Basic Health Program. For example, a call center may provide 
consumer information on a range of coverage options including the Basic Health Program, 
and could therefore be funded through Establishment grant funds.  However, funding under 
the Establishment grants cannot be used to support operations of the Basic Health Program 
or to investigate the feasibility of the Basic Health Program.    


 
Other funding sources: States electing to establish a Basic Health Program may opt to fund 
administrative or establishment activities for the Basic Health Program through user fees or 
other State funding.   


 
Federally-facilitated Exchange and State Department of Insurance Responsibilities 


 
Q6:   How will the Federally-facilitated Exchange coordinate with State insurance departments? 
 
A6:   A Federally-facilitated Exchange will operate in States electing not to pursue a State-based 


Exchange. To the greatest extent possible, HHS intends to work with States to preserve the 
traditional responsibilities of State insurance departments when establishing a Federally-
facilitated Exchange.  Additionally, HHS will seek to harmonize Exchange policy with 
existing State programs and laws wherever possible.         


 
For example, qualified health plans (QHP) that will be offered in the Federally-facilitated 
Exchange must meet State licensure and solvency requirements and be in good standing in 
the State (section 1301(a)(1)(C) of the Affordable Care Act).  Accordingly, States continue 
to maintain an important responsibility with respect to health plans licensed and offered in 
their State, regardless of whether the Exchange is Federally-facilitated or fully State-based.  


 
With respect to review of network adequacy, which is commonly a responsibility of State 
insurance departments or State health agencies in consultation with State insurance 
departments, HHS would rely on the State for advice and recommendations regarding 
network adequacy standards where HHS is operating a Federally-facilitated Exchange.  
Network adequacy standards must ensure enrollees a sufficient choice of providers, 
consistent with HHS regulations. We expect that if a State has not adopted such a standard, 
HHS would develop it for the purposes of the Federally-facilitated Exchange using a 
commonly recognized and accepted standard such as the National Association of Insurance 
Commissioners (NAIC) Network Adequacy Model Act. 


 
Similarly, HHS is also currently working to determine the extent to which activities like the 
review of rates and benefit packages are already conducted by State insurance departments 
and how these responsibilities could be recognized as part of the certification of QHPs by a 
Federally-facilitated Exchange.  For example, most States currently have an effective rate 
review program in place and HHS will rely on such processes to the extent practicable and 
where legally permissible.  


 
In States with a Federally-facilitated Exchange, HHS will also apply existing State 
standards on marketing materials, assuming issuers will be required to convey information 
about premiums, benefits and cost sharing that flow from data used for plan approval, and 
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HHS will work with States to harmonize procedures for responding to consumer 
complaints. We recognize that most State insurance departments already have procedures 
in place for addressing consumer complaints, and we will work with States to utilize 
existing processes for consumer complaints as efficiently as possible to the extent 
practicable.  


 
Pursuant to our goal to preserve the traditional responsibilities of State insurance 
departments when establishing a Federally-facilitated Exchange, we are planning to 
establish one or more working groups with representatives from State insurance 
departments to start working through issues related to plan management functions in the 
coming weeks.     


 
Successful operation of the Federally-facilitated Exchange will depend on successfully 
harmonizing State and HHS workflows so that the annual QHP certification process can be 
effectively completed in time to adequately support open enrollment including preparation 
and release of an insurance web portal.  We look forward to conversations with and 
suggestions from States in pursuit of this harmonization.  


 
Eligibility under a Federally-facilitated Exchange or a State-based Exchange 
 
Q7:  The Affordable Care Act prescribes a seamless, streamlined eligibility process for 


consumers to submit a single application and receive an eligibility determination for 
enrollment in a qualified health plan (QHP) through the Exchange, advance payments of 
the premium tax credit, cost-sharing reductions, Medicaid, CHIP, and the Basic Health 
Program, if applicable. 


 
• Under a Federally-facilitated Exchange, can a State retain authority over Medicaid 


eligibility determinations? 
• Under a State-based Exchange, can the Federal government perform activities related 


to advance payments of the premium tax credit and cost-sharing reductions, including 
the verification of employer-sponsored minimum essential coverage? Can the Federal 
government perform the eligibility process for exemptions from the individual 
responsibility requirement for State-based Exchanges? 


 
A7:   Section 155.305 of the proposed rule on Exchange Functions in the Individual Market:  


Eligibility Determinations; Exchange Standards for Employers (Exchange Eligibility 
NPRM  available here) proposes that the Exchange will make eligibility determinations for 
advance payments of the premium tax credit, cost-sharing reductions, Medicaid, CHIP, and 
the Basic Health Program, where applicable, based on modified adjusted gross income 
(MAGI).  The Exchange Eligibility NPRM does not distinguish between a State-based 
Exchange and a Federally-facilitated Exchange in this regard. Based on comments to the 
Exchange Eligibility NPRM, however, we intend to modify this original proposal in the 
final rule to permit additional options for determining eligibility under a State-based and 
Federally-facilitated Exchange. 


 
 



http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2011-08-17/pdf/2011-20776.pdf�
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Federally-facilitated Exchange 
 
In response to comments to the Exchange Eligibility NPRM, we are planning to revise the 
options that are available for the responsibility for the determination of eligibility under a 
Federally-facilitated Exchange to include the following: 


 
1. The Federally-facilitated Exchange will conduct initial assessments of  applicants for 


Medicaid and CHIP eligibility based on MAGI, as part of the determination of 
eligibility for  advance payments of the premium tax credit and cost-sharing 
reductions.  However, the State Medicaid and CHIP agencies make final Medicaid 
and CHIP determinations under this option.  In order to ensure an optimal consumer 
experience, a State electing this option would agree to make these determinations 
consistent with general guidelines and the terms of an agreement established between 
the State and the Federally-facilitated Exchange to ensure that applicants are not 
required to submit redundant documentation and that timeliness standards are met. 
 


2. Alternatively, if a State does not choose to retain Medicaid and CHIP eligibility 
determinations as set out in paragraph 1 above, the Federally-facilitated Exchange 
may determine Medicaid and CHIP eligibility using State eligibility rules and 
standards in conjunction with determining eligibility for advance payments of the 
premium tax credit and cost-sharing reductions.  
 


State-based Exchange 
 
Similarly, States that operate a State-based Exchange but do not wish to operate all 
eligibility functions as described in the Exchange Eligibility NPRM would have additional 
options under our intended revisions:   
 
1. A State-based Exchange could be approved if it conducted all eligibility functions.  
 
2. Alternatively, a State-based Exchange could be approved if it uses Federally-managed 


services to make determinations for advance payments of the premium tax credit, cost-
sharing reductions and exemptions from the individual responsibility requirement.  


 
In all cases, a State could decide to have the Medicaid and CHIP agencies support the 
eligibility process by executing some or all functions under an agreement with the 
Exchange.  Certification as an Exchange would also require that procedures and systems 
are in place to ensure a simplified, seamless consumer experience.  In addition, for States 
that are interested in determining eligibility for all programs under the Affordable Care 
Act, we are exploring how the Federal government could manage services for verification 
of employer-sponsored minimum essential coverage. 
 
Under these flexible options, to ensure a strong consumer experience to applicants and 
enrollees and to minimize administrative burden and costs, it will be critical for States and 
the Federal government to work closely together. 
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IRS elements to which States will have access  
 
Q8:  What data will IRS provide to support the eligibility verification process?  
 
A8:   Section 6103(l)(21) of the Internal Revenue Code, as added by section 1414(a)(1) of the 


Affordable Care Act, permits the Secretary of the Treasury to disclose the following 
taxpayer information – with taxpayer consent – to support eligibility determinations for 
insurance affordability programs: “(i) taxpayer identity information with respect to such 
taxpayer, (ii) the filing status of such taxpayer, (iii) the number of individuals for whom a 
deduction is allowed under section 151 with respect to the taxpayer (including the taxpayer 
and the taxpayer’s spouse), (iv) the modified adjusted gross income (as defined in section 
36B) of such taxpayer and each of the other individuals included under clause (iii) who are 
required to file a return of tax imposed by chapter 1 for the taxable year, (v) such other 
information as prescribed by the Secretary by regulation to indicate whether the taxpayer is 
eligible for such credit or reduction (and the amount thereof), and (vi) the taxable year with 
respect to which the preceding information relates or, if applicable, the fact that such 
information is not available.”     


 
The IRS will provide modified adjusted gross income (MAGI) for the parents or other head 
of household and for certain dependents who had enough income to have been required to 
file a tax return. Modified adjusted gross income is the adjusted gross income shown on the 
Form 1040 with additional amounts added:  any tax-exempt interest on State or local 
bonds, social security benefits that are excluded from gross income, and any amounts 
earned abroad that are otherwise excluded from adjusted gross income.  This information 
will be taken from the return that was last due to be filed.  For example, during open 
enrollment in the last quarter of 2013, income information will be provided from 2012 
income tax returns.   


 
The IRS will also provide information about the size of the household shown on the returns 
that were filed and coding to help the Exchange understand the information being provided 
and instances in which information may not be available. Where there has been a change in 
circumstance, the applicant will work with the Exchange to establish what changes should 
be reflected in household income.  Similarly, where there is no prior year tax return data on 
file, for example in the case of individuals with very low or no income who had not 
previously been required to file, the applicant will work with the Exchange to establish 
household income through alternate means.   


 
Multi-State Plans 
 
Q9:   To what extent should multi-State plans contracting with the Office of Personnel 


Management (OPM) adhere to State-based standards, including State insurance standards 
(e.g., solvency, prompt payment, market conduct) as well as Exchange-specific qualified 
health plan certification standards in a State (e.g., network adequacy standards)?   


 
A9. While the proposed rule on Establishment of Exchange and Qualified Health Plans deems 


OPM-approved multi-State plans as certified by an Exchange, we recognize States’ 
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concerns about the need to apply State insurance requirements and State-specific 
certification standards to multi-State plans.  We also note that Section 1324 requires a level 
playing field in connection with certain State and Federal legal requirements for health 
plans.  


 
We seek to ensure that implementation of section 1324 does not disrupt existing markets 
both inside and outside the Exchanges in the States.  HHS and OPM will work with the 
National Association of Insurance Commissioners to address these questions. We will 
explore this issue by further identifying existing State standards as well as specific issues of 
greatest concern for multi-State plans and States including reduction of adverse risk 
selection, the risks to multi-State plans and States, and potential alternatives.   


 
Risk Adjustment Data Collection 


 
Q10:  Could HHS collect encounter data and let States perform risk adjustment? 
 
A10:  The Affordable Care Act calls for a risk adjustment program to reduce incentives for 


health insurance plans to avoid covering people with pre-existing conditions or those in 
poor health. Risk adjustment ensures that health insurance plans have a financial incentive 
to provide services to the people who need them most by adjusting premiums to provide 
more funds to plans enrolling a higher proportion of people with high health costs. This 
mechanism ensures that insurance plans compete on the basis of quality and service, and 
not on the basis of avoiding sick, high-cost people. 


 
HHS issued a proposed rule on Standards Related to Reinsurance, Risk Corridors and Risk 
Adjustment (published on July 15, 2011).  HHS did not propose and will not implement 
any proposal that calls for States or the Federal government to collect personal data such as 
name, social security number or address for the risk adjustment program. Protecting the 
privacy and confidentiality of an individual’s personal health information continues to be 
among HHS’s highest priorities. HHS will not require States to collect medical record or 
information that identifies an individual’s doctor; nor would the Federal government collect 
this information. 


 
Quality Certification Requirements 
 
Q11: What quality activities must States engage in to meet Exchange approval and certification 


requirements? 
 
A11:  The Exchange establishment grant funding opportunity announcement indicates that State-


based Exchanges must develop and report a quality rating for QHPs; however, the current 
expectation is that further guidance will be released before Exchanges are required to 
implement the quality rating system.  At this time, States should focus on developing and 
establishing other Exchange operational capacities.  When focusing on quality, States 
should consider their strategy for using quality information to certify QHPs, including 
when to require issuer accreditation and how to assess the quality of plans seeking to 
participate in Exchanges. States will also need to determine what quality information or 
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metrics the Exchange will display to consumers and build capacity in the development of 
Exchange systems to accept this quality data and report it on the website. States should also 
consider how the Exchange will monitor QHP quality during the plan year, including 
performance monitoring of complaints, appeals and network adequacy. HHS intends to 
propose a phased approach to the quality rating provisions in which quality ratings in 2014 
would be predicated on generally available and collected metrics and measures, 
transitioning to a QHP-specific rating in 2016.  


 
Advance Payments of the Premium Tax Credit in the Federally-facilitated Exchange 
 
Q12: Will individuals who are enrolled in coverage through a Federally-facilitated Exchange 


have access to premium tax credits, as well as the advance payments of tax credits that will 
be authorized by Exchanges?    


 
A12:   Yes.  The proposed regulations issued by the Treasury Department, and the related 


proposed regulations issued by the Department of Health and Human Services, are clear on 
this point and supported by the statute.  Individuals enrolled in coverage through either a 
State-based Exchange or a Federally-facilitated Exchange may be eligible for tax credits, 
including advance payments.  Additionally, neither the Congressional Budget Office score 
nor the Joint Committee on Taxation technical explanation discussed limiting the credit to 
those enrolled through a State-based Exchange. 


 
Program Integrity 
 
Q13: How will HHS ensure that States that adopt procedures, consistent with Federal policy and 


rulemaking, to streamline Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and perform real-time 
determinations, will not be penalized as a result of subsequent audits or error-reduction 
programs? 


 
A13: In 2010, CMS issued new regulations establishing the principle that in applying the 


Payment Error Rate Measurement (PERM) program to Medicaid and CHIP, PERM 
reviews should measure the extent to which State policies and procedures are consistent 
with Federal policy and regulations.  As long as Federally-approved State procedures are 
followed, PERM classifies the case as an accurate determination.  For example, where 
States rely on self-attestation to establish certain facts regarding eligibility, PERM audits 
also rely on those self-attestations to establish those facts. If Federally-approved State 
policies require additional verifications and data collection, auditors will review cases 
against those standards.   


 
We will review and analyze all of our error rate measurement programs to ensure 
consistent application of this principle.  While we are still evaluating how we will apply the 
Improper Payments Elimination and Recovery Act in the case of eligibility determinations 
involving advance payments of the premium tax credit, our intention is to follow the same 
general principle.   
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Oklahoma Policy Institute Director David Blatt released the
following statement in response to Governor Fallin's decision
not to join the Medicaid expansion under the Affordable Care
Act:

Governor Fallin’s decision not to expand the Medicaid

program to cover uninsured low-income adults is deeply

troubling and unfortunate, putting politics over the interests of

Oklahomans. We are missing a vital opportunity to improve

the health of our citizens, bolster the financial situation of our

health care providers, and strengthen our state economy.

If we do not expand Medicaid, some 150,000 low-income

uninsured Oklahomans will be stuck in a ‘coverage crater’,

earning too little to qualify for subsidized coverage through

the health insurance exchanges that the Affordable Care Act

reserves for individuals earning between 100 and 400 percent

of poverty. These Oklahomans will be denied coverage that

we know ensures better access to health care services, less

financial hardship, and better health outcomes.

Not expanding Medicaid also means that federal taxes paid

by Oklahomans will be spent on health care in other states,

not here in Oklahoma. Hospitals, community health centers,

physicians, and other medical providers across Oklahoma will

continue to absorb unnecessarily high levels of

uncompensated care, while shifting costs to Oklahomans with

insurance through higher charges and insurance premiums.

The Governor’s statement suggests that Medicaid expansion

would impose unmanageable costs on the state.  In reality,

the expansion is a very favorable deal for Oklahoma. The

federal government will pay 100 per cent of the cost for the

first three years and ultimately 90 percent of the cost in 2020

and thereafter. The Oklahoma Health Care Authority

estimates the state’s share of Medicaid costs in 2020 at $28 -

$37 million – an amount that is less than 0.5 percent of

current state appropriations. In fact, Medicaid expansion

could well save the state money, since Medicaid would pick

up expenditures currently paid for with state-only dollars by

the Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse

Services and Department of Corrections.

We fervently hope that in the coming months, the Governor

will reconsider this decision, and along with legislative

leaders, choose to do what is best for Oklahoma's citizens by

expanding Medicaid for low-income adults.
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From: Craig Perry
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: story on newsok.com
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 1:20:06 PM

Oklahoma Senate won't hear health insurance exchange bill

Gov. Mary Fallin has supported the bill.

 BY JOHN ESTUS Capitol Bureau jestus@opubco.com   
Published: March 31, 2011

The Senate won't hear a bill championed by Gov. Mary Fallin that would help
create an online state health insurance exchange, Senate Pro Tem Brian
Bingman said today.

House Bill 2130 would set up a board to oversee development of a website for
Oklahomans to shop for health insurance policies. The website is commonly
referred to as a health care exchange.

The new federal health care law passed last year calls for health insurance
exchanges.

Oklahoma Republicans have been divided on whether the state should create
the exchange. Many oppose it because the state has sued the federal
government to challenge the constitutionality of the health care law.

“I want to make it plain that the Senate Republicans are not for the
Obamacare,” Bingman said.

Bingman, R-Sapulpa, said he has not spoken with Fallin yet about the
decision not to hear HB 2130 in the Senate.

Fallin has been criticized by fellow Republicans for accepting $54 million in
federal money to create the exchange despite voting against the health care bill
while she was in Congress and supporting Oklahoma's lawsuit challenging the
health care law.

While defending her support for the exchange earlier this week, Fallin said the
health care law is, for now, “the law of the land” and that the state is required
to follow it.
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Strengthening Medicare through Commonsense Reforms and 
Providing Certainty for Patients and Physicians 

 
Overview 
The Middle Class Tax Relief & Job Creation Act bill protects and strengthens Medicare through commonsense reforms 
and gives seniors confidence that doctors will continue to treat them.  The plan averts a 27.4 percent cut to physician 
payment rates and replaces that with an increase in rates by 1 percent in each of the next two years.  The legislation also 
ends the practice of blindly extending Medicare add-on payments.  Instead, the plan extends only a few provisions and 
incorporates long overdue and necessary reforms to ensure that taxpayer dollars and seniors’ premiums are being used 
efficiently.  Finally, the plan defunds and repeals provisions of the Democrats’ health care law. 
 
Doc Fix: Providing Certainty for Physicians and Patients  
The plan provides stability and certainty for physicians and their patients by: 

• Increasing physician payment rates by 1 percent in each of the next two years (2012 and 2013).   
• The 2-year payment update is the longest that Congress has provided since 2004, which allows Congress and the 

medical community time to develop a permanent solution. 
 

Medicare Reforms: Protecting Medicare’s Resources  
• For much of the last decade, Congress has blindly extended expiring Medicare add-on payments that cost billions of 

dollars per year.  Rather than continue that expensive trend, the bill extends and reforms only four of the policies.  
o Ambulance Add-on Payments:  The bill would maintain the add-on payment increases for ground ambulance 

services.   
o Outpatient Therapy Caps:  Without Congressional action, the therapy caps exceptions process will expire and 

Part B outpatient therapy services provided by non-hospital providers would be capped at $1,880 beginning in 
2012.  The bill would extend and improve the therapy caps exceptions process through December 2013, while 
reducing the deficit by $1.7 billion over the next 10 years. 

o Physician Work Geographic Adjustment:  The extension in this program maintains a provision that provides 
for higher physician reimbursements in certain areas by extending a floor on the work component of their 
payment. 

o Qualified Individual (QI) Program Extension:  The bill would extend the QI program, which provides 
assistance to low-income seniors (those with incomes between 120 and 135 percent of poverty) for their Medicare 
Part B premium.  

• The bill includes a requirement that a number of studies be conducted related to the various extended programs to 
ensure that taxpayer dollars and seniors’ premiums are spent wisely so that the Medicare resources seniors depend on 
are available for future beneficiaries. 

• Adopting a recommendation of President Obama, the bill reduces subsidies to high-income seniors by requiring them 
to pay a greater share of their Part B and D premiums – reducing spending by $31 billion. 

 
Repealing Key Components of the Democrats’ Health Care Law 
The Democrats’ health care law is a trillion-dollar, massive expansion of government that has increased costs for families, 
employers, and seniors. This bill takes steps to reverse this damage by: 

o Preventing $13.4 billion in wasteful overpayments of Exchange subsidies. 
o Repealing provisions in the law that hurt physician-owned hospitals. 
o Rescinding $8 billion from the Harkin Prevention Fund.* 
o Reducing Medicaid spending (DSH rebase) by more than $4 billion.* 

 
By the Numbers 

• Congress has enacted legislation to avert scheduled cuts to physician payment rates that have been called for 
under the Sustainable Growth Rate every year since 2003.  

• Under a Democratic-controlled Congress, the doc fix was extended 9 times.  
• The average duration of those extensions was for just over 5 months at less than half of a percentage point. 
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SUMMARY OF ESTABLISHMENT AND ELIGIBILITY RULES 
FOR STATE EXCHANGES 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
On March 12, 2012, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) issued a 644-
page final rule on state Exchange establishment and eligibility under the Affordable Care Act 
(ACA).  This final rule incorporates many of the provisions originally published as two 
proposed rules:  Establishment of Exchanges and Qualified Health Plans, issued July 15, 
2011 and Exchange Functions in the Individual Market: Eligibility Determinations and 
Exchange Standards for Employers, issued August 17, 2011. 
 
Generally, this final rule outlines standards for: 
 

• establishment, operation, and minimum functionality of state Exchanges, including 
standards for eligibility determination and enrollment in qualified health plans 
(QHPs) and insurance affordability programs;  
 

• participation of health insurance issuers in an Exchange, including the minimum 
certification standards for QHPs; and 
 

• participation of employers in the Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP). 
 

 
EXCHANGE ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION 
Beginning in 2014, individuals and small businesses will be able to purchase private health 
insurance through competitive marketplaces called Exchanges.  This final rule sets forth the 
minimum federal standards that states must meet if they elect to establish and operate an 
Exchange, including the requirement that the Exchange: 
 

• be approved or conditionally approved by HHS no later than January 1, 2013; 
 

• be a non-profit entity established by the state, an independent public agency, or 
part of an existing state agency; 
 

• have governance principles that include consumer representation, prohibit conflicts 
of interest and promote ethical and financial disclosure standards, unless 
established as part of an existing state agency; 
 

• determine eligibility for Medicaid, CHIP, advance payments of premium tax 
credits, cost-sharing reductions, and the Basic Health Plan; 

 
• certify health plans to be offered in the Exchange as qualified health plans; and  
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• offer consumer tools and assistance to facilitate enrollment of qualified 
individuals, qualified employers and employees in qualified health plans, including 
a website to facilitate comparisons among plans, a toll-free hotline for consumer 
support, and a “Navigator” program for consumer outreach and education. 

 
States have substantial flexibility in determining how to perform these functions, including 
the ability to establish an Exchange in partnership with other states through a regional 
Exchange; operate multiple subsidiary Exchanges that cover distinct areas within the state; 
apply to operate the Exchange in years subsequent to 2014; contract with the state 
Medicaid agency or other state agency; and operate an individual market Exchange and 
SHOP under separate governance and administrative structures. 
 
 
QUALIFIED HEALTH PLANS 
In order to participate in an Exchange, a health insurance issuer must be certified by the 
Exchange to offer qualified health plans. Exchanges must ensure health insurance issuers 
meet two basic requirements to be certified to offer qualified health plans: 
 

• demonstrate compliance with minimum certification requirements and any 
requirement imposed by the state and the Exchange as a condition of participation 
or certification, including standards related to licensure and the risk adjustment 
program; and  
 

• offer plans that are in the best interest of qualified individuals and have adequate 
provider networks to provide consumers choice. 

 
 
ELIGIBLITY DETERMINATION 
The state Exchange may fulfill its eligibility functions directly or indirectly, though 
contracting arrangements with other “eligible contracting entities” Each agreement must 
specify the respective responsibilities of each party in connection with eligibility 
determination.  It must also ensure applicants experience a seamless eligibility and 
enrollment process and that information is shared electronically via a secure interface.  
 
 
SMALL BUSINESS HEALTH OPTIONS PROGRAM (SHOP) 
Beginning in 2014, Exchanges will operate a Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) 
to provide small employers and their employees’ health insurance coverage. 
 
Exchanges will decide how a SHOP is structured and will have some flexibility to determine 
the size of small businesses that can participate in SHOP, including minimum participation 
rules, and the structure of coverage choices and options for small businesses. 
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CHANGES AND FORTHCOMING RULEMAKING 
Some provisions differ from the proposed rule.  Each of these changes is outlined in the final 
rule under the section titled Provisions of the Final Regulations.   
 
This final rule does not address all of the Exchange provisions in the ACA.  Several topics are 
expected to be addressed through future rulemaking, including, but is not limited to: the 
state Partnership model; certificates of exemption from the individual responsibility; 
appeals of individual eligibility determinations; coordination of notices between the 
Exchange, Medicaid, and CHIP; eligibility determination for advance payments of the 
premium tax credit and cost-sharing reductions (Department of the Treasury); standards for 
application assisters and authorized representatives; standards for multi-State plans (Office 
of Management and Budget); and the process and criteria by which accrediting entities will 
be recognized. 
 
A portion of this rule is issued as interim final. As such, the Department of Health and 
Human Services (HHS) will observe a 45-day comment period on provisions related to 
involvement of agents and brokers, §155.220(a)(3); Medicaid and CHIP regulations, 
§155.300(b); options for conducting eligibility determinations, §155.302; eligibility 
standards for cost-sharing reductions, §155.305(g); timeliness standards for Exchange 
eligibility determinations, §155.310(e); applicants with special circumstances, §155.315(g); 
timeliness standards for the transmission of information for the administration of advance 
payments of the premium tax credit and cost-sharing reductions, §155.340(d); and 
agreements between agencies administering insurance affordability programs, §155.345(a) 
and §155.345(g). 
 
 
STAFF CONTACTS 
 
If you have any questions about this document or its subject matter, please feel free to 
contact: 

 
William Garner, Legislative Director, HHS Committee 
wgarner@nga.org  or (202) 624-5369 
 
Krista Drobac, Health Division Director, NGA Center for Best Practices  
kdrobac@nga.org  or (202) 624-7872 
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INTRODUCTION 
On March 12, 2012, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) issued a 644-
page final rule on state Exchange establishment and eligibility under the Affordable Care Act 
(ACA).  This final rule incorporates many of the provisions originally published as two 
proposed rules:  Establishment of Exchanges and Qualified Health Plans, issued July 15, 
2011 and Exchange Functions in the Individual Market: Eligibility Determinations and 
Exchange Standards for Employers, issued August 17, 2011. 
 
Generally, this final rule outlines standards for: 
 

• establishment, operation, and minimum functionality of state Exchanges, including 
standards for eligibility determination and enrollment in qualified health plans 
(QHPs) and insurance affordability programs;  
 

• participation of health insurance issuers in an Exchange, including the minimum 
certification standards for QHPs; and 
 

• participation of employers in the Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP). 
 

 
EXCHANGE ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION 
Beginning in 2014, individuals and small businesses will be able to purchase private health 
insurance through competitive marketplaces called Exchanges.  This final rule sets forth the 
minimum federal standards that states must meet if they elect to establish and operate an 
Exchange, including the requirement that the Exchange: 
 

• be approved or conditionally approved by HHS no later than January 1, 2013; 
 

• be a non-profit entity established by the state, an independent public agency, or 
part of an existing state agency; 
 

• have governance principles that include consumer representation, prohibit conflicts 
of interest and promote ethical and financial disclosure standards, unless 
established as part of an existing state agency; 
 

• determine eligibility for Medicaid, CHIP, advance payments of premium tax 
credits, cost-sharing reductions, and the Basic Health Plan; 

 
• certify health plans to be offered in the Exchange as qualified health plans; and  
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• offer consumer tools and assistance to facilitate enrollment of qualified 
individuals, qualified employers and employees in qualified health plans, including 
a website to facilitate comparisons among plans, a toll-free hotline for consumer 
support, and a “Navigator” program for consumer outreach and education. 

 
States have substantial flexibility in determining how to perform these functions, including 
the ability to establish an Exchange in partnership with other states through a regional 
Exchange; operate multiple subsidiary Exchanges that cover distinct areas within the state; 
apply to operate the Exchange in years subsequent to 2014; contract with the state 
Medicaid agency or other state agency; and operate an individual market Exchange and 
SHOP under separate governance and administrative structures. 
 
 
QUALIFIED HEALTH PLANS 
In order to participate in an Exchange, a health insurance issuer must be certified by the 
Exchange to offer qualified health plans. Exchanges must ensure health insurance issuers 
meet two basic requirements to be certified to offer qualified health plans: 
 

• demonstrate compliance with minimum certification requirements and any 
requirement imposed by the state and the Exchange as a condition of participation 
or certification, including standards related to licensure and the risk adjustment 
program; and  
 

• offer plans that are in the best interest of qualified individuals and have adequate 
provider networks to provide consumers choice. 

 
 
ELIGIBLITY DETERMINATION 
The state Exchange may fulfill its eligibility functions directly or indirectly, though 
contracting arrangements with other “eligible contracting entities” Each agreement must 
specify the respective responsibilities of each party in connection with eligibility 
determination.  It must also ensure applicants experience a seamless eligibility and 
enrollment process and that information is shared electronically via a secure interface.  
 
 
SMALL BUSINESS HEALTH OPTIONS PROGRAM (SHOP) 
Beginning in 2014, Exchanges will operate a Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) 
to provide small employers and their employees’ health insurance coverage. 
 
Exchanges will decide how a SHOP is structured and will have some flexibility to determine 
the size of small businesses that can participate in SHOP, including minimum participation 
rules, and the structure of coverage choices and options for small businesses. 
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CHANGES AND FORTHCOMING RULEMAKING 
Some provisions differ from the proposed rule.  Each of these changes is outlined in the final 
rule under the section titled Provisions of the Final Regulations.   
 
This final rule does not address all of the Exchange provisions in the ACA.  Several topics are 
expected to be addressed through future rulemaking, including, but is not limited to: the 
state Partnership model; certificates of exemption from the individual responsibility; 
appeals of individual eligibility determinations; coordination of notices between the 
Exchange, Medicaid, and CHIP; eligibility determination for advance payments of the 
premium tax credit and cost-sharing reductions (Department of the Treasury); standards for 
application assisters and authorized representatives; standards for multi-State plans (Office 
of Management and Budget); and the process and criteria by which accrediting entities will 
be recognized. 
 
A portion of this rule is issued as interim final. As such, the Department of Health and 
Human Services (HHS) will observe a 45-day comment period on provisions related to 
involvement of agents and brokers, §155.220(a)(3); Medicaid and CHIP regulations, 
§155.300(b); options for conducting eligibility determinations, §155.302; eligibility 
standards for cost-sharing reductions, §155.305(g); timeliness standards for Exchange 
eligibility determinations, §155.310(e); applicants with special circumstances, §155.315(g); 
timeliness standards for the transmission of information for the administration of advance 
payments of the premium tax credit and cost-sharing reductions, §155.340(d); and 
agreements between agencies administering insurance affordability programs, §155.345(a) 
and §155.345(g). 
 
 
STAFF CONTACTS 
 
If you have any questions about this document or its subject matter, please feel free to 
contact: 

 
William Garner, Legislative Director, HHS Committee 
wgarner@nga.org  or (202) 624-5369 
 
Krista Drobac, Health Division Director, NGA Center for Best Practices  
kdrobac@nga.org  or (202) 624-7872 
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This manufactured document was posted on the White House website on April 27, 2011. Graphic arts and 
document specialists continue to step forward challenging the authenticity of the document and 
attesting to “amateurish” manipulation, most notably the 28-page Affidavit of forgery by Douglas Vogt. 
Document, scan and print experts Paul Irey, Mara Zebest and Karl Denninger have also weighed in. 
Hawai’i’s department of health continues to stonewall legal attempts to obtain the original document for 
forensic testing. Alvin Onaka, Registrar, HDOH and Loretta Fuddy, director of health, refuse to provide 
access to the original, citing privacy laws but Atty. Orly Taitz, plaintiff, filed an appeal stating that there 
cannot be a consideration of privacy, as Obama already released the document in question, and it is 
available to the public at large on the web site WhiteHouse.gov. 

Notice the brazen misspelled 
“TXE” and smiley face. Obama 
has never been held accountable 
for anything and the forger(s) 
banked on getting away, yet again, 
with another forged document, 
counting on “birthers” being 
ridiculed and marginalized per 
Alinsky tactics.

Countless multitudes of Americans have literally been screaming for nearly three years 
for our government to properly, and honestly, address what we all know has been the 
biggest fraud ever perpetrated upon our nation. Our government officials have merely 
ignored our demands for governmental redress of our grievances, forgetting that 
government derives every bit of its authority from We the People. We have tried to be 
heard by our elected officials and by our courts, and so far, not a  single plea has actually 
been heard . . . until NOW!

If you are as frustrated about Washington's stonewalling tactics as we are, then the 
Birther Summit is your chance to be heard, to be seen, and to be reckoned with. Your 
letters, your emails, your faxes, and your phone calls have likely never even been seen 
by those to whom you've written them, for it is apparent that our members of Congress 
have form letters they have directed their staffers to send in response to anyone asking 
our legitimate questions.

Those unresponsive career politicians now need to be confronted by you . . . by us . . . in 
person!

As long as the complicit media broadcasts its false message that we are just a small 
group of “conspiracy theorist nut cases,”  the elitists in Washington will continue to ignore 
us. Those who abrogate our Constitution need to come face to face with the America to 
whom they are supposed to report . . . the America that has given them their jobs.

The Birther Summit is your chance to make a difference!

An Important Message from the National 
leaders and Spokespeople of the Constitutional 
Eligibility, Article II, Section I Movement:

Coming to an America Near You!

Wednesday, Thursday & Friday
March 28-30, 2012
Washington, D.C.

They KNOW we 
are coming...

They KNOW... WE 
THE PEOPLE will 
have the LAST 
LAUGH 

Memoirs of a Community Organizer 
from Hawai’i

by Miki Booth

Foreword by Capt. Neil Turner:
 	

	
 Miki’s book, “Memoirs of a  Community Organizer from Hawaii” will make 
you laugh while it makes you cry—sometimes with  sadness, and sometimes with joy, 
over her love of life, her family, her animals, her friends, and her country. You’ll be lazily 
reading along about life on the farm, then turn the page for a stunning revelation about 
her family history, or her friends and  acquaintances, or the politics of Hawaii, or the real 
story  about some of our prominent figures in government  office today. You’ll  find 
yourself unable to put it down, anxiously anticipating the next ‘shocker’ ahead.
	
 Miki Booth’s book deals 
with the nitty-gritty of patriotic 
citizens rising up to support, 
protect, and defend their 
beloved Constitution, while giving 
you some exciting insight into how
this Hawaii-raised daughter of a 
Japanese mother and a 
Massachusetts Marine father, 
grew up to be a thoroughly 
organized nemesis to  America’s 
most infamous community
organizer, Mr. Barry Soetoro, 
aka Barack Hussein Obama.

SAMPLE

32 pages of 
color 

photographs 
including
9 pages of 
Hawai’ian

birth
certificates

and
evidence

of
forgery

Available in bookstores 
September 30, 2011

 NewPatriotPublishing.com  
Ph: 949.673.6710 Fax: 6810

mikibooth@yahoo.com
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3/06/12 
 

 

SB 1629 Protects Oklahomans from a Federally Imposed Exchange 

The members of Oklahomans for Free Market Health Solutions encourage a YES vote on SB 1629.    

We are united in our preference for an Oklahoma-based marketplace instead of a federally 
imposed exchange. 

SB 1629 holds numerous benefits for Oklahoma consumers, employers and those in health 
related industries, among these are: 

 SB 1629 is based upon the well-known and utilized Insure Oklahoma program – not a 
system created by Washington DC bureaucrats. 
 

 SB 1629 protects the relationship between consumers and licensed agents. 
 

 SB 1629 guarantees a free market in health insurance by allowing many companies to 
provide a variety of plans instead of a “one size fits all” plan expected from the federal 
government. 
 

 SB 1629 creates transparency and will facilitate comparison of health insurance plans from 
a wide range of companies. 

 

 SB 1629 allows a free market for health insurance to exist and thrive outside of the 
exchange model. 

PPACA is the law of the land. While Oklahoma has demonstrated its opposition to this law 
through a state question and a lawsuit, these may not be enough to keep the federal 
government from imposing an exchange on Oklahomans.  

  

The federal government has already committed $574 million -- and awarded contracts -- for the 
development of the federal exchange.  If Oklahoma does nothing, the federal government will 
impose their system on us.  

  

If you agree that as a state, Oklahoma should do everything it can to stop the federal 
government from taking over the health insurance industry in our state, then you have no choice 
but to vote Yes on SB 1629. Voting NO on SB 1629 is tantamount to inviting the federal 
government to take-over health insurance in our state.  
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Coalition Members 
The State Chamber of Oklahoma 
Greater Oklahoma City Chamber of 
 Commerce 
Tulsa Metro Chamber 
Norman Chamber of Commerce 
Greater Enid Chamber of Commerce 
Bartlesville Regional Chamber of  
 Commerce 
Broken Arrow Chamber and Economic 
 Development Corporation 
Oklahoma Association of Health Plans 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Oklahoma 
Global Health 
Delta Dental of Oklahoma 
Independent Insurance Agents of 
Oklahoma 
National Association of Insurance and  
 Financial Advisors 
Oklahoma State Association of Health  
 Underwriters 
Tulsa Association of Health Underwriters  
Oklahoma City Association of Health  
 Underwriters 
Oklahoma Osteopathic Association 
Oklahoma State Medical Association 
Coventry Healthcare 
Oklahoma Hospital Association 
Oklahoma Association of Optometric  
 Physicians 
 
 

National Federation of Independent 
 Business (NFIB) – Oklahoma 
Aetna US Healthcare 
Oklahoma Chiropractors’ Association  
Oklahoma Physical Therapy Association  
Oklahoma Pharmacist’s Association 
Oklahoma State Chiropractic Independent 
Physicians Association 
Oklahoma Nurses Association 
Oklahoma Institute for Child Advocacy 
United Health Care 
Oklahoma Fit Kids Coalition 
INTEGRIS Health 
Oklahoma Association of Health Care  
 Providers 
Summit Consolidated Group 
Mercy Health Systems of Oklahoma 
Oklahoma Primary Care Association 
Oklahoma Academy of Family Physicians 
Coventry Healthcare 
Catalyst Behavioral Services 
American Cancer Society 
Oklahoma Substance Abuse Services 
Alliance 
Oklahoma Society of Oral and Maxillofacial  
 Surgeons 
Pharmacy Providers of Oklahoma 
Oklahoma Health & Life Insurance 
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From: SERFF Marketing
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: The NAIC HIX Bulletin
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2012 2:03:42 PM

The bulletin below is new and will be distributed periodically. The bulletin is designed as a

method of informing/updating interested individuals about Health Insurance Exchange Plan

Management activity related to SERFF. If you have any questions, please contact Joy Morrison

(jmorrison@naic.org) or Thea Cook (tcook@naic.org).

Issue 1 January 26, 2012

HIX Plan Management Bulletin  NAIC HIX Plan Management Forum
2 - December 2011

Welcome to the first issue of the HIX
Plan Management Bulletin. If unfamiliar
with the acronym, HIX stands for Health
Insurance Exchange. During the initial
meetings and planning sessions for the
Plan Management component of HIX, it
became clear that communication was
going to be critical to the success of this
project. There are many different
agencies, at the state and federal level,
that need to share information and
collaborate on ideas. There are also
insurers, trades and vendors anxious for
requirements needed to plan for
business in the health care industry in
2014. So, this bulletin has been created
as one way for the NAIC to share, with
all of these groups, progress toward
helping state insurance regulators
manage their responsibilities related to
HIX plan management via SERFF. There
are so many decisions to be made and
lots of work to be done. Our hope is
that, by sharing insights and obstacles,
the initiative will be more successful.

Through this bulletin, readers will be
informed on a monthly basis, or more
frequently if the flow of plans and ideas
necessitates. Please forward any of
these bulletins to others in your state or
company who might need the
information, or have something to add
to the process. Challenges related to
connecting with relevant parties outside
of the insurance departments continue
to exist. Therefore, NAIC members are

 

You may have been among the 140 state
and federal regulators, insurers, trades
and vendors that attended the second
NAIC Plan Management Forum in
December 2011. The group spent three
days discussing ideas, asking questions
and establishing plans. The SERFF staff
left the forum with many takeaways and
to-dos, the first of which was to
document the meeting and prepare a
preliminary scope of the project based on
facilitated discussions with the group.
Those documents were distributed in late
December and initial feedback has been
valuable. Forum documents are available
at http://www.serff.com/hix.htm. Please
direct any questions or comments
regarding the scope or meeting summary
to Bridget Kieras, NAIC SERFF product
support manager, at bkieras@naic.org.

Many attendees expressed appreciation
for the opportunity to learn how the
exchange planning is progressing in other
states and discuss with their colleagues
the specifics of the plan management
process, including how it might differ
from state to state and where the NAIC
can leverage existing systems to assist in
meeting the federal requirements.
General consensus was that SERFF staff
should focus their efforts on
understanding and defining the data that
will be required to effectively administer
plan management tasks.

Attendees expressed appreciation for the
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requested to assist with identifying HIX
leaders in their states and engaging
them in the plan management process
leveraging SERFF.

The road to reform is full of unknowns,
but one certainty is that time is short.
January 1, 2014 is not far away, and
establishing an exchange in the time
frame provided will require the
cooperation and collaboration of
everyone involved.

participation of the staff from the U.S.
Center for Consumer Information and
Insurance Oversight (CCIIO), particularly
the impromptu discussion about the
federal Health Insurance Oversight
System (HIOS) application and the
acknowledgment that minimizing
duplicate data entry should be a goal of
the project. SERFF staff is organizing
some smaller study groups to look at
priority issues, such as the data needs
and the user interface changes to SERFF.

NAIC HIX Plan Management Forum 3

The next forum is scheduled for March 1, 2012, just ahead of the NAIC Spring
National Meeting in New Orleans. This will be a one-day meeting and SERFF staff will
provide an update on our progress. We'll also look for updates from the states related
to their efforts. Meeting details and materials will be sent as they become available.

See SERFF.com for Information

Plan Management documentation will be periodically updated and available via the
SERFF website. Visit www.serff.com and click on the "Health Insurance Exchange Plan
Management (HIX)" button to access documents and information related to this
project.

706 Days Until January 1, 2014  

What's Next

Milestones:
 

January 19: 
Revised Project Scope Distributed

January 31: 
SERFF Demo (for state agencies not
familiar with SERFF)

March 1: 
HIX Plan Management Forum 3

Ongoing Efforts:

Establishing a Data Standard
Understanding Key Business
Requirements

The National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) is the U.S. standard-setting and regulatory support organization created and governed by
the chief insurance regulators from the 50 states, the District of Columbia and five U.S. territories. Through the NAIC, state insurance regulators

establish standards and best practices, conduct peer review, and coordinate their  regulatory oversight. NAIC staff supports these efforts and represents
the collective views of state regulators domestically and internationally. NAIC members, together with the central resources of the NAIC, form the

national system of state-based insurance regulation in the U.S.

---
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To unsubscribe from the "SERFF Marketing generic list" service, send an email to
serffnews@naic.org with subject: Unsubscribe

To unsubscribe from all NAIC Electronic Services, send a blank email to
optoutservices@naic.org

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE

This message and any attachments are from the NAIC and are intended
only for the addressee. Information contained herein is
confidential, and may be privileged or exempt from disclosure
pursuant to applicable federal or state law. This message is not
intended as a waiver of the confidential, privileged or exempted
status of the information transmitted. Unauthorized forwarding,
printing, copying, distribution or use of such information is
strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the
addressee, please promptly delete this message and notify the
sender of the delivery error by e-mail or by calling the NAIC Help
Desk at (816)783-8500.
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The State  
of  

World Finances 
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2 

United States of America 

• Current National Debt: $14,000,000,000,000 
• 308+ Million People 
• $45,000 Per Capita 
 

• Current National Deficit: $1,500,000,000,000 
• 207 Million Adults 
• $7,250 per Capita 
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United States of America 

Budget 2010: 
 $3.5 Trillion – U.S. Government 
 $2.0 Trillion – Income 
 $1.5 Trillion Deficit 
 $2.0 Trillion Extraordinary Spending 
 $3.5 Trillion Total Deficit 2010 
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United States of America 
 

Interest on the Debt in FY 2010: 
 $187 Billion  

or Approximately 1.25% 
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United States of America 
As Compared to an Individual 

National Debt:  $140000  Ø Ø, Ø Ø Ø,Ø Ø Ø  
 

Income:   $ 20000  Ø Ø, Ø Ø Ø,Ø Ø Ø 
 No bank would make this loan 

Deficit:    $ 20000  Ø Ø, Ø Ø Ø,Ø Ø Ø 
Line of Credit:   $ 60000  Ø Ø, Ø Ø Ø,Ø Ø Ø 
 No creditor would extend this line of credit 

The National Debt in 2020:  $20 Trillion*  
*As projected by the White House 

The Total Amount of Debt is the Problem 
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Measure of a Country’s Health 
(Solvency) 

 

Debt / Equity 
Is Debt to GDP 
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Measure of Budget/GDP 

Preferred ratio is 70-80% of GDP 
 

• Greece -- 120% Budget/GDP 
• UK --   125% Budget/GDP 
• USA --  100% Budget/GDP 
 

   (U.S. GDP in 2010 is $14 Trillion) 
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The World 

• Total Assets  $350-$550 Trillion 
 
• Total Liquidity $140 Trillion (all stocks,  
       bonds & commodities) 
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The World 
Money Available for Sovereign Debt Each 

Year:  $8-10 Trillion 
 

Needs: 
• U.S.   $4 Trillion 
• Europe   $2 Trillion 

• Rest of World  $2-4 Trillion 
 

Total  $8-10 Trillion 
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The World 

Capacity for World Debt?  $50 Trillion? 
 

• U.S.   $20 Trillion 
• Europe   $15 Trillion 
• Rest of World  $35 Trillion 

 

• Total   $70 Trillion 
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There is a limit to how much the 
countries of the world can borrow 

to fund T-bills or government 
spending in a given year. 

$10-15 Trillion 
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Impacts & Pressures 

• Private Capital 
• Other Equity Markets 
• The Dollar as a Currency 

 
 At 4%, the interest on the debt goes 

from $187 Billion to $600 Billion  
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Three Economic Theories 
(in transition) 

Keynes Friedman Fisher 

Paul Krugman John Cogan Lacy Hunt 

Wants to spend 
$2 trillion more in 
stimulus money 

Balance the 
budget 

Do not bail out 
creditors 
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Three Economic Theories 
Negative Pressures & Affects of 

Each Application: 

Small Business 
 

Family Owned 
Business 

Those needing 
or depending on 

subsidies 

Banks and 
financial 

institutions 
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Four Merging Forces of Budget Pressure 
Culminating in March-April 2011  

• 46 states in various degrees of negative cash flow  
• Congress must raise debt ceiling  

– Current plan is to cut federal budget by $400 billion 
– $300 billion directly impacts states 

• Cost of Obama care begins to materialize at state 
level  

• Interest rate pressures on world government 
sovereign borrowing begins to rise  
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The Importance of the United States  
to the World’s Economy & Stability 

• The world’s safe harbor for economic freedom  
• Issuer and manager of world’s primary currency 
• The only economic culture that nurtures small 

business  
• Consumes 50% of world’s production 
• Produces approximately 30% of world’s goods and 

services 
• The critical military force controlling regional 

conflicts 
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The State  
of  

World Finances 
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2 

United States of America 

• Current National Debt: $14,000,000,000,000 
• 308+ Million People 
• $45,000 Per Capita 
 

• Current National Deficit: $1,500,000,000,000 
• 207 Million Adults 
• $7,250 per Capita 
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United States of America 

Budget 2010: 
 $3.5 Trillion – U.S. Government 
 $2.0 Trillion – Income 
 $1.5 Trillion Deficit 
 $2.0 Trillion Extraordinary Spending 
 $3.5 Trillion Total Deficit 2010 
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United States of America 
 

Interest on the Debt in FY 2010: 
 $187 Billion  

or Approximately 1.25% 
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United States of America 
As Compared to an Individual 

National Debt:  $140000  Ø Ø, Ø Ø Ø,Ø Ø Ø  
 

Income:   $ 20000  Ø Ø, Ø Ø Ø,Ø Ø Ø 
 No bank would make this loan 

Deficit:    $ 20000  Ø Ø, Ø Ø Ø,Ø Ø Ø 
Line of Credit:   $ 60000  Ø Ø, Ø Ø Ø,Ø Ø Ø 
 No creditor would extend this line of credit 

The National Debt in 2020:  $20 Trillion*  
*As projected by the White House 

The Total Amount of Debt is the Problem 
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6 

Measure of a Country’s Health 
(Solvency) 

 

Debt / Equity 
Is Debt to GDP 
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7 

Measure of Budget/GDP 

Preferred ratio is 70-80% of GDP 
 

• Greece -- 120% Budget/GDP 
• UK --   125% Budget/GDP 
• USA --  100% Budget/GDP 
 

   (U.S. GDP in 2010 is $14 Trillion) 
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8 

The World 

• Total Assets  $350-$550 Trillion 
 
• Total Liquidity $140 Trillion (all stocks,  
       bonds & commodities) 
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9 

The World 
Money Available for Sovereign Debt Each 

Year:  $8-10 Trillion 
 

Needs: 
• U.S.   $4 Trillion 
• Europe   $2 Trillion 

• Rest of World  $2-4 Trillion 
 

Total  $8-10 Trillion 
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The World 

Capacity for World Debt?  $50 Trillion? 
 

• U.S.   $20 Trillion 
• Europe   $15 Trillion 
• Rest of World  $35 Trillion 

 

• Total   $70 Trillion 
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There is a limit to how much the 
countries of the world can borrow 

to fund T-bills or government 
spending in a given year. 

$10-15 Trillion 
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Impacts & Pressures 

• Private Capital 
• Other Equity Markets 
• The Dollar as a Currency 

 
 At 4%, the interest on the debt goes 

from $187 Billion to $600 Billion  
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13 

Three Economic Theories 
(in transition) 

Keynes Friedman Fisher 

Paul Krugman John Cogan Lacy Hunt 

Wants to spend 
$2 trillion more in 
stimulus money 

Balance the 
budget 

Do not bail out 
creditors 
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14 

Three Economic Theories 
Negative Pressures & Affects of 

Each Application: 

Small Business 
 

Family Owned 
Business 

Those needing 
or depending on 

subsidies 

Banks and 
financial 

institutions 
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15 

Four Merging Forces of Budget Pressure 
Culminating in March-April 2011  

• 46 states in various degrees of negative cash flow  
• Congress must raise debt ceiling  

– Current plan is to cut federal budget by $400 billion 
– $300 billion directly impacts states 

• Cost of Obama care begins to materialize at state 
level  

• Interest rate pressures on world government 
sovereign borrowing begins to rise  
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The Importance of the United States  
to the World’s Economy & Stability 

• The world’s safe harbor for economic freedom  
• Issuer and manager of world’s primary currency 
• The only economic culture that nurtures small 

business  
• Consumes 50% of world’s production 
• Produces approximately 30% of world’s goods and 

services 
• The critical military force controlling regional 

conflicts 
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From: Michael Cannon
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: The Truth About State Exchanges
Date: Thursday, August 16, 2012 11:38:33 AM

Forgive the self-promotion, but I think this is kinda interesting.
 

Congressman Raúl Labrador : The Truth About State Exchanges
 

August 10, 2012
 

Dear friends,
 
Last week I participated in a House Oversight and Government Reform Committee hearing
addressing the creation of health insurance exchanges and their treatment by the IRS. The
creation of health insurance exchanges under the president’s health care law has been a
popular topic with a lot of complicated details. Last week’s testimony outlined clear
differences between an exchange willingly created by a state and one created under the
president’s health care mandate. I hope that including part of that testimony here will lift
some of the fog.
 
My concern has always been with what Obamacare erroneously calls a state exchange. Our
witness last week gave clear answers to my questions and truly validated my concerns with
the implementation of a state health exchange under the president’s mandate. In a true state
health care exchange, the state tailors insurance options to the needs of a state’s population
and is not subject to federal regulation on the type of insurance residents can access. Under
Obamacare, hundreds of billions of federal dollars will flow through so-called “state
exchanges.” When the feds control the money, they control the product.
 
Michael Cannon, Director of Health Policy Studies at the non-partisan Cato Institute, offered
testimony before the OGR Committee. I first asked if an exchange created under the
Obamacare mandate is a true state exchange.
 
“No, the statute requires that every state-created exchange…get approval from the [Health
and Human Services] secretary,” Cannon said. “The statue gives the secretary the authority to
heap whatever regulations the secretary wants onto the state created exchanges. So it really is
a myth…that states would retain some sovereignty, retain some control over their health
insurance markets if they create their own exchanges, because whatever the secretary could
impose on a state through an exchange the federal government created, the secretary could
also impose on an exchange created through [Obamacare].”
 
To follow up I asked why a state might choose to forego the state exchange and allow for a
federal exchange.
 
“Well if what you want is a federally run health insurance exchange in your state—a
government agency controlling the private health insurance market—if what you want is the
federal government to control your state, the best thing you can do is establish an exchange,”
Cannon answered. “If the state does not establish an exchange then there might not be an
exchange at all because we all know there is no funding to create these exchanges, and it’s
not likely that Congress is going to approve [any].”
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Cannon concluded: “But the choice is not between a state controlled exchange and a
federally controlled exchange, it’s between a federally controlled exchange and maybe none.”
 
I asked also about the $2,000 per employee penalty that will be levied on employers in states
that create their own exchanges under Obamacare. I was curious if those tax liabilities would
be imposed on employers for states that refuse to set up exchanges under the mandate.
 
Cannon answered that “The penalties against employers…would not apply in a state that does
not create its own exchanges.”
 
The ultimate decision to establish a state exchange under the president’s mandate is up to
Governor Otter and the Idaho Legislature. What I hope all Idahoans understand is that doing
so leaves the ultimate power with the federal government. This committee hearing confirmed
my initial concerns with a federally mandated and federally regulated ‘state’ exchange. This
is exactly why I am asking Governor Otter and the Legislature to be cautious when
considering the introduction of a state exchange in Idaho.
 
Click here for a video of the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee hearing.
 
http://labrador.congressnewsletter.net/common/mailings/index.cfm?id=65?
q=prettyphoto&iframe=true&width=758&height=500
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: TN and OH on exchanges
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 12:08:29 PM
Attachments: 11.16.12 Letter to HHS.pdf

Fact Sheet - FINAL 11.16.2012.pdf

All- two more statements from today:
 
TN: Haslam Statement:  https://news.tn.gov/node/9930
 
Ohio: attached and found below. 
 
-MTS

 
From: Nichols, Robert 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 12:56 PM
To: Kanzeg, Ben 
Subject: Gov. Kasich letter to HHS 
 
This morning, Gov. Kasich informed the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services that
Ohio will not run an Obamacare health insurance exchange but will leave that to the federal
government.  Also, he informed HHS that Ohio will retain regulatory control over health
insurance plans offered through a federally-operated exchange as well as retain the
authority to determine who is eligible for Medicaid benefits. The Administration will submit
additional details to the federal government prior to HHS’s February 14 deadline. 
 
A copy of the governor’s letter and an explanatory fact sheet are attached.
 
The quote below is attributable to me, Rob Nichols, press secretary.  Please call me if there
are any questions.
 
“Ohio would have no flexibility to shape an exchange to our needs and its costs will be so
high that it just doesn’t make sense for the state to operate a health exchange under
Obamacare.  We’re going to leave that to the federal government.  Instead, Ohio will focus
on continuing to make our health insurance market as stable and competitive as possible
and make our Medicaid program as well-run as possible, which is why we’re opting to retain
maximum state control in those areas instead of beginning to turn over parts of them to the
federal government.”
 
Rob Nichols
Press Secretary
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Office of Governor John Kasich
330-760-7582
Rob.Nichols@Governor.Ohio.Gov
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From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Katie Altshuler; Cox-Kain, Julie
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Tulsa World Article: Health Care Committee
Date: Monday, November 28, 2011 12:48:46 PM

Committee still undecided on health care exchange
11/22/2011 by Wayne Greene -- The Tulsa World ---- 

Oklahoma needs to build a health insurance exchange - a key element in complying with

the federal health care law - a majority of the members of the legislative panel studying

the issue say.

The Joint Committee on Federal Health Care Law adjourned its final hearing last week

without taking a position on the key issue. Committee leaders said they were going to

survey members and come up with recommendations to legislative leaders and the

governor by mid-December.

The Tulsa World polled the members by telephone last week and found that at least 10 of

the 12 favor a state exchange of some sort.

The majority favor an exchange that will comply with federal requirements.

Two other members said they were undecided on the issue.

"I do know that we're going to do some sort of an exchange," said Sen. Bill Brown, R-

Broken Arrow. "We would be irresponsible if we didn't do something."

The Oklahoma Legislature tried three times to pass exchange legislation last year, but

internal division within the Republican Party killed the process each time.

Under the federal health care law - currently being challenged before the U.S. Supreme

Court - every state has to build an exchange or have one imposed on it by the federal

government.

Sen. Gary Stanislawski, R-Tulsa, one of the co-chairmen of the committee, said he is

ready for the state to build an exchange for small businesses, but he doesn't want the

state to build an exchange to deal with individual health insurance purchasers or Medicaid

patients.

Without an individual exchange, there would be no state-operated place for Oklahomans

to take advantage of federal tax credits to underwrite health insurance costs.

Stanislawski said federal officials have said they are willing to be flexible on the issue and

he would like to test that position.

His preference is for the state to set up the legal framework for an exchange and wait in

hopes that the U.S. Supreme Court or the national elections of 2012 solve the issue by

overturning the federal health care law.

If the federal government imposes an exchange on the state, Stanislawski said the state's

laws would restrict key issues of how it would operate.

Rep. Glen Mulready, R-Tulsa, the committee's other chairman, said he largely agrees with
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Stanislawski, especially in hoping that the Supreme Court or the election of 2012 will

make the issue moot.

However, he said he is "still wavering" on whether the state can afford not to set up an

exchange for individuals and Medicaid patients for fear of a federal takeover of the

process.

The Supreme Court case centers around one part of the federal law - the so-called

individual mandate, which requires people to have health insurance.

Even if the individual mandate is declared unconstitutional, chances are the rest of the

law, including the exchange requirement, will survive, said Rep. Doug Cox, R-Grove, one

of two physicians in the Oklahoma Legislature.

"We have to be prepared to move forward," Cox said.

"I'd rather see Oklahoma form an exchange, rather than allowing the federal government

to come in and do it," he said.

"At least we'll have some input into it and have some ownership of it."

Cox said it will be difficult to get an exchange passed through the Legislature because

many people, especially conservative Republicans, equate building an exchange with

agreeing to "Obama-care," the derisive term used by opponents to refer to the health

care law.

The state faces a realistic deadline of having legislation in place by April to avoid a federal

exchange, meaning that a bill not only would have to pass the Legislature but also do so

by a supermajority needed to pass an emergency clause - a daunting challenge for a

proposition that divides the majority party.

Cox said his emails are running 10-to-1 against an exchange.

Sen. Brian Crain, R-Tulsa, said a transitional period in legislative leadership will also make

passing an exchange bill more difficult this year, but it is still necessary.

"If we do not as Oklahomans put together a policy that fits for Oklahoma then we're

going to be left with something that the federal government forces upon us and will make

us less competitive than our sister states that try to be proactive about it," Crain said.

Brown, rated as the third-most-conservative member of the Senate by one group, said

legislators need to do what is needed, despite opposition from tea party groups.

"You have to do what's right for the people of Oklahoma, and you can't look at a certain

group that's fighting you tooth and toenail and saying if you do this we're going to

campaign against you, and we're going to put somebody else in your job," he said.

"My response is: I wasn't looking for a job when I found this one."

U.S. Sen. Tom Coburn's apparent support for an Oklahoma exchange will be helpful in the

fight, Brown said.

The committee's chairmen, Mulready and Stanislawski, met with Coburn for an hour last

week on the issue, and Mulready said Coburn encouraged the state to build a small

business exchange.

"Dr. Coburn may be the most conservative senator in the Congress," Brown said. "If he's
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coming out and saying that, we'll be able to handle any pushback that we get."

Rep. Jeannie McDaniel, D-Tulsa, said members of the committee have been bombarded

with emails from business leaders in recent days urging them to build an Oklahoma-style

exchange.

McDaniel, who has always favored a state exchange, said the business leaders might give

lawmakers enough political cover to get an exchange passed this year.

Rep. Jason Nelson, R-Oklahoma City, also says the Legislature will have to pass some

sort of free market-based health insurance exchange.

Nelson said he despises the federal health care law, thinks it is unconstitutional and

unworkable and hopes that it is killed by the Supreme Court or Congress; but until it is,

Oklahoma must comply, he acknowledged.

"Nullifying it doesn't work. You can ask the Southern states about that. You can't just go

your own way," he said.

Sen. Cliff Aldridge, R-Midwest City, sounded a similar note.

"I think we have no choice but to do it," he said. "It's not an option: Either establish (an

exchange) or the feds will."

Sen. Sean Burrage, D-Claremore, the incoming Senate minority leader, said the state

needs to build its own exchange, but he is frustrated by the time the Legislature lost last

year and that Gov. Mary Fallin rejected a $54 million federal grant to build an exchange

after initially accepting the money.

"I hate the time that was lost," Burrage said. "It is $54 million that we don't have now.

So the way I see it, we are $54 million in the hole as we start out."

Rep. Danny Morgan, D-Prague, said he favors a state exchange.

"I am very much in favor of developing our own exchange versus allowing the federal

government come figure out what's best for Oklahoma," Morgan said.

A staff member for Sen. John Sparks, D-Norman, said he had missed several of the

committee's meetings and he would defer comment to Burrage.

Rep. Randy Grau, R-Edmond, said he also is undecided on the issue.

Grau said he can see the logic of the state's wanting to control its own destiny in

designing an exchange, if there must be one, but Oklahoma voters have made it clear

that they don't want anything to do with "Obamacare."

"My preference at this point is that every single part of the federal health care law go

away," Grau said.

"I want to know what all of the options are," he said. "We have by no means identified or

explored all of the options.

 
 

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Planning / Project Manager | Health Planning & Grants Office  | Oklahoma State
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1. If the legislature does not approve acceptance of the grant, will the state return it 
to the federal government? At this point, no decision has been made to return the grant. 
The agency is waiting for state leadership to resolve this issue and provide further 
direction. We have not drawn any federal funds from this grant and will not make any 
requests for these funds until the issue is resolved.  

 
2. What will become of the exchange that is outlined in the grant proposal that the 
state submitted – will the state continue with its plans along the same lines? Again, the 
agency is waiting for state leadership to resolve this issue and provide further direction.   

 
3. Who wrote the grant proposal and when was it submitted? How many state 
employees are now tasked or assigned to this project?  The grant proposal was written by 
a team consisting of OHCA staff subject matter experts and was submitted Dec. 22, 2010. 
The proposal requests 10 full-time employees to be funded by the grant but as of this 
date, nobody has been hired. 
 
4. The grant application says the exchange ``will expand the population served 
potentially to every state resident.’’ How would that be? The Oklahoma grant proposal is 
to build a one-stop resource for any Oklahoman seeking information on affordable health 
insurance coverage options from both the private and public sector. Regardless of 
whether the consumer is qualified for coverage through Medicaid, eligible to receive tax 
credits, or determined to fall outside the assistance capabilities of the Oklahoma 
Exchange – all consumers will have the ability to learn what is available, as well as 
details about the plan or plans they may be comparing. Additionally, Oklahoma small 
businesses may also utilize the Internet functionality as a way to shop and compare high 
quality health insurance options for employees and their families. 
 
5. The application also appears to call for a network that would hold a Personal 
Health Record and medical records of people who use the exchange. It also appears to 
have interfaces with other electronic medical records in the state. This has been publicly 
discussed as a place people can go to comparison shop for insurance policies. Do you 
think people are aware that the state is proposing to store medical records in the exchange? 
There is no proposal to store medical records on the Oklahoma Exchange. There is an 
option for the consumer to create a Public Health Record that they can choose to share 
with their medical providers to increase the quality of health care they receive as well as 
provide better health outcomes. 

 
6. The application also calls for something called an eMPI, an electronic master 
patient index, to validate patients’ addresses and says “stakeholder entities can use the 
eMPI key for matching and de-duplicating records in their own internal systems.’’ What 
sources of data would be kept in this network to identify patients’ addresses? What other 
agencies would the health benefits exchange interface with to verify identity? The 
electronic master person index (eMPI) is a component of the Oklahoma proposal where 
consumers will benefit from a streamlined application process that doesn’t require them 
to locate and mail extensive paper information. Simply put, instead of consumers being 
required to mail in tax returns, birth certificates, etc., to verify income and identity, the 
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eMPI will compare their information to data held by the Internal Revenue Service as well 
as the Social Security Administration and Medicare. At the state level, data will be 
matched with records through the Oklahoma State Department of Health – Vital Statistics 
division and the Oklahoma Employment Security Commission. Consumers using the 
service will receive an eMPI which has been checked for duplication, accuracy and fraud. 
For example, a consumer may inadvertently submit multiple Oklahoma Exchange 
applications for various reasons (i.e. unfamiliarity with the system, connectivity problems, 
receiving assistance from several sources, etc). The eMPI ensures a single-member-
record is kept, reducing duplications and incorrect information. Likewise, methods of 
fraud and abuse will be deterred as information will be processed through the eMPI 
software which aims to recognize inaccuracies.   
Another example would be that in September 2013, Jane Doe delivers a baby girl and 
was qualified for SoonerCare (Oklahoma’s Medicaid program). Her labor and delivery 
expenses were paid by the SoonerCare program. Fast forward to 2014 and Jane Doe is 
expecting her second child and is seeking health insurance coverage through the 
Oklahoma Exchange. She is using the real-time eligibility determination system available 
to her through the Oklahoma Internet portal. She indicates that her husband recently 
received a promotion. That fact is verified by the data being cross checked with the other 
agencies. Due to her increase in household income she is not qualified for SoonerCare 
coverage; however her eMPI collects her previous qualification information (i.e. income, 
birth record, etc.) and uses a pre-populated application to streamline her eligibility 
process. As a result Jane Doe is not expected to resubmit copies of documentation she has 
already provided for her original Medicaid application. The eMPI tool provides assurance 
to Jane Doe that she has been accurately identified, thereby increasing consumer 
protections against identity theft and decreasing the potential for fraud and abuse. When 
applied one step further, Jane Doe can associate her eMPI at the time she chooses to 
create her personal health record. If she decides to share her PHR with her obstetrician, 
the eMPI uniquely identifies Jane Doe and assures her doctor that the information being 
shared is associated with the correct person. Jane Doe receives high quality care as a 
result of the secure information carried in large part by the eMPI. 
 
7. The application states that ``one of the contractors for the OHIEP will be Hewlett 
Packard Enterprise Systems.’’ Shouldn’t that be something that is put out to competitive 
bid? How were they chosen? What other contractors were considered? The grant proposal 
differentiates between technologies already in place versus new technology sought via 
competitive bid. HP Enterprise System is listed as one of the existing contractors because 
they are currently the agency’s fiscal agent having been recently awarded a competitive 
bid for the agency’s Medicaid Management Information Systems (MMIS). The grant 
proposal builds upon the OHCA’s current SoonerCare online enrollment system, which 
was built and is maintained by the existing contract with HP Enterprise Services. The 
new functionality will be competitively bid, and must interface with that existing system. 
Oklahoma will issue three competitive bids under this grant. The first request for 
proposal will seek a consultant to provide expertise, development and options for 
Oklahoma’s exchange. The second request for proposal will seek technical expertise and 
development of systems solutions for the interfaces with public programs as well as 
creation of standardized formats. The third request for proposal will seek identification of 
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requirements for systems, financial and operational aspects of Oklahoma’s Exchange.  
Approximately 97 percent of the grant funds will be competitively bid. 
 

8. HP and its lobbyists gave $8,100 to lawmakers and also spent $1,000 on meals for 
lawmakers and other state officials last year. Was that lobbying an attempt to win the 
contract for this exchange? The agency is not in position to speak for HP or their motives. 
The OHCA has enjoyed a long relationship with this company and their predecessor, 
EDS, as they have successfully won a competitive bid twice now to become the state 
Medicaid program fiscal agent and have helped create our agency’s online enrollment 
program.  

 

9. The application also calls for 10 employees to work under OHCA and eventually 
for a call center to be developed. How would that be funded and how much would it cost? 
The 10 full-time staff included in the grant proposal will be funded with 100 percent 
grant dollars, for a two-year, time-limited term of service. The total cost for all staff and 
employee benefits over the two year period is $1,659,944 or 3 percent of the total grant 
award. The proposal also includes the creation of a modular call center – one that is 
scalable and replicable – based upon the call volume and functions necessary to support 
the Oklahoma proposal. The total cost for the call center over the two year period is 
$17,769,072 which will be competitively bid and includes the addition of nearly 300 call 
center representatives; and establishment of phone, line, switch, and written 
communication (when necessary) capacity for all people served by the portal. 

 

10. What is the drawdown schedule for the grant and at what point does OHCA have 
to either return the grant or start spending it? Funds may be drawn down as they are spent. 
Four gate reviews are conducted during the grant period which review and approve 
expenditures for quality and appropriateness. The grant will expire on Feb. 15, 2013. 
Although we are eligible to request funds for costs incurred, we have not drawn any 
federal funds from this grant and will not make any requests for these funds until the 
issue is resolved. We have accumulated some costs for travel for a meeting in 
Washington D.C. with the federal grantor and some costs for human resources for posting 
of positions related to the grant. 

 
11. In general, what are the benefits of creating the exchange in this way for the 
state’s uninsured? The development of a model for eligibility and enrollment via the 
Oklahoma Exchange is the primary goal of this grant initiative. All Oklahomans, not just 
the uninsured, would benefit by being able to access the Internet at a location of their 
choosing, entering their information and without having to visit multiple agencies to 
gather copies of their records, the system will help them find health insurance coverage 
that they can afford. They will also benefit by having their information made available to 
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their provider if they choose and also by knowing there isn’t anyone using their identity 
to gain access to health services.  
This project will leverage tools such as the web-based real-time online enrollment portal 
that was made operational on Sept. 7, 2010 by the OHCA. Oklahoma proposes to utilize 
the online enrollment platform upon which the eligibility and enrollment functions within 
the Oklahoma Exchange will be established.  
The Early Innovator grant is aimed at providing Oklahoma with the resources and 
support needed to create an Information Technology infrastructure for an Oklahoma-
tailored Exchange. One large benefit to Oklahoma as an Early Innovator state is the 
ability to design and implement an Exchange prior to the establishment of somewhat-
prescriptive technical assistance and close cooperation than states establishing their 
exchanges in the future are likely to receive.  
Oklahoma’s proposal contains several key features aimed to establish a model for 
successfully integrating the Oklahoma Exchange into the health system. One such 
proposed feature allows consumers navigating through Oklahoma’s online enrollment 
feature of the exchange to select, at the time of application, a primary care provider. This 
feature allows many Oklahoma consumers to reap the benefits from the state’s Patient-
Centered Medical Home efforts.  Likewise, Oklahoma proposes to provide the consumer 
with an option to establish a Personal Health Record at the time of enrollment through the 
Oklahoma Exchange. This feature supports and builds upon Oklahoma’s Health 
Information Exchange efforts to fully-integrate the health care system in an efficient and 
effective electronic framework, thereby reducing redundancies and improving quality.    
It is the goal of the Early Innovator grant to create an Oklahoma-tailored Exchange IT 
system that is flexible, adaptable, and responds rapidly to changes in programs and future 
technology.   
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PPACA Provisions & Critical Action Steps for State Consideration 
July 8, 2012 

Important Deadlines 
September 30, 2012 

November 16, 2012 

January 1, 2013 

October 1, 2013 
January 1, 2014 

Establish Essential Health Benefits for state small group and individual markets 
inside and outside of exchange 
Deadline to submit declaration letter and blueprint for approval of state-based 
or state-partnerships insurance exchange 
HHS will approve or conditionally approve state-based or state-partnership 
insurance exchange for operation in 2014 
Insurance exchanges will begin accepting enrollment 
Insurance exchanges will be fully operational 

Options for Consideration 
Essential Health Benefits 
Determine state essential health benefits or allow the federal proposed default plan 

1. State Option -Allows maximum state control to chose essential benefits within federal 
guidelines 

2. Federal Option - Largest plan by enrollment in the largest product in state's small group market 
Timeframe for decision making - Immediate 

State based, state partnership or federal exchange within the next 18 months 
1. State based exchange 

Pros: Maximum state control within the confines of federal law or regulation 
Cons: Time period is very short and will require significant effort to achieve on time (if possible) 

2. State partnership exchange 
Pros: Allows the state to manage aspects of exchange they choose and allow the federal 
government to operate other aspects of the exchange 
Cons: The federal government assumes overall responsibility in a state partnership exchange 
Functions of an exchange that may be shared in a partnership model: plan management, 
consumer assistance, reinsurance and Medicaid and CHIP eligibility 

3. Federally operated exchange 
Pros: Completely leaves the development and operation of an insurance exchange to the federal 
govt. 
Cons: There is no state control in the management of a federal exchange 

Time line for decision making - Immediate 

State based or state partnership exchange beginning January 1. 2015 
States have the option of allowing the federal government to build an exchange initially and then 
applying to operate a state exchange within a 12 month period. 

Pros: Allows the state to wait until after the national elections and an opportunity for Congress 
or the President to act before proceeding to develop an exchange. 
Cons: Limits state control initially and might lead to changes or disruption during transition to 
state exchange. 

State based exchange that is non-compliant with ACA 
Pro: Can build an exchange that is consistent with Oklahoma values 
Cons: Federal government will operate an exchange in Oklahoma and provide federal tax 
credits and subsidies 
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Considerations for developing a State Based Exchange to begin January 2014 
A team of individuals needs to immediately be authorized to begin planning the operation of an 
insurance exchange and developing plans to complete the blueprint and attest to the required elements 
of a compliant exchange: 

Legal Authority and Governance 
Eligibility and Enrollment 
Risk Adjustment and Reinsurance 
Organization and Human Resources 
Technology 
Oversight and Monitoring 

Consumer and Stakeholder Engagement and Support 
Plan Management 
Small Business Health Options Program 
Finance and Accounting 
Privacy and Security 
Contracting, Outsourcing, and Agreements 

If a state cannot verify it has all these elements in place and operational by January 1, 2013, HHS can 
provide conditional approval as long as it appears a state can have an operational insurance exchange by 
October 1, 2013. 

Significant Policy Decisions 
1. A governance structure needs to be determined for operation of an exchange. According to 

ACA, the governance structure could be a new or existing state agency, new quasi governmental 
entity or a new non-profit organization. 

• Given the timeframe available, existing governmental entities (or a group of entities) 
that have the authorization to operate an insurance exchange is an option to cons.icier. 
The following agencies were mentioned during stakeholder interviews when discussing 
operation of an exchange: OSEEGIB, OHCA, OID. · 

• Entities that exist in statute that would require alteration of their enabling legislation to 
govern the exchange include OHIET and the HUB. 

• A new quasi-governmental entity or non-profit could be established to govern Insure 
Oklahoma and create Oklahoma's exchange but these entities would need significant 
infrastructure and most likely need support from a state agency. 

2. Funding needs to be identified for development and operation of an insurance exchange. 
Development costs for an insurance exchange may exceed $20 million. Building an insurance 
exchange as a component of existing projects or on top of existing infrastructure may 
significantly reduce costs. 

3. Medicaid expansion decisions may impact eligibility for tax credits on an insurance exchange as 
tax credits are available to those at or above 100% of the federal poverty limit not to exceed 
400%. 
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Statistics Related to Medicaid Expansion 

• In 2010 624,480 Oklahomans were uninsured, 17% of the total 
population. Coverage varies by age group. Uninsured by category: 

o Children - 12.2% 
o Adults 19-64 - 23. l % 
o Adults 65+ - 0.2% 

(OHCA Uninsured Fast Facts October 2011, based on 2010 US Census Bureau data) 

• At 138% FPL (Federal Poverty Level): There are 889,000 Oklahomans. Of 
them, 281,000 or 32% are uninsured. (U.S. Census Bureau, 2009American 
Community Survey) 

• At 100% FPL: There are 597,000 Oklahomans. Of them, 197,781or33% 
are uninsured. (U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, 2011 Annual Social 
and Economic Supplement) 

• Expanding Medicaid to 138% FPL would make 180,000 Oklahomans 
eligible for SoonerCare. Using the CBO estimated take-up rate of 57%, 
OHCA assumes 102,600 would sign up for SoonerCare. 
( OHCA estimate based on Census estimates of uninsured) 

• Expanding Medicaid to 138% FPL would cost taxpayers $286.3 million 
per year in 2014, all of which would be federal funds. 
( OHCA estimate based on per-member cost of $2,970 /year) 

• By 2020, when the federal match rate bottoms out at 90%, the cost to 
state taxpayers of the newly-eligible adults would be $27.9 million. By 
that year, federal contribution will be $294.4 million. (OHCA estimate based 
on above data, ACA cost-sharing schedule, with 2%/year cost inflation is assumed) 

• There are other ACA-related costs to the state treasury totaling $30.1 
million in 2014: 

o In its first year, the ACA is expected to cause 34,4 70 "previously 
eligible" persons to enroll in SoonerCare, costing state taxpayers 
$20.8 million in state matching funds. 

o OHCA estimates that administrative costs, half of which fall on 
state taxpayers, will increase by $9.3 million in 2014 because of 
ACA: 

• $5.5 million for general administrative expenses 
• $2.1 million for increases in volume-based contracts with 

vendors 
• $1.7 million for payroll costs of 76 FTE at OHCA. 

• OSU has developed a model to estimate the economic impact of Medicaid 
on the state's economy. Using the model, the $286.3 million federal 
funds expenditure for newly-eligible adults in 2014 would yield: 

o 4, 187 direct health-care jobs with $150.8 million payroll 
o 5, 158 indirect jobs with $131.2 million payroll 
o $29.8 million in state tax collections (sales, income @ 2007 rates, 

other) 
Job and income modifiers, and tax revenue estimates, are based on IMPLAN values used 
in "The Economic Impact of the Medicaid Program on Oklahoma's Economy," National 
Center for Rural Health Works, Oklahoma State University, January 2007. 
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• Categories of Ol<lahomans impacted by ACA (assuming Medicaid 
eligibility is set at <138% FPL): 

o Number of uninsured Ol<lahomans reduced by 338,000. Sources of 
insurance: 

• Medicaid, increase of 202,000 
• Non-group Insurance, increase of 58,000 
• Employer-sponsored Insurance, increase of 77 ,000 

o Uncompensated care is reduced from $886 million to $277 million, 
a drop of $609 million or 69%. 

o 100,000 Oldahomans would gain tax subsidies totaling $430 
million to purchase insurance. 

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Report, Jan. 2012; Blavin, Buittgens and Roth; 
Based on Health Insurance Policy Simulation Model (HIPSMJ 
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The Honorable Barack Obama 
President of the United States 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear President Obama: 

July 10, 2012 

On June 28 the United States Supreme Court ruled in National Federation of Independent 
Business vs. Sebelius that the Medicaid expansion provisions in the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act (PP A CA) were unconstitutionally coercive of state sovereignty. 

Despite the rnling which upheld the individual mandate as a tax, we have written before 
and continue to maintain that the PPACA remains seriously flawed both conceptually and 
technically. It favors dependency over personal responsibility and will ultimately destroy the 
private insurance market. In its current form, the law will increase health care costs and likely 
lead to the disruption or discontinuation of millions of Americans' insurance plans. The new 
federal subsidies anticipated that enable exchanges are unaffordable given the crnshing federal 
budget deficits and record national debt, and states cannot afford significant Medicaid 
expansions. For most governors, Medicaid growth even before PPACA, was exorbitant, and 
consuming an even larger share of state budgets. 

Three years ago, you correctly told Senate Democrats, "[a]s we move forward on health 
reform, it is not sufficient for us to simply add more people to Medicare or Medicaid to increase 
the rolls, to increase coverage in the absence of cost controls and reform. And let me repeat this 
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principle; Ifwe don't get control over costs, then it is going to be very difficult for us to expand 
coverage. These two things go hand in hand. Another way of putting it is we can't simply put 
more people into a broken system that doesn't work." 

Unfo11unately, that is precisely what has been done-PP A CA, if implemented by the 
states, would put more people, 16-20 million individuals, into a broken Medicaid system. Three 
years ago, you stated clearly that would be a mistake. We fully agree. Today, states have less 
flexibility over the administration of the program, even though some states pay a share of the 
cost equal to that of the federal government. Governors of both parties, who are the primary 
managers of Medicaid delivery in our states, were not invited to engage in meaningful dialogue 
with your administration in 2010 when the PPACA was drafted-- and ultimately passed--- on a 
party-line vote. 

We are still waiting for the real tools and flexibility we need to reform Medicaid and 
lower costs as you promised. Last year, Republican governors stressed the need to reform 
Medicaid, and we put forward 31 specific policy ideas to achieve that goal. We sent you and the 
Congressional leadership the detailed plan documents to craft such reforms. Since we received 
virtually no response from you, we are enclosing another copy for your team to review. We now 
renew our call for Medicaid reform. 

PP A CA uses Medicaid as the vehicle for expansion because it would be cheaper for the 
federal government through cost-shifting to the states. Despite promises of higher federal 
matches for the expansion populations, we also cannot ignore the policies proposed by your 
Administration that would cut the enhanced match rate for newly eligibles. 

While overall spending on health care has slowed, the cost of health care has not. 
Spending has slowed, but for the wrong reason-the lingering recession that has cost jobs and 
thus lost health coverage. According to the most recent federal government projections, the 
number of individuals without health insurance will have increased from 42.7 million in 2008 to 
48.6 million in 2013. 

While we continue to believe the best option is to fully repeal and replace the PPACA, 
states now confront numerous deadlines and face major policy decisions in the wake of the 
Supreme Court decision. Before making any final policy decisions, governors must carefully 
consider the sh011 and long-term implications of an expanded entitlement program and the 
consequences of significantly increasing the size of government to manage these programs. 

The states' burden of the expansion population as well as administrative costs remains 
significant. Increased spending on Medicaid crowds out resources available to states to spend on 
other meaningful priorities like education, the environment, public safety and infrastructure. 
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Moreover, even before increasing the Medicaid-eligible population as prescribed by 
PP A CA, Medicaid has been on an unsustainable path, comprising a growing share of state 
budgets every year. It is difficult to see how expanding Medicaid without reform would do 
anything other than put more strain on state budgets and the taxpayers, especially when 
considering that many pernicious provisions that curtail state flexibility remain. 

While the Supreme Cowt decision focused on the states' role in determining whether a 
Medicaid expansion is in the best interest of its citizens, states also face other PP A CA-related 
decisions, like whether to establish a state based health-insurance exchange or accept the default 
of a federal exchange. As the exchange issue is currently interpreted, states are essentially being 
tasked with shouldering all the responsibility without any authority. 

If states determine that a Medicaid expansion is not in the best interests of its citizens, it 
is likely that there will be a significant gap in coverage for low-income individuals who do not 
qualify for tax credits. We believe it is incumbent upon the authors of PPACA and your 
Administration to detail precisely how you intend to address this situation. 

We also believe that it is unlikely that the federal government will have fully functional 
exchanges in place by the fall of 2013 in order for millions of Americans to be able to purchase 
coverage beginning January 2014. We respectfully request the Administration provide the 
detailed work plan that demonstrates these deadlines will be met. If they cannot be met, the 
responsible course would be for HHS to level with us and the American people. We also do not 
understand how the federal government can begin to afford to implement PPACA, with deficits 
already over $1 trillion in every year of your presidency, and the debt growing $5 trillion in the 
past 3 years to an outrageous record of nearly $16 trillion. 

The consequences of governors' decisions will impact our states - and the nation - for 
decades to come, so we must have all the information needed to choose wisely. We have taken 
the libe1ty of compiling below just some of the critical questions that must have answers before 
states can determine best how to proceed in light of the Court's decision. We unde11ake this task 
with a sense of great responsibility, and resolve to only move forward when we have full and 
complete knowledge of all the implications of our decision. 

Healthcare Exchanges: 

1) Please provide a complete list of regulations that will have to be reviewed, revised 
and re-opened for public comment prior to implementation as a result of the Supreme 
Court ruling (e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations, exchange regulations related to 
interface with Medicaid)? What is the schedule for re-issuing these regulations? 
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2) When will either additional guidance or actual rules be issued on essential health 
benefits, actuarial value and rating areas be issued? 

3) The federal government has already extended deadlines for applying for Level l and 
Level 2 Exchange Establishment fonding into 2014. Can we expect extensions of the 
deadlines for implementation given the uncertainty caused by the Supreme Court 
ruling and the linkage between Medicaid expansion and exchange eligibility and 
enrollment functions? In addition, will the deadlines change for states implementing 
a partnership exchange? Will the deadlines be extended for states implementing a 
federal exchange? 

4) When will the details of the federal partnership options be available? These cannot be 
considered as an option without details including cost estimates. How will the long 
term funding of the federally-facilitated healthcare exchanges be sustained? 

5) States considering a state-based exchange need to know whether there will be a 
charge and by how much to use the federal data hub, advance premium tax 
credit/cost-sharing reduction service, risk adjustment and transitional reinsmance 
programs. 

6) When will states learn the details of the operational systems for a federal exchange? 
The procedural, technical, and architectural requirements for linking to the federal 
exchange have not been released. It is not feasible to know if a state-based exchange 
is better for our citizens until we know what the contents of a federal exchange will 
be. Taking grant money at this time for state exchange creation may be wasted if a 
federal exchange makes more sense for a patticular state. 

7) When will information from the establishment of a federal exchange be available for 
states to use if a state opts to build its own exchange?·It is costly for each state to 
have to start from scratch and still not know how interfaces will work. 

8) If states choose to build a state-based exchange, what dollars will the federal 
government contribute now and in the futme? For the federal exchange states, when 
will the regulations regarding the imposition of taxes on a state's insmers be 
released? 

9) It has been widely reported that Congressional leaders who have to appropriate 
money will seek to defond exchanges. Please explain how the enactment provisions 
of the law allow the Executive Branch to continue to fund exchanges without 
Congressional action to appropriate money. 
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10) What happens to a state that has taken exchange planning and implementation grants 
iftheir exchange is not financially viable after 2015? Can a state refuse to increase 
taxes on either its residents or insurers, thus putting the financial underpinning of an 
exchange at risk? What penalties does the federal government envision in this case? 

11) What happens if a state accepts grant money now to begin to build a state exchange, 
and subsequently determines that a federal exchange may be better? Will the federal 
government claw back these grant dollars from the states? 

12) What impact will changes to the Medicaid expansion have on exchange 
implementation? The federal exchange is currently structured to provide Medicaid 
eligibility determination. How will this work if some states participate and others do 
not? 

13) Last month the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) pointed out a provision in the 
law that reduces exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer and fewer people 
will qualify for subsidies, and the people who do qualify will get a smaller and 
smaller subsidy. Does the Administration support that change, and if so, how would 
you pay for it? If you do not, why do you think people should be forced to buy 
insurance if federal subsidies are shrinking? 

14) CMS has released 90/10 funding under ARRA and HITECH in order for states to 
improve their eligibility systems for Medicaid and other social service programs. Will 
that funding continue? 

15) Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid program, 
states are charged by the PP A CA with creating a single, seamless point of entry for 
all of the insurance affordability programs affected by the Act--Medicaid, the 
Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic Health Plan (where offered), 
advance tax credits for individual and Small Business Health Options Program 
(SHOP) exchange enrollees. This leaves another major question on the table. What 
about all of the other social service programs? Will states still be able to create an 
eligibility system for all social service programs under the 90/l 0 funding mechanism? 

16) In order to minimize disruptions to a state's insurance market, The Office of 
Personnel Management (OPM) is required to certified multi-state plans that must be 
included in every exchange, when will the rules be released detailing the 
requirements and timeline for multi-state plans. How OPM structures these rules can 
be very disruptive to a state's insurance market. 
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17) Does the federal government intend to maintain high risk pools and how will they be 
financed? What actions will they take in a state that has opted not to operate a high 
risk pool or an exchange? 

Medicaid 

l) When can we expect to receive updated guidance on Medicaid expansion and related 
topics? 

2) ls there a deadline for letting the federal government know if a state will be 
paiticipating in the Medicaid expansion? How does that relate to the exchange 
declaration deadline? The two programs are ctnTently scheduled to be implemented 
simultaneously in January 2014. 

3) Will states that expand Medicaid coverage up to a level below 138% of the federal 
poverty level (FPL), for example up to 100% of FPL, still receive the enhanced 
federal medical assistance percentage (FMAP) available for "newly covered" 
populations? 

4) Will states be allowed to phase in Medicaid coverage up to 138% of FPL (or 100% 
FPL) years after 2013 and still receive the enhanced FMAP? 

5) Does the MOE requirement apply to the expansion population or does it apply only to 
the current Medicaid population? If a state accepts the expansion, but the federal 
match goes away, can we drop out of the expansion program? Will you waive the 
MOE under your l l l 5 waiver authority? What will be the penalties for failure to 
comply with MOE requirements? Since the MOE was a direct result of the expansion 
funding, if a state chooses not to expand is the MOE no longer effective? 

6) Regarding the two year increase in Medicaid reimbursement for primary care codes, 
are you going to extend it? If so, how are you going to pay for it? Congressional 
Republicans have expressed opposition to any funded for PPACA. 

7) Will states still be required to convert their income counting methodology to MAGI 
for purposes of determining eligibility regardless of whether they expand to the 
optional adult group? If so, how do states link the categorical eligibility criteria to the 
MAGI? How will the federal exchanges utilize the state's criteria? 

8) !fa state expanded Medicaid through a waiver prior to enactment of the PPACA, but 
then chooses not to expand coverage further, are they still eligible for the 75% to 90% 
enhanced FMAP for the previously expanded population? 
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9) Will the federal government support options for the Medicaid expansion population 
that encourage personal responsibility- cost sharing or accountability provisions, the 
use of high deductible plans such as Health Savings Accounts, and other options at 
the state's choice? 

I 0) What specific plans and timeline do you have for enacting the reforms and flexibility 
options for Medicaid that you spoke of in 2009? When can states give further input 
on the needed reforms? 

11) You have stated that you will not deport undocumented aliens who have not 
committed a crime. You have also said that these undocumented aliens will be 
exempt from the individual mandate. How will the state be reimbursed for medical 
services given to these individuals? 

12) Will CMS approve global waivers with an aggregate allotment, state flexibility, and 
accountability if states are willing to initiate a portion of the expansion? 

13) The Disproportionate Share allotments will be reduced every year with a 
methodology based in the reduction in the number of uninsured. One, when will 
HHS issue the regulations and methodology for this reduction? Two, for a state that 
does not see a decrease in its uninsured population will the remaining state absorb the 
full reduction? In addition, can a state implement a new DSH Diversion program as 
pait of the optional expansion? Can a state implement new DSH Diversion programs 
for services to the uninsured/uncompensated care services? 

There will inevitably be more questions that will arise as additional guidance flows from 
your Administration. With just 18 months until the anticipated implementation date of 
PPACA, we would appreciate prompt answers. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter facing states and the country. We 
look forward to learning from your responses. 

Sincerely, 

Governor Bob McDonnell, RGA Chairman 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
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EDITOR’S NOTE:

Addition of HB 1571

under Traditional Values

Oklahoma House of Representatives
Media Division

                                                                                                                                                           
                          March 18, 2011
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Contact: Lisa Liebl                 
Capitol: (405) 962-7674
 

 

House Republicans Highlight Agenda Accomplishments
 
OKLAHOMA CITY – The House Republican Caucus today highlighted their agenda
accomplishments after completing work on House legislation.  The agenda platform includes
reforms to enhance our economic environment, improve public safety, access affordable
health care, reform educational practices, streamline and modernize state government,
protect traditional values, and defend constitutional rights.

 
“I am extremely proud of the Republican Caucus for adhering to the agenda

priorities,” said House Speaker Kris Steele, R-Shawnee. “It is an enormous responsibility
knowing each vote cast could change the lives of Oklahomans. Our focus is on doing what’s
best for our citizens and the future of our state.”

 
The House of Representatives entered the 2011 Legislative session faced with a $600 million
budget deficit. They were tasked with balancing the budget and many facets of tax reform.

 
“Because we face a $500 million shortfall, this is clearly a challenging budget

environment,” said state Rep. Earl Sears, a Bartlesville Republican who chairs the House
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Appropriations and Budget Committee. “However, House Republicans are advancing reforms
that will help close that hole by streamlining and modernizing state government. The money
saved through these reforms will help us protect vital areas such as education, transportation
and public safety.”

 
“I am proud that House Republicans are focused on fixing the flawed tax credit

system,” said state Rep. David Dank, an Oklahoma City Republican who chairs the House
Revenue and Taxation subcommittee. “If we are going to compete in the crucial next few
years, we had to stop talking and start acting to dramatically reform our state tax system.
The GOP is doing just that."

 
House Republicans are committed to creating an environment that is conducive to job
retention and job growth including worker’s compensation reform, lawsuit reform, improving
transportation infrastructure and not raising taxes.

 
“House Republicans believe economic growth should be measured by the number of

private-sector businesses that can grow and employ Oklahomans,” said House Floor Leader
Dan Sullivan, R-Tulsa. “The reforms we have advanced will reduce frivolous litigation and
allow the private sector to thrive.”

 
“For nearly 20 years, Oklahoma road funding was badly neglected,” said House

President Pro Tempore Jeff Hickman, R-Fairview. “House Republicans have reversed that
trend, and we remain committed to protecting road funding. Our state cannot grow without
a viable transportation system.”

Several measures have advanced to improve public safety through responsible corrections
reform and further addressing illegal immigration to create safer communities and protect
limited taxpayer dollars.

                “While House Republican believe there must be consequences for those who
commit crimes, we do not believe the state must always utilize the most expensive
punishment available,” said state Rep. Lisa J. Billy, a Purcell Republican who chairs the
appropriations subcommittee on public safety. “The reforms we have enacted have been
shown to cost less while also reducing recidivism. We are working to preserve public safety
while being smart with public dollars.”

“To deal with the pressing issues of illegal immigration the House Republicans are
taking a very deliberate course of action looking for solutions,” said state Rep. George
Faught, a Muskogee Republican who is co-chair of the joint committee on immigration. “This
focus on this measure will be centered on public safety which affects all citizens of this state.
We are taking input from the law enforcement officers who deal daily with the issues of
public safety and encourage their solutions to crime and illegal immigration. Our goal is to
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give law enforcement officers the tools and information that will help them become effective
in enforcing our laws and protecting our citizens. There should be consequences for criminal
behavior.”

 
House Republicans have continued their commitment to provide better access to affordable
quality health care and promote a competitive free market system.

 
“We have made significant strides in developing initiatives for those needing health

coverage,” stated state Rep. Doug Cox, R-Grove. “House Republicans are centered on
reducing Oklahoma’s uninsured population by building a premiere healthcare exchange
constructed on rock solid conservative values.”

 
“Having health insurance that is accessible and affordable is an issue that has our

focus and commitment this session,” said state Rep. Glen Mulready, R-Tulsa. “House
Republicans want Oklahoma to lead the way in building a better health insurance
marketplace, one that truly empowers individuals and small-business owners to purchase
plans that best meet their needs.”

As a top priority to many elected officials, the House is devoted to ensuring all Oklahoma
students have access to a quality education by advancing measures to eliminate trial de
novo, eliminate social promotion, increase accountability and transparency, and provide
greater instructional opportunities to include protecting parents’ rights to educate their
children by other means.

“For Oklahoma students to become productive adults, they must have access to a
quality education,” said state Rep. Ann Coody, a Lawton Republican who chairs the House
Common Education Committee. “The reforms we are advancing will increase academic rigor
and accountability, providing Oklahoma children a better future.”
 

“The education reforms promoted by House Republicans will provide greater
transparency to parents, allowing them to determine how their local schools are performing
through a true apples-to-apples comparison,” said state Rep. Lee Denney, a Cushing
Republican who chairs the House appropriations subcommittee on education. “That
information will highlight successful schools and allow the dissemination of successful
teaching strategies, benefiting all children and districts in the state.”

The House GOP agenda is aimed at streamlining state government, reforming state pension
systems, and eliminating or reforming tax policies that fail to generate widespread economic
benefit.

“For years, our unfunded pension liability has been the enormous financial problem
of state government that no one would acknowledge,” said state Rep. Randy McDaniel, R-
Oklahoma City. “This year, we have finally started making the tough decisions necessary to
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ensure the continued viability of those retirement systems without increasing taxes on
working families.”

 
“By eliminating needless duplication in state government, we can save millions of

taxpayer dollars while maintaining services,” said state Rep. Jason Murphy, R-Guthrie. “By
enacting the common-sense reforms that private industry has used for years, we are

bringing state government into the 21st Century.”

The Republican caucus will continue its commitment to protect traditional Judeo-Christian
values, including the sanctity of human life and the traditional family.

“House Republicans have enacted pro-life reforms with bipartisan support to provide
greater protections to the most-vulnerable Oklahomans – those in the womb,” said state
Rep. Pam Peterson, R-Tulsa. “We are modernizing state law to reflect the medical and
scientific realities of 2011, which show us unmistakably that a child in the womb is a
precious, living member of our human family deserving of our protection.”

 
“One of the greatest challenges facing Oklahoma is the fragmentation of families,”

said state Rep. Mark McCullough, R-Sapulpa. “Divorce leads to increased demand for many
state services. By working to enact policies that can help preserve families, we can ultimately
save hundreds of millions in the long run.”

 
Finally, the House Republicans are dedicated to restoring and defending the Constitution,
including promoting second and tenth Amendment rights.
               

“The right to self-defense is one of the most fundamental constitutional rights
granted Americans, and House Republicans have advanced legislation that prevents the
erosion of that right,” said state Rep. John Enns, R-Enid. “Law-abiding citizens should not be
left defenseless against criminals who will not hesitate to commit murder or rape, let alone
break a gun control law.”
 
The House passed numerous bills which aligned with the Republican Caucus agenda. They
are committed to the task of fulfilling their job responsibilities and well representing the
voice of their constituents.
 
The Legislature is set to begin hearing Senate bills next week.

 
 

 HOUSE REPUBLICAN CAUCUS  

 2011 Agenda Legislation  

   

 ECONOMY  
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 Lawsuit Reform  

HB 2023 Admissibility of actual amounts paid for  medical

bills

Sullivan

HB 2024 Periodic Payments Sullivan

HB 2128 Caps on noneconomic damages Steele

   

 Workers Comp Reform  

HB 2038 Requires reporting from Workers Comp Court Sullivan

   

 Pension Reform  

HB 2132 No unfunded COLA's Steele

HB 1648 OTRS loophole fix Newell

HB1002 Improves efficiencies in OTRS McDaniel

HB 1007 Pension Funding Accountability Act McDaniel

HB1010 Judges and Justices Pension Reform McDaniel

HB 1005 Pension and Benefit Funding and Security Task

Force

McDaniel

   

 Revenue/Taxation  

HB 1285 Task Force to Study Tax Credits Dank

HB 1953 Oklahoma Quick Action Closing Fund McNeil

HB 1008 Engineering Tax Credit McNiel

HJR 1001 Resolution seeks to freeze the value of seniors

homes for taxation purposes at the value

determined the year the head of household turns

sixty-five.

Dank

HJR 1002 Resolution seeks to cap the possible annual

increase of taxable value of property at 2%.

Current cap is 5%.

Dank

   

 TRADITIONAL VALUES  

HB 1888 Pain-Capable Unborn Child Protection--No

abortions after 20 weeks because child is pain-

capable

Peterson

HB 1642 Requires that doctors performing abortions in OK

have clinical privileges at a hospital within 30

miles of clinic where abortions are done

Ritze

HB 1970 Prohibiting certain drugs to induce abortions Grau

HB 1571 All persons, from fertilization or conception, are

created free with inalienable rights

Vaughn

   

   

 GOVERNMENT REFORM &
MODERNIZATION
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HB 2140 Shared Services consolidation of DCS, OPM,

OMPC, ODL, OSEEGIB, and EBC into OSF

Steele

HB 1034 Purchasing System cleanup Murphey

HB 1035 Modifying Trip Optimizer system Murphey

HB 1086 OK Government 2.0 Act Murphey

HB 1207 Innovation, Efficiency and Accountability Act Murphey

HB 1225 Initiative Petitions; requiring statement of funding

sources

Ownbey

HB 1541 Executive entity consolidations Murphey

HB 1044 Administrative Rules Reform Faught

   

   

 CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS  

HB 1652 Authorizes concealed weapons in cars at

CareerTech

Enns

   

 PUBLIC SAFETY  

HB 1446 Immigration Reform Bill Faught

HB 2131 Switches sentencing statute default from

consecutive to concurrent, authorizes more use of

community sentencing and GPS tracking, and

removes governor from non-violent parole

approvals.

Steele

   

 HEALTH  

HB 2130 HUB board and implementation Steele

HB 2017 Medical Student Loan Program Cox

HB 1554 Long-term care options counseling Kern

HB 1220 Prevention Services Consolidation Act McCullough

   

 EDUCATION  

HB 1456 Establishing grades for schools Denney

HB 1550 Providing retention for certain third-grade students Kern

HB 2139 State Board of Education reform Steele

HB 1372 Adds Elementary and Assistant Superintendents

to list of those included in administrative

expenditure cap.

Holland

HB 1380 Eliminates Trial De Novo Holland
 
 

###
 
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt
from disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this
email by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any
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disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in
reliance on it, is prohibited and unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not
warrant any e-mail transmission received as being virus free, and disclaims any
liability for losses or damages arising from the use of this e-mail or its attachments.
Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer virus exposure by opening
or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or recourse against
the House by doing so.
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Utah and Massachusetts Health Insurance Exchanges: Side-by-Side Comparison 
 
 
  

Utah 
 
Massachusetts 

Goals as Stated by the State Designed to enhance the 
sharing of information among 
employers, employees, 
insurers, and brokers, and to 
enhance predictability for 
employers via a "defined 
contribution" benefit. 

Designed as a key gateway to 
universal or near-universal 
coverage for its residents. 
Goals are to decrease 
administrative costs to buying 
insurance, improve plan 
transparency and facilitate 
access to subsidies for those 
under 300% of the federal 
poverty level.  

Primary User The system was primarily 
designed for small employers, 
but it provides a mechanism 
for any consumer to compare 
plans.  

Individuals and employers. 
Serves primarily subsidized 
individuals, but also 
unsubsidized individuals as 
well as small employers with 
plan comparisons, premium 
collection etc.  

Plan selection process The exchange is a market 
organizer. “Any willing plan” 
approach. 

The Connector offers 
decision-support tools and a 
streamlined set of benefit 
packages. The Connector also 
requires standardization – 
unsubsidized plans can 
currently offer no more than 
one Gold, three Silver, and 
three Bronze products. 
Subsidized population offered 
a standard set of benefits but 
a choice of health plans to 
administer them. 

Governance   

 

Operates with two employees 
within the Governor’s Office 
of Economic Development 
(public agency), an office that 
has a mission to promote the 
growth of Utah’s business 
community (small business in 
particular). The exchange is a 
state agency, with an Advisory 
Board. Board members are 
elected by the Director of 
Office of Economic 

Approximately 50 staffers in-
house operate the exchange. 
Several additional functions 
are not conducted in-house, 
including customer service 
and web hosting. Location: 
Quasi-governmental. 
Selection of Board Members: 
4 ex-officio members (e.g. 
Insurance Commissioner), 3 
Governor appointees, three 
attorney general appointees. 
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Development. Board is 
composed of state agencies 
(Insurance, Dept. of Health), 
Interest Groups (providers, 
consumers, large insurer, 
small insurer). 

Board is composed of state 
agencies (Medicaid, 
Insurance, Group Insurance 
Commission, Administration 
and Finance), Interest Groups 
(Consumers, small businesses, 
organized labor), 
Skills/Expertise (actuary, 
health economist, employee 
health benefits plan 
specialist). 

Enrollment The exchange aggregates 
premiums from employers 
and users and distributes to 
insurers. Users enter personal 
information and insurers 
receive enrollment 
information electronically in a 
standard format. 

The Connector collects 
enrollment information and 
premiums and passes both on 
to insurers for both subsidized 
and unsubsidized populations. 

Insurance market oversight in 
exchange 

The state enacted new 
regulations that require the 
same rating practices for 
plans inside and outside the 
exchange, and limit rating 
factors that plans can use. The 
insurance commissioner also 
works with health insurers to 
develop standards for health 
insurance applications and 
compatible electronic 
systems.   
 

The Connector Board 
approves the plans, which 
must meet certain coverage 
and cost standards. Defines 
standard benefit packages 
that every insurer bids on in 
each tier. They also determine 
“Minimal Creditable 
Coverage” standards. 
Affordability schedule 
determines who is required to 
comply with the individual 
mandate.  

Exchange 
financing/sustainability 
mechanism 

The operation of the 
exchange is funded through a 
General Fund appropriation of 
$500,000 per year which 
supports salary and some 
development costs. A user fee 
of $6 per enrollee per month, 
added to the cost of 
premiums, supports the 
technology costs.  

Initial investment of $25 
million through appropriation.  
So far, the exchange is not 
financially self-sustaining, but 
aims to be sustainable 
through retention of a portion 
of premium collected on the 
subsidized and non-subsidized 
products sold.  

Number of users The exchange was opened in 
August 2009 to individuals 
and small employers; January, 
2011 to large employers. As of 
mid-February had 
approximately 1,000 

Since implementation of the 
plan began in late 2006, it is 
estimated that over 400,000 
people have gained coverage 
and 98% of the population is 
now insured.  
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members who are employees 
of small businesses (20% of 
which previously did not 
provide health care coverage 
and 80% of which did provide 
coverage but prefer the 
exchange due to the 
decreased administrative 
burden on the small business 
and the increase in coverage 
options for their employees).  

 

Role of Agents/Brokers Utah pays brokers $37 per 
enrollee per month. 

The state does not pay 
commissions for sales in 
either the subsidized or 
unsubsidized market, 
although some insurers pay 
fixed per member 
commissions for sales to 
groups. The Connector has 
also launched a broker 
advisory panel and is 
exploring commission 
structures. 
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Wash Times question re: health xchange
Date: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 4:08:31 PM

Please see the notes below.  Thanks.

-----Original Message-----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 4:05 PM
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fw: contact information

Can you work with katie on this? He wants to know what specific regulations we would have avoided by
returning the health xchange money. I think its not abt avoiding specific regs as it is a broader
opposition to an xchange market that we assume will be heavily regulated and tied to obamacare.
Possible such a system will be handed to us anyway but didn't want to aquiesce while still being
challenged in court.

Deadline cob tomorrow. Thx

----- Original Message -----
From: Stephen Dinan [mailto:sdinan@washingtontimes.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 03:59 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: contact information

No, story is likely to run Friday, so no rush for tonight.

Thanks again, and have a safe flight,

Stephen

On Aug 17, 2011, at 4:59 PM, Alex Weintz wrote:

> Got it. We are abt to get on a plane (I hope). Can we talk later in 
> the week or do you need this for tomorrow.
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Stephen Dinan [mailto:sdinan@washingtontimes.com]
> Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 03:55 PM
> To: Alex Weintz
> Subject: Re: contact information
>
>
> Well, just whatever specific regulations you guys might have ducked
> out of by declining the money earlier this year.
>
> On Aug 17, 2011, at 4:54 PM, Alex Weintz wrote:
>
>> Got it, thank you. Are you waiting on any other info from us?
>>
>> ----- Original Message -----
>> From: Stephen Dinan [mailto:sdinan@washingtontimes.com]
>> Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 03:37 PM
>> To: Alex Weintz
>> Subject: contact information
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>>
>> Hi Alex,
>>
>> This is Stephen Dinan from the Washington Times. Here's all my
>> contact information. Thanks again for setting all this up.
>>
>> Stephen
>>
>> Stephen Dinan
>> Washington Times
>> 202 488 0643
>> sdinan@washingtontimes.com
>>
>>
>> The information contained in this electronic transmission is
>> intended for the exclusive use of the
>> individuals to whom it is addressed and may contain information
>> that is privileged and
>> confidential, the disclosure of which is prohibited by law. If the
>> reader of this transmission
>> is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
>> dissemination, distribution or copying
>> of this communication is strictly prohibited. In addition, any
>> unauthorized copying, disclosure or
>> distribution of the material in this e-mail and any attachments is
>> strictly forbidden.
>>
>>
>
>
>
> The information contained in this electronic transmission is 
> intended for the exclusive use of the
> individuals to whom it is addressed and may contain information 
> that is privileged and
> confidential, the disclosure of which is prohibited by law. If the 
> reader of this transmission
> is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
> dissemination, distribution or copying
> of this communication is strictly prohibited. In addition, any 
> unauthorized copying, disclosure or
> distribution of the material in this e-mail and any attachments is 
> strictly forbidden.
>
>

The information contained in this electronic transmission is intended for the exclusive use of the
individuals to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged and
confidential, the disclosure of which is prohibited by law. If the reader of this transmission
is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying
of this communication is strictly prohibited. In addition, any unauthorized copying, disclosure or
distribution of the material in this e-mail and any attachments is strictly forbidden.
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: wayne greene
Date: Thursday, April 28, 2011 4:43:35 PM

In Fallin’s State of the State address 13 legislative initiatives are identifiable.
Fallin’s “first priority” was passing a balanced budget without raising taxes.
Although the details are far from decided, there seems little doubt this will be accomplished, certainly so far as a

meeting the state Constitutuin’s requirement for a balanced budget.
There has only been serious talk about one tax increase, a moist snuff tax increase to pay incentives to rural

doctors, but it didn’t meet a House deadline for passage last week.
The Senate and the House have passed versions of a hospital provider fee to leverage more federal Medicaid

funding, but that has been styled as a fee, not a tax. It has at least one obvious difference from a tax: It is voluntary.
Fallin called on the Legilsature to implement a previously approved 0.25 percent reduction in the state’s top tax

rate.That required no legislative action, and there was none. The tax cut will save businesses and individuals more
than $100 million a year.

Fallin has been able to sign two of her proposals into law:
1. Lawsuit reform including a “hard cap” of $250,000 on noneconomic damages: The Legislature gave Fallin a

bill, but with a $350,000 cap.
2. Make firing ineffective teacher easier by eliminating teaches’ trial de novo rights: Mission accomplished on

April 12.
Eight other Fallin ideas are still alive and being debated in the Legislature:
1. Reform Workers Compensation: Senate Bill 878 would substantially rewrite the state’s workers compensation

system. The House and Senate have passed versions of the bill. A compromise is still being discussed.
2. A governor’s closing fund for incentives to job-creating businesses: Although it has faced some legislative

flak, the bill is alive, altough, as yet, it comes with no money.
3. Consolidate the state’s information technology system at a potential savings of $146 million a year: Still alive

legislatively, although the savings have been called into queston.
4. Deal with the state’s $16 billion pension deficit: Several pieces of pension-reform legislation are still alive.
5. Address Oklahoma’s high female incarcertaion rate: Almost done. The House could take up a final version of

the bill next week and send it on to Fallin. One part of the proposal was removed in the House, but Fallin hadn’t
given it specific endorsement.

6. Restructure education spending to get more money into the classroom: Several lawmakers have claimed that
goal for their proposals, but the clearest example — House Bill 2115, which would give financial incentives for
small schools to share superintendents — is pending in a conference committee.

7. End “social promotion” of students: Versions of the proposal have been passed by both houses. If details are
worked out, a final version would go to Fallin.

8. Reduce school remediation rates and more accurately track student progress: A bill to grade schools on an A-F
scale has passed the House and Senate on party-line votes. Lawmakers need to work out diffrences between their
versions before it can be sent to Fallin.

Only two pieces of the Fallin legislative platform are dead, and in both cases she has made credible partial
recoveries:

1. Investigate state tax credits and to make sure they help create jobs:  Although the Legislature gave Fallin a
specific tax incentive she had asked for — restoration of the Aerospace Engieneer Tax Credit — an omnibus tax
credit phase out bill missed a House deadline for consideration last year.
2. The Health Insurance Exchange: In Fallin’s biggest setback of the session, the state Senate balked at a bill that
would have given legal muscle to plans to using a $54 million federal grant to build a health insurance exchange.
Fallin and fellow Republicans House Speaker Kris Steele and Senate President Pro Tem Brian Bingman have since
nuanced the problem with a plan to build a much smaller exhange funded mostly or perhaps completely with
private money.
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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The Affordable Care Act and Wellness Programs 
Implementing and expanding employer wellness programs may offer our nation the opportunity 
to not only improve the health of Americans, but also help control health care spending. 

The Affordable Care Act creates new incentives and builds on existing wellness program 
policies to promote employer wellness programs and encourage opportunities to support 
healthier workplaces. The Departments of Health and Human Services (HHS), Labor and the 
Treasury are jointly releasing proposed rules on wellness programs to reflect the changes to 
existing wellness provisions made by the Affordable Care Act and to encourage appropriately 
designed, consumer-protective wellness programs in group health coverage. These proposed 
rules would be effective for plan years starting on or after January 1, 2014. 

The proposed rules continue to support workplace wellness programs, including "participatory 
wellness programs" which generally are available without regard to an individual's health status. 
These include, for example, programs that reimburse for the cost of membership in a fitness 
center; that provide a reward to employees for attending a monthly, no-cost health education 
seminar; or that provides a reward to employees who complete a health ·risk assessment without 
requiring them to take further action. 

The rules also outline amended standards for nondiscriminatory "health-contingent wellness 
programs," which generally require individuals to meet a specific standard related to their health 
to obtain a reward. Examples of health-contingent wellness programs include programs that 
provide a reward to those who do not use, or decrease their use of, tobacco, or programs that 
provide a reward to those who achieve a specified cholesterol level or weight as well as to those 
who fail to meet that biometric target but take certain additional required actions. 

Protecting Consumers 
In order to protect consumers from unfair practices, the proposed regulations would require 
health-contingent wellness programs to follow certain rules, including: 

• Programs must be reasonably designed to promote health or prevent disease. To be 
considered reasonably designed to promote health or prevent disease, a program would 
have to offer a different, reasonable means of qualifying for the reward to any individual 
who does not meet the standard based on the measurement, test or screening. Programs 
must have a reasonable chance of improving health or preventing disease and not be 
overly burdensome for individuals. 

• Programs must be reasonably designed to be available to all similarly situated 
individuals. Reasonable alternative means of qualifying for the reward would have to be 

INFORMATION NOT RELEASABLE TO THE PUBLIC UNLESS AUTHORIZED BY LAW: 

This information has not been publicly disclosed and may be privileged and confidential. It is for internal government use only and must not be 

disseminated, distributed, or copied to persons not authorized to receive the information. Unauthorized disclosure may result in prosecution 

to the full extent of the law. 
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offered to individuals whose medical conditions make it unreasonably difficult, or for 
whom it is medically inadvisable, to meet the specified health-related standard. 

• Individuals must be given notice of the opportunity to qualify for the same reward 
through other means. These proposed rules provide new sample language intended to be 
simpler for individuals to understand and to increase the likelihood that those who qualify 
for a different means of obtaining a reward will contact the plan or issuer to request it. 

Ensuring Flexibility for Employers 

The proposed rules also implement changes in the Affordable Care Act that increase the 
maximum permissible reward under a health-contingent wellness program from 20 percent to 30 
percent of the cost of health coverage, and that further increase the maximum reward to as much 
as 50 percent for programs designed to prevent or reduce tobacco use. 

Evidence shows that workplace health programs have the potential to promote healthy behaviors; 
improve employees' health knowledge and skills; help employees get necessary health 
screenings, immunizations, and follow-up care; and reduce workplace exposure to substances 
and hazards that can cause diseases and injury. The proposed rules would not specify the types of 
wellness programs employers can offer, and invite comments on additional standards for 
wellness programs to protect consumers. 

For More Information 
Read the proposed rule on wellness programs: 

• http://www.ofr.gov/inspection.aspx 

• Learn more about prevention & wellness 

INFORMATION NOT RELEASABLE TO THE PUBLIC UNLESS AUTHORIZED BY LAW: 

This information has not been publicly disclosed and may be privileged and confidential. It is for internal government use only and must not be 

disseminated, distributed, or copied to persons not authorized to receive the information. Unauthorized disclosure may result in prosecution 

to the full extent of the law. 
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Protecting and promoting the health and safety of the people of Wisconsin 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
September 30, 2011 
 
 
 
 
The Honorable Alberta Darling, Senate Co-Chair 
Joint Committee on Finance 
Room 317 East, State Capitol 
Madison, WI 53702 
 
The Honorable Robin Vos, Assembly Co-Chair 
Joint Committee on Finance 
Room 309 East, State Capitol 
Madison, WI 53702 
 
Dear Senator Darling and Representative Vos: 
 
As required under the 2011-13 biennial budget, Act 32 s. 49.45(2m)(f), I am writing to provide 
you an update for the first quarter of FY 12 on the overall condition of the Medicaid benefits 
budget and the Department’s efforts to identify and implement savings measures in the program.  
In an effort to fully inform the Legislature in a timely way, we are including all our current 
reform proposals in this report, regardless of whether a state plan amendment or waiver is 
necessary to obtain federal approval.  For those items that conflict with current statutes, the 
Department will formally submit them to the Joint Committee on Finance under s. 49.45(2m)(d) 
at a later date after obtaining public input. 
 
Overall Condition of the Medicaid Benefits Budget 
Recently, the Department updated its projection for the expenditures and revenues in the 
Medicaid program in the 2011-13 biennium, based on additional data on caseload, costs per 
individual, and revenues since Act 32 was enacted.  GPR expenditures are projected to be higher 
than assumed in the budget due to revised projections for drug rebate revenues and higher costs 
per enrollee in certain areas of the program.  These higher costs are partially offset by other 
favorable expenditure trends in other areas, for a net increase of $38 million GPR.  Act 32 
directed DHS to identify $444.6 million All Funds ($181.8 million GPR) in additional savings in 
Medicaid.  Based on these updated projections, the Department will need to identify $554.4 
million All Funds ($219.5 million GPR) to balance the program in the 2011-13 biennium. 
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Projected Medicaid Expenditures for the 2011-13 Biennium 

(in millions) 
 GPR/SEG/PR All Funds 
 Act 32 September 

Update 
Act 32 September 

Update 
Cost to Continue $5,665.07 $5,695.67 $14,650.62 $14,741.69 
Savings Measures     

Act 32 Targeted Measures ($123.7) ($116.3) ($312.41) ($293.72) 
Savings target per s. 49.45(2m) ($181.5) ($219.5) ($444.6) ($554.36) 

Total Savings ($305.2) ($335.8) ($757.01) ($848.08) 
Budgeted Level $5,359.87 $5,359.87 $13,893.61 $13,893.61 
 
GPR expenditures in the program are based on numerous factors, including caseload, service 
utilization, premiums, rebates and other collections revenues, and federal reimbursement.  The 
Department will continue to monitor the expenditures and adjust its savings target accordingly to 
match projected expenditures.  One risk factor is the federal Medicaid matching rate for FFY 13, 
which will be officially released by the federal government in November.  The rate is based on 
each state’s per capita income compared to the national average.  Projections by one national 
analytical group indicates Wisconsin’s match rate will decrease by .79% from FFY 12 to FFY 
13, which would decrease federal funding by approximately $30 million in the 2011-13 
biennium. 
 
Commonsense Changes to Medicaid: Fair and Focused 
Attached for your information is a report summarizing Medicaid reform items the Department 
has or is working to implement to achieve the necessary savings target for the current biennium. 
 
To generate these ideas, the Department has had numerous discussions with consumers, 
providers, advocates, members of the public, including several town hall meetings conducted 
across the state last spring.  We are posting these ideas on the Department’s website and plan to 
hold a public hearing to seek further input.  The Department is also complying with federal 
public notice requirements for items that involve Medicaid state plan amendments and waivers.   
 
The mission and cost of Medicaid in Wisconsin have expanded dramatically over the years. One 
out of every five citizens is now served in one of our various programs (traditional Medicaid, 
BadgerCare Plus, SeniorCare, and Family Care). Based on 2008 claims data, Medicaid pays for 
45 percent of all births in the state. Medicaid recipients occupy roughly 60 percent of nursing 
home beds. 
 
State funding for Medicaid had to be significantly increased above last biennium's budget, 
primarily for two reasons – one time federal matching funds decreased by $1.33 billion and the 
previous budget estimates were based on a projected decline in enrollment. But even after an 
infusion of $1.2 billion of additional state funding for the current budget cycle, we need to find 
savings to keep the program in balance with the state budget. 
 
Current enrollment in Medicaid is now 1.1 million individuals. Over the past 20 years, the total 
population of Wisconsin has increased 16 percent, but Medicaid enrollment has jumped 156 
percent. 
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One out of three children in Wisconsin is now on Medicaid. Medicaid is no longer exclusively 
for individuals living below the poverty level. More than 120,000 children live in families with 
income above the federal poverty level; nearly half of these children live in families with income 
above 150 percent of the federal poverty level. 
 
The picture of how individuals are covered by insurance has changed dramatically over the 
years. According to data from the Wisconsin Family Health Survey, in 1997, the year in which 
the state Children's Health Insurance Program (S-CHIP) was created, 76 percent of children 
living in families with income between 100 and 200 percent of the federal poverty level (FPL) 
were covered by private insurance. In that year, just 14.5 percent of children in that income 
category were covered by public programs. By 2009, children with private coverage had 
declined to 56 percent and public coverage (principally through our Medicaid programs) had 
increased to 43 percent. 
 
Although the switch between public and private coverage has been dramatic, it is still important 
to understand that most children living in families with income between 100 and 200 percent 
FPL are covered by private insurance and the parents of these children are therefore bearing the 
cost of coverage (as well as contributing to the cost of those on the Medicaid programs through 
taxes). Moreover, Medicaid provides a richer benefit package for children than what is typically 
offered in the private sector. 
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In 1997, only 6.5 percent of adults (ages 18-64) with income between 100 and 200 percent FPL 
were covered by a public program and 70 percent were covered by private health insurance. By 
2009, 30 percent of such individuals had public coverage and those with private coverage 
dropped to 49 percent. 
 
There are approximately 53,000 non-disabled, non-elderly adults on Medicaid with income 
above 133 percent of FPL. The federal government has advised that these individuals can be 
dropped from coverage, which would save the state over $60 million GPR per year. We are 
determined to avoid this option, but believe it is a matter of fairness that families enrolled in 
Medicaid, who have income comparable to their neighbors, should be expected to contribute a 
reasonable amount to the cost of their coverage. 
 
Last year, more than 1.4 million individuals were enrolled in Medicaid for at least part of the 
year.  However, spending is concentrated among a small group of individuals. Over half of 
enrollees incurred costs of $1,000 or less in 2010 and accounted for less than 5 percent of total 
costs. But 58 percent of all Medicaid spending was made on behalf of just 5 percent of the 
population. There are about 40,000 individuals who are elderly or have a disability (or both) 
enrolled in the Family Care program, which provides supports and services to those in need of 
long term care. Their combined Medicaid costs (long term care and acute medical care) exceed 
$1.5 billion. Many of the individuals in Family Care are also enrolled in Medicare but those costs 
are not included. 

The savings measured described in the attached report address these factors that are driving costs 
in the Medicaid program. Savings are generated across each of the four different categories of 
reform – eligibility, benefits, service delivery, and payment.  

Items for Committee Review under s. 49.45(2m)(d) 

A certain number of the reform items included in the attached report require Committee review 
under s. 49.45(2m)(d).  As indicated above, we will formally submit these items to the 
Committee at a later date once the Department seeks additional public input. 
 
Program Changes Implemented to Date 
Finally, Appendix I contains a summary of Medicaid program changes the Department has 
implemented in this quarter related to the routine administration of the program or federal 
mandates. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this information.  If you have any questions, please feel free 
to contact me. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
 

Dennis G. Smith 
Secretary 
 
cc: Members of the Joint Committee on Finance  
 Legislative Fiscal Bureau 
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Appendix I 
FY 12 Medicaid Program Changes Implemented as of October 1, 2011 

 
 
1.  Family Care Enrollment Cap July 2011 
 
2. Non-Emergency Medical Transportation Management System July 2011 
 
3.  Brand Name Prescription Drug Reimbursement Reform October 2011 
 
4.  End Stage Renal Disease Part B Modification September 2011 
 
5.  Hospital Medicare Part A Modification September 2011 
 
6.  Enhanced Third Party Liability Identification September 2011 
 
7.  Increase exemption amount for irrevocable burial trusts from $3,000 to $4,500.  September 2011 
 
8.  Update nursing home rates and methodologies to reflect Act 32 changes July 2011 
 
9.  Update hospital rates and methodologies to reflect Act 32 changes July 2011 
 
10. Tobacco cessation counseling services for pregnant women. September 2011 
 
11. Elimination of requirement for a physician's prescription for outpatient psychotherapy 
services and outpatient alcohol and other drug abuse (AODA) treatment services. September 
2011 
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 

List of Proposals 

Payment Reform 

1. Aligning Personal Care Payment Policies 
2. Brand-Name Prescription Drug Reimbursement Reform 
3. Eliminate Hospital Intensity Increase 
4. End Stage Renal Disease Part B Modification 
5. Enhanced Third Party Liability Identification 
6. Federal Claiming Enhancements 
7. Hospital Medicare Part A Modification 
8. Implementation of the Accelerated School Based Services Project 
9. Implementation of the Enhanced Ambulatory Patient Grouping System for Outpatient Hospital 
Reimbursement 
10. Increased Auditing and Auditing Enhancements 
11. Managed Care/Fee-for-Service Payment Review 
12. Pay for Performance for HMOs 
13. Pay for Performance for Hospitals 
14. Physician Rate Change for Certain Services Provided in a Hospital 
15. Reimbursement Modification for Consultation Services 
16. Recovery Audit Contractors 
17. Reimbursement Equity 
18. Specialty Pharmaceutica l Management 
19. SSDl/SSI Workload Repayment 
20. Wisconsin Medicaid Cost Reporting (WIMCR) Reform 

Service Deliverv Reform 

21._Birth to 3 Program Benchmark Plan 
22. Children in Foster Care Medical Home Initiative 
23. Conversion of 1915(i) Home and Community Based Services to 1937 Benchmark Alternative 
Benefits Plan 
24 . Family Care Enrollment Cap 
25. Healthy Birth Outcome Medical Home for Pregnant Women 
26. Long-Term Care Pilot Program - Virtual PACE 
27. Medical Home for Individuals with HIV/AIDS 
28. Medical Home for Individuals with a Mental Health Diagnosis 
29. Medical Home for Individuals Leaving the Criminal Justice System 
30. Medical Home for Individuals with Two or More Chronic Conditions 
31. Non-Emergency Medical Transportation Management System 
32. Non-Emergency Medical Transportation Management System-Southeast Wisconsin HMO 
Members 
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2011-2013 Medicaid Efficiencies -

Benefit Reform 
33. Alternative Benchmark Plan 
34 . Maximize Drug Rebate Collections 
35. Wisconsin Pharmacy Quality Col laborative (WPQC) Participation 

Eligibility Reform 
36. Asset Test Enhancement 
37. Divestment Policy Reforms 
38. Eligibility Determination Integrity 
39. Maintenance of Effort (MOE) Waiver Request of Eligibility Restrictions Established under PPACA 
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

 Aligning Personal Care Payment Policies 

Category:   Payment Reform 

Focus Area: Long-Term Care Medicaid 

Projected Savings: $2.7 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: January 1, 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: State Plan Amendment  

Description: 
 
The Department will realign the delivery of personal care delivered as fee-for-service Medicaid services 
with Family Care policies ensure the cost-effective and efficient delivery of services. 
 

• Currently, personal care costs have increased significantly in Medicaid fee-for-service.  
• Data on personal care from fiscal year 2011: 

o $163.2 million all funds (AF) for personal care services to 11,633 members 
 $152.55 million AF for direct services for 11,633 members 
 $9.04 million AF for travel time for 5,121 members 
 $1.68 million for Registered Nurse supervision of a personal care worker for 8,931 

members 
• Personal care agencies are currently responsible for administering the authorization tool used to 

determine the amount of personal care an individual receives. In addition, personal care providers, 
unlike other Medicaid providers, are reimbursed at their hourly rate for travel time. 

• Currently, Medicaid reimburses providers for travel time at the direct care rate ($16.8/hour) with no limit 
on distance for travel or an upper limit on the amount of time that can be charged for travel. 

• There are currently two reimbursement systems for personal care services; one for people receiving 
services in Medicaid fee-for-service, and the second within Family Care.  

• The current system creates an incentive for providers to provide services to those receiving fee-for-
service because rates are typically higher than those in Family Care. 

• The Department’s plan to align reimbursements consists of the following: 
o Bring personal care delivered as a fee-for-service Medicaid service in-line with Family Care. 
o Revise personal care travel reimbursement from 100% to 50% of the hourly rate. 
o Add codes to allow the Department to conduct independent assessments of personal care 

service needs to ensure that members receive appropriate care. These codes will also allow the 
Department to confirm complex cases.   
 

Effect of this change: 
• The Department’s proposed changes will create a more uniform reimbursement system for personal 

care reimbursement. 
• Independent assessment of members’ personal care needs will bring increased integrity to the 

Medicaid program. Because providers are responsible for determining the amount of service members 
receive from the provider’s agency, there is potential for abuse.  The Department’s proposal gives the 
state new tools to ensure that members, especially those with complex medical and long-term care 
needs, are receiving appropriate care for their individual needs. 

• The Department’s proposal related to travel costs will bring needed accountability to these expenditures 
that are not direct care related. 
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

  
Brand-Name Prescription Drug Reimbursement Reform 

Category:   Payment Reform 

Focus Area: Pharmacies 

Projected Savings: $2.3 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: October 1, 2011 

Implementation Mechanism: State Plan Amendment (SPA) 

Description: 
 
Wisconsin’s Medicaid program, beginning October 1, 2011 will convert from the use of Average 
Wholesale Price (AWP) to the use of Wholesale Acquisition Cost (WAC) as the pricing benchmark for 
reimbursing pharmacies for brand-name drugs. The Department does not change the current $3.44 
dispensing fee paid for each brand-name drug. 
 

• Currently, Wisconsin’s Medicaid programs, and 45 other state Medicaid programs, reimburse 
pharmacies for name-brand medications at a discount of the Average Wholesale Price (AWP) of the 
pharmaceutical. In Wisconsin, the reimbursement rate has been set at AWP-14%. 

• The compendiums of AWP have been historically done by two entities, First Data Bank (FDB) and 
McKesson Corporation. 

• In 2005, a class action lawsuit challenged the validity of the AWP methodology, claiming that the two 
entities conspired to arbitrarily determine and increase the AWP. Interested parties reached a 
settlement in 2009. 

• First Data Bank will end publication of AWP’s as of the end of September 2011, requiring the 
state to use a different methodology to calculate reimbursement rates for brand-name 
prescription drugs.  

• The Department will convert to Wholesale Acquisition Cost (WAC) methodology for future 
reimbursement for brand-name drugs. 

• The proposed methodology will move the state from AWP-14% to WAC +2%. 
 

Effect of this change: 
 

• AWP-14% to WAC+2% will provide some savings to the state’s Medicaid program. It is estimated that 
payments to providers will be $2.3-2.6 million GPR lower based on this methodology change. 

• The Department believes this change will be more in line with the actual cost of obtaining brand name 
drugs and will enhance program oversight. 

• Although the state budget required the Medicaid program to identify savings of over $181 million GPR, 
the savings from this proposal will be used to reinvest in quality improvement and outcome based pilots 
with state pharmacies. 

• The Department is working with stakeholders to expand the use of medication therapy management to 
coordinate patients’ medications. This is part of the Department’s overall efforts to expand the use of 
care coordination to improve overall health outcomes. 

• This effort is also part of the Department’s overall goal of increasing the supply of health care providers 
by expanding the use of current providers and providing incentives for them to be “Care Extenders.”    
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

 Eliminate Hospital Intensity Increase 

Category:   Payment Reform 

Focus Area: Medicaid 

Projected Savings: $7.2 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: July 1, 2011 

Implementation Requirements: 2011-13 State Budget and State Plan Amendment (SPA) 

Description: 
 
The Department, per the 2011-13 state budget, payments made to hospitals by eliminating the intensity 
increase initially included in the Department’s 11-13 budget submission.   
 

• Payments to hospitals for inpatient services are based on a number of factors including the health 
status of a beneficiary, volume (the number of services) and intensity (an x-ray versus MRI). 

• The Department’s 11-13 biennial budget request included a 2% increase over base reflect an increase 
in hospital intensity.   

• Due to state fiscal pressures, the 2011-13 budget does not include the 2% intensity increase, leaving 
hospital base funding level from FY2011. 
 

Effect of this change: 
• This budget change maintains base level funding for hospitals by not accepting the proposed 2% 

intensity rate increase. 
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

  
End Stage Renal Disease Part B Modification 

Category:   Payment Reform 

Focus Area: BadgerCare Plus, Medicaid, Wisconsin Chronic Disease Program 

Projected Savings: $1.3-1.5 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: September 10, 2011 

Implementation Mechanism: 2011-13 State Budget via a State Plan Amendment (SPA) 

Description: 
 
The Department, effective September 10, 2011, modified payments made to entities that provide end stage 
renal disease (ESRD) services. 
 

• Previous to this payment reform measure, Medicaid paid ESRD services based on Medicare 
reimbursement methodology. 

• Medicaid reimburses for several other services at approximately 80% of the Medicare.  To align ESRD 
more closely with other services, the Department has undertaken steps to develop a new 
reimbursement methodology using a per diem rate not to exceed 80% of Medicare payments.   
 

Effect of this change: 
 

• This change in payment policy will better align Medicaid ESRD reimbursement with other Medicaid 
benefit areas.  It will also allow for more flexibility in pricing, which was not possible under the former 
reimbursement policy. 
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

 Enhanced Third Party Liability Identification 

Category:   Payment Reform 

Focus Area: Medicaid 

Projected Savings: $3.6 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: Fall 2011 

Implementation Mechanism: Current contracts 

Description: 
 
Currently, under state law Medicaid is the payer of last resort and requires private insurance to pay 
medical care costs when coverage is available.  When the Department is aware that a Medicaid 
member has other insurance (third party insurance), the Department will ensure that the third party 
obligation is met before Medicaid pays.  The Department will employ enhanced resources to better 
identify third party liability.  
 

• Currently, Medicaid identifies other insurance through a data exchange between private insurance 
companies and the Department.  However, these current submissions do not include information 
regarding self funded plans or limited benefit coverage such as a prescription only drug benefit. 
 

• By employing additional resources to identify third party liability currently unaccounted for, the 
Department will mitigate reimbursing for costs that are covered by other third party payers. 
 

Effect of this change: 
 

• The Department will be able to realize enhanced identification of third party liability for Medicaid 
members by using a contracted vendor to identify situations where members have other coverage. 
 

• As a result, expenditures currently being paid by the Medicaid program will be paid by other third 
parties, thus decreasing Medicaid expenditures without reducing benefits to members. 
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

 Federal Claiming Enhancements 

Category:   Payment Reform 

Focus Area: Medicaid 

Projected Savings: $8.3 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: On or before March 1, 2012 

Implementation Requirements: Claims Systems Changes 

Description: 
 
The Department will review the current process used to obtain funds from the federal government and 
implement system enhancements and policy changes to allow the Department to more accurately 
claim federal funds. 
 

• Medicaid benefits are funded with a combination of state and federal funding.  The Department is 
responsible for claiming the associated federal funds for benefits provided.   
 

• As the scope of programs covered under Medicaid has grown to represent over $7 billion of health care 
expenditures annually, Medicaid claims processing activities have become increasingly complex.  This 
heightened complexity requires an evolving quality control response. 
 

• Federal claiming rates can vary based on the type of benefits provided and individuals receiving the 
services.  This complexity leads to numerous different federal matching rates. 

 
Effect of this change: 
 

• By implementing system enhancements and policy changes, the Department will have more specific 
information when claiming federal funds.  This will ensure the Department receives full federal support 
for services currently being provided to Medicaid members that the Department is entitled to. 
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

 Hospital Medicare Part A Modification 

Category:   Payment Reform 

Focus Area: Medicaid 

Projected Savings: $6.0 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: September 9, 2011 

Implementation Requirements: 2011-13 State Budget via State Plan Amendment (SPA) 

Description: 
 
The Department, effective September 9, 2011, modified payments made to hospitals on behalf of 
certain individuals who are eligible for both Medicare and Medicaid (dual eligible) and who meet certain 
financial criteria. 
 

• Previous to this reform measure, certain individuals who are eligible for both Medicare and Medicaid 
(dual eligibles) had coinsurance and deductibles under his/her Medicare Part A obligation fully paid by 
Medicaid. 
 

• Under this payment methodology, Medicaid paid the full amount of the individual’s Medicare Part A 
coinsurance and deductible obligation even if the combination of the Medicaid coinsurance, deductible, 
and Medicare reimbursement exceeded the Medicaid allowable charge for the same service as 
illustrated in the example below:  

o Medicare’s reimbursement rate is $100 for a service with a $20 coinsurance obligation while the 
Medicaid allowable cost for that same service is $90. Currently, Medicaid pays the full $20 
coinsurance. This results in a total reimbursement of $100 despite the Medicaid allowable cost 
being only $90 for that service. 
 

• The Department has undertaken steps to remove discrepancies between Medicare and Medicaid 
payments to identify budget savings and provide equity between programs for the payment of similar 
services. 
 

Effect of this change: 
• Under this proposal, providers will receive the same reimbursement for services provided to dual 

eligible as they would receive for services to non-dual Medicaid eligibles. 
 

o Using the same illustration as above, Medicare’s reimbursement rate is $100 for a service with a 
$20 coinsurance obligation while the Medicaid allowable cost for that service is $90. Under the 
payment reform, Medicaid would pay only $10 for coinsurance. In this scenario, the total amount 
paid to the provider would be $80 (Medicare reimbursement) + $10 (Medicaid coinsurance) = 
$90. This is the same dollar amount that Medicaid considers an allowable cost for that service.  
 

• This reform will better align Medicaid payments across various eligibility categories. 
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

  
Implementation of the Accelerated School Based Services Project 

Category:   Payment Reform 

Focus Area: Medicaid 

Projected Savings: $6.3 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: On or Before July 1, 2012 

Implementation Requirements: Systems Changes 

Description: 
 
The Department will update the Medicaid School Based Services (SBS) interim claims process resulting in 
additional one time federal funding for the 2011-13 biennium.  
 

• Medicaid claims federal funding for certain school based medical services provided to Medicaid eligible 
students. 

 
• Currently, all school district are reimbursed at the same interim rate for services provided.  After the end 

of the school year a cost settlement is performed to claim the federal funds associated with the cost of 
providing these services.   
 

• School districts provide the local funding for these services and the Department claims the associated 
federal funds for these services.  School districts receive 60% of the associated federal funds and the 
state retains 40% of the federal funds. 

 
• Since the interim claiming rate is the same for all school districts, reimbursement to school districts with 

higher costs are not accurately reimbursed at the time the service is performed.   
  

• To address this, the state will update interim rates based on historical costs.   
 

Effect of this change: 
 

• This change will increase federal claiming at the time the services are provided allowing school districts 
to receive funding in a timelier manner and create a one time increase in federal claiming. 
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

  
Implementation of the Enhanced Ambulatory Patient Grouping 

System for Outpatient Hospital Reimbursement  

Category:   Payment Reform 

Focus Area: Medicaid 

Projected Savings: $1.6 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: Late 2012 

Implementation Requirements: State Plan Amendment (SPA) 

Description: 
 
The Department will implement the Enhanced Ambulatory Patient Grouping System (EAPGs) for 
Outpatient Hospital Claims reimbursement.  
 

• Currently, outpatient hospital services are reimbursed one rate per visit per day regardless of what 
services are provided during that visit.  This per visit rate is not differentiated based on the cost of care 
provided.   

• For example, if a Medicaid recipient receives treatment for a sinus infection in an outpatient hospital-
based clinic, the hospital would receive the same reimbursement as treatment of a broken arm even 
though the costs for such services vary. 

• Similar to the way hospitals are reimbursed for inpatient hospital services using the Diagnosis Related 
Grouper (DRGs) and physicians are paid based on a maximum allowable fee schedule, the Department 
will be begin using a grouping system for outpatient hospitals services that ties the cost of services 
provided to the reimbursement the provider receives.   

• The Department will transition to EAPG reimbursement. The Enhanced Ambulatory Patient Grouper 
system is a patient classification system designed to explain the quantity and type of resources used in 
an outpatient hospital setting. 

Effect of this change: 
 

• Under this proposal, hospitals will be reimbursed for outpatient hospital services based on the quantity 
and type of services they provide. 

• This policy will ensure that low cost services and high cost services are reimbursed appropriately. 
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

 Increased Auditing and Auditing Enhancements 

Category:   Payment Reform 

Focus Area: Medicaid 

Projected Savings: $14.9 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: January 1, 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: 2011-13 State Budget 

Description: 
 
The Department will improve Medicaid program integrity by increasing the number of contract auditors 
by 10 full time employees (FTE). In addition, the Department will implement extrapolation policies when 
fraud is identified and require provider/patient face-to-face contact for home care and durable medical 
equipment (DME) fraud.  
 

• Currently, the Department conducts audits aimed at preventing billing fraud. In addition, these audits 
ensure that claims paid are consistent with Medicaid billing and payment policies. 

• Given the size of the Medicaid program, prevention, detection and investigation of fraud and 
overpayments is a top priority for the Department. 

• The Department’s Bureau of Program Integrity currently conducts program audits on Medicaid 
providers. 

• The Department is revamping its overall fraud efforts to improve audit capabilities. An important part of 
these efforts is the additional contract auditors provided by the 2011-13 State Budget and mandated by 
the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). 

• Because of the increase in auditing capability, the new contract positions will increase the state’s ability 
to prevent improper payments while increasing the Department’s ability to identify and recoup 
fraudulent payments to providers.  The return on investment for these positions should exceed the cost 
of the new contract positions. 

• The state will also have the technical resources to use extrapolation in establishing Medicaid 
overpayment amounts. This methodology, used in other states, will help the Department better 
determine overpayments in cases where the overall payments are difficult to determine initially. 
 

Effect of this change: 
• The Department is making auditing, fraud detection and investigation efforts a top priority.   
• These increased efforts will protect taxpayer dollars and bring additional program integrity to the 

Medicaid program. 
• The efforts of the new contract auditors will focus primarily on Medicaid providers.  
• The Department, through the addition of $2 million GPR and 19 state FTE positions in the 2011-13 

state budget, is expanding and improving its overall fraud detection efforts by increasing current 
auditing efforts aimed at member fraud and trafficking in Medicaid and other programs like FoodShare. 
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

 Managed Care/Fee-for-Service Payment Review 

Category:   Payment Reform 

Focus Area: Medicaid 

Projected Savings: $2.0 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: Fall 2011 

Implementation Mechanism: Systems Changes and Audit 

Description: 
 
The Department will review fee-for-services payments to determine if payments were inappropriately 
made for Medicaid members who are enrolled in managed care entities.   
 

• Currently, Medicaid provides health benefits through the use of managed care or through direct 
payments to providers through fee-for-service. 

• The Department, through increased auditing efforts, is working to ensure that inappropriate billing is not 
occurring within Medicaid. The review of payments to managed care providers and the fee-for-service 
will identify inappropriate payments and will allow the state to seek recovery. 

• An initial review has identified potential overpayments resulting from the following:  
o Duplicate payments 
o Payments made for dates of service occurring after the death of the Medicaid member 
o Payments for services for which the member was not eligible  
o Payments for non-covered services 

• Additionally, the Department has now fully deployed the National Correct Coding Initiative system edits 
to reduce the possibility of future inappropriate payments.       
 

Effect of this change: 
 

• The Department is making auditing, fraud detections and investigation efforts a top priority.   
• These increased efforts will protect taxpayer dollars and bring additional program integrity to the 

Medicaid program. 
• This proposal will identify duplicative payments and allow the Department to seek recovery of these 

overpayments. 
• The Department, through the addition of $2 million GPR and 19 state FTE positions in the 2011-13 

state budget, is expanding and improving its overall fraud detection efforts by increase current auditing 
efforts aimed at member fraud and trafficking in Medicaid and other programs like FoodShare. 
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

 Pay for Performance for HMOs 

Category:   Payment Reform 

Focus Area: Medicaid 

Projected Savings: $700,000 GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: January 1, 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: HMO contracts 

Description: 
 
The Department will work to improve health care outcomes by enhancing the HMO pay for 
performance (P4P) program in Medicaid.  
 

• Since 2009, the Department has implemented a P4P program as part of its efforts to continue to 
improve quality outcomes and move Medicaid from a system based on volume to one based on value. 

 
• Currently, the Department withholds 1% of the capitation rate of HMOs serving BadgerCarePlus and 

SSI members; HMOs can earn this back by attaining specific goals related to health care quality.   
 

• For Calendar Year 2012, the Department will withhold 1.5%, amounting to approximately $10 million for 
BadgerCarePlus and SSI.  

 
• HMOs that attain all the specific P4P goals can potentially earn a bonus, subject to certain limitations, 

in addition to the withheld amounts.  The bonus pool will be entirely funded by forfeitures by the HMOs 
that did not attain all their P4P goals. 
 

Effect of this change: 
 

• HMO P4P is one part of the Department’s overall goal of reforming Medicaid benefit delivery and 
payment into systems based on quality outcomes and value, not volume. 

 
• Through the P4P program, HMOs and the Department track key health care indicators aimed at 

improving the quality of health care delivery. 
 

• Based on preliminary comparisons of 2009 and 2010 performance, the P4P program has already 
demonstrated improvements in HMO performance on a variety of health care quality measures.  
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

 Pay for Performance for Hospitals 

Category:   Payment Reform 

Focus Area: Medicaid 

Projected Savings: $5.0 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: Spring 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: State Plan Amendment (SPA) 

Description: 
 
The Department will work to improve health care outcomes by expanding and improving the hospital 
pay for performance program to improve health outcomes in Medicaid.  
 

• Currently, the Department pays certain hospitals for performance and reporting related to selected 
performance measures. 

• In an effort to continue to improve quality outcomes and move Medicaid from a system based on 
volume to one based on value, the Department is working with stakeholders and Wisconsin hospitals in 
developing a series of pay for performance measures (P4P) and tying part of hospital reimbursement to 
these new measures. 

• Ongoing collection of patient data by the Department will allow tracking of improvements achieved. As 
performance improves for a specific measure, the Department will provide additional reimbursement for 
the hospital. 

• Funding for the P4P program is from a 1.5% holdback from the state’s Medicaid budget for hospitals. 
The Department’s proposal would allow for the full 1.5% to be claimed by hospitals as P4P goals are 
met. 

 
Effect of this change: 
 

• Hospital P4P is one part of the Department’s overall goal of reforming Medicaid benefit delivery and 
provider payment into systems based on quality outcomes and value, not volume. 

• Through the P4P program, hospitals and the Department will track key health care indicators aimed at 
improving both the delivery of care and quality of overall health outcomes. 

• The P4P program will also encourage the implementation of best practices, especially for adults and 
children with complex health conditions.  
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

  
Physician Rate Change for Certain Services Provided In a Hospital 

Category:   Payment Reform 

Focus Area: Medicaid Physicians 

Projected Savings: $1.5 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: January 1, 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: State Plan Amendment (SPA) 

Description: 
 
The Department will adjust the rate paid to physicians for services typically provided in an office 
setting when those services are instead provided in a hospital setting. 
 

• The adjusted rate for these services when provided in a hospital setting will both account for the 
physicians’ lower overhead costs in a hospital setting  

• The Department’s proposed rate change creates an incentive to provide these services in an office 
setting when clinically appropriate. 

• For purposes of this provision, hospital settings include inpatient and outpatient hospitals, ERs, and 
ambulatory surgery centers.    

• The adjusted physician reimbursement for these services when provided in a hospital setting will be set 
at 80% of the physician reimbursement rate when provided in an office setting.   
 

Effect of this change: 
 

• This provision will adjust reimbursement rates to better reflect the cost of providing care in different 
settings. 

• This modification is part of the Department’s overall efforts to better align Medicaid reimbursements. 
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

 Reimbursement Modification for Consultation Services 

Category:   Payment Reform 

Focus Area: Medicaid Physicians 

Projected Savings: $1.6 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: January 1, 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: State Plan Amendment (SPA) 

Description: 
 
The Department will modify its methodology for Medicaid reimbursement of consultation services. 
 

• Currently, Medicaid provides reimbursement to providers for consultation services requested by 
another provider to obtain a medical opinion. 

• Effective January 1, 2010, changes to Medicare at the federal level adjusted Medicare part B fee-for-
service reimbursement for consultation services to better match reimbursement for other primary care 
services.  

• The Department will change Medicaid reimbursement for consultation services with new reimbursement 
rates set at 80% of current Medicaid rates. 
 

Effect of this change: 
 

• The Department recognizes the value of consultation services as a means of improving overall health 
outcomes for patients. This provision will maintain coverage of these services while adjusting 
reimbursement rates to better align with other primary care services. 

• This modification is part of the Department’s overall efforts to better align Medicaid reimbursements. 
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

 Recovery Audit Contractors 

Category:   Payment Reform 

Focus Area: Medicaid 

Projected Savings: $3.0 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: Early 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: System Changes and Contractor Audits 

Description: 
 
The Department will contract with Recovery Audit Contractors (RAC) to reduce improper Medicaid 
payments and implement actions to prevent future improper payments.  
 

• The federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) requires that state Medicaid programs 
develop a program to contract with a private entity or entities to serve as Recovery Audit Contractors 
(RACs). 

• On September 14, 2011, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) released a final rule 
detailing implementation of the Medicaid RAC program The Medicaid RAC program is based on a 
similar Medicare program that is currently in operation nationwide.  

• States will contract with the Medicaid RACs, which will search for fraud, waste and abuse in the 
program by reviewing past claims that already have been paid. Auditors will be compensated based on 
a percentage of funds they recover that were paid inappropriately to doctors, hospitals and others.  

• The final rule also directs states to pay reviewers for uncovering underpayments that must be 
reimbursed to those filing the claims. 

• Although the Medicaid RAC program is similar to the Medicare version that is currently operating 
nationwide, the final rule includes several revisions requested by the health care industry. For example, 
each Medicaid RAC must hire a physician as medical director. CMS also allows states to set a limit on 
the number of records that can be requested and limits the “look back” period for audits to 3 years.  

 
Effect of this change: 
 

• The Department is making auditing, fraud detection and investigation effort a top priority.   
• Initiatives like the RAC program will protect taxpayer dollars and bring additional program integrity to 

the Medicaid program. 
• The Department, through the addition of $2 million GPR and 19 state FTE positions in the 2011-13 

state budget, is expanding and improving its overall fraud detection efforts by increase current auditing 
efforts aimed at member fraud and trafficking in Medicaid and other programs like FoodShare. 
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

 Reimbursement Equity  

Category:   Payment Reform  

Focus Area: Reimbursement  

Projected Savings: $5 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: Starting Oct 1, 2011 

Implementation Mechanism: State Plan Amendment (SPA) 

Description: 
 
Currently, the Department has varying reimbursement rates for the same services when provided in 
different settings.  These differences in reimbursements lead to incentives to provide care in the 
setting that yields the highest reimbursement.  In addition, some providers are guaranteed to be 
reimbursed the full cost of Medicaid services regardless of whether the care is delivered in a cost 
effective manner through cost based reimbursement.   
  

• Due to the historical practice of developing reimbursement rates based on where a service is provided 
(e.g. outpatient hospital, physician clinic, community health center), rates for performing the same 
services may vary significantly depending on service location.  

• This inequity has developed over time as technology allows services to be delivered in multiple 
settings.  For example a therapist in an outpatient hospital setting may perform the exact same service 
as provided in a clinic while the reimbursement is higher for the therapist in the hospital. 

• For certain providers, Medicaid guarantees that the provider will be reimbursed the full cost of providing 
services.  This practice does not facilitate cost effective care and leads to similar health care services 
being reimbursed at significantly different rates depending on their provider designation.   

• Where guaranteed cost based reimbursement is necessary, the Department will review reimbursement 
relative to their peers to ensure that providers are incentivized to provide cost effective care. 
 

Effect of this change: 
 

• This change will ensure that Medicaid reimbursement is equitable regardless of provider setting and 
ensures that the Medicaid program maintains a robust provider community with service delivery 
options.  This will incentivize cost effective care. 
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

 Specialty Pharmaceutical Management 

Category:   Payment Reform 

Focus Area: All Medicaid Populations 

Projected Savings: $2 million GPR during FY13 

Proposed Implementation Date: Spring 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: Medicaid Systems Changes 

Description: 
 

• Specialty pharmaceuticals are considered to be high-cost injectable, infused, oral or inhaled biotech 
medications that require patient monitoring and professional support.  

 
• These pharmaceutical are expensive and historically fall outside of traditional cost containment 

initiatives. Specialty pharmacy represents 25% of total Medicaid pharmacy spend and industry 
forecasts show that specialty pharmacy could grow to 50% of pharmacy spend by 2014.  

 
• Wisconsin Medicaid will pursue increased controls and monitoring of these expensive biologic drugs by 

reviewing where these drugs are administered, implementing utilization controls, and achieving 
discounts through preferred purchasing methodologies.   

 
Effect of this change: 
 

• Wisconsin Medicaid will bend the cost curve for this growing health care sector to achieve long-term 
savings for the Medicaid program.  
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

 SSDI/SSI Workload Repayment 

Category:   Payment Reform 

Focus Area: Medicaid 

Projected Savings: $45.0 million GPR (one-time) 

Proposed Implementation Date: 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: Waiver 

Description: 
 
The Department will continue to collaborate with other states in developing a demonstration project 
with the US Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) to recoup funding lost by systemic 
errors in the Social Security Administration (SSA) method for determining eligibility for federal 
disability benefits.  
 

• Currently, two federally-administered programs provide income for people who are not able to work 
because of age or disability. Supplemental Security Income (SSI) provides support for people who are 
aged, blind or disabled while Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) provides income for qualified 
individuals with disabilities. 

• Individuals enrolled in SSI are eligible for Medicaid while people receiving SSDI are enrolled in 
Medicare. 

• For 30 years, SSA erroneously enrolled hundreds of thousands of people into SSI who should have 
been enrolled in SSDI. 

• This error caused states to make Medicaid payment for individuals who should have been on SSDI and 
enrolled in Medicare. 

• It is estimated that had Medicare paid providers for the care that Medicaid in fact paid, Medicare costs 
would have been $10 billion higher. 

• The system eligibility error has been acknowledged by the SSA, and over the past ten years the agency 
has implemented the Special Disability Workload (SDW) project to correct this error and restore the 
cash benefits that were wrongfully withheld from individuals. 

• This error forced states to pay for health and income benefits that should have been paid by the federal 
government. 

• This Department’s proposal is receive reimbursement for state expenditures that were erroneously 
made due to this mistake. 
 

Effect of this change: 
• Federal errors in eligibly have caused Medicaid to make payments for services that should have been 

paid by the Federal government. 
• It is estimated that the state could receive over $45 million in repayments based on the current 

caseload reviews.  
• This money would be a one-time increase for the Department and the Medicaid program. 
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

 Wisconsin Medicaid Cost Reporting (WIMCR) Reform 

Category:   Payment Reform 

Focus Area: Medicaid Administration and Counties 

Projected Savings: $19.2 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: January 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: Systems Change 

Description: 
 
The Department has been granted the authority to transition the current Wisconsin Cost Reporting 
(WIMCR) claiming process from an all-funds payment to a certified public expenditure (CPE) claim 
effective with calendar 2012 dates of service. 
 

• WIMCR is the process by which the state claims Medicaid federal match dollars for county costs for 
providing certain community-based Medicaid services. This payment is in addition to the Medicaid fee-
for-service reimbursement rate.  The WIMCR process is as follows: 

o Counties bill the state’s Medicaid vendor through the usual fee-for-service process and are 
reimbursed at the basic fee-for-service Medicaid rate. 

o In May of each year, counties submit reports to the Department electronically showing their full 
cost for providing those services. These cost reports are reviewed to ensure accuracy and 
quality. 

o In autumn of each year, the Department makes an all funds Medicaid payment adjustment to 
the county equal to the difference between the basic Medicaid fee-for-service reimbursement 
rate and the full cost of the service as reported by the county. 

o The Department reduces the Community Aids grant allocations by the amount of the Medicaid 
payment adjustment and an additional $19.25 million reduction.  Through this process, counties 
receive a majority, but not all of, the federal gain from the WIMCR process. 

• The 2011-13 state budget grants the Department the ability to transfer from the current WIMCR 
process to a certified public expenditure process. Under a CPE process: 

o Counties continue to submit annual cost reports, per the current process. 
o The Department makes a CPE federal claim, based on the cost reports. 
o The Department pays counties a portion of the federal claim, equivalent to their current share, 

and deposits the remainder in the Medicaid Trust Fund. 
o The All Funds payment adjustment/Community Aids contract cuts are discontinued. 

 
Effect of this change: 

• The current WIMCR cost reporting, payments, and Base Community Aids adjustments create a 
significant administrative workload and complexity for county and Department staff.  Switching to a CPE 
would greatly simplify the process for the Department and counties. 

• The Legislative Audit Bureau has been critical of contracting processes where contract funding is 
disproportionally distributed between two fiscal years of two biennial budgets.  Reforming the system to 
CPE will address this issue and increase accounting integrity for the Department.  

• Due to these changes, it is estimated that there is a one-time GPR savings of $19.2 million GPR. 
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

 Birth to 3 Program Benchmark Plan 

Category:   Service Delivery 

Focus Area: Birth to 3 Program 

Projected Savings: Budget Neutral 

Proposed Implementation Date: 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: 1937 State Plan Amendment 

Description: 
 
The Department will implement a benchmark benefit plan for children who are currently in the Birth to 
3 program. The plan will allow the state to leverage federal funding for certain services, maximizing the 
investment currently made by the state and counties in Birth to 3 services. 
 

• The Birth to 3 Program is Wisconsin’s early intervention program for infants and toddlers with 
developmental delays and disabilities and their families.  

• Currently, the Birth to 3 Program uses a combination of federal education funds, state, county and 
Medicaid funding to provide these services to children.  

• The program has identified a number of best practices to improve the quality of care children receive in 
the program. However, because of the multi-pronged funding system for the program, some of these 
best-practices are either not used because they are not currently covered by Medicaid or are paid fully 
with state or county levy dollars. 

• The Department will implement a benchmark plan to expand the number of services that are covered 
by Medicaid. Some of the services that will leverage federal funding under the benchmark are: 

o Early intervention teachers; 
o Home trainers; 
o Parent-to-parent mentors; and 
o Developmental specialists. 

• This does not alter the types of services that children eligible for the Birth to 3 Program are receiving.  
• The benchmark plan will also incentivize the use of best practices by making these professional 

services Medicaid eligible rather than having the cost paid fully with county resources. 
 

Effect of this change: 
• This benchmark plan is part of the Department’s review of current programs to identify program 

efficiencies and cost savings while improving the health and long-term care outcomes of individuals. 
• This change will expand the number of Medicaid eligible services provided under the Birth to 3 

program. 
• This change does not change the types of services that are available to children in the program.  
• Counties providing services should see some levy relief, as the new benchmark plan provides Medicaid 

reimbursement for services that were previously paid using County funds. 
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2011-2013 MEDICAID EFFICIENCIES 
 

 Children in Foster Care Medical Home Initiative 

Category:   Service Delivery Reform 

Focus Area: Children in foster care in Kenosha, Milwaukee, Ozaukee, Racine, Washington 
and Waukesha counties; Certified Medicaid health care providers 

Projected Savings: $300,000 GPR savings 

Proposed Implementation Date: January 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: 1937 State Plan Amendment 

Description: 
 
Currently, there are approximately 6,000 children in out-of-home placements who receive Medicaid 
services in Wisconsin. Many of the foster care children need specialty care and are receiving that care 
on a fee-for-service basis under Medicaid. As a result, coordinated care may be limited among 
providers, and may not address the specific needs of children in out-of-home care. The Departments of 
Health Services and Children and Families are creating a medical home for children in out-of-home 
care that provides an individualized treatment plan for each child that addresses the child’s trauma-
related needs, delivers treatment services that are evidence-based and will result in improved 
behavioral, mental, and physical health for the child and a safer, more stable family setting for the 
child.   
 

• The primary care provider and care team will assure that each child receives a complete trauma-
informed health assessment, and an individual treatment plan, including evidence-based mental health 
interventions. 
 

• Benefits will be provided under the BadgerCare Plus standard Plan, with added unique features to 
support children in out-of-home placements. Benefits will include: care coordination, hospitalizations, 
physicians visits, dental services, laboratory and x-ray services, prescription drugs, behavioral and 
mental health services, health and well-child screening services, immunizations and urgent and 
emergency care.  
 

• The child will be eligible to receive care coordination and services through this medical home model for 
12 months after a child reunifies with his/her birth family, or moves to an adoptive family or relative 
guardian to assure continuity of care and treatment, provided they are still eligible for Medicaid after the 
child’s permanency plan is achieved. 
 

• The initiative will begin in Kenosha, Milwaukee, Ozaukee, Racine, Washington and Waukesha counties 
and will include approximately 2,500 eligible children.    
 

• Qualified health care providers for the medical home must be an integrated health system with 
demonstrated capacity in trauma-informed care, evidence-based treatment, and must demonstrate that 
they have qualified physicians, nurse practitioners and other supportive staff, an adequate network of 
qualified providers for medical, dental and behavioral health services and the ability to contract with 
providers outside their network to ensure a full range of services for urgent care and other services to 
ensure continuity of care for the child. 
 

• The Department of Health Services and the Department of Children and Families will set forth key 
performance-based measures related to health care and child outcomes that are based upon national 
standards within the Child Welfare and Medicaid programs. 12582
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Effect of this change: 
 

• Some children enter foster care or out-of-home placements at a very young age, a period where the 
child’s development, including mental and psychological development are at a critical point; the 
separation from birth parents and placement into a new setting in and of itself creates trauma for the 
child. Older children entering out-of-home care have often had repeated, traumatic experiences and the 
response to their needs must be rapid and evidence-based to help the child address these trauma-
related needs. Children who have been involved in foster care experience higher rates of physical and 
psychiatric morbidity than the general population because the children have often experienced 
significant and repeated traumas.  
 

• Creating medical homes for children in out-of-home placements will ensure that their health needs are 
immediately assessed and addressed with a trauma-informed, flexible, and coordinated approach.  
These approaches are shown to provide a better path for children to achieve long-term stability.  
 

• Medical homes will allow for access to the child’s medical history and the coordinated care will assure 
timely access to assessment and urgent care. The flexibility of service provision for the child will 
stabilize the child and support the goals of safety and permanency for the child. 
 

• Many foster children have intensive behavioral and mental health needs. The medical home will 
coordinate trauma-informed behavioral health treatment, which includes evidence-based practices 
unique to the needs of each child, oversight of psychotropic medications, flexible service delivery 
settings, mobile crisis response and stabilization services, and peer-to-peer interventions.  
 

• Certified Medicaid Health Systems will be reimbursed at an all-inclusive rate calculated using current 
expenditures for this population of children. Many children in foster care receive high cost services and 
specialty care. Other services are duplicated or less effective interventions.  By providing an all-
inclusive rate, the Medicaid program anticipates coordinated, best-practice and most appropriate 
services being provided to children.  This will result in long-term savings as a result of positive health 
and mental health outcomes for children and prevention of reentry into the out-of-home care system.  
 

• The Departments have received input from a wide range of stakeholders and interested parties 
including, child welfare advocates and providers, human services directors for the counties in the 
southeastern part of the state included in this initiative, the Milwaukee Child Welfare Partnership 
Council, the Wisconsin Association of Family and Children’s Agencies and the Wisconsin Counties 
Human Services Association and are continuing discussions with stakeholder groups.  
 

• The Departments are continuing to work with child advocates, providers and the southeast counties to 
develop quality outcomes and performance measures; provider evaluation criteria; definition of the 
roles and responsibilities for agencies and providers and mechanisms for coordination, and 
coordination with the judicial system. 
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Conversion of 1915(i) Home and Community Based Services  
to 1937 Benchmark Alternative Benefits Plan 

Category:   Service Delivery Reform 

Focus Area: Individuals with Severe and Persistent Mental Illness 

Projected Savings: Budget Neutral 

Proposed Implementation Date: 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: State Plan Amendment (SPA) 

Description: 
 
The Department will transition the current 1915(i) Home and Community Based Services for individuals 
with severe and persistent mental illness to a 1937 Benchmark Alternative Benefits Plan.   
 

• Currently, Wisconsin counties have the ability to claim federal dollars for individuals with severe and 
persistent mental illness through the state’s 1915(i) Home and Community Services State Plan benefit. 

• There are 154 people who currently receive services under the 1915(i) benefit.  An example of services 
provided include the following psycho-social rehabilitative services: 

o Community living supportive services which lead to independent living and recovery 
o Peer specialist supports 
o Supported employment 

• The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) under the Patient Protection and Affordable 
Care Act (PPACA) changed regulations related to 1915(i) Home and Community Based Services to 
require the program to be statewide with no limit on who can access these services. This change 
prohibits the state from maintaining the programs’ current geographical footprint, and leaves the state 
and counties with the choice of either statewide implementation or no implementation. 

• Due to budget restraints at both the state and county level, full expansion is not feasible. However, by 
converting the benefit to a 1937 Benchmark Alternative Benefits plan, the state and counties can 
continue to provide services in the current geographical areas that have willing and engaged providers. 
 

Effect of this change: 
 

• The change to a 1937 Benchmark Alternative Benefits plan will allow the state and selected counties to 
continue to provide services to individuals with severe and persistent mental illness and will allow for 
expansion as finances allow. 

• This proposal is part of the Department’s efforts to improve community based mental health services 
and treatments while maintaining fiscal stability.  

• A key part of this proposal is the use of peer specialist supports.  Working in collaboration with 
stakeholders, the Department continues to look for ways to expand the use of these services. The 1937 
Benchmark Alternative Benefits plan includes these supports. 
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 Family Care Enrollment Cap 

Category:   Service Delivery Reform 

Focus Area: Family Care/ IRIS/ PACE/ Family Care Partnership 

Projected Savings: $105.9 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: July 1, 2011 

Implementation Mechanism: 2011-13 State Budget and Amendment to Current 1115 Waiver 

Description: 
 
The Department, effective July 1, 2011, capped enrollment in Family Care and its related programs (the 
Family Care Partnership Program, the Program for All-Inclusive Care for the Elderly (PACE), and the 
Include, Respect, I Self-Direct (IRIS) program) and stopped planned expansion into additional counties. 
 

• Authorized in 1998, Family Care provides long-term care services for adult Medicaid eligible individuals 
who are frail elders, people with physical disabilities and people with developmental disabilities.  As of 
July 1, 2011, approximately 43,500 individuals were enrolled in Family Care and its related programs 
on a statewide basis. 
 

• Between 2005 and 2010, the Family Care program expanded from 5 to 53 counties.  In this same time 
period, program expenditures increased from $248.4 million All Funds (AF) in FY 2005-06 to $936.4 
million AF in FY 2009-10. 
 

• The rapid growth in the program, concerns about Managed Care Organizations (MCO) and provider 
solvency, and the  accelerated growth rate of the frail elder population, resulted in the Legislative Audit 
Committee authorizing an audit of the Family Care program in June of 2010. This was the first full 
review of the program by the nonpartisan Legislative Audit Bureau (LAB) since the program started in 
1998. 
 

• In April 2011, the LAB concluded its review of the program, and required the Department of Health 
Services to report back on a number of issues.  
 

• While the Audit identified a number of program and budget concerns with Family Care, the larger 
issues of cost-effectiveness and fiscal sustainability were not explicitly addressed in the audit. 
 

• The Department is completing a comprehensive review of the Family Care program in order to 
identify necessary changes to the system of long-term care which will allow the state to remove 
the enrollment caps and allow for planned program expansion to additional counties. 
 

• The Legislature provided $25.2 million AF over the biennium for emergency enrollment for 
people with an urgent need for long-term support services so they can receive assistance. 
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Effect of this change: 
 

• As of July 1, 2011, there were approximately 43,500 people enrolled in Family Care, Family Care 
Partnership, PACE and IRIS.  The enrollment cap creates a maximum number of people who can 
participate in these programs at any given time.  New individuals are enrolled through attrition within 
this maximum enrollment number.  The maximum enrollment will be maintained at 43,500 people until 
the needed program and policies changes can be defined and implemented.  
 

• The enrollment cap allows the Department to evaluate the existing programs in their entirety before 
more people are enrolled and these programs expand to the entire state.  This needed review, sparked 
by the Audit, will lead to policies and budget decisions that strengthen these programs, ensure that care 
is being coordinated in an efficient and cost-effective manner, and create new opportunities for people 
to live in community settings. 
 

• The review of the program will focus on developing new opportunities for individuals to direct their own 
long-term care.  While people may need assistance in their day-today activities, they should have the 
support and resources to live their own lives in their own communities. 
 

• In a series of Town Hall meetings held before the enactment of the state budget, the Secretary and 
Deputy Secretary of the Department heard from consumers, providers, advocates and stakeholders on 
their concerns with these programs, as well as their ideas to improve the delivery of service and lower 
costs.  The Department has compiled input from these meetings, published them online, and is using 
this input as part of the Department’s overall efforts to increase quality, improve health outcomes and 
control costs. 
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Healthy Birth Outcome Medical Home for Pregnant Women 

Category:   Service Delivery Reform 

Focus Area: Pregnant Women in Fee-for-service Medicaid 

Projected Savings: $900,000 GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: State Plan Amendment 

Description: 
The Department will submit a state plan amendment to create a medical home for pregnant women on 
fee-for-service Medicaid. The medical home will coordinate care for the pregnant mother and her baby 
to ensure a healthy pregnancy.   

• Currently, approximately 10,000 mothers in fee-for-service give birth annually.  
• Since these mothers are in fee-for-service, their care is not being coordinated or monitored as well as it 

could be. The lack of coordination can lead to poor health outcomes for a mother and her baby as well 
as premature births. The result is an increase in cost to Medicaid and additional health issues for both a 
mother and her baby.   

• The Department’s proposal would create a medical home to coordinate care with the goal of improving 
health outcomes.  

• Focused on a specific population or condition, medical homes provide coordination of care to meet the 
health needs of the individual. In addition, medical homes allow the Department to better monitor the 
quality of the care provided to ensure that the benefits and services provided meet the individual needs 
of the person.  

 
Effect of this change: 

• Medical homes are a key part of the Department’s overall goal of changing Medicaid’s service delivery 
and reimbursement structure from a volume based system to one based on value and positive health 
outcomes. 

• Medical homes allow for care coordination that is specific to an individual’s needs. Under the 
Department’s proposal, a mother and her baby will have an individual benefit plan to ensure that 
prenatal services are coordinated to improve the health outcomes of the mother and her baby. 

• This proposal is part of the Department’s overall goal of improving overall birth outcomes and lowering 
the incidence of infant mortality in the state.  

• According to the Department’s May 2011 report Wisconsin Births and Infant Deaths 2009:  
o 426 infants under the age of one year died in 2009. The 2009 infant mortality rate was 6.0 infant 

deaths per 1,000 live births, compared to 7.0 in 2008 and 6.7 in 1999. The 2006 U.S. infant 
mortality rate (the latest available) was 6.7 infant deaths per 1,000 live births.  

o Broken down by ethnicity, the black/African American infant mortality rate for 2009 was 14.3 
deaths per 1,000 births to black/African American women, compared to 13.8 in 2008 and 14.9 in 
1999. The 2009 white infant mortality rate was 4.9 deaths per 1,000 births to white women, 
compared to 5.9 in 2008 and 5.7 in 1999. The Hispanic/Latino infant mortality rate for 2009 was 
5.5 deaths per 1,000 births to Hispanic/Latina women, compared to 7.0 in 2008 and 7.7 in 1999.  

• The Department’s proposed medical home for pregnant women is aimed at helping mother and baby 
have a healthy pregnancy and birth. This will help lower the incidence of infant mortality and build 
strong, healthy families. 
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Long-Term Care Pilot Program – Virtual PACE 

Category:   Service Delivery Reform 

Focus Area: People with Medicaid and Medicare eligibility or “dual eligibles” 

Projected Savings: $3.4 million GPR savings 

Proposed Implementation Date: Launch pilots in four regions of the state on July 1, 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: Demonstration Project 

Description: 
 
In Wisconsin, roughly 120,000 Medicaid enrollees are also enrolled in Medicare and are known as “dual 
eligible” members. Currently, the members must navigate a fragmented health care system that limits 
coordination among health providers and increases costs. The Department is developing a new 
program, Virtual PACE, a coordinated care system, for Wisconsin’s dual eligibles who wish to receive 
their services in community settings.  This is accomplished by fully integrating Medicare and Medicaid 
services and funds.  
 

• Under the current PACE structure, care must be provided in an adult day care setting, and only those 
over the age of 55 are eligible. The new Virtual PACE program will serve adults of all ages in more 
counties with greater flexibility in the location of where care is provided. 
 

• The Virtual PACE program will serve approximately 20,000 frail elders and adults with physical or 
developmental disabilities who require a nursing home level of care, and are eligible for both Medicaid 
and Medicare. The existing Family Care Program coordinates members’ primary and acute care 
providers, physician-provided services and inpatient mental health services. This new structure brings 
all health, including hospitalization, behavioral health, palliative care, and long-term care services 
together in a coordinated manner.  This will remove barriers, reduce fragmentation, and produce better 
health and social outcomes for these members while reducing costs. 
 

• Under Virtual PACE, the Department will propose to receive a Medicare payment from the federal 
government for each member. The Department will combine the federal Medicare payment with a 
Medicaid capitation payment to create a single, fully integrated capitation payment to a care coordinator 
(contracted entity) for the provision of preventive, primary, acute, behavioral health, and long-term care 
services.  
 

Effect of this change: 
 

• A large share of costs in Medicare and Medicaid are attributable to services for dual eligible people 
because of their complex primary, acute, behavioral health, palliative care and long-term care needs. 
The integration of these health and long-term care programs provides an opportunity for Wisconsin to 
address these inefficiencies in order to provide coordinated care that will improve people’s health and 
long-term care outcomes.  This will also achieve significant savings for Medicaid and the Medicare.  
 
 

• The current separation of Medicare and Medicaid payment for services and the lack of access to 
coordination creates administrative barriers to the promise of full integration, which prevents the best 
possible member outcomes and limits the most cost-effective use of all funding resources.  12588
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• Virtual PACE is part of the Department’s overall goal of ensuring that long-term care programs in 

Wisconsin meet the needs of the members they serve and are manageable and fiscally sustainable.  
 

• The Department is seeking input of managed care organizations, HMOs, integrated health care 
systems, health care providers, Medicare and Medicaid members and their families and caregivers, and 
other stakeholders as we proceed in designing this program. 
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 Medical Home for Individuals with HIV/AIDS 

Category:   Service Delivery Reform 

Focus Area: Individuals with HIV/AIDS 

Projected Savings:  $200,000 GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: January 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: State Plan Amendment (SPA) 

Description: 
 
The Department will submit a state plan amendment to create a medical home for individuals with HIV 
and AIDS. The medical home will coordinate the individuals care to ensure cost effectiveness while 
improving the overall quality of care. 

 
• 2009 Wisconsin Act 221 requires the Department to develop a proposal to increase Medicaid 

reimbursement to each provider that receives a grant under the statutory provision entitled “Mike 
Johnson Life Care and Early Intervention Services Grants” to certain qualified providers.  

• Part of the requirement of 2009 Act 221 is the development of care coordination for people with 
HIV/AIDS. 

• Because of the complexity of these medical conditions, the lack of care coordination can lead to poor 
health outcomes, resulting in an increased cost to Medicaid and additional physical and mental 
hardship for the individual.   

• The Department’s proposal would create a medical home to meet the Act’s requirement for the 
Department to develop a plan to coordinate care.  

• Focused on a specific population or condition, medical homes focus on coordinating care to meet the 
health needs of the individual. In addition, medical homes allow the Department to better monitor the 
quality of the care provided to ensure that the benefits and services provided meet the individual needs 
of the person.  
 

Effect of this change: 
 

• Medical homes are a key part of the Department’s overall goal of changing Medicaid’s service delivery 
and reimbursement structure from a volume based system to one base on value and health outcomes. 

• Medical homes allow for care coordination that is specific to an individual. Under the Department’s 
proposal, individuals who have HIV/AIDS will have individual benefit plans to ensure that services and 
treatments are coordinated and aimed at improving the health outcome of the individual. 
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Medical Home for Individuals with a Mental Health Diagnosis 

Category:   Service Delivery Reform 

Focus Area: Individuals with a Mental Health Diagnosis 

Projected Savings: $1.5 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: January 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: Medical Home State Plan Amendment (SPA) 

Description: 
 
The Department will submit a state plan amendment to create a medical home for individuals with a 
mental health diagnosis. The medical home will coordinate the individuals care to ensure cost 
effectiveness while improving the overall quality of care. 
 

 
• Since these individuals are in fee-for-service, their care is not coordinated or monitored. Because of the 

complexity of these individual’s medical condition, the lack of coordination can lead to poor health 
outcomes, resulting in an increase cost to Medicaid and additional physical and mental hardship for the 
individual.   

• The Department’s proposal would create a medical home to coordinate care with the goal of improving 
health outcomes.  

• Focused on a specific population or condition, medical homes focus on coordinating care to meet the 
health needs of the individual. In addition, medical homes allow the Department to better monitor the 
quality of the care provided to ensure that the benefits and services provided meet the individual needs 
of the person. Some proposed services to improve care are peer supports and care extenders such as 
pharmacists. 
 

Effect of this change: 
 

• Medical homes are a key part of the Department’s overall goal of changing Medicaid’s service delivery 
and reimbursement structure from a volume based system to one base on value and health outcomes. 

• Medical homes allow for care coordination that is specific to an individual. Under the Department’s 
proposal, individuals who have mental health and chronic conditions will have individual benefit plans to 
ensure that both physical and mental treatments are coordinated and aimed at improving the health 
outcome of the individual. 
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Medical Home for Individuals Leaving the Criminal Justice System 

Category:   Service Delivery Reform 

Focus Area: Individuals Leaving the  Correctional System 

Projected Savings: $1.0 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: July 1, 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: Medical Home State Plan Amendment (SPA) 

Description: 
 
The Department will study the feasibility of submitting a state plan amendment to create a medical 
home for individuals who are exiting the criminal justice system. The medical home will coordinate the 
individuals’ care to ensure cost effectiveness while improving the overall quality of care. 

 
• Many individuals leaving correctional facilities and mental health facilities have extensive medical and 

mental health needs. Since a portion of these individuals are in fee-for-service, their care is not 
coordinated or monitored. Because of the complexity of these individuals’ medical condition, the lack of 
coordination can lead to poor health outcomes, resulting in an increased cost to Medicaid and 
additional physical and mental hardship for the individual.   

• The Department’s proposal would create a medical home to coordinate care with the goal of improving 
health outcomes.  

• Focused on a specific population or condition, medical homes provide coordination of care to meet the 
health needs of the individual. In addition, medical homes allow the Department to better monitor the 
quality of the care provided to ensure that the benefits and services provided meet the individual needs 
of the person.  

 
Effect of this change: 
 

• Medical homes are a key part of the Department’s overall goal of changing Medicaid’s service delivery 
and reimbursement structure from a volume based system to one base on value and health outcomes. 

• Medical homes allow for care coordination that is specific to an individual. Under the Department’s 
proposal, individuals who leave the criminal justice system and are eligible for Medicaid will have 
individual benefit plans to ensure that services and treatments are coordinated and aimed at improving 
the health outcomes of the individual. 
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Medical Home for Individuals with Two or More Chronic Conditions 

Category:   Service Delivery Reform 

Focus Area: Individuals with Two or More Chronic Conditions 

Projected Savings: $1.5 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: Spring 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: Medical Home State Plan Amendment (SPA) 

Description: 
 
The Department will submit a state plan amendment to create a medical home for individuals with two 
or more chronic conditions. The medical home will coordinate the individuals care to ensure cost 
effectiveness while improving the overall quality of care. 
 

 
• Since these individuals are in fee-for-service, their care is not coordinated or monitored. Because of the 

complexity of these individual’s medical condition, the lack of coordination can lead to poor health 
outcomes, resulting in an increase cost to Medicaid and additional physical and mental hardship for the 
individual.   

• The Department’s proposal would create a medical home to coordinate care with the goal of improving 
health outcomes.  

• Focused on a specific population or condition, medical homes focus on coordinating care to meet the 
health needs of the individual. In addition, medical homes allow the Department to better monitor the 
quality of the care provided to ensure that the benefits and services provided meet the individual needs 
of the person. Some proposed services to improve care are peer supports and care extenders such as 
pharmacists. 
 

Effect of this change: 
 

• Medical homes are a key part of the Department’s overall goal of changing Medicaid’s service delivery 
and reimbursement structure from a volume based system to one base on value and health outcomes. 

• Medical homes allow for care coordination that is specific to an individual. Under the Department’s 
proposal, individuals who have mental health and chronic conditions will have individual benefit plans to 
ensure that both physical and mental treatments are coordinated and aimed at improving the health 
outcome of the individual. 
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Non-Emergency Medical Transportation Management System 

Category:   Service Delivery Reform 

Focus Area: 
Medicaid and BadgerCare Plus members, non-emergency medical 
transportation providers (except members in Southeastern Wisconsin, Family 
Care members and members residing in nursing homes) 

Projected Savings: $2 million GPR  

Proposed Implementation Date: July 1, 2011 

Implementation Requirements: Request for Proposals 

Description: 
 
The Department of Health Services, on July 1, 2011, implemented a Transportation Manager for non-
emergency medical transportation (NEMT). Currently more than 40 other states use some type of 
Medicaid transportation management system. 

• Federal rules require that Medicaid members have access to necessary transportation both to and from 
Medicaid covered services. 
 

• The Transportation Manager is responsible for providing transportation to all eligible members. 
Additionally, the Transportation Manager is also responsible for informing and educating members 
regarding the Medicaid transportation program; authorizing services; scheduling, assigning, and 
dispatching trips; establishing and maintaining a transportation database; maintaining a call center; and 
tracking and responding to complaints. 
 

• Medicaid non-emergency medical transportation includes specialized medical vehicles (SMV), wheel-
chair, ramp, or lift-equipped vehicles provided to members with physical or cognitive needs, and 
common carrier services such as public transportation, taxis, volunteer drivers, cars, or members 
driving themselves. 
 

Effect of this change: 
• Previously, 86 different entities manage Medicaid NEMT services in Wisconsin (72 counties, 7 tribes, 

and 7 HMOs in Milwaukee). This fragmentation of management resulted in significant program 
inefficiencies.  

 
• Providing services through a Transportation Manager improves access through better coordination and 

flexibility. The Manager is required to guarantee access to transportation services throughout the state 
and for providing the most appropriate means of transportation for the member.  

 
• Moving to a centralized Transportation Manager for non-emergency medical transportation via a 

statewide contract increases the level of federal match that the State can claim. 
 

• The Transportation Manager is required to collect and report transportation data to the Department of 
Health Services so that analysis can be done on who is currently using services, where service gaps 
exist, what form of common carrier transportation is used most frequently, whether efficiencies in the 
Medicaid transportation system are being maximized, and also allows the Department to conduct 
regular fraud and abuse monitoring activities.  
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 Non-Emergency Medical Transportation  
Management System- Southeast Wisconsin HMO Members 

Category:   Service Delivery Reform 

Focus Area: 
Medicaid and BadgerCare Plus HMO members (except Family Care and 
Nursing Home members) in the following Wisconsin counties: Washington, 
Ozaukee, Milwaukee, Waukesha, Racine, Kenosha. Non-Emergency Medical 
Transportation Providers  

Projected Savings: $3 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: July 1, 2012 

Implementation Requirements: Request for Proposals 

Description: 
The Department successfully implemented a Non-Emergency Medical Transportation Management 
System for Medicaid members statewide in July 1, 2011 and is seeking to expand this to Southeast 
Wisconsin. 

• Federal rules require that Medicaid members have access to necessary transportation both to and from 
Medicaid covered services. 

• Currently more than 40 other states use some type of Medicaid transportation management system. 
• The Transportation Manager will be responsible for providing transportation to all eligible HMO 

Medicaid recipients (except Family Care and Nursing Home members) in the following counties within 
Wisconsin: Washington, Ozaukee, Milwaukee, Waukesha, Racine, Kenosha. 

• Additionally, the Transportation Manager would be responsible for informing and educating members 
regarding the Medicaid transportation program; authorizing services; scheduling, assigning, and 
dispatching trips; establishing and maintaining a transportation database; maintaining a call center; and 
tracking and responding to complaints. 

• Medicaid non-emergency medical transportation includes specialized medical vehicles (SMV), wheel-
chair, ramp, or lift-equipped vehicles provided to members with physical or cognitive needs, and 
common carrier services such as public transportation, taxis, volunteer drivers, cars, or members 
driving themselves. 

Effect of this change: 
• Currently, NEMT for eligible HMO members is managed by a non-synchronized, largely self-regulated, 

multi-vendor (HMO) effort in the following counties within Wisconsin: Washington, Ozaukee, 
Milwaukee, Waukesha, Racine, Kenosha 

• This fragmentation of management results in significant program inefficiencies.  
• Streamlining the entry point for Medicaid and BadgerCare Plus HMO members’ non-emergency 

medical transportation to a single point will increase efficiencies in terms of cost, uniform policies, and 
coordination.  

• Providing services through a Transportation Manager improves access through better coordination and 
flexibility. The Manager would be required to guarantee access to transportation services throughout 
the six counties and for providing the most appropriate means of transportation for the member.  

• Moving to a centralized Transportation Manager for non-emergency medical transportation increases 
the level of federal match that the State can claim. 

• The Transportation Manager would be required to collect and report transportation data to the 
Department so that analysis can be done on who is currently using services, where service gaps exist, 
what form of common carrier transportation is used most frequently, whether efficiencies in the 
Medicaid transportation system are being maximized, and also allowing the Department to conduct 
regular fraud and abuse monitoring activities.  
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 Alternative Benchmark Plan 

Category:   Benefit Reform 

Focus Area: BadgerCare Plus 

Projected Savings: $10.0 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: January 1, 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: State Plan Amendment (SPA) Section 1937 

Description: 
 
The Department will enroll children and adults with income above 100% of FPL into the BadgerCare 
Plus Benchmark benefit plan. This initiative is part of the Department’s overall efforts to bring Medicaid 
benefits in line with those in the private sector. 
 

• Currently, the state enrolls approximately 17,000 individuals into a Benchmark plan that was designed 
based on coverage provided under the largest commercial HMO in the state. 

• However, individuals enrolled in the BadgerCare Plus Standard plan receive a more generous benefit 
package with nominal cost to the individual. 

• Compared to coverage offered in the private sector, the BadgerCare Plus Standard plan is a far richer 
benefit than those offered by many in the private sector. 

• Key components of the new BadgerCare Plus alternative plan are: 
o Benefits under the new Benchmark plan would be similar to those in the commercial health 

insurance market. 
o Individuals under 150% FPL would have cost sharing capped at 5% of household income. 
o All non-pregnant individuals above 100% FPL would be enrolled in the Benchmark plan. 
o Children enrolled in the Benchmark plan would continue to have Early Periodic Screening, 

Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) coverage. 
o Children will be in the same coverage as their parents. 

 
Effect of this change: 
 

• The current benefit structure of BadgerCare Plus gives families a better benefit than what is found in 
the commercial insurance market and is not available to other families enrolled in Medicaid. 

• This inequity provides an incentive for individuals and families to not increase their family income. The 
current system forces families to balance extra hours, increased wages or even promotion against 
BadgerCare eligibility.  By simply bringing BadgerCare Plus in line with the private sector, overtime, 
wages and promotions will be viewed not as means of losing BadgerCare eligibility, but as tools to 
improve the lives of their families. 

• This proposal brings government and private sector benefits more in line with each other, and creates 
an incentive for families to move from government health care back into the private, commercial health 
insurance market. 

• With these changes, BadgerCare plus benefits will see similar changes that are common in private 
sector and government employee benefit packages.  

• As a point of comparison, changes to state employee health insurance increased premium contribution 
to 12% of premium, and benefit package changes create an out of pocket maximum of $500 for an 
individual and $1000 for a family. 
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 Maximize Drug Rebate Collections 

Category:   Benefit Reform 

Focus Area: All Medicaid Populations  

Projected Savings: $3.0 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: Spring 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: Medicaid Systems Changes 

Description: 
 
The Department will implement system changes to maximize pharmaceutical rebate opportunities for 
the Medicaid program. 
 

• Medicaid programs must provide coverage and reimbursement for drug products manufactured by 
approximately 580 pharmaceutical companies that have entered into a federal rebate agreement with 
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS).   

• Wisconsin Medicaid is implementing policy changes to maximize drug rebate revenue collections from 
pharmaceutical companies. 

• Wisconsin is implementing system modifications to ensure we collect rebates for all drugs administered 
in physician’s offices. Federal law (2005 DRA) required state Medicaid programs to claim rebates on 
the top 20 physician-administered drugs. Wisconsin will move beyond the top 20 physician-
administered drugs to pursue additional rebate dollars for the Medicaid program.  

• Drug manufacturers will now pay states rebates for drugs dispensed to Medicaid members who receive 
their drug benefit through managed care organizations.  

• In Wisconsin, while most drugs are provided on a fee-for-service basis, drugs are administered by 
managed care organizations for the PACE/Partnership programs. Wisconsin will collect drug rebates 
for enrollees in the PACE/Partnership program which are specialized long term care managed care 
organizations that serve persons who are in Medicaid and Medicare and Medicare Advantage plans. 

• Wisconsin will obtain higher rebate amounts through competitive preferred product pricing from 
selected manufacturers in our diabetic supply program. 

 
Effect of this change: 
 

• These changes do not impact provider reimbursement or access to drugs by members.  
• These changes ensure Wisconsin is collecting dollars from pharmaceutical manufacturers as allowed 

by federal law. Wisconsin will collect rebate dollars for any drug that is covered by the federal drug 
rebate program.  

• Drug rebates are important contributions by pharmaceutical companies to ensure that Medicaid 
programs are able to offer these drug products to its members while maintaining financially solvent 
programs.  
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Wisconsin Pharmacy Quality Collaborative (WPQC) Participation 

Category:   Benefit Reform 

Focus Area: All Medicaid Populations 

Projected Savings: $1.0 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: Spring 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: Medicaid Systems Changes 

Description: 
 
The Department will participate in the Wisconsin Pharmacy Quality Collaborative (WPQC) with the goal 
of increasing the number of pharmacists who provide medication therapy management services to 
Medicaid members.  
 

• Currently, pharmacies are reimbursed for the acquisition cost of the medication plus a dispensing fee.  
• This reimbursement system is based on an old model of care delivery, where providers are reimbursed 

on the number of services provided, not on the quality of services offered and the health outcomes of 
these services. 

• Working with stakeholders, the Department is working to reform Medicaid benefit delivery and provider 
payment into new systems based on quality outcomes and value, not volume. 

• Medication therapy management (MTM) creates a partnership between pharmacist, patient and 
physician to better coordinate the delivery of medications. Instead of looking at each prescription 
independently, MTM looks at all of the medications an individual is taking and works to ensure they are 
achieving the desired outcomes, not counteracting each other and leading to poor outcomes.   

• As a member of the WPQC, the Department is working to expand the number of pharmacies who are 
part of this effort. This will broaden and increase the Department’s efforts aimed at improving health 
care outcomes while increasing the coordination of health care benefits. 
 

Effect of this change: 
 

• The Department’s plan to participate in the WPQC is part of a larger pharmacy reform effort to improve 
health care outcomes while saving money by coordinating prescription care, limiting unnecessary or 
duplicative medications, and improving patient compliance. 

• The Department is working with stakeholders to expand the use of medication therapy management to 
coordinate patients’ medications. This is part of the Department’s overall efforts to expand the use of 
care coordination to improve overall health outcomes. 

• This effort is also part of the Department’s overall goal of increasing the supply of health care providers 
by expanding the use of current providers and providing incentives for them to be “Care Extenders.”    
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 Asset Test Enhancement  

Category:   Eligibility Reform 

Focus Area: Medicaid 

Projected Savings: $3.0 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: Spring 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: System Modifications and Statutory Change 

Description: 
 
The Department will contract with a third-party vendor to obtain additional financial data to 
more accurately determine eligibility for Medicaid.   
 

• Currently, individuals who are elderly, blind or disabled and are applying for Medicaid must 
meet an asset test where they are required to disclose all of their assets. 

• The Department currently verifies self-disclosed assets through paper documentation provided 
by the applicant. The Department lacks the data and technology to cross-check for any un-
disclosed assets electronically, making it possible for assets to be sheltered in order to gain 
eligibility for Medicaid. 

• Through the use of a third party vendor, the Department will have access to more 
comprehensive financial data on people applying to Medicaid. This allows the Department to 
not only determine if the self-disclosure was correct, but to also determine the value of an 
individual’s assets. 

• In addition, the Department will work with Wisconsin financial institutions to provide additional  
data to improve eligibility determination accuracy. 

• The Department is working with stakeholders to ensure the privacy of the data. As with all 
program application information, the Department will strictly adhere to confidentiality 
regulations. 
 

Effect of this change: 
• The Medicaid program is designed to provide health care and long-term care services to those 

who are in financial need.  
• Unfortunately, some estate planners have created a “cottage industry” aimed at sheltering 

assets and income resulting in individuals gaining Medicaid eligibility despite having personal 
resources that should be used to pay for their own long-term care needs. 

• Because of the ever changing world of personal finances, new and creative means of divesting 
income are constantly being developed.  It is imperative for the state, and state taxpayers, that 
the Medicaid program has the tools and technology to identify sheltered assets and divestment 
activity.  

• This provision, working in tandem with divestment reforms, will bring a new level of financial 
integrity to the program, and increase the Department’s overall efforts to identify and prevent 
Medicaid fraud. 
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 Divestment Policy Reforms 

Category:   Eligibility Reform 

Focus Area: Long-Term Care 

Projected Savings: $2.7 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: January, 2012 

Implementation Mechanism: Medicaid System Changes and Administrative Rulemaking 

Description: 
 
The Department will implement a series of systems and policy changes to prevent individuals from 
divesting assets in order to qualify for Medicaid.  
 

• Divestment is the transfer of income, non-exempt assets and homestead property for less than fair 
market value. Divestment can affect the eligibility for Long-Term Care Medicaid.  

• Certain exceptions to the divestment law allow an individual to transfer assets, typically to a family 
member, in order to qualify for long-term care services under Medicaid.  

• Currently, federal law requires that the states implement policies aimed at preventing the divestment of 
assets in order to become eligible for Medicaid. 

• Wisconsin’s divestment policy was updated effective January 2009 to incorporate the changes outlined 
in the Deficit Reduction Act but there continue to be numerous ‘loopholes’ that leave the state at risk for 
people intentionally divesting their personal assets so their health care and long-term care is paid for 
through taxpayer dollars, rather than their own resources. 

• Individuals should use their own resources before asking their neighbors to fund their long-term care 
needs. 

• The following changes to the state’s Medicaid program will tighten divestment policy and limit eligibility 
to those who truly need financial assistance for their health care and long-term care needs: 
 

o Partial Refund Discontinuation – This item would bring the state in line with divestment law by 
requiring individuals to fully refund all assets that have been divested before the Department 
would grant a reduced divestment penalty. Currently, when an individual intentionally divests 
their assets, a penalty period is imposed on the individual. If part of those assets are returned to 
the individual, current practice allows for a reduction in the penalty period based on the amount 
of assets that have been returned.  Because of the way the penalty period runs, this process 
has created an opportunity for an individual to retrieve half of his or her divested assets and only 
receive half of the penalty. The end result is the successful sheltering of half of someone’s 
assets, while he or she becomes eligible for Medicaid. Under this reform, the state would 
require individuals to fully return all assets that have been divested, before the Department 
would reduce the divestment penalty, eliminating a current loophole from the program.  
 

o Revision of Penalty Start Date – This item would allow the state to align a penalty period date 
with the recipient notice date.  Currently, when a person already eligible for Long-Term Care 
Medicaid divests assets, a penalty period begins on the first day of the month the divestment 
occurred. However, a timely notice is required to terminate Medicaid eligibility so the person 
remains eligible until notice can be given. This means the person is not ineligible for Long-Term 
Care Medicaid for the entire penalty period. Doing so would mean that the entire penalty period 
will effectively be served by all Medicaid recipients who divest their assets while on Medicaid.  
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o Mandatory Community Spouse Participation – This item allows the state to deny eligibility 
when a community spouse refuses to participate and provide information on a Medicaid 
application for his or her spouse who is receiving institutional care.  Spousal impoverishment 
laws use the resources of both the institutionalized spouse and community spouse to determine 
eligibility.   When a community spouse refuses to provide information about his or her resources 
it allows those resources to be sheltered which means that Medicaid may end up paying for the 
cost of the spouse in the institution when it should not.  Currently if there is non-cooperation the 
Department tests eligibility as if it were not a spousal impoverishment application for benefits.  
This policy was based on certain provisions of spousal impoverishment law and the right of the 
state to seek some support from the community spouse.  However, a 2007 appellate court 
decision prohibiting such support actions now means that the law needs to be applied 
differently.  Community spouses will now have to cooperate in order for the institutionalized 
spouse’s eligibility to be determined. This policy will ensure that Medicaid truly is a safety net 
only for vulnerable people who do not have the means to provide care for themselves.  The 
Department’s proposal will bring the state more in line with federal requirements. 
 

Effect of this change: 
 

• The Medicaid program is designed to provide health care and long-term care services to those who are 
financially eligible.  

• Unfortunately, some estate planners have created a “cottage industry” aimed at sheltering or using 
assets and income in ways for the individuals to gain Medicaid eligibility despite having personal 
resources to pay for their own long-term care needs. 

• With the ever changing world of personal finances, new and creative means of divesting are constantly 
being developed.  It is imperative for the state, and state taxpayers, that the Medicaid program has the 
tools and technology to identify divestment activity.  

• This reform, working with improvements in asset verification, will bring a new level of program integrity 
to the program, and increase the Department’s overall efforts to identify and prevent Medicaid fraud. 
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 Eligibility Determination Integrity 

Category:   Eligibility Reform 

Focus Area: Medicaid 

Projected Savings: $2.0 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: Fall 2011 

Implementation Mechanism: Medicaid System Changes 

Description: 
 
The Department will implement a series of system changes to increase efficiency and effectiveness of the 
Medicaid eligibility system.  
 

• Currently, the Department utilizes a number of information sources to determine eligibility for Medicaid.   
• Medicaid members have a responsibility to report any changes that might impact their eligibility for 

Medicaid, including increases in income or obtaining health insurance in the commercial insurance 
market. 

• If a person does not voluntarily report the change, the state’s current system maintains an individual’s 
Medicaid eligibility despite the person no longer being eligible for Medicaid.  

• The Department proposes using several data sources to proactively search for changes in a member’s 
income or health insurance status.  

• By updating the state’s ability to cross-check for eligibility, the Department will be able to terminate 
eligibility in “real-time” to people no longer Medicaid eligible. 

• This change will reduce the state’s exposure for risk in having non-eligible people remaining on 
Medicaid and is part of the Department’s overall goal of determining Medicaid eligibility in real-time. 
 

Effect of this change: 
• New technologies provide the Department with opportunities to improve the process of determining 

initial Medicaid eligibility. This is an important step in moving the state toward a real-time eligibility 
system. 

• These same tools are needed to ensure that people who have been determined eligible for Medicaid in 
fact remain eligible. 

• The current system relies heavily on self-reporting.  While this will remain a key component of the 
Department’s eligibility efforts, the ability to cross-check with additional data resources will bring a new 
level of integrity to the Department’s eligibility efforts. 

• The Department’s proposed system changes are an enhancement of the current eligibility process. 
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 Maintenance of Effort (MOE) Waiver Request of  
Eligibility Restrictions Established Under the  

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) 

Category:   Eligibility Reform 

Focus Area: BadgerCare Plus, Medicaid 

Projected Savings: $54.4 million GPR 

Proposed Implementation Date: July 1, 2012 

Implementation Requirements: 2011-13 State Budget, Section 1115 Demonstration Project 

Description: 
 
As required by the 2011-13 state budget, the Department will submit a proposed Demonstration Project 
under section 1115 to waive the Maintenance of Effort (MOE) Waiver requirements established under 
the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). As outlined in the state budget, if the 
Department does not receive approval of the waiver request before December 31, 2011, the Department 
is required to reduce income eligibility for non-disabled, non-pregnant adults to 133% of the Federal 
Poverty Level (FPL), as allowed under federal law. Based on August 2011 caseloads, PPACA 
authorizes the state to dis-enroll 53,161 individuals (47,125 BadgerCare Plus parents and 6,036 
BadgerCare Plus Core enrollees). 
 

• First, as part of the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act (ARRA) and then PPACA, states are 
prohibited from making changes to eligibility standards, methodologies or procedures that are more 
restrictive than the standards, methodologies or procedures that were in place on March 23, 2010 
(enactment date of PPACA). 
 

• The PPACA does allow states who are in an economic emergency to unilaterally lower eligibility for 
non-disabled, non-pregnant adults to 133% FPL.  
 

• While the state does have this option, the budget directs the Department to request a waiver of the 
MOE requirements to implement a series of eligibility changes in order to avoid making these federally 
allowed reductions.   
 

• A key theme of the MOE waiver is re-establishing Medicaid as a safety-net for those low-income 
families who do not have access to private health insurance offered through employers and the 
individual market. 
 

• The individual components of the MOE waiver are as follows: 
 

o Eligibility Standardization – This item would allow the state to restrict eligibility for Medicaid 
for people under the following scenarios: 
 Individuals/families are not eligible if they have access to employer-based health 

insurance and the employee contribution of the premium is less than 9.5% of household 
income. 

 Individuals/families are not eligible if they are currently covered under an major 
insurance policy when the household contribution to the premium is less than 9.5% of 12603
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household income. 
 The PPACA establishes the definition of affordable health care to be 9.5% of household 

income.  This provision would mirror the definition found in PPACA and allow the state to 
use it in determining eligibility for Medicaid. 
 

o Failure to Pay Reforms – This item would allow the state to restrict eligibility to Medicaid for 
twelve months for anyone who refuses to pay a BadgerCare Plus premium or who has been 
terminated from the program for failure to pay a premium.  
 

o Income Determination Update – This item would allow the state to include the income of all 
adults living in the same household, except grandparents, in determining Medicaid eligibility. 
The current income determination does not properly reflect the composition of today’s 
households and will ensure that the true composition of the household income is used when 
determining eligibility. 

 
o Retroactive Eligibility – This provision would allow the state to end the current practice of 

allowing people to receive BadgerCare Plus coverage for services provided up to three months 
before they applied for the program.  This provision is a sharp contrast between the health 
insurance plans in the private sector and BadgerCare Plus. The elimination of this provision will 
bring equity to BadgerCare Plus and the private health insurance market. 
 

o Premium Reforms – This item would allow the state flexibility to increase premiums up to 5% 
of family incomes for families with incomes above 150%. This reform will reduce the financial 
differences between government coverage and private coverage.  
 

o Presumptive Eligibility -   Wisconsin is one of a number of states with a robust online eligibility 
system, allowing people to enroll in Medicaid online. Using this existing system as a foundation, 
the Department is working to develop real-time eligibility, eliminating the need for presumptive 
eligibility. Presumptive eligibility is a relic of the arcane eligibility system that allows states to 
take up to 45 days to determine eligibility. This puts the state at risk of paying health claims on 
behalf of individuals not truly eligible for the program.  When real-time eligibility is implemented, 
this item would allow the state to end the practice of presuming for up to three months that the 
person is eligible for Medicaid despite not fully completing the eligibility process.   
 

o Streamlined Eligibility Termination Process – This provision would allow the state to 
terminate eligibility closer in time to the actual date of a recipient becoming ineligible. The 
current practice continues coverage until the end of the month in which eligibility is lost.  It is a 
relic of older claims systems and can be modernized. Technology allows the state to take action 
sooner on terminated cases, resulting in cost savings and removal of disqualified people from 
the program. 
 

o Young Adult Eligibility Restrictions– This provision will allow the state to require young adults 
between the ages of 19-26 to be covered under their parent’s health insurance plan, not 
BadgerCare Plus. State and federal law changes have expanded mandates on private health 
insurers to cover adult children up to 26, greatly expanding access to coverage to young adults. 
Despite this change, current policy allows these individuals to gain coverage through Medicaid. 
By coordinating benefits, young adults can remain on their parent’s health insurance, thereby 
increasing the number of healthy, low-risk individuals in private health insurance pools and 
lowering the numbers of people who depend on Medicaid.  
 

o State Residency Requirements – This provision would allow the state to deny eligibility if an 
applicant or recipient fails to verify physical residence in Wisconsin. As a program supported 
with state and federal dollars, this provision ensures that Wisconsin taxpayers are supporting 
Wisconsin residents and not families living in neighboring states. 
 

o Transitional Medical Assistance (TMA) Discontinuation – This provision would eliminate the 
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Transitional Medical Assistance group that was supposed to be a temporary program. Originally 
created as a one-time program, TMA allowed individuals previously on the cash-welfare system 
to increase their income above 100% of FPL and keep their MA benefits for up to one year.  
This was to help families transition off of the cash-welfare system into the new system (called 
Welfare to Work or W-2 in Wisconsin). Currently, the state allows Medicaid coverage to 
continue even if an individual’s income increases to more than 200% of FPL. This system 
creates inequities in Medicaid eligibility. People, through TMA, have the ability to have incomes 
above 200% FPL and remain on Medicaid, while families who are not part of the TMA program 
are dropped from Medicaid when incomes rise above 200%.  In addition to equity, this MOE 
proposal removes a disincentive to work by treating all income equally. Although the separate 
eligibility group is to be eliminated most individuals will still be eligible through other Medicaid 
plans. 

Effect of this change: 
 

• Wisconsin is one of a number of states struggling to balance its state budget. The impact of the 
recession, compounded with poor job and economic numbers in the past years, has forced states to 
tighten their belts and find efficiencies in their programs. 
 

• A vital component for states in balancing their budgets is flexibility. However, the mandates under 
PPACA set arbitrary restrictions on how states manage their Medicaid programs. As a result, states are 
being forced to make reductions in other state programs to pay for the federal mandates imposed by 
PPACA. 
 

• A key point is that these changes can be done while preserving the safety-net for those vulnerable 
Wisconsin residents and families who are in need of services. In fact, these reforms will stabilize 
Medicaid and ensure it is a viable service for those well into the future.  
 

• These proposals are also focused on bringing equity between government paid health care programs 
and private health insurance. Policy decisions by states and the federal government have created a 
culture where family economic decisions are not based on what is best for their family’s future, but what 
will keep them on government programs.  This mentality is hindering our ability to grow jobs while 
expanding government spending. 
 

• Many of these proposals are also aimed at making private insurance more affordable by expanding the 
number of healthy, low-risk individuals enrolled in private health insurance. Government policies aimed 
at bringing low-cost, low-risk individuals like children into government programs has created insurance 
pools that are older and sicker. Instead of having a strong cross-section of people purchasing health 
insurance, these private plans are forced to increase rates, making health insurance more expensive 
and making government’s subsidized health plans a more attractive choice. 
 

• Cost-sharing proposals, some of which are consistent with definitions within PPACA, will give families 
more incentive to remain in the private health insurance market. At that point, economic and career 
decisions can be focused on what is best for the future of the family, not what will keep me on a 
government program. 
 

• Many of these reforms are also aimed at bringing Medicaid into the 21st century.  Maintaining 17-year 
old eligibility standards based off of an eliminated program has created inequities in Medicaid eligibility. 
In addition, technology has given Wisconsin the ability to act quicker in eligibility determination. These 
provisions will save taxpayer resources while modernizing Medicaid for the future.  
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Alex Gerszewski; Kaleb Bennett; Craig Perry
Subject: WSJ oped on exchanges
Date: Tuesday, April 19, 2011 9:54:19 AM

 
ObamaCare Opt Out
 
It's not often that states turn their back on money from Washington, but at least two states may say
no thanks to federal grants to implement the new federal health-care law.
 
In February the federal Department of Health and Human Services selected seven states to get $240
million in demonstration grants this year to kick start the health-care plan. But Oklahoma Governor
Mary Fallin announced last week that the Sooner State will decline $54.6 million from the feds to
establish new insurance exchanges.
 
And as early as this week the New Hampshire state house is expected to pass a bill rejecting
$666,000 the feds bequeathed to that state to start up exchanges. Two other grant recipients—
Kansas and Wisconsin—may also turn down the funds as well as request Medicaid waivers to design
their own health-care law for low-income residents.
 
Oklahoma faces a $500 million budget shortfall and at first accepted the federal health dollars. But
Oklahoma citizens approved a ballot initiative last year to block implementation of the new law and
its nearly 2,000 pages of rules and mandates. Oklahoma is also among the nearly 30 states that have
filed a lawsuit challenging the law's constitutionality. State officials fear that taking even one dollar
of the money would run the risk of the federal government running health care in Oklahoma.
 
So now the Sooners are devising their own insurance plan to comply with the ObamaCare mandate
that every state create an insurance exchange by 2013. The Oklahoma plan is to create an insurance
"network" that would increase portability of private employer health plans, increase the range of
choices of insurance coverage (including high deductible health-savings account plans), allow
workers and small employers to use pre-tax dollars for health coverage, and subsidize the uninsured
to purchase an insurance plan. "We think that by relying on markets, we can do this at a much lower
cost to the state than the ObamaCare plan," Governor Fallin says.
 
Republicans who control both houses in the New Hampshire legislature have reached the same
conclusion. House Speaker William O'Brien wants to return the federal money to lower the federal
deficit. That's popular in the first Presidential primary state, where polls are finding that voters
disapprove of the law by nearly a two to one margin.
 
Democratic Governor John Lynch who may veto the bill, but the political trend shows that the
President's health reform is not getting any more popular with age, despite Democratic and media
predictions. The states are concluding that the more they get to know about ObamaCare, the less
they think they can afford it.
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Alex Gerszewski; Kaleb Bennett; Craig Perry
Subject: WSJ oped on exchanges
Date: Tuesday, April 19, 2011 9:54:19 AM

 
ObamaCare Opt Out
 
It's not often that states turn their back on money from Washington, but at least two states may say
no thanks to federal grants to implement the new federal health-care law.
 
In February the federal Department of Health and Human Services selected seven states to get $240
million in demonstration grants this year to kick start the health-care plan. But Oklahoma Governor
Mary Fallin announced last week that the Sooner State will decline $54.6 million from the feds to
establish new insurance exchanges.
 
And as early as this week the New Hampshire state house is expected to pass a bill rejecting
$666,000 the feds bequeathed to that state to start up exchanges. Two other grant recipients—
Kansas and Wisconsin—may also turn down the funds as well as request Medicaid waivers to design
their own health-care law for low-income residents.
 
Oklahoma faces a $500 million budget shortfall and at first accepted the federal health dollars. But
Oklahoma citizens approved a ballot initiative last year to block implementation of the new law and
its nearly 2,000 pages of rules and mandates. Oklahoma is also among the nearly 30 states that have
filed a lawsuit challenging the law's constitutionality. State officials fear that taking even one dollar
of the money would run the risk of the federal government running health care in Oklahoma.
 
So now the Sooners are devising their own insurance plan to comply with the ObamaCare mandate
that every state create an insurance exchange by 2013. The Oklahoma plan is to create an insurance
"network" that would increase portability of private employer health plans, increase the range of
choices of insurance coverage (including high deductible health-savings account plans), allow
workers and small employers to use pre-tax dollars for health coverage, and subsidize the uninsured
to purchase an insurance plan. "We think that by relying on markets, we can do this at a much lower
cost to the state than the ObamaCare plan," Governor Fallin says.
 
Republicans who control both houses in the New Hampshire legislature have reached the same
conclusion. House Speaker William O'Brien wants to return the federal money to lower the federal
deficit. That's popular in the first Presidential primary state, where polls are finding that voters
disapprove of the law by nearly a two to one margin.
 
Democratic Governor John Lynch who may veto the bill, but the political trend shows that the
President's health reform is not getting any more popular with age, despite Democratic and media
predictions. The states are concluding that the more they get to know about ObamaCare, the less
they think they can afford it.
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Take A Stand! 

From: Wake Up America Movement
To: Kaleb Bennett
Subject: You"re Invited Monday - how to navigate Tuesday"s Election Returns
Date: Sunday, November 04, 2012 5:45:34 PM

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here

You're Invited to WAM  Election ROUND UP
When: Monday 8:30 PM            What to Watch for in Tuesday's Vote
Reports          
Dear Kaleb,

This invitation is just for you and yours. If you'd like a smart strategy - and state by state
analysis to apply during this Tuesday's momentous poll returns, then join us. Once you do, you'll be on
the inside track to interpret the vote tallies. And if you have input about what's been happening in your
area, you're welcome to share it. So many of US have strived to oust Obama for so long, this ROUND
UP is a great opportunity to share and anticipate victory (besides staying alert about when, where and
how their machinations and manipulations aim to steal it!)
 
 

Monday night CALL IN to 530-881-1300 then enter code: 731940
Note change in start time: ROUND UP begins 8:30 ET/ 7:30 CT/6:30 MT/5:30 PT
 
Join us for a smart strategy analysis with:
*  How to Spot Trends as the Returns Come In
*  How to Identify vote fraud trends and measure their relative impact
*  Hear expert analysis of crucial voter demographics, with comparisons to 2008 differentials 
*  Insider tips on what could account for a major shift and where we go from here!
 
Thanks for caring enough to participate in preserving the future of our nation!
Please note: Naysayers are not welcome in this ROUND UP. Any hostile call-ins will be dropped.

 

 And remember that nothing matters more than your CALLS FROM HOME
 from now until polls close in Swing States on Tuesday. Go here:

 
http://www.mittromney.com/call-home-landing

 
The system is set-up to connect you to those voters in SWING STATES that still need to

get to their polling place. Calls are free - no cost to you - and coordinated. So you will

reach vital voters no matter where you live. 

 
Also NOTE: WAM advises, although you'll be given a good script for calling - be sure to

close each call with a boost of support for that swing state's SENATE candidate.

Remind voters that will help fully undo ObamaCare.

PAINT the MAP Red    Make Calls from Home!

Join us for this "live" final Election 2012 
 MONDAY EVENING
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WAM ROUND UP
 

GO NOW FOR FREE SAMPLE  These products distributed by Patriots Heart CJ & Tallu

Save
25%  

 

This special offer to patriots is tasty, affordable with discount and FREE sample Now! 

This email was sent to kaleb.bennett@gov.ok.gov by wamtoday@wamaction.info |  
Update Profile/Email Address | Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe™ | Privacy Policy.

Wake Up America Movement | 140 W 71st St. | New York | NY | 10023
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From: Google Calendar on behalf of Alex Weintz
To: Jean Roupe; Dana Wolpert
Subject: Accepted: Record Auto Call @ Thu Mar 8 10am - 10:30am (Mary Fallin)
Attachments: invite.ics

Alex Weintz has accepted this invitation.
Record Auto Call
When: Thursday, March 08, 2012 10:00 AM-10:30 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Mansion
Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
Fount Holland requests you record this auto call for use on April 2, the day before AJ Griffin’s election. Script is below. Call 800-619-
5518, and use Passcode 9334, then follow the prompts:
Script is below.

“Hello. This is Governor Mary Fallin -- tomorrow is a special election day --- and I'm asking you to help send AJ Griffin to the state
Senate. AJ is a no-nonsense wife, mother, businesswoman and a leader for our families and youth. I need AJ at the Capitol to help me
lower state income tax rates so we can attract new industries to do business in Oklahoma. AJ will protect our freedoms and our values.
She will stand strong beside me to protect Oklahoma from federal intrusion and help stop Obamacare mandates. The election is
tomorrow, Tuesday, April 3rd, and every vote for A.J. Griffin is important. Please don't forget to go to the polls. Thank you!”

When Thu Mar 8 10am – 10:30am Central Time
Where Mansion (HYPERLINK "http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Mansion&hl=en" map)
Calendar Mary Fallin
Who • Mary Fallin - organizer
• aweintz  - creator, optional
• Alex Gerszewski
• Aaron Cooper
• Alex Weintz
• alex@maryfallin.org - optional

Invitation from HYPERLINK "https://www.google.com/calendar/" Google Calendar
You are receiving this courtesy email at the account mary.christensen@gov.ok.gov because you are an attendee of this event.
To stop receiving future notifications for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account at
https://www.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for your entire calendar.
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BEGIN:VCALENDAR
PRODID:-//Google Inc//Google Calendar 70.9054//EN
VERSION:2.0
CALSCALE:GREGORIAN
METHOD:REPLY
BEGIN:VEVENT
DTSTART:20120308T160000Z
DTEND:20120308T163000Z
DTSTAMP:20120307T210316Z
ORGANIZER;CN=Mary Fallin:mailto:mary.christensen@gov.ok.gov
UID:040000008200E00074C5B7101A82E00800000000F06809FDC7FACC01000000000000000
 01000000010CBB3DADD742449A3508A7E9C72F4E3
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=OPT-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=ACCEPTED;CN=aweint
 z@gmail.com;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:aweintz@gmail.com
CREATED:20120307T202433Z
DESCRIPTION:When: Thursday\, March 08\, 2012 10:00 AM-10:30 AM (UTC-06:00) 
 Central Time (US & Canada).\nWhere: Mansion\n\nNote: The GMT offset above d
 oes not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.\n\n*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*\n\
 nFount Holland requests you record this auto call for use on April 2\, the 
 day before AJ Griffin’s election. Script is below. Call 800-619-5518\, and 
 use Passcode 9334\, then follow the prompts:\n\nScript is below.\n\n\n“Hell
 o. This is Governor Mary Fallin -- tomorrow is a special election day --- a
 nd I'm asking you to help send AJ Griffin to the state Senate. AJ is a no-n
 onsense wife\, mother\, businesswoman and a leader for our families and you
 th. I need AJ at the Capitol to help me lower state income tax rates so we 
 can attract new industries to do business in Oklahoma. AJ will protect our 
 freedoms and our values. She will stand strong beside me to protect Oklahom
 a from federal intrusion and help stop Obamacare mandates. The election is 
 tomorrow\, Tuesday\, April 3rd\, and every vote for A.J. Griffin is importa
 nt. Please don't forget to go to the polls. Thank you!”
LAST-MODIFIED:20120307T210316Z
LOCATION:Mansion
SEQUENCE:1
STATUS:CONFIRMED
SUMMARY:Record Auto Call
TRANSP:OPAQUE
CATEGORIES:http://schemas.google.com/g/2005#event
BEGIN:VALARM
ACTION:DISPLAY
DESCRIPTION:This is an event reminder
TRIGGER:-P0DT0H15M0S
END:VALARM
END:VEVENT
END:VCALENDAR




From: Guilford, Nikki
To: Governors Chiefs of Staff
Cc: chiefs-assists@talk.nga.org; chiefs-deputy@talk.nga.org; Drobac, Krista; Moore, David
Subject: NGA Meeting Summary: Health Care - Decision Points for States
Date: Wednesday, July 25, 2012 4:31:31 PM
Attachments: Health Care Decision Points for States.pdf

Appendix - Questions from States.pdf

To:         Chief of Staff (cc: deputy chiefs and chiefs’ assistants)
Washington Representatives and State-Federal Contacts
Health Policy Advisors

 
Re:         Meeting Summary: Health Care - Decision Points for States
 
On July 19-20, 2012, the National Governors Association (NGA) convened 40 states and
territories in Washington, D.C. to discuss a range of critical decision points and considerations
related to addressing health system challenges. State officials exchanged ideas, lessons
learned, and potential promising practices. Many states confirmed they are in different phases
of implementation of two widely discussed provisions of the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act (ACA) – Medicaid expansion and Health Insurance Exchanges
 
Attached is a summary from last week’s NGA meeting entitled “Health Care: Decision Points for
States.”  Please contact Krista Drobac, Director, Health Division, NGA Center for Best Practices
with any questions (202-624-7872; krdobac@nga.org).
 
Thank you,
Nikki Guilford
 
 

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive use of
the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or confidential. If the
reader of this transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and
delete this message.

******************************************************
NGA Office of Management Consulting & Training (OMCT)
Listserv for Governors ' Chiefs of Staff

To post questions/comments to subscribed members, email: chiefs@talk.nga.org
(This listserv is moderated; submitted messages are first received by the NGA
moderator and then posted to the full list.)

For more information on OMCT resources: www.nga.org/omct

---
You are currently subscribed to [chiefs] as denise.northrup@gov.ok.gov.
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-213438-
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Health Care: Decision Points for States 


Meeting Summary 


 


On July 19-20, 2012, the National Governors Association (NGA) convened 40 states and territories in 


Washington, D.C. to discuss a range of critical decision points and considerations related to addressing 


health system challenges. Over the course of two days, state officials exchanged ideas, lessons learned, 


and potential promising practices. Many states confirmed they are in different phases of implementation 


of two widely discussed provisions of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) – Medicaid 


expansion and Health Insurance Exchanges. However, there is a high degree of uncertainty about the next 


steps for many states.  Before committing to a particular course, states are weighing their options, 


factoring in additional guidance from the United States Department of Health and Human Services 


(HHS), and in some cases, awaiting the results of the next presidential election. Meeting participants also 


noted the need for greater state flexibilities and opportunities to guide the implementation of the ACA. 


Moving forward, states are interested in continuing to engage in meaningful discussions with HHS.  


Following are some of the issues that arose at the meeting.  Appendix A contains a full list of state 


questions. 


 


Medicaid 


 Many states commented on the number and wide range of estimates “floating around” about how 


much expanding Medicaid would cost. Stakeholders with disparate interests have published data 


using varying methodologies that have produced an array of estimates. States are interested in 


building assessments of future costs of their Medicaid programs that include appropriate 


assumptions, such as those about the size of the woodwork effect, and the appropriate measure of 


state-only program spending that could be shifted to Medicaid, such as uncompensated care pools, 


mental health and substance abuse programs, high risk pools, and treatment of those who are 


incarcerated. That also includes measuring the cost if states are allowed to expand only to 100 


percent of the federal poverty line (FPL) or somewhere below 133 percent of the FPL. 


 


 Questions were raised about the ability of states to lower the eligibility level from 133 percent of 


FPL in the future if they encounter issues balancing the state budget. Does expanding to 133 percent 


of FPL mean staying at that level permanently? 


 


 Questions arose about the uncertainty of continued federal funding of Medicaid, specifically about 


future reductions in the federal medical assistance percentage (FMAP) that might be part of a deficit-


reduction deal.  


 


 States want flexibility in program management. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 


(CMS) wants further clarity about the kinds of flexibility states are seeking. 


 


 There is uncertainty related to the overlap of existing Medicaid waivers or renewal of waivers with 


the Medicaid expansion and other requirements in 2014. 


 


 A few states will be rolling back Medicaid eligibility that they had previously expanded and will 


therefore have residents who could face less affordable coverage even with tax credits and cost 


sharing subsidies. 
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Exchanges 


 


 Questions were raised about ability to meet existing deadlines, and the need for pending guidance 


from CMS to be issued. 


 


 Questions remain around Essential Health Benefits (EHB) and a desire for the publication of the 


proposed CMS regulation. States will need extra time after the regulation is published to choose a 


plan, but December is late to work out the details of the EHB with carriers.  


 


 Clarity is needed on what the benefit package will be in the multistate plans.  States are concerned 


that differentiation between the EHB for states and the multistate plans may lead to adverse 


selection. 


 


 Clarification and further analysis are needed on cost, funding sustainability, and the level of effort 


needed from states interested in pursuing the Partnership and federally-facilitated Exchange (FFE) 


options. 


 


 Recognition and further discussion related to how the insurance market reforms will impact the 


market both inside and outside of the Exchange is needed. Aligning the requirements placed on plans 


operating in both markets is important, including consistent open enrollment periods and coverage 


effective dates. There was further discussion related to the impact of premium increases as a result of 


the insurance market reforms. 


 


State Exchange Discussion 


 


 Overall, states pursuing a state-based Exchange felt that CMS was generally working cooperatively 


with them. 


 


 Continuing concerns about timelines exist. States are concerned that the federal government may 


amend existing rules, thereby making it increasingly difficult to meet the new expectations, 


particularly states that are not entirely sure they should pursue a state-based Exchange. 


 


 Staffing the Exchange was an issue of concern, specifically recruiting people with the right mix of 


skills. 


 


 There is anxiety from territories about the need for more federal guidance if they are to meet 


deadlines.  


 


Partnership Exchange Discussion 


 


 Discussion and further research were requested to help states determine how to financially sustain a 


Partnership Exchange.  Can states share the user fee with the FFE?  If states are responsible for 


consumer outreach and plan management, part of the fee should be passed back to the state. 


 


 Insight is needed around how the FFE will be governed. Since the FFE will not have a Board, how 


will the state voice be represented?  What will be the process for input from state and local 


stakeholders into the operation of the FFE? 


 


 Clarity is needed about how the technical interface between a state’s Medicaid program and the 


Exchange will function. States requested guidance and information about when they can expect to 
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start negotiations with the federal government on a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). States 


would also like to be informed of what information the federal government needs before they can 


start working on the technical interface. 


 


 Guidance is needed on what the expectations are if a state realizes they cannot do a Partnership 


Exchange. Will there be a transition period to a full FFE? 


 


Federal Exchange Discussion 


 


 Questions exist about the capacity of the federal government to implement a FFE.   


 


 Questions exist about the MOU between the state and the federal government. What will be required 


of the state? Will the federal government subcontract with the state for pieces of the Exchange?  


What is the timeline on the MOU given that it will take time to negotiate? 


 


 Some confusion exists about building the technical interface between the state Medicaid program 


and the FFE. Who is required to conform their programming language to the other program in order 


to link the systems?   


 


 Clarity is needed on what costs states may incur by opting for a FFE. 


 


Considerations for Eligibility and Enrollment Systems Procurement 


 


 Clarification is needed on a definition of “real time” with regard to eligibility determination. 


 


 There are questions around Advance Planning Documents (APD) and the technical aspects of 


building an interface platform to support the connection between Medicaid and the Exchange.  


 


 Clarification is needed on the minimum level of requirements in the Blueprint that must be met in 


order to build a state-based or Partnership Exchange. The metaphor was used of building a bicycle 


with simple components as opposed to building a car with complex infrastructure.  


 


 There is agreement among states regarding the need for a detailed and thorough Request for 


Proposal (RFP) with language that reflects the fiscal uncertainty that exists, such as a need for exit 


clauses, and frustration of purpose clauses. 


 


Conclusion 


 


State officials are working amidst continuing policy and political uncertainties to determine the best 


course for their state. Remaining unanswered questions from CMS, and political uncertainties have made 


it difficult for states to fully assess their options and choose a path forward. NGA will continue to work 


with states and HHS to determine answers to operational and regulatory questions in order to better assist 


states as they weigh their options. 
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Appendix: Questions  


 
1. If a state assumes the responsibility of overseeing plan management and consumer enrollment 


assistance in the Partnership Exchange, to what degree will the Federal government revert a 


portion of the user fees back to that state? 


 


2. What type of flexibility do states have when building and deploying IT infrastructure to 


support seamless information exchange between their Medicaid programs and Exchanges?  


 


3. How can states find information on approved RFPs or bids from states that have completed 


steps toward building a State Exchange? 


 


4. Will HHS/CMS be able to extend deadlines to accommodate additional time states are 


seeking to complete the IT procurement process? 


 


5. To what degree should there be alignment between qualified health plans (QHPs) operating in 


the Exchange and those operating outside of the Exchange (e.g. network adequacy, coverage 


effective days, performance standards etc.)? 


 


6. What would the governance structures for the Federally-facilitated Exchange and Partnership 


Exchange look like? To what extent will states have representation on the governance board? 


 


7. What does the required MOU agreement look like and what is the timeline for creating that 


agreement with states that will be participating in a Federal Exchange? 


 


8. What are the potential costs to states who participate in the Federal Exchange and how are 


they calculated? 


 


9. Is there a list of services that HHS would be willing to subcontract to states (i.e. patient 


navigators) that participate in the Federal Exchange? 


 


10. Will states that expand Medicaid coverage up to a level below 133 percent of the federal 


poverty limit (FPL), for example up to 100 percent FPL, still receive the enhanced federal 


medical assistance percentage (FMAP) available for “newly covered” populations? 


 


11. Can states phase in expansion of newly covered populations over several years? If states do 


expand Medicaid coverage, can they scale back the expansion in the future as fiscal 


conditions change? 


 


12. When will HHS issue the regulations and methodology for reductions in Disproportionate 


Share allotments? Two, for a state that does not see a decrease in its uninsured population, 


will the remaining state absorb the full reduction?  In addition, can a state implement a new 


DSH Diversion program as part of the optional expansion?  Can a state implement new DSH 


Diversion programs for services to the uninsured/uncompensated care services? 


 


13. What are the effects of continuing uncompensated care if Medicaid not expanded 


 


14. What will the increase in demand for health care do to prices for everyone? 


 







15. What are the macro-economic effects on state economies by, for example, expanding 


employment? 


 


16. What additional health care workers will be needed to create adequate access? 


 


17. What incentives will employers have to move workers into expanded Medicaid 


 


18. What incentives will states have to move beneficiaries into the exchanges? 


 


19. Will states be able to pay exchange premiums for beneficiaries if they do not expand 


Medicaid? 


 


20. What is the cost to the state of programs/services that would be paid under expanded 


Medicaid; e.g., community mental health? 


 


21. Will states that previously expanded coverage to the childless adult group be eligible for 


enhanced FFP even if they decide not to proceed with further expansion to the optional adult 


group? 


 


22. What is the formal process for exercising the option to expand? Is it a submission for 


approval to expand or a submission to opt of the expansion? 


 


 


 







151268.246ce19d396358e960b9f9a718992143@talk.nga.org.
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: Fallin/medicaid expansion
Date: Wednesday, July 25, 2012 2:53:15 PM

Fyi this is what I sent to Carnuccio and is what the gov has been saying for the last 24 hrs.
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2012 2:50 PM
To: Michael Carnuccio
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fallin/medicaid expansion
 
Michael, this article is an accurate representation of the gov’s position:
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=336&articleid=20120724_336_0_GovMar820522
 
She has said she will not make a decision regarding Medicaid expansion until after the November
election, largely because of political, policy and economic uncertainties that still loom large.
 
Her first preference, obviously, is for Governor Romney to be elected president and for him to work
with Congress to repeal and replace ObamaCare in its entirety. She plans to actively work to help
Gov. Romney in his campaign and hopes that a new Congress and president can make this a reality.
 
Regardless of who is president, the governor also feels that there are too many economic and public
policy questions left unanswered for her to  make an immediate decision about Medicaid expansion.
It is a fact that any expansion will cost the state of Oklahoma more tax dollars. That cost comes at a
time when the federal government may or may not act to suspend the alternative minimum tax,
may or may not renew the Bush tax cuts, and may or may not cut over $500 billion in defense
spending (which would cost an estimated 16,000 Oklahoma jobs). All of these things would affect
Oklahoma’s economy and budget. Furthermore, if an Obama White House continues to insist on tax
increases and huge cuts in the defense budget, it has the potential to plunge the nation back into
recession.  
 
For all of these reasons Gov. Fallin has said she will continue to study the issue and wait until after
the November election to announce a decision.
 
Note that where a potential insurance exchange is concerned, the governor also continues to study
that issue. She has not, however, attached a timeline to her decision on an exchange.  
 
Also, here is the governor’s position and history with the ACA:
 
 

Governor Fallin  was disappointed and frustrated with the Supreme Court’s decision to
uphold the bulk of the Affordable Care Act (ACA). She believes the law is unaffordable and
unworkable, and that many aspects of the bill — including the individual mandate – grant
Congress power that was not intended by the authors of the Constitution. She voted against
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the bill as a congresswoman and supported the lawsuit filed by Oklahoma’s attorney general
as governor. She continues her adamant opposition to the law, and will actively campaign
for conservative candidates, including the Republican presidential nominee, who pledge to
overturn and replace the ACA.
 

 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: GOVERNING
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: The Affordable Care Act is now a matter of settled law
Date: Tuesday, July 24, 2012 9:19:11 AM

If you are having trouble reading this email, read the online version

The Affordable Care Act Stands: 
Where Government Goes from Here

The Affordable Care Act is now a matter of settled law. It’s time to

get serious about the implications for state and local government

agencies. Deadlines are looming – and they are going to stick.

Take the Health Insurance Exchange mandate as an example.

States are required to show “significant progress” at implementing

an HIX by January 1, 2013. This is no small feat, and the benefits of

a successful HIX implementation go beyond simple compliance. The

challenges of choosing the right strategy are far from simple, and

there is no time to waste.

Join the Center for Digital Government and GOVERNING  for a

live, interactive webcast on the technology impact of the Supreme

Court’s decision. You will learn how to:

Assess your organization’s progress-to-date with a best

practice maturity model

Automate manual processes, improve constituent

communications, and cut costs with a Health Insurance

Exchange (HIX)

Fast-track implementation of the Affordable Care Act by

leveraging off-the-shelf technology

Improve data quality and interoperability

Reduce project risk and ensure compliance with federal

regulations

Complimentary Webinar

Thursday
July 26, 2012

11:00 am PT/2:00 pm ET
Duration: 1 hour

Speakers:

John Miri
Editor-in-Chief

Center for Digital Government

Brenda Gleason
President

M2 Health Care Consulting

Joe Pindell
Solution Evangelist

Pitney Bowes Solutions

For questions or details,
contact:

Jeremy Smith
Registration Coordinator

800-940-6039 ext. 1402

jsmith@governing.com

Sponsored by:
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This email was sent to: denise.northrup@gov.ok.gov.
Unsubscribe | Opt out of all  e.Republic email | Privacy Statement
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From: Nico Gomez
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: 5 states to watch on Medicaid
Date: Friday, July 20, 2012 9:49:01 AM

FYI and not sure what the reference to in line eligibility rules means.
________________________________
From: POLITICO Pro [politicoemail@politicopro.com]
Sent: Friday, July 20, 2012 4:34 AM
To: Nico Gomez
Subject: 5 states to watch on Medicaid

5 states to watch on Medicaid

By Jason Millman

7/20/12 5:32 AM EDT

The Supreme Court decision making health care reform’s Medicaid expansion optional has created a
high-stakes guessing game about which states sign up.

A handful of governors who most emphatically refused to implement the Affordable Care Act grabbed
the early attention after the court decision. Yet an overwhelming majority of the states aren’t ruling it
out. And Medicaid advocates are still counting on most of the states to come on board, if not by 2014
then soon after.

“I think based on past history … it’s really likely that most states are eventually going to take part” in
the expansion, said Sara Collins, vice president for affordable health insurance at the Commonwealth
Fund.

How they get there may not be pretty. Republican governors are talking tough and some Democratic
governors are treading carefully. It’s not as simple as a governor saying “yes” or “no.” Complicated
factors come into play, including politics, budget outlooks and Medicaid’s own history — including the
ways states can shape  their own Medicaid  programs, or get waivers to test ways of  covering more
people, improving quality or containing costs.

It all makes for some intense state-level battles over the next year, as long as the health law stays on
the books.  Here’s a look at some of the more interesting states to watch as they decide whether to go
ahead and expand Medicaid to bring in millions of  Americans up to 133 percent  of the federal poverty
line.

ARIZONA

Gov. Jan Brewer and the Obama administration have tussled plenty over Medicaid reductions in a very
public way — actually earning a mention during Supreme Court oral arguments on the Medicaid
question. But a deeper look shows that Arizona is not a lock for rejecting the Medicaid expansion.

Brewer, who says she remains undecided on the expansion, has taken a considerable number of steps
for Arizona to run its own health insurance exchange. Whether the state legislature will be on board is
another question.

Before the Affordable Care Act passed, Arizona had a history of covering some childless adults — a
population excluded by most states but included under the expansion. But Arizona was able to cut some
of that enrollment by letting its waiver expire last year. But Manatt’s Deborah Bachrach, a former New
York Medicaid director, figures Arizona would have something to gain by taking the expansion, because
the feds would provide a much more generous financial match for adult populations through the
expansion.
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“The more a state has used a waiver to provide some limited coverage to childless adults, the more
money they will save by doing the expansion,” Bachrach said.

UTAH

When it comes to health policy, the conservative state has to be part of the discussion.

“It’s an interesting state to watch because they’re very engaged in health policy,” said Joan Alker of the
Georgetown Health Policy Institute.

Utah Gov. Gary Herbert, who co-chairs the Republican Governors Association's health committee, has
spent the past few weeks laying out a whole host of reasons why Utah wouldn’t expand Medicaid. But
he hasn’t flatly turned it down, either, as some of his colleagues have.

Herbert also hasn’t been shy about his frustrations with the Medicaid waiver process. He told POLITICO
recently that the court’s Medicaid decision could provide states with new leverage to negotiate for
Medicaid changes they’ve been pushing such as block grants or more flexibility on benefit design.

Utah already has some history with expanding Medicaid. In the early 2000s, the state secured a waiver
to extend some Medicaid coverage to childless adults — partially by increasing cost-sharing and reducing
benefits for some existing enrollees.

“It was a fairly high-profile waiver when they moved forward with it because it had a very limited
benefit package and didn’t have inpatient coverage,” Alker said.

MISSOURI

With a Democratic governor and a Republican legislature,  Missouri has seen some of the fiercest state-
level battles over the ACA. The legislature has already passed a law — albeit a symbolic one — banning
the individual mandate, and it approved a ballot initiative for this fall on whether the state should set up
an exchange.

So, how does Gov. Jay Nixon play this one? So far, cautiously. He hasn’t said much about this publicly,
and a spokesman didn’t return a POLITICO inquiry.

Nixon’s been rebuffed by Republican lawmakers on earlier efforts to expand Medicaid, and he’s up for
reelection this year. If he does want to move forward on the expansion, don’t expect to see much
before November.

OKLAHOMA

The state was the first to return a sizable exchange grant from HHS last year, but it’s also taken a huge
chunk of money to update its Medicaid eligibility system. In fact, Medicaid experts say it’s top-notch.

Oklahoma doesn’t have a very expansive Medicaid program today, and the Medicaid expansion is
projected to cover about half of uninsured Oklahomans.

So the big question, says Manatt’s Bachrach, is this: “Will they use that infrastructure to launch the
expansion?”

Gov. Mary Fallin, a Republican, isn’t saying yet. Her office says Fallin’s going to take a hard look at the
state’s options.

Oklahoma already has updated Medicaid eligibility rules to be “very much in line” with the ACA,
Bachrach said. It’s also taken a serious look at delivery system reform.

MINNESOTA

The state is one of a handful to expand part of its Medicaid program ahead of 2014. Whether the
Republican legislature would approve more remains a big question mark.
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Already, Democratic Gov. Mark Dayton has a tricky relationship with the state legislature over the ACA.
His executive order in October starting up Minnesota’s exchange isn’t sitting well with Republican
lawmakers, who complain they’ve been left out of the process.

Dayton already told HHS that Minnesota plans to run its own exchange, but Republican lawmakers say
the issue hasn’t been settled.They want the legislature to address it next year, meaning health care
politics will already be boiling in the state.

To read and comment online:
https://www.politicopro.com/go/?id=12909

________________________________

This email alert has been sent for the exclusive use of POLITICO Pro subscriber Nico Gomez. Forwarding
or reproducing the alert without the express, written permission of POLITICO Pro is a violation of federal
law and the POLITICO Pro subscription agreement. Copyright © 2012 by POLITICO LLC. To subscribe to
POLITICO Pro, please go to www.politicopro.com<https://www.politicopro.com>. To change your alert
settings, please go to https://www.politicopro.com/member/?webaction=viewAlerts.

________________________________

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: TW Shannon (tw.shannon@okhouse.gov ); Brian Bingman
Cc: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Trait Thompson; atkins@oksenate.gov
Subject: PPACA/Supreme Court Ruling Information ATTACHED
Date: Thursday, July 19, 2012 5:31:40 PM
Attachments: Updated PPACA Info. Post SC.pdf
Importance: High

President Pro Tempore Bingman and Speaker Designate Shannon,
 
I have ATTACHED some materials with regard to the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
(PPACA) for your information.  I will you provide you with additional materials from the stakeholder
meetings that we have conducted as soon as I have them compiled, likely early next week.  Please let
me know if you have any questions at all.
 
Thank you very much, Katie  cell
 
 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: RE: Editorials from the Oklahoman
Date: Tuesday, July 17, 2012 2:32:18 PM

That’s great, essentially our position
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 2012 2:31 PM
To: Alex Gerszewski; Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: Editorials from the Oklahoman
 
Key graphs…
 

Rejecting Medicaid expansion isn't without risk. Writing at National Review Online, Douglas Holtz-Eakin noted that the

individuals who would otherwise have been added to the Medicaid program would instead be eligible for subsidies in health

care exchanges. That would then drive federal costs up, which could lead to even higher federal taxes for Oklahomans and

all  U.S. citizens.

Nonetheless, we think state officials should bide their time before considering any expansion of Medicaid. It could become

a budget buster for schools, roads and public safety. Meantime, citizens must elect officials who will repeal this unwise,

unworkable mess of a health care law.

That starts with voting Barack Obama out of office

Read more: http://newsok.com/high-court-ruling-on-obamacare-muddies-medicaid-picture-in-

oklahoma/article/3688620#ixzz20uTpfwPP

 
 

From: Alex Gerszewski 
Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 2012 1:44 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz
Subject: Editorials from the Oklahoman
 
Obamacare ruling means taxes will go up
http://newsok.com/obamacare-ruling-means-taxes-will-go-up/article/3688346
 
 
High court ruling on Obamacare muddies Medicaid picture in Oklahoma
http://newsok.com/high-court-ruling-on-obamacare-muddies-medicaid-picture-in-
oklahoma/article/3688620
 
 
 
Oklahoma officials must get busy creating insurance exchange
http://newsok.com/oklahoma-officials-must-get-busy-creating-insurance-exchange/article/3688629
 
 
 
Resistance to health insurance exchanges only continues to build in GOP
http://newsok.com/resistance-to-health-insurance-exchanges-only-continues-to-build-in-
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gop/article/3690239
 
 
 
Obamacare a minefield for workers in Oklahoma
http://newsok.com/obamacare-a-minefield-for-workers-in-oklahoma/article/3691058
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - (405)568-1319
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
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From: Steve Mullins
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: Updated Info. From OHCA re/ Costs of Medicaid Expansion
Date: Friday, July 13, 2012 8:49:00 AM

I will work on it today.
 

From: Glenn Coffee 
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2012 5:33 AM
To: Denise Northrup
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Steve Mullins; Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Updated Info. From OHCA re/ Costs of Medicaid Expansion
 
I am not convinced.  The Gov. has the authority that was then delegated to HCA  She also could
 claim it is an unconstitutional authority requiring the legislation, opt out and dare anyone to file a
lawsuit.  Steve, can you research.  This sounds like Howard over lawyering this to me. 

Glenn Coffee

Glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov

 

On Jul 11, 2012, at 8:17 PM, "Denise Northrup" <Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

Wow
 
From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 05:06 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri; Steve Mullins 
Cc: Alex Weintz 
Subject: Updated Info. From OHCA re/ Costs of Medicaid Expansion 
 
Please see last note...
 
From: Cindy Roberts [mailto:Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 05:02 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org> 
Subject: RE: Hello! 
 
Katie –
The first document includes maps of where we believe the “new” eligibles would be
(by county).  There are actually three maps – one representing 100% enrollment, one
representing 75%, and one at 57%.
 
The second document provides you information about the eligibles, economic impact,
reduced uncompensated care, federal matching rates, etc.  (I provided notes on the
second page to explain the numbers on the first page.)  Also, wanted to point out that
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we did use the 2007 economic impact study - - newer IMPLAN values are not
available at this time (ie, for tax revenue).  We did talk with the OTC regarding this
and they believe, because of other factors occurring since 2007, that the number we
have would be pretty well on target.
 
And, then on another note, we learned today that this will be an “opt-out” eligibility
group rather than an “opt-in”.  This changes things a bit now; in order to “opt-out” we
would probably need legislation.
 
Let me know if you have any questions.
Cindy
 
Cindy Roberts, CPA, CGFM 
Deputy, Chief Executive Officer
Oklahoma Health Care Authority / Policy, Planning & Integrity
(405) 522-7253 
cindy.roberts@okhca.org
 
 
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 4:24 PM
To: Cindy Roberts
Subject: Re: Hello!
 
Indeed!!!
 
From: Cindy Roberts [mailto:Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 04:22 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: RE: Hello! 
 
Can I have abt 20 minutes?  Promise.
 
Cindy Roberts, CPA, CGFM 
Deputy, Chief Executive Officer
Oklahoma Health Care Authority / Policy, Planning & Integrity
(405) 522-7253 
cindy.roberts@okhca.org
 
 
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 4:22 PM
To: Cindy Roberts
Cc: Nico Gomez
Subject: Re: Hello!
 
Sorry to harass, just checking back in, I am hoping to print copies before I leave the
office today of whatever you send to take with me to the Governor, thanks!
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From: Cindy Roberts [mailto:Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 12:42 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org> 
Subject: RE: Hello! 
 
Sure.  Let me put some finishing touches on it and I will get it to you.
 
Cindy Roberts, CPA, CGFM 
Deputy, Chief Executive Officer
Oklahoma Health Care Authority / Policy, Planning & Integrity
(405) 522-7253 
cindy.roberts@okhca.org
 
 
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 4:48 PM
To: Cindy Roberts
Cc: Nico Gomez
Subject: Hello!
Importance: High
 
I am leaving for the National Governors Association Annual meeting on Thursday
morning and will be briefing Governor Fallin when I arrive re/ PPACA. I wanted to see if
there is anyway I can the information we requested by tomorrow? Thank you! Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 
===================================================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole
use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged
information. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if
you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your
system. The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the
contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If
verification is required please request a hard-copy version.
===================================================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole
use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged
information. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if
you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your
system. The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the
contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If
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verification is required please request a hard-copy version.
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From: Jerrod Shouse
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: NFIB help
Date: Thursday, July 12, 2012 4:28:18 PM

Hi Denise & Katie,

As the Governor studies what Oklahoma should do next with regard to exchanges
required by the PPACA/Obamacare, I want to offer the support of NFIB. When Karen
Harned, the head of our NFIB Legal Center, was in Oklahoma and met with the
Governor last year, they talked about exchanges. We discussed how NFIB has led
the charge to repeal Obamacare, but at the same time has been supportive of a
state-created and -run marketplace that benefits small business owners. I even had
an op-ed prepared to support the exchange idea, but we didn't run it when the
legislature pulled the plug (both times).

Ultimately, we will be supportive of the Governor and her decision. So please let me
know if there is a way we can be helpful.

-- 
JERROD SHOUSE
Shouse & Associates | JerrodShouse.com

Government Relations Consulting 

P: 405.310.9779 | C: 405.650.2981
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: "maryfallin@ "
Cc: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Fw: Dr. Coburn asked me to relay his message to Gov. Fallin that he does NOT believe OK should expand

Medicaid under PPACA
Date: Thursday, July 12, 2012 10:17:22 AM

 
From: Trent, Josh (Coburn) [mailto:Josh_Trent@coburn.senate.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 08:15 AM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Morris, Jerry (Coburn) <Jerry_Morris@coburn.senate.gov> 
Subject: Dr. Coburn asked me to relay his message to Gov. Fallin that he does NOT believe OK should
expand Medicaid under PPACA 
 
 
 
________________________
Josh Trent
Health Care Policy (LA)
U.S. Senator Tom Coburn, M.D.
172 Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510
202-224-5754
www.coburn.senate.gov
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri; Steve Mullins
Cc: Alex Weintz
Subject: Updated Info. From OHCA re/ Costs of Medicaid Expansion
Date: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 5:06:43 PM
Attachments: Potential_Impact_2014_SoonerCare_Exp_Adults_June2012.pdf

ACA Medicaid Elig Options.pdf

Please see last note...
 
From: Cindy Roberts [mailto:Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 05:02 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org> 
Subject: RE: Hello! 
 
Katie –
The first document includes maps of where we believe the “new” eligibles would be (by county). 
There are actually three maps – one representing 100% enrollment, one representing 75%, and one
at 57%.
 
The second document provides you information about the eligibles, economic impact, reduced
uncompensated care, federal matching rates, etc.  (I provided notes on the second page to explain
the numbers on the first page.)  Also, wanted to point out that we did use the 2007 economic
impact study - - newer IMPLAN values are not available at this time (ie, for tax revenue).  We did
talk with the OTC regarding this and they believe, because of other factors occurring since 2007,
that the number we have would be pretty well on target.
 
And, then on another note, we learned today that this will be an “opt-out” eligibility group rather
than an “opt-in”.  This changes things a bit now; in order to “opt-out” we would probably need
legislation.
 
Let me know if you have any questions.
Cindy
 
Cindy Roberts, CPA, CGFM 
Deputy, Chief Executive Officer
Oklahoma Health Care Authority / Policy, Planning & Integrity
(405) 522-7253 
cindy.roberts@okhca.org
 
 
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 4:24 PM
To: Cindy Roberts
Subject: Re: Hello!
 
Indeed!!!
 
From: Cindy Roberts [mailto:Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 04:22 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
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Provider Panel Capacity
(Number of Counties)


Provider Panel Deficit   (15)
>=70% of Panel Capacity Used   (19)
50% - 69% of Panel Capacity Used      (17)
<50% of Panel Capacity Used   (26)


Total PCPs & Additional Eligible Population Counts
Additional Adults Eligible For SoonerCare - 200,000


Open PCPs Available to Adults and Children - 371


Open PCPs Available to Adults Only - 72


Potential Impact of 2014 SoonerCare Expansions 
on Provider Panel Capacity and Adult Eligibility


by County at 100% Participation
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Numbers printed within each county indicate the potential number of additional SoonerCare members in 2014 and current number of open Primary Care Providers (PCPs). Some PCPs
may provide service in multiple counties so will be counted multiple times. Adult defined as Age 19 and Over. Data valid as of September 21, 2011







Provider Panel Capacity
(Number of Counties)


Provider Panel Deficit   (12)
>=70% of Panel Capacity Used   (17)
50% - 69% of Panel Capacity Used      (17)
<50% of Panel Capacity Used   (31)


Total PCPs & Additional Eligible Population Counts
Additional Adults Eligible For SoonerCare - 145,000


Open PCPs Available to Adults and Children - 371


Open PCPs Available to Adults Only - 72


Potential Impact of 2014 SoonerCare Expansions 
on Provider Panel Capacity and Adult Eligibility


by County at 75% Participation


6/20/2012
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Numbers printed within each county indicate the potential number of additional SoonerCare members in 2014 and current number of open Primary Care Providers (PCPs). Some PCPs
may provide service in multiple counties so will be counted multiple times. Adult defined as Age 19 and Over. Data valid as of September 21, 2011







Provider Panel Capacity
(Number of Counties)


Provider Panel Deficit   (9)
>=70% of Panel Capacity Used   (17)
50% - 69% of Panel Capacity Used      (15)
<50% of Panel Capacity Used   (36)


Total PCPs & Additional Eligible Population Counts
Additional Adults Eligible For SoonerCare - 110,000


Open PCPs Available to Adults and Children - 371


Open PCPs Available to Adults Only - 72


Potential Impact of 2014 SoonerCare Expansions 
on Provider Panel Capacity and Adult Eligibility


by County at 57% Participation


6/20/2012
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Numbers printed within each county indicate the potential number of additional SoonerCare members in 2014 and current number of open Primary Care Providers (PCPs). Some PCPs
may provide service in multiple counties so will be counted multiple times. Adult defined as Age 19 and Over. Data valid as of September 21, 2011








Est Cost of Health Care Services - 100% of all eligibles (6, 7)


FFY 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020


Federal Matching Rate 100% 100% 100% 95% 94% 93% 90%


Federal Reimbursement 502,200,000$   512,244,000$   522,488,880$   506,291,725$   510,981,585$   515,656,523$    509,002,890$    


State Share -$                   -$                   -$                   26,646,933$     32,615,846$     38,812,857$      56,555,877$      


Oklahoman's with Health Care 


Expansion of Medicaid to Cover Adults 


Healthier Oklahoma 


Reduced 
Uncompensated Care 


for Providers 


Additional State Tax / 
Personal Tax 
Collections 


More Jobs 


Other State Dollars 
Available for Re-


Investment 


• 0 to 138% FPL 


• 200,000 currently eligible 


• Family of three income - $25,268  
Adult Eligibility (1) 


• State Share - 0% 


• Federal Share 100% 


• Estimated Annual Fed Reimb - $500 + million 


Cost of Services  (2) 


(for 2014 to 2016) 


• 16,397 Jobs 


• $495 million in payroll 


• $52 million in state / personal tax revenues 


Additional Economic Growth 
(3) 


•Estimated reduction of $324 million 


•Estimated reduction of > 50% 


Reduced Uncompensated 
Care for Providers / Cost 
Shift to the Insured (4) 


•ODMHSAS - $34 million 


•ODOC - $11.2 million 


•OSDH - $2.4 million 


Estimated Other State 
Dollars Available for Re-
Investment (annually) (5) 







Notes:
(1)  200,000 eligibles assumes that everyone eligible would enroll.  The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and others have estimated


  that the more realistic % of enrollees would be between 57% and 75%.


(2)  The federal government will participate with 100% FFP through FFY2016; at that time the matching rate begins dropping until


  it levels off at 90% in 2020.


(3)  Economic impacts are based on IMPLAN values used in the "Economic Impact of the Medicaid Program on Oklahoma's Economy,"


  National Center for Rural Health Works, Oklahoma State University, January 2007.    Once again,  this economic impact is based on 100% 


  of all eligibles being enrolled into SoonerCare (Medicaid).


(4)  RWJF / Urban Institute study reported a reduction of uncompensated care of $609 million stemming from the reduction of 338,000


  uninsured Oklahoma's.  If all eligibles enrolled, we would estimate that there would be $324,000 in uncompensated care reduction / 


  cost shift to the insured.


(5)  Currently, other state agencies pay for medical costs for Oklahomans, with 100% state dollars, who under the expansion scenario would 


  be eligible for the new Medicaid with federal participation.


(6)  This represents the estimated costs of services if all eligibles enrolled in the program.  The growth estimate of new eligibles


  per year was calculated at 2%.


(7)  Administrative costs are not included in these calculations.  We would estimate administrative costs to be consistent with


  current administrative costs which are about 3% of program costs.  The federal match on most administrative costs are 50 / 50.  


  There are some exceptions, such as infrastructure costs for new technology is generally at a 90 / 10 match.







Subject: RE: Hello! 
 
Can I have abt 20 minutes?  Promise.
 
Cindy Roberts, CPA, CGFM 
Deputy, Chief Executive Officer
Oklahoma Health Care Authority / Policy, Planning & Integrity
(405) 522-7253 
cindy.roberts@okhca.org
 
 
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 4:22 PM
To: Cindy Roberts
Cc: Nico Gomez
Subject: Re: Hello!
 
Sorry to harass, just checking back in, I am hoping to print copies before I leave the office today of
whatever you send to take with me to the Governor, thanks!
 
From: Cindy Roberts [mailto:Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 12:42 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org> 
Subject: RE: Hello! 
 
Sure.  Let me put some finishing touches on it and I will get it to you.
 
Cindy Roberts, CPA, CGFM 
Deputy, Chief Executive Officer
Oklahoma Health Care Authority / Policy, Planning & Integrity
(405) 522-7253 
cindy.roberts@okhca.org
 
 
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 4:48 PM
To: Cindy Roberts
Cc: Nico Gomez
Subject: Hello!
Importance: High
 
I am leaving for the National Governors Association Annual meeting on Thursday morning and will
be briefing Governor Fallin when I arrive re/ PPACA. I wanted to see if there is anyway I can the
information we requested by tomorrow? Thank you! Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
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405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 
=================================================== DISCLAIMER - This
e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the named addressee
you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail
from your system. The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the
contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is
required please request a hard-copy version.
===================================================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. If
you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this
e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-
mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. The sender does not
accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message, which
arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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Friday, July 6, 2012

From: Katie Altshuler
To: Mary Fallin
Cc: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FYI: Governor Rick Scott, Health Care Op-Ed
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 4:01:32 PM

 
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2012/jul/6/florida-will-not-implement-obamacare-
833758209/?page=all#pagebreak
 

SCOTT: Florida will not implement Obamacare
Health law treats symptoms, not the disease
By Gov. Rick Scott

 

Obamacare, in its effort to force everyone into a health insurance plan, is attempting to treat a

symptom - the uninsured - rather than the cause of the problem.

I think everyone agrees there are far too many who want health insurance and can’t get it. But

the truth is, the real problem isn’t with health insurance. The underlying cause is the rapidly

increasing cost of health care.

Instead of forcing people into another big-government program that eliminates natural incentives

to keep costs down, we should be focused on free-market reforms that make health care more

affordable. With costs lowered, more people would have access to medical doctors and services,

and we wouldn’t have to place another heavy burden on taxpayers to make it work.

After the U.S. Supreme Court’s stunning pronouncement on Obamacare, all 50 governors face

two big decisions:

1. Do we let the federal government impose a massive Medicaid expansion on us?

2. Do we establish a state insurance exchange or let the federal government come in and run it?

My answer is simple. No. We just can’t afford it.

Medicaid is the fastest-growing part of our state budget. And unlike thefederal government,

which isn’t required to balance its budget, we could only pay for expanding Medicaid by

increasing taxes or cutting from other parts of the budget. Expanding Medicaid puts other vital

government functions, such as education, public safety and infrastructure, at risk. That is not

something I am willing to do.

History repeatedly has shown that the costs of many government health care programs far

exceed early projections. This daunting reality is not unique to Florida. Washington acts as if it’s

doing states a favor by covering the first few years of expanded Medicaid payments, but where
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does it think those tax dollars are coming from? Floridians, as well as taxpayers from every other

state, are the ones footing the bill. Furthermore, once the responsibility begins to shift away from

the federal government, states will be left to start picking up the tab, putting too much pressure

on state budgets.

We already have safety-net programs that cover the needs of the most vulnerable in our state.

But if we don’t implement a real solution to our health care and economic problems, there will

never be enough programs to meet the demand. Since 2009, I’ve advocated a solution that

implements four pillars of free-market reforms: choice, competition, accountability and personal

responsibility.

Choice: Patients should be able to choose their own doctors. Providers should not force families

to buy a plan with services they don’t intend to use. By giving every American a choice,

providers are naturally forced to compete if they want to stay in business.

Competition: People should be allowed to buy a health insurance product across state lines, and

they also should know the prices upfront. You wouldn’t buy a car or groceries without knowing

the price, and you shouldn’t have to choose your health care services and providers without

knowing how much it’s going to cost you. Patients should be able to easily find out the cost for

services before they receive them.

Accountability: Government should be giving the same health insurance tax breaks to individuals

that they give to employers. People should be able to own their own health plans.

Personal responsibility: Let’s reward people for taking care of themselves. Good drivers are

rewarded with lower auto insurance policy rates. Life insurers give preferred rates for healthy

lifestyles. The same should apply for health insurance.

As governor of the great state of Florida, I am committed to breaking the cycle of dependence on

public assistance. As a person who lived in public housing as a child, I know that cycle can be

broken. And I want all of us to have the chance to live our version of the American dream.

For this to happen, we need to focus on the real problem with our health care system, the costs.

We need to reduce the high price of health care and help the unemployed get jobs so more

people can afford the care they need and more employers can afford to offer health insurance.

That’s what I’m focused on in Florida. The more opportunity we provide for people to get a

quality education and a job, without raising their cost of living, the more we can improve the

quality of life for everyone.

Rick Scott is the Republican governor of Florida.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Katie Altshuler; Mary Fallin
Cc: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: PPACA/Supreme Court Ruling MEMO & Materials ATTACHED
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 3:30:51 PM
Attachments: Updated PPACA Info. Post SC.pdf
Importance: High

I have ATTACHED some newly provided materials:
 

1)       PPACA Provisions & Critical Action Steps for State Consideration, provided by the OK Health
Dept.

2)       Statistics Related to Medicaid Expansion, provided by the OK Health Care Authority
3)       RGA Letter to President Obama

 
I will include these materials in your NGA Executive Committee briefing book.
 
Thank you, Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2012 5:05 PM
To: Mary Fallin
Cc: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: PPACA/Supreme Court Ruling MEMO & Materials ATTACHED
Importance: High
 
I have ATTACHED a memo regarding the Supreme Court ruling on PPACA, major decision points and
a timeline. I have also ATTACHED a number of materials (including news articles and press
statements) in relation to the memo.
 
For your information we have staff level and agency director meetings scheduled for July 9 and 10
with the Health Dept., OHCA, Insurance Dept. and CIO to walk through options and next steps. We
will keep you posted with regard to any new developments.
 
 
Thank you, Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell
Subject: FW: RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to President Obama
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 2:36:08 PM

 
 

From: Mike Schrimpf 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 2:35 PM
To: Mike Schrimpf
Subject: RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to President Obama
 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
 
CONTACT
Mike Schrimpf, 202-367-8389
mschrimpf@rga.org

 
RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to

President Obama
 
Virginia Governor Bob McDonnell, chairman of the Republican Governors Association, sent
a letter on behalf of Republican governors to President Obama today seeking clarification on
critical outstanding questions related to the federal health care law in the wake of the
Supreme Court’s decision.
 
To read a copy of the letter in its entirety, click HERE. An excerpt of Governor McDonnell’s
letter, including the questions, is below:
 

While we continue to believe the best option is to fully repeal and replace the PPACA, states
now confront numerous deadlines and face major policy decisions in the wake of the Supreme
Court decision.   Before making any final policy decisions, governors must carefully consider the
short and long-term implications of an expanded entitlement program and the consequences of
significantly increasing the size of government to manage these programs.
 
The states’ burden of the expansion population as well as administrative costs remains
significant.  Increased spending on Medicaid crowds out resources available to states to spend on
other meaningful priorities like education, the environment, public safety and infrastructure.
 
Moreover, even before increasing the Medicaid-eligible population as prescribed by PPACA,
Medicaid has been on an unsustainable path, comprising a growing share of state budgets every
year.  It is difficult to see how expanding Medicaid without reform would do anything other than
put more strain on state budgets and the taxpayers, especially when considering that many
pernicious provisions that curtail state flexibility remain.
 
While the Supreme Court decision focused on the states’ role in determining whether a Medicaid
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expansion is in the best interest of its citizens, states also face other PPACA-related decisions,
like whether to establish a state based health-insurance exchange or accept the default of a
federal exchange.  As the exchange issue is currently interpreted, states are essentially being
tasked with shouldering all the responsibility without any authority.
 
If states determine that a Medicaid expansion is not in the best interests of its citizens, it is likely
that there will be a significant gap in coverage for low-income individuals who do not qualify for
tax credits.  We believe it is incumbent upon the authors of PPACA and your Administration to
detail precisely how you intend to address this situation. 
 
We also believe that it is unlikely that the federal government will have fully functional
exchanges in place by the Fall of 2013 in order for millions of Americans to be able to purchase
coverage beginning January 2014.  We respectfully request the Administration provide the
detailed work plan that demonstrates these deadlines will be met.  If they cannot be met, the
responsible course would be for HHS to level with us and the American people.  We also do not
understand how the federal government can begin to afford to implement PPACA, with deficits
already over $1 trillion in every year of your presidency, and the debt growing $5 trillion in the
past 3 years to an outrageous record of nearly $16 trillion.
 
The consequences of governors’ decisions will impact our states – and the nation – for decades
to come, so we must have all the information needed to choose wisely. We have taken the liberty
of compiling below just some of the critical questions that must have answers before states can
determine best how to proceed in light of the Court’s decision. We undertake this task with a
sense of great responsibility, and resolve to only move forward when we have full and complete
knowledge of all the implications of our decision.

 
Healthcare Exchanges:
 

1.)     Please provide a complete list of regulations that will have to be reviewed, revised and re-
opened for public comment prior to implementation as a result of the Supreme Court ruling
(e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations, exchange regulations related to interface with
Medicaid)? What is the schedule for re-issuing these regulations?
 

2.)     When will either additional guidance or actual rules be issued on essential health benefits,
actuarial value and rating areas be issued?

 
3.)     The federal government has already extended deadlines for applying for Level 1 and Level

2 Exchange Establishment funding into 2014.  Can we expect extensions of the deadlines for
implementation given the uncertainty caused by the Supreme Court ruling and the linkage
between Medicaid expansion and exchange eligibility and enrollment functions?  In addition,
will the deadlines change for states implementing a partnership exchange?  Will the
deadlines be extended for states implementing a federal exchange? 

 
4.)     When will the details of the federal partnership options be available? These cannot be

considered as an option without details including cost estimates. How will the long term
funding of the federally-facilitated healthcare exchanges be sustained?

 
5.)     States considering a state-based exchange need to know whether there will be a charge and

by how much to use the federal data hub, advance premium tax credit/cost-sharing reduction
service, risk adjustment and transitional reinsurance programs.

 
6.)     When will states learn the details of the operational systems for a federal exchange? The

procedural, technical, and architectural requirements for linking to the federal exchange have
not been released.  It is not feasible to know if a state-based exchange is better for our
citizens until we know what the contents of a federal exchange will be.  Taking grant money
at this time for state exchange creation may be wasted if a federal exchange makes more
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sense for a particular state.
 

7.)     When will information from the establishment of a federal exchange be available for states
to use if a state opts to build its own exchange? It is costly for each state to have to start
from scratch and still not know how interfaces will work.

 
8.)     If states choose to build a state-based exchange, what dollars will the federal government

contribute now and in the future?  For the federal exchange states, when will the regulations
regarding the imposition of taxes on a state’s insurers be released?

 
9.)     It has been widely reported that Congressional leaders who have to appropriate money will

seek to defund exchanges. Please explain how the enactment provisions of the law allow the
Executive Branch to continue to fund exchanges without Congressional action to appropriate
money. 

 
10.)  What happens to a state that has taken exchange planning and implementation grants if their

exchange is not financially viable after 2015?  Can a state refuse to increase taxes on either
its residents or insurers, thus putting the financial underpinning of an exchange at risk? What
penalties does the federal government envision in this case?

 
11.)  What happens if a state accepts grant money now to begin to build a state exchange, and

subsequently determines that a federal exchange may be better?  Will the federal
government claw back these grant dollars from the states?

 
12.)  What impact will changes to the Medicaid expansion have on exchange implementation?

The federal exchange is currently structured to provide Medicaid eligibility determination.
How will this work if some states participate and others do not?

 
13.)  Last month the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) pointed out a provision in the law that

reduces exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer and fewer people will qualify for
subsidies, and the people who do qualify will get a smaller and smaller subsidy. Does the
Administration support that change, and if so, how would you pay for it? If you do not, why
do you think people should be forced to buy insurance if federal subsidies are shrinking?

 
14.)  CMS has released 90/10 funding under ARRA and HITECH in order for states to improve

their eligibility systems for Medicaid and other social service programs. Will that funding
continue?   

 
15.)  Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid program, states are

charged by the PPACA with creating a single, seamless point of entry for all of the insurance
affordability programs affected by the Act--Medicaid, the Children’s Health Insurance
Program (CHIP), the Basic Health Plan (where offered), advance tax credits for individual
and Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) exchange enrollees.  This leaves
another major question on the table.  What about all of the other social service programs?
Will states still be able to create an eligibility system for all social service programs under
the 90/10 funding mechanism?

 
16.)  In order to minimize disruptions to a state’s insurance market, The Office of Personnel

Management (OPM) is required to certified multi-state plans that must be included in every
exchange, when will the rules be released detailing the requirements and timeline for multi-
state plans. How OPM structures these rules can be very disruptive to a state’s insurance
market.

 
17.)  Does the federal government intend to maintain high risk pools and how will they be

financed? What actions will they take in a state that has opted not to operate a high risk pool
or an exchange?
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Medicaid
 

1.)     When can we expect to receive updated guidance on Medicaid expansion and related topics?
 

2.)     Is there a deadline for letting the federal government know if a state will be participating in
the Medicaid expansion? How does that relate to the exchange declaration deadline? The
two programs are currently scheduled to be implemented simultaneously in January 2014.

 
3.)     Will states that expand Medicaid coverage up to a level below 138% of the federal poverty

level (FPL), for example up to 100% of FPL, still receive the enhanced federal medical
assistance percentage (FMAP) available for “newly covered” populations?

 
4.)     Will states be allowed to phase in Medicaid coverage up to 138% of FPL (or 100% FPL)

years after 2013 and still receive the enhanced FMAP?
 

5.)     Does the MOE requirement apply to the expansion population or does it apply only to the
current Medicaid population? If a state accepts the expansion, but the federal match goes
away, can we drop out of the expansion program?  Will you waive the MOE under your
1115 waiver authority? What will be the penalties for failure to comply with MOE
requirements? Since the MOE was a direct result of the expansion funding, if a state chooses
not to expand is the MOE no longer effective?

 
6.)     Regarding the two year increase in Medicaid reimbursement for primary care codes, are you

going to extend it? If so, how are you going to pay for it? Congressional Republicans have
expressed opposition to any funded for PPACA. 

 
7.)     Will states still be required to convert their income counting methodology to MAGI for

purposes of determining eligibility regardless of whether they expand to the optional adult
group?  If so, how do states link the categorical eligibility criteria to the MAGI? How will
the federal exchanges utilize the state’s criteria?

 
8.)     If a state expanded Medicaid through a waiver prior to enactment of the PPACA, but then

chooses not to expand coverage further, are they still eligible for the 75% to 90% enhanced
FMAP for the previously expanded population?

 
9.)     Will the federal government support options for the Medicaid expansion population that

encourage personal responsibility – cost sharing or accountability provisions, the use of high
deductible plans such as Health Savings Accounts, and other options at the state’s choice?

 
10.)  What specific plans and timeline do you have for enacting the reforms and flexibility

options for Medicaid that you spoke of in 2009?  When can states give further input on the
needed reforms?

 
11.)  You have stated that you will not deport undocumented aliens who have not committed a

crime. You have also said that these undocumented aliens will be exempt from the individual
mandate. How will the state be reimbursed for medical services given to these individuals?

 
12.)  Will CMS approve global waivers with an aggregate allotment, state flexibility, and

accountability if states are willing to initiate a portion of the expansion?
 

13.)   The Disproportionate Share allotments will be reduced every year with a methodology
based in the reduction in the number of uninsured.  One, when will HHS issue the
regulations and methodology for this reduction? Two, for a state that does not see a decrease
in its uninsured population will the remaining state absorb the full reduction?  In addition,
can a state implement a new DSH Diversion program as part of the optional expansion?  Can
a state implement new DSH Diversion programs for services to the
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uninsured/uncompensated care services?
 
 

-30-
 

Paid for and authorized by the Republican Governors Association
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Cc: "Juliek@health.ok.gov"
Subject: Fw: Questions re SCOTUS decision
Date: Monday, July 09, 2012 4:24:01 PM
Attachments: 2012-07-03_PPACACoststotheStates.docx

FYI
 
From: Marie Sanderson [mailto:msanderson  
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 04:21 PM
To: Marie Sanderson <msanderson  
Cc: Lindsay Russell <lrussell  
Subject: Questions re SCOTUS decision 
 
Healthcare Advisors and Action Officers:
 
Per our conversation on Tuesday, we have collected a list of questions from you to ask the
President. Many thanks to several of you for working over the holiday with us. Great team
effort.  Below is our compilation of that information into an organized group of questions.
 
In addition, we are updating our cost to states report to include in press materials this week.
Please take time to update/edit/or approve your information from March, attached.  Lindsay
Russell at LRussell@  managing that document. Many of you have already
responded.
 
Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns, and thanks in advance for not
forwarding this email outside of your office, as it is a work in progress.

Best,
Marie
 
QUESTIONS
 
Healthcare Exchanges:
 

1)                  Please provide a complete list of regulations that will have to be reviewed, revised
and re-opened for public comment prior to implementation as a result of the
Supreme Court ruling (e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations, exchange
regulations related to interface with Medicaid)? What is the schedule for re-
issuing these regulations?

 
2)                  When will either additional guidance or actual rules be issued on essential health

benefits, actuarial value and rating areas be issued?
 
3)                  The federal government has already extended deadlines for applying for Level 1

and Level 2 Exchange Establishment funding into 2014.  Can we expect
extensions of the deadlines for implementation given the uncertainty caused by the
Supreme Court ruling and the linkage between Medicaid expansion and exchange
eligibility and enrollment functions?  In addition, will the deadlines change for
states implementing a partnership exchange?  Will the deadlines be extended for
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PPACA Costs to the States:

 

Alabama

 

The implementation of Obamacare will increase the costs of state government immediately and in the near future.

 

The overall Medicaid budget alone is expected to increase from $6.3 Billion in 2012 to $13.2 Billion at the beginning of the 2020 fiscal year.

 Medicaid Expansion Details

· By 2014, Alabama expects to add up to 534,000 new enrollees to Medicaid. This is due to mandated eligibility to anyone under age 65 who has an income of less than 133% of the federal poverty level.



· Alabama is also required to provide subsidies to adults earning between 134% and 400% and children with incomes between 301% and 400%. This expansion would increase Medicaid eligibility from the current 21% of the state’s population to about 40% of the population. 



· Nearly 1,000 new primary care physicians will be needed to care for this new population.



· This cost of services for the new eligibles would initially be borne by the federal government, but that support would fade to 90% of the cost by 2020. 



· HCR legislation does not provide any additional funds to the state to certify enroll and manage the new recipients.



· Administrative costs alone will require an estimated $389 million in state funds. Eligibility system changes will be required to add new enrollees, to differentiate between those eligible under new vs. previous rules (each with different matching rates) and to allow information to flow back and forth between subsidy plans and Medicaid.

 

Alaska

 

Alaska continues to be hampered in its efforts to manage the costs of its Medicaid program and continues to see Medicaid population increases.  For the first time in recent history the Budget of the Department of Health and Social Services (Medicaid Authority) has surpassed that of the Department of Education and is projected to continue to grow ahead of inflation. 

 

For FY2013 it is projected that Alaska will need an additional $45 million in state general funds to cope with program growth and another $129 million in state general funds to offset the loss of enhanced federal Medicaid funding.  Alaska continues to be faced with substantial growth in Medicaid caseloads and utilization and forecasts an over 20 percent increase in Medicaid state general fund expenditures. 

 

The State of Alaska continues to narrow projections on estimating the total cost of the ACA over the long term. However, a June 2010 preliminary analysis of the Medicaid impacts reflects that cumulative state general fund spending will increase by $100M million, through 2020. While direct care spending in the early years is offset by increased federal match rates, spending in later years paints an even more concerning picture for Alaska's future and the ever increasing impact of Medicaid expansion on the State budget while oil throughput continues to decline.

 

Arizona, Gov Brewer

 

The mandatory Medicaid expansions in PPACA, and the woodwork created by these expansions, are expected to cost Arizona over $550 million in the next three fiscal years. Once fully implemented in the latter half of this decade, PPACA is anticipated to increase Arizona’s annual Medicaid obligations by almost $500 million per year. Furthermore, because Arizona expanded to 100% of the Federal Poverty Level before the passage of the PPACA, it receives a lower matching rate for those populations than other states that did not expand (who will initially receive full federal financing). 

 

Over the four year period of the recession, while overall state spending decreased, Medicaid spending soared by 63 percent, to the point where it accounted for nearly 30 percent of the state general fund in the recently-completed FY 2011. During the recession, Arizona’s projected deficits spiked, which necessitated a series of aggressive, unprecedented steps in order to return the State to fiscal stability. An important element of this effort was the paring back of Arizona’s Medicaid program in FY 2012, which will be undermined by the mandated increases in population due to the PPACA.

 

Florida, Gov Scott

 

According to Florida’s Agency for Health Care Administration, ObamaCare’s Medicaid expansion will force Florida to spend an additional $1.5 billion and force an additional 1.8 million Floridians to enroll in Medicaid in four years.

 

Georgia

 

The projected impact of the Medicaid expansion in Georgia is significant.  In January 2014, an estimated 650,000 additional members will be added to our state Medicaid and CHIP programs.  This federally mandated expansion will increase state spending by at least $2.4 billion between FY2010-FY2020 alone. That said, the cost could soar substantially higher because there are more federal regulations to come and initial spending could spike because of the pent-up demand of new members. The Georgia Department of Community Health is continually reassessing the impact of the Medicaid expansion mandate.

 

Idaho

 

Idaho estimates between 150,000 and 200,000 new eligibles could be added to the Medicaid caseload when new expansion rules are implemented which could mean an 40-percent increase in participation compared to Idaho’s current caseloads.  The overall Medicaid benefit cost attributed to PPACA Medicaid provisions in the State of Idaho is conservatively estimated to be $228 million in State funds by 2020.  In preparation for the PPACA 2014 changes, Medicaid system readiness is estimated to cost $34.8 million, of which Idaho’s share will be $3.48 million. 

 

Idaho is purposely holding off on changes related to the Medicaid expansion requirement because of the uncertainty surrounding the Supreme Court’s decision, 2012 elections and State legislative decisions which could drastically impact how Medicaid expansion is implemented and designed.  The State anticipates the cost to meet the new Medicaid expansion requirement will be approximately $9 million.  That does not include the cost of operational and personnel needs related to the expansion.  

 

In addition, the limited nature of the federal timelines and lack of final rules has forced Idaho to design a phased approach to accommodate the uncertainty surrounding Medicaid.  Idaho is working on modernization, expansion and connection phases – all of which depend on the Supreme Court decision and 2012 elections.  

 

Indiana

 

The additional enrollees will cost between $2.5 and $3.1 billion to Indiana’s Medicaid expenditures for the period 2014 to 2020.

 

A fully state-operated Exchange is expected to cost the State between $57.7-$83.4M, annually. This is in addition to the cost of the Medicaid expansion. Even if the State decides not to operate an Exchange, there will still be costs associated with eligibility for premium tax credits.  Therefore, a fully federal Exchange is expected to cost the State between $10.4-$18.3M annually.

 

Iowa

 

As recently as eight years ago, Iowa spent less than $2.5 billion in total Medicaid expenditures. Total Medicaid spending in Iowa now approaches $4 billion and accounts for more than 15% of Iowa General Fund expenditures.

 

When we entered office in January 2011, we were faced with replacing $540 million in one-time money that was used to fund the on-going Medicaid entitlement. Medicaid remains a complex funding source for health care that we manage very carefully. 

 

It is anticipated that the federal takeover of health care under the Affordable Care Act will increase Medicaid enrollment by at least 150,000 people in Iowa. In 2014, the first year of implementation, our Medicaid population will grow from 400,000 to more than 550,000 covered lives in a state where our population is just over 3 million people. The total cost of this expansion is estimated to be between $180 to $818 million (with mid-point estimate of $255 million) in the first year, with the state picking up an increasing share of this cost over time. The uncertainty surrounding the wide range of potential costs is alone cause for concern. 

 

Despite the federally mandated expansion of the Medicaid program, Iowa and other states will have less flexibility than ever before to effectively and efficiently manage this entitlement that is vital for so many of our vulnerable citizens. Federal maintenance of effort (MOE) requirements continue to tie the hands of state policymakers, forcing a continual squeeze on health care providers and diverting benefits from those who need them most.  

 

Kansas

 

Without flexibility to reform Medicaid to improve outcomes and reduce costs, Kansas will continue to see increases in Medicaid spending. Kansas’ Medicaid budget has ballooned from $2.4 billion in 2008, at the onset of federally mandated maintenance of effort (MOE) requirements, to what will reach nearly $3 billion in 2013 without reforms. In the same period, enrollment will have increased from 293,000 to almost 400,000 -- all before the mandated PPACA expansion. 

 

An example of the rigidity of the MOE requirements in the ARRA, and extended by PPACA, is the federal response to the Kansas Legislature's move in 2010 to adjust family premiums in the CHIP program by $40 a month. CMS did not approve it, citing MOE. Instead, HHS offered an option to raise premiums that would have amounted to about 50 cents per month on a typical premium. 

 

Kansas has proposed to acquire the flexibility it needs to remake Medicaid in a two-track Section 1115 demonstration project. The first track will address authorities needed to implement KanCare, an integrated, person-centered care coordination model that will incorporate nearly all Medicaid and CHIP populations and services, including long term services and supports. The second track proposes a global waiver, more specifically an outcomes-based Medicaid and CHIP program under a per capita block grant, fundamentally redefining the federal-state relationship in Medicaid and providing a model for reform that honors the program's statutory goal of improving the health of Americans in the greatest need.

 

Louisiana

 

Pending

 

Maine

 

Maine’s Medicaid program has experienced an increase in enrollment from 314,000 in June 2009 to 336,000 in June, 2010, and total spending in Maine’s Medicaid program has increased by over one billion dollars since 2002. Over the last several years, Medicaid rates for healthcare providers have also been repeatedly cut to address the ongoing financial shortfalls in Medicaid as a result of increasing enrollment and utilization. As a result of these reductions, some Maine physicians have closed their practices to Medicaid patients significantly reducing access to primary care services for Medicaid beneficiaries. All of the above challenges will be exacerbated by ACA. As Maine struggles to confront a shortfall of more than $800 million in the next biennial budget and the requirement to adopt a balanced budget, it is imperative that the Governor and the Legislature have the necessary flexibility to comprehensively manage the Medicaid program and to make necessary changes to effectively reduce total spending in the program. 

 

Mississippi

 

The overall cost to implement PPACA in Mississippi is estimated to be $1.7 billion over the next ten years, including an additional $443 million in year ten.

 

Nebraska

 

In addition, based upon preliminary professional consultant projections, the State of Nebraska estimates that it will cost anywhere from $61.4 million to $86.9 million to build a Health Insurance Exchange in Nebraska. Due to the changing nature of the health insurance exchange project and the instability of the federal government’s promulgation of final rules and regulations, the State projects that a state exchange annual operating budget would be $17.5 million per year starting in 2016. 

 

Nevada

 

In April of 2010, the Nevada Department of Health and Human Services estimated the General Fund impact of implementing the Affordable Care Act was $574 million from 2014 through 2019.

 

New Mexico

 

With the implementation of Obamacare, New Mexico is poised to add an additional 130,000 – 175,000 individuals to the Medicaid program with an additional cost of $300 million - $600 million between 2014 and 2019.

 

North Dakota

 

With the implementation of Obamacare, North Dakota’s current estimate for additional Medicaid spending is $106 million over 10 years. 

 

Ohio

 

The estimated cost to Ohio from the first year to 2019 is over $2.7 billion for Medicaid services. These estimates do not include the cost of increases in administration of the program. The long-term sustainability of the program is called into question, unless Ohio is given new options on how to manage the program.

 

 

Pennsylvania, Gov Corbett

Pending

 

South Carolina

 

Medicaid enrollment will increase by 54% or 510,000 individuals in 2015 as a result of the Affordable Care Act.  176,000 of these persons will drop private insurance to go on Medicaid. The additional costs to state taxpayers between State Fiscal Year 2014 and State Fiscal Year 2020 ranges from $1.15 billion to $2.5 billion dollars depending on assumptions of participation rate and increases in physician fees resulting from physician shortages created by the new law.

 

South Dakota

 

South Dakota estimates it will cost at least $99.7 million in state funds through 2019 to comply with the Medicaid requirements of the PPACA.

 

This burden coupled with the inability to change other parts of the Medicaid program due to the MOE requirements will result in rate cuts to providers.

 

Providers that cannot absorb these cuts may stop taking people eligible for Medicaid, or may stop providing services altogether.

 

This would have a hugely detrimental effect on a very rural state, including citizens that rely on Medicaid for their health care and communities that may see their health care providers leave or quit. These unintended consequences of the MOE provisions in the PPACA are counterproductive of its larger goal to help Americans get access to the health care they need.

 

Tennessee

 

Tennessee's Medicaid program is continuing to experience budgetary challenges in the coming fiscal year, as state revenues continue their slow climb back to pre-recession levels. Unfortunately, the MOE requirements limit the flexibility needed to make important changes to the program as we deal with such issues. For instance, TennCare could save $16 million alone just by modifying nursing facility level of care requirements that would bring Tennessee in line with the criteria of other states and rebalance its long-term care system in order to serve more people with lesser levels of need in more cost-effective home and community-based settings while targeting the more expensive long-term care services to persons with higher acuity of need. However, we have yet to receive approval to make such a change. 

 

At a time when Tennessee is already facing budget difficulties and the ACA is expected to cost the state in excess of $1.5 billion over five years, we must have the flexibility necessary to make common sense adjustments to the program.

 

Texas

 

Medicaid is consistently one of the biggest expenses all states face. It accounts for a quarter of the state budget in Texas. The Affordable Care Act expands Medicaid without reforming the program.

 

ACA will increase Medicaid enrollment in Texas by nearly 2 million people and cost the state $27 billion over 10 years.

States have received little federal guidance on key ACA provisions, including the primary care rate increases which is required starting in 2013.  Additionally, guidance is needed on Medicaid Benchmark Benefits, eligibility changes, FMAP methodology and numerous other provisions.

Lack of timely guidance makes it impossible for states to effectively plan for the mushrooming Medicaid caseloads that the law will create. HHSC needs final, detailed guidance from the federal government to determine the full impact of certain ACA provisions on the Texas Medicaid and CHIP programs, and to make federally-required
changes.

ACA does not recognize states’ unique needs and prevents each state from tailoring its Medicaid and CHIP programs in accordance with the intent of its elected and appointed representatives.

 

Utah

 

The Insurance Department has been tracking hours of work to account for the additional burdens imposed by the ACA.  During FY11, we are able to account for over 5,700 hours, equating to approximately $182,000 is personnel costs.  Included in the estimate is time spent on rate review which has been supported by a grant from HHS, reimbursing the department $112,757 in personnel costs.  In additional to the above, numerous hours have been incurred by the Commissioner or our actuary

 

Virginia

 

The Commonwealth of Virginia has estimated the Medicaid cost of federal health reform to the State to be between $1.5 and $2.2 billion through 2022.  These estimates have not been updated since August 2010, but because of the length of the recession and the current pace of economic growth, along with other developments in our understanding of the full impact of PPACA, the higher end of the cost range seems more realistic.  For example, in a study completed for Medicaid Health Plans of America, Milliman, Inc. has estimated that the PPACA-mandated tax on health insurance companies, which did not exclude Medicaid health plans, will cost Virginia, a heavily managed Medicaid state, approximately $430 - $500 million through 2023; this was not included in Virginia’s 2010 estimates of the PPACA cost, meaning this $430 - $500 million would be in addition to the $1.5 to $2.2 billion already estimated. Virginia is in the process of re-estimating impacts in preparation for the 2012 Medicaid forecast due in the fall of 2012.  At that time, the estimates should better reflect the current economic environment in Virginia, and reflect a better understanding of the PPACA impact based on subsequent analysis and federal guidance that was not available for the 2010 estimates.”

 

Wisconsin, Gov Walker

Pending

 

Wyoming

 

The costs of maintaining our Medicaid program are fast becoming a serious threat to our state general funds. The 2013-2014 biennial budget for Medicaid in Wyoming includes $560 million in state general fund dollars. This is just the cost to provide care to the current population of approximately 76,000 enrollees. A study of Wyoming impacts from PPACA conducted by The Lewin Group in 2010 estimates an additional 31,000 enrollees due to the Medicaid expansion in 2014 – an increase of over 40%. It is difficult to estimate what the fiscal impact of this huge bolus of new enrollees will be. The State legislature commissioned a Medicaid Cost Study in 2011 and we expect findings in mid-2012.  We do know, however, that the cost of implementing a new eligibility and enrollment system for Medicaid will cost over $3.5 million in state general funds after the 90/10 federal match. 

 

The larger and more detrimental impact of the implementation of PPACA is likely to be to our private health insurance markets.  An actuarial study of our small group and individual markets conducted by Gorman Actuarial, LLC in 2011 indicates that we can expect premiums to go up an average of 30% to 40% in the individual market due solely to new insurance regulations effective in 2014. When you add the projected impact of higher morbidity of new entrants into the market and essential benefit mandates, we can expect overall 40% to 60% increases in premiums in the individual market. 

 

Given that Wyoming already has a higher percentage of small employers that self-insure than other states, it’s not unreasonable to expect a number of small employers to stop providing insured coverage and either move their employees to the individual market or to self-insure to avoid regulation. During recent town hall meetings, a number of small employers indicated that it would be cheaper for them to pay the PPACA penalties for not providing coverage than it will be to continue to provide coverage. The Lewin Group estimates a net loss of over 8,000 covered lives in the employer sponsored insurance market. 

 

With all the changes in PPACA, Gorman Actuarial estimates over 41,000 people in Wyoming will remain uninsured by 2016. This represents about half of the 83,000 people currently uninsured in our state. 
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states implementing a federal exchange? 
 
4)                  When will the details of the federal partnership options be available? These

cannot be considered as an option without details including cost estimates. How
will the long term funding of the federally-facilitated healthcare exchanges be
sustained?

 
5)                  States considering a state-based exchange need to know whether there will be a

charge and by how much to use the federal data hub, advance premium tax
credit/cost-sharing reduction service, risk adjustment and transitional reinsurance
programs.

 
6)                  When will states learn the details of the operational systems for a federal

exchange? The procedural, technical, and architectural requirements for linking to
the federal exchange have not been released.  It is not feasible to know if a state-
based exchange is better for our citizens until we know what the contents of a
federal exchange will be.  Taking grant money at this time for state exchange
creation may be wasted if a federal exchange makes more sense for a particular
state.

 
7)                  When will information from the establishment of a federal exchange be available

for states to use if a state opts to build its own exchange? It is costly for each state
to have to start from scratch and still not know how interfaces will work.

 
8)                  If states choose to build a state-based exchange, what dollars will the federal

government contribute now and in the future?  For the federal exchange states,
when will the regulations regarding the imposition of taxes on a state’s insurers be
released?

 
9)                  It has been widely reported that Congressional leaders who have to appropriate

money will seek to defund exchanges. Please explain how the enactment
provisions of the law allow the Executive Branch to continue to fund exchanges
without Congressional action to appropriate money. 

 
10)              What happens to a state that has taken exchange planning and implementation

grants if their exchange is not financially viable after 2015?  Can a state refuse to
increase taxes on either its residents or insurers, thus putting the financial
underpinning of an exchange at risk? What penalties does the federal government
envision in this case?

 
11)              What happens if a state accepts grant money now to begin to build a state

exchange, and subsequently determines that a federal exchange may be better? 
Will the federal government claw back these grant dollars from the states?

 
12)              What impact will changes to the Medicaid expansion have on exchange

implementation? The federal exchange is currently structured to provide Medicaid
eligibility determination. How will this work if some states participate and others
do not?

 
13)              Last month the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) pointed out a provision in the
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law that reduces exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer and fewer
people will qualify for subsidies, and the people who do qualify will get a smaller
and smaller subsidy. Does the Administration support that change, and if so, how
would you pay for it? If you do not, why do you think people should be forced to
buy insurance if federal subsidies are shrinking?

 
14)              CMS has released 90/10 funding under ARRA and HITECH in order for states to

improve their eligibility systems for Medicaid and other social service programs.
Will that funding continue?   

 
15)              Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid program,

states are charged by the PPACA with creating a single, seamless point of entry
for all of the insurance affordability programs affected by the Act--Medicaid, the
Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic Health Plan (where
offered), advance tax credits for individual and Small Business Health Options
Program (SHOP) exchange enrollees.  This leaves another major question on the
table.  What about all of the other social service programs? Will states still be able
to create an eligibility system for all social service programs under the 90/10
funding mechanism?

 
16)              In order to minimize disruptions to a state’s insurance market, The Office of

Personnel Management (OPM) is required to certified multi-state plans that must
be included in every exchange, when will the rules be released detailing the
requirements and timeline for multi-state plans. How OPM structures these rules
can be very disruptive to a state’s insurance market.

 
17)              Does the federal government intend to maintain high risk pools and how will they

be financed? What actions will they take in a state that has opted not to operate a
high risk pool or an exchange?

 
 
Medicaid
 
1)                  When can we expect to receive updated guidance on Medicaid expansion and

related topics?
 
2)                  Is there a deadline for letting the federal government know if at state will be

participating in the Medicaid expansion? How does that relate to the exchange
declaration deadline? The two programs are currently scheduled to be
implemented simultaneously in January 2014.

 
3)                  Will states that expand Medicaid coverage up to a level below 138% of the

federal poverty level (FPL), for example up to 100% of FPL, still receive the
enhanced federal medical assistance percentage (FMAP) available for “newly
covered” populations?

 
4)                  Will states be allowed to phase in Medicaid coverage up to 138% of FPL (or

100% FPL) years after 2013 and still receive the enhanced FMAP?
 
5)                  Does the MOE requirement apply to the expansion population or does it apply
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only to the current Medicaid population? If a state accepts the expansion, but the
federal match goes away, can we drop out of the expansion program?  Will you
waive the MOE under your 1115 waiver authority? What will be the penalties for
failure to comply with MOE requirements? Since the MOE was a direct result of
the expansion funding, if a state chooses not to expand is the MOE no longer
effective?

 
6)                  Regarding the two year increase in Medicaid reimbursement for primary care

codes, are you going to extend it? If so, how are you going to pay for it?
Congressional Republicans have expressed opposition to any funded for PPACA. 

 
7)                  Will states still be required to convert their income counting methodology to

MAGI for purposes of determining eligibility regardless of whether they expand
to the optional adult group?  If so, how do states link the categorical eligibility
criteria to the MAGI? How will the federal exchanges utilize the state’s criteria?

 
8)                  If a state expanded Medicaid through a waiver prior to enactment of the PPACA,

but then chooses not to expand coverage further, are they still eligible for the 75%
to 90% enhanced FMAP for the previously expanded population?

 
9)                  Will the federal government support options for the Medicaid expansion

population that encourage personal responsibility – cost sharing or accountability
provisions, the use of high deductible plans such as Health Savings Accounts, and
other options at the state’s choice.

 
10)              What specific plans and timeline do you have for enacting the reforms and

flexibility options for Medicaid that you spoke of in 2009?  When can states give
further input on the needed reforms?

 
11)              You have stated that you will not deport undocumented aliens who have not

committed a crime. You have also said that these undocumented aliens will be
exempt from the individual mandate. How will the state be reimbursed for
medical services given to these individuals?

 
12)              Will CMS approve global waivers with an aggregate allotment, state flexibility,

and accountability if states are willing to initiate a portion of the expansion?
 
13)              The Disproportionate Share allotments will be reduced every year with a

methodology based in the reduction in the number of uninsured.  One, when will
HHS issue the regulations and methodology for this reduction? Two, for a state
that does not see a decrease in its uninsured population will the remaining state
absorb the full reduction?  In addition, can a state implement a new DSH
Diversion program as part of the optional expansion?  Can a state implement new
DSH Diversion programs for services to the uninsured/uncompensated care
services?

 
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
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Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
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From: Alex Pettit
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Subject: Fw: Funding for HCR extended
Date: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 2:52:27 PM

So, the 54MM may still be available, if we wish to open that up again... 
Sent from my Blackberry
 
From: Sarjoo Shah 
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 02:51 PM
To: Alex Pettit; Pat Elwood 
Subject: Funding for HCR extended 
 
See below,
 

Exchange Establishment Cooperative Agreement
Funding FAQs
Below are a number of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) about funding available to States under Affordable Care Act Section

1311(a). These FAQs are applicable to the Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA), released in June 29, 2012, Cooperative

Agreement to Support Establishment of Affordable Care Act’s Health Insurance Exchanges, and related 1311 Funding (“new

FOA”), which can be found at www.grants.gov, search for CFDA number 93.525. They also apply to prior Funding

Announcements, most recently amended November 29, 2011 (old “FOAs”) found at:

https://www.grantsolutions.gov/gs/preaward/previewPublicAnnouncement.do?id=12241.

Q1: In the new funding opportunity announcement (FOA), released in June 29, 2012, States may be awarded
establishment grants through December 2014. Does this change the deadlines for State Exchange approval?

A1: No. The new FOA does not change the deadlines for State Exchange approval, which are set forth in the Affordable Care

Act and regulations.

Q2: How many opportunities remain for States to apply for funding?

A2: Ten additional opportunities for States to apply for Level One and/or Level Two funding were announced under the new

funding opportunity announcement, with all awards made by December 31, 2014.

In addition to the final funding opportunity under the old FOA, HHS anticipates Level One Establishment and Level Two

Establishment applications will be due: August 15, 2012; November 15, 2012; February 15, 2013; May 15, 2013; August 15,

2013; November 15, 2013; February 14, 2014; May 15, 2014; August 15, 2014; and October 15, 2014. HHS anticipates making

Notices of Grant Award approximately 45 days after application due dates.

Q3: What Exchange costs can be covered by 1311 grant funding?

A3: The Affordable Care Act provides the Secretary authority to provide §1311(a) grant funds for State activities related to

establishment of an Exchange, including establishment of a State-based Exchange, development of functionalities that allow the

State to participate in a State Partnership Exchange, and State activities to establish interfaces with the Federally-facilitated

Exchange. These costs are outlined in the new FOA as well as in prior FOAs.

The first year of Exchange activity is critical to ensuring Exchange self-sufficiency. The establishment of an Exchange and

activities related to such establishment also include start-up year expenses to allow consumer outreach, testing and necessary

improvements during the initial start-up year. For example, in the start-up year, we anticipate significant resources will be

committed to enhancing systems, developing protocols, raising consumer awareness, training staff, and strengthening the overall

effectiveness of operations. Thus, the Secretary has determined that §1311(a) grant funds are available to fully fund

Exchange-related expenses (in the State’s approved work plan and budget) until: 1) the end of the start-up year that

coverage is provided through the Exchange, 2) the time a State-based Exchange becomes self-sufficient, or 3) §1311(a)

grant funds have been expended, whichever comes first.

Similarly, a Partnership Exchange State may receive funding for its start-up year expenses supporting the FFE in a Partnership

model, as well costs associated with transition to and establishment of a State-based Exchange. These funds are available to

cover the costs of approved start-up year expenses or State activities in a State-based or State Partnership Exchange, consis
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Cordially,
______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sarjoo Shah, PMP, CEA | Office of State Finance, IT Director for Eligibility and Insurance |  +1.405.521.4803|
+1.405.317.8455
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Read the full story

From: Rebecca Frazier
To: Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Denise Northrup
Subject: FW: Here Are The New Taxes You’re Going To Pay For Obamacare | Daily Ticker - Yahoo! Finance
Date: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 11:27:05 AM

 
Helpful information.
 

From: mailbot@finance.yahoo.com [mailto:mailbot@finance.yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2012 4:51 PM
To: Steve Mullins
Subject: Here Are The New Taxes You’re Going To Pay For Obamacare | Daily Ticker - Yahoo! Finance
 

Your friend  has shared a link with you.

Here Are The New Taxes You’re Going To Pay For
Obamacare | Daily Ticker - Yahoo! Finance
http://finance.yahoo.com/blogs/daily-ticker/taxes-going-pay-pay-obamacare-145413745.html
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Craig Perry
Subject: FW: Anderson calls on Gov. Fallin to reject ObamaCare
Date: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 10:03:27 AM
Attachments: PR-Anderson-Calls on Gov to reject Obamacare-7-3-12.doc

 
 

From: Jennifer Brock [mailto:brock@lsb.state.ok.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 9:57 AM
To: brock@oksenate.gov
Subject: Anderson calls on Gov. Fallin to reject ObamaCare
 

Oklahoma State Senate
Communications Division

State Capitol
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105

 
For Immediate Release:  July 3, 2012

 

Anderson calls on Gov. Fallin to reject
ObamaCare

 
            State Sen. Patrick Anderson urged Oklahoma’s chief executive to join her fellow
Republican governors across the country and state for the record that she will not implement
ObamaCare.  Anderson, a Republican from Enid, said Gov. Mary Fallin needs to be on the
front line with those governors who have already announced they won’t submit to the federal
health care law.
            “Bobby Jindal in Louisiana, Chris Christie in New Jersey, Rick Perry in Texas, Scott
Walker in Wisconsin, Rick Scott in Florida and Nikki Haley in South Carolina have
officially stated they will not implement ObamaCare in their states in the wake of the U.S.
Supreme Court’s decision last Thursday,” said Anderson.  “Oklahoma needs to join these
other states and be a leader, not a follower, in the opposition to this law and the substantial
burden that it will place on taxpayers.”
            Anderson said despite promises from the President, the end results of the federal
health care law would be disastrous for citizens, for Oklahoma and for the nation, with many
reports pointing to a revised estimate by the Congressional Budget Office saying the price tag
for the law had already risen from under $1 trillion to $1.76 trillion.
            “In the short-term, the economic brunt will fall on the middle-class.  Those who
already have insurance will see their out-of-pocket costs skyrocket, while those who don’t
will be forced to purchase policies far more costly than they would have been without this
federal mandate,” Anderson said.  “Businesses are going to be hamstrung by red tape and
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Oklahoma State Senate


Communications Division


State Capitol


Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105


For Immediate Release:  July 3, 2012

Anderson calls on Gov. Fallin to reject ObamaCare


State Sen. Patrick Anderson urged Oklahoma’s chief executive to join her fellow Republican governors across the country and state for the record that she will not implement ObamaCare.  Anderson, a Republican from Enid, said Gov. Mary Fallin needs to be on the front line with those governors who have already announced they won’t submit to the federal health care law.


“Bobby Jindal in Louisiana, Chris Christie in New Jersey, Rick Perry in Texas, Scott Walker in Wisconsin, Rick Scott in Florida and Nikki Haley in South Carolina have officially stated they will not implement ObamaCare in their states in the wake of the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision last Thursday,” said Anderson.  “Oklahoma needs to join these other states and be a leader, not a follower, in the opposition to this law and the substantial burden that it will place on taxpayers.”



Anderson said despite promises from the President, the end results of the federal health care law would be disastrous for citizens, for Oklahoma and for the nation, with many reports pointing to a revised estimate by the Congressional Budget Office saying the price tag for the law had already risen from under $1 trillion to $1.76 trillion.


“In the short-term, the economic brunt will fall on the middle-class.  Those who already have insurance will see their out-of-pocket costs skyrocket, while those who don’t will be forced to purchase policies far more costly than they would have been without this federal mandate,” Anderson said.  “Businesses are going to be hamstrung by red tape and regulations that will derail economic growth and recovery.  At the federal level, this will dramatically worsen our national debt.  At the state level, Oklahoma’s Medicaid costs will soar and it will force budget cuts in education, transportation and public safety.”


“We have had enough time to consider last Thursday’s ruling, and we know that the end result will be larger deficits, greater costs to working Oklahomans, and punitive regulations that will cripple many businesses,” said Anderson.  “Governor Fallin needs to make Oklahoma’s position clear and tell President Obama that she will not choose to implement this new tax on the taxpayers of Oklahoma.”


For more information, contact:


Sen. Patrick Anderson


405-521-5630






regulations that will derail economic growth and recovery.  At the federal level, this will
dramatically worsen our national debt.  At the state level, Oklahoma’s Medicaid costs will
soar and it will force budget cuts in education, transportation and public safety.”
            “We have had enough time to consider last Thursday’s ruling, and we know that the
end result will be larger deficits, greater costs to working Oklahomans, and punitive
regulations that will cripple many businesses,” said Anderson.  “Governor Fallin needs to
make Oklahoma’s position clear and tell President Obama that she will not choose to
implement this new tax on the taxpayers of Oklahoma.”
           
For more information, contact:
Sen. Patrick Anderson
405-521-5630
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Mary Fallin
Cc: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: PPACA/Supreme Court Ruling MEMO & Materials ATTACHED
Date: Monday, July 02, 2012 5:04:33 PM
Attachments: PPACA Supremem Court Ruling Memo.pdf
Importance: High

I have ATTACHED a memo regarding the Supreme Court ruling on PPACA, major decision points and
a timeline. I have also ATTACHED a number of materials (including news articles and press
statements) in relation to the memo.
 
For your information we have staff level and agency director meetings scheduled for July 9 and 10
with the Health Dept., OHCA, Insurance Dept. and CIO to walk through options and next steps. We
will keep you posted with regard to any new developments.
 
 
Thank you, Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Mary Fallin; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri; Steve Mullins
Subject: FYI - Daily Oklahoman Editorial: Oklahoma Officials Must Get Busy Creating Insurance Exchange
Date: Monday, July 02, 2012 8:54:32 AM

Oklahoma officials must get busy
creating insurance exchange
 

The Oklahoman Editorial | Modified: June 29, 2012 at 4:44 pm | Published: July 2, 2012    16

CONSERVATIVES in the Oklahoma Legislature, irritated with President Barack Obama and his far-reaching 2010 health

care law, made it a point not to comply with a provision of the law requiring states to create exchanges to

Digesting the ramifications of the U.S. Supreme Court's upholding of the Affordable Care Act will take some time. But what

can't be debated is that Obamacare remains the law of the land, and formation of health insurance exchanges is one part

of that law.

Oklahoma was on its way to creating an exchange early last year and it accepted a federal grant to do so. Gov. Mary

Fallin and Republican leaders in the House and Senate — all  of them staunch conservatives by any yardstick — had

agreed on a proposal. Then some senators protested, citing concerns about federal red tape but mostly making the point

that accepting the grant was the same as endorsement of Obamacare.

That's all  it took to get Fallin and the others to jump ship. The money was returned and the exchange idea shelved.

The toxicity of this law in Oklahoma was such that lawmakers who last summer headed a committee that explored the

state's response to Obamacare were labeled as supporters of the law and drew challengers at the ballot box by far-right

Republicans.

A coalition of health care entities and business leaders, including The State Chamber and the Tulsa and Oklahoma City

chambers of commerce, pushed early this year for formation of a state exchange. The reason was simple: “This issue is

too important to risk the imposition of a federally designed exchange.”

But exchanges remained a nonissue at the Legislature in large part because lawmakers banked on the Supreme Court

spiking the law. They figured, why spend time on something so unpopular and politically thorny when the law is soon going

to be off the books anyway?

Only it's still on the books, and it will remain there unless Congress repeals it. Republicans plan to work toward that, but

succeeding will be a tall  order. They will need Mitt Romney to win the White House in November, and for the GOP to win a

majority in both houses. Oklahoma can't bank on those things happening, although Fallin and others seem content to do

exactly that.

Instead, policymakers need to do what they should have done after rejecting the federal grant — get moving on creating a

state-based, state-run exchange. The law stipulates that these exchanges need to be up and running by Jan. 1, 2014.

State plans for their exchanges are supposed to be filed with the federal government by year's end. States that don't form

their own exchanges will see the government create one for them. We absolutely don't want that as the solution.

The Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs, a conservative think tank strongly opposed to Obamacare, noted after Thursday's

high court ruling that state policymakers must act. Among the suggestions offered by OCPA fiscal policy director Jonathan

Small: “Lawmakers and the private sector must build state-based firewalls — such as a state-based, almost exclusively

private-sector-operated insurance marketplace — to minimize the intrusion of the federal government into the insurance

market in Oklahoma.”

It's time to get to work on that, finally.
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Read more: http://newsok.com/oklahoma-officials-must-get-busy-creating-insurance-

exchange/article/3688629#ixzz1zTOyLf00

 

Read more: http://newsok.com/oklahoma-officials-must-get-busy-creating-insurance-

exchange/article/3688629#ixzz1zTOmx2jc

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell; Mike Schrimpf; Jon Thompson
Subject: Attachments: SCOTUS Medicaid decision: call today at 4:30 EST
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 3:14:37 PM
Attachments: 2012 06 28 Medicaid Conf Call agenda.docx

2012 06 28 Medicaid Scotus Highlights.docx
2012 06 28 Politico Overview of Medicaid.pdf

All- for today’s  staff call at 4:30 PM EST—please find attached:
 

1.        Agenda
2.        Medicaid overview
3.        Medicaid overview from Politico, attached and

http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0612/77945.html
 
More information will be provided as we complete analysis.
 
Reminder, our governors will discuss all of this on their governors-only call on 7/3. Information was
forwarded earlier this week to you and your schedulers. 
 
-mts
 
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
MSanderson
Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell (
 
 

From: Marie Sanderson 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 12:16 PM
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell; Mike Schrimpf; Jon Thompson
Subject: SCOTUS Medicaid decision: call today at 4:30 EST
Importance: High
 

All: Quick update on the Medicaid opinion.
 

1.      CALL SCHEDULED FOR TODAY:  We will host a call at
4:30 EST today to discuss moving parts with a team of
experts.  1 800 653 7913  access code 4341764
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AGENDA

6.28.2012



1 800 653 7913

Access Code 4341764





1. Roll call and Introduction

            RGPPC-Marie Sanderson



2. Governor Romney Remarks

            Matt Hoffman

            Dimple Gupta



3. From the Hill

House Energy and Commerce: Monica Popp/Howard Cohen/Paul Edatel

Senate Finance:  Stephanie Carlton 



4.   Think tank analysis 

American Action Forum, Michael Ramlet

            Heritage, Nina Owcharenko

                

5.       Other Legal Interpretations

Gibson, Dunn and Crutcher, John Bash

             AAF, Steven Engel



6.  State Remarks- Q and A 

            




The Key Issue:  “When Congress threatens to terminate other grants as a means of pressuring the States to accept a Spending Clause program, the legislation runs counter to this Nation’s system of federalism.”



Good Summary:  “The threatened loss of over 10 percent of a State’s overall budget is economic dragooning that leaves the States with no real option but to acquiesce in the Medicaid expansion. The Government claims that the expansion is properly viewed as only a modification of the existing program, and that this modification is permissible because Congress reserved the “right to alter, amend, or repeal any provision” of Medicaid. §1304. But the expansion accomplishes a shift in kind, not merely degree. The original program was designed to cover medical services for particular categories of vulnerable individuals. Under the Affordable Care Act, Medicaid is transformed into a program to meet the health care needs of the entire non-elderly population with income below 133 percent of the poverty level. A State could hardly anticipate that Congress’s reservation of the right to “alter” or “amend” the Medicaid program included the power to transform it so dramatically. The Medicaid expansion thus violates the Constitution by threatening States with the loss of their existing Medicaid funding if they decline to comply with the expansion.”



Impact: “The constitutional violation is fully remedied by precluding the Secretary from applying §1396c to withdraw existing Medicaid funds for failure to comply with the requirements set out in the expansion.”  [Translation: If a state chooses NOT to expand their program as PPACA requires, they cannot be penalized by losing federal matching funds for their pre-PPACA Medicaid programs.]



Additional Highlights: 



How PPACA fundamentally changes Medicaid in terms of scope and flexibility:  “The current Medicaid program requires States to cover only certain discrete categories of needy individuals—pregnant women, children, needy families, the blind, the elderly, and the disabled.  There is no mandatory coverage for most childless adults, and the States typically do not offer any such coverage. The States also enjoy considerable flexibility with respect to the coverage levels for parents of needy families… The Medicaid provisions of the Affordable Care Act, in contrast, require States to expand their Medicaid programs by 2014 to cover all individuals under the age of 65with incomes below 133 percent of the federal poverty line.  The Act also establishes a new “[e]ssential health benefits” package, which States must provide to all new Medicaid recipients—a level sufficient to satisfy a recipient’s obligations under the individual mandate.”



Main argument from the States and the Court’s response:  “The States, however, argue that the Medicaid expansion is far from the typical case. They object that Congress has “crossed the line distinguishing encouragement from coercion,” New York, supra, at 175, in the way it has structured the funding: Instead of simply refusing to grant the new funds to States that will not accept the new conditions, Congress has also threatened to withhold those States’ existing Medicaid funds.  The States claim that this threat serves no purpose other than to force unwilling States to sign up for the dramatic expansion in health care coverage effected by the Act. Given the nature of the threat and the programs at issue here, we must agree…. In this case, the financial “inducement” Congress has chosen is much more than “relatively mild encouragement”—it is a gun to the head.  The threatened loss of over 10 percent of a State’s overall budget, in contrast, is economic dragooning that leaves the States with no real option but to acquiesce in the Medicaid expansion…. Previous Medicaid amendments simply do not fall into the same category as the one at stake here.”



Why the Court thought the Medicaid expansions were a problem Constitutionally:  “At the same time, our cases have recognized limits on Congress’s power under the Spending Clause to secure state compliance with federal objectives… The legitimacy of Congress’s exercise of the spending power “thus rests on whether the State voluntarily and knowingly accepts the terms of the ‘contract.’”  Respecting this limitation is critical to ensuring that Spending Clause legislation does not undermine the status of the States as independent sovereigns in our federal system… Otherwise the two-government system established by the Framers would give way to a system that vests power in one central government, and individual liberty would suffer…. That insight has led this Court to strike down federal legislation that commandeers a State’s legislative or administrative apparatus for federal purposes… But when “pressure turns into compulsion,” ibid., the legislation runs contrary to our system of federalism.”



What this means for States:  “Nothing in our opinion precludes Congress from offering funds under the Affordable Care Act to expand the availability of health care, and requiring that States accepting such funds comply with the conditions on their use. What Congress is not free to do is to penalize States that choose not to participate in that new program by taking away their existing Medicaid funding…. In light of the Court’s holding, the Secretary cannot apply §1396c to withdraw existing Medicaid funds for failure to comply with the requirements set out in the expansion…  Today’s holding does not affect the continued application of §1396c to the existing Medicaid program. Nor does it affect the Secretary’s ability to withdraw funds provided under the Affordable Care Act if a State that has chosen to participate in the expansion fails to comply with the requirements of that Act.  As a practical matter, that means States may now choose to reject the expansion; that is the whole point.”
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How the health care law looks after SCOTUS
By POLITICO STAFF | 6/28/12 11:45 AM EDT


The surprise ruling by the Supreme Court on Thursday that most of President Barack Obama’s health reform law can


stand — including the unpopular individual mandate — means the law can now move forward without major


disruption.The court narrowed the law’s expansion of Medicaid, saying the states can reject it if they want. But the


main pieces of the law that start in 2014 — including the mandate, coverage for pre-existing conditions, health


insurance exchanges, and subsidies to help people buy health insurance — can now move ahead. This chart shows


the main provisions of the law after the ruling.











2.     PRESS:  We realize many of you are torn with what to say
regarding the Medicaid expansion piece in your public
states.  We request that you continue indicate that your
state is studying the opinion. We will discuss this today on
the call.  We will discuss Medicaid expansion, MOEs,
healthcare exchanges and a number of other questions you
might have.   While the expansion piece is voluntary,
Medicaid is still a regulatory mess and other pieces of
PPACA for states appear to be intact. 

 
Thanks,
Marie
 

 

 

More:

http://www.scotusblog.com/2012/06/court-holds-that-states-have-choice-whether-to-

join-medicaid-expansion/

 
Court holds that states have choice whether to join
medicaid expansion
The Court’s decision on the constitutionality of the Medicaid expansion is divided and
complicated.  The bottom line is that: (1) Congress acted constitutionally in offering states
funds to expand coverage to millions of new individuals; (2) So states can agree to expand
coverage in exchange for those new funds; (3) If the state accepts the expansion funds, it
must obey by the new rules and expand coverage; (4) but a state can refuse to participate in
the expansion without losingall of its Medicaid funds; instead the state will have the option
of continue the its current, unexpanded plan as is.
 
 The votes for this outcome are divided among several opinions.  Three Justices – the Chief,
Justice Kagan, and Justice Breyer – took the position that depriving a state of all of its
Medicaid funding for refusing to agree to the new expansion would exceed Congress’s power
under the Spending Clause.  Although Congress may attach conditions to federal funds, they
concluded, it may not coerce states into accepting those conditions.  And in this case, taking
away all the states’ funds for the entirety of its Medicaid program just because it disagreed
with a piece of the program would be coercive.  But the remedy for that constitutional
violation is not to declare the expansion unconstitutional – such that even states that want
to participate would not have the option.  Instead, the plurality held that the provision of the
statute that authorized the Government to cut off all funds for non-compliance with the
expansion was unconstitutional.  The result is that states can choose to participate in the
expansion, must comply with the conditions attached to the new expansion funds if they
take that new money, but states can also choose to continue to participate only in the
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unexpanded version of the program if they want.
 

Justices Ginsburg and Sotomayor would have held the entire expansion program
constitutional, even the provision threatening to cut off all funding unless states agreed to
the expansion.  Their votes created a majority for the proposition that the overall expansion
was constitutional, and that states could choose to participate in the expansion and would
have to comply with the expansion conditions if they did.

 

But there was still no majority about what to do about the states that do not want to
participate in the expansion – the Chief Justice’s 3-Justice plurality voted to strike down the
provision allowing the Government to withhold all funds from states that reject the
expansion; Justices Ginsburg and Sotomayor voted to uphold it.

 

The deadlock was broken by the dissenters.  Justice Scalia – writing on behalf of himself, and
Justices Kennedy, Thomas, and Alito – agreed with the Chief’s plurality that the threat to
withhold all funds was unconstitutionally coercive.  But they would have held that the
consequence is that the entire expansion program should be stricken.  The result would have
been that even states that wanted to participate in the program could not.  The plurality’s
approach of simply striking down the provision that allowed withholding all funds if the
state refused the expansion was, in the dissenters’ view, tantamount to rewriting the statute.
 

At this point, that meant that there were 2 votes to uphold the expansion in its entirety, 4
votes to strike the entire expansion down, and 3 votes to strike down only the provision
withholding all funds for non-compliance with the expansion mandate.  So where does that
leave things?

 

Fortunately (for the sake of clarity at least), Justices Ginsburg and Sotomayor resolved the
ambiguity by voting with the plurality on the remedy question.  That is, these Justices voted
that if the statute was unconstitutionally coercive, then the remedy would be only to strike
down the all-or-nothing sanction.
 

The consequence was a bottom line of 7 Justices – the Chief, Breyer, Kagan and the four
dissenters – finding the expansion unconstitutional.  But a different majority – the Chief,
Ginsburg, Breyer, Sotomayor and Kagan – held that the remedy for the violation was to
strike down only the provision allowing the federal government to withhold all Medicaid
funds unless a state agrees to the expansion.
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Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell (
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Subject: FYI: GOP governors vow to ignore Obamacare
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 3:10:54 PM

http://washingtonexaminer.com/gop-governors-vow-to-ignore-obamacare/article/2500862
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: Query
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 1:47:50 PM

Ok I answered as instructed and of course got a follow up asking how work could proceed without
legislation.
 

Can I just say, “The governor is reviewing the implications of the Supreme Court decision as
it relates to the creation of health insurance exchanges at the state level. Our office is not
able to comment further until that review is completed.”  

 
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 1:40 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Re: Query
 
I would just say no, that's not true...I don't think we want to get into the weeds...
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 01:36 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Aaron Cooper 
Subject: RE: Query 
 
Michael says, “is it accurate to say no work can be done on developing a health care exchange
until the Legislature and the governor approve a plan and designate an agency to develop it?”
 
I don’t think that is accurate, right? Should I say that is one way a health care exchange
could be developed but it is possible one could be created on an agency level without
legislative action?
 

From: Michael McNutt [mailto:MMcNutt@opubco.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 1:24 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: Query
 
So is it accurate to say no work can be done on developing a health care exchange until the
Legislature and the governor approve a plan and designate an agency to develop it?
 
 

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 1:21 PM
To: Michael McNutt
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: Query

No state agency is actively working on building a health care exchange at this point.
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From: Michael McNutt [mailto:MMcNutt@opubco.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 1:13 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Query
 

Alex, 
What state agency is in charge of setting up a health care exchange? The Oklahoma Health
Care Authority says it no longer is charged with that responsibility.

Is it the CIO or the office of state finance? 
Thanks.
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: exchange Query
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 1:21:04 PM

ok
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 1:21 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: exchange Query
 
Use the last sentence only
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 01:17 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Denise Northrup 
Subject: RE: exchange Query 
 
Ok, so, “At this point in time, it is not certain that the state of Oklahoma will elect to create a health
insurance exchange. The governor and state agencies are reviewing the law, as well as the affects of
the recent Supreme Court decision. No state agency is actively working on building a health care
exchange at this point.”
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 1:16 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: exchange Query
 
No one has been charged with doing it at this point
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 01:14 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: exchange Query 
 
I’m not sure of the answer here …
 

From: Michael McNutt [mailto:MMcNutt@opubco.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 1:13 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Query
 

Alex, 
What state agency is in charge of setting up a health care exchange? The Oklahoma Health
Care Authority says it no longer is charged with that responsibility.

Is it the CIO or the office of state finance? 
Thanks.
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell; Mike Schrimpf; Jon Thompson
Subject: SCOTUS Medicaid decision: call today at 4:30 EST
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 12:13:08 PM
Importance: High

All: Quick update on the Medicaid opinion.
 

1.      CALL SCHEDULED FOR TODAY:  We will host a call at
4:30 EST today to discuss moving parts with a team of
experts.  1 800 653 7913  access code 4341764

2.     PRESS:  We realize many of you are torn with what to say
regarding the Medicaid expansion piece in your public
states.  We request that you continue indicate that your
state is studying the opinion. We will discuss this today on
the call.  We will discuss Medicaid expansion, MOEs,
healthcare exchanges and a number of other questions you
might have.   While the expansion piece is voluntary,
Medicaid is still a regulatory mess and other pieces of
PPACA for states appear to be intact. 

 
Thanks,
Marie
 

 

 

More:

http://www.scotusblog.com/2012/06/court-holds-that-states-have-choice-whether-to-

join-medicaid-expansion/

 
Court holds that states have choice whether to join
medicaid expansion
The Court’s decision on the constitutionality of the Medicaid expansion is divided and
complicated.  The bottom line is that: (1) Congress acted constitutionally in offering states
funds to expand coverage to millions of new individuals; (2) So states can agree to expand
coverage in exchange for those new funds; (3) If the state accepts the expansion funds, it
must obey by the new rules and expand coverage; (4) but a state can refuse to participate in
the expansion without losingall of its Medicaid funds; instead the state will have the option
of continue the its current, unexpanded plan as is.
 
 The votes for this outcome are divided among several opinions.  Three Justices – the Chief,
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Justice Kagan, and Justice Breyer – took the position that depriving a state of all of its
Medicaid funding for refusing to agree to the new expansion would exceed Congress’s power
under the Spending Clause.  Although Congress may attach conditions to federal funds, they
concluded, it may not coerce states into accepting those conditions.  And in this case, taking
away all the states’ funds for the entirety of its Medicaid program just because it disagreed
with a piece of the program would be coercive.  But the remedy for that constitutional
violation is not to declare the expansion unconstitutional – such that even states that want
to participate would not have the option.  Instead, the plurality held that the provision of the
statute that authorized the Government to cut off all funds for non-compliance with the
expansion was unconstitutional.  The result is that states can choose to participate in the
expansion, must comply with the conditions attached to the new expansion funds if they
take that new money, but states can also choose to continue to participate only in the
unexpanded version of the program if they want.
 

Justices Ginsburg and Sotomayor would have held the entire expansion program
constitutional, even the provision threatening to cut off all funding unless states agreed to
the expansion.  Their votes created a majority for the proposition that the overall expansion
was constitutional, and that states could choose to participate in the expansion and would
have to comply with the expansion conditions if they did.

 

But there was still no majority about what to do about the states that do not want to
participate in the expansion – the Chief Justice’s 3-Justice plurality voted to strike down the
provision allowing the Government to withhold all funds from states that reject the
expansion; Justices Ginsburg and Sotomayor voted to uphold it.

 

The deadlock was broken by the dissenters.  Justice Scalia – writing on behalf of himself, and
Justices Kennedy, Thomas, and Alito – agreed with the Chief’s plurality that the threat to
withhold all funds was unconstitutionally coercive.  But they would have held that the
consequence is that the entire expansion program should be stricken.  The result would have
been that even states that wanted to participate in the program could not.  The plurality’s
approach of simply striking down the provision that allowed withholding all funds if the
state refused the expansion was, in the dissenters’ view, tantamount to rewriting the statute.
 

At this point, that meant that there were 2 votes to uphold the expansion in its entirety, 4
votes to strike the entire expansion down, and 3 votes to strike down only the provision
withholding all funds for non-compliance with the expansion mandate.  So where does that
leave things?

 

Fortunately (for the sake of clarity at least), Justices Ginsburg and Sotomayor resolved the
ambiguity by voting with the plurality on the remedy question.  That is, these Justices voted
that if the statute was unconstitutionally coercive, then the remedy would be only to strike
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down the all-or-nothing sanction.
 

The consequence was a bottom line of 7 Justices – the Chief, Breyer, Kagan and the four
dissenters – finding the expansion unconstitutional.  But a different majority – the Chief,
Ginsburg, Breyer, Sotomayor and Kagan – held that the remedy for the violation was to
strike down only the provision allowing the federal government to withhold all Medicaid
funds unless a state agrees to the expansion.
 

 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
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From: Alex Pettit
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Subject: Fw: WSJ CIO NEWS ALERT: Supreme Court Reboots Health IT
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 11:01:13 AM

We're going to put together the deadlines for the IT deliverables and when we meet again I will go over
and outline options. 

Thanks.
Sent from my Blackberry

----- Original Message -----
From: WSJ.com Editors [mailto:access@interactive.wsj.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 09:19 AM
To: Alex Pettit
Subject: WSJ CIO NEWS ALERT: Supreme Court Reboots Health IT

__________________________________
CIO News Alert
from The Wall Street Journal

The U.S. Supreme Court’s decision to uphold most aspects of the Affordable Care Act means hospitals
will receive more federal funds to provide holistic health care, and that will have an impact on
technology deployments in the health care industry.

Many of the incentives that provide federal funds to hospitals and other care providers who digitize
patient heath records are provided by the HITECH Act, which was part of the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act passed in 2009. Those are not affected by the Court’s decision. But the ACA does
provide incentives for health care givers and organizations to organize themselves to charge for healthy
outcomes rather than piecemeal for each service.

As Rachael King reported recently for CIO Journal, much of the ACA involves reforms in the health-care
delivery system, such as increasing physician efficiency and improving care and outcomes for patients.
According to Zeynep Sumer, vice president of regulatory and professional affairs at the Greater New
York Hospital Association, the initiatives funded in the ACA, such as the bundled payments initiative, do
contain a significant technology component. Under that initiative, Medicare will pay for services delivered
across an episode of care such as heart bypass or hip replacement. The idea is to give doctors and
hospitals new incentives to coordinate care, eliminate duplication of services, lower preventable medical
errors and lower costs. “It can’t be achieved without the implementation of technology,” said Sumer.

As technology plays a greater role in coordinating and managing patient care, CIOs need to be able to
connect the dots between technology and how technology can facilitate that care, said Sumer.

Read More: http://blogs.wsj.com/cio/2012/06/21/health-care-technology-will-survive-if-obamacare-is-
overturned/?mod=djemalertCIOnews

__________________________________
SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION

TO UNSUBSCRIBE DIRECTLY from this list, go to:
http://setup.wsj.com/EmailSubMgr/do/delete?addr=alex.pettit@osf.ok.gov&id=333
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Your request will take effect within 48 hours.

TO VIEW OR CHANGE any of your e-mail settings, go to the E-Mail Setup Center:
http://online.wsj.com/email
You are currently subscribed as alex.pettit@osf.ok.gov

FOR FURTHER ASSISTANCE, please contact Customer Service at 1-800-JOURNAL (1-800-568-7625)
between the hours of 7 am - 10 pm Monday - Friday ET and 8 am - 3 pm Saturday ET or e-mail
onlinejournal@wsj.com.
__________________________________
Copyright 2012 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Fwd: More GOP Govs statements on Supreme Court Ruling
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 10:46:11 AM

Subject: More GOP Govs statements on Supreme Court Ruling

 

RGA Chair Bob McDonnell:

“Today’s ruling crystallizes all that’s at stake in November’s election.  The only

way to stop Barack Obama’s budget-busting health care takeover is by

electing a new president. Barack Obama’s health care takeover encapsulates

his Presidency: Obamacare increases taxes, grows the size of government

and puts bureaucrats over patients while doing nothing to improve the

economy. It’s never been more important that we elect a President who

understands the marketplace and will make job creation his top priority.  By

replacing Barack Obama with Mitt Romney, we will not only stop the federal

government’s healthcare takeover, but will also take a giant step towards a full

economic recovery.”

 

Christie (NJ):

“I’ve been clear from the very beginning that I do not believe a one-size-fits-all

health care program works for the entire country and that each governor

should have the ability to make decisions about what works best for their state.

Today’s Supreme Court decision is disappointing and I still believe this is the

wrong approach for the people of New Jersey who should be able to make

their own judgments about health care. Most importantly, the Supreme Court is

confirming what we knew all along about this law – it is a tax on middle class

Americans.”

 

Jindal (LA):

“Ironically, the Supreme Court has decided to be far more honest about

Obamacare than Obama was. They rightly have called it a tax. Today’s

decision is a blow to our freedoms. The Court should have protected our

constitutional freedoms, but remember it was the President that forced this law

on us. The American people did not want or approve of Obamacare then, and

they do not now. Americans oppose it because it will decrease the quality of

health care in America, raise taxes, cut Medicare, and break the bank. All of

this is still true. Republicans must drive hard toward repeal, this is no time to

go weak in the knees.”

 

Scott (FL):

“The Justices have declared that the central provision of ObamaCare is a

judicially mandated tax. A new tax pure and simple. This is just another burden

the federal government has put on American families and small businesses,

while the economy struggles to recover.”
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Haley (SC):

“What a shame for South Carolina and our country on the Court's ruling of the

healthcare mandate.”

 

Fallin (OK):

“Oklahomans have voiced their opposition to the federal health care bill from

the very beginning, having approved a constitutional amendment to block the

implementation of this bill in our state. We believe that, rather than Big

Government bureaucracy and one-size-fits-all solutions, the free-market

principles of choice and competition are the best tools at our disposal to

increase access to health care and reduce costs. “I’m extremely disappointed

and frustrated by the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold the federal health

care law.  President Obama’s  health care policies will limit patients’ health

care choices, reduce the quality of health care in the United States, and will

cost the state of Oklahoma more than a half billion dollars in the process. 

“Today’s decision highlights the importance of electing leaders who will work to

repeal the federal health care law and replace it with meaningful reform

focused on commonsense, market based changes.”

 

Bentley (AL):

“I am deeply disappointed by today’s Supreme Court decision.  The health

care law is an overreach by the federal government that creates more

regulation, bureaucracy, and a dramatic increase in costs to taxpayers.  The

ACA is the single worst piece of legislation to come out of Congress.  This law

must be repealed. People need more choices, not fewer choices.  Bigger

government is not the answer.  Market-based solutions are the best solutions

to giving the public the most affordable options.”

 

Branstad (IA):

“Today, the Supreme Court handed down a disastrous decision to uphold

President Obama’s destructive health care law, which means a future of higher

costs, higher taxes, and increasing debt for Iowans.  The current health care

system is nothing but a federal takeover and continues to exceed its budgeted

amount every day.  But, as Governor Romney has said many times, no matter

what may happen in Court, the American people must remain vigilant in their

fight to repeal the law. Our goal is for Iowa to become the healthiest state in

the country and to do so Iowans will need to take ownership of their own

health to reduce health care costs and lead healthier lives.”

 

Brownback (KS):

“Stopping ObamaCare is now in the hands of the American people.  It begins

with electing a new president this fall.”
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell; Mike Schrimpf; Jon Thompson
Subject: More GOP Govs statements on Supreme Court Ruling
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 10:43:41 AM

 

RGA Chair Bob McDonnell:

“Today’s ruling crystallizes all that’s at stake in November’s election.  The only way to stop

Barack Obama’s budget-busting health care takeover is by electing a new president.

Barack Obama’s health care takeover encapsulates his Presidency: Obamacare increases

taxes, grows the size of government and puts bureaucrats over patients while doing

nothing to improve the economy. It’s never been more important that we elect a President

who understands the marketplace and will make job creation his top priority.  By replacing

Barack Obama with Mitt Romney, we will not only stop the federal government’s

healthcare takeover, but will also take a giant step towards a full economic recovery.”

 

Christie (NJ):

“I’ve been clear from the very beginning that I do not believe a one-size-fits-all health care

program works for the entire country and that each governor should have the ability to

make decisions about what works best for their state. Today’s Supreme Court decision is

disappointing and I still believe this is the wrong approach for the people of New Jersey

who should be able to make their own judgments about health care. Most importantly, the

Supreme Court is confirming what we knew all along about this law – it is a tax on middle

class Americans.”

 

Jindal (LA):

“Ironically, the Supreme Court has decided to be far more honest about Obamacare than

Obama was. They rightly have called it a tax. Today’s decision is a blow to our freedoms.

The Court should have protected our constitutional freedoms, but remember it was the

President that forced this law on us. The American people did not want or approve of

Obamacare then, and they do not now. Americans oppose it because it will decrease the

quality of health care in America, raise taxes, cut Medicare, and break the bank. All of this

is still true. Republicans must drive hard toward repeal, this is no time to go weak in the

knees.”

 

Scott (FL):

“The Justices have declared that the central provision of ObamaCare is a judicially

mandated tax. A new tax pure and simple. This is just another burden the federal

government has put on American families and small businesses, while the economy

struggles to recover.”

 

Haley (SC):

“What a shame for South Carolina and our country on the Court's ruling of the healthcare

mandate.”

 

Fallin (OK):

“Oklahomans have voiced their opposition to the federal health care bill from the very

beginning, having approved a constitutional amendment to block the implementation of this

bill in our state. We believe that, rather than Big Government bureaucracy and one-size-

fits-all solutions, the free-market principles of choice and competition are the best tools at
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our disposal to increase access to health care and reduce costs. “I’m extremely

disappointed and frustrated by the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold the federal health

care law.  President Obama’s  health care policies will limit patients’ health care choices,

reduce the quality of health care in the United States, and will cost the state of Oklahoma

more than a half billion dollars in the process.  “Today’s decision highlights the importance

of electing leaders who will work to repeal the federal health care law and replace it with

meaningful reform focused on commonsense, market based changes.”

 

Bentley (AL):

“I am deeply disappointed by today’s Supreme Court decision.  The health care law is an

overreach by the federal government that creates more regulation, bureaucracy, and a

dramatic increase in costs to taxpayers.  The ACA is the single worst piece of legislation to

come out of Congress.  This law must be repealed. People need more choices, not fewer

choices.  Bigger government is not the answer.  Market-based solutions are the best

solutions to giving the public the most affordable options.”

 

Branstad (IA):

“Today, the Supreme Court handed down a disastrous decision to uphold President

Obama’s destructive health care law, which means a future of higher costs, higher taxes,

and increasing debt for Iowans.  The current health care system is nothing but a federal

takeover and continues to exceed its budgeted amount every day.  But, as Governor

Romney has said many times, no matter what may happen in Court, the American people

must remain vigilant in their fight to repeal the law. Our goal is for Iowa to become the

healthiest state in the country and to do so Iowans will need to take ownership of their own

health to reduce health care costs and lead healthier lives.”

 

Brownback (KS):

“Stopping ObamaCare is now in the hands of the American people.  It begins with electing

a new president this fall.”
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: OBAMA: "Absolutely Not A Tax Increase"
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 10:12:34 AM

FYI

 

Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Communications Center [mailto:Communications_Center@mcconnell.senate.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 9:50 AM
To: Communications Center
Subject: OBAMA: ‘Absolutely Not A Tax Increase’
 

Contact:
John Ashbrook 202.228.NEWS
 

OBAMA: ‘Absolutely Not A Tax Increase’
Democrats Promised Everyone That ObamaCare Wouldn’t Raise

Taxes
 

President Obama: ‘I Absolutely Reject That Notion’
 

STEPHANOPOULOS: “Under this mandate, the government is forcing people to spend money, fining
you if you don’t. How is that not a tax?” … PRESIDENT OBAMA:  “No. That's not true, George. The
— for us to say that you've got to take a responsibility to get health insurance is absolutely not a tax
increase.  What it's saying is, is that we're not going to have other people carrying your burdens for
you anymore than the fact that right now everybody in America, just about, has to get auto insurance.
Nobody considers that a tax increase.” (“Obama: Mandate Is Not A Tax,” ABC News, 9/20/09)
 

·         STEPHANOPOULOS: “But you reject that it’s a tax increase?” PRESIDENT OBAMA: “I
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absolutely reject that notion.” (“Obama: Mandate Is Not A Tax,” ABC News, 9/20/09)
 

###
SENATE REPUBLICAN COMMUNICATIONS CENTER

202.228.NEWS
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell; Phil Cox; Mike Schrimpf; Jon Thompson
Subject: FW: Medicaid Portion of SCOTUS Decision
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 9:55:31 AM
Importance: High

Chiefs-  please note below re the Medicaid piece.  Your comm. directions have been
contacted.
 
-mts
 

From: Mike Schrimpf 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 10:50 AM
To: Mike Schrimpf
Cc: Jon Thompson; Marie Sanderson
Subject: Medicaid Portion of SCOTUS Decision
 
All –
 
As you’ve likely seen the Medicaid expansion portion of the  ACA may now be voluntary, per the
SCOTUS decision. That should not change your administration’s initial reaction that this is bad
policy/a tax/ and needs to be repealed. Please continue to pivot back to that in all your remarks and
statements.
 
The last thing we need is a chorus of GOP governors implying that the decision is a major victory for
states that makes Obamacare more acceptable.
 
We’ll have more details on the Medicaid portion later along with any suggested adjustments to
messaging.
 
Mike Schrimpf
Communications Director
Republican Governors Association
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20006
(c) 
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell
Subject: FW: RGA Statement on Supreme Court Decision
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 9:33:55 AM

 
 

From: Mike Schrimpf 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 9:33 AM
To: Mike Schrimpf
Subject: RGA Statement on Supreme Court Decision
 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
 
CONTACT
Mike Schrimpf, 202-367-8389
mschrimpf@rga.org

 
RGA Statement on Supreme Court Decision

 
Republican Governors Association Chairman Bob McDonnell issued the following statement
regarding the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold the Patient Protection and Affordable Care
Act:
 
“Today’s ruling crystallizes all that’s at stake in November’s election.  The only way to stop
Barack Obama’s budget-busting health care takeover is by electing a new president. 
 
Barack Obama’s health care takeover encapsulates his Presidency: Obamacare increases
taxes, grows the size of government and puts bureaucrats over patients while doing nothing to
improve the economy.
 
It’s never been more important that we elect a President who understands the marketplace
and will make job creation his top priority.  By replacing Barack Obama with Mitt Romney,
we will not only stop the federal government’s healthcare takeover, but will also take a giant
step towards a full economic recovery.”
 
 

-30-
 

Paid for and authorized by the Republican Governors Association
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Fw: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare Mandate Upheld, Medicaid Expansion

"Limited"
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 9:28:13 AM

From the Joint Economic Committee...
 
From: Jacobs, Chris (JEC) [mailto:Chris_Jacobs@jec.senate.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 09:25 AM
To: Jacobs, Chris (JEC) <Chris_Jacobs@jec.senate.gov> 
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] Obamacare Mandate Upheld, Medicaid
Expansion "Limited" 
 
The venerable Lyle Denniston from the website SCOTUSblog reports that the Supreme Court has
upheld the individual mandate as a tax – and that the Medicaid expansion was “limited but not
invalidated,” as “the federal government’s power to terminate states’ Medicaid funds is narrowly
read.”  The ruling can be found online here (loading times are VERY slow).
 
We will of course provide further updates and analysis as soon as possible.  However, the rulings and
opinions are lengthy and will take time to digest, so please bear that in mind – patience is
appreciated!
 
Chris Jacobs
Senior Policy Analyst
Joint Economic Committee
Senate Republican Staff
(202) 224-5171
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From: Cody Inman
To: Denise Northrup
Cc: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler; "maryfallin "
Subject: PPACA post decison numbers
Date: Monday, December 03, 2012 4:26:47 PM

Denise: open records request asked for additional PPACA numbers that included the correspondence and calls
post governors decision. The (in support) column references people that are in support of “Obamacare”. The
(opposed) column is numbers that reflect opposition to “Obamacare” and thank you’s to  the governors
decisions.
 
 

Office of the Governor, Public Affairs Office
November 20 -

December 3 Calls/Correspondence In Support
(approx.)

Opposed
(approx.)

 
PPACA (including Medicaid Expansion, Health Insurance
Exchange, PPACA)

192 153

 Phone Calls 85 126
  
 Total 277  279

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
______________________________________
Cody Inman
Senior Public Affairs Officer
Office of the Governor | State of Oklahoma
Honorable Mary Fallin
cody.inman@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 521-2342
 
Gov. Fallin on Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen Oklahoma's business
climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com.
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From: Cody Inman
To: "maryfallin
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: PPACA Tally
Date: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 4:12:22 PM

Governor – Here is the Affordable Care Act tally that is going to press. Thanks!
 
 
 
 

Office of the Governor, Public Affairs Office
November 13 - 
November 19 Calls/Correspondence In Support

(approx.)
Opposed
(approx.)

 
PPACA (including Medicaid Expansion, Health Insurance
Exchange, PPACA)

1273
 

5005

 
 
 
 
 
______________________________________
Cody Inman
Senior Public Affairs Officer
Office of the Governor | State of Oklahoma
Honorable Mary Fallin
cody.inman@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 521-2342
 
Gov. Fallin on Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen Oklahoma's business
climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com.
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From: Jacque Hensley
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Steve Mullins; Jeffrey Cartmell
Subject: FW: Tribal Concerns Re: ACA
Date: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 2:06:28 PM

Hello all, I wanted to talk with Sally first before I forwarded this e-mail to you. I just got off of the
phone with her and she was fine with me forwarding the info to you. Look it over and we can discuss it
next week. Happy Thanksgiving to all!

Jacque Secondine Hensley
Native American Liaison
Office of Governor Fallin
440 South Houston, Suite, 304
Tulsa, Oklahoma  74127
Jacque.Hensley@gov.ok.gov

-----Original Message-----
From: Carter, Sally [mailto:SallyC@health.ok.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 10:09 AM
To: Jacque Hensley
Subject: Tribal Concerns Re: ACA

Hello Jacque:

As requested by phone yesterday, Oklahoma tribal nations want to provide meaningful input into any
decisions that are made in Oklahoma regarding the ACA, especially because they are directly impacted
by the outcome of decisions made.

They are wanting a Medicaid waiver to be more inclusive of their people.

Tribes and Tribal Organizations have expressed that they should be engaged to resolve issues related to
the following topics:

Any decisions made regarding health insurance exchanges.

Network Adequacy – requiring all QHPs to offer contracts to all I/T/U providers with an Indian
Addendum.

Essential Health Benefits –reviewing the scope and duration of services and providers covered, and
offering pediatric oral and vision services in the QHP versus a separate plan.

Eligibility – identification of individuals who are eligible for special protections and provisions as AI/AN in
the eligibility process and at the provider level to assure that deductibles and co-pays are waived.
Utilization of existing databases or development of new databases to expedite eligibility determinations.
Identifying how additional documentation will be requested and reviewed and eligibility determinations
will be made when individuals are not included in approved data systems.

Enrollment – enrollment processes must accommodate not only special provision for AI/AN in Exchanges
(monthly enrollment, waiver of cost sharing, exclusion of certain sources of income), but also in
Medicaid, Medicaid Expansion, Child Health Insurance Programs, and Basic Health Plans, if there are any
in the State.

Enrollment Assistance - carve outs for navigator contracts for the I/T/Us and other enrollment assistance
funding, such as Medicaid Administrative Match (MAM).

Tribal Sponsorship – allow aggregate payment of premiums and other policies to encourage Tribal
sponsorship of individuals to enroll in Exchange plans.
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Outreach and Education – provide outreach and education that is culturally appropriate and assures that
AI/AN know which QHPs have I/T/U providers in their networks and informs them of the special
protections and provisions for AI/AN.

Call Centers – decide whether it is most appropriate to have an Indian desk to handle questions and
resolve problems regarding AI/AN and I/T/Us, or whether everyone who works at a call center should
receive training about Tribes in the State, the Indian health care delivery system and special provisions
in the law, regulations and systems for AI/AN.

Website – ensure that the design of the website includes information specific to AI/AN and the I/T/U
and is easy to access by consumers, as well as those assisting with enrollment.

Waiver of Penalties for AI/AN without Insurance -- develop the system to assure that individuals are not
penalized and to communicate who is covered by this provision in the law.

Enforcement of Section 206 of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act (IHCIA) -- assure that the
I/T/U is paid in a sufficient and timely way for services delivered to individuals who are enrolled in QHPs
if the I/T/U is not a network provider.

Reimbursements for Waived Cost Sharing --process to assure that the I/T/U receives payment for the
co-pays and deductibles that are waived for AI/AN.

Referrals through Contract Health Services (CHS) --rules and processes to assure that AI/AN who are
enrolled in a QHP and referred through an I/T/U CHS program are not charged a co-pay or deductible
for services they receive outside the I/T/U.

Let me know if you have any questions or need more information.

Best Regards, Sally

OSDH Tribal Liaison
Sally Carter, MSW, LCSW
Tribal Liaison
Oklahoma State Department of Health
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From: Craig Perry
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Subject: FW: For Immediate Release-House Democratic Leader Inman"s Comments on Gov. Fallin"s Rejection of

Medicaid Expansion
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 3:50:07 PM
Attachments: image003.png

This didn’t go out on House distribution so just making sure you see this…
 
 
 

 
 

Oklahoma House of Representatives
November 19, 2012

 
 
 
 
For Immediate Release:
Contact:  Democratic Leader Scott Inman
Capitol:  (405) 557-5370
 
 

House Democratic Leader Inman’s
Comments on Gov. Fallin’s Rejection of

Medicaid Expansion
 

The Oklahoma House of Representatives’ Democratic
Leadership releases the following statement in response to
Governor Fallin’s decision to reject an expansion of Medicaid and an
Oklahoma solution to health care exchanges mandated under the
Affordable Care Act:
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Democratic Leader Scott Inman (D-Del City) stated: “On behalf
of the hundreds of thousands of uninsured Oklahomans; the
businesses, doctors and hospitals who are drowning in the costs of
their uncompensated care; and the Oklahoma taxpayer who
ultimately foots the bill for those uninsured through higher taxes
and increased medical costs, House Democratic leaders are deeply
disappointed and frustrated that Governor Fallin and Republican
Leaders have today decided to play politics with the lives, health
care and pocket books of thousands of Oklahoma citizens.
 

The Governor’s decision will ensure that nearly 200,000
Oklahoma men, women and children will be unable to get the health
care they need. Because other states around the country have
decided to seek health care coverage for their citizens, Oklahoma
Republican leaders have created a situation where Oklahoma tax
dollars will be sent to places like Maryland, Rhode Island and
California to insure their citizens while the poorest uninsured
Oklahomans will continue to go without health insurance.
 

Likewise, by refusing to revisit the issue of health care
exchanges, Governor Fallin has violated one of her principle
campaign promises: to do everything in her power to fight federal
government interference in the Sooner State. Instead of allowing
Oklahomans to establish and create an Oklahoma health care
exchange, she and Republican leaders have simply extended the
invitation to the Obama administration to come to our state and do
it for us. While many in the House Democratic Caucus may not have
supported all of the provisions of the new health care law, we are
realistic and understand that Republican House Speaker John
Boehner’s (R-Ohio) words ring true. Whether we like it or not, ‘it’s
the law of the land.’
 

We respected Governor Fallin’s decision to wait until after the
November Presidential election before moving forward with her
plans on the Medicaid expansion, as well as the establishment of the
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health care exchanges. Presumably, if Governor Romney had
prevailed, Oklahoma would have been poised to support the
decision our Governor has announced today. However, since the
election ended with a vastly different result, we had hoped our
state’s leaders would put politics aside and do everything in their
power to ensure whatever is established in Oklahoma is done with
the control and input of Oklahomans.”
 

It was recently reported that in order to make her decision,
Governor Fallin took a series of public opinion polls to measure the
political winds. Inman went on to say, “House Democrats believe
leaders shouldn’t govern by sticking one’s finger in the wind, but
instead with the knowledge, courage and fortitude to do what’s
right, even when it may not be politically popular. It would appear
that the Governor and Republican leaders have ignored the
uninsured in our state, as well as the conservative Republican
business people from the hospital and medical community who
vociferously encouraged her to make the right choice.  Instead, the
focus, it appears, is on protecting their right flank from attack in the
next election.”
 

NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from
disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone
else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and
unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail transmission received
as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of
this e-mail or its attachments. Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer
virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or
recourse against the House by doing so.
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From: Tina Dzurisin, Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: OCPA Reacts to Gov. Fallin"s Decision on Medicaid Expansion
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 12:33:35 PM

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here

For Immediate Release
November 19, 2012

Contact: Tina Dzurisin

(479) 409-9588 or tina@ocpathink.org

Media     Perspective     Blog

 

OCPA Reacts to Gov. Fallin's Decision to Reject

State-Based Exchange and Medicaid Expansion

 

OKLAHOMA CITY (Nov. 19, 2012) -- Michael Carnuccio, president of the
Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs (OCPA), released the following statement
today on Gov. Fallin's decision to not pursue a state-based exchange or Medicaid
expansion:

"Gov. Mary Fallin faced a critical decision today -- and she chose wisely. Her

courageous rejection of fleeting federal dollars to expand Medicaid in Oklahoma

improves the odds that the state government will have the means to adequately

fund important core services -- including transportation infrastructure, education

and public safety -- for years to come. The appeal of federal funds for an

expansion of Medicaid is obvious. What is less obvious is that, under the

Affordable Care Act, the federal government will gradually reduce Medicaid funding

-- and the states will be left to pick up the tab for any well-intended, but short-

sighted expansion of the program.  With the expansion, the cost of the program to

Oklahoma taxpayers by 2023 would have been roughly $6.5 billion -- almost the

exact amount of the entire current state-appropriated budget. Thanks to the

governor's vision, we can now pursue Medicaid-reform solutions at the state level

that will be fair for taxpayers and program beneficiaries alike. The way to save our

country is through strong states -- and those start with a strong governor.

Therefore, today, we applaud Gov. Fallin's bold leadership."

# # #

The mission of OCPA is to accumulate, evaluate and disseminate public policy ideas and
information for Oklahoma, consistent with the principles of free enterprise, limited government and
individual initiative.
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November 19, 2012
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Nathan Atkins                                                                                                     
405.521.5605
atkins@oksenate.gov
                                               

Pro Tem Brian Bingman Statement on Healthcare
Exchange and Medicaid Expansion

 
OKLAHOMA CITY—Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman released the following
statement Monday in response to Governor Mary Fallin’s announcement that Oklahoma will
not engage in the formation of a state-based healthcare exchange or pursue an expansion of
Medicaid under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act:
 
“Oklahomans simply do not want anything to do with Obamacare, and Senate Republicans
stand firmly with Governor Fallin in rejecting it,” said Bingman, R-Sapulpa. “We want real,
conservative solutions to the rising cost of healthcare—we want to make care more
accessible, more affordable, and easier to obtain.  I continue to believe Obamacare will fall
short of accomplishing these goals—but it will certainly accomplish one of President
Obama’s goals: to grow government and redefine its size, scope, and reach into the lives of
our fellow Oklahomans.
 
“Senate Republicans have welcomed conservative solutions, but a state-run exchange, one
that is ‘compliant’ with Obamacare’s mandates and supervised by Washington bureaucrats,
would be ‘state-run’ in name only. On behalf of the Senate Republican caucus, I want to
commend Governor Fallin for recognizing that the hard-earned tax dollars of Oklahomans
should not go toward another new government program in the form of a vehicle for
implementing a law our citizens have soundly, firmly, and unquestionably rejected.
 
“Moreover, Senate Republicans stand with Governor Fallin in rejecting President Obama’s
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expansion of Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act.  We can’t afford it—plain and simple
—and it will do more harm than good in the long run by shifting unsustainable, massive costs
to the states.  If you believe, as most Oklahomans do, that the federal government simply
can’t help itself from driving the car at full speed off a fiscal cliff, you must treat any Obama
Administration promise to keep up their end of a bargain with a healthy dose of Reaganesque
skepticism.
 
“We cannot support making Oklahoma more reliant on federal dollars, nor can we support
growing our $16 trillion national debt to fund an unsustainable entitlement expansion. Our
caucus stands united in this.  We are unified, as well, in our support for Attorney General
Scott Pruitt’s continued court challenge of Obamacare.  We believe the fight against
Obamacare is a 12-round match—we still have several rounds to go, as General Pruitt’s
lawsuit is founded on different Constitutional questions than the already decided legal
challenges—and Senate Republicans are committed to ‘going the distance’ on behalf of
Oklahomans.
 
“But, it isn’t enough to reject Obamacare—we know the cost of healthcare is rising, and we
know Oklahoma faces unique challenges in public health.  For this reason, Senate
Republicans remain committed to truly state-based ideas and common-sense, conservative
solutions.  We will continue to look at reforms to Medicaid and continue to explore avenues
to deliver affordable coverage to every Oklahoman regardless of individual circumstances.”

 
###
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From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: (ATTACHMENT) Gov. Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based Exchange or Medicaid Expansion
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 11:55:22 AM
Attachments: Oklahoma Letter to Secretary Sebelius.pdf

 
Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 19, 2012
 

Governor Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based
Exchange or Medicaid Expansion

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today released the following statement announcing that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of a state-based exchange or participate in the Medicaid expansion in the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA):
 
“For the past few months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma stakeholders and health care
experts across the country to determine the best course of action for Oklahoma in regards to both the creation of a health
insurance exchange and the expansion of Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. Our priority has been to ascertain
what can be done to increase quality and access to health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an undue burden
on taxpayers or the state. As I have stated many times before, it is my firm belief that PPACA fails to further these goals,
and will in fact decrease the quality of health care across the United States while contributing to the nation’s growing
deficit crisis.
 
“Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, the state of Oklahoma is legally obligated to either build
an exchange that is PPACA compliant and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an exchange run by
the federal government. This choice has been forced on the people of Oklahoma by the Obama Administration in spite of
the fact that voters have overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the federal health care law through their support of
State Question 756, a constitutional amendment prohibiting the implementation of key components of PPACA.
 
“After careful consideration, I have today informed U.S. Secretary of Health Kathleen Sebelius that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of its own health insurance exchange. Any exchange that is PPACA compliant will necessarily be
‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not benefit
Oklahoma taxpayers to actively support and fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of
the federal government, that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans, and that will further the implementation of a
law that threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the nation.
 
“Furthermore, I have also decided that Oklahoma will not be participating in the Obama Administration’s proposed
expansion of Medicaid. Such an expansion would be unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma up to $475 million
between now and 2020, with escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It would also further Oklahoma’s reliance
on federal money that may or may not be available in the future given the dire fiscal problems facing the federal
government. On a state level, massive new costs associated with Medicaid expansion would require cuts to important
government priorities such as education and public safety. Furthermore, the proposed Medicaid expansion offers no
meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already contributing to the out-of-control spending of the federal
government.
 
“Moving forward, the state of Oklahoma will pursue two actions simultaneously. The first will be to continue our support
for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different
Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I remain optimistic that Oklahoma’s challenge
can succeed. 
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“Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions that improve health outcomes and contain
costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health,
where effective chronic disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of skyrocketing medical
bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits. I look forward to working with legislative leaders and
lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for Oklahoma families.”
 
 

###
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman; Deborah Hohlt
Subject: Govs Fallin and Herbert on Exchanges
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 11:48:57 AM
Attachments: PPACA Talking Points 1119.pdf

Sebelius Letter.pdf
UTAH_ACA letter to Secretary Sebelius.pdf

All- please find OK’s and UT’s letters on healthcare exchanges.
 
OK- Info attached and below.
 
UT- letter below.
 
Thanks,
Marie
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 19, 2012
 

Governor Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue State-Based Exchange
or Medicaid Expansion

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today released the following statement announcing that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of a state-based exchange or participate in the Medicaid expansion in the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA):
 
“For the past few months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma stakeholders and health care
experts across the country to determine the best course of action for Oklahoma in regards to both the creation of a health
insurance exchange and the expansion of Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. Our priority has been to ascertain
what can be done to increase quality and access to health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an undue burden
on taxpayers or the state. As I have stated many times before, it is my firm belief that PPACA fails to further these goals,
and will in fact decrease the quality of health care across the United States while contributing to the nation’s growing
deficit crisis.
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Governor Mary Fallin Announcement re/ PPACA 
Talking Points 


 


 While Governor Mary Fallin has opted not to build a state-based insurance exchange or expand the Medicaid 
program as proposed in PPACA, she and the Oklahoma legislature remain deeply committed to the health of all 
Oklahoman’s.  One demonstration of this commitment is that they protected the Health and Human Services 
agencies during the recent economic downturn from significant reductions that would jeopardize the health and 
safety of our citizens.  The end result is that the Health and Human Services area took the smallest reduction of 
any of the cabinet areas. 
    


 The Governor and her staff have been exploring the impact of PPACA and working with healthcare experts and 
lawmakers across the country in order to make sound decisions on implementing a state based exchange or 
expand Medicaid in Oklahoma.  The final determination is that this law will not improve the quality of healthcare 
or address the escalating healthcare costs that are bankrupting our nation, nor does it provide the flexibility 
needed to improve health outcomes in a financially sound or sustainable manner.  
 


 Oklahoma has a history of innovations in healthcare and the Governor is committed to building upon those 
innovations to create Oklahoma solutions to our healthcare problems.  She welcomes the opportunity to work 
with the Oklahoma legislature and other stakeholders to develop an Oklahoma plan to reduce the number of 
uninsured families, provide quality healthcare and address rising healthcare costs.     
 


Insurance Exchange  
 


 There is an absence of critical guidance and regulations that would allow states to understand the full 
ramifications of building and implementing a state based insurance exchange.   Without HHS regulation and 
guidance it is unclear how much flexibility and freedom of control will be provided to states operating an 
exchange.   State based exchanges will be so in name only and it does not benefit us to fund a new government 
program that will ultimately be under the control of the federal government. 
 


 The cost of building a PPACA compliant exchange in Oklahoma is estimated at $30 million to $50 million dollars. 
The cost of implementing PPACA in Oklahoma, and nationwide, is staggering and unsustainable.  Governor Mary 
Fallin will continue to work with the Oklahoma legislature to develop financially sound healthcare solutions.      
 


 While the pricing structure has not yet been released, HHS will likely pass the cost of the federal exchange to the 
insurers selling products on the exchange.   This fee, in turn, will likely be passed on to the purchaser of the 
healthcare plan.            


 
 Medicaid Expansion 
 


 Medicaid is an outdated program that was expanded without true reform in PPACA.  The Medicaid expansion 
does not adequately address needed improvements in the availability or quality of healthcare services and it 
does not begin to address the ever increasing costs of healthcare.  Further, the federal law does not provide 
flexibility for states to meet the unique needs of their citizens. 
        


 Expanding Medicaid as written in PPACA would cost the State of Oklahoma as much as $475 million between 
fiscal years 2014 and 2020.  Paying for these increases would necessitate significant cuts to other critical parts of 
the state’s budget like education and public safety.  The cost of Medicaid expansion is unsustainable and creates 
an additional burden on taxpayers and the federal deficit. 
 


 Oklahoma has a history of innovative programs and fiscally responsible enhancements to the Medicaid 
program.  In fact, Oklahoma has reduced the rate of uninsured among children to just 7%.  Oklahoma has also 
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created an outstanding on-line enrollment system that allows families in need of healthcare real time access to 
Medicaid coverage.  These are the very successes that Oklahoma wants to build upon to create a viable 
healthcare system that actually begins to reduce the costs of healthcare in our state while improving health 
outcomes.      


 


 Oklahoma has a history of creating innovative solutions to reducing the number of uninsured, for example the 
Insure Oklahoma program (created in 2006) offers premium assistance to small businesses to support the 
purchase of private insurance for their employees.  Under PPACA the Insure Oklahoma program would be 
discontinued and qualifying workers (those under 138%) would be required to enroll in traditional Medicaid.  
Oklahoma small businesses and their employees should have the same option to purchase private insurance 
coverage as other large employers and their employees.  
 


 Oklahoma does not anticipate that opting not to expand Medicaid as written in PPACA will jeopardize Oklahoma 
hospitals when CMS implements the mandated reduction in Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) funds. 
Oklahoma’s current DSH payments do not meet the threshold for significant reduction.      


 
Oklahoma Plan 
 


 Governor Fallin recognizes the importance of having healthy citizens.  Healthy people create a more productive 
workforce and children that are able to learn.  The governmental system of providing healthcare (Medicaid) is 
important, but it should not be the primary source of healthcare for so many of our citizens.  We need to 
transform the healthcare system into one that supports individuals and families who need a hand-up while also 
supporting a robust private insurance market that is focused on making people healthier. 
 


 Oklahoma will be developing an Oklahoma Plan to reduce the number of uninsured and the costs of healthcare.  
The Oklahoma plan will include some of the following elements: 


o Establish goals that include improved health for our citizens 
o Empower individuals to be engaged in making good healthcare (and health) choices  
o Ensure payment incentives focus on preventive care and improving health 
o Support the purchase of private insurance products 
o Focus on reducing the cost of managing chronic disease, a major cost driver in Oklahoma, including; 


 High-risk case management 
 Chronic disease self management 
 Improving care coordination within communities of care 


o Specifically target the reduction of unnecessary hospitalizations and emergency department visits 
o Realign the public health system to support these goals 


 


 The Oklahoma Plan will address the concerns of healthcare providers about the strain of uncompensated care 
by reducing the number of uninsured. 
 


 The Oklahoma Plan will be developed with consultation from tribal nations and other stakeholders to ensure the 
unique needs of our citizens are met. 


 
 













 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


November 19, 2012 
 
 
 
Kathleen Sebelius 
Secretary 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
200 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20201 


 
Dear Secretary Sebelius, 


 
I remain firmly convinced that meaningful healthcare reform is most effective when 


developed and implemented at the state level. As you are aware, since long before the passage of 
the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, the State of Utah has operated a health insurance 
exchange, part of a larger state healthcare reform initiative. Secretary, because I fervently intend 
to move forward in the best interests of Utahns and their families, I will continue to pursue all of 
Utah’s state-based reforms, including our version of an exchange based on defined contribution, 
consumer choice, and free markets. 


 
While I appreciate the extension of the federal deadline for states to determine an 


appropriate course regarding an insurance exchange, there remain far too many unanswered 
questions about the federal alternative. In fact, I have attached the ten most critical questions 
from Utah’s perspective. In light of these and numerous other uncertainties, making any 
reasoned determination about the future of Utah’s exchange or a federal exchange is virtually 
impossible; more time without answers accomplishes nothing. Ultimately, I will have to make a 
final decision based on how your answers to these and other critical questions impact Utah’s 
budgets and markets. 


 
Secretary, as a former governor yourself, surely you understand my earnest desire to 


make decisions in my state’s best interest based on solid data and facts. That has never held more 
true than in the realm of healthcare reform. Without answers, it will be impossible to determine 
the best outcome for Utah’s taxpayers, families, and small businesses. 


 
In addition to the need for more information, I hope you can appreciate my desire to 


consult with the Utah State Legislature. They also have vested interest and I anticipate that 
proper implementation of either option will require changes in state statute. However, our 
legislature does not meet again in regular session until January 2013. 







Given these factors, the best course for Utah is to preserve all options and flexibility for 
state policy makers. However, while I presently intend to maintain course with Utah’s version of 
a health insurance exchange, this decision could change as we receive more information and 
answers to critical questions. 


 
I look forward to your prompt response to these important questions. 


 
Sincerely, 


 
 
 
 


Gary R. Herbert 
Governor 
State of Utah 
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Top$Ten$Unanswered$Questions$About$
Federal$Exchanges$


!


1. How much will it cost the state to participate in a Federal Exchange, including the 
government, taxpayers, and the private sector? 


• Who will set the user fee and what will those be? 
• Are there any other assessments planned? 
• If the Federal Exchange is not self-sustaining, how do they intend to make up the lack 


of funds? 


2. If a state chooses to provide some services to the Federal Exchange (such as reinsurance), 
how will we be reimbursed for those administrative costs? 


3. Under a Federal Exchange, will state policy makers be allowed to give advice or 
information, and influence key operational decisions? How will that happen? 


4. What is the process to ensure that a Federal Exchange accurately incorporates all state-
specific procedures and laws? 


5. Under a Federal Exchange, what restrictions or limitations will there be on a state 
regulator's authority to enforce state laws? Will we retain our ability to take actions to 
protect consumers? 


• How can we ensure that multi-state plans compete on a level playing field and are 
compliant with state laws? 


• How will the Federal Exchange promote the viability and stability of our insurance 
markets? 


6. How will HHS work with Utah's private sector stakeholders, such as consumers, 
providers, insurers, employers, etc. to make sure that the Federal Exchange takes into 
account and meets their needs? 


• How will the Federal Exchange provide consumer assistance in a way that takes into 
account Utah-specific information? 


• Will customer support personnel be familiar with Utah's markets and appropriately 
licensed to advise consumers? 
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7. How will a Federal Exchange determine how many and what type of Navigators to have 
for Utah? 


• How much extra cost will that program add to the system? 
• Who will monitor the Navigators to prevent fraud, waste, and abuse? 


8. We responded to the deadline on Essential Health Benefits in September, but we still 
don't have final guidance on essential health benefits, actuarial value, and rating, which 
our insurance companies need to be able to start preparing plans and prices. When will 
we have final rules so insurers can start plan development? 


9. What are the procedural, technical, and architectural requirements for our existing 
systems to link to the Federal Exchange? 


• Will the Federal Exchange require a full Medicaid denial for every family that wants 
to get a premium tax credit? Can we automate the denial process to reduce work load 
on our Medicaid program? 


• What type of data package will be sent to the Utah Medicaid system? Will that 
information be customized so we don't have to manually process every application? 


• What information is the Federal Exchange expecting to receive back from our system 
and what is the time frame required for us to respond? 


10. How will the Federal Exchange present consumers with their options? 


• Will they be able to see all of their options and make a choice, or will the Federal 
Exchange only show them the option that has been determined to be “best” for them? 


• What about people who are technically eligible but may wish to purchase private 
insurance? Will the Federal Exchange “push” people to Medicaid? 


• How will the Federal Exchange handle appeals by people who disagree with their 
premium tax credit amounts? 


 







“Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, the state of Oklahoma is legally obligated to either build
an exchange that is PPACA compliant and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an exchange run by
the federal government. This choice has been forced on the people of Oklahoma by the Obama Administration in spite of
the fact that voters have overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the federal health care law through their support of
State Question 756, a constitutional amendment prohibiting the implementation of key components of PPACA.
 
“After careful consideration, I have today informed U.S. Secretary of Health Kathleen Sebelius that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of its own health insurance exchange. Any exchange that is PPACA compliant will necessarily be
‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not benefit
Oklahoma taxpayers to actively support and fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of
the federal government, that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans, and that will further the implementation of a
law that threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the nation.
 
“Furthermore, I have also decided that Oklahoma will not be participating in the Obama Administration’s proposed
expansion of Medicaid. Such an expansion would be unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma up to $475 million
between now and 2020, with escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It would also further Oklahoma’s reliance
on federal money that may or may not be available in the future given the dire fiscal problems facing the federal
government. On a state level, massive new costs associated with Medicaid expansion would require cuts to important
government priorities such as education and public safety. Furthermore, the proposed Medicaid expansion offers no
meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already contributing to the out-of-control spending of the federal
government.
 
“Moving forward, the state of Oklahoma will pursue two actions simultaneously. The first will be to continue our support
for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different
Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I remain optimistic that Oklahoma’s challenge
can succeed. 
 
“Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions that improve health outcomes and contain
costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health,
where effective chronic disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of skyrocketing medical
bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits. I look forward to working with legislative leaders and
lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for Oklahoma families.”
 
 
 

Governor Mary Fallin Announcement re/ PPACA
Talking Points

 
·         While Governor Mary Fallin has opted not to build a state-based insurance exchange or expand the Medicaid program as

proposed in PPACA, she and the Oklahoma legislature remain deeply committed to the health of all Oklahoman’s. One
demonstration of this commitment is that they protected the Health and Human Services agencies during the recent
economic downturn from significant reductions that would jeopardize the health and safety of our citizens. The end result
is that the Health and Human Services area took the smallest reduction of any of the cabinet areas.

 
·         The Governor and her staff have been exploring the impact of PPACA and working with healthcare experts and lawmakers

across the country in order to make sound decisions on implementing a state based exchange or expand Medicaid in
Oklahoma. The final determination is that this law will not improve the quality of healthcare or address the escalating
healthcare costs that are bankrupting our nation, nor does it provide the flexibility needed to improve health outcomes in
a financially sound or sustainable manner.

 
·         Oklahoma has a history of innovations in healthcare and the Governor is committed to building upon those innovations to

create Oklahoma solutions to our healthcare problems. She welcomes the opportunity to work with the Oklahoma
legislature and other stakeholders to develop an Oklahoma plan to reduce the number of uninsured families, provide
quality healthcare and address rising healthcare costs.

 
Insurance Exchange

·         There is an absence of critical guidance and regulations that would allow states to understand the full ramifications of
building and implementing a state based insurance exchange. Without HHS regulation and guidance it is unclear how much
flexibility and freedom of control will be provided to states operating an exchange. State based exchanges will be so in
name only and it does not benefit us to fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of the
federal government.
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·         The cost of building a PPACA compliant exchange in Oklahoma is estimated at $30 million to $50 million dollars. The cost
of implementing PPACA in Oklahoma, and nationwide, is staggering and unsustainable. Governor Mary Fallin will continue
to work with the Oklahoma legislature to develop financially sound healthcare solutions.

 
·         While the pricing structure has not yet been released, HHS will likely pass the cost of the federal exchange to the insurers

selling products on the exchange. This fee, in turn, will likely be passed on to the purchaser of the healthcare plan.
 
Medicaid Expansion

·         Medicaid is an outdated program that was expanded without true reform in PPACA. The Medicaid expansion does not
adequately address needed improvements in the availability or quality of healthcare services and it does not begin to
address the ever increasing costs of healthcare. Further, the federal law does not provide flexibility for states to meet the
unique needs of their citizens.

 
·         Expanding Medicaid as written in PPACA would cost the State of Oklahoma as much as $475 million between fiscal years

2014 and 2020. Paying for these increases would necessitate significant cuts to other critical parts of the state’s budget
like education and public safety. The cost of Medicaid expansion is unsustainable and creates an additional burden on
taxpayers and the federal deficit.

 
·         Oklahoma has a history of innovative programs and fiscally responsible enhancements to the Medicaid program. In fact,

Oklahoma has reduced the rate of uninsured among children to just 7%. Oklahoma has also created an outstanding on-line
enrollment system that allows families in need of healthcare real time access to Medicaid coverage. These are the very
successes that Oklahoma wants to build upon to create a viable healthcare system that actually begins to reduce the costs
of healthcare in our state while improving health outcomes.

 
·         Oklahoma has a history of creating innovative solutions to reducing the number of uninsured, for example the Insure

Oklahoma program (created in 2006) offers premium assistance to small businesses to support the purchase of private
insurance for their employees. Under PPACA the Insure Oklahoma program would be discontinued and qualifying workers
(those under 138%) would be required to enroll in traditional Medicaid. Oklahoma small businesses and their employees
should have the same option to purchase private insurance coverage as other large employers and their employees.

 
·         Oklahoma does not anticipate that opting not to expand Medicaid as written in PPACA will jeopardize Oklahoma hospitals

when CMS implements the mandated reduction in Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) funds. Oklahoma’s current DSH
payments do not meet the threshold for significant reduction.

 
Oklahoma Plan

·         Governor Fallin recognizes the importance of having healthy citizens. Healthy people create a more productive workforce
and children that are able to learn. The governmental system of providing healthcare (Medicaid) is important, but it should
not be the primary source of healthcare for so many of our citizens. We need to transform the healthcare system into one
that supports individuals and families who need a hand-up while also supporting a robust private insurance market that is
focused on making people healthier.

·         Oklahoma will be developing an Oklahoma Plan to reduce the number of uninsured and the costs of healthcare. The
Oklahoma plan will include some of the following elements:

o Establish goals that include improved health for our citizens
o Empower individuals to be engaged in making good healthcare (and health) choices
o Ensure payment incentives focus on preventive care and improving health
o Support the purchase of private insurance products
o Focus on reducing the cost of managing chronic disease, a major cost driver in Oklahoma, including;

§ High-risk case management
§ Chronic disease self management
§ Improving care coordination within communities of care

o Specifically target the reduction of unnecessary hospitalizations and emergency department visits
o Realign the public health system to support these goals

 
·         The Oklahoma Plan will address the concerns of healthcare providers about the strain of uncompensated care by reducing

the number of uninsured.
 

·         The Oklahoma Plan will be developed with consultation from tribal nations and other stakeholders to ensure the unique
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needs of our citizens are met.
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

 
Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8878

 

From: Katie Altshuler
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Governor Mary Fallin Announcment re/ PPACA (Health Insurance Exchange & Medicaid Expansion)
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 11:43:35 AM
Attachments: PPACA Talking Points 1119.pdf

Sebelius Letter.pdf

 

 
Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 19, 2012
 

Governor Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue State-Based Exchange
or Medicaid Expansion

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today released the following statement announcing that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of a state-based exchange or participate in the Medicaid expansion in the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA):
 
“For the past few months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma stakeholders and health care
experts across the country to determine the best course of action for Oklahoma in regards to both the creation of a health
insurance exchange and the expansion of Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. Our priority has been to ascertain
what can be done to increase quality and access to health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an undue burden
on taxpayers or the state. As I have stated many times before, it is my firm belief that PPACA fails to further these goals,
and will in fact decrease the quality of health care across the United States while contributing to the nation’s growing
deficit crisis.
 
“Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, the state of Oklahoma is legally obligated to either build
an exchange that is PPACA compliant and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an exchange run by
the federal government. This choice has been forced on the people of Oklahoma by the Obama Administration in spite of
the fact that voters have overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the federal health care law through their support of
State Question 756, a constitutional amendment prohibiting the implementation of key components of PPACA.
 
“After careful consideration, I have today informed U.S. Secretary of Health Kathleen Sebelius that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of its own health insurance exchange. Any exchange that is PPACA compliant will necessarily be
‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not benefit
Oklahoma taxpayers to actively support and fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of
the federal government, that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans, and that will further the implementation of a
law that threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the nation.
 
“Furthermore, I have also decided that Oklahoma will not be participating in the Obama Administration’s proposed
expansion of Medicaid. Such an expansion would be unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma up to $475 million
between now and 2020, with escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It would also further Oklahoma’s reliance
on federal money that may or may not be available in the future given the dire fiscal problems facing the federal
government. On a state level, massive new costs associated with Medicaid expansion would require cuts to important
government priorities such as education and public safety. Furthermore, the proposed Medicaid expansion offers no
meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already contributing to the out-of-control spending of the federal
government.
 
“Moving forward, the state of Oklahoma will pursue two actions simultaneously. The first will be to continue our support
for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different
Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I remain optimistic that Oklahoma’s challenge
can succeed. 
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Governor Mary Fallin Announcement re/ PPACA 
Talking Points 


 


 While Governor Mary Fallin has opted not to build a state-based insurance exchange or expand the Medicaid 
program as proposed in PPACA, she and the Oklahoma legislature remain deeply committed to the health of all 
Oklahoman’s.  One demonstration of this commitment is that they protected the Health and Human Services 
agencies during the recent economic downturn from significant reductions that would jeopardize the health and 
safety of our citizens.  The end result is that the Health and Human Services area took the smallest reduction of 
any of the cabinet areas. 
    


 The Governor and her staff have been exploring the impact of PPACA and working with healthcare experts and 
lawmakers across the country in order to make sound decisions on implementing a state based exchange or 
expand Medicaid in Oklahoma.  The final determination is that this law will not improve the quality of healthcare 
or address the escalating healthcare costs that are bankrupting our nation, nor does it provide the flexibility 
needed to improve health outcomes in a financially sound or sustainable manner.  
 


 Oklahoma has a history of innovations in healthcare and the Governor is committed to building upon those 
innovations to create Oklahoma solutions to our healthcare problems.  She welcomes the opportunity to work 
with the Oklahoma legislature and other stakeholders to develop an Oklahoma plan to reduce the number of 
uninsured families, provide quality healthcare and address rising healthcare costs.     
 


Insurance Exchange  
 


 There is an absence of critical guidance and regulations that would allow states to understand the full 
ramifications of building and implementing a state based insurance exchange.   Without HHS regulation and 
guidance it is unclear how much flexibility and freedom of control will be provided to states operating an 
exchange.   State based exchanges will be so in name only and it does not benefit us to fund a new government 
program that will ultimately be under the control of the federal government. 
 


 The cost of building a PPACA compliant exchange in Oklahoma is estimated at $30 million to $50 million dollars. 
The cost of implementing PPACA in Oklahoma, and nationwide, is staggering and unsustainable.  Governor Mary 
Fallin will continue to work with the Oklahoma legislature to develop financially sound healthcare solutions.      
 


 While the pricing structure has not yet been released, HHS will likely pass the cost of the federal exchange to the 
insurers selling products on the exchange.   This fee, in turn, will likely be passed on to the purchaser of the 
healthcare plan.            


 
 Medicaid Expansion 
 


 Medicaid is an outdated program that was expanded without true reform in PPACA.  The Medicaid expansion 
does not adequately address needed improvements in the availability or quality of healthcare services and it 
does not begin to address the ever increasing costs of healthcare.  Further, the federal law does not provide 
flexibility for states to meet the unique needs of their citizens. 
        


 Expanding Medicaid as written in PPACA would cost the State of Oklahoma as much as $475 million between 
fiscal years 2014 and 2020.  Paying for these increases would necessitate significant cuts to other critical parts of 
the state’s budget like education and public safety.  The cost of Medicaid expansion is unsustainable and creates 
an additional burden on taxpayers and the federal deficit. 
 


 Oklahoma has a history of innovative programs and fiscally responsible enhancements to the Medicaid 
program.  In fact, Oklahoma has reduced the rate of uninsured among children to just 7%.  Oklahoma has also 
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created an outstanding on-line enrollment system that allows families in need of healthcare real time access to 
Medicaid coverage.  These are the very successes that Oklahoma wants to build upon to create a viable 
healthcare system that actually begins to reduce the costs of healthcare in our state while improving health 
outcomes.      


 


 Oklahoma has a history of creating innovative solutions to reducing the number of uninsured, for example the 
Insure Oklahoma program (created in 2006) offers premium assistance to small businesses to support the 
purchase of private insurance for their employees.  Under PPACA the Insure Oklahoma program would be 
discontinued and qualifying workers (those under 138%) would be required to enroll in traditional Medicaid.  
Oklahoma small businesses and their employees should have the same option to purchase private insurance 
coverage as other large employers and their employees.  
 


 Oklahoma does not anticipate that opting not to expand Medicaid as written in PPACA will jeopardize Oklahoma 
hospitals when CMS implements the mandated reduction in Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) funds. 
Oklahoma’s current DSH payments do not meet the threshold for significant reduction.      


 
Oklahoma Plan 
 


 Governor Fallin recognizes the importance of having healthy citizens.  Healthy people create a more productive 
workforce and children that are able to learn.  The governmental system of providing healthcare (Medicaid) is 
important, but it should not be the primary source of healthcare for so many of our citizens.  We need to 
transform the healthcare system into one that supports individuals and families who need a hand-up while also 
supporting a robust private insurance market that is focused on making people healthier. 
 


 Oklahoma will be developing an Oklahoma Plan to reduce the number of uninsured and the costs of healthcare.  
The Oklahoma plan will include some of the following elements: 


o Establish goals that include improved health for our citizens 
o Empower individuals to be engaged in making good healthcare (and health) choices  
o Ensure payment incentives focus on preventive care and improving health 
o Support the purchase of private insurance products 
o Focus on reducing the cost of managing chronic disease, a major cost driver in Oklahoma, including; 


 High-risk case management 
 Chronic disease self management 
 Improving care coordination within communities of care 


o Specifically target the reduction of unnecessary hospitalizations and emergency department visits 
o Realign the public health system to support these goals 


 


 The Oklahoma Plan will address the concerns of healthcare providers about the strain of uncompensated care 
by reducing the number of uninsured. 
 


 The Oklahoma Plan will be developed with consultation from tribal nations and other stakeholders to ensure the 
unique needs of our citizens are met. 


 
 












 
“Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions that improve health outcomes and contain
costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health,
where effective chronic disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of skyrocketing medical
bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits. I look forward to working with legislative leaders and
lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for Oklahoma families.”
 
 
 

Governor Mary Fallin Announcement re/ PPACA
Talking Points

 
·         While Governor Mary Fallin has opted not to build a state-based insurance exchange or expand the Medicaid program as

proposed in PPACA, she and the Oklahoma legislature remain deeply committed to the health of all Oklahoman’s. One
demonstration of this commitment is that they protected the Health and Human Services agencies during the recent
economic downturn from significant reductions that would jeopardize the health and safety of our citizens. The end result
is that the Health and Human Services area took the smallest reduction of any of the cabinet areas.

 
·         The Governor and her staff have been exploring the impact of PPACA and working with healthcare experts and lawmakers

across the country in order to make sound decisions on implementing a state based exchange or expand Medicaid in
Oklahoma. The final determination is that this law will not improve the quality of healthcare or address the escalating
healthcare costs that are bankrupting our nation, nor does it provide the flexibility needed to improve health outcomes in
a financially sound or sustainable manner.

 
·         Oklahoma has a history of innovations in healthcare and the Governor is committed to building upon those innovations to

create Oklahoma solutions to our healthcare problems. She welcomes the opportunity to work with the Oklahoma
legislature and other stakeholders to develop an Oklahoma plan to reduce the number of uninsured families, provide
quality healthcare and address rising healthcare costs.

 
Insurance Exchange

·         There is an absence of critical guidance and regulations that would allow states to understand the full ramifications of
building and implementing a state based insurance exchange. Without HHS regulation and guidance it is unclear how much
flexibility and freedom of control will be provided to states operating an exchange. State based exchanges will be so in
name only and it does not benefit us to fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of the
federal government.

 
·         The cost of building a PPACA compliant exchange in Oklahoma is estimated at $30 million to $50 million dollars. The cost

of implementing PPACA in Oklahoma, and nationwide, is staggering and unsustainable. Governor Mary Fallin will continue
to work with the Oklahoma legislature to develop financially sound healthcare solutions.

 
·         While the pricing structure has not yet been released, HHS will likely pass the cost of the federal exchange to the insurers

selling products on the exchange. This fee, in turn, will likely be passed on to the purchaser of the healthcare plan.
 
Medicaid Expansion

·         Medicaid is an outdated program that was expanded without true reform in PPACA. The Medicaid expansion does not
adequately address needed improvements in the availability or quality of healthcare services and it does not begin to
address the ever increasing costs of healthcare. Further, the federal law does not provide flexibility for states to meet the
unique needs of their citizens.

 
·         Expanding Medicaid as written in PPACA would cost the State of Oklahoma as much as $475 million between fiscal years

2014 and 2020. Paying for these increases would necessitate significant cuts to other critical parts of the state’s budget
like education and public safety. The cost of Medicaid expansion is unsustainable and creates an additional burden on
taxpayers and the federal deficit.

 
·         Oklahoma has a history of innovative programs and fiscally responsible enhancements to the Medicaid program. In fact,

Oklahoma has reduced the rate of uninsured among children to just 7%. Oklahoma has also created an outstanding on-line
enrollment system that allows families in need of healthcare real time access to Medicaid coverage. These are the very
successes that Oklahoma wants to build upon to create a viable healthcare system that actually begins to reduce the costs
of healthcare in our state while improving health outcomes.
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·         Oklahoma has a history of creating innovative solutions to reducing the number of uninsured, for example the Insure

Oklahoma program (created in 2006) offers premium assistance to small businesses to support the purchase of private
insurance for their employees. Under PPACA the Insure Oklahoma program would be discontinued and qualifying workers
(those under 138%) would be required to enroll in traditional Medicaid. Oklahoma small businesses and their employees
should have the same option to purchase private insurance coverage as other large employers and their employees.

 
·         Oklahoma does not anticipate that opting not to expand Medicaid as written in PPACA will jeopardize Oklahoma hospitals

when CMS implements the mandated reduction in Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) funds. Oklahoma’s current DSH
payments do not meet the threshold for significant reduction.

 
Oklahoma Plan

·         Governor Fallin recognizes the importance of having healthy citizens. Healthy people create a more productive workforce
and children that are able to learn. The governmental system of providing healthcare (Medicaid) is important, but it should
not be the primary source of healthcare for so many of our citizens. We need to transform the healthcare system into one
that supports individuals and families who need a hand-up while also supporting a robust private insurance market that is
focused on making people healthier.

·         Oklahoma will be developing an Oklahoma Plan to reduce the number of uninsured and the costs of healthcare. The
Oklahoma plan will include some of the following elements:

o Establish goals that include improved health for our citizens
o Empower individuals to be engaged in making good healthcare (and health) choices
o Ensure payment incentives focus on preventive care and improving health
o Support the purchase of private insurance products
o Focus on reducing the cost of managing chronic disease, a major cost driver in Oklahoma, including;

§ High-risk case management
§ Chronic disease self management
§ Improving care coordination within communities of care

o Specifically target the reduction of unnecessary hospitalizations and emergency department visits
o Realign the public health system to support these goals

 
·         The Oklahoma Plan will address the concerns of healthcare providers about the strain of uncompensated care by reducing

the number of uninsured.
 

·         The Oklahoma Plan will be developed with consultation from tribal nations and other stakeholders to ensure the unique
needs of our citizens are met.

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz; Cline, Dr.Terry L.; Cox-Kain, Julie
Subject: RE: DRAFT PPACA Talking Points ATTACHED
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 9:22:12 AM
Attachments: PPACA Talking Points 1119.docx

ATTACHED
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 8:55 AM
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz; Cline, Dr.Terry L.; 'Cox-Kain, Julie'
Subject: DRAFT PPACA Talking Points ATTACHED
Importance: High
 
I made a few minor revisions. Alex, please review and let us know if you have any changes. Thanks,
Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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Governor Mary Fallin Announcement re/ PPACA

Talking Points



1. While Governor Mary Fallin has opted not to build a state-based insurance exchange or expand the Medicaid program as proposed in PPACA, she and the Oklahoma legislature remain deeply committed to the health of all Oklahoman’s.  One demonstration of this commitment is that they protected the Health and Human Services agencies during the recent economic downturn from significant reductions that would jeopardize the health and safety of our citizens.  The end result is that the Health and Human Services area took the smallest reduction of any of the cabinet areas.

   

1. The Governor and her staff have been exploring the impact of PPACA and working with healthcare experts and lawmakers across the country in order to make sound decisions on implementing a state based exchange or expand Medicaid in Oklahoma.  The final determination is that this law will not improve the quality of healthcare or address the escalating healthcare costs that are bankrupting our nation, nor does it provide the flexibility needed to improve health outcomes in a financially sound or sustainable manner. 



1. Oklahoma has a history of innovations in healthcare and the Governor is committed to building upon those innovations to create Oklahoma solutions to our healthcare problems.  She welcomes the opportunity to work with the Oklahoma legislature and other stakeholders to develop an Oklahoma plan to reduce the number of uninsured families, provide quality healthcare and address rising healthcare costs.    



Insurance Exchange 



1. There is an absence of critical guidance and regulations that would allow states to understand the full ramifications of building and implementing a state based insurance exchange.   Without HHS regulation and guidance it is unclear how much flexibility and freedom of control will be provided to states operating an exchange.   State based exchanges will be so in name only and it does not benefit us to fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of the federal government.



1. The cost of building a PPACA compliant exchange in Oklahoma is estimated at $30 million to $50 million dollars. The cost of implementing PPACA in Oklahoma, and nationwide, is staggering and unsustainable.  Governor Mary Fallin will continue to work with the Oklahoma legislature to develop financially sound healthcare solutions.     



1. While the pricing structure has not yet been released, HHS will likely pass the cost of the federal exchange to the insurers selling products on the exchange.   This fee, in turn, will likely be passed on to the purchaser of the healthcare plan.           



 Medicaid Expansion



1. Medicaid is an outdated program that was expanded without true reform in PPACA.  The Medicaid expansion does not adequately address needed improvements in the availability or quality of healthcare services and it does not begin to address the ever increasing costs of healthcare.  Further, the federal law does not provide flexibility for states to meet the unique needs of their citizens.

       

1. Expanding Medicaid as written in PPACA would cost the State of Oklahoma as much as $475 million between fiscal years 2014 and 2020.  Paying for these increases would necessitate significant cuts to other critical parts of the state’s budget like education and public safety.  The cost of Medicaid expansion is unsustainable and creates an additional burden on taxpayers and the federal deficit.



1. Oklahoma has a history of innovative programs and fiscally responsible enhancements to the Medicaid program.  In fact, Oklahoma has reduced the rate of uninsured among children to just 7%.  Oklahoma has also created an outstanding on-line enrollment system that allows families in need of healthcare real time access to Medicaid coverage.  These are the very successes that Oklahoma wants to build upon to create a viable healthcare system that actually begins to reduce the costs of healthcare in our state while improving health outcomes.     



1. Oklahoma has a history of creating innovative solutions to reducing the number of uninsured, for example the Insure Oklahoma program (created in 2006) offers premium assistance to small businesses to support the purchase of private insurance for their employees.  Under PPACA the Insure Oklahoma program would be discontinued and qualifying workers (those under 138%) would be required to enroll in traditional Medicaid.  Oklahoma small businesses and their employees should have the same option to purchase private insurance coverage as other large employers and their employees. 



1. Oklahoma does not anticipate that opting not to expand Medicaid as written in PPACA will jeopardize Oklahoma hospitals when CMS implements the mandated reduction in Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) funds. Oklahoma’s current DSH payments do not meet the threshold for significant reduction.     



Oklahoma Plan



· Governor Fallin recognizes the importance of having healthy citizens.  Healthy people create a more productive workforce and children that are able to learn.  The governmental system of providing healthcare (Medicaid) is important, but it should not be the primary source of healthcare for so many of our citizens.  We need to transform the healthcare system into one that supports individuals and families who need a hand-up while also supporting a robust private insurance market that is focused on making people healthier.


· Oklahoma will be developing an Oklahoma Plan to reduce the number of uninsured and the costs of healthcare.  The Oklahoma plan will include some of the following elements:

2. Establish goals that include improved health for our citizens

2. Empower individuals to be engaged in making good healthcare (and health) choices 

2. Ensure payment incentives focus on preventive care and improving health

2. Support the purchase of private insurance products

2. Focus on reducing the cost of managing chronic disease, a major cost driver in Oklahoma, including;

4. High-risk case management

4. Chronic disease self management

4. Improving care coordination within communities of care

2. Specifically target the reduction of unnecessary hospitalizations and emergency department visits

2. Realign the public health system to support these goals



1. The Oklahoma Plan will address the concerns of healthcare providers about the strain of uncompensated care by reducing the number of uninsured.



1. The Oklahoma Plan will be developed with consultation from tribal nations and other stakeholders to ensure the unique needs of our citizens are met.
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From: Cody Inman
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; "maryfallin ; Mary Fallin; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Sean Rose; Jean Roupe; Marcia Crawford; Kandi Batts
Subject: Affordable Care Act -- Update
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 5:54:29 PM

Total number of call for Friday: 3,121
2560 – against
561- for
 
 
 

Constituent Letters and or Calls- Affordable Care Act
11/8 -- 11/16

In Favor Opposed

Letters/ Emails: Specifically citing Affordable Care Act/ObamaCare 9 25
Letters/ Emails: Specifically citing Health Insurance Exchange/Medicaid Expansion 25 42
Calls:  Referenced Obamacare & Insurance Exchange 84
Calls: Specifically asks the governor to expand Medicaid 9
11/8-11/14 Totals 43 91

Letters/ Emails: Specifically citing Afforddable Care Act/ ObamaCare 5 145
Letters/ Emails: Specifically citing Health Insurance Exchange/ Medicaid Expansion 105 109
Calls: Referenced Obamacare/Insurance Exchange/Medicaid Expansion 650 1168
Thursday Totals 760 1,422

Letters/ Emails: Specifically citing Afforddable Care Act/ ObamaCare 0 89
Letters/ Emails: Specifically citing Health Insurance Exchange/ Medicaid Expansion 94 29
Calls: Referenced Obamacare/Insurance Exchange/Medicaid Expansion 561 2560
Friday Totals 6,55 2,678

Overall Total 1,458 4,191
 
 
 
 
 
______________________________________
Cody Inman
Senior Public Affairs Officer
Office of the Governor | State of Oklahoma
Honorable Mary Fallin
cody.inman@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 521-2342
 
Gov. Fallin on Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen Oklahoma's business climate by
completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com.
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: FW: BLOG ALERT: Politicker NJ: Christie says Sebelius hasn"t answered his administration"s questions about

exchanges
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 3:05:41 PM

FYI:   New Jersey
 
 
Christie says Sebelius hasn't answered his administration's questions about exchanges
Max Pizarro

Politicker NJ

 

NEWARK – New Jersey will comply with the law of the land, the Affordable Healthcare Act, but Gov.

Chris Christie does not yet know how New Jersey will comply.

 

The federal government extended the deadline to Dec. 14 for New Jersey’s decision on how it wants to

participate in a healthcare exchange.

 

As part of the president’s healthcare reform, a state can set up its own exchange system, partner with

the federal government, or rely solely on the feds to operate the exchange.

 

Christie said he doesn’t know yet which of these he favors, in large part because he said his

administration’s questions to Health Secretary Kathleen Sebelius (pictured) have gone unanswered.

 

“We have sent letters and they have not been answered,” Christie told reporters at his press

conference today.

 

He said he thought he was inclined to do a statewide exchange but is worried the feds will saddle New

Jersey with more costs and he’s unwilling to allow that to happen.

 

“I need answers from the Obama administration,” Christie said. “I hope they don’t back us into a

decision by not giving me an answer.”

 

If Sibelius doesn’t respond, Christie said he’s probably likely to select a pure federal implementation of

the program so the state doesn’t own it without knowing the program’s full extent.
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From: Rebecca Frazier
To: Mary Fallin; maryfallin
Cc: Steve Mullins; Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Attorney General"s Healthcare Lawsuit
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 2:54:44 PM
Attachments: Letter from AG Pruitt re Health Care lawsuit.pdf

 
Governor,
 
Our office just received this letter sent to you from Attorney General Pruitt regarding
implementation of a state health insurance exchange and its impact on the Attorney
General’s lawsuit. 
 
Thank you.
 
Rebecca R. Frazier
Deputy General Counsel
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
(405) 522-8836
Rebecca.Frazier@gov.ok.gov
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: FW: NEWS RELEASE: Michigan moves toward state-federal partnership health exchange, leaves door open for MI Health Marketplace
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 2:27:55 PM
Attachments: image001.png

PR 121116 Healthexchangestatement.docx

FYI- Michigan.
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
 
 
 

Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 2:26 PM
To: Marie Sanderson
Subject: FW: NEWS RELEASE: Michigan moves toward state-federal partnership health exchange, leaves door open for MI Health Marketplace
 
 
 
 

 
Contact: Sara Wurfel
wurfels@michigan.gov or 517-335-6397

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Friday, Nov. 16, 2012

 

Michigan moves toward state-federal partnership health exchange,
leaves door open for

MI Health Marketplace
 
LANSING, Mich. ‒ Gov. Rick Snyder has filed a grant application to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Service (HHS) to
collaborate with the federal government on a state partnership exchange (SPE). The governor said, however, that if additional federal
deadlines are extended or the Michigan Legislature takes action authorizing a state-based exchange, then Michigan may exercise its
option for the proposed MI Health Marketplace. Snyder has not yet filed a declaration letter formally choosing Michigan’s path.
 
“Ensuring that Michigan residents have the best available quality health care and customer service has been a priority from Day One. I
have felt strongly that a Michigan-run MI Health Marketplace could further accomplish this goal. That said, we must be realistic about
how feasible implementing this could be under the current federal timeframes. At this point we’re moving toward a state partnership
exchange. However, we will continue to work with our legislative partners and seek more details and clarity from the federal government
to make a final determination on Michigan’s path forward – whether that’s a state partnership exchange or state-based exchange.”
 
Thursday, Nov. 15, was a key funding deadline. There are also multiple operational deadlines, some of which have changed twice in the
past week. The next major milestone is now Dec. 14, 2012, when states must declare if they wish to operate their own exchanges. Under
current federal rules, all exchanges must be operational on Oct.1, 2013.
 

#####
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		Contact: Sara Wurfel
wurfels@michigan.gov or 517-335-6397

		FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Friday, Nov. 16, 2012







Michigan moves toward state-federal partnership health exchange, leaves door open for MI Health Marketplace 



LANSING, Mich. ‒ Gov. Rick Snyder has filed a grant application to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Service (HHS) to collaborate with the federal government on a state partnership exchange (SPE). The governor said, however, that if additional federal deadlines are extended or the Michigan Legislature takes action authorizing a state-based exchange, then Michigan may exercise its option for the proposed MI Health Marketplace. Snyder has not yet filed a declaration letter formally choosing Michigan’s path.



“Ensuring that Michigan residents have the best available quality health care and customer service has been a priority from Day One. I have felt strongly that a Michigan-run MI Health Marketplace could further accomplish this goal. That said, we must be realistic about how feasible implementing this could be under the current federal timeframes. At this point we’re moving toward a state partnership exchange. However, we will continue to work with our legislative partners and seek more details and clarity from the federal government to make a final determination on Michigan’s path forward – whether that’s a state partnership exchange or state-based exchange.”



Thursday, Nov. 15, was a key funding deadline. There are also multiple operational deadlines, some of which have changed twice in the past week. The next major milestone is now Dec. 14, 2012, when states must declare if they wish to operate their own exchanges. Under current federal rules, all exchanges must be operational on Oct.1, 2013. 



#####
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: FW: Deal: Georgia will not set up state exchange
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 2:02:08 PM
Attachments: Letter to HHS Secretary Sebelius.pdf

FYI on Georiga.
 
-mts
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell (
 
 

From: Gov. Deal’s Communications Office [mailto:press@georgia.gov] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 2:42 PM
To: Gov. Deal’s Communications Office
Subject: Deal: Georgia will not set up state exchange
 
 

For immediate release                                                                                                                                       Office of Communications
Nov. 16, 2012                                                                                                                                                                                 (404) 651-7774
 
ATTACHED: Gov. Deal’s letter to HHS Secretary Sebelius.
 

Deal: Georgia will not set up state exchange
Governor cites unknown costs, lack of flexibility in Obamacare’s federal regulations
 
Gov. Nathan Deal today informed the Obama administration that Georgia will not set up its own health care exchange, citing
Obamacare’s one-size fits all approach and the high cost that the law places on states.
 
“I remain committed to common sense health care solutions that empower consumers to take responsibility for their own
health, motivate the private sector and drive efficiencies for consumers, employers and governments alike,” Deal said. “I
continue to hope that we might finally engage in a serious conversation about restoring meaningful flexibility to states around
health care programs.”
 
Deal said the federal government needs to loosen regulations that restrict states’ options.
 
“We have no interest in spending our tax dollars on an exchange that is state-based in name only,” Deal said. “I would support
a free market-based approach that could serve as a useful tool for Georgia’s small businesses, but federal guidelines forbid that.
Instead, restrictions on what the exchanges can and can’t offer render meaningless the suggestion that Georgia could tailor an
exchange that best fits the unique needs of its population.
 
“I have joined numerous other governors seeking guidance from the federal government on establishing exchanges. We’ve yet
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to receive serious answers to our questions. I will not commit Georgia taxpayers to a project with so many unknowns.”
 
Brian Robinson
brobinson@georgia.gov
 
Stephanie Mayfield
smayfield@georgia.gov
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: FW: DELAYED EXCHANGE DEADLINE GIVES IDAHO MORE TIME TO GET ANSWERS, WEIGH OPTIONS
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 12:54:59 PM
Attachments: image001.png

FYI: Idaho.
 

From: Mark Warbis 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 11:52 AM
Subject: DELAYED EXCHANGE DEADLINE GIVES IDAHO MORE TIME TO GET ANSWERS, WEIGH
OPTIONS
 

 
C.L. “BUTCH” OTTER

GOVERNOR
 

NEWS RELEASE
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:                                                                                           CONTACT:  Jon Hanian
November 16, 2012                                                                                                                         (208) 334-2100
12:049    
 

DELAYED EXCHANGE DEADLINE GIVES IDAHO MORE
TIME TO GET ANSWERS, WEIGH OPTIONS

 

(BOISE) – Governor C.L. “Butch” Otter said today that he will consult with
legislative leaders and be ready by the new December 14 deadline for
submitting a decision on whether Idaho will build its own health insurance
exchange or opt into the federal system being developed under Obamacare.

 
Governor Otter said he was grateful for Health and Human Services

Secretary Kathleen Sebelius setting back the deadline, which had been today.
Sebelius set the new deadline late Thursday after the Republican Governors
Association (RGA) and others called on the White House for a delay. December

14 also is the deadline for states that opt to build their own exchange to
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submit plans for meeting federal mandates on its design and operation.
 
“I have my working group’s recommendation, and I have been listening

carefully to stakeholders and citizens about this important choice. This
extension gives us more time to get answers from HHS about what the federal
requirements will be,” said Governor Otter, who consulted with a number of
his colleagues from other states at the RGA conference in Las Vegas this week.
“I don’t want us buying a pig in a poke, so with this extension I’m hoping we’ll
get answers to the questions and concerns we’re hearing from legislators and
the public.”

 
Under Obamacare – or the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act –

every state must offer citizens an online portal for comparing and purchasing
health insurance policies that meet federal requirements. States have balked
at moving forward with plans, first until after the U.S. Supreme Court weighed
the law’s constitutionality and then until after the November 6 election
determined the likelihood of Obamacare remaining on the books. 

 
                                                                  ###
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Speaker Boehner Applauds Governor Kasich for
Resisting Federal Takeover of Health Care

From: Tidwell, John
To: Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup
Subject: Fwd: Speaker Boehner Applauds Governor Kasich for Resisting Federal Takeover of Health Care
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 12:19:53 PM

Just thought you would want to see this. 

• • • •
john•tidwell

 cell•text

Begin forwarded message:

From: Speaker Boehner Press Office <SpeakerBoehnerPressOffice@mail.house.gov>
Date: November 16, 2012, 12:10:25 PM CST
Subject: Speaker Boehner Applauds Governor Kasich for Resisting Federal
Takeover of Health Care

 

<!--[if !vml]--><!--[endif]-->

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                 CONTACT: BRITTANY BRAMELL
November 16, 2012                                               202-225-6205
 

PERMALINK | WASHINGTON, D.C. – House Speaker John Boehner (R-OH) today applauded Ohio

Governor John Kasich for declining to implement a government-run “exchange” under the president’s health

care law and for resisting a federal takeover of health insurance regulations in Ohio:

“I’m proud of my governor, John Kasich, for taking a stand and resisting the federal takeover of health care in
Ohio. By declining to implement a government-run ‘exchange’ and preserving Ohio’s ability to regulate health
insurance on its own, Governor Kasich is protecting Ohio families and small businesses from some of the steep
costs and red tape created by ObamaCare. The president’s health care law is already raising costs, making it
harder for small businesses to hire, and forcing employers to reduce worker hours. But with Democrats still in
control of Washington, fighting it requires bold state leadership and aggressive oversight by the Republican-led
House. While our goal is still full repeal, actions like the ones taken by Ohio and other states are critical in
protecting the American people and our economy from the impact of this disastrous law.”

NOTE: Click here to read more about Governor Kasich’s decision to halt implementation of ObamaCare in Ohio.
In addition to declining to create an “exchange” and resisting federal control of state regulations, the governor’s
decision also maintains the ability to define eligibility levels in Medicaid. In a letter to House Republicans,
Speaker Boehner said congressional oversight will play a critical role in repealing ObamaCare going forward.

# # #
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FIND MORE @ JOHNBOEHNER.HOUSE.GOV | YOUTUBE | TWITTER | FLICKR
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: TN and OH on exchanges
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 12:08:29 PM
Attachments: 11.16.12 Letter to HHS.pdf

Fact Sheet - FINAL 11.16.2012.pdf

All- two more statements from today:
 
TN: Haslam Statement:  https://news.tn.gov/node/9930
 
Ohio: attached and found below. 
 
-MTS

 
From: Nichols, Robert 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 12:56 PM
To: Kanzeg, Ben 
Subject: Gov. Kasich letter to HHS 
 
This morning, Gov. Kasich informed the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services that
Ohio will not run an Obamacare health insurance exchange but will leave that to the federal
government.  Also, he informed HHS that Ohio will retain regulatory control over health
insurance plans offered through a federally-operated exchange as well as retain the
authority to determine who is eligible for Medicaid benefits. The Administration will submit
additional details to the federal government prior to HHS’s February 14 deadline. 
 
A copy of the governor’s letter and an explanatory fact sheet are attached.
 
The quote below is attributable to me, Rob Nichols, press secretary.  Please call me if there
are any questions.
 
“Ohio would have no flexibility to shape an exchange to our needs and its costs will be so
high that it just doesn’t make sense for the state to operate a health exchange under
Obamacare.  We’re going to leave that to the federal government.  Instead, Ohio will focus
on continuing to make our health insurance market as stable and competitive as possible
and make our Medicaid program as well-run as possible, which is why we’re opting to retain
maximum state control in those areas instead of beginning to turn over parts of them to the
federal government.”
 
Rob Nichols
Press Secretary
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Accredited by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) 
Consumer Hotline: 1-800-686-1526         Fraud Hotline: 1-800-686-1527         OSHIIP Hotline:  1-800-686-1578 


TDD Line: (614) 644-3745  (Printed in house) 


 John R. Kasich, Governor 


 Mary Taylor, Lt. Governor/Director 


50 West Town Street  
Third Floor – Suite 300 


Columbus, OH  43215-4186 
(614) 644-2658 


www.insurance.ohio.gov 


Ohio Says No to an Obamacare Health Exchange 


Fact Sheet 


 
BACKGROUND: On March 23, 2010, President Barack Obama signed the Patient 


Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) which brings sweeping changes to America’s 


health care system.  These include: 


 Individual Mandates: A requirement that every American have health care coverage 


or possibly face a tax penalty; 


 Employer Mandates and Penalties: New taxes and penalties on employers that don’t 


provide employees with specific types of health care coverage prescribed by the 


federal government; 


 Medicaid Changes: As originally enacted, program changes included mandatory 


expansion of coverage to those at or below 138 percent of the federal poverty level, 


but this was made optional for states by the U.S. Supreme Court’s June 28, 2012 


decision in NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS ET AL. v. 


SEBELIUS, SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, ET AL.; 


 Health Exchanges: A health care exchange will be created in every state through 


which individuals earning between 100-400 percent of the federal poverty level can 


purchase subsidized health insurance.  The federal government will pick the 


companies that can sell in the federal exchange and companies must sell virtually 


identical products and share profits and costs for a period of time.  States can run 


the exchange themselves, choose not to run it and leave it to the federal government 


or leave it to the federal government while retaining the right to regulate health 


insurance and control eligibility decisions for their Medicaid programs. 


OHIO WILL NOT RUN AN OBAMACARE HEALTH EXCHANGE:  On Nov. 16, 2012 


Gov. John Kasich notified the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services that Ohio 


will not run an Obamacare health exchange in Ohio, but will instead leave that to the 


federal government to do.  This decision was made after thoroughly investigating all 


options available to Ohio under the law, including conducting separate studies by the 


respected health policy research specialists Milliman, Inc. and the global business and 


information technology consultancy KPMG.  Ohio’s analysis concluded that: 


 States lack flexibility or control over exchanges:  Despite the perception to the 


contrary, the law gives states little flexibility or control over how the exchange in their 


state operates, making it difficult for Ohio to set up an exchange that responds to the 


unique needs of Ohioans or the Ohio insurance market.  States running exchanges 


must request permission and receive approval from the federal government for their 







initial plans, and almost every change must be approved by the federal government 


as well. Basic operational details are controlled by the federal government, including 


open enrollment periods, requirements on how to set up and run call centers and the 


exchange’s website. 


 Setting up and running exchanges are very expensive:  It would cost as much as 


$63 million1 for Ohio to set up an exchange and as much as $43 million to run it 


every year2. While these costs could be covered by fees on individuals using the 


exchange to buy health insurance, they may actually be lower if Ohio leaves most 


exchange functions to the federal government—an estimated $21 million or less for 


start-up3 —and potentially less for annual operating costs as well.  Little guidance 


from the federal government on the state’s role in this scenario have made cost-


projecting difficult, however.  


 Inadequate information is available from the federal government: In addition to 


the significant costs and lack of flexibility in running an exchange, states have 


received little information or clarity from the federal government on key areas, which 


has complicated states’ ability to make decisions.  Especially challenging has been 


that the federal government has yet to issue required rules that would explain to 


states: 


o The benefits that must be offered by health plans sold on the exchange or in the 


market;  


o How the federal government will pay for the federal exchange; and 


o The requirements that multi-state plans must meet in order to be sold on the 


exchange. 


 An Obamacare health exchange will impact Ohio in a uniquely negative way: 


Ohio’s long-standing reputation under both Democrat and Republican 


administrations for maintaining a stable, well-regulated insurance market has 


attracted a large number of companies to the state, creating widespread competition 


and lower costs than in other states.  The restrictions that Obamacare places on 


both exchange and non-exchange health insurance will undermine these long-time, 


hard-won advantages and increase costs and reduce choices for consumers. 


OHIO WILL NOT LET THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TAKE OVER ANY 


REGULATORY CONTROL OF ITS INSURANCE INDUSTRY:  Obamacare would allow 


the federal government to regulate health care insurance sold in Ohio through an 


                                                 
1
 Based on report from KPMG LLP released on September 14, 2011. 


2
 Based on report from Milliman Inc. released on August 31, 2011. 


3
 Based on report from KPMG LLP released on September 14, 2011. 







exchange.  Ohio has regulated insurance effectively for approximately 60 years and 


wants to retain this authority so it is saying no to giving any of this authority to the 


federal government.  Additional reasons for this decision include: 


 Insurance is essential to Ohio’s economy.  With 400,000 direct and indirect jobs 


created by the insurance industry, Ohio has the second-largest number of industry 


jobs of any state in the country.  Preserving Ohio’s history of high-quality regulation 


helps maintain stability in the industry and preserves these jobs; 


 A federal takeover of health insurance regulation for an Obamacare health 


exchange is duplicative and burdensome.  By retaining regulatory control of all 


health insurance, Ohio will ensure that health insurance companies will deal with a 


single regulator in Ohio—the Ohio Department of Insurance—not both the 


Department and the federal government.  A single regulator is less costly and less 


confusing for companies and, ultimately, consumers.   


OHIO WILL NOT LET THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TAKE OVER DECISION-


MAKING ON MEDICAID ELIGIBILITY:  Obamacare allows states to turn over to the 


federal government’s insurance exchange the job of deciding who can and cannot 


receive benefits from Medicaid programs; however, Ohio will not turn this power over to 


the federal exchange.   


 Preserving Ohio’s care quality improvements is important to low-income 


Ohioans: Ohio has worked very hard over the past two years to improve the quality 


of the care it provides to low-income Ohioans on Medicaid, with a special focus on 


helping vulnerable Ohioans with chronic conditions, mothers at risk of delivering low 


birth weight babies and Ohioans with both mental and physical health conditions.  


These improvements have won widespread praise from advocates for low-income 


Ohioans and have also helped improve value for taxpayers.  Maintaining maximum 


state control over the program helps maintain these unique Ohio improvements.   


 Responsible Medicaid management is essential to Ohio’s hard-won fiscal 


stability: With Medicaid consuming a greater portion of Ohio’s state budget than 


any other expense, careful and responsible management of the program is essential 


to preserving Ohio’s newly-regained fiscal stability after closing an historic $8 billion 


budget deficit without a tax increase two years ago.  In fact, Ohio’s reforms have 


helped reduce the growth rate of Medicaid costs by a full 50 percent in the past two 


years.  Maintaining maximum state control over the program helps preserve this 


fiscal progress. 


BOTTOM LINE: Governor John Kasich and Lt. Governor Mary Taylor want every 


Ohioan to have health care coverage and believe the route to achieving that is a 







market-based system that encourages both high quality and low costs.  A rigid, 


prescriptive health insurance exchange that reduces choices and drives up costs does 


not align with the Kasich Administration’s health policy goals.  Turning down a state-


based health exchange and saying no to federal regulation of Ohio’s health insurance 


industry and Medicaid eligibility determination is the best approach for Ohio, and Ohio 


will inform the federal government of its plan for preserving these rights early next year. 


### 


 







Office of Governor John Kasich
330-760-7582
Rob.Nichols@Governor.Ohio.Gov
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: FW: Governor Walker Announces Decision on Health Insurance Exchanges
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 9:39:16 AM

FYI—WI.
 
-mts
 
 

From: GOV Press 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 9:31 AM
To: GOV Press
Subject: Governor Walker Announces Decision on Health Insurance Exchanges
 
November 16, 2012
For Immediate Release
Contact: Cullen Werwie, 608-267-7303

 

Governor Walker Announces Decision on Health Insurance Exchanges
 
Madison—Today, Governor Scott Walker sent a letter to the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius notifying the federal government of Wisconsin’s
decision on the implementation of health insurance exchanges.
 
Governor Walker’s letter to Secretary Sebelius can be viewed at:
http://www.walker.wi.gov/Documents/11.16.12%20Letter%20to%20Secretary%20Sebelius.pdf
 

###
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: FW: RELEASE: Branstad submits letter of intent on PPACA on time; Outlines significant, unanswered questions

looming over implementation
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 8:53:49 AM

FYI from this AM re Iowa.
 
-mts
 

From: Albrecht, Tim [IGOV] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 9:19 AM
To: igov_press_releases@lists.ia.gov
Subject: RELEASE: Branstad submits letter of intent on PPACA on time; Outlines significant,
unanswered questions looming over implementation
 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
Governor Terry E. Branstad « Lt. Governor Kim Reynolds

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Friday, November 16, 2012
CONTACT: Governor’s Office (515) 725-3518
                             
 

Branstad submits letter of intent on PPACA
on time;

Outlines significant, unanswered questions
looming over implementation

 
(DES MOINES) – Gov. Terry Branstad this morning submitted the below letter of intent on the
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) to Sec. Sebelius, meeting the deadline
previously set forth by the Health and Human Services director.
 
However, late yesterday, Sec. Sebelius pushed back the deadline to December 14. In response to the
new, arbitrary deadline set forth by the federal government, despite all the work states like Iowa
have already accomplished, Communications Director Tim Albrecht said the following:
 
“Make no mistake, this deadline was extended because the federal government does not have the
answers or capability to administer the Obamacare program,” said Albrecht. “This deadline was not
pushed back to give the governors more time, rather it was a lifeline to help save themselves.”
 
The text of Gov. Branstad’s letter is as follows, with 50 remaining questions the federal government
has yet to answer that underscore the information the state needs to make an informed decision:
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November 16, 2012
 
The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius
US Department of Health & Human Services
200 Independence Avenue Southwest
Washington, DC 20201
 
Dear Secretary Sebelius:
 
My top priorities as governor are to protect the health, safety and welfare of Iowans, promote our
State’s fiscal well-being and ensure our State remains a leader in job creation and income growth. I
write you today to inform you that Iowa will continue on its path to creating an Iowa-based
exchange that is intended to protect the health of Iowans, ensure the integrity of our health
insurance markets and safe-guard our State budget from unnecessary turbulence. I continue to have
concerns that an intrusive Federal exchange would raise costs on individuals and businesses,
making it harder for them to create jobs and raise family incomes in Iowa. In fact, I have even
greater concern that the health benefit exchanges proposed in the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act (PPACA) do nothing to address the quality of care or make our population healthier.
 
However, I cannot provide you with a set of timelines or complete details about the exchange until
our State receives clear, binding rules from your Department. Forcing an exchange decision on
states based on an arbitrary timetable, would be like forcing a consumer to buy a car without
knowing the vehicle’s price tag or fuel economy. If forced to make a decision with incomplete
information, then I have no choice but to default on some level to a Federal exchange. That is not
my preferred path forward. Recently, I recommitted to my long-time pledge to work in a bipartisan
fashion with Iowa legislative leaders and that pledge applies to our Federal partners as well. We
have not abandoned our legal responsibility to create an exchange; however, the path towards
consensus rests with you and Health and Human Services leadership. Our intention is not to default
to a Federal exchange, but the road blocks and impediments in front of us may leave us no choice.
 
As a former governor, I trust you know the challenges states face when trying to navigate the
murky waters of implementing a Federal mandate without clear guidance. In Iowa, formal
rulemaking not only binds both the State and stakeholder to a clear set of expectations, it also
allows for predictable and formal opportunities for stakeholder input that citizens deserve.
 
Iowa, like many states, has worked diligently, and met all deadlines for health benefit exchanges.
We are updating vital systems and technology within our State, officials have met with critical
stakeholders for input on exchanges and we have a solid framework for how an exchange could
operate in Iowa. However, we continue to struggle with too many unanswered questions on topics
critically important to the final development of an exchange that meets the needs of Iowans,
including the cost of building and operating an exchange. Practical considerations will be guiding
all states with the looming deadlines set by PPACA.
 
It is my hope that you will work with my State, and others, to address our questions and give us
the flexibility and information we need to address the real challenges we face when trying to make
decisions with incomplete guidance. Enclosed please find a list of issues and questions on which
we seek specific guidance. Building a state-based exchange at all costs is not an option for any
state. If Iowa must have an exchange, the exchange must provide solutions to the unique health
care problems Iowa faces at an affordable and sustainable cost.
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Sincerely,
 
 
 
Terry E. Branstad
Governor
 

Exchange-Related Questions for US HHS
 

1)      Please provide a complete list of regulations that will have to be reviewed, revised and re-
opened for public comment prior to implementation as a result of the Supreme Court ruling
(e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations, exchange regulations related to interface with
Medicaid). What is the schedule for re-issuing these regulations?

 
2)      When will final rules be issued on essential health benefits, actuarial value and rating

areas?
 

3)      The federal government has already extended deadlines for applying for Level 1 and Level
2 Exchange Establishment funding into 2014. Can we expect extensions of the deadlines
for other areas of implementation given the uncertainty caused by the Supreme Court
ruling and the linkage between Medicaid expansion and exchange eligibility and enrollment
functions? In addition, will the deadlines change for states implementing a partnership
exchange? Will the deadlines be extended for states implementing a federal exchange? Can
you confirm that states will be able to switch from a federal model to a partnership or state
model until 2019 and that funding will be available to enable that transition?

 
4)      When will the details of the federal partnership options be available? These cannot be

considered as an option without details including cost estimates and how state and federal
systems are expected to link. How will the long term funding of the federally-facilitated
healthcare exchanges be sustained?

 
5)      States considering a state-based exchange need to know whether there will be a charge to

use the federal data hub, advance premium tax credit/cost-sharing reduction service, risk
adjustment and transitional reinsurance programs. Will there be a charge? And, if so, how
much will it be?

 
6)      When will states learn the details of the operational systems for a federal exchange? The

procedural, technical, and architectural requirements for linking to the federal exchange
have not been released. It is not feasible to know if a state-based exchange is better for our
citizens until we know what the contents of a federal exchange will be.

 
7)      When will information from the establishment of a federal exchange be available for states

to use if a state opts to build its own exchange? It is costly for each state to have to start
from scratch and still not know how interfaces will work.

 
8)      If states choose to build a state-based exchange, what dollars will the federal government

contribute now and in the future? For the federal exchange states, when will the regulations
regarding the imposition of taxes on a state’s insurers be released?

 
9)      It has been widely reported that Congressional leaders who have to appropriate money will

seek to defund exchanges. Can you explain how the enactment provisions of the law allow
the Executive Branch to continue to fund exchanges without Congressional action to
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appropriate money?
 

10)  What happens to a state that has taken exchange planning and implementation grants if
their exchange is not financially viable after 2015? Can a state refuse to increase taxes on
either its residents or insurers, thus putting the financial underpinning of an exchange at
risk? What penalties does the federal government envision in this case?

 
11)  What happens if a state accepts grant money now to begin to build a state exchange, and

subsequently determines that a federal exchange may be better? Will the federal
government claw back these grant dollars from the states?

 
12)  The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has pointed out a provision in the law that

reduces exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer and fewer people will qualify
for subsidies, and the people who do qualify will get a smaller and smaller subsidy. Does
the Administration support that change, and if so, how would you pay for it? If you do not,
why do you think people should be forced to buy insurance if federal subsidies are
shrinking?

 
13)  Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid program, states

are charged by the PPACA with creating a single, seamless point of entry for all of the
insurance affordability programs affected by the Act--Medicaid, the Children’s Health
Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic Health Plan (where offered), advance tax credits for
individual and Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) exchange enrollees. This
leaves another major question on the table. What about all of the other social service
programs?

 
14)  In order to minimize disruptions to a state’s insurance market, The Office of Personnel

Management (OPM) is required to certify multi-state plans that must be included in every
exchange. When will the rules be released detailing the requirements and timeline for
multi-state plans? How OPM structures these rules can be very disruptive to a state’s
insurance market.

 
15)  Does the federal government intend to maintain high risk pools and how will they be

financed? What actions will they take in a state that has opted not to operate a high risk
pool or an exchange?

 
16)  How do states with a federal exchange ensure that Web Based Entities (WBE) are an

option in their state?
 

17)  Will HHS and the United States Department of the Treasury offset the advance payments
of premium assistance tax credits to issuers for an applicant’s outstanding tax, alimony,
and/or child support debts?

 
18)  Will state-based exchanges have the flexibility to retroactively adjust past due premium

amounts for interim changes in income?
 

19)  How will the Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIO) handle
Qualifed Health Plans (QHP) to Medicare transitions to prevent enrollee confusion and the
potential for unpaid QHP premiums due to the enrollee not terminating the QHP timely?

 
20)  How will CCIIO minimize the adverse impact of its overly-broad employer notice

requirement?
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21)  What is the process/timeline for the approval of a state-specific single streamlined
application (SSA)?

 
22)  Must Iowa have a Medicaid Portal or can it use the federal portal? If the answer is that it

has to use a federal portal, how does it incorporate state-specific programs (SNAP, TANF,
etc.?)

 
23)  What is the role/scope of a verification plan in a state partnership exchange? Does it

require federal approval? How and when should a verification plan be submitted for
federal review?

 
24)  What will the federal government require of all the states in terms of specifications for

account information/record layout/package of data elements?
 

25)  When and how should the implementation review be submitted?
 

26)  What are the HBE reporting requirements (HHS format? ACA 1313A?)
 

27)  Has the Plan Management Forum been rescheduled?
 

28)  Iowa would like to verify that the ACA will only allow “Indian status” for members of
federally recognized tribes.

 
29)  Does this flow account for the possibility that some individuals may not be eligible for the

exchange (because the individual has employer sponsored insurance), but person’s income
could still qualify them to be eligible for Medicaid?

 
30)  With individuals coming into the system through the FFE, what implications are there for

Iowa’s existing online application for SNAP and TANF?
 

31)  As an individual begins the application through the federal portal, what data elements will
the FFE use to identify that the applicant lives in Iowa (attestation, zip code of mailing
address, zip phone of residence, etc.)?

 
32)  At the "Transmit Account to State" point in the diagram, what are the gaps between the

information that the federal hub gives Iowa and the information that Iowa needs to
determine Medicaid MAGI eligibility?

 
33)  What data will be included in the account at the "Transmit Account to State" point? If this

data set has not yet been determined, when will it be determined?
 

34)  Will the single streamlined application ask about health status (pregnancy, etc.)?
 

35)  In the Medicaid Agency swim lane, should CHIP Eligibility be moved before "Assess for
Other IAP Eligibility" step? If so, this may be useful information for CCIIO to share with
other states. 

 
36)  What exactly happens at the "Assess for Other IAP Eligibility" point in the diagram?

 
37)  What is the communication back to consumers if it appears they are not eligible for

anything (insurance affordability in addition to Medicaid and CHIP)?
38)  Can Iowa receive the application electronically (and thus meet the regulation that requires

states to do so) through the FFE (instead of having a separate state-supported Medicaid
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portal)? Would using the FFE that meets the intent of the law which says that the states’
Medicaid must have the capability to accept Medicaid applications electronically?

 
39)  Will the paper application have to reflect the data elements in the single streamlined

application and then have a number of supplemental data elements that are required by
Iowa, or can the state continue using the current Iowa paper joint application?

 
40)  Iowa would like to verify that the entry point for the select group of people who are

categorically eligible for Medicaid (babies born to Medicaid mothers, SSI, etc.) will remain
subject to current business rules.

 
41)  How will the business rules for Medicaid presumptive eligibility change?

 
42)  From an education and outreach perspective, how will hospital staff get trained on the

presumptive eligibility process?
 

43)  The Blueprint roadmap lists “Navigator” under 2.6, but does not indicate it is something
that could be in a state partnership model (the partnership columns are not checked). In the
same roadmap, 13.3 mentions Consumer assistance and indicates it can be part of a
partnership model.  The draft “Design Review Modules – State Partnership Exchanges”
under consumer assistance partnership shows Navigator as part of the module.  It seems
like there is a conflict that may need to be clarified.

 
44)  Provide an overview of the federal Navigator program – are these actual people who will

be stationed in the SPE/FFE states?  Will Iowa have Navigators physically in our state?
 

45)  Describe the role/responsibility for the federal Navigators (who are the Navigators and
what will their responsibilities be).

 
46)  How will the federal Navigators integrate with state specific in-person consumer assistors?

 
47)  What is CMS’s/CCIIO’s vision/description of what the state must do to fulfill their

obligations regarding in-person assistance?
 

48)  In the blueprint section 4.0 (Plan Management), there are sub-sections identified as 4.5 and
4.6. However, in the guidance on what states need to prepare for in the design review for
SPE, these two sub-sections are not listed. Can you clarify what the state’s responsibilities
are for these two sub-sections?

 
49)  Is there a CMS’s/CCIIO’s plan for integration between the HBE implementation and

the BIP implementation?
 

50)  Describe the role federal call centers play with regard to helping a caller obtain Medicaid
(will the caller be switched to the Iowa Medicaid call center based on the area code of their
call?) Describe the federal plan for education and outreach? Will marketing materials be
tailored to the state? Will the state have input to the marketing materials?

 
 
 

# # #
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From: Stateline Daily
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: GOP Govs. Still Torn about State-Run Health Insurance Exchanges
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 8:29:01 AM

Trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

Stateline Daily Edition

    
 November 16, 2012 Forward | Subscribe  

Republican Governors Still Torn about State-Run Health Insurance
Exchanges 
By Christine Vestal and Michael Ollove, Stateline Staff Writer

Only a few new states have opted to build and operate their own insurance
exchanges. More are taking a wait and see approach.
Full Story

Budget Cuts, Revenue Swings Await States In ‘Fiscal Cliff’ Drama 
By Jake Grovum, Stateline Staff Writer

State budgets and economies would be hit particularly hard by the automatic
tax increases and spending cuts caused by the looming “fiscal cliff,” if it’s not
averted, according to a new report by the Pew Center on the States’ Fiscal
Federalism Initiative, which explored how the fiscal cliff would affect states in a
number of ways.
Full Story

Courts Embrace Technology, Advocacy To Stay Afloat 
By Maggie Clark, Stateline Staff Writer

Investing in technology has helped state courts to better weather the recession,
according to a group of state chief justices, court administrators and legislators
who met in Washington, D.C. on Thursday. 
Full Story

US: GOP resists calls To retool message
Two weeks after their presidential election defeat, Republican Party leaders are
falling into roughly two camps as they struggle to explain what happened and
devise ways to broaden the party's base. Some top GOP officials worry their
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message is wrong for a rapidly diversifying population, and that fundamental
shifts in policy may be required. But the more dominant voice, and the one
gaining currency within the center of the party, says such drama isn't
necessary.
Full Story wsj.com

AL: Ala., Fla., Miss., Texas to share $1.2B from BP's Gulf Coast spill
fine
Two-and-a-half years after the nation’s worst environmental catastrophe killed
their sea life, stained their shores and slammed their economies, Gulf Coast
communities soon will start receiving billions in fine money levied against BP
for the massive 2010 oil spill.
Full Story montgomeryadvertiser.com

NJ: Cory Booker: Hurricane Sandy pushed back decision to run for
governor
Newark Mayor Cory Booker said Thursday night his decision on whether to run
for governor has been pushed back by Hurricane Sandy but vowed not to keep
Democrats waiting too much longer. 
Full Story nj.com

CO: Colorado and Washington now looking at DUI laws for stoned
driving
It's settled. Pot, at least certain amounts of it, will soon be legal under state
laws in Washington and Colorado. Now, officials in both states are trying to
figure out how to keep stoned drivers off the road.
Full Story dailycamera.com

MI: Michigan's affirmative action ban on university admissions is
struck down by federal appeals court
The state's constitutional amendment - Proposal 2 - is unconstitutional because
it "reorders the political process in Michigan to place special burdens on
minority interests," the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in an 8-7 vote.
Full Story mlive.com

US: Administration expected to release soon many new rules for
health law
With the national health law’s political future now entrenched, a deluge of new
rules is expected in the coming days and weeks as the Obama administration
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fleshes out the law’s complex components.
Full Story kaiserhealthnews.org

US: GOP governors back away from Romney remarks
A telling sign of their determination to change course was their swift
denunciation of the latest tone-deaf comments by Mitt Romney, who little more
than a week ago they were all trying to help elect president.
Full Story washingtonpost.com

US: Some Republican governors soften on taxes
Some Republican governors are softening on the party’s hard-line toward tax
increases for the wealthy, suggesting that GOP congressmen at least be open to
rate hikes in exchange for a comprehensive fiscal agreement on taxes and
entitlements. 
Full Story politico.com

NM: GOP wants ballots impounded in two New Mexico counties
Republicans have moved to impound ballots in two New Mexico counties where
the party continues to hold out hope of winning tight races for seats in the
Legislature.
Full Story santafenewmexican.com

NJ: Justices weigh future of affordable housing
In a hearing that lasted more than five hours before the New Jersey Supreme
Court on Wednesday, an argument over the future of affordable housing hinged
on whether the state could implement a new approach that relies on
development when calculating how much affordable housing a town is required
to have.
Full Story northjersey.com
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: FW: Brownback Administration will not support Obamacare exchange
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 6:26:59 PM
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From: media@ks.gov [mailto:media@ks.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2012 04:05 PM
To: Dugan, Mark [GO] 
Subject: Brownback Administration will not support Obamacare exchange 
 

 
 
 
IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 8, 2012

 

For more information:

Sherriene Jones-Sontag

785.368.7138 

media@ks.gov

 
 

Brownback Administration will not support Obamacare exchange
 

Topeka – Kansas Governor Sam Brownback issued the following statement today after notifying Kansas

Insurance Commissioner Sandy Praeger that he would not support her grant application to partner with the

federal government to create a state-federal partnership insurance exchange in Kansas.

 

“Kansans feel Obamacare is an overreach by Washington and have rejected the state’s participation in this

federal program.  My administration will not partner with the federal government to create a state-federal

partnership insurance exchange because we will not benefit from it and implementing it could costs Kansas

taxpayers millions of dollars.

 

“Any other elected official who supports implementation of a federal-state partnership exchange should pursue

legislation in the 2013 legislative session where lawmakers can debate and vote on the proposal.” 

 

###
 

Click below to connect on the Governor’s Social Networks:

 
 
---
You are currently subscribed to gov-stwide as:
To unsubscribe click here: https://list.da.ks.gov/u?id=510066.a20224e258bd837199aa7a85d231246b&n=T&l=gov-
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IMMEDIATE RELEASE 


November 8, 2012 


For more information: 


Sherriene Jones-Sontag 


785.368.7138  


media@ks.gov 


 


Brownback Administration will not support Obamacare exchange 


Topeka – Kansas Governor Sam Brownback issued the following statement today after notifying 


Kansas Insurance Commissioner Sandy Praeger that he would not support her grant application to 


partner with the federal government to create a state-federal partnership insurance exchange in 


Kansas.  


“Kansans feel Obamacare is an overreach by Washington and have rejected the state’s participation 


in this federal program.  My administration will not partner with the federal government to create a 


state-federal partnership insurance exchange because we will not benefit from it and implementing it 


could costs Kansas taxpayers millions of dollars. 


“Any other elected official who supports implementation of a federal-state partnership exchange 


should pursue legislation in the 2013 legislative session where lawmakers can debate and vote on 


the proposal.”  


 


### 
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: FW: Gov. Perry: Texas Will Not Implement State Insurance Exchange Under Obamacare
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 6:13:24 PM

FYI—TX
 
From: Governor Rick Perry Press Office 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 4:07 PM
Subject: Gov. Perry: Texas Will Not Implement State Insurance Exchange Under Obamacare
 

 

OFFICE OF  THE GOVERNOR

RICK PERRY

 

 

For Immediate Distribution                                                          Governor’s Press Office:
512-463-1826

Nov. 15, 2012                                                                  Catherine Frazier:
catherine.frazier@gov.texas.gov

Press Release                                                                                 Lucy Nashed:
lucy.nashed@gov.texas.gov

                                                                                                        Josh Havens:
josh.havens@gov.texas.gov

 
Gov. Perry: Texas Will Not Implement State Insurance Exchange Under Obamacare

 
AUSTIN – Gov. Rick Perry today, in a follow-up letter to U.S. Health and Human Services
Secretary Kathleen Sebelius, reiterated Texas’ decision not to implement a state insurance
exchange as part of Obamacare. The deadline to inform the federal government of a state’s
intention regarding a state exchange is November 16.
 
“As long as the federal government has the ability to force unknown mandates and costs upon
our citizens, while retaining the sole power in approving what an exchange looks like, the
notion of a state exchange is merely an illusion,” Gov. Perry’s letter said. “It would not be
fiscally responsible to put hard-working Texans on the financial hook for an unknown
amount of money to operate a system under rules that have not even been written.”
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Any state exchange must be approved by the Obama Administration and operate under
specific federally mandated rules, many of which have yet to be disclosed. Gov. Perry
previously made clear Texas’ intention not to implement a state exchange or expand
Medicaid under Obamacare in a letter to Secretary Sebelius in July.
 
To view the governor's letter to Secretary Sebelius, please visit
http://governor.state.tx.us/files/press-office/O-SebeliusKathleen201211150621.pdf.
 
To view the governor’s July letter to Secretary Sebelius, please visit
http://governor.state.tx.us/files/press-office/O-SebeliusKathleen201207090024.pdf. 

 
# # #

 

Connect with us: Follow us on Twitter at @TexGov • Find us on Facebook at TexasGovernor

 
Please DO NOT REPLY to this message. It comes from an un-monitored mailbox. If you
have any questions regarding this announcement, please contact the Governor’s Press Office
at (512) 463-1826.
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Subject: FW: FW: Gov. Perry: Texas Will Not Implement State Insurance Exchange Under Obamacare
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 5:58:49 PM

                TX….
 

From: Brandy Marty [mailto:brandymarty03@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 5:31 PM
To: Marie Sanderson
Subject: Fwd: FW: Gov. Perry: Texas Will Not Implement State Insurance Exchange Under Obamacare
 
 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Brandy Marty <brandy.marty@governor.state.tx.us>
Date: Thu, Nov 15, 2012 at 5:30 PM
Subject: FW: Gov. Perry: Texas Will Not Implement State Insurance Exchange Under
Obamacare
To: "brandymarty03@

 
 

From: Governor Rick Perry Press Office 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 4:07 PM
Subject: Gov. Perry: Texas Will Not Implement State Insurance Exchange Under Obamacare
 

 

OFFICE OF  THE GOVERNOR

RICK PERRY

 

 

For Immediate Distribution                                                          Governor’s Press Office:
512-463-1826

Nov. 15, 2012                                                                  Catherine Frazier:
catherine.frazier@gov.texas.gov
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Press Release                                                                                 Lucy Nashed:
lucy.nashed@gov.texas.gov

                                                                                                        Josh Havens:
josh.havens@gov.texas.gov

 
Gov. Perry: Texas Will Not Implement State Insurance Exchange Under Obamacare

 
AUSTIN – Gov. Rick Perry today, in a follow-up letter to U.S. Health and Human Services
Secretary Kathleen Sebelius, reiterated Texas’ decision not to implement a state insurance
exchange as part of Obamacare. The deadline to inform the federal government of a state’s
intention regarding a state exchange is November 16.
 
“As long as the federal government has the ability to force unknown mandates and costs upon
our citizens, while retaining the sole power in approving what an exchange looks like, the
notion of a state exchange is merely an illusion,” Gov. Perry’s letter said. “It would not be
fiscally responsible to put hard-working Texans on the financial hook for an unknown
amount of money to operate a system under rules that have not even been written.”
 
Any state exchange must be approved by the Obama Administration and operate under
specific federally mandated rules, many of which have yet to be disclosed. Gov. Perry
previously made clear Texas’ intention not to implement a state exchange or expand
Medicaid under Obamacare in a letter to Secretary Sebelius in July.
 
To view the governor's letter to Secretary Sebelius, please visit
http://governor.state.tx.us/files/press-office/O-SebeliusKathleen201211150621.pdf.
 
To view the governor’s July letter to Secretary Sebelius, please visit
http://governor.state.tx.us/files/press-office/O-SebeliusKathleen201207090024.pdf. 

 
# # #

 

Connect with us: Follow us on Twitter at @TexGov • Find us on Facebook at TexasGovernor

 
Please DO NOT REPLY to this message. It comes from an un-monitored mailbox. If you
have any questions regarding this announcement, please contact the Governor’s Press Office
at (512) 463-1826.
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From: Cody Inman
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; "maryfallin "; Mary Fallin
Cc: Sean Rose; Kandi Batts; Marcia Crawford
Subject: Affordable Care Act -- Constituent Update
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 5:43:08 PM

 

Constituent Letters and or Calls on Affordable Care Act
11/8 -- 11/15

In Favor Opposed

Letters/ Emails: Specifically citing Affordable Care Act/ObamaCare 9 25
Letters/ Emails: Specifically citing Health Insurance Exchange/Medicaid Expansion 25 42
Calls:  Referenced Obamacare & Insurance Exchange 84
Calls: Specifically asks the governor to expand Medicaid 9
11/8-11/14 Totals 43 91

Letters/ Emails: Specifically citing Affordable Care Act/ ObamaCare 5 145
Letters/ Emails: Specifically citing Health Insurance Exchange/ Medicaid Expansion 105 109
Calls: Referenced Obamacare/Insurance Exchange/Medicaid Expansion 650 1168
Thursday Totals 760 1422

Overall Total 803 1513

 
 
 
Let me add, today is the most calls we have ever received in one day. Every line was lit up starting at 8:30. New record.
 
I’m a numbers guy, so here is the breakdown: 1818 total calls. 227 per hour. 4 calls per minute. Round of applause for Marcia
and Kandi, they never lost their smile J!
 
 
 
______________________________________
Cody Inman
Senior Public Affairs Officer
Office of the Governor | State of Oklahoma
Honorable Mary Fallin
cody.inman@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 521-2342
 
Gov. Fallin on Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen Oklahoma's business climate by
completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: FW: Letter from Secretary Sebelius to Governors McDonnell and Jindal
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 5:29:10 PM
Attachments: HHS Letter to RGA 11 15 12 .pdf.pdf

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Mason, James (HHS/IEA) [mailto:james.mason@hhs.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 5:14 PM
To: HHS IEA (OS/IEA)
Cc: Dioguardi, Paul (HHS/IEA); Barson, Emily (HHS/IEA); Snow, Jennifer (HHS/IEA); Moushey, Allyn
(HHS/IEA)
Subject: Letter from Secretary Sebelius to Governors McDonnell and Jindal
 
Dear Colleague:
 
Today, Health and Human Services Secretary Sebelius responded to a letter from Governor
McDonnell and Governor Jindal to the President regarding timelines for electing a State-based
Exchange.  A copy of the Secretary’s letter is attached.
 
Paul Dioguardi

Director of Intergovernmental and External Affairs

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
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From: Nate Webb
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Fwd: Obamacare in Oklahoma
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 5:23:07 PM

FYI

Nate Webb

Partner 

Capitol Gains, LLC

(405) 763-5255 - Office

 - Mobile

nate@cgok.com

Begin forwarded message:

From: Robert Semands <robert.semands@chaparralenergy.com>

Subject: Obamacare in Oklahoma
Date: November 15, 2012 4:07:25 PM CST

To: Stuart Jolly <SJolly@afphq.org>, Robert Hefner 

<Robert.Hefner@clr.com>, "AJ Ferate" <AJ.Ferate@dvn.com>, "Alberts 

Joel (jalberts@hhuffmanco.com)" <jalberts@hhuffmanco.com>, "Berglan 

Zach (berglazt@lpd21.navy.mil)" <berglazt@lpd21.navy.mil>, Bob Cram 

<bcram@wlccs.com>, Bradley McWilliams <bradley@mmoilfield.com>, 

Brandon Dutcher <brandon@ocpathink.org>, Bruce Karr 

<bkarr@FairfieldNodal.com>, Cameron Thompson 

<Cameron.Thompson@clr.com>, Carol Hefner < >, 

Chad Khoury <chad.khoury@colliers.com>, Charles Suiter 

<csuiter@kirkpatrickoil.com>, Charlie Meadows 

>, Dan Flick <dan.flick@ifgroup.us.com>, 

"Daniel Karim" < >, Debbie McCown 

<mccown@dawson3d.com>, "Dennis Hedke" <dhedke@hs-geo.com>, 

Dick Howell <dick.howell@weatherford.com>, "Doke Douglas" 

< >, Ella McDonald 

<ella.mcdonald@mcdls.com>, Fred Minter < >, Garrett 

Reasnor <garrett.reasnor@chaparralenergy.com>, Gary Pierce 

<tnlallc@swbell.net>, Hough David <dahough@hotcoservices.com>, "J. 

L. Patton, Jr. [pattonjr@charter.net]" <pattonjr@charter.net>, James 

Coury >, Jay Gully <jgully@geotrace.com>, Jeff Flick 

<jeff.flick@ifgroup.us.com>, Jim Bucci <Jim.Bucci@clr.com>, Jim 

Hickman <jhickman@berexco.com>, "John R. Dewey" 

<johnd@pantherenergy.us>, Kerry Cox < >, Kyle 

Harper < >, Larry Stafford 

<lstafford@convergingpoint.com>, Larry Thomas 

< >, "Lisa Munz" < >, 
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"Lynda Townsend (  

Nate Webb <nate@cgok.com>, "Patrick B. McGuigan" 

<patrick@capitolbeatok.com>, Pete Wilson <Pete@berexco.com>, 

"Powell, Bob" <Bob.Powell@dvn.com>, Randy Koudele 

<RKoudele@berexco.com>, Randy Robinson < >, 

"Representative Randy Grau (randy.grau@okhouse.gov)" 

<randy.grau@okhouse.gov>, Representative Randy McDaniel 

<randy.mcdaniel@okhouse.gov>, Rick Briscoe <rdbriscoe@vcn.com>, 

Robert Potts <rmp@lenorman.net>, Senator Greg Treat 

<treatg@oksenate.gov>, Todd Dutton 

<todd.dutton@longfellowenergy.com>

Amen brother! So why is that not happening? Or better yet, why are all Republican 
legislators and the governor not supporting Rep. Mike Ritze’s legislation to “nullify” 
Obamacare because it is totally un-Constitutional on its face?
 
Robert Semands
 

From: Stuart Jolly [mailto:SJolly@afphq.org] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:09 PM
To: Robert Hefner; AJ Ferate; Alberts Joel (jalberts@hhuffmanco.com); Berglan Zach 
(berglazt@lpd21.navy.mil); Bob Cram; Bradley McWilliams; Brandon Dutcher; Bruce Karr; 
Cameron Thompson; Carol Hefner; Chad Khoury; Charles Suiter; Charlie Meadows; Dan 
Flick; Daniel Karim; Debbie McCown; Dennis Hedke; Dick Howell; Doke Douglas; Ella 
McDonald; Fred Minter; Garrett Reasnor; Gary Pierce; Hough David; J. L. Patton, Jr. 
[pattonjr@charter.net]; James Coury; Jay Gully; Jeff Flick; Jim Bucci; Jim Hickman; John 
R. Dewey; Kerry Cox; Kyle Harper; Larry Stafford; Larry Thomas; Lisa Munz; Lynda 
Townsend (elanenergy@gmail.com); Nate Webb; Patrick B. McGuigan; Pete Wilson; 
Powell, Bob; Randy Koudele; Randy Robinson; Representative Randy Grau 
(randy.grau@okhouse.gov); Representative Randy McDaniel; Rick Briscoe; Robert Potts; 
Robert Semands; Senator Greg Treat; Todd Dutton
Subject: RE: Obamacare in Oklahoma
 
On a fundamental policy as bad as this, why are we taking a poll?  Should we 
also set up another committee or Blue Ribbon Panel to discuss the pros and cons 
on what this will mean to the future of our healthcare?  No.
 
We just need to ask our beloved Governor to do the right thing for the people of 
Oklahoma.
 
Stuart
 
Stuart A. Jolly
AFP Oklahoma State Director
LTC, US Army (Ret)

1050 E. 2nd St #106, Edmond, OK 73034
405.514.0514
www.AmericansForProsperity.org
 
 
From: Robert Hefner [mailto:Robert.Hefner@clr.com] 
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Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:31 PM
To: AJ Ferate; Alberts Joel (jalberts@hhuffmanco.com); Berglan Zach 
(berglazt@lpd21.navy.mil); Bob Cram; Bradley McWilliams; Brandon Dutcher; Bruce Karr; 
Cameron Thompson; Carol Hefner; Chad Khoury; Charles Suiter; Charlie Meadows; Dan 
Flick; Daniel Karim; Debbie McCown; Dennis Hedke; Dick Howell; Doke Douglas; Ella 
McDonald; Fred Minter; Garrett Reasnor (garrett.reasnor@chaparralenergy.com); Gary 
Pierce; Hough David; J. L. Patton, Jr. [pattonjr@charter.net]; James Coury; Jay Gully; Jeff 
Flick; Jim Bucci; Jim Hickman; John R. Dewey; Kerry Cox; Kyle Harper; Larry Stafford; 
Larry Thomas; Lisa Munz; Lynda Townsend ( ; Nate Webb; Patrick 
B. McGuigan; Pete Wilson; Powell, Bob; Randy Koudele; Randy Robinson; Representative 
Randy Grau (randy.grau@okhouse.gov); Representative Randy McDaniel; Rick Briscoe; 
Robert Potts; Robert W. Semands; Senator Greg Treat; Stuart Jolly; Todd Dutton
Subject: FW: Obamacare in Oklahoma
 

 

NOTICE:  This message contains confidential information and is intended for the individual named. 
If you are not the named addressee, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. 
Please notify the sender immediately by reply e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake 
and delete this e-mail from your system. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or 
error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or 
incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for any errors or 
omissions in the contents of this message which arise as a result of e-mail transmission.

 
From: Robert Semands [mailto:robert.semands@chaparralenergy.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 10:10 AM
Subject: Obamacare in Oklahoma
 
Gov. Mary Fallin’s office is taking comments regarding the setting up of Obamacare 
health care exchanges in Oklahoma. When you call they will ask you if you are for or 
against setting up this next step of Obamacare. It just takes a couple of minutes. A 
majority of Oklahomans including myself are extremely opposed to setting up these 
Obamacare exchanges in Oklahoma.
 
Gov. Mary Fallin
405-521-2342 0ffice
405-521-3353 Fax
www.ok.gov/governor
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Robert Semands
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Denise Northrup; Kent, Martin (GOV)
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: US Chamber Exchange Position
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 4:33:39 PM

Who was asking this question yesterday?
Here is the Chamber position…still waiting to hear from NFIB. I suspect it is similar:
 
The Chamber supports state-based exchanges and when asked, we have encouraged states to move
forward to set up exchanges on their own.
 
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson; Denise Northrup
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: exchange doc
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:07:11 PM

Further, she could say it concerns her that Utah has a fully functioning exchange—a state with one
of the lowest costs of care and highest quality. Governor Herbert is very concerned that his
exchange won’t qualify under PPACA. That gives Governor Fallin a lot of heartburn to move forward
with an OK state based exchange.
 
Ok.  done.
 

From: Marie Sanderson 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:05 PM
To: 'Denise Northrup'
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: exchange doc
 
A few thoughts from my end….
 
It isn’t that states need just a delay on the exchange decision.  We need flexibility and room to do
exchanges our way.   What regulations we have seen from HHS had several references to “ will be
issued later/to be determined”.  States need specific answers to our many questions—it is hard to
just “trust HHS” and Governor Fallin would say that if it were a Republican Administration.
 Governors really do want to work with HHS but wish that now that the election is behind us, we can
face where PPACA is flawed and fix those challenges.  PPACA must be changed.  Just simply giving
governors more time to consider what HHS has already provided us as it relates to exchanges is just
not what we need. We’ll still be having the same questions  and conversations a month from now if
we don’t get more answers….
 
Sorry- that was a rant.  
 

From: Denise Northrup [mailto:Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:00 PM
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: exchange doc
 
Gov will talk to Sebelius this afternoon...thoughts on a specific asker talking points?

On Nov 15, 2012, at 12:47 PM, "Marie Sanderson" <  wrote:

Here is my internal document…..this is what I know.  Denise, you might have some
additional intelligence simply from being around people. 
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Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
 

<2012 11 15 Fallin Exchange report.docx>
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Denise Northrup
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: exchange doc
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:05:07 PM

A few thoughts from my end….
 
It isn’t that states need just a delay on the exchange decision.  We need flexibility and room to do
exchanges our way.   What regulations we have seen from HHS had several references to “ will be
issued later/to be determined”.  States need specific answers to our many questions—it is hard to
just “trust HHS” and Governor Fallin would say that if it were a Republican Administration.
 Governors really do want to work with HHS but wish that now that the election is behind us, we can
face where PPACA is flawed and fix those challenges.  PPACA must be changed.  Just simply giving
governors more time to consider what HHS has already provided us as it relates to exchanges is just
not what we need. We’ll still be having the same questions  and conversations a month from now if
we don’t get more answers….
 
Sorry- that was a rant.  
 

From: Denise Northrup [mailto:Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:00 PM
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: exchange doc
 
Gov will talk to Sebelius this afternoon...thoughts on a specific asker talking points?

On Nov 15, 2012, at 12:47 PM, "Marie Sanderson" <  wrote:

Here is my internal document…..this is what I know.  Denise, you might have some
additional intelligence simply from being around people. 
 
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
 

<2012 11 15 Fallin Exchange report.docx>
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: More Exchanges: AL, MS, IN
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:40:17 PM
Attachments: image001.png

More on Exchanges:
 
AL:  http://www.waff.com/story/20085554/alabama-will-not-establish-a-health-insurance-exchange
 
MS:  http://www.therepublic.com/view/story/dd0247aa1f064917a0f319208b2f4ab9/MS--
Mississippi-Insurance-Exchange3rd-Ld
 
IN: See below
 

PENCE SAYS INDIANA SHOULD NOT ESTABLISH STATE-
BASED HEALTH INSURANCE EXCHANGE 

Gov.-Elect Also Reiterates Opposition to Partnership Exchange; Will Notify Federal Authorities,
"Absent New Information," by February 2013 Deadline 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                                      Contact: Christy Denault
November 15, 2012                                                         cdenault@mikepence.com
                                                                                          (317) 775-1170   
 
Carmel, IN - Gov.-elect Mike Pence today reiterated his recommendation that
Indiana should not develop a state-based health insurance exchange as part of the
implementation of the Affordable Care Act.
 
In a letter to Gov. Mitch Daniels, Pence noted that he has reviewed his position in light
of the recent election and his recommendation remains the same.
 
"I do not believe the State of Indiana should establish a state-based health insurance
exchange because doing so will cost taxpayers millions of dollars and it is not clear that
Hoosiers would benefit from incurring the cost of implementing this new federal
healthcare bureaucracy," Pence said in his letter.       
 
He added, "Without knowing more details on the cost and nature of state-based
exchanges, it is possible that our state could be placed in the untenable position of
serving as the administrator of a new federal healthcare bureaucracy over which we
have little control."
 
Pence pointed to the uncertainty regarding cost and regulation of state-based
exchanges, as well as the certainty of higher taxes and higher premiums for Hoosiers
in his recommendation.   
 
Pence also noted he remains opposed to a partnership exchange with the federal
government and, "absent new information," will make that known to the proper federal
authorities by the deadline of February 16, 2013.     
 
"Hoosiers may be assured that we will continue to evaluate the best course of action
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for the people of our state and will make every effort to continue to develop locally-
based, innovative solutions to make insurance more affordable and increase access to
care for all Hoosiers," said Pence. 
 
States must tell the federal government whether or not they intend to establish a state-
based exchange by Friday.
 
Gov.-elect Pence's letter can be read in full here. 
 

###

Forward this email

This email was sent to chrisatkins@mikepence.com by mpence@mikepence.com |  
Update Profile/Email Address | Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe™ | Privacy Policy.
Mike Pence for Indiana | 1435 Chase Court | Carmel | IN | 46032
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Denise Northrup
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Exchanges: SC, NE, NM, LA
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:39:24 PM

Yes- I’ll send my internal document to you guys.  Give me just a second…about to send another
update email
 

From: Denise Northrup [mailto:Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:38 PM
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: Exchanges: SC, NE, NM, LA
 
Good idea...if you share with Katie she can tell me over the phone...
 
Even just the ones who have actually announced, we don't have to have the unannounced ones...

On Nov 15, 2012, at 12:36 PM, "Marie Sanderson" <  wrote:

I have it but purposefully have not sent it around because I don’t want some lobbyist to
get it. If I send it to you, will you hold it really close?
 

From: Denise Northrup [mailto:Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:36 PM
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: Exchanges: SC, NE, NM, LA
 

Do we have a list of which states have announced and what the decision was? Would
be helpful for my gov I know...

On Nov 15, 2012, at 12:24 PM, "Marie Sanderson"  wrote:

Chiefs, Action Officers, and Healthcare Advisors:
 
In an effort to share information with you about healthcare exchange
moving parts, please find four releases from governors on their
healthcare exchange decision: SC, NE, NM and LA. If your governor has
made a decision  and you would like that information shared, please let
me know. We are doing our best to follow moving parts.
Thanks,
Marie
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SC: See letter attached
 
NE: See remarks attached
 
NM:  http://www.businessweek.com/ap/2012-11-15/new-mexico-
moves-ahead-with-health-exchange
 
LA: See link and letter below.
http://www.dhh.louisiana.gov/index.cfm/newsroom/detail/2694
 
 

Louisiana: 

The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius
Secretary
Department of Health and Human Services
200 Independence Ave, SW
Washington, DC 20201

November 16, 2012

Dear Secretary Sebelius:

As you know, on March 23, 2011, the State of Louisiana
announced that it would not assume the risk of building a
health insurance Exchange as outlined by the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). Given the fact
that deadlines established in the guidance issued in the August
13, 2012 request of the United States Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS) are not legally binding, the State
of Louisiana will not be submitting a Declaration Letter;
however, this letter serves as the state of Louisiana's position
regarding critical components of the PPACA.

Since the PPACA was signed into law, the State of Louisiana
has repeatedly stated that the law has severe legal problems,
is bad policy, and is unworkable. Those beliefs remain
unchanged. With the Supreme Court's decision in National
Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius, the Court
agreed with the State of Louisiana that at least one of the over
450 provisions of the PPACA is unconstitutional and the
provision requiring all individuals to have insurance coverage
can only be upheld as a tax. Even after the Supreme Court's
decision, there remain many questions about the legality of the
PPACA involving issues fundamental to all Americans,
including religious freedom and unjust taxation.

While the Supreme Court ruled on the Constitutionality of
some parts of the PPACA, it was not an endorsement of its
policy merits. In fact, Chief Justice Roberts underscored this
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fact when he wrote, "Members of this Court are vested with the
authority to interpret the law; we possess neither the expertise
nor the prerogative to make policy judgments." The PPACA
remains a flawed piece of legislation that fails to fix the
fundamental existing problems in the United States health care
system, particularly the unsustainable rising costs faced by
American families and small businesses. Instead, we are faced
with a more tightly controlled federal-run health insurance
market that will increase costs, undermine the private health
care marketplace, and weaken private sector job creation.

The Supreme Court's decision also fails to resolve the fact that
the PPACA is simply an unworkable piece of legislation. With
incomplete regulations and unrealistic deadlines, States and
the Federal government will struggle to have a health
insurance Exchange ready for open enrollment on October 1,
2013 that is not beset with major complications for the
insurance market and the respective residents of the States.
The full extent of damage the PPACA causes to small
businesses, the nation's economy, and the American health
care system will only be revealed with time. The State of
Louisiana has no interest in being a party to this failure by
implementing a state based exchange.

The PPACA's Legality
Louisiana was one of 26 States that filed suit against the
federal government concerning the legality of the PPACA,
specifically focusing on two parts: § 1501 (the individual
mandate) and Title II (the mandatory expansion of the
Medicaid eligible population to 133 percent of the federal
poverty level). In June of this year, the Supreme Court agreed
that the mandatory Medicaid expansion was unconstitutional.
They also ruled that the individual mandate was
unconstitutional under Congress's Commerce power, but
upheld this provision as an example of Congress's taxing
power, admitting that the purported penalty is actually a tax.

While the Supreme Court effectively rewrote the PPACA to
uphold the individual mandate, they did not rule on the legality
of the remainder of the law. In fact, the Supreme Court is
aware that future challenges are likely to occur by its recent
actions. With continuing questions about the PPACA's legality,
we believe it is prudent to wait until these challenges are
completely resolved. Provisions that the Court did not rule on
that are still being challenged include:

The Employer Mandate
• The PPACA requires that all employers with fifty or more full-
time employees provide adequate health care coverage to
their employees. (§ 1513, §1514, and §10106). If they do not,
these employers could face a tax of $2,000 or $3,000.
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Federally-Facilitated Exchange Subsidy
• In the PPACA, State-based health Exchanges are authorized
to provide premium assistance subsidies to individuals from
100% to 400% of the Federal Poverty Level. However, the
PPACA does not expressly authorize Federally-facilitated
Exchanges to do the same. Subsequent regulations from the
Internal Revenue Service have interpreted the law so that all
Exchanges are able to provide premium assistance. The
legality of these regulations is currently being challenged.

Preventative Care Mandate
• Section 2713 of the PPACA allows for the Secretary to define
preventive care services to be provided cost-free by all non-
grandfathered insurance plans. In August 2011, the Secretary
released a regulation that included contraceptive and some
abortifacient services as preventative care. The regulation has
been challenged by numerous groups and individuals (in over
35 lawsuits) who have religious objections to paying for health
insurance that includes coverage for contraception and some
abortifacient services.

Maintenance of Effort
• The Supreme Court's decision invalidated the provision of the
PPACA which coerced States to expand their Medicaid
program by threatening existing Medicaid funding. Questions
remain whether this applies to the maintenance of effort (MOE)
requirement, requiring States to maintain their existing
Medicaid eligibility until 2014.

Origination Clause
• The Supreme Court decision made it clear that the individual
mandate is a tax, not a penalty as claimed by the
administration. The PPACA originated in the Senate. The
Constitution (Article I, Section 7, Clause 1) is clear that all
taxes are to originate in the House, and thus the individual
mandate has been contested as an unconstitutional tax.

Independent Payment Advisory Board (IPAB)
• Sections 3403 and 10320 of the PPACA created this 15-
member federal board that is granted the authority to make
payment changes for the Medicare program without approval
from Congress. There are also no administrative or judicial
reviews of these decisions.

Legality of Rulemaking/Guidance
• With many of the provisions of the PPACA, formal rules and
regulations have been delayed or even non-existent. There are
serious questions about the legality of this procedure in light of
the Administrative Procedures Act.

Bad Policy
While HHS has repeatedly said that the States serve as
incubators of innovation, the PPACA robs States of this ability
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by limiting their opportunities to enact meaningful state-led
health care reform. For example, the concept for an Exchange
originated as a free market idea meant to lower the cost of
health insurance for those who decide to purchase such
insurance. In theory, an increased pool for those deciding to
purchase health insurance is a good idea. It provides
individuals the ability to select the insurance coverage that they
want at a lower cost. If this were truly the framework for the
Exchange model outlined in PPACA, the State of Louisiana
would be glad to evaluate it as an option, adopting it to our
State's needs. However, the PPACA Exchange is only
masquerading as free market idea, and instead creates a
vehicle for the Federal government to tightly control the
coverage options available to consumers, raising costs and
limiting choice. Many employers will drop the health insurance
coverage they currently provide to employees, leaving
individual health care needs to the federal government.
Specifically, the consequences of the PPACA Exchange and
associated insurance changes include:

Lack of Consumer Choice
• When the PPACA was proposed, the President promised that
if individuals liked their current health care insurance, they
could keep it. However, the PPACA model will actually force
individuals into the broken, government-run Medicaid system
and into heavily-regulated, government-run health care plans
(deemed "minimal essential coverage" by the Federal
government).

Individuals should have the right to select what health care
plan is best for them, and not be limited to a one-size-fits-all
product that a political process deems is "essential". By
mandating that certain benefits be provided in all insurance
plans, the price of premiums will increase, leaving individuals
unable to continue the coverage they like and a price they can
afford

Increased Taxes
• The PPACA requires that all Exchanges be financially self-
sufficient by 2015. This will require the Exchange to generate
revenue, either by instituting user fees in the Exchange market
or in the entire insurance market- essentially a tax on all
insurance plans purchased. This will only further drive up the
costs of premiums in the Exchange market for consumers and
for individuals who will have to pay the premium assistance
through their taxes.

• The PPACA also includes a tax on insurance premiums
which are proposed to be paid for by "the industry." It is
troubling that these same taxes will affect managed care
organizations, proven mechanisms for more effectively
controlling cost for Medicaid and Medicare, especially needed
for States with limited financial resources.
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Impact on Employers and Employees
• The employer mandate, a tax on employers with fifty or more
employees who decide not to provide "adequate" health
insurance coverage to their employees, is a disincentive to
provide coverage. Already, businesses are attempting to
modify their business structure to avoid the law's mandates
(either by laying off employees or reducing the number of
hours these employees work). Even those employers who
provide coverage can be taxed an additional $3,000 if that
employee is eligible and enrolls in coverage on the health
insurance Exchange. So instead of building upon the existing
insurance market, the PPACA is undermining it.

Unworkable
The deadline for all Exchanges (both State and federally-
facilitated) to be ready for open enrollment is October 1, 2013.
However, it is likely many exchanges will not be ready by that
point, even in those States that are supportive of the PPACA.
The guidance received from the Federal government is often
delayed or non-existent. For a project as large and
complicated as health care reform, this is an insurmountable
hurdle for the States to overcome. There are numerous
unanswered questions and major problems remaining about
Exchanges and the provisions of the PPACA entangled with
them. Continuing issues include:

Exchanges in General
• In order for an Exchange to be ready for open enrollment on
October 1, 2013, it must be approved or conditionally approved
by January 1, 2013. However, there have been no formal
regulations regarding what guidelines HHS will use to
determine if an Exchange is conditionally approved or not.

• It has been continuously promised by officials at HHS that
there will be cost comparisons between the Federally-
facilitated Exchange, the State-based Exchange, and the
partnership Exchanges. These cost estimates have not yet
been made public.

Federally-facilitated Exchanges
• To date, in addition to the incomplete final rule for health
insurance Exchanges, there has been no rulemaking regarding
the Federally-facilitated Exchanges and their interactions with
the respective States' eligibility systems. Promised in the
March 2012 final Exchange regulation was further guidance
regarding the Federally-facilitated Exchange. Since that point,
only a questions and answers document has been released.

• Numerous contracts have been signed for the development of
the Federally-facilitated Exchange, but these documents have
not been made public. The State of Louisiana filed a Freedom
of Information Act request within the last month for these
contracts and has still not received these documents. Senator
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Orrin Hatch of Utah requested similar documents in his role as
Ranking Member on the U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
and has not received a response. It is necessary for these
documents to be made public so that States can make
informed decisions concerning Exchanges.

Partnership Exchange
• A partnership Exchange will be a Federally-facilitated
Exchange with certain functions run by the State. It is an option
first introduced by a power point presentation and further
expanded by a document entitled "General Guidance on
Federally-facilitated Exchanges," but has yet to be defined in
federal regulations. The final Exchange rule proposed no
regulations regarding this option.

• There has been no answer from the Federal government
concerning whether the Federal government or the States will
be responsible to pay for the state-run functions of a
partnership Exchange.

The Workings of an Exchange
• The Exchange is required to provide premium tax credits to
those between 100% and 400% of the federal poverty line.
Originally projected to cost the federal government $462 billion
between 2012 and 2019, these subsidies are now projected to
be $574 billion during the same period by the Congressional
Budget Office. Already, Medicare funding will be cut by $700
billion to pay for these premium tax credits. There is discussion
that because these levels of subsidies are unsustainable, the
number of Americans eligible for premium assistance subsidies
will be reduced in number.

Essential Health Benefits and Actuarial Values
• All plans in the individual and small group markets (including
plans sold on the respective State Exchanges) must meet
"essential health benefits," benefits not yet defined by the
Secretary of HHS in formal rulemaking. Initial informal
guidance suggests that these benefits will be based off of the
most popular small group plans in each State in addition to
benefits specified by the PPPACA. The States, insurance
companies, and other stakeholders are awaiting formal
regulations about essential health benefits.

• The States are awaiting a promised "actuarial value
calculator" to accurately determine actuarial values for plans
sold on the Exchange. This still has not been delivered and
numerous questions remain about how actuarial value of
health insurance plans will be determined.

Reforms Needed
It is most disappointing that the PPACA failed to offer
sustainable reform of the nation's health care system. Instead
of strengthening the market to lower costs and increase
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consumer choice, the PPACA created a big government
"solution"- the type of solution history tells us will only create
debt and worry for future generations of Americans. Health
care reform should focus on improving the value of health care
in America by bringing down costs and improving quality.

There are several ways to do this. Transparency in health care
is essential for individuals to be better consumers of care. The
cost and success rates of different procedures can be made
publically available to help individuals make decisions about
their care. Increased competition through individuals being
allowed to purchase insurance across State lines can create
greater competition and lower costs.

Similarly, just as individuals should have more investment in
their health care choices, States should have greater ability to
design programs that meet the needs of their people. States
know how to take care of their residents more than the
bureaucrats in Washington, distant both in geography and in
experience. Louisiana, for example, has been able to make
remarkable progress in its care of the Medicaid population
through an innovative model of managed care, saving money
and improving the quality of care. However, constrained by the
federal requirements for Medicaid, Louisiana can only do so
much. It is time to give the States the option to administer this
program through block grants to save both the Federal and
State taxpayers money and eliminate the perverse incentives
created by federal rules and funding streams.

States need to be given the tools to solve these problems. The
PPACA should either be repealed or replaced with a system
giving States the ability to truly innovate. At the very least, we
ask that you give the States flexibility through waivers
exempting States from the burdensome requirements of the
PPACA while providing the care their populations need and
want in the way the States know best how to deliver.

In addition to these needed reforms, the State of Louisiana
fully expects HHS to coordinate its efforts regarding
implementation of a Federally-facilitated Exchange in an effort
to mitigate the negative impact on either our private insurance
market or the Medicaid program. The State expects that the
Federal government will adhere to the four guiding principles
included in the "General Guidance on Federally-facilitated
Exchanges" and intends to hold the Federal government
accountable to these principles. Additionally, the impact on our
State's budget is a significant concern. In this light we expect
that HHS will:

• Provide a full and complete briefing to the State officials
regarding on-going implementation efforts;
• Schedule routine meetings to update State officials on the
implementation status;
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• Notify the State when all stakeholder, consumer, or any other
public meetings or public outreach activities are scheduled;
• Work with the State on memorandums of understanding
and/or contracts if the Federal-facilitated Exchange expects
any support or assistance of the State so that the State is fairly
and equitably compensated, including for the use of any State
data used by the Federally-facilitated Exchange to verify
income;
• Provide the names of all contractors who will be working in
the State on the Federally-facilitated Exchange and the details
about what activities these contractors will be involved in,
including copies of all contracts;
• After the establishment of the Exchange, provide regular (at
least semi-annual) updates on its utilization, cost (including
long-term financial health), and its impact on the State's
insurance market, including, but not limited to the information
that must be provided pursuant to §1311(d)(7) of the PPACA;
• If any changes to the Federally-facilitated Exchange model
are anticipated, the State is notified immediately; and
• Inform the State of any navigator grant recipients and provide
copies of memorandums of understanding between navigators
and the Federally-facilitated Exchange.

All further correspondence regarding the PPACA and health
insurance Exchange issues is to be directed to the Louisiana
Department of Health and Hospitals (Bruce Greenstein,
Secretary), the official agency authorized to collaborate with
HHS on issues concerning the PPACA in Louisiana. The State
of Louisiana hopes that HHS will listen to its concerns and give
the States actual flexibility to improve health care for all
Americans.

Sincerely,

Bruce D. Greenstein
Secretary
Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals

 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
 

<SC Gov Nikki Haley Letter to HHS Secretary.PDF>
<NE 1115 ATTACHMENT Federal Health Insurance
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Denise Northrup
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Exchanges: SC, NE, NM, LA
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:36:45 PM

I have it but purposefully have not sent it around because I don’t want some lobbyist to get it. If I
send it to you, will you hold it really close?
 

From: Denise Northrup [mailto:Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:36 PM
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: Exchanges: SC, NE, NM, LA
 

Do we have a list of which states have announced and what the decision was? Would be helpful for
my gov I know...

On Nov 15, 2012, at 12:24 PM, "Marie Sanderson" <  wrote:

Chiefs, Action Officers, and Healthcare Advisors:
 
In an effort to share information with you about healthcare exchange moving parts,
please find four releases from governors on their healthcare exchange decision: SC, NE,
NM and LA. If your governor has made a decision  and you would like that information
shared, please let me know. We are doing our best to follow moving parts.
Thanks,
Marie
 
 
SC: See letter attached
 
NE: See remarks attached
 
NM:  http://www.businessweek.com/ap/2012-11-15/new-mexico-moves-ahead-with-
health-exchange
 
LA: See link and letter below.
http://www.dhh.louisiana.gov/index.cfm/newsroom/detail/2694
 
 

Louisiana: 

The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius
Secretary
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Department of Health and Human Services
200 Independence Ave, SW
Washington, DC 20201

November 16, 2012

Dear Secretary Sebelius:

As you know, on March 23, 2011, the State of Louisiana announced that it
would not assume the risk of building a health insurance Exchange as
outlined by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA).
Given the fact that deadlines established in the guidance issued in the
August 13, 2012 request of the United States Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) are not legally binding, the State of Louisiana will
not be submitting a Declaration Letter; however, this letter serves as the
state of Louisiana's position regarding critical components of the PPACA.

Since the PPACA was signed into law, the State of Louisiana has
repeatedly stated that the law has severe legal problems, is bad policy,
and is unworkable. Those beliefs remain unchanged. With the Supreme
Court's decision in National Federation of Independent Business v.
Sebelius, the Court agreed with the State of Louisiana that at least one of
the over 450 provisions of the PPACA is unconstitutional and the
provision requiring all individuals to have insurance coverage can only be
upheld as a tax. Even after the Supreme Court's decision, there remain
many questions about the legality of the PPACA involving issues
fundamental to all Americans, including religious freedom and unjust
taxation.

While the Supreme Court ruled on the Constitutionality of some parts of
the PPACA, it was not an endorsement of its policy merits. In fact, Chief
Justice Roberts underscored this fact when he wrote, "Members of this
Court are vested with the authority to interpret the law; we possess neither
the expertise nor the prerogative to make policy judgments." The PPACA
remains a flawed piece of legislation that fails to fix the fundamental
existing problems in the United States health care system, particularly the
unsustainable rising costs faced by American families and small
businesses. Instead, we are faced with a more tightly controlled federal-
run health insurance market that will increase costs, undermine the private
health care marketplace, and weaken private sector job creation.

The Supreme Court's decision also fails to resolve the fact that the
PPACA is simply an unworkable piece of legislation. With incomplete
regulations and unrealistic deadlines, States and the Federal government
will struggle to have a health insurance Exchange ready for open
enrollment on October 1, 2013 that is not beset with major complications
for the insurance market and the respective residents of the States. The
full extent of damage the PPACA causes to small businesses, the nation's
economy, and the American health care system will only be revealed with
time. The State of Louisiana has no interest in being a party to this failure
by implementing a state based exchange.

The PPACA's Legality
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Louisiana was one of 26 States that filed suit against the federal
government concerning the legality of the PPACA, specifically focusing on
two parts: § 1501 (the individual mandate) and Title II (the mandatory
expansion of the Medicaid eligible population to 133 percent of the federal
poverty level). In June of this year, the Supreme Court agreed that the
mandatory Medicaid expansion was unconstitutional. They also ruled that
the individual mandate was unconstitutional under Congress's Commerce
power, but upheld this provision as an example of Congress's taxing
power, admitting that the purported penalty is actually a tax.

While the Supreme Court effectively rewrote the PPACA to uphold the
individual mandate, they did not rule on the legality of the remainder of the
law. In fact, the Supreme Court is aware that future challenges are likely
to occur by its recent actions. With continuing questions about the
PPACA's legality, we believe it is prudent to wait until these challenges
are completely resolved. Provisions that the Court did not rule on that are
still being challenged include:

The Employer Mandate
• The PPACA requires that all employers with fifty or more full-time
employees provide adequate health care coverage to their employees. (§
1513, §1514, and §10106). If they do not, these employers could face a
tax of $2,000 or $3,000.

Federally-Facilitated Exchange Subsidy
• In the PPACA, State-based health Exchanges are authorized to provide
premium assistance subsidies to individuals from 100% to 400% of the
Federal Poverty Level. However, the PPACA does not expressly authorize
Federally-facilitated Exchanges to do the same. Subsequent regulations
from the Internal Revenue Service have interpreted the law so that all
Exchanges are able to provide premium assistance. The legality of these
regulations is currently being challenged.

Preventative Care Mandate
• Section 2713 of the PPACA allows for the Secretary to define preventive
care services to be provided cost-free by all non-grandfathered insurance
plans. In August 2011, the Secretary released a regulation that included
contraceptive and some abortifacient services as preventative care. The
regulation has been challenged by numerous groups and individuals (in
over 35 lawsuits) who have religious objections to paying for health
insurance that includes coverage for contraception and some abortifacient
services.

Maintenance of Effort
• The Supreme Court's decision invalidated the provision of the PPACA
which coerced States to expand their Medicaid program by threatening
existing Medicaid funding. Questions remain whether this applies to the
maintenance of effort (MOE) requirement, requiring States to maintain
their existing Medicaid eligibility until 2014.

Origination Clause
• The Supreme Court decision made it clear that the individual mandate is
a tax, not a penalty as claimed by the administration. The PPACA
originated in the Senate. The Constitution (Article I, Section 7, Clause 1) is
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clear that all taxes are to originate in the House, and thus the individual
mandate has been contested as an unconstitutional tax.

Independent Payment Advisory Board (IPAB)
• Sections 3403 and 10320 of the PPACA created this 15-member federal
board that is granted the authority to make payment changes for the
Medicare program without approval from Congress. There are also no
administrative or judicial reviews of these decisions.

Legality of Rulemaking/Guidance
• With many of the provisions of the PPACA, formal rules and regulations
have been delayed or even non-existent. There are serious questions
about the legality of this procedure in light of the Administrative
Procedures Act.

Bad Policy
While HHS has repeatedly said that the States serve as incubators of
innovation, the PPACA robs States of this ability by limiting their
opportunities to enact meaningful state-led health care reform. For
example, the concept for an Exchange originated as a free market idea
meant to lower the cost of health insurance for those who decide to
purchase such insurance. In theory, an increased pool for those deciding
to purchase health insurance is a good idea. It provides individuals the
ability to select the insurance coverage that they want at a lower cost. If
this were truly the framework for the Exchange model outlined in PPACA,
the State of Louisiana would be glad to evaluate it as an option, adopting it
to our State's needs. However, the PPACA Exchange is only
masquerading as free market idea, and instead creates a vehicle for the
Federal government to tightly control the coverage options available to
consumers, raising costs and limiting choice. Many employers will drop
the health insurance coverage they currently provide to employees,
leaving individual health care needs to the federal government.
Specifically, the consequences of the PPACA Exchange and associated
insurance changes include:

Lack of Consumer Choice
• When the PPACA was proposed, the President promised that if
individuals liked their current health care insurance, they could keep it.
However, the PPACA model will actually force individuals into the broken,
government-run Medicaid system and into heavily-regulated, government-
run health care plans (deemed "minimal essential coverage" by the
Federal government).

Individuals should have the right to select what health care plan is best for
them, and not be limited to a one-size-fits-all product that a political
process deems is "essential". By mandating that certain benefits be
provided in all insurance plans, the price of premiums will increase,
leaving individuals unable to continue the coverage they like and a price
they can afford

Increased Taxes
• The PPACA requires that all Exchanges be financially self-sufficient by
2015. This will require the Exchange to generate revenue, either by
instituting user fees in the Exchange market or in the entire insurance
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market- essentially a tax on all insurance plans purchased. This will only
further drive up the costs of premiums in the Exchange market for
consumers and for individuals who will have to pay the premium
assistance through their taxes.

• The PPACA also includes a tax on insurance premiums which are
proposed to be paid for by "the industry." It is troubling that these same
taxes will affect managed care organizations, proven mechanisms for
more effectively controlling cost for Medicaid and Medicare, especially
needed for States with limited financial resources.

Impact on Employers and Employees
• The employer mandate, a tax on employers with fifty or more employees
who decide not to provide "adequate" health insurance coverage to their
employees, is a disincentive to provide coverage. Already, businesses are
attempting to modify their business structure to avoid the law's mandates
(either by laying off employees or reducing the number of hours these
employees work). Even those employers who provide coverage can be
taxed an additional $3,000 if that employee is eligible and enrolls in
coverage on the health insurance Exchange. So instead of building upon
the existing insurance market, the PPACA is undermining it.

Unworkable
The deadline for all Exchanges (both State and federally-facilitated) to be
ready for open enrollment is October 1, 2013. However, it is likely many
exchanges will not be ready by that point, even in those States that are
supportive of the PPACA. The guidance received from the Federal
government is often delayed or non-existent. For a project as large and
complicated as health care reform, this is an insurmountable hurdle for the
States to overcome. There are numerous unanswered questions and
major problems remaining about Exchanges and the provisions of the
PPACA entangled with them. Continuing issues include:

Exchanges in General
• In order for an Exchange to be ready for open enrollment on October 1,
2013, it must be approved or conditionally approved by January 1, 2013.
However, there have been no formal regulations regarding what
guidelines HHS will use to determine if an Exchange is conditionally
approved or not.

• It has been continuously promised by officials at HHS that there will be
cost comparisons between the Federally-facilitated Exchange, the State-
based Exchange, and the partnership Exchanges. These cost estimates
have not yet been made public.

Federally-facilitated Exchanges
• To date, in addition to the incomplete final rule for health insurance
Exchanges, there has been no rulemaking regarding the Federally-
facilitated Exchanges and their interactions with the respective States'
eligibility systems. Promised in the March 2012 final Exchange regulation
was further guidance regarding the Federally-facilitated Exchange. Since
that point, only a questions and answers document has been released.

• Numerous contracts have been signed for the development of the
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Federally-facilitated Exchange, but these documents have not been made
public. The State of Louisiana filed a Freedom of Information Act request
within the last month for these contracts and has still not received these
documents. Senator Orrin Hatch of Utah requested similar documents in
his role as Ranking Member on the U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
and has not received a response. It is necessary for these documents to
be made public so that States can make informed decisions concerning
Exchanges.

Partnership Exchange
• A partnership Exchange will be a Federally-facilitated Exchange with
certain functions run by the State. It is an option first introduced by a
power point presentation and further expanded by a document entitled
"General Guidance on Federally-facilitated Exchanges," but has yet to be
defined in federal regulations. The final Exchange rule proposed no
regulations regarding this option.

• There has been no answer from the Federal government concerning
whether the Federal government or the States will be responsible to pay
for the state-run functions of a partnership Exchange.

The Workings of an Exchange
• The Exchange is required to provide premium tax credits to those
between 100% and 400% of the federal poverty line. Originally projected
to cost the federal government $462 billion between 2012 and 2019, these
subsidies are now projected to be $574 billion during the same period by
the Congressional Budget Office. Already, Medicare funding will be cut by
$700 billion to pay for these premium tax credits. There is discussion that
because these levels of subsidies are unsustainable, the number of
Americans eligible for premium assistance subsidies will be reduced in
number.

Essential Health Benefits and Actuarial Values
• All plans in the individual and small group markets (including plans sold
on the respective State Exchanges) must meet "essential health benefits,"
benefits not yet defined by the Secretary of HHS in formal rulemaking.
Initial informal guidance suggests that these benefits will be based off of
the most popular small group plans in each State in addition to benefits
specified by the PPPACA. The States, insurance companies, and other
stakeholders are awaiting formal regulations about essential health
benefits.

• The States are awaiting a promised "actuarial value calculator" to
accurately determine actuarial values for plans sold on the Exchange.
This still has not been delivered and numerous questions remain about
how actuarial value of health insurance plans will be determined.

Reforms Needed
It is most disappointing that the PPACA failed to offer sustainable reform
of the nation's health care system. Instead of strengthening the market to
lower costs and increase consumer choice, the PPACA created a big
government "solution"- the type of solution history tells us will only create
debt and worry for future generations of Americans. Health care reform
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should focus on improving the value of health care in America by bringing
down costs and improving quality.

There are several ways to do this. Transparency in health care is essential
for individuals to be better consumers of care. The cost and success rates
of different procedures can be made publically available to help individuals
make decisions about their care. Increased competition through
individuals being allowed to purchase insurance across State lines can
create greater competition and lower costs.

Similarly, just as individuals should have more investment in their health
care choices, States should have greater ability to design programs that
meet the needs of their people. States know how to take care of their
residents more than the bureaucrats in Washington, distant both in
geography and in experience. Louisiana, for example, has been able to
make remarkable progress in its care of the Medicaid population through
an innovative model of managed care, saving money and improving the
quality of care. However, constrained by the federal requirements for
Medicaid, Louisiana can only do so much. It is time to give the States the
option to administer this program through block grants to save both the
Federal and State taxpayers money and eliminate the perverse incentives
created by federal rules and funding streams.

States need to be given the tools to solve these problems. The PPACA
should either be repealed or replaced with a system giving States the
ability to truly innovate. At the very least, we ask that you give the States
flexibility through waivers exempting States from the burdensome
requirements of the PPACA while providing the care their populations
need and want in the way the States know best how to deliver.

In addition to these needed reforms, the State of Louisiana fully expects
HHS to coordinate its efforts regarding implementation of a Federally-
facilitated Exchange in an effort to mitigate the negative impact on either
our private insurance market or the Medicaid program. The State expects
that the Federal government will adhere to the four guiding principles
included in the "General Guidance on Federally-facilitated Exchanges"
and intends to hold the Federal government accountable to these
principles. Additionally, the impact on our State's budget is a significant
concern. In this light we expect that HHS will:

• Provide a full and complete briefing to the State officials regarding on-
going implementation efforts;
• Schedule routine meetings to update State officials on the
implementation status;
• Notify the State when all stakeholder, consumer, or any other public
meetings or public outreach activities are scheduled;
• Work with the State on memorandums of understanding and/or contracts
if the Federal-facilitated Exchange expects any support or assistance of
the State so that the State is fairly and equitably compensated, including
for the use of any State data used by the Federally-facilitated Exchange to
verify income;
• Provide the names of all contractors who will be working in the State on
the Federally-facilitated Exchange and the details about what activities
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these contractors will be involved in, including copies of all contracts;
• After the establishment of the Exchange, provide regular (at least semi-
annual) updates on its utilization, cost (including long-term financial
health), and its impact on the State's insurance market, including, but not
limited to the information that must be provided pursuant to §1311(d)(7) of
the PPACA;
• If any changes to the Federally-facilitated Exchange model are
anticipated, the State is notified immediately; and
• Inform the State of any navigator grant recipients and provide copies of
memorandums of understanding between navigators and the Federally-
facilitated Exchange.

All further correspondence regarding the PPACA and health insurance
Exchange issues is to be directed to the Louisiana Department of Health
and Hospitals (Bruce Greenstein, Secretary), the official agency
authorized to collaborate with HHS on issues concerning the PPACA in
Louisiana. The State of Louisiana hopes that HHS will listen to its
concerns and give the States actual flexibility to improve health care for all
Americans.

Sincerely,

Bruce D. Greenstein
Secretary
Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals

 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
 

<SC Gov Nikki Haley Letter to HHS Secretary.PDF>
<NE 1115 ATTACHMENT Federal Health Insurance Exchange.pdf>
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: Exchanges: SC, NE, NM, LA
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:24:18 PM
Attachments: SC Gov Nikki Haley Letter to HHS Secretary.PDF

NE 1115 ATTACHMENT Federal Health Insurance Exchange.pdf

Chiefs, Action Officers, and Healthcare Advisors:
 
In an effort to share information with you about healthcare exchange moving parts, please find four
releases from governors on their healthcare exchange decision: SC, NE, NM and LA. If your governor
has made a decision  and you would like that information shared, please let me know. We are doing
our best to follow moving parts.
Thanks,
Marie
 
 
SC: See letter attached
 
NE: See remarks attached
 
NM:  http://www.businessweek.com/ap/2012-11-15/new-mexico-moves-ahead-with-health-
exchange
 
LA: See link and letter below.
http://www.dhh.louisiana.gov/index.cfm/newsroom/detail/2694
 
 

Louisiana: 

The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius
Secretary
Department of Health and Human Services
200 Independence Ave, SW
Washington, DC 20201

November 16, 2012

Dear Secretary Sebelius:

As you know, on March 23, 2011, the State of Louisiana announced that it would not
assume the risk of building a health insurance Exchange as outlined by the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). Given the fact that deadlines
established in the guidance issued in the August 13, 2012 request of the United
States Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) are not legally binding, the
State of Louisiana will not be submitting a Declaration Letter; however, this letter
serves as the state of Louisiana's position regarding critical components of the
PPACA.
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Since the PPACA was signed into law, the State of Louisiana has repeatedly stated
that the law has severe legal problems, is bad policy, and is unworkable. Those
beliefs remain unchanged. With the Supreme Court's decision in National Federation
of Independent Business v. Sebelius, the Court agreed with the State of Louisiana
that at least one of the over 450 provisions of the PPACA is unconstitutional and the
provision requiring all individuals to have insurance coverage can only be upheld as a
tax. Even after the Supreme Court's decision, there remain many questions about the
legality of the PPACA involving issues fundamental to all Americans, including
religious freedom and unjust taxation.

While the Supreme Court ruled on the Constitutionality of some parts of the PPACA,
it was not an endorsement of its policy merits. In fact, Chief Justice Roberts
underscored this fact when he wrote, "Members of this Court are vested with the
authority to interpret the law; we possess neither the expertise nor the prerogative to
make policy judgments." The PPACA remains a flawed piece of legislation that fails to
fix the fundamental existing problems in the United States health care system,
particularly the unsustainable rising costs faced by American families and small
businesses. Instead, we are faced with a more tightly controlled federal-run health
insurance market that will increase costs, undermine the private health care
marketplace, and weaken private sector job creation.

The Supreme Court's decision also fails to resolve the fact that the PPACA is simply
an unworkable piece of legislation. With incomplete regulations and unrealistic
deadlines, States and the Federal government will struggle to have a health
insurance Exchange ready for open enrollment on October 1, 2013 that is not beset
with major complications for the insurance market and the respective residents of the
States. The full extent of damage the PPACA causes to small businesses, the
nation's economy, and the American health care system will only be revealed with
time. The State of Louisiana has no interest in being a party to this failure by
implementing a state based exchange.

The PPACA's Legality
Louisiana was one of 26 States that filed suit against the federal government
concerning the legality of the PPACA, specifically focusing on two parts: § 1501 (the
individual mandate) and Title II (the mandatory expansion of the Medicaid eligible
population to 133 percent of the federal poverty level). In June of this year, the
Supreme Court agreed that the mandatory Medicaid expansion was unconstitutional.
They also ruled that the individual mandate was unconstitutional under Congress's
Commerce power, but upheld this provision as an example of Congress's taxing
power, admitting that the purported penalty is actually a tax.

While the Supreme Court effectively rewrote the PPACA to uphold the individual
mandate, they did not rule on the legality of the remainder of the law. In fact, the
Supreme Court is aware that future challenges are likely to occur by its recent
actions. With continuing questions about the PPACA's legality, we believe it is
prudent to wait until these challenges are completely resolved. Provisions that the
Court did not rule on that are still being challenged include:

The Employer Mandate
• The PPACA requires that all employers with fifty or more full-time employees
provide adequate health care coverage to their employees. (§ 1513, §1514, and
§10106). If they do not, these employers could face a tax of $2,000 or $3,000.
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Federally-Facilitated Exchange Subsidy
• In the PPACA, State-based health Exchanges are authorized to provide premium
assistance subsidies to individuals from 100% to 400% of the Federal Poverty Level.
However, the PPACA does not expressly authorize Federally-facilitated Exchanges to
do the same. Subsequent regulations from the Internal Revenue Service have
interpreted the law so that all Exchanges are able to provide premium assistance.
The legality of these regulations is currently being challenged.

Preventative Care Mandate
• Section 2713 of the PPACA allows for the Secretary to define preventive care
services to be provided cost-free by all non-grandfathered insurance plans. In August
2011, the Secretary released a regulation that included contraceptive and some
abortifacient services as preventative care. The regulation has been challenged by
numerous groups and individuals (in over 35 lawsuits) who have religious objections
to paying for health insurance that includes coverage for contraception and some
abortifacient services.

Maintenance of Effort
• The Supreme Court's decision invalidated the provision of the PPACA which
coerced States to expand their Medicaid program by threatening existing Medicaid
funding. Questions remain whether this applies to the maintenance of effort (MOE)
requirement, requiring States to maintain their existing Medicaid eligibility until 2014.

Origination Clause
• The Supreme Court decision made it clear that the individual mandate is a tax, not a
penalty as claimed by the administration. The PPACA originated in the Senate. The
Constitution (Article I, Section 7, Clause 1) is clear that all taxes are to originate in the
House, and thus the individual mandate has been contested as an unconstitutional
tax.

Independent Payment Advisory Board (IPAB)
• Sections 3403 and 10320 of the PPACA created this 15-member federal board that
is granted the authority to make payment changes for the Medicare program without
approval from Congress. There are also no administrative or judicial reviews of these
decisions.

Legality of Rulemaking/Guidance
• With many of the provisions of the PPACA, formal rules and regulations have been
delayed or even non-existent. There are serious questions about the legality of this
procedure in light of the Administrative Procedures Act.

Bad Policy
While HHS has repeatedly said that the States serve as incubators of innovation, the
PPACA robs States of this ability by limiting their opportunities to enact meaningful
state-led health care reform. For example, the concept for an Exchange originated as
a free market idea meant to lower the cost of health insurance for those who decide
to purchase such insurance. In theory, an increased pool for those deciding to
purchase health insurance is a good idea. It provides individuals the ability to select
the insurance coverage that they want at a lower cost. If this were truly the framework
for the Exchange model outlined in PPACA, the State of Louisiana would be glad to
evaluate it as an option, adopting it to our State's needs. However, the PPACA
Exchange is only masquerading as free market idea, and instead creates a vehicle for
the Federal government to tightly control the coverage options available to
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consumers, raising costs and limiting choice. Many employers will drop the health
insurance coverage they currently provide to employees, leaving individual health
care needs to the federal government. Specifically, the consequences of the PPACA
Exchange and associated insurance changes include:

Lack of Consumer Choice
• When the PPACA was proposed, the President promised that if individuals liked
their current health care insurance, they could keep it. However, the PPACA model
will actually force individuals into the broken, government-run Medicaid system and
into heavily-regulated, government-run health care plans (deemed "minimal essential
coverage" by the Federal government).

Individuals should have the right to select what health care plan is best for them, and
not be limited to a one-size-fits-all product that a political process deems is
"essential". By mandating that certain benefits be provided in all insurance plans, the
price of premiums will increase, leaving individuals unable to continue the coverage
they like and a price they can afford

Increased Taxes
• The PPACA requires that all Exchanges be financially self-sufficient by 2015. This
will require the Exchange to generate revenue, either by instituting user fees in the
Exchange market or in the entire insurance market- essentially a tax on all insurance
plans purchased. This will only further drive up the costs of premiums in the
Exchange market for consumers and for individuals who will have to pay the premium
assistance through their taxes.

• The PPACA also includes a tax on insurance premiums which are proposed to be
paid for by "the industry." It is troubling that these same taxes will affect managed
care organizations, proven mechanisms for more effectively controlling cost for
Medicaid and Medicare, especially needed for States with limited financial resources.

Impact on Employers and Employees
• The employer mandate, a tax on employers with fifty or more employees who decide
not to provide "adequate" health insurance coverage to their employees, is a
disincentive to provide coverage. Already, businesses are attempting to modify their
business structure to avoid the law's mandates (either by laying off employees or
reducing the number of hours these employees work). Even those employers who
provide coverage can be taxed an additional $3,000 if that employee is eligible and
enrolls in coverage on the health insurance Exchange. So instead of building upon
the existing insurance market, the PPACA is undermining it.

Unworkable
The deadline for all Exchanges (both State and federally-facilitated) to be ready for
open enrollment is October 1, 2013. However, it is likely many exchanges will not be
ready by that point, even in those States that are supportive of the PPACA. The
guidance received from the Federal government is often delayed or non-existent. For
a project as large and complicated as health care reform, this is an insurmountable
hurdle for the States to overcome. There are numerous unanswered questions and
major problems remaining about Exchanges and the provisions of the PPACA
entangled with them. Continuing issues include:

Exchanges in General
• In order for an Exchange to be ready for open enrollment on October 1, 2013, it
must be approved or conditionally approved by January 1, 2013. However, there have
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been no formal regulations regarding what guidelines HHS will use to determine if an
Exchange is conditionally approved or not.

• It has been continuously promised by officials at HHS that there will be cost
comparisons between the Federally-facilitated Exchange, the State-based Exchange,
and the partnership Exchanges. These cost estimates have not yet been made
public.

Federally-facilitated Exchanges
• To date, in addition to the incomplete final rule for health insurance Exchanges,
there has been no rulemaking regarding the Federally-facilitated Exchanges and their
interactions with the respective States' eligibility systems. Promised in the March
2012 final Exchange regulation was further guidance regarding the Federally-
facilitated Exchange. Since that point, only a questions and answers document has
been released.

• Numerous contracts have been signed for the development of the Federally-
facilitated Exchange, but these documents have not been made public. The State of
Louisiana filed a Freedom of Information Act request within the last month for these
contracts and has still not received these documents. Senator Orrin Hatch of Utah
requested similar documents in his role as Ranking Member on the U.S. Senate
Committee on Finance and has not received a response. It is necessary for these
documents to be made public so that States can make informed decisions concerning
Exchanges.

Partnership Exchange
• A partnership Exchange will be a Federally-facilitated Exchange with certain
functions run by the State. It is an option first introduced by a power point
presentation and further expanded by a document entitled "General Guidance on
Federally-facilitated Exchanges," but has yet to be defined in federal regulations. The
final Exchange rule proposed no regulations regarding this option.

• There has been no answer from the Federal government concerning whether the
Federal government or the States will be responsible to pay for the state-run
functions of a partnership Exchange.

The Workings of an Exchange
• The Exchange is required to provide premium tax credits to those between 100%
and 400% of the federal poverty line. Originally projected to cost the federal
government $462 billion between 2012 and 2019, these subsidies are now projected
to be $574 billion during the same period by the Congressional Budget Office.
Already, Medicare funding will be cut by $700 billion to pay for these premium tax
credits. There is discussion that because these levels of subsidies are unsustainable,
the number of Americans eligible for premium assistance subsidies will be reduced in
number.

Essential Health Benefits and Actuarial Values
• All plans in the individual and small group markets (including plans sold on the
respective State Exchanges) must meet "essential health benefits," benefits not yet
defined by the Secretary of HHS in formal rulemaking. Initial informal guidance
suggests that these benefits will be based off of the most popular small group plans
in each State in addition to benefits specified by the PPPACA. The States, insurance
companies, and other stakeholders are awaiting formal regulations about essential
health benefits.
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• The States are awaiting a promised "actuarial value calculator" to accurately
determine actuarial values for plans sold on the Exchange. This still has not been
delivered and numerous questions remain about how actuarial value of health
insurance plans will be determined.

Reforms Needed
It is most disappointing that the PPACA failed to offer sustainable reform of the
nation's health care system. Instead of strengthening the market to lower costs and
increase consumer choice, the PPACA created a big government "solution"- the type
of solution history tells us will only create debt and worry for future generations of
Americans. Health care reform should focus on improving the value of health care in
America by bringing down costs and improving quality.

There are several ways to do this. Transparency in health care is essential for
individuals to be better consumers of care. The cost and success rates of different
procedures can be made publically available to help individuals make decisions about
their care. Increased competition through individuals being allowed to purchase
insurance across State lines can create greater competition and lower costs.

Similarly, just as individuals should have more investment in their health care choices,
States should have greater ability to design programs that meet the needs of their
people. States know how to take care of their residents more than the bureaucrats in
Washington, distant both in geography and in experience. Louisiana, for example, has
been able to make remarkable progress in its care of the Medicaid population
through an innovative model of managed care, saving money and improving the
quality of care. However, constrained by the federal requirements for Medicaid,
Louisiana can only do so much. It is time to give the States the option to administer
this program through block grants to save both the Federal and State taxpayers
money and eliminate the perverse incentives created by federal rules and funding
streams.

States need to be given the tools to solve these problems. The PPACA should either
be repealed or replaced with a system giving States the ability to truly innovate. At the
very least, we ask that you give the States flexibility through waivers exempting
States from the burdensome requirements of the PPACA while providing the care
their populations need and want in the way the States know best how to deliver.

In addition to these needed reforms, the State of Louisiana fully expects HHS to
coordinate its efforts regarding implementation of a Federally-facilitated Exchange in
an effort to mitigate the negative impact on either our private insurance market or the
Medicaid program. The State expects that the Federal government will adhere to the
four guiding principles included in the "General Guidance on Federally-facilitated
Exchanges" and intends to hold the Federal government accountable to these
principles. Additionally, the impact on our State's budget is a significant concern. In
this light we expect that HHS will:

• Provide a full and complete briefing to the State officials regarding on-going
implementation efforts;
• Schedule routine meetings to update State officials on the implementation status;
• Notify the State when all stakeholder, consumer, or any other public meetings or
public outreach activities are scheduled;
• Work with the State on memorandums of understanding and/or contracts if the
Federal-facilitated Exchange expects any support or assistance of the State so that
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the State is fairly and equitably compensated, including for the use of any State data
used by the Federally-facilitated Exchange to verify income;
• Provide the names of all contractors who will be working in the State on the
Federally-facilitated Exchange and the details about what activities these contractors
will be involved in, including copies of all contracts;
• After the establishment of the Exchange, provide regular (at least semi-annual)
updates on its utilization, cost (including long-term financial health), and its impact on
the State's insurance market, including, but not limited to the information that must be
provided pursuant to §1311(d)(7) of the PPACA;
• If any changes to the Federally-facilitated Exchange model are anticipated, the
State is notified immediately; and
• Inform the State of any navigator grant recipients and provide copies of
memorandums of understanding between navigators and the Federally-facilitated
Exchange.

All further correspondence regarding the PPACA and health insurance Exchange
issues is to be directed to the Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals (Bruce
Greenstein, Secretary), the official agency authorized to collaborate with HHS on
issues concerning the PPACA in Louisiana. The State of Louisiana hopes that HHS
will listen to its concerns and give the States actual flexibility to improve health care
for all Americans.

Sincerely,

Bruce D. Greenstein
Secretary
Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals

 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
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From: Cody Inman
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Subject: ObamaCare/Insurance Exchange/Medicaid Constituent Update
Date: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 5:39:14 PM

All: these numbers are from Thursday (8th) thru today at 5pm.(14th)
If you need additional numbers, let me know.
 
 

Constituent Letters and or Calls- Affordable Care Act
11/8 -- 11/14

In Favor Opposed

Letters/ Emails: Specifically citing Affordable Care Act/ObamaCare 9 25
Letters/ Emails: Specifically citing Health Insurance Exchange/Medicaid Expansion 25 42
Calls:  Referenced ObamaCare & Insurance Exchange 84
Calls: Specifically asks the governor to expand Medicaid 9
Total 43 91

 
 
 
 
 
______________________________________
Cody Inman
Senior Public Affairs Officer
Office of the Governor | State of Oklahoma
Honorable Mary Fallin
cody.inman@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 521-2342
 
Gov. Fallin on Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen Oklahoma's business climate by
completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com.
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Kinzel, Will
Subject: FW: The Value of a Majority
Date: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 4:46:03 PM

Chiefs and Action Officers:  Please see the below from Speaker Boehner, including the highlighted,
referencing a continued partnership between the House Majority and Republican Governors moving
forward. This type of thinking reiterates the conversations we have been having other past week and
today about the importance of our partnership.
 
Thanks,
Marie
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
 
 
 
 

 
From: John Boehner <john.boehner@teamboehner.com>
Reply-To: John Boehner <john.boehner@teamboehner.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Nov 2012 18:56:34 +0000
Subject: [Test] The Value of a Majority
 

Is this email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

 

Team Boehner

November 13, 2012
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Dear [House GOP Colleague],

 

Two years ago, as we prepared for the opening sessions of the 112th Congress, I vowed

our Republican majority in the House of Representatives would be an outpost in

Democratic-controlled Washington for the priorities of the American people.  The idea

was that we’d be the vanguard for the like-minded GOP White House and Senate that

would arrive after 2012.

 

We find ourselves today with a different mission.  For the foreseeable future, we will be

the last line of defense in Washington for the American people against a government that

spends too much, taxes too much, and borrows too much when left to its own devices.

 

Americans re-elected President Obama and a Democratic majority in the Senate.  But

they also re-affirmed our majority in the House.  Indeed, tempered by a few painful

losses, the historic freshman class of 2010 returns nearly intact, joined by some new

Members-elect who are certain to further invigorate our conference.

 

Together with the 30 Republicans who will serve in 2013 as governors of their states, we

have the responsibility – and opportunity – of carrying our party’s banner of freedom,

economic opportunity and limited government into the future.

 

Some would have us roll that banner up and tuck it away. 

 

That isn’t going to happen. 

 

A better approach is to hoist the banner high, true to our principles, with a determination

to govern and serve responsibly.  We serve the American people, millions of whom

entrusted us with the majority – and that’s what they’re counting on us to do.

 

Our core principles are strong, and enduring.  They are the principles upon which a great

nation was built.  And they are the principles upon which, in time, a stronger, prosperous

America will be built as well.

 

Our party doesn’t need new principles.  What it needs is a new plan – a strategy that

speaks to Americans from all walks of life, and properly conveys our passion for reforms

that preserve and renew the American Dream.

 

Problems in our party’s infrastructure for campaigns and elections must be diagnosed

and remedied to ensure our resources are fully deployed in support of our principles.

 

And most importantly, we need to redouble our commitment to the pillars of the reform

agenda for which our majority has fought and sacrificed, and endured. 

 

Here’s what I have in mind.  It boils down to four parts, which I’m eager to discuss further

with you this week.
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THE PILLARS
 

Our economic vision of pro-growth tax reform with fewer loopholes and lower rates for all

– and entitlement reforms critical to reducing the primary drivers of our debt – represent

not just a path to avert the “fiscal cliff,” but also the basis for solutions to the biggest

problem our country faces.  The debt is the greatest challenge our country faces – a

direct threat to our children’s future.  It can only be solved with economic growth.  Raising

tax rates, as President Obama proposed on the campaign trail, will hurt our economy,

making the problem worse. 

 

As I said last week, 2013 must be the year we enact significant tax reform and

entitlement reform to begin the process of solving our debt problem.  Our first challenge

of the new Congress is to deal successfully with the final challenge of the current

Congress.  That means averting the fiscal cliff in a manner that steers clear of increased

tax rates and encourages economic growth instead.

 

As I also said last week, the president’s health care law – which adds a massive,

expensive, unworkable government program at a time when our debt already exceeds

the size of our whole economy – must remain on the table.  The president’s re-election

means it’s the law of the land at the moment – but we can’t afford ObamaCare, and we

can’t afford to leave it intact. 

 

I’ve long maintained that there are three possible routes to repeal of ObamaCare: the

courts, the presidential election, and our constitutional responsibility for oversight.  With

two of them having come up short, the third and final of these becomes more important

than ever.

 

THE POLICIES
 

Private-sector job growth eluded us during President Obama’s first term, in part because

of the regulatory juggernaut that looms over small businesses.  The president’s second-

term almost certainly will bring a renewed zeal on the part of the White House to

implement through regulation what the president has been unable to impose on job

creators through legislation.  Our constitutional responsibility for oversight of the

Executive Branch – and our readiness to move legislation that prevents excessive

regulatory meddling in our economy – will be critical in the coming year as our economy

struggles to grow.

 

Our oversight activity need not be limited to oversight of the Executive Branch. With the

president’s re-election, a continued stream of Obama-appointed judges at the district and

appellate level is guaranteed.  We should not be hesitant to exercise our constitutional

oversight responsibility in circumstances in which judicial overreach has occurred or

threatens to occur, particularly when it poses harm to our economy.
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Just as we’ll be ready to say where we disagree with President Obama and his

Democratic-controlled Senate, we must also be prepared to identify areas in which we

agree or see opportunity for common ground.  In 2011, trade was one such area,

resulting in the enactment of important Free Trade Agreements with Colombia, Korea,

and Panama.  The year or two ahead may bring the opportunity for even more significant

trade agreements involving the Pacific region.  A Democratic-controlled House stalled

such achievements for years at the expense of U.S. jobs; our Republican majority must

ensure they advance.

 

THE PROBLEM
 

Warning signs are flashing on the dashboard for our party.  Some of the problems are

tactical in nature; others are strategic.  We can’t ignore them and expect to assemble a

winning electoral coalition in the future. 

 

We need a state-of-the-art political infrastructure fueled by rock-solid data that can be

relied upon to turn out voters when we need them in the places they’re needed most. 

We need accurate survey data, and technology in place that will ensure such data is put

to use.  And as I noted earlier, our strategy at all levels must be aimed at reaching

potential voters from all walks of life.  That doesn’t mean changing our principles; it

means changing our approach.  

 

THE POTENTIAL

While challenges lie ahead for our party, opportunities clearly exist as well.  From the

House to the Senate to the 30 states who will have a Republican governor in 2013, we

have a very deep bench of leaders eager for the chance to take our country in a different

direction.  My leadership style is to recognize the unique talent and potential of every

member of our team, and put members in a place where they can grow and succeed.

 

Some of the policy frontiers that lie ahead offer possibilities as well.  On immigration, for

example, we have an opportunity to offer innovative solutions rooted in our enduring

principles.

 

IN SUMMARY: A MAJORITY THAT MATTERS
 

Commitment to principle provides clarity of purpose that is essential to successful

leadership.  With it comes the confidence to articulate not just what we’re against, but

what we are for.

 

When in 2007 I became House Republican Leader, one of my first and toughest duties

was handing Rep. Pelosi the Speaker’s gavel on Opening Day.  I did so with a gentle

note of caution for the incoming Democratic majority. 

 

“The value of a majority lies not in the opportunity to wield great power,” I said, “but in
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the chance to use limited power to do great things.”

 

Having served as Speaker now for two years, I believe more strongly than ever that this

must be our test.  The American people need us to act courageously, think selflessly,

and lead boldly.  Having humbled us with their confidence, the American people deserve

nothing less.

 

I ask that you give me the honor of serving as your Speaker as we stand to meet that

test. 

 

 

                                                            Sincerely,

 

                                                            

                                                            John Boehner

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Copyright © 2012 Team Boehner, All rights reserved. 
You've expressed interest in receiving updates from Speaker

Boehner's political office. 

Our mailing address is:
Team Boehner

320 1st St SE

Washington, DC 20003

Add us to your address book

 unsubscribe from this list | update subscription preferences

 

Paid for by TFP-FOJB Committee, a joint fundraising committee authorized by and composed of

Friends of John Boehner and The Freedom Project.

320 First Street SE, Washington, DC 20003.
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: FW: RGA Letter to the President: Time to Engage on Healthcare
Date: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 1:40:11 PM
Attachments: 2012-11-14-POTUS_Letter.pdf

FYI.
 
Thank you,
Marie
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
 
 
 

From: Mike Schrimpf 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 1:37 PM
To: Mike Schrimpf
Subject: RGA Letter to the President: Time to Engage on Healthcare
 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
 
CONTACT
Mike Schrimpf, 202-367-839
mschrimpf@rga.org

 
RGA Letter to the President: Time to Engage on

Healthcare
RGA Chairman Governor Bob McDonnell and Governor Bobby Jindal sent a letter today to
President Obama asking him to extend the deadline for choosing a health insurance exchange
and requesting a meeting with him to discuss the many state responsibilities required under
the Patient Protection Affordable Care Act (PPACA) and the lack of guidance provide by his
Administration thus far.
 
In order to be compliant with federal guidance states must decide whether or not they will
choose to move forward with a state based healthcare exchange by November 16.  The
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November 14, 2012 


 


 


 


The Honorable Barack Obama 


President of the United States 


The White House 


1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 


Washington, DC 20500 


 


Dear President Obama:  


 


Congratulations on your election victory.  The American people have made their decision 


and Republican governors stand ready to work with your Administration on issues of critical 


importance to our states and the nation.  Our American political system once again showed the 


world democracy in action, where policy differences are debated in the public arena and settled 


with one vote per person.  We wish you well and are hopeful that you and the Congress will 


promptly address the crushing problems of debt, unemployment, and spending reform by the end 


of the year to create certainty for the states and businesses.  


 


We write today on behalf of the 29 Republican governors and two governor-elects 


representing 60 percent of the states, with an urgent matter related to implementation of the 


Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA).  It is clear that putting in place the new 


programs you championed will be an enormous strain on state governments and budgets, as well 


as the federal government.  From the financial obligations and complex technicalities to ensuring 


the healthcare workforce and infrastructure will be in place to meet the new demand, the 


timeframe and many of the provisions in the PPACA are simply unworkable.  With the pending 


deadline of November 16 for governors to make a decision on state based health insurance 


exchanges, we ask you to push back the date until your team has answered the numerous 
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previous questions for governors and other groups, and promulgated the final regulations, so that 


all stakeholders have had the opportunity to comment, and those comments have been 


incorporated into a final rule.  The guidance Friday from Secretary Sebelius extends the date 


only for the election of a partnership exchange, and subsequently for the federal exchange.  


 


The PPACA, as written, requires many changes, but most immediate are the 


implementation deadlines for the health insurance exchange models.  While the January deadline 


to certify if a state is prepared to implement a state based exchange is statutory, most other 


deadlines are written within the discretion of the United States Department of Health and Human 


Services (HHS). Other than the minor amendments made last Friday, to date, HHS has been 


unwilling to establish a more manageable timeline.  The rulemaking process has been unduly 


condensed, and in some cases, important rules have not been promulgated at all. Rather, the 


administrative guidance that has been shared holds limited legal authority for states or the federal 


government.   


 


States are struggling with many unanswered questions and are not able to make 


comprehensive far-reaching decisions prudently.  In the past months, we have sent letters with 


many specific questions to help us make an informed choice, and our letters have been generally 


ignored.  Many important questions remain unanswered as the deadlines loom. We include our 


previous letters as an attachment.   


 


Also, the clear truth is that the PPACA does not contain much-needed Medicaid or 


Medicare reform designed to control costs.  As you correctly told Senate Democrats, “[a]s we 


move forward on health reform, it is not sufficient for us to simply add more people to Medicare 


or Medicaid to increase the rolls, to increase coverage in the absence of cost controls and reform.  


And let us repeat this principle: If we don’t get control over costs, then it is going to be very 


difficult for us to expand coverage.  These two things go hand in hand.  Another way of putting it 


is we can’t simply put more people into a broken system that doesn’t work.”  We governors, 


facing crushing Medicaid budget pressure from Medicaid before PPACA implementation, 


wholeheartedly agree with your statement. Expansion without reform is not responsible and 


would bust the state budgets. With the Supreme Court striking the punitive provisions of PPACA 


to penalize states that do not expand, we renew our pleas for an honest discussion on reform, 


flexibility, and waivers to allow governors to manage Medicaid costs better.   


  


As has been stated many times, before making any final policy decisions, governors must 


carefully consider the short and long-term implications of an expanded entitlement program and 


the consequences of significantly increasing the size of government to manage these programs. 


In the near term, we need to better understand how the federal government will implement a 


federal exchange as it is clear most states will not be ready on their own.  We also have concerns 


about future cost shifting to states, and need certainty as we prepare our budgets, many of which 


are biennial budgets.  We also remain very apprehensive about the unsustainable deficits and 
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national debt, and the reality that imprudent implementation of PPACA will contribute 


dramatically to an increase in both.   


 


Lastly, we respectfully request that you meet as soon as possible with a group of concerned 


governors, Republicans and Democrats.  We wish to discuss our specific proposals for Medicaid 


reform that we sent you in August 2011, as you work with the Congress to address the fiscal cliff 


the country faces. We hope you can appreciate the real challenges all states face in implementing 


the PPACA under compressed schedules with insufficient information to make good decisions.   


 


Mr. President, again, congratulations on your team’s impressive victory.  We all look 


forward to working together.  


 


 


Sincerely,  


 


 


 


 


Governor Bob McDonnell      Governor Bobby Jindal 


Commonwealth of Virginia      State of Louisiana  


 


 


 


 


Enclosure 


CC: Republican Governors  
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Healthcare Exchanges: 


 


1) Please provide a complete list of regulations that will have to be reviewed, revised and re-


opened for public comment prior to implementation as a result of the Supreme Court 


ruling (e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations, exchange regulations related to interface 


with Medicaid). What is the schedule for re-issuing these regulations? 


 


2) When will final rules be issued on essential health benefits, actuarial value and rating 


areas? 


 


3) The federal government has already extended deadlines for applying for Level 1 and 


Level 2 Exchange Establishment funding into 2014. Can we expect extensions of the 


deadlines for other areas of implementation given the uncertainty caused by the Supreme 


Court ruling and the linkage between Medicaid expansion and exchange eligibility and 


enrollment functions? In addition, will the deadlines change for states implementing a 


partnership exchange? Will the deadlines be extended for states implementing a federal 


exchange? Can you confirm that states will be able to switch from a federal model to a 


partnership or state model until 2019 and that funding will be available to enable that 


transition? 


 


4) When will the details of the federal partnership options be available? These cannot be 


considered as an option without details including cost estimates and how state and federal 


systems are expected to link.  How will the long term funding of the federally-facilitated 


healthcare exchanges be sustained? 


 


5) States considering a state-based exchange need to know whether there will be a charge to 


use the federal data hub, advance premium tax credit/cost-sharing reduction service, risk 


adjustment and transitional reinsurance programs. Will there be a charge? And, if so, how 


much will it be? 


 


6) When will states learn the details of the operational systems for a federal exchange? The 


procedural, technical, and architectural requirements for linking to the federal exchange 


have not been released. It is not feasible to know if a state-based exchange is better for 


our citizens until we know what the contents of a federal exchange will be. Taking grant 


money at this time for state exchange creation may be wasted if a federal exchange 


makes more sense for a particular state. 


 


7) When will information from the establishment of a federal exchange be available for 


states to use if a state opts to build its own exchange? It is costly for each state to have to 


start from scratch and still not know how interfaces will work. 
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8) If states choose to build a state-based exchange, what dollars will the federal government 


contribute now and in the future? For the federal exchange states, when will the 


regulations regarding the imposition of taxes on a state’s insurers be released? 


 


9) It has been widely reported that Congressional leaders who have to appropriate money 


will seek to defund exchanges. Can you explain how the enactment provisions of the law 


allow the Executive Branch to continue to fund exchanges without Congressional action 


to appropriate money? 


 


10) What happens to a state that has taken exchange planning and implementation grants if 


their exchange is not financially viable after 2015? Can a state refuse to increase taxes on 


either its residents or insurers, thus putting the financial underpinning of an exchange at 


risk? What penalties does the federal government envision in this case? 


 


11) What happens if a state accepts grant money now to begin to build a state exchange, and 


subsequently determines that a federal exchange may be better? Will the federal 


government claw back these grant dollars from the states? 


 


12) The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has pointed out a provision in the law that 


reduces exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer and fewer people will qualify 


for subsidies, and the people who do qualify will get a smaller and smaller subsidy. Does 


the Administration support that change, and if so, how would you pay for it? If you do 


not, why do you think people should be forced to buy insurance if federal subsidies are 


shrinking? 


 


13) Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid program, states 


are charged by the PPACA with creating a single, seamless point of entry for all of the 


insurance affordability programs affected by the Act--Medicaid, the Children’s Health 


Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic Health Plan (where offered),advance tax credits for 


individual and Small Business Health Options Program(SHOP) exchange enrollees. This 


leaves another major question on the table. What about all of the other social service 


programs?  


 


14) In order to minimize disruptions to a state’s insurance market, The Office of  


Personnel Management (OPM) is required to certify multi-state plans that must be 


included in every exchange. When will the rules be released detailing the requirements 


and timeline for multi-state plans? How OPM structures these rules can be very 


disruptive to a state’s insurance market. 
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15) Does the federal government intend to maintain high risk pools and how will they be 


financed? What actions will they take in a state that has opted not to operate a high risk 


pool or an exchange? 


 


16) How do states with a federal exchange ensure that Web Based Entities (WBE) are an 


option in their state? 


 


17) Will HHS and the United States Department of the Treasury offset the advance payments 


of premium assistance tax credits to issuers for an applicant’s outstanding tax, alimony, 


and/or child support debts?   


 


18) Will state-based exchanges have the flexibility to retroactively adjust past due premium 


amounts for interim changes in income?   


 


19) How will  the Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIO) handle 


Qualifed Health Plans (QHP) to Medicare transitions to prevent enrollee confusion and 


the potential for unpaid QHP premiums due to the enrollee not terminating the QHP 


timely?  


 


20) How will CCIIO minimize the adverse impact of its overly-broad employer notice 


requirement?  


 


Medicaid: 


 


1) When can we expect to receive updated guidance on Medicaid expansion and related 


topics? 


 


2) Will states that expand Medicaid coverage up to a level below 138% of the federal 


poverty level (FPL), for example up to 100% of FPL, still receive the enhanced federal 


medical assistance percentage (FMAP) available for newly covered populations? 


 


3) Will states be allowed to phase in Medicaid coverage up to 138% of FPL (or 100%FPL) 


years after 2013 and still receive the enhanced FMAP? 


 


4) Does the MOE requirement apply to the expansion population or does it apply only to the 


current Medicaid population? If a state accepts the expansion, but the federal match goes 


away, can we drop out of the expansion program? Will you waive the MOE under your 


1115 waiver authority? What will be the penalties for failure to comply with MOE 


requirements? Since the MOE was a direct result of the expansion funding, if a state 


chooses not to expand is the MOE no longer effective? 
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5) How will the federal exchanges utilize the state’s criteria for eligibility that will be 


included in MAGI? 


 


6) If a state expanded Medicaid through a waiver prior to enactment of the PPACA, but then 


chooses not to expand coverage further, are they still eligible for the 75% to 90% 


enhanced FMAP for the previously expanded population? 


 


7) Will the federal government support options for the Medicaid expansion population that 


encourage personal responsibility cost sharing or accountability provisions, the use of 


high deductible plans such as Health Savings Accounts, and other options at the state’s 


choice? 


 


8) What specific plans and timeline do you have for enacting the reforms and flexibility 


options for Medicaid that you spoke of in 2009? When can states give further input on the 


needed reforms? 


 


9) You have stated that you will not deport undocumented aliens who have not committed a 


crime. You have also said that these undocumented aliens will be exempt from the 


individual mandate. How will the state be reimbursed for medical services given to these 


individuals? 


 


10) Will CMS approve global waivers with an aggregate allotment, state flexibility, and 


accountability if states are willing to initiate a portion of the expansion? 


 


11) The Disproportionate Share allotments will be reduced every year with a methodology 


based in the reduction in the number of uninsured. One, when will HHS issue the 


regulations and methodology for this reduction? Two, for a state that does not see a 


decrease in its uninsured population, will the remaining states absorb the full reduction? 


In addition, can a state implement a new DSH Diversion program as part of the optional 


expansion? Can a state implement new DSH Diversion programs for services to the 


uninsured/uncompensated care services?  


 


12) What assurance can states be provided the federal share will be 100 % for the first 3 years 


and 90% into perpetuity?   If the 90% federal match for the expanded population is ever 


reduced, will states be able to repeal the expansion without penalty or clawbacks.  


Likewise, if the existing match for the current Medicaid population is reduced, will states 


be able to repeal the expansion without penalty or clawbacks? 


 


13)  How much nationwide will Medicaid expansion contribute to annual federal deficits and 


the national debt? 
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14) Will the Administration approve waivers that will allow states to use limited financial 


incentives to encourage appropriate utilization of services and reduce costs to both the 


state and the federal government? 
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July 10, 2012 


 


 


The Honorable Barack Obama 


President of the United States 


The White House 


1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 


Washington, DC 20500 


 


Dear President Obama:  


 


On June 28 the United States Supreme Court ruled in National Federation of Independent 


Business vs. Sebelius that the Medicaid expansion provisions in the Patient Protection and 


Affordable Care Act (PPACA) were unconstitutionally coercive of state sovereignty.   


 


Despite the ruling which upheld the individual mandate as a tax, we have written before 


and continue to maintain that the PPACA remains seriously flawed both conceptually and 


technically. It favors dependency over personal responsibility and will ultimately destroy the 


private insurance market. In its current form, the law will increase health care costs and likely 


lead to the disruption or discontinuation of millions of Americans’ insurance plans. The new 


federal subsidies anticipated that enable exchanges are unaffordable given the crushing federal 


budget deficits and record national debt, and states cannot afford significant Medicaid 


expansions.  For most governors, Medicaid growth even before PPACA, was exorbitant, and 


consuming an even larger share of state budgets. 


 


Three years ago, you correctly told Senate Democrats, “[a]s we move forward on health 


reform, it is not sufficient for us to simply add more people to Medicare or Medicaid to increase 


the rolls, to increase coverage in the absence of cost controls and reform.  And let me repeat this 


principle: If we don’t get control over costs, then it is going to be very difficult for us to expand 
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coverage.  These two things go hand in hand.  Another way of putting it is we can’t simply put 


more people into a broken system that doesn’t work.” 


 


Unfortunately, that is precisely what has been done—PPACA, if implemented by the 


states, would put more people, 16-20 million individuals, into a broken Medicaid system.  Three 


years ago, you stated clearly that would be a mistake.  We fully agree.  Today, states have less 


flexibility over the administration of the program, even though some states pay a share of the 


cost equal to that of the federal government.  Governors of both parties, who are the primary 


managers of Medicaid delivery in our states, were not invited to engage in meaningful dialogue 


with your administration in 2010 when the PPACA was drafted-- and ultimately passed--- on a 


party-line vote.    


 


We are still waiting for the real tools and flexibility we need to reform Medicaid and 


lower costs as you promised.  Last year, Republican governors stressed the need to reform 


Medicaid, and we put forward 31 specific policy ideas to achieve that goal. We sent you and the 


Congressional leadership the detailed plan documents to craft such reforms. Since we received 


virtually no response from you, we are enclosing another copy for your team to review. We now 


renew our call for Medicaid reform.   


 


PPACA uses Medicaid as the vehicle for expansion because it would be cheaper for the 


federal government through cost-shifting to the states.  Despite promises of higher federal 


matches for the expansion populations, we also cannot ignore the policies proposed by your 


Administration that would cut the enhanced match rate for newly eligibles. 


 


While overall spending on health care has slowed, the cost of health care has not.  


Spending has slowed, but for the wrong reason—the lingering recession that has cost jobs and 


thus lost health coverage.  According to the most recent federal government projections, the 


number of individuals without health insurance will have increased from 42.7 million in 2008 to 


48.6 million in 2013. 


 


While we continue to believe the best option is to fully repeal and replace the PPACA, 


states now confront numerous deadlines and face major policy decisions in the wake of the 


Supreme Court decision.   Before making any final policy decisions, governors must carefully 


consider the short and long-term implications of an expanded entitlement program and the 


consequences of significantly increasing the size of government to manage these programs.  


 


The states’ burden of the expansion population as well as administrative costs remains 


significant.  Increased spending on Medicaid crowds out resources available to states to spend on 


other meaningful priorities like education, the environment, public safety and infrastructure. 


Moreover, even before increasing the Medicaid-eligible population as prescribed by 


PPACA, Medicaid has been on an unsustainable path, comprising a growing share of state 
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budgets every year.  It is difficult to see how expanding Medicaid without reform would do 


anything other than put more strain on state budgets and the taxpayers, especially when 


considering that many pernicious provisions that curtail state flexibility remain. 


 


While the Supreme Court decision focused on the states’ role in determining whether a 


Medicaid expansion is in the best interest of its citizens, states also face other PPACA-related 


decisions, like whether to establish a state based health-insurance exchange or accept the default 


of a federal exchange.  As the exchange issue is currently interpreted, states are essentially being 


tasked with shouldering all the responsibility without any authority.  


 


If states determine that a Medicaid expansion is not in the best interests of its citizens, it 


is likely that there will be a significant gap in coverage for low-income individuals who do not 


qualify for tax credits.  We believe it is incumbent upon the authors of PPACA and your 


Administration to detail precisely how you intend to address this situation.   


 


We also believe that it is unlikely that the federal government will have fully functional 


exchanges in place by the fall of 2013 in order for millions of Americans to be able to purchase 


coverage beginning January 2014.  We respectfully request the Administration provide the 


detailed work plan that demonstrates these deadlines will be met.  If they cannot be met, the 


responsible course would be for HHS to level with us and the American people.  We also do not 


understand how the federal government can begin to afford to implement PPACA, with deficits 


already over $1 trillion in every year of your presidency, and the debt growing $5 trillion in the 


past 3 years to an outrageous record of nearly $16 trillion. 


 


The consequences of governors’ decisions will impact our states – and the nation – for 


decades to come, so we must have all the information needed to choose wisely. We have taken 


the liberty of compiling below just some of the critical questions that must have answers before 


states can determine best how to proceed in light of the Court’s decision. We undertake this task 


with a sense of great responsibility, and resolve to only move forward when we have full and 


complete knowledge of all the implications of our decision. 


 


Healthcare Exchanges:  


 


1) Please provide a complete list of regulations that will have to be reviewed, revised 


and re-opened for public comment prior to implementation as a result of the Supreme 


Court ruling (e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations, exchange regulations related to 


interface with Medicaid)? What is the schedule for re-issuing these regulations? 


 


2) When will either additional guidance or actual rules be issued on essential health 


benefits, actuarial value and rating areas be issued? 
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3) The federal government has already extended deadlines for applying for Level 1 and 


Level 2 Exchange Establishment funding into 2014.  Can we expect extensions of the 


deadlines for implementation given the uncertainty caused by the Supreme Court 


ruling and the linkage between Medicaid expansion and exchange eligibility and 


enrollment functions?  In addition, will the deadlines change for states implementing 


a partnership exchange?  Will the deadlines be extended for states implementing a 


federal exchange?   


 


4) When will the details of the federal partnership options be available? These cannot be 


considered as an option without details including cost estimates. How will the long 


term funding of the federally-facilitated healthcare exchanges be sustained? 


 


5) States considering a state-based exchange need to know whether there will be a 


charge and by how much to use the federal data hub, advance premium tax 


credit/cost-sharing reduction service, risk adjustment and transitional reinsurance 


programs. 


 


6) When will states learn the details of the operational systems for a federal exchange? 


The procedural, technical, and architectural requirements for linking to the federal 


exchange have not been released.  It is not feasible to know if a state-based exchange 


is better for our citizens until we know what the contents of a federal exchange will 


be.  Taking grant money at this time for state exchange creation may be wasted if a 


federal exchange makes more sense for a particular state. 


 


7) When will information from the establishment of a federal exchange be available for 


states to use if a state opts to build its own exchange? It is costly for each state to 


have to start from scratch and still not know how interfaces will work. 


 


8) If states choose to build a state-based exchange, what dollars will the federal 


government contribute now and in the future?  For the federal exchange states, when 


will the regulations regarding the imposition of taxes on a state’s insurers be 


released? 


 


9) It has been widely reported that Congressional leaders who have to appropriate 


money will seek to defund exchanges. Please explain how the enactment provisions 


of the law allow the Executive Branch to continue to fund exchanges without 


Congressional action to appropriate money.   


 


10) What happens to a state that has taken exchange planning and implementation grants 


if their exchange is not financially viable after 2015?  Can a state refuse to increase 
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taxes on either its residents or insurers, thus putting the financial underpinning of an 


exchange at risk? What penalties does the federal government envision in this case? 


 


11) What happens if a state accepts grant money now to begin to build a state exchange, 


and subsequently determines that a federal exchange may be better?  Will the federal 


government claw back these grant dollars from the states? 


 


12) What impact will changes to the Medicaid expansion have on exchange 


implementation? The federal exchange is currently structured to provide Medicaid 


eligibility determination. How will this work if some states participate and others do 


not? 


 


13) Last month the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) pointed out a provision in the 


law that reduces exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer and fewer people 


will qualify for subsidies, and the people who do qualify will get a smaller and 


smaller subsidy. Does the Administration support that change, and if so, how would 


you pay for it? If you do not, why do you think people should be forced to buy 


insurance if federal subsidies are shrinking? 


 


14) CMS has released 90/10 funding under ARRA and HITECH in order for states to 


improve their eligibility systems for Medicaid and other social service programs. Will 


that funding continue?     


 


15) Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid program, 


states are charged by the PPACA with creating a single, seamless point of entry for 


all of the insurance affordability programs affected by the Act--Medicaid, the 


Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic Health Plan (where offered), 


advance tax credits for individual and Small Business Health Options Program 


(SHOP) exchange enrollees.  This leaves another major question on the table.  What 


about all of the other social service programs? Will states still be able to create an 


eligibility system for all social service programs under the 90/10 funding mechanism? 


 


16) In order to minimize disruptions to a state’s insurance market, The Office of 


Personnel Management (OPM) is required to certified multi-state plans that must be 


included in every exchange, when will the rules be released detailing the 


requirements and timeline for multi-state plans. How OPM structures these rules can 


be very disruptive to a state’s insurance market. 


 


17) Does the federal government intend to maintain high risk pools and how will they be 


financed? What actions will they take in a state that has opted not to operate a high 


risk pool or an exchange? 
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Medicaid 


 


1) When can we expect to receive updated guidance on Medicaid expansion and related 


topics? 


 


2) Is there a deadline for letting the federal government know if a state will be 


participating in the Medicaid expansion? How does that relate to the exchange 


declaration deadline? The two programs are currently scheduled to be implemented 


simultaneously in January 2014. 


 


3) Will states that expand Medicaid coverage up to a level below 138% of the federal 


poverty level (FPL), for example up to 100% of FPL, still receive the enhanced 


federal medical assistance percentage (FMAP) available for “newly covered” 


populations?  


 


4) Will states be allowed to phase in Medicaid coverage up to 138% of FPL (or 100% 


FPL) years after 2013 and still receive the enhanced FMAP? 


 


5) Does the MOE requirement apply to the expansion population or does it apply only to 


the current Medicaid population? If a state accepts the expansion, but the federal 


match goes away, can we drop out of the expansion program?  Will you waive the 


MOE under your 1115 waiver authority? What will be the penalties for failure to 


comply with MOE requirements? Since the MOE was a direct result of the expansion 


funding, if a state chooses not to expand is the MOE no longer effective? 


 


6) Regarding the two year increase in Medicaid reimbursement for primary care codes, 


are you going to extend it? If so, how are you going to pay for it? Congressional 


Republicans have expressed opposition to any funded for PPACA.   


 


7) Will states still be required to convert their income counting methodology to MAGI 


for purposes of determining eligibility regardless of whether they expand to the 


optional adult group?  If so, how do states link the categorical eligibility criteria to the 


MAGI? How will the federal exchanges utilize the state’s criteria? 


 


8) If a state expanded Medicaid through a waiver prior to enactment of the PPACA, but 


then chooses not to expand coverage further, are they still eligible for the 75% to 90% 


enhanced FMAP for the previously expanded population? 


 


9) Will the federal government support options for the Medicaid expansion population 


that encourage personal responsibility – cost sharing or accountability provisions, the 
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use of high deductible plans such as Health Savings Accounts, and other options at 


the state’s choice?  


 


10) What specific plans and timeline do you have for enacting the reforms and flexibility 


options for Medicaid that you spoke of in 2009?  When can states give further input 


on the needed reforms? 


 


11) You have stated that you will not deport undocumented aliens who have not 


committed a crime. You have also said that these undocumented aliens will be 


exempt from the individual mandate. How will the state be reimbursed for medical 


services given to these individuals?  


 


12) Will CMS approve global waivers with an aggregate allotment, state flexibility, and 


accountability if states are willing to initiate a portion of the expansion?  


 


13) The Disproportionate Share allotments will be reduced every year with a 


methodology based in the reduction in the number of uninsured.  One, when will 


HHS issue the regulations and methodology for this reduction? Two, for a state that 


does not see a decrease in its uninsured population will the remaining state absorb the 


full reduction?  In addition, can a state implement a new DSH Diversion program as 


part of the optional expansion?  Can a state implement new DSH Diversion programs 


for services to the uninsured/uncompensated care services? 


 


There will inevitably be more questions that will arise as additional guidance flows from 


your Administration.  With just 18 months until the anticipated implementation date of 


PPACA, we would appreciate prompt answers. 


 


Thank you for your attention to this important matter facing states and the country. We 


look forward to learning from your responses.   


 


Sincerely, 


 


 
 


Governor Bob McDonnell, RGA Chairman 


Commonwealth of Virginia 
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September 27, 2012 
 


The Honorable Barack Obama  


President of the United States  


The White House  


1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW  


Washington, DC 20500  


 


Dear President Obama:  


 


On July 10, 2012, I submitted to you a letter that detailed 30 questions from Republican 


governors regarding the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). We continue to 


wait for answers to most of our questions, and while your administration responded to some of 


them, the answers were not substantial enough to take responsible action. Today, we write again, 


hoping that more information will be provided.  


 


As stated several times before, we continue to maintain that the PPACA remains seriously 


flawed both conceptually and technically. Our explanation isn’t new, we believe the law favors 


dependency over personal responsibility and will ultimately destroy the private insurance market. 


In its current form, the law will increase health care costs and likely lead to the disruption or 


discontinuation of millions of Americans’ insurance plans. The new federal subsidies anticipated 


that enable exchanges are unaffordable given the crushing federal budget deficits and record 


national debt, and states cannot afford significant Medicaid expansions. For most governors, 


Medicaid growth even before PPACA was exorbitant and consuming a growing share of state 


budgets. While we strive to balance our budgets at the state level, we do not understand how the 


federal government can begin to afford to implement PPACA, with deficits already over $1 


trillion in every year of your presidency, and the debt growing $5 trillion in the past 3 years to an 


outrageous record of nearly $16 trillion.  


 


For emphasis, we will again repeat that we wish you would have stood by your statement three 


years ago when you correctly told Senate Democrats, ―[a]s we move forward on health reform, 


it is not sufficient for us to simply add more people to Medicare or Medicaid to increase the rolls, 
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to increase coverage in the absence of cost controls and reform. And let me repeat this principle: 


If we don’t get control over costs, then it is going to be very difficult for us to expand coverage. 


These two things go hand in hand. Another way of putting it is we can’t simply put more people 


into a broken system that doesn’t work. 


 


Unfortunately, that is precisely what has been done—PPACA, if implemented by the states, 


would put more people, 16-20 million individuals, into a broken Medicaid system. A system that 


lacks real tools and flexibility to afford states the opportunity to be creative and implement true 


Medicaid reforms. Twice now, we have sent you and Congressional leadership the detailed plan 


documents to craft such reforms. We continue to wait for a response and have enclosed yet 


another copy for your team to review.  


 


While believe the best option is to fully repeal and replace the PPACA, states continue to 


confront numerous deadlines and face major policy decisions in the wake of the Supreme Court 


decision. Before making any final policy decisions, governors must carefully consider the short 


and long-term implications of an expanded entitlement program and the consequences of 


significantly increasing the size of government to manage these programs.  


 


In addition to determining whether Medicaid expansion is in the best interest of its citizens, 


states face other PPACA-related decisions, like whether to establish a state-based health-


insurance exchange, enter into a partnership exchange or accept the default of a federal 


exchange. As the exchange issue is currently interpreted, states are essentially being tasked with 


shouldering all the responsibility without any authority.  


 


We respectfully request the Administration provide the detailed work plan that demonstrates how 


the aggressive deadlines for the creation of a federally-facilitated health insurance exchange 


deadlines will be met. If they cannot be met, the responsible course would be for HHS to level 


with us and the American people.  


 


The consequences of governors’ decisions will impact our states – and the nation – for decades 


to come, so we must have all the information needed to choose wisely. We have taken the liberty 


of listing below some of the critical questions that must have answers before states can determine 


best how to proceed. You will notice that of the 30 questions originally put forward in the July 


10 letter, the vast majority remain unanswered. 


 


Healthcare Exchanges:  


 


1)  Please provide a complete list of regulations that will have to be reviewed, revised and 


re-opened for public comment prior to implementation as a result of the Supreme Court 


ruling (e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations, exchange regulations related to interface 


with Medicaid). What is the schedule for re-issuing these regulations?  
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2) When will preliminary and subsequent final rules be issued on essential health benefits, 


actuarial value and rating areas be issued?  


 


3) The federal government has already extended deadlines for applying for Level 1 and 


Level 2 Exchange Establishment funding into 2014. Can we expect extensions of the 


deadlines for implementation given the uncertainty caused by the Supreme Court ruling 


and the linkage between Medicaid expansion and exchange eligibility and enrollment 


functions? In addition, will the deadlines change for states implementing a partnership 


exchange? Will the deadlines be extended for states implementing a federal exchange?  


 


4) When will the details of the federal partnership options be available? These cannot be 


considered as an option without details including cost estimates. How will the long term 


funding of the federally-facilitated healthcare exchanges be sustained?  


 


5) States considering a state-based exchange need to know whether there will be a charge to 


use the federal data hub, advance premium tax credit/cost-sharing reduction service, risk 


adjustment and transitional reinsurance programs. Will there be a charge? And, if so, how 


much will it be?  


 


6) When will states learn the details of the operational systems for a federal exchange? The 


procedural, technical, and architectural requirements for linking to the federal exchange 


have not been released. It is not feasible to know if a state-based exchange is better for 


our citizens until we know what the contents of a federal exchange will be. Taking grant 


money at this time for state exchange creation may be wasted if a federal exchange 


makes more sense for a particular state.  


 


7) When will information from the establishment of a federal exchange be available for 


states to use if a state opts to build its own exchange? It is costly for each state to have to 


start from scratch and still not know how interfaces will work.  


 


8) If states choose to build a state-based exchange, what dollars will the federal government 


contribute now and in the future? For the federal exchange states, when will the 


regulations regarding the imposition of taxes on a state’s insurers be released?  


 


9) It has been widely reported that Congressional leaders who have to appropriate money 


will seek to defund exchanges. Can you explain how the enactment provisions of the law 


allow the Executive Branch to continue to fund exchanges without Congressional action 


to appropriate money?  
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10) What happens to a state that has taken exchange planning and implementation grants if 


their exchange is not financially viable after 2015? Can a state refuse to increase taxes on 


either its residents or insurers, thus putting the financial underpinning of an exchange at 


risk? What penalties does the federal government envision in this case?  


 


11) What happens if a state accepts grant money now to begin to build a state exchange, and 


subsequently determines that a federal exchange may be better? Will the federal 


government claw back these grant dollars from the states?  


 


12) The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has pointed out a provision in the law that 


reduces exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer and fewer people will qualify 


for subsidies, and the people who do qualify will get a smaller and smaller subsidy. Does 


the Administration support that change, and if so, how would you pay for it? If you do 


not, why do you think people should be forced to buy insurance if federal subsidies are 


shrinking?  


 


13) Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid program, states 


are charged by the PPACA with creating a single, seamless point of entry for all of the 


insurance affordability programs affected by the Act--Medicaid, the Children’s Health 


Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic Health Plan (where offered), advance tax credits for 


individual and Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) exchange enrollees. This 


leaves another major question on the table. What about all of the other social service 


programs? Will states still be able to create an eligibility system for all social service 


programs under the 90/10 funding mechanism?  


 


14) In order to minimize disruptions to a state’s insurance market, The Office of Personnel 


Management (OPM) is required to certified multi-state plans that must be included in 


every exchange. When will the rules be released detailing the requirements and timeline 


for multi-state plans? How OPM structures these rules can be very disruptive to a state’s 


insurance market.  


 


15) Does the federal government intend to maintain high risk pools and how will they be 


financed? What actions will they take in a state that has opted not to operate a high risk 


pool or an exchange?  


 


Medicaid  
1) When can we expect to receive updated guidance on Medicaid expansion and related 


topics?  
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2) Will states that expand Medicaid coverage up to a level below 138% of the federal 


poverty level (FPL), for example up to 100% of FPL, still receive the enhanced federal 


medical assistance percentage (FMAP) available for ―newly covered‖ populations?  


 


3) Will states be allowed to phase in Medicaid coverage up to 138% of FPL (or 100% FPL) 


years after 2013 and still receive the enhanced FMAP?  


 


4) Does the MOE requirement apply to the expansion population or does it apply only to the 


current Medicaid population? If a state accepts the expansion, but the federal match goes 


away, can we drop out of the expansion program? Will you waive the MOE under your 


1115 waiver authority? What will be the penalties for failure to comply with MOE 


requirements? Since the MOE was a direct result of the expansion funding, if a state 


chooses not to expand is the MOE no longer effective?  


 


5) Regarding the two year increase in Medicaid reimbursement for primary care codes, are 


you going to issue rules and guidance in time for implementation? Do you plan on 


extending it? If so, how are you going to pay for it? Congressional Republicans have 


expressed opposition to any funding for PPACA.  


 


6) How will the federal exchanges utilize the state’s criteria for eligibility that will be 


included in MAGI?  


 


7) If a state expanded Medicaid through a waiver prior to enactment of the PPACA, but then 


chooses not to expand coverage further, are they still eligible for the 75% to 90% 


enhanced FMAP for the previously expanded population?  


 


8) Will the federal government support options for the Medicaid expansion population that 


encourage personal responsibility – cost sharing or accountability provisions, the use of 


high deductible plans such as Health Savings Accounts, and other options at the state’s 


choice? 


 


9) What specific plans and timeline do you have for enacting the reforms and flexibility 


options for Medicaid that you spoke of in 2009? When can states give further input on the 


needed reforms?  


 


10) You have stated that you will not deport undocumented aliens who have not committed a 


crime. You have also said that these undocumented aliens will be exempt from the 


individual mandate. How will the state be reimbursed for medical services given to these 


individuals?  
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11) Will CMS approve global waivers with an aggregate allotment, state flexibility, and 


accountability if states are willing to initiate a portion of the expansion?  


 


12) The Disproportionate Share allotments will be reduced every year with a methodology 


based in the reduction in the number of uninsured. One, when will HHS issue the 


regulations and methodology for this reduction? Two, for a state that does not see a 


decrease in its uninsured population will the remaining state absorb the full reduction? In 


addition, can a state implement a new DSH Diversion program as part of the optional 


expansion? Can a state implement new DSH Diversion programs for services to the 


uninsured/uncompensated care services?  


 


There will inevitably be more questions that will arise as additional guidance flows from your 


Administration. With just 15 months until the anticipated implementation date of PPACA, we 


would appreciate prompt answers.  


 


Thank you for your attention to this important matter facing states and the country. We look 


forward to learning from your responses.  


 


Sincerely,  


 
 


Governor Bob McDonnell, RGA Chairman  


Commonwealth of Virginia 
 







guidance Friday from Secretary Sebelius extends the date only for the election of a
partnership exchange, and subsequently for the federal exchange.
 
As it stands, current guidance contains numerous instances where it mentions that further
rulemaking or guidance will be issued, making it difficult for states to make the best decision
for their unique populations.  In addition, last Thursday, HHS submitted two proposed
regulations to OMB, hinting that the Administration had the information necessary for states
to make their decisions but was waiting until after the election to release. 
 
 “The lack of a complete and open rulemaking process and the deficit of information being
shared with states have created a virtual roadblock for governors, who must decipher what
type of exchange is appropriate for their state,” said RGA Chairman Bob McDonnell. “We
are asking for the President to intervene with HHS, push the deadline and engage directly
with governors of both parties in a serious dialogue about healthcare exchanges and overall
healthcare reform in our states.” 
 
In their letter, the governors’ wrote: “As has been stated many times, before making any final
policy decisions, governors must carefully consider the short and long-term implications of
an expanded entitlement program and the consequences of significantly increasing the size of
government to manage these programs. In the near term, we need to better understand how
the federal government will implement a federal exchange as it is clear most states will not
be ready on their own.  We also have concerns about future cost shifting to states, and need
certainty as we prepare our budgets, many of which are biennial budgets.  We also remain
very concerned about the unsustainable deficits and national debt, and the reality that
imprudent implementation of PPACA will contribute dramatically to an increase in both.” 
 In August of 2011, the Republican governors submitted 31 specific solutions for Medicaid
reform to improve the delivery of service and reduce costs for the federal government and
states. When healthcare reform was discussed in 2010 and PPACA ultimately passed, no
governor was invited to provide input into the nation’s healthcare overhaul.
“The American people want Republicans and Democrats to work together to move our
country forward, and we ask the President and his Cabinet to work with governors to
honestly address the real concerns we have about the health care law and our nation’s
healthcare system as a whole,” said Governor Bobby Jindal.
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From the president's desk:

Time to remember the

states created the federal

government and not the
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state budget process

 Top 5 lessons we learned

Tuesday night

If you can read this, thank

a roughneck

  The Korbe Report --

Election Edition

Forward the cause:

      

OCPA's daily e-mail delivering policy perspectives each weekday.
 

Heritage, Cato, OCPA analysts: Continue to fight Obamacare

at every turn

By Brandon Dutcher

Nina Owcharenko

OCPA fiscal policy director Jonathan Small has long argued against

expanding Medicaid as provided for under Obamacare. I commend to your

attention his excellent new article in the Oklahoma Gazette ("Medicaid

expansion is the new SQ 744") in which he explains why common

education, higher education and various other tax consumers in Oklahoma

should wake up to the dangers posed by Medicaid expansion.

 

Now you may ask: Given President Barack Obama's reelection, what's the

point of resisting Obamacare now? After all, conventional wisdom says the

law will now stay on course. But Heritage Foundation analyst Nina

Owcharenko says this is "another example of the left's wishful thinking."

Owcharenko (pictured here at OCPA) gives several reasons that

"Obamacare is not here to stay."

 

Click to read more on our blog.
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From: Wendy Gregory
To: Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz
Subject: Anti-health care exchanges- media
Date: Monday, November 12, 2012 6:17:29 PM
Importance: High

https://www.facebook.com/#!/NullifyObamacareOK
 
Also Eddie Huff on KFAQ this morning told listeners that if they want to stop the federal exchange in OK, to call the Governor's office.
 
I have 2 events tomorrow morning/noon, so I'll check messages tonight at the office and let you know what/how many I have esp re:
health care exchanges.
 
FYI.
 
 
Wendy Gregory
Director, Tulsa  Office
Governor Mary Fallin
440 S. Houston, Suite  304
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74127
(918) 581-2801
http://www.ok.gov/governor/ 
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From: Dick Beale
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Monday, November 12, 2012 10:27:55 AM
Attachments: facebook-iconf5423f

linkedin57e847
twitter_newbird_boxed_whiteonblue30pta375f2
bealeclr-with-line-small527e23

Importance: High

Dear Ms. Northrup and Ms. Altshuler,

 
The national election is over and like or not (Not!), we are going to have to deal with prospect of

Obamacare being implemented in Oklahoma. We can take the high road and do it ourselves in a way

that makes sense in Oklahoma or we can face the prospect of a punitive installation of a Federal

Exchange.

 
Governor Fallin needs to take a leadership position in this effort to do something positive to protect the

interests of Oklahomans. We can no longer have our state government held hostage by a minority of

over zealous, ultra-right wing fanatics. Governor Fallin risks losing the support of many of us

conservative realists who have supported her for many years.

 
There is plenty of assistance in the wings waiting to be called into action to get a state exchange in

place and we have been given additional time by HHS to make it a reality. We are not supporting

Obamacare in principle, but making certain Oklahoma's principles are preserved in the exchange

process to the greatest extent possible.

 
Many of us have been working within the insurance industry for years to design a working system. We

believe that there will never be a better opportunity to have flexibility in design than there is right now. 

 
Please share this with Governor Fallin and urge her to do the "right" thing.

 
Thank you for your time and support.

 
 

 Dick Beale
Senior Vice President

Dick@bealepro.com

3000 NW 149th St., Oklahoma City, OK, 73134

P.O. Box 21880, Oklahoma City, OK, 73156

405-521-1600 or 800-530-4863

405-521-1610 fax 
www.bealepro.com
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From: Dana Thompson {GOV}
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: dcrippen@NGA.ORG; missy.wier@state.de.us; DQuam@NGA.ORG; brian@nevadadc.org; Denise Northrup;

Joshua Sharfstein (DHMH); Carolyn Quattrocki {GOV}; Charles Milligan (DHMH)
Subject: Re: URGENT: PPACA
Date: Monday, November 12, 2012 8:05:09 AM

Katie,

I mentioned this at one of our HHS Committee SAC meetings in the context of the
"essential health benefit" component of the ACA, but generally, with regard to
establishing an exchange, Maryland has made good progress that might serve
others quite well.   Governor O'Malley has repeatedly asked his staff to make
themselves available to states that seek advice in setting up their exchanges. 

We're also glad to join you in reaching out to Secretary Sebelius for additional
guidance, but since every state is different, your boss and other Governors might
find it most helpful to call the Secretary individually.  I understand that she's happy
to help walk Governors through the process to achieve success.

I am copying Josh Sharfstein, our Secretary of Health & Mental Hygiene, Chuck
Milligan, our Medicaid Director, and Carolyn Quattrocki, Executive Director of our
Office of Health Care Reform.  The experts who are working on the exchanges in
your state and any other state can feel free to reach out to them to get insight on
how we set up our exchange, and they'll be more than happy to walk through it.

Moreover, please check out this recent press release to get an overview of
Maryland's exchange, called "Maryland Health
Connection": http://www.governor.maryland.gov/ltgovernor/pressreleases/120823.asp
.  

Hopefully, this helps.

On Friday, November 9, 2012, Katie Altshuler wrote:
Yes

----- Original Message -----
From: Crippen, Dan [mailto:dcrippen@NGA.ORG]
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 12:05 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; 'missy.wier@state.de.us' <missy.wier@state.de.us>; Quam,
David <DQuam@NGA.ORG>
Cc: 'brian
'dana.thompson@maryland.gov' <dana.thompson@maryland.gov>; Denise
Northrup
Subject: Re: URGENT: PPACA

Whille i understand the general frustration, is the issue of Nov 16 the primary one?

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov]
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Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 12:43 PM
To: 'missy.wier@state.de.us' <missy.wier@state.de.us>; Crippen, Dan; Quam,
David
Cc: 'brian@
'dana.thompson@maryland.gov' <dana.thompson@maryland.gov>; Denise
Northrup <Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: Re: URGENT: PPACA

We would like a mtg w/ President, Sebelius is welcome to attend as well, but we
feel like we are getting conflicting answers and messages from various levels of
government and the mtg needs to be with the President.

----- Original Message -----
From: Wier Banashak Missy (Governor) [mailto:missy.wier@state.de.us]
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 11:40 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; 'dcrippen@NGA.ORG' <dcrippen@NGA.ORG>;
'DQuam@NGA.ORG' <DQuam@NGA.ORG>
Cc: 'brian@  Dana Thompson (GOV)
(dana.thompson@maryland.gov) <dana.thompson@maryland.gov>
Subject: RE: URGENT: PPACA

Thanks Katie.  Looping in Dana here as well.   Was there any discussion about a
meeting w/ Sebelius?

Missy Wier Banashak
Director
DC Office of Governor Jack Markell
202-624-5940
missy.wier@state.de.us

-----Original Message-----
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov]
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 12:37 PM
To: Wier Banashak Missy (Governor); 'dcrippen@NGA.ORG'; 'DQuam@NGA.ORG'
Cc: 'brian@
Subject: URGENT: PPACA

We would like to see if NGA is willing to ask for a meeting between President
Obama and Governors to get answers to questions re/ exchanges and Medicaid
Expansion.

Katie 
The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any
attachments, is for the exclusive use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or confidential. If the reader of this
transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it
to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and
delete this message.
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-- 

Dana J. Thompson • Director, Federal Relations • Office of Gov. Martin O'Malley • State of Maryland
• 202.624.1430 (o) • 202.783.3061 (f) •  (c) • Sign Up for Governor O’Malley’s E-Newsletter •
This message and any response to it may constitute a public record and thus may be publicly available
to anyone who requests it.
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: More healthcare information
Date: Sunday, November 11, 2012 4:49:42 PM
Attachments: 2012 7 10 Potus Letter FINAL.pdf

2012 9 27 RGA Letter to President Final.pdf
2012 HHS July Response to Rep Govs.pdf
RGPPC_Medicaid_Report[1].pdf

Chiefs/Action Officers/Healthcare Advisors:
 
Per the Chairman’s request, please share with your governors the below article found this week in
the National Review.  Your bosses might find the analysis interesting. Also, attached are the letters
we have sent the Administration previously and their response to Governor McDonnell in July. Also
included in these attachments is our 2011 Medicaid plan. Please let me know if you have any
questions on any of our many moving parts.
 
Thank you,
Marie
 
 
http://www.nationalreview.com/articles/333040/obamacare-still-vulnerable-
michael-f-cannon
 
Obamacare Is Still Vulnerable
 
By Michael F. Cannon
November 9, 2012 4:00 A.M.
 
President Obama has won reelection, and his administration has asked state
officials to decide by Friday, November 16, whether their state will create
one of Obamacare’s health-insurance “exchanges.” States also have to decide
whether to implement the law’s massive expansion of Medicaid. The correct
answer to both questions remains a resounding no.
 
State-created exchanges mean higher taxes, fewer jobs, and less protection of
religious freedom. States are better off defaulting to a federal exchange.
The Medicaid expansion is likewise too costly and risky a proposition.
Republican Governors Association chairman Bob McDonnell (R.,Va.) agrees, and
has announced that Virginia will implement neither provision.
 
There are many arguments against creating exchanges.
 
First, states are under no obligation to create one.
 
Second, operating an Obamacare exchange would be illegal in 14 states.
Alabama, Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri,
Montana, Ohio, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Utah, and Virginia have enacted either
statutes or constitutional amendments (or both) forbidding state employees to
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July 10, 2012 


 


 


 


The Honorable Barack Obama 


President of the United States 


The White House 


1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 


Washington, DC 20500 


 


Dear President Obama:  


 


On June 28 the United States Supreme Court ruled in National Federation of Independent 


Business vs. Sebelius that the Medicaid expansion provisions in the Patient Protection and 


Affordable Care Act (PPACA) were unconstitutionally coercive of state sovereignty.   


 


Despite the ruling which upheld the individual mandate as a tax, we have written before 


and continue to maintain that the PPACA remains seriously flawed both conceptually and 


technically. It favors dependency over personal responsibility and will ultimately destroy the 


private insurance market. In its current form, the law will increase health care costs and likely 


lead to the disruption or discontinuation of millions of Americans’ insurance plans. The new 


federal subsidies anticipated that enable exchanges are unaffordable given the crushing federal 


budget deficits and record national debt, and states cannot afford significant Medicaid 


expansions.  For most governors, Medicaid growth even before PPACA, was exorbitant, and 


consuming an even larger share of state budgets. 


 


Three years ago, you correctly told Senate Democrats, ―[a]s we move forward on health 


reform, it is not sufficient for us to simply add more people to Medicare or Medicaid to increase 


the rolls, to increase coverage in the absence of cost controls and reform.  And let me repeat this 
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principle: If we don’t get control over costs, then it is going to be very difficult for us to expand 


coverage.  These two things go hand in hand.  Another way of putting it is we can’t simply put 


more people into a broken system that doesn’t work.‖ 


 


Unfortunately, that is precisely what has been done—PPACA, if implemented by the 


states, would put more people, 16-20 million individuals, into a broken Medicaid system.  Three 


years ago, you stated clearly that would be a mistake.  We fully agree.  Today, states have less 


flexibility over the administration of the program, even though some states pay a share of the 


cost equal to that of the federal government.  Governors of both parties, who are the primary 


managers of Medicaid delivery in our states, were not invited to engage in meaningful dialogue 


with your administration in 2010 when the PPACA was drafted-- and ultimately passed--- on a 


party-line vote.    


 


We are still waiting for the real tools and flexibility we need to reform Medicaid and 


lower costs as you promised.  Last year, Republican governors stressed the need to reform 


Medicaid, and we put forward 31 specific policy ideas to achieve that goal. We sent you and the 


Congressional leadership the detailed plan documents to craft such reforms. Since we received 


virtually no response from you, we are enclosing another copy for your team to review. We now 


renew our call for Medicaid reform.   


 


PPACA uses Medicaid as the vehicle for expansion because it would be cheaper for the 


federal government through cost-shifting to the states.  Despite promises of higher federal 


matches for the expansion populations, we also cannot ignore the policies proposed by your 


Administration that would cut the enhanced match rate for newly eligibles. 


 


While overall spending on health care has slowed, the cost of health care has not.  


Spending has slowed, but for the wrong reason—the lingering recession that has cost jobs and 


thus lost health coverage.  According to the most recent federal government projections, the 


number of individuals without health insurance will have increased from 42.7 million in 2008 to 


48.6 million in 2013. 


 


While we continue to believe the best option is to fully repeal and replace the PPACA, 


states now confront numerous deadlines and face major policy decisions in the wake of the 


Supreme Court decision.   Before making any final policy decisions, governors must carefully 


consider the short and long-term implications of an expanded entitlement program and the 


consequences of significantly increasing the size of government to manage these programs.  


 


The states’ burden of the expansion population as well as administrative costs remains 


significant.  Increased spending on Medicaid crowds out resources available to states to spend on 


other meaningful priorities like education, the environment, public safety and infrastructure. 
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Moreover, even before increasing the Medicaid-eligible population as prescribed by 


PPACA, Medicaid has been on an unsustainable path, comprising a growing share of state 


budgets every year.  It is difficult to see how expanding Medicaid without reform would do 


anything other than put more strain on state budgets and the taxpayers, especially when 


considering that many pernicious provisions that curtail state flexibility remain. 


 


While the Supreme Court decision focused on the states’ role in determining whether a 


Medicaid expansion is in the best interest of its citizens, states also face other PPACA-related 


decisions, like whether to establish a state based health-insurance exchange or accept the default 


of a federal exchange.  As the exchange issue is currently interpreted, states are essentially being 


tasked with shouldering all the responsibility without any authority.  


 


If states determine that a Medicaid expansion is not in the best interests of its citizens, it 


is likely that there will be a significant gap in coverage for low-income individuals who do not 


qualify for tax credits.  We believe it is incumbent upon the authors of PPACA and your 


Administration to detail precisely how you intend to address this situation.   


 


We also believe that it is unlikely that the federal government will have fully functional 


exchanges in place by the fall of 2013 in order for millions of Americans to be able to purchase 


coverage beginning January 2014.  We respectfully request the Administration provide the 


detailed work plan that demonstrates these deadlines will be met.  If they cannot be met, the 


responsible course would be for HHS to level with us and the American people.  We also do not 


understand how the federal government can begin to afford to implement PPACA, with deficits 


already over $1 trillion in every year of your presidency, and the debt growing $5 trillion in the 


past 3 years to an outrageous record of nearly $16 trillion. 


 


The consequences of governors’ decisions will impact our states – and the nation – for 


decades to come, so we must have all the information needed to choose wisely. We have taken 


the liberty of compiling below just some of the critical questions that must have answers before 


states can determine best how to proceed in light of the Court’s decision. We undertake this task 


with a sense of great responsibility, and resolve to only move forward when we have full and 


complete knowledge of all the implications of our decision. 


 


Healthcare Exchanges:  


 


1) Please provide a complete list of regulations that will have to be reviewed, revised 


and re-opened for public comment prior to implementation as a result of the Supreme 


Court ruling (e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations, exchange regulations related to 


interface with Medicaid)? What is the schedule for re-issuing these regulations? 
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2) When will either additional guidance or actual rules be issued on essential health 


benefits, actuarial value and rating areas be issued? 


 


3) The federal government has already extended deadlines for applying for Level 1 and 


Level 2 Exchange Establishment funding into 2014.  Can we expect extensions of the 


deadlines for implementation given the uncertainty caused by the Supreme Court 


ruling and the linkage between Medicaid expansion and exchange eligibility and 


enrollment functions?  In addition, will the deadlines change for states implementing 


a partnership exchange?  Will the deadlines be extended for states implementing a 


federal exchange?   


 


4) When will the details of the federal partnership options be available? These cannot be 


considered as an option without details including cost estimates. How will the long 


term funding of the federally-facilitated healthcare exchanges be sustained? 


 


5) States considering a state-based exchange need to know whether there will be a 


charge and by how much to use the federal data hub, advance premium tax 


credit/cost-sharing reduction service, risk adjustment and transitional reinsurance 


programs. 


 


6) When will states learn the details of the operational systems for a federal exchange? 


The procedural, technical, and architectural requirements for linking to the federal 


exchange have not been released.  It is not feasible to know if a state-based exchange 


is better for our citizens until we know what the contents of a federal exchange will 


be.  Taking grant money at this time for state exchange creation may be wasted if a 


federal exchange makes more sense for a particular state. 


 


7) When will information from the establishment of a federal exchange be available for 


states to use if a state opts to build its own exchange? It is costly for each state to 


have to start from scratch and still not know how interfaces will work. 
 


8) If states choose to build a state-based exchange, what dollars will the federal 


government contribute now and in the future?  For the federal exchange states, when 


will the regulations regarding the imposition of taxes on a state’s insurers be 


released? 
 


9) It has been widely reported that Congressional leaders who have to appropriate 


money will seek to defund exchanges. Please explain how the enactment provisions 


of the law allow the Executive Branch to continue to fund exchanges without 


Congressional action to appropriate money.   
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10) What happens to a state that has taken exchange planning and implementation grants 


if their exchange is not financially viable after 2015?  Can a state refuse to increase 


taxes on either its residents or insurers, thus putting the financial underpinning of an 


exchange at risk? What penalties does the federal government envision in this case? 


 


11) What happens if a state accepts grant money now to begin to build a state exchange, 


and subsequently determines that a federal exchange may be better?  Will the federal 


government claw back these grant dollars from the states? 


 


12) What impact will changes to the Medicaid expansion have on exchange 


implementation? The federal exchange is currently structured to provide Medicaid 


eligibility determination. How will this work if some states participate and others do 


not? 


 


13) Last month the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) pointed out a provision in the 


law that reduces exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer and fewer people 


will qualify for subsidies, and the people who do qualify will get a smaller and 


smaller subsidy. Does the Administration support that change, and if so, how would 


you pay for it? If you do not, why do you think people should be forced to buy 


insurance if federal subsidies are shrinking? 


 


14) CMS has released 90/10 funding under ARRA and HITECH in order for states to 


improve their eligibility systems for Medicaid and other social service programs. Will 


that funding continue?     


 


15) Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid program, 


states are charged by the PPACA with creating a single, seamless point of entry for 


all of the insurance affordability programs affected by the Act--Medicaid, the 


Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic Health Plan (where offered), 


advance tax credits for individual and Small Business Health Options Program 


(SHOP) exchange enrollees.  This leaves another major question on the table.  What 


about all of the other social service programs? Will states still be able to create an 


eligibility system for all social service programs under the 90/10 funding mechanism? 


 


16) In order to minimize disruptions to a state’s insurance market, The Office of 


Personnel Management (OPM) is required to certified multi-state plans that must be 


included in every exchange, when will the rules be released detailing the 


requirements and timeline for multi-state plans. How OPM structures these rules can 


be very disruptive to a state’s insurance market. 
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17) Does the federal government intend to maintain high risk pools and how will they be 


financed? What actions will they take in a state that has opted not to operate a high 


risk pool or an exchange? 


 
Medicaid 


 


1) When can we expect to receive updated guidance on Medicaid expansion and related 


topics? 


 


2) Is there a deadline for letting the federal government know if a state will be 


participating in the Medicaid expansion? How does that relate to the exchange 


declaration deadline? The two programs are currently scheduled to be implemented 


simultaneously in January 2014. 


 


3) Will states that expand Medicaid coverage up to a level below 138% of the federal 


poverty level (FPL), for example up to 100% of FPL, still receive the enhanced 


federal medical assistance percentage (FMAP) available for ―newly covered‖ 


populations?  


 


4) Will states be allowed to phase in Medicaid coverage up to 138% of FPL (or 100% 


FPL) years after 2013 and still receive the enhanced FMAP? 


 


5) Does the MOE requirement apply to the expansion population or does it apply only to 


the current Medicaid population? If a state accepts the expansion, but the federal 


match goes away, can we drop out of the expansion program?  Will you waive the 


MOE under your 1115 waiver authority? What will be the penalties for failure to 


comply with MOE requirements? Since the MOE was a direct result of the expansion 


funding, if a state chooses not to expand is the MOE no longer effective? 


 


6) Regarding the two year increase in Medicaid reimbursement for primary care codes, 


are you going to extend it? If so, how are you going to pay for it? Congressional 


Republicans have expressed opposition to any funded for PPACA.   


 


7) Will states still be required to convert their income counting methodology to MAGI 


for purposes of determining eligibility regardless of whether they expand to the 


optional adult group?  If so, how do states link the categorical eligibility criteria to the 


MAGI? How will the federal exchanges utilize the state’s criteria? 


 


8) If a state expanded Medicaid through a waiver prior to enactment of the PPACA, but 


then chooses not to expand coverage further, are they still eligible for the 75% to 90% 


enhanced FMAP for the previously expanded population? 
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9) Will the federal government support options for the Medicaid expansion population 


that encourage personal responsibility – cost sharing or accountability provisions, the 


use of high deductible plans such as Health Savings Accounts, and other options at 


the state’s choice?  


 


10) What specific plans and timeline do you have for enacting the reforms and flexibility 


options for Medicaid that you spoke of in 2009?  When can states give further input 


on the needed reforms? 


 


11) You have stated that you will not deport undocumented aliens who have not 


committed a crime. You have also said that these undocumented aliens will be 


exempt from the individual mandate. How will the state be reimbursed for medical 


services given to these individuals?  


 


12) Will CMS approve global waivers with an aggregate allotment, state flexibility, and 


accountability if states are willing to initiate a portion of the expansion?  


 


13) The Disproportionate Share allotments will be reduced every year with a 


methodology based in the reduction in the number of uninsured.  One, when will 


HHS issue the regulations and methodology for this reduction? Two, for a state that 


does not see a decrease in its uninsured population will the remaining state absorb the 


full reduction?  In addition, can a state implement a new DSH Diversion program as 


part of the optional expansion?  Can a state implement new DSH Diversion programs 


for services to the uninsured/uncompensated care services? 
 


There will inevitably be more questions that will arise as additional guidance flows from 


your Administration.  With just 18 months until the anticipated implementation date of 


PPACA, we would appreciate prompt answers. 
 


Thank you for your attention to this important matter facing states and the country. We 


look forward to learning from your responses.   


 


Sincerely, 


 


 
 


Governor Bob McDonnell, RGA Chairman 


Commonwealth of Virginia 








 
 


 


September 27, 2012 


 


 


 


The Honorable Barack Obama 


President of the United States 


The White House 


1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 


Washington, DC 20500 


 


Dear President Obama:  


 


On July 10, 2012, I submitted to you a letter that detailed 30 questions from Republican 


governors regarding the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). We continue to 


wait for answers to most of our questions, and while your administration responded to some of 


them, the answers were not substantial enough to take responsible action. Today, we write again, 


hoping that more information will be provided.  


 


As stated several times before, we continue to maintain that the PPACA remains 


seriously flawed both conceptually and technically. Our explanation isn’t new, we believe the 


law favors dependency over personal responsibility and will ultimately destroy the private 


insurance market. In its current form, the law will increase health care costs and likely lead to the 


disruption or discontinuation of millions of Americans’ insurance plans. The new federal 


subsidies anticipated that enable exchanges are unaffordable given the crushing federal budget 


deficits and record national debt, and states cannot afford significant Medicaid expansions.  For 


most governors, Medicaid growth even before PPACA was exorbitant and consuming a growing 


share of state budgets. While we strive to balance our budgets at the state level, we do not 


understand how the federal government can begin to afford to implement PPACA, with deficits 
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already over $1 trillion in every year of your presidency, and the debt growing $5 trillion in the 


past 3 years to an outrageous record of nearly $16 trillion. 


 


For emphasis, we will again repeat that we wish you would have stood by your statement 


three years ago when you correctly told Senate Democrats, ―[a]s we move forward on health 


reform, it is not sufficient for us to simply add more people to Medicare or Medicaid to increase 


the rolls, to increase coverage in the absence of cost controls and reform.  And let me repeat this 


principle: If we don’t get control over costs, then it is going to be very difficult for us to expand 


coverage.  These two things go hand in hand.  Another way of putting it is we can’t simply put 


more people into a broken system that doesn’t work.‖ 


 


Unfortunately, that is precisely what has been done—PPACA, if implemented by the 


states, would put more people, 16-20 million individuals, into a broken Medicaid system.  A 


system that lacks real tools and flexibility to afford states the opportunity to be creative and 


implement true Medicaid reforms. Twice now, we have sent you and Congressional leadership 


the detailed plan documents to craft such reforms. We continue to wait for a response and have 


enclosed yet another copy for your team to review.  


 


While believe the best option is to fully repeal and replace the PPACA, states continue to 


confront numerous deadlines and face major policy decisions in the wake of the Supreme Court 


decision.   Before making any final policy decisions, governors must carefully consider the short 


and long-term implications of an expanded entitlement program and the consequences of 


significantly increasing the size of government to manage these programs.  


 


In addition to determining whether Medicaid expansion is in the best interest of its 


citizens, states face other PPACA-related decisions, like whether to establish a state-based 


health-insurance exchange, enter into a partnership exchange or accept the default of a federal 


exchange.  As the exchange issue is currently interpreted, states are essentially being tasked with 


shouldering all the responsibility without any authority.  


 


We respectfully request the Administration provide the detailed work plan that 


demonstrates how the aggressive deadlines for the creation of a federally-facilitated health 


insurance exchange deadlines will be met.  If they cannot be met, the responsible course would 


be for HHS to level with us and the American people.   


 


The consequences of governors’ decisions will impact our states – and the nation – for 


decades to come, so we must have all the information needed to choose wisely. We have taken 


the liberty of listing below some of the critical questions that must have answers before states 


can determine best how to proceed. You will notice that of the 30 questions originally put 


forward in the July 10 letter, the vast majority remain unanswered.  
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Healthcare Exchanges:  


 


1) Please provide a complete list of regulations that will have to be reviewed, revised 


and re-opened for public comment prior to implementation as a result of the Supreme 


Court ruling (e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations, exchange regulations related to 


interface with Medicaid). What is the schedule for re-issuing these regulations? 


 


2) When will preliminary and subsequent final rules be issued on essential health 


benefits, actuarial value and rating areas be issued? 


 


3) The federal government has already extended deadlines for applying for Level 1 and 


Level 2 Exchange Establishment funding into 2014.  Can we expect extensions of the 


deadlines for implementation given the uncertainty caused by the Supreme Court 


ruling and the linkage between Medicaid expansion and exchange eligibility and 


enrollment functions?  In addition, will the deadlines change for states implementing 


a partnership exchange?  Will the deadlines be extended for states implementing a 


federal exchange?   


 


4) When will the details of the federal partnership options be available? These cannot be 


considered as an option without details including cost estimates. How will the long 


term funding of the federally-facilitated healthcare exchanges be sustained? 


 


5) States considering a state-based exchange need to know whether there will be a 


charge to use the federal data hub, advance premium tax credit/cost-sharing reduction 


service, risk adjustment and transitional reinsurance programs. Will there be a 


charge? And, if so, how much will it be? 


 


6) When will states learn the details of the operational systems for a federal exchange? 


The procedural, technical, and architectural requirements for linking to the federal 


exchange have not been released.  It is not feasible to know if a state-based exchange 


is better for our citizens until we know what the contents of a federal exchange will 


be.  Taking grant money at this time for state exchange creation may be wasted if a 


federal exchange makes more sense for a particular state. 


 


7) When will information from the establishment of a federal exchange be available for 


states to use if a state opts to build its own exchange? It is costly for each state to 


have to start from scratch and still not know how interfaces will work. 
 


8) If states choose to build a state-based exchange, what dollars will the federal 


government contribute now and in the future?  For the federal exchange states, when 
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will the regulations regarding the imposition of taxes on a state’s insurers be 


released? 
 


9) It has been widely reported that Congressional leaders who have to appropriate 


money will seek to defund exchanges. Can you explain how the enactment provisions 


of the law allow the Executive Branch to continue to fund exchanges without 


Congressional action to appropriate money?   


 


10) What happens to a state that has taken exchange planning and implementation grants 


if their exchange is not financially viable after 2015?  Can a state refuse to increase 


taxes on either its residents or insurers, thus putting the financial underpinning of an 


exchange at risk? What penalties does the federal government envision in this case? 


 


11) What happens if a state accepts grant money now to begin to build a state exchange, 


and subsequently determines that a federal exchange may be better?  Will the federal 


government claw back these grant dollars from the states? 


 


12)  The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has pointed out a provision in the law that 


reduces exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer and fewer people will 


qualify for subsidies, and the people who do qualify will get a smaller and smaller 


subsidy. Does the Administration support that change, and if so, how would you pay 


for it? If you do not, why do you think people should be forced to buy insurance if 


federal subsidies are shrinking? 


 


13) Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid program, 


states are charged by the PPACA with creating a single, seamless point of entry for 


all of the insurance affordability programs affected by the Act--Medicaid, the 


Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic Health Plan (where offered), 


advance tax credits for individual and Small Business Health Options Program 


(SHOP) exchange enrollees.  This leaves another major question on the table.  What 


about all of the other social service programs? Will states still be able to create an 


eligibility system for all social service programs under the 90/10 funding mechanism? 


 


14) In order to minimize disruptions to a state’s insurance market, The Office of 


Personnel Management (OPM) is required to certified multi-state plans that must be 


included in every exchange. When will the rules be released detailing the 


requirements and timeline for multi-state plans? How OPM structures these rules can 


be very disruptive to a state’s insurance market. 
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15) Does the federal government intend to maintain high risk pools and how will they be 


financed? What actions will they take in a state that has opted not to operate a high 


risk pool or an exchange? 


 
Medicaid 


 


1) When can we expect to receive updated guidance on Medicaid expansion and related 


topics? 


 


2) Will states that expand Medicaid coverage up to a level below 138% of the federal 


poverty level (FPL), for example up to 100% of FPL, still receive the enhanced 


federal medical assistance percentage (FMAP) available for ―newly covered‖ 


populations?  


 


3) Will states be allowed to phase in Medicaid coverage up to 138% of FPL (or 100% 


FPL) years after 2013 and still receive the enhanced FMAP? 


 


4) Does the MOE requirement apply to the expansion population or does it apply only to 


the current Medicaid population? If a state accepts the expansion, but the federal 


match goes away, can we drop out of the expansion program?  Will you waive the 


MOE under your 1115 waiver authority? What will be the penalties for failure to 


comply with MOE requirements? Since the MOE was a direct result of the expansion 


funding, if a state chooses not to expand is the MOE no longer effective? 


 


5) Regarding the two year increase in Medicaid reimbursement for primary care codes, 


are you going to issue rules and guidance in time for implementation? Do you plan on 


extending it? If so, how are you going to pay for it? Congressional Republicans have 


expressed opposition to any funding for PPACA.   


 


6) How will the federal exchanges utilize the state’s criteria for eligibility that will be 


included in MAGI? 


 


7) If a state expanded Medicaid through a waiver prior to enactment of the PPACA, but 


then chooses not to expand coverage further, are they still eligible for the 75% to 90% 


enhanced FMAP for the previously expanded population? 


 


8) Will the federal government support options for the Medicaid expansion population 


that encourage personal responsibility – cost sharing or accountability provisions, the 


use of high deductible plans such as Health Savings Accounts, and other options at 


the state’s choice?  
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9) What specific plans and timeline do you have for enacting the reforms and flexibility 


options for Medicaid that you spoke of in 2009?  When can states give further input 


on the needed reforms? 


 


10) You have stated that you will not deport undocumented aliens who have not 


committed a crime. You have also said that these undocumented aliens will be 


exempt from the individual mandate. How will the state be reimbursed for medical 


services given to these individuals?  


 


11) Will CMS approve global waivers with an aggregate allotment, state flexibility, and 


accountability if states are willing to initiate a portion of the expansion?  


 


12) The Disproportionate Share allotments will be reduced every year with a 


methodology based in the reduction in the number of uninsured.  One, when will 


HHS issue the regulations and methodology for this reduction? Two, for a state that 


does not see a decrease in its uninsured population will the remaining state absorb the 


full reduction?  In addition, can a state implement a new DSH Diversion program as 


part of the optional expansion?  Can a state implement new DSH Diversion programs 


for services to the uninsured/uncompensated care services? 
 


There will inevitably be more questions that will arise as additional guidance flows from 


your Administration.  With just 15 months until the anticipated implementation date of 


PPACA, we would appreciate prompt answers. 
 


Thank you for your attention to this important matter facing states and the country. We 


look forward to learning from your responses.   


 


Sincerely, 


 


 
 


Governor Bob McDonnell, RGA Chairman 


Commonwealth of Virginia 

















 
 
 
 
 


A New Medicaid: 
A Flexible, Innovative and Accountable Future 


 
 


Republican Governors Public Policy Committee  
Health Care Task Force  


August 30, 2011 
 
 


 
 
 
 


The Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC) is the official policy 
organization of the nation’s Republican governors.  The RGPPC brings together 31 state 
governors to speak with one voice on public policy issues that impact their states.1 
 
This report is a collection of policy ideas from the RGPPC Health Care Task Force.  This 
report does not constitute an endorsement of the policy prescription by any specific 
governor.  Instead, these policy proposals should be viewed as among the best ideas 
from the states to be considered in reforming the nation’s health care system.  While this 
report is focused on specific solutions for the Medicaid program, it is important to note 
that Medicaid is only one segment of the entire health care system and cannot be 
considered separately from the overall health care insurance system.   


 
 


                                                           
1
 In this report, the term “states” generally refers to the governments of the states, the territories and the District 


of Columbia. 
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Introduction: The Critical Role of Governors in Achieving Health Care Reform                                


 
In May 2011, House Energy and Commerce Committee Chairman Fred Upton and Senate 
Finance Committee Ranking Member Senator Orrin Hatch sent a joint letter to Republican 
governors seeking their guidance in reforming and improving the Medicaid program.  Chairman 
Upton and Senator Hatch described the urgent need for reform in grave terms stating, “We are 
concerned that the program is failing patients; is a target for waste, fraud and abuse; and is 
bankrupting both state and federal governments.”  
 
Republican governors share Chairman Upton and Senator Hatch’s concerns and have accepted 
the charge of outlining for Congress a set of guiding principles for a new Medicaid.  Since May, 
the Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC) Health Care Task Force has 
facilitated an ongoing and substantive dialogue among Republican governors centered on 
addressing the challenges of the nation’s Medicaid crisis.  In June, 29 Republican governors 
submitted written principles to Chairman Upton and Senator Hatch. These seven guiding 
principles are central to building a flexible, innovative and accountable future for the Medicaid 
program. 
 
A New Medicaid: A Flexible, Innovative and Accountable Future is the culmination of the 
combined efforts of policymakers and health care administrators in the nation’s Republican-led 
states. This report will serve as the basis for dialogue during the upcoming RGPPC-sponsored 
Health Care Summit to be held in Washington D.C., on Oct. 24-25, 2011.2 The summit will 
feature governors, their senior health care staff, key House and Senate staff, and 
representatives from both the private sector and policy community. Together, stakeholders will 
engage in a serious – and much-needed – discussion focused on Medicaid reform and the policy 
options proposed by the nation’s Republican governors. 
 
The RGPPC Health Care Summit is significant in that it will bring forward specific policy solutions 
for health care reform from the nation’s governors for the first time.  Despite repeated efforts 
by governors from both parties to engage in the debate leading up to the passage of the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), the White House largely ignored state input.3 This 
is in stark contrast to the welfare reform debate of the 1990s, in which governors played a 
major role in identifying the solutions that culminated in the 1996 passage of the bipartisan 
Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act.   
 
By carrying out a partisan and exclusively federal debate, the White House only made the 
health care crisis worse. Today, Americans are no closer to affordable health care with the 
passage of the PPACA than they were before the debate began. This makes the RGPPC’s efforts 


                                                           
2
 The Health Care Summit was originally scheduled for Aug. 29-30, 2011, but was rescheduled due to Hurricane 


Irene. 
3
 Governors from both parties were excluded from the White House-arranged health care reform meeting at Blair 


House on Feb. 25, 2010, which was billed as a bipartisan, open and honest discussion among health care reform’s 
key stakeholders.  
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to identify improvements to provide health care to the most vulnerable individuals all the more 
important.   
 
The PPACA expansion of the Medicaid program is the largest expansion of this program in 
history. As a result, we are deeply concerned the existing challenges Medicaid faces today will 
be exacerbated by the program’s unprecedented growth over the next few years. We must 
think about a new Medicaid program—one that more easily adjusts to the needs, ideas and 
culture of each state. 
 
Republican governors stand ready to work with Congress and the Administration to develop a 
better and more efficient Medicaid system, one that gives states greater flexibility, spurs 
delivery innovation, encourages greater accountability, and reduces the cost of the program to 
states and the federal government alike. 
 
Governors and states that provided input for this report include:   
 
Governor Robert Bentley, Alabama 
Governor Sean Parnell, Alaska 
Governor Jan Brewer, Arizona 
Governor Rick Scott, Florida 
Governor Nathan Deal, Georgia 
Governor Eddie Baza Calvo, Guam 
Governor Butch Otter, Idaho  
Governor Mitch Daniels, Indiana 
Governor Terry Branstad, Iowa 
Governor Sam Brownback, Kansas 
Governor Bobby Jindal, Louisiana  
Governor Paul LePage, Maine 
Governor Rick Snyder, Michigan 
Governor Haley Barbour, Mississippi 
Governor Dave Heineman, Nebraska 
Governor Brian Sandoval, Nevada 


Governor Chris Christie, New Jersey 
Governor Susana Martinez, New Mexico 
Governor Jack Dalrymple, North Dakota 
Governor John Kasich, Ohio 
Governor Mary Fallin, Oklahoma 
Governor Tom Corbett, Pennsylvania 
Governor Luis Fortuno, Puerto Rico  
Governor Nikki Haley, South Carolina 
Governor Dennis Daugaard, South Dakota  
Governor Bill Haslam, Tennessee 
Governor Rick Perry, Texas  
Governor Gary Herbert, Utah 
Governor Bob McDonnell, Virginia  
Governor Scott Walker, Wisconsin 
Governor Matt Mead, Wyoming
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Medicaid and the States 


 
States have always played a central role in ensuring medical care for the neediest 
Americans.  Until 1965, health care for low-income and disabled citizens was a state and 
local issue with limited federal involvement. With the passage of Title XIX of the Social 
Security Act of 1965, Medicaid was created as a means-tested joint program, or 
“partnership,” between the federal and state governments. 
 
Under this joint program, states could design and administer their own programs, but 
the federal government would monitor the programs and establish requirements for 
service delivery, quality and eligibility standards. To determine federal funding levels, 
the Social Security Act of 1965 outlined Federal Medical Assistance Percentages (FMAP) 
to calculate the federal government’s financial contribution to each state’s specific 
program. The FMAP rates are based on each state’s three-year rolling average per capita 
income compared to the continental United States income.i  In 2010, the federal 
government paid a nationwide average of 57 cents on every dollar spent on Medicaid.ii 
 
Over the past 45 years, the Medicaid program has evolved into a cumbersome, 
complicated and unaffordable burden on nearly every state. The Department of Health 
and Human Services Centers for Medicare & Medicaid (CMS) 2010 Actuarial Report on 
the Financial Outlook for Medicaid paints a grim picture for the more than 45 states and 
the District of Columbia that have projected budget shortfalls for FY 2012.iii  State 
Medicaid expenditures are projected to reach $327.6 billion by FY 2019, increasing at a 
compounded annual growth rate of 9.8 percent, or more than twice the historical rate.iv  
 
The dramatic increase in projected state Medicaid expenditures is in large part due to 
the PPACA, which mandates states expand their Medicaid eligibility standards to include 
all individuals at or below 138 percent of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) beginning in 
2014.4 
 
Annual state Medicaid rolls have swelled to more than 69.5 million enrollees, or more 
than 1 in 5 Americans, in 2011.v  Medicaid enrollment now exceeds Medicare 
enrollment by more than 8.1 million people on an average monthly basis.vi  After 
PPACA’s mandated eligibility expansion goes into effect in 2014, CBO projects that an 
additional 25.6 million peoplevii will enroll in Medicaid in the next decade, increasing 
state administrative costs by $12 billion.viii  Overall, PPACA’s new eligibility groups are 
expected to cost the states a total of more than $118 billion through 2023.ix


 


 
Beyond the administrative demands of expanded Medicaid eligibility, the inclusion of 
tax credits for individuals up to 400 percent of the FPL, under the PPACA, poses an 


                                                           
4
 The PPACA mandates states expand eligibility standards to 133 percent of the FPL, but includes a 


subsequent provision that disregards the first 5 percent of an individual’s income, therefore making the 
expansion equivalent to 138 percent of the FPL. 
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access to care concern for enrollees, the insured and states.  Today, coverage by 
Medicaid does not immediately equate to access to appropriate care.  Increasingly, 
individuals and families enrolled in the Medicaid program face barriers to receiving care 
from primary care physicians, specialists and behavioral health professionals.   
 
The PPACA only exacerbates the access problem as Medicaid rolls are expected to 
balloon to more than 95.1 million Americans.x  Left unaddressed, the negative impact 
will be felt financially and from a public health perspective as current Medicaid patients 
routinely receive services delivered in the most costly care settings (i.e., emergency 
rooms): 


 A nationwide survey of physicians, published in June 2010, found that 
54.5 percent of primary care physicians, 45.6 percent of medical 
specialists, and 49.3 percent of surgical specialists are no longer 
accepting new Medicaid patients.xi 


 In a separate 2010 survey of 1,800 emergency room physicians, 71 
percent of respondents expect emergency visits to increase, and 47 
percent anticipate conditions will worsen for patients.xii 


 Even more overutilization of America’s emergency departments by 
Medicaid enrollees could cost states, hospitals and physicians as much as 
$35.8 billion over the next decade in unaccounted for expenditures.xiii 


 
Medicaid is a severe budgetary threat to states and a barrier to quality care for the 
neediest Americans. Washington is passing the buck on budget leadership and 
entitlement reform without giving states the freedom to design a program that works 
best for their citizens.  Bending the unsustainable trajectory of the Medicaid program 
will require flexibility, accountability and innovative solutions at the state level.  
 
Congress and the Administration cannot continue to simply shift the cost of the 
Medicaid program onto states in an effort to proclaim federal deficit reduction. As 
governors, we believe there is an opportunity to reduce Medicaid costs for both states 
and the federal government while improving the quality of the program overall. 
Financing reforms at the federal level must be partnered with new and aggressive state 
flexibility measures that provide every governor and state government the ability to 
best manage their programs.  
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Moving Forward: Flexibility, Innovation and Accountability  


 
The first and best step toward a successful Medicaid transformation is repealing the 
PPACA and replacing it with market-based, common sense reforms to our health care 
system.  As discussed earlier in this document, true health care reform cannot be done 
in a silo or only through Medicaid.  For example, reform of the tax code is essential to 
true reform of our health care system.   
 
All components of the health care system should be part of the reform efforts. 
Regardless of the outcome of the PPACA debate, Medicaid must be transformed – not 
just reformed around the edges or managed through the cumbersome and outdated 
waiver process. If the PPACA is upheld by the Supreme Court, it will be essential to have 
a Medicaid program that taps into the innovation that states have been known for 
throughout the history of the Medicaid program.5  Therefore, it is imperative that the 
system be modified immediately to assist states with their current programs.   
 
States must have the flexibility to create and manage a Medicaid program within their 
boundaries that is consistent with each state's needs and culture.  Each state Medicaid 
program should be accountable for measured improvement in the health status of their 
Medicaid populations based on quality and outcome metrics,6 rather than compliance 
with bureaucratic processes that, in too many cases, have no impact on improving the 
lives of the most vulnerable Americans, or promoting efficiency and prudent utilization 
of taxpayers’ dollars.  Measurements of health status should include items that reflect 
individual behavior and responsibility in one’s own health.   
 
The policy options presented in this report are the result of discussions among 
numerous state officials (i.e., governors, secretaries of health and human services; 
Medicaid program directors and representatives; and governors’ senior policy staffs). 
States may choose to utilize these policies to transform their respective Medicaid 
programs into cost-effective and efficient operations that emphasize a patient-centered 
approach to achieve higher quality outcomes. Outlined in this document are policy 


                                                           
5
 In Oklahoma, SoonerCare deployed utilization review to identify and educate frequent Medicaid 


Emergency Room (ER) users (4 or more visits per quarter).  From January 2006 to March 2009,  
SoonerCare contacted 20,491 members that accounted for 107,435 ER visits during that period. The state 
estimates that the utilization review program led to a reduction of 51,628 visits (48%) and a savings of 
more than $12 million in unnecessary ER expenditures.  
In Pennsylvania, the Healthy Hoops program was established in response to an increase in asthma-related 
hospital admissions. By targeting the at-risk population, the state deployed a comprehensive approach 
that led to a 10% increase in medication adherence and a dramatic decline in ER use.  
In Arizona, the adoption of a statewide Medicaid managed care model resulted in a 7% savings over fee-
for-service delivery over a 10-year period. 
6
 For example, the number of people who are monitoring their A1C (blood sugar) measurements; a 


decline in readmission rates and emergency room visits; weight loss and disease management; or 
medication adherence. 
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solutions that would increase Medicaid’s efficiency and effectiveness as a part of the 
overall health care delivery system regardless of whether or not PPACA is repealed.  
 
Policy Solutions 


 
A New Medicaid:  A Flexible, Innovative and Accountable Future offers a pathway for 
true innovation in our Medicaid programs as state leaders seek to provide cost effective, 
quality health care for their most vulnerable populations.  
 
Principle #1:  States are best able to make decisions about the design of their health 
care systems based on their respective needs, culture and the values of each state. 
 
The term “partnership” between states and the federal government is a misnomer. 
Rather than acting as a partner, the federal government dictates and micromanages 
rules and regulations that, in many cases, impede a state’s ability to innovate and create 
programs that improve the health of its citizens and contain costs.  Medicaid programs 
are and should be far more accountable to its citizens at the state and local levels, both 
in the scope and quality of services provided and the budgetary reality, than to current 
procedural regulations and rules issued by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services (CMS).   
 
Solution #1: Provide states the option to define and negotiate a broad outcome-based 
Program Operating Agreement (POA) with CMS. The only notification required would be 
when a state elects to update or change an agreed upon POA.  States would publicly 
report the outcome measures established within the POA on a routine basis. CMS 
oversight should only be triggered when there is a significant deviation in the reported 
versus projected measure.  The number of measures should be finite.  Eliminate the 
onerous federal review process for operating the Medicaid program within each state, 
such as requiring waivers for designing systems, benefits, services, and payment and 
reimbursement rates.  The relationship between the federal and state government 
should be based on the principles of value-based purchasing rather than rigorous, 
complex and lengthy processes.   
 
Solution #2: States can create a specific “dashboard” to measure accountability utilizing 
recognized measures of quality, cost, access and customer satisfaction that reflects the 
states’ priorities and permits an assessment of program performance over time. Where 
possible, states will utilize the expertise of state, local and national organizations that 
have developed appropriate measures. In many cases, states already have developed 
extensive measures of quality and accountability, including customer satisfaction. These 
dashboards should utilize those processes instead of recreating onerous administrative 
burdens for states.  
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Solution #3:  Repeal Maintenance of Effort (MOE) requirements established by the 
PPACA.  This would return flexibility to states and allow them to make changes in 
eligibility that are essential to the efficient and effective operation of their programs. 
 
Solution #4:  Program integrity should be the responsibility of the state. Currently, 
common practice is to utilize federal contractors for program integrity initiatives, most 
of whom are not familiar with individual state programs and simply engage in “pay and 
chase,” where claims are paid and then states seek payments afterward. Instead, states 
and their staffs should be able to utilize existing federal funding sources to proactively 
fight fraud and abuse activities. 
 
Solution #5:  Require the federal government to take full responsibility for the 
uncompensated care costs of treating illegal aliens. 
 
Principle #2:  States should have the opportunity to innovate by using flexible, 
accountable financing mechanisms that are transparent and hold states accountable 
for efficiency and quality health care. Such mechanisms may include a block grant, a 
capped allotment outside of a waiver, or other accountable and transparent financing 
approaches. 
 
The Medicaid program currently has a variety of federal matching rates based on 
program areas (e.g., administration, benefits, state Children's Health Insurance Program 
(SCHIP), information technology), as well as a Federal Medical Assistance Percentage 
(FMAP) methodology that is both outdated and not responsive to a state’s true financial 
need.  
 
It is almost impossible for anyone to understand the scope and complexity of funding 
for Medicaid. Medicaid financing should be fully transparent and consistent with the 
goals of providing assistance to states with a significant percentage of their population 
at or below the poverty level.  Every financial system should be designed to encourage 
innovation and efficient delivery of health care services. 
 
Solution #6:  Allow states to pilot self-directed alignment structures for state and federal 
health care programs to reduce the incidence of cost-shifting from one program to 
another, encourage efficiency in complementary programs and ensure program 
integrity. 
 
Solution #7:  Federal and state financial participation in the Medicaid program should be 
rational, predictable and reasonable.  As aforementioned, the dramatic expansion of 
Medicaid scheduled for 2014 could have dire consequences on the management of the 
program. Because of PPACA, there are essentially two different programs within 
Medicaid and states are expected to maintain duplicate systems for program eligibility 
and program financing.  
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Solution #8:  If a state can demonstrate budget neutrality, provide states the ability to 
use state or local funding, now spent as match funding, for certain health services that 
would pay for Medicaid services or health system improvements that are currently not 
“matchable,” but are cost effective and improve the value of the Medicaid program. 
This could include Health Information Exchanges, increased benefits for some 
individuals, improved care management and local care coordination, and pilot programs 
to test innovations. 
 
Solution #9:  States should be encouraged to develop innovative programs to reduce 
chronic illnesses and the burden of associated health care costs to individuals and the 
taxpayers.  Allow states to invest in alternative programs that reduce hospital 
emergency room visits and other community-based programs to reduce 
hospitalizations. 
 
Solution #10:  Program integrity should be the responsibility of the states. In order to 
properly insure the taxpayers’ investment in Medicaid is protected:  


 All sources of federal funding allocated to combat waste, fraud and abuse should 
be included in any block grant or alternative financing mechanism proposal.  


 An enhanced contingency fee should be paid to states for increasing their efforts 
to decrease waste, fraud and abuse. The current system’s development 
matching rate of 90/10 should be allowed for improvements to states’ current 
fraud and abuse, and eligibility systems. Innovative programs that show a 
positive return on investment for both the state and federal governments should 
be allowed without the onerous waiver process. 


 The entire appeals process for any recoupments and overpayments should be 
exhausted prior to paying the federal share of the recovery. 


 
Principle #3:  Medicaid should be focused on quality, value-based purchasing and 
patient-centered programs that work in concert to improve the health of states’ 
citizens and drive value over volume, quality over quantity, and, at the same time, 
contain costs.   
 
Alternative payment mechanisms, including those where payments are capitated,7 
present a host of policy solutions for state policymakers.  These alternative mechanisms 
have enabled states to improve access to care through private insurance networks, 
facilitate care coordination across providers, instill provider accountability and deliver 
better outcomes.  But the federal government continues to present numerous barriers 
to their use within the Medicaid program by requiring a state to go through the 
cumbersome, subjective waiver process to implement innovative alternative payment 
mechanisms, or include individuals who are exempt from these plans but would benefit 
from care coordination.    


                                                           
7
A set or actuarially sound global provider fee is established regardless of the types or volume of 


treatment. 
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Unless a state is granted a waiver, there are restrictions on which Medicaid populations 
can participate in alternative payment methodologies and how much control plans can 
exert over provider networks.  These restrictions limit the effectiveness of care 
coordination and shortchange Medicaid recipients.  Existing restrictions include: a 
requirement to offer the program statewide or meet certain CMS population 
requirements, limits on cost sharing (co-payments, deductibles, co-insurance), limits on 
closed network providers/services, retroactivity (requiring payment of all covered 
services provided within three months of being determined eligible), and requirements 
related to the number of plans offering managed Medicaid services.  
 
Solution #11:  Provide states with the flexibility, without requesting waivers or initiating 
the state plan amendment process, to pay providers based on providers meeting quality 
care and value-based criteria rather than the current fee-for-service approach.  Allow 
innovative payment methodologies to encourage care coordination for all Medicaid 
eligibles, without exception.  Other options could be capitated payments, shared 
savings, and incentive arrangements when such payments encourage coordination, 
reduce cost shifting and improve care delivery.   
 
Solution #12:  Provide states with the ability to implement bundling projects (a provider 
is paid an amount for a discrete event, such as hip replacement, and that provider pays 
other providers for all necessary care for the event, with providers sharing in savings). 
 
Solution #13:  Give states the ability to use only one managed care organization if client 
volume in an area is insufficient to support two. CMS now requires at least two 
managed care organizations in each area. 
 
Principle #4:  States must be able to streamline and simplify the eligibility process to 
ensure coverage for those most in need, and states must be able to enforce reasonable 
cost sharing for those able to pay. 
 
 A national discussion regarding Medicaid eligibility and the scope of government 
assistance is urgently needed.  In addition, a plan for self-sufficiency, where possible, 
similar to that designed in welfare reform, must be part of that discussion.  
  
Solution #14:  Establish reasonable, rational and consistent asset tests for eligibility.  
Amend PPACA’s definitions of income to count child support payments (current law in 
Medicaid), and reverse the use of Modified Adjusted Gross Income (MAGI) in order to 
avoid new eligibility for higher-income Americans. 
 
Solution #15:  Give states the flexibility to streamline and improve the eligibility 
determination system by contracting with private firms.  
 
Solution #16:  Within a state’s fair share of federal funding, there should be significant 
flexibility regarding how a state provides eligibility for its population in need. 
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Solution #17:  Eliminate the marriage penalty.  
 
Principle #5:  States can provide Medicaid recipients a choice in their health care 
coverage plans, just as many have in the private market, if they are able to leverage 
the existing insurance marketplace.  
 
Medicaid recipients should have a stake in their personal health care, and the Medicaid 
program, by design, should make room for recipients to play a role in the decision-
making process. Personal responsibility and consumer choice for Medicaid recipients 
must be standard components of a new Medicaid.  Medicaid recipients, like the rest of 
Americans, should be given both the freedom to choose their health plans and the 
responsibility to contribute to their health care costs at a level that is appropriate.  
Under current law, cost sharing (i.e., a co-payment) is not enforceable at the point of 
service if the individual is below 100 percent of the FPL.   
 
A successful example can be found in Indiana.  In 2007, Indiana launched the Healthy 
Indiana Plan (HIP), which extends high deductible health plans and accounts similar to 
health savings accounts (HSA) to low-income parents of children covered by Medicaid 
and SCHIP, as well as childless adults, through a waiver.   
 
Solution #18:  Eliminate the obsolete mandatory and optional benefit requirements. 
Provide states the flexibility to design appropriate benefit structures to meet the needs 
of their recipients in a cost-effective and efficient manner as part of the state’s 
negotiated plan. 
 
Solution #19:  Eliminate benefit mandates that exceed the private insurance market 
benchmark or benchmark equivalent.  Design benefit packages that meet the needs of 
specific populations, including allowing a plan that puts non-disabled populations into 
Section 1937 benchmark plans.xiv  Amend Section 1937 to include cost-sharing 
provisions and allow states the authority to enforce cost sharing. 
 
Solution #20:  Purchase catastrophic coverage combined with an HSA-like account for 
the direct purchase of health care and payment of cost sharing for appropriate 
populations determined by each state. 
 
Solution #21:  Provide states the option of rewarding individuals who participate in 
health promotion or disease prevention activities. 
 
Solution #22:  Provide states with the ability to offer “value-added” or additional 
services for individuals choosing a low-cost plan or managed care plan (i.e., additional 
services and benefits offered by coordinated care companies for successful completion 
of healthy baby programs, or an adult dental benefit).   
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Solution #23:  Allow states the option of contributing to a private insurance benefit for 
all members of the family.  Require all members of the family to participate in cost-
effective coverage. 
 
Solution #24:  Lower the threshold for premium payments to 100% FPL to encourage a 
sense of shared beneficiary ownership in health care decisions. 
 
Principle #6:  Territories must be ensured full integration into the federal health care 
system so they can provide health care coverage to those in need with the flexibility 
afforded to the states. 
 
Currently, the FMAPs for the territories are set by statute at artificially low rates 
compared with the 50 states, and are subject to arbitrary caps.  This unequal funding 
places a crippling burden on territorial budgets, limits the services that territories can 
provide for their Medicaid-eligible populations, and encourages the residents of the 
territories – who are Americans – to move to states, where they can receive better-
funded Medicaid services.  
 
Additionally, the federal government’s patchwork approach to the application of 
Medicaid regulations to the territories has limited the territories’ ability to develop and 
implement programs specific to the needs of their populations. For example, under 
current law, the authority of the secretary of the Department of Health and Human 
Services to waive or modify Medicaid requirements beyond the FMAP, Medicaid cap, 
and/or the scope of allowable Medicaid services, extends to the 50 states, American 
Samoa and the Northern Mariana Islands, but is not extended to the territories of the 
Virgin Islands, Guam and Puerto Rico.    
 
Solution #25:  The territories should be treated consistently, fairly and rationally in 
funding, services and program design. 
 
Principle #7:  States must have greater flexibility in eligibility, financing and service 
delivery in order to provide long-term services and support that keep pace with the 
people Medicaid serves. New federal requirements threaten to stifle state innovation 
and investment.  In addition, since dual eligibles (individuals who are eligible for both 
Medicare and Medicaid) now constitute 39 percent xv of Medicaid spending, Medicare 
policies that shift costs to the states must be reversed, and the innovative power of 
states should be rewarded by a shared-savings program that allows full flexibility to 
target and deliver services that are cost effective for both state and federal taxpayers. 
 
As a result of mandatory expansions under the PPACA, Medicaid covers even more non-
disabled individuals at higher income levels. In addition, in the current Medicaid 
program, the majority of the Medicaid population has at least one family member in the 
workforce.  The transformation of Medicaid must include changes in the design and 
expectations of the program to reflect this reality. 
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Federal law also specifies services that must be covered by Medicaid programs. States 
have the option of offering other services if they are approved by the Centers for 
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), which administers these programs. However, the 
“mandatory” and “optional” benefit structure of Medicaid has been obsolete for 
decades.8  
 
The original program and health care, in general, reflects medical care provided in 
hospitals and other acute care settings. With the advancements in medicine and an 
increased number of people living with chronic diseases, such as cancer, heart disease 
and diabetes, treatment protocols have changed as have the locations of those 
treatments.  As medical costs generally have shifted from the treatment of infectious or 
high-mortality diseases in hospital settings to more chronic diseases treated in 
outpatient settings, the mandatory and optional benefit categories are no longer 
relevant to today's health care needs and do not reflect medical advances. Starting with 
the increased importance of prescription drugs in medical care (i.e., managing diabetes 
with medication versus an amputation procedure) and continuing through the 
emergence of home- and community-based services, these categories must be re-
examined.  Under current Medicaid rules, for example, an individual is entitled to a 
nursing home bed, but medical services to allow an individual to stay at home are 
optional.  States must rely upon “waivers”xvi or a state plan amendment process to 
respond to the changing health care delivery system, including the ability to provide 
many home- and community-based services for long-term care. 
 
Solution #26:  At a state’s discretion, permit states to redesign Medicaid into multiple 
parts.  Medicaid Part A would focus on preventive, acute, chronic and palliative care 
services; and Part B would focus on long-term supports and services (LTSS).  This would 
enable a state to better manage the different needs between populations who only 
need LTSS.  Eligibility for Part B would be based on income and functional screening of 
an individual’s long-term services and LTSS needs.  
 
Solution #27:  Engage in shared savings arrangements for dual eligible members when 
the state can demonstrate the Medicare program reduced costs as a result of an action 
by a state Medicaid program. 


                                                           
8
 Federal law also specifies services that must be covered by Medicaid programs. Other services may be 


offered, at a state’s option, if approved by CMS. Mandatory coverage includes:  inpatient hospital 
services, excluding services for mental disease; outpatient hospital services;  federally qualified health 
center services; rural health clinic services (if permitted under state law); laboratory and x-ray services 
rendered outside a hospital or clinic; nursing facility services for beneficiaries age 21 and older; physician 
services; certified pediatric and family nurse practitioner services (when licensed to practice under state 
law); nurse midwife services; medical and surgical services of a dentist; Early and Periodic Screening, 
Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT) services for children; family planning services and supplies; home-health 
services for beneficiaries who are entitled to nursing facility services under the state’s Medicaid plan, 
including intermittent or part-time nursing services, home health aide services and medical supplies and 
appliances for use in the home; and pregnancy-related services and services for other conditions that 
might complicate pregnancy, as well as postpartum care for 60 days. 
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Solution #28:  Repeal restrictions that impede self-direction of long-term care supports 
and services (LTSS) and allow states the ability to design programs that meet their needs 
and are cost effective. 
 
Solution #29:  At the state’s option, replace Medicare cost-sharing with state- 
administered, 100% federal grants. 
 
Solution #30:  Give states the flexibility to enroll more members, especially families, in 
premium assistance programs including Medicare benefits, when it is cost efficient. 
Medicaid should be the payer and insurer of last resort. 
 
Solution #31:  Extend Medicare coverage of skilled nursing facilities by 60 days. 
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Conclusion 


 
Our nation is at a crossroads.  We have the ability to transform our health care system 
to make it more responsive to the needs of our citizens by being more efficient and 
effective.  This cannot be done by taking the entire U.S. health care system and making 
it a federally-sponsored and controlled entitlement program. Instead, we must build on 
the strength of our private insurance market, and encourage value-based purchasing 
and personal responsibility, while continuing to protect our most vulnerable 
populations.    
 
The Medicaid program must be truly transformed, not just reformed around the edges. 
The RGPPC looks forward to participating in this ongoing dialogue as we work together, 
with both state governments and the federal government, to critically analyze and 
improve health care delivery.  
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participate in an essential exchange function: implementing Obamacare’s
individual and employer mandates.
 
Third, each exchange would cost its state an estimated $10 million to $100
million per year, necessitating tax increases.
 
Fourth, the November 16 deadline is no more real than the “deadlines” for
implementing REAL ID, which have been pushed back repeatedly since 2008.
 
Fifth, states can always create an exchange later if they choose.
 
Sixth, a state-created exchange is not a state-controlled exchange. All
exchanges will be controlled by Washington.
 
Seventh, Congress authorized no funds for federal “fallback” exchanges. So
Washington may not be able to impose Exchanges on states at all.
 
Eighth, the Obama administration has yet to provide crucial information that
states need before they can make an informed decision.
 
Ninth, creating an exchange sets state officials up to take the blame when
Obamacare increases insurance premiums and denies care to the sick. State
officials won’t want their names on this disastrous mess.
 
Tenth, creating an exchange would be assisting in the creation of a “public
option” that would drive domestic health-insurance carriers out of business
through unfair competition.
 
Eleventh, Obamacare remains unpopular. The latest Kaiser Family Foundation
poll found that only 38 percent of the public supports it.
 
Twelfth, defaulting to a federal exchange exempts a state’s employers from the
employer mandate — a tax of $2,000 per worker per year (the tax applies to
companies with more than 59 employees, but for such companies that tax
applies after the 30th employee, not the 59th). If all states did so, that
would exempt 18 million Americans from the individual mandate’s tax of $2,085
per family of four. Avoiding those taxes improves a state’s prospects for job
creation, and protects the conscience rights of employers and individuals
whom the Obama administration is forcing to purchase contraceptives coverage.
 
Finally, rejecting an exchange reduces the federal deficit. Obamacare offers
its deficit-financed subsidies to private health insurers only through state-
created exchanges. If all states declined, federal deficits would fall by
roughly $700 billion over ten years.
 
For similar reasons, states should decline to implement Obamacare’s Medicaid
expansion. The Supreme Court gave states that option. All states should
exercise it.
 
Medicaid is rife with waste and fraud. It increases the cost of private
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health care and insurance, crowds out private health insurance and long-term-
care insurance, and discourages enrollees from climbing the economic ladder.
There is scant reliable evidence that Medicaid improves health outcomes, and
no evidence that it is a cost-effective way of doing so.
 
My colleague Jagadeesh Gokhale estimates that expanding Medicaid will cost
individual states up to $53 billion over the first ten years. That’s before
an emboldened President Obama follows through on his threats to shift more
Medicaid costs to states.
 
Neither the states nor the federal government have the money to expand
Medicaid. If all states politely decline, federal deficits will shrink by
another $900 billion.
 
Now is not the time to go wobbly. Obamacare is still harmful and still
unpopular. The presidential election was hardly a referendum, as it pitted
the first person to enact Obamacare against the second person to enact it.
Since the election, many state officials are reaffirming their opposition to
both implementing exchanges and expanding Medicaid.
 
If enough states do so, Congress will have no choice but to reopen Obamacare.
With a GOP-controlled House, opponents will be in a much stronger position
than they were when this harmful law was enacted.
 
— Michael F. Cannon is director of health policy studies at the Cato
Institute and co-editor of Replacing ObamaCare (Cato, 2012).
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From: Mary Fallin
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Preston Doerflinger; Katie Altshuler; alex weintz
Subject: Fwd: Healthcare Call Follow-Up
Date: Friday, November 09, 2012 7:18:18 PM
Attachments: 2012 9 27 RGA Letter to President Final.pdf

ATT00004.htm
RGPPC_Medicaid_Report[1].pdf
ATT00005.htm
Agenda and Reply Form - Healthcare Working Group - Baton Rouge LA.PDF
ATT00006.htm

Mary Fallin

Begin forwarded message:

From: Governor Bob McDonnell <bmcdonnell@RGA.ORG>
Date: November 9, 2012, 7:11:59 PM CST
To: Governor Bob McDonnell <bmcdonnell@RGA.ORG>
Cc: Phil Cox <pcox@RGA.ORG>, Marie Sanderson
<
Subject: Healthcare Call Follow-Up

Dear Governors:
 
Thank you for joining what I believe to have been a very productive healthcare
conference call today.  While we acknowledge that as governors we must do what
is best for our unique states, we agreed that we must work together to have the
ability to have reasoned and substantive discussions with the Administration.  As
requested, unless you are under pressure from your constituencies to move
forward before November 16th, we request that you  “keep your powder dry” until
that date.  We look forward to additional conversations in Las Vegas.
 
Today,  HHS sent a letter indicating that while they were: 1)pushing back the
deadline for a state to decide on a partnership exchange, and 2) pushing back the
deadline to submit your state-based exchange blueprint, the deadline to announce
if you will build a state based exchange is still November 16th.  This morning, we
learned that very few governors were at the point where they had enough
information to make such a decision before November 16th due to the lack of
information HHS has provided governors.  Thus, as discussed on the conference
call, Governor Jindal and I will send a letter to President Obama on Monday or
Tuesday reiterating our unanswered questions and requesting a meeting with the
President.  Attached to this email is a letter we sent on September 27th with
similar questions.  Please ask your top healthcare advisors to review this list and
indicate to us if they have any additional questions they would like to have asked.
Please submit those questions to Marie Sanderson at MSanderson@rgppc.org or
(  this weekend.
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September 27, 2012 


 


 


 


The Honorable Barack Obama 


President of the United States 


The White House 


1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 


Washington, DC 20500 


 


Dear President Obama:  


 


On July 10, 2012, I submitted to you a letter that detailed 30 questions from Republican 


governors regarding the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). We continue to 


wait for answers to most of our questions, and while your administration responded to some of 


them, the answers were not substantial enough to take responsible action. Today, we write again, 


hoping that more information will be provided.  


 


As stated several times before, we continue to maintain that the PPACA remains 


seriously flawed both conceptually and technically. Our explanation isn’t new, we believe the 


law favors dependency over personal responsibility and will ultimately destroy the private 


insurance market. In its current form, the law will increase health care costs and likely lead to the 


disruption or discontinuation of millions of Americans’ insurance plans. The new federal 


subsidies anticipated that enable exchanges are unaffordable given the crushing federal budget 


deficits and record national debt, and states cannot afford significant Medicaid expansions.  For 


most governors, Medicaid growth even before PPACA was exorbitant and consuming a growing 


share of state budgets. While we strive to balance our budgets at the state level, we do not 


understand how the federal government can begin to afford to implement PPACA, with deficits 
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already over $1 trillion in every year of your presidency, and the debt growing $5 trillion in the 


past 3 years to an outrageous record of nearly $16 trillion. 


 


For emphasis, we will again repeat that we wish you would have stood by your statement 


three years ago when you correctly told Senate Democrats, ―[a]s we move forward on health 


reform, it is not sufficient for us to simply add more people to Medicare or Medicaid to increase 


the rolls, to increase coverage in the absence of cost controls and reform.  And let me repeat this 


principle: If we don’t get control over costs, then it is going to be very difficult for us to expand 


coverage.  These two things go hand in hand.  Another way of putting it is we can’t simply put 


more people into a broken system that doesn’t work.‖ 


 


Unfortunately, that is precisely what has been done—PPACA, if implemented by the 


states, would put more people, 16-20 million individuals, into a broken Medicaid system.  A 


system that lacks real tools and flexibility to afford states the opportunity to be creative and 


implement true Medicaid reforms. Twice now, we have sent you and Congressional leadership 


the detailed plan documents to craft such reforms. We continue to wait for a response and have 


enclosed yet another copy for your team to review.  


 


While believe the best option is to fully repeal and replace the PPACA, states continue to 


confront numerous deadlines and face major policy decisions in the wake of the Supreme Court 


decision.   Before making any final policy decisions, governors must carefully consider the short 


and long-term implications of an expanded entitlement program and the consequences of 


significantly increasing the size of government to manage these programs.  


 


In addition to determining whether Medicaid expansion is in the best interest of its 


citizens, states face other PPACA-related decisions, like whether to establish a state-based 


health-insurance exchange, enter into a partnership exchange or accept the default of a federal 


exchange.  As the exchange issue is currently interpreted, states are essentially being tasked with 


shouldering all the responsibility without any authority.  


 


We respectfully request the Administration provide the detailed work plan that 


demonstrates how the aggressive deadlines for the creation of a federally-facilitated health 


insurance exchange deadlines will be met.  If they cannot be met, the responsible course would 


be for HHS to level with us and the American people.   


 


The consequences of governors’ decisions will impact our states – and the nation – for 


decades to come, so we must have all the information needed to choose wisely. We have taken 


the liberty of listing below some of the critical questions that must have answers before states 


can determine best how to proceed. You will notice that of the 30 questions originally put 


forward in the July 10 letter, the vast majority remain unanswered.  
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Healthcare Exchanges:  


 


1) Please provide a complete list of regulations that will have to be reviewed, revised 


and re-opened for public comment prior to implementation as a result of the Supreme 


Court ruling (e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations, exchange regulations related to 


interface with Medicaid). What is the schedule for re-issuing these regulations? 


 


2) When will preliminary and subsequent final rules be issued on essential health 


benefits, actuarial value and rating areas be issued? 


 


3) The federal government has already extended deadlines for applying for Level 1 and 


Level 2 Exchange Establishment funding into 2014.  Can we expect extensions of the 


deadlines for implementation given the uncertainty caused by the Supreme Court 


ruling and the linkage between Medicaid expansion and exchange eligibility and 


enrollment functions?  In addition, will the deadlines change for states implementing 


a partnership exchange?  Will the deadlines be extended for states implementing a 


federal exchange?   


 


4) When will the details of the federal partnership options be available? These cannot be 


considered as an option without details including cost estimates. How will the long 


term funding of the federally-facilitated healthcare exchanges be sustained? 


 


5) States considering a state-based exchange need to know whether there will be a 


charge to use the federal data hub, advance premium tax credit/cost-sharing reduction 


service, risk adjustment and transitional reinsurance programs. Will there be a 


charge? And, if so, how much will it be? 


 


6) When will states learn the details of the operational systems for a federal exchange? 


The procedural, technical, and architectural requirements for linking to the federal 


exchange have not been released.  It is not feasible to know if a state-based exchange 


is better for our citizens until we know what the contents of a federal exchange will 


be.  Taking grant money at this time for state exchange creation may be wasted if a 


federal exchange makes more sense for a particular state. 


 


7) When will information from the establishment of a federal exchange be available for 


states to use if a state opts to build its own exchange? It is costly for each state to 


have to start from scratch and still not know how interfaces will work. 
 


8) If states choose to build a state-based exchange, what dollars will the federal 


government contribute now and in the future?  For the federal exchange states, when 
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will the regulations regarding the imposition of taxes on a state’s insurers be 


released? 
 


9) It has been widely reported that Congressional leaders who have to appropriate 


money will seek to defund exchanges. Can you explain how the enactment provisions 


of the law allow the Executive Branch to continue to fund exchanges without 


Congressional action to appropriate money?   


 


10) What happens to a state that has taken exchange planning and implementation grants 


if their exchange is not financially viable after 2015?  Can a state refuse to increase 


taxes on either its residents or insurers, thus putting the financial underpinning of an 


exchange at risk? What penalties does the federal government envision in this case? 


 


11) What happens if a state accepts grant money now to begin to build a state exchange, 


and subsequently determines that a federal exchange may be better?  Will the federal 


government claw back these grant dollars from the states? 


 


12)  The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has pointed out a provision in the law that 


reduces exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer and fewer people will 


qualify for subsidies, and the people who do qualify will get a smaller and smaller 


subsidy. Does the Administration support that change, and if so, how would you pay 


for it? If you do not, why do you think people should be forced to buy insurance if 


federal subsidies are shrinking? 


 


13) Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid program, 


states are charged by the PPACA with creating a single, seamless point of entry for 


all of the insurance affordability programs affected by the Act--Medicaid, the 


Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic Health Plan (where offered), 


advance tax credits for individual and Small Business Health Options Program 


(SHOP) exchange enrollees.  This leaves another major question on the table.  What 


about all of the other social service programs? Will states still be able to create an 


eligibility system for all social service programs under the 90/10 funding mechanism? 


 


14) In order to minimize disruptions to a state’s insurance market, The Office of 


Personnel Management (OPM) is required to certified multi-state plans that must be 


included in every exchange. When will the rules be released detailing the 


requirements and timeline for multi-state plans? How OPM structures these rules can 


be very disruptive to a state’s insurance market. 
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15) Does the federal government intend to maintain high risk pools and how will they be 


financed? What actions will they take in a state that has opted not to operate a high 


risk pool or an exchange? 


 
Medicaid 


 


1) When can we expect to receive updated guidance on Medicaid expansion and related 


topics? 


 


2) Will states that expand Medicaid coverage up to a level below 138% of the federal 


poverty level (FPL), for example up to 100% of FPL, still receive the enhanced 


federal medical assistance percentage (FMAP) available for ―newly covered‖ 


populations?  


 


3) Will states be allowed to phase in Medicaid coverage up to 138% of FPL (or 100% 


FPL) years after 2013 and still receive the enhanced FMAP? 


 


4) Does the MOE requirement apply to the expansion population or does it apply only to 


the current Medicaid population? If a state accepts the expansion, but the federal 


match goes away, can we drop out of the expansion program?  Will you waive the 


MOE under your 1115 waiver authority? What will be the penalties for failure to 


comply with MOE requirements? Since the MOE was a direct result of the expansion 


funding, if a state chooses not to expand is the MOE no longer effective? 


 


5) Regarding the two year increase in Medicaid reimbursement for primary care codes, 


are you going to issue rules and guidance in time for implementation? Do you plan on 


extending it? If so, how are you going to pay for it? Congressional Republicans have 


expressed opposition to any funding for PPACA.   


 


6) How will the federal exchanges utilize the state’s criteria for eligibility that will be 


included in MAGI? 


 


7) If a state expanded Medicaid through a waiver prior to enactment of the PPACA, but 


then chooses not to expand coverage further, are they still eligible for the 75% to 90% 


enhanced FMAP for the previously expanded population? 


 


8) Will the federal government support options for the Medicaid expansion population 


that encourage personal responsibility – cost sharing or accountability provisions, the 


use of high deductible plans such as Health Savings Accounts, and other options at 


the state’s choice?  
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9) What specific plans and timeline do you have for enacting the reforms and flexibility 


options for Medicaid that you spoke of in 2009?  When can states give further input 


on the needed reforms? 


 


10) You have stated that you will not deport undocumented aliens who have not 


committed a crime. You have also said that these undocumented aliens will be 


exempt from the individual mandate. How will the state be reimbursed for medical 


services given to these individuals?  


 


11) Will CMS approve global waivers with an aggregate allotment, state flexibility, and 


accountability if states are willing to initiate a portion of the expansion?  


 


12) The Disproportionate Share allotments will be reduced every year with a 


methodology based in the reduction in the number of uninsured.  One, when will 


HHS issue the regulations and methodology for this reduction? Two, for a state that 


does not see a decrease in its uninsured population will the remaining state absorb the 


full reduction?  In addition, can a state implement a new DSH Diversion program as 


part of the optional expansion?  Can a state implement new DSH Diversion programs 


for services to the uninsured/uncompensated care services? 
 


There will inevitably be more questions that will arise as additional guidance flows from 


your Administration.  With just 15 months until the anticipated implementation date of 


PPACA, we would appreciate prompt answers. 
 


Thank you for your attention to this important matter facing states and the country. We 


look forward to learning from your responses.   


 


Sincerely, 


 


 
 


Governor Bob McDonnell, RGA Chairman 


Commonwealth of Virginia 
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The Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC) is the official policy 
organization of the nation’s Republican governors.  The RGPPC brings together 31 state 
governors to speak with one voice on public policy issues that impact their states.1 
 
This report is a collection of policy ideas from the RGPPC Health Care Task Force.  This 
report does not constitute an endorsement of the policy prescription by any specific 
governor.  Instead, these policy proposals should be viewed as among the best ideas 
from the states to be considered in reforming the nation’s health care system.  While this 
report is focused on specific solutions for the Medicaid program, it is important to note 
that Medicaid is only one segment of the entire health care system and cannot be 
considered separately from the overall health care insurance system.   


 
 


                                                           
1
 In this report, the term “states” generally refers to the governments of the states, the territories and the District 


of Columbia. 
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Introduction: The Critical Role of Governors in Achieving Health Care Reform                                


 
In May 2011, House Energy and Commerce Committee Chairman Fred Upton and Senate 
Finance Committee Ranking Member Senator Orrin Hatch sent a joint letter to Republican 
governors seeking their guidance in reforming and improving the Medicaid program.  Chairman 
Upton and Senator Hatch described the urgent need for reform in grave terms stating, “We are 
concerned that the program is failing patients; is a target for waste, fraud and abuse; and is 
bankrupting both state and federal governments.”  
 
Republican governors share Chairman Upton and Senator Hatch’s concerns and have accepted 
the charge of outlining for Congress a set of guiding principles for a new Medicaid.  Since May, 
the Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC) Health Care Task Force has 
facilitated an ongoing and substantive dialogue among Republican governors centered on 
addressing the challenges of the nation’s Medicaid crisis.  In June, 29 Republican governors 
submitted written principles to Chairman Upton and Senator Hatch. These seven guiding 
principles are central to building a flexible, innovative and accountable future for the Medicaid 
program. 
 
A New Medicaid: A Flexible, Innovative and Accountable Future is the culmination of the 
combined efforts of policymakers and health care administrators in the nation’s Republican-led 
states. This report will serve as the basis for dialogue during the upcoming RGPPC-sponsored 
Health Care Summit to be held in Washington D.C., on Oct. 24-25, 2011.2 The summit will 
feature governors, their senior health care staff, key House and Senate staff, and 
representatives from both the private sector and policy community. Together, stakeholders will 
engage in a serious – and much-needed – discussion focused on Medicaid reform and the policy 
options proposed by the nation’s Republican governors. 
 
The RGPPC Health Care Summit is significant in that it will bring forward specific policy solutions 
for health care reform from the nation’s governors for the first time.  Despite repeated efforts 
by governors from both parties to engage in the debate leading up to the passage of the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), the White House largely ignored state input.3 This 
is in stark contrast to the welfare reform debate of the 1990s, in which governors played a 
major role in identifying the solutions that culminated in the 1996 passage of the bipartisan 
Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act.   
 
By carrying out a partisan and exclusively federal debate, the White House only made the 
health care crisis worse. Today, Americans are no closer to affordable health care with the 
passage of the PPACA than they were before the debate began. This makes the RGPPC’s efforts 


                                                           
2
 The Health Care Summit was originally scheduled for Aug. 29-30, 2011, but was rescheduled due to Hurricane 


Irene. 
3
 Governors from both parties were excluded from the White House-arranged health care reform meeting at Blair 


House on Feb. 25, 2010, which was billed as a bipartisan, open and honest discussion among health care reform’s 
key stakeholders.  
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to identify improvements to provide health care to the most vulnerable individuals all the more 
important.   
 
The PPACA expansion of the Medicaid program is the largest expansion of this program in 
history. As a result, we are deeply concerned the existing challenges Medicaid faces today will 
be exacerbated by the program’s unprecedented growth over the next few years. We must 
think about a new Medicaid program—one that more easily adjusts to the needs, ideas and 
culture of each state. 
 
Republican governors stand ready to work with Congress and the Administration to develop a 
better and more efficient Medicaid system, one that gives states greater flexibility, spurs 
delivery innovation, encourages greater accountability, and reduces the cost of the program to 
states and the federal government alike. 
 
Governors and states that provided input for this report include:   
 
Governor Robert Bentley, Alabama 
Governor Sean Parnell, Alaska 
Governor Jan Brewer, Arizona 
Governor Rick Scott, Florida 
Governor Nathan Deal, Georgia 
Governor Eddie Baza Calvo, Guam 
Governor Butch Otter, Idaho  
Governor Mitch Daniels, Indiana 
Governor Terry Branstad, Iowa 
Governor Sam Brownback, Kansas 
Governor Bobby Jindal, Louisiana  
Governor Paul LePage, Maine 
Governor Rick Snyder, Michigan 
Governor Haley Barbour, Mississippi 
Governor Dave Heineman, Nebraska 
Governor Brian Sandoval, Nevada 


Governor Chris Christie, New Jersey 
Governor Susana Martinez, New Mexico 
Governor Jack Dalrymple, North Dakota 
Governor John Kasich, Ohio 
Governor Mary Fallin, Oklahoma 
Governor Tom Corbett, Pennsylvania 
Governor Luis Fortuno, Puerto Rico  
Governor Nikki Haley, South Carolina 
Governor Dennis Daugaard, South Dakota  
Governor Bill Haslam, Tennessee 
Governor Rick Perry, Texas  
Governor Gary Herbert, Utah 
Governor Bob McDonnell, Virginia  
Governor Scott Walker, Wisconsin 
Governor Matt Mead, Wyoming
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Medicaid and the States 


 
States have always played a central role in ensuring medical care for the neediest 
Americans.  Until 1965, health care for low-income and disabled citizens was a state and 
local issue with limited federal involvement. With the passage of Title XIX of the Social 
Security Act of 1965, Medicaid was created as a means-tested joint program, or 
“partnership,” between the federal and state governments. 
 
Under this joint program, states could design and administer their own programs, but 
the federal government would monitor the programs and establish requirements for 
service delivery, quality and eligibility standards. To determine federal funding levels, 
the Social Security Act of 1965 outlined Federal Medical Assistance Percentages (FMAP) 
to calculate the federal government’s financial contribution to each state’s specific 
program. The FMAP rates are based on each state’s three-year rolling average per capita 
income compared to the continental United States income.i  In 2010, the federal 
government paid a nationwide average of 57 cents on every dollar spent on Medicaid.ii 
 
Over the past 45 years, the Medicaid program has evolved into a cumbersome, 
complicated and unaffordable burden on nearly every state. The Department of Health 
and Human Services Centers for Medicare & Medicaid (CMS) 2010 Actuarial Report on 
the Financial Outlook for Medicaid paints a grim picture for the more than 45 states and 
the District of Columbia that have projected budget shortfalls for FY 2012.iii  State 
Medicaid expenditures are projected to reach $327.6 billion by FY 2019, increasing at a 
compounded annual growth rate of 9.8 percent, or more than twice the historical rate.iv  
 
The dramatic increase in projected state Medicaid expenditures is in large part due to 
the PPACA, which mandates states expand their Medicaid eligibility standards to include 
all individuals at or below 138 percent of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) beginning in 
2014.4 
 
Annual state Medicaid rolls have swelled to more than 69.5 million enrollees, or more 
than 1 in 5 Americans, in 2011.v  Medicaid enrollment now exceeds Medicare 
enrollment by more than 8.1 million people on an average monthly basis.vi  After 
PPACA’s mandated eligibility expansion goes into effect in 2014, CBO projects that an 
additional 25.6 million peoplevii will enroll in Medicaid in the next decade, increasing 
state administrative costs by $12 billion.viii  Overall, PPACA’s new eligibility groups are 
expected to cost the states a total of more than $118 billion through 2023.ix


 


 
Beyond the administrative demands of expanded Medicaid eligibility, the inclusion of 
tax credits for individuals up to 400 percent of the FPL, under the PPACA, poses an 


                                                           
4
 The PPACA mandates states expand eligibility standards to 133 percent of the FPL, but includes a 


subsequent provision that disregards the first 5 percent of an individual’s income, therefore making the 
expansion equivalent to 138 percent of the FPL. 
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access to care concern for enrollees, the insured and states.  Today, coverage by 
Medicaid does not immediately equate to access to appropriate care.  Increasingly, 
individuals and families enrolled in the Medicaid program face barriers to receiving care 
from primary care physicians, specialists and behavioral health professionals.   
 
The PPACA only exacerbates the access problem as Medicaid rolls are expected to 
balloon to more than 95.1 million Americans.x  Left unaddressed, the negative impact 
will be felt financially and from a public health perspective as current Medicaid patients 
routinely receive services delivered in the most costly care settings (i.e., emergency 
rooms): 


 A nationwide survey of physicians, published in June 2010, found that 
54.5 percent of primary care physicians, 45.6 percent of medical 
specialists, and 49.3 percent of surgical specialists are no longer 
accepting new Medicaid patients.xi 


 In a separate 2010 survey of 1,800 emergency room physicians, 71 
percent of respondents expect emergency visits to increase, and 47 
percent anticipate conditions will worsen for patients.xii 


 Even more overutilization of America’s emergency departments by 
Medicaid enrollees could cost states, hospitals and physicians as much as 
$35.8 billion over the next decade in unaccounted for expenditures.xiii 


 
Medicaid is a severe budgetary threat to states and a barrier to quality care for the 
neediest Americans. Washington is passing the buck on budget leadership and 
entitlement reform without giving states the freedom to design a program that works 
best for their citizens.  Bending the unsustainable trajectory of the Medicaid program 
will require flexibility, accountability and innovative solutions at the state level.  
 
Congress and the Administration cannot continue to simply shift the cost of the 
Medicaid program onto states in an effort to proclaim federal deficit reduction. As 
governors, we believe there is an opportunity to reduce Medicaid costs for both states 
and the federal government while improving the quality of the program overall. 
Financing reforms at the federal level must be partnered with new and aggressive state 
flexibility measures that provide every governor and state government the ability to 
best manage their programs.  
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Moving Forward: Flexibility, Innovation and Accountability  


 
The first and best step toward a successful Medicaid transformation is repealing the 
PPACA and replacing it with market-based, common sense reforms to our health care 
system.  As discussed earlier in this document, true health care reform cannot be done 
in a silo or only through Medicaid.  For example, reform of the tax code is essential to 
true reform of our health care system.   
 
All components of the health care system should be part of the reform efforts. 
Regardless of the outcome of the PPACA debate, Medicaid must be transformed – not 
just reformed around the edges or managed through the cumbersome and outdated 
waiver process. If the PPACA is upheld by the Supreme Court, it will be essential to have 
a Medicaid program that taps into the innovation that states have been known for 
throughout the history of the Medicaid program.5  Therefore, it is imperative that the 
system be modified immediately to assist states with their current programs.   
 
States must have the flexibility to create and manage a Medicaid program within their 
boundaries that is consistent with each state's needs and culture.  Each state Medicaid 
program should be accountable for measured improvement in the health status of their 
Medicaid populations based on quality and outcome metrics,6 rather than compliance 
with bureaucratic processes that, in too many cases, have no impact on improving the 
lives of the most vulnerable Americans, or promoting efficiency and prudent utilization 
of taxpayers’ dollars.  Measurements of health status should include items that reflect 
individual behavior and responsibility in one’s own health.   
 
The policy options presented in this report are the result of discussions among 
numerous state officials (i.e., governors, secretaries of health and human services; 
Medicaid program directors and representatives; and governors’ senior policy staffs). 
States may choose to utilize these policies to transform their respective Medicaid 
programs into cost-effective and efficient operations that emphasize a patient-centered 
approach to achieve higher quality outcomes. Outlined in this document are policy 


                                                           
5
 In Oklahoma, SoonerCare deployed utilization review to identify and educate frequent Medicaid 


Emergency Room (ER) users (4 or more visits per quarter).  From January 2006 to March 2009,  
SoonerCare contacted 20,491 members that accounted for 107,435 ER visits during that period. The state 
estimates that the utilization review program led to a reduction of 51,628 visits (48%) and a savings of 
more than $12 million in unnecessary ER expenditures.  
In Pennsylvania, the Healthy Hoops program was established in response to an increase in asthma-related 
hospital admissions. By targeting the at-risk population, the state deployed a comprehensive approach 
that led to a 10% increase in medication adherence and a dramatic decline in ER use.  
In Arizona, the adoption of a statewide Medicaid managed care model resulted in a 7% savings over fee-
for-service delivery over a 10-year period. 
6
 For example, the number of people who are monitoring their A1C (blood sugar) measurements; a 


decline in readmission rates and emergency room visits; weight loss and disease management; or 
medication adherence. 
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solutions that would increase Medicaid’s efficiency and effectiveness as a part of the 
overall health care delivery system regardless of whether or not PPACA is repealed.  
 
Policy Solutions 


 
A New Medicaid:  A Flexible, Innovative and Accountable Future offers a pathway for 
true innovation in our Medicaid programs as state leaders seek to provide cost effective, 
quality health care for their most vulnerable populations.  
 
Principle #1:  States are best able to make decisions about the design of their health 
care systems based on their respective needs, culture and the values of each state. 
 
The term “partnership” between states and the federal government is a misnomer. 
Rather than acting as a partner, the federal government dictates and micromanages 
rules and regulations that, in many cases, impede a state’s ability to innovate and create 
programs that improve the health of its citizens and contain costs.  Medicaid programs 
are and should be far more accountable to its citizens at the state and local levels, both 
in the scope and quality of services provided and the budgetary reality, than to current 
procedural regulations and rules issued by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services (CMS).   
 
Solution #1: Provide states the option to define and negotiate a broad outcome-based 
Program Operating Agreement (POA) with CMS. The only notification required would be 
when a state elects to update or change an agreed upon POA.  States would publicly 
report the outcome measures established within the POA on a routine basis. CMS 
oversight should only be triggered when there is a significant deviation in the reported 
versus projected measure.  The number of measures should be finite.  Eliminate the 
onerous federal review process for operating the Medicaid program within each state, 
such as requiring waivers for designing systems, benefits, services, and payment and 
reimbursement rates.  The relationship between the federal and state government 
should be based on the principles of value-based purchasing rather than rigorous, 
complex and lengthy processes.   
 
Solution #2: States can create a specific “dashboard” to measure accountability utilizing 
recognized measures of quality, cost, access and customer satisfaction that reflects the 
states’ priorities and permits an assessment of program performance over time. Where 
possible, states will utilize the expertise of state, local and national organizations that 
have developed appropriate measures. In many cases, states already have developed 
extensive measures of quality and accountability, including customer satisfaction. These 
dashboards should utilize those processes instead of recreating onerous administrative 
burdens for states.  
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Solution #3:  Repeal Maintenance of Effort (MOE) requirements established by the 
PPACA.  This would return flexibility to states and allow them to make changes in 
eligibility that are essential to the efficient and effective operation of their programs. 
 
Solution #4:  Program integrity should be the responsibility of the state. Currently, 
common practice is to utilize federal contractors for program integrity initiatives, most 
of whom are not familiar with individual state programs and simply engage in “pay and 
chase,” where claims are paid and then states seek payments afterward. Instead, states 
and their staffs should be able to utilize existing federal funding sources to proactively 
fight fraud and abuse activities. 
 
Solution #5:  Require the federal government to take full responsibility for the 
uncompensated care costs of treating illegal aliens. 
 
Principle #2:  States should have the opportunity to innovate by using flexible, 
accountable financing mechanisms that are transparent and hold states accountable 
for efficiency and quality health care. Such mechanisms may include a block grant, a 
capped allotment outside of a waiver, or other accountable and transparent financing 
approaches. 
 
The Medicaid program currently has a variety of federal matching rates based on 
program areas (e.g., administration, benefits, state Children's Health Insurance Program 
(SCHIP), information technology), as well as a Federal Medical Assistance Percentage 
(FMAP) methodology that is both outdated and not responsive to a state’s true financial 
need.  
 
It is almost impossible for anyone to understand the scope and complexity of funding 
for Medicaid. Medicaid financing should be fully transparent and consistent with the 
goals of providing assistance to states with a significant percentage of their population 
at or below the poverty level.  Every financial system should be designed to encourage 
innovation and efficient delivery of health care services. 
 
Solution #6:  Allow states to pilot self-directed alignment structures for state and federal 
health care programs to reduce the incidence of cost-shifting from one program to 
another, encourage efficiency in complementary programs and ensure program 
integrity. 
 
Solution #7:  Federal and state financial participation in the Medicaid program should be 
rational, predictable and reasonable.  As aforementioned, the dramatic expansion of 
Medicaid scheduled for 2014 could have dire consequences on the management of the 
program. Because of PPACA, there are essentially two different programs within 
Medicaid and states are expected to maintain duplicate systems for program eligibility 
and program financing.  
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Solution #8:  If a state can demonstrate budget neutrality, provide states the ability to 
use state or local funding, now spent as match funding, for certain health services that 
would pay for Medicaid services or health system improvements that are currently not 
“matchable,” but are cost effective and improve the value of the Medicaid program. 
This could include Health Information Exchanges, increased benefits for some 
individuals, improved care management and local care coordination, and pilot programs 
to test innovations. 
 
Solution #9:  States should be encouraged to develop innovative programs to reduce 
chronic illnesses and the burden of associated health care costs to individuals and the 
taxpayers.  Allow states to invest in alternative programs that reduce hospital 
emergency room visits and other community-based programs to reduce 
hospitalizations. 
 
Solution #10:  Program integrity should be the responsibility of the states. In order to 
properly insure the taxpayers’ investment in Medicaid is protected:  


 All sources of federal funding allocated to combat waste, fraud and abuse should 
be included in any block grant or alternative financing mechanism proposal.  


 An enhanced contingency fee should be paid to states for increasing their efforts 
to decrease waste, fraud and abuse. The current system’s development 
matching rate of 90/10 should be allowed for improvements to states’ current 
fraud and abuse, and eligibility systems. Innovative programs that show a 
positive return on investment for both the state and federal governments should 
be allowed without the onerous waiver process. 


 The entire appeals process for any recoupments and overpayments should be 
exhausted prior to paying the federal share of the recovery. 


 
Principle #3:  Medicaid should be focused on quality, value-based purchasing and 
patient-centered programs that work in concert to improve the health of states’ 
citizens and drive value over volume, quality over quantity, and, at the same time, 
contain costs.   
 
Alternative payment mechanisms, including those where payments are capitated,7 
present a host of policy solutions for state policymakers.  These alternative mechanisms 
have enabled states to improve access to care through private insurance networks, 
facilitate care coordination across providers, instill provider accountability and deliver 
better outcomes.  But the federal government continues to present numerous barriers 
to their use within the Medicaid program by requiring a state to go through the 
cumbersome, subjective waiver process to implement innovative alternative payment 
mechanisms, or include individuals who are exempt from these plans but would benefit 
from care coordination.    


                                                           
7
A set or actuarially sound global provider fee is established regardless of the types or volume of 


treatment. 
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Unless a state is granted a waiver, there are restrictions on which Medicaid populations 
can participate in alternative payment methodologies and how much control plans can 
exert over provider networks.  These restrictions limit the effectiveness of care 
coordination and shortchange Medicaid recipients.  Existing restrictions include: a 
requirement to offer the program statewide or meet certain CMS population 
requirements, limits on cost sharing (co-payments, deductibles, co-insurance), limits on 
closed network providers/services, retroactivity (requiring payment of all covered 
services provided within three months of being determined eligible), and requirements 
related to the number of plans offering managed Medicaid services.  
 
Solution #11:  Provide states with the flexibility, without requesting waivers or initiating 
the state plan amendment process, to pay providers based on providers meeting quality 
care and value-based criteria rather than the current fee-for-service approach.  Allow 
innovative payment methodologies to encourage care coordination for all Medicaid 
eligibles, without exception.  Other options could be capitated payments, shared 
savings, and incentive arrangements when such payments encourage coordination, 
reduce cost shifting and improve care delivery.   
 
Solution #12:  Provide states with the ability to implement bundling projects (a provider 
is paid an amount for a discrete event, such as hip replacement, and that provider pays 
other providers for all necessary care for the event, with providers sharing in savings). 
 
Solution #13:  Give states the ability to use only one managed care organization if client 
volume in an area is insufficient to support two. CMS now requires at least two 
managed care organizations in each area. 
 
Principle #4:  States must be able to streamline and simplify the eligibility process to 
ensure coverage for those most in need, and states must be able to enforce reasonable 
cost sharing for those able to pay. 
 
 A national discussion regarding Medicaid eligibility and the scope of government 
assistance is urgently needed.  In addition, a plan for self-sufficiency, where possible, 
similar to that designed in welfare reform, must be part of that discussion.  
  
Solution #14:  Establish reasonable, rational and consistent asset tests for eligibility.  
Amend PPACA’s definitions of income to count child support payments (current law in 
Medicaid), and reverse the use of Modified Adjusted Gross Income (MAGI) in order to 
avoid new eligibility for higher-income Americans. 
 
Solution #15:  Give states the flexibility to streamline and improve the eligibility 
determination system by contracting with private firms.  
 
Solution #16:  Within a state’s fair share of federal funding, there should be significant 
flexibility regarding how a state provides eligibility for its population in need. 
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Solution #17:  Eliminate the marriage penalty.  
 
Principle #5:  States can provide Medicaid recipients a choice in their health care 
coverage plans, just as many have in the private market, if they are able to leverage 
the existing insurance marketplace.  
 
Medicaid recipients should have a stake in their personal health care, and the Medicaid 
program, by design, should make room for recipients to play a role in the decision-
making process. Personal responsibility and consumer choice for Medicaid recipients 
must be standard components of a new Medicaid.  Medicaid recipients, like the rest of 
Americans, should be given both the freedom to choose their health plans and the 
responsibility to contribute to their health care costs at a level that is appropriate.  
Under current law, cost sharing (i.e., a co-payment) is not enforceable at the point of 
service if the individual is below 100 percent of the FPL.   
 
A successful example can be found in Indiana.  In 2007, Indiana launched the Healthy 
Indiana Plan (HIP), which extends high deductible health plans and accounts similar to 
health savings accounts (HSA) to low-income parents of children covered by Medicaid 
and SCHIP, as well as childless adults, through a waiver.   
 
Solution #18:  Eliminate the obsolete mandatory and optional benefit requirements. 
Provide states the flexibility to design appropriate benefit structures to meet the needs 
of their recipients in a cost-effective and efficient manner as part of the state’s 
negotiated plan. 
 
Solution #19:  Eliminate benefit mandates that exceed the private insurance market 
benchmark or benchmark equivalent.  Design benefit packages that meet the needs of 
specific populations, including allowing a plan that puts non-disabled populations into 
Section 1937 benchmark plans.xiv  Amend Section 1937 to include cost-sharing 
provisions and allow states the authority to enforce cost sharing. 
 
Solution #20:  Purchase catastrophic coverage combined with an HSA-like account for 
the direct purchase of health care and payment of cost sharing for appropriate 
populations determined by each state. 
 
Solution #21:  Provide states the option of rewarding individuals who participate in 
health promotion or disease prevention activities. 
 
Solution #22:  Provide states with the ability to offer “value-added” or additional 
services for individuals choosing a low-cost plan or managed care plan (i.e., additional 
services and benefits offered by coordinated care companies for successful completion 
of healthy baby programs, or an adult dental benefit).   
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Solution #23:  Allow states the option of contributing to a private insurance benefit for 
all members of the family.  Require all members of the family to participate in cost-
effective coverage. 
 
Solution #24:  Lower the threshold for premium payments to 100% FPL to encourage a 
sense of shared beneficiary ownership in health care decisions. 
 
Principle #6:  Territories must be ensured full integration into the federal health care 
system so they can provide health care coverage to those in need with the flexibility 
afforded to the states. 
 
Currently, the FMAPs for the territories are set by statute at artificially low rates 
compared with the 50 states, and are subject to arbitrary caps.  This unequal funding 
places a crippling burden on territorial budgets, limits the services that territories can 
provide for their Medicaid-eligible populations, and encourages the residents of the 
territories – who are Americans – to move to states, where they can receive better-
funded Medicaid services.  
 
Additionally, the federal government’s patchwork approach to the application of 
Medicaid regulations to the territories has limited the territories’ ability to develop and 
implement programs specific to the needs of their populations. For example, under 
current law, the authority of the secretary of the Department of Health and Human 
Services to waive or modify Medicaid requirements beyond the FMAP, Medicaid cap, 
and/or the scope of allowable Medicaid services, extends to the 50 states, American 
Samoa and the Northern Mariana Islands, but is not extended to the territories of the 
Virgin Islands, Guam and Puerto Rico.    
 
Solution #25:  The territories should be treated consistently, fairly and rationally in 
funding, services and program design. 
 
Principle #7:  States must have greater flexibility in eligibility, financing and service 
delivery in order to provide long-term services and support that keep pace with the 
people Medicaid serves. New federal requirements threaten to stifle state innovation 
and investment.  In addition, since dual eligibles (individuals who are eligible for both 
Medicare and Medicaid) now constitute 39 percent xv of Medicaid spending, Medicare 
policies that shift costs to the states must be reversed, and the innovative power of 
states should be rewarded by a shared-savings program that allows full flexibility to 
target and deliver services that are cost effective for both state and federal taxpayers. 
 
As a result of mandatory expansions under the PPACA, Medicaid covers even more non-
disabled individuals at higher income levels. In addition, in the current Medicaid 
program, the majority of the Medicaid population has at least one family member in the 
workforce.  The transformation of Medicaid must include changes in the design and 
expectations of the program to reflect this reality. 
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Federal law also specifies services that must be covered by Medicaid programs. States 
have the option of offering other services if they are approved by the Centers for 
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), which administers these programs. However, the 
“mandatory” and “optional” benefit structure of Medicaid has been obsolete for 
decades.8  
 
The original program and health care, in general, reflects medical care provided in 
hospitals and other acute care settings. With the advancements in medicine and an 
increased number of people living with chronic diseases, such as cancer, heart disease 
and diabetes, treatment protocols have changed as have the locations of those 
treatments.  As medical costs generally have shifted from the treatment of infectious or 
high-mortality diseases in hospital settings to more chronic diseases treated in 
outpatient settings, the mandatory and optional benefit categories are no longer 
relevant to today's health care needs and do not reflect medical advances. Starting with 
the increased importance of prescription drugs in medical care (i.e., managing diabetes 
with medication versus an amputation procedure) and continuing through the 
emergence of home- and community-based services, these categories must be re-
examined.  Under current Medicaid rules, for example, an individual is entitled to a 
nursing home bed, but medical services to allow an individual to stay at home are 
optional.  States must rely upon “waivers”xvi or a state plan amendment process to 
respond to the changing health care delivery system, including the ability to provide 
many home- and community-based services for long-term care. 
 
Solution #26:  At a state’s discretion, permit states to redesign Medicaid into multiple 
parts.  Medicaid Part A would focus on preventive, acute, chronic and palliative care 
services; and Part B would focus on long-term supports and services (LTSS).  This would 
enable a state to better manage the different needs between populations who only 
need LTSS.  Eligibility for Part B would be based on income and functional screening of 
an individual’s long-term services and LTSS needs.  
 
Solution #27:  Engage in shared savings arrangements for dual eligible members when 
the state can demonstrate the Medicare program reduced costs as a result of an action 
by a state Medicaid program. 


                                                           
8
 Federal law also specifies services that must be covered by Medicaid programs. Other services may be 


offered, at a state’s option, if approved by CMS. Mandatory coverage includes:  inpatient hospital 
services, excluding services for mental disease; outpatient hospital services;  federally qualified health 
center services; rural health clinic services (if permitted under state law); laboratory and x-ray services 
rendered outside a hospital or clinic; nursing facility services for beneficiaries age 21 and older; physician 
services; certified pediatric and family nurse practitioner services (when licensed to practice under state 
law); nurse midwife services; medical and surgical services of a dentist; Early and Periodic Screening, 
Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT) services for children; family planning services and supplies; home-health 
services for beneficiaries who are entitled to nursing facility services under the state’s Medicaid plan, 
including intermittent or part-time nursing services, home health aide services and medical supplies and 
appliances for use in the home; and pregnancy-related services and services for other conditions that 
might complicate pregnancy, as well as postpartum care for 60 days. 
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Solution #28:  Repeal restrictions that impede self-direction of long-term care supports 
and services (LTSS) and allow states the ability to design programs that meet their needs 
and are cost effective. 
 
Solution #29:  At the state’s option, replace Medicare cost-sharing with state- 
administered, 100% federal grants. 
 
Solution #30:  Give states the flexibility to enroll more members, especially families, in 
premium assistance programs including Medicare benefits, when it is cost efficient. 
Medicaid should be the payer and insurer of last resort. 
 
Solution #31:  Extend Medicare coverage of skilled nursing facilities by 60 days. 
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Conclusion 


 
Our nation is at a crossroads.  We have the ability to transform our health care system 
to make it more responsive to the needs of our citizens by being more efficient and 
effective.  This cannot be done by taking the entire U.S. health care system and making 
it a federally-sponsored and controlled entitlement program. Instead, we must build on 
the strength of our private insurance market, and encourage value-based purchasing 
and personal responsibility, while continuing to protect our most vulnerable 
populations.    
 
The Medicaid program must be truly transformed, not just reformed around the edges. 
The RGPPC looks forward to participating in this ongoing dialogue as we work together, 
with both state governments and the federal government, to critically analyze and 
improve health care delivery.  
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RGPPC HEALTHCARE WORKING GROUP 
LOCATION TBD  BATON ROUGE, LA 


SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 18 – MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 2012 
 


SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 18  
7:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.  Early Arrival Dinner 
    Location:  TBD 
 
 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19 
8:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m. Breakfast  


Location: TBD 
 
9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Working Policy Discussion 


Agenda: TBD 
 
12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. Working Lunch  


Location: TBD 
 
1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. Working Policy Discussion 


Agenda: TBD 
 
3:00 p.m. Meeting concludes  


 
 


   


 


ACCOMMODATIONS 


Hilton Baton Rouge Capitol Center  
201 Lafayette Street 
Baton Rouge, LA 70801 
Telephone: 225-344-5866 
 


TRAVEL INFORMATION 
The Hotel is approximately 12 minutes/ 8 miles from Baton Rouge Metropolitan Airport (BTR). 
 
We can arrange to have you picked up at the airport or taxis are available from a cost of approximately $20.   
 


ATTIRE 
Business casual  
 


RSVP 
Please complete the response form by clicking HERE no later than Tuesday, November 13, 2012.  
For questions Contact Dustin Huffman at dhuffman@rgppc.org or 202-340-8838. 
 


 
  



https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dGptOHFBMlVPT1VBZmNMVXFIYkg4OEE6MQ

mailto:dhuffman@rgppc.org
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RGPPC STAFF 
 
Marie Sanderson  
RGPPC Policy Director 
Email: msanderson@rgppc.org                        
 
Seth Levey  
RGPPC Policy Advisor     
Email:  slevey@rgppc.org 
Office:  (202) 662-4157    


 
 
 
 
 
Dustin Huffman 
RGPPC Policy Advisor 
Email:  dhuffman@rgppc.org  
Office:  (202) 662-4927 


 



mailto:msanderson@rgppc.org









 
Lastly, many of you indicated the importance of charting a positive course
forward.  Your chief of staff and healthcare advisors have been notified that the
RGPPC will host a top level, confidential healthcare meeting in Baton Rouge on
November 19th.  See information attached.  RGPPC will pay for one official from
each state to attend.  Should your state be unable to join this November 19th

conversation in person, please submit your top 5 requests to the Obama
Administration in writing to Marie Sanderson by November 19th. In addition, this
group will resume consideration of the healthcare plan our staff drafted this
summer.  Similarly, attached is the report the RGPPC released in 2011 on
Medicaid. 
 
Thank you for your work on this important issue. I look forward to seeing most of
you next week.
 
Bob
 
 
Governor Robert F. McDonnell
804-786-4273 (main)
804-225-4809 (direct)
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: FINAL: health insurance exchange /medicaid Q and A for media
Date: Friday, November 09, 2012 4:45:16 PM

No, but its attributable to me and exactly what she’s been asking us to tell the media in the last two
meetings so I didn’t run it by her.
I am pretty comfortable with that … unless of course, you are not.
I will send to her as an FYI now?
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 4:44 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: FINAL: health insurance exchange /medicaid Q and A for media
 
Did gov approve?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 3:00 PM
To: Glenn Coffee; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: FINAL: health insurance exchange /medicaid Q and A for media
 
Exchanges:
 
“Governor Fallin is continuing to explore the state’s options as they relate to health insurance
exchanges. Her priority is to ensure the people of Oklahoma are best served by a system that
increases access to health care, controls health care costs and does so in a way that is fiscally
responsible. Oklahoma is not in a unique position; many other states are continuing to weigh
what options best serve their citizens, as is responsible.
 
“However, like other states, Oklahoma’s decision making process has been significantly
hampered by the failure of the federal government to provide further guidance regarding its
own rules and regulations. In a letter dated July 10 of this year (available here),  Governor
Bob McDonnell, acting on behalf of Republican governors, asked the White House dozens of
questions concerning the implementation of insurance exchanges as well as the
administration’s proposed Medicaid expansion. To date, these questions have not been
answered. Governor Fallin is extremely frustrated that states have been asked to make
important decisions regarding the health outcomes of their citizens with little or no
information provided by the administration. Basic questions such as ‘how much will an
insurance exchange cost the state of Oklahoma?’ have still been left unanswered. It is
disappointing and frustrating that so little information has been provided to states. “
 
Regarding the impending Nov 16 deadline for exchanges:
 
“The November 16 ‘deadline’ to submit a plan for an insurance exchange is an internal
agency deadline, not in statute, with no obvious penalties for states that do not meet it. After
reviewing ACA guidelines and conferring with other states, our policy staff does not believe
it is true that Oklahoma will necessarily be subject to a federal exchange if it misses the
November 16 deadline. Obama administration officials have confirmed that, calling the
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deadline a ‘rolling deadline.’ Again, much of the confusion surrounding the ACA and health
insurance exchanges is the result of the federal government refusing to answer simple
questions about its own law.”  
 
Medicaid expansion:
 
“The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was
clearer what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as
you know. Her priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible; it is to make the
right decision. Governor Fallin is still conferring with other lawmakers, her cabinet, and
health care experts in Oklahoma and around the country as to what course of action best
serves the people of Oklahoma.”
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup
Subject: FW: Letter from Secretary Sebelius to the Governors regarding next steps on Exchanges
Date: Friday, November 09, 2012 3:52:49 PM
Attachments: Dear Governor letter re Exchange Blueprints 11.9.12.pdf.pdf

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Quam, David [mailto:DQuam@NGA.ORG] 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 3:47 PM
To: Reps
Subject: Letter from Secretary Sebelius to the Governors regarding next steps on Exchanges
 
To:  Washington Reps and State Federal Contacts
Re:  HHS letter extending blueprint deadline for state-based exchanges
 
 
Today, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) announced that the deadlines for
states seeking to operate either a State-based or Partnership Exchange under the Affordable Care
Act have been extended.  According to the new guidance, which is attached, states electing to

operate a State-based Exchange must still send a Declaration Letter by November 16th, but the
Blueprint is not due until December 14, 2012.  States electing to operate a State Partnership
Exchange can submit their Declaration Letter and Blueprint on a rolling basis up to February 15,
2013. 
 
--DCQ

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive use of
the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or confidential. If the
reader of this transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and
delete this message.

---
You are currently subscribed to [reps] as Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov.
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-216583-
154787.9e5f0e1f1ff1017fec52ea85f3048f1e@talk.nga.org.
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THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 



WASHINGTON, D.C. 20201 



November 9,2012 


Dear Governor: 


Over the past two years, we have worked together as many of you began building your new 
health insurance marketplaces. The hard work you have engaged in has laid the foundation for 
providing access to quality affordable coverage for millions of Americans. Consumers in all 
fifty states and the District of Columbia will have access to insurance through these new 
marketplaces on January 1, 2014, as scheduled, with no delays. 


This Administration is committed to providing significant flexibility for building a marketplace 
that best meets your state's needs. We intend to issue further guidance to assist you in the very 
near future. Funding is now available to you no matter where you are in the process of 
establishing an Exchange and no matter whether you plan to run your own Exchange, partner 
with another state, or work with the federal government. In response to your request, we 
previously announced that states have until the end of2014 to apply for these federal funds and 
have the flexibility to use such funds both for building Exchanges and for associated start-up 
costs provided that a state's Exchange is not yet self-sustaining. The next application deadline 
for Levelland Level 2 Exchange establishment grants is November 15,2012. I encourage you 
to take advantage of these additional resources. 


As the date approaches for submission of your Blueprint for Approval of State-based and State 
Partnership Exchanges, we have heard from many states that additional time would allow you to 
submit a more comprehensive, complete Blueprint application for your Exchange. 


The deadline for a Declaration Letter for a State-based Exchange remains Friday, November 16, 
2012. However, today, in order to continue to provide you with appropriate technical support if 
you are pursuing a State-based Exchange, HHS is extending the deadline for State-based 
Exchange Blueprint application submissions to Friday, December 14,2012. HHS will approve 
or conditionally approve the State-based Exchanges for 2014 by the statutory deadline of January 
1,2013. 


Additionally, if you are pursuing a State Partnership Exchange, we will accept Declaration 
Letters and Blueprint Applications and make approval determinations for State Partnership 
Exchanges on a rolling basis. The final deadline for both the Declaration Letter and Blueprint 
Application for State Partnership Exchanges that would be effective for 2014 has been extended 
to Friday, February 15,2013. And states will be able to apply to run Exchanges in subsequent 
years. 







November 9, 2012 
Page 2 


We are committed to providing you with the flexibility, resources, and technical assistance 
necessary to help you achieve successful implementation of your state's Exchange and look 
forward to continuing to work with you as we implement the health care law. 


Sincerely, 


Kathleen Sebelius 







From: Alex Weintz
To: Glenn Coffee; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: FINAL: health insurance exchange /medicaid Q and A for media
Date: Friday, November 09, 2012 2:59:43 PM

Exchanges:
 
“Governor Fallin is continuing to explore the state’s options as they relate to health insurance
exchanges. Her priority is to ensure the people of Oklahoma are best served by a system that
increases access to health care, controls health care costs and does so in a way that is fiscally
responsible. Oklahoma is not in a unique position; many other states are continuing to weigh
what options best serve their citizens, as is responsible.
 
“However, like other states, Oklahoma’s decision making process has been significantly
hampered by the failure of the federal government to provide further guidance regarding its
own rules and regulations. In a letter dated July 10 of this year (available here),  Governor
Bob McDonnell, acting on behalf of Republican governors, asked the White House dozens of
questions concerning the implementation of insurance exchanges as well as the
administration’s proposed Medicaid expansion. To date, these questions have not been
answered. Governor Fallin is extremely frustrated that states have been asked to make
important decisions regarding the health outcomes of their citizens with little or no
information provided by the administration. Basic questions such as ‘how much will an
insurance exchange cost the state of Oklahoma?’ have still been left unanswered. It is
disappointing and frustrating that so little information has been provided to states. “
 
Regarding the impending Nov 16 deadline for exchanges:
 
“The November 16 ‘deadline’ to submit a plan for an insurance exchange is an internal
agency deadline, not in statute, with no obvious penalties for states that do not meet it. After
reviewing ACA guidelines and conferring with other states, our policy staff does not believe
it is true that Oklahoma will necessarily be subject to a federal exchange if it misses the
November 16 deadline. Obama administration officials have confirmed that, calling the
deadline a ‘rolling deadline.’ Again, much of the confusion surrounding the ACA and health
insurance exchanges is the result of the federal government refusing to answer simple
questions about its own law.”  
 
Medicaid expansion:
 
“The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was
clearer what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as
you know. Her priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible; it is to make the
right decision. Governor Fallin is still conferring with other lawmakers, her cabinet, and
health care experts in Oklahoma and around the country as to what course of action best
serves the people of Oklahoma.”
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
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Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: revised answer re: exchanges
Date: Friday, November 09, 2012 2:02:33 PM

Sure are u still in katie’s office?
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 2:01 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: revised answer re: exchanges
 
Can we discuss please
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 01:57 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler 
Subject: RE: revised answer re: exchanges 
 
Added highlighted section re: Nov 16 deadlines
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 1:45 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: revised answer re: exchanges
 
Look ok?
 
Exchanges:
 
“Governor Fallin is continuing to explore the state’s options as they relate to health insurance
exchanges. Her priority is to ensure the people of Oklahoma are best served by a system that
increases access to health care, controls health care costs and does so in a way that is fiscally
responsible. Oklahoma is not in a unique position; many other states are continuing to weigh what
options best serve their citizens, as is responsible.”
 
However, like other states, Oklahoma’s decision making process has been significantly hampered by
the failure of the Obama Administration to provide further guidance regarding its own rules and
regulations. In a letter dated July 10 of this year (available here),  Governor Bob McDonnell, acting
on behalf of Republican governors, asked the White House dozens of questions concerning the
implementation of insurance exchanges as well as the administration’s proposed Medicaid
expansion. To date, these questions have not been answered. Governor Fallin is extremely
frustrated that states have been asked to make important decisions regarding the health outcomes
of their citizens with little or no information from the White House. Basic questions such as ‘how
much will an insurance exchange cost the state of Oklahoma?’ have still been left unanswered by
the president. It is disappointing and, quite frankly, shocking that so little information has been
provided regarding what the Obama administration considers its signature achievement. “
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Regarding the impending Nov 16 deadline:
The November 16 ‘deadline’ to submit a plan for an insurance exchange is an internal agency
deadline, not in statute, with no obvious penalties for states that do not meet it. After reviewing ACA
guidelines and conferring with other states, our policy staff does not believe that it is true that
‘Oklahoma will be subject to a federal exchange if it misses the November 16 deadline.’ Obama
administration officials have confirmed that, calling the deadline a ‘rolling deadline.’ Again, much of
the confusion surrounding the ACA and health insurance exchanges is the result of the Obama
administration refusing to answer simple questions about its own law.  
 
Medicaid expansion
(this is our old answer. I recommend leaving this as is for the time being and next week or sometime
in the near future we can unload on inflexibility, cost, etc and talk about pursuing our own route to
reform):
The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was more
clear what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as you know.
Her priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible; it is to make the right decision.
Governor Fallin is still conferring with other lawmakers, her cabinet and health care experts in
Oklahoma and around the country as to what course of action best serves the people of Oklahoma.
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: revised answer re: exchanges
Date: Friday, November 09, 2012 2:00:44 PM

Can we discuss please
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 01:57 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler 
Subject: RE: revised answer re: exchanges 
 
Added highlighted section re: Nov 16 deadlines
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 1:45 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: revised answer re: exchanges
 
Look ok?
 
Exchanges:
 
“Governor Fallin is continuing to explore the state’s options as they relate to health insurance
exchanges. Her priority is to ensure the people of Oklahoma are best served by a system that
increases access to health care, controls health care costs and does so in a way that is fiscally
responsible. Oklahoma is not in a unique position; many other states are continuing to weigh what
options best serve their citizens, as is responsible.”
 
However, like other states, Oklahoma’s decision making process has been significantly hampered by
the failure of the Obama Administration to provide further guidance regarding its own rules and
regulations. In a letter dated July 10 of this year (available here),  Governor Bob McDonnell, acting
on behalf of Republican governors, asked the White House dozens of questions concerning the
implementation of insurance exchanges as well as the administration’s proposed Medicaid
expansion. To date, these questions have not been answered. Governor Fallin is extremely
frustrated that states have been asked to make important decisions regarding the health outcomes
of their citizens with little or no information from the White House. Basic questions such as ‘how
much will an insurance exchange cost the state of Oklahoma?’ have still been left unanswered by
the president. It is disappointing and, quite frankly, shocking that so little information has been
provided regarding what the Obama administration considers its signature achievement. “
 
Regarding the impending Nov 16 deadline:
The November 16 ‘deadline’ to submit a plan for an insurance exchange is an internal agency
deadline, not in statute, with no obvious penalties for states that do not meet it. After reviewing ACA
guidelines and conferring with other states, our policy staff does not believe that it is true that
‘Oklahoma will be subject to a federal exchange if it misses the November 16 deadline.’ Obama
administration officials have confirmed that, calling the deadline a ‘rolling deadline.’ Again, much of
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the confusion surrounding the ACA and health insurance exchanges is the result of the Obama
administration refusing to answer simple questions about its own law.  
 
Medicaid expansion
(this is our old answer. I recommend leaving this as is for the time being and next week or sometime
in the near future we can unload on inflexibility, cost, etc and talk about pursuing our own route to
reform):
The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was more
clear what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as you know.
Her priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible; it is to make the right decision.
Governor Fallin is still conferring with other lawmakers, her cabinet and health care experts in
Oklahoma and around the country as to what course of action best serves the people of Oklahoma.
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: revised answer re: exchanges
Date: Friday, November 09, 2012 1:57:11 PM

Added highlighted section re: Nov 16 deadlines
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 1:45 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: revised answer re: exchanges
 
Look ok?
 
Exchanges:
 
“Governor Fallin is continuing to explore the state’s options as they relate to health insurance
exchanges. Her priority is to ensure the people of Oklahoma are best served by a system that
increases access to health care, controls health care costs and does so in a way that is fiscally
responsible. Oklahoma is not in a unique position; many other states are continuing to weigh what
options best serve their citizens, as is responsible.”
 
However, like other states, Oklahoma’s decision making process has been significantly hampered by
the failure of the Obama Administration to provide further guidance regarding its own rules and
regulations. In a letter dated July 10 of this year (available here),  Governor Bob McDonnell, acting
on behalf of Republican governors, asked the White House dozens of questions concerning the
implementation of insurance exchanges as well as the administration’s proposed Medicaid
expansion. To date, these questions have not been answered. Governor Fallin is extremely
frustrated that states have been asked to make important decisions regarding the health outcomes
of their citizens with little or no information from the White House. Basic questions such as ‘how
much will an insurance exchange cost the state of Oklahoma?’ have still been left unanswered by
the president. It is disappointing and, quite frankly, shocking that so little information has been
provided regarding what the Obama administration considers its signature achievement. “
 
Regarding the impending Nov 16 deadline:
The November 16 ‘deadline’ to submit a plan for an insurance exchange is an internal agency
deadline, not in statute, with no obvious penalties for states that do not meet it. After reviewing ACA
guidelines and conferring with other states, our policy staff does not believe that it is true that
‘Oklahoma will be subject to a federal exchange if it misses the November 16 deadline.’ Obama
administration officials have confirmed that, calling the deadline a ‘rolling deadline.’ Again, much of
the confusion surrounding the ACA and health insurance exchanges is the result of the Obama
administration refusing to answer simple questions about its own law.  
 
Medicaid expansion
(this is our old answer. I recommend leaving this as is for the time being and next week or sometime
in the near future we can unload on inflexibility, cost, etc and talk about pursuing our own route to
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reform):
The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was more
clear what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as you know.
Her priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible; it is to make the right decision.
Governor Fallin is still conferring with other lawmakers, her cabinet and health care experts in
Oklahoma and around the country as to what course of action best serves the people of Oklahoma.
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: revised answer re: exchanges
Date: Friday, November 09, 2012 1:44:32 PM

Look ok?
 
Exchanges:
 
“Governor Fallin is continuing to explore the state’s options as they relate to health insurance
exchanges. Her priority is to ensure the people of Oklahoma are best served by a system that
increases access to health care, controls health care costs and does so in a way that is fiscally
responsible. Oklahoma is not in a unique position; many other states are continuing to weigh what
options best serve their citizens, as is responsible.”
 
However, like other states, Oklahoma’s decision making process has been significantly hampered by
the failure of the Obama Administration to provide further guidance regarding its own rules and
regulations. In a letter dated July 10 of this year (available here),  Governor Bob McDonnell, acting
on behalf of Republican governors, asked the White House dozens of questions concerning the
implementation of insurance exchanges as well as the administration’s proposed Medicaid
expansion. To date, these questions have not been answered. Governor Fallin is extremely
frustrated that states have been asked to make important decisions regarding the health outcomes
of their citizens with little or no information from the White House. Basic questions such as ‘how
much will an insurance exchange cost the state of Oklahoma?’ have still been left unanswered by
the president. It is disappointing and, quite frankly, shocking that so little information has been
provided regarding what the Obama administration considers its signature achievement. “
 
Medicaid expansion
(this is our old answer. I recommend leaving this as is for the time being and next week or sometime
in the near future we can unload on inflexibility, cost, etc and talk about pursuing our own route to
reform):
The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was more
clear what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as you know.
Her priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible; it is to make the right decision.
Governor Fallin is still conferring with other lawmakers, her cabinet and health care experts in
Oklahoma and around the country as to what course of action best serves the people of Oklahoma.
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Steve Mullins; Alex Weintz
Subject: Fw: Cato@Liberty: The ObamaCare Rebellion Turns Exchange ‘Deadline’ into a ‘Rolling Deadline’
Date: Friday, November 09, 2012 12:26:52 PM

FYI
 
From: Michael Cannon [mailto:MCannon@cato.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 12:22 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: Cato@Liberty: The ObamaCare Rebellion Turns Exchange ‘Deadline’ into a ‘Rolling Deadline’ 
 
The ObamaCare Rebellion Turns Exchange

‘Deadline’ into a ‘Rolling Deadline’

Posted by Michael F. Cannon

The Obama administration had set a deadline of November 16 for states to signal whether they
would create their own health insurance “exchanges,” or let the federal government do it.

But the federal government is so desperate to have states do the heavy lifting, and so few states
are interested, that for some time (most recently in a National Review Online column that posted
yesterday) I have been predicting the Obama administration would push back that deadline. It
seems I was right. Well, today’s CQ Healthbeat reports:

The federal government is likely to extend the Nov. 16 deadline for states to decide
whether they will run their own health insurance exchanges, according to several state
officials. … Instead, HHS officials are expected to set a new deadline for states that want to
operate the marketplaces alone but have a rolling deadline with ongoing discussions for
states that are interested in a partnership.

What is the difference between a “rolling deadline” and no deadline?

It’s “the REAL ID rebellion“ all over again.

Michael F. Cannon • November 9, 2012 @ 1:19 pm 

http://www.cato-at-liberty.org/the-obamacare-rebellion-turns-exchange-deadline-into-a-
rolling-deadline/
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: Exchange information
Date: Friday, November 09, 2012 9:39:41 AM
Attachments: AEI Making Effective Connections.docx

Chiefs, Action Officers and Healthcare Advisors:
 
To aid in the exchange conversation, attached is a white paper by Tom Miller of AEI and various
news clips today on the subject matter. Note CQ article hinting at Nov 16 extension at the end of the
email. Please let me know if you have any questions. We will continue to provide you with
information as we access it.
 
Thanks,
Marie
 
 
Analysis: 20 states will run their health-law exchanges (The Hill)
In their choices, Republican governors face a balancing act — not going too far to embrace the law,
which remains divisive with the public and anathema to conservatives, but also not skipping a chance
to wrest authority from the federal government.
 
Feds will run Virginia's health exchange at outset (Daily Press)
McDonnell conceded that Virginia would not meet the Nov. 16 deadline for a blueprint for the state-
run exchange and would default instead to a federally run insurance exchange. "The only logical
decision is to choose the federal option," he said. "I don't have the answers for Virginia. They're
telling us we have two years to build an exchange. It's expensive….I don't want to buy a pig-in-a-poke
for Virginia taxpayers."
 
Ohio iffy on health-insurance exchange (Columbus Dispatch)
“Our concern is (that) the flexibility to design the exchange in an Ohio-specific way really is limited,”
Moody said. “If it’s a federal program, it would be most appropriate for the federal government to
administer.”
 
Federal gov't to create health exchange in Kansas (KWCH)
Kansans feel Obamacare is an overreach by Washington and have rejected the state’s participation in
this federal program. My administration will not partner with the federal government to create a
state-federal partnership insurance exchange because we will not benefit from it and implementing
it could costs Kansas taxpayers millions of dollars.
 
Gov suggests Ga. unlikely to run health exchange (CBS News)
Deal told The Associated Press on Wednesday that he wouldn't disclose his decision until notifying
federal authorities. But he noted that the state stopped planning an exchange once federal agencies
wrote regulations that he says restrict Georgia's ability to design its own program.
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Making Effective Connections: With or without Health Benefits Exchanges

(draft)

By Tom Miller 

American Enterprise  Institute



The version of health benefits exchanges envisioned in the Affordable Care Act (ACA) is a classic example of a limited, but potentially good, idea mutating into a politically driven gateway to overregulation, income redistribution, and greater federal government control of health care decisions. The more benign concept of exchanges envisioned them as mechanisms to help coordinate a common marketplace in which willing insurance buyers and sellers might choose to reach private agreements. Exchanges could expand the range of limited choices available to most workers employed by smaller firms, as well as to individuals seeking coverage outside the workplace. They might serve as impartial clearinghouses for information comparing the features and performance of various health insurance plans in a particular market area. Finally, they could help connect individuals with taxpayer subsidies available for their insurance choices and even consolidate multiple sources of financial contributions for someone’s coverage (multiple employers, public subsidies, personal funds) into a single payment platform.



The original case for establishing health insurance exchanges pointed to clear problems of affordability, access, and choice in current private insurance markets for individuals and small businesses. Although individual insurance markets could not possibly perform as badly as the health policy elites (who recoil from them like vampires avoid garlic) commonly believed, their customers have been burdened by high loading costs for marketing and administration by insurers. The limited role of individual insurance as a residual market product for customers lacking better options elsewhere in the pre-ACA insurance world also strained its ability to pool and manage risk consistently. The small-group insurance market was, and still is, whipsawed by counterproductive state-government regulation, a shrinking base of overburdened small-employer customers, and a shortage of competitive insurance choices. 



Health insurance exchanges are not new ideas. Various types have been proposed for years as intermediaries to manage the relationship between insurers and their customers and perhaps to better organize insurance markets.  However, finding consensus in identifying problems is not the same as agreeing on the actual terms of sustainable solutions. Exchanges can be dialed up or down the regulatory spectrum. At one end, they might simply provide some standardized comparative information on the benefits, premiums, and service quality offered by insurers in a particular market. A little further up the scale, they might distribute private payments and public subsidies, simplify insurance purchasing and enrollment, and reduce transaction costs. At the other end, they could become the exclusive engineers charged with redesigning and overseeing most, if not all, insurance sales and purchases. 



	The policy parameters involving the role and power of an insurance exchange include whether it is voluntary or mandatory. Does it have an exclusive franchise, or must it compete for customers? Over what geographic territory and for which market segments does it operate? Does it exercise substantial market power as a purchaser or even more political power as a regulator? Does it try to pool similar risks or cross-subsidize very different ones? Does it limit or expand choices of carriers, plans, and benefits? The more you want to try to do, the more regulatory complexity you have. You risk overloading each decision with another more sweeping one down the road until the exchange starts looking like a public utility commission.    



The ACA designed its version of state exchanges to play a much greater, and more controversial, role. Their duties include



· Ensuring compliance with tighter federal regulation of health insurance;

· Expanding state Medicaid programs;

· Enforcing the individual coverage mandate;

· Administering the new health law’s income-based subsidies;

· Policing insurers’ premium prices; and 

· Eventually controlling a much larger share of the private insurance market.



In just about every case under the ACA, the decision was made to go for more rather than less, under the assumption that state-run or federally run exchanges would not be able to adequately “reform” the insurance marketplace if they left too many stray sheep outside their fences. The ACA rules interpreted a level playing field and common rules regarding pricing and benefit design as requiring the rest of the private insurance market to conform to the exchange’s politically designated operating rules, rather than the other way around. Competing against what is most commonly done in the rest of the marketplace and leaving consumers to choose what they prefer apparently would be too hard and fail to deliver the desired political outcome.  Of course, whether any resulting selection by consumers is called “adverse” depends on whether the criterion used is political or personal. 



The ACA’s statutory text and subsequent regulatory guidance are full of limits and specifications for the range of the required “essential” and other permitted tiers of qualified benefits, along with tight restrictions on cost sharing. The main factor in setting some eligibility limits (individuals without offers of employer coverage or participating small firms with no more than 100 employees) was budgetary. The on-budget costs to taxpayers for moving even more millions of Americans into new, more heavily subsidized, exchange-based coverage on a faster timetable would be too transparently unaffordable, administratively daunting, and politically disruptive.[endnoteRef:1] In any case, the ACA’s rules for guaranteed-issue and not-so-adjusted community rating will be applied nationwide, even to fully insured (if not yet self-insured) private plans operating outside the ACA’s exchanges.  [1:  As the Obama administration’s principles for health reform were converted into legislative language, the White House had to master a difficult political balancing act. This involved reassuring many Americans anxious about disruptions to their current health coverage and care arrangements or about mounting federal budget deficits, while offering more generously subsidized health benefits to lower-income constituents. The reassurance component necessitated reaching an initial truce with employer-sponsored insurance plans. Keeping employers’ “private” money on the table also helped limit the net budget cost of the first installment of insurance coverage growth. Relying on expanded Medicaid eligibility as a less expensive way to accomplish about half of the total targeted coverage expansion allowed federal dollars to be stretched further, given Medicaid’s very low reimbursement rates for providers. The public-plan option was politically radioactive to highly energized grassroots opponents, who feared that the legislation would quickly lead to a single-payer system. Moreover, the combination of vastly expanded “public plan” Medicaid coverage and much tighter political regulation of “private” insurers in subsidized health insurance exchanges accomplished most of the larger political objective of increasing dependency on politically brokered health care, with fewer of the red lights signaling a more direct and expensive expansion of Medicare-like coverage to displace private insurance intermediaries. The final law relied on ambiguity, deferred decision making, and administrative complexity to dampen political concerns about a federal takeover of traditionally private spheres of health care decision making. However, gaining permanent regulatory authority over a vast expanse of health care operations and decisions—regardless of how many blanks needed to be filled in later—fulfilled a crucial political imperative for Democratic party leaders. It also facilitated the continued, less-threatening appearance of private operation of most current health care arrangements, albeit under tighter—and potentially expanding—political management. See Thomas P. Miller, “Health Reform: Only a Cease-Fire in a Political Hundred Years’ War,” Health Affairs 29, no. 6 (2010): 1–5.] 




The ACA exchanges initially were marketed as a means to provide new choices to those largely shut out of the traditional employer-sponsored group health insurance market, as well as to smaller businesses struggling to offer or maintain group coverage for their workers. But the law authorizes states to expand offers of exchange-based coverage to businesses with more than 100 employees, starting in 2017. Critics of the expanding role of federal regulation, mandates, and subsidies under the ACA regime would argue that this would open the door wider for Washington’s dominant market share and more complete regulatory control in whatever remains of “private” insurance markets later this decade. When combined with narrow grandfathering and grace periods for many existing insurance benefits plans (temporarily protecting them from the newer ACA requirements for fully insured health plans)[endnoteRef:2] that are biased toward an early expiration date, the real goal of the federally directed exchanges appears to be to construct a roach motel of centralized regulation, where private plans and their enrollees might check in but are not allowed to check out. [2:  Annie L. Mach and Bernadette Fernandez, “Private Health Insurance Market Reforms in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act,” Congressional Research Service, November 1, 2011. See Appendix B, “Applicability of Market Reforms to Health Plans” (19).] 


 

	It turns out that to control one thing, and then another thing, and then more and more unanticipated things, many congressional legislators and their designated bureaucrats believe they will have to control almost everything.   



	Not surprisingly, many state officials balked at participating in the ACA’s model for “state-run” exchanges, which appeared to be part of a top-down bureaucratic approach for taking control of state insurance markets under the guise of implementing the new health law, rather than offering a more decentralized, market-driven alternative. Several dozen state governors and state legislatures either opposed outright the creation of ACA-compliant exchanges or urged a cautious, go-slow approach to further implementation until more details were provided (or the Supreme Court decided to overturn the health law as unconstitutional). 



	At this point, it appears that a large majority of states will not meet the ACA’s initial deadline of January 1, 2013, for federal certification that their state-based exchanges will be ready to operate one year later, when the law’s expansion of exchange-based health insurance coverage is supposed to begin. HHS has proposed several alternative ways to establish health exchanges by that date, including state-federal partnerships (in which states perform at least some of the required exchange functions) and federally facilitated exchanges (mostly a new name for federally run exchanges).[endnoteRef:3] However, any of those approaches to developing functional health benefits exchanges under the ACA faces major obstacles: [3:  Health and Human Services Department, Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act; Establishment of Exchanges and Qualified Health Plans; Exchange Standards for Employers (Final Rule March 27, 2012), www.federalregister.gov/articles/2012/03/27/2012-6125/patient-protection-and-affordable-care-act-establishment-of-exchanges-and-qualified-health-plans.] 




1. Most states will either refuse to set up their own exchanges or prove unable to do so for political or technical reasons.

 

2. The administrative challenges in orchestrating necessary data streams from multiple sources (to determine applicants’ eligibility for federal subsidies), creating essentially “new” insurance markets, and handling a potential surge in demand for such coverage remain daunting and unprecedented.

 

3. Serious legal questions about the actual statutory authority of federally run exchanges to administer premium subsidies remain unresolved, and they are likely to dilute the power of any arguments that states must set up their own exchanges to avoid losing control over a federally run exchange in their state.[endnoteRef:4] [4:  Critics of an Internal Revenue Service final rule issued in May 2012 argue that it directly contradicts the actual statutory language of the Affordable Care Act for exchange-based health insurance. See Jonathan H. Adler and Michael F. Cannon, “Taxation without Representation: The Illegal IRS Rule to Expand Tax Credits under the PPACA” (Case Research Paper Series in Legal Studies Working Paper 2012-27, July 2012), http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2106789; State of Oklahoma ex rel Scott E. Pruitt v. Kathleen Sebelius and Timothy Geithner (Case No. CIV-11-030-RAW, Amended Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief), www.healthreformgps.org/wp-content/uploads/Amended_complaint.pdf; and James F. Blumstein, Testimony before House Committee on Ways and Means, Health Subcommittee, September 12, 2012, http://waysandmeans.house.gov/uploadedfiles/house_ways_and_means_testimony92112.pdf.] 




	What should states do? One option is to simply stand back and hope that federally run exchanges will be unsuccessful and collapse for a combination of political, legal, and administrative reasons. This is politically appealing in states where opposition to this part of the ACA runs strong, although it leaves unaddressed what other sorts of health insurance reforms may still be needed within states.



Another option is to approve initial versions of their own state-based exchanges that operate under very different and more market-friendly rules not likely to comply with current Obama administration regulatory guidance.[endnoteRef:5] 5   For example, such state-run exchanges would be likely to adopt an “any willing seller” approach to insurer eligibility, rather than operate as an active, exclusive purchaser that prescreens participating insurers to gain bargaining leverage and ensure their compliance with standardized coverage benefits and premium rate limits. They would operate more like a market facilitator of new coverage options (for state residents seeking individual coverage and for small businesses looking for alternatives to traditional group coverage), rather than as administrators of an expanded “public” insurance program similar to Medicaid. Flexibility, choice, and open competition would be more important than standardization, selective contracting, and compulsion.  [5:  Scott Gottlieb and Tom Miller, “How to Reform ObamaCare Starting Now,” Wall Street Journal October 14, 2010.] 




Such exchange-like mechanisms would involve willing consumers, private providers, and employer sponsors as partners rather than as subjects. Administrators would focus on normal oversight to ensure compliance with existing state and federal laws, without trying to expand them further. Exchange rules would be adopted to mesh with current state rules for the rest of the state-regulated market, rather than the opposite. Health benefits guarantees would be kept to a minimum, with a broad interpretation of rough actuarial equivalence ensuring opportunities for innovation and preference-sensitive variation. 



Such state exchanges would rely much more on developing and disseminating consumer-empowering, impartial information about coverage options, rather than on enacting and enforcing choice-limiting regulation. Once a state sets the very basic parameters for insurance plans, it would allow carriers to innovate and differentiate their products, as long as they adequately inform potential consumers at the point of purchase. State administrators would focus on enhancing consumer education, engagement, and empowerment with information tools. They would contractually outsource most of the technical operations to private vendors and maintain the difference between providing a single shopping point for convenience and requiring an exclusive destination for political control.    



	Nevertheless, political suspicion remains widespread in many states that the temptation for regulatory overreach in exchange-like mechanisms cannot be kept in check, given the ACA’s underlying plan to use them primarily as an enforcement arm for its insurance rules and a distribution channel for its income-based premium subsidies. Quite simply, any state officials involved in establishing a state-run exchange in jurisdictions opposed to most of the ACA’s mandates and regulations will be seen as aiding and abetting the latter, rather than vigorously resisting them. 



 	Hence, many states wanting to improve their insurance markets for individuals and small firms will need to consider establishing a different type of mechanism. It would operate primarily to ensure that beneficiaries can be connected seamlessly with taxpayer subsidies for health insurance and useful information for making their coverage choices. To avoid the pitfalls of setting up an exclusive political franchise, states should provide these subsidy connectors only as a competitive option within the larger insurance marketplace. They may also encourage the further growth of nonexclusive private exchanges as either competitors or replacements for state-sponsored ones. If any such nonexchange exchanges serve a useful role and provide competitive advantages, consumers will choose voluntarily to purchase insurance through them. Their market share would be determined by the decisions of willing buyers, rather than the designs of political brokers. Consumers can redesign their local insurance markets by voting with their own money. 





Haslam still studying health exchange in wake of election (Memphis Business Journal)
Haslam, who has previously said he favors a state-run exchange, said Wednesday that's still his
thinking, but that he's awaiting additional information from the federal government. The deadline
for the state to declare its intentions is Nov. 16.
 
Nixon: Missouri won’t run health insurance exchange by 2014 (AP)
Gov. Jay Nixon said Thursday his administration will inform the federal government that it won't be
running a state-based health insurance exchange when they're due to begin under the federal health
care law. That means that the federal government will step in to create an insurance exchange in
Missouri.
 
What Does the Election Mean for Obamacare? (Heritage Morning Bell)
Two of the largest elements of the health care law—the massive Medicaid expansion and the costly
subsidies scheme funneled through government exchanges—are heavily dependent on state
compliance. But the June Supreme Court decision reaffirmed that states are not at the mercy of the
federal government. Many state officials realize that there is little upside to joining forces with
Washington in implementing this disastrous endeavor, thus further eroding the long-term viability of
Obamacare.
 
Obamacare: America’s Last Entitlement (Forbes)
America’s unsustainable fiscal situation means that Obamacare is destined to be the last major
entitlement enacted by the United States. Indeed, Obamacare’s victory sets off a stiff competition for
taxpayer dollars between Obamacare, Medicaid, and Medicare. It’s a battle that the elderly, in
particular, are likely to lose.
 
Republican governors scramble over next Obamacare steps (Washington Post)
States are working on a tight timeline: After the Nov. 16 deadline, they face another checkpoint on
Jan. 1, when they have to demonstrate that their marketplace is on track to begin enrolling people in
one year. “If were a governor, I’d be less concerned about the November deadline,” Leavitt’s Smith
said. “I would be focused on the actual deadline, in January, to show you can make this work.” With
benchmarks looming, and the election barely hitting rearview mirror, many Republican governors
seem to be in the middle of weighing the best next steps.
 
With Obama Re-Elected, States Scramble Over Health Law (NYT)
Much depends on the states as they decide in the coming weeks and months whether to build online
marketplaces known as insurance exchanges, where individuals and small businesses can shop for
health plans, and whether to expand their Medicaid programs to reach many more low-income
people.
 
Obamacare Is Here To Stay, But In What Form? (NPR)
So far, according to Weil, only 13 states and Washington, D.C., have said they plan to set up their
own exchanges. If states decide not to set up their own exchanges, the federal government will step
in and do it instead. But federal officials still haven't spelled out exactly how that will work.
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HHS Expected to Give States More Time on Exchange
Decisions
By Rebecca Adams, CQ HealthBeat Associate Editor

 

The federal government is likely to extend the Nov. 16 deadline for states to decide whether

they will run their own health insurance exchanges, according to several state officials.

State officials were supposed to notify the Department of Health and Human Services by that

date about whether they plan to run the insurance exchanges that will launch in 2014, create a

state-federal partnership or let the federal government operate the exchange in their area.

Instead, HHS officials are expected to set a new deadline for states that want to operate the

marketplaces alone but have a rolling deadline with ongoing discussions for states that are

interested in a partnership.

A Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services spokesman declined to comment.

The additional time will be a relief for many state officials who are trying to determine whether

there is enough political will, technical knowledge and time for them to set up their own new

health benefit marketplaces.

Although many governors, especially critics of the 2010 health care law (PL 111-148, PL 111-

152), were not ready to commit to a state-run or state-federal hybrid exchange before the

election because they did not want it to be interpreted as a show of support for the statute, many

may be interested in exerting some control over an exchange in their jurisdictions since the

alternative would be one run by Washington.

Before the election, nine states were expected to let the federal government operate an

exchange. On Tuesday, Missouri voters in a ballot initiative also banned the state government

from creating a state exchange, bringing the total of states refusing to run a state-administered

exchange to 10. (See related story, CQ HealthBeat, Nov. 7, 2012)

Sixteen states have indicated that they would like to proceed with their own state-run

exchange and 14 of them have sent official letters to CMS officials that are posted on the

agency’s website.

The decision about how to run an exchange is complicated and in many cases, governors

who would like to go ahead will have to win the support of state legislators. On Wednesday,

Tennessee Republican Gov. Bill Haslam said he would prefer to have the state run its own

insurance exchange program than leave it to federal officials. But state legislators in his party

chimed in with criticism, saying that the legislature would not go along with the creation of a

state-based exchange. Governors in many states will have to navigate similar political climates.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz
Subject: Fw: Attn state officials: "Obamacare Is Still Vulnerable"
Date: Friday, November 09, 2012 8:43:21 AM

FYI
 
From: Michael Cannon [mailto:MCannon@cato.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 08:31 AM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: Attn state officials: "Obamacare Is Still Vulnerable" 
 
NATIONAL REVIEW ONLINE
 

Obamacare Is Still Vulnerable
 

By Michael F. Cannon
November 9, 2012 4:00 A.M.

 

President Obama has won reelection, and his administration has asked state
officials to decide by Friday, November 16, whether their state will create one
of Obamacare’s health-insurance “exchanges.” States also have to decide
whether to implement the law’s massive expansion of Medicaid. The correct
answer to both questions remains a resounding no.

State-created exchanges mean higher taxes, fewer jobs, and less protection of
religious freedom. States are better off defaulting to a federal exchange. The
Medicaid expansion is likewise too costly and risky a proposition. Republican
Governors Association chairman Bob McDonnell (R.,Va.) agrees, and
has announced that Virginia will implement neither provision.

There are many arguments against creating exchanges. 

First, states are under no obligation to create one.

Second, operating an Obamacare exchange would be illegal in 14 states.
Alabama, Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri,
Montana, Ohio, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Utah, and Virginia have enacted either
statutes or constitutional amendments (or both) forbidding state employees to
participate in an essential exchange function: implementing Obamacare’s
individual and employer mandates. 

Third, each exchange would cost its state an estimated $10 million to $100
million per year, necessitating tax increases. 
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Fourth, the November 16 deadline is no more real than the “deadlines” for
implementing REAL ID, which have been pushed back repeatedly since 2008.

Fifth, states can always create an exchange later if they choose. 

Sixth, a state-created exchange is not a state-controlled exchange. All
exchanges will be controlled by Washington.

Seventh, Congress authorized no funds for federal “fallback” exchanges. So
Washington may not be able to impose Exchanges on states at all.

Eighth, the Obama administration has yet to provide crucial information that
states need before they can make an informed decision.

Ninth, creating an exchange sets state officials up to take the blame when
Obamacare increases insurance premiums and denies care to the sick. State
officials won’t want their names on this disastrous mess.

Tenth, creating an exchange would be assisting in the creation of a “public
option” that would drive domestic health-insurance carriers out of business
through unfair competition.

Eleventh, Obamacare remains unpopular. The latest Kaiser Family
Foundation poll found that only 38 percent of the public supports it.

Twelfth, defaulting to a federal exchange exempts a state’s employers from
the employer mandate — a tax of $2,000 per worker per year (the tax applies
to companies with more than 59 employees, but for such companies that tax
applies after the 30th employee, not the 59th). If all states did so, that would
exempt 18 million Americans from the individual mandate’s tax of $2,085 per
family of four. Avoiding those taxes improves a state’s prospects for job
creation, and protects the conscience rights of employers and individuals
whom the Obama administration is forcing to purchase contraceptives
coverage.

Finally, rejecting an exchange reduces the federal deficit. Obamacare offers its
deficit-financed subsidies to private health insurers only through state-created
exchanges. If all states declined, federal deficits would fall by roughly $700
billion over ten years.

For similar reasons, states should decline to implement Obamacare’s Medicaid
expansion. The Supreme Court gave states that option. All states should
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exercise it. 

Medicaid is rife with waste and fraud. It increases the cost of private health
care and insurance, crowds out private health insurance and long-term-care
insurance, and discourages enrollees from climbing the economic ladder.
There is scant reliable evidence that Medicaid improves health outcomes,
and no evidence that it is a cost-effective way of doing so. 

My colleague Jagadeesh Gokhale estimates that expanding Medicaid will cost
individual states up to $53 billion over the first ten years. That’s before an
emboldened President Obama follows through on his threats to shift more
Medicaid costs to states.

Neither the states nor the federal government have the money to expand
Medicaid. If all states politely decline, federal deficits will shrink by another
$900 billion.

Now is not the time to go wobbly. Obamacare is still harmful and still
unpopular. The presidential election was hardly a referendum, as it pitted the
first person to enact Obamacare against the second person to enact it. Since
the election, many state officials are reaffirming their opposition to both
implementing exchanges and expanding Medicaid.

If enough states do so, Congress will have no choice but to reopen Obamacare.
With a GOP-controlled House, opponents will be in a much stronger position
than they were when this harmful law was enacted.

— Michael F. Cannon is director of health policy studies at the Cato Institute
and co-editor of Replacing ObamaCare (Cato, 2012).
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: Material for PPACA Response
Date: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 5:13:18 PM

This is not for press response purposes, but this is exceptionally well stated, so just FYI

What the election means...
Grace-Marie Turner
November 7, 2012

ObamaCare will continue to barrel toward implementation in 2014, but its failings will become clearer
and clearer every day.

The law is in diametric opposition to the workings of our economy and the spirit of freedom on which
this country was founded. This is not a political assessment but rather a recognition of the reality of the
unworkability of the law — its mandates on otherwise free citizens who will resist, massive new
entitlement spending we can’t afford, and centralization of decision-making over health care, even life
and death decisions.

We now face the very real danger, as Supreme Court Justice Kennedy warned, that this law will change
“the relationship of the Federal Government to the individual in the very fundamental way.”

Yesterday’s election results were devastating, not because so many Republican candidates lost, but
because I wonder today if I really know the country I love. By re-electing President Obama, a majority of
those who voted chose a president who believes in expanding government power over rewarding the
enterprising and creative spirit of hard-working Americans who built this prosperous nation.

America will be a very different country if we continue on this path.

Republicans must take some blame. They did a heroic job of helping people understand the dangers of
ObamaCare, but had they acted during the Bush administration to pass legislation to begin to fix the
underlying distortions in our health sector, they could have released the pressure that propelled
ObamaCare toward passage.

Voters tried to stop the law with the 2010 elections and then most hoped the Supreme Court would strike
it down. But the 2012 elections were held during a lull — after a few popular provisions were in place but
before the mandates take effect and the avalanche of regulations are released that will more fully reveal
the cost and intrusiveness of the law.

The House will no doubt continue to hold hearings about the impact of the law in stifling job creation,
the crushing burden of $569 billion in new taxes, the mandates on businesses, individuals, and the
states, and the costs that will burden the next generation with trillions more in debt.

The nearly 35 lawsuits against the law will continue to make their way through the courts, and more than
30 state governors will continue to either resist or demand much more flexibility in implementing the
law.

But the task has become much, much more complex and the path forward to right our health sector and
economy has become much more difficult.
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Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 5:11 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz
Subject: Material for PPACA Response
Importance: High
 

The Avalanche Of New Obamacare Rules
Will Come In January, 2013
Grace-Marie Turner
Forbes: Health Matters, October 28, 2012

When Congress wrote 2,700 pages of legislation to create ObamaCare, that was only the starting point in
the government’s re-engineering of our health sector. Tens of thousands of pages of regulation –- or
more -– are needed to provide detailed guidance dictating exactly how its maze of new programs must
operate.

But deadlines are looming for ObamaCare for programs that are required to begin in 2014. And the
administration is significantly behind schedule, with insiders speculating the White House is waiting
until after the election to issue an avalanche of rules, many of which are sure to be controversial.

Government re-engineering of the private marketplace is a complex task. So far, more than 13,000
pages of federal ObamaCare regulations have been issued, but employers, states, and health companies
say they need much more.

One recent rule took 18 pages to define a “full time employee.” That’s needed because a company
employing 50 or more full-time workers must provide health insurance or pay a fine. But part-time
employees working fewer than 30 hours a week are exempt. How the government defines a full-time
employee has huge financial implications for a company. The rule describes the difference between
“variable hour employees” and “ongoing employees,” for example, and how to determine what time
period to measure with definitions of “standard measurement periods” and “look-back measurements.”

Employers are hiring battalions of lawyers to help them decipher the bureaucratese, and some
companies already have announced they plan to cut the hours of many of their workers so they fit within
the part-time threshold, arguing even the $2,000 to $3,000 per-employee fines would more than wipe
out their profit margins.

States also are in a quandary. HHS claims it is giving states “significant flexibility” in implementing
ObamaCare, including the controversial health insurance exchanges, but even those supporting the law
are increasingly alarmed because they say they simply don’t have enough information to proceed.

The law requires exchanges to be created as a funnel for hundreds of billions of dollars in new health
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insurance subsidies and also as a vehicle to implement significant new regulations of the health
insurance market.

The exchanges are required by law to begin enrolling members on October 1st of next year, and a huge
amount of work needs to be done to meet that deadline.

But first, states need information. For example, the law says that if states don’t set up an exchange, the
federal government will swoop in and set up its own, and they want to know what a federal exchange
would look like before they decide whether to set up their own exchanges.

The Republican Governors Association wrote a letter to President Obama in July saying, “As the
exchange issue is currently interpreted, states are essentially being tasked with shouldering all the
responsibility without any authority.”

The governors listed 17 critical questions just on the exchanges that they must have answered before they
can determine best how to proceed so they can “have full and complete knowledge of all the implications
of our decision.” They are still waiting for a reply.

Health plans also are in a dilemma. Health insurers that plan to offer policies through the
exchanges need to know what benefits must be covered and at what price so they can design and price
their offerings. And they must get state approval for the new plans before they can be offered in the
exchanges, a process which can take up to a year -– or more in some states –- to complete. They also
need time to contract with providers, develop marketing materials that meet as-yet-to-be-announced
government specifications, and figure out how to navigate the complex web of subsidies, risk adjustment,
and calculations for cost-sharing – for starters. They have hundreds of other critical questions.

Dan Durham of America’s Health Insurance Plans said in recent testimony before the House Ways and
Means Health Subcommittee, “There is an urgent need for more regulatory clarity with respect to
exchanges and insurance market reforms,” adding “there is a tremendous amount of work that needs to
be done” if the law is to get up and running.

“Unless such guidance is forthcoming, it will be difficult for health plans to complete product
development, fulfill network adequacy requirements, obtain necessary state approvals and reviews, and
ensure that their operations, materials, training and customer service teams are fully prepared for the
initial open enrollment period that begins on Oct. 1, 2013,” Durham said.

Administration officials are mum on when the regulations will be issued. A Health and Human Services
official repeated that prediction in an email to reporters in October. “HHS has worked to give states
maximum flexibility in implementing the law and consumers in all fifty states will have access to an
exchange” by next October, the official said.

There is some speculation that the regs are being held back because of the elections, since the deeper one
dives into the details, the more problems and conflicts are created. But Neil Trautwein of the National
Retail Federation says it’s also an extraordinarily complex task.

“We know that many of the regs have been delayed,” says Trautwein. “Part of it I’m sure is the political
calendar, but a large part of this, and I can say with some confidence because we’ve worked well with the
administration on a lot of these questions, is that the subject matter is so infernally complex. They’ve got
a lot of tough questions to answer.”
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The fate of ObamaCare is, of course, predicated on who wins the election on November 6. If Gov. Mitt
Romney wins, he has vowed to begin immediately the process of working with Congress to repeal the
law. And Congress will surely begin actively blocking any new rules that come out and working to unwind
those already on the books.

But even if President Obama were to be reelected, his Rube Goldberg health law may well implode from
the nearly impossible task of re-engineering one-sixth of our economy to fit his centrally-controlled
archetype.

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz
Subject: Material for PPACA Response
Date: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 5:11:23 PM
Importance: High

The Avalanche Of New Obamacare Rules
Will Come In January, 2013
Grace-Marie Turner
Forbes: Health Matters, October 28, 2012

When Congress wrote 2,700 pages of legislation to create ObamaCare, that was only the starting point in
the government’s re-engineering of our health sector. Tens of thousands of pages of regulation –- or
more -– are needed to provide detailed guidance dictating exactly how its maze of new programs must
operate.

But deadlines are looming for ObamaCare for programs that are required to begin in 2014. And the
administration is significantly behind schedule, with insiders speculating the White House is waiting
until after the election to issue an avalanche of rules, many of which are sure to be controversial.

Government re-engineering of the private marketplace is a complex task. So far, more than 13,000
pages of federal ObamaCare regulations have been issued, but employers, states, and health companies
say they need much more.

One recent rule took 18 pages to define a “full time employee.” That’s needed because a company
employing 50 or more full-time workers must provide health insurance or pay a fine. But part-time
employees working fewer than 30 hours a week are exempt. How the government defines a full-time
employee has huge financial implications for a company. The rule describes the difference between
“variable hour employees” and “ongoing employees,” for example, and how to determine what time
period to measure with definitions of “standard measurement periods” and “look-back measurements.”

Employers are hiring battalions of lawyers to help them decipher the bureaucratese, and some
companies already have announced they plan to cut the hours of many of their workers so they fit within
the part-time threshold, arguing even the $2,000 to $3,000 per-employee fines would more than wipe
out their profit margins.

States also are in a quandary. HHS claims it is giving states “significant flexibility” in implementing
ObamaCare, including the controversial health insurance exchanges, but even those supporting the law
are increasingly alarmed because they say they simply don’t have enough information to proceed.

The law requires exchanges to be created as a funnel for hundreds of billions of dollars in new health
insurance subsidies and also as a vehicle to implement significant new regulations of the health
insurance market.

The exchanges are required by law to begin enrolling members on October 1st of next year, and a huge
amount of work needs to be done to meet that deadline.

But first, states need information. For example, the law says that if states don’t set up an exchange, the
federal government will swoop in and set up its own, and they want to know what a federal exchange
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would look like before they decide whether to set up their own exchanges.

The Republican Governors Association wrote a letter to President Obama in July saying, “As the
exchange issue is currently interpreted, states are essentially being tasked with shouldering all the
responsibility without any authority.”

The governors listed 17 critical questions just on the exchanges that they must have answered before they
can determine best how to proceed so they can “have full and complete knowledge of all the implications
of our decision.” They are still waiting for a reply.

Health plans also are in a dilemma. Health insurers that plan to offer policies through the
exchanges need to know what benefits must be covered and at what price so they can design and price
their offerings. And they must get state approval for the new plans before they can be offered in the
exchanges, a process which can take up to a year -– or more in some states –- to complete. They also
need time to contract with providers, develop marketing materials that meet as-yet-to-be-announced
government specifications, and figure out how to navigate the complex web of subsidies, risk adjustment,
and calculations for cost-sharing – for starters. They have hundreds of other critical questions.

Dan Durham of America’s Health Insurance Plans said in recent testimony before the House Ways and
Means Health Subcommittee, “There is an urgent need for more regulatory clarity with respect to
exchanges and insurance market reforms,” adding “there is a tremendous amount of work that needs to
be done” if the law is to get up and running.

“Unless such guidance is forthcoming, it will be difficult for health plans to complete product
development, fulfill network adequacy requirements, obtain necessary state approvals and reviews, and
ensure that their operations, materials, training and customer service teams are fully prepared for the
initial open enrollment period that begins on Oct. 1, 2013,” Durham said.

Administration officials are mum on when the regulations will be issued. A Health and Human Services
official repeated that prediction in an email to reporters in October. “HHS has worked to give states
maximum flexibility in implementing the law and consumers in all fifty states will have access to an
exchange” by next October, the official said.

There is some speculation that the regs are being held back because of the elections, since the deeper one
dives into the details, the more problems and conflicts are created. But Neil Trautwein of the National
Retail Federation says it’s also an extraordinarily complex task.

“We know that many of the regs have been delayed,” says Trautwein. “Part of it I’m sure is the political
calendar, but a large part of this, and I can say with some confidence because we’ve worked well with the
administration on a lot of these questions, is that the subject matter is so infernally complex. They’ve got
a lot of tough questions to answer.”

The fate of ObamaCare is, of course, predicated on who wins the election on November 6. If Gov. Mitt
Romney wins, he has vowed to begin immediately the process of working with Congress to repeal the
law. And Congress will surely begin actively blocking any new rules that come out and working to unwind
those already on the books.

But even if President Obama were to be reelected, his Rube Goldberg health law may well implode from
the nearly impossible task of re-engineering one-sixth of our economy to fit his centrally-controlled
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archetype.

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: another ACA question
Date: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 5:03:18 PM

Ok, having talked to Katie:
 
Legislative action is not required for the governor to submit a plan outlining a blueprint for an
insurance exchange.
It may be required to create and implement an exchange, depending on the nature of the exchange.
 
A great deal of this confusion is the result of the federal government’s inability to answer questions
about the requirements for a state based exchange, the details of a partnership exchange between
federal and state governments, and even the specifics of a wholly federally run exchange.  
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 4:53 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: another ACA question
 
I’m going to get killed if I tell him that.
We do have time to build a state based exchange, but we might have to wait until February, but it
depends on what we decide to do, and we don’t really know the answer …
 
Surely we can “submit a plan” by November 16 without legislative authorization? If we cant do that
then we have no way of making that deadline and we should just say so
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 4:49 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: another ACA question
 
We do not know the answer to that questions depending on the type of exchange we would create
– it may or may not require legislation based on a variety of factors
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 4:28 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
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Subject: RE: another ACA question
 
How about, “legislative action would not be required in order for the state to submit a plan to build
a health insurance exchange”
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 4:27 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: another ACA question
 
Omg you are killing me…
 
That is correct but I’m pretty sure we don’t want to say It that way…
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 4:27 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: another ACA question
 
Can the governor create a health insurance exchange by herself or does she need the Legislature?
My understanding is the simple answer is yes she can, and no she does not. is that correct and is
that how we want to say it?
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: another ACA question
Date: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 4:53:20 PM

I’m going to get killed if I tell him that.
We do have time to build a state based exchange, but we might have to wait until February, but it
depends on what we decide to do, and we don’t really know the answer …
 
Surely we can “submit a plan” by November 16 without legislative authorization? If we cant do that
then we have no way of making that deadline and we should just say so
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 4:49 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: another ACA question
 
We do not know the answer to that questions depending on the type of exchange we would create
– it may or may not require legislation based on a variety of factors
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 4:28 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: another ACA question
 
How about, “legislative action would not be required in order for the state to submit a plan to build
a health insurance exchange”
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 4:27 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: another ACA question
 
Omg you are killing me…
 
That is correct but I’m pretty sure we don’t want to say It that way…
 

From: Alex Weintz 
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Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 4:27 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: another ACA question
 
Can the governor create a health insurance exchange by herself or does she need the Legislature?
My understanding is the simple answer is yes she can, and no she does not. is that correct and is
that how we want to say it?
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: another ACA question
Date: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 4:28:08 PM

How about, “legislative action would not be required in order for the state to submit a plan to build
a health insurance exchange”
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 4:27 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: another ACA question
 
Omg you are killing me…
 
That is correct but I’m pretty sure we don’t want to say It that way…
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 4:27 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: another ACA question
 
Can the governor create a health insurance exchange by herself or does she need the Legislature?
My understanding is the simple answer is yes she can, and no she does not. is that correct and is
that how we want to say it?
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges
Date: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:48:59 PM

Last question on this! I assume the statement below is equally true of both Medicaid expansion and
health insurance exchanges, correct?

The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was more clear
what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as you know. Her
priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible; it is to make the right decision. Governor
Fallin is still conferring with other lawmakers, her cabinet, and health care experts in Oklahoma and
around the country as to what outcome best serves the people of Oklahoma.

 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 12:28 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges

 

Yep, that works…

 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 12:27 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges

 

I like your changes. Why don’t we change Legislature to “other Oklahoma lawmakers” so we’re not
inviting anyone particular to weigh in but its clear we are open to suggestions from anyone who
wants to throw them our way

 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 12:25 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges
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Thoughts on these additions? And do we really want to say we’re conferring with the legislature
when we know we’re probably going to be alone on this one again?

 

And if we DO include them, do we go ahead and throw in AG, and Insurance Commissioner too?

 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 12:23 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: RE: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges

 

So Denise, here is what I currently plan to send for today. At some point in the future we can bust out
the RGA letter and talk about specific questions and concerns we have

“As the governor has said, she is continuing to explore the state’s options as they relate to health
insurance exchanges. Her priority is to ensure the people of Oklahoma are best served by a system
that increases access to health care, controls health care costs and does so in a way that is fiscally
responsible. Oklahoma is not in a unique position; many other states are continuing to weigh what
options best serves their citizens, as is responsible.”

Q: What is your timetable for making this decision? You said you would announce a decision after the
election

A: The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was more
clear what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as you know.
Our priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible, it is to make the right decision. The
governor is still conferring with her partners in the Legislature, her cabinet,  other governors and
health care experts in Oklahoma and around the country as to what outcome best serves the people
of Oklahoma.

 

 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 10:45 AM
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: Re: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges

 

Looks good to me
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From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 10:14 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri 
Cc: Governor Fallin Press 
Subject: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges 
 

Obviously I’m going to decline this interview.

Can we say: “As the governor has said, she is continuing to explore the state’s options as they relate
to health insurance exchanges. Her priority is to ensure the people of Oklahoma are best served by a
system that increases access to health care, controls health care costs and does so in a way that is
fiscally responsible. Oklahoma is not in a unique position; many other states are continuing to weigh
what options best serves their citizens, as is responsible.”

Q: What is your timetable for making this decision? You said you would announce a decision after the
election

A: The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was more
clear what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as you know.
Our priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible, it is to make the right decision. The
governor is still conferring with her partners in the Legislature, other governors and health care
experts as to what outcome best serves the people of Oklahoma.

I would also like to say the federal government has not answered our questions … what questions are
those? Have we documented them in a letter and if so can I get a copy?

I am getting a lot of requests for interviews on this subject so getting an acceptable answer is a
priority. Thanks

  From: Wayne Greene [mailto:Wayne.Greene@tulsaworld.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 9:00 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Good morning

 

And congratulation to the governor on what has to be seen a big night for the Oklahoma Republican Party.
 
Now that the national election is decided and Barack Obama has been re-elected, I need to press my case on
whether she will accept the Medicaid funding under the Affordable Care Act. Can I get some phone time with
the governor on this today?
 
wg
 
 
Wayne Greene
Senior Writer
Tulsa World
office: (918)581-8308
cell: (918)804-3025
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email: wayne.greene@tulsaworld.com
Twitter: @Greene_Wayne
PO Box 1770
Tulsa OK 74102
 

______________________________________________________________________
This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service.
For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com
______________________________________________________________________
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to President Obama
Date: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 10:59:17 AM

I would think we could say the RGA sent a letter voicing some of our questions and concerns, many
of which have not yet been answered.
Do we know that they have not been answered? This was sent in July  … it would suck to
point towards, for instance, the question “When will either additional guidance or actual rules be issued”
… and then be told by a reporter they already have. Ditto on every other question
 

From: Andrew Silvestri 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 10:52 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Subject: Fwd: RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to President Obama
 
This is the letter w questions RGA sent. Ask Katie though first if we want to share. 

Begin forwarded message:

From: Marie Sanderson <
Date: July 10, 2012, 14:39:34 CDT
To: Marie Sanderson <
Cc: Lindsay Russell <
Subject: FW: RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to President Obama

 
 

From: Mike Schrimpf 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 2:35 PM
To: Mike Schrimpf
Subject: RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to President Obama
 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
 
CONTACT
Mike Schrimpf, 202-367-8389
mschrimpf@rga.org

 
RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to

President Obama
 
Virginia Governor Bob McDonnell, chairman of the Republican Governors
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Association, sent a letter on behalf of Republican governors to President Obama
today seeking clarification on critical outstanding questions related to the federal
health care law in the wake of the Supreme Court’s decision.
 
To read a copy of the letter in its entirety, click HERE. An excerpt of Governor
McDonnell’s letter, including the questions, is below:
 

While we continue to believe the best option is to fully repeal and replace the
PPACA, states now confront numerous deadlines and face major policy decisions
in the wake of the Supreme Court decision.   Before making any final policy
decisions, governors must carefully consider the short and long-term implications
of an expanded entitlement program and the consequences of significantly
increasing the size of government to manage these programs.
 
The states’ burden of the expansion population as well as administrative costs
remains significant.  Increased spending on Medicaid crowds out resources
available to states to spend on other meaningful priorities like education, the
environment, public safety and infrastructure.
 
Moreover, even before increasing the Medicaid-eligible population as prescribed
by PPACA, Medicaid has been on an unsustainable path, comprising a growing
share of state budgets every year.  It is difficult to see how expanding Medicaid
without reform would do anything other than put more strain on state budgets and
the taxpayers, especially when considering that many pernicious provisions that
curtail state flexibility remain.
 
While the Supreme Court decision focused on the states’ role in determining
whether a Medicaid expansion is in the best interest of its citizens, states also face
other PPACA-related decisions, like whether to establish a state based health-
insurance exchange or accept the default of a federal exchange.  As the exchange
issue is currently interpreted, states are essentially being tasked with shouldering
all the responsibility without any authority.
 
If states determine that a Medicaid expansion is not in the best interests of its
citizens, it is likely that there will be a significant gap in coverage for low-income
individuals who do not qualify for tax credits.  We believe it is incumbent upon
the authors of PPACA and your Administration to detail precisely how you intend
to address this situation. 
 
We also believe that it is unlikely that the federal government will have fully
functional exchanges in place by the Fall of 2013 in order for millions of
Americans to be able to purchase coverage beginning January 2014.  We
respectfully request the Administration provide the detailed work plan that
demonstrates these deadlines will be met.  If they cannot be met, the responsible
course would be for HHS to level with us and the American people.  We also do
not understand how the federal government can begin to afford to implement
PPACA, with deficits already over $1 trillion in every year of your presidency,
and the debt growing $5 trillion in the past 3 years to an outrageous record of
nearly $16 trillion.
 
The consequences of governors’ decisions will impact our states – and the nation
– for decades to come, so we must have all the information needed to choose
wisely. We have taken the liberty of compiling below just some of the critical
questions that must have answers before states can determine best how to proceed
in light of the Court’s decision. We undertake this task with a sense of great
responsibility, and resolve to only move forward when we have full and complete
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knowledge of all the implications of our decision.
 

Healthcare Exchanges:
 

1.)    Please provide a complete list of regulations that will have to be reviewed,
revised and re-opened for public comment prior to implementation as a result
of the Supreme Court ruling (e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations,
exchange regulations related to interface with Medicaid)? What is the
schedule for re-issuing these regulations?
 

2.)    When will either additional guidance or actual rules be issued on essential
health benefits, actuarial value and rating areas be issued?

 
3.)    The federal government has already extended deadlines for applying for

Level 1 and Level 2 Exchange Establishment funding into 2014.  Can we
expect extensions of the deadlines for implementation given the uncertainty
caused by the Supreme Court ruling and the linkage between Medicaid
expansion and exchange eligibility and enrollment functions?  In addition,
will the deadlines change for states implementing a partnership exchange? 
Will the deadlines be extended for states implementing a federal exchange? 

 
4.)    When will the details of the federal partnership options be available? These

cannot be considered as an option without details including cost estimates.
How will the long term funding of the federally-facilitated healthcare
exchanges be sustained?

 
5.)    States considering a state-based exchange need to know whether there will be

a charge and by how much to use the federal data hub, advance premium tax
credit/cost-sharing reduction service, risk adjustment and transitional
reinsurance programs.

 
6.)    When will states learn the details of the operational systems for a federal

exchange? The procedural, technical, and architectural requirements for
linking to the federal exchange have not been released.  It is not feasible to
know if a state-based exchange is better for our citizens until we know what
the contents of a federal exchange will be.  Taking grant money at this time
for state exchange creation may be wasted if a federal exchange makes more
sense for a particular state.

 
7.)    When will information from the establishment of a federal exchange be

available for states to use if a state opts to build its own exchange? It is costly
for each state to have to start from scratch and still not know how interfaces
will work.

 
8.)    If states choose to build a state-based exchange, what dollars will the federal

government contribute now and in the future?  For the federal exchange
states, when will the regulations regarding the imposition of taxes on a state’s
insurers be released?

 
9.)    It has been widely reported that Congressional leaders who have to

appropriate money will seek to defund exchanges. Please explain how the
enactment provisions of the law allow the Executive Branch to continue to
fund exchanges without Congressional action to appropriate money. 
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10.) What happens to a state that has taken exchange planning and
implementation grants if their exchange is not financially viable after 2015? 
Can a state refuse to increase taxes on either its residents or insurers, thus
putting the financial underpinning of an exchange at risk? What penalties
does the federal government envision in this case?

 
11.) What happens if a state accepts grant money now to begin to build a state

exchange, and subsequently determines that a federal exchange may be
better?  Will the federal government claw back these grant dollars from the
states?

 
12.) What impact will changes to the Medicaid expansion have on exchange

implementation? The federal exchange is currently structured to provide
Medicaid eligibility determination. How will this work if some states
participate and others do not?

 
13.) Last month the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) pointed out a provision

in the law that reduces exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer
and fewer people will qualify for subsidies, and the people who do qualify
will get a smaller and smaller subsidy. Does the Administration support that
change, and if so, how would you pay for it? If you do not, why do you think
people should be forced to buy insurance if federal subsidies are shrinking?

 
14.) CMS has released 90/10 funding under ARRA and HITECH in order for

states to improve their eligibility systems for Medicaid and other social
service programs. Will that funding continue?   

 
15.) Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid

program, states are charged by the PPACA with creating a single, seamless
point of entry for all of the insurance affordability programs affected by the
Act--Medicaid, the Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic
Health Plan (where offered), advance tax credits for individual and Small
Business Health Options Program (SHOP) exchange enrollees.  This leaves
another major question on the table.  What about all of the other social service
programs? Will states still be able to create an eligibility system for all social
service programs under the 90/10 funding mechanism?

 
16.) In order to minimize disruptions to a state’s insurance market, The Office of

Personnel Management (OPM) is required to certified multi-state plans that
must be included in every exchange, when will the rules be released detailing
the requirements and timeline for multi-state plans. How OPM structures
these rules can be very disruptive to a state’s insurance market.

 
17.) Does the federal government intend to maintain high risk pools and how will

they be financed? What actions will they take in a state that has opted not to
operate a high risk pool or an exchange?

 
 
Medicaid
 

1.)    When can we expect to receive updated guidance on Medicaid expansion and
related topics?
 

2.)    Is there a deadline for letting the federal government know if a state will be
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participating in the Medicaid expansion? How does that relate to the
exchange declaration deadline? The two programs are currently scheduled to
be implemented simultaneously in January 2014.

 
3.)    Will states that expand Medicaid coverage up to a level below 138% of the

federal poverty level (FPL), for example up to 100% of FPL, still receive the
enhanced federal medical assistance percentage (FMAP) available for “newly
covered” populations?

 
4.)    Will states be allowed to phase in Medicaid coverage up to 138% of FPL (or

100% FPL) years after 2013 and still receive the enhanced FMAP?
 

5.)    Does the MOE requirement apply to the expansion population or does it apply
only to the current Medicaid population? If a state accepts the expansion, but
the federal match goes away, can we drop out of the expansion program? 
Will you waive the MOE under your 1115 waiver authority? What will be the
penalties for failure to comply with MOE requirements? Since the MOE was
a direct result of the expansion funding, if a state chooses not to expand is the
MOE no longer effective?

 
6.)    Regarding the two year increase in Medicaid reimbursement for primary care

codes, are you going to extend it? If so, how are you going to pay for it?
Congressional Republicans have expressed opposition to any funded for
PPACA. 

 
7.)    Will states still be required to convert their income counting methodology to

MAGI for purposes of determining eligibility regardless of whether they
expand to the optional adult group?  If so, how do states link the categorical
eligibility criteria to the MAGI? How will the federal exchanges utilize the
state’s criteria?

 
8.)    If a state expanded Medicaid through a waiver prior to enactment of the

PPACA, but then chooses not to expand coverage further, are they still
eligible for the 75% to 90% enhanced FMAP for the previously expanded
population?

 
9.)    Will the federal government support options for the Medicaid expansion

population that encourage personal responsibility – cost sharing or
accountability provisions, the use of high deductible plans such as Health
Savings Accounts, and other options at the state’s choice?

 
10.) What specific plans and timeline do you have for enacting the reforms and

flexibility options for Medicaid that you spoke of in 2009?  When can states
give further input on the needed reforms?

 
11.) You have stated that you will not deport undocumented aliens who have not

committed a crime. You have also said that these undocumented aliens will
be exempt from the individual mandate. How will the state be reimbursed for
medical services given to these individuals?

 
12.) Will CMS approve global waivers with an aggregate allotment, state

flexibility, and accountability if states are willing to initiate a portion of the
expansion?
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13.)  The Disproportionate Share allotments will be reduced every year with a
methodology based in the reduction in the number of uninsured.  One, when
will HHS issue the regulations and methodology for this reduction? Two, for
a state that does not see a decrease in its uninsured population will the
remaining state absorb the full reduction?  In addition, can a state implement
a new DSH Diversion program as part of the optional expansion?  Can a state
implement new DSH Diversion programs for services to the
uninsured/uncompensated care services?

 
 

-30-
 

Paid for and authorized by the Republican Governors Association
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Subject: Fwd: RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to President Obama
Date: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 10:52:10 AM

This is the letter w questions RGA sent. Ask Katie though first if we want to share. 

Begin forwarded message:

From: Marie Sanderson <
Date: July 10, 2012, 14:39:34 CDT
To: Marie Sanderson <
Cc: Lindsay Russell <
Subject: FW: RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to
President Obama

 
 

From: Mike Schrimpf 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 2:35 PM
To: Mike Schrimpf
Subject: RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to President Obama
 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
 
CONTACT
Mike Schrimpf, 202-367-8389
mschrimpf@rga.org

 
RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to

President Obama
 
Virginia Governor Bob McDonnell, chairman of the Republican Governors
Association, sent a letter on behalf of Republican governors to President Obama
today seeking clarification on critical outstanding questions related to the federal
health care law in the wake of the Supreme Court’s decision.
 
To read a copy of the letter in its entirety, click HERE. An excerpt of Governor
McDonnell’s letter, including the questions, is below:
 

While we continue to believe the best option is to fully repeal and replace the
PPACA, states now confront numerous deadlines and face major policy decisions
in the wake of the Supreme Court decision.   Before making any final policy
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decisions, governors must carefully consider the short and long-term implications
of an expanded entitlement program and the consequences of significantly
increasing the size of government to manage these programs.
 
The states’ burden of the expansion population as well as administrative costs
remains significant.  Increased spending on Medicaid crowds out resources
available to states to spend on other meaningful priorities like education, the
environment, public safety and infrastructure.
 
Moreover, even before increasing the Medicaid-eligible population as prescribed
by PPACA, Medicaid has been on an unsustainable path, comprising a growing
share of state budgets every year.  It is difficult to see how expanding Medicaid
without reform would do anything other than put more strain on state budgets and
the taxpayers, especially when considering that many pernicious provisions that
curtail state flexibility remain.
 
While the Supreme Court decision focused on the states’ role in determining
whether a Medicaid expansion is in the best interest of its citizens, states also face
other PPACA-related decisions, like whether to establish a state based health-
insurance exchange or accept the default of a federal exchange.  As the exchange
issue is currently interpreted, states are essentially being tasked with shouldering
all the responsibility without any authority.
 
If states determine that a Medicaid expansion is not in the best interests of its
citizens, it is likely that there will be a significant gap in coverage for low-income
individuals who do not qualify for tax credits.  We believe it is incumbent upon
the authors of PPACA and your Administration to detail precisely how you intend
to address this situation. 
 
We also believe that it is unlikely that the federal government will have fully
functional exchanges in place by the Fall of 2013 in order for millions of
Americans to be able to purchase coverage beginning January 2014.  We
respectfully request the Administration provide the detailed work plan that
demonstrates these deadlines will be met.  If they cannot be met, the responsible
course would be for HHS to level with us and the American people.  We also do
not understand how the federal government can begin to afford to implement
PPACA, with deficits already over $1 trillion in every year of your presidency,
and the debt growing $5 trillion in the past 3 years to an outrageous record of
nearly $16 trillion.
 
The consequences of governors’ decisions will impact our states – and the nation
– for decades to come, so we must have all the information needed to choose
wisely. We have taken the liberty of compiling below just some of the critical
questions that must have answers before states can determine best how to proceed
in light of the Court’s decision. We undertake this task with a sense of great
responsibility, and resolve to only move forward when we have full and complete
knowledge of all the implications of our decision.

 
Healthcare Exchanges:
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->1.)     <!--[endif]-->Please provide a complete list of
regulations that will have to be reviewed, revised and re-opened for public
comment prior to implementation as a result of the Supreme Court ruling
(e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations, exchange regulations related to
interface with Medicaid)? What is the schedule for re-issuing these
regulations?
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<!--[if !supportLists]-->2.)     <!--[endif]-->When will either additional

guidance or actual rules be issued on essential health benefits, actuarial value
and rating areas be issued?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->3.)     <!--[endif]-->The federal government has

already extended deadlines for applying for Level 1 and Level 2 Exchange
Establishment funding into 2014.  Can we expect extensions of the deadlines
for implementation given the uncertainty caused by the Supreme Court ruling
and the linkage between Medicaid expansion and exchange eligibility and
enrollment functions?  In addition, will the deadlines change for states
implementing a partnership exchange?  Will the deadlines be extended for
states implementing a federal exchange? 

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->4.)     <!--[endif]-->When will the details of the federal

partnership options be available? These cannot be considered as an option
without details including cost estimates. How will the long term funding of
the federally-facilitated healthcare exchanges be sustained?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->5.)     <!--[endif]-->States considering a state-based

exchange need to know whether there will be a charge and by how much to
use the federal data hub, advance premium tax credit/cost-sharing reduction
service, risk adjustment and transitional reinsurance programs.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->6.)     <!--[endif]-->When will states learn the details

of the operational systems for a federal exchange? The procedural, technical,
and architectural requirements for linking to the federal exchange have not
been released.  It is not feasible to know if a state-based exchange is better
for our citizens until we know what the contents of a federal exchange will
be.  Taking grant money at this time for state exchange creation may be
wasted if a federal exchange makes more sense for a particular state.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->7.)     <!--[endif]-->When will information from the

establishment of a federal exchange be available for states to use if a state
opts to build its own exchange? It is costly for each state to have to start
from scratch and still not know how interfaces will work.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->8.)     <!--[endif]-->If states choose to build a state-

based exchange, what dollars will the federal government contribute now and
in the future?  For the federal exchange states, when will the regulations
regarding the imposition of taxes on a state’s insurers be released?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->9.)     <!--[endif]-->It has been widely reported that

Congressional leaders who have to appropriate money will seek to defund
exchanges. Please explain how the enactment provisions of the law allow the
Executive Branch to continue to fund exchanges without Congressional
action to appropriate money. 

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->10.)  <!--[endif]-->What happens to a state that has

taken exchange planning and implementation grants if their exchange is not
financially viable after 2015?  Can a state refuse to increase taxes on either its
residents or insurers, thus putting the financial underpinning of an exchange
at risk? What penalties does the federal government envision in this case?
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<!--[if !supportLists]-->11.)  <!--[endif]-->What happens if a state accepts
grant money now to begin to build a state exchange, and subsequently
determines that a federal exchange may be better?  Will the federal
government claw back these grant dollars from the states?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->12.)  <!--[endif]-->What impact will changes to the

Medicaid expansion have on exchange implementation? The federal
exchange is currently structured to provide Medicaid eligibility
determination. How will this work if some states participate and others do
not?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->13.)  <!--[endif]-->Last month the Congressional

Budget Office (CBO) pointed out a provision in the law that reduces
exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer and fewer people will
qualify for subsidies, and the people who do qualify will get a smaller and
smaller subsidy. Does the Administration support that change, and if so, how
would you pay for it? If you do not, why do you think people should be
forced to buy insurance if federal subsidies are shrinking?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->14.)  <!--[endif]-->CMS has released 90/10 funding

under ARRA and HITECH in order for states to improve their eligibility
systems for Medicaid and other social service programs. Will that funding
continue?   

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->15.)  <!--[endif]-->Alongside the considerable

challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid program, states are charged by
the PPACA with creating a single, seamless point of entry for all of the
insurance affordability programs affected by the Act--Medicaid, the
Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic Health Plan (where
offered), advance tax credits for individual and Small Business Health
Options Program (SHOP) exchange enrollees.  This leaves another major
question on the table.  What about all of the other social service programs?
Will states still be able to create an eligibility system for all social service
programs under the 90/10 funding mechanism?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->16.)  <!--[endif]-->In order to minimize disruptions to

a state’s insurance market, The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) is
required to certified multi-state plans that must be included in every
exchange, when will the rules be released detailing the requirements and
timeline for multi-state plans. How OPM structures these rules can be very
disruptive to a state’s insurance market.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->17.)  <!--[endif]-->Does the federal government

intend to maintain high risk pools and how will they be financed? What
actions will they take in a state that has opted not to operate a high risk pool
or an exchange?

 
 
Medicaid
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->1.)     <!--[endif]-->When can we expect to receive
updated guidance on Medicaid expansion and related topics?
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2.)     <!--[endif]-->Is there a deadline for letting the
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federal government know if a state will be participating in the Medicaid
expansion? How does that relate to the exchange declaration deadline? The
two programs are currently scheduled to be implemented simultaneously in
January 2014.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->3.)     <!--[endif]-->Will states that expand Medicaid

coverage up to a level below 138% of the federal poverty level (FPL), for
example up to 100% of FPL, still receive the enhanced federal medical
assistance percentage (FMAP) available for “newly covered” populations?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->4.)     <!--[endif]-->Will states be allowed to phase in

Medicaid coverage up to 138% of FPL (or 100% FPL) years after 2013 and
still receive the enhanced FMAP?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->5.)     <!--[endif]-->Does the MOE requirement apply

to the expansion population or does it apply only to the current Medicaid
population? If a state accepts the expansion, but the federal match goes away,
can we drop out of the expansion program?  Will you waive the MOE under
your 1115 waiver authority? What will be the penalties for failure to comply
with MOE requirements? Since the MOE was a direct result of the expansion
funding, if a state chooses not to expand is the MOE no longer effective?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->6.)     <!--[endif]-->Regarding the two year increase in

Medicaid reimbursement for primary care codes, are you going to extend it?
If so, how are you going to pay for it? Congressional Republicans have
expressed opposition to any funded for PPACA. 

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->7.)     <!--[endif]-->Will states still be required to

convert their income counting methodology to MAGI for purposes of
determining eligibility regardless of whether they expand to the optional adult
group?  If so, how do states link the categorical eligibility criteria to the
MAGI? How will the federal exchanges utilize the state’s criteria?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->8.)     <!--[endif]-->If a state expanded Medicaid

through a waiver prior to enactment of the PPACA, but then chooses not to
expand coverage further, are they still eligible for the 75% to 90% enhanced
FMAP for the previously expanded population?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->9.)     <!--[endif]-->Will the federal government

support options for the Medicaid expansion population that encourage
personal responsibility – cost sharing or accountability provisions, the use of
high deductible plans such as Health Savings Accounts, and other options at
the state’s choice?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->10.)  <!--[endif]-->What specific plans and timeline

do you have for enacting the reforms and flexibility options for Medicaid that
you spoke of in 2009?  When can states give further input on the needed
reforms?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->11.)  <!--[endif]-->You have stated that you will not

deport undocumented aliens who have not committed a crime. You have also
said that these undocumented aliens will be exempt from the individual
mandate. How will the state be reimbursed for medical services given to
these individuals?
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<!--[if !supportLists]-->12.)  <!--[endif]-->Will CMS approve global waivers

with an aggregate allotment, state flexibility, and accountability if states are
willing to initiate a portion of the expansion?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->13.)  <!--[endif]--> The Disproportionate Share

allotments will be reduced every year with a methodology based in the
reduction in the number of uninsured.  One, when will HHS issue the
regulations and methodology for this reduction? Two, for a state that does not
see a decrease in its uninsured population will the remaining state absorb the
full reduction?  In addition, can a state implement a new DSH Diversion
program as part of the optional expansion?  Can a state implement new DSH
Diversion programs for services to the uninsured/uncompensated care
services?

 
 

-30-
 

Paid for and authorized by the Republican Governors Association
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges
Date: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 10:14:33 AM

Obviously I’m going to decline this interview.

Can we say: “As the governor has said, she is continuing to explore the state’s options as they relate
to health insurance exchanges. Her priority is to ensure the people of Oklahoma are best served by a
system that increases access to health care, controls health care costs and does so in a way that is
fiscally responsible. Oklahoma is not in a unique position; many other states are continuing to weigh
what options best serves their citizens, as is responsible.”

Q: What is your timetable for making this decision? You said you would announce a decision after the
election

A: The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was more
clear what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as you know.
Our priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible, it is to make the right decision. The
governor is still conferring with her partners in the Legislature, other governors and health care
experts as to what outcome best serves the people of Oklahoma.

I would also like to say the federal government has not answered our questions … what questions are
those? Have we documented them in a letter and if so can I get a copy?

I am getting a lot of requests for interviews on this subject so getting an acceptable answer is a
priority. Thanks

  From: Wayne Greene [mailto:Wayne.Greene@tulsaworld.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 9:00 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Good morning

 

And congratulation to the governor on what has to be seen a big night for the Oklahoma Republican Party.
 
Now that the national election is decided and Barack Obama has been re-elected, I need to press my case on
whether she will accept the Medicaid funding under the Affordable Care Act. Can I get some phone time with
the governor on this today?
 
wg
 
 
Wayne Greene
Senior Writer
Tulsa World
office: (918)581-8308
cell: (918)804-3025
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email: wayne.greene@tulsaworld.com
Twitter: @Greene_Wayne
PO Box 1770
Tulsa OK 74102
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Katie Altshuler; Mary Fallin ( )
Cc: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Update re/ PPACA Essential Health Benefits (EHB) Deadline: Oct. 1
Date: Thursday, September 27, 2012 4:25:19 PM
Importance: High

Louisiana, Virginia, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania,  Florida, and Ohio will all send
letters saying they do not have enough information to make a designation and that the Feds have
not done their job so how can we do ours…
 
Kansas will not make a designation and will not send any kind of letter
 
Indiana, Alabama, Iowa, and Mississippi will not make a selection, may or may not send a letter
 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2012 3:33 PM
To: Mary Fallin 
Cc: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Update re/ PPACA Essential Health Benefits (EHB) Deadline: Oct. 1
Importance: High
 

Governor,
 
The essential health benefits (EHB)deadline is looming so I wanted to provide
you with an update on the situation and make a final recommendation as to
your course of action.
 
We had previously discussed being proactive and making a designation to the
Feds re/ the EHB. I have been following this closely and working with the
relavent agency staff from the Insurance and Health departments, as well as,
the RGA and NGA. We have had calls with the Feds as well (CMS and CCIIO). 
We actually have more questions now than we had before and do not believe
that we have enough information for you to make a determination.
 
It is my recommendation that you send a letter to the feds saying that we
simply do not have enough information to make a determination at this time.  I
know at least one other state (PA) is going to take the same approach and it
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sounds like a number of others are considering it.
 
The Health Department is going to take a first stab at a draft letter for you to
review.  I plan to find some time tomorrow to discuss this with you directly.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions in the mean time.
 
Thank you, Katie
 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Subject: Health Care Exchanges
Date: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 5:14:12 PM

Insightful into the battles ahead.
 
 
http://tpmdc.talkingpointsmemo.com/2012/06/conservatives-attack-mitt-romney-michael-leavitt-
transition-team-obamacare-exchanges.php
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Fw: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] FW: States must make exchange decisions by mid-

November
Date: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 8:18:26 AM

 
From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 07:45 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; juliek@health.ok.gov <juliek@health.ok.gov> 
Subject: [Caution: Message contains Suspicious URL content] FW: States must make exchange
decisions by mid-November 
 
Katie and Julie,
 
I am sure you both are aware but I just wanted to make sure. Thanks, Nico

States must make exchange decisions by mid-November

By Jason Millman

5/16/12 2:41 PM EDT

The moment of truth for health insurance exchanges finally has a date: Nov. 16.

That’s when states will have to indicate to HHS whether they plan to run their own exchange
or share some exchange portions with the feds, the Obama administration announced today.
And states will have to do much more than say yes or no — they’ll have to turn in an
exchange blueprint and demonstrate readiness to the feds.

That means states sitting on the sidelines until the Supreme Court decides the fate of the
Affordable Care Act will have a little more than four months to put up or shut up.

And while many states continue to plan for exchanges even though they would like nothing
more than to see the court invalidate the health law, it gives them a short window to get
widespread buy-in to move ahead on the ACA’s biggest piece.

CCIIO Director Steve Larsen said he believes states will be able to quickly turn their
attention to implementation after a ruling, assuming the court upholds the ACA.

“We absolutely think there is time for them to apply,” Larsen said in a conference call
Wednesday afternoon. “The time to apply runs into the middle of November. We do think
that gives them plenty of time to come in — both to apply for approval and to continue to get
funding.”

Still, there are many who think the Supreme Court won’t be the final answer on the fate of
the ACA. A number of Republican state lawmakers and governors have urged putting off
exchange implementation until 2013 — after seeing how the November elections shake out.

Of course, if states don’t move ahead on a state-based exchange or federal partnership, HHS
said it will be ready to set up a federal-run exchange for those states — and the department
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today gave its first major guidance on how that would operate.

Most significantly, HHS said it will let all qualified health plans sell on the federally
facilitated exchange, at least for the first year. After that, it will analyze whether to move to
an active purchaser model, in which it will be more selective about which plans it will accept.

“At least in the first year, we anticipate having an open-market model,” Larsen said. “We
think this will help ensure at least initial availability of health plans for consumers.”

States that enter into a partnership model with HHS can handle plan management and in-
person consumer assistance functions. The department will handle enrollment functions and
the call center.

Meanwhile, HHS also announced that six states received about $180 million in the newest
round of exchange establishment grants. That includes the second-ever Level Two award
funding exchange operations for three years to Washington state, which received $127
million.

The other states are Illinois, Nevada, Oregon, South Dakota, and Tennessee.

The ACA doesn’t provide direct funding for the federal exchange, so HHS announced it will
be at least partially funded by user fees from plans selling on the exchange. HHS is planning
to release more details on the fee program in the fall.

To read and comment online:
https://www.politicopro.com/go/?id=11499

This email alert has been sent for the exclusive use of POLITICO Pro subscriber Carter
Kimble. Forwarding or reproducing the alert without the express, written permission of
POLITICO Pro is a violation of federal law and the POLITICO Pro subscription
agreement. Copyright © 2012 by POLITICO LLC. To subscribe to POLITICO Pro,
please go to www.politicopro.com. To change your alert settings, please go to
https://www.politicopro.com/member/?webaction=viewAlerts.

===================================================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. If
you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this
e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-
mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. The sender does not
accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message, which
arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup
Cc: Governor Fallin Press; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Q and A with wayne greene
Date: Friday, March 02, 2012 11:04:06 AM

That works for me!
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, March 02, 2012 10:58 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Governor Fallin Press; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Q and A with wayne greene
 
Proposed Q and A with Wayne Greene, attributable to me. What do you guys think. We’re already
on record pretty much saying all of this last year. I think if we don’t want to make a full throated
defense of this stuff, as I have done below, we can basically say “we’re glad the legislature is
working on this, go talk to them.” Frankly I think it’s better to just state our position rather than have
Wayne do it for us.
 
Does the governor support a state exchange that is explicitly ACA noncompliant?
 
            As Governor Fallin has previously said, she supports the construction of an Oklahoma
based exchange for two reasons. First, it will help to provide easier access to affordable
health insurance for a greater number of our citizens. That’s why the legislature acted several
years ago to lay the groundwork for an online exchange, and why conservative groups like
the Heritage Foundation have long been proposing the development of free market health
insurance exchanges.
            Second, the governor wants to avoid, at all costs, a federal Obamacare exchange being
forced on the state of Oklahoma. Under current law, the federal government will impose an
ObamaCare exchange on Oklahoma by January 2013 if the state does not act. While
Governor Fallin envisions an exchange governed by free market principles and consumer
choice, President Obama does not. For that reason alone, it is far preferable for the state of
Oklahoma to design and create its own exchange than to have one imposed on it by
Washington.
            The governor is glad the legislature has taken steps to create an Oklahoma-based
exchange. As the federal government is still changing and adopting its guidelines for state-
based exchanges, it is not entirely clear what a ‘compliant’ exchange looks like. However, it
is clear that designing the kind of conservative, free-market exchange that we want in
Oklahoma is a step in the right direction.      
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Do you anticipate a federal exchange being established in the state?
 
There are several factors that go into whether or not the federal government is able to impose
a federal exchange on Oklahoma, including the outcome of the 2012 presidential elections
and future Supreme Court rulings. These things are largely outside the control of the
governor and our state legislators, although Governor Fallin sincerely hopes that we elect
new leadership in Washington and Oklahoma and other states are successful in their lawsuits
against ObamaCare.
 
What we can control, however, is whether or not Oklahoma takes proactive steps to defend
itself from having a federal exchange forced upon it. Building a state-based exchange
consistent with our values and the principles of consumer-choice is the best way to do that. 
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Fw: Proposed Floor Substitute for SB 1629
Date: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 7:55:55 PM

FYI
 
From: Cox-Kain, Julie [mailto:Juliek@health.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 07:46 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Cline, Dr.Terry L. <TerryC@health.ok.gov> 
Subject: RE: Proposed Floor Substitute for SB 1629 
 
Sorry for the delay Katie,
Dr. Cline and I did speak and, after incorporating Nico’s suggestions in order for the Trust to have
access to income verification, we don’t have concerns or recommended changes in terms of the
current language.  It appears as if the meeting yesterday was successful in terms of working through
some of the issues you discussed with me on the phone.    
 
Obviously this is meant to be a state solution that does not tie us to the implementation of the ACA. 
I would think the biggest issue for the Governor’s Office to consider is that  if this passes as written,
and the exchange portion of the ACA withstands the court decision, this is still a non-compliant
exchange and there are potential ramifications for our state.  Here are some comments I would
provide to you for consideration moving forward:
 

·         The bill does establish a governing body and the issue of financial conflict of interest
appears to have been addressed. It also appears they have some latitude in operational
decision making.  Those things probably help us moving forward.   

 
·         It does appear that this is a SHOP exchange only and does not address an individual

exchange as indicated in the ACA. 
 

·         Whether or not these things are included in this legislation, moving forward I think some of
the important considerations for the federal government in determining whether to set up a
federal exchange in Oklahoma are the following:
 

o    The tie to Medicaid and integrated eligibility determination
 

o    The tie to the federal hub and utilization of MAGI 
 

o    Access to federal tax credits and subsidies
 

o    Benefit Tiers
 

o    Qualifying Health Plans
 

o    Reporting to the federal government
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·         I think I probably also need to mention that the expansion of Medicaid may continue as

scheduled and if the individual penalty holds after the court decision, we may see
woodwork persons that will retain the current match rate.  Eventually (beginning 2016) the
State will have to pay the enhanced match rate for the Medicaid recipients.  I am sure the
OHCA was looking to the Insure Oklahoma funding as a potential source to match Medicaid. 
   

 
As we have discussed multiple times, if the ACA stands, this is a starting point but it may not protect
us from federal involvement if we can’t demonstrate compliance by January 1, 2014 (or the October
1, 2013 enrollment period).  In any case, we are better off having  a governing body and a small
business marketplace.  Call me if you need help.  
 

From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 4:56 PM
To: Cox-Kain, Julie
Subject: RE: Proposed Floor Substitute for SB 1629
 
Just checking in, Senate is harassing me for feedback!
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com
 

From: Cox-Kain, Julie [mailto:Juliek@health.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 1:24 PM
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: Proposed Floor Substitute for SB 1629
 
I see no obvious concerns other than ramifications from a compliance standpoint. Talking to Dr.
Cline at 2:00m 
-------------------------- 
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
 
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 12:42 PM
To: Cline, Dr.Terry L.; Cox-Kain, Julie; Steve Mullins <Steve.Mullins@gov.ok.gov> 
Subject: Fw: Proposed Floor Substitute for SB 1629 
 
FYI
 
From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 12:22 PM
To: 'Alicia Emerson' <emerson@lsb.state.ok.us>; Gary Stanislawski <stanislawski@lsb.state.ok.us>;
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glen.mulready@okhouse.gov <glen.mulready@okhouse.gov>; Trait Thompson
<thompsont@lsb.state.ok.us>; brian.downs@okhouse.gov <brian.downs@okhouse.gov>; Katie
Altshuler 
Subject: RE: Proposed Floor Substitute for SB 1629 
 
I would offer one suggestion related to the discussion that was at the end of yesterday’s meeting.
 
The following is existing law starting on page 11, line 20 and it needs to remain intact as it is
currently. However, the Trust also needs this authority and it may fit well within Section 6 of the
New Law, replacing Authority with Trust.
 

I. E.  1.  The Authority shall establish a procedure for verifying an applicant's individual income

by utilizing available Oklahoma Tax Commission records, new hire report data collected by the

Oklahoma Employment Security Commission, and child support payment data collected by the

Department of Human Services in accordance with federal and state law.

2.  The Oklahoma Tax Commission, Oklahoma Employment Security Commission, and

Department of Human Services shall cooperate in accordance with federal and state law with the

Authority to establish procedures for the secure electronic transmission of an applicant's individual

income data to the Authority.

Thanks,
Nico
 

From: Alicia Emerson [mailto:emerson@lsb.state.ok.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 10:44 AM
To: Gary Stanislawski; glen.mulready@okhouse.gov; Trait Thompson; brian.downs@okhouse.gov;
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov; Nico Gomez
Subject: Proposed Floor Substitute for SB 1629
Importance: High
 
Attached is the proposed Floor Substitute for SB 1629 based on the changes gave to me yesterday
by Senator Stanislawski.

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
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hard-copy version.
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From: Daugherty, Jill
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: FW: Tea Party Patriots - action item
Date: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 3:21:51 PM
Attachments: Oklahoma Conservative Political Action Committee - ACTION ITEM.eml

Denise & Glenn,

 

I wanted to be sure you all had a heads up.  This email went out today from the tea party group in

Norman.  I am sending a copy to Sen. Bingman as well.

 

Jill

 

________________________________________________
Jill Daugherty

District Director

 
U.S. Rep. Tom Cole

4th District, Oklahoma

2424 Springer Drive, Suite 201

Norman, OK  73069

 

405-329-6500 (w) | (m) | 405-321-7369 (f)

jill.daugherty@mail.house.gov

 

Sign up for Congressman Cole's e-newsletter: http://coleforms.house.gov/Forms/Form/?ID=1224

 

Follow Congressman Cole On:

 

 

From: Mallory [mailto:teaparty@weblawman.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 11:30 AM
To: Grogis, Joshua
Subject: Tea Party Patriots - action item
 

Tea Party Patriots,

Read the attachment and contact Senators Bingman (521-5528) and Nichols (521-5535).
With Nichols ask to speak to Pauline, if possible.  Mention that you oppose SB 1629 because
it sets up the framework for Obamacare in Oklahoma. This bill passed out of committee
yesterday and will come to the floor this session.   Now is our chance to make a
difference!!!!  We MUST OPPOSE this and continue to oppose it.  Tell your friends to call
their senators, as well.  With a grassroots effort we can shut this down in Oklahoma!

Also, this would be a good time to go  http://www.ok-safe.com and join.  Amanda Teegarden
will be a great source of information for you.

Mallory
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bW1pdHRlZQ0KLSBQcmlvciBNYWlsaW5nIEFyY2hpdmUNCg0KKiBBQ1RJT04gSVRFTSAtIGh0
dHA6Ly9vY3BhY25ld3MuYmxvZ3Nwb3QuY29tLzIwMTIvMDIvYWN0aW9uLWl0ZW0uaHRtbCsr
IEFHRU5EQSBGT1IgVEhJUyBXRUVL4oCZUyBNRUVUSU5HDQoNCisrIEFDVElPTiBJVEVNDQoN
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Ckl0YWxpYW5v4oCZcyByZXN0YXVyYW50LCA0ODAxIE5vcnRoIExpbmNvbG4gaW4gT0tDLiBX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ZXJtYWxpbms9aHR0cCUzYSUyZiUyZm9jcGFjbmV3cy5ibG9nc3BvdC5jb20lMmYyMDEyJTJm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From: Alex Weintz
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: health reform report
Date: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 10:17:18 AM
Attachments: Fed Health Reform Comm Report_edits2.doc

Rough draft, in case you don’t have it yet.

-----Original Message-----
From: John Estus [mailto:John.Estus@okhouse.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 9:57 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE:

This isn't final.

---
John Estus
Press Secretary
Office of the Speaker
Oklahoma House of Representatives
(405) 962-7674 desk
(405) 706-0084 cell
john.estus@okhouse.gov

-----Original Message-----
From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 8:51 AM
To: John Estus
Subject:

Can I get a copy of the health insurance exchange draft?

NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from disclosure
under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized. If
you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted
to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and unlawful.

The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail transmission received as being virus free,
and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of this e-mail or its attachments.
Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-
mail and its attachments, and waive any right or recourse against the House by doing so.
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Introduction


The Joint Committee on Federal Health Care Law was jointly created by Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman and House Speaker Kris Steele near the conclusion of the 2011 legislative session.  The Joint Committee was tasked with studying how recent changes to health care and health insurance laws enacted through the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act would affect Oklahomans.  At the direction of the co-chairs, Senator Gary Stanislawski and Representative Glen Mulready, the Joint Committee convened in both Oklahoma City and Tulsa for a total of five public meetings spanning September, October, and November 2011.  


The Joint Committee heard from over two dozen presenters from both the public and private sector who provided their input on the potential effects of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.  Many of the presentations from the public meetings may be found at the Joint Committee’s website, www.okhealthcare.info.  Additionally, a list of presenters may be found in the Joint Committee’s meeting notices, which are included in the appendix.  This report is intended to provide members of the public with a synopsis of the major findings presented by the speakers, as well as provide recommendations for Oklahomans and Oklahoma policymakers in addressing the recent changes to federal health care and health insurance laws.

Findings

The following findings were presented to the members of the Joint Committee on Federal Health Law.


Public Health Care


· Health behaviors are the largest contributing factor to overall health and premature death.  The top three leading causes of death in Oklahoma are cardiovascular disease, cancer, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). 

· The leading health behaviors and risk conditions include adult obesity, tobacco use, physical inactivity, and low fruit and vegetable consumption. 


· Oklahoma Medicaid has the lowest error rate in the US after a five-year effort led by the Legislature. 


· Recent reforms within the Oklahoma Medicaid program include the Patient-Centered Medical Home, where Oklahoma Medicaid’s program serves as a national model. 


· In 2009, 18 percent of Oklahoma’s population was uninsured, which is equal to 658,862 Oklahomans.

· Insure Oklahoma is a public-private partnership and model program that provides coverage to 31,465 uninsured Oklahomans who are not eligible for Medicaid coverage. 


· Approximately 20 percent of Oklahomans are currently on Medicaid, with a total per member cost of $4,595.

· Under the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), it is estimated that an additional 200,000 Oklahomans would be eligible for the Medicaid program in 2014, with an additional 50,000 Oklahomans who were previously eligible for the program expected to “come out of the woodwork” and enroll.  This would result in an additional annual cost of $41.6 million to the state.  Using the Congressional Budget Office’s standard participation rate, however, the Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA) estimates that only 57 percent of eligible people will actually sign up for the program in 2014, which would be an additional annual cost of $23.8 million to the state. 

Private Health Care


· Approximately 81 percent of the population under age 65 has some form of either private or public coverage, and nearly all Oklahomans over age 65 have some form of federal or employer-sponsored coverage.

· Oklahoma has 38 insurance mandates, ranking it 21st in the nation (from lowest to highest).


· Currently, three companies write 78 percent of the individual market in Oklahoma, and three companies write 70 percent of the small group market in Oklahoma.


· There is a concern that the 3-to-1 age band mandate under PPACA, which requires premiums for the oldest person in the pool to be no more than three times higher than the youngest person in the pool, will disrupt the market and substantially increase premiums for younger people.  Most states currently have an age band of 5-to-1. 


· The 3-to-1 age banding provisions under PPACA have the potential to drive younger consumers to pay the penalty in lieu of participating in mandated insurance plans, thus keeping them out of the risk pool.


· For one insurance company, over 80 percent of the customers in the individual market currently purchase insurance that is below the mandated minimum level of coverage under PPACA.  Therefore, premiums are expected to grow substantially due to PPACA mandates.


· By 2014, all plans will be required to cover preventive women’s health and well-being, including all contraceptive methods and sterilization procedures approved by the federal Food and Drug Administration, without any cost sharing.


· PPACA is mostly about insurance reform and coverage and less about health care delivery reform.


· Patients with insurance have better access to physicians and can avoid shifting the cost of care to commercial payers.


· Approximately 70 percent of the people in hospitals today are there as a direct result of their own behaviors, such as smoking, diet and obesity, and lack of exercise.  Oklahoma ranks 48th in the nation for smoking and 46th in the nation for diet and obesity (from lowest prevalence to highest prevalence).

· Hospitals in Oklahoma will lose over $2.6 billion over the next ten years to help pay for PPACA.


· Rural hospitals will gain $30 million over the next two years under PPACA.


· Doctors see approximately 4,000 patients per year.  Each patient sees their physician approximately twice per year.  Therefore, if Oklahoma adds 250,000 new Medicaid recipients, 125 new doctors would be needed.  Oklahoma already has a doctor shortage and is ranked 49th in the nation in the number of primary care physicians per capita.


Legal and Constitutional Issues


· A recent amendment to the Oklahoma Constitution  provides individuals with the right to be free from being compelled to buy health insurance. The PPACA’s individual mandate is in direct conflict with Oklahoma’s new amendment. However, the supremacy clause of the United States Constitution requires that, if state and federal law conflict, the state law must yield, provided that the federal law is constitutional. 

· More than 25 states, including Oklahoma, have challenged the PPACA’s individual mandate as being unconstitutional.  The United States Supreme Court is expected to hear arguments in one of those cases in March 2012, and an opinion should be rendered by July 2012. 


· The exchanges created by PPACA have not been challenged by any of the lawsuits.


· In addition to utilizing judicial review as a challenge to federal oppression, the Joint Committee also addressed the issue of whether there may be some sort of nullification of the federal health care law. 


· The concept of nullification provides that states can use their state powers to not corroborate.  In the end, however, it is likely that states will still be subject to the provisions of PPACA even if they engage in potential nullification efforts. 

Tribal Issues


· The American Indian population in Oklahoma is 415,371.


· There is no cost sharing allowed for American Indians enrolled in an exchange with an income less than or equal to 300 percent of the Federal Poverty Level.


· The tribes would like to designate all Urban Indian Health Programs, also referred to as I/T/U’s, as Qualified Health Providers under PPACA.

A Look at the States


· Six states have returned federal PPACA grant money: Florida, Kansas, Louisiana, New Hampshire, Oklahoma and Wisconsin.


· Massachusetts developed a Commonwealth Health Insurance Connector Authority in 2006 with a board charged with implementing the exchange and establishing procedures for selecting and approving private plans to be offered in the Connector.  Massachusetts has the highest rate of insured residents and already has in place many of the laws now required by PPACA.


· Utah also has the Utah Health Exchange that is administered and facilitated by the Office of Consumer Health Services, an existing state agency.  Utah’s exchange, however, is not PPACA-compliant.


· Ten states have enacted legislation relating to exchanges, and three states, Florida, Louisiana and Texas, have stated that they will go the federal exchange route.  Florida, however, has recently established a non-compliant small business exchange.


· There are three models of health exchanges:


· State exchange: state assumes responsibility for compliance and certification.


· Partnership exchange: some of the functions would be retained by the state.


· Federal exchange: the state is not involved in the operation of the exchange.

· Within state exchanges, there are several options:


· State governmental agency (may be existing or independent public agency)


· Non-profit organization


· Contract with other eligible entities to carry out functions


· Governing body


· State regulated insurers in the exchange

· Some states do not want to enforce the individual mandate or the tax credits and want the federal government to handle those areas.


· With a federal exchange, the state loses control of the:

· Outreach to consumers

· Navigator selection


· The opinion of one presenter was that April 2012 is the latest a state could wait to decide on what path to take regarding an exchange before the federal government will start moving in to a state to set up an exchange.


· In addition, it is believed that if a state does not cooperate with the federal government in the establishment of an exchange, the federal government will design an enforcement strategy to force compliance.


Individual/Medicaid Exchange and Small Business Exchange


· If Oklahoma is not deemed exchange-ready by January 1, 2013, the federal government will establish a federally operated exchange in the state.

· If the federal government establishes the exchange, Oklahoma will lose regulatory authority over the plans sold on the exchange, including the authority to certify the Qualified Health Plans.  In addition, the state would lose the ability to determine the role of navigators.


· State-Run Exchanges:


· For a state-run exchange to be deemed in compliance with federal requirements, it must be able to do the following:


· Eligibility and Enrollment: Web portal to shop, select and purchase plan; determine eligibility and apply premium tax credits; interoperability with public programs.


· Consumer Assistance: Call center and grievance procedure; determine the role of navigators.


· Planning and Governance: Public stakeholder engagement; authorize governing entity; establish conflict of interest procedures.


· One presenter believes that Oklahoma’s share of Medicaid spending between 2014 and 2019 will increase from $212 million to $789 million.


· The federal version of an exchange is a medical welfare program, not health care.


· Since the states regulate insurance, they could offer, not require, a Small Business Exchange with the following benefits:


· A Defined Contribution Model, which helps businesses control their costs.


· The employee picks the coverage, therefore the individual controls choices.


· Improved quality of insurance since the employee picks the company and can change the following year.


· Allows companies to contribute even for part-time employees at reduced contribution levels.  This allows more people to become insured in the private marketplace.


· Could allow a Section 125 plan so the employees could have extra pre-tax money withheld from their paychecks to allow them to choose the plan best suited for their families.


· If the federal government imposes an exchange on the state, economic incentives in the marketplace would drive employers to eliminate health insurance coverage for workers.  This would result in lower-income individuals using the federal exchange and more affluent individuals buying individual insurance.


· PPACA requires every health insurance exchange to have a Navigator Program to facilitate health plan enrollment.  Navigators could be required to have the same education and training as current agents.


· Agents and brokers are permitted to serve as Navigators under the new law, but the language stipulates a compensation method that conflicts with traditional agent compensation structures.


· Independent Insurance Agents of Oklahoma (IIAO) does not support the federal health care plan or the need for a health insurance exchange; however, IIAO feels strongly that Oklahoma should have an exchange in place by January 1, 2014, so the federal government will not impose its plan on Oklahoma.


· IIAO believes that certain elements should be contained in any plan:


· Governance of the plan should have a representative from insurance agents.


· Any person selling, enrolling, contacting persons, etc. must be subject to all provisions of the Oklahoma Producer Licensing Act, including any person serving as a Navigator.


· Any plan must include a plan to compensate agents for the service they provide.  The Utah approach is recommended.


· There should be a registration process for agents to access the exchange


· There should be provisions for competitive exchanges and the system should not only allow a state-based exchange.


· Independent Insurance Agents and Brokers of America (IIABA) strongly encourages states to establish their own exchanges using the free market approach.  The preferable approach would be to include every qualified plan possible on the state exchange.


· If the state does not establish an exchange, the state would lose control of defining the role of agents and brokers.  In addition, the federal government could limit the number of insurance companies.


· IIABA urges states to provide information on agents and brokers to consumers on the exchange website.


· IIABA feels that anyone selling, soliciting, or negotiating insurance in an exchange should be duly licensed, complete all requisite continuing education requirements, and have obtained Errors and Omissions coverage.  These licensing laws and other requirements should also apply to Navigators.

· The Joint Committee also heard from two exchange providers that demonstrated how an exchange would function with minimal up-front costs.  One of the providers is setting up an exchange in Maryland, while the other provider is establishing a free market exchange in Florida.


Health Information Exchange


· MyHealth Access Network is a consortium of organizations which have come together to improve the health and quality of life for persons in the Tulsa area through the establishment of a Health Information Exchange in the greater Tulsa area.  This program links more than 1,600 providers and their patients in a community-wide health information system that will help them better monitor and improve care.


· A Health Information Exchange provides immediate benefits and greater cost savings.  The value of the Health Information Exchange in Tulsa is that it is a community-controlled system.


· One of the goals of Health Information Exchanges is to establish patient-centered medical homes.


Senator Tom Coburn


The Joint Committee also asked Dr. Coburn, U.S. Senator to Oklahoma, to present to the Joint Committee.  Although he was unable to attend a meeting, he did meet with the co-chairs of the Joint Committee and provided the following recommendation based upon his knowledge of the PPACA:

“Dr. Coburn supports state-based efforts to create free-market, voluntary health insurance exchanges that encourage transparency, consumer choice, and individual control.  States should be able to use state dollars to pursue innovative strategies to better equip consumers with information about their health coverage choices.  In this model, consumers can compare plans via the Internet or a toll free number, so they can choose a plan tailored to their individual needs.  In this way, state-based exchanges can help facilitate the purchase of private health insurance based on price and quality.


The kind of market-based solution Dr. Coburn supports looks a lot like Utah’s market-based health exchange.  It does NOT resemble Massachusetts’ heavily-regulated, state-level bureaucracy, or the federally-mandated exchanges required by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) – both of which are built around an individual mandate and price controls on private health insurance that increase the cost of health insurance for consumers.  The main problem with health insurance is that it costs too much – but the changes in Massachusetts and Obamacare have been proven to simply increase the cost of coverage, while failing to improve access.  


Dr. Coburn supports states using state dollars to tackle the challenges of their own population.  He does not think that any state involved in a lawsuit against Obamacare should use Administration grant dollars to set up an exchange – regardless of whether that exchange looks more like Utah’s model or Obamacare’s model.  He is glad that Oklahoma has filed a lawsuit against Obamacare and will continue to do everything he can at a federal level to overturn this unconstitutional $2.6 trillion law that fails to fix what is broken in our health care system.”

Recommendations of the Joint Committee on Federal Health Care Law

We believe our recommendations should encourage personal responsibility and enrollment in private market coverage over entitlement programs.  They should also preserve individual liberty.  In addition, the Joint Committee on Federal Health Law’s goal is to improve availability, accessibility, and affordability of health care.  


Public Health


We must continue to educate our citizens on the price we pay as a society for our poor lifestyle decisions.  We must focus on the youth of our state to have any kind of long term impact.  Physical and health education must be taught in schools with an emphasis on obesity, smoking, and heart health.  We must also encourage more collaboration between the public and non-profit sectors that are already working in this area. 


 
We must do all that we reasonably can to ensure that Oklahoma taxpayer dollars used for public health care are used wisely.  Should the federal health care law stand, we are staring at a major expansion of our Medicaid population.  This makes it even more critical for us to closely monitor the use of these dollars.  Increased incentives for non-smokers, penalties for regular but unnecessary emergency room visits, drug testing and treatment, as well as strict auditing of enrollees, are some areas for focus.  Some other recommended ideas for cost savings include increased copayments, limited name brand prescription drugs, and additional managed care.  Oklahoma had some experience with managed care programs over ten years ago.  There are a number of states moving in this direction to control costs.  We would like to see OHCA try some additional managed care ideas, such as the medical home initiative that they are already attempting with some small test groups.  This would allow us to better understand  what works and what does not work with our population and then implement these lessons on a broader basis if they are found to be effective.  Another area to be tested would be payment for value as opposed to payment for services.  Such a model has the potential to reduce overall costs while potentially improving health outcomes for the patients.  We also encourage OHCA to increase their fraud division to continue their efforts to fight against crime in this area.


Legal Strategy

We recommend that the Office of the Attorney General continue to fight PPACA from every legal angle.  We understand from our time spent with the Solicitor General that this is currently occurring, but we encourage them to continue to pursue every option and ask that they keep the Legislature apprised of any progress on our legal challenges.  

Additionally, we would like to have a legal opinion from the Attorney General clarifying what was stated by the Solicitor General as well as a constitutional attorney who presented during the Joint Committee’s meetings that “nullification” is indeed not a legal option for our state.


Health Insurance Exchanges


One of the critical decisions for our state is the requirement under PPACA for all states to have a health insurance exchange fully operational by January 1, 2014.  If our state chooses not to implement our own state-based exchange, then the federal government will begin to implement a federal exchange on January 1, 2013.  We are adamantly opposed to a federal health insurance exchange being implemented in our state.  We do not believe that the federal government knows our citizens best, nor do we believe they have a good track record of doing things efficiently and cost-effectively.  We also believe that a PPACA exchange would be heavily regulated, thereby limiting choice to only four plans - the Bronze, Silver, Gold, and Platinum plans - and restricting competition.  


In an effort to avoid a federal exchange and to provide better health care for our citizens, we recommend that we establish a state-based private marketplace network.  Private industry has not implemented this yet, so we believe the state has an obligation to improve health care choices for our citizens.  This network would be along the lines of the Utah model for small businesses that pre-dates PPACA.  The network would allow all insurance companies to participate (“any willing carrier”) and would let the market drive what products are offered through this mechanism. Small businesses would not be required to participate, but would have the option for their employees.  This model eases access for more insurance companies and encourages competition.  It reduces the number of the uninsured, improves the accessibility and affordability of health insurance, and addresses a common problem that we have failed to address in our current system: portability.  As one Joint Committee member pointed out, “portability is important for many of my constituents.  It would be nice if they were not tethered to dead end jobs or lose hope due to health insurance restrictions.  I would like them to be able to consider career/job moves that allow them to move up the economic ladder without the loss of insurance.”  We believe that our citizens should have the right to select the doctors and hospitals that they believe would be best suited for their families.  We also value the defined contribution and premium aggregation features.  We would like to see wellness programs being incorporated into the options, as well.  Finally, we believe by allowing the employees to choose their own health care plans, they will be able to choose the plan that would best meet the needs of their own families.   


In an effort to fend off a federal exchange and to build upon the success of Insure Oklahoma, we recommend moving Insure Oklahoma from the Oklahoma Health Care Authority to a public trust.  Insure Oklahoma is supported by insurers, small employers, hospitals, and doctors.  It is funded by an increase in the tobacco tax which was passed by a statewide vote of the people in November 2004.


Insure Oklahoma has:


-31,465 Oklahomans enrolled in the program


-5,109 businesses enrolled in the program


-20 insurance companies offering coverage


-56 percent of enrollees were previously uninsured


We believe that by separating Insure Oklahoma from the Oklahoma Health Care Authority, the state Medicaid agency, we can direct more people to private health insurance plans.  In addition, we can offer more small business owners the choice to enroll in and begin a defined contribution model which, when combined with a cafeteria plan, would allow employees the opportunity to choose their own insurance plan using pretax dollars.  Simplifying administrative burdens and establishing predictable insurance costs would make small businesses more likely to provide health coverage to their employees.    


Other recommendations

We would also recommend that the Legislature establish either a joint health reform committee or that each chamber establish its own such committee.  This will enable us to continue to monitor this critical issue and be able to respond with legislative recommendations as needed.  


Oklahoma needs to do more to retain doctors in rural settings.  Therefore, we recommend that the Legislature place an emphasis on growing our residency programs and encouraging more doctors to practice in rural areas of our state.



Regarding Health Information Exchanges, the Joint Committee feels that there should not be a system where patients “opt out”, as it is currently structured.  Rather, due to the extremely personal information on the exchange, patients should “opt in” to allow their medical records to be placed on an exchange.


We believe that the Oklahoma Insurance Department should request a waiver to exempt insurance companies from the 3-to-1 age band and allow a 5-to-1 age band to avoid encouraging younger insured persons from dropping out and thereby increasing adverse selection.



Due to the significant Native American population and their unique health care systems, we recommend consulting the Tribal Nations throughout the process.


In closing, the Joint Committee agrees with the recent statement from Governor Mitch Daniels who said, “Many of us Governors are hoping for either a judicial or legislative rescue from this impending disaster, and recent court decisions suggest there’s a chance of that.  But we can’t count on a miracle-that’s only permitted in Washington policy making.  We have no choice but to prepare for the very real possibility that the law takes effect in 2014.”
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February 21, 2012

JOINT COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL HEALTH CARE LAW


SUBJECT:

First Meeting

MEETING DATE:
Wednesday, September 14, 2011


MEETING TIME:
9:00 A.M.


LOCATION:

House Chamber, State Capitol Building

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Agenda:


9:00 am – 11:30 am


1. 
Welcome and Introductions

2. 
Present State of Health Outcomes and Health Care in Oklahoma




Julie Cox-Kain, Chief Operating Officer, Oklahoma State Department of Health




Mike Fogarty, Chief Executive Officer, Oklahoma Health Care Authority 


1:00 pm – 4:00 pm


3.
PPACA: Description of Mandates, Costs, and Other Implications for the State Concerning Public Health



Julie Cox-Kain, Chief Operating Officer, Oklahoma State Department of Health


4. 
Medicaid and Accountable Care Organizations




Buffy Heater, Director of Planning and Development, Oklahoma Health Care Authority




Cindy Roberts, Deputy Chief Executive Officer, Oklahoma Health Care Authority




Jason Sutton, Policy Impact Director, Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs


5.
Other Business

Senate Appointees:




House Appointees:


           Senator Gary Stanislawski, Co-Chair


Rep. Glen Mulready, Co-Chair




Senator Cliff Aldridge




Rep. Doug Cox






Senator Bill Brown




Rep. Randy Grau


Senator Sean Burrage



Rep. Danny Morgan






Senator Brian Crain




Rep. Jeannie McDaniel



Senator John Sparks




Rep. Jason Nelson






Senate Staff:


Jennifer Mullens, Legislative Analyst 


Alicia Emerson, Legislative Analyst


Lori Block, Staff Attorney


Andrew Messer, Staff Attorney


Anthony Sammons, Fiscal Analyst


Darrell D. Washington, Administrative Assistant
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February 21, 2012

JOINT COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL HEALTH CARE LAW


SUBJECT:

Second Meeting

MEETING DATE:
Wednesday, October 5, 2011


MEETING TIME:
9:00 A.M. – 4:30 P.M.


LOCATION:

Tulsa Technology Center, Riverside Campus





801 East 91st Street





Tulsa, OK 74132





(918) 828-4000





Directions to center 


____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Agenda:


9:00 am – 10:00 am



Review of Current Marketplace




Mike Rhoades, Deputy Commissioner, Oklahoma Insurance Department


10:00 am – 11:00 am



Impact on Employers



Mike Rogers, Health Care Committee Chair for the State Chamber of Commerce




Phillip Kennedy, MD, President, Comanche Home Center


11:00 am – 12:00 pm


Impact on Insurance Companies




Bert Marshall, President, BlueCross/BlueShield of Oklahoma




Richard Todd, CEO, Community Care


1:30 pm – 2:30 pm



Impact on Providers


George Caldwell, MD, Oklahoma State Medical Association


Craig Jones, President, Oklahoma Hospital Association


2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 



Impact on Insurance Agents/Brokers



Janet Trautwein, CEO, National Association of Health Underwriters


3:30 pm – 4:30 pm



Impact on Private Health Care


Jonathan Small, CPA, Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs



Other Business

Senate Appointees:




House Appointees:


           Senator Gary Stanislawski, Co-Chair


Rep. Glen Mulready, Co-Chair




Senator Cliff Aldridge




Rep. Doug Cox






Senator Bill Brown




Rep. Randy Grau


Senator Sean Burrage



Rep. Danny Morgan






Senator Brian Crain




Rep. Jeannie McDaniel




Senator John Sparks




Rep. Jason Nelson






Senate Staff:


Jennifer Mullens, Legislative Analyst 


Alicia Emerson, Legislative Analyst


Lori Block, Staff Attorney


Andrew Messer, Staff Attorney


Anthony Sammons, Fiscal Analyst


Darrell D. Washington, Administrative Assistant
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February 21, 2012

JOINT COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL HEALTH CARE LAW


SUBJECT:

Third Meeting

MEETING DATE:
Wednesday, October 26, 2011


MEETING TIME:
9:00 A.M – 4:30 P.M.


LOCATION:

Senate Chamber, State Capitol Building

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Agenda:


1. 
9:00 – 10:00 - Affordable Care Act impact on Indian Health 




Jefferson Keel, Lt. Governor, 
Chickasaw Nation


2.
10:00 – 10:45 - Status of PPACA lawsuits, what the ballot question did for Oklahoma




Pat Wyrick, Oklahoma Solicitor General



3.
10:45 – 11:30 - Comparison of Federal vs. State based Exchanges 





David Blatt, Director of Oklahoma Policy Institute



4.
1:00 – 1:45 - Constitutional issues 





Andy Spiropoulos,  Professor of Law and Director of the Center for the Study of 


State Constitutional Law and Government, OCU School of Law



5. 
1:45 – 3:00 - What other States are doing 

Laura Tobler, Health Programs Director, Martha Salazar, Policy Associate, NCSL


            6.

Other Business


Senate Appointees:




House Appointees:






Senator Gary Stanislawski, Co-Chair


Rep. Glen Mulready, Co-Chair




Senator Cliff Aldridge




Rep. Doug Cox






Senator Bill Brown




Rep. Randy Grau


Senator Sean Burrage



Rep. Danny Morgan






Senator Brian Crain




Rep. Jeannie McDaniel




Senator John Sparks




Rep. Jason Nelson






Senate Staff:


Jennifer Mullens, Legislative Analyst 


Alicia Emerson, Legislative Analyst


Lori Block, Staff Attorney


Andrew Messer, Fiscal Analyst


Anthony Sammons, Staff Attorney


Darrell D. Washington, Administrative Assistant
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MEETING NOTICE


November 2, 2011


JOINT COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL HEALTH CARE LAW


SUBJECT:                  Fourth Meeting

MEETING DATE:       Thursday, November 3, 2011          

MEETING TIME:        9:00 A.M.

LOCATION:                Tulsa Technology Center, 801 W. “K” Place, Jenks, Oklahoma.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Agenda:


1.         9:00 - 10:00 AM, Exchange options, federal, federal/state partnership, state – 


Krista Drobac, Director of Health Division, National Governors Association


2.         10:00 - 10:45 AM, Technology and privacy issues with exchanges - Amanda Teegarden


3.         10:45 - 11:30 AM, Current Technology - David Kendrick, Director of HIT


4.         1:00 - 1:45 PM, Agent Compensation - Ryan Young, Director, Federal Government Affairs, Independent Insurance & Brokers of America


5.         1:45 - 2:45 PM, Exchange Options - Ed Haisimaier, Heritage Foundation


6.         2:45 - 3:30 PM, Exchange Providers - Josh Beckett, Benefit Focus


7.         3:30 - 4:15 PM, Exchange providers - Ceridian


8.         Other Business


		Senate Appointees:

		House Appointees:



		Sen. Gary Stanislawski, Co-Chair

		Rep. Glen Mulready, Co-Chair



		Sen. Cliff Aldridge

		Rep. Doug Cox



		Sen. Bill Brown

		Rep. Randy Grau



		Sen. Brian Crain

		Rep. Jeannie McDaniel



		Sen. John Sparks

		Rep. Jason Nelson



		Senate Staff:

		



		Jennifer Mullens, Legislative Analyst

		Andrew Messer, Fiscal Analyst



		Alicia Emerson, Legislative Analyst

		Anthony Sammons, Staff Attorney



		Lori Block, Staff Attorney

		Darrell D. Washington, Admin. Asst.
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REVISED


MEETING NOTICE


February 21, 2012

JOINT COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL HEALTH CARE LAW


SUBJECT:                  FIFTH MEETING

MEETING DATE:       Tuesday, November 15, 2011          

MEETING TIME:         9:00 A.M – 12:00 P.M.

LOCATION:                 House Chamber, State Capitol Building.


____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Agenda:


1.
9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.




Non Profit Exchange – Mark Tozzio


2. 
10:00 a.m. – 11:00 am 




Non Profit Clinics


3.         11:00 a.m. – 12:00 pm 




Committee Discussions


4.
Other Business and Adjournment


		Senate Appointees:

		House Appointees:



		Sen. Gary Stanislawski, Co-Chair

		Rep. Glen Mulready, Co-Chair



		Sen. Cliff Aldridge

		Rep. Doug Cox



		Sen. Bill Brown

		Rep. Randy Grau



		Sen. Brian Crain

		Rep. Jeannie McDaniel



		Sen. John Sparks


Sen. Sean Burrage

		Rep. Jason Nelson


Rep. Danny Morgan



		Senate Staff:

		



		Jennifer Mullens, Legislative Analyst

		Andrew Messer, Staff Attorney



		Alicia Emerson, Legislative Analyst

		Anthony Sammons, Fiscal Analyst



		Lori Block, Staff Attorney

		Darrell D. Washington, Admin. Asst.
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From: Craig Perry
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: heartland meeting
Date: Wednesday, February 08, 2012 10:15:24 AM

The message from the Heartland Institute exchange meeting was that members have cover to sit
back and wait for the SCOTUS ruling and after the elections.  That they shouldn’t spend taxpayer
dollars complying with a law that will most likely be overturned.  That HHS did not expect so much
push-back and so even if PPACA is upheld, implementation will be delayed because there is not
sufficient funding.  Even if a state creates an exchange it doesn’t matter because HHS has final say. 
Stainslawski was there and he talked about a hybird exchange model.  He seems supportive. 
Ritze and Key said there are going to try and get the full nullification bill passed this session.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: maryfallin@
Cc: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz
Subject: FYI: Governor Daniels signs Executive Order to Establish a Conditional Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Tuesday, February 07, 2012 11:12:23 AM
Importance: High

Establishing the Exchange 

On January 14, 2011, Governor Mitch Daniels (R) signed Executive Order #11-01 to

conditionally establish and operate the Indiana Insurance Market, Inc., a nonprofit corporation to

serve as the Indiana health insurance exchange.1 Also in January, SB580 was introduced to

establish an exchange legislatively, though the bill failed when the 2011 legislative session

ended.2 The state has since commissioned a legal analysis which concluded that legislation is

not required to establish the exchange but may be necessary for the state to move forward with

full exchange implementation.3 

On May 5, 2011, the Governor signed HB 1210, which prohibits qualified health plans purchased

through an exchange in Indiana from covering abortions, except in the case of rape, incest, or to

avert impairment or death of the pregnant woman.4 

Structure: The Executive Order defines Indiana’s exchange as a nonprofit incorporated by the

Secretary of the Indiana Family and Social Services Administration, working with the Indiana

Department of Insurance. 

Governance: The Executive Order does not define the exchange’s Board of Directors in detail,

beyond specifying inclusion of representatives from the appropriate state agencies, the General

Assembly, and stakeholders such as consumers, providers, and actuaries. In an application for

federal grant funds, the state indicates the Board would include heads of agencies involved in

the exchange and appointees of the General Assembly, and that there would be advisory

committees of consumers, providers, businesses, and potentially insurers to provide input to the

Board of Directors.5 

Exchange Funding 

In May 2011, Indiana was among the first three states to be awarded a federal Level One

Establishment grant. The Indiana Department of Insurance and Family and Social Services

Administration received of $6.9 million to update their information technology systems, develop a

financial management plan, and acquire legal, actuarial, and financial expertise.6 The Indiana

Family and Social Services Administration also received a federal Exchange Planning grant of $1

million in September 2010. 

Next Steps 

Indiana has engaged subcontractors to assist in researching the state’s health care market and

potential users of the exchange. The state completed analysis of stakeholder insight collected

through the Exchange Questionnaire and is using the information as the basis for discussion of

exchange design options.7 The Governor’s office also continues to work with the Indiana Family

and Social Services 

Administration and Department of Insurance to assess existing information technology resources

and investigate strategies for integrating the exchange with existing programs. 
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Additional resources related to Indiana’s exchange planning can be found at

http://www.nationalhealthcare.in.gov 

 

 

1. Indiana Executive Order #11-01. January 2, 2011. http://www.in.gov/gov/files/Executive%20orders/EO_11-

01.pdf  

2. SB580. Indiana’s 2011 act to establish a Health Exchange 2011.

http://www.in.gov/legislative/bills/2011/PDF/IN/IN0580.1.pdf

3. Indiana Health Insurance Exchange Grant Report, Third Quarter, 2011. July 31, 2011.

http://www.in.gov/aca/files/Exchange_Grant_Third_Quarterly_Report.pdf 

4. HB 1210 (Chapter 33). Indiana’s 2011 act related to Health Care Exchanges and Abortion.

http://www.in.gov/legislative/bills/2011/HE/HE1210.1.html 

5. Indiana Health Insurance Exchange Level One Funding Solicitation.

http://www.statecoverage.org/files/IN_InsuranceMarketGrantITGAPSummary_2011.pdf 

6. HealthCare.gov. “Creating a New Competitive Marketplace: Affordable Insurance Exchange Establishment

Grant Awards List.” August 12, 2011. http://www.healthcare.gov/news/factsheets/exchanges05232011a.html 

7. Indiana Health Insurance Exchange Grant Report, Third Quarter, 2011.

States Fast Facts

Explore State Progress
• 42 states and the District of Columbia have effective rate review programs to evaluate proposed increases in

health insurance premiums. 

• Medical loss ratio adjustments have been requested by 17 states; six have been approved.  

• 27 states have filed a lawsuit in response to the health reform law 

 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz; Rebecca Frazier
Subject: FW: ACA 1413 Evaluation - POC Request - Oklahoma
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 11:14:21 AM
Attachments: Attachment - Request from HHS.pdf

Request from HHS.PDF
Request from HHS.PDF

Importance: High

FYI
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com
 

From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 11:06 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; 'Cline, Dr.Terry L.'
Subject: FW: ACA 1413 Evaluation - POC Request - Oklahoma
Importance: High
 
I have received an Open Records request from the Tulsa World for correspondence related to the
request from HHS to identify points of contact for ACA Medicaid-related enrollment and the point of
contact for the state exchange activities. I am going to send this email below along with the
attachments in compliance with the request this afternoon. I wanted to give you notice and let you
know that you might also get a call from the reporter, Wayne Greene, as a result because some of
the correspondence mentions and attaches the letter you received on this issue from Mike.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thanks,
Nico
 
 

From: Buffy Heater 
Sent: Friday, January 13, 2012 4:47 PM
To: 'michala.walker@oig.hhs.gov'
Cc: Garth L. Splinter; Mike Fogarty; Cindy Roberts
Subject: ACA 1413 Evaluation - POC Request - Oklahoma
Importance: High
 
Good Afternoon,
 
The Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA), Oklahoma’s single state Medicaid agency, has received
your request for contact information (name, address, telephone number, email address) for staff
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who are most knowledgeable about the steps the State has taken or plans to take with regard to
implementing the requirements of Sections 1413 and 2201 of the Affordable Care Act, regarding
streamlined eligibility and enrollment as it pertains to State Medicaid programs.
 
The point of contact for the Medicaid requirements is Buffy Heater, MPH, Director of Planning &

Development, OHCA, 2401 NW 23rd St., Ste 1A, Oklahoma City, OK, 73107. She can be reached at
(405) 522-7545 or Buffy.Heater@okhca.org
 
We recognize the requests from the GAO and OIG ask for representatives from the Medicaid
agency, as well as for appropriate points of contact at other State entities. We understand that the
evaluation and survey will not be limited to Medicaid requirements but also include aspects of the
required interoperability with a health insurance exchange as of January 1, 2014.  To address this
request, the CEO of the OHCA, Mike Fogarty, has passed along the GAO and OIG request letters to
Oklahoma executive branch leaders. (Letters to Oklahoma Secretary of Health and Policy Director for
Governor Mary Fallin attached to this email.) It is anticipated they may identify an additional state
point of contact perhaps with broader knowledge of the plans for Oklahoma’s health insurance
exchange development.

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Swanson, Randy
To: Glenn Coffee ; Denise Northrup
Cc: Altman, Michelle
Subject: FW: Early Innovator Grants Dear Colleague
Date: Monday, September 12, 2011 8:38:30 AM

This is a DRAFT of a Dear Colleague we want to distribute, regarding the Exchange legislation we’re
working on that I discussed with you last week, GC. 
 
Please review it and let me know you’re OK with it, as we invoke the Governor’s name in the text. 
ASAP, please…
 
Thanks.  See you soon, Glenn.
R

 
 

Stand with States and Stand Up to Obamacare
 

Support the Pompeo-Lankford Early Innovator Grant Legislation
 
With its numerous tax hikes, mandates and regulations, Obamacare has already proven to be a
debacle that will do nothing but increase costs and decrease quality of care.   There is no clearer
example of Obamacare’s inflexible regulatory burdens than the state health insurance exchange
requirements.  Not only do these exchanges create the illusion of choice for patients, they are
funded through an unaccountable, unlimited slush fund controlled by the Secretary of Health and
Human Services (HHS).
 
While the exchanges are not mandatory until 2014, HHS has already started to award states funding
to begin their implementation.  The Early Innovator Grant program rewards states that begin the
process of developing information technology (IT) infrastructure for Obamacare.  While seven states
have been awarded these funds, two of these states have decided to take a brave stand by
returning the grant dollars back to the federal government.  
 
Within the past 5 months, Governors Sam Brownback of Kansas and Mary Fallin of Oklahoma
rejected $31.5 million and $54 million respectively in Early Innovator Grant funds.  Accepting the
funds would have required these states to implement technologies in line with federal government
standards.  States would have to submit periodic review updates to HHS detailing how they
specifically intend to implement Obamacare policies, with little to no flexibility.  They would be at
the mercy of this Administration’s attempt to micromanage states’ health care policies.  
 
With states like Kansas and Oklahoma saying “no thank you” to the Obama Administration, it is
important that Congress stands with them.  That is why we are introducing legislation requiring
the Secretary of HHS to transfer all returned Early Innovator Grant funds to the Treasury for the
purpose of deficit reduction. 
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States have sent a clear signal to this Administration that they reject its strings-attached funding.  
Let’s stand with Governors Brownback and Fallin and use those funds to pay down our deficit, not to
implement Obamacare.
 
For more information, please contact Chris Parinello in Congressman Pompeo’s office at 6-4539 or
chris.parinello@mail.house.gov, or Michelle Altman in Congressman Lankford’s office at
michelle.altman@mail.house.gov.
 
Sincerely,
 
Mike Pompeo
Member of Congress
 
James Lankford
Member of Congress
 
 
Michelle Altman
Deputy Chief of Staff/Legislative Director
Congressman James Lankford
Fifth District of Oklahoma
509 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
P: 202-225-2132
F: 202-226-1463
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Alex Gerszewski; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Fw: OID PPACA waiver press release
Date: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 8:54:04 AM
Attachments: 110906-MLRWaiver.pdf

 
From: Glenn Craven 
Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 08:42 AM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: RE: OID PPACA waiver press release 
 
Good morning,
 
We decided to hold this release until today. Good thing, as I found where a requested revision
resulted in problem that went unnoticed in the prior version. Attached is the most current version.
 
Would Gov. Fallin care to have a quote in this release? We’d certainly be glad to add her comments
before distribution.
 
Thank you,
Glenn Craven, Communications Officer
Oklahoma Department of Insurance
(405) 522-1769

P Consider the environment and only print this email if  absolutely necessary.

The contents of this electronic message, including attachments, are transmitted by the Oklahoma

Insurance Department, an Oklahoma government agency according to the Uniform Electronic

Transactions Act, 12A O.S. 15-101 et seq. This message is intended for use by the named addressee

only and may contain information that is confidential or private according to state or federal laws. If you

have received this electronic message in error, please notify the sender by a “reply to sender only”

message, delete it completely from your computer and maintain confidentiality of the message. Any

unauthorized disclosure, distribution, or use of the contents of this message is prohibited and subjects

the user to penalty of law.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2011 5:21 PM
To: Glenn Craven
Subject: RE: OID PPACA waiver press release
 
Thank you very much! Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
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JOHN DOAK 
OKLAHOMA INSURANCE COMMISSIONER 


3625 N.W. 56
TH


 ST, STE 100, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73112 


      www.oid.ok.gov 


 


News Release 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  For more information contact: 
September 7, 2011 Glenn Craven 


(405) 522-1769 
e-mail: glenn.craven@oid.ok.gov 


 


 


Doak seeks federal health care law waiver to 
protect Oklahomans’ access to insurance 


 


OKLAHOMA CITY – In an effort to protect access to health insurance for Oklahoma consumers, 


state Insurance Commissioner John Doak on Thursday sought a waiver on a major provision of 


the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act. 


 


Doak last week requested an adjustment from the U.S. Department of Health and Human 


Services to new minimum Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) requirements for individual health 


insurance policies issued in Oklahoma from 2011 through the year 2014. The commissioner 


believes that phasing-in the MLR requirements over a period of years would preserve 


competition and consumer choice in Oklahoma by maintaining the viability of smaller insurers 


and local agents. 


 


Such a waiver would not be unprecedented, but is not guaranteed. Fifteen states or territories 


have sought similar waivers from Kathleen Sebelius, U.S. Secretary of Health and Human 


Services. Sebelius has approved or partially approved a number of the requests, is still reviewing 


others, and in late July North Dakota became the first state to have its waiver request rejected 


outright by Sebelius and HHS. 


 


Under provisions of the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, states beginning in 


2011 are to ensure that 80 percent of individual and small group health insurance premiums are 


spent toward providing benefits and improving health care quality. Doak, with supporting letters 


from the Independent Insurance Agents of Oklahoma and the Oklahoma State Association of 


Health Underwriters, has requested that the state be permitted to phase-in those MLR 


requirements between now and 2014. Doak’s letter asks that the Oklahoma standard be set at 65 


percent for this year, 70 percent in 2012 and 75 percent by 2013. 


 


The letter, with supporting data and documentation, was submitted Sept. 1 to Sebelius. 


 


 



http://www.oid.ok.gov/





“A number of small carriers operate in the Oklahoma market,” Doak wrote to Sebelius. 


 


The commissioner told Sebelius that he considered those small carriers’ requests for a phase-in 


period, carefully reviewed all Oklahoma carriers’ responses to an OID questionnaire, and 


weighed input from the producer community before determining that “immediate 


implementation of the MLR requirement will disrupt the individual health insurance market in 


Oklahoma.” 


 


At issue for insurers nationwide is the federal government’s requirement to include commissions 


paid to agents and brokers in MLR calculations. That could result in some insurers, particularly 


smaller carriers, exiting states where the firms find it most difficult to meet the 80 percent MLR 


requirement. Doak notes that a July report by the U.S. Government Accountability Office 


concludes that early experiences in states implementing the MLR requirements suggest insurers 


are responding to the federal MLR regulations by decreasing broker commissions. This loss of 


income could drive some agents and brokers away from selling health products or out of the 


insurance industry, reducing the number of local agencies in the state and restricting access for 


Oklahomans to insurance products and to professional insurance advisement in their own 


communities and neighborhoods. 


 


Doak said this is one of many negative consequences of PPACA. He campaigned on a platform 


that included opposition to the new federal health care law. Oklahoma is among 28 states that 


have filed lawsuits against the federal government attempting to have the law overturned – a 


point Doak made clear in his letter to Sebelius. 


 


“We make this request with full disclosure that Oklahoma has filed a lawsuit challenging the 


constitutionality of the Affordable Care Act,” Doak wrote to Sebelius. “While we await the 


opportunity to present our case in court, it is my duty as Commissioner to safeguard the viability 


of the Oklahoma insurance market and the interests of its consumers. A waiver to the MLR 


requirement is necessary to accomplish this protection.”  


 


- 30 - 


  


ABOUT THE OKLAHOMA INSURANCE DEPARTMENT 
The Oklahoma Insurance Department, an agency of the State of Oklahoma, is responsible for the 


education and protection of the insurance-buying public and for oversight of the insurance industry in 


the state. 


### 


 







Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Glenn Craven 
Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2011 4:30 PM
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: OID PPACA waiver press release
 
Katie,
 
Regarding my phone message to you a few moments ago, this is the approved draft of our press
release on OID’s seeking a waiver to the medical loss ratio (MLR) provisions in PPACA.
 
Commissioner Doak wanted Gov. Fallin to have this release at her disposal, as well as access to
Deputy Commissioner Mike Rhoads, who is our resident health care expert. Deputy Rhoads can be
reached at (918) 295-3702 or (405) 924-0239, the latter being his cell phone.
 
Thank you,
Glenn Craven, Communications Officer
Oklahoma Department of Insurance
(405) 522-1769

P Consider the environment and only print this email if  absolutely necessary.

The contents of this electronic message, including attachments, are transmitted by the Oklahoma

Insurance Department, an Oklahoma government agency according to the Uniform Electronic

Transactions Act, 12A O.S. 15-101 et seq. This message is intended for use by the named addressee

only and may contain information that is confidential or private according to state or federal laws. If you

have received this electronic message in error, please notify the sender by a “reply to sender only”

message, delete it completely from your computer and maintain confidentiality of the message. Any

unauthorized disclosure, distribution, or use of the contents of this message is prohibited and subjects

the user to penalty of law.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Alex Gerszewski; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: FW: OID PPACA waiver press release
Date: Tuesday, September 06, 2011 5:20:55 PM
Attachments: 110906-MLRWaiver.pdf

FYI
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Glenn Craven 
Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2011 4:30 PM
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: OID PPACA waiver press release
 
Katie,
 
Regarding my phone message to you a few moments ago, this is the approved draft of our press
release on OID’s seeking a waiver to the medical loss ratio (MLR) provisions in PPACA.
 
Commissioner Doak wanted Gov. Fallin to have this release at her disposal, as well as access to
Deputy Commissioner Mike Rhoads, who is our resident health care expert. Deputy Rhoads can be
reached at (918) 295-3702 or (405) 924-0239, the latter being his cell phone.
 
Thank you,
Glenn Craven, Communications Officer
Oklahoma Department of Insurance
(405) 522-1769

P Consider the environment and only print this email if  absolutely necessary.

The contents of this electronic message, including attachments, are transmitted by the Oklahoma

Insurance Department, an Oklahoma government agency according to the Uniform Electronic

Transactions Act, 12A O.S. 15-101 et seq. This message is intended for use by the named addressee

only and may contain information that is confidential or private according to state or federal laws. If you

have received this electronic message in error, please notify the sender by a “reply to sender only”

message, delete it completely from your computer and maintain confidentiality of the message. Any

unauthorized disclosure, distribution, or use of the contents of this message is prohibited and subjects

the user to penalty of law.
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JOHN DOAK 
OKLAHOMA INSURANCE COMMISSIONER 


3625 N.W. 56
TH


 ST, STE 100, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73112 


      www.oid.ok.gov 


 


News Release 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  For more information contact: 
September 6, 2011 Glenn Craven 


(405) 522-1769 
e-mail: glenn.craven@oid.ok.gov 


 


 


Doak seeks federal health care law waiver to 
protect Oklahomans’ access to insurance 


 


OKLAHOMA CITY – In an effort to protect access to health insurance for Oklahoma consumers, 


state Insurance Commissioner John Doak on Thursday sought a waiver on a major provision of 


the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act. 


 


Doak last week requested an adjustment from the U.S. Department of Health and Human 


Services to new minimum Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) requirements for individual health 


insurance policies issued in Oklahoma from 2011 through the year 2014. The commissioner 


believes that phasing-in the MLR requirements over a period of years would preserve 


competition and consumer choice in Oklahoma by maintaining the viability of smaller insurers 


and local agents. 


 


Such a waiver would not be unprecedented, but is not guaranteed. Fifteen states or territories 


have sought similar waivers from Sebelius. Health and Human Services has approved or partially 


approved a number of the requests, is still reviewing others, and in late July North Dakota 


became the first state to have its waiver request rejected outright by Sebelius and HHS. 


 


Under provisions of the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, states beginning in 


2011 are to ensure that 80 percent of individual and small group health insurance premiums are 


spent toward providing benefits and improving health care quality. Doak, with supporting letters 


from the Independent Insurance Agents of Oklahoma and the Oklahoma State Association of 


Health Underwriters, has requested that the state be permitted to phase-in those MLR 


requirements between now and 2014. Doak’s letter asks that the Oklahoma standard be set at 65 


percent for this year, 70 percent in 2012 and 75 percent by 2013. 


 


The letter, with supporting data and documentation, was submitted Thursday to Kathleen 


Sebelius, U.S. Secretary of Health and Human Services. 
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“A number of small carriers operate in the Oklahoma market,” Doak wrote to Sebelius. 


 


The commissioner told Sebelius that he considered those small carriers’ requests for a phase-in 


period, carefully reviewed all Oklahoma carriers’ responses to an OID questionnaire, and 


weighed input from the producer community before determining that “immediate 


implementation of the MLR requirement will disrupt the individual health insurance market in 


Oklahoma.” 


 


At issue for insurers nationwide is the federal government’s requirement to include commissions 


paid to agents and brokers in MLR calculations. That could result in some insurers, particularly 


smaller carriers, exiting states where the firms find it most difficult to meet the 80 percent MLR 


requirement. Doak notes that a July report by the U.S. Government Accountability Office 


concludes that early experiences in states implementing the MLR requirements suggest insurers 


are responding to the federal MLR regulations by decreasing broker commissions. This loss of 


income could drive some agents and brokers away from selling health products or out of the 


insurance industry, reducing the number of local agencies in the state and restricting access for 


Oklahomans to insurance products and to professional insurance advisement in their own 


communities and neighborhoods. 


 


Doak said this is one of many negative consequences of PPACA. He campaigned on a platform 


that included opposition to the new federal health care law. Oklahoma is among 28 states that 


have filed lawsuits against the federal government attempting to have the law overturned – a 


point Doak made clear in his letter to Sebelius. 


 


“We make this request with full disclosure that Oklahoma has filed a lawsuit challenging the 


constitutionality of the Affordable Care Act,” Doak wrote to Sebelius. “While we await the 


opportunity to present our case in court, it is my duty as Commissioner to safeguard the viability 


of the Oklahoma insurance market and the interests of its consumers. A waiver to the MLR 


requirement is necessary to accomplish this protection.”  
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ABOUT THE OKLAHOMA INSURANCE DEPARTMENT 
The Oklahoma Insurance Department, an agency of the State of Oklahoma, is responsible for the 


education and protection of the insurance-buying public and for oversight of the insurance industry in 


the state. 


### 


 







From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup; "TerryC@health.ok.gov"
Cc: "Juliek@health.ok.gov"
Subject: Fw: HHS and states move to establish Affordable Insurance Exchanges, give Americans the same insurance

choices as members of Congress
Date: Tuesday, July 12, 2011 9:30:09 AM

FYI

----- Original Message -----
From: Alex Weintz
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2011 01:47 PM
To: Jim Myers <Jim.Myers@tulsaworld.com>
Subject: RE: HHS and states move to establish Affordable Insurance      Exchanges, give Americans the
same insurance choices as members of Congress

Jim- Talked to policy people and I believe I had it right.

7 states (actually six and a "consortium New England states") applied for the Early Innovator Grant:
http://www.hhs.gov/news/press/2011pres/02/20110216a.html

Governor Fallin decided to reject that grant money, and we believe Oklahoma is the only state to have
taken that definitive position.

A $1m planning grant was also awarded to Oklahoma in September of last year. Oklahoma accepted
that grant under Governor Henry: http://www.hhs.gov/ociio/initiative/grant_award_faq.html
The release says 48 states and the district accepted the grant. My guess is it has gone to 49 now that
Pawlenty is out in MN, although of course that would need to be verified. 

Does that make sense? 

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Myers [mailto:Jim.Myers@tulsaworld.com]
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2011 1:23 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Fwd: HHS and states move to establish Affordable Insurance Exchanges, give Americans the
same insurance choices as members of Congress

per our discussion
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Each week 70% of Tulsa area adults read the Tulsa World (Scarborough Research 2010 R2).
To subscribe, call (918) 582-0921.

______________________________________________________________________
This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
______________________________________________________________________
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Katie Altshuler; Mary Fallin; Alex Weintz
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Alex Gerszewski; Andrew Silvestri; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: RE: Health Care Reform
Date: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 3:33:18 PM
Attachments: Health Care Reform Memo 6152011.docx

HHS Waiver Document.docx

I fixed a couple of typos (in text below and ATTACHED)…
 
To: Governor Mary Fallin
From: Katie Altshuler and Andrew Silvestri
Date: Wednesday, June 15, 2011
Re: Health Care Reform
 
Introduction:
 
Oklahoma is currently evaluating the SoonerCare (Medicaid) Program to see where we are
and what additional reforms are necessary.  At this point all options are on the table and we
are trying to determine what types of changes or waivers might serve us best.  As you can
see from the RGA letter signed by 29 Republican Governor’s we are all working closely
together on consensus areas.  We believe there is strength in numbers and with enough of
us working together to demand flexibility surely we will not be ignored.  It is important to
note that Oklahoma already has some of the lowest eligibility levels in the country. For
example, non-pregnant parents must be at 37% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) or below
as compared to 200 or 250 percent in other states.  Additionally, Oklahoma’s eligibility level
for pregnant women is 185 percent FPL as compared to a minimum of 200 percent in most
other states.  We are ahead of the game in some areas such as online enrollment and we
are currently looking into ways to better deal with our dual eligible population.  Oklahoma
does offer optional benefits that are not required by Federal law such as durable medical
goods, prescription drugs, behavioral health, transplants, dental and circumcision that could
be reduced; however there would likely be a greater cost incurred by the state if these
services were not offered.  States are required to cover the cost of non-emergency
transportation which seems like an extra that we should be allowed to cut back in times of
fiscal crisis.  Additionally, states need greater flexibility in determining co pays. As noted in
the RGA letter, states must be able to enforce reasonable cost sharing for those able to pay.
 
 
Background (data as of 2010 unless noted otherwise):
 
Oklahoma Health Insurance Coverage Status
 

Oklahoma                   United States
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To: Governor Mary Fallin

From: Katie Altshuler and Andrew Silvestri

Date: Wednesday, June 15, 2011

Re: Health Care Reform

__________________________________________________________________________



Introduction:



Oklahoma is currently evaluating the SoonerCare (Medicaid) Program to see where we are and what additional reforms are necessary.  At this point all options are on the table and we are trying to determine what types of changes or waivers might serve us best.  As you can see from the RGA letter signed by 29 Republican Governor’s we are all working closely together on consensus areas.  We believe there is strength in numbers and with enough of us working together to demand flexibility surely we will not be ignored.  It is important to note that Oklahoma already has some of the lowest eligibility levels in the country. For example, non-pregnant parents must be at 37% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) or below as compared to 200 or 250 percent in other states.  Additionally, Oklahoma’s eligibility level for pregnant women is 185 percent FPL as compared to a minimum of 200 percent in most other states.  We are ahead of the game in some areas such as online enrollment and we are currently looking into ways to better deal with our dual eligible population.  Oklahoma does offer optional benefits that are not required by Federal law such as durable medical goods, prescription drugs, behavioral health, transplants, dental and circumcision that could be reduced; however there would likely be a greater cost incurred by the state if these services were not offered.  States are required to cover the cost of non-emergency transportation which seems like an extra that we should be allowed to cut back in times of fiscal crisis.  Additionally, states need greater flexibility in determining co pays. As noted in the RGA letter, states must be able to enforce reasonable cost sharing for those able to pay.





Background (data as of 2010 unless noted otherwise):



Oklahoma Health Insurance Coverage Status 



Oklahoma                   United States



Employer                     1,714,100                   157,194,100 

Individual                    156,600                       13,995,800 

Medicaid                     505,000                       42,326,300 

Medicare                    502,300                       37,183,500 



Uninsured                    Oklahoma                   United States



Total population          3,550,203                    307,006,550

Total uninsured           564,700                       45,700,000



Breakdown of Uninsured as of 2009



Oklahoma



Total                            16% of total population

Children (age 0-18)     10.4% of OK child population

Adults (over age 18)   22% of OK adult population



United States



Total                            15.4% of total U.S. population

Children (age 0-18)     10% of U.S. child population

Adults (over age 18)   17% of U.S. adult population

 



SoonerCare (Medicaid) Enrollment as of May 2011



Aged/Blind/Disabled (ABD)

Children          19,523 (2.68%) 

Adults              129,423 (17.76%)



Children/Parents

            Children          456,756 (62.69%)

            Adults              65,667 (9.01%)



Other (child custody, refugee, Qualified Medicare Beneficiary, DDSD Supported Living, etc.)

            Children          172 (0.02%)

Adults              20,097 (2.76%)



Oklahoma Cares         1,659 (0.23%) 

(Breast & Cervical Cancer)



SoonerPlan                  34,909 (4.79%)

(Family Planning)



TEFRA                          388 (0.05%)



Total Enrollment         728,594 



State Medicaid Funding:



2010 Total Expenditures:                                                        $4,350,788,295

Federal Share:                                                                         $2,667,539,569

Other (ARRA, Tobacco Funds, Drug Rebate, etc.):                 $508,946,267

State Share/OHCA:                                                                 $938,718,686

State Share/Other Agencies:                                                  $235,583,773



Projected PPACA State Spending Increases:



2014 - $41,555,544

2020 -$441,172,419



Projected PPACA Total Program Cost Increases (State and Federal):



2014 – $605,207,000

2020 - $4,449,280,343



Background Information on Waivers:



The information provided below has come from recent news reports and provides a snap shot; I am conducting research and hope to provide you with a comprehensive list of all waivers soon. The ATTACHMENT summarizes the process for which an entity (State, employer or insurer) can apply for a waiver and it also includes a list of waivers approved for 2011.  It has been provided by the US Dept. of Health and Human Services and was last updated in January of this year.



1. As of the beginning of June it is being reported that the Administration has granted a number of waivers easing requirements of the new health care law with regard to insurance regulations.  Most of the waivers relate to annual coverage limits (unlimited mandate as of 2014) and the provision that requires insurance companies to spend at least 80 percent of the premiums they collect on medical care and quality rather than overhead or profits.  

1. Some states have also submitted waivers dealing with Medicaid requirements. 

1. Arizona and New Jersey have submitted waivers to tighten Medicaid eligibility for adults.

1. Florida, New Jersey, Ohio and Tennessee have been granted temporary waivers allowing individuals in their states to keep insurance plans with limited annual coverage. To qualify for this waiver, states, employers or insurers must demonstrate that compliance with the federal requirement would cause “a significant increase in premiums or a decrease in access to benefits.”

1. Maine, New Hampshire and Nevada have been granted waivers allowing them to adjust the Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) the 80 percent standard to a lower percentage such as 65 percent.

1. Rhode Island has been granted the broadest waiver to date.  In 2008, Governor Carcieri tasked his Secretary of Health and Human Services, Gary Alexander, to apply for a “Global Consumer Choice Compact Waiver” from the federal government.  Rhode Island’s waiver is not quite a block grant. It preserves the FMAP, but caps aggregate federal and state spending through 2013 at $12.075 billion. Nevertheless, it appears to have had the results one would expect from a block grant. Spending has plummeted from what was anticipated. Through the first six quarters of the waiver (January 1, 2009, through June 30, 2010) actual spending was only $2.7 billion versus $3.8 billion budgeted, according to an analysis produced by Secretary Alexander last December.  However, this was approved under the Bush Administration and HHS has stated that they are not likely to approve similar waivers from other states.

1. A number of entities including employers, insurers and union plans (Examples: McDonalds and United Federation of Teachers) were granted one year waivers allowing them to continue to offer minimal coverage below the new laws standards.

1. There are apparently few Oklahoma entities that have applied for insurance related waivers (a couple of companies and at least one tribe), but I am still trying to track them down.




		  Summary of Waiver Application Process and Approvals provided by the US Department of Health and Human Services:

		

Helping Americans Keep the Coverage They Have and Promoting Transparency

Helping Consumers Keep their Coverage

The Affordable Care Act is designed to provide Americans with affordable, high-quality coverage options – while ensuring that those who like their current coverage can keep it.  Unfortunately, today, limited benefit plans, or “mini-med” plans are often the only type of insurance offered to some workers.  In 2014, the Affordable Care Act will end mini-med plans when Americans will have better access to affordable, comprehensive health insurance plans that cannot use high deductibles or annual limits to limit benefits.  In the meantime, the law requires insurers to phase out the use of annual dollar limits on benefits.  In 2011, most plans can impose an annual limit of no less than $750,000. 

Mini-med plans have lower limits than allowed under the Affordable Care Act.  While mini-med plans do not provide security in the event of serious illness or accident, they are unfortunately the only option that some employers offer.  In order to protect coverage for these workers, the Affordable Care Act allows these plans to apply for temporary waivers from rules restricting the size of annual limits to some group health plans and health insurance issuers.

Waivers only last for one year and are only available if the plan certifies that a waiver is necessary to prevent either a large increase in premiums or a significant decrease in access to coverage.  In addition, enrollees must be informed that their plan does not meet the requirements of the Affordable Care Act.  No other provision of the Affordable Care Act is affected by these waivers: they only apply to the annual limit policy.

As of today, a total of 733 waivers have been granted for 2011.  Key facts about annual limits waivers:

· There was an increase in the number of applications received at the end of 2010 because December 1 was the final day to apply for a waiver for a plan or policy year that begins on January 1 – as many plans do. Over 500 waivers were granted in December.  While the number of approved waivers increased by more than 200 percent, the total number of enrollees in plans receiving waivers has increased by only 48 percent since the previous posting. 

· Of all the waivers granted to date: 

· Employment-Based Coverage: The vast majority – 712 plans representing 97 percent of all waivers – were granted to health plans that are employment-related. 

· Self-Insured Employer Plans Applicants: Employer-based health plans received most of the waivers – 359.     

· Collectively-Bargained Employer-Based Plan Applicants: Most of the other health plans receiving waivers are multi-employer health funds created by a collective bargaining agreement between a union and two or more employers, pursuant to the Taft-Hartley Act.  These “union plans” are employment based group health plans and operate for the sole benefit of workers.  They tend to be larger than other typical group health plans because they cover multiple employers. There are also single-employer union plans that have received a waiver.  In total, 182 collectively-bargained plans have received waivers.

· Health Reimbursement Arrangements (HRAs):  HRAs are employer-funded group health plans where employees are reimbursed tax-free for qualified medical expenses up to a maximum dollar amount for a coverage period.  In total, HHS has approved 171 applications for waivers for HRAs.

· Health Insurers: Sixteen waivers were granted to health insurers, which can apply for a waiver for multiple mini-med products sold to employers or individuals. 

· State Governments: Four waivers have gone to State governments.  States may apply for a waiver of the restricted annual limits on behalf of issuers of state-mandated policies if state law required the policies to be offered by the issuers prior to September 23, 2010. 

· The number of enrollees in plans with annual limits waivers is 2.1 million, representing only about 1 percent of all Americans who have private health insurance today.

Improving Transparency

HHS periodically posts the list of the plans that have been granted waivers to ensure the public is aware of the waiver process and stakeholders understand how they are affected.  Also, on December 9, 2010 HHS issued new rules requiring that health insurers offering mini-med plans must notify consumers in plain language that their plan offers extremely limited benefits and direct them to www.HealthCare.gov where they can get more information about other coverage options. The rules require health plans with waivers to tell consumers if their health care coverage is subject to an annual dollar limit lower than what is required under the law.  This way, enrollees know when their coverage is limited.

Annual limits waivers are temporary.  In 2014 annual dollar limits will be prohibited and mini-med plans will no longer be necessary. 

 

Approved Applications for Waiver of the Annual Limits Requirements

Updated January 26, 2011

All Applicants Listed have had 1 or more plans/policies approved.

Approved State applicants are listed separately below

Applications for waivers from annual limit requirements are reviewed on a case by case basis by Department officials who look at a series of factors including whether or not a premium increase is large or if a significant number of  enrollees would lose access to their current plan because the coverage would not be offered in the absence of a waiver.  More detailed information on specific criteria can be found at: http://www.hhs.gov/ociio/regulations/11-05-2010annual_limits_waiver_bulletin.pdf.  Approved applicants are granted an annual limit waiver for one year.  The Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight’s sub-regulatory guidance on the process for obtaining waivers of the annual limits requirements may be found at: http://www.hhs.gov/ociio/regulations/patient/ociio_2010-1_20100903_508.pdf

 

		 

		Applicant

		Application
Received

		Plan
Effective
Date

		Number
of
Enrollees

		Application
Completed by
Applicant

		Waiver
Approved



		1

		24 Hour Fitness

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,758

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		2

		Allied Building Inspectors IUOE Local 211 Welfare Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,720

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		3

		Alpha Omega Home Health, LLC

		11/30/2010

		10/1/2010

		150

		12/13/2010

		12/30/2010



		4

		Andersen Corporation

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,852

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		5

		Bowman Sheet Metal Heating & Air-conditioning

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		6

		Bricklayers Insurance & Welfare Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,997

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		7

		Bridge, Structural, Ornamental & Reinforcing Ironworkers Local Union No. 60*

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		290

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		8

		Carey Johnson Oil Co, Inc

		11/22/2010

		10/1/2010

		157

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		9

		Catholic Charities of the Diocese of Albany*

		12/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		201

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		10

		Cement Masons' Local No. 502 Welfare Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		450

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		11

		City of Bloomington VEBA Health Savings Plan*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		750

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		12

		City of Burnsville*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		290

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		13

		City of Olathe*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		624

		12/14/2010

		12/30/2010



		14

		Clausen Miller PC

		12/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		150

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		15

		Crystal Run Village, Inc*

		12/4/2010

		12/1/2010

		1,350

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		16

		Delta Apparel

		12/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		67

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		17

		Discovery Benefits*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,739

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		18

		Dr. Trailer Repair, Inc.

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		19

		Employer-Teamsters Local Nos. 175 & 505 Health and Welfare Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		358

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		20

		Entrust

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		21

		Fabri-Quilt

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		104

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		22

		GC Harvesting, Inc.

		12/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,500

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		23

		Glen Curtis, Inc. #2143

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		227

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		24

		Heritage Christian Services

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,662

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		25

		IBEW Local 3 NYC Electrical Division Health & Welfare Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,072

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		26

		Indiana Area UFCW Union Locals and Retail Food Employers' Health and Welfare Plan

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6,885

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		27

		Ingham County

		12/22/2010

		2/1/2011

		42

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		28

		Innovative Driver Services Company

		12/21/2010

		2/1/2011

		36

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		29

		Integrity Data*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		24

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		30

		Inter-County Hospitalization Plan, Inc.

		12/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		177

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		31

		Jakov P. Dulcich & Sons

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		107

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		32

		Jefferson Rehabilitation Center

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		240

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		33

		JLG Harvesting, Inc.

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		188

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		34

		Johnson Machine Works

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		191

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		35

		Kent County

		12/22/2010

		2/1/2011

		10

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		36

		Laborers' District Council of Virginia Health and Welfare Trust Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		296

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		37

		Laborers National Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8,690

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		38

		Local 1245 Health Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,486

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		39

		Local 237 Teamsters Suffolk Regional Off-Track Betting Corp. Health and Welfare Trust Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		328

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		40

		Local 295 Welfare Fund

		12/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,228

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		41

		Local 381 Group Insurance Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,346

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		42

		Local 805 Welfare Fund

		11/1/2010

		2/1/2011

		1,376

		12/17/2010

		12/30/2010



		43

		Marble Industry Trust Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,325

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		44

		McGregor Schools ISD #4*

		12/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		38

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		45

		MJ Soffe

		12/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		270

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		46

		MO-Kan Teamsters and Welfare Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,494

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		47

		Mounds View Public Schools*

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		76

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		48

		MVP

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		21,548

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		49

		North State Bank

		11/30/2010

		6/1/2011

		58

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		50

		North States Industries Inc*

		12/3/2010

		2/1/2011

		92

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		51

		Pathways Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		55

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		52

		Pavers and Road Builders District Council Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,303

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		53

		Phoenix Children's Academy

		12/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,522

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		54

		Roofers Local 8 Insurance & Trust Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,321

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		55

		San Bernardino IHSS Public Authority

		12/1/2010

		4/1/2011

		1,317

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		56

		SCC Healthcare Group, LLP

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		105

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		57

		Schenectady ARC*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		514

		12/1/2010

		12/30/2010



		58

		Schoharie County ARC*

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		276

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		59

		Sieben Polk Law Firm

		11/19/2010

		10/1/2010

		3

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		60

		Sitel, Inc.

		12/21/2010

		7/1/2011

		2,060

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		61

		Southern Graphic Communication Health Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		411

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		62

		Springbrook Standalone HRA*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		524

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		63

		St. Lawrence NYSARC*

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,734

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		64

		Sunview Vineyards of California, Inc.

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6,500

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		65

		Tandem Eastern Inc. / Consolidated Transport Systems, Inc.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		601

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		66

		Taylor Farms

		11/29/2010

		2/1/2011

		121

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		67

		Teamsters Union Local # 35

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,109

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		68

		The Day Care Council/Council of Supervisors and Administrators Welfare Fund

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		193

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		69

		The Public Authority of San Luis Obispo County

		11/15/2010

		2/1/2011

		277

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		70

		The University Financing Foundation, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/10/2010

		12/30/2010



		71

		The Village of Newark Non-Union Employee Plan*

		11/8/2010

		7/1/2011

		40

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		72

		Theatrical Stage Employees Local One

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		9,200

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		73

		Tuff Shed, Inc.

		11/29/2010

		4/1/2011

		311

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		74

		U.A. Local 13 & Employers Group Insurance Plan*

		11/30/2010

		12/1/2010

		1,039

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		75

		UFCW & Participating Food Industry Employers Tri-State Health & Welfare Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		107

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		76

		UFCW Local 1500 Welfare Fund

		12/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		16,588

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		77

		UFCW Local One Health Care Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,335

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		78

		Ulster Greene ARC*

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,072

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		79

		Westminster-Canterbury of Lynchburg

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		192

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		80

		Wine and Liquor Salesmen of NJ

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,083

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		81

		A-1 Transport

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		38

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		82

		AIDS Council of Northeastern  New York

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		78

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		83

		Avon Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		6

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		84

		Azeros Health Plans, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		36

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		85

		Benton County*

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		200

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		86

		Bessey Tools, Inc.

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		87

		Canandaigua City Schools*

		12/1/2010

		10/1/2011

		1,058

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		88

		City of Eagan*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		120

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		89

		City of Shakopee Post-Employment Health Care Savings Account Plan *

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		153

		12/15/2010

		12/29/2010



		90

		Community Work and Independence Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		382

		11/17/2010

		12/29/2010



		91

		Continuing Developmental Services

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		623

		12/14/2010

		12/29/2010



		92

		Crystal Cabinet Works, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		7/1/2011

		304

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		93

		CU*Answers, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		152

		12/23/2010

		12/29/2010



		94

		Euromarket Designs, Inc., d/b/a Crate and Barrel

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,452

		12/1/2010

		12/29/2010



		95

		First National Bank of Dietrerich

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		51

		12/20/2011

		12/29/2010



		96

		Franziska Racker Centers*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		795

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		97

		Fridley Public Schools Health Savings Plan*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		79

		12/21/2010

		12/29/2010



		98

		FSA/SUNYAB-Campus Dining and Shops

		12/1/2010

		12/1/2010

		67

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		99

		Genesee County ARC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		254

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		100

		Genesee County Economic Development Corp Health Reimbursement Account*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		101

		Grand Island Central School District*

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		507

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		102

		Hammondsport Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		67

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		103

		Imperial Wholesale, Inc.

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		14

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		104

		Learning Disabilities Association of Western New York

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		90

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		105

		Minnesota State Retirement System Post-Employment Health Care Savings Plan - City of Roseville*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		280

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		106

		Naples Central School District

		12/1/2010

		10/1/2010

		151

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		107

		Naples Central School District Support Staff

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		113

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		108

		Newark Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		436

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		109

		Niagara-Wheatfield CSD Self Funded

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		72

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		110

		Panama Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		20

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		111

		People 1st Health Strategies, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		11/30/2010

		12/29/2010



		112

		Pipe Fitters' Welfare Fund, Local 597*

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		709

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		113

		Ron Clark Construction Health reimbursement Arrangement*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		114

		Sherman Central School District

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		59

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		115

		Silver Creek Central School District*

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		106

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		116

		Sodus Central School District

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		122

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		117

		Telco Construction

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		118

		Town of Albion

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		119

		Town of Chenango

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		41

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		120

		Town of Lockport

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		42

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		121

		Twin City Die Casting*

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		148

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		122

		Western Area Volunteer Emergency Services *

		12/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		30

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		123

		Westfield Academy*

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		53

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		124

		Williamson Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		278

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		125

		American Radio Association Plan

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		32

		12/15/2010

		12/28/2010



		126

		Carpenters Health and Security Trust of Western Washington

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/15/2010

		12/28/2010



		127

		Communicare Health Benefits Trust

		11/29/2010

		5/1/2011

		10,138

		12/23/2010

		12/28/2010



		128

		District Council 1707 Local 389 Home Care Employees Health & Welfare Fund

		11/23/2010

		9/1/2011

		7,867

		12/22/2010

		12/28/2010



		129

		Health and Welfare Plan of the Laundry, Dry Cleaning Workers & Allied Industry Health Fund, Workers United

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,000

		12/16/2010

		12/28/2010



		130

		Northern Illinois and Iowa Laborers Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		133

		12/16/2010

		12/28/2010



		131

		Prell Services

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		63

		12/21/2010

		12/28/2010



		132

		United Food and Commercial Workers Retail Employees and Employers Health and Welfare Plan

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		98

		12/23/2010

		12/28/2010



		133

		A-1 Realty*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		134

		AABR*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		504

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		135

		ABCO Diecasters*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		136

		Alfred P. Sloan*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		41

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		137

		Alizio & Galfunt*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		138

		All American Heating and AC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		21

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		139

		Allied Pilots Association

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		678

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		140

		Amherst Central School District*

		11/30/2010

		9/1/2011

		53

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		141

		AristaCare at Meadow Springs*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		115

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		142

		Arthur Sanderson& Sons*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		143

		Associated General Contractors of ND Employees*

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,002

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		144

		Autistic Service, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		217

		12/1/2010

		12/23/2010



		145

		Bartech Group

		11/22/2010

		4/1/2011

		1,189

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		146

		Basf Fuel Cell, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		40

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		147

		Battery Park City Authority*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		44

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		148

		Battery Park City Conservancy*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		55

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		149

		Benefit Analysis Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		17

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		150

		Blaze SSI*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		10

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		151

		Blue Beacon

		12/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,500

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		152

		Board of Trustees for the Operating Engineers Local 101 Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,465

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		153

		Business Wire*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		440

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		154

		Cargo Ventures*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		155

		Carnegie Corporation of NY*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		33

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		156

		Carpenters Local No. 491 Health & Welfare Plan

		12/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,200

		12/20/2010

		12/23/2010



		157

		Central Laborers' Welfare Fund

		12/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,863

		12/20/2010

		12/23/2010



		158

		Central States, Southeast and Southwest Areas Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		9/1/2011

		326

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		159

		City of Cottage Grove*

		9/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		90

		12/2/2010

		12/23/2010



		160

		City of Inver Grove Heights*

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		130

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		161

		City Of Roseville MN*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		210

		12/21/2010

		12/23/2010



		162

		Clinton Management*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		163

		Cloquet Area Fire Department*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		22

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		164

		Cohen Partners*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		165

		Community Bank of Bergen County*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		166

		Community Mainstreaming*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		92

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		167

		Contract Cleaners Service Employees Benefit Trust

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,772

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		168

		Cornerstone Search Group*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		169

		D & D Ag Supply and Construction, Inc.*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		170

		Dial Senior Management, Inc

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		127

		12/21/2010

		12/23/2010



		171

		Douglaston Development*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		172

		Dr. Margaret Andrin, MD FACOG LLC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		173

		Dynasil Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		16

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		174

		Echo Molding*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		29

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		175

		Eighth District Electrical Benefit Fund

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		137

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		176

		Electrical Workers Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,994

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		177

		Enterprise Concrete Products, LLC Texas

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		82

		12/22/2010

		12/23/2010



		178

		Epilepsy Foundation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		336

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		179

		Epilepsy Foundation Northeastern New York*

		12/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		19

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		180

		Evans Chemetics*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		179

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		181

		Excellus Health Plan

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		18,860

		12/22/2010

		12/23/2010



		182

		Fairport Central School District*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		848

		12/1/2010

		12/23/2010



		183

		Goodwill Industries of Central Indiana

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		90

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		184

		Gregory Packaging*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		40

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		185

		Gulf Coast Health Care

		12/1/2010

		12/1/2010

		2,497

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		186

		Handcraft Manufacturing Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		48

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		187

		Haver Analytics Health Waiver*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		102

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		188

		Health Care Employees Dental and Medical Trust

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		744

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		189

		Hiawatha Medical, Inc.*

		12/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		17

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		190

		Highfield Gardens Care Center*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		50

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		191

		Hirsch International*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		38

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		192

		Hotel, Restaurant & Bar Employees Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		98

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		193

		Hypex Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		194

		IBEW Local Union No. 126 Health and Welfare Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,251

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		195

		International Union of Operating Engineers, Supplemental Benefit Fund Local 409*

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		59

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		196

		Interstate Connecting Components*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		78

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		197

		Jacobson Family Investments*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		198

		J-B Wholesale Pet Supplies*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		19

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		199

		JKL International*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		200

		Jump, Scutellaro, and Co., LLP*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		201

		KC International dba Ekman Recycling*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		36

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		202

		Kerwin Communications*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		14

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		203

		Kingstown Capital Management*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		204

		Koellman Gear Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		205

		Kramer Electronics*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		206

		Lakeview Subacute Care Center*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		61

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		207

		Langan Engineering and Financial Services, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		51

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		208

		LBDD*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		209

		League of Minnesota Cities*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		70

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		210

		Leisure Properties LLC d/b/a/ Crownline Boats*

		11/30/2010

		6/1/2011

		158

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		211

		Liberty House Nursing Home*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		212

		Lifetime Assistance, Inc*

		12/1/2010

		7/15/2011

		1,344

		12/20/2010

		12/23/2010



		213

		Lincoln Hall*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		296

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		214

		Local 888 UFCW

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,004

		12/21/2010

		12/23/2010



		215

		Maharishi University of Management

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		154

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		216

		Mamiya America Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		26

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		217

		Mandt Reiss & Associates PLLC

		11/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/10/2010

		12/23/2010



		218

		Margaret P. Muscarelle Child Dev. Center*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		219

		Merrill Farms LLC

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		35

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		220

		Micelli Motors, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		221

		Midwest Asphalt Corporation *

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		53

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		222

		Midwest Teamsters

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,315

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		223

		Monroe County*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		719

		12/14/2010

		12/23/2010



		224

		Nassau County Chapter, NYSARC, Inc*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,581

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		225

		NCHC, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		226

		New York State Assn. for Retarded Children Erie Co. Chapter dba/Heritage Centers*

		11/29/2010

		2/1/2011

		1,125

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		227

		NJ Society of CPAs*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		74

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		228

		North Greece Fire District*

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		110

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		229

		Northern Minnesota-Wisconsin Area Retail Food Health & Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,100

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		230

		Ogontz Avenue Revitalization Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		32

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		231

		Parkview Care and Rehab*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		232

		PCB Machining Solutions*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		60

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		233

		PCB Piezotronics*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		700

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		234

		Philadelphia Macaroni Company*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		235

		Phoenix Partners Group, LP*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		236

		Privilege Underwriters, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		75

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		237

		Progressive AE*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		81

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		238

		Quadrant Capital Advisors, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		19

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		239

		Regency Management Group, LLC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		240

		Rhoads Industries*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		71

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		241

		Roofers Local #96 Health & Welfare Fund

		12/16/2010

		12/1/2010

		2,838

		12/20/2010

		12/23/2010



		242

		Rowe and Company, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		243

		Rush-Henrietta Central School District HRA*

		11/30/2010

		7/1/2011

		1,327

		12/21/2010

		12/23/2010



		244

		Security Benefit Fund of the Uniformed Firefighters Association of New York City

		12/14/2010

		7/1/2011

		23,900

		12/14/2010

		12/23/2010



		245

		SEIU Health and Welfare fund, 2000

		12/1/2010

		12/1/2010

		161

		12/1/2010

		12/23/2010



		246

		Seneca Cayuga ARC*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,187

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		247

		Service Employees 32BJ North Health Benefit Fund*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,020

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		248

		Sierra Video Systems*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		249

		SMEG*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		250

		Strategic Industries*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		251

		Superior Officers Council Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8,950

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		252

		Teamsters Local Union 966 Health Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,519

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		253

		Techno Source USA*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		16

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		254

		The Alternative Living Group, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		170

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		255

		The Arc of Otsego (Otsego County Chapter NYSARC, Inc.)*

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		535

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		256

		The Arc of Rensselaer County*

		12/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		825

		12/14/2010

		12/23/2010



		257

		The City of Cloquet*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		79

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		258

		The Henry Luce Foundation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		259

		The Maritime Aquarium of Norwalk, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		39

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		260

		The Pew Charitable Trusts*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		238

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		261

		The Rehabilitation Center*

		12/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		442

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		262

		The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		223

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		263

		Topco*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		24

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		264

		Totino Grace High School*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		94

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		265

		Urstadt Biddle Properties*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		34

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		266

		W.H. Reaves & Co., Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		267

		Walder, Hayden & Brogan, PA*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		37

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		268

		Walters-Morgan Construction, Inc.

		12/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		26

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		269

		Wellspring Advisors*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		270

		West Bergen Mental Healthcare*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		110

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		271

		Westchester ARC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		613

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		272

		Westchester JCS*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		274

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		273

		Western Beef*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		815

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		274

		Hollow Metal Trust Fund

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,250

		12/9/2010

		12/21/2010



		275

		Theatrical Teamsters Local 817 IBT Welfare Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		487

		11/29/2010

		12/21/2010



		276

		Vestal Manufacturing Enterprises, Inc.

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		174

		11/22/2010

		12/21/2010



		277

		AccessAbility, Inc.

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		25

		12/14/2010

		12/20/2010



		278

		Ackerman Oil Employee Benefit Trust

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		47

		12/10/2010

		12/20/2010



		279

		Albany County Chapter, NYSARC Inc., DBA New Visions of Albany*

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		453

		12/16/2010

		12/20/2010



		280

		American Eagle Outfitters

		11/16/2010

		3/1/2011

		9

		11/26/2010

		12/20/2010



		281

		Basin Disposal

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		12/8/2010

		12/20/2010



		282

		Bengard Ranch, Inc.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		609

		12/9/2010

		12/20/2010



		283

		Bestway Rental, Inc

		10/28/2010

		8/1/2011

		202

		11/26/2010

		12/20/2010



		284

		Big Lots, Inc.

		11/11/2010

		2/1/2011

		35

		12/1/2010

		12/20/2010



		285

		Byrd Harvest, Inc.

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		484

		11/23/2010

		12/20/2010



		286

		Cardinal Hayes Home for Children HRA plan*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		284

		11/30/2010

		12/20/2010



		287

		CDS Administrative Services, LLC

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		11/30/2010

		12/20/2010



		288

		Center for Energy and Environment*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		105

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		289

		City of Brooklyn Park*

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		372

		12/15/2010

		12/20/2010



		290

		D'Arrigo Bros. Co. of California

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,816

		11/19/2010

		12/20/2010



		291

		Defender Services, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		289

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		292

		DineEquity, Inc

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		131

		12/1/2010

		12/20/2010



		293

		Green Leaf Distributors, Inc.

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		11/22/2010

		12/20/2010



		294

		IBEW Local Union No. 728 Family Healthcare Plan

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		31

		12/15/2010

		12/20/2010



		295

		Joseph Gallo Farms

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		345

		11/26/2010

		12/20/2010



		296

		Life Benefit Plan

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,476

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		297

		Luther Automotive Group HRA*

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		660

		12/9/2010

		12/20/2010



		298

		Metrics Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		231

		11/30/2010

		12/20/2010



		299

		Nueces County Appraisal District

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		77

		12/8/2010

		12/20/2010



		300

		Ocean Properties Ltd

		11/23/2010

		2/1/2011

		750

		12/8/2010

		12/20/2010



		301

		P-R Farms, Inc.

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		128

		12/15/2010

		12/20/2010



		302

		SEIU Health & Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,620

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		303

		Sports Arena Employees' Local 137 Welfare Fund

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		611

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		304

		Staywell Saipan Basic Plan

		11/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		113

		12/8/2010

		12/20/2010



		305

		Truck Drivers and Helpers Local 355 Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		905

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		306

		Communications Workers of America, Local 1180 Security Benefits Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		19,000

		12/8/2010

		12/17/2010



		307

		Health and Welfare Fund of the Detectives' Endowment Association, Inc. Police Department City of New York

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		17,924

		11/22/2010

		12/17/2010



		308

		Man-U Service Contract Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		760

		12/14/2010

		12/17/2010



		309

		Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		54

		12/13/2010

		12/17/2010



		310

		SEIU Local 300, Civil Service Forum Employees Welfare Fund

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,000

		12/9/2010

		12/17/2010



		311

		Electrical Welfare Trust Fund

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		78

		12/7/2010

		12/16/2010



		312

		Highmark West Virginia Inc. d/b/a Mountain State Blue Cross Blue Shield

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		270

		12/16/2010

		12/16/2010



		313

		Advocacy and Resource Center*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,134

		11/30/2010

		12/14/2010



		314

		Amalgamated, Industrial and Toy & Novelty Workers of America, Local 223 Sick Benefit Fund

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,255

		11/16/2010

		12/14/2010



		315

		Atlanta Plumbers & Steamfitters Fringe Benefit Funds

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,235

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		316

		Aurora Consulting Group, Inc.*

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		12/1/2010

		12/14/2010



		317

		Brock Enterprises, Inc.

		11/5/2010

		3/1/2011

		1,051

		11/5/2010

		12/14/2010



		318

		Central Texas Health and Benefit Trust Fund Locals 520, 60 & 72

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		500

		12/7/2010

		12/14/2010



		319

		Electricians Health, Welfare & Pension Plans I.B.E.W. Local Union No. 995

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		980

		12/1/2010

		12/14/2010



		320

		Essex County Chapter NYSARC, Inc. dba Mountain Lake Services*

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,543

		12/3/2010

		12/14/2010



		321

		Executive Management Services, Inc.

		11/18/2010

		8/1/2011

		161

		12/3/2010

		12/14/2010



		322

		Florida Laborers Health Fund

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,700

		11/24/2010

		12/14/2010



		323

		Fulton County Chapter NYSARC, Inc.*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,387

		11/30/2010

		12/14/2010



		324

		General Parts, LLC*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		150

		11/30/2010

		12/14/2010



		325

		Greystone program, Inc*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		240

		11/24/2010

		12/14/2010



		326

		Hacienda Harvesting, Inc.

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		118

		12/9/2010

		12/14/2010



		327

		IBEW Local No. 640 and Arizona Chapter NECA Health & Welfare Trust Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		263

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		328

		Lone Star Park at Grand Prairie

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		65

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		329

		Louisiana Electrical Health Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		415

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		330

		Maverick, Inc. Employee Health Care Benefits Plan

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		794

		12/6/2010

		12/14/2010



		331

		Memphis Construction Benefit Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		507

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		332

		Mid-South Carpenters Regional Council Health and Welfare Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		5,465

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		333

		Mountain Lake Services

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,543

		11/17/2010

		12/14/2010



		334

		NECA-IBEW Local 480 Health and Welfare Plan

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,698

		11/22/2010

		12/14/2010



		335

		Plumbers and Pipefitters Welfare Fund of Local Union No. 719

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		480

		11/29/2010

		12/14/2010



		336

		Retiree Plan of the Central States, Southeast and Southwest Areas Health and Welfare Fund

		10/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		17,440

		11/23/2010

		12/14/2010



		337

		Richmond Community Services*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		815

		11/24/2010

		12/14/2010



		338

		Sheet Metal Workers Local No. 177 Health and Welfare, Pension and Vacation Funds

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		965

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		339

		Sheet Metal Workers' National Health Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,500

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		340

		South Central Laborers' Health & Welfare Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		330

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		341

		Southeastern Pipetrades Health & Welfare Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,270

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		342

		Telamon Corporation Health Reimbursement Arrangement*

		11/12/2010

		4/1/2011

		596

		11/12/2010

		12/14/2010



		343

		The ARC of Delaware County*

		11/18/2010

		12/1/2010

		404

		12/1/2010

		12/14/2010



		344

		UFCW Local 1262 and Employers Health & Welfare Fund

		10/29/2010

		12/1/2010

		3,028

		12/6/2010

		12/14/2010



		345

		United Cerebral Palsy of Ulster County, Inc*

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		200

		11/29/2010

		12/14/2010



		346

		Vincent B Zaninovich & Sons, Inc.

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,288

		11/17/2010

		12/14/2010



		347

		Wayne ARC Standalone HRA Section 105 Plan*

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,153

		11/23/2010

		12/14/2010



		348

		Wildwood Program*

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		480

		11/29/2010

		12/14/2010



		349

		Allied Welfare Fund

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,523

		11/8/2010

		12/13/2010



		350

		Becker County Post-Retirement Health Care Savings Plan*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		180

		11/24/2010

		12/13/2010



		351

		Becker County VEBA*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		85

		11/24/2010

		12/13/2010



		352

		FIDUCIA*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		11/30/2010

		12/13/2010



		353

		Triple-S Salud, Inc.

		10/9/2010

		10/1/2010

		14,769

		11/24/2010

		12/13/2010



		354

		B. R. Company

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		11/10/2010

		12/9/2010



		355

		Britz Companies, ET AL

		11/4/2010

		2/1/2011

		531

		11/4/2010

		12/9/2010



		356

		Century Health and Wellness Benefit Plan and Trust

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		524

		12/2/2010

		12/9/2010



		357

		EBSA Foundation

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		220

		12/2/2010

		12/9/2010



		358

		Encore Enterprises

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		29

		12/2/2010

		12/9/2010



		359

		Faurecia USA Holdings

		10/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		11/23/2010

		12/9/2010



		360

		Goodwill Industries of Kentucky, Inc.

		10/29/2010

		12/1/2010

		43

		12/3/2010

		12/9/2010



		361

		Minnesota Cement Masons Health and Welfare Fund

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,000

		11/19/2010

		12/9/2010



		362

		Plumbers Local Union No. 690 of Philadelphia and Vicinity Health Plan

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,006

		11/3/2010

		12/9/2010



		363

		Robert Heath Trucking Inc

		10/7/2010

		1/1/2011

		100

		11/18/2010

		12/9/2010



		364

		Securitas Security Services USA, Inc.

		10/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,528

		12/2/2010

		12/9/2010



		365

		Sunwest Fruit Company, Inc

		11/4/2010

		2/1/2011

		236

		11/4/2010

		12/9/2010



		366

		The Louis Berger Group, Inc.

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		311

		12/1/2010

		12/9/2010



		367

		United Food & Commercial Workers Unions and Employers Midwest Health Benefits Fund

		10/28/2010

		12/1/2010

		821

		12/3/2010

		12/9/2010



		368

		WD Young& Sons, Inc.

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		288

		11/16/2010

		12/9/2010



		369

		Atlantis Casino Resort Spa

		11/4/2010

		2/1/2011

		16

		11/22/2010

		12/7/2010



		370

		United Food and Commercial Workers and Employers Arizona

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		516

		11/27/2010

		12/7/2010



		371

		Act Trust Mini-Med Plan

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		67

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		372

		Allen's Family Food

		10/25/2010

		1/1/2011

		885

		11/17/2010

		12/6/2010



		373

		Anderson Media Corporation

		10/28/2010

		7/1/2011

		1,941

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		374

		Blasters, Drillers &
Miners Union Local No. 29 Welfare Fund

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,000

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		375

		Care Initiatives, Inc.

		10/25/2010

		8/1/2011

		287

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		376

		Cement and Concrete
Workers District Council Welfare Fund Plan

		10/25/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,498

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		377

		COARC*

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		357

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		378

		Construction Workers Local 147 Welfare Fund

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,000

		11/26/2010

		12/6/2010



		379

		Crystal Run Healthcare

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		315

		11/23/2010

		12/6/2010



		380

		Diamondback Management
Services, LTD

		10/25/2010

		1/1/2011

		367

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		381

		Freeman Metal Products

		11/15/2010

		11/1/2011

		33

		11/24/2010

		12/6/2010



		382

		Hardwick Clothes, Inc.

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		264

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		383

		Hronis, Inc.

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,304

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		384

		International Union of
Bricklayers & Allied Craftworkers

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,497

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		385

		Isaacson Isaacson Seridan & Fountain, LLP

		11/19/2010

		6/1/2011

		8

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		386

		Katy Industries, Inc.

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		191

		10/28/2010

		12/6/2010



		387

		Landscape, Irrigation
and Lawn Sprinkler Industry Health and Welfare Plan and Trust

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		210

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		388

		Local 298 Health
Benefit Fund Plan

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		273

		10/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		389

		Local 803 Health and Welfare Fund

		10/25/2010

		11/1/2010

		88

		11/16/2010

		12/6/2010



		390

		Louisiana Laborers
Health and Welfare Fund

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,500

		11/24/2010

		12/6/2010



		391

		M.A. Mortenson

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		332

		11/26/2010

		12/6/2010



		392

		Maple Knoll Communities

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		348

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		393

		Marshall Durbin Food Corporation

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		45

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		394

		Minnesota Teamsters Construction Division

		10/28/2010

		12/1/2010

		1,248

		10/28/2010

		12/6/2010



		395

		Name Brand, Inc.

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		33

		11/23/2010

		12/6/2010



		396

		Oklahoma Goodwill Industries

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		83

		11/17/2010

		12/6/2010



		397

		PepsiCo, Inc

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		301

		12/3/2010

		12/6/2010



		398

		Plumbers & Pipefitters
Local Union 823 Health & Welfare Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		285

		11/18/2010

		12/6/2010



		399

		Plumbers & Steamfitters
Local No. 6 Health and Welfare Fund

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		875

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		400

		Regent Care Center

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		432

		11/17/2010

		12/6/2010



		401

		Rice Food Markets, Inc.

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		202

		11/18/2010

		12/6/2010



		402

		Rice Food Markets, Inc.

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		166

		11/18/2010

		12/6/2010



		403

		Ricker Oil Company

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		102

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		404

		Skilled Health Care

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,080

		11/16/2010

		12/6/2010



		405

		Southwestern Teamsters Security Fund

		10/29/2010

		12/1/2010

		589

		11/23/2010

		12/6/2010



		406

		Teamsters Local
445 Welfare Plan

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		575

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		407

		Teamsters Local 210 Affiliated Health and Insurance Fund

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		10,613

		11/15/2010

		12/6/2010



		408

		Teamsters Welfare Fund of Northern New Jersey Local 1723

		10/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,154

		10/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		409

		The Durango Herald

		10/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		55

		11/17/2010

		12/6/2010



		410

		The Talbots, Inc

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		22

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		411

		Town of Frisco Medical Plan

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		11/1/2010

		12/6/2010



		412

		Tudor Ranch

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		47

		11/12/2010

		12/6/2010



		413

		UNITE HERE Local 74 Welfare and Dental Trust

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		220

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		414

		United Employees
Health Plans

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		11/15/2010

		12/6/2010



		415

		United Food and Commercial Workers
Union Local 1000 and Kroger Dallas Health and Welfare Plan

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,389

		11/30/2010

		12/6/2010



		416

		United Service Employees Union, Local 377, RWDSU, UFCW

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,142

		11/4/2010

		12/6/2010



		417

		WageWorks, Inc

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		50,000

		11/24/2010

		12/6/2010



		418

		IBEW Local 613 and Contributing Employers Family Health Plan (Union)

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		8,500

		11/17/2010

		12/3/2010



		419

		Advantage Benefits Company, LLC

		11/12/2010

		12/1/2010

		57

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		420

		Aerospace Contractors' Trust**

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,072

		12/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		421

		AJFC Community Action Plan**

		10/13/2010

		10/1/2011

		215

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		422

		Altisource Portfolio Solutions

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		200

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		423

		American Heritage Life Insurance Company

		10/15/2010

		12/1/10-9/1/11

		69,945

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		424

		Americare Properties, Inc.

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		547

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		425

		AMN Healthcare

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,440

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		426

		Andrews Transport L.P.**

		11/2/2010

		9/1/2011

		154

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		427

		Anoka Hennepin Credit Union* **

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		428

		APWU Health Plan Conversion Plan

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		518

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		429

		Aspen Snowmass**

		10/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		376

		11/10/2010

		11/23/2010



		430

		ATCO Rubber Products, Inc

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		185

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		431

		Baylor County Hospital District

		10/20/2010

		10/20/2010

		208

		11/12/1010

		11/23/2010



		432

		Belk Farms**

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		34

		11/4/2010

		11/23/2010



		433

		Bricklayers Local 1 of MD, VA and DC

		11/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,985

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		434

		Cardon & Associates, Inc**

		11/8/2010

		3/1/2011

		342

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		435

		Catholic Charities of the Diocese of Ogdensburg

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		30

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		436

		Central Mills**

		10/19/2010

		6/1/2011

		300

		11/10/2010

		11/23/2010



		437

		Civil Service Bar Association Security Benefit Fund**

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,515

		11/10/2010

		11/23/2010



		438

		Cotton Belt Inc.**

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		34

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		439

		CPC Logistics Health & Welfare Plan**

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		5,815

		11/24/2010

		11/23/2010



		440

		Delmarva United Food and Commercial Workers**

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,405

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		441

		Dole Food Company**

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,946

		11/10/2010

		11/23/2010



		442

		EchoStar**

		11/8/2010

		3/1/2011

		156

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		443

		First Acceptance Corporation

		11/9/2010

		7/1/2011

		864

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		444

		Fontanese Folts Aubrecht Ernst Architects, PC**

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		12/7/2010

		11/23/2010



		445

		Forest Products Inc. Group Health Plan**

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		122

		11/1/2010

		11/23/2010



		446

		Fruhauf Uniform Direct Labor

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		159

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		447

		Golden State Bulb Growers, Inc.**

		10/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		300

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		448

		Greater Kansas City Laborers Welfare Fund**

		10/21/2010

		11/1/2010

		2,398

		10/21/2010

		11/23/2010



		449

		Grower's Transport LLC

		10/26/2010

		12/1/2010

		25

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		450

		Heartland Automotive**

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		661

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		451

		Helfman Enterprises, Inc.**

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		90

		12/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		452

		Hoosier Stamping and Manufacturing Corp.

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		14

		10/20/2010

		11/23/2010



		453

		Horizon Bay Realty LLC**

		11/12/2010

		4/1/2011

		949

		11/11/2010

		11/23/2010



		454

		I.B.E.W. Local 1249 Insurance Fund**

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,104

		11/5/2010

		11/23/2010



		455

		Ingomar Packing Company, LLC

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		150

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		456

		Integra Healthcare, Inc. (Integrity Home Care)**

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		258

		11/4/2010

		11/23/2010



		457

		International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers**

		11/12/2010

		Varies

		315

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		458

		International Brotherhood of Trade Unions Health and Welfare Fund - Local 713

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		861

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		459

		International Union of Operating Engineers Local 295-295C Welfare Trust Fund**

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		42

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		460

		International union of Operating Engineers, Local Union Number 137**

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,250

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		461

		Iron Workers Local Union #28 Health and Welfare Fund**

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		570

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		462

		Lamanuzzi & Pantaleo**

		11/9/2011

		1/1/2011

		52

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		463

		Living Resources**

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		553

		11/11/2010

		11/23/2010



		464

		Local 1102 Amalgamated Welfare Fund

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,384

		10/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		465

		Local 1102 Health & Benefit Fund

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,642

		10/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		466

		Local 1102 Welfare Fund-- Lerner Employees

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		245

		10/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		467

		Local 272 Welfare Fund**

		10/28/2010

		12/1/2010

		12,000

		10/28/2010

		11/23/2010



		468

		Local 338 Affiliated Benefit Funds

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		18,209

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		469

		Madelia Community Hospital**

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		38

		11/23/2010

		11/23/2010



		470

		Max Homes, Loc**

		10/27/2010

		10/1/2010

		759

		11/11/2010

		11/23/2010



		471

		Medical Development Corporation**

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		105

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		472

		Mesa Air Group**

		11/1/2010

		4/1/2011

		1,915

		11/1/2010

		11/23/2010



		473

		Mesa Packing**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		39

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		474

		Michigan Conference of Teamsters Welfare Fund**

		11/12/2010

		4/1/2011

		2,323

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		475

		Minnesota and North Dakota Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers**

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,876

		11/3/2010

		11/23/2010



		476

		Mission Linen Supply

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		541

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		477

		NFI Industries

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		945

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		478

		Operating Engineers Local 835 Health and Welfare Fund

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		576

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		479

		Opportunity Resources, Inc. Health and Welfare Plan

		11/2/2010

		12/1/2010

		27

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		480

		Orange County AHRC* **

		11/18/2010

		7/1/2011

		1,134

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		481

		Orscheln Industries

		10/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		547

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		482

		Pacific Risk Management**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		3

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		483

		Pearson Candy Company

		10/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		204

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		484

		Pinnacle PRM**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		58

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		485

		Plumbers and Pipefitters Local 430 Health and Welfare Fund**

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,035

		11/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		486

		Progressive Logistics Services**

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,248

		11/4/2010

		11/23/2010



		487

		Pure Air Filter Sales & Service**

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		136

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		488

		Rancho Maria PRM**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		28

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		489

		Reiter Affiliated Companies**

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,474

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		490

		Retail, Wholesale & Dept. Store Union Local 1034 Welfare Fund

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		483

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		491

		Rio Farms PRM**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		317

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		492

		Sensient Technologies Corp.

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		94

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		493

		Service Employees International Union Local 1 Cleveland Welfare Fund

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		520

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		494

		SFN Group

		11/9/2010

		5/1/2011

		1,420

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		495

		Sheet Metal Workers Funds of Local Union 38**

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		913

		11/3/2010

		11/23/2010



		496

		SMWIA 28**

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6,517

		11/1/2010

		11/23/2010



		497

		Southeast OBGYN, PC* **

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		20

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		498

		Southern CA Pipe Trades Trust Fund

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		12,700

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		499

		Southern Operators Health Fund**

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,415

		12/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		500

		Stonebridge Hospitality Associates**

		11/17/2010

		2/1/2011

		17

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		501

		Sun Healthcare Group, Inc.

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,200

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		502

		Teamsters Local 522 Welfare Fund Roofers Division

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		270

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		503

		Teamsters Local Union 72 Welfare Fund**

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,650

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		504

		Telesis Management Corporation

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		148

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		505

		Texas Carpenters and Millwrights Health and Welfare Fund

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		4729

		10/28/2010

		11/23/2010



		506

		The Mentor Network

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		6,843

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		507

		The Wada Farms, Inc.

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		130

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		508

		The Wilks Group, Inc. dba Ashley Furniture Homestore

		11/12/2010

		12/1/2010

		8

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		509

		The Wright Travel Agency**

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		19

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		510

		Town of Grand Island* **

		11/19/2010

		12/1/2010

		84

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		511

		Trans-System, Inc.

		10/19/2010

		12/1/2010

		232

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		512

		True Leaf Farms**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		139

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		513

		UFCW Local 371 Amalgamated Welfare Fund**

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,800

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		514

		United Crafts Benefits Fund**

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,017

		11/1/2010

		11/23/2010



		515

		United Food & Commercial Workers Unions and Employers Local No. 348 Health & Welfare Fund**

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		13,663

		10/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		516

		United Food and Commercial Workers Local 1445 New Hampshire

		10/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		148

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		517

		United Food and Commercial Workers Local 1459 and Contributing Employers Health and Welfare Fund**

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		518

		United Food and Commercial Workers Local 464a**

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		8,228

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		519

		United Food and Commercial Workers Local 911**

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		582

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		520

		Varsity Contractors, Inc.

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		198

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		521

		Waffle House

		10/20/2010

		6/1/2011

		3,947

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		522

		Weckworth Manufacturing**

		11/12/2010

		12/1/2010

		65

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		523

		Western Express, Inc.

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,287

		11/5/2010

		11/23/2010



		524

		Western Harvesting  PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		28

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		525

		WG Yates and Sons Construction Company**

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		52

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		526

		World Class Automotive**

		10/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		550

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		527

		Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation**

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		501

		10/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		528

		Alaska Pipe Trade U.A. Local 367 Health and Security Trust**

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		93

		11/5/2010

		11/15/2010



		529

		Amalgamated National Health Fund

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		24,739

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		530

		American Farms, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,163

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		531

		American Growers Cooling, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		97

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		532

		AUTO, LP, dba AutoInc. Health Benefit Plan**

		10/20/2010

		11/1/2010

		145

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		533

		Better Way Partners, LLC**

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		93

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		534

		Big Valley Labor, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		535

		CB Harvesting, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		62

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		536

		City of Rockwall**

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		168

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		537

		Cocopah Nurseries, Inc.

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		75

		11/15/2010

		11/15/2010



		538

		Express Harvesting, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		166

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		539

		Fallen Oak Packing, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		37

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		540

		FirstCarolinaCare Insurance Company on behalf of Longworth Industries

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		36

		10/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		541

		Foot Locker, Inc.**

		10/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		424

		11/5/2010

		11/15/2010



		542

		Fresh Express

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,033

		11/7/2010

		11/15/2010



		543

		G&H Farms, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		146

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		544

		Gill Ranch, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		157

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		545

		Gill Transport, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		67

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		546

		Gills Onions, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		295

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		547

		Green Valley Farm Supply, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		29

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		548

		Greencroft Communities

		9/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		150

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		549

		Growers Express, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		44

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		550

		Hall Management Group, Inc.**

		9/30/2010

		12/1/2010

		226

		11/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		551

		IH Services**

		10/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		339

		11/5/2010

		11/15/2010



		552

		Independent Group Home Living Program, Inc.

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		39

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		553

		King City Nursery, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		93

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		554

		Meijer Health Benefits Plan/Primary Care Option

		10/25/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,436

		10/25/2010

		11/15/2010



		555

		Mission Ranches, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		368

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		556

		Moore's Retread & Tire of the Ark-La-Tex, Inc.

		10/20/2010

		11/1/2010

		66

		11/5/2010

		11/15/2010



		557

		NOITU Insurance Trust Fund**

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,309

		11/12/2010

		11/15/2010



		558

		Payroll Solutions

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		382

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		559

		Plumbers and Pipefitters Local No. 630 Welfare Fund

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,166

		11/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		560

		Seco Packing

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		104

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		561

		Transcorr

		10/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		578

		11/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		562

		United Food and Commercial Workers Union Local 1000

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,855

		11/12/2010

		11/15/2010



		563

		United Wire, Metal & Machine Health & Welfare Fund**

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,955

		11/12/2010

		11/15/2010



		564

		Western Growers Assurance Trust

		9/30/2010

		7/1/2011

		18,858

		11/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		565

		Wisconsin United Food & Commercial Workers Unions and Employers Health Plan**

		10/14/2010

		12/1/2010

		775

		11/12/2010

		11/15/2010



		566

		1199SEIU Greater New York Benefit Fund

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,544

		10/8/2010

		11/5/2010



		567

		A. Duda & Sons, Inc.

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		62

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		568

		Adecco Group, Inc.

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		5,760

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		569

		Biomedic Corporation

		10/12/2010

		12/1/2010

		202

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		570

		Buffets, Inc.

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,483

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		571

		Carington Health System

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,327

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		572

		Cleveland Bakers Teamsters

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,000

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		573

		Club Chef LLC

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		282

		10/26/2010

		11/5/2010



		574

		Columbia Sussex Mgmt, LLC

		10/7/2010

		1/1/2011

		629

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		575

		CRST International Inc.

		10/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,600

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		576

		Darr Equipment, Co.

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		105

		10/26/2010

		11/5/2010



		577

		DC Cement Masons Welfare Fund

		10/22/2010

		11/1/2010

		225

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		578

		Deaconess Long Term Care

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		194

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		579

		Diamond Comic Distributors, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		37

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		580

		ECOM Atlantic, Inc.

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		81

		10/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		581

		FW Walton, Inc.

		10/15/2010

		12/1/2010

		38

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		582

		G4S Secure Solutions

		10/11/2010

		11/1/2010

		7602

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		583

		GC Services, L.P. & First Community Bancshares, Inc.

		10/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		1936

		10/15/2010

		11/5/2010



		584

		Guardsmark, LLC

		10/4/2010

		2/1/2011

		8,086

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		585

		Indiana Teamsters Health Benefits Fund

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		500

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		586

		Knox County Association for Retarded Citizens

		10/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		96

		10/25/2010

		11/5/2010



		587

		Laundry and Dry Cleaning Workers Local No. 52

		10/6/2010

		Varies

		1,547

		10/21/2010

		11/5/2010



		588

		Mars Super Markets, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		7/1/2011

		174

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		589

		MPS Group, Inc.

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,253

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		590

		Nexion Health

		10/21/2010

		11/1/2011

		1449

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		591

		Noodles & Company

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		159

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		592

		Pharmaca Integrative Pharmacy

		10/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		50

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		593

		Quality Integrated Services, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		354

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		594

		RE Rabalais Constructors, LTD

		10/13/2010

		12/1/2010

		70

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		595

		RREMC LLC

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		62

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		596

		Security Forces Inc.

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		225

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		597

		Shirkey Nursing

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		205

		10/26/2010

		11/5/2010



		598

		Social Service Employees Union Local 371

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		34,000

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		599

		Spindle, Cooling, & Warehouse

		10/5/2010

		11/1/2010

		89

		10/27/2010

		11/5/2010



		600

		Strauss Discount Auto

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		401

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		601

		Sunburst Hospitality

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		197

		11/5/2010

		11/5/2010



		602

		Susser Holding Corp

		10/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,245

		10/6/2010

		11/5/2010



		603

		Telescope Casual Furniture

		9/27/2010

		10/1/2010

		32

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		604

		Teletech Holdings, Inc.

		10/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,083

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		605

		The Brinkman Corporation

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		163

		9/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		606

		The LDF Companies

		10/7/2010

		1/1/2011

		210

		10/30/210

		11/5/2010



		607

		United Food and Commercial Workers Union (Mount Laurel, NJ)

		10/21/2010

		11/1/2010

		4100

		10/25/2010

		11/5/2010



		608

		United Food and Commercial Workers Union Local 1459

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,400

		10/14/2010

		11/5/2010



		609

		Universal Orlando

		10/15/2010

		4/1/2011

		668

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		610

		Valley Services, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		927

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		611

		United Food and Commercial Workers and Participating Employers Interstate Health and Welfare Fund

		10/15/2010

		5/1/2011

		9,780

		10/28/2010

		11/4/2010



		612

		Protocol Marketing Group

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		454

		10/25/2010

		11/1/2010



		613

		Sasnak

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		813

		9/29/2010

		11/1/2010



		614

		Star Tek

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,423

		10/26/2010

		11/1/2010



		615

		Adventist Care Centers

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		725

		10/26/2010

		10/29/2010



		616

		B.E.S.T of NY

		10/7/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,200

		10/27/2010

		10/29/2010



		617

		Boskovich Farms, Inc

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		165

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		618

		Café Enterprises, Inc.

		10/7/2010

		2/1/2011

		306

		10/7/2010

		10/29/2010



		619

		Capital District Physicians

		9/22/2010

		Varies

		23,314

		10/20/2010

		10/29/2010



		620

		FleetPride, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		263

		10/8/2010

		10/29/2010



		621

		Gallegos Corp

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		86

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		622

		Hensley Industries, Inc.

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		357

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		623

		Jeffords Steel and Engineering

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		112

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		624

		Laborers' International Union of North America Local Union No. 616 Health and Welfare Plan

		10/19/2010

		11/1/2010

		188

		10/19/2010

		10/29/2010



		625

		O.K. Industries

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,238

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		626

		Service Employees Benefit Fund

		10/12/2010

		11/1/2010

		1,297

		10/29/2010

		10/29/2010



		627

		Sun Pacific Farming Coop

		10/6/2010

		12/1/2010

		1,109

		10/6/2010

		10/29/2010



		628

		SunWorld International, LLC

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		686

		10/25/2010

		10/29/2010



		629

		UFCW Allied Trade Health & Welfare Trust

		10/5/2010

		12/1/2010

		68

		10/25/2010

		10/29/2010



		630

		United Food and Commercial Workers Union Local 1995

		10/12/2010

		11/1/2010

		2,779

		10/27/2010

		10/29/2010



		631

		HCR Manor Care

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,666

		10/26/2010

		10/28/2010



		632

		IBEW No.915

		9/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		930

		10/15/2010

		10/28/2010



		633

		Integra BMS for Culp, Inc.

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		34

		10/25/2010

		10/28/2010



		634

		New England Health Care Employees Welfare Fund †

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,454

		10/26/2010

		10/28/2010



		635

		Wiliamson-Dickie Manufacturing Company

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		100

		10/5/2010

		10/28/2010



		636

		Aegis Security Insurance Company †

		10/6/2010

		11/1/2010

		67

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		637

		Alliance One Tobacco

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		138

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		638

		Asbestos Workers Local 53 Welfare Fund

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		639

		Assurant Health (2nd Application)

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		19,024

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		640

		Captain Elliot's Party Boats

		10/12/2010

		11/1/2010

		10

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		641

		Carlson Restaurants

		9/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,381

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		642

		CH Guenther & Son

		9/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		300

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		643

		CKM Industries dba Miller Environmental

		10/5/2010

		11/1/2010

		34

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		644

		Caribbean Workers’ Voluntary Employees’ Beneficiary Health and Welfare Plan †

		10/14/2010

		10/1/2010

		4,500

		10/18/2010

		10/26/2010



		645

		Darden Restaurants

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		34,000

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		646

		Duarte Nursery

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		283

		10/19/2010

		10/26/2010



		647

		Employees Security Fund

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		22

		9/29/2010

		10/26/2010



		648

		Florida Trowel Trades

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		297

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		649

		Ingles Markets

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		917

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		650

		Meijer

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,873

		10/1/2010

		10/26/2010



		651

		O'Reilly Auto Parts

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		9,722

		9/23/2010

		10/26/2010



		652

		Plumbers & Pipefitters Local 123 Welfare Fund

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		534

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		653

		Sun Belt

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010

		114

		10/20/2010

		10/26/2010



		654

		UFCW Local 227

		10/12/2010

		11/1/2010

		1,125

		10/12/2010

		10/26/2010



		655

		Uncle Julio's

		9/30/2010

		11/1/2010

		115

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		656

		United Group

		9/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		177

		10/19/2010

		10/26/2010



		657

		US Imaging

		10/11/2010

		11/1/2010

		148

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		658

		Vino Farms

		10/8/2010

		11/1/2010

		152

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		659

		AdvantaStaff, Inc. †

		9/20/2010

		9/1/2011

		52

		9/20/2010

		10/21/2010



		660

		Agricare

		9/23/2010

		11/1/2010

		437

		9/23/2010

		10/21/2010



		661

		Alaska Seafood

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		262

		10/15/2010

		10/21/2010



		662

		American Fidelity

		9/22/2010

		10/23/2010

		9,358

		10/14/2010

		10/21/2010



		663

		Convergys

		9/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,400

		9/20/2010

		10/21/2010



		664

		Darensberries

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,450

		9/28/2010

		10/21/2010



		665

		Gowan Company

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		225

		9/27/2010

		10/21/2010



		666

		Greystar

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,747

		10/13/2010

		10/21/2010



		667

		Macayo Restaurants

		9/22/2010

		12/1/2010

		46

		10/18/2010

		10/21/2010



		668

		Periodical Services

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		464

		9/27/2010

		10/21/2010



		669

		UniFirst

		9/23/2010

		9/1/2011

		2,659

		10/14/2010

		10/21/2010



		670

		Universal Forest Products

		9/23/2011

		5/1/2011

		1,738

		10/19/2010

		10/21/2010



		671

		UFCW Maximus Local 455

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		59

		10/18/2010

		10/18/2010



		672

		American Habilitation Services, Inc. †

		9/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		400

		10/12/2010

		10/14/2010



		673

		GuideStone Financial Resources

		9/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		354

		9/21/2010

		10/14/2010



		674

		Local 25 SEIU

		9/29/2010

		10/1/2010

		31,000

		10/7/2010

		10/14/2010



		675

		MAUSER Corp.

		9/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		47

		9/24/2010

		10/14/2010



		676

		Preferred Care, Inc.

		9/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		918

		9/15/2010

		10/14/2010



		677

		Ruby Tuesday

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,219

		10/8/2010

		10/14/2010



		678

		The Dixie Group, Inc.

		8/27/2010

		6/19/2011

		269

		10/12/2010

		10/14/2010



		679

		UFCW Local 1262

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		5,390

		9/20/2010

		10/14/2010



		680

		Whelan Security Company

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		287

		10/12/2010

		10/14/2010



		681

		AMF Bowling Worldwide

		9/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		295

		10/7/2010

		10/12/2010



		682

		Assisted Living Concepts

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,174

		9/17/2010

		10/12/2010



		683

		Case & Associates

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		87

		9/17/2010

		10/12/2010



		684

		GPM Investments

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		275

		9/17/2010

		10/12/2010



		685

		Grace Living Centers

		9/14/2010

		10/1/2010

		534

		9/14/2010

		10/12/2010



		686

		Mountaire Corporation †

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,074

		9/17/2010

		10/12/2010



		687

		Swift Spinning

		9/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		240

		9/16/2010

		10/12/2010



		688

		Belmont Village

		9/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		785

		10/4/2010

		10/8/2010



		689

		Caliber Services

		9/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		606

		9/13/2010

		10/8/2010



		690

		Cracker Barrel

		9/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		16,823

		9/17/2010

		10/8/2010



		691

		DISH Network

		9/13/2010

		3/1/2011

		3,597

		9/23/2010

		10/8/2010



		692

		Groendyke Transport,  Inc

		9/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,322

		9/2/2010

		10/8/2010



		693

		Pocono Medical Center

		9/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,298

		9/24/2010

		10/8/2010



		694

		Regis Corporation

		9/10/2010

		3/1/2011

		3,617

		10/1/2010

		10/8/2010



		695

		The Pictsweet Co.

		9/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		694

		9/13/2010

		10/8/2010



		696

		Diversified Interiors

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010

		300

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010



		697

		Local 802 Musicians Health Fund

		9/29/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,801

		9/29/2010

		10/1/2010



		698

		MCS Life Insurance Company †

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		6,635

		9/23/2010

		10/1/2010



		699

		The Buccaneer

		9/22/2010

		10/1/2010

		125

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010



		700

		CIGNA

		9/17/2010

		9/26/2010

		265,000

		9/30/2010

		9/30/2010



		701

		Greater Metropolitan Hotel

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,200

		9/24/2010

		9/30/2010



		702

		Local 17 Hospitality Benefit Fund

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		881

		9/24/2010

		9/30/2010



		703

		GSC-ILA

		9/15/2010

		10/1/2010

		298

		9/15/2010

		9/28/2010



		704

		The Allied Industries Health Fund

		9/13/2010

		10/1/2010

		127

		9/13/2010

		9/27/2010



		705

		Harden Healthcare

		9/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		874

		9/29/2010

		9/27/2010



		706

		Vernon Sheltered Workshop, Inc. Health and Welfare Plan #501

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		41

		9/16/2010

		9/27/2010



		707

		I.U.P.A.T

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		875

		9/23/2010

		9/27/2010



		708

		Sanderson Plumbing Products, Inc.

		9/22/2010

		10/1/2010

		326

		9/22/2010

		9/27/2010



		709

		Transport Workers

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		107

		9/23/2010

		9/27/2010



		710

		United Federation of Teachers Welfare Fund

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		351,000

		9/27/2010

		9/27/2010



		711

		Aegis

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		162

		9/21/2010

		9/24/2010



		712

		Aetna

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		209,423

		9/16/2010

		9/24/2010



		713

		Allflex

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		34

		9/22/2010

		9/24/2010



		714

		Baptist Retirement

		9/10/2010

		10/1/2010

		127

		9/17/2010

		9/24/2010



		715

		BCS Insurance

		9/13/2010

		9/24/2010

		115,000

		9/22/2010

		9/24/2010



		716

		Cryogenic

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		19

		9/20/2010

		9/24/2010



		717

		Fowler Packing Co.

		9/8/2010

		10/1/2010

		39

		9/17/2010

		9/24/2010



		718

		Guy C. Lee Mfg.

		9/15/2010

		10/1/2010

		312

		9/15/2010

		9/24/2010



		719

		HealthPort

		9/17/2010

		10/1/2010

		608

		9/17/2010

		9/24/2010



		720

		Jack in the Box

		9/17/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,130

		9/21/2010

		9/24/2010



		721

		Maritime Association

		9/17/2010

		10/1/2010

		500

		9/21/2010

		9/24/2010



		722

		Maverick County

		9/21/2010

		10/1/2010

		1

		9/23/2010

		9/24/2010



		723

		Metropolitan D.C. Paving Industry Employees Health and Welfare Fund

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		550

		9/20/2010

		9/24/2010



		724

		PMPS-ILA

		9/19/2010

		10/1/2010

		15

		9/23/2010

		9/24/2010



		725

		PS-ILA

		9/19/2010

		10/1/2010

		8

		9/23/2010

		9/24/2010



		726

		QK/DRD (Denny's)

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		65

		9/22/2010

		9/24/2010



		727

		Reliance Standard

		9/14/2010

		10/1/2010

		33,377

		9/14/2010

		9/24/2010



		728

		Tri-Pak

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		26

		9/20/2010

		9/24/2010



		729

		United Agricultural Benefit Trust ††

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		17,347

		9/17/2010

		9/24/2010



		 

		Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		2,189,636

		 

		 





*Indicates a Health Reimbursement Arrangement (HRA).  An HRA is an employer-funded plan that reimburses employees for medical care expenses.

**Application approved in November, but posted January 26, 2011.

† Applicant name corrected on February 1, 2011.

†† Plan effective date corrected on February 1, 2011. 

 

State-Mandated Policies: Approved Applications for Waiver of the Annual Limits Requirements

Updated 1/26/2011

In some states, issuers offer policies with annual limits below the minimum requirements in order to comply with state laws. These state laws require issuers to market a standardized policy that includes an annual limit well below the restricted annual limits. In such instances, states may apply for a waiver of the restricted annual limits on behalf of issuers of state-mandated policies if state law required the policies to be offered by the issuers prior to September 23, 2010.  Although the state may apply on the issuers’ behalf, the application must still satisfy the standard that compliance by the issuers would result in a “significant decrease in access to benefits” or a “significant increase in premiums.”

		 

		States/Plans Covered Under the State Application

		Application
Received

		Plan
Effective
Date

		Number
of
Enrollees

		Application
Completed by
Applicant

		Waiver
Approved



		730

		Massachusetts

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		Fallon Community Health Plan's Young Adult Plans

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		890

		9/20/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		HNE Young Adult Plan High and HNE Young Adult Plan Low

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		60

		9/20/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		Harvard Pilgrim Pulse Plan

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,467

		9/20/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		Neighborhood Health Plan's Young Adult Plans

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,003

		9/20/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		Tufts Health Plan

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		124

		9/24/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		MA Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		3,544

		 

		 



		 

		Neighborhood Health Plan's Young Adult Plans

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,003

		1,003

		9/27/2010



		 

		Tufts Health Plan

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		124

		9/24/2010

		9/27/2010



		 

		MA Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		3,544

		 

		 



		731

		New Jersey

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		Aetna

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		285

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Amerihealth

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		4,111

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Celtic Insurance Company

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		1

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		CIGNA

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		2

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		HealthNet

		11/29/2010

		9/23/2010

		13

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Horizon BC/BS of NJ

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		55,127

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Oxford Health Insurance

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		8,896

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		NJ Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		68,435

		 

		 



		732

		Ohio

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		Aetna Health Inc

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		231

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		American Medical Security Life Ins Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		American Natl Life Ins Co of TX

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		1

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		American Republic Insurance Company

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Celtic Insurance Company

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		1

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Community Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		92

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Companion Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Coventry Health & Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Freedom Life Ins. Co. of America

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		3

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Golden Rule Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		25

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Health Plan the Upper OH Valley

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		57

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Humana Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		46

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Independence American Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		John Alden Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of Ohio

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		347

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Madison National Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		McKinley Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		25

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Medical Mutual of OH

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		74

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Mennonite Mutual Aid Association

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		3

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Mid West National Life Ins Co. of TN

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		National Found Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Pekin Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		161

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Reserve National Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Standard Life & Accident Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Standard Security Life Ins. Co. of NY

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Summa Ins Co. Inc.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		154

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Time Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		World Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		OH Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		1,286

		 

		 



		733

		Tennessee

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		Blue Cross Blue Shield of TN

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		20,205

		9/17/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		TN Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		20,205

		 

		 



		 

		Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		93,470

		 

		 













		









Employer                     1,714,100                   157,194,100
Individual                    156,600                       13,995,800
Medicaid                     505,000                       42,326,300
Medicare                    502,300                       37,183,500
 
Uninsured                    Oklahoma                   United States
 
Total population          3,550,203                    307,006,550
Total uninsured           564,700                       45,700,000
 
Breakdown of Uninsured as of 2009
 
Oklahoma

 
Total                            16% of total population
Children (age 0-18)     10.4% of OK child population
Adults (over age 18)   22% of OK adult population
 
United States
 
Total                            15.4% of total U.S. population
Children (age 0-18)     10% of U.S. child population
Adults (over age 18)   17% of U.S. adult population
 
 
SoonerCare (Medicaid) Enrollment as of May 2011
 
Aged/Blind/Disabled (ABD)

Children          19,523 (2.68%)
Adults              129,423 (17.76%)

 
Children/Parents
            Children          456,756 (62.69%)
            Adults              65,667 (9.01%)
 
Other (child custody, refugee, Qualified Medicare Beneficiary, DDSD Supported Living, etc.)
            Children          172 (0.02%)

Adults              20,097 (2.76%)
 
Oklahoma Cares         1,659 (0.23%)
(Breast & Cervical Cancer)
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SoonerPlan                  34,909 (4.79%)
(Family Planning)
 
TEFRA                          388 (0.05%)
 
Total Enrollment         728,594
 
State Medicaid Funding:
 
2010 Total Expenditures:                                                        $4,350,788,295
Federal Share:                                                                         $2,667,539,569
Other (ARRA, Tobacco Funds, Drug Rebate, etc.):                 $508,946,267
State Share/OHCA:                                                                 $938,718,686
State Share/Other Agencies:                                                  $235,583,773
 
Projected PPACA State Spending Increases:
 
2014 - $41,555,544
2020 -$441,172,419
 
Projected PPACA Total Program Cost Increases (State and Federal):
 
2014 – $605,207,000
2020 - $4,449,280,343
 
Background Information on Waivers:
 
The information provided below has come from recent news reports and provides a snap
shot; I am conducting research and hope to provide you with a comprehensive list of all
waivers soon. The ATTACHMENT summarizes the process for which an entity (State,
employer or insurer) can apply for a waiver and it also includes a list of waivers approved for
2011.  It has been provided by the US Dept. of Health and Human Services and was last
updated in January of this year.

 
-          As of the beginning of June it is being reported that the Administration has granted

a number of waivers easing requirements of the new health care law with regard to
insurance regulations.  Most of the waivers relate to annual coverage limits
(unlimited mandate as of 2014) and the provision that requires insurance companies
to spend at least 80 percent of the premiums they collect on medical care and
quality rather than overhead or profits. 
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-          Some states have also submitted waivers dealing with Medicaid requirements.
-          Arizona and New Jersey have submitted waivers to tighten Medicaid eligibility for

adults.
-          Florida, New Jersey, Ohio and Tennessee have been granted temporary waivers

allowing individuals in their states to keep insurance plans with limited annual
coverage. To qualify for this waiver, states, employers or insurers must demonstrate
that compliance with the federal requirement would cause “a significant increase in
premiums or a decrease in access to benefits.”

-          Maine, New Hampshire and Nevada have been granted waivers allowing them to
adjust the Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) the 80 percent standard to a lower percentage
such as 65 percent.

-          Rhode Island has been granted the broadest waiver to date.  In 2008, Governor
Carcieri tasked his Secretary of Health and Human Services, Gary Alexander, to apply
for a “Global Consumer Choice Compact Waiver” from the federal government. 
Rhode Island’s waiver is not quite a block grant. It preserves the FMAP, but caps
aggregate federal and state spending through 2013 at $12.075 billion. Nevertheless,
it appears to have had the results one would expect from a block grant. Spending
has plummeted from what was anticipated. Through the first six quarters of the
waiver (January 1, 2009, through June 30, 2010) actual spending was only $2.7
billion versus $3.8 billion budgeted, according to an analysis produced by Secretary
Alexander last December.  However, this was approved under the Bush
Administration and HHS has stated that they are not likely to approve similar waivers
from other states.

-          A number of entities including employers, insurers and union plans (Examples:
McDonalds and United Federation of Teachers) were granted one year waivers
allowing them to continue to offer minimal coverage below the new laws standards.

-          There are apparently few Oklahoma entities that have applied for insurance related
waivers (a couple of companies and at least one tribe), but I am still trying to track
them down.

 
 
 
 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Alex Gerszewski; Kaleb Bennett; Craig Perry
Subject: WSJ oped on exchanges
Date: Tuesday, April 19, 2011 9:54:19 AM

 
ObamaCare Opt Out
 
It's not often that states turn their back on money from Washington, but at least two states may say
no thanks to federal grants to implement the new federal health-care law.
 
In February the federal Department of Health and Human Services selected seven states to get $240
million in demonstration grants this year to kick start the health-care plan. But Oklahoma Governor
Mary Fallin announced last week that the Sooner State will decline $54.6 million from the feds to
establish new insurance exchanges.
 
And as early as this week the New Hampshire state house is expected to pass a bill rejecting
$666,000 the feds bequeathed to that state to start up exchanges. Two other grant recipients—
Kansas and Wisconsin—may also turn down the funds as well as request Medicaid waivers to design
their own health-care law for low-income residents.
 
Oklahoma faces a $500 million budget shortfall and at first accepted the federal health dollars. But
Oklahoma citizens approved a ballot initiative last year to block implementation of the new law and
its nearly 2,000 pages of rules and mandates. Oklahoma is also among the nearly 30 states that have
filed a lawsuit challenging the law's constitutionality. State officials fear that taking even one dollar
of the money would run the risk of the federal government running health care in Oklahoma.
 
So now the Sooners are devising their own insurance plan to comply with the ObamaCare mandate
that every state create an insurance exchange by 2013. The Oklahoma plan is to create an insurance
"network" that would increase portability of private employer health plans, increase the range of
choices of insurance coverage (including high deductible health-savings account plans), allow
workers and small employers to use pre-tax dollars for health coverage, and subsidize the uninsured
to purchase an insurance plan. "We think that by relying on markets, we can do this at a much lower
cost to the state than the ObamaCare plan," Governor Fallin says.
 
Republicans who control both houses in the New Hampshire legislature have reached the same
conclusion. House Speaker William O'Brien wants to return the federal money to lower the federal
deficit. That's popular in the first Presidential primary state, where polls are finding that voters
disapprove of the law by nearly a two to one margin.
 
Democratic Governor John Lynch who may veto the bill, but the political trend shows that the
President's health reform is not getting any more popular with age, despite Democratic and media
predictions. The states are concluding that the more they get to know about ObamaCare, the less
they think they can afford it.
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______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz
Subject: Fw: Ritze: Health Care Exchange is Path to Socialized Medicine
Date: Friday, April 15, 2011 10:31:43 AM
Attachments: Ritze, Mike.jpg

FYI
 
From: Ray Carter [mailto:carterra@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 10:15 AM
To: Ray Carter <carterra@okhouse.gov> 
Subject: Ritze: Health Care Exchange is Path to Socialized Medicine 
 

 
Oklahoma House of Representatives

Media Division
April 15, 2011

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Contact: State Rep. Mike Ritze
Capitol: (405) 557-7338
 

Ritze: Health Care Exchange is Path to Socialized Medicine
 
OKLAHOMA CITY – State Rep. Mike Ritze said today that he opposes any and all attempts
to create a health care exchange in Oklahoma, regardless of whether or not state officials
accept a $54 million federal grant.
            “As the House author of the state question that Oklahomans passed last November to
opt-out of ObamaCare, I feel this new exchange proposal is the same old path to socialized
medicine,” said Ritze, R-Broken Arrow. “The free market can adopt this approach and we do
not need any government involvement with an exchange, especially at the cost of one million
state dollars that we do not have.”
            He noted that Utah’s exchange model has already failed, along with those established
in Massachusetts, Oregon and Tennessee, costing millions of tax dollars.
            Ritze, a physician and surgeon, said state lawmakers should focus on opening up the
health care system to free market forces.
            “Senator Brown and I introduced Senate Bill 57 to open up the free market of health
care to make buying health care insurance the same as purchasing homeowner’s or car
insurance. Under that measure, Oklahoma would enter compacts to allow citizens to shop for
insurance across state lines. There are more than 100 health care companies available, but we
are federally mandated and restricted to only purchase from four to six in Oklahoma. Japan,
in contrast, has more than 5,000 health care insurance companies to choose from. Increased
competition will lead to lower prices and better products.”
            Ritze noted that he also introduced House Bill 1276 this session. The legislation
would nullify ObamaCare in Oklahoma.
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            “Oklahoma and 12 other states have had legislation introduced to nullify
ObamaCare,” Ritze said. “I think it is the appropriate action to take considering how many
Americans oppose the federal health care law.”
 

-30-
 
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt
from disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this
email by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any
disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in
reliance on it, is prohibited and unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not
warrant any e-mail transmission received as being virus free, and disclaims any
liability for losses or damages arising from the use of this e-mail or its attachments.
Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer virus exposure by opening
or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or recourse against
the House by doing so.
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: Oklahoman: Oklahoma rejects $54.6 million federal grant
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:26:05 PM

 
 

Oklahoma rejects $54.6 million
federal grant

Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin says that state and
private money will be used to develop a system
where Oklahomans could shop for health
insurance. No cost estimate is available.

 
BY MICHAEL MCNUTT mmcnutt@opubco.com    Leave a comment

Published: April  14, 2011

Oklahoma will not accept a $54.6 million federal grant for setting up a system where
Oklahomans could shop for health insurance, Gov. Mary Fallin said today.

Fallin said the state instead will use state and private money to form the system. She
had no estimate of how much it would cost, but House Speaker Kris Steele said today
that he believes a system can be developed for an amount less than the federal grant.

The state is facing a $500 million shortfall in the upcoming fiscal year. Steele said
legislative budget leaders and the governor's office will have to determine where the
state will get the money to pay for developing the exchange.

The Republican governor and Steele, R-Shawnee, had supported using the money
from Democratic President Barack Obama's administration to pay for the effort,
upsetting many Republicans and conservatives in the state who had gone to the polls
months earlier to vote for opting out of the federal health care law.

Senate President Pro Tem Brian Bingman, R-Sapulpa, originally agreed to accepting
the federal money, but he came out against the idea two weeks ago.

He said he was worried the grant could lead to federal control of Oklahoma's online
insurance informational system, which the federal government calls a health
insurance exchange.
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Fallin said the rejection of the federal grant should make it clear that Oklahoma is
not accepting the federal health care law. The state has filed a lawsuit challenging the
federal law's constitutionality, and Fallin voted against it last year while a member of
Congress.

Oklahoma hasn't received any of the grant money, she said.

Legislation is being drafted that would form a board to oversee the establishment of
Oklahoma's health care exchange. It's hoped the measure can be passed this session,
which ends late next month. States must have their plans in place by the end of 2013.

“We believe that we can develop a better solution,” said Fallin, who was flanked by
Steele, Bingman and several GOP state senators during today's Capitol news
conference.

The federal health care law requires states to submit plans for their own health
insurance exchanges if the state doesn't want to use a federal system.

Oklahoma was one of several states awarded a grant to help set up their exchanges.
Former Gov. Brad Henry, a Democrat, applied for the grant late last year.

The Republican-controlled House of Representatives by the narrowest of margins
approved Steele's health exchange bill in March, but the measure was never taken up
in the Senate.

Sen. Bill Brown, R-Broken Arrow, chairman of the Senate Insurance and Retirement
Committee, said he reviewed the federal grant and found that accepting it would put
Oklahoma at risk of having the federal government eventually run its health care
exchange. He told Bingman, and Bingman decided the bill wouldn't be heard in the
Senate.

 
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

 
Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8878

 

From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:04:48 PM

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 14, 2011

State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma
Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network

OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today joined other state leaders in announcing that
Oklahoma will establish a Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network to prevent the
establishment of a federal health care exchange in Oklahoma. 

Working together, leaders were able to address concerns expressed by some by adding specific
safeguards into the legislation that will prevent the implementation of a federal health care
exchange while creating an Oklahoma-based health insurance network.  The Health Insurance
Private Enterprise Network, based on a concept by the conservative Heritage Foundation and
legislation passed by the Oklahoma Legislature in 2009, will increase access to affordable,
private, portable health insurance plans through a free market-based network that offers choice
and competition to consumers.  The network will be governed by a board consisting of a
majority of members from the private sector and chaired by the Insurance Commissioner.  The
network will be funded through state or private resources. The state will not accept the $54
million Early Innovator Grant.

Governor Mary Fallin:  “I’m pleased to announce this agreement that accomplishes my goal
from the very beginning:  stopping the implementation of the president’s federal health care
exchange in Oklahoma. We have addressed concerns expressed by implementing strict
safeguards to prevent the implementation of the federal health care exchange while definitively
laying out the framework for a free market-based network that will empower consumers by
providing a place for individuals, families and small businesses to shop for affordable, quality
health insurance plans.”

House Speaker Kris Steele:  “Health care coverage is not a one-size-fits-all issue. We need to
make all options available to the people. The goal is to equip Oklahomans with the information
necessary to make wise decisions. The network will provide a user-friendly tool intended to help
people identify a health plan that best fits their individual needs.”

Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman:  “This private enterprise network not only
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offers the people of Oklahoma more options when buying insurance, it will serve as a defensive
strategy that protects Oklahoma from the federal health care law.  This is Oklahoma’s solution
and federalism at work.  Our plan is based on the principals of the free market; it will not limit
participation, it will increase competition among private plans and offer consumers the ability to
shop for their best option.” 

 

###
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Subject: ocpa statement on exchange plan
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:20:00 PM

From McCarville Report
 
REVERSAL: Fallin Now Says 'No' To $54 Million
 
Governor Fallin today reversed her position on accepting $54 million in federal funds tied to
Obamacare.
 
The Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs (OCPA) applauded Fallin’s decision, disclosed during a media
availability today, to reject the $54 million federal grant awarded to the state to begin implementing
health insurance exchanges as required under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.
 
“Today Gov. Fallin and our state leaders stood on their campaign promises to protect the people of
Oklahoma from the rigid, one-size-fits-all approach of Obamacare,” said Jason Sutton, J.D., health
policy analyst for OCPA.
 
“Oklahoma needs patient-centered health reforms that meet our state’s unique needs. A health
insurance exchange could be a useful tool in creating an insurance market based on choice and
competition; unfortunately, using the federal grant to build our exchange would handcuff our state
to Obamacare. Rejecting those funds is the best decision for Oklahoma.”
 
“The best way to protect Oklahoma from Obamacare is to not implement Obamacare,” said Michael
Carnuccio, OCPA president. “Today, Gov. Fallin and legislative leaders showed that they are willing to
put the citizens of Oklahoma above bureaucrats and do what is right for our state. Gov. Fallin has
demonstrated the type of true conservative leadership our state and nation need.”
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Subject: draft 2 - exchange joint release
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 8:27:00 AM

Please review.
 
 

State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma-
based Health Insurance Exchange

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today joined other state leaders in announcing
an agreement has been reached regarding the framework for an Oklahoma-based Health
Insurance Exchange. 
 
The leaders announced new legislation that specifically states Oklahoma’s health insurance
exchange will be based on free-market principles in order to increase access and enhance
competition for families and small business in the health insurance markets.  The bill also
states the Oklahoma-based exchange is being created to prevent the establishment of a
federal health insurance exchange in Oklahoma and that funding for the design and
implementation of the exchange will come from state resources.
 
Governor Mary Fallin:  “This agreement addresses concerns raised by the Senate while
definitively laying out the framework for what has been our goal all along:  preventing
Washington from forcing a federally designed exchange on Oklahoma. This agreement
strengthens our efforts to design a free market-based exchange that will empower consumers
by providing a place for families and small businesses to shop for affordable, quality health
insurance plans.”
 
(Speaker, PPT, Doak quotes)
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Alex Weintz
Subject: Fw: Collaborative Agreement for OK / UT
Date: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 5:11:17 PM

 
From: Cox-Kain, Julie [mailto:Juliek@health.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 04:53 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Cline, Dr.Terry L. <TerryC@health.ok.gov> 
Subject: FW: Collaborative Agreement for OK / UT 
 
See e-mail confirmation from Utah below that they would like to engage in a collaborative effort with
Oklahoma on the following areas regarding Insurance Exchange:
 
Collaborative Agreement for development of Oklahoma’s and Utah’s Health Insurance
Exchange (HIX) implementation -  gaining efficiencies, and accelerating HIX development
for each state.
 
Participation in this effort will allow each state to leverage the development of common
components, as federal guidance is released, while focusing each state’s planning efforts on
state-specific requirements (e.g., HIX governance, legislation and other concerns).
 
Each state’s HIX efforts will be linked with the design, development, and implementation of
its HIX systems.  For the mutual benefit of each state, Utah and Oklahoma will coordinate and
share innovations garnered through the development of its HIX and will agree to:
 

·         Share expertise, technologies, tools and products for planning, evaluation and
adaptability throughout the process;

·         Provide opportunities to share, leverage, and re-use Exchange IT Systems’  and other
components;

·         Provide commitment to share architecture;
·         Collaborate in the development of an advisory panel or the creation of other

consultative roles.
·         Use funds received to develop innovative and reusable system components that can

be adopted and used by each state as part of their technology solutions for the
implementation of their HIX.

 
We are waiting on Wisconsin to confirm their commitment but I anticipate they will readily
accept. 
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From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S. 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 4:37 PM
To: Cox-Kain, Julie
Cc: Lieser, Derek G.
Subject: FW: Collaborative Agreement for OK / UT
 
Julie – We have received confirmation from Utah…see below.
 

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.2944 | Cell   | E-mail
NicolePJ@health.ok.gov | Website: www.ohca.org/OHX
 

 

From: Patty Conner [mailto:pconner@utah.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 3:29 PM
To: Lieser, Derek G.; Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
Cc: Norman Thurston
Subject: Re: Collaborative Agreement for OK / UT
 
Nicole and Derek,
 
I think your summary is right on with our thought process on the collaboration. I think you are good to
submit this information to your Director.
 
 
 
Patt
 
y
>>> "Prieto Johns, Nicole S." <NIcolePJ@health.ok.gov> 4/13/2011 1:55 PM >>>
Patty – Thank you for talking with Derek and me this afternoon.  Per our conversation, here is some
very preliminary language (see below) pertaining to the possible development of an MOU for a
collaborative Utah-Oklahoma agreement.  Please use this to combine with the points you and
Norman have already talked about.  Would you be able to send us back a preliminary response this
afternoon?    
 
Thank you so much!
Nicole & Derek
 
 
Collaborative Agreement for development of Oklahoma’s and Utah’s Health Insurance
Exchange (HIX) implementation -  gaining efficiencies, and accelerating HIX development
for each state.
 
Participation in this effort will allow each state to leverage the development of common
components, as federal guidance is released, while focusing each state’s planning efforts on
state-specific requirements (e.g., HIX governance, legislation and other concerns).
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Each state’s HIX efforts will be linked with the design, development, and implementation of
its HIX systems.  For the mutual benefit of each state, Utah and Oklahoma will coordinate and
share innovations garnered through the development of its HIX and will agree to:
 

·         Share expertise, technologies, tools and products for planning, evaluation and
adaptability throughout the process;

·         Provide opportunities to share, leverage, and re-use Exchange IT Systems’  and other
components;

·         Provide commitment to share architecture;
·         Collaborate in the development of an advisory panel or the creation of other

consultative roles.
·         Use funds received to develop innovative and reusable system components that can

be adopted and used by each state as part of their technology solutions for the
implementation of their HIX.

 
 

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.2944 | Cell   | E-mail
NicolePJ@health.ok.gov | Website: www.ohca.org/OHX
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From: Glen Mulready
To: "thompsont@oksenate.gov"; brejcha@oksenate.gov; Katie Altshuler; Jonathan Buxton; Brian Downs; Denise

Northrup; gary@garystanislawski.com; Mark McCullough
Subject: RE: Insurance Exchange costs
Date: Monday, April 11, 2011 2:26:07 PM

I know this group pretty well.  I worked with Phil Lebhertz 4 or 5 years ago in the establishment of their

“Matrix”.  This laid out for all 50 states health insurance options, public and private, that were available

to the uninsured.  Back then, it was a book he had published.  He has now adapted this due to the

PPACA.  This is a starting point, but from what I know of what they have developed, it is only a starting

point….and the pricing estimate should be take n as such.  

I have known Phil and have some spoken with him at a couple of events. 

GM

 

From: Trait Thompson [mailto:Thompsont@lsb.state.ok.us] 
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2011 2:50 PM
To: brejcha@oksenate.gov; 'Katie Altshuler'; Jonathan Buxton; Brian Downs; 'Denise Northrup';
gary@garystanislawski.com; Glen Mulready; Mark McCullough
Subject: Insurance Exchange costs
 
Rick Farmer from the Insurance Dept sent me this information on costs this weekend.  I’m passing it

along for your perusal.

 

Trait

 

From: Rick Farmer [mailto:Rick.Farmer@oid.ok.gov] 
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2011 8:44 PM
To: Thompsont@lsb.state.ok.us
Cc: Mike Rhoads
Subject: Fwd: OK Insurance Exchange
 

Trait:

We have a proposal from a non profit.  Of course, there could be many other groups who
would provide similar service.  The proposal does mention costs but is not very explicit.  It
seems like they have a lot of the work already done, so it might be cheap.  I was not able to
reach this group all weekend and they are on west coast time, so we will probably not have
an estimate by the end of the day on Monday.  I will let you know as soon as we have
something.
 

 
thanks,
Rick
 
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt
from disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this
email by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any
disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in
reliance on it, is prohibited and unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not
warrant any e-mail transmission received as being virus free, and disclaims any
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liability for losses or damages arising from the use of this e-mail or its attachments.
Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer virus exposure by opening
or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or recourse against
the House by doing so.
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From: Nico Gomez
To: Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; TerryC@health.ok.gov; Juliek@health.ok.gov
Subject: RE: Early Innovator Story
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2011 5:04:03 PM

For what it is worth, here is the reporter's response...
________________________________________
From: ziva.branstetter@tulsaworld.com [ziva.branstetter@tulsaworld.com]
Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 4:58 PM
To: Nico Gomez
Cc: Mike Strain; Robby Trammell
Subject: Re: OHCA and the Early Innovator Grant with HP Enterprise Systems

The Oklahoman writes their own headlines so you will need to contact them about that issue The grant
proposal says quite plainly that HP Enterprise Systems has been chosen as one of the contracters for the
exchange (not the mmis). Then I noted what you said about how the contract will be competively bid.
But the fact is they have already been chosen and the choice for them to continue on as a contracter in
this new exchange was not available to other companies through competitve bidding because the way it
has been set up no other comapny could possibly qualify.  The readers will have to make up their own
minds about it. My job as a reporter is to give them all of the information (including your explanation)
and let them decide but I took that portion of the story directly from the grant propsal that ohca wrote.
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Nico Gomez
To: Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; TerryC@health.ok.gov; Juliek@health.ok.gov
Subject: RE: Early Innovator Story
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2011 4:32:52 PM

Here is what I sent...
________________________________________
From: Nico Gomez
Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 4:28 PM
To: 'ziva.branstetter@tulsaworld.com'
Cc: wayne.greene@tulsaworld.com
Subject: OHCA and the Early Innovator Grant with HP Enterprise Systems

Ziva,

In your story on the early innovator grant published in the early bird edition of the Sunday Oklahoman
(early bird headline: Does insurance website plan violate bidding laws?) - I thought I made it clear that
the existing relationship with HP was competitively bid and the exchange piece is being bid out
separately but the vendor must be able to connect to the system that HP built. I am extremely
disappointed because the allegations in this story are extremely inaccurate and misleading. I understand
that you are not responsible for the headline that questioned the legality of our process. However, I
stand firm that the agency has in no way committed any unethical or illegal activities related to the early
innovator grant and its relationship to HP. There is and has been no pre-selection of any of our
vendors. What we indicated will be bid out in the grant application will be competitively bid, open to
public scrutiny, assuming this grant even goes forward.

Unfortunately, it was reported with this paragraph. "It also states that a contractor for the system,
Hewlett-Packard Enterprise Systems, already has been chosen, apparently without competitive bidding."
That statement is a complete contradiction to what I said in our response, "HP Enterprise System is
listed as one of the existing contractors because they are currently the agency’s fiscal agent having
been recently awarded a competitive bid for the agency’s Medicaid Management Information Systems
(MMIS). The grant proposal builds upon the OHCA’s current SoonerCare online enrollment system,
which was built and is maintained by the existing contract with HP Enterprise Services."

Again, HP, as an integral part of our competitively bid Medicaid Management Information System,
helped us build our online enrollment program as a part of the ongoing MMIS contract. It was a project
that began more than three years ago. This project underwent a strict and rigorous federal review. No
matter what, HP already is and will be a part of this project connecting the Medicaid function to the
Oklahoma exchange because of our existing contractual relationship. We were very open and
transparent in our grant application that this was a key part of our existing infrastructure. That is also is
why we listed HP in the grant because it was an existing project with an established vendor. In fact, we
firmly believe it is our existing progress in our online enrollment program that made us an attractive and
successful early innovator grant applicant.

I respectfully request a retraction or correction of this point.

Cordially,
Nico Gomez
Deputy CEO

Here are the questions and responses to the Tulsa World questions regarding HP and the early
innovator grant.

7.     The application states that ``one of the contractors for the OHIEP will be Hewlett Packard
Enterprise Systems.’’ Shouldn’t that be something that is put out to competitive bid? How were they
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chosen? What other contractors were considered?

The grant proposal differentiates between technologies already in place versus new technology sought
via competitive bid. HP Enterprise System is listed as one of the existing contractors because they are
currently the agency’s fiscal agent having been recently awarded a competitive bid for the agency’s
Medicaid Management Information Systems (MMIS). The grant proposal builds upon the OHCA’s current
SoonerCare online enrollment system, which was built and is maintained by the existing contract with
HP Enterprise Services. The new functionality will be competitively bid, and must interface with that
existing system. Oklahoma will issue three competitive bids under this grant. The first request for
proposal will seek a consultant to provide expertise, development and options for Oklahoma’s exchange.
The second request for proposal will seek technical expertise and development of systems solutions for
the interfaces with public programs as well as creation of standardized formats. The third request for
proposal will seek identification of requirements for systems, financial and operational aspects of
Oklahoma’s Exchange.  Approximately 97 percent of the grant funds will be competitively bid.

8.     HP and its lobbyists gave $8,100 to lawmakers and also spent $1,000 on meals for lawmakers and
other state officials last year. Was that lobbying an attempt to win the contract for this exchange?

The agency is not in position to speak for HP or their motives. The OHCA has enjoyed a long
relationship with this company and their predecessor, EDS, as they have successfully won a competitive
bid twice now to become the state Medicaid program fiscal agent and have helped create our agency’s
online enrollment program.

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Nico Gomez
To: Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; TerryC@health.ok.gov; Juliek@health.ok.gov
Subject: RE: Early Innovator Story
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2011 3:36:18 PM

Thoughts before I hit send???

__________________________________

Ziva,

In your story on the early innovator grant published in the early bird edition of the Sunday Oklahoman
(early bird headline: Does insurance website plan violate bidding laws?) - I thought I made it clear that
the existing relationship with HP was competitively bid and the exchange piece is being bid out
separately but the vendor must be able to connect to the system that HP built. I am extremely
disappointed because the allegations in this story are extremely inaccurate and misleading. I understand
that you are not responsible for the headline that questioned the legality of our process. However, I
stand firm that the agency has in no way committed any unethical or illegal activities related to the early
innovator grant and its relationship to HP. There is and has been no pre-selection of any of our
vendors.

Unfortunately, it was reported with this paragraph. "It also states that a contractor for the system,
Hewlett-Packard Enterprise Systems, already has been chosen, apparently without competitive bidding."
That statement is a complete contradiction to what I said in our response, "HP Enterprise System is
listed as one of the existing contractors because they are currently the agency’s fiscal agent having
been recently awarded a competitive bid for the agency’s Medicaid Management Information Systems
(MMIS). The grant proposal builds upon the OHCA’s current SoonerCare online enrollment system,
which was built and is maintained by the existing contract with HP Enterprise Services."

Again, HP, as an extension of our competitively bid Medicaid Management Information System, helped
us build our online enrollment program as a part of the previous MMIS contract. It was a project that
began more than three years ago. This project underwent rigorous federal review. We were very open
and transparent in our grant application that this was a key part of our existing infrastructure and that
is why we listed in the grant because it was an existing project with a vendor. In fact, we firmly believe
it is our existing progress in our online enrollment program that made us an attractive and successful
grant applicant.

I respectfully request a retraction or correction of this point.

Cordially,
Nico Gomez
Deputy CEO

Here are the questions and responses to the Tulsa World questions regarding HP and the early
innovator grant.

7.     The application states that ``one of the contractors for the OHIEP will be Hewlett Packard
Enterprise Systems.’’ Shouldn’t that be something that is put out to competitive bid? How were they
chosen? What other contractors were considered?

The grant proposal differentiates between technologies already in place versus new technology sought
via competitive bid. HP Enterprise System is listed as one of the existing contractors because they are
currently the agency’s fiscal agent having been recently awarded a competitive bid for the agency’s
Medicaid Management Information Systems (MMIS). The grant proposal builds upon the OHCA’s current
SoonerCare online enrollment system, which was built and is maintained by the existing contract with
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HP Enterprise Services. The new functionality will be competitively bid, and must interface with that
existing system. Oklahoma will issue three competitive bids under this grant. The first request for
proposal will seek a consultant to provide expertise, development and options for Oklahoma’s exchange.
The second request for proposal will seek technical expertise and development of systems solutions for
the interfaces with public programs as well as creation of standardized formats. The third request for
proposal will seek identification of requirements for systems, financial and operational aspects of
Oklahoma’s Exchange.  Approximately 97 percent of the grant funds will be competitively bid.

8.     HP and its lobbyists gave $8,100 to lawmakers and also spent $1,000 on meals for lawmakers and
other state officials last year. Was that lobbying an attempt to win the contract for this exchange?

The agency is not in position to speak for HP or their motives. The OHCA has enjoyed a long
relationship with this company and their predecessor, EDS, as they have successfully won a competitive
bid twice now to become the state Medicaid program fiscal agent and have helped create our agency’s
online enrollment program.

________________________________________
From: Glenn Coffee [Glenn.Coffee@gov.ok.gov]
Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 3:23 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Nico Gomez; Denise Northrup; TerryC@health.ok.gov; Juliek@health.ok.gov
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Story

Agree.

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 9, 2011, at 2:42 PM, "Alex Weintz" <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

> I don't think it can hurt at this point
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Katie Altshuler
> Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 12:45 PM
> To: 'nico.gomez@okhca.org' <nico.gomez@okhca.org>; Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee;
'TerryC@health.ok.gov' <TerryC@health.ok.gov>; 'Juliek@health.ok.gov' <Juliek@health.ok.gov>
> Subject: Re: Early Innovator Story
>
> I think you should respond, but that is just me! Katie
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org]
> Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 11:41 AM
> To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; 'TerryC@health.ok.gov'
<TerryC@health.ok.gov>; 'Juliek@health.ok.gov' <Juliek@health.ok.gov>
> Subject: Early Innovator Story
>
> In Ziva Branstetter's story on the early innovator grant published in the early bird edition of the
Sunday Oklahoman (early bird headline: Does insurance website plan violate bidding laws?) - I thought
we made it clear that the existing relationship with HP was competitively bid and the exchange piece is
being bid out separately but the vendor must be able to connect to the system that HP built. I would
like to respond but I wanted to counsel with Alex or anyone else first. I am extremely frustrated
because I think this is extremely inaccurate and misleading.
>
> Unfortunately, it was reported with this paragraph. "It also states that a contractor for the system,
Hewlett-Packard Enterprise Systems, already has been chosen, apparently without competitive bidding."
It was modified a bit with Julie's and my responses at the end of the story.
>
> Here are the questions and responses to the Tulsa World questions regarding HP and the early
innovator grant.
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>
> 7.     The application states that ``one of the contractors for the OHIEP will be Hewlett Packard
Enterprise Systems.’’ Shouldn’t that be something that is put out to competitive bid? How were they
chosen? What other contractors were considered?
>
> The grant proposal differentiates between technologies already in place versus new technology sought
via competitive bid. HP Enterprise System is listed as one of the existing contractors because they are
currently the agency’s fiscal agent having been recently awarded a competitive bid for the agency’s
Medicaid Management Information Systems (MMIS). The grant proposal builds upon the OHCA’s current
SoonerCare online enrollment system, which was built and is maintained by the existing contract with
HP Enterprise Services. The new functionality will be competitively bid, and must interface with that
existing system. Oklahoma will issue three competitive bids under this grant. The first request for
proposal will seek a consultant to provide expertise, development and options for Oklahoma’s exchange.
The second request for proposal will seek technical expertise and development of systems solutions for
the interfaces with public programs as well as creation of standardized formats. The third request for
proposal will seek identification of requirements for systems, financial and operational aspects of
Oklahoma’s Exchange.  Approximately 97 percent of the grant funds will be competitively bid.
>
> 8.     HP and its lobbyists gave $8,100 to lawmakers and also spent $1,000 on meals for lawmakers
and other state officials last year. Was that lobbying an attempt to win the contract for this exchange?
>
> The agency is not in position to speak for HP or their motives. The OHCA has enjoyed a long
relationship with this company and their predecessor, EDS, as they have successfully won a competitive
bid twice now to become the state Medicaid program fiscal agent and have helped create our agency’s
online enrollment program.
>
> Thanks,
> Nico
> 405-388-7485
>
> ________________________________________
> From: Alex Weintz [Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov]
> Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 12:54 PM
> To: Nico Gomez; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; 'TerryC@health.ok.gov';
'Juliek@health.ok.gov'
> Subject: Re: Early Innovator Questions
>
> I have looked it over and it seems ok to me
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org]
> Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 12:04 PM
> To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; 'TerryC@health.ok.gov' <TerryC@health.ok.gov>;
Alex Weintz; 'Juliek@health.ok.gov' <Juliek@health.ok.gov>
> Cc: Cindy Roberts <Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; Mike Fogarty <Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org>; Buffy
Heater <Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>
> Subject: RE: Early Innovator Questions
>
> Thank you. I have also received a call from capitol AP asking similar questions and I responded
verbally to Sean Murphy.
>
> I plan to send the response to Ziva at the Tulsa World at 1 p.m.
>
> I appreciate the review and quick feedback.
>
> Thanks,
> Nico
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Denise Northrup [mailto:Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov]
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> Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 11:54 AM
> To: Katie Altshuler; Nico Gomez; Glenn Coffee; 'TerryC@health.ok.gov'; Alex Weintz;
'Juliek@health.ok.gov'
> Cc: Cindy Roberts; Mike Fogarty; Buffy Heater
> Subject: Re: Early Innovator Questions
>
> I've reviewed most of it, and it looks fine.
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Katie Altshuler
> Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 11:50 AM
> To: 'nico.gomez@okhca.org' <nico.gomez@okhca.org>; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee;
'TerryC@health.ok.gov' <TerryC@health.ok.gov>; Alex Weintz; 'Juliek@health.ok.gov'
<Juliek@health.ok.gov>
> Cc: 'Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org' <Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; 'Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org'
<Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org>; 'Buffy.Heater@okhca.org' <Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>
> Subject: Re: Early Innovator Questions
>
> I have reviewed and aside from one change that I just discussed via telephone w/ Nico I think it is
good to go. Alex, have you had a chance to review? Is there anything that looks problematic to you?
Also, Secretary Cline/Julie please let us know if you have any concerns. Nico would like to finalize it
asap. Thank you, Katie
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org]
> Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:37 AM
> To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; 'Terry Cline (TerryC@health.ok.gov)'
<TerryC@health.ok.gov>; Alex Weintz; 'juliek@health.ok.gov' <juliek@health.ok.gov>
> Cc: Cindy Roberts <Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; Mike Fogarty <Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org>; Buffy
Heater <Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>
> Subject: RE: Early Innovator Questions
>
> I think we are close to having our response completed. Will you please review this latest draft as
soon as possible and let me know if you have any questions or concerns. I am hoping to send our final
response to the reporter by noon today.
>
> Thanks,
> Nico
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Nico Gomez
> Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:54 PM
> To: 'Katie Altshuler'; 'denise.northrup@gov.ok.gov'; 'glenn.coffee@gov.ok.gov'; Terry Cline
(TerryC@health.ok.gov); 'Alex Weintz'; 'juliek@health.ok.gov'
> Cc: Cindy Roberts; Mike Fogarty; Buffy Heater
> Subject: Early Innovator Questions
>
> All~
>
> Here is a list of questions (attached and below) we just received from the Tulsa World related to the
Early Innovator grant. We will draft a response for your review but please understand that your review
time might be short. Please let me know if you have any thoughts or suggestions related to any of the
questions as soon as possible.
>
> Thanks,
> Nico
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Ziva Branstetter [mailto:Ziva.Branstetter@tulsaworld.com]
> Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:17 PM
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> To: Nico Gomez
> Subject: Re: Instructions for Grantees: Restriction of Funds for IT Innovator Grantees
>
> OK thanks. It looks like the first gate review period has passed. What percentage of the grand funds
have been drawn down? My questions are attached. I asked OSDH many of the same questions but
since OHCA wrote the grant, they are probably more appropriate to address to you guys. Thanks again.
>
> Ziva Branstetter
> Enterprise Editor
> Tulsa World
> ziva.branstetter@tulsaworld.com
> 918.581.8306 (office)
> 918.520.0406 (cell)
> 918.581.8353 (fax)
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>>>> Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org> 4/7/2011 1:01 PM >>>
> Ziva,
>
> Here are the specific federal drawdown instructions for this grant.
>
> Thanks,
> Nico
> ________________________________
>
>
> Dear IT Innovator Grantees,
>
> Drawing Down Funds:  Instructions to Grantees:
>
> Background:
> The Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIIO) will perform four (4) Gate
Reviews during the course of each year of early innovator grant funding consistent the Systems
Development Life Cycle practices to monitor, assess, and guide grantees to ensure the highest quality
results are attained.
>
>
> Gate Review 1:          Architecture Review (AR):                                   March 30 -April 1, 2011
> Gate Review 2:          Project Baseline Review (PBR)                          May/June 2011
> Gate Review 3:          Pre-Operational Readiness Review (PORR)                 September 2011
> Gate Review 4:          Operational Readiness Review (ORR)            September/October 2012
>
> Summary of Requirements:
> CCIIO will review requests for a draw-down of funds to support the SDLC activities at the time of the
Gate Reviews.  The request is prospective for the obligations needed to get the grantee through to the
next gate review. Grantees may in the interim request a draw-down of funds to support the activities of
the Early Innovator IT Cooperative Agreement award.  Grantees will be required to submit to their
requests to their project officer via email:
>
>
> 1.       A brief description of how the draw-down request supports the goals of the approved
application's scope of work and the specific SDLC cycle
> 2.      Standard Form (SF) 424, a SF 424A, and a Budget Justification specific to the draw down
request.   Use the link and attach the form to your request for draw down. 
http://intranet.hhs.gov/forms/PHS/SF-424__Forms__SF-LLL__Forms_.pdf;  and
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> 3.      A description of fiscal accountability of funds. Specifically, address:
> a.       Name of Contractor or proposed contractor.
> b.      Method of Selection: How was the contractor selected? State whether the contract is sole
source or competitive bid. If an organization is the sole source for the contract, include an explanation
as to why this institution is the only one able to perform contract services.
> c.       Period of Performance: How long is the contract period? Specify the beginning and ending
dates of the contract.
> d.      Scope of Work: What will the contractor do? Describe the specific services/tasks to be
performed by the contractor as related to the accomplishment of program objectives. Deliverables
should be clearly defined.
> e.       Method of Accountability: How will the contractor be monitored? Describe how the progress
and performance of the contractor will be monitored during and on close of the contract period. Identify
who will be responsible for supervising the contract.
>
> Timeline for Review and Release of Grant Funds:
> CCIIO will perform an internal review of draw down requests.  That review is expected to take up to
two weeks, assuming documentation is sufficient to support the request for draw down of funds. The
Division of Grants Management Operations will notify grantees by email of CCIIO's decision regarding
the draw down request.
>
>
> Susan Lumsden
> Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight
> Department of Health and Human Services
> (301) 492-4347
>
>
>
>
> ==================================================DISCLAIMER - This
e-mail message, including any attachments,
> is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
> confidential and privileged information.
>
> If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
> distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
> immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
> mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
>
> The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
> the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
> transmission. If verification is required please request a
> hard-copy version.
>
> -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
> Each week 70% of Tulsa area adults read the Tulsa World (Scarborough Research 2010 R2).
> To subscribe, call (918) 582-0921.
>
>
> ______________________________________________________________________
> This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
> For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
> ______________________________________________________________________
>
>
> =================
> DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
> is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
> confidential and privileged information.
>
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> If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
> distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
> immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
> mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
>
> The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
> the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
> transmission. If verification is required please request a
> hard-copy version.
>
> =================
> DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
> is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
> confidential and privileged information.
>
> If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
> distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
> immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
> mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
>
> The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
> the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
> transmission. If verification is required please request a
> hard-copy version.
>
> =================
> DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
> is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
> confidential and privileged information.
>
> If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
> distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
> immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
> mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
>
> The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
> the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
> transmission. If verification is required please request a
> hard-copy version.

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments,
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Nico Gomez
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; "TerryC@health.ok.gov"; "Juliek@health.ok.gov"
Subject: Early Innovator Story
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2011 11:41:54 AM

In Ziva Branstetter's story on the early innovator grant published in the early bird edition of the Sunday
Oklahoman (early bird headline: Does insurance website plan violate bidding laws?) - I thought we
made it clear that the existing relationship with HP was competitively bid and the exchange piece is
being bid out separately but the vendor must be able to connect to the system that HP built. I would
like to respond but I wanted to counsel with Alex or anyone else first. I am extremely frustrated
because I think this is extremely inaccurate and misleading.

Unfortunately, it was reported with this paragraph. "It also states that a contractor for the system,
Hewlett-Packard Enterprise Systems, already has been chosen, apparently without competitive bidding."
It was modified a bit with Julie's and my responses at the end of the story.

Here are the questions and responses to the Tulsa World questions regarding HP and the early
innovator grant.

7.     The application states that ``one of the contractors for the OHIEP will be Hewlett Packard
Enterprise Systems.’’ Shouldn’t that be something that is put out to competitive bid? How were they
chosen? What other contractors were considered?

The grant proposal differentiates between technologies already in place versus new technology sought
via competitive bid. HP Enterprise System is listed as one of the existing contractors because they are
currently the agency’s fiscal agent having been recently awarded a competitive bid for the agency’s
Medicaid Management Information Systems (MMIS). The grant proposal builds upon the OHCA’s current
SoonerCare online enrollment system, which was built and is maintained by the existing contract with
HP Enterprise Services. The new functionality will be competitively bid, and must interface with that
existing system. Oklahoma will issue three competitive bids under this grant. The first request for
proposal will seek a consultant to provide expertise, development and options for Oklahoma’s exchange.
The second request for proposal will seek technical expertise and development of systems solutions for
the interfaces with public programs as well as creation of standardized formats. The third request for
proposal will seek identification of requirements for systems, financial and operational aspects of
Oklahoma’s Exchange.  Approximately 97 percent of the grant funds will be competitively bid.

8.     HP and its lobbyists gave $8,100 to lawmakers and also spent $1,000 on meals for lawmakers and
other state officials last year. Was that lobbying an attempt to win the contract for this exchange?

The agency is not in position to speak for HP or their motives. The OHCA has enjoyed a long
relationship with this company and their predecessor, EDS, as they have successfully won a competitive
bid twice now to become the state Medicaid program fiscal agent and have helped create our agency’s
online enrollment program.

Thanks,
Nico

________________________________________
From: Alex Weintz [Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 12:54 PM
To: Nico Gomez; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; 'TerryC@health.ok.gov';
'Juliek@health.ok.gov'
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Questions

I have looked it over and it seems ok to me

----- Original Message -----
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From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 12:04 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; 'TerryC@health.ok.gov' <TerryC@health.ok.gov>;
Alex Weintz; 'Juliek@health.ok.gov' <Juliek@health.ok.gov>
Cc: Cindy Roberts <Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; Mike Fogarty <Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org>; Buffy Heater
<Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>
Subject: RE: Early Innovator Questions

Thank you. I have also received a call from capitol AP asking similar questions and I responded verbally
to Sean Murphy.

I plan to send the response to Ziva at the Tulsa World at 1 p.m.

I appreciate the review and quick feedback.

Thanks,
Nico

-----Original Message-----
From: Denise Northrup [mailto:Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 11:54 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Nico Gomez; Glenn Coffee; 'TerryC@health.ok.gov'; Alex Weintz;
'Juliek@health.ok.gov'
Cc: Cindy Roberts; Mike Fogarty; Buffy Heater
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Questions

I've reviewed most of it, and it looks fine.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 11:50 AM
To: 'nico.gomez@okhca.org' <nico.gomez@okhca.org>; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee;
'TerryC@health.ok.gov' <TerryC@health.ok.gov>; Alex Weintz; 'Juliek@health.ok.gov'
<Juliek@health.ok.gov>
Cc: 'Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org' <Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; 'Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org'
<Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org>; 'Buffy.Heater@okhca.org' <Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Questions

I have reviewed and aside from one change that I just discussed via telephone w/ Nico I think it is good
to go. Alex, have you had a chance to review? Is there anything that looks problematic to you? Also,
Secretary Cline/Julie please let us know if you have any concerns. Nico would like to finalize it asap.
Thank you, Katie

----- Original Message -----
From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:37 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; 'Terry Cline (TerryC@health.ok.gov)'
<TerryC@health.ok.gov>; Alex Weintz; 'juliek@health.ok.gov' <juliek@health.ok.gov>
Cc: Cindy Roberts <Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; Mike Fogarty <Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org>; Buffy Heater
<Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>
Subject: RE: Early Innovator Questions

I think we are close to having our response completed. Will you please review this latest draft as soon
as possible and let me know if you have any questions or concerns. I am hoping to send our final
response to the reporter by noon today.

Thanks,
Nico

-----Original Message-----
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From: Nico Gomez
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:54 PM
To: 'Katie Altshuler'; 'denise.northrup@gov.ok.gov'; 'glenn.coffee@gov.ok.gov'; Terry Cline
(TerryC@health.ok.gov); 'Alex Weintz'; 'juliek@health.ok.gov'
Cc: Cindy Roberts; Mike Fogarty; Buffy Heater
Subject: Early Innovator Questions

All~

Here is a list of questions (attached and below) we just received from the Tulsa World related to the
Early Innovator grant. We will draft a response for your review but please understand that your review
time might be short. Please let me know if you have any thoughts or suggestions related to any of the
questions as soon as possible.

Thanks,
Nico

-----Original Message-----
From: Ziva Branstetter [mailto:Ziva.Branstetter@tulsaworld.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:17 PM
To: Nico Gomez
Subject: Re: Instructions for Grantees: Restriction of Funds for IT Innovator Grantees

OK thanks. It looks like the first gate review period has passed. What percentage of the grand funds
have been drawn down? My questions are attached. I asked OSDH many of the same questions but
since OHCA wrote the grant, they are probably more appropriate to address to you guys. Thanks again.

Ziva Branstetter
Enterprise Editor
Tulsa World
ziva.branstetter@tulsaworld.com
918.581.8306 (office)
918.520.0406 (cell)
918.581.8353 (fax)

>>> Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org> 4/7/2011 1:01 PM >>>
Ziva,

Here are the specific federal drawdown instructions for this grant.

Thanks,
Nico
________________________________

Dear IT Innovator Grantees,

Drawing Down Funds:  Instructions to Grantees:

Background:
The Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIIO) will perform four (4) Gate
Reviews during the course of each year of early innovator grant funding consistent the Systems
Development Life Cycle practices to monitor, assess, and guide grantees to ensure the highest quality
results are attained.
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Gate Review 1:          Architecture Review (AR):                                   March 30 -April 1, 2011
Gate Review 2:          Project Baseline Review (PBR)                          May/June 2011
Gate Review 3:          Pre-Operational Readiness Review (PORR)                 September 2011
Gate Review 4:          Operational Readiness Review (ORR)            September/October 2012

Summary of Requirements:
CCIIO will review requests for a draw-down of funds to support the SDLC activities at the time of the
Gate Reviews.  The request is prospective for the obligations needed to get the grantee through to the
next gate review. Grantees may in the interim request a draw-down of funds to support the activities of
the Early Innovator IT Cooperative Agreement award.  Grantees will be required to submit to their
requests to their project officer via email:

1.       A brief description of how the draw-down request supports the goals of the approved
application's scope of work and the specific SDLC cycle
2.      Standard Form (SF) 424, a SF 424A, and a Budget Justification specific to the draw down
request.   Use the link and attach the form to your request for draw down. 
http://intranet.hhs.gov/forms/PHS/SF-424__Forms__SF-LLL__Forms_.pdf;  and
3.      A description of fiscal accountability of funds. Specifically, address:
a.       Name of Contractor or proposed contractor.
b.      Method of Selection: How was the contractor selected? State whether the contract is sole source
or competitive bid. If an organization is the sole source for the contract, include an explanation as to
why this institution is the only one able to perform contract services.
c.       Period of Performance: How long is the contract period? Specify the beginning and ending dates
of the contract.
d.      Scope of Work: What will the contractor do? Describe the specific services/tasks to be performed
by the contractor as related to the accomplishment of program objectives. Deliverables should be clearly
defined.
e.       Method of Accountability: How will the contractor be monitored? Describe how the progress and
performance of the contractor will be monitored during and on close of the contract period. Identify
who will be responsible for supervising the contract.

Timeline for Review and Release of Grant Funds:
CCIIO will perform an internal review of draw down requests.  That review is expected to take up to
two weeks, assuming documentation is sufficient to support the request for draw down of funds. The
Division of Grants Management Operations will notify grantees by email of CCIIO's decision regarding
the draw down request.

Susan Lumsden
Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight
Department of Health and Human Services
(301) 492-4347

==================================================DISCLAIMER - This e-
mail message, including any attachments,
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
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the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Each week 70% of Tulsa area adults read the Tulsa World (Scarborough Research 2010 R2).
To subscribe, call (918) 582-0921.
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immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
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the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
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The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Saundra Naifeh
To: AJ Mallory; Denise Northrup
Subject: OK-SAFE - Action Alert - Vote YES on HB 1571, Vote NO on HB2130
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 4:59:07 PM

 
Hi   AJ  and Denise,  I think this website and some of the blogs on the left may give you some
background on some of the arguments surrounding the Health Exchange
Near the bottom is a blog list;  axXiom for liberty is one that has some support Kaye Beach is
the person that has been often quoted.  I don’t know if this is beneficial but wanted you to
be aware of the sites.   Take care    Saundra N

From: "OK-SAFE, Inc." <membership@ok-safe.com>

Subject: OK-SAFE - Action Alert - Vote YES on HB 1571, Vote NO on
HB2130
Reply-To: membership@ok-safe.com
 

Having trouble viewing this email? Please click here Write a review / Forward to a Friend

To ensure delivery, please add membership@ok-safe.com to your address book. SmartUnsubscribesm

 

 
OK-SAFE

Action Alert

 
03/17/2011

 

In this issue:

Vote YES on HB 1571, NO on

HB 2130 - Votes Today

Meetings re: Implementation fo

ObamaCare via Health Insurance

Exchanges 

Health Insurance Exchanges -

Cornerstone of 'ObamaCare'

Legislative Contact Info

NEW! Idaho-SAFE

 

Action Alert - Calls Needed Today 3/17/11

Thursday, March 17, 2011, is the legislative deadline for the third reading

and final passage of measures out of the chamber of origin.

Two important bills on the House calendar and may be heard today.  Please

make calls and send email to your own legislator and as many others as you

can on both of these bills.

Pro-Life bill:

Vote YES on HB 1571 by Vaughan/Blacwell/Ritze and Shortey of the Senate

is a bill that defines a "person" as from the moment of conception, as
originally written, without the Cox amendment..  

Rep. Dr. Cox, who apparently has a philosophical disconnect from the pro-life

issue, has added the following language to the bill:

C.  This act shall not apply to in-vitro fertilization.

Life is life and to include this section creates two tiers of rights for the

"persons" conceived.
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Contact Us!

Links

 
 

 

Visit our website: ok-
safe.com

Sign up for Newsletter/Action
Alerts

Radio

Listen to America in the
Balance on Truth in Focus
Internet radio.

3/13/11 - 1st Half: Interview

with Alex Pettit, Oklahoma's

Chief Information Officer,

how the CIO position was

created, his duties, the goal

of the state's IT assessment;

2nd half: Rep. David Derby

discusses HB 1170 which

created the CIO position, the

cost to the state;  HB 2130,

removing the Insurance

Commissioner from authority

over the Insurance

Exchanges.

3/6/11 - Interview with Rep.

Dr. Mike Ritze regarding

nullification of ObamaCare,

HB 2026 in 2009 which laid

the groundwork for the

HUB/Exchanges, and how

HB 1276 was neutralized in

committee.

2/27/11 - Interview with Mark

Croucher, independent

insurance agent in

Oklahoma, discussing

concerns with the Health

Insurance Exchange and its'

link to "ObamaCare"

Truth in Focus Radio.         

New! Idaho-SAFE:
Sovereignty and Free

Enterprise is catching on -

This bill may be heard today, however, it must be noted that due to the timing

of when this bill was put on the House calendar it may be bumped in favor of

those bills favored by the specialist interest groups in this state.

Insurance Exchange/ObamaCare bill:

Vote NO on HB 2130 by Steele of the House, Jolley of the Senate.  This bill is

an enabling piece of legislation defining the governance for the HUB (Health

Care for the Uninsured Board, created by HB 2026 in 2009),

The HUB is in charge of planning and implementing the Health Insurance

Exchanges in OK. (See article below about how these exchanges are the

cornerstone of "ObamaCare", the Patient Protection and Affordable Care

Act.)

HB 2130 strikes the Insurance Commissioner (Doak, elected by the people)

as advisor and aid to the HUB in their duties, and instead puts the appointed
Secretary of Health and Human Services (Dr. Terry Cline) as the Executive

Director of the HUB. 

Dr. Cline also serves on the Steering Committee for the Health Insurance

Exchanges. (See article below about how these exchanges are the

cornerstone of 'ObamaCare'.)  The Steering Committee, although claiming

"Transparency" as a "Core Value", has expressed displeasure that any

member of the public might want to attend these meetings.

Please call/email you representative and ask for a NO vote on HB 2130.  The

entire concept of health exchanges needs open public discussion and debate

before this state commits to something that cannot be undone in the future.

Namely, socialized medicine.

Info/Contacts:
OK House Members 2011-12 - Click here.

OK Senate Members 2011-12 - Click here.

The Oklahoma Legislature website: www.lsb.state.ok.us/ 

OK House: 1-800-522-8502, or 1-405-521-2711

OK Senate: 1-800-865-6490, or 1405-524-0126

Reagan was wrong.  Verify, then trust.   Maybe.

 

OK-SAFE Meetings - Implementing 'ObamaCare'
in Oklahoma via the Exchanges 

Most Oklahomans (and most Americans) objected to the idea of socialized

medicine as specified in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act,

(PPACA), aka ObamaCare.  It's companion law was the Health Care and

Education Reconciliation Act of 2010.  Collectively these two laws are

referred to as the Affordable Care Act.
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Check out the new Idaho-

SAFE at www.idaho-safe.org

  

 

 

Contact Us:
Email:

oksafe@windstream.net

Mail: 

OK-SAFE, Inc. 

P.O. Box 33148 

Tulsa, OK  74153 

2011 Dues now due.  

Pay online or make checks

payable to 

OK-SAFE, Inc. and mail to

the above P.O. Box.

Individual: $50/yr

Group: $100/yr

OK-SAFE, Inc. is a 501c4

non-profit Oklahoma

corporation. 

 

 
Blogroll

OK-SAFE Blog

AxXiom for Liberty

OCPAC

ObamaCare image

It appears that the Henry/Fallin administrations, as well as the Oklahoma

legislature, have been, and currently are, engaged in implementing the

provisions of ObamaCare, as evidenced by the federal grant applications and

legislation, while appearing to oppose ObamaCare via SQ 756 and the

national lawsuit.

There will be an open discussion/review of both the grants and the legislation

paving the way for the implementation of 'ObamaCare' in Oklahoma at two

meetings this week.

See details below.

OKC - Wednesday, March 16, 2011 - The Village Library, 10307 N. Penn

Ave, The Village (OKC), Oklahoma.  Time 6:30 - 8:00 pm.

Tulsa/Broken Arrow - Saturday, March 19, 2011 - Heartland HQ Building,

1008-B N. Hickory, Broken Arrow, OK.  Time: 10:00 am to 11:30 am.

Currently, HB 2130 by Steele, is a key piece of enabling legislation dealing

with the HUB board and the development of the Health Insurance

Exchanges.  HB 2130 re3moves the Insurance Commissioner from oversight

of the exchange and puts in place Dr. Terry Cline, OK Sec. of Health and

Human Services, appointed by Gov. Fallin.

This bill is being presented by freshman legislator Rep. Glen Mulready, (HD-

68) who apparently agreed to carry this bill for leadership.  Leadership has

not done him any favors here - HB 2130 is not a bill one would wish to be

associated with in the future.

We are recommending a NO vote on HB 2130.  We also suggest to Rep.

Mulready that if he is anxious for approval that he might want to get dog -

politicians make lousy friends.  

Psalm 118: 8,9 - "It  is better to take refuge in the LORD than to trust in man; It is better to
take refuge in the LORD than to trust in princes."

 

Oklahoma Legislators Contact Information
 
Citizens need to stay engaged in the legislative process, reading and

watching the bills, calling and visiting their legislators, and, if necessary,

voting them right back out in 2012.  

Info/Contacts:
OK House Members 2011-12 - Click here.

OK Senate Members 2011-12 - Click here.
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OK2A

OKforTEA

OK Grassroots

ROPE

The Online POOP

Tulsa 912 Project

Research/News:

American Deception

American Policy Center

Channeling Reality

Constitutional Alliance

EdWatch

EPIC

Freedom Advocates

Global Research

National Center for Constitutional

Studies

Randy Bright Articles
Reinventing Government
Scribd
Sovereignty International
Tulsa Beacon
WND

 

Oklahoma Conservative
Agenda for 2011

It has been widely published

that some in the majority

caucus of the state

legislature have determined

to hold fiscal issues of the

highest importance and

ignore social issues.

Many Oklahomans disagree

and believe what they call

social issues are really liberty

issues.

Check the Conservative

Agenda for 2011 at Liberty

Forge.

If you agree, tell your OK

legislator.

The Oklahoma Legislature website: www.lsb.state.ok.us/ 

The OK State Court Network: www.oscn.net

OK House: 1-800-522-8502, or 1-405-521-2711

OK Senate: 1-800-865-6490, or 1405-524-0126

OK Governor's Office: 1-800-865-5853, or 1-405-521-2342

OK Ethics Commission: 1-405-521-3451

Reagan was wrong.  Verify, then trust.   Maybe.

 

OK Republicans Implement "ObamaCare"

On Friday, Feburary 25, 2011 OK Governor Mary Fallin issued a press

release announcing "Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M "Early Innovator Grant" to

Support Oklahoma-Based Health Insurance Exchange." 

Noticably missing from the announcement is the fact that the "Early

Innovators" grants are to fund implementation of the Information Technology

(IT) infrastructure needed to operate Health Insurance Exchanges,

a cornerstone of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, aka

"ObamaCare."

The grant application, officially called the Cooperative Agreements to Support

Innovative Exchange Information Technology Systems, is a 41-page

document outlining the purpose, authority, and background of the funding

"opportunity", as well as eligibility requirements states must meet in order to

qualify. 

The application also notes the specific sections of the Patient Protection and

Affordable Care Act (and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act,

together referred to as the Affordable Care Act) authorizing the funding of the

grant.

Oklahoma was one of seven initial grant awardees, with our state getting the

largest dollar amount - $54,582,269.  The grantee in Oklahoma is

the Oklahoma Health Care Authority.

According to Grants.gov, the expected number of awards is 51 - all 50 states,

plus the District of Columbia.

All of the exchanges are to be interoperable and usable by other states.

Exchanges - Cornerstone of the PPACA

The creation of Health Insurance Exchanges is a cornerstone of  PPACA

(ObamaCare), without which there would be no socialized health care plan. 

The plan requires an IT infrastructure to be in place in order to function.  No

Exchanges, no ObamaCare.

These insurance Exchanges are mentioned 278 times in the Act.

The specific section of PPACA (ObamaCare) noted in the grant application

are:

Page 5 of the grant application cites Section 1311 of the PPACA.
 

"C. Background
On March 23, 2010, the President signed into law the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act. On March 30, 2010, the Health Care and Education
Reconciliation Act of 2010 was signed into law. The two laws are collectively
referred to as the Affordable Care Act. The Affordable Care Act includes a wide
variety of provisions designed to expand coverage, provide more health care choices,
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enhance the quality of health care for all Americans, hold insurance companies more
accountable, and lower health care costs. Among its provisions, the law provides
grant funding to assist States in implementing parts of the Affordable Care Act. 

Section 1311 of the Affordable Care Act provides funding assistance to the States
for the planning and establishment of Health Insurance Exchanges (“Exchanges”).
The Affordable Care Act provides that each State may elect to establish an Exchange
that would: 1) facilitate the purchase of qualified health plans (QHPs); 2) provide for
the establishment of a Small Business Health Options Program (“SHOP Exchange”)
designed to assist qualified employers in facilitating the enrollment of their
employees in QHPs offered in the SHOP Exchange; and 3) meet other requirements
specified in the Act."

Pages 6 & 7 of the application cite Section 1323 of the PPACA:

"The products of this Cooperative Agreement will be available to all States and the
District of Columbia for evaluation and adaptability throughout the process so that
non-grantee-States will not have to wait until  a complete product is finished to test
for adaptability for its existing systems. As IT systems are developed, attention
should be paid to assuring that information gathered will be accessible for evaluation
purposes. U.S. Territories that establish Exchanges under Section 1323 will be
eligible to participate in the evaluation and adaptability process and the products
developed under this Cooperative Agreement will be available to them."

Pages 7, 17, 21, 28, and 29  of the application cite Section 1561 of
PPACA:

Key Principles of Exchange IT capabilities for Early Innovators
• The organization governing the design, development, and implementation of the
core capabilities must follow standard industry Systems Development Life Cycle
(SDLC) frameworks including the use of iterative and incremental development
methodologies. The governing body must also be able to produce requirement
specifications, analysis, design, code, and testing that can be easily shared with other
interested and authorized stakeholders (i.e., other States, consortia of States, or any
entity that is responsible for establishing an Exchange).
• The design must take advantage of a Web Services Architecture (using XML,
SOAP and WSDL or REST) and Service Oriented Architecture approach for design
and development leveraging the concepts of a shared pool of configurable
computing resources (e.g., Cloud Computing).
• The services description/definition, services interfaces, policies and business rules,
must be published in a web services registry to support both internal and external
service requests that are public and private, and be able to manage role-based access
to underlying data.
• Per Section 1561 of the Affordable Care Act, all designs must follow the standards
thatare currently outlined in the recommendations published by the Office of the
National Coordinator (ONC). For details on Section 1561 Standards, see:
http://healthit.hhs.gov/portal/server.pt?open=512&mode=2&objID=3161.
• Per National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) publications, the design
and implementation must take into account security standards and controls. (For
details on NIST publications, see: http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsSPs.html)

Health Insurance Exchange Legislation

Currently there are several live bills implementing the Health Insurance

Exchange but two worth noting are SB 960 by Sen. Bill  Brown, and HB 2130

by Rep. Kris Steele.

Health Insurance Exchange Impact on Independent Brokers

Several independent insurance brokers in Oklahoma are concerned about

the impact the exchanges will have on their businesses.  The exchanges

operate contrary to the free enterprise system and most likely will put the

independent insurance broker out of business.  Click here to hear the 2/27/11

interview with Mark Croucher of WHY-Insurance. 

To contact Governor Fallin about this issue:

Phone: 405-521-2342
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To call Senate Pro-Temp Brian Bingman:

Phone: 405-521-5528

Email: bingman@oksenate.gov

To call House Speaker Kris Steele:

Phone: 1-405-557-7345

Email: krissteele@okhouse.gov

More on this subject in the weeks ahead. 

OK-SAFE, Inc., PO Box 33148, Tulsa, OK 74153
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From: Nico Gomez
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; "TerryC@health.ok.gov"; Alex Weintz; "Juliek@health.ok.gov"
Cc: Cindy Roberts; Mike Fogarty; Buffy Heater
Subject: RE: Early Innovator Questions
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 12:04:28 PM

Thank you. I have also received a call from capitol AP asking similar questions and I responded verbally
to Sean Murphy.

I plan to send the response to Ziva at the Tulsa World at 1 p.m.

I appreciate the review and quick feedback.

Thanks,
Nico

-----Original Message-----
From: Denise Northrup [mailto:Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 11:54 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Nico Gomez; Glenn Coffee; 'TerryC@health.ok.gov'; Alex Weintz;
'Juliek@health.ok.gov'
Cc: Cindy Roberts; Mike Fogarty; Buffy Heater
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Questions

I've reviewed most of it, and it looks fine.

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 11:50 AM
To: 'nico.gomez@okhca.org' <nico.gomez@okhca.org>; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee;
'TerryC@health.ok.gov' <TerryC@health.ok.gov>; Alex Weintz; 'Juliek@health.ok.gov'
<Juliek@health.ok.gov>
Cc: 'Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org' <Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; 'Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org'
<Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org>; 'Buffy.Heater@okhca.org' <Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>
Subject: Re: Early Innovator Questions

I have reviewed and aside from one change that I just discussed via telephone w/ Nico I think it is good
to go. Alex, have you had a chance to review? Is there anything that looks problematic to you? Also,
Secretary Cline/Julie please let us know if you have any concerns. Nico would like to finalize it asap.
Thank you, Katie

----- Original Message -----
From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:37 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; 'Terry Cline (TerryC@health.ok.gov)'
<TerryC@health.ok.gov>; Alex Weintz; 'juliek@health.ok.gov' <juliek@health.ok.gov>
Cc: Cindy Roberts <Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; Mike Fogarty <Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org>; Buffy Heater
<Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>
Subject: RE: Early Innovator Questions

I think we are close to having our response completed. Will you please review this latest draft as soon
as possible and let me know if you have any questions or concerns. I am hoping to send our final
response to the reporter by noon today.

Thanks,
Nico

-----Original Message-----
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From: Nico Gomez
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:54 PM
To: 'Katie Altshuler'; 'denise.northrup@gov.ok.gov'; 'glenn.coffee@gov.ok.gov'; Terry Cline
(TerryC@health.ok.gov); 'Alex Weintz'; 'juliek@health.ok.gov'
Cc: Cindy Roberts; Mike Fogarty; Buffy Heater
Subject: Early Innovator Questions

All~

Here is a list of questions (attached and below) we just received from the Tulsa World related to the
Early Innovator grant. We will draft a response for your review but please understand that your review
time might be short. Please let me know if you have any thoughts or suggestions related to any of the
questions as soon as possible.

Thanks,
Nico

-----Original Message-----
From: Ziva Branstetter [mailto:Ziva.Branstetter@tulsaworld.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:17 PM
To: Nico Gomez
Subject: Re: Instructions for Grantees: Restriction of Funds for IT Innovator Grantees

OK thanks. It looks like the first gate review period has passed. What percentage of the grand funds
have been drawn down? My questions are attached. I asked OSDH many of the same questions but
since OHCA wrote the grant, they are probably more appropriate to address to you guys. Thanks again.

Ziva Branstetter
Enterprise Editor
Tulsa World
ziva.branstetter@tulsaworld.com
918.581.8306 (office)
918.520.0406 (cell)
918.581.8353 (fax)

>>> Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org> 4/7/2011 1:01 PM >>>
Ziva,

Here are the specific federal drawdown instructions for this grant.

Thanks,
Nico
________________________________

Dear IT Innovator Grantees,

Drawing Down Funds:  Instructions to Grantees:

Background:
The Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIIO) will perform four (4) Gate
Reviews during the course of each year of early innovator grant funding consistent the Systems
Development Life Cycle practices to monitor, assess, and guide grantees to ensure the highest quality
results are attained.
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Gate Review 1:          Architecture Review (AR):                                   March 30 -April 1, 2011
Gate Review 2:          Project Baseline Review (PBR)                          May/June 2011
Gate Review 3:          Pre-Operational Readiness Review (PORR)                 September 2011
Gate Review 4:          Operational Readiness Review (ORR)            September/October 2012

Summary of Requirements:
CCIIO will review requests for a draw-down of funds to support the SDLC activities at the time of the
Gate Reviews.  The request is prospective for the obligations needed to get the grantee through to the
next gate review. Grantees may in the interim request a draw-down of funds to support the activities of
the Early Innovator IT Cooperative Agreement award.  Grantees will be required to submit to their
requests to their project officer via email:

1.       A brief description of how the draw-down request supports the goals of the approved
application's scope of work and the specific SDLC cycle
2.      Standard Form (SF) 424, a SF 424A, and a Budget Justification specific to the draw down
request.   Use the link and attach the form to your request for draw down. 
http://intranet.hhs.gov/forms/PHS/SF-424__Forms__SF-LLL__Forms_.pdf;  and
3.      A description of fiscal accountability of funds. Specifically, address:
a.       Name of Contractor or proposed contractor.
b.      Method of Selection: How was the contractor selected? State whether the contract is sole source
or competitive bid. If an organization is the sole source for the contract, include an explanation as to
why this institution is the only one able to perform contract services.
c.       Period of Performance: How long is the contract period? Specify the beginning and ending dates
of the contract.
d.      Scope of Work: What will the contractor do? Describe the specific services/tasks to be performed
by the contractor as related to the accomplishment of program objectives. Deliverables should be clearly
defined.
e.       Method of Accountability: How will the contractor be monitored? Describe how the progress and
performance of the contractor will be monitored during and on close of the contract period. Identify
who will be responsible for supervising the contract.

Timeline for Review and Release of Grant Funds:
CCIIO will perform an internal review of draw down requests.  That review is expected to take up to
two weeks, assuming documentation is sufficient to support the request for draw down of funds. The
Division of Grants Management Operations will notify grantees by email of CCIIO's decision regarding
the draw down request.

Susan Lumsden
Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight
Department of Health and Human Services
(301) 492-4347

==================================================DISCLAIMER - This e-
mail message, including any attachments,
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
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the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Each week 70% of Tulsa area adults read the Tulsa World (Scarborough Research 2010 R2).
To subscribe, call (918) 582-0921.

______________________________________________________________________
This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
______________________________________________________________________
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immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Nico Gomez
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; "Terry Cline (TerryC@health.ok.gov)"; Alex Weintz;

"juliek@health.ok.gov"
Cc: Cindy Roberts; Mike Fogarty; Buffy Heater
Subject: RE: Early Innovator Questions
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:37:16 AM
Attachments: Tulsa World questions for OHCA 4-8-11.doc

I think we are close to having our response completed. Will you please review this latest draft as soon
as possible and let me know if you have any questions or concerns. I am hoping to send our final
response to the reporter by noon today.

Thanks,
Nico

-----Original Message-----
From: Nico Gomez
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:54 PM
To: 'Katie Altshuler'; 'denise.northrup@gov.ok.gov'; 'glenn.coffee@gov.ok.gov'; Terry Cline
(TerryC@health.ok.gov); 'Alex Weintz'; 'juliek@health.ok.gov'
Cc: Cindy Roberts; Mike Fogarty; Buffy Heater
Subject: Early Innovator Questions

All~

Here is a list of questions (attached and below) we just received from the Tulsa World related to the
Early Innovator grant. We will draft a response for your review but please understand that your review
time might be short. Please let me know if you have any thoughts or suggestions related to any of the
questions as soon as possible.

Thanks,
Nico

-----Original Message-----
From: Ziva Branstetter [mailto:Ziva.Branstetter@tulsaworld.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:17 PM
To: Nico Gomez
Subject: Re: Instructions for Grantees: Restriction of Funds for IT Innovator Grantees

OK thanks. It looks like the first gate review period has passed. What percentage of the grand funds
have been drawn down? My questions are attached. I asked OSDH many of the same questions but
since OHCA wrote the grant, they are probably more appropriate to address to you guys. Thanks again.

Ziva Branstetter
Enterprise Editor
Tulsa World
ziva.branstetter@tulsaworld.com
918.581.8306 (office)
918.520.0406 (cell)
918.581.8353 (fax)

>>> Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org> 4/7/2011 1:01 PM >>>
Ziva,
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1. If the legislature does not approve acceptance of the grant, will the state return it to the federal government? At this point, no decision has been made to return the grant. The agency is waiting for state leadership to resolve this issue and provide further direction. We have not drawn any federal funds from this grant and will not make any requests for these funds until the issue is resolved. 

2. What will become of the exchange that is outlined in the grant proposal that the state submitted – will the state continue with its plans along the same lines? Again, the agency is waiting for state leadership to resolve this issue and provide further direction.  

3. Who wrote the grant proposal and when was it submitted? How many state employees are now tasked or assigned to this project?  The grant proposal was written by a team consisting of OHCA staff subject matter experts and was submitted Dec. 22, 2010. The proposal requests 10 full-time employees to be funded by the grant but as of this date, nobody has been hired.

4. The grant application says the exchange ``will expand the population served potentially to every state resident.’’ How would that be? The Oklahoma grant proposal is to build a one-stop resource for any Oklahoman seeking information on affordable health insurance coverage options from both the private and public sector. Regardless of whether the consumer is qualified for coverage through Medicaid, eligible to receive tax credits, or determined to fall outside the assistance capabilities of the Oklahoma Exchange – all consumers will have the ability to learn what is available, as well as details about the plan or plans they may be comparing. Additionally, Oklahoma small businesses may also utilize the Internet functionality as a way to shop and compare high quality health insurance options for employees and their families.

5. The application also appears to call for a network that would hold a Personal Health Record and medical records of people who use the exchange. It also appears to have interfaces with other electronic medical records in the state. This has been publicly discussed as a place people can go to comparison shop for insurance policies. Do you think people are aware that the state is proposing to store medical records in the exchange? There is no proposal to store medical records on the Oklahoma Exchange. There is an option for the consumer to create a Public Health Record that they can choose to share with their medical providers to increase the quality of health care they receive as well as provide better health outcomes.

6. The application also calls for something called an eMPI, an electronic master patient index, to validate patients’ addresses and says “stakeholder entities can use the eMPI key for matching and de-duplicating records in their own internal systems.’’ What sources of data would be kept in this network to identify patients’ addresses? What other agencies would the health benefits exchange interface with to verify identity? The electronic master person index (eMPI) is a component of the Oklahoma proposal where consumers will benefit from a streamlined application process that doesn’t require them to locate and mail extensive paper information. Simply put, instead of consumers being required to mail in tax returns, birth certificates, etc., to verify income and identity, the eMPI will compare their information to data held by the Internal Revenue Service as well as the Social Security Administration and Medicare. At the state level, data will be matched with records through the Oklahoma State Department of Health – Vital Statistics division and the Oklahoma Employment Security Commission. Consumers using the service will receive an eMPI which has been checked for duplication, accuracy and fraud.

For example, a consumer may inadvertently submit multiple Oklahoma Exchange applications for various reasons (i.e. unfamiliarity with the system, connectivity problems, receiving assistance from several sources, etc). The eMPI ensures a single-member-record is kept, reducing duplications and incorrect information. Likewise, methods of fraud and abuse will be deterred as information will be processed through the eMPI software which aims to recognize inaccuracies.  


Another example would be that in September 2013, Jane Doe delivers a baby girl and was qualified for SoonerCare (Oklahoma’s Medicaid program). Her labor and delivery expenses were paid by the SoonerCare program. Fast forward to 2014 and Jane Doe is expecting her second child and is seeking health insurance coverage through the Oklahoma Exchange. She is using the real-time eligibility determination system available to her through the Oklahoma Internet portal. She indicates that her husband recently received a promotion. That fact is verified by the data being cross checked with the other agencies. Due to her increase in household income she is not qualified for SoonerCare coverage; however her eMPI collects her previous qualification information (i.e. income, birth record, etc.) and uses a pre-populated application to streamline her eligibility process. As a result Jane Doe is not expected to resubmit copies of documentation she has already provided for her original Medicaid application. The eMPI tool provides assurance to Jane Doe that she has been accurately identified, thereby increasing consumer protections against identity theft and decreasing the potential for fraud and abuse. When applied one step further, Jane Doe can associate her eMPI at the time she chooses to create her personal health record. If she decides to share her PHR with her obstetrician, the eMPI uniquely identifies Jane Doe and assures her doctor that the information being shared is associated with the correct person. Jane Doe receives high quality care as a result of the secure information carried in large part by the eMPI.

7. The application states that ``one of the contractors for the OHIEP will be Hewlett Packard Enterprise Systems.’’ Shouldn’t that be something that is put out to competitive bid? How were they chosen? What other contractors were considered? The grant proposal differentiates between technologies already in place versus new technology sought via competitive bid. HP Enterprise System is listed as one of the existing contractors because they are currently the agency’s fiscal agent having been recently awarded a competitive bid for the agency’s Medicaid Management Information Systems (MMIS). The grant proposal builds upon the OHCA’s current SoonerCare online enrollment system, which was built and is maintained by the existing contract with HP Enterprise Services. The new functionality will be competitively bid, and must interface with that existing system. Oklahoma will issue three competitive bids under this grant. The first request for proposal will seek a consultant to provide expertise, development and options for Oklahoma’s exchange. The second request for proposal will seek technical expertise and development of systems solutions for the interfaces with public programs as well as creation of standardized formats. The third request for proposal will seek identification of requirements for systems, financial and operational aspects of Oklahoma’s Exchange.  Approximately 97 percent of the grant funds will be competitively bid.

8. HP and its lobbyists gave $8,100 to lawmakers and also spent $1,000 on meals for lawmakers and other state officials last year. Was that lobbying an attempt to win the contract for this exchange? The agency is not in position to speak for HP or their motives. The OHCA has enjoyed a long relationship with this company and their predecessor, EDS, as they have successfully won a competitive bid twice now to become the state Medicaid program fiscal agent and have helped create our agency’s online enrollment program. 

9. The application also calls for 10 employees to work under OHCA and eventually for a call center to be developed. How would that be funded and how much would it cost? The 10 full-time staff included in the grant proposal will be funded with 100 percent grant dollars, for a two-year, time-limited term of service. The total cost for all staff and employee benefits over the two year period is $1,659,944 or 3 percent of the total grant award. The proposal also includes the creation of a modular call center – one that is scalable and replicable – based upon the call volume and functions necessary to support the Oklahoma proposal. The total cost for the call center over the two year period is $17,769,072 which will be competitively bid and includes the addition of nearly 300 call center representatives; and establishment of phone, line, switch, and written communication (when necessary) capacity for all people served by the portal.

10. What is the drawdown schedule for the grant and at what point does OHCA have to either return the grant or start spending it? Funds may be drawn down as they are spent. Four gate reviews are conducted during the grant period which review and approve expenditures for quality and appropriateness. The grant will expire on Feb. 15, 2013. Although we are eligible to request funds for costs incurred, we have not drawn any federal funds from this grant and will not make any requests for these funds until the issue is resolved. We have accumulated some costs for travel for a meeting in Washington D.C. with the federal grantor and some costs for human resources for posting of positions related to the grant.

11. In general, what are the benefits of creating the exchange in this way for the state’s uninsured? The development of a model for eligibility and enrollment via the Oklahoma Exchange is the primary goal of this grant initiative. All Oklahomans, not just the uninsured, would benefit by being able to access the Internet at a location of their choosing, entering their information and without having to visit multiple agencies to gather copies of their records, the system will help them find health insurance coverage that they can afford. They will also benefit by having their information made available to their provider if they choose and also by knowing there isn’t anyone using their identity to gain access to health services. 

This project will leverage tools such as the web-based real-time online enrollment portal that was made operational on Sept. 7, 2010 by the OHCA. Oklahoma proposes to utilize the online enrollment platform upon which the eligibility and enrollment functions within the Oklahoma Exchange will be established. 


The Early Innovator grant is aimed at providing Oklahoma with the resources and support needed to create an Information Technology infrastructure for an Oklahoma-tailored Exchange. One large benefit to Oklahoma as an Early Innovator state is the ability to design and implement an Exchange prior to the establishment of somewhat-prescriptive technical assistance and close cooperation than states establishing their exchanges in the future are likely to receive. 


Oklahoma’s proposal contains several key features aimed to establish a model for successfully integrating the Oklahoma Exchange into the health system. One such proposed feature allows consumers navigating through Oklahoma’s online enrollment feature of the exchange to select, at the time of application, a primary care provider. This feature allows many Oklahoma consumers to reap the benefits from the state’s Patient-Centered Medical Home efforts.  Likewise, Oklahoma proposes to provide the consumer with an option to establish a Personal Health Record at the time of enrollment through the Oklahoma Exchange. This feature supports and builds upon Oklahoma’s Health Information Exchange efforts to fully-integrate the health care system in an efficient and effective electronic framework, thereby reducing redundancies and improving quality.   


It is the goal of the Early Innovator grant to create an Oklahoma-tailored Exchange IT system that is flexible, adaptable, and responds rapidly to changes in programs and future technology.  




Here are the specific federal drawdown instructions for this grant.

Thanks,
Nico
________________________________

Dear IT Innovator Grantees,

Drawing Down Funds:  Instructions to Grantees:

Background:
The Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIIO) will perform four (4) Gate
Reviews during the course of each year of early innovator grant funding consistent the Systems
Development Life Cycle practices to monitor, assess, and guide grantees to ensure the highest quality
results are attained.

Gate Review 1:          Architecture Review (AR):                                   March 30 -April 1, 2011
Gate Review 2:          Project Baseline Review (PBR)                          May/June 2011
Gate Review 3:          Pre-Operational Readiness Review (PORR)                 September 2011
Gate Review 4:          Operational Readiness Review (ORR)            September/October 2012

Summary of Requirements:
CCIIO will review requests for a draw-down of funds to support the SDLC activities at the time of the
Gate Reviews.  The request is prospective for the obligations needed to get the grantee through to the
next gate review. Grantees may in the interim request a draw-down of funds to support the activities of
the Early Innovator IT Cooperative Agreement award.  Grantees will be required to submit to their
requests to their project officer via email:

1.       A brief description of how the draw-down request supports the goals of the approved
application's scope of work and the specific SDLC cycle
2.      Standard Form (SF) 424, a SF 424A, and a Budget Justification specific to the draw down
request.   Use the link and attach the form to your request for draw down. 
http://intranet.hhs.gov/forms/PHS/SF-424__Forms__SF-LLL__Forms_.pdf;  and
3.      A description of fiscal accountability of funds. Specifically, address:
a.       Name of Contractor or proposed contractor.
b.      Method of Selection: How was the contractor selected? State whether the contract is sole source
or competitive bid. If an organization is the sole source for the contract, include an explanation as to
why this institution is the only one able to perform contract services.
c.       Period of Performance: How long is the contract period? Specify the beginning and ending dates
of the contract.
d.      Scope of Work: What will the contractor do? Describe the specific services/tasks to be performed
by the contractor as related to the accomplishment of program objectives. Deliverables should be clearly
defined.
e.       Method of Accountability: How will the contractor be monitored? Describe how the progress and
performance of the contractor will be monitored during and on close of the contract period. Identify
who will be responsible for supervising the contract.

Timeline for Review and Release of Grant Funds:
CCIIO will perform an internal review of draw down requests.  That review is expected to take up to
two weeks, assuming documentation is sufficient to support the request for draw down of funds. The
Division of Grants Management Operations will notify grantees by email of CCIIO's decision regarding
the draw down request.

Susan Lumsden
Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight
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Department of Health and Human Services
(301) 492-4347

==================================================DISCLAIMER - This e-
mail message, including any attachments,
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Each week 70% of Tulsa area adults read the Tulsa World (Scarborough Research 2010 R2).
To subscribe, call (918) 582-0921.

______________________________________________________________________
This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
______________________________________________________________________

=================
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The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
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From: Nico Gomez
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Terry Cline (TerryC@health.ok.gov); Alex Weintz;

"juliek@health.ok.gov"
Cc: Cindy Roberts; Mike Fogarty; Buffy Heater
Subject: Early Innovator Questions
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:54:05 PM
Attachments: questions for OHCA.doc

All~

Here is a list of questions (attached and below) we just received from the Tulsa World related to the
Early Innovator grant. We will draft a response for your review but please understand that your review
time might be short. Please let me know if you have any thoughts or suggestions related to any of the
questions as soon as possible.

Thanks,
Nico

-----Original Message-----
From: Ziva Branstetter [mailto:Ziva.Branstetter@tulsaworld.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:17 PM
To: Nico Gomez
Subject: Re: Instructions for Grantees: Restriction of Funds for IT Innovator Grantees

OK thanks. It looks like the first gate review period has passed. What percentage of the grand funds
have been drawn down? My questions are attached. I asked OSDH many of the same questions but
since OHCA wrote the grant, they are probably more appropriate to address to you guys. Thanks again.

Ziva Branstetter
Enterprise Editor
Tulsa World
ziva.branstetter@tulsaworld.com
918.581.8306 (office)
918.520.0406 (cell)
918.581.8353 (fax)

>>> Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org> 4/7/2011 1:01 PM >>>
Ziva,

Here are the specific federal drawdown instructions for this grant.

Thanks,
Nico
________________________________

Dear IT Innovator Grantees,

Drawing Down Funds:  Instructions to Grantees:

Background:
The Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIIO) will perform four (4) Gate
Reviews during the course of each year of early innovator grant funding consistent the Systems
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1. If the legislature does not approve acceptance of the grant, will the state return it to the federal government?


2. What will become of the exchange that is outlined in the grant proposal that the state submitted – will the state continue with its plans along the same lines?


3. Who wrote the grant proposal and when was it submitted? How many state employees are now tasked or assigned to this project? 

4. The grant application says the exchange ``will expand the population served potentially to every state resident.’’ How would that be?

5. The application also appears to call for a network that would hold a Personal Health Record and medical records of people who use the exchange. It also appears to have interfaces with other electronic medical records in the state. This has been publicly discussed as a place people can go to comparison shop for insurance policies. Do you think people are aware that the state is proposing to store medical records in the exchange?


6. The application also calls for something called an eMPI, an electronic master patient index, to validate patients’ addresses and says “stakeholder entities can use the eMPI key for matching and de-duplicating records in their own internal systems.’’ What sources of data would be kept in this network to identify patients’ addresses? What other agencies would the health benefits exchange interface with to verify identity?


7. The application states that ``one of the contractors for the OHIEP will be Hewlett Packard Enterprise Systems.’’ Shouldn’t that be something that is put out to competitive bid? How were they chosen? What other contractors were considered?

8. HP and its lobbyists gave $8,100 to lawmakers and also spent $1,000 on meals for lawmakers and other state officials last year. Was that lobbying an attempt to win the contract for this exchange?


9. The application also calls for 10 employees to work under OHCA and eventually for a call center to be developed. How would that be funded and how much would it cost?

10. What is the drawdown schedule for the grant and at what point does OHCA have to either return the grant or start spending it?

11. In general, what are the benefits of creating the exchange in this way for the state’s uninsured?




Development Life Cycle practices to monitor, assess, and guide grantees to ensure the highest quality
results are attained.

Gate Review 1:          Architecture Review (AR):                                   March 30 -April 1, 2011
Gate Review 2:          Project Baseline Review (PBR)                          May/June 2011
Gate Review 3:          Pre-Operational Readiness Review (PORR)                 September 2011
Gate Review 4:          Operational Readiness Review (ORR)            September/October 2012

Summary of Requirements:
CCIIO will review requests for a draw-down of funds to support the SDLC activities at the time of the
Gate Reviews.  The request is prospective for the obligations needed to get the grantee through to the
next gate review. Grantees may in the interim request a draw-down of funds to support the activities of
the Early Innovator IT Cooperative Agreement award.  Grantees will be required to submit to their
requests to their project officer via email:

1.       A brief description of how the draw-down request supports the goals of the approved
application's scope of work and the specific SDLC cycle
2.      Standard Form (SF) 424, a SF 424A, and a Budget Justification specific to the draw down
request.   Use the link and attach the form to your request for draw down. 
http://intranet.hhs.gov/forms/PHS/SF-424__Forms__SF-LLL__Forms_.pdf;  and
3.      A description of fiscal accountability of funds. Specifically, address:
a.       Name of Contractor or proposed contractor.
b.      Method of Selection: How was the contractor selected? State whether the contract is sole source
or competitive bid. If an organization is the sole source for the contract, include an explanation as to
why this institution is the only one able to perform contract services.
c.       Period of Performance: How long is the contract period? Specify the beginning and ending dates
of the contract.
d.      Scope of Work: What will the contractor do? Describe the specific services/tasks to be performed
by the contractor as related to the accomplishment of program objectives. Deliverables should be clearly
defined.
e.       Method of Accountability: How will the contractor be monitored? Describe how the progress and
performance of the contractor will be monitored during and on close of the contract period. Identify
who will be responsible for supervising the contract.

Timeline for Review and Release of Grant Funds:
CCIIO will perform an internal review of draw down requests.  That review is expected to take up to
two weeks, assuming documentation is sufficient to support the request for draw down of funds. The
Division of Grants Management Operations will notify grantees by email of CCIIO's decision regarding
the draw down request.

Susan Lumsden
Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight
Department of Health and Human Services
(301) 492-4347

==================================================DISCLAIMER - This e-
mail message, including any attachments,
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
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The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Each week 70% of Tulsa area adults read the Tulsa World (Scarborough Research 2010 R2).
To subscribe, call (918) 582-0921.

______________________________________________________________________
This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
______________________________________________________________________
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distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Keili McEwen
To: Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Constituent Services Report - April 4
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 9:33:19 AM
Attachments: Health Exchange Opposition Form Letter - Sample.pdf

An example of what the letters look like is attached.  It is being organized by the Oklahoma
Campaign for Liberty.
 
Keili
 

From: Andrew Silvestri 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 9:20 AM
To: Keili McEwen
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: Constituent Services Report - April 4
 
Do u have an electronic copy of the letter you can send? Any idea who is organizing the effort? 
 
From: Keili McEwen 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 09:17 AM
To: Mary Fallin <  Mary Christensen 
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: Constituent Services Report - April 4 
 

To:  Governor Fallin
Cc:   Denise Northrup, Andrew Silvestri, Katie Altshuler
From:  Keili McEwen, Cody Inman, Brett Thomas, Tonda Fisher, Kandi Batts
Re:  Daily Constituent Services Report

Date:   April 4, 2011     

Meetings:
Keili attended the regular meeting of the Wildlife Commission

Keili attended the regular meeting of the Transportation Commission

 Correspondence Casework
Phone
Calls Notes

Ethnic Advisory Council 5  40 Please dismantle this Council

Health Exchange - opposition 46  7

We received 46 of these form
letters.  This is the first day they
have arrived.  They state that
Oklahoma rejected ObamaCare
on Nov. 2nd. 

Health Exchange - support     1  
The measure repeals the
section of law that gives
teachers the right to trial de
novo; The measure removes
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HB 1380 - opposition   28

different hearing processes for
probationary teachers and
career teachers recommended
for dismissal and provides that
all teachers have the right to a
hearing before a local board of
education.

HB 1442 - opposition   7

Please veto - Public health and
safety; creating the Destructive
Human Embryo Research Act

HB 1541 - opposition 2   

opposition to the provision that
consolidates the Scenic Rivers
Commission and the
Conservation Commission

HB 2130 - opposition   6

Top of Form

Insurance; modifying duties and
requirements of the Health Care
for the Uninsured Board;
providing that the Executive
Director shall advise and aid
Board

Bottom of Form

SB 247 - opposition 2   

Top of Form

Foster homes; directing the
Office of Juvenile Affairs to
certify certain foster homes

Bottom of Form

        

Abortion 1   
form postcard that opposes
abortion

Corrections 2   
complaints about DOC and
facility management

Education 16   

Please support education / 
against the 3rd grade OCCT
passage requirement - thinks
students will be held back

Energy 1   anti-nuclear sentiments

Human Resources  1 2

One call about child support
services and  not having a home
address for the father / The
other call was about visitation
rights for children who reside in
Oklahoma

Military 1   divorce rates within the military

Pardon and Parole 3 3 13
All correspondence was case
work for P&P parole certificates
please don't close Beaver Dunes
State Park - charge a user fee
instead like they do in Waynoka
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State Park Closing 3   

/ please do not close park in
Stillwell/ Resolution from the
Adair County Board of
Commissioners against closing
of their park

Unemployment   2  

Workers Compensation  2 2

All workers comp case work -
would like an increase to their
benefit

 
 
Keili McEwen   
Director of Public Affairs and Constituent Services
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
(405) 522-8891
keili.mcewen@gov.ok.gov
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http://www.nationalreview.com/critical-condition/263468/rick-perry-no-
obamacare-exchange-texas-john-r-graham

Rick Perry: No Obamacare Exchange for Texas

March 31, 2011 9:17 A.M.

By John R. Graham  

 

Governor Rick Perry has reportedly prevented State Representative John
Zerwas and other legislators from making a potentially fatal blunder in
the fight against Obamacare. According to local media, the governor’s
office has discouraged Rep. Zerwas from championing
legislation establishing a state-based Obamacare Health Benefits
Exchange in Texas.

This is very good news. States that establish Obamacare exchanges are
making a one-way, lose-lose bet on Obamacare, as I’ve written before.
Governor Jindal in Louisiana and Governor Deal in Georgia have also
recently learned this.

Our friends at the Heritage Foundation, who are most closely associated
with exchanges, have also sounded the warning against abusing their
original idea (which had the objective of pooling dollars from small
employers) in order to seek federal Obamacare grants and grow
Obamacare’s roots deeper into the soil. Here are a paper by Edmund
Haislmaier and a blog entry by Nina Owcharenko.

 

NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt
from disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this
email by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any
disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in
reliance on it, is prohibited and unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not
warrant any e-mail transmission received as being virus free, and disclaims any
liability for losses or damages arising from the use of this e-mail or its attachments.
Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer virus exposure by opening
or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or recourse against
the House by doing so.
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From: denisenorthrup
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Fw: Exchange Bill - proposed revisions
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 9:47:43 AM
Attachments: ATT00003.htm

HB2130 CJ Amendments.doc
ATT00004.htm

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

-----Original Message-----
From: Clark Jolley >
Date: Sun, 27 Mar 2011 19:02:59
To: Denise Northrup ; Katie Altshuler<kaltshuler@gmail.com>
Subject: Exchange Bill - proposed revisions

OK. So I drafted this to try to find every way possible to appease those who are screaming their lungs
out and may not listen to anything we say about us doing our best to oppose ObamaCare.

Please let me know your thoughts.  I haven't shared this with Glenn yet.  I'm running by you guys first
just to get your gut reaction.

CJ

Senator Clark Jolley
Assistant Majority Leader
Vice Chairman, Appropriations

425 State Capitol Building
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
405.521.5622 - Telephone
www.clarkjolley.com
www.twitter.com/clarkjolley
www.facebook.com/clarkjolley
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OK. So I drafted this to try to find every way possible to appease those who are screaming their lungs out and may not listen to anything we say about us doing our best to oppose ObamaCare.


Please let me know your thoughts.  I haven't shared this with Glenn yet.  I'm running by you guys first just to get your gut reaction.


CJ
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ENGROSSED HOUSE


BILL NO. 2130
By:
Steele and McCullough of the House





   and




Jolley of the Senate

<StartFT>An Act relating to insurance; amending Section 2, Chapter 128, O.S.L. 2009 (36 O.S. Supp. 2010, Section 4602), which relates to the duties of the Health Care for the Uninsured Board; providing that the Executive Director shall advise and aid Board; specifying the Secretary of Health and Human Services shall be the Executive Director; providing for appointment of Board; specifying backgrounds of appointees; providing for the appointment of the original Board; specifying term of Board membership; providing for appointment of vacant positions; requiring initial meeting of Board; directing State Department of Health to provide space for meetings; changing agencies that direct implementation and duties of the Board; directing Board to apply for certain grants and funds; modifying Insurance Commissioner duties; and providing an effective date. <EndFT>

BE IT ENACTED BY THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA:


SECTION  AUTONUMLGL \e .     AMENDATORY     Section  MACROBUTTON "FreeForm" <Section No.> <2>, Chapter  MACROBUTTON "FreeForm" <Chapter No.> <128>, O.S.L. 20 MACROBUTTON "FreeForm" <Year> <09> ( MACROBUTTON "FreeForm" <Title No.> <36> O.S. Supp. 2010, Section  MACROBUTTON "FreeForm" <Section No.> <4602>), is amended to read as follows:


Section  MACROBUTTON "FreeForm" <Section No.> <4602>. In anticipation of the forced implementation of the Patient Protection and Affordable Coverage Act (“PPACA”), the State of Oklahoma hereby enacts the following as its State directed Healthcare Exchange to preempt the federal government forcing its own version of one as required by the PPACA:


A.  The Insurance Commissioner in collaboration with the Oklahoma Health Care Authority Health Care for the Uninsured Board (HUB) Executive Director shall advise and aid the Health Care for the Uninsured Board (HUB) in its duties.  The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall be the Executive Director.  The Insurance Commissioner Executive Director is hereby authorized to promulgate such reasonable rules as are necessary to implement the purposes of this act, which is limited to facilitate health care decisions being made by free Oklahomans rather than by government bureaucrats and a nationalized, government run system. Any court decision taken in relation to this act shall be construed as favoring the individual’s freedom to select health care options on their own accord and to promote the freedom of insurance companies to provide market centered insurance products free from unnecessary regulation and burdens.

B.  1.  The Health Care for the Uninsured Board shall consist of:

a.
three members to be appointed by the Governor who shall represent the actuarial interests of the top ten health insurance providers in the state who have expressed a commitment to participate in the HUB,

b.
one member to be appointed by the President Pro Tempore of the Senate who shall represent the interests of insurance agents in the state,

c.
one member to be appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives who shall represent the interests of Oklahoma employers,


d.
the Chief Executive Officer of the Oklahoma Health Care Authority, or designee,


e.
the Insurance Commissioner, or designee,


f.
one member who shall represent the State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board, and

g.
one member who shall represent the Oklahoma State Employees Benefits Council, and


g.
the Attorney General, or designee, who shall represent Oklahoma’s interests in asserting its rights against any federal intrusion into states’ rights and individual liberties.

2.  Appointees shall represent interests affected by insurance exchange requirements, including business interests, consumers and insurance providers.


3.  The original Board shall be appointed as follows:


a.
the Governor shall appoint one member for a term of two (2) years, and two members for a term of three (3) years, 


b.
the President Pro Tempore of the Senate appointee  shall serve for a term of two (2) years, and

c.
the Speaker of the House of Representatives appointee shall serve for a term of three (3) years.


4.  All terms after the initial term shall be for three (3) years.  Vacancies shall be filled in the same manner as that position was originally filled.


5.  The Board shall meet initially no later than December 15, 2011. 


6.  The State Department of Health shall provide space for meetings of the Board.


C.  The State Board of Health Executive Director shall direct the implementation and duties of the HUB to assist the Insurance Commissioner.  The duties of the HUB shall be to:


1.  Advise, consult with, and make recommendations to the Insurance Commissioner as to the matters addressed in subsection C D of this section; and

2.  Assist and advise the Insurance Commissioner on such other matters as the Commissioner may submit for recommendations to the State Board of Health;

3.  Apply for grants or other federal Medicaid funds available to implement the provisions of the Health Care for Oklahomans Act;

3.  Establish a system of counseling, including a website, for those individuals who are without health insurance and are not covered by Medicaid, that includes but is not limited to:


a.
educating consumers about insurance programs certified by the state in accordance with this section,


b.
aiding consumers in choosing policies that cover medically necessary services for that consumer, and


c.
educating consumers on how to utilize primary and preventative care in order to reduce the unnecessary utilization of services by the consumer; and 


4.  Establish a system whereby if an individual qualifies for a subsidy under the premium assistance program, established in Section 1010.1 of Title 56 of the Oklahoma Statutes, that person is able to become enrolled through the HUB in conjunction with local, qualified insurance producers.

C. D.  The Insurance Commissioner shall:


1.  Establish a system of certification for insurance programs offered in this state to be recommended offered by the HUB;


2.  Establish a system for the credentialing of insurance producers who intend to market insurance programs certified by the state in accordance with this section; and

3.  Establish a system of counseling, including a website, for those individuals who are without health insurance and are not covered by Medicaid, that includes but is not limited to:


a.
educating consumers about insurance programs certified by the state in accordance with this section,


b.
aiding consumers in choosing policies that cover medically necessary services for that consumer, and


c.
educating consumers on how to utilize primary and preventative care in order to reduce the unnecessary utilization of services by the consumer; and


4.  Establish a system whereby if an individual qualifies for a subsidy under the premium assistance program, established in Section 1010.1 of Title 56 of the Oklahoma Statutes, that person is able to become enrolled through the HUB in conjunction with local, qualified insurance producers for the certification of low-cost health insurance programs designed to provide coverage to eligible individuals.  Such programs shall not be required to include certain mandates.  The Board may recommend that plans certified by the Commissioner be offered statewide to eligible individuals.


E.  The HUB shall receive no general revenue appropriations, but shall be funded by grants awarded to the state. No provision of the HUB shall be construed as to transfer or subvert regulation of insurance products through the Oklahoma Insurance Commissioner.

F.  The HUB will comply with the minimum requirements of the PPACA in order to avoid federal preemption as directed by the PPACA.


G.  Upon repeal of Section 1361(c) of the PPACA, the HUB shall be discontinued unless further authorized to exist by an act of the Oklahoma Legislature at the next regular session. 


H.  Upon certification by the Attorney General to the Governor, Secretary of State, the Insurance Commissioner, the Executive Director and the President Pro Tempore and Speaker of the House that the PPACA has been declared unconstitutional and unenforceable by the Supreme Court of the United States, either through denial of a writ of certiari or through ruling of the Court, this act shall cease to be effective.

I.  Upon certification by the Attorney General to the Governor, Secretary of State, the Insurance Commissioner, the Executive Director and the President Pro Tempore and Speaker of the House that Section 1361(c) of the PPACA has been nullified, this act shall cease to be effective.


J.  Legislative oversight of the HUB shall be vested jointly in the Senate Committee on Retirement unless otherwise directed by the President Pro Tempore and Insurance and the House Committee on Insurance unless otherwise directed by the Speaker of the House.


K.  Upon successful creation of this HUB and certification by the United States Secretary of Health and Human Services that the federal government will not be implementing its own exchange on Oklahomans as provided by the PPACA, the State of Oklahoma shall return and refund any and all federal monies which were utilized in the creation of this Exchange.


L.  This act shall sunset on January 1, 2015.

SECTION  AUTONUMLGL \e .  Upon passage and approval by the Governor of this Act, the Attorney General of the State of Oklahoma shall certify to the Governor and Secretary of State that this act will not adversely compromise the foundations of the State’s current litigation against the implementation of the PPACA.  Should the Attorney General certify that this legislation would adversely compromise the foundations of the State’s current litigation, the Executive Director shall notify the Governor of what steps have been taken in implementation of the Act and the timeline which needs to be complied with in order to avoid federal preemption of creation of the mandated exchange.


SECTION 3:
 This act shall become effective  MACROBUTTON "FreeForm" <Enter Effective Date> <November 1, 2011>.


Passed the House of Representatives the  MACROBUTTON "FreeForm" <Enter Day> <17th> day of  MACROBUTTON "FreeForm" <Enter Month> <March>, 2011.


Presiding Officer of the House of



Representatives


Passed the Senate the ____ day of __________, 2011.


Presiding Officer of the Senate


ENGR. H. B. NO. 2130
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Senator Clark Jolley
Assistant Majority Leader
Vice Chairman, Appropriations


425 State Capitol Building
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
405.521.5622 - Telephone
www.clarkjolley.com
www.twitter.com/clarkjolley
www.facebook.com/clarkjolley
 


From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Nate Webb; bobby@cgok.com
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Support
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 4:03:33 PM
Attachments: Heritage_Exchange.pdf

3-22-11 Governor Fallin letter to lawmakers.pdf

Nate and Bobby,
 
Thanks for taking the time to meet with us this morning.  Any support you can give us on the
exchange right now would be most helpful.  I’ve attached a letter Governor Fallin sent to all
legislators earlier in the week outlining her support for the exchange as well as some FAQs we’ve
put together.  I’m also attaching the Heritage Foundation’s latest report “A Lawmakers Guide to
Health Insurance Exchanges.”  Below is also a list of target Senators who we may need help with.
 
Anderson
Allen
Brecheen
Brinkley
David
Hold
Mazzei
Newberry
Reynolds
Russell
Stanislawski
Sykes
Treat
 
Please let me know if you have any questions!
 
Thank you,
Andrew
 
Andrew Silvestri
Deputy Policy Director

Office of Governor Mary Fallin

Phone:  405.521.2342

andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov
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mailto:Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov
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Abstract: Health insurance exchanges are a good idea—
if they are used to implement patient-centered and market-
based health reforms that enhance choices and value for 
customers. The exchanges prescribed by Obamacare will 
have the opposite effect. Given the considerable uncer-
tainty surrounding if, when, or how the exchange provi-
sions of Obamacare will be implemented, governors and 
state policymakers opposed to the sweeping federal legis-
lation have difficult decisions to make. While state law-
makers, like everyone else, would prefer to have more 
certainty, the reality is that they cannot expect it any time 
soon. They must focus on finding ways to better manage 
the new uncertainty that Obamacare has injected into the 
health care system. Pending further changes at the federal 
level, state lawmakers must determine the best approach 
in their respective states for advancing their own positive 


“counter reforms,” and decide whether they will also try  
to block federal interference by creating a limited, “defen-
sive” Obamacare exchange—and they must do so now. 
Heritage Foundation health policy expert Edmund F.  
Haislmaier provides a hands-on guide for state lawmakers.


Governors and state legislators opposed to the 
misnamed Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 
(PPACA) face a dilemma. Trying to shoehorn patient-
centered, market-based reforms into the bureau-
cratic architecture of Obamacare’s health insurance 
exchanges is not a viable strategy, neither practically 
nor politically. But refusing to create an Obamacare 
state exchange, while politically appealing, would 
leave state health insurance markets vulnerable to 


No. 2534
March 21, 2011


A State Lawmaker’s Guide to  
Health Insurance Exchanges


Edmund F. Haislmaier


This paper, in its entirety, can be found at:  
http://report.heritage.org/bg2534


Produced by the Center for Health Policy Studies


Published by The Heritage Foundation 
214 Massachusetts Avenue, NE 
Washington, DC  20002–4999 
(202) 546-4400  •  heritage.org


Nothing written here is to be construed as necessarily reflecting  
the views of The Heritage Foundation or as an attempt to  


aid or hinder the passage of any bill before Congress.


• The best strategy for state lawmakers who 
oppose the Patient Protection and Afford-
able Care Act is to adopt their own reforms—
separate from, and independent of, Obam-
acare’s exchange design. 


• State policymakers should augment their 
“counter reform” with defensive measures 
that minimize federal interference while the 
ultimate fate of Obamacare is debated in 
Congress and litigated in federal courts.


• A defined-contribution health-insurance market 
can create more consumer-oriented competi-
tion—attractive for state lawmakers concerned 
that Obamacare’s new federal insurance reg-
ulations will result in insurer consolidation 
that further reduces choice and competition.


• Offering health benefits on a defined-contri-
bution basis can give state and local govern-
ments better budget control, and give work-
ers greater choice and portability of coverage.


• State lawmakers need to determine now the 
best approach for their own positive “coun-
ter reforms” while protecting their constitu-
ents from the adverse effects of this deeply 
flawed and misguided federal legislation.


Talking Points
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even more federal interference and disruption over 
the next two years.


The best strategy for state lawmakers is to adopt 
their own reforms—separate from, and indepen-
dent of, Obamacare’s exchange design. State poli-
cymakers should then consider augmenting their 


“counter reform” initiatives with defensive measures 
designed to minimize federal interference, while 
the ultimate fate of Obamacare is debated in Con-
gress and litigated in federal courts. Taking such an 
approach will give state lawmakers a strategy that 
has both offensive and defensive components.


Enacting their own reforms enables states to take 
the lead in advancing the kinds of patient-centered, 
pro-market reforms that should replace Obamacare; 
offers Americans concrete examples of a positive, 
alternative vision of real health reform; and rein-
forces congressional efforts to repeal this deeply 
flawed and misguided federal legislation.


In particular, state initiatives that create a 
“defined-contribution” market for employer-spon-
sored health coverage and that streamline state 
health insurance regulations will promote increased 
choice, competition, and value—in stark contrast 
to Obamacare’s design that further restricts choice 
and competition while increasing costs. Such moves 
will also restore state health insurance exchanges to 
their original purpose as non-regulatory, adminis-
trative mechanisms for implementing a competitive, 
patient-centered, market-based health system with-
in the constraint of current federal tax law, which 
provides greater tax relief for employer-sponsored 
coverage than for individually purchased coverage. 


This is in stark contrast to Obamacare’s perversion 
of exchanges into a bureaucratic tool for imple-
menting sweeping new federal regulations.


At the same time, state lawmakers can also take 
a defensive approach to Obamacare’s exchanges in 
their states so as to preserve state control and limit 
federal interference.


Understanding Obamacare’s  
Exchange Provisions


The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 
provides for the establishment of health insurance 
exchanges in every state that conform to federal 
standards and requirements,1 authorizes the Sec-
retary of Health and Human Services (HHS) to 
provide grants to states to create exchanges,2 and 
specifies that the Secretary is to establish and run 
exchanges in states that do not, or cannot, do so by 
January 1, 2014 (with the Secretary further required 
to make such determinations by January 1, 2013).3


The PPACA specifies two types of health insur-
ance exchanges: the American Health Benefit (AHB) 
and the Small Business Health Options Program 
(SHOP). The legislation contains various require-
ments for the structure, functions, and operations of 
AHB exchanges, but provides no specifications for 
SHOP exchanges. Instead, the PPACA simply states 
that SHOP exchanges are “to assist qualified employ-
ers in the State who are small employers in facilitat-
ing the enrollment of their employees in qualified 
health plans offered in the small group market in the 
State.”4 Thus, the relevant “exchange” provisions are 
really only those that relate to the AHB exchanges.


Under Obamacare, the AHB exchanges are 
designed to implement the federal regulation and 
standardization of private health insurance, admin-
ister a new program of federal health care subsidies 
for tens of millions of Americans, and enroll millions 
of additional Americans in state Medicaid programs.


The problem is that state lawmakers have no 
certainty about when, how, or even whether the 
PPACA’s exchange provisions will go into effect. The 


Given the uncertain environment, state lawmakers 
need strategies that support the goal of repealing 
Obamacare at the federal level, and that also 
promote alternative reforms that will shield  
their states from the PPACA’s destabilizing  
effects until repeal is achieved.


1. PL 111-148 § 1321(c)(1).


2. PL 111-148 § 1311.


3. PL 111-148 § 1321(c)(1).


4. PL 111-148 § 1311(b)(1)(B).
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Obama Administration faces significant technical 
challenges in merely implementing this complex 
legislation. At the same time, a majority of the pub-
lic remains opposed to Obamacare, more than half 
the states are challenging its constitutionality in fed-
eral courts, and either the current Congress or the 
next one could repeal, alter, delay, or defund all or 
parts of it. Given this uncertain environment, state 
lawmakers need strategies that support the goal of 
repealing Obamacare at the federal level, and that 
also promote alternative reforms that will shield 
their states from the PPACA’s destabilizing effects 
until repeal is eventually achieved.


Consumer-Centered Exchanges  
vs. Obamacare Exchanges


The first point to understand is that the entire 
design for health insurance exchanges in the PPACA 
is a perversion of the core concept of what is an oth-
erwise sound approach to improving health insur-
ance markets.


The true purpose of a state health insurance 
exchange is to act as a purely administrative mech-
anism for implementing a defined-contribution 
health insurance alternative for employer-spon-
sored coverage. Allowing employers to offer health 
benefits on a defined-contribution basis gives 
workers the ability to choose the coverage that best 
suits them and their families from a wide menu of 
options, creates new incentives for insurers and 
medical providers to compete for customers, and 
encourages greater diversity and experimentation in 
health plan design and benefits.


By enacting a defined-contribution health insur-
ance option for employment-based coverage, states 
can create a more consumer-driven health care mar-
ket while continuing to let workers benefit from the 
favorable federal tax treatment of employer-spon-
sored health benefits. Of course, such an approach 
would not be necessary if Congress were to enact 
health care tax reforms that provide the same tax 
treatment regardless of whether coverage is pur-
chased directly or through an employer—reforms 
that have long been advocated by numerous health 
policy experts. Since Obamacare does not include 
tax reforms and it is uncertain if or when Congress 
might undertake them, state-level defined-contri-
bution options for employer-sponsored coverage 


are still the most effective way to advance patient-
centered, market-based health reform.


Within that construct, the function of a state 
health insurance exchange is simply to serve as a 
common mechanism for administering the trans-
actions entailed in buyers and sellers offering and 
choosing coverage and paying and collecting premi-
ums—much like a stock exchange provides a com-
mon administrative mechanism for transactions 
associated with buying and selling securities. Thus, 
an exchange gives employers, no matter how small, 
the opportunity to offer their workers health ben-
efits in a market characterized by consumer choice 
from among numerous and varied plan options.


As with a stock exchange, a properly designed 
state health insurance exchange does not exercise 
regulatory powers. Rather, any regulatory func-
tions remain the province of applicable government 
agencies—security regulators, in the case of stocks; 
insurance regulators, in the case of health insurance. 
Indeed, such an administrative—not regulatory—
purpose is what the term “exchange” was originally 
intended to convey.


What Congress did in the PPACA, however, was 
to merely keep the word “exchange,” while des-
ignating the purpose as something very different. 
Rather than serving as a mechanism for expanding 
health insurance choice, variety, and competition, 
and for spurring plans and providers to inno-
vate and offer customers better value, Obamacare 
exchanges will impose new regulations, administer 
new subsidies, standardize coverage, and restrict 
consumer choice and insurer competition more 
than it is already. Thus, in the PPACA Congress has 
perverted the exchange concept into a bureaucratic 
tool for federal subsidization, standardization, and 
micromanagement of health insurance coverage by 
the Department of Health and Human Services.


It is important to recognize that it is Obamacare’s 
perversion of exchanges, not the original concept 
itself, that is the problem. What matters is not the 
label on the box, but the contents. Consequently, 
the PPACA’s misappropriation of the term “health 
insurance exchange” should not deter state lawmak-
ers from pursuing their own defined-contribution, 
market-based reforms that employ state exchanges 
to perform purely administrative functions. If state 
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lawmakers want to further clarify this important 
distinction, they can use another term—such as 


“clearinghouse” or “administrator”—to distinguish 
their approach from the one in Obamacare.


Why States Should Enact their  
Own Health Insurance Reforms


State lawmakers should pursue reforms of the 
health insurance market now, independently of the 
PPACA, not only to increase access to coverage and 
provide incentives for better value in the near term, 
but also as a longer-term hedge against the uncer-
tainties surrounding the timing of the eventual 
disposition of the federally mandated exchange pro-
visions, related insurance market regulations, and 
the new federal subsidy program that the Obam-
acare exchanges are to administer.


In particular, states should create a defined-
contribution option for their employer-sponsored 
health insurance market. Lawmakers should also 
review their state’s existing benefit mandates and 
insurance rating rules to determine if those laws 
should be changed to make coverage more afford-
able. Beyond the near-term benefit of reducing pre-
miums, such state reforms will also serve as a hedge 
against the uncertainty of the PPACA’s effects while 
the fight over its repeal plays out in Congress and 
federal courts. Enacting their own “counter reforms” 
can better position states against the negative effects 
of Obamacare in several ways:


•	 Expanding or Preserving Health Insurance 
Choice and Competition. One advantage of 
a defined-contribution market for employer-
sponsored coverage is that it offers insurers a 
more level competitive playing field. In a prop-
erly structured defined-contribution market all 
insurers—whether they are large or small, new 
entrants or longstanding players, selling new 
or traditional coverage designs—can offer their 
plans on the same terms on a single “menu” to 
a large number of potential customers. Thus, 
competition among plans and insurers is more 
appropriately focused on those aspects that mat-
ter most to individual consumers—plan design, 
value, and customer service.


The ability of a defined-contribution market to 
create more level and consumer-oriented insurer 


competition is likely to be particularly attractive 
to states whose lawmakers are already concerned 
about inadequate choice and competition in their 
existing markets. It will also be attractive to state 
lawmakers justifiably concerned that the PPACA’s 
new federal insurance regulations will result in 
insurer consolidation that further reduces choice 
and competition in their state. A number of 
those regulations have already taken effect, such 
as several new federal benefit mandates, new 


“minimum loss ratio” regulations (which specify 
how insurers are to spend premium dollars), and 
new federal premium rate reviews. These regu-
lations will increase health insurance costs and 
lead some insurers to exit the market.


In addition, states with smaller populations or a 
single dominant carrier can collaborate with one 
or more neighboring states to create a regional 
defined-contribution market to provide more 
choice and competition for their employers and 
residents. States can implement such an approach 
through “cross-licensing” or “reciprocity” agree-
ments and shared administrative duties without 
federal approval for a formal “interstate compact,” 
though such a compact might be an option.


•	 Putting Countervailing Pressure on Federal 
Officials. Reducing state insurance benefit man-
dates or reforming rating rules not only makes 
coverage more affordable now, but will also 
make it politically more difficult for the feder-
al government to later impose costly coverage 
requirements through the PPACA’s “essential 
benefits” regulations and restrictive rating rules, 
which will sharply increase premiums for young-
er adults (both of which are also scheduled to 
take effect in 2014).5


•	 Creating an Alternative Market. Creating a 
defined-contribution market also provides states 
with the infrastructure for organizing and offer-
ing alternative, “non-qualified” coverage and 


States with smaller populations or a single 
dominant carrier can collaborate with 
neighboring states to create a regional defined-
contribution market to provide more choice and 
competition for their employers and residents.
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health care financing arrangements for individu-
als and employers who refuse to comply with the 
PPACA’s mandates to buy coverage, should Con-
gress fail to repeal those mandates before 2014, 
when they are scheduled to go into effect. Such 
alternative products would be subject to state 
regulation, but designed to be exempt from fed-
eral regulation.


Advantages of Defined Contributions
In a traditional “defined-benefit” program the 


payer (an employer or government) determines the 
form of coverage (such as a PPO, HMO, or high-
deductible plan with an HSA), specifies the benefits 
offered, determines the share of premium that enroll-
ees pay, and sets the schedule of patient co-payments. 
Thus, in a defined-benefit program it is the payer who 
makes the key decisions and it is the payer who 
bears most of the risk for the cost of those decisions.


By contrast, in a defined-contribution program, 
the payer offers the enrollee a contribution to help 
fund the cost of the insurance—pre-tax compensa-
tion to workers if the payer is an employer, or a 
subsidy if the payer is a government. Each enrollee 
then chooses the coverage he prefers from a menu 
of plans—with different plan designs, benefits, and 
cost-sharing—offered by competing insurers, and 
pays for the coverage with whatever mix of contri-
butions he receives from employers and government 
(along with the enrollee’s own funds, if the available 
contribution from the payer does not cover the full 
cost of an individual’s chosen plan). A defined-con-
tribution option for health benefits offers a number 
of advantages:


•	 Because it reduces the effort and risk to employ-
ers associated with offering health benefits, it 
creates a way for more firms, particularly smaller 
ones, to offer coverage.


•	 Because workers can choose coverage from a var-
ied menu of plans, it increases the likelihood that 


more workers will be able to find a plan that they 
like and can afford.


•	 It provides a practical way for employers to offer 
part-time or seasonal workers prorated coverage 
contributions, with the reasonable expectation 
that those workers can obtain coverage by com-
bining the employer’s contribution with funds 
from other sources.


•	 It creates positive new incentives for health plan 
providers to collaborate with medical providers 
so that both get more business by offering con-
sumers and patients better service at lower pric-
es. When individuals and families choose their 
own coverage, they tend to prefer plans that offer 
better value—better care at lower prices—over 
plans that rely on crude cost-control strategies, 
such as limiting patient access to providers or 
simply paying doctors and hospitals less, regard-
less of performance.


•	 Over time, as more employers elect the defined-
contribution option, portability of health bene-
fits—with workers keeping their coverage when 
they change employers—becomes possible for 
more individuals and families.


•	 The same infrastructure can be used by states 
and local governments to provide health ben-
efits to their own workers on a defined-contri-
bution basis, and to “mainstream” recipients of 
public assistance by using Medicaid and Chil-
dren’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) fund-
ing to provide them with better-quality private 
coverage.


Creating a Defined-Contribution Option
The principal goal of a defined-contribution 


option is to empower consumers to become the 
ultimate decision makers about their own health 
care. Following are key design issues that state law-
makers will need to consider:


5. For further discussion of the effects of the PPACA’s rating rules, see Edmund F. Haislmaier, “Obamacare and Insurance 
Rating Rules: Increasing Costs and Destabilizing Markets,” Heritage Foundation WebMemo No. 3111, January 20, 2011, at 
http://www.heritage.org/Research/Reports/2011/01/Obamacare-and-Insurance-Rating-Rules-Increasing-Costs-and-Destabilizing-
Markets. For further discussion of the PPACA’s benefit mandates, see Edmund F. Haislmaier, “Obamacare and Insurance 
Benefit Mandates: Raising Premiums and Reducing Patient Choice,” Heritage Foundation WebMemo No. 3110, January 20, 
2011, at http://www.heritage.org/Research/Reports/2011/01/Obamacare-and-Insurance-Benefit-Mandates-Raising-Premiums-and-
Reducing-Patient-Choice. 
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1. Insurance plan standards. State lawmakers 
will need to ensure that all plans offered through 
the defined-contribution option qualify as employ-
er-sponsored coverage under both state and federal 
tax laws so that premiums can be paid on a pre- 
tax basis.


If a  state  intends to use its defined-contribution 
alternative to provide coverage for Medicaid and 
CHIP enrollees on a “premium support” basis—
as it should—state lawmakers will also need to 
ensure that at least some of the plans offered meet 
the federal “benchmark equivalent” standards for 
those programs.


A state’s defined-contribution option should also 
operate on an “any willing plan” basis—meaning 
that the state’s insurance department is instructed 
to approve any plan that meets the state’s standards 
for the defined-contribution market.


2. Rating rules. State lawmakers must ensure 
that the same rules for rating and pricing policies 
apply to the new defined-contribution coverage 
as well as the traditional defined-benefit employer 
group coverage. The specific rules themselves are 
less important than the fact that the same rules 
must apply to both subsets of the employer insur-
ance market, to avert potentially destabilizing 
selection behaviors by carriers or customers. As 
long as the rules are applied uniformly, lawmak-
ers can allow insurers to vary premiums on the 
basis of factors, such as age, geography, and family 
status.


While the specific provisions are not as impor-
tant as ensuring uniformity, there are some addi-
tional, practical considerations that state lawmakers 
will want to keep in mind when setting or modify-
ing rating rules, particularly with respect to varying 
premiums by age and geography.


With respect to age-rating of premiums, the 
natural age variation in medical costs is about 
five to one—meaning that among adults, the old-
est (non-Medicare) group consumes about five 
times as much medical care as the youngest group. 
Incomes also generally increase with age. Thus, if 
the state allows insurers to adjust plan prices to 
reflect the age of the enrollee, premiums will be 
lower for younger adults—who on average are 


healthier but have lower incomes—and higher for 
older adults—who generally consume more medi-
cal care but tend to have higher incomes. Letting 
premiums vary by age will be particularly impor-
tant if the state intends to subsidize coverage for 
low-income individuals, since it means that any 
subsidies can be better targeted to a relatively small 
number of older, low-income individuals, with less 
need to subsidize coverage for a large number of 
lower-income, younger—and healthier—individu-
als, since the latter group will be able to buy cover-
age at cheaper rates.


With respect to geographic variations in pre-
miums, lawmakers will want to consider whether 
any proposed variation reflects underlying differ-
ences in salary scales for health care workers, or 
simply differences in provider practice patterns. 
Allowing premium variations that reflect dif-
ferences in local economies, such as wage rates 
and living costs, is appropriate. But permitting 
variations in rates that are attributable primarily 
to differences in provider practice patterns will 
serve mainly to protect higher-cost, less-efficient 
providers. For guidance on the extent to which 
geographic variation in premiums is appropriate, 
lawmakers should look to their state’s economic 
data on wage rates and living costs, not to data on 
provider charges or practice patterns.


3. Structure and operations. The states will 
need to create health insurance exchanges—or a 
similar “clearinghouse” mechanism—to handle the 
administrative tasks associated with offering the 
defined-contribution option. Utah has pioneered a 
quick and low-cost design that relies on contract-
ing private-sector vendors to provide the necessary 
information technology and related infrastruc-
ture, funded by modest user fees paid by partici-
pants. States can adopt a variant of this approach, 
customized to fit their own particular needs and 
circumstances.6


4. State and local employee plans. The same 
advantages offered by defined-contribution options 
for private-sector firms and their employees can also 
be made available to state and local governments 
and their workers. As with private employers, offer-
ing health benefits on a defined-contribution basis 
can give state and local governments better budget 
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control over compensation costs, while at the same 
time giving their workers greater choice and porta-
bility of coverage.


Indeed, America’s largest and longest-running 
defined-contribution health benefit program is the 
Federal Employee Health Benefits Program (FEHBP), 
operated by the U.S. government’s Office of Person-
nel Management (OPM) for approximately 9 mil-
lion federal workers, retirees, and their dependents.


Another major advantage of providing health 
benefits to state and municipal workers through the 
defined-contribution option, is that those public-
sector plans will serve as “anchor” clients—that is, 
large, stable employers with a large, stable pool of 
covered individuals—and thus make participation 
in the defined-contribution option more attractive 
to both insurers and private-sector employers.


5. Role of risk adjustment. States will also 
need to establish a risk-adjustment mechanism that 
enables insurers to manage any selection effects 
that result from consumers having a wider choice 
of plans in the defined-contribution market.  Rather 
than viewing selection effects as an undesirable out-
come to be suppressed, lawmakers should see them 
as a potentially positive phenomenon to be managed.


For example, the existence of an adequate risk-
adjustment mechanism makes it possible for insur-
ers to offer plans that specialize in collaborating with 
providers to provide better care for individuals with 
specific medical conditions. Even though current 
federal law for employer-sponsored plans prevents 
carriers from varying premiums based on enrollee 
health status, insurers should be more willing to 
offer coverage designs that are likely to attract less 
healthy individuals if they know that the extra cost 
of those enrollees can be spread—through the risk 
adjuster—across all policyholders in the market.


Because health insurance risk adjustment is a 
highly technical issue best handled by actuaries, 
state lawmakers should not attempt to design a risk-
adjustment mechanism themselves.7 Rather, they 
should focus on authorizing the creation of a risk-
adjustment mechanism for their employer market 
within the following parameters:


•	 The state requires, as a condition of selling cover-
age in the state, that all carriers issuing employer-
sponsored plans—on either a defined-benefit or 
defined-contribution basis—participate in the 
risk adjuster.


•	 The enabling legislation should specify that 
the risk-adjustment system will be collective-
ly designed and operated by the participating 
insurers—without outside interference—under 
the regulatory supervision of the state’s insurance 
department.


•	 While the state may provide funding for the start-
up or administrative costs of the risk adjuster, 
the state will not provide any funding to the risk 
adjuster for claims costs. The risk adjuster is to 
function as a “closed loop” within which par-
ticipating insurers adjust among themselves for 
selection effects, not as a “backdoor” subsidy to 
carriers for higher cost enrollees.


•	 If the state intends to also offer health benefits 
to state and municipal employees on a defined-
contribution basis—as it should—then its cur-
rent state and municipal plans should also be 
participating “insurers” in the risk adjuster. 
That way, lawmakers can allow those existing 
plans to continue to offer their coverage to state 
and municipal workers as options on a greatly 
expanded menu of coverage choices, without the 
risk of those plans being destabilized by selec-
tion effects.


6. For a further discussion of Utah’s defined-contribution health reforms, see Gregg Girvan, “Utah’s Defined- 
Contribution Option: Patient-Centered Health Care,” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder No. 2445, July 30, 2010, at 
http://www.heritage.org/Research/Reports/2010/07/Utahs-Defined-Contribution-Option-Patient-Centered-Health-Care, and  
Gregg Girvan, “Consumer Power: Five Lessons from Utah’s Heath Care Reform,” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder  
No. 2453, August 19, 2010, at http://www.heritage.org/Research/Reports/2010/08/Consumer-Power-5-Lessons-from-Utah-s-
Heath-Care-Reform.


7. For a further discussion of risk adjustment, see Edmund F. Haislmaier, “State Health Care Reform: A Brief Guide to  
Risk Adjustment in Consumer-Driven Health Insurance Markets,” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder No. 2166, July  
28, 2008, at http://www.heritage.org/Research/Reports/2008/07/State-Health-Care-Reform-A-Brief-Guide-to-Risk-Adjustment-in-
ConsumerDriven-Health-Insurance-Markets. 
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While the main purpose of the risk adjuster 
will be to facilitate greater individual choice in the 
defined-contribution market segment, it should also 
apply to the traditional defined-benefit employer-
group market segment as well, for two reasons. First, 
doing so will minimize the possibility of selection 
effects between the two market segments.  Second, 
it will help stabilize premiums in the traditional 
group coverage market, so that employers who offer 
defined-benefit coverage no longer face “experience 
rating” premium spikes when one employee incurs 
a major illness.


6. Role of agents and brokers. For businesses 
that decide to offer health benefits on a defined-con-
tribution basis, insurance agents could not only help 
the business make the necessary arrangements, but 
could also counsel individual employees on making 
coverage choices that best suit their particular needs 
and preferences, and “service” their policies—such 
as by helping them should they experience a prob-
lem or seek to appeal a claim or coverage decision 
by their insurer. The availability of such advice from 
a trained and knowledgeable professional benefits 
the employer as well as its workers, since business 
owners generally feel uncomfortable giving their 
employees personal advice and are naturally wary 
of any possible legal ramifications.


The key change for insurance brokers is that in a 
defined-contribution market, they will act as “buy-
er’s agents,” instead of their more traditional role 
of “seller’s agents.”  This is similar to the business 
model shift that has occurred in recent years with 
many real estate agents. State lawmakers can facili-
tate such a shift by providing for a per-enrollee, fee-
based compensation structure for agents in which 
the broker is paid the same amount regardless of 
which plan the worker (client) chooses.


While some brokers welcome such a change, 
seeing it as a way to expand their client base and 
establish relationships with new customers who 
might also be interested in other products the bro-
kers offer—such as life, disability, or property insur-
ance—others have so far been resistant.


However, another change resulting from the 
PPACA is likely to make more insurance agents 
consider shifting from representing carriers to 
representing buyers. Specifically, the PPACA’s new 


“minimum loss ratio” regulations, which apply to all 
commercial major medical policies and took effect 
on January 1, 2011, will count commissions paid by 
carriers to agents against the share of the premium 
that insurers are allowed to retain to cover admin-
istrative costs and for profit. Thus, health insurers 
will have a strong, new incentive to reduce, or even 
eliminate, sales commissions to agents, since those 
payments will now directly reduce insurer profits.


In a defined-contribution market, however, agent 
compensation can take the form of a fee paid by the 
buyer, which is therefore separate from any mini-
mum loss ratio calculation applied to insurer pre-
mium income. This also means that agents can offer 
their clients all the plan options available in the 
defined-contribution market, not just those from 
insurers with whom they currently have contracts. 
State insurance regulators can help facilitate this 
transition by providing licensed brokers with addi-
tional training, information, and comparison tools 
for the state’s new defined-contribution market.


Preserving State Authority  
in the Face of Obamacare


Some state lawmakers may decide it is in the best 
interest of their state to simply refuse to implement 
an American Health Benefit exchange and instead 
focus solely on their own state-based reforms that 
counter Obamacare. That view is understandable, 
and consistent with the strong opposition to Obam-
acare among many of their constituents.


Others, however, may also want to shield their 
states from the legislation’s harmful effects and min-
imize federal interference in addition to advancing 
their own counter reforms at the state level. Those 
state lawmakers can enact defensive measures that 
slow, block, or restrict federal implementation of 
Obamacare in their states—at least until such time 
as the legislation is either repealed by Congress or 
voided by the Supreme Court.


In a defined-contribution market, agent 
compensation can take the form of a fee paid by 
the buyer, which is therefore separate from any 
minimum loss ratio calculation applied to insurer 
premium income.
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One such defensive component is for state law-
makers to protect the independence and integrity 
of their state insurance departments by refusing 
to accept (or returning, if already received) federal 


“premium review” grant funding. This funding was 
included in the PPACA in order to co-opt states into 
helping implement the legislation’s new system of 
arbitrary and politically manipulated health-insur-
er rate regulation by HHS. State lawmakers need 
to reassure the citizens they represent that their 
state insurance departments will continue to apply 
appropriate financial requirements so that premi-
ums are sufficient to cover claims costs, and will not 
acquiesce to the Administration’s agenda of politi-
cized rate regulation—which could threaten insurer 
solvency and potentially leave policyholders liable 
for unpaid claims.


Similarly, when it comes to the Obamacare AHB 
exchanges, state lawmakers should also consider 
taking a defensive strategy.


As noted, the PPACA effectively gives state gov-
ernments a “right of first refusal” to design and 
operate AHB exchanges within federal guidelines. If 
a state does not exercise that right in a timely man-
ner, the HHS Secretary is required to establish an 
exchange in that state. There are two important 
considerations that state lawmakers should take 
into account.


First, a state refusing to create an AHB exchange 
raises the prospect of HHS—or an organization 
picked by HHS—controlling access to the state’s 
Medicaid program. That is because the legislation 
requires the AHB exchange to enroll any individuals 
it determines Medicaid-eligible in the state Medic-
aid program, instead of giving them the new fed-
eral coverage subsidies.8 It also requires states to 
accept such individuals into their Medicaid pro-
grams without any further eligibility determina-
tion, leaving states unable to reject even erroneous 
eligibility determinations.9 The combined result of 
those two provisions is effectively to transfer con-
trol over enrollment in state Medicaid programs to 
AHB exchanges beginning in 2014. From that point 
on, whoever controls the AHB exchange becomes 


the de facto gatekeeper for both the state’s Medicaid 
program and the new federal subsidy system.


Second, depending on how it is implemented, 
an AHB exchange can also become a de facto health 
insurance regulator that is in competition, or con-
flict, with the state’s insurance department. If a state 
creates the AHB exchange itself, state lawmakers 
can take steps to avoid or limit potentially duplica-
tive or conflicting insurance market regulation. But 
if the state lets HHS create the AHB exchange, then, 
in order to meet the requirements of the PPACA 
with respect to participating insurance plans, the 
exchange will need to exercise the full range of 
insurance regulatory powers available to it under 
the legislation, since it will be unable to rely on 
the state’s insurance department. Thus, a state that 
declines to set up an AHB exchange can expect the 
exchange established by HHS to act as a duplicative, 
and likely conflicting, insurance regulator, further 
disrupting the state’s health insurance market.


Furthermore, the timing of this second risk is 
more immediate. While the Medicaid changes are 
not scheduled until 2014, a number of insurance 
regulations have already gone into effect. Thus, the 
sooner a state declares “non-compliance” with the 
PPACA, the sooner HHS will build an exchange in 
that state to act as a federal insurance regulator, and 
the sooner insurers will gravitate toward answer-
ing to HHS rather than to the state’s insurance 
department.


The alternative to not creating an AHB exchange 
is for state lawmakers to establish a narrowly limit-
ed and closely controlled AHB exchange within the 
parameters of the federal legislation. Such a “defen-
sive” approach lets state lawmakers who oppose 
Obamacare, or who are at least wary of its effects, 
avoid the risk of losing control over their Medic-
aid programs or insurance markets by letting HHS 
operate AHB exchanges in their states.


The strategy behind this approach is for state 
lawmakers to tailor the design of their state’s AHB 
exchange to maximize state government con-
trol, restrict the potential for federal interference, 
minimize market disruptions, limit the associated 


8. PL 111-148 § 1311(d)(4)(F).


9. New § 1943(b)(1)(B) of the Social Security Act, as added by PL 111-148 § 2201.
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costs and risks to the state, and preserve the state’s 
options for responding to potential future changes 
in federal law.


Structuring a “Defensive” AHB Exchange
For a state that elects to take a “defensive” 


approach, the best way to proceed is by disaggregat-
ing the functional components of the AHB exchange, 
determining the best solution for each function, 
and then networking the components into a whole, 
along the following lines:


1. Corporate form and governance. The state 
should set up a “shell” AHB exchange and “sub-
contract” its various functions to a combination of 
state agencies and private-sector vendors, based 
on relevant expertise. While the PPACA allows 
the exchange to be housed within a state govern-
ment (either as a new agency or as a subset of an 
existing one), state lawmakers will likely prefer the 
alternative PPACA option of establishing their AHB 
exchange as a specially chartered, state-govern-
ment-sponsored, independent entity—but without 
any regulatory powers.10


There are three reasons for doing so. First, reg-
ulatory powers are retained within the applicable 
agencies of state government—not delegated to a 
quasi-independent entity over which state lawmak-
ers have limited control and which will be more 
inclined to take direction from federal officials. Sec-
ond, the state government avoids directly manag-
ing or funding the exchange’s purely administrative 
functions, with those tasks instead contracted to pri-
vate-sector vendors and funded by user fees. Third, 
the state has more flexibility to set governance of 
the exchange by a board composed of whatever mix 
of public officials and stakeholder representatives it 
deems most appropriate.


2. Certification of insurers and health plans. 
Lawmakers should vest their state’s insurance 
department with responsibility for determining 
which carriers and health plans “qualify” under 
state and federal law to be offered through the 
AHB exchange. They should then stipulate that the 
exchange is to accept, without modification, those 
determinations by the insurance department and 


fulfill its requirement under the PPACA to “certify” 
participating insurers and plans by simply forward-
ing the state insurance department’s determinations 
to HHS.


Such an arrangement has several advantages. 
First, it preserves state authority and accountabil-
ity with respect to insurance regulation. Second, 
it avoids the potential for duplication and confu-
sion in market regulation. Third, it keeps insur-
ance regulation in the hands of those with the most 
extensive technical expertise—existing state insur-
ance regulators. Fourth, it enables the state to more 
effectively challenge or contest any HHS regulation 
or interpretation of the PPACA with which the state 
disagrees. Should such disputes arise, the state will 
be positioned to deploy in support of its case the 
data and technical expertise of its insurance depart-
ment, augmented by the legal resources of the state’s 
Attorney General, if necessary.


As a related measure, state insurance law should 
be amended to stipulate that the certification of car-
riers and plans to participate in the exchange is to be 
implemented by the state’s insurance department on 
an “any willing plan” basis. Meaning, that any plan 
that meets the applicable federal and state standards 
in effect at that time—as determined by the state’s 
insurance department—will be automatically certi-
fied as eligible to be offered in the exchange. Such 
a move ensures a level competitive playing field for 
insurers, avoids the problems that arise when gov-
ernments try to pick winners and losers, and helps 
preserve maximum consumer choice in the market.


Lawmakers should also instruct their state insur-
ance department to apply state insurance law until 
such time as federal law preempts state law, and 
not to make any preemptive regulatory changes 
to accommodate federal laws or regulations that 
have not yet taken effect. In addition to preserving 
state sovereignty, such an approach has the practi-
cal advantages of limiting confusion in the market 
and serving as a “hedge” against the possibility that 
one or more of Obamacare’s new federal insurance 
requirements may be postponed, repealed, or signif-
icantly altered prior to their statutory effective dates.


3. Eligibility determination. State lawmakers 


10. PL 111-148 § 1311(d)(1).
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should require the exchange to subcontract eligibil-
ity determinations to the state’s Medicaid program in 
order to maintain state control. This also gives state 
lawmakers an opportunity to review their current 
program eligibility determination process and make 
improvements. For example, states that currently 
allow local governments to make program eligibility 
determinations might want to use this opportunity 
to consolidate that function at the state level, so as 
to achieve more consistent and accurate decisions. 
Under Obamacare, it will be necessary to determine 
if individuals are eligible for Medicaid under either 
pre-PPACA rules or under the PPACA Medicaid 
expansion provisions—with different federal match 
rates for the two eligibility categories. Also, a much 
larger share of the state’s population that does not 
qualify for Medicaid or CHIP will be eligible for the 
new federal subsidies through the exchange, so law-
makers will need to plan for increased funding and 
system upgrades as well.


4. Certification of agents and “navigators.” As 
with certification of insurers and health plans, state 
lawmakers should require the exchange to simply 
accept the determinations of the state’s existing pro-
fessional licensure system when it comes to certi-
fying agents or organizations as “navigators” who 
assist individuals with enrolling in the exchange 
and choosing a health plan. State lawmakers will 
at some point need to amend the applicable state 
licensure statute and compensation regulations as 
necessary to conform them to whatever standards 
HHS eventually issues to implement these provi-
sions of the PPACA.


States will still be able to specify different licen-
sure standards for agents selling health coverage 
outside of the exchange—if they so choose—though 
this would be a good opportunity for lawmakers 
to review those existing statutes and regulations to 
determine if other changes should be made to them 
as well.


5. Administrative functions. When it comes 
to the various administrative functions that Obam-
acare requires the exchange to perform—such as 
providing a Web site for enrollment, plan compari-
son and plan selection, toll-free telephone assis-
tance, an online calculator for determining plan 
costs to enrollees, information transmission to the 


U.S. Treasury to calculate and pay enrollee subsi-
dies—the best course of action is for the exchange 
to simply hire private-sector vendors to provide the 
necessary software and operational support.


If, at some point, either Congress rescinds fund-
ing or the Supreme Court voids Obamacare, then 
the vendors will stop their work. In the event that 
Obamacare is still in place when the exchanges are 
scheduled to begin operation, a state’s enabling leg-
islation should require the exchange to fund its sub-
sequent ongoing operations with user fees. Because 
of the PPACA’s minimum loss ratio regulations, the 
enabling legislation should further specify that the 
exchange is to charge such user fees to enrollees, 
not to participating insurers.


In contracting for these administrative and tech-
nical services, state lawmakers can either require 
the exchange to follow existing state government 
contracting procedures, or permit the exchange’s 
governing board to adopt alternative procedures.


6. State legislature oversight. A state that takes 
this approach should also establish special over-
sight committees of its legislature to supervise the 
AHB exchange and the interactions between the 
exchange and relevant state government agencies 
and departments. The oversight committees should 
pay particularly close attention to the state’s insur-
ance department, its Medicaid and CHIP programs, 
and its tax and revenue department (which may be 
affected by the need to verify income in connection 
with eligibility determinations for Medicaid and the 
new federal subsidies).


States will want to vest this oversight responsi-
bility with new special committees—one for each 
legislative chamber, or, a single bicameral special 
committee—because implementation will involve 
several executive branch agencies and the jurisdic-
tions of more than one standing committee. State 
legislatures typically have standing insurance com-
mittees to handle insurance matters, as well as 
standing health committees with jurisdiction over 
the state’s Medicaid and CHIP programs. Thus, the 
state’s legislative leadership will want to ensure that 
a special exchange oversight committee includes 
both members with experience and expertise in 
insurance law and members with experience and 
expertise in Medicaid and CHIP. Leadership may 
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also want to ensure that members with experience 
and expertise in other areas, such as tax or appro-
priations, serve on the special oversight committee.


Furthermore, states whose legislatures meet in 
time-limited sessions will want to authorize any 
oversight committee as an “interim” committee so 
that it continues to function between the regular 
sessions of the legislature. Should an interim over-
sight committee identify issues that need immedi-
ate legislative attention, those states can use their 
established procedures for calling the full legislature 
back for a “special” session to consider any relevant 
legislation.


7. Sunset provision. The state’s enabling legis-
lation should also include a sunset provision that 
automatically terminates the state’s AHB exchange 
should a Supreme Court ruling void the legislation 
or should subsequent federal legislation be enact-
ed that repeals the authority granted to the Sec-
retary of Health and Human Services to establish 
AHB exchanges in states that do not establish such 
exchanges on their own. Specifically, the sunset 
provision should be triggered by any future federal 
repeal or nullification of Section 1321(c) of Public 
Law 111-148.


Conclusion
State lawmakers now face important decisions 


about whether they will pursue their own health 
insurance market reforms—separate and differ-
ent from Obamacare—and whether they will cre-
ate defensive AHB exchanges to shield their states 
and minimize federal interference while they await 
the ultimate disposition of Obamacare by Congress 
or the Supreme Court. State lawmakers should 
understand that these decisions, while related, are 
in fact severable. They can opt to pursue their own 
reforms, create a defensive AHB exchange, do both, 
or do neither.


State lawmakers should pursue health insurance 
market reforms of their own design now, indepen-


dent of the PPACA, not only to increase access to 
coverage and provide incentives for better value 
in the near term, but also as a longer-term hedge 
against the uncertainties surrounding the timing of 
the eventual disposition of Obamacare’s exchange 
provisions, related insurance market regulations, 
and the new federal subsidy program that the 
exchanges are intended to administer.


While there are good reasons why some states 
may decide not to establish AHB exchanges, it is 
important that state lawmakers inclined toward that 
option carefully consider its implications for their 
state’s Medicaid program and insurance market. 
State lawmakers who feel more comfortable with a 
strategy that protects their state as much as possible 
until Obamacare’s fate is decided by Congress or 
the Supreme Court can instead pursue the alterna-
tive approach of adopting a limited, defensive AHB 
exchange design.


Given the considerable uncertainty surround-
ing if, when, or how the exchange provisions of 
the PPACA will be implemented, the wisest course 
for state lawmakers is to adopt responses that posi-
tion their states for a range of possible outcomes. 
While state lawmakers, like everyone else, would 
obviously prefer to have more certainty regarding 
Obamacare, the reality is that they cannot expect to 
obtain such certainty any time soon. Consequent-
ly, they will instead need to focus in the near term 
on finding ways to better manage the new uncer-
tainty that Obamacare has injected into the health 
care system. Pending further changes at the fed-
eral level, state lawmakers need to determine now 
the best approach in each of their respective states 
for advancing their own positive “counter reforms” 
while also protecting their constituents from the 
disruption and adverse effects of this deeply flawed 
and misguided federal legislation.


—Edmund F. Haislmaier is Senior Research Fellow 
in the Center for Health Policy Studies at The Heritage 
Foundation.
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Dear Lawmaker, 


 


As you may know, this Wednesday, March 23, will represent the one year anniversary of the enactment of 


President Obama’s Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). I believe, as I know many of our 


legislators and the majority of our citizens do, that the PPACA is unconstitutional, fatally flawed and ultimately 


harmful to our economy and the health of our citizens. That is exactly what I told both the Obama administration 


and our federal lawmakers, in no uncertain terms, when I voted against the law as a United States Congresswoman.  


 


As governor of Oklahoma and as a citizen, it is my great hope that the PPACA is either repealed by federal 


legislators or else is struck down by the United States Supreme Court. Our Oklahoma Congressional delegation has 


my full support as they work towards the former option, and Attorney General Scott Pruitt has my support and 


encouragement as he leads Oklahoma’s legal challenge.  As governor, I have sent multiple letters to the White 


House explaining the unreasonable economic burdens the PPACA places on Oklahoma and have requested that the 


White House fast track the lawsuits against President Obama’s health care law to the Supreme Court. In short, I 


have been proud to be part of a united conservative front in Oklahoma opposing what I believe to be one of the most 


dangerous and counterproductive pieces of legislation to come out of Washington in decades. 


 


I remain deeply concerned, however, that the PPACA will remain the law of the land for some time to 


come. As long as that is the case, the president’s law will continue to actively assault both the rights of our citizens 


and the tenth amendment rights of our states. For that reason, I believe Oklahoma’s lawmakers must continue to 


find new ways to prevent a federal takeover of our health care system in Oklahoma.  


 


One of the most important ways we can fight that federal takeover is to implement an Oklahoma-


based, free-market health insurance exchange so that Washington does not force its own model on the state. 


While we have already begun to create that exchange, the next step in the process is the passage of HB 2130, 


which creates a governing board for the program. I am writing now to ask you to support that legislation.  


 


Under current law as outlined by the PPACA, the federal government will begin establishing a federally 


designed and run health insurance exchange in 2013 in all 50 states except those that have begun implementing their 


own state-based exchanges. If we do not develop our own exchange, if we instead do nothing, then we will be 


powerless to oppose the creation of a federally run program in Oklahoma. 


 


As you may know, health insurance exchanges, when done right, have long been a conservative idea. In 


2009, our Legislature authorized the creation of such an exchange based on model legislation introduced by the 


conservative Heritage Foundation.  


 


 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Using that model, the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange we are seeking to create will be an online 


health insurance market that empowers consumers by providing vastly improved access to information on private 


insurance products and expanding the purchasing power of individuals and small businesses. Private insurance 


products will be sold to meet individual needs, insurers will compete to promote real choices for consumers and the 


free-market will work to lower costs. Unlike the federal exchange Washington may try to force on us, the exchange 


we are trying to build offers a positive, free-market alternative to the big government, tax-and-spend plan that is the 


PPACA.  


 


If we do not pass HB 2130 and implement an Oklahoma-based exchange, the results will be devastating for 


those of us who oppose ObamaCare and the federal intrusion it represents. Without an Oklahoma exchange, the 


state is virtually guaranteed to be subject to a federally run, Washington D.C. substitute. And unlike the one we 


develop here in Oklahoma, that federal exchange will rely on public health care plans and be funded by public debt 


for many years to come.  


 


For that reason, a vote against an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange and HB 2130 is a vote to leave 


Oklahoma defenseless against a federal takeover, as mandated by ObamaCare, beginning in the year 2013.  


 


As a conservative, I hope the PPACA is long gone by then. I join the majority of our lawmakers, as well as 


the majority of our citizens, in being passionately opposed to the federal health care law. It is my great hope to see it 


overturned or repealed. But I believe we have an obligation to plan for a future where that may not happen. And in 


the event the federal health care law is not overturned by 2013, I am not willing to allow the federal government to 


seize what has been a conservative idea and turn it into something unrecognizable and harmful to the state of 


Oklahoma and its citizens.  


 


For all these reasons, I hope you will join me in supporting a free-market, conservative exchange and defend 


Oklahoma against the federalization of our health insurance by voting for HB 2130. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


 


Mary Fallin  


Governor 
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Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange:

5 Frequently Asked Questions
 

·         What is a health insurance exchange?

            Health insurance exchanges are online portals where consumers can get information about
various health insurance plans, compare prices and ultimately purchase health insurance.  The
Oklahoma-based exchange that Governor Mary Fallin supports will be a patient-centered, pro-
market exchange consistent with her conservative values. The purpose of the exchange will be to
empower consumers with information and to use free market principles to contain health insurance
costs.

The premiere conservative think tank in the nation, the Heritage Foundation, supports the
creation of these exchanges. In a March 21, 2011 document entitled “A State Lawmaker’s Guide to
Health Insurance Exchanges,” the Heritage Foundation outlines the necessity of developing a state
exchange in the immediate future.
 

·         What happens if Oklahoma does not establish its own exchange?

            If a state does not establish its own health insurance exchange, the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA, also known as “ObamaCare”) mandates that President Obama’s
HHS Secretary is required to establish a federally run exchange in that state. As the Heritage
Foundation writes, “…the sooner a state declares ‘non-compliance’ with the PPACA, the sooner
HHS will build an exchange in that state to act as a federal insurance regulator.”  In other words, a
state that does not build its own insurance exchange is resigning itself to the presence of a
federally designed, federally run exchange.
            The best way to ward off a federal takeover of that kind if to pursue what the Heritage
Foundation calls “defensive” reform efforts to block federal interference. One of those defensive
efforts is the creation of a market-based exchange that Governor Fallin and other conservative
lawmakers are seeking to create.
 

·         President Obama says he supports exchanges and one element of ObamaCare is the
creation of a federal exchange. How can exchanges be a conservative idea?

The Heritage Foundation writes:
Consumer-Centered Exchanges vs. ObamaCare Exchanges

            “The first point to understand is that the entire design for health insurance exchanges in
the PPACA is a perversion of the core concept of what is an otherwise sound approach to
improving health insurance markets. … It is important to recognize that it is ObamaCare’s
perversion of the exchanges, not the original concept itself, that is the problem. … Consequently,
the PPACA’s misappropriation of the term ‘health insurance exchange’ should not deter state
lawmakers from pursuing their own defined-contribution, market-based reforms that employ state
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exchanges to perform purely administrative functions.”
 

·         How much will it cost to build a health insurance exchange in Oklahoma? How will
we pay for it?

            Cost estimates vary based on the composition and governance of the exchange. Currently,
the plans for an Oklahoma exchange are in their infancy. HB 2130, which the governor is asking
lawmakers to support, creates a governing board for the Oklahoma exchange which will, over the
course of the next months and years, answer that question. The governor’s office and the state
department of health are also holding regular “stakeholder meetings” to allow consumers, industry
professionals and concerned citizens to weigh in on what they would like to see in an exchange.
            Currently, it will be a challenge for the state of Oklahoma to afford the cost of
implementing and maintaining a health insurance exchange on its own. The state is facing a $500
million budget shortfall and cuts to the department of health are expected to be at least 3% in the
next fiscal year.
            Fortunately, Oklahoma has received a $54 million Early Innovator Grant from the federal
government. That does not mean, however, it will cost $54 million to establish and run an
exchange. Governor Fallin plans on returning any money the state does not use.
 

·         Does accepting federal money mean that Oklahoma is agreeing to implement
ObamaCare?

            No. The Early Innovator Grant was awarded to Oklahoma to be used to build a state-based
exchange. The Oklahoma legislature had already passed a bill authorizing the creation of such an
exchange; the grant simply provides the money needed to fund it. Governor Fallin will not
support any legislation that forces ObamaCare on the state of Oklahoma.
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Call To Action: Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:33:42 PM
Attachments: insurance exchange ltr.pdf

Greetings,

 

As many of you know, the action on the Health Insurance Exchange bill, HB 2130, has shifted from the

House to the Senate and we need your help engaging Senators on the importance of passing this

legislation.  Please activate your network and begin calling members to express your support for HB

2130 and why it is important to the state of Oklahoma.  Attached for your use and review is a letter that

was sent to all legislators from Governor Fallin outlining her support for the exchange.  In addition, I

have included an article below from the Tulsa world that was published today.  If you have any

questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

 

Thank you in advance for your support.

 
Andrew Silvestri
Deputy Policy Director

Office of Governor Mary Fallin

Phone:  405.521.2342

andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov

 

 

Fallin, insurance commissioner defend decision to accept money 
 

By RANDY KREHBIEL World Staff Writer - 3/24/2011

Published: 3/24/2011

Last Modified: 3/24/2011  1:50 PM

 

Gov. Mary Fallin and Insurance Commissioner John Doak on Thursday defended Fallin's decision to

accept a $54 million federal grant to implement a state health insurance exchange.

 

Speaking separately to the Tulsa Health Underwriters Association at Tulsa Country Club, Fallin and

Doak said refusing to act could lead to the federal government imposing such a program.

 

Asked if the state could afford to implement an exchange without the federal money, Fallin said, "No,

We have a $500 million hole in our budget."

 

Doak, who campaigned almost exclusively on his opposition to last year's federal health care

legislation, said he was "very proud of the position (Fallin) she took."

 

Fallin said she remains opposed to the federal reform and hopes it will be reversed.

 

About a dozen protesters opposed to the grant picketed outside the club's main gate.

 

http://mobile.tulsaworld.com/adtracker.aspx?s=/article.aspx
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Mary Fallin 


Office of the Governor 


State of Oklahoma 


 
 


 


 


                                                                                March 22, 2011 


 


 


Dear Lawmaker, 


 


As you may know, this Wednesday, March 23, will represent the one year anniversary of the enactment of 


President Obama’s Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). I believe, as I know many of our 


legislators and the majority of our citizens do, that the PPACA is unconstitutional, fatally flawed and ultimately 


harmful to our economy and the health of our citizens. That is exactly what I told both the Obama administration 


and our federal lawmakers, in no uncertain terms, when I voted against the law as a United States Congresswoman.  


 


As governor of Oklahoma and as a citizen, it is my great hope that the PPACA is either repealed by federal 


legislators or else is struck down by the United States Supreme Court. Our Oklahoma Congressional delegation has 


my full support as they work towards the former option, and Attorney General Scott Pruitt has my support and 


encouragement as he leads Oklahoma’s legal challenge.  As governor, I have sent multiple letters to the White 


House explaining the unreasonable economic burdens the PPACA places on Oklahoma and have requested that the 


White House fast track the lawsuits against President Obama’s health care law to the Supreme Court. In short, I 


have been proud to be part of a united conservative front in Oklahoma opposing what I believe to be one of the most 


dangerous and counterproductive pieces of legislation to come out of Washington in decades. 


 


I remain deeply concerned, however, that the PPACA will remain the law of the land for some time to 


come. As long as that is the case, the president’s law will continue to actively assault both the rights of our citizens 


and the tenth amendment rights of our states. For that reason, I believe Oklahoma’s lawmakers must continue to 


find new ways to prevent a federal takeover of our health care system in Oklahoma.  


 


One of the most important ways we can fight that federal takeover is to implement an Oklahoma-


based, free-market health insurance exchange so that Washington does not force its own model on the state. 


While we have already begun to create that exchange, the next step in the process is the passage of HB 2130, 


which creates a governing board for the program. I am writing now to ask you to support that legislation.  


 


Under current law as outlined by the PPACA, the federal government will begin establishing a federally 


designed and run health insurance exchange in 2013 in all 50 states except those that have begun implementing their 


own state-based exchanges. If we do not develop our own exchange, if we instead do nothing, then we will be 


powerless to oppose the creation of a federally run program in Oklahoma. 


 


As you may know, health insurance exchanges, when done right, have long been a conservative idea. In 


2009, our Legislature authorized the creation of such an exchange based on a proposal introduced by the 


conservative Heritage Foundation.  


 


 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Using that model, the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange we are seeking to create will be an online 


health insurance market that empowers consumers by providing vastly improved access to information on private 


insurance products and expanding the purchasing power of individuals and small businesses. Private insurance 


products will be sold to meet individual needs, insurers will compete to promote real choices for consumers and the 


free-market will work to lower costs. Unlike the federal exchange Washington may try to force on us, the exchange 


we are trying to build offers a positive, free-market alternative to the big government, tax-and-spend plan that is the 


PPACA.  


 


If we do not pass HB 2130 and implement an Oklahoma-based exchange, the results will be devastating for 


those of us who oppose ObamaCare and the federal intrusion it represents. Without an Oklahoma exchange, the 


state is virtually guaranteed to be subject to a federally run, Washington D.C. substitute. And unlike the one we 


develop here in Oklahoma, that federal exchange will rely on public health care plans and be funded by public debt 


for many years to come.  


 


For that reason, a vote against an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange and HB 2130 is a vote to leave 


Oklahoma defenseless against a federal takeover, as mandated by ObamaCare, beginning in the year 2013.  


 


As a conservative, I hope the PPACA is long gone by then. I join the majority of our lawmakers, as well as 


the majority of our citizens, in being passionately opposed to the federal health care law. It is my great hope to see it 


overturned or repealed. But I believe we have an obligation to plan for a future where that may not happen. And in 


the event the federal health care law is not overturned by 2013, I am not willing to allow the federal government to 


seize what has been a conservative idea and turn it into something unrecognizable and harmful to the state of 


Oklahoma and its citizens.  


 


For all these reasons, I hope you will join me in supporting a free-market, conservative exchange and defend 


Oklahoma against the federalization of our health insurance by voting for HB 2130. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


 


Mary Fallin  


Governor 
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From: Mike Thompson
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Denise Northrup
Subject: FW: Quote
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:55:26 PM
Attachments: 110321-DraftExchangesLetterNAICAustin-LATEST.DOCX

Katie:
 
Please review.  This is the statement JD is making at the NAIC meeting and we are going to
incorporate the quote below.  Thanks,
 
Mike Thompson
Oklahoma Insurance Department
Deputy Commissioner of Government
Relations and Public Affairs
3625 NW 56th St, Suite 100
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
Office: 405-522-8398
Fax 405-521-6635
 

From: Shawn Ashley 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:47 PM
To: Mike Thompson
Subject: Quote
 
IIAO strongly believes it is in the best interest of Oklahoma policyholders to have people with
insurance knowledge, experience, and expertise leading the discussions on the creation of the
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchanges.  We further believe that Commissioner Doak and his staff are
fully qualified to lead in the development of the exchanges. 
 
 
From Dan Ramsey’s letter…..
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Fellow insurance commissioner:



With a clear call from the public for better health care and greater access to care, but the legal standing of the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act very much in question, it is a challenging time to be a state insurance commissioner.

I remain adamantly opposed to the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act. I believe it to be unconstitutional in the individual mandate to buy insurance it imposes upon taxpayers, continued analysis by the Congressional Budget Office shows its estimated costs skyrocketing even before the majority of PPACA’s obligations have been implemented, and I consider the federal law a power-grab by Washington in a field where the states’ sovereignty has always been recognized – the regulation of the insurance market within our individual borders. I applaud Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin for her stand against these flawed federal regulations, and join our state’s Attorney General Scott Pruitt, who has filed a lawsuit against PPACA, in pledging to fight its implementation.

Nevertheless, as the duly elected insurance commissioner of the state of Oklahoma, my first obligation always is to the best interests of my constituents. Therefore it is my duty as Oklahoma Insurance Commissioner to do everything within my power to fully prepare my state for health insurance exchanges that are mandated by PPACA, should that legislation withstand a Supreme Court challenge. Any state that fails to establish its own health insurance exchange by 2013 risks a federal takeover of the process should PPACA still stand at that time. 

Fortunately, insurance exchanges can serve the public and the industry well regardless of PPACA’s survival, provided the system improves consumer choice and drives down consumer costs through healthy competition that incorporates, rather than undermines, our licensed agents and domiciled insurance producers. Conservatives have long touted the benefits of a market-driven insurance exchange, and in 2009, the Oklahoma Legislature authorized creation of such an exchange based on model legislation introduced by the Heritage Foundation, a conservative think-tank.

To be successful in Oklahoma, an insurance exchange must take a market-based approach that promotes robust and fair competition within the system, because a less competitive market reduces choices and raises costs for consumers. It must include our state’s knowledgeable, professional agents and licensed producers, because they are best prepared and positioned to assist Oklahomans in making sound insurance choices. An effective exchange should preserve and enhance the options employers have at their disposal for insuring workers, should limit disruptions to the current insurance market, and should do no harm to existing state-based initiatives that are working, such as high-risk pools, associational health plans, and our state’s Insure Oklahoma program for small businesses. It shall not use government funds to provide abortion services, and shall not mandate that insurers offer coverage for, nor dictate that health care professionals provide, abortion services as requirements of participating in the system. And, the exchange must be developed in a transparent process that allows consumers, government and professional stakeholders alike to participate in shaping the best possible system for Oklahoma.

My five keys to unlocking the right health insurance exchange system:

1. Consumer-Driven Goals: The public deserves greater access to insurance and better health care services at a lower cost. The right health insurance exchange for the people of Oklahoma must achieve all three of these objectives.

2. Transparency: As these exchanges are designed, the public must have full and open access to the process. The people will not and should not trust a system that was negotiated and devised behind closed doors.

3. Accountability: The federal government’s mismanagement of Medicare and Medicaid, which are frequently disparaged for their underpayment for services and are rife with fraud, is evidence enough that the job can be done much better. Government must stop making promises it can’t keep and writing checks that future generations of taxpayers can’t cash. This state-based system of health insurance exchanges must be smart, successful and solvent.

4. Competition: An open, online exchange market in which every licensed health insurance carrier that wishes to participate has a fair opportunity to make its bid for each customer’s business is the most beneficial system both for insurers and the insured. Good firms have the opportunity to grow their business by providing proven value to policyholders, while consumers benefit from access to information, far greater choice of insurance products, and competitive pricing.

5. Achievement-Oriented: Administrators of the exchange must be quick to recognize and remediate or remove poor performers within the system. This protects consumers while also providing greater opportunity for high-performing insurers.

Following these guidelines, exchanges can be a viable, valuable tool for providing health insurance coverage to the thousands of Oklahomans and perhaps the millions of Americans who are presently uninsured due to cost, and in the future I would like to invite my fellow insurance commissioners to gather in Oklahoma to discuss the possibilities. While no single health insurance exchange will fit all states, we all might have ideas or strategies that could be tailored to suit another state’s population.

I am proud to work alongside Gov. Mary Fallin in representing Oklahoma’s conservative values throughout the process of creating a market-based health insurance exchange for our state. It should be up to the states, not the U.S. Congress, to determine whether and how exchanges are implemented, and as insurance commissioners, each of us is sworn to make the right choice for the people of our respective states.





John Doak,

Oklahoma Insurance Commissioner



From: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: Letter of Support for HB 2130 from Governor Mary Fallin and Insurance Commissioner John Doak
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 12:04:04 PM
Attachments: HB 2130 Letter of Support.pdf
Importance: High

To: Oklahoma State Representatives

From: Governor Mary Fallin and Insurance Commissioner John Doak

 Dear Representative,  

We would like to make you aware of the extraordinary opportunity Oklahoma has to
be a national leader in designing and implementing a conservative, free-market based health
insurance exchange.

            As you know, the idea of an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange is not a new one.
In 2009, the legislature passed a bill that authorized the creation of a health insurance
exchange portal where consumers could compare and research various private health
insurance plans in one online location.

As mentioned in the State of the State address, our goal is to create an insurance
exchange where small businesses and individuals can pool their money to expand their
purchasing power, increase competition and ultimately reduce costs.  Our vision is to protect
consumers and guarantee the role of licensed agents and brokers.   Therefore, we are asking
for your support for HB 2130, which establishes a governance structure for an Oklahoma
Exchange.

We believe the creation of this Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange represents a
great opportunity for our state to develop a national model for providing citizens with quality
private health insurance. I also believe it represents an important opportunity for conservative
policymakers to offer a positive agenda for Oklahoma families. 

The Commissioner and I strongly oppose ObamaCare and will continue to work to
have it overturned. We are proud to stand with General Scott Pruitt and his efforts to have
this law ruled unconstitutional.  This is now our opportunity to stand up for our 10th

amendment rights and create an Oklahoma based free-market exchange. 

An Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange would be an online marketplace where
costs are reduced, where insurance products could be bought and sold to meet individual
needs and where all insurers could compete to promote real choices for consumers.  This is
the exchange that my administration, the Insurance Commissioner, the Speaker, the Pro Tem,
and others are dedicated to creating. We look forward to working with all stakeholders on the
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To: Oklahoma State Representatives  


From: Governor Mary Fallin and Insurance Commissioner John Doak 


 Dear Representative,    


We would like to make you aware of the extraordinary opportunity Oklahoma has to be a 


national leader in designing and implementing a conservative, free-market based health insurance 


exchange.  


            As you know, the idea of an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange is not a new one. In 2009, 


the legislature passed a bill that authorized the creation of a health insurance exchange portal where 


consumers could compare and research various private health insurance plans in one online location.  


As mentioned in the State of the State address, our goal is to create an insurance exchange 


where small businesses and individuals can pool their money to expand their purchasing power, 


increase competition and ultimately reduce costs.  Our vision is to protect consumers and guarantee the 


role of licensed agents and brokers.   Therefore, we are asking for your support for HB 2130, which 


establishes a governance structure for an Oklahoma Exchange. 


We believe the creation of this Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange represents a great 


opportunity for our state to develop a national model for providing citizens with quality private health 


insurance. I also believe it represents an important opportunity for conservative policymakers to offer a 


positive agenda for Oklahoma families.   


The Commissioner and I strongly oppose ObamaCare and will continue to work to have it 


overturned. We are proud to stand with General Scott Pruitt and his efforts to have this law ruled 


unconstitutional.  This is now our opportunity to stand up for our 10
th


 amendment rights and create an 


Oklahoma based free-market exchange.   


An Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange would be an online marketplace where costs are 


reduced, where insurance products could be bought and sold to meet individual needs and where all 


insurers could compete to promote real choices for consumers.  This is the exchange that my 


administration, the Insurance Commissioner, the Speaker, the Pro Tem, and others are dedicated to 


creating. We look forward to working with all stakeholders on the legislation to ensure everyone is 


represented appropriately.   We hope you are as excited by this opportunity as we are.  







 


 







legislation to ensure everyone is represented appropriately.   We hope you are as excited by
this opportunity as we are.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Brian Downs; Mike Thompson
Cc: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry
Subject: DRAFT exchange endorsement letter...
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 9:58:07 AM
Importance: High

We will be making a few changes, please provide us with any feedback you may have.
Thanks, Katie
 
Dear Colleague,         

I would like to take this opportunity to visit with you about the extraordinary
opportunity Oklahoma has to be a national leader in designing and implementing a
conservative, free-market based health insurance exchange.
            As you know, the idea of an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange is not a new one.
In 2009, the legislature passed a bill that authorized the creation of a health insurance
exchange portal where consumers could compare and research various private health
insurance plans in one online location. That online hub was designed to affect the health
insurance industry in Oklahoma the same way travel websites like Travelocity and Expedia
have empowered consumers across the globe.

As I told lawmakers in my State of the State address, our goal is now to fund the
creation of that website and expand its role further, by creating an insurance exchange where
small businesses and individuals can pool their money to expand their purchasing power,
increase competition and ultimately reduce costs.  

To build the IT infrastructure necessary for that exchange, the Oklahoma Health Care
Authority applied for and received an Early Innovator Grant in the sum of $54 million. The
state needs this money to develop the kind of high quality, free market, patient-centered
exchange program that our citizens expect and deserve. Using this money will make
Oklahoma one of 48 states that have already accepted such federal aid in order to begin the
creation of a state exchange.

I believe the creation of this Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange represents a great
opportunity for our state to develop a national model for providing citizens with quality
private health insurance. I also believe it represents an important opportunity for conservative
policymakers to offer a positive agenda for Oklahoma families. 

I invite you to read more about our Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange, and I’ve
attached what I believe to be a thoughtful and informative article penned by OCPA’s Jason
Sutton entitled, “Health Insurance Exchanges Done Right.” In it, Sutton outlines the
conservative case for health insurance exchanges. He writes, “The Heritage Foundation
envisioned exchanges as a centralized online marketplace that was lightly regulated, where
transaction costs were reduced, where all types of health products could be bought and sold,
where all insurers could participate and compete, and where competition would promote real
choices for consumers.”

This is the exchange that that my administration, the Speaker, the Pro Tem and others
are dedicated to creating. We hope you are as excited by this opportunity as we are.

Please do not hesitate to call my office if you have questions about this issue, at 405-
522-xxxx.

 
Sincerely,
 
Governor Mary Fallin
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Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Denise Northrup; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Re: ISTOOK ON KFAQ THIS MORNING TALKING ABOUT HEALTH CARE EXCHANGE
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:35:02 PM

I would love the pleasure;) 

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 16, 2011, at 17:20, Alex Weintz <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

Yes. Disaster. Speaker Steele I guess had come on the P Campbell show earlier in the
morning to say that an Oklahoma exchange was the brainchild of conservative groups
like the heritage foundation. Istook says the Heritage Foundation did no such thing,
was not advocating a government exchange and that the current obamacare
exchanges are basically government run health care. It’s unclear istook has any idea
what is going on in Oklahoma though. Pat Campbell tells him Oklahoma is beginning to
implement Obamacare. Istook reacts in horror. That’s basically it.

 

Someone should probably give istook a call.

 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:22 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Cc: 'andrewjsilvestri
Subject: Fw: ISTOOK ON KFAQ THIS MORNING TALKING ABOUT HEALTH CARE
EXCHANGE

 

I have not listened, I would assume he was slamming the eexchange?
 

From: Brian Downs [mailto:Brian.Downs@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:34 PM
To: Glen Mulready <Glen.Mulready@okhouse.gov>; Mark McCullough
<Mark.McCullough@okhouse.gov> 
Cc: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Jonathan Buxton
<Jonathan.Buxton@okhouse.gov> 
Subject: ISTOOK ON KFAQ THIS MORNING TALKING ABOUT HEALTH CARE EXCHANGE 
 

Since we actually had someone from the Heritage Foundation here before session, I’m

surprised there isn’t more communication within the HF about what we are trying to

accomplish.  The first link below is Istook around the 17:40 mark.  The second link is an
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interview the Speaker did this morning on the Pat Campbell show about the HUB and the

$54 million grant.

 

http://podcast.1170kfaq.com/DesktopModules/Orizonti_NukeNews/getLink.aspx?

pid=48&tid=1852&newsid=58573

 

http://podcast.1170kfaq.com/DesktopModules/Orizonti_NukeNews/getLink.aspx?

pid=48&tid=1852&newsid=58572

 

 

NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged,
and exempt from disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the
addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized. If you
are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any
action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and
unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail
transmission received as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for
losses or damages arising from the use of this e-mail or its attachments.
Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer virus exposure
by opening or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any
right or recourse against the House by doing so.
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Aaron Cooper
Cc: "andrewjsilvestri
Subject: RE: ISTOOK ON KFAQ THIS MORNING TALKING ABOUT HEALTH CARE EXCHANGE
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:18:05 PM

Yes. Disaster. Speaker Steele I guess had come on the P Campbell show earlier in the morning to say
that an Oklahoma exchange was the brainchild of conservative groups like the heritage foundation.
Istook says the Heritage Foundation did no such thing, was not advocating a government exchange
and that the current obamacare exchanges are basically government run health care. It’s unclear
istook has any idea what is going on in Oklahoma though. Pat Campbell tells him Oklahoma is
beginning to implement Obamacare. Istook reacts in horror. That’s basically it.
 
Someone should probably give istook a call.
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:22 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Cc: 'andrewjsilvestri
Subject: Fw: ISTOOK ON KFAQ THIS MORNING TALKING ABOUT HEALTH CARE EXCHANGE
 
I have not listened, I would assume he was slamming the eexchange?
 
From: Brian Downs [mailto:Brian.Downs@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:34 PM
To: Glen Mulready <Glen.Mulready@okhouse.gov>; Mark McCullough
<Mark.McCullough@okhouse.gov> 
Cc: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Jonathan Buxton <Jonathan.Buxton@okhouse.gov>

Subject: ISTOOK ON KFAQ THIS MORNING TALKING ABOUT HEALTH CARE EXCHANGE 
 
Since we actually had someone from the Heritage Foundation here before session, I’m surprised there

isn’t more communication within the HF about what we are trying to accomplish.  The first link below is

Istook around the 17:40 mark.  The second link is an interview the Speaker did this morning on the Pat

Campbell show about the HUB and the $54 million grant.

 

http://podcast.1170kfaq.com/DesktopModules/Orizonti_NukeNews/getLink.aspx?

pid=48&tid=1852&newsid=58573

 

http://podcast.1170kfaq.com/DesktopModules/Orizonti_NukeNews/getLink.aspx?

pid=48&tid=1852&newsid=58572

 

 

NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from
disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone
else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and
unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail transmission received
as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of
this e-mail or its attachments. Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer
virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or
recourse against the House by doing so.
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Kaleb Bennett; Craig Perry; Aaron Cooper
Subject: health insurance exchange letter
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:34:41 PM
Attachments: 3-15-11 health care exchange.docx

Per Denise’s suggestion I wrote this letter to lawmakers to be included with the OCPA health
insurance exchange op-ed. Do we think it would help to send out to lawmakers? If so, please
review/revise and I will get it on our letterhead.
 

Office of Governor Mary Fallin
To: Oklahoma State Representatives and State Senators
From: Governor Mary Fallin
 
Dear Colleague,         

I would like to take this opportunity to visit with you about the extraordinary
opportunity Oklahoma has to be a national leader in designing and implementing a
conservative, free-market based health insurance exchange.
            As you know, the idea of an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange is not a new one.
In 2009, the legislature passed a bill that authorized the creation of a health insurance
exchange portal where consumers could compare and research various private health
insurance plans in one online location. That online hub was designed to affect the health
insurance industry in Oklahoma the same way travel websites like Travelocity and Expedia
have empowered consumers across the globe.

As I told lawmakers in my State of the State address, our goal is now to fund the
creation of that website and expand its role further, by creating an insurance exchange where
small businesses and individuals can pool their money to expand their purchasing power,
increase competition and ultimately reduce costs.  

To build the IT infrastructure necessary for that exchange, the Oklahoma Health Care
Authority applied for and received an Early Innovator Grant in the sum of $54 million. The
state needs this money to develop the kind of high quality, free market, patient-centered
exchange program that our citizens expect and deserve. Using this money will make
Oklahoma one of 48 states that have already accepted such federal aid in order to begin the
creation of a state exchange.

I believe the creation of this Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange represents a great
opportunity for our state to develop a national model for providing citizens with quality
private health insurance. I also believe it represents an important opportunity for conservative
policymakers to offer a positive agenda for Oklahoma families. 

I invite you to read more about our Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange, and I’ve
attached what I believe to be a thoughtful and informative article penned by OCPA’s Jason
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Office of Governor Mary Fallin

To: Oklahoma State Representatives and State Senators

From: Governor Mary Fallin



Dear Colleague,	

I would like to take this opportunity to visit with you about the extraordinary opportunity Oklahoma has to be a national leader in designing and implementing a conservative, free-market based health insurance exchange. 

	As you know, the idea of an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange is not a new one. In 2009, the legislature passed a bill that authorized the creation of a health insurance exchange portal where consumers could compare and research various private health insurance plans in one online location. That online hub was designed to affect the health insurance industry in Oklahoma the same way travel websites like Travelocity and Expedia have empowered consumers across the globe. 

As I told lawmakers in my State of the State address, our goal is now to fund the creation of that website and expand its role further, by creating an insurance exchange where small businesses and individuals can pool their money to expand their purchasing power, increase competition and ultimately reduce costs.   

To build the IT infrastructure necessary for that exchange, the Oklahoma Health Care Authority applied for and received an Early Innovator Grant in the sum of $54 million. The state needs this money to develop the kind of high quality, free market, patient-centered exchange program that our citizens expect and deserve. Using this money will make Oklahoma one of 48 states that have already accepted such federal aid in order to begin the creation of a state exchange.

I believe the creation of this Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange represents a great opportunity for our state to develop a national model for providing citizens with quality private health insurance. I also believe it represents an important opportunity for conservative policymakers to offer a positive agenda for Oklahoma families.  

I invite you to read more about our Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange, and I’ve attached what I believe to be a thoughtful and informative article penned by OCPA’s Jason Sutton entitled, “Health Insurance Exchanges Done Right.” In it, Sutton outlines the conservative case for health insurance exchanges. He writes, “The Heritage Foundation envisioned exchanges as a centralized online marketplace that was lightly regulated, where transaction costs were reduced, where all types of health products could be bought and sold, where all insurers could participate and compete, and where competition would promote real choices for consumers.” 

This is the exchange that that my administration, the Speaker, the Pro Tem and others are dedicated to creating. We hope you are as excited by this opportunity as we are. 

Please do not hesitate to call my office if you have questions about this issue, at 405-522-xxxx.

Sincerely,



Governor Mary Fallin

   



image1.jpeg





Sutton entitled, “Health Insurance Exchanges Done Right.” In it, Sutton outlines the
conservative case for health insurance exchanges. He writes, “The Heritage Foundation
envisioned exchanges as a centralized online marketplace that was lightly regulated, where
transaction costs were reduced, where all types of health products could be bought and sold,
where all insurers could participate and compete, and where competition would promote real
choices for consumers.”

This is the exchange that that my administration, the Speaker, the Pro Tem and others
are dedicated to creating. We hope you are as excited by this opportunity as we are.

Please do not hesitate to call my office if you have questions about this issue, at 405-
522-xxxx.

Sincerely,
 
Governor Mary Fallin
  

 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: denisenorthrup
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Fw: Oklahoma Accepts $54M ObamaCare Grant
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:54:38 AM

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

From: Tulsa County Republican Party <chairman@tulsagop.org>
Date: Fri, 11 Mar 2011 10:53:14 -0500 (EST)
To: <denisenorthrup
ReplyTo: chairman@tulsagop.org
Subject: Oklahoma Accepts $54M ObamaCare Grant

GOP Header

OKLAHOMA TO IMPLEMENT FIRST

PHASE OF OBAMACARE

Donate to the

Tulsa County

GOP

Rent, phone and

the email program

are just a few of the

ongoing cost to

operate the county

office.

 

Please make a

dontation to the

Tulsa County

Republican Party of

help offset the cost

of our overhead. 

 

Click the button

below to make a

donation.  

 

Donations can be

made in $5.00

Early Innovator Grant Directly Tied to ObamaCare

On February 25, 2011 Governor Mary Fallin sent out a
press release stating she was accepting a $54 million "Early
Innovator Grant" from the federal government to establish
an Oklahoma-based Health Insurance Exchange and that
she had the support of several key Republican leaders. 

Key Republican leaders listed who support accepting this
money are House Speaker Chris Steele, Senate President
Pro Tempore Brian Bingman and Insurance Commissioner
John Doak.  The grant was applied for by former Governor
Brad Henry (D) and Insurance Commissioner Kim Holland
(D).

A review of this grant application reveals that it is directly
tied to the implementation of the Patient Protection and
Affordability Act (PPAA), aka "ObamaCare".

The grant application specifically calls out ObamaCare
Sections 1304(d), 1311, 1323 and 1561 as the authorization
for this funding and the standards by which Oklahoma must
comply when designing their system.

Page 5 of the grant application clearly calls out that the
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ObamaCare)
authorizes these funds to be distributed:
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increments. 

 

Tulsa GOP on

Facebook

Connect with other

Tulsa County 

Republicans

Tulsa GOP

Calendar

For a listing of

Republican Clubs

and other GOP

events go to

www.tulsagop.org

 

B. Authority
This Cooperative Agreement is being issued by the
Office of Consumer Information and Insurance
Oversight (OCIIO), within the HHS Office of the
Secretary. OCIIO's Office of Health Insurance
Exchanges administers the grant. Section 1311 of
the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (P.L.
111-148) authorizes the funding for this opportunity.

 
Click here  to read the entire grant application.

 
Republican leaders across this nation, including Oklahoma
Attorney General Scott Pruitt, are fighting hard to stop the
implementation of ObamaCare by filing law suits
challenging its constitutionality.  Other Republicans in
Washington, D.C. are fighting to stop all funding of
"ObamaCare".

And the cost of "ObamaCare" is unaffordable as stated by
Governor Fallin in a recent letter to Congressman John
Sullivan (OK-1):

"There is no question that our nation's health care
costs are spiraling out of control and the number of
uninsured is certainly a major contributing factor.
However, the cumbersome Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA) is not an effective
solution for curbing rising health care costs and is
unworkable and unaffordable for many states.  The
timelines in the health care reform legislation are
very aggressive and do not give states the freedom
they need to implement meaningful changes."

 

"ObamaCare" and the stimulus money are putting our
children and grandchildren into a bottomless pit of debt, is
unconstitutional and not right for Oklahoma. 

Yet our state Republican leaders are accepting money
directly tied to "ObamaCare" and proposing new hospital
"fees" that will raise the cost of our own health care so we
can get more federal stimulus money, the very money that
is putting our children and grandchildren into debt.

Republicans...Limited/Smaller Government and Lower
Taxes.  The foundation for what we say we stand for. 

Politely contact your state representative, senator and
Governor Fallin's office and urge them to send back the $54
million and stop any "fees" that will raise the cost of our own
health care.
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We can't afford it!

Governor Fallin - 405.521.2342

Oklahoma House of Representatives - 800.522.8502

Oklahoma Senate - 405.524.0126

Forward email

This email was sent to denisenorthrup  by chairman@tulsagop.org |  
Update Profile/Email Address | Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe™ | Privacy Policy.

Tulsa County Republican Party | 2816 East 51st Street, Suite 100 | Tulsa | OK | 74105
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From: Kaleb Bennett
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry
Subject: National Review article regarding Gov. Daniels"s Health care reform initiatives
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:49:28 AM

In case you guys haven’t seen this, FYI.  Also, the author, Michael Cannon, has several other articles
in a similar vein.  He’s not a fan of either the innovator grants or the state HSA efforts either.
 
Here’s a link to the author’s archives in case you’re interested. 
 
http://www.nationalreview.com/author/176669
 
 
MARCH 14, 2011 5:00 A.M.

Daniels and Obamacare, Round Two 

When conservatives start defending expansion of government, we’re in serious danger.

Indiana governor Mitch Daniels’s policy director, Lawren Mills, Grace-Marie Turner of the Galen Institute, and Bob

Goldberg of the Center for Medicine in the Public Interest take exception to my NRO article “Mitch Daniels’s Obamacare
Problem.” In brief, the trio believes that Daniels’s expansion of government-run health care is a conservative triumph. I can’t
believe we’re even having this conversation.

To recap, the Healthy Indiana Plan, which Daniels signed into law in 2007, bears the following similarities to Obamacare:

1. Both expanded Medicaid, which crowds out private insurance — Obama to 138 percent of the federal poverty level,

Daniels to 200 percent.

2. Like Obamacare, the Daniels plan raised taxes to pay for part of its expansion of government-run health care.

(Daniels’s 126 percent hike in Indiana’s cigarette tax mirrors Obama’s 159 percent hike in the federal cigarette tax.)

3. Like Obamacare, the Daniels plan pushes part of its cost onto other states. Taxpayers in other states bear two-thirds of the

spending burden (through the portion of Medicaid funding that comes through Washington, D.C.), and Daniels has proposed

making other states pay even more.

4. Just as Obamacare will cost more than projected, an independent review found that Daniels’s cigarette-tax hike hasn’t

kept pace with Indiana’s share of the spending, and further spending overruns may be on the horizon.

5. Both Obamacare and the Daniels plan contain a “slacker mandate.” Obamacare mandates that insurers cover “children” on

their parents’ policies up to age 26. Daniels mandated that insurers do so up to age 24. (A similarity I overlooked in my

original article.)

Turner says the Daniels plan “could not be more different” from Obamacare. I’ve just listed five ways that it could. And it

gets worse:
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6. Daniels has accepted Obamacare grants and is implementing an Obamacare “exchange” in Indiana — something he is

under no obligation to do, contrary to what Turner claims.

That’s enough to cause problems for the repeal effort were Daniels to be the GOP’s presidential nominee.

Mills, Turner, and Goldberg defend the Daniels plan with an argument that boils down to this: Daniels expanded Medicaid

with health savings accounts, and that makes it okay.

In fact, it may seem counterintuitive, but if anything, the fact that Daniels used HSAs makes his Medicaid expansion worse.

I support HSAs because they allow workers to reclaim control over a portion of their health-care dollars, and I

support expanding them so workers can control all their health-care dollars. Within the context of Medicaid, however, the

advantages of HSAs are actually a problem. Medicaid is welfare. By offering Medicaid enrollees the freedom and

opportunity for wealth accumulation that HSAs create, the Daniels plan makes Medicaid more attractive, and thereby lures

more people out of private insurance and into dependence on government.

Turner writes, “Cannon calls this a ‘taxpayer-funded health savings account’ and makes it sound like the state is handing out

cash. It’s not. He needs to get his facts straight.” Actually, I wrote, “the government hands out coverage plus something a

lot like cash.” Which is true: Enrollees can spend their HSA funds on any provider they choose, and whatever they don’t

spend rolls over. That makes Indiana’s Medicaid HSAs a lot more attractive than either traditional Medicaid (which few

doctors accept) or Medicaid managed-care plans (which limit coverage to a provider network). The only ways these

taxpayer-funded HSAs are unlike cash is that enrollees can spend them only on medical care and must forfeit them if they

leave the program. The incentive to remain enrolled in Daniels’s Medicaid expansion is therefore greater than in the rest of

Medicaid. And if you do leave, there’s a use-it-or-lose it incentive to spend the taxpayers’ money before you go, which runs

completely counter to the whole idea of HSAs. “It sounds to me,” Turner writes, “like Governor Daniels got the incentives

right.” Really?

All three critiques are rife with errors and omissions. Turner writes that the Daniels plan “operates much more like private

insurance” than regular Medicaid does. No, it doesn’t: About 70 percent of Medicaid enrollees receive some or all of their

care through privately managed-care plans. Turner calls the Daniels plan “a bridge to private insurance,” but she never

addresses the incentives it creates to remain dependent on government. Mills claims the Daniels plan prevents crowd-out of

private coverage by “requiring that an individual must be uninsured for six months before he or she is eligible.” Yet health

economist Jonathan Gruber, who advised the Clinton administration to implement such waiting periods, later found that “if

anything these provisions cause crowd-out to rise, not fall.” Goldberg incorrectly claims, “Indiana does not have a Medicaid

program for families up to 200 percent of poverty,” because he (like Turner) confuses the program  with the type of

coverage it offers. Goldberg says I overstate enrollment growth in Indiana’s Medicaid program; I link to my source, he does

not. He illogically analogizes the Daniels plan (which expanded Medicaid enrollment) to the 1996 welfare reforms (which

reduced welfare rolls) and to education vouchers (which do not expand eligibility for government subsidies).

If Daniels wanted to demonstrate that HSAs are superior to Medicaid as we know it, he should have put existing enrollees
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into HSAs, rather than expand Medicaid to make his point. It’s no excuse to say the feds wouldn’t have let him; if that’s

true, Daniels should have pushed for more flexibility or eliminated regulations that make health insurance and medical

care unaffordable for low-income Hoosiers. Instead, he expanded government.

Conservatives need to adopt a more discerning attitude than “If it says HSA, it must be good.” I hope no one would support

a government takeover, such as Obamacare, just because the coverage it mandated was an HSA plan. Nor should anyone

support a Medicaid expansion — a step toward a government takeover — because it creates government-subsidized HSAs.

Turner thinks my criticisms are “odd” given that the Cato Institute has long been a champion of HSAs. Allow me to turn

that around: When the Cato guy tells you someone is corrupting the idea of HSAs, pay attention.

Neither Turner nor Mills nor Goldberg disputes my claim that Daniels is undermining the effort to repeal Obamacare.

Instead, Turner defends Daniels’s decision to implement the law because “if no state exchange is in place and the law is not

repealed or overturned, then the feds will come in and surely institute an aggressive government-controlled program.” The

first false premise here is that the feds will set up an exchange if Daniels doesn’t. “The future is uncertain about a federal

exchange,” argues Twila Brase, president of theCitizens’ Council for Health Freedom, who is fighting the creation of an

exchange in Minnesota. “Why should we do the feds’ work when they might never achieve the exchange without our help?”

The Obama administration is counting on the states to help them entrench the law; Daniels is collaborating. The second false

premise is that state-run exchanges would (or could) prevent Obamacare from becoming “an aggressively government-

controlled program.” All the rules would be written in Washington; who administers those rules is irrelevant. (In the current

issue of NATIONAL REVIEW, I explain in greater detail why there is no reason whatsoever for states to be creating an

Obamacare exchange, and why governors doing so are cementing the law in place.) Daniels orchestrated a letter to HHS

Secretary Kathleen Sebelius, in which he and 20 other governors threatened not to create exchanges unless their demands

were met. Sebelius told them to drop dead. Has Daniels gone wobbly?

But my jaw dropped when I read this in Turner’s post: “While there are differences about this in the free-market policy

community, I am advising governors to set up a minimal exchange . . .” Differences, indeed. I’m pretty sure I’m not the only

one who sees a problem with conservatives praising the expansion of government health-care programs and advising

governors to erect Obamacare’s new health-care bureaucracies.

Daniels has an Obamacare problem that could hurt the repeal movement if he doesn’t deal with it. Turner is creating more

Obamacare problems. This isn’t the first time conservatives have danced with the devil on health-care questions

(see Massachusetts), but with health-care freedom now at its moment of maximum peril, that needs to stop. It will probably,

however, take more than just the usual voices of protest to stop it. Tea Party and traditional conservative groups should

perhaps spend less time attacking congressional Republicans over relatively minor tactical disagreements, and more time

educating the governors, state legislators, and (yes) policy wonks who are actively implementing Obamacare in their own

backyards.

— Michael F. Cannon is director of health-policy studies at the Cato Institute and co-author of Healthy Competition:

What’s Holding Back Health Care and How to Free It.
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Brogdon on KFAQ
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:35:52 AM

To listen to Brogdon discussing the insurance exchange, go to the March 9, Pat Campbell Show Hour
2. http://podcast.1170kfaq.com/PatCampbellShow/tabid/1852/Default.aspx
 
RB comes on at minute 28. He says he voted for the bill authorizing the exchange because it enabled
insurance providers to offer catastrophic coverage. Then he said it’s “scary” that vote is now being
used to authorize an exchange linked to Obamacare, and that’s not how it was “sold” to the
legislature. He says neither he nor Doak support exchanges (which he sometimes just refers to as
“Obamacare” for short). He says that Doak is working to have the exchange come under his office,
but then he sort of implies that they want it there so they can reject the money and kill the
exchange. Then he says that the whole process is being sped up by the governor.
Overall, it was enormously unhelpful.
 
 
I talked to Shawn Ashley (their comm. guy) who says they have already had this conversation with
Randy and that there would not be a repeat of this kind of incident.
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Subject: KOSU - Lawmakers Question New Grant for OK
Date: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 10:29:05 AM

Lawmakers Question New Grant for OK

http://kosu.org/2011/03/lawmakers-question-new-grant-for-ok/
 
Oklahoma is one of seven states getting a grant from the Federal Government to set up health care exchanges in

the state.

The money helps the state continue work started several years ago.

But, not everyone is happy with who is giving the money to Oklahoma.

It’s called an “early Innovator” grant.

Oklahoma is accepting $54 million from the Department of Health and Human Services, the largest grant

awarded to the seven states.

House Speaker Kris Steele says he’s excited about the opportunity to strengthen the Oklahoma Exchange

system.

“What we want to do with this innovator grant is, in essence, develop the infrastructure that will allow

Oklahomans from all over the state to be able to know exactly what their options are as far as health coverage is

concerned and how to enroll in those options.”

Speaker Steele believes Oklahoma was awarded the money because of the work done with Insure Oklahoma

and SoonerCare.

He says the Oklahoma Exchange will increase competition and help Oklahomans make informed choices.

“It’s going to be a one stop shop that anybody in the state of Oklahoma can go to a particular website and know

instantly what all the options for health care coverage are and how to access those options, how to enroll in

those options, what benefits are covered by a particular plan.”

But, some state lawmakers aren’t happy with who’s providing the money to Oklahoma.

“We’re trying to say on one hand we don’t want ObamaCare, and then we’re getting the vibes out that we’re

wanting to take the money for ObamaCare.”

That’s Representative Mike Ritze who has legislation working its way through the legislature which would nullify

the Federal Health Care bill passed last year.

He says by accepting this money it puts the state in lock-step with the Federal Government.

“It’s overwhelming statewide that people do not want ObamaCare, but now we’re taking a grant for this exchange.

Is this going to put us in a really touchy situation to where we could be sued for not really going along with what

they’re accepting?”

The Broken Arrow Republican says the plan outlining the grant would require any exchanges to meet coverage

requirements and standards prescribed by the Health Care Law.

“I don’t know what our problem is. Are we not communicating as a state with the legislature and with the people,

because the people do not want anything to do with it? I don’t know whether we got disjointed or what happens

here.”

The information on the grant came out last Friday at four in the afternoon with a press release showing support

from Governor Fallin, Speaker Steele, Senate President Pro Tem Brian Bingman, and Health and Human

Services Secretary Terry Cline.

Doctor Cline says by 2014, all states will be required to launch health insurance exchanges and those not in

compliance will be directed by the Federal Government.
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“We plan on being well ahead of that curve. We will have our own Oklahoma product. We’ll have it in place. We’ll

be launched by that period of time. And, by doing that we will actually avoid having the federal government

dictating what our exchange will look like.”

Newly elected Insurance Commissioner John Doak was also listed in support of the grant in Friday’s press

release.

Like Doctor Cline, he worries about not having a say in the exchanges.

“We have to be at the table from the regulatory aspect to make sure that when this is set up that Oklahomans

have good regulatory aspects in place, the agents and brokers are the ones that would be delivering the products

and services.”

Doak agrees with Representative Ritze that the federal health care law is a slippery slope.

He says it doesn’t interfere with any state legislation or state question against the law or with the lawsuit filed by

Attorney General Scott Pruitt.

But, he also believes the Governor should be accepting the grant.

“I think Governor Fallin made a wise choice: One which I support from the insurance department, as long as we

can make sure that we have a seat at the table and watch every detail that comes across.”

Commissioner Doak ran against the federal health care law last year as did State Senator Ralph Shortey.

The Freshman Senator disagrees with Doak on accepting the money.

“Even if it’s extra money, the fact is the federal government is going into deficit hand over fist every single minute.

I cannot support this country going into more deficit even if it’s a benefit to us because we are just contributing to

the problem at that point.”

The Oklahoma City Republican says he doesn’t believe Oklahoma should get involved in any part of the Federal

Health Care Law.

“Fact is, if we receive these funds, it’s just welfare and statewide welfare at that point. I don’t want to be a part of

that, and I know most of the people in Oklahoma don’t want to be a part of that. Let us handle our own

problems.”

Other states getting money include $31 million to Kansas, $48 million to Oregon, $37 million to Maryland and

$27 million to New York.

 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Rothman, Mika L.
To: Rothman, Mika L.
Cc: Rathod, Nicholas S.
Subject: FACT SHEET: The Affordable Care Act: Supporting Innovation, Empowering States
Date: Monday, February 28, 2011 5:40:14 PM

 
THE WHITE HOUSE

Office of the Press Secretary
___________________________________________________________________________
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 28, 2010

 
Fact Sheet

The Affordable Care Act: Supporting Innovation, Empowering States
 
On February 28, President Obama reiterated his belief that States should have the power and
flexibility to innovate and find the health care solutions that work best for them and
announced his support for accelerating State Innovation Waivers and allowing states to apply
for them starting in 2014.  
 
Beginning in 2017, the law allows States the flexibility to receive a State Innovation Waiver
so they may pursue their own innovative strategies to ensure their residents have access to
high quality, affordable health insurance.  These strategies – which must provide affordable
insurance coverage to at least as many residents as the Affordable Care Act and must not
increase the federal deficit – could include allowing large employers to purchase coverage
through State Exchanges or increasing the number of benefit levels to provide more choices
for individuals and small businesses.
 
Under the bipartisan “Empowering States to Innovate Act” introduced by Senators Ron
Wyden, Scott Brown, and Mary Landrieu, State Innovation Waivers would be available three
years earlier than under current law, so long as States meet certain criteria, including
certifying that their proposals would cover at least as many of their residents as the policies
in the Affordable Care Act would have covered. 
 
The proposal offers States more flexibility while ensuring that all Americans, no matter
where they live have access to affordable, accessible health insurance.  Additionally, the
proposal includes built-in protections to ensure that these waivers do not increase the Federal
budget deficit.  
 
The Affordable Care Act already creates a critical role for States.  It provides them with the
flexibility and resources necessary to innovate and implement reform in the manner that
works best for them. The law has already made nearly $2.8 billion available to states and
every State has taken steps – and, in some cases, bold actions – to implement the law and
improve health insurance accountability and affordability for their citizens. States can design
their own Exchanges, shape their Medicaid programs, and take the lead in enforcing patient
protections and reviewing rates increases of private insurers.  
 
Empowering States to Innovate
Under the Affordable Care Act, State Innovation Waivers allow States to propose and test
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alternative ways to meet the shared goals of making health insurance affordable and
accessible to all Americans, including those living with pre-existing conditions.  Specifically,
State Innovation Waivers are designed to allow States to implement policies that differ from
the new law so long as they:

·         Provide coverage that is at least as comprehensive as the coverage offered through
Exchanges – a new competitive, private health insurance marketplace.

·         Make coverage at least as affordable as it would have been through the Exchanges.
·         Provide coverage to at least as many residents as the Affordable Care Act would have

provided.
·         Do not increase the Federal deficit.

 
State Innovation Waivers are provided for up to five years, with the option of renewal.  If a
State’s innovation fails to meet the criteria outlined above, the policies outlined in the
Affordable Care Act would take effect.
 
Potential State-Based Innovations
The Affordable Care Act offers considerable flexibility to States without waivers.  It also
recognizes that new, creative effective ideas may emerge.  While States have the freedom to
develop their own proposals that may qualify for a State Innovation Waiver, some proposals
that could qualify include:
 

A streamlined system that links tax credits for small businesses with tax credits for
low-income families.
Alternatives to the individual responsibility provision – such as automatically enrolling
individuals in health plans – that achieve similar outcomes.

·         Alternative health plan options to increase competition and provide consumers with
additional choices.

An increase in the number of benefit levels to provide more choices for individuals and
small businesses.
Immediately allowing large businesses interested in doing so to purchase health
insurance through the new private marketplace, the State-based health insurance
Exchange.

 
The law also allows States to submit a single application that includes Medicaid waiver
requests which could, for example, seek to give people eligible for Medicaid the choice of
enrolling in Exchange plans.
 
Maintaining Important Consumer Protections
The Affordable Care Act ends the worst insurance company abuses and gives Americans
more freedom and control over their health care choices. Already, under the law, most
insurance companies:

·         Cannot impose lifetime limits on the dollar amount they will spend on health benefits.
·         Must offer young adults without access to job-based coverage the option of remaining

on their parent’s plan until their 26th birthday.
·         Must cover recommended preventive services without cost sharing. 
·         Must allow patients to choose their own doctor in their network.
·         Cannot drop your coverage solely due to your getting sick.
·         Must spend at least 80 percent of premium dollars on health care, rather than
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executive salaries and administrative costs.
 
Starting in 2014, insurance companies cannot charge more, carve-out benefits, or deny
coverage because of a pre-existing condition.  States that receive a State Innovation Waiver
would be required to maintain these important consumer protections that prevent insurance
companies from denying, capping or limiting care.
 
Waiver Evaluation
Under the Affordable Care Act, the Secretaries of Health and Human Services and Treasury
are responsible for evaluating State Innovation Waiver applications and ensuring proposals
will meet the shared goals of making health insurance affordable and accessible to all
Americans, including those with pre-existing conditions. Under the proposed legislation, the
Secretaries would continue to play this role and be empowered to grant waivers beginning in
2014. Once complete, State Innovation Waiver applications must be reviewed within 180
days of being received. The Departments of Health and Human Services and Treasury will
issue proposed regulations outlining the process for applying for a State Innovation Waiver
this spring. The Departments will accept public comment, including comments from States,
on this proposed regulation.
 
President’s Plan to Cut Red Tape, Give States Flexibility
President Obama will also take an additional important step to help States, improve
outcomes, and lower costs for the American taxpayer. This week, the President will issue a
memorandum directing Executive Departments and Agencies to work with State, Tribal, and
local governments to reduce unnecessary regulatory and administrative burdens in order to
focus resources on achieving better outcomes at lower cost. In this memorandum, the
President is:
 

Instructing the Director of OMB to lead a collaborative process of Federal agencies,
State, Tribal, and local governments to coordinate and streamline procedures that cut
across agency, program and geographic bounds. 
 

Requiring agencies to work closely with States, Tribes, and local governments to
identify administrative, regulatory, and legislative barriers in Federally-funded
programs that currently prevent them from efficiently using tax dollars to achieve the
best results for their constituents.

 
 
##

-----
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri; Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup
Subject: FW: White House Announcement and Wyden- Brown
Date: Monday, February 28, 2011 1:45:16 PM
Importance: High

Please see information provided by RGA and the actual White House announcement...

Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

-----Original Message-----
From: Marie Sanderson [mailto:msanderson@governor.state.ms.us]
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 1:22 PM

Guys, we need to prepare messaging for what the White House announced
today.  Below you will find background on the Wyden Brown legislation as
well as the White House announcement.  Let's starting thinking about our
coordinated response. Thanks.

The Wyden-Brown legislation is a date change from the waiver in PPACA
(2017 to 2014).  It does nothing to address PPACA’s major structural
flaws:

1)      Under the waivers, states would still have to provide insurance
coverage that is at least as comprehensive as provided under PPACA, so
states would not be able to change the benefit mandates in order to make
coverage more affordable.
2)      States would still have to provide insurance coverage that
maintains PPACA’s cost-sharing and out-of-pocket spending restrictions.
So there would be little, if any, flexibility to encourage HSAs or other
consumer-directed plans.
3)      The way the PPACA waiver is drafted, it would be nearly
impossible for states to roll back the individual and employer mandates
as they still have to get the insured numbers that PPACA gets through
its onerous mandates and unsustainable spending.
4)      The waiver concept does nothing to address the new spending
under PPACA.
5)      The waiver does nothing to give states flexibility from
Washington’s rigid Medicaid rules.

From: "Papas, Nick"

Date: Mon, 28 Feb 2011 11:28:24 -0500

Subject: FACT SHEET: The Affordable Care Act: Supporting Innovation,
Empowering States
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THE WHITE HOUSE
Office of the Press Secretary
___________________________________________________________________________
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 28, 2010

Fact Sheet
The Affordable Care Act: Supporting Innovation, Empowering States

On February 28, President Obama reiterated his belief that States should
have the power and flexibility to innovate and find the health care
solutions that work best for them and announced his support for
accelerating State Innovation Waivers and allowing states to apply for
them starting in 2014. 

Beginning in 2017, the law allows States the flexibility to receive a
State Innovation Waiver so they may pursue their own innovative
strategies to ensure their residents have access to high quality,
affordable health insurance.  These strategies – which must provide
affordable insurance coverage to at least as many residents as the
Affordable Care Act and must not increase the federal deficit – could
include allowing large employers to purchase coverage through State
Exchanges or increasing the number of benefit levels to provide more
choices for individuals and small businesses.

Under the bipartisan “Empowering States to Innovate Act” introduced by
Senators Ron Wyden, Scott Brown, and Mary Landrieu, State Innovation
Waivers would be available three years earlier than under current law,
so long as States meet certain criteria, including certifying that their
proposals would cover at least as many of their residents as the
policies in the Affordable Care Act would have covered.

The proposal offers States more flexibility while ensuring that all
Americans, no matter where they live have access to affordable,
accessible health insurance.  Additionally, the proposal includes
built-in protections to ensure that these waivers do not increase the
Federal budget deficit. 

The Affordable Care Act already creates a critical role for States.  It
provides them with the flexibility and resources necessary to innovate
and implement reform in the manner that works best for them. The law has
already made nearly $2.8 billion available to states and every State has
taken steps – and, in some cases, bold actions – to implement the law
and improve health insurance accountability and affordability for their
citizens. States can design their own Exchanges, shape their Medicaid
programs, and take the lead in enforcing patient protections and
reviewing rates increases of private insurers. 

Empowering States to Innovate
Under the Affordable Care Act,propose and test alternative ways to meet the shared goals of making
health insurance affordable and accessible to all Americans, including
those living with pre-existing conditions.  Specifically, State
Innovation Waivers are designed to allow States to implement policies
that differ from the new law so long as they:
·         Provide coverage that is at least as comprehensive as the
coverage offered through Exchanges – a new competitive, private health
insurance marketplace.
·         Make coverage at least as affordable as it would have been
through the Exchanges.
·         Provide coverage to at least as many residents as the
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Affordable Care Act would have provided.
·         Do not increase the Federal deficit.

State Innovation Waivers are provided for up to five years, with the
option of renewal.  If a State’s innovation fails to meet the criteria
outlined above, the policies outlined in the Affordable Care Act would
take effect.

Potential State-Based Innovations
The Affordable Care Act offers considerable flexibility to States
without waivers.  It also recognizes that new, creative effective ideas
may emerge.  While States have the freedom to develop their own
proposals that may qualify for a State Innovation Waiver, some proposals
that could qualify include:

* A streamlined system that links tax credits for small businesses with
tax credits for low-income families.
* Alternatives to the individual responsibility provision – such as
automatically enrolling individuals in health plans – that achieve
similar outcomes.
·         Alternative health plan options to increase competition and
provide consumers with additional choices.

* An increase in the number of benefit levels to provide more choices
for individuals and small businesses.
* Immediately allowing large businesses interested in doing so to
purchase health insurance through the new private marketplace, the
State-based health insurance Exchange.

The law also allows States to submit a single application that includes
Medicaid waiver requests which could, for example, seek to give people
eligible for Medicaid the choice of enrolling in Exchange plans.

Maintaining Important Consumer Protections
The Affordable Care Act ends the worst insurance company abuses and
gives Americans more freedom and control over their health care choices.
Already, under the law, most insurance companies:
·         Cannot impose lifetime limits on the dollar amount they will
spend on health benefits.
·         Must offer young adults without access to job-based coverage
the option of remaining on their parent’s plan until their 26th
birthday.
·         Must cover recommended preventive services without cost
sharing.
·         Must allow patients to choose their own doctor in their
network.
·         Cannot drop your coverage solely due to your getting sick.
·         Must spend at least 80 percent of premium dollars on health
care, rather than executive salaries and administrative costs.

Starting in 2014, insurance companies cannot charge more, carve-out
benefits, or deny coverage because of a pre-existing condition.  States
that receive a State Innovation Waiver would be required to maintain
these important consumer protections that prevent insurance companies
from denying, capping or limiting care.

Waiver Evaluation
Under the Affordable Care Act, the Secretaries of Health and Human
Services and Treasury are responsible for evaluating State Innovation
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Waiver applications and ensuring proposals will meet the shared goals of
making health insurance affordable and accessible to all Americans,
including those with pre-existing conditions. Under the proposed
legislation, the Secretaries would continue to play this role and be
empowered to grant waivers beginning in 2014. Once complete, State
Innovation Waiver applications must be reviewed within 180 days of being
received. The Departments of Health and Human Services and Treasury will
issue proposed regulations outlining State Innovation Waiver this spring. The Departments will accept
public
comment, including comments from States, on this proposed regulation.

President’s Plan to Cut Red Tape, Give States Flexibility
President Obama will also take an additional important step to help
States, improve outcomes, and lower costs for the American taxpayer.
This week, the President will issue a memorandum directing Executive
Departments and Agencies to work with State, Tribal, and local
governments to reduce unnecessary regulatory and administrative burdens
in order to focus resources on achieving better outcomes at lower cost.
In this memorandum, the President is:

* Instructing the Director of OMB to lead a collaborative process of
Federal agencies, State, Tribal, and local governments to coordinate and
streamline procedures that cut across agency, program and geographic
bounds.

* Requiring agencies to work closely with States, Tribes, and local
governments to identify administrative, regulatory, and legislative
barriers in Federally-funded programs that currently prevent them from
efficiently using tax dollars to achieve the best results for their
constituents.

##

Marie Thomas Sanderson
Director of Federal Policy
Office of Governor Haley Barbour
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary
Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov

(405) 522-8878
 

From: Alex Weintz
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: health insurance exchange release
Date: Thursday, February 24, 2011 9:32:03 AM

Updated release
 
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 22, 2011
 

State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M “Early
Innovator Grant” to Support an Oklahoma-based

Health Insurance Exchange
 
OKLAHOMA CITY –Governor Mary Fallin joined other state leaders today in announcing that
the state of Oklahoma will accept a $54 million grant to help design and implement the
information technology infrastructure to operate an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange.
Fallin listed the creation of such an exchange as one of her top priorities in her State of the State
address (link) earlier this month. She and others announced their support for the grant after
working with state agencies to ensure that no unworkable federal mandates were included.
 
Governor Mary Fallin: “After thoroughly reviewing the ‘early innovator’ grant, I am happy to
say that the federal assistance we are being offered is consistent with our mission to design and
implement an Oklahoma-based Health Insurance Exchange.  That exchange will empower
consumers and help individuals and small businesses to shop for and enroll in affordable,
quality health insurance plans. This is a step in the right direction for Oklahoma and its
citizens.”
 
House Speaker Kris Steele:
 
Senate President Pro-Tem Brian Bingman:
 
Insurance Commissioner John Doak:
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary
Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov

(405) 522-8878
 

Secretary of Health and Human Services Terry Cline: “Not only will Oklahoma be engaged
in a transformational process in developing our own Health Insurance Exchange, we have an
opportunity to be a model for the country, and we are pleased to take on that challenge.”
 
Oklahoma Healthcare Authority CEO Mike Fogarty:  “This grant is a federal
acknowledgment of the foresight and guidance of Oklahoma’s leaders.  This state being one of
only seven grantees confirms our role as a leader in this nation.  Our online enrollment and other
access initiatives predated federal health reform and have now afforded us the opportunity to
build a system fit for this state and its citizens.”
 
 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2011 9:26 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: health insurance exchange release
 
We are moving forward with a release announcing we have accepted the health insurance exchange
grant dollars. The current plan is to release this Friday afternoon, but to have it ready before then
(today) in case anyone starts attacking us for it. The release is below, with quotes from GMF and
fogarty. Statements pending from Bingman, Steele, Doak, Cline.  We are riding herd on them.
 
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 22, 2011
 

State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M “Early
Innovator Grant” to Support an Oklahoma-based

Health Insurance Exchange
 
OKLAHOMA CITY –Governor Mary Fallin joined other state leaders today in announcing that
the state of Oklahoma will accept a $54 million grant to help design and implement the
information technology infrastructure to operate an Oklahoma health insurance exchange. Fallin
listed the creation of such an exchange as one of her top priorities in her State of the State
address (link) earlier this month. She and others announced their support for the grant after
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working with state agencies to ensure that no unworkable federal mandates were included.

Governor Mary Fallin: “After thoroughly reviewing the ‘early innovator’ grant, I am happy to
say that the federal assistance we are being offered is consistent with our mission to design and
implement an Oklahoma-based health care exchange.  That exchange will empower consumers
and help individuals and small businesses to shop for and enroll in affordable, quality health
insurance plans. This is a step in the right direction for Oklahoma and its citizens.”

 

House Speaker Kris Steele:

 

Senate President Pro-Tem Brian Bingman:

 

Insurance Commissioner John Doak:

 

Secretary of Health and Human Services Terry Cline:

 

Oklahoma Healthcare Authority CEO Mike Fogarty:  “This grant is a federal
acknowledgment of the foresight and guidance of Oklahoma’s leaders.  This state being one of
only seven grantees confirms our role as a leader in this nation.  Our online enrollment and other
access initiatives predated federal health reform and have now afforded us the opportunity to
build a system fit for this state and its citizens.”

 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup; "glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov"
Subject: Prep for Meeting with Commissioner Doak at 3:00 pm Today - I gave this to Michelle and reviewed all of it with

Mike Rhodes at OID
Date: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 12:39:21 PM
Importance: High

To: Governor Fallin
CC: Denise Northrup, Secretary Coffee
From: Katie Altshuler
Date:  Wednesday, February 16, 2011
Re: Prep for Meeting with Commissioner Doak at 3:00 pm Today
_________________________________________________________________________
 
-          I understand that there are various stakeholders that must be involved in this process. 

You have my commitment that the Insurance Department will serve as an equal partner
every step of the way.
 

-          This process is slightly complicated by Oklahoma’s unique governance structure with the
Health Care Authority being run by an autonomous board and having an independently
elected Insurance Commissioner with agencies that have very different missions, however
there is no reason we cannot all work together to serve the best interests of the State.
 

-          My staff has been in regular communication with your office, the Health Care Authority and
legislators and will continue to make regular communication a priority.

 
-          I have designated Secretary of Health Terry Kline to serve as the lead on implementation of

the Health Insurance Exchange. 
 

-          We will be transferring the two planning staffers hired by the initial Federal grant ($1 million
that was given to all states) to the Health Department and Nicole Pietro Johns will continue
to serve as a liaison to the Insurance e Department.
 

-          The Feds are scheduled to announce the Early Innovator Grant (OHCA applied for the grant
in December under Governor Henry). We are uniquely qualified based on Insure OK and our
HUB enabling legislation. Seven (states that made applications have been kept confidential)
states applied and apparently five will receive grants in the ballpark of $50 million each. If
we are awarded the grant we will review it with a fine tooth comb to make sure that it is in
keeping with our philosophy on reform.
 

-          Before we move forward with the Early Innovator grant that OK was awarded we would like
to offer you the opportunity to CONFIDENTIALLY review the grant application and provide
me with any feedback you may have.  For your information the following states received an
award:

Kansas: Kansas Insurance Department, $31,537,465

Maryland: Maryland Dept of Health and Mental Hygiene, $6,227,454
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Multi-State Consortia: University of Massachusetts Medical School, $35,591,333

New York: New York Department of Health, $27,431,432

Oklahoma: Oklahoma Health Care Authority, $54,582,269

Oregon: Oregon Health Authority, $48,096,307

Wisconsin: Wisconsin Department of Health Services, $37,757,266

 

-          My staff has been in touch with Governor Brownback’s office and they will be accepting

the grant (I will provide you with Governor Brownback’s press statement as soon as I
have it).  We have also reached out to Governor Walker’s office in Wisconsin and are
waiting to hear back.  They are the only other states with Republican Governor’s that
received the grant.

-          The Health Care Authority has assured us that they will include the Insurance Department

as a stakeholder with regard to the implementation of the grant even though it is not
expressly stated in the press application.

-          At some point down the road we will have to determine along with the stakeholders and

the legislature the governance and location of the exchange.  Due to the various
stakeholders involved with unique missions we may want consider an independent entity,
however in effort not to expand government or duplicate functions we could establish a
governing board made up of existing stakeholders including, but not necessarily limited to
the Secretary of Health, the Insurance Department and the Health Care Authority.

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Nico Gomez
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: CMS Press release on Early Innovator Grant
Date: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 7:46:56 AM

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Wednesday, February 16, 2011

Contact: HHS Press Office
(202) 690-6343

States Leading the Way on Implementation: HHS Awards “Early
Innovator” Grants to Seven States

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) today announced the award of seven
cooperative agreements to help a group of “Early Innovator” states design and implement the
information technology (IT) infrastructure needed to operate Health Insurance Exchanges.  These
states are leading the way on building a better health insurance marketplace, one that allows
individuals and small-business owners to pool their purchasing power to negotiate lower rates. 
Using these new funds, the Early Innovator states will develop Exchange IT models that can be
adopted and tailored by other states.

Kansas, Maryland, New York, Oklahoma, Oregon, Wisconsin, and a consortium of New England
states will receive a total of approximately $241 million.  Information on how much each state or
consortium will receive and how each will use the grant funds is available at
www.HealthCare.gov/news/factsheets/exchanges02162011a.html.

“Early Innovator states will play a critical role in developing a consumer-friendly marketplace
where insurers must compete to deliver the best deal,” said HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius. 
“These grants ensure that consumers in every state will be able to easily navigate their way
through health insurance options.”

Starting in 2014, Exchanges will help individuals and small employers shop for, select, and enroll in
high-quality, affordable private health plans that fit their individual needs at competitive prices.  By
providing a place for one-stop shopping, Exchanges will make purchasing health insurance easier
and more understandable.  Similar to any consumer-based industry such as the airline or banking
industries, sophisticated, consumer-friendly IT infrastructure will be critical to the success of the
Exchanges.  Although Exchanges are not scheduled to launch until 2014, work is already underway
to design and implement them across the country.  As states prepare, they have requested early
funding assistance to develop the right IT, particularly with respect to eligibility and enrollment
systems.

All Early Innovator states have committed to assuring that the technology they develop is reusable
and transferable.  Using the grants, they will develop the building blocks for Exchange IT systems,
providing models for how Exchange IT systems can be created.  This will help states to establish
their Exchanges quickly and efficiently using the models and building blocks created by the Early
Innovator states.  At the same time, states continue to have the flexibility to develop an Exchange
that best meets the needs of their unique health insurance market without having to start from
scratch.

The seven grantees offer a diversity that will be valuable to all states as they work to set up their
Exchanges.  The grantees represent different regions of the country, as well as different Exchange
governance structures and Information Systems.  This diversity will help ensure that a wide range
of IT models are developed, and every state will benefit. 

“Everyone wins,” said Don Berwick.  “This grant program means that states don’t have to waste
money reinventing the wheel, and consumers get the best of the best.”

Summary of Early Innovator Grants

·                     Kansas: Kansas Insurance Department, $31,537,465

·                     Maryland: Maryland Dept of Health and Mental Hygiene, $6,227,454
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·                     Multi-State Consortia: University of Massachusetts Medical School, $35,591,333

·                     New York: New York Department of Health, $27,431,432

·                     Oklahoma: Oklahoma Health Care Authority, $54,582,269

·                     Oregon: Oregon Health Authority, $48,096,307

·                     Wisconsin: Wisconsin Department of Health Services, $37,757,266

For more information on grant specifics and state summaries, please visit
www.HealthCare.gov/news/factsheets/exchanges02162011a.html.

###

 

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: "Glenn Coffee (glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov)"; Denise Northrup
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Updated RGA Exchange Letter
Date: Monday, January 31, 2011 8:41:27 AM
Attachments: Sebelius Exchange Letter - version 2.doc
Importance: High

Deadline is this Friday. Need to discuss re/ impact on Early Innovator Grant, otherwise I see no
problem in signing.
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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January 20, 2011


The Honorable Secretary Kathleen Sebelius

Secretary

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services


200 Independence Avenue, S.W.


Washington, DC  20201


Dear Secretary Sebelius;

Many of us believe the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) should be repealed by Congress if the courts do not strike it down first.  But, with no assurance of either outcome, we face the decision of whether to participate in the bill by operating state exchanges, or to let the federal government take on that task, if the bill remains in effect in 2013.  


In addition to its constitutional infringements, we believe the system proposed by the PPACA is seriously flawed, favors dependency over personal responsibility, and will ultimately destroy the private insurance market.  Because of this, we do not wish to be the federal government’s agent in this policy in its present form.

We wish states had been given more opportunity to provide input when the PPACA was being drafted. We believe in its current form the law will force our health care system down a path sure to lead to higher costs and the disruption or discontinuation of millions of Americans’ insurance plans. Though we still have grave concerns with other provisions of the PPACA, we suggest the following improvements:

· Provide states with complete flexibility on operating the exchange, most importantly the freedom to decide which licensed insurers are permitted to offer their products


· Waive the bill’s costly mandates and grant states the authority to choose benefit rules that meet the specific needs of their citizens.


· Waive the provisions that discriminate against consumer-driven health plans, such as health savings accounts (HSA’s)


The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius


Page Two


January 20, 2011


· Provide blanket discretion to individual states if they chose to move non-disabled Medicaid beneficiaries into the exchanges for their insurance coverage 


without the need of further HHS approval.


· Deliver a comprehensive plan for verifying incomes and subsidy amounts for exchange participants that is not an unfunded mandated but rather fully funded by the federal government and is certified as workable by an independent auditor.


· Commission a new and objective assessment of how many people will end up in the exchanges and on Medicaid in every state as a result of the legislation (including those "offloaded" by employers), and at what potential cost to state governments.  The study must be conducted by a neutral third-party research organization agreed to by the states represented in this letter.


We hope the Administration will accommodate our states' individual circumstances and needs, as we believe the PPACA in its current form threatens to destroy our budgets and perpetuate and magnify the most costly aspects of our health care system.  While we hope for your endorsement, if you do not agree, we will move forward with our own efforts regardless and HHS should begin making plans to run exchanges under its own auspices. 


Sincerely,


Governor Mitch Daniels (IN)

Governor Haley Barbour (MS)


Governor Bobby Jindal (LA)


Governor Nathan Deal (GA)


Governor Butch Otter (small changes/need to verify) (ID)


Governor Paul LePage (ME)


Governor Tom Corbett (PA)


Governor Bill Haslam (TN) (tentative yes, had some clarification questions, need to confirm)


Governor Rick Perry (TX)


Governor Gary Herbert (small changes/have not rec’d) (UT)


Governor Bob McDonnell (small changes/have not rec’d) (VA)


Governor Scott Walker (WI)


Governor Robert Bentley (AL) (tentative yes, need final)


Pending:


Governor Jan Brewer (AZ) – some concern over tone given their waiver request; will call

Governor Rick Scott (FL)


Governor Eddie Calvo (Guam)


Governor Terry Branstad (IA)


Governor Sam Brownback (KS)
Govnoer Dave Heineman (NE)


Governor Brian Sandoval (NV)


Governor Chris Christie (NJ)


Governor Susan Martinez (NM)


Governor Jack Dalrymple (ND)


Governor John Kasich (OH)


Governor Mary Fallin (OK) (some concerns with state situation but will call)

Governor Nikki Haley (SC)


Governor Dennis Daugaard (SD)


Governor Matthew Mean (WY)


No:

Governor Sean Parnell (AK – they did not accept any exchange planning funding and feel it would be awkward)




From: Katie Altshuler
To: "Glenn Coffee (glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov)"; Denise Northrup
Subject: FW: Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange: Advisory Work Groups
Date: Friday, January 21, 2011 12:47:56 PM
Attachments: Key Advisory Work Groups Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange 2011.pdf

Heritage Meeting Notes, 4-12-10.doc

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Mark McCullough [mailto:Mark.McCullough@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2011 12:08 PM
To: Glen Mulready; Lewis H. Moore
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Jonathan Buxton
Subject: FW: Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange: Advisory Work Groups
 
Glen, Lewis,
Ya'll two definitely need to be on one of these sub-groups. I probably should too. We all
hate Obamacare, but the train has left the station and our job now is to INFLUENCE the process and
INFORM elected officials until Congress can shut this thing down. In the process, we may be able to set
up a framework for a "Utah" market based exchange (which is evidently working quite well) to slide in
place of the Federal monstrosity.  Look...the AGENCIES are out in front on this....just like the guys at
that Heritage conference told us would happen. We HAVE to stay informed and relevant to the process
OR WE WILL GET ROLLED - its in my notes! I attached them again - just for giggles.
Mark
 
 

From: Derek Lieser [Derek.Lieser@okhca.org]
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2011 11:29 AM
To: Derek Lieser
Subject: Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange: Advisory Work Groups

RE: Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange – ADVISORY WORK GROUP Signup
Information
        
Greetings Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange Stakeholders & Interested Parties:
 
Developing a common understanding of what an Oklahoma State Healthcare
Exchange must do is a critical first step in the creation of a strategic road map
for the Exchange.  To accomplish this step, Key Advisory Work Groups and sub-
groups will be formed to develop recommendations on Exchange related issues. 
Each Work Group and sub-group will be responsible to meet, discuss and
perform research to develop recommendations and advise on language to be used
for the development of a strategic plan for the Exchange. Advisory Work Group
participation will require an estimated 3 month commitment. 
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OOOKKKLLLAAAHHHOOOMMMAAA HHHEEEAAALLLTTTHHHCCCAAARRREEE EEEXXXCCCHHHAAANNNGGGEEE PPPLLLAAANNNNNNIIINNNGGG
Key Advisory Work Groups / Issues for Consideration


Page 1 of 8


1. Key Advisory Work Group: Governance & Administrative Structure


Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leaders


TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs


Including representation
from:


 Consumers


 Agents/Brokers


 Business owners


 Health plans


Project Liaisons


 Exchange Goals:
o Reduce the number of uninsured people


and increase access to care
o Ensure greater accountability and


transparency in the purchase of insurance
o Increase the portability and continuity of


coverage for individuals
o Simplify the health insurance purchase for


individuals and businesses
o Foster competition on price, quality, and


service in the health insurance
marketplace


o Drive quality improvement and cost
containment


 Model Type (Board, Trust, Commission, etc.)


 Staffing and Hiring Procedures


 Regulatory & Policy including overseeing
Operations


 Recommendation for language to be
included in Strategic Plan for development
of the exchange


 Implementation Timeline


 Development of possible legislative language


 Comparison of Federal PPACA requirements
to Oklahoma statutes and administrative
rules


 If the Exchange is to process
commercial transactions and attract
customers, it should be insulated
from political influence with access
to business expertise


 If it is to achieve policy objectives
through tax-financed subsidies and
some degree of regulation, it must
have a level of transparency and be
publicly accountable


 Wherever housed, the Exchange
must be adaptive and capable of
developing new programs that can
be modified as circumstances
change, such as, changing market
conditions, the evolving
preferences of consumers, and the
ongoing development and issuance
of federal guidelines regarding
administration and its operation


 Identification of services to be
handled internally or outsourced
and which intermediaries are best
equipped to provide required
administrative services


 How should the Exchange be
organized and governed?
o Publicly sponsored?
o Government sponsored?
o Combination of both?


 Will the Exchange function as a
‘market organizer’ or as a selective
purchaser’?


 Should the Exchange be housed in a
State government entity or a
non‐profit organization? 


 Who should have decision‐making 
authority for the Exchange?


 What kind of web portal, call center
and other service centers should be
established?


 Should vendors be employed, and, if
so, for what services?


 What will be the funding source to
sustain the Exchange after January
1, 2015?


 How can the Exchange attract an
adequate number of participants
and insurers to ensure
sustainability?


 Should enabling legislation be
created?


 Should participation in the Exchange
be required by legislation?


Derek Lieser


Nicole Prieto Johns
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2. Key Advisory Work Group: Enrollment


Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leaders


TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs


Including representation
from:


 Consumers


 Agents/Brokers


 Business owners


 Health plans


Project Liaison


 Certification of individuals not subject to
Individual Mandate


 Reporting requirements (HHS, Treasury
Open Enrollment, Annual, Mid-Year, Special,
Change, COBRA, Administrative, etc.)


 Premium Billing, Collections & Remittance


 Ongoing Account Management (including
renewals, delinquent payment notification,
etc.)


 Operation & Application of Subsidies and
Premium Tax Credits (transparency – the
ability to View Calculations)


 Free Choice Vouchers


 Individual Mandates


 Use of available current available
technologies (i.e. paperless processes)


 Coordination of existing data
systems / preventing duplication of
coverage (Medicaid, State/Fed
Data, HIE, Non-Medicaid)


 Enrollment may be online, in
person, by telephone through the
Exchange or with state officials
operating one of the other
applicable state health subsidy
programs


 Implementation of a paperless
system


 How can the Exchange create
administrative efficiencies and
protect the public?
o Reduce administration costs
o Add transparency to health


insurance
o Standardized electronic


enrollment and payment


Derek Lieser
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3. Key Advisory Work Group: Eligibility Process & Infrastructure


Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leaders


TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs


Including representation
from:


 Consumers


 Agents/Brokers


 Business owners


 Health plans


Project Liaison


 Cost Sharing


 Employer premium subsidies (2yr
limit)


 Basic Health Program (State Option
to offer)


 Elimination of Asset Testing (this
would apply for most Medicaid
recipients and for all those eligible
for premium subsidies through the
Exchange)


How the ‘Small Market’ will be
defined: 1-50 or 51-100.


 Review Existing Public Subsidy
Program (Insure Oklahoma) for
Consolidation, Elimination &
Administrative Efficiencies (Exchange
Target Market overlaps with Insure
OK)


 Purchases restricted to U.S. citizens
and legal immigrants who are not
incarcerated


Whether applicant has access to
employer sponsored insurance (ESI)


Whether the ESI meets actuarial
standards and provides minimum
essential benefits


Whether the employee’s share of the
premium as a % of income is above or
below a certain % of their income


Develop high level workflow for
calculating subsides


 What elements of Insure Oklahoma and
SoonerCare online enrollment can be used
within the Exchange?


 At what point do you navigate an individual /
family to private or public coverage?


 Starting in 2017, should the Exchange include
larger employers and public employees?


 Will the person enroll from the exchange and
if so, will you have to incorporate each
insurers’ criteria or will there be a basic set of
criteria that is agreed by all.


 If ESI is available to the person, aren’t they
required to select that option?


 Will service payments take place inside the
Exchange or within company’s existing
mechanisms?


 Will a predetermine matrix determine plan
enrollment or will freedom of choice be the
overriding factor (i.e. upon qualification for
Medicaid what choices are allowed)?


 Is it allowed to present only the Exchange
plans that seem to best fit their needs based
upon responses to qualifying questions or
must all plans be presented?


 For what period of time must a consumer
enroll in a plan, i.e. yearly, monthly?


 Can a state entity like CSED mandate
enrollment as they do today with ESI?


Derek Lieser
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4. Key Advisory Work Group: Information Technology (IT)


Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leaders


TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs


Including representation
from:


 Consumers


 Agents/Brokers


 Business owners


 Health plans


Project Liaison


 Program integrity, data security,
transparency (plans, agencies,
Exchange Operations)


 Application of available current
technologies (i.e. paperless
processes)


 Single Portal Access


 Web-site development &
maintenance includes:
o Eligibility and Enrollment
o Rating Engines
o Template maintenance in


standardization of processes


 Quality Measures


 Provider Info/Health System
Access


 Calculation of Costs (Benefit
Levels, Mandated Benefits,
Subsidies, Tax Credits, etc) and
what costs will be visible to the
applicant


 Premiums must be quoted
instantly and easily comparable
based on age, family composition,
tobacco use and location


 Linking to other state and federal
databases (IRS, Treasury Dept,
HHS, State/Federal Employee
systems, Medicaid, Medicare,
etc), insurance carriers and
employers


 Creation of a paperless system
both internally and paperless
access by consumers, agents,
brokers and Navigators.


 How will high level requirements for calculating
subsidies and tax credits be developed?


 How will research technical needs for running the
Exchange through single portal access be developed?


 How will high level requirements for an enrollment
and eligibility portal and rules engine be developed?


 Who insures exchange has most up to date


information?
 Who insures that the information is secure and in


compliance?


Derek Lieser
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5. Key Advisory Work Group: Carrier & Plan Selection


Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leads


TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs


Including
representation from:


 Consumers


 Agents/Brokers


 Business owners


 Health plans


Project Liaison


 Minimum Essential Benefits an exchange
must provide:
o Health - 4 Precious Metal Plans plus


Catastrophic Plan (for ages under 30)
o State Mandated Benefits (if offered, cost


born by State)
o Dental Plans
o Selective Carrier Contracting
o Certification/recertification/decertification


requirements for QHPs
o Standardizing Benefits
o Network Access
o Assignment of Quality Ratings
o Rate Review


 Multi State Plans - 2 plans required


 Co-op plans must be addressed if market is
not competitive


How the Exchange is to
contract with health plans
that are determined to be
of high value, based on
cost and quality


How the ‘Small Market’
will be defined (1-50 or 51-
100)


Choices that may be made
available to employees of
small businesses, i.e.: plan,
benefit tier, carrier, etc.


What benefits options should the Exchange offer?


Should participation be required by legislation?


Should there be a minimum enrollment period?


Do you require a minimum enrollment period?


Will the Exchange select health plans through
negotiations or competitive bidding, or both or will
it showcase all qualified and licensed carriers?
o When are plans free to adjust premiums over


time as enrollment evolves and claim trends
develop?


o How to adjust benefit designs as needed without
disrupting existing coverage?


o How much risk selection is tolerable without
undermining the ability of plans to compete?


o How to help insurers adjust to the business risks
through the Exchange to price their products at
levels that consumer will find attractive?


Will the Exchange allow each carrier to define
patient cost sharing within a benefit tier; will it
specify coinsurance, copayments & deductibles?


Will existing grandfathered health plans be able to
find ways to shed their adverse risks to the
Exchange?


How healthy is the pool of uninsured people likely
to enroll through the Exchange, compared to those
currently insured?


How will the Exchange level the playing field with
insurers in and outside of the Exchange?
o Should there be a requirement to participate?
o How can the Exchange foster competition?
o Should rating practices and range of benefits


offered be comparable in/out of Exchange?


Nicole Prieto Johns
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6. Key Advisory Work Group: Financial Management & Premium Development (Cost Containment/Risk Mgmt.)


Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leads


TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs


Including representation
from:


 Consumers


 Agents/Brokers


 Business owners


 Health plans


Project Liaison


 Reporting requirements (HHS,
Treasury Dept, Employers,
Carriers, etc.)


 Operational Costs &
Sustainability


 Premium Development


 Risk Adjustment/Adverse
Selection (Medical Loss Ratio)


 Premiums will be set in advance according to
adjusted community rating of risk, in and outside
the Exchanges for the non-group and small-
group markets


 Rating will be based on age, family composition
(size), tobacco use and location (zip)


 Rates for the elderly can only be three times as
high as those for the young


 Premium rate differences between plans must
reflect
o Administrative efficiency
o Customer service
o Provider reimbursement rates
o Care management
o Clinical networks


 Comparative risk calculations for health plans
require submission and analysis of their claims
data


 Transfer payments among plans requires running
premiums through a central distribution point, or
imposing a premium assessment on competing
plans, which is then redistributed to compensate
for risk selection


 Risk adjustment must apply across the entire
class or segment of insured people subject to
rating rules


 Resources are CMS, Health Connector in MA
using DxCG, for profit and non-profit
organizations including university research
depts.


 Should the individual and small
group markets be merged?


 What strategies can used so
premium revenues are adjusted for
risk selection among participating
carriers?


 Considerations on putting a risk
adjustment system in place:
o Is risk selection among plans


significant, beyond what is
already accounted for under the
allowed rating rules?


o Is the corrective adjustment
practical?


o Would it substantially equalize
risk?


 How can the Exchange help to
contain Oklahoma’s health care
costs?
o How can the Exchange help to


improve Oklahoma’s health care
quality?


 What will be the funding source to
sustain the Exchange after January
1, 2015?


 Will the Exchange regulate prices, if
so what processes must be created
to do this?


Nicole Prieto Johns
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7. Key Advisory Work Group: Education and Marketing


Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leads


TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs


Including representation
from:


 Consumers


 Agents/Brokers


 Business owners


 Health plans


Project Liaison


 Communication & Customer
Service


 Education


 Public Outreach


 Facilitate Enrollment


 Role of licensed Agents and
Brokers (Inside / Outside
Exchange Call Center


 Broker Management &
Compensation


 Creation of the Navigator
Program


 Role of Call Center Reps


 Producer Appointment
Requirements


 Need to promote greater
transparency


 Changes the Exchange will make to
the competitive landscape


 Targeted outreach and marketing
efforts will be needed to attract a
broad and diverse risk pool


 Education of consumers and
Brokers/agents on how to access and
use a paperless system


 Proactive activities used to promote
carrier participation in the Exchange
and the development of innovative
plan designs


Role of “Navigators” (non-licensed
consumer representatives)


 How should the Exchange market its services?


 What strategies can be used to educate
consumers about the Exchange?


 How brokers, agents and Navigators help
consumers to enroll?


 What type of customer services should be
made available to consumers?


 What is the current role of brokers?


 What type of services do brokers provide?


 How are brokers to be compensated? What
about retention bonuses or overrides, etc?


 Should broker’s fees be paid separate and
apart from premium (transparency)?


 How will information be distributed in a “fair
and impartial” way (enrollment, availability of
premium subsidies, cost sharing reductions,
etc)?


 How will Navigators help facilitate enrollment
in QHPs?


 How should people be referred to the
appropriate agency(s) for questions,
complaints or grievances?


 How will they reach people who normally are
not eligible for public assistance programs?


 Is there area or regional differences to be
considered?
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Heath Care Seminar, The Heritage Foundation, Washington D.C., April 12th, 2010

Dr. Robert Moffit, Head of Heath Care Policy, Heritage

This will be a long, contentious implementation process. The opportunity is to re-frame the debate as regards the basic relationship between the state and its citizens as to health care.



The key point that has been washed out is that there is a real separation between the States and the Fed as to enumerated powers. The states must take a leadership role in the next 8 years to shape the debate and the implementation of whatever health system ends up evolving. We need to make sure we aggressively look to the interests of our constituents.



Sen Orrin Hatch, Utah 

Utah is a shining example of why the States should be put in charge of developing health care policy and not the Fed. 



We have never seen anything like what we are dealing with right now in our history. The line between the public and private sector has never been more blurred. The 10 year fiscal outlook is bleak. Largest national debt since 1945. We are looking at debt reaching 90% of GDP by 2020. 



Majority of Americans know that that this bill will increase costs and deficits and that is reflected consistently in public opinion. 



Most major spending provision in this bill don’t kick in until after the 2014 presidential election. The 10 year cost of this bill is estimated at 2.5 trillion dollars.



Democrat experts at CBO: The key point is that any saving in this bill are one time savings that cannot be repeated. 



Utah’s Medicaid costs will increase by 50%.



He believes that the individual mandate is unconstitutional. The Constitution allows the Congress to regulate interstate commerce, but the Courts have never ratified that Congress can require participation in commerce. If this is allowed, then there is no limit to Congress’ powers. 

Liberty itself is what is at stake. A liberal constitutional scholar, Jonathan Turley, recently admitted that this bill will seriously compromise basic liberty.



He said he knows he is preaching to the choir, but that the Democrats have truly put themselves at odds with the American people and passed this bill in a very bad exercise in government.



He believes that the Democrats will use the higher costs created by this bill to blame the private sector and further rationalize a single payer system.



The Heritage foundation is very important. They are constantly trying to find ways to bring common sense to government. The Republicans up here pay a great deal of attention to the Heritage Foundation and their publications are worth reading.



Many Democrats are becoming terrified about all of the spending. 



Seventeen union states have been exempted from the “Cadillac tax”, which, in any event will not be implemented until 2018. He doesn’t think it will be implemented at all.



The reason he left the Democratic party because, years ago, that there was this unholy belief that the Federal Government will solve all problems.



Ed Haislmaier, Heritage Heath Specialist – Introducing Panelists

This man is brilliant. Take him very seriously.



We have an official crisis in health care because the Fed has set the clock running. Real leadership comes when you change when there is not a crisis. He saw this when he was at Phizer Pharmaceuticals, who changed their successful sales force b/c they saw it wasn’t going to work in 10 years. That is what David Clark did with health care in Utah.



In Utah, they did risk assessment first, unlike Mass, which did community rating and mandatory issue. 



Ed thinks that the Health Care Bill could be repealed, having said that, the Feds don’t have insurance experience, so the States have a huge opportunity to change this thing over the next several years. He thinks it is hugely likely that the controversial parts will be defunded in the coming years.



Rep. David Clark, Speaker of the Utah House

They also passed their Exchange in 09, like Oklahoma, but they have totally implemented in under a year. They passed legislation and implemented in 5 months. No joke.



They went to Heritage for help.



They tried to emulate Mass, but Utah didn’t have the money. They wanted to have quality health care for every citizen. In Mass, 70% of all lives there were covered by Fortune 500 companies. They have the opposite: 750,000 small businesses. He is grateful to Mass for jumping in first to put together and Exchange.



The brain trust is here: Dan Schuyler, Cheryl Smith, Cathy Dupont, David Jackson, Don Garlitz, Brian Somers.



They leveraged with the private sector. BSwift and HealthEquity. They did not have to develop, in house, the expertise to implement. 



They have high quality health and low cost health care. They measure twice and cut once. They looked at the small businesses and their needs. But health care and wage inflation was making costs unsustainable. This thing was born out of financial necessity to stay competitive on rising health care costs.



First year: health task force three years ago – its still going. TF identified the 6 key areas to work on. They figured it would take 10 years to reverse the problematic trends.



First of all they determined that personal responsibility had to be emphasized in creating a plan. Second it had to be market based. I.e. when having a heart attack, you are not shopping around, but you can when looking for total knee replacement. When crafting policy, when you can reflect, how can you encourage “shopping around?” He believes that the Exchange is the only viable option out there right now for achieving these two goals.



He said 15 years ago GM was one of the largest company in the world, now we call them Government Motors. The point is: you can’t bet against the market. They got killed by heath care costs.



They have a variety of demonstration projects on : electronic medical records, diabetes, Clinical Health Information Exchange, All-Payer Database: they have accumulated over a million people’s medical records for electronic storage.



The largest philosophical issues they dealt with was going from a defined benefit health paradigm to a defined contribution paradigm. They went to the “Coburn” model on a state level and allowed citizens to deduct health care individually from taxes, not just businesses – something the Fed’s steadfastly refuse to do.



They have a universal enrolment form. There are only 2 functioning plans in the US right now, Utah and Mass – both at the polar opposite ends of the spectrum. Mass: big government, mandates and a huge entitlement. Utah:  all market based. Mass: $25 million to run their plan. Utah: $600,000. No joke. 



He does not believe that we will be able to repeal and replace the Heath Care Bill. He thinks the opportunity is for the States to, de-facto, write the regulations and hand them to the Feds. He thinks we have, as states, failed in the past in doing this. He says we have to be aggressive in propagating the rules that will be coming in the next decade. We must be cohesive and work together in doing it. 



This will be a series of battles in the regulatory environment. 



Dan Schuler, Utah’s Two Exchange Employees

One of two of employees running their exchange. Yeah, you read that right – two. 



How does it work:

1) Employer registers. (Small employers, under 50)

2) Employee enters information. Universal health application.

3) Turned over to insurance companies who evaluate risk: Premium Generated.

4) Employee compares and shops for plans.

5) Enrollment is Finalized.

6) Plans go into effect on designated dates.



All done on a web site.



They are working on a large employer plan.



Premium aggregation is unique to the exchange. If you or your spouse are working for two employers, you can combine benefits to buy what you want. 



They have an “optimizer filter” that lets you look at your past health care spending practices and gives a boatload of information based on various factors, ie. total out of pocket vs total cost, etc.



You can compare up to 4 plans to see what is important to you. About 16 categories you can drill down on or you can just look at plan basics. Ie., prescription drugs or mental health.



There are no mandates whatsoever. They anticipated launching in 2012 they were approached by employers and asked to implement early. They have 85% of their insurance companies participating in Utah’s exchange. (This is the way Ed Haislmaier envisioned it being implemented in the first place, and what he talked about when he flew to OK and held a two day seminar at the Capitol back in Aug of 07).



Q & A

How did switching to a defined contribution work? If you want to participate in the Exchange, you must use defined contribution. First, they do a typical underwriting, or risk adjustment for the population of the business. The Employer has X dollar value that they allocate to the employee to shop for what plan suits them best, instead of selecting a plan for the employee. An allowance. There are a number of ways to do this as an employer. Two main things that drive the premiums: family size and age range (age banding). Really, every employer already is doing defined contribution, they just offer one plan. They contemplate that  the employer could “break up” the contributions, spending more on their older employees. 



Did Utah start out with several mandates? They have very few benefit mandates. They also created Utah’s homegrown “COBRA” where there are very few mandates. 

Utah has a high risk pool. 3800 people. Guarantee issue for the High Risk Pool. All this has only been done with the employer market, not the individual market. 



Prospective risk assessment has really helped. The insurers have to stay engaged. Between 75,00 to 250,000 they share risk. Most insurers have already done their catastrophic risk assessment and have for years.



When switching to a buyer based market the insurers will complain “oh we’ll get all the diabetics” but when everyone has to play in the high risk pool, they all worked it out together. The state facilitated the conversation. They got all the insurance big shots in a room and had one of their experts check their various statements for accuracy.









My question: how does the tax credit for employer’s work in Utah.? Utah created a tax credit against their state income tax for those in the individual market only. About 190, 000 people. This may also not be implemented immediately because of the budget crunch. Pretty small sub set and if they don’t pay much state tax, is it really that helpful? I think we should do it, but….



Utah now has 3 technical advisory committees. Industry has contributed 10,000 man hours of work in hammering out the details. Working groups…why does that sound familiar? 



Who were the biggest barriers? Everyone is resistant to change. Senate / House : conservative, not conservative enough. It all went back to economics. Three large insurers cover 80% of Utah. Biggest mistake was putting them all in a room – it became divide and conquer. But he had to get them on board. The most spears he has pulled out of his back have come from the broker community. Brokers get commissions from insurance sold through the Exchange. The resistance comes from paranoia that the Exchange will make them irrelevant. The stereotypical broker does not work very hard, and they saw this change as a challenge to their lifestyle. It actually takes work to sort through what is best for 20 different families in a given company. Ed was blunt: most brokers look at this job as easy money: get people on board and just keep them indefinitely. You get a 9% increase in their premiums, hey great. If you now shop on the Exchange, you could lose them. In Utah, most of the thinking brokers now know they stand to benefit from the Exchange. Utah crated a broker advisory group to give them a higher comfort level.  The legislation that was passed was comprehensive, so the Speaker tried not to make it look like they were picking on one party. The transparency was key, and that had to affect everyone: brokers, health care providers. The business community is an ally because they want a better insurance system. Speaker Clark said this was the most complicated thing he ever did. They had to find key people they could rely on and give them cover. He said his vendors were keys. He learned about how insurance companies price. 



Speaker Clark thinks that we’ll see employers are going to dump employees. Medicaid now covers everyone at 133% of the FPL. 



Clark wants to work harder and faster to make sure their market based system gets cemented as a model. 



Matt Towery, Non Polling Guy, Syndicated Columnist, Author, Former Newt Staff

731 respondents. Margin of error 3.7%. Scientifically designed. Properly weighted. Properly queried: What is your opinion of the Health Care Legislation. 51% do not support. 53% of independents oppose. Those who disapproved, why? 



Gave several reasons: the runaway winner: People don’t like government period. They are increasingly resistant to pro-active government. This is the thing. There is no other thing. Washington is an insular town. They get caught up in the minutia. America says: don’t tread on me. 



Of those who said they supported it gave: cover the uninsured and preexisting conditions, something that could be fixed at the state level.



When they gave a loaded question about whether we should have dealt with deficits and spending first, 57% of independents agreed. 

One thing the American public is experiencing is fear. Health care was the touchstone, but the underlying concern is the overwhelming size of government and the swelling deficits. 



Extremely low confidence numbers in state and federal leadership.



Message: don’t regulate, provide opportunity. Opportunity is what people want right now. And people are interested in themselves and their own well being. 



When trying to implement the Exchange, do not appear to regulate. Be incremental. 



Dr. Moffit_-Reflections on the Exchange:



The real problem is with Small Businesses being able to provide insurance. The tax code is the 800 lb gorilla. If you don’t get insurance thru your employer, you essentially pay a huge 30 to 50% tax on insurance, b/c you pay for it with after tax dollars. 



Heritage was the first organization to put pen to paper and sketch out the Exchange: It is not a regulator, it simply processes paperwork for premium payments and facilitates assignment of premiums. A key principal: because the employer facilitates the insurance, the defined contribution that is provided to employees is tax free and the benefits are tax free. This is still group insurance. Employees have a property right in the insurance. It achieving personal ownership of the insurance. 



The Massachusetts Plan

Tim Murphy, Michael Widmer, Jim Stergios, Cindy Gillespie.



Tim Murphy, Worked on Romney’s staff on their current Health System “Romneycare.”

Mass wanted to insure their 10% of uninsured. They had a number of funding sources to fund the “unfunded care pool” doled out to HCP like hospitals. 800 to 900 million dollars. Byzantine. Untenable. 



Health care costs were growing 7 to 9% a year. Health care costs are 2X bigger than the State’s ability to generate tax revenue. They finally got disallowed on a waiver they were using. They were going to lose about 385 million dollars from the Fed. So viola, Romneycare. 



They took a very wholistic approach. They identified by income cohort. Kensyan assumption: if you don’t have insurance you must be poor. Untrue. First group: Fully 20% of the uninsured were not signing up for Medicaid although they qualified. Fully half earned 300% of the FPL: $31,000 or more. Why aren’t they buying insurance? Final group, less than 300% of FPL but not eligible for Medicaid (about 200,000).



Mass was (is) heavily regulated insurance market. The dysfunctional market was the non-group market. Average age 56. Female. Guaranteed issue. Cadillac plan. The people who did sign up were older and sicker. Younger wouldn’t sign up. Wouldn’t allow HMO’s and HAS’s. Mass merged the small group and non-group market. For individuals, it cut the individual market premium way down (over 30%) and raised the small group premium about 2%. The mandate forced people into the pool who were making rational economic decisions to not buy insurance. 



For their “slip thru the crack” folks (under 300% of FPL but no Medicaid) they created a sliding scale subsidy (my commentary: this is the part that has been criticized for the escalating costs). 



They also have the Exchange or Connector. This was the big market based part of the overhaul. The first Exchange program in the US. They chose to make the Exchange administer their new subsidy. 



Individual mandate. Very controversial. The original idea: over 18, buy a catastrophic plan or post a bond showing financial wherewithal. The rational: the uninsured’s costs get socialized when they do need care. Of course, the Mass legislature messed it up and made the baseline plan loaded up with all the goodies and therefore expensive. He thinks it was a big mistake.



Two things that Mass did b/c of the new subsidy: If the employer offers insurance – you have to buy it. If you are an employer who wants to dump your low wage employees, you can’t offer an insurance plan to higher wage earners that you don’t offer to you low wage workers. 



Michael Widmer

The estimate for the new subsidy for the 150,000 uninsured “crack slippers” + 750 million per year or $5000 per person. 



They calculate the cost to the state of employers not getting insurerance was $295 per employee per year. That is where they got the penalty from.



He contests the assertion of the State Treasurer that the new health care system is a budget buster. See WSJ article. He asserts that many have an interest in showing that “Mass has failed.” He said there has been a reduction in benefits, mainly to illegal immigrants. He says this is due to the general financial downturn effecting the budget. 



Their “uncompensated care pool” money is now more rationally distributed. 



He did mention that the cost of premiums have been a problem for businesses. He says costs are going to have to be addressed. 



Jim Stergios

Highlights of the Mass plan. 

Putting the Connector together with a Board filled by people who have agendas to make the plans look the way they want is not working in Mass. Have to make this a market thing. It’s very top down in Mass. They have a lot of power. It’s not the way to get it done. Huge issue in the Governor’s race. Still a lot of people in the poverty band not in the system. Some concern that there is crowd out. There is a lack of information on several issues coming out of the Connector. He says that ER utilization has not really gone down like they thought it would.





Cindy Gillespie

Important elements of the Health Care Bill. (Mass and Utah become very important). The first ones to engage HHS will have the ability to influence the regs.



The Exchange envisioned in the Health Care Bill is NOT what Mass and Utah have. This is not a State based exchange. It is a State administered Exchange.



What Exchange Does:

1) To certify health plans for sale. Requirements set by HHS. No one knows yet. There are broad categories of coverage, she’ll come back with specifics.

2) Offer them to employers and help people enroll. 

3) Exchange will facilitate eligibility for any state subsidized plan. Single eligibility and access to subsidies portal.

4) Refundable tax credits will be paid directly to the insurer. Feds don’t have a Premium Aggregator. Evidently, the Premium Aggregator is real important.

5) Exchange for individuals and Exchange for Small Business.



First decision a State must make: Establish and exchange or let HHS do it. 

Second decision: What will the Exchange be? Nonprofit? What branch of government? In Mass, it is on its own. In Utah, it’s in the Dept of Econ Development or something like it. Mass really focused on individual market.



States get to decide how much gets to be privatized. How much can the exchange contract out for services? Utah extensively uses vendors.  



What other functions do you want the Exchange to do? Do you want a Premium Aggregator? 



How aggressively do you want to implement heading to January 2014? Mass did phased implementation over a year instead of going live on day one? THERE IS MONEY FOR STATES TO PHASE IN THE EXCHANGE.



THE EXHANGE HAS TO BE CERTIFED AS FUNCTIONAL BY JUNE 2013 OR HHS WILL COME IN AND DO IT FOR YOU. 



States have until 2012 session at the latest to get this passed. Some states will want liberal versions, and some states will want more market based Exchanges. 



HHS will certify a minimum list of benefits that must be offered in any plan. Any additional benefits offered, and so drive up premiums, will have to be picked up by the States. 



A small business will ultimately be calculated as 100 employees or less.



All states must monitor premium increases by Jan 2014. Funds available to begin monitoring. 



Wow. This really is a big government deal. The reality is, this is coming. 





Dennis Smith, Former Director of Medicaid under Bush

Evidently, this guy is a super Medicaid guru.



It is alarming to him the extent to which the Health Care Bill marginalizes the States. It is absurd and comical at the same time.



The States are going to have to fight for their sovereign role. The States are being treated as so much bother.



State Legislators need to bone up on their state Medicaid Program. 



Who will the Insurance Commissioner work for? The State or HHS?



There will need to be a Committee set up to filter all of this information in a transparent way. 



If the Legislatures don’t have all the facts in front of them, we are going to get rolled. Do you want an agency or advocacy groups determining eligibility for  Medicaid or the Exchange?



He says the new Medicaid eligible’s are eligible at a real, adjusted 140% of the FPL. Most of whom are healthy young adults. 



Getting transparency out of the agencies will need to be a priority. Agencies tend to state “we’re doing the best that we can” and they will tend to obscure transparency. He stated, for example, that enrollment error rates in one study to be at 20%. 



The Legislature may need to begin to play hardball with agencies and counties. The Bill gives the States the authority to outsource the entire Exchange and what to include in it. Can use this for leverage to push the agency’s to be transparent. 



Demand the Feds come, immediately, to our states and begin to testify on how this is going to work. They are already taking the term “State” out of the program names, ie. S-CHIP is now just CHIP. Same for the official name of the Medicaid program. We should be outraged.



When the Exchange starts, the SCHIP kids should, by definition, not qualify for the new entitlement. 



Cost sharing is an important part of this. There are new inequities across families. Definitions of families have changed with this. Ie. 26 year olds are now covered under parents insurance. Third party liability is going to be more important. 



HHS said that states cannot change their cost sharing, without any authority.


The states are going to have to look for fights to pick. 



Benchmark plans are going to be the standard. If we pass a plan then we can defend it in Federal court.



When this Bill was passed many states were looking at Exchanges. This isn’t the foreign idea. It would be foreign to turn this over to an outside entity that the State has no control over. Where are the opportunities to privatize and outsource? 



All state expenditures in 2008 totaled 1 trillion dollars. So health care costs are 2X the entire cost of all state expenditures. 



State Legislatures are going to have to work hard to find ways to keep from raising taxes.



To all of our colleagues who don’t want to be bothered with health care minutia, they are going to have to get engaged. This is a huge deal that will dramatically affect the budget.



He says that the Feds can’t pull Medicaid funding if they pass the Freedom of Healthcare Act. 



Get actuarials to certify benchmark plan equivalents, so that HHS will have a hard time pushing back against it.



Find a better way to better manage our duel eligibles. CMS is evidently interested in this. 83% of all Medicaid spending is on people with 3 or more chronic conditions.



He says its crazy for 20 something graduate students to be Medicaid eligible. 



1115 waivers are closed for business. 



States should be hollering at CMS for playing favorites with certain states. Why can New York put their SSD in managed care but not us?



Don’t wait for the regulations. Get aggressive. Bring your “A” team. 



IMPORTANT: Get a State Plan Amendment (Benchmark Plan) on the Books as soon as possible. CMS has to approve it if it complies with the Law, and we can litigate the decision in Federal Court.



Take a hard look at who is actually running Medicaid in OK. Get someone in there with an insurance background. Root out fraud. 



Look at the high users at try and get them in managed care. Better to manage their chronic problems. Find your find high users. We are doing some of this in OK. In OK, 58% of Medicaid Expenditures are on Blind, Aged and Disabled. 









Big panel on the Future of  Health Care beyond the Health Care Bill 

Amanda Adkins form Missouri

There is an opportunity for Employers to drive reform. ABC handout.

Super automated health care records.



Ralph Bernstein, US Bank

One of their areas of expertise is health care payments. There is a natural connection b/t what is going on in health care and what they have been doing for a long time. Card based payments. Tax credit payments. There has been a lack of thinking at the Fed level for how you move the money. They operate HAS’s and FSA’s. They move money around all day long. They facilitate JIT funding. They coordinate payments. Hmm. An opportunity for our banks in OK to help with all this. He commented that Utah reached out to the private sector to get help. We are here, use us. 



Ed said: The Private Sector will always move faster than you (state gov) but you will always will move faster than the Fed.



Tim Murphy, Beacon, Behavioral Health, Boston

So many of your high cost patients have behavioral health co-morbidities. They provide expertise in managing these types of patients. They build out systems of care. 

Who were the uninsured: a lot are young, healthy and in and out of the work force. They look a lot more like small business than typical Medicaid. The one area where they used higher health care was behavioral health: up to 3 times higher in this category. Typically they are childless adults who can’t hold a job b/c of their behavioral health problems. If these people get dumped into Medicaid, they will sink you. Once they get on prescription drugs it gets expensive. You need to really think about how to manage this populations. Hmm.



Raymond Seaver, BSwift, Vendor that is helping Utah. Employee Benefits.

Their software is ideally suited for an employer based defined contribution health plan – the Exchange.

When shopping for coverage on the Exchange website, this technology becomes very important. 

They can manage the movement of the people constantly coming in and out of the system. 

They developed the Premium Aggregation component of Utah’s system.

An Exchange involves a high number of transactions and changes. They are configurable. You don’t have to customize. 

You can make good use of the funds you get from the Feds to set up the system.



Steve May, Millman, A very large actuarial firm.

Ed re-stated that Legislators are in a position that they are really going to have to ride heard and do their homework on their own Medicaid and on this Bill.



Steve says that they can model the costs of all the new mandates. Gazby 45 is a new requirement for State Retirement benefits to accurately model the costs of these plans.  The states and municipalities that are moving forward with these requirements’ are getting AAA ratings b/c they are starting to put money aside and prepare. You can cut your liability in half if you pre-fund. You can apply this to health benefits as well. They are also finding out that the States and Munis are in worse shape than they previously thought because of this new rule.



Steve Neeleman, Health Equity, One of the Owners of the Thunder works for Health Equity

HSA administrators. Gave examples of American Express putting everyone on HAS’s and their health care costs have been flat for several years. Indiana doing the same thing. He can’t believe that this hasn’t taken off more than it has. He thinks Exchanges and HAS’s are a good combination.



Eric Grossman, Trizetto, a big competitor to CMS for claims management

In 2015 the Exchanges will have to compete head to head with existing channels of distributions (brokers) with no Federal subsidies for administrative costs.



You need broker participation in an Exchange. 



He says that the Mass Exchange web site is not easy to use. 



Dennis Smith, working for Leavitt Partners, him and Leavitt  have run the Fed Medicaid Program for many years

Consultants. Translators between the private sector and the Medicaid program that they know so well. Government doesn’t pay for health care, it pays for billing codes. 

















































































































Following are Key Issues, around which Advisory Work Groups and sub-groups
will be created:
 

1. Governance & Administrative Structure
2. Eligibility Process & Infrastructure
3. Enrollment
4. Information Technology
5. Carrier & Plan Selection
6. Financial Management
7. Education & Marketing

 
Attached to this email is a spreadsheet listing questions and considerations for
each of the seven Key Issues.  The spreadsheet also identifies the Project
Manager who will act as liaison for each Advisory Work Group. Please keep in
mind that the list of questions and considerations is not intended to be
exhaustive and is provided as a tool which can be used by the Advisory Work
Groups to initiate and focus group discussions.  Each Advisory Work Group will
be provided additional resources by the Project Managers as well as be
responsible to perform independent research on its assigned Key Issue. 
 
In preparation of our meeting next Wednesday, please review the attached list
and take careful consideration as to which Advisory Work Group(s) you would
like to participate. Advisory Work Group and sub-group participation will be
assigned based upon the knowledge, demonstrated leadership experience and
areas of expertise of each participant as well as each participant’s ability to
commit the time, effort and resources needed to adequately address the assigned
Key Issue.  In most cases participants will be assigned to the Advisory Work
Group(s) of their choice.
 
Your active participation will be a deciding factor in determining Oklahoma’s
success in the development of an Exchange. Additional information about the
formation and requirements of the Work Groups will be provided at the January
26th, 10:30am -12:00pm, General Stakeholder meeting.  We look forward to
seeing you then to further discussion regarding your participation in the Advisory
Work Groups.
 
Thank you!
Exchange Project Managers,
Derek Lieser & Nicole Prieto Johns
 
 
Derek Lieser | Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services |
Healthcare Exchange | 2401 N.W. 23rd St., Suite A-1, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73107 |
Office: 405.522.7270 | E-mail: Derek.Lieser@okhca.org
 
S. Nicole Prieto Johns | Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse
Services | Healthcare Exchange | 2401 N.W. 23rd St., Suite A-1, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73107 | Office: 405.522.7685 | E-mail: Nicole.PrietoJohns@okhca.org
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=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from
disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone
else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and
unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail transmission received
as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of
this e-mail or its attachments. Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer
virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or
recourse against the House by doing so.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: "Glenn Coffee (glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov)"; Denise Northrup
Subject: FW: Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange: Advisory Work Groups
Date: Friday, January 21, 2011 12:47:56 PM
Attachments: Key Advisory Work Groups Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange 2011.pdf

OHX Stakeholder Agenda - Jan 2010.doc
Shepherd Mall Floor Plan_map.pdf

Importance: High

See below and see follow up from McCullough that I will forward you next…I do think they are
getting ahead of us a bit. I do not think we want to stop the train, but we need to be involved every
step of the way on this…
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Nicole Prieto Johns [mailto:Nicole.PrietoJohns@okhca.org] 
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2011 12:05 PM
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange: Advisory Work Groups
 
RE: Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange – ADVISORY WORK GROUP Signup
Information
        
Greetings Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange Stakeholders & Interested Parties:
 
In follow up to the previous email you were sent advising you of the public
meeting to be held on January 26th, 10:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. at the ODMHSAS
Training Center in the Shepherd Mall, this email contains information regarding
Advisory Work Groups to be formed.
 
Developing a common understanding of what an Oklahoma State Healthcare
Exchange must do is a critical first step in the creation of a strategic road map
for the Exchange.  To accomplish this step, Key Advisory Work Groups and sub-
groups will be formed to develop recommendations on Exchange related issues. 
Each Work Group and sub-group will be responsible to meet, discuss and
perform research to develop recommendations and advise on language to be used
for the development of a strategic plan for the Exchange.  Advisory Work Group
participation will require an estimated 3 month commitment.
 

Following are Key Issues, around which Advisory Work Groups and sub-groups
will be created:
 

1. Governance & Administrative Structure
2. Eligibility Process & Infrastructure
3. Enrollment
4. Information Technology
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Key Advisory Work Groups / Issues for Consideration
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1. Key Advisory Work Group: Governance & Administrative Structure


Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leaders


TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs


Including representation
from:


 Consumers


 Agents/Brokers


 Business owners


 Health plans


Project Liaisons


 Exchange Goals:
o Reduce the number of uninsured people


and increase access to care
o Ensure greater accountability and


transparency in the purchase of insurance
o Increase the portability and continuity of


coverage for individuals
o Simplify the health insurance purchase for


individuals and businesses
o Foster competition on price, quality, and


service in the health insurance
marketplace


o Drive quality improvement and cost
containment


 Model Type (Board, Trust, Commission, etc.)


 Staffing and Hiring Procedures


 Regulatory & Policy including overseeing
Operations


 Recommendation for language to be
included in Strategic Plan for development
of the exchange


 Implementation Timeline


 Development of possible legislative language


 Comparison of Federal PPACA requirements
to Oklahoma statutes and administrative
rules


 If the Exchange is to process
commercial transactions and attract
customers, it should be insulated
from political influence with access
to business expertise


 If it is to achieve policy objectives
through tax-financed subsidies and
some degree of regulation, it must
have a level of transparency and be
publicly accountable


 Wherever housed, the Exchange
must be adaptive and capable of
developing new programs that can
be modified as circumstances
change, such as, changing market
conditions, the evolving
preferences of consumers, and the
ongoing development and issuance
of federal guidelines regarding
administration and its operation


 Identification of services to be
handled internally or outsourced
and which intermediaries are best
equipped to provide required
administrative services


 How should the Exchange be
organized and governed?
o Publicly sponsored?
o Government sponsored?
o Combination of both?


 Will the Exchange function as a
‘market organizer’ or as a selective
purchaser’?


 Should the Exchange be housed in a
State government entity or a
non‐profit organization? 


 Who should have decision‐making 
authority for the Exchange?


 What kind of web portal, call center
and other service centers should be
established?


 Should vendors be employed, and, if
so, for what services?


 What will be the funding source to
sustain the Exchange after January
1, 2015?


 How can the Exchange attract an
adequate number of participants
and insurers to ensure
sustainability?


 Should enabling legislation be
created?


 Should participation in the Exchange
be required by legislation?


Derek Lieser


Nicole Prieto Johns
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2. Key Advisory Work Group: Enrollment


Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leaders


TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs


Including representation
from:


 Consumers


 Agents/Brokers


 Business owners


 Health plans


Project Liaison


 Certification of individuals not subject to
Individual Mandate


 Reporting requirements (HHS, Treasury
Open Enrollment, Annual, Mid-Year, Special,
Change, COBRA, Administrative, etc.)


 Premium Billing, Collections & Remittance


 Ongoing Account Management (including
renewals, delinquent payment notification,
etc.)


 Operation & Application of Subsidies and
Premium Tax Credits (transparency – the
ability to View Calculations)


 Free Choice Vouchers


 Individual Mandates


 Use of available current available
technologies (i.e. paperless processes)


 Coordination of existing data
systems / preventing duplication of
coverage (Medicaid, State/Fed
Data, HIE, Non-Medicaid)


 Enrollment may be online, in
person, by telephone through the
Exchange or with state officials
operating one of the other
applicable state health subsidy
programs


 Implementation of a paperless
system


 How can the Exchange create
administrative efficiencies and
protect the public?
o Reduce administration costs
o Add transparency to health


insurance
o Standardized electronic


enrollment and payment


Derek Lieser
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3. Key Advisory Work Group: Eligibility Process & Infrastructure


Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leaders


TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs


Including representation
from:


 Consumers


 Agents/Brokers


 Business owners


 Health plans


Project Liaison


 Cost Sharing


 Employer premium subsidies (2yr
limit)


 Basic Health Program (State Option
to offer)


 Elimination of Asset Testing (this
would apply for most Medicaid
recipients and for all those eligible
for premium subsidies through the
Exchange)


How the ‘Small Market’ will be
defined: 1-50 or 51-100.


 Review Existing Public Subsidy
Program (Insure Oklahoma) for
Consolidation, Elimination &
Administrative Efficiencies (Exchange
Target Market overlaps with Insure
OK)


 Purchases restricted to U.S. citizens
and legal immigrants who are not
incarcerated


Whether applicant has access to
employer sponsored insurance (ESI)


Whether the ESI meets actuarial
standards and provides minimum
essential benefits


Whether the employee’s share of the
premium as a % of income is above or
below a certain % of their income


Develop high level workflow for
calculating subsides


 What elements of Insure Oklahoma and
SoonerCare online enrollment can be used
within the Exchange?


 At what point do you navigate an individual /
family to private or public coverage?


 Starting in 2017, should the Exchange include
larger employers and public employees?


 Will the person enroll from the exchange and
if so, will you have to incorporate each
insurers’ criteria or will there be a basic set of
criteria that is agreed by all.


 If ESI is available to the person, aren’t they
required to select that option?


 Will service payments take place inside the
Exchange or within company’s existing
mechanisms?


 Will a predetermine matrix determine plan
enrollment or will freedom of choice be the
overriding factor (i.e. upon qualification for
Medicaid what choices are allowed)?


 Is it allowed to present only the Exchange
plans that seem to best fit their needs based
upon responses to qualifying questions or
must all plans be presented?


 For what period of time must a consumer
enroll in a plan, i.e. yearly, monthly?


 Can a state entity like CSED mandate
enrollment as they do today with ESI?


Derek Lieser
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4. Key Advisory Work Group: Information Technology (IT)


Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leaders


TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs


Including representation
from:


 Consumers


 Agents/Brokers


 Business owners


 Health plans


Project Liaison


 Program integrity, data security,
transparency (plans, agencies,
Exchange Operations)


 Application of available current
technologies (i.e. paperless
processes)


 Single Portal Access


 Web-site development &
maintenance includes:
o Eligibility and Enrollment
o Rating Engines
o Template maintenance in


standardization of processes


 Quality Measures


 Provider Info/Health System
Access


 Calculation of Costs (Benefit
Levels, Mandated Benefits,
Subsidies, Tax Credits, etc) and
what costs will be visible to the
applicant


 Premiums must be quoted
instantly and easily comparable
based on age, family composition,
tobacco use and location


 Linking to other state and federal
databases (IRS, Treasury Dept,
HHS, State/Federal Employee
systems, Medicaid, Medicare,
etc), insurance carriers and
employers


 Creation of a paperless system
both internally and paperless
access by consumers, agents,
brokers and Navigators.


 How will high level requirements for calculating
subsidies and tax credits be developed?


 How will research technical needs for running the
Exchange through single portal access be developed?


 How will high level requirements for an enrollment
and eligibility portal and rules engine be developed?


 Who insures exchange has most up to date


information?
 Who insures that the information is secure and in


compliance?


Derek Lieser
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5. Key Advisory Work Group: Carrier & Plan Selection


Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leads


TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs


Including
representation from:


 Consumers


 Agents/Brokers


 Business owners


 Health plans


Project Liaison


 Minimum Essential Benefits an exchange
must provide:
o Health - 4 Precious Metal Plans plus


Catastrophic Plan (for ages under 30)
o State Mandated Benefits (if offered, cost


born by State)
o Dental Plans
o Selective Carrier Contracting
o Certification/recertification/decertification


requirements for QHPs
o Standardizing Benefits
o Network Access
o Assignment of Quality Ratings
o Rate Review


 Multi State Plans - 2 plans required


 Co-op plans must be addressed if market is
not competitive


How the Exchange is to
contract with health plans
that are determined to be
of high value, based on
cost and quality


How the ‘Small Market’
will be defined (1-50 or 51-
100)


Choices that may be made
available to employees of
small businesses, i.e.: plan,
benefit tier, carrier, etc.


What benefits options should the Exchange offer?


Should participation be required by legislation?


Should there be a minimum enrollment period?


Do you require a minimum enrollment period?


Will the Exchange select health plans through
negotiations or competitive bidding, or both or will
it showcase all qualified and licensed carriers?
o When are plans free to adjust premiums over


time as enrollment evolves and claim trends
develop?


o How to adjust benefit designs as needed without
disrupting existing coverage?


o How much risk selection is tolerable without
undermining the ability of plans to compete?


o How to help insurers adjust to the business risks
through the Exchange to price their products at
levels that consumer will find attractive?


Will the Exchange allow each carrier to define
patient cost sharing within a benefit tier; will it
specify coinsurance, copayments & deductibles?


Will existing grandfathered health plans be able to
find ways to shed their adverse risks to the
Exchange?


How healthy is the pool of uninsured people likely
to enroll through the Exchange, compared to those
currently insured?


How will the Exchange level the playing field with
insurers in and outside of the Exchange?
o Should there be a requirement to participate?
o How can the Exchange foster competition?
o Should rating practices and range of benefits


offered be comparable in/out of Exchange?


Nicole Prieto Johns
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6. Key Advisory Work Group: Financial Management & Premium Development (Cost Containment/Risk Mgmt.)


Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leads


TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs


Including representation
from:


 Consumers


 Agents/Brokers


 Business owners


 Health plans


Project Liaison


 Reporting requirements (HHS,
Treasury Dept, Employers,
Carriers, etc.)


 Operational Costs &
Sustainability


 Premium Development


 Risk Adjustment/Adverse
Selection (Medical Loss Ratio)


 Premiums will be set in advance according to
adjusted community rating of risk, in and outside
the Exchanges for the non-group and small-
group markets


 Rating will be based on age, family composition
(size), tobacco use and location (zip)


 Rates for the elderly can only be three times as
high as those for the young


 Premium rate differences between plans must
reflect
o Administrative efficiency
o Customer service
o Provider reimbursement rates
o Care management
o Clinical networks


 Comparative risk calculations for health plans
require submission and analysis of their claims
data


 Transfer payments among plans requires running
premiums through a central distribution point, or
imposing a premium assessment on competing
plans, which is then redistributed to compensate
for risk selection


 Risk adjustment must apply across the entire
class or segment of insured people subject to
rating rules


 Resources are CMS, Health Connector in MA
using DxCG, for profit and non-profit
organizations including university research
depts.


 Should the individual and small
group markets be merged?


 What strategies can used so
premium revenues are adjusted for
risk selection among participating
carriers?


 Considerations on putting a risk
adjustment system in place:
o Is risk selection among plans


significant, beyond what is
already accounted for under the
allowed rating rules?


o Is the corrective adjustment
practical?


o Would it substantially equalize
risk?


 How can the Exchange help to
contain Oklahoma’s health care
costs?
o How can the Exchange help to


improve Oklahoma’s health care
quality?


 What will be the funding source to
sustain the Exchange after January
1, 2015?


 Will the Exchange regulate prices, if
so what processes must be created
to do this?


Nicole Prieto Johns
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7. Key Advisory Work Group: Education and Marketing


Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leads


TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs


Including representation
from:


 Consumers


 Agents/Brokers


 Business owners


 Health plans


Project Liaison


 Communication & Customer
Service


 Education


 Public Outreach


 Facilitate Enrollment


 Role of licensed Agents and
Brokers (Inside / Outside
Exchange Call Center


 Broker Management &
Compensation


 Creation of the Navigator
Program


 Role of Call Center Reps


 Producer Appointment
Requirements


 Need to promote greater
transparency


 Changes the Exchange will make to
the competitive landscape


 Targeted outreach and marketing
efforts will be needed to attract a
broad and diverse risk pool


 Education of consumers and
Brokers/agents on how to access and
use a paperless system


 Proactive activities used to promote
carrier participation in the Exchange
and the development of innovative
plan designs


Role of “Navigators” (non-licensed
consumer representatives)


 How should the Exchange market its services?


 What strategies can be used to educate
consumers about the Exchange?


 How brokers, agents and Navigators help
consumers to enroll?


 What type of customer services should be
made available to consumers?


 What is the current role of brokers?


 What type of services do brokers provide?


 How are brokers to be compensated? What
about retention bonuses or overrides, etc?


 Should broker’s fees be paid separate and
apart from premium (transparency)?


 How will information be distributed in a “fair
and impartial” way (enrollment, availability of
premium subsidies, cost sharing reductions,
etc)?


 How will Navigators help facilitate enrollment
in QHPs?


 How should people be referred to the
appropriate agency(s) for questions,
complaints or grievances?


 How will they reach people who normally are
not eligible for public assistance programs?


 Is there area or regional differences to be
considered?


Nicole Prieto Johns
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  Oklahoma Healthcare Exchange Stakeholder Meeting

		Wednesday, January 26, 2011


10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.



		ODMHSAS Training Center


Rose Rock Conference Room


2401 NW 23rd Street, Suite 1F


Oklahoma City, OK  73107




		Exchange Project Managers:


Derek Lieser


Nicole Prieto Johns







Purpose of the meeting:

1. Begin process of developing a common understanding of what a healthcare exchange in Oklahoma must do.

2. Discuss Planning Grant requirements and objectives.

3. Share a plan to involve stakeholders in identifying and refining a set of issues to be considered in planning for an Oklahoma exchange.

4. Discuss Exchange Planning Timeline and establishment of objectives to be met prior to the next general stakeholder meeting.

Agenda

I. Welcome and Meeting Overview

II. What an exchange is expected to do / Questions                                                                                      Overview presentation of exchange purpose, discussion of key business functions of an Oklahoma state based health insurance exchange and the role of Exchange planning stakeholders.  


III. Recent Events

a) Award of Federal Planning Grant

b) RFP to engage gap analysis contractor

c) Application for Early Innovator Grant


d) Oklahoma Health Information Trust (HIE)

IV. Organization of Stakeholder Key Planning Task Groups 

e) Present and discuss high-level exchange issues, and key questions to be analyzed 

f) Discuss development of Key Planning Task Groups


g) Discuss objectives to be met prior to next general stakeholder meeting

h) Planning project timeline

V. Stakeholder Participation

i) Discuss available volunteer opportunities and how to participate


j) Presentation on available video conferencing capabilities

VI. Open Forum

VII. Overview objectives for next meeting / Adjournment 




The O
D


M
H


SA
S Training C


enter
is 


located in Suite 1F on the 2
ndfloor at 


the N
orth end of Shepherd M


all.  
Parking is available in the N


orth and 
N


orthw
est parking lots.  Enter the m


all 
through the N


orth entrance and take 
the elevator to the 2


ndfloor.  Turn left 
out of the elevator and follow


 the 
hallw


ay to Suite 1F.


N
. Villa A


venue


NW 23rd Street







5. Carrier & Plan Selection
6. Financial Management
7. Education & Marketing

 
Attached to this email is a spreadsheet listing questions and considerations for
each of the seven Key Issues.  The spreadsheet also identifies the Project
Manager who will act as liaison for each Advisory Work Group. Please keep in
mind that the list of questions and considerations is not intended to be
exhaustive and is provided as a tool which can be used by the Advisory Work
Groups to initiate and focus group discussions.  Each Advisory Work Group will
be provided additional resources by the Project Managers as well as be
responsible to perform independent research on its assigned Key Issue. 
 

In preparation of our meeting next Wednesday, please review the attached list
and take careful consideration as to which Advisory Work Group(s) you would
like to participate. Advisory Work Group and sub-group participation will be
assigned based upon the knowledge, demonstrated leadership experience and
areas of expertise of each participant as well as each participant’s ability to
commit the time, effort and resources needed to adequately address the assigned
Key Issue.  In most cases participants will be assigned to the Advisory Work
Group(s) of their choice.
 

Your active participation will be a deciding factor in determining Oklahoma’s
success in the development of an Exchange. Additional information about the
formation and requirements of the Work Groups will be provided at the January
26th, 10:30am -12:00pm, General Stakeholder meeting.  We look forward to
seeing you then to further discuss your participation in an Advisory Work Group.
 
 

Thank you!
Exchange Project Managers,
Nicole Prieto Johns & Derek Lieser
 

S. Nicole Prieto Johns | Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse
Services | Healthcare Exchange | 2401 N.W. 23rd St., Suite A-1, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73107 | Office: 405.522.7685 | E-mail: Nicole.PrietoJohns@okhca.org
 
Derek Lieser | Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services |
Healthcare Exchange | 2401 N.W. 23rd St., Suite A-1, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73107 |
Office: 405.522.7270 | E-mail: Derek.Lieser@okhca.org
 
 

 
 

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
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distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Subject: Virginia Health Reform Initiative
Date: Friday, January 07, 2011 9:40:14 AM

Governor McDonnell Receives Final Report and Recommendations
from the Virginia Health Reform Initiative Advisory Council

– Chairman, Secretary of Health and Human Resources Bill Hazel, Presented Governor
McDonnell with 28 Recommendations Highlighted by the Expansion of Medicaid Care
Coordination Models to Additional Geographic Areas, Clients, and Services and the

Virginia Gateway Project; Promotion of a Medical Team Model for Health Care Delivery –

RICHMOND- Governor Bob McDonnell today received the final report and recommendations of the Virginia
Health Reform Initiative Advisory Council from Secretary of Health and Human Resources Dr. Bill Hazel. In
August, the Governor created the Advisory Council to provide recommendations towards a comprehensive
strategy for implementing health reform specific to the needs of Virginia. He charged the Advisory Council
with identifying policies to create an improved health system that is an economic driver for Virginia while
allowing for more effective and efficient delivery of high quality care, at lower cost. 

Among their findings, the Advisory Council recommended that Virginia expand Medicaid Care Coordination
across additional geographic areas, clients, and services, including but not limited to behavioral health and
long term care services. Also, the Advisory Council put forward a recommendation to develop a
comprehensive eligibility determination and electronic case management system that crosses the span of
health and human resources. In order for Virginia to provide comprehensive care to individuals who
receive care from a local and or state agency, a technology platform is needed. This technology is a
necessary vehicle that will facilitate communication and shared information among providers and agencies
who serve the same client.  In addition, a 'team' model for care will enhance the collaboration and effective
care of patients throughout all of his or her doctors and physicians.  

Speaking about the report and recommendations, the Governor remarked, "These leaders have come
together and worked diligently to find better ways to deliver high quality health care at an affordable cost
to the citizens of Virginia. I look forward to reviewing the recommendations they have provided and finding
solutions that benefit our citizens and our Commonwealth. I will work with Secretary Hazel to ensure that
Virginia continues to move forward with efforts that are beneficial to Virginians and provide opportunities
for collaboration between the public and private sectors. All Virginians deserve access to high quality and
dependable health care, delivered in a cost-effective and sustainable manner." 

Secretary Hazel added, "I have had the privilege of serving as the chairman of the Virginia Health Reform
Initiative Advisory Council and we are indebted to the work of the members. They brought forward a
tremendous amount of information and insight which directly informed the recommendations of the
Council. I look forward to working with the Advisory Council over the next year as we work to implement
this vision for Virginia health reform." 

Vision: Virginia should aspire to have the healthiest individuals, the healthiest communities, the
best health care system and the strongest economy in the nation. 

*Among the recommendations, the Virginia Health Reform Initiative Advisory Council found:   

Virginia should create and operate its own Health Benefits Exchange to preserve and enhance

competition. 

The Secretary should work with business leaders, researchers and private foundations to

commission and conduct a representative sampling of Virginia employer opinions about what
features they want in a Health Benefits Exchange and what they want from health reform generally.

The Medicaid Task Force supports funding and implementation of the Virginia Gateway project,

which is the automation of an eligibility system across health and human services agencies and
provides the platform for future needs, including the Health Benefit Exchange. This project is led by
the Office of the Secretary for Health and Human Resources.

The Commonwealth should continue to pursue additional care coordination models for additional

geographic areas, clients, and services, including but not limited to behavioral health and long term
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care services.

The Secretary of Health and Human Resources should work with private and public organizations to

commission and fund multi-dimensional studies of the highly promising collaborative "team" concept
of care delivery for primary care for the purpose of informing future legislative considerations. 
Teams could include physicians, nurses, physicians' assistants, pharmacists, dentists, dental
hygienists, mental health professionals, case managers, family care givers and others. 

The Commonwealth should convene multiple stakeholders in collaborative efforts to identify, pilot

test, and spread effective models of delivery and payment reform.  The state should clarify that
system-wide costs, not the costs of a particular segment, are the proper cost-metric for evaluation. 
The Commonwealth should also ensure that the same performance metrics be used to evaluate all
models, including the status quo.

The Commonwealth should articulate a vision for excellence in health, health care and economic

strength for all Virginians. The vision should be inclusive of service delivery and payment models. 

Among the six taskforces, there are central themes surrounding the proposed
recommendations: 

Service Delivery and Payment Reform- Virginia should define its vision surrounding service delivery
and payment reform models; convene stakeholders, leverage its purchasing power, and implement
promising new models of care delivery and system transformation while protecting safety net providers.
Additionally, Virginia should work to leverage funding to advance Virginia's goals regarding health system
performance. 

Technology- Virginia should become a demonstration site for the use of telemedicine in areas where there
are underserved populations; consider the future application of an all payer claims data base; promote the
growth of access to broadband and telemedicine services; and help small primary care practices acquire
small business loans to invest in new technologies. 

Capacity- Virginia must acknowledge the health workforce capacity issues facing the Commonwealth
today. There are four avenues of increasing capacity: 1) re-organizing care delivery practice into "teams"
that can leverage scarce physician capacity by more extensive use of non-physicians in ways that are more
consistent with their education and training than many current practices permit; 2) changing scope of
practice laws to permit more health professionals to practice up to the evidence-based limit of their
training; 3) expanding the use of information technologies, like telemedicine, electronic health records and
health information exchanges to extend the geographic reach of existing health professionals; and 4)
increasing the supply of health professionals. Additionally, specific recommendations are include: increasing
clinical training slots and re-activating loan forgiveness and other programs that will increase retention of
health professionals educated in Virginia. 

Medicaid- Virginia should consider additional care coordination models; work with nursing facilities,
hospitals, and physicians on strategies for caring for nursing facility residents; evaluate and pursue
potential federal reforms for chronic disease management; require providers to submit claims and receive
payments electronically; and explore cost sharing opportunities for the current and expanded Medicaid
population.  In addition, the Task Force supported the funding and implementation of a streamlined
eligibility system across all publicly funded health and human services. 

Insurance Reform - Virginia should create and operate its own Health Benefit Exchange to preserve and
enhance market place competition.  The Governor and legislature should work together to create a process
to work through the various issues in detail, with broad stakeholder input.  Additionally, the legislature
should provide the Bureau of Insurance the authority to ensure their ability to implement and enforce
areas of necessary change. 

Purchaser Perspective - Secretary of Health and Human Resources work with business leaders,
researchers and private foundations to commission and conduct a representative survey of Virginia
employer opinions about what features they want in a Health Benefits Exchange and what they want from
health reform generally.  Much of the point and focus of reform is to make health insurance and health
care more affordable for small employers and their workers and their families. 

*The full report and recommendations can be found on the Virginia Health Reform Initiative webpage:
http://www.hhr.virginia.gov/Initiatives/HealthReform/ 

# # #
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From: Google Calendar on behalf of Alex Weintz
To: Jean Roupe; Dana Wolpert
Subject: Accepted: HOLD: Speak at San Diego Heritage Foundation Annual Leade... @ Sat Apr 21 9am - 1pm (Mary

Fallin)
Attachments: invite.ics

Alex Weintz has accepted this invitation.
HOLD: Speak at San Diego Heritage Foundation Annual Leadership Conference
When: Saturday, April 21, 2012 9:00 AM-1:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
*Waiting on details: _____________________________
Agenda, see attached for details and speakers:
7:45 – 9:00 a.m. Breakfast, Elizabeth Ballroom C
9:00 – 9:15 a.m. Break
9:15 – 10:30 a.m. Session V: Obamacare, Voter Fraud, and Runaway Courts, Elizabeth Ballroom
10:30 – 10:45 a.m. Break
10:45 a.m. – 12:15 p.m. Session VI: How the States Can Limit the Federal Leviathan, Elizabeth Ballroom
Moderator: Edwin J. Feulner, Ph.D., President, The Heritage Foundation
The Honorable Janice Brewer (Invited)
Governor of Arizona
The Honorable Mary Fallin
Governor of Oklahoma
The Honorable Paul LePage
Governor of Maine
The Honorable Susana Martinez (Invited)
Governor of New Mexico
12:15 p.m. Break
12:30 – 2:00 p.m. Luncheon
2:00 – 2:15 p.m. Break
2:15 – 3:30 p.m. Session VII: What Matters Most to Voters in the 2012 Elections
3:30 – 6:30 p.m. Leisure Time
6:30 – 7:30 p.m. Cocktail Reception
7:30 – 9:30 p.m. Dinner
9:30 – 11:00 p.m. Dessert Reception

When Sat Apr 21 9am – 1pm Central Time
Calendar Mary Fallin
Who • Mary Fallin - organizer
• aweintz  - creator, optional
• Aaron Cooper
• Alex Gerszewski
• Alex Weintz
• alex@maryfallin.org - optional

Invitation from HYPERLINK "https://www.google.com/calendar/" Google Calendar
You are receiving this courtesy email at the account mary.christensen@gov.ok.gov because you are an attendee of this event.
To stop receiving future notifications for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account at
https://www.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for your entire calendar.
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mailto:calendar-notification@google.com
mailto:aweintz@gmail.com
mailto:Jean.Roupe@gov.ok.gov
mailto:Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov

BEGIN:VCALENDAR
PRODID:-//Google Inc//Google Calendar 70.9054//EN
VERSION:2.0
CALSCALE:GREGORIAN
METHOD:REPLY
BEGIN:VEVENT
DTSTART:20120421T140000Z
DTEND:20120421T180000Z
DTSTAMP:20120322T211755Z
ORGANIZER;CN=Mary Fallin:mailto:mary.christensen@gov.ok.gov
UID:040000008200E00074C5B7101A82E008000000009050AF160DBFCC01000000000000000
 010000000756FAE1FE57A0B42A23068FB4E657A28
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=OPT-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=ACCEPTED;CN=aweint
 z@gmail.com;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:aweintz@gmail.com
CREATED:20120322T211636Z
DESCRIPTION:When: Saturday\, April 21\, 2012 9:00 AM-1:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Ce
 ntral Time (US & Canada).\n\nNote: The GMT offset above does not reflect da
 ylight saving time adjustments.\n\n*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*\n\n*Waiting on detai
 ls: _____________________________\n\nAgenda\, see attached for details and 
 speakers:\n\n7:45 – 9:00 a.m.                Breakfast\, Elizabeth Ballroom
  C\n\n9:00 – 9:15 a.m.                Break\n\n9:15 – 10:30 a.m.       Sess
 ion V: Obamacare\, Voter Fraud\, and Runaway Courts\,  Elizabeth Ballroom\n
 \n10:30 – 10:45 a.m.      Break\n\n10:45 a.m. – 12:15 p.m. Session VI: How 
 the States Can Limit the Federal Leviathan\, Elizabeth Ballroom\n\nModerato
 r: Edwin J. Feulner\, Ph.D.\, President\, The Heritage Foundation\n\nThe Ho
 norable Janice Brewer (Invited)\nGovernor of Arizona\n\nThe Honorable Mary 
 Fallin\nGovernor of Oklahoma\n\nThe Honorable Paul LePage\nGovernor of Main
 e\n\nThe Honorable Susana Martinez (Invited)\n                        Gover
 nor of New Mexico\n\n12:15 p.m.              Break\n\n12:30 – 2:00 p.m.    
    Luncheon\n\n2:00 – 2:15 p.m.        Break\n\n2:15 – 3:30 p.m.        Ses
 sion VII: What Matters Most to Voters in the 2012 Elections\n\n3:30 – 6:30 
 p.m.        Leisure Time\n\n6:30 – 7:30 p.m.        Cocktail Reception\n\n7
 :30 – 9:30 p.m.        Dinner\n\n9:30 – 11:00 p.m.       Dessert Reception
LAST-MODIFIED:20120322T211754Z
LOCATION:
SEQUENCE:5
STATUS:CONFIRMED
SUMMARY:HOLD: Speak at San Diego Heritage Foundation Annual Leadership Conf
 erence
TRANSP:OPAQUE
CATEGORIES:http://schemas.google.com/g/2005#event
BEGIN:VALARM
ACTION:DISPLAY
DESCRIPTION:This is an event reminder
TRIGGER:-P0DT0H15M0S
END:VALARM
END:VEVENT
END:VCALENDAR




From: Google Calendar on behalf of Alex Weintz
To: Jean Roupe; Dana Wolpert
Subject: Accepted: HOLD: Speak at San Diego Heritage Foundation Annual Leade... @ Sat Apr 21 9am - 1pm (Mary

Fallin)
Attachments: invite.ics

Alex Weintz has accepted this invitation.
HOLD: Speak at San Diego Heritage Foundation Annual Leadership Conference
When: Saturday, April 21, 2012 9:00 AM-1:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
*Waiting on details: _____________________________
Agenda, see attached for details and speakers:
7:45 – 9:00 a.m. Breakfast, Elizabeth Ballroom C
9:00 – 9:15 a.m. Break
9:15 – 10:30 a.m. Session V: Obamacare, Voter Fraud, and Runaway Courts, Elizabeth Ballroom
10:30 – 10:45 a.m. Break
10:45 a.m. – 12:15 p.m. Session VI: How the States Can Limit the Federal Leviathan, Elizabeth Ballroom
Moderator: Edwin J. Feulner, Ph.D., President, The Heritage Foundation
The Honorable Janice Brewer (Invited)
Governor of Arizona
The Honorable Mary Fallin
Governor of Oklahoma
The Honorable Paul LePage
Governor of Maine
The Honorable Susana Martinez (Invited)
Governor of New Mexico
12:15 p.m. Break
12:30 – 2:00 p.m. Luncheon
2:00 – 2:15 p.m. Break
2:15 – 3:30 p.m. Session VII: What Matters Most to Voters in the 2012 Elections
3:30 – 6:30 p.m. Leisure Time
6:30 – 7:30 p.m. Cocktail Reception
7:30 – 9:30 p.m. Dinner
9:30 – 11:00 p.m. Dessert Reception

When Sat Apr 21 9am – 1pm Central Time
Calendar Mary Fallin
Who • Mary Fallin - organizer
• aweintz - creator, optional
• Aaron Cooper
• Alex Gerszewski
• Alex Weintz
• alex@maryfallin.org - optional

Invitation from HYPERLINK "https://www.google.com/calendar/" Google Calendar
You are receiving this courtesy email at the account mary.christensen@gov.ok.gov because you are an attendee of this event.
To stop receiving future notifications for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account at
https://www.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for your entire calendar.

12961

mailto:calendar-notification@google.com
mailto:aweintz@gmail.com
mailto:Jean.Roupe@gov.ok.gov
mailto:Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov

BEGIN:VCALENDAR
PRODID:-//Google Inc//Google Calendar 70.9054//EN
VERSION:2.0
CALSCALE:GREGORIAN
METHOD:REPLY
BEGIN:VEVENT
DTSTART:20120421T140000Z
DTEND:20120421T180000Z
DTSTAMP:20120322T211755Z
ORGANIZER;CN=Mary Fallin:mailto:mary.christensen@gov.ok.gov
UID:040000008200E00074C5B7101A82E008000000009050AF160DBFCC01000000000000000
 010000000756FAE1FE57A0B42A23068FB4E657A28
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=OPT-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=ACCEPTED;CN=aweint
 z@gmail.com;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:aweintz@gmail.com
CREATED:20120322T211636Z
DESCRIPTION:When: Saturday\, April 21\, 2012 9:00 AM-1:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Ce
 ntral Time (US & Canada).\n\nNote: The GMT offset above does not reflect da
 ylight saving time adjustments.\n\n*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*\n\n*Waiting on detai
 ls: _____________________________\n\nAgenda\, see attached for details and 
 speakers:\n\n7:45 – 9:00 a.m.                Breakfast\, Elizabeth Ballroom
  C\n\n9:00 – 9:15 a.m.                Break\n\n9:15 – 10:30 a.m.       Sess
 ion V: Obamacare\, Voter Fraud\, and Runaway Courts\,  Elizabeth Ballroom\n
 \n10:30 – 10:45 a.m.      Break\n\n10:45 a.m. – 12:15 p.m. Session VI: How 
 the States Can Limit the Federal Leviathan\, Elizabeth Ballroom\n\nModerato
 r: Edwin J. Feulner\, Ph.D.\, President\, The Heritage Foundation\n\nThe Ho
 norable Janice Brewer (Invited)\nGovernor of Arizona\n\nThe Honorable Mary 
 Fallin\nGovernor of Oklahoma\n\nThe Honorable Paul LePage\nGovernor of Main
 e\n\nThe Honorable Susana Martinez (Invited)\n                        Gover
 nor of New Mexico\n\n12:15 p.m.              Break\n\n12:30 – 2:00 p.m.    
    Luncheon\n\n2:00 – 2:15 p.m.        Break\n\n2:15 – 3:30 p.m.        Ses
 sion VII: What Matters Most to Voters in the 2012 Elections\n\n3:30 – 6:30 
 p.m.        Leisure Time\n\n6:30 – 7:30 p.m.        Cocktail Reception\n\n7
 :30 – 9:30 p.m.        Dinner\n\n9:30 – 11:00 p.m.       Dessert Reception
LAST-MODIFIED:20120322T211754Z
LOCATION:
SEQUENCE:5
STATUS:CONFIRMED
SUMMARY:HOLD: Speak at San Diego Heritage Foundation Annual Leadership Conf
 erence
TRANSP:OPAQUE
CATEGORIES:http://schemas.google.com/g/2005#event
BEGIN:VALARM
ACTION:DISPLAY
DESCRIPTION:This is an event reminder
TRIGGER:-P0DT0H15M0S
END:VALARM
END:VEVENT
END:VCALENDAR




From: Google Calendar on behalf of Alex Weintz
To: Jean Roupe; Dana Wolpert
Subject: Accepted: HOLD: Speak at The OK Healthcare Summit @ Thu Aug 9 12:30pm - 1pm (Mary Fallin)
Attachments: invite.ics

Alex Weintz has accepted this invitation.
HOLD: Speak at The OK Healthcare Summit
When: Thursday, August 09, 2012 12:30 PM-1:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Cox Center
Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
You will speak at the OK Healthcare Summit, sponsored by PLICO; OSMA; OAFP. Event begins at 8AM and ends at 1PM. You will speak
at 12:30PM regarding healthcare. Carl Hook, M.D.; Pres/CEO PLICO, will introduce you. Expecting 500 attendees.
*Please list any VIPs or elected officials also attending the event: Invited: Gov. Fallin Congressman, James Lankford, Commissioner
John Doak
*Please list the names, titles of those sitting with the governor: Carl Hook, M.D. Pres/CEO of PLICO Shari Moore, R.N. VP of Risk
Management PLICO
*You will have a podium.
*Agenda: _______________________________________
NOTES: Explore: Oklahoma Healthcare Summit 2012 will be the inaugural annual medical symposium for doctors, nurses, PA's, hospital
administrators produced by PLICO. Special emphasis is being placed on healthcare delivery in the rural settings. Nothing else like this
has ever been produced before. It will provide Continuing Ed credits for all of the participants listed. Keynote speakers are provided
over this 2 day summit. Participants, vendors, sponsors are all included in a social relaxation time the eve of Aug.9. PLICO's mission is
well known; Bd members include the CEO of OSMA, Ken King, and 15 physicians including OSMA President, and Dr. Jack Beller who is
a candidate for OK Senate on 2012. All physicians are interested in 'ObamaCare', TR and WC issues and legislation.
Contact: Carl Hook, M.D. (O)815-4810 (m)  HYPERLINK "mailto:chook@plico-ok.com" chook@plico-ok.comchook@plico-
ok.com>

When Thu Aug 9 12:30pm – 1pm Central Time
Where Cox Center (HYPERLINK "http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Cox+Center&hl=en" map)
Calendar Mary Fallin
Who • Mary Fallin - organizer
• Alex Weintz - creator, optional
• Aaron Cooper
• Alex Gerszewski
• Alex Weintz
•  optional

Invitation from HYPERLINK "https://www.google.com/calendar/" Google Calendar
You are receiving this courtesy email at the account mary.christensen@gov.ok.gov because you are an attendee of this event.
To stop receiving future notifications for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account at
https://www.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for your entire calendar.
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mailto:calendar-notification@google.com
mailto:aweintz@gmail.com
mailto:Jean.Roupe@gov.ok.gov
mailto:Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov

BEGIN:VCALENDAR
PRODID:-//Google Inc//Google Calendar 70.9054//EN
VERSION:2.0
CALSCALE:GREGORIAN
METHOD:REPLY
BEGIN:VEVENT
DTSTART:20120809T173000Z
DTEND:20120809T180000Z
DTSTAMP:20120806T175815Z
ORGANIZER;CN=Mary Fallin:mailto:mary.christensen@gov.ok.gov
UID:040000008200E00074C5B7101A82E008000000008085165B6B58CD01000000000000000
 01000000090542AB8BE2D6F4DBB48D69C81A74588
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=OPT-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=ACCEPTED;CN=Alex W
 eintz;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:aweintz@gmail.com
CREATED:20120806T172902Z
DESCRIPTION:When: Thursday\, August 09\, 2012 12:30 PM-1:00 PM (UTC-06:00) 
 Central Time (US & Canada).\nWhere: Cox Center\n\nNote: The GMT offset abov
 e does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.\n\n*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
 \n\nYou will speak at the OK Healthcare Summit\, sponsored by PLICO\; OSMA\
 ; OAFP. Event begins at 8AM and ends at 1PM. You will speak at 12:30PM rega
 rding healthcare. Carl Hook\, M.D.\; Pres/CEO PLICO\, will introduce you. E
 xpecting 500 attendees.\n\n*Please list any VIPs or elected officials also 
 attending the event: Invited: Gov. Fallin Congressman\, James Lankford\, Co
 mmissioner John Doak\n*Please list the names\, titles of those sitting with
  the governor: Carl Hook\, M.D. Pres/CEO of PLICO Shari Moore\, R.N. VP of 
 Risk Management PLICO\n*You will have a podium.\n\n*Agenda: _______________
 ________________________\n\nNOTES: Explore: Oklahoma Healthcare Summit 2012
  will be the inaugural annual medical symposium for doctors\, nurses\, PA's
 \, hospital administrators produced by PLICO. Special emphasis is being pla
 ced on healthcare delivery in the rural settings. Nothing else like this ha
 s ever been produced before. It will provide Continuing Ed credits for all 
 of the participants listed. Keynote speakers are provided over this 2 day s
 ummit. Participants\, vendors\, sponsors are all included in a social relax
 ation time the eve of Aug.9. PLICO's mission is well known\; Bd members inc
 lude the CEO of OSMA\, Ken King\, and 15 physicians including OSMA Presiden
 t\, and Dr. Jack Beller who is a candidate for OK Senate on 2012. All physi
 cians are interested in 'ObamaCare'\, TR and WC issues and legislation.\n\n
 Contact: Carl Hook\, M.D. (O)815-4810 (m)250-5396 chook@plico-ok.com<mailto
 :chook@plico-ok.com>
LAST-MODIFIED:20120806T175815Z
LOCATION:Cox Center
SEQUENCE:4
STATUS:CONFIRMED
SUMMARY:HOLD: Speak at The OK Healthcare Summit
TRANSP:OPAQUE
CATEGORIES:http://schemas.google.com/g/2005#event
BEGIN:VALARM
ACTION:DISPLAY
DESCRIPTION:This is an event reminder
TRIGGER:-P0DT0H15M0S
END:VALARM
END:VEVENT
END:VCALENDAR




From: Google Calendar on behalf of Alex Weintz
To: Jean Roupe; Dana Wolpert
Subject: Accepted: Speak at The OK Healthcare Summit @ Thu Aug 9 12:30pm - 1pm (Mary Fallin)
Attachments: invite.ics

Alex Weintz has accepted this invitation.
Speak at The OK Healthcare Summit
When: Thursday, August 09, 2012 12:30 PM-1:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Cox Center
Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
You will speak at the OK Healthcare Summit, sponsored by PLICO; OSMA; OAFP. Event begins at 8AM and ends at 1PM. You will speak
at 12:30PM regarding healthcare. Carl Hook, M.D.; Pres/CEO PLICO, will introduce you. Expecting 500 attendees.
*Please list any VIPs or elected officials also attending the event: Invited: Gov. Fallin Congressman, James Lankford, Commissioner
John Doak
*Please list the names, titles of those sitting with the governor: Carl Hook, M.D. Pres/CEO of PLICO Shari Moore, R.N. VP of Risk
Management PLICO
*You will have a podium.
*Agenda (see attached for detailed agenda):
12:00-1:30 PM State of Oklahoma Healthcare
Governor Mary Fallin, John Doak, Insurance Commissioner and T. W. Shannon, Speaker-Elect, Oklahoma House of Representatives
have been invited to speak.
NOTES: Explore: Oklahoma Healthcare Summit 2012 will be the inaugural annual medical symposium for doctors, nurses, PA's, hospital
administrators produced by PLICO. Special emphasis is being placed on healthcare delivery in the rural settings. Nothing else like this
has ever been produced before. It will provide Continuing Ed credits for all of the participants listed. Keynote speakers are provided
over this 2 day summit. Participants, vendors, sponsors are all included in a social relaxation time the eve of Aug.9. PLICO's mission is
well known; Bd members include the CEO of OSMA, Ken King, and 15 physicians including OSMA President, and Dr. Jack Beller who is
a candidate for OK Senate on 2012. All physicians are interested in 'ObamaCare', TR and WC issues and legislation.
Contact: Carl Hook, M.D. (O)  (m HYPERLINK "mailto:chook@plico-ok.com" chook@plico-ok.comchook@plico-
ok.com>

When Thu Aug 9 12:30pm – 1pm Central Time
Where Cox Center (HYPERLINK "http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Cox+Center&hl=en" map)
Calendar Mary Fallin
Who • Mary Fallin - organizer
• Alex Weintz - creator, optional
• Aaron Cooper
• Alex Gerszewski
• Alex Weintz
•  - optional

Invitation from HYPERLINK "https://www.google.com/calendar/" Google Calendar
You are receiving this courtesy email at the account mary.christensen@gov.ok.gov because you are an attendee of this event.
To stop receiving future notifications for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account at
https://www.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for your entire calendar.
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mailto:calendar-notification@google.com
mailto:aweintz@gmail.com
mailto:Jean.Roupe@gov.ok.gov
mailto:Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov

BEGIN:VCALENDAR
PRODID:-//Google Inc//Google Calendar 70.9054//EN
VERSION:2.0
CALSCALE:GREGORIAN
METHOD:REPLY
BEGIN:VEVENT
DTSTART:20120809T173000Z
DTEND:20120809T180000Z
DTSTAMP:20120807T154849Z
ORGANIZER;CN=Mary Fallin:mailto:mary.christensen@gov.ok.gov
UID:040000008200E00074C5B7101A82E008000000008085165B6B58CD01000000000000000
 01000000090542AB8BE2D6F4DBB48D69C81A74588
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=OPT-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=ACCEPTED;CN=Alex W
 eintz;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:aweintz@gmail.com
CREATED:20120807T154509Z
DESCRIPTION:When: Thursday\, August 09\, 2012 12:30 PM-1:00 PM (UTC-06:00) 
 Central Time (US & Canada).\nWhere: Cox Center\n\nNote: The GMT offset abov
 e does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.\n\n*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
 \n\nYou will speak at the OK Healthcare Summit\, sponsored by PLICO\; OSMA\
 ; OAFP. Event begins at 8AM and ends at 1PM. You will speak at 12:30PM rega
 rding healthcare. Carl Hook\, M.D.\; Pres/CEO PLICO\, will introduce you. E
 xpecting 500 attendees.\n\n*Please list any VIPs or elected officials also 
 attending the event: Invited: Gov. Fallin Congressman\, James Lankford\, Co
 mmissioner John Doak\n*Please list the names\, titles of those sitting with
  the governor: Carl Hook\, M.D. Pres/CEO of PLICO Shari Moore\, R.N. VP of 
 Risk Management PLICO\n*You will have a podium.\n\n*Agenda (see attached fo
 r detailed agenda):\n12:00-1:30 PM   State of  Oklahoma Healthcare\nGoverno
 r Mary Fallin\, John Doak\, Insurance Commissioner and T. W. Shannon\, Spea
 ker-Elect\, Oklahoma House of Representatives have been invited to speak.\n
 \nNOTES: Explore: Oklahoma Healthcare Summit 2012 will be the inaugural ann
 ual medical symposium for doctors\, nurses\, PA's\, hospital administrators
  produced by PLICO. Special emphasis is being placed on healthcare delivery
  in the rural settings. Nothing else like this has ever been produced befor
 e. It will provide Continuing Ed credits for all of the participants listed
 . Keynote speakers are provided over this 2 day summit. Participants\, vend
 ors\, sponsors are all included in a social relaxation time the eve of Aug.
 9. PLICO's mission is well known\; Bd members include the CEO of OSMA\, Ken
  King\, and 15 physicians including OSMA President\, and Dr. Jack Beller wh
 o is a candidate for OK Senate on 2012. All physicians are interested in 'O
 bamaCare'\, TR and WC issues and legislation.\n\nContact: Carl Hook\, M.D. 
 (O)815-4810 (m)250-5396 chook@plico-ok.com<mailto:chook@plico-ok.com>
LAST-MODIFIED:20120807T154848Z
LOCATION:Cox Center
SEQUENCE:5
STATUS:CONFIRMED
SUMMARY:Speak at The OK Healthcare Summit
TRANSP:OPAQUE
CATEGORIES:http://schemas.google.com/g/2005#event
BEGIN:VALARM
ACTION:DISPLAY
DESCRIPTION:This is an event reminder
TRIGGER:-P0DT0H15M0S
END:VALARM
END:VEVENT
END:VCALENDAR




From: Google Calendar on behalf of Alex Weintz
To: Jean Roupe; Dana Wolpert
Subject: Accepted: Speak at The OK Healthcare Summit @ Thu Aug 9 12:30pm - 1pm (Mary Fallin)
Attachments: invite.ics

Alex Weintz has accepted this invitation.
Speak at The OK Healthcare Summit
When: Thursday, August 09, 2012 12:30 PM-1:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Cox Center, Great Hall, 2nd Floor
Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
You will speak at the OK Healthcare Summit, sponsored by PLICO; OSMA; OAFP. Event begins at 8AM and ends at 1PM. You will speak
at 12:30PM regarding healthcare. Exec. VP of BancFirst, Joe Shockley, will introduce you. Expecting 500 attendees.
*Please list any VIPs or elected officials also attending the event: Invited: Gov. Fallin Congressman, James Lankford, Commissioner
John Doak
*Please list the names, titles of those sitting with the governor: Carl Hook, M.D. Pres/CEO of PLICO Shari Moore, R.N. VP of Risk
Management PLICO
*You will have a podium.
*You may wait outside the entrance to the room until  you are announced if you would like.
*Agenda (see attached for detailed agenda):
12:00-1:30 PM Lunch
State of Oklahoma Healthcare
Governor Mary Fallin, John Doak, Insurance Commissioner and T. W. Shannon, Speaker-Elect, Oklahoma House of Representatives
have been invited to speak.
NOTES: Explore: Oklahoma Healthcare Summit 2012 will be the inaugural annual medical symposium for doctors, nurses, PA's, hospital
administrators produced by PLICO. Special emphasis is being placed on healthcare delivery in the rural settings. Nothing else like this
has ever been produced before. It will provide Continuing Ed credits for all of the participants listed. Keynote speakers are provided
over this 2 day summit. Participants, vendors, sponsors are all included in a social relaxation time the eve of Aug.9. PLICO's mission is
well known; Bd members include the CEO of OSMA, Ken King, and 15 physicians including OSMA President, and Dr. Jack Beller who is
a candidate for OK Senate on 2012. All physicians are interested in 'ObamaCare', TR and WC issues and legislation.
Contact: Carl Hook, M.D. (O)815-4810 (m)  HYPERLINK "mailto:chook@plico-ok.com" chook@plico-ok.comchook@plico-
ok.com>

When Thu Aug 9 12:30pm – 1pm Central Time
Where Cox Center, Great Hall, 2nd Floor (HYPERLINK "http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Cox+Center,+Great+Hall,+2nd+Floor&hl=en"
map)
Calendar Mary Fallin
Who • Mary Fallin - organizer
• Alex Weintz - creator, optional
• Aaron Cooper
• Alex Gerszewski
• Alex Weintz
• alex - optional

Invitation from HYPERLINK "https://www.google.com/calendar/" Google Calendar
You are receiving this courtesy email at the account mary.christensen@gov.ok.gov because you are an attendee of this event.
To stop receiving future notifications for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account at
https://www.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for your entire calendar.
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mailto:calendar-notification@google.com
mailto:aweintz@gmail.com
mailto:Jean.Roupe@gov.ok.gov
mailto:Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov

BEGIN:VCALENDAR
PRODID:-//Google Inc//Google Calendar 70.9054//EN
VERSION:2.0
CALSCALE:GREGORIAN
METHOD:REPLY
BEGIN:VEVENT
DTSTART:20120809T173000Z
DTEND:20120809T180000Z
DTSTAMP:20120809T161624Z
ORGANIZER;CN=Mary Fallin:mailto:mary.christensen@gov.ok.gov
UID:040000008200E00074C5B7101A82E008000000008085165B6B58CD01000000000000000
 01000000090542AB8BE2D6F4DBB48D69C81A74588
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=OPT-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=ACCEPTED;CN=Alex W
 eintz;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:aweintz@gmail.com
CREATED:20120808T142619Z
DESCRIPTION:When: Thursday\, August 09\, 2012 12:30 PM-1:00 PM (UTC-06:00) 
 Central Time (US & Canada).\nWhere: Cox Center\, Great Hall\, 2nd Floor\n\n
 Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustment
 s.\n\n*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*\n\nYou will speak at the OK Healthcare Summit\, s
 ponsored by PLICO\; OSMA\; OAFP. Event begins at 8AM and ends at 1PM. You w
 ill speak at 12:30PM regarding healthcare. Exec. VP of BancFirst\, Joe Shoc
 kley\, will introduce you. Expecting 500 attendees.\n\n*Please list any VIP
 s or elected officials also attending the event: Invited: Gov. Fallin Congr
 essman\, James Lankford\, Commissioner John Doak\n*Please list the names\, 
 titles of those sitting with the governor: Carl Hook\, M.D. Pres/CEO of PLI
 CO Shari Moore\, R.N. VP of Risk Management PLICO\n*You will have a podium.
 \n*You may wait outside the entrance to the room until you are announced if
  you would like.\n\n*Agenda (see attached for detailed agenda):\n12:00-1:30
  PM   Lunch\nState of  Oklahoma Healthcare\nGovernor Mary Fallin\, John Doa
 k\, Insurance Commissioner and T. W. Shannon\, Speaker-Elect\, Oklahoma Hou
 se of Representatives have been invited to speak.\n\nNOTES: Explore: Oklaho
 ma Healthcare Summit 2012 will be the inaugural annual medical symposium fo
 r doctors\, nurses\, PA's\, hospital administrators produced by PLICO. Spec
 ial emphasis is being placed on healthcare delivery in the rural settings. 
 Nothing else like this has ever been produced before. It will provide Conti
 nuing Ed credits for all of the participants listed. Keynote speakers are p
 rovided over this 2 day summit. Participants\, vendors\, sponsors are all i
 ncluded in a social relaxation time the eve of Aug.9. PLICO's mission is we
 ll known\; Bd members include the CEO of OSMA\, Ken King\, and 15 physician
 s including OSMA President\, and Dr. Jack Beller who is a candidate for OK 
 Senate on 2012. All physicians are interested in 'ObamaCare'\, TR and WC is
 sues and legislation.\n\nContact: Carl Hook\, M.D. (O)815-4810 (m)250-5396 
 chook@plico-ok.com<mailto:chook@plico-ok.com>
LAST-MODIFIED:20120809T161624Z
LOCATION:Cox Center\, Great Hall\, 2nd Floor
SEQUENCE:6
STATUS:CONFIRMED
SUMMARY:Speak at The OK Healthcare Summit
TRANSP:OPAQUE
CATEGORIES:http://schemas.google.com/g/2005#event
BEGIN:VALARM
ACTION:DISPLAY
DESCRIPTION:This is an event reminder
TRIGGER:-P0DT0H15M0S
END:VALARM
END:VEVENT
END:VCALENDAR




From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
Subject: Bus. Contact Information: Nicole Prieto Johns
Date: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 1:02:14 PM
Attachments: Nicole Prieto Johns MPA.vcf

Dear All:  
 
Please use the attached Outlook VCard to replace any previous business contact information you
may have for me.  I apologize in advance if you receive more than one instance of this email as you
may be represented in my contact list more than once.
 
Thank you,
Nicole

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.9444 x 56479| Cell  | E-mail
NicolePJ@health.ok.gov
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BEGIN:VCARD
VERSION:2.1
N;LANGUAGE=en-us:Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA
FN:Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA
ORG:Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange (OHIX)
TITLE:Project Manager
TEL;WORK;VOICE:(405) 271-9444 ext 56479
TEL;CELL;VOICE:(405) 365-7530
ADR;WORK;PREF:;;1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355;Oklahoma City;Oklahoma;73117-1299;United States of America
LABEL;WORK;PREF;ENCODING=QUOTED-PRINTABLE:1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355=0D=0A=
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299
X-MS-OL-DEFAULT-POSTAL-ADDRESS:2
URL;WORK:http://www.OKHCA.org/OHX
EMAIL;PREF;INTERNET:NIcolePJ@health.ok.gov
X-MS-CARDPICTURE;TYPE=JPEG;ENCODING=BASE64:
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 CACUACcDASIAAhEBAxEB/8QAHwAAAQUBAQEBAQEAAAAAAAAAAAECAwQFBgcICQoL/8QAtRAA
 AgEDAwIEAwUFBAQAAAF9AQIDAAQRBRIhMUEGE1FhByJxFDKBkaEII0KxwRVS0fAkM2JyggkK
 FhcYGRolJicoKSo0NTY3ODk6Q0RFRkdISUpTVFVWV1hZWmNkZWZnaGlqc3R1dnd4eXqDhIWG
 h4iJipKTlJWWl5iZmqKjpKWmp6ipqrKztLW2t7i5usLDxMXGx8jJytLT1NXW19jZ2uHi4+Tl
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 AgECBAQDBAcFBAQAAQJ3AAECAxEEBSExBhJBUQdhcRMiMoEIFEKRobHBCSMzUvAVYnLRChYk
 NOEl8RcYGRomJygpKjU2Nzg5OkNERUZHSElKU1RVVldYWVpjZGVmZ2hpanN0dXZ3eHl6goOE
 hYaHiImKkpOUlZaXmJmaoqOkpaanqKmqsrO0tba3uLm6wsPExcbHyMnK0tPU1dbX2Nna4uPk
 5ebn6Onq8vP09fb3+Pn6/9oADAMBAAIRAxEAPwD6UdwpAPU0oIwSTxVeQ7nOPoKRj2B4FAEk
 k4/g59zREMgk9fWoFGSKsr8qc+maAIJfmlx6cUUkIy5aigBw4yfSkpT93680lABEMtUs52xk
 evFJAOabcHkLQAkZ2R570Uk3CqtFACt14pKO1A6/SgCxCPlzVc/NN+NWT8kf0FVoeWJoASY5
 fHpRTHbLE+9FAEnanRDkU3tU0I/ligBLhsIB61Gnyxk+tLcHLgegoKkqFXk8ZoAr0VMI0Xlz
 z6UUAKOTipozhRjknmkDRnovP0oclUJHFACGMbsvyT2FMkkIwFG2kiyWJPJApkhBc+lACINz
 fMaKaBk4FFAFmIfMPzpZz0H406JflJ/CmSMu88ZI456CgBIgQufeo8Kv3jk+gqVyfLwcDgDi
 oKAAuei4Ue1FMooA0TwmT2qoBuYe9WZjiM+9QR9SfQUAEx4A7HJqKny/fx6cUygBlFFFAFu4
 PIHpTYuF57mkkOWanHhPoP50AQk5JNJQetFADKKKKALQfcQCOtOcqRzjmmR9SfQUknUD0FAB
 sU9P0NMMfv8AmKaetAYjoSKAAo2OOfoaKN57gH8KKAJ0+434Ux/vt9aKKAIz1ooooAZRRRQB
 /9k=
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REV:20110302T185602Z
END:VCARD




From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
Subject: Bus. Contact Information: Nicole Prieto Johns
Date: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 1:02:13 PM
Attachments: Nicole Prieto Johns MPA.vcf

Dear All:  
 
Please use the attached Outlook VCard to replace any previous business contact information you
may have for me.  I apologize in advance if you receive more than one instance of this email as you
may be represented in my contact list more than once.
 
Thank you,
Nicole

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.9444 x 56479| Cell   E-mail
NicolePJ@health.ok.gov
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BEGIN:VCARD
VERSION:2.1
N;LANGUAGE=en-us:Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA
FN:Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA
ORG:Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange (OHIX)
TITLE:Project Manager
TEL;WORK;VOICE:(405) 271-9444 ext 56479
TEL;CELL;VOICE:(405) 365-7530
ADR;WORK;PREF:;;1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355;Oklahoma City;Oklahoma;73117-1299;United States of America
LABEL;WORK;PREF;ENCODING=QUOTED-PRINTABLE:1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355=0D=0A=
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From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
Subject: Bus. Contact Information: Nicole Prieto Johns
Date: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 1:02:13 PM
Attachments: Nicole Prieto Johns MPA.vcf

Dear All:  
 
Please use the attached Outlook VCard to replace any previous business contact information you
may have for me.  I apologize in advance if you receive more than one instance of this email as you
may be represented in my contact list more than once.
 
Thank you,
Nicole

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.9444 x 56479| Cell  | E-mail
NicolePJ@health.ok.gov
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BEGIN:VCARD
VERSION:2.1
N;LANGUAGE=en-us:Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA
FN:Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA
ORG:Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange (OHIX)
TITLE:Project Manager
TEL;WORK;VOICE:(405) 271-9444 ext 56479
TEL;CELL;VOICE:(405) 365-7530
ADR;WORK;PREF:;;1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355;Oklahoma City;Oklahoma;73117-1299;United States of America
LABEL;WORK;PREF;ENCODING=QUOTED-PRINTABLE:1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355=0D=0A=
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299
X-MS-OL-DEFAULT-POSTAL-ADDRESS:2
URL;WORK:http://www.OKHCA.org/OHX
EMAIL;PREF;INTERNET:NIcolePJ@health.ok.gov
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From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.; Katie Altshuler; jason@ocpathink.org; pat@cmastrategies.com;

stanislawski@oksenate.gov; thompsont@oksenate.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Bev_Binkowski@hcsc.net;
chadw@okstatechamber.com; Cox-Kain, Julie; Lieser, Derek G.; morganf@oksenate.gov; Glen Mulready;
Jonathan.buxton@okhouse.gov; Laura Brookins (laurabrookins@okhealthplans.org); Matt Robison
(mrobison@okstatechamber.com); michaelbrown@finsvcs.com; Mike Thompson

Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz
Subject: CCIIO Preliminary Regulatory Impact Analysis
Date: Monday, July 11, 2011 2:01:56 PM

Please follow like for copy of CCIIO Preliminary Regulatory Impact Analysis of the proposed rules
released this morning:
http://cciio.cms.gov/resources/files/cms-9989-p2.pdf

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Planning Project | Project Manager |
1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.2944 | Cell 

 | E-mail NicolePJ@health.ok.gov | Website: www.OK.gov/InsuranceExchange

-----Original Message-----
From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2011 11:11 AM
To: 'Katie Altshuler'; (jason@ocpathink.org); (pat@cmastrategies.com); (stanislawski@oksenate.gov);
(thompsont@oksenate.gov); Andrew Silvestri; Bev_Binkowski@hcsc.net; Chad Warmington
(chadw@okstatechamber.com); Cox-Kain, Julie; Lieser, Derek G.; Fred Morgan
(morganf@oksenate.gov); Glen Mulready; Jonathan Buxton (Jonathan.buxton@okhouse.gov); Laura
Brookins (laurabrookins@okhealthplans.org); Matt Robison (mrobison@okstatechamber.com); Mike
Brown (michaelbrown@finsvcs.com); Mike Thompson
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz
Subject: Proposed Rules for Est. of Exchange / QHPs

These proposed rules are now available for public inspection at the links below:

Establishment of Exchanges and Qualified Health Plans

http://www.ofr.gov/OFRUpload/OFRData/2011-17610_PI.pdf

Standards Related to Reinsurance, Risk Corridors and Risk Adjustment

http://www.ofr.gov/OFRUpload/OFRData/2011-17609_PI.pdf

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Planning Project | Project Manager |
1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.2944 | Cell 

| E-mail NicolePJ@health.ok.gov | Website: www.OK.gov/InsuranceExchange

-----Original Message-----
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2011 10:01 AM
To: (jason@ocpathink.org); (pat@cmastrategies.com); (stanislawski@oksenate.gov);
(thompsont@oksenate.gov); Andrew Silvestri; Bev_Binkowski@hcsc.net; Chad Warmington
(chadw@okstatechamber.com); Cox-Kain, Julie; Lieser, Derek G.; Fred Morgan
(morganf@oksenate.gov); Glen Mulready; Jonathan Buxton (Jonathan.buxton@okhouse.gov); Laura
Brookins (laurabrookins@okhealthplans.org); Matt Robison (mrobison@okstatechamber.com); Mike
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Brown (michaelbrown@finsvcs.com); Mike Thompson; Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz
Subject: FYI: Sebelius Exchange Op ed in Huffington Post

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/sec-kathleen-sebelius/health-insurance-exchange-_b_894252.html

Huffington Post (Op-ed by Kathleen Sebelius): Giving Americans Better Health Insurance Choices
Today, we will be releasing draft proposals that set minimum requirements for Exchanges while giving
states the flexibility they need to design an Exchange that works for them. These proposals build on
over a year's worth of work. In developing them, we looked at the models of Utah and Massachusetts,
held countless meetings with stakeholders, and consulted closely with state leaders, consumer
advocates, employers and insurers. But we want to hear more, so we will be traveling across the
country to gather input, and we fully expect to modify our proposals based on what we hear from the
American people.

Giving Americans Better Health Insurance Choices
Posted: 7/10/11 10:40 PM ET

For nearly 180 million Americans whose health insurance today is provided by their workplace, getting
coverage is pretty straightforward. They can choose from a range of plans offered by their employer
that fit their needs and family budget. And for the most part, these plans include strong patient
protections.
But for Americans who work for smaller companies, or buy insurance on their own, or are uninsured, the
insurance market is much more treacherous. Insurers usually charge a lot more -- small employers pay
an average of 18 percent more for coverage than their larger competitors -- and plans come with more
strings attached. Rates can jump by double digits without much warning. Finding and enrolling in
coverage is often complicated and confusing. And in the individual market in most States, coverage can
be denied based on a person's health.
Starting in 2014, the Affordable Care Act will provide a new alternative for those in this broken market.
Discrimination against people with pre-existing conditions will be illegal. And individuals and small
business owners will be able to purchase private health insurance through state-based competitive
marketplaces called Affordable Insurance Exchanges.
Exchanges will give Americans competition, choice, and clout in the health insurance market. They'll be
transparent marketplaces where insurers will compete on the basis of cost and benefits. They'll allow
individuals and small business owners to pool their resources so they have the clout that big businesses
have today. And people will have a choice of health plans to fit their needs.
These Exchanges will share some key features.

First, they will serve as a one-stop shop where you can easily see your private insurance options,
compare prices and benefits, and pick the plan that's right for you and your family.
Second, Exchanges will set conditions to ensure that insurers compete only on price and quality. Today,
some insurance companies try to avoid enrolling sick people or skimp on care to keep their costs down.
Exchanges will help prevent that from happening and be able to set standards for health plans on
quality, coordination of care, and costs.
Third, they'll ensure a basic level of coverage. All plans sold in the marketplaces will offer a minimum
package of benefits similar to those offered by employers today, so you can be confident the plan you
buy will protect you if you get sick. And you will have the freedom to choose from a range of plans to
find the one that includes your doctor and meets your needs.
This is how Members of Congress get their health insurance today. And once these reforms are fully in
place, buying insurance will become much more like buying a home appliance or an airline ticket. The
insurance customer -- not the insurance company -- will be in the driver's seat.
We are well on the way to this new reality, with states led by both Democratic and Republican
Governors moving forward to establish Exchanges. Altogether, 49 states have accepted grants to help
plan and operate their Exchanges, and over half of states have taken additional action such as passing
legislation or taking administrative action to begin building Exchanges.
Bipartisan support for Exchanges isn't surprising. When they are up and running, state Exchanges will
save money for their residents by making the health insurance market more competitive and accessible,
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a goal that leaders from both parties can get behind. In fact, our nation's first Exchanges were
established by Republican governors in Massachusetts and Utah.
Today, we will be releasing draft proposals that set minimum requirements for Exchanges while giving
states the flexibility they need to design an Exchange that works for them. These proposals build on
over a year's worth of work. In developing them, we looked at the models of Utah and Massachusetts,
held countless meetings with stakeholders, and consulted closely with state leaders, consumer
advocates, employers and insurers. But we want to hear more, so we will be traveling across the
country to gather input, and we fully expect to modify our proposals based on what we hear from the
American people.
For too long, insurance companies have had the upper hand. The new competitive market will flip that
history on its head and give consumers the clout they need to get a fair deal. We have a long way to go
until 2014, and it will take time to make sure the insurance market works properly for consumers and
small businesses. But for millions of Americans, those days are finally within sight.
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From: Matt Robison
Subject: Coalition Next Step - The Time is NOW!
Date: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 9:23:29 AM
Attachments: talking points March 6.pdf

 
 

 
 
To:                  Oklahomans for Free Market Health Solutions Coalition members
From:             Matt Robison
Date:              March 7, 2012
Re:                  Coalition Next Step Needed
 
THANK YOU to all the coalition member's efforts yesterday in delivering our message to the members of the Oklahoma
State Senate! Our unified message of needing an Oklahoma based response to a prospective federally mandated "one-
size-fits-all" health insurance exchange was very well received and has encouraged the next step in promoting our
mission.
 
Although several of us still have loose ends needing to be tied on the Senate side, we must today be focused on
promoting our mission to the members of the House of Representatives.  Our effort MUST continue to be dedicated,
energized and enthusiastic.
 
The House will begin session at 9:00 a.m. with a lunch recess until 1:30 p.m. when session will resume. Members will be
available to be pulled off the floor at your request. As with today, Sharon Caldwell and I will also be visiting working with
the Coalition on the House side and will be creating a "roll call" list of how members plan to vote on SB 1629 when
considered on the House Floor.
 
It is again of vital importance that you please inform either me (mrobison@okstatechamber.com) or Sharon Caldwell
(Sharon@cmastrategies.com) of the status of your legislative contacts and their voting commitment (yes; no; or
undecided).
 
Thank you in advance again for your support and involvement! The time is NOW!
 
 
 

MATT ROBISON
Vice President, Government Affairs
The State Chamber of Oklahoma
330 NE 10th Street | Oklahoma City, OK 73104
Phone: (405) 272-4423 | Cell:  
www.okstatechamber.com
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3/06/12 
 


 


SB 1629 Protects Oklahomans from a Federally Imposed Exchange 


The members of Oklahomans for Free Market Health Solutions encourage a YES vote on SB 1629.    


We are united in our preference for an Oklahoma-based marketplace instead of a federally 
imposed exchange. 


SB 1629 holds numerous benefits for Oklahoma consumers, employers and those in health 
related industries, among these are: 


 SB 1629 is based upon the well-known and utilized Insure Oklahoma program – not a 
system created by Washington DC bureaucrats. 
 


 SB 1629 protects the relationship between consumers and licensed agents. 
 


 SB 1629 guarantees a free market in health insurance by allowing many companies to 
provide a variety of plans instead of a “one size fits all” plan expected from the federal 
government. 
 


 SB 1629 creates transparency and will facilitate comparison of health insurance plans from 
a wide range of companies. 


 


 SB 1629 allows a free market for health insurance to exist and thrive outside of the 
exchange model. 


PPACA is the law of the land. While Oklahoma has demonstrated its opposition to this law 
through a state question and a lawsuit, these may not be enough to keep the federal 
government from imposing an exchange on Oklahomans.  


  


The federal government has already committed $574 million -- and awarded contracts -- for the 
development of the federal exchange.  If Oklahoma does nothing, the federal government will 
impose their system on us.  


  


If you agree that as a state, Oklahoma should do everything it can to stop the federal 
government from taking over the health insurance industry in our state, then you have no choice 
but to vote Yes on SB 1629. Voting NO on SB 1629 is tantamount to inviting the federal 
government to take-over health insurance in our state.  
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Coalition Members 
The State Chamber of Oklahoma 
Greater Oklahoma City Chamber of 
 Commerce 
Tulsa Metro Chamber 
Norman Chamber of Commerce 
Greater Enid Chamber of Commerce 
Bartlesville Regional Chamber of  
 Commerce 
Broken Arrow Chamber and Economic 
 Development Corporation 
Oklahoma Association of Health Plans 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Oklahoma 
Global Health 
Delta Dental of Oklahoma 
Independent Insurance Agents of 
Oklahoma 
National Association of Insurance and  
 Financial Advisors 
Oklahoma State Association of Health  
 Underwriters 
Tulsa Association of Health Underwriters  
Oklahoma City Association of Health  
 Underwriters 
Oklahoma Osteopathic Association 
Oklahoma State Medical Association 
Coventry Healthcare 
Oklahoma Hospital Association 
Oklahoma Association of Optometric  
 Physicians 
 
 


National Federation of Independent 
 Business (NFIB) – Oklahoma 
Aetna US Healthcare 
Oklahoma Chiropractors’ Association  
Oklahoma Physical Therapy Association  
Oklahoma Pharmacist’s Association 
Oklahoma State Chiropractic Independent 
Physicians Association 
Oklahoma Nurses Association 
Oklahoma Institute for Child Advocacy 
United Health Care 
Oklahoma Fit Kids Coalition 
INTEGRIS Health 
Oklahoma Association of Health Care  
 Providers 
Summit Consolidated Group 
Mercy Health Systems of Oklahoma 
Oklahoma Primary Care Association 
Oklahoma Academy of Family Physicians 
Coventry Healthcare 
Catalyst Behavioral Services 
American Cancer Society 
Oklahoma Substance Abuse Services 
Alliance 
Oklahoma Society of Oral and Maxillofacial  
 Surgeons 
Pharmacy Providers of Oklahoma 
Oklahoma Health & Life Insurance 







From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Alex Pettit; Andrew Silvestri; Buffy Heater ; cheryl.willie@okdhs.org; Cindy Roberts; Cline, Dr.Terry L.; Cox-Kain, Julie; Hiner,

Janice D.; Howard.Hendrick@okdhs.org; John Calabro; John Doak; Jonathan Buxton ; Katie Altshuler; Lieser, Derek G.; Mike
Rhoads; Prieto Johns, Nicole S.; Rich Edwards; Steven Buck ; Terri White; Trait Thompson

Cc: Lieser, Derek G.
Subject: Crowe & Dunlevy Matrix etc.
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 8:55:54 PM
Attachments: Entity Analysis Matrix.DOC

Key Advisory Work Groups OKLAHOMA HEALTH INSURANCE EXCHANGE 2011.doc
OHX Advisory Workgroup Chairs and Co-chairs.xlsx
NAIC Exchange Information.pdf
Exchange PPT 03 09 2011.pdf

Advisory Committee Members: 
 
Attached is the Entity Analysis Matrix created by Crowe & Dunlevy showing procedures and laws that apply to
various entity forms.  Also attached are documents that may not have been received those who have recently
come on board.  You will receive additional information tomorrow pertaining to governance, HB2130 and the
Stakeholder meeting on Wednesday.
 
Dates already set for future General Stakeholder meetings (please note that these dates may be adjusted
dependant of the availability of suitable accommodations):
¨  March 16, 2011, 10:30am -12:00pm
¨  April 29, 2011, 10:30am -12:00pm
¨  May 25, 2011, 10:30am -12:00pm

 
Please follow this link to access fairly easy to read very general Health Insurance Exchange timeline created by
the Robert Woods Foundation (taken from OID website):
http://www.ok.gov/oid/documents/statepolicymakerstimeline.pdf
 
A general timeline for the Oklahoma planning grant process is as follows:

Estimated Planning Timetable

Award of contract to Consultant Contractor April 2011

Work Plan Presented to Stakeholders May 2011

Progress Reports to Stakeholders (Monthly meetings) January - July 2011

Presentation to Stakeholders August 2011

Final Project Report Due September 29, 2011

 
 
Please let us know if you have any questions about the attachments or above information.
 
Thank you,
Nicole
 

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.9444 x 56479| Cell  | E-mail
NicolePJ@health.ok.gov
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CROWE&DUNLEVY


attorneys and counselORS at law


m e m o r a n d u m


		TO: 

		SHIECAP Governance Committee



		FROM: 

		Karen S. Rieger, Kevin D. Gordon, Cori H. Loomis, Christopher B. Keim



		DATE: 

		April 12, 2010



		RE: 

		Entity Analysis Matrix





		

		Law

		State Agency

		Public Trust

		Not-for-Profit, Tax-Exempt Corporation



		Procedure/Transparency

		Oklahoma Open Meetings Act




		Yes


		Yes




		Generally N/A, unless receiving public funds and exercising decision-making authority.






		

		Oklahoma Open Records Act




		Yes


		Yes




		Generally N/A, unless receiving public funds and exercising decision-making authority.






		

		Administrative Procedures Act


		Yes


		Yes


		No



		Limits on Liability

		Governmental Tort Claims Act




		Yes


		Yes




		No



		Taxation

		Sales and Use Taxes




		Exempt


		Exempt




		Exempt only in certain circumstances.






		

		Ad Valorem Taxes




		Exempt


		Exempt if property held in compliance with Oklahoma Public Trust Act.




		Exempt on property used exclusively for charitable purposes; not exempt on property used for proprietary purposes or leased to for profit persons or entities






		

		IRS Excess Benefit Transaction Provisions




		N/A

		Yes, to the extent  public trust has outstanding tax-exempt bonds




		Yes



		Creation/Governance

		Creation by statute.

		Yes

		Not expressly required under Public Trust Act, but may be desirable.
 

		No



		

		Board Composition

		Set by statute

		5 member board appointed by Governor with advice and consent of Senate.


		Flexible



		Capital/Expenditures/Operations

		Public Competitive Bidding Act




		Yes


		Yes




		No






		

		Public Trust Competitive Bidding Requirements


		N/A

		Yes




		N/A






		

		Conflict of Interest Prohibition – Oklahoma Constitution


		Yes

		Unlikely


		No



		

		Conflict of Interest Provisions – Oklahoma Public Trust Act


		N/A

		Yes


		No



		

		Joint Venture Activities




		No

		Yes, except to extent the public trust is supported by tax revenues; public trusts with outstanding tax-exempt bonds subject to the same limitations as not for profit, tax-exempt corporations




		Yes, subject to guidelines to assure tax-exempt entity maintains sufficient control to further its charitable purposes






		

		Debt and Contracting Limitations – Oklahoma Constitution
 

		Yes

		No


		No



		

		Oklahoma Central Purchasing Act


		Yes


		Unlikely, clarifying language desirable.


		No



		

		Issuing Bonds

		By statutory authority

		Yes


		Not directly, but may be issued by a public trust on behalf of not for profit corporation



		

		Funds held on deposit by Oklahoma State Treasurer


		Yes


		No, to extent funds generated by non-state contributions and trust revenues.


		No



		

		Restriction on use of public funds as gifts or for non-public purposes - Oklahoma Constitution


		Yes

		No, to extent funds generated by non-state contributions and trust revenues.
 

		No



		

		Receipt of state grant funds

		Agency typically administers grant funds.

		Yes, when satisfy grant objective (likely need legislative act creating grant program) and not inconsistent with trust documents.
 

		Possibly, if satisfy grant objective and exempt purposes of entity.



		

		Receipt of state appropriations

		Yes

		Possibly, if appropriation accomplishes governmental purpose with appropriate controls over entity receiving funds.
 

		Generally no



		

		Interlocal Cooperation Act


		Yes


		Yes


		Generally no




		

		Oklahoma Personnel Act
 

		Yes


		No


		No





� 25 O.S. §§ 301-312.


� 25 O.S. § 304.


� 25 O.S. § 304 (definition of public body); see also Okla. A.G. Op. No. 2010-01.


� 51 O.S. §§ 24A.1-24A.29.


� 51 O.S. § 24A.3.


� 51 O.S. §24A.3; see also Okla. A.G. Op. No. 2010-1.


� 75 O.S. §§ 250-323.


� 75 O.S. § 250.3.


� 75 O.S. § 250.3; see also Okla. A.G. Op. No. 2010-1.


� 51 O.S. §§ 151-200.


� 51 O.S. § 152.


� See generally 51 O.S. § 152(13).


� 68 O.S. § 1356(1).


� Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1977-106.


� See generally 68 O.S. § 1356.


� 68 O.S. § 2887.


� See 60 O.S. § 178.5.


� 26 U.S.C. § 4958.


� See generally 60 O.S. § 176(A); Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1990-23.


� 60 O.S. § 178(B). 


� 61 O.S. §§ 101-138.


� 61 O.S. § 102.


� 61 O.S. § 102; see also Okla. A.G. Op. No. 2010-1.


� 60 O.S. § 176(H).


� 60 O.S. § 176(H).


� Okla. Const. Art. X, § 11.


� See Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1996-47.


� 60 O.S. § 178.8.


� 60 O.S. § 178.8.


� Okla. Const. Art. X, §§ 23-25.


� See 60 O.S. § 176; Okla. AG Op. No. 1990-23.


� 74 O.S. §§ 85.1-85.44C. 


� 74 O.S. § 85.2.


� See Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1996-47; see generally Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1984-135 (concluding state-beneficiary public trust subject to Central Purchasing Act).  This Attorney General Opinion is substantially dated and may no longer apply to a public trust analysis.


� 60 O.S. § 176(A).


� See generally 74 O.S. § 362.


� See 74 O.S. § 362.


� Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1986-70; see also Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1990-23.


� See generally Okla. Const. Art. X, §§ 14, 15, 17.


� Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1986-131.


� See Okla. AG Op. No. 2004-20.


� See generally Okla. A.G. Op. No. 2007-41.  Although the test cited above reflects the general law governing appropriations – and would presumably apply to govern a direct appropriation to a public trust – there is no precedent we are aware of specifically approving of such action.


� 74 O.S. §§ 1001-1008.


� 74 O.S. § 1003.


� 74 O.S. § 1003.


� See 74 O.S. § 1003.


� 74 O.S. §§ 840-1.1-840.2-27.


� 74 O.S. § 840-1.3.


� Okla. A.G. Op. No. 1996-47.
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OKLAHOMA HEALTH INSURANCE EXCHANGE PLANNING 


Key Advisory Work Groups / Issues for Consideration 



		1. Key Advisory Work Group: Governance & Administrative Structure 



		Issues / Options to Discuss

		Key Points to Consider

		Key Questions

		Work Group Leaders



		· Exchange Goals:


· Reduce the number of uninsured people and increase access to care


· Ensure greater accountability and transparency in the purchase of insurance


· Increase the portability and continuity of coverage for individuals


· Simplify the health insurance purchase for individuals and businesses


· Foster competition on price, quality, and service in the health insurance marketplace


· Drive quality improvement and cost containment

· Model Type (Board, Trust, Commission, etc.)

· Staffing and Hiring Procedures


· Regulatory & Policy including overseeing Operations


· Recommendation for language to be included in Strategic Plan for development of the exchange 


· Implementation Timeline

· Development of possible legislative language


· Comparison of Federal PPACA requirements to Oklahoma statutes and administrative rules



		· If the Exchange is to process commercial transactions and attract customers, it should be insulated from political influence with access to business expertise

· If it is to achieve policy objectives through tax-financed subsidies and some degree of regulation, it must have a level of transparency and be publicly accountable

· Wherever housed, the Exchange must be adaptive and capable of developing new programs that can be modified as circumstances change, such as, changing market conditions, the evolving preferences of consumers, and the ongoing development and issuance of federal guidelines regarding administration and its operation

· Identification of services to be handled internally or outsourced and which intermediaries are best equipped to provide required administrative services



		· How should the Exchange be organized and governed?


· Privately sponsored?


· Government sponsored?


· Combination of both?


· Will the Exchange function as a ‘market organizer’ or as a selective purchaser’?

· Should the Exchange be housed in a State government entity or a non‐profit organization?

· Who should have decision‐making authority for the Exchange?

· What kind of web portal, call center and other service centers should be established?

· Should vendors be employed, and, if so, for what services?

· What will be the funding source to sustain the Exchange after January 1, 2015?

· How can the Exchange attract an adequate number of participants and insurers to ensure sustainability?

· Should enabling legislation be created?


· Should participation in the Exchange be required by legislation?




		Chair: Katie Altshuler


Co-Chair: Julie Cox-Kain





		· 

		· 

		

		Project Liaisons



		· 

		· 

		

		· Derek Lieser


· Nicole Prieto Johns



		2. Key Advisory Work Group: Enrollment & Eligibility



		Issues / Options to Discuss

		Key Points to Consider

		Key Questions

		Work Group Leaders



		· Certification of individuals not subject to Individual Mandate


· Reporting requirements (HHS, Treasury Open Enrollment, Annual, Mid-Year, Special, Change, COBRA, Administrative, etc.)


· Premium Billing, Collections & Remittance 


· Ongoing Account Management (including renewals, delinquent payment notification, etc.)


· Operation & Application of Subsidies and Premium Tax Credits (transparency – the ability to View Calculations)


· Free Choice Vouchers


· Individual Mandates 


· Use of available current available technologies (i.e. paperless processes)

· Cost Sharing


· Employer premium subsidies (2yr limit)


· Basic Health Program (State Option to offer) 


· Elimination of Asset Testing (this would apply for most Medicaid recipients and for all those eligible for premium subsidies through the Exchange)

		· Coordination of existing data systems / preventing duplication of    coverage (Medicaid, State/Fed Data, HIE, Non-Medicaid)


· Enrollment may be online, in person, by telephone through the Exchange or with state officials operating one of the other applicable state health subsidy programs


· Implementation of a paperless system

· How the ‘Small Market’ will be defined: 1-50 or 51-100.

· Review Existing Public Subsidy Program (Insure Oklahoma) for Consolidation, Elimination & Administrative Efficiencies (Exchange Target Market overlaps with Insure OK)


· Purchases restricted to U.S. citizens and legal immigrants who are not incarcerated


· Whether applicant has access to employer sponsored insurance (ESI)


· Whether the ESI meets actuarial standards and provides minimum essential benefits


· Whether the employee’s share of the premium as a % of income is above or below a certain % of their income


· Develop high level workflow for calculating subsides 

		· How can the Exchange create administrative efficiencies and protect the public?

· Reduce administration costs

· Add transparency to health insurance


· Standardized electronic enrollment and payment

· What elements of Insure Oklahoma and SoonerCare online enrollment can be used within the Exchange?


· At what point do you navigate an individual / family to private or public coverage?


· Starting in 2017, should the Exchange include larger employers and public employees?

· Will the person enroll from the exchange and if so, will you have to incorporate each insurers’ criteria or will there be a basic set of shared criteria?. 

· If ESI is available to the person, aren’t they required to select that option? 

· Will service payments take place inside the Exchange or within company’s existing mechanisms? 

· Will a predetermine matrix determine plan enrollment or will freedom of choice be the overriding factor (i.e. upon qualification for Medicaid what choices are allowed)? 

· Is it allowed to present only the Exchange plans that seem to best fit their needs based upon responses to qualifying questions or must all plans be presented? 

· For what period of time must a consumer enroll in a plan, i.e. yearly, monthly? Can a state entity like CSED mandate enrollment as they do today with ESI?

		Chair: Buffy Heater

Co-Chair: Chuck Rygiel





		· 

		· 

		

		Project Liaison



		· 

		· 

		

		Derek Lieser






		3. Key Advisory Work Group: Information Technology (IT)



		Issues / Options to Discuss

		Key Points to Consider

		Key Questions

		Work Group Leaders



		· Program integrity, data security, transparency (plans, agencies, Exchange Operations)


· Application of available current technologies (i.e. paperless processes)

· Single Portal Access


· Web-site development & maintenance includes: 


· Eligibility and Enrollment


· Rating Engines


· Template maintenance in standardization of processes




		· Quality Measures


· Provider Info/Health System Access


· Calculation of Costs (Benefit Levels, Mandated Benefits, Subsidies, Tax Credits, etc) and what costs will be visible to the applicant

· Premiums must be quoted instantly and easily comparable based on age, family composition, tobacco use and location

· Linking to other state and federal databases (IRS, Treasury Dept, HHS, State/Federal Employee systems, Medicaid, Medicare, etc), insurance carriers and employers


· Creation of a paperless system both internally and paperless access by consumers, agents, brokers and Navigators.  




		· How will high level requirements for calculating subsidies and tax credits be developed?


· How will research technical needs for running the Exchange through single portal access be developed?


· How will high level requirements for an enrollment and eligibility portal and rules engine be developed?


· Who insures exchange has most up to date information?

· Who insures that the information is secure and in compliance?

		Chair: Alex Pettit

Co-Chair: John Calabro





		· 

		· 

		

		Project Liaison



		· 

		· 

		

		Derek Lieser








		4. Key Advisory Work Group: Carrier & Plan Selection



		Issues / Options to Discuss

		Key Points to Consider

		Key Questions

		Work Group Leads



		· Minimum Essential Benefits an exchange must provide:


· Health - 4 Precious Metal Plans plus Catastrophic Plan (for ages under 30)


· State Mandated Benefits (if offered, cost born by State)


· Dental Plans


· Selective Carrier Contracting


· Certification/recertification/decertification requirements for QHPs


· Standardizing Benefits 


· Network Access


· Assignment of Quality Ratings


· Rate Review


· Multi State Plans - 2 plans required


· Co-op plans must be addressed if market is not competitive




		· How the Exchange is to contract with health plans that are determined to be of high value, based on cost and quality

· How the ‘Small Market’ will be defined (1-50 or 51-100)

· Choices that may be made available to employees of small businesses, i.e.: plan, benefit tier, carrier, etc. 



		· Should participation be required by legislation? 

· Should there be a minimum enrollment period? 

· Will the Exchange select health plans through negotiations or competitive bidding, or both or will it showcase all qualified and licensed carriers? 

· Are plans free to adjust premiums over time as enrollment evolves and claim trends develop?

· How to adjust benefit designs as needed without disrupting existing coverage?

· How much risk selection is tolerable without undermining the ability of plans to compete?

· How will insurers adjust business risks through the Exchange and price products at levels that consumer will find attractive? 

· Will the Exchange allow each carrier to define patient cost sharing within a benefit tier; will it specify coinsurance, copayments & deductibles?

· Will existing grandfathered health plans be able to shed their adverse risks to the Exchange?  

· How healthy is the pool of uninsured people likely to enroll through the Exchange, compared to those currently insured?

· How will the Exchange level the playing field with insurers in and outside of the Exchange?

· Should there be a requirement to participate? 

· How can the Exchange foster competition?

· Should rating practices and range of benefits offered be comparable in/out of Exchange?

		Chair: Mike Rhoads

Co-Chair: Laura Brookins





		· 

		· 

		

		Project Liaison



		· 

		· 

		

		Nicole Prieto Johns



		5.  Key Advisory Work Group: Financial Management & Premium Development (Cost Containment/Risk Mgmt.)



		Issues / Options to Discuss

		Key Points to Consider

		Key Questions

		Work Group Leads



		· Reporting requirements (HHS, Treasury Dept, Employers, Carriers, etc.)


· Operational Costs & Sustainability


· Premium Development


· Risk Adjustment/Adverse Selection (Medical Loss Ratio)



		· Premiums will be set in advance according to adjusted community rating of risk, in and outside the Exchanges for the non-group and small-group markets

· Rating will be based on age, family composition (size), tobacco use and location (zip) 

· Rates for the elderly can only be three times as high as those for the young

· Premium rate differences between plans must reflect

· Administrative efficiency

· Customer service

· Provider reimbursement rates

· Care management

· Clinical networks

· Comparative risk calculations for health plans require submission and analysis of their claims data


· Transfer payments among plans requires running premiums through a central distribution point, or imposing a premium assessment on competing plans, which is then redistributed to compensate for risk selection


· Risk adjustment must apply across the entire class or segment of insured people subject to rating rules


· Resources are CMS, Health Connector in MA using DxCG, for profit and non-profit organizations including university research depts.

		· Should the individual and small group markets be merged?

· What strategies can used so premium revenues are adjusted for risk selection among participating carriers? 

· Considerations on putting a risk adjustment system in place:

· Is risk selection among plans significant, beyond what is already accounted for under the allowed rating rules?

· Is the corrective adjustment practical?

· Would it substantially equalize risk?


· How can the Exchange help to contain Oklahoma’s health care costs? 


· How can the Exchange help to improve Oklahoma’s health care quality?

· What will be the funding source to sustain the Exchange after January 1, 2015?

· Will the Exchange regulate prices, if so what processes must be created to do this? 



		Chair: Rich Edwards

Co-Chair: Frank Stone





		· 

		· 

		

		Project Liaison



		· 

		· 

		

		Nicole Prieto Johns



		6. Key Advisory  Work Group: Education and Marketing



		Issues / Options to Discuss

		Key Points to Consider

		Key Questions

		Work Group Leads



		· Communication & Customer Service


· Education


· Public Outreach 


· Facilitate Enrollment


· Role of licensed Agents and Brokers (Inside / Outside Exchange Call Center 


· Broker Management & Compensation


· Creation of the Navigator Program

· Role of Call Center Reps


· Producer Appointment Requirements




		· Need to promote greater transparency 


· Changes the Exchange will make to the competitive landscape 


· Targeted outreach and marketing efforts will be needed to attract a broad and diverse risk pool


· Education of consumers and Brokers/agents on how to access and use a paperless system


· Proactive activities used to promote carrier participation in the Exchange and the development of innovative plan designs


· Role of “Navigators” (non-licensed consumer representatives)




		· How should the Exchange market its services?

· What strategies can be used to educate consumers about the Exchange?


· How brokers, agents and Navigators help consumers to enroll?


· What type of customer services should be made available to consumers? 

· What is the current role of brokers?


· What type of services do brokers provide?


· How are brokers to be compensated? What about retention bonuses or overrides, etc? 


· Should broker’s fees be paid separate and apart from premium (transparency)?     


· How will information be distributed in a “fair and impartial” way (enrollment, availability of premium subsidies, cost sharing reductions, etc)?

· How will Navigators help facilitate enrollment in QHPs?

· How should people be referred to the appropriate agency(s) for questions, complaints or grievances? 

· How will they reach people who normally are not eligible for public assistance programs?

· Is there area or regional differences to be considered?  



		Chair: Mike Rhoads

Co-Chair: Ed Long





		· 

		· 

		

		Project Liaison



		· 

		· 

		

		Nicole Prieto Johns





References: 

1. Kingsdale J., Bertko, J. Insurance Exchanges Under Health Reform: Six Design Issues for the States. Health Affairs 29:6 June 2010

2. Robert C. Health Insure Exchanges: Key Issues for State Implementation, State Coverage Initiatives, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, September, 2010
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Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2009: 
Health Insurance Exchanges 


 
 
Provision Notes Standards 


Development 
Applicability Effective Date PPACA 


Section 
Statutory 
Section 


SUBTITLE D—AVAILABLE COVERAGE CHOICES FOR ALL AMERICANS 
PART I—Establishment of  Qualified Health Plans 


Qualified Health 
Plans Defined 


A “qualified health plan” is a health plan that 
 Is certified by each Exchange through which it is offered 
 Provides the essential benefits package 
 Is offered by an issuer that is  


 Licensed and in good standing in each state in which it 
is offered 
 Agrees to offer at least one silver plan and one gold 
plan 
 Agrees to charge the same premium whether the plan is 
sold through the Exchange or outside the Exchange 
 Complies with other requirements of  the Secretary and 
the Exchange 


A reference to a qualified health plan is also a reference to a Co-Op plan 
and a Multi-State plan. 
 
A qualified health plan may offer coverage through a primary care medical 
home plan 
 
A qualified health plan may vary premiums by rating area. 


 Qualified 
Health Plans 


01/01/14 1301  


Essential Health 
Benefits 
Requirements 


The essential health benefits package must cover the following general 
categories of  services: 


 Ambulatory patient services 
 Emergency services 
 Hospitalization 
 Maternity and newborn care 
 Mental health and substance abuse disorder services, including 


behavioral health treatment 
 Prescription drugs 
 Rehabilitative and habilitative services and devices 
 Laboratory services 
 Preventive and wellness services and chronic disease 


management 
 Pediatric services, including oral and vision care 


Secretary of  HHS  01/01/2014 1302  
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Provision Notes Standards 
Development 


Applicability Effective Date PPACA 
Section 


Statutory 
Section 


The scope of  benefits is to be determined by the Secretary of  HHS and 
equal to the scope of  benefits under a typical employer-based plan.  
Nothing shall prevent a qualified health plan from providing benefits in 
excess of  the essential benefits package.  
 
The cost-sharing under a health plan may not exceed the cost-sharing for 
high-deductible health plans in 2014 (currently $5,950 individual/$11,900 
family).  In following years, the limitation on cost-sharing is indexed to the 
rate or average premium growth. 
 
Deductibles for plans in the small group market are limited to $2,000 
individual/$4,000 family, indexed to average premium growth.  This 
amount may be increased by the maximum amount of  reimbursement 
available to an employee under a flexible spending arrangement. 
 
The levels of  coverage are defined as follows: 


 Bronze level-Must provide coverage that provides benefits that 
are actuarially equivalent to 60% of  the full actuarial value of  
benefits under the plan. 


 Silver level-Must provide coverage that provides benefits that 
are actuarially equivalent to 70% of  the full actuarial value of  
benefits under the plan. 


 Gold level-Must provide coverage that provides benefits that are 
actuarially equivalent to 80% of  the full actuarial value of  
benefits under the plan. 


 Platinum level-Must provide coverage that provides benefits 
that are actuarially equivalent to 90% of  the full actuarial value 
of  benefits under the plan. 


 
Individuals under 30 years of  age or those exempt from the individual 
mandate because no affordable plan is available to them or because of  a 
hardship may purchase a catastrophic plan providing the essential benefits 
package with a deductible equal to the total limitation on cost-sharing 
above and first-dollar coverage of  at least three primary care visits. 
 
Plans offered through the Exchange must also be available as a plan 
available only to individuals under the age of  21.   


Special Rules State opt-out of  abortion coverage: 
A state may prohibit qualified health plans offered through the exchange 
from covering abortions. 
 
Special rules relating to coverage of  abortion services: 


 Qualified 
health benefits 
plans 


01/01/14 1303  
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Provision Notes Standards 
Development 


Applicability Effective Date PPACA 
Section 


Statutory 
Section 


This title shall not be construed to require a plan to cover abortion 
services as part of  the essential benefits package.  If  a plan covers elective 
abortion services, it may not use any funds attributable to subsidies 
provided through the Exchange to pay for them and must collect a 
separate payment from enrollees for the actuarial value of  those services.  
State insurance commissioners shall insure that health plans comply with 
the the requirement that plans segregate funds for abortion services.  


Related Definitions Small group market is defined to include employers with 1-100 employees.  
Until January 1, 2016, states may elect to define it as employers with 1-50 
employees. 


  01/01/14  
State option to 
define market as 1-50 
ends 01/01/16 


1304  


PART II—CONSUMER CHOICES AND INSURANCE COMPETITION THROUGH HEALTH BENEFIT PLANS 


Affordable choices of  
health benefits plans 


Grants will be made available to states in amounts to be specified by the 
Secretary of  HHS for planning and activities related to establishing an 
Exchange.  Grants may be renewed if  the State is making progress in 
establishing an Exchange and the market reforms. Exchanges must be 
self-sustaining beginning in 2015, and may generate revenue through 
assessments, user fees or other means.  The Secretary is also directed to 
provide technical assistance to states on facilitating participation of  small 
employers in SHOP exchanges. 
 
Each state shall establish, as a governmental agency or nonprofit entity, an 
American Health Benefit Exchange that facilitates the purchase of  
qualified health plans and provides for the establishment of  a Small 
Business Health Options Program (referred to as a “SHOP Exchange”) 
to assist qualified employers in facilitating the enrollment of  employees in 
small group qualified health benefits plans states.  States may choose to 
establish a single Exchange that performs both functions.  States may 
jointly form regional Exchanges or may form multiple subsidiary 
exchanges if  each one serves a distinct geographic area.  Exchanges may 
contract with entities with demonstrated experience in the individual and 
small group markets and in benefits coverage if  the entity is not an insurer 
or controlled by an insurer, or with the state Medicaid agency. 
 
Exchanges must consult with relevant stakeholders, including consumers, 
those with experience facilitating coverage in qualified health plans, 
representatives of  small businesses, state Medicaid offices, and advocates 
for enrolling hard-to reach populations. 
 
Exchange must publish online an accounting of  its administrative costs, 
including of  funds lost to waste, fraud, and abuse. 
 


Secretary of  HHS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 Beginning not later 
than 1 year after the 
date of  enactment, 
lasting until 
01/01/15 
 
 
 
 
01/01/14 


1311  
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Provision Notes Standards 
Development 


Applicability Effective Date PPACA 
Section 


Statutory 
Section 


Exchanges may not sell plans that are not qualified health benefits plans, 
except for stand-alone dental plans if  they offer pediatric dental benefits 
meeting the requirements of  the act.   
 
Exchanges must provide for an initial open enrollment period, annual 
open enrollment periods after the initial period, and special enrollment 
periods under circumstances similar to those for Medicare PDPs, and 
special enrollment period for Native Americans. 
 
Exchanges may sell qualified health plans that provide only the essential 
benefits package, except that states may require additional benefits if  it 
defrays enrollees for the additional cost of  these benefits. 
 
An exchange must, at a minimum: 


 Certify qualified health benefits plans consistent with guidelines 
developed by the Secretary of  HHS if  making them available 
through the Exchange is in the interests of  individuals and 
employers in the state.   


 An Exchange may not exclude a health plan: 
 Because it is a fee-for-service plan,  
 Through the imposition of  premium price 


controls 
 On the basis that the plan provides necessary 


treatments in circumstances that the Exchange 
deems inappropriate or too costly 


 In order to be certified, plans must: 
 Meet marketing requirements  
 Meet network adequacy requirements under 


PHSA §2702(c) 
 Include in networks essential community 


providers that serve low-income, underserved 
communities 


 Be accredited by an entity recognized by the 
Secretary for accreditation of  health plans 


 Implement market-based strategies for quality 
improvement 


 Utilize a uniform enrollment form that takes 
into account criteria that the NAIC develops 
and submits to the Secretary 


 Utilize the standard format established for 
presenting health benefits plan options; and 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NAIC 
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Provision Notes Standards 
Development 


Applicability Effective Date PPACA 
Section 


Statutory 
Section 


 Provide information to the Exchange and 
enrollees on quality measures for health plan 
performance 


 Submit justifications of  any premium increase 
prior to implementation and post it on its 
website.  Such justifications shall be taken into 
account when certifying plans. 


 Submit to the Exchange, the Secretary of  
HHS, and the state Insurance Commissioner 
and publicly disclose the following 
information: 


 Claims payment policies and 
practices 


 Periodic financial disclosures 
 Data on enrollment 
 Data on disenrollment 
 Data on the number of  claims that 


are denied 
 Data on rating practices 
 Information of  cost-sharing and 


payments with respect to any out-of-
network coverage 


 Information on enrollee rights 
 Other information specified by the 


Secretary 
 Allow individuals to learn the cost-sharing 


under their plan for furnishing a specific item 
or service by a participating provider upon 
request through a website. 


 Contract with hospitals with more than 50 
beds only if  they utilize a patient safety 
evaluation system and provide education and 
counseling upon discharge, comprehensive 
discharge planning, and post-discharge 
reinforcement by a health care professional 


 Contract with a health care provider only if  
they implement quality improvement 
mechanisms required by the Secretary of  HHS


 Operate a toll-free consumer assistance hotline 
 Maintain a website to provide standardized comparative 


information on qualified health benefits plans 
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Provision Notes Standards 
Development 


Applicability Effective Date PPACA 
Section 


Statutory 
Section 


 Assign a rating based upon relative quality and price to each 
qualified health benefits plan. 


 Use a standardized format for presenting coverage options 
under the Exchange, including use of  the uniform outline of  
coverage 


 Inform individuals of  eligibility requirements for the state's 
Medicaid program, CHIP program and any applicable state or 
local public program and screen and enroll eligible individuals in 
these programs 


 Certify exemptions from the individual mandate 
 Transfer information to the Secretary of  Treasury on 


exemptions form the individual mandate, as well as on 
employees receiving subsidies through the exchange because the 
employer failed to provide sufficient affordable coverage. 


 Provide information to employers on employees who cease 
coverage in a qualified health benefits plan 


 Establish a navigator program to provide to entities with 
relationships to employers and employees, consumers, or self-
employed individuals.  Grants must be made out of  operational 
funds, and may not use federal funds for establishment of  
Exchanges. 


Navigators will: 
 Conduct public education activities 
 Distribute information concerning enrollment in 


plans and subsidy availability 
 Facilitate enrollment in plans 
 Provide referrals to health insurance consumer 


assistance offices or ombudsmen to enrollees with 
grievances, complaints or questions: 


Eligible entities include 
 Trade, industry, and professional associations 
 Commercial fishing industry organizations 
 Community and consumer-focused nonprofit entities 
 Chambers of  commerce 
 Unions 
 Resource partners of  the Small Business 


Administration 
 Licensed insurance producers,   
 Other entities that are not insurers and do not receive 


any direct or indirect compensation from insurers in 
connection with plan enrollments or disenrollments. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Secretary of  HHS 
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Provision Notes Standards 
Development 


Applicability Effective Date PPACA 
Section 


Statutory 
Section 


The Secretary, in collaboration with states, will develop 
standards to ensure that information provided by navigators 
is fair, accurate, and impartial. 


 
 
Secretary of  HHS, 
in collaboration 
with states 


Consumer choice Individuals enrolling in the Exchange may choose any plan for which they 
are eligible.  Employers may specify a level of  coverage for which to 
provide support, and employees may choose any plan that offers coverage 
at that level.  Individuals may pay premiums directly to the insurer. 
 
Insurers must consider all enrollees in all non-grandfathered plans in the 
individual and small group markets, respectively, to be members of  the 
same risk pools.  States may require the individual and small group 
markets to be merged, but may not require that grandfathered plans be 
pooled together with non-grandfathered plans. 
 
Nothing in this title prohibits an insurer from offering insurance outside 
of  the Exchange or eligible individuals and employers from purchasing 
coverage outside the Exchange.  No individual or employer shall be 
compelled to purchase coverage through the Exchange.  Members of  
Congress and their personal staff  will no longer be eligible for the 
FEHBP, and must purchase coverage through the Exchange in order to 
receive coverage through the federal government. 
 
The Secretary of  HHS shall establish procedures for a state to allow 
producers to enroll individuals and employers in qualified health plans and 
to assist individuals in applying for subsidies.   
 
Only citizens and lawful residents may purchase coverage through the 
Exchange.  Incarcerated individuals may not enroll through the Exchange.  
 
Employers of  1-100 employees may offer 1 or more small group plans to 
employees through the Exchange.  Beginning in 2017, states may allow 
insurers to offer large group plans through the Exchange. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Secretary of  HHS


 01/01/2014 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
01/01/2014.  States 
may expand to larger 
employers beginning 
01/01/2017. 


1312  


Financial Integrity Exchanges must keep an accurate accounting of  all activities, receipts and 
expenditures and annually report to the Secretary of  HHS, who shall 
conduct annual audits and may investigate the affairs of  an Exchange.  An 
Exchange or State that has engaged in serious misconduct may be subject 
to a 1% reduction of  all grants and payments administered by the 
Secretary of  HHS until corrective actions are taken. 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 01/01/2014 1313  
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Provision Notes Standards 
Development 


Applicability Effective Date PPACA 
Section 


Statutory 
Section 


The Secretary of  HHS shall provide for the efficient and non-
discriminatory administration of  the Exchanges and shall implement 
measures to reduce fraud and abuse. 
 
The False Claims Act shall apply to any payments that include federal 
funds. 


Secretary of  HHS


PART III—State Flexibility Relating to Exchanges 


State flexibility in 
operation and 
enforcement of  
Exchanges and 
related requirements 


The Secretary of  HHS shall issue regulations setting standards for the 
requirements for Exchanges, the offering of  qualified health plans sold 
through Exchanges, reinsurance and risk adjustment mechanisms and 
other requirements the Secretary deems appropriate. 
 
A state that elects to operate an exchange must adopt the federal 
standards or a state law implementing them by January 1, 2014.  If  the 
Secretary determines by January 1, 2013 that the state is not electing to 
operate an Exchange or that it will not have the Exchange operational by 
January 1, 2014 or has not taken necessary actions to implement the 
market reforms, the Secretary shall operate an Exchange, either directly or 
through agreement with a non-profit entity. 


Secretary of  
HHS, in 
consultation 
with the NAIC, 
its members, 
insurers, 
consumer 
organizations 
and other 
interested 
parties. 


  1321  


Federal program to 
assist establishment 
and operation of  
nonprofit, member-
run health insurance 
issuers 


The Secretary of  HHS shall provide Co-Op plans with loans to assist with 
start-up costs and grants to assist with meeting solvency requirements.  In 
making the loans and grants, the Secretary must give priority to plan that 
offer qualified health plans on a statewide basis, use integrated care 
models, and have significant private support and ensure that there is 
sufficient funding to establish at least 1 Co-Op plan in each state.  Loans 
must be repaid within 5 years and grants must be repaid within 15 years.  
$6 billion is appropriated to fund the loans and grants.  
 
Any entity receiving a loan or grant must be organized under state law as a 
nonprofit, member corporation and may not have been a health insurance 
issuer prior to 7/16/2009 and may not be sponsored by a state or local 
government.    Governance of  the organization must be subject to a 
majority vote of  its members and must avoid insurance industry 
involvement and interference.  Any profits made by the organization must 
be used to lower premiums, improve benefits, or improve the quality of  
care.  The organization must meet all requirements that are required of  
other qualified health plans, including solvency and licensure rules, rules 
on payments to providers, network adequacy rules, rate and form filing 
rules, and any applicable premium assessments.  Co-Op plans may not 
offer coverage in a state until the state has adopted the market reforms in 
Subtitles A and C of  this legislation.  Co-Op plans will be considered tax-
exempt as long as they abide by restrictions of  this section. 


Secretary of  HHS Co-Op Plans No later than 
7/1/2013 


1322  
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Provision Notes Standards 
Development 


Applicability Effective Date PPACA 
Section 


Statutory 
Section 


 
Co-Op plans may form a private purchasing council through which to 
enter into collective purchasing arrangements for items and services that 
increase administrative efficiency, including claims administration, 
administrative services, health IT, and actuarial services, within the 
confines of  federal antitrust law. 


Level Playing Field Health insurance plans shall not be subject to any of  the following state 
or federal laws unless Co-Op plans and multistate health plans are also 
subject to them: 


 Guaranteed renewal 
 Rating 
 Preexisting conditions 
 Non-discrimination 
 Quality improvement and reporting 
 Fraud and abuse 
 Solvency and financial requirements 
 Market conduct 
 Prompt payment 
 Appeals and grievances 
 Privacy and confidentiality 
 Licensure, and 
 Benefit plan material or information. 


  1/1/2014 1324  


Procedures for 
determining eligibility 
for Exchange 
participation, 
premium tax credits 
and reduced cost 
sharing, and 
individuals 
responsibility 
exemptions 


The Secretary of  HHS shall develop a program for the determination of  
eligibility for Exchange participation, subsides, and exemptions. 
Exchanges must collect specified relevant information for determining 
eligibility from the individual mandate and submit it to the Secretary of  
HHS for verification by relevant federal agencies and report the results 
back to the Exchange. 


Secretary of  HHS   1411  


Advance 
determinations and 
payment of  premium 
tax credits and cost-
sharing reductions 


The Secretary of  HHS, in consultation with the Secretary of  Treasury 
must establish a program for the advance determination of  income 
eligibility for individuals applying for subsidies through the Exchange. The 
Secretary of  HHS will notify the Exchange and the Secretary of  Treasury, 
and the Secretary of  Treasury will make the necessary payments to the 
insurer, who must reduce the individual’s premiums and cost-sharing.  
States may provide subsidies in addition to the federal subsidies. 


Secretary of  HHS, 
in consultation 
with the Secretary 
of  Treasury 


  1412  
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Provision Notes Standards 
Development 


Applicability Effective Date PPACA 
Section 


Statutory 
Section 


Streamlining of  
procedures for 
enrollment through an 
Exchange and state 
Medicaid, CHIP, and 
health subsidy 
programs 


The Secretary shall establish a system for individuals to apply for 
enrollment in Medicaid, SCHIP through an Exchange.  The Secretary 
must provide a single streamlined form that may be used in applying for 
all applicable state health subsidy programs.  This form can be filed 
online, by mail, or by telephone.  States may develop and use their own 
alternative streamlined forms consistent with standards developed by the 
Secretary of  HHS. 


Secretary of  HHS   1413  


   








OKLAHOMA 


HEALTH INSURANCE EXCHANGE







Meeting Overview
2


What an Exchange is expected to do / Questions                                                                               


Overview presentation of Exchange purpose, discussion of key business functions of an Oklahoma state based 
health insurance Exchange and the role of Exchange planning stakeholders.  


Recent Events


 Award of Federal Planning Grant


 RFP to engage gap analysis contractor


 Application for Early Innovator Grant


 Oklahoma Health Information Trust (HIE)


Organization of Stakeholder Key Planning Task Groups 


 Present and discuss high-level Exchange issues, and key questions to be analyzed 


 Discuss development of Key Planning Task Groups


 Discuss objectives to be met prior to next general stakeholder meeting


 Planning project timeline


Stakeholder Participation


 Discuss available volunteer opportunities and how to participate


 Presentation on available video conferencing capabilities







Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange


3


Vision


For Oklahomans to enjoy optimal health status through access  to       
quality, affordable health care


Mission


Expand access for Oklahomans to high quality, affordable health 
plans in the most efficient and comprehensive manner possible


Guiding Principles


Sustainability


Consumer access to high quality affordable health insurance 


Greater continuity of coverage, with easy transition to comparable 
coverage when financial circumstances change


Efficient and effective eligibility and enrollment processes







Exchange Functions
What should the Oklahoma Exchange be expected to do?


 Consult with stakeholders


 Connect consumers to available coverage


 Certify exempt individuals


 Determine eligibility


 Assign price and quality rating to plans


 Compare plans, providers, and insurers


 Provide high-quality information to 
consumer


 Enroll individuals and employers


 Certify Plans


 Integrate with other State plans


 Facilitate flow of premium payments, tax 
credits, and subsidies


 Establish Navigator Program


4







Oklahoma Uninsured Rates
Among the Highest in the Nation:  22.2% Uninsured
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Expanding Accessibility                 Where are we 


now? Where are we going? 


SoonerCare Insure O klahoma
Health Insurance 


Exchange


Consumer Eligibility 0% – 133% FPL 


Ca tegor ica l Rela t ion s h ip


0% – 200% FPL 


Self em ployed  or  


Work in g for  s m a ll em ployers


133% - 400% FPL 


In d ividu a l, or


Workin g for  s m a ll em ployers


Employers Eligibility No em ployers
Sm a ll em ployers  


(1 -100)


Sm a ll em ployers  


(1 -50  or  1 -10 0)


Private  Health


Benefit Plans
No Qu a lified  p la n s


Qu a lified  Pla n s


Sta n da rd ized  p la n s


Premium Subsidies No prem iu m s Yes  Yes  


Enrollment On lin e or  pa per On lin e or  pa per On lin e or  ph on e 


Coordination
• Pr iva te h ea lth  ben efit  p la n s  Pr iva te h ea lth  ben efit  p la n s  


6
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Opportunities for Oklahoma…


• 1M Awarded to Oklahoma: Sept. 30, 2010


• 2 Project Managers hired: Dec. 6, 2010 


• Purpose: To assist Oklahoma in developing an overall plan for a 
State-based Exchange to provide access to affordable, high 
quality health insurance coverage.  Planning activities include:


• Establish primary partner agencies


• Convene large stakeholder group to establish guiding principals 
and participate in decision making process


• Engage consultant contractor through competitive bidding (RFP) 
responsible for gap analysis, actuarial studies, marketing plan, 
etc.


7


Exchange Planning Grant
$1,000,000 to Plan for the Exchange







Consultant Contractor Responsibilities
Gathering Public/Private Sector Functionality and Baseline Data 


8


Analysis of existing systems and 
business processes, regulatory tools


eligibility,  and enrollment processes 
and outreach capabilities


Existing data sharing processes 
between state, federal and private 


entities 


Analysis of current health insurance 
marketplace


Survey of product lines


Reinsurance/risk adjustment methods


Actuarial modeling evaluating the 
Medical Loss Ratio 


Analyze other Exchanges


Look at new concepts and innovative 
approaches related to design, 


management, and organization of 
exchanges.


Recommendations on governance 


Organizational structure, operating 
capabilities, and consumer outreach 
and support requirements for each 


model/structure


Cost/benefit analysis of each 
model/structure


Facilitation of information


Approaches for media


Health plan ratings or report cards


Operating consumer support center 
(i.e. Navigators) 


Assist in writing of RFP for 
procurement of a contractor for 


Exchange development  


Assist in management of Stakeholder 
groups







Opportunities for Oklahoma…


• 54M Awarded to Oklahoma February 15, 2011 


• 1 of 7 States to be awarded. Oklahoma received the 


highest award.


• Purpose: “Design and implement the IT infrastructure 


needed to operate the Exchange. The IT models 


developed may be adopted and tailored by other 


States.” 
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Early Innovator Grant
54M for Exchange IT Infrastructure Development







Oklahoma Health Information Exchange
The “Other” Exchange


Oklahoma 


Health Insurance Exchange 


 Connects people to insurance 
providers and resources 


 Reduce the number of 
uninsured people 


 Ensure greater accountability 
and transparency in the 
purchase of insurance


 Drive quality improvement 
and cost containment of health 
care costs


Oklahoma 


Health Information Exchange


 Data network that connects 
health care facilities and 
providers


 More reliable data to 
providers helping to avoid 
medical errors


 Improve coordination of care


 Address rising health costs


 Reduce redundant testing
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Planning Issues to be Consider
Work group sign-up website:  http://www.okhca.org/ohx-feedback.aspx
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 Governance & Administrative Structure


 Eligibility Process & Infrastructure


 Technical (IT) 


 Enrollment


 Financial Management 


 Carrier & Plan Selection


 Education & Marketing 







Governance & 


Administrative Structure


 Exchange goals include: reduce the 


number of uninsured people, increase 


access to care, ensure greater 


accountability and transparency in the 


purchase of insurance, and increase 


portability


 Model Type (Board, Trust, Commission, 


etc.)


 Regulatory & Policy including 


overseeing Operations


 Implementation Timeline


 Development of possible legislative 


language


 How should the Exchange be 


organized and governed?


 Publicly sponsored?


 Government sponsored?


 Combination of both?


 Will the Exchange function as a 


„market organizer‟ or as a selective 


purchaser‟?


 How can the Exchange attract an 


adequate number of participants and 


insurers to ensure sustainability?
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Key Issues Key Questions







Eligibility Process & Infrastructure


 Cost Sharing


 Employer premium subsidies limited to 
2 years in duration


 Basic Health Program 


 Elimination of asset testing for most 
Medicaid recipients and none for 
premium subsidies through the 
Exchange


 Insure Oklahoma market overlaps with 
projected Exchange market


 How the „Small Market‟ will be 
defined: 1-50 or 51-100


 Will a matrix be used to determine 
plan enrollment or will freedom of 
choice be the overriding factor (i.e. 
upon qualification for Medicaid what 
choices are allowed)? 


 Starting in 2017, should the Exchange 
include larger employers and public 
employees?


 What elements of Insure Oklahoma 
and SoonerCare online enrollment can 
be used within the Exchange?
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Key Issues Key Questions







Enrollment


 Premium Billing, Collections & 
Remittance 


 Ongoing Account Management 
(including renewals, delinquent 
payment notification, etc.)


 Operation & Application of Subsidies 
and Premium Tax Credits (ability to 
View Calculations)


 Free Choice Vouchers


 Certification of individuals not subject 
to Individual Mandate


 Analyzed potential enrollment in 
Exchange and health plan cost levels 
by different population characteristics


 How can the Exchange create 
administrative efficiencies and protect 
the public?


 Reduce administration costs


 Add transparency to the health 
insurance market place


 Standardize electronic enrollment 
and payment
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Key Issues Key Questions







Technical


 Single portal access


 Web-site development & 
maintenance includes 


 Eligibility and Enrollment


 Rating Engines


 Template maintenance in 
standardization of processes


 Program integrity, data security, 
transparency (plans, agencies, 
Exchange operations)


 How will high level requirements for 


calculating subsidies and tax credits 


be developed?


 How will research technical needs for 


running the Exchange through single 


portal access be developed?


 How will high level requirements for 


an enrollment and eligibility portal 


and rules engine be developed?


 Who insures Exchange has most up 


to date information?


 Who insures that the information is 


secure and in compliance? 
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Key Issues Key Questions







Education & Marketing


 Communication & Customer Service 


 Role of Agent/Brokers (Licensed) inside 
and out of Exchange 


 Broker Management & Compensation


 Role of Navigators


 Role of Call Center Reps


 Producer Appointment requirements


 Need to promote greater transparency


 Education on how to access and utilize 
a paperless system


 How will brokers, agents and 


Navigators help consumers to enroll?


 How will information be distributed in 


a “fair and impartial” way (enrollment, 


availability of premium subsidies, cost 


sharing reductions, etc)?


 Are there regional differences that 


should be considered?  


 How should people be referred to the 


appropriate organization for questions, 


complaints or grievances? 
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Key Issues Key Questions







Financial Management 


 Reporting (to HHS, Treasury Dept., 
Employers, Carriers, etc.)


 Operational Costs & Sustainability


 Premium Development


 Risk Adjustment/Adverse Selection


 Medical Loss Ratio


 Anticipated utilization, expenditures, 
and health conditions of the 
uninsured


 Analysis on risk adjustment 
mechanisms, cost of essential benefit 
package and state-mandated 
benefits, sustainability of exchange, 
and cost of performing admin 
functions for small businesses


 What strategies can be used to ensure 
premium revenues are adjusted for risk 
selection among carriers? 


 How can the Exchange help to contain 


Oklahoma‟s health care costs? 


 How can the Exchange help to improve 


Oklahoma‟s health care quality?


 What will be the funding source to 


sustain the Exchange after January 1, 


2015?


 Will the Exchange regulate prices, if so 


what processes must be created to do 


this?
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Key Issues Key Questions







Carrier & Plan Selection 


Minimum Essential Benefits an Exchange must 


provide:


 Health - 4 Precious Metal Plans


 Catastrophic Plan (ages under 30)


 State Mandated Benefits (if offered, 


cost born by State)


 Dental Plans


 Selective Carrier Contracting


 Certification/recertification/decertif


ication requirements for QHPs


 Standardizing Benefits 


 Network Access


 Assignment of Quality Ratings


 Rate Review quality.


 How many and what kinds of benefits 
options should the Exchange offer? 


 How much information is too much 
information for the consumer?


 Will the Exchange select health plans 
through negotiations or competitive 
bidding, or both or will it showcase all 
qualified and licensed carriers? 


 Will the Exchange allow each carrier to 
define patient cost sharing within a 
benefit tier, or will it specify coinsurance, 
copayments and deductibles? 


 How will the Exchange level the playing 
field with insurers in and outside of the 
Exchange?
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Key Issues Key Questions







Estimated Planning Timetable
Planning Consultant Contractor
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Estimated Planning Timetable


Award of contract to Consultant Contractor April 2011


Work Plan Presented to Stakeholders May 2011


Progress Reports to Stakeholders (Monthly meetings) January - July 2011


Presentation to Stakeholders August 2011


Final Project Report Due September 29, 2011







Derek Lieser, Project Manager 


DerekL@Health.ok.gov


405.271.9444 ext. 56332            
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Schedule of  future stakeholder meetings


 March 16, 2011, 10:30am -12:00pm


 April 29, 2011, 10:30am -12:00pm


 May 25, 2011, 10:30am -12:00pm


Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange website: 


www.okhca.org/OHX


Project Manager Contact Information:


Nicole Prieto Johns, Project Manager 


NicolePJ@Health.ok.gov


405.271.9444 ext. 56479







Meeting the needs of Oklahoman’s with Oklahoma based solutions 


Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange







From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson; Marie Sanderson; vmariethomas
Cc: Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis@ RSerote@az.gov; Adam.nordstrom@

 brian.mcmanus2@eog.myflorida.com; JohnPatrick.Walsh@eog.myflorida.com;
Rob.Jakubik@eog.myflorida.com; bfulenwider@georgia.gov; ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03@
chiproytexas@ ; dhiowa@ jabot10@ ; janelcausey@g
jboeyink34 ; travisrichmond@ ; wkloiber ; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov;
jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov; Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler;
JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us;
marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us; Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov;
Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov; kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov;
Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; debbie  griffin  wstruble
wags@la.gov; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman  Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov;
Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov; blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov;
mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov; brian@nevadadc.org;
ryan@nevadadc.org; nguillemard@prfaa.com; sarah.echols@prfaa.com; Mike Schrimpf; Lindsay Russell; Seth
Levey; ts@rubicondc.com; Bkanzeg t; aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us;
jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us;
Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt@tomcorbettforgovernor.com; RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov;
bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; michelle.dynes@wyo.gov; katyoder_ ;
pjpgator ; ,; Moore, Brian, GOV; lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov; ,; Rojas, Elizabeth; Jonathan
Ringo; Stafford Olivia Palmieri; jhurst6@gmail.com; rick.perez@guam.gov; twatkins@prfaa.com;
Landon.fulmer@ks.gov; shawnpreese ; lauren.lepage@maine.gov; jwkatz@ALASKADC.org

Subject: Draft exchange discussion document
Date: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 10:18:27 AM
Attachments: 2011 10 25 DRAFT rga exchanges.doc

Per our staff-only meeting yesterday at the Healthcare summit, attached is a discussion document
prepared by IN and several other states to continue our debate of healthcare exchanges.

We will have a healthcare task force meeting on Thursday at 5 PM EDT to build off our staff-only
discussion.  Another notice and agenda will be distributed tomorrow re that RGPPC healthcare task force
call.

Best,
Marie
601 

Marie Thomas Sanderson
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
MSanderson@
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Exchange Recommendations

The centerpiece of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) is the development of American Health Benefit Exchanges (HIX).  Billed by HHS to “provide competitive marketplaces for individuals and small employers to directly compare available private health insurance options on the basis of price, quality, and other factors… (HIX) enhance competition in the health insurance market, improve choice of affordable health insurance, and give small businesses the same purchasing power as large businesses."
  HHS Secretary Sebelius indicates “Exchanges offer Americans competition, choice, and clout…Insurance companies will compete for business on a transparent, level playing field, driving down costs; and Exchanges will give individuals and small businesses the same purchasing power as big businesses and a choice of plans to fit their needs.”


Despite these overarching goals, the recent NGA meeting and CCIIO State Exchange Grantee meeting left states with notable concerns.  With less than two years remaining for HIX to be operational, HHS leadership has not provided the necessary guidance and critical information needed for states to make decisions around Exchanges.    HHS has not released a model of the federal HIX or addressed the underlying policies that will govern such an Exchange.   The proposed regulations depict an unfavorable model of state-based Exchanges and leave many critical questions unanswered.   Currently, there is limited information on how federal information technology (IT) systems will work and how these systems will interface with state systems.   Essential to state Exchange planning but yet to be released by HHS:  proposed rules, final regulations, and the essential benefits.   Finally, there is no timeline for when these regulations will be finalized and when the lingering questions will be answered.  This distinct lack of direction results in deep disquiet about the federal state of preparation and the confusion that may ensue in 2013.   

States are placed in a challenging situation and must make a decision between two dubious options:(1) implement the ACA and develop a state-based Exchange or (2) yield  control of a large portion of their historically state regulated insurance market to the federal government.    With no federal model to review, states cannot evaluate if ceding control of an Exchange to the federal government is in their best interest.  Yet, the current environment makes it difficult for any state to establish an Exchange.  Establishment requires implementing an unpopular law, around a largely untested concept, and attempting to conform to unrealistic implementation timelines.  

Limited state staffing due to budget restraints, state procurement laws and timelines, the limited schedules of State Legislatures, and the required complex IT system development needs make implementation of an effective, efficient Exchange by 2014, out of reach for many states.  The federal government has yet to provide details around how a federal model will be constructed or how the new eligibility "data" hub will work.  Additionally, none of the proposed regulations have been finalized, making planning and preparations impractical.   Moving too quickly may prove to be a wasted effort, as looming Supreme Court decisions may render the entire law void or limit its effectiveness.   Even if a state is successful in standing up an Exchange, the necessary swift implementation puts the state at high risk for early systems failures.  Finally, but arguably most importantly, by operating an Exchange states are also placed in the middle of wide public outcry when premiums  rise; the increase in premiums is inevitable given ACA's changes to  insurance laws and the risk pool
.  

Insurance Cost Will Increase 

Evidence is mounting to suggest that the cost of insurance will rise as a result of the ACA regulations.  While new insurance rating rules expand access to health insurance, they also have the consequence of increasing premium cost for many Americans.  The new insurance rating rules will increase premium cost in the following ways:

1. By adding required benefits.  The essential benefits will contribute to an increase in the basic cost of insurance and potentially force some Americans to buy coverage they do not need.   

2. Demographic and risk profile changes in the marketplace will also contribute to increased costs.  For example, if employers drop coverage, especially early retiree programs, older more costly individuals may enter the risk pools.   Increased premium costs  and the relatively weak penalty for not having health insurance will result in a high propensity for less healthy individuals to purchase insurance.     Additionally, little is known about the health status and risk profiles of the currently uninsured population; experience shows that uninsured populations have pent-up demands for health care services resulting in higher than expected initial costs
.


3. High risk pools relieve some of the uncertainty about unknown risks in uninsured populations and put downward pressure on premium cost by removing the highest risks from the general risk pool.  Over the last three decades, 35 states have implemented high risk pools. These pools segment the highest cost individuals from the traditional marketplace.  While high risk pool enrollees typically account for between 2% and 8% of individually insured lives, the population represents approximately 15% to 30% of total claim expense within the individual market.  The ACA allows states to continue high risk pools but contains no supporting provisions or explanations of how high risk pools fit in the post 2014 environment. If, in the face of this inconsistency, states disband these pools in 2014, this population will join the commercial marketplace.  This result will drive up costs for all Americans.  

4. Additional upward pressure on premium costs comes from new provider and carrier assessments created to pay for the ACA tax credits and Medicaid expansion. These new costs will be included in premiums and passed on to consumers.  

5. Finally, the expansion of the Medicaid program will exacerbate provider cost-shifting as the ACA did not sufficiently address adequate reimbursement for Medicaid providers.   

All of these factors could both individually and collectively drive up costs. 


Exchanges will not impact cost trends:

An Exchange, either federal or state-based is not likely to impact the cost trajectory.   The ACA requires that pricing be the same both on and off the Exchange and requires combined risk pools on and off Exchanges.  Thus, an Exchange cannot offer prices different than the general market and should not be billed to lower insurance premiums.  HHS offers states the option of operating an ‘active purchaser’ Exchange that would ‘negotiate prices with carriers’; however, such a model is likely to backfire.  It will reduce the overall number of carriers and thus reduce competition.   


America must preserve a competitive marketplace to ensure choice, maximize quality and lower costs.   An Exchange, state or federal, provides value to consumers.  It provides a venue to obtain streamlined cost and quality data, and as specified in the ACA, provides lower income individuals with subsidies to purchase health insurance; the increase in individuals purchasing insurance should promote competition and drive pricing among plans.  However, HIX as envisioned by HHS have a questionable future in our states.   


The federal government has no enforcement authority over the Exchange.  It does not fund the Exchanges past implementation and the first year of operations.  Yet, to monitor Exchanges HHS proposes to expand the subservient relationship between states and the federal government used in Medicaid Programs.   If a state chooses to create an Exchange, it accepts liability for the operational costs into perpetuity and therefore states must have maximum, uncompromised flexibility under the law.  Recognizing that a framework of maximum state flexibility is essential to proper functioning of Exchanges, we offer the following recommendations.

Exchange Structure:

Exchanges should serve as a conduit to the market place and provide cost and quality information.  Exchanges, both state and federal should be a channel for the free market to work appropriately.  They should not attempt to impose price controls or negotiate prices with health plans. Such an approach may limit the number of choices for consumers and thwart competition over the long term.  

With the Supreme Court decision pending, states cannot be expected to rush consideration of a state-based HIX.   Under the current circumstances, the entire law may be voided.  If the law is upheld, Congress and HHS should consider providing states with more time for implementation and should allow establishment funding to continue after 2015.  In the meantime, HHS should reconsider options and, as the funding timeline is not defined in the ACA, should not impose a deadline of June 2012 on Exchange grant funding.   States cannot prepare grant applications when so many large issues are unanswered and states do not have the tools to determine what model best suits their needs.  Implementation timelines and funding cycles should be extended.   For example, states that choose to allow the federal government to establish an Exchange on their behalf may still need funding to prepare for a federal Exchange.  However, with no information available on what those needs will be, states cannot adequately prepare a grant application. HHS has yet to provide a model of a federal HIX, final regulations, or cost models for the federal partnership options.  States need these items to strategically plan their Exchanges and HHS needs to indicate the expected released dates for all essential Exchange documentation.        

In the absence of federal guidance, we offer these suggestions:

The current regulations disallow the possibility of privately operated HIXs.  Similar to the way states contract for Medicaid managed care services, states should have the flexibility to contract with private HIXs to carry out non-eligibility HIX functions.  Additionally, states should have the flexibility to ‘license’ private HIX that meet state requirements to allow consumers to have a choice of Exchanges.   There are many vendors in the private market that are already performing Exchange type functions.  State governments should not be forced to compete with the private market and should instead leverage the experience of the private market to improve quality for consumers.  A federal exchange should also consider this operational model.

An additional burden in the proposed regulations is the imposition of the Medicaid State Plan process as the process for the approval of Exchange plans, forms, and any significant modifications to Exchange operating procedure.  The Medicaid State Plan amendment process has not worked well for Medicaid Programs and should not be replicated for Exchanges.  States should not have to seek permission for every change made to state-based Exchanges.  Exchanges must be able rapidly to respond to market fluctuations; requirements to seek federal permission for changes through a lengthy approval process threaten Exchange effectiveness. 

State Flexibilities:


1. Essential Benefits


HHS should release the essential benefit regulation without further delay.  However, no state should be forced to comply with a one-size fits all federal approach and the essential benefits should be treated as guidelines for states to consider.  In Secretary Sebelius’s letter to republican governors, she indicates that a state can add benefits to the list of essential benefits.  We do not consider that to be an acceptable approach, states should be able to add or subtract from the essential benefits, based on local values and concerns.  Congress and HHS should work together to address this issue. 

2. State Insurance Department Authority


States have vast experience through their insurance departments to assess the viability of carriers.  States should determine the types of carriers that can offer health plans through their Exchanges and should be allowed to develop their own criteria.  Federal guidelines, including quality guidelines, should be optional for states.    To sell insurance in a state-based or federally facilitated Exchange, federal multi-state plans should be required to be certified by state departments of insurance.

3. Plan Selection

State-based HIX should have the flexibility to determine the types of plans offered through their Exchanges.   States should be allowed to provide consumers and subsidized individuals access to the full range of choices that will be provided off Exchanges, including plans that do not meet the metallic structure outlined in the ACA.   Additionally, Congress should move quickly, and HHS should be prepared to grant waivers, to remove restrictions from the ACA that thwart the offering of consumer directed health plans.  Specifically, similar to the individual market, there should not be limitations on the dollar value of deductibles in the small group market.

4. Enrollment Periods


We recognize the importance of limited open enrollment periods to mitigate risk, but state-based Exchanges should be allowed to determine the timing of their open enrollment periods.  The HHS proposed structure could create eligibility and staffing issues for states, as states’ systems are not set up to handle large volumes during defined periods.  Additionally, the open enrollment periods proposed by HHS will force states to bring in additional resources to complete eligibility for Medicaid and other assistance programs during those high volume periods.   This will occur whether states are operating Exchanges or not.  States should be allowed to staff this effort with temporary workers.   Requiring the use state employees to complete eligibility does not allow states to downsize their workforce after open enrollment periods and will result in unnecessary costs.   


5. Navigators


States should be able to design their own Navigator programs and should be allowed to leverage current volunteer programs, as they see fit.   Without a long-term federal funding source, there should be no requirement of states to fund navigator programs.

6. Premium Collection


Premium collection is not specifically required in the ACA and HHS should not require premium collection functionality in the SHOP Exchange.  Employers and insurers currently have effective premium payment and collection processes in place.  Requiring Exchanges to collect premiums in the small group market duplicates functionality already present in the market and will increase Exchange operational costs and Exchange liability, potentially at state expense.

7. Maximum State Flexibility

A pillar of flexibility is that there are certain functions that no state should be required to take on.  These functions may include determining the premium tax credits, processing and enforcing individual mandate exemptions, and related reporting functionality.  A state may determine that it is more efficient for these functions to be included on the federal side of the equation for a state-based exchange.  To serve these cases, tools could be developed at the federal level in a way that each state's exchange could interface with the federal system and overall costs could be reduced. There may be little value in developing 50 different tools to administer and enforce a federal program; especially when the federal government is developing these tools to be used as part of the federal exchange.  

Federal Exchange Options:


States need information on the federally facilitated Exchange(s).  Despite requests from states over the past 18 months, we have limited understanding of how a federally facilitated Exchange will operate.   To make strategic decisions around Exchange implementation, we must clearly understand the underlying policies that will govern a federally facilitated Exchange.  States that elect a federally facilitated Exchange must have direct representation on any federal Exchange governing Board.  States that are not operating an Exchange need to understand the resources required to coordinate state agencies with a federal Exchange. 

States need to prepare their eligibility systems and HHS must provide, without further delay, the specifications for the federal data hub.   Regardless of whether a state establishes an Exchange, these systems must be upgraded to support eligibility based on Modified Adjusted Gross Income (MAGI).    States must also understand any intention to charge states to access the federal hub, so that we can consider this in our planning and decision making.  If there is a cost to access the federal hub, then states should not be required to use it.   

States are not aware of any databases that include information on which employers offer health insurance.  Guidance is needed on how to determine if an employee has employer sponsored coverage available and on how a state is supposed to assess affordability of employer sponsored insurance.  HHS must provide, without delay, processes describing how these functions will be accomplished.

The federal partnership options outlined at the CCIIO meeting departed from the options previously discussed with states; these options do not constitute partnerships.   Instead they put forth rigid requirements that offer little benefit.  For example, in the case of eligibility functions, states should have the choice of maintaining their Medicaid eligibility. 

HHS must provide more options for states through a menu of choices.   States also need assistance in understanding the costs involved for a partnership model and how state integration costs will be addressed before any commitments can be made.   


Exemptions from the federally created individual mandate should be performed and funded by the federal government and should not be required of state-based Exchanges.   This is a federal mandate that should not be enforced by states.  

A federal Exchange should not duplicate state functions.  States should remain responsible for insurance markets and should have control over which carriers offer plans in their state.

For a state that does risk adjustment and reinsurance no federal allpayer database is needed.  States should not be required to turn over data. 


� Department of Health and Human Services Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. 45 CFR 155 and 156.  July 11, 2011.


� HHS Press release July 11, 2011.  � HYPERLINK "http://www.hhs.gov/news/press/2011pres/07/20110711a.html" �http://www.hhs.gov/news/press/2011pres/07/20110711a.html� 


�  ACA Impact on Premium Rates in the Individual and Small Group Markets.  Milliman Health Care Exchange Issue Brief: Indiana Exchange Policy Committee. � HYPERLINK "http://in.gov/aca/files/ACAImpactonPremiumRates_v_June_2011.pdf" �http://in.gov/aca/files/ACAImpactonPremiumRates_v_June_2011.pdf�


Higher Costs and the Affordable Care Act. The Case of the Premium Tax.  American Action Forum March, 2011.  � HYPERLINK "http://americanactionforum.org/sites/default/files/Case%20of%20the%20Premium%20Tax.pdf" �http://americanactionforum.org/sites/default/files/Case%20of%20the%20Premium%20Tax.pdf� 


� Milliman Health Reform Briefing Paper.  Experience under the Healthy Indian Plan: The short-term cost challenges of expanding coverage to the uninsured. August, 2009.
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From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Alex Pettit; Andrew Silvestri; Buffy Heater; Cindy Roberts; Cline, Dr.Terry L.; John Doak; Cox-Kain, Julie;

Howard Hendrick; John Calabro; Katie Altshuler; Lieser, Derek G.; Mike Rhoads; Rich Edwards; Steve Buck;
Terri White; Trait Thompson; jonathan.buxton@okhouse.gov

Cc: Lieser, Derek G.
Subject: DRAFT Stakeholder Mtg. Agenda
Date: Thursday, March 10, 2011 4:59:30 PM
Attachments: OHX Stakeholder Agenda - March 2011.doc

RE:  DRAFT Stakeholder Agenda, Comment & review by COB – 03/11/11

<<OHX Stakeholder Agenda - March 2011.doc>>

Steering Committee/Advisory Committee Members: 

For your comment and review, attached is a draft of the General Stakeholder Meeting &
Breakout sessions scheduled for Wednesday, March 16.   Please respond with any
comments you may have by Close of Business on Friday, March 11, 2011.

Thank you

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager |

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.9444 x 56479| Cell   | E-mail
NicolePJ@health.ok.gov
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Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange


General Stakeholder Meeting

		Wednesday, March 16, 2011


10:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.



		ODMHSAS Training Center


Rose Rock Conference Room


2401 NW 23rd Street, Suite 1F


Oklahoma City, OK  73107




		Exchange Project Managers:


Derek Lieser


Nicole Prieto Johns







General Stakeholder Meeting Agenda

I. Welcome / Opening Remarks 

Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange / Call to Stakeholders   

a) Secretary of Health and Human Services – Dr. Terry Cline

b) Insurance Commissioner – John Doak

c) CEO Health Care Authority – Mike Fogarty

II. Stakeholder Participation

d) Review of Key Advisory Groups – Nicole Prieto Johns & Derek Lieser 

e) Discuss break-out sessions

III. Adjournment of General Stakeholder Meeting


15 Minute Break: 11:15 – 11:30


Advisory Workgroup Breakout Sessions


Break-out Session Locations in Shepherd Mall (11:30-12:30)

· Governance & Administrative Structure:  ODMHSAS Training Center -Rose Rock Room


· Carrier & Plan Selection:  ODMHSAS Training Center – Granite Room


· Education & Marketing:  ODMHSAS Training Center -  Sandstone Room


· Enrollment, Eligibility Process & Infrastructure: Credit Union Conference Room


· Financial Management & Premium Development: WIC Conference Room


·  Information Technology:  HP Board Room






From: Glenn Coffee
To: Denise Northrup
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Steve Mullins; Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Updated Info. From OHCA re/ Costs of Medicaid Expansion
Date: Friday, July 13, 2012 5:33:47 AM

I am not convinced.  The Gov. has the authority that was then delegated to HCA  She
also could  claim it is an unconstitutional authority requiring the legislation, opt out and
dare anyone to file a lawsuit.  Steve, can you research.  This sounds like Howard over
lawyering this to me. 

Glenn Coffee

Glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov

On Jul 11, 2012, at 8:17 PM, "Denise Northrup" <Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>
wrote:

Wow
 
From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 05:06 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri; Steve Mullins 
Cc: Alex Weintz 
Subject: Updated Info. From OHCA re/ Costs of Medicaid Expansion 
 
Please see last note...
 
From: Cindy Roberts [mailto:Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 05:02 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org> 
Subject: RE: Hello! 
 
Katie –
The first document includes maps of where we believe the “new” eligibles would be (by
county).  There are actually three maps – one representing 100% enrollment, one
representing 75%, and one at 57%.
 
The second document provides you information about the eligibles, economic impact,
reduced uncompensated care, federal matching rates, etc.  (I provided notes on the
second page to explain the numbers on the first page.)  Also, wanted to point out that we
did use the 2007 economic impact study - - newer IMPLAN values are not available at
this time (ie, for tax revenue).  We did talk with the OTC regarding this and they
believe, because of other factors occurring since 2007, that the number we have would
be pretty well on target.
 
And, then on another note, we learned today that this will be an “opt-out” eligibility
group rather than an “opt-in”.  This changes things a bit now; in order to “opt-out” we
would probably need legislation.
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Let me know if you have any questions.
Cindy
 
Cindy Roberts, CPA, CGFM 
Deputy, Chief Executive Officer
Oklahoma Health Care Authority / Policy, Planning & Integrity

 
cindy.roberts@okhca.org
 
 
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 4:24 PM
To: Cindy Roberts
Subject: Re: Hello!
 
Indeed!!!
 
From: Cindy Roberts [mailto:Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 04:22 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: RE: Hello! 
 
Can I have abt 20 minutes?  Promise.
 
Cindy Roberts, CPA, CGFM 
Deputy, Chief Executive Officer
Oklahoma Health Care Authority / Policy, Planning & Integrity

 
cindy.roberts@okhca.org
 
 
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 4:22 PM
To: Cindy Roberts
Cc: Nico Gomez
Subject: Re: Hello!
 
Sorry to harass, just checking back in, I am hoping to print copies before I leave the office
today of whatever you send to take with me to the Governor, thanks!
 
From: Cindy Roberts [mailto:Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 12:42 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org> 
Subject: RE: Hello! 
 
Sure.  Let me put some finishing touches on it and I will get it to you.
 
Cindy Roberts, CPA, CGFM 
Deputy, Chief Executive Officer
Oklahoma Health Care Authority / Policy, Planning & Integrity
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cindy.roberts@okhca.org
 
 
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 4:48 PM
To: Cindy Roberts
Cc: Nico Gomez
Subject: Hello!
Importance: High
 
I am leaving for the National Governors Association Annual meeting on Thursday morning
and will be briefing Governor Fallin when I arrive re/ PPACA. I wanted to see if there is
anyway I can the information we requested by tomorrow? Thank you! Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 
===================================================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole
use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged
information. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you
have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. The
sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this
message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required
please request a hard-copy version.
===================================================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the
sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and
privileged information. If you are not the named addressee you should not
disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and
delete this e-mail from your system. The sender does not accept liability for
any errors or omissions in the contents of this message, which arise as a
result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Matt Robison
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Essential Health Benefits Bulletin
Date: Monday, December 19, 2011 9:22:41 AM
Attachments: image001.png

image003.png
image005.png
image011.png
image012.png
image013.png

To:                  Oklahomans Free Market Health Solutions coalition
From:             Matt Robison
Date:              December 19, 2011
Re:                  Essential Health Benefits Bulletin
 
Below please find information provided by the U.S. Department of Health late Friday regarding the Essential
Health Benefits required under the federal health care law. As stated on their bulletin: “On December 16, 2011,
the Department of Health and Human Services issued a bulletin outlining proposed policies that will give States
more flexibility and freedom to implement the Affordable Care Act.  This bulletin describes a comprehensive,
affordable and flexible proposal and informs the public about the approach that HHS intends to pursue in
rulemaking to define essential health benefits.”
 
Comments are due by January 31, 2012.
 
MATT ROBISON
Vice President, Government Affairs
The State Chamber of Oklahoma
330 NE 10th Street | Oklahoma City, OK 73104
Phone: (405) 272-4430 | Cell:  
Fax: (405) 235-3670
mrobison@okstatechamber.com
Legislative Advocates for Business
Follow us online:
     

 
 
Links to bulletin on Essential Health Benefits:
For the essential health benefits bulletin, visit: http://cciio.cms.gov/resources/regulations/index.html#hie

For a fact sheet on the essential health benefits bulletin, visit: http://www.healthcare.gov/news/factsheets/2011/12/essential-
health-benefits12162011a.html

For a summary of individual market coverage as it relates to essential health benefits, visit:
http://aspe.hhs.gov/health/reports/2011/IndividualMarket/ib.shtml

For information comparing benefits in small group products and state and Federal employee plans, visit:
http://aspe.hhs.gov/health/reports/2011/MarketComparison/rb.shtml

Public input on this proposal is encouraged.  Comments are due by Jan 31, 2012 and can be sent to: 
EssentialHealthBenefits@cms.hhs.gov.

 
 
 

Essential Health Benefits: HHS Informational Bulletin

On December 16, 2011, the Department of Health and Human Services issued a bulletin outlining proposed policies that will give States

more flexibility and freedom to implement the Affordable Care Act.  This bulletin describes a comprehensive, affordable and flexible

proposal and informs the public about the approach that HHS intends to pursue in rulemaking to define essential health benefits.

HHS is releasing this intended approach to give consumers, states, employers and issuers timely information as they work towards

establishing Affordable Insurance Exchanges and making decisions for 2014.  This approach was developed with significant input from

the American people, as well as reports from the Department of Labor, the Institute of Medicine, and research conducted by HHS.
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Essential Health Benefits

The Affordable Care Act ensures Americans have access to quality, affordable health insurance. To achieve this goal, the law ensures

health plans offered in the individual and small group markets, both inside and outside of the Affordable Insurance Exchanges

(Exchanges), offer a comprehensive package of items and services, known as “essential health benefits.”  Essential health benefits

must include items and services within at least the following 10 categories:

1.     Ambulatory patient services

2.     Emergency services

3.     Hospitalization

4.     Maternity and newborn care

5.     Mental health and substance use disorder services, including behavioral health treatment

6.     Prescription drugs

7.     Rehabilitative and habilitative services and devices

8.     Laboratory services

9.     Preventive and wellness services and chronic disease management, and

10.  Pediatric services, including oral and vision care

Intended Approach: Comprehensive and Flexible

HHS intends to propose that essential health benefits are defined using a benchmark approach. Under the Department’s intended

approach announced today, states would have the flexibility to select a benchmark plan that reflects the scope of services offered by a

“typical employer plan.” This approach would give states the flexibility to select a plan that would best meet the needs of their citizens.

States would choose one of the following benchmark health insurance plans:

·        One of the three largest small group plans in the state by enrollment;

·        One of the three largest state employee health plans by enrollment; 

·        One of the three largest federal employee health plan options by enrollment;

·        The largest HMO plan offered in the state’s commercial market by enrollment.  

If states choose not to select a benchmark, HHS intends to propose that the default benchmark will be the small group plan with the

largest enrollment in the state. 

The benefits and services included in the benchmark health insurance plan selected by the state would be the essential health benefits

package. Plans could modify coverage within a benefit category so long as they do not reduce the value of coverage.

To prevent federal dollars going to state benefit mandates, the health reform law requires states to defray the cost of benefits required

by state law in excess of essential health benefits for individuals enrolled in any plan offered through an Exchange. However, as a

transition in 2014 and 2015, some of the benchmark options will include health plans in the state’s small group market and state

employee health benefit plans. 

These benchmarks are generally regulated by the state and would be subject to state mandates applicable to the small group market. 

Thus, those mandates would be included in the state essential health benefits package if the state elected one of the three largest

small group plans in that state as its benchmark. 
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This approach would provide maximum flexibility to states, employers and issuers while providing quality, comprehensive, coverage for

consumers.

Coverage

Essential health benefits must include coverage of services and items in all 10 statutory categories. Based on our research, we believe

that these benchmarks will cover most of the essential health benefits outlined by the Affordable Care Act. These categories include

preventive care, emergency services, maternity care, hospital and physician services, and prescription drugs. If a state selects a

benchmark plan that does not cover all 10 categories of care, the state will have the option to examine other insurance plans, including

the Federal Employee Health Benefits Plan, to determine the type of benefits that must be included in the essential health benefits

package.   

Allowing Plans Flexibility to Innovate and Consumers Greater Choice

To meet the EHB coverage standard, HHS intends to require that a health plan offer benefits that are “substantially equal” to the

benchmark plan selected by the state and modified as necessary to reflect the 10 coverage categories. Health plans also would have

flexibility to adjust benefits, including both the specific services covered and any quantitative limits, provided they continue to offer

coverage for all 10 statutory EHB categories and the coverage has the same value.  Permitting flexibility will provide greater choice to

consumers, promoting plan innovation through coverage and design options, while ensuring that plans providing EHBs offer a certain

level of benefits.

Updating the Approach

The department intends to propose that benchmarks will be updated in the future, and that state mandates outside the definition of

essential health benefits may not be included in future years. The Bulletin also notes that updating the benchmark will allow benefits to

reflect the most up-to-date medical and market practices.

How We Got Here: The Process

While the law calls on the department to provide details regarding essential health benefits, this has been a team effort.

As required by the Affordable Care Act, in April, the Department of Labor provided a report to HHS on employer-sponsored health

insurance coverage.  This report (PDF - 362 KB) detailed the benefits typically covered by employers.detailed the benefits typically

covered by employers.  At the request of HHS, the Institute of Medicine provided its recommendations on a process for defining and

updating the benefits that should be included in the essential health benefits package. 

HHS also conducted a series of listening sessions to collect public comment and hear directly from the American people, doctors,

nurses, Members of Congress and all interested stakeholders.

It is important to note that the Affordable Care Act distinguishes between a health plan’s covered services, and the plan’s cost-sharing

features, such as deductibles, copayments, and coinsurance.  The cost-sharing features will be addressed in separate rules and will

determine the actuarial value of the plan, expressed as a “metal level” as specified in statute: bronze at 60% actuarial value, silver at

70% actuarial value, gold at 80% actuarial value, and platinum at 90% actuarial value. 

Although this paper represents only the intended regulatory approach, public input on this paper is encouraged—comments can be sent

on essential health benefits, are due by January 31, 2012, and can be sent to:  EssentialHealthBenefits@cms.hhs.gov

 
 
 
FYI: 
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Keeping states informed on their journey toward implementing health reform.
 

Thursday December 15, 2011
Welcome to another edition of the State Exchange Update. We hope this will be a useful tool. Your
comments and questions are welcome. Please send them to sandra.escobar1@cms.hhs.gov .
 
Please note, in the event of a government shutdown the calls and events listed in this newsletter will
continue.
 

Special events
Ø  Please join representatives from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services on Friday, December

16th, 2011 at 3:30pm EST for an important announcement about the Affordable Care Act. 
Date:   Friday, December 16th, 2011
Time:   3:30 pm EST
Call-In Number:  and ID:              
Questions or Concerns?  Email HHSIEA@hhs.gov

 
Ø  November 29, 2011 CMS released a set of State Exchange Implementation Questions and Answers

followed by a brief call with States to discuss the material. CCIIO would like to invite States for a further
discussion on the State Exchange Implementation Questions and Answers and any further questions in
regards to the important announcement made on Friday December 16, 2011.
Date: Monday December 19, 2011
Time: 1-2 pm EST
Call-In Number: : 
Please find the complete list of Q&As at the end of this newsletter, including a clarification to Q4,
or on-line at http://cciio.cms.gov/resources/files/Files2/11282011/exchange_q_and_a.pdf.pdf

 
Coming attractions

User Groups
 

Financial Management (FM) Operations
Date:   Friday, December 16, 2011
Time:   2:00-3:00pm EST
Call-In Number: 
Please submit questions you would like addressed during the User Group call to Lisa Marie Gomez (lisamarie.gomez@cms.hhs.gov) by
Wednesday, December 14 COB.
 
Tribal Consultation  
Date:  Monday, December 19, 2011
Time:  3:00-4:00pm EST
Call-In Number:  
This User Group will provide states with additional information and examples of tribal consultation processes/policies that Exchanges
may utilize; and connect states with resources that will assist states with building relationships with tribes and developing a tribal
consultation process/policy.  Also, the Tribal Consultation User Group will provide states with the opportunity to learn from one another
and discuss components relating to the successes and challenges of addressing this FOA requirement.
For questions, please contact Lisa Marie Gomez (lisamarie.gomez@cms.hhs.gov).
 

Webinars
 
Webinar Demonstration of CMS Health Plan Management System (HPMS)
Date: Tuesday, December 20, 2011
Time: 12:30 to 2:00 EST
Call-In Number: 1-
Please log into http://webinar.cms.hhs.gov/swalters as a guest at the time of the webinar.
This webinar will provide States with a demonstration of the CMS Health Plan Management System, which is used for health insurance
issuers participating in the Medicare Advantage and Prescription Drug Benefit Programs, and a discussion of the functional
capabilities of an Exchange plan management system. This is an opportunity for States to see CMS’s current system functionality in
Medicare. After the demonstration, there will be a Q&A with CCIIO. States are welcome to invite technical team members and other
relevant staff. Please limit the use of conference lines to maximize participation.
For questions please contact Claire Hutchinson at Claire.Hutchinson@cms.hhs.gov.
 
In other news…
Clarification
We have been informed that some of you have been contacted by a vendor claiming HHS/CCIIO
endorsement of their product – and that some recent media also suggest endorsement. This is not the
case. CCIIO has not endorsed Consumer Checkbook.
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Ch-ch-ch-ch-Changes
The CCIIO State team has been in the process for many months of trying to add additional staff to support
States in their Exchange development. We are pleased to announce that several new and eminently
qualified State Officers have joined CCIIO and we hope to announce that more will be coming in early
2012.  These new State Officers will be taking the reins of States shortly, which means some States will have
a change in their main point-of-contact. New State officers will be paired with more experienced State
officers to ensure States that do have a switch will have continuity in their relationship with CCIIO.
 

State Exchange Implementation Q&As
Date: November 29, 2011
Subject: State Exchange Implementation Questions and Answers
 
Cost to States
 
Q1: What funding is available to assist States in the establishment of an Exchange under a fully State-based Exchange, a Partnership
Exchange, and a Federally-facilitated Exchange?
 
A1: The Affordable Care Act provides funding for States establishing an Exchange through grants described in section 1311. Such
grants are available for establishing a State-based Exchange, to build functions that a State elects to operate under a Partnership
Exchange, and to support State activities to build interfaces with a Federally-facilitated Exchange. Grants may be awarded through
the end of 2014, and grant funds are available for approved and permissible establishment activities.
 
The process of “establishing” an Exchange may extend beyond the first date of operation and may include improvements and
enhancements to key functions over a limited period of time. Generally, grants can be used to establish Exchange functions and
operating systems and to test and improve systems and processes. We have determined that a State that does not have a fully
certified State-based Exchange on January 1, 2013 can continue to qualify for and receive a grant award, subject to the Funding
Opportunity Announcement (FOA) eligibility criteria. A State can also use grant funds to build and test interfaces with HHS to support
certain functions of a Federally-facilitated Exchange, such as information needed for certification of qualified health plans. As such,
HHS anticipates modifying and extending the schedule for States to apply for establishments grants in future guidance to
accommodate this schedule.
 
Q2: What costs are States expected to assume in establishing an Exchange, and can these costs be covered by grant funding?
 
A2: Under the Affordable Care Act, States must ensure that their Exchanges are self-sustaining by January 1, 2015. Therefore, the costs
to States for implementing a State-based Exchange and testing Exchange operations during 2014 may be allowed under section
1311(a). Additionally, grants under section 1311 may be awarded until December 31, 2014, for approved establishment activities after
that date. Therefore, it is also permissible that under a Partnership Exchange, a State may receive a grant for activities to establish and
test functions that the State performs in support of a Federally-facilitated Exchange.
 
Q3: Will States be charged for administrative expenses when a Federally-facilitated Exchange makes a Medicaid eligibility
determination?
 
A3: State Medicaid and CHIP programs will not be required to contribute to the costs associated with the Federally-facilitated
Exchange, including the costs associated with a Federally-facilitated Exchange making a Medicaid or CHIP determination. However,
State Medicaid and CHIP programs will have to transfer information and cases to, and accept information and cases from, the
Federally-facilitated Exchange; the costs of establishing, testing and maintaining those interfaces will be shared between the State
Medicaid and CHIP programs and the Federally-facilitated Exchange, consistent with current cost allocation rules.
 
HHS has provided additional help to States to build and maintain a shared eligibility service that allows for the Exchange, the
Medicaid agency, and the CHIP agency to share common components, technologies and processes to evaluate applications for
insurance affordability programs. This includes enhanced funding under Medicaid and opportunities for other State programs to reuse
the information technology (IT) infrastructure without having to contribute funding for development costs related to shared services.
This additional help is available to defray State costs related to establishing an efficient and effective shared eligibility service
regardless of whether a Federally-facilitated Exchange or a State-based Exchange is operating in a State.
 
Use of Data Services Hub
 
Q4: Will CMS charge States for use of the data services hub?
 
A4: CMS is establishing a Federally-managed data services hub to support information exchanges between States (Exchanges,
Medicaid and CHIP agencies) and relevant Federal agencies. In many cases, Federal agencies other than CMS will be providing
information through the hub. Additional information about the services available through the hub and the terms for accessing those
services is under development. While the agency is considering the treatment of charges for fiscal year 2014, we do not anticipate
charging fully State-based Exchanges for the use of the hub.
 
Clarification:  All CMS has determined at this point is that the agency does not anticipate that State-based Exchanges will be
charged for use of the data services hub in 2014. CMS is still exploring how this will work in other situations.
 
Basic Health Program Funding
 
Q5: Under what circumstances may Exchange planning grant dollars or the Exchange establishment grant dollars be used by a State
exploring or establishing a Basic Health Program under section 1331 of the Affordable Care Act?
 
A5: Planning grants: Planning grant funds may be used to support research and explore health insurance coverage options permitted
under the Affordable Care Act, including the option of a Basic Health Program.
 
Establishment grants: Establishment grant funds may be used for Exchange establishment activities that would coordinate or overlap
with activities undertaken pursuant to the establishment of an optional Basic Health Program. For example, a call center may provide
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consumer information on a range of coverage options including the Basic Health Program, and could therefore be funded through
Establishment grant funds. However, funding under the Establishment grants cannot be used to support operations of the Basic Health
Program or to investigate the feasibility of the Basic Health Program.
 
Other funding sources: States electing to establish a Basic Health Program may opt to fund administrative or establishment activities
for the Basic Health Program through user fees or other State funding.
 
Federally-facilitated Exchange and State Department of Insurance Responsibilities
 
Q6: How will the Federally-facilitated Exchange coordinate with State insurance departments?
 
A6: A Federally-facilitated Exchange will operate in States electing not to pursue a State-based Exchange. To the greatest extent
possible, HHS intends to work with States to preserve the traditional responsibilities of State insurance departments when establishing a
Federally-facilitated Exchange. Additionally, HHS will seek to harmonize Exchange policy with existing State programs and laws
wherever possible.
For example, qualified health plans (QHP) that will be offered in the Federally-facilitated Exchange must meet State licensure and
solvency requirements and be in good standing in the State (section 1301(a)(1)(C) of the Affordable Care Act). Accordingly, States
continue to maintain an important responsibility with respect to health plans licensed and offered in their State, regardless of whether
the Exchange is Federally-facilitated or fully State-based.
 
With respect to review of network adequacy, which is commonly a responsibility of State insurance departments or State health
agencies in consultation with State insurance departments, HHS would rely on the State for advice and recommendations regarding
network adequacy standards where HHS is operating a Federally-facilitated Exchange. Network adequacy standards must ensure
enrollees a sufficient choice of providers, consistent with HHS regulations. We expect that if a State has not adopted such a standard,
HHS would develop it for the purposes of the Federally-facilitated Exchange using a commonly recognized and accepted standard
such as the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) Network Adequacy Model Act.
 
Similarly, HHS is also currently working to determine the extent to which activities like the review of rates and benefit packages are
already conducted by State insurance departments and how these responsibilities could be recognized as part of the certification of
QHPs by a Federally-facilitated Exchange. For example, most States currently have an effective rate review program in place and HHS
will rely on such processes to the extent practicable and where legally permissible.
 
In States with a Federally-facilitated Exchange, HHS will also apply existing State standards on marketing materials, assuming issuers will
be required to convey information about premiums, benefits and cost sharing that flow from data used for plan approval, and HHS will
work with States to harmonize procedures for responding to consumer complaints. We recognize that most State insurance
departments already have procedures in place for addressing consumer complaints, and we will work with States to utilize existing
processes for consumer complaints as efficiently as possible to the extent practicable.
 
Pursuant to our goal to preserve the traditional responsibilities of State insurance departments when establishing a Federally-facilitated
Exchange, we are planning to establish one or more working groups with representatives from State insurance departments to start
working through issues related to plan management functions in the coming weeks.
 
Successful operation of the Federally-facilitated Exchange will depend on successfully harmonizing State and HHS workflows so that
the annual QHP certification process can be effectively completed in time to adequately support open enrollment including
preparation and release of an insurance web portal. We look forward to conversations with and suggestions from States in pursuit of
this harmonization.
 
Eligibility under a Federally-facilitated Exchange or a State-based Exchange
 
Q7: The Affordable Care Act prescribes a seamless, streamlined eligibility process for consumers to submit a single application and
receive an eligibility determination for enrollment in a qualified health plan (QHP) through the Exchange, advance payments of the
premium tax credit, cost-sharing reductions, Medicaid, CHIP, and the Basic Health Program, if applicable.

•         Under a Federally-facilitated Exchange, can a State retain authority over Medicaid eligibility determinations?
•         Under a State-based Exchange, can the Federal government perform activities related to advance payments of the

premium tax credit and cost-sharing reductions, including the verification of employer-sponsored minimum essential
coverage? Can the Federal government perform the eligibility process for exemptions from the individual responsibility
requirement for State-based Exchanges?

 
A7: Section 155.305 of the proposed rule on Exchange Functions in the Individual Market: Eligibility Determinations; Exchange
Standards for Employers (Exchange Eligibility NPRM available here) proposes that the Exchange will make eligibility determinations for
advance payments of the premium tax credit, cost-sharing reductions, Medicaid, CHIP, and the Basic Health Program, where
applicable, based on modified adjusted gross income (MAGI). The Exchange Eligibility NPRM does not distinguish between a State-
based Exchange and a Federally-facilitated Exchange in this regard. Based on comments to the Exchange Eligibility NPRM, however,
we intend to modify this original proposal in the final rule to permit additional options for determining eligibility under a State-based
and Federally-facilitated Exchange.
 
Federally-facilitated Exchange
 
In response to comments to the Exchange Eligibility NPRM, we are planning to revise the options that are available for the
responsibility for the determination of eligibility under a Federally-facilitated Exchange to include the following:
 
1. The Federally-facilitated Exchange will conduct initial assessments of applicants for Medicaid and CHIP eligibility based on MAGI, as
part of the determination of eligibility for advance payments of the premium tax credit and cost-sharing reductions. However, the
State Medicaid and CHIP agencies make final Medicaid and CHIP determinations under this option. In order to ensure an optimal
consumer experience, a State electing this option would agree to make these determinations consistent with general guidelines and
the terms of an agreement established between the State and the Federally-facilitated Exchange to ensure that applicants are not
required to submit redundant documentation and that timeliness standards are met.
 
2. Alternatively, if a State does not choose to retain Medicaid and CHIP eligibility determinations as set out in paragraph 1 above, the
Federally-facilitated Exchange may determine Medicaid and CHIP eligibility using State eligibility rules and standards in conjunction
with determining eligibility for advance payments of the premium tax credit and cost-sharing reductions.
 
State-based Exchange
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Similarly, States that operate a State-based Exchange but do not wish to operate all eligibility functions as described in the Exchange
Eligibility NPRM would have additional options under our intended revisions:
 
1. A State-based Exchange could be approved if it conducted all eligibility functions.
 
2. Alternatively, a State-based Exchange could be approved if it uses Federally-managed services to make determinations for
advance payments of the premium tax credit, cost-sharing reductions and exemptions from the individual responsibility requirement.
 
In all  cases, a State could decide to have the Medicaid and CHIP agencies support the eligibility process by executing some or all
functions under an agreement with the Exchange. Certification as an Exchange would also require that procedures and systems are
in place to ensure a simplified, seamless consumer experience. In addition, for States that are interested in determining eligibility for all
programs under the Affordable Care Act, we are exploring how the Federal government could manage services for verification of
employer-sponsored minimum essential coverage.
Under these flexible options, to ensure a strong consumer experience to applicants and enrollees and to minimize administrative
burden and costs, it will be critical for States and the Federal government to work closely together.
 
IRS elements to which States will have access
 
Q8: What data will IRS provide to support the eligibility verification process?
 
A8: Section 6103(l)(21) of the Internal Revenue Code, as added by section 1414(a)(1) of the Affordable Care Act, permits the
Secretary of the Treasury to disclose the following taxpayer information – with taxpayer consent – to support eligibility determinations
for insurance affordability programs: “(i) taxpayer identity information with respect to such taxpayer, (ii) the filing status of such
taxpayer, (iii) the number of individuals for whom a deduction is allowed under section 151 with respect to the taxpayer (including the
taxpayer and the taxpayer’s spouse), (iv) the modified adjusted gross income (as defined in section 36B) of such taxpayer and each
of the other individuals included under clause (iii) who are required to file a return of tax imposed by chapter 1 for the taxable year,
(v) such other information as prescribed by the Secretary by regulation to indicate whether the taxpayer is eligible for such credit or
reduction (and the amount thereof), and (vi) the taxable year with respect to which the preceding information relates or, if
applicable, the fact that such information is not available.”
 
The IRS will provide modified adjusted gross income (MAGI) for the parents or other head of household and for certain dependents
who had enough income to have been required to file a tax return. Modified adjusted gross income is the adjusted gross income
shown on the Form 1040 with additional amounts added: any tax-exempt interest on State or local bonds, social security benefits that
are excluded from gross income, and any amounts earned abroad that are otherwise excluded from adjusted gross income. This
information will be taken from the return that was last due to be filed. For example, during open enrollment in the last quarter of 2013,
income information will be provided from 2012 income tax returns.
 
The IRS will also provide information about the size of the household shown on the returns that were filed and coding to help the
Exchange understand the information being provided and instances in which information may not be available. Where there has
been a change in circumstance, the applicant will work with the Exchange to establish what changes should be reflected in
household income. Similarly, where there is no prior year tax return data on file, for example in the case of individuals with very low or
no income who had not previously been required to file, the applicant will work with the Exchange to establish household income
through alternate means.
 
Multi-State Plans
 
Q9: To what extent should multi-State plans contracting with the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) adhere to State-based
standards, including State insurance standards (e.g., solvency, prompt payment, market conduct) as well as Exchange-specific
qualified health plan certification standards in a State (e.g., network adequacy standards)?
 
A9. While the proposed rule on Establishment of Exchange and Qualified Health Plans deems OPM-approved multi-State plans as
certified by an Exchange, we recognize States’ concerns about the need to apply State insurance requirements and State-specific
certification standards to multi-State plans. We also note that Section 1324 requires a level playing field in connection with certain
State and Federal legal requirements for health plans.
 
We seek to ensure that implementation of section 1324 does not disrupt existing markets both inside and outside the Exchanges in the
States. HHS and OPM will work with the National Association of Insurance Commissioners to address these questions. We will explore
this issue by further identifying existing State standards as well as specific issues of greatest concern for multi-State plans and States
including reduction of adverse risk selection, the risks to multi-State plans and States, and potential alternatives.
 
Risk Adjustment Data Collection
 
Q10: Could HHS collect encounter data and let States perform risk adjustment?
 
A10: The Affordable Care Act calls for a risk adjustment program to reduce incentives for health insurance plans to avoid covering
people with pre-existing conditions or those in poor health. Risk adjustment ensures that health insurance plans have a financial
incentive to provide services to the people who need them most by adjusting premiums to provide more funds to plans enrolling a
higher proportion of people with high health costs. This mechanism ensures that insurance plans compete on the basis of quality and
service, and not on the basis of avoiding sick, high-cost people.
 
HHS issued a proposed rule on Standards Related to Reinsurance, Risk Corridors and Risk Adjustment (published on July 15, 2011). HHS
did not propose and will not implement any proposal that calls for States or the Federal government to collect personal data such as
name, social security number or address for the risk adjustment program. Protecting the privacy and confidentiality of an individual’s
personal health information continues to be among HHS’s highest priorities. HHS will not require States to collect medical record or
information that identifies an individual’s doctor; nor would the Federal government collect this information.
 
Quality Certification Requirements
 
Q11: What quality activities must States engage in to meet Exchange approval and certification requirements?
 
A11: The Exchange establishment grant funding opportunity announcement indicates that State-based Exchanges must develop and
report a quality rating for QHPs; however, the current expectation is that further guidance will be released before Exchanges are
required to implement the quality rating system. At this time, States should focus on developing and establishing other Exchange
operational capacities. When focusing on quality, States should consider their strategy for using quality information to certify QHPs,
including when to require issuer accreditation and how to assess the quality of plans seeking to participate in Exchanges. States will
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also need to determine what quality information or metrics the Exchange will display to consumers and build capacity in the
development of Exchange systems to accept this quality data and report it on the website. States should also consider how the
Exchange will monitor QHP quality during the plan year, including performance monitoring of complaints, appeals and network
adequacy. HHS intends to propose a phased approach to the quality rating provisions in which quality ratings in 2014 would be
predicated on generally available and collected metrics and measures, transitioning to a QHP-specific rating in 2016.
 
Advance Payments of the Premium Tax Credit in the Federally-facilitated Exchange
 
Q12: Will individuals who are enrolled in coverage through a Federally-facilitated Exchange have access to premium tax credits, as
well as the advance payments of tax credits that will be authorized by Exchanges?
 
A12: Yes. The proposed regulations issued by the Treasury Department, and the related proposed regulations issued by the
Department of Health and Human Services, are clear on this point and supported by the statute. Individuals enrolled in coverage
through either a State-based Exchange or a Federally-facilitated Exchange may be eligible for tax credits, including advance
payments. Additionally, neither the Congressional Budget Office score nor the Joint Committee on Taxation technical explanation
discussed limiting the credit to those enrolled through a State-based Exchange.
 
Program Integrity
 
Q13: How will HHS ensure that States that adopt procedures, consistent with Federal policy and rulemaking, to streamline Medicaid
and CHIP eligibility and perform real-time determinations, will not be penalized as a result of subsequent audits or error-reduction
programs?
 
A13: In 2010, CMS issued new regulations establishing the principle that in applying the Payment Error Rate Measurement (PERM)
program to Medicaid and CHIP, PERM reviews should measure the extent to which State policies and procedures are consistent with
Federal policy and regulations. As long as Federally-approved State procedures are followed, PERM classifies the case as an accurate
determination. For example, where States rely on self-attestation to establish certain facts regarding eligibility, PERM audits also rely on
those self-attestations to establish those facts. If Federally-approved State policies require additional verifications and data collection,
auditors will review cases against those standards.
 
We will review and analyze all of our error rate measurement programs to ensure consistent application of this principle. While we are
still evaluating how we will apply the Improper Payments Elimination and Recovery Act in the case of eligibility determinations
involving advance payments of the premium tax credit, our intention is to follow the same general principle.
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From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Alex Pettit; Andrew Silvestri; Buffy Heater ; cheryl.willie@okdhs.org; Cindy Roberts; Cline, Dr.Terry L.; Cox-

Kain, Julie; Hiner, Janice D.; Howard.Hendrick@okdhs.org; John Calabro; John Doak; Jonathan Buxton ; Katie
Altshuler; Lieser, Derek G.; Mike Rhoads; Prieto Johns, Nicole S.; Rich Edwards; Steven Buck ; Terri White;
Trait Thompson

Cc: Lieser, Derek G.; Rushing, Crystal
Subject: Exchange Agenda for March 24, 2011
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 6:57:48 PM
Attachments: OHX Advisory Agenda - 03 24 2011.doc

RE: Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange
 
Advisory Committee Members/Designees: 
 
Attached is the meeting agenda for Thursday, March 24, 2011.  Please be advised that included in
the agenda is a review of the RFP Evaluation Committee’s recommendations.   Signing a non-
disclosure statements certifies that you will not disclose or release information relating the names of
the vendors or information about the bids, proposals or RFP evaluation process.   The following
Advisory Committee Members have already signed non-disclosure forms:  Mike Rhoads, Cindy
Roberts, Rich Edwards, John Calabro and Julie Cox-Kain. 
 
If you have not already signed a Non-Disclosure statement additional forms will be available for
your signature prior to the meeting.
 
Thank you,
Nicole   
 

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.2944 | Cell  | E-mail
NicolePJ@health.ok.gov | Website: www.ohca.org/OHX
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  Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Advisory Committee


		Thursday, March 24, 2011


1:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.



		OSDH / Rm. 307


Dr. Otho Whiteneck Boardroom


1000 NE 10th Street


Oklahoma City, OK  73117




		Exchange Project Managers:


Derek Lieser


Nicole Prieto Johns







Agenda

I. Welcome – Secretary Cline

II. Review of RFP Evaluation Committee Recommendations – Julie Cox-Kain


III. Exchange Business Process Flowchart – Derek Lieser and Nicole Prieto Johns 

IV. Exchange Assumptions Review (if time permits) – Buffy Heater

a) Key considerations

b) Design options  

V. Next Advisory Committee Meeting – Derek Lieser and Nicole Prieto Johns 


a) March 31, 2011 – 1pm OSDH

b) Call for agenda Items for next meeting


VI. Adjournment 





From: Katie Altshuler
To: "Glen Mulready"; "gary@garystanislawski.com"; "; atkins@oksenate.gov; Brian

Downs; "Jonathan.buxton@okhouse.gov"
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Alex Pettit
Subject: Exchange Press
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2012 10:15:57 AM

Here are some articles re/ Exchange activity across the country sent by the RGA, I thought
you might find them interesting:
 
U.S. Reports Progress in States on Coverage for Uninsured (Bloomberg Businessweek)
 
Column: Why doctors might be turning on 'ObamaCare' (USA Today)
 
Health Insurance Rate Review: Lowering Costs for American Consumers and Businesses (CCIIO)
 
A Republican rift on health exchanges (Washington Post)
 
Building a health insurance marketplace one step at a time (Stateline)
 
2012 Progress Report: States Are Implementing Health Reform (White House)
 
White House says health overhaul on track in many states, but prepares federal backstop anyway
(Washington Post)
 
States ready their health exchanges (Pittsburg Post-Gazzette)
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From: Lieser, Derek G.
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Exchange Project Managers: Contact Information
Date: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 10:01:37 AM
Attachments: Derek Lieser.vcf

S Nicole Prieto Johns.vcf

S. Nicole Prieto Johns | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.9444 x 56479| Cell   | E-mail
NicolePJ@health.ok.gov

 
 
Derek Lieser | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 
1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Office: 405.271.9444 x 56332 |
Mobile phone:  | E-mail: DerekL@health.ok.gov
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BEGIN:VCARD
VERSION:2.1
N;LANGUAGE=en-us:Lieser;Derek
FN:Derek Lieser
ORG:Oklahoma State Department of Health
TITLE:Exchange Project Manger
TEL;WORK;VOICE:(405) 271-9444 x56332
TEL;CELL;VOICE:(405) 388-5814
X-MS-OL-DEFAULT-POSTAL-ADDRESS:0
EMAIL;PREF;INTERNET:DerekL@health.ok.gov
X-MS-OL-DESIGN;CHARSET=utf-8:<card xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/office/outlook/12/electronicbusinesscards" ver="1.0" layout="left" bgcolor="ffffff"><img xmlns="" align="fit" area="16" use="cardpicture"/><fld xmlns="" prop="name" align="left" dir="ltr" style="b" color="000000" size="10"/><fld xmlns="" prop="org" align="left" dir="ltr" color="000000" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="title" align="left" dir="ltr" color="000000" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="blank" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="telwork" align="left" dir="ltr" color="000000" size="8"><label align="right" color="626262">Work</label></fld><fld xmlns="" prop="telcell" align="left" dir="ltr" color="000000" size="8"><label align="right" color="626262">Mobile</label></fld><fld xmlns="" prop="email" align="left" dir="ltr" color="000000" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="blank" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="blank" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="blank" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="blank" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="blank" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="blank" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="blank" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="blank" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="blank" size="8"/></card>
REV:20110301T155834Z
END:VCARD



BEGIN:VCARD
VERSION:2.1
N;LANGUAGE=en-us:Johns;S.;Nicole Prieto
FN:S. Nicole Prieto Johns
ORG:Oklahoma State Department of Health
TITLE:Exchange Project Manager
TEL;WORK;VOICE:(405) 271-9444 x 56479
TEL;CELL;VOICE:(405) 365-7530
ADR;WORK;PREF:;;1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355;Oklahoma City;Oklahoma;73117-1299;United States of America
LABEL;WORK;PREF;ENCODING=QUOTED-PRINTABLE:1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, =0D=0A=
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299
X-MS-OL-DEFAULT-POSTAL-ADDRESS:2
EMAIL;PREF;INTERNET:NIcolePJ@health.ok.gov
X-MS-OL-DESIGN;CHARSET=utf-8:<card xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/office/outlook/12/electronicbusinesscards" ver="1.0" layout="left" bgcolor="ffffff"><img xmlns="" align="fit" area="16" use="cardpicture"/><fld xmlns="" prop="name" align="left" dir="ltr" style="b" color="000000" size="10"/><fld xmlns="" prop="org" align="left" dir="ltr" color="000000" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="title" align="left" dir="ltr" color="000000" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="blank" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="telwork" align="left" dir="ltr" color="000000" size="8"><label align="right" color="626262">Work</label></fld><fld xmlns="" prop="telcell" align="left" dir="ltr" color="000000" size="8"><label align="right" color="626262">Mobile</label></fld><fld xmlns="" prop="email" align="left" dir="ltr" color="000000" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="addrwork" align="left" dir="ltr" color="000000" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="blank" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="blank" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="blank" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="blank" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="blank" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="blank" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="blank" size="8"/><fld xmlns="" prop="blank" size="8"/></card>
REV:20110301T160159Z
END:VCARD




From: Lieser, Derek G.
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Exchange Project Managers: Contact Information
Date: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 10:01:37 AM
Attachments: Derek Lieser.vcf

S Nicole Prieto Johns.vcf

S. Nicole Prieto Johns | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.9444 x 56479| Cell   | E-mail
NicolePJ@health.ok.gov

 
 
Derek Lieser | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 
1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Office: 405.271.9444 x 56332 |
Mobile phone: | E-mail: DerekL@health.ok.gov
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BEGIN:VCARD
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N;LANGUAGE=en-us:Lieser;Derek
FN:Derek Lieser
ORG:Oklahoma State Department of Health
TITLE:Exchange Project Manger
TEL;WORK;VOICE:(405) 271-9444 x56332
TEL;CELL;VOICE:(405) 388-5814
X-MS-OL-DEFAULT-POSTAL-ADDRESS:0
EMAIL;PREF;INTERNET:DerekL@health.ok.gov
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REV:20110301T155834Z
END:VCARD



BEGIN:VCARD
VERSION:2.1
N;LANGUAGE=en-us:Johns;S.;Nicole Prieto
FN:S. Nicole Prieto Johns
ORG:Oklahoma State Department of Health
TITLE:Exchange Project Manager
TEL;WORK;VOICE:(405) 271-9444 x 56479
TEL;CELL;VOICE:(405) 365-7530
ADR;WORK;PREF:;;1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355;Oklahoma City;Oklahoma;73117-1299;United States of America
LABEL;WORK;PREF;ENCODING=QUOTED-PRINTABLE:1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, =0D=0A=
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REV:20110301T160159Z
END:VCARD




From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: Exchanges: SC, NE, NM, LA
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:24:19 PM
Attachments: SC Gov Nikki Haley Letter to HHS Secretary.PDF

NE 1115 ATTACHMENT Federal Health Insurance Exchange.pdf

Chiefs, Action Officers, and Healthcare Advisors:
 
In an effort to share information with you about healthcare exchange moving parts, please find four
releases from governors on their healthcare exchange decision: SC, NE, NM and LA. If your governor
has made a decision  and you would like that information shared, please let me know. We are doing
our best to follow moving parts.
Thanks,
Marie
 
 
SC: See letter attached
 
NE: See remarks attached
 
NM:  http://www.businessweek.com/ap/2012-11-15/new-mexico-moves-ahead-with-health-
exchange
 
LA: See link and letter below.
http://www.dhh.louisiana.gov/index.cfm/newsroom/detail/2694
 
 

Louisiana: 

The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius
Secretary
Department of Health and Human Services
200 Independence Ave, SW
Washington, DC 20201

November 16, 2012

Dear Secretary Sebelius:

As you know, on March 23, 2011, the State of Louisiana announced that it would not
assume the risk of building a health insurance Exchange as outlined by the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). Given the fact that deadlines
established in the guidance issued in the August 13, 2012 request of the United
States Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) are not legally binding, the
State of Louisiana will not be submitting a Declaration Letter; however, this letter
serves as the state of Louisiana's position regarding critical components of the
PPACA.
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Since the PPACA was signed into law, the State of Louisiana has repeatedly stated
that the law has severe legal problems, is bad policy, and is unworkable. Those
beliefs remain unchanged. With the Supreme Court's decision in National Federation
of Independent Business v. Sebelius, the Court agreed with the State of Louisiana
that at least one of the over 450 provisions of the PPACA is unconstitutional and the
provision requiring all individuals to have insurance coverage can only be upheld as a
tax. Even after the Supreme Court's decision, there remain many questions about the
legality of the PPACA involving issues fundamental to all Americans, including
religious freedom and unjust taxation.

While the Supreme Court ruled on the Constitutionality of some parts of the PPACA,
it was not an endorsement of its policy merits. In fact, Chief Justice Roberts
underscored this fact when he wrote, "Members of this Court are vested with the
authority to interpret the law; we possess neither the expertise nor the prerogative to
make policy judgments." The PPACA remains a flawed piece of legislation that fails to
fix the fundamental existing problems in the United States health care system,
particularly the unsustainable rising costs faced by American families and small
businesses. Instead, we are faced with a more tightly controlled federal-run health
insurance market that will increase costs, undermine the private health care
marketplace, and weaken private sector job creation.

The Supreme Court's decision also fails to resolve the fact that the PPACA is simply
an unworkable piece of legislation. With incomplete regulations and unrealistic
deadlines, States and the Federal government will struggle to have a health
insurance Exchange ready for open enrollment on October 1, 2013 that is not beset
with major complications for the insurance market and the respective residents of the
States. The full extent of damage the PPACA causes to small businesses, the
nation's economy, and the American health care system will only be revealed with
time. The State of Louisiana has no interest in being a party to this failure by
implementing a state based exchange.

The PPACA's Legality
Louisiana was one of 26 States that filed suit against the federal government
concerning the legality of the PPACA, specifically focusing on two parts: § 1501 (the
individual mandate) and Title II (the mandatory expansion of the Medicaid eligible
population to 133 percent of the federal poverty level). In June of this year, the
Supreme Court agreed that the mandatory Medicaid expansion was unconstitutional.
They also ruled that the individual mandate was unconstitutional under Congress's
Commerce power, but upheld this provision as an example of Congress's taxing
power, admitting that the purported penalty is actually a tax.

While the Supreme Court effectively rewrote the PPACA to uphold the individual
mandate, they did not rule on the legality of the remainder of the law. In fact, the
Supreme Court is aware that future challenges are likely to occur by its recent
actions. With continuing questions about the PPACA's legality, we believe it is
prudent to wait until these challenges are completely resolved. Provisions that the
Court did not rule on that are still being challenged include:

The Employer Mandate
• The PPACA requires that all employers with fifty or more full-time employees
provide adequate health care coverage to their employees. (§ 1513, §1514, and
§10106). If they do not, these employers could face a tax of $2,000 or $3,000.
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Federally-Facilitated Exchange Subsidy
• In the PPACA, State-based health Exchanges are authorized to provide premium
assistance subsidies to individuals from 100% to 400% of the Federal Poverty Level.
However, the PPACA does not expressly authorize Federally-facilitated Exchanges to
do the same. Subsequent regulations from the Internal Revenue Service have
interpreted the law so that all Exchanges are able to provide premium assistance.
The legality of these regulations is currently being challenged.

Preventative Care Mandate
• Section 2713 of the PPACA allows for the Secretary to define preventive care
services to be provided cost-free by all non-grandfathered insurance plans. In August
2011, the Secretary released a regulation that included contraceptive and some
abortifacient services as preventative care. The regulation has been challenged by
numerous groups and individuals (in over 35 lawsuits) who have religious objections
to paying for health insurance that includes coverage for contraception and some
abortifacient services.

Maintenance of Effort
• The Supreme Court's decision invalidated the provision of the PPACA which
coerced States to expand their Medicaid program by threatening existing Medicaid
funding. Questions remain whether this applies to the maintenance of effort (MOE)
requirement, requiring States to maintain their existing Medicaid eligibility until 2014.

Origination Clause
• The Supreme Court decision made it clear that the individual mandate is a tax, not a
penalty as claimed by the administration. The PPACA originated in the Senate. The
Constitution (Article I, Section 7, Clause 1) is clear that all taxes are to originate in the
House, and thus the individual mandate has been contested as an unconstitutional
tax.

Independent Payment Advisory Board (IPAB)
• Sections 3403 and 10320 of the PPACA created this 15-member federal board that
is granted the authority to make payment changes for the Medicare program without
approval from Congress. There are also no administrative or judicial reviews of these
decisions.

Legality of Rulemaking/Guidance
• With many of the provisions of the PPACA, formal rules and regulations have been
delayed or even non-existent. There are serious questions about the legality of this
procedure in light of the Administrative Procedures Act.

Bad Policy
While HHS has repeatedly said that the States serve as incubators of innovation, the
PPACA robs States of this ability by limiting their opportunities to enact meaningful
state-led health care reform. For example, the concept for an Exchange originated as
a free market idea meant to lower the cost of health insurance for those who decide
to purchase such insurance. In theory, an increased pool for those deciding to
purchase health insurance is a good idea. It provides individuals the ability to select
the insurance coverage that they want at a lower cost. If this were truly the framework
for the Exchange model outlined in PPACA, the State of Louisiana would be glad to
evaluate it as an option, adopting it to our State's needs. However, the PPACA
Exchange is only masquerading as free market idea, and instead creates a vehicle for
the Federal government to tightly control the coverage options available to
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consumers, raising costs and limiting choice. Many employers will drop the health
insurance coverage they currently provide to employees, leaving individual health
care needs to the federal government. Specifically, the consequences of the PPACA
Exchange and associated insurance changes include:

Lack of Consumer Choice
• When the PPACA was proposed, the President promised that if individuals liked
their current health care insurance, they could keep it. However, the PPACA model
will actually force individuals into the broken, government-run Medicaid system and
into heavily-regulated, government-run health care plans (deemed "minimal essential
coverage" by the Federal government).

Individuals should have the right to select what health care plan is best for them, and
not be limited to a one-size-fits-all product that a political process deems is
"essential". By mandating that certain benefits be provided in all insurance plans, the
price of premiums will increase, leaving individuals unable to continue the coverage
they like and a price they can afford

Increased Taxes
• The PPACA requires that all Exchanges be financially self-sufficient by 2015. This
will require the Exchange to generate revenue, either by instituting user fees in the
Exchange market or in the entire insurance market- essentially a tax on all insurance
plans purchased. This will only further drive up the costs of premiums in the
Exchange market for consumers and for individuals who will have to pay the premium
assistance through their taxes.

• The PPACA also includes a tax on insurance premiums which are proposed to be
paid for by "the industry." It is troubling that these same taxes will affect managed
care organizations, proven mechanisms for more effectively controlling cost for
Medicaid and Medicare, especially needed for States with limited financial resources.

Impact on Employers and Employees
• The employer mandate, a tax on employers with fifty or more employees who decide
not to provide "adequate" health insurance coverage to their employees, is a
disincentive to provide coverage. Already, businesses are attempting to modify their
business structure to avoid the law's mandates (either by laying off employees or
reducing the number of hours these employees work). Even those employers who
provide coverage can be taxed an additional $3,000 if that employee is eligible and
enrolls in coverage on the health insurance Exchange. So instead of building upon
the existing insurance market, the PPACA is undermining it.

Unworkable
The deadline for all Exchanges (both State and federally-facilitated) to be ready for
open enrollment is October 1, 2013. However, it is likely many exchanges will not be
ready by that point, even in those States that are supportive of the PPACA. The
guidance received from the Federal government is often delayed or non-existent. For
a project as large and complicated as health care reform, this is an insurmountable
hurdle for the States to overcome. There are numerous unanswered questions and
major problems remaining about Exchanges and the provisions of the PPACA
entangled with them. Continuing issues include:

Exchanges in General
• In order for an Exchange to be ready for open enrollment on October 1, 2013, it
must be approved or conditionally approved by January 1, 2013. However, there have
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been no formal regulations regarding what guidelines HHS will use to determine if an
Exchange is conditionally approved or not.

• It has been continuously promised by officials at HHS that there will be cost
comparisons between the Federally-facilitated Exchange, the State-based Exchange,
and the partnership Exchanges. These cost estimates have not yet been made
public.

Federally-facilitated Exchanges
• To date, in addition to the incomplete final rule for health insurance Exchanges,
there has been no rulemaking regarding the Federally-facilitated Exchanges and their
interactions with the respective States' eligibility systems. Promised in the March
2012 final Exchange regulation was further guidance regarding the Federally-
facilitated Exchange. Since that point, only a questions and answers document has
been released.

• Numerous contracts have been signed for the development of the Federally-
facilitated Exchange, but these documents have not been made public. The State of
Louisiana filed a Freedom of Information Act request within the last month for these
contracts and has still not received these documents. Senator Orrin Hatch of Utah
requested similar documents in his role as Ranking Member on the U.S. Senate
Committee on Finance and has not received a response. It is necessary for these
documents to be made public so that States can make informed decisions concerning
Exchanges.

Partnership Exchange
• A partnership Exchange will be a Federally-facilitated Exchange with certain
functions run by the State. It is an option first introduced by a power point
presentation and further expanded by a document entitled "General Guidance on
Federally-facilitated Exchanges," but has yet to be defined in federal regulations. The
final Exchange rule proposed no regulations regarding this option.

• There has been no answer from the Federal government concerning whether the
Federal government or the States will be responsible to pay for the state-run
functions of a partnership Exchange.

The Workings of an Exchange
• The Exchange is required to provide premium tax credits to those between 100%
and 400% of the federal poverty line. Originally projected to cost the federal
government $462 billion between 2012 and 2019, these subsidies are now projected
to be $574 billion during the same period by the Congressional Budget Office.
Already, Medicare funding will be cut by $700 billion to pay for these premium tax
credits. There is discussion that because these levels of subsidies are unsustainable,
the number of Americans eligible for premium assistance subsidies will be reduced in
number.

Essential Health Benefits and Actuarial Values
• All plans in the individual and small group markets (including plans sold on the
respective State Exchanges) must meet "essential health benefits," benefits not yet
defined by the Secretary of HHS in formal rulemaking. Initial informal guidance
suggests that these benefits will be based off of the most popular small group plans
in each State in addition to benefits specified by the PPPACA. The States, insurance
companies, and other stakeholders are awaiting formal regulations about essential
health benefits.
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• The States are awaiting a promised "actuarial value calculator" to accurately
determine actuarial values for plans sold on the Exchange. This still has not been
delivered and numerous questions remain about how actuarial value of health
insurance plans will be determined.

Reforms Needed
It is most disappointing that the PPACA failed to offer sustainable reform of the
nation's health care system. Instead of strengthening the market to lower costs and
increase consumer choice, the PPACA created a big government "solution"- the type
of solution history tells us will only create debt and worry for future generations of
Americans. Health care reform should focus on improving the value of health care in
America by bringing down costs and improving quality.

There are several ways to do this. Transparency in health care is essential for
individuals to be better consumers of care. The cost and success rates of different
procedures can be made publically available to help individuals make decisions about
their care. Increased competition through individuals being allowed to purchase
insurance across State lines can create greater competition and lower costs.

Similarly, just as individuals should have more investment in their health care choices,
States should have greater ability to design programs that meet the needs of their
people. States know how to take care of their residents more than the bureaucrats in
Washington, distant both in geography and in experience. Louisiana, for example, has
been able to make remarkable progress in its care of the Medicaid population
through an innovative model of managed care, saving money and improving the
quality of care. However, constrained by the federal requirements for Medicaid,
Louisiana can only do so much. It is time to give the States the option to administer
this program through block grants to save both the Federal and State taxpayers
money and eliminate the perverse incentives created by federal rules and funding
streams.

States need to be given the tools to solve these problems. The PPACA should either
be repealed or replaced with a system giving States the ability to truly innovate. At the
very least, we ask that you give the States flexibility through waivers exempting
States from the burdensome requirements of the PPACA while providing the care
their populations need and want in the way the States know best how to deliver.

In addition to these needed reforms, the State of Louisiana fully expects HHS to
coordinate its efforts regarding implementation of a Federally-facilitated Exchange in
an effort to mitigate the negative impact on either our private insurance market or the
Medicaid program. The State expects that the Federal government will adhere to the
four guiding principles included in the "General Guidance on Federally-facilitated
Exchanges" and intends to hold the Federal government accountable to these
principles. Additionally, the impact on our State's budget is a significant concern. In
this light we expect that HHS will:

• Provide a full and complete briefing to the State officials regarding on-going
implementation efforts;
• Schedule routine meetings to update State officials on the implementation status;
• Notify the State when all stakeholder, consumer, or any other public meetings or
public outreach activities are scheduled;
• Work with the State on memorandums of understanding and/or contracts if the
Federal-facilitated Exchange expects any support or assistance of the State so that
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the State is fairly and equitably compensated, including for the use of any State data
used by the Federally-facilitated Exchange to verify income;
• Provide the names of all contractors who will be working in the State on the
Federally-facilitated Exchange and the details about what activities these contractors
will be involved in, including copies of all contracts;
• After the establishment of the Exchange, provide regular (at least semi-annual)
updates on its utilization, cost (including long-term financial health), and its impact on
the State's insurance market, including, but not limited to the information that must be
provided pursuant to §1311(d)(7) of the PPACA;
• If any changes to the Federally-facilitated Exchange model are anticipated, the
State is notified immediately; and
• Inform the State of any navigator grant recipients and provide copies of
memorandums of understanding between navigators and the Federally-facilitated
Exchange.

All further correspondence regarding the PPACA and health insurance Exchange
issues is to be directed to the Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals (Bruce
Greenstein, Secretary), the official agency authorized to collaborate with HHS on
issues concerning the PPACA in Louisiana. The State of Louisiana hopes that HHS
will listen to its concerns and give the States actual flexibility to improve health care
for all Americans.

Sincerely,

Bruce D. Greenstein
Secretary
Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals

 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
MSanderson
Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Aaron Cooper
Cc: maryfallin ; Alex Weintz; Scott Mason; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: Radio request - Hugh Hewitt
Date: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 2:48:13 PM

No we are not...I don't think we have enough info on our decision

On Nov 14, 2012, at 12:35 PM, "Aaron Cooper" <Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

> Governor,
>
> Hugh Hewitt (national coservative radio) is seeking an interview today from the RGA re: Oklahoma
not participating in exchanges, AG Pruitt's Obamacare lawsuit.
>
> It will be a 10 min phone interview. They have ability from now until around 6pm Vegas time.
>
> Are you interested in this opportunity?
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From: Kinzel, Will
To: Adam Nordstrom (Adam.nordstrom ; Andrew Silvestri; aparis@state.pa.us; Arthur Clark

(arthur.clark@guam.gov); Beth Tipps (Beth.Tipps@tn.gov); Bill McBride (mcbrideb@michigan.gov);
bkanzeg t; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; Brandon Steinmann (sblwdc );
brandymarty03 ; Brian McManus (Brian.McManus2@eog.myflorida.com); Brian Nutt
(brian@brabendercox.com); carol.statkus@wyo.gov; Christine Bartel; Claude Ramsey (Claude.Ramsey@tn.gov);
CWhitfield@governor.state.ms.us; dan.wilmot@governor.state.tx.us; David Perry
(david.perry@governor.alabama.gov); david.hensley@gov.idaho.gov; Debbie Hohlt ( );
Deborah.Gramiccioni@gov.state.nj.us; Denise Northrup; Dennis Muchmore (muchmored@michigan.gov); Dona
DeLeon (Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us); Doug Hoelscher (doug.hoelscher@iowa.gov); emainigi@wc.com;
griffin@  jabot10  jamieshuster@gov.sc.gov; jasen.eige@governor.virginia.gov;
Jeannemarie Davis (jeannemarie.davis@governor.virginia.gov); Jeff Barnes (barnesj7@michigan.gov); Jeff
Boeyink (jeff.boeyink@iowa.gov); Jen Rae Hein (jen.hein@nebraska.gov); Jennifer Branstetter
(jbranstett@state.pa.us); Jim Soyer (jim.soyer@state.sd.us); jmcallahan@state.pa.us; Johnny Blackmon
(johnny.blackmon@governor.alabama.gov); Katie Altshuler; Katy Oder; Keith Gardner
(keith.gardner@state.nm.us); Krista Carman (kristacarman ); Kristi Craig
(kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov); ktartaglia@state.pa.us; Lauren Kintner (lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov);
Lgromis ; Lindsay Russell; macarter32 ; Marie Sanderson (msanderson ; Marissa
Watkins; Mark Cate (Mark.Cate@tn.gov); mary.mayhew@maine.gov; Michael DiSabato
(Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov); mschrimpf@rga.org; Nicole Guillemard (nguillemard@prfaa.com);
Rebekah Mason (rebekah.mason@governor.alabama.gov); rebmyers@state.pa.us;
renee.fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; Richard Bark (rbark@az.gov); rob.jakubik@eog.myflorida.com; Robert
Spendlove (rspendlove@utah.gov); Russ Kelly (russ.kelly@alaska.gov); Ryan McGinness (ryan@nevadadc.org);
Ryan Serote (rserote@az.gov); Seth Levey; Stephen Waguespack (wags@la.gov);
tammy.perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Tim Pearson (timpearson@gov.sc.gov); Todd Smith (ts@rubicondc.com);
travisrichmond  Tyler Yingling; Wayne Struble (wayne.struble@governor.ohio.gov); Wendy Riemann
(Wendy.riemann@wisconsin.gov); will.cromer@tn.gov; Zak Tomich (tomichz@michigan.gov)

Cc: Swann, Lanier (McConnell); White, Brandi (McConnell)
Subject: FW: (Courtesy of Speaker Boehner, Leader Cantor, Whip McCarthy, and Chairman Hensarling) Reconciliation

Memo
Date: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 11:12:41 AM
Attachments: Reconciliation.pdf

More to come on this - - but wanted to make sure you all saw the memo (attached and below) that
went to Members today regarding the Reconciliation process in the House Budget to address
concerns over the impact of sequestration on our military.
 
 

From: GOP Conference 
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 12:04 PM
Subject: (Courtesy of Speaker Boehner, Leader Cantor, Whip McCarthy, and Chairman Hensarling)
Reconciliation Memo
 
TO: Members, House GOP Chiefs, Legislative Directors, Communicators, and District Directors
 

(Courtesy of Speaker Boehner, Leader Cantor, Whip McCarthy, and Chairman Hensarling)
 
TO:      House Republican Members
FR:      Speaker Boehner, Leader Cantor, Whip McCarthy, Chairman Hensarling
DT:      April 18, 2012
RE:      Reconciliation
 
From day one, House Republicans have been focused on job creation.  We understand
that the debt and deficit have placed a massive burden on our economy and American
families.  Testimony before Congress and even the President’s own Bowles-Simpson
Commission demonstrates that the debt has slowed our economy by about one
percentage point, which translates into approximately one million unrealized American
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TO:  House Republican Members 
FR: Speaker Boehner, Leader Cantor, Whip McCarthy, Chairman Hensarling 
DT: April 18, 2012 
RE: Reconciliation 


 
From day one, House Republicans have been focused on job creation.  We 
understand that the debt and deficit have placed a massive burden on our economy 
and American families.  Testimony before Congress and even the President’s own 
Bowles-Simpson Commission demonstrates that the debt has slowed our economy 
by about one percentage point, which translates into approximately one million 
unrealized American jobs.  If we do not get the nation’s debt under control, our 
economy and our families will continue to suffer. 
 
That is why one of the many reforms included in the House-passed Budget 
Resolution is the initiation of a “reconciliation” process, whereby certain House 
Committees would propose changes to current mandatory spending programs in 
order to generate a specified amount of savings.  The savings generated from these 
reforms to mandatory programs would first be used to offset the cost 
(approximately $78 billion)1 of replacing the automatic across-the-board 
discretionary spending cuts that are scheduled to occur on January 2, 2013, under 
what is known as sequestration.  The additional savings achieved through 
reconciliation beyond the $78 billion (over $180 billion in the next ten years) would 
further reduce the deficit. 
 
The six House Committees that received reconciliation instruction under the House-
passed Budget Resolution are currently beginning the process of marking up their 
reconciliation packages which the House will take up as one bill in early May.  
 
This memo will provide you with information on the necessity of replacing 
sequestration and a summary of the specific savings proposals that we anticipate 
being part of the final reconciliation bill.  
 
Why it is Necessary to Replace the Sequester 
 
As a result of political posturing by the Democrats, the “Super Committee” failed to 
report and Congress failed to enact $1.2 trillion in deficit reduction last December.  
Thus, current law requires that there be across-the-board cuts, known as a 
“sequester,” imposed on January 2, 2013.  The sequester will result in a 10% 
reduction in Department of Defense programs and an 8% reduction in certain 
domestic programs, such as the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and border 
security. 
 


                                                 
1
 $78 billion reflects the remainder of the FY 2013 discretionary sequester after accounting for lowering the 


FY 2013 discretionary cap from $1047 to $1028 as provided for in the House-passed budget Resolution. 
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Intended as a mechanism to force action, there is bipartisan agreement that the 
sequester going into place would undercut key responsibilities of the federal 
government.  
 
As the Administration makes clear in their own Budget, “By design, the sequester is 
not good policy and is meant to force Congress to take action: it would lead to 
significant cuts to critical domestic programs such as education and research and 
cuts to defense programs that could undermine our national security. … [C]uts of 
this magnitude done in an across-the-board fashion would be devastating both to 
defense and non-defense programs.” [The Budget of the United States Government, 
Fiscal Year 2013, p. 24, February 13, 2012] 
 
Of particular concern is the impact sequestration, if allowed to occur, would have on 
our national security.  
 
The sequestration cuts would be on top of the savings in discretionary defense 
spending that were already implemented as part of the debt limit agreement last 
August.  
 
The House Armed Services Committee has analyzed the impact of the sequestration, 
and found that if left in place, sequestration would cut the military to its smallest 
size since before the Second World War – all while we are still a nation at war in 
Afghanistan, facing increased threats from Iran and North Korea, unrest in the 
Middle East, and a rising China.   
 
Major consequences include: 
 


 200,000 soldiers and Marines separated from service, bringing our force well 
below our pre-9/11 levels; 


 Ability to respond to contingencies in North Korea or Iran at jeopardy; 
 The smallest ground force since 1940; 
 A fleet of fewer than 230 ships, the smallest level since 1915; 
 The smallest tactical fighter force in the history of the Air Force; 
 Our nuclear triad that has kept the US and 30 of our allies safe for decades 


will be in jeopardy; 
 Reductions of 20 percent in defense civilian personnel; and 
 Two BRAC rounds of base closings. 


 
[House Armed Services Committee Memo “Assessment of Impacts of Budget 
Cuts”, 9/22/2011] 


 
Secretary Panetta and the professional military leadership have also looked at the 
impact of sequestration and reached similar conclusions: 
 



http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/budget/fy2013/assets/cutting.pdf

http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/budget/fy2013/assets/cutting.pdf

http://armedservices.house.gov/index.cfm/files/serve?File_id=51add703-1543-411d-a9ae-e09a51738eb2
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Secretary Panetta stated, “If the maximum sequestration is triggered, the total cut 
will rise to about $1 trillion compared with the FY 2012 plan.  The impacts of these 
cuts would be devastating for the Department… Facing such large reductions, we 
would have to reduce the size of the military sharply.  Rough estimates suggest after 
ten years of these cuts, we would have the smallest ground force since 1940, the 
smallest number of ships since 1915, and the smallest Air Force in its history.” 
[Secretary Panetta, Letter to Senator John McCain, 11/14/2011] 
 
General Dempsey, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, stated, “[S]equestration 
leaves me three places to go to find the additional money: operations, maintenance, 
and training. That’s the definition of a hollow force.” 
 
The individual branch service chiefs echoed General Dempsey:   
 


 “Cuts of this magnitude would be catastrophic to the military…My 
assessment is that the nation would incur an unacceptable level of strategic 
and operational risk.” – General Ray T. Odierno, Chief Of Staff, United States 
Army 


 “A severe and irreversible impact on the Navy’s future,” – Admiral Jonathan 
W. Greenert, Chief of Naval Operations 


 “A Marine Corps below the end strength that’s necessary to support even one 
major contingency,” – General James F. Amos, Commandant of the Marine 
Corps 


 “Even the most thoroughly deliberated strategy may not be able to overcome 
dire consequences,” – General Norton A. Schwartz, Chief of Staff, United 
States Air Force 


 
[Testimony of Service Chief before House Armed Services Committee, 
11/2/2011] 


 
Armed Services Ranking Member Adam Smith recently gave a speech about the 
need to reverse sequestration.  During a question and answer period after the 
speech, he stated, “What I am saying is, we are going to have to re-write the 
sequestration law before January 1, one way or another, in order to make sure i[t] 
makes sense and can fit.  I believe that between now and then we will find $1.2 
trillion in deficit reduction somewhere, somehow, and avoid the immediate 
sequestration.  But as the gentleman asked, the problem is now.  If we wait until 
September we will have done great harm to the economy.” 
 
According to an analysis by the House Appropriations Committee, the sequester will 
also have a significant impact on non-defense discretionary programs, including: 
 


 Automatically reducing Head Start by $650 million, resulting in 75,000 fewer 
slots for children in the program; 



http://armedservices.house.gov/index.cfm/files/serve?File_id=ae72f319-e34f-4f78-8c88-b8e7c9dee61f

http://armedservices.house.gov/index.cfm/files/serve?File_id=15d1f748-0850-4f6f-9b47-31273cf5f281
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 Automatically reducing the National Institutes of Health (NIH) by $2.4 billion, 
an amount equal to nearly half of total NIH spending on cancer this year; and 


 A reduction of approximately 1,870 Border Patrol Agents (a reduction of 
nearly 9% of the total number of agents). 


 
Democrats Have Failed to Offer a Credible Solution 
 
While both Republicans and Democrats have warned of the consequences from both 
immediate sequestration cuts and the looming debt crisis, the President and leading 
Senate Democrats refuse to advance credible solutions: 
 


 The President insists on taking more money from hardworking families and 
small businesses, a policy that will only exacerbate our current economic 
problems. 


 Just as bad, Senate Democrats have failed to pass a budget in more than 
1,000 days, and have chosen to give up on budgeting again this year. 


 
Common-Sense Republican Reforms 
 
Pursuant to the Budget Resolution, the House will advance a series of reforms that 
replace across-the-board cuts scheduled in law with common-sense reforms that 
take steps to address government’s autopilot spending.   
 
Six House Committees will advance legislation that will: 
 


 Stop Fraud, by Ensuring that Individuals are Actually Eligible for the 
Taxpayer Benefits They Receive; 


 Eliminate Government Slush Funds and Stop Bailouts; 
 Control Runaway, Unchecked Spending;  
 Restrain Spending on Government Bureaucracies; and 
 Reduce Waste and Duplicative Programs. 


 
The savings from these reforms will replace the arbitrary discretionary sequester 
cuts and lay the groundwork for further efforts to avert the spending-driven 
economic crisis before us. 
 
Below is an outline of the reforms being advanced by the four committees 
(Agriculture, Financial Services, Judiciary, and Ways and Means) that are marking 
up instructions this week (week of April 16).   
 
This memo will be updated to include the recommendations of the Energy & 
Commerce Committee and the Oversight and Government Reform Committee once 
their markups are announced. 
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Stopping Fraud by Ensuring that Individuals are Actually Eligible for the 
Taxpayer Benefits They Receive 
 
Restricting Categorical Eligibility under the SNAP (Food Stamp) Program: Under 
current law, an individual can automatically qualify for SNAP based on receipt of 
benefits through other low-income assistance programs, including the Temporary 
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) block grant, Supplemental Security Income 
(SSI), or state-run General Assistance (GA) programs. 
 
The Obama Administration has actively encouraged states to implement a policy 
called “broad-based categorical eligibility,” which means states are conveying SNAP 
eligibility based upon a household receiving a TANF-funded brochure or access to 
an “800” number hotline. 
 
As of January, there are now 43 jurisdictions – 40 States, the District of Columbia, 
Guam, and the Virgin Islands – implementing this policy.  Of the 43 jurisdictions 
using broad-based categorical eligibility, 39 currently have no asset test and 27 have 
a gross income limit above 130% of the federal poverty guidelines.  
 
The proposal from the House Agriculture Committee would restrict categorical 
eligibility to only those households receiving cash assistance from SSI, TANF, or a 
state-run General Assistance program.  Receiving a TANF-funded brochure or a 
referral to an “800” number telephone hotline would no longer automatically make 
a household SNAP eligible.  According to CBO, this proposal would save $11.7 billion 
over ten years.  
 
Note: While this change would render some households no longer eligible for SNAP, 
any household that meets the eligibility requirements in SNAP law will continue 
receiving its SNAP benefits.  This policy change would only affect those who are not 
truly eligible for the program under SNAP law.  


 
Eliminating the SNAP “Heat and Eat” Loophole: Under current law, low-income 
households receiving any Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) 
payments also qualify for the SNAP Standard Utility Allowance (SUA) which 
automatically increases their SNAP benefits.  Approximately 16 states and DC are 
abusing this interaction (often at the behest of advocacy groups) by sending $1 or 
$5 LIHEAP checks to low-income households so they may automatically take 
advantage of the SUA.  In practice, if a participant receives $1 in LIHEAP, they can 
automatically deduct the SUA from their income, so their net income goes down and 
they receive more SNAP benefits.  For example, this can trigger as much as $130 in 
additional SNAP benefits per month.  
 
The proposal from the Agriculture Committee would change current law so that a 
LIHEAP payment no longer automatically triggers the SUA deduction, closing this 
loophole.  This provision in no way prevents those households who are paying their 
utility bills out-of-pocket from receiving the SNAP SUA.  Any household paying their 
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utility bills can still receive this deduction.  According to CBO, this proposal would 
save $14.3 billion over ten years. 
 
Preventing Abuse in the Refundable Child Tax Credit: Current law provides for a 
child tax credit in the amount of $1,000 per child under the age of 17 ($500 per child 
beginning in 2013).  This credit is partially refundable, meaning that taxpayers may, 
depending on their income and other tax obligations, receive a government check as 
a result of this credit.  Such checks are considered spending for budget purposes.  
Under the rules in effect through 2012, the refundable portion of the child tax credit 
– sometimes referred to as the additional child tax credit (ACTC) – is capped at 15 
percent of the taxpayer’s earned income above $3,000.   
 
Also under current law, individuals who are ineligible to work in the United States – 
and are thus ineligible for a Social Security Number (SSN) – can obtain an Individual 
Taxpayer Identification Number (ITIN) for tax purposes.  In 1996, Congress enacted 
legislation making those without SSNs ineligible to receive the Earned Income Tax 
Credit (EITC), a similar refundable tax credit.  However, when the refundable 
portion of the child tax credit was subsequently enacted in 1997, Congress included 
no similar limitation, and the Treasury Department has taken the position that it 
lacks the statutory authority to limit the ACTC to those with an SSN.  Thus, the 
refundable portion of the child tax credit currently remains available to individuals 
who are unable to obtain an SSN because they are ineligible to work in the United 
States. 
 
The proposal from the House Ways and Means Committee would close this loophole 
and individuals (or at least one spouse in the case of a joint return) would be 
required to include their SSN on their tax return in order to claim the refundable 
portion of the child tax credit.  According to the Joint Committee on Taxation, this 
proposal would save $7.6 billion over ten years. 
 
Fully Recapture Exchange Subsidy Overpayments: The Democrats’ health care law 
fails to adequately protect taxpayers from overpayments of health insurance 
Exchange subsidies, even in the case of fraud.  Exchange subsidy eligibility is based 
on two-year old income tax return data.  Because income can change (new job, 
promotion, spouse returns to the workforce, etc.), the government will conduct an 
annual review to determine if someone received more taxpayer-funded subsidies 
than he/she was entitled to.  
 
If an overpayment was made, the recipient is required to repay some or all of the 
overpayment, subject to certain limits described below.  Originally, under the health 
care law, the maximum amount a subsidy recipient was required to repay was $250 
for an individual or $400 for a family, even if he/she/they received thousands of 
dollars in subsidy overpayments.  Since the health care law’s enactment, two laws 
have increased the maximum amount of improper Exchange subsidy payments the 
government can recoup, but in some instances still fails to require full repayment. 
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The proposal from the Ways and Means Committee would require those who 
receive Exchange subsidies to which they are not entitled to repay the full amount of 
overpayments.  Individuals and families would still be allowed to keep the subsidies 
they are entitled to receive under the law.  The Joint Committee on Taxation and 
CBO estimate this provision would reduce the deficit by $43.9 billion over ten years. 
 
Eliminating Government Slush Funds and Stopping Bailouts 
 
Protecting Taxpayers by Eliminating the Dodd-Frank Bailout Fund: The Dodd-Frank 
Act granted the FDIC “Orderly Liquidation Authority” that gives government 
bureaucrats the authority to use taxpayer dollars to bail out the creditors of “too big 
to fail” institutions and treat similarly situated creditors differently.  The Democrats 
have claimed that they created this new resolution authority to prevent a replay of 
the 2008 bailouts of Bear Stearns, AIG, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, Citigroup, Bank of 
America, GM and Chrysler.   But in reality, Dodd-Frank’s Orderly Liquidation 
Authority mechanism just perpetuates the very taxpayer-funded bailout regime it 
claims it to abolish. 
 
The proposal from the House Financial Services Committee would end “too big to 
fail” by repealing this Dodd-Frank fund that paves the way for future bailouts.  
Eliminating the bailout fund will, according to CBO, save $22 billion over ten years 
for deficit reduction. 
 
Terminate Ineffective Housing Bailouts: The Obama Administration claimed HAMP, 
its signature foreclosure prevention initiative, would help up to 4 million struggling 
homeowners.  Instead, HAMP has resulted in only 763,000 loans being permanently 
modified and has been the target of widespread and bipartisan criticism.  Of the $30 
billion in TARP funds set aside for HAMP, $2.54 billion has actually been disbursed.  
The Special Inspector General for TARP (SIGTARP), the Congressional Oversight 
Panel, the Government Accountability Office and even New York Times editorial page 
have all reported on the ineffectiveness of HAMP and highlighted how this program 
has hurt, rather than helped, many struggling homeowners.   
 
The Financial Services Committee approved H.R. 839, the HAMP Termination Act, on 
March 9, 2011, and the House voted to pass the bill 252-170 on March 29, 2011, but 
the Senate has yet to act.  Terminating this costly and ineffective program as part of 
reconciliation will, according to CBO, result in deficit reduction of $2.8 billion over 
ten years. 
 
Reforming the National Flood Insurance Program: The National Flood Insurance Act 
of 1968 established the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) to minimize the 
economic impact of floods and to provide flood insurance to individuals and 
businesses.   Congress last enacted a long-term NFIP reauthorization and reform bill 
in 2004.  H.R. 1309, the Flood Insurance Reform Act sponsored by Rep. Judy Biggert, 
includes a five-year reauthorization of the NFIP and will reform the program by 
encouraging broader participation, increasing financial accountability and 
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eliminating unnecessary rate subsidies.  The NFIP has historically failed to charge 
sufficient rates to cover its risk. H.R. 1309 eliminates unnecessary rate subsidies by 
including a phase-in of full-risk, actuarial rates for new and certain existing areas 
designated as “Special Flood Hazard.” This will improve the NFIP’s financial health. 
 
The Financial Services Committee passed H.R. 1309 by a 54-0 vote on May 12, 2011 
and the House approved the bill 406-22 on July 12, 2011, but the Senate has yet to 
act. Reforming this program as part of reconciliation will, according to CBO, result in 
$4.9 billion in savings over ten years.   
 
Controlling Runaway, Unchecked Spending 
 
Eliminate the Indexing on SNAP Nutrition Education: Under current law, states have 
the option of providing nutrition education to SNAP recipients as part of their 
program operations; such education is 100% funded by the federal government. 
Funding for the SNAP nutrition education program is capped at $375 million but is 
indexed for inflation so that the amount spent increases each year.     
 
The proposal from the Agriculture Committee eliminates the automatic annual 
spending increase and, according to CBO, saves $546 million over ten years. 
 
Terminate the SNAP Increase from the Stimulus: The American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) included an across-the-board increase in SNAP 
benefits effective in April 2009.  The ARRA effectively replaced the increase in SNAP 
benefits that occurs under the Food and Nutrition Act, which is normally based on 
annual food-price inflation indexing.  The ARRA increase was to stay in place until 
food-price inflation “caught up” so that families did not see a decrease in their 
monthly SNAP benefit allotment.  Therefore, the ARRA benefit increase was 
originally expected to terminate after FY 2018, when food-price inflation was 
estimated to "catch up" with the ARRA increase. 
 
Last Congress, when the Democrat majority needed to pay for their other 
“priorities,” including a teacher’s union bailout and increasing school meal 
standards, the ARRA SNAP increase was used twice to offset other laws.  They 
achieved their savings by moving up the ARRA termination date to October 31, 
2013.  This proposal from  
the Agriculture Committee terminates the ARRA increase on July 1, 2012 and would 
save, according to CBO, $5.9 billion over ten years. 
 
Restrain Spending on Government Bureaucracies 
 
Eliminating Automatic Funding of the New Bureaucracies: The centerpiece of the 
Dodd-Frank Act is the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), a large and 
powerful Federal agency that is – by design – accountable to neither the executive 
branch nor Congress.  Its Director has the unprecedented and sole authority to 
decide which financial products Americans can and cannot use.  In addition, the 
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Dodd-Frank Act authorizes the CFPB to fund itself by drawing money directly from 
the Federal Reserve to whatever extent the CFPB Director deems “necessary” up to 
$548 million in FY 2012, $598 million in FY 2013 and 12 percent of the Fed’s 
operating expenses each fiscal year thereafter.  Not Congress, not the President, not 
even the Federal Reserve which provides its funding can oversee how the CFPB 
Director spends these hundreds of millions of dollars.   
 
To correct this glaring lack of accountability, the Financial Services Committee 
proposes to make the CFPB subject to the ordinary congressional appropriations 
process and authorize the appropriation of $200 million to the agency for FY 2012 
and FY 2013.  This will ensure proper oversight and accountability, and according to 
CBO achieve savings of $5.4 billion over ten years. 
 
Reducing Waste and Duplicative Programs 
 
Repeal of the Social Services Block Grant: The Social Services Block Grant (SSBG) is a 
flexible source of Federal funds that states use for a wide variety of social services.  
Begun in 1956 as a way to match State spending on services to help families leave 
welfare, the SSBG is now a 100 percent Federal funding stream that can be used to 
provide almost any service to anyone regardless of their income.  Many of the 
services funded by SSBG are duplicative of other federal programs including the 
Community Services Block Grant, Head Start, Foster Care and Adoption Assistance, 
Promoting Safe and Stable Families, the Child Care and Development Block Grant, 
Child Welfare Services, Chafee Foster Care Independence Program, and Temporary 
Assistance for Needy Families, among many others. 
 
Because there are so few strings attached, some of the most common services 
supported by SSBG funds are: 
 


 Information and Referral Services: The most common service supported with 
SSBG funds is information and referral to other social welfare programs. In  
other words, a significant amount of SSBG is spent not to provide services, 
but to provide people with information about and referrals to other services. 


 Case Management Services: States also use the SSBG to pay for “the 
arrangement, coordination, and monitoring of services.” In other words, 
SSBG may be used for administrative costs.   


 Other Services: Even with a flexible, unaccountable program like SSBG, States 
frequently report spending on “other” activities and services. 


 
The proposal from the Ways and Means Committee would eliminate the SSBG 
program saving taxpayers almost $17 billion over 10 years, according to CBO. 
 
Eliminate the 50/50 Cost Share for the SNAP Employment and Training (E&T) 
Program: Each fiscal year, USDA provides federal formula grants to state agencies 
for states to operate a SNAP Employment and Training (E&T) program.  In addition 
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to this funding, states have the option of providing more funding towards their state 
E&T program, which USDA is required to match.  According to GAO, there are 47 
federal employment training programs and almost all federal employment and 
training programs overlap with at least one other program in that they provide 
similar services to similar populations. 
 
The proposal from the Agriculture Committee would maintain the federal formula 
grants for employment training, but eliminate the 50/50 cost share thus resulting in 
savings for federal taxpayers and, according to CBO, save $3.1 billion over ten years. 
 
Eliminate State Performance Bonuses: States are responsible for administering the 
SNAP program and it is their duty to process applications in a timely manner, 
ensure households receive the accurate amount of SNAP benefits, and make certain 
the program is administered in the most effective and efficient manner.  Under 
current law, states can receive a bonus for doing a good job.  Annually, these 
bonuses total $48 million. 
 
The proposal by the Agriculture Committee eliminates the bonuses that are given to 
states for essentially doing their job and would, according to CBO, save $480 million 
over ten years. 
 
Reforming the Medical Liability System: Many state supreme courts have judicially 
nullified reasonable litigation management provisions enacted by state legislatures, 
many of which sought to address the crisis in medical professional liability that 
reduces patients’ access to health care and increases overall health care costs.  
Consequently, in such states, passage of federal legislation by Congress may be the 
only means of addressing the state’s current crisis in medical professional liability, 
restoring patients’ access to health care, and controlling unnecessary costs. 
 
To address these issues, the House Judiciary Committee has proposed the HEALTH 
Act, modeled after California’s decades-old and highly successful health care 
litigation reforms.  This reform addresses the current crisis in health care by 
reigning in unlimited lawsuits and thereby making health care delivery more 
accessible and cost-effective in the United States. California’s Medical Injury 
Compensation Reform Act (“MICRA”), which was signed into law by Governor Jerry 
Brown in 1976, has proved immensely successful in increasing access to affordable 
medical care.  
 
MICRA’s reforms, which are included in the HEALTH Act, include: 
 


 A $250,000 cap on noneconomic damages;  
 Limits on the contingency fees lawyers can charge;  
 Provisions creating a “fair share” rule, by which damages are allocated fairly, 


in direct proportion to fault;  
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 Reasonable guidelines – but not caps – on the award of punitive damages; 
and  


 A safe harbor from punitive damages for products that meet applicable FDA 
safety requirements.  


 
The HEALTH Act will accomplish reform without in any way limiting compensation 
for 100% of plaintiffs’ economic losses (anything to which a receipt can be 
attached), including their medical costs, their lost wages, their future lost wages, 
rehabilitation costs, and any other economic out-of-pocket loss suffered as the result 
of a health care injury.  The HEALTH Act also does not preempt any state law that 
otherwise caps damages. 
 
According to CBO, “under [the HEALTH Act], premiums for medical malpractice 
insurance ultimately would be an average of 25 percent to 30 percent below what 
they would be under current law.”  Lower health care lawsuit liability premiums 
would reduce health care costs for everyone and increase the supply of vital doctors 
by allowing more doctors to continue practicing, including in higher-risk medical 
fields.  
 
Further, abusive state tort laws drive what is known as “defensive medicine,” which 
occurs when doctors are forced by the threat of lawsuits to conduct tests and 
prescribe drugs that are not medically required, simply to avoid liability exposure.  
Defensive medicine practiced in a variety of federal health care programs costs 
federal taxpayers billions of dollars.  CBO pronounced that the legal reforms 
contained in the HEALTH Act would reduce the federal budget deficit by an 
estimated $40 billion over the next ten years. 







jobs.  If we do not get the nation’s debt under control, our economy and our families
will continue to suffer.
 
That is why one of the many reforms included in the House-passed Budget Resolution
is the initiation of a “reconciliation” process, whereby certain House Committees would
propose changes to current mandatory spending programs in order to generate a
specified amount of savings.  The savings generated from these reforms to mandatory

programs would first be used to offset the cost (approximately $78 billion)[1] of
replacing the automatic across-the-board discretionary spending cuts that are
scheduled to occur on January 2, 2013, under what is known as sequestration.  The
additional savings achieved through reconciliation beyond the $78 billion (over $180
billion in the next ten years) would further reduce the deficit.
 
The six House Committees that received reconciliation instruction under the House-
passed Budget Resolution are currently beginning the process of marking up their
reconciliation packages which the House will take up as one bill in early May.
 
This memo will provide you with information on the necessity of replacing
sequestration and a summary of the specific savings proposals that we anticipate being
part of the final reconciliation bill.
 
Why it is Necessary to Replace the Sequester
 
As a result of political posturing by the Democrats, the “Super Committee” failed to
report and Congress failed to enact $1.2 trillion in deficit reduction last December. 
Thus, current law requires that there be across-the-board cuts, known as a
“sequester,” imposed on January 2, 2013.  The sequester will result in a 10% reduction
in Department of Defense programs and an 8% reduction in certain domestic
programs, such as the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and border security.
 
Intended as a mechanism to force action, there is bipartisan agreement that the
sequester going into place would undercut key responsibilities of the federal
government.
 
As the Administration makes clear in their own Budget, “By design, the sequester is not
good policy and is meant to force Congress to take action: it would lead to significant
cuts to critical domestic programs such as education and research and cuts to defense
programs that could undermine our national security. … [C]uts of this magnitude done
in an across-the-board fashion would be devastating both to defense and non-defense
programs.” [The Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 2013, p. 24,
February 13, 2012]
 
Of particular concern is the impact sequestration, if allowed to occur, would have on
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our national security.
 
The sequestration cuts would be on top of the savings in discretionary defense
spending that were already implemented as part of the debt limit agreement last
August.
 
The House Armed Services Committee has analyzed the impact of the sequestration,
and found that if left in place, sequestration would cut the military to its smallest size
since before the Second World War – all while we are still a nation at war in
Afghanistan, facing increased threats from Iran and North Korea, unrest in the Middle
East, and a rising China. 
 
Major consequences include:
 

·         200,000 soldiers and Marines separated from service, bringing our force well
below our pre-9/11 levels;

·         Ability to respond to contingencies in North Korea or Iran at jeopardy;
·         The smallest ground force since 1940;
·         A fleet of fewer than 230 ships, the smallest level since 1915;
·         The smallest tactical fighter force in the history of the Air Force;
·         Our nuclear triad that has kept the US and 30 of our allies safe for decades will

be in jeopardy;
·         Reductions of 20 percent in defense civilian personnel; and
·         Two BRAC rounds of base closings.

 
[House Armed Services Committee Memo “Assessment of Impacts of Budget Cuts”,
9/22/2011]

 
Secretary Panetta and the professional military leadership have also looked at the
impact of sequestration and reached similar conclusions:
 
Secretary Panetta stated, “If the maximum sequestration is triggered, the total cut will
rise to about $1 trillion compared with the FY 2012 plan.  The impacts of these cuts
would be devastating for the Department… Facing such large reductions, we would
have to reduce the size of the military sharply.  Rough estimates suggest after ten years
of these cuts, we would have the smallest ground force since 1940, the smallest
number of ships since 1915, and the smallest Air Force in its history.” [Secretary
Panetta, Letter to Senator John McCain, 11/14/2011]
 
General Dempsey, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, stated, “[S]equestration leaves
me three places to go to find the additional money: operations, maintenance, and
training. That’s the definition of a hollow force.”
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The individual branch service chiefs echoed General Dempsey: 
 

·         “Cuts of this magnitude would be catastrophic to the military…My assessment is
that the nation would incur an unacceptable level of strategic and operational
risk.” – General Ray T. Odierno, Chief Of Staff, United States Army

·         “A severe and irreversible impact on the Navy’s future,” – Admiral Jonathan W.
Greenert, Chief of Naval Operations

·         “A Marine Corps below the end strength that’s necessary to support even one
major contingency,” – General James F. Amos, Commandant of the Marine Corps

·         “Even the most thoroughly deliberated strategy may not be able to overcome
dire consequences,” – General Norton A. Schwartz, Chief of Staff, United States
Air Force

 
[Testimony of Service Chief before House Armed Services Committee, 11/2/2011]

 
Armed Services Ranking Member Adam Smith recently gave a speech about the need to
reverse sequestration.  During a question and answer period after the speech, he
stated, “What I am saying is, we are going to have to re-write the sequestration law
before January 1, one way or another, in order to make sure i[t] makes sense and can
fit.  I believe that between now and then we will find $1.2 trillion in deficit reduction
somewhere, somehow, and avoid the immediate sequestration.  But as the gentleman
asked, the problem is now.  If we wait until September we will have done great harm
to the economy.”
 
According to an analysis by the House Appropriations Committee, the sequester will
also have a significant impact on non-defense discretionary programs, including:
 

Automatically reducing Head Start by $650 million, resulting in 75,000 fewer
slots for children in the program;
Automatically reducing the National Institutes of Health (NIH) by $2.4 billion, an
amount equal to nearly half of total NIH spending on cancer this year; and
A reduction of approximately 1,870 Border Patrol Agents (a reduction of nearly
9% of the total number of agents).

 
Democrats Have Failed to Offer a Credible Solution
 
While both Republicans and Democrats have warned of the consequences from both
immediate sequestration cuts and the looming debt crisis, the President and leading
Senate Democrats refuse to advance credible solutions:
 

·         The President insists on taking more money from hardworking families and
small businesses, a policy that will only exacerbate our current economic
problems.
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·         Just as bad, Senate Democrats have failed to pass a budget in more than 1,000
days, and have chosen to give up on budgeting again this year.

Common-Sense Republican Reforms
 
Pursuant to the Budget Resolution, the House will advance a series of reforms that
replace across-the-board cuts scheduled in law with common-sense reforms that take
steps to address government’s autopilot spending. 
 
Six House Committees will advance legislation that will:
 

Stop Fraud, by Ensuring that Individuals are Actually Eligible for the Taxpayer
Benefits They Receive;
Eliminate Government Slush Funds and Stop Bailouts;
Control Runaway, Unchecked Spending;
Restrain Spending on Government Bureaucracies; and
Reduce Waste and Duplicative Programs.

 
The savings from these reforms will replace the arbitrary discretionary sequester cuts
and lay the groundwork for further efforts to avert the spending-driven economic crisis
before us.
 
Below is an outline of the reforms being advanced by the four committees (Agriculture,
Financial Services, Judiciary, and Ways and Means) that are marking up instructions
this week (week of April 16). 
 
This memo will be updated to include the recommendations of the Energy &
Commerce Committee and the Oversight and Government Reform Committee once
their markups are announced.
 
Stopping Fraud by Ensuring that Individuals are Actually Eligible for the
Taxpayer Benefits They Receive
 
Restricting Categorical Eligibility under the SNAP (Food Stamp) Program: Under
current law, an individual can automatically qualify for SNAP based on receipt of
benefits through other low-income assistance programs, including the Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) block grant, Supplemental Security Income (SSI),
or state-run General Assistance (GA) programs.
 
The Obama Administration has actively encouraged states to implement a policy called
“broad-based categorical eligibility,” which means states are conveying SNAP eligibility
based upon a household receiving a TANF-funded brochure or access to an “800”
number hotline.
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As of January, there are now 43 jurisdictions – 40 States, the District of Columbia,
Guam, and the Virgin Islands – implementing this policy.  Of the 43 jurisdictions using
broad-based categorical eligibility, 39 currently have no asset test and 27 have a gross
income limit above 130% of the federal poverty guidelines.
 
The proposal from the House Agriculture Committee would restrict categorical
eligibility to only those households receiving cash assistance from SSI, TANF, or a
state-run General Assistance program.  Receiving a TANF-funded brochure or a
referral to an “800” number telephone hotline would no longer automatically make a
household SNAP eligible.  According to CBO, this proposal would save $11.7 billion over
ten years.
 
Note: While this change would render some households no longer eligible for SNAP,
any household that meets the eligibility requirements in SNAP law will continue
receiving its SNAP benefits.  This policy change would only affect those who are not
truly eligible for the program under SNAP law.

 
Eliminating the SNAP “Heat and Eat” Loophole: Under current law, low-income
households receiving any Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP)
payments also qualify for the SNAP Standard Utility Allowance (SUA) which
automatically increases their SNAP benefits.  Approximately 16 states and DC are
abusing this interaction (often at the behest of advocacy groups) by sending $1 or $5
LIHEAP checks to low-income households so they may automatically take advantage of
the SUA.  In practice, if a participant receives $1 in LIHEAP, they can automatically
deduct the SUA from their income, so their net income goes down and they receive
more SNAP benefits.  For example, this can trigger as much as $130 in additional SNAP
benefits per month.
 
The proposal from the Agriculture Committee would change current law so that a
LIHEAP payment no longer automatically triggers the SUA deduction, closing this
loophole.  This provision in no way prevents those households who are paying their
utility bills out-of-pocket from receiving the SNAP SUA.  Any household paying their
utility bills can still receive this deduction.  According to CBO, this proposal would save
$14.3 billion over ten years.
 
Preventing Abuse in the Refundable Child Tax Credit: Current law provides for a child
tax credit in the amount of $1,000 per child under the age of 17 ($500 per child
beginning in 2013).  This credit is partially refundable, meaning that taxpayers may,
depending on their income and other tax obligations, receive a government check as a
result of this credit.  Such checks are considered spending for budget purposes.  Under
the rules in effect through 2012, the refundable portion of the child tax credit –
sometimes referred to as the additional child tax credit (ACTC) – is capped at 15
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percent of the taxpayer’s earned income above $3,000. 
 
Also under current law, individuals who are ineligible to work in the United States –
and are thus ineligible for a Social Security Number (SSN) – can obtain an Individual
Taxpayer Identification Number (ITIN) for tax purposes.  In 1996, Congress enacted
legislation making those without SSNs ineligible to receive the Earned Income Tax
Credit (EITC), a similar refundable tax credit.  However, when the refundable portion of
the child tax credit was subsequently enacted in 1997, Congress included no similar
limitation, and the Treasury Department has taken the position that it lacks the
statutory authority to limit the ACTC to those with an SSN.  Thus, the refundable
portion of the child tax credit currently remains available to individuals who are
unable to obtain an SSN because they are ineligible to work in the United States.
 
The proposal from the House Ways and Means Committee would close this loophole
and individuals (or at least one spouse in the case of a joint return) would be required
to include their SSN on their tax return in order to claim the refundable portion of the
child tax credit.  According to the Joint Committee on Taxation, this proposal would
save $7.6 billion over ten years.
 
Fully Recapture Exchange Subsidy Overpayments: The Democrats’ health care law fails
to adequately protect taxpayers from overpayments of health insurance Exchange
subsidies, even in the case of fraud.  Exchange subsidy eligibility is based on two-year
old income tax return data.  Because income can change (new job, promotion, spouse
returns to the workforce, etc.), the government will conduct an annual review to
determine if someone received more taxpayer-funded subsidies than he/she was
entitled to.
 
If an overpayment was made, the recipient is required to repay some or all of the
overpayment, subject to certain limits described below.  Originally, under the health
care law, the maximum amount a subsidy recipient was required to repay was $250 for
an individual or $400 for a family, even if he/she/they received thousands of dollars in
subsidy overpayments.  Since the health care law’s enactment, two laws have increased
the maximum amount of improper Exchange subsidy payments the government can
recoup, but in some instances still fails to require full repayment.
 
The proposal from the Ways and Means Committee would require those who receive
Exchange subsidies to which they are not entitled to repay the full amount of
overpayments.  Individuals and families would still be allowed to keep the subsidies
they are entitled to receive under the law.  The Joint Committee on Taxation and CBO
estimate this provision would reduce the deficit by $43.9 billion over ten years.
 
Eliminating Government Slush Funds and Stopping Bailouts
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Protecting Taxpayers by Eliminating the Dodd-Frank Bailout Fund: The Dodd-Frank
Act granted the FDIC “Orderly Liquidation Authority” that gives government
bureaucrats the authority to use taxpayer dollars to bail out the creditors of “too big to
fail” institutions and treat similarly situated creditors differently.  The Democrats have
claimed that they created this new resolution authority to prevent a replay of the 2008
bailouts of Bear Stearns, AIG, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, Citigroup, Bank of America, GM
and Chrysler.   But in reality, Dodd-Frank’s Orderly Liquidation Authority mechanism
just perpetuates the very taxpayer-funded bailout regime it claims it to abolish.
 

The proposal from the House Financial Services Committee would end “too big to fail”
by repealing this Dodd-Frank fund that paves the way for future bailouts.  Eliminating
the bailout fund will, according to CBO, save $22 billion over ten years for deficit
reduction.

Terminate Ineffective Housing Bailouts: The Obama Administration claimed HAMP, its
signature foreclosure prevention initiative, would help up to 4 million struggling
homeowners.  Instead, HAMP has resulted in only 763,000 loans being permanently
modified and has been the target of widespread and bipartisan criticism.  Of the $30
billion in TARP funds set aside for HAMP, $2.54 billion has actually been disbursed. 
The Special Inspector General for TARP (SIGTARP), the Congressional Oversight Panel,
the Government Accountability Office and even New York Times editorial page have all
reported on the ineffectiveness of HAMP and highlighted how this program has hurt,
rather than helped, many struggling homeowners. 
 
The Financial Services Committee approved H.R. 839, the HAMP Termination Act, on
March 9, 2011, and the House voted to pass the bill 252-170 on March 29, 2011, but
the Senate has yet to act.  Terminating this costly and ineffective program as part of
reconciliation will, according to CBO, result in deficit reduction of $2.8 billion over ten
years.
 
Reforming the National Flood Insurance Program: The National Flood Insurance Act of
1968 established the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) to minimize the
economic impact of floods and to provide flood insurance to individuals and
businesses.   Congress last enacted a long-term NFIP reauthorization and reform bill in
2004.  H.R. 1309, the Flood Insurance Reform Act sponsored by Rep. Judy Biggert,
includes a five-year reauthorization of the NFIP and will reform the program by
encouraging broader participation, increasing financial accountability and eliminating
unnecessary rate subsidies.  The NFIP has historically failed to charge sufficient rates
to cover its risk. H.R. 1309 eliminates unnecessary rate subsidies by including a phase-
in of full-risk, actuarial rates for new and certain existing areas designated as “Special
Flood Hazard.” This will improve the NFIP’s financial health.
 
The Financial Services Committee passed H.R. 1309 by a 54-0 vote on May 12, 2011
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and the House approved the bill 406-22 on July 12, 2011, but the Senate has yet to act.
Reforming this program as part of reconciliation will, according to CBO, result in $4.9
billion in savings over ten years. 
 
Controlling Runaway, Unchecked Spending
 
Eliminate the Indexing on SNAP Nutrition Education: Under current law, states have
the option of providing nutrition education to SNAP recipients as part of their program
operations; such education is 100% funded by the federal government. Funding for the
SNAP nutrition education program is capped at $375 million but is indexed for
inflation so that the amount spent increases each year.   
 
The proposal from the Agriculture Committee eliminates the automatic annual
spending increase and, according to CBO, saves $546 million over ten years.
 
Terminate the SNAP Increase from the Stimulus: The American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) included an across-the-board increase in SNAP
benefits effective in April 2009.  The ARRA effectively replaced the increase in SNAP
benefits that occurs under the Food and Nutrition Act, which is normally based on
annual food-price inflation indexing.  The ARRA increase was to stay in place until
food-price inflation “caught up” so that families did not see a decrease in their monthly
SNAP benefit allotment.  Therefore, the ARRA benefit increase was originally expected
to terminate after FY 2018, when food-price inflation was estimated to "catch up" with
the ARRA increase.
 
Last Congress, when the Democrat majority needed to pay for their other “priorities,”
including a teacher’s union bailout and increasing school meal standards, the ARRA
SNAP increase was used twice to offset other laws.  They achieved their savings by
moving up the ARRA termination date to October 31, 2013.  This proposal from
the Agriculture Committee terminates the ARRA increase on July 1, 2012 and would
save, according to CBO, $5.9 billion over ten years.
 
Restrain Spending on Government Bureaucracies
 
Eliminating Automatic Funding of the New Bureaucracies: The centerpiece of the
Dodd-Frank Act is the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), a large and
powerful Federal agency that is – by design – accountable to neither the executive
branch nor Congress.  Its Director has the unprecedented and sole authority to decide
which financial products Americans can and cannot use.  In addition, the Dodd-Frank
Act authorizes the CFPB to fund itself by drawing money directly from the Federal
Reserve to whatever extent the CFPB Director deems “necessary” up to $548 million in
FY 2012, $598 million in FY 2013 and 12 percent of the Fed’s operating expenses each
fiscal year thereafter.  Not Congress, not the President, not even the Federal Reserve
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which provides its funding can oversee how the CFPB Director spends these hundreds
of millions of dollars. 
 
To correct this glaring lack of accountability, the Financial Services Committee
proposes to make the CFPB subject to the ordinary congressional appropriations
process and authorize the appropriation of $200 million to the agency for FY 2012 and
FY 2013.  This will ensure proper oversight and accountability, and according to CBO
achieve savings of $5.4 billion over ten years.
 
Reducing Waste and Duplicative Programs
 
Repeal of the Social Services Block Grant: The Social Services Block Grant (SSBG) is a
flexible source of Federal funds that states use for a wide variety of social services. 
Begun in 1956 as a way to match State spending on services to help families leave
welfare, the SSBG is now a 100 percent Federal funding stream that can be used to
provide almost any service to anyone regardless of their income.  Many of the services
funded by SSBG are duplicative of other federal programs including the Community
Services Block Grant, Head Start, Foster Care and Adoption Assistance, Promoting Safe
and Stable Families, the Child Care and Development Block Grant, Child Welfare
Services, Chafee Foster Care Independence Program, and Temporary Assistance for
Needy Families, among many others.
 
Because there are so few strings attached, some of the most common services
supported by SSBG funds are:
 

·         Information and Referral Services: The most common service supported with
SSBG funds is information and referral to other social welfare programs. In 
other words, a significant amount of SSBG is spent not to provide services, but
to provide people with information about and referrals to other services.

·         Case Management Services: States also use the SSBG to pay for “the
arrangement, coordination, and monitoring of services.” In other words, SSBG
may be used for administrative costs. 

·         Other Services: Even with a flexible, unaccountable program like SSBG, States
frequently report spending on “other” activities and services.

 
The proposal from the Ways and Means Committee would eliminate the SSBG program
saving taxpayers almost $17 billion over 10 years, according to CBO.
 
Eliminate the 50/50 Cost Share for the SNAP Employment and Training (E&T)
Program: Each fiscal year, USDA provides federal formula grants to state agencies for
states to operate a SNAP Employment and Training (E&T) program.  In addition to this
funding, states have the option of providing more funding towards their state E&T
program, which USDA is required to match.  According to GAO, there are 47 federal
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employment training programs and almost all federal employment and training
programs overlap with at least one other program in that they provide similar services
to similar populations.
 
The proposal from the Agriculture Committee would maintain the federal formula
grants for employment training, but eliminate the 50/50 cost share thus resulting in
savings for federal taxpayers and, according to CBO, save $3.1 billion over ten years.
 
Eliminate State Performance Bonuses: States are responsible for administering the
SNAP program and it is their duty to process applications in a timely manner, ensure
households receive the accurate amount of SNAP benefits, and make certain the
program is administered in the most effective and efficient manner.  Under current
law, states can receive a bonus for doing a good job.  Annually, these bonuses total $48
million.
 
The proposal by the Agriculture Committee eliminates the bonuses that are given to
states for essentially doing their job and would, according to CBO, save $480 million
over ten years.
 
Reforming the Medical Liability System: Many state supreme courts have judicially
nullified reasonable litigation management provisions enacted by state legislatures,
many of which sought to address the crisis in medical professional liability that
reduces patients’ access to health care and increases overall health care costs. 
Consequently, in such states, passage of federal legislation by Congress may be the only
means of addressing the state’s current crisis in medical professional liability, restoring
patients’ access to health care, and controlling unnecessary costs.
 
To address these issues, the House Judiciary Committee has proposed the HEALTH Act,
modeled after California’s decades-old and highly successful health care litigation
reforms.  This reform addresses the current crisis in health care by reigning in
unlimited lawsuits and thereby making health care delivery more accessible and cost-
effective in the United States. California’s Medical Injury Compensation Reform Act
(“MICRA”), which was signed into law by Governor Jerry Brown in 1976, has proved
immensely successful in increasing access to affordable medical care.
 
MICRA’s reforms, which are included in the HEALTH Act, include:
 

·         A $250,000 cap on noneconomic damages;
·         Limits on the contingency fees lawyers can charge;
·         Provisions creating a “fair share” rule, by which damages are allocated fairly, in

direct proportion to fault;
·         Reasonable guidelines – but not caps – on the award of punitive damages; and
·         A safe harbor from punitive damages for products that meet applicable FDA
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safety requirements.
 
The HEALTH Act will accomplish reform without in any way limiting compensation for
100% of plaintiffs’ economic losses (anything to which a receipt can be attached),
including their medical costs, their lost wages, their future lost wages, rehabilitation
costs, and any other economic out-of-pocket loss suffered as the result of a health care
injury.  The HEALTH Act also does not preempt any state law that otherwise caps
damages.
 
According to CBO, “under [the HEALTH Act], premiums for medical malpractice
insurance ultimately would be an average of 25 percent to 30 percent below what they
would be under current law.”  Lower health care lawsuit liability premiums would
reduce health care costs for everyone and increase the supply of vital doctors by
allowing more doctors to continue practicing, including in higher-risk medical fields.
 
Further, abusive state tort laws drive what is known as “defensive medicine,” which
occurs when doctors are forced by the threat of lawsuits to conduct tests and prescribe
drugs that are not medically required, simply to avoid liability exposure.  Defensive
medicine practiced in a variety of federal health care programs costs federal taxpayers
billions of dollars.  CBO pronounced that the legal reforms contained in the HEALTH
Act would reduce the federal budget deficit by an estimated $40 billion over the next
ten years.
 
 

[1] $78 billion reflects the remainder of the FY 2013 discretionary sequester after accounting for lowering the FY
2013 discretionary cap from $1047 to $1028 as provided for in the House-passed budget Resolution.
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From: denisenorthrup
To: Tonda Fisher; Keili McEwen
Subject: Fw: ALERT!! IMMEDIATE ACTION IS NEEDED--PASS IT ON--INFORM OTHERS
Date: Monday, August 08, 2011 6:22:07 AM
Attachments: winmail.dat

Please keep track of the number of calls we get on this

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

-----Original Message-----
From: "Bunny Chambers" <bbchambers >
Date: Mon, 8 Aug 2011 03:12:54
To: Oklahoma Eagle Forum<okeagle@okeagleforum.org>
Reply-To: <bbchambers >
Subject: ALERT!!  IMMEDIATE ACTION IS NEEDED--PASS IT ON--INFORM OTHERS

TO:  Eagles and Friends of Eagles
FROM:  Bunny Chambers, President Oklahoma Eagle Forum
SUBJECT:  Don't let President Obama take over child care like he took over health care.

IMMEDIATE ACTION IS NEEDED TODAY!  

Parents are in danger of loosing their right to choose and guide the education of their children.  The
Obama Administration has
launched a new initiative to get more infants, toddlers, and pre-schoolers enrolled in "early-childhood
education" programs. 

CALL GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN at 405-521-2342 and ask her to refuse President Obama's child care
grant--"Race to the Top," or as we call
it---"Race to the Cradle,"  just like she refused his Obamacare health grant. 

To her great credit, Gov. Mary Fallin refused the $54 million dollar grant the Obama Administration
offered the State if we would
begin implementing Obamacare.  Gov. Fallin knows that federal money always comes with strings
attached.  He who pays the piper calls
the tune.

Now, the Obama Administration is offering Oklahoma up to a $60 million dollar grant if we will get more
pre-school age children away
from their parents and enrolled in pre-school/day care programs.  And, it's not just pre-schoolers. 
Incredibly, the Obama
Administration wants more of Oklahoma's "infants and toddlers" enrolled in these programs.  As one
scholar at the Cato Institute put
it:  "If this isn't a recipe for ultimate federal control of pre-K, I don't know what is."

The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act invested heavily in education both as a way to provide
jobs now and lay the foundation
for long-term prosperity includes $5 billion for early learning programs, including Head Start, Early Head
Start, child care, and
programs for children with special needs.

The Race to the Top - Early Learning Challenge grant competition will focus on improving early learning
and development programs for
young children by supporting States' efforts to:

(1) increase the number and percentage of low-income and disadvantaged children in each age group
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TO:  Eagles and Friends of Eagles


FROM:  Bunny Chambers, President Oklahoma Eagle Forum


SUBJECT:  Don't let President Obama take over child care like he took over health care.








IMMEDIATE ACTION IS NEEDED TODAY!   





Parents are in danger of loosing their right to choose and guide the education of their children.  The Obama Administration has launched a new initiative to get more infants, toddlers, and pre-schoolers enrolled in "early-childhood education" programs.  





CALL GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN at 405-521-2342 and ask her to refuse President Obama's child care grant--"Race to the Top," or as we call it---"Race to the Cradle,"  just like she refused his Obamacare health grant.  





To her great credit, Gov. Mary Fallin refused the $54 million dollar grant the Obama Administration offered the State if we would begin implementing Obamacare.  Gov. Fallin knows that federal money always comes with strings attached.  He who pays the piper calls the tune.





Now, the Obama Administration is offering Oklahoma up to a $60 million dollar grant if we will get more pre-school age children away from their parents and enrolled in pre-school/day care programs.  And, it's not just pre-schoolers.  Incredibly, the Obama Administration wants more of Oklahoma's "infants and toddlers" enrolled in these programs.  As one scholar at the Cato Institute put it:  "If this isn't a recipe for ultimate federal control of pre-K, I don't know what is."





The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act invested heavily in education both as a way to provide jobs now and lay the foundation for long-term prosperity includes $5 billion for early learning programs, including Head Start, Early Head Start, child care, and programs for children with special needs.





The Race to the Top - Early Learning Challenge grant competition will focus on improving early learning and development programs for young children by supporting States' efforts to: 





(1) increase the number and percentage of low-income and disadvantaged children in each age group of infants, toddlers, and preschoolers who are enrolled in high-quality early learning programs; 





(2) design and implement an integrated system of high-quality early learning programs and services; and 





(3) ensure that any use of assessments conforms with the recommendations of the National Research Council's reports on early childhood. (§1832(b)(1), title VIII, Division B of P.L. 112-10, the Department of Defense and Full-Year Continuing Appropriations Act, 2011).





 Awards in Race to the Top will go to States that are leading the way with ambitious yet achievable plans for implementing coherent, compelling, and comprehensive early learning education reform.  States are/should be beginning to “see the strings attached” and are refusing the grant money.





The administration likes to point to research touting the benefits of these programs, but doesn't like to mention the research demonstrating the risks involved in replacing mothers with paid surrogates.  These risks include insecure maternal attachment, long-term behavioral problems, health complications, and other problems.





It makes no sense to start a new government program--spending money we don't have--to separate small children from their parents and transfer them to the bureaucratic arms of strangers.





Here's a better idea:  Let's allow parents to keep more of their own money so they can raise their own children.  Let's give tax breaks to the most important "early childhood educators"--parents!!





Don't let President Obama take over child care like he took over health care.





LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD TODAY!  





Contact GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN at 405-521-2342 or 918-581-2801 or email to:  info@gov.ok.gov" info@gov.ok.gov and ask her to refuse President Obama's child care grant, just as she refused his Obamacare health grant.





Because, it doesn't take a village to raise a child---it takes parents!!








See information on Race to the Top in Hot Topics and ACTION CENTER on www.okeagleforum.org" www.okeagleforum.org





“President Obama is committed to providing every child access to a complete and competitive education, from cradle through career.”





“The years before a child reaches kindergarten are among the most critical in his or her life to influence learning. President Obama is committed to providing the support that our youngest children need to prepare to succeed later in school.  The President supports a seamless and comprehensive set of services and support for children, from birth through age 5.”





Source:  www.whitehouse.gov/issues/education


 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------


Governor Mary Fallin 


Oklahoma State Capitol


2300 N. Lincoln Blvd., Room 212 


Oklahoma City, OK 73105





E-mail: info@gov.ok.gov 


Local: (405) 521-2342 


Fax: (405) 521-3353 





Tulsa Office of Governor Mary Fallin


440 S. Houston Ave., Suite 304


Tulsa, Oklahoma 74127





Phone (918) 581-2801


Fax (918) 581-2835


__________________________________________________________


The "E" in Eagle Forum stands for Education   





Assure the right of parents, not the government, to choose and guide the education of their children; promote literacy; oppose teaching "social justice" i.e. redistributing the wealth and oppose curriculum based on false evidence.  Read the monthly Education Reporter published by Eagle Forum.





Bunny Chambers
President, Oklahoma Eagle Forum
GOP National Committeewoman for OK (1996-2008)

"When the righteous are in authority, the people rejoice, but when a wicked man rules, the people groan.  --Proverbs 29:2
"If we ever forget we are one nation under GOD, then we will be a nation gone under."  --Ronald Reagan, President, USA
"All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that good men do nothing."  --Edmund Burke
"When the people fear their government there is tyranny; when the government fear the people, there is liberty."  --Thomas Jefferson
Psalm 109:8 "Let his days be few; and let another take office."
Ecclesiastes 10:2  "The heart of the wise inclines to the right, but the heart of the fool to the left."





















of infants, toddlers, and
preschoolers who are enrolled in high-quality early learning programs;

(2) design and implement an integrated system of high-quality early learning programs and services;
and

(3) ensure that any use of assessments conforms with the recommendations of the National Research
Council's reports on early
childhood. (§1832(b)(1), title VIII, Division B of P.L. 112-10, the Department of Defense and Full-Year
Continuing Appropriations
Act, 2011).

 Awards in Race to the Top will go to States that are leading the way with ambitious yet achievable
plans for implementing coherent,
compelling, and comprehensive early learning education reform.  States are/should be beginning to "see
the strings attached" and are
refusing the grant money.

The administration likes to point to research touting the benefits of these programs, but doesn't like to
mention the research
demonstrating the risks involved in replacing mothers with paid surrogates.  These risks include insecure
maternal attachment,
long-term behavioral problems, health complications, and other problems.

It makes no sense to start a new government program--spending money we don't have--to separate
small children from their parents and
transfer them to the bureaucratic arms of strangers.

Here's a better idea:  Let's allow parents to keep more of their own money so they can raise their own
children.  Let's give tax
breaks to the most important "early childhood educators"--parents!!

Don't let President Obama take over child care like he took over health care.

LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD TODAY! 

Contact GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN at 405-521-2342 or 918-581-2801 or email to:  info@gov.ok.gov and
ask her to refuse President Obama's
child care grant, just as she refused his Obamacare health grant.

Because, it doesn't take a village to raise a child---it takes parents!!

See information on Race to the Top in Hot Topics and ACTION CENTER on www.okeagleforum.org

"President Obama is committed to providing every child access to a complete and competitive education,
from cradle through career."

"The years before a child reaches kindergarten are among the most critical in his or her life to influence
learning. President Obama
is committed to providing the support that our youngest children need to prepare to succeed later in
school.  The President supports
a seamless and comprehensive set of services and support for children, from birth through age 5."

Source:  www.whitehouse.gov/issues/education
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Governor Mary Fallin
Oklahoma State Capitol
2300 N. Lincoln Blvd., Room 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
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E-mail: info@gov.ok.gov
Local: (405) 521-2342
Fax: (405) 521-3353

Tulsa Office of Governor Mary Fallin
440 S. Houston Ave., Suite 304
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74127

Phone (918) 581-2801
Fax (918) 581-2835
__________________________________________________________
The "E" in Eagle Forum stands for Education  

Assure the right of parents, not the government, to choose and guide the education of their children;
promote literacy; oppose
teaching "social justice" i.e. redistributing the wealth and oppose curriculum based on false evidence. 
Read the monthly Education
Reporter published by Eagle Forum.

Bunny Chambers
President, Oklahoma Eagle Forum
GOP National Committeewoman for OK (1996-2008)

"When the righteous are in authority, the people rejoice, but when a wicked man rules, the people
groan.  --Proverbs 29:2
"If we ever forget we are one nation under GOD, then we will be a nation gone under."  --Ronald
Reagan, President, USA
"All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that good men do nothing."  --Edmund Burke
"When the people fear their government there is tyranny; when the government fear the people, there
is liberty."  --Thomas Jefferson
Psalm 109:8 "Let his days be few; and let another take office."
Ecclesiastes 10:2  "The heart of the wise inclines to the right, but the heart of the fool to the left."
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Glenn Coffee
Subject: FW: Amicus Brief Update
Date: Friday, February 03, 2012 2:13:32 PM
Attachments: 2012 Amicus Draft - Initial Draft.docx

2012 Amicus Summary - PPACA Amicus 020212.docx
2012 Amicus Brief State Mandates and Burdens Resulting from Federal Health Reform.docx

Importance: High

They are looking for Repub govs as a “collective” to sign onto this – not as individual states.
 
Any issue with this?
 
Unfortunately deadline is COB Monday…
 

From: Marie Sanderson [mailto:msanderson  
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2012 10:57 AM
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Conrad, Matt (GOV); Eige, Jasen (GOV); Martin.Kent@governor.virginia.gov; Lindsay Russell;
EGetchell@oag.state.va.us; Mike Adams
Subject: Amicus Brief Update
Importance: High
 
All:
 
Please find the updated Amicus Brief documents.  A summary and initial draft is attached.
 
This will be discussed by Martin Kent, COS to Gov. McDonnell on today’s Chief of Staff RGPPC COS
call  at 3 PM EDT.
 
To confirm on process, the goal is for RGPPC to be named as joining the amicus, as will Governor
McDonnell individually.  Duncan Getchell of the VA AG office will sign as a SCOTUS admitted
attorney.  The case will be styled as shown in the attached summary. 
 
What we need from you:
 

1.        Legal teams and General Counsels:  Sign off that a majority of our governors are
comfortable with RGPPC being named as joining the amicus.  Questions or concerns
regarding the legal brief should be directed to Martin Kent, COS to Gov Bob McDonnell,  or
Matt Conrad, Deputy COS to Gov McDonnell.   Please respond to Marie at
MSanderson  once you are comfortable from your state. 

 
Martin Kent:  Martin.Kent@governor.virginia.gov

       Matt Conrad:  Matt.Conrad@governor.virginia.gov  and is (804) 692-2573
 
 

2.         Healthcare advisors and Action Officers:  We need additional data.  Please find attached a
document summarizing state mandates and burdens from PPACA. Additional thoughts are
welcome and data is encouraged. You may send that information to Marie to be
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INTEREST OF THE AMICI AND BASIS OF AUTHORITY TO FILE

	The parties to this brief amicus curiae are the Commonwealth of Virginia  by and through its Attorney General, and the Governors of _________________.  This brief is authorized to be filed pursuant to Rule 37.4, Rules of the United States Supreme Court and the blanket consents filed in No. 11-398.  In addition to the interest asserted by the Virginia in support of standing in No. 11-420, the governors having an interest in not having to elect between administering an unconstitutional regime or submitting to federal administration of the health care law in their states.




SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT








ARGUMENT

the Presumption of Constitutionality attaching to PPACA is weak owing to the IRREGULAR parliamentary process employed in its enactment

	Even before actually exercising the power of judicial review to strike down an act of Congress in Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803), this Court assumed the existence of the power by reviewing and upholding an act of Congress in Hylton v. United States, 3 U.S. (Dallas) 171 (1796).  Justice Chase, however, remarked in his opinion:  "As I do not think the tax on carriages is a direct tax, it is unnecessary, at this time, for me to determine whether this court, constitutionally possesses the power to declare an act of Congress void, on the ground of its being made contrary to, and in violation of, the constitution; but if the court have such power, I am free to declare, that I will never exercise it, but in a very clear case."  )Id. at 175.  He repeated this formula with respect to treaties in Ware v. Hylton, 3 U.S. (Dallas) 199, 237 (1796), and again in Calder v. Bull, 3 U.S. (Dallas) 386, 395 (1798), with respect to a challenge to a state law under the ex post facto clause.  These statements have been viewed as the foundation for a presumption of constitutionality, David P. Currie, The Constitution in the Supreme Court:  The First Hundred Years 1789-1888, at 33 (University of Chicago Press 1985), although the same author notes uncertainty about "its consistency with Marbury's conclusion that the judges are oath-bound to disregard a law that offends the Constitution."  Id).

	There is doctrinal and philosophical support for such a presumption resting upon notions of separation of powers, particularly where it appears that Congress has taken a 'hard look' at its own powers.  See Stephen Breyer, Active Liberty:  Interpreting our Democratic Constitution, at 64-65 (Vintage Books 2006).  But the force of any presumption should be at its weakest where legislation has a common fame of irregularity such as that which attached  to the Kansas Nebraska Act of 1854, repealing the Missouri Compromise.  10 Stat. 277.   As reported by The Weekly Standard on January 31, 2011, pollsters Patrick Caddell and Douglas Schoen have written:  "it could even be that no such piece of major legislation has created the continued, vehement public opposition that health care has provoked since the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854 . . . "  http://www.weeklystandard.com/blogs/political-consequences-obamacare_537735.html, page 1 of 3.

	Aside from substance, a serious problem with the Kansas-Nebraska Act was that it passed the House with the aid of those who purported to oppose it on the merits.  On May 15, 1854, there "was a roll call . . . in the House, not the Committee of the Whole, that required a two-thirds vote to postpone consideration of a Pacific railroad bill from May 16 to May 24 in order to allow continued action on the Nebraska bill in committee."  Michael F. Holt, The Rise and Fall of the American Whig Party, at 820 (Oxford University Press (paperback edition 2003) (© 1999 by Michael F. Holt).  "Had that procedural roll call been defeated, it is likely that the Nebraska bill would have been permanently buried, but it passed by a margin of 123-53, 16 more than the necessary two-thirds majority."  Id.   There were also resorts to unusual parliamentary maneuvers.  The House manager Alexander H. "Stephens would also discover or remember an obscure procedural rule by which the Nebraska bill was finally removed from the Committee of the Whole without the possibility of further amendment on the House Floor and forced a vote on final passage."  Id.  The vote was 113-110 on accepting the Senate bill as a substitute.  Id. at 821.   The Senate bill itself had passed the Senate a few minutes before five in the morning of March 4, following a session of seventeen hours.  John William Burgess, The Middle Period, 1817-58 at 398 (New York Charles Scribner's Sons 1897) (Google Books).  The Albany, New York Evening Journal, in its May 23, 1854 edition, opined:  "It was fitting that the Law should be passed as it was.  It was in accordance with its spirit that it should be concerned in treachery, sprung upon the House by a fraud and forced through it by a parliamentary lie."  Bleeding Kansas:  A Narrative Guide to the Sources, http://www.assumption.edu/ahc/Kansas/default.html, pages 2-3 of 14.  That this reflected mass opinion is suggested by the fact that the Northern Democrats who passed the law "suffered a massive rebuke at the hands of the electorate."  Holt at 838.

	Similarly, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, Pub. L. No. 111-148, 124 Stat. 119 (2010) ("PPACA"), was not passed through any process resembling regular order.  The United States Senate passed PPACA late on Christmas Eve 2009 as a floor substitute on a straight party line vote.  The legislative vehicle was a House tax bill chosen to satisfy the Originating Clause for the taxes in PPACA.  See Const. Art. I, § 7; PPACA § § 9001; 9004; 9015; 9017; 10907 (taxes).  PPACA was passed, without committee hearing or report, employing such florid deal-making as to generate scornful popular terms like "the Louisiana Purchase" and "the Cornhusker Kick-back."  

	PPACA passed the Senate on cloture with considerable minority protest.  See, e.g., Cong. Rec. Nov. 2, 2009 S10965 (no bill); id., S10973 (bill being drafted behind closed doors); id., Nov. 17, 2009 S11397 ("The majority leader has had in his office a secret bill that he is working on that we have not seen yet."); id., S11401 (No Child Left Behind got 7 weeks on the floor – "We don't even have a bill yet"); id., Nov. 19, 2009 S11819 (bill is a shell, not a real one); id., Nov. 30, 2009 S11982 (official debate begins); id., Dec. 3, 2009 S12263 (bill has been on floor for 3 days and never has been in committee); id., Dec. 5, 2009 S12487 (majority will not slow down); id., Dec. 11, 2009 S12981 ("We are going to have three Democratic amendments and one Republican amendment voted on, and the Democrats wrote the bill"); id., S12977 (votes on amendments blocked; "In the meantime, this backroom deal that is being cut, which we haven't seen – supposedly it has been sent to the CBO to see what it would cost"); id., Dec. 14, 2009 S13144 ("There is somewhere in this building a hidden bill, known as the manager's amendment, which is being drafted by one or two or three people . . ."); id., Dec. 17, 2009 S13344 (bill is not being given the legislative time it deserves because the polls show a majority of Americans are against it and thus it has become a political nightmare for the majority who now simply want to ram it through before Christmas even though "no one outside the majority leader's conference room has seen it yet"); id., Dec. 22, 2009 S13756 (Nebraska deal);  Id., Mar. 10, 2010 H1307 (reconciliation being used because bill could not re-pass the Senate).    

PPACA has roiled America.  In the 2010 midterm election, the party that unanimously opposed PPACA in the House of Representatives saw its largest electoral gains in over seventy years.  With the intervention of six additional states in the Florida suit on January 19, 2011, it became possible for the first time in American history to count a clear majority of states in litigation with the federal government, each claiming that the federal government has exceeded its enumerated powers.  That same day the House of Representatives voted to repeal PPACA on a vote of 245 to 189.  On January 21, 2011, Oklahoma filed suit in the Eastern District of Oklahoma to vindicate a recently enacted constitutional amendment which conflicts with PPACA. 

To the extent that a presumption of constitutionality arises from regular order and a hard look by Congress at the limits of its own power, those conditions are simply not present with PPACA.  On October 22, 2009, the then Speaker of the House captured a certain prevailing mood when she famously replied "Are you serious?  Are you serious?" when asked where the Constitution conferred the power on Congress to require a citizen to purchase a good or a service from another citizen.  Flashback:  Pelosi on Obamacare's Constitutionality:  'Are You Serious?,' Matt Cover and Michael W. Chapman, http://cnsnews.com/news/article/flashback-pelosi-obamacares-constitutionality-are-you-serious



THE FACT THAT CONGRESS HERETOFORE HAS NEVER CLAIMED THE POWER TO REQUIRE A CITIZEN TO PURCHASE A GOOD OR SERVICE FROM ANOTHER CITIZEN TENDS TO NEGATE THE EXISTENCE OF THAT POWER.

	The Attorney General of Virginia has previously noted that:

This is an odd moment in American history for Congress to claim the power to require one citizen to purchase a good or service from another.  It has been asserted only recently without judicial foreshadowing or doctrinal preparation.  Because of its sheer novelty, it arrives in the courts with a presumption of invalidity.

Cuccinelli, et al, Why the Debate Over the Constitutionality of the Federal Health Care Law is About Much More Than Healthcare, 15 Texas Review of Law & Politics, 334-35 (2011) (citing Free Enterprise Fund v. Public Company Accounting Oversight Bd., 130 S. Ct. 3138, 3159 (2010); Prinz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898, 918 (1997)).

	This Court in Free Enterprise Fund, 130 S. Ct. at 3159, quoted Judge Kavanaugh's dissent in the Court of Appeals:

"Perhaps the most telling indication of the severe constitutional problem with the PCAOB is the lack of historical precedent for this entity.  Neither the majority opinion nor the PCAOB nor the United States as intervenor has located any historical analogues for this novel structure.  They have not identified any independent agency other than the PCAOB that is appointed by and removable only for cause by another independent agency."

In Printz, 521 U.S. at 918, the Court said the fact that Congress had not asserted a particular power for 200 years "tends to negate the existence of that power."  See also, Virginia Office for Protection and Advocacy v. Stewart, 131 S. Ct. 1632, 1641 (2011) ("Lack of historical precedent can indicate a constitutional infirmity").

	In the case of PPACA, the lack of historical precedent was well known to Congress before it acted.  At the heart of PPACA is § 1501, which generally requires American citizens to purchase a good or service from other citizens, namely, a health insurance policy.  Although Congress purported to be exercising Commerce Clause powers in enacting PPACA, this claim was known to be problematical.  When the Senate Finance Committee asked the Congressional Research Service whether a mandate supported by a penalty would be constitutional, the response was equivocal:  "Whether such a requirement would be constitutional under the Commerce Clause is perhaps the most challenging question posed by such a proposal, as it is a novel issue whether Congress may use this clause to require an individual to purchase a good or a service."  Jennifer Stahan and Cynthia Brougher, Cong. Research Serv., Requiring Individuals to Obtain Health Insurance:  A Constitutional Analysis 3 (2009).  See also, Congressional Budget Office Memorandum, The Budgetary Treatment of an Individual Mandate to Buy Health Insurance, August 1994 ("A mandate requiring all individuals to purchase health insurance would be an unprecedented form of federal action.")  Because an intervening election in Massachusetts removed the availability of cloture in the Senate, PPACA was necessarily passed by the House of Representatives unaltered.  Pub. L. No. 111-152, 124 Stat. 1029.  

The Mandate and Penalty are Contrary to the Text of the Commerce Clause and Foundational Understandings.

The Mandate and Penalty are Not Supported by the Text of the Commerce Clause. 

	Article I, § 8 of the Constitution provides that "The Congress shall have Power . . . To regulate Commerce with Foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with the Indian Tribes."  Our classically educated Founders would have known that the word "commerce" is derived from the Latin commercium.  See N. Baily, Dictionarium Britannicum or a more complete Universal Etymological English Dictionary than any Extant (London 1730); A Pocket Dictionary (3d ed. London 1765) (both available at The Library of Virginia Special Collections).  Thus, they would have understood commerce as comprehending "traffick, dealing, merchandise, buying and selling, bartering of wares; also an intercourse or correspondence of dealing . . . ".  Adam Littleton, Dr. Adam Littleton's Latin dictionary, in four Parts: I. An English-Latin, II. A Latin-classical, III. A Latin-Proper, IV. A Latin-barbarous, Part II (no pagination) (6th ed. London 1735) (Library of Va.).  Had they consulted John Mair, The Tyro's Dictionary, Latin and English at 96 (2d ed. Edinburgh 1763) (Library of Virginia with autograph of P. Henry and of Patrick Henry Fontaine), they would have seen commercium rendered as "trade, traffic, commerce, intercourse."  Those who stopped with an English dictionary might have seen commerce defined as "trade or traffick in buying or selling."  N. Baily, supra.  This collection of terms is the way that the word has been historically understood both in language and law.  Noah Webster in 1828 defined commerce as "an interchange or mutual change of goods, wares, productions, or property of any kind, between nations or individuals, either by barter, or by purchase and sale; trade; traffick."  Noah Webster, An American Dictionary of the English Language at 42 (S. Converse New York 1828) (facsimile).  These terms echo in Gibbons v. Ogden, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 1, 189-90 (1824) ("Commerce, undoubtedly is traffic, but it is something more:  it is intercourse.  It describes the commercial intercourse between nations, and parts of nations, in all its branches, and is regulated by prescribing rules for carrying on that intercourse.").  See also Black's Law Dictionary at 304 (West 9th ed. 2008) ("The exchange of goods and services, especially on a large scale involving transportation between cities, states and nations.").  

As Justice Thomas has noted, the founding generation distinguished between commerce on the one hand, and manufacturing or agriculture on the other, as distinct things.  United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549,  586 (Thomas, J., concurring).  However, there is nothing illogical about the Supreme Court's inclusion of manufacturing and agriculture within the modern understanding of commerce because they are similar and related things in a continuum of commercial activities.  Although expansive when measured by what had gone before, it was not economically illogical to hold that commerce consists of the whole of voluntary commercial activity in a certain commodity.  Wickard v. Filburn, 317 U.S. 111, 114, 118-19 (1942).  Even where an agricultural product is raised for home consumption, it is still part of the total stock which in the aggregate regulates and controls price through the law of supply and demand.  Id.; Gonzales v. Raich, 545 U.S. 1 (2005).  

In this respect, even Wickard and Raich fall short of doing violence to the understanding of the founding generation that commerce, industry, labor, agriculture, trade and navigation were all constituents of "a certain propensity in human nature . . . to truck, barter, and exchange one thing for another"; the end result of which was that mankind brought "the different produces of their respective talent . . . , as it were, into a common stock, where every man may purchase whatever part of the produce of other men's talents he has occasion for."  Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, at 9-10, 19, 22-23, 26, 81 (Prometheus Brooks Amherst N.Y. 1991) (facsimile).  This is commerce.  Its hallmarks are spontaneity and voluntary activity; not a command to buy something.  The claim that commerce means not commercial activity but mere passivity is violently discordant with any normal use of the word commerce at the Founding or at any subsequent time.  Only in the world of post-modernism are words infinitely plastic.  Any claim that the word commerce is sufficiently elastic to support the PPACA mandate and penalty treats the text of the Constitution with post-modernist disrespect.    

The Historical Context in which the Commerce Clause was Drafted Makes it Highly Unlikely that it Included a Power to Command a Citizen to Purchase Goods or Services From Another Citizen. 

The American Revolution and national independence resulted from parliament's claimed right to legislate for America.  First, parliament passed the Stamp Act, only to see it repealed in the face of furious opposition.  Then came the Townshend Acts, placing a duty on paper, glass, lead, paint and tea.  As the struggle continued, all of the taxes except those on tea were repealed.  That remaining tax, however, led to the Boston Tea Party, the Intolerable Acts, and the First Continental Congress.  Throughout this period, from the Stamp Act forward, Americans responded with boycotts under the name of non-importation and nonconsumption agreements.  

The Declaration and Resolves of the First Continental Congress of October 14, 1774 "cheerfully consent[ed] to the operation of such acts of the British Parliament, as are bona fide, restrained for the regulation of our external commerce, for the purpose of securing the commercial advantages of the whole empire to the mother-country, and the commercial benefits of its respective members."  However, the Continental Congress at the same time and in the same document promised "[t]o enter into a non-importation, non-consumption, and non-exportation agreement or association."  Charles C. Tansill, Documents Illustrative of the Formation of the Union of the American States Library of Congress Legislative Reference Service, No. 398 (Government Printing Office 1927), available at http://avalon.law-yale.edu/18th_century/resolves.asp.  Such boycott agreements were generally considered lawful even by the royal colonial governments.  For example "[a]t New York the merchants held a meeting to join with the inhabitants of Boston; and against the opinion of the governor, the royal council decided that the meetings were legal; that the people did but establish among themselves certain rules of economy, and had a right to dispose of their own fortune as they pleased."  George Bancroft, History of the United States, Vol. III at 287 (New York D. Appleton & Company 1896).  Later, in New York, in the same colony "where the agreement of nonimportation originated, every one, without so much as dissentient, approved it as wise and legal; men in high station declared against the revenue acts; and the governor wished their repeal."  Id. at 359.  In Massachusetts, Governor Hutchinson 

looked to his council; and they would take no part in breaking up the system of nonimportation.  He called in all the justices who lived within fifteen miles; and they thought it not incumbent to interrupt the proceedings.  He sent the sheriff into the adjourned meeting of the merchants with a letter to the moderator, requiring them in his majesty's name to disperse; and the meeting of which justices of peace, selectmen, representatives, constables, and other officers made a part, sent him an answer that their assembly was warranted by law. 

Id. at 369.  Even where legislatures were dissolved to prevent the adoption of resolutions, the nonimportation movement flourished.  In Virginia, upon dissolution of the General Assembly, the burgesses met by themselves and "adopted the resolves which Washington had brought with him from Mount Vernon, and which formed a well digested, stringent, and practical scheme of nonimportation."  Id. at 348.  "The assembly of Delaware adopted the Virginia resolutions word for word: and every colony South of Virginia followed the example."  Id.  In light of this experience, the founding generation would have regarded as preposterous any suggestion that Great Britain could have solved its colonial problems by commanding Americans to purchase tea under the generally conceded power of parliament to regulate commerce. 

	Additional historical arguments against the power of Congress to enact the mandate and penalty can be almost endlessly adduced.  For example, Alexander Hamilton at the New York convention "not[ed] that there would be just cause for rejecting the Constitution if it would enable the Federal Government to 'penetrate the recesses of domestic life, and control, in all respects, the private conduct of individuals.'"  Lopez, 514 U.S. at 592.  What cannot be adduced is a countervailing historical example under the Commerce Clause in favor of the mandate and penalty.

There is No Tradition of Using the Commerce Clause to Require a Citizen to Purchase Goods or Services from Another Citizen. 

"For nearly a century" after Gibbons v. Ogden, the Court's first Commerce Clause case, its "decisions . . . under the Commerce Clause dealt rarely with questions of what Congress might do in the exercise of its granted power under the Clause, and almost entirely with the permissibility of state activity which it was claimed discriminated against or burdened interstate commerce."  Wickard, 317 U.S. at 121.  Whatever else might be said about these dormant or negative Commerce Clause cases, they seem to have advanced the core intent of the Commerce Clause. 

	Writing in January 1788 in No. 42 of The Federalist, Madison addressed the regulation of foreign and Indian commerce without clearly differentiating them from interstate commerce.  The Founder's Constitution, Vol. 2, Art. 1, § 8, Clause 3 (Commerce), Doc. 9, available at http://press-pubs.uchicago.edu/Founders/a1_8_3_commerces9.html.  (Univ. of Chicago Press 2010).  Years later he explained why in a letter dated February 13, 1829 to Joseph C. Cabel.  

For a like reason, I made no reference to the "power to regulate commerce among the several States."  I always foresaw that difficulties might be started in relation to that power which could not be fully explained without recurring to views of it, which, however just, might give birth to specious though unsound objections.  Being in the same terms with the power over foreign commerce, the same extent, if taken literally, would belong to it.  Yet it is very certain that it grew out of the abuse of the power by the importing States in taxing the non-importing, and was intended as a negative and preventive provision against injustice among the States themselves, rather than as a power to be used for the positive purposes of the General Government, in which alone, however, the remedial power could be lodged. 

Id.

	There is a sense in which Gibbons v. Ogden can be viewed as a negative Commerce Clause case voiding a state transportation barrier.  Currie at 173  ("This was the beginning of incessant litigation over the extent to which state legislation is precluded by the commerce clause").  As a consequence, it would be just to conclude that the Commerce Clause functioned just as Madison had expected for the first hundred years of national existence.  However, beginning with the Interstate Commerce Act in 1887, the Sherman Antitrust Act in 1890, and many other enactments after the beginning of the twentieth century, Congress began asserting its positive power under the Commerce Clause.  In doing so, it was met at first with significant checks from the Supreme Court.  Wickard, 317 U.S. at 121-22, 122, n.20 (collecting cases striking down congressional enactments).  In general, the Court protected state authority over intrastate commerce by excluding from it "activities such as 'production,' 'manufacturing,' and 'mining,'" and by removing from its definition activities that merely affected interstate commerce, unless the effect was "direct" rather than indirect.  Id. at 119-20.  With respect to citizens, the reach of the Commerce Clause was limited by the Fifth Amendment which, prior to the late 1930's, was held to protect economic liberty through substantive due process.  R.R. Ret. Bd. v. Alton R.R. Co., 295 U.S. 330 (1935); see also Lopez, 514 U.S. at 606 (Souter, J. dissenting).  Because this regime viewed the regulation even of economic activity as illegitimate unless that activity harmed or threatened harm to someone else, Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905), it is inconceivable that the Commerce Clause prior to 1938 would have been deemed to validly reach inactivity.  The question thus becomes, has the Supreme Court decided any case in the post-Lochner era that has extended the Commerce Clause far enough to cover the mandate and penalty?  

The Mandate and Penalty are Outside the Existing Outer Limits of the Commerce Clause and Associated Necessary and Proper Clause as Measured by Supreme Court Precedent.

Although Wickard has been described as "perhaps the most far reaching example of Commerce Clause authority over intrastate activity," Lopez, 514 U.S. at 560, it still involved the voluntary activity of raising a commodity which, in the aggregate, was capable of affecting the common stock of wheat.  Some of Mr. Filburn's commodities, as a matter of past practice, had been placed into commerce, and homegrown wheat in the aggregate would affect the total common stock, with a resulting effect on price.  The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 contained "a definition of 'market' and its derivatives, so that as related to wheat, in addition to its conventional meaning, it also mean[t] to dispose of 'by feeding (in any form) to poultry or livestock which, or the products of which, are sold, bartered, or exchanged, or to be so disposed of.'"  Wickard, 317 U.S. at 118-19.  It was Filburn's practice to sell milk, poultry and eggs from animals fed with his home grown wheat.  Id. at 114.  The parties stipulated that the use of home grown wheat was the largest variable (greater than 20 per cent) in the domestic consumption of wheat.  Id. at 125, 127.  This, in turn, permitted the Supreme Court to hold that "even if [an] activity be local and though it may not be regarded as commerce, it may still, whatever its nature, be reached by Congress if it exerts a substantial economic effect on interstate commerce, and this irrespective of whether such effect is what might at some earlier time have been defined as 'direct' or 'indirect.'"  Id. at 125 (emphasis added).  This marks the affirmative outer limits of the Commerce Clause.

What Wickard stands for, as Lopez and United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598 (2000), make clear, is not the proposition that the case "expand[s] the commerce power to cover virtually everything," as used to be said.  See Currie, at 170, n. 89.  Instead, Wickard establishes the principle that, when activity has a substantial aggregate impact on interstate commerce, there is no asapplied, de minimis constitutional defense to regulation under the Commerce Clause.  See Raich, 545 U.S. at 47-48 (O'Connor dissenting) ("The task is to identify a mode of analysis that allows Congress to regulate more than nothing (by declining to reduce each case to its litigants) and less than everything (by declining to let Congress set the terms of analysis.")). 

Wickard represented itself as a return to the pure and sweeping doctrine established by Gibbons thereby correcting the Supreme Court's excursion into Lochnerism.  Wickard, 317 U.S. at 119-25.  However, the dictum of the Wickard Court that Chief Justice Marshall had made statements in Gibbons with respect to the Commerce Clause "warning that effective restraints on its exercise must proceed from political rather than from judicial processes" is a tautology that conceals more than it reveals.  Wickard, 317 U.S. at 120.  It is a tautology because it is true of any enumerated power that, when Congress is validly acting under the power, the only effective restraints are political unless some other positive prohibition applies.  See Morrison, 529 U.S. at 616, n. 7 (The "assertion that from Gibbons on, public opinion has been the only restraint on the congressional exercise of the commerce power is true only insofar as it contends that political accountability is and has been the only limit on Congress' exercise of the commerce power within that power's outer bounds . . .  Gibbons did not remove from this Court the authority to define that boundary.")  (emphasis in original).  What the Wickard tautology also conceals is Marshall's actual holding in Gibbons that the terms "to regulate" and "Commerce . . . among the several States" are bounded, with judicially ascertainable meaning, and his further holding that the Commerce Clause does not reach transactions that affect only intrastate commerce.  Gibbons, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) at 189-90, 196. 

Since Wickard, the Supreme Court has proceeded no further than to hold that Congress can regulate three things under the Commerce Clause: (1) "use of the channels of interstate commerce" (2) "the instrumentalities of interstate commerce," and (3) "activities that substantially affect interstate commerce."  Lopez, 514 U.S. at 558-59 (emphasis added).  The majority in Raich went no further than to display a willingness to accept congressional findings that homegrown marijuana in the aggregate has a substantial effect on interstate commerce.  Raich, 545 U.S. at 18-19.  The challenge in Raich was not facial, but involved an atomized, as-applied challenge of the sort foreclosed by Wickard.  Id. at 15, 23. 

In addition to the affirmative, tripartite definition of the commerce power, the Supreme Court has developed a workable negative rule for determining when the outer limits of the Commerce Clause have been exceeded:  a facial challenge will succeed when Congress seeks to regulate non-economic activities, particularly where the claimed power has no principled limits, requiring the Court "to conclude that the Constitution's enumeration of powers does not presuppose something not enumerated and that there never will be a distinction between what is truly national and what is truly local."  Lopez, 514 U.S. at 567-68.  (Chief Justice Rehnquist for the Court, joined by Justices O'Connor, Scalia, Kennedy, and Thomas) (citations omitted).  As Justice Kennedy stated in his concurrence in Lopez:   "Although it is the obligation of all officers of the Government to respect the constitutional design, the Federal balance is too essential a part of our constitutional structure and plays too vital a role in securing freedom for us to admit inability to intervene when one or the other level of Government has tipped the scales too far."  Id. at 578 (citations omitted). 

That principle was found applicable in Morrison because the federal government was attempting to exercise police powers denied to it by the Constitution.  Morrison, 529 U.S. at 61819 ("'We always have rejected readings of the Commerce Clause and the scope of federal power that would permit Congress to exercise a police power.'") (emphasis in original) (citations omitted).  Not only are the mandate and its penalty provision a part of the police power conceptually, but historically, commands to act, such as vaccination and school attendance laws, have been justified under the state police power.  See Gonzales v. Oregon, 546 U.S. 243, 270 (2006) ("protection of the lives, limbs, health, comfort and quiet of all persons" falls within state police power).  

	None of this is changed by an appeal to the Necessary and Proper Clause.  Each enumerated power of Congress is modified by this statement:  "To make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution the foregoing Powers, and all other Powers vested by this Constitution in the Government of the United States, or in any Department or Officer thereof."  However, that provision "is not itself a grant of power."  Kinsella v. Singleton, 361 U.S. 234, 247-48 (1960).  Furthermore, the affirmative outer limit of the Commerce Clause relevant to this case – activities substantially affecting interstate commerce – itself depends upon the Necessary and Proper Clause.  Katzenbach v. McClung, 379 U.S. 294, 301-02 (1964); United States v. Wrightwood Dairy Co., 315 U.S. 110, 119 (1942).  It would be wrong to assume that such power is part of the Commerce Clause itself, which can then be infinitely extended by the Necessary and Proper Clause.  See Raich, 545 U.S. at 34 (Scalia, J., concurring in the judgment) ("Congress's regulatory authority over intrastate activities that are not themselves part of interstate commerce (including activities that have a substantial effect on interstate commerce) derives from the Necessary and Proper Clause.").  Taken together, these cases recognize that Congress can regulate intrastate activity where such regulation is connected with and appropriate to Congress's power to regulate the interstate market.  

	In this way, Congress's power remains tethered to the text of the Commerce Clause.  It may reach interstate commerce directly.  It may reach economic intrastate activities substantially affecting interstate commerce even before they ripen into "commerce" through trade, barter or sale, if they affect the common stock of a commodity.  Raich; Wickard.  Regulation may reach many things under the Necessary and Proper Clause.  However, the mode of regulation must fit the enumerated power by executing it – not by altering its character.  And the question of fit is irrelevant unless the thing being regulated is proper.   Textually and according to precedent, there is a proper prong to the Necessary and Proper Clause:

When a "Law . . . for carrying into Execution" the Commerce Clause violates the principle of State sovereignty reflected in the various constitutional provisions . . . , it is not a "Law . . . proper for carrying into Execution the Commerce Clause," and is thus, in the words of The Federalist, "merely [an] act of usurpation" which "deserves to be treated as such."  

Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898, 923-24 (1997) (emphasis in original).  The "various constitutional provisions" referred to by the Court are those that underlie structural federalism, including the limitation of federal power to enumerated, delegated powers.  Hence, any application of the Necessary and Proper Clause that renders the concept of enumerated powers superfluous, and is tantamount to the creation of a national police power, fails under the proper prong.

	Nor does United States v. Comstock, 130 S. Ct. 1949 (2010), alter this analysis.  Instead it recognizes that Morrison's negative outer limit denying the national government a police power applies to the Necessary and Proper Clause.  Comstock, 130 S. Ct. at 1964 ("Nor need we fear that our holding today confers on Congress a general 'police power, which the Founders denied the National Government and reposed in the States.'") (citing Morrison).  Justice Kennedy in his concurrence in the judgment in Comstock expressly stated:  "It is of fundamental importance to consider whether essential attributes of State sovereignty are compromised by the assertion of federal power under the Necessary and Proper Clause; if so, that is a factor suggesting that the power is not one properly within the reach of federal power."  Id. at 1967. 

	Furthermore, this Court elsewhere has emphatically held that the Necessary and Proper Clause is limited by general principles of federalism independent of any direct prohibition.  Alden v. Maine, 527 U.S. 706 (1999) ("When a 'Law . . . for carrying into Execution' the Commerce Clause violates the principle of state sovereignty reflected in the various constitutional provisions . . . it is not a 'Law . . . proper for carrying into Execution the Commerce Clause,' and is thus, in the words of The Federalist, 'merely [an] act of usurpation' which 'deserves to be treated as such.'") (citing Printz, 521 U.S. at 923-24).  Not only are there clear federalism limits on the Necessary and Proper Clause, but those limits compel the conclusion that any attempt to exercise an unenumerated power, such as regulating the status of being uninsured, for the purpose of making the regulation of an enumerated power more efficient, is improper because the unenumerated power is, by definition, reserved to the States.  Once it is determined that an enactment is improper in this sense, there is nothing further to consider under the Necessary and Proper Clause.  That is why the majority opinions in Morrison and Lopez find it unnecessary to engage the Clause.  It simply does not matter how "necessary" the mandate and penalty might be to the congressional scheme if the end being pursued is improper under the Necessary and Proper Clause.  That is the end of it.     

      








CONCLUSION

	This Court should affirm the holding of the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit that the mandate and penalty of PPACA exceed the enumerated powers of Congress and that the mandate and penalty cannot be sustained under the Commerce Clause even as aided by the Necessary and Proper Clause.
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STATE OF FLORIDA, ET AL.,

_______________________

On Writ of Certiorari  

To The United States Court of Appeals

For the Eleventh Circuit

__________________________



BRIEF AMICUS CURIAE OF THE COMMONEALTH OF VIRGINIA EX REL. ATTORNEY GENERAL KENNETH T. CUCCINELLI, II, IN SUPPORT OF APPELLEES ON THE ISSUE OF THE UNCONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE MANDATE AND PENALTY IN WHICH VIRGINIA GOVERNOR ROBERT F. MCDONNELL AND THE REPUBLICAN GOVERNORS ASSOCIATION PUBLIC POLICY COMMITTEE JOIN

SUMMARY

I.	THE PRESUMPTION OF CONSTITUTIONALITY ATTACHING TO PPACA IS WEAK OWING TO THE PARLIAMENTARY PROCESS EMPLOYED IN ITS ENACTMENT.  There is doctrinal and philosophical support for such a presumption resting upon notions of separation of powers, particularly where it appears PPACA was not passed through any process resembling regular order.  The United States Senate passed PPACA late on Christmas Eve 2009 as a floor substitute on a straight party line vote.  The legislative vehicle was a House tax bill chosen to satisfy the Originating Clause for the taxes in PPACA.   PPACA passed the Senate on cloture with considerable minority protest. To the extent that a presumption of constitutionality arises from regular order and a hard look by Congress at the limits of its own power, those conditions are simply not present.	

II.	THE FACT THAT CONGRESS HERETOFORE HAS NEVER CLAIMED THE POWER TO REQUIRE A CITIZEN TO PURCHASE A GOOD OR SERVICE FROM ANOTHER CITIZEN TENDS TO NEGATE THE EXISTENCE OF THAT POWER.  In the case of PPACA, the lack of historical precedent was well known to Congress before it acted.  At the heart of PPACA is § 1501, which generally requires American citizens to purchase a good or service from other citizens, namely, a health insurance policy.  When the Senate Finance Committee asked the Congressional Research Service whether a mandate supported by a penalty would be constitutional, the response was equivocal:  "Whether such a requirement would be constitutional under the Commerce Clause is perhaps the most challenging question posed by such a proposal, as it is a novel issue whether Congress may use this clause to require an individual to purchase a good or a service."	

III.	THE MANDATE AND PENALTY ARE CONTRARY TO THE TEXT OF THE COMMERCE CLAUSE AND FOUNDATIONAL UNDERSTANDINGS.	

A.	The Mandate and Penalty are Not Supported by the Text of the Commerce Clause.  Noah Webster in 1828 defined commerce as "an interchange or mutual change of goods, wares, productions, or property of any kind, between nations or individuals, either by barter, or by purchase and sale; trade; traffick."  This is commerce.  Its hallmarks are spontaneity and voluntary activity; not a command to buy something.  The claim that commerce means not commercial activity but mere passivity is violently discordant with any normal use of the word commerce at the Founding or at any subsequent time.	

B.	The Historical Context in which the Commerce Clause was Drafted Makes it Highly Unlikely that it Included a Power to Command a Citizen to Purchase Goods or Services From Another Citizen.  The founding generation would have regarded as preposterous any suggestion that Great Britain could have solved its colonial problems by commanding Americans to purchase tea under the generally conceded power of parliament to regulate commerce.	

C.	There is No Tradition of Using the Commerce Clause to Require a Citizen to Purchase Goods or Services from Another Citizen.	Because this regime viewed the regulation even of economic activity as illegitimate unless that activity harmed or threatened harm to someone else, Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905), it is inconceivable that the Commerce Clause prior to 1938 would have been deemed to validly reach inactivity.  The question thus becomes, has the Supreme Court decided any case in the post-Lochner era that has extended the Commerce Clause far enough to cover the mandate and penalty?

D.	As this Court Found in Denying the Secretary's Motion to Dismiss, the Mandate and Penalty are Outside the Existing Outer Limits of the Commerce Clause and Associated Necessary and Proper Clause as Measured by Supreme Court Precedent.  "[E]ven if [an] activity be local and though it may not be regarded as commerce, it may still, whatever its nature, be reached by Congress if it exerts a substantial economic effect on interstate commerce, and this irrespective of whether such effect is what might at some earlier time have been defined as 'direct' or 'indirect.'"  Wickard, 317 U.S.  at 125 (emphasis added).  Wickard marks the affirmative outer limits of the Commerce Clause.  

Since Wickard, the Supreme Court has proceeded no further than to hold that Congress can regulate three things under the Commerce Clause: (1) "use of the channels of interstate commerce" (2) "the instrumentalities of interstate commerce," and (3) "activities that substantially affect interstate commerce."  Lopez, 514 U.S. at 558-59.  “[T]he Federal balance is too essential a part of our constitutional structure and plays too vital a role in securing freedom for us to admit inability to intervene when one or the other level of Government has tipped the scales too far."  Id. at 578.

	None of this is changed by an appeal to the Necessary and Proper Clause.  This Court elsewhere has emphatically held that the Necessary and Proper Clause is limited by general principles of federalism independent of any direct prohibition.  Alden v. Maine, 527 U.S. 706 (1999) ("When a 'Law . . . for carrying into Execution' the Commerce Clause violates the principle of state sovereignty reflected in the various constitutional provisions . . . it is not a 'Law . . . proper for carrying into Execution the Commerce Clause,' and is thus, in the words of The Federalist, 'merely [an] act of usurpation' which 'deserves to be treated as such.'") (citing Printz, 521 U.S. at 923-24).  It simply does not matter how "necessary" the mandate and penalty might be to the congressional scheme if the end being pursued is improper under the Necessary and Proper Clause.	
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State Mandates and Burdens Resulting from Federal Health Reform 



		Section

		Summary



		Section 1401 (PPACA)

		Imposes a 40% excise tax on Cadillac health insurance plans. Valued in excess of $10,200 for individuals and $27,500 for families. 



		Section 1411 (PPACA)

		Increases the Medicare Hospital Insurance portion of the payroll tax. 



		Section 1411 (PPACA)

		Imposes a new payroll tax on investments 



		Section 1513 (PPACA)

		Amends Internal Revenue Code of 1986 by adding “Section 4980H” The section imposes tax penalties on certain firms that fail to offer adequate health care coverage to their employees. 



		

		The government will enforce the employer mandate by requiring businesses to submit additional information to the IRS. When tax returns are filed, it will be required to include the names of each full-time employee and pertinent information about health insurance plans offered. 



		Section 1321 (PPACA)

		Abolishes the States’ traditional authority to regulate health insurance. Scope of the statutory provisions invite constitutional scrutiny because they commandeer state officials as agents of federal health policy and regulation. Under Constitution, Congress  can hold no such authority over states. [Example Jay Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898 (1997)]



		

		PPACA affords broad discretionary authority to unelected, federal officials. These officials are set to micromanage health insurance coverage, more so than any state legislature has ever granted to state insurance regulators



		Section 2001(a) of PPACA 

		Requires states to increase Medicaid eligibility to cover all American’s below 138% of the FPL beginning January 1, 2014.  [estimated upper bound for Virginia =  425,000 new enrollees. $2.2 Billion in costs between (2.2 billion SFY 2010-2022). 



		Section 2001 (b) of PPACA

		PPACA requires the states to immediately enforce Maintenance of Effort requirements. 



		Section 1202 (Reconciliation Act)

		Raise primary care payments to the same level that PCP’s were paid at the Medicare payment rate level for 2013 and 2014 (feds to pay through 2015) 



		Section 1321 (PPACA)

		Secretary of HHS given broad authority to issue rules and set standards governing the creation and operation of an exchange. 



		Section 1302 (PPACA)

		Grants HHS the ability to set and periodically revise an “essential health benefits package” of minimum insurance coverage requirements. NOTE: HHS provided the first round of “guidance” in a ‘bulletin’ issued to states in December 2011. This periodic “revision” could cause significant flux in a traditionally heavy mandated benefit state like Virginia. 



		General 



		State Employee Involvement 

		Approximately 25 staff members between the Department of Medical Assistance Services, Department of Health, Department of Social Services, and Bureau of Insurance are frequently engaged in conversation and planning regarding various provisions of PPACA and the Reconciliation act. 





 



encorporated  at MSanderson .
 
Thanks in advance for your attention to this matter.  About twice a year we have an important issue
we need to turn around quickly—this is one of them. We appreciate your patience.
 
 
Best,
Marie
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
Repulican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
MSanderson@rga.org/MSanderson
(601) 
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: FW: Deal: Georgia will not set up state exchange
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 2:02:08 PM
Attachments: Letter to HHS Secretary Sebelius.pdf

FYI on Georiga.
 
-mts
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
MSanderson
Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
 
 

From: Gov. Deal’s Communications Office [mailto:press@georgia.gov] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 2:42 PM
To: Gov. Deal’s Communications Office
Subject: Deal: Georgia will not set up state exchange
 
 

For immediate release                                                                                                                                       Office of Communications
Nov. 16, 2012                                                                                                                                                                                 (404) 651-7774
 
ATTACHED: Gov. Deal’s letter to HHS Secretary Sebelius.
 

Deal: Georgia will not set up state exchange
Governor cites unknown costs, lack of flexibility in Obamacare’s federal regulations
 
Gov. Nathan Deal today informed the Obama administration that Georgia will not set up its own health care exchange, citing
Obamacare’s one-size fits all approach and the high cost that the law places on states.
 
“I remain committed to common sense health care solutions that empower consumers to take responsibility for their own
health, motivate the private sector and drive efficiencies for consumers, employers and governments alike,” Deal said. “I
continue to hope that we might finally engage in a serious conversation about restoring meaningful flexibility to states around
health care programs.”
 
Deal said the federal government needs to loosen regulations that restrict states’ options.
 
“We have no interest in spending our tax dollars on an exchange that is state-based in name only,” Deal said. “I would support
a free market-based approach that could serve as a useful tool for Georgia’s small businesses, but federal guidelines forbid that.
Instead, restrictions on what the exchanges can and can’t offer render meaningless the suggestion that Georgia could tailor an
exchange that best fits the unique needs of its population.
 
“I have joined numerous other governors seeking guidance from the federal government on establishing exchanges. We’ve yet
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to receive serious answers to our questions. I will not commit Georgia taxpayers to a project with so many unknowns.”
 
Brian Robinson
brobinson@georgia.gov
 
Stephanie Mayfield
smayfield@georgia.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: "pahudecki@ ; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Fw: Education research from Heritage
Date: Monday, September 26, 2011 10:40:47 AM

Sec Hudecki et al - pls see the note below. Any thoughts you might have on how to bridge the
messaging divide here would be appreciated. No panic on this end - we are brainstorming 
 
From: Burke, Lindsey [mailto:Lindsey.Burke@heritage.org] 
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 10:03 AM
To: Bluey, Rob <Robert.Bluey@heritage.org>; Alex Weintz 
Subject: RE: Education research from Heritage 
 

Thanks Rob. Alex – it’s great to be in touch! If there’s any way in which I can be of help, please don’t

hesitate to reach out!

 

Best,

 

Lindsey

 

Lindsey Burke
Senior Policy Analyst
The Heritage Foundation
214 Massachusetts Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002
202-608-6081
heritage.org 

From: Bluey, Rob 
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 11:02 AM
To: Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
Cc: Burke, Lindsey
Subject: Education research from Heritage
 
Alex—
 
Hope things are going well. We noticed that Governor Fallin would be part of NBC’s Education
Nation series this week. I wanted to share some points we’ve developed on the President’s
approach. I’d also like to introduce you to my colleague Lindsey Burke, who covers education policy
for Heritage. Please let me know if there’s any research we could provide that might be helpful.
 
Thanks,
Rob
 
--
 

·         In one of the biggest education policy developments in a decade, President Obama has
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sorely mistaken bipartisan distaste for No Child Left Behind as a mandate for him to
unilaterally re-write the law from the White House.

 
·         After failing to get its education agenda through Congress on its own rushed timeline, the

Obama Administration intends to grant conditions-based waivers to states from the onerous
provisions of No Child Left Behind (NCLB). By requiring states to accept Washington’s
conditions to receive a waiver, the administration is effectively mandating that states
implement new policy that would not otherwise survive the normal legislative process.

 
·         Like the auto bailout, EPA regulations, and Obamacare, this proposal circumvents normal

legislative procedure by proposing conditions-based waivers for No Child Left Behind. The
Obama Administration has exercised executive overreach time and time again and is now
trying to rewrite the nation’s largest K-12 education law from the White House.

 
·         The Obama administration and conservatives agree: NCLB is broken. But perspectives

diverge dramatically from there. While the Administration blames “congressional inaction”
for failing to complete a rush reauthorization of the massive 600-page NCLB law, the real
reason is fundamental differences about the federal role in education. Liberals want
Washington-centric, one-size-fits-all education policy. Conservatives want educational
decision-making authority restored to those closest to the student: state and local leaders
and parents.

 
·         Because of the conditions, the temporary relief states get from the waivers will be quickly

followed by an increase in Washington’s power over state educational decisions. States are
already being required to adopt national standards and tests to receive a waiver, an
unprecedented federal overreach.

 
·         States need genuine flexibility – the opportunity to completely opt-out of NCLB through

congressionally-approved proposals – not short-term waiver gimmicks that come with long-
term increases in the Department of Education’s authority.

Rob Bluey 
Director, Center for Media and Public Policy
x6155

A Poor Definition of Poverty
By defining poverty too broadly, out-of-touch government is not helping us

solve the real problem.

Read our new poverty report with latest Census data >>

The Heritage Foundation is committed to building an America where freedom,
opportunity, prosperity, and civil society flourish.
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: FW: EXAM ROOM: A Case Study in Uncertainty
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 11:18:58 AM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png
image003.png
image004.png
image005.png
image006.png

Action Officers and Healthcare Advisors:
 
See below for latest from the House Energy and Commerce Committee, which attempts to reinforce the
Governors’ concerns. Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
 
-mts
 
 

Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
 

 

From: Energy and Commerce News 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 12:04 PM
Subject: EXAM ROOM: A Case Study in Uncertainty
 

 

Certain Uncertainty
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 16, 2012

 
CONTACT: Press Office

 (202) 226-4972

 

A Case Study in Uncertainty
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States Still Waiting for HHS to Provide States Guidance on Health
Exchanges

 
WASHINGTON, DC – Late yesterday, HHS announced states would have one more month

to decide how and whether to implement Obamacare’s health exchanges. This last-minute

reprieve came on the eve of the original decision deadline, an arbitrary cutoff date that states

were struggling to meet because they lack basic information about this aspect of the law and

how it will be implemented and regulated. The law's backers claim they envisioned the federal

government operating an exchange only as a last resort, but they are failing to provide the

information states need in order to establish these structures in a way that will best meet the

needs of their citizens. With states facing uncertainty and a lack of flexibility, the result is

likely to be an even bigger federal role.

 

The Washington Times reported that Virginia Gov. Bob McDonnell “said Republican and

Democratic governors have written to the federal government with questions, for example, on

the services that must be covered by certain plans under the new law starting in 2014 or what

it will mean for the expansion of Medicaid, the federal-state health care program used by

people who do not have insurance and cannot afford to purchase it. They essentially have

received no guidance, he said.”

 

The Energy and Commerce Committee has repeatedly pressed HHS to outline the exchange

rules. On August 20, members wrote, “The regulatory uncertainty has crippled sates and

health providers in their ability to plan for future Medicaid expansions and state insurance

exchanges.” When HHS failed to reply, the committee spoke out again, “governors and

legislatures have been left to navigate alone the regulatory maze created by the absence of

guidance from your department.”

 

If HHS’ lack of cooperation is any indication of what states can expect moving forward, it is

no wonder states are hesitant to undertake this enormous operation.

 

While the Obama administration refuses to provide answers to basic questions, the cloud of

uncertainty related to Obamacare implementation and the future of American health care has

only grown. 

 

###

ENERGY & COMMERCE ONLINE | PRESS RELEASE PERMALINK
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From: denisenorthrup
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Fw: Fwd: [ronpaul-32] Fwd: 3/31/11 Sen. Bingman Press Release re:exchanges - language being added to another bill
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 3:20:26 PM

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

From: John Tidwell <jmtulsa
Date: Thu, 31 Mar 2011 15:19:34 -0500
To: <kaleb.bennett@gov.ok.gov>; Denise Northrup<denisenorthrup
Subject: Fwd: [ronpaul-32] Fwd: 3/31/11 Sen. Bingman Press Release re: exchanges -
language being added to another bill

fyi .

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Ryan Underwood
Date: Thu, Mar 31, 2011 at 3:14 PM
Subject: [ronpaul-32] Fwd: 3/31/11 Sen. Bingman Press Release re: exchanges - language
being added to another bill
To: ronpaul-32@meetup.com

I spoke too soon. �Is anyone surprised?

----- Forwarded message from Amanda Teegarden <amteeg3 > -----

All,

The press release by Sen. Brian Bingman mentioned today on 1170 KFAQ is
noted below. �Without mentioning any bill numbers, the release implies that
the state is not moving forward in developing the health insurance
exchange. This is incorrect - the legislature is just changing tactics.

1. HB2130, creating the HUB board governance over the implementation of
� the health insurance exchange, is reportedly 'dead'. �HOWEVER,
� according to Sen. Bill Brown's office the "language they like" in HB
� 2130 is going to be put into another bill. �This language is going to
� be added to HB 1996, by Rep. Dan Sullivan.
2. Link to HB1996 current status:
� http://www.oklegislature.gov/BillInfo.aspx?Bill=HB1996
3. HB 1996 is assigned to the Retirement and Insurance committee, chaired
� by Sen. Bill Brown. (See committee members below.)
4. SB 411, by Sen. Bill Brown/Moore of the House - creates a comprehensive
� health care information system and website. �This is a key component of
� the exchange and so needs to be stopped. This bill is currently in the
� House waiting to be put on the House calendar.
5. SB960, by Sen. Bill Brown, a redundant bill creating an insurance
� exchange is dead. �This bill never had a third reading in the senate
� and has missed the deadline to be heard.
6. Attached please find the Oklahoma Health Benefits Overview Logical
� Model (the IT support structure necessary to make the health benefit
� exchanges work, to be develop with the federal grant money). �This
� diagram was in a packet of information handed out by the OK Health
� Insurance Exchange Steering Committee on March 3, 2011.
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7. This IT model is the template for the exchange. �Note the
� creation/linking of a National Health Identification Card to one's
� bank. (Bottom middle of diagram.)

Never, ever trust a politician.

Amanda Teegarden

� � � � � � � � � � � �RETIREMENT AND INSURANCE

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Senator Bill Brown - Chair
Senator Cliff Aldridge - Vice Chair
Senator Patrick Anderson
Senator Randy Bass
Senator Josh Brecheen
Senator Brian Crain
Senator Mike Mazzei
Senator Andrew Rice
Senator John Sparks
Senator Gary Stanislawski
Senator Greg Treat
Senator Jim Wilson

___________________________________________________________________________

Press Release:

Senate Won't Consider Insurance Exchange � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
�|

Mar 31, 2011 - 1:04:06 PM

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) Republican Senate President Pro Tem Brian Bingman says
the Oklahoma Senate will not consider a bill to help create a state health
insurance exchange, warning the lure of federal money could lead the state
into a 'trap' of complying with the new federal health care law.

Bingman's comments Thursday come just days after Republican Gov. Mary
Fallin urged legislators to pass the bill. It creates an advisory board to
help implement the health insurance exchange in Oklahoma.

Bingman also urged the governor not to accept any more of the $54 million
in federal grant money offered to Oklahoma to establish the exchange.

Fallin warned earlier this week that if the state doesn't act, the Obama
administration would impose its own exchange on Oklahoma.

(Copyright 2011 by The Associated Press. All Rights Reserved.)

----- End forwarded message -----

--
Ryan C. Underwood
runderwo(at)mail.win.org
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--
Please Note: If you hit "REPLY", your message will be sent to everyone on this mailing list
(ronpaul-32@meetup.com)
http://www.meetup.com/ronpaul-32/
This message was sent by Ryan Underwood (runderwo@mail.win.org) from Tulsa Area
Republicans Restoring the Republic.
To learn more about Ryan Underwood, visit his/her member profile:
http://www.meetup.com/ronpaul-32/members/4619622/
To unsubscribe or to update your mailing list settings, click here:
http://www.meetup.com/ronpaul-32/settings/
Meetup, PO Box 4668 #37895 New York, New York 10163-4668 | support@meetup.com
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Fw: Health Insurance Exchange Workshop Invitation
Date: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 5:27:15 PM
Attachments: NGAExchanges_Workshop_Agenda.docx

----- Original Message -----
From: Cohan, Erin [mailto:ecohan@NGA.ORG]
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 05:23 PM
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: Health Insurance Exchange Workshop Invitation

Did you get this?  I think this is the last thing that went out.

________________________________
From: Thomasian, John [JThomasian@NGA.ORG]
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2011 4:51 PM
To: Reps
Subject: Health Insurance Exchange Workshop Invitation

To all Washington reps and state-NGA contacts:

The National Governors Association Center for Best Practices is pleased to invite each governor to send a
state team to a workshop entitled: “Health Insurance Exchange Implementation: Timelines, State
Options and Federal Regulations.”  This workshop is designed to offer state teams the opportunity to
discuss issues related to the various paths forward envisioned by the statute and recently-issued HHS
proposed regulations regarding Exchanges.

The workshop will cover the timelines and state obligations under the different Exchange models.  A
substantial portion of the workshop will be reserved for state-only discussions.  Topics will include
Medicaid integration, Exchange operations, risk mitigation and financial issues.  Each topic will be
introduced by a subject matter expert, followed by small group discussions among similarly situated
states.   Additional details can be found in the attached agenda.   At the end of the meeting, states will
have the opportunity to speak to and hear from representatives from the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services.

This meeting will be held in Arlington, Virginia.  On-site registration begins at 8:00 AM on Thursday,
September 8, 2011.  The meeting will conclude at 3:00 PM on Friday, September 9, 2011.  The NGA
Center will reimburse up to two people from each state for travel and lodging expenses.  The state may
send up to two additional people at state expense (there is no meeting registration fee).  HHS has
indicated that Exchange Planning Grant funding can be used toward travel for state-funded participants.

The NGA Center will reimburse you for your airfare, hotel, and some other travel related costs.  Please
note, NGA has strict travel guidelines requiring pre-approved waivers for any exceptions.  Please review
the guidelines when you register, and if you are traveling under circumstances outside of the norm (to
and from different location, different travel dates, etc), please contact Leslie Donaldson,
ldonaldson@nga.org<mailto:ldonaldson@nga.org>, for prior approval.

Click here<http://www.cvent.com/d/9cq7z3> to register or link to http://www.cvent.com/d/9cq7z3. 
Please register prior to the registration cut-off date of August 15, 2011.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Krista Drobac
Director, Health Division
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        HEALTH INSURANCE EXCHANGES WORKSHOP:

			                      TIMELINES, STATE OPTIONS AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS

         CRYSTAL CITY HYATT, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA

                               SEPTEMBER 8-9, 2011

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8





**NOTE: EACH BREAKOUT SESSION WILL BEGIN WITH A SHORT OVERVIEW; STATES WILL THEN DIVIDE INTO GROUPS FOR DISCUSSION TAILORED TO STATE PREFERENCES AND EXCHANGE GOALS**  



		8:00 A.M. – 8:30 A.M.

		REGISTRATION AND BREAKFAST





		8:30 A.M. – 9:30 A.M.



		OPENING PLENARY



Setting the stage: overview of different Exchange models, state roles under State/Hybrid/Federal Exchanges, timelines, and how to chart a path forward. 





		BREAKOUT SESSION 1

9:30 A.M. – 11:00 A.M. 











		MEDICAID, ELIGIBILITY AND ENROLLMENT 



Discussion will include issues facing states in integrating the Medicaid program with the Exchange, including data sharing agreements, data flow, financing, coordinating with the federal data hub and other programs; timeline of necessary decisions; and state obligations.  The idea of “federal partnership” will also be discussed as well as possible federal expectations related program integration.



		11:00 A.M. – 11:15 A.M. 

		BREAK





		BREAKOUT SESSION 2

11:15 A.M. – 12:45 P.M.



		CREATION AND OPERATION OF EXCHANGES UNDER VARYING SCENARIOS



Discussion will include issues related to the establishment and operation of individual and SHOP Exchanges, by either the Federal government, a state or a hybrid model, including legislation, governance, sustainability, degree of state “ownership,” timeline of necessary decisions, estimated timeframe for selected areas, elements requiring further Federal guidance and state obligations.





		12:45 P.M. – 2:15 P.M.



		INFORMAL NETWORKING AND PROBLEM-SOLVING LUNCH



		BREAKOUT SESSION 3

2:15 P.M. – 3:45 P.M.

		QUALIFIED HEALTH PLANS AND OPM PLANS



Discussion will include issues related to qualified health plans, including network adequacy, benefit design standards, criteria for participation in the Exchange, timeline of necessary decisions, and state obligations (and/or federal functions) under the different scenarios (state, federal, and hybrid).





		BREAKOUT SESSION 4

3:45 P.M. – 5:00 P.M.







		FINANCIAL ISSUES AND INSURANCE REGULATION 



Discussion will include issues related to insurance market stabilization, risk mitigation, non-Exchange market considerations, reinsurance, risk corridors and risk adjustment, timeline of necessary decisions, premium collection; federal subsidies and state obligations.  



		5:00 P.M. –6:30 P.M.



		RECEPTION









FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9









		7:30 A.M. – 8:30 A.M. 

		BREAKFAST





		BREAKOUT SESSION 5

8:30 A.M. – 10:00 A.M.









		MARKETING AND OUTREACH



Discussion will include issues related to consumer information, navigators, small and large employer involvement, stakeholder involvement, timeline of necessary decisions, and state obligations (and/or federal functions) under different scenarios (state, federal, and hybrid).



		10:00 A.M. – 10:15 A.M. 

		BREAK





		10:15 A.M. – 11:15 A.M.



		SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS:  CLARIFYING THE PATH FORWARD



What do you need/want from the federal government, short and medium term? What do you want from NGA and each other?





		11:30 A.M. – 12:15 P.M.



		SUMMARY OF STATE THEMES, CONCERNS AND NEEDS 



		12:15 P.M. – 1:30 P.M.



		INFORMAL NETWORKING AND PROBLEM-SOLVING LUNCH



		1:30 P.M. – 2:45 P.M. 

		QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION WITH HHS OFFICIALS





		2:45 P.M. –3:00 P.M.

		CLOSING
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Center for Best Practices
National Governors Association, Suite 267
444 North Capitol Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001
Office: 202-624-7872
Cell: 

________________________________

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive
use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or
confidential. If the reader of this transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for
delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and delete this message.

________________________________

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive
use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or
confidential. If the reader of this transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for
delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and delete this message.

---
You are currently subscribed to [reps] as ecohan@nga.org..
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-199278-
147044.40dfb1405dedc97cb9cd0b47fe292bd6@talk.nga.org..

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive
use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or
confidential. If the reader of this transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for
delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and delete this message.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee; "denisenorthrup
Subject: Fw: Heritage blog cites Oklahoma specifically
Date: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:49:14 AM

 
From: Mike Thompson 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:45 AM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: FW: Heritage blog cites Oklahoma specifically 
 
 
 
Mike Thompson
Oklahoma Insurance Department
Deputy Commissioner of Government
Relations and Public Affairs
3625 NW 56th St, Suite 100
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
Office: 405-522-8398
Fax 405-521-6635
 

From: Shawn Ashley 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:25 AM
To: Mike Thompson
Subject: Heritage blog cites Oklahoma specifically
 
This is no good: http://blog.heritage.org/2011/03/25/accepting-federal-exchange-funding-for-
obamacare-a-dangerous-proposition-for-the-states/print/
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: "denisenorthrup "; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Fw: quick question for health insurance exchange letter
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:30:17 AM

 
From: Lieser, Derek G. [mailto:DerekL@health.ok.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:30 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Prieto Johns, Nicole S. <NIcolePJ@health.ok.gov> 
Subject: Re: quick question for health insurance exchange letter 
 
Sorry Jan 1, 2013 to be exact
 
From: Lieser, Derek G. 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:25 AM
To: 'katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov' <katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov> 
Cc: Prieto Johns, Nicole S. 
Subject: Re: quick question for health insurance exchange letter 
 
Oklahoma is required to make its decision on running an exchange by 2013. It is our assumption the
federal government would begin development after that date. No offical date has been giving at this
time.
 
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:16 AM
To: Cox-Kain, Julie; Lieser, Derek G.; Prieto Johns, Nicole S. 
Subject: FW: quick question for health insurance exchange letter 
 
Please see question below…I think it is 2014, but don’t know for sure…
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:03 AM
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: quick question for health insurance exchange letter
 
Does the federal government begin building federal exchanges in Jan 2012 or in 2014.
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
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cell: 
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Lindsay Russell
To: Marie Sanderson
Subject: FW: Registration reminder: Conference call on state exchanges tomorrow
Date: Monday, November 21, 2011 2:33:54 PM

Good afternoon,
In case you haven’t seen this already,  Grace-Marie Turner has invited us to listen to a meeting on
health care Exchanges. If you remember Grace- Marie sat on a panel at the RGPPC Health Care
Summit and is a great resource. Please see the bottom of this email for registration and RSVP
information.
 
Let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thank you,
 
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:  | lrussell@
 
 

From: Grace-Marie Turner [mailto:galen=galen.org@mail62.us2.mcsv.net] On Behalf Of Grace-Marie
Turner
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2011 2:48 PM
To: Marie
Subject: Registration reminder: Conference call on state exchanges tomorrow
 

Last chance to register for tomorrow's state leaders call  on state exchanges Is this email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

 

State Leaders Call

Please join us for a conference call for state leaders
about issues, options, and protections against ObamaCare exchanges
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Tomorrow, November 22, Noon EST

Please join us for a conference call at noon tomorrow, November 22, to discuss the

highly controversial issue of state exchanges. Our guest speakers will be leading state

officials from Wisconsin, Utah, Louisiana, and Florida.

States are highly focused on the controversial issue of exchanges as they try to decide

what to do to protect themselves from the expensive and coercive mandates in the

Affordable Care Act. There has been very little leadership coming from Washington on

this issue, leaving states perplexed about what they should be doing.

To help us understand some of the issues and options, we will be joined by Dennis

Smith, secretary of Wisconsin’s Department of Health Services, and Robert

Spendlove, director of policy for Utah Governor Gary Herbert and the governor’s liaison

to organizations such as the National Governors Association.

In addition, we will hear remarks from Bruce Greenstein, secretary of the Louisiana
Department of Health and Hospitals, and Jenn Ungru, deputy chief of staff for Florida
Gov. Rick Scott. We will then open the lines up for questions from the participants.

As background for the call, here's an example of one state wrestling with the idea of

developing its own exchange:

South Carolina's Waiting Game On Health Insurance Exchange (Kaiser Health

News)

The call will be jointly sponsored by the Galen Institute, the Institute for Policy

Innovation, and the State Policy Network. We hope you will join us for this important call.

Thank you to those who have already sent their RSVPs for this call. To register for
this call, please contact Jena Persico at jena@galen.org or 703-299-9204. Your
registration will ensure that you receive any follow-up materials from the call.

www.galen.org | www.spn.org | www.ipi.org

Galen Institute

P.O. Box 320010

Alexandria, VA 22320

www.galen.org

twitter.com/GalenInstitute

facebook.com/GalenInstitute

 unsubscribe from this list | update subscription preferences 
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: Denise Northrup; Mary Fallin; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: FW: Schedule UPDATE for Aspen
Date: Thursday, July 26, 2012 11:33:22 AM

FYI, Romney will be at RGA next week. Details below.
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 

From: Monica Block [mailto:mblock@RGA.ORG] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2012 5:14 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: Schedule UPDATE for Aspen
 
Dana,
 
We are excited that Governor Romney will now be joining us in Aspen next week.  Due to his
attendance, there are going to be a few changes to the RGA schedule that I wanted to make you
aware of as well as an additional ask that we’d like your Governor to attend.   I’ve pasted
below our schedule, and highlighted where we would now like your Governor to join Governor
Romney.  His attendance is not public, but we wanted the Governors to know.  Can you please
review this and let me know if your Governor will participate in these new events?
 
Please let me know if you have any questions!
 
Sincerely,
Monica 
 
 
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1, 2012
 
6:00 PM – 7:00 PM                The Aspen Institute: A Conversation with Republican
Governors - PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS EVENT IS OPEN TO THE PRESS

The 2012 Aspen Institute McCloskey Speaker Series welcomes
Republican governors in conversation with Aspen Institute
President and CEO Walter Isaacson.
Location:         The Aspen Institute – Greenwald Pavilion

1000 North Third Street
                                                                        Aspen, CO 81611

Speakers:         Governor Bob McDonnell, Virginia, RGA
Chairman

Governor Scott Walker, Wisconsin
Governor Nikki Haley, South Carolina

                                                                        Governor Bobby Jindal, Louisiana
                                                                        Governor Chris Christie, New Jersey, RGA Vice
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Chairman
Walter Isaacson, President and CEO, The Aspen
Institute,

Washington, DC
 
7:30 PM                                  Welcome Reception & Dinner

Location:         The St. Regis Aspen Resort – Fountain Courtyard
Speakers:         Governor Susana Martinez, New Mexico

Governor Rick Perry, Texas
Governor Scott Walker, Wisconsin

 
THURSDAY, AUGUST 2, 2012
 
8:30 AM – 9:30 AM               Breakfast and 2012 Political Update

RGA Executive Director Phil Cox will provide a political update on
the 2012 election cycle and attendees will hear from candidates for
governor from Montana and Washington.
Location:         The St. Regis Aspen Resort – Astor II
Speakers:         Phil Cox, RGA Executive Director
                        The Honorable Rick Hill, 2012 Candidate for

Governor,
Montana

                        Attorney General Rob McKenna, 2012 Candidate
for

Governor, Washington
 

9:45 AM – 10:45 AM             Panel Discussion I: Obamacare After the SCOTUS Decision:
What’s Next?

On June 28, the Supreme Court ruled on the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA) upholding the individual mandate as
a tax, but limiting the power of the federal government to coerce
state Medicaid expansions. Regarding the Medicaid expansion, the
court ruled that the government could not compel states to expand
Medicaid by threatening to withhold federal money to existing
Medicaid programs. This presents an opportunity for governors to
opt out of the expansion without losing their existing share of
federal Medicaid funding. Within hours of the decision, Republican
governors in several states said they were likely to oppose
expanding the program. In addition to the Medicaid piece,
governors must also decide whether to establish a state-
administered health insurance exchange. This panel examines the
decisions confronting governors, along with the remaining political,
regulatory and legal uncertainties surrounding the law and its
impact on businesses.
Location:         The St. Regis Aspen Resort – Astor II
Speakers:         Governor Gary Herbert, Utah

                                                            Governor Bobby Jindal, Louisiana
Michael Neidorff, Chairman and CEO, Centene

Corporation, St. Louis, MO
                                                                        Dr. George Rapier, Chairman and CEO, WellMed
Medical

Management, Inc., San Antonio, TX
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11:00 AM – 12:00 PM            Panel Discussion II: State Solutions: Economic Growth in the
Obama Era

Republican governors are providing a clear contrast to the failed
economic policies of the Obama administration.  Under President
Obama, the nation has endured 41 consecutive months with the
unemployment rate over 8 percent and the most recent quarter was
the worst quarter of job creation in 2 years.  Despite the national
headwinds, GOP-led states are experiencing economic success.
States with Republican governors are adding jobs at a faster pace
than their Democratic counterparts and states that elected new
Republican governors in 2010 have seen their unemployment rates
drop nearly 50 percent more than states with new Democratic
governors. In July, CNBC released its annual list of best states for
business, and Republican governors led the way.  CNBC found that
12 of the 15 top states for business have GOP governors. Instead of
emulating the policies of Republican governors which encourage
entrepreneurship and job creators, the Obama administration
continues to impede upon the states with overregulation and the
threat of higher taxes.  This panel explores how governors can
work with business leaders to ensure the private sector adds jobs
despite the federal government’s overreach.
Location:         The St. Regis Aspen Resort – Astor II
Speakers:         Governor Bob McDonnell, Virginia, RGA

Chairman
Governor Mary Fallin, Oklahoma

                        Governor Rick Perry, Texas

Alan Gocha, Managing Partner, ETC Capital, LLC

Ross Perot, Jr., Chairman, Hillwood Development
Company,

Dallas, TX

 
12:15 PM – 1:15 PM              Luncheon: Governors’ Races and the 2012 Battlegrounds

With 11 states holding governors’ races this November, the RGA is
in position to expand its majority and make a major impact on the
2012 elections. Many of the states where RGA will engage are also
critical Presidential and Senate battleground states.  As shown in
the Wisconsin recall election, the RGA and ideologically-aligned
groups are able to work together, and their efforts benefit
candidates up and down the ballot. This panel will explore the 2012
political landscape and the interplay between gubernatorial and
federal races.
Location:         The St. Regis Aspen Resort – Fountain Courtyard
Speakers:         Phil Cox, RGA Executive Director

Ed Gillespie, Founder, Ed Gillespie Strategies;
Senior Advisor,

Romney for President; Chairman, RSLC;
 Former Chairman, RNC; Former
Chairman, Republican Party of Virginia,
Alexandria, VA

Karl Rove, Former Deputy Chief of Staff and Senior
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Advisor
to President George W. Bush; Author,
Courage and Consequence; Fox News
Contributor; Wall Street Journal Columnist,
Washington, DC

 
1:45 PM – 4:45 PM                 Optional Activities

Location:         Off-site; Departing from The St. Regis Aspen Resort
 
4:00 PM – 5:00 PM               Romney for President Roundtable with Governor Mitt
Romney and RGA Governors - PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS EVENT IS OPEN TO THE
PRESS
                                                Location:         TBD (30 minutes away from the St. Regis)
Please hold this on your Governor’s schedule for now.  We hope to have more details
shortly!  Due to the timing, we do not believe that any of the Governors will be able to
participate in the optional activities
 
5:30 PM – 6:15 PM               Romney for President Fundraiser
                                                Location:         The St. Regis Aspen Resort – Room TBD
Please have your Governor plan to stop by this fundraiser prior to going to their assigned
Parlor at 5:45 PM.
 
5:45 PM – 6:30 PM                Governors Parlors

Please join our Republican governors for a newly created reception
opportunity to mix and mingle in a more intimate setting before we
depart for Pine Creek Cookhouse. Each of the two parlors will host
three to four governors, and attendees are welcome and
encouraged to visit both parlors.

                                                Location:         The St. Regis Aspen Resort – Aspen, Highlands and
Buttermilk

 
7:00 PM                                  Reception & Dinner

Location:         Pine Creek Cookhouse
11399 Castle Creek Road 
Aspen, CO 81611

Speakers:         Governor Mitt Romney
Governor Bob McDonnell, Virginia, RGA

Chairman
Governor Chris Christie, New Jersey, RGA Vice

Chairman
Fred Malek, Founder and Chairman, Thayer
Lodging

Group, McLean, VA; Executive Roundtable
Chairman

 
 
Monica Block
Governors Liaison
Republican Governors Association
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250, Washington, DC 20006

 direct |   cell | 202.662.4926 fax
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mblock@rga.org
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From: Craig Perry
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: Tulsa County OPPOSITION TO HB 2130
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 10:09:15 AM

Please see email forwarded from Rep. Watson on health exchange….
 

From: larry williamson [mailto:aureliab24s ] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 9:28 AM
To: aureliab24s@w
Subject: Tulsa County OPPOSITION TO HB 2130
 
Dear Representative,

At its meeting on Saturday, March 19, 2011, the Platform Committee of the Tulsa County

Republican Party passed the following resolution by a UNANIMOUS VOTE:

 
The Platform Committee of the Tulsa County Republican Party opposes Oklahoma HB 2130

as passed by the House. We urge the House to reconsider and reverse its vote. We

oppose the passage of HB 2130 or its equivalent in the Oklahoma Senate. We further call

for the State of Oklahoma to return the $54,000,000.00 in federal funds previously

accepted to implement Obamacare. 

 
Tulsa County Republican Platform Committee

Randy Brogdon, Chairman

J. B. Alexander, Vice-Chairman

Melinda Voss, Secretary

NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from
disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone
else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and
unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any e-mail transmission received
as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of
this e-mail or its attachments. Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer
virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or
recourse against the House by doing so.
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Fwd: Early Innovator Questions
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 11:12:17 AM
Attachments: Tulsa World questions for OHCA 4-8-11.doc

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Denise Northrup <Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>
Date: April 8, 2011 11:06:59 CDT
To: "'andrewjsilvestri '" <andrewjsilvestri >
Subject: Fw: Early Innovator Questions

----- Original Message -----
From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:37 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; 'Terry Cline
(TerryC@health.ok.gov)' <TerryC@health.ok.gov>; Alex Weintz; 'juliek@health.ok.gov'
<juliek@health.ok.gov>
Cc: Cindy Roberts <Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org>; Mike Fogarty
<Mike.Fogarty@okhca.org>; Buffy Heater <Buffy.Heater@okhca.org>
Subject: RE: Early Innovator Questions

I think we are close to having our response completed. Will you please review this
latest draft as soon as possible and let me know if you have any questions or
concerns. I am hoping to send our final response to the reporter by noon today. 

Thanks,
Nico

-----Original Message-----
From: Nico Gomez 
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:54 PM
To: 'Katie Altshuler'; 'denise.northrup@gov.ok.gov'; 'glenn.coffee@gov.ok.gov'; Terry
Cline (TerryC@health.ok.gov); 'Alex Weintz'; 'juliek@health.ok.gov'
Cc: Cindy Roberts; Mike Fogarty; Buffy Heater
Subject: Early Innovator Questions

All~ 

Here is a list of questions (attached and below) we just received from the Tulsa World
related to the Early Innovator grant. We will draft a response for your review but
please understand that your review time might be short. Please let me know if you
have any thoughts or suggestions related to any of the questions as soon as possible. 

Thanks,
Nico

-----Original Message-----
From: Ziva Branstetter [mailto:Ziva.Branstetter@tulsaworld.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:17 PM
To: Nico Gomez
Subject: Re: Instructions for Grantees: Restriction of Funds for IT Innovator Grantees
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1. If the legislature does not approve acceptance of the grant, will the state return it to the federal government? At this point, no decision has been made to return the grant. The agency is waiting for state leadership to resolve this issue and provide further direction. We have not drawn any federal funds from this grant and will not make any requests for these funds until the issue is resolved. 

2. What will become of the exchange that is outlined in the grant proposal that the state submitted – will the state continue with its plans along the same lines? Again, the agency is waiting for state leadership to resolve this issue and provide further direction.  

3. Who wrote the grant proposal and when was it submitted? How many state employees are now tasked or assigned to this project?  The grant proposal was written by a team consisting of OHCA staff subject matter experts and was submitted Dec. 22, 2010. The proposal requests 10 full-time employees to be funded by the grant but as of this date, nobody has been hired.

4. The grant application says the exchange ``will expand the population served potentially to every state resident.’’ How would that be? The Oklahoma grant proposal is to build a one-stop resource for any Oklahoman seeking information on affordable health insurance coverage options from both the private and public sector. Regardless of whether the consumer is qualified for coverage through Medicaid, eligible to receive tax credits, or determined to fall outside the assistance capabilities of the Oklahoma Exchange – all consumers will have the ability to learn what is available, as well as details about the plan or plans they may be comparing. Additionally, Oklahoma small businesses may also utilize the Internet functionality as a way to shop and compare high quality health insurance options for employees and their families.

5. The application also appears to call for a network that would hold a Personal Health Record and medical records of people who use the exchange. It also appears to have interfaces with other electronic medical records in the state. This has been publicly discussed as a place people can go to comparison shop for insurance policies. Do you think people are aware that the state is proposing to store medical records in the exchange? There is no proposal to store medical records on the Oklahoma Exchange. There is an option for the consumer to create a Public Health Record that they can choose to share with their medical providers to increase the quality of health care they receive as well as provide better health outcomes.

6. The application also calls for something called an eMPI, an electronic master patient index, to validate patients’ addresses and says “stakeholder entities can use the eMPI key for matching and de-duplicating records in their own internal systems.’’ What sources of data would be kept in this network to identify patients’ addresses? What other agencies would the health benefits exchange interface with to verify identity? The electronic master person index (eMPI) is a component of the Oklahoma proposal where consumers will benefit from a streamlined application process that doesn’t require them to locate and mail extensive paper information. Simply put, instead of consumers being required to mail in tax returns, birth certificates, etc., to verify income and identity, the eMPI will compare their information to data held by the Internal Revenue Service as well as the Social Security Administration and Medicare. At the state level, data will be matched with records through the Oklahoma State Department of Health – Vital Statistics division and the Oklahoma Employment Security Commission. Consumers using the service will receive an eMPI which has been checked for duplication, accuracy and fraud.

For example, a consumer may inadvertently submit multiple Oklahoma Exchange applications for various reasons (i.e. unfamiliarity with the system, connectivity problems, receiving assistance from several sources, etc). The eMPI ensures a single-member-record is kept, reducing duplications and incorrect information. Likewise, methods of fraud and abuse will be deterred as information will be processed through the eMPI software which aims to recognize inaccuracies.  


Another example would be that in September 2013, Jane Doe delivers a baby girl and was qualified for SoonerCare (Oklahoma’s Medicaid program). Her labor and delivery expenses were paid by the SoonerCare program. Fast forward to 2014 and Jane Doe is expecting her second child and is seeking health insurance coverage through the Oklahoma Exchange. She is using the real-time eligibility determination system available to her through the Oklahoma Internet portal. She indicates that her husband recently received a promotion. That fact is verified by the data being cross checked with the other agencies. Due to her increase in household income she is not qualified for SoonerCare coverage; however her eMPI collects her previous qualification information (i.e. income, birth record, etc.) and uses a pre-populated application to streamline her eligibility process. As a result Jane Doe is not expected to resubmit copies of documentation she has already provided for her original Medicaid application. The eMPI tool provides assurance to Jane Doe that she has been accurately identified, thereby increasing consumer protections against identity theft and decreasing the potential for fraud and abuse. When applied one step further, Jane Doe can associate her eMPI at the time she chooses to create her personal health record. If she decides to share her PHR with her obstetrician, the eMPI uniquely identifies Jane Doe and assures her doctor that the information being shared is associated with the correct person. Jane Doe receives high quality care as a result of the secure information carried in large part by the eMPI.

7. The application states that ``one of the contractors for the OHIEP will be Hewlett Packard Enterprise Systems.’’ Shouldn’t that be something that is put out to competitive bid? How were they chosen? What other contractors were considered? The grant proposal differentiates between technologies already in place versus new technology sought via competitive bid. HP Enterprise System is listed as one of the existing contractors because they are currently the agency’s fiscal agent having been recently awarded a competitive bid for the agency’s Medicaid Management Information Systems (MMIS). The grant proposal builds upon the OHCA’s current SoonerCare online enrollment system, which was built and is maintained by the existing contract with HP Enterprise Services. The new functionality will be competitively bid, and must interface with that existing system. Oklahoma will issue three competitive bids under this grant. The first request for proposal will seek a consultant to provide expertise, development and options for Oklahoma’s exchange. The second request for proposal will seek technical expertise and development of systems solutions for the interfaces with public programs as well as creation of standardized formats. The third request for proposal will seek identification of requirements for systems, financial and operational aspects of Oklahoma’s Exchange.  Approximately 97 percent of the grant funds will be competitively bid.

8. HP and its lobbyists gave $8,100 to lawmakers and also spent $1,000 on meals for lawmakers and other state officials last year. Was that lobbying an attempt to win the contract for this exchange? The agency is not in position to speak for HP or their motives. The OHCA has enjoyed a long relationship with this company and their predecessor, EDS, as they have successfully won a competitive bid twice now to become the state Medicaid program fiscal agent and have helped create our agency’s online enrollment program. 

9. The application also calls for 10 employees to work under OHCA and eventually for a call center to be developed. How would that be funded and how much would it cost? The 10 full-time staff included in the grant proposal will be funded with 100 percent grant dollars, for a two-year, time-limited term of service. The total cost for all staff and employee benefits over the two year period is $1,659,944 or 3 percent of the total grant award. The proposal also includes the creation of a modular call center – one that is scalable and replicable – based upon the call volume and functions necessary to support the Oklahoma proposal. The total cost for the call center over the two year period is $17,769,072 which will be competitively bid and includes the addition of nearly 300 call center representatives; and establishment of phone, line, switch, and written communication (when necessary) capacity for all people served by the portal.

10. What is the drawdown schedule for the grant and at what point does OHCA have to either return the grant or start spending it? Funds may be drawn down as they are spent. Four gate reviews are conducted during the grant period which review and approve expenditures for quality and appropriateness. The grant will expire on Feb. 15, 2013. Although we are eligible to request funds for costs incurred, we have not drawn any federal funds from this grant and will not make any requests for these funds until the issue is resolved. We have accumulated some costs for travel for a meeting in Washington D.C. with the federal grantor and some costs for human resources for posting of positions related to the grant.

11. In general, what are the benefits of creating the exchange in this way for the state’s uninsured? The development of a model for eligibility and enrollment via the Oklahoma Exchange is the primary goal of this grant initiative. All Oklahomans, not just the uninsured, would benefit by being able to access the Internet at a location of their choosing, entering their information and without having to visit multiple agencies to gather copies of their records, the system will help them find health insurance coverage that they can afford. They will also benefit by having their information made available to their provider if they choose and also by knowing there isn’t anyone using their identity to gain access to health services. 

This project will leverage tools such as the web-based real-time online enrollment portal that was made operational on Sept. 7, 2010 by the OHCA. Oklahoma proposes to utilize the online enrollment platform upon which the eligibility and enrollment functions within the Oklahoma Exchange will be established. 


The Early Innovator grant is aimed at providing Oklahoma with the resources and support needed to create an Information Technology infrastructure for an Oklahoma-tailored Exchange. One large benefit to Oklahoma as an Early Innovator state is the ability to design and implement an Exchange prior to the establishment of somewhat-prescriptive technical assistance and close cooperation than states establishing their exchanges in the future are likely to receive. 


Oklahoma’s proposal contains several key features aimed to establish a model for successfully integrating the Oklahoma Exchange into the health system. One such proposed feature allows consumers navigating through Oklahoma’s online enrollment feature of the exchange to select, at the time of application, a primary care provider. This feature allows many Oklahoma consumers to reap the benefits from the state’s Patient-Centered Medical Home efforts.  Likewise, Oklahoma proposes to provide the consumer with an option to establish a Personal Health Record at the time of enrollment through the Oklahoma Exchange. This feature supports and builds upon Oklahoma’s Health Information Exchange efforts to fully-integrate the health care system in an efficient and effective electronic framework, thereby reducing redundancies and improving quality.   


It is the goal of the Early Innovator grant to create an Oklahoma-tailored Exchange IT system that is flexible, adaptable, and responds rapidly to changes in programs and future technology.  




OK thanks. It looks like the first gate review period has passed. What percentage of
the grand funds have been drawn down? My questions are attached. I asked OSDH
many of the same questions but since OHCA wrote the grant, they are probably more
appropriate to address to you guys. Thanks again. 

Ziva Branstetter
Enterprise Editor
Tulsa World
ziva.branstetter@tulsaworld.com
918.581.8306 (office)

 (cell)
918.581.8353 (fax)

Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org> 4/7/2011
1:01 PM >>>

Ziva,

Here are the specific federal drawdown instructions for this grant.

Thanks,
Nico
________________________________

Dear IT Innovator Grantees,

Drawing Down Funds:  Instructions to Grantees:

Background:
The Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIIO) will perform
four (4) Gate Reviews during the course of each year of early innovator grant funding
consistent the Systems Development Life Cycle practices to monitor, assess, and guide
grantees to ensure the highest quality results are attained.

Gate Review 1:          Architecture Review (AR):                                   March 30 -
April 1, 2011
Gate Review 2:          Project Baseline Review (PBR)                          May/June 2011
Gate Review 3:          Pre-Operational Readiness Review (PORR)                 September
2011
Gate Review 4:          Operational Readiness Review (ORR)            September/October
2012

Summary of Requirements:
CCIIO will review requests for a draw-down of funds to support the SDLC activities at
the time of the Gate Reviews.  The request is prospective for the obligations needed to
get the grantee through to the next gate review. Grantees may in the interim request
a draw-down of funds to support the activities of the Early Innovator IT Cooperative
Agreement award.  Grantees will be required to submit to their requests to their
project officer via email:

1.       A brief description of how the draw-down request supports the goals of the
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approved application's scope of work and the specific SDLC cycle
2.      Standard Form (SF) 424, a SF 424A, and a Budget Justification specific to the
draw down request.   Use the link and attach the form to your request for draw down.
 http://intranet.hhs.gov/forms/PHS/SF-424__Forms__SF-LLL__Forms_.pdf;  and
3.      A description of fiscal accountability of funds. Specifically, address:
a.       Name of Contractor or proposed contractor.
b.      Method of Selection: How was the contractor selected? State whether the
contract is sole source or competitive bid. If an organization is the sole source for the
contract, include an explanation as to why this institution is the only one able to
perform contract services.
c.       Period of Performance: How long is the contract period? Specify the beginning
and ending dates of the contract.
d.      Scope of Work: What will the contractor do? Describe the specific services/tasks
to be performed by the contractor as related to the accomplishment of program
objectives. Deliverables should be clearly defined.
e.       Method of Accountability: How will the contractor be monitored? Describe how
the progress and performance of the contractor will be monitored during and on close
of the contract period. Identify who will be responsible for supervising the contract.

Timeline for Review and Release of Grant Funds:
CCIIO will perform an internal review of draw down requests.  That review is expected
to take up to two weeks, assuming documentation is sufficient to support the request
for draw down of funds. The Division of Grants Management Operations will notify
grantees by email of CCIIO's decision regarding the draw down request.

Susan Lumsden
Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight
Department of Health and Human Services
(301) 492-4347

==================================================DISCLAIMER
- This e-mail message, including any attachments,
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Each week 70% of Tulsa area adults read the Tulsa World (Scarborough Research
2010 R2).
To subscribe, call (918) 582-0921. 

______________________________________________________________________
This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email 
______________________________________________________________________
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=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: maryfallin
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Denise Northrup
Subject: Fwd: Governor Fallin: Support Block-Granting Medicaid
Date: Monday, March 19, 2012 10:35:25 AM
Attachments: image007.png

Can you look at this and handle
Thanks

Mary Fallin

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Teller, Paul" <Paul.Teller@mail.house.gov>
Date: March 19, 2012 10:38:59 AM GMT-04:00
To: "Mary Fallin 
Subject: Governor Fallin: Support Block-Granting Medicaid

Hey there Governor Fallin—hello from the RSC!  Hope you are doing
well.  I just wanted to point out our block-granting (and state
empowerment) bill below because I thought it’s something you might
want to praise publicly (which would really help us get this bill a higher
profile). 

 

Please take a look and let me know what you think.  If there are some
staffers in your office I should work through, I’d be glad to.  Thanks and
take care---

 

Paul S. Teller 
Executive Director 
U.S. House Republican Study Committee (RSC) 
Office of Rep. Jim Jordan (R-OH), Chairman 
paul.teller@mail.house.gov

Read more about our Medicaid reform proposal here.  

(202) 226-9718--phone  (but phone is the hardest way to reach me)
(202) 226-0052--fax 
Email updates:  http://rsc.jordan.house.gov/Forms/EmailSignup
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From: Teller, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2012 10:36 AM
To: RSC LISTSERV--ALL (rsc-all-oh04@ls2.house.gov); RSC EXTRAS--OH04; RSC
LISTSERV--LEADERSHIP (rsc-lead-oh04@ls2.house.gov); RSC List--Healthcare External
(RSC-HCE-oh04@ls1.house.gov)
Subject: RSC: Support Block-Granting Medicaid

 

RSC: Support Block-Granting Medicaid
Providing States the Tools to Help Their Most Vulnerable Citizens

 

 

Last week, Representatives Todd Rokita, Tim Huelskamp, Paul Broun, M.D.,
and Jim Jordan introduced The State Health Flexibility Act (H.R. 4160)—
a bill that streamlines federal Medicaid and Children’s Health Insurance
Program (CHIP) funding into one block grant to the states, giving them
maximum flexibility to better address the unique health care needs of their
most vulnerable citizens.

 

The bill text, bill summary, FAQs, and spending comparison chart (all
available here) describe how the bill provides maximum flexibility for states,
better care for vulnerable Americans, affordability for everyone, and
accountability for taxpayers.

 

Also check out the favorable press coverage and numerous outside
group endorsements that have already come in:
http://rsc.jordan.house.gov/Solutions/statehealth.htm

In short, the bill: 
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Ø  Funds federal assistance to the states to provide health-care-related
items and services for their indigent populations at current fiscal year
2012 levels;

Ø  Eliminates burdensome red tape and regulations promulgated from
Kathleen Sebelius’ Department of Health and Human Services (HHS);

Ø  Gives maximum flexibility for states to determine eligibility, benefits,
and provider reimbursement rates, as well as to improve the quality of
care and access to vital health services;

Ø  Meets the seven principles for Medicaid reform proposed by 29
Governors in June 2011;

Ø  Prevents the federal government from borrowing and spending $1.8
trillion we do not have, without cutting a penny from current
Medicaid and CHIP federal funding;

Ø  Requires annual state audits and reports to the U.S. Treasury, state
legislatures, and the public to ensure federal funding is spent properly.
Misused funds detected by an audit will result in forfeiture of the funds
with a 10% penalty to encourage proactive efforts to root out waste,
fraud, and abuse;

Ø  Maintains current law prohibitions against abortion funding, health care
services for illegal aliens, and discrimination; and

Ø  Repeals ObamaCare and its costly mandates to help keep state health
care programs affordable and focused on the truly needy.

 

The State Health Flexibility Act is the legislative embodiment of the
Medicaid assumptions of last year’s RSC Budget —it begins the conversation
of devolving federal programs to the states by reforming the largest federal
mean-tested welfare program.

 

RSC Chairman Jordan urges all RSC Members to cosponsor this important
bill. 

 

For more information or to cosponsor the bill, please contact Joe Murray
with the RSC or Tom Borck with Rep. Rokita.

 

Thank you---

 

Paul S. Teller 
Executive Director 
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U.S. House Republican Study Committee (RSC) 
Office of Rep. Jim Jordan (R-OH), Chairman 
paul.teller@mail.house.gov

Read more about our Medicaid reform proposal here.  

(202) 226-9718--phone  (but phone is the hardest way to reach me)
(202) 226-0052--fax 
Email updates:  http://rsc.jordan.house.gov/Forms/EmailSignup
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From: Mary Fallin
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Fwd: NAIC Rules
Date: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:43:18 PM

Send to John Doak and respond too..

Mary Fallin

Begin forwarded message:

From: "David Powell" <david
Date: November 20, 2012, 1:17:20 PM CST
To: "Mary Fallin" 
Subject: NAIC Rules

Dear mary,
 
To whoever screens Mary's email, I am an old friend of hers from OSU. 
She will confirm and she and the Insurance Commissioner need to read
this. 
 
I want to let Mary know that the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners needs to abandon their idea to push aggregate stoploss
limits higher.  This is only an attempt to strengthen Obamacare by
unfairly putting more risk on "smaller" self funded employers.  (50-500
employees)  These employers are currently doing the right thing,
providing comprehensive health benefits to their employees and their
families, mostly at the employer's expense.
 
Only three states have endorsed the change to the Stoploss Model Act;
Minnesota, Hew hampshire and Vermont.  The proposed change will
make it harder for Oklahoma employers to provide affordable coverage
by pushing them toward a national exchange.  Please tell the Oklahoma
Insurance Commissioner to vote NO and not change the Stoploss Model
Act.
 
I have been in the health insurance business since graduating from OSU
in 1978 and I have worked with partially self-funded employers plans
nearly that entire time.  If there are any questions, please call my cell
any time.  417-438-7655.
 
David A. Powell
President
Benefit Management, Inc.

, Joplin, MO 64804
(888) 294-1515
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Privacy Policy: The information contained in this transmission may contain
Protected Health Information (PHI) under the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA). It is intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity named above. If the reader of this message is not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copy of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you
have received this communication in error, please notify me immediately
by electronic mail (reply).
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Glen Mulready; Gary Stanislawski; Sharon Caldwell (Sharon@cmastrategies.com); Trait Thompson; Jarred Brejcha (brejcha@oksenate.gov);

"Jonathan Buxton"; Brian.Downs@okhouse.gov
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: FYI: Gov Deal Creates Georgia Health Insurance Exchange Advisory Committee
Date: Monday, June 06, 2011 9:13:14 AM

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Todd Smith [mailto:ts@rubicondc.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 03, 2011 7:45 AM
To: Marie Sanderson; vmariethomas ; msanderson
Cc: Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ; macarter32
RSerote@az.gov; Adam.nordstrom@cch-llc.com; brian.mcmanus2@eog.myflorida.com; JohnPatrick.Walsh@eog.myflorida.com;
Rob.Jakubik@eog.myflorida.com; bfulenwider@georgia.gov; ehames@georgia.gov; ;
chiproytexas ; dhiowa ; jabot10 ; janelcausey ; jboeyink34 ;
travisrichmond ; wkloiber ; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov;
Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov; tedpitts@gov.sc.gov;
hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us;
Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us; Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; Candice Whitfield;
eric.finkbeiner@governor.virginia.gov; Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov; kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov;
Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov; debbie ; griffin
wstruble ; wags@la.gov; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman ; Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov;
mary.mayhew@maine.gov; brandi_white@mcconnell.senate.gov; Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov;
blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov;
tomichz@michigan.gov; Lauren.Hill@nebraska.gov; brian@nevadadc.org; ryan@nevadadc.org; nguillemard@prfaa.com;
sarah.echols@prfaa.com; mschrimpf@RGA.ORG; lrussell ; slevey ; Bkanzeg ;
aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us; jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us;
Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us; MKennicott@susana2010.com; Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov;
Bnutt@tomcorbettforgovernor.com; RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov; bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov;
michelle.dynes@wyo.gov; katyoder_99 ; pjpgator
Subject: Gov Deal Creates Georgia Health Insurance Exchange Advisory Committee
 
All,
 
I wanted let y’all know what Governor Deal announced yesterday in the area of health care.
 
Best,
 
-Todd
 
 

For immediate release                                                                                                                                                  Office of Communications
June 2, 2011                                                                                                                                                                    (404) 651-7774
 

Deal creates Georgia Health Insurance Exchange Advisory
Committee
Committee will study the establishment of a state-based health care exchange
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Gov. Nathan Deal today signed an executive order creating the Georgia Health Insurance Exchange Advisory Committee.
The committee will determine if Georgia should establish a state-based health care exchange under the Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). Georgia has joined 25 other states in a lawsuit declaring the individual mandate, a key
component of PPACA, unconstitutional.
 
“I want Georgia to have time to thoroughly study this issue as we wait for the judicial process to play out,” said Deal. “I want
to engage Georgians about how we can expand access to health care insurance while lowering the burdensome costs on our
state’s families. Georgians don’t want more federal ‘solutions’ and the best way to fight back right now is to manufacture a
Georgia solution.
 
“It is my hope that this committee will construct the appropriate avenues for our state to implement our own exchange,
based on delivering free market solutions for increasing the access and affordability of health insurance. This exchange
should also focus heavily on improving the economic viability of creating and expanding small business in Georgia. I look
forward to hearing the committee’s recommendations.”
 
Under PPACA, the states have until Jan. 1, 2014 to establish their own health care exchange. If Georgia does not create a
state-run exchange by this time the federal government will establish and manage the exchange. The governor’s executive
order states that the advisory committee must report its final recommendations by Dec. 15, 2011.
 
As U.S. Congressman, Deal was the first member of the House to declare the PPACA unconstitutional.
 
The members who will serve on the advisory committee are as follows:
 
Sen. Greg Goggans (R-Douglas)
 
Rep. Richard H. Smith (R-Columbus)
 
Rep. John Meadows (R-Calhoun)
 
Rep. Pat Gardner (D-Atlanta)
 
Rep. Josh Clark (R-Buford)
 
Morgan  Kendrick, CEO, Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Georgia
 
Albert C. Ertel, Chief Operating Officer, Alliant Health Plans
 
Russell B. Childers, Jr., insurance broker, Georgia Assoc. of Health Underwriters
 
Rick Bailey, insurance broker, Rick Bailey & Company, Inc.
 
Cindy Zeldin, Executive Director, Georgians for a Healthy Future
 
Julianne Thompson, TEA Party
 
Ed Painter, grassroots representative          
                          
Phil Brown, Vice President Human Resources, Mohawk Industries, Inc.
 
Jimmy Childre, Georgia Chamber of Commerce       
                           
Kyle Jackson, National Federation of Independent Businesses      
                           
R. Timothy Stack, President and CEO, Piedmont Healthcare
 
Alan Levine, HMA Hospital Corporation
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Ricardo Azziz, CEO, MCG
 
Ron Bachman, President and CEO, Healthcare Vision, Inc         
             
W.  David Bradford, Ph.D., Busbee Chair in Public Policy at the University of Georgia
 
Lynn Zonakis, Managing Director for Health Strategy and Resources, Delta Airlines
 
Gerry Purcell, health insurance consultant
 
State officials:
 
Pat Wilson, Chief Operating Officer, Department of Economic Development
 
Ralph Hudgins, Insurance Commissioner 
 
David Cook, Commissioner, Department of Community Health
 
 
 
Stephanie Mayfield
smayfield@georgia.gov
(404) 516-5376
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Glen Mulready; Gary Stanislawski; Sharon Caldwell (Sharon@cmastrategies.com); Trait Thompson; Jarred Brejcha (brejcha@oksenate.gov);

"Jonathan Buxton"; Brian.Downs@okhouse.gov
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: FYI: Gov Deal Creates Georgia Health Insurance Exchange Advisory Committee
Date: Monday, June 06, 2011 9:13:14 AM

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Todd Smith [mailto:ts@rubicondc.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 03, 2011 7:45 AM
To: Marie Sanderson; vmariethomas ; 
Cc: Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis  macarter32
RSerote@az.gov; Adam.nordstrom ; brian.mcmanus2@eog.myflorida.com; JohnPatrick.Walsh@eog.myflorida.com;
Rob.Jakubik@eog.myflorida.com; bfulenwider@georgia.gov; ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ;
chiproytexas ; dhiowa ; jabot10 ; janelcausey ; jboeyink34 ;
travisrichmond ; ; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov;
Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov; tedpitts@gov.sc.gov;
hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us;
Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us; Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; Candice Whitfield;
eric.finkbeiner@governor.virginia.gov; Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov; kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov;
Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov; debbie ; griffin ;
wstruble ; wags@la.gov; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman  Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov;
mary.mayhew@maine.gov; brandi_white@mcconnell.senate.gov; Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov;
blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov;
tomichz@michigan.gov; Lauren.Hill@nebraska.gov; brian@nevadadc.org; ryan@nevadadc.org; nguillemard@prfaa.com;
sarah.echols@prfaa.com; mschrimpf@RGA.ORG; lrussell ; slevey ; Bkanzeg
aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us; jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us;
Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us; MKennicott@susana2010.com; Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov;
Bnutt@tomcorbettforgovernor.com; RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov; bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov;
michelle.dynes@wyo.gov; katyoder_99 ; pjpgator
Subject: Gov Deal Creates Georgia Health Insurance Exchange Advisory Committee
 
All,
 
I wanted let y’all know what Governor Deal announced yesterday in the area of health care.
 
Best,
 
-Todd
 
 

For immediate release                                                                                                                                                  Office of Communications
June 2, 2011                                                                                                                                                                    (404) 651-7774
 

Deal creates Georgia Health Insurance Exchange Advisory
Committee
Committee will study the establishment of a state-based health care exchange
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Gov. Nathan Deal today signed an executive order creating the Georgia Health Insurance Exchange Advisory Committee.
The committee will determine if Georgia should establish a state-based health care exchange under the Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). Georgia has joined 25 other states in a lawsuit declaring the individual mandate, a key
component of PPACA, unconstitutional.
 
“I want Georgia to have time to thoroughly study this issue as we wait for the judicial process to play out,” said Deal. “I want
to engage Georgians about how we can expand access to health care insurance while lowering the burdensome costs on our
state’s families. Georgians don’t want more federal ‘solutions’ and the best way to fight back right now is to manufacture a
Georgia solution.
 
“It is my hope that this committee will construct the appropriate avenues for our state to implement our own exchange,
based on delivering free market solutions for increasing the access and affordability of health insurance. This exchange
should also focus heavily on improving the economic viability of creating and expanding small business in Georgia. I look
forward to hearing the committee’s recommendations.”
 
Under PPACA, the states have until Jan. 1, 2014 to establish their own health care exchange. If Georgia does not create a
state-run exchange by this time the federal government will establish and manage the exchange. The governor’s executive
order states that the advisory committee must report its final recommendations by Dec. 15, 2011.
 
As U.S. Congressman, Deal was the first member of the House to declare the PPACA unconstitutional.
 
The members who will serve on the advisory committee are as follows:
 
Sen. Greg Goggans (R-Douglas)
 
Rep. Richard H. Smith (R-Columbus)
 
Rep. John Meadows (R-Calhoun)
 
Rep. Pat Gardner (D-Atlanta)
 
Rep. Josh Clark (R-Buford)
 
Morgan  Kendrick, CEO, Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Georgia
 
Albert C. Ertel, Chief Operating Officer, Alliant Health Plans
 
Russell B. Childers, Jr., insurance broker, Georgia Assoc. of Health Underwriters
 
Rick Bailey, insurance broker, Rick Bailey & Company, Inc.
 
Cindy Zeldin, Executive Director, Georgians for a Healthy Future
 
Julianne Thompson, TEA Party
 
Ed Painter, grassroots representative          
                          
Phil Brown, Vice President Human Resources, Mohawk Industries, Inc.
 
Jimmy Childre, Georgia Chamber of Commerce       
                           
Kyle Jackson, National Federation of Independent Businesses      
                           
R. Timothy Stack, President and CEO, Piedmont Healthcare
 
Alan Levine, HMA Hospital Corporation
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Ricardo Azziz, CEO, MCG
 
Ron Bachman, President and CEO, Healthcare Vision, Inc         
             
W.  David Bradford, Ph.D., Busbee Chair in Public Policy at the University of Georgia
 
Lynn Zonakis, Managing Director for Health Strategy and Resources, Delta Airlines
 
Gerry Purcell, health insurance consultant
 
State officials:
 
Pat Wilson, Chief Operating Officer, Department of Economic Development
 
Ralph Hudgins, Insurance Commissioner 
 
David Cook, Commissioner, Department of Community Health
 
 
 
Stephanie Mayfield
smayfield@georgia.gov
(404) 516-5376
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Glen Mulready; Gary Stanislawski; Sharon Caldwell (Sharon@cmastrategies.com); Trait Thompson; Jarred Brejcha (brejcha@oksenate.gov);

"Jonathan Buxton"; Brian.Downs@okhouse.gov
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: FYI: Gov Deal Creates Georgia Health Insurance Exchange Advisory Committee
Date: Monday, June 06, 2011 9:13:14 AM

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Todd Smith [mailto:ts@rubicondc.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 03, 2011 7:45 AM
To: Marie Sanderson; vmariethomas ; msanderson
Cc: Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ; macarter32 ;
RSerote@az.gov; Adam.nordstrom ; brian.mcmanus2@eog.myflorida.com; JohnPatrick.Walsh@eog.myflorida.com;
Rob.Jakubik@eog.myflorida.com; bfulenwider@georgia.gov; ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ;
chiproytexas ; dhiowa ; jabot10 ; janelcausey ; jboeyink34 ;
travisrichmond  wkloiber ; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov;
Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov; tedpitts@gov.sc.gov;
hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us;
Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us; Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; Candice Whitfield;
eric.finkbeiner@governor.virginia.gov; Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov; kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov;
Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov; debbie ; griffin ;
wstruble  wags@la.gov; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman@mac.com; Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov;
mary.mayhew@maine.gov; brandi_white@mcconnell.senate.gov; Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov;
blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov;
tomichz@michigan.gov; Lauren.Hill@nebraska.gov; brian@nevadadc.org; ryan@nevadadc.org; nguillemard@prfaa.com;
sarah.echols@prfaa.com; mschrimpf@RGA.ORG; lrussell ; slevey ; Bkanzeg ;
aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us; jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us;
Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us; ; Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov;
Bnutt@tomcorbettforgovernor.com; RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov; bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov;
michelle.dynes@wyo.gov; katyoder_99 ; pjpgator
Subject: Gov Deal Creates Georgia Health Insurance Exchange Advisory Committee
 
All,
 
I wanted let y’all know what Governor Deal announced yesterday in the area of health care.
 
Best,
 
-Todd
 
 

For immediate release                                                                                                                                                  Office of Communications
June 2, 2011                                                                                                                                                                    (404) 651-7774
 

Deal creates Georgia Health Insurance Exchange Advisory
Committee
Committee will study the establishment of a state-based health care exchange
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Gov. Nathan Deal today signed an executive order creating the Georgia Health Insurance Exchange Advisory Committee.
The committee will determine if Georgia should establish a state-based health care exchange under the Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). Georgia has joined 25 other states in a lawsuit declaring the individual mandate, a key
component of PPACA, unconstitutional.
 
“I want Georgia to have time to thoroughly study this issue as we wait for the judicial process to play out,” said Deal. “I want
to engage Georgians about how we can expand access to health care insurance while lowering the burdensome costs on our
state’s families. Georgians don’t want more federal ‘solutions’ and the best way to fight back right now is to manufacture a
Georgia solution.
 
“It is my hope that this committee will construct the appropriate avenues for our state to implement our own exchange,
based on delivering free market solutions for increasing the access and affordability of health insurance. This exchange
should also focus heavily on improving the economic viability of creating and expanding small business in Georgia. I look
forward to hearing the committee’s recommendations.”
 
Under PPACA, the states have until Jan. 1, 2014 to establish their own health care exchange. If Georgia does not create a
state-run exchange by this time the federal government will establish and manage the exchange. The governor’s executive
order states that the advisory committee must report its final recommendations by Dec. 15, 2011.
 
As U.S. Congressman, Deal was the first member of the House to declare the PPACA unconstitutional.
 
The members who will serve on the advisory committee are as follows:
 
Sen. Greg Goggans (R-Douglas)
 
Rep. Richard H. Smith (R-Columbus)
 
Rep. John Meadows (R-Calhoun)
 
Rep. Pat Gardner (D-Atlanta)
 
Rep. Josh Clark (R-Buford)
 
Morgan  Kendrick, CEO, Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Georgia
 
Albert C. Ertel, Chief Operating Officer, Alliant Health Plans
 
Russell B. Childers, Jr., insurance broker, Georgia Assoc. of Health Underwriters
 
Rick Bailey, insurance broker, Rick Bailey & Company, Inc.
 
Cindy Zeldin, Executive Director, Georgians for a Healthy Future
 
Julianne Thompson, TEA Party
 
Ed Painter, grassroots representative          
                          
Phil Brown, Vice President Human Resources, Mohawk Industries, Inc.
 
Jimmy Childre, Georgia Chamber of Commerce       
                           
Kyle Jackson, National Federation of Independent Businesses      
                           
R. Timothy Stack, President and CEO, Piedmont Healthcare
 
Alan Levine, HMA Hospital Corporation
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Ricardo Azziz, CEO, MCG
 
Ron Bachman, President and CEO, Healthcare Vision, Inc         
             
W.  David Bradford, Ph.D., Busbee Chair in Public Policy at the University of Georgia
 
Lynn Zonakis, Managing Director for Health Strategy and Resources, Delta Airlines
 
Gerry Purcell, health insurance consultant
 
State officials:
 
Pat Wilson, Chief Operating Officer, Department of Economic Development
 
Ralph Hudgins, Insurance Commissioner 
 
David Cook, Commissioner, Department of Community Health
 
 
 
Stephanie Mayfield
smayfield@georgia.gov
(404) 516-5376
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson; mike.nizich@alaska.gov; eklein@az.gov; mike.prendergast@eog.myflorida.com;

criley@georgia.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov ; egoode@gov.in.gov; jeffrey.boeyink@iowa.gov;
david.kensinger@ks.gov; timmy.teepell@la.gov; john.mcgough@maine.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov;
phurst@governor.state.ms.us; larry.bare@nebraska.gov; hgansert@gov.nv.gov;
richard.bagger@gov.state.nj.us; keith.gardner@state.nm.us; rrausche@nd.gov;
beth.hansen@governor.ohio.gov; Denise Northrup; wfward@state.pa.us; timpearson@gov.sc.gov;
dustin.johnson@state.sd.us; claude.ramsey@tn.gov; ray.sullivan@governor.state.tx.us; dbmiller@utah.gov;
martin.kent@governor.virginia.gov; kari.gray@wyo.gov; David.Perry@governor.alabama.gov

Cc: Phil Cox; Larissa Ziemann
Subject: GOP Govs Release Medicaid Reform Report
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2011 1:14:39 PM
Attachments: RGPPC_Medicaid_Report[1].pdf

Chief of Staffs:

Attached is our RGPPC health care report, released today at 12:15 PM EDT.  A special thanks to the
State of Louisiana for their hard work: Medicaid Director Carol Steckel (LA) and Secretary Bruce
Greenstein (LA).  I'd also like to recognize Secretaries Dennis Smith (WI) and Bill Hazel (VA) fo their
efforts and participation in our press roundtable with Governor Barbour (MS-RGPPC Chair).

Your RGPPC staff/action officers will be receiving a summary of press from this event later
today/tomorrow.

We appreciate your and your staffs' input and efforts into this report and look forward to working with
you moving forward.

Please let us know if you have any questions or suggestions.

Best,
Marie

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CONTACT
Mike Schrimpf, 202-662-4147
mschrimpf@rga.org

GOP Govs Release Medicaid Reform Report

The Republican Governors Public Policy Committee released today a report detailing 31 policy solutions
for reforming Medicaid.

“One of the major mistakes of Obamacare is that it ignored input from the states,” said RGA Policy
Chairman Haley Barbour. “This report encompasses four months of substantive dialogue among the
states about how to best reform Medicaid. It is a well thought out document that should be taken
seriously by anyone in Congress or the White House who is interested in saving Medicaid.”

“Medicaid consumes an ever-increasing and frightening share of state budgets and the current pace of
spending is unsustainable,” said RGA Chairman Bob McDonnell. “Regardless of whether or not
Obamacare is repealed or struck down, Medicaid is in dire need of reform. This report offers realistic
ideas about how to fix Medicaid from the states’ perspective.”
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The Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC) is the official policy 
organization of the nation’s Republican governors.  The RGPPC brings together 31 state 
governors to speak with one voice on public policy issues that impact their states.1 
 
This report is a collection of policy ideas from the RGPPC Health Care Task Force.  This 
report does not constitute an endorsement of the policy prescription by any specific 
governor.  Instead, these policy proposals should be viewed as among the best ideas 
from the states to be considered in reforming the nation’s health care system.  While this 
report is focused on specific solutions for the Medicaid program, it is important to note 
that Medicaid is only one segment of the entire health care system and cannot be 
considered separately from the overall health care insurance system.   
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 In this report, the term “states” generally refers to the governments of the states, the territories and the District 


of Columbia. 
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Introduction: The Critical Role of Governors in Achieving Health Care Reform                                


 
In May 2011, House Energy and Commerce Committee Chairman Fred Upton and Senate 
Finance Committee Ranking Member Senator Orrin Hatch sent a joint letter to Republican 
governors seeking their guidance in reforming and improving the Medicaid program.  Chairman 
Upton and Senator Hatch described the urgent need for reform in grave terms stating, “We are 
concerned that the program is failing patients; is a target for waste, fraud and abuse; and is 
bankrupting both state and federal governments.”  
 
Republican governors share Chairman Upton and Senator Hatch’s concerns and have accepted 
the charge of outlining for Congress a set of guiding principles for a new Medicaid.  Since May, 
the Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC) Health Care Task Force has 
facilitated an ongoing and substantive dialogue among Republican governors centered on 
addressing the challenges of the nation’s Medicaid crisis.  In June, 29 Republican governors 
submitted written principles to Chairman Upton and Senator Hatch. These seven guiding 
principles are central to building a flexible, innovative and accountable future for the Medicaid 
program. 
 
A New Medicaid: A Flexible, Innovative and Accountable Future is the culmination of the 
combined efforts of policymakers and health care administrators in the nation’s Republican-led 
states. This report will serve as the basis for dialogue during the upcoming RGPPC-sponsored 
Health Care Summit to be held in Washington D.C., on Oct. 24-25, 2011.2 The summit will 
feature governors, their senior health care staff, key House and Senate staff, and 
representatives from both the private sector and policy community. Together, stakeholders will 
engage in a serious – and much-needed – discussion focused on Medicaid reform and the policy 
options proposed by the nation’s Republican governors. 
 
The RGPPC Health Care Summit is significant in that it will bring forward specific policy solutions 
for health care reform from the nation’s governors for the first time.  Despite repeated efforts 
by governors from both parties to engage in the debate leading up to the passage of the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), the White House largely ignored state input.3 This 
is in stark contrast to the welfare reform debate of the 1990s, in which governors played a 
major role in identifying the solutions that culminated in the 1996 passage of the bipartisan 
Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act.   
 
By carrying out a partisan and exclusively federal debate, the White House only made the 
health care crisis worse. Today, Americans are no closer to affordable health care with the 
passage of the PPACA than they were before the debate began. This makes the RGPPC’s efforts 


                                                           
2
 The Health Care Summit was originally scheduled for Aug. 29-30, 2011, but was rescheduled due to Hurricane 


Irene. 
3
 Governors from both parties were excluded from the White House-arranged health care reform meeting at Blair 


House on Feb. 25, 2010, which was billed as a bipartisan, open and honest discussion among health care reform’s 
key stakeholders.  
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to identify improvements to provide health care to the most vulnerable individuals all the more 
important.   
 
The PPACA expansion of the Medicaid program is the largest expansion of this program in 
history. As a result, we are deeply concerned the existing challenges Medicaid faces today will 
be exacerbated by the program’s unprecedented growth over the next few years. We must 
think about a new Medicaid program—one that more easily adjusts to the needs, ideas and 
culture of each state. 
 
Republican governors stand ready to work with Congress and the Administration to develop a 
better and more efficient Medicaid system, one that gives states greater flexibility, spurs 
delivery innovation, encourages greater accountability, and reduces the cost of the program to 
states and the federal government alike. 
 
Governors and states that provided input for this report include:   
 
Governor Robert Bentley, Alabama 
Governor Sean Parnell, Alaska 
Governor Jan Brewer, Arizona 
Governor Rick Scott, Florida 
Governor Nathan Deal, Georgia 
Governor Eddie Baza Calvo, Guam 
Governor Butch Otter, Idaho  
Governor Mitch Daniels, Indiana 
Governor Terry Branstad, Iowa 
Governor Sam Brownback, Kansas 
Governor Bobby Jindal, Louisiana  
Governor Paul LePage, Maine 
Governor Rick Snyder, Michigan 
Governor Haley Barbour, Mississippi 
Governor Dave Heineman, Nebraska 
Governor Brian Sandoval, Nevada 


Governor Chris Christie, New Jersey 
Governor Susana Martinez, New Mexico 
Governor Jack Dalrymple, North Dakota 
Governor John Kasich, Ohio 
Governor Mary Fallin, Oklahoma 
Governor Tom Corbett, Pennsylvania 
Governor Luis Fortuno, Puerto Rico  
Governor Nikki Haley, South Carolina 
Governor Dennis Daugaard, South Dakota  
Governor Bill Haslam, Tennessee 
Governor Rick Perry, Texas  
Governor Gary Herbert, Utah 
Governor Bob McDonnell, Virginia  
Governor Scott Walker, Wisconsin 
Governor Matt Mead, Wyoming
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Medicaid and the States 


 
States have always played a central role in ensuring medical care for the neediest 
Americans.  Until 1965, health care for low-income and disabled citizens was a state and 
local issue with limited federal involvement. With the passage of Title XIX of the Social 
Security Act of 1965, Medicaid was created as a means-tested joint program, or 
“partnership,” between the federal and state governments. 
 
Under this joint program, states could design and administer their own programs, but 
the federal government would monitor the programs and establish requirements for 
service delivery, quality and eligibility standards. To determine federal funding levels, 
the Social Security Act of 1965 outlined Federal Medical Assistance Percentages (FMAP) 
to calculate the federal government’s financial contribution to each state’s specific 
program. The FMAP rates are based on each state’s three-year rolling average per capita 
income compared to the continental United States income.i  In 2010, the federal 
government paid a nationwide average of 57 cents on every dollar spent on Medicaid.ii 
 
Over the past 45 years, the Medicaid program has evolved into a cumbersome, 
complicated and unaffordable burden on nearly every state. The Department of Health 
and Human Services Centers for Medicare & Medicaid (CMS) 2010 Actuarial Report on 
the Financial Outlook for Medicaid paints a grim picture for the more than 45 states and 
the District of Columbia that have projected budget shortfalls for FY 2012.iii  State 
Medicaid expenditures are projected to reach $327.6 billion by FY 2019, increasing at a 
compounded annual growth rate of 9.8 percent, or more than twice the historical rate.iv  
 
The dramatic increase in projected state Medicaid expenditures is in large part due to 
the PPACA, which mandates states expand their Medicaid eligibility standards to include 
all individuals at or below 138 percent of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) beginning in 
2014.4 
 
Annual state Medicaid rolls have swelled to more than 69.5 million enrollees, or more 
than 1 in 5 Americans, in 2011.v  Medicaid enrollment now exceeds Medicare 
enrollment by more than 8.1 million people on an average monthly basis.vi  After 
PPACA’s mandated eligibility expansion goes into effect in 2014, CBO projects that an 
additional 25.6 million peoplevii will enroll in Medicaid in the next decade, increasing 
state administrative costs by $12 billion.viii  Overall, PPACA’s new eligibility groups are 
expected to cost the states a total of more than $118 billion through 2023.ix


 


 
Beyond the administrative demands of expanded Medicaid eligibility, the inclusion of 
tax credits for individuals up to 400 percent of the FPL, under the PPACA, poses an 


                                                           
4
 The PPACA mandates states expand eligibility standards to 133 percent of the FPL, but includes a 


subsequent provision that disregards the first 5 percent of an individual’s income, therefore making the 
expansion equivalent to 138 percent of the FPL. 
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access to care concern for enrollees, the insured and states.  Today, coverage by 
Medicaid does not immediately equate to access to appropriate care.  Increasingly, 
individuals and families enrolled in the Medicaid program face barriers to receiving care 
from primary care physicians, specialists and behavioral health professionals.   
 
The PPACA only exacerbates the access problem as Medicaid rolls are expected to 
balloon to more than 95.1 million Americans.x  Left unaddressed, the negative impact 
will be felt financially and from a public health perspective as current Medicaid patients 
routinely receive services delivered in the most costly care settings (i.e., emergency 
rooms): 


 A nationwide survey of physicians, published in June 2010, found that 
54.5 percent of primary care physicians, 45.6 percent of medical 
specialists, and 49.3 percent of surgical specialists are no longer 
accepting new Medicaid patients.xi 


 In a separate 2010 survey of 1,800 emergency room physicians, 71 
percent of respondents expect emergency visits to increase, and 47 
percent anticipate conditions will worsen for patients.xii 


 Even more overutilization of America’s emergency departments by 
Medicaid enrollees could cost states, hospitals and physicians as much as 
$35.8 billion over the next decade in unaccounted for expenditures.xiii 


 
Medicaid is a severe budgetary threat to states and a barrier to quality care for the 
neediest Americans. Washington is passing the buck on budget leadership and 
entitlement reform without giving states the freedom to design a program that works 
best for their citizens.  Bending the unsustainable trajectory of the Medicaid program 
will require flexibility, accountability and innovative solutions at the state level.  
 
Congress and the Administration cannot continue to simply shift the cost of the 
Medicaid program onto states in an effort to proclaim federal deficit reduction. As 
governors, we believe there is an opportunity to reduce Medicaid costs for both states 
and the federal government while improving the quality of the program overall. 
Financing reforms at the federal level must be partnered with new and aggressive state 
flexibility measures that provide every governor and state government the ability to 
best manage their programs.  
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Moving Forward: Flexibility, Innovation and Accountability  


 
The first and best step toward a successful Medicaid transformation is repealing the 
PPACA and replacing it with market-based, common sense reforms to our health care 
system.  As discussed earlier in this document, true health care reform cannot be done 
in a silo or only through Medicaid.  For example, reform of the tax code is essential to 
true reform of our health care system.   
 
All components of the health care system should be part of the reform efforts. 
Regardless of the outcome of the PPACA debate, Medicaid must be transformed – not 
just reformed around the edges or managed through the cumbersome and outdated 
waiver process. If the PPACA is upheld by the Supreme Court, it will be essential to have 
a Medicaid program that taps into the innovation that states have been known for 
throughout the history of the Medicaid program.5  Therefore, it is imperative that the 
system be modified immediately to assist states with their current programs.   
 
States must have the flexibility to create and manage a Medicaid program within their 
boundaries that is consistent with each state's needs and culture.  Each state Medicaid 
program should be accountable for measured improvement in the health status of their 
Medicaid populations based on quality and outcome metrics,6 rather than compliance 
with bureaucratic processes that, in too many cases, have no impact on improving the 
lives of the most vulnerable Americans, or promoting efficiency and prudent utilization 
of taxpayers’ dollars.  Measurements of health status should include items that reflect 
individual behavior and responsibility in one’s own health.   
 
The policy options presented in this report are the result of discussions among 
numerous state officials (i.e., governors, secretaries of health and human services; 
Medicaid program directors and representatives; and governors’ senior policy staffs). 
States may choose to utilize these policies to transform their respective Medicaid 
programs into cost-effective and efficient operations that emphasize a patient-centered 
approach to achieve higher quality outcomes. Outlined in this document are policy 


                                                           
5
 In Oklahoma, SoonerCare deployed utilization review to identify and educate frequent Medicaid 


Emergency Room (ER) users (4 or more visits per quarter).  From January 2006 to March 2009,  
SoonerCare contacted 20,491 members that accounted for 107,435 ER visits during that period. The state 
estimates that the utilization review program led to a reduction of 51,628 visits (48%) and a savings of 
more than $12 million in unnecessary ER expenditures.  
In Pennsylvania, the Healthy Hoops program was established in response to an increase in asthma-related 
hospital admissions. By targeting the at-risk population, the state deployed a comprehensive approach 
that led to a 10% increase in medication adherence and a dramatic decline in ER use.  
In Arizona, the adoption of a statewide Medicaid managed care model resulted in a 7% savings over fee-
for-service delivery over a 10-year period. 
6
 For example, the number of people who are monitoring their A1C (blood sugar) measurements; a 


decline in readmission rates and emergency room visits; weight loss and disease management; or 
medication adherence. 
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solutions that would increase Medicaid’s efficiency and effectiveness as a part of the 
overall health care delivery system regardless of whether or not PPACA is repealed.  
 
Policy Solutions 


 
A New Medicaid:  A Flexible, Innovative and Accountable Future offers a pathway for 
true innovation in our Medicaid programs as state leaders seek to provide cost effective, 
quality health care for their most vulnerable populations.  
 
Principle #1:  States are best able to make decisions about the design of their health 
care systems based on their respective needs, culture and the values of each state. 
 
The term “partnership” between states and the federal government is a misnomer. 
Rather than acting as a partner, the federal government dictates and micromanages 
rules and regulations that, in many cases, impede a state’s ability to innovate and create 
programs that improve the health of its citizens and contain costs.  Medicaid programs 
are and should be far more accountable to its citizens at the state and local levels, both 
in the scope and quality of services provided and the budgetary reality, than to current 
procedural regulations and rules issued by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services (CMS).   
 
Solution #1: Provide states the option to define and negotiate a broad outcome-based 
Program Operating Agreement (POA) with CMS. The only notification required would be 
when a state elects to update or change an agreed upon POA.  States would publicly 
report the outcome measures established within the POA on a routine basis. CMS 
oversight should only be triggered when there is a significant deviation in the reported 
versus projected measure.  The number of measures should be finite.  Eliminate the 
onerous federal review process for operating the Medicaid program within each state, 
such as requiring waivers for designing systems, benefits, services, and payment and 
reimbursement rates.  The relationship between the federal and state government 
should be based on the principles of value-based purchasing rather than rigorous, 
complex and lengthy processes.   
 
Solution #2: States can create a specific “dashboard” to measure accountability utilizing 
recognized measures of quality, cost, access and customer satisfaction that reflects the 
states’ priorities and permits an assessment of program performance over time. Where 
possible, states will utilize the expertise of state, local and national organizations that 
have developed appropriate measures. In many cases, states already have developed 
extensive measures of quality and accountability, including customer satisfaction. These 
dashboards should utilize those processes instead of recreating onerous administrative 
burdens for states.  
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Solution #3:  Repeal Maintenance of Effort (MOE) requirements established by the 
PPACA.  This would return flexibility to states and allow them to make changes in 
eligibility that are essential to the efficient and effective operation of their programs. 
 
Solution #4:  Program integrity should be the responsibility of the state. Currently, 
common practice is to utilize federal contractors for program integrity initiatives, most 
of whom are not familiar with individual state programs and simply engage in “pay and 
chase,” where claims are paid and then states seek payments afterward. Instead, states 
and their staffs should be able to utilize existing federal funding sources to proactively 
fight fraud and abuse activities. 
 
Solution #5:  Require the federal government to take full responsibility for the 
uncompensated care costs of treating illegal aliens. 
 
Principle #2:  States should have the opportunity to innovate by using flexible, 
accountable financing mechanisms that are transparent and hold states accountable 
for efficiency and quality health care. Such mechanisms may include a block grant, a 
capped allotment outside of a waiver, or other accountable and transparent financing 
approaches. 
 
The Medicaid program currently has a variety of federal matching rates based on 
program areas (e.g., administration, benefits, state Children's Health Insurance Program 
(SCHIP), information technology), as well as a Federal Medical Assistance Percentage 
(FMAP) methodology that is both outdated and not responsive to a state’s true financial 
need.  
 
It is almost impossible for anyone to understand the scope and complexity of funding 
for Medicaid. Medicaid financing should be fully transparent and consistent with the 
goals of providing assistance to states with a significant percentage of their population 
at or below the poverty level.  Every financial system should be designed to encourage 
innovation and efficient delivery of health care services. 
 
Solution #6:  Allow states to pilot self-directed alignment structures for state and federal 
health care programs to reduce the incidence of cost-shifting from one program to 
another, encourage efficiency in complementary programs and ensure program 
integrity. 
 
Solution #7:  Federal and state financial participation in the Medicaid program should be 
rational, predictable and reasonable.  As aforementioned, the dramatic expansion of 
Medicaid scheduled for 2014 could have dire consequences on the management of the 
program. Because of PPACA, there are essentially two different programs within 
Medicaid and states are expected to maintain duplicate systems for program eligibility 
and program financing.  
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Solution #8:  If a state can demonstrate budget neutrality, provide states the ability to 
use state or local funding, now spent as match funding, for certain health services that 
would pay for Medicaid services or health system improvements that are currently not 
“matchable,” but are cost effective and improve the value of the Medicaid program. 
This could include Health Information Exchanges, increased benefits for some 
individuals, improved care management and local care coordination, and pilot programs 
to test innovations. 
 
Solution #9:  States should be encouraged to develop innovative programs to reduce 
chronic illnesses and the burden of associated health care costs to individuals and the 
taxpayers.  Allow states to invest in alternative programs that reduce hospital 
emergency room visits and other community-based programs to reduce 
hospitalizations. 
 
Solution #10:  Program integrity should be the responsibility of the states. In order to 
properly insure the taxpayers’ investment in Medicaid is protected:  


 All sources of federal funding allocated to combat waste, fraud and abuse should 
be included in any block grant or alternative financing mechanism proposal.  


 An enhanced contingency fee should be paid to states for increasing their efforts 
to decrease waste, fraud and abuse. The current system’s development 
matching rate of 90/10 should be allowed for improvements to states’ current 
fraud and abuse, and eligibility systems. Innovative programs that show a 
positive return on investment for both the state and federal governments should 
be allowed without the onerous waiver process. 


 The entire appeals process for any recoupments and overpayments should be 
exhausted prior to paying the federal share of the recovery. 


 
Principle #3:  Medicaid should be focused on quality, value-based purchasing and 
patient-centered programs that work in concert to improve the health of states’ 
citizens and drive value over volume, quality over quantity, and, at the same time, 
contain costs.   
 
Alternative payment mechanisms, including those where payments are capitated,7 
present a host of policy solutions for state policymakers.  These alternative mechanisms 
have enabled states to improve access to care through private insurance networks, 
facilitate care coordination across providers, instill provider accountability and deliver 
better outcomes.  But the federal government continues to present numerous barriers 
to their use within the Medicaid program by requiring a state to go through the 
cumbersome, subjective waiver process to implement innovative alternative payment 
mechanisms, or include individuals who are exempt from these plans but would benefit 
from care coordination.    


                                                           
7
A set or actuarially sound global provider fee is established regardless of the types or volume of 


treatment. 
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Unless a state is granted a waiver, there are restrictions on which Medicaid populations 
can participate in alternative payment methodologies and how much control plans can 
exert over provider networks.  These restrictions limit the effectiveness of care 
coordination and shortchange Medicaid recipients.  Existing restrictions include: a 
requirement to offer the program statewide or meet certain CMS population 
requirements, limits on cost sharing (co-payments, deductibles, co-insurance), limits on 
closed network providers/services, retroactivity (requiring payment of all covered 
services provided within three months of being determined eligible), and requirements 
related to the number of plans offering managed Medicaid services.  
 
Solution #11:  Provide states with the flexibility, without requesting waivers or initiating 
the state plan amendment process, to pay providers based on providers meeting quality 
care and value-based criteria rather than the current fee-for-service approach.  Allow 
innovative payment methodologies to encourage care coordination for all Medicaid 
eligibles, without exception.  Other options could be capitated payments, shared 
savings, and incentive arrangements when such payments encourage coordination, 
reduce cost shifting and improve care delivery.   
 
Solution #12:  Provide states with the ability to implement bundling projects (a provider 
is paid an amount for a discrete event, such as hip replacement, and that provider pays 
other providers for all necessary care for the event, with providers sharing in savings). 
 
Solution #13:  Give states the ability to use only one managed care organization if client 
volume in an area is insufficient to support two. CMS now requires at least two 
managed care organizations in each area. 
 
Principle #4:  States must be able to streamline and simplify the eligibility process to 
ensure coverage for those most in need, and states must be able to enforce reasonable 
cost sharing for those able to pay. 
 
 A national discussion regarding Medicaid eligibility and the scope of government 
assistance is urgently needed.  In addition, a plan for self-sufficiency, where possible, 
similar to that designed in welfare reform, must be part of that discussion.  
  
Solution #14:  Establish reasonable, rational and consistent asset tests for eligibility.  
Amend PPACA’s definitions of income to count child support payments (current law in 
Medicaid), and reverse the use of Modified Adjusted Gross Income (MAGI) in order to 
avoid new eligibility for higher-income Americans. 
 
Solution #15:  Give states the flexibility to streamline and improve the eligibility 
determination system by contracting with private firms.  
 
Solution #16:  Within a state’s fair share of federal funding, there should be significant 
flexibility regarding how a state provides eligibility for its population in need. 
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Solution #17:  Eliminate the marriage penalty.  
 
Principle #5:  States can provide Medicaid recipients a choice in their health care 
coverage plans, just as many have in the private market, if they are able to leverage 
the existing insurance marketplace.  
 
Medicaid recipients should have a stake in their personal health care, and the Medicaid 
program, by design, should make room for recipients to play a role in the decision-
making process. Personal responsibility and consumer choice for Medicaid recipients 
must be standard components of a new Medicaid.  Medicaid recipients, like the rest of 
Americans, should be given both the freedom to choose their health plans and the 
responsibility to contribute to their health care costs at a level that is appropriate.  
Under current law, cost sharing (i.e., a co-payment) is not enforceable at the point of 
service if the individual is below 100 percent of the FPL.   
 
A successful example can be found in Indiana.  In 2007, Indiana launched the Healthy 
Indiana Plan (HIP), which extends high deductible health plans and accounts similar to 
health savings accounts (HSA) to low-income parents of children covered by Medicaid 
and SCHIP, as well as childless adults, through a waiver.   
 
Solution #18:  Eliminate the obsolete mandatory and optional benefit requirements. 
Provide states the flexibility to design appropriate benefit structures to meet the needs 
of their recipients in a cost-effective and efficient manner as part of the state’s 
negotiated plan. 
 
Solution #19:  Eliminate benefit mandates that exceed the private insurance market 
benchmark or benchmark equivalent.  Design benefit packages that meet the needs of 
specific populations, including allowing a plan that puts non-disabled populations into 
Section 1937 benchmark plans.xiv  Amend Section 1937 to include cost-sharing 
provisions and allow states the authority to enforce cost sharing. 
 
Solution #20:  Purchase catastrophic coverage combined with an HSA-like account for 
the direct purchase of health care and payment of cost sharing for appropriate 
populations determined by each state. 
 
Solution #21:  Provide states the option of rewarding individuals who participate in 
health promotion or disease prevention activities. 
 
Solution #22:  Provide states with the ability to offer “value-added” or additional 
services for individuals choosing a low-cost plan or managed care plan (i.e., additional 
services and benefits offered by coordinated care companies for successful completion 
of healthy baby programs, or an adult dental benefit).   
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Solution #23:  Allow states the option of contributing to a private insurance benefit for 
all members of the family.  Require all members of the family to participate in cost-
effective coverage. 
 
Solution #24:  Lower the threshold for premium payments to 100% FPL to encourage a 
sense of shared beneficiary ownership in health care decisions. 
 
Principle #6:  Territories must be ensured full integration into the federal health care 
system so they can provide health care coverage to those in need with the flexibility 
afforded to the states. 
 
Currently, the FMAPs for the territories are set by statute at artificially low rates 
compared with the 50 states, and are subject to arbitrary caps.  This unequal funding 
places a crippling burden on territorial budgets, limits the services that territories can 
provide for their Medicaid-eligible populations, and encourages the residents of the 
territories – who are Americans – to move to states, where they can receive better-
funded Medicaid services.  
 
Additionally, the federal government’s patchwork approach to the application of 
Medicaid regulations to the territories has limited the territories’ ability to develop and 
implement programs specific to the needs of their populations. For example, under 
current law, the authority of the secretary of the Department of Health and Human 
Services to waive or modify Medicaid requirements beyond the FMAP, Medicaid cap, 
and/or the scope of allowable Medicaid services, extends to the 50 states, American 
Samoa and the Northern Mariana Islands, but is not extended to the territories of the 
Virgin Islands, Guam and Puerto Rico.    
 
Solution #25:  The territories should be treated consistently, fairly and rationally in 
funding, services and program design. 
 
Principle #7:  States must have greater flexibility in eligibility, financing and service 
delivery in order to provide long-term services and support that keep pace with the 
people Medicaid serves. New federal requirements threaten to stifle state innovation 
and investment.  In addition, since dual eligibles (individuals who are eligible for both 
Medicare and Medicaid) now constitute 39 percent xv of Medicaid spending, Medicare 
policies that shift costs to the states must be reversed, and the innovative power of 
states should be rewarded by a shared-savings program that allows full flexibility to 
target and deliver services that are cost effective for both state and federal taxpayers. 
 
As a result of mandatory expansions under the PPACA, Medicaid covers even more non-
disabled individuals at higher income levels. In addition, in the current Medicaid 
program, the majority of the Medicaid population has at least one family member in the 
workforce.  The transformation of Medicaid must include changes in the design and 
expectations of the program to reflect this reality. 
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Federal law also specifies services that must be covered by Medicaid programs. States 
have the option of offering other services if they are approved by the Centers for 
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), which administers these programs. However, the 
“mandatory” and “optional” benefit structure of Medicaid has been obsolete for 
decades.8  
 
The original program and health care, in general, reflects medical care provided in 
hospitals and other acute care settings. With the advancements in medicine and an 
increased number of people living with chronic diseases, such as cancer, heart disease 
and diabetes, treatment protocols have changed as have the locations of those 
treatments.  As medical costs generally have shifted from the treatment of infectious or 
high-mortality diseases in hospital settings to more chronic diseases treated in 
outpatient settings, the mandatory and optional benefit categories are no longer 
relevant to today's health care needs and do not reflect medical advances. Starting with 
the increased importance of prescription drugs in medical care (i.e., managing diabetes 
with medication versus an amputation procedure) and continuing through the 
emergence of home- and community-based services, these categories must be re-
examined.  Under current Medicaid rules, for example, an individual is entitled to a 
nursing home bed, but medical services to allow an individual to stay at home are 
optional.  States must rely upon “waivers”xvi or a state plan amendment process to 
respond to the changing health care delivery system, including the ability to provide 
many home- and community-based services for long-term care. 
 
Solution #26:  At a state’s discretion, permit states to redesign Medicaid into multiple 
parts.  Medicaid Part A would focus on preventive, acute, chronic and palliative care 
services; and Part B would focus on long-term supports and services (LTSS).  This would 
enable a state to better manage the different needs between populations who only 
need LTSS.  Eligibility for Part B would be based on income and functional screening of 
an individual’s long-term services and LTSS needs.  
 
Solution #27:  Engage in shared savings arrangements for dual eligible members when 
the state can demonstrate the Medicare program reduced costs as a result of an action 
by a state Medicaid program. 


                                                           
8
 Federal law also specifies services that must be covered by Medicaid programs. Other services may be 


offered, at a state’s option, if approved by CMS. Mandatory coverage includes:  inpatient hospital 
services, excluding services for mental disease; outpatient hospital services;  federally qualified health 
center services; rural health clinic services (if permitted under state law); laboratory and x-ray services 
rendered outside a hospital or clinic; nursing facility services for beneficiaries age 21 and older; physician 
services; certified pediatric and family nurse practitioner services (when licensed to practice under state 
law); nurse midwife services; medical and surgical services of a dentist; Early and Periodic Screening, 
Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT) services for children; family planning services and supplies; home-health 
services for beneficiaries who are entitled to nursing facility services under the state’s Medicaid plan, 
including intermittent or part-time nursing services, home health aide services and medical supplies and 
appliances for use in the home; and pregnancy-related services and services for other conditions that 
might complicate pregnancy, as well as postpartum care for 60 days. 
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Solution #28:  Repeal restrictions that impede self-direction of long-term care supports 
and services (LTSS) and allow states the ability to design programs that meet their needs 
and are cost effective. 
 
Solution #29:  At the state’s option, replace Medicare cost-sharing with state- 
administered, 100% federal grants. 
 
Solution #30:  Give states the flexibility to enroll more members, especially families, in 
premium assistance programs including Medicare benefits, when it is cost efficient. 
Medicaid should be the payer and insurer of last resort. 
 
Solution #31:  Extend Medicare coverage of skilled nursing facilities by 60 days. 
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Conclusion 


 
Our nation is at a crossroads.  We have the ability to transform our health care system 
to make it more responsive to the needs of our citizens by being more efficient and 
effective.  This cannot be done by taking the entire U.S. health care system and making 
it a federally-sponsored and controlled entitlement program. Instead, we must build on 
the strength of our private insurance market, and encourage value-based purchasing 
and personal responsibility, while continuing to protect our most vulnerable 
populations.    
 
The Medicaid program must be truly transformed, not just reformed around the edges. 
The RGPPC looks forward to participating in this ongoing dialogue as we work together, 
with both state governments and the federal government, to critically analyze and 
improve health care delivery.  
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The report, titled A New Medicaid: A Flexible, Innovative and Accountable Future, follows a June 13th
letter Republican governors sent to Congressional leaders outlining seven guiding principles for Medicaid
reform. Every policy solution in the report falls within the principles outlined in the June letter.

A copy of the report is attached.

Please Note: This report is a collection of policy ideas from the Republican Governors Public Policy
Committee Health Care Task Force.  Inclusion in this report does not constitute an endorsement of the
policy prescription by any specific governor.  Instead, these policy proposals should be viewed as among
the best ideas from the states to be considered in reforming the nation’s healthcare system.  Not every
governor will choose or should choose to adopt and implement all of these solutions.
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From: Todd Smith
To: Marie Sanderson; vmariethomas  msanderson
Cc: Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ; macarter32 ; RSerote@az.gov;

Adam.nordstrom@cch-llc.com; brian.mcmanus2@eog.myflorida.com; JohnPatrick.Walsh@eog.myflorida.com; Rob.Jakubik@eog.myflorida.com;
bfulenwider@georgia.gov; ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ; chiproytexas ; dhiowa ;
jabot10 ; ; jboeyink34 m; travisrichmond ; wkloiber ;
David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov; Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler;
JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov; tedpitts@gov.sc.gov; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us;
Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us; Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov;
Candice Whitfield; eric.finkbeiner@governor.virginia.gov; Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov; kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov;
Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov; debbie ; griffin ; wstruble ;
wags@la.gov; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman ; Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov; mary.mayhew@maine.gov;
brandi_white@mcconnell.senate.gov; Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov; blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov;
mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov; Lauren.Hill@nebraska.gov; brian@nevadadc.org;
ryan@nevadadc.org; nguillemard@prfaa.com; sarah.echols@prfaa.com; mschrimpf@RGA.ORG; lrussell  slevey ;
Bkanzeg ; aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us; jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us;
Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us; MKennicott@susana2010.com; Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt@tomcorbettforgovernor.com;
RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov; bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; michelle.dynes@wyo.gov; katyoder_99 ;
pjpgator

Subject: Gov Deal Creates Georgia Health Insurance Exchange Advisory Committee
Date: Friday, June 03, 2011 7:45:44 AM

All,
 
I wanted let y’all know what Governor Deal announced yesterday in the area of health care.
 
Best,
 
-Todd
 
 

For immediate release                                                                                                                                                  Office of Communications
June 2, 2011                                                                                                                                                                    (404) 651-7774
 

Deal creates Georgia Health Insurance Exchange Advisory
Committee
Committee will study the establishment of a state-based health care exchange
 
Gov. Nathan Deal today signed an executive order creating the Georgia Health Insurance Exchange Advisory Committee.
The committee will determine if Georgia should establish a state-based health care exchange under the Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). Georgia has joined 25 other states in a lawsuit declaring the individual mandate, a key
component of PPACA, unconstitutional.
 
“I want Georgia to have time to thoroughly study this issue as we wait for the judicial process to play out,” said Deal. “I want
to engage Georgians about how we can expand access to health care insurance while lowering the burdensome costs on our
state’s families. Georgians don’t want more federal ‘solutions’ and the best way to fight back right now is to manufacture a
Georgia solution.
 
“It is my hope that this committee will construct the appropriate avenues for our state to implement our own exchange,
based on delivering free market solutions for increasing the access and affordability of health insurance. This exchange
should also focus heavily on improving the economic viability of creating and expanding small business in Georgia. I look
forward to hearing the committee’s recommendations.”
 
Under PPACA, the states have until Jan. 1, 2014 to establish their own health care exchange. If Georgia does not create a
state-run exchange by this time the federal government will establish and manage the exchange. The governor’s executive
order states that the advisory committee must report its final recommendations by Dec. 15, 2011.
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As U.S. Congressman, Deal was the first member of the House to declare the PPACA unconstitutional.
 
The members who will serve on the advisory committee are as follows:
 
Sen. Greg Goggans (R-Douglas)
 
Rep. Richard H. Smith (R-Columbus)
 
Rep. John Meadows (R-Calhoun)
 
Rep. Pat Gardner (D-Atlanta)
 
Rep. Josh Clark (R-Buford)
 
Morgan  Kendrick, CEO, Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Georgia
 
Albert C. Ertel, Chief Operating Officer, Alliant Health Plans
 
Russell B. Childers, Jr., insurance broker, Georgia Assoc. of Health Underwriters
 
Rick Bailey, insurance broker, Rick Bailey & Company, Inc.
 
Cindy Zeldin, Executive Director, Georgians for a Healthy Future
 
Julianne Thompson, TEA Party
 
Ed Painter, grassroots representative          
                          
Phil Brown, Vice President Human Resources, Mohawk Industries, Inc.
 
Jimmy Childre, Georgia Chamber of Commerce       
                           
Kyle Jackson, National Federation of Independent Businesses      
                           
R. Timothy Stack, President and CEO, Piedmont Healthcare
 
Alan Levine, HMA Hospital Corporation
 
Ricardo Azziz, CEO, MCG
 
Ron Bachman, President and CEO, Healthcare Vision, Inc         
             
W.  David Bradford, Ph.D., Busbee Chair in Public Policy at the University of Georgia
 
Lynn Zonakis, Managing Director for Health Strategy and Resources, Delta Airlines
 
Gerry Purcell, health insurance consultant
 
State officials:
 
Pat Wilson, Chief Operating Officer, Department of Economic Development
 
Ralph Hudgins, Insurance Commissioner 
 
David Cook, Commissioner, Department of Community Health
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Stephanie Mayfield
smayfield@georgia.gov
(404) 516-5376
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From: Matt Robison
To: Matt Robison
Subject: Governor Fallin Will Not Pursue Health Insuarnce Exchange
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 12:20:08 PM
Attachments: image003.emz

image004.png
Oklahoma Letter to Secretary Sebelius.pdf.pdf

 
To:               Oklahomans for Free Market Health Solutions Coalition
From:           Matt Robison
Date:            November 19, 2012
Re:               Governor Fallin’s Decision Regarding Health Insurance Exchange
 
Governor Fallin has issued the following press release indicating her decision to not pursue a state
based Health Insurance Exchange.  Attached is a copy of the letter Governor Fallin provided to HHS
Secretary Kathleen Sebelius.
 
 

 
Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 19, 2012
 

Governor Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based
Exchange or Medicaid Expansion

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today released the following statement announcing that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of a state-based exchange or participate in the Medicaid expansion in the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA):
 
“For the past few months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma stakeholders and health care
experts across the country to determine the best course of action for Oklahoma in regards to both the creation of a health
insurance exchange and the expansion of Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. Our priority has been to ascertain
what can be done to increase quality and access to health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an undue burden
on taxpayers or the state. As I have stated many times before, it is my firm belief that PPACA fails to further these goals,
and will in fact decrease the quality of health care across the United States while contributing to the nation’s growing
deficit crisis.
 
“Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, the state of Oklahoma is legally obligated to either build
an exchange that is PPACA compliant and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an exchange run by
the federal government. This choice has been forced on the people of Oklahoma by the Obama Administration in spite of
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the fact that voters have overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the federal health care law through their support of
State Question 756, a constitutional amendment prohibiting the implementation of key components of PPACA.
 
“After careful consideration, I have today informed U.S. Secretary of Health Kathleen Sebelius that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of its own health insurance exchange. Any exchange that is PPACA compliant will necessarily be
‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not benefit
Oklahoma taxpayers to actively support and fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of
the federal government, that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans, and that will further the implementation of a
law that threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the nation.
 
“Furthermore, I have also decided that Oklahoma will not be participating in the Obama Administration’s proposed
expansion of Medicaid. Such an expansion would be unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma up to $475 million
between now and 2020, with escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It would also further Oklahoma’s reliance
on federal money that may or may not be available in the future given the dire fiscal problems facing the federal
government. On a state level, massive new costs associated with Medicaid expansion would require cuts to important
government priorities such as education and public safety. Furthermore, the proposed Medicaid expansion offers no
meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already contributing to the out-of-control spending of the federal
government.
 
“Moving forward, the state of Oklahoma will pursue two actions simultaneously. The first will be to continue our support
for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different
Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I remain optimistic that Oklahoma’s challenge
can succeed. 
 
“Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions that improve health outcomes and contain
costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health,
where effective chronic disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of skyrocketing medical
bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits. I look forward to working with legislative leaders and
lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for Oklahoma families.”
 
 

###
 
 
Matt Robison
Vice President, Government Affairs
State Chamber of Oklahoma
330 NE 10th Street
Oklahoma City, OK  73104
Phone: 405-272-4423 / Cell: 
www.okstatechamber.com
Add Me To Your Outlook Contacts
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From: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Governor-elect Health Transition Working Group
Date: Friday, January 07, 2011 2:06:08 PM
Importance: High

 
Please join us for the next meeting of Governor-elect Mary Fallin’s Health Transition Working Group.

 

Date: Wednesday, January 12th

Time: 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

Dial-in Number:  

Participant Access Code: 
 

In order to facilitate our discussion please reply to us with your top 3-5 policy priorities prior to the

meeting if you have not already.

 

Please note as of Monday, January 10 we will have new contact information and will distribute that to

you as soon as possible.

 
Health Transition Working Group
Meeting Notes: December 21, 2010

 

·         Need to provide physicians to underserved – specifically in rural areas where major shortages
and funding barriers exist

·         Smokeless Tobacco Tax
·         Medical education funding to keep and create residencies in Oklahoma
·         “Physician Manpower Training Commission”
·         200 D.O. slots, only graduating 100 in family care, general practice, OBGYN – not enough

specialist slots
·         $8m funds 100 positions – takes 3 years to develop and must be self-funded for first 3 years
·         Potential provider fee proposal

o    $352 million
o    Only 3 hospitals would be “losers” – 1 of the 3 not really affected
o    Specialty hospitals exempted

·         Need a strong state-based health insurance exchange that will provide a competitive, level
playing field

·         Insurance industry supports housing exchange in insurance department due to price v.
solvency conflict
 

 
 

Thank you,

 
Katie Altshuler
Policy Director

Office of Governor-elect Mary Fallin

405-521-4310

Katie.altshuler@govelect.ok.gov

 
 

Andrew Silvestri
Deputy Policy Director

Office of Governor-elect Mary Fallin

Phone:  405.521.4294

andrew.silvestri@govelect.ok.gov
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Phil Cox; Monica Block; Larissa Ziemann; Mike Schrimpf
Subject: Governors" Call- July 3, 11:30 AM-12:00 PM (EDT)
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012 4:09:45 PM

Dear Chief of Staff:
 
CC: Action Officers
CC: Schedulers
CC: Healthcare advisors
 
A RGPPC Governors’ Only conference call will be held on Tuesday, July 3rd:
11:30 AM - 12:00 PM (EDT) to discuss the PPACA Supreme Court decision. A copy
of this email is being sent to your schedulers. On this call, a brief summary
 of the decision will be provided, and governors will discuss what the
decision means for their state as well as next steps. Please have your
schedulers RSVP for your governor to Larissa Ziemann at LZiemann@rga.org. A
conference line and agenda will be provided at that time.
 
A reminder that it is likely that a SCOTUS PPACA decision will occur on
Thursday.  Your communication teams have been provided talking points and
information regarding our rapid response communication line.  In addition,
RGPPC will forward materials and interpretations of the decision as we get
them.
 
As previously noted, please make every accommodation possible to have your
governor join the July 3rd call with other governors.  As always, don’t
hesitate to contact us if you need more information.
 
Best,
Marie
 
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
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MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

 
Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8878

 

From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman; Deborah Hohlt
Subject: Govs Fallin and Herbert on Exchanges
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 11:48:57 AM
Attachments: PPACA Talking Points 1119.pdf

Sebelius Letter.pdf
UTAH ACA letter to Secretary Sebelius pdf

All- please find OK’s and UT’s letters on healthcare exchanges.
 
OK- Info attached and below.
 
UT- letter below.
 
Thanks,
Marie
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 19, 2012
 

Governor Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue State-Based Exchange
or Medicaid Expansion

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today released the following statement announcing that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of a state-based exchange or participate in the Medicaid expansion in the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA):
 
“For the past few months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma stakeholders and health care
experts across the country to determine the best course of action for Oklahoma in regards to both the creation of a health
insurance exchange and the expansion of Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. Our priority has been to ascertain
what can be done to increase quality and access to health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an undue burden
on taxpayers or the state. As I have stated many times before, it is my firm belief that PPACA fails to further these goals,
and will in fact decrease the quality of health care across the United States while contributing to the nation’s growing
deficit crisis.
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“Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, the state of Oklahoma is legally obligated to either build
an exchange that is PPACA compliant and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an exchange run by
the federal government. This choice has been forced on the people of Oklahoma by the Obama Administration in spite of
the fact that voters have overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the federal health care law through their support of
State Question 756, a constitutional amendment prohibiting the implementation of key components of PPACA.
 
“After careful consideration, I have today informed U.S. Secretary of Health Kathleen Sebelius that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of its own health insurance exchange. Any exchange that is PPACA compliant will necessarily be
‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not benefit
Oklahoma taxpayers to actively support and fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of
the federal government, that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans, and that will further the implementation of a
law that threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the nation.
 
“Furthermore, I have also decided that Oklahoma will not be participating in the Obama Administration’s proposed
expansion of Medicaid. Such an expansion would be unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma up to $475 million
between now and 2020, with escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It would also further Oklahoma’s reliance
on federal money that may or may not be available in the future given the dire fiscal problems facing the federal
government. On a state level, massive new costs associated with Medicaid expansion would require cuts to important
government priorities such as education and public safety. Furthermore, the proposed Medicaid expansion offers no
meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already contributing to the out-of-control spending of the federal
government.
 
“Moving forward, the state of Oklahoma will pursue two actions simultaneously. The first will be to continue our support
for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different
Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I remain optimistic that Oklahoma’s challenge
can succeed. 
 
“Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions that improve health outcomes and contain
costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health,
where effective chronic disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of skyrocketing medical
bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits. I look forward to working with legislative leaders and
lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for Oklahoma families.”
 
 
 

Governor Mary Fallin Announcement re/ PPACA
Talking Points

 
·         While Governor Mary Fallin has opted not to build a state-based insurance exchange or expand the Medicaid program as

proposed in PPACA, she and the Oklahoma legislature remain deeply committed to the health of all Oklahoman’s. One
demonstration of this commitment is that they protected the Health and Human Services agencies during the recent
economic downturn from significant reductions that would jeopardize the health and safety of our citizens. The end result
is that the Health and Human Services area took the smallest reduction of any of the cabinet areas.

 
·         The Governor and her staff have been exploring the impact of PPACA and working with healthcare experts and lawmakers

across the country in order to make sound decisions on implementing a state based exchange or expand Medicaid in
Oklahoma. The final determination is that this law will not improve the quality of healthcare or address the escalating
healthcare costs that are bankrupting our nation, nor does it provide the flexibility needed to improve health outcomes in
a financially sound or sustainable manner.

 
·         Oklahoma has a history of innovations in healthcare and the Governor is committed to building upon those innovations to

create Oklahoma solutions to our healthcare problems. She welcomes the opportunity to work with the Oklahoma
legislature and other stakeholders to develop an Oklahoma plan to reduce the number of uninsured families, provide
quality healthcare and address rising healthcare costs.

 
Insurance Exchange

·         There is an absence of critical guidance and regulations that would allow states to understand the full ramifications of
building and implementing a state based insurance exchange. Without HHS regulation and guidance it is unclear how much
flexibility and freedom of control will be provided to states operating an exchange. State based exchanges will be so in
name only and it does not benefit us to fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of the
federal government.
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·         The cost of building a PPACA compliant exchange in Oklahoma is estimated at $30 million to $50 million dollars. The cost
of implementing PPACA in Oklahoma, and nationwide, is staggering and unsustainable. Governor Mary Fallin will continue
to work with the Oklahoma legislature to develop financially sound healthcare solutions.

 
·         While the pricing structure has not yet been released, HHS will likely pass the cost of the federal exchange to the insurers

selling products on the exchange. This fee, in turn, will likely be passed on to the purchaser of the healthcare plan.
 
Medicaid Expansion

·         Medicaid is an outdated program that was expanded without true reform in PPACA. The Medicaid expansion does not
adequately address needed improvements in the availability or quality of healthcare services and it does not begin to
address the ever increasing costs of healthcare. Further, the federal law does not provide flexibility for states to meet the
unique needs of their citizens.

 
·         Expanding Medicaid as written in PPACA would cost the State of Oklahoma as much as $475 million between fiscal years

2014 and 2020. Paying for these increases would necessitate significant cuts to other critical parts of the state’s budget
like education and public safety. The cost of Medicaid expansion is unsustainable and creates an additional burden on
taxpayers and the federal deficit.

 
·         Oklahoma has a history of innovative programs and fiscally responsible enhancements to the Medicaid program. In fact,

Oklahoma has reduced the rate of uninsured among children to just 7%. Oklahoma has also created an outstanding on-line
enrollment system that allows families in need of healthcare real time access to Medicaid coverage. These are the very
successes that Oklahoma wants to build upon to create a viable healthcare system that actually begins to reduce the costs
of healthcare in our state while improving health outcomes.

 
·         Oklahoma has a history of creating innovative solutions to reducing the number of uninsured, for example the Insure

Oklahoma program (created in 2006) offers premium assistance to small businesses to support the purchase of private
insurance for their employees. Under PPACA the Insure Oklahoma program would be discontinued and qualifying workers
(those under 138%) would be required to enroll in traditional Medicaid. Oklahoma small businesses and their employees
should have the same option to purchase private insurance coverage as other large employers and their employees.

 
·         Oklahoma does not anticipate that opting not to expand Medicaid as written in PPACA will jeopardize Oklahoma hospitals

when CMS implements the mandated reduction in Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) funds. Oklahoma’s current DSH
payments do not meet the threshold for significant reduction.

 
Oklahoma Plan

·         Governor Fallin recognizes the importance of having healthy citizens. Healthy people create a more productive workforce
and children that are able to learn. The governmental system of providing healthcare (Medicaid) is important, but it should
not be the primary source of healthcare for so many of our citizens. We need to transform the healthcare system into one
that supports individuals and families who need a hand-up while also supporting a robust private insurance market that is
focused on making people healthier.

·         Oklahoma will be developing an Oklahoma Plan to reduce the number of uninsured and the costs of healthcare. The
Oklahoma plan will include some of the following elements:

o Establish goals that include improved health for our citizens
o Empower individuals to be engaged in making good healthcare (and health) choices
o Ensure payment incentives focus on preventive care and improving health
o Support the purchase of private insurance products
o Focus on reducing the cost of managing chronic disease, a major cost driver in Oklahoma, including;

§ High-risk case management
§ Chronic disease self management
§ Improving care coordination within communities of care

o Specifically target the reduction of unnecessary hospitalizations and emergency department visits
o Realign the public health system to support these goals

 
·         The Oklahoma Plan will address the concerns of healthcare providers about the strain of uncompensated care by reducing

the number of uninsured.
 

·         The Oklahoma Plan will be developed with consultation from tribal nations and other stakeholders to ensure the unique
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needs of our citizens are met.
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson; Marie Sanderson; vmariethomas
Cc: Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ; ; RSerote@az.gov;

Adam.nordstrom@cch-llc.com; JohnPatrick.Walsh@eog.myflorida.com; Rob.Jakubik@eog.myflorida.com; bfulenwider@georgia.gov;
ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ; dhiowa ; ; ; travisrichmond ;
wkloiber  David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov; Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie
Altshuler; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov; tedpitts@gov.sc.gov; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us;
Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us; Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov;
michael.ciamarra@governor.alabama.gov; Candice Whitfield; eric.finkbeiner@governor.virginia.gov; Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov;
kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov; Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov; debbie ; griffin ;
wstruble m; wags@la.gov; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman@mac.com; Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov;
mary.mayhew@maine.gov; brandi_white@mcconnell.senate.gov; Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov; blackwellr2@michigan.gov;
chadderdona@michigan.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov; Lauren.Hill@nebraska.gov;
brian@nevadadc.org; ryan@nevadadc.org; nguillemard@prfaa.com; sarah.echols@prfaa.com; Mike Schrimpf; Lindsay Russell; Seth Levey;
ts@rubicondc.com; Bkanzeg ; aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us; jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us;
rebmyers@state.pa.us; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us; MKennicott@susana2010.com; Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov;
Bnutt@tomcorbettforgovernor.com; RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov; EMainigi@wc.com; bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov;
katyoder_99 ; pjpgator@yahoo.com; ,

Subject: HATCH UNVEILS LEGISLATION ROLLING BACK ONEROUS MEDICAID REQUIREMENTS THAT ARE BANKRUPTING STATES
Date: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 2:50:54 PM

FYI

From: Rep-Press, Finance (Finance)
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Lawless, Julia (Finance)
Subject: HATCH UNVEILS LEGISLATION ROLLING BACK ONEROUS MEDICAID REQUIREMENTS THAT ARE BANKRUPTING STATES

[http://webmail.governor.state.ms.us/gw/webacc/50e640f97612d958c75c2bedb9eb4f758aad7a8/GWAP/HREF/?
action=Attachment.View&User.context=50e640f97612d958c75c2bedb9eb4f758aad7a8&Item.drn=440933z1z0&Item.Attachment.id=2
]

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                             CONTACT:  Julia Lawless<mailto:Julia_Lawless@finance-rep.senate.gov>, Antonia
Ferrier<mailto:Antonia_Ferrier@finance-rep.senate.gov>
May 3, 2011                                                                   (202) 224-4515

HATCH UNVEILS LEGISLATION ROLLING BACK ONEROUS MEDICAID REQUIREMENTS THAT ARE BANKRUPTING STATES
Bicameral Legislation Has Support of Majority of Governors Across America

WASHINGTON – U.S. Senator Orrin Hatch (R-Utah), Ranking Member of the Senate Finance Committee, today unveiled S.868, the
State Flexibility Act, legislation to repeal the onerous Medicaid Maintenance of Effort (MOE) requirements that is threatening the
financial health of many states across America.

Medicaid, a shared federal-state health program for low-income Americans, is the single largest expense for states that are facing
significant budget shortfalls.  Because of these Medicaid MOE requirements, states are being forced to make deep cuts to
education and law enforcement.

“With a $175 billion budget shortfall – the worst state budget crisis since the Great Depression – states are seeking real solutions
from Washington that will effectively lower entitlement spending and ensure the solvency of safety-net programs, like Medicaid,”
said Hatch, who has led the charge against the expansion of Medicaid in the new health law.

“These onerous requirements have been a poison pill for states from day one - limiting their ability to lower Medicaid spending and
balance their budgets; prohibiting them from targeting scarce resources to their most vulnerable beneficiaries; and hampering their
ability to implement responsible program integrity modernizations,” Hatch continued. “By rolling back these burdensome, budget-
busting constraints, this legislation heeds to the calls of states from across the country and provides a common-sense solution to
stem the growth of government and begin to put the states, not Washington, back in charge. Regardless of political affiliation, this
initiative has the potential to garner strong, bipartisan support and represents a strong first step in achieving comprehensive
Medicaid reform.”

First imposed on the states in the stimulus bill, the $2.6 trillion health law further expanded Medicaid Maintenance of Effort
requirements on states that forces them to maintain expanded eligibility restrictions. Given the states’ $175 billion collective budget
crisis, a majority of Governors want relief from these requirements, which prevent states from targeting health care services to
those most in need and limits governors' ability to root out program waste, fraud, and abuse. In January, the National Governors
Association, the bipartisan organization of the nation’s governors, called on Congress to prevent the implementation of the MOE
requirements, saying they would “curtail state authority” to effectively manage their budgets and “discourage investment in state-
federal programs.”

“Despite states’ difficult fiscal situation, governors are not calling for new one-time help from the federal treasury,” the bipartisan
group wrote to congressional leaders.  “In fact, we encourage the federal government to follow the lead of states and make the
tough decisions necessary to get its fiscal house in order; federal fiscal stability is critical to the long-term strength of states and
the country.”

The State Flexibility Act was introduced in response to bipartisan requests from governors not to impose MOE requirements on
states. Specifically, the bill would fully repeal the onerous regulations and allow states to take responsible steps to balance their
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budgets and simultaneously lower federal entitlement spending. According to Congress’ non-partisan budget-scorekeeper, the
Congressional Budget Office (CBO)<http://finance.senate.gov/newsroom/ranking/release/?id=3158d29a-ef11-44a6-ba61-
b59f3752d0ef>, S. 868 will save taxpayers $2.8 billion over the first five years.
To demonstrate the full impact the MOE restrictions will have on states, the U.S. Senate Finance Committee, Minority and the U.S.
House Energy and Commerce Committee, Majority today issued a Joint Committee Review of States’ Perspectives. The snapshot
report<http://finance.senate.gov/newsroom/ranking/release/?id=3158d29a-ef11-44a6-ba61-b59f3752d0ef> highlights the adverse
impact the MOE requirements will have on states and makes clear why states need flexibility to manage their Medicaid programs.
U.S. Reps. Phil Gingrey (R-Ga.) and Cathy McMorris Rodgers (R-Wash.) have introduced companion legislation, H.R. 1683, in the
U.S. House of Representatives.
###
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From: NGA HHS Committee
To: HHS Committee
Subject: HHS Committee Meeting - Wednesday, March 21, 2012
Date: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 4:45:24 PM
Attachments: SUMMARY OF ESTABLISHMENT AND ELIGIBILITY RULES.docx

The HHS Committee will meet tomorrow (Wed) at 2:00 pm EST in the governors room.  The agenda
and call-in information are below.   Attached, please find a summary of the final rule on Exchange
establishment and eligibility to be used for discussion purposes.  Hardcopies of these materials will
be available at the meeting.
 

HHS Committee
March 20, 2012, 2:00pm EST

 Passcode 
  

I.                   Welcome and Introduction
 

II.                 Discussion of the final rule on health insurance Exchanges (see attachment)
 

III.               Other business
 

IV.              Adjournment
  

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact: Heather Hogsett, HHS Committee Director,
NGA Office of Federal Relations (hhogsett@nga.org or 202-624-5360); or William Garner, Legislative
Director, HHS Committee, NGA Office of Federal Relations (wgarner@nga.org or 202-624-5369).
 
 
 

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive
use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or
confidential. If the reader of this transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for
delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and delete this message.

---
You are currently subscribed to [hhsreps] as Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov..
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-208583-
158950.082c7c8c58e3aebbaf0a4c4dfd1615ea@talk.nga.org..

Visit the NGA web site at http://www.nga.org
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SUMMARY OF ESTABLISHMENT AND ELIGIBILITY RULES

FOR STATE EXCHANGES





INTRODUCTION

On March 12, 2012, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) issued a 644-page final rule on state Exchange establishment and eligibility under the Affordable Care Act (ACA).  This final rule incorporates many of the provisions originally published as two proposed rules:  Establishment of Exchanges and Qualified Health Plans, issued July 15, 2011 and Exchange Functions in the Individual Market: Eligibility Determinations and Exchange Standards for Employers, issued August 17, 2011.



Generally, this final rule outlines standards for:



· establishment, operation, and minimum functionality of state Exchanges, including standards for eligibility determination and enrollment in qualified health plans (QHPs) and insurance affordability programs; 



· participation of health insurance issuers in an Exchange, including the minimum certification standards for QHPs; and



· participation of employers in the Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP).





EXCHANGE ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION

Beginning in 2014, individuals and small businesses will be able to purchase private health insurance through competitive marketplaces called Exchanges.  This final rule sets forth the minimum federal standards that states must meet if they elect to establish and operate an Exchange, including the requirement that the Exchange:



· be approved or conditionally approved by HHS no later than January 1, 2013;



· be a non-profit entity established by the state, an independent public agency, or part of an existing state agency;



· have governance principles that include consumer representation, prohibit conflicts of interest and promote ethical and financial disclosure standards, unless established as part of an existing state agency;



· determine eligibility for Medicaid, CHIP, advance payments of premium tax credits, cost-sharing reductions, and the Basic Health Plan;



· certify health plans to be offered in the Exchange as qualified health plans; and 



· offer consumer tools and assistance to facilitate enrollment of qualified individuals, qualified employers and employees in qualified health plans, including a website to facilitate comparisons among plans, a toll-free hotline for consumer support, and a “Navigator” program for consumer outreach and education.



States have substantial flexibility in determining how to perform these functions, including the ability to establish an Exchange in partnership with other states through a regional Exchange; operate multiple subsidiary Exchanges that cover distinct areas within the state; apply to operate the Exchange in years subsequent to 2014; contract with the state Medicaid agency or other state agency; and operate an individual market Exchange and SHOP under separate governance and administrative structures.





QUALIFIED HEALTH PLANS

In order to participate in an Exchange, a health insurance issuer must be certified by the Exchange to offer qualified health plans. Exchanges must ensure health insurance issuers meet two basic requirements to be certified to offer qualified health plans:



· demonstrate compliance with minimum certification requirements and any requirement imposed by the state and the Exchange as a condition of participation or certification, including standards related to licensure and the risk adjustment program; and 



· offer plans that are in the best interest of qualified individuals and have adequate provider networks to provide consumers choice.





ELIGIBLITY DETERMINATION

The state Exchange may fulfill its eligibility functions directly or indirectly, though contracting arrangements with other “eligible contracting entities” Each agreement must specify the respective responsibilities of each party in connection with eligibility determination.  It must also ensure applicants experience a seamless eligibility and enrollment process and that information is shared electronically via a secure interface. 





SMALL BUSINESS HEALTH OPTIONS PROGRAM (SHOP)

Beginning in 2014, Exchanges will operate a Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) to provide small employers and their employees’ health insurance coverage.



Exchanges will decide how a SHOP is structured and will have some flexibility to determine the size of small businesses that can participate in SHOP, including minimum participation rules, and the structure of coverage choices and options for small businesses.





CHANGES AND FORTHCOMING RULEMAKING

Some provisions differ from the proposed rule.  Each of these changes is outlined in the final rule under the section titled Provisions of the Final Regulations.  



This final rule does not address all of the Exchange provisions in the ACA.  Several topics are expected to be addressed through future rulemaking, including, but is not limited to: the state Partnership model; certificates of exemption from the individual responsibility; appeals of individual eligibility determinations; coordination of notices between the Exchange, Medicaid, and CHIP; eligibility determination for advance payments of the premium tax credit and cost-sharing reductions (Department of the Treasury); standards for application assisters and authorized representatives; standards for multi-State plans (Office of Management and Budget); and the process and criteria by which accrediting entities will be recognized.



A portion of this rule is issued as interim final. As such, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) will observe a 45-day comment period on provisions related to involvement of agents and brokers, §155.220(a)(3); Medicaid and CHIP regulations, §155.300(b); options for conducting eligibility determinations, §155.302; eligibility standards for cost-sharing reductions, §155.305(g); timeliness standards for Exchange eligibility determinations, §155.310(e); applicants with special circumstances, §155.315(g); timeliness standards for the transmission of information for the administration of advance payments of the premium tax credit and cost-sharing reductions, §155.340(d); and agreements between agencies administering insurance affordability programs, §155.345(a) and §155.345(g).





STAFF CONTACTS



If you have any questions about this document or its subject matter, please feel free to contact:



William Garner, Legislative Director, HHS Committee

wgarner@nga.org  or (202) 624-5369



Krista Drobac, Health Division Director, NGA Center for Best Practices 

kdrobac@nga.org  or (202) 624-7872
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Deborah Hohlt; Dustin Huffman
Subject: HHS Regs and Press Clips
Date: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 10:12:46 AM
Attachments: Exchange Part II Fact Sheet.PDF

Insurance Market Reforms Rule Fact Sheet.PDF
Wellness Rule Fact Sheet.PDF

All, Attached are summaries from HHS  re their rules released yesterday (not very detailed). We
hope to provide you something more in-depth soon.  Let me know how we may be helpful to you.
 
Happy thanksgiving,
 
Marie
 
Press:
 
HHS unveils more details behind health care overhaul’s essential benefits and coverage rules
(Washington Post)
 
HHS looks to step up role in health exchanges (Politico)
 
Next up for Obamacare: Launching the exchanges in 2014 (Politico)
 
Morning Examiner: Utah vs Obamacare (Washington Examiner)
 
Medicare cuts give health providers jitters (Politico)
 
Unemployment Falls In 75 Percent Of The States (AP)

·         Note: In October, unemployment rates fell in 26 of the 29 states led by Republican
Governors.

 
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
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From: Drobac, Krista
To: Drobac, Krista
Subject: Issue Brief: NGA Exchange Meeting Summary
Date: Friday, September 16, 2011 10:04:52 AM
Attachments: NGA Exchanges Meeting Summary.pdf

Dear Meeting Attendees:
 
As discussed at last week’s Health Insurance Exchanges Workshop, we have prepared a summary
report of the themes expressed by meeting attendees.  The report is attached. 
 
We look forward to continuing to work with you on this issue.  As always, please feel free to contact
me at any time.
 
Krista Drobac
Director, Health Division
Center for Best Practices
National Governors Association, Suite 267
444 North Capitol Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001
Office: 202-624-7872
Cell: 
 
 

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive use of
the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or confidential. If the
reader of this transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and
delete this message.

 

 

 
---
You are currently subscribed to [healthadvisors] as kdrobac@nga.org..
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-201587-
159571.b491b77c557a42cf75ab8777e8236649@talk.nga.org..
 
Visit the NGA web site at http://www.nga.org

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive use of
the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or confidential. If the
reader of this transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and
delete this message.
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Contact: Krista Drobac 


Health Division  


202-624-7872 


September 16, 2011 


State Perspectives on Insurance Exchanges:  


Implementing Health Reform in an Uncertain Environment 


The three major components of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 (ACA) — 


insurance reform, Medicaid expansions, and the establishment of health insurance exchanges — are 


primarily the states’ responsibilities to implement; together they impose a daunting workload.  Because 


insurance exchanges must be wholly created in a very short time period, their implementation presents 


unique challenges.  Additionally, the requirements for interconnected, automated systems to determine 


Medicaid and subsidy eligibility, pose major challenges.  Tight deadlines, severely strained budgets, and 


human resources shortages further complicate implementation in nearly every state.  


For these and other reasons, states have had a wide range of responses to the ACA exchange requirements 


and subsequent regulations.  Some states started planning state exchanges even before adoption of the Act 


and have a reasonable chance of being ready by the law’s implementation on January 1, 2014 (assuming 


many of the questions raised below are answered in time).  Others have thus far chosen not to deploy a 


state exchange and expect to have a federal exchange implemented in their state, as the law allows.  The 


majority of states are somewhere in between. Of them, many prefer state-run exchanges but are unsure of 


the implications on state operations, regulation, and finances, and are somewhat daunted by the challenge 


of extremely complex implementation.  All of the states have concerns. 


The National Governors Association (NGA) hosted a two-day workshop entitled, “Timelines, State 


Options, and Federal Regulations” to assist states in considering the many decisions and tasks associated 


with the creation of insurance exchanges and related changes to Medicaid.  More than 120 state officials 


from more than 40 states and territories participated, including cabinet secretaries, governors’ 


representatives, Medicaid and insurance department leaders, and exchange governing board and staff 


members.  This meeting was designed to allow and promote the exchange of information and experiences 


among the many participating states.  Following a day-and-a-half of working with experts and sharing 


experiences, lessons, and dilemmas, the group met with a panel of representatives from the U.S. 


Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and the U.S. Department of Treasury to raise key 


issues and pose questions regarding the implementation of exchanges.  


This summary is a reporting of the concerns voiced at the meeting, incorporating some of the recurring 


suggestions made by representatives that would allow their state to make informed critical decisions.  


Despite disparate views of exchanges and various steps of implementation, several major themes emerged 


from the discussions at the meeting: 
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 A need for timely guidance: Federal guidance has yet to be released or finalized on many issues, 


confronting states with a lack of clarity on many issues – a problem frequently compounded both 


by insufficient detail and efforts to preserve apparently broad flexibility;  


 Uncertain and challenging timelines: For many states, the resulting uncertainty creates 


significant challenges in defining the “critical path” and meeting the associated deadlines 


necessary to establish exchanges and obtain required federal approvals;  


 A lack of clarity and detail: In many states, legislators and governors require more clarity about 


the policy issues and operational details involved in creating a state-run insurance exchange, 


pursuing a hybrid or “partnership” model, or accepting a federal exchange;  


 Concerns about costs: States need to understand the short and long-term costs of exchanges 


under the various scenarios, which have implications for how states seek to design them; and 


 Delegating discretion to states: Many states suggest limiting directive federal guidance to those 


areas where the statute specifies “shall,” leaving discretion to the states in all other areas 


involving exchange design and in interpretation of the statute. 


Moving Forward Amidst Uncertainty 


The ACA apparently intended to give states broad discretion in designing health insurance exchanges and 


their governance. States may choose to make existing entities such as insurance or Medicaid departments 


responsible for their exchanges; they may contract functions, such as information technology systems to 


private vendors; and some functions may potentially be operated in partnership with the federal 


government, such as eligibility determinations for federal tax subsidies.  Because of the policy 


implications and operational complexity of decisions regarding delegating functions, implementing any of 


those strategies requires ample lead time for planning and procurement.  Given that the final federal 


regulations specifying the policies governing those activities have not been finalized or, in important 


instances, proposed, states are operating in a highly uncertain environment with looming deadlines. 


Timely implementation places states in a position of needing to make basic decisions about how they will 


establish and implement insurance exchanges on the basis of incomplete guidance and regulations.  At the 


meeting, state officials shared a concern about the capacity of the vendor community to provide timely, 


effective solutions to the business challenges posed by ACA implementation, especially as timeframes 


become increasingly compressed. The substantial ambiguity involving core elements of exchange and 


Medicaid implementation, especially in light of the controversies associated with ACA, greatly 


complicates discussions about how or whether to proceed in some states.  


Nonetheless, most states are actively working to chart a provisional course forward, so that they can be 


operationally ready for political decisions made by their governor or legislature.  Many are moving 


forward on the assumption that if they do not, it will be impossible to meet ACA deadlines, which would 


lead to a federally operated exchange in their state.  


Most states began planning shortly after the passage of ACA in early 2010 with steps such as analysis of 


their insurance markets and information technology needs.  They have conducted extensive stakeholder 


outreach to inform health plans, providers, employers, consumers, and others about exchange 
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fundamentals and to solicit their suggestions and feedback.  Some have developed detailed 


implementation plans with timetables for standing up their capacity to manage providers and plans in the 


exchanges; for training brokers, Navigator programs, and other consumer assistants; and for rolling out 


business processes for inter-agency coordination, meeting technology needs, and other vendor 


contracting.  


Lack of Timely Guidance Creates Roadblocks to Moving Forward 


Many challenges have emerged in the course of those undertakings, according to participants in the NGA 


meeting. Among the concerns heard: 


 ACA implementation requires major changes in existing Medicaid eligibility systems, which need 


to operate seamlessly with the yet to be detailed federal data hub and exchange systems, 


providing real-time, online eligibility determinations (under significantly reformed Medicaid 


income, asset, and eligibility rules). The challenge of contracting for IT systems services is 


particularly acute and mission-critical for the establishment of exchanges. Vendor capacity and 


the IT workforce are strained, especially as system adoption among providers has increased as a 


result of economic stimulus subsidies.  Some state representatives said vendors currently 


supplying states with Medicaid management information systems (MMIS) would be functionally 


able to meet exchange needs, but others said that MMIS vendors would not be able to take on 


expanded responsibilities.  States also expressed concern that even in the best of circumstances 


the development of the information systems often takes longer and is more costly than 


anticipated.  A number of states implementing MMIS changes agreed that the scheduled time to 


develop the necessary systems changes took 18 to 20 months after the issuance of an RFP, a step 


that in most cases has yet to be taken. 


 


 Questions remain about whether a federal data hub currently under development will be ready by 


October 2013 to furnish the exchanges with real-time eligibility data such as income verification 


through planned links to the Internal Revenue Service and other federal agencies.  Some unique 


data do not currently exist in a consistent, national repository.  For that reason, there are 


significant concerns that the seamless, “no wrong door” eligibility and enrollment processes that 


offer consumers a single portal for eligibility determinations, applications for subsidies, and 


enrollment in plans, may not be logistically feasible.  


 


 Retrospective reconciliation of inaccurate determinations of Medicaid and exchange plan subsidy 


eligibility could result in unwelcome surprises on consumers, exchanges, and Medicaid agencies. 


States expressed concerns about how the federal government would compute error rates and 


determine liability arising under the new approaches envisioned for on-line eligibility 


determinations, especially given substantial policy, operational, and systems uncertainties. 


 


 Federal rules for the Basic Health Plan have not been issued, leaving states unclear as to where 


that option could fit in their exchange design plans. Because decisions have ramifications for 
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Medicaid and the size of the risk pool that participates in the exchange, many states said the lack 


of information on the Basic Health Plan was a major stumbling block for their planning process. 


 


 Guidance on the essential health benefit package is pending, which may be an important 


consideration in deciding the type of purchasing model a state would elect.  For many states, bills 


must be filed as early as November, making timely release of details on essential health benefits 


an imperative for creating legislative authority for an exchange in the upcoming session.  


Lack of Clear Timelines Complicates Decisions 


Many states have established exchange entities and applied for establishment grant funding, a process 


which entails the creation of work plans to guide progress. The details that must be spelled out in those 


plans underscore the extraordinary time pressures, both for states and the federal government. In many 


instances, the time available is less than the time normally required to procure major IT systems or amend 


Medicaid state plans. The shortened timelines and limited guidance currently available are increasingly 


affecting design and implementation decisions.  


Procurement serves as an example.  Time constraints weigh heavily on IT decisions for four reasons.  


First, IT systems design and development presupposes specifying in advance the policy requirements and 


resulting business processes.  Second, the timelines for developing major systems typically requires years, 


in part because of public procurement rules designed to ensure fair and efficient expenditures of public 


monies. Third, the multiple new systems that are simultaneously being implemented require testing of 


both the individual systems and the interface of federal and state systems.  States repeatedly cited 


concerns about the lack of sufficient capacity on the part of experienced vendors to meet the “peak load” 


demand for Medicaid and exchange systems development.  Finally, experience suggests that systems 


contracts frequently underestimate costs and take longer than expected to complete.  


States are considering a variety of strategies to deal with those challenges. One approach entails 


partnerships and outsourcing, allowing states to buy capabilities they feel they do not have time to build.  


Another potential strategy may involve bundling procurement needs into general or modular contracts, 


where vendors may bid on all or just parts of a request for proposals. States expressed interest in having 


the federal government designate a list of approved systems or vendors, which would allow a streamlined 


approval process for any state adopting these systems.  


But those strategies pose risks of their own, potentially presenting accountability problems, timeline 


disruption, and contract management headaches.  States are wary that accelerating the procurement 


process could be costly because hastily issued RFPs could leave out or result in mismanaged important 


details which take more time and money to fix on the back end.  State representatives expressed hopes 


that HHS might still be able to make some products, such as risk adjustment and eligibility and IT 


systems available to states as modules at minimum cost and with ready availability.   
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Lack of Clear Guidance:  Exchanges and Medicaid Programs 


Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding their Medicaid programs, states are also 


charged by the ACA with creating a single, seamless point of entry for all of the insurance affordability 


programs affected by the Act – Medicaid, the Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic 


Health Plan (where offered), and advanceable tax credits for individual and Small Business Health 


Options Program (SHOP) exchange enrollees.  


Because income changes will create constant movement in and out of those programs, it is necessary to 


have well-developed systems with tight integration between them.  As previously discussed, systems 


challenges for creating integrated enrollment platforms could tax vendor capabilities in some areas and 


test the agility of the states that are already in the midst of Medicaid systems redesign. 


Some states expressed worry that commercial plans participating in exchanges may reimburse providers 


more generously than Medicaid.  That would aggravate problems with access to care by higher paying 


exchange plans drawing providers away from Medicaid.  


Several states cited the importance of having more leeway to initiate meaningful beneficiary cost sharing 


in Medicaid before 2014. Given the expected frequency of beneficiary shifting between Medicaid, CHIP, 


Basic Health Plans (where available), and exchange plans, additional cost sharing would smooth 


transitions and facilitate cost containment in the post-ACA world.   


States highlighted the need for a simplified path to gain HHS approval of exchange and Medicaid plans 


than the current state plan amendment process, which can be time consuming at both the state and federal 


levels.  Additionally, some expressed concern arising from the lack of policy and operational clarity about 


how a federal exchange would function.  For example, states worry that if a federal exchange were the 


single point of entry to all the state’s insurance affordability programs, they may lose control of their 


Medicaid program. 


Lack of Clear Guidance:  SHOP Exchanges and Small Businesses 


Depending on the regulations, the structure of the SHOP exchanges could lend itself to use of defined 


contribution plans. The predictability of premiums under defined contributions plans have made them 


increasingly popular with small businesses, many of whose employees tend to be lower income workers 


potentially eligible for tax credits.  The degree to which a defined contribution is compatible with the 


federal government’s definition of affordable coverage is unclear, as is how eligibility for premium 


subsidies may be determined in that context. 


Some states raised questions about the potential for discrepancies in the rules governing individual and 


SHOP exchanges, especially when aligning requirements for individuals and small business pursuing a 


defined contribution strategy.  Many states commented that the attractiveness of the SHOP exchanges will 


ultimately depend on how well they control costs.  
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Lack of Clear Guidance:  Exchanges and Impact on Insurance Markets 


Most states report that they are undertaking efforts to understand the characteristics of their current 


individual and small group markets, as well as their uninsured population. After completing market 


assessments, they are analyzing the expected effects of ACA insurance reforms, which affect individual 


and small group plans operating inside and outside exchanges. The as yet unissued rules on essential 


health benefit plans have the potential to substantially change currently offered benefit plans, potentially 


resulting in price increases in many states. For some states, new community rating standards, which limit 


variation in premiums to a maximum of 3:1, represent a sharp departure from their current rules and could 


substantially change current pricing.  Rate compression may occur even in states that already have some 


version of community rating in place.  As a result, rates may increase for large segments of the population 


currently enrolled in individual and small group plans.  In light of expected changes in many markets, 


states recognized the importance of creating robust communications and outreach plans to prepare the 


public.  


A foundational decision facing states is whether they wish to create exchanges that operate, at one end of 


the spectrum, as an active purchaser (e.g., selectively contracting with a limited number of plans), or, at 


the other end of the spectrum, as a neutral market facilitator (e.g., a “Craig’s List”).  State preferences 


vary widely on this dimension, with some expecting to function as active purchasers, others as a neutral 


market facilitator, while some states are either undecided or expect to fall somewhere in the middle.   


States may choose among tactics for qualifying plans to meet goals of promoting competition in the 


health insurance marketplace.  Some states are looking at factors such as provider networks, IT 


capabilities, or readiness for payment innovation as criteria for participation.  However, they also 


recognize the importance of carefully calibrating requirements to create viable markets. 


Lack of Clear Guidance:  Questions about Federal Role 


State officials at the NGA meeting exhibited differing policy preferences on many issues, including 


fundamental choices such as whether to pursue a state-run exchange, a federal exchange, or a mixture of 


federal and state responsibilities. However, nearly every state raised questions about how the federal 


government will support the establishment and ongoing operation of exchanges.  


For some states, having a detailed understanding of the proposed federal exchange would create a useful 


“straw man” that would facilitate finalizing policy choices by their legislatures or governors. Other states 


that had already finalized key policy decisions viewed having a detailed understanding of the federal 


exchange as helping inform their operational decisions and implementation strategy. 


States interested in sharing the responsibilities of establishing and operating exchanges with the federal 


government in a partnership model are eager to learn which functions states will unquestionably need to 


retain, and which they may be able to share, such as premium aggregation and management of a coverage 


appeals process for public programs.  For states that may ultimately need to have the federal government 


fully operate their exchange or exchanges, states have large questions about what responsibilities and 


costs they will be asked to bear.  
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Concerns about Costs – Importance of No Surprises 


In an opening session, a speaker from HHS raised the possibility that states would have to pay for 


information provided through the federal data hub. Throughout the meeting, states frequently expressed 


concerns about the costs of establishing and operating exchanges.  


Attendees articulated the importance of having clearly and immediately identified any areas where the 


federal government will impose costs on states of which they are not currently aware. It is critical to states 


that any fees associated with interfacing with the federal government be stated clearly upfront, from both 


policy and operational perspective. 


Limit Requirements to Those Imposed by ACA, Delegating Discretion to States in All Other Areas 


Many states requested that federal rules and guidance to be directive only in those instances where the 


statute itself was directive.  Some states also requested the authority to exercise discretion when the 


statute delegated discretion to the Secretary of HHS.   


States expressed a mixed view of federal efforts to articulate state flexibility in proposed rules. On the one 


hand, states appreciated having flexibility and not having unnecessary prescription. On the other hand, 


allowing for a range of potential options without providing a clear decision-making authority to states 


greatly complicates state-federal relations and state-level policy-making. Some states indicated that this 


flexibility without clear transfer of authority from the outside translates into uncertainty, resulting in 


implementation difficulties, delays, and increased costs. 


Conclusion 


The states and territories participating in the NGA meeting ranged from those that will rely on a federal 


exchange to those that will implement a state-run exchange. States also varied on whether they have 


already created exchanges or still require enabling legislation. Similarly, states ranged from those 


awarded Early IT Innovator grants to those that have rejected federal funds. Despite these differences, 


many of challenges that state officials described were echoed throughout the meeting by the entire range 


states participating. 


As a response to the challenges described in this report, some state representatives expressed the view that 


states, given appropriate flexibility and guidance, may be able meet most ACA requirements with existing 


authorities and current capabilities.  How that flexibility is applied may be a major determinant to how 


states address the challenges of the next two years.  


To make informed decisions, states need as much clarity as possible, including details about essential 


health benefit requirements and the design of the federal exchange, among other specifics that are 


currently unavailable.  Moreover, there is deep concern that if deadlines for federal guidance issuance 


move further back, states will be unable to make further progress.  Addressing the issues summarized 


under the five themes discussed in this report, in a timely manner, would significantly enhance the 


chances for success.   
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To:                  Oklahomans for Free Market Health Solutions Coalition
From:             Matt Robison
Date:              January 27, 2012
Re:                  Report and PPACA update
 
We all understand this is a very busy time for those in the legislature who are getting ready for
the upcoming session and we still await the release of the Joint Committee on Federal Health
Care Law report.  Just to confirm, we will meet shortly after the report is released to discuss the
outcomes and to embrace a strategy for encouraging the legislature to create a state based
private sector driven Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace.  We look forward to the
occurrence.
 
For your information, the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) released a
document this week providing illustrative information to complement the bulletin on essential
health benefits (EHB) under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) released on
December 16, 2011. Specifically, the document provides a list of the products with the three
largest enrollments in the small group market in each state using data from
www.HealthCare.gov. It provides the names of the three largest products in each State ranked by
enrollment. This list is provided solely for informational purposes, and does not represent any
endorsement by HHS of any particular products. Further information on many of these products
can be found on the same website. The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
collects data from issuers of individual and small group major medical insurance on their
products, as required by PPACA. The information in this document is provided for illustrative
purposes and is not an official list of products that will be benchmark options for State
consideration. A copy of the document is attached.
 
MATT ROBISON
Vice President, Government Affairs
The State Chamber of Oklahoma
330 NE 10th Street | Oklahoma City, OK 73104
Phone: (405) 272-4423 | Cell:  
Fax: (405) 235-3670
mrobison@okstatechamber.com
Legislative Advocates for Business
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Essential Health Benefits: Illustrative List of the Largest Three Small Group Products by State 


Summary 
This document provides illustrative information to complement the bulletin on essential health benefits (EHB) 
under the Affordable Care Act released on December 16, 2011.  Specifically, it provides a list of the products 
with the three largest enrollments in the small group market in each State using data from HealthCare.gov.  It 
provides the names of the three largest products in each State ranked by enrollment.  In addition, we are providing 
a list of the top three nationally available Federal Employee Health Benefit Program (FEHBP) plans based on 
enrollment. This information is being provided to facilitate a better understanding of the intended approach to 
EHBs. 


Background 
Non-grandfathered plans in the individual and small group markets both inside and outside of the Exchanges 
along with certain other types of plans must cover EHBs beginning in 2014.1  Section 1302(b)(1) of the 
Affordable Care Act provides that EHB include items and services within 10 statutorily defined benefit 
categories.  Section 1302(b)(2) instructs the Secretary that the scope of EHB shall equal the scope of benefits 
provided under a typical employer plan.  


On December 16, 2011, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) released a bulletin describing 
its intended approach to defining the essential health benefits under the Affordable Care Act. Under the 
Department’s intended approach, States would have the flexibility to select an existing health plan to set the 
“benchmark” for the items and services included in the EHB package.  All 10 statutory categories in section 
1302(b)(1) of the Affordable Care Act must be included as a part of EHB; if the benchmark does not initially 
cover a category, the benchmark must be supplemented.  States could choose a benchmark from among the 
following health insurance plans: 


• the largest plan by enrollment in any of the three largest small group insurance products in the State’s 
small group market; 


• any of the largest three State employee health benefit plans by enrollment; 
• any of the largest three national FEHBP plan options by enrollment; or 
• the largest insured commercial non-Medicaid Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) operating in the 


State. 


Purpose 
To provide consumers, employers, issuers, States, and other stakeholders with additional information about the 
small group products in each State, HHS is releasing a list of the largest three small group products in each State 


                                                           


1 Self-insured group health plans, health insurance coverage offered in the large group market, and grandfathered health 
plans are not required to cover the essential health benefits.   



http://www.hhs.gov/news/press/2011pres/12/20111216b.html
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according to data collected by HealthCare.gov based on June 30, 2011 enrollment.2  HHS collects data from 
issuers of individual and small group major medical insurance on their products, as required by the Affordable 
Care Act. The information in this document is provided for illustrative purposes and is not an official list of 
products that will be benchmark options for State consideration.  HHS is still collecting and reviewing public 
comment on the EHB bulletin and will subsequently release regulations.   


The list below includes small group products that are open for enrollment as well as products that are closed but 
still active.  Any products that are association products or that are not major medical plans are not included.   


Additionally, we are providing a list of the top three nationally available Federal Employee Health Benefit 
Program (FEHBP) plans based on March 31, 2011 enrollment data. 


Limitations of Small Group Market Data from HealthCare.gov 
This list is provided solely for informational purposes, and does not represent any endorsement by HHS of any 
particular products.  Further information on many of these products can be found on HealthCare.gov.  However 
the benefits information presented on the HealthCare.gov website is not intended to represent the full scope or 
definition of benefits of potential benchmarks. 


The Essential Health Benefits Bulletin issued on December 16, 2011 indicates that one option for EHB 
benchmarks will be determined by the largest plan in any of the three largest small group products based on 
enrollment. While product information is collected, enrollment information on each specific combination of 
benefits and cost sharing that make up a plan is not collected for display on HealthCare.gov.  In the future, HHS 
intends to provide this additional information on the actual benchmark options.  


                                                           


2 The HealthCare.gov enrollment data is collected as of a point in time. For the October 2011 data collection, issuers 
submitted enrollment data as of June 30, 2011. These numbers were collected during the first detailed small group 
submission for HealthCare.gov. 



http://www.healthcare.gov/
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Largest Three National FEHBP Plan Options for March 31, 2011 
NOTE: Covered services are the same for BCBS Standard Option and BCBS Basic Option 


Issuer Name Plan Name Network Type 2012 Plan Benefit Brochure 


Blue Cross Blue Shield Standard Option PPO 


http://www.opm.gov/insure/health/planinfo/2
012/brochures/71-005.pdf 


Blue Cross Blue Shield Basic Option PPO 


http://www.opm.gov/insure/health/planinfo/2
012/brochures/71-005.pdf 


Government Employees 
Health Association (GEHA) Standard Option PPO 


http://www.opm.gov/insure/health/planinfo/2
012/brochures/71-006.pdf 


Source:  U.S. Office of Personnel Management. 


  



http://www.opm.gov/insure/health/planinfo/2012/brochures/71-005.pdf

http://www.opm.gov/insure/health/planinfo/2012/brochures/71-005.pdf

http://www.opm.gov/insure/health/planinfo/2012/brochures/71-005.pdf

http://www.opm.gov/insure/health/planinfo/2012/brochures/71-005.pdf

http://www.opm.gov/insure/health/planinfo/2012/brochures/71-006.pdf

http://www.opm.gov/insure/health/planinfo/2012/brochures/71-006.pdf
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Largest Three Small Group Products in Each State, as of June 30, 2011 
[Includes Closed Products; Excludes Association Plans] 
NOTE: This list is presented in rank order by enrollment. 


State Rank Product ID Issuer Name Product Name 
Network 
Type 


AK 1 
38344AK015 Premera Blue Cross Blue Shield of Alaska 


Alaska Heritage Select 
Envoy PPO 


AK 2 
38344AK012 Premera Blue Cross Blue Shield of Alaska Alaska Heritage Plus Envoy PPO 


AK 3 
62637AK007 John Alden Life Insurance Company REAL CHOICES PPO 


AL 1 
46944AL003 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Alabama 320 Plan PPO 


AL 2 
46944AL006 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Alabama Healthy Blue PPO 


AL 3 
46944AL001 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Alabama 300 Plan PPO 


AR 1 
75293AR018 Arkansas Blue Cross and Blue Shield PPO PPO 


AR 2 
70525AR001 QCA Health Plan, Inc. PreferredChoice POS 


AR 3 
13262AR001 HMO Partners, Inc. Open Access POS POS 


AZ 1 
84251AZ001 Aetna Life Insurance Company 


Aetna Preferred Provider 
Organization PPO 


AZ 2 
82011AZ001 UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company Choice Plus POS 


AZ 3 
51485AZ002 Health Net Life Insurance Company PPO PPO 


CA 1 
40513CA035 Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc. Small Group HMO HMO 


CA 2 
48962CA106 Anthem BC Life & Health Co(Anthem BC) PPO PPO 


CA 3 
27603CA101 Blue Cross of California(Anthem BC) PPO PPO 


CO 1 
67879CO001 UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company Choice Plus POS 


CO 2 
21032CO038 Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of Colo. HMO HMO 


CO 3 
87269CO096 


Rocky Mountain Hospital and Medical 
Service, Inc. (Anthem BCBS) PPO PPO 


CT 1 
29462CT003 Oxford Health Insurance, Inc. PPO Plan PPO 


CT 2 
75091CT108 ConnectiCare, Inc. HMO HMO 


CT 3 
86545CT100 Anthem Health Plans Inc(Anthem BCBS) BLUECARE HMO HMO 
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State Rank Product ID Issuer Name Product Name 
Network 
Type 


DC 1 
78079DC008 GHMSI (Carefirst, Inc.) BluePreferred PPO 


DC 2 
86052DC008 CareFirst BlueChoice, Inc. BlueChoice HMO HMO 


DC 3 
41842DC001 UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company Choice Plus POS 


DE 1 
76168DE025 Blue Cross Blue Shield of Delaware Simply Blue EPO EPO 


DE 2 
67190DE001 Aetna Health Inc. (a PA corp.) 


Aetna Health Maintenance 
Organization POS 


DE 3 
81914DE044 Coventry Health Care of Delaware, Inc. 


$1,000 Deductible OA HRA 
w/Integrated Rx HMO 


FL 1 
16842FL001 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida BlueOptions PPO 


FL 2 
43839FL002 UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company Choice Plus POS 


FL 3 
18628FL001 Aetna Health Inc.  (a FL corp.) 


Aetna Health Maintenance 
Organization HMO 


GA 1 
49046GA028 BCBS Healthcare Plan of Georgia, Inc. POS POS 


GA 2 
49046GA025 BCBS Healthcare Plan of Georgia, Inc. POS POS 


GA 3 
49046GA027 BCBS Healthcare Plan of Georgia, Inc. HMO HMO 


HI 1 
18350HI029 Hawaii Medical Service Association Preferred Provider Plan 2010 PPO 


HI 2 
60612HI009 Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc. Small Group Plans HMO 


HI 3 
18350HI027 Hawaii Medical Service Association Health Plan Hawaii Plus HMO 


IA 1 
72160IA001 Wellmark Inc. Alliance Select PPO 


IA 2 
56610IA001 


UnitedHealthcare Plan of the River Valley, 
Inc. Select Advantage HMO 


IA 3 
50735IA001 Medical Associates Health Plans HMO HMO 


ID 1 
61589ID080 Blue Cross of Idaho Health Service Inc. Preferred Blue PPO 


ID 2 
44648ID020 Regence Blue Shield of Idaho Regence Innova PPO 


ID 3 
60597ID001 PacificSource Health Plans Preferred Codeduct PPO 


IL 1 
36096IL027 Blue Cross Blue Shield of Illinois 


BlueAdvantage Entrpreneur 
PPO PPO 


IL 2 
36096IL043 Blue Cross Blue Shield of Illinois BlueEdge HSA    PPO 
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State Rank Product ID Issuer Name Product Name 
Network 
Type 


IL 3 
36096IL031 Blue Cross Blue Shield of Illinois BluePrint PPO PPO 


IN 1 
17575IN054 Anthem Ins Companies Inc(Anthem BCBS) PPO PPO 


IN 2 
17575IN055 Anthem Ins Companies Inc(Anthem BCBS) LUMENOS PPO 


IN 3 
72850IN001 UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company Choice Plus POS 


KS 1 
18558KS015 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kansas 


Comprehensive Major 
Medical - Blue Choice PPO 


KS 2 
18558KS013 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kansas AffordaBlue - Blue Choice PPO 


KS 3 
94968KS001 UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company Choice Plus POS 


KY 1 
36239KY047 


Anthem Health Plans of KY(Anthem 
BCBS) PPO PPO 


KY 2 
36239KY048 


Anthem Health Plans of KY(Anthem 
BCBS) LUMENOS PPO 


KY 3 
15411KY039 Humana Health Plan, Inc. KY COPAY 10 PPO 


LA 1 
97176LA018 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Louisiana GroupCare PPO PPO 


LA 2 
97176LA017 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Louisiana Blue Saver PPO 


LA 3 
19636LA008 HMO Louisiana, Inc. HMOLA-POS POS 


MA 1 
29125MA003 Tufts Associated Health Maintenance Org HMO Value Plan HMO 


MA 2 
42690MA126 Blue Cross Blue Shield of Mass HMO Blue HMO Blue HMO 


MA 3 
36046MA002 Harvard Pilgrim  Health Care Inc. Best Buy HMO HMO 


MD 1 
28137MD008 CareFirst BlueChoice, Inc. 


BlueChoice HMO HSA 
Open Access HMO 


MD 2 
28137MD007 CareFirst BlueChoice, Inc. BlueChoice HMO HMO 


MD 3 
94084MD007 GHMSI (Carefirst, Inc.) BluePreferred HSA PPO 


ME 1 
48396ME046 


Anthem Health Plans of ME(Anthem 
BCBS) PPO PPO 


ME 2 
53357ME001 Aetna Life Insurance Company 


Aetna Preferred Provider 
Organization PPO 
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State Rank Product ID Issuer Name Product Name 
Network 
Type 


ME 3 
48396ME047 


Anthem Health Plans of ME(Anthem 
BCBS) Lumenos PPO 


MI 1 
15560MI001 Blue Cross Blue Shield  of Michigan Community Blue  PPO 


MI 2 
98185MI005 Blue Care Network of Michigan BCN 10 Deductible Option HMO 


MI 3 
63631MI001 UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company Choice Plus POS 


MN 1 
79888MN021 HealthPartners, Inc. Small Group Product PPO 


MN 2 
49316MN074 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota CMM Non-Mandated PPO 


MN 3 
49316MN071 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota Options Blue HSA PPO 


MO 1 
32753MO065 Healthy Alliance Life Co(Anthem BCBS) Blue Access Choice  PPO 


MO 2 
95426MO001 UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company Choice Plus POS 


MO 3 
58696MO001 Mercy Health Plans PPO Small Group PPO 


MS 1 
11721MS002 Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Mississippi Network Blue PPO 


MS 2 
98805MS001 UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company Choice Plus POS 


MS 3 
97560MS002 UnitedHealthcare of Mississippi, Inc. Choice Plus POS 


MT 1 
30751MT007 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Montana Blue Solutions PPO 


MT 2 
64206MT020 John Alden Life Insurance Company REAL CHOICES PPO 


MT 3 
42133MT001 Allegiance Life & Health Insurance, Inc. ALH MASTER POLICY PPO 


NC 1 
11512NC002 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of NC Blue Options PPO 


NC 2 
69347NC002 UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company Choice Plus POS 


NC 3 
11512NC004 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of NC Blue Options HSA  PPO 


ND 1 
37160ND215 Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Dakota CompChoice PPO 


ND 2 
37160ND217 Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Dakota SelectChoice POS 


ND 3 
37160ND214 Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Dakota Classic Blue PPO 


NE 1 
29678NE001 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska Blue Pride PPO 


NE 2 
29678NE002 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska Blue Freedom PPO 


NE 3 
73102NE001 UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company Choice Plus POS 
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State Rank Product ID Issuer Name Product Name 
Network 
Type 


NH 1 
96751NH003 


Matthew Thornton Hlth Plan(Anthem 
BCBS) HMO Blue New England HMO 


NH 2 
96751NH005 


Matthew Thornton Hlth Plan(Anthem 
BCBS) Matthew Thornton Blue HMO 


NH 3 
96751NH001 


Matthew Thornton Hlth Plan(Anthem 
BCBS) Access Blue New England HMO 


NJ 1 
91661NJ004 Horizon Blue Cross Blue Shield of NJ 


Advantage Direct Access 
100/80/60 $30/$50 Copay POS 


NJ 2 
48834NJ001 Oxford Health Plans (NJ), Inc. HMO Plan HMO 


NJ 3 
82884NJ001 Aetna Health Inc.  (a NJ corp.) 


Aetna Health Maintenance 
Organization HMO 


NM 1 
97132NM009 Lovelace Health System, Inc. PREMIER 2500 COINS HMO 


NM 2 
75605NM014 Blue Cross Blue Shield of New Mexico BlueNet PPO 


PPO, EPO, 
and HSA 


NM 3 
90762NM001 UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company Choice Plus POS 


NV 1 
33670NV087 


Rocky Mountain Hospital and Medical 
Service, Inc. (Anthem BCBS) PPO PPO 


NV 2 
95865NV002 Health Plan of Nevada, Inc. POS POS 


NV 3 
95865NV001 Health Plan of Nevada, Inc. HMO HMO 


NY 1 
85629NY001 Oxford Health Insurance, Inc. EPO EPO 


NY 2 
44113NY001 Empire HealthChoice Assurance, Inc. PRISM EPO  EPO 


NY 3 
26420NY002 Oxford Health Plans (NY), Inc. HMO Plan POS 


OH 1 
29276OH050 


Community Insurance Company(Anthem 
BCBS) PPO PPO 


OH 2 
80627OH005 Medical Mutual of Ohio SuperMed Plus PPO 


OH 3 
29276OH051 


Community Insurance Company(Anthem 
BCBS) LUMENOS PPO 


OK 1 
87571OK006 Blue Cross Blue Shield of Oklahoma BlueOptions PPO PPO 


OK 2 
87571OK016 Blue Cross Blue Shield of Oklahoma BlueOptions PPO PPO 
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State Rank Product ID Issuer Name Product Name 
Network 
Type 


OK 3 
87571OK004 Blue Cross Blue Shield of Oklahoma BlueChoice PPO 


OR 1 
77969OR012 Regence BlueCross BlueShield of Oregon Regence Innova PPO 


OR 2 
77969OR036 Regence BlueCross BlueShield of Oregon Regence Innova PPO 


OR 3 
77969OR061 Regence BlueCross BlueShield of Oregon Regence Innova PPO 


PA 1 
26522PA001 


Highmark Health Insurance Company - 
West PPO Blue  PPO 


PA 2 
64844PA001 Aetna Health Inc. (a PA corp.) 


Aetna Health Maintenance 
Organization POS 


PA 3 
57900PA002 QCC (Independence BC) Personal Choice  PPO 


RI 1 
15287RI004 Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Rhode Island HealthMate Coast-to-Coast  PPO 


RI 2 
90117RI001 UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company Choice Plus POS 


RI 3 
15287RI025 Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Rhode Island VantageBlue PPO 


SC 1 
26065SC015 BlueCross BlueShield of South Carolina Business Blue Complete PPO 


SC 2 
49532SC001 BlueChoice HealthPlan of SC, Inc. CarolinaADVANTAGE PPO 


SC 3 
26065SC020 BlueCross BlueShield of South Carolina HDHP-HSA PPO 


SD 1 
50305SD001 Wellmark of South Dakota Blue Select PPO 


SD 2 
62210SD125 DAKOTACARE Choice Group HMO 


SD 3 
62210SD092 DAKOTACARE Choice Group HMO 


TN 1 
14002TN013 BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee PPO PPO 


TN 2 
14002TN016 BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee HDHP PPO 


TN 3 
69443TN001 UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company Choice Plus POS 


TX 1 
33602TX034 Blue Cross Blue Shield of Texas BestChoice PPO PPO 


TX 2 
98809TX002 UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company Choice Plus POS 


TX 3 
33602TX024 Blue Cross Blue Shield of Texas BestChoice PPO PPO 


UT 1 
22013UT013 Regence BlueCross BlueShield of Utah Regence Innova PPO 


UT 2 
22013UT039 Regence BlueCross BlueShield of Utah Regence Innova PPO 
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State Rank Product ID Issuer Name Product Name 
Network 
Type 


UT 3 
22013UT065 Regence BlueCross BlueShield of Utah Regence Innova PPO 


VA 1 
16064VA115 


Anthem Health Plans of VA(Anthem 
BCBS) PPO PPO 


VA 2 
88380VA065 HealthKeepers, Inc(Anthem BCBS) Anthem HealthKeepers HMO 


VA 3 
20507VA017 Optima Health Plan Optima Vantage  HMO 


VT 1 
95943VT001 The Vermont Health Plan HSA BlueCare HMO 


VT 2 
92802VT006 MVP Health Insurance Company 


VECOC - Preferred Suite HD 
EPO EPO 


VT 3 
95943VT003 The Vermont Health Plan BlueCare HMO 


WA 1 
87718WA014 Regence BlueShield Regence Innova PPO 


WA 2 
87718WA034 Regence BlueShield Regence Innova PPO 


WA 3 
87718WA054 Regence BlueShield Regence Innova PPO 


WI 1 
59158WI001 UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company Choice Plus POS 


WI 2 
79475WI028 


Compcare Health Serv Ins Co(Anthem 
BCBS) POS POS 


WI 3 
64772WI001 Medical Associates Health Plans HMO HMO 


WV 1 
31274WV006 


Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield West 
Virginia Super Blue Plus 2000 PPO 


WV 2 
31274WV008 


Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield West 
Virginia Super Blue Plus 2010 PPO 


WV 3 
31274WV007 


Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield West 
Virginia Super Blue Plus 2008 PPO 


WY 1 
11269WY002 Blue Cross Blue Shield of Wyoming Blue Choice Business 


Fee for 
Service 


WY 2 
72208WY015 John Alden Life Insurance Company REAL CHOICES PPO 


WY 3 
11269WY004 Blue Cross Blue Shield of Wyoming Wyoming Choice Network PPO 


Source:  Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight 
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Krista Drobac 
Director, Health Division 
National Governors Association 
Center for Best Practices 
 
Krista Drobac was named director of the Health Division in the National Governors 
Association in the Center for Best Practices in 2011.  As Division Director, Ms. Drobac 
directs state technical assistance, research, policy analysis and project development for all 
health issues. The division works with states to share and implement best practices on 
health care issues facing states including health care reform, Medicaid, health IT, and 
public health programs.   
 
Krista joined NGA after serving a Senior Advisor at the Center for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services, both within the Center for Consumer Information and Insurance 
Oversight and the Center for Medicaid, CHIP and Survey & Certification.  Previously, 
Krista was Deputy Director of the Illinois Department of Healthcare and Family Services 
and spent five years as a health advisor in the U.S. Senate.  Krista received her M.P.P. 
from the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University, and her B.A. in political 
science from the University of Michigan. 
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: "Brian Crain ( )"; "gary@garystanislawski.com"; Gary Stanislawski;

"glen.mulready@okhouse.gov"; "Mark McCullough (mark.mccullough@okhouse.gov )"; "Doug Cox
(dougcox@okhouse.gov)"; Brian Downs; "Jonathan.buxton@okhouse.gov"; Trait Thompson; "carol@rmrg.com";
"jason@ocpathink.org"

Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Medicaid Reform Background Materials (Prep for Jan. 3 Meeting)
Date: Wednesday, December 28, 2011 1:05:18 PM
Attachments: DHE Sustainability of Medicaid Action Steps for Governors to Achieve Meaningful Reform.pdf

NGA Medicaid waiverschart 11-21 (2).docx
WI Medicaid Reform.pdf
Forbes Article re Indiana Medicaid Program and Obama Waiver Denial.docx

Importance: High

1) Heritage Foundation Paper on Medicaid Reform ATTACHED and additional links below:

http://www.heritage.org/Research/Reports/2010/11/State-Medicaid-Reform-After-Obamacare (Nina
webmemo)

http://www.heritage.org/Research/Reports/2011/02/How-States-Can-Survive-the-Medicaid-Crisis (Brian
Blase webmemo)

2) National Governors Association Compilation of Current State Medicaid Waiver Requests ATTACHED

3) Wisconsin Medicaid Reform Packet ATTACHED

4) Republican Governors Association Medicaid Paper/Federal Reform Recommendations

5) Forbes Article (11/2011) re/ Indiana Medicaid Plan and Obama Administration Waiver Denial
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Dustin Huffman
Subject: More Exchanges: AL, MS, IN
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:40:17 PM
Attachments: image001.png

More on Exchanges:
 
AL:  http://www.waff.com/story/20085554/alabama-will-not-establish-a-health-insurance-exchange
 
MS:  http://www.therepublic.com/view/story/dd0247aa1f064917a0f319208b2f4ab9/MS--
Mississippi-Insurance-Exchange3rd-Ld
 
IN: See below
 

PENCE SAYS INDIANA SHOULD NOT ESTABLISH STATE-
BASED HEALTH INSURANCE EXCHANGE 

Gov.-Elect Also Reiterates Opposition to Partnership Exchange; Will Notify Federal Authorities,
"Absent New Information," by February 2013 Deadline 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                                      Contact: Christy Denault
November 15, 2012                                                         cdenault@mikepence.com
                                                                                          (317) 775-1170   
 
Carmel, IN - Gov.-elect Mike Pence today reiterated his recommendation that
Indiana should not develop a state-based health insurance exchange as part of the
implementation of the Affordable Care Act.
 
In a letter to Gov. Mitch Daniels, Pence noted that he has reviewed his position in light
of the recent election and his recommendation remains the same.
 
"I do not believe the State of Indiana should establish a state-based health insurance
exchange because doing so will cost taxpayers millions of dollars and it is not clear that
Hoosiers would benefit from incurring the cost of implementing this new federal
healthcare bureaucracy," Pence said in his letter.       
 
He added, "Without knowing more details on the cost and nature of state-based
exchanges, it is possible that our state could be placed in the untenable position of
serving as the administrator of a new federal healthcare bureaucracy over which we
have little control."
 
Pence pointed to the uncertainty regarding cost and regulation of state-based
exchanges, as well as the certainty of higher taxes and higher premiums for Hoosiers
in his recommendation.   
 
Pence also noted he remains opposed to a partnership exchange with the federal
government and, "absent new information," will make that known to the proper federal
authorities by the deadline of February 16, 2013.     
 
"Hoosiers may be assured that we will continue to evaluate the best course of action
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for the people of our state and will make every effort to continue to develop locally-
based, innovative solutions to make insurance more affordable and increase access to
care for all Hoosiers," said Pence. 
 
States must tell the federal government whether or not they intend to establish a state-
based exchange by Friday.
 
Gov.-elect Pence's letter can be read in full here. 
 

###

Forward this email
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Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
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From: Cohan, Erin
To: Reps
Subject: New Information on Health Insurance Exchanges
Date: Wednesday, November 30, 2011 11:43:20 AM

 To:       Washington Representatives and Health Policy Advisors
Re:       New Information on Health Insurance Exchanges
 
 
On November 29, 2011, CMS released Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) to address the
many questions states have had as they consider their options related to health insurance
exchange implementation.  The FAQ signals important CMS policy positions in a number of
key areas regarding flexibility for states to tailor arrangements to reflect state practices,
traditional functions (e.g., activities of state insurance departments) and preferences;
options for eligibility determination in a number of areas; the operation of the federal
exchange; several financial issues; and error rate determination and related liability issues. 
 
The FAQ also addresses a number of concerns raised by NGA in its November 2, 2011 letter
to Secretary Sebelius.  Rather than emphasize a partnership model, CMS has promised
greater flexibility for states under both the state-based and federally-facilitated exchanges. 
Specifically, under the proposal:
 

·         States will not be required to cede Medicaid eligibility determination to the
federal government.  CMS intends to modify its original proposal to provide states
with additional options for eligibility determination under both the state-based and
federally-facilitated exchanges.  Under this plan, states could decide to have their
Medicaid and CHIP agencies execute some or all functions under an agreement,
including Medicaid and CHIP eligibility, through the use of federally-managed
services. 

 
·         States may opt to assign certain functions of eligibility determination to the

federal government.  State-based exchanges may use federally-managed services to
make determinations for advance payments of the premium tax credit, cost-sharing
reductions and exemptions from the individual responsibility requirement.  Under
the federally-facilitated exchange, a state may either make final Medicaid and CHIP
determinations or allow the federally-facilitated exchange to make Medicaid and
CHIP eligibility determinations using its state eligibility rules and standards. 

 
·         State-based exchanges may obtain funding to establish new state exchange

functions until December 31, 2014.   Grants are available until December 31, 2014
for approved and permissible activities to establish a state-based exchange, to build
functions that a state elects to operate under a partnership exchange, and to support
state activities to build interfaces with a federally-facilitated exchange.
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·         Fully state-based exchanges are not anticipated to incur charges for use of the

federally-managed data services hub.  A CMS-established data hub will support
information exchanges between states (exchanges, Medicaid and CHIP agencies) and
relevant federal agencies (including agencies other than CMS).  The scope and
availability of its services and its treatment of charges for fiscal year 2014 are yet to
be determined.  However, CMS does not anticipate charging fully state-based
exchanges for the use of the hub.

 
The actual implications of many of the points conveyed in the FAQ will depend on formal
regulatory guidance, sub-regulatory materials, and agreements.
 
NGA’s Health and Human Services Committee will host a meeting for states to discuss this
information on Wednesday, December 7 at 2:00 pm EST in the Governors room.  The
meeting will also be conference call accessible at: 877-  passcode: 
 

A copy of the FAQ sheet and additional information provided by CMS is available at
http://cciio.cms.gov/resources/files/Files%202/11282011/exchangeqa_11_29_11.pdf.
 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact:
 

Krista Drobac, Health Division Director, NGA Center for Best Practices (kdrobac@nga.org or
202-624-7872)
Heather Hogsett, HHS Committee Director, NGA Office of Federal Relations
(hhogsett@nga.org or 202-624-5360)
William Garner, Legislative Director, HHS Committee, NGA Office of Federal Relations
(wgarner@nga.org or 202-624-5369)
 

 

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive use of
the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or confidential. If the
reader of this transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and
delete this message.

---
You are currently subscribed to [reps] as Andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov..
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-204431-
158946.9da273b890faf8871af12dd59a396601@talk.nga.org..
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From: Guilford, Nikki
To: Governors Chiefs of Staff
Cc: chiefs-assists@talk.nga.org; chiefs-deputy@talk.nga.org; Drobac, Krista
Subject: NGA Workshop: Health Insurance Exchanges (September 8 and 9)
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2011 4:16:36 PM
Attachments: NGAExchanges_Workshop_Agenda.docx

To: Chiefs of Staff (cc: Deputy Chiefs of Staff, Chiefs’ Assistants) (this email was send to your
Washington D.C./State-Federal Directors earlier today)
 
The National Governors Association Center for Best Practices is pleased to invite each
governor to send a state team to a workshop entitled: “Health Insurance Exchange
Implementation: Timelines, State Options and Federal Regulations.”  This workshop which is
being held September 8 and 9 is designed to offer state teams the opportunity to discuss
issues related to the various paths forward envisioned by the statute and recently-issued HHS
proposed regulations regarding Exchanges.
 
The workshop will cover the timelines and state obligations under the different Exchange
models.  A substantial portion of the workshop will be reserved for state-only discussions. 
Topics will include Medicaid integration, Exchange operations, risk mitigation and financial
issues.  Each topic will be introduced by a subject matter expert, followed by small group
discussions among similarly situated states.   Additional details can be found in the attached
agenda.   At the end of the meeting, states will have the opportunity to speak to and hear from
representatives from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.  

This meeting will be held in Arlington, Virginia.  On-site registration begins at 8:00 AM on
Thursday, September 8, 2011.  The meeting will conclude at 3:00 PM on Friday, September 9,
2011.  The NGA Center will reimburse up to two people from each state for travel and lodging
expenses.  The state may send up to two additional people at state expense (there is no
meeting registration fee).  HHS has indicated that Exchange Planning Grant funding can be
used toward travel for state-funded participants.

The NGA Center will reimburse you for your airfare, hotel, and some other travel related costs. 
Please note, NGA has strict travel guidelines requiring pre-approved waivers for any
exceptions.  Please review the guidelines when you register, and if you are traveling under
circumstances outside of the norm (to and from different location, different travel dates, etc.),
please contact Leslie Donaldson, ldonaldson@nga.org, for prior approval. 

 
Click here to register or link to http://www.cvent.com/d/9cq7z3.

 
Please register prior to the registration cut-off date of August 15, 2011.

 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
 
Krista Drobac
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        HEALTH INSURANCE EXCHANGES WORKSHOP:

			                      TIMELINES, STATE OPTIONS AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS

         CRYSTAL CITY HYATT, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA

                               SEPTEMBER 8-9, 2011

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8





**NOTE: EACH BREAKOUT SESSION WILL BEGIN WITH A SHORT OVERVIEW; STATES WILL THEN DIVIDE INTO GROUPS FOR DISCUSSION TAILORED TO STATE PREFERENCES AND EXCHANGE GOALS**  



		8:00 A.M. – 8:30 A.M.

		REGISTRATION AND BREAKFAST





		8:30 A.M. – 9:30 A.M.



		OPENING PLENARY



Setting the stage: overview of different Exchange models, state roles under State/Hybrid/Federal Exchanges, timelines, and how to chart a path forward. 





		BREAKOUT SESSION 1

9:30 A.M. – 11:00 A.M. 











		MEDICAID, ELIGIBILITY AND ENROLLMENT 



Discussion will include issues facing states in integrating the Medicaid program with the Exchange, including data sharing agreements, data flow, financing, coordinating with the federal data hub and other programs; timeline of necessary decisions; and state obligations.  The idea of “federal partnership” will also be discussed as well as possible federal expectations related program integration.



		11:00 A.M. – 11:15 A.M. 

		BREAK





		BREAKOUT SESSION 2

11:15 A.M. – 12:45 P.M.



		CREATION AND OPERATION OF EXCHANGES UNDER VARYING SCENARIOS



Discussion will include issues related to the establishment and operation of individual and SHOP Exchanges, by either the Federal government, a state or a hybrid model, including legislation, governance, sustainability, degree of state “ownership,” timeline of necessary decisions, estimated timeframe for selected areas, elements requiring further Federal guidance and state obligations.





		12:45 P.M. – 2:15 P.M.



		INFORMAL NETWORKING AND PROBLEM-SOLVING LUNCH



		BREAKOUT SESSION 3

2:15 P.M. – 3:45 P.M.

		QUALIFIED HEALTH PLANS AND OPM PLANS



Discussion will include issues related to qualified health plans, including network adequacy, benefit design standards, criteria for participation in the Exchange, timeline of necessary decisions, and state obligations (and/or federal functions) under the different scenarios (state, federal, and hybrid).





		BREAKOUT SESSION 4

3:45 P.M. – 5:00 P.M.







		FINANCIAL ISSUES AND INSURANCE REGULATION 



Discussion will include issues related to insurance market stabilization, risk mitigation, non-Exchange market considerations, reinsurance, risk corridors and risk adjustment, timeline of necessary decisions, premium collection; federal subsidies and state obligations.  



		5:00 P.M. –6:30 P.M.



		RECEPTION









FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9









		7:30 A.M. – 8:30 A.M. 

		BREAKFAST





		BREAKOUT SESSION 5

8:30 A.M. – 10:00 A.M.









		MARKETING AND OUTREACH



Discussion will include issues related to consumer information, navigators, small and large employer involvement, stakeholder involvement, timeline of necessary decisions, and state obligations (and/or federal functions) under different scenarios (state, federal, and hybrid).



		10:00 A.M. – 10:15 A.M. 

		BREAK





		10:15 A.M. – 11:15 A.M.



		SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS:  CLARIFYING THE PATH FORWARD



What do you need/want from the federal government, short and medium term? What do you want from NGA and each other?





		11:30 A.M. – 12:15 P.M.



		SUMMARY OF STATE THEMES, CONCERNS AND NEEDS 



		12:15 P.M. – 1:30 P.M.



		INFORMAL NETWORKING AND PROBLEM-SOLVING LUNCH



		1:30 P.M. – 2:45 P.M. 

		QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION WITH HHS OFFICIALS





		2:45 P.M. –3:00 P.M.

		CLOSING
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Director, Health Division
Center for Best Practices
National Governors Association, Suite 267
444 North Capitol Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001
Office: 202-624-7872
Cell: 
 
 
 

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive use of the intended
recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or confidential. If the reader of this transmission is not an
intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review,
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please immediately notify the sender and delete this message.

 

 
 

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive use of the intended
recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or confidential. If the reader of this transmission is not an
intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review,
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please immediately notify the sender and delete this message.

---
You are currently subscribed to [reps] as jthomasian@nga.org..
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-199278-
147048.c6acdb7dc62ff174465525b1c1250d49@talk.nga.org..

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive use of the intended
recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or confidential. If the reader of this transmission is not an
intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review,
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please immediately notify the sender and delete this message.

******************************************************
NGA Office of Management Consulting & Training (OMCT)
Listserv for Governors' Chiefs of Staff

To post questions/comments to subscribed members, email: chiefs@talk.nga.org
(This listserv is moderated; submitted messages are first received by the NGA moderator and
then posted to the full list.)

For more information on OMCT resources: www.nga.org/omct
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Phil Cox; Mike Schrimpf
Subject: ObamaCare Annivesary Press; RGPPC Healthcare efforts
Date: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 4:42:43 PM
Attachments: 2012 Amicus Brief State Mandates and Burdens Resulting from Federal Health Reform.docx

1 7 11 Governors Letter.pdf
RGPPC_Revised Reform Principles_3-12-2012_LR.docx

Importance: High

Dear Chiefs of Staffs:
 
We are working with your action officers and key healthcare policy staff in anticipation of
the 2nd Anniversary of ObamaCare.  RGPPC will be providing talking points to your offices
and will be available to assist your comm. teams with booking your governors on radio and
TV.
 
KEY DATES TO REMEMBER
March 19-23 (23rd actual anniversary) ObamaCare Anniversary and Release of RGPPC
Healthcare report principles
March 28- Medicaid Expansion SCOTUS Oral Arguments

o   26th Anti-injunction arguments

o   27th individual mandate arguments
o   28thth Medicaid expansion arguments

 
What we’ve requested of your staff:
 

1.        Approval of the RGPPC Healthcare report principles (attached: RGPPC Revised
Principles 3-12-2012 LR.docx).  As with our Medicaid report last year, these
principles will guide our report writing process and more timely for this year, will be
released during the ObamaCare Anniversary. Date due: Friday/March 16
 

2.       Updated Cost Data regarding ObamaCare’s Impact on your state. We ask that
states send this via a press approved statement from your office.  We did this last
January- see 1/7/11 Governors letter attached.  You may wish to update last year’s
data and quote. A summary of mandates and burdens is provided for your use as
well.   Date due Friday, March 16
 

3.       Quotes supporting “Block Grants” if your governor wishes to offer support to
Chairman Paul Ryan’s upcoming budget, which will include block grants again this
year. RGPPC offered a letter of support in 2011. Date due Friday, March 16
 

 
Thanks for your patience. We understand this is a busy time of year but want to make sure
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State Mandates and Burdens Resulting from Federal Health Reform 



		Section

		Summary



		Section 1401 (PPACA)

		Imposes a 40% excise tax on Cadillac health insurance plans. Valued in excess of $10,200 for individuals and $27,500 for families. 



		Section 1411 (PPACA)

		Increases the Medicare Hospital Insurance portion of the payroll tax. 



		Section 1411 (PPACA)

		Imposes a new payroll tax on investments 



		Section 1513 (PPACA)

		Amends Internal Revenue Code of 1986 by adding “Section 4980H” The section imposes tax penalties on certain firms that fail to offer adequate health care coverage to their employees. 



		

		The government will enforce the employer mandate by requiring businesses to submit additional information to the IRS. When tax returns are filed, it will be required to include the names of each full-time employee and pertinent information about health insurance plans offered. 



		Section 1321 (PPACA)

		Abolishes the States’ traditional authority to regulate health insurance. Scope of the statutory provisions invite constitutional scrutiny because they commandeer state officials as agents of federal health policy and regulation. Under Constitution, Congress  can hold no such authority over states. [Example Jay Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898 (1997)]



		

		PPACA affords broad discretionary authority to unelected, federal officials. These officials are set to micromanage health insurance coverage, more so than any state legislature has ever granted to state insurance regulators



		Section 2001(a) of PPACA 

		Requires states to increase Medicaid eligibility to cover all American’s below 138% of the FPL beginning January 1, 2014.  [estimated upper bound for Virginia =  425,000 new enrollees. $2.2 Billion in costs between (2.2 billion SFY 2010-2022). 



		Section 2001 (b) of PPACA

		PPACA requires the states to immediately enforce Maintenance of Effort requirements. 



		Section 1202 (Reconciliation Act)

		Raise primary care payments to the same level that PCP’s were paid at the Medicare payment rate level for 2013 and 2014 (feds to pay through 2015) 



		Section 1321 (PPACA)

		Secretary of HHS given broad authority to issue rules and set standards governing the creation and operation of an exchange. 



		Section 1302 (PPACA)

		Grants HHS the ability to set and periodically revise an “essential health benefits package” of minimum insurance coverage requirements. NOTE: HHS provided the first round of “guidance” in a ‘bulletin’ issued to states in December 2011. This periodic “revision” could cause significant flux in a traditionally heavy mandated benefit state like Virginia. 



		General 



		State Employee Involvement 

		Approximately 25 staff members between the Department of Medical Assistance Services, Department of Health, Department of Social Services, and Bureau of Insurance are frequently engaged in conversation and planning regarding various provisions of PPACA and the Reconciliation act. 
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January 7, 2011 


 


President Barack Obama 


The White House  


Washington, DC 20500 


 


 


 


The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius 


Secretary of Health and  


Human Services 


Washington, D.C. 20201 


 


The Honorable John Boehner 


Speaker of the United States House of 


Representatives 


Washington, D.C. 20515 


 


The Honorable Harry M. Reid 


United States Senate 


Washington, D.C. 20510 


 


The Honorable Nancy Pelosi 


United States House of Representatives 


Washington, D.C. 20515 


 


 


The Honorable Mitch McConnell 


United States Senate 


Washington, D.C. 20510


Dear President Obama, Speaker Boehner, Senator Reid, Senator McConnell, 


Representative Pelosi and Secretary Sebelius:  


As Governors preparing Executive Budget Recommendations for the upcoming fiscal 


year(s), we are writing to you regarding the excessive constraints placed on us by 


healthcare-related federal mandates. One of our biggest concerns continues to be the 


Maintenance of Effort (MOE) provisions of the American Recovery and Reinvestment 


Act (ARRA) and the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), which 


prevent states from managing their Medicaid programs for their unique Medicaid 


populations.  We ask for your immediate action to remove these MOE requirements so 


that states are once again granted the flexibility to control their program costs and make 


necessary budget decisions.  


Every Governor, Republican and Democrat, will face unprecedented budget challenges in 


the coming months.  Efforts by the United States Department of Health and Human 


Services (HHS) to regulate state operations impose greater uncertainty on our budgets for 


oncoming years and create a perfect storm when coupled with the current state of the 


economy.  The National Governors Association (NGA) and National Association of State 


Budget Officers (NASBO) just last month released the annual Fiscal Survey of the States:  


 “Since the recession began, states have had significant revenue declines and in 


order to balance their budgets, have made significant cuts and in some cases 


enacted tax and fee increases. … Finally, the potential impact of health care 


reform in 2014 is a real unknown at this time.” 
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 “Finally, one of the clearest signs of state fiscal stress are mid-year budget cuts as 


they highlight the difference between budgeted levels of spending and forecasted 


revenue collections. For fiscal 2010, thirty-nine states made $18.3 billion in mid-


year budget cuts. Thus far for fiscal 2011, 14 states have made $4 billion in cuts. 


In 2009, 43 states cut $31.3 billion and in 2008, 13 states made $3.6 billion in 


mid-year cuts.” 


 


Health and education are the primary cost drivers for most state budgets.  Medicaid 


enrollment is up.  Revenues are down.   States are unable to afford the current Medicaid 


program, yet our hands are tied by the MOE requirements included in ARRA and 


PPACA.  The effect of the federal requirements is unconscionable; the federal 


requirements force Governors to cut other critical state programs, such as education, in 


order to fund a „one-size-fits-all‟ approach to Medicaid. Again, we ask you to lift the 


MOE requirements so that states may make difficult budget decisions in ways that reflect 


the needs of their residents. 


Attached is a fact sheet highlighting pending scenarios from many of our states as we cut 


services to meet the MOE requirements.   


In these difficult fiscal times, we understand that the federal government cannot  provide 


new sources of taxpayer dollars to assist the states.  Therefore, our only option is to 


request flexibility and relief from MOE provisions so that we may responsibly manage 


our state budgets on behalf of our citizens. 


 


Sincerely,


    


Governor Bob Riley    Governor-elect Robert J. Bentley 


Alabama      Alabama 


 


    


Governor Sean Parnell    Governor Janice K. Brewer 


Alaska      Arizona 
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Governor Rick Scott    Governor Sonny Perdue 


Florida      Georgia 


    


Governor-elect Nathan Deal   Governor C.L. “Butch” Otter  


Georgia      Idaho  


 


   


Governor Mitch Daniels    Governor-elect Terry E. Branstad 


Indiana      Iowa  


 


   


Governor-elect Sam Brownback   Governor Bobby Jindal 


Kansas      Louisiana 


 


    


Governor Paul R. LePage    Governor Rick Snyder  


Maine      Michigan  


   


Governor Haley Barbour    Governor David Heineman 


Mississippi     Nebraska 


    


Governor Brian Sandoval    Governor Chris Christie 


Nevada      New Jersey 
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Governor Susana Martinez    Governor Jack Dalrymple 


New Mexico     North Dakota 


    


Governor-elect John R. Kasich   Governor-elect Mary Fallin 


Ohio      Oklahoma 


    


Governor-elect Tom Corbett   Governor Mark Sanford 


Pennsylvania     South Carolina 


 


    


Governor-elect Nikki Haley   Governor-elect Dennis Daugaard 


South Carolina     South Dakota 


   


Governor M. Michael Rounds   Governor-elect Bill Haslam 


South Dakota     Tennessee 


 


   


Governor Rick Perry    Governor Gary R. Herbert 


Texas      Utah 
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Governor Robert F. McDonnell   Governor Scott Walker 


Virginia      Wisconsin 


 


 


Governor Matthew H. Mead 


Wyoming 
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Fast Facts: 


Alabama: 


In Alabama the cost of expanding Medicaid to 133 percent of the Federal Poverty 


Level will cost state and federal taxpayers close to $1 billion per year to cover the 


new mandate beginning in 2014. Additionally the addition of nearly a half a 


million people to the Medicaid program will create substantial administrative 


cost.  


Alaska: 


MOE provisions limit Alaska's flexibility in managing the costs of its Medicaid 


program and may, when faced with the prospect of making reductions to 


anticipated Medicaid spending, ultimately force Alaska to place all of the burden 


on its providers.  While Alaska is not currently experiencing the same short-term 


revenue shortfalls that many other states are struggling with, Alaska is faced with 


substantial growth in Medicaid caseloads and utilization.   For FY2012 it is 


projected that Alaska will need an additional $68 million in state general funds to 


cope with program growth and another $123 million in state general funds to 


offset the loss of enhanced federal Medicaid funding under ARRA.  In the absence 


of Congressional action to extend the ARRA funding, Alaska forecasts an over 40 


percent increase in Medicaid state general fund expenditures.  The State of Alaska 


has not yet developed an estimate for the total cost of the PPACA over the long 


term. However, a June 2010 preliminary analysis of the Medicaid impacts reflects 


that cumulative state general fund spending will increase by $40.3 million, 


through 2020.  Since spending in the early years is offset by increased federal 


match rates, spending in later years paints an even more concerning picture for 


Alaska's future. 


Arizona: 


The PPACA MOE requirements cost Arizona over $800 million in the next fiscal 


year.  Overall, it is anticipated that Arizona will have to spend $11.6 billion in 


state General Fund monies from FY 2011 through FY 2020 to serve expansion 


populations, woodwork created by new mandates and to maintain previously 


optional groups that are now mandated through the MOE.  Furthermore, because 


Arizona already expanded to 100% of the Federal Poverty Level, it receives a 


lower matching rate for those populations than other states that did not expand 


(who will initially receive full federal financing).   


 


Over the past four years, while overall state spending has decreased, Medicaid 


spending has soared by 63 percent, and is now roughly 30 percent of the state 


general fund for FY 2011.  During the current fiscal year, Arizona expects to 


collect $7.6 billion in revenues - which would require an almost 15 percent 
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increase in our revenue simply to meet the state‟s mandated Medicaid 


expenditures.  Put quite simply, Arizona has a Medicaid program that is not 


affordable or sustainable and the PPACA MOE prevents the state from making 


fiscal choices that reflect the priorities of its citizens.  


Florida: 


It is estimated that, in order to continue funding Medicaid at its current level next 


year, Florida will need to increase its state general revenue commitment by more 


than $2 billion next fiscal year alone. And then, once the PPACA-mandated 


Medicaid expansion occurs and the state match requirement is initiated, Florida 


will have to increase its general revenue commitment by at least $1.2 billion 


annually. 


Idaho:  


The MOE requirements imposed by the federal government require the State of 


Idaho to continue its pricing reductions, rate freezes and other benefit reductions 


to its Medicaid program.  Hospitals, nursing homes, mental health providers, 


developmental disability providers, physicians and other Medicaid providers are 


facing the third year of budget reductions.  In this current budget year, these 


providers saw reductions of $36.2 million while still leaving the State to address 


another $42 million.  Without general funds available, the State will dip into the 


last of its rainy day funds to complete SFY 2011 within budget constraints.  


Projections show SFY 2012 Medicaid total costs at almost $2 billion with a 


shortfall in general fund reaching 20 percent. 


The overall cost to implement the PPACA Medicaid provisions in the State of 


Idaho is conservatively estimated to be $228 million by 2020.  


Indiana: 


In Indiana, the Healthy Indiana Plan, a bi-partisan effort to provide a consumer 


driven health plan to uninsured Hoosiers, was never intended as an open 


entitlement. The plan has a dedicated but limited state funding stream and 


Medicaid dollars from the federal government were approved under a 


demonstration waiver, to study the results of this innovative insurance model.  But 


under PPACA, the State is now required to open enrollment without regard to the 


state budget and state law that enabled HIP in the first place, costing as much as 


$415 million per year. Indiana's actuary estimates that the state's cost to implement 


the mandates in PPACA will range from $2.6 billion to $3.1 billion.    
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Georgia: 


Federal MOE requirements will force reductions in provider reimbursement that 


will undoubtedly lead to challenges for Medicaid patients to access care.  Further, 


changes to covered optional Medicaid services combined with increased member 


cost sharing will be necessary to balance the Medicaid program budget.  In the 


very short future, an estimated 700,000 additional lives will be added to our state 


Medicaid program as a direct result of PPACA.  This will further exacerbate 


budgetary challenges we face with Medicaid alone. 


 


The cost of the Medicaid expansion prescribed by PPACA will result in an 


additional $1.2 billion of required state funding (FFY 2010 – FFY 2020). 


  


Louisiana:  


Louisiana's Medicaid program is under great financial strain with the current 


Medicaid eligible population.  Louisiana‟s Medicaid program covers federally 


required populations, plus optional populations that constitute an additional 


$352,997,222 in State General Funds to the Medicaid program.  ACA and PPACA 


maintenance of effort language force Louisiana to maintain these otherwise 


optional populations, rather than allowing the state to make policy decisions for 


the Medicaid population covered.   


As Medicaid enrollment continues to increase, the MOE requirements do not 


allow flexibility within the program, further tying Louisiana‟s hands in managing 


a balanced Medicaid program.    


For example, in the current fiscal year, the state was forced to make over $70 


million in program reductions. After eliminating positions and non-priority 


programs, that state had limited options but to cut provider rates which could 


decrease access to care.  


LA PPACA Impact Numbers: 


1.  The PPACA provisions are anticipated to cost Louisiana a total of $7 


billion in additional state general funds over the next 10 years. 


 


2.   Medicaid Expansion: PPACA will increase Medicaid rolls by 645,843 


over the next 10 years at a cost of $3.69 billion in state general funds. 


 


3.  Administrative Costs:  high costs of the IT systems needed to implement 


the expansions and the link to the Exchange (whether state-run or federal) 


estimated at $162 million in state general funds. 
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4. Increase payments to primary care providers, increased utilization for 


physicians and hospitals are estimated at $2.6 billion in state general funds. 


 


Background of $2.6 billion: 


 


 Over $200 million for Medicaid administration    


 Over $464 million for Physician fee increase     


 Over $187 million  for Physician utilization increase     


 Over $1.5 billion for Hospital rate increases 


 Over $280 million for Hospital utilization increase  


 


Maine  


 


 Maine‟s Medicaid program has experienced an increase in enrollment from the 


average in 2009 of 276,000 to more than 299,000 people by the end of 2010.   


Current enrollment in the program represents more than 23% of the state‟s 


population.   


 Maine has a projected shortfall in the state‟s Medicaid program of over $160 


million for the next biennial budget beginning July 1, 2011. 


 Since 1996, total spending in Maine‟s Medicaid program has increased by over 


150%. 


 Currently Maine‟s Medicaid program is projected to run out of money within the 


next 60 days in the absence of additional funding through an emergency 


supplemental budget request. 


 Over the last several years, Medicaid rates for healthcare providers have been 


repeatedly cut to address the ongoing financial shortfalls in Medicaid as a result of 


increasing enrollment and utilization. 


 As a result of these reductions, many Maine physicians have closed their practices 


to Medicaid patients significantly reducing access for Medicaid beneficiaries to 


primary care services. 


 As Maine struggles to confront a shortfall of more than $800 million in the next 


biennial budget and the requirement to adopt a balanced budget, it is imperative 


that the Governor and the Legislature have the necessary flexibility to 


comprehensively manage the Medicaid program and to make necessary changes to 


effectively reduce total spending in the program.    


 


Mississippi:  
 


The MOE requirements imposed by the federal government require Mississippi to 


make rate cuts to providers to address the budget shortfall in Medicaid.  


Mississippi proposes to reduce Medicaid's budget by $80 million by freezing 


provider rates. Both mandatory and optional services' rates will be frozen. 
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The overall cost to implement PPACA in the State of Mississippi is $1.7 billion 


over ten years, including $443 million in year 10 alone.  


 


Nebraska:  


An independent actuarial analysis completed for the State of Nebraska has 


determined that the Medicaid mandates contained in the federal healthcare reform 


law alone will cost Nebraska between $458.2 and $691.5 million over the first ten 


years of the law‟s implementation.  It has also been determined that the state 


Medicaid program will now be responsible for between 108,000 to 145,000 


newly-eligible participants as a result of the federal law‟s mandates.  


 


New Jersey: 


 


New Jersey Medicaid confronts a $1.4 billion program deficit in state 


funding for the upcoming fiscal year (beginning July 2011).  The federal MOE 


requirements imposed through the PPACA prevent the State from making program 


eligibility changes that could eliminate up to nearly $530 million growth in state 


costs.  If any of these eligibility changes are considered and implemented to 


manage the State's spending, New Jersey is at risk of losing up to $6 billion in 


federal funds. 


 


North Dakota: 
 


Although North Dakota is not facing a budget shortfall, it very well    could 


become problematic that the MOE provisions of ARRA and PPACA prevent 


states from managing their Medicaid programs and costs thereof.  As such 


Governor Darlymple supports the removal of these MOE requirements out of 


principle and in light of their potential for future budgetary challenges. 


 


Pennsylvania:  
 


Pennsylvania's Medicaid program and current MOE requirements continue to 


place a heavy financial stress on the entire Commonwealth.  Current estimates are 


that approximately $824 million will be needed in additional state Medicaid funds 


in FY 2011-12 due to enrollment growth in the existing program and utilization 


increases.  An additional $1.4 billion will be needed to replace ARRA funding due 


to the expiration of the enhanced match, making the estimated increase in 


Pennsylvania direct funding for Medicaid at $2.2 billion for FY2011-12. 


 Furthermore, it is estimated that Pennsylvania's Medicaid rolls may grow by as 


much as 800,000 with the expansion under the Affordable Care Act.  As the 


Medicaid population continues to increase and state revenues continue to not keep 
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pace, the lack of any meaningful flexibility within the program will severely 


hamper virtually all other aspects of the state budget.   


 


South Carolina:  
 


Since December 2007, the South Carolina Department of Health and Human 


Services (SCDHHS) has seen its Medicaid rolls grow a net 100,000 people.  The 


current Federal MOE requirements do not allow South Carolina the flexibility to 


fully manage the influx of new enrollees.  This prohibition was originally tied to 


the acceptance of federal stimulus money and is now mandated in the new 


PPACA.  SCDHHS is projected to run a $228 million midyear deficit and needs as 


much of the previous flexibility to manage its program as possible. 


 


South Dakota:  


 


South Dakota estimates it will cost at least $99.7 million in state funds through 


2019 to comply with the Medicaid requirements of the PPACA. 


 


This burden coupled with the inability to change other parts of the Medicaid 


program due to the MOE requirements will result in rate cuts to providers. 


   


Providers that cannot absorb these cuts may stop taking people eligible for 


Medicaid, or may stop providing services altogether.   


 


This would have a hugely detrimental effect on a very rural state, including 


citizens that rely on Medicaid for their health care and communities that may see 


their health care providers leave or quit. These unintended consequences of the 


MOE provisions in the PPACA are counter-productive of its larger goal to help 


Americans get access to the health care they need. 


 


Texas: 
 


3.3 million Texans are currently enrolled in Medicaid, costing Texas taxpayers $7 


billion per year from the state's general revenue fund alone.  When accounting for 


the total cost of ARRA and FMAP changes as well as Medicaid caseload and cost 


growth for 2012-13, Texas is looking at a $9.1 billion increase to retain current 


service levels.  Because of the lack of flexibility in the Medicaid program, one of 


the few places states maintain the ability to make adjustments is in provider rate 


cuts.  To fund for the full $9.1 billion Texas would have to consider a 48% 


provider rate cut - an untenable option that would likely cause providers to leave 


the system altogether, resulting in severe shortages in access to care.  States must 


have flexibility not only in regards to maintenance of effort, but in the overall 


administration of this program in order to best serve those with the highest needs 
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as well as continue to fund other budgetary priorities like education and public 


safety.    


 


Tennessee: 
 


Tennessee's Medicaid program is facing serious budgetary challenges in the 


coming fiscal year, as more than $1 billion in one-time funding for TennCare runs 


out and revenue continues its slow climb back to pre-recession levels. 


Unfortunately, MOE requirements take away the flexibility needed to make 


important changes to the program as we deal with such issues. For instance, 


TennCare could save $16 million alone just by modifying nursing facility level of 


care requirements that would bring Tennessee in line with the criteria of other 


states and rebalance its long-term care system in order to serve more people with 


lesser levels of need in more cost-effective home and community-based settings 


while targeting the more expensive long-term care services to persons with higher 


acuity of need. However, MOE restrictions prohibit such changes. 


 


At a time when Tennessee is already facing budget difficulties and the ACA is 


expected to cost the state up to an additional $1.5 billion over five years, we must 


have the flexibility necessary to make common sense adjustments to the program. 


Utah:  


The MOE requirements imposed by the federal government require the State of 


Utah to restore funding to cover pregnant women with high assets on Medicaid.  


This will cost the State $3.2 million annually. 


The overall cost to implement the PPACA Medicaid provisions in the State of 


Utah is $1.2 billion in state general funds over ten years. 


Virginia: 


The MOE requirements imposed by the federal government required 


Virginia to restore planned savings of almost $460 million.  This 


included increasing Medicaid eligibility level to 300 percent and requiring the 


state to lift a freeze on long term care waivers, in addition to other planned 


changes.  


 


The MOE requirements prevent the state from changing the resource 


calculations for long term care as previously approved by the state 


legislature and Governor in an attempt to properly manage costs.  The 


federal requirements have hindered the Commonwealth's ability to ensure that 


limited resources are directed to those most in need of public assistance. 
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Wyoming: 


Wyoming is not presently suffering to the same extent as other states with regard 


to near term budgetary shortfalls; however, the costs of maintaining our Medicaid 


program are fast becoming a serious threat to our state general funds.  Wyoming 


estimates its Medicaid costs for the next three years to be over 1.7 billion dollars.  


Because of the economic downturn, Wyoming‟s Medicaid program has seen an 


increase in enrollment and utilization of services.  Wyoming needs to have 


flexibility at the state level to ensure the Medicaid program is operated efficiently 


and effectively. 


Wyoming made a decision to accept the increased FMAP offered through the 


ARRA and thus agreed to the MOE provisions set out by ARRA.     


Wyoming did not agree, however, to the continued MOE set out by the PPACA 


and strongly supports the removal of the PPACA MOE requirements.     


 


 


 
  














MEMORANDUM



To:		Republican Governors

From:		RGPPC ‘Replacement Strategy Steering Committee’

Subject:	7 Guiding Principles for Health Care Reform

Date:		March 12, 2012



7 Guiding Principles for Healthcare Reform



1. Health Care Reform Should Emphasize Health

The health and well-being of an individual is determined by more than health services consumed.  Employment, education and personal choices strongly influence the overall health of each American.  Unfortunately, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act undermines employment and limits personal choice.  Meaningful reform should emphasize health by expanding economic opportunity and aligning incentives for Americans to make healthier personal choices that will drive improvements throughout the healthcare system.

	

2. Health Care Reform Should Empower Individuals and Promote Individual Responsibility

Americans should be in control of their health and the decisions regarding their care.  Individuals and families, not governments, are best able to decide the right course of action, which is why price and quality transparency are essential to meaningful reform.



3. Health Care Reform Should Enable Medicaid to Restore and Maintain the Economic Independence as well as Health Status of the Neediest Americans

Medicaid should be a bridge, not a barrier, to independence.  The design of public assistance programs should offer support for disabled Americans and help individuals return to or maintain economic independence as well as health status.



4. Health Care Reform Should Increase Design Flexibility in Medicaid and the Private Insurance Market to Improve Coverage Choices

Increasing design flexibility in the Medicaid program and private insurance market will strengthen access to care for patients, reduce the regulatory burden that increases the cost of care, and lead to innovative care management programs. 



5. Health Care Reform Should Align Delivery System Incentives to Improve the Value of Patient Care

Delivery system incentives should be aligned to focus on quality, value-based and patient-centered programs that work in concert to improve the health of our states’ citizens and drive value over volume, quality over quantity, while at the same time containing costs.



6. Health Care Reform Should Foster State Innovation to Improve Healthcare Systems 

States are best able to make decisions about the design of their healthcare systems based on the respective needs, culture and values of each state.  Healthcare reform should reduce the federal disruption in state and local healthcare markets while increasing accountability for outcomes.





7. Health Care Reform Should Address Unsustainable Spending at the Family, State and Federal Levels to Alleviate the Debt Burden that Threatens Our Children’s Future

Families, states, and the federal government face a dangerous budgetary outlook made worse by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.  The budget problem is spending, and correcting it means empowering individuals and fixing the tax code to remove hidden costs from the healthcare system.
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that we are unified and strong for the ObamaCare anniversary and SCOTUS arguments.
Below is our release on jobs today. 
 
Best,
Marie
(601) 
*****************************
 
From: Mike Schrimpf 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 12:50 PM
To: Mike Schrimpf
Subject: GOP Governors Deliver on Jobs
 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
 
CONTACT
Mike Schrimpf, 202-367-8389
mschrimpf@rga.org

 
GOP Governors Deliver on Jobs

 
According to data released this morning from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Republican governors
are leading economic turnarounds in their states and performing significantly better than their
Democratic counterparts in terms of job creation.
 
Over the most recent 12 months available, Republican governors have added 1 job per every 179
state residents in their states while Democrats have added 1 job per every 227 state residents.
 
“Republican governors are creating pro-jobs economic environments in their states that contrast
sharply with the Obama administration and the leadership in many Democrat-led state capitals,”
said RGA Chairman Bob McDonnell.  “Republican governors understand the keys to private-sector
job growth are a stable and predictable regulatory environment and limited taxation. Instead of
road-blocking job-creating projects like the Keystone XL pipeline, empowering an overzealous
EPA and proposing higher taxes, I encourage President Obama to borrow from the successful job
creation strategies being implemented in states with Republican governors.”
 
Fast Facts:
 

·         29 of 50 states (58%) have Republican governors
·         7 of 10 (70%) states with lowest unemployment rates have Republican governors
·         7 of 10 (70%) states with the largest statistically significant percentage drop in

unemployment over the past year have Republican governors
·         10 of 14 (71%) states with statistically significant unemployment rate decreases over the

most recent month have Republican governors
·         7 of 10 (70%) states with largest statistically significant increases in employment over the
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past 12 months have Republican governors
 

-30-
 

Paid for and authorized by the Republican Governors Association
 
 
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell 
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From: Lindsay Russell
To: margaret.whatley@finance.alabama.gov; cindy.sims@alaska.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov;

honor.ingels@governor.alabama.gov; rserote@az.gov; JohnPatrick.Walsh@eog.myflorida.com;
macarter32 ; Pam.Pfeifer@LASPBS.STATE.FL.US; renee.fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us;
rob.jakubik@eog.myflorida.com; bfulenwider@georgia.gov; ehames@georgia.gov; ts@rubicondc.com;
sirena.ramirez@guam.gov; david.hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov;
tammy.perkins@gov.idaho.gov; ahorst@sba.IN.gov; bburdick@gov.IN.gov; cruhl@omb.in.gov;
debbie ; griffin ; Christine.Bartel@iowa.gov; doug.hoelscher@iowa.gov;
adam.nordstrom@cch-llc.com; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; Jonathan.Ringo@la.gov; wags@la.gov;
brent@littlefieldconsulting.com; mary.mayhew@maine.gov; GigliottiL@michigan.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov;
muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov; msanderson@governor.state.ms.us;
lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov; brian@nevadadc.org; ryan@nevadadc.org; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us;
dona.deleon@gov.state.nj.us; lowell.arye@gov.state.nj.us; marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us;
valerie.j.harr@dhs.state.nj.us; wayne.hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us; janelcausey ;
kristacarman ; Craig.w.butler@governor.ohio.gov; wstruble ; Andrew Silvestri; Katie
Altshuler; aparis@state.pa.us; bnutt@tomcorbettforgovernor.com; jbranstett@state.pa.us;
jmcallahan@state.pa.us; lgromis ; rebmyers@state.pa.us; nguillemard@prfaa.com;
sarah.echols@prfaa.com; twatkins@prfaa.com; Intern Sam Dulik; lanier_swann@mcconnell.senate.gov;
jamieshuster@gov.sc.gov; jim.soyer@state.sd.us; Will.kinzel@mail.house.gov; mark.cate@tn.gov;
will.cromer@tn.gov; brandymarty03@ ; chiproytexas ; katyoder_99 ;
travisrichmond ; rspendlove@utah.gov; jeannemarie.davis@governor.virginia.gov;
kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov; Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; Bill.Kloiber@wisconsin.gov;
eric.schutt@wisconsin.gov; keith.gilkes@wisconsin.gov; ryan.murray@wisconsin.gov;
wendy.riemann@wisconsin.gov; carol.statkus@wyo.gov

Cc: Marie Sanderson
Subject: Obamacare Exchange Regulations: More New Federal Requirements
Date: Monday, July 11, 2011 11:04:09 AM

FYI- Information on today’s Exchange Regulation release.
 
 
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:  lr
 
HHS just released part of its Exchange regulations – a 244-page regulation regarding the
establishment of Exchanges, and a separate 103-page regulation regarding risk adjustment.  While
the Administration is trying to sell Exchanges as providing competition and flexibility, the 347 pages
of regulations contain the word “require” a whopping 811 times (628 instances in the Exchange
regulation, and 183 in the risk adjustment regulation).  It’s worth asking:  How flexible can a piece
of regulation that has 811 separate references to mandates and requirements be?
 
As noted previously, the documents just released comprise only *part* of the regulations necessary
for states to implement health insurance Exchanges under Obamacare.  Page 11 of the Exchange
rule notes that most of the critical elements of Exchanges are NOT included in today’s regulations:
 

Subjects included in the Affordable Care Act to be addressed in separate rulemaking include
but are not limited to: (1) standards for individual eligibility for participation in the Exchange,
advance payments of the premium tax credit, cost-sharing reductions, and related health
programs and appeals of eligibility determinations; (2) standards outlining the Exchange
process for issuing certificates of exemption from the individual responsibility requirement
and payment under section 1411(a)(4); (3) defining essential health benefits, actuarial value
and other benefit design standards; and (4) standards for Exchanges and QHP issuers
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related to quality.
 
So in other words, states will NOT have all the information they need to decide whether and how to
construct their Exchanges after today’s release.  Moreover, if you think the 811 references to federal
mandates and requirements included in today’s regulation will place an onerous burden on states
and individuals, just wait until ALL of Obamacare’s regulations are released…
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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From: Lindsay Russell
To: Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Oklahoma Talking Points
Date: Wednesday, March 21, 2012 4:44:37 PM
Attachments: RGPPC_Oklahoma Talking Points_03-21_2012.docx

Attached is some additional information regarding the cost that Obamacare has had on your state.
Please let me know if you have any questions or comments.
 
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:  l
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Obamacare at Year 2: Broken Presidential Promises and Hidden Costs:

· Broken Presidential Promise #1: Under Obamacare, “If you like your plan, you’ll be able to keep it.”  

· McKinsey and Company survey of more than 1,300 companies found that 30% of all employers – and more than 50% of employers well-informed about the healthcare law – will “definitely or probably” stop offering healthcare coverage in 2014.”



· Broken Presidential Promise #2: Obamacare will “lower your premiums by $2500 per family per year.”

· The annual Kaiser Family Foundation survey of employer-provided insurance found that average family premiums totaled $12,860 in 2008, $13,375 in 2009, $13,770 in 2010, and $15,073 in 2011. Premiums already have risen by $2,213 since President Obama took office. 



· Broken Promise #3: Obamacare will not add “one dime to our deficits.”

· American Action Forum President and former Director of the Congressional Budget Office Director Douglas Holtz-Eakin has written that under a realistic set of assumptions, the law will increase the deficit by at least $500 billion in its first 10 years and more than $1.5 trillion in its second decade (FY 2020-29).



· Hidden Costs to the Nation: Obamacare’s regulatory red tape has hurt economic growth and job creation

· To date, Obamacare has imposed $9.7 billion in national private-sector burdens, $2.2 billion in state costs, and more than 40.2 million paperwork burden hours.  



· Hidden Costs to Oklahoma:

· In Oklahoma, Obamacare has already imposed a regulatory burden on state businesses and residents totaling more than $135.5 million.



Obamacare at the Supreme Court:  The federal government’s dramatic Medicaid expansion coerces states

· Obamacare’s dramatic Medicaid expansion transforms the state-based Medicaid program and creates a new mandatory federal entitlement program that will bankrupt States.



· The Medicaid expansion is unconstitutionally coercive because States that do not follow the expansion prescribed in the ACA will lose ALL of their federal Medicaid funds. 



· The American Action Forum’s Medicaid amicus brief uses Medicaid data to show that the economic impact of losing ALL Medicaid funds would require states nationwide to raise taxes by more than 34.4 percent or slash existing budgets by 22.5 percent.



· In Oklahoma, the economic impact of losing ALL Federal Medicaid funds to avoid Obamacare’s dramatic Medicaid expansion would require the state to raise taxes by more than 34.9 percent or slash the budget by 
24.4 percent.







Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC) Health Care Reform Principles:

1. Health Care Reform Should Emphasize Health: Health and well-being are determined by more than health services used. Employment, education and personal choices strongly influence the overall health of each American.  Unfortunately, the health care law undermines employment and limits personal choice.  Meaningful reform should emphasize health by expanding economic opportunity and aligning incentives for Americans to make healthier personal choices that can drive improvements throughout the health care system.

2. Responsibility is Best Fostered through Individual Incentives and not an Oppressive Federal Mandate that Violates the Economic Freedoms of Americans: Americans should be in control of their health and the decisions regarding their care. Individuals and families, not governments, are best able to decide the right course of action, which is why price and quality transparency are essential to meaningful reform.

3. Health Care Reform Should Enable Medicaid to Restore and Maintain the Economic Independence as well as Health Status of the Neediest Americans: Medicaid should be a bridge, not a barrier, to independence. Public assistance programs should be designed to offer support for disabled Americans and help individuals return to or maintain economic independence as well as health status.

4. Health Care Reform Should Increase Design Flexibility in Medicaid and the Private Insurance Market to Improve Coverage Choices: Increasing design flexibility in Medicaid and the private insurance market will strengthen access to care for patients, reduce the regulatory burden that increases the cost of care and lead to innovative care management programs. 

5. Health Care Reform Should Align Delivery System Incentives to Improve the Value of Patient Care: Delivery incentives should be aligned to focus on quality, value-based and patient-centered programs that work together to improve health -- driving value over volume, quality over quantity, while also containing costs.

6. Health Care Reform Should Foster State Innovation to Improve Health care Systems: States are best able to make decisions about the design of their health care systems based on the needs, culture and values of their citizens. Reform should reduce the federal disruption in state and local health care markets while increasing accountability.

7.  Health Care Reform Should Address Unsustainable Spending at the Family, State and Federal Levels to Ease the Debt Burden that Threatens our Future: Families, states, and the federal government face a dangerous budgetary outlook made worse by this health care law.  The budget problem is spending -- and correcting it means empowering individuals and fixing the tax code to remove hidden costs from the health care system.
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From: Matt Robison
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Oklahomans for Free Market Health Solutions
Date: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 3:07:15 PM
Attachments: image002.png
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To:      Members of the Oklahomans for Free Market Health Solutions
From: Matt Robison
Date:  September 7, 2011
Re:      Meeting notice / Insurance Commissioner John Doak request
 
Attached please find the first meeting notice for the Joint Legislative Committee on Federal Health Care Law
which is scheduled for Wednesday, September 14th at the State Capitol Building on the House Floor from 9:00
a.m. – 11:30 a.m.  This meeting will focus on the impact the federal law may have upon the public sector.  As a
reminder, The State Chamber’s Annual D.C. Fly-in will be ongoing during this first meeting so our staff will be
unable to attend.  The business community and private sector impact testimony is anticipated to be scheduled
for October 5th in Tulsa at a location TBD.
 
In addition, FYI…Oklahoma Insurance Commissioner John Doak today announced his submission of a waiver
request to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services suggesting a restructuring of the federal health
insurance law implementation time table.  The press release from Commissioner Doak can be found below.
 
Also please mark your calendars for the next coalition meeting scheduled for Tuesday,
September 20th at The State Chamber office from 10:00 a.m. – noon.
 
MATT ROBISON
Vice President, Government Affairs
The State Chamber of Oklahoma
330 NE 10th Street | Oklahoma City, OK 73104
Phone: (405) 272-4430 | Cell:  
Fax: (405) 235-3670
mrobison@okstatechamber.com
Legislative Advocates for Business
Follow us online:
     

 

News Releases

Wednesday, September 7, 2011

Doak seeks federal health care law waiver to protect Oklahomans’ access to insurance

Doak seeks federal health care law waiver to protect Oklahomans’ access to insurance
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Andrew Messer, Fiscal Analyst


Anthony Sammons, Staff Attorney
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Oklahoma City– In an effort to protect access to health insurance for Oklahoma consumers, state Insurance

Commissioner John Doak on Thursday sought a waiver on a major provision of the federal Patient Protection and

Affordable Care Act.

Doak last week requested an adjustment from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to new minimum

Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) requirements for individual health insurance policies issued in Oklahoma from 2011 through

the year 2014. The commissioner believes that phasing-in the MLR requirements over a period of years would

preserve competition and consumer choice in Oklahoma by maintaining the viability of smaller insurers and local

agents.

Such a waiver would not be unprecedented, but is not guaranteed. Fifteen states or territories have sought similar

waivers from Kathleen Sebelius, U.S. Secretary of Health and Human Services. Sebelius has approved or partially

approved a number of the requests, is still reviewing others, and in late July North Dakota became the first state to

have its waiver request rejected outright by Sebelius and HHS.

Under provisions of the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, states beginning in 2011 are to ensure that

80 percent of individual and small group health insurance premiums are spent toward providing benefits and

improving health care quality. Doak, with supporting letters from the Independent Insurance Agents of Oklahoma and

the Oklahoma State Association of Health Underwriters, has requested that the state be permitted to phase-in those

MLR requirements between now and 2014. Doak’s letter asks that the Oklahoma standard be set at 65 percent for this

year, 70 percent in 2012 and 75 percent by 2013.

The letter, with supporting data and documentation, was submitted Sept. 1 to Sebelius.

“A number of small carriers operate in the Oklahoma market,” Doak wrote to Sebelius.

The commissioner told Sebelius that he considered those small carriers’ requests for a phase-in period, carefully

reviewed all Oklahoma carriers’ responses to an OID questionnaire, and weighed input from the producer community

before determining that “immediate implementation of the MLR requirement will disrupt the individual health insurance

market in Oklahoma.”

At issue for insurers nationwide is the federal government’s requirement to include commissions paid to agents and

brokers in MLR calculations. That could result in some insurers, particularly smaller carriers, exiting states where the

firms find it most difficult to meet the 80 percent MLR requirement. Doak notes that a July report by the U.S.

Government Accountability Office concludes that early experiences in states implementing the MLR requirements

suggest insurers are responding to the federal MLR regulations by decreasing broker commissions. This loss of

income could drive some agents and brokers away from selling health products or out of the insurance industry,

reducing the number of local agencies in the state and restricting access for Oklahomans to insurance products and to

professional insurance advisement in their own communities and neighborhoods.

Doak said this is one of many negative consequences of PPACA. He campaigned on a platform that included

opposition to the new federal health care law. Oklahoma is among 28 states that have filed lawsuits against the federal

government attempting to have the law overturned – a point Doak made clear in his letter to Sebelius.

“We make this request with full disclosure that Oklahoma has filed a lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of the

Affordable Care Act,” Doak wrote to Sebelius. “While we await the opportunity to present our case in court, it is my

duty as Commissioner to safeguard the viability of the Oklahoma insurance market and the interests of its consumers.

A waiver to the MLR requirement is necessary to accomplish this protection.”

- 30 -

About the Oklahoma Insurance Department

The Oklahoma Insurance Department, an agency of the State of Oklahoma, is responsible for the education and

protection of the insurance-buying public and for oversight of the insurance industry in the state.

###

For more information contact:

Glenn Craven

(405) 522-1769

e-mail: glenn.craven@oid.ok.gov
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LARISHA PETERMAN
Public Relations Manager
The State Chamber of Oklahoma
330 NE 10th Street | Oklahoma City,OK 73104
Phone:(405) 235-3669 | Fax: (405)235-3670
Follow us online:
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
Date: Tuesday, July 17, 2012 5:16:46 AM

Agreed. 

Glenn Coffee

Glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov

On Jul 16, 2012, at 4:18 PM, "Katie Altshuler" <Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

It seems it is safest to still with the same statement already issued
 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 03:55 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee 
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question 
 
Yep, guess we just send that…but I would try to make sure with her…its going to start a
shitstorm…and basically make her decision for us…without even having met with the
speaker and the ppt yet, which I’m not comfortable with. we don’t get to write our
own dialogue on this, which would be unfortunate.
 
Can we beg off and say the gov is in the air and wait until tomorrow?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:53 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
 

Governor Fallin  was disappointed and frustrated with the Supreme
Court’s decision to uphold the bulk of the Affordable Care Act (ACA).
She believes the law is unaffordable and unworkable, and that many
aspects of the bill — including the individual mandate – grant Congress
power that was not intended by the authors of the Constitution. She voted
against the bill as a congresswoman and supported the lawsuit filed by
Oklahoma’s attorney general as governor. She continues her adamant
opposition to the law, and will actively campaign for conservative
candidates, including the Republican presidential nominee, who pledge to
overturn and replace the ACA.
 
However, in light of the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold most of the
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ACA, Governor Fallin believes it is her responsibility to thoroughly and
thoughtfully review the state of Oklahoma’s options regarding the future
of both Medicaid and the creation of a health insurance exchange.  Her
priority is not to make a decision soon; it is to make the right decision.
The governor will continue to review how the state of Oklahoma can best
meet the health care needs of its citizens. Our office will proactively relay
these decisions to Governor Fallin’s constituents and to the media as they
are made.

 
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:51 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
Right – what was our last written statement to any reporter?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:51 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
I haven’t gotten any response from the gov on this. According to USA Today our
position on ObamaCare is we are going to wait until November before we do anything
on some combination of an exchange and Medicaid expansion. Fox25 saw it and wants
confirmation. I’m just going to send them our original statement and say that the gov’s
position has not changed.
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 9:44 AM
To: 'Mary Fallin'
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 

This article from USA today
(http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/story/2012-07-12/states-health-
care-status/56181438/1) reports the following … it’s written clumsily and its
not clear whether you are waiting until after the election to pursue an
exchange or Medicaid expansion or both:
Oklahoma(18%). Gov. Mary Fallin, a Republican, plans to wait until after the

November election to decide how to proceed, according to local news accounts.

The Legislature has declined to establish health care exchanges. Fallin hasn't

decided whether to expand Medicaid coverage to more uninsured adults, mostly

at federal expense.

 

Please let me know how to proceed. If I confirm that you are going to wait
until after the election for either Medicaid/exchange action, that is a change
in our position and the media here will immediately begin reporting that. if
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that’s not our position I need to call USA today and tell them that so they can
change their article. We are being asked by local press so ignoring is not an
option.

 
 

From: Mary Fallin [mailto: ] 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 9:19 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
Pull off AP stories and see what it says I said..
I think I was probably referring to exchanges and the elections to try to repeal
and replace....
On the Medicaid
I generally said we were very concerned with the financial hit our budget and are
analyzing the info
, waiting for HHS to answer questions ..
Is this what you remember Katie??

Mary Fallin

On Jul 16, 2012, at 8:38 AM, Alex Weintz <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

Governor, did u say this at nga? 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Joseph A. Griffin" <jagriffin@sbgnet.com>
Date: July 16, 2012 4:16:29 AM CDT
To: Alex Weintz <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: FOX 25 healthcare reform question

AP is reporting the Governor intends to wait for the
election until implementing any reforms.  can you
confirm this?

Joe Griffin
Fox 25 news
(405)520-1642
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Re: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
Date: Tuesday, July 17, 2012 5:16:46 AM

Agreed. 

Glenn Coffee

Glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov

On Jul 16, 2012, at 4:18 PM, "Katie Altshuler" <Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

It seems it is safest to still with the same statement already issued
 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 03:55 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee 
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question 
 
Yep, guess we just send that…but I would try to make sure with her…its going to start a
shitstorm…and basically make her decision for us…without even having met with the
speaker and the ppt yet, which I’m not comfortable with. we don’t get to write our
own dialogue on this, which would be unfortunate.
 
Can we beg off and say the gov is in the air and wait until tomorrow?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:53 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
 

Governor Fallin  was disappointed and frustrated with the Supreme
Court’s decision to uphold the bulk of the Affordable Care Act (ACA).
She believes the law is unaffordable and unworkable, and that many
aspects of the bill — including the individual mandate – grant Congress
power that was not intended by the authors of the Constitution. She voted
against the bill as a congresswoman and supported the lawsuit filed by
Oklahoma’s attorney general as governor. She continues her adamant
opposition to the law, and will actively campaign for conservative
candidates, including the Republican presidential nominee, who pledge to
overturn and replace the ACA.
 
However, in light of the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold most of the
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ACA, Governor Fallin believes it is her responsibility to thoroughly and
thoughtfully review the state of Oklahoma’s options regarding the future
of both Medicaid and the creation of a health insurance exchange.  Her
priority is not to make a decision soon; it is to make the right decision.
The governor will continue to review how the state of Oklahoma can best
meet the health care needs of its citizens. Our office will proactively relay
these decisions to Governor Fallin’s constituents and to the media as they
are made.

 
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:51 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
Right – what was our last written statement to any reporter?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:51 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
I haven’t gotten any response from the gov on this. According to USA Today our
position on ObamaCare is we are going to wait until November before we do anything
on some combination of an exchange and Medicaid expansion. Fox25 saw it and wants
confirmation. I’m just going to send them our original statement and say that the gov’s
position has not changed.
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 9:44 AM
To: 'Mary Fallin'
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 

This article from USA today
(http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/story/2012-07-12/states-health-
care-status/56181438/1) reports the following … it’s written clumsily and its
not clear whether you are waiting until after the election to pursue an
exchange or Medicaid expansion or both:
Oklahoma(18%). Gov. Mary Fallin, a Republican, plans to wait until after the

November election to decide how to proceed, according to local news accounts.

The Legislature has declined to establish health care exchanges. Fallin hasn't

decided whether to expand Medicaid coverage to more uninsured adults, mostly

at federal expense.

 

Please let me know how to proceed. If I confirm that you are going to wait
until after the election for either Medicaid/exchange action, that is a change
in our position and the media here will immediately begin reporting that. if
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that’s not our position I need to call USA today and tell them that so they can
change their article. We are being asked by local press so ignoring is not an
option.

 
 

From: Mary Fallin  
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 9:19 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
Pull off AP stories and see what it says I said..
I think I was probably referring to exchanges and the elections to try to repeal
and replace....
On the Medicaid
I generally said we were very concerned with the financial hit our budget and are
analyzing the info
, waiting for HHS to answer questions ..
Is this what you remember Katie??

Mary Fallin

On Jul 16, 2012, at 8:38 AM, Alex Weintz <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

Governor, did u say this at nga? 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Joseph A. Griffin" <jagriffin@sbgnet.com>
Date: July 16, 2012 4:16:29 AM CDT
To: Alex Weintz <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: FOX 25 healthcare reform question

AP is reporting the Governor intends to wait for the
election until implementing any reforms.  can you
confirm this?

Joe Griffin
Fox 25 news
(405)520-1642
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
Date: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:55:00 PM

Yep, guess we just send that…but I would try to make sure with her…its going to start a shitstorm…
and basically make her decision for us…without even having met with the speaker and the ppt yet,
which I’m not comfortable with. we don’t get to write our own dialogue on this, which would be
unfortunate.
 
Can we beg off and say the gov is in the air and wait until tomorrow?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:53 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
 

Governor Fallin  was disappointed and frustrated with the Supreme Court’s decision
to uphold the bulk of the Affordable Care Act (ACA). She believes the law is
unaffordable and unworkable, and that many aspects of the bill — including the
individual mandate – grant Congress power that was not intended by the authors of
the Constitution. She voted against the bill as a congresswoman and supported the
lawsuit filed by Oklahoma’s attorney general as governor. She continues her adamant
opposition to the law, and will actively campaign for conservative candidates,
including the Republican presidential nominee, who pledge to overturn and replace
the ACA.
 
However, in light of the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold most of the ACA,
Governor Fallin believes it is her responsibility to thoroughly and thoughtfully review
the state of Oklahoma’s options regarding the future of both Medicaid and the
creation of a health insurance exchange.  Her priority is not to make a decision soon;
it is to make the right decision. The governor will continue to review how the state of
Oklahoma can best meet the health care needs of its citizens. Our office will
proactively relay these decisions to Governor Fallin’s constituents and to the media as
they are made.

 
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:51 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
Right – what was our last written statement to any reporter?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:51 PM
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To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
I haven’t gotten any response from the gov on this. According to USA Today our position on
ObamaCare is we are going to wait until November before we do anything on some combination of
an exchange and Medicaid expansion. Fox25 saw it and wants confirmation. I’m just going to send
them our original statement and say that the gov’s position has not changed.
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 9:44 AM
To: 'Mary Fallin'
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 

This article from USA today (http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/story/2012-07-
12/states-health-care-status/56181438/1) reports the following … it’s written clumsily and
its not clear whether you are waiting until after the election to pursue an exchange or
Medicaid expansion or both:
Oklahoma(18%). Gov. Mary Fallin, a Republican, plans to wait until after the November

election to decide how to proceed, according to local news accounts. The Legislature has

declined to establish health care exchanges. Fallin hasn't decided whether to expand

Medicaid coverage to more uninsured adults, mostly at federal expense.

 

Please let me know how to proceed. If I confirm that you are going to wait until after the
election for either Medicaid/exchange action, that is a change in our position and the
media here will immediately begin reporting that. if that’s not our position I need to call
USA today and tell them that so they can change their article. We are being asked by local
press so ignoring is not an option.

 
 

From: Mary Fallin  
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 9:19 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
Pull off AP stories and see what it says I said..
I think I was probably referring to exchanges and the elections to try to repeal and replace....
On the Medicaid
I generally said we were very concerned with the financial hit our budget and are analyzing
the info
, waiting for HHS to answer questions ..
Is this what you remember Katie??

Mary Fallin

On Jul 16, 2012, at 8:38 AM, Alex Weintz <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

Governor, did u say this at nga? 
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Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Joseph A. Griffin" <jagriffin@sbgnet.com>
Date: July 16, 2012 4:16:29 AM CDT
To: Alex Weintz <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: FOX 25 healthcare reform question

AP is reporting the Governor intends to wait for the election until
implementing any reforms.  can you confirm this?

Joe Griffin
Fox 25 news
(405)520-1642
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
Date: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:51:00 PM

Right – what was our last written statement to any reporter?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:51 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
I haven’t gotten any response from the gov on this. According to USA Today our position on
ObamaCare is we are going to wait until November before we do anything on some combination of
an exchange and Medicaid expansion. Fox25 saw it and wants confirmation. I’m just going to send
them our original statement and say that the gov’s position has not changed.
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 9:44 AM
To: 'Mary Fallin'
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 

This article from USA today (http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/story/2012-07-
12/states-health-care-status/56181438/1) reports the following … it’s written clumsily and
its not clear whether you are waiting until after the election to pursue an exchange or
Medicaid expansion or both:
Oklahoma(18%). Gov. Mary Fallin, a Republican, plans to wait until after the November

election to decide how to proceed, according to local news accounts. The Legislature has

declined to establish health care exchanges. Fallin hasn't decided whether to expand

Medicaid coverage to more uninsured adults, mostly at federal expense.

 

Please let me know how to proceed. If I confirm that you are going to wait until after the
election for either Medicaid/exchange action, that is a change in our position and the
media here will immediately begin reporting that. if that’s not our position I need to call
USA today and tell them that so they can change their article. We are being asked by local
press so ignoring is not an option.

 
 

From: Mary Fallin  
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 9:19 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
Pull off AP stories and see what it says I said..
I think I was probably referring to exchanges and the elections to try to repeal and replace....
On the Medicaid
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I generally said we were very concerned with the financial hit our budget and are analyzing
the info
, waiting for HHS to answer questions ..
Is this what you remember Katie??

Mary Fallin

On Jul 16, 2012, at 8:38 AM, Alex Weintz <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

Governor, did u say this at nga? 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Joseph A. Griffin" <jagriffin@sbgnet.com>
Date: July 16, 2012 4:16:29 AM CDT
To: Alex Weintz <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: FOX 25 healthcare reform question

AP is reporting the Governor intends to wait for the election until
implementing any reforms.  can you confirm this?

Joe Griffin
Fox 25 news
(405)520-1642
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
Date: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:55:00 PM

Yep, guess we just send that…but I would try to make sure with her…its going to start a shitstorm…
and basically make her decision for us…without even having met with the speaker and the ppt yet,
which I’m not comfortable with. we don’t get to write our own dialogue on this, which would be
unfortunate.
 
Can we beg off and say the gov is in the air and wait until tomorrow?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:53 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
 

Governor Fallin  was disappointed and frustrated with the Supreme Court’s decision
to uphold the bulk of the Affordable Care Act (ACA). She believes the law is
unaffordable and unworkable, and that many aspects of the bill — including the
individual mandate – grant Congress power that was not intended by the authors of
the Constitution. She voted against the bill as a congresswoman and supported the
lawsuit filed by Oklahoma’s attorney general as governor. She continues her adamant
opposition to the law, and will actively campaign for conservative candidates,
including the Republican presidential nominee, who pledge to overturn and replace
the ACA.
 
However, in light of the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold most of the ACA,
Governor Fallin believes it is her responsibility to thoroughly and thoughtfully review
the state of Oklahoma’s options regarding the future of both Medicaid and the
creation of a health insurance exchange.  Her priority is not to make a decision soon;
it is to make the right decision. The governor will continue to review how the state of
Oklahoma can best meet the health care needs of its citizens. Our office will
proactively relay these decisions to Governor Fallin’s constituents and to the media as
they are made.

 
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:51 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
Right – what was our last written statement to any reporter?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:51 PM
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To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
I haven’t gotten any response from the gov on this. According to USA Today our position on
ObamaCare is we are going to wait until November before we do anything on some combination of
an exchange and Medicaid expansion. Fox25 saw it and wants confirmation. I’m just going to send
them our original statement and say that the gov’s position has not changed.
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 9:44 AM
To: 'Mary Fallin'
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 

This article from USA today (http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/story/2012-07-
12/states-health-care-status/56181438/1) reports the following … it’s written clumsily and
its not clear whether you are waiting until after the election to pursue an exchange or
Medicaid expansion or both:
Oklahoma(18%). Gov. Mary Fallin, a Republican, plans to wait until after the November

election to decide how to proceed, according to local news accounts. The Legislature has

declined to establish health care exchanges. Fallin hasn't decided whether to expand

Medicaid coverage to more uninsured adults, mostly at federal expense.

 

Please let me know how to proceed. If I confirm that you are going to wait until after the
election for either Medicaid/exchange action, that is a change in our position and the
media here will immediately begin reporting that. if that’s not our position I need to call
USA today and tell them that so they can change their article. We are being asked by local
press so ignoring is not an option.

 
 

From: Mary Fallin [  
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 9:19 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
Pull off AP stories and see what it says I said..
I think I was probably referring to exchanges and the elections to try to repeal and replace....
On the Medicaid
I generally said we were very concerned with the financial hit our budget and are analyzing
the info
, waiting for HHS to answer questions ..
Is this what you remember Katie??

Mary Fallin

On Jul 16, 2012, at 8:38 AM, Alex Weintz <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

Governor, did u say this at nga? 
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Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Joseph A. Griffin" <jagriffin@sbgnet.com>
Date: July 16, 2012 4:16:29 AM CDT
To: Alex Weintz <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: FOX 25 healthcare reform question

AP is reporting the Governor intends to wait for the election until
implementing any reforms.  can you confirm this?

Joe Griffin
Fox 25 news
(405)520-1642
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
Date: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:51:00 PM

Right – what was our last written statement to any reporter?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:51 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
I haven’t gotten any response from the gov on this. According to USA Today our position on
ObamaCare is we are going to wait until November before we do anything on some combination of
an exchange and Medicaid expansion. Fox25 saw it and wants confirmation. I’m just going to send
them our original statement and say that the gov’s position has not changed.
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 9:44 AM
To: 'Mary Fallin'
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 

This article from USA today (http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/story/2012-07-
12/states-health-care-status/56181438/1) reports the following … it’s written clumsily and
its not clear whether you are waiting until after the election to pursue an exchange or
Medicaid expansion or both:
Oklahoma(18%). Gov. Mary Fallin, a Republican, plans to wait until after the November

election to decide how to proceed, according to local news accounts. The Legislature has

declined to establish health care exchanges. Fallin hasn't decided whether to expand

Medicaid coverage to more uninsured adults, mostly at federal expense.

 

Please let me know how to proceed. If I confirm that you are going to wait until after the
election for either Medicaid/exchange action, that is a change in our position and the
media here will immediately begin reporting that. if that’s not our position I need to call
USA today and tell them that so they can change their article. We are being asked by local
press so ignoring is not an option.

 
 

From: Mary Fallin [  
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 9:19 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
Pull off AP stories and see what it says I said..
I think I was probably referring to exchanges and the elections to try to repeal and replace....
On the Medicaid
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I generally said we were very concerned with the financial hit our budget and are analyzing
the info
, waiting for HHS to answer questions ..
Is this what you remember Katie??

Mary Fallin

On Jul 16, 2012, at 8:38 AM, Alex Weintz <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

Governor, did u say this at nga? 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Joseph A. Griffin" <jagriffin@sbgnet.com>
Date: July 16, 2012 4:16:29 AM CDT
To: Alex Weintz <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: FOX 25 healthcare reform question

AP is reporting the Governor intends to wait for the election until
implementing any reforms.  can you confirm this?

Joe Griffin
Fox 25 news
(405)520-1642
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From: Glenn Coffee
To: Denise Northrup
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Steve Mullins; Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Updated Info. From OHCA re/ Costs of Medicaid Expansion
Date: Friday, July 13, 2012 5:33:47 AM

I am not convinced.  The Gov. has the authority that was then delegated to HCA  She
also could  claim it is an unconstitutional authority requiring the legislation, opt out and
dare anyone to file a lawsuit.  Steve, can you research.  This sounds like Howard over
lawyering this to me. 

Glenn Coffee

Glenn.coffee@sos.ok.gov

On Jul 11, 2012, at 8:17 PM, "Denise Northrup" <Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>
wrote:

Wow
 
From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 05:06 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri; Steve Mullins 
Cc: Alex Weintz 
Subject: Updated Info. From OHCA re/ Costs of Medicaid Expansion 
 
Please see last note...
 
From: Cindy Roberts [mailto:Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 05:02 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org> 
Subject: RE: Hello! 
 
Katie –
The first document includes maps of where we believe the “new” eligibles would be (by
county).  There are actually three maps – one representing 100% enrollment, one
representing 75%, and one at 57%.
 
The second document provides you information about the eligibles, economic impact,
reduced uncompensated care, federal matching rates, etc.  (I provided notes on the
second page to explain the numbers on the first page.)  Also, wanted to point out that we
did use the 2007 economic impact study - - newer IMPLAN values are not available at
this time (ie, for tax revenue).  We did talk with the OTC regarding this and they
believe, because of other factors occurring since 2007, that the number we have would
be pretty well on target.
 
And, then on another note, we learned today that this will be an “opt-out” eligibility
group rather than an “opt-in”.  This changes things a bit now; in order to “opt-out” we
would probably need legislation.
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Let me know if you have any questions.
Cindy
 
Cindy Roberts, CPA, CGFM 
Deputy, Chief Executive Officer
Oklahoma Health Care Authority / Policy, Planning & Integrity
(405) 522-7253 
cindy.roberts@okhca.org
 
 
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 4:24 PM
To: Cindy Roberts
Subject: Re: Hello!
 
Indeed!!!
 
From: Cindy Roberts [mailto:Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 04:22 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: RE: Hello! 
 
Can I have abt 20 minutes?  Promise.
 
Cindy Roberts, CPA, CGFM 
Deputy, Chief Executive Officer
Oklahoma Health Care Authority / Policy, Planning & Integrity
(405) 522-7253 
cindy.roberts@okhca.org
 
 
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 4:22 PM
To: Cindy Roberts
Cc: Nico Gomez
Subject: Re: Hello!
 
Sorry to harass, just checking back in, I am hoping to print copies before I leave the office
today of whatever you send to take with me to the Governor, thanks!
 
From: Cindy Roberts [mailto:Cindy.Roberts@okhca.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 12:42 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Nico Gomez <Nico.Gomez@okhca.org> 
Subject: RE: Hello! 
 
Sure.  Let me put some finishing touches on it and I will get it to you.
 
Cindy Roberts, CPA, CGFM 
Deputy, Chief Executive Officer
Oklahoma Health Care Authority / Policy, Planning & Integrity
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(405) 522-7253 
cindy.roberts@okhca.org
 
 
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 4:48 PM
To: Cindy Roberts
Cc: Nico Gomez
Subject: Hello!
Importance: High
 
I am leaving for the National Governors Association Annual meeting on Thursday morning
and will be briefing Governor Fallin when I arrive re/ PPACA. I wanted to see if there is
anyway I can the information we requested by tomorrow? Thank you! Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 
===================================================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole
use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged
information. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you
have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. The
sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this
message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required
please request a hard-copy version.
===================================================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the
sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and
privileged information. If you are not the named addressee you should not
disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and
delete this e-mail from your system. The sender does not accept liability for
any errors or omissions in the contents of this message, which arise as a
result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Matt Robison
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: PPACA National Implementation article referencing recent Gallup Poll
Date: Monday, March 19, 2012 11:29:35 AM
Attachments: Exchange - State Net March article re national PPACA implementation.doc

 
To:                  Oklahomans for Free Market Health Solutions
From:             Matt Robison
Date:              March 19, 2012
Re:                  Article / Gallup Poll
 
FYI…Attached you will find a State Net Capitol Journal article by Lou Cannon referring to
comments made by Alabama State Representative Gregory Wren, co-chair of the National
Conference on State Legislatures (NCSL) health reform task force, regarding  the current status
of PPACA’s implementation...or lack thereof.  The article also references a recent Gallup Poll
indicating that 45% of Americans support PPACA; 44% oppose; while 72% believe that the
health insurance mandate is unconstitutional.
 
 

MATT ROBISON
Vice President, Government Affairs
The State Chamber of Oklahoma
330 NE 10th Street | Oklahoma City, OK 73104
Phone: (405) 272-4423 | Cell:  
www.okstatechamber.com
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TOP STORY 

GOP presidential candidates say they are anxious to overturn the Affordable Care Act. But Republican state lawmakers are torn between defeating what they call "Obamacare" and making the law work. 
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SNCJ Spotlight 


Repeal 'Obamacare' or help it succeed? 

Republican presidential candidates and GOP members of Congress are eager to repeal the Affordable Care Act (ACA) that President Obama pushed through Congress on a party-line vote in 2010. But their Republican counterparts in the nation's statehouses are torn between resisting what they call "Obamacare" and making it work. 

"The sands in the hourglass are slipping away across the country," Alabama State Rep. Gregory D. Wren (R) recently told The New York Times. 

Wren, co-chair of the health reform task force of the National Conference of State Legislatures, was referring to the narrowing window available to states for creating the health insurance exchanges that are a centerpiece of the federal law. The exchanges would be online supermarkets in which uninsured individuals could shop for a health plan. As envisioned, government subsidies and competition among insurance companies would make the health plans offered on the exchanges more affordable than current plans. Through these exchanges and expansion of Medicaid, the federal-state plan that provides health care for the poor, the Obama administration hopes to insure 30 million of the approximately 50 million Americans who lack health insurance. 

The states, however, face a practical problem; if they fail to present a plan to set up the exchanges by Jan. 1, 2013, the law allows the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to create federal exchanges over which the states would have no control. Wren cited this prospect, opposed by governors of both parties, in introducing HB 245, a bill to set up an Alabama exchange. But in a pattern repeated in several Republican-controlled states, the bill stalled because Gov. Robert Bentley (R) wants to wait until the U.S. Supreme Court rules on the constitutionality of the health care legislation. The high court is scheduled to hold three days of hearings on the law beginning March 26, with a ruling expected by July 1. 

There's a case to be made for waiting. But as various foes of the ACA, including Republican Gov. Tom Corbett of Pennsylvania, have pointed out, waiting also entails risks. Setting up the exchanges is no easy matter, and the plans states are required to submit by the Jan. 1, 2013, deadline are supposed to include a standardized application form and a consumer-friendly online presentation. HHS on March 12 issued a 642-page document providing guidance for the states on the exchanges and granting flexibility on the minimum requirements of a health plan. 

Even so, setting up the exchanges will take time. Massachusetts and Utah, the two states with functioning exchanges under state laws, took nearly a year to make them operational. The Massachusetts exchange started in 2006, as the product of a law proposed by then-Gov. Mitt Romney who as the leading Republican candidate for president now promises to repeal the federal law, which was largely modeled after his Massachusetts plan. 

The Obama administration has given states financial incentives to create exchanges; HHS has doled out $600 million to 34 states that have done preliminary spadework plus a $1 million planning grant to every state. A dozen states and the District of Columbia have fully embraced the federal law with laws or executive orders creating state exchanges. California, the first to implement the federal law by creating the California Health Benefit Exchange, is especially advanced. If the Supreme Court invalidates the federal law, California is positioned to launch its own health care system should Gov. Jerry Brown (D) and the Legislature decide they want one. At the other extreme, a dozen states, notably Texas and Florida, have refused to spend their own money — or accept federal funds — to build the exchanges. Several other states, like undecided voters, don't know which way to turn. Most have taken small steps and are running in place until the court rules. 

There is a partisan overlay to this activity or lack thereof. With the exception of Nevada, the states that have done the most to implement the exchanges are governed by Democrats, and the states that have done the least have Republican governors. But many Republicans are conflicted. In Michigan, Republican Gov. Rick Snyder proposed an exchange that stalled in the Republican-controlled House. In Wisconsin, Republican Gov. Scott Walker issued an executive order creating an exchange and then, under pressure from conservatives, canceled his order. In Pennsylvania, Gov. Corbett, opposes the health reform law while following the Boy Scout maxim of being prepared. He has accepted $34 million in federal funds to build an exchange. 

Republicans such as Gov. Corbett and Rep. Wren believe that states that wait until the Supreme Court rules are fooling themselves. If the law is upheld, they will have to scramble to meet the Jan. 1, 2013 deadline. It's also possible — perhaps likely — that the exchanges will survive a ruling that strikes down the most disputed element of the 905-page law: a requirement that all uninsured Americans purchase health insurance. Legal analysts disagree about whether the high court will find this mandate constitutional, but most doubt that the court will invalidate the entire law. 

Insurance companies, divided during the congressional debate over the law, prefer state to federal regulation and generally support creation of the state exchanges. "We hope the law is ruled constitutional in its entirety," said Tom Epstein of Blue Shield of California, a large non-profit insurer that has long favored state exchanges. Insurers will benefit if the law is upheld because they will receive federal subsidies for people who purchase health plans through an exchange. 

And what if the Supreme Court rejects the mandate requiring purchase of health insurance while leaving the rest of the law intact? It's been widely forecast that such a ruling would sound the death knell for Obamacare, as it would remove the principal financing source for subsidizing the exchanges and the expansion of Medicaid. But a mandate may not be the only recourse. Kim Belshe, a high-ranking health care official for two previous California governors, suggests that insurance companies, aided by federal subsidies, could induce the uninsured to purchase health insurance by offering low-priced plans during their annual open-enrollment months. Belshe is now a director of the California Health Benefit Exchange, whose executive director, Victor Lee, calls the mandate "just one tool in the kit" of reforming health care. Although it's a tool he wants, Lee says that "a revolution in health care" will continue in any case. This revolution, if that is what it is, is driven by the costs of health care, which are more expensive in the United States than in any other industrialized nation in the world. 

The American people, like their representatives, have been divided on the merits of the federal health care law ever since it was passed. A recent Gallup Poll found that 45 percent of Americans thought the law a "good thing" and 44 percent "a bad thing." (Interestingly, a vast majority — 72 percent — believes that requiring individuals to purchase health insurance is unconstitutional.) Because of this division, the political debate over health care is likely to continue no matter what the Supreme Court decides. It is also likely that insurance exchanges will proliferate, with or without the mandate. Gov. Corbett and Rep. Wren are right in saying that it makes good sense for the states to be prepared. 


— By Lou Cannon




From: Lindsay Russell
To: Marie Sanderson; rspendlove@utah.gov
Subject: Press Coverage of Utah"s Exchange Event
Date: Friday, May 20, 2011 12:32:27 PM

Good afternoon,
As you know, Utah has been working diligently on its exchange model. Please see the following
article. Let me know if you have any questions.
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:  | l
 
 

Dozens Of State Officials Meet
To Examine Utah's 'Slim'
Insurance Exchange Model
Posted: May 17, 2011

Nearly 80 state lawmakers, government workers and insurance commissioners from
30 states, joined by a few key federal officials, descended upon Salt Lake City late last
week for a two-day conference examining the Beehive state's version of a health
insurance exchange, which is viewed as a â€œslimâ€ model compared with
Massachusetts' approach on the other side of the spectrum. Norm Thurston, director
of the state's health reform implementation, says that Utah invited the officials to visit
after receiving scores of queries about its exchange model, and decided it would be
good to get everyone together in one place to discuss options and answer questions.
In addition to the state officials, Thurston said there were three HHS officials from the
Denver office, two Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight
employees, including Exchange chief Joel Ario, and one IRS official.
The forum featured a welcome speech from Republican Utah Gov. Gary Herbert,
which, Thurston says, is indicative of the support that key leadership has for the
state's unique Exchange model.
Herbert in his remarks focused on the ability of Utah to remain a key innovator in
reforming the health care system. â€œHealth system reform can be a team effort
among the states,â€ he said, according to a release. â€œWe learn from each other
and then adapt those lessons to fit the unique needs of our own state.â€
â€œKeep in mind that all of this has been accomplished with no individual or
employer mandates, and with no new premium subsides. The state is not acting as
the contracting agent and we're not collecting a percentage of premiums,â€ Herbert
said. â€œWe have not created a complex regulatory scheme or a large bureaucracy to
manage the Exchange.â€
Thurston said that questions from the other officials were all over the map, but many
had queries on the â€œnuts and boltsâ€ of the operations. Another key topic was
how the state managed risk within its Exchange.
Utah in January went live with a health insurance exchange that allows
small businesses to purchase insurance via a web-based portal. The defined
contribution model allows small businesses to provide a set amount of money toward
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employee coverage, and workers pick their plans from choices within the exchange.
Thurston explains that the risk management mechanism was actually designed by the
insurance industry at the request of the state. The group came up with a two-part
model. First, there are prospective payments, where a portion of premiums collected
are allocated to companies with the sicker patients; there is also a respective payment
system that helps mitigate unpredictably high expenditures.
Utah's exchange is being used by 114 small businesses -- defined as those with less
than 50 full-time employees - and covers about 3,000 people. Usage has been moving
at a steady clip, and Thurston says the hope is that the exchange will serve 1,000
small employers by the end of the year.
The state also has a portal where people can buy insurance on the individual market.
Thurston says many states asked Utah how it pans to integrate its exchange system
with the Medicaid expansion. But, unlike other states, Utah wants to keep the
Medicaid eligibility system separate from the Exchange. The two should be able to â
€œtalk to each otherâ€ but the state does not want them integrated, he said.
Officials also discussed the possibility of creating multi-state exchanges, Thurston
says.
Nevada insurance commissioner Brett Barratt says there are many barriers
to establishing multi-state exchanges, including potential disagreements over
where the governance structure would be located. But, he says, states may be able to
collaborate on information technology .
Barratt had previously met with Thurston, and was therefore fairly familiar with Utah's
Exchange model. But he said one thing he realized at the meeting is that there is no â
€œsilver bulletâ€ in terms of addressing the myriad issues within an exchange. It was
helpful learning about their experiences and how they overcame key problems, he
said.
Barratt agreed that adverse selection was the top issue people were concerned about,
and said it is the â€œone that keeps me up at night.â€
Nevada has not yet passed legislation that creates its Exchange, but a bill establishing
the general framework is slated to be heard by the state's senate finance committee
on Wednesday.
The health reform law requires each state to set up an exchange that will sell â
€œqualified health plans,â€ but, if a state chooses not to, the federal government will
set up an exchange for the state. Most states, even those whose leaders are opposed
to the federal health reform law, have said that they'd prefer to run the exchange
themselves
The Utah exchange is considered to be the slimmest model, as it allows all plans to
sell and has minimal regulations, while Massachusetts' - the only other state to have
an active insurance exchange up and running - is on the opposite end of the
spectrum.
Federal officials have not yet laid out rules over the exchanges, but source believe
both Utah and Massachusetts will need to make some changes in order to be in
compliance with the Affordable Care Act. -- Amy Lotven ( alotven@iwpnews.com This
e-mail address is being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to
view it )

 

--
Amy Lotven

Reporter/Editor

Inside Health Policy/Inside Health Reform

(703) 416-8577

www.insidehealthreform.com

<Mime.822>
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From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Lieser, Derek G.
Subject: Project Manager Contact Info
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 10:59:41 AM
Attachments: Nicole Prieto Johns.vcf

Derek Lieser.vcf

Katie – Thank you very much for your email.  Hope you are enjoying your time away!  For your
convenience, please replace your current contact information for Derek and me with the attached
 Vcards.   Our phone numbers have recently changed and we’ve noticed that some senders are still
using our old Health Care Authority (OHCA) email addresses. 
 
Thank you,
Nicole
 

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project| Project Manager | 

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.2944 | Cell   | E-mail
NicolePJ@health.ok.gov | Website: www.ohca.org/OHX
 

 

From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 10:32 AM
To: Cox-Kain, Julie; Lieser, Derek G.; 'Nicole.PrietoJohns@okhca.org'
Subject: Re: FAQ's: Info on the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange
 
FYI, I am out of town and did not see this before it went out
 
From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 10:25 AM
To: 'Juliek@health.ok.gov' <Juliek@health.ok.gov>; 'DerekL@health.ok.gov' <DerekL@health.ok.gov>;
'Nicole.PrietoJohns@okhca.org' <Nicole.PrietoJohns@okhca.org> 
Subject: Fw: FAQ's: Info on the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 
 
Can't remember if I sent this to you yesterday or not
 
From: Governor Fallin Press 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 05:45 PM
To: Governor Fallin Press 
Subject: FAQ's: Info on the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 
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Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange:

5 Frequently Asked Questions
 

·         What is a health insurance exchange?

            Health insurance exchanges are online portals where consumers can get information about
various health insurance plans, compare prices and ultimately purchase health insurance.  The
Oklahoma-based exchange that Governor Mary Fallin supports will be a patient-centered, pro-
market exchange consistent with her conservative values. The purpose of the exchange will be to
empower consumers with information and to use free market principles to contain health insurance
costs.

The premiere conservative think tank in the nation, the Heritage Foundation, supports the
creation of these exchanges. In a March 21, 2011 document entitled “A State Lawmaker’s Guide to
Health Insurance Exchanges,” the Heritage Foundation outlines the necessity of developing a state
exchange in the immediate future.
 

·         What happens if Oklahoma does not establish its own exchange?

            If a state does not establish its own health insurance exchange, the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA, also known as “ObamaCare”) mandates that President Obama’s
HHS Secretary is required to establish a federally run exchange in that state. As the Heritage
Foundation writes, “…the sooner a state declares ‘non-compliance’ with the PPACA, the sooner
HHS will build an exchange in that state to act as a federal insurance regulator.”  In other words, a
state that does not build its own insurance exchange is resigning itself to the presence of a
federally designed, federally run exchange.
            The best way to ward off a federal takeover of that kind if to pursue what the Heritage
Foundation calls “defensive” reform efforts to block federal interference. One of those defensive
efforts is the creation of a market-based exchange that Governor Fallin and other conservative
lawmakers are seeking to create.
 

·         President Obama says he supports exchanges and one element of ObamaCare is the
creation of a federal exchange. How can exchanges be a conservative idea?

The Heritage Foundation writes:
Consumer-Centered Exchanges vs. ObamaCare Exchanges

            “The first point to understand is that the entire design for health insurance exchanges in
the PPACA is a perversion of the core concept of what is an otherwise sound approach to
improving health insurance markets. … It is important to recognize that it is ObamaCare’s
perversion of the exchanges, not the original concept itself, that is the problem. … Consequently,
the PPACA’s misappropriation of the term ‘health insurance exchange’ should not deter state
lawmakers from pursuing their own defined-contribution, market-based reforms that employ state
exchanges to perform purely administrative functions.”
 

·         How much will it cost to build a health insurance exchange in Oklahoma? How will
we pay for it?

            Cost estimates vary based on the composition and governance of the exchange. Currently,
the plans for an Oklahoma exchange are in their infancy. HB 2130, which the governor is asking
lawmakers to support, creates a governing board for the Oklahoma exchange which will, over the
course of the next months and years, answer that question. The governor’s office and the state
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department of health are also holding regular “stakeholder meetings” to allow consumers, industry
professionals and concerned citizens to weigh in on what they would like to see in an exchange.
            Currently, it will be a challenge for the state of Oklahoma to afford the cost of
implementing and maintaining a health insurance exchange on its own. The state is facing a $500
million budget shortfall and cuts to the department of health are expected to be at least 3% in the
next fiscal year.
            Fortunately, Oklahoma has received a $54 million Early Innovator Grant from the federal
government. That does not mean, however, it will cost $54 million to establish and run an
exchange. Governor Fallin plans on returning any money the state does not use.
 

·         Does accepting federal money mean that Oklahoma is agreeing to implement
ObamaCare?

            No. The Early Innovator Grant was awarded to Oklahoma to be used to build a state-based
exchange. The Oklahoma legislature had already passed a bill authorizing the creation of such an
exchange; the grant simply provides the money needed to fund it. Governor Fallin will not
support any legislation that forces ObamaCare on the state of Oklahoma.
             
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: 
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Cox-Kain, Julie; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Myers, Yvonne
Subject: RE: STATE EXCHANGE GRANT AWARD ANNOUNCEMENT
Date: Monday, December 05, 2011 12:12:32 PM

FYI:  CMS has hired CGI to help build federal exchanges (following the

announcement, shares of CGI Group stock rose 32 cents to $18.75 in morning trading):

CGI selected to build U.S.-wide competitive
health insurance exchange
US$93.7 million contract will serve as marketplace for individuals and businesses to shop for
private health plans

Fairfax, Virginia, December 1, 2011 -  

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Center for Consumer Information and
Insurance Oversight (CCIIO) has awarded CGI Federal Inc. (CGI), a wholly-owned U.S.
operating subsidiary of CGI Group Inc. (NYSE: GIB) (TSX: GIB.A), a contract to build the
U.S. government’s federally-facilitated health insurance exchange, Federal Exchange (FX).
The contract has an estimated total contract value of US$93.7 million over a two-year base
with three, one-year option periods. The US$55.7 million base contract has been awarded.

Under the contract, CGI will work with CCIIO to develop and implement the Federal
Exchange in line with the provision in the Affordable Care Act that requires the creation of a
competitive health insurance marketplace for States and territories to help bring insurance
coverage to 34 million additional Americans.   

“We are proud to partner with CCIIO to help more Americans shop for and obtain quality
health care coverage through this critical component of the Administration’s national
healthcare agenda,” said Cheryl Campbell, Senior Vice-President, CGI.

“We have a unique, cross-sector perspective on health IT that makes us well suited to partner
with CMS for success on one of the most visible efforts in CMS history,” added Rich Martin,
Vice-President, CGI.

About CGI Federal Inc.
CGI Federal Inc. is a wholly-owned U.S. operating subsidiary of CGI Group Inc., dedicated
to partnering with federal agencies to provide solutions for defense, civilian, and intelligence
missions. Founded in 1976, CGI Group Inc. is one of the largest independent information
technology and business process services firms in the world. CGI and its affiliated companies
employ approximately 31,000 professionals. CGI provides end-to-end IT and business
process services to clients worldwide from offices and centers of excellence in Canada, the
United States, Europe and Asia Pacific. As at September 30, 2011, CGI's revenue was $4.3
billion and its order backlog was $13.5 billion. CGI shares are listed on the TSX (GIB.A) and
the NYSE (GIB) and are included in both the Dow Jones Sustainability Index and the
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FTSEXGood Index. Website: www.cgi.com/usfederal.

 
 

S. Nicole Prieto Johns, MPA | Planning / Project Manager | Health Planning & Grants Office  | Oklahoma State

Department of Health

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 353, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.2944 | Cell   | E-mail

NicolePJ@health.ok.gov | Website: http://www.ok.gov/health
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From: Alex Gerszewski
To: Michelle Waddell
Subject: RE: 7/12/12 Daily News Clips (UPDATED)
Date: Thursday, July 12, 2012 3:59:59 PM

No governor today… you don’t need the clips!
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - (405)568-1319
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
 
 
From: Michelle Waddell 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 4:00 PM
To: Alex Gerszewski
Subject: RE: 7/12/12 Daily News Clips (UPDATED)
 
No interns today?  I never got the clips….
 
 

From: Alex Gerszewski 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 9:59 AM
Subject: 7/12/12 Daily News Clips (UPDATED)
 
Usernames and Passwords
Journal record
User:  
Pass: 

Tulsa world
User: 
Pass: 

Wall Street Journal
User: 
Pass: 

 
 
GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN NEWS
 
Associated Press – Former prosecutor to head Oklahoma DHS Commission
http://enidnews.com/featuredstory/x1447680823/Former-prosecutor-to-head-Oklahoma-
DHS-Commission
 
Edmond Sun – Fallin names Lane as new DHS commission chairman
http://www.edmondsun.com/local/x1447680792/Fallin-names-Lane-as-new-DHS-
commission-chairman
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Enid News & Eagle – Simpson named judge
http://enidnews.com/localnews/x333934631/Simpson-named-judge
 
The Oklahoman – Editorial: Let’s tap Oklahoma Rainy Day Fund to build new medical
examiner’s office
http://newsok.com/lets-tap-oklahoma-rainy-day-fund-to-build-new-medical-examiners-
office/article/3691572
 
The Oklahoman – Wes Lane, former Oklahoma County prosecutor, is new DHS chairman
http://newsok.com/wes-lane-former-oklahoma-county-prosecutor-is-new-dhs-
chairman/article/3691625
 
Daily Ardmoreite – Gov. Fallin to attend National Governors Association meeting in Virginia
http://www.ardmoreite.com/news/x1903090955/Gov-Fallin-to-attend-National-Governors-
Association-Meeting-in-Virginia
 
Tulsa World – GRDA moves into east Tulsa building despite controversy
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20120712_16_A8_VINITA110703
 
 
Other Oklahoma News
 
The Oklahoman – Judge orders Chesapeake to pay $100 million to complete Texas lease sale
http://newsok.com/judge-orders-chesapeake-to-pay-100-million-to-complete-texas-lease-
sale/article/3691652
 
The Oklahoman – Oklahoma Gas and Electric Co. finishes third in customer satisfaction
survey
http://newsok.com/oklahoma-gas-and-electric-co.-finishes-third-in-customer-satisfaction-
survey/article/3691622
 
The Oklahoman – Edmond’s July sales tax check tops $5 million, sets single – month record
http://newsok.com/edmonds-july-sales-tax-check-tops-5-million-sets-single-month-
record/article/3691592
 
The Oklahoman – Democratic leaders seek update from absent lawmaker
http://newsok.com/feed/democratic-leaders-seek-update-from-absent-
lawmaker/article/3691778?custom_click=pod_headline_news
 
The Oklahoman – Government auditors doubt legality of Medicare bonuses
http://newsok.com/government-auditors-doubt-legality-of-medicare-
bonuses/article/3691765?custom_click=pod_headline_business
 
The Oklahoman – Department of Energy study looks at question: Can gas drilling fluids
migrate and pose a threat to drinking water?
http://newsok.com/department-of-energy-study-looks-at-question-can-gas-drilling-fluids-
migrate-and-pose-a-threat-to-drinking-water/article/3691653?
custom_click=pod_headline_business
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The Oklahoman – Editorial: Oklahoma AG’s decision not to take mortgage settlement is
paying off
http://newsok.com/oklahoma-ags-decision-not-to-take-mortgage-settlement-is-paying-
off/article/3691288?custom_click=pod_headline_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman – U.S. farm bill overcomes challenges in committee
http://newsok.com/u.s.-farm-bill-overcomes-challenges-in-committee/article/3691634
 
The Oklahoman – Oklahoma gets 20 doses of scarce execution drug
http://newsok.com/oklahoma-gets-20-doses-of-scarce-execution-drug/article/3691617
 
The Oklahoman – GOP 2nd District candidates to debate in Claremore
http://newsok.com/gop-2nd-district-candidates-to-debate-in-claremore/article/3691561
 
Tulsa World – House votes to repeal Affordable Care Act
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=711&articleid=20120712_16_A1_TheUSH283880
 
Tulsa World – American Airlines’ new offer weighed by TWU members
http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=585&articleid=20120712_45_A1_Onceag937247
 
Tulsa World – Boeing cuts down 787 post – assembly work
http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=45&articleid=20120712_45_E1_CUTLIN677463
 
Tulsa World – U.S. trade deficit falls to $48.7 billion in May
http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=461&articleid=20120712_461_E2_ULNStc447792
 
Tulsa World – Some corn farmers cut their losses as drought worsens
http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=47&articleid=20120712_47_E3_CUTLIN937472
 
Tulsa World – Zoning board directs Planning Department to hold meeting on Pearl District
property code
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20120712_16_A8_TheTul980806
 
Tulsa World – State secures more doses of key execution drug
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=336&articleid=20120712_16_A8_OLHMIY495002
 
Tulsa World – Washington briefs
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=13&articleid=20120712_13_A7_hBothp582195
 
Tulsa World – Romney faces NAACP, booed for hitting ‘Obamacare’
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
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subjectid=711&articleid=20120712_13_A7_CUTLIN20069
 
The Journal Record – Chesapeake Energy ordered to pay $100 million in land lease lawsuit
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/chesapeake-energy-ordered-to-pay-100-million-in-land-
lease-lawsuit-energy/
 
The Journal Record – Unit to buy Noble assets
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/unit-to-buy-noble-assets-energy/
 
The Journal Record – CNBC ranks Okla. 23rd for business
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/cnbc-ranks-okla-23rd-for-business-general-news/
 
The Journal Record – Oklahoma, Arkansas fear repeat of 2011 drought
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/oklahoma-arkansas-fear-repeat-of-2011-drought-
general-news/
 
The Journal Record – Government auditors doubt legality of Medicare bonuses
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/government-auditors-doubt-legality-of-medicare-
bonuses-health-care/
 
The Journal Record – Both parties block quick votes on Obama tax plan
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/both-parties-block-quick-votes-on-obama-tax-plan-
finance/
 
The Oklahoman
www.newsok.com

Oklahoma City public high schools will start career academies this fall

http://newsok.com/oklahoma-city-public-high-schools-will-start-career-academies-this-

fall/article/3691713#ixzz20PnpbrEm

 

Tulsa World 
www.tulsaworld.com

Zoning board directs Planning Department to hold meeting on Pearl District property code

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=11&articleid=20120712_16_A8_TheTul980806

 

Washington briefs

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=13&articleid=20120712_13_A7_hBothp582195

 

Soldiers oppose ruling on Stolen Valor Act

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=11&articleid=20120712_11_A11_CUTLIN757575

 

Ozone exceeding EPA's standards

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=11&articleid=20120712_11_A11_ULNSin955249
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Tulsa officials plan to hire downtown consultant

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=689&articleid=20120712_11_A8_Acoali920179

 

OSU-Tulsa president named chairman of National Council for Nonprofits

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=330&articleid=20120712_11_A13_CUTLIN291017

 

Editorial: State, local revenue reports encouraging

http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?

subjectid=61&articleid=20120712_61_A14_Theres769926

 

 
 
The Journal Record

Tulsa may reduce test area for form-based codes

http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/tulsa-may-reduce-test-area-for-form-based-codes-

real-estate/

 

Government auditors doubt legality of Medicare bonuses

http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/government-auditors-doubt-legality-of-medicare-

bonuses-health-care/

 

US unemployment benefit applications fall to 350,000, lowest in 4 years; drop may be

temporary

http://hosted.ap.org/dynamic/stories/U/US_UNEMPLOYMENT_BENEFITS?

SITE=OKOKJ&SECTION=HOME&TEMPLATE=ap-business-template.html

 

Oil prices bounce back near $86

http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/oil-prices-bounce-back-near-86-energy/

 

Electric rates not falling along with fuel costs

http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/electric-rates-not-falling-along-with-fuel-costs-energy/

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - 
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Gerszewski
To: Michelle Waddell
Subject: RE: 7/12/12 Daily News Clips (UPDATED)
Date: Thursday, July 12, 2012 4:00:58 PM

And apparently our interns get 2-3 weeks vacation for interning here…  
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - (405)568-1319
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
 
 
From: Michelle Waddell 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 4:00 PM
To: Alex Gerszewski
Subject: RE: 7/12/12 Daily News Clips (UPDATED)
 
No interns today?  I never got the clips….
 
 

From: Alex Gerszewski 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 9:59 AM
Subject: 7/12/12 Daily News Clips (UPDATED)
 
Usernames and Passwords
Journal record
User:  
Pass: 

Tulsa world
User: 
Pass: 

Wall Street Journal
User: 
Pass: 

 
 
GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN NEWS
 
Associated Press – Former prosecutor to head Oklahoma DHS Commission
http://enidnews.com/featuredstory/x1447680823/Former-prosecutor-to-head-Oklahoma-
DHS-Commission
 
Edmond Sun – Fallin names Lane as new DHS commission chairman
http://www.edmondsun.com/local/x1447680792/Fallin-names-Lane-as-new-DHS-
commission-chairman
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Enid News & Eagle – Simpson named judge
http://enidnews.com/localnews/x333934631/Simpson-named-judge
 
The Oklahoman – Editorial: Let’s tap Oklahoma Rainy Day Fund to build new medical
examiner’s office
http://newsok.com/lets-tap-oklahoma-rainy-day-fund-to-build-new-medical-examiners-
office/article/3691572
 
The Oklahoman – Wes Lane, former Oklahoma County prosecutor, is new DHS chairman
http://newsok.com/wes-lane-former-oklahoma-county-prosecutor-is-new-dhs-
chairman/article/3691625
 
Daily Ardmoreite – Gov. Fallin to attend National Governors Association meeting in Virginia
http://www.ardmoreite.com/news/x1903090955/Gov-Fallin-to-attend-National-Governors-
Association-Meeting-in-Virginia
 
Tulsa World – GRDA moves into east Tulsa building despite controversy
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20120712_16_A8_VINITA110703
 
 
Other Oklahoma News
 
The Oklahoman – Judge orders Chesapeake to pay $100 million to complete Texas lease sale
http://newsok.com/judge-orders-chesapeake-to-pay-100-million-to-complete-texas-lease-
sale/article/3691652
 
The Oklahoman – Oklahoma Gas and Electric Co. finishes third in customer satisfaction
survey
http://newsok.com/oklahoma-gas-and-electric-co.-finishes-third-in-customer-satisfaction-
survey/article/3691622
 
The Oklahoman – Edmond’s July sales tax check tops $5 million, sets single – month record
http://newsok.com/edmonds-july-sales-tax-check-tops-5-million-sets-single-month-
record/article/3691592
 
The Oklahoman – Democratic leaders seek update from absent lawmaker
http://newsok.com/feed/democratic-leaders-seek-update-from-absent-
lawmaker/article/3691778?custom_click=pod_headline_news
 
The Oklahoman – Government auditors doubt legality of Medicare bonuses
http://newsok.com/government-auditors-doubt-legality-of-medicare-
bonuses/article/3691765?custom_click=pod_headline_business
 
The Oklahoman – Department of Energy study looks at question: Can gas drilling fluids
migrate and pose a threat to drinking water?
http://newsok.com/department-of-energy-study-looks-at-question-can-gas-drilling-fluids-
migrate-and-pose-a-threat-to-drinking-water/article/3691653?
custom_click=pod_headline_business
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The Oklahoman – Editorial: Oklahoma AG’s decision not to take mortgage settlement is
paying off
http://newsok.com/oklahoma-ags-decision-not-to-take-mortgage-settlement-is-paying-
off/article/3691288?custom_click=pod_headline_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman – U.S. farm bill overcomes challenges in committee
http://newsok.com/u.s.-farm-bill-overcomes-challenges-in-committee/article/3691634
 
The Oklahoman – Oklahoma gets 20 doses of scarce execution drug
http://newsok.com/oklahoma-gets-20-doses-of-scarce-execution-drug/article/3691617
 
The Oklahoman – GOP 2nd District candidates to debate in Claremore
http://newsok.com/gop-2nd-district-candidates-to-debate-in-claremore/article/3691561
 
Tulsa World – House votes to repeal Affordable Care Act
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=711&articleid=20120712_16_A1_TheUSH283880
 
Tulsa World – American Airlines’ new offer weighed by TWU members
http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=585&articleid=20120712_45_A1_Onceag937247
 
Tulsa World – Boeing cuts down 787 post – assembly work
http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=45&articleid=20120712_45_E1_CUTLIN677463
 
Tulsa World – U.S. trade deficit falls to $48.7 billion in May
http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=461&articleid=20120712_461_E2_ULNStc447792
 
Tulsa World – Some corn farmers cut their losses as drought worsens
http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=47&articleid=20120712_47_E3_CUTLIN937472
 
Tulsa World – Zoning board directs Planning Department to hold meeting on Pearl District
property code
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20120712_16_A8_TheTul980806
 
Tulsa World – State secures more doses of key execution drug
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=336&articleid=20120712_16_A8_OLHMIY495002
 
Tulsa World – Washington briefs
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=13&articleid=20120712_13_A7_hBothp582195
 
Tulsa World – Romney faces NAACP, booed for hitting ‘Obamacare’
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
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subjectid=711&articleid=20120712_13_A7_CUTLIN20069
 
The Journal Record – Chesapeake Energy ordered to pay $100 million in land lease lawsuit
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/chesapeake-energy-ordered-to-pay-100-million-in-land-
lease-lawsuit-energy/
 
The Journal Record – Unit to buy Noble assets
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/unit-to-buy-noble-assets-energy/
 
The Journal Record – CNBC ranks Okla. 23rd for business
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/cnbc-ranks-okla-23rd-for-business-general-news/
 
The Journal Record – Oklahoma, Arkansas fear repeat of 2011 drought
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/oklahoma-arkansas-fear-repeat-of-2011-drought-
general-news/
 
The Journal Record – Government auditors doubt legality of Medicare bonuses
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/government-auditors-doubt-legality-of-medicare-
bonuses-health-care/
 
The Journal Record – Both parties block quick votes on Obama tax plan
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/both-parties-block-quick-votes-on-obama-tax-plan-
finance/
 
The Oklahoman
www.newsok.com

Oklahoma City public high schools will start career academies this fall

http://newsok.com/oklahoma-city-public-high-schools-will-start-career-academies-this-

fall/article/3691713#ixzz20PnpbrEm

 

Tulsa World 
www.tulsaworld.com

Zoning board directs Planning Department to hold meeting on Pearl District property code

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=11&articleid=20120712_16_A8_TheTul980806

 

Washington briefs

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=13&articleid=20120712_13_A7_hBothp582195

 

Soldiers oppose ruling on Stolen Valor Act

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=11&articleid=20120712_11_A11_CUTLIN757575

 

Ozone exceeding EPA's standards

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=11&articleid=20120712_11_A11_ULNSin955249
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Tulsa officials plan to hire downtown consultant

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=689&articleid=20120712_11_A8_Acoali920179

 

OSU-Tulsa president named chairman of National Council for Nonprofits

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=330&articleid=20120712_11_A13_CUTLIN291017

 

Editorial: State, local revenue reports encouraging

http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?

subjectid=61&articleid=20120712_61_A14_Theres769926

 

 
 
The Journal Record

Tulsa may reduce test area for form-based codes

http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/tulsa-may-reduce-test-area-for-form-based-codes-

real-estate/

 

Government auditors doubt legality of Medicare bonuses

http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/government-auditors-doubt-legality-of-medicare-

bonuses-health-care/

 

US unemployment benefit applications fall to 350,000, lowest in 4 years; drop may be

temporary

http://hosted.ap.org/dynamic/stories/U/US_UNEMPLOYMENT_BENEFITS?

SITE=OKOKJ&SECTION=HOME&TEMPLATE=ap-business-template.html

 

Oil prices bounce back near $86

http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/oil-prices-bounce-back-near-86-energy/

 

Electric rates not falling along with fuel costs

http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/11/electric-rates-not-falling-along-with-fuel-costs-energy/

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - 
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Gerszewski
To: Michelle Waddell
Subject: RE: 7/31/12 Daily News Clips
Date: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 2:52:19 PM

You just wish you were as tight with me as he is
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - 
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
 
 
From: Michelle Waddell 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 2:41 PM
To: Alex Gerszewski
Subject: RE: 7/31/12 Daily News Clips
 
No, I refer to him as “Chase” because that’s his name.  I sometimes mention how afraid of him you
are….
 

From: Alex Gerszewski 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 1:57 PM
To: Michelle Waddell
Subject: RE: 7/31/12 Daily News Clips
 
No useless interns today. The one the only Chase (the tall one as you refer to him) will be in and
they will get done
 
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - 
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
 
 
From: Michelle Waddell 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 1:38 PM
To: Alex Gerszewski
Subject: RE: 7/31/12 Daily News Clips
 
Do we have interns today?  I don’t care when I get the press clips, but I don’t want them to blow
them off this week….
 
 

From: Alex Gerszewski 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 8:01 AM
Subject: 7/31/12 Daily News Clips
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Usernames and Passwords
Journal record
User:  
Pass: 

Tulsa world
User: 
Pass: 

Wall Street Journal
User: 
Pass: 

 
 
GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN NEWS
 
KTUL Channel 8 – Okla. Gov. Mary Fallin declares drought emergency
http://www.ktul.com/story/19149822/okla-gov-mary-fallin-declares-drought-emergency
 
NewsMax – Obamacare a tough sell in Oklahoma
 
http://www.newsmax.com/US/Obamacare-Oklahoma-carinsurance-
mandate/2012/07/30/id/446976
 
KJRH Channel 2 – Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin declares state of emergency for all 77
counties due to drought
 
http://www.kjrh.com/dpp/news/local_news/oklahoma-governor-mary-fallin-declares-state-of-
emergency-for-all-77-counties-due-to-drought
 
CNBC – Drought spurs ethanol push-back; World Bank watchful
http://www.cnbc.com/id/48406752
 
Shawnee News Star – Conservatives work to cull moderate Republicans
http://www.news-star.com/news/x1814083357/Conservatives-work-to-cull-moderate-
Republicans?zc_p=0
 
Tulsa World – Top veterans affairs officials out amid neglect, abuse investigations
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=17&articleid=20120731_17_A1_CUTLIN455712
 
Tulsa World – At least 10 homes damaged in Oklahoma grass fires
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20120731_11_0_OKLAHO976945
 
The Oklahoman – Oklahoma’s drought conditions prompt governor to declare emergency
http://newsok.com/oklahomas-drought-conditions-prompt-governor-to-declare-
emergency/article/3696825
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Other Oklahoma News
The Oklahoman – Oklahoma continues to bake in summer heat wave that grips southern
plains
http://newsok.com/oklahoma-continues-to-bake-in-summer-heat-wave-that-grips-southern-
plains/article/3696978
 
The Oklahoman – Oklahoma cities, towns forfeit state fuel taxes for failing to file audit
reports
http://newsok.com/oklahoma-cities-towns-forfeit-state-fuel-taxes-for-failing-to-file-audit-
reports/article/3696794
 
The Oklahoman – Republican opposition in Senate kills move to confirm Oklahoma to
appeals court post
http://newsok.com/republican-opposition-in-senate-kills-move-to-confirm-oklahoman-to-
appeals-court-post/article/3696782
 
The Oklahoman – Retailers hope back to college buying spurs big ticket purchases
http://newsok.com/retailers-hope-back-to-college-buying-spurs-big-ticket-
purchases/article/3696822?custom_click=pod_lead_business
 
The Oklahoman – Obama signs bill to expedite tribal development
http://newsok.com/obama-signs-bill-to-expedite-tribal-development/article/3696955?
custom_click=pod_headline_business
 
The Oklahoman – Boulevard fight represents divide between traditional road design, modern
urban planning
http://newsok.com/boulevard-fight-represents-divide-between-traditional-road-design-
modern-urban-planning/article/3696824?custom_click=pod_headline_business
 
The Oklahoman – Natural gas prices increases
http://newsok.com/natural-gas-price-increases/article/3696823?
custom_click=pod_headline_business
 
The Oklahoman – Editorial: Claims by Obamacare backers about lack of GOP alternative are
unfounded
http://newsok.com/claims-by-obamacare-backers-about-lack-of-gop-alternative-are-
unfounded/article/3696764?custom_click=pod_lead_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman – Editorial: Oklahoma economy may be off with fewer tax carve-outs
http://newsok.com/oklahoma-economy-may-be-off-with-fewer-tax-carve-
outs/article/3696036?custom_click=pod_headline_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman – Editorial: August not majestic, but month had a royal role to play
http://newsok.com/august-not-majestic-but-month-had-a-royal-role-to-play/article/3696027?
custom_click=pod_headline_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman – Group appeals personhood ruling to U.S. Supreme Court
http://newsok.com/group-appeals-personhood-ruling-to-u.s.-supreme-court/article/3696786
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Tulsa World – Tulsans face possible water rationing
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=100&articleid=20120731_16_A1_CUTLIN8445
 
Tulsa World – State malpractice judgments at 10 year low
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=336&articleid=20120731_16_A9_Tenmef134018
 
Tulsa World – Romney garners Polish praise
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=13&articleid=20120731_13_A7_CUTLIN296007
 
Tulsa World – Boeing 787 engine spews debris
http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=45&articleid=20120731_45_E2_CUTLIN950118
 
Tulsa World – AMR starts merger review process
http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=49&articleid=20120731_45_E1_Americ226382
 
Tulsa World – Bankrupt Solyndra files plan
http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=49&articleid=20120731_49_E1_Solynd144838
 
Tulsa World – World, Oklahoma business travel up, US down slightly
http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=49&articleid=20120731_45_E1_Global18463
 
Tulsa World – Editorial: Cautionary tale
http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?
subjectid=61&articleid=20120731_61_A13_Whatsh849332
 
Tulsa World – Opinion: Coburn helping to advance deficit debate
http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?
subjectid=61&articleid=20120730_61_A9_USSenT691279
 
Tulsa World – Oklahoma cities lose gas tax revenue
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20120731_16_A14_OKLAHO223327
 
Tulsa World – Democrats rumored to add gay unions to party platform
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=13&articleid=20120731_13_A7_WSIGOh678396
 
The Journal Record – Corn, soybean and wheat prices drive up farmland values
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/corn-soybean-and-wheat-prices-drive-up-farmland-
values-real-estate/
 
The Journal Record – AG reports Medicaid fraud cases
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http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/ag-reports-medicaid-fraud-cases-law/
 
The Journal Record – No ruling yet on Continental Resources meeting
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/no-ruling-yet-on-continental-resources-meeting-energy/
 
The Journal Record – Lawsuits blamed for demise of gas can maker Blitz
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/lawsuits-blamed-for-demise-of-gas-can-maker-law/
 
The Journal Record – OKC officials tout boost in tax revenues
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/okc-officials-tout-boost-in-tax-revenues-finance/
 
The Journal Record – State gets poor marks for disclosure
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/state-gets-poor-marks-for-disclosure-capitol/
 
The Journal Record – Personhood backers appeal Okla. Supreme Court ruling
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/personhood-backers-appeal-okla-supreme-court-ruling-
law/
 
The Journal Record – Democratic reports blasts for – profit colleges
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/democratic-report-blasts-for-profit-colleges-capitol/
 
The journal Record – Conservatives work to cull moderate Republicans
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/conservatives-work-to-cull-moderate-republicans-
capitol/
 
The Journal Record – Obama signs bill to expedite tribal development
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/obama-signs-bill-to-expedite-tribal-development-real-
estate/
 
The Journal Record – State senator faces uphill marijuana battle
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/state-senator-faces-uphill-marijuana-battle-capitol/
 
 
 
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - 
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Gerszewski
To: Michelle Waddell
Subject: RE: 7/31/12 Daily News Clips
Date: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 1:57:06 PM

No useless interns today. The one the only Chase (the tall one as you refer to him) will be in and
they will get done
 
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - 
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
 
 
From: Michelle Waddell 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 1:38 PM
To: Alex Gerszewski
Subject: RE: 7/31/12 Daily News Clips
 
Do we have interns today?  I don’t care when I get the press clips, but I don’t want them to blow
them off this week….
 
 

From: Alex Gerszewski 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 8:01 AM
Subject: 7/31/12 Daily News Clips
 
Usernames and Passwords
Journal record
User:  
Pass: 

Tulsa world
User: 
Pass: 

Wall Street Journal
User: 
Pass: 

 
 
GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN NEWS
 
KTUL Channel 8 – Okla. Gov. Mary Fallin declares drought emergency
http://www.ktul.com/story/19149822/okla-gov-mary-fallin-declares-drought-emergency
 
NewsMax – Obamacare a tough sell in Oklahoma
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http://www.newsmax.com/US/Obamacare-Oklahoma-carinsurance-
mandate/2012/07/30/id/446976
 
KJRH Channel 2 – Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin declares state of emergency for all 77
counties due to drought
 
http://www.kjrh.com/dpp/news/local_news/oklahoma-governor-mary-fallin-declares-state-of-
emergency-for-all-77-counties-due-to-drought
 
CNBC – Drought spurs ethanol push-back; World Bank watchful
http://www.cnbc.com/id/48406752
 
Shawnee News Star – Conservatives work to cull moderate Republicans
http://www.news-star.com/news/x1814083357/Conservatives-work-to-cull-moderate-
Republicans?zc_p=0
 
Tulsa World – Top veterans affairs officials out amid neglect, abuse investigations
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=17&articleid=20120731_17_A1_CUTLIN455712
 
Tulsa World – At least 10 homes damaged in Oklahoma grass fires
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20120731_11_0_OKLAHO976945
 
The Oklahoman – Oklahoma’s drought conditions prompt governor to declare emergency
http://newsok.com/oklahomas-drought-conditions-prompt-governor-to-declare-
emergency/article/3696825
 
 
Other Oklahoma News
The Oklahoman – Oklahoma continues to bake in summer heat wave that grips southern
plains
http://newsok.com/oklahoma-continues-to-bake-in-summer-heat-wave-that-grips-southern-
plains/article/3696978
 
The Oklahoman – Oklahoma cities, towns forfeit state fuel taxes for failing to file audit
reports
http://newsok.com/oklahoma-cities-towns-forfeit-state-fuel-taxes-for-failing-to-file-audit-
reports/article/3696794
 
The Oklahoman – Republican opposition in Senate kills move to confirm Oklahoma to
appeals court post
http://newsok.com/republican-opposition-in-senate-kills-move-to-confirm-oklahoman-to-
appeals-court-post/article/3696782
 
The Oklahoman – Retailers hope back to college buying spurs big ticket purchases
http://newsok.com/retailers-hope-back-to-college-buying-spurs-big-ticket-
purchases/article/3696822?custom_click=pod_lead_business
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The Oklahoman – Obama signs bill to expedite tribal development
http://newsok.com/obama-signs-bill-to-expedite-tribal-development/article/3696955?
custom_click=pod_headline_business
 
The Oklahoman – Boulevard fight represents divide between traditional road design, modern
urban planning
http://newsok.com/boulevard-fight-represents-divide-between-traditional-road-design-
modern-urban-planning/article/3696824?custom_click=pod_headline_business
 
The Oklahoman – Natural gas prices increases
http://newsok.com/natural-gas-price-increases/article/3696823?
custom_click=pod_headline_business
 
The Oklahoman – Editorial: Claims by Obamacare backers about lack of GOP alternative are
unfounded
http://newsok.com/claims-by-obamacare-backers-about-lack-of-gop-alternative-are-
unfounded/article/3696764?custom_click=pod_lead_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman – Editorial: Oklahoma economy may be off with fewer tax carve-outs
http://newsok.com/oklahoma-economy-may-be-off-with-fewer-tax-carve-
outs/article/3696036?custom_click=pod_headline_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman – Editorial: August not majestic, but month had a royal role to play
http://newsok.com/august-not-majestic-but-month-had-a-royal-role-to-play/article/3696027?
custom_click=pod_headline_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman – Group appeals personhood ruling to U.S. Supreme Court
http://newsok.com/group-appeals-personhood-ruling-to-u.s.-supreme-court/article/3696786
 
Tulsa World – Tulsans face possible water rationing
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=100&articleid=20120731_16_A1_CUTLIN8445
 
Tulsa World – State malpractice judgments at 10 year low
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=336&articleid=20120731_16_A9_Tenmef134018
 
Tulsa World – Romney garners Polish praise
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=13&articleid=20120731_13_A7_CUTLIN296007
 
Tulsa World – Boeing 787 engine spews debris
http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=45&articleid=20120731_45_E2_CUTLIN950118
 
Tulsa World – AMR starts merger review process
http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=49&articleid=20120731_45_E1_Americ226382
 
Tulsa World – Bankrupt Solyndra files plan
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http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=49&articleid=20120731_49_E1_Solynd144838
 
Tulsa World – World, Oklahoma business travel up, US down slightly
http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=49&articleid=20120731_45_E1_Global18463
 
Tulsa World – Editorial: Cautionary tale
http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?
subjectid=61&articleid=20120731_61_A13_Whatsh849332
 
Tulsa World – Opinion: Coburn helping to advance deficit debate
http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?
subjectid=61&articleid=20120730_61_A9_USSenT691279
 
Tulsa World – Oklahoma cities lose gas tax revenue
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20120731_16_A14_OKLAHO223327
 
Tulsa World – Democrats rumored to add gay unions to party platform
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=13&articleid=20120731_13_A7_WSIGOh678396
 
The Journal Record – Corn, soybean and wheat prices drive up farmland values
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/corn-soybean-and-wheat-prices-drive-up-farmland-
values-real-estate/
 
The Journal Record – AG reports Medicaid fraud cases
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/ag-reports-medicaid-fraud-cases-law/
 
The Journal Record – No ruling yet on Continental Resources meeting
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/no-ruling-yet-on-continental-resources-meeting-energy/
 
The Journal Record – Lawsuits blamed for demise of gas can maker Blitz
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/lawsuits-blamed-for-demise-of-gas-can-maker-law/
 
The Journal Record – OKC officials tout boost in tax revenues
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/okc-officials-tout-boost-in-tax-revenues-finance/
 
The Journal Record – State gets poor marks for disclosure
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/state-gets-poor-marks-for-disclosure-capitol/
 
The Journal Record – Personhood backers appeal Okla. Supreme Court ruling
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/personhood-backers-appeal-okla-supreme-court-ruling-
law/
 
The Journal Record – Democratic reports blasts for – profit colleges
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/democratic-report-blasts-for-profit-colleges-capitol/
 
The journal Record – Conservatives work to cull moderate Republicans
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http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/conservatives-work-to-cull-moderate-republicans-
capitol/
 
The Journal Record – Obama signs bill to expedite tribal development
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/obama-signs-bill-to-expedite-tribal-development-real-
estate/
 
The Journal Record – State senator faces uphill marijuana battle
http://journalrecord.com/2012/07/30/state-senator-faces-uphill-marijuana-battle-capitol/
 
 
 
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell -
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
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To: Alex Gerszewski
Subject: RE: 8/20/12 Daily News Clips
Date: Monday, August 20, 2012 2:07:48 PM

Will gmf get Friday’s & today’s clips today?
I really would do them, but she’s got
 
 

From: Alex Gerszewski 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 8:09 AM
Subject: 8/20/12 Daily News Clips
 
Usernames and Passwords
Journal record
User:  
Pass: 

Tulsa world
User: 
Pass: 

Wall Street Journal
User: 
Pass: 

 
 
GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN NEWS
 
Tulsa World – State liaison wants to improve tribal interactions
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=336&articleid=20120819_16_A21_CUTLIN645962
 
The Oklahoman – Two are named to ODHS governing board
http://newsok.com/fallin-names-2-women-to-dhs-governing-board/article/3701976
 
Sequoyah County Times – Many cities spray for mosquito control
http://www.sequoyahcountytimes.com/article_d4e5b74e-e891-11e1-8bf9-0019bb30f31a.html
 
The Norman Transcript – Fallin recommends changes
http://normantranscript.com/headlines/x1088166350/Fallin-recommends-changes
 
Enid News & Eagle – Retired Enid dentist’s term on commission overseeing DHS has
expired, ending 9 years
http://enidnews.com/localnews/x1685969400/Retired-Enid-dentist-s-term-on-commission-
overseeing-DHS-has-expired-ending-9-years
 
Edmond Sun – Gov. appoints 2 Edmond women to commission
http://www.edmondsun.com/local/x1144044687/Gov-appoints-2-Edmond-women-to-
commission
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Tulsa World – BA foundation’s $10,000 pledge to help adult learners
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20120818_78_A16_BROKEN502832
 
Tulsa World – Fallin appoints 2 Edmond women to commission for human services
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20120818_16_A10_OKLAHO574862
 
The Norman Transcript – Opinion: Pardon, parole fuss could hurt SQ 762
http://normantranscript.com/opinion/x236908953/Pardon-parole-fuss-could-hurt-SQ-762
 
Tulsa World – Opinion: Oklahoma hates big government but loves the money
http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?
subjectid=211&articleid=20120819_211_G1_Whyist633926
 
Enid News & Eagle – Opinion: Thumbs up to CDSA for its move to a new location
http://enidnews.com/opinion/x946182166/Thumbs-up-to-CDSA-for-its-move-to-a-new-
location
 
Muskogee Phoenix – HD 14 Dems frown on tax cuts
http://muskogeephoenix.com/local/x946182782/HD14-Dems-frown-on-tax-cuts
The Journal Record – State IT office receives proposals for cost reductions
http://journalrecord.com/2012/08/17/state-it-office-receives-proposals-for-cost-reductions-
capitol/
 
 
 
 
 
Other Oklahoma News
 
The Oklahoman – Drought forces Oklahoma agriculture producers to ponder hard choices
http://newsok.com/drought-forces-oklahoma-agriculture-producers-to-ponder-hard-
choices/article/3702048
 
The Oklahoman – More openness sought in Oklahoma’s budget process
http://newsok.com/oklahomas-budget-process-criticized-more-openness-
sought/article/3702160
 
The Oklahoman – Oklahoma U.S. Rep. Dan Borne calls for federal investigation of hospital
auditors
http://newsok.com/oklahomas-rep.-dan-boren-calls-for-investigation-of-hospital-
auditors/article/3702161
 
The Oklahoman – Edmond schools increase security through technology
http://newsok.com/edmond-schools-increase-security-through-technology/article/3702292
 
The Oklahoman – Oklahoma voters to decide intangible- property tax issue
http://newsok.com/oklahoma-voters-to-decide-intangible-property-tax-issue/article/3702304?
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custom_click=pod_lead_news
 
The Oklahoman – Editorial: Continued engagement needed between OKC school
policymakers, patrons
http://newsok.com/continued-engagement-needed-between-okc-school-policymakers-
patrons/article/3701720?custom_click=pod_lead_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman – Editorial: More gun-control laws won’t necessarily make a positive
difference
http://newsok.com/more-gun-control-laws-wont-necessarily-make-a-positive-
difference/article/3701699?custom_click=pod_headline_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman – Editorial: Giving serious attention to Oklahoma judicial races is a good
thing
http://newsok.com/giving-serious-attention-to-oklahoma-judicial-races-is-a-good-
thing/article/3701698?custom_click=pod_headline_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman – Editorial: Repeated Biden gaffes shouldn’t be overlooked
http://newsok.com/repeated-biden-gaffes-shouldnt-be-overlooked/article/3701697?
custom_click=pod_headline_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman – Editorial: Two OKC events put spotlight on energy industry
http://newsok.com/scissortales-two-oklahoma-city-events-put-spotlight-on-energy-
industry/article/3701689?custom_click=pod_headline_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Washington Examiner – Obama’s abortion distraction
http://washingtonexaminer.com/morning-examiner-obamas-abortion-
distraction/article/2505362?custom_click=rss
 
The Washington Examiner – Gibbs confirms central part of Romney-Ryan attack on
Obamacare’s IPAB
http://washingtonexaminer.com/gibbs-confirms-central-part-of-romney-ryan-attack-on-
obamacares-ipab/article/2505316?custom_click=rss
 
The Associated Press – Ecuador offers subsidized fuel for flights
http://newsok.com/ecuador-offers-subsidized-fuel-for-flights/article/3702247
 
The Oklahoman – Early runoff primary voting begins Friday in Okla.
http://newsok.com/early-runoff-primary-voting-begins-friday-in-oklahoma/article/3702009
 
Tulsa World – New OHP rule limits state troopers joining highway pursuits
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20120820_11_A1_OKLAHO634037
 
Tulsa World – Poll: Oklahoma voters favor Romney by wide margin
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=688&articleid=20120820_16_A1_Tetpoh224453
 
Tulsa World – Tulsans lost $3.6 million due to arson this fiscal year
http://www.tulsaworld.com/specialprojects/news/crimewatch/article.aspx?
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subjectid=450&articleid=20120820_11_A11_Tulsan708193
 
Tulsa World – Open records response varies
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=720&articleid=20120820_11_A1_CUTLIN268235
 
Tulsa World – Romney, Ryan to discuss Medicare with New Hampshire voters
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=688&articleid=20120820_688_0_hrimgs340380
 
Tulsa World – BOK back in acquisition mode
http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=51&articleid=20120819_51_E1_CUTLIN301333
 
Tulsa World – BOK Financial acquires Milestone Group wealth management firm
http://www.tulsaworld.com/business/article.aspx?
subjectid=51&articleid=20120819_51_E1_BOKFin394226
 
Tulsa World – Opinion: Our music
http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?
subjectid=61&articleid=20120820_61_A9_Iuioor536113
 
Tulsa World – Opinion: Capitol art
http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?
subjectid=61&articleid=20120820_11_A9_Therea80449
 
Tulsa World – Opinion: Need for help continues after the Creek County wildfires
http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?
subjectid=61&articleid=20120818_61_A18_CUTLIN864991
 
Tulsa World – Opinion: Tulsa schools praised nationally, snubbed by state leaders
http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?
subjectid=61&articleid=20120818_61_A18_Itsref97797
 
Tulsa World – Okla. tribal cigarette sales at decade low
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=16&articleid=20120820_11_A1_CUTLIN482028
 
Tulsa World – Outdated law blocks access to public records
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=720&articleid=20120820_11_A5_Oneoft270229
 
Tulsa World – Oklahoma poll: School funding is important to state’s voters
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=688&articleid=20120819_16_A1_Almost139894
 
Tulsa World – Obama, Romney compete for undecideds, stoke base
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=688&articleid=20120819_13_A10_CUTLIN318343
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Tulsa World – Oklahoma leaders push open budget process
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20120819_16_A23_OKLAHO628447
 
Tulsa World – Bill would expand fertility coverage for vets
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=13&articleid=20120819_13_A12_CUTLIN554614
 
The Journal Record – OCC supervisor: Increased drilling activity can lead to more illegal
dumping incidents
http://journalrecord.com/2012/08/17/illegal-dumping-continues-no-proposed-rule-changes-
yet-energy/
 
The Journal Record – Expo speaker: Energy industry needs to change tactics
http://journalrecord.com/2012/08/17/expo-speaker-energy-industry-needs-to-change-tactics-
energy/
 
The Journal Record – Oklahoma unemployment rate rises slightly in July
http://journalrecord.com/2012/08/17/oklahoma-unemployment-rate-rises-slightly-in-july-
general-news/
 
The Journal Record – Measure of U.S. economy rises .4 pct in July
http://journalrecord.com/2012/08/17/measure-of-u-s-economy-rises-0-4-percent-in-july0-
general-news/
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - 
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
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From: Dr. Carl Hook, MD
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
Date: Friday, December 30, 2011 10:41:06 AM

Thank you Dana.  The Summit actually covers both 9and 10 of August. The space for date only allowed 
room for 1 date. We would love to have her speak either of those dates. There is a breakfast and lunch 
time both days that we desire a keynote speaker to fill.
Carl Hook, M. D.

Sent from my Samsung Captivate(tm) on AT&T

Dana Wolpert <Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

Dr. Hook,
 
Thank you for your request. We schedule the Governor no earlier than 6 weeks out to prevent
cancellations. We will keep your request on file and will be in touch closer to the date regarding
her availability.
 
Thank you,
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com.
 
 
From: CMS form builder system [mailto:noreply@www.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2011 4:08 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form" form on your Web site.
Governor Fallin Scheduling Requst Form

To request that Governor Fallin attend an event, please fill out the form below.  Please
include as much information as possible in each field.  If you have questions, please call the
Scheduling Department at (405) 521-2342.

Name of the Event 
Explore: The OK Healthcar

Name of Group(s) Sponsoring the Event: 
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PLICO; OSMA; OAFP

Date of Event: 
08/09/2012

Starting Time of Event: 
8:00 Breakfast

Ending Time of Event: 
12-1 pm Lunch time

Expected Length of the Governor's Remarks: 
30 minutes

Topic of the Governor's Remarks: 
OK Healthcare Delivery; Issues

Name of the person introducing the govenor and their relation to the group/event: 
Carl Hook, M.D.; Pres/CEO PLICO

Event Location/Address: 
Cox Center in OKC

Expected number of attendees: 
500

Please list any VIPs or elected officials also attending the event: 
Invited: Gov. Fallin Congressman James Lankford Commissioner John Doak

Please list the names, titles of those sitting with the governor: 
Carl Hook, M.D. Pres/CEO of PLICO Shari Moore, R.N. VP of Risk Management PLICO

Will the event be open to the public? 
No

Are the media invited to cover the event? 
Yes

What is the dress code (for example: black tie, business, casual, etc)? 
Business Casual

Will there be sound equipment and podium (if not, please contact the Governor's Scheduling
Department to make alternate arrangements)? 
Yes

Please list the name of the contact for this event.  Please also Include a business number, an
after-hours number or cell phone number and an e-mail address for the event contact. 
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Carl Hook, M.D. (O)815-4810 (m  chook@plico-ok.com

Please list a phone number at the event location: 
602-8500

Please list below background information on your event event or a brief history of your
organization.  Please also include a list of members or board members (if applicable), your
organization’s mission statement, and any relevant public policy goals sought by your
organization.  Please also provide details of any pending legislation or litigation and any
ongoing current events at the federal, state or local levels that would affect your organization
or in which your organization is interested. If there are specific concerns or topics that you
would like the governor to address, please also list them. 
Explore:Oklahoma Healthcare Summit 2012 will be the inaugural annual medical
symposium for doctors, nurses, PA's, hospital administrators produced by PLICO. Special
emphasis is being placed on healthcare delivery in the rural settings. Nothing else like this
has ever been produced before. It will provide Continuing Ed credits for all of the
participants listed. Keynote speakers are provided over this 2 day summit. Participants,
vendors, sponsors are all included in a social relaxation time the eve of Aug.9. PLICO's
mission is well known; Bd members include the CEO of OSMA, Ken King, and 15
physicians including OSMA President, and Dr. Jack Beller who is a candidate for OK
Senate on 2012. All physicians are interested in 'ObamaCare', TR and WC issues and
legislation.

This is an automatic message notifying you of a new form completion. Please do not
respond.

*******************************************************************************

The information contained in this email message, and any files transmitted 
with
it, is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended only for 
the
use of the individuals or entities named above. If the reader of this 
message is
not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver 
it
to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or forwarding of this email message is strictly prohibited. If 
you
have received this email message in error, please notify the sender and 
delete
the material from any computer. 
Thank you. 
*******************************************************************************
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: Dr. Carl Hook, MD
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
Date: Friday, December 30, 2011 11:09:20 AM

I will make a note of that. Thank you and Happy New Year!
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com.
 
 

From: Dr. Carl Hook, MD [mailto:chook@plico-ok.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 30, 2011 10:41 AM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
Thank you Dana.  The Summit actually covers both 9and 10 of August. The space for date only allowed 
room for 1 date. We would love to have her speak either of those dates. There is a breakfast and lunch 
time both days that we desire a keynote speaker to fill.
Carl Hook, M. D.
 
Sent from my Samsung Captivate(tm) on AT&T
 
Dana Wolpert <Dana.Wolpert@gov.ok.gov> wrote:
 
Dr. Hook,
 
Thank you for your request. We schedule the Governor no earlier than 6 weeks out to prevent
cancellations. We will keep your request on file and will be in touch closer to the date
regarding her availability.
 
Thank you,
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at www.FallinforBusiness.com.
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From: CMS form builder system [mailto:noreply@www.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2011 4:08 PM
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form"
 
A user has completed the "Scheduling Request Form" form on your Web site.
Governor Fallin Scheduling Requst Form

To request that Governor Fallin attend an event, please fill out the form below.  Please
include as much information as possible in each field.  If you have questions, please call the
Scheduling Department at (405) 521-2342.

Name of the Event 
Explore: The OK Healthcar

Name of Group(s) Sponsoring the Event: 
PLICO; OSMA; OAFP

Date of Event: 
08/09/2012

Starting Time of Event: 
8:00 Breakfast

Ending Time of Event: 
12-1 pm Lunch time

Expected Length of the Governor's Remarks: 
30 minutes

Topic of the Governor's Remarks: 
OK Healthcare Delivery; Issues

Name of the person introducing the govenor and their relation to the group/event: 
Carl Hook, M.D.; Pres/CEO PLICO

Event Location/Address: 
Cox Center in OKC

Expected number of attendees: 
500

Please list any VIPs or elected officials also attending the event: 
Invited: Gov. Fallin Congressman James Lankford Commissioner John Doak

Please list the names, titles of those sitting with the governor: 
Carl Hook, M.D. Pres/CEO of PLICO Shari Moore, R.N. VP of Risk Management PLICO
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Will the event be open to the public? 
No

Are the media invited to cover the event? 
Yes

What is the dress code (for example: black tie, business, casual, etc)? 
Business Casual

Will there be sound equipment and podium (if not, please contact the Governor's Scheduling
Department to make alternate arrangements)? 
Yes

Please list the name of the contact for this event.  Please also Include a business number, an
after-hours number or cell phone number and an e-mail address for the event contact. 
Carl Hook, M.D. (O)815-4810 (m chook@plico-ok.com

Please list a phone number at the event location: 
602-8500

Please list below background information on your event event or a brief history of your
organization.  Please also include a list of members or board members (if applicable), your
organization’s mission statement, and any relevant public policy goals sought by your
organization.  Please also provide details of any pending legislation or litigation and any
ongoing current events at the federal, state or local levels that would affect your organization
or in which your organization is interested. If there are specific concerns or topics that you
would like the governor to address, please also list them. 
Explore:Oklahoma Healthcare Summit 2012 will be the inaugural annual medical
symposium for doctors, nurses, PA's, hospital administrators produced by PLICO. Special
emphasis is being placed on healthcare delivery in the rural settings. Nothing else like this
has ever been produced before. It will provide Continuing Ed credits for all of the
participants listed. Keynote speakers are provided over this 2 day summit. Participants,
vendors, sponsors are all included in a social relaxation time the eve of Aug.9. PLICO's
mission is well known; Bd members include the CEO of OSMA, Ken King, and 15
physicians including OSMA President, and Dr. Jack Beller who is a candidate for OK
Senate on 2012. All physicians are interested in 'ObamaCare', TR and WC issues and
legislation.

This is an automatic message notifying you of a new form completion. Please do not
respond.
 
 
*******************************************************************************
The information contained in this email message, and any files transmitted 
with
it, is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended only for 
the
use of the individuals or entities named above. If the reader of this 
message is
not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver 
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it
to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or forwarding of this email message is strictly prohibited. If 
you
have received this email message in error, please notify the sender and 
delete
the material from any computer. 
Thank you. 
*******************************************************************************
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Alex Weintz; "pahudecki ; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Education research from Heritage
Date: Monday, September 26, 2011 10:44:39 AM

I think the message stays the same. We have said that NCLB needs improvement, I would not go so
far as to say it is broken. It has increased accountability and standards - not enough, but more than
ever before.
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 10:41 AM
To: 'pahudecki@sbcglobal.net'; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Fw: Education research from Heritage
 
Sec Hudecki et al - pls see the note below. Any thoughts you might have on how to bridge the
messaging divide here would be appreciated. No panic on this end - we are brainstorming 
 
From: Burke, Lindsey [mailto:Lindsey.Burke@heritage.org] 
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 10:03 AM
To: Bluey, Rob <Robert.Bluey@heritage.org>; Alex Weintz 
Subject: RE: Education research from Heritage 
 
Thanks Rob. Alex – it’s great to be in touch! If there’s any way in which I can be of help, please don’t

hesitate to reach out!

 

Best,

 

Lindsey

 

Lindsey Burke
Senior Policy Analyst
The Heritage Foundation
214 Massachusetts Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002
202-608-6081
heritage.org 

From: Bluey, Rob 
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 11:02 AM
To: Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
Cc: Burke, Lindsey
Subject: Education research from Heritage
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Alex—
 
Hope things are going well. We noticed that Governor Fallin would be part of NBC’s Education
Nation series this week. I wanted to share some points we’ve developed on the President’s
approach. I’d also like to introduce you to my colleague Lindsey Burke, who covers education policy
for Heritage. Please let me know if there’s any research we could provide that might be helpful.
 
Thanks,
Rob
 
--
 

·         In one of the biggest education policy developments in a decade, President Obama has
sorely mistaken bipartisan distaste for No Child Left Behind as a mandate for him to
unilaterally re-write the law from the White House.

 
·         After failing to get its education agenda through Congress on its own rushed timeline, the

Obama Administration intends to grant conditions-based waivers to states from the onerous
provisions of No Child Left Behind (NCLB). By requiring states to accept Washington’s
conditions to receive a waiver, the administration is effectively mandating that states
implement new policy that would not otherwise survive the normal legislative process.

 
·         Like the auto bailout, EPA regulations, and Obamacare, this proposal circumvents normal

legislative procedure by proposing conditions-based waivers for No Child Left Behind. The
Obama Administration has exercised executive overreach time and time again and is now
trying to rewrite the nation’s largest K-12 education law from the White House.

 
·         The Obama administration and conservatives agree: NCLB is broken. But perspectives

diverge dramatically from there. While the Administration blames “congressional inaction”
for failing to complete a rush reauthorization of the massive 600-page NCLB law, the real
reason is fundamental differences about the federal role in education. Liberals want
Washington-centric, one-size-fits-all education policy. Conservatives want educational
decision-making authority restored to those closest to the student: state and local leaders
and parents.

 
·         Because of the conditions, the temporary relief states get from the waivers will be quickly

followed by an increase in Washington’s power over state educational decisions. States are
already being required to adopt national standards and tests to receive a waiver, an
unprecedented federal overreach.

 
·         States need genuine flexibility – the opportunity to completely opt-out of NCLB through

congressionally-approved proposals – not short-term waiver gimmicks that come with long-
term increases in the Department of Education’s authority.
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Rob Bluey 
Director, Center for Media and Public Policy
x6155

A Poor Definition of Poverty
By defining poverty too broadly, out-of-touch government is not helping us

solve the real problem.

Read our new poverty report with latest Census data >>

The Heritage Foundation is committed to building an America where freedom, opportunity,
prosperity, and civil society flourish.
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Re: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
Date: Monday, July 16, 2012 4:18:11 PM

It seems it is safest to still with the same statement already issued
 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 03:55 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee 
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question 
 
Yep, guess we just send that…but I would try to make sure with her…its going to start a shitstorm…
and basically make her decision for us…without even having met with the speaker and the ppt yet,
which I’m not comfortable with. we don’t get to write our own dialogue on this, which would be
unfortunate.
 
Can we beg off and say the gov is in the air and wait until tomorrow?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:53 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
 

Governor Fallin  was disappointed and frustrated with the Supreme Court’s decision
to uphold the bulk of the Affordable Care Act (ACA). She believes the law is
unaffordable and unworkable, and that many aspects of the bill — including the
individual mandate – grant Congress power that was not intended by the authors of
the Constitution. She voted against the bill as a congresswoman and supported the
lawsuit filed by Oklahoma’s attorney general as governor. She continues her adamant
opposition to the law, and will actively campaign for conservative candidates,
including the Republican presidential nominee, who pledge to overturn and replace
the ACA.
 
However, in light of the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold most of the ACA,
Governor Fallin believes it is her responsibility to thoroughly and thoughtfully review
the state of Oklahoma’s options regarding the future of both Medicaid and the
creation of a health insurance exchange.  Her priority is not to make a decision soon;
it is to make the right decision. The governor will continue to review how the state of
Oklahoma can best meet the health care needs of its citizens. Our office will
proactively relay these decisions to Governor Fallin’s constituents and to the media as
they are made.

 
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:51 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
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Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
Right – what was our last written statement to any reporter?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:51 PM
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
I haven’t gotten any response from the gov on this. According to USA Today our position on
ObamaCare is we are going to wait until November before we do anything on some combination of
an exchange and Medicaid expansion. Fox25 saw it and wants confirmation. I’m just going to send
them our original statement and say that the gov’s position has not changed.
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 9:44 AM
To: 'Mary Fallin'
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Aaron Cooper; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 

This article from USA today (http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/story/2012-07-
12/states-health-care-status/56181438/1) reports the following … it’s written clumsily and
its not clear whether you are waiting until after the election to pursue an exchange or
Medicaid expansion or both:
Oklahoma(18%). Gov. Mary Fallin, a Republican, plans to wait until after the November

election to decide how to proceed, according to local news accounts. The Legislature has

declined to establish health care exchanges. Fallin hasn't decided whether to expand

Medicaid coverage to more uninsured adults, mostly at federal expense.

 

Please let me know how to proceed. If I confirm that you are going to wait until after the
election for either Medicaid/exchange action, that is a change in our position and the
media here will immediately begin reporting that. if that’s not our position I need to call
USA today and tell them that so they can change their article. We are being asked by local
press so ignoring is not an option.

 
 

From: Mary Fallin [  
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 9:19 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: FOX 25 healthcare reform question
 
Pull off AP stories and see what it says I said..
I think I was probably referring to exchanges and the elections to try to repeal and replace....
On the Medicaid
I generally said we were very concerned with the financial hit our budget and are analyzing
the info
, waiting for HHS to answer questions ..
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Is this what you remember Katie??

Mary Fallin

On Jul 16, 2012, at 8:38 AM, Alex Weintz <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

Governor, did u say this at nga? 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Joseph A. Griffin" <jagriffin@sbgnet.com>
Date: July 16, 2012 4:16:29 AM CDT
To: Alex Weintz <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: FOX 25 healthcare reform question

AP is reporting the Governor intends to wait for the election until
implementing any reforms.  can you confirm this?

Joe Griffin
Fox 25 news
(405)520-1642
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: vmariethomas ; msanderson
Cc: Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ; macarter32 ;

RSerote@az.gov; Adam.nordstrom ; brian.mcmanus2@eog.myflorida.com;
JohnPatrick.Walsh@eog.myflorida.com; Rob.Jakubik@eog.myflorida.com; bfulenwider@georgia.gov;
ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ; chiproytexas ; ;
jabot10 ; janelcausey ; jboeyink34 ; travisrichmond ;
wkloiber ; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov;
Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov;
tedpitts@gov.sc.gov; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us;
Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us;
Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; Candice Whitfield; eric.finkbeiner@governor.virginia.gov;
Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov; kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov;
Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov; debbie ; griffin ;
wstruble ; wags@la.gov; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman ;
Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov; mary.mayhew@maine.gov; brandi_white@mcconnell.senate.gov;
Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov; blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov;
mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov; lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov;
brian@nevadadc.org; ryan@nevadadc.org; nguillemard@prfaa.com; sarah.echols@prfaa.com;
mschrimpf@RGA.ORG; lrussell ; slevey ; ts@rubicondc.com; Bkanzeg
Brian.Moore@state.nm.us; aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us; jmcallahan@state.pa.us;
ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us; MKennicott@susana2010.com;
Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt@tomcorbettforgovernor.com; RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov;
bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; wendy.riemann@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; michelle.dynes@wyo.gov;
katyoder_99  pjpgator

Subject: Re: Fwd: ICYMI: Adding Fuel to the Health Care Fire
Date: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 8:56:57 AM
Importance: High

** High Priority **

Good morning:

A few of you have contacted me about quickly calculating what this
"find" means to your states.  As Chip with TX put it, this is extremely
compelling information, and the faster we have it compiled to use, the
more impact it will have. 

I have some calls into think tanks to get their input. I've also asked
my MS Medicaid team to review as well.  We will discuss this tomorrow on
our healthcare task force phone call (6/23 5 PM EST).  Some of your
states are able to produce  fast results in situations like this, so we
ask that you go ahead and start crunching those numbers. It would be
useful to discuss feedback on tomorrow's call.

Let us know if you have any questions- suggestions.

Marie
601 

Marie Thomas Sanderson
Director of Federal Policy
Office of Governor Haley Barbour
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>>> Marie Sanderson  06/21/11 5:04 PM >>>

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CONTACT
Mike Schrimpf, 202-662-4147
mschrimpf@rga.org

ICYMI: Adding Fuel to the Health Care Fire

The Associated Press reports today that a newly discovered provision in
President Obama’s health care law would make millions of people newly
eligible to receive Medicaid. The article notes that the discovery will
boost Republican governors’ argument that Obamacare’s rules concerning
Medicaid don’t make sense.
In fact, Republican governors have long been advocating that the
Medicaid provisions in Obamacare are in desperate need of reform, making
the flippant response from the Senate Finance Committee to today’s
finding all the more disconcerting. The time when federal Democrats can
shrug their shoulders and ask everyone to trust them is over.

The full article is below:

A twist in Obama’s health care law

WASHINGTON * President Barack Obama's health care law would let several
million middle-class people get nearly free insurance meant for the
poor, a twist government number crunchers say they discovered only after
the complex bill was signed.

The change would affect early retirees: A married couple could have an
annual income of about $64,000 and still get Medicaid, said officials
who make long-range cost estimates for the Health and Human Services
department.

Up to 3 million people could qualify for Medicaid in 2014 as a result of
the anomaly. That's because, in a major change from today, most of their
Social Security benefits would no longer be counted as income for
determining eligibility.

Medicare chief actuary Richard Foster says the situation keeps him up at
night.

"I don't generally comment on the pros or cons of policy, but that just
doesn't make sense," Foster said during a question-and-answer session at
a recent professional society meeting. It's almost like allowing
middle-class people to qualify for food stamps, he suggested.

"This is a situation that got no attention at all," added Foster. "And
even now, as I raise the issue with various policymakers, people are not
rushing to say ... we need to do something about this."

Indeed, administration officials and senior Democratic lawmakers say
it's not a loophole but the result of a well-meaning effort to simplify
rules for deciding who will get help with insurance costs under the new
health care law. Instead of a hodgepodge of rules, there will be one
national policy.

"This simplification will stop people from falling into coverage gaps
and may cause some to be newly eligible for Medicaid and others to no
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longer qualify," said Brian Cook, spokesman for the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services.

But states have been clamoring for relief from Medicaid costs,
complaining that just these sorts of federal rules drive up spending and
limit state options. The program is now one of the top issues in budget
negotiations between the White House and Congress. Republicans are
pushing for a rollback of federal requirements that block states from
limiting eligibility.

Medicaid is a safety net program that serves more than 50 million
vulnerable Americans, from low-income children and pregnant women to
Alzheimer's patients in nursing homes. It's designed as a federal-state
partnership, with Washington paying close to 60 percent of the total
cost.

Early retirees would be a new group for Medicaid. While retirees can now
start collecting Social Security at age 62, they must wait another three
years to get Medicare, unless they're disabled.

Some early retirees who worked all their lives may not want to be
associated with a health care program for the poor, but others might see
it as a relatively painless way to satisfy the new law's requirement
that all Americans carry medical insurance starting in 2014. It would
help tide them over until they turn 65 and qualify for Medicare.

The actuary's office said the 3 million early retirees who would become
eligible for Medicaid are on top of an estimated 16 million to 20
million people that Obama's law would already bring into the program, by
opening it to childless adults with incomes near the poverty level.
Federal taxpayers will cover all of the initial cost of the expansion.

A spokeswoman for the Senate Finance Committee, which wrote much of the
health care law, said if the situation does become a problem there's
plenty of time to fix it later.

"These changes don't take effect until 2014, so we have time to review
all possible cases to ensure Medicaid meets its mission of serving only
the neediest Americans," said Erin Shields.

But Republicans already see a problem.

Former Utah governor Mike Leavitt said adding early retirees will "just
add fuel to the fire," bolstering the argument from Republican governors
that some of Washington's rules don't make sense.

"The fact that this is being discovered now tells you, what else is
baked into this law?" said Leavitt, who served as Health and Human
Services secretary under President George H.W. Bush.

###

Paid for and authorized by the Republican Governors Association

Marie Thomas Sanderson
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Drobac, Krista
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: State Decisions on Health Insurance Exchange Functions
Date: Wednesday, August 31, 2011 12:42:09 PM

Krista, we have not made these decisions yet, I can tell you what I think will happen or what we
might be leaning towards but I cannot provide yes or no answers to the questions in the survey.
Thank you, Katie
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Drobac, Krista [mailto:KDrobac@NGA.ORG] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 9:25 AM
To: Drobac, Krista
Subject: State Decisions on Health Insurance Exchange Functions
 
Dear NGA Meeting Participant:
 
We are looking forward to seeing you on September 8 and 9th at the NGA workshop on Health
Insurance Exchanges in Arlington, Virginia.   One of the topics we will be discussing is the idea
of a “federal partnership” model of Exchanges, which was introduced by the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services (HHS) in their July regulations.  In order to maximize the
benefit of our discussion of this topic, NGA is conducting a brief and informal survey to be
completed and returned anonymously in advance of the NGA meeting. We will aggregate the
data only to inform state discussions at the meeting; no data will be released publicly or to HHS.
 
The survey can be accessed here: http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/EXCHANGES2011
 
As you will see, the survey addresses several possible models for federal partnership:

·           The state establishes and operates a SHOP Exchange and the federal government
establishes and operates an individual Exchange.

·           The state retains responsibility for governance of its Exchange(s)(making all policy
decisions) and has the federal government
establish and maintain all required operational functions.

·       The state creates and operates both Exchanges (or a combined one) but outsources a
variety of functions to the federal government, another state, or a private vendor.  

 
We believe this survey will help identify potential common ground on Exchange functions and
allow states to see how their counterparts are approaching some of the many decisions
related to the establishment of Exchanges.
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It would be preferable to receive one survey response per state.  If possible, please coordinate
your state’s response and return the survey to NGA by Tuesday, August 30th.
 
Thank you.
 
Krista Drobac
Director, Health Division
Center for Best Practices
National Governors Association, Suite 267
444 North Capitol Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001
Office: 202-624-7872
Cell: 
 

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive use of
the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or confidential. If the
reader of this transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and
delete this message.
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From: NGA HHS Committee
To: HHS Committee
Subject: Reminder: NGA Insurance Exchange Workshop, September 8-9th
Date: Wednesday, August 31, 2011 11:29:36 AM
Attachments: NGAExchanges_Workshop_Agenda.docx

Below and attached please find a reminder and updated agenda for next week’s NGA Center
meeting on health exchange implementation.
 
Heather E. Hogsett
Director
Committees on Health & Human Services and
Homeland Security & Public Safety
National Governors Association
(202)624-5360
 

From: Drobac, Krista 
Sent: Wednesday, August 31, 2011 12:25 PM
To: healthadvisors@talk.nga.org
Subject: NGA Insurance Exchange Workshop, September 8-9th
 
Dear Health Policy Advisors:
 
We are looking forward to a productive Health Insurance Exchange workshop on September
8-9th in Arlington, Virginia.  Attached is an updated agenda for the meeting.
 
Today is the last day to register for the meeting, so if you are interested in attending but have
not registered, please sign up at http://www.cvent.com/d/9cq7z3 before the end of the day
today. 
 
In order to maximize the benefit of our discussion at the meeting, NGA is conducting a brief
and informal survey to be completed and returned anonymously in advance of the NGA
meeting.  We are hoping for one response per state.  If your state has not yet filled out the
survey, it can be found at  http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/EXCHANGES2011.
 
Thank you. 
 
Krista Drobac
Director, Health Division
Center for Best Practices
National Governors Association, Suite 267
444 North Capitol Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001
Office: 202-624-7872
Cell: 
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          HEALTH INSURANCE EXCHANGES WORKSHOP

			                      TIMELINES, STATE OPTIONS AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS

         CRYSTAL CITY HYATT, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA

                               SEPTEMBER 8-9, 2011

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8







		7:00 A.M. – 8:30 A.M.

CHESAPEAKE GRILL

		REGISTRATION AND BREAKFAST





		8:30 A.M. -8:40 A.M.



REGENCY AB

		WELCOME



· Dan Crippen, Executive Director, National Governors Association





		8:40 A.M. – 9:30 A.M.



REGENCY AB



		CONFERENCE KICKOFF



· Setting the Stage: An overview of Exchange models: state-operated, partnership model, and federally-facilitated; timelines for each; and opening discussion on how to chart a path forward. 





		9:30 A.M. – 11:00 A.M. 













Potomac 2

Potomac 4

Potomac 6 



		BREAKOUT SESSION 1:

CREATION, OPERATION AND FINANCING OF EXCHANGES



Attendees will divide into three discussion groups to discuss similar topics. The session will focus on issues related to the establishment and operation of individual and SHOP Exchanges, by either the state, the federal government or in a partnership approach. Sessions will be facilitated by:

· Brett Graham, Managing Director-Exchanges, Leavitt Partners, LLC

· Robert Carey, Principal, RLCarey Consulting  

· Rick Curtis, President, Institute for Health Policy Solutions



		11:00 A.M. – 11:15 A.M. 

		BREAK





		11:15 A.M. – 12:45 P.M.





Potomac 2







Potomac 4









Potomac 6

		BREAKOUT SESSION 2:

PROJECT  MANAGEMENT, WORK PLANS,  & RFPS



· Project management for Exchange development

Andrea Danes, former Illinois state official; currently CSG Government Solutions



· Developing work plans for Exchange development (i.e. for  inclusion in grant applications)

Molly Voris, Project Manager, Health Benefits Exchange Program,   Washington Health Care Authority



· Procurement: Items to consider and vendor management

Robert Guenther, former Technical Director, Division of State Systems at CMS; currently, CSG Government Solutions





		12:45 P.M. – 2:15 P.M.



REGENCY CD





		LUNCH



Presentation: State Health  Insurance Market Analyses and Decision-Making  

· Cindy Gillespie, Managing Director, McKenna Long and Aldridge LLP

· Brian Haile, Director, Tennessee Insurance Exchange Planning Initiative

· April Todd-Malmlov, Health Insurance Exchange Director, Minnesota Department of Commerce





		2:15 P.M. – 3:30 P.M.







POTOMAC 2





POTOMAC 4









POTOMAC 6



		BREAKOUT SESSION 3

NAVIGATORS AND PRODUCERS;  SMALL AND LARGE BUSINESSES AND EXCHANGES; STAKEHOLDERS AND GOVERNANCE



· Navigator and consumer assistance programs; agents and brokers

· Karen Pollitz, Senior Fellow, Kaiser Family Foundation



· Small business engagement, large employer issues, private exchanges

· Norm Thurston, Health Policy & Reform Initiatives Coordinator, Utah Department of Health

· Cindy Gillespie, Managing Director, McKenna Long and Aldridge LLP



· Stakeholder Engagement and Exchange Governance

· Lorez Meinhold, Deputy Policy Director, Office of Policy Initiatives, Colorado Governor John Hickenlooper





		3:30 P.M. – 3:45 P.M. 

		BREAK





		3:45 P.M. – 5:00 P.M.





POTOMAC 2









POTOMAC 4







POTOMAC 6

		BREAKOUT SESSION 4

MARKET REFORMS, RISK MANAGEMENT, INSURER PARTICIPATION 



· 2014 Market Reforms:  Guarantee Issue; Rating Reforms; Mandates; Subsidies; etc.

·  Brian Webb, Manager, Health Policy & Legislation, National Association of Insurance Commissioners



· Adverse selection issues: reinsurance, risk corridors, and risk adjustment

·  Beth Sammis, former Deputy Commissioner, Maryland Insurance Administration



· Qualifying health plans for participation in exchanges and related policy decisions

·  Alice Burton, President, Burton Policy Consulting, LLC





		5:00 P.M. –6:30 P.M.



CINNABAR CAFE

		RECEPTION

Conference attendees, speakers and NGA health care corporate fellows are invited to a reception.

















FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9









		7:30 A.M. – 3:00 P.M.



		REGISTRATION



		7:30 A.M. – 8:30 A.M.



REGENCY CD

















		BREAKFAST PLENARY SESSION:



· Plenary session will feature a panel of states with Early IT Innovator grants, identifying lessons learned and strategies for other states.

· Beth Osthimer, Director of Health Care Reform, Division of Coverage and Enrollment, Office of Insurance Programs, New York State

· Saleem Sayani, Chief Information Officer, Maryland

· Dennis Smith, Secretary, Wisconsin Department of Health Services 

· Michael Tutty, Project Director, New England States Collaborative Insurance Exchange Systems





		8:30 A.M. – 8:50 A.M.



		MEDICAID ELIGIBILITY AND ENROLLMENT 



· Brief summary of the recent Medicaid eligibility regulations and CMS conference on Medicaid and CHIP Eligibility & Enrollment

· Deborah Bachrach, Counsel, Manatt Health Solutions





		8:50 A.M. – 9:00 A.M.



		BREAK



		9:00 A.M. – 10:30 A.M.





POTOMAC 2







POTOMAC 4







POTOMAC 6





		BREAKOUT SESSION 5

MEDICAID, ELIGIBILITY AND ENROLLMENT 



· Medicaid and State Exchanges: Opportunities to Improve the Efficiency and Effectiveness of Both

· Deborah Bachrach, Counsel, Manatt Health Solutions



· Medicaid eligibility and enrollment under a federally-facilitated exchange

· Vernon Smith, Principal, Health Management Associates



· Coordination of plans inside and outside of Exchanges

· Matt Salo, Executive Director, National Association of Medicaid Directors





		10:30 A.M. – 10:45 A.M. 

		BREAK





		10:45 A.M. – 11:30 A.M.



Potomac 2,4,6



		SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS

Attendees will divide into three groups to discuss and identify: What do you need/want from the federal government, short and medium term? What do you want from NGA and each other?





		11:30 A.M. – 12:30 P.M.



REGENCY AB

		SUMMARY OF STATE THEMES, CONCERNS AND NEEDS 

In preparation for the afternoon session with HHS officials, this all-attendee session will serve to summarize key areas of concern and themes related to Exchange development under the range of operational and policy scenarios. NGA will lead the discussion with state input.





		12:30 P.M. – 1:30 P.M.



REGENCY CD

		LUNCH



· Session will feature perspectives and insights on Exchange development

· Mark McClellan, Director, Engelberg Center for Health Care Reform and former Administrator of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services





		1:30 P.M. – 2:45 P.M. 



REGENCY CD

		QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION WITH HHS AND DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

· Steve Larson, Director, Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight, CMS

· Cindy Mann, Deputy Administrator and Director, Center    for Medicaid, CHIP, and Survey & Certification, CMS

· Chiquita Brooks-LaSure, Director of Coverage Policy, HHS Office of Health Reform 

· Paul Dioguardi, Director of Intergovernmental and External Affairs, HHS

· Helen Morrison, Deputy Benefits Tax Counsel, U.S. Department of the Treasury





		2:45 P.M. –3:00 P.M.

		CLOSING
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The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive use of
the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or confidential. If the
reader of this transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and
delete this message.

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive use of
the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or confidential. If the
reader of this transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and
delete this message.
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You are currently subscribed to [hhsreps] as Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov..
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-200942-
158950.082c7c8c58e3aebbaf0a4c4dfd1615ea@talk.nga.org..

Visit the NGA web site at http://www.nga.org
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Martin.Kent@governor.virginia.gov; Conrad, Matt (GOV); Deborah Hohlt; Lindsay Russell; Seth Levey; Intern

Dustin Huffman; Monica Block
Subject: RGPPC Chief of Staff Conference call: Fri. 2/3 3PM EDT-3:30 PM EDT
Date: Thursday, February 02, 2012 2:06:04 PM
Attachments: NGV 011112 -- Bloomberg Business Week -- Chrysler to Begin Natural.pdf

NGV 100311 -- GM Bi-Fuel Pickup -- Press Release.pdf
NGV MOU - Amended 1-27-11 (2).pdf
2012 Policy Contacts Survey (2).pdf
2012 PPACA Survey.pdf
2012 Energy and Env Regs Survey.pdf
2012-02-02-CoS_EE_Brief.pdf
2012 02 02 Healthcare Exchange Award_Summary 2.pdf
2011 11 15 Daniels Memos to Govs.pdf
2012-02-01_State of States_Summary2.pdf
2012 2 02 COS Committee Update 2.pdf
2012 NGA WM Program Draft for Staff.docx
2012-02-30-HC_Exchangestatus_MW.pdf
2012 2 3 COS PHONE CALL AGENDA.docx

 
A reminder that a conference call with Republican Chief of Staffs will occur on  Friday, 2/3 at 3
PM EDT-3:30 PM EDT.  Please find an agenda below and relevant attachments.
 
Assistants:   COSs may find the agenda and attachments easier to view in a printed format. 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions. We look forward to speaking with you. 
 
Thank you,
Marie
Cell 
MSanderson@
 
 
 
Conference line:
 
1
Access code:

 
AGENDA

(see below and attachment:  2012 2 3 COS PHONE CALL AGENDA)
 

1.        Roll Call (Marie Sanderson- RGPPC)
 

2.        Welcome from the RGA Chairman (Martin Kent- VA)
 

a.       NGA meeting coordination and White House meeting (suggested  themes: Jobs and
the Economy, healthcare, Energy, and unfunded mandates/federalism. Talking
points will be forwarded to your state). See schedule attached (“2012 NGA WM
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Chrysler to Begin Natural-Gas Truck Sales to Fleets 


January 11, 2012, 6:26 PM EST  


 


By Craig Trudell and Alan Ohnsman  


Jan. 11 (Bloomberg) -- Chrysler Group LLC, the automaker controlled by Fiat SpA, plans to begin selling 


natural gas- powered pickups in the U.S. this year, said Sergio Marchionne, chief executive officer of both 


automakers. 


“We are going to bring them here, there is no doubt,” Marchionne said yesterday in an interview at the North 


American International Auto Show in Detroit. Sales will be “limited at first. It depends upon the distribution 


network.” 


Fiat, which owns 58.5 percent of Auburn Hills, Michigan- based Chrysler, has engines using compressed 


natural gas in Europe. Chrysler executives have said they plan to begin deliveries of vehicles using the 


technology to the U.S. by 2017. 


Sales of compressed natural gas-powered pickups will begin to fleet customers, David Elshoff, a spokesman, 


said in an e- mail. He declined to say whether Chrysler will target particular buyers such as government or 


commercial customers. 


Marchionne said yesterday that natural-gas engines are the “best option.” He has argued they’re cheaper than 


competing technologies and that electric cars, which competitors such as General Motors Co., Nissan Motor Co. 


and Toyota Motor Corp. are marketing, present “too many obstacles” such as the recharge time for batteries. 


The additional cost for an engine using natural gas is $3,000, compared with $3,300 for diesel and $8,000 for an 


electric hybrid, Alfredo Altavilla, who heads Fiat’s Iveco truck unit, said in September 2010, when Fiat laid out 


its natural gas aspirations. 


Limited Refueling 


Infrastructure for refueling natural gas vehicles is limited. The International Association for Natural Gas 


Vehicles says on its website that there were 1,000 stations and 112,000 natural-gas vehicles in the U.S. as of 


December 2010. 


Honda Motor Co. is the only automaker selling cars with compressed natural-gas engines to retail customers in 


the U.S. with its $26,155 Civic Natural Gas sedan. The model, formerly the Civic GX, has sold mainly in 


California and a small number of other U.S. states that have fueling facilities. 


The newest version of Civic Natural Gas, named 2012 Green Car of the Year at the Los Angeles auto show in 


November, is now sold by 200 dealers in 36 states, according to Honda. The car was initially available only in 


California, New York, Utah and Oklahoma. 







Chrysler in 2009 separated the Ram and Dodge brands to create a standalone truck unit. Marchionne’s five-year 


plan for the company includes bringing large- and small-commercial vans to the U.S. in 2012 under the Ram 


brand based on Fiat’s trucks platforms. 


--With assistance from Tim Higgins in Detroit. Editor: Bill Koenig 


To contact the reporters on this story: Craig Trudell in Detroit at ctrudell1@bloomberg.net; Alan Ohnsman in 


Detroit at aohnsman@bloomberg.net 


To contact the editor responsible for this story: Jamie Butters at jbutters@bloomberg.net 


 








 
 
For Immediate Release:  Monday, Oct. 3, 2011 
 


 
GM Will Sell Commercial CNG Bi-Fuel Pickup in 2012  


 
 


DETROIT – General Motors will sell a compressed natural gas bi-fuel commercial pickup truck   
early in the fourth quarter of 2012. 
 
“Customers want a choice when it comes to fuel because it helps them manage their business 
costs,” said Brian Small, general manager, GM Fleet and Commercial Operations. “We listened 
and we are going to move fast to bring a bi-fuel CNG product to market to meet our customer’s 
needs.” 
 
GM is the only manufacturer currently providing a single-source commercial option with the 
Chevrolet Express and GMC Savana CNG cargo vans. The addition of a bi-fuel CNG pickup will 
help satisfy a broader range of needs for commercial customers looking for a one-stop 
alternative fuel vehicle from the factory. This allows  business owners to spend more time 
focusing on their business instead of the complexities associated with vehicle up-fitting. 
 
“GM’s original equipment is engineered, validated and warranted which makes the decision to 
purchase our bi-fuel pick-up trucks easy,” said Joyce Mattman, director, GM Commercial 
Product and Specialty Vehicles. “Like our CNG vans, this turnkey product will be the best 
solution in the market and makes good business sense.” 
 
The bi-fuel commercial trucks will be covered by GM’s three-year, 36,000-mile new vehicle 
limited warranty and five-year, 100,000-mile limited powertrain warranty and vehicle emissions 
warranty, meeting all Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and California Air Resources 
Board (CARB) emission certification requirements. 
 
IMPCO Automotive is the Tier-One supplier for integrating the CNG bi-fuel delivery and storage 
system into the pickups alongside the Express and Savana CNG-dedicated cargo vans at 
IMPCO Automotive’s facility in Union City, Ind.  
  


About General Motors 


General Motors (NYSE:GM, TSX: GMM), one of the world’s largest automakers, traces its roots back to 
1908. With its global headquarters in Detroit, GM employs 208,000 people in every major region of the 
world and does business in more than 120 countries.  GM and its strategic partners produce cars and 
trucks in 30 countries, and sell and service these vehicles through the following brands: Baojun, Buick, 
Cadillac, Chevrolet, GMC, Daewoo, Holden, Isuzu, Jiefang, Opel, Vauxhall, and Wuling. The global 
Chevrolet brand celebrates its 100th anniversary in 2011. GM’s largest national market is China, followed 
by the United States, Brazil, the United Kingdom, Germany, Canada, and Italy.  GM’s OnStar subsidiary 
is the industry leader in vehicle safety, security and information services.  More information on the new 
General Motors can be found at www.gm.com. 


  







### 
 
CONTACT: 
Pam Flores 
GM Communications 
313-590-9627 
pamela.flores@gm.com  
 
Emily Moran 
GM Communications 
517-483-3800 
emily.moran@mullen.com 
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Memorandum of Understanding 
 


This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) describes a coordinated effort between the undersigned States (States) to attract 


automobile manufacturers in the U.S. to develop a functional and affordable original equipment manufacturer (OEM) fleet 


natural gas vehicle (NGV) that will also meet public demand.  The States recognize the benefits and unique attributes of clean 


burning natural gas and understand the significant opportunity compressed natural gas (CNG) presents to save State and 


taxpayer dollars by encouraging an energy future that utilizes domestic energy resources to fuel our nation’s transportation 


needs.  Through the joint solicitation of a Multi-State Request for Proposal (Joint-RFP) that aggregates annual State fleet vehicle 


procurements, the States will endeavor to provide a demand base sufficient to support the design, manufacture, and sale of 


functional and affordable OEM NGVs by automotive manufacturers in the United States. 


 


In anticipation of soliciting a Joint-RFP, the States will endeavor to coordinate with local agencies, municipalities, and 


companies to determine the number of NGVs each State can commit to purchase and the required specifications necessary to 


meet fleet needs.  The Joint-RFP shall require that the ultimate cost of an OEM NGV should be comparably priced to an 


equivalent gasoline powered model and that warranty and reliability concerns are not compromised.  Simultaneously, the 


States understand the need for continued development and expansion of CNG fueling infrastructure and should endeavor to 


encourage private investment, predicated on demonstrating an anticipated increase in State NGVs, to meet growing demand.   


 


Pursuant to the terms of the Joint-RFP, to be executed at a later date, the States intend, where practical, to transition new fleet 


vehicle acquisitions, in committed volumes, to a resulting OEM NGV.  Such future acquisitions should, when economically 


feasible, rely on traditional distribution channels that incorporate local businesses in procurement processes.  In continued 


recognition of the benefits of CNG, the States should also endeavor to pursue fleet vehicle conversions to CNG, where 


economically compelling, based on a life-cycle cost analysis.  The States will also reach out to fellow Governors to determine 


broader interest and participation in the principles and process outlined in this MOU.   


 


This MOU embodies the principle understandings of the States but shall not create any legal relationship, rights, duties, or 


obligations binding or enforceable at law or in equity.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, each State shall in good faith endeavor 


to reach a mutually agreeable and economically beneficial Joint-RFP, as contemplated herein.  This MOU does not create 


additional state power, enhance existing state power, or interfere with federal authority or law.  This MOU shall continue to 


demonstrate the States’ understanding until execution of the Joint-RFP, or until otherwise discontinued by either State. 


 


Set forth by: 


 


State of Oklahoma  


 


 


__________________________________________ 


Mary Fallin, Governor  


November 9, 2011 


State of Colorado 


 


 


__________________________________________ 


John Hickenlooper, Governor 


November 9, 2011 
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State of Wyoming 


 


__________________________________________ 


Matthew H. Mead, Governor 


November 9, 2011 


State of Pennsylvania  


 


__________________________________________ 


Tom Corbett, Governor  


November 9, 2011 


  


State of Utah 


 


 


__________________________________________ 


Gary R. Herbert, Governor  


November 16, 2011 


State of Maine 


 


 


________________________________________ 


Paul R. LePage, Governor  


December 2, 2011 


  


State of New Mexico  


 


 


__________________________________________ 


Susana Martinez, Governor  


December 22, 2011 


State of West Virginia  


 


 


__________________________________________ 


Earl Ray Tomblin, Governor  


January 16
th


, 2012 


  


State of Kentucky 


 


 


__________________________________________ 


Steven L. Beshear, Governor  


January 27
th


, 2012 


 


 








Policy Contact List QuestionnairePolicy Contact List QuestionnairePolicy Contact List QuestionnairePolicy Contact List Questionnaire


1. Please list your office's policy and secretariat leads on Economic Development and 
Infrastructure issues. Please feel free to include policy advisors, Secretaries of Commerce, 
Transportation, DOT Commissioners, Economic Development Corporation leaders, etc.  
 
List state, name, title, and email/phone:  


 


2. Please list your office's policy and secretariat leads on Education and Workforce. 
Please feel free to include policy advisors, Secretaries of Education, Workforce Advisors, 
etc.  
 
List state, name, title, and email/phone:  


 


3. Please list your office's policy and secretariat leads on Budget, Tax, and Regulatory 
issues.  
 
List state, name, title, and email/phone:  


 


4. Please provide the contact information for your General Counsel.  
 
List State, Name, Title, Email/Phone 


 


 


*
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66


*
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PPACA QuestionnairePPACA QuestionnairePPACA QuestionnairePPACA Questionnaire


1. On a scale of 1 to 5, how ready is your state in terms of establishing an exchange to be 
operational in 2014, with one indicating that you have not made any progress on an 
exchange and 5 indicating that you have achieved milestones that will allow you to begin 
offering insurance through the exchange in 2014 


2. Have you found that the Administration has provided enough timely guidance related to 
essential health benefits and exchanges to begin working towards compliance? 


3. As of the most recent plan year, do carriers typically provide coverage for the essential 
health benefit categories listed in Section 1302 of PPACA in your respective individual and 
small group markets?  


4. If the answer to question #3 is no, which essential health benefit categories are typically 
not covered? 


 


5. To the extent available, please provide average premium price data for 2009, 2010 and 
2011 in the individual and small group market.  


 


6. Do you have a good understanding of what the federal exchange will entail? 
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1
 


nmlkj 2
 


nmlkj 3
 


nmlkj 4
 


nmlkj 5
 


nmlkj


yes
 


nmlkj


no
 


nmlkj


If no, what are you still waiting to receive from the feds in order to proceed? 


yes
 


nmlkj


no
 


nmlkj


yes
 


nmlkj


no
 


nmlkj







PPACA QuestionnairePPACA QuestionnairePPACA QuestionnairePPACA Questionnaire
7. Do you have a good understanding of the financial requirements of states if a federal 
exchange is implemented?  


8. Will additional benefit mandates associated with the essential health benefits mandate 
increase or decrease health insurance premiums in your state? 


9. Does the current structure of the exchanges required under PPACA provide adequate 
state flexibility? 


10. Do you have a good understanding of how the federal government will fund federal 
exchanges? 


11. Do you anticipate federal fees on exchange related activities regarding eligibility 
determinations?  


12. Do you anticipate higher federal fees for states that have not established a statebased 
exchange? 


13. Do you anticipate a hidden tax on health insurance consumers as a result of federally 
facilitated exchanges?  


yes
 


nmlkj


no
 


nmlkj


increase
 


nmlkj


decrease
 


nmlkj


yes
 


nmlkj


no
 


nmlkj


I don't know
 


nmlkj


yes
 


nmlkj


no
 


nmlkj


yes
 


nmlkj


no
 


nmlkj


yes
 


nmlkj


no
 


nmlkj


yes
 


nmlkj


no
 


nmlkj







PPACA QuestionnairePPACA QuestionnairePPACA QuestionnairePPACA Questionnaire
14. Do you think funds for exchange related activities were provided equitably? 


15. Please list all of your medicaid waivers pending or denied. 


 


16. Do you approve of your state being listed with these responses or do you prefer to 
remain anonymous?  


55


66


yes
 


nmlkj


no
 


nmlkj


I approve
 


nmlkj


I prefer to remain anonymous
 


nmlkj


If you approve, please insert your state here 
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Energy and Environmental Regulations SurveyEnergy and Environmental Regulations SurveyEnergy and Environmental Regulations SurveyEnergy and Environmental Regulations Survey


1. Pick the most burdensome Federal regulations that your state has encountered (e.g. 
Utility MACT, Boiler MACT, CWA provisions, NAAQS, etc.). Please describe any job 
impacts, financial burdens, etc, these rules have put on your state in the comment box 
provided below.  


2. Has your state encountered any obstacles due to the Endangered Species Act (ESA)? 
Feel free to include energy projects, transportation infrastructure (roads, ports, airports, 
etc.), and social infrastructure (hospitals, schools, etc.)  


 


3. Has your state had experience with projects being stalled by the US Department of 
Interior (DOI)?  


 


 
Energy and Environmental Regulations Survey


55


66


55


66


Utility MACT (CAA)
 


gfedc


Boiler MACT (CAA)
 


gfedc


Stream Buffer Zone Rule
 


gfedc


TDML (CWA)
 


gfedc


316B (CWA)
 


gfedc


NAAQS (CAA)
 


gfedc


Proposed Cross State Air Pollution Rule CSAPR (CAA)
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To:  Chiefs of Staff 


CC:        Marie Sanderson 


From:  Seth Levey 


Re:  Energy and Environment Update 


Date:  February 2, 2012 


 


The first few weeks of 2012 have seen several major developments in energy policy.  Below is a 


brief timeline:  


 


 


 In early December, EPA announced that they had data suggesting that hydraulic 


fracturing is responsible for contaminated water wells in Pavilion, Wyoming.  The EPA 


established a 45 day public-comment period.  RGPPC has worked to coordinate efforts 


following this and the developments in Dimock, Pennsylvania including a conference call 


on January 27 and continued coordination with Hill staff on oversight over the EPA’s 


processes.   


 


 On December 21, EPA released final standards for mercury emissions and toxic pollution 


from power plants (Utility MACT).  The estimated price tag of this rule hovers around 


$9.8 billion and threatens to shutter 12 gigawatts of electricity production nationwide.  


 


 On December 23, the revised boiler MACT rule was published in the Federal Register.   


The EPA plans to sign the final rule in April, 2012.   


 


 On January 18, the Obama administration decided to reject the Keystone XL pipeline 


permit costing the country up to 20,000 direct jobs. 


 


 On January 18, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit set the briefing schedule 


for the review of the Cross State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR).  Oral arguments will be 


held in April.   


 


 On January 27, the RGPPC hosted a conference call update on hydrofracking and 


possible federal regulation.  On the call we featured reports from Wyoming, 


Pennsylvania, and Senate Environment and Public Works Committee (EPW) staff.  We 


then opened the floor for questions and answers.   


 


 The House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee began to mark up H.R. 7, the 


American Energy and Infrastructure Jobs Act.  The Act features several drilling sections 


which were referred to the House Natural Resources Committee and passed on February 


1, see below for more details.    


 


 On February 16, the Utility MACT rule will be published in the Federal Register; this is 


the effective date of the rule’s enforcement authority.  
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Energy Portions of American Energy and Infrastructure Jobs Act  


The House Natural Resources Committee today passed three bills that are important components 


of the American Energy and Infrastructure Jobs Act. 


The energy portion of the plan would expand access to American offshore and onshore energy 


resources - creating over a million new American jobs, lowering gasoline prices, reducing our 


dependence on foreign sources of energy, and raising new revenue. 


 Offshore Energy Production. The plan would require the Administration to move 


forward with new offshore energy production in areas containing the most oil and natural 


gas resources that President Obama placed off limits for drilling after taking office. The 


plan includes the Atlantic Coast, Pacific Coast, and portions of the Eastern Gulf of 


Mexico. It requires the Secretary of the Interior to conduct oil and natural gas lease sales 


in the Gulf of Mexico, offshore Alaska and Virginia that have been delayed or cancelled. 


The plan establishes fair and equitable revenue sharing for coastal states.  


 ANWR. The plan would open less than 3 percent of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 


(ANWR) in Alaska to responsible energy development by directing the Interior Secretary 


to establish lease sales in the North Slope. The North Slope of ANWR was specifically 


set aside in 1980 by President Jimmy Carter and Congress for oil and natural gas 


development. ANWR contains approximately 10.4 billion barrels of oil and at peak 


production could supply the U.S. with up to 1.45 million barrels of oil per day.  


 Oil Shale. The plan would create new American jobs by setting clear rules for the 


development of U.S. oil shale resources and promoting shale technology research and 


development. It directs the Secretary of the Interior to issue additional Research, 


Development & Demonstration (RD&D) and commercial leases and makes permanent 


the Resource Management Plan amendments and commercial oil shale regulations 


published guidelines by the Department in November 2008.  








Exchange Establishment Awards 
As of 10 November 2011 
 
 


Awards by State 


State State Planning 
Grants and 


Territory 
Cooperative 
Agreements 


 Early IT 
Innovator  


Level I 
Establishment  


 


Level II 
Establishment  


 


State Total 


Alaska (R)      


Alabama (R)  $      1,000,000     $      8,592,139*    $         9,592,139  


American Samoa (D)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


Arizona (R)  $      1,000,000     $    29,877,427*    $       30,877,427  


Arkansas (D)  $          999,670         $             999,670  


California (D)  $      1,000,000     $    39,421,383+    $       40,421,383  


Colorado (D)  $          999,987        $             999,987  


Connecticut (D)  $          996,850     $      6,687,933+    $         7,684,783  


Delaware (D)  $      1,000,000     $      3,400,096*   $         4,400,096  


District of Columbia  $      1,000,000     $      8,200,716+    $         9,200,716  


Florida (R)  $      1,000,000        $         1,000,000  


Georgia (R)  $      1,000,000        $         1,000,000  


Guam (R)  $          917,205        $             917,205  


Hawaii (D)  $      1,000,000     $    14,440,144*   $        15,440,144  


Idaho (R)  $      1,000,000     $    20,376,556*   $        21,376,556  


Illinois (D)  $      1,000,000     $      5,128,454+    $         6,128,454  


Indiana (R)  $      1,000,000     $      6,895,126#     $         7,895,126  


Iowa (R)  $      1,000,000     $      7,753,662*    $         8,753,662  


Kansas (R)  $      1,000,000   $      31,537,465       $       32,537,465  


Kentucky (D)  $      1,000,000     $      7,670,803+    $         8,670,803  


Louisiana (R)  $          998,416        $             998,416  


Maine (R)  $      1,000,000     $      5,877,676*   $         6,877,676  


Maryland (D)  $          999,227   $        6,227,454   $    27,186,749+    $       34,413,430  


Massachusetts (D)  $      1,000,000   $      35,591,333      $       36,591,333  


Michigan (R)  $          999,772     $      9,849,305*   $       10,849,077  


Minnesota (D)  $      1,000,000     $      4,168,071+    $         5,168,071  


Mississippi (R)  $      1,000,000     $    20,143,618+    $       21,143,618  


Missouri (D)  $      1,000,000     $    20,865,716+    $       21,865,716  


Montana (D)  $      1,000,000        $         1,000,000  


Nebraska (R)  $      1,000,000     $      5,481,838*   $         6,481,838  


Nevada (R)  $      1,000,000     $      4,045,076+    $         5,045,076  


New Hampshire (D)  $      1,000,000        $         1,000,000  


New Jersey (R)  $      1,000,000        $         1,000,000  


New Mexico (R)  $      1,000,000     $    34,279,483*   $       35,279,483  







Exchange Establishment Awards 
As of 10 November 2011 
 


State State Planning 
Grants and 


Territory 
Cooperative 
Agreements 


 Early IT 
Innovator  


Level I 
Establishment  


 


Level II 
Establishment  


 


State Total 


New York (D)  $      1,000,000   $      27,431,432   $    10,774,898+    $       39,206,330  


North Carolina (D)  $      1,000,000     $    12,396,019+    $       13,396,019  


North Dakota (R)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


Ohio (R)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


Oklahoma (R)  $      1,000,000   $      54,608,456       $       55,608,456  


Oregon (D)  $      1,000,000   $      48,096,308   $      8,969,600+    $       58,065,908  


Pennsylvania (R)  $      1,000,000        $         1,000,000  


Puerto Rico  (R)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


Rhode Island (D)  $      1,000,000     $      5,240,668#  $           58,515,871  $       64,756,539  


South Carolina (R)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


South Dakota (R)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


Tennessee (R)  $      1,000,000     $      1,560,220*    $         2,560,220  


Texas (R)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


US Virgin Islands (D)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


Utah (R)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


Vermont (D)  $      1,000,000     $    18,090,369*    $      19,090,369 


Virginia (R)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


Washington (D)  $          996,285     $    22,942,671#     $       23,938,956  


West Virginia (D)  $          999,873     $      9,667,694+   $       10,667,567  


Wisconsin (R)  $      1,000,000   $      38,058,074       $       39,058,074  


Wyoming (R)  $          800,000       $             800,000  


TOTAL  $    53,707,285   $    241,550,522   $    379,984,110  $           58,515,871  $     733,757,788  


 


Level I Award Dates 


# March 30, 2011 


+ June 30, 2011 


* September 30, 2011 


 


-This document is a collection of data from various sources and is not meant for further distribution nor is it 
intended to label a state’s position on healthcare exchanges. Edits may be sent to LRussell@rgppc.org- 





















 
 


 


TO: RGPPC ACTION OFFICERS 


CC:  MARIE SANDERSON 


FROM: LINDSAY RUSSELL 


RE:  STATE OF THE STATE SUMMARY 


DATE:  JANUARY 23, 2012 


 


 


 


Please see the following for a state by state summary of the State of the State speeches.  


 


First, please keep in mind that not all Governors have given their speeches yet so the rest of the states will be added as 


their speeches are given and the transcripts are released. 


 


Second, a more thorough report on state budgets, including an issue specific matrix will be released once we are able to 


cull through actual individual Governor’s budgets. 


 


Third, as your governor’s budget becomes available please email them to Lindsay Russell at lrussell@rgppc.org.  


 


Governors and states represented in this report are:  


 


 


Governor Sean Parnell, Alaska 


Governor Jan Brewer, Arizona 


Governor Rick Scott, Florida 
Governor Nathan Deal, Georgia 
Governor C. L. “Butch” Otter, Idaho 
Governor Mitch Daniels, Indiana 
Governor Terry Branstad, Iowa 
Governor Sam Brownback, Kansas 


Governor Paul LePage, Maine 


Governor Rick Snyder, Michigan 
Governor Dave Heineman, Nebraska 
Governor Chris Christie, New Jersey 
Governor Susana Martinez, New Mexico 
Governor Dennis Daugaard, South Dakota 


Governor Bill Haslam, Tennessee 


Governor Gary Herbert, Utah 
Governor Bob McDonnell, Virginia 


Governor Scott Walker, Wisconsin 
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Alaska, Governor Sean Parnell 


 


Accomplishments: 


 Alaska had nation’s lowest foreclosure rates 


 Unemployment rate remains nearly one and one half points 


 Median income is one of the highest in the country 


 Surplus of $13 billion 


 Support Alaska’s entrepreneurs and small business owners who represent the true pioneer spirit of our state 3 


million for assessment rare earths 


 Reduced processing times for business filings, so new ventures can launch faster.  


 Strengthened financing programs, so small businesses can better access capital.  


 Stepped up tourism marketing, so new customers walk into Alaskan shops and businesses.  


 Promoted new avenues for trade 


 


Priorities/ Initiatives:   


 


Budget/Tax 


 Balanced budget that holds the line on government spending, so we can add nearly $4 billion to our savings 


accounts for future years. This budget reduces total expenditures by $856 million without shortchanging 


important investments. It includes more than $1 billion for infrastructure projects, ranging from roads and airports 


to the Alaska Marine Highway and harbors. It forces agencies to save where they can – eliminating 288 vacant 


positions  


 Meaningful tax reform and lowering taxes 


 Enact oil tax reform and spark investment and growth 


Energy 


 Encouraging more private-sector investment in oil production 


 Increasing oil production to one million barrels a day over the next decade 


 Streamlining the State’s permitting processes, and by making Alaska’s resources more accessible through our 


Roads to Resources initiative. 


 Grow Alaska’s economy by accessing our abundant natural gas 


 Gas line must be built to bring these reserves to market. 


 Companies need to agree to resolve the Point Thomson litigation 


 Work on a large-diameter liquefied natural gas line through Alaska to tidewater. 


 Investment in Alaska’s other natural resources. 


 Mining and timber industry 


Education 


 The Alaska Performance Scholarship,  


(For information of Alaska’s Performance Scholarship please see the RGPPC Best Practices document at 


rgppc.com) 


 Funding for five of the highest-priority rural school projects 


Public Safety 


 16 new law enforcement officers 


 $12 million to eradicate this epidemic. The Choose Respect initiative focuses on prevention and enforcement, and 


it provides services for victims and survivors 


 Increases funding for emergency food supplies and finances cold-climate rescue helicopter in the Interior
1
 


                                                           
1 Parnell, Sean (January, 2012) State of the State, Juneau, Alaska.  
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Arizona, Governor Jan Brewer 


 


Accomplishments: 


 Passage of Proposition 100 – the temporary one-cent sales tax approved overwhelmingly by the voters for three 


years 


 We’re creating jobs -- 46,000 of them in the last year alone 


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


Budget/Tax 


 This Proposition 100 tax will end after three years in 2013 


 Bill by Statehood Day that allows me to buy back the Capitol Complex 


Energy 


 Implement 4 Forest Restoration Initiative 


 To fortify that symbol – to make all of our capitol truly ours once again -- I’m asking that you send me a  


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure: 


 Secure funding for the future interstate highway linking Phoenix and Las Vegas – the “I-11.” 


 Build upon last year’s signature economic initiative –  the Arizona Competitiveness Package 


 Creation of a community-college scholarship program to help adults re-train and transition into careers that fulfill 


local needs  


Education 


 Implement performance-based funding for Arizona’s institutions of higher education, while reviewing and 


reforming Community College State Aid 


 Produce a searchable database so that every parent can research the license and any disciplinary actions taken 


against their children’s teachers, and reform the teacher decertification process  


 Lead a campaign this year to encourage involvement by parents in their children’s education 


State Government 


 Create a Government Transformation Office, housed within the Department of Administration, which will be 


responsible for identifying process improvements and best practices to minimize redundancies and improve 


customer service 


 Involvement of law enforcement in all Priority 1 investigations that contain allegations of criminal conduct  


 Improvement of Child Protection services CPS caseworker training, both pre-service and continuing, including 


the training of CPS workers in law enforcement techniques  


 Overhaul of the abuse hotline to improve screening, decrease wait times and expedite high-priority calls.  


 Introduction of Quality Management initiatives throughout CPS to streamline processes and improve outcomes 


for children  


 Enhance transparency and accountability  


Renewed Federalism 


 Called upon the federal government to stop its needless delay of the 4 Forest Restoration Initiative, a 


breakthrough, collaborative plan to restore 2.4 million acres across the Kaibab, Coconino, Apache-Sitgreaves and 


Tonto national forests. 
2
  


                                                           
2
 Brewer, Jan (January, 2012) State of the State, Phoenix, Arizona.  
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Florida, Governor Rick Scott 


 


Accomplishments: 


 Education, pension and Medicaid reforms coupled with government reorganization and deregulation have all 


helped to produce jobs, save taxpayer money, improve the education of our children and bring down the cost of 


living for all Floridian 


 In 2011, Floridians, not government, created almost 135,000 new private sector jobs. We netted more than 


120,000 total jobs in the first 11 months of 2011; the third most of any state in the nation. In Florida, those new 


jobs produced the second largest drop in unemployment in the country 


 A budget we balanced without raising taxes or fees despite a revenue shortfall of nearly 4 billion dollars 


 We increased school choices for Florida's parents 


 We also refocused an outdated tenure system into a system that can reward its best performers for excelling in 


educating our students 


 Last year with your help we re-engineered the pension plan for Florida state workers so that the individuals who 


will share in its rewards also share in its funding 


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


Jobs/Economic Development/infrastructure 


 Ensuring that Floridians are able to gain employment 


Education 


 Securing the right of every Floridian to a quality education 


Budget/Tax 


 Keeping the cost of living low 


 We need to lower burdensome taxes on small businesses and continue our mission of slashing red tape in Florida 


 My recommended budget includes $1 billion in new state funding for education 


 This year we must also reform auto insurance to crack down on the fraud and abuse that has run rampant and is 


estimated to cost Floridians 900 million dollars
3
 


  


                                                           
3 Scott, Rick (January, 2012) State of the State, Tallahassee, Florida.  
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Georgia, Governor Nathan Deal 


 


Accomplishments: 


 Trips AAA rating-saved Georgia taxpayers 11 million 


 Allotted $20 million of the Race to the Top money for the creation of the Innovation Fund  


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


Budget and Tax 


 Implement  zero-based budgeting in 10% of all programs 


 Legislation that preserves  HOPE  


(For more information on Georgia’s HOPE program please see RGPPC Best Practices document at rgppc.org) 


 Sales and tax exemptions from construction materials used in projects of regional significance 


 Restructure Georgia’s Job Tax Credits and Quality Jobs Tax Credit programs 
4
 


Education 


 Appropriate $20 million for the need-based one percent student loan program 


 Appropriate an addition $146.6 million to fully fund enrollment growth in K-12 schools 


 Addition $111.3 Million to fund growth for college and university systems 


 Additional $3.7 million in additional finds for school nurses 


 Additional $55.8 million to fund salary increases teachers based on training and experience 


 Increase in Pre-K school year for 84,000 students by 10 days as well as restoring Pre-K teacher’s salaries 


 Additional 1.6 million for a reading mentor program 


 Recommending $8.7 million in supplemental grants in both the Amended budget and next year’s budget for state 


charted special school 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 ‘Go Build Georgia’ public private partnership 


 A  medical college among the top 50 nationally 


 Invest $5 million into a second Georgia-based cancer Center  


 Funding of new residency slots in hospitals 


 $46.7 million in bonds to continue deepening the harbor 


 $45.7 million for water supply project 


Corrections 


 $1.4 million to fund additional parole officers 


 $35.2 million for additional prison beds 


 Convert three pre-release Centers to Residential Substance Abuse Treatment Center at a cost of $5.7 million. 


 $10 million for the creation of new Accountability Courts.   


Energy 


 Elimination of the sales tax on energy used in manufacturing 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


                                                           
4 Deal, Nathan (January 2012) State of the State, Atlanta, Georgia. 
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Idaho, Governor C. L. “Butch” Otter 


 


Accomplishments: 


 Students Come first  


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


Veterans 


 Hire one Vet 


 Jobs/Education 


 Project 60- grow the economy by 60 million 


 IGEM -Idaho Global Entrepreneurial Mission 


Education 


 General Fund increase for public schools  


 Fully fund the cost of enrollment growth at universities, colleges and community colleges 


 Fully fund the cost of moving into and operating new facilities on those schools’ campuses 


 $60 million in Public Education Stabilization fund, the Budget Stabilization Fund, and the new Higher Education 


Stabilization Fund.  


Budget/Tax 


 $45 million for Tax relief 


 $41 million from the General Fund to reward the most deserving employees including public school teachers
5
 


 


                                                           
5 Otter, C.L ‘Butch’ (January, 2012) State of the State, Boise, Idaho. 
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Indiana, Governor Mitch Daniels 


 


Accomplishments: 


 The First AAA credit rating in history 


 Lowest property taxes un the nation 


 Indiana incomes grew at the eighth fastest rate in country 


 Economic Development Corporation captured a record 219 new jobs transactions in 2011 


 Indiana wiped out the last of a 550-case backlog of old and therefore less strict, environmental permits 


 


Priorities/initiatives: 


 


Education 


 A spending increase plus the additional funds requested for a full day of kindergarten, k-12 spending is now 56 


percent of the entire budget, the highest percent of any state in the nation. 


 Schools will have to justify an increase in credit hours when colleges offer high quality programs in less time and 


cost 


Jobs/Economic Development/infrastructure 


 Economic Development Corporation captured a record 219 new jobs transactions in 2011; Indiana has raised the 


bar to 250 for 2012 


 Invest $1.2 billion in road and bridge construction 


 The entire Heartland corridor contract with be finished by 2013 


 Leave the decision to raise local dollars for mass transit to the people of central Indiana
6
 


Public Safety 


 Create a law to protect workers and patrons from second hand smoke 


 Strengthen laws against practice of human trafficking 


State Government/Right to work  


 No worker should be forced to pay union dues as a condition of keeping a job, is simple, and just.  But the 


benefits in new jobs would be large: a third or more of growing or relocating businesses will not consider a state 


that does not provide workers this protection 


 Almost half our fellow states have right to work laws.  As a group, they are adding jobs faster, growing worker 


income faster, and enjoying lower unemployment rates than those of us without a law.  In those ratings of 


business attractiveness I mentioned, the only states ahead of us are right to work states 


 What every economic development expert has testified to, we have learned from firsthand experience:  over seven 


years and well over a thousand job competitions, we have found that, when Indiana gets a chance to compete, we 


win two out of three times.  But too often we never get a chance, because a right to work law is a 


requirement.  Especially in this poor national economy, a state needs every edge it can get 


 Everyone knows that, among the minority favoring the status quo, passion on this issue is strong, and I respect 


that.  I did not come lightly, or quickly, to the stance I take now.  If this proposal limited in any way the right to 


organize, I would not support it.  But we just cannot go on missing out on the middle class jobs our state needs, 


just because of this one issue 


 For the sake of those without jobs, and those young people just beginning the ascent of life’s ladder, I ask you to 


remove this obstacle and make Indiana the 23rd state to protect the right to work  


                                                           
6 Daniels, Mitch (January 2012) State of the State, Indianapolis, Indiana.  
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Iowa, Governor Terry Branstad 


 


Accomplishments: 


 We created the Iowa Partnership for Economic Progress which will lead our state’s efforts to encourage Iowa 


entrepreneurs and small businesses 


 I signed an executive order that requires a jobs impact statement for any proposed administrative rule 


 We convinced South Korean company CJ to invest $324 million in the Fort Dodge area and bring 180 great jobs 


to Iowa 


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 Proposing a four point plan of action–a focused initiative designed to help create the jobs we need today and the 


careers we need tomorrow 


1. I will submit to the General Assembly a revised plan to reduce commercial and industrial property taxes 


by 40% over the next eight years 


2. Give our new Iowa Economic Development Authority the tools it needs to lead our job creation efforts by 


proposing a new $25 million annual investment in our existing High Quality Jobs Program 


3. Encourage those small businesses that supply key components to our strong manufacturing sector to grow 


their facilities and create new jobs in Iowa by offering legislation that removes the barriers that 


discourage suppliers from bringing their businesses close to their best Iowa customers 


4. Proposing legislation that will encourage the formation of Employee Stock Option Plans to encourage the 


sale of these local businesses to the very employees who have made that company a profitable success 


Education 


 10 steps we need to take together to turn Iowa’s good schools into world-class schools 


1. A “B” college grade-point average for admission to Iowa’s teacher-preparation programs is not asking too 


much 


2. All prospective teachers seeking a state license should demonstrate content and teaching mastery to assure 


they are ready for the crucial work of teaching our children 


3. The School Administration Manager program should be changed to provide more time for principals to be 


instructional leaders 


4. Develop new standards for music and other fine arts, character education, physical education, 


entrepreneurship education, applied arts, and foreign languages 


5. A new kindergarten assessment will measure whether children start kindergarten ready to learn and leave 


prepared to flourish in first grade 


6. End-of-course tests for core subjects will demonstrate that high school students are ready to graduate 


7. All juniors should take a college entrance exam, with the state covering the cost. In addition, they should 


have the option of taking a work skills readiness test 


8. Let’s assure that children can read by the end of third grade 


9. Iowa should establish an Innovation Acceleration Fund. Schools and partners will identify education 


problems and innovative solutions. Competitive grants will fund the best ideas, which may be scaled up 


statewide 


10. Online learning that complements learning in traditional classrooms should be promoted
7
 


 


 


 


 


 


                                                           
7 Branstad, Terry E., (January 2012) State of the State, Des Moines, Iowa. 
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Kansas, Governor Sam Brownback 


 


Accomplishments: 


 Added more than 11.000 net private sector jobs 


 Faced a 500 million deficit and did not raise taxes 


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


Budget/Tax 


 Pro-Growth Tax Policy-  


1. Lower individual income tax rates for all 


2. Brings highest tax rates down from 6.45% to 4.9%  


3. Eliminate individual state income tax on most small business income 


State Government 


 KPERS (Kansas public employees retirement system) Commission produced solid recommendations which will 


ensure that state movement meets its obligation to state retirees  


Health Care 


 Address Medicaid issues 


 Kansans with developmental disabilities will have an integrated care coordinator 


Education 


 School Finance 


1. 45 million to the poorest school districts 


2. Give School districts more flexibility to spend the money they way they want
8
 


 


 


  


                                                           
8 Brownback, Sam (January, 2012) State of the State, Topeka, Kansas. 
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Maine, Governor Paul LePage 


 


Accomplishments: 


 We cut the top rate for individuals; we are supporting working low income Maine people by ensuring 70,000 


Maine families will no longer pay state income tax, until they earn higher incomes 


 Two thirds of Maine's hardworking taxpayers will receive tax relief next year. 


 We eliminated over $1.7 billion dollars of pension debt on the books, 45 percent of the existing pension shortfall, 


while protecting retirees' future pensions through sensible reforms. 


 Maine became the 41st state in the union to adopt charter school legislation. 


 In addition to passing charter school legislation, my last budget increased general purpose aid to K-12 education 


by $63 million. 


 As promised throughout my campaign, a five-year cap was placed on welfare benefits. 


 Workers' compensation insurance premiums are down 7 percent. Unemployment is also down, and lower than the 


national average. 


 Maine's Department of Transportation under the superb leadership of Commissioner David Bernhardt saved more 


than $100 million dollars, without sacrificing our infrastructure improvements. 


 


Priorities/ Initiatives: 


 


State Government   


 We must restructure our welfare programs and reduce total spending. We also must begin to reestablish core 


priorities for our welfare program. If we don't, the system will fail everyone. 


 My plan stabilizes the safety net for Maine's most vulnerable and preserves benefits for over 285,000 Mainers. 


Energy/Environment 


 We must address the issue of the high price of electricity and energy costs in total, if we want economic 


prosperity 


 Let's remove the 100 MW restriction on renewable hydropower. 


 I call on the Legislature to support our plan to create the Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry 


Education 


 Introduce a series of reforms related to Maine's teacher effectiveness policies. Maine must have the best teachers 


educating our children. 


 I want to increase access to, and improve upon, Maine's Career and Technical Education System 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 I will return to the Legislature with further proposals to reduce Maine's tax burden. 


 My administration is developing a Certified Business Friendly Community Program. This is a way for the state 


and communities to partner to reduce red tape and promote job creation.
9
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Michigan, Governor Rick Snyder 


 


Accomplishments: 


 Passed 323 public acts in 2011. More important than the quantity was the quality 


 Addressed $1.5 billion budget deficit. No more accounting gimmicks 


 Made $255 million first deposit to rainy day fund. First since 2004 


 Made tax system simple, fair and efficient 


 Eliminated the job-killing Michigan Business Tax 


 Created $5 million Economic Vitality Incentive program for communities 


 Will recommend additional funds in next year's budget 


 Education reforms: 


1. Launched the Office of Great Start to focus on youngest kids 


2. Reformed teacher tenure to give teaches better support system 


3. Lifted cap on charter schools 


4. Began discussion of public health challenges in Michigan, like obesity 


5. Signed laws supporting and protecting our children 


6. Extension of foster care services for young adults who otherwise would have "aged out" of the system 


7. Anti-bullying law 


8. Strengthening communities through Financial Accountability Act 


9. Regulatory reinvention: rescinded nearly 400 obsolete, confusing and burdensome regulations 


 


Priorities/ Initiatives:   


 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 New International Trade Crossing. Not a bridge issue; it's a jobs issue 


 Project will be done without any Michigan taxpayer dollars 


 Transportation and infrastructure: Ask Legislature to hold hearings on bills that will give Michigan a 


transportation system for the 21st century 


 We are under investing in our roads by $1.4 billion. No one in Michigan is satisfied with our roads. Let's solve 


this problem now 


 Need to address regional transit in Southeastern Michigan. Bus rapid transit system
10
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Nebraska, Governor Dave Heineman 


 


Accomplishments: 


 270 businesses have committed to invest more than $5.9 billion into the economy and to create more that 19,500 


jobs 


 Passed the largest tax relief package that repealed estate tax, eliminated the marriage penalty in income tax, 


repealed the sales tax on construction labor and lowered income taxes  


 Invested in the University of Nebraska’s Innovation Campus 


 Talent and Innovation Imitative 


 Tax receipts grew by $349 million 


 


Priorities/ Initiatives: 


 


Budget/Tax 


 Lower tax rates and expand the brackets 


 Elimination of the inheritance tax 


 Reduces corporate income tax 


 Reduce income tax
11
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New Jersey, Governor Chris Christie 


 


Accomplishments: 


 Balanced budget 


 Unemployment rate is no longer going up 


 Job growth has been restored 


 Restrained the growth of property tax 


 Added over 60,000 new private sector jobs 


 


Priorities/ Initiatives: 


 


Budget/Tax 


 Reduce income tax rates in every bracket by 10% across the board 


 Fully restore the earned income tax credit for the working poor 


Education 


 First, reform tenure – by measuring teacher effectiveness, both with professional observation, and objective, 


quantifiable measures of student achievement – and then by giving tenure to those with strong evaluations, and 


taking it away from those whose ratings are unacceptably weak.  We cannot ask parents to accept failure in 


teachers when their children’s lives hang in the balance; Second, if layoffs are necessary remove the least 


effective teachers instead of just the most junior ones.  It is time to end the system of “last in, first out,” which 


protects some of the worst and penalizes some of the best; 


 Third, pay teachers more when they are assigned to a failing school or to teach a difficult subject.  Compensation 


should be designed to attract and retain effective teachers where we need them most;  


 Fourth, end forced placements.  Teachers should not be assigned to schools without the mutual consent of the 


teacher and the principal.  If an acceptable placement can’t be found in 12 months, the school district should have 


the right to place the teacher on permanent unpaid leave; 


 Fifth, we should reform our process for authorizing charter schools to attract the best operators to New Jersey, to 


streamline the process for the best performers, to focus on our failing school districts and to encourage 


innovation.  We must give parents and children in failing schools an alternative; and 


 Last, and perhaps most importantly, establish tax credits to provide scholarships for low income students in the 


worst-performing schools in the state to enable them to attend a better school, either out of the district or a private 


school.  Opportunity should not be offered to only those in an excellent school district or with parents who have 


the money to release their children from the prison that is a failing school.  Let’s pass the opportunity scholarship 


act now. 


Corrections 


 Improve bail reform package bill 


 Invest time and money into drug treatment  


 Mandatory treatment for non-violent with drug abuse problems
12
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New Mexico, Governor Susana Martinez 


 


Accomplishments: 


 We eliminated the chefs from the Governor’s residence and cut salaries there by 55%. 


 In the Governor’s office, we slashed our budget and reverted over half a million dollars back into the state’s 


savings account 


 Cabinet secretary salaries were cut by 10% and we dramatically reduced the number of political appointees 


 We are no longer running a budget deficit; in fact, our historic deficit has now become a projected $250 million 


surplus 


 Early last year, I came before you to ask that we eliminate the gross receipts tax on locomotive fuels to level the 


playing field with Texas 


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


Budget/Tax 


 My budget focuses on these high priorities while increasing state spending by only 3.6%, a rate that tracks with 


the population and inflation growth in New Mexico 


Health Care 


 That’s why my budget invests $45 million more in Medicaid, providing health care for the poor and the disabled 


 My budget includes $8 million to keep those nursing homes open 


Education 


 And exactly half of the new spending – $97 million – is targeted toward improving our local schools. 


 By this summer, every school will receive an official letter grade – A, B, C, D, or F 


 My plan this year calls for a $17 million investment in reading reforms 


 Support a teacher evaluation system that will identify these great heroes in our schools and reward them 


accordingly 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 I am proposing that we exempt roughly half of New Mexico’s small businesses – those earning less than $50,000 


per year – from the gross receipts tax 


 I’m also proposing a tax credit for high-tech research and development to attract more high-paying jobs to the 


state 


Veterans 


 I’m proposing a $1,000 tax credit for employers who hire veterans returning home from deployment 


 I am proposing that we allow retiring veterans to exempt 25 percent of their pension income from state taxes 


Immigration 


 Pass a bill that does not give driver’s licenses to illegal immigrants but does allow foreign nationals here legally, 


on a work or student visa, to get a driver’s license 


Corrections 


 Crack down on repeat drunk drivers
13
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South Dakota, Governor Dennis Daugaard 


 


Accomplishments: 


 I convened a 27-member task force, led by our first lady, to recommend ways to address this problem. The task 


force identified four key improvement opportunities 


1. We need to ensure access to early and regular prenatal care, which is vital to a healthy pregnancy 


2. Too many South Dakota mothers smoke during pregnancy, which puts the health of an infant at risk.  


3. Safe sleep practices, like having a baby sleep on its back in a crib without loose blankets, make a 


difference.  


4. We need to address these disparities within Native American populations 


 I formed the Medicaid Solutions Workgroup during the last legislative session to see what we could do to control 


the growth of Medicaid spending. 


1. The group focused instead on key cost-drivers in Medicaid - care for people with chronic conditions, high 


cost services like neonatal care for premature babies, prescription drugs, institutional services, and 


emergency room use. 


 We've also addressed the severe mountain pine beetle epidemic in the Black Hills through the Black Hills Forest 


Initiative. The response to this program has been huge - in fact, over double what we anticipated 


 This summer, I also announced a "Better Government" initiative - an ongoing focus on making state government 


more open, more efficient, and more accessible. 


 We have opened the Governor's Mansion and Valhalla to regular public tours for the first time in our state's 


history. 


 We have released more information from the Department of Corrections, and  I am proud to announce today that 


more than 20 permits and licenses can be obtained fully online for the first time 


 We have added more than 5000 jobs in the last two years 


 Our unemployment rate has fallen to 4.3 percent 


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


Budget/Tax 


 My budget spends 99 percent of projected revenue, but leaves money on the bottom line in case we need it 


Health Care 


 Use available funds to expand the existing Bright Start Home Visiting program. My budget proposes to expand 


Bright Start to four new communities 


 The state will be redoubling efforts to educate new parents on safe sleep practices, and we will use existing funds 


for tobacco control to educate the public about the dangers of tobacco use during pregnancy. 


 Medicaid Workgroup recommendations: 


1. The Department of Social Services budget includes a reduction of about $340,000 in general funds as a 


result of increasing co-payments for prescription drugs 


2. Implementing an annual cap on dental services for adults 


Energy/Environment 


 State staff, private contractors, and inmate crews are working to address the infestation in Custer State Park and 


other state lands 


1. All 142,000 trees are scheduled to be cut by March 30 


State Government 


 We will be bringing 22 bills, totaling 168 pages in length, to repeal unnecessary regulations and statutes 


1. Through these bills, as well as through the rules process, we will propose eliminating nearly 1,100 rules 


and 200,000 words from the Administrative Rules of South Dakota. And we are recommending the repeal 


of over 400 sections of codified law. 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 South Dakota Workforce Initiatives (South Dakota WINS) is a twenty-point plan, in four categories, to get more 


South Dakotans trained and ready to work in a rapidly growing and changing South Dakota economy 


1. Preparing our children 
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 Emphasizes math and science education by rewarding math and science teachers for teaching in 


this high-demand field 


 Expand the scrubs camp concept into engineering camps and technical camps and math camps. 


2. Training for skilled jobs 


 I want to see technical training in South Dakota expanded - We need a new welding program at 


Mitchell Tech. We also need to develop hybrid courses to deliver instruction both online and in 


the lab for welders and machinists. Likewise, we need to expand the welding program in our 


corrections facility at Springfield 


 I'm also proposing next year that more than 2,000 of our high school students take the National 


Career Readiness Certificate test 


 I am also reallocating almost a million dollars a year in Community Development Block Grants 


toward workforce training in these areas 


3. Promoting Rural Health Occupations 


 We need to train more doctors at our medical school, and we need to put programs in place to 


keep those doctors in South Dakota, and to encourage them to choose primary care practice in 


rural areas of our state 


 I support expanding the Medical School by four additional students per year, beginning this year. 


 I also support exposing more medical students to rural practice, as part of their third year in 


Medical School 


 I am proposing that we expand the physician’s assistant program at USD to double the number of 


available spots for in-state students. 


4. New South Dakotans 


 The Dakota Roots program brings former South Dakotans back home by matching them with job 


opportunities in this state.  


 The "New South Dakotans" initiative will partner state government with South Dakota businesses 


and with Manpower, the world's largest workforce recruiter. Together we will work to identify 


and place 1,000 professional and skilled workers from outside of our state into jobs here in South 


Dakota 


Education 


 The key to obtaining high achievement in the classroom is not more spending. It is effective teachers 


 South Dakota is adopting the Common Core standards. In the budget address, I announced an aggressive training 


program for our teachers to learn these new techniques 


 New school accountability system 


 A better teacher evaluation system 


 Beginning in the 2013-14 school year, the state will pay every middle school and high school math or science 


teacher a bonus of $3500. This does not go into the base salary, but a teacher who stays in these fields will qualify 


for the $3500 bonus every year 


 So I am proposing two bonus programs: a $5000 bonus for the top 20 percent of teachers, and a $3500 bonus for 


math and science teachers. And a teacher can qualify for both bonuses. That means that a math or science teacher, 


who is in the top 20 percent of teachers in his or her district, would receive a bonus of $8,500 


 I am proposing that South Dakota end the availability of tenure, effective July 1 of this year, for anyone who 


doesn't have it by that date
14
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Tennessee, Governor Bill Haslam 


 


Accomplishments: 


 The unemployment rate is the lowest it has been since 2008 


 We made some significant reforms to make our legal system more predictable, which will encourage employers to 


invest in new employees.  


 We reformed tenure laws to prioritize results for our children, and we expanded charter school opportunities for 


students and parents.  


 We also made the lottery scholarships available to students for summer school to encourage them to finish school 


faster and to help universities use their campuses year round.  
 In 2011, there were more than 28,000 new Tennessee jobs created and over $4 billion dollars in capital 


investment. Our Jobs4TN plan is working. 


 We worked with Amazon to expand the company’s presence in Tennessee to include, in addition to Hamilton and 


Bradley, Wilson and Rutherford counties too, creating thousands of jobs. 


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


State Government 


 That is why I’ve introduced the TEAM Act, which stands for Tennessee Excellence, Accountability and 


Management Act. 


 I am proposing a 2.5 percent pay raise in this year’s budget. However, I also think we need to do a true salary 


survey, comparing our state salaries to those in the private market and to federal and local government salaries. 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 We are asking for continued support of the FastTrack grant program in the amount of $70 million – some of 


which would be available this year – to provide incentives for Tennessee to compete in a very fast-paced global 


economy.  


 We are also continuing our commitment to the West Tennessee Megasite by including $25 million in this year’s 


budget. 


 This budget will finally provide the state’s funding for the long-overdue science building at MTSU, the science 


laboratory facilities at the University of Tennessee- Knoxville, a new patient diagnostic center at the University of 


Tennessee Health Science Center in Memphis, as well as the planning money for new buildings at Nashville State 


Community College and Northeast State Community College, the University of Memphis, and the University of 


Tennessee - Chattanooga. 


Budget/Tax 


 I am proposing to raise the exemption level on the estate tax in Tennessee. This year’s budget would raise the 


exemption from $1 million to $1.25 million, with a goal of reaching the federal exemption level of $5 million 


while I am governor. 


 This budget proposes to do just that: taking the state portion of the sales tax on groceries from 5.5 percent to 5 


percent over the next three years. 


 We are also putting $50 million into the Rainy Day Fund this year, which brings it up to $356 million 


 We’re also recommending consolidating and streamlining several agencies to limit overlapping of functions. 


Education 


 Higher education’s operating budgets will have increased funding. In addition, we are increasing the amount of 


money available in need-based scholarships. 


 Receive a waiver from the federal government’s No Child Left Behind law. 


Corrections 


 Placing more non-violent drug addicts into drug court treatment programs. 


 Mandatory incarceration time for repeat domestic violence offenders.
15
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Utah, Governor Gary R. Herbert 


 


Accomplishments: 


 We currently have the second-fastest rate of job creation in the nation. 


 In 2011, we added more than 36,000 jobs to our economy.  


 Our unemployment rate has dropped from 7.5% to 6.0% today - a full 2.5% lower than the national average.  


 Gross domestic product, personal income and business income continue to steadily rise. Utah still leads the nation 


in export growth. In 2011, we saw a 41% increase in exports, breaking records we set in 2009 and 2010. 


 We have expanded early intervention programs for our at-risk students, programs empirically proven to help reach 


our critical goal of reading proficiency by the end of the third grade. 


 10-Year Strategic Energy Plan that I put in place last year, we are creating the framework to secure our energy 


independence. 


 I ordered a review of all of Utah's business rules and regulations. It resulted in 368 proposed rule changes to 


improve Utah's already laudable regulatory environment - and we will work with you, the Legislature, to modify 


or repeal those rules that no longer serve a compelling public interest. 


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 My goal is to accelerate private sector job creation of 100,000 jobs in 1,000 days 


Budget/Tax 


 Utah is in a position to reduce our unemployment insurance tax rates. I call upon you, the Legislature, to support 


Senate Bill 129, sponsored by Senator Curt Bramble and Representative Jeremy Peterson, to provide this timely 


tax cut to all of Utah's 85,000 employers, and allow them to create more jobs and hire more people. 


 My budget proposal eliminates our remaining structural imbalance and calls for no additional borrowing. 


 I am firmly resolved to work with our Congressional delegation and my fellow Governors to tell the Washington 


bureaucrats to get out of the way of Utah's economic recovery, and stop the senseless flow of onerous and 


misguided regulation from our nation's capitol. 


Education 


 We will soon introduce additional online college courses, providing another avenue for high school students to 


earn college credit before graduation.  


 We are also expanding utahfutures.org, which provides students with online career counseling to ensure the 


education they receive today will get them a job tomorrow. 


 My budget calls for maintaining base funding and for $111 million in NEW money for our public schools, 


including a modest, but well-deserved, pay increase for our teachers.  


 I have set a goal that 66% of Utah adults will have a degree or professional certification by the year 2020. 


Energy/Environment 


 I am building partnerships with Utah industries and households to set achievable and vital air quality goals.
16
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Virginia, Governor Bob McDonnell 


Accomplishments:  


 Transportation funding 


1. $4 billion in new funding was provided in a six-year plan to support highway and rail systems 


2. $2billion in new contracts 


3. Public-private partnership including the midtown/downtown Tunnel in Hampton Road, the Coalfields 


expressway, Route 58 between Hillsville and Stuart and the I-95 HOV/HOT Lanes project in Northern 


Virginia 


 Created a path to 100.000 more degrees in the next years in job creating disciplines 


 $100 million in new economic development incentives to promote job creation  


 Oversea visitors spend a record $321 million 


 Trade mission resulted in $25 million worth of Virginia soybeans to China 


 Eliminated $6billion in budget shortfalls by not raising  but by reforming government and reducing spending 


 3 percent performance for state employee contingent on their saving a specific amount of taxpayers’ dollars by the 


end of the year. This saved the taxpayers over $90 million, after bonus payments.  


 The Medicaid program was improved substantially  in quality cost effectiveness and program integrity 


 


Priorities/initiatives: 


 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 $38 million into targeted programs that spur job creation 


 New investor tax credit to provide working capital to small businesses 


 Increase transportation’s year-end undesignated surplus to 75 percent, and dedicate the first 1 percent in revenue 


growth over 5 percent to transportation.  


Education 


 Increase in funding for K-12 education by $438 million  


 New funding for Communities in School program 


 Funding for 10
th
 graders to take the PSAT  


 Provide flexibility to local school districts  


 Remove the continuing contract status from teachers and principals and provide an annual contract 


 Requiring a portion of state and local share of SOQ student funding to follow the child to an approved Charter 


schools 


 Tax credit for companies that contribute to an educational scholarship fund 


 Invest over $200 million in new funding to colleges and universities   


 New funding model for higher education funding 


1. Institutions will be rewarded for increasing the number of degrees especially in STEM-H fields, 


improving graduation rates, and expanding practical research 


2. Require colleges to be more accountable and efficient, by reprioritizing 5 percent of their current general 


fund dollars by 2014 to meet key policy goals enacted last year, including year round use of facilities and 


greater use of technology to leverage more programs and courses.  


State Government 


 $2.21 billion in total funding to the systems for state employees and teachers, including $876 million in general 


fund dollars. 


 3 percent one-time bonus for state employees 


 50 million into a newly created Federal Action Contingency trust Fund 


 Eliminate accelerated sales policy for 96 percent of merchants. 


 Maintain “599” funding for local law enforcement 


Energy/Environment 


 $5million for additional land conservation to continue bipartisan effort to conserve more open space and protect 


environment 


 $85 million to improving water quality.  
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 Make Virginia “The Energy Capital of the East Coast” 


 $500,000 to research and development to accelerate and assist private development of the Virginia Wind Energy 


area.  


Health Care 


 $30 million into mental health
17
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Wisconsin, Governor Scott Walker 


 


Accomplishments:  


 During the past year, we added thousands of new jobs.  


 We balanced the state budget. We balanced it — without raising taxes; without massive layoffs; and without 


budget tricks 


 All of which allowed us to put more than $1.2 billion of new state money into Medicaid programs like Badgercare 


and FamilyCare. 


 We passed some of the most aggressive pro-jobs legislation in the country 


 We added some $1.2 billion to Medicaid and our reforms allow us to expand Familycare — our long-term care 


program for seniors — all across the state. 


 We balanced the $3.6 billion budget deficit with long-term, structural reforms. 


 We enacted a budget in 2011 that lowered the overall tax burden in Wisconsin. 


 Our reforms led to the first decrease in the school property tax levy in six years. The total school tax levy actually 


went down by more than $47 million. 


 


Priorities/initiatives: 


 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 Our Wisconsin Working jobs plan – In it, we double the number of job fairs, add staff to connect people to 


employment, make it easier for job seekers to get needed skills and we prepare to do more to promote 


manufacturing. 


Energy/Environment 


 Pass legislation that will streamline the process for safe and environmentally sound mining.  


Veterans 


 In addition, we are specifically targeting our veterans for full employment. 


Education 


 As part of our Read to Lead plan, we propose swift action to get our students back on top when it comes to 


reading. 


o We will fund screeners to assess every child entering kindergarten, so that our teachers know the reading 


levels of each of their students and can put together plans to get kids reading at grade level. 


o We will require the state's Young Star program which works with child care providers to include a new 


focus on reading skills and new training on early childhood education. 


o We will implement a more rigorous licensure exam for elementary education programs patterned after the 


highly successful program in Massachusetts. 


o We will create a Read to Lead development council to raise support for reading programs all across 


Wisconsin. 
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MEMORANDUM 


 


To:    Chief of Staffs 


 From:   Marie Sanderson 


CC:    Phil Cox 


RE:                  RGPPC Subcommittee Update   


Date:                February 3, 2012 


 


This memo serves as an update for our 2012 RGPPC actions and goals.  The agenda 


items included are a draft and should be finalized soon.   


 


Daniels Best Practices’ “E-Harmony” Program  


 


We are working to establish a Best Practices “E-Harmony Program” for states to match-


up and share best practices.  


  


We have heard from 16 states and have placed follow-up calls to non-responders.  The 


first session on performance management will be held with eight states on February 17 at 


RGA in Washington.   


  


 Interaction with House and Senate Leadership and Committees of Jurisdiction     


 


A goal of RGPPC is to streamline governors’ efforts with the House and Senate for both 


oversight and policy making.  We are meeting with House/Senate leadership as well as 


committee leadership to enhance staff communication.  Healthcare, Energy/Environment, 


and Education/Workforce authorizers have been our prime targets for January.  Staff will 


stay in touch and will recommend calls with the Principals as needed. 


  


Interaction with think tanks and opinion leaders 


 


A goal of RGPPC is to increase our expertise by involving smart, conservative thinkers 


across the country.  We are spending time in January enlarging our rolodex of think tanks 


on issues who interact with us both on policy making and communication efforts.   
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Subcommittee Goals 


 


RGPPC was divided into six subcommittees in 2012 to broaden our ability to share best 


practices with states and increase our policy making efforts in the national arena.  


Subcommittees have met on average two times and the draft goals include:   


  


 


1)      Budget/Finance/Regulatory Subcommittee:  Walker/Haley 
A summary of the State of States addresses has been completed for the governors that 


have given their speeches as of 1.30.12.  This summary will be coupled with a state by 


state budget report to create an issue specific matrix that will make it easy for Governors 


and their staff to see where their budget initiatives and priorities compare with other 


states.  


 


This committee also is interested in commenting on the president’s budget after it is 


released which is scheduled for February 14
th


.  This committee, in conjunction with the 


federalism committee, will also be undertaking a project to research unfunded mandates. 


  


 


2)      Energy/Environmental Subcommittee: Mead/Corbett/Parnell      
Initial conversation began in Jackson Hole, WY, on Dec. 12-13 with Governors Barbour 


and Mead. This committee will execute the governors’ alternative energy plan through 


the spring through the Energy and Environment Subcommittee.  Ideal release date for 


plan will be in spring.  The subcommittee is meeting via conference call with hopes to 


convene in-person in March. The subcommittee will have a list of goals/parameters for 


their continued work to announce at the 2/27 governors –only meeting.  


  


 


3)      Health care Subcommittee:  Jindal/Herbert/Sandoval 
Per the governors’ meeting in Orlando, we are currently scheduling a DC meeting in 


March to bring together health care experts to develop the scope of a potential 


Republican Governor’s replacement strategy report in the event that PPACA is ruled 


unconstitutional. An in-person meeting is unlikely before 2/27, but the subcommittee will 


work to have a set of goals and principles to announce to the governors during their 2/27 


governors- only meeting.   


 


 


4)     Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure Subcommittee:    


Branstad/Snyder/Scott 
The draft goal of this committee is to produce a widely circulated white paper about our 


vision of Competitiveness and how it is a central component of economic development.  


Initial, draft, key themes include international trade, infrastructure, business climate (tax 


reform/regulation reform), skilled labor/ workforce development, and cluster 


development.  
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5)  Education/Workforce Development Subcommittee: Deal/Haslam 
This committee’s goal is to develop best practices and policies which will be included the 


national debate on education and to coordinate our efforts with Chiefs for Change.  We 


will also engage in ESEA reform.  This committee will create an education report similar 


to our efforts on healthcare and energy.  The goal would be to release this report before 


August. 


  


 


6) Federalism Subcommittee: Brownback/Fallin 
This committee hopes to see the Federalism Subcommittee make progress regarding 


issuing position statements and working on more cerebral products defining the role of 


government.  There is a void in the discussion on federalism at the NGA and that this 


provides a real opportunity for the RGPPC to discuss the role of government. 


  
Work with governors and academics to produce a widely circulated white paper and press 


component about our vision of Federalism and the proper balance of power in our 


Republic 






NATIONAL GOVERNORS ASSOCIATION 2012 WINTER MEETING

February 24-27, 2012

(DRAFT 1/12/12)



		Friday, February 24



		



		2:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.

		NGA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING





		5:30 p.m.-7:00 p.m.



		NGA Corporate Fellows Welcome Reception





		6:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.



		Governors’ Chiefs of Staff Welcome Reception







		Saturday, February 25



		



		10:00 a.m.-10:45 a.m.





		OPENING NEWS CONFERENCE

Governor Dave Heineman, Nebraska, Chair

Governor Jack Markell, Delaware, Vice Chair





		11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.







		OPENING SESSION

Governor Dave Heineman, Nebraska, Chair

Governor Jack Markell, Delaware, Vice Chair



Growing State Economies



Public-Private Partnership Awards



		12:45 p.m.-2:45 p.m.





		GOVERNORS-ONLY LUNCH AND BUSINESS SESSION





		12:45 p.m.-2:45 p.m.



		Governors’ Chiefs of Staff Lunch and Business Session





		12:45 p.m.-2:45 p.m.



		NGA Corporate Fellows Lunch and Business Session





		12:45 p.m.-2:45 p.m.



		Washington Representatives/State-Federal Contacts Lunch





		3:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.





		ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND COMMERCE COMMITTEE

Governor Sam Brownback, Kansas, Chair

Governor Jay Nixon, Missouri, Vice Chair



Creating an Entrepreneurial Culture for Economic Growth in the States





		4:30 p.m.-6:00 p.m.



		RECEPTION FOR ALL MEETING ATTENDEES





		Time TBD



		NGA LATE NIGHT



Note: Open to meeting attendees/Closed to media













		Sunday, February 26



		



		7:00 a.m.-9:15 a.m.

		Regional Governors Groups Ancillary Meetings





		8:30 a.m.-9:30 a.m.



		Former Governors Breakfast and Business Session





		8:30 a.m.-9:30 a.m.



		Governors’ Chiefs of Staff Breakfast and Business Session





		9:30 a.m.-11:00 a.m.



		HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES COMMITTEE

Governor Terry Branstad, Iowa, Chair

Governor Pat Quinn, Illinois, Vice Chair



Innovation in Reducing Health Care Costs While Improving Services





		9:30 a.m.-11:00 a.m.



		EDUCATION, EARLY CHILDHOOD AND WORKFORCE COMMITTEE

Governor Mike Beebe, Arkansas, Chair

Governor Bill Haslam, Tennessee, Vice Chair



Feeding America’s Children: Governors’ Efforts to Eliminate Childhood Hunger





		
11:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.





		GOVERNORS-ONLY LUNCH AND BUSINESS SESSION WITH STAFF



Note: One staff per governor may attend





		12:00 p.m.-1:30 p.m.



		Joint Luncheon for Governors’ Staff, NGA Corporate Fellows and NGA Staff





		2:30 p.m.-4:00 p.m.



		NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Governor Dannel Malloy, Connecticut, Chair

Governor Dennis Daugaard, South Dakota, Vice Chair



The World’s Energy Future





		2:30 p.m.-4:00 p.m.



		SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON HOMELAND SECURITY AND PUBLIC SAFETY

Governor Martin O’Malley, Maryland, Co-Chair

Governor Matthew Mead, Wyoming, Co-Chair



The Changing Role of the National Guard





		6:30 p.m. - TENTATIVE 

The White House

		EVENING WITH THE PRESIDENT AND MRS. OBAMA

By Invitation Only 



Black-tie

Guests are responsible for their own transportation.















		

Monday, February 27



		



		8:00 a.m.-9:00 a.m.

		Ancillary Meetings

Democratic Governors Association Governors Only Breakfast

Republican Governors Association Governors Only Breakfast





		9:10 a.m.-10:10 a.m.



		CLOSING SESSION



Discussion of NGA Policies



Note: Open to meeting attendees and media



		10:15 a.m.



		GOVERNORS DEPART FOR THE WHITE HOUSE





		10:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.

The White House 

		GOVERNORS-ONLY MEETING WITH THE PRESIDENT





		10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.



		Governors’ Chiefs of Staff Business Session



		10:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.



		NGA Corporate Fellows and NGA Center Staff Session





		12:30 p.m.-1:00 p.m.



		CLOSING NEWS CONFERENCE

Governor Dave Heineman, Nebraska, Chair

Governor Jack Markell, Delaware, Vice Chair





		2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.

TENTATIVE

		Council of Governors












 


State  Health Exchange Legislation Status  Status Description 


Alabama Alternate Process 


Although a health exchange bill failed to 
pass in the State Legislature, Governor 
Robert Bentley issued an executive order 
on June 2, 2011 establishing the Alabama 
Health Benefits Exchange Study 
Commission. 


Alaska Alternate Process 


Although a health exchange bill failed to 
pass in the Republican-controlled Alaska 
House, State Insurance Commissioner Linda 
Hall has been charged with setting up the 
State’s health exchange and will contract 
with Boston’s Public Consulting Group to 
build it. 


Arizona Dead 


A health exchange bill failed to pass in the 
State Legislature, but Arizona did receive a 
$30 million Level One exchange 
establishment grant in December 2011. 


Florida No Bill 


Governor Rick Scott has refused to 
implement the Affordable Care Act (ACA) 
pending the outcome of a Supreme Court 
Decision, and has even sent back its 
exchange planning grant to the 
Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS). 


Georgia Alternate Process 


Although the State Legislature passed a 
health exchange bill in March 2011, tea 
party protests pushed Governor Nathan 
Deal to table the legislation. In its place, he 
issued an executive order in June setting up 
a state commission to study a possible 
health exchange. The commission 
recommended in December that the State 
set up a small business exchange but not 
an individual exchange. However, Governor 
deal has recently decided to wait for the 
Supreme Court decision.  


Idaho No Bill 


Governor Butch Otter issued an executive 
order in April 2011 barring the State from 
implementing the ACA; however, a steering 
committee is working on a draft exchange 
bill to introduce to the Legislature in 
January 2012. 







 


Indiana Alternate Process 


Although the State Legislature failed to 
pass a health exchange bill, Governor Mitch 
Daniels issued an executive order directing 
the State to plan for, but not necessarily 
commit to, establishing an exchange. 


Iowa Alternate Process 


Although the State Legislature failed to 
pass a health exchange bill, it received a 
$7.8 million Level One exchange 
establishment grant in December 2011. 


Kansas Dead 


Governor Sam Brownback ordered the 
State not to establish an exchange until the 
Supreme Court makes a decision on the 
ACA, and even sent back the Early 
Innovator Grant to HHS. 


Louisiana No Bill 
Governor Bobby Jindal stated in March 
2011 that Louisiana will not run a health 
exchange. 


Maine On Hold 


The State Legislature failed to pass both a 
Republican-backed exchange bill and a 
Democrat-backed exchange bill in the last 
legislative session. However, stakeholders 
expect exchange legislation to be 
reintroduced when the State Legislature 
reconvenes. In addition, the State is 
planning to apply for Level One and Level 
Two exchange establishment grants. 


Michigan Live Bill 


Governor Rick Snyder is pushing the 
Legislature to establish a nonprofit health 
exchange for individuals and small-
businesses because he doesn’t want the 
federal government to have any part in 
running the exchange for the State. A 
health exchange bill to establish the 
MiHealth Marketplace was introduced in 
the State Senate in September 2011, but 
has stalled in the State House, whose 
leadership is not in a rush to get a bill 
passed. 


Mississippi Alternate Process 


Mississippi plans to convert the State’s 
high-risk pool into a health exchange and 
wants to have the web portal that enables 
consumers to shop for health plans 
operational by March 30, 2012. 







 


Nebraska 
Has applied for, and received a level I 
grant  


Although Governor Dave Heineman has 
stated that the State will not move forward 
on health exchange legislation until after 
the Supreme Court makes a decision on the 
constitutionality of the ACA, the State is 
still studying the feasibility of a state-run 
exchange and will apply for an exchange 
establishment grant. 


Nevada Signed 


Governor Brian Sandoval signed a health 
exchange bill into law in June 2011, but the 
exchange board is studying whether 
additional legislation is needed to establish 
an exchange. 


New Jersey Live Bill 


A health exchange bill was approved by the 
State Assembly in June 2011, but it has 
stalled in the State Senate. The State 
Legislature will likely resume action on the 
bill in early 2012. 


New Mexico Dead 


Governor Susana Martinez is exploring an 
alternative process. The Governor suspects 
New Mexico will have a free market 
exchange up and running by 2013.  


North 
Dakota 


Signed 


Governor Jack Dalrymple signed into law a 
bill authorizing a state health exchange in 
May 2011, but a second bill that detailed 
how the State would set up the exchange 
failed to pass in the State Legislature. 


Ohio Alternate Process 


Ohio intends to set up a health exchange, 
but it is proceeding slowly. It has already 
received a $1 million exchange planning 
grant and plans to apply for a Level One 
exchange establishment grant. 


Oklahoma Dead 
The State Legislature failed to pass health 
exchange legislation and even sent back its 
$54 million Early Innovator grant to HHS. 


Pennsylvania On Hold 


Although the State Legislature failed to 
pass health exchange legislation in the last 
session, it is likely to take up exchange 
authorizing legislation again in early 2012. 
Meanwhile, Pennsylvania will also apply for 
a Level One exchange establishment grant 
by the end of March. 


South 
Carolina 


Dead 


The State Legislature failed to pass a health 
exchange bill in the last session and 
Governor Nikki Haley has decided against 
applying for further exchange funds after a 
study commission recommended against a 







 


state-based exchange. 


South 
Dakota 


No Bill 


Although no health exchange legislation 
was introduced in the State Legislature, the 
State will continue to pursue federal 
funding by applying for a Level One 
exchange establishment grant. 


Tennessee No Bill 
The State is still weighing whether it will set 
up a health exchange. 


Texas On Hold 


Governor Rick Perry has stated that he 
does not intend to set up an exchange and 
the State Legislature is unlikely to take up 
exchange legislation before the Supreme 
Court rules on the ACA. 


Utah No Bill 


Utah already has an operational health 
exchange and it is unlikely that it will 
require additional legislative authority in 
order to become ACA-compliant. 


Virginia Signed 


Although Governor Bob McDonnell signed 
a bill that authorized a health exchange, 
the State will likely need further legislation 
in 2012 to establish an exchange. 


Wisconsin Alternate Process 
Wisconsin has decided to wait until 
Supreme Court ruling and has sent back 
Early Innovator grant money.  


Wyoming No Bill 


Although the State has not committed to 
setting up a health exchange, the Wyoming 
Health Benefits Exchange Steering 
Committee has recommended that the 
legislature pursue a bill to authorize further 
study and design, but not implementation 


 


This document is a collection of updates from a number of sources, including various governors’ 


offices.  It is not meant to label a state’s position on exchanges.  This document should not be 


distributed further.  














Conference line:

1-800-653-7913

Access code:

4341764



Chief of Staff Phone call

Friday, Feb. 2, 3:00 PM EDT



AGENDA



1. Roll Call (Marie Sanderson- RGPPC)



1. Welcome from the RGA Chairman (Martin Kent- VA)



1. NGA meeting coordination and White House meeting (suggested  themes: Jobs and the Economy, healthcare, Energy, and unfunded mandates/federalism. Talking points will be forwarded to your state). See schedule attached (“2012 NGA WM Program Draft for Staff”)



1. Healthcare lawsuit Amicus Brief- Deadline Feb. 6 



1. Welcome from RGPPC Chairman (Earl Goode- IN)



2. Governor Daniels Best Practices E Harmony Effort; see attached survey to complete included in Gov. Daniels’ 11/15/2011 memo to governors (“2011 11 15 Daniels Memos to Govs”).  We are seeking responses from 13 more states. The first matching making session on Performance Management, taught by IN, is Feb 17th at RGA in DC



1. Overview of efforts and attachments (Marie- RGPPC)



3. State of State Summary- a draft summary is prepared, attached (“2012-02-01 State of States Summary2”).  This memo will continued to  be enhanced and updated as budgets are released and reviewed. 



3. State healthcare exchange update- see two documents attached summarizing award grants is attached (“2012 0101 Healthcare Exchange Award Summary and 2012-02-03 Exchangestatus_MW”). Neither are intended to label a state’s position on healthcare exchanges.  



3. Energy Brief- brief attached (“2012 COS EE Brief”). This brief is a summary of reports RGPPC is providing to energy staff.  



3. Surveys— see surveys attached and links below to online versions (“2012 PPACA Survey, 2012 Energy and Env Regs Survey, 2012 Policy Contacts Survey”) 

3. PPACA and healthcare; working with US Senate Finance and House Energy and Commerce to push back on a White House report indicating that some R states, which are moving forward with some form of a healthcare exchange, are endorsing Obamacare. Survey is meant for data collection.    https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/RGPPC_PPACA

3. Energy and Environment Regs;  working with the Speaker’s Office on the most burdensome regs and House Natural Resources on DoI and ESA. Survey is meant for data collection.   https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/EE_Regs_Survey

3.  Staff contacts;  RGPPC is enhancing our distribution of information. We are seeking the appropriate policy advisor for the various issue sets in each office.  Survey requests contact information for staff or agency head.  https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/DR8ZQ7F



3. RGPPC Subcommittee Goals; summary document attached (“COS Committee Update 2”)



3. RGPPC Events (TBD- beginning in May- Nov)



1. Other Business



4. Natural gas MOU (Denise Northrop- OK ) see press materials and MOU attached (“NGV 01112 Bloomberg Bus Week, NGV 100311 GM Bi-Fuel Pickup, and NGV-MOU Amended 1-27-11”)



1. Logistics, Meeting quarterly?  





1
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Program Draft for Staff”)
 

b.      Healthcare lawsuit Amicus Brief- Deadline Feb. 6
 

3.        Welcome from RGPPC Chairman (Earl Goode- IN)
 

a.       Governor Daniels Best Practices E Harmony Effort; see attached survey to complete
included in Gov. Daniels’ 11/15/2011 memo to governors (“2011 11 15 Daniels
Memos to Govs”).  We are seeking responses from 13 more states. The first

matching making session on Performance Management, taught by IN, is Feb 17th at
RGA in DC
 

4.        Overview of efforts and attachments (Marie- RGPPC)
 

a.       State of State Summary- a draft summary is prepared, attached (“2012-02-01 State
of States Summary2”).  This memo will continued to  be enhanced and updated as
budgets are released and reviewed.

 
b.      State healthcare exchange update- see two documents attached summarizing award

grants is attached (“2012 0101 Healthcare Exchange Award Summary and 2012-02-
03 Exchangestatus_MW”). Neither are intended to label a state’s position on
healthcare exchanges. 

 
c.        Energy Brief- brief attached (“2012 COS EE Brief”). This brief is a summary of reports

RGPPC is providing to energy staff. 
 

d.       Surveys— see surveys attached and links below to online versions (“2012 PPACA
Survey, 2012 Energy and Env Regs Survey, 2012 Policy Contacts Survey”)

1.        PPACA and healthcare; working with US Senate Finance and House Energy
and Commerce to push back on a White House report indicating that some R
states, which are moving forward with some form of a healthcare exchange,
are endorsing Obamacare. Survey is meant for data collection.   
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/RGPPC_PPACA

2.        Energy and Environment Regs;  working with the Speaker’s Office on the
most burdensome regs and House Natural Resources on DoI and ESA. Survey
is meant for data collection.  
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/EE_Regs_Survey

3.         Staff contacts;  RGPPC is enhancing our distribution of information. We are
seeking the appropriate policy advisor for the various issue sets in each
office.  Survey requests contact information for staff or agency head.
 https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/DR8ZQ7F
 

e.       RGPPC Subcommittee Goals; summary document attached (“COS Committee Update
2”)
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https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/RGPPC_PPACA
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/EE_Regs_Survey
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/DR8ZQ7F


f.         RGPPC Events (TBD- beginning in May- Nov)
 

5.        Other Business
 

a.       Natural gas MOU (Denise Northrop- OK ) see press materials and MOU attached
(“NGV 01112 Bloomberg Bus Week, NGV 100311 GM Bi-Fuel Pickup, and NGV-MOU
Amended 1-27-11”)
 

6.        Logistics, Meet via conference call quarterly? 
 

 
Thank you. We look forward to continuing our work with you and your teams.
 
Best,
Marie
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
Repulican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
MSanderson@rga.org/MSanderson
(601) 
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson; Marie Sanderson; 
Cc: Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ; macarter32 ;

RSerote@az.gov; Adam.nordstrom@cch-llc.com; brian.mcmanus2@eog.myflorida.com;
JohnPatrick.Walsh@eog.myflorida.com; Rob.Jakubik@eog.myflorida.com; bfulenwider@georgia.gov;
ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ; ; m;
jabot10 ; ; jboeyink34 ; travisrichmond ;
wkloiber ; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov;
Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov;
tedpitts@gov.sc.gov; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us;
Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us;
Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; Candice Whitfield; Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov;
kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov; Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov;
debbie  griffin ; wstruble ; wags@la.gov;
Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman ; Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov;
mary.mayhew@maine.gov; brandi_white@mcconnell.senate.gov; Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov;
blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov; mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov;
tomichz@michigan.gov; brian@nevadadc.org; ryan@nevadadc.org; nguillemard@prfaa.com;
sarah.echols@prfaa.com; Mike Schrimpf; Lindsay Russell; Seth Levey; ts@rubicondc.com;
Bkanzeg ; aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us; jmcallahan@state.pa.us;
ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us; MKennicott@susana2010.com;
Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt@tomcorbettforgovernor.com; RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov;
bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; michelle.dynes@wyo.gov; katyoder_99 ;
pjpgator ; ,; Moore, Brian, GOV; lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov; ,; Rojas, Elizabeth; Lowell Arye;
Jonathan Ringo; Stafford Olivia Palmieri; shawn.reese@wyo.gov

Subject: RGPPC Conference call Monday 10:30 AM EST
Date: Sunday, August 14, 2011 8:19:07 PM
Attachments: 2011-08-4-Mead_to_Energy_Govs_RGPPC_1[1].pdf

2011-08-07-Governors_to_EPA_Letter_[1].docx

We will have our RGPPC policy call Monday morning at 10:30 AM EST. PLEASE DO NOT REPORT TO
THE NEW JERSEY CONFERENCE ROOM, as it is closed this Monday. 

Agenda and notes below:

Access code:  

Agenda:

1. Roll Call: Marie (MS)

2.  RGPPC Update: Marie (MS)

-- RGPPC Healthcare Summit- Save the date:  August 29 and 30th. Please continue registering. Please
email Monica Block at Mblock@rga.org with your three staff members. She will prepare sample flight
iteneraries and will send them to you.

-- Healthcare task force- next conference call on RGPPC broader document/report will be on Tuesday,
August 16 at 5:00 PM EST. We are working with a communications specialist to edit the document.  The
goal is to have a new version on Tuesday for you to review. We will begin our final editing and approval
process.

-- Energy Effort:  Your Chief of Staffs received the attached letters from Governor Mead's office on
Sunday.  RGPPC will be working with Governor Mead and other interested governors in facilitating
regular conversations with governors on energy policy.  We also are planning three RGPPC Energy
summits, similar to our upcoming healthcare summit in DC. Please email Seth at Slevey if
your governor would like to sign the letter, attached, to Adminstrator Jackson or if you have any
questions. Governor Mead's policy director Shawn Reese also is reached at Shawn.Reese@wyo.gov

-- Best practices:  we are still writing best practices reports. Please take the time to let us know what to
feature in your state. Send us your "accomplishments" press releases.  Direct us to any useful
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MATTHEW H. MEAD
GOVERNOR THE STATE OF WYOMING


STATE CAPITOL
CHEYENNE, WY 82002


August 5. 2011


Office of the Governor


Governor Haley Barbour
P.O. Box 139
Jackson, MS 39205


Governor Robert Bentley
State Capitol
600 Dexter Ave.
Montgomery, AL 36130-2751


Governor Sam Blo\ nback
State Capitol
2ud Floor
Topeka, KS 66612-1590


Governor Jack Dairymple
State Capitol
600 East Boulevard Ave., Dept. 101
Bismark, ND 58505-0001


I)ear Governor:


Governor Mary Fal liii
State Capitol Building
2300 Lincoln Blvd, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73 105


Governor Robert McDonnell
Patrick Henry B u lid i ng
1111 East Broad Street. 3d Floor
Richmond, VA 23219


Governor Sean Parnell
State Capitol Building
P.O. Box 1101
Juneau. AK 998 11-0001


It was a pleasure seeing you at the National Governors Association meeting last month in Salt
Lake City. Governor Herbert was a terrific host and Utah was a wonderful venue. It was a great
opportunity to visit with like—minded governors such as you.


As you know, many of us discussed the ambitious and unrelenting encroachments of the
federal administration on our states, particularly the energy producing states. Many of us agreed
that we should establish a regular dialogue with each other and a response to the systematic
federal overreach which undermines our states’ oversight of environmental quality, industrial
development, local job creation and revenue collections. In the absence of’ a national energy plan
that ties our nation’s security, treasury and welfare to state resource development and protection.
there is a pressing need for leadership at the state level and a unified voice of reason.


Many members of our states’ legislative houses are forming an energy states producing
coalition. I believe this interstate approach is necessary and timely. We can complement
such legislative efforts with an executive group of governors from energy states. I propose a
regular teleconference, every six weeks as a start, to discuss energy issues in our states. The
Republican Governom’s Public Policy Committee (RGPPC) can facilitate these calls and our


PHONE: (307) 777-7434 FAX: (307) 632-3909







collaboration can enhance the face—to-face energy summits the RUPPC has been discussing,
which I support. We can then work together to find the best ways to meet the challenges we face
as developers, producers and suppliers of the energy for our nation and beyond.


The first collective action I propose is a delegation of Governors to visit Washington. [).C. and
meet with EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson about our inherent responsibilities and successes in
environmental regulation and the economic consequences of the EPA’s rulemaking spree. I
have attached a draft letter and encourage you to consider joining me in signing the letter by
August 19.


I hope you will also agree to a periodic teleconference to discuss our mutual energy interests. I
believe the states can provide strong leadership and effectuate change and I anticipate working
with you to that end. I look forward to hearing from you SO the letter to Administrator Jackson
can go out in August and so I can make arrangements for us to convene via teleconference in the


month of September.


ncerely.


Maithew H. Mend
Governor


Attachment






Ms. Lisa Jackson

Administrator

Environmental Protection Agency

Ariel Rios Building

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.

Washington, DC 20460 



Dear Madam Administrator:



We, the undersigned Governors, write you out of concern about the cumulative impacts and costs of all the new and contemplated rules and standards issued by the Environmental Protection Agency.  



We are concerned with the extremely fast pace of regulatory change in the air programs and increasingly stringent air quality rules.  The added cost of administering these many programs and rules is a financial strain on our states and creates uncertainty for the utilities and industry.  No apparent consideration has been given to the operational and environmental performance that will result from the cumulative effects of these rules and regulations. Our states are effectively dealing with the environmental impacts of energy development and, as such, must become full partners in developing regulatory strategies.



Many of us are also concerned about the activities of the agency regarding hydraulic fracturing technology in oil and gas production.  For over fifty years, state agencies have been regulating oil and gas operations, including hydraulic fracturing.  As technologies in this area have advanced, we have responded with expanded regulations.  Pursuant to our responsibilities, it is our respective state governments which oversee the drilling, fracturing, water discharge and all other aspects of production to assure that public health and the environment are protected.



We urge a meeting with you.  Further, we recommend that no further guidance or rules be issued until such time as we can meet.  One possibility is a meeting in Washington with you and your staff.  We will attend and bring the staffs of our departments of environmental quality, oil and gas conservation commissions and state engineers.  Our goal is to answer any and all questions you and your staff might have, and to learn the scope of your guidance and standards and how those might affect our existing regulatory programs.  We also would like to know the extent of the public process you will undertake prior to issuing any guidance and the review/appeal processes to be made available.  



Energy operations in the our states not only provide the country with domestic energy, but these industries constitute a significant base of employment and royalties which fund our schools, police and other vital state and local services.  Protecting these important economic resources, while protecting health and the environment, is our common goal.



We look forward to meeting with you to further our understanding.



Sincerely,





websites.  Again, we will write your state's chapter/section and then send it to you to edit. We will
continue to feature 2 states a week on certain issues. Thanks in advance for your cooperation in getting
those proofed!   These reports will be available on RGPPC.com.

-- Other Issues?:  Moving forward into other issues:  we'd like to move into transportation, education
and regulatory issues if there is enough interest from the group to do so.  If your governor/you would
like to lead on those issues or another issue, please let us know.  We are striving to put together
leaderships teams on various issues.

3. House Update: Will (Speaker Boehner)

4. Senate Update:  Lanier (Leader McConnell)

5. NGA  Update: Lauren (NE)- no report.  ---Healthcare Exchange Conference Sept 8-9

6.  Other business?

Thanks to all-  mts

*****

Marie Thomas Sanderson
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson; Marie Sanderson; vmariethomas
Cc: Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ; macarter32

RSerote@az.gov; Adam.nordstrom@cch-llc.com; brian.mcmanus2@eog.myflorida.com;
JohnPatrick.Walsh@eog.myflorida.com; Rob.Jakubik@eog.myflorida.com; bfulenwider@georgia.gov;
ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03  chiproytexas ; dhiowa
jabot10 ; ; jboeyink34 ; travisrichmond ;
wkloiber ; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov;
Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov;
tedpitts@gov.sc.gov; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us;
Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us;
Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; Candice Whitfield; eric.finkbeiner@governor.virginia.gov;
Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov; kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov;
Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov; debbie ; griffin ;
wstruble ; wags@la.gov; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman
Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov; mary.mayhew@maine.gov; brandi_white@mcconnell.senate.gov;
Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov; blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov;
mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov; brian@nevadadc.org;
ryan@nevadadc.org; nguillemard@prfaa.com; sarah.echols@prfaa.com; Mike Schrimpf; Lindsay Russell; Seth
Levey; ts@rubicondc.com; Bkanzeg ; aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us;
jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us;
MKennicott@susana2010.com; Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt@tomcorbettforgovernor.com;
RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov; bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; michelle.dynes@wyo.gov;
katyoder_99 ; pjpgator ; ,; Moore, Brian, GOV; lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov

Subject: RGPPC Conference call, Monday 10:30 AM EST
Date: Sunday, June 19, 2011 11:28:49 PM
Attachments: RGA Senior Staff Presentation on Exchanges.pptx

We will host our RGPPC conference call/mtg on Monday at 10:30 AM EST.  Agenda and call in
information below.

Attached you'll find Leavitt Group's healthcare Exchange presentation provided at the RGA Senior staff
retreat. Many of you have asked questions regarding exchanges and this powerpoint provides a good
overview regarding the state of play in states.  This presentation will also be available in our staff library
at RGPPC.com, and we will be providing the rest of you some of the other materials presented last week
soon.  Many thanks to those states which presented.

Call in number for Monday's call:

1-800-
Access code:  

Agenda:

1. Roll Call: Marie (MS)

2.  RGPPC Update: Marie (MS) and Brandy/Travis/Chip (TX)

-- recap of senior staff retreat

-- upcoming healthcare conference

-- healthcare task force- conference call on Thursday/ June 23

3. House Update: Will (Speaker Boehner)

4. Senate Update: Brandi White (Leader McConnell)

5. NGA  Update: Lauren (NE)
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The Utah Health Exchange

Governance

Operates within the Governor’s Office of Economic Development (GOED)

Structure

Market organizer; not a selective contractor

Purpose

On-line comparison, application, enrollment, and premium aggregation

Standardizes plan information; not the plans themselves

Facilitates the Utah Defined Contribution Market

Small Group 

Limited Launch, August 2009

Full launch, September 2010









Similarities

Massachusetts

State-based solution designed to be responsive to state-specific issues, customs, business practices, etc.



Consumer-centered approach



Achieved broad, bipartisan consensus supporting the basic reform elements 



Utah

State-based solution designed to be responsive to state-specific issues, customs, business practices, etc.



Consumer-centered approach



Achieved broad, bipartisan consensus supporting the basic reform elements









Differences (I) 

Massachusetts

Individual mandate

Employer mandate

Government role is contracting agent

Established Massachusetts Connector Authority with broad regulatory responsibilities

Efforts began in individual market

Acted first on public sector reforms; now rolling out private insurance market reforms

Utah

No individual mandate

No employer mandate

Government role is market facilitator

Regulatory authority strictly limited to establishment of electronic data standards



Efforts began in small group market

Began by implementing private market reforms first; public sector reforms to follow









Differences (II)

Massachusetts

No risk adjustment mechanism included





Upfront appropriation of $25 million; ongoing funding through retention of a portion of premium





Staff of approximately 45 employees



Utah

Risk adjustment mechanism established to deal with adverse selection issues



Upfront appropriation of $600,000; ongoing funding through annual appropriation and technology fees; self-sustaining threshold 



Staff of 3 employees















Utah Health Exchange Status Report

100%  employer renewal rate from Limited Launch

Average 42% growth rate every month since full launch

130 employers currently participating

20% of employers currently participating previously offered no coverage

24% of the business groups participating in the Exchange previously offered coverage with an insurance carrier not participating in the exchange 

92% of the businesses participating in the Exchange use a broker

~3500 covered lives 









Stakeholder Engagement
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2007 Community Coalition calls for sweeping reforms

Salt Lake Chamber of Commerce

United Way of Salt Lake



2008 Legislative Task Force established; with extensive support from Executive Branch agencies, convenes Perspective-Oriented Work Groups

Community Group

Business Group

Hospital Group

Non-hospital Provider Group

Insurance Group (carriers and producers)



2009 Legislative Task Force reauthorized; new approach calls for Task-Oriented Work Groups

Affordability and Access Group

Transparency and Quality Group

Oversight and Implementation Group



2010 Task-Oriented Work Groups

Oversight and Implementation Group

Cost Containment Group
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2010

2014

2013

2012

2011

2017

2016

2015

2018

HHS must determine if states have made sufficient progress in developing exchange

Jan 1, 2014 Premium tax credits available for enrollees under 400% FPL

March 23, 2011 Deadline for HHS Secretary to award Exchange grants

Jan 1, 2015 Exchange must be financially self-sustaining

Jan - May Non bi-cameral State legislatures convene

Jan 1, 2017

Large group Exchange to go live

Jan 1, 2014 State Exchanges required to go live

July 1, 2010 Healthcare.gov goes live, simulating first Exchange

Preliminary insurance  regulations take affect

Jan 1, 2015 Employer & Individual mandates in effect

Jan 1, 2016 States must choose to engage in healthcare Choice Compacts

PPACA Timeline





PPACA: Early Decisions for States

Will the state establish the Exchange or default to the Secretary of HHS?

How will the Exchange be governed?

How will the Exchange be structured?

What functions will the exchange perform?

What implementation time line will the state follow?











Exchange Capabilities and Services Fall Into Three Categories
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Core Functions—essential to select and enroll in a plan



Ancillary Functions—non-core, non-mandated capabilities



Mandated Functions—required to satisfy PPACA






Core Functions
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Portal / Web site

Enrollment Interface

 

Health

Plan

#1

Plan Comparison Interface

 

Health

Plan

#2

Health

Plan

#3

Health

Plan

#4

Employee

or

Consumer

Carrier

1

Carrier

2

Carrier

3

Administration Interface

Carrier

4

Communication Interface

 

 



Admin, Life Events, etc.

Billing or Invoices

 



 

 

 



Employer





The Utah Model
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Portal / Web site

Enrollment Interface

 

Carrier

1

Carrier

2

Carrier

3

Health

Plan

#1



Plan Comparison Interface



 

Health

Plan

#2

Health

Plan

#3

Health

Plan

#4

Administration Interface

Carrier

4

Communication Interface

 

 



Employee

or

Consumer

 



 

 

 



True Exchange

Premium Aggregation

Admin, Life Events, etc.











Billing  & Invoices

Employer



Consumer Decision Support Tools







Mandated Exchange Functions
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Portal / Web site

Enrollment and

Eligibility Interface

Carrier

1

Carrier

2

Carrier

3

Health

Plan

#1

Plan Comparison Interface

Health

Plan

#2

Health

Plan

#3

Administration Interface

Communication Interface

TREASURY

HOME LAND

SECURITY

IRS

HHS

SOCIAL
SECURITY

Verify Citizenship

Verify Income

Tax Credits

Verify Residency

STATE

Medicaid

Eligibility

Reporting

Subsidies

Cost Reduction

TPA

Customer
Service

Financials

Risk 
Adjustment

Notifications



Pay Premiums

Employee

or 

Consumer

Billing or Invoices



Employee

or

Consumer

Admin, Life Events, etc.

Customer Service

ONLINE

CALCULATOR

Display Total

Costs

Health

Plan

#4





Carrier

4





















State

Insurance

Agency



Certify, Recertify

Decertify

Health Plans











Navigator

Guidance

Data

Service 

Hub
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States with a Functioning  Public Exchange

Functioning State Exchanges

DC



Hawaii

Alaska



















































































































PPACA Compliance

States with PPACA Compliant Exchanges

Hawaii

Alaska

DC



















































































































Federal Funding for Exchanges (I)

Planning & Establishment Grant  Applied for and Awarded

Hawaii

Alaska

DC





















































































































Early Innovator Grant Recipient 

Alaska

Federal Funding for Exchanges (II)





DC

Hawaii
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Alaska

Federal Funding for Exchanges (III)





DC

Hawaii



Rejected, Returned, Intend to Return, or Halted Use of PPACA Federal Funds
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Alaska

Federal Funding for Exchanges (IV)





DC

Hawaii



Level I Round One Grant Recipient
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Hawaii

Alaska

DC







Study Committee

Legislation Failed

Legislation Pending

Alternative Authority

No Bill

Establishment Legislation 

State Exchange Implementation Authority 





Takeaways
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Most states will initiate efforts to build an exchange, though largely on their own terms



Exchanges  will be used as tools to reform Medicaid 



Fully functioning, PPACA compliant exchanges by 2014 is questionable









Lessons Learned
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Support and cooperation within and across state government is key

Define your vision; begin with the end in mind

Identify specific problems to be addressed

Demography is destiny

Develop a general timeline; include aggressive but reasonable deadlines

Implement in phases

Leverage existing resources

Commit to systemic change

Engage stakeholders early and often and in a cooperative dynamic

Measure and report progress on a regular basis
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Leavitt Partners, LLC















Salt Lake City Office

299 South Main Street

Suite #2300

Salt Lake City, UT 84111

Washington DC Office

1776 I Street, NW

9th Floor

Washington, DC 20006

Phone: (801) 656-9716

www.leavittpartners.com
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6. Jobs letter- Ryan (NV) and Zak (MI)

7.  Other business?

Thanks to all-  mts

Marie Thomas Sanderson
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
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From: Dustin Huffman
To: Marie Sanderson; Dustin Huffman
Subject: Secretary Sebelius Letter to Governors
Date: Friday, November 09, 2012 4:21:07 PM
Attachments: SebielusLtrtoGovs11092012Deadline.pdf

ICYMI:
 
Secretary Sebelius issued the attached letter which includes the following adjustments to the PPACA
exchange deadlines:
 

·         The deadline for a Declaration Letter for a State-based Exchange remains Friday, November
16, 2012.

 
·         The deadline for submitting a State-based Exchange Blueprint application was extended to

Friday, December 14,2012 (changed from 11/16/12).
o       HHS will still approve or conditionally approve by January 1,2013.

 
·         The deadline for both the Declaration Letter and Blueprint Application for State Partnership

Exchanges was extended to Friday, February 15,2013
o       It was assumed the Partnership deadline was also 11/16/12. However, since there is

no statutory deadline for the State Partnership Exchange, it was extended past
1/1/13.

 
Please let us know if you have any questions. We will continue to provide relevant updates.
 
Have a great weekend,
Dustin
 
Dustin Huffman
Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
Office: (202) 662-4927
Cell: 
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THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 



WASHINGTON, D.C. 20201 



November 9,2012 


Dear Governor: 


Over the past two years, we have worked together as many of you began building your new 
health insurance marketplaces. The hard work you have engaged in has laid the foundation for 
providing access to quality affordable coverage for millions of Americans. Consumers in all 
fifty states and the District of Columbia will have access to insurance through these new 
marketplaces on January 1, 2014, as scheduled, with no delays. 


This Administration is committed to providing significant flexibility for building a marketplace 
that best meets your state's needs. We intend to issue further guidance to assist you in the very 
near future. Funding is now available to you no matter where you are in the process of 
establishing an Exchange and no matter whether you plan to run your own Exchange, partner 
with another state, or work with the federal government. In response to your request, we 
previously announced that states have until the end of2014 to apply for these federal funds and 
have the flexibility to use such funds both for building Exchanges and for associated start-up 
costs provided that a state's Exchange is not yet self-sustaining. The next application deadline 
for Levelland Level 2 Exchange establishment grants is November 15,2012. I encourage you 
to take advantage of these additional resources. 


As the date approaches for submission of your Blueprint for Approval of State-based and State 
Partnership Exchanges, we have heard from many states that additional time would allow you to 
submit a more comprehensive, complete Blueprint application for your Exchange. 


The deadline for a Declaration Letter for a State-based Exchange remains Friday, November 16, 
2012. However, today, in order to continue to provide you with appropriate technical support if 
you are pursuing a State-based Exchange, HHS is extending the deadline for State-based 
Exchange Blueprint application submissions to Friday, December 14,2012. HHS will approve 
or conditionally approve the State-based Exchanges for 2014 by the statutory deadline of January 
1,2013. 


Additionally, if you are pursuing a State Partnership Exchange, we will accept Declaration 
Letters and Blueprint Applications and make approval determinations for State Partnership 
Exchanges on a rolling basis. The final deadline for both the Declaration Letter and Blueprint 
Application for State Partnership Exchanges that would be effective for 2014 has been extended 
to Friday, February 15,2013. And states will be able to apply to run Exchanges in subsequent 
years. 







November 9, 2012 
Page 2 


We are committed to providing you with the flexibility, resources, and technical assistance 
necessary to help you achieve successful implementation of your state's Exchange and look 
forward to continuing to work with you as we implement the health care law. 


Sincerely, 


Kathleen Sebelius 







From: Kaleb Bennett
To: Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Denise Northrup
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry
Subject: Sen. Bingman Press Release re: exchanges - language being added to another bill
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 3:22:30 PM

Interesting how well the details are known about whatever the next steps may be...
 
From: John Tidwell [mailto: ] 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 03:19 PM
To: Kaleb Bennett; Denise Northrup <denisenorthrup > 
Subject: Fwd: [ronpaul-32] Fwd: 3/31/11 Sen. Bingman Press Release re: exchanges - language being added
to another bill 
 
fyi .

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Ryan Underwood
Date: Thu, Mar 31, 2011 a
Subject: [ronpaul-32] Fwd: 3/31/11 Sen. Bingman Press Release re: exchanges - language
being added to another bill
To: ronpaul-32@meetup.com

I spoke too soon.  Is anyone surprised?

----- Forwarded message from Amanda Teegarden <amteeg3 > -----

All,

The press release by Sen. Brian Bingman mentioned today on 1170 KFAQ is
noted below.  Without mentioning any bill numbers, the release implies that
the state is not moving forward in developing the health insurance
exchange. This is incorrect - the legislature is just changing tactics.

1. HB2130, creating the HUB board governance over the implementation of
  the health insurance exchange, is reportedly 'dead'.  HOWEVER,
  according to Sen. Bill Brown's office the "language they like" in HB
  2130 is going to be put into another bill.  This language is going to
  be added to HB 1996, by Rep. Dan Sullivan.
2. Link to HB1996 current status:
  http://www.oklegislature.gov/BillInfo.aspx?Bill=HB1996
3. HB 1996 is assigned to the Retirement and Insurance committee, chaired
  by Sen. Bill Brown. (See committee members below.)
4. SB 411, by Sen. Bill Brown/Moore of the House - creates a comprehensive
  health care information system and website.  This is a key component of
  the exchange and so needs to be stopped. This bill is currently in the
  House waiting to be put on the House calendar.
5. SB960, by Sen. Bill Brown, a redundant bill creating an insurance
  exchange is dead.  This bill never had a third reading in the senate
  and has missed the deadline to be heard.
6. Attached please find the Oklahoma Health Benefits Overview Logical
  Model (the IT support structure necessary to make the health benefit
  exchanges work, to be develop with the federal grant money).  This
  diagram was in a packet of information handed out by the OK Health
  Insurance Exchange Steering Committee on March 3, 2011.
7. This IT model is the template for the exchange.  Note the
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  creation/linking of a National Health Identification Card to one's
  bank. (Bottom middle of diagram.)

Never, ever trust a politician.

Amanda Teegarden

                       RETIREMENT AND INSURANCE

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Senator Bill Brown - Chair
Senator Cliff Aldridge - Vice Chair
Senator Patrick Anderson
Senator Randy Bass
Senator Josh Brecheen
Senator Brian Crain
Senator Mike Mazzei
Senator Andrew Rice
Senator John Sparks
Senator Gary Stanislawski
Senator Greg Treat
Senator Jim Wilson

___________________________________________________________________________

Press Release:

Senate Won't Consider Insurance Exchange                                  |

Mar 31, 2011 - 1:04:06 PM

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) Republican Senate President Pro Tem Brian Bingman says
the Oklahoma Senate will not consider a bill to help create a state health
insurance exchange, warning the lure of federal money could lead the state
into a 'trap' of complying with the new federal health care law.

Bingman's comments Thursday come just days after Republican Gov. Mary
Fallin urged legislators to pass the bill. It creates an advisory board to
help implement the health insurance exchange in Oklahoma.

Bingman also urged the governor not to accept any more of the $54 million
in federal grant money offered to Oklahoma to establish the exchange.

Fallin warned earlier this week that if the state doesn't act, the Obama
administration would impose its own exchange on Oklahoma.

(Copyright 2011 by The Associated Press. All Rights Reserved.)

----- End forwarded message -----

--
Ryan C. Underwood
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--
Please Note: If you hit "REPLY", your message will be sent to everyone on this mailing list
(ronpaul-32@meetup.com)
http://www.meetup.com/ronpaul-32/
This message was sent by Ryan Underwood  from Tulsa Area
Republicans Restoring the Republic.
To learn more about Ryan Underwood, visit his/her member profile:
http://www.meetup.com/ronpaul-32/members/4619622/
To unsubscribe or to update your mailing list settings, click here:
http://www.meetup.com/ronpaul-32/settings/
Meetup, PO Box 4668 #37895 New York, New York 10163-4668 | support@meetup.com
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Wednesday, January 26, 2011
10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

 

ODMHSAS Training Center
Rose Rock Conference Room

2401 NW 23rd Street, Suite 1F
Oklahoma City, OK  73107

 

Exchange Project Managers:
Derek Lieser

Nicole Prieto Johns

From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Stakeholder Meeting Location/Time
Date: Thursday, March 10, 2011 11:26:26 AM

Andrew:  So sorry…I guess I had the Steering Committee on my mind!   We will be sending out an agenda to
Steering (Advisory) Committee Members for review today, but here is the time and location info:
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nicole
 

S. Nicole Prieto Johns | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.9444 x 56479| Cell    | E-mail NicolePJ@health.ok.gov

 
 
 
 

From: Andrew Silvestri [mailto:Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2011 11:23 AM
To: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
Subject: RE: Steering Committee Mtg. 03/10/11
 
Sorry, I meant the location and time of the actual stakeholders meeting.  Thanks!
 

From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S. [mailto:NIcolePJ@health.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2011 11:11 AM
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Steering Committee Mtg. 03/10/11
 

Andrew – It was just rescheduled for Monday, March 14th at 1:00 pm in Room 307 at the Health Department. 

The major focus on Monday will be preparing for the Stakeholder’s meeting on March 16th. 
 
Did you receive the email from Crystal about the rescheduling of the meeting?
 
Nicole
 
 

From: Andrew Silvestri [mailto:Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2011 10:39 AM
To: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
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Subject: RE: Steering Committee Mtg. 03/10/11
 
Hi Nicole, do you have the stakeholder meeting details, (time and location?) thanks!
 

From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S. [mailto:NIcolePJ@health.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 5:48 PM
To: Lieser, Derek G.; Cline, Dr.Terry L.; Cox-Kain, Julie; John Doak; Mike Rhoads; Cindy.Roberts@ohca.org;
Buffy.Heater@ohca.org; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Jonathon.Buxton@okhouse.gov;
ThompsonT@oksenate.gov; Rich Edwards; Alex Pettit; John.Calabro@okhca.org; Howard.Hendrick@okdhs.org;
tlwhite@odmhsas.org; sbuck@odmhsas.org; Cline, Dr.Terry L.; Mike Fogarty
Subject: Steering Committee Mtg. 03/10/11
 
Attachment:  03/10/11 meeting agenda
 
 
Steering Committee Members:    Please follow this link to access the Planning Grant / Gap Analysis RFP: 
http://www.dcs.state.ok.us/Solicitations.nsf.  The Bid Number is: 
 
 
Recommended RFP Evaluation Committee members:

o    Project Managers - Nicole Prieto Johns & Derek Lieser
o    Oklahoma Health Care Authority - Buffy Heater
o    Oklahoma Insurance Department – Mike Rhoads (or designee)
o    Oklahoma State Department of Health – Lloyd Smith

 
 
RFP Evaluation Timeline:
 

·         TUE., MARCH 8:  Deadline for vendors to submit questions regarding the RFP.   48 Hours are allowed
for Nicole and Derek (with consultation, as needed, from the Steering Committee) to respond in writing
and for DCS to issue an amendment with response to the questions.
 

·         THUR., MARCH 10: Steering Committee Meeting.  Members sign RFP Confidentiality Agreement
documents.
 

·         THUR., MARCH 17: RFP closes. DCS will tabulate  vendor responses to determine qualified (Responsive)
bids. 
 

·         FRI., MARCH 18: Copies of the bids given to the RFP Evaluation Committee.  Binders with Responsive
bids are expected to be distributed by DCS to RFP Committee Members for evaluation on Friday, March

18th  to be reviewed over the weekend.
 

·         MON., WED., MARCH 21-23: RFP Evaluation Committee evaluates and scores bids.  The RFP
Committee will meet at OSDH each day Mar. 21-23 until the bids received have been evaluated.  The
Evaluation Committee will prepare its recommendation for presentation to the Steering Committee.  RFP
Committee results will be forwarded to Steering Committee members as soon as possible, prior to the
Thursday meeting.   

 
·         THUR., MARCH 24: Steering Committee meeting.  Steering Committee Members will review RFP

Evaluation Committee evaluations/recommendation.
 

·         THUR., MARCH 24: Scored bids and all materials returned to DSC.
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IMPORTANT:  All contact with vendors regarding this RFP must be coordinated with DCS. If you are contacted
by a vendor regarding the RFP, please document the date, time, company name, contact names, and the
content of the conversation and forward this information to DCS Contracting Officer, Jan Hall.  Information
provided to a vendor should be limited to directing them to contact the DCS Contracting Officer Jan Hall with
any questions:
 

Jan Hall, CPPB CPO
Contracting & Procurement Officer
Department of Central Services
Central Purchasing Division
Phone:  405-522-0702
Fax:  405-522-1078
Jan_Hall@dcs.state.ok.us

 
 
 
Thank you.
 
 

S. Nicole Prieto Johns | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.9444 x 56479| Cell    | E-mail NicolePJ@health.ok.gov
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From: Rushing, Crystal
To: aables@kiralaw.com; angela.acree@mercer.com; holly-adams@ouhsc.edu; monte.akridge@integris-health.com;

d.alcorn1464 ; stan@strunkinsurance.com; nicole.altobello@okhca.org; Katie Altshuler;
danderson@healthplan.com; dewayne-andrews@ouhsc.edu; joyce@oaop.org; ashfordc@aetna.com;
lbaer@sib.ok.gov; ballenger@oksenate.gov; mbarczak@captc.org; barnesg@aetna.com; tom-b@maa-tpa.com;
dick@bealepro.com; Bynum, Alicia A.; pberk@okcareertech.org; gberry@urbanleagueok.org;
jwberry@okfortea.com; andy@berryhillins.com; bev_binkowski@hcsc.net; jbisbee@oica.org; dblatt@okpolicy.org;
ablevins@rogersbenefit.com; chuck_brashers@hcsc.net; brewert2@aetna.com; larry@oscipa.com;
charles.brodt@hp.com; Randy Brogdon; laurabrookins@okhealthplans.org; docbill5@juno.com;
michaelbrown@finsvcs.com; kbrown@mha-ins.com; lisabuck t; lisabuck t;
sbuck@odmhsas.org; ebuettner@odmhsas.org; gburn@ccok.com; rbutcher@potawatomi.org;
jonathan.buxton@okhouse.gov; Cadaret, Ken; john.calabro@okhca.org; bcampbell@francistuttle.edu;
Jennifer_Carter@sde.state.ok.us; Carter, Sally; tanya@othrp.org; stephaniec@deltadentalok.org;
andy.chase@okhca.org; pchristensen@okpca.org; Cline, Dr.Terry L.; rebecca.cochran@okhca.org;
DACockrell@cockrelleyecare.com; Glen.Coffee@SOS.ok.gov; mcollins@enrollnow.com; kconder@fcsok.org;
linh.conley@okhca.org; Melinda.Conner@okhca.org; kconrad@unitrin.com; anncoody@okhouse.gov;
cochran@oksenate.gov; carrie@orragency.com; Cox-Kain, Julie; dcrall@iib.com; trevlyn.cross@okhca.org;
trevlyn.cross@okhca.org; ocrossley@unitrin.com; mcroucher@why-insurance.com; mywellnessrx ;
darceyhi@aetna.com; bdavidson@bcbsok.com; Davis, Mark L.; davis@okoha.com; mike.day.jkgd@statefarm.com;
vince@ou.edu; sdech@deltadentalok.org; chris.dees@okhca.org; ldpolan@LIFEseniorservices.org;
diddy.nelson@ihs.gov; John Doak; Susan Dobbins; mike.dollins@coxinet.net; dowell@oksenate.gov;
brian.downs@okhouse.gov; betty@doylecrow.com; jdd@benchmarkfinancial.com; drue.duncan@pfizer.com;
ref4osu ; Rich Edwards; selliott@deltadentalok.org; jendsley@yoursummit.com; roger_enix@merck.com;
joe.epperley@okalliance.com; richard.evans@okhca.org; kdejcowboy ; claims@okcic.com;
joseph.fairbanks@okhca.org; jim@fifthservices.com; bfennell@deltadentalok.org; jfigart@csctulsa.org;
fischerp@hscil.com; kyli-fitzgerald@ouhsc.edu; Joe Fleckinger; rflippo@flippoinsurance.com;
victor.flores@creekhealth.org; jflory@bb-ok.com; mike.fogarty@okhca.org; forbesbt@aetna.com;
kforrest@gatewaytoprevention.org; AHECADMIN@nwosu.edu; ed.fox@kauffmaninc.com; jarifrazier ;
dfree@tulsacoxmail.com; terrie.fritz@okhca.org; debbie@bcwins.com; pgaines
darrengantz ; KELLY.GARRETT@CHICKASAW.NET; execvp@naifa-oklahoma.org;
oklahoma@compub.org; susan.geyer@okhca.org; jgladden@deltadentalok.org; mgoff@okhouse.gov;
judy.parker@CHICKASAW.NET; nico.gomez@okhca.org; bgoodley@okhemophilia.org; gordonk@crowedunlevy.com;
melissa-gower@cherokee.org; kgraham@deltadentalok.org; lgray@se.edu; ggreenlee@maxcarerx.com; Grissom,
VaLauna K.; sguild@jpmc.org; Paula.Gullion@okhca.org; likita.gunn@okhca.org; dehamilton@tds.net;
bhancock@ccok.com; Sarah.Harding@okhca.org; joshua.hardy@la.gov; jharrington@headlandscap.com;
susanharris@tulsachamber.com; buffy.heater@okhca.org; jhelms@fennellassociates.com;
howard.hendrick@okdhs.org; hendricks@bpgok.com; don@bhjins.com; dherron@oldsurety.com; ehesky@ahip.org;
holmesr@aetna.com; khudelson@mha-ins.com; jhudgens@odmhsas.org; hhunt@osrhe.edu; thutchison@osrhe.edu;
Karen.Hylton@okdhs.org; Karen.Hylton@okdhs.org; lisa@benefitsok.com; trea@benefitsok.com;
tkjackson@cnhsa.com; laj@bhjins.com; timothy.jeffcoat@sba.gov; Tom.John@CHICKASAW.NET; doublejay@icu.net;
travis_johnson@hcsc.net; johnsonc@oksenate.gov; jjohnston@catalysthelp.org; davidj@deltadentalok.org;
Michaeljones@okacaa.org; Tracy.Jones@CHICKASAW.NET; joynerk1@aetna.com; Neal_Kaderabek@hscil.com;
claudia.kamas ; arnella.karges@okhouse.gov; Keimc@crowdunlevy.com.health.ok.gov;
kjcole@unitrin.com; david-kendrick@ouhsc.edu; joe.kenney@oracle.com; tammie@fkgconsulting.com;
carter.kimble@okhca.org; king@okmed.org; pking@sib.ok.gov; krizd@bcbsil.com; bill.lance@CHICKASAW.NET;
slanier@rogersbenefit.com; wlarsen@odmhsas.org; tlaster ; laster@oksenate.gov;
Melanie.Lawrence@okhca.org; tleeper@odmhsas.org; LegakoE@ccmhonline.net; Lieser, Derek G.;
rich@rslcompany.com; pauli@oba.com; ed.long@okhca.org; jlord@bfins.com; matthew.lucas@okhca.org;
tmabe@choiceadmin.com; kmarble@odmhsas.org; adolph.maren@okhca.org; marr@marrgroup.net;
tmc@marrgroup.net; bert_marshall@hcsc.net; pat.marshall@cancer.org; larry.m.martinez@gsk.com;
Curtis@evantage21.com; john_mavros@hcsc.net; ron.maxwell@mutualofomaha.com; robin.mcalister@okhouse.gov;
aa2475 ; bmccu@okcareertech.org; mark.mccullough@okhouse.gov; jeanniemcdaniel@okhouse.gov;
randy.mcdaniel@okhouse.gov; tmcfall@insurica.com; Carol.McFarland@okhca.org; selinarm ;
susan@benex.org; kmcguire@deltadentalok.org; lynette@okosteo.org; kmcmurry@osrhe.edu;
jerrymcpeak@okhouse.gov; john.mcphetridge@okhouse.gov; meroneys@aetna.com; greg.meyers@integrisok.com;
fmicciche@mckennalong.com; angela.michael@okhouse.gov; jmillaway@theholmesorg.com;
MillerEyeDoc@cockrelleyecare.com; Klittleaxe@astribe.com; ray.miller@kibois.org; kdmings@cnhsa.com;
amoates@unitrin.com; kc.moon@okhca.org; Moore, Rebecca K.; mmoore@bcbsok.com;
rmanning@okstatechamber.com; connie@suewilsonbrokerage.com; shannon.muchmore@tulsaworld.com;
glen@bpstrategies.net; fred.munden@sba.gov; saundra@oaop.org; katrina_nash@ajg.com;
mikeneal@tulsachamber.com; jason.nelson@okhouse.gov; ona.ed@oklahomanurses.org; Newman, Mark S.;
alyssa.nguyen@okhca.org; sanicely@oml.org; timothy.nimmer@aon.com; dana.northrup@okhca.org;
mobrien@cbpokc.com.health.ok.gov; ; wdogles1 t; Soliphant ;
dorchard@upal.com; charles.ortega@okhouse.gov; ostendorfB@aetna.com; dustin.oxford@okhca.org;
howard.pallotta@okhca.org; robin.p@okcic.com; pamela.parker@okhca.org; Judy.Parker@CHICKASAW.NET;
Shelly.Patterson@okhca.org; Erik Paulson; jpearce@achancetochange.org; pedicord@oml.org;
Barbara.Perkins@okdhs.org; roy.peters@okalliance.com; pampeterson@okhouse.gov; jt-petherick@cherokee.org;
Alex Pettit; william.j.pettit@okstate.edu; charleswpotts ; jade.prather@capcityassociates.com;
melissa.pratt@okhca.org; sandy_pratt@okcommerce.gov; Nicole.PrietoJohns@okhca.org; lynn.puckett@okhca.org;
sandra.puebla@okhca.org; ddr@iiaok.com; gary-raskob@ouhsc.edu; breese@sib.ok.gov;
brian.renegar@okhouse.gov; Mike Rhoads; erice@fcsok.org; candace.richerson@nmss.org; krichey@okpolicy.org;
karen.rieger@crowedunlevy.com; cindy.roberts@okhca.org; Anne.Roberts@integrisok.com;
brett@capcityassociates.com; mrobison@okstatechamber.com; trolland@yoursummit.com; Rebecca Ross; robert-
roswell@ouhsc.edu; Rushing, Crystal; Jessica_Russell@sde.state.ok.us; chuck_rygiel@hcsc.net;
sammons@lsb.state.ok.us; trey.sarsfield@aon.com; bschoeb@unitedwayokc.org; val.schott@okstate.edu; Leah
Scoles; swvoskuhl@aarp.org; tsearls@deltadentalok.org; earl.sears@okhouse.gov; jshipp@odmhsas.org;
tshultz@phpg.com; Andrew Silvestri; ssimon@comdata.com; lslaff@benefitplanninginc.net; julie_sloan@hcsc.net;
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

 
Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8878

 

ssnider@unitrin.com; rsnyder@okoha.org.health.ok.gov; Marjorie.Snyder@okhca.org; daniel_e_somers@uhc.com;
sparks@oksenate.gov; cspradlin@bb-ok.com; bobby@cgok.com; michaelstephens  alissa-
stinnett@ouhsc.edu; Ahstoeppelwerth@cvty.com; frank.stone@oid.ok.com.health.ok.gov; jleilers@ou.edu;
pamela.strope@ihs.gov; jim.struby@okdhs.org; Ystuart@hp.com; Darlene.Surber@okhca.org; jason@ocpathink.org;
Jordan_Taggart@bcbsil.com; warren.tayes@merck.com; brenda.teel@CHICKASAW.NET; lterrell@oica.org;
bill@ledsure.com; Mike Thompson; toby.thompson@pfizer.com; lthompson@financial.spiritbank.com;
suetibbs@okhouse.gov; atiefent@hillcrest.com; jeff_tikkanen@hcsc.net; karen@bankers-group.com;
william_j_toay@glic.com; ryan_tredway@uhc.com; staff@okddc.ok.gov; holly_turner@merck.com;
tracy.turner@okhca.org; Beth.Vanhorn@okhca.org; mvanlandingham@okcchamber.com;
scott.vaughn@globalhealth.com; ; rvonfeldt@cbpokc.com.health.ok.gov; blwaddell ;
jeff.wagner@okdhs.org; kwalker@jordanscrossinginc.org; sonja.wall@SOS.ok.gov; twallace@okcchamber.com;
wayne.wallace@globalhealth.com; jeff@jcstockton.com; Debbie.Ward@ghpn.cc; crisbwar@tulsacoxmail.com;
tweaver@hillcrest.com; randy.wedel@wedelandassociates.com; Alex Weintz; dan@pbatulsa.com;
bwhisner@iibltd.com; lwhite@okoha.com; tlwhite@odmhsas.org; zane_whitlow@hcsc.net; bwilborn@okpca.org;
janet.williams@mercy.net; rwilliams@okcchamber.com; vickie@benchmarkfinancial.com; wilsongroup@cox.net;
pwilson@seniorline.org; fwilson@sib.ok.gov; mwingfield@ruralenterprises.com; pwoodward@opha.com;
harold.wright@okhouse.gov; tyadon

Subject: Stakeholder Meeting: 4/29/11 Tulsa OK
Date: Friday, April 15, 2011 3:42:50 PM
Attachments: TCC NE Campus Map.pdf

Dear Stakeholders: 

The next General Stakeholder meeting will be held at the Tulsa Community College NE Campus
(see attached map):

Title: General Stakeholder Meeting

Description: Tulsa Community College NE Campus Auditorium - Main Academic Building

3727 E. Apache, Tulsa OK 74135

Start: 04-29-2011,  10:30am

End: 04-29-2011,  12:00pm

Additional Announcement: 

Governor Mary Fallin announced Thursday, April 14th that the House and Senate have
agreed upon language for “Network” Governance and are continuing to work on the
creation of a bill.  Please see press release below.   Exchange planning will continue to move
forward.  Your continued efforts and commitment to developing an Oklahoma-based
initiative created for and by Oklahomans are needed. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 14, 2011

State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma
Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network

OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today joined other state leaders in announcing that
Oklahoma will establish a Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network to prevent the
establishment of a federal health care exchange in Oklahoma. 

Working together, leaders were able to address concerns expressed by some by adding specific
safeguards into the legislation that will prevent the implementation of a federal health care
exchange while creating an Oklahoma-based health insurance network.  The Health Insurance
Private Enterprise Network, based on a concept by the conservative Heritage Foundation and
legislation passed by the Oklahoma Legislature in 2009, will increase access to affordable,
private, portable health insurance plans through a free market-based network that offers choice
and competition to consumers.  The network will be governed by a board consisting of a
majority of members from the private sector and chaired by the Insurance Commissioner.  The
network will be funded through state or private resources. The state will not accept the $54
million Early Innovator Grant.

Governor Mary Fallin:  “I’m pleased to announce this agreement that accomplishes my goal
from the very beginning:  stopping the implementation of the president’s federal health care
exchange in Oklahoma. We have addressed concerns expressed by implementing strict
safeguards to prevent the implementation of the federal health care exchange while definitively
laying out the framework for a free market-based network that will empower consumers by
providing a place for individuals, families and small businesses to shop for affordable, quality
health insurance plans.”

House Speaker Kris Steele:  “Health care coverage is not a one-size-fits-all issue. We need to
make all options available to the people. The goal is to equip Oklahomans with the information
necessary to make wise decisions. The network will provide a user-friendly tool intended to help
people identify a health plan that best fits their individual needs.”

Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman:  “This private enterprise network not only
offers the people of Oklahoma more options when buying insurance, it will serve as a defensive
strategy that protects Oklahoma from the federal health care law.  This is Oklahoma’s solution
and federalism at work.  Our plan is based on the principals of the free market; it will not limit
participation, it will increase competition among private plans and offer consumers the ability to
shop for their best option.” 

 

###
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From: Lindsay Russell
To: Lindsay Russell; Marie Sanderson
Subject: State Exchange Information-11 states Passed Exchange Legislation in 2011
Date: Monday, January 16, 2012 10:50:34 AM

<https://webmail.rga.org/owa/UrlBlockedError.aspx>
Health Care
Eleven States Passed Exchange Legislation in 2011, Report Says

————————————————————————————————————
BNA Snapshot

Health Insurance Exchange Progress Report

Key Finding: Eleven states enacted legislation in 2011 to establish exchanges.

Other Findings: Alternatives to legislation are being pursued.

————————————————————————————————————

By Sara Hansard

Eleven states enacted laws in 2011 to establish health insurance exchanges, and another four states
enacted legislation signaling an intent to establish the exchanges that must be created in all states by
2014 under the health care reform law, according to a progress report released Jan. 11 by the
Commonwealth Fund (CWF).

“Planning for the exchanges is well under way in many states, some of which do not have signed
legislation in place,” the report said. CWF is a health care research organization that advocates for
greater access to health care, particularly for low-income people.

Four states—Mississippi, North Dakota, Virginia, and Wyoming have enacted legislation indicating their
intent to establish an exchange—an online health insurance market—or study establishing an exchange,
according to State Health Insurance Exchange Legislation:A Progress Report. Michigan, New Jersey,
New York, North Carolina, and the District of Columbia have passed exchange legislation in at least one
house of their legislatures.

Exchange legislation was introduced in 2011 or 2012 that is pending in Maine, Ohio, and Wisconsin, it
said. Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker(R) has said he would not move forward on an exchange until the
Supreme Court decides the constitutionality of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, the report
said.

Individuals and small businesses can enroll in health insurance through the exchanges under PPACA,
and up to 30 million people are expected to do so by 2020, the report said. To the extent that eligibility
and enrollment for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program are determined through the
exchanges, the number of people coming to exchanges for information about coverage could rise to 80
million, it said.

Legislation Needed to Create State Exchanges

States must pass legislation authorizing the exchanges to be created, the report said. In the absence of
state legislation, governors in some states may pursue other means of creating authority to establish
and operate the exchanges, such as through executive orders, the report said.

States that either decline to establish exchanges, or that have not been certified by the Department of
Health and Human Services by January 2013 as having made sufficient progress toward creating an
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exchange, will have to work with HHS to set up “federally facilitated”exchanges, it said.

Proposed regulations issued in 2011 by HHS would allow conditional approval of exchanges if states are
at an advanced stage in the development process, and states may apply to operate exchanges after
2014, the report said.

The 11 states that passed exchange legislation are California, Colorado, Connecticut, Hawaii, Illinois,
Maryland, Nevada, Oregon, Vermont, Washington, and West Virginia, the report said. Prior to passage
of PPACA, Massachusetts passed a law similar to PPACA, and the state operates an exchange known as
the Connector under the law. Utah established a small business exchange in 2009.

Legislators in seven states introduced legislation to establish exchanges that either failed or died
because of adjournment. Those states are Alaska, Arizona, Iowa, New Hampshire, Oklahoma,
Pennsylvania, and Texas.

Alternatives Being Pursued

Governors in eight states have pursued or are considering alternatives to establishing exchanges
through nonlegislative means, such as executive orders, according to the report: Alabama, Arkansas,
Georgia, Indiana, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, and Rhode Island.

Governors in Florida, Louisiana, and South Carolina have notified HHS that their states do not intend to
establish an exchange, the report said. New Mexico's governor vetoed legislation passed by the
Legislature to establish an exchange, although the state has a federal grant to establish an exchange
and the governor appointed a physician to lead the state Office of Healthcare Reform, which is to
establish an exchange, it said.

So far, HHS has awarded 28 states and the District of Columbia multimillion-dollar exchange
establishment grants, the report said.

Seven states have not had any legislative activity to establish an exchange, but a few are moving
forward with planning their exchanges regardless, the report said. Idaho, Kentucky, Nebraska, and
Tennessee each won grants in 2011 to establish exchanges, it said.

The CWF report was authored by Sara R. Collins and Tracy Garber.

For More Information

State Health Insurance Exchange Legislation: A Progress Report is at
http://www.commonwealthfund.org/Publications/Blog.aspx.

Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor
Republican Governors Association | RGPPC
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
 C:  | lrussell@rga.org<mailto:lrussell@rga.org> | www.rga.org
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From: Prieto Johns, Nicole S.
To: Lieser, Derek G.; Cline, Dr.Terry L.; Cox-Kain, Julie; John Doak; Mike Rhoads; Cindy.Roberts@ohca.org;

Buffy.Heater@ohca.org; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Jonathon.Buxton@okhouse.gov;
ThompsonT@oksenate.gov; Rich Edwards; Alex Pettit; John.Calabro@okhca.org; Howard.Hendrick@okdhs.org;
tlwhite@odmhsas.org; sbuck@odmhsas.org; Cline, Dr.Terry L.; Mike Fogarty

Subject: Steering Committee Mtg. 03/10/11
Date: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 5:47:17 PM
Attachments: DRAFT_OHX Steering Agenda - 03 10 2011.doc

Attachment:  03/10/11 meeting agenda
 
 
Steering Committee Members:    Please follow this link to access the Planning Grant / Gap
Analysis RFP:  http://www.dcs.state.ok.us/Solicitations.nsf.  The Bid Number is: 
 
 
Recommended RFP Evaluation Committee members:

o    Project Managers - Nicole Prieto Johns & Derek Lieser
o    Oklahoma Health Care Authority - Buffy Heater
o    Oklahoma Insurance Department – Mike Rhoads (or designee)
o    Oklahoma State Department of Health – Lloyd Smith

 
 
RFP Evaluation Timeline:
 

·         TUE., MARCH 8:  Deadline for vendors to submit questions regarding the RFP.   48 Hours
are allowed for Nicole and Derek (with consultation, as needed, from the Steering
Committee) to respond in writing and for DCS to issue an amendment with response to the
questions.
 

·         THUR., MARCH 10: Steering Committee Meeting.  Members sign RFP Confidentiality
Agreement documents.
 

·         THUR., MARCH 17: RFP closes. DCS will tabulate  vendor responses to determine qualified
(Responsive) bids. 
 

·         FRI., MARCH 18: Copies of the bids given to the RFP Evaluation Committee.  Binders with
Responsive bids are expected to be distributed by DCS to RFP Committee Members for

evaluation on Friday, March 18th  to be reviewed over the weekend.
 

·         MON., WED., MARCH 21-23: RFP Evaluation Committee evaluates and scores bids.  The
RFP Committee will meet at OSDH each day Mar. 21-23 until the bids received have been
evaluated.  The Evaluation Committee will prepare its recommendation for presentation to
the Steering Committee.  RFP Committee results will be forwarded to Steering Committee
members as soon as possible, prior to the Thursday meeting.   

 
·         THUR., MARCH 24: Steering Committee meeting.  Steering Committee Members will
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  Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Steering Committee


		Thursday, March 10, 2011


1:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.



		OSDH / Rm. 307


Dr. Otho Whiteneck Boardroom


1000 NE 10th Street


Oklahoma City, OK  73117




		Exchange Project Managers:


Derek Lieser


Nicole Prieto Johns







Agenda

I. Welcome – Julie Cox-Kain

II. Discussion of Project Charter – Julie Cox-Kain

III. Discussion of HUB Bill, HB2130– Katie Altshuler

IV. Exchange Business Process Flowchart – Derek and Nicole 

V. Exchange Assumptions Review – Buffy Heater

a) Key considerations

b) Design options  

VI. Stakeholder Meeting: March 16, 2011 – Derek and Nicole 

a) Proposed Agenda

b) Organizational meetings for workgroups

VII. Next Steering Committee Meeting – Derek and Nicole 

c) March 17, 2011 – 1pm OSDH

d) Call for agenda Items for next meeting

VIII. Adjournment 





review RFP Evaluation Committee evaluations/recommendation.
 

·         THUR., MARCH 24: Scored bids and all materials returned to DSC.
 
 
IMPORTANT:  All contact with vendors regarding this RFP must be coordinated with DCS. If you
are contacted by a vendor regarding the RFP, please document the date, time, company name,
contact names, and the content of the conversation and forward this information to DCS
Contracting Officer, Jan Hall.  Information provided to a vendor should be limited to directing
them to contact the DCS Contracting Officer Jan Hall with any questions:
 

Jan Hall, CPPB CPO
Contracting & Procurement Officer
Department of Central Services
Central Purchasing Division
Phone:  405-522-0702
Fax:  405-522-1078
Jan_Hall@dcs.state.ok.us

 
 
 
Thank you.
 
 

S. Nicole Prieto Johns | Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Grant | Project Manager | 

1000 NE 10th Street, Suite 355, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1299 | Bus.  405.271.9444 x 56479| Cell   | E-mail
NicolePJ@health.ok.gov
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From: NGA HHS Committee
To: HHS Committee
Subject: Summary of Proposed Regulations - Exchange, Medicaid, IRS
Date: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 2:54:08 PM
Attachments: NGA Analysis of Regulations.pdf

The below information and attached analysis of the health exchange regulations was sent to health
policy advisors. 
 
As you’ll see, this includes a link to register for the upcoming NGA Center meeting on September 8-
9.  It also includes a link to the survey that was mentioned during today’s HHS Committee meeting. 
Survey responses will be used to inform discussions at the meeting and will not be attributed or
made public.  States are encouraged to coordinate a single response and to submit the survey by
August 30.
 
Heather E. Hogsett
Director
Committees on Health & Human Services and
Homeland Security & Public Safety
National Governors Association
(202)624-5360
 

From: Drobac, Krista 
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 2:50 PM
To: healthadvisors@talk.nga.org
Subject: Summary of Proposed Regulations - Exchange, Medicaid, IRS
 
To:         Health Policy Advisors; Washington Representatives and State-Federal Contacts
Re:         Summary of proposed Exchange and Medicaid regulations from CMS and IRS
Date:      August 24, 2011
 
Attached is a summary of the three Affordable Care Act regulations released by federal
officials on August 12, 2011.  The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services released two
Notices of Proposed Rulemaking that cover Medicaid and Exchange eligibility while the IRS
released a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking related to health insurance premium tax credits. 
 
These proposed regulations provide a new level of operational detail that may help inform
state decision making and guide the design and implementation of business processes, IT and
administrative systems.  Many provisions would require changes in current state policy and
practice; some may require changes to state law.
 
NGA  intends  to  facilitate  state  discussion  of  these  regulations  during  our Health Insurance
Exchange Workshop on September 8-9th in Arlington, Virginia.  If you have not registered for
the conference, but would like to attend,  click here to register.  Also, this morning we sent an
Exchange survey to meeting participants that can be returned anonymously.  We  believe this
survey  will  help  identify  potential  common  ground  among  states  on Exchange functions and
allow  states  to  see  how  their  counterparts  are  approaching  some  of  the  many decisions
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related  to  the  establishment  of  Exchanges.    Click here  to  view  the  survey  sent  to  meeting
participants this morning.  We hope to receive one response per state by Tuesday, August 30,
2011.
 
We welcome any comments or questions you may have before the September meeting.
                                                                                                                                          
Thank you.
 
Krista Drobac
Director, Health Division
Center for Best Practices
National Governors Association, Suite 267
444 North Capitol Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001
Office: 202-624-7872
Cell:
 

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive use of
the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or confidential. If the
reader of this transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and
delete this message.

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive use of
the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or confidential. If the
reader of this transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and
delete this message.

---
You are currently subscribed to [hhsreps] as Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov..
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-200513-
158950.082c7c8c58e3aebbaf0a4c4dfd1615ea@talk.nga.org..

Visit the NGA web site at http://www.nga.org
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To: Denise Northrup
Subject: FW: PDF of book
Date: Wednesday, July 25, 2012 9:52:49 AM
Attachments: Kevin Khoury Book SUCCESS 7.12.12.pdf

ATT00002.htm

Gov wants me to write a blurb for Kevin Khoury book described below.  OK to do?

 

“In his book, Kevin Khoury offers great lessons on how anyone can reach their full

potential and find success in life.”

 

From: Mary Fallin [mailto: ] 
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2012 11:23 PM
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fwd: PDF of book
 
Can you write him something??
Thanks 

Mary Fallin

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Kevin Khoury (gmail)" >
Date: July 19, 2012 8:43:27 PM CDT
To:
Subject: PDF of book

Greetings Mary,

 

Hope you remember me.This is Kevin Khoury and you are doing such

fabulous work as our Governor for The State of Oklahoma. I cannot even

imagine how overwhelming your schedule must be. You are definitely in

my daily prayers that God opens up all your doors that you are walking

through and gives you beautiful spiritual guidance and direction in your

daily walk.

 

 I wanted to ask you a request. I have written a Book called Eliminate

Fear, Embrace Success> I was wondering if you would be willing to

possibly write a Blurb for my book. Just one to two lines. If you would be

willing, I would send you two to three chapters for you to peruse and

witness my writings. No worries if this would be not possible. I am going to

attach the Front cover.

 

In addition, My healthcare company has opened and we are doing well. I

have also written a  second book regarding this company that has been a

5 year work in process. The name of this book is called " Obamacare The

Cure, The Antidote to our Healthcare Dilemma. Just for Grins, I thought

you would be interested in looking at the cover. 

 

13193

mailto:Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov
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Foreword 


!
Success in life is sometime measured in terms of material gains and 
sometime in terms of spiritual satisfaction. It has been a topic of hot 
debates and philosophical polemics since time immemorial. Some 
measure it with everlasting popularity while others with transient 
history. Some have termed it an offshoot of efforts, while others say it 
luck. During one of my itineraries in the far off peaks of Caucasus in 
Chechnya, I came across a hermit living in a shanty. He was quite a 
healthy man. That Muslim hermit taught me a lesson that when you 
are satisfied and happy with your own life, you are successful and if you 
are not happy, you are an outright failure. 
During my studies and in pursuance of doctorate degree in Oxford, I 
went through Maxwell, Gladwell, Covey, Carnegie, Chopra, Russell 
and almost every writer, having written something on success, positive 
attitude and positive thinking. The gist of all of them is given as under. 
Success is something that a person feels rather than shows. If you are 
happy and satisfied with what you have, what you are doing and what 
you have done, you are genuinely successful. An artist who is a maestro 
in his art is a successful man. A genuine businessman who reaches the 
limits of his progress is successful if he is happy. A primary school 
teacher is a successful man, if he feels contentment in his professor. A 
soldier is a successful if he feels that he is laying his life for the right 
cause and he does it happily.  
However, what is a success for those who think themselves a failure 
case? How can they achieve their success in life? What are the major 
attributes of truly successful persons? What are character traits 
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necessary that lead a truly failed person to his goal of success? These 
are the some of the questions almost every writer has discussed in one 
or another way.  
Og Mandino, a failure at one time, also developed a course The 
University of Success and it also comprised of almost all the same 
points I have discussed earlier. However, when I went through this 
book by Kevin Khoury, who is a medical professional, I was truly 
amazed to see this coming out from the person who belongs to the 
region which once gave birth to a great mind, Khalil Jibran. Nobody 
forgets that mind and I think the same streak runs through this 
person. He has overturned all theories of success and created a new 
pathway leading to ultimate your own choice that gives you necessary 
contentment and satisfaction.  
Khoury starts with what success means to you, referring to difference 
examples from the east and the west and coming out with an inference 
that if you think you are successful and happy with life, that is the real 
success. Even if you think that you are not, you can craft your own way 
through life and reach your ultimate goal. Sometime you have to deal 
with ambitious kids and you force them to map your idea of success. 
This is none of your business, he says, adding, " Yes, you love your 
children loads, but that doesn't in any way mean that you have the 
right to do anything you want and justify your act by saying "I love you 
and this is for your own good". Parenting is a difficult task not only 
because of the things you have to do but also because of the things that 
you should restrain yourself from doing."   
The best about his book is that it presents genuine thoughts in such an 
easy style that a person living in some Asian countries having slight 
understanding of English language can understand and implement it 
on his life. Not only that he has counted positive traits but also 
mentioned the effects of positive thinking on our lives. His own 
troubled life has been kept at bay, showing that he is also truly a 
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successful person, though he has gone through more than two dozens 
of surgeries and was hardly sure of seeing the daylight on the other day 
after each new surgery, but he is still not only alive and kicking, but 
also spreading an aura in the surrounding wherever he lives. 
Khoury says that the last obstacles in our march towards success 
comes in the shape of our bad habits. If you have genuinely good 
habits, you are almost a successful person provided you are happy with 
your life. However, if you have bad habits and you are also a failure, 
this adds insult to injury. Some say that old habits die hard, but 
Khoury does not believe. During one of our interaction, Khoury 
speaks memorable sentences saying, " Very often, it happens with us 
that we are horrified to witness the limits of our powers more than we 
fear our inadequacies. As kids, we have all these potentials to show to 
the world. Not only it is in us, but also in every individual living on the 
face of this earth. By shining, we deliberately invite others to let 
themselves shine like us. That is the reason that wherever you are 
present, you automatically infuse freedom in others to shine." 
Another aspect of this this practicing Christian's life is that he strongly 
believes in God and His blessings in this age of rising and spreading 
atheism. Success ideas coming out of this religious minded person are 
truly amazing. I have almost recommended this book for my bachelor 
management course in my college before its publication. I hope one 
day we shall invite Kevin Khoury to our college to lecture on success 
and his ideas of success. We wish him success in life. 
 
Professor Dr. Nadeem Rafi 
Head of Social and Management Sciences  
Islamabad College for Boys, G-6/3, Islamabad, Pakistan 
44000 
! !
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"There is only one success 
- to be able to spend your 


life in your own way." 
---Christopher Morley  


(1890 - 1957) 
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Chapter-1 
Crafting Your Success 


 
Success is one of those comprehensive terms, which are truly 
subjective and hold different meanings for each individual. An 
elementary school teacher who is able to connect his soul with his 
class may experience the same rush of emotions and pride that define 
success, often experienced by an eminent corporate personnel with a 
ten figure salary and a BMW to drive.  
This post-modern age has pushed us into a rat race of amassing more 
and more material possessions, the reason that most of us equate 
success with more money. However, the concept of success is much 
beyond that. If this wasn't some than anyone who is rich would've 
been happy and there wouldn't have been any suicide committing 
movie stars on this planet earth. 
If you have never given the concept of success more than a passing 
thought, it is now time to slow down a bit and ponder over your 
definition of success. It is never too late to steer your life in the 
direction that you want towards a successful future that you truly 
aspire. 
Now that I have gotten you all motivated, it is now time to understand 
what success really means for you; you'll have to do the thinking part 
on your own because all of us have different aspirations. However, the 
guidelines and pointers in this book will help you think in the right 
direction. So grab your pen and notebook and let's get started.  
First, let's analyze what exactly does the term 'success' have in store 
for us? You need to ask yourself some important questions: How can 
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one measure success? What criterion is used to gauge and measure 
success? I'll answer these pertinent questions for you through two 
other questions, since our success is usually based on the answers of 
both or one of these questions: 


1. Do you think you are successful? 
2. Do others consider you a successful person? 


Ideally, we would like our success story to answer both of these 
questions with a BIG yes. Obviously, the best scenario would be to 
enjoy the best of both worlds and be a cause of envy for others and a 
source of pride and peace for you. However, if your personal 
definition of success has resulted in a clash between these two criteria, 
in which case you can only answer one question with a definite yes, 
don't be shy to make the right decision. There is no point in setting an 
example in front of the entire world, if you are not happy at the end of 
the day. If you go down this path, you will never truly be at peace with 
what you dole out at the end of the day, even if you are rolling in 
money and luxury. Therefore, if you ever face a situation in which you 
have to choose between personal and mundane success, always go for 
the former. You will always be content with what life has in store for 
you. 
You need to realize that if you try to live and succeed in the eyes of 
those around you and concentrate on the rest of the world, you will 
always be in a state of turmoil. The reason is nobody has same concept 
of your success as your friend has. As a result, this success won't have 
the feeling of permanent satisfaction and peace that you are probably 
aiming for. In order to be truly success, your aspirations for success 
must be personal and should be a reflection of your personality and 
your aspirations. 
Most of us succumb to the extreme pressure placed on us by external 
factors, such as people and trends. For instance, I have come across 
many engineers and doctors in Pakistan who never had any personal 
desire to engage in these professions. External factors such as family 
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pressure and social demands forced them to opt for these professions. 
Due to their lack of interest in the domain, they usually don't perform 
well and even if they do, they are never really truly satisfied with their 
lives. As a result, it is necessary to act courageous at the right time, 
face the world head on, and go for what you want in life. Your 
inherent personal desires and interest attached with this objective will 
propel you towards your ultimate goal: success. 
There are many examples of people present in the history and 
contemporary times that are epitomes of what we have said. The name 
Jalal ad-Din Rumi is extremely popular in the philosophical and 
poetry circles in the Eastern World. Rumi's definition of success was 
at odds with his age and he had the courage to face the world and 
attain the heights of personal success he aimed at. He was a celebrated 
scholar, jurist and teacher and after meeting Shams-e-Tabrizi in 
November 1244, he threw away all his fame, fortune, and reputation to 
become an ascetic, indulging in mysticism and poetry. Although his 
decision may have seemed absurd to his contemporaries, today we a 
witness the route that he took was indeed the most rewarding one, 
since he is a celebrated person even today, while his contemporaries 
have gone to dust. "I don't know the key to success, but the key to 
failure is trying to please everybody" as has been said by   Bill Cosby 
(1937 - ) 
Similarly, the life of Mahatma Gandhi is a living testament to this 
philosophy. On the outside, he seemed like a very simple man with 
very few possessions but his role in the history of the Subcontinent 
[India and Pakistan before partition] is anything but ordinary. Such 
examples are clear example  the more you start caring about what the 
world wants from you and how it aspires to see you, the further you 
will deviate from your true path to success.  
Nevertheless,!the!aim!of!this!discussion!is!not!to!push!you!towards!
choosing!poverty!over!riches.!There!are!many!examples!in!history!
of!people!who!enjoyed!personal!success,!along!with!a!lavish!
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lifestyle,!but!they!lead!a!simple!life.!The!key!is!to!identify!the!key!
elements!that!defined!success!for!these!people.!Your!success!is!
more!dependent!on!factors!that!extend!far!beyond!the!concepts!of!
material!possessions,!poverty,!and!riches.!I!will!now!share!these!
key!elements!with!you!so!that!you!are!able!to!incorporate!them!in!
your!search!for!ultimate!success.!


The first element that your definition of success must incorporate is 
purpose, an objective to live for. You should have a clear aim in your 
mind regarding what you hope to achieve by the end of the day. 
Without a definite aim or purpose, you will never feel motivated 
enough to actually reach the point of fulfillment in your life. You can 
say that stimulus is an integral part and no purpose means no stimulus. 
For example, even if you are interested in success for material gains, 
the stimulus is to show it off to your neighbors.  
For instance, just yesterday there was a story in a paper that a kid 
suddenly fell down from the bridge of Ganges, famous river in India, 
and man who was also to jump to commit suicide, just in the nick of 
time thought of saving that kid. It turned out his purpose in life and he 
fought the waves bravely. Not only he came out himself, but also 
saved the kid, even though it is another question that he did not know 
how to swim and a rescue party came to save both of them. This is 
what a sense of purpose does: it brings you up and forces you to fight 
even when you are down in the dumps.  
Another element that characterizes success is non-uniformity. 
Nobody is truly successful or truly a failure. Life is characterized by a 
series of ups and downs and success is a reflection of this trait of life. 
One shouldn't be afraid of failure since it is natural. Think about it; 
success is a valuable entity because it is hard to achieve and is 
achieved only after a lot of determination and focused effort. If people 
never failed, then the term success would've lost it's worth and joy. 
There are some people who can't bear the thought of failure. As a 
result, they never put themselves out there and never yearn and strive 
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for anything. Rather, they choose to stay in their safe zones of 
mediocrity and are never satisfied with their lives. Don't go down that 
road. Remember that failures are stepping stones that push you 
towards your goal. With each failure an individual grows more mature 
and knowledgeable. Therefore, it is very important to assess your 
failures in the light of future. 
The third element of success is the price that is associated with it. In 
this world, you don’t get anything free of cost. If you want to succeed, 
you will have to pay the price. I'll give an example to elaborate on this 
point. A student who tops the class doesn't get everything on a silver 
platter; he has to sweat day in and day out and devote his time and 
energy to the cause he has in mind. While most students are engaged 
in fun and frolic, these students give up all these activities and burn 
their midnight oil to succeed. They get their reward after putting in all 
this effort. Truth be told, if striving had not been a part of success then 
people would never have enjoyed it. After all, the fruit only seems 
sweet when you've had something bitter in comparison. Otherwise, it 
would've just been plain and tasteless. If apple is sweet, of course, you 
can never enjoy until you are hungry. A person living among apples 
don’t know the taste, what a poor man enjoys after paying much price 
for just a single apple. 
Now comes the good part. So far we've been discussing the elements 
of success that require effort on our part. It is now time to reap the 
rewards. The fourth and extremely crucial element of success is 
satisfaction. Although this may seem like a given fact, very few 
people are satisfied by the end of their success trajectories. This is 
because they associate their success with worldly factors and 
elements, instead of with personal goals and desires. If you try to 
mould your success in accordance with someone else's definition, you 
will never be satisfied with the end result.  
Each individual has his or her own opinion of success and we should 
try to make peace with the fact that the concept of success is not 
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limited to our point of view. So, next time you try to reprimand a 
friend for leaving his job to start a band, think again. Try to wrap your 
head around the fact that maybe the latter holds more satisfaction for 
him. Adopt the same philosophy for yourself. Remember whatever 
goal you set for yourself should engulf you in a sense of satisfaction 
by the end of the day. Otherwise, even if you achieve your end goal, 
you won't be able to enjoy it, as it won't hold any true value for you.  
The final element of success is spirituality. No matter how 
materialistic you are, when you achieve your goal in life, you feel 
connected to the unseen super power and are engulfed with a sense of 
thankfulness. An individual feels connect to the underlying spiritual 
currents that govern this world. This spirituality is the reason why 
many sports players remember God whenever they win a tournament. 
The moment of success brings a person closer to God and the spiritual 
world. 
These elements of success sum up the entire journey that a person 
undertakes for the fulfillment of his or her dreams. Even with these 
common elements, every person has a different definition and 
perspective of success and that person can only be successful in the 
true sense if he or she goes along with this personal viewpoint. 
Success is not a magical pair of jeans that may be adorned by 
everyone; all of us have our own sizes and styles and true success lies 
in realizing and accepting who you are and pursuing your own dreams, 
which are free of any external influence.   
 
   
          
 
  
  
! !
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"The sun shines and 
warms and lights us and 
we have no curiosity to 
know why this is so; but 
we ask the reason of all 


evil, of pain, and hunger, 
and mosquitoes and silly 
people."  ---Ralph Waldo Emerson 


!
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Chapter-2 


Every Cloud Has a Silver Lining 
 
Most of us spend so much time in fretting over what we don't have 
that we forget to look at all that we do have. Whether it's financial 
woes or stress over a bad grade, all of us tend to take the bad things in 
our life too far and think over them unnecessarily. During this, we 
hardly ever pay attention to everything that life has blessed us with. 
All of us are blessed with priceless assets, and it is now time to pay 
heed to those and realize their importance. Fretting over things which 
are out of your control won't get you anywhere; they'll only end up 
driving you away from all those valuables in your life that you take for 
granted. 
There are very interesting anecdotes all around us that we can use to 
look at the bright side of things and realize the importance of all that 
we have. Someone once asked Harold Abbot how he managed to stay 
so cheerful and thankful all the time. In reply, he narrated an 
extremely interesting story. He was going through a financial crisis 
due to which he had to close down his business and take a loan from 
the bank to pay his debt and look for a job in another city. Due to his 
situation, he was very down and was suffering from low self-esteem. 
While he was going to the bank, something happened that changed the 
course of his life and the way he viewed things. He came across a man 
who had no legs and was maneuvering himself along the road on a 
wheel equipped platform with two blocks of wood. Even in this 
condition, the man was extremely happy and chirpy and wished 
Harold a good day. Witnessing this, something changed in Harold and 
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he decided that if this man without legs could be confident and 
optimistic about his life, why could he not be so. The miracle didn't 
end there; when Harold went to the bank, he was sure about his ability 
to pay his dues and his new found confidence helped him secure the 
loan that he had come looking for. This is the confidence that even a 
beggar can instill in you. 
It's a simple story but there is a lot that may be learnt from it. Firstly, 
you can never be too thankful for whatever you have in life. Yes, there 
are times when things go wrong, but even then there is always 
something in your life that you can always rely on for strength and 
comfort. No matter how bad things get, you can always find 
something positive in your life. Secondly, looking at things positively 
and maturely enables you to get what you want. This point of view 
regarding circumstances is a lot more rewarding than whining about 
things and constantly telling yourself that you are good for nothing. 
You are what you believe and if you believe that you have the ability 
to obtain whatever you are aiming for, nothing can stop you. 
You don't need a miracle to set your life and navigate it in the right 
direction. You and only you can bring this about. However, it is 
important to look at the bright side of things and appreciate what you 
have to bring about this change. You need to realize that around 90 
percent of the events that make up our life are favorable and only 10 
percent are unfavorable. All we have to do is to focus on that major 
chunk of 90 percent and divert our attention from the 10 percent to 
realize what is actually important in life. This attitude will make you 
feel better as well and you will be able to follow the age old advice of 
"living life to the fullest". 
Think about it. There are so many blessings in our life that we take for 
granted and their importance is only realized once these blessings are 
taken away from us. There are many famous and ordinary occurrences 
that happen in our daily lives which can serve as lessons for us in this 
regard. Ask a man who has lost his entire family in a plane crash if 
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there is any amount of money that can fill the void left behind due to 
his family's death? Or ask a man who has lost his sight in an accident 
if there is anything in life that matters more than the ability to see the 
same scenery he used to see every day with a nonchalant attitude? 
These are the things that matter the most in life and are sadly the least 
cherished. Once I felt that I could not read headlines my television 
screen and God knows how much worried I was that I immediately 
called on my doctor and he told me that maybe I had taken a pill that 
was right.  
Sometimes the events that halt our otherwise 'perfect' life are a 
blessing in disguise. They are opportunities for us to sit back and 
analyze our lives from a fresh perspective. A friend of mine was living 
seemingly an ideal life in which she was trying to juggle work, social 
welfare, and parties at the same time. Her stressful routine eventually 
had its toll, and she developed a heart condition. Her doctor prescribed 
her complete bed rest for a year. At first, she was devastated because 
she couldn't imagine lying down and doing nothing for year, when she 
had been so active recently. However, time had a surprise in store for 
her. In that one year she was able to analyze her life from an objective 
point of view. The amount of spiritual growth that she underwent in 
that one year was more than what she had accomplished in all the 
years of her life. She actually took out the time to rest and counted all 
the blessings that made up her life. Later on, she claimed that her 
dreaded year of bed rest was one of the best things happened to her. 
She is now in a good condition and back on track with full vigor. 
However, she carries the lessons that she learnt in that year with her 
and they have helped her a lot in taking the right decisions in countless 
circumstances. 
Life has its way of teaching us new things and sooner we grasp this 
concept, the better we will be able to enjoy our life. There are parts of 
this world that are infected with famine and poverty and yet the people 
over there continue to live their lives with whatever degree of 
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normalcy they can scrounge up. For them, each day that they are able 
to live, each meal that they are able to eat is a cause of celebration. 
Look at Africa. It is a continent that is plagued with disease and 
hunger. For them, carrying the latest iPhone and roaming around in a 
brand new car has no importance. They would happily trade these 
things for a fresh meal every day. There are people who have gone as 
far as to say that as long as you have food to eat and water to drink 
every day, there is no need to complain about what life has to offer. 
There are people all around us who have unimaginable weaknesses 
and setbacks and yet they have accomplished so much in life that it is 
a source of envy and awe for us normal folk who are blessed in each 
and every way. The author Helen Keller is a prime example of this 
statement. She was the first ever deaf and blind person to get her 
Bachelors in Arts and was a prolific writer who managed to scrounge 
up 12 publications and several articles during her writing tenure. If she 
could attain so much with such a huge disadvantage then we can 
certainly learn to look past the downs that characterize our lives.  
Anyone can enjoy and appreciate the good things and success that life 
has to offer. The challenge is to make the most out of the testing 
situations. We should be brave enough to face every hurdle in life with 
a positive and tactful mind. This can only be achieved if you are able 
to look at and appreciate all those things in life that will help you 
move on. Even when you are down in the dumps, think about what 
matters the most to you in life and you'll realize that you already have 
that thing. Learn to count your blessings and appreciate all the good 
things in your life, even if they come in small, ordinary packages. 
Whenever things take a turn for the worse, think about all those people 
who have it worse than you. These thoughts will make you appreciate 
all that you have with you. 
Learn to adopt a positive attitude and always look at the bright side. 
Developing this approach will take some dedicated and focused effort 
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on your part, but the amount of personal growth and joy that you will 
experience by incorporating this attitude in your life will be priceless.   
! !
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"Success is not final, 
failure is not fatal: it is the 
courage to continue that 


counts." ---Winston Churchill. 


!
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Chapter-3 


Identifying Your Failure, Changing It Into Success 
!


Failure!is!one!of!the!most!common!situations!faced!by!most!people!
in!their!lives.!All!of!us!come!across!failure,!in!big!or!small!forms,!
throughout!our!lives!and!choose!to!whine!and!complain!about!it.!
Here's!some!food!for!what:!Why!not!use!failure!to!get!on!the!path!
to!success?!Think!about!it;!failure!is!basically!a!reflection!of!
'something'!that!went!wrong!and!if!we!are!able!to!identify!that!
'something',!we!can!use!that!knowledge!to!tread!ourselves!along!
the!path!to!success.!As!Dale!Carnegie!said,!"Develop!success!from!
failures.!Discouragement!and!failure!are!two!of!the!surest!
stepping!stones!to!success."!


The first thing that you need to understand is that the ability to 
succeed or fail at something comes from within you. The first step 
towards understanding failure is getting to know yourself better. You 
should be aware of your exact capabilities and limitations. Be true to 
yourself and don't overestimate or underestimate your strengths and 
weaknesses. The world is full of washed up people who aren't able to 
do the aforementioned effectively, due to which they spend their lives 
spinning hopeless dreams of success or pitying themselves when there 
is a reason to celebrate. You need to learn from your failure in order to 
drive yourself towards success. Otherwise you will be caught in a 
circle that consists of failures only.  
In her book The Forty Rules of Love, Elik Shafak has said, "East, west, 
south, or north makes little difference. No matter what your 
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destination is, just be sure to make every journey a journey within. If 
you travel within, you will travel the whole wide world and beyond." 
In order to tackle failure effectively, you need to figure out the reasons 
behind failure. In this chapter, we will concentrate on some common 
causes of failure and reveal some insightful methods to avoid them. 
These causes of failure are influenced by both external and internal 
factors. However, evading them is completely your choice and 
although others can help you along the way, the decisions that you 
take and the understanding that you develop will solely be responsible 
for demarcating a path towards success.  
The first cause of failure that is practiced far and wide all over the 
globe is blaming others for your situation. Most of us attribute our 
failure to certain tangible or intangible objects and shy away from 
taking responsibility for our situation. Regarding this case, a doctor 
who has been practicing medicine in Africa for last 25 years said 
something very interesting. According to him the difference between 
witchcraft and medicine is very simple. When a person falls sick, he 
asks a witch doctor "Who did this to me?" whereas he asks a regular 
medical specialist "What did this to me?" In both cases, the individual 
believes that the tragedy has befallen him due to some external factor 
and he never stops to consider that the entire ordeal may be his own 
doing. This attitude is adopted by most of us when we address our 
failures. As a result, two negative consequences come about.  
Firstly, we are not able to gain anything out of our failures. All those 
theories about failures being stepping stones towards success go down 
the drain if we don't realize our part in bringing about those failures. 
Secondly, this "sticking to ignorance" technique pushes us further 
down the failure drain and our series of failures starts to multiply. As a 
result, we are never able to diverge towards the path of success that we 
were aiming for in the first place. 
On the other hand, it is wrong to place the entire blame for the 
situation on yourself. This brings us to the second cause of failure: 
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blaming yourself for your failure and making peace with it. A lot of 
times, people blame themselves for any failure that comes along their 
way and after blaming it all on their innate nature, leave the issue as it 
is. It is an easy practice but it has dire consequences as it gives birth to 
feelings of inferiority and incompetence in the practicing person. This 
hopelessness is as dangerous as the former cause of failure, if not 
more. The individual experiencing these emotions shuts him or herself 
away and does not engage in any form of self development, since he 
or she believes that all such efforts will be futile. If you believe that 
you will fail at anything you try, trust me you will fail. Abraham 
Lincoln said, "Always bear in mind that your own resolution to 
succeed is more important than any other." Therefore, if you are 
experiencing these feelings, it's time to pull yourself up and tread 
along the right direction.  
The absence of purpose, aims or goals is another popular cause for 
failure. Every activity, effort, or journey that you engage in must be 
supplemented by a sound and focused goal. Only then will you be able 
to engage in it wholeheartedly and truly enjoy the reaps of the 
endeavor by the end of the day. If you don't want something bad 
enough, you will probably never be successful at getting it. Even if 
you do manage to secure your goal, you won't be able to enjoy it. 
 Building on this idea, the fourth main cause of failure is choosing the 
wrong goal. Sometimes we do pursue a goal, but our end aim isn't in 
tune with what we really want out of life. This usually happens when 
we fix our interest on abstract aims such as money, fame and power. 
We believe that since everything goes after these things, we must do 
so too. In other words, we let others decide our goals and ambitions 
for us. As a result, we aren't able to truly relate with the goals we set 
for ourselves and often end up failing at achieving them. Even those 
you do end up achieving these goals, you will never truly be satisfied 
and will always feel like there is a void in your life. It is very 
important to give the goal building exercise due thought and 
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consideration. Otherwise, you'll sacrifice precious years of your life 
going after things that you don't really want.  
Another important cause of failure is trying to take a shortcut to 
success. This usually involves going after your goal through unlawful 
means. The thing that all of us need to realize is that success is a 
valuable entity because it is hard to get. If all of us were successful at 
anything that we tried, then the term success would have lost all 
meaning and value. Only those who put in due effort and endure 
hardships along the path to success are able to truly enjoy the rewards 
of success that they get by the end of the day. For instance, many 
successful businessmen engage in unlawful practices to get ahead in 
the money making race. Although this practice gives them more 
money, it ends up depriving them of respect. If the same people had 
decided to go for the longer route, they would've probably enjoyed the 
same end results, along with invaluable respect. Sometimes, many 
people engage let go of their ambitions because they seem to far 
sighted and time consuming, and go for alternate goals that they will 
be able to achieve in a shorter period of time. For instance, a friend of 
mine who is an engineer has an in built knack for electronic circuits. 
He loves to engage in new engineering projects and come up with 
innovative solution. However, since the field doesn't pay that well, he 
is now working in a management position and although his pay scale 
is good, he is miserable at work because he doesn’t enjoy it one bit. 
One should try to avoid such decisions. 
However, this doesn’t necessarily mean that the longer journey is 
always the right one. In fact, the next cause of failure is going for the 
longer route unnecessarily. Sometimes, we try to pursue a goal or 
route, when it isn't meant to be for us. As a result, we get caught up in 
a loop of failure. For example, there are many starry eyed girls who 
come to Hollywood thinking that if they persistently try to enter the 
business, they'll make it big someday. However, this doesn't happen 
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for most girls who come to Hollywood and if they don't realize this in 
due time, all their efforts go to waste. 
Another common cause of failure is failing to take the little things that 
matter into consideration. Sometimes we engross ourselves so much 
into the bigger picture and the major goals that we don't bother taking 
the little details that matter a lot into consideration. How many times 
have you left some part of your academic course thinking that it is 
unimportant, and it has shown up in the paper? It happens to the best 
of us if we aren't careful. Success doesn't only require hard work; it 
requires meticulous hard work. The little details are very important 
and sometimes they are the deciding factors for us. After all, everyone 
concentrates on the bigger things, and when the bigger things are 
taken care of, it's the little things that matter and can serve to 
distinguish us from the rest. 
After this comes the bane of giving up too soon. Success is achieved 
after treading through an extremely rocky path and if you think that 
you can make it through in one try, you are mistaken. As Florence 
Scovel Shinn said, "Every great work, every great accomplishment, 
has been brought into manifestation through holding to the vision, and 
often just before the big achievement, comes apparent failure and 
discouragement". So what if you failed? It doesn't mean that you will 
fail again. Learn from your mistakes and try again. Persistence will get 
you through anything you put your mind to, provided it is your true 
calling in life. Regarding this Herodotus says, "!Some men give up 
their designs when they have almost reached the goal; While others, 
on the contrary, obtain a victory by exerting, at the last moment, more 
vigorous efforts than ever before." 
 
Carrying on from the previous point, the next point on our hit list for 
causes for failure is living in the past and carrying its weight in all our 
decisions. This is a true bane, since it makes us believe that we will 
commit whatever mistakes we made in the past in the future as well. 
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Furthermore, it makes us shy away from our current situation and live 
in a time which doesn't exist anymore. Dwelling in the past is an 
extremely disadvantageous practice. Learn to live in the present and 
keep an eye on the future instead. 
The final cause of failure among the most common causes of failure is 
the illusion that you are successful. Sometimes when things are going 
our way, we mistake that stroke of good luck for success. As a result 
we become overconfident and stop putting in the effort that got us so 
far in the first place. As a result, we fall short and fail when our goal is 
just within reach. Remember that persistence and hard work should 
not be given up until you have success in your hands.  
Now that you have identified the most common causes of failure, use 
this knowledge to advance yourself in life and make the most out of 
your failures. Treat them like stairs leading to a higher destination and 
you will be able to concentrate on the bigger picture and make your 
way towards whatever you want in life.   
    
! !
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"A little more persistence, 
a little more effort, and 
what seemed hopeless 


failure may turn to 
glorious success."              


---Elbert Hubbard 


!
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Chapter-4 


Accepting And Going After Success 


All!of!us!dream!of!success!in!life.!In!the!beginning!we!all!have!big!
dreams!and!aspirations!that!drive!us!towards!our!destination.!
However,!very!few!of!us!actually!follow!our!goals!through!till!the!
end.!Somewhere!in!the!middle,!we!settle!down!with!our!meager!
and!mediocre!gains!and!make!peace!with!whatever!we!have.!In!
today's!world,!the!term!"life!happens"!is!used!to!describe!this!state!
of!settling!down!with!what!minimal!returns!you!have.!This!
situation!usually!comes!about!when!an!individual!believes!that!he!
or!she!isn't!worthy!or!capable!of!succeeding!more!than!the!degree!
what!he!or!she!already!has.!If!you!are!experiencing!these!
sentiments,!you!need!to!stand!up!to!yourself!and!develop!the!will!
to!move!forward.!A!man!who!doesn't!progress!is!a!dead!man!and!
unless!you!want!to!be!a!proclaimed!dead,!you!need!to!start!trying!
again.!


In order to move forward with your life and seize success, the first 
thing you need to do is correct your beliefs. Most of us settle down 
with mediocrity because we subconsciously believe that we were 
meant to fail. We always look for examples and excuses around us and 
manage to convince ourselves with statements like "If he or she wasn't 
able to succeed at this with all her abilities, then I don't stand a chance. 
I should be thankful that I've made it this far." Statements such as 
these mar our personal growth and development. To move forward in 
this world, you need to believe that you were sent to this planet to 
succeed. You need to identify your inherent abilities that distinguish 
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you from others and have faith in them; polish them and use them as 
tools to move forward. 
Another belief that hinders us from utilizing our true potential is the 
subconscious belief that the accumulation of wealth is inherently 
wrong. Throughout the centuries, we have been told through history 
and tales that poverty signifies purity, righteousness, and the ability to 
produce. As a result, we subconsciously believe that being rich is a 
negative situation, and we use this idea to justify our mediocrity to 
ourselves. We need to understand that the amassing of wealth is not a 
negative practice; rather how you get that money and utilize it is 
important. 
Building on the previous idea, many of us believe that this planet is 
designed for mediocrity and it is our own personal hell that will uplift 
us to heaven by the end of this journey called life. This idea that many 
of us harbor stems from the belief that we have to go through hell and 
endure hardships to reap the rewards of heaven. As a result, we do not 
concentrate on what we can do with our abilities in this world. We 
believe that we will have to suffer on this planet to get returns in the 
afterlife and this belief directly clashes with the notion of using your 
inherent abilities to the maximum to attain success. We need to 
understand that all of us have been blessed with abilities for a reason. 
If God had wanted us not to contribute in any way to this world and to 
ourselves, he wouldn't have given us these gifts and skills. In order to 
win in the next world, we must prove our worth in this world, winning 
over ourselves and the hurdles presented by this world. 
In today's world, we have placed a lot of restrictions on ourselves and 
these restrictions hinder our progress and success. In school, we all 
went through routines that stressed on following orders and maintain 
discipline and most of us sadly carry this will to conform to what 
others tell us to do to adulthood as well. We need to understand that 
success involves taking your own journey and making your own 
decisions that are in line with personal goals and desires. You don't 
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need anyone's permission to succeed and move forward in life; the fact 
that you have been sent to this world is permission enough. There are 
countless challenges with heavenly rewards that are just waiting here 
in this world to be taken on. If you can use your abilities to overcome 
these challenges, you have the right to receive the reward as well in 
the form of success. Build your own persona and line of thought and 
stop conforming to what others tell you to do. Non-conformity and 
going way beyond the treaded path is the innovation that leads to real 
success. 
Another thing that you need to understand is that you are the only 
person who is responsible for whatever happens in your life. You have 
the ability to control whatever happens in your life and everything that 
happens in your life happens to you due to you. Stop pinning down the 
failures and mistakes that you make on someone else. Stand up and 
accept them. Only then will you be able to learn from your mistakes 
and move forward. Similarly, your success is due to your personal 
efforts as well. You should learn to take credit for it and recognize 
your role in bringing it about. Take responsibility for whatever you do, 
whether it's good or bad; only then will you be able to tread along the 
path to success. 
Every individual is different. All of us have our own personal 
strengths and weaknesses and these characteristics define us as a 
person. Therefore following someone else does not make any sense 
because we are all different. Many of us believe that we were designed 
to be lead and we should follow certain examples. However, this kind 
of attitude will only take you away from success and plunge you 
within the deep pits of mediocrity and a purposeless existence. We 
need to define our own path which is in tune with our aspirations in 
order to succeed. Otherwise, you will end up living your life in a circle 
in which the leader inevitably becomes the follower because of lack of 
innovation and motivation. You need to break away from the circle of 
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mediocrity and define your own journey in order to make your life 
meaningful and attain success. 
Yet another change that can bring about success in your endeavors is 
concentrating on the inside rather than the outside. You need to come 
face to face with who you really are. Not many people realize this, but 
we spend a lot of our time running from ourselves. The excuses that 
we make, and the justifications that we give ourselves are nothing but 
tactics of running away from what we really are and what we really 
want. We need to face ourselves and admit our mistakes and 
weaknesses. Only then will we be able to rise and drive towards 
success. We spend a lot of time giving explanations to others for what 
we did. What we don't realize is that it doesn't matter what others 
think. What truly matters is justifying your acts to yourself. Your inner 
self s perhaps the only entity that wants to see you truly successful and 
going along with what it wants will earn you success. 
Revamp the way you see and contribute to life. Don't be a thorn in 
your own path of success. This usually happens when we make up 
excuses to settle down with our mediocre state and look for reasons to 
not move forward. You should make yourself conductive to success in 
order to bring it about. Things don't happen out of the blue; they have 
to be brought forward through will and persistence. Do not confuse 
humility with mediocrity. Being humble means giving something your 
best shot and realizing that there is still room for improvement. On the 
other hand, mediocrity only wastes your life because it instills in you 
the belief that you are not worthy. It's good to be realistic and 
watchful, but it doesn’t mean that you should stop trying to attain your 
goals. 
Sometimes we wait for things to happen and this attitude gets us 
nowhere by the end of the day. You shouldn't wait for the world to 
come to you; rather you should go to world yourself and grab 
whatever opportunities that come your way with clenched, determined 
fists. Day dreaming and wishing for success isn't going to result in any 
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gains. You need to put yourself out there and face the opposition 
before coming across success. Many of us attribute everything to luck 
due to which we wish for it and rely on it. By doing so, we do not 
realize that we in fact take away the power to bring about change from 
ourselves. We need to realize that success can only come from within. 
If you don't struggle for it, you will never get it.  
Now that you know how to proceed about the route to success, it is 
time to act. Act now or never. Don't leave anything to tomorrow 
because there is no certainty that there will be a tomorrow. The 
present is all that you have got and it is your job to make the most out 
of it. Keep all these pointers in your mind and indulge in the necessary 
changes to bring success about. Don't be afraid to enjoy your success 
at the end of the road. When you have worked so hard to get it, you 
have every right to enjoy it as well.   
! !
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"Dreams pass into the 
reality of action. From the 
actions stems the dream 


again; and this 
interdependence produces 
the highest form of living." 


---Anais Nin 


!
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Chapter-5 


Give Your Dreams A Material Shape 
 
In!contemporary!times,!the!world!is!bathed!in!a!mist!of!disillusion!
and!weary!sighs.!All!of!us!have!dreams!but!most!of!us!believe!that!
our!dreams!are!meant!to!stay!in!the!dream!world;!reality!is!no!
place!for!high!hopes!and!farGfetched!dreams.!With!this!attitude,!we!
settle!down!with!our!mediocre!lifestyle!and!call!it!life.!Little!do!we!
realize!that!the!only!thing!that!separates!us!from!achieving!our!
dreams!is!the!belief!that!we!can't!achieve!them.!When!we!believe!
that!we!can't!do!something,!that!thing!literally!does!become!
impossible!for!us!because!motivation!is!the!key!element!that!
drives!us!towards!success.!!


How!many!times!have!you!stopped!studying!for!a!subject!simply!
because!you!thought,!'I!can't!score!an!A'?!Or!how!many!times!have!
you!given!up!on!a!challenging!project!simply!because!you!thought!
it!was!too!demanding!for!you?!Or!how!many!times!did!you!not!
apply!for!a!job!simply!because!you!thought!that!you!won't!be!able!
to!stand!out!among!the!vast!pool!of!applicants?!All!of!us!have!been!
plagued!by!these!negative!thoughts!at!some!point!in!our!lives.!
Therefore,!there!is!no!need!to!feel!ashamed;!rather!it!is!now!time!
to!rectify!this!attitude.!In!this!chapter,!I!will!concentrate!on!the!
things!that!will!instill!your!belief!in!yourself.!Once!you!believe!that!
you!have!the!ability!to!do!anything!you!set!your!mind!to,!you!can!
make!all!your!dreams!come!true.!
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There is a popular saying that "It's better to aim for the moon and land 
on the trees than to aim for the trees and land in the mud". This simple 
saying is a deep reflection of our current state of confusion and low 
self-esteem. If you aim high, you will always land somewhere above 
your current standing. However, if you limit your aspirations to your 
current state, you won't progress at all and you will get exactly what 
you aimed for: nothing. Dreaming is an important exercise and it is 
even more important to go after your dreams. If you have the will to 
go after what you aspire, nothing can stop you. The only hurdle 
between you and your dreams is yourself. This is a simple truth that 
we all choose to forget. It is high time that you start seeing things for 
what they really are.  
Many people tend to think that there is a formula for achieving dreams 
that is specific to every goal or dream that the person sets out to 
accomplish. You've probably met a lot of people who look at 
successful people and wonder what their secret is. They believe that 
business tycoons, renowned actresses and famous poets have different 
formulas for success. The truth of the matter is that there is a common 
denominator that is responsible for making all these people successful: 
all of them believed that they could accomplish what they've set out to 
accomplish. That is probably why they give you quizzical looks or 
vague answers when you inquire them about their success. The answer 
lies within you and no outward source can give you the answer that 
you are looking for. You must discover it yourself.  
There are many successful stories around us that we can analyze to 
validate the fact mentioned above.   Andy Kim, who is the CEO of I.T 
Source, came a long way to accomplish his dreams. During his 
childhood, his financial conditions were unstable due to which he used 
to fix computers of his neighbors to make ends meet. "Like life, 
business has its ups and downs," he says. "I believe being persistent 
and trying to overcome any obstacle with a positive attitude will 
ultimately help you succeed." Wasim Khaled, who is the CEO of 
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LuxMobile Group, has a different story to tell. He grew up in an 
affluent household where he had the choice to go for any degree 
program that he wanted. Instead, he figured out that structured 
education wasn't really his cup of tea and went for his own 
entrepreneurial venture instead. Both of them have different stories to 
tell but their stories have one fact in common: they knew how to 
dream and go after their dreams with focused will and vigor.  
The basic fact that you need to understand is that you never really 
know whether a venture will be successful or not unless you try your 
hand at it. Don't sell your dreams short just because they seem 
improbable to most people. You will come across many people who 
will discourage you from going after you dreams with reasons such as 
'It is too risky', 'It is too experimental', 'What if you fail?' and many 
others. Remember that these people have chosen the path of 
mediocrity for themselves and they have locked up their imagination. 
You have two options at this point: you can either put yourself out 
there, and see what the world has to offer, or you can join the league 
of these unimaginative people. If you truly want your dreams to come 
true, you should do the former instead of the latter. 
Don't be afraid to try new things and don't be afraid of failure. 
Weighing things on paper is different from actually doing them and 
exploring them in the real world. The important thing is to incorporate 
this attitude in everything that you do. Whether it's you career, or your 
personal life, try new things and make life more interesting. If you 
want to get out there and explore the world, try to formulate a plan for 
doing so. Don't just sit there and tell yourself that you will never be 
able to do so because of your responsibilities and your menial 
everyday chores. Where there is a will, there is a way. Once you are 
able to convince yourself that you really want to do something, things 
will start falling into place; not by magic though; rather because you 
will make it all happen. There isn't any force in the world stronger 
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than a man with a determined will and if you become that man than no 
dream is impossible for you. 
Be prepared to face a lot of difficulties along this path. In most cases, 
your friends and enemies will both try to deter you from your dreams. 
Your enemies may be doing so in your bad interest, but friends usually 
adopt this attitude when they are scared for their loved ones. This 
concern should be touching but not overwhelming. Sometimes you do 
need someone to straighten out your head, but in the end the decision 
to go in a certain direction with your life or not should be yours and 
nobody else's.  
Remember that you have the sound ability to make all your decisions. 
Weigh the pros and cons of your dream and ask yourself if this is what 
you really want. If you hear a yes, then you should dive straight in 
without paying heed to what anyone says. It's usually those who 
couldn't accomplish a certain goal themselves that will deter you from 
achieving your dreams. It's simple logic really. Only a failed hotel 
owner will tell you that the hotel business is a difficult place. 
Similarly, the only person who will stop you from applying to your 
dream college is the person who couldn't get in the college him or 
herself. You will have to take matters in to your own hand in order to 
get what you really want.  
Finally, if you want encouragement along your path to making your 
dreams come true, you should be a source of encouragement as well. 
No matter how bad things get, never crush the hopes and dreams of a 
person under the weight of your bad experiences. Always try to be a 
source of inspiration towards people and try to drive them towards 
success.   
   
! !
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"Opportunities?-They-are-
all-around-us-there-is-
power-lying-latent-


everywhere-waiting-for-
the-observant-eye-to-


discover-it."!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
GGGOrison-Swett-Marden!
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!
Chapter-6 


Seize Your Favorable Opportunity, Make the Most of It 
!


If you take a moment to recall your life, you will realize that there 
were various opportunities that came your way but you didn't avail 
them. There is no need to exhale any weary sighs over them. All of us 
have missed valuable opportunities that came our way throughout the 
course of our lives. What really matters at this point is why did you let 
go of those opportunities? Was it because you didn't spot them or was 
it because you felt like you didn't think that you were capable enough 
to avail them? In either case, I am sure that you want to go back in the 
past and avail that chance at introducing a wonderful change in your 
life. Don't worry. There are many more opportunities that will come 
your way. What you need to do is that you need to rectify your 
behavior and your beliefs. 
If you have the tendency to overlook opportunities, you need to be 
more focused and spot and create opportunities for yourself. If you 
think you aren't good enough for undertaking a certain endeavor, think 
again. You need to revamp the way you view yourself and the chances 
that come your way.  
Now when we are talking about opportunities, the first thing that you 
need to understand is the definition of an opportunity. What exactly is 
an opportunity and how does it come by? This complex question has a 
simple answer: You are your own opportunity and the chance to excel 
will only come by when you give yourself the power to reach out and 
mold your way to success. Keeping this in mind, an opportunity could 
mean different things for different people. Many people attribute 
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opportunities with careers. For them an opportunity could mean 
something like a chance at promotion, or bagging a new project, or 
switching to another career, etc. For others an opportunity could 
represent something personal, such as giving your marriage a chance, 
or fighting addiction, or delivering results under pressure. In any case, 
you have the ability to reach out to yourself and prepare yourself for 
looking out for such an opportunity. For doing this, you must first 
know yourself. 
Devote sometime to yourself and discover who you are; discover what 
your strengths and weaknesses are and use them to make the most out 
of an opportunity that you come across. By giving yourself some due 
time, you will be able to build your self-confidence and self-respect. 
These two elements will enable you to convince yourself that you 
deserve to exploit any opportunity for improvement that comes your 
way. Once you have instilled your belief in yourself, use your self-
awareness to steer yourself towards a goal. If you can't spot any 
opportunities, create them. Pave a path for your success. Take your 
lows and convert them into highs. Think out of the box and come up 
with innovative ways to move towards your end goals. These methods 
that you use to advance towards success are known as opportunities. 
In order to start off on this road, the first thing that you need to tell 
yourself is that any opportunity that you think is exclusively for 
'others' is available for you as well. I've come across many people who 
think that they are just not good enough for even availing such 
opportunities. How many times have you told yourself "I don't stand a 
chance against these people", or "Oh I have a natural disadvantage 
against them. How am I ever going to win over them?" You need to 
realize that you are just as deserving for availing any opportunity that 
comes your way. You should have faith in your abilities. Everyone has 
strengths and weaknesses, but what differentiates a man with from a 
man without it is the ability to have faith in one's strengths. Even if 
you have a severe disadvantage, such as a physical disability, there is 
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still no reason to not struggle for your end goal. There are examples of 
people such as Helen Keller that substantiate the belief that where 
there is a will, there is a way. 
Similarly, sometimes we shut out opportunities either by mistake or 
deliberately without realizing what we are missing. We let ourselves 
get in the way of truly exploring what that opportunity actually had in 
store for us. I will use an example to elaborate my point. I have a 
friend who was really interested in pursuing his career in the oil 
industry. He was all up for working in the oil fields and an excellent 
opportunity came his way. He got an interview call from a reputable 
multinational firm. However, before going for the interview he met up 
with a relative who narrated a tale of 'someone' he knew who had 
worked in the oil industry. He drew up a scary picture that consisted of 
constant travelling, odd working hours and low quality of life. My 
friend was put off by the story and didn't go for the interview. Now, he 
regrets his decision and wishes that he had gone for that interview. 
Many of us do the same thing; we prematurely judge an opportunity 
and let it slip out of our hands, only to regret it later on. If you want to 
make the most out of any opportunity that comes your way, you need 
to explore the opportunity in detail first and give it a fair chance.  
You need to have faith in this world as well. Many of us are so 
disturbed by everything that is happening around us that we plunge 
ourselves in a permanent state of disillusionment and negativity. We 
believe that no opportunities will come our way because our world is 
not progressing. If you are thinking along the same lines, you should 
revamp the way you view the world. The world has never been perfect 
and never will be. Nevertheless, it still consists of people that have 
risen up to be successful stories of inspiration. It is full of 
opportunities waiting to be explored and if we get out of our negative 
zone, we will easily be able to spot them and grab them. In order to 
move towards the opportunities present in this world, you should have 
an open mind. The next passage will focus on some pointers that you 
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can use in this regard. Stick by them, and you won't let any valuable 
opportunity slip by. 
Firstly, you should give every opportunity a chance. As mentioned 
before, you shouldn't pre judge an opportunity based on your limited 
knowledge and someone else's opinion. Secondly, you need to 
concentrate on the present and let go of the past. Many among us 
define our present choices based on past unfortunate events. So what if 
something bad happened the last time you took a risk? That doesn't in 
any way mean that it will happen again. If you have undergone the 
process of self-discovery and think that this could be your chance at 
making it big, you should go for it. Along with the past, you shouldn't 
concentrate too much on the future as well, especially if you have 
unreasonable hopes and expectations. Learn to stay in what is 
happening now because the present is the only time frame that is truly 
under your control. 
The third point is very crucial and I cannot lay enough stress on this. 
Stop patronizing yourself and learn to have faith in your abilities. You 
don’t have to be a famous celebrity or a businessman in order to be 
special. All of us have special talents and abilities and you need to 
discover your talent set. Maybe your specialty lies in cooking, or 
maybe you are an excellent seamstress. No matter how unimportant 
your skill may sound, trust me it's not unimportant at all. With the 
right opportunity, you can cash in on your skill and make a place for 
yourself in this world.  
Carrying on, you should set realistic and focused goals for yourself. 
Setting a goal is the first step towards identifying and exploiting an 
opportunity. If you don't do so, you will never be able to focus your 
attention and learn what you want out of life. The goal that you set for 
yourself should be based on self-discovery and personal aspirations. 
At the same time, it should be well within the bounds of reality. Once 
you know what you want, you are now all geared up to grab any 
opportunity that comes your way.  
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Now it is easy to think highly of yourself in times of joy, but situations 
of crises have the ability to turn your world upside down. In such 
situations, learn to maintain a solid ground and stick to your good 
opinion about yourself. You should identify your mistake and the 
exact step that you took that was wrong, but with an objective insight. 
Don't place unnecessary blame on yourself and don't let a single 
failure or situation of crisis weigh you down. Remember that you are 
the same person that has accomplished so much in life as well. Don't 
let a single incident bring you down. Rather think of it as a chance of 
growth and self-improvement. 
Remember than even if you fail at an opportunity, it doesn’t mean that 
you aren't good enough. I have come across countless people who 
were shattered when they came close to getting their dream job but 
didn't make it past the final round. In such a case, many people think 
that they aren't worthy enough for success and settle down for 
mediocrity. They ignore other similar opportunities for success that 
come their way, thinking that they aren't good enough for the job. 
They reason with themselves that if they didn't make it through one 
opportunity, what are the chances that they will make it through 
another opportunity of a similar nature. This is where they are wrong.  
The focused and sensible ones out of this lot choose to believe in 
themselves and grab the opportunities that come their way. Obviously, 
they emerge successful as well whereas those who lock themselves 
within the safe haven of mediocrity are never able to develop a sense 
of true satisfaction. 
Remember that the world is your playground and you can try new and 
innovative things and engage in activities that involve self-discovery. 
It is full of opportunities for all of us. It is up to us to spot these 
opportunities and use them to climb up the ladder of success. 
However, you should make sure that you don't trample others with 
your efforts at grabbing an opportunity. Don't go for any short cuts or 
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unlawful practices to achieve your goal. Play it fair and square, have 
belief in your abilities, and you will emerge successful.  
! !
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"We are each gifted in a 
unique and important way. 
It is our privilege and our 
adventure to discover our 


own special light."                     
---Mary Dunbar 
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Chapter-7 
 
Dig Out Your Inherent Potentials 
 
In today's world, which is marked by competition and an epic struggle 
to get ahead, it is easy to fall victim to the belief that you are 
inherently not blessed with any abilities. In the face of crisis or failure, 
most of us forget our power and will to drive towards success and 
instead choose to believe that we weren't meant to achieve the set 
target in the first place. It is easy to undermine oneself and blame your 
believed lack of ability for any mishaps that take place. This attitude is 
an involuntary reaction and is extremely detrimental for an earnest and 
growing mind.  
In every situation, whether good or bad, it is important to remember 
that you are blessed and the only thing that can stop you from 
achieving your goal is yourself. If you want to stick to your menial 
and mediocre routine, then no power on the face of this planet can 
bring about the change that you are hoping for. You need to discover, 
enhance and use your abilities to bring about anything that you desire.  
In this chapter, we will discuss the true essence and power of 
exploring your inner self and discovering your abilities.  
In our lives, we have come across thousands of contemporary and 
historical people that are sources of inspiration for people all over the 
world. Upon witnessing their triumphs, one cannot help but wonder 
what was so special about them that they were able to do what they 
did? What qualities and talents did they possess that enabled them to 
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reach their goals, which looked impossible at the first glance? 
Mohammad Ali Jinnah, who was the founder of Pakistan, is one such 
example. He was able to realize the dream of a separate country for 
the Muslim community in the subcontinent at a time when such a goal 
seemed impossible. One cannot help but envy such a man. The thing 
that you need to realize is that all of us have the ability to rise to this 
pedestal. The only thing that distinguishes Mohammad Ali Jinnah 
from us is the fact that he was able to recognize, amplify, and use his 
abilities to realize a dream which belonged to not only him, but 
thousands of other people inhabiting post partition India.  
Now that we've established the importance of recognizing your 
abilities, it is time to get started. The first thing that you need to do is 
identify and make a list of all the abilities that you possess. Some of us 
have a natural knack for understanding physics, while others have a 
keen business mind; still others are good with numbers, and the list 
goes on and on. You need to be aware of everything and anything that 
you can do. Once you've made this list, it's time to take your personal 
leaning in to consideration. What do you want to do in life? Using 
your personal aspirations and inclinations, you can choose where you 
want to go in life and which abilities do you want to explore further. If 
you are having trouble conducting this exercise on your own, you can 
consult a friend and reflect on yourself with his or her help to discover 
your abilities and inclinations. Additionally, there are many tests 
available as well that you can take to discover your abilities. These 
tests are especially designed to gauge your potential and your 
interests.  
 
There is another consideration that you should keep in mind while you 
are deciding on the talents that you want to explore: they should 
converge on a practical and realistic goal that will have some tangible 
value for you by the end of the day. You should opt for a goal that is 
in tune with your abilities and has valuable returns as well. A friend of 
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mine was really into the entire creative designing business. She was a 
whiz at computer graphics and had a real knack for the entire thing. 
However, when she graduated, she went for fashion designing instead 
of graphic designing. When I asked her why she did so, she said that 
the current graphic designing industry is extremely populated and felt 
that she could combine computer graphics, fashion, and textile to 
come up with an innovative product that would have a lot more 
demand and higher returns for her. True to her word, she used her 
ability to come up with extremely innovative screen printing designs 
which made her an instant hit in the fashion market. We can all team 
up realism with innovation to come up with the best use of our 
abilities.  
In order to truly make the most out of our abilities, we need to develop 
them. Ask anyone who has been successful about the reason behind 
his or her success. The answer will never be luck, as much as we like 
to believe that it is purely luck that determines a person's success. 
Rather it will always be preparation and hard work. With these two 
tools, you can enhance your abilities and use them effectively when 
the right opportunity comes around. The best actors in the world aren't 
born that way. Yes they do have a knack for acting, but what separates 
a great actor from a mediocre one is practice and hard work. We all 
admire Natalie Portman for her amazing performance in the movie 
'Black Swan'. Most of us think that she was able to pull off the role 
because she is a great actress and that's about it. There is a lot more to 
the story than that. She took actual ballerina lessons for the movie and 
studied each and every aspect of her role in great detail. It was only 
after consistent practice that she was able to deliver her breathtaking 
performance. All of us need to follow her example and polish our 
skills.  
A viable and foreseeable goal is an important factor that influences 
your journey of discovering your abilities as well. Without a set goal 
and a sense of purpose, you will never be able to focus on your 
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abilities, since you won't be able to understand the point of 
discovering them. A goal is something to look forward to and it 
generates the adrenaline rush in you which is required for self 
discovery. Without a goal, you will only feel emptiness inside and will 
never be able to develop the will to succeed since you won't have 
anything to hope for; and if you don't have hope, then there is no 
difference between you and a dead man. If you haven't figured out 
your goals yet, now is the time to do so.     
Remember that talents and abilities will only be worth anything if they 
are put to use. A plate that has the sweetest fruits of the world is 
worthless if there the fruit isn't consumed. Similarly, talent should be 
used in order to be of any use. In my life, I have come across many 
people with brilliant minds who were too lazy to put their mind to 
good use. Hence, their minds were wasted and they weren't able to 
achieve anything out of life. On the contrary, those with considerably 
less brilliance and much more hard work fared pretty well. In fact, 
they usually get everything they want out of life simply because they 
know how to use their talent to achieve benefits. This class of people 
is far better than the former one. Remember that your talents and 
abilities enhance when they are used. Therefore, you should always 
strive to make the most out of them and use them as much as possible.  
This means that you should give everything your best shot. Never 
think that anything is too small or too big for your caliber. Whatever 
you engage in, remember to involve yourself wholeheartedly. A lot of 
times, I meet people who think that they are too good for their current 
working position due to which they don't give the work their full 
input. Similarly, there are also people who believe that they will never 
be successful at a certain endeavor and hence choose to make a half 
hearted attempt at succeeding so that they are not too disappointed by 
the end of the day. Any opportunity, whether big or small, is a chance 
for self exploration and development. You shouldn't let any such 
chance go by.   
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Carrying on, imagination is an extremely important tool in this entire 
process of discovering and using your abilities. Equipped with 
imagination, you can see beyond the present and beyond the horizons 
limited by your sight. Alexander Graham Bell wouldn't have invented 
the telephone without imagination; Edison wouldn't have invented the 
light bulb without it since at that time the concept of using electricity 
to generate light energy seemed too far-fetched. If you want to 
contribute something innovative to this world, you will have to use 
your imagination. Think out of the box and come up with new ideas to 
utilize your talents. Don't follow the path that has been laid down by 
others before you; instead demarcate your own path and be a pioneer 
instead of a follower. 
This entire process may not reach its end goal if you aren't equipped 
with three vital necessities for this journey: enthusiasm, determination, 
and perseverance. These three elements will help you stand tall in the 
face of crisis and failure, and will help you have faith in yourself. 
With these tips and tricks, you can elevate yourself from the swamp of 
inferiority and self loathing and learn to love yourself and the abilities 
that you have been blessed with. This attitude will enable you to use 
them in a way that is beneficial to you and the world around you.  
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"When every 
physical and mental 
resources is focused, 
one's power to solve 
a problem multiplies 


tremendously."                  
---Norman Vincent Peale 
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Chapter-8 


Making The Most of What You Have 
 
Although we don't acknowledge this fact very often, all of us have the 
option of making the most out of lives. Our inherent abilities, 
environment, and relations enable us to identify the form in which we 
can best apply ourselves and utilize our surroundings in the best 
possible manner. Most of us believe that success and wealth comes 
from the outside. We tend to think that these riches are located at some 
corner of the world that is inaccessible to us. In truth, you have 
everything you need and all you need to do is discover your resources 
and try to make the most out of them in order to emerge successful.  
We have all heard great stories of men who travelled all over the 
world to hunt for treasures and riches and managed to secure them 
after struggling through long and painful journeys of heroic battles and 
natural disasters. Our culture emphasizes more on these stories 
because of their romantic nature. However, the thing that you need to 
realize is that you don't need to travel far and wide to achieve riches 
and success. The first thing that you need to do is examine your own 
resources and try to make the most of what you have got.  
I will now narrate a story to illustrate my point. There was once a man 
who longed for diamonds and riches. He had a comfortable living but 
he was obsessed with the idea of conquering mines of gold and 
diamonds. There came a point when he could no longer contain his 
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desire and he sold off all his belongings and property to arrange for a 
means of travelling across the globe in search of riches. The man 
travelled far and wide across the highest of mountains and the deepest 
of seas for the treasures that he was hoping to gain. However, all his 
efforts went in vain and he discovered very little, if nothing, at the 
spots that he visited. Slowly, he began to lose all his belongings but he 
was still hopeful that he could achieve his aim. There came a point 
when he lost everything he had and vanished in the void created by 
despair and failure. The story doesn't end here. One fine morning, the 
man who had purchased property from this man, decided to do a bit of 
gardening in his back yard. He was digging through when suddenly 
his shovel hit something hard. He dug up a little further to examine the 
obstruction. It was a beautiful stone, that was as clear as crystal and 
reflected the sunlight like a gleaming torch: it was a diamond! The 
man continued with the digging and discovered that the backyard was 
full of these precious stones.  
What does this story tell you? It tells you that the object that the man 
travelled far and wide to obtain was located right in his backyard. If he 
had examined his possessions first instead of starting off on a romantic 
journey without any true sense of direction, he would have been rich 
without all the hassle that he went through. This is an example that 
should not be taken literally. Don't go digging up your backyards in 
search of diamonds now! The point that I want to illustrate here is that 
all of us have what it takes to make us successful. It is up to us to 
discover our hidden talents and abilities and put them to good use.   
You can come up with a thousand excuses to defer the idea of 
achieving greatness. I have heard countless questions that focus on the 
nitty-gritty that don't really matter. How can I move forward with my 
dreams, when I don't have any capital? Where should I seek 
inspiration from? What idea should I pursue to make the most out of 
life? The thing that you need to understand is that only you have the 
ability to answer all these questions. These answers will come from 
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within you. If you really set your mind to achieve something, you will 
find a way to get what you want, utilizing your own resources. Use 
your imagination and think out of the box. Don't follow the league of 
men who give up on their dreams due to minor details such as capital, 
future prospects, and lack of ideas. Remember that you have 
everything that you need to make yourself a source of inspiration for 
this world.  
It is easy to think that the successful people in this world had some 
special qualities and resources that you don't possess. However, the 
truth is far from that. If you go over the lives of famous leaders and 
inventors, you will observe that they all lead a normal life until they 
made their breakthroughs. They did not possess any extraordinary 
abilities such as superhuman strength, unimaginable intellect, or the 
ability to freeze time. They were all normal folks like me and you. 
What distinguishes them from you is the fact that they had the courage 
to explore their inner selves and their resources. This self exploration 
enabled them to come up with an unparalleled idea that they chose to 
pursue. Edison came up with the idea of using electricity to replace 
candles whereas the Wright brothers chose to work an idea that would 
enable flight for humans. All these ideas seemed absurd at the time 
when they were coined but these men were able to make it to the 
pages of history because of these ideas. If they had decided to abandon 
these ideas and instead had chosen to go for something that society 
dictated them to undertake, the results would have been very different. 
After all, these men were just like me and you. 
This brings me to my next point. You need to keep your distance from 
people who will try to bring you down. This world has its share of 
unimaginative individuals who have settled down with mediocrity and 
believe that this is the ultimate way to go about life. These people turn 
down any ideas that challenge the norms dictated by our age and 
society. Remember that progress only comes about with change. There 
was a time many centuries back, when people thought that they had 
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mastered all the laws of physics. The same people believed that the 
world is flat. The first person who came up with the theory that the 
world is instead a sphere was ridiculed and scorned upon. Many 
centuries later, we all know that the man was right. You need to 
protect yourself from such people who will try to suck out your 
positive energy. Do your own thing and let the world think whatever it 
wants to think.  
However, this does not in any way mean that you should adopt a 
reckless attitude towards life. What I am trying to propose here is that 
you should look for answers within instead of going along with what 
others have to say. You need to utilize the resources that you have in 
such a way that you get maximum results and it your method of 
utilizing your resources is unconventional, then so be it.  
Remember that it is still necessary to exercise caution. You will need 
to equip yourself about everything that there is to know about an 
opportunity before pursuing it. If you don't do so, you will end up like 
the man who travelled far and wide in search of treasure but wasn't 
able to succeed at his mission. This is because he acted on impulse and 
didn't think through. You should conduct a thorough background 
research and weigh the pros and cons of an idea objectively, before 
acting upon it. Your friends, family and environment can play a huge 
role in helping you through with this decision due to which it is a good 
practice to consult them. However, the final decision should be made 
by you and you only. Sometimes all you need is belief to make 
something come true.  
In this way you can make the most out of your resources and lead you 
life in a direction that you want. If you want to be a source of 
inspiration, like the figures of history that you look up to, there is no 
need to look any further. You have everything that you need to attain 
that level of success that you aspire.  
! !
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“By choosing your thoughts, 
and by selecting which 


emotional currents you will 
release and which you will 


reinforce, you determine the 
quality of your Light. You 


determine the effects that you 
will have upon others, and 


the nature of the experiences 
of your life.”  


---Gary Zukav - from "Seat of The Soul" 
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Chapter-9 
Journey From Thoughts To Reality 
 
Most of us believe that our thoughts are based on an abstract concept 
that has little to do with who we are as people. If you belong to the 
same school of thought, you need to revamp your beliefs regarding 
life. The truth of the matter is that our thoughts define who we are; 
they define our character, our aspirations, and our ideals. They were 
the sole tool that defined our past and is now defining our present and 
the possible future. Keeping this in mind, having control over your 
thoughts is an extremely important exercise. If you are able to control 
what goes on in your head, you will surely be able to control what 
goes on outside the confinement of your skull.  
This is precisely why a lot of stress is laid upon the power of thinking 
positively. The truth of the matter is that you are precisely how you 
view yourself. You may be able to pretend in front of others, but you 
cannot lie to yourself. All of us have gone through times when we are 
a mess on the inside but we choose to reflect otherwise to the world 
around us. In such scenarios, you may have witnessed that you can 
never lie to yourself and by the end of the day there is only one thing 
that you can use to turn your situation around: your thoughts. If you 
drive your thought towards positivity, you will automatically start 
feeling better. However, if you take a plunge towards the negative 
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side, you will travel deeper into the pit of misery that you have dug up 
for yourself. Your thoughts determine who you are and how you feel.  
Carrying on with this discussion, your thoughts determine your ability 
to succeed at a certain mission as well. You need to understand that 
whatever you go through in life is a consequence of how you are as a 
person. Your success, failure, strengths, and weaknesses are all your 
own doing because you are what you choose to be. No one else has the 
ability to subject you to any particular fate. You hold the power to 
change your personality and your life in any way you want to. This is 
because your thoughts are the sole determining factor behind all these 
concepts.  
All of us have witnessed or experienced situations where an individual 
chooses to blame a third person for whatever befalls him. For instance, 
throughout centuries, the poor and the oppressed have blamed the 
tyrant ruler for the miserable conditions that have come upon them. 
Before Pakistan was made, the Muslims of the subcontinent were in a 
state of abject misery and they used to blame the British and Hindus 
for their deplorable state. They were poor, uneducated and had little 
say in whatever happened to them. Most of them believed in 
conspiracy theories laid down by the other parties and they used to 
defend and justify their bleak position in the light of these theories. 
However, the truth was far from this and a few learned and farsighted 
ones among the lot were able to identify the actual reason behind this 
downfall. This downfall was because the suffering Muslims refused to 
participate in activities entailing progress and growth. They had 
restricted their thoughts and were not open to widening their circle to 
thoughts to include the transforms that were the result of changing 
times. They had gotten used to the life of misery that had been a 
running characteristic of their routine since a century.  
When the same people were able to envision a brighter future, under 
the guidance of a leader, they were able to break away from the 
century old routine of misery that made up their lives. They were able 
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to rise above and attain a new country where they had the power to 
live their lives in accordance with their desires. This is the power of 
thought. A single positive thought can push you towards new heights 
and enable you to break away from the chains of monotony and 
mediocrity and attain the goal that you were meant to achieve.  
Having established the importance of thoughts, it is now time to mold 
them in accordance with maximum productivity. You need to lift your 
thoughts above misery, mediocrity and selfishness. You need to give 
up your animalistic instinct of concentrating on immediate selfish 
needs and concentrate on elevating your thoughts to a higher level. 
Your thoughts should be methodical and productive. They should be 
driven by the desire to bring about positive changes in your life as 
well as the lives of others around you. Once you have conquered your 
selfishness and weakness and have risen to this platform, you now 
have the ability to steer your life in any direction that you want. You 
now have the ability to take total control of your situation and act in 
accordance with whatever your thoughts dictate.  
In order to truly succeed in life, your thought should be righteous and 
pure. They should not be limited by debasing concepts such as greed, 
dishonesty and viciousness. Once you have transported your thoughts 
to that realm, you need to keep them there. The world is full of 
examples of people who rose to success by elevating their thoughts, 
only to fall down because they couldn't keep their thoughts at the 
higher pedestal. In order to maintain our position of success, we 
should strive to maintain our thoughts at the position to which we 
have elevated them. Even a single negative thought can bring about 
cataclysmic consequences to take you from the heights of success to 
the deep dark pits of selfishness and misery.  
In order to direct your thoughts towards a particular direction, you 
need to have a solid vision or an ideal. Equipped with a vision of 
greatness, you thoughts will automatically be diverted from menial 
selfish needs towards a bigger and brighter future. At this point, I will 
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narrate an example to elaborate on this point: A student's journey from 
the poverty stricken areas of Pakistan to Harvard. Kaffar Hussain was 
raised in Mariabad in Baluchistan. The area is devoid of the most 
basic educational facilities that characterize the main cities of the 
country. His classroom consisted of a dingy blackboard and the 
students had to sit on the floor. They did not have any pens and 
papers. All they had was a cardboard and a chalk for learning 
purposes. However, what distinguished Kaffar from the other children 
who didn't make it past matriculation was the vision of a brighter 
educational future. He thought that he was above the norms that 
dictated how an average person spends his life in Mariabad and this 
belief took him from Mariabad to LUMs in Lahore, and finally to 
Harvard University in USA. His example is a source of inspiration 
from many poverty stricken students.  
 
The thing that we need to realize is that Kaffar's story isn't one about 
the fortunes of good luck. Rather, it is an example of what we can gain 
if we have a solid vision and a focused pool of thoughts. Kaffar's 
thought enabled him to work hard, look for opportunities of 
development, and rise above the standards dictated by those around 
him. His story is about a dream that came true because of consistent 
hard work, perseverance, and a positive mindset that was above the 
menial selfish standards that ours concentrates upon.  
Most thoughtless people tend to think that luck has a huge part to play 
in a person's success. When they look at a successful person, they 
immediately give the entire credit to luck. Such a mindset disables 
them from progressing and moving forward. On the other hand, an 
inquisitive and eager to learn mind would try to get to the bottom of 
things. Such a person would strive to understand why this particular 
turned out to be successful out of all the others. He would then find 
out that a focused vision, a positive set of thoughts, and hard work are 
responsible for landing that individual his current position of grandeur. 
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Try to be that inquisitive and eager mind. Once you have discovered 
the secret of success you can incorporate what you have learned in 
your thoughts to bring about the success that you are aiming for. 
     
! !
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"Adopting the right 
attitude can convert 
a negative stress into 


a positive one." 
 ---Hans Selye 
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Chapter-10 
Curb Your Negativities 
 
Most of us have the tendency to give ourselves a hard time over the 
smallest as well as the biggest of mistakes that we make during our 
lives. It is very easy to feel negative towards ourselves and spot faults 
within our personalities. This may seem like a harmless activity, but in 
reality this isn't so. Every time we give into the wave of negativity that 
sweeps over us, we fall a little in our own eyes. Over a prolonged 
period of time, this attitude plunges us into a deep pit of self-
humiliation and self-criticism, where we feel that we are good for 
nothing. Hence, there is an absolutely pressing need to ward off such 
feelings of negativity. This feat cannot be accomplished slowly and 
placidly. You will need to nip these feelings in the bud, once and for 
all. This can only be accomplished by making your mind a battlefield 
where your positive and negative feelings can engage in mortal 
combat. You will need to make your positive feelings take over the 
negative ones and kill them once and for all. Remember that it is 
difficult to make your mind a neutral platform. If you keep it void of 
any feelings, the negative feelings will start creeping in. Therefore, it 
is pertinent to first drive away the negative feelings, and then let peace 
and positivity take over.  
In order to drive off these negative feelings, the first thing that you 
need to do is revamp your beliefs that are responsible for giving birth 
to these negative feelings. These beliefs are usually engraved because 
of past mistakes or tragedies that take place in a person's life. I have 
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met many people who blame themselves excessively for anything that 
goes wrong in their lives and deliberately engage in self-denial. When 
a loved one passes away, many among us surround ourselves in a 
dense fog of despair and feel guilty when something happens that 
makes us happy. Similarly, if an innocent mistake causes a grave 
failure, many of us have the tendency to feel incompetent and unfit for 
taking any major decisions in life, even ages after the event is done 
and dealt with. Such incidences solidify beliefs regarding 
incompetence, inferiority and self-denial in our minds. In order to win 
over your negative feelings, the first thing that you need to do is give 
yourself a break. So what if your life was marked by a tragedy or a 
grave mistake? We all go through such events, but it makes no sense 
to stop living because of these events. The singer Tori Amos, is an 
inspiration for many in this regard. When she was a budding singer, 
she used to work at a bar and was once raped and beaten up by a 
drunken customer. Most women would have shrunk back to their shell 
of self-blame and denial but she chose to rise above it all and used her 
anger to move forward in life. She is now a world-wide famous singer 
and takes an active part in anti-rape organizations and rallies.  
Sometimes, our fears and beliefs aren't even grave enough to receive 
any attention. In such as case you need to get your head straight. Such 
beliefs drive us towards failure. For example, the popular trend of 
attaining the 'size zero' has made many girls all over the world 
extremely conscious about their weight and size. Perfectly normal 
girls have started viewing themselves as fat due to this newfound 
obsession with stick like bodies. As a result, they are engulfed in a 
sense of self-loathing and they dedicate all their effort to the 
superficial activity to losing weight instead of discovering their in-
built capabilities and talents. We need to get our heads out of these 
stupid problems and beliefs and concentrate on making the most out of 
our lives.  
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All of us have a soft spot that makes us feel vulnerable. This soft spot 
is the result false self-beliefs or the beliefs set in by others. Most of the 
time this soft spot is extremely superficial; therefore, it should not be a 
tactic that your nemesis may use to bring you down. Usually, the 
people that we care about play an important role in making us feel the 
way we do. It is therefore important to care about the right things in 
life. If someone cannot accept you the way you are, then you need to 
reconsider your friends circle. Sometimes, people just make fun of us 
or make us feel negative about ourselves out of feelings of jealousy 
and envy. We should be sensible enough to distinguish constructive 
criticism from non-constructive criticism. Even then, the feedback that 
we obtain regarding ourselves should be incorporated in your 
personalities as objectively as possible. Any feelings of negativity 
should be kept strictly at bay. Think of the feedback that you get a tool 
of self-improvement that you can use to further get ahead in life. You 
need to identify you soft spot and correct it either by removing it from 
your personality or converting it into a source of strength. If it is a 
superficial point than you shouldn't pay any heed to it and should 
simply stop caring about it. 
Just as positive elements of your personality drive you towards 
success, the negative elements that you incorporate within your 
personality drive you towards failure. I will now elaborate on the 
negative elements that we unconsciously include in our personality 
and which inevitably roll us down the hill. The first element that is 
responsible for failure is frustration. We usually feel frustrated when 
things aren't going our way or when we come fail to achieve a certain 
goal. It is alright to feel frustrated once in a while; after all we are only 
human. It is persistent frustration that lands an individual in the pits of 
failure. Sometimes our frustration is the result of goals that are too 
perfect for this faulty real world. We unconsciously tend to think that 
crying and making a fuss about something will eventually land us 
what we are aiming for. However, this isn't so. We need to take on a 
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more realistic perspective of our goals are realize that we can only 
realize them when we approach the problem with a calm and focused 
mind. Frustration isn't going to get us anywhere so it is best to just let 
go for it. 
Another element of your personality that may drive you towards 
cataclysmic failure is excessive aggression. Sometimes, when we don't 
get what we want, we have the tendency to get extremely aggressive 
about things. This aggression may be put to good use if we decide to 
use this energy to further concentrate on and pursue our goals. 
However, this isn't how most of us utilize our aggression. Instead we 
turn into a human bomb that is just waiting to explode upon the 
slightest of things. As a result of this negative attitude, we tend to 
drive people away and aren't able to concentrate on our end goals. 
Instead of pursuing towards our goal, we fall backwards and tend even 
lose all those things that we possessed.  
 
Insecurity is yet another factor that can drive you towards the inability 
to reach your goals in life. Insecurity is usually the caused when a 
person feels that he or she in inadequate enough to go after what he or 
she wants in life. These usually come forward when a person is unable 
to obtain something in life. The thing that you need to realize is that it 
isn't your incompetence that caused you to fall back. Rather it could 
either be the fact that your expectations were unrealistically high or 
you went for something which wasn't in tune with your line of talents. 
Whatever the reason maybe, you should never feel incompetent and 
hence insecure. Rather you should try to identify where exactly you 
went wrong and use that knowledge to further yourself along the path 
to success. 
Similarly, uncertainty is another factor that characterizes an individual 
that is doomed by negativity and is travelling towards failure. Many 
people who are unsure of themselves feel safe as long as they don't 
have to make any decisions. As soon as they come across a decision 
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making situation, they feel extremely uncomfortable because they 
begin to see the negative effects that will take place if their decision 
turns out to be wrong. Such people are extremely scared of failing at 
anything and everything, even if it is an extremely small decision. 
Instead they choose to stay in their state of perfect indecisiveness. 
They convince that at least they'll be safe with this choice. The thing 
that they don't realize is that they won't be able to get anywhere in life 
with this attitude. Success only comes about after taking risks and 
failing countless times. Each failure is a chance at learning something 
new and this is exactly how the concept of failure should be viewed. 
Resentment is another negative feeling that drives a person away from 
success and people. Some of us choose to lash out in the face of 
failure and decide to place the blame on others instead of figuring out 
where they went wrong. Such a negative attitude makes them resent 
others and they aren't able to hide these negative feelings. As a result, 
they are disliked by most people that they come across. If resentment 
persists over a period of time, it gives birth to pitying oneself. The 
resentful individual believes that others are responsible for taking 
everything away from him or her. As a result such a person believes 
that he or she doesn't have any qualities and attributes that can pull 
them towards life and they feel doomed. They shut themselves away 
from the world because they feel that people in general are responsible 
for their condition. This is an extremely unhealthy attitude towards 
life.  
All these negative feelings give rise to feelings of loneliness and 
isolation in a person. All of us feel lonely at some point in time, but a 
person with negative feelings thinks that he or she doesn't have anyone 
at all in life and this is an extremely sorry stage. Carrying on, 
emptiness is another characteristic of a person who is bound for 
failure. We have all witnessed people who seem successful on the 
outside but aren't able to enjoy their success in any way. This is 
because these people are empty on the inside. In most of the cases, 
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their tales of success and grandeur aren't in tune with their personal 
aspirations due to which they aren't able to enjoy their final rewards. 
Such people are usually empty on the inside. It is therefore important 
to ensure that the goal you set out for yourself is in tune with your 
personal inclinations.  
Now that you know what negativity and failure looks like, it is now 
time to uproot it from your personality and throw it out. You need to 
direct all your efforts towards this task since it is extremely important 
and plays a major role in determining whether you will emerge 
successful out of this journey called life or not. Learn to concentrate 
on your strengths instead of your weaknesses and develop methods to 
overcome your weaknesses and convert them to strengths. Remember 
that no one is perfect and if your weakness is someone else's strength 
then their weakness could turn out to be your success as well.  
Exterminate all sources of negativity from your life and include 
vessels of positivity. Keep your distance from people that deliberately 
give birth to negative feelings inside you and instead consult a friend 
on how you can overcome your weaknesses. In the end, it is important 
to remember that every individual is different and we are all meant for 
different forms of success. You need to identify your goal, which is in 
tune with your strengths, instead of letting the others do the talking.  
! !
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"It always seems 
impossible until it's 


done."  
---Nelson Mandela 
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Chapter-11 
Spot Possibility in Impossibility  
 
At this point you are probably flying in the air and thinking that 
everything and anything is possible in this world. In life, we come 
across many opportunities which seem extremely good and we see a 
lot of potential in them. However, at times they turn out to be too good 
to be true and the person is left wondering where he or she went 
wrong. Some of these 'fake' opportunities turn out be pretty harmless 
and if we don't gain anything from them, we don't end up losing much 
either. Other opportunities of this nature cause havoc in a person's 
world and the affected person carries the burden of investing in that 
opportunity throughout life.  
The normal reaction of such a catastrophe is that an individual starts 
blaming him or herself for the outcome and blames everything on 
individual shortcomings in weaknesses. Although it is the individual's 
fault to some extent, but the extent and nature of the fault is 
completely different. In this case, the affected person probably went 
for a goal that was plain impossible. There is a very fine line between 
what's possible and what's not when it comes to our aspirations, and 
the eager and enthusiastic heart tends to muddle this line at times. In 
this chapter, our goal is to teach you how to stay in touch with reality 
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and explore your options within your limits. These tactics will help 
you analyze if a goal is possible or not. 
 The first thing that you need to realize is that any situation that 
consists of interaction with other human beings and this world is 
bound to have limitations. We tend to think that equipped with our 
imagination and aspirations, we can do anything we want to in this 
world. However, this is not how things work in the real world. If you 
deny this fact of life and continue forward in your reckless manner, a 
classic case of 'too good to be true' opportunity will come your way 
and you won't be able to analyze its practicality. You need to accept 
the fact that unless you plan on severing all your ties from the world 
and living in a far off place that is cut off from civilization, you cannot 
escape the restrictions that are placed upon you. Your goal is to thrive 
and find a path to success in tune with your aspirations, along with 
these restrictions.  
We may not realize it but even now, we take several restrictions by the 
society and the people around us into account without realizing so. A 
friend of mine wanted to be an artist and was extremely good at 
painting. However, his father had passed away when he was a child 
due to which he had to opt for a more responsible career path that 
would entail more returns that he could use to support his family. So 
he went to business instead of arts, and is thriving at it. He does 
indulge in painting, but only as a hobby. His career aspirations have 
shifted and he is happy with the choice that we made.  
 
 
 
By sharing this example with you, there are two points that I want to 
lay stress on. The first point is that you don't always end up going after 
your dream goal. Sometimes, you have to settle down with your 
second or even third choice of goals. It is perfectly alright to do, 
provided that you are taking this decision for the right reasons. The 
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second point that I want to highlight is that even within this space that 
is governed by the restrictions placed on us by people and the society, 
we still have the ability to thrive and excel.  
There is no point in crying over what could have been. The past is 
gone and the present is all that you have got. You have the ability to 
make the most out of it and enjoy everything that life has to offer. So 
what if you couldn't go along with your initial goal? Most people 
inhabiting this planet don't get what they want exactly but they try to 
make peace with whatever they have. The frustrated ones choose to 
cry over a future that could have been whereas the imaginative and 
realistic lot tries to excel in their current position and try to enjoy their 
current position as much as possible. There is still another group of 
individuals who are courageous enough to incorporate their initial 
goals later on in life when the imposed restrictions are lifted. You 
have to be wise enough to choose your category among these three. 
In our lifetime, our goals maybe broadly split into two main 
categories: work related goals and personal goals. We tend to think 
that we can separate our work life from our 'real' life and try to treat 
work as a means of making ends meet and nothing more. However 
this isn't how things really work. An average individual spends around 
8 to 9 hours per day at work and is hardly able to leave his or her work 
life behind upon returning home. As a result, your career decisions are 
as important as your personal decisions and you have to be very 
realistic about them. Try to take the two side by side and explore all 
the options that are available to you in both these spheres. Try to 
contribute as much as possible and climb up the ladder in your work 
as well as personal dealings.  
The truth of the matter is that we aren't in total control of our life 
decisions and our destinies. There is a huge part of our life that is 
dictated for us and in many cases the right thing to do is to stick by 
these restrictions and limitations. However, this doesn't mean that you 
have any power at all. You still have a lot of options and you can take 
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your life in a multitude of directions even with these limitations. You 
may be thinking that this chapter has a distressing undertone and you 
are probably feeling that a bit of your energy is slipping away. My aim 
is not to discourage you in any manner. Rather I am only painting a 
realistic scenario for you and it is best that you get realism on board 
before embarking on the journey towards your goals. 
If you don't stay on board the reality wagon, you will fall off in a deep 
pit and find it very difficult to come out of it. There is a difference 
between pursuing your dreams and being reckless and the same 
difference distinguishes the possible from the impossible. I have come 
across many people who have made abrupt and absurd decisions in the 
name of pursuing their dreams and they had to pay a heavy price for 
their bad decisions.  
 
In order to make sure that you are pursuing the right choice that is in 
tune with your surroundings as well as your inner self, you need to ask 
yourself a few pertinent questions. These questions will help you 
figure out whether you are on the right track or not. First of all ask 
yourself what exactly you are trying to get out of life. Make a list of 
your aspirations and number them according to your preference. Now 
weigh each aspiration. Ask yourself why you think it is possible to 
achieve each goal on your list. These will act as the pros. Now for the 
cons. Ask yourself why each of these goals seem impossible to 
achieve. After this, write down other possible gains and losses 
associated with each goal.  
Now it is time for a little self-evaluation. Ask yourself which goal is in 
tune with your current position from a physical as well and mental 
point of view. List down other important considerations such as time 
and effort required. Once you have written all these things down, you 
can now choose a goal with an objective insight. This goal that you 
will choose by using this methodology will be in tune with the 
limitations that are imposed on you by the outside world. Using these 
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tips and tricks, you can differentiate between the possible and the 
impossible and prevent yourself from being reckless and destroying 
your life.  
! !
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"Defeat is not the 
worst of failures. Not 


to have tried is the 
true failure."  


---George Edward Woodberry 
!
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Chapter-12 
Rejuvenation After Failure 
 
Life is an amalgamation of ups and downs and these highs and lows 
are what make life so interesting. The concept of failure is as old, if 
not more, as the concept of success and anyone who has ever lived or 
taken a risk has come across this dreaded concept at least once during 
his or her lifetime. Most of us treat failure like a patient with leprosy; 
we try to avoid it at all costs and once we come face to face with it, we 
pretend that it doesn't exist, thinking that it will go away. Sadly, this 
isn't how life works. You have to accept the fact that failures take 
place; it is only natural. If it weren't for failure, the concept of success 
would lose all its charm. Moreover, life is never a straight road and 
most paths that are available to a person descend downwards instead 
of going upwards. You shouldn't be afraid to fall down. You should be 
more concerned with rising up. If you manage to get up after falling 
down, you haven't lost anything. Even then, most of us fear failure. 
Suppose that you have failed. What next now? You should learn to 
deal with failure in a positive manner. If you learn to do so, you will 
be able to use it as a weapon instead of a disadvantage.   
A wise man once said that failure exists only in the grave. This means 
that as long as a person is breathing, he isn't a failure as long as he 
doesn't give up. No matter how many times he trips over or falls 
down, as long as he still manages to get up, he has the ability to seek 
his dreams. In fact, failure teaches us a lot of things. It elaborates more 
on all those things you shouldn't have done, which is knowledge as 
well. A single failure can teach you a lot about life and personality 
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development. It teaches you that life doesn't offer everything on a 
silver plate. I would like to use an example of a friend here to illustrate 
my point.  
A friend of mine had been a high achiever throughout his life. From 
preschool to undergraduate college, he had always excelled at 
everything he laid his hands on. Due to this record of never 
experiencing failure, he was used to getting things done his way. He 
wanted to go to MIT for graduate school, and because of his former 
experiences, he was certain that he would get in. When he got the 
rejection letter, he couldn't believe it and had faced a really hard time 
while trying to bounce back. During this entire period, he was so 
depressed that he wasn't able to perform well in his job interviews 
either. With that came other rejections as well. However, with each 
rejection he learned something new about life. By the time he had 
recovered from his list of rejections, he was a grown man who had 
made the journey from being a boy who was used to having things his 
way to a man who knew how to handle a crisis situation. He is now 
working at a very good place and I doubt if he would have been able 
to handle his responsibilities the way he is handling them right now, if 
it hadn't been for that list of rejections. 
While trying to bounce back from failure, the first thing that you 
should concentrate on what you have right now instead of thinking 
about what could have been had you succeeded. When something is 
lost, there is no point in wallowing over it. You should learn to regain 
your strength and make the most of what you've got. Moreover, you 
immediate strategy should focus on the present as well. There is no 
point in investing in future opportunities because no one knows what 
is going to happen in the future. All your concentration should be 
directed towards what you have in your hands how you can utilize 
your existing resources in the most profitable manner. 
Don't wait to luck and fortune to come your way and dictate things for 
you. Remember that the path that you choose is completely in your 
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hands. You won't be able to get your hands on success and fortune if 
you wait for it. Adopt a proactive approach and grab your rewards. If 
you have worked hard to achieve something, then it is your right to 
grab it once you see it approaching. Maintain your concentration on 
your goal and don't let distractions take over and deviate you from 
your path.   
Upon facing failure, an individual usually becomes extremely 
vulnerable to outside influences. As a result, it is imperative to stick 
with people who have a positive influence on you instead of going for 
those who are themselves bound to go down the drain and will try to 
take you along with them. Such people try to kill your spirit and try to 
convince you that success can never be achieved using the straight 
path. They may even encourage you to go for dishonest means to 
obtain your end goal. Please avoid the company of such people. I had 
an uncle who was extremely successful businessman who had been 
blessed with everything in life. Once he faced some minor problems 
on the business front and these problems left him emotionally 
vulnerable and in a perplexed state of mind. In this condition, he met a 
few new 'friends' who were gambling addicts. These addicts managed 
to convince him that the journey of making money through business is 
a long and arduous one and he could quickly make money with 
gambling. They convinced him that he would be able to regain what 
he had lost in business with the help of gambling. In his vulnerable 
state of mind, my uncle saw gambling as a way to make ends meet and 
started practicing it. It is needless to say that he lost a lot more than he 
had ever lost at business because of gambling. Hence, it is important 
to surround yourself with people who will bring you up during this 
time of distress.  
Different people react differently in the face of failure. Some place the 
entire blame on themselves, while others pin the blame on other 
people and entities. Here is a popular joke which will illustrate my 
present point: 
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A man is watching the news, when it is reported that there is a car 
driving up the motorway on the wrong side of the road. He remembers 
that his wife is travelling along that same road and, worrying, quickly 
dials her number. 
"Honey!" he shouts, when she answers. "Be careful! There's a car 
driving the wrong way on the motorway!" 
"It isn't just one!" replies her wife. "There are hundreds of them!" 
Like the woman in the joke, many of us have the tendency to blame 
other parties for our failure. Sometimes we blame it on luck, 
sometimes on other people and at other times on our surroundings. 
You need to understand that this blame game isn’t going to get you 
anywhere. If you really want to make the most out of your failure, you 
should identify your mistake and make a note of it, so that you don't 
repeat it the next time round.  
All of us have a positive and a negative persona and only one of these 
can inhabit us at one single time. It is up to us to decide whether we 
want to be positive and climb out of failure's pit or negative and 
plunge further into the pit. It is your choice and if you are smart 
enough, you will realize that there is no point in feeling like 
everything is over for you. Rise again and give the world everything 
that you have got. Learn from the mistakes that you made in the past 
and start acting on an instant basis. Stop making excuses to delay your 
actions. Forget about the fear of failing again and use your inherent 
skills to achieve whatever you want. Remember that the world is at 
your disposal and you can have anything that you want, as long as you 
want it bad enough and you are ready to expend your energies to 
achieve your feat.  
 
! !
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"You cannot always 
control what goes on 
outside. But you can 
always control what 


goes on inside."               
---Wayne Dyer 
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Chapter-13 
Taking Control of Your Life 
 
We are all aware of the stark reality that we live only once. The 
quality of living is however something to ponder over. Are we living 
life like a puppet with the wheel of destiny tugging on our strings or 
have we really discovered a purpose, strategy or a potential for 
continued growth in our life? 
When we observe a flock of sheep huddled together we notice how 
they stay close as they stay together because of their instinct of self-
preservation. Most of them are petrified to walk out of their safe haven 
and discover the dangers lurking in the adventures outside their flock. 
So are we living a life protected from the risks that accompany the 
spirit of exploration? When we allow some shepherd to command our 
lives around their grazing ground we limit the choices that life offers 
us based on the decisions made by somebody us. We no longer get to 
choose or discover opportunities for growth because we shut the door 
for risky options and let somebody ease our choices by taking full 
control over them. So without any growth, priorities or strategy for our 
life, we graze in the aimless meadows on a path defined by the 
shepherd's direction unable to achieve the dreams we once held in 
sight. 
But this monotony of being directed and guided does not have to 
continue forever. We can break free from this trance and leave the 
flock behind exploring and taking up chances to pursue our life's 
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goals. This is because you are not an aimless sheep lost in the 
meadows. You have a purpose in life. You do not need to be told how 
to live your own life.  
Opportunities and challenges in our life mould our destiny and open 
doors of change and instil our sense of individuality in us. We need to 
open our minds to the potentials that we hold within us. We need to 
halt the reflexes that make us take the easy way out and bow down 
before the will of someone else. We need to realize that we have a 
right to make choices for ourselves. That will provide our lives with a 
direction and purpose as decided by our individual standards.  
We should learn how to face the possibilities that accompany the 
process of change and take up challenges and open an opportunity for 
growth. We cannot chase the idea of pretence just because it avoids 
risks. We need to fight the forces that circulate around us and frighten 
us to remain cocooned within our shell of deception and sanctity. We 
need to discover our centre that defines our individuality and allows us 
to tune out all distracting voices so that we can listen to our heart. We 
need to face challenges with courage and conviction and instil 
meaning in our life.  
We must assemble the courage to reinforce the freedom of choice over 
our decisions. When we lose touch with this autonomy, we are prone 
to be subject to frustration, anger and isolation. If you can't manage 
your own affairs, then by a law of nature, others will start managing 
your life.  
In this contemporary age, man does not only need traditional faith as a 
foundation. Modern man needs a strong ground on which to base these 
beliefs on. This life stance that we are discussing must be clarified. 
We need to discover what we really want from our lives and have a 
clear vision about our beliefs and we need to realize what to stand up 
for and also learn to inculcate these guidelines and make them work 
for us.  
Take a stand for yourself 
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When we want to shift the gears to pave paths for a new kind of living 
we must begin this process by taking a stand for us by using the 
following seven keys: 
Instead of waiting around for permission, go ahead and do it. 


• Don't worry about reporting to anybody but yourself 
• Avoid apologising unnecessarily  
• Regretting a missed opportunity is a wrong approach. Just 


move forward. 
• Replace terms like 'I should' or 'I shouldn't' with more 


productive terms like 'why' or 'why not'. 
• Instead of wasting time thinking over a choice between yes or 


no, just go ahead and do what you think and feel is right. 
• Don't leave the fate of your life in the hands of another. Instead 


make your own choices and stand by them 


Every negative thought in these seven ways exists because we are 
trained to live a life where we look for security that following a pre-
decided social and cultural dictum provides us. We believe and we 
feel safe when others agree to our actions and like us for following a 
tedious set of rules even if they defy the needs that we feel on the 
inside which will eventually lead to our continuing process of self-
growth. If we become puppets, acted on the command of others, we 
will have nothing to contribute to those around us. We should learn to 
change the view where we blindly follow the crowd so that we can 
provide the world with our share of suggestions and potentials. We 
should lend a hearing ear to others with a feeling of independence and 
self-reliance rather than submission and weakness.  
The seven suggestions enable us to set on the path of creative growth 
on an individual level. By saying no too often or by failing to ask for 
permission, we may seem a bit rude and end up losing a few old 
friends in the process. But if we based our friendships out of weakness 
rather than our strengths, then how beneficial were they in the first 
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place. We should also explore the possibility that with our new found 
strengths, we will view the world as a changed place and we will be 
able to make new friends that build on our strengths. The moment 
when we realize that we are willing to hurt someone and let go of 
things that harm us, we will discover that we have the strength to 
protect our self from hurt that will come from letting go of things that 
we truly aim for in life.  
Once we learn to take the control of our life in our own hands, we will 
no longer feel the need to take permission from others. If you feel that 
a certain decision will affect another person, then you can always take 
his suggestion and opinion about the matter and then formulate your 
own decision based on this knowledge. The point that should be 
focused upon here is that taking advice from somebody does not 
provide them the upper hand over your life but provides you sufficient 
information to make a balanced decision based on your own values. 
Once you have recognised your own values and act upon them, it 
means that you have become your own person and developed an 
identity as your own teacher and mentor. You should never forget the 
responsibility that you have towards other people. We should be 
prepared to reason with others the thought and intension behind our 
decision and actions simply because we care for them not because we 
feel controlled by them. This way we are providing them a certain 
degree of respect and care as keeping them on the same footing as 
ourselves.  
This process teaches you to accept due responsibility for your own 
actions. This way you will explain your reasons to those you care 
about and enable other people to consider you a person of authority in 
matters of decision making because you have sorted out your priorities 
right. And those who continue to get hurt because you want to assert 
your own opinions should be disregarded as the less mature ones who 
can't handle the fact that you are self-sufficient now.  
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But if you would have created a private bubble of fantasy where you 
live oblivious to the needs of those around you, it is not mature. When 
you change you have to pass through the phase of transition where you 
change from your old self into a new and reformed self, forming new 
strategies and learning to interact with others and encourage them to 
lay the foundation for healthy human relationships. 
You should also avoid reprimanding yourself about past failures and 
disappointments. This is a way of looking negatively at your inner 
potentials and constantly apologizing to yourself for failures that you 
no longer have the power to undo. This will lead to a sense of self-
diminishment which will throw your life into the wrong direction. So 
always adopt an approach in life where you are constantly moving 
forward. Missed opportunities should not be a reason for perpetual 
remorse. Instead they should be considered as a lesson to build upon 
and improve upon while making decisions in the future. 
Most of the time decisions in our life revolve around rules that have 
been programmed in our system by views of our teachers, parents or 
other mentors that we wish to please. This leaves very little room for 
developing individuality. When you are using terms like 'should' or 
'shouldn't' to make everyday decisions, you are in fact being bound by 
these rules. Many rules are rooted in traditions handed down 
generations and they may have ceased to have much relevance in the 
modern world. You have to learn to move beyond them and instil the 
courage to break through cultural barriers and posses a mind of your 
own. Learn to question these rules, traditions and the culture that 
dictates them. Every time you feel the compulsive urge to bow before 
a baseless rule, ask yourself 'why' or 'why not?'. This way of thinking 
will provide you a whole new perspective to look at life and the 
situations that befall you. 


 


Living a life where you constantly keep saying 'yes' to others in order 
to please them leaves you with very little opportunity to seek 
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opportunities that benefit you. Learn to use the word 'no' more often if 
a certain circumstance does not prove to be in your favour. If you find 
that developments around you in the society are not in tune with your 
inner self, then you should leave the exit door open. Don't let social 
stigmas or dictums hold you back and learn to get acquainted with the 
feeling of fulfilling what you feel like doing.  
While you are in the process of making changes in your life that 
involve saying 'no' more often, you should also avail opportunities that 
require you to say yes and show acceptance in situations that suit your 
requirements of growth. You have to define the exact requirements 
from situations that will make you say 'yes'. Situations which involve 
false expectations, useless diversions and excessive demands from 
others are examples where you will use the phrase 'no' more often. 
These circumstances give you a sense of being trapped or forced to 
oblige and are therefore not fruitful for your life. But situations where 
you feel happy and content are instances where you should say 'yes' as 
they would work in your favour. 
Finally the last step towards managing your own life and the most 
important one is never putting your life completely in the hands of 
others. It is understandable that we require a certain amount of advice, 
encouragement, support and assistance from others but this should 
only be utilized as a method of strengthening your self-support. 
Having a shoulder to lean on is always comforting but use this help to 
stand on your own feet and take charge of your life. A good therapist 
does not manage his patient's life. Instead he closely observes and acts 
like a catalyst while the patient discovers the ways to bring a positive 
change in his life. We live in this world where we have to seek help 
from those who know more than us about certain matters like teachers, 
doctors or pilots. But we must always remember that the ultimate 
control of our life should rest in our hands. Let's consider the example 
of a man who is told by a doctor that he needs an operation for gall 
bladder stones. Instead of leaving life's decisions in the surgeon's 
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hands just because he possesses superior knowledge, this man does 
some research and takes a second opinion from other surgeons who 
inform him that his condition is relatively benign and it does not 
require mandatory surgical treatment. Then he makes a decision based 
on his own common sense and makes the choice of not opting for the 
operation.  
Self-management development requires a substantial amount of self 
control. This should not be misinterpreted as holding back things to 
exert control over your wants. A person who follows certain preset 
patterns and who is fearful of trying new things is not effectively 
managing his life. You have no control over circumstances or 
disappointments but you can have a control over how you wish to lead 
your own life. With self-management you discover a new direction in 
life and the freedom to achieve anything that lies within the limits of 
possibility. 
However a person who tries to mould into the social norms and 
changes his life's choices and wishes based on circumstances or other 
people's opinions is exerting negative control over his life. A person 
may walk into a sushi bar and order everything that is on the first page 
of the menu. However a person who has positive control over his life 
will think objectively and make a rational choice based on why or why 
not he should eat a certain item on the menu. He will not be nagged by 
thoughts like, "It is raining, I should take the bus and not walk home" 
or "Its 9:30 and I must go to bed". The person who has positively 
controlled his life will know how to not get bound by circumstance. 
He leaves his life in a free space where he has the power to exercise 
flexibility over his decisions based on his personal views. So when 
things don't go as expected for him he will know how to carve out a 
new plan and bend the circumstances in his favour. 
Once we effectively learn to manage our self, we will have a clear 
view of our wants and choices for our life. This knowledge will instil a 
sense of security. The person who manages his life based on his own 
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decisions also enjoys the tolerance for a higher level of ambiguity, and 
uncertainty which will enable him to deal with anxiety and conflict 
more effectively. He will be more confident in unfamiliar situations. 
They will have a better tomorrow because they have learning to break 
free of the chains that bound them to social dictums. They will have 
the power of self-belief which will take them to places that they are 
unfamiliar with before. Every time they question themselves about a 
certain decision this self-belief is heightened. So self-management 
teaches you the meaning of how to have a more complete sense of 
self-image and self-competence eventually. 


!
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" You see, idealism 
detached from action is 


just a dream. But 
idealism allied with 


pragmatism, with rolling 
up your sleeves and 


making the world bend a 
bit, is very exciting. It's 


very real. It's very 
strong."  ---Bono 


 
!
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Chapter-14 
Using Your Options the Right Way 
 
All of us have grown up hearing quotes such as "What goes around, 
comes back around", "you reap what you sow", "you get what you 
deserve", and countless others hat stress on the fact that what you do 
in life is a reflection of what you will get out of it. Like many other 
things that we are taught as kids, we tend to forget these words of 
wisdom as we grow up and try to lead our life by our own self-
declared policies. We justify these policies by using terms such as 
'realism', and 'practicality'. The truth of the matter is that there is more 
realism in those words we were taught as kids than there is in all these 
guidelines for life that we formulate as we go through life without any 
real sense of direction.  
Life is all about give and take. In order to achieve something, you 
must first give something up. Those who believe that life will be all 
good or all bad for them are greatly mistaken. However the things that 
you choose to gain and the things that you choose to lose are 
completely up to you. You must be wondering that surely this does not 
apply to all transactions in life. The truth of the matter is that it does 
and I will use an example to illustrate my point here.  
Suppose that you are an alcohol addict. In this situation, you have two 
options: either you can choose to stay in this state of addiction or you 
can choose to fight it by enrolling yourself in a rehabilitation center. 
From a bird's eye point of view, a reader may argue that the two paths 
are distinct and one is a source of gain for the addict while the other 
will be a loss. You will need to look at the matter from a deeper 
perspective to truly understand the situation. 
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Now suppose that the alcohol addict decides to go to recovery. In this 
state, what does he have to gain and lose? He will go back to leading a 
normal life that is characterized by a good family, a respectable source 
of income, and happiness. That seems like all gain right? Well that's 
not really the case. The addict will have to go through a long and 
painful routine in order to get back on track. This will be characterized 
by extreme withdrawal symptoms and physical and mental 
predicaments. Now when you think about it, the addict would have to 
pay a price for attaining the charms of a normal life.  
What if he decides to stay in his present situation? Well this will be a 
gain and loss scenario as well. In order to stay in his current state of 
peaceful intoxication, the alcoholic would have to give up his dreams 
of living a normal life. He won't have to go through the arduous 
process of recovery but he will have to pay with it through other losses 
in his life. As you can see, in either case the addict will have to give 
something up to gain something.  
Our part comes in when we decide what we should give up in order to 
gain success in our lives. Now the addict could go in either direction 
but the first direction seems like the more sensible choice which will 
consist of instant price and long term returns whereas the latter would 
have instant satisfaction but long term failure. As humans, we have to 
decide which resources we should exhaust to gain something out of 
life.  
 
Most religious preachers who have little experience of how things 
work in the real world appease those who are suffering by telling them 
that those who are suffering right now will get their reward in the 
hereafter whereas the successful ones in the world will be reduced to 
conditions of abject misfortune.  
Although these statements serve as a ray of hope for many who are 
suffering at the hands of destitution and disease, there is a certain 
aspect of this viewpoint that is wrong. Those who are successful in 
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this world pay the price for it in this world. You probably know that 
most businessmen are workaholics and they spend little time with their 
friends and family. For them, success in business is paid off by less 
time for family and friends. The religious discussion regarding this 
concept should focus on what is morally good and bad instead of 
focusing on who is successful and who is not.  
Even though we all know that we have to pay a price for everything 
that we gain, mankind is still obsessed with the thought of scoring 
some 'freebies'. People all over the world dedicate a lot of effort to 
finding ways to pluck the rose without getting in contact with the 
thorns. This is a truly effortless exercise and sooner or later, the price 
of a certain goal or aims becomes evident. In this universe, everything 
is created in pairs: there is matter and anti-matter, energy and exergy 
[my own invention], man and woman, tit for tat, etc. This means that 
you cannot carry out an isolated act. Anything that you WISH to do is 
accompanied by something that you HAVE to do. The sooner we 
grasp our mind around this concept, the better.  
In order to lead a truly prosperous life that consists of gains that truly 
mean something to you here are a few things that you should keep in 
mind. Firstly, whenever you take something from life, pay your debt. 
We have established that there is no point in going after a method to 
get only the good parts of a deal. Therefore it would be in your best 
interest if you face your debt on a regular basis instead of letting it 
accumulate. You will have to pay it somehow anyway. Why not in 
some reasonable chunks, instead of a large share by the end up the day 
that will break your back? 
Another thing you should keep in mind is that you should try to give 
your best to anything and everything. You will only get the best if you 
give the best. If you put in a mediocre input than you will in turn get a 
mediocre output as well. In fact, this is one of the most pressing 
problems of contemporary times. In our efforts to contribute as little as 
possible, we have gotten used to the mediocre results that such menial 
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efforts entail. We have made peace with these low returns and we try 
to drag others into this nameless swarm of faceless people who have 
no sign of individuality and self-recognition.  
If someone works hard, we ridicule that person so much that we end of 
swallowing him and subjecting him to our pit of mediocrity and 
misery. A man who wishes for true success knows that the path of 
success is not easy and he does everything in his power to make it 
through to the other side. If you want to use the options that life has 
bestowed you with wisely, you should join this league to hard 
workers.  
Remember that for any strength that we have, there is a weakness. 
This is so that the harmony of the universe is maintained. We should 
therefore learn to accept our weaknesses as readily as we accept our 
strengths. It is only in such a condition, that we will be able to truly 
rise above anything that comes in our path of success. We should try 
to understand the fact that our strength is someone else's weakness and 
vice versa.  
Therefore, human beings are never short of something to offer and 
something to buy. This is the precise principle that has maintained this 
world over the course of centuries and will continue to run the world 
for centuries to come. There should be no points of stagnancy. A 
man's life should be characterized by this constant process of give and 
take, which should only stop with the grave. Therefore, it would 
suffice to say that a man who does not endeavor to gain something is 
simply a man without life. 
! !
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"Slow down and 
enjoy life. It's not 


only the scenery you 
miss by going to fast 
- you also miss the 
sense of where you 


are going and why."   
---Eddie Cantor 


!
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Chapter-15 
Enjoying Everything That Life Has To Offer 


 
Most of us tend to think that our journey ends with success. We think 
that there is a hiatus in our lives after achieving success and a life 
marked by hard work can only be resumed with a further goal. 
However, this isn't so. The journey towards success is only a part of 
the entire 'success experience'. What you do after you reach your 
destination is an altogether different thing and in this chapter I will 
elaborate on that. It is easy to anticipate you goals and rush after them 
because there is a factor that keeps you focused on them. Once you 
have attained your goals, you have to enjoy and reap the rewards in 
the best possible manner. Otherwise, you will be end up feeling that 
you did everything in vain. You success will lose its meaning if it isn't 
utilized in the best possible manner. Therefore, making the most out of 
your success isn't only an enjoyable option; it is something that you 
owe to yourself because of all the hard work that you have put in.  
In order to keep on enjoying your life, you have to keep the element of 
romance alive in your life. Without it, your existence will be reduced 
to a monotonous routine that is characterized by dead hopes and a gray 
landscape. You will grow old before your time and your spirit will 
start tiring. It is important to keep your life filled with meaningful 
activities and people. Such things motivate you towards life and make 
you wish for more time and a longer living. If you get up in the 
morning and are overcome by the desire to tuck your head back in 
because there is nothing to look forward to, you need to change your 
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attitude towards your life. Your life should be bursting with so much 
excitement that every hour that you spend sleeping should seem like 
an hour wasted. You should look forward to every day like it is cause 
for celebration.  
Many of us let our lives deteriorate when we achieve our goals. We 
think that this occurs because of external factors but it isn't so. We are 
responsible for everything that happens in our lives and we have the 
ability to take our life in any direction we want. I have seen many 
couples whose marriages started off with deep love and passion but 
were reduced to merely compromise and routine with time. Similarly, 
I have seen people who were literally crazy about their career choice 
initially but time reduced their work life to merely a means of making 
money. Why does this happen? This happens when we stop putting 
effort in the successes that we achieve. Merely succeeding is not 
enough; one has to put in diligent and consistent effort to keep the 
flame of success alive. This sense of contributing to a cause you keeps 
you attached to the cause and you feel like you are a part of something 
constructive.  
Those who let monotony and dreariness take over look for other ways 
of engaging themselves and finding relief. The choices that these 
people make are fickle in nature and only offer a temporary solution to 
the problem at hand. Some people find temporary solace in material 
things. They hope to find the solution to their life's dreariness in things 
such as money, luxury, and riches. That is the main reason why house 
wives usually become shopaholics; the lack of something substantial 
and concrete in their lives turns them to fill up the gaping void in their 
lives with material possessions. 
Others try to find solace in activities that are sources of temporary 
pleasure. These mostly include activities that are looked down upon. 
Men, who take on a mistress or engage in an extramarital affair, do so 
because they don't have anything to look forward to at home. Many 
people let go off their ideals and restraints because they confuse their 
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feelings of monotony and dullness with captivity. They hope that by 
letting go off all inhibitions, they will be able to feel free, which 
would in turn enable them to enjoy life. What they don't understand is 
that these are just temporary distractions. At the back of their mind, 
they know that they will eventually have to return to their current 
position. So, the ultimate cure lies in correcting your current sate in 
life and trying to make the most out of what you have got.  
Now the question arises that what exactly we are doing wrong that is 
causing so many problems in our lives? For starters, our life has 
become too fast due to which we don't really have time to actually live 
life the way it should be lived and enjoy it as it should be enjoyed. We 
are all caught up in the rat race of doing more and more things to fill 
up our lives. We think that our lives should be filled to the brim with 
events, ranging from corporate ones such as business meetings to 
social parties. What we fail to realize is that life is not found in such 
places. It is found in taking a break from routine and having a close 
look at yourself and your surroundings. Our world is full of wonderful 
and interesting things and it is our job to slow down and enjoy them as 
much as possible. Instead of taking your car to work, take the bus. 
Observe the people around you. You'll find some extremely 
interesting people this way. Life isn't about complications. It is about 
finding the joy in small and simple things. As long as you remember 
that, nothing can stop you from enjoying your time on this planet.  
You should learn to take life in an easy stride. Due to the pressures of 
making more and money and succeeding at everything we do, we have 
become obsessed with perfection. We never give ourselves a break 
and are ready to beat ourselves as hard as possible over the simplest of 
goals. We need to realize that life isn't about that. Life is about 
cherishing and enjoying everything that you have got. It is all about 
being content. A poor farmer who is content with his day's earnings is 
far better off than a billionaire who isn't satisfied with what he has got 
and is obsessed with making more and more money.  
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We have to give our soul some time. We should learn to engage in fun 
and spiritual activities and topics. These include art, music, nature, 
religion, etc. Due to the hustle bustle of life, we tend to think that 
these subjects are for those who have free time on their hands. We 
need to realize that these are very important for our personal growth as 
they provide food for out thought. This doesn’t mean that a lazy man 
is better than a hardworking one. The only thing that a lazy man 
deserves is pity. What you need to realize is that your life should be 
balanced with all the elements of happiness and success.  
 
 
You may think that you don't need any of the things mentioned above. 
You'll probably come up with a million reasons to justify the 
importance of your obsession with trivial details of life. In the long 
run, you will realize that such measures end up starving your soul. As 
a result, there is a possibility that you will break down at some point in 
your life. At that point, all the supposed success that you have 
achieved won't mean anything and you'll yearn for simple things like a 
game of Frisbee with your kids, a good talk with your parents or a 
romantic evening with your life. You need to fulfill the needs of your 
spiritual self as well. Otherwise, you will end up being a failure no 
matter how hard you try at succeeding in life.  
Making friends who understand you and are there for you is possibly 
the best way to enjoy life. No man is an island and we all need people 
that we can laugh and cry with and a true friend provides us with 
precisely that. Most of us consider people a speed breaker in our rat 
race towards false notions of success. This is an incorrect way of 
pursuing people. Learn to make new and interesting friends. Have a 
good time with them and share your life with them. Your life will 
automatically become more beautiful. Don't deprive yourself off any 
of these things. Enjoy life as much as possible and include everything 
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that makes you happy. Only then will you be able to enjoy your life 
and your success.  
!
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Children should have 
enough freedom to be 


themselves - once 
they've learned  


the rules."  
---Anna Quindlen 


!
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Chapter-16 
Let Your Children Find Their Own Route To Success 
 
Being a parent is an extremely difficult task. The act of raising 
children right is perhaps one of the hardest tasks on this planet. That is 
probably why any and every parent complains about this duty at least 
once during their lifetime. Usually, parents love their children more 
than any other relation in the world and this is the driving force that 
keeps them contributing more and more. However, sometimes these 
very same feelings become too overbearing for the children. Yes, you 
love your children loads, but that doesn't in any way mean that you 
have the right to do anything you want and justify your act by saying 
"I love you and this is for your own good". Parenting is a difficult task 
not only because of the things you have to do but also because of the 
things that you should restrain yourself from doing.  
It is important to indulge for just the right amount in your children's 
life. This is perhaps one of the most crucial elements of parenting. If 
you care too much or care too little about what your child is doing, 
you are wrong. Such an attitude will push your child towards failure. 
Most parents have the tendency to go a little over board with the 'care 
factor'. They become obsessed with the duty of perfecting each and 
every sphere of their children's life, whether it is a question of studies, 
health, clothing, extracurricular activities, or etiquettes. This usually 
happens when the parents themselves have some unfulfilled desires 
and they wish to see their unfulfilled aspirations realized by their 
children. 
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I will share an example here to illustrate my point. My father's friend 
wanted to be an architect, but couldn't become one due to family 
constraint while he was growing up. He was still obsessed with the 
profession though and when his son was born, he became a target of 
this obsession. As soon as he was born, his father looked lovingly at 
him and said, "My son is going to realize my dream and is going to 
become an architect when he grows up". Imagine the kind of pressure 
that was placed on the little boy when he didn't even know what his 
name was. As the boy grew up, his father's obsession remained and he 
pushed him towards the profession. The boy was under so much 
pressure because of this obsessive behavior that he didn't even bother 
pondering over what he wanted out of life and that got him into 
trouble later on. He got into a good architectural college but couldn't 
succeed because inherently he didn’t have the aptitude to study 
architecture. This is the kind of pressure that we put onto our children 
and this eventually drives them towards failure.  
It is absolutely important to let children find their own thing. They 
should wonder about what interests them and should base their 
decisions on their own personal desires, rather than the desires of their 
parents. Yes, you have to be there for them every step of the day but 
your role will be only to guide them; not make their decisions for 
them. We are all humans and our emotions lead to errors in judgment. 
As parents, we tend to forget this fact at times and start acting like 
God when it comes to our children's life.  
 
Some parents aspire to see their children as successful. This is a 
positive attitude but sometimes when they want each and every thing 
that a child does to be perfect, it becomes overbearing for the children. 
Most of us aspire to see our children at a better place than ourselves. 
We want them to have all the success in the world and we tend to 
think that if we apply the right amount of pressure, our children will 
be able to achieve everything in life. This attitude is very wrong as it 
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overburdens the child. Your children love you and they probably want 
to see you happy. Therefore, your slightest frown upon seeing a B 
grade instead of an A may upset them. You need to realize that your 
children are flawed like you are. No amount of effort that you put in 
can turn your child into a math genius, a flawless painter, or an 
excellent violinist. Your kid will always perform in accordance with 
his or her strengths and weaknesses and you need to accept that fact. 
After I passed my Advanced Levels, I was declared the class 
valedictorian. During our convocation, an incident took place that 
made me realize the amount of pressure that parents these days put on 
children in order to drive them towards success. After I had given my 
valedictorian speech, a woman came up to me and was almost near 
tears. I was naturally concerned. She congratulated me and asked me 
how I had managed to score straight A grades. She then told me that 
her son studies with me and he has always done everything right, yet 
his result hasn't been satisfactory. I naturally assumed that her son 
must not have studied enough and asked her how much time her son 
allotted to his studies per day. Upon this, she told me that he used to 
go to school, followed by tuition centers, and a home study plan. I was 
shocked because I had never studied so much per day my entire life! I 
asked her what her son's result had been to which she sheepishly 
replied "3 A grades and 2 B grades". This was an excellent result and I 
was amazed at the woman who thought so little of her son who had 
achieved so much. Such parents set the bar too high for their children 
due to which they end up developing a sense of inferiority in their 
children, who are in reality capable of achieving a lot. These feelings 
inevitably drive them towards failure.  
The reason why most parents become so unreasonable is that they 
forget what it's like to be a child. None of us were perfect when we 
were growing up, then why should we expect our children to be 
perfect? All of us made our due share of mistakes and have witnessed 
many failures. Our children should have to right to experience these as 
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well. You liked chocolate when you were growing up didn't you? 
Then why do you expect your child to be happy with fruits instead of 
chocolate? In our efforts to make our children the epitomes of 
perfection, we have forgotten what it's like when you are young. 
Retrieve that feeling and you will be able to connect with your 
children more. Parenting isn't about being reasonable and thinking that 
your child knows nothing about life. Rather, it is about guiding your 
children along the path that they choose for themselves. Accept their 
weaknesses and praise their strengths. If they do something wrong, 
scold them but try to understand their position as well.  
 
 
Many parents who attach unrealistic hopes with their children have 
ulterior subconscious motives. They probably aren’t aware of this fact 
themselves either. Ask any parent why they don't want their children 
to make mistakes and they will tell you that it is because they don't 
want them to get hurt. Yes, it could be one reason but is that the only 
reason? The truth of the matter is that we see our reflection in our 
children, due to which we want them to be a source of pride for us. 
Ask a parent why he or she wants their child to excel at everything the 
child touches and they'll tell you that it's because they want them to 
have a secure future. In reality, it is because they want to boast their 
achievements in front of their friends, family, and acquaintances. They 
want everyone to look at their children and marvel them because of 
their perfection.  
Very few of us will ever accept this fact, but it is sadly true. One of the 
main reasons that we want our children to be perfect is that we want to 
collect praises and looks of envy from our peers. We need to realize 
the fact that our children aren't ornaments that are designed to make us 
look better. They are human beings and they have every right to be 
treated with respect and dignity. How would you feel if someone 
badgered you just to look good in front of others? Unpleasant, right? 
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Well then, that's probably how your children feel as well. So next 
time, you push your child incessantly towards a menial goal, think 
about the reasons behind your actions. You don't have to tell anyone 
what you discovered. The important thing is to think about these 
things and realize the consequences.  
You can probably come up with a million reasons to justify your 
actions in front of others and yourself but all those reasons aren't 
going to take you anywhere. You can lie to yourself all you want, but 
you will still be pushing your child towards failure. Once that is done, 
there is no coming back. You won't be able to undo you actions then 
so it is in your child's best interest that you start thinking about your 
actions.  
Always try to be there for your children. The bond between parents 
and children is so strong that even when the whole world turns against 
you, you expect your parents to be there for you. However, if you 
continue with your incessant indulging and pushing in your child's 
life, this bond is bound to get ruptured. I have come across many 
people who have left their parents because of work, marriage and 
other such factors. Sometimes, the need is spiritual but at others it is 
just an attempt to get away from the two people that you are supposed 
to love the most in this world. Yes, children make up excuses such as 
work and careers. Think about it though; if they had loved their 
parents enough, they would've been on top of their priority list and 
they would've settled down for a career or work option closer to home. 
It sounds horrible, but this is what we do to our children at times. We 
push them so much towards our goals, that we end up pushing them 
away from ourselves.  
 
 
 
Let your children make their own mistakes. Yes they will get hurt at 
times but you have to let them experience in order to make them get 
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something out of it and tread towards success. Hold on to them when 
necessary, but learn to let go as well. Be there for them when they 
need you but let them be alone for sometime as well.  
Also, remember that each child is different and one's strength could be 
another's weakness. There shouldn't be any favorites among children. 
You should try to love all of them equally and learn to appreciate their 
talents, even if you can't understand them. Such an attitude will instill 
a sense of self confidence in your children which will eventually drive 
them towards success. They will realize that with your help, it's alright 
to dream. Be there for them, and they will be there for you when you'll 
need them. Understand them and they will understand you when no 
one will.  
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"Successful-people-make-
money.-It's-not-that-people-
who-make-money-become-


successful,-but-that-
successful-people-attract-
money.-They-bring-success-
to-what-they-do."---BBBWayne-Dyer-
-
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Chapter-17!
Maintaining Your Success  


!


Success is probably one of the most sought after terms on the face of 
this planet. We all associate this term with images of grandeur and 
riches. Yes, success gives us all that, but the concept of success is 
much beyond this limited view. Success is anything that you want to 
achieve, whether it's a new pen or a new car. It defines the 
achievement of any goals that you set for yourself. You must 
remember that you can succeed at anything you put your mind to.  
If you want something bad enough, you can obtain it through your 
inherent talents and hard work. However, it is important to realize that 
the object of your success must be a source of happiness for you. If it 
isn't so than you have probably tried to run after a dream which wasn't 
yours in the first place. In order to keep the flame of success burning, 
it is important to tune success with happiness. Success without 
happiness has little meaning, and you won't be able to put up the show 
of satisfaction much longer if you don't manage to find joy in your 
current state.  
In contemporary times, we have twisted the concept of success to such 
an extent that we have begun to confuse it with what has termed as 
'mediocrity' in earlier times. These days, the only thing we lay stress 
upon is doing things the easier way.  
Pick up a newspaper and you'll find countless examples which will 
validate this assertion. It will be full of advertisements such as "Lose 
all your body weight without any exercise in just 10 days", "Visit your 
dream location by simply filling out this form", "Learn the secrets of 
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scoring without studying", etc. It seems like all those good qualities 
which were stressed upon in earlier times have now become 
burdensome. In earlier times, people used to work hard to achieve 
their success, and this arduous journey made the end reward all the 
more enjoyable. Nowadays, we are only concerned with bagging 
success as soon as possible and barely ever care about the quality of 
the fruit that we get by the end of the day.  
Laziness has taken its toll on us and most of us think that success lies 
in achieving something by putting in the least amount of effort. If we 
see a person working hard to achieve his or her goals, we immediately 
start ridiculing and isolating him due to which that person leaves the 
league of the true heroes of yesterday and joins the class of 
underachievers. In this way, along with not engaging in any hard work 
ourselves, we tend to discourage it as well. This has had a direct 
impact on the quality of our lives. Since we don't put in any effort in 
our endeavors, we don't enjoy the gains much either and are never 
really satisfied. That is precisely why modern life is characterized by 
so much unrest and unhappiness.  
Although we have settled down for mediocrity, we still hope for the 
stars. Any student, whether he studies or not wishes for an A grade. If 
he gets that grade, he would never exchange it for the grade that he 
actually deserves on account of his poor performance. Similarly, many 
of us look down upon wealth and claim to give more worth to 
spirituality but we would never spurn any riches that come our way.  
We all have the same goals that our ancestors had but what really 
differentiates us from them is the will to put in our best efforts and 
reap what we have sown. We have let laziness take over our lives, 
which in turn prevents us from working hard. Since we cannot put in 
the effort required to achieve what we truly want, we claim that our 
goals and preferences have shifted.  
Moreover, we have forgotten the fact that success doesn’t necessarily 
mean money and riches. Many of us have started associating success 
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with purely these entities due to which we have started viewing 
success as an unhealthy concept.  
However, as pointed out in the beginning, success is way beyond that. 
For some, it may mean riches, but for others, it may mean something 
else. Explaining a hard concept to a class full of students could mean 
success for a teacher; for a preacher, success could be getting an 
unbeliever to believe in God. Success comes in many forms, and the 
form that translates into happiness for us is our definition of success.  
It is important to realize that this kind of living is very unhealthy. Our 
lives should have a goal and a sense of purpose. Without it, we will 
never be able to amount to much and will be reduced to a swarm of 
bugs, in which one bug cannot be distinguished from another. We will 
lose our individuality and our lives will simply be limited to counting 
the days as they go by. A sense of purpose is very important in making 
us feel alive. If we don't incorporate the concept of success in our 
lives, we will never be able to live fully. It is important to work hard 
and feel tired by the end of the day. It is an indication of the fact that 
you were good for something today. It reflects the fact that your 
efforts meant something. Otherwise there is no difference between the 
exalted human being and a common animal that primarily focuses of 
eating and sleeping.  
Such a feeling of being alive may only be achieved through virtue. 
Without virtue and effort, our success won't mean much to us because 
subconsciously we will know that it isn't our doing. I will elaborate on 
my point here with the help of an example. Before you started 
working and were relying on your parents, for how long did you 
cherish anything that your parents gave you.  
Whether it was a new cell phone or a new pair of branded shoes, the 
object may have brought a wide grin on your face at first but it 
would've lost its in some time. I'm sure that you probably started 
eyeing a newer version of the cell phone of shoes a few weeks after 
your parents gave you the item. As soon as you start earning and 
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buying from your own pocket, things not only seem pricier but more 
valuable too. The smallest of things carry more meaning because you 
have earned your possessions. This is the value of hard work and 
virtue. Without these essentials, success loses its meaning because it 
doesn't have the power to deliver satisfaction.  
Now that you know what truly keeps the concept of success alive, you 
need to incorporate these concepts in your life. You need to define 
your own path of success first which is in tune with your personal 
aspirations. Once you have decided on your goals, work hard to 
achieve them. As pointed out above, the world isn't what it used to be 
and you'll find many people who will ridicule you for striving for your 
goals.  
They will even offer you short cuts for obtaining your end results and 
will try to misguide you from your virtuous path. However, you 
should be wise enough to understand that these people want you to get 
lost in the sea of mediocrity that they are a part of. 
Once you have achieved your goal, cherish it. This will come 
automatically if you have put in the due effort that true success 
requires. Remember that this isn't the end. You can keep on setting 
and achieving goals till you grave.  
A life that has been dedicated to purpose is a life well spent. Once you 
have achieved a goal, set a new one and get on board to participate in 
a new journey that includes excitement, virtue, hard work, and 
rewards at the end of the day. This is how you can maintain success 
throughout your life.   
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"Progress always 
involves risk; you can't 
steal second base and 


keep your foot on first." 
---Frederick Wilcox 
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Chapter-18 
Taking Risks 


Does it hurt you to be in your situation recessively - without any 
special events that befall you? Do things emotionally charge you 
concurrently within the cyclical runs and loops of your daily life? If it 
does, then let me congratulate you; for you are still alive and 
disruptive. Feeling that you will always need within yourself - to 
survive, conquer and beat the existential angst that comes with life. 
Cherish the ‘uncomfortable’ zones in your life for they are the starting 
points of everything new and great. 
Ever questioned that despite having the burning need to change your 
situation you don’t. Yes I said it. You don’t and not can’t – because 
you can. It is as easy as taking risks. Risk is a beautiful thing – it 
defines you what you are and what you aren’t. How great a thing it is 
to take risks early in life and experience all sorts of unsheltered 
realties.  For someone who has not taken risks in life has not 
discovered himself, let alone the world and how its dwellers operate. 
Aversion to risk is cowardice and it is tragic. Failing to take risks lead 
to regrets and mulling over ‘situation’ – even more so. Why? See, the 
world is ever more practical and even more scientific than the day 
before. Even in all of its art and beauty it is mathematical and what 
you sow is what you reap – add to it the litigious nature of time - a 
vengeful bitch. Time and risk have a close relationship and it says to 
learn and move on from things that bind you to your constants and to 
not wait for the future. Futility of hanging on has affected many in the 
world and results have been largely distressing. You become an 
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encumbrance and considered frail. Frail are pitied and often have little 
time and place in this world.   
Risk involves being open to a world of ideas and the ability to absorb 
multifarious things. You are expected to keep your egos and tags at 
bay as they limit you from being what your true potential demands of 
you. Habit is the enemy of change. It makes you feel gratified but is 
limited by time. Habits consequently transform into misery. Misery 
begets depression and failures. In order to thwart misery you need 
change which entails stress and tension.  Are you afraid of tensions 
and stresses? Don’t be - since as opposed to the popular opinion it is 
good for the mind if taken in well-adjusted morsels. It’s a gamble and 
an art. Master it and you have crossed the bridge of life dotted with 
distractions and unrighteousness. Humans are designed to take stress 
otherwise our minds become dormant and dark. Feelings of 
masochism take over with the feeling of utter uselessness where we 
are left to face only the unchallenging - and that is a defeatist way of 
living. Overdo it and you spaz out or end up taking chunks of years off 
your health chart. 


To never get hurt, to never feel lonely, to never feel pain is a rebelling 
thought and sometimes things are better conformed to. People stave 
off taking chances and fill these gaps, to brim-capacities, with the 
material world. Materialism only germinates turbulence within. These 
storms cannot be quenched with brocade dresses, profligate foods, 
binging and slogging through life with responsibilities shrugged. The 
notion is to find what stresses and risks fit you best. 
Risk means adapting to change which occasions that for every new 
thing you are going to be questioned. Questioning enables you to 
discover and answer other variants of enquiries that would generally 
be considered exploitive. These lead to unerring fundamentals that you 
set for yourself and experiences that you delimit yourself into- the 
frame of reference you attribute and / or allude to during the course of 
your life. If you don’t take risks you can’t experiment with yourself 
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and a naiveté is of no consequence – an epitome of an un-remarkably 
feeble object. Once you define yourself with the help of risks you 
come to know about yourself. Half your life is about defining yourself 
as life itself is a constant battle of finding meaning and truth.  
Risk cures monotony and boredom. Legacy of fear is common and no 
one wants to be associated to be the ‘run of the mill’.   Fear is tied up 
with mediocrity; break it and you can stop slaving your life away. 
Stop being a tool of someone else’s vision and realize the futility of 
being a cog in perfectly oiled machinery. 
In one of his many satirical videos, Charley Chaplin caricatured 
modern life of humans and dependence on systems post industrial 
revolution where the worth of humans has become dreams of 
machines. Where the world has managed to main stream the minds of 
mankind  to pre-set standards and marginalize them – numbed to the 
extent where most now just go through the motions and fail to realize 
being taken advantage on daily basis. 
Another word for risk can be courage and it makes you transcend 
above day to day existence and when you do find a vocation, a job, an 
exercise that is so immersive that you cannot falter or question it, the 
fulfillment comes through. What is required is to give it a fair chance. 
A deserving time and let it season. Feelings of being swept away are 
secondary and not a primary concern and you never wait for it.  
Waiting is inconsequential and however clichéd it is to be ‘proactive’, 
as evidenced in the business world, is essential. 
Another way of living is to surrender all control as the highest form of 
control is to surrender all of it. It is like riding a bicycle. If we struggle 
and keep stiffly directing our hands and legs for control we fall down. 
The commandments distract us. You can’t prove it, you can’t possess 
it but you can be a part of it. Be part of the system, let go and then 
emerge. Surrender being in charge, surrender your identity and be a 
part of the bicycle. Take the risk of forgetting yourself, what we are 
and what has been –stop taking yourself so damn seriously. Part of the 
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process is to believe in risk. Unless you have in your life experienced 
the ability to let go, failed, despite your complete technical mastery – 
you flow. World gives a fair chance to everybody to learn the basics of 
things. How creative one gets with the finite elements and their 
integration is a self-effort and a function of energy, the reservoir that 
feeds and lets you persist. 
Failure and the finality of being a ‘loser’ have disturbed many and 
hence many circumvent it by never taking responsibility. If you let 
your success and self –respect define through results and  
achievements you are going to lose every whim of chance. Winning 
isn’t everything – trying is. To say otherwise is a societal value and 
misconstrued way of life. Creativity is fraught with failures; are they 
not praised for their efforts? Success is not a guarantee, who measures 
its value, who is its audience, how is it perceived and what if there was 
a different crowd or absence of one to assess it. Life is a sum of 
interchangeable experiences and features. You keep trying until your 
last breadth and that is what is expected from an honest man – yes, till 
the very end. 
Let us talk about distractions now – life of other people who surround 
you. A new arising phenomenon is of social interactions. Nobody’s 
face, a self -painted portrayal of themselves– a fake front can tell you 
about their life. Dive into reality, make amends with responsibility and 
you will know the truth. Haven’t you seen the agony, and sudden 
demise of people who rose to fame and superstars whose success 
ended ephemerally? You play first but in the end you play for the 
audience of one. 
Self-perceived unattainable goals stems from cowardice and that is the 
inability to take risks. Don’t wait for guaranteed formulas and tricks. 
Come in to the light and fight.  Courage to love, flow, change and 
grow is a human condition of success. Take a risk and be true to 
yourself. 
!!
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"Nothing can stop the 
man with the right 


mental attitude from 
achieving his goal; 


nothing on earth can 
help the man with the 


wrong mental attitude." 
---Thomas Jefferson 
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Chapter-19 
Pave Your Way To Success 
 
Have you ever asked yourself the question of why you are doing a 
particular thing? Have you observed people around you running on 
their toes to get their duties done, but only in a robotic manner? The 
truth is that many amongst us do not think of their actions in long 
term. The correct way to describe this would be 'setting goals'. We 
carry on our jobs, our duties towards family and friends; however 
many do all these without the aim of getting to a pre-set goal. I am not 
saying that everything in life needs to be planned. Being spontaneous 
adds the color to life. However working in life to achieve the purpose 
of your existence truly lets you to your success.  
There is yet another group of people who mark 'goals' with money. 
When paychecks aren’t huge enough they stop planning things to be 
done in life. The reality is very opposite. Common man perceives 
things from a very limited thought process. It is sad that schools 
nowadays do not teach our children to plan for goals in life. Whatever 
we do should have a meaning and it should let us pave a way towards 
achieving our goals. Successful people around us begin with an idea in 
mind. Then they plan towards achieving their idea and when they do 
get there, it marks their ultimate success.   
The mere idea of success is relative; however the plan to get to 
success escapes the minds of many. Everyone wants to be successful 
in life, but the way to make to success is what is important. The idea 
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of success and happiness should not only be taught at schools, but 
passed from parents to their children.  
Talking about success being relative, some people mark success by 
their achievements at their careers while some others mark it by their 
accomplishments in keeping their loved ones happy. Success should 
not be focused on only one aspect of life. Happiness and success go 
hand in hand. To be happy you need to be contending in at least eight 
out of ten things going on in your life. The success at one often relates 
to another. 
Take a minute and think of the goals you have set in your life. Do you 
know what you would be doing one year from now? In an interview 
people would outline their future goals in vague answers. The truth is 
that they really do not have plans set in their lives. These people have 
not put in an effort to think through and focus on goals in their lives.  
It is very important to set pragmatic goals for yourself. It would be 
utterly useless to make plans to achieve something which would be 
impossible and then you would end up fretting on the fact that you 
could not be successful. For example I remember an intelligent friend 
of mine planning on aiming for a gold medal at his college after he 
had wasted two semesters initially. Although he aced the remaining 
semesters, it was obvious that the performance in the first two 
semesters would add up to the end result. So he managed to go from a 
thirteenth to the second position in his batch, however he could not top 
the batch. This made him sulky on the graduation day instead of being 
proud of him for the realization and excellent hard work.  
So now the focus would be on thinking straight and with a clear mind 
to end with goals which are meaningful. The foremost thing to do is 
divide your thought process on different working areas. 
To begin with, think about your monetary goals: your travel tours, 
new car, farm house, quality education for children and so on. All 
these are based upon your success at work.  
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The next area to ponder upon would be your family; your relationship 
with your family members i.e. your wife/husband and your children. 
Do you feel connected to your life partner? Can you communicate 
easily with your children? Are you giving your family enough time to 
know what is going on in their lives?  Are you too self absorbed that 
you cannot take our quality time for your loved ones? If you are not 
married then you might look into the idea of finding the right person at 
the right time. Finding the correct life partner is a very important 
aspect of life. You do not need to jump in to it and hurry an important 
decision. Be careful in taking your time and finding that one right 
person who could make your life pleasant.  
Another important aspect of your life is your friend circle. Do you 
interact with your friends often and are aware of their lives? All these 
are some of the important areas of life which keep anyone going. To 
think about how well you do in these areas would truly lead to your 
success. Give every aspect a deep thorough thought because all these 
deserve your attention. Your thought would make you set goals 
regarding every area. Then you can plan on achieving those goals by 
means of ways. The last part would be to act on those plans and get 
what you wanted i.e. success.  
Did any of the above help you to begin thinking about your life? It is 
about time that you sit down and maybe note everything coming to 
your head. Let your imagination drive you to think about what you 
want from all these aspects of life. Set goals for yourself which would 
make you happy.  Think about your career goals, your loved family 
and friends. Decide to carry forward everything on the same scale and 
not just one particular aspect. Dream and make your life colorful.  
You can start your thought process by planning from day to day 
routines. At the end of the end think about how much of what you 
planned did you achieve? What are the things you could have done 
differently to achieve better results. Once you get good with your daily 
schedule planning, increase your horizon of thought procedure. Start 
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making yearly plans. Take out your calendar and mark important dates 
and events. Lay out the things you intend on achieving and make sure 
you plan your calendar accordingly.  Using stationery would be a good 
idea. You could plan on your laptop or use your wall calendar or even 
the yearly planners you find in the book stores. Highlight the dates and 
list down your list of things to do. Along with this make some spaces 
for the golden things achieved and keep ticking off things with every 
passing day.  
As mentioned earlier in the chapter, do not make unrealistic plans. 
You might be very ambitious after reading all of the above and then 
make a plan which would be very hard to achieve. In case you are not 
able to get what you planned out for, you may go into a state of 
depression. So be very pragmatic in setting out your goals.  
The best way to go about it is to take help from the teaching machine. 
The teaching machine makes you start from the easiest of steps and 
then you gradually increase the intensity of your goals but making 
sure you achieve them all. The plan is to first set goals which can be 
achieved easily. Start off slow and make sure you are successful all 
along the way. After a certain period make your goals harder, but your 
constant working towards it will make you strong. They say slow and 
steady wins the race. Well it is true. If you set a task very hard for 
yourself without the proper build up, you are bound to fall back. 
Therefore, plan your goal and then break it into easy steps. Climb up 
the ladder and you before you know it, you would be at the top. But to 
get to the top do not miss your steps or try taking two at a time. You 
might feel that the progress is very slow at some points and you would 
want to rush to the next step. Here you would be wrong. Be sure to 
take it slow so that that persistence would make your end goal steady.  
For example, if you want to lose weight and stick to your new body, it 
would take a considerable time. Going on crash diets would definitely 
make you lose weight faster but you will not be able to stay on the diet 
forever and even gain more weight after you quit. In order to stick to 
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your lost weight, you need a slow and steady plan involving healthy 
eating patterns and easy work our routines. The intensity can be 
increased after each level becomes am routine for you i.e. easy to 
follow.  
If you follow the above and yet with every increasing level you get de-
motivated after sometime, it is time to rethink over your goal. Is it 
even necessary to achieve what you lay out for yourself or are you 
pushing yourself against your limits? Remember never to push 
yourself too hard. This would only have bad consequences in the long 
run. Reset your goal and make new plans if you are not happy. It is not 
a hard and fast rule to stick to what you planned initially.  
Your goal is an ideal and ideals change over time. So be sure to keep 
making new plans for the new goals or changed goals that you set. 
Sometimes you may want to strive for something no matter how hard 
it is. It will only weary you over time since the goal you planned was 
unrealistic in the very beginning. This will eventually play with your 
head. You might have a changed irritated attitude because of constant 
lagging. It is only human to be flexible. So it is time to think over 
what you had set for yourself and then alter you goals accordingly. Do 
not let your goals play with your head and rule you. You should be the 
one driving your goals.  
In this chapter some important aspects of life have been mentioned to 
help you start thinking over your goals for life. There can obviously 
more than these sections that you would want to list your goals for. 
This is just a beginning to a very bright future that you can have for 
yourself, but only requires a little time of your thinking.  
 
! !
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“The two most important 
requirements for major 


success are; first, being in 
the right place at the right 


time, and second, doing 
something about it.”                 


---Ray Kroc 
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Chapter-20 


Time Yourself Before It Gets Too Late 
 
Have you imagined how much of your time do you waste in a day? 
The truth is that many of us would waste more than half of our useful 
times to do absolutely nothing. We would be at work but would not be 
utilizing all our time to produce results that would boost the business. 
If we are at home, we would not use all of the time to groom our kids, 
pay notice to home and do a lot that needs attention. The best way to 
make yourself realize the time you waste is by keeping a written 
record. It would not even shock you but would definitely make you 
think upon fixing the problem.  
Many people have worked on the importance of so many things in life. 
Seldom would you find work done on the importance of living your 
life by every minute of and making it productive. You would find 
studies on making money or living with very less money but you will 
not find the importance of using time to multiply the money. Time is 
everything. If you have time you have everything. If you do not have 
time you have nothing in life.  
 What the future moment holds for you can be preserved. Stop now 
and think of not wasting your tomorrow. What can be wasted is the 
passing moment but not the future moment. Every person has the 
exact same time to spend in an entire day i.e. twenty four hours. The 
difference lays in the fact that how much one makes use of the time to 
gain maximum benefits. The way you make use of the time will take 
you to places and heights that you could not have imagined. Out of 
this time you have to find the exact proportion to spend with your love 
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ones, the good amount to spend on your career, time for yourself and 
time to ponder over life.  
At the end of any day you should not be regretting the fact that you 
wasted a bit of your precious time in doing nothing at all. Time is one 
thing in the world which cannot be extended, earned more or even 
borrowed. Time is the same for everyone. The way one makes use of 
this time just differentiates us and marks us as successful and 
contended.  
Neither of us lives on every minute of the day. Have you ever 
imagined how much of your time could you have saved and spent on 
good thing if you did not lazy around? I will not be surprised if the 
answer is a no, since I myself have been involved in not realizing the 
importance of time for most of my life. I still remember a friend of 
mine who would not walk normal like the rest of us but would be 
marching at a fast pace to and fro from classes. When the rest of us 
used to take an hour to go to our rooms from classes to eat and be 
back, he used to be back within fifteen minutes. One day when I 
inquired him of his actions he had a very good reply which I will 
remember for the rest of my life "Time is too short my friend. A lot 
needs to be done and I do not find time to do it all." At the moment I 
just humored it away but at a very later stage I realized what he meant.  
We are very ignorant of the fact that we all get to live our lives for 
once. The moments we have lived can never be brought back and how 
we live our future entirely depends on how effectively we manage our 
time. The whole game involving success in a short time and making 
the right move at the right time revolves around time. In fact 
everything in this world revolves around time. The intelligent amongst 
us realize the importance of it, and hence plan in such a way that they 
live teir life to the fullest. 
Yes, we have heard of this before; live your life to the fullest. It did 
not mean to have a life of roses and no thorns, to be happy and fly to 
the skies without having to climb the ladder. What it means is, to be 
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aware that time is an important resource and we need to plan our life 
accordingly.  
Every person has a daily routine which he/she follow mechanically. 
This does not mean that they are wasting time. But wait and think of 
how could they increase the productivity of their lives by managing 
the element of time. Look at the example of losing weight. A person, 
who intends on losing weight but never finds the time to go to the gym 
in the evenings, can easily work out in the office while doing his 
work. He can effectively use his personal breaks to climb steps or 
instead of the useless smoke breaks bend down for crunches. He might 
even lose weight faster due to his activity divided after little intervals, 
making his heart beat rise more often.  
What is trying to be explained in the above example is that time is 
precious.  Just the right management of time can make you achieve 
much more than you thought you were capable of. In the above 
example what the person needs to search for are his odd moments (the 
personal breaks, lunch breaks, etc) and make them useful. The same 
holds true for any other individual trying to accomplish another goal. 
Never try to kill time by chatting away your morning time with 
friends, taking extra long to make the coffee at office, covering your 
letters with the fancy new signatures, or making your 'Rs' or 'Os' more 
curvy with your new pen. All this is just wasting the time that you 
could so use in something which would help you feel good about 
yourself.  
Nobody hates to be the richest if he just richer than many. Nobody 
minds to be the most successful if he is successful than his lot. To grab 
the opportunity of killing the odd moments by working a little extra, 
will give you the niche to go from rich to richest and from successful 
to the most successful. 
I have heard a lot of my friends complaining to have gained weight by 
just sitting at the office desk and working. Well this can be pretty 
much changed; instead of using the elevators take the steps. Instead of 
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just sitting and typing you could do breathing exercises 
simultaneously. The whole idea is to realize that time will never stop 
for you. Time will always be moving ahead and trying to get hold of 
you. The successful are the ones who rule time and not vice versa.  
Taking the hold of time is certainly not rocket science. The breakdown 
of the mystery lies in just hunting down the odd moments and making 
them useful. By odd moments we refer to the time which we waste by 
doing absolutely nothing. Once you are self aware, ruling time will not 
be a problem. Many great men say that their reason for success was 
the fact that they did soul searching and found what they wanted. Then 
they planned the biggest and most important resource of time in such a 
manner that they would always be a step further than time. 
Yes, staying a step ahead of time is not that hard. All you need to do is 
be aware of your routine, your regular cycles and work patterns. Once 
you are self aware you would know your odd moments. If you get to 
tracking down your odd moments then you are almost there. All you 
need to do is now plan to get rid of the odd moments by your effective 
planning and scheduling. 
So the voyage to success is not much of a mystery now. As long as 
you are aware that time is a valuable asset that you cannot always 
have in your life, you will be pretty much safe. Imagine someone with 
a fatal disease on his/her death bed. Those are the people who then 
realize what they could have done differently to not have things 
waiting to be done. They do not have time to do so much. They always 
complain that they need time to do much that needs to be done. Do we 
not learn from them? If not then there we are definitely the biggest 
idiots on the face of the earth.  
What you have lived cannot be relived, what has passed is left behind 
in history. The challenge is in deciphering this secret of life at the right 
turn of your planning phase. If you get hold of this aspect of life then 
you are bound to reach to the heights. One day people would be 
looking up to you to learn from your successes. However, it is not an 
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easy ride. Self-searching is the most difficult things in the world. Then 
above all to manage time and rule it, knowing who you are, is even 
harder. But people have done it in the past and so can we.  
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“The will to win, the 
desire to succeed, 
the urge to reach 


your full potential... 
these are the keys 


that will unlock the 
door to personal 


excellence."  ---Confucius 


!
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Chapter-21 


Driving Your Desires to Reality 


All of us have dreams and desires, yet only a few 'lucky' ones are able to 


accomplish what they set out for. In our dictionary, the term 'luck' is the sole 


reason that dictates whether a man is able to achieve his dreams or not. 


However, the good news is that this isn't how things really work. All of us 


have the potential to make our dreams come true but what truly 


distinguishes us from those who have been able to achieve their lifelong 


aspirations is the will to achieve what we want to. Now you are probably 


thinking that this can't be so because you believe that you have the will to go 


after you dreams as well. In this chapter, I'll elaborate on the extent of will 


that is required to achieve all your aims and you will then truly understand 


the secret behind driving all your desires towards reality.  


In order to make your dream come true, you should first assess the 


importance of your dream. You need to realize that your dream should have 


top priority among the list of things that define your life. It shouldn't be 


something that you hope for, or expect; it should be something that you 


desire and want with a strong heart, not something that is somewhere along 


the list of things that you want in life. Treat your goal as something that just 


HAS to be done and tell yourself that there is no turning back from this 


thing. Once you realize that the only way to move is to move forward, you 


will automatically move towards your dream. Fashion your life in such a 
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way that it is conductive towards your end desire and don't back down no 


matter how many obstacles come in your path. No one has it easy. All of us 


have to strive to achieve our dreams; so if you think that it is an easy goal 


that you can accomplish with a bit of 'luck', you are gravely mistaken. 


As!pointed!out!before,!the!best!way!to!move!forward!is!to!ensure!the!
fact!that!there!is!no!way!out!of!your!struggle!for!the!item!of!your!desire.!
Cut!yourself!off!from!all!points!of!exit!and!even!during!times!of!great!
distress!and!disillusionment,!you!won't!have!any!option!but!to!move!
forward!towards!your!goal.!Sometimes!circumstances!discourage!an!
individual!so!much,!that!going!along!with!your!point!of!obsession!seems!
like!an!insane!move.!Many!of!us!back!off!at!this!point!and!this!is!the!
deciding!factor!that!differentiates!us!from!those!who!have!the!ability!to!
pursue!their!goal!till!the!very!end.!If!you!are!obsessed!and!motivated!
enough!by!your!goal,!you!will!come!up!with!a!viable!plan!to!make!it!
happen.!You!will!have!the!courage!to!block!all!your!exit!routes!and!
concentrate!on!what!really!matters!to!you.!Once!you!are!able!to!attain!
this!state!of!mind,!you!will!be!able!to!get!the!object!of!your!desire.!
Scratch!the!word!failure!out!of!your!dictionary.!If!you!stumble,!think!of!
it!as!an!opportunity!for!learning!something!new!about!the!path!you!
have!set!for!yourself.!!
In this chapter, I will give you a basic guideline towards developing this 


state of mind. In order convert your desires into tangible end goals, here are 


six basic steps that you need to follow: 


1. Come up with an exact goal in your mind. Don’t settle down with an 


abstract goal such as 'I want to be a successful writer' or 'I want to be 


successful in the marketing industry'. Have a focused goal in your 


mind such as 'I want to write a book on the problems prevalent in the 


South Asian society' or 'I want to be the Marketing Head at 


Unilever'. Deciding on a tangible goal is the first step towards 


focusing your desires. 
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2. Nothing in this world is for free. In order to attain something, you 


will have to give up something that you possess. Make a list of the 


things that you can give up in order to attain the goal that you have 


set for yourself. You can include things like money, time, effort n 


this category. Like your goal, these should be focused and tangible 


things as well. 


 


3. Set a date for yourself by which you expect to achieve your set 


target. Nothing drives one towards a goal better than a deadline.  


 


4. Demarcate a plan for yourself that you intend to follow to attain the 


goal that you have set for yourself. Also, you will need to begin 


carrying out your plan at once. Don't delay it for even a day. Make 


sure that your plan starts off with today.  


 


5. Now that you have the necessary lists, make a concise statement that 


contains your goals, your giveaways, your timeline, and your plan.  


 


6. Keep this statement with you and read it twice a day; before going to 


bed and after rising up. This will keep you motivated and help you 


maintain focus on why this is important for you and what exactly 


you need to do in order to make your dream come true. While you 


are reading the statement, try to simulate the feeling that you already 


possess your object of interest.  


These will help you develop the necessary obsession with your end goal that 


we are aiming for. Now a lot of you may be thinking that these steps are too 
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vague or too simple to get you to achieve something that is probably the 


prime purpose of your life. Well, these steps were followed by successful 


people all over the world and were scrutinized and recommended by one of 


the greatest inventors of this world: Thomas Edison. You need to understand 


the fact that the main thing that you need in order to succeed in life is 


imagination and focused obsession with a particular aim. The rest are just 


trivialities that you learn to pay heed to with the passage of time. If you are 


determined enough to take a leap of faith, then you'll end up precisely where 


you see yourself. Fortune and luck play a small role in deciding the course 


of your life; it is all up to you. If you want to, you can drive yourself 


towards your destination. If you aren't, your life will come into hands of 


'other' factors and you will never be able to accomplish what you set out for. 


During the course of your journey, there will be countless times when you'll 


see the whole world against you, looking down on your ideas. You need to 


remember that those who have made it to the pages of history were masters 


of innovation. They had the ability to look into the future and see their 


dreams come true, while the rest of the world was busy concentrating on 


making it till the end of the day. If you have an imaginative and innovative 


mind, there is no need to get discouraged. Such a visionary mind will take 


you to great heights if you continue to move towards your goal with 


unparalleled zeal and commitment. Yes, people around you will try to hold 


you back. They will look at you with scorn and tell you that you are going 


nowhere with your dreams. Remember that the same people told Marconi 


and the Wright Brothers the same thing as well. However, it didn't shake 


them from their resolute ambitions and we all know where they ended. 


Don't expect the journey to be an easy one. It will be marked with setbacks, 


mistakes and failures. While an average man would be put off by these 
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intimidating things, you should try to learn from these experiences and use 


them as tools to propel yourself forwards. If you feel like you can't go on 


any longer, think about your desires. Think about all those people who were 


able to accomplish and were a much greater disadvantage than you are. 


Helen Keller was blind and deaf, yet she was able to ascertain a prominent 


position in the writing world. Beethoven was deaf and yet he turned out to 


be one of the greatest musical composers of all time. Focus on your end goal 


and try to envision how you will feel when you get it. With the power of 


imagination and belief, you have the ability to make the impossible possible.  


! !
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"Always bear in mind 
that your own 


resolution to succeed is 
more important than 


any other."  
 ---Abraham Lincoln 


!
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Chapter-22 


Attracting Success 


 
When you think about it, the relationship between a person and his or 
her success is similar to the relationship between two pieces of 
magnetic material. If they are aligned properly, they attract each other 
whereas a nonconductive alignment causes repulsion between the two. 
It is therefore necessary to align yourself and your life in such a way 
that you attract success. If you don't do so, you will involuntarily drive 
success away from yourself. Success is a goal which cannot be 
obtained overnight. You will need to go through the entire journey 
steadily and purposefully to reach your final destination. If you try to 
take on success in one big leap, you will end up falling back hard. 
Furthermore you will have to put in the required effort as well. 
Without the effort, you won't be able progress up the success ladder. 
There are some things that you need to understand about success 
before moving forward. The concept was explained beautifully by 
Will Rogers in the following words: 
"If you want to be successful," he said, "it's just this simple. 
Know what you are doing. 
Love what you are doing. 
And believe in what you are doing."   
These priceless words contain the essence of success and we will now 
take a look at these words in detail. In order to be successful at 
something, you should first of all have knowledge about your intended 
endeavor. Without prior knowledge, success doesn't proceed beyond 
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the dreams because an individual isn't well equipped to handle the 
complexities that are involved in achieving dreams and desires. 
Furthermore, we live in times that are marked by increasing cultural, 
social, and technological complexities. This means that we all have to 
work a lot harder than our ancestors to keep ourselves updated with 
what is happening around us. Today, past theories which were claimed 
to be wrong are proving to be right and vice versa. In such a scenario, 
it is pertinent to accumulate as much knowledge as possible about 
your intended endeavor. Otherwise, you will either lag behind your 
competitors, or take wrong decisions which will make you fall off 
your ladder to success.  
Another thing you need to understand is that the concept of success is 
not static; it's dynamic. This means that the definition or success for 
each person keeps on changing because the world around us is in a 
state of rapid change. For instance, if you want to make it big in the 
economic world, your goals of success will keep on changing because 
the world of economics is governed by a dynamic pattern. Therefore, 
it is more suitable to define success as a journey marked by purposeful 
stops rather than one final destination. This is perhaps the most 
beautiful thing about the concept of success. This quality ensures that 
man is in a state of constant growth instead of reaching a certain 
destination. Growth is the sign of life and without growth and change, 
a person may be characterized as dead.  
Have you ever wondered about the fact that you can see the horizon 
but can never reach it? Success is a similar concept as well. It is a 
journey that never ends and is characterized by many ups and downs 
along the way. Yes, it has goals but for a truly progressive person, a 
single goal is not enough. Rather, he or she would want to engage in a 
journey that is characterized by constant progress, growth and many 
rewarding goals along the way. This is precisely why we have used 
the word dynamic to describe success. Keeping up with this nature of 
success, we have to keep ourselves updated with the evolving trends. 
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We should be open to personal and professional growth at all times of 
your lives.  
The profession of medicine is an example which truly displays this 
nature of success. A doctor attains his or her degree after completing 
the necessary years of education, but the learning doesn’t stop there. 
Doctors have to strive to keep themselves up to date with all the 
advancements in the medical world. In fact, the most highly regarded 
and successful doctors are those who are able to include and 
implement the latest medical and surgical research in their practice. A 
doctor who sticks to what he learnt back in school is usually looked 
down upon and fails to create an impact. Therefore, as long as this 
world is changing, success lies in changing yourself for the better in 
accordance with present times.  
Now the world consists of an infinite number of subjects and interests 
due to which knowledge knows no boundaries.  A human being cannot 
hope to be all knowing, but he can hope to specialize in his or her field 
of interest. We cannot obtain knowledge and keep ourselves updated 
about everything and anything that goes on around the globe. 
However, if you want to excel at a particular subject, you will need to 
learn all that is there to know about your subject of interest. You will 
realize that as you go deeper into the subject, your goals will become 
for focused and specific. For instance, say that you want to go into the 
field of engineering. Once you start researching, you'll decide upon a 
certain field within engineering such as Electrical, Mechanical, etc. 
Once you'll start off with your degree, you'll have to choose a special 
elective within these fields. As you go higher and higher up the 
knowledge ladder, your focus will shift from a wide beam to a single 
point. Specialization enables you to master everything that there is to 
know about a certain idea, concept, subject, or point of interest. 


However, all this would be of no use if you don't enjoy what you are 
doing. In fact, you can gain as much knowledge about a subject as you 
want to, but if you don't love it or aren't passionate about it, you won't 
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be able to get anywhere with it. This is because your passion is the 
single driving force that can force you past all barriers towards your 
goal. If this magnificent force isn't there to guide you, you will end up 
going back upon the first set back. So in order to attract success, it is 
absolutely crucial to love your dream with passion and intensity. 
 
It is therefore necessary to ensure that the goals that you demarcate for 
yourself are in tune with your personal aspirations. It is only when you 
are able to relate to a certain thing personally, that you are able to 
muster up the force to drive you all the way through the path of 
success. If you let others decide your dreams and goals, you will never 
succeed at them because you'll never really enjoy them. It is therefore 
necessary to do all the thinking yourself.  
In order to truly succeed at something, you must first believe in it. If 
you don't, then you are doomed because the first sight of failure will 
be able to convince you to turn back. All of us need to believe in our 
dreams and ideas. This belief gives us great strength and enables us to 
face all hurdles with a solid will to get to the goal that you have 
already visualized in your head. With these three tips, you can attract 
success towards yourself.        
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"First we form habits, 
then they form us. 
Conquer your bad 
habits or they will 


conquer you."  


 ---Rob Gilbert 


 
!
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Chapter-23 
Getting Rid Of Bad Habits 


!
All of us are different from one another in some way. That is precisely 
why we are called people in general and individuals in particular. Now 
what exactly is it that distinguishes one person from another? One 
aspect is a person's physical experience, but probably the more reliable 
and core reason for this difference is our actions and thoughts. These 
two are in turn controlled by our habits. All of us have habits that we 
are accustomed to; some of them are good, some are harmless, while 
others are bad. As a result, we need to gauge our habits and rectify 
them if necessary. 
Now, this statement may have caused a dilemma for you. You are 
probably wondering that if my habits define who I am, then how can I 
change them? This question is used my many of us to justify our 
actions and words. We tend to think that our habits are hardwired into 
our system and there isn't anything that we can do to rectify them. 
This is where we all go wrong. Yes, our habits define who we are, but 
this does not in any way indicate that we cannot change them. By 
changing our habits, we can actually change who we are as 
individuals. That is the amount of control you have over yourself. So 
the next time you try to underestimate yourself, think twice.  
In order to eliminate bad habits and bring about new ones, it is 
necessary to understand how habits develop. The first thing that you 
need to realize is that we aren't born with our habits. Habits are the 
result of performing an action repeatedly. The more we practice 
something, the more natural it becomes for us and the harder it is to 
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get rid of that habit. However, this doesn't in any way indicate that it is 
an impossible feat. Yes, it will be challenging, but the results will be 
well worth the effort that you will put in.  
In order to get rid of a bad habit, the first thing that you have to do is 
stop making excuses for yourself. Many of us justify our bad habits by 
telling others and ourselves 'this is who I am and I can't change 
myself'. We like to think that nature is responsible for everything bad 
that we are accustomed to. However, you need to realize that this is 
certainly not the case. You are not a slave to anyone but your own 
will. If you develop a strong will to change your habits, the rest well 
happen automatically. Therefore, the first thing that you need to 
realize is that you are in total control of yourself.  
I had a friend who was a compulsive liar. She had the habit of 
spinning stories regarding every incident that took place in her life, 
whether it was small or big. As a result of this habit, no one used to 
believe in anything she said and she was ridiculed and looked down 
upon. A group of us approached her and told her to try to break off 
from this habit. Her first reaction was to say that this is who she was 
and she couldn't control it. However, this admission turned out to be 
the first step towards a constructive journey that enabled her to break 
off from her habit. Once she knew where her fault was, she got down 
to rectifying it and was eventually able to get on the right track.  
 
It is therefore important to realize the fact that you have an unhealthy 
or bad habit and you need to do something about it. Some of us lay the 
blame of our habits on external circumstances and people. For 
instance, an alcoholic would never admit that turning to drinks for 
peace of mind is his fault alone. He would always blame the menial 
problems in his life, or his family issues, or his job conditions, for his 
current state. We need to accept the responsibility for our habits in 
order to eliminate them. By taking responsibility, you will transfer the 
burden of your actions to yourself but even this burden will bless you 
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with a sense of control over your life. This is precisely what we need. 
Once you know that you can do anything you want to with your life, 
you will get on the path to recovery.  
In order to let go of a bad habit, you should include positive influences 
in your life. A smoker who is surrounded by other smokers will never 
be able to identify where he or she is going wrong. Even if he or she 
tries to rise above, others with similar habits will try to bring him 
down. It is therefore necessary that we surround ourselves with 
positive people in order to bring about a healthy change in our lives. 
This is one of the reasons why support groups are so popular for 
curing addiction. When there are people all around you who are 
constantly encouraging you and pointing you in the right direction, it 
is easier to take the high road. Otherwise, it's very difficult to rise 
above; especially for those who have been use to a certain habit for a 
very long time.  
Additionally, you will need to strengthen your will power by many 
folds. There will be many times during this journey of eliminating 
your bad habits, when you will feel yourself reverting back to your old 
self. A strong will power is the only thing which will enable you to 
leave everything behind. Whenever you feel like you are about to go 
back to your old habits, you will have to deliberately guide yourself to 
do the opposite thing. In this way, this journey will turn out to be a 
prime source of personal growth for you. By the end of it, you will be 
able to do everything and anything that you set your mind to. 
This will power may be developed through a constant reminder of the 
bad effects associated with a particular habit. I will elaborate on this 
point with the help of an example. A friend of mine had the habit of 
excessively chewing her nails. As a result, her nails were ugly and her 
finger tips used to smell bad due to their constant exposure to saliva. 
In order to deter herself from this habit, she decided to put on an 
extremely bright color that made her chewed up finger nails extremely 
prominent and grotesque. Whenever she was compelled by her habit, 
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she used to look at her nails and was immediately discouraged from 
her going for that nail bite. We can all incorporate reminders of the 
adverse associated with our habits in our daily lives to keep ourselves 
on track. Some people use post it notes to remind themselves, while 
others look up alternatives such as nicotine patches for smoking 
addicts.  
 
You can adopt different ways to strengthen your will. Start off by 
doing something in your daily life that you don't like to do. For 
instance, if you hate washing your own clothes, start doing that. It will 
make you very restless, but if you want to harness your will, this act 
will help you a lot. Similarly, if you don't like vegetables, start eating 
them right away. With time you will become accustomed to this 
routine and you'll start enjoying the things that you hate. Most 
importantly, you will be able to develop your will along the way.  
You can even try replacing your adverse habit with a positive one, to 
keep yourself on track. By doing this, you will be able to hit two birds 
with the same stone: eliminate a bad habit and inculcate a new good 
one. For instance, if you are a hardcore, fizzy drinks addict and are 
looking to nip this habit in the bud, you can replace this habit with 
another one. Instead of fizzy drinks, you can drink fresh fruit juices. 
These juices will not only help you get rid of your addiction, but will 
give your heath a boost along the way as well.  
Sometimes, we turn to a bad habit when we are exposed to adverse 
conditions in life. It is easy to go for an ideal set of habits, but when 
the going gets tough, most of us turn to bad habits to relieve our 
tension and frustration. Many turn to smoking, alcohol, and drugs in 
an effort to try to avoid the situation at hand. Others develop anger 
management issues, or submerge themselves in a depressive state of 
mind. We need to understand that these habits aren't only bad, but 
don't provide a solution to the problem at hand either. These are only 
momentary distractions. We should be able to convince ourselves that 
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we have the ability to take on any situation head on. Any difficult 
position is an opportunity for self growth instead of self debasement.  
Furthermore, in such situations we should remember that we are all 
inadvertently connected to a source of higher intelligence that has the 
ability to propel us in either direction that we take. If we take a small 
step towards the right path, the entire universe will conspire to guide 
us along the right path that we have chosen for ourselves. If we strive 
to make everything right, nothing can possibly go wrong. On the other 
hand, if we choose to run away from our situation and seek solace in 
bad habits, nothing good is going to come out of this approach. The 
problem will still be present in our lives and we will equip ourselves 
with yet another weakness when we are forced back to facing it.  
Whenever you feel like you are going to go back to a bad habit, look 
for sources of inspiration around you. These will drive you towards 
the path for salvation that you have chosen for yourself. I had an aunt 
who had extreme anger management issues. When she realized that 
she had to get rid of this bad habit, the first thing that she did was that 
she got a sponsor for herself who had gone through her current state 
and had recovered from it. Whenever she used to feel the anger taking 
over, she used to turn to the sponsor for inspiration and advice. The 
sponsor was able to guide her through techniques and alternatives that 
helped her get on the path to recovery.  
 
The summary of it all is that the first step to eliminate a bad habit is to 
realize the fact that what you are doing is wrong. Secondly, you need 
to understand that you are in total control of yourself and can 
eliminate this bad habit if you truly want to. If you feel powerless in 
front of your habit, you will never be able to get rid of it. You will 
need to develop a strong will and an effective plan for bringing about 
this change.  
Your plan could include an inspiration or a guide who has been 
through your current position. Alternatively, you can also try to 
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replace your habit with a constructive one to take advantage of your 
compulsive behavior. You need to understand that your bad habits will 
only try to bring you down and deviate you from your path to success. 
It is therefore necessary to nip them in the bud , once and for all.   
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Copyright © Kevin Khoury 
 


All rights reserved. No part of this Study Workbook may be 
reproduced or utilized in any form or by any means, electronic or 


mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or 
storage or retrieval systems, without prior permission in writing from 


the publisher. 
For information contact: Kevin Khoury 


 
 
 


Eliminate Fear, Embrace Success is comprises of activities to boost 
your performance and build your confidence to win success in life. The 


information contained in this ebook is strictly for educational and 
intended purposes only. If you wish to apply these ideas and tips without 


taking into consideration your full planning, you are taking full 
responsibility for your actions. The author will not be held responsible 


for any damage whatsoever. 
 


The author disclaims any warranties [expressed or implied], 
merchantability, or suitability with any particular purpose or objective. 
The author shall in no event be held liable to any party for any direct, 
indirect, punitive, special, incidental or other consequential damages 


arising directly or indirectly from any use of this material, which is other 
than the intended purpose. 
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      Dedication 


!
I dedicate this book to my 
loving children, Jamie is 
3, Patrick is 28,  Ryan is 


25, Kristi is 22, who are all 
a source of happiness for 
me, though they are no 
more kids, but for me 


they are still kids. 
  Our children are the stars of today.  


      Our children are the joy of life. These  
   Children are the angels of our lives. 


!!!!Crystal!Bogacki!
!
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Introduction  
 


 
This short handbook is a Study Workbook for Eliminate Fear, Embrace 
Success. My idea was to create full history of success and go for in-depth 
research. However, I ended up creating a creative book that you must have 
read. In order to make its implementation easy, I started working on a short 
and brief compendium of instructions, but the result emerged out in the 
shape of this workbook. 
This workbook is full of small activities, questions, quizzes, charts and 
blanks to be filled. In fact, you cannot work on this workbook, until you 
have gone through Eliminate Fear, Embrace Success. Now both of them are 
integral to each other, for you are to read one chapter from Eliminate Fear, 
Embrace Success and one chapter to do from this Study Workbook. 
You may say that this is 23-day course for everybody disregard of 
profession, work and business. Even if you are a farmer, you want to create 
a name and boost your performance in the field, you can use this book. You 
will see after 23 days that it has improved you a lot. In fact, it is making you 
creative and creativity works wonder. 
 
I will welcome suggestions to improve this volume further. 
 


Kevin&Khoury&
Oklahoma 
July 12, 2012 
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Chapter-1 
Crafting Your Success 


 
1. Know Success 


 
    


a) Success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is the key to 
success. If you love what you are doing, you will be 
successful. Albert Schweitzer 


b) There is nothing so useless as doing efficiently that which 
should not be done at all. Peter Drucker 


c) The secret of success is constancy to purpose. Benjamin 
Disraeli 


Activity 1: Read these definitions and collect three more by different 
writers and write down here. 


a) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


b) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


c) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


 


 


 


 


Definitions!
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Pick up common points in all six definitions. 


 


Activity 2: 


Select four of your close friends and family members. Interview them 
and write down what they think of success. 


i. Name:………………. 


Success idea: 


ii. Name………………… 


Success idea: 


iii. Name………………… 


     Success idea: 


iv. Name……………. 


      Success idea: 


Please analyze these success ideas and match with the definitions given 
by great persons. 


 


Success!!


Third!!


Fifth!


First!! Second!


Sixth!Fourth!!
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Find Out Common Points:  


1………………………………. 


2………………………………. 


3………………………………. 


4……………………………….. 


2. Success for you or for others? 


a) Do you think you are successful? Please write four reasons. 


i. …………………….. 
ii. …………………….. 


iii. …………………….. 
iv. …………………….. 


b) Do others consider you a successful person? Please write four 
reasons. 


i. ………………………. 
ii. ………………………. 


iii. ………………………. 
iv. ………………………. 


3. Elements of Success 


 


 


Activities 


i. Write three examples from the people you know for each 
element of success given above. 


1……………………………………. 


Purpose 
Un-Uniformity 


Price 
Satisfaction 
Spirituality 


!
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2……………………………………. 


3…………………………………….. 


ii. Find out what elements do you have and what you don’t have. 


Success Elements You Have 


1………………………………….. 


2…………………………………. 


3………………………………….. 


iii. Find out what elements are missing in you. 


1…………………………………… 


2…………………………………… 


3………………………………………. 


4………………………………………. 


iv. Think the reason of why you don’t have these elements. Write down 
the reason here. 


………………………………………………………………………


……………………………………………………………………… 


v. What could be other elements of success? Just think and write down 
at least three. 


1……………………… 


2……………………… 


3……………………… 
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Make a Check List: 
Essentials of success after you have read first chapter 
from the book. 
1………………………. 
2………………………. 
3………………………. 
4………………………. 
5……………………… 
6………………………. 
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Chapter-2 


Every Cloud Has a Silver Lining 


 


Activity 1 


 


Look around yourself and search for five things without which you 


cannot live. 


 


1  


2  


3  


4  


5  


 


Imagine your life without these blessings. What difficulties do you think 


you are going to face? Describe in one paragraph.  


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Are you thankful for these blessings now? If yes, why? Write three 


reasons. 


1……………………… 


2……………………… 


3……………………… 


 


If you are satisfied, why? Write three reasons. 


 


1………………………….. 


2………………………….. 


3………………………….. 


 


Activity 2: 


 


1. "Every cloud has a silver lining" 


What is the meaning of this phrase according to you. 


a) Life is beautiful 


b) Every bad situation has some good aspect to it. 


c) Every action has a reaction 


If you think otherwise, write down. 


 


 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Activity 3: Please answer these questions from the chapter. 


 


Q.1.What lesson did Harold learn from the beggar and how did it 


change his life? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 


Q.2. Write any two lessons which ‘you’ learnt from these stories? 


 


Helen Keller:  


 


1.____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


2.____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Harold Abbot:  


 


1.____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 


2.____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


Write three more characters like these two celebrities you have seen in 


your life. 


 


1…………………………. 


2…………………………. 


3…………………………. 


 


Activity 4: 


 


Narrate any similar story that you have seen in your surroundings and 


any two lessons that you have learnt from it. 


Story: 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____ 
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Lessons:  


1. _______________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________ 


 


2. _______________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________ 


 


 


 


Activity 5: 


 


What lessons did you learn from this chapter and how did it change 


your thinking? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Chapter-3 


Identifying Your Failure, Changing It Into Success 


 
Definition of Failure 
People define failure in their own terms. 
According to a video game lover; 
 
 
 
 
According to an entrepreneur  
 
 
 
 
According to an accountant  
 
 
 
 
Activity 1: 
What is your definition of Failure?  
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
___ 
How is it similar to the ones mentioned above? 
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
___ 
Find out three characteristics of failed people around you? 


1…………………………… 
2…………………………… 
3…………………………… 


 
 
 
 


‘Failure is like ‘game over’, when you see it; you 
insert another coin and begin again’ 
!


‘Failure is when you make loss and have to shut 
down your businesses’ 
!


‘Failure is another cell on the MS Excel work sheet’ 
!
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Activity 2: 
For each of the causes of failure mentioned below, write a way to tackle 
them effectively: 
 


No Failure How to tackle it? 


1 Blaming others for your 
situation 


 


 


2 Blaming yourself for your 
failure and making peace with 
it 
 


 


3 The absence of purpose, aims 
or goals 
 


 


4 Choosing the wrong goal 
 


 


5 Going for the longer route 
unnecessarily 
 


 


6 Trying to take a shortcut to 
success 
 


 


7 Failing to take the little things 
that matter into consideration 
 


 


8 Bane of giving up too soon 
 


 


9 Living in the past and 
carrying its weight in all our 
decisions 
 


 


10 Illusion that you are 
successful 
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Activity 3: 
Think of two other causes of failure: 


1. _______________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________ 


2. _______________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________ 


How do you think you can tackle these two failures? 
1. _______________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________ 


2. _______________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________ 


 
Activity 4: 
Search and write about any 2 successful personalities who gained 
success after failing repeatedly. 
(An example has been done for you below) 
 


Name Failures How did he/she 
overcome them? 


Bill Gates 1. He dropped out of 
Harvard 
University. 


2. He tried to found a 
company 
called Traf-O-
Data with Paul 
Allen which was a 
complete failure. 


 


He never gave up 
and tried hard to 
achieve his goals. 
Also he never got 
discouraged by his 
failures and as a 
result he is now the 
wealthiest man of 
the century. 
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Activity 5: 
Think about the failures that you might have to face while pursuing your 
career. 


Career Path Failures 


  


 
In what ways, will you be able to tackle these failures effectively? 
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
________________________ 
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Chapter-4 


Accepting And Going After Success 


 
Activity 1: 
In the table below, list down your strengths and weaknesses 


Strengths Weaknesses 
  
  
  
  
  


 
List down of the challenges that you face or have faced? 


 
 
Activity 2: 
List down the goals that you did not follow through to the end? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Why do you think you were unable to follow your goals? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


Activity 3: 
What does the phrase “life happens” actually mean? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 
What does the writer mean by “success can only come from within”? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


Activity 4: 
Which things are important to be successful? 


1) _______________________ 
2) _______________________ 
3) _______________________ 
4) _______________________ 
5) _______________________ 
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Think of the reasons why you were not successful in the past? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 
Activity 5: 
What did you learn from this chapter? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 
 
After reading this chapter, how will you achieve your current goals and 
desires? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 
 
Make a Check List 


1……………………………. 
2……………………………. 
3……………………………. 
4……………………………. 
5……………………………. 
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Chapter-5 


Give Your Dreams A Material Shape 
Activity 1: 
What things are necessary to make your dreams comes true? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 
List down some of your dreams? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 
What do all these dreams have in common? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 
Activity 2: 
What does it mean by “when there is a will, there is a way?” 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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List down the difficulties you have faced in the past and the reasons? 


Difficulties Reasons 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
Activity 3: 
Choose the correct answer 
1."It's better to aim for the moon and land on the trees than to aim for the 
trees and land in the mud".  
 1. What is the meaning of this phrase? 


a) Limit your aspirations 
b) Aim high and you will progress 
c) You will always get what you aimed for 


2. What should you do if you want your dreams to come true? 
a) Sell yourself short 
b) Put yourself out there 
c) Just wait and see what happens 


3. What did Andy Kim learn? 
a) A negative attitude will help you 
b) Persistent is the key to success 
c) It takes forever to really achieve your dreams 
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Activity 4: 
Write down what you learnt from the following people: 
Andy Kim; the CEO of I.T Source: 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 
Wasim Khaled; the CEO of LuxMobile Group 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 


 
Make a Check List 


1……………………… 
2……………………... 
3……………………… 
4……………………… 
5………………………. 
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Chapter-6 


Seize Your Favorable Opportunity, Make the Most of It 


Activity 1: 


Following are the factors that you must keep in mind while running an 


analysis for any opportunity you get: 


1. Benefits: what is in it for you? 


2. Sustainability: how long will the benefits last? 


3. Trends: is it the right time? 


4. Risk involved: what are the risks involved?   


5. Time required: how much time will you be devoting?   


6. Strategic fit: does it go along with your current status?   


7. Personal Fit: is it compatible with your abilities and skills? 


8. Leverage: is there anything we can adjust to make it easier?   


9. Competitive edge: is there anything that gives you an edge over 


your counterparts? 


10. Personal Interest: are you interested at all? 


 


 


Activity 2: 


Q: What other factors do you think play important role in deciding 


whether or not you should avail an opportunity? 


 


  


Q: Write down three things that you believe you are good at? 


1. _________ 


2. _________ 


3. _________ 
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Q: List down six of your skills or abilities that give you an edge over 


others? 


1. _________ 


2. _________ 


3. _________ 


4. _________ 


5. _________ 


6. _________ 


 


Q: Run an analysis for yourself and write down the results? 


Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 


    


    


    


    


    


 


 


Q: Based on your own analysis, point out the opportunities that you 


kept off because you thought you were not good enough to achieve 


them? 


1. ……………………………… 


2. ……………………………… 


3. ……………………………… 
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Q: What were the supposed hindrances that kept you from availing 


these opportunities? 


1. ……………………………. 


2. ……………………………. 


3. ……………………………. 


Q: What are the potential solutions that you could opt for to deal with 


the problems, if you had seized the opportunity? 


1. …………………………… 


2. …………………………… 


3. ……………………….. 


 


 


 


 


Activity 3: 


Find out three people who rose to fame in your family. 


What opportunities they got? 


No.1. ------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


No.2.-------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


No.3.-------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Chapter-7 


Dig Out Your Inherent Potentials 


Activity 1: Read about two successful people thoroughly and identify 
the two most essential traits that you feel were helpful in achieving their 
goals. 


Person Trait 1 Trait 2 


   


   


 
Activity 2: Identify two of your most important skills and relate them 
with what you are doing currently or how you can use them in your 
benefit? For instance: being multi-lingual will give a teacher an edge 
over his/her counterparts especially in a diversified environment. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Activity 3: A very optimistic personality test adapted from It’s All in Your 
Mind by Kathleen Butler and developed by the Legislator’s School in North 
Carolina, is nice tool to assess your personality traits and know what the 
best learning conditions are for you. The test is given below. Rate it on a 
scale 1 to 4, 4 being the attribute that you believe is the closest to your traits 
and 1 being the farthest.  
 
 
 
 
 


!
Skill%1%


!
Skill%2%


%%%%Benefits% %%Benefits%
!
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Take it and know your type. 
Column 1  Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 


Imaginative   Investigative   Realistic  Analytical  


Adaptable  Inquisitive   Organized  Critical  


Relating   Creating  Getting to 
the point 


 Debating  


Personal  
Flexible 


 
 


Adventurous 
Inventive 


 
 


Practical 
Precise 


 
 


Academic 
Systematic 


 
 


Sharing  Independent  Orderly  Sensible  


Cooperative  Competitive  Perfectionist   Logical  


Sensitive  Risk-taking  Hard-
working 


 Intellectual  


People-person  Problem 
solver 


 Planner  Reader  


Associate  Originate  Memorize  Think 
through 


 


Spontaneous   Changer  Wants 
direction 


 Judger  


Communicating  Discovering  Cautious  Reasoning  


Caring  Challenging  Practicing   Examining  


Feeling  Experimenting  Doing  Thinking  
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Add up your score for each column and put the total score in the blanks 
below: 


Column 1 
Grapes  


Column 2 
Oranges 


Column 3 
Bananas  


Column 4 
Melons  


    
 


Grapes 
Natural abilities include: 
Being reflective 
Being sensitive 
Being flexible  
Being creative 
preference for working in 
groups 


Grapes learn best when they: 
Can work and share with others 
Balance work with play 
Can communicate 
Are non-competitive 
 


Grapes may have trouble: 
Giving exact answers 
Focusing on one thing at a time 
Organizing  


To expand their style grapes 
need to: 
Pay more attention to details 
Not rush into things 
Be less emotional when making 
some decisions 


 
 


Oranges 
Natural abilities include: 
Experimenting 
Being independent  
Being curious  
Creating different approaches 
Creating changes 


Grapes learn best when they: 
Can use trial and error 
Produce real products 
Can compete 
Are self-directed 


Grapes may have trouble: 
Meeting time limits 
Following a lecture 
Having few options or choices  


To expand their style grapes 
need to: 
Delegate responsibility 
Be more accepting of others’ 
ideas 
Learn to prioritize 
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Bananas  


Natural abilities include: 
Planning  
Fact finding 
Organizing 
Following directions 


Grapes learn best when they: 
Have an orderly environment 
Have specific outcomes 
Can trust others to do their part 
Have predictable situations 


Grapes may have trouble: 
Understanding feelings 
Dealing with opposition 
Answering “what if” questions  


To expand their style grapes 
need to: 
Express their own feelings more 
Get explanations of others’ views 
Be less rigid 


 
Melons  


Natural abilities include: 
Debating points of view 
Finding solutions 
Analyzing ideas 
Determining value or 
importance 


Follow Grapes learn best when 
they: 
Have access to resources 
Can work independently  
Are respected for intellectual 
ability 
Follow traditional methods 
 


Grapes may have trouble: 
Working in groups 
Being criticized  
Convincing others 
diplomatically  


To expand their style grapes 
need to: 
Accept imperfection 
Consider all alternatives 
Consider others’ feelings  
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Activity 4: Write down goals that you wanted to achieve five years ago 
and also identify how many of those goals have you successfully 
achieved? Mention any goal, regardless of how big or small it is. 


Goals Status  


  


  


 
Activity 5: Watch an inspirational movie or read a success story and 
point out the characteristics of the leading character that you find 
highly influential? 
 
 
Activity 6: Set some reasonable goals and cut-off dates by which you 
intend to achieve them. It is a great way to increase your motivation 
and self-esteem. The goals can be anything as simple as learning how to 
make tea or riding a bicycle. 
Goals Deadline 


  


  


 
 
 
 
Activity 7: Three vital elements that give human beings persistence to 
achieve the desired target are: 


• Enthusiasm  
• Determination  
• Perseverance   


Write about three people who according to you are successful and you 
believe that you can relate to them? 
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Give reasons: 
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Chapter 8 


Making the Most of What You Have 
Identify: 


1. Inherent Abilities 


2. Environment 


3. Relations 


How these three things help in achievements. Cite any four examples of 


personalities having achieved success with one or three of them. 


1…………………………. 


2…………………………. 


3…………………………. 


How can you get help from your family, environment and abilities to 


achieve success? 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


Activity 1: Indicate the opportunities that you can seize presently?  
 
 
 
Activity 2: list the resources below that you think you can access in 
order to avail the above mentioned opportunities? 
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Activity 3: Watch the movie “cast away” and point out the personality 
traits Tom Hanks happened to have in that movie and how he applied 
those traits to make the best use of whatever little he had on that 
deserted island in order to rescue? 


Traits Application 


  


  


  


 
Activity 4: Write down the best of the skills that you possess and relate 
them with the relevant career options. Try to be bold and imaginative.     


                    Skills Career Options 


  


  


  


 
Activity 5: Do some research and write down the names and 
achievements of well-known people, were thought of by the society as 
‘fools’ but they turned out to be the ‘geniuses’.  


Name Achievements 
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Activity 6: Identify the pros and cons of three major decisions that you 
have made in your entire life? 


Decision Pros Cons 


   


   


   


 
Activity 7: Who in your circle discourages you? Why? 
1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


2------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


3------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


4------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Chapter 9 


Journey from Thoughts to Reality 


There are four elements that happen to be crucial to the process of 


thinking rationally when people are cynical and spiteful about you and 


your ideas: 


! Self-awareness 


! Conscience  


! Imagination 


! Will power 


Q: How well do you think you practice these elements in your daily life? 


Most of the time we miss an opportunity because we do not go for it in 


the first place. We feel uncomfortable leaving out comfort zone, which 


is why we end up missing out on some really great deals. Today, you 


have to leave your comfort zone and do something unusual. 


Activity 2: Pay close attention to what you say today and note down all 


the reactive sentences you use. For instance, ‘I can’t help but be 


demotivated’, ‘you make me feel bad about myself’, ‘why can’t they be 


nice’ etc. 
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Activity 3: suppose, seven years from now a newspaper publishes your 


success story and they interview your parents, teacher and a friend 


about you. What would you like them to say about you? 


 Remarks 


Parents  


Teacher  


Friend  


 


 


Q: There are two types of people when it comes to achieving goals: 


 
 


Can$t&Do&
People-


Can&Do&
People.


Act%upon%their%
plan.


Take%initiative%to%make%it%happen!


Think%about%solutions%and%
options.


Think%about%problems%and%
barriers.


Wait%for%something%to%happen%to%them.
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Q: According to your opinion, which category do you belong to and 


why? 


 


 


 


 


Activity 4: Put your plans and goals in writing. It will give you a clear idea 


of the things that you have to do. Otherwise, your goal will end up being one 


of your jumbled up thoughts/wishes. 


 


 


 Activity 5: Point out things that you have been procrastinating for a 


long time. 


Procrastinated items:   


1. …………………………………….. 


2. ……………………………………... 


3. ……………………………………… 


  


Q: There are four types of people depending on the approach that they 


take to fulfill tasks and goals. They can be categorized as under: 


The Time Quadrants 


  


Urgent 


 


Not urgent 
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Important 


The Procrastinator 


• Late for work 


• Project due today 


• Car breaks down 


• Friend gets injured 


• Exam tomorrow  


 


The Prioritizer 


• Planning, goal 


setting 


• Essay due in a 


week 


• Exercise 


• relationships 


 


Not important 


The Yes-Man 


• Unimportant phone 


calls 


• Interruptions 


• Other people’s 


small problems 


• Peer pressure 


 


The Slacker 


• Too much TV 


• Endless phone calls 


• Excessive 


computer games 


• Shopping 


• Time wasters 


  


Q: Choose the best strategy in order to achieve ones goals and also tell 


us the category that you fall under? 


 


 


    


Chapter-10 
Curb Your Negativities 


 
Activity 1: Write down five positive things about yourself? 


1. ………………………………………………. 
2. ………………………………………………. 
3. ………………………………………………. 
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4. ………………………………………………. 
5. ………………………………………………. 
Now select three of your friends who have used their own positive 
traits. Just list down those traits here and compare with those of 
yours. Now see why you don’t succeed as compared to them. 
1……………………………. 
2……………………………. 
3……………………………. 
4……………………………. 
5……………………………. 
 
Why do you not succeed? Find our reason?--------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 


Activity 2: Identify five things that you are notorious for or things that 
your friends label you for, for instance, laziness, procrastination, short-
temperedness etc. 


1. ………………………………………… 
2. ………………………………………… 
3. ………………………………………… 
4. ………………………………………… 
5. ………………………………………… 


 
 


Activity 3: Do something that totally contradicts what they say and then 
write it down. 


1. ………………………………… 
2. …………………………………. 
3. …………………………………. 


 
Activity 4: Make a list of the things that occupy your thoughts when 


you are not doing anything?  


1. ……………………………………….. 
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2. ……………………………………….. 


3. ……………………………………….. 


4. ……………………………………….. 


5. ……………………………………….. 


 
 
 
Q: Difference between people negative attitude and people with positive 
attitude: 
 


Negative People Positive People 


Trustworthy  Untrustworthy  
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Easily&
offended-


Blame&others-


Whine&and&
complain-


Get&angry&and&
say&things&the&
rgret&later-


Dont&take&
initiative-


Change&only&
when&they&
have&to-


Negative&
AAitude-


Not&easily&
offended-


Take&
responsibility-


Think&before&
act-


Bounce&back&
when&sth&bad&
happens-


Look&for&
possibilities-


Focus&on&
things&they&
can&control-


Positive&
aAitude-
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Activity 5: Make a list of the things that you can control or change. 
Things I can control. Please fill the boxes and see their relation with 
each other. 
 


 
  
Activity 6: what are the measures that you will take in order to change 
the things mentioned above? 
 


1………………………………….. 
2. ………………………………… 
3…………………………………. 
4………………………………….. 
5………………………………….. 


Chapter 11 


Spot Possibility in Impossibility 


1: List down any five of your friends who are successful and have 


surprised all others including you. 


1. ………………………………………… 


 


2. ………………………………………… 


 


0000!


00000!


000000!00000!


00000!!
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3. ………………………………………… 


 


4. ………………………………………… 


 


5. ………………………………………… 


 


2: How did they achieve amazing things in their lives? Any three 


possible reasons? 


1. ……………………………………………………………… 


 


2. ……………………………………………………………… 


 


3. ……………………………………………………………… 


 


3: How many of them have done something really astonishing or 


impossible? 


 


1. …………………................. 


 


2. ……………………………. 


 


3. ……………………………. 


 


 


4: Any three common characteristics of your friends who did 


something impossible? 
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1. ………………………………………. 


 


2. ………………………………………. 


 


3. ………………………………………. 


 


5: Do you have all or any of those characteristics? Please mention 


here. 


1. ……………………………………….. 


 


2. ……………………………………….. 


 


3. ………………………………………. 


 


6: If you lack any, can you define at least two reasons for not 


having those qualities? 


 


1. ………………………………………. 


 


2. ………………………………………. 


 


3. ………………………………………. 


7: Now be REAL and think if you can develop them or not? 


 


1. If yes, how? 


……………………………………………………………………… 
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2. If not, why 


not?……………………………………………………………………


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


8: If YES, why have you not tried it 


before?...............................................................................................................


. 


9: See all of your successful friends in person and try to get some 


inspiration from them. 


Activity 2: 


1. Last time when were you over excited to have your dream come 


true? 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 


2. Do you often visualize things? 


……………………………………………………………………… 


............................................................................................................... 


 


3. What was special about the realization of your idea into reality? 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 
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4. Did you share this success to anybody else before? Name those 


people and your relation with them after you have realized your 


idea and succeeded. 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


5. Can you remember any other event like this in your life before? 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


6. Compare how similar were your efforts to achieve both those 


successes. 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


7. What will you do to put same efforts for any future task? 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 
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Activity 3: 


Choose any of the given options that you like best against the given 


statement. 


1. The ideal person for you is: 


 


a. The one who is content with whatever he has and does 


nothing to improve his living standards. 


b. The one who strives hard to be financially sound and keeps a 


nice social status. 


c. The one who can do a lot but is too lazy to start doing it. 


 


2. What should be the Moto of our lives? 


 


a. To serve others and do nothing for us or our family. 


b. To go blindly after money and do everything, right or wrong, 


to achieve luxuries. 


c. To work hard to pursue our goals and have faith in our 


efforts. 


 


3. Impossible things can be achieved by: 


 


a. Waiting for them to happen automatically. 


b. Looking for someone to help us achieve them. 


c. To have money to hire people to make them possible. 


d. To work hard continuously and forget what the people think 


about our efforts. 
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4. Success is like Luck and it: 


 


a. Always comes your way, you do not go to it. 


b. Favors the brave. 


c. Depends on the circumstance you are in. They are important 


and not just efforts. 


 


5. To be successful means: 


 


a. To have done the best you could do to achieve your goal. 


b. To achieve your goal by hook or crook. 


c. To have a lot of money to enjoy the pleasures of life. 


Results: 


If you have chosen the options b, c, d, b, a, you are quite practical and real 


in your approach. If not, try to develop liking for them. 
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Chapter 12 


Rejuvenation After Failure 


Activities:  


1. People fail to be successful because of many reasons. You have to 


find any five of the most common reasons of failure. Three have 


already been mentioned. Think of the rest of the two. People fail 


because they: 


 
2. Your reaction against any failure is as much important as much 


is your planning before starting any work. The way you handle a 


failure determines how much chances you stand to be successful 


in future. Following is a pyramid of various reactions against 


any failure. See which is closest to yours and also note that how 


far that reaction stands from any probable future success. 


Lack!
Planning!


Are!
Reckless!


Are!not!
Brave!


?! ?!
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Your distance, in terms of your reaction at a failure, from the green zone 


determines how much likely you are going to get your goals.  


 


3. Failure is not an end to your efforts. It should rather give them a 


new start. The people who move in a circular path cannot make 


any significant advancement. They keep pacing the same path 


thinking that they are moving ahead. See how two different sets 


of approach can make a huge difference to your achievements in 


life. 
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The basic difference in two approaches is the idea that success is not the end 


of your efforts, same as is not the failure. Both should give new vitality to 


New!target!


Wrong!
Decisions!


Pressure!of!
evident!failure!Blame!game!


Resigna@on!


New!target!


Right!
decisions!


High!Morale!


Evident!
Success!


Con@nuous!
Hardwork!


CIRCULAR'
APPROACH'


PROGRESSIVE'
APPROACH'
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your determination and struggle. Can you describe your idea of success or 


failure in a different shape from the ones used above? 


 


4. Try to think of your friends, relatives or neighbors who changed 


their prime careers but still are successful. Write what they 


wanted to be and what they are? See how different two fields 


might be. It means success is not subject to any specific field. The 


example given in the chapter is listed below. 


 
 


  Just see around you and find examples of person doing odd jobs 


but very successful.  


1. A doctor engaged in …………………………. 


2. A professor doing…………………………….. 


3. A lawyer doing………………………………… 


4. A domestic lady doing…………………………. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Ar@st! Business!
Man!
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Chapter 13 


Taking Control of Your Life 


 


Activities: 


1. Things are as we see them not as they present themselves to us. We 


must be wise enough to take our own decisions instead of being 


dictated to. Things will not change either way, however surely the 


results will. See the picture below; how different it looks with the 


slight change of your perception. The very same things change 


altogether. 


 
This is an optical allusion but it explains my point of view. Do not be 


a sheep, be a shepherd.  


2. Make a list of each important decision that you have to take and 


write down the name of the person who takes it. Try to have your 


name in as many rows as possible. 


S 


# 


Date Decision Made by Reason 
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1     


2     


3     


4     


5     


6     


The last two columns of your table will help you take better 


decisions in future if you keep analyzing your own reasoning and the 


person who takes them. Your decisions are your property, what you 


are responsible for, therefore it should be only YOU to take them. 


3. Your choices may bring undesired results but you should be brave 


enough to bear the collateral damage of your own decisions. Being 


responsible for your decisions does not ensure a successful outcome 


every time. Besides this, whatever you do has some side effects. If 


you are pursuing a greater goal be blind and senseless to the minor or 


major hurdles that come your way.  


 


See in the illustration how your right or wrong decisions can take 


you to success. 
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All decisions can lead to success if you want them to. The only thing 


you need is to spot your decisions early and adopt the suitable 


approach to embark upon the way to success. 


4. Why are people afraid of taking decisions on their own? 


 


a. They feel insecure because of being weak from within. 


b. They are used to do so without any sound reason. 


c. They will have someone to blame for if the decision goes 


wrong. 


d. They think low of their capabilities. 


e. …………………………………….. 


f. …………………………………….. 


g. …………………………………….. 


Try to fill the blanks with three more reasons. See if you also have 


some of these. 


Success!


Happiness!


Confidence!


FruiIul!


Right!


Decision!


Wrong!


Analysis!


Precau@on!


High!Morale!
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5. See the table below. You can check your own personality as to 


which category you fall and what areas of your personality need to 


be restructure. Tick the qualities you have and then calculate your 


score with reference to the numbers written at the top of the 


columns.  


 


 4 3 2 1 0 Score 


Mentally Authoritative Analytical Creative Average Retarded  


Psychologically Optimistic Egoistic Average Confused Pessimistic  


Religiously Extremist Enlightened Atheist Neutral Obsessive  


Financially Sound Average Struggling Indebted Bankrupt  


Physically Muscular Athletic Active Sick Impaired  


Socially Popular Amiable Acceptable Shy Degraded  


Academically Exclusive Brilliant Good Average Poor  


       


Your Score:       


 


All ticks below 2 tell you to pay attention to those areas and 


restructure your personality traits if possible. If there is any ZERO 


in your profile, you may not be able to perform things as required. 


 


6. The Chapter elaborates seven key points to live a happy, independent 


and better life. Do you think there are some more to add? If yes, 


write them down with reasons (Simply to get inspiration after 


reading them again and again). 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 
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7. Be your own mentor. This is a key to success and individual growth. 


Can you recall any of your good friend/friends who have never 


consulted you before taking any decision? 


 


…………………………………… 


 


…………………………………… 


 


…………………………………… 


8. If YES, have you ever consulted them? If still YES you may see the 


difference yourself. Discuss with any of your friends that you are 


thinking of becoming independent in your choices and see what are 


his or her remarks? 


 


9. After interviewing at least ten of them, see how many have 


encouraged you to do this? You might be amazed to see the enormity 


of the number of friends that would like this idea of yours. 
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Chapter 14 


Using Your Options the Right Way 


Activities: 


1. It is very important to choose the right options for being 


successful. Ask at least five of your successful friends or 


colleagues that how they chose the right options. See if the 


strategy they opted for matches the one you use and take the 


necessary steps to bridge the gap between the two strategies. 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


2. In this world, we have to give something for everything we get. 


 


 
 


We!
Give!


We!
Get!
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It is almost the same that comes to us what we have given. 


Therefore, we must be very thoughtful in giving something because 


we are going to get it sooner or later. Can you think of anything you 


can get without giving something? Just give examples except natural 


elements. 


 


1……………………………… 


2……………………………… 


3………………………………. 


4………………………………. 


 


3. To lead a prosperous life following things are a MUST. Use the 


statements as the guideline to the way to success. Try to fill the 


blanks. 


 


a. Pay your debt as you get something from life. Do not let it 


accumulate. 


b. Give your best to everything. 


c. Remember that path to success is not easy at all. 


d. ………………………………………………………………


… 


e. ………………………………………………………………


… 


f. ………………………………………………………………


… 
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4. Do you think that unsuccessful person in this world will have a 


very happy and pragmatic life in the world hereafter? Discuss 


this with your friends and colleagues and try to know how many 


agree and how many do not. 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 
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5. You already know that to gain success you have to give 


something up. Make a list of possible gains that you might get in 


the current year and the possible losses that you might have to 


bear. Examine critically if the gains worth losing things that you 


have written. 


 


 I Gain I Lose Should I Go 


for It 


1 Part time job My evening class at 


college. 


          No. 


2 House Saturday Sunday 


Leisure 


          Ok 


3    


4    


5    


6    


7    


8    


9    


10    


 


This is a very simple list designed only to keep you reminding that 


whatever you are doing is the product of your own decision and 


choice and you must stick to the goal unless you achieve it. You can 


design an even better list that is more customized to your preferences 


and in tune with your taste. 
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6. People choose right options: 


 


a. With the help of a better pre task analysis. 


b. By consulting others who are already successful. 


c. Seeking advice from professional consultants. 


d. Weighing the pros and cons of the task they are going to 


undertake. 


e. Examining their capabilities realistically. 


f. Being brave enough to take up the challenge. 


g. ……………………………………………………………… 


h. ……………………………………………………………… 


i. ……………………………………………………………… 


j. ……………………………………………………………… 


k. ……………………………………………………………… 


See how many more you can add. The more reasons you collect 


the better understanding you will develop towards choosing right 


options for any of your upcoming challenge or task. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


7. See the illustration below and try to fill the boxes. 
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Right!Analysis!


Your!Abili@es!


Prac@cality!


Reaching'Right'
Option'
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Chapter 15 


Enjoying Everything That Life Has To Offer 


Activities: 


1. It is a fact of modern life that we miss so many things in our rush to 


complete our daily tasks. The wheel of our life is too fast to see it 


moving. Make a list of your tomorrow’s activities that you have to 


undertake along with the time expected to be spent on each and then 


notice how much time is left to you to enjoy your routine. The 


following to-do-list is based on thirty minute time as base unit. The 


red border indicates AM. 


S


# 


Time Task Importance Duration status 


1 8:00 to 


8:30 
    


2 8:30 to 


9:00 
    


3 9:00 to 


9:30 
    


4 9:30 to 


10:00 
    


5 10:00 to 


10:30 
    


6 10:30 to 


11:00 
    


7 11:00 to 


11:30 
    


8 11:30 to 


12:00 
    


9 12:00 to 


12:30 
    


1


0 


12:30 to 


1:00 
    


1


1 


1:00 to 


1:30 
    


1


2 


1:30 to 


2:00 
    


1


3 


2:00 to 


2:30 
    


1


4 


2:30 to 


3:00 
    


1


5 


3:00 to 


3:30 
    


1


6 


3:30 to 


4:00 
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And so on goes the time until you sleep. After filling it, see how much time 


you have to see things happen. We are simply enjoying our speed and not 


the journey for which we needed the speed. 


 


2. What are the possible reasons for not having much time to enjoy 


things what life offers to us. Some are given and some are left for 


you to think of. 


 


a. Non-genuine engagements. 


b. Improper division of time. 


c. Obsession of being too busy. 


d. …………………………………. 


e. …………………………………. 


f. …………………………………. 


g. …………………………………. 


 


3. Do you think you are too busy to be attentive to what is going 


around you? 


a. Yes. Why? 


……………………………………………………………… 


b. No. Why? 


……………………………………………………………… 


 


4. If "Yes" make a list of your each day’s activity and critically 


evaluate them If they really worth giving all of your time? 


………………………………………………………………………


… 
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……………………………………………………………………… 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


5. If "No" make a list of things that you enjoy in your daily life and try 


to find if you are missing something that can easily be added into it? 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


6. Try to realize the fact that Success is not the Destination, it is the 


Route. The illustration below will help you understand the point. 


 


 
 


 


Real'
Approach'
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The difference is as to where you put "Success" in your travel chart. 


If it is the end of your journey, what will be next? If it is simply a 


check point, you can continue your travel and keep enjoying it. 


Start! Hard!Work! Success! Oblivion!


Faulty'Approach'
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Chapter-16 


Let Your Children Find Their Own Route To Success 


Activities: 


1. Why do almost all parents love to dictate their children? 


 


a. They love them. 


b. Children are less experienced. 


c. Parents want their children do what they themselves could 


not achieve. 


d. Parents are too caring for their children. 


e. ………………………………………………… 


f. ………………………………………………… 


g. ………………………………………………… 


h. ………………………………………………… 


i. ………………………………………………… 


Try to add more to the dotted lines. Do you think parents are right in 


doing so? Do not forget to put some reasoning to your answer. 


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


……………………………………………………………………… 


2. How, in your opinion or experience, children of today behave 


over assertive attitude of their parents? 


 


a. They are annoyed. 


b. They try to ignore what their parents say. 
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c. They become more interested in having friends, as they are 


helpful not assertive. 


d. Sometimes children tend to become rebellious to what their 


parents want them to do. 


e. They think it better to leave their parents as they grow up. 


f. ……………………………………………………………… 


g. ……………………………………………………………… 


h. ……………………………………………………………… 


i. ……………………………………………………………… 


Can you fill the blanks with some other possible reactions of the 


children that you might have experienced? 


3. Are you a parent yourself? 


 


a. Yes. How do you see your children standing in life? 


……………………………………………………… 


b. No. What plan do you have for your children to succeed in 


life? 


………………………………………………………. 


 


4. How do you treat your children? You are: 


 


a. Helpful/Caring. 


b. Authoritative/Assertive. 


c. Polite/Loving. 


d. Neutral/Undisturbed. 


After choosing any one option from above fill the dotted lines 


describing reasons for being so. 
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a. ……………………… 


b. ……………………… 


c. ……………………… 


d. ……………………… 


e. ……………………… 


 


5. How will you rate your parents? 


 


a. Excellent. 


b. Very good. 


c. Average. 


d. Frightful. 


e. Too Bad. 


 


6. Give at least three reasons for your rating. 


 


a. ………………. 


 


b. ……………… 


 


c. ……………… 


7. If you had a chance to change something about your parents, 


what would you have chosen to change? 


………………………………………………………………………


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 
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8. What parents should remember while treating their children? 


 


a. The children are living human beings, not simple machines. 


b. Children cannot be perfect, even the parents were not when 


they were children. 


c. Being a child and a parent are two entirely different states. 


Both should be respected. 


d. ……………………………………………………………… 


e. ……………………………………………………………… 


f. ……………………………………………………………… 


g. ……………………………………………………………… 
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9. Do you know any of your friends who were not satisfied with the 


way their parents treated them? How did they all end up? 


 Name Relation Level of 


dissatisfaction 
His reaction Your 


Remarks 


1      


2      


3      


4      


5      


6      


7      


 


By making a list of such children you can better understand how 


should a parent behave and what possible results can come out if one 


gets careless to the issue. 
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10. Try to visit the parents of those children to know their remarks as 


well. It will provide you a useful insight into the difference of 


opinion of being a child and a parent. 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 
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Chapter 17 


Maintaining Your Success 


Activities: 


1. In your opinion why people want to be successful? 


 


a. To be happy. 


b. To get rich. 


c. To become famous. 


d. To realize their dreams. 


e. …………………………………… 


f. …………………………………… 


g. …………………………………… 


 


2. Ask any of your successful friends or neighbors that why they 


wanted to be successful. Make a list of the common answers you 


get. You can later use those answers for your inspiration also or 


perhaps they might change your concept of Success. 


 


a. ………………………. 


b. ………………………. 


c. ………………………. 


 


 


 


3. Make a comparison list of answers that you expected and the 


ones you got. See do they match. An example is given below. You 
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may do the rest to know if your and the concept of already 


successful people bear any resemblance. 


 


 Name Relation Expected 


Answer 


His Answer Remarks 


1 Mark 


Henry 


Friend He wanted to be 


rich. 


I followed my 


dream. 


 


2      


3      


4      


5      


6      


7      


8      


 


You may find that there is much difference in your and other 


people’s approach towards success. Try to follow the most common 


approach that you find among different peoples’ answers, if you 


want to be successful too. 


 


4. Do you find people have changed their approach towards certain 


things in their lives? Here is an activity for you. Make a list of things 


that you think people have changed in their approach for. Relate 


your preference too and see if you are like the most of the modern 


age people or you still have something left of the old block. 
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 People used to Now people Your choice 


1 Help family and 


friends. 


Have become too selfish. First 


2 Work hard to get their 


goals. 


Find easy ways to get them. Second 


3 Spend time with their 


friends. 


Watch TV or other 


electronic media. 


 


4    


5    


6    


7    


8    


9    


10    


11    


12    


13    


 


Can you fill the left out columns to know what great difference this 


age has brought to our thinking and ways of accomplishing our 


tasks? If you feel any difference, try to be REALISTIC in deciding 


which approach is the right one to follow. 
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5. Think of possible reasons for this shift of preferences. Some are 


given below. 


 


a. The circumstances have become more competitive. 


b. Number of luxuries has grown limitless. 


c. New technological advances have changed the shape of life 


on Earth. 


d. Human beings have become more self-centered. 


e. The overall living standard of the world population has 


improved. 


f. ………………………………………………………….. 


g. ………………………………………………………….. 


h. ………………………………………………………….. 


i. ………………………………………………………….. 


j. ………………………………………………………….. 


 


6. What can possibly happen if you choose to be out of the rat race, the 


other people are in? 


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


…………… 


 


7. Success does not mean having a lot of money to spend. It is unwise 


on our part to connect the concept of success with money. Success is 
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different for everybody. Even for your own self it means differently 


in various phases of your life. Recollect your success that you have 


had in your life time since your childhood and feel how the concept 


of success grows and widens with every passing minute of your life. 


 


Childhood Successes: 


a. Getting a new bicycle. 


b. Receiving favorite present on Christmas. 


c. Visiting my aunt’s house on a particular occasion. 


d. Winning a cricket match. 


Success in adolescence: 


e. Riding a motorbike downtown. 


f. Getting a laptop with HD camera. 


g. Visiting a holiday spot of your choice. 


h. Selection in the school team as a player. 


 


Success in your youth: 


i. ……………………………….. 


j. ……………………………….. 


k. ……………………………….. 


l. ……………………………….. 


m. ……………………………….. 


 


Middle age success: 


n. ………………………………. 


o. ………………………………. 


p. ………………………………. 
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q. ………………………………. 


 


After filling the blanks you will notice the transient nature of 


Success. However, there is one common outcome of every success; 


and that is HAPPINESS. So it may be concluded that if you are 


Happy, you are Successful. Make a list of things that make you 


happy and try to drive happiness out of doing them as long as you 


live.  


 


 


Things that make you happy: 


a. ……………………………. 


b. ……………………………. 


c. ……………………………. 


d. …………………………… 


e. …………………………… 


f. …………………………… 


g. …………………………… 


h. …………………………… 


i. …………………………… 


j. …………………………… 
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Chapter 18 


Taking Risks 


Activities: 


1. Risks are good to be taken. What are possible advantages of 


taking risks? 


 


a. You develop sense of handling problems. 


b. Your unnecessary fears about risks fade away. 


c. You experience the realities of this world. 


d. You tend to become more realistic than being imaginative. 


e. You come to know “what you are?” 


f. ……………………………………………….. 


g. ……………………………………………….. 


h. ……………………………………………….. 


i. ……………………………………………….. 


j. ……………………………………………….. 


Fill the blanks yourself. You may come to find more advantages of 


taking risks, once you start exploring them. You can use all these 


advantages to develop in you the habit of taking risks, if you are 


afraid of them like the majority of the people. 


2. Why people do not want to take risks? Ask some of your friends, 


colleagues and neighbors who you think are very cautious about 


being involved in taking any risk. Write down the common reasons 


among their answers and use them as your first lesson towards losing 


fear of taking risk. 


 


a. ……………………….. 
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b. ……………………….. 


 


c. ……………………….. 


 


d. ……………………….. 


 


e. ………………………. 


 


f. ……………………….. 
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3. Think of any possible threats that might be too big for you to have in 


your life. Calculate the outcome scientifically and see if there is any 


big difference that a Risk can bring to your Life. Here is a table for 


you to write down possible threats, their results and the change in 


your Life. Try to fill it and see what devastation it might bring and if 


you can handle it (Surely you can, however the determination is 


needed). 


 


 Threats Their outcome Effect on your 


life 


Your 


Status 


1 You broke your 


leg. 


Hospitalized Immobile for 2 


months 


Still Alive 


2 Your car stolen. Loss of money. No personal 


transport. 


Still Alive 


3 Charged with 


murder 


Behind the bars Life sentence Still Alive 


4     


5     


6     


7     


8     


9     


10     


11     


12     
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The last column where you see “Still Alive” after any chosen threat 


encourages you to live it happily as long as you have your life. 


Depression or melancholy is our personal attitude; a product of our 


own inner self, not something dumped upon us by the outer world. 


 


4. Meet the people who, according to your information, take a lot of 


risks. Try to ask them how they bear the brunt of risks. Collect the 


information and pick up the common points from all the answers you 


have gathered. Write them down and muzzle up your courage to 


have them incorporated in your way of thinking about taking risks. 


 


a. ………………………… 


 


b. ………………………… 


 


c. ………………………… 


 


d. ………………………… 


 


e. ………………………… 


 


f. ………………………… 


 


5. Visit the people who have already been trapped in trouble after 


taking a risk in their life. Ask them how different their life is before 


and after taking that risk and must ask them if they are still happy in 


their present condition or they remain sad always? 
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………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


……………………………………………………………………… 


It will help you understand what exact effect might a risk can have 


on your life and if you are ready to take it or not. 


 


6. The below given illustrations will help you understand the difference 


between a leading a simple and straight life and taking risks. 
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While being simple and straight will be like the following illustration. 


 


 
This approach is peaceful but dull and drab. 


RISK!


.!


.!


.!


Life! Work! Money!


If'you'take'risks,'they'will'open'a'whole'
new'world'of'options'to'and'make'you'


more'experienced.'
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Chapter 19 


Pave Your Way to Success 


Activities: 


1. Did you plan things that you did in your past? Imagine things that 


you did with planning and the ones those were unplanned. Make a 


list of all these things and see what drives your life "Spontaneity" or 


"Planning"? 


 


Things you did by planning: 


 


a. …………………………………….. 


b. …………………………………….. 


c. …………………………………….. 


d. …………………………………….. 


e. …………………………………….. 


 


The ones those just happened: 


 


a. ……………………………………. 


b. ……………………………………. 


c. ……………………………………. 


d. ……………………………………. 


e. ……………………………………. 


Try to keep a balance between the both qualities, as you might have 


heard that excess of everything is bad. However, planning is a 


preferred way of living your life in today’s world. 
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2. Try to remember how many planner diaries have you used by now. If 


they are not much in number, develop a habit of using them. They 


make you habitual to planning whatever you do. You can visit a 


nearby book store or stationery shop to buy a good planner diary for 


your convenience. 


 


3. Who tells people to be successful? 


 


a. Society 


b. School 


c. Parents 


d. Instinct 


e. Passion 


f. ………………. 


g. ………………. 


h. ………………. 


i. ………………. 


Can you determine who told you to dream to be successful? Spotting 


the right motive of being successful is as important as Success itself, 


because if you do not set your base right, you are not going to get the 


world of your dreams. 


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


4. Most of the people do not even have the idea of what they want to do 


in future. Ask some of your friends and relatives about what they 
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want to be in future. Make a list of the people who have a clear idea 


and the others who do not. See in which column does the majority of 


the people fall? 


 Name Relation Clear Absurd 


1 Mark Spencer Friend Clear  


2 Virginia Wolf Cousin  Absurd 


3     


4     


5     


5. Success comes with planning. You make a list of things you want, 


like new car, quality education for your children, good house and so 


on. Evaluate that how much money is needed to achieve all that you 


aspire for. Then you must take your abilities into account and 


examine critically that if you can afford to have what you want with 


your current state of affairs. If something is beyond your practical 


reach, try not to dream recklessly. This world always gives a clear 


idea to every person about his monetary worth in the market. Ideas 


of success based on dreams seldom come true. 


Write down your abilities and their market value and the value of the 


things you want. If they do not correlate, you are advised to remake 


your plan of success. 


 


6. What factors are involved to provoke you to attain monetary 


success? 
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a. Your family prestige. 


b. Your care for your children. 


c. To become acceptable and respectable among friends. 


d. ………………………………………………………. 


e. ………………………………………………………. 


f. ………………………………………………………. 


 


7. What you should not forget after getting success? 


a. Further hard work. 


b. Helping others. 


c. Telling the people your secret to success. 


d. Persuading your acquaintances to become like you. 


e. …………………………………………. 


f. …………………………………………. 


g. …………………………………………. 


h. …………………………………………. 
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Chapter 20 


Time Yourself Before It Gets Too Late 


Activities: 


1. Studies have shown that a vast majority of people waste almost half 


of their time doing nothing. If you do not agree, make a time table of 


all the activities you did on a particular day. See if you could have 


saved time out of what you have spent. And if yes, try to know how 


much. You must be astonished to see the results. 


Following is a general schedule. The more specific you go the more 


dreadful results turn up.  


 


 


 


 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1


0 


1


1 


1


2 


1


3 


1


4 


1


5 


1


6 


1


7 


1


8 


1


9 


2


0 


2


1 


2


2 


2


3 


2


4 


                        


 


 


At the very first look we come to know that except the green slot, 


when we are at work, we are mostly free. We sleep, see friends, relax 


and eat in the rest of time wasting more than half of our time daily.  


 


 


2. Can you suggest ways to save the time that is normally wasted? 


 


a. Keep a time track of all of your activities. 


Work'


?What do you do in the hours of red arrows '
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b. Daily think about how much time you have wasted yesterday. 


c. Remove the time wasting activities from your list of things. 


d. ……………………………………………………… 


e. ……………………………………………………… 


f. ……………………………………………………… 


g. ……………………………………………………… 


h. ……………………………………………………… 


 


3. Change the way you look at the time. You should not spend the day 


in hours, rather spend it in terms of tasks. Do not think that there are 


twenty four hours in your day but remember that you have ten tasks 


to complete. See the illustration below. Try to make your Task Table 


instead of Time Table. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Task!
1!


Task!
2!


Task!
3!


Task!
4!


Task!
5!


Task!
6!


Task!
7!


WEDNESDAY,'11th'of'July'2012'
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Under the tasks you can write if they are done or not. Such calendars 


let you know at the end of the day that if that particular day was 


good or bad in terms of the completion of tasks. You also remain 


updated about the way you are spending your days. 


 


Can you design any more such calendars that do not focus time, 


rather tasks? 


 


4. Why do people waste time in spite of knowing it well that they will 


have only one life? 


 


a. They keep imagining things. 


b. They know it but do not realize it from the core of their heart. 


c. People waste time thinking that they are not wasting it at all. 


d. Time slips away silently like the sand through fingers. 


e. People are too busy with other things to think that they are 


wasting time. 


f. ……………………………………………….. 


g. ……………………………………………….. 


h. ……………………………………………….. 


i. ……………………………………………….. 


Try to think of some more reasons to fill the dotted lines. 


5. Time management is the key to success these days. Ask your 


successful friends and acquaintances how they managed their time. 


Write down the common points that you find in their answers and try 


to follow them if you also intend to manage your time properly. 
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………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


6. The successful people have some common traits even if they live in 


the opposite continents of the world. 


 


a. They use their time to its best. 


b. They work too hard. 


c. They are persistent. 


d. They drive happiness out of success. 


e. ……………………………….. 


f. ……………………………….. 


g. ……………………………….. 


h. ……………………………….. 


i. ……………………………….. 


 


Fill the dotted lines with more qualities you can think of and try to 


analyze if they are found in you too or not. If yes, you are bound to 


success and if not, try to develop them to achieve success. 


 


7. You are the master of your own time. Try to devise ways to punish 


yourself if you fail to complete the given tasks. It does not mean to 


be cruel towards yourself but being cautious not to repeat laziness in 
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future. Create a table of tasks and the punishments accompanying 


them in case of incompletion. 


 


 Tasks Punishment if not 


completed 


Status 


1 Call John to discuss 


new project. 


Miss watching movie 


at night. 


Done. 


2 Visit passport office Will not take nap 


tomorrow. 


Incomplete. 


3    


4    


5    


6    


7    


8    


9    


10    


 


You may think of any other such strategies that can keep you on 


track to manage your time. 
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Chapter 21 


Driving Your Desires to Reality 


Activity One: 


List down your dreams, rank them according to their importance and the 


date you want to achieve them by. 


Dreams Rank Date 


   


   


   


   


   


 


According to the dream you have listed above, how will you achieve them? 


Rank 1 Dream 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


Rank 2 Dream 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


Rank 3 Dream 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Rank 4 Dream 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


Rank 5 Dream 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 


Activity Two: 


What did you learn from Thomas Edison? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


After reading the chapter, how has it changed the way you think about 


yourself and your dreams? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Activity Three: 


List down the difficulties that you have faced in the past when you were 


trying to achieve your dreams and goals? 


1._________________ 


2. _________________ 


3. _________________ 


4. _________________ 


5. _________________ 


What are things you are willing to give up for your dreams? 


1. _________________ 


2. _________________ 


3. _________________ 


4. _________________ 


5. _________________ 


 


Activity Three: 


Write down your weakness and strengths that will help you or not help you 


achieve your dreams 


Weaknesses Strengths 
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How will you will you overcome your weaknesses in order to achieve your 


dreams? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Take a deep cleansing breath… 
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Chapter 22 
Attracting Success 


Activity 1 
If you want to be successful, Will Rogers said the following: 
"It’s just this simple. Know what you are doing. Love what you are doing. 


And believe in what you are doing."   


What did you learn from the above? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


In order to be successful, we need to keep up-to-date with the changes in the 


environment. The chapter gives the example of a doctor, who needs to keep 


up-to-date with the medical world. Which other professions do you think 


require you to open to professional learning and why? 


Profession One: 


__________________________________________________________ 


Reason: 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


Profession Two: 


__________________________________________________________ 


Reason: 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Activity 2 


From the chapter, we learnt that success is not static but a journey. In the 


image below, show step by step how you will achieve your dreams: 


Dream 1:  


 


 


 


 


Dream 2: 


_____________________________________________________________ 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Step!
1!


Step!
2!


Step!
3!


Step!
1!


Step!
2!


Step!
3!
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Activity 3  


List down what you think is necessary to achieve your dreams? 


1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 


Explain the three tips to attract success. 


Tip 1: Obtain knowledge and keep up-to-date 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 


Tip 2: Ensure that the goals that you demarcate for yourself are in tune 


with your personal aspirations 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 


 


Tip 3: Believe in your goals 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Chapter 23 


Getting Rid Of Bad Habits 
Activity 1 


List down some of your good and bad habits 


 


Good Habits Bad Habits 


  


  


  


  


  


 


 


Why do you think your bad habits were developed? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


Now that you know the reasons behind your bad habits, how will you rectify 


them? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Activity Two: 


List down some bad habits that are very destructive 


1._________________ 


2. _________________ 


3. _________________ 


4. _________________ 


5. _________________ 


 


What things, in your opinion, are necessary to change bad habits? 


1. _________________ 


2. _________________ 


3. _________________ 


4. _________________ 


5. _________________ 


 


Activity Three: 


Why is ‘will power’ important to get rid of bad habits? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


How can one strengthen their ‘will power’? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Activity Four: 


 


From the chapter, you learnt that many situations are the reason why bad 


habits arise. In the table below, write situations that you have faced or 


someone you know has faced, which caused them to develop bad habits. 


Situations Bad Habits Developed 


  


  


  


  


  


 


What does it mean by “replace your habit with a constructive one to take 


advantage of your compulsive behavior?” 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


After reading the chapter, briefly explain how one can change their bad 


habits in three steps 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Please see two attachments.... 

       Gods Speed, Kevin Khoury
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: FW: PDF of book
Date: Wednesday, July 25, 2012 9:53:00 AM
Attachments: Kevin Khoury Book SUCCESS 7.12.12.pdf

ATT00002.htm

Gov wants me to write a blurb for Kevin Khoury book described below.  OK to do?

 

“In his book, Kevin Khoury offers great lessons on how you can reach your full potential

and find success in life.”

 

From: Mary Fallin [mailto ] 
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2012 11:23 PM
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fwd: PDF of book
 
Can you write him something??
Thanks 

Mary Fallin

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Kevin Khoury (gmail)" < >
Date: July 19, 2012 8:43:27 PM CDT
To: 
Subject: PDF of book

Greetings Mary,

 

Hope you remember me.This is Kevin Khoury and you are doing such

fabulous work as our Governor for The State of Oklahoma. I cannot even

imagine how overwhelming your schedule must be. You are definitely in

my daily prayers that God opens up all your doors that you are walking

through and gives you beautiful spiritual guidance and direction in your

daily walk.

 

 I wanted to ask you a request. I have written a Book called Eliminate

Fear, Embrace Success> I was wondering if you would be willing to

possibly write a Blurb for my book. Just one to two lines. If you would be

willing, I would send you two to three chapters for you to peruse and

witness my writings. No worries if this would be not possible. I am going to

attach the Front cover.

 

In addition, My healthcare company has opened and we are doing well. I

have also written a  second book regarding this company that has been a

5 year work in process. The name of this book is called " Obamacare The

Cure, The Antidote to our Healthcare Dilemma. Just for Grins, I thought

you would be interested in looking at the cover. 

13195

mailto:/O=FIRST ORGANIZATION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=006236
mailto:Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov
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Foreword 


!
Success in life is sometime measured in terms of material gains and 
sometime in terms of spiritual satisfaction. It has been a topic of hot 
debates and philosophical polemics since time immemorial. Some 
measure it with everlasting popularity while others with transient 
history. Some have termed it an offshoot of efforts, while others say it 
luck. During one of my itineraries in the far off peaks of Caucasus in 
Chechnya, I came across a hermit living in a shanty. He was quite a 
healthy man. That Muslim hermit taught me a lesson that when you 
are satisfied and happy with your own life, you are successful and if you 
are not happy, you are an outright failure. 
During my studies and in pursuance of doctorate degree in Oxford, I 
went through Maxwell, Gladwell, Covey, Carnegie, Chopra, Russell 
and almost every writer, having written something on success, positive 
attitude and positive thinking. The gist of all of them is given as under. 
Success is something that a person feels rather than shows. If you are 
happy and satisfied with what you have, what you are doing and what 
you have done, you are genuinely successful. An artist who is a maestro 
in his art is a successful man. A genuine businessman who reaches the 
limits of his progress is successful if he is happy. A primary school 
teacher is a successful man, if he feels contentment in his professor. A 
soldier is a successful if he feels that he is laying his life for the right 
cause and he does it happily.  
However, what is a success for those who think themselves a failure 
case? How can they achieve their success in life? What are the major 
attributes of truly successful persons? What are character traits 
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necessary that lead a truly failed person to his goal of success? These 
are the some of the questions almost every writer has discussed in one 
or another way.  
Og Mandino, a failure at one time, also developed a course The 
University of Success and it also comprised of almost all the same 
points I have discussed earlier. However, when I went through this 
book by Kevin Khoury, who is a medical professional, I was truly 
amazed to see this coming out from the person who belongs to the 
region which once gave birth to a great mind, Khalil Jibran. Nobody 
forgets that mind and I think the same streak runs through this 
person. He has overturned all theories of success and created a new 
pathway leading to ultimate your own choice that gives you necessary 
contentment and satisfaction.  
Khoury starts with what success means to you, referring to difference 
examples from the east and the west and coming out with an inference 
that if you think you are successful and happy with life, that is the real 
success. Even if you think that you are not, you can craft your own way 
through life and reach your ultimate goal. Sometime you have to deal 
with ambitious kids and you force them to map your idea of success. 
This is none of your business, he says, adding, " Yes, you love your 
children loads, but that doesn't in any way mean that you have the 
right to do anything you want and justify your act by saying "I love you 
and this is for your own good". Parenting is a difficult task not only 
because of the things you have to do but also because of the things that 
you should restrain yourself from doing."   
The best about his book is that it presents genuine thoughts in such an 
easy style that a person living in some Asian countries having slight 
understanding of English language can understand and implement it 
on his life. Not only that he has counted positive traits but also 
mentioned the effects of positive thinking on our lives. His own 
troubled life has been kept at bay, showing that he is also truly a 
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successful person, though he has gone through more than two dozens 
of surgeries and was hardly sure of seeing the daylight on the other day 
after each new surgery, but he is still not only alive and kicking, but 
also spreading an aura in the surrounding wherever he lives. 
Khoury says that the last obstacles in our march towards success 
comes in the shape of our bad habits. If you have genuinely good 
habits, you are almost a successful person provided you are happy with 
your life. However, if you have bad habits and you are also a failure, 
this adds insult to injury. Some say that old habits die hard, but 
Khoury does not believe. During one of our interaction, Khoury 
speaks memorable sentences saying, " Very often, it happens with us 
that we are horrified to witness the limits of our powers more than we 
fear our inadequacies. As kids, we have all these potentials to show to 
the world. Not only it is in us, but also in every individual living on the 
face of this earth. By shining, we deliberately invite others to let 
themselves shine like us. That is the reason that wherever you are 
present, you automatically infuse freedom in others to shine." 
Another aspect of this this practicing Christian's life is that he strongly 
believes in God and His blessings in this age of rising and spreading 
atheism. Success ideas coming out of this religious minded person are 
truly amazing. I have almost recommended this book for my bachelor 
management course in my college before its publication. I hope one 
day we shall invite Kevin Khoury to our college to lecture on success 
and his ideas of success. We wish him success in life. 
 
Professor Dr. Nadeem Rafi 
Head of Social and Management Sciences  
Islamabad College for Boys, G-6/3, Islamabad, Pakistan 
44000 
! !
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"There is only one success 
- to be able to spend your 


life in your own way." 
---Christopher Morley  


(1890 - 1957) 


!
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Chapter-1 
Crafting Your Success 


 
Success is one of those comprehensive terms, which are truly 
subjective and hold different meanings for each individual. An 
elementary school teacher who is able to connect his soul with his 
class may experience the same rush of emotions and pride that define 
success, often experienced by an eminent corporate personnel with a 
ten figure salary and a BMW to drive.  
This post-modern age has pushed us into a rat race of amassing more 
and more material possessions, the reason that most of us equate 
success with more money. However, the concept of success is much 
beyond that. If this wasn't some than anyone who is rich would've 
been happy and there wouldn't have been any suicide committing 
movie stars on this planet earth. 
If you have never given the concept of success more than a passing 
thought, it is now time to slow down a bit and ponder over your 
definition of success. It is never too late to steer your life in the 
direction that you want towards a successful future that you truly 
aspire. 
Now that I have gotten you all motivated, it is now time to understand 
what success really means for you; you'll have to do the thinking part 
on your own because all of us have different aspirations. However, the 
guidelines and pointers in this book will help you think in the right 
direction. So grab your pen and notebook and let's get started.  
First, let's analyze what exactly does the term 'success' have in store 
for us? You need to ask yourself some important questions: How can 
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one measure success? What criterion is used to gauge and measure 
success? I'll answer these pertinent questions for you through two 
other questions, since our success is usually based on the answers of 
both or one of these questions: 


1. Do you think you are successful? 
2. Do others consider you a successful person? 


Ideally, we would like our success story to answer both of these 
questions with a BIG yes. Obviously, the best scenario would be to 
enjoy the best of both worlds and be a cause of envy for others and a 
source of pride and peace for you. However, if your personal 
definition of success has resulted in a clash between these two criteria, 
in which case you can only answer one question with a definite yes, 
don't be shy to make the right decision. There is no point in setting an 
example in front of the entire world, if you are not happy at the end of 
the day. If you go down this path, you will never truly be at peace with 
what you dole out at the end of the day, even if you are rolling in 
money and luxury. Therefore, if you ever face a situation in which you 
have to choose between personal and mundane success, always go for 
the former. You will always be content with what life has in store for 
you. 
You need to realize that if you try to live and succeed in the eyes of 
those around you and concentrate on the rest of the world, you will 
always be in a state of turmoil. The reason is nobody has same concept 
of your success as your friend has. As a result, this success won't have 
the feeling of permanent satisfaction and peace that you are probably 
aiming for. In order to be truly success, your aspirations for success 
must be personal and should be a reflection of your personality and 
your aspirations. 
Most of us succumb to the extreme pressure placed on us by external 
factors, such as people and trends. For instance, I have come across 
many engineers and doctors in Pakistan who never had any personal 
desire to engage in these professions. External factors such as family 
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pressure and social demands forced them to opt for these professions. 
Due to their lack of interest in the domain, they usually don't perform 
well and even if they do, they are never really truly satisfied with their 
lives. As a result, it is necessary to act courageous at the right time, 
face the world head on, and go for what you want in life. Your 
inherent personal desires and interest attached with this objective will 
propel you towards your ultimate goal: success. 
There are many examples of people present in the history and 
contemporary times that are epitomes of what we have said. The name 
Jalal ad-Din Rumi is extremely popular in the philosophical and 
poetry circles in the Eastern World. Rumi's definition of success was 
at odds with his age and he had the courage to face the world and 
attain the heights of personal success he aimed at. He was a celebrated 
scholar, jurist and teacher and after meeting Shams-e-Tabrizi in 
November 1244, he threw away all his fame, fortune, and reputation to 
become an ascetic, indulging in mysticism and poetry. Although his 
decision may have seemed absurd to his contemporaries, today we a 
witness the route that he took was indeed the most rewarding one, 
since he is a celebrated person even today, while his contemporaries 
have gone to dust. "I don't know the key to success, but the key to 
failure is trying to please everybody" as has been said by   Bill Cosby 
(1937 - ) 
Similarly, the life of Mahatma Gandhi is a living testament to this 
philosophy. On the outside, he seemed like a very simple man with 
very few possessions but his role in the history of the Subcontinent 
[India and Pakistan before partition] is anything but ordinary. Such 
examples are clear example  the more you start caring about what the 
world wants from you and how it aspires to see you, the further you 
will deviate from your true path to success.  
Nevertheless,!the!aim!of!this!discussion!is!not!to!push!you!towards!
choosing!poverty!over!riches.!There!are!many!examples!in!history!
of!people!who!enjoyed!personal!success,!along!with!a!lavish!
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lifestyle,!but!they!lead!a!simple!life.!The!key!is!to!identify!the!key!
elements!that!defined!success!for!these!people.!Your!success!is!
more!dependent!on!factors!that!extend!far!beyond!the!concepts!of!
material!possessions,!poverty,!and!riches.!I!will!now!share!these!
key!elements!with!you!so!that!you!are!able!to!incorporate!them!in!
your!search!for!ultimate!success.!


The first element that your definition of success must incorporate is 
purpose, an objective to live for. You should have a clear aim in your 
mind regarding what you hope to achieve by the end of the day. 
Without a definite aim or purpose, you will never feel motivated 
enough to actually reach the point of fulfillment in your life. You can 
say that stimulus is an integral part and no purpose means no stimulus. 
For example, even if you are interested in success for material gains, 
the stimulus is to show it off to your neighbors.  
For instance, just yesterday there was a story in a paper that a kid 
suddenly fell down from the bridge of Ganges, famous river in India, 
and man who was also to jump to commit suicide, just in the nick of 
time thought of saving that kid. It turned out his purpose in life and he 
fought the waves bravely. Not only he came out himself, but also 
saved the kid, even though it is another question that he did not know 
how to swim and a rescue party came to save both of them. This is 
what a sense of purpose does: it brings you up and forces you to fight 
even when you are down in the dumps.  
Another element that characterizes success is non-uniformity. 
Nobody is truly successful or truly a failure. Life is characterized by a 
series of ups and downs and success is a reflection of this trait of life. 
One shouldn't be afraid of failure since it is natural. Think about it; 
success is a valuable entity because it is hard to achieve and is 
achieved only after a lot of determination and focused effort. If people 
never failed, then the term success would've lost it's worth and joy. 
There are some people who can't bear the thought of failure. As a 
result, they never put themselves out there and never yearn and strive 
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for anything. Rather, they choose to stay in their safe zones of 
mediocrity and are never satisfied with their lives. Don't go down that 
road. Remember that failures are stepping stones that push you 
towards your goal. With each failure an individual grows more mature 
and knowledgeable. Therefore, it is very important to assess your 
failures in the light of future. 
The third element of success is the price that is associated with it. In 
this world, you don’t get anything free of cost. If you want to succeed, 
you will have to pay the price. I'll give an example to elaborate on this 
point. A student who tops the class doesn't get everything on a silver 
platter; he has to sweat day in and day out and devote his time and 
energy to the cause he has in mind. While most students are engaged 
in fun and frolic, these students give up all these activities and burn 
their midnight oil to succeed. They get their reward after putting in all 
this effort. Truth be told, if striving had not been a part of success then 
people would never have enjoyed it. After all, the fruit only seems 
sweet when you've had something bitter in comparison. Otherwise, it 
would've just been plain and tasteless. If apple is sweet, of course, you 
can never enjoy until you are hungry. A person living among apples 
don’t know the taste, what a poor man enjoys after paying much price 
for just a single apple. 
Now comes the good part. So far we've been discussing the elements 
of success that require effort on our part. It is now time to reap the 
rewards. The fourth and extremely crucial element of success is 
satisfaction. Although this may seem like a given fact, very few 
people are satisfied by the end of their success trajectories. This is 
because they associate their success with worldly factors and 
elements, instead of with personal goals and desires. If you try to 
mould your success in accordance with someone else's definition, you 
will never be satisfied with the end result.  
Each individual has his or her own opinion of success and we should 
try to make peace with the fact that the concept of success is not 
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limited to our point of view. So, next time you try to reprimand a 
friend for leaving his job to start a band, think again. Try to wrap your 
head around the fact that maybe the latter holds more satisfaction for 
him. Adopt the same philosophy for yourself. Remember whatever 
goal you set for yourself should engulf you in a sense of satisfaction 
by the end of the day. Otherwise, even if you achieve your end goal, 
you won't be able to enjoy it, as it won't hold any true value for you.  
The final element of success is spirituality. No matter how 
materialistic you are, when you achieve your goal in life, you feel 
connected to the unseen super power and are engulfed with a sense of 
thankfulness. An individual feels connect to the underlying spiritual 
currents that govern this world. This spirituality is the reason why 
many sports players remember God whenever they win a tournament. 
The moment of success brings a person closer to God and the spiritual 
world. 
These elements of success sum up the entire journey that a person 
undertakes for the fulfillment of his or her dreams. Even with these 
common elements, every person has a different definition and 
perspective of success and that person can only be successful in the 
true sense if he or she goes along with this personal viewpoint. 
Success is not a magical pair of jeans that may be adorned by 
everyone; all of us have our own sizes and styles and true success lies 
in realizing and accepting who you are and pursuing your own dreams, 
which are free of any external influence.   
 
   
          
 
  
  
! !
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"The sun shines and 
warms and lights us and 
we have no curiosity to 
know why this is so; but 
we ask the reason of all 


evil, of pain, and hunger, 
and mosquitoes and silly 
people."  ---Ralph Waldo Emerson 


!
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Chapter-2 


Every Cloud Has a Silver Lining 
 
Most of us spend so much time in fretting over what we don't have 
that we forget to look at all that we do have. Whether it's financial 
woes or stress over a bad grade, all of us tend to take the bad things in 
our life too far and think over them unnecessarily. During this, we 
hardly ever pay attention to everything that life has blessed us with. 
All of us are blessed with priceless assets, and it is now time to pay 
heed to those and realize their importance. Fretting over things which 
are out of your control won't get you anywhere; they'll only end up 
driving you away from all those valuables in your life that you take for 
granted. 
There are very interesting anecdotes all around us that we can use to 
look at the bright side of things and realize the importance of all that 
we have. Someone once asked Harold Abbot how he managed to stay 
so cheerful and thankful all the time. In reply, he narrated an 
extremely interesting story. He was going through a financial crisis 
due to which he had to close down his business and take a loan from 
the bank to pay his debt and look for a job in another city. Due to his 
situation, he was very down and was suffering from low self-esteem. 
While he was going to the bank, something happened that changed the 
course of his life and the way he viewed things. He came across a man 
who had no legs and was maneuvering himself along the road on a 
wheel equipped platform with two blocks of wood. Even in this 
condition, the man was extremely happy and chirpy and wished 
Harold a good day. Witnessing this, something changed in Harold and 
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he decided that if this man without legs could be confident and 
optimistic about his life, why could he not be so. The miracle didn't 
end there; when Harold went to the bank, he was sure about his ability 
to pay his dues and his new found confidence helped him secure the 
loan that he had come looking for. This is the confidence that even a 
beggar can instill in you. 
It's a simple story but there is a lot that may be learnt from it. Firstly, 
you can never be too thankful for whatever you have in life. Yes, there 
are times when things go wrong, but even then there is always 
something in your life that you can always rely on for strength and 
comfort. No matter how bad things get, you can always find 
something positive in your life. Secondly, looking at things positively 
and maturely enables you to get what you want. This point of view 
regarding circumstances is a lot more rewarding than whining about 
things and constantly telling yourself that you are good for nothing. 
You are what you believe and if you believe that you have the ability 
to obtain whatever you are aiming for, nothing can stop you. 
You don't need a miracle to set your life and navigate it in the right 
direction. You and only you can bring this about. However, it is 
important to look at the bright side of things and appreciate what you 
have to bring about this change. You need to realize that around 90 
percent of the events that make up our life are favorable and only 10 
percent are unfavorable. All we have to do is to focus on that major 
chunk of 90 percent and divert our attention from the 10 percent to 
realize what is actually important in life. This attitude will make you 
feel better as well and you will be able to follow the age old advice of 
"living life to the fullest". 
Think about it. There are so many blessings in our life that we take for 
granted and their importance is only realized once these blessings are 
taken away from us. There are many famous and ordinary occurrences 
that happen in our daily lives which can serve as lessons for us in this 
regard. Ask a man who has lost his entire family in a plane crash if 
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there is any amount of money that can fill the void left behind due to 
his family's death? Or ask a man who has lost his sight in an accident 
if there is anything in life that matters more than the ability to see the 
same scenery he used to see every day with a nonchalant attitude? 
These are the things that matter the most in life and are sadly the least 
cherished. Once I felt that I could not read headlines my television 
screen and God knows how much worried I was that I immediately 
called on my doctor and he told me that maybe I had taken a pill that 
was right.  
Sometimes the events that halt our otherwise 'perfect' life are a 
blessing in disguise. They are opportunities for us to sit back and 
analyze our lives from a fresh perspective. A friend of mine was living 
seemingly an ideal life in which she was trying to juggle work, social 
welfare, and parties at the same time. Her stressful routine eventually 
had its toll, and she developed a heart condition. Her doctor prescribed 
her complete bed rest for a year. At first, she was devastated because 
she couldn't imagine lying down and doing nothing for year, when she 
had been so active recently. However, time had a surprise in store for 
her. In that one year she was able to analyze her life from an objective 
point of view. The amount of spiritual growth that she underwent in 
that one year was more than what she had accomplished in all the 
years of her life. She actually took out the time to rest and counted all 
the blessings that made up her life. Later on, she claimed that her 
dreaded year of bed rest was one of the best things happened to her. 
She is now in a good condition and back on track with full vigor. 
However, she carries the lessons that she learnt in that year with her 
and they have helped her a lot in taking the right decisions in countless 
circumstances. 
Life has its way of teaching us new things and sooner we grasp this 
concept, the better we will be able to enjoy our life. There are parts of 
this world that are infected with famine and poverty and yet the people 
over there continue to live their lives with whatever degree of 
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normalcy they can scrounge up. For them, each day that they are able 
to live, each meal that they are able to eat is a cause of celebration. 
Look at Africa. It is a continent that is plagued with disease and 
hunger. For them, carrying the latest iPhone and roaming around in a 
brand new car has no importance. They would happily trade these 
things for a fresh meal every day. There are people who have gone as 
far as to say that as long as you have food to eat and water to drink 
every day, there is no need to complain about what life has to offer. 
There are people all around us who have unimaginable weaknesses 
and setbacks and yet they have accomplished so much in life that it is 
a source of envy and awe for us normal folk who are blessed in each 
and every way. The author Helen Keller is a prime example of this 
statement. She was the first ever deaf and blind person to get her 
Bachelors in Arts and was a prolific writer who managed to scrounge 
up 12 publications and several articles during her writing tenure. If she 
could attain so much with such a huge disadvantage then we can 
certainly learn to look past the downs that characterize our lives.  
Anyone can enjoy and appreciate the good things and success that life 
has to offer. The challenge is to make the most out of the testing 
situations. We should be brave enough to face every hurdle in life with 
a positive and tactful mind. This can only be achieved if you are able 
to look at and appreciate all those things in life that will help you 
move on. Even when you are down in the dumps, think about what 
matters the most to you in life and you'll realize that you already have 
that thing. Learn to count your blessings and appreciate all the good 
things in your life, even if they come in small, ordinary packages. 
Whenever things take a turn for the worse, think about all those people 
who have it worse than you. These thoughts will make you appreciate 
all that you have with you. 
Learn to adopt a positive attitude and always look at the bright side. 
Developing this approach will take some dedicated and focused effort 
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on your part, but the amount of personal growth and joy that you will 
experience by incorporating this attitude in your life will be priceless.   
! !
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"Success is not final, 
failure is not fatal: it is the 
courage to continue that 


counts." ---Winston Churchill. 


!
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Chapter-3 


Identifying Your Failure, Changing It Into Success 
!


Failure!is!one!of!the!most!common!situations!faced!by!most!people!
in!their!lives.!All!of!us!come!across!failure,!in!big!or!small!forms,!
throughout!our!lives!and!choose!to!whine!and!complain!about!it.!
Here's!some!food!for!what:!Why!not!use!failure!to!get!on!the!path!
to!success?!Think!about!it;!failure!is!basically!a!reflection!of!
'something'!that!went!wrong!and!if!we!are!able!to!identify!that!
'something',!we!can!use!that!knowledge!to!tread!ourselves!along!
the!path!to!success.!As!Dale!Carnegie!said,!"Develop!success!from!
failures.!Discouragement!and!failure!are!two!of!the!surest!
stepping!stones!to!success."!


The first thing that you need to understand is that the ability to 
succeed or fail at something comes from within you. The first step 
towards understanding failure is getting to know yourself better. You 
should be aware of your exact capabilities and limitations. Be true to 
yourself and don't overestimate or underestimate your strengths and 
weaknesses. The world is full of washed up people who aren't able to 
do the aforementioned effectively, due to which they spend their lives 
spinning hopeless dreams of success or pitying themselves when there 
is a reason to celebrate. You need to learn from your failure in order to 
drive yourself towards success. Otherwise you will be caught in a 
circle that consists of failures only.  
In her book The Forty Rules of Love, Elik Shafak has said, "East, west, 
south, or north makes little difference. No matter what your 
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destination is, just be sure to make every journey a journey within. If 
you travel within, you will travel the whole wide world and beyond." 
In order to tackle failure effectively, you need to figure out the reasons 
behind failure. In this chapter, we will concentrate on some common 
causes of failure and reveal some insightful methods to avoid them. 
These causes of failure are influenced by both external and internal 
factors. However, evading them is completely your choice and 
although others can help you along the way, the decisions that you 
take and the understanding that you develop will solely be responsible 
for demarcating a path towards success.  
The first cause of failure that is practiced far and wide all over the 
globe is blaming others for your situation. Most of us attribute our 
failure to certain tangible or intangible objects and shy away from 
taking responsibility for our situation. Regarding this case, a doctor 
who has been practicing medicine in Africa for last 25 years said 
something very interesting. According to him the difference between 
witchcraft and medicine is very simple. When a person falls sick, he 
asks a witch doctor "Who did this to me?" whereas he asks a regular 
medical specialist "What did this to me?" In both cases, the individual 
believes that the tragedy has befallen him due to some external factor 
and he never stops to consider that the entire ordeal may be his own 
doing. This attitude is adopted by most of us when we address our 
failures. As a result, two negative consequences come about.  
Firstly, we are not able to gain anything out of our failures. All those 
theories about failures being stepping stones towards success go down 
the drain if we don't realize our part in bringing about those failures. 
Secondly, this "sticking to ignorance" technique pushes us further 
down the failure drain and our series of failures starts to multiply. As a 
result, we are never able to diverge towards the path of success that we 
were aiming for in the first place. 
On the other hand, it is wrong to place the entire blame for the 
situation on yourself. This brings us to the second cause of failure: 
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blaming yourself for your failure and making peace with it. A lot of 
times, people blame themselves for any failure that comes along their 
way and after blaming it all on their innate nature, leave the issue as it 
is. It is an easy practice but it has dire consequences as it gives birth to 
feelings of inferiority and incompetence in the practicing person. This 
hopelessness is as dangerous as the former cause of failure, if not 
more. The individual experiencing these emotions shuts him or herself 
away and does not engage in any form of self development, since he 
or she believes that all such efforts will be futile. If you believe that 
you will fail at anything you try, trust me you will fail. Abraham 
Lincoln said, "Always bear in mind that your own resolution to 
succeed is more important than any other." Therefore, if you are 
experiencing these feelings, it's time to pull yourself up and tread 
along the right direction.  
The absence of purpose, aims or goals is another popular cause for 
failure. Every activity, effort, or journey that you engage in must be 
supplemented by a sound and focused goal. Only then will you be able 
to engage in it wholeheartedly and truly enjoy the reaps of the 
endeavor by the end of the day. If you don't want something bad 
enough, you will probably never be successful at getting it. Even if 
you do manage to secure your goal, you won't be able to enjoy it. 
 Building on this idea, the fourth main cause of failure is choosing the 
wrong goal. Sometimes we do pursue a goal, but our end aim isn't in 
tune with what we really want out of life. This usually happens when 
we fix our interest on abstract aims such as money, fame and power. 
We believe that since everything goes after these things, we must do 
so too. In other words, we let others decide our goals and ambitions 
for us. As a result, we aren't able to truly relate with the goals we set 
for ourselves and often end up failing at achieving them. Even those 
you do end up achieving these goals, you will never truly be satisfied 
and will always feel like there is a void in your life. It is very 
important to give the goal building exercise due thought and 
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consideration. Otherwise, you'll sacrifice precious years of your life 
going after things that you don't really want.  
Another important cause of failure is trying to take a shortcut to 
success. This usually involves going after your goal through unlawful 
means. The thing that all of us need to realize is that success is a 
valuable entity because it is hard to get. If all of us were successful at 
anything that we tried, then the term success would have lost all 
meaning and value. Only those who put in due effort and endure 
hardships along the path to success are able to truly enjoy the rewards 
of success that they get by the end of the day. For instance, many 
successful businessmen engage in unlawful practices to get ahead in 
the money making race. Although this practice gives them more 
money, it ends up depriving them of respect. If the same people had 
decided to go for the longer route, they would've probably enjoyed the 
same end results, along with invaluable respect. Sometimes, many 
people engage let go of their ambitions because they seem to far 
sighted and time consuming, and go for alternate goals that they will 
be able to achieve in a shorter period of time. For instance, a friend of 
mine who is an engineer has an in built knack for electronic circuits. 
He loves to engage in new engineering projects and come up with 
innovative solution. However, since the field doesn't pay that well, he 
is now working in a management position and although his pay scale 
is good, he is miserable at work because he doesn’t enjoy it one bit. 
One should try to avoid such decisions. 
However, this doesn’t necessarily mean that the longer journey is 
always the right one. In fact, the next cause of failure is going for the 
longer route unnecessarily. Sometimes, we try to pursue a goal or 
route, when it isn't meant to be for us. As a result, we get caught up in 
a loop of failure. For example, there are many starry eyed girls who 
come to Hollywood thinking that if they persistently try to enter the 
business, they'll make it big someday. However, this doesn't happen 
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for most girls who come to Hollywood and if they don't realize this in 
due time, all their efforts go to waste. 
Another common cause of failure is failing to take the little things that 
matter into consideration. Sometimes we engross ourselves so much 
into the bigger picture and the major goals that we don't bother taking 
the little details that matter a lot into consideration. How many times 
have you left some part of your academic course thinking that it is 
unimportant, and it has shown up in the paper? It happens to the best 
of us if we aren't careful. Success doesn't only require hard work; it 
requires meticulous hard work. The little details are very important 
and sometimes they are the deciding factors for us. After all, everyone 
concentrates on the bigger things, and when the bigger things are 
taken care of, it's the little things that matter and can serve to 
distinguish us from the rest. 
After this comes the bane of giving up too soon. Success is achieved 
after treading through an extremely rocky path and if you think that 
you can make it through in one try, you are mistaken. As Florence 
Scovel Shinn said, "Every great work, every great accomplishment, 
has been brought into manifestation through holding to the vision, and 
often just before the big achievement, comes apparent failure and 
discouragement". So what if you failed? It doesn't mean that you will 
fail again. Learn from your mistakes and try again. Persistence will get 
you through anything you put your mind to, provided it is your true 
calling in life. Regarding this Herodotus says, "!Some men give up 
their designs when they have almost reached the goal; While others, 
on the contrary, obtain a victory by exerting, at the last moment, more 
vigorous efforts than ever before." 
 
Carrying on from the previous point, the next point on our hit list for 
causes for failure is living in the past and carrying its weight in all our 
decisions. This is a true bane, since it makes us believe that we will 
commit whatever mistakes we made in the past in the future as well. 
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Furthermore, it makes us shy away from our current situation and live 
in a time which doesn't exist anymore. Dwelling in the past is an 
extremely disadvantageous practice. Learn to live in the present and 
keep an eye on the future instead. 
The final cause of failure among the most common causes of failure is 
the illusion that you are successful. Sometimes when things are going 
our way, we mistake that stroke of good luck for success. As a result 
we become overconfident and stop putting in the effort that got us so 
far in the first place. As a result, we fall short and fail when our goal is 
just within reach. Remember that persistence and hard work should 
not be given up until you have success in your hands.  
Now that you have identified the most common causes of failure, use 
this knowledge to advance yourself in life and make the most out of 
your failures. Treat them like stairs leading to a higher destination and 
you will be able to concentrate on the bigger picture and make your 
way towards whatever you want in life.   
    
! !
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"A little more persistence, 
a little more effort, and 
what seemed hopeless 


failure may turn to 
glorious success."              


---Elbert Hubbard 


!
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Chapter-4 


Accepting And Going After Success 


All!of!us!dream!of!success!in!life.!In!the!beginning!we!all!have!big!
dreams!and!aspirations!that!drive!us!towards!our!destination.!
However,!very!few!of!us!actually!follow!our!goals!through!till!the!
end.!Somewhere!in!the!middle,!we!settle!down!with!our!meager!
and!mediocre!gains!and!make!peace!with!whatever!we!have.!In!
today's!world,!the!term!"life!happens"!is!used!to!describe!this!state!
of!settling!down!with!what!minimal!returns!you!have.!This!
situation!usually!comes!about!when!an!individual!believes!that!he!
or!she!isn't!worthy!or!capable!of!succeeding!more!than!the!degree!
what!he!or!she!already!has.!If!you!are!experiencing!these!
sentiments,!you!need!to!stand!up!to!yourself!and!develop!the!will!
to!move!forward.!A!man!who!doesn't!progress!is!a!dead!man!and!
unless!you!want!to!be!a!proclaimed!dead,!you!need!to!start!trying!
again.!


In order to move forward with your life and seize success, the first 
thing you need to do is correct your beliefs. Most of us settle down 
with mediocrity because we subconsciously believe that we were 
meant to fail. We always look for examples and excuses around us and 
manage to convince ourselves with statements like "If he or she wasn't 
able to succeed at this with all her abilities, then I don't stand a chance. 
I should be thankful that I've made it this far." Statements such as 
these mar our personal growth and development. To move forward in 
this world, you need to believe that you were sent to this planet to 
succeed. You need to identify your inherent abilities that distinguish 
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you from others and have faith in them; polish them and use them as 
tools to move forward. 
Another belief that hinders us from utilizing our true potential is the 
subconscious belief that the accumulation of wealth is inherently 
wrong. Throughout the centuries, we have been told through history 
and tales that poverty signifies purity, righteousness, and the ability to 
produce. As a result, we subconsciously believe that being rich is a 
negative situation, and we use this idea to justify our mediocrity to 
ourselves. We need to understand that the amassing of wealth is not a 
negative practice; rather how you get that money and utilize it is 
important. 
Building on the previous idea, many of us believe that this planet is 
designed for mediocrity and it is our own personal hell that will uplift 
us to heaven by the end of this journey called life. This idea that many 
of us harbor stems from the belief that we have to go through hell and 
endure hardships to reap the rewards of heaven. As a result, we do not 
concentrate on what we can do with our abilities in this world. We 
believe that we will have to suffer on this planet to get returns in the 
afterlife and this belief directly clashes with the notion of using your 
inherent abilities to the maximum to attain success. We need to 
understand that all of us have been blessed with abilities for a reason. 
If God had wanted us not to contribute in any way to this world and to 
ourselves, he wouldn't have given us these gifts and skills. In order to 
win in the next world, we must prove our worth in this world, winning 
over ourselves and the hurdles presented by this world. 
In today's world, we have placed a lot of restrictions on ourselves and 
these restrictions hinder our progress and success. In school, we all 
went through routines that stressed on following orders and maintain 
discipline and most of us sadly carry this will to conform to what 
others tell us to do to adulthood as well. We need to understand that 
success involves taking your own journey and making your own 
decisions that are in line with personal goals and desires. You don't 
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need anyone's permission to succeed and move forward in life; the fact 
that you have been sent to this world is permission enough. There are 
countless challenges with heavenly rewards that are just waiting here 
in this world to be taken on. If you can use your abilities to overcome 
these challenges, you have the right to receive the reward as well in 
the form of success. Build your own persona and line of thought and 
stop conforming to what others tell you to do. Non-conformity and 
going way beyond the treaded path is the innovation that leads to real 
success. 
Another thing that you need to understand is that you are the only 
person who is responsible for whatever happens in your life. You have 
the ability to control whatever happens in your life and everything that 
happens in your life happens to you due to you. Stop pinning down the 
failures and mistakes that you make on someone else. Stand up and 
accept them. Only then will you be able to learn from your mistakes 
and move forward. Similarly, your success is due to your personal 
efforts as well. You should learn to take credit for it and recognize 
your role in bringing it about. Take responsibility for whatever you do, 
whether it's good or bad; only then will you be able to tread along the 
path to success. 
Every individual is different. All of us have our own personal 
strengths and weaknesses and these characteristics define us as a 
person. Therefore following someone else does not make any sense 
because we are all different. Many of us believe that we were designed 
to be lead and we should follow certain examples. However, this kind 
of attitude will only take you away from success and plunge you 
within the deep pits of mediocrity and a purposeless existence. We 
need to define our own path which is in tune with our aspirations in 
order to succeed. Otherwise, you will end up living your life in a circle 
in which the leader inevitably becomes the follower because of lack of 
innovation and motivation. You need to break away from the circle of 
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mediocrity and define your own journey in order to make your life 
meaningful and attain success. 
Yet another change that can bring about success in your endeavors is 
concentrating on the inside rather than the outside. You need to come 
face to face with who you really are. Not many people realize this, but 
we spend a lot of our time running from ourselves. The excuses that 
we make, and the justifications that we give ourselves are nothing but 
tactics of running away from what we really are and what we really 
want. We need to face ourselves and admit our mistakes and 
weaknesses. Only then will we be able to rise and drive towards 
success. We spend a lot of time giving explanations to others for what 
we did. What we don't realize is that it doesn't matter what others 
think. What truly matters is justifying your acts to yourself. Your inner 
self s perhaps the only entity that wants to see you truly successful and 
going along with what it wants will earn you success. 
Revamp the way you see and contribute to life. Don't be a thorn in 
your own path of success. This usually happens when we make up 
excuses to settle down with our mediocre state and look for reasons to 
not move forward. You should make yourself conductive to success in 
order to bring it about. Things don't happen out of the blue; they have 
to be brought forward through will and persistence. Do not confuse 
humility with mediocrity. Being humble means giving something your 
best shot and realizing that there is still room for improvement. On the 
other hand, mediocrity only wastes your life because it instills in you 
the belief that you are not worthy. It's good to be realistic and 
watchful, but it doesn’t mean that you should stop trying to attain your 
goals. 
Sometimes we wait for things to happen and this attitude gets us 
nowhere by the end of the day. You shouldn't wait for the world to 
come to you; rather you should go to world yourself and grab 
whatever opportunities that come your way with clenched, determined 
fists. Day dreaming and wishing for success isn't going to result in any 
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gains. You need to put yourself out there and face the opposition 
before coming across success. Many of us attribute everything to luck 
due to which we wish for it and rely on it. By doing so, we do not 
realize that we in fact take away the power to bring about change from 
ourselves. We need to realize that success can only come from within. 
If you don't struggle for it, you will never get it.  
Now that you know how to proceed about the route to success, it is 
time to act. Act now or never. Don't leave anything to tomorrow 
because there is no certainty that there will be a tomorrow. The 
present is all that you have got and it is your job to make the most out 
of it. Keep all these pointers in your mind and indulge in the necessary 
changes to bring success about. Don't be afraid to enjoy your success 
at the end of the road. When you have worked so hard to get it, you 
have every right to enjoy it as well.   
! !
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"Dreams pass into the 
reality of action. From the 
actions stems the dream 


again; and this 
interdependence produces 
the highest form of living." 


---Anais Nin 


!
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Chapter-5 


Give Your Dreams A Material Shape 
 
In!contemporary!times,!the!world!is!bathed!in!a!mist!of!disillusion!
and!weary!sighs.!All!of!us!have!dreams!but!most!of!us!believe!that!
our!dreams!are!meant!to!stay!in!the!dream!world;!reality!is!no!
place!for!high!hopes!and!farGfetched!dreams.!With!this!attitude,!we!
settle!down!with!our!mediocre!lifestyle!and!call!it!life.!Little!do!we!
realize!that!the!only!thing!that!separates!us!from!achieving!our!
dreams!is!the!belief!that!we!can't!achieve!them.!When!we!believe!
that!we!can't!do!something,!that!thing!literally!does!become!
impossible!for!us!because!motivation!is!the!key!element!that!
drives!us!towards!success.!!


How!many!times!have!you!stopped!studying!for!a!subject!simply!
because!you!thought,!'I!can't!score!an!A'?!Or!how!many!times!have!
you!given!up!on!a!challenging!project!simply!because!you!thought!
it!was!too!demanding!for!you?!Or!how!many!times!did!you!not!
apply!for!a!job!simply!because!you!thought!that!you!won't!be!able!
to!stand!out!among!the!vast!pool!of!applicants?!All!of!us!have!been!
plagued!by!these!negative!thoughts!at!some!point!in!our!lives.!
Therefore,!there!is!no!need!to!feel!ashamed;!rather!it!is!now!time!
to!rectify!this!attitude.!In!this!chapter,!I!will!concentrate!on!the!
things!that!will!instill!your!belief!in!yourself.!Once!you!believe!that!
you!have!the!ability!to!do!anything!you!set!your!mind!to,!you!can!
make!all!your!dreams!come!true.!
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There is a popular saying that "It's better to aim for the moon and land 
on the trees than to aim for the trees and land in the mud". This simple 
saying is a deep reflection of our current state of confusion and low 
self-esteem. If you aim high, you will always land somewhere above 
your current standing. However, if you limit your aspirations to your 
current state, you won't progress at all and you will get exactly what 
you aimed for: nothing. Dreaming is an important exercise and it is 
even more important to go after your dreams. If you have the will to 
go after what you aspire, nothing can stop you. The only hurdle 
between you and your dreams is yourself. This is a simple truth that 
we all choose to forget. It is high time that you start seeing things for 
what they really are.  
Many people tend to think that there is a formula for achieving dreams 
that is specific to every goal or dream that the person sets out to 
accomplish. You've probably met a lot of people who look at 
successful people and wonder what their secret is. They believe that 
business tycoons, renowned actresses and famous poets have different 
formulas for success. The truth of the matter is that there is a common 
denominator that is responsible for making all these people successful: 
all of them believed that they could accomplish what they've set out to 
accomplish. That is probably why they give you quizzical looks or 
vague answers when you inquire them about their success. The answer 
lies within you and no outward source can give you the answer that 
you are looking for. You must discover it yourself.  
There are many successful stories around us that we can analyze to 
validate the fact mentioned above.   Andy Kim, who is the CEO of I.T 
Source, came a long way to accomplish his dreams. During his 
childhood, his financial conditions were unstable due to which he used 
to fix computers of his neighbors to make ends meet. "Like life, 
business has its ups and downs," he says. "I believe being persistent 
and trying to overcome any obstacle with a positive attitude will 
ultimately help you succeed." Wasim Khaled, who is the CEO of 
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LuxMobile Group, has a different story to tell. He grew up in an 
affluent household where he had the choice to go for any degree 
program that he wanted. Instead, he figured out that structured 
education wasn't really his cup of tea and went for his own 
entrepreneurial venture instead. Both of them have different stories to 
tell but their stories have one fact in common: they knew how to 
dream and go after their dreams with focused will and vigor.  
The basic fact that you need to understand is that you never really 
know whether a venture will be successful or not unless you try your 
hand at it. Don't sell your dreams short just because they seem 
improbable to most people. You will come across many people who 
will discourage you from going after you dreams with reasons such as 
'It is too risky', 'It is too experimental', 'What if you fail?' and many 
others. Remember that these people have chosen the path of 
mediocrity for themselves and they have locked up their imagination. 
You have two options at this point: you can either put yourself out 
there, and see what the world has to offer, or you can join the league 
of these unimaginative people. If you truly want your dreams to come 
true, you should do the former instead of the latter. 
Don't be afraid to try new things and don't be afraid of failure. 
Weighing things on paper is different from actually doing them and 
exploring them in the real world. The important thing is to incorporate 
this attitude in everything that you do. Whether it's you career, or your 
personal life, try new things and make life more interesting. If you 
want to get out there and explore the world, try to formulate a plan for 
doing so. Don't just sit there and tell yourself that you will never be 
able to do so because of your responsibilities and your menial 
everyday chores. Where there is a will, there is a way. Once you are 
able to convince yourself that you really want to do something, things 
will start falling into place; not by magic though; rather because you 
will make it all happen. There isn't any force in the world stronger 
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than a man with a determined will and if you become that man than no 
dream is impossible for you. 
Be prepared to face a lot of difficulties along this path. In most cases, 
your friends and enemies will both try to deter you from your dreams. 
Your enemies may be doing so in your bad interest, but friends usually 
adopt this attitude when they are scared for their loved ones. This 
concern should be touching but not overwhelming. Sometimes you do 
need someone to straighten out your head, but in the end the decision 
to go in a certain direction with your life or not should be yours and 
nobody else's.  
Remember that you have the sound ability to make all your decisions. 
Weigh the pros and cons of your dream and ask yourself if this is what 
you really want. If you hear a yes, then you should dive straight in 
without paying heed to what anyone says. It's usually those who 
couldn't accomplish a certain goal themselves that will deter you from 
achieving your dreams. It's simple logic really. Only a failed hotel 
owner will tell you that the hotel business is a difficult place. 
Similarly, the only person who will stop you from applying to your 
dream college is the person who couldn't get in the college him or 
herself. You will have to take matters in to your own hand in order to 
get what you really want.  
Finally, if you want encouragement along your path to making your 
dreams come true, you should be a source of encouragement as well. 
No matter how bad things get, never crush the hopes and dreams of a 
person under the weight of your bad experiences. Always try to be a 
source of inspiration towards people and try to drive them towards 
success.   
   
! !
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"Opportunities?-They-are-
all-around-us-there-is-
power-lying-latent-
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!
Chapter-6 


Seize Your Favorable Opportunity, Make the Most of It 
!


If you take a moment to recall your life, you will realize that there 
were various opportunities that came your way but you didn't avail 
them. There is no need to exhale any weary sighs over them. All of us 
have missed valuable opportunities that came our way throughout the 
course of our lives. What really matters at this point is why did you let 
go of those opportunities? Was it because you didn't spot them or was 
it because you felt like you didn't think that you were capable enough 
to avail them? In either case, I am sure that you want to go back in the 
past and avail that chance at introducing a wonderful change in your 
life. Don't worry. There are many more opportunities that will come 
your way. What you need to do is that you need to rectify your 
behavior and your beliefs. 
If you have the tendency to overlook opportunities, you need to be 
more focused and spot and create opportunities for yourself. If you 
think you aren't good enough for undertaking a certain endeavor, think 
again. You need to revamp the way you view yourself and the chances 
that come your way.  
Now when we are talking about opportunities, the first thing that you 
need to understand is the definition of an opportunity. What exactly is 
an opportunity and how does it come by? This complex question has a 
simple answer: You are your own opportunity and the chance to excel 
will only come by when you give yourself the power to reach out and 
mold your way to success. Keeping this in mind, an opportunity could 
mean different things for different people. Many people attribute 
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opportunities with careers. For them an opportunity could mean 
something like a chance at promotion, or bagging a new project, or 
switching to another career, etc. For others an opportunity could 
represent something personal, such as giving your marriage a chance, 
or fighting addiction, or delivering results under pressure. In any case, 
you have the ability to reach out to yourself and prepare yourself for 
looking out for such an opportunity. For doing this, you must first 
know yourself. 
Devote sometime to yourself and discover who you are; discover what 
your strengths and weaknesses are and use them to make the most out 
of an opportunity that you come across. By giving yourself some due 
time, you will be able to build your self-confidence and self-respect. 
These two elements will enable you to convince yourself that you 
deserve to exploit any opportunity for improvement that comes your 
way. Once you have instilled your belief in yourself, use your self-
awareness to steer yourself towards a goal. If you can't spot any 
opportunities, create them. Pave a path for your success. Take your 
lows and convert them into highs. Think out of the box and come up 
with innovative ways to move towards your end goals. These methods 
that you use to advance towards success are known as opportunities. 
In order to start off on this road, the first thing that you need to tell 
yourself is that any opportunity that you think is exclusively for 
'others' is available for you as well. I've come across many people who 
think that they are just not good enough for even availing such 
opportunities. How many times have you told yourself "I don't stand a 
chance against these people", or "Oh I have a natural disadvantage 
against them. How am I ever going to win over them?" You need to 
realize that you are just as deserving for availing any opportunity that 
comes your way. You should have faith in your abilities. Everyone has 
strengths and weaknesses, but what differentiates a man with from a 
man without it is the ability to have faith in one's strengths. Even if 
you have a severe disadvantage, such as a physical disability, there is 
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still no reason to not struggle for your end goal. There are examples of 
people such as Helen Keller that substantiate the belief that where 
there is a will, there is a way. 
Similarly, sometimes we shut out opportunities either by mistake or 
deliberately without realizing what we are missing. We let ourselves 
get in the way of truly exploring what that opportunity actually had in 
store for us. I will use an example to elaborate my point. I have a 
friend who was really interested in pursuing his career in the oil 
industry. He was all up for working in the oil fields and an excellent 
opportunity came his way. He got an interview call from a reputable 
multinational firm. However, before going for the interview he met up 
with a relative who narrated a tale of 'someone' he knew who had 
worked in the oil industry. He drew up a scary picture that consisted of 
constant travelling, odd working hours and low quality of life. My 
friend was put off by the story and didn't go for the interview. Now, he 
regrets his decision and wishes that he had gone for that interview. 
Many of us do the same thing; we prematurely judge an opportunity 
and let it slip out of our hands, only to regret it later on. If you want to 
make the most out of any opportunity that comes your way, you need 
to explore the opportunity in detail first and give it a fair chance.  
You need to have faith in this world as well. Many of us are so 
disturbed by everything that is happening around us that we plunge 
ourselves in a permanent state of disillusionment and negativity. We 
believe that no opportunities will come our way because our world is 
not progressing. If you are thinking along the same lines, you should 
revamp the way you view the world. The world has never been perfect 
and never will be. Nevertheless, it still consists of people that have 
risen up to be successful stories of inspiration. It is full of 
opportunities waiting to be explored and if we get out of our negative 
zone, we will easily be able to spot them and grab them. In order to 
move towards the opportunities present in this world, you should have 
an open mind. The next passage will focus on some pointers that you 
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can use in this regard. Stick by them, and you won't let any valuable 
opportunity slip by. 
Firstly, you should give every opportunity a chance. As mentioned 
before, you shouldn't pre judge an opportunity based on your limited 
knowledge and someone else's opinion. Secondly, you need to 
concentrate on the present and let go of the past. Many among us 
define our present choices based on past unfortunate events. So what if 
something bad happened the last time you took a risk? That doesn't in 
any way mean that it will happen again. If you have undergone the 
process of self-discovery and think that this could be your chance at 
making it big, you should go for it. Along with the past, you shouldn't 
concentrate too much on the future as well, especially if you have 
unreasonable hopes and expectations. Learn to stay in what is 
happening now because the present is the only time frame that is truly 
under your control. 
The third point is very crucial and I cannot lay enough stress on this. 
Stop patronizing yourself and learn to have faith in your abilities. You 
don’t have to be a famous celebrity or a businessman in order to be 
special. All of us have special talents and abilities and you need to 
discover your talent set. Maybe your specialty lies in cooking, or 
maybe you are an excellent seamstress. No matter how unimportant 
your skill may sound, trust me it's not unimportant at all. With the 
right opportunity, you can cash in on your skill and make a place for 
yourself in this world.  
Carrying on, you should set realistic and focused goals for yourself. 
Setting a goal is the first step towards identifying and exploiting an 
opportunity. If you don't do so, you will never be able to focus your 
attention and learn what you want out of life. The goal that you set for 
yourself should be based on self-discovery and personal aspirations. 
At the same time, it should be well within the bounds of reality. Once 
you know what you want, you are now all geared up to grab any 
opportunity that comes your way.  
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Now it is easy to think highly of yourself in times of joy, but situations 
of crises have the ability to turn your world upside down. In such 
situations, learn to maintain a solid ground and stick to your good 
opinion about yourself. You should identify your mistake and the 
exact step that you took that was wrong, but with an objective insight. 
Don't place unnecessary blame on yourself and don't let a single 
failure or situation of crisis weigh you down. Remember that you are 
the same person that has accomplished so much in life as well. Don't 
let a single incident bring you down. Rather think of it as a chance of 
growth and self-improvement. 
Remember than even if you fail at an opportunity, it doesn’t mean that 
you aren't good enough. I have come across countless people who 
were shattered when they came close to getting their dream job but 
didn't make it past the final round. In such a case, many people think 
that they aren't worthy enough for success and settle down for 
mediocrity. They ignore other similar opportunities for success that 
come their way, thinking that they aren't good enough for the job. 
They reason with themselves that if they didn't make it through one 
opportunity, what are the chances that they will make it through 
another opportunity of a similar nature. This is where they are wrong.  
The focused and sensible ones out of this lot choose to believe in 
themselves and grab the opportunities that come their way. Obviously, 
they emerge successful as well whereas those who lock themselves 
within the safe haven of mediocrity are never able to develop a sense 
of true satisfaction. 
Remember that the world is your playground and you can try new and 
innovative things and engage in activities that involve self-discovery. 
It is full of opportunities for all of us. It is up to us to spot these 
opportunities and use them to climb up the ladder of success. 
However, you should make sure that you don't trample others with 
your efforts at grabbing an opportunity. Don't go for any short cuts or 
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unlawful practices to achieve your goal. Play it fair and square, have 
belief in your abilities, and you will emerge successful.  
! !
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"We are each gifted in a 
unique and important way. 
It is our privilege and our 
adventure to discover our 


own special light."                     
---Mary Dunbar 
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Chapter-7 
 
Dig Out Your Inherent Potentials 
 
In today's world, which is marked by competition and an epic struggle 
to get ahead, it is easy to fall victim to the belief that you are 
inherently not blessed with any abilities. In the face of crisis or failure, 
most of us forget our power and will to drive towards success and 
instead choose to believe that we weren't meant to achieve the set 
target in the first place. It is easy to undermine oneself and blame your 
believed lack of ability for any mishaps that take place. This attitude is 
an involuntary reaction and is extremely detrimental for an earnest and 
growing mind.  
In every situation, whether good or bad, it is important to remember 
that you are blessed and the only thing that can stop you from 
achieving your goal is yourself. If you want to stick to your menial 
and mediocre routine, then no power on the face of this planet can 
bring about the change that you are hoping for. You need to discover, 
enhance and use your abilities to bring about anything that you desire.  
In this chapter, we will discuss the true essence and power of 
exploring your inner self and discovering your abilities.  
In our lives, we have come across thousands of contemporary and 
historical people that are sources of inspiration for people all over the 
world. Upon witnessing their triumphs, one cannot help but wonder 
what was so special about them that they were able to do what they 
did? What qualities and talents did they possess that enabled them to 
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reach their goals, which looked impossible at the first glance? 
Mohammad Ali Jinnah, who was the founder of Pakistan, is one such 
example. He was able to realize the dream of a separate country for 
the Muslim community in the subcontinent at a time when such a goal 
seemed impossible. One cannot help but envy such a man. The thing 
that you need to realize is that all of us have the ability to rise to this 
pedestal. The only thing that distinguishes Mohammad Ali Jinnah 
from us is the fact that he was able to recognize, amplify, and use his 
abilities to realize a dream which belonged to not only him, but 
thousands of other people inhabiting post partition India.  
Now that we've established the importance of recognizing your 
abilities, it is time to get started. The first thing that you need to do is 
identify and make a list of all the abilities that you possess. Some of us 
have a natural knack for understanding physics, while others have a 
keen business mind; still others are good with numbers, and the list 
goes on and on. You need to be aware of everything and anything that 
you can do. Once you've made this list, it's time to take your personal 
leaning in to consideration. What do you want to do in life? Using 
your personal aspirations and inclinations, you can choose where you 
want to go in life and which abilities do you want to explore further. If 
you are having trouble conducting this exercise on your own, you can 
consult a friend and reflect on yourself with his or her help to discover 
your abilities and inclinations. Additionally, there are many tests 
available as well that you can take to discover your abilities. These 
tests are especially designed to gauge your potential and your 
interests.  
 
There is another consideration that you should keep in mind while you 
are deciding on the talents that you want to explore: they should 
converge on a practical and realistic goal that will have some tangible 
value for you by the end of the day. You should opt for a goal that is 
in tune with your abilities and has valuable returns as well. A friend of 
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mine was really into the entire creative designing business. She was a 
whiz at computer graphics and had a real knack for the entire thing. 
However, when she graduated, she went for fashion designing instead 
of graphic designing. When I asked her why she did so, she said that 
the current graphic designing industry is extremely populated and felt 
that she could combine computer graphics, fashion, and textile to 
come up with an innovative product that would have a lot more 
demand and higher returns for her. True to her word, she used her 
ability to come up with extremely innovative screen printing designs 
which made her an instant hit in the fashion market. We can all team 
up realism with innovation to come up with the best use of our 
abilities.  
In order to truly make the most out of our abilities, we need to develop 
them. Ask anyone who has been successful about the reason behind 
his or her success. The answer will never be luck, as much as we like 
to believe that it is purely luck that determines a person's success. 
Rather it will always be preparation and hard work. With these two 
tools, you can enhance your abilities and use them effectively when 
the right opportunity comes around. The best actors in the world aren't 
born that way. Yes they do have a knack for acting, but what separates 
a great actor from a mediocre one is practice and hard work. We all 
admire Natalie Portman for her amazing performance in the movie 
'Black Swan'. Most of us think that she was able to pull off the role 
because she is a great actress and that's about it. There is a lot more to 
the story than that. She took actual ballerina lessons for the movie and 
studied each and every aspect of her role in great detail. It was only 
after consistent practice that she was able to deliver her breathtaking 
performance. All of us need to follow her example and polish our 
skills.  
A viable and foreseeable goal is an important factor that influences 
your journey of discovering your abilities as well. Without a set goal 
and a sense of purpose, you will never be able to focus on your 
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abilities, since you won't be able to understand the point of 
discovering them. A goal is something to look forward to and it 
generates the adrenaline rush in you which is required for self 
discovery. Without a goal, you will only feel emptiness inside and will 
never be able to develop the will to succeed since you won't have 
anything to hope for; and if you don't have hope, then there is no 
difference between you and a dead man. If you haven't figured out 
your goals yet, now is the time to do so.     
Remember that talents and abilities will only be worth anything if they 
are put to use. A plate that has the sweetest fruits of the world is 
worthless if there the fruit isn't consumed. Similarly, talent should be 
used in order to be of any use. In my life, I have come across many 
people with brilliant minds who were too lazy to put their mind to 
good use. Hence, their minds were wasted and they weren't able to 
achieve anything out of life. On the contrary, those with considerably 
less brilliance and much more hard work fared pretty well. In fact, 
they usually get everything they want out of life simply because they 
know how to use their talent to achieve benefits. This class of people 
is far better than the former one. Remember that your talents and 
abilities enhance when they are used. Therefore, you should always 
strive to make the most out of them and use them as much as possible.  
This means that you should give everything your best shot. Never 
think that anything is too small or too big for your caliber. Whatever 
you engage in, remember to involve yourself wholeheartedly. A lot of 
times, I meet people who think that they are too good for their current 
working position due to which they don't give the work their full 
input. Similarly, there are also people who believe that they will never 
be successful at a certain endeavor and hence choose to make a half 
hearted attempt at succeeding so that they are not too disappointed by 
the end of the day. Any opportunity, whether big or small, is a chance 
for self exploration and development. You shouldn't let any such 
chance go by.   
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Carrying on, imagination is an extremely important tool in this entire 
process of discovering and using your abilities. Equipped with 
imagination, you can see beyond the present and beyond the horizons 
limited by your sight. Alexander Graham Bell wouldn't have invented 
the telephone without imagination; Edison wouldn't have invented the 
light bulb without it since at that time the concept of using electricity 
to generate light energy seemed too far-fetched. If you want to 
contribute something innovative to this world, you will have to use 
your imagination. Think out of the box and come up with new ideas to 
utilize your talents. Don't follow the path that has been laid down by 
others before you; instead demarcate your own path and be a pioneer 
instead of a follower. 
This entire process may not reach its end goal if you aren't equipped 
with three vital necessities for this journey: enthusiasm, determination, 
and perseverance. These three elements will help you stand tall in the 
face of crisis and failure, and will help you have faith in yourself. 
With these tips and tricks, you can elevate yourself from the swamp of 
inferiority and self loathing and learn to love yourself and the abilities 
that you have been blessed with. This attitude will enable you to use 
them in a way that is beneficial to you and the world around you.  
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"When every 
physical and mental 
resources is focused, 
one's power to solve 
a problem multiplies 


tremendously."                  
---Norman Vincent Peale 
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Chapter-8 


Making The Most of What You Have 
 
Although we don't acknowledge this fact very often, all of us have the 
option of making the most out of lives. Our inherent abilities, 
environment, and relations enable us to identify the form in which we 
can best apply ourselves and utilize our surroundings in the best 
possible manner. Most of us believe that success and wealth comes 
from the outside. We tend to think that these riches are located at some 
corner of the world that is inaccessible to us. In truth, you have 
everything you need and all you need to do is discover your resources 
and try to make the most out of them in order to emerge successful.  
We have all heard great stories of men who travelled all over the 
world to hunt for treasures and riches and managed to secure them 
after struggling through long and painful journeys of heroic battles and 
natural disasters. Our culture emphasizes more on these stories 
because of their romantic nature. However, the thing that you need to 
realize is that you don't need to travel far and wide to achieve riches 
and success. The first thing that you need to do is examine your own 
resources and try to make the most of what you have got.  
I will now narrate a story to illustrate my point. There was once a man 
who longed for diamonds and riches. He had a comfortable living but 
he was obsessed with the idea of conquering mines of gold and 
diamonds. There came a point when he could no longer contain his 
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desire and he sold off all his belongings and property to arrange for a 
means of travelling across the globe in search of riches. The man 
travelled far and wide across the highest of mountains and the deepest 
of seas for the treasures that he was hoping to gain. However, all his 
efforts went in vain and he discovered very little, if nothing, at the 
spots that he visited. Slowly, he began to lose all his belongings but he 
was still hopeful that he could achieve his aim. There came a point 
when he lost everything he had and vanished in the void created by 
despair and failure. The story doesn't end here. One fine morning, the 
man who had purchased property from this man, decided to do a bit of 
gardening in his back yard. He was digging through when suddenly 
his shovel hit something hard. He dug up a little further to examine the 
obstruction. It was a beautiful stone, that was as clear as crystal and 
reflected the sunlight like a gleaming torch: it was a diamond! The 
man continued with the digging and discovered that the backyard was 
full of these precious stones.  
What does this story tell you? It tells you that the object that the man 
travelled far and wide to obtain was located right in his backyard. If he 
had examined his possessions first instead of starting off on a romantic 
journey without any true sense of direction, he would have been rich 
without all the hassle that he went through. This is an example that 
should not be taken literally. Don't go digging up your backyards in 
search of diamonds now! The point that I want to illustrate here is that 
all of us have what it takes to make us successful. It is up to us to 
discover our hidden talents and abilities and put them to good use.   
You can come up with a thousand excuses to defer the idea of 
achieving greatness. I have heard countless questions that focus on the 
nitty-gritty that don't really matter. How can I move forward with my 
dreams, when I don't have any capital? Where should I seek 
inspiration from? What idea should I pursue to make the most out of 
life? The thing that you need to understand is that only you have the 
ability to answer all these questions. These answers will come from 
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within you. If you really set your mind to achieve something, you will 
find a way to get what you want, utilizing your own resources. Use 
your imagination and think out of the box. Don't follow the league of 
men who give up on their dreams due to minor details such as capital, 
future prospects, and lack of ideas. Remember that you have 
everything that you need to make yourself a source of inspiration for 
this world.  
It is easy to think that the successful people in this world had some 
special qualities and resources that you don't possess. However, the 
truth is far from that. If you go over the lives of famous leaders and 
inventors, you will observe that they all lead a normal life until they 
made their breakthroughs. They did not possess any extraordinary 
abilities such as superhuman strength, unimaginable intellect, or the 
ability to freeze time. They were all normal folks like me and you. 
What distinguishes them from you is the fact that they had the courage 
to explore their inner selves and their resources. This self exploration 
enabled them to come up with an unparalleled idea that they chose to 
pursue. Edison came up with the idea of using electricity to replace 
candles whereas the Wright brothers chose to work an idea that would 
enable flight for humans. All these ideas seemed absurd at the time 
when they were coined but these men were able to make it to the 
pages of history because of these ideas. If they had decided to abandon 
these ideas and instead had chosen to go for something that society 
dictated them to undertake, the results would have been very different. 
After all, these men were just like me and you. 
This brings me to my next point. You need to keep your distance from 
people who will try to bring you down. This world has its share of 
unimaginative individuals who have settled down with mediocrity and 
believe that this is the ultimate way to go about life. These people turn 
down any ideas that challenge the norms dictated by our age and 
society. Remember that progress only comes about with change. There 
was a time many centuries back, when people thought that they had 
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mastered all the laws of physics. The same people believed that the 
world is flat. The first person who came up with the theory that the 
world is instead a sphere was ridiculed and scorned upon. Many 
centuries later, we all know that the man was right. You need to 
protect yourself from such people who will try to suck out your 
positive energy. Do your own thing and let the world think whatever it 
wants to think.  
However, this does not in any way mean that you should adopt a 
reckless attitude towards life. What I am trying to propose here is that 
you should look for answers within instead of going along with what 
others have to say. You need to utilize the resources that you have in 
such a way that you get maximum results and it your method of 
utilizing your resources is unconventional, then so be it.  
Remember that it is still necessary to exercise caution. You will need 
to equip yourself about everything that there is to know about an 
opportunity before pursuing it. If you don't do so, you will end up like 
the man who travelled far and wide in search of treasure but wasn't 
able to succeed at his mission. This is because he acted on impulse and 
didn't think through. You should conduct a thorough background 
research and weigh the pros and cons of an idea objectively, before 
acting upon it. Your friends, family and environment can play a huge 
role in helping you through with this decision due to which it is a good 
practice to consult them. However, the final decision should be made 
by you and you only. Sometimes all you need is belief to make 
something come true.  
In this way you can make the most out of your resources and lead you 
life in a direction that you want. If you want to be a source of 
inspiration, like the figures of history that you look up to, there is no 
need to look any further. You have everything that you need to attain 
that level of success that you aspire.  
! !
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“By choosing your thoughts, 
and by selecting which 


emotional currents you will 
release and which you will 


reinforce, you determine the 
quality of your Light. You 


determine the effects that you 
will have upon others, and 


the nature of the experiences 
of your life.”  


---Gary Zukav - from "Seat of The Soul" 
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Chapter-9 
Journey From Thoughts To Reality 
 
Most of us believe that our thoughts are based on an abstract concept 
that has little to do with who we are as people. If you belong to the 
same school of thought, you need to revamp your beliefs regarding 
life. The truth of the matter is that our thoughts define who we are; 
they define our character, our aspirations, and our ideals. They were 
the sole tool that defined our past and is now defining our present and 
the possible future. Keeping this in mind, having control over your 
thoughts is an extremely important exercise. If you are able to control 
what goes on in your head, you will surely be able to control what 
goes on outside the confinement of your skull.  
This is precisely why a lot of stress is laid upon the power of thinking 
positively. The truth of the matter is that you are precisely how you 
view yourself. You may be able to pretend in front of others, but you 
cannot lie to yourself. All of us have gone through times when we are 
a mess on the inside but we choose to reflect otherwise to the world 
around us. In such scenarios, you may have witnessed that you can 
never lie to yourself and by the end of the day there is only one thing 
that you can use to turn your situation around: your thoughts. If you 
drive your thought towards positivity, you will automatically start 
feeling better. However, if you take a plunge towards the negative 
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side, you will travel deeper into the pit of misery that you have dug up 
for yourself. Your thoughts determine who you are and how you feel.  
Carrying on with this discussion, your thoughts determine your ability 
to succeed at a certain mission as well. You need to understand that 
whatever you go through in life is a consequence of how you are as a 
person. Your success, failure, strengths, and weaknesses are all your 
own doing because you are what you choose to be. No one else has the 
ability to subject you to any particular fate. You hold the power to 
change your personality and your life in any way you want to. This is 
because your thoughts are the sole determining factor behind all these 
concepts.  
All of us have witnessed or experienced situations where an individual 
chooses to blame a third person for whatever befalls him. For instance, 
throughout centuries, the poor and the oppressed have blamed the 
tyrant ruler for the miserable conditions that have come upon them. 
Before Pakistan was made, the Muslims of the subcontinent were in a 
state of abject misery and they used to blame the British and Hindus 
for their deplorable state. They were poor, uneducated and had little 
say in whatever happened to them. Most of them believed in 
conspiracy theories laid down by the other parties and they used to 
defend and justify their bleak position in the light of these theories. 
However, the truth was far from this and a few learned and farsighted 
ones among the lot were able to identify the actual reason behind this 
downfall. This downfall was because the suffering Muslims refused to 
participate in activities entailing progress and growth. They had 
restricted their thoughts and were not open to widening their circle to 
thoughts to include the transforms that were the result of changing 
times. They had gotten used to the life of misery that had been a 
running characteristic of their routine since a century.  
When the same people were able to envision a brighter future, under 
the guidance of a leader, they were able to break away from the 
century old routine of misery that made up their lives. They were able 
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to rise above and attain a new country where they had the power to 
live their lives in accordance with their desires. This is the power of 
thought. A single positive thought can push you towards new heights 
and enable you to break away from the chains of monotony and 
mediocrity and attain the goal that you were meant to achieve.  
Having established the importance of thoughts, it is now time to mold 
them in accordance with maximum productivity. You need to lift your 
thoughts above misery, mediocrity and selfishness. You need to give 
up your animalistic instinct of concentrating on immediate selfish 
needs and concentrate on elevating your thoughts to a higher level. 
Your thoughts should be methodical and productive. They should be 
driven by the desire to bring about positive changes in your life as 
well as the lives of others around you. Once you have conquered your 
selfishness and weakness and have risen to this platform, you now 
have the ability to steer your life in any direction that you want. You 
now have the ability to take total control of your situation and act in 
accordance with whatever your thoughts dictate.  
In order to truly succeed in life, your thought should be righteous and 
pure. They should not be limited by debasing concepts such as greed, 
dishonesty and viciousness. Once you have transported your thoughts 
to that realm, you need to keep them there. The world is full of 
examples of people who rose to success by elevating their thoughts, 
only to fall down because they couldn't keep their thoughts at the 
higher pedestal. In order to maintain our position of success, we 
should strive to maintain our thoughts at the position to which we 
have elevated them. Even a single negative thought can bring about 
cataclysmic consequences to take you from the heights of success to 
the deep dark pits of selfishness and misery.  
In order to direct your thoughts towards a particular direction, you 
need to have a solid vision or an ideal. Equipped with a vision of 
greatness, you thoughts will automatically be diverted from menial 
selfish needs towards a bigger and brighter future. At this point, I will 
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narrate an example to elaborate on this point: A student's journey from 
the poverty stricken areas of Pakistan to Harvard. Kaffar Hussain was 
raised in Mariabad in Baluchistan. The area is devoid of the most 
basic educational facilities that characterize the main cities of the 
country. His classroom consisted of a dingy blackboard and the 
students had to sit on the floor. They did not have any pens and 
papers. All they had was a cardboard and a chalk for learning 
purposes. However, what distinguished Kaffar from the other children 
who didn't make it past matriculation was the vision of a brighter 
educational future. He thought that he was above the norms that 
dictated how an average person spends his life in Mariabad and this 
belief took him from Mariabad to LUMs in Lahore, and finally to 
Harvard University in USA. His example is a source of inspiration 
from many poverty stricken students.  
 
The thing that we need to realize is that Kaffar's story isn't one about 
the fortunes of good luck. Rather, it is an example of what we can gain 
if we have a solid vision and a focused pool of thoughts. Kaffar's 
thought enabled him to work hard, look for opportunities of 
development, and rise above the standards dictated by those around 
him. His story is about a dream that came true because of consistent 
hard work, perseverance, and a positive mindset that was above the 
menial selfish standards that ours concentrates upon.  
Most thoughtless people tend to think that luck has a huge part to play 
in a person's success. When they look at a successful person, they 
immediately give the entire credit to luck. Such a mindset disables 
them from progressing and moving forward. On the other hand, an 
inquisitive and eager to learn mind would try to get to the bottom of 
things. Such a person would strive to understand why this particular 
turned out to be successful out of all the others. He would then find 
out that a focused vision, a positive set of thoughts, and hard work are 
responsible for landing that individual his current position of grandeur. 
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Try to be that inquisitive and eager mind. Once you have discovered 
the secret of success you can incorporate what you have learned in 
your thoughts to bring about the success that you are aiming for. 
     
! !
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"Adopting the right 
attitude can convert 
a negative stress into 


a positive one." 
 ---Hans Selye 
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Chapter-10 
Curb Your Negativities 
 
Most of us have the tendency to give ourselves a hard time over the 
smallest as well as the biggest of mistakes that we make during our 
lives. It is very easy to feel negative towards ourselves and spot faults 
within our personalities. This may seem like a harmless activity, but in 
reality this isn't so. Every time we give into the wave of negativity that 
sweeps over us, we fall a little in our own eyes. Over a prolonged 
period of time, this attitude plunges us into a deep pit of self-
humiliation and self-criticism, where we feel that we are good for 
nothing. Hence, there is an absolutely pressing need to ward off such 
feelings of negativity. This feat cannot be accomplished slowly and 
placidly. You will need to nip these feelings in the bud, once and for 
all. This can only be accomplished by making your mind a battlefield 
where your positive and negative feelings can engage in mortal 
combat. You will need to make your positive feelings take over the 
negative ones and kill them once and for all. Remember that it is 
difficult to make your mind a neutral platform. If you keep it void of 
any feelings, the negative feelings will start creeping in. Therefore, it 
is pertinent to first drive away the negative feelings, and then let peace 
and positivity take over.  
In order to drive off these negative feelings, the first thing that you 
need to do is revamp your beliefs that are responsible for giving birth 
to these negative feelings. These beliefs are usually engraved because 
of past mistakes or tragedies that take place in a person's life. I have 
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met many people who blame themselves excessively for anything that 
goes wrong in their lives and deliberately engage in self-denial. When 
a loved one passes away, many among us surround ourselves in a 
dense fog of despair and feel guilty when something happens that 
makes us happy. Similarly, if an innocent mistake causes a grave 
failure, many of us have the tendency to feel incompetent and unfit for 
taking any major decisions in life, even ages after the event is done 
and dealt with. Such incidences solidify beliefs regarding 
incompetence, inferiority and self-denial in our minds. In order to win 
over your negative feelings, the first thing that you need to do is give 
yourself a break. So what if your life was marked by a tragedy or a 
grave mistake? We all go through such events, but it makes no sense 
to stop living because of these events. The singer Tori Amos, is an 
inspiration for many in this regard. When she was a budding singer, 
she used to work at a bar and was once raped and beaten up by a 
drunken customer. Most women would have shrunk back to their shell 
of self-blame and denial but she chose to rise above it all and used her 
anger to move forward in life. She is now a world-wide famous singer 
and takes an active part in anti-rape organizations and rallies.  
Sometimes, our fears and beliefs aren't even grave enough to receive 
any attention. In such as case you need to get your head straight. Such 
beliefs drive us towards failure. For example, the popular trend of 
attaining the 'size zero' has made many girls all over the world 
extremely conscious about their weight and size. Perfectly normal 
girls have started viewing themselves as fat due to this newfound 
obsession with stick like bodies. As a result, they are engulfed in a 
sense of self-loathing and they dedicate all their effort to the 
superficial activity to losing weight instead of discovering their in-
built capabilities and talents. We need to get our heads out of these 
stupid problems and beliefs and concentrate on making the most out of 
our lives.  
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All of us have a soft spot that makes us feel vulnerable. This soft spot 
is the result false self-beliefs or the beliefs set in by others. Most of the 
time this soft spot is extremely superficial; therefore, it should not be a 
tactic that your nemesis may use to bring you down. Usually, the 
people that we care about play an important role in making us feel the 
way we do. It is therefore important to care about the right things in 
life. If someone cannot accept you the way you are, then you need to 
reconsider your friends circle. Sometimes, people just make fun of us 
or make us feel negative about ourselves out of feelings of jealousy 
and envy. We should be sensible enough to distinguish constructive 
criticism from non-constructive criticism. Even then, the feedback that 
we obtain regarding ourselves should be incorporated in your 
personalities as objectively as possible. Any feelings of negativity 
should be kept strictly at bay. Think of the feedback that you get a tool 
of self-improvement that you can use to further get ahead in life. You 
need to identify you soft spot and correct it either by removing it from 
your personality or converting it into a source of strength. If it is a 
superficial point than you shouldn't pay any heed to it and should 
simply stop caring about it. 
Just as positive elements of your personality drive you towards 
success, the negative elements that you incorporate within your 
personality drive you towards failure. I will now elaborate on the 
negative elements that we unconsciously include in our personality 
and which inevitably roll us down the hill. The first element that is 
responsible for failure is frustration. We usually feel frustrated when 
things aren't going our way or when we come fail to achieve a certain 
goal. It is alright to feel frustrated once in a while; after all we are only 
human. It is persistent frustration that lands an individual in the pits of 
failure. Sometimes our frustration is the result of goals that are too 
perfect for this faulty real world. We unconsciously tend to think that 
crying and making a fuss about something will eventually land us 
what we are aiming for. However, this isn't so. We need to take on a 
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more realistic perspective of our goals are realize that we can only 
realize them when we approach the problem with a calm and focused 
mind. Frustration isn't going to get us anywhere so it is best to just let 
go for it. 
Another element of your personality that may drive you towards 
cataclysmic failure is excessive aggression. Sometimes, when we don't 
get what we want, we have the tendency to get extremely aggressive 
about things. This aggression may be put to good use if we decide to 
use this energy to further concentrate on and pursue our goals. 
However, this isn't how most of us utilize our aggression. Instead we 
turn into a human bomb that is just waiting to explode upon the 
slightest of things. As a result of this negative attitude, we tend to 
drive people away and aren't able to concentrate on our end goals. 
Instead of pursuing towards our goal, we fall backwards and tend even 
lose all those things that we possessed.  
 
Insecurity is yet another factor that can drive you towards the inability 
to reach your goals in life. Insecurity is usually the caused when a 
person feels that he or she in inadequate enough to go after what he or 
she wants in life. These usually come forward when a person is unable 
to obtain something in life. The thing that you need to realize is that it 
isn't your incompetence that caused you to fall back. Rather it could 
either be the fact that your expectations were unrealistically high or 
you went for something which wasn't in tune with your line of talents. 
Whatever the reason maybe, you should never feel incompetent and 
hence insecure. Rather you should try to identify where exactly you 
went wrong and use that knowledge to further yourself along the path 
to success. 
Similarly, uncertainty is another factor that characterizes an individual 
that is doomed by negativity and is travelling towards failure. Many 
people who are unsure of themselves feel safe as long as they don't 
have to make any decisions. As soon as they come across a decision 
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making situation, they feel extremely uncomfortable because they 
begin to see the negative effects that will take place if their decision 
turns out to be wrong. Such people are extremely scared of failing at 
anything and everything, even if it is an extremely small decision. 
Instead they choose to stay in their state of perfect indecisiveness. 
They convince that at least they'll be safe with this choice. The thing 
that they don't realize is that they won't be able to get anywhere in life 
with this attitude. Success only comes about after taking risks and 
failing countless times. Each failure is a chance at learning something 
new and this is exactly how the concept of failure should be viewed. 
Resentment is another negative feeling that drives a person away from 
success and people. Some of us choose to lash out in the face of 
failure and decide to place the blame on others instead of figuring out 
where they went wrong. Such a negative attitude makes them resent 
others and they aren't able to hide these negative feelings. As a result, 
they are disliked by most people that they come across. If resentment 
persists over a period of time, it gives birth to pitying oneself. The 
resentful individual believes that others are responsible for taking 
everything away from him or her. As a result such a person believes 
that he or she doesn't have any qualities and attributes that can pull 
them towards life and they feel doomed. They shut themselves away 
from the world because they feel that people in general are responsible 
for their condition. This is an extremely unhealthy attitude towards 
life.  
All these negative feelings give rise to feelings of loneliness and 
isolation in a person. All of us feel lonely at some point in time, but a 
person with negative feelings thinks that he or she doesn't have anyone 
at all in life and this is an extremely sorry stage. Carrying on, 
emptiness is another characteristic of a person who is bound for 
failure. We have all witnessed people who seem successful on the 
outside but aren't able to enjoy their success in any way. This is 
because these people are empty on the inside. In most of the cases, 
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their tales of success and grandeur aren't in tune with their personal 
aspirations due to which they aren't able to enjoy their final rewards. 
Such people are usually empty on the inside. It is therefore important 
to ensure that the goal you set out for yourself is in tune with your 
personal inclinations.  
Now that you know what negativity and failure looks like, it is now 
time to uproot it from your personality and throw it out. You need to 
direct all your efforts towards this task since it is extremely important 
and plays a major role in determining whether you will emerge 
successful out of this journey called life or not. Learn to concentrate 
on your strengths instead of your weaknesses and develop methods to 
overcome your weaknesses and convert them to strengths. Remember 
that no one is perfect and if your weakness is someone else's strength 
then their weakness could turn out to be your success as well.  
Exterminate all sources of negativity from your life and include 
vessels of positivity. Keep your distance from people that deliberately 
give birth to negative feelings inside you and instead consult a friend 
on how you can overcome your weaknesses. In the end, it is important 
to remember that every individual is different and we are all meant for 
different forms of success. You need to identify your goal, which is in 
tune with your strengths, instead of letting the others do the talking.  
! !
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"It always seems 
impossible until it's 


done."  
---Nelson Mandela 
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Chapter-11 
Spot Possibility in Impossibility  
 
At this point you are probably flying in the air and thinking that 
everything and anything is possible in this world. In life, we come 
across many opportunities which seem extremely good and we see a 
lot of potential in them. However, at times they turn out to be too good 
to be true and the person is left wondering where he or she went 
wrong. Some of these 'fake' opportunities turn out be pretty harmless 
and if we don't gain anything from them, we don't end up losing much 
either. Other opportunities of this nature cause havoc in a person's 
world and the affected person carries the burden of investing in that 
opportunity throughout life.  
The normal reaction of such a catastrophe is that an individual starts 
blaming him or herself for the outcome and blames everything on 
individual shortcomings in weaknesses. Although it is the individual's 
fault to some extent, but the extent and nature of the fault is 
completely different. In this case, the affected person probably went 
for a goal that was plain impossible. There is a very fine line between 
what's possible and what's not when it comes to our aspirations, and 
the eager and enthusiastic heart tends to muddle this line at times. In 
this chapter, our goal is to teach you how to stay in touch with reality 
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and explore your options within your limits. These tactics will help 
you analyze if a goal is possible or not. 
 The first thing that you need to realize is that any situation that 
consists of interaction with other human beings and this world is 
bound to have limitations. We tend to think that equipped with our 
imagination and aspirations, we can do anything we want to in this 
world. However, this is not how things work in the real world. If you 
deny this fact of life and continue forward in your reckless manner, a 
classic case of 'too good to be true' opportunity will come your way 
and you won't be able to analyze its practicality. You need to accept 
the fact that unless you plan on severing all your ties from the world 
and living in a far off place that is cut off from civilization, you cannot 
escape the restrictions that are placed upon you. Your goal is to thrive 
and find a path to success in tune with your aspirations, along with 
these restrictions.  
We may not realize it but even now, we take several restrictions by the 
society and the people around us into account without realizing so. A 
friend of mine wanted to be an artist and was extremely good at 
painting. However, his father had passed away when he was a child 
due to which he had to opt for a more responsible career path that 
would entail more returns that he could use to support his family. So 
he went to business instead of arts, and is thriving at it. He does 
indulge in painting, but only as a hobby. His career aspirations have 
shifted and he is happy with the choice that we made.  
 
 
 
By sharing this example with you, there are two points that I want to 
lay stress on. The first point is that you don't always end up going after 
your dream goal. Sometimes, you have to settle down with your 
second or even third choice of goals. It is perfectly alright to do, 
provided that you are taking this decision for the right reasons. The 
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second point that I want to highlight is that even within this space that 
is governed by the restrictions placed on us by people and the society, 
we still have the ability to thrive and excel.  
There is no point in crying over what could have been. The past is 
gone and the present is all that you have got. You have the ability to 
make the most out of it and enjoy everything that life has to offer. So 
what if you couldn't go along with your initial goal? Most people 
inhabiting this planet don't get what they want exactly but they try to 
make peace with whatever they have. The frustrated ones choose to 
cry over a future that could have been whereas the imaginative and 
realistic lot tries to excel in their current position and try to enjoy their 
current position as much as possible. There is still another group of 
individuals who are courageous enough to incorporate their initial 
goals later on in life when the imposed restrictions are lifted. You 
have to be wise enough to choose your category among these three. 
In our lifetime, our goals maybe broadly split into two main 
categories: work related goals and personal goals. We tend to think 
that we can separate our work life from our 'real' life and try to treat 
work as a means of making ends meet and nothing more. However 
this isn't how things really work. An average individual spends around 
8 to 9 hours per day at work and is hardly able to leave his or her work 
life behind upon returning home. As a result, your career decisions are 
as important as your personal decisions and you have to be very 
realistic about them. Try to take the two side by side and explore all 
the options that are available to you in both these spheres. Try to 
contribute as much as possible and climb up the ladder in your work 
as well as personal dealings.  
The truth of the matter is that we aren't in total control of our life 
decisions and our destinies. There is a huge part of our life that is 
dictated for us and in many cases the right thing to do is to stick by 
these restrictions and limitations. However, this doesn't mean that you 
have any power at all. You still have a lot of options and you can take 
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your life in a multitude of directions even with these limitations. You 
may be thinking that this chapter has a distressing undertone and you 
are probably feeling that a bit of your energy is slipping away. My aim 
is not to discourage you in any manner. Rather I am only painting a 
realistic scenario for you and it is best that you get realism on board 
before embarking on the journey towards your goals. 
If you don't stay on board the reality wagon, you will fall off in a deep 
pit and find it very difficult to come out of it. There is a difference 
between pursuing your dreams and being reckless and the same 
difference distinguishes the possible from the impossible. I have come 
across many people who have made abrupt and absurd decisions in the 
name of pursuing their dreams and they had to pay a heavy price for 
their bad decisions.  
 
In order to make sure that you are pursuing the right choice that is in 
tune with your surroundings as well as your inner self, you need to ask 
yourself a few pertinent questions. These questions will help you 
figure out whether you are on the right track or not. First of all ask 
yourself what exactly you are trying to get out of life. Make a list of 
your aspirations and number them according to your preference. Now 
weigh each aspiration. Ask yourself why you think it is possible to 
achieve each goal on your list. These will act as the pros. Now for the 
cons. Ask yourself why each of these goals seem impossible to 
achieve. After this, write down other possible gains and losses 
associated with each goal.  
Now it is time for a little self-evaluation. Ask yourself which goal is in 
tune with your current position from a physical as well and mental 
point of view. List down other important considerations such as time 
and effort required. Once you have written all these things down, you 
can now choose a goal with an objective insight. This goal that you 
will choose by using this methodology will be in tune with the 
limitations that are imposed on you by the outside world. Using these 
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tips and tricks, you can differentiate between the possible and the 
impossible and prevent yourself from being reckless and destroying 
your life.  
! !
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"Defeat is not the 
worst of failures. Not 


to have tried is the 
true failure."  


---George Edward Woodberry 
!
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Chapter-12 
Rejuvenation After Failure 
 
Life is an amalgamation of ups and downs and these highs and lows 
are what make life so interesting. The concept of failure is as old, if 
not more, as the concept of success and anyone who has ever lived or 
taken a risk has come across this dreaded concept at least once during 
his or her lifetime. Most of us treat failure like a patient with leprosy; 
we try to avoid it at all costs and once we come face to face with it, we 
pretend that it doesn't exist, thinking that it will go away. Sadly, this 
isn't how life works. You have to accept the fact that failures take 
place; it is only natural. If it weren't for failure, the concept of success 
would lose all its charm. Moreover, life is never a straight road and 
most paths that are available to a person descend downwards instead 
of going upwards. You shouldn't be afraid to fall down. You should be 
more concerned with rising up. If you manage to get up after falling 
down, you haven't lost anything. Even then, most of us fear failure. 
Suppose that you have failed. What next now? You should learn to 
deal with failure in a positive manner. If you learn to do so, you will 
be able to use it as a weapon instead of a disadvantage.   
A wise man once said that failure exists only in the grave. This means 
that as long as a person is breathing, he isn't a failure as long as he 
doesn't give up. No matter how many times he trips over or falls 
down, as long as he still manages to get up, he has the ability to seek 
his dreams. In fact, failure teaches us a lot of things. It elaborates more 
on all those things you shouldn't have done, which is knowledge as 
well. A single failure can teach you a lot about life and personality 
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development. It teaches you that life doesn't offer everything on a 
silver plate. I would like to use an example of a friend here to illustrate 
my point.  
A friend of mine had been a high achiever throughout his life. From 
preschool to undergraduate college, he had always excelled at 
everything he laid his hands on. Due to this record of never 
experiencing failure, he was used to getting things done his way. He 
wanted to go to MIT for graduate school, and because of his former 
experiences, he was certain that he would get in. When he got the 
rejection letter, he couldn't believe it and had faced a really hard time 
while trying to bounce back. During this entire period, he was so 
depressed that he wasn't able to perform well in his job interviews 
either. With that came other rejections as well. However, with each 
rejection he learned something new about life. By the time he had 
recovered from his list of rejections, he was a grown man who had 
made the journey from being a boy who was used to having things his 
way to a man who knew how to handle a crisis situation. He is now 
working at a very good place and I doubt if he would have been able 
to handle his responsibilities the way he is handling them right now, if 
it hadn't been for that list of rejections. 
While trying to bounce back from failure, the first thing that you 
should concentrate on what you have right now instead of thinking 
about what could have been had you succeeded. When something is 
lost, there is no point in wallowing over it. You should learn to regain 
your strength and make the most of what you've got. Moreover, you 
immediate strategy should focus on the present as well. There is no 
point in investing in future opportunities because no one knows what 
is going to happen in the future. All your concentration should be 
directed towards what you have in your hands how you can utilize 
your existing resources in the most profitable manner. 
Don't wait to luck and fortune to come your way and dictate things for 
you. Remember that the path that you choose is completely in your 
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hands. You won't be able to get your hands on success and fortune if 
you wait for it. Adopt a proactive approach and grab your rewards. If 
you have worked hard to achieve something, then it is your right to 
grab it once you see it approaching. Maintain your concentration on 
your goal and don't let distractions take over and deviate you from 
your path.   
Upon facing failure, an individual usually becomes extremely 
vulnerable to outside influences. As a result, it is imperative to stick 
with people who have a positive influence on you instead of going for 
those who are themselves bound to go down the drain and will try to 
take you along with them. Such people try to kill your spirit and try to 
convince you that success can never be achieved using the straight 
path. They may even encourage you to go for dishonest means to 
obtain your end goal. Please avoid the company of such people. I had 
an uncle who was extremely successful businessman who had been 
blessed with everything in life. Once he faced some minor problems 
on the business front and these problems left him emotionally 
vulnerable and in a perplexed state of mind. In this condition, he met a 
few new 'friends' who were gambling addicts. These addicts managed 
to convince him that the journey of making money through business is 
a long and arduous one and he could quickly make money with 
gambling. They convinced him that he would be able to regain what 
he had lost in business with the help of gambling. In his vulnerable 
state of mind, my uncle saw gambling as a way to make ends meet and 
started practicing it. It is needless to say that he lost a lot more than he 
had ever lost at business because of gambling. Hence, it is important 
to surround yourself with people who will bring you up during this 
time of distress.  
Different people react differently in the face of failure. Some place the 
entire blame on themselves, while others pin the blame on other 
people and entities. Here is a popular joke which will illustrate my 
present point: 
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A man is watching the news, when it is reported that there is a car 
driving up the motorway on the wrong side of the road. He remembers 
that his wife is travelling along that same road and, worrying, quickly 
dials her number. 
"Honey!" he shouts, when she answers. "Be careful! There's a car 
driving the wrong way on the motorway!" 
"It isn't just one!" replies her wife. "There are hundreds of them!" 
Like the woman in the joke, many of us have the tendency to blame 
other parties for our failure. Sometimes we blame it on luck, 
sometimes on other people and at other times on our surroundings. 
You need to understand that this blame game isn’t going to get you 
anywhere. If you really want to make the most out of your failure, you 
should identify your mistake and make a note of it, so that you don't 
repeat it the next time round.  
All of us have a positive and a negative persona and only one of these 
can inhabit us at one single time. It is up to us to decide whether we 
want to be positive and climb out of failure's pit or negative and 
plunge further into the pit. It is your choice and if you are smart 
enough, you will realize that there is no point in feeling like 
everything is over for you. Rise again and give the world everything 
that you have got. Learn from the mistakes that you made in the past 
and start acting on an instant basis. Stop making excuses to delay your 
actions. Forget about the fear of failing again and use your inherent 
skills to achieve whatever you want. Remember that the world is at 
your disposal and you can have anything that you want, as long as you 
want it bad enough and you are ready to expend your energies to 
achieve your feat.  
 
! !
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"You cannot always 
control what goes on 
outside. But you can 
always control what 


goes on inside."               
---Wayne Dyer 


!
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Chapter-13 
Taking Control of Your Life 
 
We are all aware of the stark reality that we live only once. The 
quality of living is however something to ponder over. Are we living 
life like a puppet with the wheel of destiny tugging on our strings or 
have we really discovered a purpose, strategy or a potential for 
continued growth in our life? 
When we observe a flock of sheep huddled together we notice how 
they stay close as they stay together because of their instinct of self-
preservation. Most of them are petrified to walk out of their safe haven 
and discover the dangers lurking in the adventures outside their flock. 
So are we living a life protected from the risks that accompany the 
spirit of exploration? When we allow some shepherd to command our 
lives around their grazing ground we limit the choices that life offers 
us based on the decisions made by somebody us. We no longer get to 
choose or discover opportunities for growth because we shut the door 
for risky options and let somebody ease our choices by taking full 
control over them. So without any growth, priorities or strategy for our 
life, we graze in the aimless meadows on a path defined by the 
shepherd's direction unable to achieve the dreams we once held in 
sight. 
But this monotony of being directed and guided does not have to 
continue forever. We can break free from this trance and leave the 
flock behind exploring and taking up chances to pursue our life's 
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goals. This is because you are not an aimless sheep lost in the 
meadows. You have a purpose in life. You do not need to be told how 
to live your own life.  
Opportunities and challenges in our life mould our destiny and open 
doors of change and instil our sense of individuality in us. We need to 
open our minds to the potentials that we hold within us. We need to 
halt the reflexes that make us take the easy way out and bow down 
before the will of someone else. We need to realize that we have a 
right to make choices for ourselves. That will provide our lives with a 
direction and purpose as decided by our individual standards.  
We should learn how to face the possibilities that accompany the 
process of change and take up challenges and open an opportunity for 
growth. We cannot chase the idea of pretence just because it avoids 
risks. We need to fight the forces that circulate around us and frighten 
us to remain cocooned within our shell of deception and sanctity. We 
need to discover our centre that defines our individuality and allows us 
to tune out all distracting voices so that we can listen to our heart. We 
need to face challenges with courage and conviction and instil 
meaning in our life.  
We must assemble the courage to reinforce the freedom of choice over 
our decisions. When we lose touch with this autonomy, we are prone 
to be subject to frustration, anger and isolation. If you can't manage 
your own affairs, then by a law of nature, others will start managing 
your life.  
In this contemporary age, man does not only need traditional faith as a 
foundation. Modern man needs a strong ground on which to base these 
beliefs on. This life stance that we are discussing must be clarified. 
We need to discover what we really want from our lives and have a 
clear vision about our beliefs and we need to realize what to stand up 
for and also learn to inculcate these guidelines and make them work 
for us.  
Take a stand for yourself 
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When we want to shift the gears to pave paths for a new kind of living 
we must begin this process by taking a stand for us by using the 
following seven keys: 
Instead of waiting around for permission, go ahead and do it. 


• Don't worry about reporting to anybody but yourself 
• Avoid apologising unnecessarily  
• Regretting a missed opportunity is a wrong approach. Just 


move forward. 
• Replace terms like 'I should' or 'I shouldn't' with more 


productive terms like 'why' or 'why not'. 
• Instead of wasting time thinking over a choice between yes or 


no, just go ahead and do what you think and feel is right. 
• Don't leave the fate of your life in the hands of another. Instead 


make your own choices and stand by them 


Every negative thought in these seven ways exists because we are 
trained to live a life where we look for security that following a pre-
decided social and cultural dictum provides us. We believe and we 
feel safe when others agree to our actions and like us for following a 
tedious set of rules even if they defy the needs that we feel on the 
inside which will eventually lead to our continuing process of self-
growth. If we become puppets, acted on the command of others, we 
will have nothing to contribute to those around us. We should learn to 
change the view where we blindly follow the crowd so that we can 
provide the world with our share of suggestions and potentials. We 
should lend a hearing ear to others with a feeling of independence and 
self-reliance rather than submission and weakness.  
The seven suggestions enable us to set on the path of creative growth 
on an individual level. By saying no too often or by failing to ask for 
permission, we may seem a bit rude and end up losing a few old 
friends in the process. But if we based our friendships out of weakness 
rather than our strengths, then how beneficial were they in the first 
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place. We should also explore the possibility that with our new found 
strengths, we will view the world as a changed place and we will be 
able to make new friends that build on our strengths. The moment 
when we realize that we are willing to hurt someone and let go of 
things that harm us, we will discover that we have the strength to 
protect our self from hurt that will come from letting go of things that 
we truly aim for in life.  
Once we learn to take the control of our life in our own hands, we will 
no longer feel the need to take permission from others. If you feel that 
a certain decision will affect another person, then you can always take 
his suggestion and opinion about the matter and then formulate your 
own decision based on this knowledge. The point that should be 
focused upon here is that taking advice from somebody does not 
provide them the upper hand over your life but provides you sufficient 
information to make a balanced decision based on your own values. 
Once you have recognised your own values and act upon them, it 
means that you have become your own person and developed an 
identity as your own teacher and mentor. You should never forget the 
responsibility that you have towards other people. We should be 
prepared to reason with others the thought and intension behind our 
decision and actions simply because we care for them not because we 
feel controlled by them. This way we are providing them a certain 
degree of respect and care as keeping them on the same footing as 
ourselves.  
This process teaches you to accept due responsibility for your own 
actions. This way you will explain your reasons to those you care 
about and enable other people to consider you a person of authority in 
matters of decision making because you have sorted out your priorities 
right. And those who continue to get hurt because you want to assert 
your own opinions should be disregarded as the less mature ones who 
can't handle the fact that you are self-sufficient now.  
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But if you would have created a private bubble of fantasy where you 
live oblivious to the needs of those around you, it is not mature. When 
you change you have to pass through the phase of transition where you 
change from your old self into a new and reformed self, forming new 
strategies and learning to interact with others and encourage them to 
lay the foundation for healthy human relationships. 
You should also avoid reprimanding yourself about past failures and 
disappointments. This is a way of looking negatively at your inner 
potentials and constantly apologizing to yourself for failures that you 
no longer have the power to undo. This will lead to a sense of self-
diminishment which will throw your life into the wrong direction. So 
always adopt an approach in life where you are constantly moving 
forward. Missed opportunities should not be a reason for perpetual 
remorse. Instead they should be considered as a lesson to build upon 
and improve upon while making decisions in the future. 
Most of the time decisions in our life revolve around rules that have 
been programmed in our system by views of our teachers, parents or 
other mentors that we wish to please. This leaves very little room for 
developing individuality. When you are using terms like 'should' or 
'shouldn't' to make everyday decisions, you are in fact being bound by 
these rules. Many rules are rooted in traditions handed down 
generations and they may have ceased to have much relevance in the 
modern world. You have to learn to move beyond them and instil the 
courage to break through cultural barriers and posses a mind of your 
own. Learn to question these rules, traditions and the culture that 
dictates them. Every time you feel the compulsive urge to bow before 
a baseless rule, ask yourself 'why' or 'why not?'. This way of thinking 
will provide you a whole new perspective to look at life and the 
situations that befall you. 


 


Living a life where you constantly keep saying 'yes' to others in order 
to please them leaves you with very little opportunity to seek 
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opportunities that benefit you. Learn to use the word 'no' more often if 
a certain circumstance does not prove to be in your favour. If you find 
that developments around you in the society are not in tune with your 
inner self, then you should leave the exit door open. Don't let social 
stigmas or dictums hold you back and learn to get acquainted with the 
feeling of fulfilling what you feel like doing.  
While you are in the process of making changes in your life that 
involve saying 'no' more often, you should also avail opportunities that 
require you to say yes and show acceptance in situations that suit your 
requirements of growth. You have to define the exact requirements 
from situations that will make you say 'yes'. Situations which involve 
false expectations, useless diversions and excessive demands from 
others are examples where you will use the phrase 'no' more often. 
These circumstances give you a sense of being trapped or forced to 
oblige and are therefore not fruitful for your life. But situations where 
you feel happy and content are instances where you should say 'yes' as 
they would work in your favour. 
Finally the last step towards managing your own life and the most 
important one is never putting your life completely in the hands of 
others. It is understandable that we require a certain amount of advice, 
encouragement, support and assistance from others but this should 
only be utilized as a method of strengthening your self-support. 
Having a shoulder to lean on is always comforting but use this help to 
stand on your own feet and take charge of your life. A good therapist 
does not manage his patient's life. Instead he closely observes and acts 
like a catalyst while the patient discovers the ways to bring a positive 
change in his life. We live in this world where we have to seek help 
from those who know more than us about certain matters like teachers, 
doctors or pilots. But we must always remember that the ultimate 
control of our life should rest in our hands. Let's consider the example 
of a man who is told by a doctor that he needs an operation for gall 
bladder stones. Instead of leaving life's decisions in the surgeon's 
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hands just because he possesses superior knowledge, this man does 
some research and takes a second opinion from other surgeons who 
inform him that his condition is relatively benign and it does not 
require mandatory surgical treatment. Then he makes a decision based 
on his own common sense and makes the choice of not opting for the 
operation.  
Self-management development requires a substantial amount of self 
control. This should not be misinterpreted as holding back things to 
exert control over your wants. A person who follows certain preset 
patterns and who is fearful of trying new things is not effectively 
managing his life. You have no control over circumstances or 
disappointments but you can have a control over how you wish to lead 
your own life. With self-management you discover a new direction in 
life and the freedom to achieve anything that lies within the limits of 
possibility. 
However a person who tries to mould into the social norms and 
changes his life's choices and wishes based on circumstances or other 
people's opinions is exerting negative control over his life. A person 
may walk into a sushi bar and order everything that is on the first page 
of the menu. However a person who has positive control over his life 
will think objectively and make a rational choice based on why or why 
not he should eat a certain item on the menu. He will not be nagged by 
thoughts like, "It is raining, I should take the bus and not walk home" 
or "Its 9:30 and I must go to bed". The person who has positively 
controlled his life will know how to not get bound by circumstance. 
He leaves his life in a free space where he has the power to exercise 
flexibility over his decisions based on his personal views. So when 
things don't go as expected for him he will know how to carve out a 
new plan and bend the circumstances in his favour. 
Once we effectively learn to manage our self, we will have a clear 
view of our wants and choices for our life. This knowledge will instil a 
sense of security. The person who manages his life based on his own 
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decisions also enjoys the tolerance for a higher level of ambiguity, and 
uncertainty which will enable him to deal with anxiety and conflict 
more effectively. He will be more confident in unfamiliar situations. 
They will have a better tomorrow because they have learning to break 
free of the chains that bound them to social dictums. They will have 
the power of self-belief which will take them to places that they are 
unfamiliar with before. Every time they question themselves about a 
certain decision this self-belief is heightened. So self-management 
teaches you the meaning of how to have a more complete sense of 
self-image and self-competence eventually. 


!
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" You see, idealism 
detached from action is 


just a dream. But 
idealism allied with 


pragmatism, with rolling 
up your sleeves and 


making the world bend a 
bit, is very exciting. It's 


very real. It's very 
strong."  ---Bono 


 
!
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Chapter-14 
Using Your Options the Right Way 
 
All of us have grown up hearing quotes such as "What goes around, 
comes back around", "you reap what you sow", "you get what you 
deserve", and countless others hat stress on the fact that what you do 
in life is a reflection of what you will get out of it. Like many other 
things that we are taught as kids, we tend to forget these words of 
wisdom as we grow up and try to lead our life by our own self-
declared policies. We justify these policies by using terms such as 
'realism', and 'practicality'. The truth of the matter is that there is more 
realism in those words we were taught as kids than there is in all these 
guidelines for life that we formulate as we go through life without any 
real sense of direction.  
Life is all about give and take. In order to achieve something, you 
must first give something up. Those who believe that life will be all 
good or all bad for them are greatly mistaken. However the things that 
you choose to gain and the things that you choose to lose are 
completely up to you. You must be wondering that surely this does not 
apply to all transactions in life. The truth of the matter is that it does 
and I will use an example to illustrate my point here.  
Suppose that you are an alcohol addict. In this situation, you have two 
options: either you can choose to stay in this state of addiction or you 
can choose to fight it by enrolling yourself in a rehabilitation center. 
From a bird's eye point of view, a reader may argue that the two paths 
are distinct and one is a source of gain for the addict while the other 
will be a loss. You will need to look at the matter from a deeper 
perspective to truly understand the situation. 
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Now suppose that the alcohol addict decides to go to recovery. In this 
state, what does he have to gain and lose? He will go back to leading a 
normal life that is characterized by a good family, a respectable source 
of income, and happiness. That seems like all gain right? Well that's 
not really the case. The addict will have to go through a long and 
painful routine in order to get back on track. This will be characterized 
by extreme withdrawal symptoms and physical and mental 
predicaments. Now when you think about it, the addict would have to 
pay a price for attaining the charms of a normal life.  
What if he decides to stay in his present situation? Well this will be a 
gain and loss scenario as well. In order to stay in his current state of 
peaceful intoxication, the alcoholic would have to give up his dreams 
of living a normal life. He won't have to go through the arduous 
process of recovery but he will have to pay with it through other losses 
in his life. As you can see, in either case the addict will have to give 
something up to gain something.  
Our part comes in when we decide what we should give up in order to 
gain success in our lives. Now the addict could go in either direction 
but the first direction seems like the more sensible choice which will 
consist of instant price and long term returns whereas the latter would 
have instant satisfaction but long term failure. As humans, we have to 
decide which resources we should exhaust to gain something out of 
life.  
 
Most religious preachers who have little experience of how things 
work in the real world appease those who are suffering by telling them 
that those who are suffering right now will get their reward in the 
hereafter whereas the successful ones in the world will be reduced to 
conditions of abject misfortune.  
Although these statements serve as a ray of hope for many who are 
suffering at the hands of destitution and disease, there is a certain 
aspect of this viewpoint that is wrong. Those who are successful in 
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this world pay the price for it in this world. You probably know that 
most businessmen are workaholics and they spend little time with their 
friends and family. For them, success in business is paid off by less 
time for family and friends. The religious discussion regarding this 
concept should focus on what is morally good and bad instead of 
focusing on who is successful and who is not.  
Even though we all know that we have to pay a price for everything 
that we gain, mankind is still obsessed with the thought of scoring 
some 'freebies'. People all over the world dedicate a lot of effort to 
finding ways to pluck the rose without getting in contact with the 
thorns. This is a truly effortless exercise and sooner or later, the price 
of a certain goal or aims becomes evident. In this universe, everything 
is created in pairs: there is matter and anti-matter, energy and exergy 
[my own invention], man and woman, tit for tat, etc. This means that 
you cannot carry out an isolated act. Anything that you WISH to do is 
accompanied by something that you HAVE to do. The sooner we 
grasp our mind around this concept, the better.  
In order to lead a truly prosperous life that consists of gains that truly 
mean something to you here are a few things that you should keep in 
mind. Firstly, whenever you take something from life, pay your debt. 
We have established that there is no point in going after a method to 
get only the good parts of a deal. Therefore it would be in your best 
interest if you face your debt on a regular basis instead of letting it 
accumulate. You will have to pay it somehow anyway. Why not in 
some reasonable chunks, instead of a large share by the end up the day 
that will break your back? 
Another thing you should keep in mind is that you should try to give 
your best to anything and everything. You will only get the best if you 
give the best. If you put in a mediocre input than you will in turn get a 
mediocre output as well. In fact, this is one of the most pressing 
problems of contemporary times. In our efforts to contribute as little as 
possible, we have gotten used to the mediocre results that such menial 
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efforts entail. We have made peace with these low returns and we try 
to drag others into this nameless swarm of faceless people who have 
no sign of individuality and self-recognition.  
If someone works hard, we ridicule that person so much that we end of 
swallowing him and subjecting him to our pit of mediocrity and 
misery. A man who wishes for true success knows that the path of 
success is not easy and he does everything in his power to make it 
through to the other side. If you want to use the options that life has 
bestowed you with wisely, you should join this league to hard 
workers.  
Remember that for any strength that we have, there is a weakness. 
This is so that the harmony of the universe is maintained. We should 
therefore learn to accept our weaknesses as readily as we accept our 
strengths. It is only in such a condition, that we will be able to truly 
rise above anything that comes in our path of success. We should try 
to understand the fact that our strength is someone else's weakness and 
vice versa.  
Therefore, human beings are never short of something to offer and 
something to buy. This is the precise principle that has maintained this 
world over the course of centuries and will continue to run the world 
for centuries to come. There should be no points of stagnancy. A 
man's life should be characterized by this constant process of give and 
take, which should only stop with the grave. Therefore, it would 
suffice to say that a man who does not endeavor to gain something is 
simply a man without life. 
! !
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"Slow down and 
enjoy life. It's not 


only the scenery you 
miss by going to fast 
- you also miss the 
sense of where you 


are going and why."   
---Eddie Cantor 


!
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Chapter-15 
Enjoying Everything That Life Has To Offer 


 
Most of us tend to think that our journey ends with success. We think 
that there is a hiatus in our lives after achieving success and a life 
marked by hard work can only be resumed with a further goal. 
However, this isn't so. The journey towards success is only a part of 
the entire 'success experience'. What you do after you reach your 
destination is an altogether different thing and in this chapter I will 
elaborate on that. It is easy to anticipate you goals and rush after them 
because there is a factor that keeps you focused on them. Once you 
have attained your goals, you have to enjoy and reap the rewards in 
the best possible manner. Otherwise, you will be end up feeling that 
you did everything in vain. You success will lose its meaning if it isn't 
utilized in the best possible manner. Therefore, making the most out of 
your success isn't only an enjoyable option; it is something that you 
owe to yourself because of all the hard work that you have put in.  
In order to keep on enjoying your life, you have to keep the element of 
romance alive in your life. Without it, your existence will be reduced 
to a monotonous routine that is characterized by dead hopes and a gray 
landscape. You will grow old before your time and your spirit will 
start tiring. It is important to keep your life filled with meaningful 
activities and people. Such things motivate you towards life and make 
you wish for more time and a longer living. If you get up in the 
morning and are overcome by the desire to tuck your head back in 
because there is nothing to look forward to, you need to change your 
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attitude towards your life. Your life should be bursting with so much 
excitement that every hour that you spend sleeping should seem like 
an hour wasted. You should look forward to every day like it is cause 
for celebration.  
Many of us let our lives deteriorate when we achieve our goals. We 
think that this occurs because of external factors but it isn't so. We are 
responsible for everything that happens in our lives and we have the 
ability to take our life in any direction we want. I have seen many 
couples whose marriages started off with deep love and passion but 
were reduced to merely compromise and routine with time. Similarly, 
I have seen people who were literally crazy about their career choice 
initially but time reduced their work life to merely a means of making 
money. Why does this happen? This happens when we stop putting 
effort in the successes that we achieve. Merely succeeding is not 
enough; one has to put in diligent and consistent effort to keep the 
flame of success alive. This sense of contributing to a cause you keeps 
you attached to the cause and you feel like you are a part of something 
constructive.  
Those who let monotony and dreariness take over look for other ways 
of engaging themselves and finding relief. The choices that these 
people make are fickle in nature and only offer a temporary solution to 
the problem at hand. Some people find temporary solace in material 
things. They hope to find the solution to their life's dreariness in things 
such as money, luxury, and riches. That is the main reason why house 
wives usually become shopaholics; the lack of something substantial 
and concrete in their lives turns them to fill up the gaping void in their 
lives with material possessions. 
Others try to find solace in activities that are sources of temporary 
pleasure. These mostly include activities that are looked down upon. 
Men, who take on a mistress or engage in an extramarital affair, do so 
because they don't have anything to look forward to at home. Many 
people let go off their ideals and restraints because they confuse their 
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feelings of monotony and dullness with captivity. They hope that by 
letting go off all inhibitions, they will be able to feel free, which 
would in turn enable them to enjoy life. What they don't understand is 
that these are just temporary distractions. At the back of their mind, 
they know that they will eventually have to return to their current 
position. So, the ultimate cure lies in correcting your current sate in 
life and trying to make the most out of what you have got.  
Now the question arises that what exactly we are doing wrong that is 
causing so many problems in our lives? For starters, our life has 
become too fast due to which we don't really have time to actually live 
life the way it should be lived and enjoy it as it should be enjoyed. We 
are all caught up in the rat race of doing more and more things to fill 
up our lives. We think that our lives should be filled to the brim with 
events, ranging from corporate ones such as business meetings to 
social parties. What we fail to realize is that life is not found in such 
places. It is found in taking a break from routine and having a close 
look at yourself and your surroundings. Our world is full of wonderful 
and interesting things and it is our job to slow down and enjoy them as 
much as possible. Instead of taking your car to work, take the bus. 
Observe the people around you. You'll find some extremely 
interesting people this way. Life isn't about complications. It is about 
finding the joy in small and simple things. As long as you remember 
that, nothing can stop you from enjoying your time on this planet.  
You should learn to take life in an easy stride. Due to the pressures of 
making more and money and succeeding at everything we do, we have 
become obsessed with perfection. We never give ourselves a break 
and are ready to beat ourselves as hard as possible over the simplest of 
goals. We need to realize that life isn't about that. Life is about 
cherishing and enjoying everything that you have got. It is all about 
being content. A poor farmer who is content with his day's earnings is 
far better off than a billionaire who isn't satisfied with what he has got 
and is obsessed with making more and more money.  
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We have to give our soul some time. We should learn to engage in fun 
and spiritual activities and topics. These include art, music, nature, 
religion, etc. Due to the hustle bustle of life, we tend to think that 
these subjects are for those who have free time on their hands. We 
need to realize that these are very important for our personal growth as 
they provide food for out thought. This doesn’t mean that a lazy man 
is better than a hardworking one. The only thing that a lazy man 
deserves is pity. What you need to realize is that your life should be 
balanced with all the elements of happiness and success.  
 
 
You may think that you don't need any of the things mentioned above. 
You'll probably come up with a million reasons to justify the 
importance of your obsession with trivial details of life. In the long 
run, you will realize that such measures end up starving your soul. As 
a result, there is a possibility that you will break down at some point in 
your life. At that point, all the supposed success that you have 
achieved won't mean anything and you'll yearn for simple things like a 
game of Frisbee with your kids, a good talk with your parents or a 
romantic evening with your life. You need to fulfill the needs of your 
spiritual self as well. Otherwise, you will end up being a failure no 
matter how hard you try at succeeding in life.  
Making friends who understand you and are there for you is possibly 
the best way to enjoy life. No man is an island and we all need people 
that we can laugh and cry with and a true friend provides us with 
precisely that. Most of us consider people a speed breaker in our rat 
race towards false notions of success. This is an incorrect way of 
pursuing people. Learn to make new and interesting friends. Have a 
good time with them and share your life with them. Your life will 
automatically become more beautiful. Don't deprive yourself off any 
of these things. Enjoy life as much as possible and include everything 
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that makes you happy. Only then will you be able to enjoy your life 
and your success.  
!
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Children should have 
enough freedom to be 


themselves - once 
they've learned  


the rules."  
---Anna Quindlen 


!
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Chapter-16 
Let Your Children Find Their Own Route To Success 
 
Being a parent is an extremely difficult task. The act of raising 
children right is perhaps one of the hardest tasks on this planet. That is 
probably why any and every parent complains about this duty at least 
once during their lifetime. Usually, parents love their children more 
than any other relation in the world and this is the driving force that 
keeps them contributing more and more. However, sometimes these 
very same feelings become too overbearing for the children. Yes, you 
love your children loads, but that doesn't in any way mean that you 
have the right to do anything you want and justify your act by saying 
"I love you and this is for your own good". Parenting is a difficult task 
not only because of the things you have to do but also because of the 
things that you should restrain yourself from doing.  
It is important to indulge for just the right amount in your children's 
life. This is perhaps one of the most crucial elements of parenting. If 
you care too much or care too little about what your child is doing, 
you are wrong. Such an attitude will push your child towards failure. 
Most parents have the tendency to go a little over board with the 'care 
factor'. They become obsessed with the duty of perfecting each and 
every sphere of their children's life, whether it is a question of studies, 
health, clothing, extracurricular activities, or etiquettes. This usually 
happens when the parents themselves have some unfulfilled desires 
and they wish to see their unfulfilled aspirations realized by their 
children. 
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I will share an example here to illustrate my point. My father's friend 
wanted to be an architect, but couldn't become one due to family 
constraint while he was growing up. He was still obsessed with the 
profession though and when his son was born, he became a target of 
this obsession. As soon as he was born, his father looked lovingly at 
him and said, "My son is going to realize my dream and is going to 
become an architect when he grows up". Imagine the kind of pressure 
that was placed on the little boy when he didn't even know what his 
name was. As the boy grew up, his father's obsession remained and he 
pushed him towards the profession. The boy was under so much 
pressure because of this obsessive behavior that he didn't even bother 
pondering over what he wanted out of life and that got him into 
trouble later on. He got into a good architectural college but couldn't 
succeed because inherently he didn’t have the aptitude to study 
architecture. This is the kind of pressure that we put onto our children 
and this eventually drives them towards failure.  
It is absolutely important to let children find their own thing. They 
should wonder about what interests them and should base their 
decisions on their own personal desires, rather than the desires of their 
parents. Yes, you have to be there for them every step of the day but 
your role will be only to guide them; not make their decisions for 
them. We are all humans and our emotions lead to errors in judgment. 
As parents, we tend to forget this fact at times and start acting like 
God when it comes to our children's life.  
 
Some parents aspire to see their children as successful. This is a 
positive attitude but sometimes when they want each and every thing 
that a child does to be perfect, it becomes overbearing for the children. 
Most of us aspire to see our children at a better place than ourselves. 
We want them to have all the success in the world and we tend to 
think that if we apply the right amount of pressure, our children will 
be able to achieve everything in life. This attitude is very wrong as it 
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overburdens the child. Your children love you and they probably want 
to see you happy. Therefore, your slightest frown upon seeing a B 
grade instead of an A may upset them. You need to realize that your 
children are flawed like you are. No amount of effort that you put in 
can turn your child into a math genius, a flawless painter, or an 
excellent violinist. Your kid will always perform in accordance with 
his or her strengths and weaknesses and you need to accept that fact. 
After I passed my Advanced Levels, I was declared the class 
valedictorian. During our convocation, an incident took place that 
made me realize the amount of pressure that parents these days put on 
children in order to drive them towards success. After I had given my 
valedictorian speech, a woman came up to me and was almost near 
tears. I was naturally concerned. She congratulated me and asked me 
how I had managed to score straight A grades. She then told me that 
her son studies with me and he has always done everything right, yet 
his result hasn't been satisfactory. I naturally assumed that her son 
must not have studied enough and asked her how much time her son 
allotted to his studies per day. Upon this, she told me that he used to 
go to school, followed by tuition centers, and a home study plan. I was 
shocked because I had never studied so much per day my entire life! I 
asked her what her son's result had been to which she sheepishly 
replied "3 A grades and 2 B grades". This was an excellent result and I 
was amazed at the woman who thought so little of her son who had 
achieved so much. Such parents set the bar too high for their children 
due to which they end up developing a sense of inferiority in their 
children, who are in reality capable of achieving a lot. These feelings 
inevitably drive them towards failure.  
The reason why most parents become so unreasonable is that they 
forget what it's like to be a child. None of us were perfect when we 
were growing up, then why should we expect our children to be 
perfect? All of us made our due share of mistakes and have witnessed 
many failures. Our children should have to right to experience these as 
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well. You liked chocolate when you were growing up didn't you? 
Then why do you expect your child to be happy with fruits instead of 
chocolate? In our efforts to make our children the epitomes of 
perfection, we have forgotten what it's like when you are young. 
Retrieve that feeling and you will be able to connect with your 
children more. Parenting isn't about being reasonable and thinking that 
your child knows nothing about life. Rather, it is about guiding your 
children along the path that they choose for themselves. Accept their 
weaknesses and praise their strengths. If they do something wrong, 
scold them but try to understand their position as well.  
 
 
Many parents who attach unrealistic hopes with their children have 
ulterior subconscious motives. They probably aren’t aware of this fact 
themselves either. Ask any parent why they don't want their children 
to make mistakes and they will tell you that it is because they don't 
want them to get hurt. Yes, it could be one reason but is that the only 
reason? The truth of the matter is that we see our reflection in our 
children, due to which we want them to be a source of pride for us. 
Ask a parent why he or she wants their child to excel at everything the 
child touches and they'll tell you that it's because they want them to 
have a secure future. In reality, it is because they want to boast their 
achievements in front of their friends, family, and acquaintances. They 
want everyone to look at their children and marvel them because of 
their perfection.  
Very few of us will ever accept this fact, but it is sadly true. One of the 
main reasons that we want our children to be perfect is that we want to 
collect praises and looks of envy from our peers. We need to realize 
the fact that our children aren't ornaments that are designed to make us 
look better. They are human beings and they have every right to be 
treated with respect and dignity. How would you feel if someone 
badgered you just to look good in front of others? Unpleasant, right? 
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Well then, that's probably how your children feel as well. So next 
time, you push your child incessantly towards a menial goal, think 
about the reasons behind your actions. You don't have to tell anyone 
what you discovered. The important thing is to think about these 
things and realize the consequences.  
You can probably come up with a million reasons to justify your 
actions in front of others and yourself but all those reasons aren't 
going to take you anywhere. You can lie to yourself all you want, but 
you will still be pushing your child towards failure. Once that is done, 
there is no coming back. You won't be able to undo you actions then 
so it is in your child's best interest that you start thinking about your 
actions.  
Always try to be there for your children. The bond between parents 
and children is so strong that even when the whole world turns against 
you, you expect your parents to be there for you. However, if you 
continue with your incessant indulging and pushing in your child's 
life, this bond is bound to get ruptured. I have come across many 
people who have left their parents because of work, marriage and 
other such factors. Sometimes, the need is spiritual but at others it is 
just an attempt to get away from the two people that you are supposed 
to love the most in this world. Yes, children make up excuses such as 
work and careers. Think about it though; if they had loved their 
parents enough, they would've been on top of their priority list and 
they would've settled down for a career or work option closer to home. 
It sounds horrible, but this is what we do to our children at times. We 
push them so much towards our goals, that we end up pushing them 
away from ourselves.  
 
 
 
Let your children make their own mistakes. Yes they will get hurt at 
times but you have to let them experience in order to make them get 
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something out of it and tread towards success. Hold on to them when 
necessary, but learn to let go as well. Be there for them when they 
need you but let them be alone for sometime as well.  
Also, remember that each child is different and one's strength could be 
another's weakness. There shouldn't be any favorites among children. 
You should try to love all of them equally and learn to appreciate their 
talents, even if you can't understand them. Such an attitude will instill 
a sense of self confidence in your children which will eventually drive 
them towards success. They will realize that with your help, it's alright 
to dream. Be there for them, and they will be there for you when you'll 
need them. Understand them and they will understand you when no 
one will.  
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"Successful-people-make-
money.-It's-not-that-people-
who-make-money-become-


successful,-but-that-
successful-people-attract-
money.-They-bring-success-
to-what-they-do."---BBBWayne-Dyer-
-
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Chapter-17!
Maintaining Your Success  


!


Success is probably one of the most sought after terms on the face of 
this planet. We all associate this term with images of grandeur and 
riches. Yes, success gives us all that, but the concept of success is 
much beyond this limited view. Success is anything that you want to 
achieve, whether it's a new pen or a new car. It defines the 
achievement of any goals that you set for yourself. You must 
remember that you can succeed at anything you put your mind to.  
If you want something bad enough, you can obtain it through your 
inherent talents and hard work. However, it is important to realize that 
the object of your success must be a source of happiness for you. If it 
isn't so than you have probably tried to run after a dream which wasn't 
yours in the first place. In order to keep the flame of success burning, 
it is important to tune success with happiness. Success without 
happiness has little meaning, and you won't be able to put up the show 
of satisfaction much longer if you don't manage to find joy in your 
current state.  
In contemporary times, we have twisted the concept of success to such 
an extent that we have begun to confuse it with what has termed as 
'mediocrity' in earlier times. These days, the only thing we lay stress 
upon is doing things the easier way.  
Pick up a newspaper and you'll find countless examples which will 
validate this assertion. It will be full of advertisements such as "Lose 
all your body weight without any exercise in just 10 days", "Visit your 
dream location by simply filling out this form", "Learn the secrets of 
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scoring without studying", etc. It seems like all those good qualities 
which were stressed upon in earlier times have now become 
burdensome. In earlier times, people used to work hard to achieve 
their success, and this arduous journey made the end reward all the 
more enjoyable. Nowadays, we are only concerned with bagging 
success as soon as possible and barely ever care about the quality of 
the fruit that we get by the end of the day.  
Laziness has taken its toll on us and most of us think that success lies 
in achieving something by putting in the least amount of effort. If we 
see a person working hard to achieve his or her goals, we immediately 
start ridiculing and isolating him due to which that person leaves the 
league of the true heroes of yesterday and joins the class of 
underachievers. In this way, along with not engaging in any hard work 
ourselves, we tend to discourage it as well. This has had a direct 
impact on the quality of our lives. Since we don't put in any effort in 
our endeavors, we don't enjoy the gains much either and are never 
really satisfied. That is precisely why modern life is characterized by 
so much unrest and unhappiness.  
Although we have settled down for mediocrity, we still hope for the 
stars. Any student, whether he studies or not wishes for an A grade. If 
he gets that grade, he would never exchange it for the grade that he 
actually deserves on account of his poor performance. Similarly, many 
of us look down upon wealth and claim to give more worth to 
spirituality but we would never spurn any riches that come our way.  
We all have the same goals that our ancestors had but what really 
differentiates us from them is the will to put in our best efforts and 
reap what we have sown. We have let laziness take over our lives, 
which in turn prevents us from working hard. Since we cannot put in 
the effort required to achieve what we truly want, we claim that our 
goals and preferences have shifted.  
Moreover, we have forgotten the fact that success doesn’t necessarily 
mean money and riches. Many of us have started associating success 
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with purely these entities due to which we have started viewing 
success as an unhealthy concept.  
However, as pointed out in the beginning, success is way beyond that. 
For some, it may mean riches, but for others, it may mean something 
else. Explaining a hard concept to a class full of students could mean 
success for a teacher; for a preacher, success could be getting an 
unbeliever to believe in God. Success comes in many forms, and the 
form that translates into happiness for us is our definition of success.  
It is important to realize that this kind of living is very unhealthy. Our 
lives should have a goal and a sense of purpose. Without it, we will 
never be able to amount to much and will be reduced to a swarm of 
bugs, in which one bug cannot be distinguished from another. We will 
lose our individuality and our lives will simply be limited to counting 
the days as they go by. A sense of purpose is very important in making 
us feel alive. If we don't incorporate the concept of success in our 
lives, we will never be able to live fully. It is important to work hard 
and feel tired by the end of the day. It is an indication of the fact that 
you were good for something today. It reflects the fact that your 
efforts meant something. Otherwise there is no difference between the 
exalted human being and a common animal that primarily focuses of 
eating and sleeping.  
Such a feeling of being alive may only be achieved through virtue. 
Without virtue and effort, our success won't mean much to us because 
subconsciously we will know that it isn't our doing. I will elaborate on 
my point here with the help of an example. Before you started 
working and were relying on your parents, for how long did you 
cherish anything that your parents gave you.  
Whether it was a new cell phone or a new pair of branded shoes, the 
object may have brought a wide grin on your face at first but it 
would've lost its in some time. I'm sure that you probably started 
eyeing a newer version of the cell phone of shoes a few weeks after 
your parents gave you the item. As soon as you start earning and 
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buying from your own pocket, things not only seem pricier but more 
valuable too. The smallest of things carry more meaning because you 
have earned your possessions. This is the value of hard work and 
virtue. Without these essentials, success loses its meaning because it 
doesn't have the power to deliver satisfaction.  
Now that you know what truly keeps the concept of success alive, you 
need to incorporate these concepts in your life. You need to define 
your own path of success first which is in tune with your personal 
aspirations. Once you have decided on your goals, work hard to 
achieve them. As pointed out above, the world isn't what it used to be 
and you'll find many people who will ridicule you for striving for your 
goals.  
They will even offer you short cuts for obtaining your end results and 
will try to misguide you from your virtuous path. However, you 
should be wise enough to understand that these people want you to get 
lost in the sea of mediocrity that they are a part of. 
Once you have achieved your goal, cherish it. This will come 
automatically if you have put in the due effort that true success 
requires. Remember that this isn't the end. You can keep on setting 
and achieving goals till you grave.  
A life that has been dedicated to purpose is a life well spent. Once you 
have achieved a goal, set a new one and get on board to participate in 
a new journey that includes excitement, virtue, hard work, and 
rewards at the end of the day. This is how you can maintain success 
throughout your life.   
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"Progress always 
involves risk; you can't 
steal second base and 


keep your foot on first." 
---Frederick Wilcox 
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Chapter-18 
Taking Risks 


Does it hurt you to be in your situation recessively - without any 
special events that befall you? Do things emotionally charge you 
concurrently within the cyclical runs and loops of your daily life? If it 
does, then let me congratulate you; for you are still alive and 
disruptive. Feeling that you will always need within yourself - to 
survive, conquer and beat the existential angst that comes with life. 
Cherish the ‘uncomfortable’ zones in your life for they are the starting 
points of everything new and great. 
Ever questioned that despite having the burning need to change your 
situation you don’t. Yes I said it. You don’t and not can’t – because 
you can. It is as easy as taking risks. Risk is a beautiful thing – it 
defines you what you are and what you aren’t. How great a thing it is 
to take risks early in life and experience all sorts of unsheltered 
realties.  For someone who has not taken risks in life has not 
discovered himself, let alone the world and how its dwellers operate. 
Aversion to risk is cowardice and it is tragic. Failing to take risks lead 
to regrets and mulling over ‘situation’ – even more so. Why? See, the 
world is ever more practical and even more scientific than the day 
before. Even in all of its art and beauty it is mathematical and what 
you sow is what you reap – add to it the litigious nature of time - a 
vengeful bitch. Time and risk have a close relationship and it says to 
learn and move on from things that bind you to your constants and to 
not wait for the future. Futility of hanging on has affected many in the 
world and results have been largely distressing. You become an 
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encumbrance and considered frail. Frail are pitied and often have little 
time and place in this world.   
Risk involves being open to a world of ideas and the ability to absorb 
multifarious things. You are expected to keep your egos and tags at 
bay as they limit you from being what your true potential demands of 
you. Habit is the enemy of change. It makes you feel gratified but is 
limited by time. Habits consequently transform into misery. Misery 
begets depression and failures. In order to thwart misery you need 
change which entails stress and tension.  Are you afraid of tensions 
and stresses? Don’t be - since as opposed to the popular opinion it is 
good for the mind if taken in well-adjusted morsels. It’s a gamble and 
an art. Master it and you have crossed the bridge of life dotted with 
distractions and unrighteousness. Humans are designed to take stress 
otherwise our minds become dormant and dark. Feelings of 
masochism take over with the feeling of utter uselessness where we 
are left to face only the unchallenging - and that is a defeatist way of 
living. Overdo it and you spaz out or end up taking chunks of years off 
your health chart. 


To never get hurt, to never feel lonely, to never feel pain is a rebelling 
thought and sometimes things are better conformed to. People stave 
off taking chances and fill these gaps, to brim-capacities, with the 
material world. Materialism only germinates turbulence within. These 
storms cannot be quenched with brocade dresses, profligate foods, 
binging and slogging through life with responsibilities shrugged. The 
notion is to find what stresses and risks fit you best. 
Risk means adapting to change which occasions that for every new 
thing you are going to be questioned. Questioning enables you to 
discover and answer other variants of enquiries that would generally 
be considered exploitive. These lead to unerring fundamentals that you 
set for yourself and experiences that you delimit yourself into- the 
frame of reference you attribute and / or allude to during the course of 
your life. If you don’t take risks you can’t experiment with yourself 
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and a naiveté is of no consequence – an epitome of an un-remarkably 
feeble object. Once you define yourself with the help of risks you 
come to know about yourself. Half your life is about defining yourself 
as life itself is a constant battle of finding meaning and truth.  
Risk cures monotony and boredom. Legacy of fear is common and no 
one wants to be associated to be the ‘run of the mill’.   Fear is tied up 
with mediocrity; break it and you can stop slaving your life away. 
Stop being a tool of someone else’s vision and realize the futility of 
being a cog in perfectly oiled machinery. 
In one of his many satirical videos, Charley Chaplin caricatured 
modern life of humans and dependence on systems post industrial 
revolution where the worth of humans has become dreams of 
machines. Where the world has managed to main stream the minds of 
mankind  to pre-set standards and marginalize them – numbed to the 
extent where most now just go through the motions and fail to realize 
being taken advantage on daily basis. 
Another word for risk can be courage and it makes you transcend 
above day to day existence and when you do find a vocation, a job, an 
exercise that is so immersive that you cannot falter or question it, the 
fulfillment comes through. What is required is to give it a fair chance. 
A deserving time and let it season. Feelings of being swept away are 
secondary and not a primary concern and you never wait for it.  
Waiting is inconsequential and however clichéd it is to be ‘proactive’, 
as evidenced in the business world, is essential. 
Another way of living is to surrender all control as the highest form of 
control is to surrender all of it. It is like riding a bicycle. If we struggle 
and keep stiffly directing our hands and legs for control we fall down. 
The commandments distract us. You can’t prove it, you can’t possess 
it but you can be a part of it. Be part of the system, let go and then 
emerge. Surrender being in charge, surrender your identity and be a 
part of the bicycle. Take the risk of forgetting yourself, what we are 
and what has been –stop taking yourself so damn seriously. Part of the 
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process is to believe in risk. Unless you have in your life experienced 
the ability to let go, failed, despite your complete technical mastery – 
you flow. World gives a fair chance to everybody to learn the basics of 
things. How creative one gets with the finite elements and their 
integration is a self-effort and a function of energy, the reservoir that 
feeds and lets you persist. 
Failure and the finality of being a ‘loser’ have disturbed many and 
hence many circumvent it by never taking responsibility. If you let 
your success and self –respect define through results and  
achievements you are going to lose every whim of chance. Winning 
isn’t everything – trying is. To say otherwise is a societal value and 
misconstrued way of life. Creativity is fraught with failures; are they 
not praised for their efforts? Success is not a guarantee, who measures 
its value, who is its audience, how is it perceived and what if there was 
a different crowd or absence of one to assess it. Life is a sum of 
interchangeable experiences and features. You keep trying until your 
last breadth and that is what is expected from an honest man – yes, till 
the very end. 
Let us talk about distractions now – life of other people who surround 
you. A new arising phenomenon is of social interactions. Nobody’s 
face, a self -painted portrayal of themselves– a fake front can tell you 
about their life. Dive into reality, make amends with responsibility and 
you will know the truth. Haven’t you seen the agony, and sudden 
demise of people who rose to fame and superstars whose success 
ended ephemerally? You play first but in the end you play for the 
audience of one. 
Self-perceived unattainable goals stems from cowardice and that is the 
inability to take risks. Don’t wait for guaranteed formulas and tricks. 
Come in to the light and fight.  Courage to love, flow, change and 
grow is a human condition of success. Take a risk and be true to 
yourself. 
!!
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"Nothing can stop the 
man with the right 


mental attitude from 
achieving his goal; 


nothing on earth can 
help the man with the 


wrong mental attitude." 
---Thomas Jefferson 
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Chapter-19 
Pave Your Way To Success 
 
Have you ever asked yourself the question of why you are doing a 
particular thing? Have you observed people around you running on 
their toes to get their duties done, but only in a robotic manner? The 
truth is that many amongst us do not think of their actions in long 
term. The correct way to describe this would be 'setting goals'. We 
carry on our jobs, our duties towards family and friends; however 
many do all these without the aim of getting to a pre-set goal. I am not 
saying that everything in life needs to be planned. Being spontaneous 
adds the color to life. However working in life to achieve the purpose 
of your existence truly lets you to your success.  
There is yet another group of people who mark 'goals' with money. 
When paychecks aren’t huge enough they stop planning things to be 
done in life. The reality is very opposite. Common man perceives 
things from a very limited thought process. It is sad that schools 
nowadays do not teach our children to plan for goals in life. Whatever 
we do should have a meaning and it should let us pave a way towards 
achieving our goals. Successful people around us begin with an idea in 
mind. Then they plan towards achieving their idea and when they do 
get there, it marks their ultimate success.   
The mere idea of success is relative; however the plan to get to 
success escapes the minds of many. Everyone wants to be successful 
in life, but the way to make to success is what is important. The idea 
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of success and happiness should not only be taught at schools, but 
passed from parents to their children.  
Talking about success being relative, some people mark success by 
their achievements at their careers while some others mark it by their 
accomplishments in keeping their loved ones happy. Success should 
not be focused on only one aspect of life. Happiness and success go 
hand in hand. To be happy you need to be contending in at least eight 
out of ten things going on in your life. The success at one often relates 
to another. 
Take a minute and think of the goals you have set in your life. Do you 
know what you would be doing one year from now? In an interview 
people would outline their future goals in vague answers. The truth is 
that they really do not have plans set in their lives. These people have 
not put in an effort to think through and focus on goals in their lives.  
It is very important to set pragmatic goals for yourself. It would be 
utterly useless to make plans to achieve something which would be 
impossible and then you would end up fretting on the fact that you 
could not be successful. For example I remember an intelligent friend 
of mine planning on aiming for a gold medal at his college after he 
had wasted two semesters initially. Although he aced the remaining 
semesters, it was obvious that the performance in the first two 
semesters would add up to the end result. So he managed to go from a 
thirteenth to the second position in his batch, however he could not top 
the batch. This made him sulky on the graduation day instead of being 
proud of him for the realization and excellent hard work.  
So now the focus would be on thinking straight and with a clear mind 
to end with goals which are meaningful. The foremost thing to do is 
divide your thought process on different working areas. 
To begin with, think about your monetary goals: your travel tours, 
new car, farm house, quality education for children and so on. All 
these are based upon your success at work.  
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The next area to ponder upon would be your family; your relationship 
with your family members i.e. your wife/husband and your children. 
Do you feel connected to your life partner? Can you communicate 
easily with your children? Are you giving your family enough time to 
know what is going on in their lives?  Are you too self absorbed that 
you cannot take our quality time for your loved ones? If you are not 
married then you might look into the idea of finding the right person at 
the right time. Finding the correct life partner is a very important 
aspect of life. You do not need to jump in to it and hurry an important 
decision. Be careful in taking your time and finding that one right 
person who could make your life pleasant.  
Another important aspect of your life is your friend circle. Do you 
interact with your friends often and are aware of their lives? All these 
are some of the important areas of life which keep anyone going. To 
think about how well you do in these areas would truly lead to your 
success. Give every aspect a deep thorough thought because all these 
deserve your attention. Your thought would make you set goals 
regarding every area. Then you can plan on achieving those goals by 
means of ways. The last part would be to act on those plans and get 
what you wanted i.e. success.  
Did any of the above help you to begin thinking about your life? It is 
about time that you sit down and maybe note everything coming to 
your head. Let your imagination drive you to think about what you 
want from all these aspects of life. Set goals for yourself which would 
make you happy.  Think about your career goals, your loved family 
and friends. Decide to carry forward everything on the same scale and 
not just one particular aspect. Dream and make your life colorful.  
You can start your thought process by planning from day to day 
routines. At the end of the end think about how much of what you 
planned did you achieve? What are the things you could have done 
differently to achieve better results. Once you get good with your daily 
schedule planning, increase your horizon of thought procedure. Start 
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making yearly plans. Take out your calendar and mark important dates 
and events. Lay out the things you intend on achieving and make sure 
you plan your calendar accordingly.  Using stationery would be a good 
idea. You could plan on your laptop or use your wall calendar or even 
the yearly planners you find in the book stores. Highlight the dates and 
list down your list of things to do. Along with this make some spaces 
for the golden things achieved and keep ticking off things with every 
passing day.  
As mentioned earlier in the chapter, do not make unrealistic plans. 
You might be very ambitious after reading all of the above and then 
make a plan which would be very hard to achieve. In case you are not 
able to get what you planned out for, you may go into a state of 
depression. So be very pragmatic in setting out your goals.  
The best way to go about it is to take help from the teaching machine. 
The teaching machine makes you start from the easiest of steps and 
then you gradually increase the intensity of your goals but making 
sure you achieve them all. The plan is to first set goals which can be 
achieved easily. Start off slow and make sure you are successful all 
along the way. After a certain period make your goals harder, but your 
constant working towards it will make you strong. They say slow and 
steady wins the race. Well it is true. If you set a task very hard for 
yourself without the proper build up, you are bound to fall back. 
Therefore, plan your goal and then break it into easy steps. Climb up 
the ladder and you before you know it, you would be at the top. But to 
get to the top do not miss your steps or try taking two at a time. You 
might feel that the progress is very slow at some points and you would 
want to rush to the next step. Here you would be wrong. Be sure to 
take it slow so that that persistence would make your end goal steady.  
For example, if you want to lose weight and stick to your new body, it 
would take a considerable time. Going on crash diets would definitely 
make you lose weight faster but you will not be able to stay on the diet 
forever and even gain more weight after you quit. In order to stick to 
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your lost weight, you need a slow and steady plan involving healthy 
eating patterns and easy work our routines. The intensity can be 
increased after each level becomes am routine for you i.e. easy to 
follow.  
If you follow the above and yet with every increasing level you get de-
motivated after sometime, it is time to rethink over your goal. Is it 
even necessary to achieve what you lay out for yourself or are you 
pushing yourself against your limits? Remember never to push 
yourself too hard. This would only have bad consequences in the long 
run. Reset your goal and make new plans if you are not happy. It is not 
a hard and fast rule to stick to what you planned initially.  
Your goal is an ideal and ideals change over time. So be sure to keep 
making new plans for the new goals or changed goals that you set. 
Sometimes you may want to strive for something no matter how hard 
it is. It will only weary you over time since the goal you planned was 
unrealistic in the very beginning. This will eventually play with your 
head. You might have a changed irritated attitude because of constant 
lagging. It is only human to be flexible. So it is time to think over 
what you had set for yourself and then alter you goals accordingly. Do 
not let your goals play with your head and rule you. You should be the 
one driving your goals.  
In this chapter some important aspects of life have been mentioned to 
help you start thinking over your goals for life. There can obviously 
more than these sections that you would want to list your goals for. 
This is just a beginning to a very bright future that you can have for 
yourself, but only requires a little time of your thinking.  
 
! !
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“The two most important 
requirements for major 


success are; first, being in 
the right place at the right 


time, and second, doing 
something about it.”                 


---Ray Kroc 
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Chapter-20 


Time Yourself Before It Gets Too Late 
 
Have you imagined how much of your time do you waste in a day? 
The truth is that many of us would waste more than half of our useful 
times to do absolutely nothing. We would be at work but would not be 
utilizing all our time to produce results that would boost the business. 
If we are at home, we would not use all of the time to groom our kids, 
pay notice to home and do a lot that needs attention. The best way to 
make yourself realize the time you waste is by keeping a written 
record. It would not even shock you but would definitely make you 
think upon fixing the problem.  
Many people have worked on the importance of so many things in life. 
Seldom would you find work done on the importance of living your 
life by every minute of and making it productive. You would find 
studies on making money or living with very less money but you will 
not find the importance of using time to multiply the money. Time is 
everything. If you have time you have everything. If you do not have 
time you have nothing in life.  
 What the future moment holds for you can be preserved. Stop now 
and think of not wasting your tomorrow. What can be wasted is the 
passing moment but not the future moment. Every person has the 
exact same time to spend in an entire day i.e. twenty four hours. The 
difference lays in the fact that how much one makes use of the time to 
gain maximum benefits. The way you make use of the time will take 
you to places and heights that you could not have imagined. Out of 
this time you have to find the exact proportion to spend with your love 
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ones, the good amount to spend on your career, time for yourself and 
time to ponder over life.  
At the end of any day you should not be regretting the fact that you 
wasted a bit of your precious time in doing nothing at all. Time is one 
thing in the world which cannot be extended, earned more or even 
borrowed. Time is the same for everyone. The way one makes use of 
this time just differentiates us and marks us as successful and 
contended.  
Neither of us lives on every minute of the day. Have you ever 
imagined how much of your time could you have saved and spent on 
good thing if you did not lazy around? I will not be surprised if the 
answer is a no, since I myself have been involved in not realizing the 
importance of time for most of my life. I still remember a friend of 
mine who would not walk normal like the rest of us but would be 
marching at a fast pace to and fro from classes. When the rest of us 
used to take an hour to go to our rooms from classes to eat and be 
back, he used to be back within fifteen minutes. One day when I 
inquired him of his actions he had a very good reply which I will 
remember for the rest of my life "Time is too short my friend. A lot 
needs to be done and I do not find time to do it all." At the moment I 
just humored it away but at a very later stage I realized what he meant.  
We are very ignorant of the fact that we all get to live our lives for 
once. The moments we have lived can never be brought back and how 
we live our future entirely depends on how effectively we manage our 
time. The whole game involving success in a short time and making 
the right move at the right time revolves around time. In fact 
everything in this world revolves around time. The intelligent amongst 
us realize the importance of it, and hence plan in such a way that they 
live teir life to the fullest. 
Yes, we have heard of this before; live your life to the fullest. It did 
not mean to have a life of roses and no thorns, to be happy and fly to 
the skies without having to climb the ladder. What it means is, to be 
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aware that time is an important resource and we need to plan our life 
accordingly.  
Every person has a daily routine which he/she follow mechanically. 
This does not mean that they are wasting time. But wait and think of 
how could they increase the productivity of their lives by managing 
the element of time. Look at the example of losing weight. A person, 
who intends on losing weight but never finds the time to go to the gym 
in the evenings, can easily work out in the office while doing his 
work. He can effectively use his personal breaks to climb steps or 
instead of the useless smoke breaks bend down for crunches. He might 
even lose weight faster due to his activity divided after little intervals, 
making his heart beat rise more often.  
What is trying to be explained in the above example is that time is 
precious.  Just the right management of time can make you achieve 
much more than you thought you were capable of. In the above 
example what the person needs to search for are his odd moments (the 
personal breaks, lunch breaks, etc) and make them useful. The same 
holds true for any other individual trying to accomplish another goal. 
Never try to kill time by chatting away your morning time with 
friends, taking extra long to make the coffee at office, covering your 
letters with the fancy new signatures, or making your 'Rs' or 'Os' more 
curvy with your new pen. All this is just wasting the time that you 
could so use in something which would help you feel good about 
yourself.  
Nobody hates to be the richest if he just richer than many. Nobody 
minds to be the most successful if he is successful than his lot. To grab 
the opportunity of killing the odd moments by working a little extra, 
will give you the niche to go from rich to richest and from successful 
to the most successful. 
I have heard a lot of my friends complaining to have gained weight by 
just sitting at the office desk and working. Well this can be pretty 
much changed; instead of using the elevators take the steps. Instead of 
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just sitting and typing you could do breathing exercises 
simultaneously. The whole idea is to realize that time will never stop 
for you. Time will always be moving ahead and trying to get hold of 
you. The successful are the ones who rule time and not vice versa.  
Taking the hold of time is certainly not rocket science. The breakdown 
of the mystery lies in just hunting down the odd moments and making 
them useful. By odd moments we refer to the time which we waste by 
doing absolutely nothing. Once you are self aware, ruling time will not 
be a problem. Many great men say that their reason for success was 
the fact that they did soul searching and found what they wanted. Then 
they planned the biggest and most important resource of time in such a 
manner that they would always be a step further than time. 
Yes, staying a step ahead of time is not that hard. All you need to do is 
be aware of your routine, your regular cycles and work patterns. Once 
you are self aware you would know your odd moments. If you get to 
tracking down your odd moments then you are almost there. All you 
need to do is now plan to get rid of the odd moments by your effective 
planning and scheduling. 
So the voyage to success is not much of a mystery now. As long as 
you are aware that time is a valuable asset that you cannot always 
have in your life, you will be pretty much safe. Imagine someone with 
a fatal disease on his/her death bed. Those are the people who then 
realize what they could have done differently to not have things 
waiting to be done. They do not have time to do so much. They always 
complain that they need time to do much that needs to be done. Do we 
not learn from them? If not then there we are definitely the biggest 
idiots on the face of the earth.  
What you have lived cannot be relived, what has passed is left behind 
in history. The challenge is in deciphering this secret of life at the right 
turn of your planning phase. If you get hold of this aspect of life then 
you are bound to reach to the heights. One day people would be 
looking up to you to learn from your successes. However, it is not an 
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easy ride. Self-searching is the most difficult things in the world. Then 
above all to manage time and rule it, knowing who you are, is even 
harder. But people have done it in the past and so can we.  
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“The will to win, the 
desire to succeed, 
the urge to reach 


your full potential... 
these are the keys 


that will unlock the 
door to personal 


excellence."  ---Confucius 
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Chapter-21 


Driving Your Desires to Reality 


All of us have dreams and desires, yet only a few 'lucky' ones are able to 


accomplish what they set out for. In our dictionary, the term 'luck' is the sole 


reason that dictates whether a man is able to achieve his dreams or not. 


However, the good news is that this isn't how things really work. All of us 


have the potential to make our dreams come true but what truly 


distinguishes us from those who have been able to achieve their lifelong 


aspirations is the will to achieve what we want to. Now you are probably 


thinking that this can't be so because you believe that you have the will to go 


after you dreams as well. In this chapter, I'll elaborate on the extent of will 


that is required to achieve all your aims and you will then truly understand 


the secret behind driving all your desires towards reality.  


In order to make your dream come true, you should first assess the 


importance of your dream. You need to realize that your dream should have 


top priority among the list of things that define your life. It shouldn't be 


something that you hope for, or expect; it should be something that you 


desire and want with a strong heart, not something that is somewhere along 


the list of things that you want in life. Treat your goal as something that just 


HAS to be done and tell yourself that there is no turning back from this 


thing. Once you realize that the only way to move is to move forward, you 


will automatically move towards your dream. Fashion your life in such a 
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way that it is conductive towards your end desire and don't back down no 


matter how many obstacles come in your path. No one has it easy. All of us 


have to strive to achieve our dreams; so if you think that it is an easy goal 


that you can accomplish with a bit of 'luck', you are gravely mistaken. 


As!pointed!out!before,!the!best!way!to!move!forward!is!to!ensure!the!
fact!that!there!is!no!way!out!of!your!struggle!for!the!item!of!your!desire.!
Cut!yourself!off!from!all!points!of!exit!and!even!during!times!of!great!
distress!and!disillusionment,!you!won't!have!any!option!but!to!move!
forward!towards!your!goal.!Sometimes!circumstances!discourage!an!
individual!so!much,!that!going!along!with!your!point!of!obsession!seems!
like!an!insane!move.!Many!of!us!back!off!at!this!point!and!this!is!the!
deciding!factor!that!differentiates!us!from!those!who!have!the!ability!to!
pursue!their!goal!till!the!very!end.!If!you!are!obsessed!and!motivated!
enough!by!your!goal,!you!will!come!up!with!a!viable!plan!to!make!it!
happen.!You!will!have!the!courage!to!block!all!your!exit!routes!and!
concentrate!on!what!really!matters!to!you.!Once!you!are!able!to!attain!
this!state!of!mind,!you!will!be!able!to!get!the!object!of!your!desire.!
Scratch!the!word!failure!out!of!your!dictionary.!If!you!stumble,!think!of!
it!as!an!opportunity!for!learning!something!new!about!the!path!you!
have!set!for!yourself.!!
In this chapter, I will give you a basic guideline towards developing this 


state of mind. In order convert your desires into tangible end goals, here are 


six basic steps that you need to follow: 


1. Come up with an exact goal in your mind. Don’t settle down with an 


abstract goal such as 'I want to be a successful writer' or 'I want to be 


successful in the marketing industry'. Have a focused goal in your 


mind such as 'I want to write a book on the problems prevalent in the 


South Asian society' or 'I want to be the Marketing Head at 


Unilever'. Deciding on a tangible goal is the first step towards 


focusing your desires. 
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2. Nothing in this world is for free. In order to attain something, you 


will have to give up something that you possess. Make a list of the 


things that you can give up in order to attain the goal that you have 


set for yourself. You can include things like money, time, effort n 


this category. Like your goal, these should be focused and tangible 


things as well. 


 


3. Set a date for yourself by which you expect to achieve your set 


target. Nothing drives one towards a goal better than a deadline.  


 


4. Demarcate a plan for yourself that you intend to follow to attain the 


goal that you have set for yourself. Also, you will need to begin 


carrying out your plan at once. Don't delay it for even a day. Make 


sure that your plan starts off with today.  


 


5. Now that you have the necessary lists, make a concise statement that 


contains your goals, your giveaways, your timeline, and your plan.  


 


6. Keep this statement with you and read it twice a day; before going to 


bed and after rising up. This will keep you motivated and help you 


maintain focus on why this is important for you and what exactly 


you need to do in order to make your dream come true. While you 


are reading the statement, try to simulate the feeling that you already 


possess your object of interest.  


These will help you develop the necessary obsession with your end goal that 


we are aiming for. Now a lot of you may be thinking that these steps are too 
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vague or too simple to get you to achieve something that is probably the 


prime purpose of your life. Well, these steps were followed by successful 


people all over the world and were scrutinized and recommended by one of 


the greatest inventors of this world: Thomas Edison. You need to understand 


the fact that the main thing that you need in order to succeed in life is 


imagination and focused obsession with a particular aim. The rest are just 


trivialities that you learn to pay heed to with the passage of time. If you are 


determined enough to take a leap of faith, then you'll end up precisely where 


you see yourself. Fortune and luck play a small role in deciding the course 


of your life; it is all up to you. If you want to, you can drive yourself 


towards your destination. If you aren't, your life will come into hands of 


'other' factors and you will never be able to accomplish what you set out for. 


During the course of your journey, there will be countless times when you'll 


see the whole world against you, looking down on your ideas. You need to 


remember that those who have made it to the pages of history were masters 


of innovation. They had the ability to look into the future and see their 


dreams come true, while the rest of the world was busy concentrating on 


making it till the end of the day. If you have an imaginative and innovative 


mind, there is no need to get discouraged. Such a visionary mind will take 


you to great heights if you continue to move towards your goal with 


unparalleled zeal and commitment. Yes, people around you will try to hold 


you back. They will look at you with scorn and tell you that you are going 


nowhere with your dreams. Remember that the same people told Marconi 


and the Wright Brothers the same thing as well. However, it didn't shake 


them from their resolute ambitions and we all know where they ended. 


Don't expect the journey to be an easy one. It will be marked with setbacks, 


mistakes and failures. While an average man would be put off by these 
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intimidating things, you should try to learn from these experiences and use 


them as tools to propel yourself forwards. If you feel like you can't go on 


any longer, think about your desires. Think about all those people who were 


able to accomplish and were a much greater disadvantage than you are. 


Helen Keller was blind and deaf, yet she was able to ascertain a prominent 


position in the writing world. Beethoven was deaf and yet he turned out to 


be one of the greatest musical composers of all time. Focus on your end goal 


and try to envision how you will feel when you get it. With the power of 


imagination and belief, you have the ability to make the impossible possible.  


! !
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"Always bear in mind 
that your own 


resolution to succeed is 
more important than 


any other."  
 ---Abraham Lincoln 


!
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Chapter-22 


Attracting Success 


 
When you think about it, the relationship between a person and his or 
her success is similar to the relationship between two pieces of 
magnetic material. If they are aligned properly, they attract each other 
whereas a nonconductive alignment causes repulsion between the two. 
It is therefore necessary to align yourself and your life in such a way 
that you attract success. If you don't do so, you will involuntarily drive 
success away from yourself. Success is a goal which cannot be 
obtained overnight. You will need to go through the entire journey 
steadily and purposefully to reach your final destination. If you try to 
take on success in one big leap, you will end up falling back hard. 
Furthermore you will have to put in the required effort as well. 
Without the effort, you won't be able progress up the success ladder. 
There are some things that you need to understand about success 
before moving forward. The concept was explained beautifully by 
Will Rogers in the following words: 
"If you want to be successful," he said, "it's just this simple. 
Know what you are doing. 
Love what you are doing. 
And believe in what you are doing."   
These priceless words contain the essence of success and we will now 
take a look at these words in detail. In order to be successful at 
something, you should first of all have knowledge about your intended 
endeavor. Without prior knowledge, success doesn't proceed beyond 
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the dreams because an individual isn't well equipped to handle the 
complexities that are involved in achieving dreams and desires. 
Furthermore, we live in times that are marked by increasing cultural, 
social, and technological complexities. This means that we all have to 
work a lot harder than our ancestors to keep ourselves updated with 
what is happening around us. Today, past theories which were claimed 
to be wrong are proving to be right and vice versa. In such a scenario, 
it is pertinent to accumulate as much knowledge as possible about 
your intended endeavor. Otherwise, you will either lag behind your 
competitors, or take wrong decisions which will make you fall off 
your ladder to success.  
Another thing you need to understand is that the concept of success is 
not static; it's dynamic. This means that the definition or success for 
each person keeps on changing because the world around us is in a 
state of rapid change. For instance, if you want to make it big in the 
economic world, your goals of success will keep on changing because 
the world of economics is governed by a dynamic pattern. Therefore, 
it is more suitable to define success as a journey marked by purposeful 
stops rather than one final destination. This is perhaps the most 
beautiful thing about the concept of success. This quality ensures that 
man is in a state of constant growth instead of reaching a certain 
destination. Growth is the sign of life and without growth and change, 
a person may be characterized as dead.  
Have you ever wondered about the fact that you can see the horizon 
but can never reach it? Success is a similar concept as well. It is a 
journey that never ends and is characterized by many ups and downs 
along the way. Yes, it has goals but for a truly progressive person, a 
single goal is not enough. Rather, he or she would want to engage in a 
journey that is characterized by constant progress, growth and many 
rewarding goals along the way. This is precisely why we have used 
the word dynamic to describe success. Keeping up with this nature of 
success, we have to keep ourselves updated with the evolving trends. 
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We should be open to personal and professional growth at all times of 
your lives.  
The profession of medicine is an example which truly displays this 
nature of success. A doctor attains his or her degree after completing 
the necessary years of education, but the learning doesn’t stop there. 
Doctors have to strive to keep themselves up to date with all the 
advancements in the medical world. In fact, the most highly regarded 
and successful doctors are those who are able to include and 
implement the latest medical and surgical research in their practice. A 
doctor who sticks to what he learnt back in school is usually looked 
down upon and fails to create an impact. Therefore, as long as this 
world is changing, success lies in changing yourself for the better in 
accordance with present times.  
Now the world consists of an infinite number of subjects and interests 
due to which knowledge knows no boundaries.  A human being cannot 
hope to be all knowing, but he can hope to specialize in his or her field 
of interest. We cannot obtain knowledge and keep ourselves updated 
about everything and anything that goes on around the globe. 
However, if you want to excel at a particular subject, you will need to 
learn all that is there to know about your subject of interest. You will 
realize that as you go deeper into the subject, your goals will become 
for focused and specific. For instance, say that you want to go into the 
field of engineering. Once you start researching, you'll decide upon a 
certain field within engineering such as Electrical, Mechanical, etc. 
Once you'll start off with your degree, you'll have to choose a special 
elective within these fields. As you go higher and higher up the 
knowledge ladder, your focus will shift from a wide beam to a single 
point. Specialization enables you to master everything that there is to 
know about a certain idea, concept, subject, or point of interest. 


However, all this would be of no use if you don't enjoy what you are 
doing. In fact, you can gain as much knowledge about a subject as you 
want to, but if you don't love it or aren't passionate about it, you won't 
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be able to get anywhere with it. This is because your passion is the 
single driving force that can force you past all barriers towards your 
goal. If this magnificent force isn't there to guide you, you will end up 
going back upon the first set back. So in order to attract success, it is 
absolutely crucial to love your dream with passion and intensity. 
 
It is therefore necessary to ensure that the goals that you demarcate for 
yourself are in tune with your personal aspirations. It is only when you 
are able to relate to a certain thing personally, that you are able to 
muster up the force to drive you all the way through the path of 
success. If you let others decide your dreams and goals, you will never 
succeed at them because you'll never really enjoy them. It is therefore 
necessary to do all the thinking yourself.  
In order to truly succeed at something, you must first believe in it. If 
you don't, then you are doomed because the first sight of failure will 
be able to convince you to turn back. All of us need to believe in our 
dreams and ideas. This belief gives us great strength and enables us to 
face all hurdles with a solid will to get to the goal that you have 
already visualized in your head. With these three tips, you can attract 
success towards yourself.        
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"First we form habits, 
then they form us. 
Conquer your bad 
habits or they will 


conquer you."  


 ---Rob Gilbert 


 
!
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Chapter-23 
Getting Rid Of Bad Habits 


!
All of us are different from one another in some way. That is precisely 
why we are called people in general and individuals in particular. Now 
what exactly is it that distinguishes one person from another? One 
aspect is a person's physical experience, but probably the more reliable 
and core reason for this difference is our actions and thoughts. These 
two are in turn controlled by our habits. All of us have habits that we 
are accustomed to; some of them are good, some are harmless, while 
others are bad. As a result, we need to gauge our habits and rectify 
them if necessary. 
Now, this statement may have caused a dilemma for you. You are 
probably wondering that if my habits define who I am, then how can I 
change them? This question is used my many of us to justify our 
actions and words. We tend to think that our habits are hardwired into 
our system and there isn't anything that we can do to rectify them. 
This is where we all go wrong. Yes, our habits define who we are, but 
this does not in any way indicate that we cannot change them. By 
changing our habits, we can actually change who we are as 
individuals. That is the amount of control you have over yourself. So 
the next time you try to underestimate yourself, think twice.  
In order to eliminate bad habits and bring about new ones, it is 
necessary to understand how habits develop. The first thing that you 
need to realize is that we aren't born with our habits. Habits are the 
result of performing an action repeatedly. The more we practice 
something, the more natural it becomes for us and the harder it is to 
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get rid of that habit. However, this doesn't in any way indicate that it is 
an impossible feat. Yes, it will be challenging, but the results will be 
well worth the effort that you will put in.  
In order to get rid of a bad habit, the first thing that you have to do is 
stop making excuses for yourself. Many of us justify our bad habits by 
telling others and ourselves 'this is who I am and I can't change 
myself'. We like to think that nature is responsible for everything bad 
that we are accustomed to. However, you need to realize that this is 
certainly not the case. You are not a slave to anyone but your own 
will. If you develop a strong will to change your habits, the rest well 
happen automatically. Therefore, the first thing that you need to 
realize is that you are in total control of yourself.  
I had a friend who was a compulsive liar. She had the habit of 
spinning stories regarding every incident that took place in her life, 
whether it was small or big. As a result of this habit, no one used to 
believe in anything she said and she was ridiculed and looked down 
upon. A group of us approached her and told her to try to break off 
from this habit. Her first reaction was to say that this is who she was 
and she couldn't control it. However, this admission turned out to be 
the first step towards a constructive journey that enabled her to break 
off from her habit. Once she knew where her fault was, she got down 
to rectifying it and was eventually able to get on the right track.  
 
It is therefore important to realize the fact that you have an unhealthy 
or bad habit and you need to do something about it. Some of us lay the 
blame of our habits on external circumstances and people. For 
instance, an alcoholic would never admit that turning to drinks for 
peace of mind is his fault alone. He would always blame the menial 
problems in his life, or his family issues, or his job conditions, for his 
current state. We need to accept the responsibility for our habits in 
order to eliminate them. By taking responsibility, you will transfer the 
burden of your actions to yourself but even this burden will bless you 
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with a sense of control over your life. This is precisely what we need. 
Once you know that you can do anything you want to with your life, 
you will get on the path to recovery.  
In order to let go of a bad habit, you should include positive influences 
in your life. A smoker who is surrounded by other smokers will never 
be able to identify where he or she is going wrong. Even if he or she 
tries to rise above, others with similar habits will try to bring him 
down. It is therefore necessary that we surround ourselves with 
positive people in order to bring about a healthy change in our lives. 
This is one of the reasons why support groups are so popular for 
curing addiction. When there are people all around you who are 
constantly encouraging you and pointing you in the right direction, it 
is easier to take the high road. Otherwise, it's very difficult to rise 
above; especially for those who have been use to a certain habit for a 
very long time.  
Additionally, you will need to strengthen your will power by many 
folds. There will be many times during this journey of eliminating 
your bad habits, when you will feel yourself reverting back to your old 
self. A strong will power is the only thing which will enable you to 
leave everything behind. Whenever you feel like you are about to go 
back to your old habits, you will have to deliberately guide yourself to 
do the opposite thing. In this way, this journey will turn out to be a 
prime source of personal growth for you. By the end of it, you will be 
able to do everything and anything that you set your mind to. 
This will power may be developed through a constant reminder of the 
bad effects associated with a particular habit. I will elaborate on this 
point with the help of an example. A friend of mine had the habit of 
excessively chewing her nails. As a result, her nails were ugly and her 
finger tips used to smell bad due to their constant exposure to saliva. 
In order to deter herself from this habit, she decided to put on an 
extremely bright color that made her chewed up finger nails extremely 
prominent and grotesque. Whenever she was compelled by her habit, 
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she used to look at her nails and was immediately discouraged from 
her going for that nail bite. We can all incorporate reminders of the 
adverse associated with our habits in our daily lives to keep ourselves 
on track. Some people use post it notes to remind themselves, while 
others look up alternatives such as nicotine patches for smoking 
addicts.  
 
You can adopt different ways to strengthen your will. Start off by 
doing something in your daily life that you don't like to do. For 
instance, if you hate washing your own clothes, start doing that. It will 
make you very restless, but if you want to harness your will, this act 
will help you a lot. Similarly, if you don't like vegetables, start eating 
them right away. With time you will become accustomed to this 
routine and you'll start enjoying the things that you hate. Most 
importantly, you will be able to develop your will along the way.  
You can even try replacing your adverse habit with a positive one, to 
keep yourself on track. By doing this, you will be able to hit two birds 
with the same stone: eliminate a bad habit and inculcate a new good 
one. For instance, if you are a hardcore, fizzy drinks addict and are 
looking to nip this habit in the bud, you can replace this habit with 
another one. Instead of fizzy drinks, you can drink fresh fruit juices. 
These juices will not only help you get rid of your addiction, but will 
give your heath a boost along the way as well.  
Sometimes, we turn to a bad habit when we are exposed to adverse 
conditions in life. It is easy to go for an ideal set of habits, but when 
the going gets tough, most of us turn to bad habits to relieve our 
tension and frustration. Many turn to smoking, alcohol, and drugs in 
an effort to try to avoid the situation at hand. Others develop anger 
management issues, or submerge themselves in a depressive state of 
mind. We need to understand that these habits aren't only bad, but 
don't provide a solution to the problem at hand either. These are only 
momentary distractions. We should be able to convince ourselves that 
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we have the ability to take on any situation head on. Any difficult 
position is an opportunity for self growth instead of self debasement.  
Furthermore, in such situations we should remember that we are all 
inadvertently connected to a source of higher intelligence that has the 
ability to propel us in either direction that we take. If we take a small 
step towards the right path, the entire universe will conspire to guide 
us along the right path that we have chosen for ourselves. If we strive 
to make everything right, nothing can possibly go wrong. On the other 
hand, if we choose to run away from our situation and seek solace in 
bad habits, nothing good is going to come out of this approach. The 
problem will still be present in our lives and we will equip ourselves 
with yet another weakness when we are forced back to facing it.  
Whenever you feel like you are going to go back to a bad habit, look 
for sources of inspiration around you. These will drive you towards 
the path for salvation that you have chosen for yourself. I had an aunt 
who had extreme anger management issues. When she realized that 
she had to get rid of this bad habit, the first thing that she did was that 
she got a sponsor for herself who had gone through her current state 
and had recovered from it. Whenever she used to feel the anger taking 
over, she used to turn to the sponsor for inspiration and advice. The 
sponsor was able to guide her through techniques and alternatives that 
helped her get on the path to recovery.  
 
The summary of it all is that the first step to eliminate a bad habit is to 
realize the fact that what you are doing is wrong. Secondly, you need 
to understand that you are in total control of yourself and can 
eliminate this bad habit if you truly want to. If you feel powerless in 
front of your habit, you will never be able to get rid of it. You will 
need to develop a strong will and an effective plan for bringing about 
this change.  
Your plan could include an inspiration or a guide who has been 
through your current position. Alternatively, you can also try to 
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replace your habit with a constructive one to take advantage of your 
compulsive behavior. You need to understand that your bad habits will 
only try to bring you down and deviate you from your path to success. 
It is therefore necessary to nip them in the bud , once and for all.   
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Copyright © Kevin Khoury 
 


All rights reserved. No part of this Study Workbook may be 
reproduced or utilized in any form or by any means, electronic or 


mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or 
storage or retrieval systems, without prior permission in writing from 


the publisher. 
For information contact: Kevin Khoury 


 
 
 


Eliminate Fear, Embrace Success is comprises of activities to boost 
your performance and build your confidence to win success in life. The 


information contained in this ebook is strictly for educational and 
intended purposes only. If you wish to apply these ideas and tips without 


taking into consideration your full planning, you are taking full 
responsibility for your actions. The author will not be held responsible 


for any damage whatsoever. 
 


The author disclaims any warranties [expressed or implied], 
merchantability, or suitability with any particular purpose or objective. 
The author shall in no event be held liable to any party for any direct, 
indirect, punitive, special, incidental or other consequential damages 


arising directly or indirectly from any use of this material, which is other 
than the intended purpose. 
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  Our children are the stars of today.  
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   Children are the angels of our lives. 


!!!!Crystal!Bogacki!
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Introduction  
 


 
This short handbook is a Study Workbook for Eliminate Fear, Embrace 
Success. My idea was to create full history of success and go for in-depth 
research. However, I ended up creating a creative book that you must have 
read. In order to make its implementation easy, I started working on a short 
and brief compendium of instructions, but the result emerged out in the 
shape of this workbook. 
This workbook is full of small activities, questions, quizzes, charts and 
blanks to be filled. In fact, you cannot work on this workbook, until you 
have gone through Eliminate Fear, Embrace Success. Now both of them are 
integral to each other, for you are to read one chapter from Eliminate Fear, 
Embrace Success and one chapter to do from this Study Workbook. 
You may say that this is 23-day course for everybody disregard of 
profession, work and business. Even if you are a farmer, you want to create 
a name and boost your performance in the field, you can use this book. You 
will see after 23 days that it has improved you a lot. In fact, it is making you 
creative and creativity works wonder. 
 
I will welcome suggestions to improve this volume further. 
 


Kevin&Khoury&
Oklahoma 
July 12, 2012 
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Chapter-1 
Crafting Your Success 


 
1. Know Success 


 
    


a) Success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is the key to 
success. If you love what you are doing, you will be 
successful. Albert Schweitzer 


b) There is nothing so useless as doing efficiently that which 
should not be done at all. Peter Drucker 


c) The secret of success is constancy to purpose. Benjamin 
Disraeli 


Activity 1: Read these definitions and collect three more by different 
writers and write down here. 


a) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


b) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


c) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


 


 


 


 


Definitions!
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Pick up common points in all six definitions. 


 


Activity 2: 


Select four of your close friends and family members. Interview them 
and write down what they think of success. 


i. Name:………………. 


Success idea: 


ii. Name………………… 


Success idea: 


iii. Name………………… 


     Success idea: 


iv. Name……………. 


      Success idea: 


Please analyze these success ideas and match with the definitions given 
by great persons. 


 


Success!!


Third!!


Fifth!


First!! Second!


Sixth!Fourth!!
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Find Out Common Points:  


1………………………………. 


2………………………………. 


3………………………………. 


4……………………………….. 


2. Success for you or for others? 


a) Do you think you are successful? Please write four reasons. 


i. …………………….. 
ii. …………………….. 


iii. …………………….. 
iv. …………………….. 


b) Do others consider you a successful person? Please write four 
reasons. 


i. ………………………. 
ii. ………………………. 


iii. ………………………. 
iv. ………………………. 


3. Elements of Success 


 


 


Activities 


i. Write three examples from the people you know for each 
element of success given above. 


1……………………………………. 


Purpose 
Un-Uniformity 


Price 
Satisfaction 
Spirituality 


!
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2……………………………………. 


3…………………………………….. 


ii. Find out what elements do you have and what you don’t have. 


Success Elements You Have 


1………………………………….. 


2…………………………………. 


3………………………………….. 


iii. Find out what elements are missing in you. 


1…………………………………… 


2…………………………………… 


3………………………………………. 


4………………………………………. 


iv. Think the reason of why you don’t have these elements. Write down 
the reason here. 


………………………………………………………………………


……………………………………………………………………… 


v. What could be other elements of success? Just think and write down 
at least three. 


1……………………… 


2……………………… 


3……………………… 
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Make a Check List: 
Essentials of success after you have read first chapter 
from the book. 
1………………………. 
2………………………. 
3………………………. 
4………………………. 
5……………………… 
6………………………. 
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Chapter-2 


Every Cloud Has a Silver Lining 


 


Activity 1 


 


Look around yourself and search for five things without which you 


cannot live. 


 


1  


2  


3  


4  


5  


 


Imagine your life without these blessings. What difficulties do you think 


you are going to face? Describe in one paragraph.  


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Are you thankful for these blessings now? If yes, why? Write three 


reasons. 


1……………………… 


2……………………… 


3……………………… 


 


If you are satisfied, why? Write three reasons. 


 


1………………………….. 


2………………………….. 


3………………………….. 


 


Activity 2: 


 


1. "Every cloud has a silver lining" 


What is the meaning of this phrase according to you. 


a) Life is beautiful 


b) Every bad situation has some good aspect to it. 


c) Every action has a reaction 


If you think otherwise, write down. 


 


 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Activity 3: Please answer these questions from the chapter. 


 


Q.1.What lesson did Harold learn from the beggar and how did it 


change his life? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 


Q.2. Write any two lessons which ‘you’ learnt from these stories? 


 


Helen Keller:  


 


1.____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


2.____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Harold Abbot:  


 


1.____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 


2.____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


Write three more characters like these two celebrities you have seen in 


your life. 


 


1…………………………. 


2…………………………. 


3…………………………. 


 


Activity 4: 


 


Narrate any similar story that you have seen in your surroundings and 


any two lessons that you have learnt from it. 


Story: 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____ 
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Lessons:  


1. _______________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________ 


 


2. _______________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________ 


 


 


 


Activity 5: 


 


What lessons did you learn from this chapter and how did it change 


your thinking? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Chapter-3 


Identifying Your Failure, Changing It Into Success 


 
Definition of Failure 
People define failure in their own terms. 
According to a video game lover; 
 
 
 
 
According to an entrepreneur  
 
 
 
 
According to an accountant  
 
 
 
 
Activity 1: 
What is your definition of Failure?  
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
___ 
How is it similar to the ones mentioned above? 
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
___ 
Find out three characteristics of failed people around you? 


1…………………………… 
2…………………………… 
3…………………………… 


 
 
 
 


‘Failure is like ‘game over’, when you see it; you 
insert another coin and begin again’ 
!


‘Failure is when you make loss and have to shut 
down your businesses’ 
!


‘Failure is another cell on the MS Excel work sheet’ 
!
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Activity 2: 
For each of the causes of failure mentioned below, write a way to tackle 
them effectively: 
 


No Failure How to tackle it? 


1 Blaming others for your 
situation 


 


 


2 Blaming yourself for your 
failure and making peace with 
it 
 


 


3 The absence of purpose, aims 
or goals 
 


 


4 Choosing the wrong goal 
 


 


5 Going for the longer route 
unnecessarily 
 


 


6 Trying to take a shortcut to 
success 
 


 


7 Failing to take the little things 
that matter into consideration 
 


 


8 Bane of giving up too soon 
 


 


9 Living in the past and 
carrying its weight in all our 
decisions 
 


 


10 Illusion that you are 
successful 
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Activity 3: 
Think of two other causes of failure: 


1. _______________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________ 


2. _______________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________ 


How do you think you can tackle these two failures? 
1. _______________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________ 


2. _______________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________ 


 
Activity 4: 
Search and write about any 2 successful personalities who gained 
success after failing repeatedly. 
(An example has been done for you below) 
 


Name Failures How did he/she 
overcome them? 


Bill Gates 1. He dropped out of 
Harvard 
University. 


2. He tried to found a 
company 
called Traf-O-
Data with Paul 
Allen which was a 
complete failure. 


 


He never gave up 
and tried hard to 
achieve his goals. 
Also he never got 
discouraged by his 
failures and as a 
result he is now the 
wealthiest man of 
the century. 
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Activity 5: 
Think about the failures that you might have to face while pursuing your 
career. 


Career Path Failures 


  


 
In what ways, will you be able to tackle these failures effectively? 
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
________________________ 
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Chapter-4 


Accepting And Going After Success 


 
Activity 1: 
In the table below, list down your strengths and weaknesses 


Strengths Weaknesses 
  
  
  
  
  


 
List down of the challenges that you face or have faced? 


 
 
Activity 2: 
List down the goals that you did not follow through to the end? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Why do you think you were unable to follow your goals? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


Activity 3: 
What does the phrase “life happens” actually mean? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 
What does the writer mean by “success can only come from within”? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


Activity 4: 
Which things are important to be successful? 


1) _______________________ 
2) _______________________ 
3) _______________________ 
4) _______________________ 
5) _______________________ 
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Think of the reasons why you were not successful in the past? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 
Activity 5: 
What did you learn from this chapter? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 
 
After reading this chapter, how will you achieve your current goals and 
desires? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 
 
Make a Check List 


1……………………………. 
2……………………………. 
3……………………………. 
4……………………………. 
5……………………………. 
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Chapter-5 


Give Your Dreams A Material Shape 
Activity 1: 
What things are necessary to make your dreams comes true? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 
List down some of your dreams? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 
What do all these dreams have in common? 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 
Activity 2: 
What does it mean by “when there is a will, there is a way?” 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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List down the difficulties you have faced in the past and the reasons? 


Difficulties Reasons 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
Activity 3: 
Choose the correct answer 
1."It's better to aim for the moon and land on the trees than to aim for the 
trees and land in the mud".  
 1. What is the meaning of this phrase? 


a) Limit your aspirations 
b) Aim high and you will progress 
c) You will always get what you aimed for 


2. What should you do if you want your dreams to come true? 
a) Sell yourself short 
b) Put yourself out there 
c) Just wait and see what happens 


3. What did Andy Kim learn? 
a) A negative attitude will help you 
b) Persistent is the key to success 
c) It takes forever to really achieve your dreams 
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Activity 4: 
Write down what you learnt from the following people: 
Andy Kim; the CEO of I.T Source: 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 
Wasim Khaled; the CEO of LuxMobile Group 
_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 


 
Make a Check List 


1……………………… 
2……………………... 
3……………………… 
4……………………… 
5………………………. 
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Chapter-6 


Seize Your Favorable Opportunity, Make the Most of It 


Activity 1: 


Following are the factors that you must keep in mind while running an 


analysis for any opportunity you get: 


1. Benefits: what is in it for you? 


2. Sustainability: how long will the benefits last? 


3. Trends: is it the right time? 


4. Risk involved: what are the risks involved?   


5. Time required: how much time will you be devoting?   


6. Strategic fit: does it go along with your current status?   


7. Personal Fit: is it compatible with your abilities and skills? 


8. Leverage: is there anything we can adjust to make it easier?   


9. Competitive edge: is there anything that gives you an edge over 


your counterparts? 


10. Personal Interest: are you interested at all? 


 


 


Activity 2: 


Q: What other factors do you think play important role in deciding 


whether or not you should avail an opportunity? 


 


  


Q: Write down three things that you believe you are good at? 


1. _________ 


2. _________ 


3. _________ 
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Q: List down six of your skills or abilities that give you an edge over 


others? 


1. _________ 


2. _________ 


3. _________ 


4. _________ 


5. _________ 


6. _________ 


 


Q: Run an analysis for yourself and write down the results? 


Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 


    


    


    


    


    


 


 


Q: Based on your own analysis, point out the opportunities that you 


kept off because you thought you were not good enough to achieve 


them? 


1. ……………………………… 


2. ……………………………… 


3. ……………………………… 
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Q: What were the supposed hindrances that kept you from availing 


these opportunities? 


1. ……………………………. 


2. ……………………………. 


3. ……………………………. 


Q: What are the potential solutions that you could opt for to deal with 


the problems, if you had seized the opportunity? 


1. …………………………… 


2. …………………………… 


3. ……………………….. 


 


 


 


 


Activity 3: 


Find out three people who rose to fame in your family. 


What opportunities they got? 


No.1. ------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


No.2.-------------------------------------------------------------- 


 


No.3.-------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Chapter-7 


Dig Out Your Inherent Potentials 


Activity 1: Read about two successful people thoroughly and identify 
the two most essential traits that you feel were helpful in achieving their 
goals. 


Person Trait 1 Trait 2 


   


   


 
Activity 2: Identify two of your most important skills and relate them 
with what you are doing currently or how you can use them in your 
benefit? For instance: being multi-lingual will give a teacher an edge 
over his/her counterparts especially in a diversified environment. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Activity 3: A very optimistic personality test adapted from It’s All in Your 
Mind by Kathleen Butler and developed by the Legislator’s School in North 
Carolina, is nice tool to assess your personality traits and know what the 
best learning conditions are for you. The test is given below. Rate it on a 
scale 1 to 4, 4 being the attribute that you believe is the closest to your traits 
and 1 being the farthest.  
 
 
 
 
 


!
Skill%1%


!
Skill%2%


%%%%Benefits% %%Benefits%
!
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Take it and know your type. 
Column 1  Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 


Imaginative   Investigative   Realistic  Analytical  


Adaptable  Inquisitive   Organized  Critical  


Relating   Creating  Getting to 
the point 


 Debating  


Personal  
Flexible 


 
 


Adventurous 
Inventive 


 
 


Practical 
Precise 


 
 


Academic 
Systematic 


 
 


Sharing  Independent  Orderly  Sensible  


Cooperative  Competitive  Perfectionist   Logical  


Sensitive  Risk-taking  Hard-
working 


 Intellectual  


People-person  Problem 
solver 


 Planner  Reader  


Associate  Originate  Memorize  Think 
through 


 


Spontaneous   Changer  Wants 
direction 


 Judger  


Communicating  Discovering  Cautious  Reasoning  


Caring  Challenging  Practicing   Examining  


Feeling  Experimenting  Doing  Thinking  
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Add up your score for each column and put the total score in the blanks 
below: 


Column 1 
Grapes  


Column 2 
Oranges 


Column 3 
Bananas  


Column 4 
Melons  


    
 


Grapes 
Natural abilities include: 
Being reflective 
Being sensitive 
Being flexible  
Being creative 
preference for working in 
groups 


Grapes learn best when they: 
Can work and share with others 
Balance work with play 
Can communicate 
Are non-competitive 
 


Grapes may have trouble: 
Giving exact answers 
Focusing on one thing at a time 
Organizing  


To expand their style grapes 
need to: 
Pay more attention to details 
Not rush into things 
Be less emotional when making 
some decisions 


 
 


Oranges 
Natural abilities include: 
Experimenting 
Being independent  
Being curious  
Creating different approaches 
Creating changes 


Grapes learn best when they: 
Can use trial and error 
Produce real products 
Can compete 
Are self-directed 


Grapes may have trouble: 
Meeting time limits 
Following a lecture 
Having few options or choices  


To expand their style grapes 
need to: 
Delegate responsibility 
Be more accepting of others’ 
ideas 
Learn to prioritize 
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Bananas  


Natural abilities include: 
Planning  
Fact finding 
Organizing 
Following directions 


Grapes learn best when they: 
Have an orderly environment 
Have specific outcomes 
Can trust others to do their part 
Have predictable situations 


Grapes may have trouble: 
Understanding feelings 
Dealing with opposition 
Answering “what if” questions  


To expand their style grapes 
need to: 
Express their own feelings more 
Get explanations of others’ views 
Be less rigid 


 
Melons  


Natural abilities include: 
Debating points of view 
Finding solutions 
Analyzing ideas 
Determining value or 
importance 


Follow Grapes learn best when 
they: 
Have access to resources 
Can work independently  
Are respected for intellectual 
ability 
Follow traditional methods 
 


Grapes may have trouble: 
Working in groups 
Being criticized  
Convincing others 
diplomatically  


To expand their style grapes 
need to: 
Accept imperfection 
Consider all alternatives 
Consider others’ feelings  
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Activity 4: Write down goals that you wanted to achieve five years ago 
and also identify how many of those goals have you successfully 
achieved? Mention any goal, regardless of how big or small it is. 


Goals Status  


  


  


 
Activity 5: Watch an inspirational movie or read a success story and 
point out the characteristics of the leading character that you find 
highly influential? 
 
 
Activity 6: Set some reasonable goals and cut-off dates by which you 
intend to achieve them. It is a great way to increase your motivation 
and self-esteem. The goals can be anything as simple as learning how to 
make tea or riding a bicycle. 
Goals Deadline 


  


  


 
 
 
 
Activity 7: Three vital elements that give human beings persistence to 
achieve the desired target are: 


• Enthusiasm  
• Determination  
• Perseverance   


Write about three people who according to you are successful and you 
believe that you can relate to them? 
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Give reasons: 
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Chapter 8 


Making the Most of What You Have 
Identify: 


1. Inherent Abilities 


2. Environment 


3. Relations 


How these three things help in achievements. Cite any four examples of 


personalities having achieved success with one or three of them. 


1…………………………. 


2…………………………. 


3…………………………. 


How can you get help from your family, environment and abilities to 


achieve success? 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


Activity 1: Indicate the opportunities that you can seize presently?  
 
 
 
Activity 2: list the resources below that you think you can access in 
order to avail the above mentioned opportunities? 
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Activity 3: Watch the movie “cast away” and point out the personality 
traits Tom Hanks happened to have in that movie and how he applied 
those traits to make the best use of whatever little he had on that 
deserted island in order to rescue? 


Traits Application 


  


  


  


 
Activity 4: Write down the best of the skills that you possess and relate 
them with the relevant career options. Try to be bold and imaginative.     


                    Skills Career Options 


  


  


  


 
Activity 5: Do some research and write down the names and 
achievements of well-known people, were thought of by the society as 
‘fools’ but they turned out to be the ‘geniuses’.  


Name Achievements 
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Activity 6: Identify the pros and cons of three major decisions that you 
have made in your entire life? 


Decision Pros Cons 


   


   


   


 
Activity 7: Who in your circle discourages you? Why? 
1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


2------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


3------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


4------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Chapter 9 


Journey from Thoughts to Reality 


There are four elements that happen to be crucial to the process of 


thinking rationally when people are cynical and spiteful about you and 


your ideas: 


! Self-awareness 


! Conscience  


! Imagination 


! Will power 


Q: How well do you think you practice these elements in your daily life? 


Most of the time we miss an opportunity because we do not go for it in 


the first place. We feel uncomfortable leaving out comfort zone, which 


is why we end up missing out on some really great deals. Today, you 


have to leave your comfort zone and do something unusual. 


Activity 2: Pay close attention to what you say today and note down all 


the reactive sentences you use. For instance, ‘I can’t help but be 


demotivated’, ‘you make me feel bad about myself’, ‘why can’t they be 


nice’ etc. 
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Activity 3: suppose, seven years from now a newspaper publishes your 


success story and they interview your parents, teacher and a friend 


about you. What would you like them to say about you? 


 Remarks 


Parents  


Teacher  


Friend  


 


 


Q: There are two types of people when it comes to achieving goals: 


 
 


Can$t&Do&
People-


Can&Do&
People.


Act%upon%their%
plan.


Take%initiative%to%make%it%happen!


Think%about%solutions%and%
options.


Think%about%problems%and%
barriers.


Wait%for%something%to%happen%to%them.
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Q: According to your opinion, which category do you belong to and 


why? 


 


 


 


 


Activity 4: Put your plans and goals in writing. It will give you a clear idea 


of the things that you have to do. Otherwise, your goal will end up being one 


of your jumbled up thoughts/wishes. 


 


 


 Activity 5: Point out things that you have been procrastinating for a 


long time. 


Procrastinated items:   


1. …………………………………….. 


2. ……………………………………... 


3. ……………………………………… 


  


Q: There are four types of people depending on the approach that they 


take to fulfill tasks and goals. They can be categorized as under: 


The Time Quadrants 


  


Urgent 


 


Not urgent 
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Important 


The Procrastinator 


• Late for work 


• Project due today 


• Car breaks down 


• Friend gets injured 


• Exam tomorrow  


 


The Prioritizer 


• Planning, goal 


setting 


• Essay due in a 


week 


• Exercise 


• relationships 


 


Not important 


The Yes-Man 


• Unimportant phone 


calls 


• Interruptions 


• Other people’s 


small problems 


• Peer pressure 


 


The Slacker 


• Too much TV 


• Endless phone calls 


• Excessive 


computer games 


• Shopping 


• Time wasters 


  


Q: Choose the best strategy in order to achieve ones goals and also tell 


us the category that you fall under? 


 


 


    


Chapter-10 
Curb Your Negativities 


 
Activity 1: Write down five positive things about yourself? 


1. ………………………………………………. 
2. ………………………………………………. 
3. ………………………………………………. 
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4. ………………………………………………. 
5. ………………………………………………. 
Now select three of your friends who have used their own positive 
traits. Just list down those traits here and compare with those of 
yours. Now see why you don’t succeed as compared to them. 
1……………………………. 
2……………………………. 
3……………………………. 
4……………………………. 
5……………………………. 
 
Why do you not succeed? Find our reason?--------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 


Activity 2: Identify five things that you are notorious for or things that 
your friends label you for, for instance, laziness, procrastination, short-
temperedness etc. 


1. ………………………………………… 
2. ………………………………………… 
3. ………………………………………… 
4. ………………………………………… 
5. ………………………………………… 


 
 


Activity 3: Do something that totally contradicts what they say and then 
write it down. 


1. ………………………………… 
2. …………………………………. 
3. …………………………………. 


 
Activity 4: Make a list of the things that occupy your thoughts when 


you are not doing anything?  


1. ……………………………………….. 
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2. ……………………………………….. 


3. ……………………………………….. 


4. ……………………………………….. 


5. ……………………………………….. 


 
 
 
Q: Difference between people negative attitude and people with positive 
attitude: 
 


Negative People Positive People 


Trustworthy  Untrustworthy  
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Easily&
offended-


Blame&others-


Whine&and&
complain-


Get&angry&and&
say&things&the&
rgret&later-


Dont&take&
initiative-


Change&only&
when&they&
have&to-


Negative&
AAitude-


Not&easily&
offended-


Take&
responsibility-


Think&before&
act-


Bounce&back&
when&sth&bad&
happens-


Look&for&
possibilities-


Focus&on&
things&they&
can&control-


Positive&
aAitude-
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Activity 5: Make a list of the things that you can control or change. 
Things I can control. Please fill the boxes and see their relation with 
each other. 
 


 
  
Activity 6: what are the measures that you will take in order to change 
the things mentioned above? 
 


1………………………………….. 
2. ………………………………… 
3…………………………………. 
4………………………………….. 
5………………………………….. 


Chapter 11 


Spot Possibility in Impossibility 


1: List down any five of your friends who are successful and have 


surprised all others including you. 


1. ………………………………………… 


 


2. ………………………………………… 


 


0000!


00000!


000000!00000!


00000!!
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3. ………………………………………… 


 


4. ………………………………………… 


 


5. ………………………………………… 


 


2: How did they achieve amazing things in their lives? Any three 


possible reasons? 


1. ……………………………………………………………… 


 


2. ……………………………………………………………… 


 


3. ……………………………………………………………… 


 


3: How many of them have done something really astonishing or 


impossible? 


 


1. …………………................. 


 


2. ……………………………. 


 


3. ……………………………. 


 


 


4: Any three common characteristics of your friends who did 


something impossible? 
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1. ………………………………………. 


 


2. ………………………………………. 


 


3. ………………………………………. 


 


5: Do you have all or any of those characteristics? Please mention 


here. 


1. ……………………………………….. 


 


2. ……………………………………….. 


 


3. ………………………………………. 


 


6: If you lack any, can you define at least two reasons for not 


having those qualities? 


 


1. ………………………………………. 


 


2. ………………………………………. 


 


3. ………………………………………. 


7: Now be REAL and think if you can develop them or not? 


 


1. If yes, how? 


……………………………………………………………………… 
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2. If not, why 


not?……………………………………………………………………


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


8: If YES, why have you not tried it 


before?...............................................................................................................


. 


9: See all of your successful friends in person and try to get some 


inspiration from them. 


Activity 2: 


1. Last time when were you over excited to have your dream come 


true? 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 


2. Do you often visualize things? 


……………………………………………………………………… 


............................................................................................................... 


 


3. What was special about the realization of your idea into reality? 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 
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4. Did you share this success to anybody else before? Name those 


people and your relation with them after you have realized your 


idea and succeeded. 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


5. Can you remember any other event like this in your life before? 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


6. Compare how similar were your efforts to achieve both those 


successes. 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


7. What will you do to put same efforts for any future task? 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 
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Activity 3: 


Choose any of the given options that you like best against the given 


statement. 


1. The ideal person for you is: 


 


a. The one who is content with whatever he has and does 


nothing to improve his living standards. 


b. The one who strives hard to be financially sound and keeps a 


nice social status. 


c. The one who can do a lot but is too lazy to start doing it. 


 


2. What should be the Moto of our lives? 


 


a. To serve others and do nothing for us or our family. 


b. To go blindly after money and do everything, right or wrong, 


to achieve luxuries. 


c. To work hard to pursue our goals and have faith in our 


efforts. 


 


3. Impossible things can be achieved by: 


 


a. Waiting for them to happen automatically. 


b. Looking for someone to help us achieve them. 


c. To have money to hire people to make them possible. 


d. To work hard continuously and forget what the people think 


about our efforts. 
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4. Success is like Luck and it: 


 


a. Always comes your way, you do not go to it. 


b. Favors the brave. 


c. Depends on the circumstance you are in. They are important 


and not just efforts. 


 


5. To be successful means: 


 


a. To have done the best you could do to achieve your goal. 


b. To achieve your goal by hook or crook. 


c. To have a lot of money to enjoy the pleasures of life. 


Results: 


If you have chosen the options b, c, d, b, a, you are quite practical and real 


in your approach. If not, try to develop liking for them. 
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Chapter 12 


Rejuvenation After Failure 


Activities:  


1. People fail to be successful because of many reasons. You have to 


find any five of the most common reasons of failure. Three have 


already been mentioned. Think of the rest of the two. People fail 


because they: 


 
2. Your reaction against any failure is as much important as much 


is your planning before starting any work. The way you handle a 


failure determines how much chances you stand to be successful 


in future. Following is a pyramid of various reactions against 


any failure. See which is closest to yours and also note that how 


far that reaction stands from any probable future success. 


Lack!
Planning!


Are!
Reckless!


Are!not!
Brave!


?! ?!
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Your distance, in terms of your reaction at a failure, from the green zone 


determines how much likely you are going to get your goals.  


 


3. Failure is not an end to your efforts. It should rather give them a 


new start. The people who move in a circular path cannot make 


any significant advancement. They keep pacing the same path 


thinking that they are moving ahead. See how two different sets 


of approach can make a huge difference to your achievements in 


life. 
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The basic difference in two approaches is the idea that success is not the end 


of your efforts, same as is not the failure. Both should give new vitality to 


New!target!


Wrong!
Decisions!


Pressure!of!
evident!failure!Blame!game!


Resigna@on!


New!target!


Right!
decisions!


High!Morale!


Evident!
Success!


Con@nuous!
Hardwork!


CIRCULAR'
APPROACH'


PROGRESSIVE'
APPROACH'
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your determination and struggle. Can you describe your idea of success or 


failure in a different shape from the ones used above? 


 


4. Try to think of your friends, relatives or neighbors who changed 


their prime careers but still are successful. Write what they 


wanted to be and what they are? See how different two fields 


might be. It means success is not subject to any specific field. The 


example given in the chapter is listed below. 


 
 


  Just see around you and find examples of person doing odd jobs 


but very successful.  


1. A doctor engaged in …………………………. 


2. A professor doing…………………………….. 


3. A lawyer doing………………………………… 


4. A domestic lady doing…………………………. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Ar@st! Business!
Man!
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Chapter 13 


Taking Control of Your Life 


 


Activities: 


1. Things are as we see them not as they present themselves to us. We 


must be wise enough to take our own decisions instead of being 


dictated to. Things will not change either way, however surely the 


results will. See the picture below; how different it looks with the 


slight change of your perception. The very same things change 


altogether. 


 
This is an optical allusion but it explains my point of view. Do not be 


a sheep, be a shepherd.  


2. Make a list of each important decision that you have to take and 


write down the name of the person who takes it. Try to have your 


name in as many rows as possible. 


S 


# 


Date Decision Made by Reason 
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1     


2     


3     


4     


5     


6     


The last two columns of your table will help you take better 


decisions in future if you keep analyzing your own reasoning and the 


person who takes them. Your decisions are your property, what you 


are responsible for, therefore it should be only YOU to take them. 


3. Your choices may bring undesired results but you should be brave 


enough to bear the collateral damage of your own decisions. Being 


responsible for your decisions does not ensure a successful outcome 


every time. Besides this, whatever you do has some side effects. If 


you are pursuing a greater goal be blind and senseless to the minor or 


major hurdles that come your way.  


 


See in the illustration how your right or wrong decisions can take 


you to success. 
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All decisions can lead to success if you want them to. The only thing 


you need is to spot your decisions early and adopt the suitable 


approach to embark upon the way to success. 


4. Why are people afraid of taking decisions on their own? 


 


a. They feel insecure because of being weak from within. 


b. They are used to do so without any sound reason. 


c. They will have someone to blame for if the decision goes 


wrong. 


d. They think low of their capabilities. 


e. …………………………………….. 


f. …………………………………….. 


g. …………………………………….. 


Try to fill the blanks with three more reasons. See if you also have 


some of these. 


Success!


Happiness!


Confidence!


FruiIul!


Right!


Decision!


Wrong!


Analysis!


Precau@on!


High!Morale!
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5. See the table below. You can check your own personality as to 


which category you fall and what areas of your personality need to 


be restructure. Tick the qualities you have and then calculate your 


score with reference to the numbers written at the top of the 


columns.  


 


 4 3 2 1 0 Score 


Mentally Authoritative Analytical Creative Average Retarded  


Psychologically Optimistic Egoistic Average Confused Pessimistic  


Religiously Extremist Enlightened Atheist Neutral Obsessive  


Financially Sound Average Struggling Indebted Bankrupt  


Physically Muscular Athletic Active Sick Impaired  


Socially Popular Amiable Acceptable Shy Degraded  


Academically Exclusive Brilliant Good Average Poor  


       


Your Score:       


 


All ticks below 2 tell you to pay attention to those areas and 


restructure your personality traits if possible. If there is any ZERO 


in your profile, you may not be able to perform things as required. 


 


6. The Chapter elaborates seven key points to live a happy, independent 


and better life. Do you think there are some more to add? If yes, 


write them down with reasons (Simply to get inspiration after 


reading them again and again). 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 
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7. Be your own mentor. This is a key to success and individual growth. 


Can you recall any of your good friend/friends who have never 


consulted you before taking any decision? 


 


…………………………………… 


 


…………………………………… 


 


…………………………………… 


8. If YES, have you ever consulted them? If still YES you may see the 


difference yourself. Discuss with any of your friends that you are 


thinking of becoming independent in your choices and see what are 


his or her remarks? 


 


9. After interviewing at least ten of them, see how many have 


encouraged you to do this? You might be amazed to see the enormity 


of the number of friends that would like this idea of yours. 
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Chapter 14 


Using Your Options the Right Way 


Activities: 


1. It is very important to choose the right options for being 


successful. Ask at least five of your successful friends or 


colleagues that how they chose the right options. See if the 


strategy they opted for matches the one you use and take the 


necessary steps to bridge the gap between the two strategies. 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


2. In this world, we have to give something for everything we get. 


 


 
 


We!
Give!


We!
Get!
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It is almost the same that comes to us what we have given. 


Therefore, we must be very thoughtful in giving something because 


we are going to get it sooner or later. Can you think of anything you 


can get without giving something? Just give examples except natural 


elements. 


 


1……………………………… 


2……………………………… 


3………………………………. 


4………………………………. 


 


3. To lead a prosperous life following things are a MUST. Use the 


statements as the guideline to the way to success. Try to fill the 


blanks. 


 


a. Pay your debt as you get something from life. Do not let it 


accumulate. 


b. Give your best to everything. 


c. Remember that path to success is not easy at all. 


d. ………………………………………………………………


… 


e. ………………………………………………………………


… 


f. ………………………………………………………………


… 
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4. Do you think that unsuccessful person in this world will have a 


very happy and pragmatic life in the world hereafter? Discuss 


this with your friends and colleagues and try to know how many 


agree and how many do not. 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 
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5. You already know that to gain success you have to give 


something up. Make a list of possible gains that you might get in 


the current year and the possible losses that you might have to 


bear. Examine critically if the gains worth losing things that you 


have written. 


 


 I Gain I Lose Should I Go 


for It 


1 Part time job My evening class at 


college. 


          No. 


2 House Saturday Sunday 


Leisure 


          Ok 


3    


4    


5    


6    


7    


8    


9    


10    


 


This is a very simple list designed only to keep you reminding that 


whatever you are doing is the product of your own decision and 


choice and you must stick to the goal unless you achieve it. You can 


design an even better list that is more customized to your preferences 


and in tune with your taste. 
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6. People choose right options: 


 


a. With the help of a better pre task analysis. 


b. By consulting others who are already successful. 


c. Seeking advice from professional consultants. 


d. Weighing the pros and cons of the task they are going to 


undertake. 


e. Examining their capabilities realistically. 


f. Being brave enough to take up the challenge. 


g. ……………………………………………………………… 


h. ……………………………………………………………… 


i. ……………………………………………………………… 


j. ……………………………………………………………… 


k. ……………………………………………………………… 


See how many more you can add. The more reasons you collect 


the better understanding you will develop towards choosing right 


options for any of your upcoming challenge or task. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


7. See the illustration below and try to fill the boxes. 
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Right!Analysis!


Your!Abili@es!


Prac@cality!


Reaching'Right'
Option'
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Chapter 15 


Enjoying Everything That Life Has To Offer 


Activities: 


1. It is a fact of modern life that we miss so many things in our rush to 


complete our daily tasks. The wheel of our life is too fast to see it 


moving. Make a list of your tomorrow’s activities that you have to 


undertake along with the time expected to be spent on each and then 


notice how much time is left to you to enjoy your routine. The 


following to-do-list is based on thirty minute time as base unit. The 


red border indicates AM. 


S


# 


Time Task Importance Duration status 


1 8:00 to 


8:30 
    


2 8:30 to 


9:00 
    


3 9:00 to 


9:30 
    


4 9:30 to 


10:00 
    


5 10:00 to 


10:30 
    


6 10:30 to 


11:00 
    


7 11:00 to 


11:30 
    


8 11:30 to 


12:00 
    


9 12:00 to 


12:30 
    


1


0 


12:30 to 


1:00 
    


1


1 


1:00 to 


1:30 
    


1


2 


1:30 to 


2:00 
    


1


3 


2:00 to 


2:30 
    


1


4 


2:30 to 


3:00 
    


1


5 


3:00 to 


3:30 
    


1


6 


3:30 to 


4:00 
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And so on goes the time until you sleep. After filling it, see how much time 


you have to see things happen. We are simply enjoying our speed and not 


the journey for which we needed the speed. 


 


2. What are the possible reasons for not having much time to enjoy 


things what life offers to us. Some are given and some are left for 


you to think of. 


 


a. Non-genuine engagements. 


b. Improper division of time. 


c. Obsession of being too busy. 


d. …………………………………. 


e. …………………………………. 


f. …………………………………. 


g. …………………………………. 


 


3. Do you think you are too busy to be attentive to what is going 


around you? 


a. Yes. Why? 


……………………………………………………………… 


b. No. Why? 


……………………………………………………………… 


 


4. If "Yes" make a list of your each day’s activity and critically 


evaluate them If they really worth giving all of your time? 


………………………………………………………………………


… 
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……………………………………………………………………… 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


5. If "No" make a list of things that you enjoy in your daily life and try 


to find if you are missing something that can easily be added into it? 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


6. Try to realize the fact that Success is not the Destination, it is the 


Route. The illustration below will help you understand the point. 


 


 
 


 


Real'
Approach'
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The difference is as to where you put "Success" in your travel chart. 


If it is the end of your journey, what will be next? If it is simply a 


check point, you can continue your travel and keep enjoying it. 


Start! Hard!Work! Success! Oblivion!


Faulty'Approach'
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Chapter-16 


Let Your Children Find Their Own Route To Success 


Activities: 


1. Why do almost all parents love to dictate their children? 


 


a. They love them. 


b. Children are less experienced. 


c. Parents want their children do what they themselves could 


not achieve. 


d. Parents are too caring for their children. 


e. ………………………………………………… 


f. ………………………………………………… 


g. ………………………………………………… 


h. ………………………………………………… 


i. ………………………………………………… 


Try to add more to the dotted lines. Do you think parents are right in 


doing so? Do not forget to put some reasoning to your answer. 


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


……………………………………………………………………… 


2. How, in your opinion or experience, children of today behave 


over assertive attitude of their parents? 


 


a. They are annoyed. 


b. They try to ignore what their parents say. 
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c. They become more interested in having friends, as they are 


helpful not assertive. 


d. Sometimes children tend to become rebellious to what their 


parents want them to do. 


e. They think it better to leave their parents as they grow up. 


f. ……………………………………………………………… 


g. ……………………………………………………………… 


h. ……………………………………………………………… 


i. ……………………………………………………………… 


Can you fill the blanks with some other possible reactions of the 


children that you might have experienced? 


3. Are you a parent yourself? 


 


a. Yes. How do you see your children standing in life? 


……………………………………………………… 


b. No. What plan do you have for your children to succeed in 


life? 


………………………………………………………. 


 


4. How do you treat your children? You are: 


 


a. Helpful/Caring. 


b. Authoritative/Assertive. 


c. Polite/Loving. 


d. Neutral/Undisturbed. 


After choosing any one option from above fill the dotted lines 


describing reasons for being so. 
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a. ……………………… 


b. ……………………… 


c. ……………………… 


d. ……………………… 


e. ……………………… 


 


5. How will you rate your parents? 


 


a. Excellent. 


b. Very good. 


c. Average. 


d. Frightful. 


e. Too Bad. 


 


6. Give at least three reasons for your rating. 


 


a. ………………. 


 


b. ……………… 


 


c. ……………… 


7. If you had a chance to change something about your parents, 


what would you have chosen to change? 


………………………………………………………………………


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 
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8. What parents should remember while treating their children? 


 


a. The children are living human beings, not simple machines. 


b. Children cannot be perfect, even the parents were not when 


they were children. 


c. Being a child and a parent are two entirely different states. 


Both should be respected. 


d. ……………………………………………………………… 


e. ……………………………………………………………… 


f. ……………………………………………………………… 


g. ……………………………………………………………… 
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9. Do you know any of your friends who were not satisfied with the 


way their parents treated them? How did they all end up? 


 Name Relation Level of 


dissatisfaction 
His reaction Your 


Remarks 


1      


2      


3      


4      


5      


6      


7      


 


By making a list of such children you can better understand how 


should a parent behave and what possible results can come out if one 


gets careless to the issue. 
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10. Try to visit the parents of those children to know their remarks as 


well. It will provide you a useful insight into the difference of 


opinion of being a child and a parent. 


 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………… 
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Chapter 17 


Maintaining Your Success 


Activities: 


1. In your opinion why people want to be successful? 


 


a. To be happy. 


b. To get rich. 


c. To become famous. 


d. To realize their dreams. 


e. …………………………………… 


f. …………………………………… 


g. …………………………………… 


 


2. Ask any of your successful friends or neighbors that why they 


wanted to be successful. Make a list of the common answers you 


get. You can later use those answers for your inspiration also or 


perhaps they might change your concept of Success. 


 


a. ………………………. 


b. ………………………. 


c. ………………………. 


 


 


 


3. Make a comparison list of answers that you expected and the 


ones you got. See do they match. An example is given below. You 
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may do the rest to know if your and the concept of already 


successful people bear any resemblance. 


 


 Name Relation Expected 


Answer 


His Answer Remarks 


1 Mark 


Henry 


Friend He wanted to be 


rich. 


I followed my 


dream. 


 


2      


3      


4      


5      


6      


7      


8      


 


You may find that there is much difference in your and other 


people’s approach towards success. Try to follow the most common 


approach that you find among different peoples’ answers, if you 


want to be successful too. 


 


4. Do you find people have changed their approach towards certain 


things in their lives? Here is an activity for you. Make a list of things 


that you think people have changed in their approach for. Relate 


your preference too and see if you are like the most of the modern 


age people or you still have something left of the old block. 
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 People used to Now people Your choice 


1 Help family and 


friends. 


Have become too selfish. First 


2 Work hard to get their 


goals. 


Find easy ways to get them. Second 


3 Spend time with their 


friends. 


Watch TV or other 


electronic media. 


 


4    


5    


6    


7    


8    


9    


10    


11    


12    


13    


 


Can you fill the left out columns to know what great difference this 


age has brought to our thinking and ways of accomplishing our 


tasks? If you feel any difference, try to be REALISTIC in deciding 


which approach is the right one to follow. 
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5. Think of possible reasons for this shift of preferences. Some are 


given below. 


 


a. The circumstances have become more competitive. 


b. Number of luxuries has grown limitless. 


c. New technological advances have changed the shape of life 


on Earth. 


d. Human beings have become more self-centered. 


e. The overall living standard of the world population has 


improved. 


f. ………………………………………………………….. 


g. ………………………………………………………….. 


h. ………………………………………………………….. 


i. ………………………………………………………….. 


j. ………………………………………………………….. 


 


6. What can possibly happen if you choose to be out of the rat race, the 


other people are in? 


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


…………… 


 


7. Success does not mean having a lot of money to spend. It is unwise 


on our part to connect the concept of success with money. Success is 
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different for everybody. Even for your own self it means differently 


in various phases of your life. Recollect your success that you have 


had in your life time since your childhood and feel how the concept 


of success grows and widens with every passing minute of your life. 


 


Childhood Successes: 


a. Getting a new bicycle. 


b. Receiving favorite present on Christmas. 


c. Visiting my aunt’s house on a particular occasion. 


d. Winning a cricket match. 


Success in adolescence: 


e. Riding a motorbike downtown. 


f. Getting a laptop with HD camera. 


g. Visiting a holiday spot of your choice. 


h. Selection in the school team as a player. 


 


Success in your youth: 


i. ……………………………….. 


j. ……………………………….. 


k. ……………………………….. 


l. ……………………………….. 


m. ……………………………….. 


 


Middle age success: 


n. ………………………………. 


o. ………………………………. 


p. ………………………………. 
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q. ………………………………. 


 


After filling the blanks you will notice the transient nature of 


Success. However, there is one common outcome of every success; 


and that is HAPPINESS. So it may be concluded that if you are 


Happy, you are Successful. Make a list of things that make you 


happy and try to drive happiness out of doing them as long as you 


live.  


 


 


Things that make you happy: 


a. ……………………………. 


b. ……………………………. 


c. ……………………………. 


d. …………………………… 


e. …………………………… 


f. …………………………… 


g. …………………………… 


h. …………………………… 


i. …………………………… 


j. …………………………… 
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Chapter 18 


Taking Risks 


Activities: 


1. Risks are good to be taken. What are possible advantages of 


taking risks? 


 


a. You develop sense of handling problems. 


b. Your unnecessary fears about risks fade away. 


c. You experience the realities of this world. 


d. You tend to become more realistic than being imaginative. 


e. You come to know “what you are?” 


f. ……………………………………………….. 


g. ……………………………………………….. 


h. ……………………………………………….. 


i. ……………………………………………….. 


j. ……………………………………………….. 


Fill the blanks yourself. You may come to find more advantages of 


taking risks, once you start exploring them. You can use all these 


advantages to develop in you the habit of taking risks, if you are 


afraid of them like the majority of the people. 


2. Why people do not want to take risks? Ask some of your friends, 


colleagues and neighbors who you think are very cautious about 


being involved in taking any risk. Write down the common reasons 


among their answers and use them as your first lesson towards losing 


fear of taking risk. 


 


a. ……………………….. 
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b. ……………………….. 


 


c. ……………………….. 


 


d. ……………………….. 


 


e. ………………………. 


 


f. ……………………….. 
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3. Think of any possible threats that might be too big for you to have in 


your life. Calculate the outcome scientifically and see if there is any 


big difference that a Risk can bring to your Life. Here is a table for 


you to write down possible threats, their results and the change in 


your Life. Try to fill it and see what devastation it might bring and if 


you can handle it (Surely you can, however the determination is 


needed). 


 


 Threats Their outcome Effect on your 


life 


Your 


Status 


1 You broke your 


leg. 


Hospitalized Immobile for 2 


months 


Still Alive 


2 Your car stolen. Loss of money. No personal 


transport. 


Still Alive 


3 Charged with 


murder 


Behind the bars Life sentence Still Alive 


4     


5     


6     


7     


8     


9     


10     


11     


12     
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The last column where you see “Still Alive” after any chosen threat 


encourages you to live it happily as long as you have your life. 


Depression or melancholy is our personal attitude; a product of our 


own inner self, not something dumped upon us by the outer world. 


 


4. Meet the people who, according to your information, take a lot of 


risks. Try to ask them how they bear the brunt of risks. Collect the 


information and pick up the common points from all the answers you 


have gathered. Write them down and muzzle up your courage to 


have them incorporated in your way of thinking about taking risks. 


 


a. ………………………… 


 


b. ………………………… 


 


c. ………………………… 


 


d. ………………………… 


 


e. ………………………… 


 


f. ………………………… 


 


5. Visit the people who have already been trapped in trouble after 


taking a risk in their life. Ask them how different their life is before 


and after taking that risk and must ask them if they are still happy in 


their present condition or they remain sad always? 
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………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


……………………………………………………………………… 


It will help you understand what exact effect might a risk can have 


on your life and if you are ready to take it or not. 


 


6. The below given illustrations will help you understand the difference 


between a leading a simple and straight life and taking risks. 
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While being simple and straight will be like the following illustration. 


 


 
This approach is peaceful but dull and drab. 


RISK!


.!


.!


.!


Life! Work! Money!


If'you'take'risks,'they'will'open'a'whole'
new'world'of'options'to'and'make'you'


more'experienced.'
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Chapter 19 


Pave Your Way to Success 


Activities: 


1. Did you plan things that you did in your past? Imagine things that 


you did with planning and the ones those were unplanned. Make a 


list of all these things and see what drives your life "Spontaneity" or 


"Planning"? 


 


Things you did by planning: 


 


a. …………………………………….. 


b. …………………………………….. 


c. …………………………………….. 


d. …………………………………….. 


e. …………………………………….. 


 


The ones those just happened: 


 


a. ……………………………………. 


b. ……………………………………. 


c. ……………………………………. 


d. ……………………………………. 


e. ……………………………………. 


Try to keep a balance between the both qualities, as you might have 


heard that excess of everything is bad. However, planning is a 


preferred way of living your life in today’s world. 
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2. Try to remember how many planner diaries have you used by now. If 


they are not much in number, develop a habit of using them. They 


make you habitual to planning whatever you do. You can visit a 


nearby book store or stationery shop to buy a good planner diary for 


your convenience. 


 


3. Who tells people to be successful? 


 


a. Society 


b. School 


c. Parents 


d. Instinct 


e. Passion 


f. ………………. 


g. ………………. 


h. ………………. 


i. ………………. 


Can you determine who told you to dream to be successful? Spotting 


the right motive of being successful is as important as Success itself, 


because if you do not set your base right, you are not going to get the 


world of your dreams. 


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


4. Most of the people do not even have the idea of what they want to do 


in future. Ask some of your friends and relatives about what they 
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want to be in future. Make a list of the people who have a clear idea 


and the others who do not. See in which column does the majority of 


the people fall? 


 Name Relation Clear Absurd 


1 Mark Spencer Friend Clear  


2 Virginia Wolf Cousin  Absurd 


3     


4     


5     


5. Success comes with planning. You make a list of things you want, 


like new car, quality education for your children, good house and so 


on. Evaluate that how much money is needed to achieve all that you 


aspire for. Then you must take your abilities into account and 


examine critically that if you can afford to have what you want with 


your current state of affairs. If something is beyond your practical 


reach, try not to dream recklessly. This world always gives a clear 


idea to every person about his monetary worth in the market. Ideas 


of success based on dreams seldom come true. 


Write down your abilities and their market value and the value of the 


things you want. If they do not correlate, you are advised to remake 


your plan of success. 


 


6. What factors are involved to provoke you to attain monetary 


success? 
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a. Your family prestige. 


b. Your care for your children. 


c. To become acceptable and respectable among friends. 


d. ………………………………………………………. 


e. ………………………………………………………. 


f. ………………………………………………………. 


 


7. What you should not forget after getting success? 


a. Further hard work. 


b. Helping others. 


c. Telling the people your secret to success. 


d. Persuading your acquaintances to become like you. 


e. …………………………………………. 


f. …………………………………………. 


g. …………………………………………. 


h. …………………………………………. 
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Chapter 20 


Time Yourself Before It Gets Too Late 


Activities: 


1. Studies have shown that a vast majority of people waste almost half 


of their time doing nothing. If you do not agree, make a time table of 


all the activities you did on a particular day. See if you could have 


saved time out of what you have spent. And if yes, try to know how 


much. You must be astonished to see the results. 


Following is a general schedule. The more specific you go the more 


dreadful results turn up.  


 


 


 


 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1


0 


1


1 


1


2 


1


3 


1


4 


1


5 


1


6 


1


7 


1


8 


1


9 


2


0 


2


1 


2


2 


2


3 


2


4 


                        


 


 


At the very first look we come to know that except the green slot, 


when we are at work, we are mostly free. We sleep, see friends, relax 


and eat in the rest of time wasting more than half of our time daily.  


 


 


2. Can you suggest ways to save the time that is normally wasted? 


 


a. Keep a time track of all of your activities. 


Work'


?What do you do in the hours of red arrows '
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b. Daily think about how much time you have wasted yesterday. 


c. Remove the time wasting activities from your list of things. 


d. ……………………………………………………… 


e. ……………………………………………………… 


f. ……………………………………………………… 


g. ……………………………………………………… 


h. ……………………………………………………… 


 


3. Change the way you look at the time. You should not spend the day 


in hours, rather spend it in terms of tasks. Do not think that there are 


twenty four hours in your day but remember that you have ten tasks 


to complete. See the illustration below. Try to make your Task Table 


instead of Time Table. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Task!
1!


Task!
2!


Task!
3!


Task!
4!


Task!
5!


Task!
6!


Task!
7!


WEDNESDAY,'11th'of'July'2012'
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Under the tasks you can write if they are done or not. Such calendars 


let you know at the end of the day that if that particular day was 


good or bad in terms of the completion of tasks. You also remain 


updated about the way you are spending your days. 


 


Can you design any more such calendars that do not focus time, 


rather tasks? 


 


4. Why do people waste time in spite of knowing it well that they will 


have only one life? 


 


a. They keep imagining things. 


b. They know it but do not realize it from the core of their heart. 


c. People waste time thinking that they are not wasting it at all. 


d. Time slips away silently like the sand through fingers. 


e. People are too busy with other things to think that they are 


wasting time. 


f. ……………………………………………….. 


g. ……………………………………………….. 


h. ……………………………………………….. 


i. ……………………………………………….. 


Try to think of some more reasons to fill the dotted lines. 


5. Time management is the key to success these days. Ask your 


successful friends and acquaintances how they managed their time. 


Write down the common points that you find in their answers and try 


to follow them if you also intend to manage your time properly. 
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………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


………………………………………………………………………


……………………………………………………………………… 


 


6. The successful people have some common traits even if they live in 


the opposite continents of the world. 


 


a. They use their time to its best. 


b. They work too hard. 


c. They are persistent. 


d. They drive happiness out of success. 


e. ……………………………….. 


f. ……………………………….. 


g. ……………………………….. 


h. ……………………………….. 


i. ……………………………….. 


 


Fill the dotted lines with more qualities you can think of and try to 


analyze if they are found in you too or not. If yes, you are bound to 


success and if not, try to develop them to achieve success. 


 


7. You are the master of your own time. Try to devise ways to punish 


yourself if you fail to complete the given tasks. It does not mean to 


be cruel towards yourself but being cautious not to repeat laziness in 
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future. Create a table of tasks and the punishments accompanying 


them in case of incompletion. 


 


 Tasks Punishment if not 


completed 


Status 


1 Call John to discuss 


new project. 


Miss watching movie 


at night. 


Done. 


2 Visit passport office Will not take nap 


tomorrow. 


Incomplete. 


3    


4    


5    


6    


7    


8    


9    


10    


 


You may think of any other such strategies that can keep you on 


track to manage your time. 
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Chapter 21 


Driving Your Desires to Reality 


Activity One: 


List down your dreams, rank them according to their importance and the 


date you want to achieve them by. 


Dreams Rank Date 


   


   


   


   


   


 


According to the dream you have listed above, how will you achieve them? 


Rank 1 Dream 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


Rank 2 Dream 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


Rank 3 Dream 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Rank 4 Dream 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


Rank 5 Dream 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 


Activity Two: 


What did you learn from Thomas Edison? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


After reading the chapter, how has it changed the way you think about 


yourself and your dreams? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Activity Three: 


List down the difficulties that you have faced in the past when you were 


trying to achieve your dreams and goals? 


1._________________ 


2. _________________ 


3. _________________ 


4. _________________ 


5. _________________ 


What are things you are willing to give up for your dreams? 


1. _________________ 


2. _________________ 


3. _________________ 


4. _________________ 


5. _________________ 


 


Activity Three: 


Write down your weakness and strengths that will help you or not help you 


achieve your dreams 


Weaknesses Strengths 
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How will you will you overcome your weaknesses in order to achieve your 


dreams? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Take a deep cleansing breath… 
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Chapter 22 
Attracting Success 


Activity 1 
If you want to be successful, Will Rogers said the following: 
"It’s just this simple. Know what you are doing. Love what you are doing. 


And believe in what you are doing."   


What did you learn from the above? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


In order to be successful, we need to keep up-to-date with the changes in the 


environment. The chapter gives the example of a doctor, who needs to keep 


up-to-date with the medical world. Which other professions do you think 


require you to open to professional learning and why? 


Profession One: 


__________________________________________________________ 


Reason: 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


Profession Two: 


__________________________________________________________ 


Reason: 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Activity 2 


From the chapter, we learnt that success is not static but a journey. In the 


image below, show step by step how you will achieve your dreams: 


Dream 1:  


 


 


 


 


Dream 2: 


_____________________________________________________________ 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Step!
1!


Step!
2!


Step!
3!


Step!
1!


Step!
2!


Step!
3!
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Activity 3  


List down what you think is necessary to achieve your dreams? 


1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 


Explain the three tips to attract success. 


Tip 1: Obtain knowledge and keep up-to-date 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 


Tip 2: Ensure that the goals that you demarcate for yourself are in tune 


with your personal aspirations 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 


 


Tip 3: Believe in your goals 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Chapter 23 


Getting Rid Of Bad Habits 
Activity 1 


List down some of your good and bad habits 


 


Good Habits Bad Habits 


  


  


  


  


  


 


 


Why do you think your bad habits were developed? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


Now that you know the reasons behind your bad habits, how will you rectify 


them? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Activity Two: 


List down some bad habits that are very destructive 


1._________________ 


2. _________________ 


3. _________________ 


4. _________________ 


5. _________________ 


 


What things, in your opinion, are necessary to change bad habits? 


1. _________________ 


2. _________________ 


3. _________________ 


4. _________________ 


5. _________________ 


 


Activity Three: 


Why is ‘will power’ important to get rid of bad habits? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


How can one strengthen their ‘will power’? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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Activity Four: 


 


From the chapter, you learnt that many situations are the reason why bad 


habits arise. In the table below, write situations that you have faced or 


someone you know has faced, which caused them to develop bad habits. 


Situations Bad Habits Developed 


  


  


  


  


  


 


What does it mean by “replace your habit with a constructive one to take 


advantage of your compulsive behavior?” 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


After reading the chapter, briefly explain how one can change their bad 


habits in three steps 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 
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!


















 

Please see two attachments.... 

       Gods Speed, Kevin Khoury
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From: Travis Brauer
To: Alex Gerszewski
Subject: Fw: Peolosi Quote
Date: Friday, June 29, 2012 2:09:34 PM
Attachments: image002.png

Travis Brauer 
Office of Governor Mary Fallin 

 
From: Travis Brauer 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 03:05 PM
To: Rebecca Frazier; AJ Mallory; Cindy Harper; Michelle Waddell; Brett Thomas 
Subject: Peolosi Quote 
 

Pelosi on Obamacare: I Knew Ted Kennedy
‘Would Go to Heaven and Help Us Pass the
Bill’
By Elizabeth Harrington
June 28, 2012
Subscribe to Elizabeth Harrington's posts
    

 

House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) (CNSNews.com/Penny Starr)

(CNSNews.com) – House Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) said Thursday that “It’s pretty
exciting” that the Supreme Court upheld the health-care law’s individual mandate as a tax, saying
now Sen. Ted Kennedy can “rest in peace.”

“I knew that when he left us he would go to heaven and help pass the bill,” Pelosi said of the
late Massachusetts Democratic senator.
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“Now I know he was busily at work until this decision came down, inspiring one way or
another. And now he can rest in peace.”

Pelosi, who had previously predicted a 6-3 victory for Obamacare, said the decision was “no
surprise.”  The Minority Leader cited “interstate commerce” in defending the constitutionality
of the law, despite the Supreme Court’s ruling that the mandate is not justified under the
Commerce Clause.

“We thought—we knew we were on solid ground in terms of interstate commerce, solid
ground in terms of the constitution, it was just a question of what the vote would be,” she
said. “And with that confidence we happily embraced the decision that came down.”

“Now it can move forward with the full implementation of the law and when that happens for
the American people the best is yet to come,” Pelosi said.

Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., poses for a picture with his son, Rep. Patrick Kennedy, D-
R.I., at the inauguration of President Barack Obama on Jan. 20, 2009. (AP File Photo/Sen.
Patrick Leahy)

Congressional Democrats utilized the slogan, “Win one for Teddy,” when trying to pass
healthcare reform in 2009 after Kennedy died of brain cancer that August. Kennedy was a
longtime champion for health-care reform.

“I want to say a word about Senator [Ted] Kennedy,” Pelosi said. “I spoke to Vicki Kennedy
this morning and Patrick Kennedy before coming here, thanking them for the important role
that he played a lifetime of commitment to making healthcare a right, not a privilege in our
country. He called it the great unfinished business of our country, our society.”

In a Supreme Court decision Thursday, Chief Justice John Roberts wrote that the individual
mandate is not justified under the Commerce Clause but could be justified under the
Congress’ power to tax and spend.

“The Court today holds that our Constitution protects us from federal regulation under the
Commerce Clause so long as we abstain from the regulated activity. But from its creation,
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the Constitution has made no such promise with respect to taxes,” he wrote in the 5-4
majority opinion.

 

LINK: http://cnsnews.com/news/article/pelosi-obamacare-i-knew-ted-kennedy-would-go-
heaven-and-help-us-pass-bill
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From: Michelle Waddell
To: Scott Mason
Subject: FW: Peolosi Quote
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 3:44:18 PM
Attachments: image002.png

From: Travis Brauer 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 3:05 PM
To: Rebecca Frazier; AJ Mallory; Cindy Harper; Michelle Waddell; Brett Thomas
Subject: Peolosi Quote
 

Pelosi on Obamacare: I Knew Ted Kennedy
‘Would Go to Heaven and Help Us Pass the
Bill’
By Elizabeth Harrington
June 28, 2012
Subscribe to Elizabeth Harrington's posts
    

 

House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) (CNSNews.com/Penny Starr)

(CNSNews.com) – House Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) said Thursday that “It’s pretty
exciting” that the Supreme Court upheld the health-care law’s individual mandate as a tax, saying
now Sen. Ted Kennedy can “rest in peace.”

“I knew that when he left us he would go to heaven and help pass the bill,” Pelosi said of the
late Massachusetts Democratic senator.

“Now I know he was busily at work until this decision came down, inspiring one way or
another. And now he can rest in peace.”

Pelosi, who had previously predicted a 6-3 victory for Obamacare, said the decision was “no
surprise.”  The Minority Leader cited “interstate commerce” in defending the constitutionality
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of the law, despite the Supreme Court’s ruling that the mandate is not justified under the
Commerce Clause.

“We thought—we knew we were on solid ground in terms of interstate commerce, solid
ground in terms of the constitution, it was just a question of what the vote would be,” she
said. “And with that confidence we happily embraced the decision that came down.”

“Now it can move forward with the full implementation of the law and when that happens for
the American people the best is yet to come,” Pelosi said.

Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., poses for a picture with his son, Rep. Patrick Kennedy, D-
R.I., at the inauguration of President Barack Obama on Jan. 20, 2009. (AP File Photo/Sen.
Patrick Leahy)

Congressional Democrats utilized the slogan, “Win one for Teddy,” when trying to pass
healthcare reform in 2009 after Kennedy died of brain cancer that August. Kennedy was a
longtime champion for health-care reform.

“I want to say a word about Senator [Ted] Kennedy,” Pelosi said. “I spoke to Vicki Kennedy
this morning and Patrick Kennedy before coming here, thanking them for the important role
that he played a lifetime of commitment to making healthcare a right, not a privilege in our
country. He called it the great unfinished business of our country, our society.”

In a Supreme Court decision Thursday, Chief Justice John Roberts wrote that the individual
mandate is not justified under the Commerce Clause but could be justified under the
Congress’ power to tax and spend.

“The Court today holds that our Constitution protects us from federal regulation under the
Commerce Clause so long as we abstain from the regulated activity. But from its creation,
the Constitution has made no such promise with respect to taxes,” he wrote in the 5-4
majority opinion.

 

LINK: http://cnsnews.com/news/article/pelosi-obamacare-i-knew-ted-kennedy-would-go-
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heaven-and-help-us-pass-bill
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From: Scott Mason
To: pjmason1
Subject: FW: Peolosi Quote
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 3:53:00 PM
Attachments: image002.png

What a kook!
 

From: Michelle Waddell 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 3:44 PM
To: Scott Mason
Subject: FW: Peolosi Quote
 

From: Travis Brauer 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 3:05 PM
To: Rebecca Frazier; AJ Mallory; Cindy Harper; Michelle Waddell; Brett Thomas
Subject: Peolosi Quote
 

Pelosi on Obamacare: I Knew Ted Kennedy
‘Would Go to Heaven and Help Us Pass the
Bill’
By Elizabeth Harrington
June 28, 2012
Subscribe to Elizabeth Harrington's posts
    

 

House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) (CNSNews.com/Penny Starr)

(CNSNews.com) – House Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) said Thursday that “It’s pretty
exciting” that the Supreme Court upheld the health-care law’s individual mandate as a tax, saying
now Sen. Ted Kennedy can “rest in peace.”

“I knew that when he left us he would go to heaven and help pass the bill,” Pelosi said of the
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late Massachusetts Democratic senator.

“Now I know he was busily at work until this decision came down, inspiring one way or
another. And now he can rest in peace.”

Pelosi, who had previously predicted a 6-3 victory for Obamacare, said the decision was “no
surprise.”  The Minority Leader cited “interstate commerce” in defending the constitutionality
of the law, despite the Supreme Court’s ruling that the mandate is not justified under the
Commerce Clause.

“We thought—we knew we were on solid ground in terms of interstate commerce, solid
ground in terms of the constitution, it was just a question of what the vote would be,” she
said. “And with that confidence we happily embraced the decision that came down.”

“Now it can move forward with the full implementation of the law and when that happens for
the American people the best is yet to come,” Pelosi said.

Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., poses for a picture with his son, Rep. Patrick Kennedy, D-
R.I., at the inauguration of President Barack Obama on Jan. 20, 2009. (AP File Photo/Sen.
Patrick Leahy)

Congressional Democrats utilized the slogan, “Win one for Teddy,” when trying to pass
healthcare reform in 2009 after Kennedy died of brain cancer that August. Kennedy was a
longtime champion for health-care reform.

“I want to say a word about Senator [Ted] Kennedy,” Pelosi said. “I spoke to Vicki Kennedy
this morning and Patrick Kennedy before coming here, thanking them for the important role
that he played a lifetime of commitment to making healthcare a right, not a privilege in our
country. He called it the great unfinished business of our country, our society.”

In a Supreme Court decision Thursday, Chief Justice John Roberts wrote that the individual
mandate is not justified under the Commerce Clause but could be justified under the
Congress’ power to tax and spend.

“The Court today holds that our Constitution protects us from federal regulation under the
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Commerce Clause so long as we abstain from the regulated activity. But from its creation,
the Constitution has made no such promise with respect to taxes,” he wrote in the 5-4
majority opinion.

 

LINK: http://cnsnews.com/news/article/pelosi-obamacare-i-knew-ted-kennedy-would-go-
heaven-and-help-us-pass-bill
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From: Wendy Gregory
To: tulsawendy
Subject: FW: Please review ASAP - letter for Rep. Sullivan committee hearing re:obamacare/state health care reform
Date: Wednesday, June 27, 2012 2:17:00 PM

 
I think this looks good.

Glenn Coffee *  * 

From: Aaron Cooper <Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov>
Date: Mon, 28 Feb 2011 16:06:34 -0600
To: maryfallin@ >; Mary
Christensen<Mary.Christensen@gov.ok.gov>; Glenn Coffee<Glenn.Coffee@gov.ok.gov>;
Glenn Coffee t>; Denise
Northrup<Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>
Cc: Alex Weintz<Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov>; Katie
Altshuler<Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov>; Wendy Gregory<Wendy.Gregory@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: Please review ASAP - letter for Rep. Sullivan committee hearing re:
obamacare/state health care reform

From: Aaron Cooper <Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov>
Date: Mon, 28 Feb 2011 16:06:34 -0600
To: maryfallin  Mary
Christensen<Mary.Christensen@gov.ok.gov>; Glenn Coffee<Glenn.Coffee@gov.ok.gov>;
Glenn Coffee ( >; Denise
Northrup<Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>
Cc: Alex Weintz<Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov>; Katie
Altshuler<Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov>; Wendy Gregory<Wendy.Gregory@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: Please review ASAP - letter for Rep. Sullivan committee hearing re:
obamacare/state health care reform
 
Governor,
 
Congressman Sullivan has asked us to submit a letter to the House Energy & Commerce committee
for tomorrow’s hearing titled, “The Consequences of Obamacare:  Impact on Medicaid and State
Health Care Reform.”
 
Please review the letter below ASAP.  Thank you.
 
FYI – This draft has been vetted by the press and policy shops.
 
 
 
Dear Congressman Sullivan,
 
I was pleased to learn the U.S. House of Representatives’ Committee on Energy and Commerce
plans to hold a hearing titled, “The Consequences of Obamacare:  Impact on Medicaid and State
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Health Care Reform.”   
 
There is no question that our nation’s health care costs are spiraling out of control and the number
of uninsured is certainly a major contributing factor. However, the cumbersome Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) is not an effective solution for curbing rising health care costs and
is unworkable and unaffordable for many states.
 
The maintenance of effort (MOE) requirements under the new health care law in addition to the
new mandates make it impossible to implement without massive increased costs to the state.  States
need flexibility to determine what will best serve our populations and allow us to balance our
budgets, which, as you know, is a constitutional requirement in the state of Oklahoma.  We already
are facing a $500 million budget shortfall for FY 2012.  The timelines in the health care reform
legislation are very aggressive and do not give states the freedom they need to implement
meaningful changes.  
 
Prior to the passage of PPACA, the state of Oklahoma was leading the way in lowering costs and
increasing health insurance coverage with a very successful public-private program called “Insure
Oklahoma,” which offers health insurance and premium assistance to small businesses and
individuals.  We also created the “Health Care for the Uninsured Board” (HUB) in order to assist and
educate consumers about their health insurance options. These are the types of innovative solutions
the states should be given the freedom to develop and offer on their own.
 
Exchanges will no doubt be a valuable tool in expanding coverage by making health insurance
information and coverage more accessible and in Oklahoma we are taking the steps necessary to
establish an exchange; however, that process will be severely hindered if our ability to include
market-driven, competitive solutions is taken away through federal mandates.
 
I was encouraged to hear the White House announce it will allow states to apply for “Innovation
Waivers,” however the waivers fail to address the increased spending under PPACA and are not
providing states any flexibility from Washington’s rigid Medicaid rules.
 
There is no “one size fits all” solution as each state’s health care needs are different based on
population and health risk factors.  Therefore, the states are best suited to determine what program
works for them.
 
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to share with the Committee on Energy and Commerce the
impact the federal health care bill will have on state health care reform efforts. 
 
Sincerely,
 
Governor Mary Fallin
 
 
 
______________________________________
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Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: FW: POLITICO Breaking News
Date: Tuesday, July 24, 2012 1:36:00 PM

FYI

 

From: POLITICO Breaking News [mailto:breakingnews@politico.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 24, 2012 1:28 PM
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: POLITICO Breaking News
 
POLITICO Breaking News
-------------------------------------------------
The health law update from the Congressional Budget Office on Tuesday found that costs
would drop by $84 billion over 11 years because not all states would opt in to Medicaid
expansion. About 6 million fewer people will be covered by Medicaid and the Children's
Health Insurance Program, but about half of them would end up covered in the state-based
health insurance exchanges, so about 3 million more people would be uninsured. 

For more information... http://www.politico.com 

================================= 
To unsubscribe, http://dyn.politico.com/unsubscribe.cfm?
email=aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov&uuid=DDCC1A79-1C23-CEB6-
CAEE5E8E1DE0FA72&alertID=1 
=================================
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

 
Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8878

 

From: Audrey Rockwell
To: Lynn Mills
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: (ATTACHMENT) Gov. Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based Exchange or Medicaid Expansion
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 2:41:00 PM
Attachments: Oklahoma Letter to Secretary Sebelius.pdf

 

 

From: Governor Fallin Press 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 11:55 AM
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: (ATTACHMENT) Gov. Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based Exchange or Medicaid Expansion
 

 
Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 19, 2012
 

Governor Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based
Exchange or Medicaid Expansion

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today released the following statement announcing that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of a state-based exchange or participate in the Medicaid expansion in the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA):
 
“For the past few months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma stakeholders and health care
experts across the country to determine the best course of action for Oklahoma in regards to both the creation of a health
insurance exchange and the expansion of Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. Our priority has been to ascertain
what can be done to increase quality and access to health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an undue burden
on taxpayers or the state. As I have stated many times before, it is my firm belief that PPACA fails to further these goals,
and will in fact decrease the quality of health care across the United States while contributing to the nation’s growing
deficit crisis.
 
“Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, the state of Oklahoma is legally obligated to either build
an exchange that is PPACA compliant and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an exchange run by
the federal government. This choice has been forced on the people of Oklahoma by the Obama Administration in spite of
the fact that voters have overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the federal health care law through their support of
State Question 756, a constitutional amendment prohibiting the implementation of key components of PPACA.
 
“After careful consideration, I have today informed U.S. Secretary of Health Kathleen Sebelius that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of its own health insurance exchange. Any exchange that is PPACA compliant will necessarily be
‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not benefit
Oklahoma taxpayers to actively support and fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of
the federal government, that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans, and that will further the implementation of a
law that threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the nation.
 
“Furthermore, I have also decided that Oklahoma will not be participating in the Obama Administration’s proposed
expansion of Medicaid. Such an expansion would be unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma up to $475 million
between now and 2020, with escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It would also further Oklahoma’s reliance
on federal money that may or may not be available in the future given the dire fiscal problems facing the federal
government. On a state level, massive new costs associated with Medicaid expansion would require cuts to important
government priorities such as education and public safety. Furthermore, the proposed Medicaid expansion offers no
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meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already contributing to the out-of-control spending of the federal
government.
 
“Moving forward, the state of Oklahoma will pursue two actions simultaneously. The first will be to continue our support
for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different
Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I remain optimistic that Oklahoma’s challenge
can succeed. 
 
“Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions that improve health outcomes and contain
costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health,
where effective chronic disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of skyrocketing medical
bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits. I look forward to working with legislative leaders and
lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for Oklahoma families.”
 
 

###
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

 
Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8878

 

From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: (ATTACHMENT) Gov. Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based Exchange or Medicaid Expansion
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 1:53:00 PM
Attachments: Oklahoma Letter to Secretary Sebelius.pdf

KRMG wants to talk to someone on tape and asks … “what does this decision mean for the avg Oklahoman and why
is it good for them?”

Do you want to talk with them?

 

 

From: Governor Fallin Press 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 11:55 AM
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: (ATTACHMENT) Gov. Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based Exchange or Medicaid Expansion
 

 
Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 19, 2012
 

Governor Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based
Exchange or Medicaid Expansion

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today released the following statement announcing that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of a state-based exchange or participate in the Medicaid expansion in the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA):
 
“For the past few months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma stakeholders and health care
experts across the country to determine the best course of action for Oklahoma in regards to both the creation of a health
insurance exchange and the expansion of Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. Our priority has been to ascertain
what can be done to increase quality and access to health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an undue burden
on taxpayers or the state. As I have stated many times before, it is my firm belief that PPACA fails to further these goals,
and will in fact decrease the quality of health care across the United States while contributing to the nation’s growing
deficit crisis.
 
“Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, the state of Oklahoma is legally obligated to either build
an exchange that is PPACA compliant and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an exchange run by
the federal government. This choice has been forced on the people of Oklahoma by the Obama Administration in spite of
the fact that voters have overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the federal health care law through their support of
State Question 756, a constitutional amendment prohibiting the implementation of key components of PPACA.
 
“After careful consideration, I have today informed U.S. Secretary of Health Kathleen Sebelius that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of its own health insurance exchange. Any exchange that is PPACA compliant will necessarily be
‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not benefit
Oklahoma taxpayers to actively support and fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of
the federal government, that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans, and that will further the implementation of a
law that threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the nation.
 
“Furthermore, I have also decided that Oklahoma will not be participating in the Obama Administration’s proposed
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expansion of Medicaid. Such an expansion would be unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma up to $475 million
between now and 2020, with escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It would also further Oklahoma’s reliance
on federal money that may or may not be available in the future given the dire fiscal problems facing the federal
government. On a state level, massive new costs associated with Medicaid expansion would require cuts to important
government priorities such as education and public safety. Furthermore, the proposed Medicaid expansion offers no
meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already contributing to the out-of-control spending of the federal
government.
 
“Moving forward, the state of Oklahoma will pursue two actions simultaneously. The first will be to continue our support
for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different
Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I remain optimistic that Oklahoma’s challenge
can succeed. 
 
“Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions that improve health outcomes and contain
costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health,
where effective chronic disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of skyrocketing medical
bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits. I look forward to working with legislative leaders and
lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for Oklahoma families.”
 
 

###
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

 
Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8878

 

From: Scott Mason
To: "john@jonesprinc.com"
Subject: Fw: PRESS RELEASE: (ATTACHMENT) Gov. Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based Exchange or Medicaid Expansion
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 12:05:40 PM
Attachments: Oklahoma Letter to Secretary Sebelius.pdf

Scott Mason 
Office of the Governor 
State of Oklahoma 

via AT&T BlackBerry
 
From: Governor Fallin Press 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 11:55 AM
To: Governor Fallin Press 
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: (ATTACHMENT) Gov. Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based Exchange or Medicaid Expansion 
 

 
Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 19, 2012
 

Governor Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based
Exchange or Medicaid Expansion

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today released the following statement announcing that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of a state-based exchange or participate in the Medicaid expansion in the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA):
 
“For the past few months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma stakeholders and health care
experts across the country to determine the best course of action for Oklahoma in regards to both the creation of a health
insurance exchange and the expansion of Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. Our priority has been to ascertain
what can be done to increase quality and access to health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an undue burden
on taxpayers or the state. As I have stated many times before, it is my firm belief that PPACA fails to further these goals,
and will in fact decrease the quality of health care across the United States while contributing to the nation’s growing
deficit crisis.
 
“Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, the state of Oklahoma is legally obligated to either build
an exchange that is PPACA compliant and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an exchange run by
the federal government. This choice has been forced on the people of Oklahoma by the Obama Administration in spite of
the fact that voters have overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the federal health care law through their support of
State Question 756, a constitutional amendment prohibiting the implementation of key components of PPACA.
 
“After careful consideration, I have today informed U.S. Secretary of Health Kathleen Sebelius that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of its own health insurance exchange. Any exchange that is PPACA compliant will necessarily be
‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not benefit
Oklahoma taxpayers to actively support and fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of
the federal government, that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans, and that will further the implementation of a
law that threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the nation.
 
“Furthermore, I have also decided that Oklahoma will not be participating in the Obama Administration’s proposed
expansion of Medicaid. Such an expansion would be unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma up to $475 million
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between now and 2020, with escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It would also further Oklahoma’s reliance
on federal money that may or may not be available in the future given the dire fiscal problems facing the federal
government. On a state level, massive new costs associated with Medicaid expansion would require cuts to important
government priorities such as education and public safety. Furthermore, the proposed Medicaid expansion offers no
meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already contributing to the out-of-control spending of the federal
government.
 
“Moving forward, the state of Oklahoma will pursue two actions simultaneously. The first will be to continue our support
for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different
Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I remain optimistic that Oklahoma’s challenge
can succeed. 
 
“Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions that improve health outcomes and contain
costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health,
where effective chronic disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of skyrocketing medical
bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits. I look forward to working with legislative leaders and
lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for Oklahoma families.”
 
 

###
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From: Mark McCullough
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: (ATTACHMENT) Gov. Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based Exchange or Medicaid Expansion
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 2:21:43 PM
Attachments: Oklahoma Letter to Secretary Sebelius.pdf

Good call. Kudos to the Governor. 

On a related note.  The House Working Group on Medicaid (ok, its just me, Dr. Cox and Derby, (and now Mulready – he's only been to one 
meeting, so does he really count?) (Similarly, does Derby really count? But I digress.)) are working on a pretty detailed proposal to get our 
costs down and emphasize best practices. It's really starting to come together after several months of work. 

Let us know if ya'll want to chat. 

Mark McCullough

From: Governor Fallin Press <press@gov.ok.gov>
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 11:55 AM
To: Governor Fallin Press <press@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: (ATTACHMENT) Gov. Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based Exchange or Medicaid Expansion

 <!--[if !vml]--><!--[endif]-->
Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 19, 2012
 

Governor Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based 
Exchange or Medicaid Expansion

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today released the following statement announcing that Oklahoma will not 
pursue the creation of a state-based exchange or participate in the Medicaid expansion in the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act (PPACA):
 
“For the past few months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma stakeholders and health care 
experts across the country to determine the best course of action for Oklahoma in regards to both the creation of a health 
insurance exchange and the expansion of Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. Our priority has been to ascertain 
what can be done to increase quality and access to health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an undue burden 
on taxpayers or the state. As I have stated many times before, it is my firm belief that PPACA fails to further these goals, 
and will in fact decrease the quality of health care across the United States while contributing to the nation’s growing 
deficit crisis.
 
“Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, the state of Oklahoma is legally obligated to either build 
an exchange that is PPACA compliant and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an exchange run by 
the federal government. This choice has been forced on the people of Oklahoma by the Obama Administration in spite of 
the fact that voters have overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the federal health care law through their support of 
State Question 756, a constitutional amendment prohibiting the implementation of key components of PPACA.
 
“After careful consideration, I have today informed U.S. Secretary of Health Kathleen Sebelius that Oklahoma will not 
pursue the creation of its own health insurance exchange. Any exchange that is PPACA compliant will necessarily be 
‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not benefit 
Oklahoma taxpayers to actively support and fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of 
the federal government, that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans, and that will further the implementation of a 
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law that threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the nation.
 
“Furthermore, I have also decided that Oklahoma will not be participating in the Obama Administration’s proposed 
expansion of Medicaid. Such an expansion would be unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma up to $475 million 
between now and 2020, with escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It would also further Oklahoma’s reliance 
on federal money that may or may not be available in the future given the dire fiscal problems facing the federal 
government. On a state level, massive new costs associated with Medicaid expansion would require cuts to important 
government priorities such as education and public safety. Furthermore, the proposed Medicaid expansion offers no 
meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already contributing to the out-of-control spending of the federal 
government.
 
“Moving forward, the state of Oklahoma will pursue two actions simultaneously. The first will be to continue our support 
for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different 
Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I remain optimistic that Oklahoma’s challenge 
can succeed. 
 
“Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions that improve health outcomes and contain 
costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health, 
where effective chronic disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of skyrocketing medical 
bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits. I look forward to working with legislative leaders and 
lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for Oklahoma families.”
 
 

###
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt from disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the 
addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution 
or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not warrant any 
e-mail transmission received as being virus free, and disclaims any liability for losses or damages arising from the use of this e-mail or its 
attachments. Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer virus exposure by opening or utilizing the e-mail and its 
attachments, and waive any right or recourse against the House by doing so.
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

 
Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8878

 

From: AJ Mallory
To: Craig Perry
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: (ATTACHMENT) Gov. Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based Exchange or Medicaid Expansion
Date: Tuesday, November 27, 2012 4:19:00 PM
Attachments: Oklahoma Letter to Secretary Sebelius.pdf

 

From: Governor Fallin Press 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 11:55 AM
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: (ATTACHMENT) Gov. Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based Exchange or Medicaid Expansion
 

 
Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 19, 2012
 

Governor Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based
Exchange or Medicaid Expansion

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today released the following statement announcing that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of a state-based exchange or participate in the Medicaid expansion in the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA):
 
“For the past few months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma stakeholders and health care
experts across the country to determine the best course of action for Oklahoma in regards to both the creation of a health
insurance exchange and the expansion of Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. Our priority has been to ascertain
what can be done to increase quality and access to health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an undue burden
on taxpayers or the state. As I have stated many times before, it is my firm belief that PPACA fails to further these goals,
and will in fact decrease the quality of health care across the United States while contributing to the nation’s growing
deficit crisis.
 
“Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, the state of Oklahoma is legally obligated to either build
an exchange that is PPACA compliant and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an exchange run by
the federal government. This choice has been forced on the people of Oklahoma by the Obama Administration in spite of
the fact that voters have overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the federal health care law through their support of
State Question 756, a constitutional amendment prohibiting the implementation of key components of PPACA.
 
“After careful consideration, I have today informed U.S. Secretary of Health Kathleen Sebelius that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of its own health insurance exchange. Any exchange that is PPACA compliant will necessarily be
‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not benefit
Oklahoma taxpayers to actively support and fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of
the federal government, that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans, and that will further the implementation of a
law that threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the nation.
 
“Furthermore, I have also decided that Oklahoma will not be participating in the Obama Administration’s proposed
expansion of Medicaid. Such an expansion would be unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma up to $475 million
between now and 2020, with escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It would also further Oklahoma’s reliance
on federal money that may or may not be available in the future given the dire fiscal problems facing the federal
government. On a state level, massive new costs associated with Medicaid expansion would require cuts to important
government priorities such as education and public safety. Furthermore, the proposed Medicaid expansion offers no
meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already contributing to the out-of-control spending of the federal
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government.
 
“Moving forward, the state of Oklahoma will pursue two actions simultaneously. The first will be to continue our support
for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different
Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I remain optimistic that Oklahoma’s challenge
can succeed. 
 
“Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions that improve health outcomes and contain
costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health,
where effective chronic disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of skyrocketing medical
bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits. I look forward to working with legislative leaders and
lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for Oklahoma families.”
 
 

###
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

 
Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8878

 

From: Rebecca Frazier
To: rebeccarfrazier
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: (ATTACHMENT) Gov. Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based Exchange or Medicaid Expansion
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 5:37:00 PM
Attachments: Oklahoma Letter to Secretary Sebelius.pdf

 

 

From: Governor Fallin Press 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 11:55 AM
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: (ATTACHMENT) Gov. Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based Exchange or Medicaid Expansion
 

 
Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 19, 2012
 

Governor Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue a State-Based
Exchange or Medicaid Expansion

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today released the following statement announcing that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of a state-based exchange or participate in the Medicaid expansion in the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA):
 
“For the past few months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma stakeholders and health care
experts across the country to determine the best course of action for Oklahoma in regards to both the creation of a health
insurance exchange and the expansion of Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. Our priority has been to ascertain
what can be done to increase quality and access to health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an undue burden
on taxpayers or the state. As I have stated many times before, it is my firm belief that PPACA fails to further these goals,
and will in fact decrease the quality of health care across the United States while contributing to the nation’s growing
deficit crisis.
 
“Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, the state of Oklahoma is legally obligated to either build
an exchange that is PPACA compliant and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an exchange run by
the federal government. This choice has been forced on the people of Oklahoma by the Obama Administration in spite of
the fact that voters have overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the federal health care law through their support of
State Question 756, a constitutional amendment prohibiting the implementation of key components of PPACA.
 
“After careful consideration, I have today informed U.S. Secretary of Health Kathleen Sebelius that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of its own health insurance exchange. Any exchange that is PPACA compliant will necessarily be
‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not benefit
Oklahoma taxpayers to actively support and fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of
the federal government, that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans, and that will further the implementation of a
law that threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the nation.
 
“Furthermore, I have also decided that Oklahoma will not be participating in the Obama Administration’s proposed
expansion of Medicaid. Such an expansion would be unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma up to $475 million
between now and 2020, with escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It would also further Oklahoma’s reliance
on federal money that may or may not be available in the future given the dire fiscal problems facing the federal
government. On a state level, massive new costs associated with Medicaid expansion would require cuts to important
government priorities such as education and public safety. Furthermore, the proposed Medicaid expansion offers no
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meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already contributing to the out-of-control spending of the federal
government.
 
“Moving forward, the state of Oklahoma will pursue two actions simultaneously. The first will be to continue our support
for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different
Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I remain optimistic that Oklahoma’s challenge
can succeed. 
 
“Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions that improve health outcomes and contain
costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health,
where effective chronic disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of skyrocketing medical
bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits. I look forward to working with legislative leaders and
lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for Oklahoma families.”
 
 

###
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

 
Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8878

 

From: Aaron Cooper
To: sdinan@washingtontime.com
Cc: Alex Weintz
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network
Date: Thursday, August 18, 2011 11:35:00 AM

Stephen,

Alex asked me to send you some follow up information on the Early Innovator Grant that Oklahoma
rejected earlier this year.  Here is our press release on the issue.

Thanks.

 

From: Governor Fallin Press 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:05 PM
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma Health Insurance Private
Enterprise Network
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 14, 2011

State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma
Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network

OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today joined other state leaders in announcing that
Oklahoma will establish a Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network to prevent the
establishment of a federal health care exchange in Oklahoma. 

Working together, leaders were able to address concerns expressed by some by adding specific
safeguards into the legislation that will prevent the implementation of a federal health care
exchange while creating an Oklahoma-based health insurance network.  The Health Insurance
Private Enterprise Network, based on a concept by the conservative Heritage Foundation and
legislation passed by the Oklahoma Legislature in 2009, will increase access to affordable,
private, portable health insurance plans through a free market-based network that offers choice
and competition to consumers.  The network will be governed by a board consisting of a
majority of members from the private sector and chaired by the Insurance Commissioner.  The
network will be funded through state or private resources. The state will not accept the $54
million Early Innovator Grant.
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Governor Mary Fallin:  “I’m pleased to announce this agreement that accomplishes my goal
from the very beginning:  stopping the implementation of the president’s federal health care
exchange in Oklahoma. We have addressed concerns expressed by implementing strict
safeguards to prevent the implementation of the federal health care exchange while definitively
laying out the framework for a free market-based network that will empower consumers by
providing a place for individuals, families and small businesses to shop for affordable, quality
health insurance plans.”

House Speaker Kris Steele:  “Health care coverage is not a one-size-fits-all issue. We need to
make all options available to the people. The goal is to equip Oklahomans with the information
necessary to make wise decisions. The network will provide a user-friendly tool intended to help
people identify a health plan that best fits their individual needs.”

Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman:  “This private enterprise network not only
offers the people of Oklahoma more options when buying insurance, it will serve as a defensive
strategy that protects Oklahoma from the federal health care law.  This is Oklahoma’s solution
and federalism at work.  Our plan is based on the principals of the free market; it will not limit
participation, it will increase competition among private plans and offer consumers the ability to
shop for their best option.” 

 

###
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

 
Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8878

 

From: Aaron Cooper
To: Sarah Kliff
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:19:00 PM

FYI

From: Governor Fallin Press 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:05 PM
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma Health Insurance Private
Enterprise Network
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 14, 2011

State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma
Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network

OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today joined other state leaders in announcing that
Oklahoma will establish a Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network to prevent the
establishment of a federal health care exchange in Oklahoma. 

Working together, leaders were able to address concerns expressed by some by adding specific
safeguards into the legislation that will prevent the implementation of a federal health care
exchange while creating an Oklahoma-based health insurance network.  The Health Insurance
Private Enterprise Network, based on a concept by the conservative Heritage Foundation and
legislation passed by the Oklahoma Legislature in 2009, will increase access to affordable,
private, portable health insurance plans through a free market-based network that offers choice
and competition to consumers.  The network will be governed by a board consisting of a
majority of members from the private sector and chaired by the Insurance Commissioner.  The
network will be funded through state or private resources. The state will not accept the $54
million Early Innovator Grant.

Governor Mary Fallin:  “I’m pleased to announce this agreement that accomplishes my goal
from the very beginning:  stopping the implementation of the president’s federal health care
exchange in Oklahoma. We have addressed concerns expressed by implementing strict
safeguards to prevent the implementation of the federal health care exchange while definitively
laying out the framework for a free market-based network that will empower consumers by
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providing a place for individuals, families and small businesses to shop for affordable, quality
health insurance plans.”

House Speaker Kris Steele:  “Health care coverage is not a one-size-fits-all issue. We need to
make all options available to the people. The goal is to equip Oklahomans with the information
necessary to make wise decisions. The network will provide a user-friendly tool intended to help
people identify a health plan that best fits their individual needs.”

Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman:  “This private enterprise network not only
offers the people of Oklahoma more options when buying insurance, it will serve as a defensive
strategy that protects Oklahoma from the federal health care law.  This is Oklahoma’s solution
and federalism at work.  Our plan is based on the principals of the free market; it will not limit
participation, it will increase competition among private plans and offer consumers the ability to
shop for their best option.” 

 

###
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

 
Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8878

 

From: Aaron Cooper
To: Carter Kimble
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:08:00 PM

Will add you to our list.

 

From: Governor Fallin Press 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:05 PM
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma Health Insurance Private
Enterprise Network
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 14, 2011

State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma
Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network

OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today joined other state leaders in announcing that
Oklahoma will establish a Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network to prevent the
establishment of a federal health care exchange in Oklahoma. 

Working together, leaders were able to address concerns expressed by some by adding specific
safeguards into the legislation that will prevent the implementation of a federal health care
exchange while creating an Oklahoma-based health insurance network.  The Health Insurance
Private Enterprise Network, based on a concept by the conservative Heritage Foundation and
legislation passed by the Oklahoma Legislature in 2009, will increase access to affordable,
private, portable health insurance plans through a free market-based network that offers choice
and competition to consumers.  The network will be governed by a board consisting of a
majority of members from the private sector and chaired by the Insurance Commissioner.  The
network will be funded through state or private resources. The state will not accept the $54
million Early Innovator Grant.

Governor Mary Fallin:  “I’m pleased to announce this agreement that accomplishes my goal
from the very beginning:  stopping the implementation of the president’s federal health care
exchange in Oklahoma. We have addressed concerns expressed by implementing strict
safeguards to prevent the implementation of the federal health care exchange while definitively
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laying out the framework for a free market-based network that will empower consumers by
providing a place for individuals, families and small businesses to shop for affordable, quality
health insurance plans.”

House Speaker Kris Steele:  “Health care coverage is not a one-size-fits-all issue. We need to
make all options available to the people. The goal is to equip Oklahomans with the information
necessary to make wise decisions. The network will provide a user-friendly tool intended to help
people identify a health plan that best fits their individual needs.”

Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman:  “This private enterprise network not only
offers the people of Oklahoma more options when buying insurance, it will serve as a defensive
strategy that protects Oklahoma from the federal health care law.  This is Oklahoma’s solution
and federalism at work.  Our plan is based on the principals of the free market; it will not limit
participation, it will increase competition among private plans and offer consumers the ability to
shop for their best option.” 

 

###
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

 
Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8878

 

From: Aaron Cooper
To: "sdinan@washingtontimes.com"
Cc: Alex Weintz
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network
Date: Thursday, August 18, 2011 1:49:00 PM

 

 

From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 11:35 AM
To: 'sdinan@washingtontime.com'
Cc: Alex Weintz
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma Health Insurance Private
Enterprise Network
 

Stephen,

Alex asked me to send you some follow up information on the Early Innovator Grant that Oklahoma
rejected earlier this year.  Here is our press release on the issue.

Thanks.

 

From: Governor Fallin Press 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:05 PM
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma Health Insurance Private
Enterprise Network
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 14, 2011

State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma
Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network

OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today joined other state leaders in announcing that
Oklahoma will establish a Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network to prevent the
establishment of a federal health care exchange in Oklahoma. 
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Working together, leaders were able to address concerns expressed by some by adding specific
safeguards into the legislation that will prevent the implementation of a federal health care
exchange while creating an Oklahoma-based health insurance network.  The Health Insurance
Private Enterprise Network, based on a concept by the conservative Heritage Foundation and
legislation passed by the Oklahoma Legislature in 2009, will increase access to affordable,
private, portable health insurance plans through a free market-based network that offers choice
and competition to consumers.  The network will be governed by a board consisting of a
majority of members from the private sector and chaired by the Insurance Commissioner.  The
network will be funded through state or private resources. The state will not accept the $54
million Early Innovator Grant.

Governor Mary Fallin:  “I’m pleased to announce this agreement that accomplishes my goal
from the very beginning:  stopping the implementation of the president’s federal health care
exchange in Oklahoma. We have addressed concerns expressed by implementing strict
safeguards to prevent the implementation of the federal health care exchange while definitively
laying out the framework for a free market-based network that will empower consumers by
providing a place for individuals, families and small businesses to shop for affordable, quality
health insurance plans.”

House Speaker Kris Steele:  “Health care coverage is not a one-size-fits-all issue. We need to
make all options available to the people. The goal is to equip Oklahomans with the information
necessary to make wise decisions. The network will provide a user-friendly tool intended to help
people identify a health plan that best fits their individual needs.”

Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman:  “This private enterprise network not only
offers the people of Oklahoma more options when buying insurance, it will serve as a defensive
strategy that protects Oklahoma from the federal health care law.  This is Oklahoma’s solution
and federalism at work.  Our plan is based on the principals of the free market; it will not limit
participation, it will increase competition among private plans and offer consumers the ability to
shop for their best option.” 

 

###
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary
Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov

(405) 522-8878
 

From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Craig Perry
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M "Early Innovator Grant" to Support an Oklahoma-

based Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Monday, March 07, 2011 8:54:00 AM

 
 

From: Governor Fallin Press 
Sent: Friday, February 25, 2011 4:00 PM
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M "Early Innovator Grant" to Support
an Oklahoma-based Health Insurance Exchange
 
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 25, 2011
 

State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M “Early
Innovator Grant” to Support an Oklahoma-based

Health Insurance Exchange
 
OKLAHOMA CITY –Governor Mary Fallin joined other state leaders today in announcing that
the state of Oklahoma will accept a $54 million grant to help design and implement the
information technology infrastructure to operate an Oklahoma health insurance exchange. Fallin
listed the creation of such an exchange as one of her top priorities in her State of the State
address earlier this month. She and others announced their support for the grant after working
with state agencies to ensure that no unworkable federal mandates were included.
 
Governor Mary Fallin: “After thoroughly reviewing the ‘early innovator’ grant, I am happy to
say that the federal assistance we are being offered is consistent with our mission to design and
implement an Oklahoma-based health insurance exchange.  That exchange will empower
consumers and help individuals and small businesses to shop for and enroll in affordable,
quality health insurance plans. This is a step in the right direction for Oklahoma and its
citizens.”
 
House Speaker Kris Steele:  “This opportunity will remove the obstacles many people face in
obtaining health insurance and allow many more Oklahomans to become insured. This would
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not only improve the overall health of our state, it will also empower and equip patients to
invest in their own healthcare needs and outcomes.”
 
Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman: “Real solutions to our health care needs are
best found through market-based principals of choice and competition.  The health insurance
exchange empowers Oklahomans with those free-market tools.  This early innovator grant will
allow Oklahoma to put in place the necessary technological infrastructure that makes these plans
accessible to citizens of our state.” 
 
Insurance Commissioner John Doak: “The Insurance Department, with its industry, consumer
protection and regulatory expertise, will play an important role in the design and implementation
of a health insurance exchange. I and Deputy Commissioner of Health Insurance Mike Rhoads
will take a lead in making sure insurance agents and brokers have a voice in setting up the health
insurance exchange. I look forward to working with Gov. Fallin in facilitating meetings
throughout the state that will result in good regulation and input from licensed insurance agents
and brokers.”
 
Secretary of Health and Human Services Terry Cline: “Not only will Oklahoma be engaged
in a transformational process in developing our own health insurance exchange, we have an
opportunity to be a model for the country, and we are pleased to take on that challenge.”
 
Oklahoma Healthcare Authority CEO Mike Fogarty:  “This grant is a federal
acknowledgment of the foresight and guidance of Oklahoma’s leaders.  This state being one of
only seven grantees confirms our role as a leader in this nation.  Our online enrollment and other
access initiatives predated federal health reform and have now afforded us the opportunity to
build a system fit for this state and its citizens.”
 

##
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary
Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov

(405) 522-8878
 

From: Aaron Cooper
To: Jesse Mahan
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M "Early Innovator Grant" to Support an Oklahoma-

based Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 2:42:00 PM

 
 

From: Governor Fallin Press 
Sent: Friday, February 25, 2011 4:00 PM
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M "Early Innovator Grant" to Support
an Oklahoma-based Health Insurance Exchange
 
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 25, 2011
 

State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M “Early
Innovator Grant” to Support an Oklahoma-based

Health Insurance Exchange
 
OKLAHOMA CITY –Governor Mary Fallin joined other state leaders today in announcing that
the state of Oklahoma will accept a $54 million grant to help design and implement the
information technology infrastructure to operate an Oklahoma health insurance exchange. Fallin
listed the creation of such an exchange as one of her top priorities in her State of the State
address earlier this month. She and others announced their support for the grant after working
with state agencies to ensure that no unworkable federal mandates were included.
 
Governor Mary Fallin: “After thoroughly reviewing the ‘early innovator’ grant, I am happy to
say that the federal assistance we are being offered is consistent with our mission to design and
implement an Oklahoma-based health insurance exchange.  That exchange will empower
consumers and help individuals and small businesses to shop for and enroll in affordable,
quality health insurance plans. This is a step in the right direction for Oklahoma and its
citizens.”
 
House Speaker Kris Steele:  “This opportunity will remove the obstacles many people face in
obtaining health insurance and allow many more Oklahomans to become insured. This would
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not only improve the overall health of our state, it will also empower and equip patients to
invest in their own healthcare needs and outcomes.”
 
Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman: “Real solutions to our health care needs are
best found through market-based principals of choice and competition.  The health insurance
exchange empowers Oklahomans with those free-market tools.  This early innovator grant will
allow Oklahoma to put in place the necessary technological infrastructure that makes these plans
accessible to citizens of our state.” 
 
Insurance Commissioner John Doak: “The Insurance Department, with its industry, consumer
protection and regulatory expertise, will play an important role in the design and implementation
of a health insurance exchange. I and Deputy Commissioner of Health Insurance Mike Rhoads
will take a lead in making sure insurance agents and brokers have a voice in setting up the health
insurance exchange. I look forward to working with Gov. Fallin in facilitating meetings
throughout the state that will result in good regulation and input from licensed insurance agents
and brokers.”
 
Secretary of Health and Human Services Terry Cline: “Not only will Oklahoma be engaged
in a transformational process in developing our own health insurance exchange, we have an
opportunity to be a model for the country, and we are pleased to take on that challenge.”
 
Oklahoma Healthcare Authority CEO Mike Fogarty:  “This grant is a federal
acknowledgment of the foresight and guidance of Oklahoma’s leaders.  This state being one of
only seven grantees confirms our role as a leader in this nation.  Our online enrollment and other
access initiatives predated federal health reform and have now afforded us the opportunity to
build a system fit for this state and its citizens.”
 

##
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary
Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov

(405) 522-8878
 

From: Aaron Cooper
To: mike.thompson@oid.ok.gov
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M "Early Innovator Grant" to Support an Oklahoma-

based Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Monday, February 28, 2011 4:50:00 PM

Saw your question on exchanges today. Here is our statement in case you need to pass it on to anyone
else.
 

From: Governor Fallin Press 
Sent: Friday, February 25, 2011 4:00 PM
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M "Early Innovator Grant" to Support
an Oklahoma-based Health Insurance Exchange
 
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 25, 2011
 

State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M “Early
Innovator Grant” to Support an Oklahoma-based

Health Insurance Exchange
 
OKLAHOMA CITY –Governor Mary Fallin joined other state leaders today in announcing that
the state of Oklahoma will accept a $54 million grant to help design and implement the
information technology infrastructure to operate an Oklahoma health insurance exchange. Fallin
listed the creation of such an exchange as one of her top priorities in her State of the State
address earlier this month. She and others announced their support for the grant after working
with state agencies to ensure that no unworkable federal mandates were included.
 
Governor Mary Fallin: “After thoroughly reviewing the ‘early innovator’ grant, I am happy to
say that the federal assistance we are being offered is consistent with our mission to design and
implement an Oklahoma-based health insurance exchange.  That exchange will empower
consumers and help individuals and small businesses to shop for and enroll in affordable,
quality health insurance plans. This is a step in the right direction for Oklahoma and its
citizens.”
 
House Speaker Kris Steele:  “This opportunity will remove the obstacles many people face in
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obtaining health insurance and allow many more Oklahomans to become insured. This would
not only improve the overall health of our state, it will also empower and equip patients to
invest in their own healthcare needs and outcomes.”
 
Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman: “Real solutions to our health care needs are
best found through market-based principals of choice and competition.  The health insurance
exchange empowers Oklahomans with those free-market tools.  This early innovator grant will
allow Oklahoma to put in place the necessary technological infrastructure that makes these plans
accessible to citizens of our state.” 
 
Insurance Commissioner John Doak: “The Insurance Department, with its industry, consumer
protection and regulatory expertise, will play an important role in the design and implementation
of a health insurance exchange. I and Deputy Commissioner of Health Insurance Mike Rhoads
will take a lead in making sure insurance agents and brokers have a voice in setting up the health
insurance exchange. I look forward to working with Gov. Fallin in facilitating meetings
throughout the state that will result in good regulation and input from licensed insurance agents
and brokers.”
 
Secretary of Health and Human Services Terry Cline: “Not only will Oklahoma be engaged
in a transformational process in developing our own health insurance exchange, we have an
opportunity to be a model for the country, and we are pleased to take on that challenge.”
 
Oklahoma Healthcare Authority CEO Mike Fogarty:  “This grant is a federal
acknowledgment of the foresight and guidance of Oklahoma’s leaders.  This state being one of
only seven grantees confirms our role as a leader in this nation.  Our online enrollment and other
access initiatives predated federal health reform and have now afforded us the opportunity to
build a system fit for this state and its citizens.”
 

##
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary
Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov

(405) 522-8878
 

From: Aaron Cooper
To: Mike Thompson
Subject: Fw: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M "Early Innovator Grant" to Support an Oklahoma-

based Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Friday, February 25, 2011 4:03:40 PM

Will add you
 
From: Governor Fallin Press 
Sent: Friday, February 25, 2011 04:00 PM
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M "Early Innovator Grant" to Support
an Oklahoma-based Health Insurance Exchange 
 
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 25, 2011
 

State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M “Early
Innovator Grant” to Support an Oklahoma-based

Health Insurance Exchange
 
OKLAHOMA CITY –Governor Mary Fallin joined other state leaders today in announcing that
the state of Oklahoma will accept a $54 million grant to help design and implement the
information technology infrastructure to operate an Oklahoma health insurance exchange. Fallin
listed the creation of such an exchange as one of her top priorities in her State of the State
address earlier this month. She and others announced their support for the grant after working
with state agencies to ensure that no unworkable federal mandates were included.
 
Governor Mary Fallin: “After thoroughly reviewing the ‘early innovator’ grant, I am happy to
say that the federal assistance we are being offered is consistent with our mission to design and
implement an Oklahoma-based health insurance exchange.  That exchange will empower
consumers and help individuals and small businesses to shop for and enroll in affordable,
quality health insurance plans. This is a step in the right direction for Oklahoma and its
citizens.”
 
House Speaker Kris Steele:  “This opportunity will remove the obstacles many people face in
obtaining health insurance and allow many more Oklahomans to become insured. This would
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not only improve the overall health of our state, it will also empower and equip patients to
invest in their own healthcare needs and outcomes.”
 
Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman: “Real solutions to our health care needs are
best found through market-based principals of choice and competition.  The health insurance
exchange empowers Oklahomans with those free-market tools.  This early innovator grant will
allow Oklahoma to put in place the necessary technological infrastructure that makes these plans
accessible to citizens of our state.” 
 
Insurance Commissioner John Doak: “The Insurance Department, with its industry, consumer
protection and regulatory expertise, will play an important role in the design and implementation
of a health insurance exchange. I and Deputy Commissioner of Health Insurance Mike Rhoads
will take a lead in making sure insurance agents and brokers have a voice in setting up the health
insurance exchange. I look forward to working with Gov. Fallin in facilitating meetings
throughout the state that will result in good regulation and input from licensed insurance agents
and brokers.”
 
Secretary of Health and Human Services Terry Cline: “Not only will Oklahoma be engaged
in a transformational process in developing our own health insurance exchange, we have an
opportunity to be a model for the country, and we are pleased to take on that challenge.”
 
Oklahoma Healthcare Authority CEO Mike Fogarty:  “This grant is a federal
acknowledgment of the foresight and guidance of Oklahoma’s leaders.  This state being one of
only seven grantees confirms our role as a leader in this nation.  Our online enrollment and other
access initiatives predated federal health reform and have now afforded us the opportunity to
build a system fit for this state and its citizens.”
 

##
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary
Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov

(405) 522-8878
 

From: Aaron Cooper
To: barbara.hoberock@tulsaworld.com
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M "Early Innovator Grant" to Support an Oklahoma-

based Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:05:00 PM

 
 

From: Governor Fallin Press 
Sent: Friday, February 25, 2011 4:00 PM
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M "Early Innovator Grant" to Support
an Oklahoma-based Health Insurance Exchange
 
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 25, 2011
 

State Leaders: Oklahoma Will Accept $54 M “Early
Innovator Grant” to Support an Oklahoma-based

Health Insurance Exchange
 
OKLAHOMA CITY –Governor Mary Fallin joined other state leaders today in announcing that
the state of Oklahoma will accept a $54 million grant to help design and implement the
information technology infrastructure to operate an Oklahoma health insurance exchange. Fallin
listed the creation of such an exchange as one of her top priorities in her State of the State
address earlier this month. She and others announced their support for the grant after working
with state agencies to ensure that no unworkable federal mandates were included.
 
Governor Mary Fallin: “After thoroughly reviewing the ‘early innovator’ grant, I am happy to
say that the federal assistance we are being offered is consistent with our mission to design and
implement an Oklahoma-based health insurance exchange.  That exchange will empower
consumers and help individuals and small businesses to shop for and enroll in affordable,
quality health insurance plans. This is a step in the right direction for Oklahoma and its
citizens.”
 
House Speaker Kris Steele:  “This opportunity will remove the obstacles many people face in
obtaining health insurance and allow many more Oklahomans to become insured. This would
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not only improve the overall health of our state, it will also empower and equip patients to
invest in their own healthcare needs and outcomes.”
 
Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman: “Real solutions to our health care needs are
best found through market-based principals of choice and competition.  The health insurance
exchange empowers Oklahomans with those free-market tools.  This early innovator grant will
allow Oklahoma to put in place the necessary technological infrastructure that makes these plans
accessible to citizens of our state.” 
 
Insurance Commissioner John Doak: “The Insurance Department, with its industry, consumer
protection and regulatory expertise, will play an important role in the design and implementation
of a health insurance exchange. I and Deputy Commissioner of Health Insurance Mike Rhoads
will take a lead in making sure insurance agents and brokers have a voice in setting up the health
insurance exchange. I look forward to working with Gov. Fallin in facilitating meetings
throughout the state that will result in good regulation and input from licensed insurance agents
and brokers.”
 
Secretary of Health and Human Services Terry Cline: “Not only will Oklahoma be engaged
in a transformational process in developing our own health insurance exchange, we have an
opportunity to be a model for the country, and we are pleased to take on that challenge.”
 
Oklahoma Healthcare Authority CEO Mike Fogarty:  “This grant is a federal
acknowledgment of the foresight and guidance of Oklahoma’s leaders.  This state being one of
only seven grantees confirms our role as a leader in this nation.  Our online enrollment and other
access initiatives predated federal health reform and have now afforded us the opportunity to
build a system fit for this state and its citizens.”
 

##
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
Subject: FW: Query regarding insurance exchanges
Date: Wednesday, January 26, 2011 10:23:21 PM

________________________________________
From: bdomenech@  On Behalf Of Ben Domenech
[bdomenech@heartland.org]
Sent: Wednesday, January 26, 2011 7:25 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Query regarding insurance exchanges

Alex,

I have two questions for a story with a Friday deadline to be published in the next edition of The
Heartland Institute's Health Care News, which goes out to roughly 13,000 state legislators and officials.
We're looking for simple answers -- Yes or No is fine -- from each governor's office on their current
plans regarding the health insurance exchanges required under Obamacare.

1. Do you currently plan to set up a state based health insurance exchange?
2. If so, will you attempt to include a sunset provision for the exchange should Obamacare be repealed?

Gov. Mitch Daniels of Indiana recently said: "The nation will be best served by the repeal of this
expensive and unworkable law, or by its judicial overturn. But for now, there seems no alternative but
to prepare for the possibility that Indiana will try to operate an exchange of some kind." We are,
essentially, seeing how many governors agree, and how many plan to defy the federal demand.

This story will be cross-posted at Redstate and BigGovernment, so I would greatly appreciate your
response by Friday. Please let me know if you have any questions or if I ought to direct my question
elsewhere.

Best Regards,

Ben

_____________________________

Benjamin Domenech
Research Fellow | The Heartland Institute<http://www.heartland.org/>
Editor in Chief | The City<http://civitate.org>
Host | Coffee & Markets<http://newledger.com/>
Contributor | RealClearWorld<http://www.realclearworld.com>
Cell: 703.509.1741 | Skype: bdomenech
Portfolio<http://www.bendomenech.com> | Twitter<http://twitter.com/bdomenech> |
Blog<http://thisisanadventure.com/> | LinkedIn<http://www.linkedin.com/pub/ben-
domenech/5/10/597>
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fw: Question from The New York Times
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 3:52:41 PM

----- Original Message -----
From: Goodnough, Abby [mailto:abby@nytimes.com]
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 10:50 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: Question from The New York Times

Hi Alex, thanks for getting back to me the other day. Can you let me know if Gov. Fallin is going to
make any sort of announcement or send a letter to HHS today regarding exchanges? Or will she be
taking advantage of the deadline extension? Best, Abby

-----Original Message-----
From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 6:10 PM
To: Goodnough, Abby
Subject: Re: Question from The New York Times

All statements attributable to me.
 
Exchanges:
 
"Governor Fallin is continuing to explore the state's options as they relate to health insurance
exchanges. Her priority is to ensure the people of Oklahoma are best served by a system that increases
access to health care, controls health care costs and does so in a way that is fiscally responsible.
Oklahoma is not in a unique position; many other states are continuing to weigh what options best
serve their citizens, as is responsible.
 
"However, like other states, Oklahoma's decision making process has been significantly hampered by
the failure of the federal government to provide further guidance regarding its own rules and
regulations. In a letter dated July 10 of this year (available here),  Governor Bob McDonnell, acting on
behalf of Republican governors, asked the White House dozens of questions concerning the
implementation of insurance exchanges as well as the administration's proposed Medicaid expansion. To
date, these questions have not been answered. Governor Fallin is extremely frustrated that states have
been asked to make important decisions regarding the health outcomes of their citizens with little or no
information provided by the administration. Basic questions such as 'how much will an insurance
exchange cost the state of Oklahoma?' have still been left unanswered. It is disappointing and
frustrating that so little information has been provided to states. "
 
Regarding the impending Nov 16 deadline to submit a plan for a health insurance exchange:
 
"The November 16 'deadline' to submit a plan for an insurance exchange is an internal agency deadline,
not in statute, with no obvious penalties for states that do not meet it. After reviewing ACA guidelines
and conferring with other states, our policy staff does not believe it is true that Oklahoma will
necessarily be subject to a federal exchange if it misses the November 16 deadline. Obama
administration officials have confirmed that, calling the deadline a 'rolling deadline.' Again, much of the
confusion surrounding the ACA and health insurance exchanges is the result of the federal government
refusing to answer simple questions about its own law."  
 
Medicaid expansion:
 
"The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was clearer what
the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as you know. Her priority is
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not to make this decision as quickly as possible; it is to make the right decision. Governor Fallin is still
conferring with other lawmakers, her cabinet, and health care experts in Oklahoma and around the
country as to what course of action best serves the people of Oklahoma."

----- Original Message -----
From: Goodnough, Abby [mailto:abby@nytimes.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 04:42 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Question from The New York Times

Hi Alex, can you give me a quick call to let me know where Gov. Fallin stands on insurance exchanges
and the Friday deadline for a declaration letter? I left you a phone message earlier. Thanks much, Abby
Goodnough 305-213-1323

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Zeke Campfield
Subject: FW: question re: RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to President Obama
Date: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 4:09:00 PM

Zeke – please see the letter below. These are the kinds of questions raised by
governors, including Gov Fallin, about the exchanges in ACA. The White House
did not respond to this letter.
 

RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to
President Obama

 
Virginia Governor Bob McDonnell, chairman of the Republican Governors
Association, sent a letter on behalf of Republican governors to President Obama
today seeking clarification on critical outstanding questions related to the federal
health care law in the wake of the Supreme Court’s decision.
 
To read a copy of the letter in its entirety, click HERE. An excerpt of Governor
McDonnell’s letter, including the questions, is below:
 

While we continue to believe the best option is to fully repeal and replace the
PPACA, states now confront numerous deadlines and face major policy decisions
in the wake of the Supreme Court decision.   Before making any final policy
decisions, governors must carefully consider the short and long-term implications
of an expanded entitlement program and the consequences of significantly
increasing the size of government to manage these programs.
 
The states’ burden of the expansion population as well as administrative costs
remains significant.  Increased spending on Medicaid crowds out resources
available to states to spend on other meaningful priorities like education, the
environment, public safety and infrastructure.
 
Moreover, even before increasing the Medicaid-eligible population as prescribed
by PPACA, Medicaid has been on an unsustainable path, comprising a growing
share of state budgets every year.  It is difficult to see how expanding Medicaid
without reform would do anything other than put more strain on state budgets and
the taxpayers, especially when considering that many pernicious provisions that
curtail state flexibility remain.
 
While the Supreme Court decision focused on the states’ role in determining
whether a Medicaid expansion is in the best interest of its citizens, states also face
other PPACA-related decisions, like whether to establish a state based health-
insurance exchange or accept the default of a federal exchange.  As the exchange
issue is currently interpreted, states are essentially being tasked with shouldering
all the responsibility without any authority.
 
If states determine that a Medicaid expansion is not in the best interests of its
citizens, it is likely that there will be a significant gap in coverage for low-income
individuals who do not qualify for tax credits.  We believe it is incumbent upon
the authors of PPACA and your Administration to detail precisely how you intend
to address this situation. 
 
We also believe that it is unlikely that the federal government will have fully
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functional exchanges in place by the Fall of 2013 in order for millions of
Americans to be able to purchase coverage beginning January 2014.  We
respectfully request the Administration provide the detailed work plan that
demonstrates these deadlines will be met.  If they cannot be met, the responsible
course would be for HHS to level with us and the American people.  We also do
not understand how the federal government can begin to afford to implement
PPACA, with deficits already over $1 trillion in every year of your presidency,
and the debt growing $5 trillion in the past 3 years to an outrageous record of
nearly $16 trillion.
 
The consequences of governors’ decisions will impact our states – and the nation
– for decades to come, so we must have all the information needed to choose
wisely. We have taken the liberty of compiling below just some of the critical
questions that must have answers before states can determine best how to proceed
in light of the Court’s decision. We undertake this task with a sense of great
responsibility, and resolve to only move forward when we have full and complete
knowledge of all the implications of our decision.

 
Healthcare Exchanges:
 

1.)    Please provide a complete list of regulations that will have to be reviewed,
revised and re-opened for public comment prior to implementation as a result
of the Supreme Court ruling (e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations,
exchange regulations related to interface with Medicaid)? What is the
schedule for re-issuing these regulations?
 

2.)    When will either additional guidance or actual rules be issued on essential
health benefits, actuarial value and rating areas be issued?

 
3.)    The federal government has already extended deadlines for applying for

Level 1 and Level 2 Exchange Establishment funding into 2014.  Can we
expect extensions of the deadlines for implementation given the uncertainty
caused by the Supreme Court ruling and the linkage between Medicaid
expansion and exchange eligibility and enrollment functions?  In addition,
will the deadlines change for states implementing a partnership exchange? 
Will the deadlines be extended for states implementing a federal exchange? 

 
4.)    When will the details of the federal partnership options be available? These

cannot be considered as an option without details including cost estimates.
How will the long term funding of the federally-facilitated healthcare
exchanges be sustained?

 
5.)    States considering a state-based exchange need to know whether there will be

a charge and by how much to use the federal data hub, advance premium tax
credit/cost-sharing reduction service, risk adjustment and transitional
reinsurance programs.

 
6.)    When will states learn the details of the operational systems for a federal

exchange? The procedural, technical, and architectural requirements for
linking to the federal exchange have not been released.  It is not feasible to
know if a state-based exchange is better for our citizens until we know what
the contents of a federal exchange will be.  Taking grant money at this time
for state exchange creation may be wasted if a federal exchange makes more
sense for a particular state.
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7.)    When will information from the establishment of a federal exchange be
available for states to use if a state opts to build its own exchange? It is costly
for each state to have to start from scratch and still not know how interfaces
will work.

 
8.)    If states choose to build a state-based exchange, what dollars will the federal

government contribute now and in the future?  For the federal exchange
states, when will the regulations regarding the imposition of taxes on a state’s
insurers be released?

 
9.)    It has been widely reported that Congressional leaders who have to

appropriate money will seek to defund exchanges. Please explain how the
enactment provisions of the law allow the Executive Branch to continue to
fund exchanges without Congressional action to appropriate money. 

 
10.) What happens to a state that has taken exchange planning and

implementation grants if their exchange is not financially viable after 2015? 
Can a state refuse to increase taxes on either its residents or insurers, thus
putting the financial underpinning of an exchange at risk? What penalties
does the federal government envision in this case?

 
11.) What happens if a state accepts grant money now to begin to build a state

exchange, and subsequently determines that a federal exchange may be
better?  Will the federal government claw back these grant dollars from the
states?

 
12.) What impact will changes to the Medicaid expansion have on exchange

implementation? The federal exchange is currently structured to provide
Medicaid eligibility determination. How will this work if some states
participate and others do not?

 
13.) Last month the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) pointed out a provision

in the law that reduces exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer
and fewer people will qualify for subsidies, and the people who do qualify
will get a smaller and smaller subsidy. Does the Administration support that
change, and if so, how would you pay for it? If you do not, why do you think
people should be forced to buy insurance if federal subsidies are shrinking?

 
14.) CMS has released 90/10 funding under ARRA and HITECH in order for

states to improve their eligibility systems for Medicaid and other social
service programs. Will that funding continue?   

 
15.) Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid

program, states are charged by the PPACA with creating a single, seamless
point of entry for all of the insurance affordability programs affected by the
Act--Medicaid, the Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic
Health Plan (where offered), advance tax credits for individual and Small
Business Health Options Program (SHOP) exchange enrollees.  This leaves
another major question on the table.  What about all of the other social service
programs? Will states still be able to create an eligibility system for all social
service programs under the 90/10 funding mechanism?

 
16.) In order to minimize disruptions to a state’s insurance market, The Office of

Personnel Management (OPM) is required to certified multi-state plans that
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must be included in every exchange, when will the rules be released detailing
the requirements and timeline for multi-state plans. How OPM structures
these rules can be very disruptive to a state’s insurance market.

 
17.) Does the federal government intend to maintain high risk pools and how will

they be financed? What actions will they take in a state that has opted not to
operate a high risk pool or an exchange?

 
 
Medicaid
 

1.)    When can we expect to receive updated guidance on Medicaid expansion and
related topics?
 

2.)    Is there a deadline for letting the federal government know if a state will be
participating in the Medicaid expansion? How does that relate to the
exchange declaration deadline? The two programs are currently scheduled to
be implemented simultaneously in January 2014.

 
3.)    Will states that expand Medicaid coverage up to a level below 138% of the

federal poverty level (FPL), for example up to 100% of FPL, still receive the
enhanced federal medical assistance percentage (FMAP) available for “newly
covered” populations?

 
4.)    Will states be allowed to phase in Medicaid coverage up to 138% of FPL (or

100% FPL) years after 2013 and still receive the enhanced FMAP?
 

5.)    Does the MOE requirement apply to the expansion population or does it apply
only to the current Medicaid population? If a state accepts the expansion, but
the federal match goes away, can we drop out of the expansion program? 
Will you waive the MOE under your 1115 waiver authority? What will be the
penalties for failure to comply with MOE requirements? Since the MOE was
a direct result of the expansion funding, if a state chooses not to expand is the
MOE no longer effective?

 
6.)    Regarding the two year increase in Medicaid reimbursement for primary care

codes, are you going to extend it? If so, how are you going to pay for it?
Congressional Republicans have expressed opposition to any funded for
PPACA. 

 
7.)    Will states still be required to convert their income counting methodology to

MAGI for purposes of determining eligibility regardless of whether they
expand to the optional adult group?  If so, how do states link the categorical
eligibility criteria to the MAGI? How will the federal exchanges utilize the
state’s criteria?

 
8.)    If a state expanded Medicaid through a waiver prior to enactment of the

PPACA, but then chooses not to expand coverage further, are they still
eligible for the 75% to 90% enhanced FMAP for the previously expanded
population?

 
9.)    Will the federal government support options for the Medicaid expansion

population that encourage personal responsibility – cost sharing or
accountability provisions, the use of high deductible plans such as Health
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Savings Accounts, and other options at the state’s choice?
 

10.) What specific plans and timeline do you have for enacting the reforms and
flexibility options for Medicaid that you spoke of in 2009?  When can states
give further input on the needed reforms?

 
11.) You have stated that you will not deport undocumented aliens who have not

committed a crime. You have also said that these undocumented aliens will
be exempt from the individual mandate. How will the state be reimbursed for
medical services given to these individuals?

 
12.) Will CMS approve global waivers with an aggregate allotment, state

flexibility, and accountability if states are willing to initiate a portion of the
expansion?

 
13.)  The Disproportionate Share allotments will be reduced every year with a

methodology based in the reduction in the number of uninsured.  One, when
will HHS issue the regulations and methodology for this reduction? Two, for
a state that does not see a decrease in its uninsured population will the
remaining state absorb the full reduction?  In addition, can a state implement
a new DSH Diversion program as part of the optional expansion?  Can a state
implement new DSH Diversion programs for services to the
uninsured/uncompensated care services?

 
 

-30-
 

Paid for and authorized by the Republican Governors Association
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: quick question
Date: Monday, August 13, 2012 2:29:13 PM
Importance: High

I know you know but, please note that the cost is $100 mil for full implementation not per year, we
need to make sure she is aware!
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Nico Gomez [mailto:Nico.Gomez@okhca.org] 
Sent: Friday, August 10, 2012 10:12 AM
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: quick question
 
I am getting asked this question, can you give me some background to the $100 million cost of ACA
implementation the governor mentioned yesterday at the summit?
 

Fallin, Doak, Shannon discuss current, future health issues
8/10/2012 by Erin Boeckman -- eCapitol News ---- 

Gov. Mary Fallin, Speaker-designate T.W. Shannon and Insurance Commissioner John

Doak spoke to attendees of the inaugural Oklahoma Health Care Summit Thursday about

current health policies and the changes they may undergo in the coming legislative

session.

The summit was organized by Physicians Liability Insurance Company and featured

speakers and exhibits. The three state leaders were asked to address the state of

Oklahoma health care.

All three speakers addressed the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and its

potential implications on Oklahoma.

"We are proceeding very cautiously," Fallin said.

As the newly elected vice chair of the National Governors Association, Fallin said that

many governors have questions about how states will implement the law, which is why

the association sent a list of questions to the U.S. Department of Health and Human

Services. The department does not seem to have any answers yet, she said.

Specifically, states are concerned about the effect the law will have on Medicare and

Medicaid, the reimbursement rates and the effect on state budgets, Fallin said.

"We're all very concerned about the cost factor," she said, adding that the estimated cost

for Oklahoma's implementation is $100 million a year.

While the U.S. Supreme Court did rule in favor of the constitutionality of the law, Fallin

said that things may change with the November elections. She said she is in favor of

"repealing and replacing" the Affordable Care Act.

Doak said he was interested to see how states approached the development of health

insurance exchanges, one of the requirements of the act.

"If we don't put one in place, the federal government will," he said.
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The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act is the law, and as an insurance regulator

he is required to follow the law. However, Doak said he is waiting on some actions to be

taken at the state Capitol. Legislation has not yet been passed to establish a state-based

exchange.

Shannon, R-Lawton, said the state cannot afford to wait for the federal government to

take the lead. He said the federal government's "takeover of the health care system" is

an opportunity for Oklahoma to lead. That lead includes market-based solutions, he said.

"Market-based solutions work," Shannon said, and they will work in health care but they

have not been implemented. Many continue to say that government is the answer, but

subsidizing the problem does not seem to drive down costs. In fact, it has the opposite

effect, he said.

Shannon expressed concern about the number of physicians in the state, including those

with graying hair who may be considering leaving the field. The number of people on

Medicaid also needs to be reduced, which means more jobs, he said.

The state of Oklahoma's health also needs to be discussed, he said. While he has concerns

about how much government should be involved in some areas, Shannon said he had to

acknowledge that government is often left with the cost of an unhealthy society.

As solutions are crafted in the next legislative session, Shannon said people from the

industry would be asked for their involvement.

 

 

=================
DISCLAIMER - This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.

If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in
the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a
hard-copy version.
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: RECAP: 3/19 RGPPC Conference Call
Date: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 11:13:00 AM

Want to be added to the “rapid release” email list or the once a week email list?
 

From: Marie Sanderson [mailto:  
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 3:42 PM
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell; Seth Levey; Dustin Huffman
Subject: RECAP: 3/19 RGPPC Conference Call
 
RECAP from Today’s RGPPC weekly meeting:
 

1.        To sign up for our staff RAPID RELEASE list serv, please email Dustin at
Dhuffman@rgppc.org.  Rapid Release subscribers will receive real time info including
original RGPPC content and info from the Hill, think tanks, and other organization on press,
facts and legislation.  Our website (staff portal, password protected) will be updated with
this material in real time as well.  Others will receive information as needed, or at the end of
the week in one email.  We’ll continue to email important subject specific information to
your energy, healthcare, education and infrastructure advisors.  As a reminder, please
provide us contact information for those staffers.  If you’d like to be the contact for all of
those issue sets, you will receive an email every time that material is sent. 
 

2.       This morning, Oklahoma asked states how they were responding to the following survey
from OIG:   States' Readiness to Implement Streamlined Eligibility and Enrollment
Requirements for State Health Subsidy Programs, OEI-07-10-00530. Please email
Lindsay at LRussell@rgppc.org if you have feedback. We’d like to provide healthcare
advisors feedback by Wed, 3/22, COB
 

3.       As mentioned this AM:  AAF’s event is on 3/21 with Governor Gary Hebert. All of you are
invited and encourage to attend..
 

4.       Final talking points for your governor re Obamacare week to be sent to you tonight. 
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 Event: The Affordable Care Act Turns 2...Will it Turn 3?  
 Evaluating the Supreme Court Challenge and the Potential Fall Out  
   

On Monday, March 26, the Supreme Court is set to embark on a series of hearings that will analyze the
legalities of the Affordable Care Act (ACA). What will be the major legal questions argued before the
court? What are the economic implications of the court’s ruling? How will the rulings impact Congress
and the upcoming Presidential election? What will the court ultimately decide? These are just a few of
the critical questions that will be answered by top scholars and legal experts next Wednesday, March
21, at an event hosted by the American Action Forum, a forward-looking policy institute examining the
most pressing public policy issues of the day.

The Forum event will feature a discussion moderated by Politico reporter Alexander Burns that includes
former Supreme Court clerks Steven Engel and John Bash. It will also feature American Action
Forum President and former Director of the Congressional Budget Office, Douglas Holtz-Eakin,
who filed three amici briefs focused on the economic implications of the legal challenge. The 11th
Circuit Court of Appeals cited this economic analysis in its decision to overturn the individual mandate.
Additionally, you will hear from Utah Governor Gary Herbert, a leading proponent of state-
controlled healthcare and Karen Harned, Executive Director of the NFIB Small Business Legal
Center. 

These experts will be made available to the press.

Date: Wednesday, March 21
Time: 10am – 12pm, Breakfast served at 9:30am
Location: The Hamilton Live 
600 14th Street, NW (Near Metro Center)
Washington DC 20005

Please RSVP Here or Call 202-370-3446
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From: Marie Sanderson 
Sent: Sunday, March 18, 2012 8:24 PM
To: Marie Sanderson
Subject: 3/19 RGPPC Conference Call
 
We will have our RGPPC policy call Mon. 3/19, morning at 10:30 AM EST.
 
Agenda and notes below:
 

 
Agenda:
 
1. Roll Call: Marie - RGPPC
 
2.  RGPPC Update: Marie- RGPPC
 

a)       RGPPC Best Practices Efforts.  Please complete Governor Daniels survey, attached, if you
have not yet done so. 

 
b)       Obamacare Anniversary Press Strategy.  3.21 and 3.28 key dates. Needed: Updated state

cost data (see attached file with received edits), approval of health care principles, and a
list of governors wanting to message in support of block grants. Let us know if you are one
of those states. 

 
c)      Website: Please visit the rgppc.com website to make sure the staff contact info from your

state is up to date. You will have to log into the ‘staff’ page located at the top right corner
of the screen. If you do not remember their username or password, you can contact

 to request a new password. (Note: you can also just click on the
“forgot password” link but it will automatically assign you a random password.) We are
updating our website and will put versions of our reports on this for staff to review. 

 
We will have a new Members Corner site with good info and ideas from our
private sector partner. We’ll provide a list each week of reports in that file for your
to review.
 

This week:  NEI letter to   Republican Governors.  On the anniversary of the
nuclear accident in Japan, the President of RGA Governor’s Cabinet
member organization Nuclear Energy Institute would like to update you on
important safety upgrades at U.S. nuclear plants and other key industry
developments.  Please find the letter on RGPPC’s staff only website from
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NEI’s Marv Fertel.
 

 
d)     Subcommittee updates: 

 
1.       Energy and Environment: Principles have been circulated.  Edits due this Friday,

3/23
2.       Healthcare: Principles finalized by steering committee. To be circulated this week

for approval
3.       Education/Workforce: Steering committee to meet on April 9 or April 16. Please let

us know if your state would like to be on the education steering committee, who
that contact should be in your state, and which date is better for your state.

4.       Jobs/Econ Dev/Infrastructure: Longer term efforts are being prepared by the
committee.

5.       Federalism: reaching out to think tanks, to provide additional info in coming weeks
6.       Budget/Finance/Regulatory:  Preparing data on pension and tax reform. Info to be

available soon for download at rgppc.com
                  

e)       OIG Exchange: PPACA Surveys.  States have received a survey from OIG titled "States
Readiness to Implement Streamlined Eligibility and Enrollment Requirements for State
Health Subsidy Programs, OEI-07-10-00530". How are states responding to this survey? 
 

f)        Campaign Finance Appointments:  Governors receive appointments to boards and
commissions that regulate elections and campaign finance laws in states.  RGPPC/RGA
would like to host a conference call with states to discuss some important issues related
to these appointments. Such appointments are official governors’ roles and thus are run
out of governors offices, typically by your appointments or legal staff.   Please identify the
appropriate person on your staff and a conference call will be set next week.  A separate
email will go out notifying you and requesting you to identify your state’s participant.
 

g)      Please Complete Surveys
 

1.        PPACA and healthcare; working with US Senate Finance and House Energy
and Commerce to push back on a White House report indicating that some
R states, which are moving forward with some form of a healthcare
exchange, are endorsing Obamacare. Survey is meant for data collection.   
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/RGPPC_PPACA

2.       Energy and Environment Regs;  working with the Speaker’s Office on the
most burdensome regs and House Natural Resources on DoI and ESA.
Survey is meant for data collection.  
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/EE_Regs_Survey

3.        Staff contacts;  RGPPC is enhancing our distribution of information. We are
seeking the appropriate policy advisor for the various issue sets in each
office.  Survey requests contact information for staff or agency head.
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 https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/DR8ZQ7F
 
 

e) Attachments: 
 

1.        CBO Analysis of President’s budget (attached)
 

2.        White House Materials for this week with state by state data:
State by State Data:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/featured-content/aca_state-

by-state_data_final.xlsx
State by State Fact Sheets:
http://www.healthcare.gov/law/resources/index.html
3. HHS Reuglations released on Friday: Administration releases Advance
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on preventive services policy
http://www.hhs.gov/news/press/2012pres/03/20120316g.html

               
 

3. House Update: Will (Speaker Boehner)
 
4. Senate Update:  Lanier (Leader McConnell)
 
5. NGA Update: Lauren (NE)
 
6.   Other business?
 
Thank you, Have a nice week. - RGPPC
 
 
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

www.RGPPC.com
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Tammie Wright
Subject: FW: Registration Confirmed - Health Insurance Exchange Implementation Workshop
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2011 1:26:00 PM

 
 

From: National Governors Association Center for Best Practices [mailto:tcampbell@nga.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 4:42 PM
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Registration Confirmed - Health Insurance Exchange Implementation Workshop
 
Dear Andrew:  

Thank you for registering to attend the “Health Insurance Exchange Implementation
Workshop:  Timelines, State Options and Federal Regulations” on September 8-9, 2011
at the Hyatt Regency Crystal City in Arlington, VA.

Your registration has been confirmed. Please save this email for future reference. 

If you need to download the specific meeting details – including hotel, travel and
reimbursement information - click on the link below.  Then go to "My Registration",
enter your confirmation number and click on "Modify Registration".  Links to the
meeting information are located at the top of the registration page.

CONTACTS

Registration: Leslie Donaldson 202.624.5343 ldonaldson@nga.org

Program: Maria Schiff
Kathryn Bailey

202.624.5395
202.624.5349

mschiff@nga.org
kbailey@nga.org

Logistics: Shirley Christian
Jan Dunlavey

202.624.5324
202.624.5347

schristian@nga.org
jdunlavey@nga.org

We look forward to seeing you!

Event: Health Insurance Exchange Implementation Workshop
Attending: Andrew Silvestri
Date: Thursday, September 08, 2011-Friday, September 09, 2011
Confirmation number: F4NWRL6MNP8

To view, modify or cancel your registration, click the link below. 

Click here to view the event summary
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Having trouble with the link? Simply copy and 
paste the entire address listed below into your 
web browser: 
http://www.cvent.com/d/f76TkZNr_U2aWs1UVUsGHg/0777/P1/5S?
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

If you no longer want to receive emails from National Governors Association Center for Best
Practices please click the link below. 
Opt-Out
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: jena@galen.org
Subject: FW: Registration reminder: Conference call on state exchanges tomorrow
Date: Monday, November 21, 2011 3:35:00 PM

Hi Jena – I would like to RSVP to the call below for Katie Altshuler and I from the Governor’s office in
Oklahoma. 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
 
Andrew Silvestri, Deputy Policy Director
Andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov
 
Many thanks!
Andrew
 
 
Andrew Silvestri
Deputy Policy Director

Office of Governor Mary Fallin

Phone:  405.521.2342

andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov
 
 
 

From: Lindsay Russell [mailto:  
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2011 2:35 PM
To: Marie Sanderson
Subject: FW: Registration reminder: Conference call on state exchanges tomorrow
 
Good afternoon,
In case you haven’t seen this already,  Grace-Marie Turner has invited us to listen to a meeting on
health care Exchanges. If you remember Grace- Marie sat on a panel at the RGPPC Health Care
Summit and is a great resource. Please see the bottom of this email for registration and RSVP
information.
 
Let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thank you,
 
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:  | 
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From: Grace-Marie Turner [mailto:galen=galen.org@mail62.us2.mcsv.net] On Behalf Of Grace-Marie
Turner
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2011 2:48 PM
To: Marie
Subject: Registration reminder: Conference call on state exchanges tomorrow
 

Last chance to register for tomorrow's state leaders call  on state exchanges Is this email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

 

State Leaders Call

Please join us for a conference call for state leaders
about issues, options, and protections against ObamaCare exchanges

Tomorrow, November 22, Noon EST

Please join us for a conference call at noon tomorrow, November 22, to discuss the

highly controversial issue of state exchanges. Our guest speakers will be leading state

officials from Wisconsin, Utah, Louisiana, and Florida.

States are highly focused on the controversial issue of exchanges as they try to decide

what to do to protect themselves from the expensive and coercive mandates in the

Affordable Care Act. There has been very little leadership coming from Washington on

this issue, leaving states perplexed about what they should be doing.

To help us understand some of the issues and options, we will be joined by Dennis

Smith, secretary of Wisconsin’s Department of Health Services, and Robert

Spendlove, director of policy for Utah Governor Gary Herbert and the governor’s liaison

to organizations such as the National Governors Association.

In addition, we will hear remarks from Bruce Greenstein, secretary of the Louisiana
Department of Health and Hospitals, and Jenn Ungru, deputy chief of staff for Florida
Gov. Rick Scott. We will then open the lines up for questions from the participants.
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As background for the call, here's an example of one state wrestling with the idea of

developing its own exchange:

South Carolina's Waiting Game On Health Insurance Exchange (Kaiser Health

News)

The call will be jointly sponsored by the Galen Institute, the Institute for Policy

Innovation, and the State Policy Network. We hope you will join us for this important call.

Thank you to those who have already sent their RSVPs for this call. To register for
this call, please contact Jena Persico at jena@galen.org or 703-299-9204. Your
registration will ensure that you receive any follow-up materials from the call.

www.galen.org | www.spn.org | www.ipi.org

Galen Institute

P.O. Box 320010

Alexandria, VA 22320

www.galen.org

twitter.com/GalenInstitute

facebook.com/GalenInstitute

 unsubscribe from this list | update subscription preferences 
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: Reimbursement Form for the Sept. 8-9, 2011 HIX Meeting (Crystal City, VA)
Date: Wednesday, October 12, 2011 9:01:00 AM
Attachments: Health Exchange Sept 8-9.doc
Importance: High

 
 

From: Donaldson, Leslie [mailto:LDonaldson ] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 10:21 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Carrie.Banahan@ky.gov; michael.bousselot@iowa.gov; jeannette.dejesus@ct.gov;
edgertons1@michigan.gov; allen.feezor@dhhs.nc.gov; richard.fiore@myalabama.gov;
Steve.Ford@dmas.virginia.gov; jfritz ; bfulenwider@georgia.gov; bgiesting ;
laruen.gilchrist ; becki.goggins@myalabama.gov; darin.j.gordon@tn.gov; bruce@la.gov;
Kate.Gross@illinois.gov; brian.haile@tn.gov; julian.harris@state.ma.us; DWAYNE.HENRY@LGO-VI.GOV;
elizabeth.hoy@wyo.gov; ahyman@rwjf.org; carrie.johnson@state.sd.us; joni.jones@arkansas.gov;
thomas.jordan@dhs.state.nj.us; lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov; Michael.Koetting@illinois.gov;
janie.miller@ky.gov; taetia.dorsett@go.vi.gov; dan.pollock@state.mn.us; ben.popkin@ncdoi.gov;
priestc@michigan.gov; cquattrocki@gov.state.md.us; Bettina.Riveros@state.de.us;
tonda.taylor@hca.wa.gov; jrombardo@doi.state.nv.us; Bob.Schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us;
jonathan.seib@gov.wa.gov; mshaffer@georgia.gov; Andrew Silvestri; cheryl.smith@leavittpartners.com;
Carol.Steckel@la.gov; william.streur@alaska.gov; neil.sullivan@dobi.state.nj.us; Katrin.Teel@maine.gov;
nthurston@utah.gov; jvermee@dhs.state.ia.us; kea.warne@state.sd.us
Cc: Schiff, Maria; Bailey, Kathryn
Subject: Reimbursement Form for the Sept. 8-9, 2011 HIX Meeting (Crystal City, VA)
Importance: High
 

Thank you for making the September 8-9, 2011 Health Insurance Exchange Meeting a success.  Attached
you will find the reimbursement form.  Please complete the form with original applicable receipts and
submit to me by October 10, 2011.  Submitting all required documents will avoid delay in the processing of
your expenses.  So please carefully read the form instructions.
 
In addition,  NGA’s policy requires reimbursement expenses to be submitted within 30 days after the
meeting/conference.  Request received after the meeting date will not be reimbursed.  Please bear in mind
that NGA generally processes documented reimbursement requests within five weeks.  Should you have any
questions please feel free to contact me via phone or email. 
 
 
 
Kind regards,
 
Leslie Donaldson
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Reimbursement Form

Name of Meeting: Health Insurance Exchange Implementation Workshop

Meeting Location:         Arlington, VA

Meeting Dates:               September 8-9, 2011

Please remit the completed form and receipts to:

Leslie Donaldson

National Governors Association Center for Best Practices

444 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 267


Washington, DC 20001


Participant’s Name:
_______________________________________________    Travel Dates: ____________ to ____________

Participant’s Phone Number: __________________________________   Email Address:___________________________________

Tape original receipts for any line item over $75.00 on an 8 1/2 x 11 white sheet of paper.


NGA Center processes documented reimbursement requests within five weeks of receipt.  Requests received 30 days after the meeting date will not be reimbursed.


		Description and Reimbursement Limits

		Date

		Amount



		Lodging Number of Night(s)  2  x $  232.63 (room rate with taxes)

· Up to   2   night(s). Additional nights require prior approval

		

		



		Reasonable Ground Transportation (Home/Destination Cities)

· If driving to airport/train station, indicate number of miles______ x $0.555

		

		



		Round Trip Mileage in lieu of Air/Train Fare


Number of Miles __________ x $0.555

· Private car use cannot exceed the lowest available RT air/train fare.  Attach comparison.

· Substantiate requests > $75.00 with Mapquest route printout with miles.

		

		



		Checked Bag Fee


· Limited to one bag fee per flight

		

		



		Per Diem on One Travel Day up to $71.00

		

		



		TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT REQUEST

		

		





		

		FIRST CHECK

		SECOND CHECK (If needed)



		Check Amount

		$

		$



		Check Payable To

		

		



		Mail To Address



		

		





		I certify that the above expenses were incurred for my attendance at the stated meeting and are true and accurate.



		Participant’s 


Signature:

		Date:





FOR NGA CENTER USE ONLY:  (Do not enter information below this line)


		Project Number

		Account

		State

		Amount

		Program Staff Signature

		Date



		110-450-4691

		5820

		

		

		

		





		Vendor #:



		Apply Date:

		Accountant Review:



		Voucher #:



		A/P Audit:

		Other:







Administrative Coordinator
NGA Center for Best Practices
Health Division
444 North Capitol St., Ste. 267
Washington, DC  20001
Tel:  202) 624-5343
Fax:  202) 624-7825
Web:  www.nga.org
 
 
 

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including
any attachments, is for the exclusive use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or
confidential. If the reader of this transmission is not an intended
recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If
you have received this communication in error, please immediately
notify the sender and delete this message.
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Rebecca Frazier
Subject: FW: Republican Governors Public Policy Committee Files Amicus Brief in Supreme Court Case Challenging

Obamacare
Date: Monday, February 13, 2012 12:59:00 PM

 
 

From: Marie Sanderson [mailto:  
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2012 1:00 PM
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell; Conrad, Matt (GOV); Debbie Hohlt; Mike Schrimpf; Jon Thompson
Subject: FW: Republican Governors Public Policy Committee Files Amicus Brief in Supreme Court Case
Challenging Obamacare
 
All:
 
Please find the press release which was just sent regarding the filing of the amicus brief. Please let
us know if you have any questions.
 
Best,
Marie
 
 
 

From: Mike Schrimpf 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2012 12:53 PM
To: Mike Schrimpf
Subject: Republican Governors Public Policy Committee Files Amicus Brief in Supreme Court Case
Challenging Obamacare
 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
 
CONTACT
Mike Schrimpf, 
mschrimpf

 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee Files Amicus Brief in

Supreme Court Case Challenging Obamacare
 
The Republican Governors Association policy arm, the Republican Governors Public Policy
Committee, filed an amicus brief with the United States Supreme Court arguing against the
constitutionality of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.  The brief was filed
through Virginia Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli and the Commonwealth of Virginia.
 
The filing marks the first time that the Republican Governors Public Policy Committee has
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ever submitted an amicus brief to the Supreme Court.
 
“While the amicus focuses on the individual mandate, this case is about far more than just
that component,” said RGA Chairman Bob McDonnell.  “The Obama administration’s
healthcare takeover grants sweeping authority to the federal bureaucracy to dictate to
individuals, churches, charities, hospitals, schools, businesses and states how they must
operate. This is the opposite of the vision of America set forth by our nation’s founders.”
 
“At its core, this case is about the future of America, and whether we maintain our identity as
a federal republic, or creep ever closer to a centralized government in which all the power
flows out of Washington,” McDonnell concluded.
 
The full brief can be found by clicking HERE, and a summary of its arguments is below:
 

SUMMARY
 

I.          THE PRESUMPTION OF CONSTITUTIONALITY ATTACHING TO PPACA
IS WEAK OWING TO THE PARLIAMENTARY PROCESS EMPLOYED IN ITS
ENACTMENT.  There is doctrinal and philosophical support for such a presumption resting
upon notions of separation of powers, particularly where it appears PPACA was not passed
through any process resembling regular order.  The United States Senate passed PPACA late
on Christmas Eve 2009 as a floor substitute on a straight party line vote.  The legislative
vehicle was a House tax bill chosen to satisfy the Originating Clause for the taxes in
PPACA.   PPACA passed the Senate on cloture with considerable minority protest. To the
extent that a presumption of constitutionality arises from regular order and a hard look by
Congress at the limits of its own power, those conditions are simply not present.           
 
II.        THE FACT THAT CONGRESS HERETOFORE HAS NEVER CLAIMED
THE POWER TO REQUIRE A CITIZEN TO PURCHASE A GOOD OR SERVICE
FROM ANOTHER CITIZEN TENDS TO NEGATE THE EXISTENCE OF THAT
POWER.  In the case of PPACA, the lack of historical precedent was well known to
Congress before it acted.  At the heart of PPACA is § 1501, which generally requires
American citizens to purchase a good or service from other citizens, namely, a health
insurance policy.  When the Senate Finance Committee asked the Congressional Research
Service whether a mandate supported by a penalty would be constitutional, the response was
equivocal:  "Whether such a requirement would be constitutional under the Commerce
Clause is perhaps the most challenging question posed by such a proposal, as it is a novel
issue whether Congress may use this clause to require an individual to purchase a good or a
service."      
 
III.       THE MANDATE AND PENALTY ARE CONTRARY TO THE TEXT OF THE
COMMERCE CLAUSE AND FOUNDATIONAL UNDERSTANDINGS.     
 
A.        The Mandate and Penalty are Not Supported by the Text of the Commerce
Clause.  Noah Webster in 1828 defined commerce as "an interchange or mutual change of
goods, wares, productions, or property of any kind, between nations or individuals, either by
barter, or by purchase and sale; trade; traffick."  This is commerce.  Its hallmarks are
spontaneity and voluntary activity; not a command to buy something.  The claim that
commerce means not commercial activity but mere passivity is violently discordant with any
normal use of the word commerce at the founding or at any subsequent time.  
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B.        The Historical Context in which the Commerce Clause was Drafted Makes it
Highly Unlikely that it Included a Power to Command a Citizen to Purchase Goods or
Services From Another Citizen.  The founding generation would have regarded as
preposterous any suggestion that Great Britain could have solved its colonial problems by
commanding Americans to purchase tea under the generally conceded power of parliament to
regulate commerce.      
 
C.        There is No Tradition of Using the Commerce Clause to Require a Citizen to
Purchase Goods or Services from Another Citizen.  Because this regime viewed the
regulation even of economic activity as illegitimate unless that activity harmed or threatened
harm to someone else, Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905), it is inconceivable that the
Commerce Clause prior to 1938 would have been deemed to validly reach inactivity.  The
question thus becomes, has the Supreme Court decided any case in the post-Lochner era that
has extended the Commerce Clause far enough to cover the mandate and penalty?
 
D.        The Mandate and Penalty are Outside the Existing Outer Limits of the
Commerce Clause and Associated Necessary and Proper Clause as Measured by
Supreme Court Precedent. "[E]ven if [an] activity be local and though it may not be
regarded as commerce, it may still, whatever its nature, be reached by Congress if it exerts a
substantial economic effect on interstate commerce, and this irrespective of whether such
effect is what might at some earlier time have been defined as 'direct' or 'indirect.'"  Wickard,
317 U.S.  at 125 (emphasis added).  Wickard marks the affirmative outer limits of the
Commerce Clause.  

 
Since Wickard, the Supreme Court has proceeded no further than to hold that

Congress can regulate three things under the Commerce Clause: (1) "use of the channels of
interstate commerce" (2) "the instrumentalities of interstate commerce," and (3) "activities
that substantially affect interstate commerce."  U.S. v. Lopez, 514 U.S. at 558-59.  “[T]he
Federal balance is too essential a part of our constitutional structure and plays too vital a role
in securing freedom for us to admit inability to intervene when one or the other level of
Government has tipped the scales too far."  Id. at 578.
           

None of this is changed by an appeal to the Necessary and Proper Clause.  This Court
elsewhere has emphatically held that the Necessary and Proper Clause is limited by general
principles of federalism independent of any direct prohibition.  Alden v. Maine, 527 U.S. 706
(1999) ("When a 'Law . . . for carrying into Execution' the Commerce Clause violates the
principle of state sovereignty reflected in the various constitutional provisions . . . it is not a
'Law . . . proper for carrying into Execution the Commerce Clause,' and is thus, in the words
of The Federalist, 'merely [an] act of usurpation' which 'deserves to be treated as such.'")
(citing Printz, 521 U.S. at 923-24).  It simply does not matter how "necessary" the mandate
and penalty might be to the congressional scheme if the end being pursued is improper under
the Necessary and Proper Clause.           
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Alex Gerszewski
Subject: FW: revised answer re: exchanges
Date: Friday, November 09, 2012 2:05:00 PM

 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 1:57 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: revised answer re: exchanges
 
Added highlighted section re: Nov 16 deadlines
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 1:45 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Subject: revised answer re: exchanges
 
Look ok?
 
Exchanges:
 
“Governor Fallin is continuing to explore the state’s options as they relate to health insurance
exchanges. Her priority is to ensure the people of Oklahoma are best served by a system that
increases access to health care, controls health care costs and does so in a way that is fiscally
responsible. Oklahoma is not in a unique position; many other states are continuing to weigh what
options best serve their citizens, as is responsible.”
 
However, like other states, Oklahoma’s decision making process has been significantly hampered by
the failure of the Obama Administration to provide further guidance regarding its own rules and
regulations. In a letter dated July 10 of this year (available here),  Governor Bob McDonnell, acting
on behalf of Republican governors, asked the White House dozens of questions concerning the
implementation of insurance exchanges as well as the administration’s proposed Medicaid
expansion. To date, these questions have not been answered. Governor Fallin is extremely
frustrated that states have been asked to make important decisions regarding the health outcomes
of their citizens with little or no information from the White House. Basic questions such as ‘how
much will an insurance exchange cost the state of Oklahoma?’ have still been left unanswered by
the president. It is disappointing and, quite frankly, shocking that so little information has been
provided regarding what the Obama administration considers its signature achievement. “
 
Regarding the impending Nov 16 deadline:
The November 16 ‘deadline’ to submit a plan for an insurance exchange is an internal agency
deadline, not in statute, with no obvious penalties for states that do not meet it. After reviewing ACA
guidelines and conferring with other states, our policy staff does not believe that it is true that
‘Oklahoma will be subject to a federal exchange if it misses the November 16 deadline.’ Obama
administration officials have confirmed that, calling the deadline a ‘rolling deadline.’ Again, much of
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the confusion surrounding the ACA and health insurance exchanges is the result of the Obama
administration refusing to answer simple questions about its own law.  
 
Medicaid expansion
(this is our old answer. I recommend leaving this as is for the time being and next week or sometime
in the near future we can unload on inflexibility, cost, etc and talk about pursuing our own route to
reform):
The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was more
clear what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as you know.
Her priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible; it is to make the right decision.
Governor Fallin is still conferring with other lawmakers, her cabinet and health care experts in
Oklahoma and around the country as to what course of action best serves the people of Oklahoma.
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Murphy, Sean
Subject: FW: RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to President Obama
Date: Thursday, November 08, 2012 4:55:00 PM

 
 

From: Mike Schrimpf 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 2:35 PM
To: Mike Schrimpf
Subject: RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to President Obama
 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
 
CONTACT
Mike Schrimpf, 202-367-8389
mschrimpf@rga.org

 
RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to

President Obama
 
Virginia Governor Bob McDonnell, chairman of the Republican Governors
Association, sent a letter on behalf of Republican governors to President Obama
today seeking clarification on critical outstanding questions related to the federal
health care law in the wake of the Supreme Court’s decision.
 
To read a copy of the letter in its entirety, click HERE. An excerpt of Governor
McDonnell’s letter, including the questions, is below:
 

While we continue to believe the best option is to fully repeal and replace the
PPACA, states now confront numerous deadlines and face major policy decisions
in the wake of the Supreme Court decision.   Before making any final policy
decisions, governors must carefully consider the short and long-term implications
of an expanded entitlement program and the consequences of significantly
increasing the size of government to manage these programs.
 
The states’ burden of the expansion population as well as administrative costs
remains significant.  Increased spending on Medicaid crowds out resources
available to states to spend on other meaningful priorities like education, the
environment, public safety and infrastructure.
 
Moreover, even before increasing the Medicaid-eligible population as prescribed
by PPACA, Medicaid has been on an unsustainable path, comprising a growing
share of state budgets every year.  It is difficult to see how expanding Medicaid
without reform would do anything other than put more strain on state budgets and
the taxpayers, especially when considering that many pernicious provisions that
curtail state flexibility remain.
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While the Supreme Court decision focused on the states’ role in determining
whether a Medicaid expansion is in the best interest of its citizens, states also face
other PPACA-related decisions, like whether to establish a state based health-
insurance exchange or accept the default of a federal exchange.  As the exchange
issue is currently interpreted, states are essentially being tasked with shouldering
all the responsibility without any authority.
 
If states determine that a Medicaid expansion is not in the best interests of its
citizens, it is likely that there will be a significant gap in coverage for low-income
individuals who do not qualify for tax credits.  We believe it is incumbent upon
the authors of PPACA and your Administration to detail precisely how you intend
to address this situation. 
 
We also believe that it is unlikely that the federal government will have fully
functional exchanges in place by the Fall of 2013 in order for millions of
Americans to be able to purchase coverage beginning January 2014.  We
respectfully request the Administration provide the detailed work plan that
demonstrates these deadlines will be met.  If they cannot be met, the responsible
course would be for HHS to level with us and the American people.  We also do
not understand how the federal government can begin to afford to implement
PPACA, with deficits already over $1 trillion in every year of your presidency,
and the debt growing $5 trillion in the past 3 years to an outrageous record of
nearly $16 trillion.
 
The consequences of governors’ decisions will impact our states – and the nation
– for decades to come, so we must have all the information needed to choose
wisely. We have taken the liberty of compiling below just some of the critical
questions that must have answers before states can determine best how to proceed
in light of the Court’s decision. We undertake this task with a sense of great
responsibility, and resolve to only move forward when we have full and complete
knowledge of all the implications of our decision.

 
Healthcare Exchanges:
 

1.)    Please provide a complete list of regulations that will have to be reviewed,
revised and re-opened for public comment prior to implementation as a result
of the Supreme Court ruling (e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations,
exchange regulations related to interface with Medicaid)? What is the
schedule for re-issuing these regulations?
 

2.)    When will either additional guidance or actual rules be issued on essential
health benefits, actuarial value and rating areas be issued?

 
3.)    The federal government has already extended deadlines for applying for

Level 1 and Level 2 Exchange Establishment funding into 2014.  Can we
expect extensions of the deadlines for implementation given the uncertainty
caused by the Supreme Court ruling and the linkage between Medicaid
expansion and exchange eligibility and enrollment functions?  In addition,
will the deadlines change for states implementing a partnership exchange? 
Will the deadlines be extended for states implementing a federal exchange? 

 
4.)    When will the details of the federal partnership options be available? These

cannot be considered as an option without details including cost estimates.
How will the long term funding of the federally-facilitated healthcare
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exchanges be sustained?
 

5.)    States considering a state-based exchange need to know whether there will be
a charge and by how much to use the federal data hub, advance premium tax
credit/cost-sharing reduction service, risk adjustment and transitional
reinsurance programs.

 
6.)    When will states learn the details of the operational systems for a federal

exchange? The procedural, technical, and architectural requirements for
linking to the federal exchange have not been released.  It is not feasible to
know if a state-based exchange is better for our citizens until we know what
the contents of a federal exchange will be.  Taking grant money at this time
for state exchange creation may be wasted if a federal exchange makes more
sense for a particular state.

 
7.)    When will information from the establishment of a federal exchange be

available for states to use if a state opts to build its own exchange? It is costly
for each state to have to start from scratch and still not know how interfaces
will work.

 
8.)    If states choose to build a state-based exchange, what dollars will the federal

government contribute now and in the future?  For the federal exchange
states, when will the regulations regarding the imposition of taxes on a state’s
insurers be released?

 
9.)    It has been widely reported that Congressional leaders who have to

appropriate money will seek to defund exchanges. Please explain how the
enactment provisions of the law allow the Executive Branch to continue to
fund exchanges without Congressional action to appropriate money. 

 
10.) What happens to a state that has taken exchange planning and

implementation grants if their exchange is not financially viable after 2015? 
Can a state refuse to increase taxes on either its residents or insurers, thus
putting the financial underpinning of an exchange at risk? What penalties
does the federal government envision in this case?

 
11.) What happens if a state accepts grant money now to begin to build a state

exchange, and subsequently determines that a federal exchange may be
better?  Will the federal government claw back these grant dollars from the
states?

 
12.) What impact will changes to the Medicaid expansion have on exchange

implementation? The federal exchange is currently structured to provide
Medicaid eligibility determination. How will this work if some states
participate and others do not?

 
13.) Last month the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) pointed out a provision

in the law that reduces exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer
and fewer people will qualify for subsidies, and the people who do qualify
will get a smaller and smaller subsidy. Does the Administration support that
change, and if so, how would you pay for it? If you do not, why do you think
people should be forced to buy insurance if federal subsidies are shrinking?

 
14.) CMS has released 90/10 funding under ARRA and HITECH in order for
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states to improve their eligibility systems for Medicaid and other social
service programs. Will that funding continue?   

 
15.) Alongside the considerable challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid

program, states are charged by the PPACA with creating a single, seamless
point of entry for all of the insurance affordability programs affected by the
Act--Medicaid, the Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic
Health Plan (where offered), advance tax credits for individual and Small
Business Health Options Program (SHOP) exchange enrollees.  This leaves
another major question on the table.  What about all of the other social service
programs? Will states still be able to create an eligibility system for all social
service programs under the 90/10 funding mechanism?

 
16.) In order to minimize disruptions to a state’s insurance market, The Office of

Personnel Management (OPM) is required to certified multi-state plans that
must be included in every exchange, when will the rules be released detailing
the requirements and timeline for multi-state plans. How OPM structures
these rules can be very disruptive to a state’s insurance market.

 
17.) Does the federal government intend to maintain high risk pools and how will

they be financed? What actions will they take in a state that has opted not to
operate a high risk pool or an exchange?

 
 
Medicaid
 

1.)    When can we expect to receive updated guidance on Medicaid expansion and
related topics?
 

2.)    Is there a deadline for letting the federal government know if a state will be
participating in the Medicaid expansion? How does that relate to the
exchange declaration deadline? The two programs are currently scheduled to
be implemented simultaneously in January 2014.

 
3.)    Will states that expand Medicaid coverage up to a level below 138% of the

federal poverty level (FPL), for example up to 100% of FPL, still receive the
enhanced federal medical assistance percentage (FMAP) available for “newly
covered” populations?

 
4.)    Will states be allowed to phase in Medicaid coverage up to 138% of FPL (or

100% FPL) years after 2013 and still receive the enhanced FMAP?
 

5.)    Does the MOE requirement apply to the expansion population or does it apply
only to the current Medicaid population? If a state accepts the expansion, but
the federal match goes away, can we drop out of the expansion program? 
Will you waive the MOE under your 1115 waiver authority? What will be the
penalties for failure to comply with MOE requirements? Since the MOE was
a direct result of the expansion funding, if a state chooses not to expand is the
MOE no longer effective?

 
6.)    Regarding the two year increase in Medicaid reimbursement for primary care

codes, are you going to extend it? If so, how are you going to pay for it?
Congressional Republicans have expressed opposition to any funded for
PPACA. 
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7.)    Will states still be required to convert their income counting methodology to

MAGI for purposes of determining eligibility regardless of whether they
expand to the optional adult group?  If so, how do states link the categorical
eligibility criteria to the MAGI? How will the federal exchanges utilize the
state’s criteria?

 
8.)    If a state expanded Medicaid through a waiver prior to enactment of the

PPACA, but then chooses not to expand coverage further, are they still
eligible for the 75% to 90% enhanced FMAP for the previously expanded
population?

 
9.)    Will the federal government support options for the Medicaid expansion

population that encourage personal responsibility – cost sharing or
accountability provisions, the use of high deductible plans such as Health
Savings Accounts, and other options at the state’s choice?

 
10.) What specific plans and timeline do you have for enacting the reforms and

flexibility options for Medicaid that you spoke of in 2009?  When can states
give further input on the needed reforms?

 
11.) You have stated that you will not deport undocumented aliens who have not

committed a crime. You have also said that these undocumented aliens will
be exempt from the individual mandate. How will the state be reimbursed for
medical services given to these individuals?

 
12.) Will CMS approve global waivers with an aggregate allotment, state

flexibility, and accountability if states are willing to initiate a portion of the
expansion?

 
13.)  The Disproportionate Share allotments will be reduced every year with a

methodology based in the reduction in the number of uninsured.  One, when
will HHS issue the regulations and methodology for this reduction? Two, for
a state that does not see a decrease in its uninsured population will the
remaining state absorb the full reduction?  In addition, can a state implement
a new DSH Diversion program as part of the optional expansion?  Can a state
implement new DSH Diversion programs for services to the
uninsured/uncompensated care services?
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From: AJ Mallory
To: Denise Northrup
Cc: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: RGPPC Chief of Staff Conference call: Fri. 2/3 3PM EDT-3:30 PM EDT
Date: Thursday, February 02, 2012 2:08:00 PM
Attachments: NGV 011112 -- Bloomberg Business Week -- Chrysler to Begin Natural.pdf

NGV 100311 -- GM Bi-Fuel Pickup -- Press Release.pdf
NGV MOU - Amended 1-27-11 (2).pdf
2012 Policy Contacts Survey (2).pdf
2012 PPACA Survey.pdf
2012 Energy and Env Regs Survey.pdf
2012-02-02-CoS_EE_Brief.pdf
2012 02 02 Healthcare Exchange Award_Summary 2.pdf
2011 11 15 Daniels Memos to Govs.pdf
2012-02-01_State of States_Summary2.pdf
2012 2 02 COS Committee Update 2.pdf
2012 NGA WM Program Draft for Staff.docx
2012-02-30-HC_Exchangestatus_MW.pdf
2012 2 3 COS PHONE CALL AGENDA.docx

Are you still doing this call?  Would you like for me to print the info. above for the

call?  LMK

 

A.J. Mallory

Exec. Asst. to Denise Northrup, Chief of Staff

Office of Gov. Mary Fallin

2300 Lincoln Blvd., Suite 212

Oklahoma City, OK  73105

405-522-8832

aj.mallory@gov.ok.gov

 

From: Marie Sanderson [mailto:  
Sent: Thursday, February 02, 2012 2:07 PM
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Martin.Kent@governor.virginia.gov; Conrad, Matt (GOV); Deborah Hohlt; Lindsay Russell; Seth
Levey; Intern Dustin Huffman; Monica Block
Subject: RGPPC Chief of Staff Conference call: Fri. 2/3 3PM EDT-3:30 PM EDT
 
 
A reminder that a conference call with Republican Chief of Staffs will occur on  Friday, 2/3 at 3
PM EDT-3:30 PM EDT.  Please find an agenda below and relevant attachments.
 
Assistants:   COSs may find the agenda and attachments easier to view in a printed format. 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions. We look forward to speaking with you. 
 
Thank you,
Marie
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Chrysler to Begin Natural-Gas Truck Sales to Fleets 


January 11, 2012, 6:26 PM EST  


 


By Craig Trudell and Alan Ohnsman  


Jan. 11 (Bloomberg) -- Chrysler Group LLC, the automaker controlled by Fiat SpA, plans to begin selling 


natural gas- powered pickups in the U.S. this year, said Sergio Marchionne, chief executive officer of both 


automakers. 


“We are going to bring them here, there is no doubt,” Marchionne said yesterday in an interview at the North 


American International Auto Show in Detroit. Sales will be “limited at first. It depends upon the distribution 


network.” 


Fiat, which owns 58.5 percent of Auburn Hills, Michigan- based Chrysler, has engines using compressed 


natural gas in Europe. Chrysler executives have said they plan to begin deliveries of vehicles using the 


technology to the U.S. by 2017. 


Sales of compressed natural gas-powered pickups will begin to fleet customers, David Elshoff, a spokesman, 


said in an e- mail. He declined to say whether Chrysler will target particular buyers such as government or 


commercial customers. 


Marchionne said yesterday that natural-gas engines are the “best option.” He has argued they’re cheaper than 


competing technologies and that electric cars, which competitors such as General Motors Co., Nissan Motor Co. 


and Toyota Motor Corp. are marketing, present “too many obstacles” such as the recharge time for batteries. 


The additional cost for an engine using natural gas is $3,000, compared with $3,300 for diesel and $8,000 for an 


electric hybrid, Alfredo Altavilla, who heads Fiat’s Iveco truck unit, said in September 2010, when Fiat laid out 


its natural gas aspirations. 


Limited Refueling 


Infrastructure for refueling natural gas vehicles is limited. The International Association for Natural Gas 


Vehicles says on its website that there were 1,000 stations and 112,000 natural-gas vehicles in the U.S. as of 


December 2010. 


Honda Motor Co. is the only automaker selling cars with compressed natural-gas engines to retail customers in 


the U.S. with its $26,155 Civic Natural Gas sedan. The model, formerly the Civic GX, has sold mainly in 


California and a small number of other U.S. states that have fueling facilities. 


The newest version of Civic Natural Gas, named 2012 Green Car of the Year at the Los Angeles auto show in 


November, is now sold by 200 dealers in 36 states, according to Honda. The car was initially available only in 


California, New York, Utah and Oklahoma. 







Chrysler in 2009 separated the Ram and Dodge brands to create a standalone truck unit. Marchionne’s five-year 


plan for the company includes bringing large- and small-commercial vans to the U.S. in 2012 under the Ram 


brand based on Fiat’s trucks platforms. 


--With assistance from Tim Higgins in Detroit. Editor: Bill Koenig 


To contact the reporters on this story: Craig Trudell in Detroit at ctrudell1@bloomberg.net; Alan Ohnsman in 


Detroit at aohnsman@bloomberg.net 


To contact the editor responsible for this story: Jamie Butters at jbutters@bloomberg.net 
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GM Will Sell Commercial CNG Bi-Fuel Pickup in 2012  


 
 


DETROIT – General Motors will sell a compressed natural gas bi-fuel commercial pickup truck   
early in the fourth quarter of 2012. 
 
“Customers want a choice when it comes to fuel because it helps them manage their business 
costs,” said Brian Small, general manager, GM Fleet and Commercial Operations. “We listened 
and we are going to move fast to bring a bi-fuel CNG product to market to meet our customer’s 
needs.” 
 
GM is the only manufacturer currently providing a single-source commercial option with the 
Chevrolet Express and GMC Savana CNG cargo vans. The addition of a bi-fuel CNG pickup will 
help satisfy a broader range of needs for commercial customers looking for a one-stop 
alternative fuel vehicle from the factory. This allows  business owners to spend more time 
focusing on their business instead of the complexities associated with vehicle up-fitting. 
 
“GM’s original equipment is engineered, validated and warranted which makes the decision to 
purchase our bi-fuel pick-up trucks easy,” said Joyce Mattman, director, GM Commercial 
Product and Specialty Vehicles. “Like our CNG vans, this turnkey product will be the best 
solution in the market and makes good business sense.” 
 
The bi-fuel commercial trucks will be covered by GM’s three-year, 36,000-mile new vehicle 
limited warranty and five-year, 100,000-mile limited powertrain warranty and vehicle emissions 
warranty, meeting all Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and California Air Resources 
Board (CARB) emission certification requirements. 
 
IMPCO Automotive is the Tier-One supplier for integrating the CNG bi-fuel delivery and storage 
system into the pickups alongside the Express and Savana CNG-dedicated cargo vans at 
IMPCO Automotive’s facility in Union City, Ind.  
  


About General Motors 


General Motors (NYSE:GM, TSX: GMM), one of the world’s largest automakers, traces its roots back to 
1908. With its global headquarters in Detroit, GM employs 208,000 people in every major region of the 
world and does business in more than 120 countries.  GM and its strategic partners produce cars and 
trucks in 30 countries, and sell and service these vehicles through the following brands: Baojun, Buick, 
Cadillac, Chevrolet, GMC, Daewoo, Holden, Isuzu, Jiefang, Opel, Vauxhall, and Wuling. The global 
Chevrolet brand celebrates its 100th anniversary in 2011. GM’s largest national market is China, followed 
by the United States, Brazil, the United Kingdom, Germany, Canada, and Italy.  GM’s OnStar subsidiary 
is the industry leader in vehicle safety, security and information services.  More information on the new 
General Motors can be found at www.gm.com. 


  







### 
 
CONTACT: 
Pam Flores 
GM Communications 
313-590-9627 
pamela.flores@gm.com  
 
Emily Moran 
GM Communications 
517-483-3800 
emily.moran@mullen.com 
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Memorandum of Understanding 
 


This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) describes a coordinated effort between the undersigned States (States) to attract 


automobile manufacturers in the U.S. to develop a functional and affordable original equipment manufacturer (OEM) fleet 


natural gas vehicle (NGV) that will also meet public demand.  The States recognize the benefits and unique attributes of clean 


burning natural gas and understand the significant opportunity compressed natural gas (CNG) presents to save State and 


taxpayer dollars by encouraging an energy future that utilizes domestic energy resources to fuel our nation’s transportation 


needs.  Through the joint solicitation of a Multi-State Request for Proposal (Joint-RFP) that aggregates annual State fleet vehicle 


procurements, the States will endeavor to provide a demand base sufficient to support the design, manufacture, and sale of 


functional and affordable OEM NGVs by automotive manufacturers in the United States. 


 


In anticipation of soliciting a Joint-RFP, the States will endeavor to coordinate with local agencies, municipalities, and 


companies to determine the number of NGVs each State can commit to purchase and the required specifications necessary to 


meet fleet needs.  The Joint-RFP shall require that the ultimate cost of an OEM NGV should be comparably priced to an 


equivalent gasoline powered model and that warranty and reliability concerns are not compromised.  Simultaneously, the 


States understand the need for continued development and expansion of CNG fueling infrastructure and should endeavor to 


encourage private investment, predicated on demonstrating an anticipated increase in State NGVs, to meet growing demand.   


 


Pursuant to the terms of the Joint-RFP, to be executed at a later date, the States intend, where practical, to transition new fleet 


vehicle acquisitions, in committed volumes, to a resulting OEM NGV.  Such future acquisitions should, when economically 


feasible, rely on traditional distribution channels that incorporate local businesses in procurement processes.  In continued 


recognition of the benefits of CNG, the States should also endeavor to pursue fleet vehicle conversions to CNG, where 


economically compelling, based on a life-cycle cost analysis.  The States will also reach out to fellow Governors to determine 


broader interest and participation in the principles and process outlined in this MOU.   


 


This MOU embodies the principle understandings of the States but shall not create any legal relationship, rights, duties, or 


obligations binding or enforceable at law or in equity.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, each State shall in good faith endeavor 


to reach a mutually agreeable and economically beneficial Joint-RFP, as contemplated herein.  This MOU does not create 


additional state power, enhance existing state power, or interfere with federal authority or law.  This MOU shall continue to 


demonstrate the States’ understanding until execution of the Joint-RFP, or until otherwise discontinued by either State. 


 


Set forth by: 


 


State of Oklahoma  


 


 


__________________________________________ 


Mary Fallin, Governor  


November 9, 2011 


State of Colorado 


 


 


__________________________________________ 


John Hickenlooper, Governor 


November 9, 2011 
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State of Wyoming 


 


__________________________________________ 


Matthew H. Mead, Governor 


November 9, 2011 


State of Pennsylvania  


 


__________________________________________ 


Tom Corbett, Governor  


November 9, 2011 


  


State of Utah 


 


 


__________________________________________ 


Gary R. Herbert, Governor  


November 16, 2011 


State of Maine 


 


 


________________________________________ 


Paul R. LePage, Governor  


December 2, 2011 


  


State of New Mexico  


 


 


__________________________________________ 


Susana Martinez, Governor  


December 22, 2011 


State of West Virginia  


 


 


__________________________________________ 


Earl Ray Tomblin, Governor  


January 16
th


, 2012 


  


State of Kentucky 


 


 


__________________________________________ 


Steven L. Beshear, Governor  


January 27
th


, 2012 


 


 








Policy Contact List QuestionnairePolicy Contact List QuestionnairePolicy Contact List QuestionnairePolicy Contact List Questionnaire


1. Please list your office's policy and secretariat leads on Economic Development and 
Infrastructure issues. Please feel free to include policy advisors, Secretaries of Commerce, 
Transportation, DOT Commissioners, Economic Development Corporation leaders, etc.  
 
List state, name, title, and email/phone:  


 


2. Please list your office's policy and secretariat leads on Education and Workforce. 
Please feel free to include policy advisors, Secretaries of Education, Workforce Advisors, 
etc.  
 
List state, name, title, and email/phone:  


 


3. Please list your office's policy and secretariat leads on Budget, Tax, and Regulatory 
issues.  
 
List state, name, title, and email/phone:  


 


4. Please provide the contact information for your General Counsel.  
 
List State, Name, Title, Email/Phone 


 


 


*
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PPACA QuestionnairePPACA QuestionnairePPACA QuestionnairePPACA Questionnaire


1. On a scale of 1 to 5, how ready is your state in terms of establishing an exchange to be 
operational in 2014, with one indicating that you have not made any progress on an 
exchange and 5 indicating that you have achieved milestones that will allow you to begin 
offering insurance through the exchange in 2014 


2. Have you found that the Administration has provided enough timely guidance related to 
essential health benefits and exchanges to begin working towards compliance? 


3. As of the most recent plan year, do carriers typically provide coverage for the essential 
health benefit categories listed in Section 1302 of PPACA in your respective individual and 
small group markets?  


4. If the answer to question #3 is no, which essential health benefit categories are typically 
not covered? 


 


5. To the extent available, please provide average premium price data for 2009, 2010 and 
2011 in the individual and small group market.  


 


6. Do you have a good understanding of what the federal exchange will entail? 
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PPACA QuestionnairePPACA QuestionnairePPACA QuestionnairePPACA Questionnaire
7. Do you have a good understanding of the financial requirements of states if a federal 
exchange is implemented?  


8. Will additional benefit mandates associated with the essential health benefits mandate 
increase or decrease health insurance premiums in your state? 


9. Does the current structure of the exchanges required under PPACA provide adequate 
state flexibility? 


10. Do you have a good understanding of how the federal government will fund federal 
exchanges? 


11. Do you anticipate federal fees on exchange related activities regarding eligibility 
determinations?  


12. Do you anticipate higher federal fees for states that have not established a statebased 
exchange? 


13. Do you anticipate a hidden tax on health insurance consumers as a result of federally 
facilitated exchanges?  
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PPACA QuestionnairePPACA QuestionnairePPACA QuestionnairePPACA Questionnaire
14. Do you think funds for exchange related activities were provided equitably? 


15. Please list all of your medicaid waivers pending or denied. 


 


16. Do you approve of your state being listed with these responses or do you prefer to 
remain anonymous?  
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Energy and Environmental Regulations SurveyEnergy and Environmental Regulations SurveyEnergy and Environmental Regulations SurveyEnergy and Environmental Regulations Survey


1. Pick the most burdensome Federal regulations that your state has encountered (e.g. 
Utility MACT, Boiler MACT, CWA provisions, NAAQS, etc.). Please describe any job 
impacts, financial burdens, etc, these rules have put on your state in the comment box 
provided below.  


2. Has your state encountered any obstacles due to the Endangered Species Act (ESA)? 
Feel free to include energy projects, transportation infrastructure (roads, ports, airports, 
etc.), and social infrastructure (hospitals, schools, etc.)  


 


3. Has your state had experience with projects being stalled by the US Department of 
Interior (DOI)?  


 


 
Energy and Environmental Regulations Survey
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To:  Chiefs of Staff 


CC:        Marie Sanderson 


From:  Seth Levey 


Re:  Energy and Environment Update 


Date:  February 2, 2012 


 


The first few weeks of 2012 have seen several major developments in energy policy.  Below is a 


brief timeline:  


 


 


 In early December, EPA announced that they had data suggesting that hydraulic 


fracturing is responsible for contaminated water wells in Pavilion, Wyoming.  The EPA 


established a 45 day public-comment period.  RGPPC has worked to coordinate efforts 


following this and the developments in Dimock, Pennsylvania including a conference call 


on January 27 and continued coordination with Hill staff on oversight over the EPA’s 


processes.   


 


 On December 21, EPA released final standards for mercury emissions and toxic pollution 


from power plants (Utility MACT).  The estimated price tag of this rule hovers around 


$9.8 billion and threatens to shutter 12 gigawatts of electricity production nationwide.  


 


 On December 23, the revised boiler MACT rule was published in the Federal Register.   


The EPA plans to sign the final rule in April, 2012.   


 


 On January 18, the Obama administration decided to reject the Keystone XL pipeline 


permit costing the country up to 20,000 direct jobs. 


 


 On January 18, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit set the briefing schedule 


for the review of the Cross State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR).  Oral arguments will be 


held in April.   


 


 On January 27, the RGPPC hosted a conference call update on hydrofracking and 


possible federal regulation.  On the call we featured reports from Wyoming, 


Pennsylvania, and Senate Environment and Public Works Committee (EPW) staff.  We 


then opened the floor for questions and answers.   


 


 The House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee began to mark up H.R. 7, the 


American Energy and Infrastructure Jobs Act.  The Act features several drilling sections 


which were referred to the House Natural Resources Committee and passed on February 


1, see below for more details.    


 


 On February 16, the Utility MACT rule will be published in the Federal Register; this is 


the effective date of the rule’s enforcement authority.  
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Energy Portions of American Energy and Infrastructure Jobs Act  


The House Natural Resources Committee today passed three bills that are important components 


of the American Energy and Infrastructure Jobs Act. 


The energy portion of the plan would expand access to American offshore and onshore energy 


resources - creating over a million new American jobs, lowering gasoline prices, reducing our 


dependence on foreign sources of energy, and raising new revenue. 


 Offshore Energy Production. The plan would require the Administration to move 


forward with new offshore energy production in areas containing the most oil and natural 


gas resources that President Obama placed off limits for drilling after taking office. The 


plan includes the Atlantic Coast, Pacific Coast, and portions of the Eastern Gulf of 


Mexico. It requires the Secretary of the Interior to conduct oil and natural gas lease sales 


in the Gulf of Mexico, offshore Alaska and Virginia that have been delayed or cancelled. 


The plan establishes fair and equitable revenue sharing for coastal states.  


 ANWR. The plan would open less than 3 percent of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 


(ANWR) in Alaska to responsible energy development by directing the Interior Secretary 


to establish lease sales in the North Slope. The North Slope of ANWR was specifically 


set aside in 1980 by President Jimmy Carter and Congress for oil and natural gas 


development. ANWR contains approximately 10.4 billion barrels of oil and at peak 


production could supply the U.S. with up to 1.45 million barrels of oil per day.  


 Oil Shale. The plan would create new American jobs by setting clear rules for the 


development of U.S. oil shale resources and promoting shale technology research and 


development. It directs the Secretary of the Interior to issue additional Research, 


Development & Demonstration (RD&D) and commercial leases and makes permanent 


the Resource Management Plan amendments and commercial oil shale regulations 


published guidelines by the Department in November 2008.  








Exchange Establishment Awards 
As of 10 November 2011 
 
 


Awards by State 


State State Planning 
Grants and 


Territory 
Cooperative 
Agreements 


 Early IT 
Innovator  


Level I 
Establishment  


 


Level II 
Establishment  


 


State Total 


Alaska (R)      


Alabama (R)  $      1,000,000     $      8,592,139*    $         9,592,139  


American Samoa (D)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


Arizona (R)  $      1,000,000     $    29,877,427*    $       30,877,427  


Arkansas (D)  $          999,670         $             999,670  


California (D)  $      1,000,000     $    39,421,383+    $       40,421,383  


Colorado (D)  $          999,987        $             999,987  


Connecticut (D)  $          996,850     $      6,687,933+    $         7,684,783  


Delaware (D)  $      1,000,000     $      3,400,096*   $         4,400,096  


District of Columbia  $      1,000,000     $      8,200,716+    $         9,200,716  


Florida (R)  $      1,000,000        $         1,000,000  


Georgia (R)  $      1,000,000        $         1,000,000  


Guam (R)  $          917,205        $             917,205  


Hawaii (D)  $      1,000,000     $    14,440,144*   $        15,440,144  


Idaho (R)  $      1,000,000     $    20,376,556*   $        21,376,556  


Illinois (D)  $      1,000,000     $      5,128,454+    $         6,128,454  


Indiana (R)  $      1,000,000     $      6,895,126#     $         7,895,126  


Iowa (R)  $      1,000,000     $      7,753,662*    $         8,753,662  


Kansas (R)  $      1,000,000   $      31,537,465       $       32,537,465  


Kentucky (D)  $      1,000,000     $      7,670,803+    $         8,670,803  


Louisiana (R)  $          998,416        $             998,416  


Maine (R)  $      1,000,000     $      5,877,676*   $         6,877,676  


Maryland (D)  $          999,227   $        6,227,454   $    27,186,749+    $       34,413,430  


Massachusetts (D)  $      1,000,000   $      35,591,333      $       36,591,333  


Michigan (R)  $          999,772     $      9,849,305*   $       10,849,077  


Minnesota (D)  $      1,000,000     $      4,168,071+    $         5,168,071  


Mississippi (R)  $      1,000,000     $    20,143,618+    $       21,143,618  


Missouri (D)  $      1,000,000     $    20,865,716+    $       21,865,716  


Montana (D)  $      1,000,000        $         1,000,000  


Nebraska (R)  $      1,000,000     $      5,481,838*   $         6,481,838  


Nevada (R)  $      1,000,000     $      4,045,076+    $         5,045,076  


New Hampshire (D)  $      1,000,000        $         1,000,000  


New Jersey (R)  $      1,000,000        $         1,000,000  


New Mexico (R)  $      1,000,000     $    34,279,483*   $       35,279,483  







Exchange Establishment Awards 
As of 10 November 2011 
 


State State Planning 
Grants and 


Territory 
Cooperative 
Agreements 


 Early IT 
Innovator  


Level I 
Establishment  


 


Level II 
Establishment  


 


State Total 


New York (D)  $      1,000,000   $      27,431,432   $    10,774,898+    $       39,206,330  


North Carolina (D)  $      1,000,000     $    12,396,019+    $       13,396,019  


North Dakota (R)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


Ohio (R)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


Oklahoma (R)  $      1,000,000   $      54,608,456       $       55,608,456  


Oregon (D)  $      1,000,000   $      48,096,308   $      8,969,600+    $       58,065,908  


Pennsylvania (R)  $      1,000,000        $         1,000,000  


Puerto Rico  (R)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


Rhode Island (D)  $      1,000,000     $      5,240,668#  $           58,515,871  $       64,756,539  


South Carolina (R)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


South Dakota (R)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


Tennessee (R)  $      1,000,000     $      1,560,220*    $         2,560,220  


Texas (R)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


US Virgin Islands (D)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


Utah (R)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


Vermont (D)  $      1,000,000     $    18,090,369*    $      19,090,369 


Virginia (R)  $      1,000,000         $         1,000,000  


Washington (D)  $          996,285     $    22,942,671#     $       23,938,956  


West Virginia (D)  $          999,873     $      9,667,694+   $       10,667,567  


Wisconsin (R)  $      1,000,000   $      38,058,074       $       39,058,074  


Wyoming (R)  $          800,000       $             800,000  


TOTAL  $    53,707,285   $    241,550,522   $    379,984,110  $           58,515,871  $     733,757,788  


 


Level I Award Dates 


# March 30, 2011 


+ June 30, 2011 


* September 30, 2011 


 


-This document is a collection of data from various sources and is not meant for further distribution nor is it 
intended to label a state’s position on healthcare exchanges. Edits may be sent to LRussell@rgppc.org- 





















 
 


 


TO: RGPPC ACTION OFFICERS 


CC:  MARIE SANDERSON 


FROM: LINDSAY RUSSELL 


RE:  STATE OF THE STATE SUMMARY 


DATE:  JANUARY 23, 2012 


 


 


 


Please see the following for a state by state summary of the State of the State speeches.  


 


First, please keep in mind that not all Governors have given their speeches yet so the rest of the states will be added as 


their speeches are given and the transcripts are released. 


 


Second, a more thorough report on state budgets, including an issue specific matrix will be released once we are able to 


cull through actual individual Governor’s budgets. 


 


Third, as your governor’s budget becomes available please email them to Lindsay Russell at lrussell@rgppc.org.  


 


Governors and states represented in this report are:  


 


 


Governor Sean Parnell, Alaska 


Governor Jan Brewer, Arizona 


Governor Rick Scott, Florida 
Governor Nathan Deal, Georgia 
Governor C. L. “Butch” Otter, Idaho 
Governor Mitch Daniels, Indiana 
Governor Terry Branstad, Iowa 
Governor Sam Brownback, Kansas 


Governor Paul LePage, Maine 


Governor Rick Snyder, Michigan 
Governor Dave Heineman, Nebraska 
Governor Chris Christie, New Jersey 
Governor Susana Martinez, New Mexico 
Governor Dennis Daugaard, South Dakota 


Governor Bill Haslam, Tennessee 


Governor Gary Herbert, Utah 
Governor Bob McDonnell, Virginia 


Governor Scott Walker, Wisconsin 
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Alaska, Governor Sean Parnell 


 


Accomplishments: 


 Alaska had nation’s lowest foreclosure rates 


 Unemployment rate remains nearly one and one half points 


 Median income is one of the highest in the country 


 Surplus of $13 billion 


 Support Alaska’s entrepreneurs and small business owners who represent the true pioneer spirit of our state 3 


million for assessment rare earths 


 Reduced processing times for business filings, so new ventures can launch faster.  


 Strengthened financing programs, so small businesses can better access capital.  


 Stepped up tourism marketing, so new customers walk into Alaskan shops and businesses.  


 Promoted new avenues for trade 


 


Priorities/ Initiatives:   


 


Budget/Tax 


 Balanced budget that holds the line on government spending, so we can add nearly $4 billion to our savings 


accounts for future years. This budget reduces total expenditures by $856 million without shortchanging 


important investments. It includes more than $1 billion for infrastructure projects, ranging from roads and airports 


to the Alaska Marine Highway and harbors. It forces agencies to save where they can – eliminating 288 vacant 


positions  


 Meaningful tax reform and lowering taxes 


 Enact oil tax reform and spark investment and growth 


Energy 


 Encouraging more private-sector investment in oil production 


 Increasing oil production to one million barrels a day over the next decade 


 Streamlining the State’s permitting processes, and by making Alaska’s resources more accessible through our 


Roads to Resources initiative. 


 Grow Alaska’s economy by accessing our abundant natural gas 


 Gas line must be built to bring these reserves to market. 


 Companies need to agree to resolve the Point Thomson litigation 


 Work on a large-diameter liquefied natural gas line through Alaska to tidewater. 


 Investment in Alaska’s other natural resources. 


 Mining and timber industry 


Education 


 The Alaska Performance Scholarship,  


(For information of Alaska’s Performance Scholarship please see the RGPPC Best Practices document at 


rgppc.com) 


 Funding for five of the highest-priority rural school projects 


Public Safety 


 16 new law enforcement officers 


 $12 million to eradicate this epidemic. The Choose Respect initiative focuses on prevention and enforcement, and 


it provides services for victims and survivors 


 Increases funding for emergency food supplies and finances cold-climate rescue helicopter in the Interior
1
 


                                                           
1 Parnell, Sean (January, 2012) State of the State, Juneau, Alaska.  
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Arizona, Governor Jan Brewer 


 


Accomplishments: 


 Passage of Proposition 100 – the temporary one-cent sales tax approved overwhelmingly by the voters for three 


years 


 We’re creating jobs -- 46,000 of them in the last year alone 


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


Budget/Tax 


 This Proposition 100 tax will end after three years in 2013 


 Bill by Statehood Day that allows me to buy back the Capitol Complex 


Energy 


 Implement 4 Forest Restoration Initiative 


 To fortify that symbol – to make all of our capitol truly ours once again -- I’m asking that you send me a  


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure: 


 Secure funding for the future interstate highway linking Phoenix and Las Vegas – the “I-11.” 


 Build upon last year’s signature economic initiative –  the Arizona Competitiveness Package 


 Creation of a community-college scholarship program to help adults re-train and transition into careers that fulfill 


local needs  


Education 


 Implement performance-based funding for Arizona’s institutions of higher education, while reviewing and 


reforming Community College State Aid 


 Produce a searchable database so that every parent can research the license and any disciplinary actions taken 


against their children’s teachers, and reform the teacher decertification process  


 Lead a campaign this year to encourage involvement by parents in their children’s education 


State Government 


 Create a Government Transformation Office, housed within the Department of Administration, which will be 


responsible for identifying process improvements and best practices to minimize redundancies and improve 


customer service 


 Involvement of law enforcement in all Priority 1 investigations that contain allegations of criminal conduct  


 Improvement of Child Protection services CPS caseworker training, both pre-service and continuing, including 


the training of CPS workers in law enforcement techniques  


 Overhaul of the abuse hotline to improve screening, decrease wait times and expedite high-priority calls.  


 Introduction of Quality Management initiatives throughout CPS to streamline processes and improve outcomes 


for children  


 Enhance transparency and accountability  


Renewed Federalism 


 Called upon the federal government to stop its needless delay of the 4 Forest Restoration Initiative, a 


breakthrough, collaborative plan to restore 2.4 million acres across the Kaibab, Coconino, Apache-Sitgreaves and 


Tonto national forests. 
2
  


                                                           
2
 Brewer, Jan (January, 2012) State of the State, Phoenix, Arizona.  
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Florida, Governor Rick Scott 


 


Accomplishments: 


 Education, pension and Medicaid reforms coupled with government reorganization and deregulation have all 


helped to produce jobs, save taxpayer money, improve the education of our children and bring down the cost of 


living for all Floridian 


 In 2011, Floridians, not government, created almost 135,000 new private sector jobs. We netted more than 


120,000 total jobs in the first 11 months of 2011; the third most of any state in the nation. In Florida, those new 


jobs produced the second largest drop in unemployment in the country 


 A budget we balanced without raising taxes or fees despite a revenue shortfall of nearly 4 billion dollars 


 We increased school choices for Florida's parents 


 We also refocused an outdated tenure system into a system that can reward its best performers for excelling in 


educating our students 


 Last year with your help we re-engineered the pension plan for Florida state workers so that the individuals who 


will share in its rewards also share in its funding 


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


Jobs/Economic Development/infrastructure 


 Ensuring that Floridians are able to gain employment 


Education 


 Securing the right of every Floridian to a quality education 


Budget/Tax 


 Keeping the cost of living low 


 We need to lower burdensome taxes on small businesses and continue our mission of slashing red tape in Florida 


 My recommended budget includes $1 billion in new state funding for education 


 This year we must also reform auto insurance to crack down on the fraud and abuse that has run rampant and is 


estimated to cost Floridians 900 million dollars
3
 


  


                                                           
3 Scott, Rick (January, 2012) State of the State, Tallahassee, Florida.  
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Georgia, Governor Nathan Deal 


 


Accomplishments: 


 Trips AAA rating-saved Georgia taxpayers 11 million 


 Allotted $20 million of the Race to the Top money for the creation of the Innovation Fund  


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


Budget and Tax 


 Implement  zero-based budgeting in 10% of all programs 


 Legislation that preserves  HOPE  


(For more information on Georgia’s HOPE program please see RGPPC Best Practices document at rgppc.org) 


 Sales and tax exemptions from construction materials used in projects of regional significance 


 Restructure Georgia’s Job Tax Credits and Quality Jobs Tax Credit programs 
4
 


Education 


 Appropriate $20 million for the need-based one percent student loan program 


 Appropriate an addition $146.6 million to fully fund enrollment growth in K-12 schools 


 Addition $111.3 Million to fund growth for college and university systems 


 Additional $3.7 million in additional finds for school nurses 


 Additional $55.8 million to fund salary increases teachers based on training and experience 


 Increase in Pre-K school year for 84,000 students by 10 days as well as restoring Pre-K teacher’s salaries 


 Additional 1.6 million for a reading mentor program 


 Recommending $8.7 million in supplemental grants in both the Amended budget and next year’s budget for state 


charted special school 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 ‘Go Build Georgia’ public private partnership 


 A  medical college among the top 50 nationally 


 Invest $5 million into a second Georgia-based cancer Center  


 Funding of new residency slots in hospitals 


 $46.7 million in bonds to continue deepening the harbor 


 $45.7 million for water supply project 


Corrections 


 $1.4 million to fund additional parole officers 


 $35.2 million for additional prison beds 


 Convert three pre-release Centers to Residential Substance Abuse Treatment Center at a cost of $5.7 million. 


 $10 million for the creation of new Accountability Courts.   


Energy 


 Elimination of the sales tax on energy used in manufacturing 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


                                                           
4 Deal, Nathan (January 2012) State of the State, Atlanta, Georgia. 
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Idaho, Governor C. L. “Butch” Otter 


 


Accomplishments: 


 Students Come first  


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


Veterans 


 Hire one Vet 


 Jobs/Education 


 Project 60- grow the economy by 60 million 


 IGEM -Idaho Global Entrepreneurial Mission 


Education 


 General Fund increase for public schools  


 Fully fund the cost of enrollment growth at universities, colleges and community colleges 


 Fully fund the cost of moving into and operating new facilities on those schools’ campuses 


 $60 million in Public Education Stabilization fund, the Budget Stabilization Fund, and the new Higher Education 


Stabilization Fund.  


Budget/Tax 


 $45 million for Tax relief 


 $41 million from the General Fund to reward the most deserving employees including public school teachers
5
 


 


                                                           
5 Otter, C.L ‘Butch’ (January, 2012) State of the State, Boise, Idaho. 
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Indiana, Governor Mitch Daniels 


 


Accomplishments: 


 The First AAA credit rating in history 


 Lowest property taxes un the nation 


 Indiana incomes grew at the eighth fastest rate in country 


 Economic Development Corporation captured a record 219 new jobs transactions in 2011 


 Indiana wiped out the last of a 550-case backlog of old and therefore less strict, environmental permits 


 


Priorities/initiatives: 


 


Education 


 A spending increase plus the additional funds requested for a full day of kindergarten, k-12 spending is now 56 


percent of the entire budget, the highest percent of any state in the nation. 


 Schools will have to justify an increase in credit hours when colleges offer high quality programs in less time and 


cost 


Jobs/Economic Development/infrastructure 


 Economic Development Corporation captured a record 219 new jobs transactions in 2011; Indiana has raised the 


bar to 250 for 2012 


 Invest $1.2 billion in road and bridge construction 


 The entire Heartland corridor contract with be finished by 2013 


 Leave the decision to raise local dollars for mass transit to the people of central Indiana
6
 


Public Safety 


 Create a law to protect workers and patrons from second hand smoke 


 Strengthen laws against practice of human trafficking 


State Government/Right to work  


 No worker should be forced to pay union dues as a condition of keeping a job, is simple, and just.  But the 


benefits in new jobs would be large: a third or more of growing or relocating businesses will not consider a state 


that does not provide workers this protection 


 Almost half our fellow states have right to work laws.  As a group, they are adding jobs faster, growing worker 


income faster, and enjoying lower unemployment rates than those of us without a law.  In those ratings of 


business attractiveness I mentioned, the only states ahead of us are right to work states 


 What every economic development expert has testified to, we have learned from firsthand experience:  over seven 


years and well over a thousand job competitions, we have found that, when Indiana gets a chance to compete, we 


win two out of three times.  But too often we never get a chance, because a right to work law is a 


requirement.  Especially in this poor national economy, a state needs every edge it can get 


 Everyone knows that, among the minority favoring the status quo, passion on this issue is strong, and I respect 


that.  I did not come lightly, or quickly, to the stance I take now.  If this proposal limited in any way the right to 


organize, I would not support it.  But we just cannot go on missing out on the middle class jobs our state needs, 


just because of this one issue 


 For the sake of those without jobs, and those young people just beginning the ascent of life’s ladder, I ask you to 


remove this obstacle and make Indiana the 23rd state to protect the right to work  


                                                           
6 Daniels, Mitch (January 2012) State of the State, Indianapolis, Indiana.  
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Iowa, Governor Terry Branstad 


 


Accomplishments: 


 We created the Iowa Partnership for Economic Progress which will lead our state’s efforts to encourage Iowa 


entrepreneurs and small businesses 


 I signed an executive order that requires a jobs impact statement for any proposed administrative rule 


 We convinced South Korean company CJ to invest $324 million in the Fort Dodge area and bring 180 great jobs 


to Iowa 


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 Proposing a four point plan of action–a focused initiative designed to help create the jobs we need today and the 


careers we need tomorrow 


1. I will submit to the General Assembly a revised plan to reduce commercial and industrial property taxes 


by 40% over the next eight years 


2. Give our new Iowa Economic Development Authority the tools it needs to lead our job creation efforts by 


proposing a new $25 million annual investment in our existing High Quality Jobs Program 


3. Encourage those small businesses that supply key components to our strong manufacturing sector to grow 


their facilities and create new jobs in Iowa by offering legislation that removes the barriers that 


discourage suppliers from bringing their businesses close to their best Iowa customers 


4. Proposing legislation that will encourage the formation of Employee Stock Option Plans to encourage the 


sale of these local businesses to the very employees who have made that company a profitable success 


Education 


 10 steps we need to take together to turn Iowa’s good schools into world-class schools 


1. A “B” college grade-point average for admission to Iowa’s teacher-preparation programs is not asking too 


much 


2. All prospective teachers seeking a state license should demonstrate content and teaching mastery to assure 


they are ready for the crucial work of teaching our children 


3. The School Administration Manager program should be changed to provide more time for principals to be 


instructional leaders 


4. Develop new standards for music and other fine arts, character education, physical education, 


entrepreneurship education, applied arts, and foreign languages 


5. A new kindergarten assessment will measure whether children start kindergarten ready to learn and leave 


prepared to flourish in first grade 


6. End-of-course tests for core subjects will demonstrate that high school students are ready to graduate 


7. All juniors should take a college entrance exam, with the state covering the cost. In addition, they should 


have the option of taking a work skills readiness test 


8. Let’s assure that children can read by the end of third grade 


9. Iowa should establish an Innovation Acceleration Fund. Schools and partners will identify education 


problems and innovative solutions. Competitive grants will fund the best ideas, which may be scaled up 


statewide 


10. Online learning that complements learning in traditional classrooms should be promoted
7
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Kansas, Governor Sam Brownback 


 


Accomplishments: 


 Added more than 11.000 net private sector jobs 


 Faced a 500 million deficit and did not raise taxes 


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


Budget/Tax 


 Pro-Growth Tax Policy-  


1. Lower individual income tax rates for all 


2. Brings highest tax rates down from 6.45% to 4.9%  


3. Eliminate individual state income tax on most small business income 


State Government 


 KPERS (Kansas public employees retirement system) Commission produced solid recommendations which will 


ensure that state movement meets its obligation to state retirees  


Health Care 


 Address Medicaid issues 


 Kansans with developmental disabilities will have an integrated care coordinator 


Education 


 School Finance 


1. 45 million to the poorest school districts 


2. Give School districts more flexibility to spend the money they way they want
8
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Maine, Governor Paul LePage 


 


Accomplishments: 


 We cut the top rate for individuals; we are supporting working low income Maine people by ensuring 70,000 


Maine families will no longer pay state income tax, until they earn higher incomes 


 Two thirds of Maine's hardworking taxpayers will receive tax relief next year. 


 We eliminated over $1.7 billion dollars of pension debt on the books, 45 percent of the existing pension shortfall, 


while protecting retirees' future pensions through sensible reforms. 


 Maine became the 41st state in the union to adopt charter school legislation. 


 In addition to passing charter school legislation, my last budget increased general purpose aid to K-12 education 


by $63 million. 


 As promised throughout my campaign, a five-year cap was placed on welfare benefits. 


 Workers' compensation insurance premiums are down 7 percent. Unemployment is also down, and lower than the 


national average. 


 Maine's Department of Transportation under the superb leadership of Commissioner David Bernhardt saved more 


than $100 million dollars, without sacrificing our infrastructure improvements. 


 


Priorities/ Initiatives: 


 


State Government   


 We must restructure our welfare programs and reduce total spending. We also must begin to reestablish core 


priorities for our welfare program. If we don't, the system will fail everyone. 


 My plan stabilizes the safety net for Maine's most vulnerable and preserves benefits for over 285,000 Mainers. 


Energy/Environment 


 We must address the issue of the high price of electricity and energy costs in total, if we want economic 


prosperity 


 Let's remove the 100 MW restriction on renewable hydropower. 


 I call on the Legislature to support our plan to create the Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry 


Education 


 Introduce a series of reforms related to Maine's teacher effectiveness policies. Maine must have the best teachers 


educating our children. 


 I want to increase access to, and improve upon, Maine's Career and Technical Education System 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 I will return to the Legislature with further proposals to reduce Maine's tax burden. 


 My administration is developing a Certified Business Friendly Community Program. This is a way for the state 


and communities to partner to reduce red tape and promote job creation.
9
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Michigan, Governor Rick Snyder 


 


Accomplishments: 


 Passed 323 public acts in 2011. More important than the quantity was the quality 


 Addressed $1.5 billion budget deficit. No more accounting gimmicks 


 Made $255 million first deposit to rainy day fund. First since 2004 


 Made tax system simple, fair and efficient 


 Eliminated the job-killing Michigan Business Tax 


 Created $5 million Economic Vitality Incentive program for communities 


 Will recommend additional funds in next year's budget 


 Education reforms: 


1. Launched the Office of Great Start to focus on youngest kids 


2. Reformed teacher tenure to give teaches better support system 


3. Lifted cap on charter schools 


4. Began discussion of public health challenges in Michigan, like obesity 


5. Signed laws supporting and protecting our children 


6. Extension of foster care services for young adults who otherwise would have "aged out" of the system 


7. Anti-bullying law 


8. Strengthening communities through Financial Accountability Act 


9. Regulatory reinvention: rescinded nearly 400 obsolete, confusing and burdensome regulations 


 


Priorities/ Initiatives:   


 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 New International Trade Crossing. Not a bridge issue; it's a jobs issue 


 Project will be done without any Michigan taxpayer dollars 


 Transportation and infrastructure: Ask Legislature to hold hearings on bills that will give Michigan a 


transportation system for the 21st century 


 We are under investing in our roads by $1.4 billion. No one in Michigan is satisfied with our roads. Let's solve 


this problem now 


 Need to address regional transit in Southeastern Michigan. Bus rapid transit system
10
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Nebraska, Governor Dave Heineman 


 


Accomplishments: 


 270 businesses have committed to invest more than $5.9 billion into the economy and to create more that 19,500 


jobs 


 Passed the largest tax relief package that repealed estate tax, eliminated the marriage penalty in income tax, 


repealed the sales tax on construction labor and lowered income taxes  


 Invested in the University of Nebraska’s Innovation Campus 


 Talent and Innovation Imitative 


 Tax receipts grew by $349 million 


 


Priorities/ Initiatives: 


 


Budget/Tax 


 Lower tax rates and expand the brackets 


 Elimination of the inheritance tax 


 Reduces corporate income tax 


 Reduce income tax
11
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New Jersey, Governor Chris Christie 


 


Accomplishments: 


 Balanced budget 


 Unemployment rate is no longer going up 


 Job growth has been restored 


 Restrained the growth of property tax 


 Added over 60,000 new private sector jobs 


 


Priorities/ Initiatives: 


 


Budget/Tax 


 Reduce income tax rates in every bracket by 10% across the board 


 Fully restore the earned income tax credit for the working poor 


Education 


 First, reform tenure – by measuring teacher effectiveness, both with professional observation, and objective, 


quantifiable measures of student achievement – and then by giving tenure to those with strong evaluations, and 


taking it away from those whose ratings are unacceptably weak.  We cannot ask parents to accept failure in 


teachers when their children’s lives hang in the balance; Second, if layoffs are necessary remove the least 


effective teachers instead of just the most junior ones.  It is time to end the system of “last in, first out,” which 


protects some of the worst and penalizes some of the best; 


 Third, pay teachers more when they are assigned to a failing school or to teach a difficult subject.  Compensation 


should be designed to attract and retain effective teachers where we need them most;  


 Fourth, end forced placements.  Teachers should not be assigned to schools without the mutual consent of the 


teacher and the principal.  If an acceptable placement can’t be found in 12 months, the school district should have 


the right to place the teacher on permanent unpaid leave; 


 Fifth, we should reform our process for authorizing charter schools to attract the best operators to New Jersey, to 


streamline the process for the best performers, to focus on our failing school districts and to encourage 


innovation.  We must give parents and children in failing schools an alternative; and 


 Last, and perhaps most importantly, establish tax credits to provide scholarships for low income students in the 


worst-performing schools in the state to enable them to attend a better school, either out of the district or a private 


school.  Opportunity should not be offered to only those in an excellent school district or with parents who have 


the money to release their children from the prison that is a failing school.  Let’s pass the opportunity scholarship 


act now. 


Corrections 


 Improve bail reform package bill 


 Invest time and money into drug treatment  


 Mandatory treatment for non-violent with drug abuse problems
12
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New Mexico, Governor Susana Martinez 


 


Accomplishments: 


 We eliminated the chefs from the Governor’s residence and cut salaries there by 55%. 


 In the Governor’s office, we slashed our budget and reverted over half a million dollars back into the state’s 


savings account 


 Cabinet secretary salaries were cut by 10% and we dramatically reduced the number of political appointees 


 We are no longer running a budget deficit; in fact, our historic deficit has now become a projected $250 million 


surplus 


 Early last year, I came before you to ask that we eliminate the gross receipts tax on locomotive fuels to level the 


playing field with Texas 


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


Budget/Tax 


 My budget focuses on these high priorities while increasing state spending by only 3.6%, a rate that tracks with 


the population and inflation growth in New Mexico 


Health Care 


 That’s why my budget invests $45 million more in Medicaid, providing health care for the poor and the disabled 


 My budget includes $8 million to keep those nursing homes open 


Education 


 And exactly half of the new spending – $97 million – is targeted toward improving our local schools. 


 By this summer, every school will receive an official letter grade – A, B, C, D, or F 


 My plan this year calls for a $17 million investment in reading reforms 


 Support a teacher evaluation system that will identify these great heroes in our schools and reward them 


accordingly 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 I am proposing that we exempt roughly half of New Mexico’s small businesses – those earning less than $50,000 


per year – from the gross receipts tax 


 I’m also proposing a tax credit for high-tech research and development to attract more high-paying jobs to the 


state 


Veterans 


 I’m proposing a $1,000 tax credit for employers who hire veterans returning home from deployment 


 I am proposing that we allow retiring veterans to exempt 25 percent of their pension income from state taxes 


Immigration 


 Pass a bill that does not give driver’s licenses to illegal immigrants but does allow foreign nationals here legally, 


on a work or student visa, to get a driver’s license 


Corrections 


 Crack down on repeat drunk drivers
13
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South Dakota, Governor Dennis Daugaard 


 


Accomplishments: 


 I convened a 27-member task force, led by our first lady, to recommend ways to address this problem. The task 


force identified four key improvement opportunities 


1. We need to ensure access to early and regular prenatal care, which is vital to a healthy pregnancy 


2. Too many South Dakota mothers smoke during pregnancy, which puts the health of an infant at risk.  


3. Safe sleep practices, like having a baby sleep on its back in a crib without loose blankets, make a 


difference.  


4. We need to address these disparities within Native American populations 


 I formed the Medicaid Solutions Workgroup during the last legislative session to see what we could do to control 


the growth of Medicaid spending. 


1. The group focused instead on key cost-drivers in Medicaid - care for people with chronic conditions, high 


cost services like neonatal care for premature babies, prescription drugs, institutional services, and 


emergency room use. 


 We've also addressed the severe mountain pine beetle epidemic in the Black Hills through the Black Hills Forest 


Initiative. The response to this program has been huge - in fact, over double what we anticipated 


 This summer, I also announced a "Better Government" initiative - an ongoing focus on making state government 


more open, more efficient, and more accessible. 


 We have opened the Governor's Mansion and Valhalla to regular public tours for the first time in our state's 


history. 


 We have released more information from the Department of Corrections, and  I am proud to announce today that 


more than 20 permits and licenses can be obtained fully online for the first time 


 We have added more than 5000 jobs in the last two years 


 Our unemployment rate has fallen to 4.3 percent 


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


Budget/Tax 


 My budget spends 99 percent of projected revenue, but leaves money on the bottom line in case we need it 


Health Care 


 Use available funds to expand the existing Bright Start Home Visiting program. My budget proposes to expand 


Bright Start to four new communities 


 The state will be redoubling efforts to educate new parents on safe sleep practices, and we will use existing funds 


for tobacco control to educate the public about the dangers of tobacco use during pregnancy. 


 Medicaid Workgroup recommendations: 


1. The Department of Social Services budget includes a reduction of about $340,000 in general funds as a 


result of increasing co-payments for prescription drugs 


2. Implementing an annual cap on dental services for adults 


Energy/Environment 


 State staff, private contractors, and inmate crews are working to address the infestation in Custer State Park and 


other state lands 


1. All 142,000 trees are scheduled to be cut by March 30 


State Government 


 We will be bringing 22 bills, totaling 168 pages in length, to repeal unnecessary regulations and statutes 


1. Through these bills, as well as through the rules process, we will propose eliminating nearly 1,100 rules 


and 200,000 words from the Administrative Rules of South Dakota. And we are recommending the repeal 


of over 400 sections of codified law. 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 South Dakota Workforce Initiatives (South Dakota WINS) is a twenty-point plan, in four categories, to get more 


South Dakotans trained and ready to work in a rapidly growing and changing South Dakota economy 


1. Preparing our children 
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 Emphasizes math and science education by rewarding math and science teachers for teaching in 


this high-demand field 


 Expand the scrubs camp concept into engineering camps and technical camps and math camps. 


2. Training for skilled jobs 


 I want to see technical training in South Dakota expanded - We need a new welding program at 


Mitchell Tech. We also need to develop hybrid courses to deliver instruction both online and in 


the lab for welders and machinists. Likewise, we need to expand the welding program in our 


corrections facility at Springfield 


 I'm also proposing next year that more than 2,000 of our high school students take the National 


Career Readiness Certificate test 


 I am also reallocating almost a million dollars a year in Community Development Block Grants 


toward workforce training in these areas 


3. Promoting Rural Health Occupations 


 We need to train more doctors at our medical school, and we need to put programs in place to 


keep those doctors in South Dakota, and to encourage them to choose primary care practice in 


rural areas of our state 


 I support expanding the Medical School by four additional students per year, beginning this year. 


 I also support exposing more medical students to rural practice, as part of their third year in 


Medical School 


 I am proposing that we expand the physician’s assistant program at USD to double the number of 


available spots for in-state students. 


4. New South Dakotans 


 The Dakota Roots program brings former South Dakotans back home by matching them with job 


opportunities in this state.  


 The "New South Dakotans" initiative will partner state government with South Dakota businesses 


and with Manpower, the world's largest workforce recruiter. Together we will work to identify 


and place 1,000 professional and skilled workers from outside of our state into jobs here in South 


Dakota 


Education 


 The key to obtaining high achievement in the classroom is not more spending. It is effective teachers 


 South Dakota is adopting the Common Core standards. In the budget address, I announced an aggressive training 


program for our teachers to learn these new techniques 


 New school accountability system 


 A better teacher evaluation system 


 Beginning in the 2013-14 school year, the state will pay every middle school and high school math or science 


teacher a bonus of $3500. This does not go into the base salary, but a teacher who stays in these fields will qualify 


for the $3500 bonus every year 


 So I am proposing two bonus programs: a $5000 bonus for the top 20 percent of teachers, and a $3500 bonus for 


math and science teachers. And a teacher can qualify for both bonuses. That means that a math or science teacher, 


who is in the top 20 percent of teachers in his or her district, would receive a bonus of $8,500 


 I am proposing that South Dakota end the availability of tenure, effective July 1 of this year, for anyone who 


doesn't have it by that date
14
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Tennessee, Governor Bill Haslam 


 


Accomplishments: 


 The unemployment rate is the lowest it has been since 2008 


 We made some significant reforms to make our legal system more predictable, which will encourage employers to 


invest in new employees.  


 We reformed tenure laws to prioritize results for our children, and we expanded charter school opportunities for 


students and parents.  


 We also made the lottery scholarships available to students for summer school to encourage them to finish school 


faster and to help universities use their campuses year round.  
 In 2011, there were more than 28,000 new Tennessee jobs created and over $4 billion dollars in capital 


investment. Our Jobs4TN plan is working. 


 We worked with Amazon to expand the company’s presence in Tennessee to include, in addition to Hamilton and 


Bradley, Wilson and Rutherford counties too, creating thousands of jobs. 


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


State Government 


 That is why I’ve introduced the TEAM Act, which stands for Tennessee Excellence, Accountability and 


Management Act. 


 I am proposing a 2.5 percent pay raise in this year’s budget. However, I also think we need to do a true salary 


survey, comparing our state salaries to those in the private market and to federal and local government salaries. 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 We are asking for continued support of the FastTrack grant program in the amount of $70 million – some of 


which would be available this year – to provide incentives for Tennessee to compete in a very fast-paced global 


economy.  


 We are also continuing our commitment to the West Tennessee Megasite by including $25 million in this year’s 


budget. 


 This budget will finally provide the state’s funding for the long-overdue science building at MTSU, the science 


laboratory facilities at the University of Tennessee- Knoxville, a new patient diagnostic center at the University of 


Tennessee Health Science Center in Memphis, as well as the planning money for new buildings at Nashville State 


Community College and Northeast State Community College, the University of Memphis, and the University of 


Tennessee - Chattanooga. 


Budget/Tax 


 I am proposing to raise the exemption level on the estate tax in Tennessee. This year’s budget would raise the 


exemption from $1 million to $1.25 million, with a goal of reaching the federal exemption level of $5 million 


while I am governor. 


 This budget proposes to do just that: taking the state portion of the sales tax on groceries from 5.5 percent to 5 


percent over the next three years. 


 We are also putting $50 million into the Rainy Day Fund this year, which brings it up to $356 million 


 We’re also recommending consolidating and streamlining several agencies to limit overlapping of functions. 


Education 


 Higher education’s operating budgets will have increased funding. In addition, we are increasing the amount of 


money available in need-based scholarships. 


 Receive a waiver from the federal government’s No Child Left Behind law. 


Corrections 


 Placing more non-violent drug addicts into drug court treatment programs. 


 Mandatory incarceration time for repeat domestic violence offenders.
15
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Utah, Governor Gary R. Herbert 


 


Accomplishments: 


 We currently have the second-fastest rate of job creation in the nation. 


 In 2011, we added more than 36,000 jobs to our economy.  


 Our unemployment rate has dropped from 7.5% to 6.0% today - a full 2.5% lower than the national average.  


 Gross domestic product, personal income and business income continue to steadily rise. Utah still leads the nation 


in export growth. In 2011, we saw a 41% increase in exports, breaking records we set in 2009 and 2010. 


 We have expanded early intervention programs for our at-risk students, programs empirically proven to help reach 


our critical goal of reading proficiency by the end of the third grade. 


 10-Year Strategic Energy Plan that I put in place last year, we are creating the framework to secure our energy 


independence. 


 I ordered a review of all of Utah's business rules and regulations. It resulted in 368 proposed rule changes to 


improve Utah's already laudable regulatory environment - and we will work with you, the Legislature, to modify 


or repeal those rules that no longer serve a compelling public interest. 


 


Priorities/Initiatives: 


 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 My goal is to accelerate private sector job creation of 100,000 jobs in 1,000 days 


Budget/Tax 


 Utah is in a position to reduce our unemployment insurance tax rates. I call upon you, the Legislature, to support 


Senate Bill 129, sponsored by Senator Curt Bramble and Representative Jeremy Peterson, to provide this timely 


tax cut to all of Utah's 85,000 employers, and allow them to create more jobs and hire more people. 


 My budget proposal eliminates our remaining structural imbalance and calls for no additional borrowing. 


 I am firmly resolved to work with our Congressional delegation and my fellow Governors to tell the Washington 


bureaucrats to get out of the way of Utah's economic recovery, and stop the senseless flow of onerous and 


misguided regulation from our nation's capitol. 


Education 


 We will soon introduce additional online college courses, providing another avenue for high school students to 


earn college credit before graduation.  


 We are also expanding utahfutures.org, which provides students with online career counseling to ensure the 


education they receive today will get them a job tomorrow. 


 My budget calls for maintaining base funding and for $111 million in NEW money for our public schools, 


including a modest, but well-deserved, pay increase for our teachers.  


 I have set a goal that 66% of Utah adults will have a degree or professional certification by the year 2020. 


Energy/Environment 


 I am building partnerships with Utah industries and households to set achievable and vital air quality goals.
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Virginia, Governor Bob McDonnell 


Accomplishments:  


 Transportation funding 


1. $4 billion in new funding was provided in a six-year plan to support highway and rail systems 


2. $2billion in new contracts 


3. Public-private partnership including the midtown/downtown Tunnel in Hampton Road, the Coalfields 


expressway, Route 58 between Hillsville and Stuart and the I-95 HOV/HOT Lanes project in Northern 


Virginia 


 Created a path to 100.000 more degrees in the next years in job creating disciplines 


 $100 million in new economic development incentives to promote job creation  


 Oversea visitors spend a record $321 million 


 Trade mission resulted in $25 million worth of Virginia soybeans to China 


 Eliminated $6billion in budget shortfalls by not raising  but by reforming government and reducing spending 


 3 percent performance for state employee contingent on their saving a specific amount of taxpayers’ dollars by the 


end of the year. This saved the taxpayers over $90 million, after bonus payments.  


 The Medicaid program was improved substantially  in quality cost effectiveness and program integrity 


 


Priorities/initiatives: 


 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 $38 million into targeted programs that spur job creation 


 New investor tax credit to provide working capital to small businesses 


 Increase transportation’s year-end undesignated surplus to 75 percent, and dedicate the first 1 percent in revenue 


growth over 5 percent to transportation.  


Education 


 Increase in funding for K-12 education by $438 million  


 New funding for Communities in School program 


 Funding for 10
th
 graders to take the PSAT  


 Provide flexibility to local school districts  


 Remove the continuing contract status from teachers and principals and provide an annual contract 


 Requiring a portion of state and local share of SOQ student funding to follow the child to an approved Charter 


schools 


 Tax credit for companies that contribute to an educational scholarship fund 


 Invest over $200 million in new funding to colleges and universities   


 New funding model for higher education funding 


1. Institutions will be rewarded for increasing the number of degrees especially in STEM-H fields, 


improving graduation rates, and expanding practical research 


2. Require colleges to be more accountable and efficient, by reprioritizing 5 percent of their current general 


fund dollars by 2014 to meet key policy goals enacted last year, including year round use of facilities and 


greater use of technology to leverage more programs and courses.  


State Government 


 $2.21 billion in total funding to the systems for state employees and teachers, including $876 million in general 


fund dollars. 


 3 percent one-time bonus for state employees 


 50 million into a newly created Federal Action Contingency trust Fund 


 Eliminate accelerated sales policy for 96 percent of merchants. 


 Maintain “599” funding for local law enforcement 


Energy/Environment 


 $5million for additional land conservation to continue bipartisan effort to conserve more open space and protect 


environment 


 $85 million to improving water quality.  
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 Make Virginia “The Energy Capital of the East Coast” 


 $500,000 to research and development to accelerate and assist private development of the Virginia Wind Energy 


area.  


Health Care 


 $30 million into mental health
17
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Wisconsin, Governor Scott Walker 


 


Accomplishments:  


 During the past year, we added thousands of new jobs.  


 We balanced the state budget. We balanced it — without raising taxes; without massive layoffs; and without 


budget tricks 


 All of which allowed us to put more than $1.2 billion of new state money into Medicaid programs like Badgercare 


and FamilyCare. 


 We passed some of the most aggressive pro-jobs legislation in the country 


 We added some $1.2 billion to Medicaid and our reforms allow us to expand Familycare — our long-term care 


program for seniors — all across the state. 


 We balanced the $3.6 billion budget deficit with long-term, structural reforms. 


 We enacted a budget in 2011 that lowered the overall tax burden in Wisconsin. 


 Our reforms led to the first decrease in the school property tax levy in six years. The total school tax levy actually 


went down by more than $47 million. 


 


Priorities/initiatives: 


 


Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure 


 Our Wisconsin Working jobs plan – In it, we double the number of job fairs, add staff to connect people to 


employment, make it easier for job seekers to get needed skills and we prepare to do more to promote 


manufacturing. 


Energy/Environment 


 Pass legislation that will streamline the process for safe and environmentally sound mining.  


Veterans 


 In addition, we are specifically targeting our veterans for full employment. 


Education 


 As part of our Read to Lead plan, we propose swift action to get our students back on top when it comes to 


reading. 


o We will fund screeners to assess every child entering kindergarten, so that our teachers know the reading 


levels of each of their students and can put together plans to get kids reading at grade level. 


o We will require the state's Young Star program which works with child care providers to include a new 


focus on reading skills and new training on early childhood education. 


o We will implement a more rigorous licensure exam for elementary education programs patterned after the 


highly successful program in Massachusetts. 


o We will create a Read to Lead development council to raise support for reading programs all across 


Wisconsin. 
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MEMORANDUM 


 


To:    Chief of Staffs 


 From:   Marie Sanderson 


CC:    Phil Cox 


RE:                  RGPPC Subcommittee Update   


Date:                February 3, 2012 


 


This memo serves as an update for our 2012 RGPPC actions and goals.  The agenda 


items included are a draft and should be finalized soon.   


 


Daniels Best Practices’ “E-Harmony” Program  


 


We are working to establish a Best Practices “E-Harmony Program” for states to match-


up and share best practices.  


  


We have heard from 16 states and have placed follow-up calls to non-responders.  The 


first session on performance management will be held with eight states on February 17 at 


RGA in Washington.   


  


 Interaction with House and Senate Leadership and Committees of Jurisdiction     


 


A goal of RGPPC is to streamline governors’ efforts with the House and Senate for both 


oversight and policy making.  We are meeting with House/Senate leadership as well as 


committee leadership to enhance staff communication.  Healthcare, Energy/Environment, 


and Education/Workforce authorizers have been our prime targets for January.  Staff will 


stay in touch and will recommend calls with the Principals as needed. 


  


Interaction with think tanks and opinion leaders 


 


A goal of RGPPC is to increase our expertise by involving smart, conservative thinkers 


across the country.  We are spending time in January enlarging our rolodex of think tanks 


on issues who interact with us both on policy making and communication efforts.   
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Subcommittee Goals 


 


RGPPC was divided into six subcommittees in 2012 to broaden our ability to share best 


practices with states and increase our policy making efforts in the national arena.  


Subcommittees have met on average two times and the draft goals include:   


  


 


1)      Budget/Finance/Regulatory Subcommittee:  Walker/Haley 
A summary of the State of States addresses has been completed for the governors that 


have given their speeches as of 1.30.12.  This summary will be coupled with a state by 


state budget report to create an issue specific matrix that will make it easy for Governors 


and their staff to see where their budget initiatives and priorities compare with other 


states.  


 


This committee also is interested in commenting on the president’s budget after it is 


released which is scheduled for February 14
th


.  This committee, in conjunction with the 


federalism committee, will also be undertaking a project to research unfunded mandates. 


  


 


2)      Energy/Environmental Subcommittee: Mead/Corbett/Parnell      
Initial conversation began in Jackson Hole, WY, on Dec. 12-13 with Governors Barbour 


and Mead. This committee will execute the governors’ alternative energy plan through 


the spring through the Energy and Environment Subcommittee.  Ideal release date for 


plan will be in spring.  The subcommittee is meeting via conference call with hopes to 


convene in-person in March. The subcommittee will have a list of goals/parameters for 


their continued work to announce at the 2/27 governors –only meeting.  


  


 


3)      Health care Subcommittee:  Jindal/Herbert/Sandoval 
Per the governors’ meeting in Orlando, we are currently scheduling a DC meeting in 


March to bring together health care experts to develop the scope of a potential 


Republican Governor’s replacement strategy report in the event that PPACA is ruled 


unconstitutional. An in-person meeting is unlikely before 2/27, but the subcommittee will 


work to have a set of goals and principles to announce to the governors during their 2/27 


governors- only meeting.   


 


 


4)     Jobs/Economic Development/Infrastructure Subcommittee:    


Branstad/Snyder/Scott 
The draft goal of this committee is to produce a widely circulated white paper about our 


vision of Competitiveness and how it is a central component of economic development.  


Initial, draft, key themes include international trade, infrastructure, business climate (tax 


reform/regulation reform), skilled labor/ workforce development, and cluster 


development.  
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5)  Education/Workforce Development Subcommittee: Deal/Haslam 
This committee’s goal is to develop best practices and policies which will be included the 


national debate on education and to coordinate our efforts with Chiefs for Change.  We 


will also engage in ESEA reform.  This committee will create an education report similar 


to our efforts on healthcare and energy.  The goal would be to release this report before 


August. 


  


 


6) Federalism Subcommittee: Brownback/Fallin 
This committee hopes to see the Federalism Subcommittee make progress regarding 


issuing position statements and working on more cerebral products defining the role of 


government.  There is a void in the discussion on federalism at the NGA and that this 


provides a real opportunity for the RGPPC to discuss the role of government. 


  
Work with governors and academics to produce a widely circulated white paper and press 


component about our vision of Federalism and the proper balance of power in our 


Republic 






NATIONAL GOVERNORS ASSOCIATION 2012 WINTER MEETING

February 24-27, 2012

(DRAFT 1/12/12)



		Friday, February 24



		



		2:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.

		NGA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING





		5:30 p.m.-7:00 p.m.



		NGA Corporate Fellows Welcome Reception





		6:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.



		Governors’ Chiefs of Staff Welcome Reception







		Saturday, February 25



		



		10:00 a.m.-10:45 a.m.





		OPENING NEWS CONFERENCE

Governor Dave Heineman, Nebraska, Chair

Governor Jack Markell, Delaware, Vice Chair





		11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.







		OPENING SESSION

Governor Dave Heineman, Nebraska, Chair

Governor Jack Markell, Delaware, Vice Chair



Growing State Economies



Public-Private Partnership Awards



		12:45 p.m.-2:45 p.m.





		GOVERNORS-ONLY LUNCH AND BUSINESS SESSION





		12:45 p.m.-2:45 p.m.



		Governors’ Chiefs of Staff Lunch and Business Session





		12:45 p.m.-2:45 p.m.



		NGA Corporate Fellows Lunch and Business Session





		12:45 p.m.-2:45 p.m.



		Washington Representatives/State-Federal Contacts Lunch





		3:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.





		ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND COMMERCE COMMITTEE

Governor Sam Brownback, Kansas, Chair

Governor Jay Nixon, Missouri, Vice Chair



Creating an Entrepreneurial Culture for Economic Growth in the States





		4:30 p.m.-6:00 p.m.



		RECEPTION FOR ALL MEETING ATTENDEES





		Time TBD



		NGA LATE NIGHT



Note: Open to meeting attendees/Closed to media













		Sunday, February 26



		



		7:00 a.m.-9:15 a.m.

		Regional Governors Groups Ancillary Meetings





		8:30 a.m.-9:30 a.m.



		Former Governors Breakfast and Business Session





		8:30 a.m.-9:30 a.m.



		Governors’ Chiefs of Staff Breakfast and Business Session





		9:30 a.m.-11:00 a.m.



		HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES COMMITTEE

Governor Terry Branstad, Iowa, Chair

Governor Pat Quinn, Illinois, Vice Chair



Innovation in Reducing Health Care Costs While Improving Services





		9:30 a.m.-11:00 a.m.



		EDUCATION, EARLY CHILDHOOD AND WORKFORCE COMMITTEE

Governor Mike Beebe, Arkansas, Chair

Governor Bill Haslam, Tennessee, Vice Chair



Feeding America’s Children: Governors’ Efforts to Eliminate Childhood Hunger





		
11:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.





		GOVERNORS-ONLY LUNCH AND BUSINESS SESSION WITH STAFF



Note: One staff per governor may attend





		12:00 p.m.-1:30 p.m.



		Joint Luncheon for Governors’ Staff, NGA Corporate Fellows and NGA Staff





		2:30 p.m.-4:00 p.m.



		NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Governor Dannel Malloy, Connecticut, Chair

Governor Dennis Daugaard, South Dakota, Vice Chair



The World’s Energy Future





		2:30 p.m.-4:00 p.m.



		SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON HOMELAND SECURITY AND PUBLIC SAFETY

Governor Martin O’Malley, Maryland, Co-Chair

Governor Matthew Mead, Wyoming, Co-Chair



The Changing Role of the National Guard





		6:30 p.m. - TENTATIVE 

The White House

		EVENING WITH THE PRESIDENT AND MRS. OBAMA

By Invitation Only 



Black-tie

Guests are responsible for their own transportation.















		

Monday, February 27



		



		8:00 a.m.-9:00 a.m.

		Ancillary Meetings

Democratic Governors Association Governors Only Breakfast

Republican Governors Association Governors Only Breakfast





		9:10 a.m.-10:10 a.m.



		CLOSING SESSION



Discussion of NGA Policies



Note: Open to meeting attendees and media



		10:15 a.m.



		GOVERNORS DEPART FOR THE WHITE HOUSE





		10:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.

The White House 

		GOVERNORS-ONLY MEETING WITH THE PRESIDENT





		10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.



		Governors’ Chiefs of Staff Business Session



		10:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.



		NGA Corporate Fellows and NGA Center Staff Session





		12:30 p.m.-1:00 p.m.



		CLOSING NEWS CONFERENCE

Governor Dave Heineman, Nebraska, Chair

Governor Jack Markell, Delaware, Vice Chair





		2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.

TENTATIVE

		Council of Governors












 


State  Health Exchange Legislation Status  Status Description 


Alabama Alternate Process 


Although a health exchange bill failed to 
pass in the State Legislature, Governor 
Robert Bentley issued an executive order 
on June 2, 2011 establishing the Alabama 
Health Benefits Exchange Study 
Commission. 


Alaska Alternate Process 


Although a health exchange bill failed to 
pass in the Republican-controlled Alaska 
House, State Insurance Commissioner Linda 
Hall has been charged with setting up the 
State’s health exchange and will contract 
with Boston’s Public Consulting Group to 
build it. 


Arizona Dead 


A health exchange bill failed to pass in the 
State Legislature, but Arizona did receive a 
$30 million Level One exchange 
establishment grant in December 2011. 


Florida No Bill 


Governor Rick Scott has refused to 
implement the Affordable Care Act (ACA) 
pending the outcome of a Supreme Court 
Decision, and has even sent back its 
exchange planning grant to the 
Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS). 


Georgia Alternate Process 


Although the State Legislature passed a 
health exchange bill in March 2011, tea 
party protests pushed Governor Nathan 
Deal to table the legislation. In its place, he 
issued an executive order in June setting up 
a state commission to study a possible 
health exchange. The commission 
recommended in December that the State 
set up a small business exchange but not 
an individual exchange. However, Governor 
deal has recently decided to wait for the 
Supreme Court decision.  


Idaho No Bill 


Governor Butch Otter issued an executive 
order in April 2011 barring the State from 
implementing the ACA; however, a steering 
committee is working on a draft exchange 
bill to introduce to the Legislature in 
January 2012. 







 


Indiana Alternate Process 


Although the State Legislature failed to 
pass a health exchange bill, Governor Mitch 
Daniels issued an executive order directing 
the State to plan for, but not necessarily 
commit to, establishing an exchange. 


Iowa Alternate Process 


Although the State Legislature failed to 
pass a health exchange bill, it received a 
$7.8 million Level One exchange 
establishment grant in December 2011. 


Kansas Dead 


Governor Sam Brownback ordered the 
State not to establish an exchange until the 
Supreme Court makes a decision on the 
ACA, and even sent back the Early 
Innovator Grant to HHS. 


Louisiana No Bill 
Governor Bobby Jindal stated in March 
2011 that Louisiana will not run a health 
exchange. 


Maine On Hold 


The State Legislature failed to pass both a 
Republican-backed exchange bill and a 
Democrat-backed exchange bill in the last 
legislative session. However, stakeholders 
expect exchange legislation to be 
reintroduced when the State Legislature 
reconvenes. In addition, the State is 
planning to apply for Level One and Level 
Two exchange establishment grants. 


Michigan Live Bill 


Governor Rick Snyder is pushing the 
Legislature to establish a nonprofit health 
exchange for individuals and small-
businesses because he doesn’t want the 
federal government to have any part in 
running the exchange for the State. A 
health exchange bill to establish the 
MiHealth Marketplace was introduced in 
the State Senate in September 2011, but 
has stalled in the State House, whose 
leadership is not in a rush to get a bill 
passed. 


Mississippi Alternate Process 


Mississippi plans to convert the State’s 
high-risk pool into a health exchange and 
wants to have the web portal that enables 
consumers to shop for health plans 
operational by March 30, 2012. 







 


Nebraska 
Has applied for, and received a level I 
grant  


Although Governor Dave Heineman has 
stated that the State will not move forward 
on health exchange legislation until after 
the Supreme Court makes a decision on the 
constitutionality of the ACA, the State is 
still studying the feasibility of a state-run 
exchange and will apply for an exchange 
establishment grant. 


Nevada Signed 


Governor Brian Sandoval signed a health 
exchange bill into law in June 2011, but the 
exchange board is studying whether 
additional legislation is needed to establish 
an exchange. 


New Jersey Live Bill 


A health exchange bill was approved by the 
State Assembly in June 2011, but it has 
stalled in the State Senate. The State 
Legislature will likely resume action on the 
bill in early 2012. 


New Mexico Dead 


Governor Susana Martinez is exploring an 
alternative process. The Governor suspects 
New Mexico will have a free market 
exchange up and running by 2013.  


North 
Dakota 


Signed 


Governor Jack Dalrymple signed into law a 
bill authorizing a state health exchange in 
May 2011, but a second bill that detailed 
how the State would set up the exchange 
failed to pass in the State Legislature. 


Ohio Alternate Process 


Ohio intends to set up a health exchange, 
but it is proceeding slowly. It has already 
received a $1 million exchange planning 
grant and plans to apply for a Level One 
exchange establishment grant. 


Oklahoma Dead 
The State Legislature failed to pass health 
exchange legislation and even sent back its 
$54 million Early Innovator grant to HHS. 


Pennsylvania On Hold 


Although the State Legislature failed to 
pass health exchange legislation in the last 
session, it is likely to take up exchange 
authorizing legislation again in early 2012. 
Meanwhile, Pennsylvania will also apply for 
a Level One exchange establishment grant 
by the end of March. 


South 
Carolina 


Dead 


The State Legislature failed to pass a health 
exchange bill in the last session and 
Governor Nikki Haley has decided against 
applying for further exchange funds after a 
study commission recommended against a 







 


state-based exchange. 


South 
Dakota 


No Bill 


Although no health exchange legislation 
was introduced in the State Legislature, the 
State will continue to pursue federal 
funding by applying for a Level One 
exchange establishment grant. 


Tennessee No Bill 
The State is still weighing whether it will set 
up a health exchange. 


Texas On Hold 


Governor Rick Perry has stated that he 
does not intend to set up an exchange and 
the State Legislature is unlikely to take up 
exchange legislation before the Supreme 
Court rules on the ACA. 


Utah No Bill 


Utah already has an operational health 
exchange and it is unlikely that it will 
require additional legislative authority in 
order to become ACA-compliant. 


Virginia Signed 


Although Governor Bob McDonnell signed 
a bill that authorized a health exchange, 
the State will likely need further legislation 
in 2012 to establish an exchange. 


Wisconsin Alternate Process 
Wisconsin has decided to wait until 
Supreme Court ruling and has sent back 
Early Innovator grant money.  


Wyoming No Bill 


Although the State has not committed to 
setting up a health exchange, the Wyoming 
Health Benefits Exchange Steering 
Committee has recommended that the 
legislature pursue a bill to authorize further 
study and design, but not implementation 


 


This document is a collection of updates from a number of sources, including various governors’ 


offices.  It is not meant to label a state’s position on exchanges.  This document should not be 


distributed further.  














Conference line:

1-800-653-7913

Access code:

4341764



Chief of Staff Phone call

Friday, Feb. 2, 3:00 PM EDT



AGENDA



1. Roll Call (Marie Sanderson- RGPPC)



1. Welcome from the RGA Chairman (Martin Kent- VA)



1. NGA meeting coordination and White House meeting (suggested  themes: Jobs and the Economy, healthcare, Energy, and unfunded mandates/federalism. Talking points will be forwarded to your state). See schedule attached (“2012 NGA WM Program Draft for Staff”)



1. Healthcare lawsuit Amicus Brief- Deadline Feb. 6 



1. Welcome from RGPPC Chairman (Earl Goode- IN)



2. Governor Daniels Best Practices E Harmony Effort; see attached survey to complete included in Gov. Daniels’ 11/15/2011 memo to governors (“2011 11 15 Daniels Memos to Govs”).  We are seeking responses from 13 more states. The first matching making session on Performance Management, taught by IN, is Feb 17th at RGA in DC



1. Overview of efforts and attachments (Marie- RGPPC)



3. State of State Summary- a draft summary is prepared, attached (“2012-02-01 State of States Summary2”).  This memo will continued to  be enhanced and updated as budgets are released and reviewed. 



3. State healthcare exchange update- see two documents attached summarizing award grants is attached (“2012 0101 Healthcare Exchange Award Summary and 2012-02-03 Exchangestatus_MW”). Neither are intended to label a state’s position on healthcare exchanges.  



3. Energy Brief- brief attached (“2012 COS EE Brief”). This brief is a summary of reports RGPPC is providing to energy staff.  



3. Surveys— see surveys attached and links below to online versions (“2012 PPACA Survey, 2012 Energy and Env Regs Survey, 2012 Policy Contacts Survey”) 

3. PPACA and healthcare; working with US Senate Finance and House Energy and Commerce to push back on a White House report indicating that some R states, which are moving forward with some form of a healthcare exchange, are endorsing Obamacare. Survey is meant for data collection.    https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/RGPPC_PPACA

3. Energy and Environment Regs;  working with the Speaker’s Office on the most burdensome regs and House Natural Resources on DoI and ESA. Survey is meant for data collection.   https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/EE_Regs_Survey

3.  Staff contacts;  RGPPC is enhancing our distribution of information. We are seeking the appropriate policy advisor for the various issue sets in each office.  Survey requests contact information for staff or agency head.  https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/DR8ZQ7F



3. RGPPC Subcommittee Goals; summary document attached (“COS Committee Update 2”)



3. RGPPC Events (TBD- beginning in May- Nov)



1. Other Business



4. Natural gas MOU (Denise Northrop- OK ) see press materials and MOU attached (“NGV 01112 Bloomberg Bus Week, NGV 100311 GM Bi-Fuel Pickup, and NGV-MOU Amended 1-27-11”)



1. Logistics, Meeting quarterly?  
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Conference line:
 

 
AGENDA

(see below and attachment:  2012 2 3 COS PHONE CALL AGENDA)
 

1.        Roll Call (Marie Sanderson- RGPPC)
 

2.        Welcome from the RGA Chairman (Martin Kent- VA)
 

a.       NGA meeting coordination and White House meeting (suggested  themes: Jobs and
the Economy, healthcare, Energy, and unfunded mandates/federalism. Talking
points will be forwarded to your state). See schedule attached (“2012 NGA WM
Program Draft for Staff”)

 
b.      Healthcare lawsuit Amicus Brief- Deadline Feb. 6

 
3.        Welcome from RGPPC Chairman (Earl Goode- IN)

 
a.       Governor Daniels Best Practices E Harmony Effort; see attached survey to complete

included in Gov. Daniels’ 11/15/2011 memo to governors (“2011 11 15 Daniels
Memos to Govs”).  We are seeking responses from 13 more states. The first

matching making session on Performance Management, taught by IN, is Feb 17th at
RGA in DC
 

4.        Overview of efforts and attachments (Marie- RGPPC)
 

a.       State of State Summary- a draft summary is prepared, attached (“2012-02-01 State
of States Summary2”).  This memo will continued to  be enhanced and updated as
budgets are released and reviewed.

 
b.      State healthcare exchange update- see two documents attached summarizing award

grants is attached (“2012 0101 Healthcare Exchange Award Summary and 2012-02-
03 Exchangestatus_MW”). Neither are intended to label a state’s position on
healthcare exchanges. 

 
c.        Energy Brief- brief attached (“2012 COS EE Brief”). This brief is a summary of reports

RGPPC is providing to energy staff. 
 

d.       Surveys— see surveys attached and links below to online versions (“2012 PPACA
Survey, 2012 Energy and Env Regs Survey, 2012 Policy Contacts Survey”)

1.        PPACA and healthcare; working with US Senate Finance and House Energy
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and Commerce to push back on a White House report indicating that some R
states, which are moving forward with some form of a healthcare exchange,
are endorsing Obamacare. Survey is meant for data collection.   
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/RGPPC_PPACA

2.        Energy and Environment Regs;  working with the Speaker’s Office on the
most burdensome regs and House Natural Resources on DoI and ESA. Survey
is meant for data collection.  
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/EE_Regs_Survey

3.         Staff contacts;  RGPPC is enhancing our distribution of information. We are
seeking the appropriate policy advisor for the various issue sets in each
office.  Survey requests contact information for staff or agency head.
 https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/DR8ZQ7F
 

e.       RGPPC Subcommittee Goals; summary document attached (“COS Committee Update
2”)

 
f.         RGPPC Events (TBD- beginning in May- Nov)

 
5.        Other Business

 
a.       Natural gas MOU (Denise Northrop- OK ) see press materials and MOU attached

(“NGV 01112 Bloomberg Bus Week, NGV 100311 GM Bi-Fuel Pickup, and NGV-MOU
Amended 1-27-11”)
 

6.        Logistics, Meet via conference call quarterly? 
 

 
Thank you. We look forward to continuing our work with you and your teams.
 
Best,
Marie
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
Repulican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
MSanderson /
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: RGPPC Conference call: Monday, 10:30 AM EST
Date: Monday, June 06, 2011 9:22:00 AM

Subject: RGPPC Conference call: Monday, 10:30 AM EST

We will host our RGPPC conference call/meeting on Monday at 10:30 AM EST.  Staff in DC may meet in
the NJ office space, Hall of States room 201.  Those of us on the phone should dial into:

Please continue to work with your offices regarding the healthcare task force letter. We'll talk about this
effort on our call. 

Agenda:

1. Roll Call: Marie (MS)

2.  RGPPC Update: Marie (MS) and Brandy/Travis/Chip (TX)

-   Healthcare task force letter
-   Senior Staff Retreat
-   Best practices
-  FL EPA call= Seth/ Brian arranging date

3. House Update: Will (Speaker Boehner)

4. Senate Update: Brandi White or Lanier Swann (Leader McConnell)

5. NGA Update: Lauren Kintner (NE)

6. Other business?

and ICYMI:

6/4/11  Nansen Malin: Liberal Washington State Tries to Kiss Medicaid Goodbye - WSJ.com

Liberal Washington State Tries to Kiss Medicaid Goodbye  
The governor and the legislature unanimously back a block-grant model similar to welfare reform.
By NANSEN MALIN

Medicaid has plunged Washington state into fiscal crisis. This fact was recognized by legislators from
both sides of the aisle during a contentious special session that concluded last week. The result was
Senate Bill 5596, a Medicaid block-grant bill.
The block-grant concept was remarkably nonpartisan: The bill, requiring the state to apply to the
federal Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) for a waiver that would replace its current
Medicaid program with a block grant, passed with unanimous support. On Tuesday, Gov. Christine
Gregoire, previously an opponent of block grants, signed the bill. Now the waiver request will go to HHS
Secretary Kathleen Sebelius.
A block grant would free state and local officials from being de facto appendages of the faraway federal
government. Just the latest in the long line of unnecessary federal strings are the costly "maintenance
of effort" requirements imposed by the federal stimulus bill and ObamaCare. This requirement will add
an estimated 176,000 people to our state's Medicaid rolls by 2013 and prohibit the state from modifying
eligibility rules without risking a loss of all Medicaid funding.
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In contrast, SB 5596's authors explain that the block grant would "allow the state to operate as a
laboratory of innovation for bending the cost curve, preserving the safety net, and improving the
management of care for low-income populations." Rhode Island has had success under a similar waiver
granted in 2009, saving $100 million within the first 18 months. With a block grant, state legislators will
have the ability to alter eligibility and benefits to best serve the unique needs of their constituents
without having to opt out of Medicaid entirely.

Receiving federal dollars in a lump sum instead of matching funds would also make it easier to find
cost-savings in Medicaid. Currently, 1.2 million residents of Washington state are on Medicaid. This
costs the state $3.1 billion annually, with the federal government contributing another $3.1 billion. If
the state legislature wants to reduce Medicaid spending, it has to find $2 in cuts to realize $1 in savings,
creating a perverse incentive to keep spending beyond what the state can afford.
In addition to setting eligibility restrictions, the federal government handicaps states in their ability to set
benefits. The only real option available to state legislators to control costs is to further decrease
reimbursement payments to already underpaid physicians and hospitals. Block grants give states the
freedom to decide—with minimum federal interference—whom to cover, what services to provide, what
to pay service-providers, and whether to experiment with other innovative reforms.
In 1996, a Republican Congress and President Bill Clinton transformed the Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (i.e., welfare) program into block grants to the states. With finite funding, states
were given an incentive to reform programs and reduce costs. Critics argued that the federal
government was shifting costs to the states, which would engage in a harmful race to the bottom.
Instead, the new program, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), has been a remarkable
success. Welfare rolls decreased by two-thirds, and by 2006 total real federal and state spending on
TANF had decreased by 31% from 1995 levels. Washington state saw its case load decrease 37%, to
61,200 in March 2003 from 96,000 in September 1996, saving taxpayers $290 million in annual
expenditures. Given the right incentives, and freedom to propose changes, states saved taxpayers
money while better serving the poor.
Lawmakers in Washington state unanimously acknowledged the advantages and successes of block-
granting when they passed SB 5596. Secretary Sebelius should grant the waiver. It's time for
Washington, D.C. to let Washington state run its own Medicaid program.

Ms. Malin is Washington state director for Americans for Prosperity.

Inserted from <http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303657404576363812467438234.html>

Marie Thomas Sanderson
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: RGPPC Health Care Information, March 12th
Date: Monday, March 19, 2012 10:11:00 AM
Attachments: 2012 Amicus Brief State Mandates and Burdens Resulting from Federal Health Reform.docx

1 7 11 Governors Letter.pdf
RGPPC_Revised Reform Principles_3-12-2012_LR.docx

Importance: High

See below.
 

From: Lindsay Russell [mailto:  
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 10:12 AM
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: RGPPC Health Care Information, March 12th 
Importance: High
 
You and Katie were on this email.
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:  | 
 
 

From: Lindsay Russell 
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 6:29 PM
To: Marie Sanderson; Lindsay Russell
Subject: RGPPC Health Care Information, March 12th 
Importance: High
 
All:
 
Per our call this evening, the following email contains all the information in one place for your
convenience:
 
As the end of March quickly approaches, so does the second anniversary of Obamacare.  Thank you
for joining our conference call today to discuss our potential united efforts.  RGPPC is working with
the American Action Forum to provide talking points and communications assistance with op-
eds/other materials. Note: RGAs communications’ team will be contacting your press teams
separately.  

Key Dates and Info Needed below--- What we’ll request from you is in red. Given the quick
turnaround on much of this material, we will make ourselves available over the weekend should
anyone wish to discuss.
 
KEY DATES

March 19-23 (23rd actual anniversary) Obamacare Anniversary and Release of RGPPC Healthcare
report principles

13277

mailto:/O=FIRST ORGANIZATION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=006233
mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov

State Mandates and Burdens Resulting from Federal Health Reform 



		Section

		Summary



		Section 1401 (PPACA)

		Imposes a 40% excise tax on Cadillac health insurance plans. Valued in excess of $10,200 for individuals and $27,500 for families. 



		Section 1411 (PPACA)

		Increases the Medicare Hospital Insurance portion of the payroll tax. 



		Section 1411 (PPACA)

		Imposes a new payroll tax on investments 



		Section 1513 (PPACA)

		Amends Internal Revenue Code of 1986 by adding “Section 4980H” The section imposes tax penalties on certain firms that fail to offer adequate health care coverage to their employees. 



		

		The government will enforce the employer mandate by requiring businesses to submit additional information to the IRS. When tax returns are filed, it will be required to include the names of each full-time employee and pertinent information about health insurance plans offered. 



		Section 1321 (PPACA)

		Abolishes the States’ traditional authority to regulate health insurance. Scope of the statutory provisions invite constitutional scrutiny because they commandeer state officials as agents of federal health policy and regulation. Under Constitution, Congress  can hold no such authority over states. [Example Jay Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898 (1997)]



		

		PPACA affords broad discretionary authority to unelected, federal officials. These officials are set to micromanage health insurance coverage, more so than any state legislature has ever granted to state insurance regulators



		Section 2001(a) of PPACA 

		Requires states to increase Medicaid eligibility to cover all American’s below 138% of the FPL beginning January 1, 2014.  [estimated upper bound for Virginia =  425,000 new enrollees. $2.2 Billion in costs between (2.2 billion SFY 2010-2022). 



		Section 2001 (b) of PPACA

		PPACA requires the states to immediately enforce Maintenance of Effort requirements. 



		Section 1202 (Reconciliation Act)

		Raise primary care payments to the same level that PCP’s were paid at the Medicare payment rate level for 2013 and 2014 (feds to pay through 2015) 



		Section 1321 (PPACA)

		Secretary of HHS given broad authority to issue rules and set standards governing the creation and operation of an exchange. 



		Section 1302 (PPACA)

		Grants HHS the ability to set and periodically revise an “essential health benefits package” of minimum insurance coverage requirements. NOTE: HHS provided the first round of “guidance” in a ‘bulletin’ issued to states in December 2011. This periodic “revision” could cause significant flux in a traditionally heavy mandated benefit state like Virginia. 



		General 



		State Employee Involvement 

		Approximately 25 staff members between the Department of Medical Assistance Services, Department of Health, Department of Social Services, and Bureau of Insurance are frequently engaged in conversation and planning regarding various provisions of PPACA and the Reconciliation act. 
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January 7, 2011 


 


President Barack Obama 


The White House  


Washington, DC 20500 


 


 


 


The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius 


Secretary of Health and  


Human Services 


Washington, D.C. 20201 


 


The Honorable John Boehner 


Speaker of the United States House of 


Representatives 


Washington, D.C. 20515 


 


The Honorable Harry M. Reid 


United States Senate 


Washington, D.C. 20510 


 


The Honorable Nancy Pelosi 


United States House of Representatives 


Washington, D.C. 20515 


 


 


The Honorable Mitch McConnell 


United States Senate 


Washington, D.C. 20510


Dear President Obama, Speaker Boehner, Senator Reid, Senator McConnell, 


Representative Pelosi and Secretary Sebelius:  


As Governors preparing Executive Budget Recommendations for the upcoming fiscal 


year(s), we are writing to you regarding the excessive constraints placed on us by 


healthcare-related federal mandates. One of our biggest concerns continues to be the 


Maintenance of Effort (MOE) provisions of the American Recovery and Reinvestment 


Act (ARRA) and the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), which 


prevent states from managing their Medicaid programs for their unique Medicaid 


populations.  We ask for your immediate action to remove these MOE requirements so 


that states are once again granted the flexibility to control their program costs and make 


necessary budget decisions.  


Every Governor, Republican and Democrat, will face unprecedented budget challenges in 


the coming months.  Efforts by the United States Department of Health and Human 


Services (HHS) to regulate state operations impose greater uncertainty on our budgets for 


oncoming years and create a perfect storm when coupled with the current state of the 


economy.  The National Governors Association (NGA) and National Association of State 


Budget Officers (NASBO) just last month released the annual Fiscal Survey of the States:  


 “Since the recession began, states have had significant revenue declines and in 


order to balance their budgets, have made significant cuts and in some cases 


enacted tax and fee increases. … Finally, the potential impact of health care 


reform in 2014 is a real unknown at this time.” 
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 “Finally, one of the clearest signs of state fiscal stress are mid-year budget cuts as 


they highlight the difference between budgeted levels of spending and forecasted 


revenue collections. For fiscal 2010, thirty-nine states made $18.3 billion in mid-


year budget cuts. Thus far for fiscal 2011, 14 states have made $4 billion in cuts. 


In 2009, 43 states cut $31.3 billion and in 2008, 13 states made $3.6 billion in 


mid-year cuts.” 


 


Health and education are the primary cost drivers for most state budgets.  Medicaid 


enrollment is up.  Revenues are down.   States are unable to afford the current Medicaid 


program, yet our hands are tied by the MOE requirements included in ARRA and 


PPACA.  The effect of the federal requirements is unconscionable; the federal 


requirements force Governors to cut other critical state programs, such as education, in 


order to fund a „one-size-fits-all‟ approach to Medicaid. Again, we ask you to lift the 


MOE requirements so that states may make difficult budget decisions in ways that reflect 


the needs of their residents. 


Attached is a fact sheet highlighting pending scenarios from many of our states as we cut 


services to meet the MOE requirements.   


In these difficult fiscal times, we understand that the federal government cannot  provide 


new sources of taxpayer dollars to assist the states.  Therefore, our only option is to 


request flexibility and relief from MOE provisions so that we may responsibly manage 


our state budgets on behalf of our citizens. 


 


Sincerely,


    


Governor Bob Riley    Governor-elect Robert J. Bentley 


Alabama      Alabama 


 


    


Governor Sean Parnell    Governor Janice K. Brewer 


Alaska      Arizona 
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Governor Rick Scott    Governor Sonny Perdue 


Florida      Georgia 


    


Governor-elect Nathan Deal   Governor C.L. “Butch” Otter  


Georgia      Idaho  


 


   


Governor Mitch Daniels    Governor-elect Terry E. Branstad 


Indiana      Iowa  


 


   


Governor-elect Sam Brownback   Governor Bobby Jindal 


Kansas      Louisiana 


 


    


Governor Paul R. LePage    Governor Rick Snyder  


Maine      Michigan  


   


Governor Haley Barbour    Governor David Heineman 


Mississippi     Nebraska 


    


Governor Brian Sandoval    Governor Chris Christie 


Nevada      New Jersey 
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Governor Susana Martinez    Governor Jack Dalrymple 


New Mexico     North Dakota 


    


Governor-elect John R. Kasich   Governor-elect Mary Fallin 


Ohio      Oklahoma 


    


Governor-elect Tom Corbett   Governor Mark Sanford 


Pennsylvania     South Carolina 


 


    


Governor-elect Nikki Haley   Governor-elect Dennis Daugaard 


South Carolina     South Dakota 


   


Governor M. Michael Rounds   Governor-elect Bill Haslam 


South Dakota     Tennessee 


 


   


Governor Rick Perry    Governor Gary R. Herbert 


Texas      Utah 
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Governor Robert F. McDonnell   Governor Scott Walker 


Virginia      Wisconsin 


 


 


Governor Matthew H. Mead 


Wyoming 
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Fast Facts: 


Alabama: 


In Alabama the cost of expanding Medicaid to 133 percent of the Federal Poverty 


Level will cost state and federal taxpayers close to $1 billion per year to cover the 


new mandate beginning in 2014. Additionally the addition of nearly a half a 


million people to the Medicaid program will create substantial administrative 


cost.  


Alaska: 


MOE provisions limit Alaska's flexibility in managing the costs of its Medicaid 


program and may, when faced with the prospect of making reductions to 


anticipated Medicaid spending, ultimately force Alaska to place all of the burden 


on its providers.  While Alaska is not currently experiencing the same short-term 


revenue shortfalls that many other states are struggling with, Alaska is faced with 


substantial growth in Medicaid caseloads and utilization.   For FY2012 it is 


projected that Alaska will need an additional $68 million in state general funds to 


cope with program growth and another $123 million in state general funds to 


offset the loss of enhanced federal Medicaid funding under ARRA.  In the absence 


of Congressional action to extend the ARRA funding, Alaska forecasts an over 40 


percent increase in Medicaid state general fund expenditures.  The State of Alaska 


has not yet developed an estimate for the total cost of the PPACA over the long 


term. However, a June 2010 preliminary analysis of the Medicaid impacts reflects 


that cumulative state general fund spending will increase by $40.3 million, 


through 2020.  Since spending in the early years is offset by increased federal 


match rates, spending in later years paints an even more concerning picture for 


Alaska's future. 


Arizona: 


The PPACA MOE requirements cost Arizona over $800 million in the next fiscal 


year.  Overall, it is anticipated that Arizona will have to spend $11.6 billion in 


state General Fund monies from FY 2011 through FY 2020 to serve expansion 


populations, woodwork created by new mandates and to maintain previously 


optional groups that are now mandated through the MOE.  Furthermore, because 


Arizona already expanded to 100% of the Federal Poverty Level, it receives a 


lower matching rate for those populations than other states that did not expand 


(who will initially receive full federal financing).   


 


Over the past four years, while overall state spending has decreased, Medicaid 


spending has soared by 63 percent, and is now roughly 30 percent of the state 


general fund for FY 2011.  During the current fiscal year, Arizona expects to 


collect $7.6 billion in revenues - which would require an almost 15 percent 
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increase in our revenue simply to meet the state‟s mandated Medicaid 


expenditures.  Put quite simply, Arizona has a Medicaid program that is not 


affordable or sustainable and the PPACA MOE prevents the state from making 


fiscal choices that reflect the priorities of its citizens.  


Florida: 


It is estimated that, in order to continue funding Medicaid at its current level next 


year, Florida will need to increase its state general revenue commitment by more 


than $2 billion next fiscal year alone. And then, once the PPACA-mandated 


Medicaid expansion occurs and the state match requirement is initiated, Florida 


will have to increase its general revenue commitment by at least $1.2 billion 


annually. 


Idaho:  


The MOE requirements imposed by the federal government require the State of 


Idaho to continue its pricing reductions, rate freezes and other benefit reductions 


to its Medicaid program.  Hospitals, nursing homes, mental health providers, 


developmental disability providers, physicians and other Medicaid providers are 


facing the third year of budget reductions.  In this current budget year, these 


providers saw reductions of $36.2 million while still leaving the State to address 


another $42 million.  Without general funds available, the State will dip into the 


last of its rainy day funds to complete SFY 2011 within budget constraints.  


Projections show SFY 2012 Medicaid total costs at almost $2 billion with a 


shortfall in general fund reaching 20 percent. 


The overall cost to implement the PPACA Medicaid provisions in the State of 


Idaho is conservatively estimated to be $228 million by 2020.  


Indiana: 


In Indiana, the Healthy Indiana Plan, a bi-partisan effort to provide a consumer 


driven health plan to uninsured Hoosiers, was never intended as an open 


entitlement. The plan has a dedicated but limited state funding stream and 


Medicaid dollars from the federal government were approved under a 


demonstration waiver, to study the results of this innovative insurance model.  But 


under PPACA, the State is now required to open enrollment without regard to the 


state budget and state law that enabled HIP in the first place, costing as much as 


$415 million per year. Indiana's actuary estimates that the state's cost to implement 


the mandates in PPACA will range from $2.6 billion to $3.1 billion.    
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Georgia: 


Federal MOE requirements will force reductions in provider reimbursement that 


will undoubtedly lead to challenges for Medicaid patients to access care.  Further, 


changes to covered optional Medicaid services combined with increased member 


cost sharing will be necessary to balance the Medicaid program budget.  In the 


very short future, an estimated 700,000 additional lives will be added to our state 


Medicaid program as a direct result of PPACA.  This will further exacerbate 


budgetary challenges we face with Medicaid alone. 


 


The cost of the Medicaid expansion prescribed by PPACA will result in an 


additional $1.2 billion of required state funding (FFY 2010 – FFY 2020). 


  


Louisiana:  


Louisiana's Medicaid program is under great financial strain with the current 


Medicaid eligible population.  Louisiana‟s Medicaid program covers federally 


required populations, plus optional populations that constitute an additional 


$352,997,222 in State General Funds to the Medicaid program.  ACA and PPACA 


maintenance of effort language force Louisiana to maintain these otherwise 


optional populations, rather than allowing the state to make policy decisions for 


the Medicaid population covered.   


As Medicaid enrollment continues to increase, the MOE requirements do not 


allow flexibility within the program, further tying Louisiana‟s hands in managing 


a balanced Medicaid program.    


For example, in the current fiscal year, the state was forced to make over $70 


million in program reductions. After eliminating positions and non-priority 


programs, that state had limited options but to cut provider rates which could 


decrease access to care.  


LA PPACA Impact Numbers: 


1.  The PPACA provisions are anticipated to cost Louisiana a total of $7 


billion in additional state general funds over the next 10 years. 


 


2.   Medicaid Expansion: PPACA will increase Medicaid rolls by 645,843 


over the next 10 years at a cost of $3.69 billion in state general funds. 


 


3.  Administrative Costs:  high costs of the IT systems needed to implement 


the expansions and the link to the Exchange (whether state-run or federal) 


estimated at $162 million in state general funds. 
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4. Increase payments to primary care providers, increased utilization for 


physicians and hospitals are estimated at $2.6 billion in state general funds. 


 


Background of $2.6 billion: 


 


 Over $200 million for Medicaid administration    


 Over $464 million for Physician fee increase     


 Over $187 million  for Physician utilization increase     


 Over $1.5 billion for Hospital rate increases 


 Over $280 million for Hospital utilization increase  


 


Maine  


 


 Maine‟s Medicaid program has experienced an increase in enrollment from the 


average in 2009 of 276,000 to more than 299,000 people by the end of 2010.   


Current enrollment in the program represents more than 23% of the state‟s 


population.   


 Maine has a projected shortfall in the state‟s Medicaid program of over $160 


million for the next biennial budget beginning July 1, 2011. 


 Since 1996, total spending in Maine‟s Medicaid program has increased by over 


150%. 


 Currently Maine‟s Medicaid program is projected to run out of money within the 


next 60 days in the absence of additional funding through an emergency 


supplemental budget request. 


 Over the last several years, Medicaid rates for healthcare providers have been 


repeatedly cut to address the ongoing financial shortfalls in Medicaid as a result of 


increasing enrollment and utilization. 


 As a result of these reductions, many Maine physicians have closed their practices 


to Medicaid patients significantly reducing access for Medicaid beneficiaries to 


primary care services. 


 As Maine struggles to confront a shortfall of more than $800 million in the next 


biennial budget and the requirement to adopt a balanced budget, it is imperative 


that the Governor and the Legislature have the necessary flexibility to 


comprehensively manage the Medicaid program and to make necessary changes to 


effectively reduce total spending in the program.    


 


Mississippi:  
 


The MOE requirements imposed by the federal government require Mississippi to 


make rate cuts to providers to address the budget shortfall in Medicaid.  


Mississippi proposes to reduce Medicaid's budget by $80 million by freezing 


provider rates. Both mandatory and optional services' rates will be frozen. 
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The overall cost to implement PPACA in the State of Mississippi is $1.7 billion 


over ten years, including $443 million in year 10 alone.  


 


Nebraska:  


An independent actuarial analysis completed for the State of Nebraska has 


determined that the Medicaid mandates contained in the federal healthcare reform 


law alone will cost Nebraska between $458.2 and $691.5 million over the first ten 


years of the law‟s implementation.  It has also been determined that the state 


Medicaid program will now be responsible for between 108,000 to 145,000 


newly-eligible participants as a result of the federal law‟s mandates.  


 


New Jersey: 


 


New Jersey Medicaid confronts a $1.4 billion program deficit in state 


funding for the upcoming fiscal year (beginning July 2011).  The federal MOE 


requirements imposed through the PPACA prevent the State from making program 


eligibility changes that could eliminate up to nearly $530 million growth in state 


costs.  If any of these eligibility changes are considered and implemented to 


manage the State's spending, New Jersey is at risk of losing up to $6 billion in 


federal funds. 


 


North Dakota: 
 


Although North Dakota is not facing a budget shortfall, it very well    could 


become problematic that the MOE provisions of ARRA and PPACA prevent 


states from managing their Medicaid programs and costs thereof.  As such 


Governor Darlymple supports the removal of these MOE requirements out of 


principle and in light of their potential for future budgetary challenges. 


 


Pennsylvania:  
 


Pennsylvania's Medicaid program and current MOE requirements continue to 


place a heavy financial stress on the entire Commonwealth.  Current estimates are 


that approximately $824 million will be needed in additional state Medicaid funds 


in FY 2011-12 due to enrollment growth in the existing program and utilization 


increases.  An additional $1.4 billion will be needed to replace ARRA funding due 


to the expiration of the enhanced match, making the estimated increase in 


Pennsylvania direct funding for Medicaid at $2.2 billion for FY2011-12. 


 Furthermore, it is estimated that Pennsylvania's Medicaid rolls may grow by as 


much as 800,000 with the expansion under the Affordable Care Act.  As the 


Medicaid population continues to increase and state revenues continue to not keep 
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pace, the lack of any meaningful flexibility within the program will severely 


hamper virtually all other aspects of the state budget.   


 


South Carolina:  
 


Since December 2007, the South Carolina Department of Health and Human 


Services (SCDHHS) has seen its Medicaid rolls grow a net 100,000 people.  The 


current Federal MOE requirements do not allow South Carolina the flexibility to 


fully manage the influx of new enrollees.  This prohibition was originally tied to 


the acceptance of federal stimulus money and is now mandated in the new 


PPACA.  SCDHHS is projected to run a $228 million midyear deficit and needs as 


much of the previous flexibility to manage its program as possible. 


 


South Dakota:  


 


South Dakota estimates it will cost at least $99.7 million in state funds through 


2019 to comply with the Medicaid requirements of the PPACA. 


 


This burden coupled with the inability to change other parts of the Medicaid 


program due to the MOE requirements will result in rate cuts to providers. 


   


Providers that cannot absorb these cuts may stop taking people eligible for 


Medicaid, or may stop providing services altogether.   


 


This would have a hugely detrimental effect on a very rural state, including 


citizens that rely on Medicaid for their health care and communities that may see 


their health care providers leave or quit. These unintended consequences of the 


MOE provisions in the PPACA are counter-productive of its larger goal to help 


Americans get access to the health care they need. 


 


Texas: 
 


3.3 million Texans are currently enrolled in Medicaid, costing Texas taxpayers $7 


billion per year from the state's general revenue fund alone.  When accounting for 


the total cost of ARRA and FMAP changes as well as Medicaid caseload and cost 


growth for 2012-13, Texas is looking at a $9.1 billion increase to retain current 


service levels.  Because of the lack of flexibility in the Medicaid program, one of 


the few places states maintain the ability to make adjustments is in provider rate 


cuts.  To fund for the full $9.1 billion Texas would have to consider a 48% 


provider rate cut - an untenable option that would likely cause providers to leave 


the system altogether, resulting in severe shortages in access to care.  States must 


have flexibility not only in regards to maintenance of effort, but in the overall 


administration of this program in order to best serve those with the highest needs 
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as well as continue to fund other budgetary priorities like education and public 


safety.    


 


Tennessee: 
 


Tennessee's Medicaid program is facing serious budgetary challenges in the 


coming fiscal year, as more than $1 billion in one-time funding for TennCare runs 


out and revenue continues its slow climb back to pre-recession levels. 


Unfortunately, MOE requirements take away the flexibility needed to make 


important changes to the program as we deal with such issues. For instance, 


TennCare could save $16 million alone just by modifying nursing facility level of 


care requirements that would bring Tennessee in line with the criteria of other 


states and rebalance its long-term care system in order to serve more people with 


lesser levels of need in more cost-effective home and community-based settings 


while targeting the more expensive long-term care services to persons with higher 


acuity of need. However, MOE restrictions prohibit such changes. 


 


At a time when Tennessee is already facing budget difficulties and the ACA is 


expected to cost the state up to an additional $1.5 billion over five years, we must 


have the flexibility necessary to make common sense adjustments to the program. 


Utah:  


The MOE requirements imposed by the federal government require the State of 


Utah to restore funding to cover pregnant women with high assets on Medicaid.  


This will cost the State $3.2 million annually. 


The overall cost to implement the PPACA Medicaid provisions in the State of 


Utah is $1.2 billion in state general funds over ten years. 


Virginia: 


The MOE requirements imposed by the federal government required 


Virginia to restore planned savings of almost $460 million.  This 


included increasing Medicaid eligibility level to 300 percent and requiring the 


state to lift a freeze on long term care waivers, in addition to other planned 


changes.  


 


The MOE requirements prevent the state from changing the resource 


calculations for long term care as previously approved by the state 


legislature and Governor in an attempt to properly manage costs.  The 


federal requirements have hindered the Commonwealth's ability to ensure that 


limited resources are directed to those most in need of public assistance. 
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Wyoming: 


Wyoming is not presently suffering to the same extent as other states with regard 


to near term budgetary shortfalls; however, the costs of maintaining our Medicaid 


program are fast becoming a serious threat to our state general funds.  Wyoming 


estimates its Medicaid costs for the next three years to be over 1.7 billion dollars.  


Because of the economic downturn, Wyoming‟s Medicaid program has seen an 


increase in enrollment and utilization of services.  Wyoming needs to have 


flexibility at the state level to ensure the Medicaid program is operated efficiently 


and effectively. 


Wyoming made a decision to accept the increased FMAP offered through the 


ARRA and thus agreed to the MOE provisions set out by ARRA.     


Wyoming did not agree, however, to the continued MOE set out by the PPACA 


and strongly supports the removal of the PPACA MOE requirements.     


 


 


 
  














MEMORANDUM



To:		Republican Governors

From:		RGPPC ‘Replacement Strategy Steering Committee’

Subject:	7 Guiding Principles for Health Care Reform

Date:		March 12, 2012



7 Guiding Principles for Healthcare Reform



1. Health Care Reform Should Emphasize Health

The health and well-being of an individual is determined by more than health services consumed.  Employment, education and personal choices strongly influence the overall health of each American.  Unfortunately, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act undermines employment and limits personal choice.  Meaningful reform should emphasize health by expanding economic opportunity and aligning incentives for Americans to make healthier personal choices that will drive improvements throughout the healthcare system.

	

2. Health Care Reform Should Empower Individuals and Promote Individual Responsibility

Americans should be in control of their health and the decisions regarding their care.  Individuals and families, not governments, are best able to decide the right course of action, which is why price and quality transparency are essential to meaningful reform.



3. Health Care Reform Should Enable Medicaid to Restore and Maintain the Economic Independence as well as Health Status of the Neediest Americans

Medicaid should be a bridge, not a barrier, to independence.  The design of public assistance programs should offer support for disabled Americans and help individuals return to or maintain economic independence as well as health status.



4. Health Care Reform Should Increase Design Flexibility in Medicaid and the Private Insurance Market to Improve Coverage Choices

Increasing design flexibility in the Medicaid program and private insurance market will strengthen access to care for patients, reduce the regulatory burden that increases the cost of care, and lead to innovative care management programs. 



5. Health Care Reform Should Align Delivery System Incentives to Improve the Value of Patient Care

Delivery system incentives should be aligned to focus on quality, value-based and patient-centered programs that work in concert to improve the health of our states’ citizens and drive value over volume, quality over quantity, while at the same time containing costs.



6. Health Care Reform Should Foster State Innovation to Improve Healthcare Systems 

States are best able to make decisions about the design of their healthcare systems based on the respective needs, culture and values of each state.  Healthcare reform should reduce the federal disruption in state and local healthcare markets while increasing accountability for outcomes.





7. Health Care Reform Should Address Unsustainable Spending at the Family, State and Federal Levels to Alleviate the Debt Burden that Threatens Our Children’s Future

Families, states, and the federal government face a dangerous budgetary outlook made worse by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.  The budget problem is spending, and correcting it means empowering individuals and fixing the tax code to remove hidden costs from the healthcare system.







image1.png





March 28- Medicaid Expansion SCOTUS Oral Arguments

o    26th Anti-injunction arguments

o    27th individual mandate arguments
o    28thth Medicaid expansion arguments

 
INFO NEEDED
 

·         OBAMACARE STATE COSTS NEEDED: DUE Fri, MARCH 16  The RGPPC, in partnership with
Congressional leadership would like to use this opportunity to reiterate just how costly
Obamacare has and will continue to be on states. To aid in this effort attached is a
document we used last year to describe those cost (see pages 6-13).  Please take just a few
moments to read over last year’s comments and make edits and updates. We need these
edits completed by Friday March 16-COB.  Please send your data in “talking point form”
approved by your press team and boss, as demonstrated in the 1/7/11 letter, attached.   We
also will accept other data from your  states (in addition to your amended quotes)- as each
of you have highlighted the costs to obamacare in your own unique ways. A list of mandates
from PPACA also is attached and other examples are below such as:  

 
1.        Cost of Medicaid Expansion
2.        Cost of Conducting Eligibility for Medicaid expansion and Insurance Entitlement up to

400% FPL
3.        Estimated # of employees who will lose employee coverage and cost estimates
4.        Unworkable nature of timelines/no final rules/complexity of building IT systems to ensure

program integrity, limit fraud and abuse
 
 

·         BLOCK GRANT SUPPORT QUOTES: Due Fri, MARCH 16 We anticipate that his budget will
support  block grant funding again this year.  If your governor supports block grant funding
and would like to support this concept in writing, we’d like to coordinate quotes from
supportive states.  Last year we wrote a leadership (TX, VA, MS, NJ) letter supporting block
grants; this year we ask for individual statements. 

 
·         APPROVAL OF HEALTHCARE STEERING COMMITTEE PRINCIPLES: Edits Due Wed, MARCH

14.  Approval Due Fri, MARCH 16 We will need your states approval of the healthcare
steering committee’s principles, which will guide our report writing process. We will release
a letter from leadership highlighting these principles.  We need general consensus that
states are comfortable with these principles.

 
Please let me or Marie know if you have any questions, comments/concerns or suggestions. We’ll
talk in more detail Monday afternoon about our comprehensive effort.   
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: RGPPC Health Care Information, March 12th
Date: Monday, March 19, 2012 10:35:00 AM
Attachments: 2012 Amicus Brief State Mandates and Burdens Resulting from Federal Health Reform.docx

1 7 11 Governors Letter.pdf
RGPPC_Revised Reform Principles_3-12-2012_LR.docx

Importance: High

 
 

From: Lindsay Russell [mailto:  
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 5:29 PM
To: Marie Sanderson; Lindsay Russell
Subject: RGPPC Health Care Information, March 12th 
Importance: High
 
All:
 
Per our call this evening, the following email contains all the information in one place for your
convenience:
 
As the end of March quickly approaches, so does the second anniversary of Obamacare.  Thank you
for joining our conference call today to discuss our potential united efforts.  RGPPC is working with
the American Action Forum to provide talking points and communications assistance with op-
eds/other materials. Note: RGAs communications’ team will be contacting your press teams
separately.  

Key Dates and Info Needed below--- What we’ll request from you is in red. Given the quick
turnaround on much of this material, we will make ourselves available over the weekend should
anyone wish to discuss.
 
KEY DATES

March 19-23 (23rd actual anniversary) Obamacare Anniversary and Release of RGPPC Healthcare
report principles
March 28- Medicaid Expansion SCOTUS Oral Arguments

o    26th Anti-injunction arguments

o    27th individual mandate arguments
o    28thth Medicaid expansion arguments

 
INFO NEEDED
 

·         OBAMACARE STATE COSTS NEEDED: DUE Fri, MARCH 16  The RGPPC, in partnership with
Congressional leadership would like to use this opportunity to reiterate just how costly
Obamacare has and will continue to be on states. To aid in this effort attached is a
document we used last year to describe those cost (see pages 6-13).  Please take just a few
moments to read over last year’s comments and make edits and updates. We need these
edits completed by Friday March 16-COB.  Please send your data in “talking point form”

13280

mailto:/O=FIRST ORGANIZATION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=006233
mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov

State Mandates and Burdens Resulting from Federal Health Reform 



		Section

		Summary



		Section 1401 (PPACA)

		Imposes a 40% excise tax on Cadillac health insurance plans. Valued in excess of $10,200 for individuals and $27,500 for families. 



		Section 1411 (PPACA)

		Increases the Medicare Hospital Insurance portion of the payroll tax. 



		Section 1411 (PPACA)

		Imposes a new payroll tax on investments 



		Section 1513 (PPACA)

		Amends Internal Revenue Code of 1986 by adding “Section 4980H” The section imposes tax penalties on certain firms that fail to offer adequate health care coverage to their employees. 



		

		The government will enforce the employer mandate by requiring businesses to submit additional information to the IRS. When tax returns are filed, it will be required to include the names of each full-time employee and pertinent information about health insurance plans offered. 



		Section 1321 (PPACA)

		Abolishes the States’ traditional authority to regulate health insurance. Scope of the statutory provisions invite constitutional scrutiny because they commandeer state officials as agents of federal health policy and regulation. Under Constitution, Congress  can hold no such authority over states. [Example Jay Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898 (1997)]



		

		PPACA affords broad discretionary authority to unelected, federal officials. These officials are set to micromanage health insurance coverage, more so than any state legislature has ever granted to state insurance regulators



		Section 2001(a) of PPACA 

		Requires states to increase Medicaid eligibility to cover all American’s below 138% of the FPL beginning January 1, 2014.  [estimated upper bound for Virginia =  425,000 new enrollees. $2.2 Billion in costs between (2.2 billion SFY 2010-2022). 



		Section 2001 (b) of PPACA

		PPACA requires the states to immediately enforce Maintenance of Effort requirements. 



		Section 1202 (Reconciliation Act)

		Raise primary care payments to the same level that PCP’s were paid at the Medicare payment rate level for 2013 and 2014 (feds to pay through 2015) 



		Section 1321 (PPACA)

		Secretary of HHS given broad authority to issue rules and set standards governing the creation and operation of an exchange. 



		Section 1302 (PPACA)

		Grants HHS the ability to set and periodically revise an “essential health benefits package” of minimum insurance coverage requirements. NOTE: HHS provided the first round of “guidance” in a ‘bulletin’ issued to states in December 2011. This periodic “revision” could cause significant flux in a traditionally heavy mandated benefit state like Virginia. 



		General 



		State Employee Involvement 

		Approximately 25 staff members between the Department of Medical Assistance Services, Department of Health, Department of Social Services, and Bureau of Insurance are frequently engaged in conversation and planning regarding various provisions of PPACA and the Reconciliation act. 
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January 7, 2011 


 


President Barack Obama 


The White House  


Washington, DC 20500 


 


 


 


The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius 


Secretary of Health and  


Human Services 


Washington, D.C. 20201 


 


The Honorable John Boehner 


Speaker of the United States House of 


Representatives 


Washington, D.C. 20515 


 


The Honorable Harry M. Reid 


United States Senate 


Washington, D.C. 20510 


 


The Honorable Nancy Pelosi 


United States House of Representatives 


Washington, D.C. 20515 


 


 


The Honorable Mitch McConnell 


United States Senate 


Washington, D.C. 20510


Dear President Obama, Speaker Boehner, Senator Reid, Senator McConnell, 


Representative Pelosi and Secretary Sebelius:  


As Governors preparing Executive Budget Recommendations for the upcoming fiscal 


year(s), we are writing to you regarding the excessive constraints placed on us by 


healthcare-related federal mandates. One of our biggest concerns continues to be the 


Maintenance of Effort (MOE) provisions of the American Recovery and Reinvestment 


Act (ARRA) and the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), which 


prevent states from managing their Medicaid programs for their unique Medicaid 


populations.  We ask for your immediate action to remove these MOE requirements so 


that states are once again granted the flexibility to control their program costs and make 


necessary budget decisions.  


Every Governor, Republican and Democrat, will face unprecedented budget challenges in 


the coming months.  Efforts by the United States Department of Health and Human 


Services (HHS) to regulate state operations impose greater uncertainty on our budgets for 


oncoming years and create a perfect storm when coupled with the current state of the 


economy.  The National Governors Association (NGA) and National Association of State 


Budget Officers (NASBO) just last month released the annual Fiscal Survey of the States:  


 “Since the recession began, states have had significant revenue declines and in 


order to balance their budgets, have made significant cuts and in some cases 


enacted tax and fee increases. … Finally, the potential impact of health care 


reform in 2014 is a real unknown at this time.” 
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 “Finally, one of the clearest signs of state fiscal stress are mid-year budget cuts as 


they highlight the difference between budgeted levels of spending and forecasted 


revenue collections. For fiscal 2010, thirty-nine states made $18.3 billion in mid-


year budget cuts. Thus far for fiscal 2011, 14 states have made $4 billion in cuts. 


In 2009, 43 states cut $31.3 billion and in 2008, 13 states made $3.6 billion in 


mid-year cuts.” 


 


Health and education are the primary cost drivers for most state budgets.  Medicaid 


enrollment is up.  Revenues are down.   States are unable to afford the current Medicaid 


program, yet our hands are tied by the MOE requirements included in ARRA and 


PPACA.  The effect of the federal requirements is unconscionable; the federal 


requirements force Governors to cut other critical state programs, such as education, in 


order to fund a „one-size-fits-all‟ approach to Medicaid. Again, we ask you to lift the 


MOE requirements so that states may make difficult budget decisions in ways that reflect 


the needs of their residents. 


Attached is a fact sheet highlighting pending scenarios from many of our states as we cut 


services to meet the MOE requirements.   


In these difficult fiscal times, we understand that the federal government cannot  provide 


new sources of taxpayer dollars to assist the states.  Therefore, our only option is to 


request flexibility and relief from MOE provisions so that we may responsibly manage 


our state budgets on behalf of our citizens. 


 


Sincerely,


    


Governor Bob Riley    Governor-elect Robert J. Bentley 


Alabama      Alabama 


 


    


Governor Sean Parnell    Governor Janice K. Brewer 


Alaska      Arizona 
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Governor Rick Scott    Governor Sonny Perdue 


Florida      Georgia 


    


Governor-elect Nathan Deal   Governor C.L. “Butch” Otter  


Georgia      Idaho  


 


   


Governor Mitch Daniels    Governor-elect Terry E. Branstad 


Indiana      Iowa  


 


   


Governor-elect Sam Brownback   Governor Bobby Jindal 


Kansas      Louisiana 


 


    


Governor Paul R. LePage    Governor Rick Snyder  


Maine      Michigan  


   


Governor Haley Barbour    Governor David Heineman 


Mississippi     Nebraska 


    


Governor Brian Sandoval    Governor Chris Christie 


Nevada      New Jersey 
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Governor Susana Martinez    Governor Jack Dalrymple 


New Mexico     North Dakota 


    


Governor-elect John R. Kasich   Governor-elect Mary Fallin 


Ohio      Oklahoma 


    


Governor-elect Tom Corbett   Governor Mark Sanford 


Pennsylvania     South Carolina 


 


    


Governor-elect Nikki Haley   Governor-elect Dennis Daugaard 


South Carolina     South Dakota 


   


Governor M. Michael Rounds   Governor-elect Bill Haslam 


South Dakota     Tennessee 


 


   


Governor Rick Perry    Governor Gary R. Herbert 


Texas      Utah 
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Governor Robert F. McDonnell   Governor Scott Walker 


Virginia      Wisconsin 


 


 


Governor Matthew H. Mead 


Wyoming 
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Fast Facts: 


Alabama: 


In Alabama the cost of expanding Medicaid to 133 percent of the Federal Poverty 


Level will cost state and federal taxpayers close to $1 billion per year to cover the 


new mandate beginning in 2014. Additionally the addition of nearly a half a 


million people to the Medicaid program will create substantial administrative 


cost.  


Alaska: 


MOE provisions limit Alaska's flexibility in managing the costs of its Medicaid 


program and may, when faced with the prospect of making reductions to 


anticipated Medicaid spending, ultimately force Alaska to place all of the burden 


on its providers.  While Alaska is not currently experiencing the same short-term 


revenue shortfalls that many other states are struggling with, Alaska is faced with 


substantial growth in Medicaid caseloads and utilization.   For FY2012 it is 


projected that Alaska will need an additional $68 million in state general funds to 


cope with program growth and another $123 million in state general funds to 


offset the loss of enhanced federal Medicaid funding under ARRA.  In the absence 


of Congressional action to extend the ARRA funding, Alaska forecasts an over 40 


percent increase in Medicaid state general fund expenditures.  The State of Alaska 


has not yet developed an estimate for the total cost of the PPACA over the long 


term. However, a June 2010 preliminary analysis of the Medicaid impacts reflects 


that cumulative state general fund spending will increase by $40.3 million, 


through 2020.  Since spending in the early years is offset by increased federal 


match rates, spending in later years paints an even more concerning picture for 


Alaska's future. 


Arizona: 


The PPACA MOE requirements cost Arizona over $800 million in the next fiscal 


year.  Overall, it is anticipated that Arizona will have to spend $11.6 billion in 


state General Fund monies from FY 2011 through FY 2020 to serve expansion 


populations, woodwork created by new mandates and to maintain previously 


optional groups that are now mandated through the MOE.  Furthermore, because 


Arizona already expanded to 100% of the Federal Poverty Level, it receives a 


lower matching rate for those populations than other states that did not expand 


(who will initially receive full federal financing).   


 


Over the past four years, while overall state spending has decreased, Medicaid 


spending has soared by 63 percent, and is now roughly 30 percent of the state 


general fund for FY 2011.  During the current fiscal year, Arizona expects to 


collect $7.6 billion in revenues - which would require an almost 15 percent 
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increase in our revenue simply to meet the state‟s mandated Medicaid 


expenditures.  Put quite simply, Arizona has a Medicaid program that is not 


affordable or sustainable and the PPACA MOE prevents the state from making 


fiscal choices that reflect the priorities of its citizens.  


Florida: 


It is estimated that, in order to continue funding Medicaid at its current level next 


year, Florida will need to increase its state general revenue commitment by more 


than $2 billion next fiscal year alone. And then, once the PPACA-mandated 


Medicaid expansion occurs and the state match requirement is initiated, Florida 


will have to increase its general revenue commitment by at least $1.2 billion 


annually. 


Idaho:  


The MOE requirements imposed by the federal government require the State of 


Idaho to continue its pricing reductions, rate freezes and other benefit reductions 


to its Medicaid program.  Hospitals, nursing homes, mental health providers, 


developmental disability providers, physicians and other Medicaid providers are 


facing the third year of budget reductions.  In this current budget year, these 


providers saw reductions of $36.2 million while still leaving the State to address 


another $42 million.  Without general funds available, the State will dip into the 


last of its rainy day funds to complete SFY 2011 within budget constraints.  


Projections show SFY 2012 Medicaid total costs at almost $2 billion with a 


shortfall in general fund reaching 20 percent. 


The overall cost to implement the PPACA Medicaid provisions in the State of 


Idaho is conservatively estimated to be $228 million by 2020.  


Indiana: 


In Indiana, the Healthy Indiana Plan, a bi-partisan effort to provide a consumer 


driven health plan to uninsured Hoosiers, was never intended as an open 


entitlement. The plan has a dedicated but limited state funding stream and 


Medicaid dollars from the federal government were approved under a 


demonstration waiver, to study the results of this innovative insurance model.  But 


under PPACA, the State is now required to open enrollment without regard to the 


state budget and state law that enabled HIP in the first place, costing as much as 


$415 million per year. Indiana's actuary estimates that the state's cost to implement 


the mandates in PPACA will range from $2.6 billion to $3.1 billion.    
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Georgia: 


Federal MOE requirements will force reductions in provider reimbursement that 


will undoubtedly lead to challenges for Medicaid patients to access care.  Further, 


changes to covered optional Medicaid services combined with increased member 


cost sharing will be necessary to balance the Medicaid program budget.  In the 


very short future, an estimated 700,000 additional lives will be added to our state 


Medicaid program as a direct result of PPACA.  This will further exacerbate 


budgetary challenges we face with Medicaid alone. 


 


The cost of the Medicaid expansion prescribed by PPACA will result in an 


additional $1.2 billion of required state funding (FFY 2010 – FFY 2020). 


  


Louisiana:  


Louisiana's Medicaid program is under great financial strain with the current 


Medicaid eligible population.  Louisiana‟s Medicaid program covers federally 


required populations, plus optional populations that constitute an additional 


$352,997,222 in State General Funds to the Medicaid program.  ACA and PPACA 


maintenance of effort language force Louisiana to maintain these otherwise 


optional populations, rather than allowing the state to make policy decisions for 


the Medicaid population covered.   


As Medicaid enrollment continues to increase, the MOE requirements do not 


allow flexibility within the program, further tying Louisiana‟s hands in managing 


a balanced Medicaid program.    


For example, in the current fiscal year, the state was forced to make over $70 


million in program reductions. After eliminating positions and non-priority 


programs, that state had limited options but to cut provider rates which could 


decrease access to care.  


LA PPACA Impact Numbers: 


1.  The PPACA provisions are anticipated to cost Louisiana a total of $7 


billion in additional state general funds over the next 10 years. 


 


2.   Medicaid Expansion: PPACA will increase Medicaid rolls by 645,843 


over the next 10 years at a cost of $3.69 billion in state general funds. 


 


3.  Administrative Costs:  high costs of the IT systems needed to implement 


the expansions and the link to the Exchange (whether state-run or federal) 


estimated at $162 million in state general funds. 
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4. Increase payments to primary care providers, increased utilization for 


physicians and hospitals are estimated at $2.6 billion in state general funds. 


 


Background of $2.6 billion: 


 


 Over $200 million for Medicaid administration    


 Over $464 million for Physician fee increase     


 Over $187 million  for Physician utilization increase     


 Over $1.5 billion for Hospital rate increases 


 Over $280 million for Hospital utilization increase  


 


Maine  


 


 Maine‟s Medicaid program has experienced an increase in enrollment from the 


average in 2009 of 276,000 to more than 299,000 people by the end of 2010.   


Current enrollment in the program represents more than 23% of the state‟s 


population.   


 Maine has a projected shortfall in the state‟s Medicaid program of over $160 


million for the next biennial budget beginning July 1, 2011. 


 Since 1996, total spending in Maine‟s Medicaid program has increased by over 


150%. 


 Currently Maine‟s Medicaid program is projected to run out of money within the 


next 60 days in the absence of additional funding through an emergency 


supplemental budget request. 


 Over the last several years, Medicaid rates for healthcare providers have been 


repeatedly cut to address the ongoing financial shortfalls in Medicaid as a result of 


increasing enrollment and utilization. 


 As a result of these reductions, many Maine physicians have closed their practices 


to Medicaid patients significantly reducing access for Medicaid beneficiaries to 


primary care services. 


 As Maine struggles to confront a shortfall of more than $800 million in the next 


biennial budget and the requirement to adopt a balanced budget, it is imperative 


that the Governor and the Legislature have the necessary flexibility to 


comprehensively manage the Medicaid program and to make necessary changes to 


effectively reduce total spending in the program.    


 


Mississippi:  
 


The MOE requirements imposed by the federal government require Mississippi to 


make rate cuts to providers to address the budget shortfall in Medicaid.  


Mississippi proposes to reduce Medicaid's budget by $80 million by freezing 


provider rates. Both mandatory and optional services' rates will be frozen. 
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The overall cost to implement PPACA in the State of Mississippi is $1.7 billion 


over ten years, including $443 million in year 10 alone.  


 


Nebraska:  


An independent actuarial analysis completed for the State of Nebraska has 


determined that the Medicaid mandates contained in the federal healthcare reform 


law alone will cost Nebraska between $458.2 and $691.5 million over the first ten 


years of the law‟s implementation.  It has also been determined that the state 


Medicaid program will now be responsible for between 108,000 to 145,000 


newly-eligible participants as a result of the federal law‟s mandates.  


 


New Jersey: 


 


New Jersey Medicaid confronts a $1.4 billion program deficit in state 


funding for the upcoming fiscal year (beginning July 2011).  The federal MOE 


requirements imposed through the PPACA prevent the State from making program 


eligibility changes that could eliminate up to nearly $530 million growth in state 


costs.  If any of these eligibility changes are considered and implemented to 


manage the State's spending, New Jersey is at risk of losing up to $6 billion in 


federal funds. 


 


North Dakota: 
 


Although North Dakota is not facing a budget shortfall, it very well    could 


become problematic that the MOE provisions of ARRA and PPACA prevent 


states from managing their Medicaid programs and costs thereof.  As such 


Governor Darlymple supports the removal of these MOE requirements out of 


principle and in light of their potential for future budgetary challenges. 


 


Pennsylvania:  
 


Pennsylvania's Medicaid program and current MOE requirements continue to 


place a heavy financial stress on the entire Commonwealth.  Current estimates are 


that approximately $824 million will be needed in additional state Medicaid funds 


in FY 2011-12 due to enrollment growth in the existing program and utilization 


increases.  An additional $1.4 billion will be needed to replace ARRA funding due 


to the expiration of the enhanced match, making the estimated increase in 


Pennsylvania direct funding for Medicaid at $2.2 billion for FY2011-12. 


 Furthermore, it is estimated that Pennsylvania's Medicaid rolls may grow by as 


much as 800,000 with the expansion under the Affordable Care Act.  As the 


Medicaid population continues to increase and state revenues continue to not keep 
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pace, the lack of any meaningful flexibility within the program will severely 


hamper virtually all other aspects of the state budget.   


 


South Carolina:  
 


Since December 2007, the South Carolina Department of Health and Human 


Services (SCDHHS) has seen its Medicaid rolls grow a net 100,000 people.  The 


current Federal MOE requirements do not allow South Carolina the flexibility to 


fully manage the influx of new enrollees.  This prohibition was originally tied to 


the acceptance of federal stimulus money and is now mandated in the new 


PPACA.  SCDHHS is projected to run a $228 million midyear deficit and needs as 


much of the previous flexibility to manage its program as possible. 


 


South Dakota:  


 


South Dakota estimates it will cost at least $99.7 million in state funds through 


2019 to comply with the Medicaid requirements of the PPACA. 


 


This burden coupled with the inability to change other parts of the Medicaid 


program due to the MOE requirements will result in rate cuts to providers. 


   


Providers that cannot absorb these cuts may stop taking people eligible for 


Medicaid, or may stop providing services altogether.   


 


This would have a hugely detrimental effect on a very rural state, including 


citizens that rely on Medicaid for their health care and communities that may see 


their health care providers leave or quit. These unintended consequences of the 


MOE provisions in the PPACA are counter-productive of its larger goal to help 


Americans get access to the health care they need. 


 


Texas: 
 


3.3 million Texans are currently enrolled in Medicaid, costing Texas taxpayers $7 


billion per year from the state's general revenue fund alone.  When accounting for 


the total cost of ARRA and FMAP changes as well as Medicaid caseload and cost 


growth for 2012-13, Texas is looking at a $9.1 billion increase to retain current 


service levels.  Because of the lack of flexibility in the Medicaid program, one of 


the few places states maintain the ability to make adjustments is in provider rate 


cuts.  To fund for the full $9.1 billion Texas would have to consider a 48% 


provider rate cut - an untenable option that would likely cause providers to leave 


the system altogether, resulting in severe shortages in access to care.  States must 


have flexibility not only in regards to maintenance of effort, but in the overall 


administration of this program in order to best serve those with the highest needs 
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as well as continue to fund other budgetary priorities like education and public 


safety.    


 


Tennessee: 
 


Tennessee's Medicaid program is facing serious budgetary challenges in the 


coming fiscal year, as more than $1 billion in one-time funding for TennCare runs 


out and revenue continues its slow climb back to pre-recession levels. 


Unfortunately, MOE requirements take away the flexibility needed to make 


important changes to the program as we deal with such issues. For instance, 


TennCare could save $16 million alone just by modifying nursing facility level of 


care requirements that would bring Tennessee in line with the criteria of other 


states and rebalance its long-term care system in order to serve more people with 


lesser levels of need in more cost-effective home and community-based settings 


while targeting the more expensive long-term care services to persons with higher 


acuity of need. However, MOE restrictions prohibit such changes. 


 


At a time when Tennessee is already facing budget difficulties and the ACA is 


expected to cost the state up to an additional $1.5 billion over five years, we must 


have the flexibility necessary to make common sense adjustments to the program. 


Utah:  


The MOE requirements imposed by the federal government require the State of 


Utah to restore funding to cover pregnant women with high assets on Medicaid.  


This will cost the State $3.2 million annually. 


The overall cost to implement the PPACA Medicaid provisions in the State of 


Utah is $1.2 billion in state general funds over ten years. 


Virginia: 


The MOE requirements imposed by the federal government required 


Virginia to restore planned savings of almost $460 million.  This 


included increasing Medicaid eligibility level to 300 percent and requiring the 


state to lift a freeze on long term care waivers, in addition to other planned 


changes.  


 


The MOE requirements prevent the state from changing the resource 


calculations for long term care as previously approved by the state 


legislature and Governor in an attempt to properly manage costs.  The 


federal requirements have hindered the Commonwealth's ability to ensure that 


limited resources are directed to those most in need of public assistance. 
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Wyoming: 


Wyoming is not presently suffering to the same extent as other states with regard 


to near term budgetary shortfalls; however, the costs of maintaining our Medicaid 


program are fast becoming a serious threat to our state general funds.  Wyoming 


estimates its Medicaid costs for the next three years to be over 1.7 billion dollars.  


Because of the economic downturn, Wyoming‟s Medicaid program has seen an 


increase in enrollment and utilization of services.  Wyoming needs to have 


flexibility at the state level to ensure the Medicaid program is operated efficiently 


and effectively. 


Wyoming made a decision to accept the increased FMAP offered through the 


ARRA and thus agreed to the MOE provisions set out by ARRA.     


Wyoming did not agree, however, to the continued MOE set out by the PPACA 


and strongly supports the removal of the PPACA MOE requirements.     


 


 


 
  














MEMORANDUM



To:		Republican Governors

From:		RGPPC ‘Replacement Strategy Steering Committee’

Subject:	7 Guiding Principles for Health Care Reform

Date:		March 12, 2012



7 Guiding Principles for Healthcare Reform



1. Health Care Reform Should Emphasize Health

The health and well-being of an individual is determined by more than health services consumed.  Employment, education and personal choices strongly influence the overall health of each American.  Unfortunately, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act undermines employment and limits personal choice.  Meaningful reform should emphasize health by expanding economic opportunity and aligning incentives for Americans to make healthier personal choices that will drive improvements throughout the healthcare system.

	

2. Health Care Reform Should Empower Individuals and Promote Individual Responsibility

Americans should be in control of their health and the decisions regarding their care.  Individuals and families, not governments, are best able to decide the right course of action, which is why price and quality transparency are essential to meaningful reform.



3. Health Care Reform Should Enable Medicaid to Restore and Maintain the Economic Independence as well as Health Status of the Neediest Americans

Medicaid should be a bridge, not a barrier, to independence.  The design of public assistance programs should offer support for disabled Americans and help individuals return to or maintain economic independence as well as health status.



4. Health Care Reform Should Increase Design Flexibility in Medicaid and the Private Insurance Market to Improve Coverage Choices

Increasing design flexibility in the Medicaid program and private insurance market will strengthen access to care for patients, reduce the regulatory burden that increases the cost of care, and lead to innovative care management programs. 



5. Health Care Reform Should Align Delivery System Incentives to Improve the Value of Patient Care

Delivery system incentives should be aligned to focus on quality, value-based and patient-centered programs that work in concert to improve the health of our states’ citizens and drive value over volume, quality over quantity, while at the same time containing costs.



6. Health Care Reform Should Foster State Innovation to Improve Healthcare Systems 

States are best able to make decisions about the design of their healthcare systems based on the respective needs, culture and values of each state.  Healthcare reform should reduce the federal disruption in state and local healthcare markets while increasing accountability for outcomes.





7. Health Care Reform Should Address Unsustainable Spending at the Family, State and Federal Levels to Alleviate the Debt Burden that Threatens Our Children’s Future

Families, states, and the federal government face a dangerous budgetary outlook made worse by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.  The budget problem is spending, and correcting it means empowering individuals and fixing the tax code to remove hidden costs from the healthcare system.
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approved by your press team and boss, as demonstrated in the 1/7/11 letter, attached.   We
also will accept other data from your  states (in addition to your amended quotes)- as each
of you have highlighted the costs to obamacare in your own unique ways. A list of mandates
from PPACA also is attached and other examples are below such as:  

 
1.       Cost of Medicaid Expansion
2.        Cost of Conducting Eligibility for Medicaid expansion and Insurance Entitlement up to

400% FPL
3.        Estimated # of employees who will lose employee coverage and cost estimates
4.        Unworkable nature of timelines/no final rules/complexity of building IT systems to ensure

program integrity, limit fraud and abuse
 
 

·         BLOCK GRANT SUPPORT QUOTES: Due Fri, MARCH 16 We anticipate that his budget will
support  block grant funding again this year.  If your governor supports block grant funding
and would like to support this concept in writing, we’d like to coordinate quotes from
supportive states.  Last year we wrote a leadership (TX, VA, MS, NJ) letter supporting block
grants; this year we ask for individual statements. 

 
·         APPROVAL OF HEALTHCARE STEERING COMMITTEE PRINCIPLES: Edits Due Wed, MARCH

14.  Approval Due Fri, MARCH 16 We will need your states approval of the healthcare
steering committee’s principles, which will guide our report writing process. We will release
a letter from leadership highlighting these principles.  We need general consensus that
states are comfortable with these principles.

 
Please let me or Marie know if you have any questions, comments/concerns or suggestions. We’ll
talk in more detail Monday afternoon about our comprehensive effort.   
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:   | 
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz
Subject: Fw: Ritze: Health Care Exchange is Path to Socialized Medicine
Date: Friday, April 15, 2011 10:31:42 AM
Attachments: Ritze, Mike.jpg

FYI
 
From: Ray Carter [mailto:carterra@okhouse.gov] 
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 10:15 AM
To: Ray Carter <carterra@okhouse.gov> 
Subject: Ritze: Health Care Exchange is Path to Socialized Medicine 
 

 
Oklahoma House of Representatives

Media Division
April 15, 2011

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Contact: State Rep. Mike Ritze
Capitol: (405) 557-7338
 

Ritze: Health Care Exchange is Path to Socialized Medicine
 
OKLAHOMA CITY – State Rep. Mike Ritze said today that he opposes any and all attempts
to create a health care exchange in Oklahoma, regardless of whether or not state officials
accept a $54 million federal grant.
            “As the House author of the state question that Oklahomans passed last November to
opt-out of ObamaCare, I feel this new exchange proposal is the same old path to socialized
medicine,” said Ritze, R-Broken Arrow. “The free market can adopt this approach and we do
not need any government involvement with an exchange, especially at the cost of one million
state dollars that we do not have.”
            He noted that Utah’s exchange model has already failed, along with those established
in Massachusetts, Oregon and Tennessee, costing millions of tax dollars.
            Ritze, a physician and surgeon, said state lawmakers should focus on opening up the
health care system to free market forces.
            “Senator Brown and I introduced Senate Bill 57 to open up the free market of health
care to make buying health care insurance the same as purchasing homeowner’s or car
insurance. Under that measure, Oklahoma would enter compacts to allow citizens to shop for
insurance across state lines. There are more than 100 health care companies available, but we
are federally mandated and restricted to only purchase from four to six in Oklahoma. Japan,
in contrast, has more than 5,000 health care insurance companies to choose from. Increased
competition will lead to lower prices and better products.”
            Ritze noted that he also introduced House Bill 1276 this session. The legislation
would nullify ObamaCare in Oklahoma.
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            “Oklahoma and 12 other states have had legislation introduced to nullify
ObamaCare,” Ritze said. “I think it is the appropriate action to take considering how many
Americans oppose the federal health care law.”
 

-30-
 
NOTICE: The information in this email is confidential, legally privileged, and exempt
from disclosure under law. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this
email by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any
disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in
reliance on it, is prohibited and unlawful. The Oklahoma House of Reps does not
warrant any e-mail transmission received as being virus free, and disclaims any
liability for losses or damages arising from the use of this e-mail or its attachments.
Recipients of e-mail assume the risk of possible computer virus exposure by opening
or utilizing the e-mail and its attachments, and waive any right or recourse against
the House by doing so.
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: RNC Chairman Priebus Announces Additional Republican Convention Headliners
Date: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 1:26:00 PM

 
 

From: 2012 Republican National Convention [mailto:press@gopconvention2012.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 6:03 AM
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RNC Chairman Priebus Announces Additional Republican Convention Headliners
 

To view this email as a web page, go here.

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Contact: James Davis or Kyle Downey

August 7, 2012 (813) 381-5588

 

RNC Chairman Priebus Announces Additional
Republican Convention Headliners

 

Tampa, Fla. - Republican National Committee Chairman Reince Priebus today announced the second list of

headliners addressing the Republican National Convention August 27-30. Additional convention speakers,

including the keynote, will be announced in the coming days and weeks. The speakers are: 

Former Florida Governor Jeb Bush, 43rd governor of Florida and current chairman of the Foundation

for Florida's Future;

Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin, the first woman to serve as both Oklahoma lieutenant governor and

governor, and the first woman elected to Congress from Oklahoma since the 1920s;

U.S. Senator Rand Paul, junior senator from Kentucky and founder of the U.S. Senate Tea Party

Caucus; and

Former U.S. Senator Rick Santorum, 2012 presidential primary candidate, and U.S. Senator (1995-

2007) and U.S. Representative (1991-1995) from Pennsylvania. 

"I am thrilled to announce Governor Bush, Governor Fallin, Senator Paul and Senator Santorum will address

our convention," said Priebus. "As our party unites around Governor Romney, these four great leaders will

lend their voices in support of his vision to get America back on track."

 

"Governors Bush and Fallin, and Senators Paul and Santorum are among our party's most respected leaders,

and their participation at the Republican Convention will help generate enthusiasm for Governor Romney's

plans to strengthen our economy," said convention Chief Executive Officer William Harris.

 

Former Governor Jeb Bush
 

"This election comes down to a fundamental choice - between Mitt Romney's commitment to business

innovation and job growth and the president's record of government taxation and takeovers. This choice

comes at a critical time for our country. We are facing tremendous challenges and our response to them will

determine the course of our nation for generations to come. There is a lot at stake for us in November and

that is why I am proud to support Governor Mitt Romney as the next president of the United States and I look

forward to being a part of his nomination at the Republican National Convention in my home state of Florida,"

said Jeb Bush.

 

Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin
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"The election this November is about much more than politics. It is a decision we have to make about the

direction of America - are we going to continue to tax and spend and grow government far past the point of

sustainability, or are we going to restore fiscal sanity to Washington, D.C. and force government to live within

its means? In Oklahoma, we work to make government serve the people and not the other way around. Our

next president has to share this same commitment and that is why I am so proud to be a part of the

Republican National Convention to officially nominate Mitt Romney," said Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin.

 

U.S. Senator Rand Paul
 

"In the past four years, we have seen the national debt soar at the hands of failed Democrat policies. We are

nearing a fiscal cliff and are in desperate need of a change of direction.  Whether it is Obamacare, Dodd-

Frank or the EPA's war on coal, American jobs and growth are being stifled by the current policies. I believe

Governor Romney would help our country start a new path, where job creators are encouraged not punished,

and where the size and scope of government are brought under control. I am honored to speak about our

Republican vision for the future at the national convention in Tampa," said Senator Rand Paul. 

 

Former Senator Rick Santorum
 

"I am so passionate about this election because the core principles of our country are at stake. The

Republican National Convention is an important time for us to rally behind Mitt Romney and his vision to put

our country back on track. We need a leader in the White House who is committed to reforming government.

Republicans believe that removing the incentive to work will destroy welfare reform as we know it, costing

taxpayers millions and leading the poor to a life of dependency. The contrast between President Obama and

Mitt Romney could not be greater. Conservatives from across the country are rallying together and we will

make our voices heard in a few weeks in Tampa," said Senator Rick Santorum.

About the 2012 Republican National Convention
 

The 2012 Republican National Convention will be held at the Tampa Bay Times Forum August 27-30, 2012.

 Nearly 50,000 visitors are expected to come to the Tampa Bay area for the event, including delegates,

alternate delegates, media and other guests.  For more information about the 2012 Republican National

Convention, become part of the virtual convention at www.ConventionWithoutWalls.com, visit our

website www.GOPConvention2012.com and check out our official blog, Conventional Wisdom,

at www.gopconvention2012.com/blog/. 

 

###

This email was sent to: andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov

This email was sent by: Committee on Arrangements (COA)

101 E. Kennedy Blvd., Suite 700 Tampa, Florida 33602

We respect your right to privacy - view our policy

Manage Subscriptions | Update Profile | One-Click Unsubscribe
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From: Phyllis Hudecki
To: "pahudecki
Subject: Fw: RTT
Date: Monday, July 25, 2011 7:22:19 PM

 
From: Phyllis Hudecki 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 07:03 PM
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Mary Christensen; 'Dave_Lopez@odoc.state.ok.us'
<Dave_Lopez@odoc.state.ok.us>; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz 
Subject: Re: RTT 
 
The deputy education commissioner in TX is a long time friend of mine and said they made a
decision last year not to apply for RttT knowing they had no chance to win because of politics, so
didn't waste time and effort on a proposal.. Maybe in addition to ideological differences, this is also
a way for TX to "save face" if rejected.
OK is in a much stronger position in this competiton, but then I am a pragmatist, not an ideologist. I
just want us to continue to lead in the one area of education where we have been a leader because
we don't have a track record of success in other areas of public education.. We may improve the
results if we find ways to provide continuous support for children in poverty. Unfortunately,
Brandon doesn't seem to recognize or understand their environment.
I hope our state can move forward in demonstrating we care about those children and won't
abandon our commitment to improving their future.
OK, so I am not a politician for good reason.
Phyllis

 
From: Glenn Coffee 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 02:57 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Mary Christensen; Lopez, Dave <Dave_Lopez@odoc.state.ok.us>; Katie Altshuler;
Alex Weintz; Phyllis Hudecki 
Subject: RE: RTT 
 
Brandon Dutcher just sent out a tweet saying Rick Perry is going to reject Obama’s “Race to the
Cradle” money.
 
This thing is headed down the same track as the Health Insurance Exchange grant in a hurry.
 
Just my two cents.
 
Glenn
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From: Phyllis Hudecki
To: "pahudecki "
Subject: Fw: RTT
Date: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 9:09:29 AM

 
From: Lopez, Dave [mailto:Dave_Lopez@odoc.state.ok.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 08:34 AM
To: Phyllis Hudecki; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Mary Christensen; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz 
Subject: RE: RTT 
 
Well said.  
 
Ditto for me on Dr. Hudecki’s observations and recommendation.  Not many
other categories—in education or elsewhere—in which Oklahoma is
recognized as a positive trend setter for the nation. 
 
 
 
From: Phyllis Hudecki [mailto:Phyllis.Hudecki@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 7:04 PM
To: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Mary Christensen; Lopez, Dave; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: RTT
 
The deputy education commissioner in TX is a long time friend of mine and said they made a
decision last year not to apply for RttT knowing they had no chance to win because of politics, so
didn't waste time and effort on a proposal.. Maybe in addition to ideological differences, this is also
a way for TX to "save face" if rejected.
OK is in a much stronger position in this competiton, but then I am a pragmatist, not an ideologist. I
just want us to continue to lead in the one area of education where we have been a leader because
we don't have a track record of success in other areas of public education.. We may improve the
results if we find ways to provide continuous support for children in poverty. Unfortunately,
Brandon doesn't seem to recognize or understand their environment.
I hope our state can move forward in demonstrating we care about those children and won't
abandon our commitment to improving their future.
OK, so I am not a politician for good reason.
Phyllis

 
From: Glenn Coffee 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 02:57 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Mary Christensen; Lopez, Dave <Dave_Lopez@odoc.state.ok.us>; Katie Altshuler;
Alex Weintz; Phyllis Hudecki 
Subject: RE: RTT 
 
Brandon Dutcher just sent out a tweet saying Rick Perry is going to reject Obama’s “Race to the
Cradle” money.
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This thing is headed down the same track as the Health Insurance Exchange grant in a hurry.
 
Just my two cents.
 
Glenn
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz
Subject: FW: SB 1629 is on hold pending Supreme Court action
Date: Thursday, March 08, 2012 5:09:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Assume our release is still good to go?

 

 

 

From: Malia Bennett [mailto:bennett@lsb.state.ok.us] 
Sent: Thursday, March 08, 2012 5:06 PM
To: bennett@oksenate.gov
Subject: SB 1629 is on hold pending Supreme Court action
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

OKLAHOMA STATE LEGISLATURE
 

March 8, 2012
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Nathan Atkins                                                                      John Estus                                                                            
405.521.5605                                                                       405.962.7674 desk, 405.706.0084 cell          
atkins@oksenate.gov                                                         john.estus@okhouse.gov
 
                                               

SB 1629 is on hold pending Supreme Court action
 
OKLAHOMA CITY – The Legislature will wait until after the U.S. Supreme Court rules on the constitutionality of the federal
health care law before proceeding with Senate Bill 1629, legislators announced Thursday.
 
The U.S. Supreme Court is expected to rule this summer, perhaps as early as June, on a legal challenge brought by several
states alleging the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act is unconstitutional.
 
Should the high court overturn the law, the possibility exists that health insurance exchanges would not be necessary. And
should the high court uphold the federal law, nuances within the majority opinion could help legislators craft the most
effective Oklahoma-based marketplace possible to defend against the imposition of a federal exchange.
 
Given these dynamics, legislative leaders and the chairmen of the Joint Committee of Federal Health Care Law have opted to
wait until the outcome of the Supreme Court proceedings before moving further forward with SB 1629. If the court upholds
the law, the Legislature is already prepared to continue defending against federal intervention into the Oklahoma health care
market.
 
“There are many common-sense solutions conservatives can agree on to lower the cost of healthcare, expand access and
choices to more individuals, and increase the quality of our care – all through tried-and-true principles of the free market,”
said Sen. Gary Stanislawski, R-Tulsa, co-chairman of the Joint Committee on Federal Health Care Law.
 
“These are ideas worth pursuing, and we eagerly await the Supreme Court’s repeal of ObamaCare so we can begin the very
serious business of addressing our healthcare challenges with solutions that expand freedom instead of government,”
Stanislawski said.
 
The Joint Committee on Federal Health Care Law met five times throughout the interim to determine the effect the law will
have on Oklahoma. Among its recommendations was to craft a state-based marketplace in order to prevent the federal
government from imposing a federal exchange in Oklahoma.
 
“If the court doesn’t reject this law as we hope, developing a state-based exchange remains our best defense against unwanted
federal intervention,” said Rep. Glen Mulready, R-Tulsa, the committee’s other co-chairman. “We think we have fashioned a
good plan. We are willing to wait to ensure we have the best possible solution to protect Oklahoma from federal intervention.”
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Legislative leaders supported the committee co-chairmen’s decision.
 
“Republicans in the state Senate will do everything in our power to block ObamaCare in Oklahoma. When President Obama
rammed through a trillion dollar unconstitutional assault on the healthcare freedom of Oklahomans, he proved his values are
fundamentally at odds with ours,” said Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman, R-Sapulpa. “The fight to preserve
healthcare freedom is far from over.”
 
“Developing a state-based solution has always been and remains the best, most realistic way to defend against a federal
exchange. The reality is we’re not yet at the point where we absolutely have to deploy that defense,” said House Speaker Kris
Steele, R-Shawnee. “Should the time come, we’ll be prepared to act thanks to the groundwork the committee has laid for us.”
 

- 30 -
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper
Subject: FW: SCOTUS Medicaid decision: call today at 4:30 EST
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 12:53:00 PM
Importance: High

 
 

From: Marie Sanderson [mailto:  
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 12:16 PM
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell; Mike Schrimpf; Jon Thompson
Subject: SCOTUS Medicaid decision: call today at 4:30 EST
Importance: High
 

All: Quick update on the Medicaid opinion.
 

1.      CALL SCHEDULED FOR TODAY:  We will host a call at
4:30 EST today to discuss moving parts with a team of
experts.  1 800 653 7913  access code 4341764

2.     PRESS:  We realize many of you are torn with what to say
regarding the Medicaid expansion piece in your public
states.  We request that you continue indicate that your
state is studying the opinion. We will discuss this today on
the call.  We will discuss Medicaid expansion, MOEs,
healthcare exchanges and a number of other questions you
might have.   While the expansion piece is voluntary,
Medicaid is still a regulatory mess and other pieces of
PPACA for states appear to be intact. 

 
Thanks,
Marie
 

 

 

More:

http://www.scotusblog.com/2012/06/court-holds-that-states-have-choice-whether-to-

join-medicaid-expansion/

 
Court holds that states have choice whether to join
medicaid expansion
The Court’s decision on the constitutionality of the Medicaid expansion is divided and
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complicated.  The bottom line is that: (1) Congress acted constitutionally in offering states
funds to expand coverage to millions of new individuals; (2) So states can agree to expand
coverage in exchange for those new funds; (3) If the state accepts the expansion funds, it
must obey by the new rules and expand coverage; (4) but a state can refuse to participate in
the expansion without losingall of its Medicaid funds; instead the state will have the option
of continue the its current, unexpanded plan as is.
 
 The votes for this outcome are divided among several opinions.  Three Justices – the Chief,
Justice Kagan, and Justice Breyer – took the position that depriving a state of all of its
Medicaid funding for refusing to agree to the new expansion would exceed Congress’s power
under the Spending Clause.  Although Congress may attach conditions to federal funds, they
concluded, it may not coerce states into accepting those conditions.  And in this case, taking
away all the states’ funds for the entirety of its Medicaid program just because it disagreed
with a piece of the program would be coercive.  But the remedy for that constitutional
violation is not to declare the expansion unconstitutional – such that even states that want
to participate would not have the option.  Instead, the plurality held that the provision of the
statute that authorized the Government to cut off all funds for non-compliance with the
expansion was unconstitutional.  The result is that states can choose to participate in the
expansion, must comply with the conditions attached to the new expansion funds if they
take that new money, but states can also choose to continue to participate only in the
unexpanded version of the program if they want.
 

Justices Ginsburg and Sotomayor would have held the entire expansion program
constitutional, even the provision threatening to cut off all funding unless states agreed to
the expansion.  Their votes created a majority for the proposition that the overall expansion
was constitutional, and that states could choose to participate in the expansion and would
have to comply with the expansion conditions if they did.

 

But there was still no majority about what to do about the states that do not want to
participate in the expansion – the Chief Justice’s 3-Justice plurality voted to strike down the
provision allowing the Government to withhold all funds from states that reject the
expansion; Justices Ginsburg and Sotomayor voted to uphold it.

 

The deadlock was broken by the dissenters.  Justice Scalia – writing on behalf of himself, and
Justices Kennedy, Thomas, and Alito – agreed with the Chief’s plurality that the threat to
withhold all funds was unconstitutionally coercive.  But they would have held that the
consequence is that the entire expansion program should be stricken.  The result would have
been that even states that wanted to participate in the program could not.  The plurality’s
approach of simply striking down the provision that allowed withholding all funds if the
state refused the expansion was, in the dissenters’ view, tantamount to rewriting the statute.
 

At this point, that meant that there were 2 votes to uphold the expansion in its entirety, 4
votes to strike the entire expansion down, and 3 votes to strike down only the provision
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withholding all funds for non-compliance with the expansion mandate.  So where does that
leave things?

 

Fortunately (for the sake of clarity at least), Justices Ginsburg and Sotomayor resolved the
ambiguity by voting with the plurality on the remedy question.  That is, these Justices voted
that if the statute was unconstitutionally coercive, then the remedy would be only to strike
down the all-or-nothing sanction.
 

The consequence was a bottom line of 7 Justices – the Chief, Breyer, Kagan and the four
dissenters – finding the expansion unconstitutional.  But a different majority – the Chief,
Ginsburg, Breyer, Sotomayor and Kagan – held that the remedy for the violation was to
strike down only the provision allowing the federal government to withhold all Medicaid
funds unless a state agrees to the expansion.
 

 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell (
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: SCOTUS Medicaid decision: call today at 4:30 EST
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 12:56:00 PM
Importance: High

 
 

From: Marie Sanderson [mailto:  
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 12:16 PM
To: Marie Sanderson
Cc: Lindsay Russell; Mike Schrimpf; Jon Thompson
Subject: SCOTUS Medicaid decision: call today at 4:30 EST
Importance: High
 

All: Quick update on the Medicaid opinion.
 

1.      CALL SCHEDULED FOR TODAY:  We will host a call at
4:30 EST today to discuss moving parts with a team of
experts.  1 800 653 7913  access code 4341764

2.     PRESS:  We realize many of you are torn with what to say
regarding the Medicaid expansion piece in your public
states.  We request that you continue indicate that your
state is studying the opinion. We will discuss this today on
the call.  We will discuss Medicaid expansion, MOEs,
healthcare exchanges and a number of other questions you
might have.   While the expansion piece is voluntary,
Medicaid is still a regulatory mess and other pieces of
PPACA for states appear to be intact. 

 
Thanks,
Marie
 

 

 

More:

http://www.scotusblog.com/2012/06/court-holds-that-states-have-choice-whether-to-

join-medicaid-expansion/

 
Court holds that states have choice whether to join
medicaid expansion
The Court’s decision on the constitutionality of the Medicaid expansion is divided and
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complicated.  The bottom line is that: (1) Congress acted constitutionally in offering states
funds to expand coverage to millions of new individuals; (2) So states can agree to expand
coverage in exchange for those new funds; (3) If the state accepts the expansion funds, it
must obey by the new rules and expand coverage; (4) but a state can refuse to participate in
the expansion without losingall of its Medicaid funds; instead the state will have the option
of continue the its current, unexpanded plan as is.
 
 The votes for this outcome are divided among several opinions.  Three Justices – the Chief,
Justice Kagan, and Justice Breyer – took the position that depriving a state of all of its
Medicaid funding for refusing to agree to the new expansion would exceed Congress’s power
under the Spending Clause.  Although Congress may attach conditions to federal funds, they
concluded, it may not coerce states into accepting those conditions.  And in this case, taking
away all the states’ funds for the entirety of its Medicaid program just because it disagreed
with a piece of the program would be coercive.  But the remedy for that constitutional
violation is not to declare the expansion unconstitutional – such that even states that want
to participate would not have the option.  Instead, the plurality held that the provision of the
statute that authorized the Government to cut off all funds for non-compliance with the
expansion was unconstitutional.  The result is that states can choose to participate in the
expansion, must comply with the conditions attached to the new expansion funds if they
take that new money, but states can also choose to continue to participate only in the
unexpanded version of the program if they want.
 

Justices Ginsburg and Sotomayor would have held the entire expansion program
constitutional, even the provision threatening to cut off all funding unless states agreed to
the expansion.  Their votes created a majority for the proposition that the overall expansion
was constitutional, and that states could choose to participate in the expansion and would
have to comply with the expansion conditions if they did.

 

But there was still no majority about what to do about the states that do not want to
participate in the expansion – the Chief Justice’s 3-Justice plurality voted to strike down the
provision allowing the Government to withhold all funds from states that reject the
expansion; Justices Ginsburg and Sotomayor voted to uphold it.

 

The deadlock was broken by the dissenters.  Justice Scalia – writing on behalf of himself, and
Justices Kennedy, Thomas, and Alito – agreed with the Chief’s plurality that the threat to
withhold all funds was unconstitutionally coercive.  But they would have held that the
consequence is that the entire expansion program should be stricken.  The result would have
been that even states that wanted to participate in the program could not.  The plurality’s
approach of simply striking down the provision that allowed withholding all funds if the
state refused the expansion was, in the dissenters’ view, tantamount to rewriting the statute.
 

At this point, that meant that there were 2 votes to uphold the expansion in its entirety, 4
votes to strike the entire expansion down, and 3 votes to strike down only the provision
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withholding all funds for non-compliance with the expansion mandate.  So where does that
leave things?

 

Fortunately (for the sake of clarity at least), Justices Ginsburg and Sotomayor resolved the
ambiguity by voting with the plurality on the remedy question.  That is, these Justices voted
that if the statute was unconstitutionally coercive, then the remedy would be only to strike
down the all-or-nothing sanction.
 

The consequence was a bottom line of 7 Justices – the Chief, Breyer, Kagan and the four
dissenters – finding the expansion unconstitutional.  But a different majority – the Chief,
Ginsburg, Breyer, Sotomayor and Kagan – held that the remedy for the violation was to
strike down only the provision allowing the federal government to withhold all Medicaid
funds unless a state agrees to the expansion.
 

 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
MSanderson@rga.org
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)

Office (202) 464- 8556
Cell (
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fw: SCOTUS Obamacare Messaging Call
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 9:53:51 AM
Importance: High

Call if u can 
 
From: Mike Schrimpf [mailto:mschrimpf@RGA.ORG] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 09:25 AM
To: Mike Schrimpf <mschrimpf@RGA.ORG> 
Cc: Jon Thompson <jthompson@RGA.ORG>; Marie Sanderson < >; Lindsay
Russell < >; Intern Dave Martinez <dmartinez@RGA.ORG> 
Subject: SCOTUS Obamacare Messaging Call 
 
Good Morning,
 
I’d like to invite you to join an RGA conference call to discuss GOP messaging on healthcare
after the Supreme Court issues its ruling on Obamacare later this month. 
 
Given the high stakes impact of the decision and its political repercussions, it is essential that
all of our governors be on the same page message-wise, especially in the critical 24-72 hours
following the decision.  The RGA has been working in conjunction with the RNC, House and
Senate leadership, and the NRSC and NRCC to ensure the entire Party will be speaking with
the same voice.
 
Call Details:
Thursday, June 14
2:00 PM EST
 
To confirm your participation, please respond directly to this email or email Dave Martinez at
DMartinez@rga.org. Call-in information will be provided upon your RSVP.
 
Last, a number of national outlets are trying to write stories about the GOP’s preparations for
the ruling. These are stories that would only do our side harm, so please keep this call and
any related documents confidential.
 
Best,
 
Mike
 
Mike Schrimpf
Communications Director
Republican Governors Association
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20006
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FW: SCOTUS Obamacare Messaging Call
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 3:50:00 PM
Importance: High

I’m going to be on this call Thursday.  Feel free to join me if you’d like.  I will send you call-

in details when I get them.  Thanks.

 

From: Mike Schrimpf [mailto:mschrimpf@RGA.ORG] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 9:26 AM
To: Mike Schrimpf
Cc: Jon Thompson; Marie Sanderson; Lindsay Russell; Intern Dave Martinez
Subject: SCOTUS Obamacare Messaging Call
Importance: High
 
Good Morning,
 
I’d like to invite you to join an RGA conference call to discuss GOP messaging on healthcare
after the Supreme Court issues its ruling on Obamacare later this month. 
 
Given the high stakes impact of the decision and its political repercussions, it is essential that
all of our governors be on the same page message-wise, especially in the critical 24-72 hours
following the decision.  The RGA has been working in conjunction with the RNC, House and
Senate leadership, and the NRSC and NRCC to ensure the entire Party will be speaking with
the same voice.
 
Call Details:
Thursday, June 14
2:00 PM EST
 
To confirm your participation, please respond directly to this email or email Dave Martinez at
DMartinez@rga.org. Call-in information will be provided upon your RSVP.
 
Last, a number of national outlets are trying to write stories about the GOP’s preparations for
the ruling. These are stories that would only do our side harm, so please keep this call and
any related documents confidential.
 
Best,
 
Mike
 
Mike Schrimpf
Communications Director
Republican Governors Association
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20006
(
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Craig Perry
Subject: FW: Senate adjourns after session full of victories
Date: Thursday, December 01, 2011 3:22:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png

 
 

From: Malia Bennett [mailto:bennett@lsb.state.ok.us] 
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2011 4:49 PM
To: bennett@oksenate.gov
Subject: Senate adjourns after session full of victories
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

May 20, 2011
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Jarred Brejcha                                                                                                     
405.521.5605
brejcha@oksenate.gov                     

 
Senate adjourns after session full of victories
Pro Tem happy about the direction of Oklahoma
(For digital audio, go to www.oksenate.gov and select “News”)

 
Oklahoma City – The Oklahoma State Senate adjourned today capping off a year of legislative victories that will mark the most successful session for government reform and conservative goals in the history of the state.  Leading an ambitious caucus that aggressively delivered on goals that have been on Republicans’ agenda for decades, President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman, R-Sapulpa, said he was proud of the accomplishments.
 
            “I am very happy about this session and all that the Senate accomplished this year,” said Bingman.  “As a state, Oklahoma is moving in the right direction.”
 
            Mentioning the sweeping reforms passed into law this session, Bingman said that the Senate began its work with an aggressive agenda.  “Our Republican caucus agenda was big and bold; it was easy to criticize because it went after so many reforms that conservatives have pushed for decades in Oklahoma but have been unable to accomplish until now because of our GOP majority and Republican governor.”
 
            The current legislature is the most Republican in state history, which along with a Republican governor has given the GOP an opportunity that Senate Republicans did not pass up.  “We live in a conservative state, the people have spoken and we are listening,” said Bingman.  “Our priorities were to reform state government in a way that eliminates inefficiencies and duplication so that government size and costs are reduced.  The federal government should follow our lead in cutting government, including the tax cuts that we enacted.”
 
            “When is the last time the legislature saved as much as it spent,” asked Bingman referring to the massive cost savings that resulting in this years historic pension reform that erased more than $6 billion from the unfunded pension liability.  “Oklahoma is an example to the rest of the country; the days of no fiscal accountability and liberal tax and spend policies that left our state with billions of debt are over.  We cut taxes despite the $500 million budget shortfall.  We then balanced a budget that is the same size as the amount of money we saved on pension reform.”
 
            Bingman included praise to the Senate Democrats.  “I firmly believe that this is a body of 48 valuable members that have all added greatly to the process this year.  While we have a majority and a minority caucus, both have contributed by offering their life experiences and expertise as a unique perspective and conscious on every issue that we addressed.  Our strong finish is a result of diligent work from Democrats and Republicans alike.”
 
            “I cannot thank my colleagues enough; they all did such a great job this session working hard and diligently to the end.”
 
Senate Republican agenda items passed this session include:
 
Job Creation and Economic Development
 
·         SB862 - Ends joint and several liability, removes section on joint tortfeasor.  Signed by Governor on 4/5.
·         HB2128 – Limits noneconomic damages to $350K.  Signed by Governor on 4/5.
·         SB865 - Jury shall be instructed that no damage award for personal injury or wrongful death is subject to income tax.  Signed by Governor on 4/5.
·         HB2023 - Requires that the actual amount paid for certain medical bills will be admissible at trial, instead of the amounts billed for expenses incurred.  Signed by Governor on 4/18.
·         HB2024 – Periodic payment of damages.  Signed by Governor on 4/5. 
·         SB878 – Workers’ compensation reform, complete re-write of current law.  Sent to Governor. 
·         HB1008 – Reinstated aerospace engineering tax credits.
·         HJR1002 – Limits ad valorem increases to 3% annually.  Filed with Secretary of State on 4/25.
·         Lowered taxes by allowing the top income tax rate to be reduced from 5.50% to 5.25%.
·         HB1909 – Corporation Commission is authorized to allow multiunit horizontal wells under certain conditions, and may unitize a shale reservoir for the drilling of horizontal wells under certain limited circumstances and conditions.  Signed by Governor on 4/13. 
 
Reforming Oklahoma Government
 
·         HB2170 – General Appropriations bill, created a balanced budget with prioritized spending.  Sent to Governor on 5/18.
·         SB541 – State agencies may accept electronic payments for licenses and permits.  Director of the OSF shall publish a financial services cost-performance assessment documenting each appropriated state agency's cost for providing financial services.  Those in the bottom 10% of cost performance audit for shared financial services.  Signed by Governor on 5/16.
·         HB1601 – Establishes business licensing one-stop shop program. 
·         HB1304 – Consolidates all state information structure, operations and purchasing procedures under the direction of the Chief Information Officer within the Office of State Finance. 
·         HB2140 – Consolidates Dept of Central Services, Office of Personnel Management, Employees Benefits Council, and the State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board into the Office of State Finance. 
·         HB1207 - Establishes State Government Conferences Web-based Transparency pilot program.
·         HB1086 – Payments from Treasury shall be conveyed electronically.  Establishes OK State Government Open Documents Initiative.  Establishes a website in which all state forms may be downloaded.  State agencies shall enter into a shared services agreement with OSF for payroll processing.  State shall develop employee performance metrics. 
·         HB1044 – Agency rules must cite federal or state law, court decision, or other authority.  Rules which establish or increase fees must be approved by the legislature.  Signed by Governor on 4/14.
·         SB377 – Establishes investment committee for Teacher Retirement System.  Signed by Governor on 5/10.
·         HB1007 – Teacher Retirement System administered by the State Dept of Education.  Signed by Governor on 4/18.
·         HB1010 – Modifies the age which justices may be eligible for retirement benefits.  Signed by Governor on 5/10.
·         SB891 – Public schools increase retirement rate for teachers who return to employment after retirement.  Signed by Governor on 5/18.
·         SB347 – Municipal officers convicted of crimes lose their retirement benefits.  Signed by Governor on 5/10.
·         SB794 – Changes normal retirement age for employees participating in the OK Public Employees Retirement System to 65 for those whose date of enrollment follows 11/1/11.  Signed by governor on 5/10. 
·         HB2132 – Cost of living adjustments for public employee pensions must be funded.  Signed by Governor on 5/10. 
 
Infrastructure and Transportation Improvement
 
·         HB2171 - $70M transportation bond that supports the ongoing commitment to the ROADS fund and eight year plan. 
 
Public Safety
 
·         SB923 - Increases fine and jail term for those soliciting others to join a gang. Persons committing gang related offense in assoc with street gang are guilty of felony. Immunity for school personnel reporting gang activity of students.  Signed by Governor on 5/3.
·         HB1652 – Allows for those with concealed carry licenses to keep firearms in vehicles when parked at career tech.
·         SB529 – Erin Elizabeth Swezey Act.  Those who receive a DUI are required to install inter-lock devices in their vehicles. 
·         HB1319 – Strengthens penalties for DUI offenders.
·         SB674 – Strengthens requirements for those seeking an application for a child care facility and those who are employed in child care facilities.  Signed by Governor on 5/18.
 
Education
 
·         HB1380 – Removes trial de novo.  Signed by Governor on 4/12.
·         SB664 - Reduces the percentage that school districts may expend for administrative costs. If the districts exceed those percentages, the excess is deducted from next year's state funding.  Signed by Governor on 5/2. 
·         HB2115 - Allows expenditure from School Consolidation Assistance Fund to school districts that have entered into a mutual contract for a superintendent.
·         HB1372 – Adds elementary principals and assistant superintendants to the administrative expenditure cap.  Signed by Governor on 4/20.
·         SB256 - Charter schools choosing to lease property shall be eligible to receive current government lease rates.  Signed by Governor on 5/9.
·         SB445 – Charter schools are allowed to enroll emergency transfer students.  Signed by Governor on 5/9.
·         HB1456 – Allows schools to be graded on A-F scale.  Signed by Governor on 5/4.
·         SB346 - Mandates reading proficiency assessments in early grades. Students not reading at grade level by 3rd grade must be retained.  Signed by Governor on 5/4.
·         SB969 - Creates OK Equal Opportunity Scholarship Act. Credit for any taxpayer who contributes to an eligible scholarship granting organization.  Signed by Governor on 5/16. 
·         HB2139 – Allows the Supt. of Public Education to oversee the Dept. of Education.  The Board of Education oversees public instruction.  Signed by Governor on 4/8. 
·         SB435 – One member of the Board of Education is appointed from each congressional district along with one at-large member.  The board members serve at the pleasure of the Governor.  Sent to Governor on 5/18.
 
Affordable and Accessible Health Care
 
·         Supported the Governor in the decision to reject $54M early innovator federal health care grant.
·         Enacted lawsuit reform to lower malpractice rates.  SB862, SB865, HB2023, HB2024, and HB2128. 
·         SB679 - OK Health Care Authority may administer sanctions to Medicaid recipients who abuse state Medicaid program.  Signed by Governor on 5/17. 
·         HB1381 – Helped rural hospitals by passing the Supplemental Hospital Offset Payment Program Act.  Signed by Governor on 5/13. 
 
Traditional Values
 
·         SB547 - All qualified health plans offered through an Exchange established in the state are prohibited from including elective abortion coverage. Signed by Governor on 4/20. 
·         HB1888 – Pain Capable Unborn Child Protection Act.  Prohibits abortions after 20 weeks except in certain circumstances.
·         HB1970 – Physician must examine patient before providing RU-486.  RU-486 must be supplied congruent with FDA guidelines. 
 

- 30 -
 

Oklahoma State Senate
President Pro Tempore

Senator Brian Bingman, R-Sapulpa
State Capitol Room 422

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
(405) 521-5565
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From: Travis Brauer
To: Craig Perry
Subject: FW: Senate GOP Agenda Press Conference
Date: Tuesday, February 07, 2012 4:25:00 PM

 
Opening Statement by President Bingman:  We made tremendous progress last
session that has helped create a pro-growth and pro-jobs environment.  We are
seeking a smaller, simpler and smarter government while protecting our core
services.  In order to move the state forward we must create good jobs.
 
 
Sen. Brinkley on Jobs and Economy:
 
Making Oklahoma a prosperous place is a top priority of the Senate GOPs and
we have been presented with a unique opportunity to achieve that goal, by
taking a thoughtful and aggressive approach on reduction of the state’s
income tax.  We plan on broadening the tax base, while protecting the core
gov. services. 
 
Identify and eliminate ineffective tax credits. Will consider the
recommendations made by the task force. 
 
Reduce and repeal the burdensome state regulations which hurt job growth. 
Will also oppose the overreaching federal regulations.
 
The workers comp system has work that is not completed and we will continue
to work on that.
 
Senator Ford on education:
 
1) We will honor our commitment to teachers that are National Board Certified
by keeping the promises we made to the teachers. It is important to have
quality teachers in the classroom.
 
2) We will work on the quality of types of education while promoting greater
parental choice in education. With various types of educational alternatives
being utilized we must make sure that the different alternatives are the best
product we can offer.
 
3) We must increase the number of well educated individuals with college
degrees, advanced degrees, and industrial certifications. We must make sure
that students and families have the necessary education to fill the jobs that
will move the state forward.  
 
Senator Crain on Health and Human Services:
 
Senate GOP will continue to protect the quality of life for the unprotected.
We will continue to protect and advocate for the unborn. We also plan to
address the challenges involved in reducing the infant mortality rate.
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The Senate GOP will also find solutions to address the shortage of doctors
and health care professionals in undeserved areas throughout Oklahoma.
 
Senate GOPs opposes ObamaCare (PPACA) but we recognize that it is the law of
the land and we will continue to find Oklahoma alternatives.
 
We will continue to find ways to reintegrate our returning War Veterans into
the work force through job placement programs and the expansion of VA
programs.
 
Senator Barrington on Public Safety: 
 
The Senate GOP Caucus recognizes that Public Safety is a core service of the
government and we will seek to improve public safety through the following:
 

1)   Protect the families and children of Oklahoma from violence by being
more tough on crime;

2)  We will support alternative and effective approaches to incarceration
through programs such as: drug courts and veteran’s courts;

3)   We will also combat the manufacture and the distribution of illegal
drugs. 

 
Senator Jolley on Government:
 

1)   We believe in limited government through the continual efforts of
modernizing the government and by reducing the scope of the Oklahoma
Government.  We need to make sure that the government is not imposing
into the lives of the people too much.

2)   We will revisit Oklahoma water plans by thoughtfully debating programs
to make sure that the needs of all citizens in Oklahoma are met.

3)   Senate GOP Caucus believes that it is important to maintain all state
properties and assets as they all belong to the people of Oklahoma and
they deserve to have the best buildings. 

 
Senator Stanislawski on Transportation Infrastructure:
 
Senate GOP Caucus is not happy that Oklahoma constantly is near the bottom of
the list re: best highways and interstates in the nation.  We will continue
to be committed to ODOT’s 8 year plan.
 
Q&A:
 
The Senate Agenda seems very similar to Governor Fallin’s Agenda, would you
agree?
-President Bingman:  There are similarities as we are pro-growth, pro-jobs,
etc.
 
Regarding the Health Exchange Regular Mandates:
-Senator Stanislawski chaired a task force this summer and we will give it a
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sincere and hard look when considering legislation that we pass.
 
Senator Brinkley,  what did you mention when you mentioned broadening the tax
base?  Did you mean that there would be a tax increase?
-Senator Brinkley:  Our agenda would never include any items that would raise
taxes.  By broadening the tax base, I simply meant that by increasing the
quantity of jobs in Oklahoma would result in more money from taxes being
raised. 
 
What about online taxes?
-That all depends on what Congress does.
 
Would the removal of the newspaper tax exemption be considered a tax
increase?
 
Senator Bingman:  We plan on reviewing all tax credits.
 
Do you see a problem with cutting different education programs creating
larger classroom sizes?
-Senator Jolley:  There is a difference between cuts and efficiency…by cutting
certain programs, we save money, which will be pumped back into the class
rooms.
 
I missed the DHS question.
 
Senator Jolley:  More efficiency does not mean we will cut more programs. 
Unlike DC we are unable to print money…we have to live within our means.
 
Questions re: efficiencies in higher education.
 
Senator Jolley:  What Governor Fallin proposed yesterday we believe came from
discussions that we had last session.  Also, UCO and OSU have saved lots of
money through energy efficiency. We must be stewards of the taxpayers.
 
Senator Halligan:  My assessment is we have great jobs in Oklahoma, but we
don’t have an educated workforce.  Energy efficiency similar to what has
taken place at OSU and UCO will be moved around the state.
 
Is Governor Fallin’s billion dollar budget for the tax reduction realistic?
Senator Brinkley:  We are excited to work with Governor Fallin’s office, but
our plan is revenue neutral.  We have plenty of time to work out a solution
to do what is best for the tax payers.
 
President Bingman closed with: “We are faced with many challenges, but we
view that as opportunity.”
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: FW: SGAToday Daily Edition
Date: Monday, February 28, 2011 12:07:00 PM

Not exactly the top story we’d like.
 

From: sgatoday@sso.org [mailto:sgatoday@sso.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 12:01 PM
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: SGAToday Daily Edition
 

SGA Today 2/28/2011 1:00:49 PM

 
Hello Aaron Cooper,

The news for today:

Media Highlights
2/28/2011

Gov. Fallin: Oklahoma to Accept Federal Health
Insurance Grant
Funding will help develop necessary IT infrastructure for state-based

health insurance exchange [Read More]

Official News
2/28/2011

VA Gov. McDonnell’s 2011 Agenda Receives Strong
Bipartisan Support
Highlights include major transportation investment, higher education

legislation and government reform measures [Read More]

2/25/2011

Gov. Tomblin: West Virginia Companies Shine Across
the Globe
Joins Toyota officials to announce $64B manufacturing expansion

[Read More]

2/28/2011

FL Gov. Scott to Help 'Share a Little Sunshine'
Launches nationwide tourism campaign to bring travelers South [Read

More]

What's New

·         In case you missed it,

SB&D says the American

South is the "complete

region" for aviation and

aerospace opportunities. 

 

Visit the Southern Governors' Association home page.

Manage your communication preferences: unsubscribe, set delivery frequency or update your delivery
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address. Please allow up to 48 hours for changes to be effective. To ensure that you continue receiving this

service, please add sga@sso.org to your address book or safe list.

Click Here to Unsubscribe
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Alex Gerszewski
Subject: Fw: state of the state general sketch/outline
Date: Wednesday, December 05, 2012 10:54:09 AM

Can u pls print 4 copies of this and bring into small conf room. Thanks! 
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2012 10:22 AM
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri 
Cc: Governor Fallin Press 
Subject: state of the state general sketch/outline 
 
This is obviously a very rough outline/sketch of how I see the SOTS being structured. Will bring to
policy meeting.
 
State of the State
Strong Economy: Republicans said they would focus on growing the private sector and
bringing more and better jobs to the state. We have succeeded

-          Employment rate
-          Rate of job growth
-          Median income (broad based recovery)
-          Other stats

How did we get there? By staying focused and disciplined in pursuit of a pro-jobs agenda.
Getting government out of the way; removing barriers to growth; and giving our citizens the
tools they need to succeed in the global economy through education reform.

-          Lawsuit reform
-          Workers comp reform (and we will continue to pursue?)
-          Removing red tape and regulation, or modernizing regulations (one stop shop biz

licensing, updated regs for energy industry)
-          Lowering taxes – we will continue to look at ways to lower
-          Transportation – 8 yr plan, roads and bridges, investment in jobs
-          Education reforms and implementation of education reforms; complete college

America

We also said we would work to eliminate government waste; make government work more
efficiently and effectively, and reduce its size when and where that made sense. In short we
said we would govern responsibly. We have achieved enormous successes in that area and
we must continue to do more:

-          Agency consolidation (introduce plan to slash/consolidate agencies)
-          Energy Plan, including energy efficiency initiative and CNG vehicle initiative
-          Asset evaluation w/Speaker Shannon
-          Pension reform
-          Open Range (?)
-          Transparency initiatives
-          Improvements to vets facilities

Said we would fight for the things that continue to make Oklahoma special … for our rights
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and for our ability to govern ourselves
-          Fighting environmental regs?
-          Rejecting ObamaCare, Medicaid expansion and insurance exchange …

But its not enough to just say “no” … we do need to help our citizens. That’s why we are
proposing a Medicaid waiver to expand Insure oklahoma … and continuing to invest in
health and mental health initiatives … 
 
Other topics to work in?

-          Tribal relations
-          Fiscal cliff
-          Agriculture
-          Public employees and salaries
-          Law enforcement
-          Seniors

 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Fw: Statement for oklahoman
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 6:03:40 PM

 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 05:57 PM
To: Steve Mullins 
Subject: Statement for oklahoman 
 
here's what i sent ... Hope its ok 
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 05:45 PM
To: 'ZCampfield@opubco.com' <ZCampfield@opubco.com> 
Subject: Re: Oklahoman 
 
"Governor Fallin believes the Open Records Act exists to provide public access to the vast majority of
information and documents produced by Oklahoma's state government. She supports both the
letter and spirit of that law, and has made internet access to more state information available than
at any time in Oklahoma history.  However, Governor Fallin does not believe the law is intended to
allow access to conversations between executive branch employees working on draft documents,
brainstorming on public policy ideas, offering advice and counsel to the governor, or otherwise
acting in an advisory role. Reducing the privacy of those communications is outside of the scope of
the Open Records Act and would prevent the governor and her staff members from having open,
candid conversations about public policy. Eliminating the possibility of private dialogue inside the
executive branch would damage the ability of the governor to design and implement good policy
and would harm the public interest."- alex weintz 

 
From: Zeke Campfield [mailto:ZCampfield@opubco.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 04:47 PM
To: Alex Weintz 
Subject: RE: Oklahoman 
 
Alex:

Also, the govenor pledged to support both the law and intent of the Oklahoma Open Records Act, but

her general counsel has made clear, citing the U.S. Supreme Court and federal law, that your office will

likely not release "deliberative process" material or "executive privilege" material. Neither of these

citations come from Oklahoma law or Oklahoma court decisions. So is she violating that pledge?

Zeke

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 4:44 PM
To: Zeke Campfield
Subject: Re: Oklahoman

zeke - I'm in an NGA exec committee session and i wont be able to leave for another hour. If ur
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looking for stuff on exchanges than you can use the statement below ... I dont have anything to add
to it. If thats not the topic then shoot me an email - i really cant call for a while 

"Governor Fallin has decided to postpone an announcement on the future of health insurance
exchanges in Oklahoma. She will take advantage of the extension by continuing to study the issue
and evaluate the state's options." - AW

We do not have a timeline for when the announcement will take place but we do expect one sooner
rather than later. 
 
From: Zeke Campfield [mailto:ZCampfield@opubco.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 03:58 PM
To: Alex Weintz 
Subject: Oklahoman 
 
Alex-

I'm trying to reach you at the governor's office, but it says the office is closed. Can you please call me

back, or send me a better number to reach you?

Thanks, Zeke - 475-3694

 

Zeke Campfield 
Reporter

9000 N Broadway
Oklahoma City, OK 73114 
tel: 405 475-3694 
cell: 405 543-9740 
fax: 405 475-3183 
zcampfield@opubco.com

 

The Oklahoman NewsOK.com The Oklahoman Direct
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From: Wendy Gregory
To: tulsawendy
Subject: FW: States Challenge "Secret" Campaign Money
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 11:45:00 AM

 

From: Stateline Daily [mailto:editor@stateline.org] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 9:14 AM
To: Wendy Gregory
Subject: States Challenge 'Secret' Campaign Money
 
Trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.
Stateline Daily Edition

    
 November 15, 2012 Forward | Subscribe  

States Challenge ‘Secret’ Campaign Money 
By Ben Wieder, Stateline Staff Writer
With the rise in undisclosed political spending by non-profit groups, officials in
several states are trying to figure where the money is coming from.
Full Story

Despite Governor’s Push, Puerto Rican Statehood Unlikely 
By Jim Malewitz, Stateline Staff Writer
Puerto Rico Governor Luis Fortuno is pressing President Obama and
Congressional leaders to get the ball rolling on statehood for the island
commonwealth, after a historic referendum. But don’t expect action anytime
soon.
Full Story

US: Health law has states feeling tense over deadline
States are supposed to tell the Obama administration by Friday whether they

want to create their own health insurance exchange — a deadline that many had

bet might never come to pass, choosing to sit on their hands for months in the

hope that Mitt Romney would win the presidency and the health care law

would be repealed.

Full Story nytimes.com

 
PA: Pennsylvania AG's recommendations for Penn State include
removing governor, school president as trustees 
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In a special report released Wednesday, Pennsylvania Auditor General Jack

Wagner said the university’s clout, as it evolved under former President

Graham Spanier, was weighted too heavily toward the president’s office.

Full Story pennlive.com

 
US: BP: Near a deal with U.S. on oil spill
At stake are billions of dollars that would flow to five states affected by the

spill, which gushed 4.9 million barrels of crude into the Gulf of Mexico.

Full Story wsj.com

 
CA: After election, state lawmakers and interest groups travel in
tandem
At least two dozen California legislators and some of the lobbyists who seek to

influence them have fanned out across the globe this month to discuss energy,

health care, international trade and other policy issues. Destinations for the

talks? Hawaii, Brazil, China, Australia and New Zealand.

Full Story sacbee.com

 
MS: Bryant -- 1.5 percent cuts for most Mississippi agencies 
Republican Gov. Phil Bryant released his $5.8 billion spending plan Wednesday

at the Capitol. It’s 2.3 percent larger than the current year’s budget of nearly

$5.7 billion.

Full Story hattiesburgamerican.com

 
UT: Utah’s death penalty costs $1.6M more per inmate 
Rep. Steve Handy, R-Layton, had asked for the first study to examine what

capital punishment option costs the state and local governments. It found the

state spends $1.6 million more on death row inmates than those sentenced to

life without parole. 

Full Story sltrib.com

 
PA: Pa. lawmakers seek probes of Election Day irregularities 
Reports of voter intimidation, missing names, and other mishaps at the polls

on Nov. 6 have sparked a duel in the Capitol over which unresolved Election

Day issues should be investigated, and for what.

Full Story philly.com

 
FL: State representative wants early voting expanded 
State Rep. Darryl Rouson announced Wednesday he will submit a bill to
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expand early voting in response to long lines and delays in Florida’s vote

counting during last week’s election.

Full Story miamiherald.com

 
ME: GOP chairman Charlie Webster to investigate ‘black people’
voting as potential fraud 
Outgoing Maine Republican Party Chairman Charlie Webster plans to

investigate claims that “dozens of black people” who were unfamiliar to

municipal officials voted Nov. 6 in rural Maine towns.

Full Story bangordailynews.com

 
UT: Utah food tax could skyrocket
Utah lawmakers are once again considering doubling the state sales tax on

food, reversing a cut enacted five years ago.

Full Story sltrib.com
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Otie Ann Fried
Subject: FW: States must make exchange decisions by mid-November
Date: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 9:03:00 AM

States must make exchange decisions by mid-November

By Jason Millman

5/16/12 2:41 PM EDT

The moment of truth for health insurance exchanges finally has a date: Nov. 16.

That’s when states will have to indicate to HHS whether they plan to run their own exchange
or share some exchange portions with the feds, the Obama administration announced today.
And states will have to do much more than say yes or no — they’ll have to turn in an
exchange blueprint and demonstrate readiness to the feds.

That means states sitting on the sidelines until the Supreme Court decides the fate of the
Affordable Care Act will have a little more than four months to put up or shut up.

And while many states continue to plan for exchanges even though they would like nothing
more than to see the court invalidate the health law, it gives them a short window to get
widespread buy-in to move ahead on the ACA’s biggest piece.

CCIIO Director Steve Larsen said he believes states will be able to quickly turn their
attention to implementation after a ruling, assuming the court upholds the ACA.

“We absolutely think there is time for them to apply,” Larsen said in a conference call
Wednesday afternoon. “The time to apply runs into the middle of November. We do think
that gives them plenty of time to come in — both to apply for approval and to continue to get
funding.”

Still, there are many who think the Supreme Court won’t be the final answer on the fate of
the ACA. A number of Republican state lawmakers and governors have urged putting off
exchange implementation until 2013 — after seeing how the November elections shake out.

Of course, if states don’t move ahead on a state-based exchange or federal partnership, HHS
said it will be ready to set up a federal-run exchange for those states — and the department
today gave its first major guidance on how that would operate.

Most significantly, HHS said it will let all qualified health plans sell on the federally
facilitated exchange, at least for the first year. After that, it will analyze whether to move to
an active purchaser model, in which it will be more selective about which plans it will accept.

“At least in the first year, we anticipate having an open-market model,” Larsen said. “We
think this will help ensure at least initial availability of health plans for consumers.”

States that enter into a partnership model with HHS can handle plan management and in-
person consumer assistance functions. The department will handle enrollment functions and
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the call center.

Meanwhile, HHS also announced that six states received about $180 million in the newest
round of exchange establishment grants. That includes the second-ever Level Two award
funding exchange operations for three years to Washington state, which received $127
million.

The other states are Illinois, Nevada, Oregon, South Dakota, and Tennessee.

The ACA doesn’t provide direct funding for the federal exchange, so HHS announced it will
be at least partially funded by user fees from plans selling on the exchange. HHS is planning
to release more details on the fee program in the fall.
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From: Wendy Gregory
To: tulsawendy
Subject: FW: Statewide Coalition Leader Comments on Passage of Health Insurance Marketplace Legislation
Date: Monday, February 27, 2012 4:31:50 PM
Attachments: exchange member list 2-27-12.pdf

 
 

From: State Chamber Media [media@okstatechamber.com]
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2012 3:44 PM
To: State Chamber Media
Subject: Statewide Coalition Leader Comments on Passage of Health Insurance Marketplace Legislation

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Feb. 27, 2012

Contact: Jennifer Monies
(405) 235-3669

jmonies@okstatechamber.com
 

Statewide Coalition Leader Comments on Passage of Health
Insurance Marketplace Legislation

OKLAHOMA CITY—Fred Morgan, President of The State Chamber and leader of the
Oklahomans for Free Market Health Solutions coalition, comments on the passage of Senate Bill
1629, which would create a state-based, "Utah Model" marketplace where Oklahomans would be
able to easily access and competitively shop for private insurance products. 

Supported by U.S. Senator Tom Coburn, this model will be designed to allow Oklahoma to have
more control over a web-based marketplace than would be the case if the federal government
imposed an exchange. Under current law, if Oklahoma does not create its own system, the
federal government will impose one beginning in January of 2014. 

“A vote for this bill is a vote to prevent a federally-imposed health insurance exchange from
being forced upon our state by Washington D.C. I would like to thank the members of the Senate
Health and Human Services Committee who saw through the misleading rhetoric and voted for a
pragmatic, Oklahoma-based solution to our state’s health care needs,” said Morgan.

“Oklahomans have long been a national leader in the health care delivery system arena,
especially when it comes to our public private partnership in InsureOklahoma, which has been
modeled across the country. We need a health care system created by Oklahomans designed
specifically to address the unique health needs of our state and this bill does that.”

A list of the more than 40 member organizations of Oklahomans for Free Market Health
Solutions accompanies this release.

###
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The State Chamber of Oklahoma
Greater Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce
Tulsa Metro Chamber
Norman Chamber of Commerce  
Greater Enid Chamber of Commerce 
Bartlesville Regional Chamber of Commerce
Broken Arrow Chamber and Economic Development Corporation
Oklahoma Association of Health Plans
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Oklahoma
Global Health
Delta Dental of Oklahoma
Independent Insurance Agents of Oklahoma
National Association of Insurance and Financial Advisors
Oklahoma State Association of Health Underwriters
Tulsa Association of Health Underwriters
Oklahoma City Association of Health Underwriters
Oklahoma Osteopathic Association
Oklahoma State Medical Association
Oklahoma Hospital Association
Oklahoma Association of Optometric Physicians
Coventry Healthcare
UnitedHealth Care  
National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB) – Oklahoma 
Aetna US Healthcare
Oklahoma Chiropractors’ Association
Oklahoma Physical Therapy Association
Oklahoma Pharmacist’s Association
Oklahoma State Chiropractic Independent Physicians Association
Oklahoma Nurses Association
Oklahoma Institute for Child Advocacy
Oklahoma Fit Kids Coalition
INTEGRIS Health
Oklahoma Association of Health Care Providers
Summit Consolidated Group
Mercy Health Systems of Oklahoma
Oklahoma Primary Care Association
Oklahoma Academy of Family Physicians
Catalyst Behavioral Services
American Cancer Society
Oklahoma Substance Abuse Services Alliance
Ceridian
Oklahoma Society of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons
Pharmacy Providers of Oklahoma
Oklahoma Health & Life Insurance


2/16/12


Coalition Members











From: Rebecca Frazier
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Cody Inman; Steve Mullins; Audrey Rockwell
Subject: FW: status regarding OETA open records request?
Date: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 12:36:00 PM

Alex,
 
   Public Affairs is working on this and will have the information compiled this afternoon.  Thanks.
 

From: Audrey Rockwell 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:21 AM
To: Rebecca Frazier
Subject: FW: status regarding OETA open records request?
 
 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:01 AM
To: Steve Mullins; Audrey Rockwell
Subject: status regarding OETA open records request?
 
Bob Sands from OETA is running his story on the Medicaid expansion/health insurance exchange
tomorrow. Can we get him the phone logs  /email logs he requested today?
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Rebecca Frazier
To: Cody Inman
Cc: Audrey Rockwell
Subject: FW: status regarding OETA open records request?
Date: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 12:16:00 PM

Cody,
 
   I think Audrey spoke with you about this.  Please see below.
 
Audrey – we should redact personal information. 
 
Thanks!
 

From: Audrey Rockwell 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:21 AM
To: Rebecca Frazier
Subject: FW: status regarding OETA open records request?
 
 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:01 AM
To: Steve Mullins; Audrey Rockwell
Subject: status regarding OETA open records request?
 
Bob Sands from OETA is running his story on the Medicaid expansion/health insurance exchange
tomorrow. Can we get him the phone logs  /email logs he requested today?
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Audrey Rockwell
To: Rebecca Frazier
Subject: FW: status regarding OETA open records request?
Date: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:21:00 AM

 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:01 AM
To: Steve Mullins; Audrey Rockwell
Subject: status regarding OETA open records request?
 
Bob Sands from OETA is running his story on the Medicaid expansion/health insurance exchange
tomorrow. Can we get him the phone logs  /email logs he requested today?
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Rebecca Frazier
To: Aaron Cooper; Alex Weintz
Subject: FW: status regarding OETA open records request?
Date: Thursday, November 29, 2012 3:27:00 PM

Do you have Bob’s number?
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 1:11 PM
To: Rebecca Frazier
Cc: Cody Inman; Steve Mullins; Audrey Rockwell
Subject: RE: status regarding OETA open records request?
 
Thanks.
 

From: Rebecca Frazier 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 12:36 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Cody Inman; Steve Mullins; Audrey Rockwell
Subject: FW: status regarding OETA open records request?
 
Alex,
 
   Public Affairs is working on this and will have the information compiled this afternoon.  Thanks.
 

From: Audrey Rockwell 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:21 AM
To: Rebecca Frazier
Subject: FW: status regarding OETA open records request?
 
 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:01 AM
To: Steve Mullins; Audrey Rockwell
Subject: status regarding OETA open records request?
 
Bob Sands from OETA is running his story on the Medicaid expansion/health insurance exchange
tomorrow. Can we get him the phone logs  /email logs he requested today?
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Rebecca Frazier
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Cody Inman; Steve Mullins; Audrey Rockwell
Subject: FW: status regarding OETA open records request?
Date: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 12:36:05 PM

Alex,
 
   Public Affairs is working on this and will have the information compiled this afternoon.  Thanks.
 

From: Audrey Rockwell 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:21 AM
To: Rebecca Frazier
Subject: FW: status regarding OETA open records request?
 
 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:01 AM
To: Steve Mullins; Audrey Rockwell
Subject: status regarding OETA open records request?
 
Bob Sands from OETA is running his story on the Medicaid expansion/health insurance exchange
tomorrow. Can we get him the phone logs  /email logs he requested today?
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

 
Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8878

 

From: Alex Weintz
To: nathan.h.atkins
Subject: FW: TEST: PRESS RELEASE: Gov. Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue State-Based Exchange or Medicaid Expansion
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 10:44:00 AM

 
Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 19, 2012
 

Governor Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue State-Based Exchange
or Medicaid Expansion

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today released the following statement announcing that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of a state-based exchange or participate in the Medicaid expansion in the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA):
 
“For the past few months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma stakeholders and health care
experts across the country to determine the best course of action for Oklahoma in regards to both the creation of a health
insurance exchange and the expansion of Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. Our priority has been to ascertain
what can be done to increase quality and access to health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an undue burden
on taxpayers or the state. As I have stated many times before, it is my firm belief that PPACA fails to further these goals,
and will in fact decrease the quality of health care across the United States while contributing to the nation’s growing
deficit crisis.
 
“Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, the state of Oklahoma is legally obligated to either build
an exchange that is PPACA compliant and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an exchange run by
the federal government. This choice has been forced on the people of Oklahoma by the Obama Administration in spite of
the fact that voters have overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the federal health care law through their support of
State Question 756, a constitutional amendment prohibiting the implementation of key components of PPACA.
 
“After careful consideration, I have today informed U.S. Secretary of Health Kathleen Sebelius that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of its own health insurance exchange. Any exchange that is PPACA compliant will necessarily be
‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not benefit
Oklahoma taxpayers to actively support and fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of
the federal government, that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans, and that will further the implementation of a
law that threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the nation.
 
“Furthermore, I have also decided that Oklahoma will not be participating in the Obama Administration’s proposed
expansion of Medicaid. Such an expansion would be unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma up to $475 million
between now and 2020, with escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It would also further Oklahoma’s reliance
on federal money that may or may not be available in the future given the dire fiscal problems facing the federal
government. On a state level, massive new costs associated with Medicaid expansion would require cuts to important
government priorities such as education and public safety. Furthermore, the proposed Medicaid expansion offers no
meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already contributing to the out-of-control spending of the federal
government.
 
“Moving forward, the state of Oklahoma will pursue two actions simultaneously. The first will be to continue our support
for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different
Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I remain optimistic that Oklahoma’s challenge
can succeed. 
 
“Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions that improve health outcomes and contain
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costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health,
where effective chronic disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of skyrocketing medical
bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits. I look forward to working with legislative leaders and
lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for Oklahoma families.”
 
 

###
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: The NAIC HIX Bulletin
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2012 2:16:00 PM

 
 

From: SERFF Marketing [mailto:serffnews@naic.org] 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2012 2:03 PM
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: The NAIC HIX Bulletin
 

The bulletin below is new and will be distributed periodically. The bulletin is designed as a

method of informing/updating interested individuals about Health Insurance Exchange Plan

Management activity related to SERFF. If you have any questions, please contact Joy Morrison

(jmorrison@naic.org) or Thea Cook (tcook@naic.org).

Issue 1 January 26, 2012

HIX Plan Management Bulletin  NAIC HIX Plan Management Forum 2 -
December 2011

Welcome to the first issue of the HIX Plan
Management Bulletin. If unfamiliar with the
acronym, HIX stands for Health Insurance
Exchange. During the initial meetings and
planning sessions for the Plan Management
component of HIX, it became clear that
communication was going to be critical to
the success of this project. There are many
different agencies, at the state and federal
level, that need to share information and
collaborate on ideas. There are also insurers,
trades and vendors anxious for requirements
needed to plan for business in the health care
industry in 2014. So, this bulletin has been
created as one way for the NAIC to share,
with all of these groups, progress toward
helping state insurance regulators manage
their responsibilities related to HIX plan
management via SERFF. There are so many
decisions to be made and lots of work to be
done. Our hope is that, by sharing insights
and obstacles, the initiative will be more
successful.

Through this bulletin, readers will be
informed on a monthly basis, or more
frequently if the flow of plans and ideas
necessitates. Please forward any of these

 

You may have been among the 140 state and
federal regulators, insurers, trades and
vendors that attended the second NAIC Plan
Management Forum in December 2011. The
group spent three days discussing ideas,
asking questions and establishing plans. The
SERFF staff left the forum with many
takeaways and to-dos, the first of which was
to document the meeting and prepare a
preliminary scope of the project based on
facilitated discussions with the group. Those
documents were distributed in late December
and initial feedback has been valuable. Forum
documents are available at
http://www.serff.com/hix.htm. Please direct
any questions or comments regarding the
scope or meeting summary to Bridget Kieras,
NAIC SERFF product support manager, at
bkieras@naic.org.

Many attendees expressed appreciation for
the opportunity to learn how the exchange
planning is progressing in other states and
discuss with their colleagues the specifics of
the plan management process, including how
it might differ from state to state and where
the NAIC can leverage existing systems to
assist in meeting the federal requirements.
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bulletins to others in your state or company
who might need the information, or have
something to add to the process. Challenges
related to connecting with relevant parties
outside of the insurance departments
continue to exist. Therefore, NAIC members
are requested to assist with identifying HIX
leaders in their states and engaging them in
the plan management process leveraging
SERFF.

The road to reform is full of unknowns, but
one certainty is that time is short. January 1,
2014 is not far away, and establishing an
exchange in the time frame provided will
require the cooperation and collaboration of
everyone involved.

General consensus was that SERFF staff
should focus their efforts on understanding
and defining the data that will be required to
effectively administer plan management tasks.

Attendees expressed appreciation for the
participation of the staff from the U.S. Center
for Consumer Information and Insurance
Oversight (CCIIO), particularly the
impromptu discussion about the federal
Health Insurance Oversight System (HIOS)
application and the acknowledgment that
minimizing duplicate data entry should be a
goal of the project. SERFF staff is organizing
some smaller study groups to look at priority
issues, such as the data needs and the user
interface changes to SERFF.

NAIC HIX Plan Management Forum 3

The next forum is scheduled for March 1, 2012, just ahead of the NAIC Spring National
Meeting in New Orleans. This will be a one-day meeting and SERFF staff will provide an
update on our progress. We'll also look for updates from the states related to their efforts.
Meeting details and materials will be sent as they become available.

See SERFF.com for Information

Plan Management documentation will be periodically updated and available via the SERFF
website. Visit www.serff.com and click on the "Health Insurance Exchange Plan Management
(HIX)" button to access documents and information related to this project.

 

706 Days Until January 1, 2014  

What's Next

Milestones:
 

January 19: 
Revised Project Scope Distributed

January 31: 
SERFF Demo (for state agencies not familiar
with SERFF)

March 1: 
HIX Plan Management Forum 3

Ongoing Efforts:

Establishing a Data Standard
Understanding Key Business Requirements
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The National Association of Insurance Commissioners  (NAIC) is  the U.S.  standard-setting and regulatory support organization created and governed by the chief
insurance regulators from the 50 states, the District of Columbia and five U.S.  territories. Through the NAIC, state insurance regulators establish standards and best

practices, conduct peer review, and coordinate their regulatory oversight. NAIC staff supports these efforts and represents the collective views of state regulators
domestically and internationally. NAIC members, together with  the central resources of the NAIC, form the national system of state-based insurance regulation in  the

U.S.

---

To unsubscribe from the "SERFF Marketing generic list" service, send an email to
serffnews@naic.org with subject: Unsubscribe

To unsubscribe from all NAIC Electronic Services, send a blank email to optoutservices@naic.org

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE

This message and any attachments are from the NAIC and are intended
only for the addressee. Information contained herein is
confidential, and may be privileged or exempt from disclosure
pursuant to applicable federal or state law. This message is not
intended as a waiver of the confidential, privileged or exempted
status of the information transmitted. Unauthorized forwarding,
printing, copying, distribution or use of such information is
strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the
addressee, please promptly delete this message and notify the
sender of the delivery error by e-mail or by calling the NAIC Help
Desk at (816)783-8500.
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Craig Perry; Travis Brauer
Subject: FW: The Oklahoma Truth Council Exposed
Date: Monday, February 13, 2012 9:02:00 AM

For database.
 

From: Sooner Tea Party [mailto:soonerteaparty@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2012 1:06 AM
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: The Oklahoma Truth Council Exposed
 

Forward this email to a friend 

 
IN THIS ISSUE:
 
 
The Truth Behind
the Oklahoma Truth
Council
 
Pseudoephedrine?   I
don’t think you need
that.
 
Nothing Better to do
but License Plate
Bills?
 
Gutting
Representative
Government in
Oklahoma and the
People’s Right to
Know
 
A License Plate Got
Me Off Drugs and
Saved My Life…
 
HB 2525 Papiere,
Bitte..
 
Holy Prison Escapes
Batman, Someone
Left the Gates Open
 
Scottish Law
Infiltrates Oklahoma
 
Hi Ho, Hi Ho, it's off
to Grove We Go
 
Thugs in Suits
Threaten Tulsa
Representative
 

 
Click Here For Previous Newsletter Archives
 
Click Here to Sign Up for the Sooner Tea Party Email List
 
Forward this email to a friend

 
  

 
 

 
  

The Truth Behind the
Oklahoma Truth Council

 
The Oklahoma Truth Council has been a frequent player in Oklahoma politics but one that had everyone
guessing as to who was actually behind the blog site.  Some clues arose from who they chose to attack,
who they gently reproached, who they supported, and who they ignored.  It turns out that there are three
principles behind the website, one who still remains in the shadows and two that have outed themselves
through their actions.
 
The Oklahoma Truth Council had been a supporter of what the Sooner Tea Party was doing up until
Mike McCarville started slipping into his dotage and started lashing out at the Sooner Tea Party.  Even
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CAIR and the Anti-
Shariah Law
Amendment 

 

 
 Sponsors this week:
 
The Carpenter Shop
 
358 North Rockwell
OKC, Ok
405-942-2644
thecarpentershop.net
 
The Carpenter Shop is
a full line cabinet and
countertop shop that
travels all over the
state building dream
kitchens for
discerning customers
 
  
R A  Graphix

(405) 703-3599

214 Ne 12th St, #C,

Moore, OK 73160

 

R.A. Graphixis a full

line printer and sign

shop capable of

screen printing, vinyl

signs, banners, offset

printing, and all of

your printing needs. 

Randy and his family

have supported the

conservative

movment for many

years

 

WolfLaser.com
 

 

 
This guy is a Noble
Oklahoma based
company that has
great prices on
electronics of all
types and
inexpensive toner
and ink for your
printer.

then their rebukes were fairly gentle, advising the leader of the Sooner Tea Party to take a deep breath
and a vacation on one occasion.  But the clues that exposed them were recent attacks on Mark Costello
and Randy Terrell along with sideways slaps at a few candidates for state and local offices.
 
It turns out that both have or have had connections with the notorious Neva Hill.   Neva Hill is the former
partner and current friend of Mike McCarville, and Hill is Speaker Kris Steele’s political consultant.
 
  When a Face book page popped up for Marion Cooksey the builder of the page inadvertently left his
name on the page as the creator of the page and as Marion Cooksey is one of Neva Hill’s clients as well
as one of the twisted Speaker Steele’s lieutenants, it wasn’t hard to put two and two together.
 
More evidence arose as to the connection between the McCarville Report and the Oklahoma Truth
Council when McCarville increased his posting of OTC articles, something that few “journalists” are
willing to do as an anonymous source isn’t a good source.  The OTC also reposted a few older attacks on
Randy Terrill in response to a special circumstance that arose in Cleveland County, involving a Neva Hill
client.  The OTC also defended Mike McCarville for shilling RINO Republican candidates and
incumbents, all of which are known Neva Hill clients. After seeing Rep Paul Wesslehoft attacked last
year and seeing the latest attacks on Labor Commissioner Mark Costello a common thread emerged.
 
And who are the dynamic duo hiding behind the Oklahoma Truth Council curtain?  None other than
former State Senator Brogdon aides Cindy Sullivan and Seth Rott.
 
Sullivan once worked for Neva Hill and continues to do side jobs for her including filling out ethics
commission reports for many of Neva Hill’s clients according to our sources.  Seth Rott presently does
work for Neva Hill including the very recent Face book page for Marion Cooksey.  How do we know
this?  Because it showed up on Seth Rott’s face book page under recent activity.  See the screen shot
below of Seth’s facebook page.  Sloppy work there Seth, very sloppy….
 

 
Both Seth Rott and Cindy Sullivan are said to have worked for Labor Commissioner Mark Costello and
both were allegedly fired or “let go” which allegedly  generated the motivation for the OTC attacks on
Costello.   Seth Rott had a personal relationship with Lance Cargil some years back which explained
why the attack on the OTC gently brushed on Cargil instead of taking him on head on, indeed the OTC
article focused mainly on candidates not Cargil himself.
 
Looking deeper into the clues, the attacks on Wayne Pettigrew shined some light on the culprits. 
Pettigrew was one of the few Republicans that voted for Governor Brad Henry’s lottery years ago when
Forrest Claunch lead the fight against the lottery so the attack against Pettigrew, however much
deserved, was simply some old payback coming around.
 
 Both Seth Rott and Cindy Sullivan also used to work with or for Tim Pope and former Senator Randy
Brogdon so seeing them support State Chamber brown noses Mike McCarville and Neva Hill is spinning
some heads.  Even more confusing is a report that Terrill and Sullivan are or were friends through their
association with Tim Pope leaving one to wonder why she would help attack a former ally and allegedly
a current friend. 
 
Another tantalizing trail coming out of this story is a company named Bcreative that showed up in a
McCarville Report story and on multiple ethics commission report.  Stay tuned for a coming story on the
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Comtec Security
 
Comtec
provides residential
and commercial
security systems in
Oklahoma. 
 
  There is only one
thing you really need
to know about
Comtec's quality and
pricing, they do not
require a contract
for their services. 
 
Customers are free
to walk away if their
service isn't top
quality.

 

Rodent
ResistantChicken
Feeders! 

$50 + Shipping
 

 

 Advertise Your
Business, Event, Or
Service Here!  
 
 $25.00 per week, tens
of thousands of
Oklahoman 
impressions every
newsletter
 
 

Bcreative company.
 
 
 

 
 
 

Pseudoephedrine?  
 I don’t think you need that…

   By Ms. P.M.       
     

There are a plethora of proposed bills surrounding the sinus decongestant pseudoephedrine.  Yes, the
druggies have invaded our nasal cavities scoring every bit of the lingering drug any way they can. This
puts us regular folks in a snotty predicament.  The rascals in the big house have decided we need their
protection because all of these bills relate to public health and safety.
 
HB 2205 authored by Representative Vaughn limits the amount to 9 grams within any 30 day period
unless you have a prescription. Hang on, if you don't accurately provide the information required you will
be prohibited from obtaining what you need for a period of not less than 72 hours following the "failed
validation".
 
 
HB 2375 authored by Representative Tibbs   This bill goes into detail for the following information for
each dispensation:
 
Recipient’s name, address, date of birth, ID number, National Drug Code of the substance dispensed,
date of the dispensation, the doctors U.S. DEA registration number, pharmacist’s registration number,
and other information as required by administrative rules.  Within 24 hours of dispensation this
information must be transmitted to the state under threat of one year in the county jail and/or $1,000.00
fine.
 
Anyone want to bet that this information won’t go straight to the Fusion Center before it heads to a
national database or Obama Care type Health Insurance Exchange program?
 
 
HB 2546 authored by Representative Nolan clarifies procedures when pseudoephedrine is used with
other mixtures.  This bill is a basic housekeeping bill, removing existing language to clear the way for
newer, more strict language to be inserted into the law.
 
  
HB 2551 is another housekeeping bill authored by Representative McCullough adds products containing
pseudoephedrine to list and deletes pseudoephedrine products from Schedule. It also deletes procedures
for the sale of products containing pseudoephedrine.
 
HB 2819 is a shell bill, an empty bill to be filled out later on in the session.  Authored by Representative
Sean Roberts, it creates the Pseudoephedrine Act of 2012 which is likely to be a catch all bill to tie up
the different bills on this issue, or it is a backup bill in case the drug Nazis loose a battle?
 
In Representative Tibbs bill- HB 2375, she threatens to put you in jail for one year and fine you
$1,000.00 if you don’t report your purchase.   Am I confused or is Tibbs smokin' the little smokeys?  
Aren't the powers that just tripping over themselves  to let non-violent offenders out of jail? If I have it
right they'll lock em' up for cooking meth and then let em' out.   Well, that process should be worth a few
taxpayer dollars. 
 
For most of us a trip to the doctor and a pharmacy stop for decongestant doesn't fit well into our work
schedule.  If you are like a lot of small business people, you have a catastrophic policy so you pay your
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own doctor visits.  I want to thank Oklahoma legislators for making health care more costly and
difficult.  
 
For all of those in high places insisting these bills are an effort to combat the "War on Drugs", I have an
idea. We can stand in line during our lunch hour after you all have ingested all the pseudoephedrine in
the state of Oklahoma.  You all can then take turns bending over and dispensing the meds to us as if you
were Pez containers!  As always the law abiding citizens are in the majority but we are the ones that
jump through your hoops.   Will these moronic legislators ever tackle the real problems and leave us
alone to live our lives? 
 

 

 
 

Nothing Better to do but
License Plate Bills?

 
by Ms P.M. and Ms. D.B

HB 2672 and 2674 Authored by Representative Shumate, HB 2629 Authored by Representative
McAffrey, House bill 2680  Rep. Banz

 
The Oklahoma Tax Commission already designs and issues special license plates to persons wishing to
demonstrate support, interest or membership to or for an organization, occupation, cause or other subject.
These three bills add new organizations.
 
HB 2672 adds the Historic Greenwood District to the list of special license plates which would become
available:
 
"The southern edge of the Greenwood District was platted as part of Tulsa's original town site in 1900
and soon became known as "Little Africa." It appears Greenwood functioned as a self-contained
community of Black Americans and was mostly destroyed in the 1921 race riot. The District was
bulldozed and is now the campuses of Oklahoma State and Langston universities.”
 
Link to story
 
Upon passage of the bill anyone wishing to demonstrate support for music festivals within the Historic
Greenwood District would now have the option of doing so. As always there is money involved and fees
collected and deposited in the Music Festival's Revolving Fund.
 
HB 2674 would create a special license plate along with a revolving fund, source of funds, allow
expenditures for certain purposes; provide legislative intent; codification and an effective date for the
Booker T. Washington High School license plate.
 
And where does the money go?   5% to Education Reform Revolving Fund, 5% to Higher Education
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Revolving Fund, 5% State Career Technology Fund, and 85% Teachers' Retirement Benefit Fund.
 
Upon passage of this bill anyone wishing.....blaa...blaa...blaa... you have the picture.
 
 
HB 2629 adds a license plate to the list: "Oklahomans for the Arts".    Any person wishing to
demonstrate support for increasing public funding for the arts and art education across Oklahoma has hit
the jackpot.
 
House bill 2680  Rep. Banz would offer individuals to offer support of the Fighting Addiction through
Education Program by offering specialized license plates.  The price of the license would be 35.00. The
amount going towards the cause would be 25.00. The remainder would be for fees.
 
For this to be considered a topic of such great importance right now the Governor sure isn’t putting
much into it.  Does she really think selling a few car tags is going to fix this serious issue or even
illuminate it?  Of course not, but it sounds real good.
 
If she intends to take on something as serious as the drug problem in Oklahoma then she needs to be
serious. Associate it with something that holds a little more weight than a license plate. Show some
action with a lot less talking out the side of the mouth.
 
Don't get me wrong, special license plates are the rage.  Look at all the hoopties sporting fancy rear end
jewelry but in this twilight-zone era citizens are more concerned about the growth of government and the
quantity of our money being spent maintaining these expanding and bloated departments.  It all makes
me think they think we have a never ending supply of funds.
 
I have an idea, instead of license plate bills, how about a bill renaming these Representatives in
chronological order of farm animals?   It could be an interesting and entertaining agenda item that all of
Oklahoma would enjoy.  The bill number could be something like HB B.S.  Could it be so humorous
with mass participation that we would wet ourselves from laughter? 
 
 

 
Gutting Representative Government in Oklahoma And the

People’s
Right to Know

 
 

They held the third meeting of the House Ethics Committee last Thursday where they continued to
hammer out the chains designed to prevent Representatives from speaking out against House
leadership.    Disguised as an “ethics committee” that would provide punishment for felonious legislators
the new committee is really designed to plug leaks of information that is embarrassing to House
leadership.    One political blogger, Mike McCarville of the McCarville Report, went so far as to claim
that the new ethics committee was aimed at one organization, the Sooner Tea Party, using their new right
to subpoena records and witnesses to appear in their star chamber.  Is McCarville right or is this a
product of approaching senility?  Time will tell.
 
Looking at the committee  members that were appointed by Speaker Kris Steele one finds that the
committee is packed with Steele supporters along with a sprinkling of Democrats.  Who are the Speaker
Steele toadies:
 
Gary Banz,  Ann Coody, Danny Morgan, Dennis Casey, Todd Russ
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The Democrats are  Jabar Shumate, R.C. Pruett, Wade Rousselot
 
The alternates are Republican David Brumbaugh and Democrat Rebecca Hamilton
 
So we have five confirmed RINOs and four Democrats sitting in judgment of any conservative
Republican that dares to speak up against Speaker Steele.  And if one of the nine regular committee
members should have to recuse themselves, we have another Democrat and a wishy-washy Republican
to take their place.  Of course should a RINO have to recuse himself, Brumbaugh steps up and if a
Democrat has to recuse, Hamilton steps up.   The Democrats are likely to protect conservatives that find
themselves being attacked by this star chamber but no matter what Speaker Steele has a five to four
majority with the only possible risk to his agenda being if Brumbaugh decided to flip flopp again on
supporting House leadership. 
 
 This is a committee designed for one purpose, to punish political enemies, set up by one of the worst
tyrants the state of Oklahoma has ever seen.   A man with a mind even more twisted than his body,
vindictive, amoral, sociopathic to such a degree that he will disenfranchise hundreds of thousands of
voters so that he can receive a well paid position at the medical research foundation  upon his being term
limited out in June of this year.
 
This immoral monstrosity still has to pass a House floor vote so if enough people contact their
Representatives and demand that this committee be killed off then Speaker Steele will have to find other
ways to punish independent minded legislators.  And Steele already has his ways and means of
pressuring legislators.   Look for the last story In this newsletter for an appalling example of outright
lawlessness and corruption perpetrated on a legislator for speaking his mind.
 
                                                                   .

 
 
 
 

HB 2525 Papiere, Bitte..
 

Ah, the old movies that were shown on weekends back in the sixties and seventies… Many were war
movies covering the fight against fascism during WWII.   Who hasn’t seen the classic scene where the
Nazi officials wearing jackboots and swastika approach the hero or heroine and says in German: 
“Papiere, Bitte..”     or in English,  “Papers, please”.
 
Even as a child you knew what followed the chilling words, the person was whisked off into captivity,
imprisonment, torture, followed by execution.   Sometimes it was a hapless person caught up and the
message was that anyone could be dragged off the train or street under arrest if their papers were not in
order or thought to be suspicious.  But you got the idea that if your papers were in order you were fairly
safe as long as the Nazis weren’t looking for you.
 
If Representative Steve Martin were as lenient as Nazi Germany or if Oklahoma had the efficient and
accurate record keeping skills that the Nazi regime exhibited then there would be little concern over
Martin’s HB 2525.     The bill narrowly passed out of committee last week:
 
YEAS:    8
    Cannaday          Hoskin            Ownbey            Roan             
    Cox               Martin, St.       Renegar           Tibbs       
     
    NAYS:    7
    Bennett           Hardin            Joyner            Vaughan          
    Cockroft          Jordan            Thomsen 
 
Cannaday, Hoskin, Roan, and Renegar are Democrats and we expected better from them on this issue.  
Ownbey, Cox, Martin, and Tibbs are hard core RINOs that follow House leadership regardless of their
constituent’s wishes so their votes are no surprise.   Hardin, Joyner, Vaughan, Jordan, and Thomsen
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should be congratulated for joining the conservative Republicans on the committee and voting to protect
our constitutional rights.  We had emailed the entire committee the night before the vote stating our
opposition against this draconian bill and are surprised that it passed out of committee.
 
And ask Pam Peterson and Al McCaffrey where in the hell they were for this vote.  Either one could
have stopped this bill in its tracks so both are responsible for its passage as those that voted yes.  If they
won’t show up, they shouldn’t be a representative.
 
This isn’t Representative Steve Martin’s first attempt at this addition to police state tactics.   Martin
passed HB 2331 last year and when he was asked if a woman and her children should be just left on the
side of the road at night because of lack of insurance and he said “Absolutely yes!”
 
Confiscating American citizens’ property is not something that the average American supports and most
would be outraged by Rep. Martins answer in 2011 and no doubt he still believes that there should be no
leeway for an officer during a traffic stop.  Indeed last year’s bill was amended to allow officers some
leeway, stating that they may not stop a car for lack of insurance as the primary reason for the traffic stop
so now Martin comes back with a bill that now requires that all cops stop cars lacking insurance and
impound the vehicles.  But we all know that when police stop an illegal alien they still allow them to
drive off even though they have no drivers license or insurance.  Try that in Mexico and you will be
sitting in a dungeon waiting for your ransom to be paid.   
 
 Amend this bill so that it leaves American citizens alone and targets illegal aliens and no one will
complain but of course the State Chamber wouldn’t allow their  cheap labor source to be inconvenienced
by following our laws.
 
HB 2525 -Letting Police to pull over for auto insurance
 
 
 
The law seeks to re-invent a system already in use in the state to verify insurance during traffic stops and
accident investigations.  House leadership wants to gin up millions of dollars in ticket revenue by using
automated license plate readers.   Talk about Unlawful Search and Seizure. Since when did
Representative Martin join the Communist Party?
 
 
Apparently these idiots have never heard that computers are only as smart as the nut behind the
keyboard. The system currently in place runs through the internet, yet it repeatedly makes mistakes.
  People are constantly cited for no insurance because of a lagging or inaccurate insurance data base and
the charges are dismissed because they can verify they have insurance. Why would we want to burden
taxpayers with having to prove that the online insurance data base is wrong if they have a valid insurance
verification card in their car?
 
House leadership’s reasons become clear once we learn that the state has started a license plate scanner
program trial. Robocop light has arrived. You can read about it here:
 
Sept. 26 2011 Oklahoma Begins the License Plate Interoperability Hub Pilot | AxXiom for Liberty. 
 
State law is clear on the subject of what is the reason for, punishment for and cause for stopping a
vehicle for failure to maintain insurance. It can be found here:
 
 OSCN Found Document:Failure to Maintain Security - Failure to Provide Proof of Security - Penalties.
 
We don't need any little Stalin wanna be’s like Representative Martin trying to micro-manage things that
are already well under control.     Representative Steve Martin needs to be removed from the House of
Representatives, his beliefs are not those of Oklahomans and not those of his constituents. 
 
Now that this bill has passed through the House Public Safety Committee and will make it to the floor
for a vote we all need to raise a fuss. This is a bill that will allow the use of Highway Spy Cameras and
allow the information to be ran and stored in the Oklahoma Fusion Center so that citizens can be
retroactively tracked. Talk about Big Brother is watching…  This is it.
 
Fix the states problem and I believe you’ll find that the percentage of uninsured motorist is far less than
the alleged 25% claimed by Representative Martin. It’s actually around 12%. Harsher punishment is the
corrective action needed, not an invasion of the rights of law abiding citizens.
 
At the bottom of this newsletter is a link to a list of all the Representatives and Senators.   Please send a
mass email using Bcc along with a personalized email to your state senator and representative asking that
this bill be stopped and never brought back.  
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Here is an email list of the Public Safety Committee members that allowed this bill to survive.  Email
them and tell them in no uncertain terms that they dare not support such laws again and had better vote
against HR 2525 when it arrives on the House floor.
 
"Sue Tibbs" <suetibbs@okhouse.gov>, "Steve Martin" <stevemartin@okhouse.gov>,
john.bennett@okhouse.gov, "Doug Cox" <dougcox@okhouse.gov>, "Fred Jordan"
<fred.jordan@okhouse.gov>, "Pat Ownbey" <pat.ownbey@okhouse.gov>, "Paul Roan"
<paulroan@okhouse.gov>, "Ed Cannaday" <ed.cannaday@okhouse.gov>, tommy.hardin@okhouse.gov,
"Charlie Joyner" <charlie.joyner@okhouse.gov>, "Pam Peterson" <pampeterson@okhouse.gov>, "Todd
Thomsen" <todd.thomsen@okhouse.gov>, josh.cockroft@okhouse.gov, "Chuck Hoskin"
<chuck.hoskin@okhouse.gov>, "Al McAffrey" <al.mcaffrey@okhouse.gov>, "Brian Renegar"
<brian.renegar@okhouse.gov>, steve.vaughan@okhouse.gov.
 
 
 

 
Holy Prison Escapes Batman, Someone Left the Gates Open

 
Speaker Steele’s Soft on Crime Agenda Moves Forward

BY R.H.
Our soft on crime Speaker and his fellow RINO Republican co-hort Representative Sue Tibbs are at it
again. Rep. Tibbs has introduced HB 2377, another soft on crime bill.  Now you may remember she co-
authored, along with the Speaker, Kris Steele, the soft on crime bill that has brought you the release of
inmates from prison starting November of 2011.  We don't have to say that this was a bad idea; a check
of the Tulsa County District Attorney’s web site shows a recidivism rate of these released criminals that
is appalling.
 
The bill covers repaying any pubic reward given for the capture and prosecution of the criminal,
investigative cost borne by the OSBI, and alcohol/drug screening. These reimbursements can be waived
if a criminal can prove that they will create a hardship.  How many criminals do you know that can’t
prove that?
 
And putting everyone through an alcohol or drug assessment program?  Why?  Shouldn’t we reserve this
for Drug and Alcohol related offenses?  It would also save the tax payer, the Department of Correction,
and the State of Oklahoma some money. The bill also expands the use of house arrest and electronic
monitoring as an alternative to hard prison time.
 
The bill contains a mandate to require one or more courses of treatment, education or rehabilitation for
any conditions or behaviors or disorders which may contribute to criminal conduct. Isn’t this nice?  They
want to coddle the criminal.   Statistics prove time and again that you can’t rehabilitate the sex offender
or pedophile.  These statistics also prove that drug and alcohol abusers will sober up when they’re ready
and not a second earlier.
 
Even more ridiculous is the idea of obtaining positive behavior modeling by a trained mentor. This is
patently absurd.  Are we going to waste tax dollars on this?   If their parents couldn’t influence their
behavior through their life, what makes these people think that a short course in positive behavior
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modeling is going to help?
 
For those convicted after November 1, 1989, they must comply with the Sex Offender Registration Act
and participate in a treatment program.  Where’s the jail time?  Does Representative Tibbs believe that
rape or pedophilia is a non violent act?    I suppose if you are than darned ugly you need not worry about
rape and if she was that ugly as a child I suppose the pedophiles left her alone as well.  Perhaps that is
the reason for her lack of empathy for crime victims.
 
Against all common sense, this bill recommends that nonviolent felony offenses be punished by
community service sentencing program.  Why not sentence these people to jail?  Violent or not, they
committed a crime.   Criminals deserve punishment, not just a slap on the wrist and placing them in a
time out.
 
The bill wants to punish those convicted of a DUI or DWI by drug and alcohol assessment, by attending
a victims impact program, attending drug/alcohol abuse programs, ignition interlock devices, and
electronic monitored home detention. Drunken driving is a serious crime that deserves hard prison time
after a couple of convictions and you really have to work hard to go to prison for drunk driving as it is.
 I've known people that were killed by drunk drivers, treating drunks like a teenager is a slap in the face
for their victims and those left behind.
 
For domestic abuse cases, they want to send the convicted to counseling services along with their prison
time.  Here’s a novel idea, how about tougher sentences?
 
A habitual or aggravated sex offender shall be supervised by the D. O. C. and assigned to a global
position monitoring device by the D. O. C. for the duration of the time he is registration period on the
Sex Offenders List.  Why isn’t the legislature seeking a law that would lock up habitual offenders for
life?  Not just sex offenders, but all repeat felony offenders?
 
Under this proposed law a convicted individual waiting to go to prison is placed on home monitoring and
after 2 years can be let off if they can’t find a bed for him at a penitentiary. This is an excuse not to build
more prisons.
 
In conclusion this bill is designed to turn criminals out on the streets of Oklahoma.  This bill will raise
the crime rate in the state and lower the standard of living in the state. This bill will not protect
Oklahomans from the criminal element of society and should be voted down.  It has been referred to the
Public Safety Committee, the same bunch that allowed Representative Martin’s HB 2525 bill to pass. 
Contact the entire committee and demand that this bill be killed.  Copy and paste this into your email
browser using the Bcc field and contact all of them using one email.  While you are at it, tell them that if
they voted for Martin’s HB 2525 that they should be worried about their election and if they dare to vote
for HB 2525 on the House floor they will have a well funded opponent in the primary election.
 
"Sue Tibbs" <suetibbs@okhouse.gov>, "Steve Martin" <stevemartin@okhouse.gov>,
john.bennett@okhouse.gov, "Doug Cox" <dougcox@okhouse.gov>, "Fred Jordan"
<fred.jordan@okhouse.gov>, "Pat Ownbey" <pat.ownbey@okhouse.gov>, "Paul Roan"
<paulroan@okhouse.gov>, "Ed Cannaday" <ed.cannaday@okhouse.gov>, tommy.hardin@okhouse.gov,
"Charlie Joyner" <charlie.joyner@okhouse.gov>, "Pam Peterson" <pampeterson@okhouse.gov>, "Todd
Thomsen" <todd.thomsen@okhouse.gov>, josh.cockroft@okhouse.gov, "Chuck Hoskin"
<chuck.hoskin@okhouse.gov>, "Al McAffrey" <al.mcaffrey@okhouse.gov>, "Brian Renegar"
<brian.renegar@okhouse.gov>, steve.vaughan@okhouse.gov.
 
 

 
Taking Care of the Poor or Milking Old People of Their Life’s

Savings?
Ms. D.B.

    And so it came to be that in the story from ancient Greek mythology that Perseus set out with
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intentions of destroying the evil monster in disguise.  The monster's disguise and identity thus revealed to
him with the help of the gods he set out equipped in armor and with the ability to see through all
misrepresentations of meaningless nature or untruths.
 
Perseus succeeded in the mission and afterward he fled after declaring his victory but soon realized that
he had been followed by two demons of the same design.  The two other monsters of the same makeup
would require yet another battle, a victory battle that the gods would once again assist in the removal of
obstacles and enable transparencies..
 
And so it is with HB 2844, HB 2270, and HB 2846, all three will have to be tracked down and killed one
by one.  With 3 people working towards the same cause you would think they could have come up with a
more appropriate title.  These three bills are all related in the fact that they involve the long term care
facilities, nursing homes.
 
Three representatives have introduced these bills:  Cox , Ownbey,  and Jackson.  The titles are not only
misleading but are designed except to extract money from nursing home residents.  These bills set up a
state treasury fund, yet are actually a fee, AKA a state tax.  It appears to be a big melting pot of funds
that isn’t focused on the area of law that the title refers to. 
 
It is just another state money pool and by all meaning of the word a tax.  A mandatory monthly fee based
on a percentage = tax.  In the meat of the bills it lists all the many places that the fees could or could not
end up.  It would have shown more integrity to simply call it what it is:  a state tax on long term care
(nursing homes).  To try to weave this in by hiding behind the seniors is ugly.     
 
 Now public enemy number one for the elderly is Alzheimer’s.  This disease has brought an entirely new
category to senior citizens in the U.S., another category with entirely different issues and needs.  They
don't belong in nursing homes.  That's when the Assisted Living facilities popped up everywhere.
 Medicare won't touch them, and not having them involved  means little regulations.  They have been
taken advantage for years by outrageous cost, etc. all because the system is obsolete. 
 
It is a sad thing to see these precious people who worked hard, paid their taxes, raised their families,
fought previous wars to protect the freedoms we have today and trusted and believed in a system that
they were promised., only to be  used , abused, and ignored and let down.   They are viewed as a cash
cow to be milked till their retirement funds are gone or their pension checks run out.
 
This may be the first of many worm/virus to be discovered within the Governor's much publicized
budget plan. If this is all you can come up with trash it.
 
 

 
 

Scottish Law Infiltrates Oklahoma 
By R.H.

 
The social justice agenda has come up again in HB 2376. Representative Tibbs is doing her best to see to
it that the prison population is given every break they can get.   Of course the House leadership supports
these moves; they fit right in with Speaker Steele’s social justice agenda. Now I can understand the want
and desire to save money, and they say that copper wiring was invented by two Scotsmen fighting over a
found penny, but how is this going to save money? When criminals are let out and their needs are
provided by public assistance, which is paid for with tax dollars, the only one that benefits are those that
have broken the law.
 
Like what happened with the Pam Am flight 103/Lockerbie terror bombing terrorist,  this bill would give
medical parole to inmates who are presumed to be dying, near death, or “No longer a threat to public
safety.”  This is nuts.  Who makes the call on whether or not they are no longer a danger to the public. 
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Do we end up releasing someone like Abdel Basset Ali Megrahi,  the Lockerbie, Scotland case?
 
 Compassion is one thing, Idiocy is another.  Let these criminals rot in jail in discomfort like their victims
have rotted in their graves.  
The law does states that this would not apply to person serving a sentence of life without parole, but
that’s not good enough. This bill is an insult to the law abiding Oklahomans and should be killed in
committee. Knowing that it is supported by the Speaker, it will sail through committee to the House
floor.
 
Contact the committee that is to hear this bill, once again the Public Safety Committee (are you seeing a
pattern here?) and tell them to vote no on this bill.  Don’t address all the bills in one email, send them
three separate emails, bury them in emails so that they get the idea that Oklahomans don’t want soft on
crime legislation.
 
"Sue Tibbs" <suetibbs@okhouse.gov>, "Steve Martin" <stevemartin@okhouse.gov>,
john.bennett@okhouse.gov, "Doug Cox" <dougcox@okhouse.gov>, "Fred Jordan"
<fred.jordan@okhouse.gov>, "Pat Ownbey" <pat.ownbey@okhouse.gov>, "Paul Roan"
<paulroan@okhouse.gov>, "Ed Cannaday" <ed.cannaday@okhouse.gov>, tommy.hardin@okhouse.gov,
"Charlie Joyner" <charlie.joyner@okhouse.gov>, "Pam Peterson" <pampeterson@okhouse.gov>, "Todd
Thomsen" <todd.thomsen@okhouse.gov>, josh.cockroft@okhouse.gov, "Chuck Hoskin"
<chuck.hoskin@okhouse.gov>, "Al McAffrey" <al.mcaffrey@okhouse.gov>, "Brian Renegar"
<brian.renegar@okhouse.gov>, steve.vaughan@okhouse.gov.
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Hi Ho, Hi Ho, it's off to Grove We Go
by Ms P.M.

 
HB 2470 authored by Representative Cox sure seems like a good ole' fashioned pork sandwich for Grove
Oklahoma.
 
As the proposed bill reads the Oklahoma Turnpike Authority must do a feasibility study for both of these
items; a four lane spur and upgrading the interchange on the Will Rogers Turnpike at Adair.  The
scalawags' will waive these feasibility studies if the OTA will begin construction on or before October 1,
2012.  If this isn't pushing some weight around I don't know what is.
 
It's about 45 miles from Adair to Grove, but...that is going northeast up the turnpike and southeast to
Grove.  Are we going "Over the River and Through the Woods" before we get to grandmas house?  If so,
there is no mention of a very expensive bridge, which means we're in for more rate increases once this
pork-a-sorus is built.
 

 
I asked myself, "self, who gets the money for these here turnpikes?" Well it ain't Oklahoma. Bondholders
are the ones that collect the interest on the bonds loaned to build them... and the long term cost will be
triple the actual cost to build the turnpike plus all the nice, fat bond sales fees that State Chamber
members get to charge.   But there is a covenant and if the OTA ever were to default, the bondholders
can take over.  A real dumb way to operate considering these bondholders come from all over the world.
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 Other states have it set up that bondholders can sue but not take over.  Could it be that bondholders and
OTA have too much power over state transportation issues?  Why can't we get these bonds paid back and
stop building turnpikes?  Why is it these roads will forever be toll roads?  
 
Did you know that our pork butt Governor is the only person with power to reform the OTA? Yup, she
appoints the director and the board who make the decisions.
 
Rumor has it that Representative Cox was caught behind the smokehouse sharing "Little Smokies"
recipes with Lee Denney.  Mmmm, bacon wrapped pork sausages and turnpike bonds as a side dish. 
 
 What started out as a one toll-road connecting OKC and Tulsa, has, after sixty three years turned into a
cash cow Oklahoma drivers are still paying for.  Not bad for something that is now supposed to be free.
 Oklahoma comes in second in the nation for miles of toll roads.
 
Here is the hysterical timeline to see where it all started and where we are today. Not a pretty picture so
hop in that bathtub and repeat after me, "Calgon, take me away".
 
Representative Cox really is as dumb as a box of rocks, this bill states it is immediately necessary for the
preservation of public peace, health and safety and is an emergency. I'd hate to know what would happen
if he had to go to the bathroom.
 

 
 

Thugs in Suits Threaten
Tulsa Area Representative

 
Last month we saw the unprecedented letter sent out by Representative Gus Blackwell demanding an
investigation into the Kris Steele/Comp Source scandal.  The letter was signed by around 16 Republican
and Democrat House members.  Last week saw one of those legislators send out a quasi retraction and an
apology to Speaker Kris Steele for signing the investigation demand letter.  Representative David Derby,
Owasso, issued the quasi retraction on February 8th and it doesn’t read like a letter from a man able to
speak his own mind:
 
 
From: David Derby
Sent: Wednesday, February 08, 2012 8:43 PM
To: Representatives
Subject:

Dear Members,

I would like to thank you for your time in reading this letter.  I know that we are extremely busy this time of the year and I value
your time very much.  I am writing this letter to my fellow members with a burdened heart.
 
As you know earlier this year Rep. Blackwell published a letter calling into question Speaker Steele's alleged actions relating to
Rep Christian's worker compensation claim. Although I do not agree with Rep Christian that this vehicle accident should be
covered under workman's comp, I, nevertheless, signed Rep. Blackwell's letter because of my general concerns over releasing
personal medical information under HIPPA. You all know that I am finishing   Pharmacy school, and it has been drilled into us
that HIPAA information is very important to protect, and that colored my decision to sign the letter.  Upon reflecting on this
decision, I realized that I acted impulsively. I have thought, prayed, sought wise counsel, and re-examined this entire situation.

I do not believe the Speaker has engaged in any impropriety relating to Mike's claim, nor do I think it warrants an
investigation.   I certainly think Mike has every right to assert his claim, even if I don't agree with it. I wish him no ill whatsoever.
I just don't see anything malignant here.
I think I was wrong in signing that letter. I have apologized to Speaker who gracefully accepted.  I would like to extend that
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apology to the rest of my colleagues.

Very Respectfully,

David Derby
 
Representative Derby would have us believe that a man smart enough to get elected and to complete
pharmacy school would impulsively sign a letter attacking the integrity of one of the highest officials in
the  state without having some evidence that it was the correct thing to do.   He then asks us to believe
him when he retracts his support, claiming that “I do not believe that the Speaker has engaged in any
impropriety…” without offering any explanation of what evidence he received that changed his mind on
the need for an investigation into the Kris Steele/workers comp scandal.
 
What happened was that thugs in suits paid Representative David Derby a visit.  He was threatened by
Committee Chairmen at the direction of the Speaker that if he didn’t retract his support for the Kris
Steele/worker Comp scandal he would have all his bills killed in committee and would be declared
persona non grata by House leadership.
 
Now we all know that Derby didn’t file a bill that Speaker Designate TW Shannon didn’t approve of,
they were ran by Shannon before being filed, so there was nothing wrong with Derby’s bills.  Looks to
me like some government modernization bills, a public safety bill, a workers comp bill, misdemeanor
drug court bill, a minor property valuation notice bill, a pharmacy type bill, eliminating tax credits bill,
nothing that is really controversial.
 
So the squeeze got put on Derby by Speaker Kris Steele’s henchmen who know that with the TW
Shannon Speaker position hanging by two to three votes they can have another bite at the apple if they
can peel off a few Shannon allies using threats or promises.  So Derby decides that he needs to throw a
fellow legislator Mike Christian under the buss in order to save a few bills.
 
Derby knows better than to question Representative Christian’s right to collect on his car wreck injuries
while on legislative duty.   Derby himself collects mileage and per diem because he is past the 50 mile
limit and the House recognizes that his actual duty station for his job is in Owasso Oklahoma, not
Oklahoma City or they wouldn’t pay him for his own travel.
 
 
  However, what about those employees that don’t actually drive to an office or plant to work?  People
like salesmen, traveling craftsmen, or consultants?  Even the IRS allows car expenses once you reach
your duty station if you are a construction worker, you drive on your own dime to the first job site or to
the first location where you pick up tools or materials and then get mileage for travel the rest of the day.
 
Derby basically caved in on his fellow conservatives rather than have difficulties getting his bills heard.   
He hasn’t been one to make a public stand and take heat for his values but he has been in the background
quietly voting our way.  He is going to have to learn that if you are in the foxhole you have to fight or get
shot, if not by the enemy then by your own officers.  You don’t think that officers in the military carry
pistols for personal protection do you?  Nope, they carry them to shoot those that hide rather than doing
their duty.
 
However in David Derby’s defense it must me mentioned that he was unaware of recent developments in
the Kris Steele/workers comp scandal.  At least one legislator has reported that Ashely Kemp, the House
General Counsel, has admitted to legislators that she was directed to attend a meeting with Bob Burk, a
workers comp mediator involved in the Mike Christian workers comp case.   She allegedly admitted that
there was a tentative offer on the table for Mike Christian but that she was ordered to request that Comp
Source reject the offer. 
 
Another report fingers Speaker Kris Steele’s press secretary John Estus as the man that provided personal
and private information on Mike Christian to Nolan Clay of the Oklahoman.   We have reported on the
close association between Estus and Clay, and the fact that Estus  himself was recently an Oklahoman
reporter.
 
 
Give Representative Derby a call or email and try to put some lead in his pencil.  If you are a constituent
tell him that he should be more afraid of you and the Tea Party than of a twisted little man that just
happens to have a bad temper.   Speaker Steele can certainly have bills killed but he can’t vote for you in
the coming primary election.  Steele might have his Chamber of Commerce cronies throw money to
Derby’s opponent but he won’t get out and walk the precincts exposing your voting record or you refusal
to stand your ground.
 
david.derby@okhouse.gov       (405) 557-7377     
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CAIR and the Anti-Shariah Law Amendment 

 
Considering the surprising amount of uproar over CAIR and the recent “Understanding the Threat to
America” seminar we recently wrote about, you will no doubt remember that CAIR was identified as an
unindicted co-conspirator and Muslim Brotherhood front organization in the U.S. vs. The Holy Land
Foundation trial in a Dallas federal court. In going through the voluminous amount of damning evidence
provided to the attendees of the seminar, we ran across another shocking document that was particularly
interesting in light of the recent 10th Circuit Court of Appeals ruling striking down the “Anti-Shariah”
constitutional amendment passed by 70 % of Oklahoma voters.
 
In case you haven’t read the 10th Circuit’s opinion, the court identified the complainant, Muneer Awad,
as a member of CAIR. Further, despite the fact that the constitutional amendment addressed the threat of
SHARIAH LAW, the court went on to say that if the law was enacted, Awad would likely suffer
condemnation by the government of his RELIGION in violation of his constitutional rights. Take a look
at another document the FBI found when they the raided the Elbarasse home and seized the “Archives of
the Muslim Brotherhood in America” hidden in a secret sub-basement, which we wrote about two weeks
ago, and see what you think about the Muslim Brotherhood’s true opinion of the United States
Constitution.
 
Another document seized by the FBI is entitled “Phases of the World Underground Movement Plan.” It
specifies the five phases of the Muslim Brotherhood Movement in North America. They are described,
together with comments about the MB’s progress in realizing each goal as follows:
 
Phase One: Phase of discreet and secret establishment of leadership.
 
Phase Two: Phase of gradual appearance on the public scene and exercising and utilizing various
public activities (It greatly succeeded in implementing this stage). It also succeeded in achieving
a great deal of its important goals, such as infiltrating various sectors of the Government, gaining
religious institutions and embracing senior scholars. Gaining public support and sympathy.
Establishing a shadow government (secret) within the Government.
 
Phase Three: Escalation phase, prior to conflict and confrontation with the rulers, through utilizing
mass media. Currently in progress.
 
Phase Four: Open public confrontation with the Government through exercising the political
pressure approach. It is aggressively implementing the above-mentioned approach. Training on the
use of weapons domestically and overseas in anticipation of zero-hour. It has noticeable activities
in this regard.
 
Phase Five: Seizing power to establish their Islamic Nation under which all parties and Islamic
groups are united.
 
Remember, friends, CAIR has been identified as a Muslim Brotherhood front organization. Tell me,
based upon the above document, does it sound to you that the Muslim Brotherhood gives a rip about our
Constitutional rights? Why do we allow an organization that advocates “Seizing power to establish
their Islamic Nation” by use of force to operate here in America?
 
We’ll take a closer look at this and other documents in the weeks to come but remember, CAIR has
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invited your state legislators to their Annual Conference on March 31st. If you don’t think your elected
officials should be doing business with CAIR, why don’t you let them know how you feel? Stay tuned
here to find out which legislators attend. Shariah Law, coming soon to a neighborhood near you,
compliments of CAIR.
 
By the way, what Phase do you think we are in?
 
 
Here are all the House members in two fifty member blocks of email addresses.  Use Bcc in

your email address header and email fifty of them with one email yet they won't know who else

got the email.

 

Here are the State Senate email addresses in one block:

 

Who is my state representative and my state Senator?   Click heree to find out  

 

Here is the Senate Directory

 

Here is the House Directory
 
 
 

  

  

Remember to strip the unsubscribe link before forwarding this newsletter to prevent someone

from taking you off our list!  Use our forward this email link at the top of the newsletter to prevent

being accidently  unsubscribed.

  

Money is always needed for printing costs, postage, sign materials, and robo call costs.  We are

tightfisted; we will spend your hard earned money wisely and frugally as we do our very best to

clean up Oklahoma politicians so we can begin to clean up our country.

 

Unsubscribe / Change Profile 
Powered by YMLP
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Fw: Thursday press conference
Date: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 5:40:49 PM

What do we want Doak's press release quote to be about?

 
From: Shawn Ashley 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 05:33 PM
To: Aaron Cooper 
Cc: Mike Thompson 
Subject: RE: Thursday press conference 
 
Thanks……Ours will be a return since the previous administration accepted the money, but we have
not done anything with it…….We will use the precise name and purpose of the grant we have in
anything we say…..
 
For clarification, for the press release you only want comments regarding the new legislative
language (the Network) and nothing concerning the grant(s)
 

From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 5:23 PM
To: Shawn Ashley
Subject: RE: Thursday press conference
 
Shawn,
 
We are going to say we’re “not accepting” the $54 million early innovator grant.
 
The commissioner can make his announcement too, we just ask that he be specific on the name of
the grant to avoid any confusion.  Thanks.
 

From: Shawn Ashley 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 4:26 PM
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: Thursday press conference
 
The Commissioner would like to announce at this event that we are returning a $1 million grant that
the previous administration accepted………..
 

From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 4:01 PM
To: Shawn Ashley
Subject: RE: Thursday press conference
 
Doing a joint release (same format as the early innovator grant).  Need a quote from you:  I guess
focusing on how this is good for consumers, will keep Obamacare exchange from being
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implemented in Oklahoma.
 
Also, we’d like the commissioner to be at the press conference tomorrow.  1 pm, Blue Room at the
Capitol.  We usually gather about 10-15 minutes before in our office to go over things one last time.
 
 
 

From: Shawn Ashley 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 3:58 PM
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Thursday press conference
 
Any suggestions, idea on what you will need from me?
 
 
Shawn
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From: Alex Weintz
To: "aweintz
Subject: Fw: Top Issues, No New Tax, ObamaCare, Keystone Pipeline...all in the news today
Date: Sunday, November 18, 2012 10:15:51 AM

 
From: mccarvillereport@aol.com [mailto:mccarvillereport@aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, November 18, 2012 05:18 AM
To: McCarvilleReport@aol.com <McCarvilleReport@aol.com> 
Subject: Top Issues, No New Tax, ObamaCare, Keystone Pipeline...all in the news today 
 

Senate Republicans Identify Their Top Issues

Mullin: No Tax Increase For Anyone, ‘Period’

GOP Governors Oppose ObamaCare Marketplace

Bipartisan Senate Group Urges Keystone Pipeline Approval

 

Go to: http://www.McCarvilleReport.com or http://www.McCarvilleReport.mobi
 

Mike McCarville
mccarvillereport@aol.com
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: FW: topics for Heritage conference
Date: Monday, April 16, 2012 9:15:00 AM
Attachments: image002.png

I haven’t heard back from anyone.  Can you bring up in staff meeting today?

 

Thanks.

 

From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Friday, April 13, 2012 10:03 AM
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Alex Weintz; Craig Perry; Travis Brauer; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: topics for Heritage conference
 
The title for next weekend’s panel is “How the states can limit the federal leviathan.”
 
It will be an informal, Q&A discussion led by Dr. Feulner, Heritage president.  There also
will be audience Q&A.
 
Feulner’s office wants us to suggest some topics and/or 5-6 questions to help guide the
discussion in a direction we want to go.
 
What are some suggestions to send to Heritage?  Thanks.
 

·         Obamacare vs. state-based health care solutions
·         Give states flexibility to administer programs (Medicaid block grants)
·         Pushback against EPA regulation (air pollution lawsuit, the dust rule)

 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
 
Find Gov. Fallin on:
 

   
 
Gov. Fallin on the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Fw: Treat
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 2:58:27 PM

 
From: Andrew Silvestri 
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 02:58 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee 
Subject: Re: Treat 
 
Want me to come with?
 
From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 02:57 PM
To: Glenn Coffee 
Cc: Andrew Silvestri 
Subject: Treat 
 
Sen Treat has summoned me to his office with a note indicating he doesn’t like my comment in the
TW about every vote against our bill being a vote to sit on your hands and wait for ObamaCare to be
implemented. I am going up to talk to him and wanted you guys to know
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Wendy Gregory

To: Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz

Subject: FW: Tulsa Metro Chamber - Monday Memo 11.26.12
Date: Tuesday, November 27, 2012 9:09:35 AM

re: health care exchanges, second story.
 

From: communications@tulsachamber.com [communications@tulsachamber.com]
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 4:44 PM
To: Wendy Gregory
Subject: Tulsa Metro Chamber - Monday Memo 11.26.12

11.26.12

IN THIS ISSUE

Tulsa Metro Chamber hosts Greater Oklahoma City

Chamber for joint meeting

Governor rejects health care exchange, Medicaid expansion

BMX riders from around the globe pedal into Tulsa 

Mosaic announces 2013 chair, council meeting dates

Annual networking passes now on sale

Employers needed for Hiring Our Heroes event in Tulsa

What we're working on

Chamber welcomes new businesses

PRESENTING SPONSORS

Tulsa Metro Chamber hosts Greater Oklahoma City Chamber for joint meeting

Representatives from the Greater Oklahoma City Chamber traveled to

Tulsa last week to meet with leaders from the Tulsa Metro Chamber

for a joint executive committee meeting.

The joint meeting is held twice per year, once in Tulsa and once in

Oklahoma City, to discuss cooperative efforts for and against

upcoming issues and to discuss strategic initiatives to better the

state. A joint agenda is developed, identifying those priorities both

Chambers are supporting. 

Attendees approved the joint Tulsa and Oklahoma City legislative

agenda for the 2013 legislative session.

"We appreciate the strong partnership with the Oklahoma City

chamber," said Mike Neal, Tulsa Metro Chamber president and CEO. "It's an opportunity for chambers from
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Oklahoma's two largest communities to align on those priority issues coming up in the next session and speak with

a stronger voice."

The two chambers will meet again in Oklahoma City in March.

Governor rejects health care exchange, Medicaid expansion

Gov. Mary Fallin announced last week Oklahoma would not

participate in a health care exchange or expansion of

Medicaid funding under the Affordable Care Act. 

"After careful consideration, I have today informed U.S.

Secretary of Health Kathleen Sebelius that Oklahoma will not

pursue the creation of its own health insurance exchange,"

Fallin said. "Furthermore, I have also decided that Oklahoma

will not be participating in the Obama administration's

proposed expansion of Medicaid."

Medicaid expansion is a OneVoice priority, identified by the

Chamber, community and business leaders around the region

as a solution to Oklahoma's critical health care needs. The Affordable Care Act provides 100 percent federal funding

for the cost of newly eligible Medicaid patients for the first three years, after which funding is reduced to 90 percent

federal and 10 percent state. However, Fallin said economic realities put that promise in doubt.

"Ideally, the Chamber would've liked to have seen Gov. Fallin recognize the possible benefits of expanded Medicaid

funding," said Mike Neal, president and CEO of the Tulsa Metro Chamber. "The health of our employees and

workforce is integral to our success and therefore is a priority consideration when making decisions that impact our

economy."

Neal encouraged Gov. Fallin and legislative leaders to pursue the best flexible option for the future of health care in

Oklahoma through proactive discussions with the health care community. 

BMX riders from around the globe pedal into Tulsa

The Tulsa Sports Commission hosted the USA BMX Grand

Nationals last weekend, bringing more than $10 million in

economic impact to the Tulsa region. More than 3,500 entries

from at least 17 countries competed in front of approximately

6,000 people at the QuikTrip Center over three days of what

has been dubbed the "Greatest Race on Earth." 

"This is the 15th year the TSC has hosted this event," said

Ray Hoyt, senior vice president of VisitTulsa and the Tulsa

Sports Commission. "It's a great partnership with USA BMX

and we're always excited to host the Grand Nationals. It's the final competition in a season series of nearly 30, so it's

a great honor for Tulsa to host their grand finale each year, especially over Thanksgiving holidays, when tourist

activity is slow."

Olympic participants from 2008 and 2012 competed at the event, representing at least six countries. Professional

riders also participated in the Pro Spectacular Saturday night, where the public was invited to watch as the best

BMX riders from around the globe raced the man-made course in the QuikTrip Center.

"It takes more than 800 truckloads to create," Hoyt said. "That, along with a jumbotron and bleachers, are brought in
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to accommodate the event. We want to keep them here and do what we can to make the event bigger and better

every year."

Mosaic announces 2013 chair, council meeting dates

The Tulsa Metro Chamber's diversity council, Mosaic, has selected Jim

Langdon, publisher at Langdon Publishing, as the 2013 chair. Langdon

became involved with Mosaic through Shane Fernandez, current chair,

who will continue to be active in the program following his term.

"It's my mission to move the organization forward in the most logical and

organic way," said Langdon at a recent planning session for the 2013

year. 

The Mosaic mission is to leverage Tulsa's diversity to create an inclusive community and improve the economic and

social climate specifically in regards to business. The Mosaic program needs local business voices in order to

effectively create awareness and change. Monthly meetings are open to the public and the board welcomes new

attendees. 

For more information about Mosaic or to get a list of the 2013 monthly meeting dates, visit www.MosaicTulsa.com. 

Annual networking passes now on sale

Don't miss a single opportunity to network in 2013. Purchase

the Chamber's "Annual Pass" today to get into all nine 2013

Circuit Series events, including five Breakfast Networks, one

Roundtable Connection 5.0, two Business After Hours, and

the extremely popular Restaurant After Hours.

In addition to admittance to all nine events, Annual Pass

holders do not have to pre-register for each event and can

simply show up, grab a pre-printed nametag and begin

networking. Cost for the Annual Pass is just $125, a savings of

$20.

To purchase your Annual Pass, click here, or call

918.560.0212.

Employers needed for Hiring Our Heroes event in Tulsa

Tulsa-region businesses have an opportunity to participate

in the Hiring Our Heroes event next week to help connect

military veterans and employers. The Tulsa Metro Chamber

is a partner on the hiring event.

Hiring Our Heroes will be held Tuesday, Dec. 4 at Expo

Square Central Park Hall, 4503 E. 21st St. 

Employers must register (at no cost) at HOH.Greatjob.net;

job seekers are encouraged to register in order to guarantee

admission. For registration, please contact
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hiringourheroes@uschamber.com or call 202.463.3110. For

additional information, contact Denise Reid at 918.560.0255

or denisereid@tulsachamber.com.

For more information, click here. 

What we're working on

Executive Offices
Presenting at Tulsa Economic Development Commission meeting

Hosting Tulsa city councilor's luncheon

Attending Downtown Steering Committee workshop 

Hosting City of Tulsa/Tulsa Metro Chamber Leadership Retreat

New Business Development
Touring potential development sites with local broker

Attending opening of Tulsa Reentry One-Stop Center, a workforce feeder program

Meeting with aerospace company looking to expand operations to Tulsa area

Existing Business Development
Hosting Business Retention and Expansion program training

Attending the Governor's Unmanned Aerial Systems Council Meeting 

Attending Tulsa Area Partnership board meeting

Marketing, Communications and Events
Working on a number of 2013 publications and membership mailing pieces

Beginning to work on the annual meeting video

Continuing to draft the 2013 annual meeting script and speeches

Government Affairs
Attending City of Tulsa/Tulsa Chamber Management Retreat

Hosting City Council Luncheon

Resource Development 
Facilitating Sapulpa Chamber board retreat

Supporting year-end Tulsa's Future and BIZPAC fundraising efforts

Small Business
Attending Management Retreat

Attending the Small Business Council Holiday Party

Attending the City/Chamber Management Retreat

TYPros
Hosting Boomtown Awards 

Planning Family Friendly Event and Get on Board 

Creating presentation for the End of the Year Party
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VisitTulsa
Meeting with Midwest Living & Meredith Travel Marketing

Attending the Tulsa Historical Society board meeting

Chamber welcomes new businesses

Each month the Tulsa Metro Chamber's Hospitality Club welcomes new businesses and new Chamber members to

the community by assisting with ribbon cuttings and groundbreaking announcements.

New members
ACE Heavy Haul LLC

Economasters, LLC

LANlynx, LLC

Phillips Theological Seminary

Revolution Health & Wellness

Copyright 2012, Tulsa Metro Chamber, All  Rights Reserved. Designed and Developed by Cubic 
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From: Wendy Gregory
Cc: "tulsawendy@ "
Subject: Fw: Update on Open Records Requests
Date: Friday, November 30, 2012 3:29:28 PM

 
From: Audrey Rockwell 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2012 02:05 PM
To: Aaron Cooper; AJ Mallory; Alex Gerszewski; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri; Chris Bruehl; Cindy Harper; Cody Inman; Craig Perry; Denise Northrup; Jacque Hensley; Jana
Staples; Jean Roupe; Jeffrey Cartmell; Kandi Batts; Katie Altshuler; Madeline Mitchell; Marcia Crawford; Maria Maule; Michelle Waddell; Monica Houston; Rebecca Frazier;
Scott Mason; Sean Rose; Steve Mullins; Tammie Wright; Travis Brauer; Wendy Gregory 
Subject: Update on Open Records Requests 
 
Hello Everyone,
 
We thought it might be a good idea with the hefty number of Open Records Requests to give everyone an update of what requests are open and which ones you need
to respond to. Please review the chart below. Let me or Rebecca know if you have any questions. Thank you.
 

Date Received Request Requesting Party
Who Needs to
Respond Please Respond  By

11/16/2012
Correspondence re: 'Affordable Healthcare
Act', 'Obamacare', and 'Health Exchange' Zeke Campfield, Oklahoman

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/23/2012

Correspondence between GMF and D.
Northrup re: 'Healthcare Exchange' from
11/5/2012 to 11/20/2012 Phil Cross, Fox 25

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/26/2012

All records re: Decision to reject
'Healthcare Exchange' and 'Expansion of
Medicaid' Clifton Adcock, Gazette

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/26/2012

All records re: Decision to Reject ORR on
GMF decision to reject 'Healthcare
Exchange' Clifton Adcock, Gazette

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/26/2012

All records re: Decision to reject 'Early
Innovator' federal money for healthcare
exchange Clifton Adcock, Gazette

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/27/2012

Email/ Written Communications sent and
received by GMF and her Staff regarding 'A
- F' Policy from July 1, 2012 - November 27,
2012 Andrea Eger, Tulsa World Entire Staff

Email to Audrey No Later Than
12/06/2012

11/27/2012

Email/ Written Communications dated July
1, 2012 to November 27, 2012 between
Wes Lane, GMF, Denise Northrup, or
Preston Doerflinger re: Closing of NORCE
and SORC Robert Batton, Enid News Denise

Email to Audrey No Later Than
12/06/2012

11/29/2012
Analysis and Research Presentations re:
Affordable Healthcare Act Cathleen Kurtis, Private Citizen

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/29/2012
November 2012 All Emails Sent and
Received by GMF and Executive Staff Zeke Campfield, Oklahoman

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/29/2012
Constituent Correspondence  re:
'Affordable Healthcare Act' Bob Sands, OETA Public Affairs No reply needed

 
 
Sincerely,
 

Audrey Rockwell
Extradition Coordinator/ Paralegal
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
(405) 522-8861
Audrey.Rockwell@gov.ok.gov
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Alex Gerszewski
Subject: FW: UPDATED - SCOTUS/Obamacare draf statements
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012 9:21:00 AM
Attachments: image002.png

FYI.  To answer her question, the only edit she had last week was the first paragraph to

“Oklahomans believe”

 

From: Mary Fallin 
Sent: Monday, June 25, 2012 9:06 AM
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Re: UPDATED - SCOTUS/Obamacare draf statements
 
Ok to go..
The first paragraph was the only change?
 
From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Monday, June 25, 2012 09:01 AM
To: maryfallin@  Mary Fallin 
Cc: Alex Weintz; Alex Gerszewski 
Subject: UPDATED - SCOTUS/Obamacare draf statements 
 
Governor,
 
This contains your edits to the first possible statement.  Please let us know if you have
other changes.  Thanks
 
 
 

SCOTUS/OBAMACARE DECISION
 

STATEMENTS FOR APPROVAL
 
 
Law is upheld
 
“I’m extremely disappointed and frustrated by the Supreme Court’s decision to
uphold the federal health care law.  Oklahomans believe the law is
unconstitutional, unconstructive and unaffordable for taxpayers and states.  It
will limit patients’ health care choices, reduce the quality of health care in the
United States, and will cost the state of Oklahoma more than a half billion
dollars in the process.
 
“Oklahomans have voiced their opposition to the federal health care bill from
the very beginning, having approved a constitutional amendment to block the
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implementation of this bill. We believe that, rather than Big Government
bureaucracy and one-size-fits-all solutions, the free market principles of
choice and competition are the best tools at our disposal to increase access to
health care and reduce costs.
 
 
“Moving forward, it is my hope the American people will elect leaders who
will work to repeal the federal health care law and replace it with meaningful
reform focused on commonsense, market based changes.”
 
 
If entire law is struck down:
 
“Today’s decision by the Supreme Court to strike down the federal health care
law is a victory for the American people, for Constitutional Liberty, and for
those who care about choice and competition in the health care market.
President Obama’s health care legislation was nothing short of disastrous,
threatening to weaken our economy, reduce the quality of health care across
the U.S. and  potentially cost the state of Oklahoma more than a half billion
dollars in the process.  The bill failed to make health care more affordable;
meanwhile, it represented an unconstitutional power grab by President Obama
and the forces of Big Government in Washington.
 
“The people of Oklahoma already have spoken out against the federal health
care law by passing a constitutional amendment blocking its implementation. 
I am thrilled the U.S. Supreme Court has agreed with our line of thinking and
struck down a law that is unpopular and destructive as well as
unconstitutional.    
 
“Moving forward, we must focus on the free-market principles of choice and
competition to help lower the costs of medical treatment and increase access
to health care.”
 
 
If only individual mandate is struck down:
 
“Today’s decision by the Supreme Court to strike down the individual
mandate within President Obama’s health care law is an important step in the
right direction.  With the central part of the president’s law stricken from the
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books, we can now set about repealing and reforming a plan that is
unconstitutional and unaffordable to its core.
 
“Oklahomans have voiced their opposition to the federal health care bill from
the very beginning, having approved a constitutional amendment to block the
implementation of this bill. We believe that, rather than Big Government
bureaucracy and one-size-fits-all solutions, the free market principles of
choice and competition are the best tools at our disposal to increase access to
health care and reduce costs.
 
“With the individual mandate now gone, it is up to policymakers to repeal
what is left of President Obama’s disastrous health care law and deliver
meaningful, effective health care reform focusing on commonsense, market
based changes.”
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
 
Find Gov. Fallin on:
 

   
 
On the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: Updated Oklahoma Medicaid Costs
Date: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 9:26:00 AM

See below
 

From: Lindsay Russell [mailto:  
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 9:30 AM
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Updated Oklahoma Medicaid Costs
 
AS,
This is great information. Go Team OK! However, what would be most beneficial is this information
in a narrative that can be easily read and inserted into TPs or PR. Please see below for an example.
 
UTAH
 
The growth in Medicaid is estimated to impact the State of Utah in two ways.  The first impact is
due to the woodwork effect, or effect of forcing low income individuals onto Medicaid because of
the individual mandate to purchase health insurance.  The woodwork effect is forecast to cost the
State of Utah $940 million in the first decade of implementation.  This figure doubles to $1.88 billion
in the next decade, after federal government cost offsets cease.  
 
The second potential fiscal impact to the State of Utah is from the expansion of Medicaid to persons
with income up to 133 percent of the federal poverty level.  This will cost the State approximately
$240 million in the first decade and $480 million in the next decade.  
 
If the two impacts are summed, the potential total impact to Utah's general fund is approximately
$1.18 billion in the first decade and $2.46 billion in the next decade.  The long term annual impact to
Utah's general fund could approach $240 million per year, or roughly the same size as Utah's entire
corporate income tax revenues per year.
 
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:  | 
 
 

From: Andrew Silvestri [mailto:Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 10:20 AM
To: Lindsay Russell
Cc: Marie Sanderson; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Updated Oklahoma Medicaid Costs
 
Hey Lindsay,
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Attached is Oklahoma’s updated Medicaid costs associated with PPACA.  Sorry it took so long to get
to you. Let us know if you have any questions.
 
Thanks!
Andrew
 
Andrew Silvestri
Deputy Policy Director

Office of Governor Mary Fallin

Phone:  405.521.2342

andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov
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From: Keili McEwen
To: Denise Northrup
Cc: AJ Mallory
Subject: FW: Weekly report - Public Affairs
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 5:18:13 PM

Keili:
·         This week, I attended the Wildlife Commission meeting, the Conservation Commission

meeting and the Transportation Board meeting. 
·         Next week, I have no Boards or Commission meetings.  I will be finalizing the details for the

next meeting of the Oklahoma Strategic Planning Commission meeting and dinner on April
21 (I will be working with Gen. Aragon, Liz and Dana on this).

·         I met today with OSF regarding document imaging (scanning).  They are going to send me a
proposal at the end of next week.  I have also been asked to complete a worksheet
regarding the constituent tracking system for OSF, which I can hopefully get to by Monday. 

·         I have two intern interviews scheduled for next week. 
·         This week the majority of my correspondence has been about HB 1380 (trial de novo), the

Ethnic Advisory Council, State Parks, SB 529 (alcohol ignition interlocks), and as of today
about HB 1249 (hunting and trespassing). 

·         Due to extremely high call volume this week, I am a little further behind on phone calls than
I normally like to be, but plan to catch up next week due to no scheduled meetings.  The
same goes for email and mail.  I anticipate that a government shutdown, wildfires, mass
emails sent by Charlie Meadows, or any other bills that come to the office next week will
really dictate my ability to play catch up, however!  But, it is my goal. 

·         We have several letters that we are waiting on the policy office to look over and I hope to
have them to you by Monday for your review. 
 

Cody:
-I was able to get myself caught up with in a 2 week margin with correspondence.
- Most of the top issues of the week were Pardon and Parole along with unemployment case work.
-I am working on 5 form letters : sex offender, DOC, labor, jobs and unemployment. All should be
finished by next week.
-Next week I would like to see a my response margin drop to a week and have all March mail
completed.
 
Brett:

·         With the rise in media attention dealing with the HB2130, I made it a priority to send out a
response within 24 hours to all incoming mail and was able to do that all week long. 

·         I am waiting on the HB1380 (trial de novo) response so I can start replying to those. 
·         I met with a group of constituent yesterday that came in to talk about the healthcare

exchange.  They showed up to the office and wanted to meet with someone.  They did
present an organizational chart that was developed by the steering committee which they
wanted me to pass along.  It is attached, they believe that there are many areas in which
they believe the Federal Government will be too involved and they asked that we send the
money back. 
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· Next week I will be attending the Regional Food Bank event on Monday Morning and
presenting letters of commendation for students donating their livestock projects to the
Regional Food Bank.  Beyond that there is no other large events going on next week.
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From: Marie Sanderson
To: Marie Sanderson; Marie Sanderson; vmariethomas
Cc: Cindy.Sims@alaska.gov; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ; macarter32 ;

RSerote@az.gov; Adam.nordstrom ; brian.mcmanus2 ;
JohnPatrick.Walsh ; Rob.Jakubik ; bfulenwider@georgia.gov;
ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ; chiproytexas ; dhiowa ;
jabot10 ; janelcausey ; jboeyink34 ; travisrichmond ;
wkloiber ; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov; jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov;
Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler; JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov;
tedpitts@gov.sc.gov; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us; bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us;
Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; marissa.watkins@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us;
Honor.Ingels@governor.alabama.gov; Candice Whitfield; eric.finkbeiner@governor.virginia.gov;
Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov; kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov;
Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov; debbie ; griffin ;
wstruble ; wags@la.gov; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman ;
Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov; mary.mayhew@maine.gov; brandi_white@mcconnell.senate.gov;
Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov; blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov;
mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov; brian ;
ryan ; nguillemard ; sarah.echols@prfaa.com; Mike Schrimpf; Lindsay Russell; Seth
Levey; ts ; Bkanzeg ; aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us;
jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us;
MKennicott ; Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt ;
RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov; bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov; michelle.dynes@wyo.gov;
katyoder_99 ; pjpgator ; ,; Moore, Brian, GOV; lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov

Subject: Fwd: HATCH OUTLINES NEED FOR COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAID REFORM
Date: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 3:06:25 PM

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                             CONTACT:  Julia Lawless, Antonia Ferrier
June 15, 2011                                                                   (202) 224-4515

HATCH OUTLINES NEED FOR COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAID REFORM

In Speech Today, Utah Senator Says, “I reject the President’s inside-the-beltway approach to providing
health care for a country as large and diverse as ours.  Instead of centralizing power in the nation’s
capital, we should empower the states to run their Medicaid programs in a manner consistent with the
needs and the values of their citizens.”

WASHINGTON – In a speech at the Heritage Foundation today, U.S. Senator Orrin Hatch (R-Utah),
Ranking Member of the Senate Finance Committee, outlined why Medicaid reform must happen given
the financial burden it’s placing on state and federal budgets and the poor quality of care it offers
patients. On Monday, Republican Governors sent Hatch and Chairman Upton a letter outlining a series
of principles that should guide reform.   Hatch believes that the highly successful, bipartisan welfare
reform of 1996 - where states led the way to provide the best solutions for a broken program - should
be the model to modernize Medicaid.

“Medicaid has served as an important safety net for more than 45 years, but in order to continue
serving the most vulnerable in our society, it is absolutely essential that we modernize this program,”
said Hatch.  “The bottom line is that those who are the biggest advocates for Medicaid, and most
criticize conservatives for seeking to reform the program, are happy to consign America’s poorest and
sickest patients to a health care gulag.”

Hatch continued, “I reject the President’s inside-the-beltway approach to providing health care for a
country as large and diverse as ours.  Instead of centralizing power in the nation’s capital, we should
empower the states to run their Medicaid programs in a manner consistent with the needs and the
values of their citizens. In the coming months, I look forward to working closely with the governors to
develop specific solutions.   We have a great deal of work to do to turn the governors’ principles into
federal law, but we are ready for the challenge.”

Below are Hatch’s remarks as prepared for delivery:
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Thank you Mike for that kind introduction.  I always appreciate the invitation to participate in Heritage
Foundation events.  For decades, folks like yourself, and Ed Meese, and Bob Moffitt, and Stuart Butler —
not to mention Dr. Feulner — have been at the vanguard of conservative policy.  It is hard to think of a
conservative policy achievement that does not have your imprint on it, and for that leadership I am
grateful.
Unfortunately, the need for your leadership is always growing.
It is nice to be on offense, but since President Obama’s inauguration, we have too often found
ourselves on defense, holding the line for limited government and free markets. The debate over health
care reform is a case in point.
Along with many other groups, Heritage had spent years working through the nuances of health care
policy, identifying the root causes of access problems and recommending solutions consistent with our
constitutional commitment to personal liberty.
And then what happened?
President Obama, having salted the earth during the campaign, took all of the innovative work that had
been done and tossed it in the garbage. Instead of reforming a bankrupt system, he decided to double
down on it. For all of the 2,000-plus pages of ObamaCare — and believe me, it is no picnic getting
through that bill — it really is a pretty simple scheme.
Spend $2.6 trillion on new coverage entitlements, and pretend to pay for it by raiding already bankrupt
entitlements and raising taxes by half a trillion dollars. While they may have expanded coverage, they
did nothing to address the fundamental problem facing our nation’s health care system — the cost of
health care. We know how this book is going to end.  If you put government on the hook for expanded
coverage, without reducing the cost of coverage, the cost to taxpayers is going to go up.
Democratic Governor Phil Bredesen has it right.  This is his assessment of ObamaCare.  “What a
stunning disappointment.  The health care ‘reform’ we finally wrote into law isn’t transformational.  It
provides health insurance for a great many more people, but doesn’t directly attack any of the deep
structural problems of health care.”
Nowhere is the impact of this deadly combination of expanding coverage and expanding costs more
insidious than in Medicaid. Medicaid is not only a federal entitlement that was massively expanded
through ObamaCare, but it is an entitlement that states are responsible for.  By exploding Medicaid
populations and denying the states the ability to effectively manage those populations, ObamaCare is a
direct assault on our Founding Fathers’ Constitution of limited federal powers and reserved states’
rights.
The bottom line is that we need to repeal this terrible law in its entirety.  But addressing Medicaid is a
reasonable place to start for conservatives who want to restore the fiscal integrity of the states and to
undo the damage done by this administration to the nation’s health care system.
Medicaid has served as an important safety net for more than 45 years, but in order to continue serving
the most vulnerable in our society, it is absolutely essential that we modernize this program.
            One of Medicaid’s biggest problems is mission creep.  In its first year, fewer than five million
individuals used Medicaid services.  Today, nearly one in four Americans is on Medicaid and half those
newly covered by ObamaCare will be on Medicaid.  This is simply unsustainable.  Medicaid was intended
to be a safety net program for the poor.  But it has turned into substitute health insurance for nearly
one-quarter of the population.  Not only can the states and the federal government not afford such a
massive program, but as currently structured it provides nowhere near the level of care that it should. 
In short, an ever expanding Medicaid program is devastating for the nation’s and the states’ finances,
and by spreading itself so thin it fails to provide adequate care for those who need it.
Medicaid’s budget burdens are a significant problem.  It is no exaggeration to say that Medicaid
threatens to bankrupt both the federal budget and the vast majority of state budgets.  Over the next
ten years, Washington alone will spend $4.6 trillion on Medicaid.  Think of that for a minute.  Our
publicly held debt is already $14 trillion.   We are talking right now about significant spending reductions
that amount to between $2 trillion and $3 trillion.  Yet, we are set to spend $4.6 trillion on this one
program alone.
When Admiral Mullen said that the greatest threat to our national security is our debt, he probably had
a copy of the Social Security Act open and turned to the Medicaid program. The levels of Medicaid
spending are not just a budget issue.  They are also a governance issue, depriving lawmakers and
governors of the flexibility to provide much needed services to their citizens.  With Medicaid spending
now consuming nearly a quarter of state government budgets, this program routinely crowds out other
critical priorities such as education and law enforcement.
States need to enact their own pro-growth agendas, keeping taxes low to spur job growth, but Medicaid
obligations are strangling these efforts. Unfortunately, liberal Medicaid advocates and their Democratic
allies do not seem to care.  They put on their blinders and pretend as though there is no problem with
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Medicaid’s financing and that any reductions in spending or meaningful reforms are assaults on the
poor.  It is worth reminding these professional advocates just how much waste, fraud, and abuse there
is in the Medicaid program.
Anyone who doubts that we can save money in Medicaid should Google Medicaid and Financial
Planning.  There’s an entire consulting industry out there teaching people how to game the system and
get Medicaid to pay for long term care services.  People can own a $750,000 house and still qualify for
Medicaid these days.
Medicaid is a massive target for waste, fraud, and abuse.  By CMS’ own estimates, tens of billions of
dollars are lost to fraud, waste and abuse each year.  Medicaid’s improper payment rate averages nearly
10 percent, and when you are talking about a $400 billion a year program that’s a lot of money.
These are not hypotheticals.
One state’s Auditor General found that Medicaid was paying claims on behalf of 1,705 dead people. 
And a GAO report determined that beneficiaries were improperly obtaining addictive drugs at a cost of
$65 million to taxpayers.
So Medicaid is like every other government program. There is fat to be cut. The only difference between
this and other programs is how well marbled Medicaid is.
I want to make one more point, however.
Irrespective of one’s views on the merits of the Medicaid program as a matter of principle or
constitutional soundness, it should at the very least be able to measure up as a program that achieves
its objectives.
In other words, does Medicaid even do what it sets out to do? I think that the answer is clear that too
often it does not. In too many instances, Medicaid fails the patients that it purports to serve.
            Scott Gottlieb’s recent piece on this subject in the Wall Street Journal is jarring, and every
bleeding heart who attacks conservatives for failure to support the poor should have to answer for
Medicaid’s abysmal record in treating its impoverished beneficiaries.
            According to this article, Medicaid patients and people lacking any health insurance were both
50 percent more likely to die when compared with privately insured patients.  They were 80 percent
more likely than those with private insurance to have tumors that spread to at least one lymph node.
            A 2010 study of major surgical operations found that Medicaid patients had the longest length
of stay in the hospital, the most total hospital costs, and the highest risk of death. Even according to
government data, Medicaid patients are more likely to end up in the emergency room than privately
insured and even uninsured patients.
            Gottlieb concludes that being on Medicaid is actually worse than having no health care coverage
at all. And I cannot say that I disagree.
            Nor can I say that I am surprised.  What about our experience with top down government-run
programs suggests that it would lead to top flight medical care?
            The bottom line is that those who are the biggest advocates for Medicaid, and are the quickest
to criticize conservatives for seeking to reform the program, are happy to consign America’s poorest and
sickest patients to a health care gulag.
            The single greatest reason for this failure of the Medicaid program is a Washington bureaucracy
that has tied the states’ hands, preventing them from making meaningful changes and reforms.
            President Obama took this programmatic jalopy and crashed it into a bridge abutment. Instead
of reforming this program and putting it on sound financial footing, he made matters worse by
continuing to hamstring the states.
            Instead of trying to fix Medicaid’s problems, he exacerbated all of the program’s worst
features.  This administration has demonstrated an alarming pattern of usurping states’ authority to
manage their Medicaid programs in ways that best meet the needs of their citizens.
First, the so-called stimulus package restricted states from managing their program eligibility through an
onerous mandate called the Maintenance of Effort or M-O-E.
States –— unlike Washington — which too often just prints money to pay for out-of-control spending,
actually have to make tough budget decisions every year.  And the states are facing the worst budget
crisis since the Great Depression with a collective $175 billion shortfall.
Washington’s micromanagement of state Medicaid programs makes it incredibly difficult for the states to
balance their budgets and provide for those who are most in need. Because of the overly generous
benefit programs that Washington forces on the states, they are unable to target health services to
those most in need of assistance.  Because of these M-O-E restrictions, Governors are unable to
undertake common-sense reforms that root out program waste, fraud, and abuse.
The result of these M-O-E requirements is nothing short of Washington induced state fiscal crises. My
close friend Utah Governor Gary Herbert has said, “[n]ot a state in this nation is immune to tough
budget decisions, and sometimes Washington makes it even harder.  Utah must seriously weigh the real
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costs of Medicaid, one of the largest and most expensive programs we have….Unfortunately, federal
mandates tie our hands.  Utah has zero flexibility to respond to economic conditions, or the option to
scale the program back in a way that reflects local values and priorities.”
Governor Herbert — and many other governors across the nation — have repeatedly asked Washington
to repeal these onerous Medicaid M-O-E mandates.  And I have recently introduced legislation, the
State Flexibility Act, to do exactly what the governors have asked.
The State Flexibility Act fully repeals these burdensome Medicaid M-O-E regulations.  It starts to put
states back in control, empowering them to prioritize and balance their budgets, while simultaneously
lowering federal entitlement spending. This legislation will save American taxpayers $2.8 billion over just
the first five years.
Regardless of political affiliation, I am confident that this bill has the potential to garner strong,
bipartisan support in Congress and represents a strong first step toward achieving comprehensive
Medicaid reform.  Still, this legislation is just a first step towards achieving comprehensive Medicaid
reform, and we have much more work to do.
In April, the Obama Administration proposed a new regulation out of C-M-S that will force states to ask
Washington’s permission whenever they want to lower spending on reimbursement rates to providers.
            After first taking away states’ ability to manage their Medicaid enrollment, now the Obama
Administration is trying to completely tie states’ hands when it comes to setting rates.  These
regulations will straightjacket the states and make it virtually impossible for them to lower their Medicaid
spending.
Now the Obama Administration is also trying to impose its pro-abortion agenda on the states.  In May,
the State of Indiana passed a law to restrict taxpayer dollars from going to abortion facilities, but the
Obama Administration is trying to stop Indiana from implementing that law.  Some media reports even
indicate that the Obama Administration is considering cutting the entirety of Indiana’s federal Medicaid
match over this issue.
            Last week, I sent a letter to the Obama Administration along with 27 other United States
Senators explaining that the State of Indiana is clearly within its rights to implement its law.  Indiana’s
law effectively closes a loophole that has allowed taxpayer dollars to support operational costs for
abortions; and furthermore, their law ensures full compliance with the longstanding federal policy of the
Hyde Amendment.
Indiana’s proposal should not only be approved by the federal government; I believe it serves as an
important model for every state.  More broadly, I support the right of states to administer their Medicaid
programs in a manner consistent with the values of their citizens.
As if these attacks from the Obama Administration aren’t enough, the Supreme Court will be hearing a
case this fall know as Maxwell-Jolly that could give a completely unprecedented private right of action
over Medicaid.  If the Supreme Court decides the case in the same way that the liberal Ninth Circuit in
California did, the litigation costs for states will exponentially increase.
Each of these examples is unique, but they all share a common theme.  Each is an effort by Washington
to micromanage the states when it comes to Medicaid.  As Ranking Member of the Senate Finance
Committee, I’m fighting back hard against the Obama Administration on each of these issues.
We have our work cut out for us.
 In 2017, state governments will be forced to spend new money on expanded Medicaid populations, and
by 2020, the states will fully shoulder their share for these new populations.  The non-partisan
Congressional Budget Office originally estimated ObamaCare’s Medicaid expansions at a $60 billion cost
to the states through 2021.  I authored a joint Congressional Committee Report with House Energy and
Commerce Chairman Fred Upton that was the first to comprehensively examine state government
estimates of the costs of ObamaCare for state Medicaid programs.

States use these estimates in managing their budgets; this report therefore gives the clearest picture to
date of the health care law’s new Medicaid costs to state taxpayers.  This report conservatively
estimates that ObamaCare will cost state taxpayers at least $118.04 billion through 2023. The state-by-
state findings of this report indicate just how unrealistic ObamaCare’s Medicaid mandates are for the
states.  In just one state, the Medicaid program will be forced to spend $27 billion more than the
program’s entire annual budget today.
Though this picture is grim, there is a better way for Medicaid.
I reject the President’s inside-the-beltway approach to providing health care for a country as large and
diverse as ours.  Instead of centralizing power in the nation’s capital, we should empower the states to
run their Medicaid programs in a manner consistent with the needs and the values of their citizens.
            The welfare reform of the 1990s — the most successful conservative reform of an entitlement
program, and one that you are very familiar with in this building — can serve as a model for Medicaid
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reform.  Solutions for sustainable welfare reform came from the states — not just Washington.  Our goal
is to empower the states to design and implement innovative Medicaid solutions.   Our nation’s
governors have run Medicaid programs and are in the best position to help Congress in fixing Medicaid.
            I would also add that the history of welfare reform can keep us optimistic even when we are
slogging through fights over Medicaid reform.  When we began the fight for welfare reform, we were
told that our work-first approach and end to the welfare entitlement would be devastating to the poor. 
Today, after the positive results from welfare reform, that original conservative position is virtually
unassailable.
            So I am ready for the onslaught from the left, but as Richard Weaver put it, ideas have
consequences, and I am confident that thoughtful conservative reforms to the Medicaid system will not
only prevail, but will have a positive impact on the program’s finances and on the quality of care.
            Here are just a few of the examples that conservatives can look to when they are reforming
Medicaid. Rhode Island implemented a global cap on Medicaid expenditures back in 2009.  The waiver
gave the state flexibility from Washington’s bureaucracy.  Not only did the State improve patient care,
by implementing important wellness programs and moving seniors from nursing homes into community
care when appropriate, but the state has saved a significant amount of money by making its program
more competitive and efficient.
The State of Indiana implemented an innovative Medicaid model that couples a commercial health care
plan (for expenses above $1,100) with a health care spending account controlled by the Medicaid
beneficiary.  The accounts are prefunded by the state on an income sliding scale.
The results?  A recent survey of program enrollees found that the personal responsibility approach is
positively changing health care behaviors: 76 percent of respondents had received an annual physical,
six in ten respondents now think differently about where and when they get their health care, and two-
thirds of respondents say they are more likely to seek treatment when needed.
Finally, the state of West Virginia has implemented innovative reforms to promote personal
responsibility among Medicaid beneficiaries.  The state established “Healthy Rewards Accounts” to
encourage healthy behaviors.  To open a reward account, a beneficiary must sign a member rights and
responsibility agreement, which says, for example, “I understand that smoking, using drugs illegally,
drinking too much alcohol, and being overweight are bad for my health.”  The state then awards
bonuses to beneficiaries for meeting health goals such as medication regimen compliance.
According to Nancy Adkins, Commissioner of the West Virginia Bureau for Medical Services, “West
Virginia is poised to take the lead in moving Medicaid from a welfare mentality to a model which
emphasizes personal empowerment and responsibility.”
            I could go on about the innovative things that Texas and New York have done in better
coordinating care for patients eligible for both Medicare and Medicaid — or the “duals.”  Not only have
these approaches saved the states money, they have improved care for the patients.
It is important for Congress to encourage, rather than stymie these state-based innovations.  Last
month, Chairman Upton and I sent each governor a letter asking for feedback on both the challenges
states have faced and for their ideas on how to make Medicaid work better.
We have heard many governors — both Democrat and Republican — express the need for Medicaid
reform.  Former Governor Phil Bredesen has called the Medicaid program “an obsolete and broken
system.”
Former Governor Jeb Bush said, "We're left with a broken system that creates barriers for patients,
removes incentives for compassionate high-quality health care and encourages fraud and abuse by
some vendors who have learned how to gain from the system rather than take care of Florida's most
vulnerable citizens."
Governors have run a Medicaid program and are in the best position to tell Washington how to fix
Medicaid.  Chairman Upton and I asked for feedback on both the challenges governors have faced and
for their ideas on how to make Medicaid work better.  My goal is to empower the states to design and
implement innovative Medicaid solutions that work for their states.
This week we received a response from Republican governors.  Their letter outlined key principles for
Medicaid reform. Some patterns are emerging when we hear from the people on the ground who have
the burden of administering the Medicaid programs.
First, governors want to design Medicaid solutions based on the needs, culture, and values of each
state. The governors also asked for accountable and transparent financing mechanisms, which might
include a block grant, that will save money for both federal and state taxpayers.
Governors want the freedom to make Medicaid more patient-centered, to streamline and simplify
eligibility processes, and to provide patients a choice about their coverage plans.  And finally, governors
need the flexibility to deal with the quality and spending challenges posed by long term care services
and with the dual eligible populations.
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In the coming months, I look forward to working closely with the governors to develop specific
solutions.   We have a great deal of work to do to turn the governors’ principles into federal law, but we
are ready for the challenge.
            Furthermore, I look forward to continuing my work with the Heritage Foundation in developing
a sustainable Medicaid program that saves money and improves care. Democrats might turn a blind eye
to these efforts, but as we careen toward a full-blown debt crisis, we really have no other option.
Congress and the nation’s governors can — and we will — develop comprehensive and sustainable
Medicaid reform.  It is time to fix the Medicaid program. We owe it to taxpayers and to beneficiaries. 
And we owe it to future generations.
Abraham Lincoln understood that this country must constantly recommit itself to its founding principles
of liberty and equal rights.  Our national debt and entitlement programs are now a threat to both. 
Reforming Medicaid will be a solid down payment on broader conservative efforts to rein in the federal
government and restore our constitutional system of limited powers and sovereign states.
Thank you.

###

Marie Thomas Sanderson
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Travis Brauer; Craig Perry
Subject: Fwd: 7/9 RGPPC Conference Call
Date: Monday, July 09, 2012 9:38:05 AM

Can one of u get on this call and take notes? Specifically on te healthcare stuff.
Thank you!

Begin forwarded message:

From: Marie Sanderson <
Date: July 8, 2012 19:26:10 CDT
To: Marie Sanderson <
Cc: Lindsay Russell <  Seth Levey
<  Dustin Huffman <  Deborah
Hohlt <  "Kinzel, Will" <Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov>,
"Swann, Lanier (McConnell)" <Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov>,
"White, Brandi (McConnell)" <Brandi_White@mcconnell.senate.gov>,
"lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov" <lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov>
Subject: 7/9 RGPPC Conference Call 

We will have our RGPPC policy call Monday 7/9 morning at 10:30 AM EST.
 
Agenda and notes below:
 

Agenda:
 
1. Roll Call: Seth/Lindsay- RGPPC
 
2.  RGPPC Update: Marie - RGPPC
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->a)     <!--[endif]-->EVENTS: 
 
SAVE THE DATE: RGPPC Economic Development and  Infrastructure
Policy Symposium, Atlanta, GA, September 23-24. More information
to come.

 
REGISTER TODAY: Virginia Governor and RGA Chairman Bob
McDonnell will announce on Monday the Governor’s K-12 Education
Reform Summit: Investing in Students Today, Creating the
Workforce of Tomorrow to be held August 15th – 17th in Richmond,
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Virginia. Governors and their senior education advisors are invited to
attend. Registration and accommodations with be complimentary for
two senior education advisors per state, additionally funds will be
available to aid in travel expenses. For further information, please
contact Generra.Peck@governor.virginia.gov. Event registration is
available, here.  

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->b)     <!--[endif]-->Healthcare Communication-

Messaging heading into NGA. RGPPC will be providing talking points
like we did for Winter Meeting. PPACA SCOTUS Letter to President
as discussed on the governors’ only call to be forwarded this week. 
Please help us update your state PPACA cost estimates on the
attached document: 2012-05-05 Cost to States.  Please email
Lindsay: LRussell@rgppc.org.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->c)       <!--[endif]-->HHS Notice for an

Establishment Grant under their latest Funding Opportunity
Announcement that the deadline – August 15, 2012 –FAQs for this
Announcement:  http://cciio.cms.gov/resources/factsheets/hie-est-
grant-faq-06292012.html. Some states are curious regarding which
states are applying.    
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->d)     <!--[endif]-->Subcommittee updates: 
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->1.       <!--[endif]-->Energy and
Environment: Report is being finalized. Final phase of edits
being conducted. Launch date TBD

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2.       <!--[endif]-->Healthcare: Draft is
being updated per Scottsdale meeting.

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3.       <!--[endif]-->Education/Workforce:.
Draft is being updated per Scottsdale meeting.

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4.       <!--[endif]-->Jobs/Econ
Dev/Infrastructure: Longer term efforts are being prepared
by the committee. Economic Development and Infrastructure
Symposium Sept 23-24

<!--[if !supportLists]-->5.       <!--[endif]-->Federalism: To resume
late summer

<!--[if !supportLists]-->6.       <!--[endif]--
>Budget/Finance/Regulatory:  Preparing data on pension
and tax reform.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->e)     <!--[endif]-->Senator Lieberman’s Cyber

Security Bill:  Sean Miles (Fl) (see attachment)
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<!--[if !supportLists]-->f)      <!--[endif]-->Please Complete Surveys

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->1.       <!--[endif]-->PPACA and

healthcare; working with US Senate Finance and House
Energy and Commerce to push back on a White House
report indicating that some R states, which are moving
forward with some form of a healthcare exchange, are
endorsing Obamacare. Survey is meant for data
collection.   
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/RGPPC_PPACA

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2.       <!--[endif]-->Energy and
Environment Regs;  working with the Speaker’s Office
on the most burdensome regs and House Natural
Resources on DoI and ESA. Survey is meant for data
collection.  
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/EE_Regs_Survey

 
4.House Update: Will (Speaker Boehner)
           
5.Senate Update:  Lanier or Brandi (Leader McConnell)
 
6.NGA Update: Lauren (NE)
 
                NGA Subcommittee updates:
 
7.  Other business?
               
FYI- See a summary where each states stands pasted below—RGPPC
did not author this update.
FYI- See attachment from the Congressional Research Service on
Healthcare Exchanges
 
 
http://www.advisory.com/Daily-Briefing/2012/07/05/Where-each-state-stands-of-
the-Medicaid-expansion

WHERE EACH STATE STANDS
ON ACA'S MEDICAID
EXPANSION
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A roundup of what each state's leadership has said about their
Medicaid plans

July 05, 2012

Last updated on July 6 at 9:30 a.m.

The Supreme Court's ruling on the Affordable Care Act
(ACA) allows states to opt out of the law's Medicaid
expansion, leaving each state's decision to participate in the
hands of the nation's governors and state leaders.

Based on lawmakers' statements, press releases, and media
coverage, the Daily Briefing and American Health Line
editorial teams have rounded up where each state currently
stands on the expansion.

Learn more about the Court's ruling,
discuss takeaways with our experts, and model
the impact on your organization.

The following information was last updated on July 5 at 10:30
a.m. ET. We will continue to update this map and list as more
information becomes available. Send us news, tips, and
feedback by commenting below or emailing
dailybriefing
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 *Italics indicate a state's participation in the multistate
lawsuit against ACA

Will not participate (5 states)

Florida: Gov. Rick Scott (R) said, “Florida will opt out
of spending approximately $1.9 billion more taxpayer
dollars required to implement a massive entitlement
expansion of the Medicaid program.” In addition, the
governor said the state will not establish an insurance
exchange (Pear, New York Times, 7/2).
Louisiana: In an interview on NBC’s “Meet the Press,”
Gov. Bobby Jindal (R) said, “Every governor’s got two
critical decisions to make. One is do we set up these
exchanges. And, secondly, do we expand Medicaid. And,
no, in Louisiana, we’re not doing either one of those
things” (Barrow, New Orleans Times-Picayune, 7/2).
Mississippi: Gov. Phil Bryant (R) does not plan to
participate in the Medicaid expansion, according to
Bryant spokesperson Mick Bullock, Bloomberg reports
(Niquette/Wayne, Bloomberg, 7/5).
South Carolina: Gov. Nikki Haley (R) on Sunday
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announced via Facebook that South Carolina “will NOT
expand Medicaid, or participate in any health exchanges”
(Hawkins, TheDigitalCharleston, 7/2; Dudley,
Charleston Post and Courier, 6/29).
Wisconsin: Gov. Scott Walker (R) issued a statement
following Thursday’s ruling saying that “Wisconsin will
not take any action to implement ObamaCare” (Office of
Gov. Walker release, 6/28; Radnofsky et al., Wall Street
Journal, 7/2).

Leaning toward not participating (6 states)

Iowa: Gov. Terry Branstad (R) announced at a Des
Moines news conference that while his staff is still
assessing the Supreme Court ruling on theACA, he
expects to forgo the federal funding that would allow an
estimated 150,000 low-income Iowans to enroll in the
state Medicaid program. Branstad said, “Here’s the
problem: The federal government has done this again
and again: ‘Buy into our program, and we’re going to do
all these things for you,’ and then it doesn’t happen, and
then the taxpayers of the state get stuck with it,”
Branstad said on Monday (Totland, Washington Times,
7/2; Wiser, Waterloo Cedar Falls Courier, 7/3).
Missouri: Moments after the ruling, Republican leaders
in Missouri “closed the door... on expanding Medicaid
eligibility,” the Associated Press reports. Republican Lt.
Gov. Peter Kinder said the Medicaid expansion would be
“a break-the-bank provision for the state of Missouri.”
House Budget Committee Chair Ryan Silvey (R), said, “I
just don’t see any way we will be expanding Medicaid at
the expense of things like education and public safety.”
By rejecting Medicaid expansion the state would be
“turning down an estimated $8.4 billion windfall from
the federal government” but could save up to “$431
million of its own” (Blank, AP/San Francisco Chronicle,
6/28; Crisp, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, 7/1).
Nebraska: Gov. Dave Heineman (R) on June 28
pledged to block any effort to expanded Nebraska’s
Medicaid program, telling reporters that an expansion
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would remove money from other priorities or require a
tax increase, AP/BloombergBusinessweek reports. In a
statement on his website, Heineman said, “As I have said
repeatedly, if this unfunded Medicaid expansion is
implemented, state aid to education and funding for the
University of Nebraska will be cut or taxes will be
increased. If some state senators want to increase taxes
or cut education funding, I will oppose them.” However,
the governor noted that the Supreme Court’s decision on
Medicaid was unexpected, adding, “Again, I want to
emphasize that reviewing this decision in a detailed,
thoughtful and responsible manner will take time before
a complete determination can be made on what this
ruling means for Nebraska” (Schulte,
AP/BloombergBusinessWeek, 6/29; Heineman
statement, 6/28).
Nevada:  After the Supreme Court ruling, Gov. Brian
Sandoval (R) said the impact of the decision on was not
immediately clear but indicated that he is leaning toward
not expanding the state’s Medicaid program. Sandoval’s
press secretary, Mary-Sarah Kinner, said in a statement,
“The governor does not intend to automatically accept
the Medicaid expansion” (Haynes et al., Las Vegas
Review-Journal, 6/28).
New Jersey: on Fox News’ “Fox and Friends” on July 3,
Gov. Chris Christie (R) said he is leaning toward not
accepting federal funding to expand the state’s Medicaid
program. He noted, “Medicaid is pretty well expanded in
our state already because of the legacy of previous
Democratic governors. So I don’t know if there’s a lot
more to do in New Jersey in that regard” (“Fox News
Insider,” Fox News, 7/3; San Francisco Chronicle, 7/3;
Friedman, Newark Star-Ledger, 7/3).
Texas: In an email responding to a query by American
Health Line, Lucy Nashed—deputy press secretary for
Gov. Rick Perry (R)—said Perry will be working with
Attorney General Greg Abbott (R) "and appropriate state
agencies to determine the impact of the Supreme Court
decision on the state of Texas," adding that "the governor
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has previously made clear, he has no interest in fast
tracking any portion of this bankrupting and
overreaching legislation. We will continue to call for the
full repeal of the bill" (Nashed email, 7/5). [updated on
July 6 at 9:30 a.m.]

Leaning toward participating (3 states)

Arkansas: Gov. Mike Beebe (D) said he is inclined to
proceed with Medicaid expansion for his state given the
“opportunity to pay for it with taxes that are coming
from … the federal government,” he said at a news
conference in Washington, D.C. “I don’t want to send
[tax money] to Massachusetts or California and ignore
our own people,” he added (Lyon, Arkansas News, 7/2).
Oregon: Gov. John Kitzhaber (D) said he is confident
that the Oregon legislature will approve a state Medicaid
expansion, and State Sen. Alan Bates (D) has expressed
similar confidence, the Associated Press reports. In an
interview last week, Kitzhaber said, “We’ll make a
decision on whether or not to expand the Medicaid
program really based on, I think, the resources we have
available in the general fund for that purpose going
forward” (Budnick, The Oregonian, 7/3; Wong,
Statesman Journal, 6/28; Cooper, AP/Real Clear
Politics, 6/28).
Rhode Island: In statement on his website, Gov.
Lincoln Chaffee (I) said, “I have fully committed to
ensuring Rhode Island is a national leader in
implementing health reform whatever the Supreme Court
decision, and this just reinforces that commitment.”
According to Steven Costantino, the state’s secretary of
health and human services, “The expansion is easy to do
and makes sense” (Chaffee statement, 6/28; Radnofsky
et al., Wall Street Journal, 7/2).

Participating (10 states and District of Columbia)

California: California got a head start on expanding its
Medicaid program in November 2010, shortly after
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Obama signed the Affordable Care Act into law. After the
high court’s ruling, Gov. Jerry Brown (D) issued a
statement, “Today’s dramatic Supreme Court ruling
removes the last roadblock to fulfilling President
Obama’s historic plan to bring health care to millions of
uninsured citizens.” Duane Dauner, president of the
California Hospital Association, said in separate
statement that he expects “California will comply with
the Medicaid expansion in the law, even though it will
increase the state’s costs in future years” (Office of Gov.
Brown release, 6/28; California Hospital Association
release, 7/3).
Connecticut: Gov. Dannel Malloy (D) was among the
first to sign his state up for Medicaid expansion when
Obama signed the law in 2010. Following the Supreme
Court’s ruling preserving the legislation, he responded,
“it’s great … [and a] very important decision for the
people of Connecticut. 500,000 people would have lost
coverage if Republicans had their way” (Davis, WTNH,
7/28).
Delaware: Gov. Jack Markell—chair of the Democratic
Governors Association—said in a statement, “The
Supreme Court’s ruling enables Delaware to continue to
implement provisions of the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act to provide access to health care
benefits for Delawareans,” adding, “On the Medicaid
front, Delaware already voluntarily expanded the state’s
Medicaid coverage program in 1996 to cover many
Delawareans not previously covered” (Office of Gov.
Markell release, 6/28).
District of Columbia: “The District is not at risk of
losing any Medicaid funding as a result of this ruling,
because District officials have already begun
implementation of the ACA’s Medicaid-expansion
provisions and will continue to implement the
expansion,” according to a statement from the office of
D.C. Mayor Vincent Gray (D) (Executive Office of the
Mayor release, 6/28).
Hawaii: Gov. Neil Abercrombie (D) said in a statement
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after the ruling, “The Affordable Care Act is our ally” in
the effort to “support a healthcare system that ensures
high quality, safety and sustainable costs.” Pat
McManaman, the state’s director of the Department of
Human Services, said starting next month Hawaii’s
Medicaid eligibility requirements will be in line with
federal guidelines under the overhaul, meaning an
additional 24,000 people will be eligible for the program
by 2014 (Office of Gov. Abercrombie release, 6/28;
Garcia, AP/CBS News, 6/29).
Illinois: Gov. Pat Quinn (D) on Thursday praised the
court’s decision and said he “will continue to work with
President Obama to help working families get the
healthcare coverage they need,” including expanding
Medicaid (Office of the Governor release, 6/28;
Thomason, Rock River Times, 7/3).
Maryland: Gov. Martin O’Malley (D) in a statement
said the Supreme Court’s decision “gives considerable
momentum to our health care reform efforts here in
Maryland,” adding that the state will move forward to
implement the overhaul (Office of the Governor release,
6/28).
Massachusetts: Gov. Deval Patrick (D) said
Massachusetts is “an early expansion state as you know
and we’re expecting further resources from federal
government to sustain the experiment here in
Massachusetts.” Patrick said the ruling is “good news for
us” Patrick said (Walker, YNN, 6/28).
Minnesota: “Today’s ruling will be met with relief by
the Minnesotans whose lives have already been improved
by this law,” Gov. Mark Dayton (D) said in a statement
on Thursday. Dayton in 2011 used federal money to
expand Medicaid early to 84,000 adults with annual
incomes below $8,400 (Lohn, AP/San Francisco
Chronicle, 6/28).
Vermont: Gov. Peter Shumlin (D) said Vermont’s
Medicaid program already meets the requirements under
the health reform law’s Medicaid expansion, WCAX
reports (Steimle, WCAX, 7/1).
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Washington: Gov. Chris Gregoire (D) "supports the
Medicaid expansion—and Washington will move
forward," Karina Shagren—a deputy communications
director in Gregoire’s  administration—said in an email
to American Health Line (Shagren email, 7/5). [updated
on July 5 at 1:35 p.m.]

Undecided/no comment (26 states)

Alabama: As of June 29, Gov. Robert Bentley (R) had
not decided whether Alabama will opt out of the
Medicaid expansion, according to Jennifer Ardis,
Bentley’s press secretary, AP/CBS News reports. In a
statement on his website, Bentley said, “I am deeply
disappointed by today’s Supreme Court decision,” but he
did not address the court’s ruling on the Medicaid
expansion (AP/CBS News, 6/29; Bentley statement,
6/28).
Alaska: As of Tuesday, Gov. Sean Parnell (R) has not
made a statement regarding Alaska’s intent to participate
in the Medicaid expansion, only saying in a release that
“now with no penalty we need to rethink what we’re
going to do with Medicaid” and the “expansion costs that
are mandated” (Office of Gov. Parnell release, 6/28;
Coyne, Alaska Dispatch, 7/1).
Arizona: Gov. Jan Brewer (R) in a statement following
the Supreme Court ruling repeated her call for the entire
law to be repealed but did not directly address the
expansion. House Speaker Andy Tobin (R), however,
said budgetary issues in the state and a conservative
political climate will make expanding Medicaid difficult.
“We’re going to have to sit down and weigh carefully
what is reasonable to expect of our political leaders,” he
said. “I don’t see us going along with the expansion if it’s
not mandated,” Tobin added. “It’s an ever-expanding
cost, so it continues to put pressure on the state budget
when we’re barely recovering as it is” (Brewer statement,
6/28; Reinhart, Arizona Central, 6/28; Young,
Huffington Post, 7/2).
Colorado: Gov. John Hickenlooper (D) at a press
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conference on June 28 gave only a lukewarm nod to the
Medicaid expansion. He said, “Well, we’ll see. We’re
certainly looking at that. We’re probably a little bit
premature, but we’re certainly looking at it and trying to
figure out a way we can do that and still live within our
means” (McCrimmon, Health Policy Solutions, 7/2;
AP/CBS’ “Moneywatch,” 6/29).
Georgia: As of July 2, Gov. Nathan Deal (R) had not yet
decided whether Georgia would opt out of the Medicaid
expansion, the Chattanooga Times Free Press reports.
Over 10 years, the expansion is projected to cost Georgia
about $4.5 billion, “money we don’t have,” Deal
spokesperson Brian Robinson said (Sher, Chattanooga
Times Free Press, 7/2).
Idaho: Gov. C.L. “Butch” Otter (R) this week did not
indicate his preference on whether Idaho would widen
Medicaid coverage (AP/KTVB, 7/1; Messick, StateImpact
Idaho, 6/29).
Indiana:  In a press release Gov. Mitch Daniels (R)
said, “Any decision to expand Medicaid in 2014 is
entirely the province of the next General Assembly and
governor.” On Thursday Daniels told reporters “If it’s
optional as I’m advised that it is, that’ll be a decision for
future legislators to make” (Office of Gov. Daniels
release, 6/29; AP/Lafayette Journal and Courier, 7/2;
“Moneywatch,” AP/CBS News, 6/29; Wilson, AP/San
Francisco Chronicle, 6/28).
Kansas: In an email responding to a query by American
Health Line, Sherriene Jones-Sontag—communications
director and press secretary for Gov. Sam Brownback (R)
—said Brownback believes "this is now a political issue
that will be resolved by the American people in the
November elections" and "he will wait until after the
November elections before making any decisions related
to ObamaCare." [updated on July 6 at 9:30 a.m.]
Kentucky: Gov. Steve Beshear (D) on June 28 said, “We
continue to review the Supreme Court’s opinion,
particularly on the Medicaid portion of the Affordable
Care Act to determine what our options may be.” He also
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noted that he soon would issue an executive order to
create a health insurance exchange (Office of Gov.
Beshear release, 6/28; AP/Evansville Courier & Press,
6/28).
Maine: Gov. Paul LePage (R) said in a statement on
June 28, “It is a sad day, and it is now up to the
American people to demand full repeal of Obamacare.”
The governor did not directly address the Medicaid
expansion in his statement. The state Legislature and
LePage approved reductions in Medicaid spending earlier
this year, and Maine Department of Health and Human
Services Commissioner Mary Mayhew said the state “will
follow federal procedures and submit state plan
amendments within the coming weeks that will outline
the Medicaid reductions that were enacted by the Maine
Legislature” (Office of Gov. LePage release, 6/28; Farwel,
Bangor Daily News/Lewiston Sun Journal, 6/29). <li
class="MsoNormal" style="mso-margin-top-alt:auto;mso-margin-bottom-
alt:auto;mso-list:l6 level1 lfo10"
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Travis Brauer; Craig Perry
Subject: Fwd: 7/9 RGPPC Conference Call
Date: Monday, July 09, 2012 9:46:51 AM
Attachments: S 2105 Lieberman bil1.docx

ATT00001.htm
2012-07-05_Cost_to_states.docx
ATT00002.htm
2010-02-07 Letter from CRS re Exchanges Grants.pdf
ATT00003.htm

Can one of u get on this call and take notes? Specifically on te healthcare stuff.
Thank you!

Begin forwarded message:

From: Marie Sanderson <
Date: July 8, 2012 19:26:10 CDT
To: Marie Sanderson <
Cc: Lindsay Russell <  Seth Levey
<  Dustin Huffman <  Deborah
Hohlt <  "Kinzel, Will" <Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov>,
"Swann, Lanier (McConnell)" <Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov>,
"White, Brandi (McConnell)" <Brandi_White@mcconnell.senate.gov>,
"lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov" <lauren.kintner@nebraska.gov>
Subject: 7/9 RGPPC Conference Call 

We will have our RGPPC policy call Monday 7/9 morning at 10:30 AM EST.
 
Agenda and notes below:
 

Agenda:
 
1. Roll Call: Seth/Lindsay- RGPPC
 
2.  RGPPC Update: Marie - RGPPC
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->a)     <!--[endif]-->EVENTS: 
 
SAVE THE DATE: RGPPC Economic Development and  Infrastructure
Policy Symposium, Atlanta, GA, September 23-24. More information
to come.
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S 2105 Lieberman bill

Significant Concerns

Section 111 – Effect on Other Laws

1. Of concern is the preemption of states rights. It Preempts other State Cybersecurity Laws that which requires comparable cybersecurity practices to protect covered critical infrastructure.



Sections 241-244 within Title III Clarifying and Strengthening Existing Roles and Authorities

· Most of the sharing of information is occurring now from our state to the DHS within existing framework of law and procedures

· The catch all language requiring access to receive and analyze law enforcement information, terrorism information and any other relevant information including information from state and local governments (law enforcement agencies) is similar to other language that has been put in to DHS bills since the Patriot Act.  It becomes problematic to implement at times because the agencies within DHS tasked with receiving the information has at times been non criminal justice agencies and they are performing functions that under other laws do not allow such access.  This has made implementation of the law difficult and the fact that it gives such overly broad access to whatever information DHS feels is relevant has also proven problematic upon implementation.  Congress would be wise to perhaps not cast such a wide net or direct agencies to work together to determine the types of information that would be relevant.

· As usual, the sharing of information with DHS within the bill is a one way street.  Congress has been reminded that Homeland Security is Hometown Security so any information sharing should be reciprocal. 

· An additional concern is the requirement that law enforcement agencies share information developed on private entities and that private entities report as well.  Why this can be concerning is that private entities may be working with local law enforcement on a hacking instance and may not want that information to be widely shared as the threat may be minimal to them, not be an issue of national security yet the consequences of disclosing can have financial and other negative impacts to the private company.

In summary, while FDLE is not opposed to sharing cybersecurity information / intelligence it receives / collects with DHS, as usual the devil is in the details and perhaps the idea of putting a task force approach to ensuring that some of these initiatives do not have any unintended consequences may be a better approach then creating a new center with strict requirements. 



















Alabama



The implementation of Obamacare will increase the costs of state government immediately and in the near future.



The overall Medicaid budget alone is expected to increase from $6.3 Billion in 2012 to $13.2 Billion at the beginning of the 2020 fiscal year.



Medicaid Expansion Details

1. By 2014, Alabama expects to add up to 534,000 new enrollees to Medicaid. This is due to mandated eligibility to anyone under age 65 who has an income of less than 133% of the federal poverty level.



1. Alabama is also required to provide subsidies to adults earning between 134% and 400% and children with incomes between 301% and 400%. This expansion would increase Medicaid eligibility from the current 21% of the state’s population to about 40% of the population. 



1. Nearly 1,000 new primary care physicians will be needed to care for this new population.



1. This cost of services for the new eligibles would initially be borne by the federal government, but that support would fade to 90% of the cost by 2020. 



1. HCR legislation does not provide any additional funds to the state to certify enroll and manage the new recipients.



Eligibility system changes will be required to add new enrollees, to differentiate between those eligible under new vs. previous rules (each with different matching rates) and to allow information to flow back and forth between subsidy plans and Medicaid.





Alaska



Alaska continues to be hampered in its efforts to manage the costs of its Medicaid program and continues to see Medicaid population increases.  For the first time in recent history the Budget of the Department of Health and Social Services (Medicaid Authority) has surpassed that of the Department of Education and is projected to continue to grow ahead of inflation. 



For FY2013 it is projected that Alaska will need an additional $45 million in state general funds to cope with program growth and another $129 million in state general funds to offset the loss of enhanced federal Medicaid funding.  Alaska continues to be faced with substantial growth in Medicaid caseloads and utilization and forecasts an over 20 percent increase in Medicaid state general fund expenditures. 



The State of Alaska continues to narrow projections on estimating the total cost of the ACA over the long term. However, a June 2010 preliminary analysis of the Medicaid impacts reflects that cumulative state general fund spending will increase by $100M million, through 2020. While direct care spending in the early years is offset by increased federal match rates, spending in later years paints an even more concerning picture for Alaska's future and the ever increasing impact of Medicaid expansion on the State budget while oil throughput continues to decline.



Arizona



The mandatory Medicaid expansions in PPACA, and the woodwork created by these expansions, are expected to cost Arizona over $550 million in the next three fiscal years. Once fully implemented in the latter half of this decade, PPACA is anticipated to increase Arizona’s annual Medicaid obligations by almost $500 million per year. Furthermore, because Arizona expanded to 100% of the Federal Poverty Level before the passage of the PPACA, it receives a lower matching rate for those populations than other states that did not expand (who will initially receive full federal financing). 



Over the four year period of the recession, while overall state spending decreased, Medicaid spending soared by 63 percent, to the point where it accounted for nearly 30 percent of the state general fund in the recently-completed FY 2011. During the recession, Arizona’s projected deficits spiked, which necessitated a series of aggressive, unprecedented steps in order to return the State to fiscal stability. An important element of this effort was the paring back of Arizona’s Medicaid program in FY 2012, which will be undermined by the mandated increases in population due to the PPACA.



Florida



According to Florida’s Agency for Health Care Administration, ObamaCare’s Medicaid expansion will force Florida to spend an additional $1.5 billion and force an additional 1.8 million Floridians to enroll in Medicaid in four years.





Georgia



Projections assume state implementation of Medicaid eligibility expansion.  



Enrollment Growth

1. An additional 620,000 people will be enrolled in Medicaid in 2014 growing to almost 695,000 by 2023

· These numbers include both children and adults currently eligible but not enrolled, newly eligible populations and enrollment due to employers dropping coverage

2. The addition of 620,000 new people in 2014 represents a 34% increase in Medicaid rolls  

3. PPACA will increase the percent of Georgia’s on Medicaid from 17.6% today to 24.2% in 2014.



Projected State Fiscal Impact related to Medicaid and PeachCare 

· 2014 (6 months cost – effective January 1, 2014)

· State Funds Cost:    $76.3 million

· Total Funds (State + Federal) Cost: $1.9 billion 

2015

· State Funds Cost:   $219.8 million

· Total Funds (State + Federal) Cost: $3.7 billion



10 Year total (2014 – 2023)

· State Funds Cost:  $4.5 billion

· Total Funds (State + Federal) Cost: $40.8 billion



Key Assumptions

Generally assumes take-up rate of 35% among currently eligible but not enrolled and 66% take-up rate among newly eligible.  

Assumes that the ACA’s employer mandate will prevent firms >50 employees from dropping coverage.  

Assumes CHIP FMAP applies to children transferred to Medicaid.  

· Medicaid federal share of cost for New Categories of Coverage is 100% for CFY 2014-2016, 95% in CFY 2017, 94% in CFY 2018, 93% in CFY 2019, and , 90% in the outyears.

· Does not include DSH impact, start-up costs or potential savings in non-Medicaid budgets.  

· Assumes eligible populations grow at 1.3% per year and expenses grow at 2.8% per year.  

· Assumes CHIP is re-authorized in its current form after 2019



Idaho



Idaho estimates between 150,000 and 200,000 new eligibles could be added to the Medicaid caseload when new expansion rules are implemented which could mean an 40-percent increase in participation compared to Idaho’s current caseloads.  The overall Medicaid benefit cost attributed to PPACA Medicaid provisions in the State of Idaho is conservatively estimated to be $228 million in State funds by 2020.  In preparation for the PPACA 2014 changes, Medicaid system readiness is estimated to cost $34.8 million, of which Idaho’s share will be $3.48 million. 



Idaho is purposely holding off on changes related to the Medicaid expansion requirement because of the uncertainty surrounding the Supreme Court’s decision, 2012 elections and State legislative decisions which could drastically impact how Medicaid expansion is implemented and designed.  The State anticipates the cost to meet the new Medicaid expansion requirement will be approximately $9 million.  That does not include the cost of operational and personnel needs related to the expansion.  



In addition, the limited nature of the federal timelines and lack of final rules has forced Idaho to design a phased approach to accommodate the uncertainty surrounding Medicaid.  Idaho is working on modernization, expansion and connection phases – all of which depend on the Supreme Court decision and 2012 elections.  



Indiana



The additional enrollees will cost between $2.5 and $3.1 billion to Indiana’s Medicaid expenditures for the period 2014 to 2020.



A fully state-operated Exchange is expected to cost the State between $57.7-$83.4M annually. This is in addition to the cost of the Medicaid expansion. Even if the State decides not to operate an Exchange, there will still be costs associated with eligibility for premium tax credits.  Therefore, a fully federal Exchange is expected to cost the State between $10.4-$18.3M annually.



Iowa



As recently as eight years ago, Iowa spent less than $2.5 billion in total Medicaid expenditures. Total Medicaid spending in Iowa now approaches $4 billion and accounts for more than 15% of Iowa General Fund expenditures.



When we entered office in January 2011, we were faced with replacing $540 million in one-time money that was used to fund the on-going Medicaid entitlement. Medicaid remains a complex funding source for health care that we manage very carefully. 



It is anticipated that the federal takeover of health care under the Affordable Care Act will increase Medicaid enrollment by at least 150,000 people in Iowa. In 2014, the first year of implementation, our Medicaid population will grow from 400,000 to more than 550,000 covered lives in a state where our population is just over 3 million people. The total cost of this expansion is estimated to be between $180 to $818 million (with mid-point estimate of $255 million) in the first year, with the state picking up an increasing share of this cost over time. The uncertainty surrounding the wide range of potential costs is alone cause for concern. 



Despite the federally mandated expansion of the Medicaid program, Iowa and other states will have less flexibility than ever before to effectively and efficiently manage this entitlement that is vital for so many of our vulnerable citizens. Federal maintenance of effort (MOE) requirements continue to tie the hands of state policymakers, forcing a continual squeeze on health care providers and diverting benefits from those who need them most.  



Kansas



Without flexibility to reform Medicaid to improve outcomes and reduce costs, Kansas will continue to see increases in Medicaid spending. Kansas’ Medicaid budget has ballooned from $2.4 billion in 2008, at the onset of federally mandated maintenance of effort (MOE) requirements, to what will reach nearly $3 billion in 2013 without reforms. In the same period, enrollment will have increased from 293,000 to almost 400,000 -- all before the mandated PPACA expansion. 



An example of the rigidity of the MOE requirements in the ARRA, and extended by PPACA, is the federal response to the Kansas Legislature's move in 2010 to adjust family premiums in the CHIP program by $40 a month. CMS did not approve it, citing MOE. Instead, HHS offered an option to raise premiums that would have amounted to about 50 cents per month on a typical premium. 



Kansas has proposed to acquire the flexibility it needs to remake Medicaid in a two-track Section 1115 demonstration project. The first track will address authorities needed to implement KanCare, an integrated, person-centered care coordination model that will incorporate nearly all Medicaid and CHIP populations and services, including long term services and supports. The second track proposes a global waiver, more specifically an outcomes-based Medicaid and CHIP program under a per capita block grant, fundamentally redefining the federal-state relationship in Medicaid and providing a model for reform that honors the program's statutory goal of improving the health of Americans in the greatest need.



Louisiana



Obamacare is expected to cost Louisiana a total of $7 billion in additional state general funds over the next 10 years.



Obamacare will increase Medicaid rolls by 645,843 over the next 10 years at a cost of $3.69 billion in state general funds.



High costs of the IT systems needed to implement the expansions and the link to the Exchange (whether state-run or federal) are estimated to cost $162 million in state general funds.

Increase payments to primary care providers, increased utilization for physicians and hospitals are estimated to cost $2.6 billion in state general funds.



Maine



Pending



Mississippi



The overall cost to implement PPACA in Mississippi is estimated to be $1.7 billion over the next ten years, including an additional $443 million in year ten.



Nebraska



Based upon an independent third-party actuarial analysis, the State of Nebraska faces an unfunded and unsustainable state funding obligation for the new and expanded Medicaid programs under the federal health care law ranging from $526.3 million to $765.9 million in just the first ten years  (fiscal years 2011-2020).  



In addition, based upon preliminary professional consultant projections, the State of Nebraska estimates that it will cost anywhere from $61.4 million to $86.9 million to build a Health Insurance Exchange in Nebraska. Due to the changing nature of the health insurance exchange project and the instability of the federal government’s promulgation of final rules and regulations, the State projects that a state exchange annual operating budget would be $17.5 million per year starting in 2016. 





Nevada



In April of 2010, the Nevada Department of Health and Human Services estimated the General Fund impact of implementing the Affordable Care Act was $574 million from 2014 through 2019.



New Mexico



With the implementation of Obamacare, New Mexico is poised to add an additional 130,000 – 175,000 individual to the Medicaid program with an additional cost of $300 million - $600 million between 2014 and 2019.



North Dakota



With the implementation of Obamacare, North Dakota’s current estimate for additional Medicaid spending is $106 million over 10 years. 



Ohio



The estimated cost to Ohio from the first year to 2019 is over $2.7 billion for Medicaid services. These estimates do not include the cost of increases in administration of the program. The long-term sustainability of the program is called into question, unless Ohio is given new options on how to manage the program.



Oklahoma



The Oklahoma Health Care Authority estimates that the Obamacare Medicaid expansion will cost an additional $4.6 billion in state and federal funding and will add 250,000 new Oklahoman’s to the Medicaid rolls from 2014-2020.



Pennsylvania



Pennsylvania's Medicaid spending has doubled over the past ten years and it now comprises 31% of the state’s budget. It has grown four times faster than K-12 spending, and nine times faster than transportation spending.  Even before the healthcare bill passed, Medicaid has been on an unsustainable path.  Under this law, these statistics will only get worse.  Pennsylvania will see an additional 800,000 individuals on the Medicaid rolls adding a significant burden to the budget and taxpayers. As the Medicaid population continues to increase and state revenues continue to not keep pace, the mandates of the maintenance of effort requirement and the lack of any meaningful flexibility within the program will severely hamper virtually all other aspects of the state budget.  States simply cannot afford Obamacare.  Their budgets will be crushed by the Medicaid expansion that the federal establishment is forcing on them.  Americans deserve a vibrant, robust, competitive and transparent health care system that puts patients and quality first, focuses on personal responsibility, not a large government takeover that shifts the costs from the federal government to state tax payers.  



South Carolina



Medicaid enrollment will increase by 54% or 510,000 individuals in 2015 as a result of the Affordable Care Act.  176,000 of these persons will drop private insurance to go on Medicaid. The additional costs to state taxpayers between State Fiscal Year 2014 and State Fiscal Year 2020 ranges from $1.15 billion to $2.5 billion dollars depending on assumptions of participation rate and increases in physician fees resulting from physician shortages created by the new law.



South Dakota



South Dakota estimates it will cost at least $99.7 million in state funds through 2019 to comply with the Medicaid requirements of the PPACA.



This burden coupled with the inability to change other parts of the Medicaid program due to the MOE requirements will result in rate cuts to providers.



Providers that cannot absorb these cuts may stop taking people eligible for Medicaid, or may stop providing services altogether.



This would have a hugely detrimental effect on a very rural state, including citizens that rely on Medicaid for their health care and communities that may see their health care providers leave or quit. These unintended consequences of the MOE provisions in the PPACA are counterproductive of its larger goal to help Americans get access to the health care they need.



Tennessee



Tennessee's Medicaid program is continuing to experience budgetary challenges in the coming fiscal year, as state revenues continue their slow climb back to pre-recession levels. Unfortunately, the MOE requirements limit the flexibility needed to make important changes to the program as we deal with such issues. For instance, TennCare could save $16 million alone just by modifying nursing facility level of care requirements that would bring Tennessee in line with the criteria of other states and rebalance its long-term care system in order to serve more people with lesser levels of need in more cost-effective home and community-based settings while targeting the more expensive long-term care services to persons with higher acuity of need. However, we have yet to receive approval to make such a change. 



At a time when Tennessee is already facing budget difficulties and the ACA is expected to cost the state in excess of $1.5 billion over five years, we must have the flexibility necessary to make common sense adjustments to the program.



Texas



Pending



Utah



The Insurance Department has been tracking hours of work to account for the additional burdens imposed by the ACA.  During FY11, we are able to account for over 5,700 hours, equating to approximately $182,000 is personnel costs.  Included in the estimate is time spent on rate review which has been supported by a grant from HHS, reimbursing the department $112,757 in personnel costs.  In additional to the above, numerous hours have been incurred by the Commissioner or our actuary



Virginia



The Commonwealth of Virginia has estimated the Medicaid cost of federal health reform to the State to be between $1.5 and $2.2 billion through 2022.  These estimates have not been updated since August 2010, but because of the length of the recession and the current pace of economic growth, along with other developments in our understanding of the full impact of PPACA, the higher end of the cost range seems more realistic.  For example, in a study completed for Medicaid Health Plans of America, Milliman, Inc. has estimated that the PPACA-mandated tax on health insurance companies, which did not exclude Medicaid health plans, will cost Virginia, a heavily managed Medicaid state, approximately $430 - $500 million through 2023; this was not included in Virginia’s 2010 estimates of the PPACA cost, meaning this $430 - $500 million would be in addition to the $1.5 to $2.2 billion already estimated. Virginia is in the process of re-estimating impacts in preparation for the 2012 Medicaid forecast due in the fall of 2012.  At that time, the estimates should better reflect the current economic environment in Virginia, and reflect a better understanding of the PPACA impact based on subsequent analysis and federal guidance that was not available for the 2010 estimates.”



Wisconsin



If implemented, the PPACA will force a heavy financial burden upon the people of Wisconsin through increased health insurance premiums, the expansion of Medicaid, and a new entitlement that will create new inequities among working families.  Moreover, much of the new spending will not be used to increase coverage in Wisconsin, which has already achieved the levels of insurance that is aspired to under PPACA.  Public dollars will simply displace private dollars at a higher cost.  



New estimates from the Obama Administration and the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office (CBO) demonstrate that Medicaid enrollment will be higher than previously estimated.  The Wisconsin Department of Health Services (DHS) believes that increased enrollment among currently eligible individuals and retention of higher income children due to Maintenance of Effort (MOE) requirements will drive up the cost to the state.  However, the direct burden on the state budget remains uncertain.  New eligibility rules will result in some individuals migrating into and out of Medicaid.  Rules on federal matching rates that are critical to our fiscal analysis have not been finalized. 



More than 750,000 childless adults, parents, caretakers, and children are already enrolled in Wisconsin Medicaid programs.  There will be no additional federal assistance for the vast majority of these individuals and future enrollees.  Some additional federal assistance will apply only to a relatively small number of individuals.  Whether the federal government will “buy out” the state share of some eligibility groups is unknown at this time.  It will matter little to taxpayers whether the costs will count as federal or state expenditures.  Increased federal control over the management of the Medicaid program is stifling innovation and threatens to unnecessarily drive up costs.



Wyoming



The costs of maintaining our Medicaid program are fast becoming a serious threat to our state general funds. The 2013-2014 biennial budget for Medicaid in Wyoming includes $560 million in state general fund dollars. This is just the cost to provide care to the current population of approximately 76,000 enrollees. A study of Wyoming impacts from PPACA conducted by The Lewin Group in 2010 estimates an additional 31,000 enrollees due to the Medicaid expansion in 2014 – an increase of over 40%. It is difficult to estimate what the fiscal impact of this huge bolus of new enrollees will be. The State legislature commissioned a Medicaid Cost Study in 2011 and we expect findings in mid-2012.  We do know, however, that the cost of implementing a new eligibility and enrollment system for Medicaid will cost over $3.5 million in state general funds after the 90/10 federal match. 



The larger and more detrimental impact of the implementation of PPACA is likely to be to our private health insurance markets.  An actuarial study of our small group and individual markets conducted by Gorman Actuarial, LLC in 2011 indicates that we can expect premiums to go up an average of 30% to 40% in the individual market due solely to new insurance regulations effective in 2014. When you add the projected impact of higher morbidity of new entrants into the market and essential benefit mandates, we can expect overall 40% to 60% increases in premiums in the individual market. 



Given that Wyoming already has a higher percentage of small employers that self-insure than other states, it’s not unreasonable to expect a number of small employers to stop providing insured coverage and either moves their employees to the individual market or to self-insure to avoid regulation. During recent town hall meetings, a number of small employers indicated that it would be cheaper for them to pay the PPACA penalties for not providing coverage than it will be to continue to provide coverage. The Lewin Group estimates a net loss of over 8,000 covered lives in the employer sponsored insurance market. 



With all the changes in PPACA, Gorman Actuarial estimates over 41,000 people in Wyoming will remain uninsured by 2016. This represents about half of the 83,000 people currently uninsured in our state. 
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MEMORANDUM February 7, 2011


To: Honorable Fred Upton 
   Attention: Paul Edattel 


From: Kathleen S. Swendiman 
Legislative Attorney 
American Law Division 
7-9105 


Subject: Federal Grants For Planning and Establishment of Health Insurance Exchanges Under 
Section 1311(a) of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 


  


This responds to your request for a legal analysis of  Section 1311(a) of  P.L. 111-148, the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) which appropriates funds for grants to states to plan and 
establish health insurance exchanges. Specifically, you inquired whether there is a fiscal limitation to the 
appropriation that can be made available by the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS), whether 
the size of such an appropriation is based purely on the Secretary’s discretion, and if this section requires 
any further congressional action for the Secretary to spend these funds. 


Section 1311(a)(1) – (3) provides as follows: 


(1) PLANNING AND ESTABLISHMENT GRANTS.—There shall be appropriated to the Secretary, out of 
any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, an amount necessary to enable the Secretary 
to make awards, not later than 1 year after enactment of this Act, to States in amounts specified in 
paragraph (2) for the uses described in paragraph (3). 


(2) AMOUNT SPECIFIED.—For each fiscal year, the Secretary shall determine the total amount that 
the Secretary will make available to each State for grants under this subsection. 


(3) USE OF FUNDS.—A State shall use amounts awarded under this subsection for activities 
(including planning activities) related to establishing an American Health Benefit Exchange, as 
described in subsection (b). 


Grants to states awarded under this subsection are only available through 2014.1 


Section 1311(a)(1) provides for what is generally termed an “indefinite” appropriation, i.e., it is an 
appropriation of an unspecified amount of money.2 In this regard, Section 1311(a) states that there shall be 


                                                
1 Section 1311(a)(4)(B), which provides: “No grant shall be awarded under this subsection after January 1, 2015.” 
2 U.S. General Accounting Office [since renamed U.S. Government Accountability Office], Office of the General Counsel, 
Principles of Federal Appropriations Law, GAO-04-261SP, Volume 1, 2-14 (3rd ed. 2003): “An indefinite appropriation may 
(continued...) 
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appropriated  “an amount necessary to enable the Secretary” to accomplish certain specified purposes. 
While the total amount of money the Secretary may expend for grants to the states under this section is 
indefinite, the Secretary’s expenditure of funds under this authority is limited by the proviso that the 
amount be “necessary … to make awards” for the specified purposes, namely to make awards to states for 
“activities (including planning activities) related to establishing an American health Benefit Exchange,…” 
Congress has established indefinite appropriations, some of which are time-limited, others permanent, for 
a variety of governmental expenditures. Examples include “necessary amounts” appropriated to the 
Secretary of the Treasury for refunding internal revenue collections,3 and “necessary amounts” for various 
contract obligations including housing subsidies.4 Legislative oversight, including scrutiny of federal 
expenditures by the Government Accountability Office, provides an avenue for Congress to periodically 
review areas where executive agencies have significant discretion to determine the amount of spending 
from an indefinite appropriation.5  


Section 1311(a)(2) gives the Secretary the discretion to determine the specific amounts that will be made 
available to each state for grants for each fiscal year through 2014. On Sept. 30, 2010, HHS announced 
that it was awarding $49 million to 48 states and the District of Columbia (approx. $1 million per grant) 
to plan for the establishment of health insurance exchanges.6 Within the statutory parameters that the 
funds expended be “necessary” for the enumerated purposes, and that no grants may be awarded after 
January 1, 2015, discretion is committed to the Secretary to determine the total amount to be made 
available to each state for these grants. 


In order for a federal statute to comprise an effective appropriation it must contain a specific direction to 
pay funds, and a designation of the funds to be used.7 Section 1311(a) meets both requirements: Congress 
has provided that the Secretary shall “make awards” to states, and that the awards shall be from “moneys 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.” This section thus comprises both an authorization and an 
appropriation of federal funds, and as such, it does not require any further congressional action to 
constitute an effective appropriation.  


 


                                                             


(...continued) 


appropriate all or part of the receipts from certain sources, the specific amount of which is determinable only at some future date, 
or it may appropriate “such sums as may be necessary” for a given purpose.”  
3 31 U.S.C. § 1324. 
4 31 U.S.C. § 1305. See, also,  31 U.S.C. § 1304(a) (“necessary amounts are appropriated to pay final judgments, awards, 
compromise settlements”). 
5 See, e.g., Special Counsel and Permanent Indefinite Appropriation, (GAO-B302582, September 30, 2004). 
6 See http://www.hhs.gov/news/press/2010pres/09/20100930b.html. On January 20, 2011, HHS announced the availability of a 
second round of grants under Section 1311(a) for the establishment of health insurance exchanges. See 
http://www.healthcare.gov/news/factsheets/exchestannc.html. 
7 In addition, the making of an appropriation must be expressly stated; appropriations may not be implied, although the word 
“appropriation” need not actually be used. 31 U.S.C. § 1301(d), 50 Comp. Gen. 863 (1971), and 63 Comp. Gen 331 (1984), . 











REGISTER TODAY: Virginia Governor and RGA Chairman Bob
McDonnell will announce on Monday the Governor’s K-12 Education
Reform Summit: Investing in Students Today, Creating the
Workforce of Tomorrow to be held August 15th – 17th in Richmond,
Virginia. Governors and their senior education advisors are invited to
attend. Registration and accommodations with be complimentary for
two senior education advisors per state, additionally funds will be
available to aid in travel expenses. For further information, please
contact Generra.Peck@governor.virginia.gov. Event registration is
available, here.  

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->b)     <!--[endif]-->Healthcare Communication-

Messaging heading into NGA. RGPPC will be providing talking points
like we did for Winter Meeting. PPACA SCOTUS Letter to President
as discussed on the governors’ only call to be forwarded this week. 
Please help us update your state PPACA cost estimates on the
attached document: 2012-05-05 Cost to States.  Please email
Lindsay: LRussell@rgppc.org.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->c)       <!--[endif]-->HHS Notice for an

Establishment Grant under their latest Funding Opportunity
Announcement that the deadline – August 15, 2012 –FAQs for this
Announcement:  http://cciio.cms.gov/resources/factsheets/hie-est-
grant-faq-06292012.html. Some states are curious regarding which
states are applying.    
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->d)     <!--[endif]-->Subcommittee updates: 
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->1.       <!--[endif]-->Energy and
Environment: Report is being finalized. Final phase of edits
being conducted. Launch date TBD

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2.       <!--[endif]-->Healthcare: Draft is
being updated per Scottsdale meeting.

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3.       <!--[endif]-->Education/Workforce:.
Draft is being updated per Scottsdale meeting.

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4.       <!--[endif]-->Jobs/Econ
Dev/Infrastructure: Longer term efforts are being prepared
by the committee. Economic Development and Infrastructure
Symposium Sept 23-24

<!--[if !supportLists]-->5.       <!--[endif]-->Federalism: To resume
late summer

<!--[if !supportLists]-->6.       <!--[endif]--
>Budget/Finance/Regulatory:  Preparing data on pension
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and tax reform.
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->e)     <!--[endif]-->Senator Lieberman’s Cyber
Security Bill:  Sean Miles (Fl) (see attachment)

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->f)      <!--[endif]-->Please Complete Surveys

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->1.       <!--[endif]-->PPACA and

healthcare; working with US Senate Finance and House
Energy and Commerce to push back on a White House
report indicating that some R states, which are moving
forward with some form of a healthcare exchange, are
endorsing Obamacare. Survey is meant for data
collection.   
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/RGPPC_PPACA

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2.       <!--[endif]-->Energy and
Environment Regs;  working with the Speaker’s Office
on the most burdensome regs and House Natural
Resources on DoI and ESA. Survey is meant for data
collection.  
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/EE_Regs_Survey

 
4.House Update: Will (Speaker Boehner)
           
5.Senate Update:  Lanier or Brandi (Leader McConnell)
 
6.NGA Update: Lauren (NE)
 
                NGA Subcommittee updates:
 
7.  Other business?
               
FYI- See a summary where each states stands pasted below—RGPPC
did not author this update.
FYI- See attachment from the Congressional Research Service on
Healthcare Exchanges
 
 
http://www.advisory.com/Daily-Briefing/2012/07/05/Where-each-state-stands-of-
the-Medicaid-expansion

WHERE EACH STATE STANDS
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ON ACA'S MEDICAID
EXPANSION
A roundup of what each state's leadership has said about their
Medicaid plans

July 05, 2012

Last updated on July 6 at 9:30 a.m.

The Supreme Court's ruling on the Affordable Care Act
(ACA) allows states to opt out of the law's Medicaid
expansion, leaving each state's decision to participate in the
hands of the nation's governors and state leaders.

Based on lawmakers' statements, press releases, and media
coverage, the Daily Briefing and American Health Line
editorial teams have rounded up where each state currently
stands on the expansion.

Learn more about the Court's ruling,
discuss takeaways with our experts, and model
the impact on your organization.

The following information was last updated on July 5 at 10:30
a.m. ET. We will continue to update this map and list as more
information becomes available. Send us news, tips, and
feedback by commenting below or emailing
dailybriefing@advisory.com.
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 *Italics indicate a state's participation in the multistate
lawsuit against ACA

Will not participate (5 states)

Florida: Gov. Rick Scott (R) said, “Florida will opt out
of spending approximately $1.9 billion more taxpayer
dollars required to implement a massive entitlement
expansion of the Medicaid program.” In addition, the
governor said the state will not establish an insurance
exchange (Pear, New York Times, 7/2).
Louisiana: In an interview on NBC’s “Meet the Press,”
Gov. Bobby Jindal (R) said, “Every governor’s got two
critical decisions to make. One is do we set up these
exchanges. And, secondly, do we expand Medicaid. And,
no, in Louisiana, we’re not doing either one of those
things” (Barrow, New Orleans Times-Picayune, 7/2).
Mississippi: Gov. Phil Bryant (R) does not plan to
participate in the Medicaid expansion, according to
Bryant spokesperson Mick Bullock, Bloomberg reports
(Niquette/Wayne, Bloomberg, 7/5).
South Carolina: Gov. Nikki Haley (R) on Sunday
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announced via Facebook that South Carolina “will NOT
expand Medicaid, or participate in any health exchanges”
(Hawkins, TheDigitalCharleston, 7/2; Dudley,
Charleston Post and Courier, 6/29).
Wisconsin: Gov. Scott Walker (R) issued a statement
following Thursday’s ruling saying that “Wisconsin will
not take any action to implement ObamaCare” (Office of
Gov. Walker release, 6/28; Radnofsky et al., Wall Street
Journal, 7/2).

Leaning toward not participating (6 states)

Iowa: Gov. Terry Branstad (R) announced at a Des
Moines news conference that while his staff is still
assessing the Supreme Court ruling on theACA, he
expects to forgo the federal funding that would allow an
estimated 150,000 low-income Iowans to enroll in the
state Medicaid program. Branstad said, “Here’s the
problem: The federal government has done this again
and again: ‘Buy into our program, and we’re going to do
all these things for you,’ and then it doesn’t happen, and
then the taxpayers of the state get stuck with it,”
Branstad said on Monday (Totland, Washington Times,
7/2; Wiser, Waterloo Cedar Falls Courier, 7/3).
Missouri: Moments after the ruling, Republican leaders
in Missouri “closed the door... on expanding Medicaid
eligibility,” the Associated Press reports. Republican Lt.
Gov. Peter Kinder said the Medicaid expansion would be
“a break-the-bank provision for the state of Missouri.”
House Budget Committee Chair Ryan Silvey (R), said, “I
just don’t see any way we will be expanding Medicaid at
the expense of things like education and public safety.”
By rejecting Medicaid expansion the state would be
“turning down an estimated $8.4 billion windfall from
the federal government” but could save up to “$431
million of its own” (Blank, AP/San Francisco Chronicle,
6/28; Crisp, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, 7/1).
Nebraska: Gov. Dave Heineman (R) on June 28
pledged to block any effort to expanded Nebraska’s
Medicaid program, telling reporters that an expansion
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would remove money from other priorities or require a
tax increase, AP/BloombergBusinessweek reports. In a
statement on his website, Heineman said, “As I have said
repeatedly, if this unfunded Medicaid expansion is
implemented, state aid to education and funding for the
University of Nebraska will be cut or taxes will be
increased. If some state senators want to increase taxes
or cut education funding, I will oppose them.” However,
the governor noted that the Supreme Court’s decision on
Medicaid was unexpected, adding, “Again, I want to
emphasize that reviewing this decision in a detailed,
thoughtful and responsible manner will take time before
a complete determination can be made on what this
ruling means for Nebraska” (Schulte,
AP/BloombergBusinessWeek, 6/29; Heineman
statement, 6/28).
Nevada:  After the Supreme Court ruling, Gov. Brian
Sandoval (R) said the impact of the decision on was not
immediately clear but indicated that he is leaning toward
not expanding the state’s Medicaid program. Sandoval’s
press secretary, Mary-Sarah Kinner, said in a statement,
“The governor does not intend to automatically accept
the Medicaid expansion” (Haynes et al., Las Vegas
Review-Journal, 6/28).
New Jersey: on Fox News’ “Fox and Friends” on July 3,
Gov. Chris Christie (R) said he is leaning toward not
accepting federal funding to expand the state’s Medicaid
program. He noted, “Medicaid is pretty well expanded in
our state already because of the legacy of previous
Democratic governors. So I don’t know if there’s a lot
more to do in New Jersey in that regard” (“Fox News
Insider,” Fox News, 7/3; San Francisco Chronicle, 7/3;
Friedman, Newark Star-Ledger, 7/3).
Texas: In an email responding to a query by American
Health Line, Lucy Nashed—deputy press secretary for
Gov. Rick Perry (R)—said Perry will be working with
Attorney General Greg Abbott (R) "and appropriate state
agencies to determine the impact of the Supreme Court
decision on the state of Texas," adding that "the governor
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has previously made clear, he has no interest in fast
tracking any portion of this bankrupting and
overreaching legislation. We will continue to call for the
full repeal of the bill" (Nashed email, 7/5). [updated on
July 6 at 9:30 a.m.]

Leaning toward participating (3 states)

Arkansas: Gov. Mike Beebe (D) said he is inclined to
proceed with Medicaid expansion for his state given the
“opportunity to pay for it with taxes that are coming
from … the federal government,” he said at a news
conference in Washington, D.C. “I don’t want to send
[tax money] to Massachusetts or California and ignore
our own people,” he added (Lyon, Arkansas News, 7/2).
Oregon: Gov. John Kitzhaber (D) said he is confident
that the Oregon legislature will approve a state Medicaid
expansion, and State Sen. Alan Bates (D) has expressed
similar confidence, the Associated Press reports. In an
interview last week, Kitzhaber said, “We’ll make a
decision on whether or not to expand the Medicaid
program really based on, I think, the resources we have
available in the general fund for that purpose going
forward” (Budnick, The Oregonian, 7/3; Wong,
Statesman Journal, 6/28; Cooper, AP/Real Clear
Politics, 6/28).
Rhode Island: In statement on his website, Gov.
Lincoln Chaffee (I) said, “I have fully committed to
ensuring Rhode Island is a national leader in
implementing health reform whatever the Supreme Court
decision, and this just reinforces that commitment.”
According to Steven Costantino, the state’s secretary of
health and human services, “The expansion is easy to do
and makes sense” (Chaffee statement, 6/28; Radnofsky
et al., Wall Street Journal, 7/2).

Participating (10 states and District of Columbia)

California: California got a head start on expanding its
Medicaid program in November 2010, shortly after
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Obama signed the Affordable Care Act into law. After the
high court’s ruling, Gov. Jerry Brown (D) issued a
statement, “Today’s dramatic Supreme Court ruling
removes the last roadblock to fulfilling President
Obama’s historic plan to bring health care to millions of
uninsured citizens.” Duane Dauner, president of the
California Hospital Association, said in separate
statement that he expects “California will comply with
the Medicaid expansion in the law, even though it will
increase the state’s costs in future years” (Office of Gov.
Brown release, 6/28; California Hospital Association
release, 7/3).
Connecticut: Gov. Dannel Malloy (D) was among the
first to sign his state up for Medicaid expansion when
Obama signed the law in 2010. Following the Supreme
Court’s ruling preserving the legislation, he responded,
“it’s great … [and a] very important decision for the
people of Connecticut. 500,000 people would have lost
coverage if Republicans had their way” (Davis, WTNH,
7/28).
Delaware: Gov. Jack Markell—chair of the Democratic
Governors Association—said in a statement, “The
Supreme Court’s ruling enables Delaware to continue to
implement provisions of the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act to provide access to health care
benefits for Delawareans,” adding, “On the Medicaid
front, Delaware already voluntarily expanded the state’s
Medicaid coverage program in 1996 to cover many
Delawareans not previously covered” (Office of Gov.
Markell release, 6/28).
District of Columbia: “The District is not at risk of
losing any Medicaid funding as a result of this ruling,
because District officials have already begun
implementation of the ACA’s Medicaid-expansion
provisions and will continue to implement the
expansion,” according to a statement from the office of
D.C. Mayor Vincent Gray (D) (Executive Office of the
Mayor release, 6/28).
Hawaii: Gov. Neil Abercrombie (D) said in a statement
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after the ruling, “The Affordable Care Act is our ally” in
the effort to “support a healthcare system that ensures
high quality, safety and sustainable costs.” Pat
McManaman, the state’s director of the Department of
Human Services, said starting next month Hawaii’s
Medicaid eligibility requirements will be in line with
federal guidelines under the overhaul, meaning an
additional 24,000 people will be eligible for the program
by 2014 (Office of Gov. Abercrombie release, 6/28;
Garcia, AP/CBS News, 6/29).
Illinois: Gov. Pat Quinn (D) on Thursday praised the
court’s decision and said he “will continue to work with
President Obama to help working families get the
healthcare coverage they need,” including expanding
Medicaid (Office of the Governor release, 6/28;
Thomason, Rock River Times, 7/3).
Maryland: Gov. Martin O’Malley (D) in a statement
said the Supreme Court’s decision “gives considerable
momentum to our health care reform efforts here in
Maryland,” adding that the state will move forward to
implement the overhaul (Office of the Governor release,
6/28).
Massachusetts: Gov. Deval Patrick (D) said
Massachusetts is “an early expansion state as you know
and we’re expecting further resources from federal
government to sustain the experiment here in
Massachusetts.” Patrick said the ruling is “good news for
us” Patrick said (Walker, YNN, 6/28).
Minnesota: “Today’s ruling will be met with relief by
the Minnesotans whose lives have already been improved
by this law,” Gov. Mark Dayton (D) said in a statement
on Thursday. Dayton in 2011 used federal money to
expand Medicaid early to 84,000 adults with annual
incomes below $8,400 (Lohn, AP/San Francisco
Chronicle, 6/28).
Vermont: Gov. Peter Shumlin (D) said Vermont’s
Medicaid program already meets the requirements under
the health reform law’s Medicaid expansion, WCAX
reports (Steimle, WCAX, 7/1).
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Washington: Gov. Chris Gregoire (D) "supports the
Medicaid expansion—and Washington will move
forward," Karina Shagren—a deputy communications
director in Gregoire’s  administration—said in an email
to American Health Line (Shagren email, 7/5). [updated
on July 5 at 1:35 p.m.]

Undecided/no comment (26 states)

Alabama: As of June 29, Gov. Robert Bentley (R) had
not decided whether Alabama will opt out of the
Medicaid expansion, according to Jennifer Ardis,
Bentley’s press secretary, AP/CBS News reports. In a
statement on his website, Bentley said, “I am deeply
disappointed by today’s Supreme Court decision,” but he
did not address the court’s ruling on the Medicaid
expansion (AP/CBS News, 6/29; Bentley statement,
6/28).
Alaska: As of Tuesday, Gov. Sean Parnell (R) has not
made a statement regarding Alaska’s intent to participate
in the Medicaid expansion, only saying in a release that
“now with no penalty we need to rethink what we’re
going to do with Medicaid” and the “expansion costs that
are mandated” (Office of Gov. Parnell release, 6/28;
Coyne, Alaska Dispatch, 7/1).
Arizona: Gov. Jan Brewer (R) in a statement following
the Supreme Court ruling repeated her call for the entire
law to be repealed but did not directly address the
expansion. House Speaker Andy Tobin (R), however,
said budgetary issues in the state and a conservative
political climate will make expanding Medicaid difficult.
“We’re going to have to sit down and weigh carefully
what is reasonable to expect of our political leaders,” he
said. “I don’t see us going along with the expansion if it’s
not mandated,” Tobin added. “It’s an ever-expanding
cost, so it continues to put pressure on the state budget
when we’re barely recovering as it is” (Brewer statement,
6/28; Reinhart, Arizona Central, 6/28; Young,
Huffington Post, 7/2).
Colorado: Gov. John Hickenlooper (D) at a press
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conference on June 28 gave only a lukewarm nod to the
Medicaid expansion. He said, “Well, we’ll see. We’re
certainly looking at that. We’re probably a little bit
premature, but we’re certainly looking at it and trying to
figure out a way we can do that and still live within our
means” (McCrimmon, Health Policy Solutions, 7/2;
AP/CBS’ “Moneywatch,” 6/29).
Georgia: As of July 2, Gov. Nathan Deal (R) had not yet
decided whether Georgia would opt out of the Medicaid
expansion, the Chattanooga Times Free Press reports.
Over 10 years, the expansion is projected to cost Georgia
about $4.5 billion, “money we don’t have,” Deal
spokesperson Brian Robinson said (Sher, Chattanooga
Times Free Press, 7/2).
Idaho: Gov. C.L. “Butch” Otter (R) this week did not
indicate his preference on whether Idaho would widen
Medicaid coverage (AP/KTVB, 7/1; Messick, StateImpact
Idaho, 6/29).
Indiana:  In a press release Gov. Mitch Daniels (R)
said, “Any decision to expand Medicaid in 2014 is
entirely the province of the next General Assembly and
governor.” On Thursday Daniels told reporters “If it’s
optional as I’m advised that it is, that’ll be a decision for
future legislators to make” (Office of Gov. Daniels
release, 6/29; AP/Lafayette Journal and Courier, 7/2;
“Moneywatch,” AP/CBS News, 6/29; Wilson, AP/San
Francisco Chronicle, 6/28).
Kansas: In an email responding to a query by American
Health Line, Sherriene Jones-Sontag—communications
director and press secretary for Gov. Sam Brownback (R)
—said Brownback believes "this is now a political issue
that will be resolved by the American people in the
November elections" and "he will wait until after the
November elections before making any decisions related
to ObamaCare." [updated on July 6 at 9:30 a.m.]
Kentucky: Gov. Steve Beshear (D) on June 28 said, “We
continue to review the Supreme Court’s opinion,
particularly on the Medicaid portion of the Affordable
Care Act to determine what our options may be.” He also
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noted that he soon would issue an executive order to
create a health insurance exchange (Office of Gov.
Beshear release, 6/28; AP/Evansville Courier & Press,
6/28).
Maine: Gov. Paul LePage (R) said in a statement on
June 28, “It is a sad day, and it is now up to the
American people to demand full repeal of Obamacare.”
The governor did not directly address the Medicaid
expansion in his statement. The state Legislature and
LePage approved reductions in Medicaid spending earlier
this year, and Maine Department of Health and Human
Services Commissioner Mary Mayhew said the state “will
follow federal procedures and submit state plan
amendments within the coming weeks that will outline
the Medicaid reductions that were enacted by the Maine
Legislature” (Office of Gov. LePage release, 6/28; Farwel,
Bangor Daily News/Lewiston Sun Journal, 6/29).
Michigan: As of July 1, Gov. Rick Snyder (R) had not
decided to whether Michigan will opt out of the Medicaid
expansion, the Lansing State Journal reports. Snyder
spokesperson Sara Wurfel said the administration wants
to examine the cost of the expansion to assess the “best
course of action” for the state. Meanwhile, Republican
lawmakers, who control both chambers of the state
legislature, have not committed to the expansion (Davis,
Lansing State Journal, 7/1).
Montana: Montana Gov. Brian Schweitzer (D), through
a spokeswoman, declined to comment on the court’s
decision. Schweitzer expressed deep reservations about
the Medicaid expansion and effect on Montana’s budget.
“Here’s what I know,” Schweitzer in February 2011 said,
“that unless we challenge the underlying costs of health
care … it will bankrupt the states because there’s no way
of decreasing the cost of health care under the current
system” (Dennison, Gazette State Bureau, 6/28; Drake,
Montana Watchdog, 7/2).
New Hampshire: As of July 1, Gov. John Lynch (D)—
who in the past has voiced concern over how the
government would pay for the Medicaid expansion—had
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made no statement on whether New Hampshire would
opt out of the Medicaid expansion, the Nashua
Telegraph reports. In a June 28 statement on his
website, Lynch noted that the state has “been preparing
to implement the Affordable Care Act and will continue
doing so in a way that best fits New Hampshire”
(Landrigan, Nashua Telegraph, 7/1; Lynch statement,
6/28).
New Mexico: Gov. Susana Martinez (R) has not
decided whether the state will expand Medicaid,
according to spokesperson Scott Darnell. He said, “The
governor is reviewing today’s Supreme Court decision
and will proceed in a manner that best protects the safety
net for the most vulnerable New Mexicans in a
responsible and sustainable manner” (Massey, AP/San
Francisco Chronicle, 6/28).
New York: As of July 2, Gov. Andrew Cuomo (D) had
not made a statement on whether New York would
participate in the Medicaid expansion. In a release last
week, the governor said, “I am pleased the Supreme
Court upheld this law,” adding that he looked forward to
working with the “Obama administration to ensure
accessible, quality care for all New Yorkers (Office of
Gov. Cuomo release, 6/28; The Journal News, 6/29;
Caruso, San Francisco Chronicle, 6/28).
North Carolina: As of July 3, Gov. Beverly Perdue (D)
had not made any public statement about her state’s
participation in the Medicaid expansion. However, in a
statement responding to the Supreme Court’s decision,
Perdue said she is “committed to continuing to move
forward … to ensure that all North Carolinians have
affordable, reliable health coverage.” Meanwhile, a
spokesperson for Perdue said the governor has been in
contact with HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius about the
Medicaid expansion and will review the Supreme Court’s
ruling to determine how it might affect North Carolina
(Office of Gov. Perdue release, 6/28; Dalesio, CBS News,
6/28; Jarvis/Bonner, Winston-Salem Journal, 6/29).
North Dakota: As of Tuesday, Gov. Jack Dalrymple (R)
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had not made a statement about his state’s intent to
participate in the Medicaid expansion. However, in a
statement responding to the Supreme Court’s ruling,
Dalrymple said the health reform law “is wrong for North
Dakota,” adding that its “citizens want the freedom to
make their own decisions about their health-care
coverage.” Dalrymple has said that his staff is analyzing
the court’s ruling, but it is unclear whether the state will
participate in the Medicaid (Office of Gov. Dalrymple
release, 6/28; MacPherson, AP/San Francisco Chronicle,
6/28).
Ohio: Gov. John Kasich (R) on Monday said he has not
decided whether his state will participate in the Medicaid
expansion and he does not plan to set a “deadline” to
make his decision. The head of the state’s Office of
Health Transformation also said the state must first
determine how to cover the additional Medicaid costs the
state would incur even if the state does not participate in
the expansion. In a statement on the Supreme Court’s
ruling, Kasich said, “We are very concerned that a
sudden, dramatic increase in Medicaid spending could
threaten Ohio’s ability to pursue needed reforms in other
areas” (Office of Gov. Kasich release, 6/28; Tribble,
Cleveland Plain Dealer, 7/2; Columbus Business First,
7/3; Candisky, Columbus Dispatch, 7/3).
Oklahoma: Gov. Mary Fallin (R) has not yet decided
whether Oklahoma will opt of the Medicaid expansion,
Tulsa World reports. Fallin said, “Certainly I am hoping
that we’ll elect a new president and we’ll be able to
change faces … in the (Democratic-controlled) U.S.
Senate that we can once and for all overturn the federal
health care bill” (McNutt, The Oklahoman, 6/29; Greene,
Tulsa World, 7/3; McGuigan, Tulsa Today, 7/2).
Pennsylvania: Gov. Tom Corbett (R) has not yet
announced whether Pennsylvania will opt out of the
Medicaid expansion. He said in a statement, “I think we
can all agree there are Pennsylvanians who need our
help. However, expanding government bureaucracy,
government programs and government spending is not
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the answer” (Office of the Gov. Corbett release, 6/28,
LoBasso, “PhillyNow,” Philadelphia Weekly, 7/3).
South Dakota: South Dakota: In an email responding
to a query by American Health Line, Joe Kafka—press
secretary in Gov. Dennis Daugaard’s (R) administration
—said Daugaard “has made no decision on [the]
Medicaid expansion, which will be costly for South
Dakota, and he won’t make any decision on it until after
the election” (Kafka email, 7/5). [updated on July 6 at
9:30 a.m.]
Tennessee: As of July 2, Gov. Bill Haslam (R) had not
yet decided whether Tennessee would opt out of the
Medicaid expansion. After the Supreme Court ruling,
Haslam told reporters, “We don’t really know what we’re
going to do … but the cost impact to the state is very
significant” (Sher, Chattanooga Times Free Press, 7/2).
Utah: Gov. Gary Herbert (R) said is administration is
conducting a thorough legal and policy review of the
Supreme Court ruling, but he did not comment on
whether the state would expand its Medicaid program
(Stewart, Salt Lake Tribune, 6/29; AP/San Francisco
Chronicle, 6/28).
Virginia: Gov. Bob McDonnell (R) has made statements
indicating that he is against the Medicaid expansion, but
has declined at this point to comment definitively on
whether Virginia will opt out of it. McDonnell said he
will review the state’s options in the upcoming weeks
(Martz, Richmond Times-Dispatch, 7/1; Millman,
Politico, 6/29).
West Virginia: Gov. Earl Ray Tomblin (D) has not yet
announced whether West Virginia will proceed with the
Medicaid expansion. In a statement, Tomblin said, “We
know what the law is but as I’ve said before, I will
continue to do what is best for West Virginia… We’re
going to review the Supreme Court’s ruling, and work
with our federal delegation on how we move forward”
(Smith, AP/San Francisco Chronicle, 6/28; Office of
Gov. Tomblin statement, 6/28).
Wyoming: Gov. Matt Mead (R) in a statement said he
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will study the Supreme Court’s ruling and the health
reform law more carefully before making any
implementation plans for Wyoming, but he believes “the
ACA is not a good fit” for the state (Office of Gov. Mead
release, 6/28; Wolfson, Billings Gazette, 6/28).

You May Also Like

<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->The Final Ruling:
Assessing the Implications of the Supreme Court's
Decision on the Affordable Care Act

July 9, 2012 | Webconference | Health Care Advisory
Board

Explore the strategic, financial, operational implications
of the Supreme Court's decision for hospitals and health
systems, and discuss the political debate on the future of
health care as we move into the election season.
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Rebecca Frazier
Subject: Fwd: Amicus Brief and PPACA Talking Points
Date: Sunday, February 12, 2012 7:55:13 PM

Begin forwarded message:

From: Marie Sanderson <
Date: February 12, 2012 15:29:06 CST
To: Marie Sanderson <
Cc: Mike Schrimpf <mschrimpf@RGA.ORG>, Jon Thompson
<jthompson@RGA.ORG>, Mike Adams <MAdams@RGA.ORG>, Lindsay
Russell <  "Conrad, Matt (GOV)"
<Matt.Conrad@governor.virginia.gov>, "Kent, Martin (GOV)"
<Martin.Kent@governor.virginia.gov>
Subject: FW: Amicus Brief and PPACA Talking Points

Good Afternoon Action Officers and Healthcare Leads:
 
Your Communication staff received the following talking points from RGA/RGPPC today
re the Amicus brief release tomorrow.  Copied to this email are Mike Schrimpf, Comm
Director, and Jon Thompson, Press Secretary, of our communications shop if you have
any questions.  You may contact me as well. 
 
As soon as we receive the final brief in the morning, we will circulate.
 
Best,
Marie
 
 
 
Marie Thomas Sanderson
Policy Director
Republican Governors Association (RGA)
Repulican Governors Public Policy Committee (RGPPC)
MSanderson@rga.org/

 
 
 

From: Mike Schrimpf 
Sent: Sunday, February 12, 2012 2:03 PM
To: Mike Schrimpf
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Cc: Marie Sanderson; Jon Thompson
Subject: Amicus Brief and PPACA Talking Points
 
Hello,
 
Some of you asked for talking points about the amicus/PPACA. Please find those below.
 
Best,
 
Mike
 

Amicus Brief and PPACA Talking Points
 

Amicus Brief Topline Talking Points
 

The amicus brief has three main arguments:
 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->1.      <!--[endif]-->The presumption of

Constitutionality attaching to PPACA is weak owing to the
irregular parliamentary process employed in its enactment.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->2.      <!--[endif]-->The fact that Congress has never

before required a citizen to purchase a good or service from
another citizen negates the existence of that power.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->3.      <!--[endif]-->The individual mandate and

penalty are contrary to the text of the commerce clause and
foundational understandings

 
While the amicus focuses on the individual mandate, this case is about far more
than just the individual mandate. The Obama administration’s healthcare
takeover grants sweeping authority to the federal bureaucracy to dictate to
individuals, churches, charities, hospitals, schools, businesses and states how
they must operate. This is the opposite of the vision of America set forth by our
nation’s founders.

 
General PPACA Talking Points

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->1.                  <!--[endif]-->The Obama Administration has

failed to adequately respond to the states requests for more
flexibility: unfunded mandates, maintenance of effort, healthcare
exchanges, denied waivers.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->a.       <!--[endif]-->Essential to note:

Republican governors proactively offered 31 specific solutions
for reforming and saving Medicaid, but received no response
from the White House.
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2.      <!--[endif]-->True cost of Obamacare after the
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Democrats’ budget gimmicks are removed is $2.5 trillion.
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3.      <!--[endif]-->States cannot afford Obamacare,
and the White House’s failure to work with the states creates more
uncertainty for both state budgets, which in turns creates uncertainty
for businesses who don’t know how states will pay for Obamacare’s
provisions.

 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4.      <!--[endif]-->ObamaCare is driving up premiums
and jeopardizing coverage for millions of Americans.  President
Obama promised he would make our economy stronger, but policies
like ObamaCare have made it worse.

 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->a.       <!--[endif]-->The Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Service actuaries find that Obamacare will
dramatically increase the near-term growth rate of health care
costs. In 2014, the actuaries find that growth in the net cost of
health insurance will increase by nearly 14 percent, compared
to 3.5% if PPACA had never passed.
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->b.      <!--[endif]-->A June 2011 report by
McKinsey & Co. found that 30-50 percent of employers said
they would stop offering health coverage once the bulk of
ObamaCare took effect.

 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->c.       <!--[endif]-->A May 2011
PriceWaterhouseCoopers survey found that 84 percent of
employers would make changes to their plan as a result of
ObamaCare. 

 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->d.      <!--[endif]-->Candidate Obama repeatedly
promised his health care plan would LOWER premiums by
$2,500 per family, and do so within his first term.  But the
price of the average employer-sponsored plan ROSE by more
than $2,200 per family since Obama was first elected in 2008,
according to studies from the Kaiser Family Foundation.  In
other words, Obama’s abandoned promise has cost American
families nearly $5,000 per year – a $2,200 premium increase
compared to a $2,500 promised premium reduction. 

 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->5.      <!--[endif]-->Healthcare Exchanges: CMS
continues to provide limited guidance and seeks to mandate a one size
fit all approach to exchanges. Contrary to a recent White House report
indicating that states are moving for embracing and implementing
healthcare exchanges, states remain confused and are either not
moving forward under any scenario or moving forward 1) play
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defense to the federal government, or 2) implement a market based
anti-obamacare exchange. 
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->6.      <!--[endif]-->The Administration’s
“compromise” on conscience protections for religious-affiliated
employers now places the mandate on insurers to sell contraceptive
coverage.

 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->a.       <!--[endif]-->While religious employers
will no longer be forced to provide products to which they
have moral objections, they will be required to facilitate,
directly or indirectly, access to those products.  The
Administration is forcing religious groups to “wash their
hands” of actions they find morally objectionable by placing
the mandate elsewhere.
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->b.      <!--[endif]-->Also, the rule is not fully
repealed.  The mandate will remain in place for other
employers who may have conscience concerns about coverage
of contraception and abortifacients.  Religious leaders have
expressed their strong desire to repeal the entire contraceptive
mandate, noting that maintaining this new federal requirement –
included in the President’s unpopular health care law – would still
create moral difficulties for “good…business people who can’t in
good conscience cooperate” with a federal mandate that violates
their religious beliefs.

 

More Detailed Summary of Amicus Arguments

 

I.             THE PRESUMPTION OF CONSTITUTIONALITY ATTACHING
TO PPACA IS WEAK OWING TO THE PARLIAMENTARY PROCESS
EMPLOYED IN ITS ENACTMENT.  There is doctrinal and philosophical support
for such a presumption resting upon notions of separation of powers, particularly
where it appears PPACA was not passed through any process resembling regular
order.  The United States Senate passed PPACA late on Christmas Eve 2009 as a
floor substitute on a straight party line vote.  The legislative vehicle was a House tax
bill chosen to satisfy the Originating Clause for the taxes in PPACA.   PPACA
passed the Senate on cloture with considerable minority protest. To the extent that a
presumption of constitutionality arises from regular order and a hard look by
Congress at the limits of its own power, those conditions are simply not
present.        

 

II.            THE FACT THAT CONGRESS HERETOFORE HAS NEVER
CLAIMED THE POWER TO REQUIRE A CITIZEN TO PURCHASE A
GOOD OR SERVICE FROM ANOTHER CITIZEN TENDS TO NEGATE
THE EXISTENCE OF THAT POWER.  In the case of PPACA, the lack of
historical precedent was well known to Congress before it acted.  At the heart of
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PPACA is § 1501, which generally requires American citizens to purchase a good or
service from other citizens, namely, a health insurance policy.  When the Senate
Finance Committee asked the Congressional Research Service whether a mandate
supported by a penalty would be constitutional, the response was equivocal: 
"Whether such a requirement would be constitutional under the Commerce Clause is
perhaps the most challenging question posed by such a proposal, as it is a novel issue
whether Congress may use this clause to require an individual to purchase a good or
a service."  

 

III.           THE MANDATE AND PENALTY ARE CONTRARY TO THE
TEXT OF THE COMMERCE CLAUSE AND FOUNDATIONAL
UNDERSTANDINGS.       

 

A.            The Mandate and Penalty are Not Supported by the Text of the
Commerce Clause.  Noah Webster in 1828 defined commerce as "an interchange or
mutual change of goods, wares, productions, or property of any kind, between
nations or individuals, either by barter, or by purchase and sale; trade; traffick."  This
is commerce.  Its hallmarks are spontaneity and voluntary activity; not a command
to buy something.  The claim that commerce means not commercial activity but
mere passivity is violently discordant with any normal use of the word commerce at
the Founding or at any subsequent time.               

 

B.            The Historical Context in which the Commerce Clause was Drafted
Makes it Highly Unlikely that it Included a Power to Command a Citizen to
Purchase Goods or Services From Another Citizen.  The founding generation
would have regarded as preposterous any suggestion that Great Britain could have
solved its colonial problems by commanding Americans to purchase tea under the
generally conceded power of parliament to regulate commerce. 

 

C.            There is No Tradition of Using the Commerce Clause to Require a
Citizen to Purchase Goods or Services from Another Citizen.              Because
this regime viewed the regulation even of economic activity as illegitimate unless
that activity harmed or threatened harm to someone else, Lochner v. New York, 198
U.S. 45 (1905), it is inconceivable that the Commerce Clause prior to 1938 would
have been deemed to validly reach inactivity.  The question thus becomes, has the
Supreme Court decided any case in the post-Lochner era that has extended the
Commerce Clause far enough to cover the mandate and penalty?

 

D.            As this Court Found in Denying the Secretary's Motion to Dismiss, the
Mandate and Penalty are Outside the Existing Outer Limits of the Commerce
Clause and Associated Necessary and Proper Clause as Measured by Supreme
Court Precedent.  "[E]ven if [an] activity be local and though it may not be
regarded as commerce, it may still, whatever its nature, be reached by Congress if it
exerts a substantial economic effect on interstate commerce, and this irrespective of
whether such effect is what might at some earlier time have been defined as 'direct'
or 'indirect.'"  Wickard, 317 U.S.  at 125 (emphasis added).  Wickard marks the
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affirmative outer limits of the Commerce Clause. 

 

Since Wickard, the Supreme Court has proceeded no further than to hold that
Congress can regulate three things under the Commerce Clause: (1) "use of the
channels of interstate commerce" (2) "the instrumentalities of interstate commerce,"
and (3) "activities that substantially affect interstate commerce."  Lopez, 514 U.S. at
558-59.  “[T]he Federal balance is too essential a part of our constitutional structure
and plays too vital a role in securing freedom for us to admit inability to intervene
when one or the other level of Government has tipped the scales too far."  Id. at 578.

          

None of this is changed by an appeal to the Necessary and Proper Clause.  This
Court elsewhere has emphatically held that the Necessary and Proper Clause is
limited by general principles of federalism independent of any direct prohibition. 
Alden v. Maine, 527 U.S. 706 (1999) ("When a 'Law . . . for carrying into Execution'
the Commerce Clause violates the principle of state sovereignty reflected in the
various constitutional provisions . . . it is not a 'Law . . . proper for carrying into
Execution the Commerce Clause,' and is thus, in the words of The Federalist, 'merely
[an] act of usurpation' which 'deserves to be treated as such.'") (citing Printz, 521
U.S. at 923-24).  It simply does not matter how "necessary" the mandate and penalty
might be to the congressional scheme if the end being pursued is improper under the
Necessary and Proper Clause. 
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Cody Inman
Subject: Fwd: Constituent Services Report: Aug 20 - 24
Date: Friday, September 07, 2012 2:33:08 PM

Begin forwarded message:

From: Keili McEwen <Keili.McEwen@gov.ok.gov>
Date: August 24, 2012 16:30:07 CDT
To: Mary Fallin <Mary.Christensen@gov.ok.gov>, "maryfallin@
Cc: Denise Northrup <Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>, Katie Altshuler <Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov>, Andrew
Silvestri <Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov>, Glenn Coffee <Glenn.Coffee@gov.ok.gov>, Cody Inman
<Cody.Inman@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: Constituent Services Report: Aug 20 - 24

WEEKLY ISSUE ANALYSIS AND CASEWORK REPORT

To:  Governor Fallin
Cc: Denise Northrup, Glenn Coffee, Andrew Silvestri, Katie Altshuler
From:  Keili McEwen, Brett Thomas, Cody Inman, Wendy Gregory, Marcia Crawford, Kandi Batts
Re:  Weekly Constituent Services Report

Date:  August 20 - August 24, 2012    

Issue Area Percentage Correspondence Phone Calls Notes/Constituent Comments

Pardons and Paroles 14% 5 20

All correspondence is from constituents requesting information
regarding Pardon and Parole Certificates // 2 - Please replace all of
the Pardon and Parole Board members

Public Safety 10% 10 8

Complaints about understaffing at drivers license testing facilities,
long lines, constituents camping out at testing facilities overnight,
many people being turned away and it is taking 2-4 days for some
people to be tested for a license

Drought 8% 10 5
14 - Please declare a day of prayer for rain // Some kind of real
relief needs to be offered to farmers from the state

Corrections 8% 5 9
Complaints about new system for electronic transfer of funds to
inmates

Emergency Management 8% 1 13
A state of emergency needs to be declared for the hail storm that
hit Granfield, Ok // 13 - Constituents are requesting FEMA money

Education 7% 8 4

Please support safe routes to schools funding // 2- Retired teacher
asked for a pay raise // 8 - Someone from the state should step in
and demand Prague schools to give the girl her diploma // Please
do not put limitations the amount of food served through the
school lunch program, many children are hungry and lunch is the
only time they are fed all day // The Regents need to lift their
moratorium on new programs at OSU-OKC (students are leaving 
the state seeking new degree programs)

Federal Issues 6% 10
8 - Please do not opt out of the Recreational Trails Program
included in MAP-21 // Please speak out against Agenda 21

Human Services 6% 3 7

It should be illegal for someone to receive assistance for a child
who they do not have custody of // DHS should not be allowed to
advertise food stamp programs on the radio // 1 - Custody // 7 -
Child Support

National Defense Authorization
Act 5% 9  

Please denounce the detain and imprison provisions of the NDAA
and please do not cooperate with the federal government in the
performance of any acts related to it

PPACA 4% 5 2
5 - Constituent is in favor of implementation // 1 - Constituent is
against implementation // Please nullify Obamacare

Immigration 4% 3 4

Please follow Jan Brewer's lead regarding immigration // Dream Act
- please do not allow illegal immigrants access to state benefits // 5
- Please do not allow illegal immigrants to have access to drivers
licenses
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Fires 3% 3 3

A fire victim wants to know where the help from FEMA is.  He
called FEMA but they told him to call our office.  The Red Cross no
longer has an office set up in his area. // 2 - Questions about why
FEMA assistance hasn't been granted // 1 - Something needs to be
done about cedar trees // Please lift the burn ban now

Quincy Foster 3% 6 Constituents are against paroling Mr. Foster

Municipal Government 3% 1 4

Please appoint a town mayor for Shamrock // 2 - Delaware County:
Constituent states that the sheriff's office is not investigating
murders and serious offenses. People are feeling an unrest
throughout the community. // Complaints about the cleanliness and
the living conditions in the Creek County and Stephens County jails.

Smoking Ban 2% 1 2
The government should not have the right to take away someone's
right to smoke

Mental Health 1% 2  Complaints about the Narconon Arrowhead Facility

Medical Examiner 1% 1  
Complaint about the amount of time it takes for the ME to issue a
toxicology report

Gambling/Lottery 1% 1  Please get rid of the legal gambling in our state

Military 1% 1  More needs to be done to recognize the 45th Infantry

SORC 1% 1  

Letter from the family of a SORC resident asking that it not be
closed, their family member is not suitable for a community home
environment

Energy 1% 1  
There needs to be more regulation of oil companies that are
conducting business on private property

Thank you 1% 1 Thank you for visiting TU

Crime 1% 1  More needs to be done to fight crime in OK

OSBI 1% 1  
Complaint about the amount of time it is taking for the OSBI to
issue conceal carry permits

Transportation 1% 1 Highway 69 really needs some attention near I-40

State Government 1% 1  
Each state agency should have their contact information easily
displayed on their website.

Insurance 1% 1 Oklahoma should provide Medicare Part S.

Health 1% 1  
The governor should encourage more gardening in order to combat
obesity

Miscellaneous 1% 1  Please make same sex marriage legal in OK

Environment 1% 1  Please don't spray for West Nile

TOTAL 89 88  
 
 
Keili McEwen
Director of Constituent Services
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
(405) 521-2342
keili.mcewen@gov.ok.gov
 
Gov. Fallin on Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Fwd: Even if Obama wins, states should not create Exchanges
Date: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 12:18:01 PM

Begin forwarded message:

From: Michael Cannon <MCannon@cato.org>
Date: October 23, 2012, 12:15:08 CDT
To: Andrew Silvestri <Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: Even if Obama wins, states should not create
Exchanges

Shameless self-promotion aside, two takeaways:
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->1.      <!--[endif]-->Even if Obama wins, states will
want to hold off on creating Exchanges until the courts resolve
Oklahoma’s lawsuit and any similar lawsuits.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->2.      <!--[endif]-->Like Chris Christie, any state-level

GOP official with national ambitions has an added reason not to create
an Exchange.

 
Michael
 
------------------
 

Will Chris Christie wing it on
health-care reform?
 
Updated: Tuesday, October 23, 2012, 6:07 AM
 
By Paul Mulshine/The Star Ledger 
 
Looks like our governor’s got a dead parrot on his hands.

At least that’s how Michael Cannon sees it. And Cannon should know. He’s the
one who’s killing the bird in question.

Cannon is a health care analyst at the free-market Cato Institute in Washington,
D.C. After the health care reform bill known as “Obamacare” was adopted,
Cannon began looking through its 2,700 pages for flaws. He claims to have
found a fatal one.
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It seems that in their haste to get the bill signed into law, the Democrats had no
choice but to accept the Senate version. And that version is structured in such a
way that individual states can decide to opt out of those state health insurance
exchanges that are central to Obamacare.

Just how all this works would require this entire page to explain. So I’ll let
Cannon explain it:

“I feel like I’m in the Dead Parrot Sketch,” Cannon said.

You’ll get the reference immediately if you’re a Monty Python fan. The sketch
involves a pet shop customer, played by John Cleese, who is sold a “Norwegian
blue parrot” by a pet shop owner played by Michael Palin. When Cleese realizes
the parrot is dead, he returns it to the shop for a refund. Palin insists the
obviously dead bird is simply sleeping and “pining for the fjords.”

Advocates of Obamacare may soon be pining for the fjords as well, Cannon said.
Oklahoma’s attorney general recently sued in federal court to block Internal
Revenue Service regulations essential to Obamacare. Those regs impose tax
penalties on employers that fail to provide insurance for their workers.

The AG argues that the Affordable Care Act permits the feds to collect such
taxes only in states with exchanges. No exchange, no tax.

Whether the court will agree remains to be seen. But for the moment, Cannon’s
argument is accepted among conservatives. Republican governors are being
urged to thwart Obamacare by refusing to sign on to those exchanges.

The political implications are obvious for the governor whom many Republicans
see as the front-runner for the 2016 presidential nomination in the event Barack
Obama is re-elected. That’s Chris Christie, and last week, the Democrats acted to
force his hand on Obamacare. They passed a new version of a bill they passed
last spring that would have created an insurance exchange in New Jersey.

Christie vetoed that bill in May on the grounds that the court had not yet decided
on the constitutionality of the individual mandate. That has since been decided in
Obama’s favor. But Christie’s stalling for time again.

“I won’t make a decision until I have to,” Christie said last week. He has to by
Nov. 16, if he wants to meet a federal deadline for creating that exchange.

But the real question is what will happen on Nov. 6. Mitt Romney has promised
that if he’s elected, feathers will fly. He has pledged to reverse Obamacare.

That’s pretty funny. It was Romney who hatched that egg in the first place.
When he was governor of Massachusetts, Romney set up a state exchange that
became the model for the Obamacare exchanges — right down to those tax
penalties. If Romney wins, he’ll be forced to kill his own bird, thus sparing
Christie the trouble.

But if Obama wins, the real fun begins. Republicans all around the country will
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proclaim Christie the front-runner for the 2016 GOP presidential nomination.
They’ll expect him to lead the fight to dismantle Obamacare. Vetoing that bill
would be a solid first step, according to Cannon.

“If Christie signs that bill and then Oklahoma wins its lawsuit, well, it sure
doesn’t look like Pennsylvania is going to create an exchange,” Cannon said.

And that would mean we’d see Washington’s crossing in reverse: “All the
employers in New Jersey are going to hop in their boats and head across the river
to Pennsylvania, where they can avoid that tax penalty,” he said.

So that Nov. 16 deadline won’t get the governor off the hook if Obama remains
in the White House. He’d still have to make a tough decision.

Of course, conservatives could always hope that Christie would veto the bill
simply because of his deep-seated belief that forcing people to buy health
insurance is wrong.

That was a joke, of course.

I’ve been watching too many Monty Python clips on YouTube.

ALSO: Here's a good piece by Keith Hennessey that ran in the Wall Street
Journal on the prospects for repeal of Obamacare assuming Romney wins.

http://blog.nj.com/njv_paul_mulshine/2012/10/health-
care_exchange_bill_is_a.html
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Alex Weintz; Michelle Waddell
Subject: Fwd: Exchange information
Date: Friday, November 09, 2012 9:41:42 AM
Attachments: AEI Making Effective Connections.docx

ATT00001.htm

Alex - FYI only
 
Michelle - would you print these for gov?

Begin forwarded message:

From: Marie Sanderson <
Date: November 9, 2012 9:39:47 AM CST
To:  Marie Sanderson <
Cc: Dustin Huffman <
Subject: Exchange information

Chiefs, Action Officers and Healthcare Advisors:
 
To aid in the exchange conversation, attached is a white paper by Tom Miller of AEI
and various news clips today on the subject matter. Note CQ article hinting at Nov 16
extension at the end of the email. Please let me know if you have any questions. We
will continue to provide you with information as we access it.
 
Thanks,
Marie
  
Analysis: 20 states will run their health-law exchanges (The Hill)
In their choices, Republican governors face a balancing act — not going too far to
embrace the law, which remains divisive with the public and anathema to
conservatives, but also not skipping a chance to wrest authority from the federal
government.
 
Feds will run Virginia's health exchange at outset (Daily Press)
McDonnell conceded that Virginia would not meet the Nov. 16 deadline for a blueprint
for the state-run exchange and would default instead to a federally run insurance
exchange. "The only logical decision is to choose the federal option," he said. "I don't
have the answers for Virginia. They're telling us we have two years to build an
exchange. It's expensive….I don't want to buy a pig-in-a-poke for Virginia taxpayers."
 
Ohio iffy on health-insurance exchange (Columbus Dispatch)
“Our concern is (that) the flexibility to design the exchange in an Ohio-specific way
really is limited,” Moody said. “If it’s a federal program, it would be most appropriate
for the federal government to administer.”
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Making Effective Connections: With or without Health Benefits Exchanges

(draft)

By Tom Miller 

American Enterprise  Institute



The version of health benefits exchanges envisioned in the Affordable Care Act (ACA) is a classic example of a limited, but potentially good, idea mutating into a politically driven gateway to overregulation, income redistribution, and greater federal government control of health care decisions. The more benign concept of exchanges envisioned them as mechanisms to help coordinate a common marketplace in which willing insurance buyers and sellers might choose to reach private agreements. Exchanges could expand the range of limited choices available to most workers employed by smaller firms, as well as to individuals seeking coverage outside the workplace. They might serve as impartial clearinghouses for information comparing the features and performance of various health insurance plans in a particular market area. Finally, they could help connect individuals with taxpayer subsidies available for their insurance choices and even consolidate multiple sources of financial contributions for someone’s coverage (multiple employers, public subsidies, personal funds) into a single payment platform.



The original case for establishing health insurance exchanges pointed to clear problems of affordability, access, and choice in current private insurance markets for individuals and small businesses. Although individual insurance markets could not possibly perform as badly as the health policy elites (who recoil from them like vampires avoid garlic) commonly believed, their customers have been burdened by high loading costs for marketing and administration by insurers. The limited role of individual insurance as a residual market product for customers lacking better options elsewhere in the pre-ACA insurance world also strained its ability to pool and manage risk consistently. The small-group insurance market was, and still is, whipsawed by counterproductive state-government regulation, a shrinking base of overburdened small-employer customers, and a shortage of competitive insurance choices. 



Health insurance exchanges are not new ideas. Various types have been proposed for years as intermediaries to manage the relationship between insurers and their customers and perhaps to better organize insurance markets.  However, finding consensus in identifying problems is not the same as agreeing on the actual terms of sustainable solutions. Exchanges can be dialed up or down the regulatory spectrum. At one end, they might simply provide some standardized comparative information on the benefits, premiums, and service quality offered by insurers in a particular market. A little further up the scale, they might distribute private payments and public subsidies, simplify insurance purchasing and enrollment, and reduce transaction costs. At the other end, they could become the exclusive engineers charged with redesigning and overseeing most, if not all, insurance sales and purchases. 



	The policy parameters involving the role and power of an insurance exchange include whether it is voluntary or mandatory. Does it have an exclusive franchise, or must it compete for customers? Over what geographic territory and for which market segments does it operate? Does it exercise substantial market power as a purchaser or even more political power as a regulator? Does it try to pool similar risks or cross-subsidize very different ones? Does it limit or expand choices of carriers, plans, and benefits? The more you want to try to do, the more regulatory complexity you have. You risk overloading each decision with another more sweeping one down the road until the exchange starts looking like a public utility commission.    



The ACA designed its version of state exchanges to play a much greater, and more controversial, role. Their duties include



· Ensuring compliance with tighter federal regulation of health insurance;

· Expanding state Medicaid programs;

· Enforcing the individual coverage mandate;

· Administering the new health law’s income-based subsidies;

· Policing insurers’ premium prices; and 

· Eventually controlling a much larger share of the private insurance market.



In just about every case under the ACA, the decision was made to go for more rather than less, under the assumption that state-run or federally run exchanges would not be able to adequately “reform” the insurance marketplace if they left too many stray sheep outside their fences. The ACA rules interpreted a level playing field and common rules regarding pricing and benefit design as requiring the rest of the private insurance market to conform to the exchange’s politically designated operating rules, rather than the other way around. Competing against what is most commonly done in the rest of the marketplace and leaving consumers to choose what they prefer apparently would be too hard and fail to deliver the desired political outcome.  Of course, whether any resulting selection by consumers is called “adverse” depends on whether the criterion used is political or personal. 



The ACA’s statutory text and subsequent regulatory guidance are full of limits and specifications for the range of the required “essential” and other permitted tiers of qualified benefits, along with tight restrictions on cost sharing. The main factor in setting some eligibility limits (individuals without offers of employer coverage or participating small firms with no more than 100 employees) was budgetary. The on-budget costs to taxpayers for moving even more millions of Americans into new, more heavily subsidized, exchange-based coverage on a faster timetable would be too transparently unaffordable, administratively daunting, and politically disruptive.[endnoteRef:1] In any case, the ACA’s rules for guaranteed-issue and not-so-adjusted community rating will be applied nationwide, even to fully insured (if not yet self-insured) private plans operating outside the ACA’s exchanges.  [1:  As the Obama administration’s principles for health reform were converted into legislative language, the White House had to master a difficult political balancing act. This involved reassuring many Americans anxious about disruptions to their current health coverage and care arrangements or about mounting federal budget deficits, while offering more generously subsidized health benefits to lower-income constituents. The reassurance component necessitated reaching an initial truce with employer-sponsored insurance plans. Keeping employers’ “private” money on the table also helped limit the net budget cost of the first installment of insurance coverage growth. Relying on expanded Medicaid eligibility as a less expensive way to accomplish about half of the total targeted coverage expansion allowed federal dollars to be stretched further, given Medicaid’s very low reimbursement rates for providers. The public-plan option was politically radioactive to highly energized grassroots opponents, who feared that the legislation would quickly lead to a single-payer system. Moreover, the combination of vastly expanded “public plan” Medicaid coverage and much tighter political regulation of “private” insurers in subsidized health insurance exchanges accomplished most of the larger political objective of increasing dependency on politically brokered health care, with fewer of the red lights signaling a more direct and expensive expansion of Medicare-like coverage to displace private insurance intermediaries. The final law relied on ambiguity, deferred decision making, and administrative complexity to dampen political concerns about a federal takeover of traditionally private spheres of health care decision making. However, gaining permanent regulatory authority over a vast expanse of health care operations and decisions—regardless of how many blanks needed to be filled in later—fulfilled a crucial political imperative for Democratic party leaders. It also facilitated the continued, less-threatening appearance of private operation of most current health care arrangements, albeit under tighter—and potentially expanding—political management. See Thomas P. Miller, “Health Reform: Only a Cease-Fire in a Political Hundred Years’ War,” Health Affairs 29, no. 6 (2010): 1–5.] 




The ACA exchanges initially were marketed as a means to provide new choices to those largely shut out of the traditional employer-sponsored group health insurance market, as well as to smaller businesses struggling to offer or maintain group coverage for their workers. But the law authorizes states to expand offers of exchange-based coverage to businesses with more than 100 employees, starting in 2017. Critics of the expanding role of federal regulation, mandates, and subsidies under the ACA regime would argue that this would open the door wider for Washington’s dominant market share and more complete regulatory control in whatever remains of “private” insurance markets later this decade. When combined with narrow grandfathering and grace periods for many existing insurance benefits plans (temporarily protecting them from the newer ACA requirements for fully insured health plans)[endnoteRef:2] that are biased toward an early expiration date, the real goal of the federally directed exchanges appears to be to construct a roach motel of centralized regulation, where private plans and their enrollees might check in but are not allowed to check out. [2:  Annie L. Mach and Bernadette Fernandez, “Private Health Insurance Market Reforms in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act,” Congressional Research Service, November 1, 2011. See Appendix B, “Applicability of Market Reforms to Health Plans” (19).] 


 

	It turns out that to control one thing, and then another thing, and then more and more unanticipated things, many congressional legislators and their designated bureaucrats believe they will have to control almost everything.   



	Not surprisingly, many state officials balked at participating in the ACA’s model for “state-run” exchanges, which appeared to be part of a top-down bureaucratic approach for taking control of state insurance markets under the guise of implementing the new health law, rather than offering a more decentralized, market-driven alternative. Several dozen state governors and state legislatures either opposed outright the creation of ACA-compliant exchanges or urged a cautious, go-slow approach to further implementation until more details were provided (or the Supreme Court decided to overturn the health law as unconstitutional). 



	At this point, it appears that a large majority of states will not meet the ACA’s initial deadline of January 1, 2013, for federal certification that their state-based exchanges will be ready to operate one year later, when the law’s expansion of exchange-based health insurance coverage is supposed to begin. HHS has proposed several alternative ways to establish health exchanges by that date, including state-federal partnerships (in which states perform at least some of the required exchange functions) and federally facilitated exchanges (mostly a new name for federally run exchanges).[endnoteRef:3] However, any of those approaches to developing functional health benefits exchanges under the ACA faces major obstacles: [3:  Health and Human Services Department, Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act; Establishment of Exchanges and Qualified Health Plans; Exchange Standards for Employers (Final Rule March 27, 2012), www.federalregister.gov/articles/2012/03/27/2012-6125/patient-protection-and-affordable-care-act-establishment-of-exchanges-and-qualified-health-plans.] 




1. Most states will either refuse to set up their own exchanges or prove unable to do so for political or technical reasons.

 

2. The administrative challenges in orchestrating necessary data streams from multiple sources (to determine applicants’ eligibility for federal subsidies), creating essentially “new” insurance markets, and handling a potential surge in demand for such coverage remain daunting and unprecedented.

 

3. Serious legal questions about the actual statutory authority of federally run exchanges to administer premium subsidies remain unresolved, and they are likely to dilute the power of any arguments that states must set up their own exchanges to avoid losing control over a federally run exchange in their state.[endnoteRef:4] [4:  Critics of an Internal Revenue Service final rule issued in May 2012 argue that it directly contradicts the actual statutory language of the Affordable Care Act for exchange-based health insurance. See Jonathan H. Adler and Michael F. Cannon, “Taxation without Representation: The Illegal IRS Rule to Expand Tax Credits under the PPACA” (Case Research Paper Series in Legal Studies Working Paper 2012-27, July 2012), http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2106789; State of Oklahoma ex rel Scott E. Pruitt v. Kathleen Sebelius and Timothy Geithner (Case No. CIV-11-030-RAW, Amended Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief), www.healthreformgps.org/wp-content/uploads/Amended_complaint.pdf; and James F. Blumstein, Testimony before House Committee on Ways and Means, Health Subcommittee, September 12, 2012, http://waysandmeans.house.gov/uploadedfiles/house_ways_and_means_testimony92112.pdf.] 




	What should states do? One option is to simply stand back and hope that federally run exchanges will be unsuccessful and collapse for a combination of political, legal, and administrative reasons. This is politically appealing in states where opposition to this part of the ACA runs strong, although it leaves unaddressed what other sorts of health insurance reforms may still be needed within states.



Another option is to approve initial versions of their own state-based exchanges that operate under very different and more market-friendly rules not likely to comply with current Obama administration regulatory guidance.[endnoteRef:5] 5   For example, such state-run exchanges would be likely to adopt an “any willing seller” approach to insurer eligibility, rather than operate as an active, exclusive purchaser that prescreens participating insurers to gain bargaining leverage and ensure their compliance with standardized coverage benefits and premium rate limits. They would operate more like a market facilitator of new coverage options (for state residents seeking individual coverage and for small businesses looking for alternatives to traditional group coverage), rather than as administrators of an expanded “public” insurance program similar to Medicaid. Flexibility, choice, and open competition would be more important than standardization, selective contracting, and compulsion.  [5:  Scott Gottlieb and Tom Miller, “How to Reform ObamaCare Starting Now,” Wall Street Journal October 14, 2010.] 




Such exchange-like mechanisms would involve willing consumers, private providers, and employer sponsors as partners rather than as subjects. Administrators would focus on normal oversight to ensure compliance with existing state and federal laws, without trying to expand them further. Exchange rules would be adopted to mesh with current state rules for the rest of the state-regulated market, rather than the opposite. Health benefits guarantees would be kept to a minimum, with a broad interpretation of rough actuarial equivalence ensuring opportunities for innovation and preference-sensitive variation. 



Such state exchanges would rely much more on developing and disseminating consumer-empowering, impartial information about coverage options, rather than on enacting and enforcing choice-limiting regulation. Once a state sets the very basic parameters for insurance plans, it would allow carriers to innovate and differentiate their products, as long as they adequately inform potential consumers at the point of purchase. State administrators would focus on enhancing consumer education, engagement, and empowerment with information tools. They would contractually outsource most of the technical operations to private vendors and maintain the difference between providing a single shopping point for convenience and requiring an exclusive destination for political control.    



	Nevertheless, political suspicion remains widespread in many states that the temptation for regulatory overreach in exchange-like mechanisms cannot be kept in check, given the ACA’s underlying plan to use them primarily as an enforcement arm for its insurance rules and a distribution channel for its income-based premium subsidies. Quite simply, any state officials involved in establishing a state-run exchange in jurisdictions opposed to most of the ACA’s mandates and regulations will be seen as aiding and abetting the latter, rather than vigorously resisting them. 



 	Hence, many states wanting to improve their insurance markets for individuals and small firms will need to consider establishing a different type of mechanism. It would operate primarily to ensure that beneficiaries can be connected seamlessly with taxpayer subsidies for health insurance and useful information for making their coverage choices. To avoid the pitfalls of setting up an exclusive political franchise, states should provide these subsidy connectors only as a competitive option within the larger insurance marketplace. They may also encourage the further growth of nonexclusive private exchanges as either competitors or replacements for state-sponsored ones. If any such nonexchange exchanges serve a useful role and provide competitive advantages, consumers will choose voluntarily to purchase insurance through them. Their market share would be determined by the decisions of willing buyers, rather than the designs of political brokers. Consumers can redesign their local insurance markets by voting with their own money. 









 
Federal gov't to create health exchange in Kansas (KWCH)
Kansans feel Obamacare is an overreach by Washington and have rejected the state’s
participation in this federal program. My administration will not partner with the
federal government to create a state-federal partnership insurance exchange because
we will not benefit from it and implementing it could costs Kansas taxpayers millions of
dollars.
 
Gov suggests Ga. unlikely to run health exchange (CBS News)
Deal told The Associated Press on Wednesday that he wouldn't disclose his decision
until notifying federal authorities. But he noted that the state stopped planning an
exchange once federal agencies wrote regulations that he says restrict Georgia's ability
to design its own program.
 
Haslam still studying health exchange in wake of election (Memphis Business
Journal)
Haslam, who has previously said he favors a state-run exchange, said Wednesday
that's still his thinking, but that he's awaiting additional information from the federal
government. The deadline for the state to declare its intentions is Nov. 16.
 
Nixon: Missouri won’t run health insurance exchange by 2014 (AP)
Gov. Jay Nixon said Thursday his administration will inform the federal government that
it won't be running a state-based health insurance exchange when they're due to begin
under the federal health care law. That means that the federal government will step in
to create an insurance exchange in Missouri.
 
What Does the Election Mean for Obamacare? (Heritage Morning Bell)
Two of the largest elements of the health care law—the massive Medicaid expansion
and the costly subsidies scheme funneled through government exchanges—are heavily
dependent on state compliance. But the June Supreme Court decision reaffirmed that
states are not at the mercy of the federal government. Many state officials realize that
there is little upside to joining forces with Washington in implementing this disastrous
endeavor, thus further eroding the long-term viability of Obamacare.
 
Obamacare: America’s Last Entitlement (Forbes)
America’s unsustainable fiscal situation means that Obamacare is destined to be the
last major entitlement enacted by the United States. Indeed, Obamacare’s victory sets
off a stiff competition for taxpayer dollars between Obamacare, Medicaid, and
Medicare. It’s a battle that the elderly, in particular, are likely to lose.
 
Republican governors scramble over next Obamacare steps (Washington Post)
States are working on a tight timeline: After the Nov. 16 deadline, they face another
checkpoint on Jan. 1, when they have to demonstrate that their marketplace is on track
to begin enrolling people in one year. “If were a governor, I’d be less concerned about
the November deadline,” Leavitt’s Smith said. “I would be focused on the actual
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deadline, in January, to show you can make this work.” With benchmarks looming, and
the election barely hitting rearview mirror, many Republican governors seem to be in
the middle of weighing the best next steps.
 
With Obama Re-Elected, States Scramble Over Health Law (NYT)
Much depends on the states as they decide in the coming weeks and months whether
to build online marketplaces known as insurance exchanges, where individuals and
small businesses can shop for health plans, and whether to expand their Medicaid
programs to reach many more low-income people.
 
Obamacare Is Here To Stay, But In What Form? (NPR)
So far, according to Weil, only 13 states and Washington, D.C., have said they plan to
set up their own exchanges. If states decide not to set up their own exchanges, the
federal government will step in and do it instead. But federal officials still haven't
spelled out exactly how that will work.
 
 

HHS Expected to Give States More Time on
Exchange Decisions
By Rebecca Adams, CQ HealthBeat Associate Editor

 

The federal government is likely to extend the Nov. 16 deadline for states to

decide whether they will run their own health insurance exchanges, according to

several state officials.

State officials were supposed to notify the Department of Health and Human

Services by that date about whether they plan to run the insurance exchanges that

will launch in 2014, create a state-federal partnership or let the federal government

operate the exchange in their area. Instead, HHS officials are expected to set a new

deadline for states that want to operate the marketplaces alone but have a rolling

deadline with ongoing discussions for states that are interested in a partnership.

A Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services spokesman declined to comment.

The additional time will be a relief for many state officials who are trying to

determine whether there is enough political will, technical knowledge and time for

them to set up their own new health benefit marketplaces.

Although many governors, especially critics of the 2010 health care law (PL 111-

148, PL 111-152), were not ready to commit to a state-run or state-federal hybrid

exchange before the election because they did not want it to be interpreted as a

show of support for the statute, many may be interested in exerting some control

over an exchange in their jurisdictions since the alternative would be one run by

Washington.

Before the election, nine states were expected to let the federal government
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operate an exchange. On Tuesday, Missouri voters in a ballot initiative also banned

the state government from creating a state exchange, bringing the total of states

refusing to run a state-administered exchange to 10. (See related story, CQ

HealthBeat, Nov. 7, 2012)

Sixteen states have indicated that they would like to proceed with their own

state-run exchange and 14 of them have sent official letters to CMS officials that

are posted on the agency’s website.

The decision about how to run an exchange is complicated and in many cases,

governors who would like to go ahead will have to win the support of state

legislators. On Wednesday, Tennessee Republican Gov. Bill Haslam said he would

prefer to have the state run its own insurance exchange program than leave it to

federal officials. But state legislators in his party chimed in with criticism, saying that

the legislature would not go along with the creation of a state-based exchange.

Governors in many states will have to navigate similar political climates.
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From: Mary Fallin
To: Mary Christensen
Subject: Fwd: Google Alert - mary fallin
Date: Friday, August 19, 2011 1:54:26 PM

Mary Fallin

Begin forwarded message:

From: Google Alerts <googlealerts-noreply@google.com>
Date: August 19, 2011 10:06:07 AM CDT
To: maryfallin
Subject: Google Alert - mary fallin

News 9 new results for mary fallin

 

Oklahoma's Fallin resists 'Obamacare'
Washington Times

Mary Fallin says she and other GOP governors hope that the Supreme Court will

derail President Obama's health care law. “A lot of governors are sitting back, saying,

'We're going to do what we think we have to do minimally, but we're still kind of ...
See all stories on this topic »

Washington
Times

Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin rings opening bell at New York Stock Exchange
NewsOK.com

Mary Fallin has spent time in New York and Washington, DC, this week promoting the business

climate of Oklahoma. BY JAY F. MARKS jmarks@opubco.com Leave a comment Oklahoma

Gov.Mary Fallin talks with specialist James Maguire as she visits the trading ...
See all stories on this topic »

Oklahoma Emergency Disaster Fund Runs Dry
Electric Co-op Today

Mary Fallin wants the state legislature to restock it. Fallin called on lawmakers Aug.

15 to provide support for the State Emergency Fund, which she said is years behind

in paying about $36 million in reimbursements. The current balance in the account ...
See all stories on this topic »

Electric Co-op
Today

U.S. Defense, Education Cuts May Damage Oklahoma, Governor Says
Bloomberg

By Darrell Preston - Thu Aug 18 18:53:10 GMT 2011 US spending cuts under President Barack

Obama's plan to reduce the national debt may curb military budgets and hurt the Oklahoma

economy, Governor Mary Fallin said. The state may also be affected by ...
See all stories on this topic »

Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin speaks to TWT editorial board
The Washington Times

http://www.washingtontimes.com (Best viewed in HD) Governor of Oklahoma, Mary Fallin, shares

her skepticism that the administration will grant the promised flexibility in setting up exchanges.

See all stories on this topic »

Indian tribes file suit over Oklahoma water rights
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But the tribes, in their lawsuit against Governor Mary Fallin, Oklahoma City and the water

resources agency, say the state has no jurisdiction over the land the tribes were granted by an

1830 treaty. Fallin was on her way back to Oklahoma from New York ...
See all stories on this topic »

Taxpayers helped Texas' job gains
Norman Transcript

Mary Fallin told reporters that she welcomed Texas Gov. Rick Perry's entry into the presidential

contest. As a neighbor with similar interests, Mr. Perry will be a strong advocate for oil and gas

development and other shared interests, she said. ...
See all stories on this topic »

Fighting season takes toll on Oklahoma National Guard
Tulsa World

Mary Fallin, US Sen. Jim Inhofe and Rep. Tom Cole expressed confidence in the training and

equipment of the 45th. They also spoke of the losses suffered recently and their devastating toll. In

response to questions, Fallin referenced briefings she has ...
See all stories on this topic »

A Tale of Two States: Why Kansas and Oklahoma Rejected Federal Funding for

...
Becker's Hospital Review

Mary Fallin to reject funding for exchange implementation has met criticism and approval from both

sides of the political aisle. Some experts have said the rejection is foolish considering the federal

mandate to set up an exchange; others have praised ...
See all stories on this topic »

Web 4 new results for mary fallin

 

Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin, left, gestures as she speaks to a news ...
Mary Fallin, left, gestures as she speaks to a news conference in Oklahoma City, Monday, Aug.

15, 2011. Fallin discussed the state's response to the drought ...
news.yahoo.com/.../oklahoma-gov-mary-fallin-left-gestures-sh...

Mary Fallin « Public Secrets
Sure, I'm being facetious in the headline (“Fallin who?”), but in one sense I'm not; freshman

Oklahoma governor Mary Fallin is presiding over a economic ...
pubsecrets.wordpress.com/tag/mary-fallin/

Gov. Mary Fallin rang the Wall Street bell today - SoonerFans.com ...
Gov. Mary Fallin rang the Wall Street bell today South Oval.

www.soonerfans.com/forums/showthread.php?p=3321919

Photo from AP Photo - Mary Fallin, James Maguire News, photos ...
Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin, the first-ever female governor of her state, talks with specialist

James Maguire as she visits the trading floor after ...
oneclick.indiatimes.com/photo/0daY1Is71Z93Y?q=NYSE
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Derek Sparks; Derek Sparks
Subject: Fwd: Governor Mary Fallin Announcment re/ PPACA (Health Insurance Exchange & Medicaid Expansion)
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 11:48:32 AM
Attachments: PPACA Talking Points 1119.pdf

ATT00001.htm
Sebelius Letter.pdf
ATT00002.htm
image001.jpg
ATT00003.htm

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Katie Altshuler" <Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov>
To: "Katie Altshuler" <Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: Governor Mary Fallin Announcment re/ PPACA (Health
Insurance Exchange & Medicaid Expansion)

[cid:image001.jpg@01CDC644.A8D29060]

OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN

MEDIA CONTACTS:

Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov<mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov>

(405) 522-8819

Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov<mailto:Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov>

(405) 522-8878

Web:  www.governor.ok.gov<http://www.governor.ok.gov>
Facebook:
 www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin<http://www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
>
Twitter:
 www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin<http://www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin>

________________________________
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 19, 2012
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Governor Mary Fallin Announcement re/ PPACA 
Talking Points 


 


 While Governor Mary Fallin has opted not to build a state-based insurance exchange or expand the Medicaid 
program as proposed in PPACA, she and the Oklahoma legislature remain deeply committed to the health of all 
Oklahoman’s.  One demonstration of this commitment is that they protected the Health and Human Services 
agencies during the recent economic downturn from significant reductions that would jeopardize the health and 
safety of our citizens.  The end result is that the Health and Human Services area took the smallest reduction of 
any of the cabinet areas. 
    


 The Governor and her staff have been exploring the impact of PPACA and working with healthcare experts and 
lawmakers across the country in order to make sound decisions on implementing a state based exchange or 
expand Medicaid in Oklahoma.  The final determination is that this law will not improve the quality of healthcare 
or address the escalating healthcare costs that are bankrupting our nation, nor does it provide the flexibility 
needed to improve health outcomes in a financially sound or sustainable manner.  
 


 Oklahoma has a history of innovations in healthcare and the Governor is committed to building upon those 
innovations to create Oklahoma solutions to our healthcare problems.  She welcomes the opportunity to work 
with the Oklahoma legislature and other stakeholders to develop an Oklahoma plan to reduce the number of 
uninsured families, provide quality healthcare and address rising healthcare costs.     
 


Insurance Exchange  
 


 There is an absence of critical guidance and regulations that would allow states to understand the full 
ramifications of building and implementing a state based insurance exchange.   Without HHS regulation and 
guidance it is unclear how much flexibility and freedom of control will be provided to states operating an 
exchange.   State based exchanges will be so in name only and it does not benefit us to fund a new government 
program that will ultimately be under the control of the federal government. 
 


 The cost of building a PPACA compliant exchange in Oklahoma is estimated at $30 million to $50 million dollars. 
The cost of implementing PPACA in Oklahoma, and nationwide, is staggering and unsustainable.  Governor Mary 
Fallin will continue to work with the Oklahoma legislature to develop financially sound healthcare solutions.      
 


 While the pricing structure has not yet been released, HHS will likely pass the cost of the federal exchange to the 
insurers selling products on the exchange.   This fee, in turn, will likely be passed on to the purchaser of the 
healthcare plan.            


 
 Medicaid Expansion 
 


 Medicaid is an outdated program that was expanded without true reform in PPACA.  The Medicaid expansion 
does not adequately address needed improvements in the availability or quality of healthcare services and it 
does not begin to address the ever increasing costs of healthcare.  Further, the federal law does not provide 
flexibility for states to meet the unique needs of their citizens. 
        


 Expanding Medicaid as written in PPACA would cost the State of Oklahoma as much as $475 million between 
fiscal years 2014 and 2020.  Paying for these increases would necessitate significant cuts to other critical parts of 
the state’s budget like education and public safety.  The cost of Medicaid expansion is unsustainable and creates 
an additional burden on taxpayers and the federal deficit. 
 


 Oklahoma has a history of innovative programs and fiscally responsible enhancements to the Medicaid 
program.  In fact, Oklahoma has reduced the rate of uninsured among children to just 7%.  Oklahoma has also 
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created an outstanding on-line enrollment system that allows families in need of healthcare real time access to 
Medicaid coverage.  These are the very successes that Oklahoma wants to build upon to create a viable 
healthcare system that actually begins to reduce the costs of healthcare in our state while improving health 
outcomes.      


 


 Oklahoma has a history of creating innovative solutions to reducing the number of uninsured, for example the 
Insure Oklahoma program (created in 2006) offers premium assistance to small businesses to support the 
purchase of private insurance for their employees.  Under PPACA the Insure Oklahoma program would be 
discontinued and qualifying workers (those under 138%) would be required to enroll in traditional Medicaid.  
Oklahoma small businesses and their employees should have the same option to purchase private insurance 
coverage as other large employers and their employees.  
 


 Oklahoma does not anticipate that opting not to expand Medicaid as written in PPACA will jeopardize Oklahoma 
hospitals when CMS implements the mandated reduction in Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) funds. 
Oklahoma’s current DSH payments do not meet the threshold for significant reduction.      


 
Oklahoma Plan 
 


 Governor Fallin recognizes the importance of having healthy citizens.  Healthy people create a more productive 
workforce and children that are able to learn.  The governmental system of providing healthcare (Medicaid) is 
important, but it should not be the primary source of healthcare for so many of our citizens.  We need to 
transform the healthcare system into one that supports individuals and families who need a hand-up while also 
supporting a robust private insurance market that is focused on making people healthier. 
 


 Oklahoma will be developing an Oklahoma Plan to reduce the number of uninsured and the costs of healthcare.  
The Oklahoma plan will include some of the following elements: 


o Establish goals that include improved health for our citizens 
o Empower individuals to be engaged in making good healthcare (and health) choices  
o Ensure payment incentives focus on preventive care and improving health 
o Support the purchase of private insurance products 
o Focus on reducing the cost of managing chronic disease, a major cost driver in Oklahoma, including; 


 High-risk case management 
 Chronic disease self management 
 Improving care coordination within communities of care 


o Specifically target the reduction of unnecessary hospitalizations and emergency department visits 
o Realign the public health system to support these goals 


 


 The Oklahoma Plan will address the concerns of healthcare providers about the strain of uncompensated care 
by reducing the number of uninsured. 
 


 The Oklahoma Plan will be developed with consultation from tribal nations and other stakeholders to ensure the 
unique needs of our citizens are met. 


 
 































Governor Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue State-Based Exchange or Medicaid
Expansion

OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today released the following statement
announcing that Oklahoma will not pursue the creation of a state-based
exchange or participate in the Medicaid expansion in the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA):

“For the past few months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers,
Oklahoma stakeholders and health care experts across the country to determine
the best course of action for Oklahoma in regards to both the creation of a
health insurance exchange and the expansion of Medicaid under the Affordable
Care Act. Our priority has been to ascertain what can be done to increase
quality and access to health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an
undue burden on taxpayers or the state. As I have stated many times before, it
is my firm belief that PPACA fails to further these goals, and will in fact decrease
the quality of health care across the United States while contributing to the
nation’s growing deficit crisis.

“Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, the state of
Oklahoma is legally obligated to either build an exchange that is PPACA
compliant and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an
exchange run by the federal government. This choice has been forced on the
people of Oklahoma by the Obama Administration in spite of the fact that voters
have overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the federal health care law
through their support of State Question 756, a constitutional amendment
prohibiting the implementation of key components of PPACA.

“After careful consideration, I have today informed U.S. Secretary of Health
Kathleen Sebelius that Oklahoma will not pursue the creation of its own health
insurance exchange. Any exchange that is PPACA compliant will necessarily be
‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma resources, staff and tax
dollars to implement. It does not benefit Oklahoma taxpayers to actively support
and fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of
the federal government, that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans, and
that will further the implementation of a law that threatens to erode both the
quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the nation.

“Furthermore, I have also decided that Oklahoma will not be participating in the
Obama Administration’s proposed expansion of Medicaid. Such an expansion
would be unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma up to $475 million
between now and 2020, with escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It
would also further Oklahoma’s reliance on federal money that may or may not
be available in the future given the dire fiscal problems facing the federal
government. On a state level, massive new costs associated with Medicaid
expansion would require cuts to important government priorities such as
education and public safety. Furthermore, the proposed Medicaid expansion
offers no meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already
contributing to the out-of-control spending of the federal government.

“Moving forward, the state of Oklahoma will pursue two actions simultaneously.
The first will be to continue our support for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott
Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different
Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I
remain optimistic that Oklahoma’s challenge can succeed.

“Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions
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that improve health outcomes and contain costs for Oklahoma families. Serious
reform, for instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public
health, where effective chronic disease prevention and management programs
could address the trend of skyrocketing medical bills linked to avoidable hospital
and emergency room visits. I look forward to working with legislative leaders
and lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for
Oklahoma families.”

Governor Mary Fallin Announcement re/ PPACA

Talking Points

·         While Governor Mary Fallin has opted not to build a state-based
insurance exchange or expand the Medicaid program as proposed in PPACA, she
and the Oklahoma legislature remain deeply committed to the health of all
Oklahoman’s. One demonstration of this commitment is that they protected the
Health and Human Services agencies during the recent economic downturn from
significant reductions that would jeopardize the health and safety of our citizens.
The end result is that the Health and Human Services area took the smallest
reduction of any of the cabinet areas.

·         The Governor and her staff have been exploring the impact of PPACA
and working with healthcare experts and lawmakers across the country in order
to make sound decisions on implementing a state based exchange or expand
Medicaid in Oklahoma. The final determination is that this law will not improve
the quality of healthcare or address the escalating healthcare costs that are
bankrupting our nation, nor does it provide the flexibility needed to improve
health outcomes in a financially sound or sustainable manner.

·         Oklahoma has a history of innovations in healthcare and the Governor is
committed to building upon those innovations to create Oklahoma solutions to
our healthcare problems. She welcomes the opportunity to work with the
Oklahoma legislature and other stakeholders to develop an Oklahoma plan to
reduce the number of uninsured families, provide quality healthcare and address
rising healthcare costs.

Insurance Exchange

·         There is an absence of critical guidance and regulations that would allow
states to understand the full ramifications of building and implementing a state
based insurance exchange. Without HHS regulation and guidance it is unclear
how much flexibility and freedom of control will be provided to states operating
an exchange. State based exchanges will be so in name only and it does not
benefit us to fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the
control of the federal government.
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·         The cost of building a PPACA compliant exchange in Oklahoma is
estimated at $30 million to $50 million dollars. The cost of implementing PPACA
in Oklahoma, and nationwide, is staggering and unsustainable. Governor Mary
Fallin will continue to work with the Oklahoma legislature to develop financially
sound healthcare solutions.

·         While the pricing structure has not yet been released, HHS will likely pass
the cost of the federal exchange to the insurers selling products on the
exchange. This fee, in turn, will likely be passed on to the purchaser of the
healthcare plan.

Medicaid Expansion

·         Medicaid is an outdated program that was expanded without true reform
in PPACA. The Medicaid expansion does not adequately address needed
improvements in the availability or quality of healthcare services and it does not
begin to address the ever increasing costs of healthcare. Further, the federal law
does not provide flexibility for states to meet the unique needs of their citizens.

·         Expanding Medicaid as written in PPACA would cost the State of
Oklahoma as much as $475 million between fiscal years 2014 and 2020. Paying
for these increases would necessitate significant cuts to other critical parts of
the state’s budget like education and public safety. The cost of Medicaid
expansion is unsustainable and creates an additional burden on taxpayers and
the federal deficit.

·         Oklahoma has a history of innovative programs and fiscally responsible
enhancements to the Medicaid program. In fact, Oklahoma has reduced the rate
of uninsured among children to just 7%. Oklahoma has also created an
outstanding on-line enrollment system that allows families in need of healthcare
real time access to Medicaid coverage. These are the very successes that
Oklahoma wants to build upon to create a viable healthcare system that actually
begins to reduce the costs of healthcare in our state while improving health
outcomes.

·         Oklahoma has a history of creating innovative solutions to reducing the
number of uninsured, for example the Insure Oklahoma program (created in
2006) offers premium assistance to small businesses to support the purchase of
private insurance for their employees. Under PPACA the Insure Oklahoma
program would be discontinued and qualifying workers (those under 138%)
would be required to enroll in traditional Medicaid. Oklahoma small businesses
and their employees should have the same option to purchase private insurance
coverage as other large employers and their employees.
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·         Oklahoma does not anticipate that opting not to expand Medicaid as
written in PPACA will jeopardize Oklahoma hospitals when CMS implements the
mandated reduction in Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) funds. Oklahoma’s
current DSH payments do not meet the threshold for significant reduction.

Oklahoma Plan

·         Governor Fallin recognizes the importance of having healthy citizens.
Healthy people create a more productive workforce and children that are able to
learn. The governmental system of providing healthcare (Medicaid) is important,
but it should not be the primary source of healthcare for so many of our
citizens. We need to transform the healthcare system into one that supports
individuals and families who need a hand-up while also supporting a robust
private insurance market that is focused on making people healthier.

·         Oklahoma will be developing an Oklahoma Plan to reduce the number of
uninsured and the costs of healthcare. The Oklahoma plan will include some of
the following elements:

o Establish goals that include improved health for our citizens

o Empower individuals to be engaged in making good healthcare (and health)
choices

o Ensure payment incentives focus on preventive care and improving health

o Support the purchase of private insurance products

o Focus on reducing the cost of managing chronic disease, a major cost driver in
Oklahoma, including;

• High-risk case management

• Chronic disease self management

• Improving care coordination within communities of care

o Specifically target the reduction of unnecessary hospitalizations and
emergency department visits

o Realign the public health system to support these goals

·         The Oklahoma Plan will address the concerns of healthcare providers
about the strain of uncompensated care by reducing the number of uninsured.

·         The Oklahoma Plan will be developed with consultation from tribal
nations and other stakeholders to ensure the unique needs of our citizens are
met.
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Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Fwd: HealthCare
Date: Thursday, November 08, 2012 7:12:06 PM

FYI

Begin forwarded message:

From: Cody Inman <Cody.Inman@gov.ok.gov>
Date: November 8, 2012, 19:07:01 CST
To: Katie Altshuler <Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov>, Andrew Silvestri
<Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: HealthCare 

Katie – We started receiving calls on Obamacare today and the implementation.
People are asking what is the states roll in the mandate besides the health care
exchange. This is a reminder for me to speak with  you about this when we both have a
few minutes. Thanks!
 
 
 
 
 
______________________________________
Cody Inman
Senior Public Affairs Officer
Office of the Governor | State of Oklahoma
Honorable Mary Fallin
cody.inman@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 521-2342
 
Gov. Fallin on Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
 
Oklahoma business owners and executives:  share your input on how we can further
strengthen Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at
www.FallinforBusiness.com.
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Fwd: Is Governor Mary Fallin Really Endorsing a Democrat Against a Republican Challenger?
Date: Sunday, October 07, 2012 9:59:56 PM

This will be an awesome welcome back tomorrow....

Governor Fallin has a staff member read our newsletter every Sunday night right after it comes out.    Andrew Silverstri is the current Deputy Policy Director for Governor Fallin and I
must say he is conscientious about doing his task so we know that Governor Fallin also reads everything we write or at least the most interesting parts.    It might be a good idea to
email Andrew as well and pass along a request that Governor Fallin either endorse the Republican candidate for House District 12 and put a stop to her support of Democrat Wade
Roussselot or switch party her affiliation to Democrat.   

Here are those emails again:

andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov

denisenorthrup    

Begin forwarded message:

From: Sooner Tea Party <soonerteaparty@gmail.com>
Date: October 7 2012, 21:07:11 CDT
To: Andrew Silvestri <Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: Is Governor Mary Fallin Really Endorsing a Democrat Against a Republican Challenger?
Reply-To: "soonerteaparty@gmail.com" <soonerteaparty@gmail.com>

Forward this email to a friend 

IN THIS ISSUE:
  
 
 
 
 

 Sponsors this
week:
 
The Carpenter
Shop
 
358 North Rockwell
OKC, Ok
405-942-2644
thecarpentershop.net
 
The Carpenter Shop is
a full line cabinet and
countertop shop that
travels all over the
state building dream
kitchens for discerning
customers
 
  Claude Hall's
Gun Shows
 
okcgunshow.com
okcgs.com
 
Claude Hall has
always take care of
the Tea Party and the
Ron Paul activist
community at his gun
shows. 
 
His next OKC dates
are:
 
May 19th - 20th,
July 14 - 15th,
Oct 6 - 7th
Nov 17 - 18th
Dec 15 - 16
 
WolfLaser.com
 

 

 
This guy is a Noble
Oklahoma based
company that has

 
Click Here For Previous Newsletter Archives
 
Click Here to Sign Up for the Sooner Tea Party Email List
 
Forward this email to a friend

 
 

  

SENATE DISTRICT 15 RACE

PART 2

THE DEMOCRAT 

 

The Democratic challenger for the Senate District 15 seat is Mrs. Claudia Griffith,  a newcomer herself to politics but she is no stranger. Her husband
sits on the Norman City Council. That raised some red flags immediately. The Norman City Council is quietly implementing the U. N.’s agenda 21 right
under the noses of the public with the help of a corrupt GOP candidate for the state legislature Bobby Cleveland.

 

Mrs. Griffith’s web site   gives her work history as nursing and she claims to be an independent thinker.

 

However there is a complete lack of specifics in her proposals on her website. She believes that throwing more money at schools will solve our
education problem, when it won’t. What is needed in education is more local control and less state and federal interference in education. She fails to
indicate whether or not she supports Obamacare. She also fails to indicate whether or not she supports the size of government.   Sometimes what
people don’t say is more important than what they do say.

 

The Oklahoma State AFL-CIO is her largest contributor by far having contributed $5,000.00 to her campaign. We expect unions to contribute to
Democrats, so this is no big deal.

 

In her filings with the Oklahoma State Ethics Commission three items that stuck out. The first is

·         Evolve Ok

·          the second is Transform Ok

·          the third is Okie Force

 

The reason these three stuck out is that they all three share the same address. Now this would not be unusual if it was an office building, but it’s not;
this is a home in one of the outlying suburbs of Oklahoma City.  All three entities are environmentally oriented organizations. In other words, they
support Norman’s Agenda 21 scheme. Why are we not surprised that they support her?  I wonder if Bobby Cleveland has taken their money as well?

 

This is not a candidate that we can support. There is too much Agenda 21 in her platform to do Oklahoma and Oklahoma jobs any good.
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great prices on
electronics of all
types and
inexpensive toner
and ink for your
printer.

 

Comtec Security
 
Comtec
provides residential
and commercial
security systems in
Oklahoma. 
 
  There is only one
thing you really
need to know
about Comtec's
quality and pricing,
they do not require
a contract for their
services. 
 
Customers are free
to walk away if
their service isn't
top quality.

 

Rodent
ResistantChicken
Feeders! 

$50 + Shipping
 

 

 Advertise Your
Business, Event, Or
Service Here!  
 
 $25.00 per week,
tens of thousands of
Oklahoman 
impressions every
newsletter
 
 

Rep Shumate married

 

 

 

 

The Rat, the Democrat and the Republican

By Ms PM

 

This story goes to show that it doesn't matter what party you belong to, the same conclusion is reached...our country is in trouble.

 

Vacationing in California and seeing my old boss and dear friend of 20+ years, we were able to talk about many of the issues facing the nation. This
was a new experience for me as we had never gotten into politics. Armed with more knowledge  following the political foolishness over the past few
years, our conversations were interesting with surprisingly similar thought processes for the most part.

 

The only news I was able to catch was from local stations. During the two week stay the main topics were mostly about local California stupidity and I
began to ask questions to see if my friend knew any of what was really going on. His most disturbing question was, "why haven't I heard about any of
this stuff you're talking about in the news?"

 

He is a person that lives on 350 acres of one of the most beautiful secluded hill tops about five miles inland from the coast just south of Half Moon Bay.
There is no cell coverage and he gets about eleven TV stations with an antenna, with six that are in English. That perturbs him, my word, not his.
Politically correct isn't in his vocabulary. Being a registered Democrat and one that voted for Obama in 08, I could tell that some of what I was saying
was disturbing, but, not at all surprising to him. He had no idea about all the executive orders bypassing Congress nor the acquisition of guns and ammo
being stockpiled by different entities of the government just to name a couple. The information on the NDAA left him speechless.

 

This man has qualities that most others have discarded. His loyalty to people and friends would warm any heart. He's around 70 years old and a
Vietnam Vet. He learned a long time ago that fighting in that war wasn't patriotic when he came back home. Being one of principle, he has become
bitter towards our government because of all the lies told to him and others and absolutely does not trust those in charge. He has chosen not to follow
what is going on because he gets too mad and doesn't believe there is anything he can do to change any of it. Both Obama and Romney scare the hell
out of him. He doesn't believe either will keep their promises and follow what the Founders set up for America. The sadness I saw in his tired face broke
my heart. I saw clearly what a tyrannical government does to its people. And now,  his only choice as he sees it, is to live in an area he loves, eke out a
living to pay his rent and enjoy the hilltop with some semblance of peace.

 

By now you're probably wondering how the rat fits into this. Well...he has an old truck parked that isn't running. I had parked next to it and he said, "I
want to show you something." He raised the hood and this huge pack rat was sitting in the well established nest he had built for himself, just looking at
us. He had been there a while. Two days later we went into town and there was no washer fluid, odd, it had been filled not long ago.

 

I checked it the next morning and Mr. Rat had chewed the hose to the wiper fluid and what I saw laying on the top of the motor was pretty amazing.
There was one of our "Oklahoma Guardian" newspapers. Somehow he had gotten into the truck and swiped a copy to start his nest with under the
hood. I took the paper into the house and had told my friend what had happened.

 

Curiosity got the better of him and he read the article I had written on "Fear and Unrest, What Will You Do?" But...he continued to read the entire
newspaper. From all of our conversations we had had, after reading the newspaper he understood to a greater depth of what I had talked to him
about. It had come clear to him that it didn't matter what party you were registered as, if what both party's are doing is wrong, it's wrong.

 

He understood why we were doing what we do and I understood just how worn out he had become. So...I will continue this fight for America, for him,
and all of us. What an exceptional experience....and all because of a lesson from a rat. It doesn't get any better than that! 

 

I gots me a sugar daddy to go with all these kids!

Stuart and the State Chamber Sitting in a Tree,

K-I-S-S-I-N-G. 

First Comes Love, Then Comes Marriage,
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Then Comes Stuart With a Baby Carriage…

 

Do kids still use that childhood ditty that our generation used to use on the playground to tease other kids that were smitten?   Yuck, girls had cooties
after all!  Or so we thought at that young age, later on we wanted all the cooties we could get.   If kids are still using the chant then it applies quite
well to Stuart Jolley the director of Oklahoma’s chapter of Americans For Prosperity (AFP).  This last week found old Stuart (AKA Little Man Viagra
spokesperson) slobbering all over the State Chamber  and supporting their judicial evaluation report that is purported to evaluate judges based on their
“pro business” positions.

 

Now we aren’t knocking the idea of someone keeping up with these judges and letting the voters know when the law isn’t followed and judges
disregard Oklahoma conservative values.  Appellate court judges stand for retention votes every six years and Oklahoma Supreme Court Justices stand
for retention at the next statewide election following their initial appointment.  As the sitting judges usually retain their seat by a two to one margin it is
entirely appropriate for someone to cast a leery eye on their records, our problem is with the State Chamber being the sole judge, jury, and
executioner.

 

So Stuart Jolly, ever the publicity hound, spooned up with the State Chamber in calling out four Justices for being activist judge:  Yvonne Kauger, James
Edmondson, Douglas Combs, and Noma Gurich.  Stuart said in an interview that he would be publicizing the judicial rankings to “thousands of its
members”.    Right…, I remember back when Stuart was claiming 40,000 member of Oklahoma AFP and we would have to lend him Sooner Tea Party
volunteers to staff his table at events.   People’s email address captured by others forwarding their newsletter hardly constitutes “membership in a
group.  Hell Stuart, don’t stop there, get a phone book and do some robo calls and claim everyone with a working phone number as a member.

 

Interesting enough, Stuart also claimed in a Capitol Beat story that he was considering whether or not to launch an advertising campaign against the
jurists, something that AFP National might be interested in as actually advertising against a candidate violates their 501C 3 status.

 

The problem with AFP endorsing the State Chamber judicial rankings is that the judges are ranked using a narrow set of interests, the big business
interests of the State Chamber with zero use of constitutional or civil rights votes.  The only issues covered were employment, medical malpractice,
product liability, insurance, other liability issues and workers’ compensation, nothing was considered that covered respect for existing law, freedom,
liberty, or justice. 

 

The judges do need reined in, the AT&T v. Oklahoma State Board of Equalization case resulted in a ruling that ruled that “intangible” property could be
assessed for purposes of ad valorem taxation, leading to a quick fix at the Capitol that allowed businesses to pay a token tax, but one that required
more bookkeeping for businesses and was and is a pain in the Stuart Jolley.  State Question 766 is to address this issue on the November ballot, but
allowing the State Chamber even more control over Oklahoman’s affairs is hardly a step forward for conservatives.

Poor Stuart, he reminds me of a blond joke:

Question:   What is the first thing a blond will do in the morning?

Answer:     She walks home…..

 

So once again Stuart Jolley embarrasses Oklahoma values and AFP by supporting the State Chamber instead of the common good.    No doubt someone
will catch him trudging North on the Broadway Extension one of these mornings,  pushing his baby carriage full of illegitimate State Chamber offspring,
already showing signs of his latest love child that he agreed to carry for the State Chamber.

 

 

Give This Man Some Help

Or Would You Rather See a Liberal Democrat Elected Again?

 

Dave Bell, one of our favorite candidates, is running against former representative Jabar Shumate of North Tulsa.   Shumate is a
liberal Democrat, allegedly accused of being a closeted gay man, and is someone that needs sent back to the life he is better suited
for.  Dave put out a request for campaign donations last week so his campaign can purchase more signage and flyers for precinct
walks.

Last week the Sooner Tea Party reached out to Brian Bingman, the President Pro Tem of the Senate and the one that has access to
Senate PAC money.   Bingman’s office did respond and they did talk to Dave Bell on the possibility of considering a PAC donation but
the staffer threw up a smokescreen of requirements before the Senate PAC would donate.  Basically if the candidate had the money
to jump through all their hoops, he wouldn’t need their donation.  Not good Brian, Dave Bell is a constitutional conservative, not a
process that you can size up and categorize.  Last I checked the Senate PAC had over $40,000 sitting in the bank and Dave Bell is
one of the handful of contested Senate races in November.

Let’s remind Brian Bingman that their PAC money was given to promote Republican candidates for Senate office.  You can email
Brian at bingman@oksenate.gov.

Let’s also dig into our pockets and donate directly to Dave Bell.  I will personally match the first $250.00 in donations to Dave so that
your hard earned money is stretched to do more good.  Just reply to this newsletter letting me know how much you donated and I
will send a matching amount to Dave Bell.  Any amount will help, from $5.00 to $5,000.00, and donations under $50 won’t become
public record if you wish, just make sure that you don’t contribute more than $50 per campaign because then the info becomes
public.  If your donation is over $50, include who you work for, your profession, along with your home address.

 

Dave is a hard core constitutional conservative and he will look out for our interests all across the state if we can get him elected.  
You can’t push Dave around, he stands for everything that the Republican Party Platform and the Tea Party stands for, and I think
you would have to kill him before he would break his word.  You can contact Dave at 918-638-9977 to donate or to volunteer. 
Please mail checks to Dave Bell for State Senate, 1312 North Canton, Tulsa Ok, 74115
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No Where to Hide Indeed

Once again State GOP Chairman Matt Pinnell cast aside decency and common sense with his weekly rant against other politicians.   In his blog
“Nowhere to Hide”  Matt takes Obama to task for his record so far, high unemployment, skyrocketing debt, and poor foreign policy.  He reminds us that
Obama said in 2008 that if he didn’t turn things around then he would be a one term president.  Fair enough Matt...

 

Pinnell goes on to brag about Romney’s Massachusetts record,  balancing the budget, cutting taxes, reduced spending, and job growth, all with a
Democrat controlled legislature.

 

Pinnell doesn’t mention though the decline of Oklahoma’s prosperity during his leadership of the GOP.   Our own unemployment is still fairly high, the
Governor that he helped elect and continues to support schemed  to implement Obama Care on Oklahomans, while the Capitol building crumbles
around her desk.  Pinnell himself made huge promises in 2010 to win the Oklahoma GOP State Chairman slot yet few of those promises were delivered. 
Pinnell sat on his hands and watched the two largest budgets in Oklahoma history get passed at the Capital, saw the Governor that he supported join
with the State Chamber of Commerce and RINO Republicans to support a bill that promised prosperity by taxing our way into economic freedom in a
2010  billion dollar state tax increase and Pinnell did this despite having a rock solid majority in the House, Senate, and all of the state agencies.

We can only hope that Republicans in Oklahoma make it to the February Republican precinct meetings, ask to be a delegate, and either remove Pinnell
from office or force him to do his job of supporting the Republican Party Platform.

 

Questioning the State Questions?
 

On September 23rd the Sooner Tea Party Newsletter published a list of State Questions that would be on the November ballot and made
recommendations on how to vote.   However we had to take a second look at one of those State Questions after new information popped up that made
us question if SQ 765 deserved a yes vote.   Sometimes many minds working on a possible corruption case or an attempt to confuse and lead astray
conservative voters will benefit finding the truth or will at least drive the cockroaches from the cracks where we can stomp on them.   Below in blue type
is the bill summary of every one of the State Questions along with the House voting record where it is warranted.  Sometimes knowing who voted for
and against a bill helps to define exactly what the intent of the legislature was.   But skip the blue type if you wish to get to the gist of the matter.

The legislative bill number needs to be linked with the State Question number to avoid confusion:

SQ758 = HJR1002     SQ759 =SJR15     SQ762 = SJR25    SQ764 = HJR1085

SQ765 = HJR1092       SQ766 = SJR52

 

BILL SUMMARY

1st Session of the 53rd Legislature

 

                Bill No.: HJR 1002

                Version:               Senate Amendments

                Request Number:            NA

                Author:                Rep. Dank

                Date:     4/19/2011

                Impact: Change in the Rate of Growth

                                FY-14: $6,558,000 

The Tax Commission indicates the rate of potential growth in the revenue to taxing jurisdictions will be restrained. Analysis
undertaken by the Commission reveals that forty-two percent (42%) of residential and commercial property parcels may be subject
to a full five percent (5.0%) valuation increase at some point in future years. A reduction in the maximum annual rate of assessed
valuation increase to three percent (3.0%) will restrain the revenue growth rate approximately $6.56 million in FY-14. The estimate
is based on current county databases – the actual effect on revenue growth will be a function of changes in valuation in coming
years.
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The change in growth resulting from a similar cap in agricultural land is not estimated, as the utilization of use value methodology to
value property is not expected to exceed the percentage cap.

 

 

Only around $7,000,000 in savings to the tax payer?  Small change, better than a sharp stick in the eye but they could do much better. 

Vote yes on SQ 758 

 

 

BILL SUMMARY

1st Session of the 53rd Legislature

 

                Bill No.: SJR 15

                Version:               Committee Substitute

                Request Number:            1531

                Author:                Sen. Rob Johnson

                Date:     4/26/2011

                Impact: $0

 

 

Fiscal Analysis

 

The CS for SJR 15 ask the voters to approve or reject an amendment that the state shall not grant preferential treatment to any
individual or group on certain specified conditions.  This state question will be on the General Election ballot, so it will cost no
additional funds to be voted upon.

 

Vote Yes on SQ 759

 

 

 

BILL SUMMARY

1st Session of the 53rd Legislature

 

                Bill No.: SJR25

                Version:               CS

                Request Number:            N/A

                Author:                Representative Faught

                Date:     2/29/2012

                Impact: Estimated Cost Savings – DOC

                                $3.3 Million Annually

 

 

Research Analysis 

 

The CS for Engrossed SJR 25 sends to a vote of the people a proposed amendment to the State Constitution that would give the
Pardon and Parole Board the power to grant parole for nonviolent offenses and would require the Board to report annually to the
Legislature certain information about all paroles granted.

 

 

Fiscal Analysis

 

The Committee Substitute for Engrossed SJR25 authorizes the Pardon and Parole Board to grant parole to nonviolent offenders.  This
action will allow nonviolent parolees to be released earlier than they are currently and save the Department of Corrections (DOC) the
cost of housing these offenders while awaiting approval from the Governor.

According to the Pardon & Parole Board, approximately 1,200 non-violent offenders are recommended for parole annually.  The
process typically takes about 90 days after the Board recommendation before the offender is released.  SJR25 would shorten that
process by approximately 60 days.  With average daily prison costs of $46/day per offender, SJR25 would save approximately $2,760
per offender, or $3.3 million annually.
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    SENATE JOINT RES 25 Constitutional amendment; modifying parole             

    Steele              authority.  Ballot title.  Filing.                     

   

    THIRD READING       PASSED                                                 

   

         YEAS:   86                                                    RCS# 1194

         NAYS:    8                                                    2/29/2012

         EXC :    5                                                      2:25 PM

         C/P :    0                                                            

         VAC :    2                                                             

    YEAS:   86

    Armes              Hall               McPeak             Sanders           

    Banz               Hardin             Moore              Schwartz          

    Blackwell          Hickman            Morrissette        Scott             

    Brown              Hilliard           Mulready           Sears             

    Brumbaugh          Holland            Nelson             Shannon           

    Cannaday           Hoskin             Newell             Shelton           

    Casey              Inman              Nollan             Sherrer           

    Cockroft           Jackson            Ortega             Shoemake          

    Condit             Johnson            Osborn             Shumate           

    Coody              Jordan             Ownbey             Stiles            

    Cooksey            Kern               Peters             Thomsen           

    Cox                Key                Peterson           Tibbs             

    Dank               Kirby              Pittman            Vaughan           

    Denney             Liebmann           Pruett             Virgin            

    Derby              Lockhart           Quinn              Walker            

    DeWitt             Martin, Sc.        Renegar            Watson            

    Dorman             Martin, St.        Richardson         Wesselhoft        

    Enns               McCullough         Roan               Williams          

    Faught             McDaniel, C.       Roberts, D.        Wright            

    Fourkiller         McDaniel, J.       Roberts, S.        Mr.Speaker        

    Glenn              McDaniel, R.       Rousselot         

    Grau               McNiel             Russ               

    NAYS:    8

    Bennett            Hamilton           Proctor            Ritze             

    Christian          Murphey            Reynolds           Terrill           

    EXCUSED:    5

    Billy              Kouplen            Trebilcock         

    Joyner             Morgan            

    CONSTITUTIONAL PRIVILEGE:    0

 Vote No on SQ 762

 

 BILL SUMMARY

2nd Session of the 53rd Legislature

 

                Bill No.: HJR 1085

                Version:               CS

                Request Number:           

                Author:                Richardson

                Date:     3/8/2012

                Impact: Impact only if bonds need to be issued

 

Research Analysis 

 

The committee substitute to HJR 1085 creates a state question to amend the Oklahoma Constitution by creating the Oklahoma Water
Resources Board (OWRB) Water Infrastructure Credit Enhancement Reserve Fund which is authorized to issue bonds used for a
reserve fund for water resource and sewage treatment financial assistance programs for subdivisions of the state. OWRB can issue
general obligation bonds up to $300,000,000 only after other monies and sources are used for repayment. The Legislature is required
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to provide for administration for the fund, methods for issuing the bonds and sufficient appropriations to pay for the bonds.

 Fiscal Analysis

 

CS for HJR 1085 sends to a vote of the people a proposed constitutional amendment creating within the Oklahoma Water Resources
Board the Water Infrastructure Credit Enhancement Reserve Fund.  The purpose of the Fund is to secure the payment on bonds
issued to provide for the Board’s financial assistance programs.  The bonds authorized by the amendment would only be issued in the
event of a future payment default and after all pledged monies, reserved funds required of borrowers, reserved funds required of
OWRB, and any surety bond payments have been used.  According to officials at the OWRB, this kind of default has never happened
in the history of OWRB’s lending and the likelihood of these bonds needing to be issued is minimal.  The purpose of the bond
authority is to allow towns and rural water districts the foundation of the state’s credit as they secure financing for water and
wastewater infrastructure upgrades as outlined by the Comprehensive Water Plan. 

 Other Considerations

 

According to the OWRB, existing financing programs are expected to only cover 10% of the future demand for upgrades and
improvements, leaving many Oklahoma communities to fend for themselves in securing financing. 

 

OKLAHOMA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES                     

                              Fifty-Third Legislature                          

                               First Regular Session                           

   

   

    HOUSE JOINT RES 1085Constitutional amendment; water resources and          

    Richardson          sewage treatment program; bonds; ballot title;         

   

    THIRD READING       PASSED                                                 

   

         YEAS:   81                                                    RCS# 1407

         NAYS:   11                                                    3/12/2012

         EXC :    7                                                      3:08 PM

         C/P :    0                                                            

         VAC :    2                                                             

    YEAS:   81

    Armes              Hall               McPeak             Sanders           

    Banz               Hardin             Moore              Schwartz          

    Billy              Hickman            Morrissette        Scott             

    Blackwell          Hilliard           Mulready           Sears             

    Brown              Holland            Newell             Shannon           

    Brumbaugh          Hoskin             Nollan             Shelton           

    Cannaday           Inman              Ortega             Sherrer           

    Casey              Jackson            Osborn             Shoemake          

    Cockroft           Jordan             Ownbey             Shumate           

    Condit             Joyner             Peterson           Stiles            

    Coody              Kirby              Pittman            Thomsen           

    Cooksey            Kouplen            Proctor            Vaughan           

    Cox                Liebmann           Pruett             Virgin            

    Dank               Lockhart           Quinn              Walker            

    Denney             Martin, Sc.        Renegar            Watson            

    Derby              Martin, St.        Richardson         Williams          

    DeWitt             McCullough         Roan               Wright            

    Dorman             McDaniel, C.       Roberts, D.        Mr.Speaker        

    Fourkiller         McDaniel, J.       Roberts, S.       

    Glenn              McDaniel, R.       Rousselot         

    Grau               McNiel             Russ              

    NAYS:   11

    Bennett            Hamilton           Key                Ritze             

    Christian          Johnson            Murphey            Terrill           

    Faught             Kern               Reynolds          

    EXCUSED:    7

    Enns               Nelson             Tibbs              Wesselhoft        

    Morgan             Peters             Trebilcock        

    CONSTITUTIONAL PRIVILEGE:    0
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Vote No on SQ 764

 

 

Below is the State Question that we… well, began to question after an email from Representative Osborn was forwarded to us.   When we looked back
at the bill information we found that the bill that was passed didn’t even mention the Governor controlling the DHS organization, it said that the
legislature would create and administrate the agency.

Below is what Osborn had sent out on SQ 765 and it is very close to other legislator’s email recommendations.  We aren’t picking on Osborn, just
pointing out that the misinformation is wide spread and that got us to comparing notes and tying together some loose ends.

SQ 765 Rep. Steele/Sen. Treat

A yes vote on this State Question would abolish the Commission for Human Services, a constitutionally mandated, 9 member group of unelected
volunteers.  It is a 1930’s governance model that can be traced to the agency’s major problems with an unaccountable commission and an insulated
director.  With the passage of this measure The DHS director will be appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the Senate.  This would place the
agency’s leadership closer to the people because the Governor is accountable to all the people of the state.  DHS would basically now be answering
directly to the public,  not an unelected, unaccountable commission.

 

Now here is what the legislation actually said about the bill that would become SQ 765:

 

This measure amends the State Constitution.  It provides for the repeal of Sections 2, 3 and 4 of Article 25 which relate to the Department of
Public Welfare, the Oklahoma Public Welfare Commission and the Director of Public Welfare.  This measure grants the Legislature the authority to
create and direct by law the administration of a department or departments to provide for public welfare for the people of the State of Oklahoma. 

 

Section 6.  For the purpose of effectively administering and carrying into execution all laws enacted pursuant to the authority granted in Section 1
of this Article, the Legislature is hereby authorized to create a department or departments charged with the duty and responsibility of faithfully
administering and carrying into execution all laws enacted pursuant to the authority granted in Section 1 of this Article and shall perform such other
duties as may, from time to time, be prescribed by law.

 

 

And a monstrous red flag popped up, on the enrolled (final version) of the bill Democrat Wade Rousselot was one of the House co authors, along with
Speaker Kris Steele, Jason Nelson, Pat Ownbey and Ron Peterson.  That is a rouge’s gallery if I ever saw one.

 

 Here is the header of the enrolled version with the author’s names in red type:

 

ENROLLED HOUSE

JOINT

RESOLUTION NO. 1092                                                                             By:        Steele, Rousselot, Nelson, Ownbey and Peterson of the House 

                                                                                                                                                                                and

                                                                                                                                     Treat, Brinkley and Johnson (Constance) of the Senate

 

 

So what is so ominous about Wade Rousselot’s participation?  We reported last week that Republican Governor Mary Fallin has allowed her
image to be used by incumbent House member Democrat Wade Rousselot’s campaign even though he is running against Republican David Tackett.

 

 

 

Tackett’s campaign put out the word on Fallin’s tactic support of an opposing party candidate against one of her own party’s candidates along with a
letter from Representative Mike Reynolds  and another from Representative Mike Ritze calling for Governor Fallin to set the record straight on allowing
the use of her picture.   This week other legislators joined in calling Fallin to limit the use of her image in supporting opposing candidates and to
publically endorse the Republican candidate for House District  12.  Also the Republican Chairman for Wagoner County called for Governor Fallin to
explain the use of her picture on Rousselot’s campaign material.

The Tackett campaign reported that one GOP official had this to say:

 

 "This is unprecedented.  I can't remember if there was a time that a State Representative sent out campaign literature with a picture of the Governor of
the opposing party.  And the fact that Governor Fallin has yet to endorse the Republican candidate in this race makes it even more troubling."
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We need everyone to contact the Governor about this mess and demand a response.   Governor Fallin's political director is Denise Northrup, and can be
contacted at     Ask her just who the Governor is supporting in the HD 12 race and why the Governor's picture is on a
Democrat's mailer.  Tell her that Oklahomans deserve an answer on this issue.

It would appear to be obvious that the Governor may well have struck a deal with the liberal Democrat, support a power grab to seize power over the
DHS department in exchange for her endorsement.   I ask you how this is different from the Leftwich scandal that generated flimsy Oklahoma County
criminal charges against two legislators in 2011?   Are the unusually worded SQ 765 information emails circulating an effort to subvert the will of the
legislature and potentially the vote of the people to maintain legislative control over the DHS agency?   Is this a Quid Pro Quo between Republican
Governor Fallin and Democrat Wade Rousselot?

Governor Fallin has a staff member read our newsletter every Sunday night right after it comes out.    Andrew Silverstri is the current Deputy Policy
Director for Governor Fallin and I must say he is conscientious about doing his task so we know that Governor Fallin also reads everything we write or at
least the most interesting parts.    It might be a good idea to email Andrew as well and pass along a request that Governor Fallin either endorse the
Republican candidate for House District 12 and put a stop to her support of Democrat Wade Roussselot or switch party her affiliation to Democrat.   

Here are those emails again:

andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov

   

 

 

BILL SUMMARY

2nd Session of the 53rd Legislature

 

                Bill No.:  HJR 1092

                Version: CCRA

                Request Number:                10514

                Author:  Speaker Steele et al

                Date:      5/22/2012

                Impact:   $0

 

Research Analysis 

 

The CCS for HJR 1092 sends to a vote of the people a proposed constitutional amendment that would repeal Sections 2, 3 and 4 of Article 25 of the State
Constitution that created the Oklahoma Public Welfare Commission and the Director of Public Welfare position.  The measure would authorize the Legislature to
create and direct by law the administration of the Department of Human Services.

 

 

Fiscal Analysis

 

CCR A for HJR 1092 provides for a proposed amendment to the state Constitution and a ballot title related to repealing sections regarding the Department of Public
Welfare, the Oklahoma Public Welfare Commission and the Director of Public Welfare.  In addition, the measure grants the Legislature the authority to create and
direct by law the administration of a department(s) to provide for public welfare for Oklahomans.

 

 

  OKLAHOMA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES                     

                              Fifty-Third Legislature                          

                               First Regular Session                            

   

   

    CCR HJR1092         Constitutional amendment; Oklahoma Public Welfare      

    Steele              Commission; authorizing the Legislature to create      

   

    FOURTH READING      PASSED                                                  

   

         YEAS:   80                                                    RCS# 1948

         NAYS:    7                                                    5/22/2012

         EXC :   11                                                      5:30 PM

         C/P :    0                                                            

         VAC :    3                                                            

    YEAS:   80

    Armes              Grau               McDaniel, J.       Rousselot         

    Banz               Hall               McDaniel, R.       Russ              

    Billy              Hamilton           McNiel             Sanders           

    Blackwell          Hardin             Moore              Schwartz           

    Brown              Hickman            Mulready           Scott             

    Cannaday           Holland            Murphey            Sears             

    Casey              Inman              Nelson             Shannon           

    Christian          Jackson            Nollan             Sherrer           

    Condit             Johnson            Ortega             Shoemake          

    Coody              Jordan             Osborn             Shumate           
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    Cooksey            Joyner             Ownbey             Stiles            

    Cox                Kern               Peters             Terrill           

    Dank               Key                Peterson           Trebilcock        

    Denney             Kirby              Pittman            Vaughan           

    Derby              Kouplen            Proctor            Virgin            

    DeWitt             Liebmann           Pruett             Walker            

    Enns               Lockhart           Quinn              Watson            

    Faught             Martin, Sc.        Roan               Wesselhoft        

    Fourkiller         Martin, St.        Roberts, D.        Wright            

    Glenn              McCullough         Roberts, S.        Mr.Speaker        

    NAYS:    7

    Bennett            Morrissette        Reynolds           Williams          

    Dorman             Renegar            Ritze             

    EXCUSED:   11

    Brumbaugh          Hoskin             Morgan             Shelton           

    Cockroft           McDaniel, C.       Newell             Thomsen           

    Hilliard           McPeak             Richardson        

    And our recommendation on SQ 765? 

We suggest that everyone vote yes on the  condition that they be ready to help keep the legislature in control of the DHS and oppose any power grab
by Governor Mary Fallin.

 

Straight party line voting on this one.

  

BILL SUMMARY

2nd Session of the 53rd Legislature

 

                Bill No.:  SJR 52

                Version: CCRA

                Request Number:                3513

                Author:  Rep. Dank

                Date:      5/23/2012

                Impact:   Tax Commission:

                                Local Revenue Impact

                                FY-13: $0

                                FY-14: Decrease of $50.1 Million

 

Research Analysis 

 

The CCS for SJR52 directs the Secretary of State to refer to the people a proposed amendment to the Oklahoma Constitution exempting all intangible personal
property from ad valorem taxation.

 

 

Fiscal Analysis

 

Tax Commission analysis date May 22, 2012, indicates the resolution amends Section 6A of Aerticle X of the Oklahoma Constitution to provide that, beginning
January 1, 2013, intangible personal property will not be subject to ad valorem taxation or to any other tax in-lieu of ad valorem taxation.

 

The estimated revenue impact of removing intangibles from central/unit valued companies is a $50,139,999 loss of ad valorem revenue to local taxing jurisdictions.

 

Vote yes on SQ 766
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Food Stamp Phone Shumate

 

They call those "free" cell phones that are given away on street  corners by vendors "food stamp phones" because if you are on food stamps you qualify
for a "free" phone that you and I pay for through our phone bill taxes. That sense of entitlement is mirrored in Represenatative Jabar Shumate's
campaign donation records.

Yeah, this one is a long article but you can scroll though the table of info below quickly while paying attention to the the info highlighted in red type.  
This guy is paying campaign workerss to walk for him; I didn’t know that was even legal!  No one has ever paid any Tea Party volunteers to walk
precincts for candidates!   Plus Representative Shumate is buying tires for his car, traveling to San Francisco (I'm going to bite my tounge on that one),
donating to organizations that support gays, lesbians, and transsexuals, and good lord, look at his Starbucks bill!

 

The gay connection was interesting as although there was plenty of rumors and he said/he said info coming out of Tulsa  alledging that Shumate was a
closeted gay this was the first real documented connection between Shumate and a gay supported organization.   Now we aren’t bashing on the gays, 
we tend to leave them alone if they aren't bothering anybody, just pointing out that Shumate supports their issues.  Read this article posted on the
Rainbow Coalition website.  The relevant info is highlighted in red:

 

 

 

February 08, 2012

The Rainbow PUSH CoalitionApplauds Prop 8 Ruling

Please see below a statement, from Rev. Jesse L. Jackson Sr., founder and president of the Rainbow PUSH Coalition, regarding marriage equality. 

“Many years ago in the late 1970s’, I visited South Africa, then deep in the throes of apartheid system. I was asked by the media what I thought of the
situation, and I said something very culturally challenging to them, “I believe in human rights for all human beings. We must measure human rights by
one yardstick.” That principle – our moral center - still applies. Everything flows from this perspective. We all matter. Today let us fix the problem, not
fix the blame – let us come together and build a broad coalition.

We stand together today as equal members of the human family; as consistent principled advocates for human rights for all people. We stand together
today to uphold the principles of due process, of equal protection under the law, of fighting against discrimination against any and all people based on
race, religion, gender or sexual orientation. 

We applaud today's court ruling that supports Marriage Equality, striking down Proposition 8 as unconstitutional. Peoples' right to self-expression, self-
determination be respected and affirmed. It's time to challenge ignorance, a time to break the silence and the chains of hatred, of divisive and
discriminatory bigotry. Marriage is based on love and commitment — not on sexual orientation. Rainbow PUSH supports the right for any person to
marry the person of their choosing..

If Dr. King and our civil rights movement has taught us anything, it’s the fundamental principle of that all people deserve Equal protection under the
law. LGBT people deserve equal rights – including marriage equality – and equal protection under the law. Discrimination against one group of people is
discrimination against all of us. The State – and the Courts - should not sanction discrimination.

To those that believe in and fought for civil rights, that marched to end discrimination and win equality, you must not become that which you hated. It’s
past time to persist in hypocrisy and ignorance, and time to come out of the shadows and darkness to support unequivocally, equality for all people.
Those that support civil and human rights cannot, must not, become perpetrators of discrimination against others based upon race, religion, culture,
sexual orientation. 

African Americans know too well the sting of legal, state sanctioned, constitutionally driven “second class” citizenship – from centuries of legal slavery
and Jim Crow segregation, to classified as 3/5 of a human being in the U.S. Constitution, to facing anti-miscegenation laws that prevented Blacks from
marrying whites.

Marriage is a fundamental right of all individuals. That principle was upheld today — for Blacks and Whites, for straight and gay, for ALL Americans. No
group of people should be denied their fundamental constitutional liberties, like equal protection under the law, simply because of who they are.

Interestingly enough,reportedly the black community hates it when gays compare what they went through in the civil rights struggle to the gay rights
movement.  Many blacks believe that the comparison cheapens their struggle, perverts it if I might be so bold to use that word.   Representative
Shumate is certainly struggling to keep one foot in the black community and in the gay community, risky politics at best.  The Tea Party could care less
what Representative Shumate does to churn his butter but we don’t like hypocrisy, if he is gay he should come right out and admit it.  If he isn’t gay he
should address the allegations and put them to rest.

And take a look at all the “constituent gifts”.   This report reads like it is a slush fund to funnel campaign money to pay for Representative Shumate's
personal expenses.   That needs looking into, they cut off the gifts from lobbyists or at least make them public then allow money from campaign war
chests to be spent on travel, Starbucks, Burlington Coat Factory, Wal-Mart, and so on?  Spending $20 for breakfast at Starbucks on a regular basis? 
That is living high on the hog

Date Brief description of
the expenditure(s) 

Name and
address of the
person/entity to
which expen 

diture was made.  

Beneficiary Explanation of
Purpose 

Amount Year-to-
date total 

Mar 30,
2009 

Shuttle Service Washington Metro
600 5th Street NW
Washington,
DC 20001 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

2.85 12.85 

Mar 30,
2009 

Gasoline ONCUE Express 101
1 NW 23rd Street
Oklahoma City,
OK 73104 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

8.66 12.31 

Mar 30,
2009 

Printing AMPCO Parking
2800 SW 23rd
Oklahoma City,

   Legislative
Business 

16.00 128.00 
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OK 73119 
Mar 30,
2009 

Baggage Check American Airlines
Post Office Box
619612 MD 2400
DFW Airport,
TX 75261 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

25.00 1,675.28 

Mar 30,
2009 

Dinner Meeting Abuelo's
17 East Sheridan
Oklahonma City,
OK 73104 

   Legislative
Business 

87.26 163.96 

Mar 30,
2009 

Hotel Stay Sheraton Hotel
801 N. St. Asaph
Street
Alexandria,
VA 22314 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

155.88 155.88 

Mar 29,
2009 

Hotel Stay Embassy Suites
4650 W. Airport Fwy
Irving, TX 75062 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

148.35 148.35 

Mar 26,
2009 

Airport Shuttle Washington Metro
600 5th Street NW
Washington,
DC 20001 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

10.00 12.85 

Mar 26,
2009 

Baggage Check American Airlines
Post Office Box
619612 MD 2400
DFW Airport,
TX 75261 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

15.00 1,675.28 

Mar 26,
2009 

Dinner Meeting Lounge 201
201 Massachusetts
Avenue NE
Washington,
DC 20002 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

22.80 22.80 

Mar 26,
2009 

Dinner Meeting Hyatt Hotel
1000 H Street NW
Washington,
DC 20001 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

30.40 30.40 

Mar 25,
2009 

Coffee Travel Traders
999 9th Street NW
Washington,
DC 20001 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

3.97 40.99 

Mar 25,
2009 

Volunteer Thank You
Gifts 

Travel Traders
999 9th Street NW
Washington,
DC 20001 

 Volunteer Thank
You Gifts 

26.44 40.99 

Mar 24,
2009 

Cellular Phone United States Cellular
6701 East 41st
Street
Tulsa, OK 74145 

 Cellular Phone 174.56 3,587.08 

Mar 23,
2009 

Dinner Meeting Cheevers Cafe
2409 Hudson
Avenue
Oklahoma City,
OK 73106 

 Legislative
Business 

29.47 29.47 

Mar 23,
2009 

Office Supplies Cartridge World
1605 North Peoria
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74106 

 Office Supplies 35.36 70.72 

Mar 23,
2009 

Constituant Thank
You Gift 

Bed Bath & Beyond
5352 East Skelly
Drive
Tulsa, OK 74135 

 Constituant
Thank You Gift 

35.69 35.69 

Mar 20,
2009 

Thank You Card Target
2417 W. Main Street
Norman, OK 73069 

 Thank You
Card 

2.11 2.11 

Mar 20,
2009 

Donation Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority
Post Office Box
48608
Tulsa, OK 74148 

 Status of
Women
Luncheon 

100.00 130.00 

Mar 20,
2009 

Advertisement Deborah Brown
Community School
2 South Elgin
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74120 

 Legislative
Travel 

125.00 300.00 

Mar 17,
2009 

Pikepass Rebill Oklahoma Turnpike
Authority
4401 West Memorial
Road #130
Oklahoma City,
OK 73134 

 Pikepass Rebill 40.00 857.24 

Mar 16,
2009 

Lunch Meeting Pearls Oyster Bar
928 NW 63rd
Oklahona City,
OK 73116 

 Legislative
Business 

18.69 55.63 

Mar 13,
2009 

Parking AMPCO Parking
2800 SW 23rd
Oklahoma City,
OK 73119 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

8.00 128.00 

Mar 13,
2009 

Luggage Check Northwest Airlines
1105 Arbor Run
Place
Brentwood,
TN 37027 

 Legislative
Travel 

15.00 271.89 

Mar 12,
2009 

Hotel Shuttle Blue Cab
1417 Oakland Park
Avenue
Columbus Ohio,
OK 43224 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

29.19 29.19 

Mar 12,
2009 

Printing Staples Office
Supplies
2711 South Harvard
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74114 

 Legislative
Advertisement 

94.95 875.63 

Mar 09,
2009 

Dinner Meeting Chilis Restaurant
1957 S. Muskogee
Tahlequah,
OK 74464 

 Legislative
Business 

50.96 50.96 

Mar 08,
2009 

Office Supplies Wal-Mart
1801 Bell Isle Blvd
Oklahoma City,
OK 73118 

 Office Supplies 35.22 132.25 

Mar 06,
2009 

Airline Ticket American Airlines
Post Office Box
619612 MD 2400
DFW Airport,

 Ohio Leg. for
Nat'l Alliance for
Charter Schools 

339.89 1,675.28 
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TX 75261 
Mar 03,
2009 

Accounting, Clerical,
Typesetting 

Kathryne Horner
1238 West Reading
Street
Tulsa, OK 74127 

 Accounting,
Clerical,
Typesetting 

300.00 7,200.00 

Mar 02,
2009 

Thank You Notes Reasor's
2429 East 15th
Street
Tulsa, OK 74104 

 Thank You
Notes 

35.68 35.68 

Mar 02,
2009 

Esquire Club Parkhill Warehouse
5111 South Lewis
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74105 

 Dinner Meeting 90.37 214.26 

Mar 02,
2009 

Airline Ticket Northwest Airlines
1105 Arbor Run
Place
Brentwood,
TN 37027 

 National Urban
League
Conference 

256.89 271.89 

Feb 27,
2009 

Lunch Meeting VZD's Restaurant
4200 North Western
Oklahoma City,
OK 73118 

 Legislative
Business 

29.96 63.63 

Feb 26,
2009 

Constituant Thank
You Gift 

Jensco, Inc
77-C Woodland
Street
Manchester,
CT 06042 

 Constutuant
Thank You Gift 

15.98 15.98 

Feb 25,
2009 

Cellular Phone United States Cellular
6701 East 41st
Street
Tulsa, OK 74145 

 Cellular Phone 174.56 3,587.08 

Feb 23,
2009 

Legislative
Advertisement 

OETA OK
Broadcasting
Post Office Box
14190
Oklahoma City,
OK 73113 

 Legislative
Advertisement 

30.00 30.00 

Feb 23,
2009 

Lunch Meeting Pearls Oyster Bar
928 NW 63rd
Oklahona City,
OK 73116 

 Legislative
Business 

36.94 55.63 

Feb 23,
2009 

Pikepass Rebill Oklahoma Turnpike
Authority
4401 West Memorial
Road #130
Oklahoma City,
OK 73134 

 Pikepass Rebill 46.70 857.24 

Feb 17,
2009 

Constituant Thank
You 

Mary Murray's Florist
3333 East 31st
Street
Tulsa, OK 74135 

 Constituant
Thank You 

51.91 51.91 

Feb 16,
2009 

Lunch Meeting The Brook Restaurant
3401 South Peoria
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74105 

 Legislative
Business 

9.00 191.03 

Feb 16,
2009 

Printing Staples Office
Supplies
2711 South Harvard
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74114 

 Legislative
Advertisement 

63.47 875.63 

Feb 10,
2009 

Lunch Meeting On The Border
Restaurant
3500 NW
Expressway
Oklahoma City,
OK 73112 

 Legislative
Business 

81.74 109.23 

Feb 09,
2009 

Lunch Meeting Crown Plaza Of Tulsa
100 East 2nd Street
Tulsa, OK 74103 

 Legislative
Business 

16.50 16.50 

Feb 08,
2009 

Auto Rental Hotwire
655 Montgomery
Street
San Francisco,
CA 94111 

 Legislative
Travel 

201.08 394.21 

Feb 07,
2009 

Lunch Meeting The Brook Restaurant
3401 South Peoria
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74105 

 Legislative
Business 

38.56 191.03 

Feb 04,
2009 

Accounting, Clerical,
Typesetting 

Kathryne Horner
1238 West Reading
Street
Tulsa, OK 74127 

 Accounting,
Clerical,
Typesetting 

300.00 7,200.00 

Feb 03,
2009 

Hotel Stay Residence Inn -
Dallas
7642 LBJ Freeway
Dallas, TX 75251 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

51.75 51.75 

Feb 02,
2009 

Lunch Meeting Zephyrs Patio Lounge
5628 Sears Street
Dallas, TX 75206 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

25.50 25.50 

Feb 02,
2009 

Car Rental Alamo Car Rental
7777 East Apache
Street
Tulsa, OK 74115 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

40.66 40.66 

Feb 02,
2009 

Hotel Stay Lincoln Inn Of OKC
5405 North Lincoln
Oklahoma City,
OK 73105 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

46.05 138.15 

Feb 02,
2009 

Legislative
Advertisement 

Perry Publishing And
Broadcasting
7030 South Yale
Avenue #302
Tulsa, OK 74136 

 Legislative
Advertisement 

50.00 11,489.70 

Feb 02,
2009 

Telephone Service Cox Communications
1811 East 51st
Street
Tulsa, OK 74136 

 2008 Campaign
HQ 

389.09 1,113.73 

Jan 30,
2009 

Hotel Stay Lincoln Inn Of OKC
5405 North Lincoln
Oklahoma City,
OK 73105 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

92.10 138.15 

Jan 28,
2009 

Lunch Meeting Brookside By Day
Restaurant
3313 South Peoria
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74105 

 Legislative
Business 

24.27 24.27 
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Jan 26,
2009 

Service Charge/Airline
Ticket Change 

American Airlines
Post Office Box
619612 MD 2400
DFW Airport,
TX 75261 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

40.00 1,675.28 

Jan 26,
2009 

Cellular Phone
Service 

United States Cellular
6701 East 41st
Street
Tulsa, OK 74145 

 Cellular Phone
Service 

174.56 3,587.08 

Jan 24,
2009 

Auto Rental Hotwire
655 Montgomery
Street
San Francisco,
CA 94111 

 Legislative
Travel 

193.13 394.21 

Jan 20,
2009 

Service Charge/Airline
Ticket Change 

American Airlines
Post Office Box
619612 MD 2400
DFW Airport,
TX 75261 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

40.00 1,675.28 

Jan 14,
2009 

Hotel Stay Springhill Suites
3 SE Interstate
Drive
Lawton, OK 73501 

 Legislative Black
Caucus Retreat 

101.02 101.02 

Jan 12,
2009 

Gasoline E Z Go Mart
H. E. Bailey
Turnpike
Chickasha,
OK 73018 

 Legislative
Travel 

15.12 15.12 

Jan 09,
2009 

Antivirus Software DRI Trend Micro
Unkown
Unknown,
OK 00000 

 Antivirus
Software 

35.95 35.95 

Jan 09,
2009 

Cellular Phone Repair The Signal Cellular
Repair
625 Willow Springs
Lane
York, PA 17406 

 Cellular Phone
Repair 

50.00 50.00 

Jan 09,
2009 

Accounting, Clerical,
Typesetting 

Kathryne Horner
1238 West Reading
Street
Tulsa, OK 74127 

 Accounting,
Clerical,
Typesetting 

300.00 7,200.00 

Jan 06,
2009 

Post Office Box
Renewal 

United States
Postmaster
626 East Apache
Street
Tulsa, OK 74106 

 Post Office Box
Renewal 

42.00 442.84 

Jan 02,
2009 

Lunch Meeting The Brook Restaurant
3401 South Peoria
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74105 

Date Brief description of
the expenditure(s)

Name and address
of the
person/entity to
which expenditure
was made.

BeneficiaryExplanation of
Purpose

Amount Year-to-
date total

Jun 11,
2012 

Breakfast Starbuck's Coffee
House
1832 Utica Square
Tulsa, OK 74114 

Camapign Legislative
Business
Meeting 

20.00 504.19 

Jun 11,
2012 

Postage United States Post
Office
626 East Apache
Street
Tulssa, OK 74106 

Camapign Postage 32.00 317.76 

Jun 11,
2012 

Refreshments Walgreens
405 East 2nd Street
Sand Springs,
OK 74063 

Campaign Campaign
Headquarters 

62.30 227.08 

Jun 11,
2012 

Advertisement Prairie Production
1637 South Boston
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74119 

Campaign Advertisement 351.09 696.96 

Jun 11,
2012 

Advertisement The Oklahoma Eagle
624 East Archer
Tulsa, OK 74120 

Campaign Advertisement 1,320.00 5,970.00 

Jun 08,
2012 

Refreshments Walgreens
405 East 2nd Street
Sand Springs,
OK 74063 

Campaign Campaign
Headquarters 

51.68 227.08 

Jun 08,
2012 

Telephone Polling SHO & Associates
2840 Linda Lane
Oklahoma City,
OK 73115 

Campaign Campaign 4,649.48 4,649.48 

Jun 07,
2012 

Campaign Walking Kevin Watkins
1301 North Denver
Tulsa, OK 74106 

Campaign Campaign
Walking 

40.00 430.00 

Jun 07,
2012 

Meal Mazzio's Pizza
2305 West Edison
Tulsa, OK 74127 

Campaign Campaign
Walkers 

40.82 155.16 

Jun 07,
2012 

Gasoline Quick Trip
229 N. Gilcrease
Museum Road
Tulsa, OK 74127 

Campaign Legislative
Travel 

60.95 2,616.96 

Jun 06,
2012 

Meal McDonald's
Restaurant
229 North Gilcrease
Museum Road
Tulsa, OK 74127 

Campaign Campaign
Walker 

6.04 33.69 

Jun 06,
2012 

Meal McDonald's
Restaurant
229 North Gilcrease
Museum Road
Tulsa, OK 74127 

Campaign Campaign
Walkers 

14.26

Unsubscribe / Change Profile 
Powered by YMLP
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Alex Weintz; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Fwd: More GOP Govs statements on Supreme Court Ruling
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 10:46:10 AM

Subject: More GOP Govs statements on Supreme Court Ruling

 

RGA Chair Bob McDonnell:

“Today’s ruling crystallizes all that’s at stake in November’s election.  The only

way to stop Barack Obama’s budget-busting health care takeover is by

electing a new president. Barack Obama’s health care takeover encapsulates

his Presidency: Obamacare increases taxes, grows the size of government

and puts bureaucrats over patients while doing nothing to improve the

economy. It’s never been more important that we elect a President who

understands the marketplace and will make job creation his top priority.  By

replacing Barack Obama with Mitt Romney, we will not only stop the federal

government’s healthcare takeover, but will also take a giant step towards a full

economic recovery.”

 

Christie (NJ):

“I’ve been clear from the very beginning that I do not believe a one-size-fits-all

health care program works for the entire country and that each governor

should have the ability to make decisions about what works best for their state.

Today’s Supreme Court decision is disappointing and I still believe this is the

wrong approach for the people of New Jersey who should be able to make

their own judgments about health care. Most importantly, the Supreme Court is

confirming what we knew all along about this law – it is a tax on middle class

Americans.”

 

Jindal (LA):

“Ironically, the Supreme Court has decided to be far more honest about

Obamacare than Obama was. They rightly have called it a tax. Today’s

decision is a blow to our freedoms. The Court should have protected our

constitutional freedoms, but remember it was the President that forced this law

on us. The American people did not want or approve of Obamacare then, and

they do not now. Americans oppose it because it will decrease the quality of

health care in America, raise taxes, cut Medicare, and break the bank. All of

this is still true. Republicans must drive hard toward repeal, this is no time to

go weak in the knees.”

 

Scott (FL):

“The Justices have declared that the central provision of ObamaCare is a

judicially mandated tax. A new tax pure and simple. This is just another burden

the federal government has put on American families and small businesses,

while the economy struggles to recover.”
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Haley (SC):

“What a shame for South Carolina and our country on the Court's ruling of the

healthcare mandate.”

 

Fallin (OK):

“Oklahomans have voiced their opposition to the federal health care bill from

the very beginning, having approved a constitutional amendment to block the

implementation of this bill in our state. We believe that, rather than Big

Government bureaucracy and one-size-fits-all solutions, the free-market

principles of choice and competition are the best tools at our disposal to

increase access to health care and reduce costs. “I’m extremely disappointed

and frustrated by the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold the federal health

care law.  President Obama’s  health care policies will limit patients’ health

care choices, reduce the quality of health care in the United States, and will

cost the state of Oklahoma more than a half billion dollars in the process. 

“Today’s decision highlights the importance of electing leaders who will work to

repeal the federal health care law and replace it with meaningful reform

focused on commonsense, market based changes.”

 

Bentley (AL):

“I am deeply disappointed by today’s Supreme Court decision.  The health

care law is an overreach by the federal government that creates more

regulation, bureaucracy, and a dramatic increase in costs to taxpayers.  The

ACA is the single worst piece of legislation to come out of Congress.  This law

must be repealed. People need more choices, not fewer choices.  Bigger

government is not the answer.  Market-based solutions are the best solutions

to giving the public the most affordable options.”

 

Branstad (IA):

“Today, the Supreme Court handed down a disastrous decision to uphold

President Obama’s destructive health care law, which means a future of higher

costs, higher taxes, and increasing debt for Iowans.  The current health care

system is nothing but a federal takeover and continues to exceed its budgeted

amount every day.  But, as Governor Romney has said many times, no matter

what may happen in Court, the American people must remain vigilant in their

fight to repeal the law. Our goal is for Iowa to become the healthiest state in

the country and to do so Iowans will need to take ownership of their own

health to reduce health care costs and lead healthier lives.”

 

Brownback (KS):

“Stopping ObamaCare is now in the hands of the American people.  It begins

with electing a new president this fall.”
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Mary Fallin
Subject: Fwd: More GOP Govs statements on Supreme Court Ruling
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 10:46:33 AM

Subject: More GOP Govs statements on Supreme Court Ruling

 

RGA Chair Bob McDonnell:

“Today’s ruling crystallizes all that’s at stake in November’s election.  The only

way to stop Barack Obama’s budget-busting health care takeover is by

electing a new president. Barack Obama’s health care takeover encapsulates

his Presidency: Obamacare increases taxes, grows the size of government

and puts bureaucrats over patients while doing nothing to improve the

economy. It’s never been more important that we elect a President who

understands the marketplace and will make job creation his top priority.  By

replacing Barack Obama with Mitt Romney, we will not only stop the federal

government’s healthcare takeover, but will also take a giant step towards a full

economic recovery.”

 

Christie (NJ):

“I’ve been clear from the very beginning that I do not believe a one-size-fits-all

health care program works for the entire country and that each governor

should have the ability to make decisions about what works best for their state.

Today’s Supreme Court decision is disappointing and I still believe this is the

wrong approach for the people of New Jersey who should be able to make

their own judgments about health care. Most importantly, the Supreme Court is

confirming what we knew all along about this law – it is a tax on middle class

Americans.”

 

Jindal (LA):

“Ironically, the Supreme Court has decided to be far more honest about

Obamacare than Obama was. They rightly have called it a tax. Today’s

decision is a blow to our freedoms. The Court should have protected our

constitutional freedoms, but remember it was the President that forced this law

on us. The American people did not want or approve of Obamacare then, and

they do not now. Americans oppose it because it will decrease the quality of

health care in America, raise taxes, cut Medicare, and break the bank. All of

this is still true. Republicans must drive hard toward repeal, this is no time to

go weak in the knees.”

 

Scott (FL):

“The Justices have declared that the central provision of ObamaCare is a

judicially mandated tax. A new tax pure and simple. This is just another burden

the federal government has put on American families and small businesses,

while the economy struggles to recover.”

 

Haley (SC):
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“What a shame for South Carolina and our country on the Court's ruling of the

healthcare mandate.”

 

Fallin (OK):

“Oklahomans have voiced their opposition to the federal health care bill from

the very beginning, having approved a constitutional amendment to block the

implementation of this bill in our state. We believe that, rather than Big

Government bureaucracy and one-size-fits-all solutions, the free-market

principles of choice and competition are the best tools at our disposal to

increase access to health care and reduce costs. “I’m extremely disappointed

and frustrated by the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold the federal health

care law.  President Obama’s  health care policies will limit patients’ health

care choices, reduce the quality of health care in the United States, and will

cost the state of Oklahoma more than a half billion dollars in the process. 

“Today’s decision highlights the importance of electing leaders who will work to

repeal the federal health care law and replace it with meaningful reform

focused on commonsense, market based changes.”

 

Bentley (AL):

“I am deeply disappointed by today’s Supreme Court decision.  The health

care law is an overreach by the federal government that creates more

regulation, bureaucracy, and a dramatic increase in costs to taxpayers.  The

ACA is the single worst piece of legislation to come out of Congress.  This law

must be repealed. People need more choices, not fewer choices.  Bigger

government is not the answer.  Market-based solutions are the best solutions

to giving the public the most affordable options.”

 

Branstad (IA):

“Today, the Supreme Court handed down a disastrous decision to uphold

President Obama’s destructive health care law, which means a future of higher

costs, higher taxes, and increasing debt for Iowans.  The current health care

system is nothing but a federal takeover and continues to exceed its budgeted

amount every day.  But, as Governor Romney has said many times, no matter

what may happen in Court, the American people must remain vigilant in their

fight to repeal the law. Our goal is for Iowa to become the healthiest state in

the country and to do so Iowans will need to take ownership of their own

health to reduce health care costs and lead healthier lives.”

 

Brownback (KS):

“Stopping ObamaCare is now in the hands of the American people.  It begins

with electing a new president this fall.”
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Subject: Fwd: NAIC Rules
Date: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:56:19 PM

FYI 

Begin forwarded message:

From: Mary Fallin >
Date: November 20, 2012, 13:43:09 CST
To: Andrew Silvestri <Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: Fwd: NAIC Rules

Send to John Doak and respond too..

Mary Fallin

Begin forwarded message:

From: "David Powell" 
Date: November 20, 2012, 1:17:20 PM CST
To: "Mary Fallin" >
Subject: NAIC Rules

Dear mary,
 
To whoever screens Mary's email, I am an old friend of hers
from OSU.  She will confirm and she and the Insurance
Commissioner need to read this. 
 
I want to let Mary know that the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners needs to abandon their idea to push
aggregate stoploss limits higher.  This is only an attempt to
strengthen Obamacare by unfairly putting more risk on
"smaller" self funded employers.  (50-500 employees)  These
employers are currently doing the right thing, providing
comprehensive health benefits to their employees and their
families, mostly at the employer's expense.
 
Only three states have endorsed the change to the Stoploss
Model Act; Minnesota, Hew hampshire and Vermont.  The
proposed change will make it harder for Oklahoma employers
to provide affordable coverage by pushing them toward a
national exchange.  Please tell the Oklahoma Insurance
Commissioner to vote NO and not change the Stoploss Model
Act.
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I have been in the health insurance business since graduating
from OSU in 1978 and I have worked with partially self-funded
employers plans nearly that entire time.  If there are any
questions, please call my cell any time.  
 
David A. Powell
President
Benefit Management, Inc.
2660 E 32nd Street, Joplin, MO 64804
(888) 294-1515
 
 
 

Privacy Policy: The information contained in this transmission
may contain Protected Health Information (PHI) under the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). It
is intended solely for the use of the individual or entity named
above. If the reader of this message is not the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copy of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please notify me immediately by electronic mail (reply).
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Fwd: NGA letter to Sebelius
Date: Monday, July 30, 2012 10:53:15 AM

Thoughts? 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Wayne Greene <Wayne.Greene@tulsaworld.com>
Date: July 30, 2012 10:31:38 AM CDT
To: Alex Weintz <Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: NGA letter to Sebelius

Alex:

I'm intrigued by this letter to Kathleen Sebelius by the executive director of the
National Governors Association, raising the possibility that states might accept
some, but not all of the ACA's Medicaid expansion. Accepting Medicaid
expansion to 100 percent of the federal poverty level (rather than 133
percent) would save the state money in the future and prevent the creation of
a non-coverage gap between Medicaid and a federal health insurance
exchange. Here's the letter:

http://www.nga.org/cms/home/federal-relations/nga-letters/executive-
committee-letters/col2-content/main-content-list/july-2-2012-letter---
affordable.html 

I know the governor has said she is studying the issue and listening to the
stakeholders and that she isn't likely to make a decision soon.

But can you say whether an intermediate step such as the letter seems to
anticipate is one of the options under consideration? Or perhaps, that it's been
looked at?

wg

Wayne Greene
Senior Writer
Tulsa World
office: (918)581-8308
cell: (918)804-3025
email: wayne.greene@tulsaworld.com
Twitter: @Greene_Wayne
PO Box 1770
Tulsa OK 74102

______________________________________________________________________
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This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service.
For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com
______________________________________________________________________
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Travis Brauer
Subject: Fwd: Republican governors" statements on health care decision
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 4:46:02 PM
Attachments: 2012-06-28-Govs_statements_on_HC_decision.pdf

ATT00001.htm

Can u print each statement and give to gmf? 

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Dustin Huffman" <
To: "Marie Sanderson" <  "Lindsay Russell"
<
Subject: Republican governors' statements on health care
decision 

All:

Attached is a document outlining what the republican governors are
saying about the Supreme Court ruling on Obamacare. Please let us know
if your state has released a statement that is not on the list.

Thanks,
Dustin

Dustin Huffman
Policy Aide
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
Office: (202) 662-4927
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Governors’ Statements on U.S. Supreme Court Decision on PPACA 
 
Virginia: Statement of Governor Bob McDonnell on U.S. Supreme Court Decision on the Patient Protection and 


Affordable Care Act (Gov. McDonnell) 
 


New Jersey: Statement from Governor Chris Christie Regarding Supreme Court Decision on Affordable Care Act 
(Gov. Christie) 


 
Alabama: Gov Bentley Responds to Obamacare Ruling (Gov. Bentley) 


 
Alaska: Governor Parnell’s Statement on Supreme Court Ruling (Gov. Parnell) 


 
Arizona: Statement by Governor Jan Brewer (Gov. Brewer) 


 
Florida: Statement from Governor Scott Regarding Obamacare Supreme Court Decision (Gov. Scott) 


 
Georgia: Governor Deal, Olens disappointed by ruling on Obamacare (Gov. Deal) 


 
Idaho: Governor Otter Reacts to Supreme Court Ruling on Obamacare (Gov. Otter) 


 
Indiana: Governor Daniels’ statement about U.S. Supreme Court ruling regarding the Affordable Care Act (Gov. 


Daniels) 
 


Iowa: Gov. Branstad and Reynolds release statements on Supreme Court ruling (Gov. Branstad) 
 


Kansas: Gov. Brownback: Stopping ObamaCare in Hands of American People (Gov. Brownback) 
 


Louisiana: Gov. Jindal on Supreme Court Ruling on Obamacare (Gov. Jindal) 
 


Maine: Governor Paul LePage Releases Statement Regarding US Supreme Court’s Ruling on the PPACA (Gov. 
LePage) 


 
Michigan: Governor Snyder issues statement on ruling of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (Gov. 


Snyder) 
 


Mississippi: Governor Phil Bryant Comments on Obamacare Ruling (Gov. Bryant) 
 


Nebraska - Gov. Heineman's Statement on Health Care Ruling (Gov. Heineman) 
 


Nevada: Gov. Sandoval Statement on U.S. Supreme Court Ruling on Affordable Care Act (Gov. Sandoval) 
 


North Dakota: Statement of Gov. Dalrymple on Supreme Court's Health Care Ruling (Gov. Dalrymple)  
 


Ohio: Gov. Kasich & Taylor Statement on U.S. Supreme Court Health Care Ruling (Gov. Kasich) 


 
Oklahoma: Gov. Mary Fallin Statement on Supreme Court Ruling on Health Care (Gov. Fallin) 


 
Pennsylvania: Governor Corbett Comments on U.S. Supreme Court Healthcare Decision (Gov. Corbett) 


 
South Carolina: Statement from Governor Nikki Haley on Supreme Court Ruling (Gov. Haley) 


 
South Dakota: Gov. Daugaard Disappointed With U.S. Supreme Court Decision, Will Weigh Options (Gov. 


Daugaard) 



http://www.governor.virginia.gov/News/viewRelease.cfm?id=1311

http://www.state.nj.us/governor/news/news/552012/approved/20120628a.html

http://www.local15tv.com/news/state/story/Gov-Bentley-Responds-to-Obamacare-Ruling/RYvITARox0O99LdXHhd6dg.cspx

http://www.gov.state.ak.us/parnell/press-room/full-press-release.html?pr=6182

http://azgovernor.gov/dms/upload/PR_062812_ObamacareSCRuling.pdf

http://www.flgov.com/2012/06/28/statement-from-governor-scott-regarding-obamacare-supreme-court-decision/

http://gov.georgia.gov/00/press/detail/0,2668,165937316_184598707_186702901,00.html

http://gov.idaho.gov/mediacenter/press/pr2012/6Jun/pr_29.html

http://www.in.gov/activecalendar/EventList.aspx?view=EventDetails&eventidn=57067&information_id=114608&type=&syndicate=syndicate

http://www.in.gov/activecalendar/EventList.aspx?view=EventDetails&eventidn=57067&information_id=114608&type=&syndicate=syndicate

https://governor.iowa.gov/2012/06/branstad-and-reynolds-release-statements-on-supreme-court-ruling/

https://governor.ks.gov/media-room/media-releases/2012/06/28/gov.-brownback-stopping-obamacare-in-hands-of-american-people

http://gov.louisiana.gov/index.cfm?md=newsroom&tmp=detail&articleID=3505

http://www.maine.gov/tools/whatsnew/index.php?topic=Gov+News&id=403449&v=article2011

http://www.maine.gov/tools/whatsnew/index.php?topic=Gov+News&id=403449&v=article2011

http://www.michigan.gov/snyder/0,4668,7-277-57577-281462--,00.html

http://www.michigan.gov/snyder/0,4668,7-277-57577-281462--,00.html

http://www.governorbryant.com/governor-phil-bryant-comments-on-obamacare-ruling/

http://www.governor.nebraska.gov/news/2012/06/28_healthcare_ruling.html

http://gov.nv.gov/news/item/4294973657/

http://governor.nd.gov/media-center/news/statement-gov-dalrymple-supreme-courts-health-care-ruling

http://governor.ohio.gov/Portals/0/pdf/news/06.28.12%20Kasich%20and%20Taylor%20Statement%20on%20US%20Supreme%20Court%20Health%20Care%20Ruling.pdf

http://www.ok.gov/triton/modules/newsroom/newsroom_article.php?id=223&article_id=8047

http://www.pennlive.com/midstate/index.ssf/2012/06/corbet_disapponited_but_defian.html

http://www.governor.sc.gov/Pages/default.aspx

http://news.sd.gov/newsitem.aspx?id=13142

http://news.sd.gov/newsitem.aspx?id=13142
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Texas: Statement by Gov. Perry on Supreme Court Ruling Regarding Obamacare (Gov. Perry)  


 
Tennessee - Haslam’s Statement on Supreme Court’s Obamacare Ruling (Gov. Haslam) 


 
Utah: Governor Herbert Issues Statement on Supreme Court Ruling on PPACA Calls for consumer-driven reforms 


(Gov. Herbert) 
 
Wisconsin: Governor Walker’s Reaction to the U.S. Supreme Court Ruling on ObamaCare (Gov. Walker) 


 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 


 



http://governor.state.tx.us/news/press-release/17385/

http://news.tn.gov/node/9115

http://www.utah.gov/governor/news_media/article.html?article=7361

http://www.wisgov.state.wi.us/Default.aspx?Page=8533b724-db36-4bce-9b24-3b408bfe3206









From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Subject: Fwd: RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to President Obama
Date: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 10:52:08 AM

This is the letter w questions RGA sent. Ask Katie though first if we want to share. 

Begin forwarded message:

From: Marie Sanderson <
Date: July 10, 2012, 14:39:34 CDT
To: Marie Sanderson <
Cc: Lindsay Russell <
Subject: FW: RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to
President Obama

 
 

From: Mike Schrimpf 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 2:35 PM
To: Mike Schrimpf
Subject: RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to President Obama
 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
 
CONTACT
Mike Schrimpf, 202-367-8389
mschrimpf@rga.org

 
RGA Letter on Medicaid and Exchanges to

President Obama
 
Virginia Governor Bob McDonnell, chairman of the Republican Governors
Association, sent a letter on behalf of Republican governors to President Obama
today seeking clarification on critical outstanding questions related to the federal
health care law in the wake of the Supreme Court’s decision.
 
To read a copy of the letter in its entirety, click HERE. An excerpt of Governor
McDonnell’s letter, including the questions, is below:
 

While we continue to believe the best option is to fully repeal and replace the
PPACA, states now confront numerous deadlines and face major policy decisions
in the wake of the Supreme Court decision.   Before making any final policy
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decisions, governors must carefully consider the short and long-term implications
of an expanded entitlement program and the consequences of significantly
increasing the size of government to manage these programs.
 
The states’ burden of the expansion population as well as administrative costs
remains significant.  Increased spending on Medicaid crowds out resources
available to states to spend on other meaningful priorities like education, the
environment, public safety and infrastructure.
 
Moreover, even before increasing the Medicaid-eligible population as prescribed
by PPACA, Medicaid has been on an unsustainable path, comprising a growing
share of state budgets every year.  It is difficult to see how expanding Medicaid
without reform would do anything other than put more strain on state budgets and
the taxpayers, especially when considering that many pernicious provisions that
curtail state flexibility remain.
 
While the Supreme Court decision focused on the states’ role in determining
whether a Medicaid expansion is in the best interest of its citizens, states also face
other PPACA-related decisions, like whether to establish a state based health-
insurance exchange or accept the default of a federal exchange.  As the exchange
issue is currently interpreted, states are essentially being tasked with shouldering
all the responsibility without any authority.
 
If states determine that a Medicaid expansion is not in the best interests of its
citizens, it is likely that there will be a significant gap in coverage for low-income
individuals who do not qualify for tax credits.  We believe it is incumbent upon
the authors of PPACA and your Administration to detail precisely how you intend
to address this situation. 
 
We also believe that it is unlikely that the federal government will have fully
functional exchanges in place by the Fall of 2013 in order for millions of
Americans to be able to purchase coverage beginning January 2014.  We
respectfully request the Administration provide the detailed work plan that
demonstrates these deadlines will be met.  If they cannot be met, the responsible
course would be for HHS to level with us and the American people.  We also do
not understand how the federal government can begin to afford to implement
PPACA, with deficits already over $1 trillion in every year of your presidency,
and the debt growing $5 trillion in the past 3 years to an outrageous record of
nearly $16 trillion.
 
The consequences of governors’ decisions will impact our states – and the nation
– for decades to come, so we must have all the information needed to choose
wisely. We have taken the liberty of compiling below just some of the critical
questions that must have answers before states can determine best how to proceed
in light of the Court’s decision. We undertake this task with a sense of great
responsibility, and resolve to only move forward when we have full and complete
knowledge of all the implications of our decision.

 
Healthcare Exchanges:
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->1.)     <!--[endif]-->Please provide a complete list of
regulations that will have to be reviewed, revised and re-opened for public
comment prior to implementation as a result of the Supreme Court ruling
(e.g., the Medicaid eligibility regulations, exchange regulations related to
interface with Medicaid)? What is the schedule for re-issuing these
regulations?
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<!--[if !supportLists]-->2.)     <!--[endif]-->When will either additional

guidance or actual rules be issued on essential health benefits, actuarial value
and rating areas be issued?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->3.)     <!--[endif]-->The federal government has

already extended deadlines for applying for Level 1 and Level 2 Exchange
Establishment funding into 2014.  Can we expect extensions of the deadlines
for implementation given the uncertainty caused by the Supreme Court ruling
and the linkage between Medicaid expansion and exchange eligibility and
enrollment functions?  In addition, will the deadlines change for states
implementing a partnership exchange?  Will the deadlines be extended for
states implementing a federal exchange? 

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->4.)     <!--[endif]-->When will the details of the federal

partnership options be available? These cannot be considered as an option
without details including cost estimates. How will the long term funding of
the federally-facilitated healthcare exchanges be sustained?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->5.)     <!--[endif]-->States considering a state-based

exchange need to know whether there will be a charge and by how much to
use the federal data hub, advance premium tax credit/cost-sharing reduction
service, risk adjustment and transitional reinsurance programs.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->6.)     <!--[endif]-->When will states learn the details

of the operational systems for a federal exchange? The procedural, technical,
and architectural requirements for linking to the federal exchange have not
been released.  It is not feasible to know if a state-based exchange is better
for our citizens until we know what the contents of a federal exchange will
be.  Taking grant money at this time for state exchange creation may be
wasted if a federal exchange makes more sense for a particular state.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->7.)     <!--[endif]-->When will information from the

establishment of a federal exchange be available for states to use if a state
opts to build its own exchange? It is costly for each state to have to start
from scratch and still not know how interfaces will work.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->8.)     <!--[endif]-->If states choose to build a state-

based exchange, what dollars will the federal government contribute now and
in the future?  For the federal exchange states, when will the regulations
regarding the imposition of taxes on a state’s insurers be released?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->9.)     <!--[endif]-->It has been widely reported that

Congressional leaders who have to appropriate money will seek to defund
exchanges. Please explain how the enactment provisions of the law allow the
Executive Branch to continue to fund exchanges without Congressional
action to appropriate money. 

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->10.)  <!--[endif]-->What happens to a state that has

taken exchange planning and implementation grants if their exchange is not
financially viable after 2015?  Can a state refuse to increase taxes on either its
residents or insurers, thus putting the financial underpinning of an exchange
at risk? What penalties does the federal government envision in this case?
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<!--[if !supportLists]-->11.)  <!--[endif]-->What happens if a state accepts
grant money now to begin to build a state exchange, and subsequently
determines that a federal exchange may be better?  Will the federal
government claw back these grant dollars from the states?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->12.)  <!--[endif]-->What impact will changes to the

Medicaid expansion have on exchange implementation? The federal
exchange is currently structured to provide Medicaid eligibility
determination. How will this work if some states participate and others do
not?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->13.)  <!--[endif]-->Last month the Congressional

Budget Office (CBO) pointed out a provision in the law that reduces
exchange subsidies after 2018, which means fewer and fewer people will
qualify for subsidies, and the people who do qualify will get a smaller and
smaller subsidy. Does the Administration support that change, and if so, how
would you pay for it? If you do not, why do you think people should be
forced to buy insurance if federal subsidies are shrinking?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->14.)  <!--[endif]-->CMS has released 90/10 funding

under ARRA and HITECH in order for states to improve their eligibility
systems for Medicaid and other social service programs. Will that funding
continue?   

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->15.)  <!--[endif]-->Alongside the considerable

challenge of greatly expanding the Medicaid program, states are charged by
the PPACA with creating a single, seamless point of entry for all of the
insurance affordability programs affected by the Act--Medicaid, the
Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), the Basic Health Plan (where
offered), advance tax credits for individual and Small Business Health
Options Program (SHOP) exchange enrollees.  This leaves another major
question on the table.  What about all of the other social service programs?
Will states still be able to create an eligibility system for all social service
programs under the 90/10 funding mechanism?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->16.)  <!--[endif]-->In order to minimize disruptions to

a state’s insurance market, The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) is
required to certified multi-state plans that must be included in every
exchange, when will the rules be released detailing the requirements and
timeline for multi-state plans. How OPM structures these rules can be very
disruptive to a state’s insurance market.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->17.)  <!--[endif]-->Does the federal government

intend to maintain high risk pools and how will they be financed? What
actions will they take in a state that has opted not to operate a high risk pool
or an exchange?

 
 
Medicaid
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->1.)     <!--[endif]-->When can we expect to receive
updated guidance on Medicaid expansion and related topics?
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2.)     <!--[endif]-->Is there a deadline for letting the
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federal government know if a state will be participating in the Medicaid
expansion? How does that relate to the exchange declaration deadline? The
two programs are currently scheduled to be implemented simultaneously in
January 2014.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->3.)     <!--[endif]-->Will states that expand Medicaid

coverage up to a level below 138% of the federal poverty level (FPL), for
example up to 100% of FPL, still receive the enhanced federal medical
assistance percentage (FMAP) available for “newly covered” populations?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->4.)     <!--[endif]-->Will states be allowed to phase in

Medicaid coverage up to 138% of FPL (or 100% FPL) years after 2013 and
still receive the enhanced FMAP?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->5.)     <!--[endif]-->Does the MOE requirement apply

to the expansion population or does it apply only to the current Medicaid
population? If a state accepts the expansion, but the federal match goes away,
can we drop out of the expansion program?  Will you waive the MOE under
your 1115 waiver authority? What will be the penalties for failure to comply
with MOE requirements? Since the MOE was a direct result of the expansion
funding, if a state chooses not to expand is the MOE no longer effective?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->6.)     <!--[endif]-->Regarding the two year increase in

Medicaid reimbursement for primary care codes, are you going to extend it?
If so, how are you going to pay for it? Congressional Republicans have
expressed opposition to any funded for PPACA. 

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->7.)     <!--[endif]-->Will states still be required to

convert their income counting methodology to MAGI for purposes of
determining eligibility regardless of whether they expand to the optional adult
group?  If so, how do states link the categorical eligibility criteria to the
MAGI? How will the federal exchanges utilize the state’s criteria?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->8.)     <!--[endif]-->If a state expanded Medicaid

through a waiver prior to enactment of the PPACA, but then chooses not to
expand coverage further, are they still eligible for the 75% to 90% enhanced
FMAP for the previously expanded population?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->9.)     <!--[endif]-->Will the federal government

support options for the Medicaid expansion population that encourage
personal responsibility – cost sharing or accountability provisions, the use of
high deductible plans such as Health Savings Accounts, and other options at
the state’s choice?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->10.)  <!--[endif]-->What specific plans and timeline

do you have for enacting the reforms and flexibility options for Medicaid that
you spoke of in 2009?  When can states give further input on the needed
reforms?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->11.)  <!--[endif]-->You have stated that you will not

deport undocumented aliens who have not committed a crime. You have also
said that these undocumented aliens will be exempt from the individual
mandate. How will the state be reimbursed for medical services given to
these individuals?
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<!--[if !supportLists]-->12.)  <!--[endif]-->Will CMS approve global waivers

with an aggregate allotment, state flexibility, and accountability if states are
willing to initiate a portion of the expansion?

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->13.)  <!--[endif]--> The Disproportionate Share

allotments will be reduced every year with a methodology based in the
reduction in the number of uninsured.  One, when will HHS issue the
regulations and methodology for this reduction? Two, for a state that does not
see a decrease in its uninsured population will the remaining state absorb the
full reduction?  In addition, can a state implement a new DSH Diversion
program as part of the optional expansion?  Can a state implement new DSH
Diversion programs for services to the uninsured/uncompensated care
services?

 
 

-30-
 

Paid for and authorized by the Republican Governors Association
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Fwd: RGPPC, COST TO STATES APPROVAL
Date: Thursday, July 12, 2012 1:34:31 PM

What do u want me to say(

Begin forwarded message:

From: Lindsay Russell <
Date: July 12, 2012 13:22:17 CDT
To: Andrew Silvestri <Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: FW: RGPPC, COST TO STATES APPROVAL

We are hoping to put this in front of all the govs on Saturday. Could you help me get
this approved or edited?
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:  | 
 
 

From: Lindsay Russell 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 1:45 PM
To: 'Andrew Silvestri'; 'Katie Altshuler'; 'JulieK@health.ok.gov'
Cc: Marie Sanderson
Subject: RGPPC, COST TO STATES APPROVAL
 
Dear Oklahoma,
 
In response to requests from Senate and House leadership, RGA Chairman Bob
McDonnell and several other stakeholders the RGPPC is putting together an up-to-date
document of the costs that ACA will have on your state. As you may recall the RGPPC
completed this task several months ago. However, in response to the recent SCOTUS
decision we would like to give you the opportunity to approve, edit or change  the
information for your state.
 
Below is your state specific information as it currently reads in the document. Please
look over and respond by tomorrow 2:00pm est.
 
 
 
Oklahoma
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The Oklahoma Health Care Authority estimates that the Obamacare Medicaid
expansion will cost an additional $4.6 billion in state and federal funding and will add
250,000 new Oklahoman’s to the Medicaid rolls from 2014-2020
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Public Policy Committee | RGA
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
P: (202) 662-4149 | C:  | 
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From: Alex Weintz
To: walter@workman. com; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fwd: SB 1629 is on hold pending Supreme Court action
Date: Thursday, March 08, 2012 5:09:17 PM
Attachments: image001.png

That's their release and I think ours is good to go as drafted 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Malia Bennett <bennett@lsb.state.ok.us>
Date: March 8, 2012 5:05:31 PM CST
To: "bennett@oksenate.gov" <bennett@oksenate.gov>
Subject: SB 1629 is on hold pending Supreme Court action

<!--[if !vml]--><!--[endif]--> 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

OKLAHOMA STATE LEGISLATURE
 

March 8, 2012
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Nathan Atkins                                                                      John Estus                                                                            
405.521.5605                                                                       405.962.7674 desk, 405.706.0084 cell          
atkins@oksenate.gov                                                         john.estus@okhouse.gov
 
                                               

SB 1629 is on hold pending Supreme Court action
 
OKLAHOMA CITY – The Legislature will wait until after the U.S. Supreme Court rules on the constitutionality of the
federal health care law before proceeding with Senate Bill 1629, legislators announced Thursday.
 
The U.S. Supreme Court is expected to rule this summer, perhaps as early as June, on a legal challenge brought by
several states alleging the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act is unconstitutional.
 
Should the high court overturn the law, the possibility exists that health insurance exchanges would not be necessary.
And should the high court uphold the federal law, nuances within the majority opinion could help legislators craft the
most effective Oklahoma-based marketplace possible to defend against the imposition of a federal exchange.
 
Given these dynamics, legislative leaders and the chairmen of the Joint Committee of Federal Health Care Law have
opted to wait until the outcome of the Supreme Court proceedings before moving further forward with SB 1629. If the
court upholds the law, the Legislature is already prepared to continue defending against federal intervention into the
Oklahoma health care market.
 
“There are many common-sense solutions conservatives can agree on to lower the cost of healthcare, expand access and
choices to more individuals, and increase the quality of our care – all through tried-and-true principles of the free
market,” said Sen. Gary Stanislawski, R-Tulsa, co-chairman of the Joint Committee on Federal Health Care Law.
 
“These are ideas worth pursuing, and we eagerly await the Supreme Court’s repeal of ObamaCare so we can begin the
very serious business of addressing our healthcare challenges with solutions that expand freedom instead of government,”
Stanislawski said.
 
The Joint Committee on Federal Health Care Law met five times throughout the interim to determine the effect the law
will have on Oklahoma. Among its recommendations was to craft a state-based marketplace in order to prevent the
federal government from imposing a federal exchange in Oklahoma.
 
“If the court doesn’t reject this law as we hope, developing a state-based exchange remains our best defense against
unwanted federal intervention,” said Rep. Glen Mulready, R-Tulsa, the committee’s other co-chairman. “We think we
have fashioned a good plan. We are willing to wait to ensure we have the best possible solution to protect Oklahoma
from federal intervention.”
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Legislative leaders supported the committee co-chairmen’s decision.
 
“Republicans in the state Senate will do everything in our power to block ObamaCare in Oklahoma. When President
Obama rammed through a trillion dollar unconstitutional assault on the healthcare freedom of Oklahomans, he proved his
values are fundamentally at odds with ours,” said Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman, R-Sapulpa. “The fight
to preserve healthcare freedom is far from over.”
 
“Developing a state-based solution has always been and remains the best, most realistic way to defend against a federal
exchange. The reality is we’re not yet at the point where we absolutely have to deploy that defense,” said House Speaker
Kris Steele, R-Shawnee. “Should the time come, we’ll be prepared to act thanks to the groundwork the committee has
laid for us.”
 

- 30 -
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Fwd: SOTU FACT: ObamaCare is Driving Up Costs & Jeopardizing Coverage for American Families
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2012 9:06:17 PM

Speaker of the House John Boehner

SOTU FACT: ObamaCare is Driving Up Costs &
Jeopardizing Coverage for American Families 
January 24, 2012 | Posted by Speaker Boehner's Press Office | Permalink

CLAIM: President Obama claims that ObamaCare is protecting access to health
coverage for Americans. 

“I will not go back to the days when health insurance companies had unchecked

power to cancel your policy, deny you coverage, or charge women differently

from men.” (President Obama, State of the Union Address, January 24, 2012

FACT: ObamaCare is driving up premiums and jeopardizing coverage for millions
of Americans.  President Obama promised he would make our economy
stronger, but policies like ObamaCare have made it worse.

“Contrary to the President, the [Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services]

actuaries find that Obamacare will dramatically increase the near-term growth

rate of health care costs. In 2014, the actuaries find that growth in the net cost of

health insurance will increase by nearly 14 percent, compared to 3.5% if PPACA

had never passed.” (Forbes, 8/9/11)

According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, “employers’ spending on health

coverage for workers spiked abruptly” in 2011, with the average cost of a family

plan increasing by nine percent, and the average cost for an individual plan

increasing by eight percent.

A June 2011 report by McKinsey & Co. found that 30-50 percent of employers

said they would stop offering health coverage once the bulk of ObamaCare took

effect.

A May 2011 PriceWaterhouseCoopers survey found that 84 percent of

employers would make changes to their plan as a result of ObamaCare. 

Instead of adding to the challenges small businesses face, Republicans have

voted to repeal ObamaCare and have put forth a Plan for America’s Job
Creators that focuses on removing government barriers to job growth.

QUOTE: “If there’s a constant in the story of ObamaCare, it’s broken promises. …

Instead of lower costs, families and small businesses are being squeezed even further.

Instead of keeping what they like, millions are being forced off their coverage. …

Together, we can repeal ObamaCare and replace it with common-sense reforms that
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lower costs and protect American jobs.” (Speaker John Boehner, Press Release,

3/23/11)

* * * * * Stay tuned for Republican Address to the Nation – LIVE on GOP.gov/SOTU – immediately following the
State of the Union message. * * * * *

    

SPEAKER.GOV | CONTACT | PRIVACY POLICY

Click Here to view this email in your browser 
Click Here to be removed from this list
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Julie Cox-Kain
Subject: Fwd: State Exchange Information-11 states Passed Exchange Legislation in 2011
Date: Monday, January 16, 2012 11:05:12 AM

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: Lindsay Russell <
Date: January 16, 2012 10:47:15 CST
To: Lindsay Russell <  Marie Sanderson
<
Subject: State Exchange Information-11 states Passed Exchange
Legislation in 2011

<https://webmail.rga.org/owa/UrlBlockedError.aspx>
Health Care
Eleven States Passed Exchange Legislation in 2011, Report Says

————————————————————————————————————
BNA Snapshot

Health Insurance Exchange Progress Report

Key Finding: Eleven states enacted legislation in 2011 to establish
exchanges.

Other Findings: Alternatives to legislation are being pursued.

————————————————————————————————————

By Sara Hansard

Eleven states enacted laws in 2011 to establish health insurance
exchanges, and another four states enacted legislation signaling an intent
to establish the exchanges that must be created in all states by 2014
under the health care reform law, according to a progress report released
Jan. 11 by the Commonwealth Fund (CWF).

“Planning for the exchanges is well under way in many states, some of
which do not have signed legislation in place,” the report said. CWF is a
health care research organization that advocates for greater access to
health care, particularly for low-income people.

Four states—Mississippi, North Dakota, Virginia, and Wyoming have
enacted legislation indicating their intent to establish an exchange—an
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online health insurance market—or study establishing an exchange,
according to State Health Insurance Exchange Legislation:A Progress
Report. Michigan, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, and the District
of Columbia have passed exchange legislation in at least one house of
their legislatures.

Exchange legislation was introduced in 2011 or 2012 that is pending in
Maine, Ohio, and Wisconsin, it said. Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker(R) has
said he would not move forward on an exchange until the Supreme Court
decides the constitutionality of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care
Act, the report said.

Individuals and small businesses can enroll in health insurance through
the exchanges under PPACA, and up to 30 million people are expected to
do so by 2020, the report said. To the extent that eligibility and
enrollment for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program are
determined through the exchanges, the number of people coming to
exchanges for information about coverage could rise to 80 million, it said.

Legislation Needed to Create State Exchanges

States must pass legislation authorizing the exchanges to be created, the
report said. In the absence of state legislation, governors in some states
may pursue other means of creating authority to establish and operate
the exchanges, such as through executive orders, the report said.

States that either decline to establish exchanges, or that have not been
certified by the Department of Health and Human Services by January
2013 as having made sufficient progress toward creating an exchange,
will have to work with HHS to set up “federally facilitated”exchanges, it
said.

Proposed regulations issued in 2011 by HHS would allow conditional
approval of exchanges if states are at an advanced stage in the
development process, and states may apply to operate exchanges after
2014, the report said.

The 11 states that passed exchange legislation are California, Colorado,
Connecticut, Hawaii, Illinois, Maryland, Nevada, Oregon, Vermont,
Washington, and West Virginia, the report said. Prior to passage of
PPACA, Massachusetts passed a law similar to PPACA, and the state
operates an exchange known as the Connector under the law. Utah
established a small business exchange in 2009.

Legislators in seven states introduced legislation to establish exchanges
that either failed or died because of adjournment. Those states are
Alaska, Arizona, Iowa, New Hampshire, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and
Texas.

Alternatives Being Pursued

Governors in eight states have pursued or are considering alternatives to
establishing exchanges through nonlegislative means, such as executive
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orders, according to the report: Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Indiana,
Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, and Rhode Island.

Governors in Florida, Louisiana, and South Carolina have notified HHS
that their states do not intend to establish an exchange, the report said.
New Mexico's governor vetoed legislation passed by the Legislature to
establish an exchange, although the state has a federal grant to establish
an exchange and the governor appointed a physician to lead the state
Office of Healthcare Reform, which is to establish an exchange, it said.

So far, HHS has awarded 28 states and the District of Columbia
multimillion-dollar exchange establishment grants, the report said.

Seven states have not had any legislative activity to establish an
exchange, but a few are moving forward with planning their exchanges
regardless, the report said. Idaho, Kentucky, Nebraska, and Tennessee
each won grants in 2011 to establish exchanges, it said.

The CWF report was authored by Sara R. Collins and Tracy Garber.

For More Information

State Health Insurance Exchange Legislation: A Progress Report is at
http://www.commonwealthfund.org/Publications/Blog.aspx.

Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor
Republican Governors Association | RGPPC
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
C:  | lrussell@rga.org<mailto:lrussell@rga.org> |
www.rga.org
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Governor"s Staff
Subject: FYI - Gov. Fallin will be on Greta Van Susteren"s show tonight on Fox News
Date: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 3:56:37 PM
Attachments: image002.png

All,
 
The governor will be on the Greta Van Susteren show on Fox News Channel tonight at
approximately 9:30 p.m. CST to talk about the decision not to pursue a state-based health
insurance exchange and the decision to not expand the Medicaid system in Oklahoma.
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
 
Find Gov. Fallin on:
 

   
 
On the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Governor"s Staff
Subject: FYI - Gov. Fallin will be on Greta Van Susteren"s show tonight on Fox News
Date: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 3:56:35 PM
Attachments: image002.png

All,
 
The governor will be on the Greta Van Susteren show on Fox News Channel tonight at
approximately 9:30 p.m. CST to talk about the decision not to pursue a state-based health
insurance exchange and the decision to not expand the Medicaid system in Oklahoma.
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
 
Find Gov. Fallin on:
 

   
 
On the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Governor"s Staff
Subject: FYI - Gov. Fallin will be on Greta Van Susteren"s show tonight on Fox News
Date: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 3:56:00 PM
Attachments: image002.png

All,
 
The governor will be on the Greta Van Susteren show on Fox News Channel tonight at
approximately 9:30 p.m. CST to talk about the decision not to pursue a state-based health
insurance exchange and the decision to not expand the Medicaid system in Oklahoma.
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
 
Find Gov. Fallin on:
 

   
 
On the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Marcia Crawford; Kandi Batts; Cody Inman; Sean Rose
Subject: FYI - health care exchange deadline extended
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 8:56:37 AM
Attachments: image002.png

FYI – the deadline on the health insurance change has been extended by the federal
government; we will not have an announcement on it today.  If you have questions, let me
know.  Thanks.
 

States get another stay on health insurance exchange deadline

November 16, 2012 | Mary Mosquera

In a second delay in one week, Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius has
extended the deadline for one month for states to not only submit their blueprints for a state-
based health insurance exchange but to even decide if they plan to establish their own
exchange.

The original deadline for states to submit their blueprint and a declaration letter to establish a
state-based exchange was Nov. 16.

Last week, Sebelius explained in a letter that states could delay assembling and sending in
their documentation until Dec. 14, but they still had to at least notify HHS of their decision
on a state-based exchange by Nov. 16.

[See also: How the campaigns cast a shadow on HIX, Medicaid —any why they're now
poised for the forefront]

On the eve of that deadline, Nov. 15, Sebelius sent a letter to the Republican Governors
Association, in which she offered more decision-making time. 

The extension delays accommodate primarily Republican governors, who were waiting until
the election outcome to decide whether to move ahead on the exchanges and other features of
the health reform law.

Originally, if states did not meet the Nov. 16 deadline, the federal government would proceed
to set up an exchange for them. HHS wants to be sure that the exchanges can be ready to
start accepting open enrollment in October 2013 and start operations Jan. 1, 2014.

The latest letter responds to a request from Republican Governors Association leaders
Virginia Gov. Bob McDonnell and Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal for more time to declare
whether states will decide to run a state-based exchange.

“While receiving a letter of intent now will help us assist states in finalizing their application,
a state may submit both a letter of intent and an application to operate its own exchange by
December 14,” Sebelius said.  

HHS also will accept plans from states that have decided to establish a state-federal
partnership exchange by Feb. 15, 2013. States will also be able to apply to run exchanges in
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future.

[Related: Why the initial HIX delay means more to some states than others]

“We are confident governors will have enough time to decide whether they want to establish
an exchange, work in partnership with the federal government or have a federally-facilitate
exchange in their state,” she said.

Sebelius said HHS is “committed to providing states with the flexibility, resources, and time
they need to deliver the benefits of the healthcare law to the American people.”

To date, 17 states and the District of Columbia have decided to build their own exchanges.
Five states — Nebraska, South Carolina, Kansas, Alabama and Florida — have said the
federal government can build their exchanges.

 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
 
Find Gov. Fallin on:
 

   
 
On the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Marcia Crawford; Kandi Batts; Cody Inman; Sean Rose
Subject: FYI - health care exchange deadline extended
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 8:56:00 AM
Attachments: image002.png

FYI – the deadline on the health insurance change has been extended by the federal
government; we will not have an announcement on it today.  If you have questions, let me
know.  Thanks.
 

States get another stay on health insurance exchange deadline

November 16, 2012 | Mary Mosquera

In a second delay in one week, Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius has
extended the deadline for one month for states to not only submit their blueprints for a state-
based health insurance exchange but to even decide if they plan to establish their own
exchange.

The original deadline for states to submit their blueprint and a declaration letter to establish a
state-based exchange was Nov. 16.

Last week, Sebelius explained in a letter that states could delay assembling and sending in
their documentation until Dec. 14, but they still had to at least notify HHS of their decision
on a state-based exchange by Nov. 16.

[See also: How the campaigns cast a shadow on HIX, Medicaid —any why they're now
poised for the forefront]

On the eve of that deadline, Nov. 15, Sebelius sent a letter to the Republican Governors
Association, in which she offered more decision-making time. 

The extension delays accommodate primarily Republican governors, who were waiting until
the election outcome to decide whether to move ahead on the exchanges and other features of
the health reform law.

Originally, if states did not meet the Nov. 16 deadline, the federal government would proceed
to set up an exchange for them. HHS wants to be sure that the exchanges can be ready to
start accepting open enrollment in October 2013 and start operations Jan. 1, 2014.

The latest letter responds to a request from Republican Governors Association leaders
Virginia Gov. Bob McDonnell and Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal for more time to declare
whether states will decide to run a state-based exchange.

“While receiving a letter of intent now will help us assist states in finalizing their application,
a state may submit both a letter of intent and an application to operate its own exchange by
December 14,” Sebelius said.  

HHS also will accept plans from states that have decided to establish a state-federal
partnership exchange by Feb. 15, 2013. States will also be able to apply to run exchanges in
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future.

[Related: Why the initial HIX delay means more to some states than others]

“We are confident governors will have enough time to decide whether they want to establish
an exchange, work in partnership with the federal government or have a federally-facilitate
exchange in their state,” she said.

Sebelius said HHS is “committed to providing states with the flexibility, resources, and time
they need to deliver the benefits of the healthcare law to the American people.”

To date, 17 states and the District of Columbia have decided to build their own exchanges.
Five states — Nebraska, South Carolina, Kansas, Alabama and Florida — have said the
federal government can build their exchanges.

 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
 
Find Gov. Fallin on:
 

   
 
On the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: "Otie Ann Fried (otieann@fkgconsulting.com)"; tammie@fkgconsolting.com
Subject: FYI - Kansas To Opt Out Of Early Innovator Grant
Date: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 3:37:00 PM

INTERESTING

Kansas To Opt Out Of Early Innovator Grant

Topeka - Kansas Governor Sam Brownback and Lt. Governor Dr. Jeff Colyer announced today that the
State of Kansas is returning its "early innovator" grant distributed by the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services in February for early implementation of portions of the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA).

"There is much uncertainty surrounding the ability of the federal government to meet it's already
budgeted future spending obligations.
Every state should be preparing for fewer federal resources, not more.
To deal with that reality Kansas needs to maintain maximum flexibility. That requires freeing Kansas
from the strings attached to the Early Innovator Grant," said Governor Brownback

"Federal Medicaid mandates have cost Kansans over 400 million in the past 2 years alone. Full
implementation of the mandates in the President's health care law would cost billions more," said Dr.
Colyer. "We will work to find innovative Kansas based solutions to Kansas challenges and be very
selective in the federal funds the state applies for and receives.  We look forward to working with
legislative leaders and Insurance Commissioner Praeger as we develop Kansas solutions."

Following Oklahoma's decision in April to opt out, Kansas is now the second state to opt out of Early
Innovator Grant funding

"The early innovator grant does not address the most important issue in health reform, which is slowing
the rate of cost growth in health care. Through the statewide Medicaid reform meetings, Kansas is
taking the opportunity to decide for ourselves how best to provide health care access, improve
outcomes and reduce costs for our state," said Dr. Robert Moser, Secretary for the Kansas Department
of Health and Environment.
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: tammie
Subject: FYI - Kansas To Opt Out Of Early Innovator Grant
Date: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 3:46:00 PM

INTERESTING

Kansas To Opt Out Of Early Innovator Grant

Topeka - Kansas Governor Sam Brownback and Lt. Governor Dr. Jeff Colyer announced today that the
State of Kansas is returning its "early innovator" grant distributed by the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services in February for early implementation of portions of the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA).

"There is much uncertainty surrounding the ability of the federal government to meet it's already
budgeted future spending obligations.
Every state should be preparing for fewer federal resources, not more.
To deal with that reality Kansas needs to maintain maximum flexibility. That requires freeing Kansas
from the strings attached to the Early Innovator Grant," said Governor Brownback

"Federal Medicaid mandates have cost Kansans over 400 million in the past 2 years alone. Full
implementation of the mandates in the President's health care law would cost billions more," said Dr.
Colyer. "We will work to find innovative Kansas based solutions to Kansas challenges and be very
selective in the federal funds the state applies for and receives.  We look forward to working with
legislative leaders and Insurance Commissioner Praeger as we develop Kansas solutions."

Following Oklahoma's decision in April to opt out, Kansas is now the second state to opt out of Early
Innovator Grant funding

"The early innovator grant does not address the most important issue in health reform, which is slowing
the rate of cost growth in health care. Through the statewide Medicaid reform meetings, Kansas is
taking the opportunity to decide for ourselves how best to provide health care access, improve
outcomes and reduce costs for our state," said Dr. Robert Moser, Secretary for the Kansas Department
of Health and Environment.
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: FYI - Medicaid statement to Tulsa World
Date: Friday, March 04, 2011 2:49:00 PM

Tulsa World is following up on the impact Obamacare will have on states re:  Medicaid.  Here is the
statement the gov has approved and that we’ll be sending to Jim Myers, in addition to a
spreadsheet from OHCA showing the budgetary impact.
 
 
"The current federal health care law is going to cost the state of Oklahoma more than $400 million
to implement, largely because of the shifting of Medicaid costs onto states. That is unworkable and
unaffordable, especially in the current budget climate. What I have asked President Obama, Speaker
Boehner and other Washington leaders to do is to allow the state's more flexibility to design and
implement their own health care programs. Block grants can be a useful tool to implement those
goals. Granting states waivers where federal mandates are concerned can also provide more
flexibility.  I look forward to continue working with our congressional delegation to find a solution
that allows Oklahoma to implement a program that meets our state’s needs.
 
"Ultimately, this does not address the concern of many Oklahomans, including myself and the
attorney general, which is the individual mandate forcing consumers to purchase health care
insurance contained within the federal health care law is unconstitutional.  Furthermore, the federal
health care law is an economic burden that will dampen our economic recovery from the national
recession.  I support the effort to ensure Oklahoma’s lawsuit against the federal health care bill is
heard by the U.S. Supreme Court as soon as possible so we can decide the issue and move forward
with a free-market driven plan to solve the health care challenges of Oklahoma.”
 
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Mary Fallin; Mary Fallin
Cc: Alex Weintz; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: FYI - SCOTUS/Obamacare ruling press statements
Date: Friday, June 22, 2012 1:10:00 PM
Attachments: image002.png

Governor,
 
Have you had time yet to review the potential press statements for when the Obamacare
court ruling is issued?  We haven’t seen your notes or OK yet.  Below are the statements
for your approval.  Thanks, Aaron.
 
FYI – the ruling could come as early as 10 am CST Monday.
 
 

SCOTUS/OBAMACARE DECISION
 

STATEMENTS FOR APPROVAL
 
 
Law is upheld
 
“I’m extremely disappointed and frustrated by the Supreme Court’s decision to
uphold the federal health care law.  The law is unconstitutional, unconstructive
and unaffordable for taxpayers and states.  It will limit patients’ health care
choices, reduce the quality of health care in the United States, and will cost
the state of Oklahoma more than a half billion dollars in the process.
 
“Oklahomans have voiced their opposition to the federal health care bill from
the very beginning, having approved a constitutional amendment to block the
implementation of this bill. We believe that, rather than Big Government
bureaucracy and one-size-fits-all solutions, the free market principles of
choice and competition are the best tools at our disposal to increase access to
health care and reduce costs.
 
 
“Moving forward, it is my hope the American people will elect leaders who
will work to repeal the federal health care law and replace it with meaningful
reform focused on commonsense, market based changes.”
 
 
If entire law is struck down:
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“Today’s decision by the Supreme Court to strike down the federal health care
law is a victory for the American people, for Constitutional Liberty, and for
those who care about choice and competition in the health care market.
President Obama’s health care legislation was nothing short of disastrous,
threatening to weaken our economy, reduce the quality of health care across
the U.S. and  potentially cost the state of Oklahoma more than a half billion
dollars in the process.  The bill failed to make health care more affordable;
meanwhile, it represented an unconstitutional power grab by President Obama
and the forces of Big Government in Washington.
 
“The people of Oklahoma already have spoken out against the federal health
care law by passing a constitutional amendment blocking its implementation. 
I am thrilled the U.S. Supreme Court has agreed with our line of thinking and
struck down a law that is unpopular and destructive as well as
unconstitutional.    
 
“Moving forward, we must focus on the free-market principles of choice and
competition to help lower the costs of medical treatment and increase access
to health care.”
 
 
If only individual mandate is struck down:
 
“Today’s decision by the Supreme Court to strike down the individual
mandate within President Obama’s health care law is an important step in the
right direction.  With the central part of the president’s law stricken from the
books, we can now set about repealing and reforming a plan that is
unconstitutional and unaffordable to its core.
 
“Oklahomans have voiced their opposition to the federal health care bill from
the very beginning, having approved a constitutional amendment to block the
implementation of this bill. We believe that, rather than Big Government
bureaucracy and one-size-fits-all solutions, the free market principles of
choice and competition are the best tools at our disposal to increase access to
health care and reduce costs.
 
“With the individual mandate now gone, it is up to policymakers to repeal
what is left of President Obama’s disastrous health care law and deliver
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meaningful, effective health care reform focusing on commonsense, market
based changes.”
 
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
 
Find Gov. Fallin on:
 

   
 
On the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: FYI - story on exchanges/Texas
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:22:00 AM

 
 

Lone Star reform hinges on Perry
By: Sarah Kliff
April  5, 2011 04:41 AM EDT

AUSTIN, Texas — Everything is bigger in Texas — the challenges for implementing the

federal health reform law included.

POLITICO interviews with Texas legislators and lobbyists indicate that Gov. Rick Perry is

unlikely to take the steps necessary to implement the insurance exchange required under

the federal health reform law, which means the task will probably be left to the Obama

administration.

To be sure, other Republican governors have also come out strongly against setting up

the reform law. Citing their opposition to the law, Florida’s Rick Scott and Louisiana’s

Bobby Jindal have sent health reform grants back to Washington.

A Texas decision not to build a health exchange, however, would have much more wide-

ranging consequences in terms of both politics and policy.

As chairman of the Republican Governors Association, Perry has one of the party’s most

visible leadership positions. His state also has the highest rate of uninsured people in the

nation. Twenty-six percent of the state population goes without coverage, according to the

Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured. So if Perry does not set up a health

exchange, the federal Department of Health and Human Services would become

responsible for running the marketplace and adding 6 million Texans to the system, via

both private and public programs.

But Perry is unlikely to volunteer Texas to take on the task, and he cites his opposition to

the law as a reason not to implement it.

“Since the health care reform legislation came forward, we’ve been really clear that we

oppose the bill and its mandates,” Perry’s spokeswoman Lucy Nashed told POLITICO.

“Along that same trend, the governor has been pretty clear that we’re skeptical about

implementing anything that resembles Obamacare.”

This position is a marked departure from other Republican governors, even presidential

contenders such as Mississippi’s Haley Barbour, who have grudgingly moved forward on

implementation to preclude federal intervention.

Opposition to a Texas-run health exchange seems to have intensified since January,

when federal Judge Roger Vinson ruled the health reform law unconstitutional and hinted

that, if states continue to implement it, they would essentially undermine their case.

“[Perry] is adamant about no exchange until the court case is decided,” said Arlene

Wohlgemuth, director of health policy for the pro-free-market Texas Public Policy

Foundation, which had supported a state-run exchange until the Florida ruling. “We’ve

backed away from that proposal. Some say implementation wouldn’t hurt our case, but the

judge is the judge, so we’re listening to him.”

Wohlgemuth adds, however, that the governor would probably change his tune if the

courts were to rule in the law’s favor; then “he would very much favor a state-run
exchange, I would speculate,” she said.
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But the timeline is a major hurdle for any changes of heart: If Texas were to wait to

implement until after a Supreme Court decision — which isn’t expected until mid-2012 at

the earliest — the state would most likely be too late to act.

Health exchanges do not come online until 2014, but HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius

has to certify that states have made significant progress at the beginning of 2013.

The Texas Legislature, which meets biennially, has a session scheduled to end May 31

and then will not reconvene until 2013 — past the exchange certification deadline.

That leaves the state with two possible paths, both very unlikely, that would allow an

exchange to move forward: pass a bill this session or convene a special session.

Not surprisingly, convening a special session in Texas to implement part of the health

reform law would be very unpopular. 

“If we needed to do that, we could,” said state Rep. John Zerwas, a Republican who

introduced health exchange legislation now languishing in committee. “The legislation is

ready to go. But in terms of having to impose a special session on people to do this, that

just seems unlikely.” 

Zerwas, an anesthesiologist, opposes the health reform law and has signed on to a bill to

repeal the individual mandate. The conservative legislator’s district overlaps U.S. Rep.

Ron Paul’s. His state Capitol office is lined with Texas Longhorns gear and tomes from

Republican presidents, such as George W. Bush and Ronald Reagan. 

Zerwas strongly supports a state-run health exchange to protect against federal intrusion. 

“Putting an exchange out there that’s uniquely Texan, filling that space to block any kind

of federal intrusion, is the rational thing to do,” Zerwas told POLITICO. 

Zerwas chalks up the governor’s opposition to an exchange not only to the court decision

but also to an uneasy partnership of political and policy calendars: He’s reluctant to do

anything before 2012 that could be interpreted as an endorsement of the health reform

law. 

“In conversations with the governor’s office, there’s a very strong sense that he won’t pass

out a health insurance exchange,” Zerwas said. “There’s concern that this could have

some negative fallout in the next election. I don’t really second-guess the governor’s

political ambitions on this, but he has serious concerns that the grass roots would see this

as something actually promoting Obamacare.” 

Perry’s opposition to the health reform law has not completely shut down implementation

in Texas. State agencies continue to prepare for 2014, holding ad hoc meetings that often

include representatives of the Texas Health and Human Services Commission and the

Department of Insurance. They’re studying issues such as how the exchange will interact

with Medicaid and what it will mean for individual agencies. 

“It’s like waiting to find out who you’ll dance with,” Stephanie Goodman, spokeswoman for

the Texas Health and Human Services Commission, said of the status of a Texas

exchange. “You know you’re going to dance. But the question is with who.” 

The Department of Insurance has meanwhile moved forward on a $1 million health

exchange planning grant, which it has used to study the potential structure and financing
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of a Texas-run marketplace. 

“We are trying to answer some of the key questions — if Texas were to do an exchange,

what would it look like?” said Texas Insurance Commissioner Mike Geeslin. “Is it going to

be self-sustaining? Once the decision is made, whether to do an exchange or not, we’d

have some key pieces in place.” 

But will it actually set up an exchange? The only Texan who can answer that, it seems, is

Perry. 

“I can’t speak for that,” Geeslin said. “You’ll have to ask the governor’s office.”

© 2011 Capitol News Company, LLC

 
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Craig Perry
Subject: FYI Health Care Reform
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2011 9:09:00 AM
Attachments: Health Care Reform Memo 6152011.docx

HHS Waiver Document.docx

To: Governor Mary Fallin
From: Katie Altshuler and Andrew Silvestri
Date: Wednesday, June 15, 2011
Re: Health Care Reform
 
Introduction:
 
Oklahoma is currently evaluating the SoonerCare (Medicaid) Program to see where we are
and what additional reforms are necessary.  At this point all options are on the table and we
are trying to determine what types of changes or waivers might serve us best.  As you can
see from the RGA letter signed by 29 Republican Governor’s we are all working closely
together on consensus areas.  We believe there is strength in numbers and with enough of
us working together to demand flexibility surely we will not be ignored.  It is important to
note that Oklahoma already has some of the lowest eligibility levels in the country. For
example, non-pregnant parents must be at 37% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) or below
as compared to 200 or 250 percent in other states.  Additionally, Oklahoma’s eligibility level
for pregnant women is 185 percent FPL as compared to a minimum of 200 percent in most
other states.  We are ahead of the game in some areas such as online enrollment and we
are currently looking into ways to better deal with our dual eligible population.  Oklahoma
does offer optional benefits that are not required by Federal law such as durable medical
goods, prescription drugs, behavioral health, transplants, dental and circumcision that could
be reduced; however there would likely be a greater cost incurred by the state if these
services were not offered.  States are required to cover the cost of non-emergency
transportation which seems like an extra that we should be allowed to cut back in times of
fiscal crisis.  Additionally, states need greater flexibility in determining co pays. As noted in
the RGA letter, states must be able to enforce reasonable cost sharing for those able to pay.
 
 
Background (data as of 2010 unless noted otherwise):
 
Oklahoma Health Insurance Coverage Status
 

Oklahoma                   United States
 
Employer                     1,714,100                   157,194,100
Individual                    156,600                       13,995,800
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To: Governor Mary Fallin

From: Katie Altshuler and Andrew Silvestri

Date: Wednesday, June 15, 2011

Re: Health Care Reform

__________________________________________________________________________



Introduction:



Oklahoma is currently evaluating the SoonerCare (Medicaid) Program to see where we are and what additional reforms are necessary.  At this point all options are on the table and we are trying to determine what types of changes or waivers might serve us best.  As you can see from the RGA letter signed by 29 Republican Governor’s we are all working closely together on consensus areas.  We believe there is strength in numbers and with enough of us working together to demand flexibility surely we will not be ignored.  It is important to note that Oklahoma already has some of the lowest eligibility levels in the country. For example, non-pregnant parents must be at 37% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) or below as compared to 200 or 250 percent in other states.  Additionally, Oklahoma’s eligibility level for pregnant women is 185 percent FPL as compared to a minimum of 200 percent in most other states.  We are ahead of the game in some areas such as online enrollment and we are currently looking into ways to better deal with our dual eligible population.  Oklahoma does offer optional benefits that are not required by Federal law such as durable medical goods, prescription drugs, behavioral health, transplants, dental and circumcision that could be reduced; however there would likely be a greater cost incurred by the state if these services were not offered.  States are required to cover the cost of non-emergency transportation which seems like an extra that we should be allowed to cut back in times of fiscal crisis.  Additionally, states need greater flexibility in determining co pays. As noted in the RGA letter, states must be able to enforce reasonable cost sharing for those able to pay.





Background (data as of 2010 unless noted otherwise):



Oklahoma Health Insurance Coverage Status 



Oklahoma                   United States



Employer                     1,714,100                   157,194,100 

Individual                    156,600                       13,995,800 

Medicaid                     505,000                       42,326,300 

Medicare                    502,300                       37,183,500 



Uninsured                    Oklahoma                   United States



Total population          3,550,203                    307,006,550

Total uninsured           564,700                       45,700,000



Breakdown of Uninsured as of 2009



Oklahoma



Total                            16% of total population

Children (age 0-18)     10.4% of OK child population

Adults (over age 18)   22% of OK adult population



United States



Total                            15.4% of total U.S. population

Children (age 0-18)     10% of U.S. child population

Adults (over age 18)   17% of U.S. adult population

 



SoonerCare (Medicaid) Enrollment as of May 2011



Aged/Blind/Disabled (ABD)

Children          19,523 (2.68%) 

Adults              129,423 (17.76%)



Children/Parents

            Children          456,756 (62.69%)

            Adults              65,667 (9.01%)



Other (child custody, refugee, Qualified Medicare Beneficiary, DDSD Supported Living, etc.)

            Children          172 (0.02%)

Adults              20,097 (2.76%)



Oklahoma Cares         1,659 (0.23%) 

(Breast & Cervical Cancer)



SoonerPlan                  34,909 (4.79%)

(Family Planning)



TEFRA                          388 (0.05%)



Total Enrollment         728,594 



State Medicaid Funding:



2010 Total Expenditures:                                                        $4,350,788,295

Federal Share:                                                                         $2,667,539,569

Other (ARRA, Tobacco Funds, Drug Rebate, etc.):                 $508,946,267

State Share/OHCA:                                                                 $938,718,686

State Share/Other Agencies:                                                  $235,583,773



Projected PPACA State Spending Increases:



2014 - $41,555,544

2020 -$441,172,419



Projected PPACA Total Program Cost Increases (State and Federal):



2014 – $605,207,000

2020 - $4,449,280,343



Background Information on Waivers:



The information provided below has come from recent news reports and provides a snap shot; I am conducting research and hope to provide you with a comprehensive list of all waivers soon. The ATTACHMENT summarizes the process for which an entity (State, employer or insurer) can apply for a waiver and it also includes a list of waivers approved for 2011.  It has been provided by the US Dept. of Health and Human Services and was last updated in January of this year.



1. As of the beginning of June it is being reported that the Administration has granted a number of waivers easing requirements of the new health care law with regard to insurance regulations.  Most of the waivers relate to annual coverage limits (unlimited mandate as of 2014) and the provision that requires insurance companies to spend at least 80 percent of the premiums they collect on medical care and quality rather than overhead or profits.  

1. Some states have also submitted waivers dealing with Medicaid requirements. 

1. Arizona and New Jersey have submitted waivers to tighten Medicaid eligibility for adults.

1. Florida, New Jersey, Ohio and Tennessee have been granted temporary waivers allowing individuals in their states to keep insurance plans with limited annual coverage. To qualify for this waiver, states, employers or insurers must demonstrate that compliance with the federal requirement would cause “a significant increase in premiums or a decrease in access to benefits.”

1. Maine, New Hampshire and Nevada have been granted waivers allowing them to adjust the Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) the 80 percent standard to a lower percentage such as 65 percent.

1. Rhode Island has been granted the broadest waiver to date.  In 2008, Governor Carcieri tasked his Secretary of Health and Human Services, Gary Alexander, to apply for a “Global Consumer Choice Compact Waiver” from the federal government.  Rhode Island’s waiver is not quite a block grant. It preserves the FMAP, but caps aggregate federal and state spending through 2013 at $12.075 billion. Nevertheless, it appears to have had the results one would expect from a block grant. Spending has plummeted from what was anticipated. Through the first six quarters of the waiver (January 1, 2009, through June 30, 2010) actual spending was only $2.7 billion versus $3.8 billion budgeted, according to an analysis produced by Secretary Alexander last December.  However, this was approved under the Bush Administration and HHS has stated that they are not likely to approve similar waivers from other states.

1. A number of entities including employers, insurers and union plans (Examples: McDonalds and United Federation of Teachers) were granted one year waivers allowing them to continue to offer minimal coverage below the new laws standards.

1. There are apparently few Oklahoma entities that have applied for insurance related waivers (a couple of companies and at least one tribe), but I am still trying to track them down.




		  Summary of Waiver Application Process and Approvals provided by the US Department of Health and Human Services:

		

Helping Americans Keep the Coverage They Have and Promoting Transparency

Helping Consumers Keep their Coverage

The Affordable Care Act is designed to provide Americans with affordable, high-quality coverage options – while ensuring that those who like their current coverage can keep it.  Unfortunately, today, limited benefit plans, or “mini-med” plans are often the only type of insurance offered to some workers.  In 2014, the Affordable Care Act will end mini-med plans when Americans will have better access to affordable, comprehensive health insurance plans that cannot use high deductibles or annual limits to limit benefits.  In the meantime, the law requires insurers to phase out the use of annual dollar limits on benefits.  In 2011, most plans can impose an annual limit of no less than $750,000. 

Mini-med plans have lower limits than allowed under the Affordable Care Act.  While mini-med plans do not provide security in the event of serious illness or accident, they are unfortunately the only option that some employers offer.  In order to protect coverage for these workers, the Affordable Care Act allows these plans to apply for temporary waivers from rules restricting the size of annual limits to some group health plans and health insurance issuers.

Waivers only last for one year and are only available if the plan certifies that a waiver is necessary to prevent either a large increase in premiums or a significant decrease in access to coverage.  In addition, enrollees must be informed that their plan does not meet the requirements of the Affordable Care Act.  No other provision of the Affordable Care Act is affected by these waivers: they only apply to the annual limit policy.

As of today, a total of 733 waivers have been granted for 2011.  Key facts about annual limits waivers:

· There was an increase in the number of applications received at the end of 2010 because December 1 was the final day to apply for a waiver for a plan or policy year that begins on January 1 – as many plans do. Over 500 waivers were granted in December.  While the number of approved waivers increased by more than 200 percent, the total number of enrollees in plans receiving waivers has increased by only 48 percent since the previous posting. 

· Of all the waivers granted to date: 

· Employment-Based Coverage: The vast majority – 712 plans representing 97 percent of all waivers – were granted to health plans that are employment-related. 

· Self-Insured Employer Plans Applicants: Employer-based health plans received most of the waivers – 359.     

· Collectively-Bargained Employer-Based Plan Applicants: Most of the other health plans receiving waivers are multi-employer health funds created by a collective bargaining agreement between a union and two or more employers, pursuant to the Taft-Hartley Act.  These “union plans” are employment based group health plans and operate for the sole benefit of workers.  They tend to be larger than other typical group health plans because they cover multiple employers. There are also single-employer union plans that have received a waiver.  In total, 182 collectively-bargained plans have received waivers.

· Health Reimbursement Arrangements (HRAs):  HRAs are employer-funded group health plans where employees are reimbursed tax-free for qualified medical expenses up to a maximum dollar amount for a coverage period.  In total, HHS has approved 171 applications for waivers for HRAs.

· Health Insurers: Sixteen waivers were granted to health insurers, which can apply for a waiver for multiple mini-med products sold to employers or individuals. 

· State Governments: Four waivers have gone to State governments.  States may apply for a waiver of the restricted annual limits on behalf of issuers of state-mandated policies if state law required the policies to be offered by the issuers prior to September 23, 2010. 

· The number of enrollees in plans with annual limits waivers is 2.1 million, representing only about 1 percent of all Americans who have private health insurance today.

Improving Transparency

HHS periodically posts the list of the plans that have been granted waivers to ensure the public is aware of the waiver process and stakeholders understand how they are affected.  Also, on December 9, 2010 HHS issued new rules requiring that health insurers offering mini-med plans must notify consumers in plain language that their plan offers extremely limited benefits and direct them to www.HealthCare.gov where they can get more information about other coverage options. The rules require health plans with waivers to tell consumers if their health care coverage is subject to an annual dollar limit lower than what is required under the law.  This way, enrollees know when their coverage is limited.

Annual limits waivers are temporary.  In 2014 annual dollar limits will be prohibited and mini-med plans will no longer be necessary. 

 

Approved Applications for Waiver of the Annual Limits Requirements

Updated January 26, 2011

All Applicants Listed have had 1 or more plans/policies approved.

Approved State applicants are listed separately below

Applications for waivers from annual limit requirements are reviewed on a case by case basis by Department officials who look at a series of factors including whether or not a premium increase is large or if a significant number of  enrollees would lose access to their current plan because the coverage would not be offered in the absence of a waiver.  More detailed information on specific criteria can be found at: http://www.hhs.gov/ociio/regulations/11-05-2010annual_limits_waiver_bulletin.pdf.  Approved applicants are granted an annual limit waiver for one year.  The Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight’s sub-regulatory guidance on the process for obtaining waivers of the annual limits requirements may be found at: http://www.hhs.gov/ociio/regulations/patient/ociio_2010-1_20100903_508.pdf

 

		 

		Applicant

		Application
Received

		Plan
Effective
Date

		Number
of
Enrollees

		Application
Completed by
Applicant

		Waiver
Approved



		1

		24 Hour Fitness

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,758

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		2

		Allied Building Inspectors IUOE Local 211 Welfare Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,720

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		3

		Alpha Omega Home Health, LLC

		11/30/2010

		10/1/2010

		150

		12/13/2010

		12/30/2010



		4

		Andersen Corporation

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,852

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		5

		Bowman Sheet Metal Heating & Air-conditioning

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		6

		Bricklayers Insurance & Welfare Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,997

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		7

		Bridge, Structural, Ornamental & Reinforcing Ironworkers Local Union No. 60*

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		290

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		8

		Carey Johnson Oil Co, Inc

		11/22/2010

		10/1/2010

		157

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		9

		Catholic Charities of the Diocese of Albany*

		12/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		201

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		10

		Cement Masons' Local No. 502 Welfare Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		450

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		11

		City of Bloomington VEBA Health Savings Plan*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		750

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		12

		City of Burnsville*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		290

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		13

		City of Olathe*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		624

		12/14/2010

		12/30/2010



		14

		Clausen Miller PC

		12/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		150

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		15

		Crystal Run Village, Inc*

		12/4/2010

		12/1/2010

		1,350

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		16

		Delta Apparel

		12/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		67

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		17

		Discovery Benefits*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,739

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		18

		Dr. Trailer Repair, Inc.

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		19

		Employer-Teamsters Local Nos. 175 & 505 Health and Welfare Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		358

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		20

		Entrust

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		21

		Fabri-Quilt

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		104

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		22

		GC Harvesting, Inc.

		12/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,500

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		23

		Glen Curtis, Inc. #2143

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		227

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		24

		Heritage Christian Services

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,662

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		25

		IBEW Local 3 NYC Electrical Division Health & Welfare Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,072

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		26

		Indiana Area UFCW Union Locals and Retail Food Employers' Health and Welfare Plan

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6,885

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		27

		Ingham County

		12/22/2010

		2/1/2011

		42

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		28

		Innovative Driver Services Company

		12/21/2010

		2/1/2011

		36

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		29

		Integrity Data*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		24

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		30

		Inter-County Hospitalization Plan, Inc.

		12/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		177

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		31

		Jakov P. Dulcich & Sons

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		107

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		32

		Jefferson Rehabilitation Center

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		240

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		33

		JLG Harvesting, Inc.

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		188

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		34

		Johnson Machine Works

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		191

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		35

		Kent County

		12/22/2010

		2/1/2011

		10

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		36

		Laborers' District Council of Virginia Health and Welfare Trust Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		296

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		37

		Laborers National Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8,690

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		38

		Local 1245 Health Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,486

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		39

		Local 237 Teamsters Suffolk Regional Off-Track Betting Corp. Health and Welfare Trust Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		328

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		40

		Local 295 Welfare Fund

		12/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,228

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		41

		Local 381 Group Insurance Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,346

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		42

		Local 805 Welfare Fund

		11/1/2010

		2/1/2011

		1,376

		12/17/2010

		12/30/2010



		43

		Marble Industry Trust Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,325

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		44

		McGregor Schools ISD #4*

		12/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		38

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		45

		MJ Soffe

		12/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		270

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		46

		MO-Kan Teamsters and Welfare Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,494

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		47

		Mounds View Public Schools*

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		76

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		48

		MVP

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		21,548

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		49

		North State Bank

		11/30/2010

		6/1/2011

		58

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		50

		North States Industries Inc*

		12/3/2010

		2/1/2011

		92

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		51

		Pathways Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		55

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		52

		Pavers and Road Builders District Council Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,303

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		53

		Phoenix Children's Academy

		12/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,522

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		54

		Roofers Local 8 Insurance & Trust Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,321

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		55

		San Bernardino IHSS Public Authority

		12/1/2010

		4/1/2011

		1,317

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		56

		SCC Healthcare Group, LLP

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		105

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		57

		Schenectady ARC*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		514

		12/1/2010

		12/30/2010



		58

		Schoharie County ARC*

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		276

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		59

		Sieben Polk Law Firm

		11/19/2010

		10/1/2010

		3

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		60

		Sitel, Inc.

		12/21/2010

		7/1/2011

		2,060

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		61

		Southern Graphic Communication Health Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		411

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		62

		Springbrook Standalone HRA*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		524

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		63

		St. Lawrence NYSARC*

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,734

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		64

		Sunview Vineyards of California, Inc.

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6,500

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		65

		Tandem Eastern Inc. / Consolidated Transport Systems, Inc.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		601

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		66

		Taylor Farms

		11/29/2010

		2/1/2011

		121

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		67

		Teamsters Union Local # 35

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,109

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		68

		The Day Care Council/Council of Supervisors and Administrators Welfare Fund

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		193

		12/27/2010

		12/30/2010



		69

		The Public Authority of San Luis Obispo County

		11/15/2010

		2/1/2011

		277

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		70

		The University Financing Foundation, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/10/2010

		12/30/2010



		71

		The Village of Newark Non-Union Employee Plan*

		11/8/2010

		7/1/2011

		40

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		72

		Theatrical Stage Employees Local One

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		9,200

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		73

		Tuff Shed, Inc.

		11/29/2010

		4/1/2011

		311

		12/16/2010

		12/30/2010



		74

		U.A. Local 13 & Employers Group Insurance Plan*

		11/30/2010

		12/1/2010

		1,039

		12/21/2010

		12/30/2010



		75

		UFCW & Participating Food Industry Employers Tri-State Health & Welfare Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		107

		12/22/2010

		12/30/2010



		76

		UFCW Local 1500 Welfare Fund

		12/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		16,588

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		77

		UFCW Local One Health Care Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,335

		12/28/2010

		12/30/2010



		78

		Ulster Greene ARC*

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,072

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		79

		Westminster-Canterbury of Lynchburg

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		192

		12/23/2010

		12/30/2010



		80

		Wine and Liquor Salesmen of NJ

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,083

		12/29/2010

		12/30/2010



		81

		A-1 Transport

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		38

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		82

		AIDS Council of Northeastern  New York

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		78

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		83

		Avon Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		6

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		84

		Azeros Health Plans, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		36

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		85

		Benton County*

		12/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		200

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		86

		Bessey Tools, Inc.

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		87

		Canandaigua City Schools*

		12/1/2010

		10/1/2011

		1,058

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		88

		City of Eagan*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		120

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		89

		City of Shakopee Post-Employment Health Care Savings Account Plan *

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		153

		12/15/2010

		12/29/2010



		90

		Community Work and Independence Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		382

		11/17/2010

		12/29/2010



		91

		Continuing Developmental Services

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		623

		12/14/2010

		12/29/2010



		92

		Crystal Cabinet Works, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		7/1/2011

		304

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		93

		CU*Answers, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		152

		12/23/2010

		12/29/2010



		94

		Euromarket Designs, Inc., d/b/a Crate and Barrel

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,452

		12/1/2010

		12/29/2010



		95

		First National Bank of Dietrerich

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		51

		12/20/2011

		12/29/2010



		96

		Franziska Racker Centers*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		795

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		97

		Fridley Public Schools Health Savings Plan*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		79

		12/21/2010

		12/29/2010



		98

		FSA/SUNYAB-Campus Dining and Shops

		12/1/2010

		12/1/2010

		67

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		99

		Genesee County ARC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		254

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		100

		Genesee County Economic Development Corp Health Reimbursement Account*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		101

		Grand Island Central School District*

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		507

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		102

		Hammondsport Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		67

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		103

		Imperial Wholesale, Inc.

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		14

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		104

		Learning Disabilities Association of Western New York

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		90

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		105

		Minnesota State Retirement System Post-Employment Health Care Savings Plan - City of Roseville*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		280

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		106

		Naples Central School District

		12/1/2010

		10/1/2010

		151

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		107

		Naples Central School District Support Staff

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		113

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		108

		Newark Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		436

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		109

		Niagara-Wheatfield CSD Self Funded

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		72

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		110

		Panama Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		20

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		111

		People 1st Health Strategies, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		11/30/2010

		12/29/2010



		112

		Pipe Fitters' Welfare Fund, Local 597*

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		709

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		113

		Ron Clark Construction Health reimbursement Arrangement*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		114

		Sherman Central School District

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		59

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		115

		Silver Creek Central School District*

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		106

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		116

		Sodus Central School District

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		122

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		117

		Telco Construction

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		118

		Town of Albion

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		119

		Town of Chenango

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		41

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		120

		Town of Lockport

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		42

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		121

		Twin City Die Casting*

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		148

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		122

		Western Area Volunteer Emergency Services *

		12/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		30

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		123

		Westfield Academy*

		12/1/2010

		9/1/2011

		53

		12/22/2010

		12/29/2010



		124

		Williamson Central School District

		12/1/2010

		7/1/2011

		278

		12/20/2010

		12/29/2010



		125

		American Radio Association Plan

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		32

		12/15/2010

		12/28/2010



		126

		Carpenters Health and Security Trust of Western Washington

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/15/2010

		12/28/2010



		127

		Communicare Health Benefits Trust

		11/29/2010

		5/1/2011

		10,138

		12/23/2010

		12/28/2010



		128

		District Council 1707 Local 389 Home Care Employees Health & Welfare Fund

		11/23/2010

		9/1/2011

		7,867

		12/22/2010

		12/28/2010



		129

		Health and Welfare Plan of the Laundry, Dry Cleaning Workers & Allied Industry Health Fund, Workers United

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,000

		12/16/2010

		12/28/2010



		130

		Northern Illinois and Iowa Laborers Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		133

		12/16/2010

		12/28/2010



		131

		Prell Services

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		63

		12/21/2010

		12/28/2010



		132

		United Food and Commercial Workers Retail Employees and Employers Health and Welfare Plan

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		98

		12/23/2010

		12/28/2010



		133

		A-1 Realty*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		134

		AABR*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		504

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		135

		ABCO Diecasters*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		136

		Alfred P. Sloan*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		41

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		137

		Alizio & Galfunt*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		138

		All American Heating and AC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		21

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		139

		Allied Pilots Association

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		678

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		140

		Amherst Central School District*

		11/30/2010

		9/1/2011

		53

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		141

		AristaCare at Meadow Springs*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		115

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		142

		Arthur Sanderson& Sons*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		143

		Associated General Contractors of ND Employees*

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,002

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		144

		Autistic Service, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		217

		12/1/2010

		12/23/2010



		145

		Bartech Group

		11/22/2010

		4/1/2011

		1,189

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		146

		Basf Fuel Cell, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		40

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		147

		Battery Park City Authority*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		44

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		148

		Battery Park City Conservancy*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		55

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		149

		Benefit Analysis Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		17

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		150

		Blaze SSI*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		10

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		151

		Blue Beacon

		12/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,500

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		152

		Board of Trustees for the Operating Engineers Local 101 Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,465

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		153

		Business Wire*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		440

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		154

		Cargo Ventures*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		155

		Carnegie Corporation of NY*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		33

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		156

		Carpenters Local No. 491 Health & Welfare Plan

		12/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,200

		12/20/2010

		12/23/2010



		157

		Central Laborers' Welfare Fund

		12/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,863

		12/20/2010

		12/23/2010



		158

		Central States, Southeast and Southwest Areas Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		9/1/2011

		326

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		159

		City of Cottage Grove*

		9/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		90

		12/2/2010

		12/23/2010



		160

		City of Inver Grove Heights*

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		130

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		161

		City Of Roseville MN*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		210

		12/21/2010

		12/23/2010



		162

		Clinton Management*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		163

		Cloquet Area Fire Department*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		22

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		164

		Cohen Partners*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		165

		Community Bank of Bergen County*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		166

		Community Mainstreaming*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		92

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		167

		Contract Cleaners Service Employees Benefit Trust

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,772

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		168

		Cornerstone Search Group*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		169

		D & D Ag Supply and Construction, Inc.*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		170

		Dial Senior Management, Inc

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		127

		12/21/2010

		12/23/2010



		171

		Douglaston Development*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		172

		Dr. Margaret Andrin, MD FACOG LLC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		173

		Dynasil Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		16

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		174

		Echo Molding*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		29

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		175

		Eighth District Electrical Benefit Fund

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		137

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		176

		Electrical Workers Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,994

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		177

		Enterprise Concrete Products, LLC Texas

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		82

		12/22/2010

		12/23/2010



		178

		Epilepsy Foundation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		336

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		179

		Epilepsy Foundation Northeastern New York*

		12/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		19

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		180

		Evans Chemetics*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		179

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		181

		Excellus Health Plan

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		18,860

		12/22/2010

		12/23/2010



		182

		Fairport Central School District*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		848

		12/1/2010

		12/23/2010



		183

		Goodwill Industries of Central Indiana

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		90

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		184

		Gregory Packaging*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		40

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		185

		Gulf Coast Health Care

		12/1/2010

		12/1/2010

		2,497

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		186

		Handcraft Manufacturing Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		48

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		187

		Haver Analytics Health Waiver*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		102

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		188

		Health Care Employees Dental and Medical Trust

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		744

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		189

		Hiawatha Medical, Inc.*

		12/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		17

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		190

		Highfield Gardens Care Center*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		50

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		191

		Hirsch International*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		38

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		192

		Hotel, Restaurant & Bar Employees Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		98

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		193

		Hypex Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		194

		IBEW Local Union No. 126 Health and Welfare Fund

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,251

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		195

		International Union of Operating Engineers, Supplemental Benefit Fund Local 409*

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		59

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		196

		Interstate Connecting Components*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		78

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		197

		Jacobson Family Investments*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		198

		J-B Wholesale Pet Supplies*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		19

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		199

		JKL International*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		200

		Jump, Scutellaro, and Co., LLP*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		201

		KC International dba Ekman Recycling*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		36

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		202

		Kerwin Communications*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		14

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		203

		Kingstown Capital Management*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		204

		Koellman Gear Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		205

		Kramer Electronics*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		206

		Lakeview Subacute Care Center*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		61

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		207

		Langan Engineering and Financial Services, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		51

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		208

		LBDD*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		209

		League of Minnesota Cities*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		70

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		210

		Leisure Properties LLC d/b/a/ Crownline Boats*

		11/30/2010

		6/1/2011

		158

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		211

		Liberty House Nursing Home*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		212

		Lifetime Assistance, Inc*

		12/1/2010

		7/15/2011

		1,344

		12/20/2010

		12/23/2010



		213

		Lincoln Hall*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		296

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		214

		Local 888 UFCW

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,004

		12/21/2010

		12/23/2010



		215

		Maharishi University of Management

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		154

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		216

		Mamiya America Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		26

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		217

		Mandt Reiss & Associates PLLC

		11/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/10/2010

		12/23/2010



		218

		Margaret P. Muscarelle Child Dev. Center*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		219

		Merrill Farms LLC

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		35

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		220

		Micelli Motors, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		221

		Midwest Asphalt Corporation *

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		53

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		222

		Midwest Teamsters

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,315

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		223

		Monroe County*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		719

		12/14/2010

		12/23/2010



		224

		Nassau County Chapter, NYSARC, Inc*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,581

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		225

		NCHC, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		226

		New York State Assn. for Retarded Children Erie Co. Chapter dba/Heritage Centers*

		11/29/2010

		2/1/2011

		1,125

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		227

		NJ Society of CPAs*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		74

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		228

		North Greece Fire District*

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		110

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		229

		Northern Minnesota-Wisconsin Area Retail Food Health & Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,100

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		230

		Ogontz Avenue Revitalization Corporation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		32

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		231

		Parkview Care and Rehab*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		232

		PCB Machining Solutions*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		60

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		233

		PCB Piezotronics*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		700

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		234

		Philadelphia Macaroni Company*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		235

		Phoenix Partners Group, LP*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		236

		Privilege Underwriters, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		75

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		237

		Progressive AE*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		81

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		238

		Quadrant Capital Advisors, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		19

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		239

		Regency Management Group, LLC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		240

		Rhoads Industries*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		71

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		241

		Roofers Local #96 Health & Welfare Fund

		12/16/2010

		12/1/2010

		2,838

		12/20/2010

		12/23/2010



		242

		Rowe and Company, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		243

		Rush-Henrietta Central School District HRA*

		11/30/2010

		7/1/2011

		1,327

		12/21/2010

		12/23/2010



		244

		Security Benefit Fund of the Uniformed Firefighters Association of New York City

		12/14/2010

		7/1/2011

		23,900

		12/14/2010

		12/23/2010



		245

		SEIU Health and Welfare fund, 2000

		12/1/2010

		12/1/2010

		161

		12/1/2010

		12/23/2010



		246

		Seneca Cayuga ARC*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,187

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		247

		Service Employees 32BJ North Health Benefit Fund*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,020

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		248

		Sierra Video Systems*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		249

		SMEG*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		250

		Strategic Industries*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		251

		Superior Officers Council Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8,950

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		252

		Teamsters Local Union 966 Health Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,519

		12/13/2010

		12/23/2010



		253

		Techno Source USA*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		16

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		254

		The Alternative Living Group, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		170

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		255

		The Arc of Otsego (Otsego County Chapter NYSARC, Inc.)*

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		535

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		256

		The Arc of Rensselaer County*

		12/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		825

		12/14/2010

		12/23/2010



		257

		The City of Cloquet*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		79

		12/15/2010

		12/23/2010



		258

		The Henry Luce Foundation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		259

		The Maritime Aquarium of Norwalk, Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		39

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		260

		The Pew Charitable Trusts*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		238

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		261

		The Rehabilitation Center*

		12/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		442

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		262

		The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		223

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		263

		Topco*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		24

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		264

		Totino Grace High School*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		94

		12/17/2010

		12/23/2010



		265

		Urstadt Biddle Properties*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		34

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		266

		W.H. Reaves & Co., Inc.*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		267

		Walder, Hayden & Brogan, PA*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		37

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		268

		Walters-Morgan Construction, Inc.

		12/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		26

		12/23/2010

		12/23/2010



		269

		Wellspring Advisors*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		270

		West Bergen Mental Healthcare*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		110

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		271

		Westchester ARC*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		613

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		272

		Westchester JCS*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		274

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		273

		Western Beef*

		12/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		815

		12/16/2010

		12/23/2010



		274

		Hollow Metal Trust Fund

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,250

		12/9/2010

		12/21/2010



		275

		Theatrical Teamsters Local 817 IBT Welfare Fund

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		487

		11/29/2010

		12/21/2010



		276

		Vestal Manufacturing Enterprises, Inc.

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		174

		11/22/2010

		12/21/2010



		277

		AccessAbility, Inc.

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		25

		12/14/2010

		12/20/2010



		278

		Ackerman Oil Employee Benefit Trust

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		47

		12/10/2010

		12/20/2010



		279

		Albany County Chapter, NYSARC Inc., DBA New Visions of Albany*

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		453

		12/16/2010

		12/20/2010



		280

		American Eagle Outfitters

		11/16/2010

		3/1/2011

		9

		11/26/2010

		12/20/2010



		281

		Basin Disposal

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		12/8/2010

		12/20/2010



		282

		Bengard Ranch, Inc.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		609

		12/9/2010

		12/20/2010



		283

		Bestway Rental, Inc

		10/28/2010

		8/1/2011

		202

		11/26/2010

		12/20/2010



		284

		Big Lots, Inc.

		11/11/2010

		2/1/2011

		35

		12/1/2010

		12/20/2010



		285

		Byrd Harvest, Inc.

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		484

		11/23/2010

		12/20/2010



		286

		Cardinal Hayes Home for Children HRA plan*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		284

		11/30/2010

		12/20/2010



		287

		CDS Administrative Services, LLC

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		11/30/2010

		12/20/2010



		288

		Center for Energy and Environment*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		105

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		289

		City of Brooklyn Park*

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		372

		12/15/2010

		12/20/2010



		290

		D'Arrigo Bros. Co. of California

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,816

		11/19/2010

		12/20/2010



		291

		Defender Services, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		289

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		292

		DineEquity, Inc

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		131

		12/1/2010

		12/20/2010



		293

		Green Leaf Distributors, Inc.

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		11/22/2010

		12/20/2010



		294

		IBEW Local Union No. 728 Family Healthcare Plan

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		31

		12/15/2010

		12/20/2010



		295

		Joseph Gallo Farms

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		345

		11/26/2010

		12/20/2010



		296

		Life Benefit Plan

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,476

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		297

		Luther Automotive Group HRA*

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		660

		12/9/2010

		12/20/2010



		298

		Metrics Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		231

		11/30/2010

		12/20/2010



		299

		Nueces County Appraisal District

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		77

		12/8/2010

		12/20/2010



		300

		Ocean Properties Ltd

		11/23/2010

		2/1/2011

		750

		12/8/2010

		12/20/2010



		301

		P-R Farms, Inc.

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		128

		12/15/2010

		12/20/2010



		302

		SEIU Health & Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,620

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		303

		Sports Arena Employees' Local 137 Welfare Fund

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		611

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		304

		Staywell Saipan Basic Plan

		11/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		113

		12/8/2010

		12/20/2010



		305

		Truck Drivers and Helpers Local 355 Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		905

		12/13/2010

		12/20/2010



		306

		Communications Workers of America, Local 1180 Security Benefits Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		19,000

		12/8/2010

		12/17/2010



		307

		Health and Welfare Fund of the Detectives' Endowment Association, Inc. Police Department City of New York

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		17,924

		11/22/2010

		12/17/2010



		308

		Man-U Service Contract Health and Welfare Fund

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		760

		12/14/2010

		12/17/2010



		309

		Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		54

		12/13/2010

		12/17/2010



		310

		SEIU Local 300, Civil Service Forum Employees Welfare Fund

		11/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,000

		12/9/2010

		12/17/2010



		311

		Electrical Welfare Trust Fund

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		78

		12/7/2010

		12/16/2010



		312

		Highmark West Virginia Inc. d/b/a Mountain State Blue Cross Blue Shield

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		270

		12/16/2010

		12/16/2010



		313

		Advocacy and Resource Center*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,134

		11/30/2010

		12/14/2010



		314

		Amalgamated, Industrial and Toy & Novelty Workers of America, Local 223 Sick Benefit Fund

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,255

		11/16/2010

		12/14/2010



		315

		Atlanta Plumbers & Steamfitters Fringe Benefit Funds

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,235

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		316

		Aurora Consulting Group, Inc.*

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		12/1/2010

		12/14/2010



		317

		Brock Enterprises, Inc.

		11/5/2010

		3/1/2011

		1,051

		11/5/2010

		12/14/2010



		318

		Central Texas Health and Benefit Trust Fund Locals 520, 60 & 72

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		500

		12/7/2010

		12/14/2010



		319

		Electricians Health, Welfare & Pension Plans I.B.E.W. Local Union No. 995

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		980

		12/1/2010

		12/14/2010



		320

		Essex County Chapter NYSARC, Inc. dba Mountain Lake Services*

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,543

		12/3/2010

		12/14/2010



		321

		Executive Management Services, Inc.

		11/18/2010

		8/1/2011

		161

		12/3/2010

		12/14/2010



		322

		Florida Laborers Health Fund

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,700

		11/24/2010

		12/14/2010



		323

		Fulton County Chapter NYSARC, Inc.*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,387

		11/30/2010

		12/14/2010



		324

		General Parts, LLC*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		150

		11/30/2010

		12/14/2010



		325

		Greystone program, Inc*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		240

		11/24/2010

		12/14/2010



		326

		Hacienda Harvesting, Inc.

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		118

		12/9/2010

		12/14/2010



		327

		IBEW Local No. 640 and Arizona Chapter NECA Health & Welfare Trust Fund

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		263

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		328

		Lone Star Park at Grand Prairie

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		65

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		329

		Louisiana Electrical Health Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		415

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		330

		Maverick, Inc. Employee Health Care Benefits Plan

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		794

		12/6/2010

		12/14/2010



		331

		Memphis Construction Benefit Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		507

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		332

		Mid-South Carpenters Regional Council Health and Welfare Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		5,465

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		333

		Mountain Lake Services

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,543

		11/17/2010

		12/14/2010



		334

		NECA-IBEW Local 480 Health and Welfare Plan

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,698

		11/22/2010

		12/14/2010



		335

		Plumbers and Pipefitters Welfare Fund of Local Union No. 719

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		480

		11/29/2010

		12/14/2010



		336

		Retiree Plan of the Central States, Southeast and Southwest Areas Health and Welfare Fund

		10/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		17,440

		11/23/2010

		12/14/2010



		337

		Richmond Community Services*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		815

		11/24/2010

		12/14/2010



		338

		Sheet Metal Workers Local No. 177 Health and Welfare, Pension and Vacation Funds

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		965

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		339

		Sheet Metal Workers' National Health Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,500

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		340

		South Central Laborers' Health & Welfare Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		330

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		341

		Southeastern Pipetrades Health & Welfare Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,270

		12/8/2010

		12/14/2010



		342

		Telamon Corporation Health Reimbursement Arrangement*

		11/12/2010

		4/1/2011

		596

		11/12/2010

		12/14/2010



		343

		The ARC of Delaware County*

		11/18/2010

		12/1/2010

		404

		12/1/2010

		12/14/2010



		344

		UFCW Local 1262 and Employers Health & Welfare Fund

		10/29/2010

		12/1/2010

		3,028

		12/6/2010

		12/14/2010



		345

		United Cerebral Palsy of Ulster County, Inc*

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		200

		11/29/2010

		12/14/2010



		346

		Vincent B Zaninovich & Sons, Inc.

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,288

		11/17/2010

		12/14/2010



		347

		Wayne ARC Standalone HRA Section 105 Plan*

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,153

		11/23/2010

		12/14/2010



		348

		Wildwood Program*

		11/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		480

		11/29/2010

		12/14/2010



		349

		Allied Welfare Fund

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,523

		11/8/2010

		12/13/2010



		350

		Becker County Post-Retirement Health Care Savings Plan*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		180

		11/24/2010

		12/13/2010



		351

		Becker County VEBA*

		11/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		85

		11/24/2010

		12/13/2010



		352

		FIDUCIA*

		11/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		11/30/2010

		12/13/2010



		353

		Triple-S Salud, Inc.

		10/9/2010

		10/1/2010

		14,769

		11/24/2010

		12/13/2010



		354

		B. R. Company

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		9

		11/10/2010

		12/9/2010



		355

		Britz Companies, ET AL

		11/4/2010

		2/1/2011

		531

		11/4/2010

		12/9/2010



		356

		Century Health and Wellness Benefit Plan and Trust

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		524

		12/2/2010

		12/9/2010



		357

		EBSA Foundation

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		220

		12/2/2010

		12/9/2010



		358

		Encore Enterprises

		11/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		29

		12/2/2010

		12/9/2010



		359

		Faurecia USA Holdings

		10/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		11/23/2010

		12/9/2010



		360

		Goodwill Industries of Kentucky, Inc.

		10/29/2010

		12/1/2010

		43

		12/3/2010

		12/9/2010



		361

		Minnesota Cement Masons Health and Welfare Fund

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,000

		11/19/2010

		12/9/2010



		362

		Plumbers Local Union No. 690 of Philadelphia and Vicinity Health Plan

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,006

		11/3/2010

		12/9/2010



		363

		Robert Heath Trucking Inc

		10/7/2010

		1/1/2011

		100

		11/18/2010

		12/9/2010



		364

		Securitas Security Services USA, Inc.

		10/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,528

		12/2/2010

		12/9/2010



		365

		Sunwest Fruit Company, Inc

		11/4/2010

		2/1/2011

		236

		11/4/2010

		12/9/2010



		366

		The Louis Berger Group, Inc.

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		311

		12/1/2010

		12/9/2010



		367

		United Food & Commercial Workers Unions and Employers Midwest Health Benefits Fund

		10/28/2010

		12/1/2010

		821

		12/3/2010

		12/9/2010



		368

		WD Young& Sons, Inc.

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		288

		11/16/2010

		12/9/2010



		369

		Atlantis Casino Resort Spa

		11/4/2010

		2/1/2011

		16

		11/22/2010

		12/7/2010



		370

		United Food and Commercial Workers and Employers Arizona

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		516

		11/27/2010

		12/7/2010



		371

		Act Trust Mini-Med Plan

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		67

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		372

		Allen's Family Food

		10/25/2010

		1/1/2011

		885

		11/17/2010

		12/6/2010



		373

		Anderson Media Corporation

		10/28/2010

		7/1/2011

		1,941

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		374

		Blasters, Drillers &
Miners Union Local No. 29 Welfare Fund

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,000

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		375

		Care Initiatives, Inc.

		10/25/2010

		8/1/2011

		287

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		376

		Cement and Concrete
Workers District Council Welfare Fund Plan

		10/25/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,498

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		377

		COARC*

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		357

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		378

		Construction Workers Local 147 Welfare Fund

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,000

		11/26/2010

		12/6/2010



		379

		Crystal Run Healthcare

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		315

		11/23/2010

		12/6/2010



		380

		Diamondback Management
Services, LTD

		10/25/2010

		1/1/2011

		367

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		381

		Freeman Metal Products

		11/15/2010

		11/1/2011

		33

		11/24/2010

		12/6/2010



		382

		Hardwick Clothes, Inc.

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		264

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		383

		Hronis, Inc.

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,304

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		384

		International Union of
Bricklayers & Allied Craftworkers

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,497

		11/19/2010

		12/6/2010



		385

		Isaacson Isaacson Seridan & Fountain, LLP

		11/19/2010

		6/1/2011

		8

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		386

		Katy Industries, Inc.

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		191

		10/28/2010

		12/6/2010



		387

		Landscape, Irrigation
and Lawn Sprinkler Industry Health and Welfare Plan and Trust

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		210

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		388

		Local 298 Health
Benefit Fund Plan

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		273

		10/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		389

		Local 803 Health and Welfare Fund

		10/25/2010

		11/1/2010

		88

		11/16/2010

		12/6/2010



		390

		Louisiana Laborers
Health and Welfare Fund

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,500

		11/24/2010

		12/6/2010



		391

		M.A. Mortenson

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		332

		11/26/2010

		12/6/2010



		392

		Maple Knoll Communities

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		348

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		393

		Marshall Durbin Food Corporation

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		45

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		394

		Minnesota Teamsters Construction Division

		10/28/2010

		12/1/2010

		1,248

		10/28/2010

		12/6/2010



		395

		Name Brand, Inc.

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		33

		11/23/2010

		12/6/2010



		396

		Oklahoma Goodwill Industries

		11/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		83

		11/17/2010

		12/6/2010



		397

		PepsiCo, Inc

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		301

		12/3/2010

		12/6/2010



		398

		Plumbers & Pipefitters
Local Union 823 Health & Welfare Fund

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		285

		11/18/2010

		12/6/2010



		399

		Plumbers & Steamfitters
Local No. 6 Health and Welfare Fund

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		875

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		400

		Regent Care Center

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		432

		11/17/2010

		12/6/2010



		401

		Rice Food Markets, Inc.

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		202

		11/18/2010

		12/6/2010



		402

		Rice Food Markets, Inc.

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		166

		11/18/2010

		12/6/2010



		403

		Ricker Oil Company

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		102

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		404

		Skilled Health Care

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,080

		11/16/2010

		12/6/2010



		405

		Southwestern Teamsters Security Fund

		10/29/2010

		12/1/2010

		589

		11/23/2010

		12/6/2010



		406

		Teamsters Local
445 Welfare Plan

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		575

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		407

		Teamsters Local 210 Affiliated Health and Insurance Fund

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		10,613

		11/15/2010

		12/6/2010



		408

		Teamsters Welfare Fund of Northern New Jersey Local 1723

		10/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,154

		10/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		409

		The Durango Herald

		10/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		55

		11/17/2010

		12/6/2010



		410

		The Talbots, Inc

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		22

		11/22/2010

		12/6/2010



		411

		Town of Frisco Medical Plan

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		8

		11/1/2010

		12/6/2010



		412

		Tudor Ranch

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		47

		11/12/2010

		12/6/2010



		413

		UNITE HERE Local 74 Welfare and Dental Trust

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		220

		11/29/2010

		12/6/2010



		414

		United Employees
Health Plans

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		11/15/2010

		12/6/2010



		415

		United Food and Commercial Workers
Union Local 1000 and Kroger Dallas Health and Welfare Plan

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,389

		11/30/2010

		12/6/2010



		416

		United Service Employees Union, Local 377, RWDSU, UFCW

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,142

		11/4/2010

		12/6/2010



		417

		WageWorks, Inc

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		50,000

		11/24/2010

		12/6/2010



		418

		IBEW Local 613 and Contributing Employers Family Health Plan (Union)

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		8,500

		11/17/2010

		12/3/2010



		419

		Advantage Benefits Company, LLC

		11/12/2010

		12/1/2010

		57

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		420

		Aerospace Contractors' Trust**

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,072

		12/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		421

		AJFC Community Action Plan**

		10/13/2010

		10/1/2011

		215

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		422

		Altisource Portfolio Solutions

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		200

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		423

		American Heritage Life Insurance Company

		10/15/2010

		12/1/10-9/1/11

		69,945

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		424

		Americare Properties, Inc.

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		547

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		425

		AMN Healthcare

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,440

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		426

		Andrews Transport L.P.**

		11/2/2010

		9/1/2011

		154

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		427

		Anoka Hennepin Credit Union* **

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		15

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		428

		APWU Health Plan Conversion Plan

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		518

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		429

		Aspen Snowmass**

		10/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		376

		11/10/2010

		11/23/2010



		430

		ATCO Rubber Products, Inc

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		185

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		431

		Baylor County Hospital District

		10/20/2010

		10/20/2010

		208

		11/12/1010

		11/23/2010



		432

		Belk Farms**

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		34

		11/4/2010

		11/23/2010



		433

		Bricklayers Local 1 of MD, VA and DC

		11/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,985

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		434

		Cardon & Associates, Inc**

		11/8/2010

		3/1/2011

		342

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		435

		Catholic Charities of the Diocese of Ogdensburg

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		30

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		436

		Central Mills**

		10/19/2010

		6/1/2011

		300

		11/10/2010

		11/23/2010



		437

		Civil Service Bar Association Security Benefit Fund**

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,515

		11/10/2010

		11/23/2010



		438

		Cotton Belt Inc.**

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		34

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		439

		CPC Logistics Health & Welfare Plan**

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		5,815

		11/24/2010

		11/23/2010



		440

		Delmarva United Food and Commercial Workers**

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,405

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		441

		Dole Food Company**

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,946

		11/10/2010

		11/23/2010



		442

		EchoStar**

		11/8/2010

		3/1/2011

		156

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		443

		First Acceptance Corporation

		11/9/2010

		7/1/2011

		864

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		444

		Fontanese Folts Aubrecht Ernst Architects, PC**

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		27

		12/7/2010

		11/23/2010



		445

		Forest Products Inc. Group Health Plan**

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		122

		11/1/2010

		11/23/2010



		446

		Fruhauf Uniform Direct Labor

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		159

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		447

		Golden State Bulb Growers, Inc.**

		10/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		300

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		448

		Greater Kansas City Laborers Welfare Fund**

		10/21/2010

		11/1/2010

		2,398

		10/21/2010

		11/23/2010



		449

		Grower's Transport LLC

		10/26/2010

		12/1/2010

		25

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		450

		Heartland Automotive**

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		661

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		451

		Helfman Enterprises, Inc.**

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		90

		12/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		452

		Hoosier Stamping and Manufacturing Corp.

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		14

		10/20/2010

		11/23/2010



		453

		Horizon Bay Realty LLC**

		11/12/2010

		4/1/2011

		949

		11/11/2010

		11/23/2010



		454

		I.B.E.W. Local 1249 Insurance Fund**

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,104

		11/5/2010

		11/23/2010



		455

		Ingomar Packing Company, LLC

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		150

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		456

		Integra Healthcare, Inc. (Integrity Home Care)**

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		258

		11/4/2010

		11/23/2010



		457

		International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers**

		11/12/2010

		Varies

		315

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		458

		International Brotherhood of Trade Unions Health and Welfare Fund - Local 713

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		861

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		459

		International Union of Operating Engineers Local 295-295C Welfare Trust Fund**

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		42

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		460

		International union of Operating Engineers, Local Union Number 137**

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,250

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		461

		Iron Workers Local Union #28 Health and Welfare Fund**

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		570

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		462

		Lamanuzzi & Pantaleo**

		11/9/2011

		1/1/2011

		52

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		463

		Living Resources**

		11/11/2010

		1/1/2011

		553

		11/11/2010

		11/23/2010



		464

		Local 1102 Amalgamated Welfare Fund

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,384

		10/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		465

		Local 1102 Health & Benefit Fund

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,642

		10/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		466

		Local 1102 Welfare Fund-- Lerner Employees

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		245

		10/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		467

		Local 272 Welfare Fund**

		10/28/2010

		12/1/2010

		12,000

		10/28/2010

		11/23/2010



		468

		Local 338 Affiliated Benefit Funds

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		18,209

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		469

		Madelia Community Hospital**

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		38

		11/23/2010

		11/23/2010



		470

		Max Homes, Loc**

		10/27/2010

		10/1/2010

		759

		11/11/2010

		11/23/2010



		471

		Medical Development Corporation**

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		105

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		472

		Mesa Air Group**

		11/1/2010

		4/1/2011

		1,915

		11/1/2010

		11/23/2010



		473

		Mesa Packing**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		39

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		474

		Michigan Conference of Teamsters Welfare Fund**

		11/12/2010

		4/1/2011

		2,323

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		475

		Minnesota and North Dakota Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers**

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,876

		11/3/2010

		11/23/2010



		476

		Mission Linen Supply

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		541

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		477

		NFI Industries

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		945

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		478

		Operating Engineers Local 835 Health and Welfare Fund

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		576

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		479

		Opportunity Resources, Inc. Health and Welfare Plan

		11/2/2010

		12/1/2010

		27

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		480

		Orange County AHRC* **

		11/18/2010

		7/1/2011

		1,134

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		481

		Orscheln Industries

		10/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		547

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		482

		Pacific Risk Management**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		3

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		483

		Pearson Candy Company

		10/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		204

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		484

		Pinnacle PRM**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		58

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		485

		Plumbers and Pipefitters Local 430 Health and Welfare Fund**

		11/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,035

		11/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		486

		Progressive Logistics Services**

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,248

		11/4/2010

		11/23/2010



		487

		Pure Air Filter Sales & Service**

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		136

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		488

		Rancho Maria PRM**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		28

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		489

		Reiter Affiliated Companies**

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,474

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		490

		Retail, Wholesale & Dept. Store Union Local 1034 Welfare Fund

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		483

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		491

		Rio Farms PRM**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		317

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		492

		Sensient Technologies Corp.

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		94

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		493

		Service Employees International Union Local 1 Cleveland Welfare Fund

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		520

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		494

		SFN Group

		11/9/2010

		5/1/2011

		1,420

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		495

		Sheet Metal Workers Funds of Local Union 38**

		11/3/2010

		1/1/2011

		913

		11/3/2010

		11/23/2010



		496

		SMWIA 28**

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		6,517

		11/1/2010

		11/23/2010



		497

		Southeast OBGYN, PC* **

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		20

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		498

		Southern CA Pipe Trades Trust Fund

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		12,700

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		499

		Southern Operators Health Fund**

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,415

		12/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		500

		Stonebridge Hospitality Associates**

		11/17/2010

		2/1/2011

		17

		11/17/2010

		11/23/2010



		501

		Sun Healthcare Group, Inc.

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,200

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		502

		Teamsters Local 522 Welfare Fund Roofers Division

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		270

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		503

		Teamsters Local Union 72 Welfare Fund**

		11/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,650

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		504

		Telesis Management Corporation

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		148

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		505

		Texas Carpenters and Millwrights Health and Welfare Fund

		10/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		4729

		10/28/2010

		11/23/2010



		506

		The Mentor Network

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		6,843

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		507

		The Wada Farms, Inc.

		11/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		130

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		508

		The Wilks Group, Inc. dba Ashley Furniture Homestore

		11/12/2010

		12/1/2010

		8

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		509

		The Wright Travel Agency**

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		19

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		510

		Town of Grand Island* **

		11/19/2010

		12/1/2010

		84

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		511

		Trans-System, Inc.

		10/19/2010

		12/1/2010

		232

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		512

		True Leaf Farms**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		139

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		513

		UFCW Local 371 Amalgamated Welfare Fund**

		11/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,800

		11/2/2010

		11/23/2010



		514

		United Crafts Benefits Fund**

		11/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,017

		11/1/2010

		11/23/2010



		515

		United Food & Commercial Workers Unions and Employers Local No. 348 Health & Welfare Fund**

		10/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		13,663

		10/29/2010

		11/23/2010



		516

		United Food and Commercial Workers Local 1445 New Hampshire

		10/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		148

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		517

		United Food and Commercial Workers Local 1459 and Contributing Employers Health and Welfare Fund**

		11/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		11/15/2010

		11/23/2010



		518

		United Food and Commercial Workers Local 464a**

		11/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		8,228

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		519

		United Food and Commercial Workers Local 911**

		11/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		582

		11/19/2010

		11/23/2010



		520

		Varsity Contractors, Inc.

		11/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		198

		11/8/2010

		11/23/2010



		521

		Waffle House

		10/20/2010

		6/1/2011

		3,947

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		522

		Weckworth Manufacturing**

		11/12/2010

		12/1/2010

		65

		11/12/2010

		11/23/2010



		523

		Western Express, Inc.

		11/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,287

		11/5/2010

		11/23/2010



		524

		Western Harvesting  PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		28

		11/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		525

		WG Yates and Sons Construction Company**

		11/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		52

		11/16/2010

		11/23/2010



		526

		World Class Automotive**

		10/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		550

		11/9/2010

		11/23/2010



		527

		Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation**

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		501

		10/18/2010

		11/23/2010



		528

		Alaska Pipe Trade U.A. Local 367 Health and Security Trust**

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		93

		11/5/2010

		11/15/2010



		529

		Amalgamated National Health Fund

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		24,739

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		530

		American Farms, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,163

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		531

		American Growers Cooling, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		97

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		532

		AUTO, LP, dba AutoInc. Health Benefit Plan**

		10/20/2010

		11/1/2010

		145

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		533

		Better Way Partners, LLC**

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		93

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		534

		Big Valley Labor, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		535

		CB Harvesting, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		62

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		536

		City of Rockwall**

		10/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		168

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		537

		Cocopah Nurseries, Inc.

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		75

		11/15/2010

		11/15/2010



		538

		Express Harvesting, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		166

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		539

		Fallen Oak Packing, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		37

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		540

		FirstCarolinaCare Insurance Company on behalf of Longworth Industries

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		36

		10/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		541

		Foot Locker, Inc.**

		10/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		424

		11/5/2010

		11/15/2010



		542

		Fresh Express

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,033

		11/7/2010

		11/15/2010



		543

		G&H Farms, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		146

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		544

		Gill Ranch, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		157

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		545

		Gill Transport, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		67

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		546

		Gills Onions, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		295

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		547

		Green Valley Farm Supply, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		29

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		548

		Greencroft Communities

		9/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		150

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		549

		Growers Express, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		44

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		550

		Hall Management Group, Inc.**

		9/30/2010

		12/1/2010

		226

		11/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		551

		IH Services**

		10/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		339

		11/5/2010

		11/15/2010



		552

		Independent Group Home Living Program, Inc.

		10/26/2010

		1/1/2011

		39

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		553

		King City Nursery, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		93

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		554

		Meijer Health Benefits Plan/Primary Care Option

		10/25/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,436

		10/25/2010

		11/15/2010



		555

		Mission Ranches, PRM Health Plan**

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		368

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		556

		Moore's Retread & Tire of the Ark-La-Tex, Inc.

		10/20/2010

		11/1/2010

		66

		11/5/2010

		11/15/2010



		557

		NOITU Insurance Trust Fund**

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,309

		11/12/2010

		11/15/2010



		558

		Payroll Solutions

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		382

		11/9/2010

		11/15/2010



		559

		Plumbers and Pipefitters Local No. 630 Welfare Fund

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,166

		11/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		560

		Seco Packing

		10/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		104

		10/21/2010

		11/15/2010



		561

		Transcorr

		10/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		578

		11/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		562

		United Food and Commercial Workers Union Local 1000

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,855

		11/12/2010

		11/15/2010



		563

		United Wire, Metal & Machine Health & Welfare Fund**

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,955

		11/12/2010

		11/15/2010



		564

		Western Growers Assurance Trust

		9/30/2010

		7/1/2011

		18,858

		11/8/2010

		11/15/2010



		565

		Wisconsin United Food & Commercial Workers Unions and Employers Health Plan**

		10/14/2010

		12/1/2010

		775

		11/12/2010

		11/15/2010



		566

		1199SEIU Greater New York Benefit Fund

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,544

		10/8/2010

		11/5/2010



		567

		A. Duda & Sons, Inc.

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		62

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		568

		Adecco Group, Inc.

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		5,760

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		569

		Biomedic Corporation

		10/12/2010

		12/1/2010

		202

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		570

		Buffets, Inc.

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,483

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		571

		Carington Health System

		10/18/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,327

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		572

		Cleveland Bakers Teamsters

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,000

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		573

		Club Chef LLC

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		282

		10/26/2010

		11/5/2010



		574

		Columbia Sussex Mgmt, LLC

		10/7/2010

		1/1/2011

		629

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		575

		CRST International Inc.

		10/19/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,600

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		576

		Darr Equipment, Co.

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		105

		10/26/2010

		11/5/2010



		577

		DC Cement Masons Welfare Fund

		10/22/2010

		11/1/2010

		225

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		578

		Deaconess Long Term Care

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		194

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		579

		Diamond Comic Distributors, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		37

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		580

		ECOM Atlantic, Inc.

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		81

		10/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		581

		FW Walton, Inc.

		10/15/2010

		12/1/2010

		38

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		582

		G4S Secure Solutions

		10/11/2010

		11/1/2010

		7602

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		583

		GC Services, L.P. & First Community Bancshares, Inc.

		10/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		1936

		10/15/2010

		11/5/2010



		584

		Guardsmark, LLC

		10/4/2010

		2/1/2011

		8,086

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		585

		Indiana Teamsters Health Benefits Fund

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		500

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		586

		Knox County Association for Retarded Citizens

		10/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		96

		10/25/2010

		11/5/2010



		587

		Laundry and Dry Cleaning Workers Local No. 52

		10/6/2010

		Varies

		1,547

		10/21/2010

		11/5/2010



		588

		Mars Super Markets, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		7/1/2011

		174

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		589

		MPS Group, Inc.

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,253

		11/2/2010

		11/5/2010



		590

		Nexion Health

		10/21/2010

		11/1/2011

		1449

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		591

		Noodles & Company

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		159

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		592

		Pharmaca Integrative Pharmacy

		10/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		50

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		593

		Quality Integrated Services, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		354

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		594

		RE Rabalais Constructors, LTD

		10/13/2010

		12/1/2010

		70

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		595

		RREMC LLC

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		62

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		596

		Security Forces Inc.

		10/12/2010

		1/1/2011

		225

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		597

		Shirkey Nursing

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		205

		10/26/2010

		11/5/2010



		598

		Social Service Employees Union Local 371

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		34,000

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		599

		Spindle, Cooling, & Warehouse

		10/5/2010

		11/1/2010

		89

		10/27/2010

		11/5/2010



		600

		Strauss Discount Auto

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		401

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		601

		Sunburst Hospitality

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		197

		11/5/2010

		11/5/2010



		602

		Susser Holding Corp

		10/6/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,245

		10/6/2010

		11/5/2010



		603

		Telescope Casual Furniture

		9/27/2010

		10/1/2010

		32

		11/1/2010

		11/5/2010



		604

		Teletech Holdings, Inc.

		10/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,083

		11/4/2010

		11/5/2010



		605

		The Brinkman Corporation

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		163

		9/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		606

		The LDF Companies

		10/7/2010

		1/1/2011

		210

		10/30/210

		11/5/2010



		607

		United Food and Commercial Workers Union (Mount Laurel, NJ)

		10/21/2010

		11/1/2010

		4100

		10/25/2010

		11/5/2010



		608

		United Food and Commercial Workers Union Local 1459

		10/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,400

		10/14/2010

		11/5/2010



		609

		Universal Orlando

		10/15/2010

		4/1/2011

		668

		11/3/2010

		11/5/2010



		610

		Valley Services, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		927

		10/29/2010

		11/5/2010



		611

		United Food and Commercial Workers and Participating Employers Interstate Health and Welfare Fund

		10/15/2010

		5/1/2011

		9,780

		10/28/2010

		11/4/2010



		612

		Protocol Marketing Group

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		454

		10/25/2010

		11/1/2010



		613

		Sasnak

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		813

		9/29/2010

		11/1/2010



		614

		Star Tek

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,423

		10/26/2010

		11/1/2010



		615

		Adventist Care Centers

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		725

		10/26/2010

		10/29/2010



		616

		B.E.S.T of NY

		10/7/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,200

		10/27/2010

		10/29/2010



		617

		Boskovich Farms, Inc

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		165

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		618

		Café Enterprises, Inc.

		10/7/2010

		2/1/2011

		306

		10/7/2010

		10/29/2010



		619

		Capital District Physicians

		9/22/2010

		Varies

		23,314

		10/20/2010

		10/29/2010



		620

		FleetPride, Inc.

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		263

		10/8/2010

		10/29/2010



		621

		Gallegos Corp

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		86

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		622

		Hensley Industries, Inc.

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		357

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		623

		Jeffords Steel and Engineering

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		112

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		624

		Laborers' International Union of North America Local Union No. 616 Health and Welfare Plan

		10/19/2010

		11/1/2010

		188

		10/19/2010

		10/29/2010



		625

		O.K. Industries

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,238

		10/28/2010

		10/29/2010



		626

		Service Employees Benefit Fund

		10/12/2010

		11/1/2010

		1,297

		10/29/2010

		10/29/2010



		627

		Sun Pacific Farming Coop

		10/6/2010

		12/1/2010

		1,109

		10/6/2010

		10/29/2010



		628

		SunWorld International, LLC

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		686

		10/25/2010

		10/29/2010



		629

		UFCW Allied Trade Health & Welfare Trust

		10/5/2010

		12/1/2010

		68

		10/25/2010

		10/29/2010



		630

		United Food and Commercial Workers Union Local 1995

		10/12/2010

		11/1/2010

		2,779

		10/27/2010

		10/29/2010



		631

		HCR Manor Care

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,666

		10/26/2010

		10/28/2010



		632

		IBEW No.915

		9/28/2010

		1/1/2011

		930

		10/15/2010

		10/28/2010



		633

		Integra BMS for Culp, Inc.

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		34

		10/25/2010

		10/28/2010



		634

		New England Health Care Employees Welfare Fund †

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		7,454

		10/26/2010

		10/28/2010



		635

		Wiliamson-Dickie Manufacturing Company

		10/5/2010

		1/1/2011

		100

		10/5/2010

		10/28/2010



		636

		Aegis Security Insurance Company †

		10/6/2010

		11/1/2010

		67

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		637

		Alliance One Tobacco

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		138

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		638

		Asbestos Workers Local 53 Welfare Fund

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		639

		Assurant Health (2nd Application)

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		19,024

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		640

		Captain Elliot's Party Boats

		10/12/2010

		11/1/2010

		10

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		641

		Carlson Restaurants

		9/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,381

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		642

		CH Guenther & Son

		9/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		300

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		643

		CKM Industries dba Miller Environmental

		10/5/2010

		11/1/2010

		34

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		644

		Caribbean Workers’ Voluntary Employees’ Beneficiary Health and Welfare Plan †

		10/14/2010

		10/1/2010

		4,500

		10/18/2010

		10/26/2010



		645

		Darden Restaurants

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		34,000

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		646

		Duarte Nursery

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		283

		10/19/2010

		10/26/2010



		647

		Employees Security Fund

		9/29/2010

		1/1/2011

		22

		9/29/2010

		10/26/2010



		648

		Florida Trowel Trades

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		297

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		649

		Ingles Markets

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		917

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		650

		Meijer

		10/1/2010

		1/1/2011

		4,873

		10/1/2010

		10/26/2010



		651

		O'Reilly Auto Parts

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		9,722

		9/23/2010

		10/26/2010



		652

		Plumbers & Pipefitters Local 123 Welfare Fund

		9/30/2010

		1/1/2011

		534

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		653

		Sun Belt

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010

		114

		10/20/2010

		10/26/2010



		654

		UFCW Local 227

		10/12/2010

		11/1/2010

		1,125

		10/12/2010

		10/26/2010



		655

		Uncle Julio's

		9/30/2010

		11/1/2010

		115

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		656

		United Group

		9/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		177

		10/19/2010

		10/26/2010



		657

		US Imaging

		10/11/2010

		11/1/2010

		148

		10/25/2010

		10/26/2010



		658

		Vino Farms

		10/8/2010

		11/1/2010

		152

		10/21/2010

		10/26/2010



		659

		AdvantaStaff, Inc. †

		9/20/2010

		9/1/2011

		52

		9/20/2010

		10/21/2010



		660

		Agricare

		9/23/2010

		11/1/2010

		437

		9/23/2010

		10/21/2010



		661

		Alaska Seafood

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		262

		10/15/2010

		10/21/2010



		662

		American Fidelity

		9/22/2010

		10/23/2010

		9,358

		10/14/2010

		10/21/2010



		663

		Convergys

		9/20/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,400

		9/20/2010

		10/21/2010



		664

		Darensberries

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,450

		9/28/2010

		10/21/2010



		665

		Gowan Company

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		225

		9/27/2010

		10/21/2010



		666

		Greystar

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,747

		10/13/2010

		10/21/2010



		667

		Macayo Restaurants

		9/22/2010

		12/1/2010

		46

		10/18/2010

		10/21/2010



		668

		Periodical Services

		9/27/2010

		1/1/2011

		464

		9/27/2010

		10/21/2010



		669

		UniFirst

		9/23/2010

		9/1/2011

		2,659

		10/14/2010

		10/21/2010



		670

		Universal Forest Products

		9/23/2011

		5/1/2011

		1,738

		10/19/2010

		10/21/2010



		671

		UFCW Maximus Local 455

		10/4/2010

		1/1/2011

		59

		10/18/2010

		10/18/2010



		672

		American Habilitation Services, Inc. †

		9/22/2010

		1/1/2011

		400

		10/12/2010

		10/14/2010



		673

		GuideStone Financial Resources

		9/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		354

		9/21/2010

		10/14/2010



		674

		Local 25 SEIU

		9/29/2010

		10/1/2010

		31,000

		10/7/2010

		10/14/2010



		675

		MAUSER Corp.

		9/21/2010

		1/1/2011

		47

		9/24/2010

		10/14/2010



		676

		Preferred Care, Inc.

		9/15/2010

		1/1/2011

		918

		9/15/2010

		10/14/2010



		677

		Ruby Tuesday

		10/8/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,219

		10/8/2010

		10/14/2010



		678

		The Dixie Group, Inc.

		8/27/2010

		6/19/2011

		269

		10/12/2010

		10/14/2010



		679

		UFCW Local 1262

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		5,390

		9/20/2010

		10/14/2010



		680

		Whelan Security Company

		9/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		287

		10/12/2010

		10/14/2010



		681

		AMF Bowling Worldwide

		9/14/2010

		1/1/2011

		295

		10/7/2010

		10/12/2010



		682

		Assisted Living Concepts

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,174

		9/17/2010

		10/12/2010



		683

		Case & Associates

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		87

		9/17/2010

		10/12/2010



		684

		GPM Investments

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		275

		9/17/2010

		10/12/2010



		685

		Grace Living Centers

		9/14/2010

		10/1/2010

		534

		9/14/2010

		10/12/2010



		686

		Mountaire Corporation †

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		2,074

		9/17/2010

		10/12/2010



		687

		Swift Spinning

		9/16/2010

		1/1/2011

		240

		9/16/2010

		10/12/2010



		688

		Belmont Village

		9/10/2010

		1/1/2011

		785

		10/4/2010

		10/8/2010



		689

		Caliber Services

		9/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		606

		9/13/2010

		10/8/2010



		690

		Cracker Barrel

		9/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		16,823

		9/17/2010

		10/8/2010



		691

		DISH Network

		9/13/2010

		3/1/2011

		3,597

		9/23/2010

		10/8/2010



		692

		Groendyke Transport,  Inc

		9/2/2010

		1/1/2011

		1,322

		9/2/2010

		10/8/2010



		693

		Pocono Medical Center

		9/24/2010

		1/1/2011

		3,298

		9/24/2010

		10/8/2010



		694

		Regis Corporation

		9/10/2010

		3/1/2011

		3,617

		10/1/2010

		10/8/2010



		695

		The Pictsweet Co.

		9/13/2010

		1/1/2011

		694

		9/13/2010

		10/8/2010



		696

		Diversified Interiors

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010

		300

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010



		697

		Local 802 Musicians Health Fund

		9/29/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,801

		9/29/2010

		10/1/2010



		698

		MCS Life Insurance Company †

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		6,635

		9/23/2010

		10/1/2010



		699

		The Buccaneer

		9/22/2010

		10/1/2010

		125

		9/28/2010

		10/1/2010



		700

		CIGNA

		9/17/2010

		9/26/2010

		265,000

		9/30/2010

		9/30/2010



		701

		Greater Metropolitan Hotel

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,200

		9/24/2010

		9/30/2010



		702

		Local 17 Hospitality Benefit Fund

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		881

		9/24/2010

		9/30/2010



		703

		GSC-ILA

		9/15/2010

		10/1/2010

		298

		9/15/2010

		9/28/2010



		704

		The Allied Industries Health Fund

		9/13/2010

		10/1/2010

		127

		9/13/2010

		9/27/2010



		705

		Harden Healthcare

		9/9/2010

		1/1/2011

		874

		9/29/2010

		9/27/2010



		706

		Vernon Sheltered Workshop, Inc. Health and Welfare Plan #501

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		41

		9/16/2010

		9/27/2010



		707

		I.U.P.A.T

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		875

		9/23/2010

		9/27/2010



		708

		Sanderson Plumbing Products, Inc.

		9/22/2010

		10/1/2010

		326

		9/22/2010

		9/27/2010



		709

		Transport Workers

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		107

		9/23/2010

		9/27/2010



		710

		United Federation of Teachers Welfare Fund

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		351,000

		9/27/2010

		9/27/2010



		711

		Aegis

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		162

		9/21/2010

		9/24/2010



		712

		Aetna

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		209,423

		9/16/2010

		9/24/2010



		713

		Allflex

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		34

		9/22/2010

		9/24/2010



		714

		Baptist Retirement

		9/10/2010

		10/1/2010

		127

		9/17/2010

		9/24/2010



		715

		BCS Insurance

		9/13/2010

		9/24/2010

		115,000

		9/22/2010

		9/24/2010



		716

		Cryogenic

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		19

		9/20/2010

		9/24/2010



		717

		Fowler Packing Co.

		9/8/2010

		10/1/2010

		39

		9/17/2010

		9/24/2010



		718

		Guy C. Lee Mfg.

		9/15/2010

		10/1/2010

		312

		9/15/2010

		9/24/2010



		719

		HealthPort

		9/17/2010

		10/1/2010

		608

		9/17/2010

		9/24/2010



		720

		Jack in the Box

		9/17/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,130

		9/21/2010

		9/24/2010



		721

		Maritime Association

		9/17/2010

		10/1/2010

		500

		9/21/2010

		9/24/2010



		722

		Maverick County

		9/21/2010

		10/1/2010

		1

		9/23/2010

		9/24/2010



		723

		Metropolitan D.C. Paving Industry Employees Health and Welfare Fund

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		550

		9/20/2010

		9/24/2010



		724

		PMPS-ILA

		9/19/2010

		10/1/2010

		15

		9/23/2010

		9/24/2010



		725

		PS-ILA

		9/19/2010

		10/1/2010

		8

		9/23/2010

		9/24/2010



		726

		QK/DRD (Denny's)

		9/16/2010

		10/1/2010

		65

		9/22/2010

		9/24/2010



		727

		Reliance Standard

		9/14/2010

		10/1/2010

		33,377

		9/14/2010

		9/24/2010



		728

		Tri-Pak

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		26

		9/20/2010

		9/24/2010



		729

		United Agricultural Benefit Trust ††

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		17,347

		9/17/2010

		9/24/2010



		 

		Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		2,189,636

		 

		 





*Indicates a Health Reimbursement Arrangement (HRA).  An HRA is an employer-funded plan that reimburses employees for medical care expenses.

**Application approved in November, but posted January 26, 2011.

† Applicant name corrected on February 1, 2011.

†† Plan effective date corrected on February 1, 2011. 

 

State-Mandated Policies: Approved Applications for Waiver of the Annual Limits Requirements

Updated 1/26/2011

In some states, issuers offer policies with annual limits below the minimum requirements in order to comply with state laws. These state laws require issuers to market a standardized policy that includes an annual limit well below the restricted annual limits. In such instances, states may apply for a waiver of the restricted annual limits on behalf of issuers of state-mandated policies if state law required the policies to be offered by the issuers prior to September 23, 2010.  Although the state may apply on the issuers’ behalf, the application must still satisfy the standard that compliance by the issuers would result in a “significant decrease in access to benefits” or a “significant increase in premiums.”

		 

		States/Plans Covered Under the State Application

		Application
Received

		Plan
Effective
Date

		Number
of
Enrollees

		Application
Completed by
Applicant

		Waiver
Approved



		730

		Massachusetts

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		Fallon Community Health Plan's Young Adult Plans

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		890

		9/20/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		HNE Young Adult Plan High and HNE Young Adult Plan Low

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		60

		9/20/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		Harvard Pilgrim Pulse Plan

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,467

		9/20/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		Neighborhood Health Plan's Young Adult Plans

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,003

		9/20/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		Tufts Health Plan

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		124

		9/24/2010

		9/27/2010



		

		MA Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		3,544

		 

		 



		 

		Neighborhood Health Plan's Young Adult Plans

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		1,003

		1,003

		9/27/2010



		 

		Tufts Health Plan

		9/20/2010

		10/1/2010

		124

		9/24/2010

		9/27/2010



		 

		MA Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		3,544

		 

		 



		731

		New Jersey

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		Aetna

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		285

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Amerihealth

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		4,111

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Celtic Insurance Company

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		1

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		CIGNA

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		2

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		HealthNet

		11/29/2010

		9/23/2010

		13

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Horizon BC/BS of NJ

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		55,127

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Oxford Health Insurance

		11/19/2010

		9/23/2010

		8,896

		11/19/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		NJ Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		68,435

		 

		 



		732

		Ohio

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		Aetna Health Inc

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		231

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		American Medical Security Life Ins Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		American Natl Life Ins Co of TX

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		1

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		American Republic Insurance Company

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		5

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Celtic Insurance Company

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		1

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Community Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		92

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Companion Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Coventry Health & Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Freedom Life Ins. Co. of America

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		3

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Golden Rule Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		25

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Health Plan the Upper OH Valley

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		57

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Humana Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		46

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Independence American Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		2

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		John Alden Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of Ohio

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		347

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Madison National Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		McKinley Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		25

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Medical Mutual of OH

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		74

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Mennonite Mutual Aid Association

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		3

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Mid West National Life Ins Co. of TN

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		National Found Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Pekin Life Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		161

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Reserve National Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Standard Life & Accident Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		0

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Standard Security Life Ins. Co. of NY

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		4

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Summa Ins Co. Inc.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		154

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		Time Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		13

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		World Ins. Co.

		11/23/2010

		1/1/2011

		18

		11/23/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		OH Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		1,286

		 

		 



		733

		Tennessee

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		Blue Cross Blue Shield of TN

		9/17/2010

		1/1/2011

		20,205

		9/17/2010

		12/17/2010



		

		TN Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		20,205

		 

		 



		 

		Total Enrollees

		 

		 

		93,470

		 

		 













		









Medicaid                     505,000                       42,326,300
Medicare                    502,300                       37,183,500
 
Uninsured                    Oklahoma                   United States
 
Total population          3,550,203                    307,006,550
Total uninsured           564,700                       45,700,000
 
Breakdown of Uninsured as of 2009
 
Oklahoma

 
Total                            16% of total population
Children (age 0-18)     10.4% of OK child population
Adults (over age 18)   22% of OK adult population
 
United States
 
Total                            15.4% of total U.S. population
Children (age 0-18)     10% of U.S. child population
Adults (over age 18)   17% of U.S. adult population
 
 
SoonerCare (Medicaid) Enrollment as of May 2011
 
Aged/Blind/Disabled (ABD)

Children          19,523 (2.68%)
Adults              129,423 (17.76%)

 
Children/Parents
            Children          456,756 (62.69%)
            Adults              65,667 (9.01%)
 
Other (child custody, refugee, Qualified Medicare Beneficiary, DDSD Supported Living, etc.)
            Children          172 (0.02%)

Adults              20,097 (2.76%)
 
Oklahoma Cares         1,659 (0.23%)
(Breast & Cervical Cancer)
 
SoonerPlan                  34,909 (4.79%)
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(Family Planning)
 
TEFRA                          388 (0.05%)
 
Total Enrollment         728,594
 
State Medicaid Funding:
 
2010 Total Expenditures:                                                        $4,350,788,295
Federal Share:                                                                         $2,667,539,569
Other (ARRA, Tobacco Funds, Drug Rebate, etc.):                 $508,946,267
State Share/OHCA:                                                                 $938,718,686
State Share/Other Agencies:                                                  $235,583,773
 
Projected PPACA State Spending Increases:
 
2014 - $41,555,544
2020 -$441,172,419
 
Projected PPACA Total Program Cost Increases (State and Federal):
 
2014 – $605,207,000
2020 - $4,449,280,343
 
Background Information on Waivers:
 
The information provided below has come from recent news reports and provides a snap
shot; I am conducting research and hope to provide you with a comprehensive list of all
waivers soon. The ATTACHMENT summarizes the process for which an entity (State,
employer or insurer) can apply for a waiver and it also includes a list of waivers approved for
2011.  It has been provided by the US Dept. of Health and Human Services and was last
updated in January of this year.

 
-          As of the beginning of June it is being reported that the Administration has granted

a number of waivers easing requirements of the new health care law with regard to
insurance regulations.  Most of the waivers relate to annual coverage limits
(unlimited mandate as of 2014) and the provision that requires insurance companies
to spend at least 80 percent of the premiums they collect on medical care and
quality rather than overhead or profits. 

-          Some states have also submitted waivers dealing with Medicaid requirements.
-          Arizona and New Jersey have submitted waivers to tighten Medicaid eligibility for
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adults.
-          Florida, New Jersey, Ohio and Tennessee have been granted temporary waivers

allowing individuals in their states to keep insurance plans with limited annual
coverage. To qualify for this waiver, states, employers or insurers must demonstrate
that compliance with the federal requirement would cause “a significant increase in
premiums or a decrease in access to benefits.”

-          Maine, New Hampshire and Nevada have been granted waivers allowing them to
adjust the Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) the 80 percent standard to a lower percentage
such as 65 percent.

-          Rhode Island has been granted the broadest waiver to date.  In 2008, Governor
Carcieri tasked his Secretary of Health and Human Services, Gary Alexander, to apply
for a “Global Consumer Choice Compact Waiver” from the federal government. 
Rhode Island’s waiver is not quite a block grant. It preserves the FMAP, but caps
aggregate federal and state spending through 2013 at $12.075 billion. Nevertheless,
it appears to have had the results one would expect from a block grant. Spending
has plummeted from what was anticipated. Through the first six quarters of the
waiver (January 1, 2009, through June 30, 2010) actual spending was only $2.7
billion versus $3.8 billion budgeted, according to an analysis produced by Secretary
Alexander last December.  However, this was approved under the Bush
Administration and HHS has stated that they are not likely to approve similar waivers
from other states.

-          A number of entities including employers, insurers and union plans (Examples:
McDonalds and United Federation of Teachers) were granted one year waivers
allowing them to continue to offer minimal coverage below the new laws standards.

-          There are apparently few Oklahoma entities that have applied for insurance related
waivers (a couple of companies and at least one tribe), but I am still trying to track
them down.

 
 
 
 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Subject: FYI: GOP governors vow to ignore Obamacare
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 3:10:00 PM

http://washingtonexaminer.com/gop-governors-vow-to-ignore-obamacare/article/2500862
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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Friday, July 6, 2012

From: Katie Altshuler
To: Mary Fallin
Cc: Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: FYI: Governor Rick Scott, Health Care Op-Ed
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 4:01:32 PM

 
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2012/jul/6/florida-will-not-implement-obamacare-
833758209/?page=all#pagebreak
 

SCOTT: Florida will not implement Obamacare
Health law treats symptoms, not the disease
By Gov. Rick Scott

 

Obamacare, in its effort to force everyone into a health insurance plan, is attempting to treat a

symptom - the uninsured - rather than the cause of the problem.

I think everyone agrees there are far too many who want health insurance and can’t get it. But

the truth is, the real problem isn’t with health insurance. The underlying cause is the rapidly

increasing cost of health care.

Instead of forcing people into another big-government program that eliminates natural incentives

to keep costs down, we should be focused on free-market reforms that make health care more

affordable. With costs lowered, more people would have access to medical doctors and services,

and we wouldn’t have to place another heavy burden on taxpayers to make it work.

After the U.S. Supreme Court’s stunning pronouncement on Obamacare, all 50 governors face

two big decisions:

1. Do we let the federal government impose a massive Medicaid expansion on us?

2. Do we establish a state insurance exchange or let the federal government come in and run it?

My answer is simple. No. We just can’t afford it.

Medicaid is the fastest-growing part of our state budget. And unlike thefederal government,

which isn’t required to balance its budget, we could only pay for expanding Medicaid by

increasing taxes or cutting from other parts of the budget. Expanding Medicaid puts other vital

government functions, such as education, public safety and infrastructure, at risk. That is not

something I am willing to do.

History repeatedly has shown that the costs of many government health care programs far

exceed early projections. This daunting reality is not unique to Florida. Washington acts as if it’s

doing states a favor by covering the first few years of expanded Medicaid payments, but where
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does it think those tax dollars are coming from? Floridians, as well as taxpayers from every other

state, are the ones footing the bill. Furthermore, once the responsibility begins to shift away from

the federal government, states will be left to start picking up the tab, putting too much pressure

on state budgets.

We already have safety-net programs that cover the needs of the most vulnerable in our state.

But if we don’t implement a real solution to our health care and economic problems, there will

never be enough programs to meet the demand. Since 2009, I’ve advocated a solution that

implements four pillars of free-market reforms: choice, competition, accountability and personal

responsibility.

Choice: Patients should be able to choose their own doctors. Providers should not force families

to buy a plan with services they don’t intend to use. By giving every American a choice,

providers are naturally forced to compete if they want to stay in business.

Competition: People should be allowed to buy a health insurance product across state lines, and

they also should know the prices upfront. You wouldn’t buy a car or groceries without knowing

the price, and you shouldn’t have to choose your health care services and providers without

knowing how much it’s going to cost you. Patients should be able to easily find out the cost for

services before they receive them.

Accountability: Government should be giving the same health insurance tax breaks to individuals

that they give to employers. People should be able to own their own health plans.

Personal responsibility: Let’s reward people for taking care of themselves. Good drivers are

rewarded with lower auto insurance policy rates. Life insurers give preferred rates for healthy

lifestyles. The same should apply for health insurance.

As governor of the great state of Florida, I am committed to breaking the cycle of dependence on

public assistance. As a person who lived in public housing as a child, I know that cycle can be

broken. And I want all of us to have the chance to live our version of the American dream.

For this to happen, we need to focus on the real problem with our health care system, the costs.

We need to reduce the high price of health care and help the unemployed get jobs so more

people can afford the care they need and more employers can afford to offer health insurance.

That’s what I’m focused on in Florida. The more opportunity we provide for people to get a

quality education and a job, without raising their cost of living, the more we can improve the

quality of life for everyone.

Rick Scott is the Republican governor of Florida.
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Governor Fallin today released the following statement, announcing that Oklahoma 
would not pursue the creation of a state-based exchange or participate in the 
proposed Medicaid expansion under the Affordable Care Act: 
 
For the past few months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers and 
health care experts across the country to determine the best course of action for 
Oklahoma in regards to both the possible creation of a health insurance exchange 
and the expansion of Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Our priority 
has been to ascertain what can be done to increase quality and access to health 
care, contain lower the costs of medical treatment, and do so without placing an 
undue burden on taxpayers or the state of Oklahoma. 
 
Because the health care industry has become a complicated maze of legal and 
regulatory restrictions and guidelines, a situation which has only been made 
worse by the 1,000 plus page Affordable Care Act, any decision regarding the 
future of Oklahoma’s health care policy is a complex one.  The decision, for 
instance, to either create a state-based exchange that is compliant with the ACA, 
or to let the federal government run one of its own designs, requires a large 
amount of background and contextual information that the Obama Administration has 
been unwilling to provide. Basic questions about what the various types of 
exchanges might look like and the costs associated with themsuch as ‘how much 
will an insurance exchange cost the state of Oklahoma?’ have still been left 
unanswered. It continues to be disappointing and frustrating that so little 
information has been provided to all of the states. 
 
At this time, the state of Oklahoma has been placed in an impossible highly 
undesirable position. As I have said many times before, it is my belief the ACA 
is both unworkable and unaffordable. The people of Oklahoma have also 
overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the ACA through their support of 
State Question XX, which in 2010 made it unconstitutional to mandate the purchase 
of health insurance in this state.  Yet despite the clear rejection of the ACA by 
voters and elected officials in Oklahoma, it remains the law of the land. 
 
Where health insurance exchanges are concerned, Oklahoma is faced with a choice. 
We are being asked to either join the federal government in helping to implement 
the ACA by creating a state basedn exchange approved by the Obama Administration, 
or else to accept one created and run by the federal government. While neither 
choice is a good one, I have determined the state of Oklahoma does not stand to 
benefit from committing its own dollars, resources and staff to designing an 
exchange that our citizens do not want. Furthermore, Wwithout more detailed 
information from the Obama Administration regarding the rules and regulations 
within the ACA, the state is unable to adequately plan and design an exchange of 
its own making.  With those facts in mind, I have informed the federal government 
today that Oklahoma will not be pursuing the creation of a state-based exchange. 
 
After careful consideration, I have also informed the federal government that 
Oklahoma will not be participating in the Obama Administration’s proposed 
expansion of Medicaid. Such an expansion would increase the burden on our state 
budget and would further our reliance on federal money that may or may not be 
avialble in the future. The increased be unaffordable and threaten other vital 
state services by permanently committing the state of Oklahoma to annual expenses 
of $50 million to $100 million each year. eExpenses of that magnitude would 
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require drastic cuts to other important government priorities, such as education 
and public safety. Furthermore, the proposed Medicaid expansion offers no 
meaningful reform to a system that people of all ideological stripes have 
criticized as inflexible and inefficient. 
 
,Oklahoma will be to pursue state-based solutions that offer families better 
access to more affordable and high quality health care in the private sector.  
(will add more once we get the letter language from Julie)  
I look forward to working with legislative leaders and lawmakers in both parties 
to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for Oklahoma families. 
 
Additionaly, Moving forward, the state of Oklahoma will pursue two actions 
simultaneously. The first will be to continue our opposition to the Affordable 
Care Act through the appropriate legal channels. Oklahoma Attorney General Scott 
Pruitt has filed a lawsuit challenging the legality of the ACA, an effort which I 
supportis fully supported by my office.  I will follow the lawsuit closely and I 
will work with legislative leaders and lawmakers in both parties to pursue 
Oklahoma health care solutions for Oklahoma families. 
. Our second, and equally important goal, will be to pursue state-based solutions 
that offer families better access to more affordable and high quality health care 
in the private sector.  I look forward to working with legislative leaders and 
lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for Oklahoma 
families. 
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Alex Weintz
Subject: going out in 5 minutes
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:52:00 PM

 
 

State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma
Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today joined other state leaders in announcing
that Oklahoma will establish a Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network to prevent the
establishment of a federal health care exchange in Oklahoma. 
 
Working together, leaders were able to address concerns expressed by some by adding
specific safeguards into the legislation that will prevent the implementation of a federal health
care exchange while creating an Oklahoma-based health insurance network.  The Health
Insurance Private Enterprise Network, based on a model by the conservative Heritage
Foundation and legislation passed by the Oklahoma Legislature in 2009, will increase access
to affordable, private, portable health insurance plans through a free market-based network
that offers choice and competition to consumers.  The network will be governed by a board
consisting of a majority of members from the private sector and chaired by the Insurance
Commissioner.  The network will be funded through state or private resources. The state will
not accept the $54 million Early Innovator Grant.
 
Governor Mary Fallin:  “I’m pleased to announce this agreement that accomplishes my
goal from the very beginning:  stopping the implementation of the president’s federal health
care exchange in Oklahoma. We have addressed concerns expressed by implementing strict
safeguards to prevent the implementation of the federal health care exchange while
definitively laying out the framework for a free market-based network that will empower
consumers by providing a place for individuals, families and small businesses to shop for
affordable, quality health insurance plans.”
 
House Speaker Kris Steele:  “Healthcare coverage is not a one-size-fits-all issue. We need
to make all options available to the people. The goal is to equip Oklahomans with the
information necessary to make wise decisions. The network will provide a user-friendly tool
intended to help people identify a health plan that best fits their individual needs.”
 
Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman:  “This private enterprise network not only
offers the people of Oklahoma more options when buying insurance, it will serve as a
defensive strategy that protects Oklahoma from the federal healthcare law.  This is
Oklahoma’s solution and federalism at work.  Our plan is based on the principals of the free
market; it will not limit participation, it will increase competition among private plans and
offer consumers the ability to shop for their best option.” 
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______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Google Alerts
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Google Alert - Mary Fallin
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 2:05:22 AM

Blogs 4 new results for Mary Fallin

 

Aerospace Company To Bring Hundreds Of Jobs To Stillwater ...
By Associated Press

Mary Fallin and officials with Belgium-based Asco Inc. announced Monday at the Farnborough

International Airshow that Asco will open a new U.S. production facility in Stillwater. STILLWATER,

Oklahoma -. Officials say a Belgian aerospace ...
NEWS 9 - News

FDI Tracker: Belgium-based Asco Incorporated to open new U.S. ...
By Fdi Tracker

Oklahoma City – 09 July 2012 - Today Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin and Secretary Dave Lopez

of the Oklahoma Department of Commerce, announced that Belgium-based Asco Incorporated will

be opening a new U.S. production facility in ...
FDI Tracker

Rick Scott, Pensacola Mayor On European Trade Mission ...
By William

Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin and Virginia Gov. Bob McConnell are also leading potential trading

partners. Florida Senate President Mike Haridopolos, R-Merritt Island, also made the trip.

Enterprise Florida paid for travel expenses for most ...
NorthEscambia.com

Say Anything 6th Governor Announces Opposition State Health ...
By Rob Port

Governors Rick Scott in Florida, Scott Walker in Wisconsin, Sam Brownback in Kansas, Mary Fallin
of Oklahoma and Bobby Jindal of Lousiana have all announced that they will oppose

implementation of the Obamacare health care exchanges ...
Say Anything

Tip: Use quotes ("like this") around a set of words in your query to match them exactly. Learn more.
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Manage your alerts.
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News 3 new results for Mary Fallin

 

State leaders still resisting compliance with 'Obamacare'
Tulsa World

Mary Fallin has indicated she's not going to call a special session of the Legislature to respond to

the U.S. Supreme Court's decision upholding the federal Affordable Care Act. The court's approval

of most of the act means that, unless something ...
See all stories on this topic »

Fallin, Republican leaders in Oklahoma fail to set up health insurance exchange
Enid News & Eagle

Mary Fallin and Republican leaders in the state Legislature did nothing to set up a state-run

health insurance exchange, even refusing to accept $54 million in federal money to set up the

exchange. Instead, they banked on the Supreme Court tossing out ...
See all stories on this topic »

AP Interview: Fallin says lobbyists doomed tax cut
Enid News & Eagle

Gov. Mary Fallin says her failed plan to drastically cut and eventually eliminate Oklahoma's

personal income tax was doomed in part by intense lo.

See all stories on this topic »
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News 2 new results for Mary Fallin

 

OK: Fallin, legislative leaders decry 'ObamaCare' ruling
Watchdog

By Patrick B. McGuigan | CapitolBeatOK. Gov. Mary Fallin. OKLAHOMA CITY —

Oklahoma's political leadership responded negatively Thursday to the U.S. Supreme

Court's decision upholding the controversial Patient Protection and Affordable Care

Act. Gov.

See all stories on this topic »

Watchdog

NOC, NWOSU to go smoke-free Sunday
Enid News & Eagle

Mary Fallin that prohibits the use of tobacco products on state property. Fallin gave state agencies

up to six months, or until July 6, to comply. NOC will provide students, faculty and staff who wish to

stop using tobacco products with the resources ...
See all stories on this topic »
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News 3 new results for Mary Fallin

 

Oklahoma Gov. Fallin plans no special session on the health-care law ruling.
Tulsa World

Mary Fallin said she doesn't plan to call a special session of the state Legislature to deal with the

implications of the U.S. Supreme Court's decision upholding the federal Affordable Care Act. The

law requires every state to create a health insurance ...
See all stories on this topic »

National health care law reaction
Enid News & Eagle

Mary Fallin, to members of the state Legislature, the refrain was the same: Disappointment in the

ruling on the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act — commonly called Obamacare by

opponents — and a vow to continue to have the law overturned.

See all stories on this topic »

Oklahoma chosen as test site for drones
NewsOK.com

photo - Gov. Mary Fallin announces Thursday that Oklahoma is the first state to be. Gov. Mary
Fallin announces Thursday that Oklahoma is the first state to be chosen by the federal government

to test drones for public safety purposes. Maj. Gen. Myles ...
See all stories on this topic »
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Blogs 3 new results for Mary Fallin

 

Oklahoma Leaders React To Supreme Court Health Care Act Ruling ...
By NewsOn6.com and Wire Reports

Governor Mary Fallin and Attorney General Scott Pruitt. OKLAHOMA CITY -. The U.S. Supreme

Court has ... Governor Mary Fallin released a statement regarding the Supreme Court's decision:

"Oklahomans have voiced their opposition to the ...
NEWS ON 6 - News

Gov. Fallin said disappointed in Obamacare ruling - KFOR Channel 4
By Jesse Wells

OKLAHOMA CITY -- Reaction to the healthcare decision is pouring in from all over Oklahoma.Gov.

Mary Fallin said she's extremely frustrated by the Supreme Court ruling."I think it's a bad day for

Americans," Gov. Fallin said.

KFOR.com – Oklahoma City News...

Fallin to discuss unmanned systems research | sUAS News
By Press

OKLAHOMA CITY — Gov. Mary Fallin and state leaders are expected to make an announcement

about the future of research and development of unmanned aer...

sUAS News
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Web 1 new result for Mary Fallin

 

Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin, legislative leaders decry “ObamaCare ...
Governor Mary Fallin said she did not plan to call a special session to deal with the decision's

impact on state policy, but added a special session “is always a ...
city-sentinel.com/?p=2734
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Yellow Hammer Politics» Mary Fallin
Role2012 Presidential Race, Affordable Healthcare Act, Barack Obama, Billy Graham, Bobby

Jindal, Chris Christie, Healthcare Exchange, Mary Fallin, Mitt ...
yellowhammerpolitics.com/tag/mary-fallin/

Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin frustrated by Keystone XL pipeline ...
CALGARY - Oklahoma's governor is losing patience with delays in building the controversial

Keystone XL oil pipeline, which would cross through her state on its ...
legalnews.findlaw.com/article/0bZ9gIu9YCcIL?q=Barack...
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Web 1 new result for Mary Fallin

 

Fallin State waiting on health care decision » Local News » The ...
Gov. Mary Fallin said the state government is in a wait-and-see approach to complete the details

of a health insurance exchange as the U.S. Supreme C.

www.edmondsun.com/.../Fallin-State-waiting-on-health-care-d...
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News 3 new results for Mary Fallin

 

Oklahoma House OKs measure to create secretary of Indian affairs post
Tulsa World

Mary Fallin signed a law creating a state tribal liaison position to replace the state Indian Affairs

Commission but subsequently did not fill the position as mandated by the law. Officials in the

Governor's Office said they were troubled by ...
See all stories on this topic »

Oklahoma Senate OKs power shift to school boards
Tulsa World

By AP By AP Mistress Mary has made a colossally stupid, amateur politician mistake by so closely

aligning herself with Janet Baressi, our totally unqualified State School Superintendent. I honestly

thought that Fallin was at least smart enough to avoid ...
See all stories on this topic »

Oklahoma shelves plans to build its own health insurance exchange
Live Insurance News

Governor Mary Fallin supports the move of legislators and believes that the US

Supreme Court will ultimately strike down the federal law. If the Court does not find

the law unconstitutional, however, the state could lose the ability to create an ...
See all stories on this topic »
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News 2 new results for Mary Fallin

 

Tulsa County's newest district judge sworn in
Tulsa World

Mary Fallin, who appointed Barcus, said in a news release that "Judge Barcus has proven to be a

fair and effective judge and a dedicated public servant." Barcus was sworn in Thursday, with

District Judge Mary Fitzgerald administering the oath of office ...
See all stories on this topic »

Oklahoma's GOP lawmakers abandon plan for state health insurance exchange
Tulsa World

Mary Fallin could call the Legislature into special session to consider the issue after a court ruling,

such a move seems unlikely during the legislative election campaign period. SB 1629 would have

redesigned the state's Insure Oklahoma program to act ...
See all stories on this topic »
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News 2 new results for Mary Fallin

 

Legislative task force recommends creating state health insurance exchange
The Republic

Oklahoma was to receive $54 million in federal funds to set up an exchange, but after resistance

last year from Tea Party groups opposing the health care law, Gov. Mary Fallin rejected the

money. Democrats say Fallin should have taken the money, ...
See all stories on this topic »

Execution date requested for Okla. death row inmate
Mcalester News Capital

Mary Fallin granted a 30-day stay so her legal team could have more time to consider a 2005

recommendation by the Oklahoma State Pardon and Parole Board to commute his sentence to life.

Allen received his death sentence for the 1986 murder of his wife, ...
See all stories on this topic »
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Web 2 new results for Mary Fallin

 

Okla. Governor Mary Fallin heads to UK air show
Mary Fallin is leading a delegation of seven Oklahoma aerospace companies to the Farnborough

International Air Show in the United Kingdom.

www.kjrh.com/.../okla-governor-mary-fallin-heads-to-uk-air-s...

Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin, legislative leaders decry “ObamaCare ...
Governor Mary Fallin said she did not plan to call a special session to deal with the decision's

impact on state policy, but added a special session “is always a ...
capitolbeatok.com/.../oklahoma-gov-mary-fallin-legislative-lea...
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Subject: Google Alert - Mary Fallin
Date: Wednesday, February 22, 2012 12:36:39 PM

News 3 new results for Mary Fallin

 

Workgroup observes National Nutrition Month
Sequoyah County Times

Mary Fallin signed a proclamation declaring March as National Nutrition Month According to

Louise Micolites, regional field consultant, Oklahoma Department of Health, Oklahoma ranked 48 in

overall health ranking in a national report in April 2011.

See all stories on this topic »

Panel recommends health insurance exchange
Tulsa World

Mary Fallin initially accepted a $54 million federal grant to build and exchange, but later rejected

the money under Tea Party pressure. The final report of the Joint Committee on Federal Health

Care Law, released Wednesday, recommends making another ...
See all stories on this topic »

Mo' Money, Mo' Problems for Many State Agencies
StateImpact Oklahoma

Mary Fallin, The Oklahoman reports. Other state revenue estimates were off, and not in a good

way. Natural gas prices are low, and anticipated revenues from related gross production taxes have

been cut by almost $87 million. And some tax breaks to the ...
See all stories on this topic »
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Blogs 1 new result for Mary Fallin

 

Tyranny Alive and Well in Oklahoma's State Government ...
By Bob Russell

In spite of the 70% vote, Governor Mary Fallin, Senate Pres Pro Tem Brian Bingman, and House

Speaker Kris Steele made three separate attempts to implement Obamacare in 2011. All failed,

greatly due to the efforts of Amanda Teegarden ...
Conservative Daily News
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News 2 new results for Mary Fallin

 

Oklahoma marks record in monthly sales tax collections
NewsOK.com

Mary Fallin made a push to legislators to support her personal income tax reduction and

elimination proposal as revenue reports released Tuesday showed the state set an all-time monthly

record for state sales tax collections.

See all stories on this topic »

News of Obamacare's birth control policy stunned supporter
NewsOK.com

Mary Fallin gave a positive State of the State address. She outlined ways to... 02/15/2012 Over

several years some corporate headquarters left Oklahoma for lower- or no-tax states. During a

discussion with an accountant for one of those companies.

See all stories on this topic »
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News 4 new results for Mary Fallin

 

Q&A: Gov. Mary Fallin
Tulsa World

Mary Fallin said she was proud of passing legal reform legislation during her first year in office.

MATT BARNARD/Tulsa World By WAYNE GREENE World Senior Writer As she begins her second

year in office, Gov. Mary Fallin is coming to terms with the ...
See all stories on this topic »

Oklahoma Legislature: Ex-Sen. Coffee drives Fallin's agenda
Tulsa World

Mary Fallin. "I play a role in negotiating tribal issues, budget issues and working with the policy

team in implementing the governor's agenda with the Legislature," said Coffee, 45, a former

Republican senator from Oklahoma City.

See all stories on this topic »

Oklahoma Legislature: Health insurance exchange awaits GOP
Tulsa World

Mary Fallin to reject a $54 million federal grant to establish an exchange after she had previously

accepted the grant. During the interim, a legislative task force studied the issue from a dozen

angles and got strong encouragement from insurance ...
See all stories on this topic »

Top Oklahoma Officials In Line For Automatic Salary Increases
News On 6

Last week, State Superintendent Janet Barresi said she wouldn't take the raise. Governor Mary
Fallin and some of the others down the list have said they would do the same. If that resolution

passes, Governor Mary Fallin would have to sign it, ...
See all stories on this topic »
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News 3 new results for Mary Fallin

 

News Shows
Tulsa World

By FROM STAFF REPORTS OETA's "Oklahoma Forum" (KOED, channel 11, 12: 30 pm): We will

discuss Mary Fallin's first year as Oklahoma's governor and look ahead to the 2012 legislative

session. Fallin will be the guest. ABC's "This Week": 2012 GOP ...
See all stories on this topic »

Oklahoma could benefit from health insurance exchange setup, study finds
Tulsa World

Mary Fallin accepted but later rejected a $54 million federal grant to build an exchange. A

legislative task force studying the state's next move has yet to release its recommendations. The

resistance by some of those states, including Oklahoma, ...
See all stories on this topic »

Choice: It's good for children
Edmond Sun

Mary Fallin has declared the week of Jan. 23-29 Oklahoma School Choice Week, I want to take

this opportunity to say how heartily grateful and blessed I am for such choices. Choice is good for

children, it's good for communities, and it is good for ...
See all stories on this topic »
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News 2 new results for Mary Fallin

 

TX, OK & FL...
Southern Political Report

Oklahoma: Fallin's approval nearly 70 percent. According to The Sooner Poll, 69 percent of

Oklahoma voters approve of the way Gov. Mary Fallin (R-OK) is doing her job. That compares

with Fallin's 64 percent approval in May of last year and 58 percent ...
See all stories on this topic »

Wisconsin Stiff-Arms ObamaCare
Cato @ Liberty

Mary Fallin—in sending the money back. Walker's move probably took no small amount of political

courage, given how hard the health insurance industry and other ObamaCare profiteers—including

prominent Republicans—have been lobbying states like ...
See all stories on this topic »
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News 2 new results for Mary Fallin

 

Medicaid Expansion Would Greatly Aid State
Insurance News Net (press release)

Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin hasn't decided whether the state should accept new federal

Medicaid funding, a feature of the Affordable Care and Patient Protection Act, which would provide

health insurance for about 200000 uninsured...

See all stories on this topic »

COBURN ASKS GOVERNORS NOT TO IMPLEMENT OBAMACARE
KOKC

7/3/2012. OKLAHOMA CITY – Twelve U.S. Senators and 61 members of the U.S. House have

written every governor in America, including Oklahoma's Mary Fallin, asking the state chief

executives to oppose implementation of health care exchanges under the ...
See all stories on this topic »
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In The Know: Oklahoma has big decision to make on Medicaid ...
By Gene

Mary Fallin hasn't decided whether the state should accept an expansion of federal Medicaid

funding that would make some 200000 uninsured Oklahoma adults eligible for health insurance —

but she had no shortage of advice on the topic.

OK Policy Blog

36 Hours: ObamaCare in Oklahoma | The City Sentinel
By Patrick B. McGuigan

Governor Mary Fallin, a strong critic of the law, said she would move slowly in response. ... While

legislative leaders backed Fallin, the state Democratic Chairman assailed her for not calling a

special session to create a health exchange.

The City Sentinel

Payne County Officials Okay Agreement With TransCanada ...
By Associated Press

Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin and Kansas Governor Sam Brownback will be joined various

chambers of commerce and aerospace industry officials July 9th and 10th. More >>. Oklahoma

Governor Mary Fallin and Kansas Governor Sam ...
NEWS ON 6 - News
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From: Google Alerts
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Google Alert - Mary Fallin
Date: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 8:02:25 PM

News 2 new results for Mary Fallin

 

Fallin will take her time on Obamacare Medicaid decision
KRMG

Governor Mary Fallin will not rush to make a decision on whether to stand with some other

Republican governors and refuse to implement an expansion of Medicaid mandated by the so-

called "Obamacare" law. State Sen. Patrick Anderson, R-Enid, issued a ...
See all stories on this topic »

Is Oklahoma Ready For Healthcare Reform?
KTUL (blog)

President Obama's health care plan will stand. And it has Oklahomans split on supporting it. But

Channel 8's Kim Jackson says the medical community is paying attention to what happens next. At

the.

See all stories on this topic »
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From: Google Alerts
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Google Alert - Mary Fallin
Date: Monday, July 02, 2012 8:35:26 PM

Web 2 new results for Mary Fallin

 

Governor Mary Fallin - Honor the Fallen
Honor the Fallen Revolving Fund Oklahoma Statutes provide for donations to a fund to reimburse

toll expenses for funeral processions on Oklahoma turnpikes ...
www.ok.gov/governor/Honor_the_Fallen.html

Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin, legislative leaders decry ... - Reddit
Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin, legislative leaders decry “ObamaCare” ruling ( capitolbeatok.com).

submitted 25 minutes ago by Xura · 1 comment; sharecancel ...
www.reddit.com/.../oklahoma_gov_mary_fallin_legislative_le...
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From: Google Alerts
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Google Alert - Mary Fallin
Date: Monday, July 02, 2012 7:05:37 PM

News 2 new results for Mary Fallin

 

36 Hours: ObamaCare in Oklahoma
Tulsa Today (blog)

Governor Mary Fallin, a strong critic of the law, said she would move slowly in response. She

estimates implementation could cost the state a half-billion dollars. While legislative leaders backed

Fallin, the state Democratic Chairman assailed her for ...
See all stories on this topic »

Walmart Evacuated Due To Bomb
KTUL (blog)

The Walmart store near 81st and Lewis evacuated all employees and customers due to a bomb

threat Thursday morning. A call came in to the store around 9:30 A.M., warning that a bomb would

go off in 3.

See all stories on this topic »
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From: Google Alerts
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Google Alert - Mary Fallin
Date: Sunday, July 01, 2012 9:00:04 AM

News 3 new results for Mary Fallin

 

Political Report, Sunday Morning Quarterback: Gov. Mary Fallin... Wayne ...
Tulsa World

Bookmark Text : Political Report, Sunday Morning Quarterback: Gov. Mary Fallin... Wayne

Pettigrew... Dan Boren. By Wayne Greene Published: 7/1/2012 2:26 AM Last Modified: 7/1/2012

2:26 AM. Gov. Mary Fallin. Gets involved in the Republican primary, ...
See all stories on this topic »

Reactions to Supreme Court Decision to Uphold Obamacare
KTUL (blog)

"We believe that, rather than big government bureaucracy and one-size-fits-all solutions, the free-

market principles of choice and competition are the best tools at our disposal to increase access to

health care and reduce costs," Governor Mary Fallin ...
See all stories on this topic »

Health care ruling: Oklahomans react to Supreme Court decision
NewsOK.com

Mary Fallin and other state politicians say they're disappointed that the U.S. Supreme Court voted

Thursday to uphold the federal health care law. From Staff Reports | Published: June 29, 2012

Oklahoman Comment on this article Leave a comment ...
See all stories on this topic »
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From: Google Alerts
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Google Alert - Mary Fallin
Date: Saturday, June 30, 2012 10:50:11 AM

Blogs 1 new result for Mary Fallin

 

Oklahoma's progressives, Democrats say it's “time to move forward ...
By Patrick B. McGuigan

Speaking in less measured terms was the Oklahoma state Democratic party, which sent out a

gleeful statement calling, among other things, on Governor Mary Fallin to fashion a health

insurance exchange, as directed in the legislation that ...
The City Sentinel
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From: Travis Brauer
To: Travis Brauer
Subject: Gop press conf
Date: Tuesday, February 07, 2012 2:47:17 PM

Opening Statement by President Bingman:  We made tremendous progress last session that has helped
create a pro-growth and pro-jobs environment.  We are seeking a smaller, simpler and smarter
government while protecting our core services.  In order to move the state forward we must create
good jobs.

 

Sen. Brinkley on Jobs and Economy:

 Making Oklahoma a prosperous place is a top priority of the Senate GOPs and we have been presented
with a unique opportunity to achieve that goal, by taking a thoughtful and aggressive approach on
reduction of the state’s income tax.  We plan on broadening the tax base, while protecting the core gov.
services. 

Identify and eliminate ineffective tax credits. Will consider the recommendations made by the task
force. 

Reduce and repeal the burdensome state regulations which hurt job growth.  Will also oppose the
overreaching federal regulations.

The workers comp system has work that is not completed and we will continue to work on that.

Senator Ford on education:
1) We will honor our commitment to teachers that are National Board Certified by keeping the promises
we made to the teachers. It is important to have quality teachers in the classroom.

2) We will work on the quality of types of education while promoting greater parental choice in
education. With various types of educational alternatives being utilized we must make sure that the
different alternatives are the best product we can offer.

3) We must increase the number of well educated individuals with college degrees, advanced degrees,
and industrial certifications. We must make sure that students and families have the necessary
education to fill the jobs that will move the state forward.  

Senator Crain on Health and Human Services:

Senate GOP will continue to protect the quality of life for the unprotected. We will continue to protect
and advocate for the unborn. We also plan to address the challenges involved in reducing the infant
mortality rate.

The Senate GOP will also find solutions to address the shortage of doctors and health care professionals
in undeserved areas throughout Oklahoma.

Senate GOPs opposes ObamaCare (PPACA) but we recognize that it is the law of the land and we will
continue
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From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: Gov Fallin asks lawmakers to support Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:05:02 PM
Attachments: 3-22-11 Governor Fallin letter to lawmakers.pdf

All –
 
In a letter sent today to all Oklahoma state senators and representatives, Governor Mary Fallin
asked lawmakers to pass legislation (HB 2130) furthering the creation of an Oklahoma Health
Insurance Exchange. The letter (attached) explains that an Oklahoma based health insurance
exchange:

-          Will help to avoid the forced implementation of a federal exchange run by the Obama
administration and  Washington, D.C.

-          Will be run using conservative, free market principles
-          Will empower consumers by providing them with more information and ultimately lower

health insurance costs in Oklahoma
 
The full text of the letter is below:
 
Dear Lawmaker,

As you may know, this Wednesday, March 23, will represent the one year
anniversary of the enactment of President Obama’s Patient Protection and Affordable Care
Act (PPACA). I believe, as I know many of our legislators and the majority of our citizens
do, that the PPACA is unconstitutional, fatally flawed and ultimately harmful to our economy
and the health of our citizens. That is exactly what I told both the Obama administration and
our federal lawmakers, in no uncertain terms, when I voted against the law as a United States
Congresswoman.

As governor of Oklahoma and as a citizen, it is my great hope that the PPACA is
either repealed by federal legislators or else is struck down by the United States Supreme
Court. Our Oklahoma Congressional delegation has my full support as they work towards the
former option, and Attorney General Scott Pruitt has my support and encouragement as he
leads Oklahoma’s legal challenge.  As governor, I have sent multiple letters to the White
House explaining the unreasonable economic burdens the PPACA places on Oklahoma and
have requested that the White House fast track the lawsuits against President Obama’s health
care law to the Supreme Court. In short, I have been proud to be part of a united conservative
front in Oklahoma opposing what I believe to be one of the most dangerous and
counterproductive pieces of legislation to come out of Washington in decades.

I remain deeply concerned, however, that the PPACA will remain the law of the
land for some time to come. As long as that is the case, the president’s law will continue to
actively assault both the rights of our citizens and the tenth amendment rights of our states.
For that reason, I believe Oklahoma’s lawmakers must continue to find new ways to prevent
a federal takeover of our health care system in Oklahoma.

One of the most important ways we can fight that federal takeover is to
implement an Oklahoma-based, free-market health insurance exchange so that
Washington does not force its own model on the state. While we have already begun to
create that exchange, the next step in the process is the passage of HB 2130, which
creates a governing board for the program. I am writing now to ask you to support that
legislation.
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                                                                                March 22, 2011 


 


 


Dear Lawmaker, 


 


As you may know, this Wednesday, March 23, will represent the one year anniversary of the enactment of 


President Obama’s Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). I believe, as I know many of our 


legislators and the majority of our citizens do, that the PPACA is unconstitutional, fatally flawed and ultimately 


harmful to our economy and the health of our citizens. That is exactly what I told both the Obama administration 


and our federal lawmakers, in no uncertain terms, when I voted against the law as a United States Congresswoman.  


 


As governor of Oklahoma and as a citizen, it is my great hope that the PPACA is either repealed by federal 


legislators or else is struck down by the United States Supreme Court. Our Oklahoma Congressional delegation has 


my full support as they work towards the former option, and Attorney General Scott Pruitt has my support and 


encouragement as he leads Oklahoma’s legal challenge.  As governor, I have sent multiple letters to the White 


House explaining the unreasonable economic burdens the PPACA places on Oklahoma and have requested that the 


White House fast track the lawsuits against President Obama’s health care law to the Supreme Court. In short, I 


have been proud to be part of a united conservative front in Oklahoma opposing what I believe to be one of the most 


dangerous and counterproductive pieces of legislation to come out of Washington in decades. 


 


I remain deeply concerned, however, that the PPACA will remain the law of the land for some time to 


come. As long as that is the case, the president’s law will continue to actively assault both the rights of our citizens 


and the tenth amendment rights of our states. For that reason, I believe Oklahoma’s lawmakers must continue to 


find new ways to prevent a federal takeover of our health care system in Oklahoma.  


 


One of the most important ways we can fight that federal takeover is to implement an Oklahoma-


based, free-market health insurance exchange so that Washington does not force its own model on the state. 


While we have already begun to create that exchange, the next step in the process is the passage of HB 2130, 


which creates a governing board for the program. I am writing now to ask you to support that legislation.  


 


Under current law as outlined by the PPACA, the federal government will begin establishing a federally 


designed and run health insurance exchange in 2013 in all 50 states except those that have begun implementing their 


own state-based exchanges. If we do not develop our own exchange, if we instead do nothing, then we will be 


powerless to oppose the creation of a federally run program in Oklahoma. 


 


As you may know, health insurance exchanges, when done right, have long been a conservative idea. In 


2009, our Legislature authorized the creation of such an exchange based on model legislation introduced by the 


conservative Heritage Foundation.  


 


 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Using that model, the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange we are seeking to create will be an online 


health insurance market that empowers consumers by providing vastly improved access to information on private 


insurance products and expanding the purchasing power of individuals and small businesses. Private insurance 


products will be sold to meet individual needs, insurers will compete to promote real choices for consumers and the 


free-market will work to lower costs. Unlike the federal exchange Washington may try to force on us, the exchange 


we are trying to build offers a positive, free-market alternative to the big government, tax-and-spend plan that is the 


PPACA.  


 


If we do not pass HB 2130 and implement an Oklahoma-based exchange, the results will be devastating for 


those of us who oppose ObamaCare and the federal intrusion it represents. Without an Oklahoma exchange, the 


state is virtually guaranteed to be subject to a federally run, Washington D.C. substitute. And unlike the one we 


develop here in Oklahoma, that federal exchange will rely on public health care plans and be funded by public debt 


for many years to come.  


 


For that reason, a vote against an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange and HB 2130 is a vote to leave 


Oklahoma defenseless against a federal takeover, as mandated by ObamaCare, beginning in the year 2013.  


 


As a conservative, I hope the PPACA is long gone by then. I join the majority of our lawmakers, as well as 


the majority of our citizens, in being passionately opposed to the federal health care law. It is my great hope to see it 


overturned or repealed. But I believe we have an obligation to plan for a future where that may not happen. And in 


the event the federal health care law is not overturned by 2013, I am not willing to allow the federal government to 


seize what has been a conservative idea and turn it into something unrecognizable and harmful to the state of 


Oklahoma and its citizens.  


 


For all these reasons, I hope you will join me in supporting a free-market, conservative exchange and defend 


Oklahoma against the federalization of our health insurance by voting for HB 2130. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


 


Mary Fallin  


Governor 


Page 2 of 2 pages 
 







Under current law as outlined by the PPACA, the federal government will begin
establishing a federally designed and run health insurance exchange in 2013 in all 50 states
except those that have begun implementing their own state-based exchanges. If we do not
develop our own exchange, if we instead do nothing, then we will be powerless to oppose the
creation of a federally run program in Oklahoma.

As you may know, health insurance exchanges, when done right, have long been
a conservative idea. In 2009, our Legislature authorized the creation of such an exchange
based on model legislation introduced by the conservative Heritage Foundation.

Using that model, the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange we are seeking to
create will be an online health insurance market that empowers consumers by providing
vastly improved access to information on private insurance products and expanding the
purchasing power of individuals and small businesses. Private insurance products will be sold
to meet individual needs, insurers will compete to promote real choices for consumers and
the free-market will work to lower costs. Unlike the federal exchange Washington may try to
force on us, the exchange we are trying to build offers a positive, free-market alternative to
the big government, tax-and-spend plan that is the PPACA.

If we do not pass HB 2130 and implement an Oklahoma-based exchange, the
results will be devastating for those of us who oppose ObamaCare and the federal intrusion it
represents. Without an Oklahoma exchange, the state is virtually guaranteed to be subject to
a federally run, Washington D.C. substitute. And unlike the one we develop here in
Oklahoma, that federal exchange will rely on public health care plans and be funded by
public debt for many years to come.

For that reason, a vote against an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange and HB
2130 is a vote to leave Oklahoma defenseless against a federal takeover, as mandated by
ObamaCare, beginning in the year 2013.

As a conservative, I hope the PPACA is long gone by then. I join the majority of
our lawmakers, as well as the majority of our citizens, in being passionately opposed to the
federal health care law. It is my great hope to see it overturned or repealed. But I believe we
have an obligation to plan for a future where that may not happen. And in the event the
federal health care law is not overturned by 2013, I am not willing to allow the federal
government to seize what has been a conservative idea and turn it into something
unrecognizable and harmful to the state of Oklahoma and its citizens.

For all these reasons, I hope you will join me in supporting a free-market,
conservative exchange and defend Oklahoma against the federalization of our health
insurance by voting for HB 2130.
 
Sincerely,
 
Governor Mary Fallin
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From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Bcc:

;
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Subject: Gov Fallin asks lawmakers to support Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:06:00 PM
Attachments: 3-22-11 Governor Fallin letter to lawmakers.pdf

All –
 
In a letter sent today to all Oklahoma state senators and representatives, Governor Mary Fallin
asked lawmakers to pass legislation (HB 2130) furthering the creation of an Oklahoma Health
Insurance Exchange. The letter (attached) explains that an Oklahoma based health insurance
exchange:

-          Will help to avoid the forced implementation of a federal exchange run by the Obama
administration and  Washington, D.C.

-          Will be run using conservative, free market principles
-          Will empower consumers by providing them with more information and ultimately lower

health insurance costs in Oklahoma
 
The full text of the letter is below:
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                                                                                March 22, 2011 


 


 


Dear Lawmaker, 


 


As you may know, this Wednesday, March 23, will represent the one year anniversary of the enactment of 


President Obama’s Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). I believe, as I know many of our 


legislators and the majority of our citizens do, that the PPACA is unconstitutional, fatally flawed and ultimately 


harmful to our economy and the health of our citizens. That is exactly what I told both the Obama administration 


and our federal lawmakers, in no uncertain terms, when I voted against the law as a United States Congresswoman.  


 


As governor of Oklahoma and as a citizen, it is my great hope that the PPACA is either repealed by federal 


legislators or else is struck down by the United States Supreme Court. Our Oklahoma Congressional delegation has 


my full support as they work towards the former option, and Attorney General Scott Pruitt has my support and 


encouragement as he leads Oklahoma’s legal challenge.  As governor, I have sent multiple letters to the White 


House explaining the unreasonable economic burdens the PPACA places on Oklahoma and have requested that the 


White House fast track the lawsuits against President Obama’s health care law to the Supreme Court. In short, I 


have been proud to be part of a united conservative front in Oklahoma opposing what I believe to be one of the most 


dangerous and counterproductive pieces of legislation to come out of Washington in decades. 


 


I remain deeply concerned, however, that the PPACA will remain the law of the land for some time to 


come. As long as that is the case, the president’s law will continue to actively assault both the rights of our citizens 


and the tenth amendment rights of our states. For that reason, I believe Oklahoma’s lawmakers must continue to 


find new ways to prevent a federal takeover of our health care system in Oklahoma.  


 


One of the most important ways we can fight that federal takeover is to implement an Oklahoma-


based, free-market health insurance exchange so that Washington does not force its own model on the state. 


While we have already begun to create that exchange, the next step in the process is the passage of HB 2130, 


which creates a governing board for the program. I am writing now to ask you to support that legislation.  


 


Under current law as outlined by the PPACA, the federal government will begin establishing a federally 


designed and run health insurance exchange in 2013 in all 50 states except those that have begun implementing their 


own state-based exchanges. If we do not develop our own exchange, if we instead do nothing, then we will be 


powerless to oppose the creation of a federally run program in Oklahoma. 


 


As you may know, health insurance exchanges, when done right, have long been a conservative idea. In 


2009, our Legislature authorized the creation of such an exchange based on model legislation introduced by the 


conservative Heritage Foundation.  


 


 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Using that model, the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange we are seeking to create will be an online 


health insurance market that empowers consumers by providing vastly improved access to information on private 


insurance products and expanding the purchasing power of individuals and small businesses. Private insurance 


products will be sold to meet individual needs, insurers will compete to promote real choices for consumers and the 


free-market will work to lower costs. Unlike the federal exchange Washington may try to force on us, the exchange 


we are trying to build offers a positive, free-market alternative to the big government, tax-and-spend plan that is the 


PPACA.  


 


If we do not pass HB 2130 and implement an Oklahoma-based exchange, the results will be devastating for 


those of us who oppose ObamaCare and the federal intrusion it represents. Without an Oklahoma exchange, the 


state is virtually guaranteed to be subject to a federally run, Washington D.C. substitute. And unlike the one we 


develop here in Oklahoma, that federal exchange will rely on public health care plans and be funded by public debt 


for many years to come.  


 


For that reason, a vote against an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange and HB 2130 is a vote to leave 


Oklahoma defenseless against a federal takeover, as mandated by ObamaCare, beginning in the year 2013.  


 


As a conservative, I hope the PPACA is long gone by then. I join the majority of our lawmakers, as well as 


the majority of our citizens, in being passionately opposed to the federal health care law. It is my great hope to see it 


overturned or repealed. But I believe we have an obligation to plan for a future where that may not happen. And in 


the event the federal health care law is not overturned by 2013, I am not willing to allow the federal government to 


seize what has been a conservative idea and turn it into something unrecognizable and harmful to the state of 


Oklahoma and its citizens.  


 


For all these reasons, I hope you will join me in supporting a free-market, conservative exchange and defend 


Oklahoma against the federalization of our health insurance by voting for HB 2130. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


 


Mary Fallin  


Governor 


Page 2 of 2 pages 
 







 
Dear Lawmaker,

As you may know, this Wednesday, March 23, will represent the one year
anniversary of the enactment of President Obama’s Patient Protection and Affordable Care
Act (PPACA). I believe, as I know many of our legislators and the majority of our citizens
do, that the PPACA is unconstitutional, fatally flawed and ultimately harmful to our economy
and the health of our citizens. That is exactly what I told both the Obama administration and
our federal lawmakers, in no uncertain terms, when I voted against the law as a United States
Congresswoman.

As governor of Oklahoma and as a citizen, it is my great hope that the PPACA is
either repealed by federal legislators or else is struck down by the United States Supreme
Court. Our Oklahoma Congressional delegation has my full support as they work towards the
former option, and Attorney General Scott Pruitt has my support and encouragement as he
leads Oklahoma’s legal challenge.  As governor, I have sent multiple letters to the White
House explaining the unreasonable economic burdens the PPACA places on Oklahoma and
have requested that the White House fast track the lawsuits against President Obama’s health
care law to the Supreme Court. In short, I have been proud to be part of a united conservative
front in Oklahoma opposing what I believe to be one of the most dangerous and
counterproductive pieces of legislation to come out of Washington in decades.

I remain deeply concerned, however, that the PPACA will remain the law of the
land for some time to come. As long as that is the case, the president’s law will continue to
actively assault both the rights of our citizens and the tenth amendment rights of our states.
For that reason, I believe Oklahoma’s lawmakers must continue to find new ways to prevent
a federal takeover of our health care system in Oklahoma.

One of the most important ways we can fight that federal takeover is to
implement an Oklahoma-based, free-market health insurance exchange so that
Washington does not force its own model on the state. While we have already begun to
create that exchange, the next step in the process is the passage of HB 2130, which
creates a governing board for the program. I am writing now to ask you to support that
legislation.

Under current law as outlined by the PPACA, the federal government will begin
establishing a federally designed and run health insurance exchange in 2013 in all 50 states
except those that have begun implementing their own state-based exchanges. If we do not
develop our own exchange, if we instead do nothing, then we will be powerless to oppose the
creation of a federally run program in Oklahoma.

As you may know, health insurance exchanges, when done right, have long been
a conservative idea. In 2009, our Legislature authorized the creation of such an exchange
based on model legislation introduced by the conservative Heritage Foundation.

Using that model, the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange we are seeking to
create will be an online health insurance market that empowers consumers by providing
vastly improved access to information on private insurance products and expanding the
purchasing power of individuals and small businesses. Private insurance products will be sold
to meet individual needs, insurers will compete to promote real choices for consumers and
the free-market will work to lower costs. Unlike the federal exchange Washington may try to
force on us, the exchange we are trying to build offers a positive, free-market alternative to
the big government, tax-and-spend plan that is the PPACA.

If we do not pass HB 2130 and implement an Oklahoma-based exchange, the
results will be devastating for those of us who oppose ObamaCare and the federal intrusion it
represents. Without an Oklahoma exchange, the state is virtually guaranteed to be subject to
a federally run, Washington D.C. substitute. And unlike the one we develop here in
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Oklahoma, that federal exchange will rely on public health care plans and be funded by
public debt for many years to come.

For that reason, a vote against an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange and HB
2130 is a vote to leave Oklahoma defenseless against a federal takeover, as mandated by
ObamaCare, beginning in the year 2013.

As a conservative, I hope the PPACA is long gone by then. I join the majority of
our lawmakers, as well as the majority of our citizens, in being passionately opposed to the
federal health care law. It is my great hope to see it overturned or repealed. But I believe we
have an obligation to plan for a future where that may not happen. And in the event the
federal health care law is not overturned by 2013, I am not willing to allow the federal
government to seize what has been a conservative idea and turn it into something
unrecognizable and harmful to the state of Oklahoma and its citizens.

For all these reasons, I hope you will join me in supporting a free-market,
conservative exchange and defend Oklahoma against the federalization of our health
insurance by voting for HB 2130.
 
Sincerely,
 
Governor Mary Fallin
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From: Alex Weintz
To: psublett@bottradionetwork.com
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: Gov Fallin interview tomorrow
Date: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 1:31:00 PM
Attachments: 12-7-11 BOTT Radio Interview Topics.docx

Hi Paul,
 
Governor Fallin is planning on doing her interview tomorrow from approximately 4:30-4:40 PM at
405-521-0800. Our understanding is it will be taped, not live.
 
I have included a series of potential topics, including Christmas events, job creation and Washington
overreach that I thought would be appropriate. I think they should be in line with the topics you
have indicated you want to focus on. The speaking points are both below and in an attached word
doc. One note: I would appreciate steering clear of any controversy with Superintendent Barresi as
well as the CORE curriculum. The governor has spearheaded several positive education reforms in
the legislature, and I would prefer to focus on those rather than on the department of education,
which she does not have direct control over. Please let me know if that’s a problem. I think there will
be plenty of material without that. Thanks.
 

BOTT Radio Interview Topics
Wednesday, December 6, 4:30-4:40 PM
Interview with Paul Sublett
Call in number: 405-521-0800
 
Christmas Season

1.      Christmas Tree Lighting:
a.       Last Thursday over 2,000 students, teachers, and family members joined

Governor Fallin in lighting the Capitol Christmas Tree on the South Steps of
the OK State Capitol.

b.      Additionally, 44 different schools from around the state each brought their
own mini-Christmas trees to the capitol, all of which were decorated in
various themes, including: honoring the men and women who serve in our
military, Historic Churches of Oklahoma, and Oklahoma sports and sporting
activities

c.       Governor Fallin spoke to the students at the tree lighting about the importance
of the holiday, and using it both as a time to spend with family as well as a
time to reflect on the birth of Jesus Christ.
 

2.      Food Drive:
a.       This Holiday Season, Governor Fallin hosted the 2nd annual “Feeding

Oklahoma Food Drive” with the goal of raising a million meals for
Oklahomans. The drive – which concluded last month – was a great success:
1.6 million meals were raised, including 552,000 pounds of food and $227,000
in cash.

b.      The Feeding Oklahoma food drive is over, but Food Banks still need extra
support as we approach the Christmas Season. Oklahoma ranks as the 5th

hungriest state in the nation, with one in four children at risk of going hungry.
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BOTT Radio Interview Topics

Wednesday, December 6, 4:30-4:40 PM

Interview with Paul Sublett

Call in number: 405-521-0800



Christmas Season

1. Christmas Tree Lighting:

a. Last Thursday over 2,000 students, teachers, and family members joined Governor Fallin in lighting the Capitol Christmas Tree on the South Steps of the OK State Capitol. 

b. Additionally, 44 different schools from around the state each brought their own mini-Christmas trees to the capitol, all of which were decorated in various themes, including: honoring the men and women who serve in our military, Historic Churches of Oklahoma, and Oklahoma sports and sporting activities

c. Governor Fallin spoke to the students at the tree lighting about the importance of the holiday, and using it both as a time to spend with family as well as a time to reflect on the birth of Jesus Christ. 



2. Food Drive:

a. This Holiday Season, Governor Fallin hosted the 2nd annual “Feeding Oklahoma Food Drive” with the goal of raising a million meals for Oklahomans. The drive – which concluded last month – was a great success: 1.6 million meals were raised, including 552,000 pounds of food and $227,000 in cash. 

b. The Feeding Oklahoma food drive is over, but Food Banks still need extra support as we approach the Christmas Season. Oklahoma ranks as the 5th hungriest state in the nation, with one in four children at risk of going hungry. That’s why Governor Fallin is encouraging food donations to the Regional Food Bank of Oklahoma in OKC and the Community Food Bank of Eastern Oklahoma. This is a great way to help your neighbors during the holiday and to demonstrate why Oklahomans are considered the most generous people around. 



Creating Jobs in Oklahoma:

1. At 6.1%, the unemployment rate in Oklahoma is one of the lowest in the country. This is a great sign in Oklahoma and can be largely attributed to the state’s pro-growth policies that are helping to create jobs, including:

a. Income tax cuts (cut .25% in 2011 and Governor Fallin is looking at ways to substantially reduce the state’s 5.25% income tax rate in the 2012 session)	

b. Comprehensive Workers Compensation and Tort Reform, to reduce the cost of doing business in Oklahoma

c. Education reform and workforce development: Governor Fallin has pursued a comprehensive education agenda that includes Pre-K, common education and higher education reforms, with the ultimate goal of boosting student performance and creating more college graduates and certificate holders. Studies show that there will be twice as many jobs available in 10 years for college degree and certificate holders than there will be for high school graduates.   	

2. Moving forward, Governor Fallin wants to continue the momentum of the 2011 session by pushing more pro-jobs initiatives including:

a. The gradual reduction of the income tax, with the goal of eventually eliminating it

b. An aggressive energy agenda supporting all types of energy production in Oklahoma, with a special emphasis on wind power and natural gas 

i. For example, Governor Fallin is spearheading an initiative along with 5 other states to promote the use of Natural Gas Vehicles in state automobile fleets

c. A plan to fix all 716 of Oklahoma structurally deficient highway bridges by increasing investment into the ROADS fund.

i. Governor Fallin’s “Bridge Improvement and Highway Modernization Plan” would move Oklahoma from one of the worst 5 state’s in the country for structurally deficient bridges to one of the best 5

Federal Government Overreach: 

Washington and the Obama Administration continue to overreach, intrude on state sovereignty and pursue harmful big-government programs. Some recent examples include:

1) “ObamaCare:” Most recently, the governor worked with the Insurance Commission on a fix for one of ObamaCare’s many unintended and negative consequences. The additional rules and regulations included in ObamaCare actually drove private insurers offering “child-only” health care policies out of the state. This meant that no child-only health care policies were available for 0-19 year olds. On Monday 12/5, the governor signed a rule easing some state regulations on child-only policies in an attempt to entice health insurance providers to begin offering child-only coverage. (For more info see: KOCO: “Thousands of Children May Get Insurance Coverage”)

(a) Governor Fallin continues to support Oklahoma’s lawsuit against the federal government concerning ObamaCare. She has also returned $54 million in federal grants to ensure that Oklahoma cannot be tied to the federal law.



2) Farm Labor Regulations: Recently the US Department of Labor issued new rules preventing children under 16 from doing routine farm labor chores like “corn detasseling” and driving tractors. This has sparked outrage among several states in the heartland, including Oklahoma, as well as groups such as the American Farm Bureau. 

i) Governor Fallin and Secretary of Agriculture Jim Reese recently wrote a letter protesting the Department of Labor Laws, saying: “We need more young farmers in Oklahoma, not less. We need more young people who know where their food comes from, not less. Any policy that would hinder the opportunities of young Americans to experience life in our agricultural communities is misguided indeed.” (read more at: Washington Times: Federal rewrite of labor laws causing a flap down on the farm”: http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2011/dec/5/federal-rewrite-of-labor-laws-causing-a-flap-down-/?page=1)

3) Keystone XL pipeline: The Obama Administration recently caved to pressure from the leftist environmental wing of the Democratic Party and refused to issue a permit to create the Keystone XL pipeline, which would transport oil from Canadian markets through Cushing Oklahoma and onto the Gulf Coast.

i) It’s estimated that the pipeline would have lead to up to $1.2 billion in increased activity and an increase in personal income of $874 million in Oklahoma alone. 

ii) Governor Fallin continues to urge the Obama administration to reverse course and approve a project which would create hundreds of thousands of American jobs and help to promote the production of American-made energy.  



	





That’s why Governor Fallin is encouraging food donations to the Regional
Food Bank of Oklahoma in OKC and the Community Food Bank of Eastern
Oklahoma. This is a great way to help your neighbors during the holiday and
to demonstrate why Oklahomans are considered the most generous people
around.

 
Creating Jobs in Oklahoma:

1.      At 6.1%, the unemployment rate in Oklahoma is one of the lowest in the country. This
is a great sign in Oklahoma and can be largely attributed to the state’s pro-growth
policies that are helping to create jobs, including:

a.       Income tax cuts (cut .25% in 2011 and Governor Fallin is looking at ways to
substantially reduce the state’s 5.25% income tax rate in the 2012 session)    

b.      Comprehensive Workers Compensation and Tort Reform, to reduce the
cost of doing business in Oklahoma

c.       Education reform and workforce development: Governor Fallin has
pursued a comprehensive education agenda that includes Pre-K, common
education and higher education reforms, with the ultimate goal of boosting
student performance and creating more college graduates and certificate
holders. Studies show that there will be twice as many jobs available in 10
years for college degree and certificate holders than there will be for high
school graduates.            

2.      Moving forward, Governor Fallin wants to continue the momentum of the 2011
session by pushing more pro-jobs initiatives including:

a.       The gradual reduction of the income tax, with the goal of eventually
eliminating it

b.      An aggressive energy agenda supporting all types of energy production in
Oklahoma, with a special emphasis on wind power and natural gas

                                                              i.      For example, Governor Fallin is spearheading an initiative along with
5 other states to promote the use of Natural Gas Vehicles in state
automobile fleets

c.       A plan to fix all 716 of Oklahoma structurally deficient highway bridges
by increasing investment into the ROADS fund.

                                                              i.      Governor Fallin’s “Bridge Improvement and Highway Modernization
Plan” would move Oklahoma from one of the worst 5 state’s in the
country for structurally deficient bridges to one of the best 5

Federal Government Overreach:
Washington and the Obama Administration continue to overreach, intrude on state
sovereignty and pursue harmful big-government programs. Some recent examples include:
1)      “ObamaCare:” Most recently, the governor worked with the Insurance Commission on a

fix for one of ObamaCare’s many unintended and negative consequences. The additional
rules and regulations included in ObamaCare actually drove private insurers offering
“child-only” health care policies out of the state. This meant that no child-only health
care policies were available for 0-19 year olds. On Monday 12/5, the governor signed a
rule easing some state regulations on child-only policies in an attempt to entice health
insurance providers to begin offering child-only coverage. (For more info see: KOCO:
“Thousands of Children May Get Insurance Coverage”)

(a)    Governor Fallin continues to support Oklahoma’s lawsuit against the
federal government concerning ObamaCare. She has also returned $54
million in federal grants to ensure that Oklahoma cannot be tied to the
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federal law.
 

2)      Farm Labor Regulations: Recently the US Department of Labor issued new rules
preventing children under 16 from doing routine farm labor chores like “corn detasseling”
and driving tractors. This has sparked outrage among several states in the heartland,
including Oklahoma, as well as groups such as the American Farm Bureau.

i)        Governor Fallin and Secretary of Agriculture Jim Reese recently wrote a letter
protesting the Department of Labor Laws, saying: “We need more young farmers
in Oklahoma, not less. We need more young people who know where their food
comes from, not less. Any policy that would hinder the opportunities of young
Americans to experience life in our agricultural communities is misguided
indeed.” (read more at: Washington Times: Federal rewrite of labor laws causing a
flap down on the farm”:
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2011/dec/5/federal-rewrite-of-labor-laws-
causing-a-flap-down-/?page=1)

3)      Keystone XL pipeline: The Obama Administration recently caved to pressure from the
leftist environmental wing of the Democratic Party and refused to issue a permit to create
the Keystone XL pipeline, which would transport oil from Canadian markets through
Cushing Oklahoma and onto the Gulf Coast.

i)        It’s estimated that the pipeline would have lead to up to $1.2 billion in increased
activity and an increase in personal income of $874 million in Oklahoma alone.

ii)      Governor Fallin continues to urge the Obama administration to reverse course
and approve a project which would create hundreds of thousands of American
jobs and help to promote the production of American-made energy. 

 
           
 
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: mpf@stateside.com
Cc: Alex Weintz
Subject: Gov. Fallin on federal health care bill
Date: Thursday, July 19, 2012 10:40:00 AM
Attachments: image002.png

Melissa,
 
Our office received a message about your inquiry on Gov. Fallin’s position on the federal
health care bill.  Please find below a response to your question.  Thanks.
 

Governor Fallin  was disappointed and frustrated with the Supreme Court’s decision to
uphold the bulk of the Affordable Care Act (ACA). She believes the law is unaffordable and
unworkable, and that many aspects of the bill — including the individual mandate – grant
Congress power that was not intended by the authors of the Constitution. She voted against
the bill as a congresswoman and supported the lawsuit filed by Oklahoma’s attorney general
as governor. She continues her adamant opposition to the law, and will actively campaign
for conservative candidates, including the Republican presidential nominee, who pledge to
overturn and replace the ACA.
 
However, in light of the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold most of the ACA, Governor
Fallin believes it is her responsibility to thoroughly and thoughtfully review the state of
Oklahoma’s options regarding the future of both Medicaid and the creation of a health
insurance exchange.  Her priority is not to make a decision soon; it is to make the right
decision. The governor will continue to review how the state of Oklahoma can best meet
the health care needs of its citizens.

 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
 
Find Gov. Fallin on:
 

   
 
On the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: "Ernest Istook )"; "Ernest Istook (ernest.istook@heritage.org)"
Cc: staff@heritage.org
Subject: Governor Fallin - Health Insurance Exchange
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:42:00 AM
Importance: High

Hi Congressman Istook,
 
It has been some time since we’ve spoken so I hope this finds you well.  I am working for Governor
Fallin now as her Deputy Policy Director and I, along with our Policy Director Katie Altshuler, would
appreciate the opportunity to visit with you on the phone early next week regarding Governor
Fallin’s Health Insurance Exchange initiative in the state.  We would like to provide you with
additional information and answer any questions you might have from our office regarding the
Governors proposal and goals for the exchange.  Is there a time that is convenient for you on March
28 or 29?  I look forward to hearing from you.  In the meantime, please give Judy my best!
 
Many thanks,
Andrew
 
Andrew Silvestri
Deputy Policy Director

Office of Governor Mary Fallin

Phone:  405.521.2342

andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: chadw@okstatechamber.com
Subject: Governor Fallin Exchange Support Letter
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:04:00 PM
Attachments: insurance exchange ltr.pdf

Chad,
 
Denise asked that I forward you the Governor’s health insurance exchange support letter that she
sent to legislators yesterday.  We will send you additional information in the near future.
 
Thanks!
Andrew
 
 
Andrew Silvestri
Deputy Policy Director

Office of Governor Mary Fallin

Phone:  405.521.2342

andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov
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                                                                                March 22, 2011 


 


 


Dear Lawmaker, 


 


As you may know, this Wednesday, March 23, will represent the one year anniversary of the enactment of 


President Obama’s Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). I believe, as I know many of our 


legislators and the majority of our citizens do, that the PPACA is unconstitutional, fatally flawed and ultimately 


harmful to our economy and the health of our citizens. That is exactly what I told both the Obama administration 


and our federal lawmakers, in no uncertain terms, when I voted against the law as a United States Congresswoman.  


 


As governor of Oklahoma and as a citizen, it is my great hope that the PPACA is either repealed by federal 


legislators or else is struck down by the United States Supreme Court. Our Oklahoma Congressional delegation has 


my full support as they work towards the former option, and Attorney General Scott Pruitt has my support and 


encouragement as he leads Oklahoma’s legal challenge.  As governor, I have sent multiple letters to the White 


House explaining the unreasonable economic burdens the PPACA places on Oklahoma and have requested that the 


White House fast track the lawsuits against President Obama’s health care law to the Supreme Court. In short, I 


have been proud to be part of a united conservative front in Oklahoma opposing what I believe to be one of the most 


dangerous and counterproductive pieces of legislation to come out of Washington in decades. 


 


I remain deeply concerned, however, that the PPACA will remain the law of the land for some time to 


come. As long as that is the case, the president’s law will continue to actively assault both the rights of our citizens 


and the tenth amendment rights of our states. For that reason, I believe Oklahoma’s lawmakers must continue to 


find new ways to prevent a federal takeover of our health care system in Oklahoma.  


 


One of the most important ways we can fight that federal takeover is to implement an Oklahoma-


based, free-market health insurance exchange so that Washington does not force its own model on the state. 


While we have already begun to create that exchange, the next step in the process is the passage of HB 2130, 


which creates a governing board for the program. I am writing now to ask you to support that legislation.  


 


Under current law as outlined by the PPACA, the federal government will begin establishing a federally 


designed and run health insurance exchange in 2013 in all 50 states except those that have begun implementing their 


own state-based exchanges. If we do not develop our own exchange, if we instead do nothing, then we will be 


powerless to oppose the creation of a federally run program in Oklahoma. 


 


As you may know, health insurance exchanges, when done right, have long been a conservative idea. In 


2009, our Legislature authorized the creation of such an exchange based on a proposal introduced by the 


conservative Heritage Foundation.  


 


 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Using that model, the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange we are seeking to create will be an online 


health insurance market that empowers consumers by providing vastly improved access to information on private 


insurance products and expanding the purchasing power of individuals and small businesses. Private insurance 


products will be sold to meet individual needs, insurers will compete to promote real choices for consumers and the 


free-market will work to lower costs. Unlike the federal exchange Washington may try to force on us, the exchange 


we are trying to build offers a positive, free-market alternative to the big government, tax-and-spend plan that is the 


PPACA.  


 


If we do not pass HB 2130 and implement an Oklahoma-based exchange, the results will be devastating for 


those of us who oppose ObamaCare and the federal intrusion it represents. Without an Oklahoma exchange, the 


state is virtually guaranteed to be subject to a federally run, Washington D.C. substitute. And unlike the one we 


develop here in Oklahoma, that federal exchange will rely on public health care plans and be funded by public debt 


for many years to come.  


 


For that reason, a vote against an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange and HB 2130 is a vote to leave 


Oklahoma defenseless against a federal takeover, as mandated by ObamaCare, beginning in the year 2013.  


 


As a conservative, I hope the PPACA is long gone by then. I join the majority of our lawmakers, as well as 


the majority of our citizens, in being passionately opposed to the federal health care law. It is my great hope to see it 


overturned or repealed. But I believe we have an obligation to plan for a future where that may not happen. And in 


the event the federal health care law is not overturned by 2013, I am not willing to allow the federal government to 


seize what has been a conservative idea and turn it into something unrecognizable and harmful to the state of 


Oklahoma and its citizens.  


 


For all these reasons, I hope you will join me in supporting a free-market, conservative exchange and defend 


Oklahoma against the federalization of our health insurance by voting for HB 2130. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


 


Mary Fallin  


Governor 
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Pamela.ouzts@heritage.org
Subject: Governor Fallin
Date: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 9:18:00 AM

Hi Pam,
 
Many thanks for taking the time to speak with me.  As Heritage knows, the Governor is looking to
implement a Health Insurance Exchange in the state of Oklahoma in order to prevent a federal
exchange from being developed in the state; however, we are looking for other past examples (not
necessarily relating to healthcare) we can reference when the federal government has come into a
state and either taken over a program or implemented new policy within a state based on federal
law.  I thought Heritage might be a helpful resource as we conduct this research.  Any information
you can provide us with would be most helpful as we move forward.  Please let me know if you have
any questions.
 
Many thanks,
 
Andrew Silvestri
Deputy Policy Director

Office of Governor Mary Fallin

Phone:  405.521.2342

andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

 
Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8878

 

From: Katie Altshuler
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Governor Mary Fallin Announcment re/ PPACA (Health Insurance Exchange & Medicaid Expansion)
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 11:43:37 AM
Attachments: PPACA Talking Points 1119.pdf

Sebelius Letter.pdf

 

 
Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 19, 2012
 

Governor Fallin: Oklahoma Will Not Pursue State-Based Exchange
or Medicaid Expansion

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today released the following statement announcing that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of a state-based exchange or participate in the Medicaid expansion in the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA):
 
“For the past few months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma stakeholders and health care
experts across the country to determine the best course of action for Oklahoma in regards to both the creation of a health
insurance exchange and the expansion of Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. Our priority has been to ascertain
what can be done to increase quality and access to health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an undue burden
on taxpayers or the state. As I have stated many times before, it is my firm belief that PPACA fails to further these goals,
and will in fact decrease the quality of health care across the United States while contributing to the nation’s growing
deficit crisis.
 
“Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, the state of Oklahoma is legally obligated to either build
an exchange that is PPACA compliant and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an exchange run by
the federal government. This choice has been forced on the people of Oklahoma by the Obama Administration in spite of
the fact that voters have overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the federal health care law through their support of
State Question 756, a constitutional amendment prohibiting the implementation of key components of PPACA.
 
“After careful consideration, I have today informed U.S. Secretary of Health Kathleen Sebelius that Oklahoma will not
pursue the creation of its own health insurance exchange. Any exchange that is PPACA compliant will necessarily be
‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not benefit
Oklahoma taxpayers to actively support and fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of
the federal government, that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans, and that will further the implementation of a
law that threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the nation.
 
“Furthermore, I have also decided that Oklahoma will not be participating in the Obama Administration’s proposed
expansion of Medicaid. Such an expansion would be unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma up to $475 million
between now and 2020, with escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It would also further Oklahoma’s reliance
on federal money that may or may not be available in the future given the dire fiscal problems facing the federal
government. On a state level, massive new costs associated with Medicaid expansion would require cuts to important
government priorities such as education and public safety. Furthermore, the proposed Medicaid expansion offers no
meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already contributing to the out-of-control spending of the federal
government.
 
“Moving forward, the state of Oklahoma will pursue two actions simultaneously. The first will be to continue our support
for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different
Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I remain optimistic that Oklahoma’s challenge
can succeed. 
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Governor Mary Fallin Announcement re/ PPACA 
Talking Points 


 


 While Governor Mary Fallin has opted not to build a state-based insurance exchange or expand the Medicaid 
program as proposed in PPACA, she and the Oklahoma legislature remain deeply committed to the health of all 
Oklahoman’s.  One demonstration of this commitment is that they protected the Health and Human Services 
agencies during the recent economic downturn from significant reductions that would jeopardize the health and 
safety of our citizens.  The end result is that the Health and Human Services area took the smallest reduction of 
any of the cabinet areas. 
    


 The Governor and her staff have been exploring the impact of PPACA and working with healthcare experts and 
lawmakers across the country in order to make sound decisions on implementing a state based exchange or 
expand Medicaid in Oklahoma.  The final determination is that this law will not improve the quality of healthcare 
or address the escalating healthcare costs that are bankrupting our nation, nor does it provide the flexibility 
needed to improve health outcomes in a financially sound or sustainable manner.  
 


 Oklahoma has a history of innovations in healthcare and the Governor is committed to building upon those 
innovations to create Oklahoma solutions to our healthcare problems.  She welcomes the opportunity to work 
with the Oklahoma legislature and other stakeholders to develop an Oklahoma plan to reduce the number of 
uninsured families, provide quality healthcare and address rising healthcare costs.     
 


Insurance Exchange  
 


 There is an absence of critical guidance and regulations that would allow states to understand the full 
ramifications of building and implementing a state based insurance exchange.   Without HHS regulation and 
guidance it is unclear how much flexibility and freedom of control will be provided to states operating an 
exchange.   State based exchanges will be so in name only and it does not benefit us to fund a new government 
program that will ultimately be under the control of the federal government. 
 


 The cost of building a PPACA compliant exchange in Oklahoma is estimated at $30 million to $50 million dollars. 
The cost of implementing PPACA in Oklahoma, and nationwide, is staggering and unsustainable.  Governor Mary 
Fallin will continue to work with the Oklahoma legislature to develop financially sound healthcare solutions.      
 


 While the pricing structure has not yet been released, HHS will likely pass the cost of the federal exchange to the 
insurers selling products on the exchange.   This fee, in turn, will likely be passed on to the purchaser of the 
healthcare plan.            


 
 Medicaid Expansion 
 


 Medicaid is an outdated program that was expanded without true reform in PPACA.  The Medicaid expansion 
does not adequately address needed improvements in the availability or quality of healthcare services and it 
does not begin to address the ever increasing costs of healthcare.  Further, the federal law does not provide 
flexibility for states to meet the unique needs of their citizens. 
        


 Expanding Medicaid as written in PPACA would cost the State of Oklahoma as much as $475 million between 
fiscal years 2014 and 2020.  Paying for these increases would necessitate significant cuts to other critical parts of 
the state’s budget like education and public safety.  The cost of Medicaid expansion is unsustainable and creates 
an additional burden on taxpayers and the federal deficit. 
 


 Oklahoma has a history of innovative programs and fiscally responsible enhancements to the Medicaid 
program.  In fact, Oklahoma has reduced the rate of uninsured among children to just 7%.  Oklahoma has also 
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created an outstanding on-line enrollment system that allows families in need of healthcare real time access to 
Medicaid coverage.  These are the very successes that Oklahoma wants to build upon to create a viable 
healthcare system that actually begins to reduce the costs of healthcare in our state while improving health 
outcomes.      


 


 Oklahoma has a history of creating innovative solutions to reducing the number of uninsured, for example the 
Insure Oklahoma program (created in 2006) offers premium assistance to small businesses to support the 
purchase of private insurance for their employees.  Under PPACA the Insure Oklahoma program would be 
discontinued and qualifying workers (those under 138%) would be required to enroll in traditional Medicaid.  
Oklahoma small businesses and their employees should have the same option to purchase private insurance 
coverage as other large employers and their employees.  
 


 Oklahoma does not anticipate that opting not to expand Medicaid as written in PPACA will jeopardize Oklahoma 
hospitals when CMS implements the mandated reduction in Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) funds. 
Oklahoma’s current DSH payments do not meet the threshold for significant reduction.      


 
Oklahoma Plan 
 


 Governor Fallin recognizes the importance of having healthy citizens.  Healthy people create a more productive 
workforce and children that are able to learn.  The governmental system of providing healthcare (Medicaid) is 
important, but it should not be the primary source of healthcare for so many of our citizens.  We need to 
transform the healthcare system into one that supports individuals and families who need a hand-up while also 
supporting a robust private insurance market that is focused on making people healthier. 
 


 Oklahoma will be developing an Oklahoma Plan to reduce the number of uninsured and the costs of healthcare.  
The Oklahoma plan will include some of the following elements: 


o Establish goals that include improved health for our citizens 
o Empower individuals to be engaged in making good healthcare (and health) choices  
o Ensure payment incentives focus on preventive care and improving health 
o Support the purchase of private insurance products 
o Focus on reducing the cost of managing chronic disease, a major cost driver in Oklahoma, including; 


 High-risk case management 
 Chronic disease self management 
 Improving care coordination within communities of care 


o Specifically target the reduction of unnecessary hospitalizations and emergency department visits 
o Realign the public health system to support these goals 


 


 The Oklahoma Plan will address the concerns of healthcare providers about the strain of uncompensated care 
by reducing the number of uninsured. 
 


 The Oklahoma Plan will be developed with consultation from tribal nations and other stakeholders to ensure the 
unique needs of our citizens are met. 


 
 












 
“Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions that improve health outcomes and contain
costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health,
where effective chronic disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of skyrocketing medical
bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits. I look forward to working with legislative leaders and
lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for Oklahoma families.”
 
 
 

Governor Mary Fallin Announcement re/ PPACA
Talking Points

 
·         While Governor Mary Fallin has opted not to build a state-based insurance exchange or expand the Medicaid program as

proposed in PPACA, she and the Oklahoma legislature remain deeply committed to the health of all Oklahoman’s. One
demonstration of this commitment is that they protected the Health and Human Services agencies during the recent
economic downturn from significant reductions that would jeopardize the health and safety of our citizens. The end result
is that the Health and Human Services area took the smallest reduction of any of the cabinet areas.

 
·         The Governor and her staff have been exploring the impact of PPACA and working with healthcare experts and lawmakers

across the country in order to make sound decisions on implementing a state based exchange or expand Medicaid in
Oklahoma. The final determination is that this law will not improve the quality of healthcare or address the escalating
healthcare costs that are bankrupting our nation, nor does it provide the flexibility needed to improve health outcomes in
a financially sound or sustainable manner.

 
·         Oklahoma has a history of innovations in healthcare and the Governor is committed to building upon those innovations to

create Oklahoma solutions to our healthcare problems. She welcomes the opportunity to work with the Oklahoma
legislature and other stakeholders to develop an Oklahoma plan to reduce the number of uninsured families, provide
quality healthcare and address rising healthcare costs.

 
Insurance Exchange

·         There is an absence of critical guidance and regulations that would allow states to understand the full ramifications of
building and implementing a state based insurance exchange. Without HHS regulation and guidance it is unclear how much
flexibility and freedom of control will be provided to states operating an exchange. State based exchanges will be so in
name only and it does not benefit us to fund a new government program that will ultimately be under the control of the
federal government.

 
·         The cost of building a PPACA compliant exchange in Oklahoma is estimated at $30 million to $50 million dollars. The cost

of implementing PPACA in Oklahoma, and nationwide, is staggering and unsustainable. Governor Mary Fallin will continue
to work with the Oklahoma legislature to develop financially sound healthcare solutions.

 
·         While the pricing structure has not yet been released, HHS will likely pass the cost of the federal exchange to the insurers

selling products on the exchange. This fee, in turn, will likely be passed on to the purchaser of the healthcare plan.
 
Medicaid Expansion

·         Medicaid is an outdated program that was expanded without true reform in PPACA. The Medicaid expansion does not
adequately address needed improvements in the availability or quality of healthcare services and it does not begin to
address the ever increasing costs of healthcare. Further, the federal law does not provide flexibility for states to meet the
unique needs of their citizens.

 
·         Expanding Medicaid as written in PPACA would cost the State of Oklahoma as much as $475 million between fiscal years

2014 and 2020. Paying for these increases would necessitate significant cuts to other critical parts of the state’s budget
like education and public safety. The cost of Medicaid expansion is unsustainable and creates an additional burden on
taxpayers and the federal deficit.

 
·         Oklahoma has a history of innovative programs and fiscally responsible enhancements to the Medicaid program. In fact,

Oklahoma has reduced the rate of uninsured among children to just 7%. Oklahoma has also created an outstanding on-line
enrollment system that allows families in need of healthcare real time access to Medicaid coverage. These are the very
successes that Oklahoma wants to build upon to create a viable healthcare system that actually begins to reduce the costs
of healthcare in our state while improving health outcomes.
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·         Oklahoma has a history of creating innovative solutions to reducing the number of uninsured, for example the Insure

Oklahoma program (created in 2006) offers premium assistance to small businesses to support the purchase of private
insurance for their employees. Under PPACA the Insure Oklahoma program would be discontinued and qualifying workers
(those under 138%) would be required to enroll in traditional Medicaid. Oklahoma small businesses and their employees
should have the same option to purchase private insurance coverage as other large employers and their employees.

 
·         Oklahoma does not anticipate that opting not to expand Medicaid as written in PPACA will jeopardize Oklahoma hospitals

when CMS implements the mandated reduction in Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) funds. Oklahoma’s current DSH
payments do not meet the threshold for significant reduction.

 
Oklahoma Plan

·         Governor Fallin recognizes the importance of having healthy citizens. Healthy people create a more productive workforce
and children that are able to learn. The governmental system of providing healthcare (Medicaid) is important, but it should
not be the primary source of healthcare for so many of our citizens. We need to transform the healthcare system into one
that supports individuals and families who need a hand-up while also supporting a robust private insurance market that is
focused on making people healthier.

·         Oklahoma will be developing an Oklahoma Plan to reduce the number of uninsured and the costs of healthcare. The
Oklahoma plan will include some of the following elements:

o Establish goals that include improved health for our citizens
o Empower individuals to be engaged in making good healthcare (and health) choices
o Ensure payment incentives focus on preventive care and improving health
o Support the purchase of private insurance products
o Focus on reducing the cost of managing chronic disease, a major cost driver in Oklahoma, including;

§ High-risk case management
§ Chronic disease self management
§ Improving care coordination within communities of care

o Specifically target the reduction of unnecessary hospitalizations and emergency department visits
o Realign the public health system to support these goals

 
·         The Oklahoma Plan will address the concerns of healthcare providers about the strain of uncompensated care by reducing

the number of uninsured.
 

·         The Oklahoma Plan will be developed with consultation from tribal nations and other stakeholders to ensure the unique
needs of our citizens are met.

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Bcc:
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary
Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov

(405) 522-8878
 

Subject: Governor Mary Fallin"s Monthly Column
Date: Monday, February 07, 2011 2:39:00 PM

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

February 7, 2011

Editor’s note:  This is the first in a regular series of columns from Governor Mary Fallin. They
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will be offered monthly and delivered on the first Monday of each month.

Governor Mary Fallin’s Monthly Column
“Oklahoma’s Path to Prosperity”

By Governor Mary Fallin

Earlier this week, I delivered my first State of the State address as the 2011 legislative session
convened.  I also delivered to the Legislature a responsible executive budget that strikes a
balance between achieving savings through streamlining government services and pursuing
necessary budget cuts.

All state agencies must make shared sacrifices this year – there’s no way around it.  Our
government cannot spend money it does not have.  But while every agency will be cut, my
budget proposes lesser cuts to priorities like health and human services, education and public
safety in order to preserve vital services for all Oklahomans. 

Cutting government spending this year is just a start. I am also proposing a long-term plan, a
path to prosperity, for the state of Oklahoma. It includes important job-creating reforms to our
legal system, government spending, education and health care.   

In the following weeks and months ahead, I will work with the Legislature to pursue pro-growth
policies like workers’ compensation reform and lawsuit reform.  Tackling these two issues will
lessen the burden on businesses in Oklahoma while attracting more investment in our state.
Those efforts, combined with a reexamination of our tax code and our systems of rules and
regulations, will ultimately help to bring more and better jobs to the state of Oklahoma.

My budget also lays out a series of reforms that allows our state government to utilize new
technology to save money while increasing efficiency.  For instance, if we move state
government from paper to electronic billing services, we’ll save around $3 million annually.

I have also named education reform a priority, so our children are better equipped to compete in
the 21st century global economy. Nothing is more important to Oklahoma’s long-term prosperity
than making sure our children are well educated. That will require cutting down on
administrative overhead to get more money into classrooms. It will mean holding teachers and
administrators accountable and rewarding them for high performance.  And it will involve
partnering with the private sector to support innovation in our public school system. There’s a
lot of work to be done, but I am committed to raising the bar on education in Oklahoma, just as
I know the new state schools superintendent, secretary of education and the Legislature are.

Finally, our state cannot be successful if we remain in poor health.  Sadly, Oklahoma ranks near
the bottom in most major measures of health, from obesity to heart disease and diabetes.  The
cost in lives and in dollars, along with the loss of worker productivity, is too great for the state
to stay our current course.

That’s why I’m working with legislators to pursue local, state-based solutions – not one-size-
fits-all federal interventions like Obamacare – that lower the cost of health insurance by
increasing choice and market-based competition while lowering legal expenses. We’ll also
encourage schools, businesses and local neighborhoods to voluntarily offer health living
incentives that will put us on a path toward greater health and prosperity.

We face some tough challenges ahead of us, but we have emerged before from tough times in
the past and become a stronger and more resilient state.  I am optimistic that if we all work
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together – my administration, lawmakers, businesses and families – we can emerge from this
recession as a stronger, healthier and more prosperous Oklahoma. 

###
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary
Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov

(405) 522-8878
 

From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: Governor Mary Fallin"s Monthly Column
Date: Monday, February 07, 2011 2:31:29 PM

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

February 7, 2011

Editor’s note:  This is the first in a regular series of columns from Governor Mary Fallin. They
will be offered monthly and delivered on the first Monday of each month.

Governor Mary Fallin’s Monthly Column
“Oklahoma’s Path to Prosperity”

By Governor Mary Fallin

Earlier this week, I delivered my first State of the State address as the 2011 legislative session
convened.  I also delivered to the Legislature a responsible executive budget that strikes a
balance between achieving savings through streamlining government services and pursuing
necessary budget cuts.

All state agencies must make shared sacrifices this year – there’s no way around it.  Our
government cannot spend money it does not have.  But while every agency will be cut, my
budget proposes lesser cuts to priorities like health and human services, education and public
safety in order to preserve vital services for all Oklahomans. 

Cutting government spending this year is just a start. I am also proposing a long-term plan, a
path to prosperity, for the state of Oklahoma. It includes important job-creating reforms to our
legal system, government spending, education and health care.   

In the following weeks and months ahead, I will work with the Legislature to pursue pro-growth
policies like workers’ compensation reform and lawsuit reform.  Tackling these two issues will
lessen the burden on businesses in Oklahoma while attracting more investment in our state.
Those efforts, combined with a reexamination of our tax code and our systems of rules and
regulations, will ultimately help to bring more and better jobs to the state of Oklahoma.

My budget also lays out a series of reforms that allows our state government to utilize new
technology to save money while increasing efficiency.  For instance, if we move state
government from paper to electronic billing services, we’ll save around $3 million annually.

I have also named education reform a priority, so our children are better equipped to compete in
the 21st century global economy. Nothing is more important to Oklahoma’s long-term prosperity
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than making sure our children are well educated. That will require cutting down on
administrative overhead to get more money into classrooms. It will mean holding teachers and
administrators accountable and rewarding them for high performance.  And it will involve
partnering with the private sector to support innovation in our public school system. There’s a
lot of work to be done, but I am committed to raising the bar on education in Oklahoma, just as
I know the new state schools superintendent, secretary of education and the Legislature are.

Finally, our state cannot be successful if we remain in poor health.  Sadly, Oklahoma ranks near
the bottom in most major measures of health, from obesity to heart disease and diabetes.  The
cost in lives and in dollars, along with the loss of worker productivity, is too great for the state
to stay our current course.

That’s why I’m working with legislators to pursue local, state-based solutions – not one-size-
fits-all federal interventions like Obamacare – that lower the cost of health insurance by
increasing choice and market-based competition while lowering legal expenses. We’ll also
encourage schools, businesses and local neighborhoods to voluntarily offer health living
incentives that will put us on a path toward greater health and prosperity.

We face some tough challenges ahead of us, but we have emerged before from tough times in
the past and become a stronger and more resilient state.  I am optimistic that if we all work
together – my administration, lawmakers, businesses and families – we can emerge from this
recession as a stronger, healthier and more prosperous Oklahoma. 

###
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From: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Governor-elect Health Transition Working Group
Date: Friday, January 07, 2011 2:06:08 PM
Importance: High

 
Please join us for the next meeting of Governor-elect Mary Fallin’s Health Transition Working Group.

 

Date: Wednesday, January 12th

Time: 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

Dial-in Number: 1  

Participant Access Code: 
 

In order to facilitate our discussion please reply to us with your top 3-5 policy priorities prior to the

meeting if you have not already.

 

Please note as of Monday, January 10 we will have new contact information and will distribute that to

you as soon as possible.

 
Health Transition Working Group
Meeting Notes: December 21, 2010

 

·         Need to provide physicians to underserved – specifically in rural areas where major shortages
and funding barriers exist

·         Smokeless Tobacco Tax
·         Medical education funding to keep and create residencies in Oklahoma
·         “Physician Manpower Training Commission”
·         200 D.O. slots, only graduating 100 in family care, general practice, OBGYN – not enough

specialist slots
·         $8m funds 100 positions – takes 3 years to develop and must be self-funded for first 3 years
·         Potential provider fee proposal

o    $352 million
o    Only 3 hospitals would be “losers” – 1 of the 3 not really affected
o    Specialty hospitals exempted

·         Need a strong state-based health insurance exchange that will provide a competitive, level
playing field

·         Insurance industry supports housing exchange in insurance department due to price v.
solvency conflict
 

 
 

Thank you,

 
Katie Altshuler
Policy Director

Office of Governor-elect Mary Fallin

405-521-4310

Katie.altshuler@govelect.ok.gov

 
 

Andrew Silvestri
Deputy Policy Director

Office of Governor-elect Mary Fallin

Phone:  405.521.4294

andrew.silvestri@govelect.ok.gov
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH&. HUMAN SERVICES 

NOV 1 8 2011 

The Honorable Ivlary Fallin 'i '- J , 
Governor of Oklahoma ).).Y 
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 2 12 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73 105 

Dear Governor Fallin: 

Health Resources and Services 
Administrat ion 

Rockville MD 20857 

RE.C.Et\t~l13 

No~ ~~ 2nn 
OFFICE OF THE 

GOVERNOR 

Tha11 k yo11 for your letter in support of a ~rant application subniirted by Comm1m i t.~,i Health 
Centers, Inc., for Afforda ble Care Act Capital Development - Building Capacity fu nding. 

Please be assured that all applications will be given appropriate consideration as part of the 
Department 's competitive application review process. 

1 appreciate your support of the Health Center Program and your commitment to underserved 
populations in Oklahoma. Real-time info rmation about HRSA investments in Oklahoma, 
including this program, can be fo und online at: http://hrsainxourstate.hrsn.gov/. 

Sincerely, 

~~#~~ 
Mary K. Wakefield, Ph.D., R.N. 
Administrator 
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October 28, 2011 

Ms. Mary Wakefield, Director 

Mary Fallin 
Governor 

Health Resources and Services Administration 
5600 Fishers Lane 
Rockville, MD 20852-1750 

Dear Ms. Wakefield: 

I am pleased to support Community Health Centers, Inc., (CHCI) in their application for Capital 
Development - Building Capacity (CD-BC) funding from the Health Resources and Services 
Administration (HRSA) Bureau of Primary Health Care (BPHC) for the Mary Mahoney 
Memorial Health Center facility. 

I understand these funds will be used to construct a new wing and renovate some interior space 
at the urban/rural health center. These improvements will enable the Mary Mahoney staff to 
better service those who are medically underserved while improving digital technology and 
energy efficiency. This office recognizes and values the services that CHCI provides to 
Oklahomans. 

Thanks to the valuable services offered by Community Health Centers, Inc., to serve the low
income and uninsured residents of Oklahoma City. I fully support them in their request for 
funding. 

Sincerely, 

711~~ 
Mary Fallin 
Governor 

STATE CAPITOL BUILDING • 1300N. l!NCOLN BOULEVARD. SUITE 111 • OKLAHO.llA CITI'. OKLA HO.I/A 73105 • (405) 511-1341 • FAX: (405) 511-3353 13539



Greater Tulsa Health Access 
Network (Greater THAN): 

A Beacon Community 

Update for Commissioner Doak 

avid Kendr.ck, MD, MPH 

> Greater THAN ...... 
· the sum of our parts 
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What is Greater THAN? 

• A non-profit organization 

• Created by a grass roots, community-driven 
effort of more than 50 organizations 

• Focused on a common objective 

- To improve the health of our community by 
improving the Tulsa area healthcare system 

- For the benefit of all patients, employers, and 
providers 

> Greater THAN ...... 
he sum of our parts 
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States in Top and Bottom Quartiles, 2009 and 2007 
State Rank 

0 Top Quartile 

D Second Quartile 

D Third Quartile 

• • Bottom Quartile 

2009 Ranking 

RANK STATE 

1 Vermont 
2 Hawaii 
2 Iowa 
4 Minnesota 
5 Maine 
5 New Hampshire 
7 Massachusetts 
8 Connecticut 
9 North Dakota 

10 Wisconsin 
11 Rhode Island 
12 South Dakota 
13 Nebraska 

39 Tennessee 
40 Alabama 
41 North Carolina 
42 Illinois 
42 New Mexico 
44 Florida 
45 Kentucky 
46 Texas 
47 Nevada 
48 Arkansas 
49 
50 
51 

Revised 2007 Ranking* 

RANK STATE 

1 Hawaii 
2 Vermont 
3 Iowa 
4 Connecticut 
5 New Hampshire 
6 Massachusetts 
7 Maine 
8 Rhode Island 
9 Minnesota 

10 Nebraska 
11 Wisconsin 
12 North Dakota 
13 South Dakota 

Alabama 
California 

41 Tennessee 
42 West Virginia 

Kentucky 
Georgia 
Florida 

Louisiana 
Nevada 

Texas 

•Some state rates from the 2007 edition have been revised to match methodology used in the 2009 edition. 
SOURCE: Commonwealth Fund State Scorecard on Health System Performance, 2009 
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U.S. Variations in Child Health System Performance: A State Scorecard 

MT 

ID 

UT 

AZ. 

Click 01 a st<Jtc to see dimcnsio1 anei indic<ltor details. 

ND 

SD 

WY 

co 

NM 

TX 

OKLAHOMA 

LA 

Quartile = Top quartile (Best: Iowa) = Second quartile 

...... TI1ird quartile 

Bottom quartile 

• 
-

ME '"'I. 
-/ 
~ 

oc -

Scurc::-: n~e C/.lnr-1 or:wc.:ilth F~:-.ci c.:ilcuki:i-:ms b;:;:;c~ o st.:i~c s f'jni< .n~ or access. qu.:il.:; . ccs~ i1ea:~h! li':cs. :md equity c1mcnsions. 
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Oklahoma is the only state where the 
death rate has gotten worse ..... 

1.050 

1,000 

950 

Age-adjuste~0 
Death Rates 

850 

I- Tulsa I 
- us 

800 +------,-----,-----.----....------, 

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 

Past 25 Years 

Some Factors 
1. Economic downturn7 

healthy people and jobs 
left Oklahoma 

2. Poverty remained 

3. Heart Disease -
(Diabetes) 

4. Cancer 

5. Access to Ca re 

6. Obesity 

> Greater THA ...... 
the sum of our parts 
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2009 State of t he State's Hea lth Summary 

Indicator OK I U.S. I Grade Indicator I OK I U.S. I Grade 

Heart Disease Deaths (oer l 0 ::: .0001 250.4 211.4 0 Current Smoking 25.8% 19.8% • 
Cancer Deaths (oe: ioc .ooo· 194.7 183.9 0 Obesit,· 28.8% 26.3% 0 

Cerebrovascular Deaths ioe· 100.::::00· 53.2 46.6 Immunizations < 3 years 80.1% 80.1~'o ( 

Chronic Lo·::er Respira·ory Deaths !per ico.oc i 57.1 43.3 • Seniors Influenza vaccination 76.:% 72.07¢ s 
Unintentional In Jury Deaths :pe· 10::: .coo·, 56.1 39.1 Seniors Pneumonia vaccination 7:..7% 67.3)'o s 
Diabetes Oea:hs :po;r 100.0001 30.3 24.6 0 1m1ted Act 1ity Days (average" 5.9 4.9 D 

Influenza/ Pneumonia Deaths :per .:.oo.oJci 22.6 20.3 D ?oor Mema: Health Days <a·:e~age· 3.9 3.3 0 

~lzheimer's Drsease Deaths rpe· 10:::.000· 23.5 22.9 c Poor Physical Health Days ;a·:<Erage: 4.9 4.3 0 

l':ephrit!S Dea·hs rper : oo.O:iOi :5.3 14.3 c Good or Better Hea:th Rating 80.8% 84.6~ D 

Su1c1des (per l OC.ooo; 14.9 10.9 D Teen Fert1lrt.y Rate (oer i .oo::n 30.0 21.4 D 

Infant Mortality rpe· : .o:::o. 8.0 6.9 D First Trimester Prenatal Care 77.3~', 83.9'lo D 

Total Mortality (p<Er :::::0.0:::0 1 918.7 799.4 Low Birth Weight Infants 8.3% 8.3% ( 

Diabetes Prevalence 10.2% 8.0~'o 0 ~du1· Dental Visrts 58.0% 70.3% • 
l\Sthma ?revalence 8.6% 8.4:.c c Usual source of Care 79.1% 80.0)'o ( 

Cancer Incidence rpe· 100.COO' 492.6 474.6 c Uninsured Aduits 20.1% 14.2)~ D 

Fruit & vegetable consumption 16.3% 24.4% • Poverty 14.0% 12.2% D 

t-.:o Physical Ac:1v1ty 29.6% 22.6% • > Greater THAN .. .. .. 
the sum of our parts 
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Real Health Disparities 

Years of Potential Life Lost (YPLL) 
per 1000 Population 
2000 - 2004 Average 

74063 

HigncS! 

C] NcXI H>;ihcst 

D lntcrrrcdiatc 

D Next Lc-.-est 

DL~wcst 

7'11TO 
7CI 

7.:0SS 

> 

NORTH TULSA 
Shorter Life Expectancy 

14 Year difference 
in Life Expectancy 

Across Tulsa County 

SOUTH TULSA 

G ~titprex11em:'!"!=X. 

the sum of our parts 
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TOTAL PHYSICIANS IN 2005 
PER lOOK POPULATION IN THE UNITED STATES 
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Physicians are not practicing in the Tulsa metro areas where 
healthcare is needed most. 

Age-Adjusted Death Rate in Tulsa 

Deaths From All Causes 
2000 - 2004 Annll:ll Aver:ige 

Age-Adjusted R:ltes l)e1" 100,000 

-

CJ K?e.: 
e:::::J Nell! ><t;re< 

C] h,,.,.....,0!< 

[:J :\io'll! U:A'C"I.: 

LJlcN"'! 

*-Partner hospital 
1 
__ ... 

Physician Density in Tulsa 

G;,n.,.J P~i>n 
Offic., Loconon 

•~1119"""..t 

- - c:::?tnt~~~-

D ·-~ CJv.-• - - - -
_.,.. 

- - - - - - - -~ 

~ ~ ..... .- -&.-.~ "i'"Ll A - ' . .. 
The age-adjusted death rate is highest in those areas with the .fewest physicians. " 
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EQUITY AND EFF I CIENCY · MULT I PLE CONDITIONS · CHART 5 :9 

... And its not because we are not 
spending enough money on healthcare 

Relationship between quality and Medicare spending, as expressed by overall quality ranking, 2000-2001 

Overall quality ranking 

_1 _ (!i_i$~~s_t ! . ... .. . .... . .. . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · NH· · ·· ···· "\fl' ·· ········· · ················· ····· ·· ·· ··· · · · ·· ······ ·· ······· 
ND ME 

IA CO 
UT 

_1 _1 ... . . .. ..... . . . . . . . . ..... ..... . . . .. . ... . WI - ~T 
-~· -· ·· ··· ····MN ·········· -~E ·· · ·· ···· ·· · ·· · · ···· · ······ ·· · ···· · ·········· · ··· · ·· 

T DE 
- HI MA 

RI 
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NY 
MD 

IN Ml 
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3 ,000 4,000 5,000 6,000 7,000 8,000 

Annual Medicare spending per beneficiary (dollars) 

Source: Medica re adm1n1s:rat1ve claims dat a and M edicare Qua lity Improvement Organ1zar1on p rog ram da ta. as analy zed by Baicker and 
Chandra (2004 ). The solid line shows that for every S 1,000 oncreJse on Medicare spending per beneficiary, a state"s qual ity ra nking dropped 
by 1 O posit ions. Adapted and republished w ith perm iss io n of Heolrh M fo lfs from Ba1cker and Chandra. "Medicare spend ing, the phys1c1an 
workforce, and beneficiaries' qualit y of care· rWeb Exclusive), 2004 . ?erm1ss1on conveyed throu gh the Copyright Clearance Center. Inc. 

·l:A 

Leatherman Jnd McCar:hy, Qualiry of Heal:h Care for Medicare Beneliciories:,; Chartbooi<, 1005. The Commonwea lth Fund 
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What is the problem? 
• We have high quality doctors and hospitals. 

- Often nationally ranked and recognized 

• We have an extensive network of safety net clinics 

• We have an active and engaged philanthropic community 

But ... 

• We have a highly fragmented healthcare system 

• Patients often see doctors in separate health systems 

• Safety net clinics are often left out of communications 
entirely 

• The left hand often doesn't know what the right hand is 
doing 

> Greater . HAN .... 
the sum of our parts 
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Three tools 

• Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) are 
important, but ... 

• Health Information Exchanges (HIEs) provide 
immediate benefit and greater cost savings 

• Community-wide care coordination will 
provide yet more benefit and cost savings 

> Grea er THAN ...... 
· the sum of our parts 
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Anatomy of HIE 

Patient Portal 

(.4; 

Electronic Master 
Patient Index 

Provider Portal 

> 

Medical 
Education 

Population Care 
Ana lytics 

Greater THAN ..... 
the sum of our parts 
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The Nationwide Health Information Network 

Community #1 Mobilizing Health Information Nationwide 

Integrated 
Delivery System 

The Internet 
Community #2 

Standards, Specifications and Agreements 
••••••• • 4- --====.=- jor Secure Connections 

12 
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What's the value of HIE? 

• 2004: Harvard Center for IT Leadership 
published a report on the value of health 
information exchange 

• $77B in annua l savings through Health IT 

• Prompted, in part, the creation of the Office of the 
Nationa l Coordinator for Healthcare IT (ONCHIT), 
the Hea lth IT 11Czar" 

• 2006: GKFF commissioned an OK-specific 
evaluation of the value of HIE 

~ Greate C I TL 
the SUt 
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Motivation 

• Clinicians have incomplete knowledge of their 
patients 
- Relevant patient data not available in 81% of 

ambulatory visits Tang1994 

- 18% of medical errors that lead to ADEs due to 
missing patient information. LeapeJAMA199s 

• Medicare patients see an average of 5.6 
different providers each year= 5.6 silos of data 

• What is the value of HIE for Tulsa? 

> Greater THAN ,, ,, ,, 
· the sum of our parts 
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HIE Value Constru_ct. _ _ 
Avoided ADEs, drug 
utilization savings, 

automated 
transaction sets 

Avoided redundant 
tests, Electronic test 
ordering and results 

delivery 

Electronic referrals, 
consultation letter 

delivery, chart 
requests 

I 

Electronic 
submission of 

reportable 
conditions and vital 

statistics 

Electronic Rx, refills, 
interaction checking, 

adherence data 

Avoided redundant 
imaging, Electronic 
imaging ordering 

and results delivery 
I 

CTL 
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Aside from clinical improvement and 
cost savings, what else is there? 

• CMS and Medicaid Incentive payments for 
"Meaningful use of an EHR": 

- $44,000 to M edicare providers, $63,000 to 
Medica id 

- Formula-driven bonus to hospitals: $2-llM per 
hospital 

• What does this mean to Tulsa? 

- Assume 1,500 MD's, DO's, PA's, NP's are eligible 

- Assume 7 hospitals 
> Grea er THAN ...... 

he sum of our parts 
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CMS really wants EMR 
and HIE adoption ... 

10-year change in Medicare payments to Tulsa providers 
and hospitals by year of meaningful adoption of EHR and 

HIE* 

$300,000,000 

$200 ,000 ,ODO 

$100,000,000 

$-
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 017 

$(100,000,000) 

$(200,000,000) t 

$(300,000,000) 
Year of adoption of EMR and HIE 

21 

> 
*Assume N=l,500 MDs, DOs, PAs, and NPs and 7 hospitals see Medicare patients 
tPenalties for non-adoption not yet elaborated, but assume mirror bonuses 

Greater THA ••• 
the sum of our parts 
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National: Meaningful Use guidance 

• In order to qualify for bonus payments (and 
avoid penalties) 
- By 2011, the following must be exchanged: 

• Doctors: Problem lists, medication lists, allergies, test 
results 

• Hospitals: Discharge summaries, procedures, problem 
lists, medication lists, al lergies, and test results 

- By 2013, the following must be exchanged: 
• Doctors: Share all care transition data across the 

community electronically 

• Hospitals: Share all care transition data electronica lly 
> Greater THAN ••• 

the sum of our parts 
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What to do about it? 

• June 8, 2009: Mayor Taylor hosted a 
community health strategy summit 

- 70 leaders in the Tulsa region healthcare 
community attended 

- GTHAN created, charter signed by 30 
organizations 

- Planning Phase launched 

> Greater THAN .... 
· the sum of our parts 
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GTHAN Charter 

We the undersigned pledge to work together to develop a non-profit organization 
that: 

• broadly represents Tulsa's health care stakeholders, including but not limited 
to patients, providers, and payers; and 

• aims to improve the access to and quality of health care in the greater Tulsa 
region through the use of technology to exchange health care information, 
and· I 

• is based on governance policies that are inclusive, non-discriminating, and 
mitigate conflicts of interest through processes of transparent decision 
making. 

Further, we agree to participate in a process of eva luation and planning that will 
ultimately result in a consensus-based strategic plan and direction for health 
information exchange in our community. We will identify a decision-maker in our 
organization to serve as liaison to this process and provide other key personnel to 

participate as needed and within reason. > Greater THAN ••• 
-he sum of our parts 
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GTHAN Planning Phase: 
By the numbers 

• 100 Danishes 
• 15 pound cakes 
• 500 cookies 
• 250 cans of soda 
• 10 ga llons of orange juice 
• 15 gallons of coffee 
• $1,260 in parking fees 
• 18 meetings 
• 60 hours of "together time" 
• 195 patients, doctors, pharmacists, nurses, administrators, 

executives, and geeks 
• 1,200 person-hours of meetings 

> Greater THA .. .... 
the sum of our parts 
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How we spent our summer. • • 

Week2 

Week3 

Week4 

Weeks 

Weekl 

Week2 

Week3 

Week4 

Weekl 

Week2 

Week3 

9:00AM 
Boardroom 

7/23/09 
9:00AM 

Boardroom 

8/6/09 
1:00 PM 

Boardroom 

9/17/09 
9:00AM 

Boardroom 

Boardroom 
7/16/09 
9:00AM 

North Conf. Rm. 

7/16/09 
1:00 PM 

Boardroom 
7/23/09 
9:00AM 

Boardroom 
7/30/09 
9:00AM 

South Conf. Rm. 

8/13/09 
1:00 PM 

North Conf. Rm. 

8/6/09 
9:00AM 

South Conf. Rm. 

8/20/09 
9:00AM 

North Conf. Room 

9/3/09 
1:00 PM 

South Conf. Rm. 

8/13/09 
9:00AM 

North Conf. 
Rm. 

9/10/09 
9:00AM 

North Conf. 
Rm. 
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Beacon Community Opportunity 

• 15 Communities to be selected 
• $265M invested by ONC 
• Significant ONC involvement: "Cooperative 

Agreement Program" 
• To demonstrate what HIT can do for a community 

when fully and appropriately deployed. 
- Cost efficiency 
- Improved quality 
- Better population health 

• Due Feb 2010 

> Greater THA ...... 
· the sum of our parts 
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Qualifying for BEACON 

• Qualifying organization as lead applicant 

- Community Service Council: Perfect fit 

• Ready-made organization 

• Staffing 

• Extensive grants management expertise and experience 

• Non-profit organization 

• Well-experienced at hosting new organizations while 
they grow 

> Greater THAN ...... 
the sum of our parts 
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Greater THAN 

• Tulsa region non-profit organization 

• 45 organizations 
- Hospitals 

- Physicians 

- Payers 

- State agencies 

- Federal delivery systems 

- Indian Tribes 

- Safetynet Providers 

> Greater THAN ..... 
he sum of our parts 
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Qualifying for BEACON 

• Qualifying organization as lead applicant 

• At least one Level 3 or 4 stakeholder: 

- Executives in leadership 

- Financial commitment to the effort 

> Greater THAN .... 
· .. ,.he sum of our parts 
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GTHAN Members & Community Support 

Academic Institutions 

4 OSU Center for Health Sciences 

3 Tulsa Community College 

4 OU School of Community Medicine 

Care Coordinator (patient-centric) 

4 Long Term Care Authority 

Charitable Organization 

4 George Kaiser Family Foundation 

3 Tulsa Community Foundation 

City I County Health Agency (local region) 

4 Tulsa Health Department 

Critical Access Hospitals 

4 Drumright Regional Hospital 

4 Pawhuska Hospital 

4 Saint John Sapulpa Hospital 

4 Sedan City Hospital 

4 Jane Phillips Hospital - Nowata 

First Responders 

4 Tulsa Fire Department 

4 Emergency Medical Services Authority 

FQHC's 

4 Community Health Connection 

4 Morton Comprehensive Health Services, Inc. 

4 Jane Phillips Hospital - Nowata 

(with commitment level) 

Hospital/Health System 

4 Hillcrest HealthCare System (+Clinics) 

4 Jane Phillips Medical Center 

4 Saint Francis Health System (+Clinics+ Lab) 

4 Saint John Health System (+Clinics) 

4 SouthCrest Hospital 

Indian Tribal Organization Health System 

4 Indian Health Resource Center 

3 Cherokee Nation 

4 Muscogee (Creek) Nation 

Laboratory 

4 Regiona l Medical Lab (RML) 

Mental Health 

4 Associated Centers for Therapy 

4 Family & Children's Services 

4 Mental Health Association of Tulsa 

Payers 

4 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Oklahoma 

4 Community Care 

Pharmacy Association (48 pharmacies in Tulsa) 

4 Pharmacy Providers of Oklahoma 

Physician Association 

3 Osteopathic Founders Foundation 

> 

Primary Care Association 

4 Tulsa County Medical Society 

Safety net providers 

4 Community Service Council 

4 Planned Parenthood 

Veteran Affairs 

4 Veteran Affairs Medical Center, Muskogee, C 

Citizens 

3 Bard Moss 

3 Jerry Sherer 

Gov't Agencies/Entities 

3 Oklahoma Senator 

3 City of Tulsa - Mayor's Office 

1 Oklahoma Insurance Department 

2 Indian Health Services 

3 Oklahoma City Area IHS 

3 National Committee for Qua lity Assurance 

4 Oklahoma Foundation for Medical Quality 

4 Oklahoma Health Care Authority 

3 Oklahoma State Department of Health 

3 Oklahoma Health Information Technology Of1 

Greater HAN " .... 
the sum of our parts 
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Beacon Critical Partners 
• Defined (and well-justified) region includes 

- Populations of uninsured, underinsured, medically 
underserved, minorities 

- Higher education with health IT training 

- VA hospita ls, DOD, IHS and tribal facilities 

- Diverse care settings (small practices, safety nets, 
hospitals, rural, long term care, etc.) 

• Leverage other federally-funded health IT initiatives 
- ONC-funded State HIE efforts; Regional Extension Centers 

- Federally Qualified Health Centers; Critical Access 
Hospitals 

- VA Health Facilities; I HS; Tribal Health facilities 

> Greater HAN .. ~ .. 
·he sum of our parts 
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Office of the Vice P 

For Immediate Release 

Vice President Bi den, HHS Secretary Sebelius . 
Communities through Reco.-ery Act 

A.wards to Help Communities P.chieve f.leaningful Health Car 

Foundation for Industry Expected to Support Tens ofThousan 

'Nashin~on. D.C. - Vice President Siden and U.S. Health and 

today announced the selection of 15 communities across the 

wide-scale use of health information technology through the 

Recovery Act awards will not only help achieve :neaningful an 

safety ane! efficiency in the selected communities. !:lut also he 

industry that is expected to support tens of thousands of JO!:ls. 

·These pioneering communities are going to lead the way in bn 

Americans through use of electronic health records. Secause oft 

one day ::ie a!lle to coordinate patient care with the stro~~e of a key or pull u 

instantly in an emergeno1- and for the res idents of these com munitie 

said Vice President Siden. ·Thanks to the Recovery A.ct's historic 1 

actvancing the way health care 1s delivered in this country. we·re a so building a whole new industry along with it

one that will shape our 21st Century economy for generations to come and employ tens of thousands of 

American workers.-

·The most important health care innovations are those that are designed and tested !:ly providers and community 

leaders all across the countiy. Beacon Communities will offer insight into how health IT can make a real 

difference in the do::livery of health care: said Secretary Se!'Jehus. ·The Beacon Community Program will tap the 

!lest ideas across America and demonstrate the enormous !:lenefit health IT will have to improving health and 

BLOG POSTS OX THIS ISS'C,;E 

\\-est \\-:ng Week: .. The ).len in Blue 
J U.'llpsuits .. 

carc.h 

Thanks for checking out the '.Vest '."ling Week. 
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The Beacon Communities 

Community Services Council of Tulsa, Tulsa, OK $12,043,948 

Delta Health Alliance, Inc., Stoneville, MS $14,666,156 

Eastern Maine Healthcare Systems, Brewer, ME $12,749,740 

Geisinger Clinic, Danville, PA $16,069,110 

Health Insight, Salt Lake City, UT $15,790,181 

Indiana Health Information Exchange, INC., Indianapolis, IN $16,008,431 

Inland Northwest Health Services, Spokane, WA $15,702,479 

Louisiana Public Health Institute, New Orleans, LA $13,525,434 

Mayo Clinic Rochester, d/b/a Mayo Clinic College of Medicine, Rochester, MN $12,284,770 

Rhode Island Quality Institute, Providence, RI $15,914,787 

Rocky Mountain Health Maintenance Organization, Grand Junction, CO $11,878,279 

Southern Piedmont Community Care Plan, Inc., Concord, NC $15,907,622 

The Regents of the University of California at San Diego, San Diego, CA $15,275,115 

University of Hawaii at Hilo, Hilo, HI $16,091,390 

Western ~ew York Clinical Information Exchange, Inc., Buffalo, NY $16,092,485 

e sum o our parts 
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The Beacon Communities 
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Greater THAN: Beacon Objectives 

Three required categories: 

1. Cost Control 

2. Quality Improvement 

3. Population Health 

All supported by the implementation of specific 
Health IT interventions 

> Grea er AN ...... 
· the sum of our parts 
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Cost Control 

• Reduce inappropriate utilization 
- Labs 

• HbAlc: 16% of tests duplicated 

• Cholestero l tests: 22% of tests duplicated 

• Microalbuminuria: 37% of tests duplicated 

- Imaging (X-ray, CT, MRI) 
• New onset low-back pain: 32.3% of tests unnecessary 

- Hospitalizations 
• 30 day readmissions: 9% 

• Admissions for asthma, COPD, CHF: 2,000 per year 

• Use of ER's instead of PCP visits 

> Greater THAN ...... 
the sum of our parts 
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Quality Improvement 

• Improve management of diabetes 
- Patients with annua l eye exam: 38% 

- Patients with blood sugar in control: 37% 

- Patients with cho lesterol in control: 29% 

• Improve care coordination 
- Referral loops closed: 22% 

- Communication of eye exam results 

- Decrease patient wait time for specia lty referrals 

- Decrease time to get specialist opinions 

> Greater T AN ...... 
the sum of our parts 
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Population Health 

• Increase cancer screening rates 

- Breast: 43% 

- Colon: 25.5% 

- Cervica l: 66.5% 

• Increase immunization rates 

- Children: 64.6% 

- Elderly- influenza: 0.69% 

- Elderly- pneumovax: 9% 

> Greater THAN .... 
'"--he sum of our parts 
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Greater THAN: 

Healthcare IT Objectives 

In support of the quality, population and cost goa ls, 
we will enable 60% of Eligible Providers to 
Achieve M eaningfu l Use ( including deployment 
of EHR for 400 new providers) 

1. Link to Common Advanced HIE Platform 

2. Expand Community-wide Care Coordination 

3. Implement Community-wide Decision Support 

4. Implement Advanced Analytics and Performance 
Feedback System 

> Greater THAN ...... 
· the sum of our parts 
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Greater THAN: Beacon Technologies- 1 

• Implement Common Advanced HIE Platform 

- 13 Vendor Proposals received 

• ACS Healthcare 

• Axolotl 

• Covisint 
• eClinicalWorks 

• IBM Corporation 

• Informatics 

Corporation of 

America 

• lnfotech Global 

• MEDecision 

• Medicity 

• MedPlus 

• Orion Health 

• RelayHealth (McKesson) 

• SMRTNET 

> Greater THAN .... 
· the sum of our parts 
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Advanced HIE 

• Linking many community providers 
- Payers, Physicians, Hospitals, EMS, 

• Unique datasets 
- Fire departments, 211, Public Schools, 

• Lightweight EM R 
- 60% of our doctors still have no EMR 

• Patient Portal- engage patients in their own care 

• Single-sign on, context management 
- Enables everyone to keep the tech they currently have 

and use it with the new HIE technology 
> GreaterT AN .... 

the sum of our parts 
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Greater THAN: Beacon Technologies-2 

• Expand Community-wide Care Coordination 
System 

- System in place since 2000 

- Launched in Tulsa as Doc2Doc in 2007 

- Connects 1,100 Tulsa regional providers and 
services (imaging, labs, etc.) 

- Expands specia list base and access for uninsured 
and underinsured 

- Plan to expand use to ED's, remaining providers 
> Greater THAN ,, .. ,, 

he su of our parts 
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Pre-Doc2Doc care coordination process 

Interview, 
Examine 

~ 
Referral 

~ initiated 

'1~ -
, •. , . 

Primary Care 
Provider 

• Understaffed 

• No written procedures in place 

• No quality monitoring or backup 
procedures 

• Initial contact: 4-60 days 

• 50 to 3,000 referrals behind Consultant 

• Many simply dropped > Grea er THAN ..... 
the sum of our parts 
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Doc2Doc care coordination process 

Interview, 
Examine 

Referral 
initiated Add 
fl cl inica l 

• story • •• 
Primary Care •· •••••••• • • ••••••• • 

Provider 

~·················· 

Schedule 
Patient 

Doc2Doc 
Interaction 

.. ··~ 
Specialist Clerk 

• .. 
Need 

to see 

···················~ 
···················• 

Consultant 

> Greater THAN .... 
the sum of our parts 
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Greater THAN: Beacon Technologies- 3 

• Community Decision Support System 

-Product like Archimedes' lndiGO 

• Receives patient clinical data 

•Calculates patient risk and quality-of-life 

scores 

• Returns health improvement 

recommendations 

• Supports 1what-if' experimentation 
> Grea er THAN ..• 
· the sum of our parts 
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J AQ.dres$ f ~ http:/,ldevinternal2.or. kp.or<;i/imlhi,•'opti_Qr aphcvd.cfm?MRNR=0093414S4 

Personal Heart Report for .__ _____________ __.: Risk of Heart 
Attack or Stroke 

ID#: 
Age: 
Height: 
Smoker: 
VVeight 

7% 

6% 
~ 
Q 5% 
~ 

4% 

61 
69.5 
Quit 
214.0 

6 .61% 

3 13% 

YOUR DATA 

HBA1C: 
HDL: 
LDL: 
Total Cholesterol: 
GFR: 

0% 

6 .61% 

R 5.28% 

5.7 6/3/08 
45.0 612108 
158 612108 
234 612108 
80.7 612108 

5.37% 5.59% 

Generate 
Handout 

Patient on Aspirin? r 

Go to PreDll Optinizer Graph 

5 .97% 

I 1 .67% I . 

Select Options: P" Slmv astatin 80mg P" A spirin 81mg r L1s1n/Hctz40/25mg r Amlod1pine 10mg r Weight Loss 
NewTotal I 

C:=J Your Actual ,c:us.'< today - if you take no action at all. 
c:J Your Actual Risk -1f you stop taking the heart and blood pressure medications you currently take 
- The nsk of a healthy male in your age group. 
c:J Your Actual Risk - if you do this medication option. 
c::J Your Actual Risk - 1f you do the llYestyle option. 
c::J Your Actual Risk - if you do the treatment or lifestyle options selected. 
~ How much your risk may change compared to your actual risk today - if you do me treatment or lifestyle option. 1rts 
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GTHAN HIE Timeline 

• 11/2009: RFP for HIE released 

• 12/2009: 13 responses received 

• 2/2010: 6 vendors selected for onsite presentations 

• 7 /2010: In depth planning sessions with 2 vendors 

• 8/2010: Site visits to current installs with each vendor 

• 1/2010: Contracting completed, implementation 
begins 

• 6/2011: Interfaces complete, user training begins 

• 6/2011: Staged go-live 

> Greater THAN ...... 
the sum of our parts 
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In summary • • • 

• Greater THAN is 
- 11-county region around Tulsa 
- >50 stakeholder organizations 
- 300+ active participants 
- Asked for $13.SM, got $12M 
- To implement 4 technologies for 1,600 doctors, 10 hospitals, 

and many, many other stakeholders: 
1. Advanced HIE 
2. Community-wide Care Coordination 
3. Community-wide Decision Support 
4. Advanced ana lytics 

• Your regiona l HIE to support meaningfu l use, patient 
centered medica l homes, and Accountable Care 
Organizations. 

> Greater AN ...... 
he sum of our parts 
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Greater THAN Board composition: 19 seats 

Employers, Funders 
and Patients, 1 

Public Health, 1 

Patients, 1 / 

Tribal organizations, 
2 

Universities, 2_ 

Cloture: 68.5% (13 of 19) 

ealth Systems, 6 

Clinicians (picked by 
TCMS), 2 

Private payers, 2 
Community, 

-----=---FQHCs, Safety nets, 
> sch®rsell er T A ...... 

the sum of our parts 
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Greater THAN Board of Directors 
Seat Current Director Appointed By 
Health System 1 Mark Stastny, St Francis CIO Tulsa Hospital Counci l 

Health System 2 Mark Frost, Saint Francis Board Tulsa Hospital Council 

Health System 3 Mike Reeves, St John CIO rTulsa Hospital Council 

Health System 4 Joyce George, St John Tulsa Hospital Council 

Health System 5 Richard Gomez, Hillcrest CIO Tulsa Hospital Council 

Health System 6 Eric Burch, Hillcrest COO ffulsa Hospital Council 

Clinician 1 David Griffiths, MD, TCMS Tulsa County Medical Society 

Clinician 2 Robert Hauger, MD, TCMS rrulsa County Medical Society 

Community 1 Russell Burkhart, Indian Health Metropolitan Human Services 
Resource Center Commission 

Community 2 Donna Rhodes, Long Term Care Metropolitan Human Services 
Authority, CEO Commission 

Payor 1 James Hendricks, MD Medical Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Director BCBS Oklahoma 

Payor 2 Richard Todd, Community Care CommunityCare 
CEO 

University 1 Dan Duffy, MD, OU Dean University of Oklahoma 

University 2 Jenny Alexopulos, DO, OSU VP :Jklahoma State University 

Tribal Health 1 Mitchell Thornbrugh, Cherokee CIO Principal Chief, Cherokee Nation 

Tribal Health 2 Ed Mclemore, Creek Nation, CEO Principal Chief, Muscogee (Creek) 
Nation 

Employers, Funders and Kim Owen, VP of QuikTrip, Metro Tulsa Chamber of Commerce 
Purchasers Chamber appointee 
Patients Chris Benge- Mayor's appointee Board of Directors, from nominations 

of area mayors 
Public Health Bruce Dart, Director, Tulsa City- Board of Directors, from nominations 

County Health Department of local departments of health " " 
parts 
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Greater Tulsa Health Access 
Network (Greater THAN): 

A Beacon Community 

Update for Commissioner Doak 

avid Kendrick, MD, MPH 

> Greater THAN •.• 
· the sum of our parts 
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What is Greater THAN? 

• A non-profit organization 

• Created by a grass roots, community-driven 
effort of more than 50 organizations 

• Focused on a common objective 

- To improve the health of our community by 
improving the Tulsa area healthcare system 

- For the benefit of all patients, employers, and 
providers 

> Greater T A .•. 
· the sum of our parts 
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States in Top and Bottom Quartiles, 2009 and 2007 
State Rank 

0 Top Quartile 

0 Second Quartile 

0 Third Quartile 

• Bottom Quartile 

2009 Ranking 

RANK STATE 

1 Vermont 
2 Hawaii 
2 Iowa 
4 Minnesota 
5 Maine 
5 New Hampshire 
7 Massachusetts 
8 Connecticut 
9 North Dakota 

10 Wisconsin 
11 Rhode Island 
12 South Dakota 
13 Nebraska 

39 Tennessee 
40 Alabama 
41 North Carolina 
42 Illinois 
42 New Mexico 
44 Florida 
45 Kentucky 
46 Texas 
47 Nevada 
48 Arkansas 
49 
so 
51 

Revised 2007 Ranking* 

RANK STATE 

1 Hawaii 
2 Vermont 
3 Iowa 
4 Connecticut 
5 New Hampshire 
6 Massachusetts 
7 Maine 
8 Rhode Island 
9 Minnesota 

10 Nebraska 
11 Wisconsin 
12 North Dakota 
13 South Dakota 

39 Alabama 
California 

41 Tennessee 
West Virginia 

Kentucky 
Georgia 
Florida 

Louisiana 
Nevada 

Texas 

• Some state rates from the 2007 edition have been revised to match methodology used in the 2009 edition. 
SOURCE: Commonwealth Fund State Scorecard on Health System Performance, 2009 

-- - I -
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U.S. Variations in Child Health System Performance: A State Scorecard 

C 'ck on a stz,:c ~o sec dimc1 sion ana indicator oet:ai's. 

ND 

SD 
WY 

Quarhle = Top quartile (Best: Iowa) = Second quartile = Third quartile 

Bottom quartile 

• 

Scum~: Tht' Con n-o. wealth Fu d calcul;:i~ io . s b;::scd o. st~:c s ron:< n~s 01 ac::css. qua!.~. ccst l•c;:i'~hy t';cs. and cqu1r;.· c.1mcnsions. 
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Oklahoma is the only state where the 
death rate has gotten worse ..... 

1.050 

1.000 

950 

Age-adj uste~0 
Death Rates 

850 

- Tulsa I 
- us 

800 -+--------.---.------,.----.---------.., 

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 

Past 25 Years 

Some Factors 
1. Economic downturn7 

healthy people and jobs 
left Oklahoma 

2. Poverty remained 

3. Heart Disease -
(Diabetes) 

4. Cancer 

5. Access to Ca re 

6. Obesity 

> Greater THAN ...... 
the sum of our pa s 
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2009 State of the State's Health Summary 

Indicator OK U.S. Grade Indicator I OK I U.S. I Grade 

Heart Disease Deaths ;;>er 1oc.ooo. 250.4 211.4 0 Current Smoking 25.~': 19.8~': • 
cancer Deaths (pe: 100.000· 194.7 183.9 0 Obesity 28.8% 26.3% 0 
Cerebrovcscular Deaths (:>e' 100.cco: 53.2 46.6 Immunizations < 3 years 80.:7~ 80.1)c ( 

Chronic Lower Respira·ory Deaths !per 1co.c:oo1 57.1 43.3 • seniors Influenza vaccir.ation 76 . .:% 72.0;~ B 
Unintentional Injury Deaths :pe~ 1oc.0001 56.1 39.1 • Seniors Pneumonia Vaccination 71.7% 67.3% 8 
Diabetes Deaths :per 100.000·, 30.3 24.6 0 Limited 4.ctivity Days ta•terage) 5.9 4.9 0 

Influenza/ Pneumonia Deaths (per 100.oocl 22.6 20.3 0 Poor Mental Health Days 1avei"Qge; 3.9 3.3 0 

Alzhe1mers Dtsease Deaths 1pe· 1oc.ooo· 23.5 22.9 ( Poor Phys;cal Health Days (av; rage: 4.9 4.3 0 

:'\ephrit1s Deaths (per lOC. :>0·1 ::.5.3 14.3 ( Good or Better Health Ra·ing 80.8% 84.6)~ 0 

Suicides ;per 100.0001 14.9 10.9 0 Teen Fert1lrty Rate \:>er - .oom 30.0 21.4 0 

Infant Mortality (pe· : .oco, 8.0 6.9 0 First Trimes·er Prenatal care 77.3o/: 83.97o 0 

Total Mortality o::er :co .o:o: 918.7 799.4 • Low Birth \~'eight Infants 8.3% 8.3% ( 

Diabetes Prevalence 10.2% 8.0~~ 0 .!\dult Dental Visits 58.0% 70.3% • 
~ma Prevalence 8.6% 8.4% ( Usual source of care 79 . .:~) 80.0;~ ( 

cancer Incidence :pe· 10:.000: 492.6 474.6 ( Uninsured Adutts 20.1% 14.27o 0 

rruit & vegetable consumpt1or 16.3~~ 24.4% Poverty 14.0% 12.2% 0 

~o Ph~rs1ca1 Acttv1ty 29.6% 22.6% • > Greater THAN " " " 
the sum of our parts 
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Real Health Disparities 

Years of Potential Life Lost (YPLL) 
per 1000 Population 
2000 - 2004 Average 

74063 

CJ lnwrrrodat~ 
D Next L::-\'CSI 

LJL~WC:i! 

711170 
7C21 

7:()55 

1lMI 

74012 

7.:ot1 

> 

NORTH TULSA 
Shorter Life Expectancy 

14 Year difference 
in Life Expectancy 

Across Tulsa County 

SOUTH TULSA 

G ~~~i'f~tem'!"!=X. 

he sum of our parts 
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TOTAL PHYSICIANS IN 2005 
PER lOOK POPULATION IN THE UNITED STATES 

450 
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300 ,.., 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• aaaaaaaaaaa8eaaaaaaa I 

250 

200 

150 

100 

50 -

0 -~--.------,---.--~~~~~~~-.-..--~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~---t 

~~~~~68~i~I~g~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~BB~ltfe~~ ff~~ . 

· the sum of our parts 
Created by Michael Lapolla, OU College of Public Health, December 2007 
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Physicians are not practicing in the Tulsa metro areas where 
healthcare is needed most. 

Age-Adjusted Death Rate in Tulsa 

De~tlls From All C:luses 
2000 - 200.; AnnU<ll Aver:ige 

Age-Adjusted ~tes per 100.000 

~ ... ..: 

Physician Density in Tulsa 

~«.1Phy5kian 
Offi<.> Loaaon 

H19h.-.t 

"""''°91""' 
WSo>:K~~ 
LJ h~b:c 
::=J~>.:~<c.: 
o l.<w.,., -=-: - - - -

- In~~-
_..,. 

- - - - -
-

*- Partner hospital I 
___,_ ..... 

- - - - - - - -~ 

~ ~ .... --""'-"-' TLI A ... .. .. 
The age-ad!J·usted death rate is highest in those areas with thefiewest physicians. ." 

- "llC ;3Ull I VI uJr parts 
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EQUITY AN D EF F ICIENCY · MULTIPLE CONDITI ONS · CHART 5: 9 

... And its not because we are not 
spending enough money on healthcare 

Relationship between quality and Medicare spending, as expressed by overall quality ranking, 2000-2001 

Overall quality ranking 

.1. (!'i_i$~~~t! .............. . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · NH········ ·v;-· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
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Annual Medicare spending per beneficiary (dollars) 

Source: Medicare adm1nlst rat1ve claims data and Medicare Qua lity Improvement Organ1zauon program data. as analyzed by Bakker and 
Chandra (2004). The sol id line shows that for every S 1,0 00 increase 1n Med icare spending pe r beneficiary. a state's qual ity ranking dropped 
by 10 pos1t1ons. Adapted and republished w1t h permissio n of Heotrh Affairs from Sa1cker and Chandra. "Medicare spend ing, t he p hys1c1an 

workforce. and benef1c1anes· qual ity of care· (\Veb Exclusive). 2004. Perm1ss1on conveyed through the Copyright Clearance Center. Inc. 

LeJthermJn Jnd McCJrthy. Quc!iry of Hect:h Ccre for Medicare Beneficiaries:;. Charrbooic. ZOOS. The CommonwNlth Fund 
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What is the problem? 
• We have high quality doctors and hospitals. 

- Often nationally ranked and recognized 

• We have an extensive network of safety net clinics 

• We have an active and engaged philanthropic community 

But ... 

• We have a highly fragmented healthcare system 

• Patients often see doctors in separate health systems 

• Safety net clinics are often left out of communications 
entirely 

• The left hand often doesn't know what the right hand is 
doing 

> Greater THA ~ ...... 
the sum of our parts 
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Current Situation 

~ 
Clinics and · 

community 

.,. ..__ agencies .. 

---)• Manual connection (ma il, fax 
---> Electronic connection 

...... 
r parts 
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Three tools 

• Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) are 
important, but ... 

• Health Information Exchanges (HIEs) provide 
immediate benefit and greater cost savings 

• Community-wide care coordination will 
provide yet more benefit and cost savings 

> Greater THAN .... 
· the sum of our parts 
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Anatomy of HIE 

Patient Portal 

, , ~ (AJ a 
Electronic Master 

Patient Index 

Provider Portal 

> 

Medical 
Education 

Popu lation Care 
Analytics 

Greater THAN ., ., ., 
the sum of our parts 
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- - ::..___~~-.-.-.-..~- ~ - _:___:___ _ _:__ .. _ __::r -

The Nationwide Health Information Network 

Health Bank or 
PHR Support Organization 

') Community 
Health 

Community #1 

,~~ 
r DC j1 VI' 

Mobilizing Health Information Nationwide '~ 

Integrated • 

-~ ~ 

d~ 
Delivery System ' 

The Internet 
Community #2 

Standards, Specifications and Agreements ••••••• • 4- ~~--=-~jor Secure Connections 
12 
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What's the value of HIE? 

• 2004: Harvard Center for IT Leadership 
published a report on the value of health 
information exchange 

• $778 in annual savings through Health IT 

• Prompted, in part, the creation of the Office of the 
National Coordinator for Healthcare IT (ONCHIT), 
the Health IT "Czar" 

• 2006: GKFF commissioned an OK-specific 
eva luation of the value of HIE 

> Greate C TL 
. the SUt 
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Motivation 

• Clinicians have incomplete knowledge of their 
patients 
- Relevant patient data not available in 81% of 

ambulatory visits Tang1994 

- 18% of medical errors that lead to ADEs due to 
missing patient information. LeapeJAMA199s 

• Medicare patients see an average of 5.6 
different providers each year= 5.6 silos of data 

• What is the value of HIE for Tulsa? 

> Greater THAN .... 
· the sum of our parts 
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HIE Value Constru_ct -----..__ 

Avoided ADEs, drug 
utilization savings, 

automated 
transaction sets 

Avoided redundant 
tests, Electronic test 
ordering and results 

delivery 

Electronic referrals, 
consultation letter 

delivery, chart 
requests 

Electronic 
submission of 

reportable 
conditions and vital 

statistics 

Electronic Rx, refills, 
interaction checking, 

adherence data 

Avoided redundant 
imaging, Electronic 

.... imaging ordering 
and results delivery 

----CTL 
13618
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Aside from clinical improvement and 
cost savings, what else is there? 

• CMS and Medicaid Incentive payments for 
"Meaningful use of an EHR11

: 

- $44,000 to Medicare providers, $63,000 to 
Medicaid 

- Formula-driven bonus to hospitals: $2-llM per 
hospital 

• What does this mean to Tulsa? 

- Assume 1,500 MD's, DO's, PA's, NP's are eligible 

- Assume 7 hospitals 
> Greater THAN .. .... 
· the sum of our parts 
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CMS really wants EMR 
and HIE adoption ... 

10-year change in Medicare payments to Tulsa providers 
and hospitals by year of meaningful adoption of EHR and 

HIE* 

$300,000,000 

$200,000,000 

$100,000,000 

$-
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 017 18 019 20 21 

$(100,000,000) 

$(200,000,000) t 

$(300,000,000) 
Year of adoption of EMR and HIE 

> 
*Assume N=l,500 MDs, DOs, PAs, and NPs and 7 hospitals see Medicare patients Greater THAN ...... 

the sum of our parts tPenalties for non-adoption not yet elaborated, but assume mirror bonuses 
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National: Meaningful Use guidance 

• In order to qualify for bonus payments (and 
avoid penalties) 
- By 2011, the following must be exchanged: 

• Doctors: Problem lists, medication lists, allergies, test 
results 

• Hospitals: Discharge summaries, procedures, problem 
lists, medication lists, allergies, and test results 

- By 2013, the following must be exchanged: 
• Doctors: Share all care transition data across the 

community electronically 

• Hospitals: Share all care transition data electronically 
> Greater THAN .... 

the sum of our parts 
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What to do about it? 

• June 8, 2009: Mayor Taylor hosted a 
community health strategy summit 

- 70 leaders in the Tulsa region healthcare 
community attended 

- GTHAN created, charter signed by 30 
organizations 

- Planning Phase launched 

> Greater THAN ..... 
· the sum of our parts 
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GTHAN Charter 

We the undersigned pledge to work together to develop a non-profit organization 
that: 

• broadly represents Tulsa's health care stakeholders, including but not limited 
to patients, providers, and payers; and 

• aims to improve the access to and quality of health care in the greater Tulsa 
region through the use of technology to exchange health care information, 
and· 1 

• is based on governance policies that are inclusive, non-discriminating, and 
mitigate conflicts of interest through processes of transparent decision 
making. 

Further, we agree to participate in a process of evaluation and planning that will 
ultimately result in a consensus-based strategic plan and direction for health 
information exchange in our community. We will identify a decision-maker in our 
organization to serve as liaison to this process and provide other key personnel to 

participate as needed and within reason. > Greater THAN ... 
he sum of our parts 
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GTHAN Planning Phase: 
By the numbers 

• 100 Danishes 
• 15 pound cakes 
• 500 cookies 
• 250 cans of soda 
• 10 ga llons of orange juice 
• 15 ga llons of coffee 
• $1,260 in parking fees 
• 18 meetings 
• 60 hours of "together time" 
• 195 patients, doctors, pharmacists, nurses, administrators, 

executives, and geeks 
• 1,200 person-hours of meetings 

> Greater THAN .... ., 
the sum of our parts 
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How we spent our summer. • • 

Week2 9:00AM 
Boardroom Boardroom 

7/16/09 7/16/09 
Week3 9:00AM 1:00 PM 

North Conf. Rm. Boardroom 
7/23/09 7/23/09 

Week4 9:00AM 9:00AM 
Boardroom Boardroom 

7/30/09 
Weeks 9:00AM 

South Conf. Rm. 

8/6/09 8/6/09 
Weekl 1:00 PM 9:00AM 

Boardroom South Conf. Rm. 

8/13/09 8/13/09 

Week2 
1:00 PM 9:00AM 

North Conf. Rm. North Conf. 
Rm. 

8/20/09 
Week3 9:00AM 

North Conf. Room 

Week4 

9/3/09 
Weekl 1:00 PM 

South Conf. Rm. 
9/10/09 

Week2 
9:00AM 

North Conf. 
Rm. 

9/17/09 ...... 
Week3 9:00AM 

Boardroom 
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Beacon Community Opportunity 

• 15 Communities to be selected 
• $265M invested by ONC 
• Significant ONC involvement: "Cooperative 

Agreement Program" 
• To demonstrate what HIT can do for a community 

when fully and appropriately deployed. 
- Cost efficiency 
- Improved quality 
- Better population health 

• Due Feb 2010 

> Greater THAN •.• 
· the sum of our parts 
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Qualifying for BEACON 

• Qualifying organization as lead applicant 

- Community Service Council: Perfect fit 

• Ready-made organization 

• Staffing 

• Extensive grants management expertise and experience 

• Non-profit organization 

• Well-experienced at hosting new organizations while 
they grow 

> Greater HAN .... 
the sum of our parts 
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Greater THAN 

• Tulsa region non-profit organization 

• 45 organizations 
- Hospitals 

- Physicians 

- Payers 

- State agencies 

- Federal delivery systems 

- Indian Tribes 

- Safetynet Providers 

> Greater THAN ...... 
· the sum of our parts 
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Qualifying for BEACON 

• Qualifying organization as lead applicant 

• At least one Level 3 or 4 stakeholder: 

- Executives in leadership 

- Financial commitment to the effort 

> Greater THAN ...... 
· the sum of our parts 
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GTHAN Members & Community Support 
(with commitment level) 

Academic Institutions 

4 OSU Center for Health Sciences 

3 Tulsa Community College 

4 OU School of Community Medicine 

Care Coordinator (patient-centric) 

4 Long Term Care Authority 

Charitable Organization 

4 George Kaiser Family Foundation 

3 Tulsa Community Foundation 

City/ County Health Agency (local region) 

4 Tulsa Health Department 

Critical Access Hospitals 

4 Drumright Regional Hospital 

4 Pawhuska Hospital 

4 SaintJohn Sapulpa Hospital 

4 Sedan City Hospital 

4 Jane Phillips Hospital - Nowata 

First Responders 

4 Tulsa Fire Department 

4 Emergency Medical Services Authority 

FQHC's 

4 Community Health Connection 

4 Morton Comprehensive Health Services, Inc. 

4 Jane Phillips Hospital - Nowata 

Hospital/Health System 

4 Hillcrest HealthCare System (+Clinics) 

4 Jane Phillips Medical Center 

4 Saint Francis Health System (+Clinics+ Lab) 

4 SaintJohn Health System {+Clinics) 

4 SouthCrest Hos pita I 

Indian Tribal Organization Health System 

4 Indian Health Resource Center 

3 Cherokee Nation 

4 Muscogee {Creek) Nation 

Laboratory 

4 Regional Medical Lab (RML) 

Mental Health 

4 Associated Centers for Therapy 

4 Family & Children's Services 

4 Mental Health Association of Tulsa 

Payers 

4 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Oklahoma 

4 Community Care 

Pharmacy Association (48 pharmacies in Tulsa) 

4 Pharmacy Providers of Oklahoma 

Physician Association 

3 Osteopathic Founders Foundation 

> 

Primary Care Association 

4 Tulsa County Medical Society 

Safety net providers 

4 Community Service Council 

4 Pia nned Parenthood 

Veteran Affairs 

4 Veteran Affairs Medical Center, Muskogee, C 

Citizens 

3 Bard Moss 

3 Jerry Sherer 

Gov't Agencies/Entities 

3 Oklahoma Senator 

3 City of Tulsa - Mayor's Office 

1 Oklahoma Insurance Department 

2 Indian Health Services 

3 Oklahoma City Area IHS 

3 National Committee for Quality Assurance 

4 Oklahoma Foundation for Medical Quality 

4 Oklahoma Health Care Authority 

3 Oklahoma State Department of Health 
3 Oklahoma Health Information Technology Of1 

Greater THAN., . ., 
the sum of our parts 
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Beacon Critical Partners 
• Defined (and well-justified) region includes 

- Populations of uninsured, underinsured, medically 
underserved, minorities 

- Higher education with health IT training 

- VA hospitals, DOD, IHS and tribal facilities 

- Diverse care settings (small practices, safety nets, 
hospita ls, rural, long term care, etc. ) 

• Leverage other federally-funded health IT initiatives 
- ONC-funded State HIE efforts; Regional Extension Centers 

- Federally Qualified Health Centers; Critica l Access 
Hospitals 

- VA Health Facilities; I HS; Tribal Health facilities 

> Greater THAN ., ., ., 
the sum of our parts 
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Ho:ne · Er.ef.r..g Room · Sta:2~nents & Re.eases 

Office of the Vice P 

For Immediate Release 

Vice Presiden t Biden, HHS Secretarv Sebelius. 
Communities through RecoYery Act 

:..wards to Help Communities Achieve l.leaningful Health Car 

Foundation for Industry Expected to Support Tens ofThousan 

Washington. D.C. - Vice President Siden and U.S. Health and 

today announced the selection of 15 communities across the 

wide-scale use of health information technology through the 

Recovery Ad awards will not only help achieve meaningful an 

safety and effici ency in the selected communities. but also he 

industry that is expected to support tens of thousands of JO!:>s. 

·Tuese pione<.:nng communities are going to lead the way in bn 

Americans through use of electronic health records. Because oft 

one day be able to coordinate patient C<J re with the stroke of a key or pull u 

instantly in an emergency - and for the resic!ents of these communitie 

saic! Vice President Biden. ·Than!\s to the Recover; .A.ct's historic i 

adl/ancing the way health care is delivered in this country. w e're a so building a whole new industry along with it 

one that will shape our 21st Century economy for generations to come and employ tens of thousands of 

American workers: 

·Tue most important health care innovations are those that are designed and tested b~ providers and community 

leaders all across the country. Beacon Communities will offer insight into how health IT can make a real 

diffe rence in the delivery of health C<Jre: said Secretary Sebellus. ·Tue Beacon Community Program will tap the 

best ideas across Ameri ca and demonstrate the enormous benefit health IT will have to improving health and 

BLOG POSTS OX THIS ISS "G E 

\\-est \\-mg \\-eek ''The :\!en in Blue 
Jumpsuits"' 

ca rch 

Thanks for checking out the VVest l.'\fing Week. 
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The Beacon Communities 
': ·~~.~~~~~~~:!J·~~~··~~~.'1;,:£.•'.'•:-· -~~.~:" 7:'."?".~~·:;r·· ~~-;""'~."\·~- ".":. •• r .•• 

"-•·.1 .~, · • .; • • .. ·.~;.,..~.,; ,-~~UnJfy~Awarde~ .·: ~~ ~·-·. ,. · .~:·,·,,·:· ·~_. ~t. ··· :., Funding Amount . 
: - \" - 1 1..__ _ .. , •• ~~~r.!.:....J.._\";o,,.. '...:...llC~ .... ~ •• .,.._ .. _"-: ~ .,-..,>~,..1· ... ~. 1 .~ 1 - • ..... ~, -,-.. '-·· • •• r .. ! .$.., •).: _ • .. 

Community Services Council of Tulsa, Tulsa, OK $12,043,948 

Delta Health Alliance, Inc., Stoneville, MS $14,666,156 

Eastern Maine Healthcare Systems, Brewer, ME $12,749,740 

Geisinger Clinic, Danville, PA $16,069,110 

Health Insight, Salt Lake City, UT $15,790,181 

Indiana Health Information Exchange, INC., Indianapolis, IN $16,008,431 

Inland Northwest Health Services, Spokane, WA $15,702,479 

Louisiana Public Health Institute, New Orleans, LA $13,525,434 

Mayo Clinic Rochester, d/b/a Mayo Clinic College of Medicine, Rochester, MN $12,284, 770 

Rhode Island Quality Institute, Providence, RI $15,914,787 

Rocky Mountain Health Maintenance Organization, Grand Junction, CO $11,878,279 

Southern Piedmont Community Care Plan, Inc., Concord, NC $15,907,622 

The Regents of the University of California at San Diego, San Diego, CA $15,275,115 

University of Hawaii at Hilo, Hilo, HI $16,091,390 

Western New York Clinical Information Exchange, Inc., Buffalo, NY $16,092,485 

the sum ot our ·a p rts 
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The Beacon Communities 
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Greater THAN: Beacon Objectives 

Three required categories: 

1. Cost Control 

2. Quality Improvement 

3. Population Health 

All supported by the implementation of specific 
Health IT interventions 

> Greater THAN ...... 
· the sum of our parts 
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Cost Control 

• Reduce inappropriate utilization 
- Labs 

• HbAlc: 16% of tests duplicated 

• Cholesterol tests: 22% of tests duplicated 

• Microalbuminuria: 37% of tests duplicated 

- Imaging (X-ray, CT, MRI} 
• New onset low-back pain: 32.3% of tests unnecessary 

- Hospitalizations 
• 30 day readmissions: 9% 

• Admissions for asthma, COPD, CHF: 2,000 per year 

• Use of ER's instead of PCP visits 

> Greater HA- •.• 
he sum of our parts 
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Quality Improvement 

• Improve management of diabetes 
- Patients with annual eye exam: 38% 

- Patients with blood sugar in control: 37% 

- Patients with cholesterol in control: 29% 

• Improve care coordination 
- Referral loops closed: 22% 

- Communication of eye exam results 

- Decrease patient wait time for specia lty referrals 

- Decrease time to get specia list opinions 

> Greater THAN ...... 
the sum of our parts 
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Population Health 

• Increase cancer screening rates 

- Breast: 43% 

- Colon: 25.5% 

- Cervica l: 66.5% 

• Increase immunization rates 

- Chi ldren: 64.6% 

- Elderly- influenza: 0.69% 

- Elderly- pneumovax: 9% 

> Greater THAN ..... 
· the sum of our parts 
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Greater THAN: 

Healthcare IT Objectives 

In support of the quality, population and cost goals, 
we will enab le 60% of Eligible Providers to 
Achieve M eaningful Use ( including deployment 
of EHR for 400 new providers) 

1. Link to Common Advanced HIE Platform 

2. Expand Community-wide Care Coordination 

3. Implement Community-wide Decision Support 

4. Implement Advanced Analytics and Performance 
Feedback System 

> Greater THAN ••• 
· the sum of our parts 
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Greater THAN: Beacon Technologies- 1 

• Implement Common Advanced HIE Platform 

- 13 Vendor Proposals received 

• ACS Healthcare 

• Axolotl 

· • Covisint 
• eClinicalWorks 

• IBM Corporation 

• Informatics 

Corporation of 

America 

• lnfotech Global 

• MEDecision 

• Medicity 

• MedPlus 

• Orion Health 

• RelayHealth (McKesson) 

• SMRTNET 

> Grea er HAN ... 
· the sum of our parts 
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Advanced HIE 

• Linking many community providers 
- Payers, Physicians, Hospitals, EMS, 

• Unique datasets 
- Fire departments, 211, Public Schools, 

• Lightweight EMR 
- 60% of our doctors sti ll have no EMR 

• Patient Portal- engage patients in their own care 

• Single-sign on, context management 
- Enables everyone to keep the tech they current ly have 

and use it with the new HIE technology 
> Greater THAN ...... 

the sum of our parts 
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Greater THAN: Beacon Technologies-2 

• Expand Community-wide Care Coordination 
System 

- System in place since 2000 

- Launched in Tulsa as Doc2Doc in 2007 

- Connects 1,100 Tulsa regional providers and 
services (imaging, labs, etc.) 

- Expands specialist base and access for uninsured 
and underinsured 

- Plan to expand use to ED's, remaining providers 
> Greater THAN ...... 
· the sum of our parts 
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Pre-Doc2Doc care coordination process 

Interview, 
Examine 

Referral 
initiated 

Primary Care 
Provider 

• Understaffed 

• No written procedures in place 

• No quality monitoring or backup 
procedures 

• Initial contact: 4-60 days 

• 50 to 3,000 referrals behind consultant 

• Many simply dropped > Greater THAN •. . 
the sum of our parts 
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Doc2Doc care coordination process 

Interview, 
Examine 

• story • •• 
Primary Care •• •••• • •••••• • • •••• • 

Provider 
~·················· 

Schedule 
Patient 

Doc2Doc 
Interaction 

... ·~ 

, .. ,,,..' ~·· ,.,--.--. ... ,. - .... 
·~1;'·-, r~. ~:--;- .. ~ ·~ ~ 

' .- . I.~ ......... - .L •. · • t ~.'. 
- :;---~-·· ~ -.t_•--.... ~> - . 

Er!J§.a.r;.~o~q-- ~"nti I ~-1 
· f:u ntf:\er-:not1ce. 

:,}~~:;.t: . ,, : ·. ' 

Specialist Clerk 

lt 
·~ 

Need 
to see 

···················~ 
···················• 

Consultant 

> Greater THAN ...... 
the sum of our parts 
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Greater THAN: Beacon Technologies- 3 

• Community Decision Support System 

-Product like Archimedes' lndiGO 

• Receives patient clinical data 

• Calculates patient risk and quality-of-life 
scores 

• Returns health improvement 

recommendations 

•Supports 'what-if' experimentation 
> Greater THAN ...... 
· the sum of our parts 
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~ress I~ http:/ JdevinterMl2.or. kp.org[rm,lhi/opti_<;ir ~phcvd.cfm?MRNR=00934 l 4S4 

Personal Heart Report for · Risk of Heart ..... ~~~---~----......~------~~~~~~--' 
Attack or Stroke 

YOUR DATA 

ID#: HBA1 C: 
Age: 61 HDL: 

5 .7 
45.0 

6/3/08 
612108 

Generate 
Handout 

Height: 69.5 LDL: 158 612108 Patient on Aspirin? r 
Smoker: Quit Total Cholesterol: 234 612108 
Weight 214.0 GFR: 80.7 612108 

0% -44% -20% -19% -1 5% -10% - 7 5% 

• 
7% 

Q) 6% 
..x 
C> 5"..!. 
~ 

4% 
~ 

6 .61% 6.61% 

Fl 5 .9 7% 
5 .2 8 % 5.3 7% 5.59% 

3 13C!I. I I 1 .6 7% 

. 
~ !::) ~ !::) _<;!o 

Select O tions: P S1mvastatm 80mg P' Aspirin 81mg r Lls1n/Hctz 4 0/25mg r Amlod1pme 10mg I Weight LOSS 

New Total I 
c:::J Your Actual Risk today - it you take no acticm at all. 
C:::J Your Actual Risk -if you stop taking the heart and b lood pressure medications you currently take. 
- The nsk of a healthy male in your age group. 
C:::J Your Actual R isk - it you do this medication option. 
C:J Your Actual Risk - it you dO the lifestyle option. 
C:::J Your Actual Risk - it y ou do the treatment or lifestyle options seJected 
~ How much your risk may change compared to your actual risk today - 1f you dO the treatment or f/Yestyte option. 1rts 
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GTHAN HIE Timeline 

• 11/2009: RFP for HIE released 

• 12/2009: 13 responses received 

• 2/2010: 6 vendors selected for onsite presentations 

• 7 /2010: In depth planning sessions with 2 vendors 

• 8/2010: Site visits to current installs with each vendor 

• 1/2010: Contracting completed, implementation 
begins 

• 6/2011: Interfaces complete, user training begins 

• 6/2011: Staged go-live 

> Greater HAN ...... 
the sum of our parts 
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In summary • • • 

• Greater THAN is 
- 11-county region around Tulsa 
- >50 stakeholder organizations 
- 300+ active participants 
- Asked for $13.SM, got $12M 
- To implement 4 technologies for 1,600 doctors, 10 hospitals, 

and many, many other stakeholders: 
1. Advanced HIE 
2. Community-wide Care Coordination 
3. Community-wide Decision Support 
4. Advanced analytics 

• Your regiona l HIE to support meaningful use, patient 
centered medica l homes, and Accountable Care 
Organizations. 

> Greater THAN ...... 
the sum of our parts 
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Greater THAN Board composition: 19 seats 

Employers, Funders 
and Patients, 1 

Public Health, 1 

/ 
Patients, 1 

Tribal organizations, 
2 

Universities, 2_ 

Cloture: 68.5% (13of19) 

ealth Systems, 6 

Clinicians (picked by 
TCMSL 2 

Private payers, 2 
Community, 

....__---=----FQHC's, Safety nets, 
> sch6~ter THAN .... 

the sum of our parts 
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Greater THAN Board of Directors 
Seat Current Director Appointed By 
Health System 1 Mark Stastny, St Francis CIO Tulsa Hospital Council 

Health System 2 Mark Frost, Saint Francis Board Tulsa Hospital Council 

Health System 3 Mike Reeves, St John CIO Tulsa Hospital Council 

Health System 4 Joyce George, St John Tulsa Hospital Council 

Health System 5 Richard Gomez, Hillcrest CIO Tulsa Hospital Council 

Health System 6 Eric Burch, Hillcrest COO Tulsa Hospital Council 

Clinician 1 David Griffiths, MD, TCMS Tulsa County Medical Society 

Clinician 2 Robert Hauger, MD, TCMS Tulsa County Medical Society 

Community 1 Russell Burkhart, Indian Health Metropolitan Human Services 
Resource Center Commission 

Community 2 Donna Rhodes, Long Term Care Metropolitan Human Services 
Authority, CEO Commission 

Payor 1 James Hendricks, MD Medical Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Director BCBS Oklahoma 

Payor 2 Richard Todd, Community Care CommunityCare 
CEO 

University 1 Dan Duffy, MD, OU Dean University of Oklahoma 

University 2 Jenny Alexopulos, DO, OSU VP Oklahoma State University 

rrribal Health 1 Mitchell Thornbrugh, Cherokee CIO Principal Chief, Cherokee Nation 

rrribal Health 2 Ed Mclemore, Creek Nation, CEO Principal Chief, Muscogee (Creek) 
Nation 

Employers, Funders and Kim Owen, VP of QuikTrip, Metro Tulsa Chamber of Commerce 
Purchasers Chamber appointee 
Patients Chris Benge- Mayor's appointee Board of Directors, from nominations 

of area mayors 
Public Health Bruce Dart, Director, Tulsa City- Board of Directors, from nominations 

County Health Department of local departments of health • • 
parts 
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup
Cc: Monica Houston; Tammie Wright; Dana Wolpert; Governor Fallin Press
Subject: Greta
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 4:52:00 PM

Do we want to get GMF on “On the Record” with Greta at 9 PM tomorrow. Would be filmed LIVE,
remotely from a studio like the one on Hudiburg … topic would be the health insurance exchange
decision.
Would realistically be an 8:30 PM to 10:00 PM commitment because we wont know what part of the
show we’ll be on until tomorrow afternoon
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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1 ENGROSSED HOUSE 
BILL NO. 2130 By: Steele and McCullough of 

the House 2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

and 

Jolley of the Senate 

An Act relating to insurance; amending Section 2, 
Chapter 128, O.S.L. 2009 (36 o.s. Supp. 2010, Section 
4602), which relates to the duties of the Health Care 
for the Uninsured Board; providing that the Executive 
Director shall advise and aid Board; specifying the 
Secretary of Health and Human Services shall be the 
Executive Director; providing for appointment of 
Board; specifying backgrounds of appointees; 
providing for the appointment of the original Board; 
specifying term of Board membership; providing for 
appointment of vacant positions; requiring initial 
meeting of Board; directing State Department of 
Health to provide space for meetings; changing 
agencies that direct implementation and duties of the 
Board; directing Board to apply for certain grants 
and funds; modifying Insurance Commissioner duties; 
and providing an effective date. 

18 BE IT ENACTED BY THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA: 

19 SECTION 1. AMENDATORY Section 2, Chapter 128, O.S.L. 

20 2009 (36 O.S. Supp. 2010, Section 4602), is amended to read as 

21 follows: 

22 Section 4602. In anticipation of the forced implementation of 

23 the Patient Protection and Affordable Coverage Act {"PPACA"), the 

24 State of Oklahoma hereby enacts the following as its State directed 
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1 Healthcare Exchange to preempt the federal government forcing its 

2 own version of one as required by the PPACA: 

3 A. The Insurance Commissioner in collaboration 11ith the 

4 Oklahoma Health Care Authority Health Care for the Uninsured Board 

5 (HUB) Executive Director shall advise and aid the Health Care for 

6 the Uninsured Board (HUB) in its duties. The Secretary of Health 

7 and Human Services shall be the Executive Director. The Insurance 

8 Commissioner Executive Director is hereby authorized to promulgate 

9 such reasonable rules as are necessary to implement the purposes of 

10 this act, which is limited to facilitate health care decisions being 

11 made by free Oklahomans rather than by government bureaucrats and a 

12 nationalized, government run system. Any court decision taken in 

13 relation to this act shall be construed as favoring the individual's 

14 freedom to select health care options on their own accord and to 

15 promote the freedom of insurance companies to provide market 

16 centered insurance products free from unnecessary regulation and 

17 burdens. 

18 

19 of: 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

B. 1. The Health Care for the Uninsured Board shall consist 

a. three members to be appointed by the Governor who 

shall represent the actuarial interests of the top ten 

health insurance providers in the state who have 

expressed a commitment to participate in the HUB, 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

one member to be appointed by the President Pro 

Tempore of the Senate who shall represent the 

interests of insurance agents in the state, 

one member to be appointed by the Speaker of the House 

of Representatives who shall represent the interests 

of Oklahoma employers, 

the Chief Executive Officer of the Oklahoma Health 

Care Authority, or designee, 

the Insurance Commissioner, or designee, 

one member who shall represent the State and Education 

Employees Group Insurance Board, and 

one member who shall represent the Oklahoma State 

Employees Benefits Council, and 

the Attorney General, or designee, who shall represent 

Oklahoma's interests in asserting its rights against 

any federal intrusion into states' rights and 

individual liberties. 

18 2. Appointees shall represent interests affected by insurance 

19 exchange requirements, including business interests, consumers and 

20 insurance providers. 

21 3. The original Board shall be appointed as follows: 

22 

23 

24 

a. the Governor shall appoint one member for a term of 

two (2) years, and two members for a term of three (3) 

years, 
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1 b. the President Pro Tempo re of the Senate appointee 

2 shall serve for a term of two ( 2) years, and 

3 c. the Speaker of the House of Representatives appointee 

4 shall serve for a term of three (3) years. 

5 4. All terms after the initial term shall be for three ( 3) 

6 years. Vacancies shall be filled in the same manner as that 

7 position was originally filled. 

8 5. The Board shall meet initially no later than December 15, 

9 2011. 

10 6. The State Department of Health shall provide space for 

11 meetings of the Board. 

12 C. The State Board of Health Executive Director shall direct 

13 the implementation and duties of the HUB to assist the Insurance 

14 8emmissioner. The duties of the HUB shall be to: 

15 1. Advise, consult with, and make recommendations to the 

16 Insurance Commissioner as to the matters addressed in subsection e D 

17 of this section; anti 

18 2. Assist and advise the Insurance Commissioner on such other 

19 matters as the Commissioner may submit for recommendations to the 

20 State Board of HealthL 

21 3. .'lpply fer grants er other federal Medicaid funds available 

22 to implement the previsions of the Health Care fer Oklahomans .'\et; 

23 

24 
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1 3. Establish a system of counseling, including a website, for 

2 those individuals who are without health insurance and are not 

3 covered by Medicaid, that includes but is not limited to: 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

a. 

b. 

c. 

educating consumers about insurance programs certified 

by the state in accordance with this section, 

aiding consumers in choosing policies that cover 

medically necessary services for that consumer, and 

educating consumers on how to utilize primary and 

preventative care in order to reduce the unnecessary 

utilization of services by the consumer; and 

11 4. Establish a system whereby if an individual qualifies for a 

12 subsidy under the premium assistance program, established in Section 

13 1010.1 of Title 56 of the Oklahoma Statutes, that person is able to 

14 become enrolled through the HUB in conjunction with local, qualified 

15 insurance producers. 

16 Bo D. The Insurance Commissioner shall: 

17 1. Establish a system of certification for insurance programs 

18 offered in this state to be reeommended offered by the HUB; 

19 2. Establish a system for the credentialing of insurance 

20 producers who intend to market insurance programs certified by the 

21 state in accordance with this section; and 

22 3. Establish a system of eounseling, including a website, for 

23 those individuals who are without health insurance and are not 

24 covered by Medicaid, that includes but is not limited to: 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

educating consumers about insurance programs certified 

by the state in accordance with this section, 

aiding consumers in choosing policies that cover 

medically necessary services for that consumer, and 

educating consumers on ho11 to utilize primary and 

preventative care in order to reduce the unnecessary 

utilization of services by the consumer, and 

8 4. Establish a system whereby if an individual qualifies for a 

9 subsidy under the premium assistance pr,ogram, established in Section 

10 1010.1 of Title 56 of the Oklahoma Statutes, that person is able to 

11 become enrolled through the HUB in conjunction 11ith local, qualified 

12 insurance producers for the certification of low-cost health 

13 insurance programs designed to provide coverage to eligible 

14 individuals. Such programs shall not be required to include certain 

15 mandates. The Board may recommend that plans certified by the 

16 Commissioner be offered statewide to eligible individuals. 

1 7 E. The HUB shall receive no general revenue approi;iriations, but 

18 shall be funaed by grants awarded to the state. No provision of the 

19 HUB shall be construed as to transfer or subvert regulation of 

20 insurance products through the Oklahoma Insurance Commissioner, 

21 F. The HUB will comply with the minimum requirements of the 

22 PPACA in order to avoid federal preemption as directed by the PPACA. 

23 

24 
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1 G. Upon repeal of Section 136l(c) of the PPACA, the HUB shall 

2 be discontinued unless further authorized to exist by an act of the 

3 Oklahoma Legislature at the next regular session. 

4 H. Upon certification by the Attorney General to the Governor, 

5 Secretary of State, the Insurance Commissioner, the Executive 

6 Director and the President Pro Tempore and Speaker of the House that 

7 the PPACA has been declared unconstitutional and unenforceable by 

8 the Supreme Court of the United States, either through denial of a 

9 writ of certiari or through ruling of the Court, this act shall 

10 cease to be effective. 

11 I. Upon certification by the Attorney General to the Governor, 

12 Secretary of State, the Insurance Commissioner, the Executive 

13 Director and the President Pro Tempore and Speaker of the House that 

14 Section 136l(c) of the PPACA has been nullified, this act shall 

15 cease to be effective. 

16 J. Legislative oversight of the HUB shall be vested jointly in 

17 the Senate Committee on Retirement unless otherwise directed by the 

18 President Pro Tempore and Insurance and the House Committee on 

19 Insurance unless otherwise directed by the Speaker of the House. 

20 K. Upon successful creation of this HUB and certification by 

21 the United States Secretary of Health and Human Services that the 

22 federal government will not be implementing its own exchange on 

23 Oklahomans as provided by the PPACA, the State of Oklahoma shall 

24 
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l return and refund any and all federal monies which were utilized in 

2 the creation of this Exchange. 

3 L. This act shall sunset on January 1, 2015. 

4 SECTION 2. Upon passage and approval by the Governor of this 

5 Act, the Attorney General of the State of Oklahoma shall certify to 

6 the Governor and Secretary of State that this act will not adversely 

7 compromise the foundations of the State's current litigation against 

8 the implementation of the PPACA. Should the Attorney General 

9 certify that this legislation would adversely compromise the 

10 foundations of the State's current litigation, the Executive 

11 Director shall notify the Governor of what steps have been taken in 

12 implementation of the Act and the timeline which needs to be 

13 complied with in order to avoid federal preemption of creation of 

14 the mandated exchange. 

15 SECTION 3: This act shall become effective November 1, 2011. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 
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1 Passed the House of Representatives the 17th day of March, 2011. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 Passed the Senate the 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

ENGR. H. B. NO. 2130 

Presiding Officer of the House of 
Representatives 

day of ~~~~~-' 2011. 

Presiding Officer of the Senate 

Page 9 
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l ENGROSSED HOUSE 
BILL NO. 2130 

2 
By: Steele and McCullough of 

the House 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

lO 

ll 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

and 

Jolley of the Senate 

An Act relating to insurance; amending Section 2, 
Chapter 128, O.S.L. 2009 (36 O.S. Supp. 2010, Section 
4602), which relates to the duties of the Health Care 
for the Uninsured Board; providing that the Executive 
Director shall advise and aid Board; specifying the 
Secretary of Health and Human Services shall be the 
Executive Director; providing for appointment of 
Board; specifying backgrounds of appointees; 
providing for the appointment of the original Board; 
specifying term of Board membership; providing for 
appointment of vacant positions; requiring initial 
meeting of Board; directing State Department of 
Health to provide space for meetings; changing 
agencies that direct implementation and duties of the 
Board; directing Board to apply for certain grants 
and funds; modifying Insurance Commissioner duties; 
and providing an effective date. 

18 BE IT ENACTED BY THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA: 

19 SECTION 1. AMENDATORY Section 2, Chapter 128, O.S.L. 

20 2009 (36 O.S. Supp. 2010, Section 4602), is amended to read as 

21 follows: 

22 Section lementation of 

24 as its S 
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3 A. The Insurance collaboration 11ith the 

4 Oklahoma Health Gare Authority Health Care for the Uninsured Board 

5 (HUB) Executive Director shall advise and aid the Health Gare for 

6 the Uninsured Board (HUB) in its duties. The Secretary of Health 

7 and Human Services shall be the Executive Director. The Insurance 

8 Commissioner Executive Director is hereby authorized to promulgate 

9 such reasonable rules as are necessary to implement the purposes of 

10 this act, which is limited to facilitate health care decisions being 

11 made by free Oklahomans rather than by government bureaucrats and a 

12 nationalized, government run system. ny court decision taken in 

13 relation to this act shall be cons rued as favorin the individual's 

14 freedom options on their own accord and to 

15 romote insurance com anies to provide market 

16 centered roducts free from unnecessar and 

17 burdens. 

18 B. 1. The Health Care for the Uninsured Board shall consist 

19 of: 

20 a. three members to be appointed by the Governor who 

21 shall represent the actuarial interests of the top ten 

22 health insurance providers in the state who have 

23 expressed a commitment to participate in the HUB, 

24 
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l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

lO 

ll 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

one member to be appointed by the President Pro 

Tempore of the Senate who shall represent the 

interests of insurance agents in the state, 

one member to be appointed by the Speaker of the House 

of Representatives who shall represent the interests 

of Oklahoma employers, 

the Chief Executive Officer of the Oklahoma Health 

Care Authority, or designee, 

the Insurance Commissioner, or designee, 

one member who shall represent the State and Education 

Employees Group Insurance Board, and 

one member 11ho shall represent the Oklahoma State 

Employees Benefits Council, and 

General, or designee, who shall re resent 

ahoma's interests in asserting its rights a ainst 

into states' ri hts and 

individual liberties. 

18 2. Appointees shall represent interests affected by insurance 

19 exchange requirements, including business interests, consumers and 

20 insurance providers. 

21 3. The original Board shall be appointed as follows: 

22 

23 

24 

a. the Governor shall appoint one member for a term of 

two (2) years, and two members for a term of three (3) 

years, 
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l 

2 

3 

4 

b. the President Pro Tempore of the Senate appointee 

shall serve for a term of two (2) years, and 

c. the Speaker of the House of Representatives appointee 

shall serve for a term of three (3) years. 

5 4. All terms after the initial term shall be for three (3) 

6 years. Vacancies shall be filled in the same manner as that 

7 position was originally filled. 

8 5. The Board shall meet initially no later than December 15, 

9 2011. 

10 6. The State Department of Health shall provide space for 

11 meetings of the Board. 

12 C. The State Board of Health Executive Director shall direct 

13 the implementation and duties of the HUB to assist the Insurance 

14 Commissioner. The duties of the HUB shall be to: 

15 1. Advise, consult with, and make recommendations to the 

16 Insurance Commissioner as to the matters addressed in subsection e D 

17 of this section; anEI 

18 2. Assist and advise the Insurance Commissioner on such other 

19 matters as the Commissioner may submit for recommendations to the 

20 State Board of HealthL 

21 3. .'.pply for grants or other federal Medicaid funds available 

22 to implement the provisions of the Health Care for Oklahomans ."\ct; 

23 

24 
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1 3. Establish a system of counseling, including a website, for 

2 those individuals who are without health insurance and are not 

3 covered by Medicaid, that includes but is not limited to: 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

a. 

b. 

c. 

educating consumers about insurance programs certified 

by the state in accordance with this section, 

aiding consumers in choosing policies that cover 

medically necessary services for that consumer, and 

educating consumers on how to utilize primary and 

preventative care in order to reduce the unnecessary 

utilization of services by the consumer; and 

11 4. Establish a system whereby if an individual qualifies for a 

12 subsidy under the premium assistance program, established in Section 

13 1010.1 of Title 56 of the Oklahoma Statutes, that person is able to 

14 become enrolled through the HUB in conjunction with local, qualified 

15 insurance producers. 

16 &.- D. The Insurance Commissioner shall: 

17 1. Establish a system of certification for insurance programs 

18 offered in this state to be recommended offered by the HUB; 

19 2. Establish a system for the credentialing of insurance 

20 producers who intend to market insurance programs certified by the 

21 state in accordance with this section; and 

22 3. Establish a system of counseling, including a 11ebsite, for 

23 those individuals who are without health insurance and are not 

24 covered by Medicaid, that includes but is not limited to. 
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1 educating consumers about insurance programs certified 

2 by the state in accordance with this section, 

3 aiding consumers in choosing policies that cover 

4 medically necessary services for that consumer, and 

5 educating consumers on how to utilize primary and 

6 preventative care in order to reduce the unnecessary 

7 utilization of services by the consumer, and 

8 4. Establish a system whereby if an individual qualifies for a 

9 subsidy under the premium assistance px;ogram, established in Section 

10 1010.1 of 'l'itlc 56 of the Oklahoma Statutes, that person is able to 

11 become enrolled through the HUB in conjunction with local, qualified 

12 insurance producers for the certification of low-cost health 

13 insurance programs designed to provide coverage to eligible 

14 individuals. Such programs shall not be required to include certain 

lS mandates. The Board may recommend that plans certified by the 

16 Commissioner be offered statewide to eligible individuals. 

1 7 E. 'l'he HUB shall receive no general revenue a]!'.propriatiens, but 

18 shall be funded by grants awarded to the state. No provision of the 

19 HUB shall be construed as to transfer or subvert regulation of 

20 insurance products through the Oklahoma Insurance Commissioner. 

21 

22 

23 

24 
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1 G. Upon repeal of Section 1361(c) of the PPACA, the HUB shall 

2 be discontinued unless further authorized to exist by an act of the 

3 Okl Legislature at the next regular session. 

4 H. certification by the Attorne General to the Governor, 

5 Sec re tar ate, the Insurance Commissioner, the Executive 

6 Director and the esident Pro Tempore and S eaker of the House that 

7 the PPACA has been ared unconstitutional and ceable by 

8 the Supreme Court of the denial of a 

9 urt, this act shall 

10 cease to be effective. 
\\ 't)ldw 

11 I. Upon certification b ey General to the Governor, 

12 Secretary of State, the Executive 

13 Director and the Pr sident Pro Tern ore and S House that 

14 Section PPACA has been nullified, this 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 cessful er 

21 es that the 

22 fe own e change on 

23 Ok ahomans as provided by the PPACA, the State of Oklahoma shall 
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l return and refund any and all federal monies which were utilized in 

2 the creation of this Exchange. 

3 L. This act shall sunset on January 1, 2015. 

4 SECTION 2. Upon passage and approval by the Governor of this 

5 Act, the Attorney General of the State of Oklahoma shall certify to 

6 the Governor and Secretary of State that this act will not adversely 

7 compromise the foundations of the State's current litigation against 

8 the implementation of the PPACA. Should the Attorney General 

9 certify that this legislation would adversely compromise the 

10 foundations of the State's current litigation, the Executive 

11 Director shall notify the Governor of what steps have been taken in 

12 implementation of the Act and the timeline which needs to be 

13 complied with in order to avoid federal preemption of creation of 

14 the mandated exchange. 

15 SECTION 3: This act shall become effective November 1, 2011. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 
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l Passed the House of Representatives the 17th day of March, 2011. 
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Presiding Officer of the House of 
Representatives 

Passed the Senate the ~~ day of ~~~~~-' 2011. 

Presiding Officer of the Senate 
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 ENGROSSED HOUSE 
BILL NO. 2130 By: Steele and McCullough of 

the House 
 
      and 
 
  Jolley of the Senate 
 
 
 

 
 

An Act relating to insurance; amending Section 2, 
Chapter 128, O.S.L. 2009 (36 O.S. Supp. 2010, Section 
4602), which relates to the duties of the Health Care 
for the Uninsured Board; providing that the Executive 
Director shall advise and aid Board; specifying the 
Secretary of Health and Human Services shall be the 
Executive Director; providing for appointment of 
Board; specifying backgrounds of appointees; 
providing for the appointment of the original Board; 
specifying term of Board membership; providing for 
appointment of vacant positions; requiring initial 
meeting of Board; directing State Department of 
Health to provide space for meetings; changing 
agencies that direct implementation and duties of the 
Board; directing Board to apply for certain grants 
and funds; modifying Insurance Commissioner duties; 
and providing an effective date. 

 
 
 
 
 
BE IT ENACTED BY THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA: 

SECTION 1.     AMENDATORY     Section 2, Chapter 128, O.S.L. 

2009 (36 O.S. Supp. 2010, Section 4602), is amended to read as 

follows: 

Section 4602. In anticipation of the forced implementation of 

the Patient Protection and Affordable Coverage Act (“PPACA”), the 

State of Oklahoma hereby enacts the following as its State directed 
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 Healthcare Exchange to preempt the federal government forcing its 

own version of one as required by the PPACA: 

A.  The Insurance Commissioner in collaboration with the 

Oklahoma Health Care Authority Health Care for the Uninsured Board 

(HUB) Executive Director shall advise and aid the Health Care for 

the Uninsured Board (HUB) in its duties.  The Secretary of Health 

and Human Services shall be the Executive Director.  The Insurance 

Commissioner Executive Director is hereby authorized to promulgate 

such reasonable rules as are necessary to implement the purposes of 

this act, which is limited to facilitate health care decisions being 

made by free Oklahomans rather than by government bureaucrats and a 

nationalized, government run system. Any court decision taken in 

relation to this act shall be construed as favoring the individual’s 

freedom to select health care options on their own accord and to 

promote the freedom of insurance companies to provide market 

centered insurance products free from unnecessary regulation and 

burdens. 

B.  1.  The Health Care for the Uninsured Board shall consist 

of: 

a. three members to be appointed by the Governor who 

shall represent the actuarial interests of the top ten 

health insurance providers in the state who have 

expressed a commitment to participate in the HUB, 
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 b. one member to be appointed by the President Pro 

Tempore of the Senate who shall represent the 

interests of insurance agents in the state, 

c. one member to be appointed by the Speaker of the House 

of Representatives who shall represent the interests 

of Oklahoma employers, 

d. the Chief Executive Officer of the Oklahoma Health 

Care Authority, or designee, 

e. the Insurance Commissioner, or designee, 

f. one member who shall represent the State and Education 

Employees Group Insurance Board, and 

g. one member who shall represent the Oklahoma State 

Employees Benefits Council, and 

g. the Attorney General, or designee, who shall represent 

Oklahoma’s interests in asserting its rights against 

any federal intrusion into states’ rights and 

individual liberties. 

2.  Appointees shall represent interests affected by insurance 

exchange requirements, including business interests, consumers and 

insurance providers. 

3.  The original Board shall be appointed as follows: 

a. the Governor shall appoint one member for a term of 

two (2) years, and two members for a term of three (3) 

years,  
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 b. the President Pro Tempore of the Senate appointee  

shall serve for a term of two (2) years, and 

c. the Speaker of the House of Representatives appointee 

shall serve for a term of three (3) years. 

4.  All terms after the initial term shall be for three (3) 

years.  Vacancies shall be filled in the same manner as that 

position was originally filled. 

5.  The Board shall meet initially no later than December 15, 

2011.  

6.  The State Department of Health shall provide space for 

meetings of the Board. 

C.  The State Board of Health Executive Director shall direct 

the implementation and duties of the HUB to assist the Insurance 

Commissioner.  The duties of the HUB shall be to: 

1.  Advise, consult with, and make recommendations to the 

Insurance Commissioner as to the matters addressed in subsection C D 

of this section; and 

2.  Assist and advise the Insurance Commissioner on such other 

matters as the Commissioner may submit for recommendations to the 

State Board of Health; 

3.  Apply for grants or other federal Medicaid funds available 

to implement the provisions of the Health Care for Oklahomans Act; 
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 3.  Establish a system of counseling, including a website, for 

those individuals who are without health insurance and are not 

covered by Medicaid, that includes but is not limited to: 

a. educating consumers about insurance programs certified 

by the state in accordance with this section, 

b. aiding consumers in choosing policies that cover 

medically necessary services for that consumer, and 

c. educating consumers on how to utilize primary and 

preventative care in order to reduce the unnecessary 

utilization of services by the consumer; and  

4.  Establish a system whereby if an individual qualifies for a 

subsidy under the premium assistance program, established in Section 

1010.1 of Title 56 of the Oklahoma Statutes, that person is able to 

become enrolled through the HUB in conjunction with local, qualified 

insurance producers. 

C. D.  The Insurance Commissioner shall: 

1.  Establish a system of certification for insurance programs 

offered in this state to be recommended offered by the HUB; 

2.  Establish a system for the credentialing of insurance 

producers who intend to market insurance programs certified by the 

state in accordance with this section; and 

3.  Establish a system of counseling, including a website, for 

those individuals who are without health insurance and are not 

covered by Medicaid, that includes but is not limited to: 
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 a. educating consumers about insurance programs certified 

by the state in accordance with this section, 

b. aiding consumers in choosing policies that cover 

medically necessary services for that consumer, and 

c. educating consumers on how to utilize primary and 

preventative care in order to reduce the unnecessary 

utilization of services by the consumer; and 

4.  Establish a system whereby if an individual qualifies for a 

subsidy under the premium assistance program, established in Section 

1010.1 of Title 56 of the Oklahoma Statutes, that person is able to 

become enrolled through the HUB in conjunction with local, qualified 

insurance producers for the certification of low-cost health 

insurance programs designed to provide coverage to eligible 

individuals.  Such programs shall not be required to include certain 

mandates.  The Board may recommend that plans certified by the 

Commissioner be offered statewide to eligible individuals. 

E.  The HUB shall receive no general revenue appropriations, but 

shall be funded by grants awarded to the state. No provision of the 

HUB shall be construed as to transfer or subvert regulation of 

insurance products through the Oklahoma Insurance Commissioner. 

F.  The HUB will comply with the minimum requirements of the 

PPACA in order to avoid federal preemption as directed by the PPACA. 
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 G.  Upon repeal of Section 1361(c) of the PPACA, the HUB shall 

be discontinued unless further authorized to exist by an act of the 

Oklahoma Legislature at the next regular session.  

H.  Upon certification by the Attorney General to the Governor, 

Secretary of State, the Insurance Commissioner, the Executive 

Director and the President Pro Tempore and Speaker of the House that 

the PPACA has been declared unconstitutional and unenforceable by 

the Supreme Court of the United States, either through denial of a 

writ of certiari or through ruling of the Court, this act shall 

cease to be effective. 

I.  Upon certification by the Attorney General to the Governor, 

Secretary of State, the Insurance Commissioner, the Executive 

Director and the President Pro Tempore and Speaker of the House that 

Section 1361(c) of the PPACA has been nullified, this act shall 

cease to be effective. 

J.  Legislative oversight of the HUB shall be vested jointly in 

the Senate Committee on Retirement unless otherwise directed by the 

President Pro Tempore and Insurance and the House Committee on 

Insurance unless otherwise directed by the Speaker of the House. 

K.  Upon successful creation of this HUB and certification by 

the United States Secretary of Health and Human Services that the 

federal government will not be implementing its own exchange on 

Oklahomans as provided by the PPACA, the State of Oklahoma shall 
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 return and refund any and all federal monies which were utilized in 

the creation of this Exchange. 

L.  This act shall sunset on January 1, 2015. 

SECTION 2.  Upon passage and approval by the Governor of this 

Act, the Attorney General of the State of Oklahoma shall certify to 

the Governor and Secretary of State that this act will not adversely 

compromise the foundations of the State’s current litigation against 

the implementation of the PPACA.  Should the Attorney General 

certify that this legislation would adversely compromise the 

foundations of the State’s current litigation, the Executive 

Director shall notify the Governor of what steps have been taken in 

implementation of the Act and the timeline which needs to be 

complied with in order to avoid federal preemption of creation of 

the mandated exchange. 

SECTION 3:  This act shall become effective November 1, 2011. 
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 Passed the House of Representatives the 17th day of March, 2011. 

 
 
 

  
Presiding Officer of the House of 

 Representatives 
 
 

Passed the Senate the ____ day of __________, 2011. 

 
 
 

  
Presiding Officer of the Senate 
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: HB2130 compromise
Date: Monday, April 04, 2011 5:26:00 PM

Wayne Greene called earlier, says he read a blog over the weekend claiming Senator Brown has put
compromise health insurance exchange language in HB1996.  WG wanted to know more about that
or if we’re working on that proposal.
 
Did you speak with him today or know anything about it?
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Kandi Batts; Marcia Crawford
Subject: Health care exchange/Medicaid expansion
Date: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:44:00 PM
Attachments: image002.png

Here are the main points on the health care exchange/Medicaid issue:
 

·         Governor Fallin has spent considerable time researching the issue; she and her office
have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma stakeholders and health care experts
across the country to determine the best course of action for Oklahoma

·         Despite the governor’s opposition to the federal health care law, the state of
Oklahoma is legally obligated to either build an exchange that is PPACA (federal
health care bill) compliant and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default
to an exchange run by the federal government.

·         Any exchange that is PPACA compliant will necessarily be ‘state-run’ in name only
and would require Oklahoma resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not
benefit Oklahoma taxpayers to actively support and fund a new government program
that will ultimately be under the control of the federal government, that is opposed by
a clear majority of Oklahomans, and that will further the implementation of a law that
threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of
the nation.

·         Expanding Medicaid would be unaffordable and would cost the state of Oklahoma up
to $475 million between now and 2020

o   The annual expense of expanding the program would escalate in subsequent
years.

·         Expanding Medicaid would also further Oklahoma’s reliance on federal money that
may or may not be available in the future given the dire fiscal problems facing the
federal government (fiscal cliff, national debt, budget deficits, etc).

·         The new costs associated with Medicaid expansion would require cuts to important
government priorities such as education and public safety.

·         The governor supports Oklahoma AG Scott Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of
PPACA and remains optimistic that Oklahoma’s challenge can succeed.

·         The governor will continue to pursue state-based solutions that improve health
outcomes and contain costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for instance,
should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health, where effective chronic
disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of skyrocketing
medical bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits.

 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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Find Gov. Fallin on:
 

   
 
On the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
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To: Governor Mary Fallin 
From: Katie Altshuler and Andrew Silvestri 
Date: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 
Re: Health Care Reform 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Introduction: 
 
Oklahoma is currently evaluating the SoonerCare (Medicaid) Program to see where we are and 
what additional reforms are necessary.  At this point all options are on the table and we are 
trying to determine what types of changes or waivers might serve us best.  As you can see from 
the RGA letter signed by 29 Republican Governor’s we are all working closely together on 
consensus areas.  We believe there is strength in numbers and with enough of us working 
together to demand flexibility surely we will not be ignored.  It is important to note that 
Oklahoma already has some of the lowest eligibility levels in the country. For example, non-
pregnant parents must be at 37% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) or below as compared to 
200 or 250 percent in other states.  Additionally, Oklahoma’s eligibility level for pregnant 
women is 185 percent FPL as compared to a minimum of 200 percent in most other states.  We 
are ahead of the game in some areas such as online enrollment and we are currently looking 
into ways to better deal with our dual eligible population.  Oklahoma does offer optional 
benefits that are not required by Federal law such as durable medical goods, prescription drugs, 
behavioral health, transplants, dental and circumcision that could be reduced; however there 
would likely be a greater cost incurred by the state if these services were not offered.  States 
are required to cover the cost of non-emergency transportation which seems like an extra that 
we should be allowed to cut back in times of fiscal crisis.  Additionally, states need greater 
flexibility in determining co pays. As noted in the RGA letter, states must be able to enforce 
reasonable cost sharing for those able to pay. 
 
 
Background (data as of 2010 unless noted otherwise): 
 
Oklahoma Health Insurance Coverage Status  
 

Oklahoma                   United States 
 
Employer                     1,714,100                   157,194,100  
Individual                    156,600                       13,995,800  
Medicaid                     505,000                       42,326,300  
Medicare                    502,300                       37,183,500  
 
Uninsured                    Oklahoma                   United States 
 
Total population          3,550,203                    307,006,550 
Total uninsured           564,700                       45,700,000 
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Breakdown of Uninsured as of 2009 
 
Oklahoma 

 
Total                            16% of total population 
Children (age 0-18)     10.4% of OK child population 
Adults (over age 18)   22% of OK adult population 
 
United States 
 
Total                            15.4% of total U.S. population 
Children (age 0-18)     10% of U.S. child population 
Adults (over age 18)   17% of U.S. adult population 
  
 
SoonerCare (Medicaid) Enrollment as of May 2011 
 
Aged/Blind/Disabled (ABD) 

Children          19,523 (2.68%)  
Adults              129,423 (17.76%) 

 
Children/Parents 
            Children          456,756 (62.69%) 
            Adults              65,667 (9.01%) 
 
Other (child custody, refugee, Qualified Medicare Beneficiary, DDSD Supported Living, etc.) 
            Children          172 (0.02%) 

Adults              20,097 (2.76%) 
 
Oklahoma Cares         1,659 (0.23%)  
(Breast & Cervical Cancer) 
 
SoonerPlan                  34,909 (4.79%) 
(Family Planning) 
 
TEFRA                          388 (0.05%) 
 
Total Enrollment         728,594  
 
State Medicaid Funding: 
 
2010 Total Expenditures:                                                        $4,350,788,295 
Federal Share:                                                                         $2,667,539,569 
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Other (ARRA, Tobacco Funds, Drug Rebate, etc.):                 $508,946,267 
State Share/OHCA:                                                                 $938,718,686 
State Share/Other Agencies:                                                  $235,583,773 
 
Projected PPACA State Spending Increases: 
 
2014 - $41,555,544 
2020 -$441,172,419 
 
Projected PPACA Total Program Cost Increases (State and Federal): 
 
2014 – $605,207,000 
2020 - $4,449,280,343 
 
Background Information on Waivers: 
 
The information provided below has come from recent news reports and provides a snap shot; I 
am conducting research and hope to provide you with a comprehensive list of all waivers soon. 
The ATTACHMENT summarizes the process for which an entity (State, employer or insurer) can 
apply for a waiver and it also includes a list of waivers approved for 2011.  It has been provided 
by the US Dept. of Health and Human Services and was last updated in January of this year. 

 
- As of the beginning of June it is being reported that the Administration has granted a 

number of waivers easing requirements of the new health care law with regard to 
insurance regulations.  Most of the waivers relate to annual coverage limits (unlimited 
mandate as of 2014) and the provision that requires insurance companies to spend at 
least 80 percent of the premiums they collect on medical care and quality rather than 
overhead or profits.   

- Some states have also submitted waivers dealing with Medicaid requirements.  
- Arizona and New Jersey have submitted waivers to tighten Medicaid eligibility for 

adults. 
- Florida, New Jersey, Ohio and Tennessee have been granted temporary waivers allowing 

individuals in their states to keep insurance plans with limited annual coverage. To 
qualify for this waiver, states, employers or insurers must demonstrate that compliance 
with the federal requirement would cause “a significant increase in premiums or a 
decrease in access to benefits.” 

- Maine, New Hampshire and Nevada have been granted waivers allowing them to adjust 
the Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) the 80 percent standard to a lower percentage such as 65 
percent. 

- Rhode Island has been granted the broadest waiver to date.  In 2008, Governor Carcieri 
tasked his Secretary of Health and Human Services, Gary Alexander, to apply for a 
“Global Consumer Choice Compact Waiver” from the federal government.  Rhode 
Island’s waiver is not quite a block grant. It preserves the FMAP, but caps aggregate 
federal and state spending through 2013 at $12.075 billion. Nevertheless, it appears to 
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have had the results one would expect from a block grant. Spending has plummeted 
from what was anticipated. Through the first six quarters of the waiver (January 1, 2009, 
through June 30, 2010) actual spending was only $2.7 billion versus $3.8 billion 
budgeted, according to an analysis produced by Secretary Alexander last December.  
However, this was approved under the Bush Administration and HHS has stated that 
they are not likely to approve similar waivers from other states. 

- A number of entities including employers, insurers and union plans (Examples: 
McDonalds and United Federation of Teachers) were granted one year waivers allowing 
them to continue to offer minimal coverage below the new laws standards. 

- There are apparently few Oklahoma entities that have applied for insurance related 
waivers (a couple of companies and at least one tribe), but I am still trying to track them 
down. 
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Heath Care Seminar, The Heritage Foundation, \Vashington D.C., April 12'\ 2010 

Notes compiled by Rep. Mark McCullough 

Dr. Robert Moffit, Head of Heath Care Policy, Heritage 
This will be a long, contentious implementation process. The oppmtunity is to re-frame the 
debate as regards the basic relationship between the state and its citizens as to health care. 

The key point that has been washed out is that there is a real separation between the States and 
the Fed as to enumerated powers. The states must take a leadership role in the next 8 years to 
shape the debate and the implementation of whatever health system ends up evolving. We need 
to make sure we aggressively look to the interests of our constituents. 

Sen Orrin Hatch, Utah 
Utah is a shining example of why the States should be put in charge of developing health care 
policy and not the Fed. 

We have never seen anything like what we are dealing with right now in our history. The line 
between the public and private sector has never been more blutTed. The 10 year fiscal outlook is 
bleak. Largest national debt since 1945. We are looking at debt reaching 90% of GDP by 2020. 

Majority of Americans know that that this bill will increase costs and deficits and that is reflected 
consistently in public opinion. 

Most major spending provision in this bill don't kick in until after the 2014 presidential election. 
The l O year cost of this bill is estimated at 2.5 trillion dollars. 

Democrat experts at CBO: The key point is that any saving in this bill are one time savings that 
cannot be repeated. 

Utah's Medicaid costs will increase by 50%. 

He believes that the individual mandate is unconstitutional. The Constitution allows the 
Congress to regulate interstate commerce, but the Courts have never ratified that Congress can 
require pmticipation in commerce. If this is allowed, then there is no limit to Congress' powers. 
Liberty itself is what is at stake. A liberal constitutional scholar, Jonathan Turley, recently 
admitted that this bill will seriously compromise basic libe1ty. 

He said he knows he is preaching to the choir, but that the Democrats have truly put themselves 
at odds with the American people and passed this bill in a very bad exercise in government. 

He believes that the Democrats will use the higher costs created by this bill to blame the private 
sector and further rationalize a single payer system. 

The Heritage foundation is very important. They are constantly trying to find ways to b1ing 
common sense to government. The Republicans up here pay a great deal of attention to the 
Heritage Foundation and their publications are wmth reading. 

1 
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Many Democrats are becoming tetTitied about all of the spending. 

Seventeen union states have been exempted from the "Cadillac tax", which, in any event will not 
be implemented until 2018. He doesn't think it will be implemented at all. 

The reason he left the Democratic party because, years ago, that there was this unholy belief that 
the Federal Government will solve all problems. 

Ed Haislmaier, Heritage Heath Specialist - Introducing Panelists 
This man is brilliant. Take him very seriously. 

We have an official crisis in health care because the Fed has set the clock running. Real 
leadership comes when you change when there is not a crisis. He saw this when he was at Phizer 
Phmmaceuticals, who changed their successful sales force b/c they saw it wasn't going to work 
in l O years. That is what David Clark did with health care in Utah. 

In Utah, they did risk assessment first, unlike Mass, which did community rating and mandatory 
issue. 

Ed thinks that the Health Care Bill could be repealed, having said that, the Feds don't have 
insurance experience, so the States have a huge opportunity to change this thing over the 
next several years. He thinks it is hugely likely that the controversial parts will be defunded 
in the coming years. 

Rep. David Clark, Speaker of the Utah House 
They also passed their Exchange in 09, like Oklahoma, but they have totally implemented 
in under a year. They passed legislation and implemented in S months. No joke. 

They went to Heritage for help. 

They tried to emulate Mass, but Utah didn't have the money. They wanted to have quality health 
care for every citizen. In Mass, 70% of all lives there were covered by Fortune 500 companies. 
They have the opposite: 750,000 small businesses. He is grateful to Mass for jumping in first to 
put together and Exchange. 

The brain trust is here: Dan Schuyler, Cheryl Smith, Cathy Dupont, David Jackson, Don Garlitz, 
Brian Somers. 

They leveraged with the private sector. BSwift and HealthEquity. They did not have to 
develop, in house, the expe1iise to implement. 

They have high quality health and low cost health care. They measure twice and cut once. They 
looked at the small businesses and their needs. But health care and wage inflation was making 
costs unsustainable. This thing was born out of financial necessity to stay competitive on rising 
health care costs. 
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First year: health task force three years ago - its still going. TF identified the 6 key areas to work 
on. They figured it would take I 0 years to reverse the problematic trends. 

First of all they determined that personal responsibility had to be emphasized in creating a 
ph111. Second it had to be market based. I.e. when having a heart attack, you are not shopping 
around, but you can when looking for total knee replacement. When craning policy, when you 
can reflect, how can you encourage "shopping around?" He believes that the Exchange is the 
only viable option out there right now for achieving these two goals. 

He said 15 years ago GM was one of the largest company in the world, now we call them 
Government Motors. The point is: you can't bet against the market. They got killed by heath care 
costs. 

They have a variety of demonstration projects on : electronic medical records, diabetes, Clinical 
Health Information Exchange, All-Payer Database: they have accumulated over a million 
people's medical records for electronic storage. 

The largest philoso hical issu ~going from a defined benefit health 
para igm to adefincl_contribution paradigm. They went to the "Coburn" model on a state level 
and allowed citizens to deduct health care individually from taxes, not just businesses -
something the Fed's steadfastly refuse to do. 

They have a universal enrolment fonn. There are only 2 functioning plans in the US right now, 
Utah and Mass - both at the polar opposite ends of the spectrum. Mass: big government, 
mandates and a huge entitlement. Utah: all market based. Mass: $25 million to run their plan. 
Utah: $600,000. No joke. 

He does not believe that we will be able to repeal and replace the Heath Care Bill.JI~ 
thinks th_~Jrnportunity is for the States to, de-facto,~JJ1e i:eg!!!!!ti_Q!!!J!!ld hand them to 
iheFids. He thinks we have, as states, failed in the past in doing this. He says.:We have· tQ be 
,l_\ggress1ve in propagating the rules that will be coming in the next decade. We must be 
cohesive and work together in doing it. 

This will be a series of battles in the regulatory environment. 

Dan Schuler, Utah's Two Exchange Employees 
One of two of employees running their exchange. Y ;ah, you read that right - two. 

How does it work: 
I) Employer registers. (Small employers, under 50) 
2) Employee enters information. Universal health application. 
3) Turned over to insurance companies who evaluate risk: Premium Generated. 
4) Employee compares and shops for plans. 
5) Enrollment is Finalized. 
6) Plans go into effect on designated dates. 
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All done on a web site. 

They are working on a large employer plan. 

Premium aggregation is unique to the exchange. If you or your spouse are working for two 
employers, you can combine benefits to buy what you want. 

They have an "optimizer filter" that lets you look at your past health care spending practices 
and gives a boatload ofinfomrntion based on various factors, ie. total out of pocket vs total cost, 
etc. 

You can compare up to 4 plans to see what is important to you. About I 6 categories you can drill 
down on or you can just look at plan basics. le., prescription drugs or mental health. 

There are no mandate,s whatsoever. They anticipated launching in 20 I 2 they were approached 
by employers and asked to implement early. They have 85% of their insurance com_eanies 
participating in Utah's exchange. (This is the way Ed Haislmaier envisioned it being--~ 
iIDprementeClm tllefirst place, ancl\~hat he talked about when he flew to OK and held a two day 
seminar at the Capitol back in Aug of 07). 

Q&A 
...)c- How did switching to a defined contribution work? If you want to participate in the Exchange, 

you must use definedJ:_ontribution. First, they do a typical underwriting, or risk adjustment for 
the population of the business. Tli.e Employer has X dollar value that they allocate to the 
employee to shop for what plan suits them best, instead of selecting a plan for the employee. An 
allowance. There are a number of ways to do this a$ an employer. Two main things that drive the 
'premiums: family size and age range (age banding). Really, every employer already is dofog 
defined contribution,,.tl.1ey Just offer one plan. They contemplate that the employer could "break 
up" the contributions, spending more on their older employees for example. 

Did Utah start out with several mandates? They have very few benefit mandates. They also 
created Utah's homegrown "COBRA" where there are very few mandates. 
Utah has a high risk pool. 3800 people. Guai:_antee issue for the High Risk Pool. All this has only 
been done with the.employer mar~not the individual market. -

!'rospectiv~ risJL!!§~essment!!1ts_1:~,i!!!.YJt!tl11S,!!:._The insurers have to stay engaged. Between 
75,00 to 250,000 they share risk. Most insurers have already done their catastrophic risk 
assessment and have for years. 

When switching to a buyer based market the insurers will complain "oh we'll get all the 
diabetics" but when everyone has to play in the high risk pool, they all worked it out together. 
The state facilitated the conversation. They got all the insurance big shots in a room and had one 
of their experts check their various statements for accuracy. 
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My question: how does the tax credit for employer's work in Utah.? Utah created a tax credit 
against their state income tax for those in the individual market only. About 190, 000 people. 
This may also not be implemented immediately because of the budget crunch. Pretty small sub 
set and if they don't pay much state tax, is it really that helpful? I think we should do it, but.. .. 

Utah now has 3 technical advisory committees. Industry has contributed 10,000 man hours of 
work in hammering out the details. Working i,>roups ... why does that sound familiar? 

Who were the biggest batTiers? Everyone is resistant to change. Senate I House: conservative, 
not conservative enough. It all went back to economics. J:hr~eJ~rg_e,i11,i;~rer,LCOYl<1'..8Q.%_p_f1Lt1lh· ... 
Biggest mistake was putting them all in a room - it b_t:call:le divide and congu~r. But he had to get 
them on board. The most spears he has pulled out of his back have come from the broker 
community. Brokers get commissions from insurance sold through the Exchang0he "i7esistance 
comes from paranoia that the Exchange will make them itTelevant. The stereotypical broker does 
not work very hard, and they saw this change as a challenge to their lifestyle. It actually takes 
work to so1i through what is best for 20 different families in a given company. Ed was blunt: 
most brokers look at this job as easy money: get people on board and just keep them indefinitely. 
You get a 9% increase in their premiums, hey great. If you now shop on the Exchange, you could 
lose them. In Utah, most of the thinking brokers now know they stand to benefit from the 
Exchange. Utah crated a broker advisory group to give them a higher comfort level. The 
legislation that was passed was comprehensive, so the Speaker tried not to make it look like they 
were picking on one party. The transparency was key, and that had to affect everyone: brokers, 
health care providers. The business community is an ally because they want a better insurance 
~ystem. ~peaker Clark said this was the most complicated thing he ever did. They had to find key 
people they could rely on and give them cover. He said his vendors were keys. He learned about 
how insurance companies price. 

S eaker Clm·k thinks that we'll see that employers are going to dump employees. Medicaid 
now covers everyone at 3% of' the FPL --

Clark wants to work harder and faster to make sure their market based system gets 
cemented as a model. -

Matt Towery, Polling Guy, Syndicated Columnist, Author, Former Newt Staff 
73 l respondents. Margin of error 3.7%. Scientifically designed. Properly weighted. Properly 
queried: What is your opinion of the Health Care Legislation. 51 % do not support. 53% of 
independents oppose. Those who disapproved, why? 

Gave several reasons: the runaway winner: People don't like government period. They are 
increasingly resistant to pro-active government. This is the thing. There is no other thing,__ 
Washington is an insular town. They get caught up in the minutia. America says: don't tread on 
me. 
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Of those who said they supp01ted it gave: cover the uninsured and preexisting conditions, 
something that could be fixed at the state level. 

When they gave a loaded question about whether we should have dealt with deficits and 
spending first, 57% of independents agreed. 
One thing the American public is experiencing is fear. Health care was the touchstone, but the 
underlying concern is the overwhelming size of government and the swelling deficits. 

Extremely low confidence numbers in state and federal leadership. 

Message: don't regulate, provide opportunity. Opportunity is what people want right now. 
And people are interested in themselves and their own well being. 

When trying to implement the Exchange, do not appear to regulate. Be incremental. 

Dr. Moffitt -Reflections on the Exchange: 

The real problem is with Small Businessss being.ahlllJ9_[1rQYlQ!;jn_sillll!1Cc. The ,tax code is the 
800 lb gorilla. If you don't get insurance thru your employer, you essentially pay a huge 30 to 
50% tax on insurance, b/c you pay for it with after tax dollars. 

Heritage was the first organization to put pen to paper and sketch out the Exchange: It is 
-~not a regulator, it simply processes paperwork for premium payments and facilitates 
T ?Ssignment of premiums. A key pnncilli!Lbeca~ the employer facilitates the insurance, the 

. defined contribution that is provided to em lo ees is tax free and the benefits are tax free. This is 
still group insurance. mp oyees have a property right in the insurance. It achieving personal 
ownership of the insurance. 

The Massachusetts Plan 
Tim Murphy, Michael Widmer, Jim Stergios, Cindy Gillespie. 

Tim Murphy, Worked on Romney's staff on their current Health System "Romneycare." 
Mass wanted to insure their I 0% of uninsured. They had a number of funding sources to fund the 
"unfunded care pool" doled out to HCP like hospitals. 800 to 900 million dollars. Byzantine. 
Untenable. 

Health care costs were growing 7 to 9% a year. Health care costs are 2X bigger than the State's 
ability to generate tax revenue. They finally got disallowed on a waiver they were using. They 
were going to lose about 385 million dollars from the Fed. So viola, Romneycare. 

They took a very holistic approach. They identified by income cohoti. Kensyan (sp) assumption: 
if you don't have insurance you must be poor. Untrue. E[!·st grouQ_:_Fully 20% of the uninsured 
were not signing up for Medicaid although they qualified. fully half earned_l!lQO& of the FPL: 
$ll,,00Q_!>.!...1!1.oi:_e_:."',1,~en 't th~ bu.Y,i,t1g insu~ Final 1-,'1·0up, less than 300% of FPL but 
not eligible for Medicaid (about 200,000). 

~---. 
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Mass was (is) heavily regulated insurance market. The dysfunctional market was the non-group 
market. Average age 56. Female. Guaranteed issue. Cadillac plan. The people who did sign up 
were older and sicker. Younger wouldn't sign up. Wouldn't allow HMO's and HSA's. Mass 
merged the small group and non-group market. For individuals, it cut the individual market 
premium way down (over 30%) and raised the small group premium about 2%. The mandate 
forced people into the pool who were making rational economic decisions to not buy insurance. 

For their "slip thru the crack" folks (under 300% of FPL but no Medicaid) they created a 
sliding scale subsidy (my commentary: this is the part that has been criticized for the 
escalating costs). 

They also have the Exchange or Connector. This was the big market based part of the 
overhaul. The first Exchange program in the US. They chose to make the Exchange administer 
their new subsidy. 

Individual mandate. Very controversial. The original idea: over 18, buy a catastrophic plan or 
post a bond showing financial wherewithal. The rational: the uninsured 's costs get socialized 
when they do need care. Of course, the Mass legislature messed it up and made the baseline plan 
loaded up with all the goodies and therefore expensive. He thinks it was a big mistake. 

Two things that Mass did b/c of the new subsidy: If the employer offers insurance - you have to 
buy it. If you are an employer who wants to dump your low wage employees, you can't offer an 
insurance plan to higher wage earners that you don't offer to you low wage workers. 

Michael Widmer 
The estimate for the new subsidy for the 150,000 uninsured "crack slippers"+ 750 million 
per year or $5000 per person. 

They calculate the cost to the state of employers not getting insurance was $295 per employee 
per year. That is where they got the penalty from. 

He contests the assertion of the State Treasurer that the new health care system is a budget 
buster. See WSJ article. He asseiis that many have an interest in showing that "Mass has failed." 
He said there has been a reduction in benefits, mainly to illegal immigrants. He says this is due to 
the general financial downturn affecting the budget. 

Their "uncompensated care pool" money is now more rationally distributed. 

He did mention that the cost of premiums have been a problem for businesses. He says costs are 
going to have to be addressed. 

Jim Stergios 
Highlights of the Mass plan. 
Putting the Connector together with a Board filled by people who have agendas to make 
the plans look the way they want is not working in Mass. Have to make this a market thing. 
It's very top down in Mass. They have a lot of power. It's not the way to get it done. Huge issue 
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in the Governor's race. Still a lot of people in the pove1ty band not in the system. Some concern 
that there is crowd out. There is a lack of information on several issues coming out of the 
Connector. He says that ER utilization has not really gone down like they thought it would. 

Cindy Gillespie 
This lady is with Heritage, she was fantastic. 
Important elements of the Health Care Bill. (Mass and Utah become very important). The first 
ones to engage HHS will have the ability to influence the regs. 

The Exchange envisioned in the Health Care Bill is NOT what Mass and Utah have. This is 
not a State based exchange. It is a State administered Exchange. 

\Vhat Exchange Does: 
I) To certify health plans for sale. Requirements set by HHS. N() one kn9ws yet. There are 
Qro.ad..categoviOS-of..c.UYera~.J:JHS will come back with specifics. 
2) Offer them to employers and help people enroll. 
3) Exchange will facilitate eligibility for any state subsidized plan. Single eligibility and access 
to subsidies portal. 
4) Refundable tax credits will be paid directly to the insurer. Feds don't have a Premium 
(\.ggregator. Evidently, the. Premium Aggregator is real important. 
5) Exchange for md1v1duals and Exchange for Small Business. 

BJ·st decision a Sta.te must make:. Establish and exchange or let HHS do it. 
Second decision: What will the Exchange be? Nonprofit? \Vhat branch of government? In 
Mass, it is on its own. In Utah, it's in the Dept of Econ Development or something like it. Mass 
really focused on individual market. 

States get to decide how much gets to be privatized. How much can the exchange contract out for 
services? Utah extensively uses vendors. 

What other functions do you want the Exchange to do? Do you want a Premium Aggregator? 

How aggressively do you want to implement heading to January 2014? Mass did phased 
implementation over a year instead of going live on day one? THERE IS MONEY FOR 
STATES TO PHASE IN THE EXCHANGE. 

~ THE EX HAN GE HAS TO BE CERTIFED AS FUNCTIONAL BY .HINE 201~ HHS 
' \VILL COME IN AND DO IT FOR YOU. ·--

States have until 2012 session at the latest to get this passed. Some states will want liberal 
versions, and some states will want more market based Exchanges. 

HHS will certify a minimum list of benefits that must be offered in anyJ!l!tn. Any additional 
bene~fered, and so drive up preiniun1s, will have to be picked up bytl{e States~ 
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A small business will ultimately be calculated as l 00 employees or less. 

All states must monitor premium increases by Jan 2014. Funds available to begin monitoring. 

Wow. This really is a big government deal. The reality is, this is coming. 

Dennis Smith, Former Director of Medicaid under Bush 
Evidently, this guy is a super Medicaid guru. 

It is alanning to him the extent to which the Health Care Bill marginalizes the States. It is absurd 
and comical at the same time. 

The States are going to have to fight for their sovereign role. The States are being treated as so 
much bother. 

State Legislators need to bone up on their state Medicaid Program. 

Who will the Insurance Commissioner work for? The State or HHS? 

There will need to be a Committee set up to filter all of this information in a transparent 
way. 

If the Legislatm·es don't have all the facts in front of them, we are going to get rolled. Do 
you want an agency or advocacy groups determining eligibility for Medicaid or the Exchange? 

He says the new Medicaid eligibles are eligible at a real, adjusted 140% of the FPL. Most of who 
'are healthy young adults. 

Getting transparency out of the agencies will need to be a priority. Agencies tend to state "we're 
doing the best that we can" and they will tend to obscure transparency. He stated, for example, 
that enrollment error rates in one study to be at 20%. 

The Legislature may need to begin!Q_Ql!l)!J!ai:cJQ!!.l!~ith !l.gen_cies_a_n1<oollnties. The Bill gives 
the States the authority to outsource the entire Exchange and what to include in it. Can use this 
for leverage to push the agencys to be transparent. 

Demand the Feds come, immediately, to our states and begin to testify on how this is going 
to work. They are already taking the term'.'State" out of the program names, ie. S-CHIP is now 
just CHIP. Same for the official name of the Medicaid program. We should be outraged. ---
When the Exchange starts, the SCHIP kids should, by definition, not qualify for the new 
entitlement. 
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Cost sharing is an important part of this. There are new inequities across families. Definitions of 
families have changed with this. le. 26 year olds are now covered under parents insurance. Third 
party liability is going to be more important. 

HHS said that states cannot change their cost sharing, without any authority. 

The states are going to have to look for fights to pick. 

Benchmark plans arg_going to be the standard. If we J_:>ass a plan then we can defend it in 
Federal court. .-- ----

\Vhen this Bill was passed many states were looking at Exchanges. This isn't the foreign 
idea. It would be foreign to turn this over to an outside entity that the State has no control 
over. Where are the opp01iunities to privatize and outsource? 

State Legislatures are going to have to work hard to find ways to keep from raising taxes. 

To all of our colleagues who don't want to be bothered with health care minutia, they are 
going to have to get engaged. This is a huge deal that will dramatically affect the budget. 

He says that the Feds can't pull Medicaid funding if they pass the Freedom of Healthcare 
Act. 

Get actuarials to certify benchmark plan equivalents, so that HHS will have a hard time 
pushing back against it. 

Find a better wax to better manage our duel eligibles. CMS is evidently interested in this. 83% of 
all Medicaid spe~ding is on people with 3 or more chronic conditions. 

He says it's crazy for 20 something graduate students to be Medicaid eligible. 

l l l 5 waivers are closed for business. 

States should be hollering at CMS for playing favorites with certain states. Why can New York 
put their SSD in managed care but not us? 

Don't wait for the regulations. Get aggressive. Bring your "A" team. 

IMPORTANT: Get a State Plan Amendment (Benchmark Plan) on the Books as soon as 
possible. CMS has to approve it if it complies with the Law, and we can litigate the decision 
in Federal Court. 

Take a hard look at who is actually running Medicaid in OK. Get someone in there with an 
insurance background. Root out fraud. 
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Look at the high users at try and get them in managed care. Better to manage their chronic 
problems. Find your find high users. We are doing some of this in OK. In OK, 58% of Medicaid 
Expenditures are on Blind, Aged and Disabled. 

Big panel on the Future of Health Care beyond the Health Care Bill 
Amanda Adkins form Missouri 
There is an opportunity for Employers to drive refonn. ABC handout. 
Super automated health care records. 

Ralph Bernstein, US Bank 
One of their areas of expetiise is health care payments. There is a natural connection bit what is 
going on in health care and what they have been doing for a long time. Card based payments. 
Tax credit payments. There has been a lack of thinking at the Fed level fm: __ howyou move the 
money. They operate HSA's and FSA's. They move money around all day long. They facilitate 
·nT funding. They coordinate payments. Hmm. An opportunity for our banks in OK to help with 
all this. He commented that Utah reached out to the private sector to get help. We are here, use 
us. 

Ed said: The Private Sector will always move faster than you (state gov) but you will always will 
move faster than the Fed. 

Tim Murphy, Beacon, Behavioral Health, Boston 
So many of your high cost patients have behavioral health co-morbidities. They provide 
expertise in managing these types of patients. They build out systems of care. 
Who were the uninsured: a lot are young, healthy and in and out of the work force. They look a 
lot more like small business than typical Medicaid. The one area where they used higher health 
care was behavioral health: up to 3 times higher in this category. Typically they are childless 
adults who can't hold a job b/c of their behavioral health problems. If these people get dumped 
into Medicaid, they will sink you. Once they get on prescription drngs it gets expensive. You 
need to really think about how to manage this populations. Hmm. 

Raymond Seaver, BSwift, Vendor that is helping Utah. Employee Benefits. 
Their software is ideally suited fo1· an employer based defined contribution health plan -
the Exchange. 
When shopping for coverage on the Exchange website, this technology becomes very important. 
They can manage the movement of the people constantly coming in and out of the system. 
They developed the Premium Aggregation component of Utah's system. 
An Exchange involves a high number of transactions and changes. They are configurable. You 
don't have to customize. 
You can make good use of the funds you get from the Feds to set up the system. 

Steve May, Millman, A very large actuarial firm. 
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Ed re-stated that Legislators are in a position that they are really going to have to ride heard and 
do their homework on their own Medicaid and on this Bill. 

Steve says that they can model the costs of all the new mandates. Gazby 45 is a new 
requirement for State Retirement benefits to accurately model the costs of these plans. The 
states and municipalities that are moving forward with these requirements' are getting AAA 
ratings b/c they are starting to put money aside and prepare. You can cut your liability in half if 
you pre-fond. You can apply this to health benefits as well. They are also finding out that the 
States and Munis are in worse shape than they previously thought because of this new rule. 

Steve Neeleman, Health Equity, One of the Owners of the Thunder is a Health Equity 
Investor 
HSA administrators. Gave examples of American Express putting everyone on HSA's and 
their health care costs have been flat for several years. Indiana doing the same thing. He can't 
believe that this hasn't taken off more than it has. He thinks Exchanges and HSA's are a good 
combination. 

Eric Grnssman, Trizetto, a big competitor to CMS for claims management 
In 2015 the Exchanges will have to compete head to head with existing channels of distributions 
(brokers) with no Federal subsidies for administrative costs. 

You need broker participation in an Exchange. 

He says that the Mass Exchange web site is not easy to use. 

Dennis Smith, working for Leavitt Partners, him and Leavitt have run the Fed Medicaid 
Program for many years 
Consultants. Translators between the private sector and the Medicaid program that they know so 
well. Government doesn't pay for health care, it pays for billing codes. 
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Heath Care Seminar, The Heritage Foundation, Washington D.C .. April 12' 11
, 2010 

Notes compiled by Rep. Mark McCullough 

Dr. Robert Moffit, Head of Heath Care Policy, Heritage 
This will be a long, contentious implementation process. The opp01tunity is to re-frame the 
debate as regards the basic relationship between the state and its citizens as to health care. 

The key point that has been washed out is that there is a real separation between the States and 
the Fed as to enumerated powers. The states must take a leadership role in the next 8 years to 
shape the debate and the implementation of whatever health system ends up evolving. We need 
to make sure we aggressively look to the interests of our constituents. 

Sen Orrin Hatch, Utah 
Utah is a shining example of why the States should be put in charge of developing health care 
policy and not the Fed. 

We have never seen anything like what we are dealing with right now in our history. The line 
between the public and private sector has never been more blutTed. The l 0 year fiscal outlook is 
bleak. Largest national debt since 1945. We are looking at debt reaching 90% of GDP by 2020. 

Majority of Americans know that that this bill will increase costs and deficits and that is reflected 
consistently in public opinion. 

Most major spending provision in this bill don't kick in until after the 2014 presidential election. 
The 10 year cost of this bill is estimated at 2.5 trillion dollars. 

Democrat experts at CBO: The key point is that any saving in this bill are one time savings that 
cannot be repeated. 

Utah's Medicaid costs will increase by 50%. 

He believes that the individual mandate is unconstitutional. The Constitution allows the 
Congress to regulate interstate commerce, but the Courts have never ratified that Congress can 
require pmticipation in commerce. If this is allowed, then there is no limit to Congress' powers. 
Liberty itself is what is at stake. A liberal constitutional scholar, Jonathan Turley, recently 
admitted that this bill will seriously compromise basic libe1ty. 

He said he knows he is preaching to the choir, but that the Democrats have truly put themselves 
at odds with the American people and passed this bill in a very bad exercise in government. 

He believes that the Democrats will use the higher costs created by this bill to blame the private 
sector and further rationalize a single payer system. 

The Heritage foundation is very important. They are constantly trying to find ways to bring 
common sense to government. The Republicans up here pay a great deal of attention to the 
Heritage Foundation and their publications are worth reading. 
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Many Democrats arc becoming te1Tified about all of the spending. 

Seventeen union states have been exempted from the "Cadillac tax'', which, in any event will not 
be implemented until 2018. He doesn't think it will be implemented at all. 

The reason he left the Democratic party because, years ago, that there was this unholy belief that 
the Federal Government will solve all problems. 

Ed Haislmaier, Heritage Heath Specialist - Introducing Panelists 
This man is brilliant. Take him very seriously. 

We have an official crisis in health care because the Fed has set the clock running. Real 
leadership comes when you change when there is not a crisis. He saw this when he was at Phizer 
Phaimaceuticals, who changed their successful sales force b/c they saw it wasn't going to work 
in I 0 years. That is what David Clark did with health care in Utah. 

In Utah, they did risk assessment first, unlike Mass, which did community rating and mandatory 
issue. 

Ed thinks that the Health Care Bill could be repealed, having said that, the Feds don't have 
insurance experience, so the States have a huge opportunity to change this thing over the 
next several years. He thinks it is hugely likely that the controversial parts will be defunded 
in the coming years. 

Rep. David Clark, Speake1· of the Utah House 
They also passed their Exchange in 09, like Oklahoma, but they have totally implemented 
in under a year. They passed legislation and implemented in 5 months. No joke. 

They went to Heritage for help. 

They tried to emulate Mass, but Utah didn't have the money. They wanted to have quality health 
care for every citizen. In Mass, 70% of all lives there were covered by Fortune 500 companies. 
They have the opposite: 750,000 small businesses. He is grateful to Mass for jumping in first to 
put together and Exchange. 

The brain trust is here: Dan Schuyler, Cheryl Smith, Cathy Dupont, David Jackson, Don Garlitz, 
Brian Somers. 

They leveraged with the private sector. BSwift and HcalthEquity. They did not have to 
develop, in house, the expertise to implement. 

They have high quality health and low cost health care. They measure twice and cut once. They 
looked at the small businesses and their needs. But health care and wage inflation was making 
costs unsustainable. This thing was born out of financial necessity to stay competitive on rising 
health care costs. 
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First year: health task force three years ago - its still going. TF identified the 6 key areas to work 
on. They figured it would take I 0 years to reverse the problematic trends. 

First of all they determined that personal responsibility had to be emphasized in creating a 
plan. Second it had to be market based. I.e. when having a heart attack, you are not shopping 
around, but you can when looking for total knee replacement. When craning policy, when you 
can reflect, how can you encourage "shopping around?" He believes that the Exchange is the 
only viable option out there right now for achieving these two goals. 

He said 15 years ago GM was one of the largest company in the world, now we call them 
Government Motors. The point is: you can't bet against the market. They got killed by heath care 
costs. 

They have a variety of demonstration projects on: electronic medical records, diabetes, Clinical 
Health Information Exchange, All-Payer Database: they have accumulated over a million 
people's medical records for electronic storage. 

T!;e largest philosophical issues they dealt with was going from a defined benefit health 
paradigm to a_defined contribution paradigm. They went to the "Coburn" model on a state level 
and allowed citizens to deduct health care individually from taxes, not just businesses -
something the Fed's steadfastly refuse to do. 

They have a universal enrolment form. There are only 2 functioning plans in the US right now, 
Utah and Mass - both at the polar opposite ends of the spectrum. Mass: big government, 
mandates and a huge entitlement. Utah: all market based. Mass: $25 million to run their plan. 
Utah: $600,000. No joke. 

He does not believe that we will be able to repeal and replace the Heath Care Bill. ~ 
thinks_t!!~.J!P-JlOrtunity is for the States to, de-facto, !!'.!!!u.he r~1rnl.<1tlll!!Ll!.1!.d hand them to 
the Feds. He thinks we have, as states, failed in thepast in doing this. He says ,,ye-havetobe 
.llggress1ve in propagating the rules that will be coming in the next decade. We must be ·-
cohesive and work together in doing it. 

This will be a series of battles in the regulatory environment. 

Dan Schuler, Utah's Two Exchange Employees 
One of two of employees running their exchange. Y~ah, you read that right -two. 

How does it work: 
I) Employer registers. (Small employers, under 50) 
2) Employee enters information. Universal health application. 
3) Turned over to insurance companies who evaluate risk: Premium Generated. 
4) Employee compares and shops for plans. 
5) Enrollment is Finalized. 
6) Plans go into effect on designated dates. 
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All done on a web site. 

They are working on a large employer plan. 

Premium aggregation is unique to the exchange. If you or your spouse are working for two 
employers, you can combine benefits to buy what you want. 

They have an "optimizer filter" that lets you look at your past health care spending practices 
and gives a boatload of information based on various factors, ie. total out of pocket vs total cost, 
etc. 

You can compare up to 4 plans to see what is important to you. About 16 categories you can drill 
down on or you can just look at plan basics. le., prescription drugs or mental health. 

There are no mandat_es whatsoever. They anticipated launching in 2012 they were approached 
by employers and asked to implement early. They have 85% of their insurance companies 
~ticipating in {J_t_ii_h 's ~~c_Ji_a_n_g~dThis is the way Ed Haislmaier envisioned it being-·-
impTeiiiented-in the first place, and what he talked about when he flew to OK and held a two day 
seminar at the Capitol back in Aug of 07). 

Q&A 
-k- How did switching to a defined contribution work? If you want to participate in the Exchange, 

.)'.OU must use defini;dcontribution. First, they do a typical underwriting, or risk adjustment for 
the population of thecbusiness. The Employer has X dollar value that they allocate to the 
employee to shop for what plan suits them best, instead of selecting a plan for the employee. An 
allowance. There are a number of ways to do this a$ an employer. Two main things that drive the 
'j)r~:[amily size and.age range (age banding). Really, every employer already is dofrtg 
defined contribution,~y just offer one plan. They contemplate that the employer could "break 
up" the contributions, spending more on their older employees for example. 

Did Utah stmi out with several mandates? They have very few benefit mandates. They also 
created Utah's homegrown "COBRA" where there are very few mandates. 
Utah has a high risk pool. 3800 people. Guarantee issue for the High Risk Pool. All this has only 
been done with the en1pl0yei'marl<et_,__not the individual market. -

!'rospectiv~risk.ll§.~es..fil!).eqtJ1.11§_!'.~!!!IY .. htlP£.!i,Jhe insurers have to stay engaged. Between 
75,00 to 250,000 they share risk. Most insurers have already done their catastrophic risk 
assessment and have for years. 

When switching to a buyer based market the insurers will complain "oh we'll get all the 
diabetics" but when everyone has to play in the high risk pool, they all worked it out together. 
The state facilitated the conversation. They got all the insurance big shots in a room and had one 
of their experts check their various statements for accuracy. 
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My question: how does the tax credit for employer's work in Utah.? Utah created a tax credit 
against their state income tax for those in the individual market only. About 190, 000 people. 
This may also not be implemented immediately because of the budget crunch. Pretty small sub 
set and if they don't pay much state tax, is it really that helpful? 1 think we should do it, but .... 

Utah now has 3 technical advisory committees. Industry has contributed 10,000 man hours of 
work in hammering out the details. Working groups ... why does that sound familiar? 

Who were the biggest batTiers? Everyone is resistant to change. Senate I House: conservative, 
not conservative enough. It all went back to economics . .'f'hr~eJiirg_e_i11§urt:rs_~.YL8.llo/fillflJJah, __ 
Biggest mistake was putting them all in a room - it became divide and cong~r. But he had to get 
them on board. The most spears he has pulled out of his back have come from the broker 
community. Bi:okers get commissions from insurance sold through the Exchang0he resistance 
'comes from paranoia that the Exchange will make them itTelevant. The stereotypical broker does 
not work very hard, and they saw this change as a challenge to their lifestyle. It actually takes 
work to soti through what is best for 20 different families in a given company. Ed was blunt: 
most brokers look at this job as easy money: get people on board and just keep them indefinitely. 
You get a 9% increase in their premiums, hey great. If you now shop on the Exchange, you could 
lose them. In Utah, most of the thinking brokers now know they stand to benefit from the 
Exchange. Utah crated a broker advisory group to give them a higher comfort level. The 
legislation that was passed was. comprehensive, so the Speaker tried not to make it look like they 
were picking on one patty. 'fhe transparency was key, and that had to affect everyone: brokers, 
health care providers. The business community is an ally because they want a better insurance 
system. Speaker Clark said this was the most complicated thing he ever did. They had to find key 
people they could rely on and give them cover. He said his vendors were keys. He learned about 
how insurance companies price. ·---

Speaker Clark thinks that we'll see that employers are going to dump employees. Medicaid 
now covers everyone afTJ3% of the FPL. 

Clark wants to work harder and faster to make sure their ma1·ket based system gets 
cemented as a model. -

Matt Towery, Polling Guy, Syndicated Columnist, Author, Former Newt Staff 
731 respondents. Margin of error 3.7%. Scientifically designed. Properly weighted. Properly 
queried: What is your opinion of the Health Care Legislation. 51 % do not support. 53% of 
independents oppose. Those who disapproved, why? 

Gave several reasons: the runaway winner: People don't like government period. They are 
increasingly resistant to pro-active government. This is the thing. There is no other thing.__ 
Washington is an insular town. They get caught up in the minutia. America says: don't tread on 
me. 
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Of those who said they supported it gave: cover the uninsured and preexisting conditions, 
something that could be fixed at the state level. 

When they gave a loaded question about whether we should have dealt with deficits and 
spending first, 57% of independents agreed. 
One thing the American public is experiencing is fear. Health care was the touchstone, but the 
underlying concern is the overwhelming size of government and the swelling deficits. 

Extremely low confidence numbers in state and federal leadership. 

Message: don't regulate, provide opportunity. Opportunity is what people want right now. 
And people are interested in themselves and their own well being. 

When trying to implement the Exchange, do not appear to regulate. Be incremental. 

Dr. Moffitt -Reflections on the Exchange: 

The real problem is with Small Business_es being-ahhLll2_provL<!e iI1li-illi'!DCe. Th~_tax code is the 
800 lb gorilla. If you don't get insurance thru your employer, you essentially pay a huge 30 to 
50% tax on insurance, b/c you pay for it with after tax dollars. 

Heritage was the first or.ganization to put pen to paper and sketch out the Exchange: It is 
:'<5t" not a regulator, it simply processes paperwork for premium ayments and facilitates 

( :-issignment of premmms .. A ey pnncmaL ecausi;_ t e employer facilitates the insurance, the 
defined contribution that is provided to em lo ees is tax free and the benefits are tax free. This is 

7till group insurance. Emp oyees have a property right in the insurance. It achieving personal 
ownership of the insurance. 

The Massachusetts Plan 
Tim Murphy, Michael Widmer, Jim Stergios, Cindy Gillespie. 

Tim Murphy, Worked on Romney's staff on their current Health System "Romneycare." 
Mass wanted to insure their 10% of uninsured. They had a number of funding sources to fund the 
"unfunded care pool" doled out to HCP like hospitals. 800 to 900 million dollars. Byzantine. 
Untenable. 

Health care costs were growing 7 to 9% a year. Health care costs are 2X bigger than the State's 
ability to generate tax revenue. They finally got disallowed on a waiver they were using. They 
were going to lose about 385 million dollars from the Fed. So viola, Romneycare. 

They took a very holistic approach. They identified by income cohort. Kensyan (sp) assumption: 
if you don't have insurance you must be poor. Untrue. B.rst group: Fully 20% of the uninsured 
were not signing up for Medicaid although they qualified. Fully half earned 300% of the FPL: 
$~JJQQ__<!!_l11?re'._Why <_!!"en 't the_y buying_ipsura~ Final 1,•roup, less than 300% of FPL but 
not eligible for Medicaid (about 200,000). 
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Mass was (is) heavily regulated insurance market. The dysfunctional market was the non-group 
market. Average age 56. Female. Guaranteed issue. Cadillac plan. The people who did sign up 
were older and sicker. Younger wouldn't sign up. Wouldn't allow HMO's and HSA's. Mass 
merged the small group and non-group market. For individuals, it cut the individual market 
premium way down (over 30%) and raised the small !,>roup premium about 2%. The mandate 
forced people into the pool who were making rational economic decisions to not buy insurance. 

For their "slip th1·u the crack" folks (under 300% of FPL but no Medicaid) they created a 
sliding scale subsidy (my commentary: this is the part that has been criticized for the 
escalating costs). 

They also have the Exchange or Connector. This was the big market based pmi of the 
overhaul. The first Exchange program in the US. They chose to make the Exchange administer 
their new subsidy. 

Individual mandate. Very controversial. The original idea: over 18, buy a catastrophic plan or 
post a bond showing financial wherewithal. The rational: the uninsured's costs get socialized 
when they do need care. Of course, the Mass legislature messed it up and made the baseline plan 
loaded up with all the goodies and therefore expensive. He thinks it was a big mistake. 

Two things that Mass did b/c of the new subsidy: If the employer offers insurance - you have to 
buy it. If you are an employer who wants to dump your low wage employees, you can't offer an 
insurance plan to higher wage earners that you don't offer to you low wage workers. 

Michael Widmer 
The estimate for the new subsidy for the 150,000 uninsured "crack slippers" + 750 million 
per year or $5000 per person. 

They calculate the cost to the state of employers not getting insurance was $295 per employee 
per year. That is where they got the penalty from. 

He contests the asse1iion of the State Treasurer that the new health care system is a budget 
buster. See WSJ article. He asserts that many have an interest in showing that "Mass has failed." 
He said there has been a reduction in benefits, mainly to illegal immigrants. He says this is due to 
the general financial downturn affecting the budget. 

Their "uncompensated care pool" money is now more rationally distributed. 

He did mention that the cost of premiums have been a problem for businesses. He says costs are 
going to have to be addressed. 

Jim Stergios 
Highlights of the Mass plan. 
Putting the Connector together with a Board filled by people who have agendas to make 
the plans look the way they want is not working in Mass. Have to make this a market thing. 
It's very top down in Mass. They have a lot of power. It's not the way to get it done. Huge issue 
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in the Governor's race. Still a lot of people in the poverty band not in the system. Some concern 
that there is crowd out. There is a lack of infonnation on several issues coming out of the 
Connector. He says that ER utilization has not really gone down like they thought it would. 

Cindy Gillespie 
This lady is with Heritage, she was fantastic. 
Important elements of the Health Care Bill. (Mass and Utah become very important). The first 
ones to engage HHS will have the ability to influence the regs. 

The Exchange envisioned in the Health Care Bill is NOT what Mass and Utah have. This is 
not a State based exchange. It is a State administered Exchange. 

What Exchange Does: 
I) To cetiify health plans for sale. Requirements set by HHS. N_4:1 one knows yet. There are 
proad categol'ies-of coverage_,J:J!:!_S will come back with specifics. 
2) Offer them to employers and help people enroll. 
3) Exchange will facilitate eligibility for any state subsidized plan. Single eligibility and access 
to subsidies pmial. 
4) Refundable tax credits will be paid directly to the insurer. Feds don't have a Premium 
A. gregator. Evidently, the Premium Aggregator is real important. 
5) Exe ange or m 1v1 ua s an xc ange for Sma 1 Business. 

fust decision a St!J_(e _l!lust make:_ Establish and exchange or let HHS do it. 
Second decision: What will the Exchange be? Nonprofit? What branch of government? In 
Mass, it is on its own. In Utah, it's in the Dept of Econ Development or something like it. Mass 
really focused on individual market. 

States get to decide how much gets to be privatized. How much can the exchange contract out for 
services? Utah extensively uses vendors. 

What other functions do you want the Exchange to do? Do you want a Premium Aggregator? 

How aggressively do you want to implement heading to January 2014? Mass did phased 
implementation over a year instead of going live on day one? THERE IS MONEY FOR 
STATES TO PHASE IN THE EXCHANGE. 

t><7 THE EXHANGE HAS TO BE CERTIFED AS FUNCTIOML..BYJIJNE 2013 QR HHS 
''\!" \VILL COME IN AND DO IT FOR YOU . 

. States have until 2012 session at the latest to get this passed. Some states will want liberal 
verstons, and some states will want more market based Exchanges. 

HHS will certify a minimum list of benefits that must be offered in any plan.1ny additional 
benefits offered, and so drive up premiums, will have to be picked up by the States. 
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A small business will ultimately be calculated as I 00 employees or less. 

All states must monitor premium increases by Jan 2014. Funds available to begin monitoring. 

Wow. This really is a big government deal. The reality is, this is coming. 

Dennis Smith, Former Director of Medicaid under Bush 
Evidently, this guy is a super Medicaid guru. 

It is almming to him the extent to which the Health Care Bill marginalizes the States. It is absurd 
and comical at the same time. 

The States are going to have to fight for their sovereign role. The States are being treated as so 
much bother. 

State Legislators need to bone up on thefr state Medicaid Program. 

Who will the Insurance Commissioner work for? The State or HHS? 

There will need to be a Committee set up to filter all of this information in a transpai·ent 
way. 

If the Legislatures don't have all the facts in front of them, we are going to get rolled. Do 
you want an agency or advocacy groups dete1mining eligibility for Medicaid or the Exchange? 

He says the new Medicaid eligibles are eligible at a real, adjusted 140% of the FPL. Most of who 
·are healthy young adults. 

Getting transparency out of the agencies will need to be a piiority. Agencies tend to state "we're 
doing the best that we can" and they will tend to obscure transparency. He stated, for example, 
that enrollment etrnr rates in one study to be at 20%. 

The Legislature may need to begin to pl~ hardbaU_\VJtli_a_gen_cie~~cl C()Unties_, The Bill gives . ' ' ·-

the States the authority to outsource the entire Exchange and what to include in it. Can use this 
for leverage to push the agencys to be transparent. 

Demand the Feds come, immediately, to our states and begin to testify on how this is going 
to work. They are already taking the term '.'State" out of the program names, ie. S-CHIP is now 
just CHIP. Same for the official name of the Medicaid program. We should be outraged. 

When the Exchange statts, the SCHIP kids should, by definition, not qualify for the new 
entitlement. 
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Cost sharing is an important pmt of this. There are new inequities across families. Definitions of 
families have changed with this. le. 26 year olds are now covered under parents insurance. Third 
party liability is going to be more important. 

HHS said that states cannot change their cost sharing, without any authority. 

The states are going to have to look for fights to pick. 

Benchmark (!lans aQgoing to be the standard. If we_£!!ss a plan then we can defend it in 
Federal court. · 

When this Bill was passed many states were looking at Exchanges. This isn't the foreign 
idea. It would be foreign to turn this over to an outside entity that the State has no control 
over. Where are the oppo1tunities to privatize and outsource? 

State Legislatures are going to have to work hard to find ways to keep from raising taxes. 

To all of our colleagues who don't want to be bothered with health care minutia, they are 
going to have to get engaged. This is a huge deal that will dramatically affect the budget. 

He says that the Feds can't pull Medicaid funding if they pass the Freedom of Healthcare 
Act. 

Get actuarials to certify benchmark plan equivalents, so that HHS will have a hard time 
pushing back against it. 

Find a better way to better manage our duel eligibles. CMS is evidently interested in this. 83% of 
all Medicaid spe;;ding is on people with 3 or more chronic conditions. 

He says it's crazy for 20 something graduate students to be Medicaid eligible. 

1115 waivers are closed for business. 

States should be hollering at CMS for playing favorites with certain states. Why can New York 
put their SSD in managed care but not us? 

Don't wait f01· the regulations. Get aggressive. Bring your" A" team. 

IMPORTANT: Get a State Plan Amendment (Benchmark Plan) on the Books as soon as 
possible. CMS has to approve it if it complies with the Law, and we can litigate the decision 
in Federal Com·t. 

Take a hard look at who is actually running Medicaid in OK. Get someone in there with an 
insurance background. Root out fraud. 
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Look at the high users at try and get them in managed care. Better to manage their chronic 
problems. Find your find high users. We are doing some of this in OK. In OK, 58% of Medicaid 
Expenditures are on Blind, Aged and Disabled. 

Big panel on the Future of Health Care beyond the Health Care Bill 
Amanda Adkins form Missouri 
There is an opportunity for Employers to drive reform. ABC handout. 
Super automated health care records. 

Ralph Bernstein, US Bank 
One of their areas of expertise is health care payments. There is a natural connection bit what is 
going on in health care and what they have been doing for a long time. Card based payments. 
Tax credit payments. There has been a lack of thinking at the Fed level f01J1ow you move the 
~money. They operate HSA's and FSA's. ]'hey move money around all day loni_ They facilitate 
JIT funding. They coordinate payments. Hmm. An oppo1tunity for our banks in OK to help with 
all this. He commented that Utah reached out to the private sector to get help. We are here, use 
us. 

Ed said: The Private Sector will always move faster than you (state gov) but you will always will 
move faster than the Fed. 

Tim Murphy, Beacon, Behavioral Health, Boston 
So many of your high cost patients have behavioral health co-morbidities. They provide 
expertise in managing these types of patients. They build out systems of care. 
Who were the uninsured: a lot are young, healthy and in and out of the work force. They look a 
lot more like small business than typical Medicaid. The one area where they used higher health 
care was behavioral health: up to 3 times higher in this category. Typically they are childless 
adults who can't hold a job b/c of their behavioral health problems. If these people get dumped 
into Medicaid, they will sink you. Once they get on prescription drugs it gets expensive. You 
need to really think about how to manage this populations. Hmm. 

Raymond Seaver, BSwift, Vendor that is helping Utah. Employee Benefits. 
Their software is ideally suited for an employer based defined contribution health plan -
the Exchange. 
When shopping for coverage on the Exchange website, this technology becomes very impo1tant. 
They can manage the movement of the people constantly coming in and out of the system. 
They developed the Premium Aggregation component of Utah's system. 
An Exchange involves a high number of transactions and changes. They are configurable. You 
don't have to customize. 
You can make good use of the funds you get from the Feds to set up the system. 

Steve May, Millman, A very large actuarial firm. 
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Ed re-stated that Legislators are in a position that they are really going to have to ride heard and 
do their homework on their own Medicaid and on this Bill. 

Steve says that they can model the costs of all the new mandates. Gazby 45 is a new 
requirement for State Retirement benefits to accurately model the costs of these plans. The 
states and municipalities that are moving forward with these requirements' are getting AAA 
ratings b/c they are sta1ting to put money aside and prepare. You can cut your liability in half if 
you pre-fond. You can apply this to health benefits as well. They are also finding out that the 
States and Munis are in worse shape than they previously thought because of this new rule. 

Steve Neeleman, Health Equity, One of the Owners of the Thunder is a Health Equity 
Investor 
HSA administrators. Gave examples of American Express putting everyone on HSA 's and 
their health care costs have been flat for several years. Indiana doing the same thing. He can't 
believe that this hasn't taken off more than it has. He thinks Exchanges and HSA's are a good 
combination. 

Eric Grnssman, Trizetto, a big competitor to CMS for claims management 
In 2015 the Exchanges will have to compete head to head with existing channels of distributions 
(brokers) with no Federal subsidies for administrative costs. 

You need broker participation in an Exchange. 

He says that the Mass Exchange web site is not easy to use. 

Dennis Smith, working for Leavitt Partners, him and Leavitt have run the Fed Medicaid 
Program for many years 
Consultants. Translators between the private sector and the Medicaid program that they know so 
well. Government doesn't pay for health care, it pays for billing codes. 
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Our research project is scheduled for a little later in the year. In the 111eantime, I a111 attempting to lay 
the groundwork for legislators to seriously consider opting out of Medicaid. For the 2014-2023 ti111e 
period, Texas' cost for just Medicaid expansion will be an csti111ated $278. The Heritage Foundation 
estimate for savings for opting out for that same time petiod for Texas is $608. The decision must be 
made prior to the 2011 legislative session because it will detcnnine the design of the state health 
exchange which must be virtually operational by January 2013. Track I - state health exchange with 
participation in Medicaid; Track 2 - state health exchange without Medicaid participation. We're 
sponsoring a small group brainstmming session with a couple of key House members, HHS policy 
advisors for the Speaker, Senate, and Governor, with some private sector people with experience in 
Massachusetts (the model we don't want) and a great deal of knowledge of Utah and Connecticut. In 
addition, we will have the Policy Primer on May 20 for which I sent you the invitation. 

Our research will begin with a study that forecasts Medicaid costs to the state for the next 10-20 years, 
with and without ObamaCare. We all know it will be grim, but we at TPPF hope to quantify "grim." 
That paper will be followed by a paper talking about the impact of increased Medicaid dollars on the 
rest of the budget, taking away from education, ctiminal justice, transportation, etc. The third and final 
paper will lay out the two tracks. The legislature has important decisions to make. We want them to 
make those decision folly infom1ed of the options. 

Good luck in Oklahoma, and let me know if we can help. 

Arlene Wohlgemuth 
Executive Director 
Texas Public Policy Foundation 
900 Congress Avenue, Suite 400 
Austin, Texas 7870 I 
512-472-2700 - 0 

-c 
arle11e@texaspolicv.co111 
www.texaspolicv.com 
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Health Care Task Force call

When: Thursday, October 06, 2011 4:00 PM-4:30 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

As a reminder, we will have a healthcare task force phone call on Thursday of this week at 5 pm EDT. Subject will include, but might
not be limited to, healthcare exchanges.

Conference Line:

Access code:  

If your state would like a speaking role on the forthcoming agenda, please let Lindsay or me know.

Best,
Marie
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Mary Fallin
Cc: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Health Care Update
Date: Monday, June 06, 2011 1:01:39 PM
Importance: High

Republican State Action on Health Insurance Exchange Development:
 

1)       Three Governors have announced that they have no plans to develop an exchange: Florida
(Scott), Louisiana (Jindal) and Texas (Perry)

2)       Approximately 16 states are studying the issue further before making a final determination
3)       Approximately nine states have announced plans to develop exchanges (that includes OK)
4)       Kansas and Wisconsin are developing exchanges and are using the Federal Early Innovator

Grant to do so
 

Medicaid Reform Initiatives:
 
Several Republican states have publically stated plans to pursue federal waivers to reform Medicaid. 
Examples of reforms:
 

1)       Block grants
2)       Capping growth in spending and tieing it to the growth of other state spending
3)       Reduction in benefits
4)       Establishing a capitated rate to incentivize doctors and patients to keep spending under

control.  It would create a monthly lump sum payment per patient, if the cost of care is
higher than the doctor is responsible for the difference, if it is lower the doctor receives a
portion of the savings.

5)       Governor Gregiore in Washington State has also come out  in support of block grants
 
Number of Waivers Requested by Republican States (these are on a variety of issues related to
Medicaid and Obama Care):
 
Alabama-2
Alaska-0
Arizona-1
Florida-4
Georgia-0
Guam-
Idaho-0
Indiana-
Iowa-7
Kansas-0
Louisiana-
Maine-
Michigan-
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Mississippi-0
Nebraska-
Nevada-4
New Jersey-9 SPA’s and two waivers
New Mexico-12
North Dokata-0
Ohio-
Oklahoma-0
Pennsylvania-0
Puerto Rico-0
South Carolina-0
South Dakota-0
Tennessee-4
Texas-0
Utah-1
Virginia-0
Wisconsin- 0
Wyoming-
 
TOTAL-36
 
 
 

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Megan Rolland (mrolland@opubco.com)
Subject: Health care
Date: Friday, July 06, 2012 1:54:00 PM
Attachments: image002.png

Megan,
 
I got your voicemail.  Below is a statement regarding health care attributable to me. 
Thanks.
 

Governor Fallin  was disappointed and frustrated with the Supreme Court’s decision to
uphold the bulk of the Affordable Care Act (ACA). She believes the law is unaffordable and
unworkable, and that many aspects of the bill — including the individual mandate – grant
Congress power that was not intended by the authors of the Constitution. She voted against
the bill as a congresswoman and supported the lawsuit filed by Oklahoma’s attorney general
as governor. She continues her adamant opposition to the law, and will actively campaign
for conservative candidates, including the Republican presidential nominee, who pledge to
overturn and replace the ACA.
 
However, in light of the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold most of the ACA, Governor
Fallin believes it is her responsibility to thoroughly and thoughtfully review the state of
Oklahoma’s options regarding the future of both Medicaid and the creation of a health
insurance exchange.  Her priority is not to make a decision soon; it is to make the right
decision. The governor will continue to review how the state of Oklahoma can best meet
the health care needs of its citizens.

 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
 
Find Gov. Fallin on:
 

   
 
On the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
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THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS DENTAL-SPECIFIC INFORMATION DESIGNED TO HELP A CONSTITUENT 

DENTAL SOCIE1Y ADVOCATE ON MA TIERS CONCERNING THE FORMATION AND OPERATION OF HEALTH 

BENEFIT EXCHANGE(S) IN THE STATE. 

THE TAU<ING POINTS ARE OFFERED AS A SUGGESTION CONCERNING THE ISSUES A CONSTITUENT 

SOCIETY MAY WANT TO RAISE WITH EXCHANGE POLICYMAKERS IN THE STATE. OF COURSE, EACH 

STATE WILL DECIDE HOW BEST TO APPROACH THEIR OFFICIALS AND WHICH ARGUMENTS WILL BE 

PERSUASIVE. To FACILITATE THIS-THE TALKING POINTS ARE OFFERED IN A WORD DOCUMENT AND 

WITHOUT ADA LETIERHEAD OR LOGO. As WE MOVE FORWARD AND INDIVIDUAL STATE DENTAL 

SOCIETIES DISCOVER ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES, THERE WILL MOST LIKELY BE ADDITIONAL TALKING 

POINTS OR RECOMMENDATIONS. 

THE BACKGROUNDER IS SIMPLY A LONGER VERSION OF THE TALKING POINTS, DESIGNED TO PROVIDE 

THE CONSTITUENT SOCIE1Y WITH MORE INFORMATION IF NEEDED. 

THE ESSENTIAL HEALTH BENEFITS SECTION IS A SUMMARY OF ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE DEPARTMENT 

OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES TO DATE REGARDING THE PEDIATRIC ORAL HEALTH BENEFIT, 

WHICH MUST BE PART OF THE ESSENTIAL BENEFIT PACKAGE. THIS SECTION WILL BE UPDATED AS 

NEEDED. 
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TALKING POINTS: ESTABLISHING HEALTH BENEFIT EXCI-IANGES 

ENSURING A CONSUMER FRIENDLY 0HAL HEALTH BENEFIT MARKET 

DENTAL EXPERTS SHOULD PROVIDE RECOMMENDATIONS ON DENTAL ISSUES. ACCORDING TO THE 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DENTAL PLANS (NADP), ABOUT 98 PERCENT OF AMERICANS WITH 

DENTAL COVERAGE HAVE A DENTAL BENEFIT POLICY SEPARATE FROM THEIR MEDICAL POLICY. DENTAL 

BENEFITS HAVE MORE PREDICTABLE COSTS AND VARY SIGNIFICANTLY FROM MEDICAL INSURANCE, 

WHICH IS NECESSARY TO INSURE AGAINST CATASTROPHIC LOSS. ABOUT 80 PERCENT OF DENTISTS ARE 

GENERAL PRACTITIONERS, WHILE THE OPPOSITE IS TRUE FOR MEDICINE. THE DISCIPLINES USE 

DIFFERENT PROCEDURE CODING SYSTEMS AND DENTISTRY HAS NOT WIDELY ADOPTED A DIAGNOSTIC 

CODING SYSTEM. 

THE EXCHANGE BOARD SHOULD ESTABLISH A DENTAL SUBCOMMITTEE COMPOSED OF DENTAL 

CARRIERS, THE DENTAL ASSOCIATION, AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS IN THE STATE TO PROVIDE 

RECOMMENDATIONS ON DENTAL COVERAGE ISSUES, INCLUDING ESTABLISHING THE ORAL HEALTH 

ESSENTIAL BENEFIT PACKAGE AND WHICH STATE MANDATES ARE INCLUDED IN THAT PACKAGE, 

ENSURING ADEQUATE PROVIDER NETWORKS, AND MAXIMIZING PLAN TRANSPARENCY AND 

COMPETITION AND CONSUMER PROTECTIONS. 

ESSENTIAL 0HAL HEALTH BENEFITS PACKAGE 

TYPICAL EMl'l.OYEH-SPONSOR/lD DENTAL/ORA/, HEALTH PLAN COVERACI:' 

• PREVENTIVE AND DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES - 100% COVERAGE (NOT SUBJECT TO 

DEDUCTIBLES). 

• BASIC RESTORATIVE SERVICES- 80% COVERAGE (SUBJECT TO DEDUCTIBLE). 

• MAJOR RESTORATIVE SERVICES- 50% COVERAGE (SUBJECT TO DEDUCTIBLE). 

• ORTHODONTICS - 100% COVERAGE FOR MEDICALLY NECESSARY TREATMENT, 

INCLUDING CLEFT PALATE AND OTHER SIMILAR CRANIOFACIAL ANOMALIES. 

CROSSOVER IN DENTAL AND MEDICAL COVERAGE 

AS THE PEDIATRIC ORAL HEALTH BENEFIT IS BEING DESIGNED, IT IS IMPORTANT TO ENSURE 

THAT EVERY CHILD WILL BE ABLE TO ACCESS NEEDED SERVICES TO ADDRESS A HEALTH 

CONDITION WHERE MEDICAL AND DENTAL CARE ARE BOTH CLINICALLY REQUIRED. THERE 
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ARE HEALTH CARE SITUATIONS THAT EXIST WHERE AN UNDERLYING MEDICAL CONDITION MAY 

NECESSITATE A DENTAL INTERVENTION. THIS SITUATION HAS CAUSED PROBLEMS IN THE PAST 

AS BOTH MEDICAL AND DENTAL PLANS QUESTION WHETHER AND HOW THE DENTAL SERVICE 

AND THE ANESTHESIA NEEDED TO PERFORM THE SERVICE ARE COVERED. ADDITIONALLY, 

CHILDREN BORN WITH BIRTH DEFECTS MAY REQUIRE ADDITIONAL SERVICES THAT NECESSITATE 

COORDINATION BETWEEN MEDICINE AND DENTISTRY. IN THESE SITUATIONS NECESSITATING 

BOTH DENTAL AND MEDICAL SERVICES, THE KEY ISSUE IS ENSURING PROPER COORDINATION 

BETWEEN THE COVERAGE PROVIDED BY MEDICAL AND DENTAL PLANS, AND CLARITY ABOUT 

WHICH SERVICES ARE COVERED BY THE RESPECTIVE PLANS TO AVOID COVERAGE DENIALS BY 

BOTH PLANS. 

ACCESS REQUIRES AN ADliQUATE DENTAL BENEFIT AND APPROPRIATE PAYMENT 

STRUCTURES 

ENSURING ADEQUATE ACCESS CONCERNS NOT ONLY THE BENEFITS PACKAGE -- BUT ALSO 

WHETHER APPROPRIATE PAYMENT STRUCTURES AND MECHANISMS ARE IN PLACE FOR 

ADMINISTERING DENTAL BENEFITS. 

ENSURE NETWORK ADEQUACY 

DEFICIENT PAYMENT STRUCTURES ADVERSELY AFFECT NETWORK PARTICIPATION. IT IS IMPORTANT 

THAT ALL DENTAL PLANS OFFER AN ADEQUATE PROVIDER NETWORK TO MAKE THE EXCHANGE AN 

ATIRACTIVE ALTERNATIVE FOR CONSUMERS. PLANS SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO MAKE INFORMATION 

ABOUT THEIR NETWORKS READILY AVAILABLE TO PROVIDERS AND THE VIABILITY OF THE NETWORK 

SHOULD BE REGULARLY TESTED. NETWORKS SHOULD ALLOW ALL DENTISTS WILLING TO ACCEPT THE 

TERMS OF THE CONTRACT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE NETWORK. ALSO, CARRIERS MUST BE REQUIRED TO 

OFFER DENTISTS A SEPARATE PARTICIPATING AGREEMENT FOR PLANS OFFERED WITHIN THE EXCHANGE 

TO ENABLE A FULL AND FAIR REVIEW BY THE PRACTITIONERS. 

MEDICAID AND CHILDREN'SHEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM {CHIP) 

THE MEDICAID {EPSDT) AND CHIP {CHIPRA ORAL HEALTH BENEFIT) BENEFIT PACKAGES 

PROM/SE A GREAT DEAL BUT THEY OFTEN FAIL TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE ACCESS TO SERVICES 

DUE TO SHORTCOMINGS IN THE WAY THAT THE BENEFIT IS FINANCED AND/OR 

ADMINISTERED. THE PAYMENT STRUCTURE MATIERS AS MUCH AS THE BENEFIT. IN GENERAL 
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TERMS, STATE DENTAL PROGRAMS THAT USE A MANAGED CARE CAPITATION PAYMENT 

SYSTEM ARE NOT SUCCESSFUL. ON THE OTHER HAND, STATE PROGRAMS THAT UTILIZE A 

DENTAL BENEFITS MANAGER TO ADMINISTER THE BENEFIT HAVE HAD GREATER SUCCESS 

BECAUSE THE MANAGERS HAVE EXPERTISE WORKING WITHIN THE DENTAL DELIVERY SYSTEM. 

FEDERAL EMPLOYEES HEALTH BENEFIT PROGRAM (DENTAL BENEFIT EMBEDDED JN 

MED/CA/, PL!lN} 

CONGRESS HAD TO PASS A LAW TO GIVE FEDERAL WORKERS BETTER DENTAL AND VISION 

COVERAGE OPTIONS BECAUSE THE DENTAL BENEFITS EMBEDDED IN THEIR MEDICAL PLANS 

WERE INADEQUATE. THE FEDERAL EMPLOYEES DENTAL AND VISION INSURANCE PROGRAM 

WAS DEVELOPED IN 2004 IN RESPONSE TO FEDERAL AND POSTAL EMPLOYEES' COMPLAINTS 

ABOUT THE INADEQUATE COVERAGE OF THE DENTAL BENEFITS EMBEDDED IN SOME MEDICAL 

PLANS THAT ARE PART OF THE FEDERAL EMPLOYEES HEALTH BENEFIT PROGRAM. 

COMMONWEALTH CARE (DHMO MODEL) 

THE DHMO DENTAL PLAN IS NOT WORKING FOR THOSE WITH DENTAL COVERAGE UNDER 

THE MASSACHUSETTS HEALTH CARE EXCHANGE. THOUGHT BY MANY TO BE THE TEMPLATE 

FOR THE FEDERAL HEALTH CARE LAW, THE COMMONWEALTH CARE PROGRAM IN 

MASSACHUSETIS, OFFERS DENTAL COVERAGE TO SOME BUT, ACCORDING IN AN 

INDEPENDENT 2009 STUDY, ACCESS TO DENTISTS IS "PROBLEMATIC" AS THERE ARE LIMITED 

NUMBER OF PROVIDERS WILLING TO ACCEPT THE DHMO (BENEFICIARIES COULD ONLY USE 

IN-NETWORK PROVIDERS) PAYMENTS. 

COMMON SENSE RULES 

To SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVE THE LIKELIHOOD THAT PLANS WILL BE ABLE TO OFFER 

ADEQUATE NETWORKS OF DENTISTS, COMMON SENSE RULES SHOULD APPLY, INCLUDING 

THAT A PLAN'S FEE SCHEDULE WILL NOT APPLY TO NON-COVERED SERVICES AND THAT 

CARRIERS BE REQUIRED TO MAKE PROMPT PAYMENT OF CLAIMS. 

ENSUHE WIDE SELECTION OF CURRENT DENTAL Pi,AN MODELS Af'iD EXPAND PI,_AN 

OPTIONS 

ENSURING A WIDE SELECTION OF PROVEN, MARKET-TESTED DENTAL INSURANCE PRODUCTS -- SUCH 

AS DENTAL INDEMNITY, DIRECT REIMBURSEMENT, AND DPPO PLANS -- IN THE EXCHANGE WILL 
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BENEFIT CONSUMERS AND HELP ENSURE THE LONG TERM VIABILITY OF THE HEALTH BENEFIT 

EXCHANGE. 

• THE TRADITIONAL DENTAL INDEMNITY PLAN AND DIRECT REIMBURSEMENT (BENEFITS ARE 

BASED ON A PERCENTAGE OF A SPECIFIED DOLLAR AMOUNT UP TO AN ANNUAL MAXIMUM) 

OFFER THE CONSUMER MAXIMUM FREEDOM. INDEMNITY PLANS CAPTURED 13 PERCENT OF 

THE 2009 MARKET, ACCORDING TO THE NADP. 

• DENTAL PPOs (DPPOs) ARE THE MOST COMMON TYPES OF PLANS AVAILABLE TO 

CONSUMERS. THE NADP ESTIMATES THAT IN 2009 NEARLY 70 PERCENT OF DENTAL PLAN 

OFFERINGS WERE PROVIDED THROUGH DPPOs. 

• BY CONTRAST DH MOS HAD ONLY ABOUT EIGHT PERCENT OF THE 2009 DENTAL BENEFIT 

MARKET, ACCORDING TO THE NADP. FURTHERMORE, THESE PLANS ARE ON A STEADY 

DOWNWARD TRAJECTORY- FALLING FROM 15 PERCENT OF THE MARKET IN 2002. 

ACCORDING TO THE NADP, CHILD-ONLY POLICIES ARE RARELY OFFERED IN THE PRIVATE MARKET. 

ORAL HEALTH EXPERTS KNOW CHILDREN ARE MORE LIKELY TO ACCESS DENTAL SERVICES IF THEIR 

PARENTS HAVE COVERAGE. ALL PARTICIPATING PLANS OFFERING A DENTAL BENEFIT SHOULD BE 

REQUIRED TO OFFER FAMILY DENTAL COVERAGE ASAN OPTION. 

IN ADDITION, CONSUMERS WOULD GREATLY BENEFIT IF THEY HAD THE OPTION OF PURCHASING 

DENTAL COVERAGE WITHOUT ANNUAL BENEFIT LEVELS AND PLANS WITH LOWER COPAYMENTS. 

UNIVERSALLY AND FOR MANY DECADES, DENTAL BENEFIT PLANS HAVE HAD RELATIVELY PALTRY 

ANNUAL BENEFIT LIMITS OF $1,000 TO $2,000, WHICH ARE QUICKLY EXCEEDED WITH ONE MAJOR 

RESTORATIVE SERVICE. IN ADDITION, THE COPAYMENTS FOR SOME EXTENSIVE RESTORATIVE SERVICES 

ARE BEYOND THE MEANS OF TOO MANY INDIVIDUALS. CARRIERS THAT OFFER STANDARD FAMILY 

DENTAL BENEFITS IN THE EXCHANGE SHOULD ALSO BE REQUIRED TO OFFER DENTAL PLANS WITHOUT 

ANNUAL LIMITS AND LOWER COPAYMENTS AS AN OPTION FOR CONSUMERS. 

MAXIMIZE PLAN COMPETITION 

THE EXCHANGE SHOULD STRIVE TO MAXIMIZE THE DENTAL PLAN CHOICES AVAILABLE TO 

CONSUMERS IN THE EXCHANGES._THIS IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT IN THE STATES THAT HAVE 

HISTORICALLY BEEN DOMINATED BY A SINGLE DENTAL CARRIER. THE PROSPECT OF A SINGLE DENTAL 
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CARRIER IN A STATE EXCHANGE IS NOT UNLIKELY IN A MARKET WHERE CURRENTLY OVER 90 PERCENT 

OF AMERICANS WITH DENTAL COVERAGE HAVE THAT COVERAGE THROUGH STAND-ALONE PLANS. 

THE PLAN CERTIFICATION PROCESS SHOULD BE DESIGNED IN A MANNER THAT ATTRACTS MULTIPLE 

CARRIERS THAT OFFER DENTAL BENEFITS. 

A WIDE SELECTION OF PLANS WITH GOOD ORAL HEALTH BENEFITS AND PAYMENT STRUCTURES WILL 

BE OF UTILE VALUE UNLESS THE CONSUMER FULLY APPRECIATES THE COST AND BENEFITS OF THE 

VARIOUS PLANS. DENTAL BENEFITS OFFERED BY MEDICAL PLANS AND STAND-ALONE DENTAL PLANS 

IN THE EXCHANGE SHOULD ALLOW FOR 
11
APPLES-TO-APPLES" COMPARISONS SO THAT CONSUMERS 

CAN EASILY UNDERSTAND THEIR CHOICES BASED ON PRICE, QUALITY AND OTHER FACTORS, SUCH AS 

PROVIDER NETWORK ADEQUACY! 

• ALL MEDICAL PLANS IN THE EXCHANGE OFFERING AN "EMBEDDED" CHILDREN'S ESSENTIAL 

DENTAL BENEFIT MUST ALSO BE REQUIRED TO OFFER A VERY SIMILAR MEDICAL POLICY 

WITHOUT THE DENTAL COVERAGE SO THAT CONSUMERS HAVE MORE REAL COVERAGE 

CHOICES. 

• To HELP THE CONSUMER UNDERSTAND HOW MUCH OF THE PREMIUM COST IS ATIRIBUTABLE 

TO THE DENTAL COMPONENT OF THE MEDICAL PLANS; THE COST OF THE EMBEDDED DENTAL 

COVERAGE SHOULD BE CLEARLY STATED. 

E_OUAL ACCESS TO CONSUMER PHOTECTION~ 

INDIVIDUALS WHO PURCHASE ORAL HEALTH BENEFITS THROUGH AN EXCHANGE DESERVE EQUAL 

ACCESS TO CONSUMER PROTECTIONS IRRESPECTIVE OF THE PLAN (MEDICAL OR DENTAL OR SOME 

COMBINATION) USED TO PURCHASE THE DENTAL COVERAGE. REPORTING STANDARDS, USE OF PLAIN 

LANGUAGE IN THE COVERAGE EXPLANATION, COST-SHARING INFORMATION DISCLOSURE AND PAST 

PERFORMANCE OF THE PLAN HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS IMPORTANT TRANSPARENCY MEASURES. AN 

ADEQUATE NETWORK AND AN APPEALS PROCESS THAT PERMITS AN EXTERNAL REVIEW ARE ALSO 

IMPORTANT. 
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BACKGROUNDER: ESTABLISHING HEALTH BENEFIT EXCHANGES 

ENSURING A CONSUMER FRIENDLY ORAL HEALTH BENEFIT MARI<ET 

DENTAL EXPERTS SHOULD PROVIDE RECOMMENDATIONS ON DENTAL ISSUES. ACCORDING TO THE 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DENTAL PLANS (NADP), ABOUT 98 PERCENT OF AMERICANS WITH 

DENTAL COVERAGE HAVE A DENTAL BENEFIT POLICY SEPARATE FROM THEIR MEDICAL POLICY. DENTAL 

BENEFITS HAVE MORE PREDICTABLE COSTS AND VARY SIGNIFICANTLY FROM MEDICAL INSURANCE, 

WHICH IS NECESSARY TO INSURE AGAINST CATASTROPHIC LOSS. ABOUT 80 PERCENT OF DENTISTS ARE 

GENERAL PRACTITIONERS, WHILE THE OPPOSITE IS TRUE FOR MEDICINE. THE DISCIPLINES USE 

DIFFERENT PROCEDURE CODING SYSTEMS AND DENTISTRY HAS NOT WIDELY ADOPTED A DIAGNOSTIC 

CODING SYSTEM. 

THE EXCHANGE BOARD SHOULD ESTABLISH A DENTAL SUBCOMMITTEE COMPOSED OF DENTAL 

CARRIERS, THE DENTAL ASSOCIATION, AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS IN THE STATE TO PROVIDE 

RECOMMENDATIONS ON DENTAL COVERAGE ISSUES, INCLUDING ESTABLISHING THE ORAL HEALTH 

ESSENTIAL BENEFIT PACKAGE AND WHICH STATE MANDATES ARE INCLUDED IN THAT PACKAGE, 

ENSURING ADEQUATE PROVIDER NETWORKS, AND MAXIMIZING PLAN TRANSPARENCY AND 

COMPETITION AND CONSUMER PROTECTIONS. 

ESSENTIAL ORAL HEALTH BENEFITS PACI<AGE 

TYPICAL EMPLOYER-SPONSORED DENTAi/ORAL HEALTH PLAN COVERAGE 

01/19/2012 

• PREVENTIVE AND DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES - 100% COVERAGE (NOT SUBJECT TO 

DEDUCTIBLES). COVERAGE. MAY INCLUDE ORAL EVALUATIONS, RADIOGRAPHS, 

PROPHYLAXIS, SEALANTS (TYPICALLY FOR CHILDREN ONLY) AND FLUORIDE TREATMENT 

FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS. 

• BASIC RESTORATIVE SERVICES - 80% COVERAGE (SUBJECT TO DEDUCTIBLE). 

COVERAGE MAY INCLUDE AMALGAM RESTORATIONS, RESIN-BASED COMPOSITE 

RESTORATIONS (MANY PLANS WILL PAY A LEAST EXPENSIVE ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT 

BENEFIT FOR POSTERIOR COMPOSITES WHICH WOULD AMOUNT TO COVERING AN 

AMALGAM RESTORATION), EXTRACTIONS, ENDODONTIC THERAPY AND PERIODONTICS. 
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• MAJOR RESTORATIVE SERVICES - 50% COVERAGE (SUBJECT TO DEDUCTIBLE). 

(OVERAGE MAY INCLUDE CROWNS AND DENTURES. IMPLANTS TYPICALLY HAVE NOT 

BEEN COVERED; HOWEVER MORE EMPLOYERS ARE BEGINNING TO PURCHASE 

COVERAGE FOR IMPLANTS. 

• ORTHODONTICS - 100% COVERAGE FOR MEDICALLY NECESSARY TREATMENT, 

INCLUDING CLEFT PALATE AND OTHER SIMILAR CRANIOFACIALANOMALIES. 

• SOME OF THE ABOVE LISTED PROCEDURES MAY BE SUBJECT TO FREQUENCY LIMITATIONS SET 

BY THE PLAN. FOR EXAMPLE, MANY PLANS WILL PROVIDE COVERAGE FOR TWO 

EXAMINATIONS PER YEAR WHICH MUST BE AT LEAST SIX MONTHS APART. ACCORDING TO THE 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DENTAL PLANS (NADP), ANNUAL DEDUCTIBLES FOR DENTAL 

PREFERRED PROVIDER ORGANIZATIONS (DPPOS) AVERAGE $50.00 PER PERSON WITH 

ANNUAL BENEFIT MAXIMUMS RANGING FROM $1,000- $2,000. 

CROSSOVER IN DENTAL AND MEDICAL COVHIAGE 

As THE PEDIATRIC ORAL HEALTH BENEFIT IS BEING DESIGNED, IT IS IMPORTANT TO ENSURE 

THAT EVERY CHILD WILL BE ABLE TO ACCESS NEEDED SERVICES TO ADDRESS A HEALTH 

CONDITION WHERE MEDICAL AND DENTAL CARE ARE BOTH CLINICALLY REQUIRED. 

• THERE ARE HEALTH CARE SITUATIONS THAT EXIST WHERE AN UNDERLYING MEDICAL 

CONDITION MAY NECESSITATE A DENTAL INTERVENTION. FOR EXAMPLE, A PATIENT MAY 

HAVE BOTH CANCER AND AN ORAL INFECTION. ELIMINATING THE INFECTION FIRST WILL 

HELP MAXIMIZE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE CANCER TREATMENT WHILE ALSO REDUCING 

THE RISK OF ANY POST-CANCER TREATMENT DENTAL COMPLICATIONS. 

• THIS SITUATION HAS CAUSED PROBLEMS IN THE PAST AS BOTH MEDICAL AND DENTAL 

PLANS QUESTION WHETHER AND HOW THE DENTAL SERVICE AND THE ANESTHESIA NEEDED 

TO PERFORM THE SERVICE ARE COVERED. 

• SINCE 1995, AT LEAST 32 STATES HAVE ADOPTED LAWS OR REGULATIONS THAT ADDRESS 

DENTALLY-RELATED (ADJUNCTIVE) MEDICAL COSTS, EMPHASIZING THE IMPORTANCE AND 

NECESSITY OF ADDRESSING THIS ISSUE. ASSOCIATED MEDICAL COSTS REFER TO THE 

REQUIREMENT THAT MEDICAL PLANS PAY FOR HOSPITALIZATION AND RELATED MEDICAL 

EXPENSES, SUCH AS THE ADMINISTRATION OF GENERAL ANESTHESIA, WHEN DENTAL 

TREATMENT IS BEST PERFORMED IN THE HOSPITAL OR AN OUTPATIENT SURGICAL FACILITY. 
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CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS, INCLUDING COGNITIVE OR PHYSICAL DISABILITIES, AS 

WELL AS CHILDREN WITH EXTENSIVE DENTAL TREATMENT NEEDS MAY REQUIRE 

TREATMENT IN SUCH SETIINGS MORE FREQUENTLY THAN OTHER CHILDREN. (SOME 

STATES REQUIRE COVERAGE FOR ANY PERSON, REGARDLESS OF AGE, IF CERTAIN 

DISABILITIES EXIST. (IF THE DESIRE IS TO FOCUS ONLY ON CHILDREN, THIS PROVISION 

OBVIOUSLY WOULD NOT APPLY.]) 

• ADDITIONALLY, CHILDREN BORN WITH BIRTH DEFECTS MAY REQUIRE ADDITIONAL 

SERVICES THAT NECESSITATE COORDINATION BETWEEN MEDICINE AND DENTISTRY. 

ACCORDING TO THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION, IT IS ESTIMATED 

THAT 2,651 BABIES ARE BORN ANNUALLY IN THE U.S. WITH A CLEFT PALATE AND 4,437 

ARE BORN WITH A CLEFT LIP, WITH OR WITHOUT A CLEFT PALATE, REQUIRING MEDICAL 

AND DENTAL INTERVENTION. IN FACT, FOR MOST INDIVIDUALS ORAL ORTHOPEDIC 

PROCEDURES PROVIDED BY A DENTIST ARE PRE-SURGICAL ELEMENTS ESSENTIAL FOR THE 

SUCCESS OF PLASTIC SURGICAL RECONSTRUCTION OF THE BIRTH DEFECT. OFTEN 

COVERAGE FOR THE PRE-SURGICAL ORAL ORTHOPEDIC IS NOT A BENEFIT OF THE PATIENT'S 

MEDICAL PLAN BECAUSE IT IS CONSIDERED TO BE A "DENTAL PROCEDURE" NOT WITHIN 

THE SCOPE OF THE MEDICAL PLAN. IN ADDITION, MANY DENTAL BENEFIT PLANS 

SPECIFICALLY EXCLUDE "ORTHODONTICS." IN THESE SITUATIONS NECESSITATING BOTH 

DENTAL AND MEDICAL SERVICES, THE KEY ISSUE IS ENSURING PROPER COORDINATION 

BETWEEN THE COVERAGE PROVIDED BY MEDICAL AND DENTAL PLANS, AND CLARITY 

ABOUT WHICH SERVICES ARE COVERED BY THE RESPECTIVE PLANS TO AVOID COVERAGE 

DENIALS BY BOTH PLANS. 

ACCESS REQU/f/ESAN ADEQUATE DENTAL BENEFITANDAPPROPRIATE PAYMENT 

STRUCTURES 

ENSURING ADEQUATE ACCESS CONCERNS NOT ONLY THE BENEFITS PACKAGE -- BUT ALSO 

WHETHER APPROPRIATE PAYMENT STRUCTURES AND MECHANISMS ARE IN PLACE FOR 

ADMINISTERING DENTAL BENEFITS. 

ENSURE NETWORK ADEQUACY 

DEFICIENT PAYMENT STRUCTURES ADVERSELY AFFECT NETWORK PARTICIPATION. IT IS IMPORTANT 

THAT ALL DENTAL PLANS OFFER AN ADEQUATE PROVIDER NETWORK TO MAKE THE EXCHANGE AN 
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ATIRACTIVE ALTERNATIVE FOR CONSUMERS. PLANS SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO MAKE INFORMATION 

ABOUT THEIR NETWORKS READILY AVAILABLE TO PROVIDERS AND THE VIABILITY OF THE NETWORK 

SHOULD BE REGULARLY TESTED. NETWORKS SHOULD ALLOW ALL DENTISTS WILLING TO ACCEPT THE 

TERMS OF THE CONTRACT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE NETWORK. ALSO, CARRIERS MUST BE REQUIRED TO 

OFFER DENTISTS A SEPARATE PARTICIPATING AGREEMENT FOR PLANS OFFERED WITHIN THE EXCHANGE 

TO ENABLE A FULL AND FAIR REVIEW BY THE PRACTITIONERS. 

MEDICAID AND CHnDREN'S HRALTll INSURANCE PROGRAM {CHIP) 

THE MEDICAID (EPSDT} AND CHIP (CHIPRA ORAL HEALTH BENEFIT) BENEFIT PACKAGES 

PROMISE A GREAT DEAL BUT THEY OFTEN FAIL TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE ACCESS TO SERVICES 

DUE TO SHORTCOMINGS IN THE WAY THAT THE BENEFIT IS FINANCED AND/OR 

ADMINISTERED~ THE PAYMENT STRUCTURE MATIERS AS MUCH AS THE BENEFIT. IN GENERAL 

TERMS, STATE DENTAL PROGRAMS THAT USE A MANAGED CARE CAPITATION PAYMENT 

SYSTEM ARE NOT SUCCESSFUL. ON THE OTHER HAND, STATE PROGRAMS THAT UTILIZE A 

DENTAL BENEFITS MANAGER TO ADMINISTER THE BENEFIT HAVE HAD GREATER SUCCESS 

BECAUSE THE MANAGERS HAVE EXPERTISE WORKING WITHIN THE DENTAL DELIVERY SYSTEM. 

FEDERAL EMPLOYEES HEALTH BENEFIT PROGRAM {DENTAL BENEFIT EMBEDDED IN 

MEDICAL PLAN} 

CONGRESS HAD TO PASS A LAW TO GIVE FEDERAL WORKERS BETTER DENTAL AND VISION 

COVERAGE OPTIONS BECAUSE THE DENTAL BENEFITS EMBEDDED IN THEIR MEDICAL PLANS 

WERE INADEQUATE. 

01/19/2012 

• THE FEDERAL EMPLOYEE HEALTH BENEFITS PROGRAM (FEHBP) IS A MODEL WHICH 

SHOULD BE EXAMINED CLOSELY. THIS PLAN, WHICH PROVIDES HEALTH BENEFITS FOR 

FEDERAL AND POSTAL EMPLOYEES, HAS A CONSUMER EXPERIENCE WHICH IS VERY 

TELLING. 

• WHEN DENTAL BENEFITS WERE ORIGINALLY INCLUDED AS PART OF THE FEHBP, THEY 

WERE ONLY MADE AVAILABLE THROUGH MEDICAL PLANS THAT OFFERED LIMITED 

DENTAL BENEFITS. THERE WERE MULTIPLE COMPLAINTS FROM BENEFICIARIES ABOUT 

THE INADEQUACY OF THE DENTAL NETWORK AND THE LIMITATION ON COVERAGE. 

• IN RESPONSE, THE FEDERAL EMPLOYEES DENTAL AND VISION BENEFITS 

ENHANCEMENT ACT OF 2004 WAS SIGNED INTO LAW, GIVING THE OFFICE OF 

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT (OPM) THE AUTHORITY TO ESTABLISH A SEPARATE 

DENTAL AND VISION PROGRAM CALLED THE FEDERAL EMPLOYEES DENTAL AND 
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VISION INSURANCE PROGRAM (FEDVIP). THE FEDVIP IS DESCRIBED BY OPM AS 

THE PROGRAM FOR FEDERAL AND POSTAL WORKERS WHO WANT "COMPREHENSIVE 

DENTAL AND VISION BENEFITS." 

• THERE ARE NOW FOUR DENTAL PLANS AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE UNDER FEDVIP: 

AETNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY; GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES HEALTH 

ASSOCIATION, INC. (GEHSA); METLIFE INC.; AND UNITED CONCORDIA 

COMPANIES, INC. THERE ARE THREE REGIONAL PLANS. IN AREAS WHERE DENTAL 

PLANS DO NOT HAVE ADEQUATE PROVIDER ACCESS, THE PLANS MUST PROVIDE 

PAYMENT BASED ON THE STANDARD HEALTHCARE PREVAILING FEES OR PAY BENEFITS 

BASED ON THEIR PLAN ALLOWANCE. 

COMMONWEA/,T/l CARE (DHJ\10 MODRL) 

THE DHMO DENTAL PLAN IS NOT WORKING FOR THOSE WITH DENTAL COVERAGE UNDER 

THE MASSACHUSETTS HEALTH CARE EXCHANGE. 

• THOUGHT BY MANY TO BE THE TEMPLATE FOR THE ACA, THE COMMONWEALTH 

CARE PROGRAM IN MASSACHUSETTS, OFFERS LIMITED DENTAL COVERAGE TO 

INDIVIDUALS AT OR BELOW 100% OF THE FEDERAL POVERTY LEVEL. 

• A 2009 STUDY FUNDED BY THE BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MASSACHUSETTS 

FOUNDATION AND CONDUCTED BY BAILIT HEALTH PURCHASING FOUND THAT ACCESS 

TO DENTISTS CONTINUED TO BE "PROBLEMATIC" AS THERE ARE LIMITED NUMBER OF 

PROVIDERS WILLING TO ACCEPT THE DHMO (BENEFICIARIES COULD ONLY USE IN

NETWORK PROVIDERS) COVERAGE OFFERED BY DORAL, THE DENTAL VENDOR FOR 

BOTH MASS HEAL TH (MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAID AND CH IP PROGRAM) AND THREE 

OF THE FOUR COMMONWEALTH CARE PLANS. 

COMMON SENSE RU I.ES 

To SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVE THE LIKELIHOOD THAT PLANS WILL BE ABLE TO OFFER 

ADEQUATE NETWORKS OF DENTISTS, COMMON SENSE RULES SHOULD APPLY, INCLUDING 

THAT A PLAN'S FEE SCHEDULE WILL NOT APPLY TO NON-COVERED SERVICES AND THAT 

CARRIERS BE REQUIRED TO MAKE PROMPT PAYMENT OF CLAIMS. 

01/19/2012 

• SAME DOLLAR AMOUNT OF COVERAGE: A PLAN SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO PROVIDE 

THE SAME DOLLAR AMOUNT OF COVERAGE FOR A GIVEN PROCEDURE REGARDLESS OF 

WHETHER THE PROVIDER OF THE PROCEDURE PARTICIPATES IN THE NETWORK. THIS 
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MAXIMIZES CONSUMER CHOICE, ALLOWING THEM TO CHOOSE A PROVIDER THAT 

SERVES THEIR NEEDS BEST, BUT WITHOUT INCREASING PLAN COSTS. 

• PLAN'S FEE SCHEDULE WOULD NOT APPLY TO NON-COVERED SERVICES: A PLAN 

SHOULD BE PROHIBITED FROM DICTATING FEES FOR PROCEDURES THAT THE PLAN 

DOES NOT COVER. ALL PATIENTS WOULD BENEFIT FROM THIS PROVISION AS IT BRINGS 

A SENSE OF STABILITY TO THE PRACTITIONER-INSURER RELATIONSHIP BY ELIMINATING 

A PROVISION THAT COULD DRIVE MANY DENTISTS OUT OF NETWORKS THAT DICTATE 

FEES FOR NON-COVERED SERVICES. 

• FAIR PAYMENT TERMS: CARRIERS SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO MAKE PROMPT PAYMENT 

OF CLAIMS. PROMPT AND FAIR PAYMENT IS NECESSARY TO ENSURE THE CONTINUED 

VIABILITY OF DENTAL NETWORKS THAT WORK WELL FOR PROVIDERS AND THEIR 

PATIENTS, AS WELL AS INSURANCE CARRIERS THAT WANT TO ATTRACT AN ADEQUATE 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING DENTISTS. (INSURERS' REQUESTS FOR REFUNDS SHOULD 

BE LIMITED TO REASONABLE TIMEFRAMES) 

ENSURE WIDE SELECTION 01' CURRENT PLAN MODELS AND EXPAND PLAN OPTIONS 

ENSURING A WIDE SELECTION OF PROVEN, MARKET-TESTED DENTAL INSURANCE PRODUCTS -- SUCH 

AS DENTAL INDEMNITY, DIRECT REIMBURSEMENT, AND DPPO PLANS -- IN THE EXCHANGE WILL 

BENEFIT CONSUMERS AND HELP ENSURE THE LONG TERM VIABILITY OF THE HEALTH BENEFIT 

EXCHANGE, 

ACCORDING TO THE NADP, CHILD-ONLY POLICIES ARE RARELY OFFERED IN THE PRIVATE MARKET. 

ORAL HEALTH EXPERTS KNOW CHILDREN ARE MORE LIKELY TO ACCESS DENTAL SERVICES IF THEIR 

PARENTS HAVE COVERAGE. ALL PARTICIPATING PLANS OFFERING A DENTAL BENEFIT SHOULD BE 

REQUIRED TO OFFER FAMILY DENTAL COVERAGE AS AN OPTION. 

IN ADDITION, CONSUMERS WOULD GREATLY BENEFIT IF THEY HAD THE OPTION OF PURCHASING 

DENTAL COVERAGE WITHOUT ANNUAL BENEFIT LEVELS AND PLANS WITH LOWER COPAYMENTS. 

UNIVERSALLY AND FOR MANY DECADES, DENTAL BENEFIT PLANS HAVE HAD RELATIVELY PALTRY 

ANNUAL BENEFIT LIMITS OF $1,000 TO $2,000, WHICH ARE QUICKLY EXCEEDED WITH ONE MAJOR 

RESTORATIVE SERVICE. IN ADDITION, THE COPAYMENTS FOR SOME EXTENSIVE RESTORATIVE SERVICES 

ARE BEYOND THE MEANS OF TOO MANY INDIVIDUALS. CARRIERS THAT OFFER STANDARD FAMILY 
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DENTAL BENEFITS IN THE EXCHANGE SHOULD ALSO BE REQUIRED TO OFFER DENTAL PLANS WITHOUT 

ANNUAL LIMITS AND LOWER COPAYMENTS AS AN OPTION FOR CONSUMERS. 

DENTAL INDEMNITY 

• THE TRADITIONAL DENTAL INDEMNITY PLAN OFFERS THE CONSUMER MAXIMUM FREEDOM 

AND IS STILL POPULAR, CAPTURING 13 PERCENT OF THE 2009 MARKET, ACCORDING TO THE 

NADP. 

• AN INDEMNITY DENTAL INSURANCE PLAN IS OFTEN CALLED A TRADITIONAL DENTAL COVERAGE 

PLAN OR A FEE FOR SERVICE PLAN. IN THIS TYPE OF DENTAL INSURANCE PLAN, ONE HAS THE 

OPTION TO VISIT ANY DENTIST OR DENTAL CARE PROFESSIONAL YOU WISH. You DO NOT NEED 

TO SELECT YOUR DENTIST FROM A LIST OF NETWORK PROVIDERS OR APPROVED PROVIDERS TO 

QUALIFY FOR BENEFITS AND COVERAGE. 

• You WILL NEED TO PAY A DEDUCTIBLE ON YOUR INDEMNITY DENTAL INSURANCE. AFTER YOU 

HAVE DONE so, YOUR INSURANCE PROVIDER WILL COVER A PART OF THE USUAL FEE. How 

MUCH YOUR DENTAL INSURANCE WILL REIMBURSE YOU WILL VARY ACCORDING TO YOUR 

PROVIDER. HOWEVER, MANY INSURANCE PROVIDERS OFFERING THIS SORT OF PLAN WILL PAY 

FOR 80% OR EVEN 100% OF THE USUAL FEE (I.E. THE FEE THE DENTIST MOST FREQUENTLY 

CHARGES FOR A SPECIFIC DENTAL PROCEDURE INDEPENDENT OF ANY CONTRACTUAL 

AGREEMENT.) 

DENTAL PPOs 

• DENTAL PPOs (DPPOs) ARE THE MOST COMMON TYPES OF PLANS AVAILABLE TO 

CONSUMERS. THE NADP ESTIMATES THAT IN 2009 NEARLY 70 PERCENT OF DENTAL 

PLAN OFFERINGS WERE PROVIDED THROUGH DPPOs. 

• DPPOs ALLOW CONSUMERS TO OBTAIN SERVICES FROM IN-NETWORK AND OUT-OF

NETWORK DENTISTS, SUBJECT TO VARYING DEDUCTIBLES. DENTAL CARRIERS MAINTAIN 

THEIR OWN NETWORKS. 

• PUBLIC PROGRAMS HAVE INCREASED ACCESS TO DENTAL CARE BY EXTENDING BENEFITS 

PROVIDED BY PRIVATE/COMMERCIAL DENTAL PLANS USING A DPPO APPROACH. 

01/19/2012 

o THE MICHIGAN HEALTHY KIDS DENTAL PROGRAM AND NEW HAMPSHIRE'S 

NEDDKIDS PROGRAM PROVIDED COMMERCIAL COVERAGE TO PUBLICLY-INSURED 

POPULATIONS. 
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0 TENNESSEE CONTRACTED WITH A SINGLE DENTAL PLAN ADMINISTRATOR TO 

DELIVER DENTAL BENEFITS FOR ITS TENNCARE PROGRAM IN 2002. TENNCARE 

CARVED OUT ITS DENTAL PROGRAM FROM A GLOBAL MANAGED CARE 

ARRANGEMENT AND WAS ABLE TO INCREASE PARTICIPATION BY DENTISTS AND 

APPROPRIATE UTILIZATION OF DENTAL SERVICES BY BENEFICIARIES. THIS MODEL IS 

DESIGNED TO WORK WITHIN A STATE'S BUDGET AND THE DENTAL ADMINISTRATOR 

ESTABLISHES PROVIDER NETWORKS AND MANAGES CLAIMS AND PROGRAM 

BENEFITS. 

Dh'NTAL HMOs 

• BY CONTRAST DHMOs HAD ONLY ABOUT EIGHT PERCENT OF THE 2009 DENTAL BENEFIT 

MARKET, ACCORDING TO THE NADP. FURTHERMORE, THESE PLANS ARE ON A STEADY 

DOWNWARD TRAJECTORY - FALLING FROM 15 PERCENT OF THE MARKET IN 2002 TO 8 

PERCENT IN 2009. 

• IN A DHMO, DENTAL BENEFITS ARE OFFERED THROUGH STAND-ALONE DENTAL PLANS OR 

IN COMBINATION WITH A MEDICAL PLAN USING IN-NETWORK PROVIDERS. SOME 

EMPLOYERS INCLUDE THIS TYPE OF COVERAGE IN DUAL-CHOICE OPTIONS (E.G. A DPPO 

AND DHMO) BECAUSE OF ITS PERCEIVED AFFORDABILITY. 

• DHMOs TYPICALLY UTILIZE SUBSTANTIAL COST-SHARING REQUIREMENTS THAT SERVE AS 

ACCESS BARRIERS FOR BENEFICIARIES, PARTICULARLY LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS. 

ACCESS TO CARE IS OFTEN ADVERSELY AFFECTED UNDER A DHMO MODEL DUE TO AN 

INADEQUATE NETWORK (NUMBER OF DENTISTS WILLING TO PARTICIPATE IN THE PLAN). 

THIS HAS BEEN SEEN TIME AND AGAIN WITH PUBLIC PROGRAMS THAT ATTEMPT TO OFFER 

DENTAL CARE THROUGH A DHMO. FOR EXAMPLE, THE CALIFORNIA CHIP PROGRAM 

HAS REPEATEDLY DOCUMENTED SIGNIFICANTLY LOWER RATES OF UTILIZATION WHEN 

BENEFITS ARE ADMINISTERED THROUGH DHM0-TYPE PLANS COMPARED TO MORE 

COMMON TRADITIONAL DENTAL PLAN ARRANGEMENTS. 

• A NOVEMBER 2010 GENERAL ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE (GAO) REPORT ENTITLED, 

"ORAL HEALTH EFFORTS UNDER WAY TO IMPROVE CHILDREN'S ACCESS TO DENTAL 

SERVICES, BUT SUSTAINED ATTENTION NEEDED TO ADDRESS ONGOING CONCERNS" 

STATES ON PAGE TWO: "FURTHER, ALTHOUGH SOME DATA INDICATE THAT CHILDREN IN 

MEDICAID MANAGED CARE MAY RECEIVE LESS DENTAL CARE THAN OTHER CHILDREN, 
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COMPREHENSIVE AND RELIABLE DATA ON DENTAL SERVICES UNDER MANAGED CARE 

CONTINUE TO BE UNAVAILABLE DESPITE LONG-STANDING CONCERNS." 

MAXIMIZE PLAN COMPETITION 

THE EXCHANGE SHOULD STRIVE TO MAXIMIZE THE DENTAL PLAN CHOICES AVAILABLE TO 

CONSUMERS IN THE EXCHANGES. THIS IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT IN THE STATES THAT HAVE 

HISTORICALLY BEEN DOMINATED BY A SINGLE DENTAL CARRIER. THE PROSPECT OF A SINGLE DENTAL 

CARRIER IN A STATE EXCHANGE IS NOT UNLIKELY IN A MARKET WHERE CURRENTLY OVER 90 PERCENT 

OF AMERICANS WITH DENTAL COVERAGE HAVE THAT COVERAGE THROUGH STAND-ALONE PLANS. 

THE PLAN CERTIFICATION PROCESS SHOULD BE DESIGNED IN A MANNER THAT ATTRACTS MULTIPLE 

CARRIERS THAT OFFER DENTAL BENEFITS. 

A WIDE SELECTION OF PLANS WITH GOOD ORAL HEALTH BENEFITS AND PAYMENT STRUCTURES WILL 

BE OF LITTLE VALUE UNLESS THE CONSUMER FULLY APPRECIATES THE COST AND BENEFITS OF THE 

VARIOUS PLANS. DENTAL BENEFITS OFFERED BY MEDICAL PLANS AND STAND-ALONE DENTAL PLANS 

IN THE EXCHANGE SHOULD ALLOW FOR 11APPLES-TO-APPLES11 COMPARISONS SO THAT CONSUMERS 

CAN EASILY UNDERSTAND THEIR CHOICES BASED ON PRICE, QUALITY AND OTHER FACTORS, SUCH AS 

PROVIDER NETWORK ADEQUACY. 

• ALL MEDICAL PLANS IN THE EXCHANGE OFFERING AN "EMBEDDED" CHILDREN'S ESSENTIAL 

DENTAL BENEFIT MUST ALSO BE REQUIRED TO OFFER A VERY SIMILAR MEDICAL POLICY 

WITHOUT THE DENTAL COVERAGE SO THAT CONSUMERS HAVE MORE REAL COVERAGE 

CHOICES. 

• To HELP THE CONSUMER UNDERSTAND HOW MUCH OF THE PREMIUM COST IS ATTRIBUTABLE 

TO THE DENTAL COMPONENT OF THE MEDICAL PLAN; THE COST OF THE EMBEDDED DENTAL 

COVERAGE SHOULD BE CLEARLY STATED. THIS IS NECESSARY TO ASSURE FAIR AND UNIFORM 

COMPETITION AND SHOULD BE EASILY ACCOMPLISHED AS INSURERS KNOW THE ACTUARIAL 

VALUE OF THE BENEFITS THEY OFFER. 

• THE ACA CORRECTLY PLACES A GREAT DEAL OF EMPHASIS ON ENSURING THE CONSUMER HAS 

ALL OF THE INFORMATION NEEDED TO MAKE AN INFORMED PURCHASING DECISION. 

DENTISTRY HAS LONG RECOGNIZED THE IMPORTANCE OF AN INFORMED PATIENT IN HELPING 

TO MAKE TREATMENT DECISIONS AND BELIEVES A FULLY INFORMED CONSUMER WILL HELP 

MAKE THE HEALTH BENEFIT EXCHANGE MARKETPLACE MORE EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE. 
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ORGANIZED DENTISTRY SHOULD BE CLOSELY CONSULTED ON ALL ASPECTS OF THE WEB SITE 

CONTENT AND ANY OTHER INFORMATION DIRECTED AT CONSUMERS CONCERNING ORAL 

HEALTH BENEFITS. 

• THIS WOULD AFFORD THE EXCHANGE CONTENT PERSONNEL VALUABLE EXPERTISE REGARDING 

ORAL HEALTH CONTENT CLARITY, SO THAT THE AVERAGE PERSON CAN FULLY UNDERSTAND 

THE TRUE OUT-OF-POCKET COSTS OF THE PLAN (INCLUDING DEDUCTIBLES, COINSURANCE AND 

MAXIMUMS), THE SCOPE OF BENEFITS BEING OFFER BY THE PLAN (AND THEREFORE WHAT IS 

NOT COVERED), NETWORK ADEQUACY (THE INDIVIDUAL SHOULD BE ABLE TO CHECK TO SEE IF 

HIS/HER DENTIST IS PARTICIPATING IN THE NETWORK), AND ALL OTHER RELEVANT FACTORS 

THAT SHOULD BE PART OF THE PURCHASING DECISION MAKING PROCESS. 

EQUAL ACCESS TO CONSUMER PROTECTIONS 

INDIVIDUALS WHO PURCHASE ORAL HEALTH BENEFITS THROUGH AN EXCHANGE DESERVE EQUAL 

ACCESS TO CONSUMER PROTECTIONS IRRESPECTIVE OF THE PLAN (MEDICAL OR DENTAL OR SOME 

COMBINATION} USED TO PURCHASE THE DENTAL COVERAGE. 

• REPORTING STANDARDS, USE OF PLAIN LANGUAGE IN THE COVERAGE EXPLANATION, COST

SHARING INFORMATION DISCLOSURE AND PAST PERFORMANCE OF THE PLAN HAVE BEEN 

IDENTIFIED AS IMPORTANT TRANSPARENCY MEASURES. AN ADEQUATE NETWORK AND AN 

APPEALS PROCESS THAT PERMITS AN EXTERNAL REVIEW ARE ALSO IMPORTANT. 

• A SEPTEMBER 2011 NADP AND DELTA DENTAL PLANS ASSOCIATION WHITE PAPER LOOKS 

TO THE STATES TO DETERMINE PROVIDER NETWORK STANDARDS AND PLAIN LANGUAGE 

REQUIREMENTS THAT WOULD BE APPLIED TO THE CHILDREN'S ESSENTIAL ORAL HEALTH 

BENEFIT. COST-SHARING DISCLOSURES, PLAN PERFORMANCE AND SUMMARY OF BENEFITS 

COULD, ACCORDING TO THE WHITE PAPER, BE ADDRESSED AT THE STATE OR FEDERAL LEVELS 

(TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE DIFFERENCES APPROPRIATE FOR SEPARATE DENTAL POLICIES 

COVERING A LIMITED SCOPE BENEFIT). 

• UNIFORM COORDINATION OF BENEFITS: PATIENTS COVERED BY MORE THAN ONE PLAN 

SHOULD BE GUARANTEED THE FULL VALUE OF THEIR PURCHASED COVERAGE, UP TO 100% OF 

THE COST OF THE PROCEDURE BY REQUIRING A SECONDARY INSURER TO PAY THE REMAINDER 

OF A CLAIM UP TO, BUT NOT EXCEEDING, 100 PERCENT OF THE AMOUNT OF THE CLAIM. 
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• PERMIT A BENEFICIARY TO DESIGNATE PAYMENT TO A NON-PARTICIPATING PROVIDER: A 

PLAN BENEFICIARY SHOULD BE ABLE TO DESIGNATE PAYMENT FOR COVERED SERVICES TO A 

PROVIDER WHO IS NOT PARTICIPATING IN THE NETWORK, SO THAT THE PATIENT DOES NOT 

HAVE TO PAY FOR SUCH SERVICES OUT-OF-POCKET AND WAIT TO BE REIMBURSED BY THE 

PLAN. 

STAND ALONE DENTAL PLANS VS. DENTAL RIDERS TO MEDICAL PLANS 

ORGANIZED DENTISTRY SUPPORTS AN ENVIRONMENT WHERE DENTAL PLANS, WHETHER THEY ARE 

STAND-ALONE PLANS OR DENTAL RIDERS TO MEDICAL PLANS, CAN ADEQUATELY COMPETE AND OFFER 

CONSUMERS OPTIONS FOR ACCESSING ORAL HEALTH CARE. 

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT BOTH TYPES OF PLANS ARE ABLE TO PARTICIPATE WITHIN AND OUTSIDE THE 

STATE EXCHANGES FOR INDIVIDUALS AND SMALL BUSINESSES. 
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ESSENTIAL HEALTH BENEFITS PACKAGE FOR f'EDIATRIC ORAL SERVICES: 

~PRIMER 

PROPOSED FEDERAL GUIDANCE 

THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES (HHS) RELEASED A PROPOSED GUIDANCE ON 

DECEMBER 16, 2011 FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ESSENTIAL HEALTH BENEFIT REQUIREMENTS 

WITHIN STATE EXCHANGES AND FOR INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL GROUP PLANS THAT WILL OPERATE 

OUTSIDE OF THE STATE EXCHANGES. A FEDERAL REGULATION THAT ADDRESSES THE ESSENTIAL 

HEALTH BENEFITS IS EXPECTED IN 2012. 

THE GUIDANCE PROVIDES STATES FLEXIBILITY TO IMPLEMENT THE BENEFIT REQUIREMENTS, 

INCLUDING THE PEDIATRIC ORAL HEALTH SERVICES, FOR PLANS REQUIRED TO PROVIDE THE ESSENTIAL 

HEALTH BENEFITS. HHS RECOMMENDS THAT STATES SELECT A BENCHMARK HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN 

TO COVER ALL ESSENTIAL HEALTH BENEFIT CATEGORIES. STATES WOULD CHOOSE ONE OF THE 

FOLLOWING HEALTH INSURANCE PLANS AS A BENCHMARK: 

• ONE OF THE THREE LARGEST SMALL GROUP PLANS IN THE STATE; 

• ONE OF THE THREE LARGEST STATE EMPLOYEE HEALTH PLANS; 

• ONE OF THE THREE LARGEST FEDERAL EMPLOYEE HEALTH PLAN OPTIONS; 

• THE LARGEST HMO PLAN OFFERED IN THE STATE'S COMMERCIAL MARKET. 

HHS WOULD REQUIRE THAT THE PLAN(S) A STATE SELECTS MUST COVER ALL THE ESSENTIAL HEALTH 

BENEFITS INCLUDED IN THE ACA, INCLUDING PEDIATRIC ORAL HEALTH SERVICES. HHS DOES NOT 

SUGGEST ANY REQUIREMENTS OR PROVIDE ANY RECOMMENDATIONS ON WHAT SERVICES MUST BE 

INCLUDED WITHIN THE ORAL HEALTH BENEFIT OR THE FREQUENCY OF THOSE SERVICES. SOME OF THE 

OUTLINED BENCHMARK PLAN OPTIONS MAY NOT ROUTINELY OFFER ANY ORAL HEALTH SERVICES AND 

HHS IS CONSIDERING TWO OPTIONS THAT WOULD ALLOW STATES TO SUPPLEMENT THEIR SELECTED 

BENCHMARK PLAN(s) WITH ANOTHER PLAN THAT INCLUDES PEDIATRIC ORAL HEALTH BENEFITS. THE 

TWO OPTIONS INCLUDE: 

• THE FEDERAL EMPLOYEES DENTAL AND VISION INSURANCE PROGRAM (FEDVIP) DENTAL 

PLAN WITH THE LARGEST NATIONAL ENROLLMENT; OR 

• THE STATE'S SEPARATE CHILDREN'S HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM (CHIP). 
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HHS IS RECOMMEND/NG THAT A SUPPLEMENTAL PLAN ONLY BE MADE AVAILABLE IF THE 

BENCHMARK THE STATE SELECTS FOR BROADER HEALTH COVERAGE DOES NOT INCLUDE ANY ORAL 

HEALTH SERVICES. THE GUIDANCE DOES NOT ADDRESS WHETHER A STATE SHOULD BE PERMITTED TO 

SUPPLEMENT THEIR BENCHMARK PLAN IF THE ORAL HEALTH BENEFIT UNDER THE BENCHMARK IS 

LIMITED IN WHAT IT COVERS. 

ASSESSMENT OF BENEFIT COVERAGE IN BENCHMARK PLANS 

THE OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT (OFFICE OF HEALTH 

POLICY, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES) EXAMINED BENEFIT COVERAGE IN 

EMPLOYER-SPONSORED INSURANCE IN THE SMALL GROUP MARKET AND STATE AND FEDERAL 

EMPLOYEE PLANS AND PUBLISHED THOSE RESULTS IN A DECEMBER 2011 RESEARCH BRIEF. 

THE AGENCY'S FINDINGS
1 

REGARDING PEDIATRIC ORAL HEALTH SERVICES ARE VERY LIMITED BECAUSE 

THE ONLY SERVICE MENTIONED IN THE REPORT IS "DENTAL CHECK-UP FOR CHILDREN." 

SMALL GROUP Pl.ANS IN THE STATE 

THE THREE LARGEST SMALL GROUP PRODUCTS IN EACH STATE AND THE DISTRICT OF 

COLUMBIA COVERED "DENTAL CHECK-UPS FOR CHILDREN" ONLY 5 PERCENT OF THE TIME; 55 

PERCENT OF THE PLANS PROVIDED SUCH COVERAGE ONLY AS OPTIONAL COVERAGE; AND 40 

PERCENT DID NOT COVER "DENTAL CHECK-UPS FOR CHILDREN." 

STATE EMPLOYEE PLANS 

FORTY PERCENT OF STATE EMPLOYEE PLANS COVER "DENTAL CHECK-UPS FOR CHILDREN." 

FEDERAL EMP/,OYEE PLANS 

THE REPORT STATES "PREVENTIVE AND BASIC DENTAL CARE" IS COVERED IN TWO FEDERAL 

EMPLOYEE PLANS (BLUE CROSS/BLUE SHIELD STANDARD AND BASIC OPTIONS PLAN AND THE 

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES HEALTH ASSOCIATION STANDARD OPTION PLAN) BUT NO 

SPECIFICS ARE PROVIDED. 

CHIP 
THE CHILDREN'S HEALTH INSURANCE REAUTHORIZATION ACT OF 2009 (CHIPRA) 

INCLUDED A DENTAL BENEFIT REQUIREMENT FOR CHIP PROGRAMS. THOUGH ALL STATE 

PROGRAMS PROVIDED SOME DENTAL COVERAGE WITHIN THEIR CHIP PROGRAMS PRIOR TO 

1 
Ten state employee plans were evaluated as well as the top three federal employee plans by enrollment. 
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THE LAW'S ENACTMENT, THERE WAS NO FEDERAL STANDARD. COVERAGE FOR DENTAL 

SERVICES IN STATES THAT HAVE SEPARATE CHIP PROGRAMS VARIED GREATLY AND SOME 

INCLUDED LOW ANNUAL CAPS AND/OR SERVICE LIMITATIONS. CHIPRA REQUIRES STATE 

PROGRAMS TO OFFER EITHER A DENTAL BENCHMARK OR A STATE-DEFINED DENTAL BENEFIT 

THAT MEETS THE LAW'S DEFINITION. UNDER CHIPRA, A DENTAL BENEFIT PACKAGE MUST 

INCLUDE "COVERAGE OF DENTAL SERVICES NECESSARY TO PREVENT DISEASE AND PROMOTE 

ORAL HEALTH, RESTORE ORAL STRUCTURES TO HEALTH AND FUNCTION, AND TREAT 

EMERGENCY CONDITIONS." 

To MEET THE DEFINITION, STATES MUST INCLUDE COVERAGE FOR DENTAL SERVICES WITHIN 

EACH OF THE CATEGORIES AS IDENTIFIED IN THE ADA'S CURRENT DENTAL TERMINOLOGY 

(CDT) CODE OF DENTAL PROCEDURES: DIAGNOSTIC, PREVENTIVE, RESTORATIVE, 

ENDODONTIC, PERIODONTIC, PROSTHODONTIC, ORAL AND MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY, 

ORTHODONTICS AND EMERGENCY DENTAL SERVICES. A STATE MAY ALSO CHOOSE TO PROVIDE 

DENTAL COVERAGE THAT IS EQUIVALENT TO ONE OF THREE IDENTIFIED BENCHMARK 

PACKAGES: THE FEDERAL EMPLOYEES HEALTH BENEFITS PROGRAM CHILDREN'S DENTAL 

COVERAGE; STATE EMPLOYEE DEPENDENT DENTAL COVERAGE; OR COVERAGE OFFERED 

THROUGH THE STATE'S COMMERCIAL, NON-MEDICAID PLAN THAT SERVES THE LARGEST 

NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS. STATES THAT CHOOSE A STATE-DEFINED BENEFIT MUST ALSO 

PROVIDE COVERAGE FOR MEDICALLY NECESSARY ORAL HEALTH SERVICES. THE CENTERS FOR 

MEDICARE AND MEDICAID SERVICES (CMS) ISSUED A STATE HEALTH OFFICIAL LETTER ON THE 

CHIPRA DENTAL BENEFIT ON OCTOBER 7, 2009 BUT HAS NOT ISSUED SPECIFIC 

REGULATIONS. REGULATIONS ARE ANTICIPATED IN 2012. 

FEDIJRAJ, EMPl,OYEES DENTAL AND VISION INSURANCE PROGRAM 

ACCORDING TO THE OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT, THE FEDVIP PROGRAM OFFERS 

"COMPREHENSIVE" DENTAL AND VISION BENEFITS TO FEDERAL AND POSTAL WORKERS AND 

THEIR FAMILIES, INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING: 

01/19/2012 

• CLASS A (BASIC) SERVICES, WHICH INCLUDE ORAL EXAMINATIONS, PROPHYLAXIS, 

DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATIONS, SEALANTS AND X-RAYS. 

• CLASS B (INTERMEDIATE) SERVICES, WHICH INCLUDE RESTORATIVE PROCEDURES 

SUCH AS FILLINGS, PREFABRICATED STAINLESS STEEL CROWNS, PERIODONTAL 

SCALING, TOOTH EXTRACTIONS, AND DENTURE ADJUSTMENTS. 
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• ClASS C (MAJOR) SERVICES, WHICH INCLUDE ENDODONTIC SERVICES SUCH AS 

ROOT CANALS, PERIODONTAL SERVICES SUCH AS GINGIVECTOMY, MAJOR 

RESTORATIVE SERVICES SUCH AS CROWNS, ORAL SURGERY, BRIDGES AND 

PROSTHODONTIC SERVICES SUCH AS COMPLETE DENTURES. 

• ClASS D (ORTHODONTIC) SERVICES WITH UP TO A 24-MONTH WAITING PERIOD. 

THE NATIONAL DENTAL CARRIERS ARE: 

• AETNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY; 

• GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES HEALTH ASSOCIATION, INC. (GEHA); 

• METLIFE INC.; AND 

• UNITED CONCORDIA COMPANIES, INC. 

All plan brochures are available for downloading from the Dental websites. 
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Health Insurance Exchange - Planning Grant 

Legislation 

Award 

Oklahoma HB2026 the " Health Care for Oklahomans Act" was signed by the governor on May 6, 2009. 
This bill established a Health Care for the Uninsured Board (HUB) and required the Insurance 
Department and Healthcare Authority to advise and aid the HUB. The HUB was created to certify 
health programs as well as aid and educate consumers to qualify for subsidies or choose policies via an 
online portal. The bill was effective November 1, 2009. Recently, HB 2130 was prefiled for the 2011 
legislative session, by Oklahoma Majority Speaker of the House, Kris Steele. HB 2130 provides 
additional governance, administrative structure, and responsibilities for the HUB. The bill would amend 
Section 2, Chapter 128, O.S.L. 2009 (36 O.S. Supp. 2010, Section 4602). SB 411 establish and maintain a 
comprehensive health care information system, published on a website to see pricing information on 
different health care services. SB 960 establishes a health insurance exchange for individual and small 
group coverage. 

Oklahoma's Secretary of Health (for the State of Oklahoma) was awarded October 1, 2010 $1,000,000 
for the State Planning and Establishment Grants. 

Description 
The Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project (OHIXP) aims to develop the plan for Oklahoma's 
health insurance exchange by addressing several key areas. Areas include governance, health system 
access, eligibility and enrollment, web portal development, consumer outreach, standardization of 
plan information, regulatory changes, financial processes, and operational costs and sustainability. The 
grant will provide for collaborative efforts among stakeholders, project managers, consultant, and 
partner agencies, leading to the development of a detailed plan for implementation of the OHIEP. 

Excerpt from Grant Abstract 
Planning activities include and are not limited to: 
(1) Establishing Oklahoma's primary partner agencies devoting resources and providing leadership. These 

agencies are comprised of the Secretary of Health as liaison to the Governor's office and State 
Legislature, the Oklahoma Departm_ent of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services (ODMHSAS) as 
the grantee agency, the Oklahoma Insurance Department (OID) and Oklahoma Health Care Authority 
(OHCA) both as significant contributors to the OHIEP. 

(2) Convening a large stakeholder group to establish guiding principles, participate in a decision-making 
framework process, ascertain information needed, and obtaining consensus on the plan moving 
forward for the OHIEP. The stakeholder group is anticipated to be made up of over 200 individuals 
from across the state that provides diverse perspectives to the plan development. 

(3) Gathering existing research, studies and data on aspects of Oklahoma's health care system including 
the uninsured, access to care, public coverage programs, insurance products offered, and insurance 
market trends and regulations. 

(4) Identifying the need for additional information and pursuit of studies, surveys, research, and data 
analysis. The results of which will be shared with the stakeholder group members. 

(5) Hiring two project managers to oversee the OHIEP efforts. The project managers will have areas of 
responsibility spli t between them in the areas of coordination of eligibility and enrollment systems and 
insurance market considerations. The staff will receive direction from the primary partner agencies 
and will have many responsibilities including contributing to stakeholder groups, managing the 
consultant work and deliverables, and seeing that communication channels remain open between all 
involved in OHIEP. 

(6) Selecting (through competitive bid) a consultant contractor to provide expertise and objective 
development of solutions and alternative options for the OHIEP. The consultant will be responsible for 
many activities such as comprehensive gap analysis of existing systems and processes cross-walked to 
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exchange requirements, actuarial studies of insurance market facets, development of 
communication/marketing plans, and feasibility of the basic health plan option (to name a few). The 
consultant may seek sub-contractors who add value to OHIEP with specific knowledge, technical 
expertise, and detailed analysis. 

Health Insurance Exchange - Early Innovator Grant 

Legislation 

Award 

As referenced earlier, Oklahoma HB2026 the "Health Care for Oklahomans Act" was signed by the 
governor on May 6, 2009. 

The Oklahoma Health Care Authority was awarded February 16, 2010 $56, 656,108 for the Cooperative 
Agreements to Support Innovative Exchange Information Technology Systems. 

Description 
The Oklahoma Health Infrastructure and Exchange Project will create a plan for the design and 
implementation of an exchange for the purpose of connecting all Oklahomans with appropriate, 
affordable, and high quality health insurance coverage. The development of a model for eligibility and 
enrollment via an exchange is the primary goal of this grant initiative. The project aims to develop 
Oklahoma's exchange by addressing several key areas of technological advancement. 

Excerpt from Grant Abstract 
Early Innovator activities include and are not limited to: 
(1) Selecting {through competitive bid) a consultant contractor to provide expertise and objective 

development of solutions and alternative options for the OHIEP. The consultant will be 
responsible for activities such as project evaluation, report compiling, monitoring, etc. This 
contract will span the 2 year project period and is anticipated to cost $2,496,000. 

(2) Selecting {through competitive bid) a fiscal agent contractor to provide technical expertise and 
development of systematic solutions for the interfaces with public programs and the OHIEP 
exchange. The contractor will be responsible for activities such as comprehensive gap analysis of 
existing systems such as the Medicaid online enrollment system, identification of necessary 
modifications to integrate pathways of enrollment such as Medicaid and non-Medicaid consumers, 
and creation of standardized formats for data exchanges with technological players. This contract 
will span the 2 year project period and is anticipated to cost $31,249,680. 

{3) Selecting (through competitive bid) a fiscal agent contractor to provide technical expertise 
resulting in the establishment of an Oklahoma exchange for the OHIEP. The contractor will be 
responsible for activities such as identification of detailed exchange requirements including 
connectivity with public entities and private health plans, creation of systems to track and process 
tax credits and cost sharing for consumers, development of data sharing with federal interfaces, 
and operational aspects to support the exchange such as call centers and field support. This 
contract will span the 2 year project period and is anticipated to cost $19,910,000 

(4) Hiring three project managers to oversee the OHIEP efforts. The project managers will each 
responsibility in the areas of exchange coordination with private health plans, technical 
coordination with contractors, and operational coordination for ancillary support. 

(5) Hiring five data processing analysts to coordinate technical requirements and coding performed 
by the fiscal agent contractor(s). 

{6) Hiring one administrative assistant to perform clerical and organizational duties. 
(7) Hiring one financial analyst to assist with accounting and reporting of grant funds. 
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Establishment of State-Operated Health Insurance Exchanges 

Current Status 
"" Oklahoma has not yet applied for this grant. The grant can be filed quarterly starting March 30, 2011 
V through June 30, 2012. 

State Health Information Exchange Cooperative Agreement Program (SHIECAP) 

Legislation 
The Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act of 2009 (the HITECH Act) -
ARRA Section 3013 - SHIECAP is one of the three opportunities identified within the section: State 
Grants to Promote Health Information Technology Planning and Implementation Projects 

Award - $8.8 M . 
Only $880K may be accessed until the OHIET strategic and operational plans are approved @ $SOOK 
spent of planning funds. 

OHCA is the current State Designed Entity (SDE) for the SHIECAP grant. 

The SDE will change to OHIET, upon ONC approval. 

Description 
The cooperative agreements will focus on developing the statewide policy, governance, technical 
infrastructure and business practices needed to support the delivery of HIE services. The resulting 
capabilities for healthcare-providing entities to exchange health information must meet the Medicaid 
and Medicare meaningful use requirements for health care providers to achieve financial incentives. 

The purpose of this program is to continuously improve and expand HIE services over time to reach all 
health care providers in an effort to improve the quality and efficiency of health care. 

Excerpt from OHIET Strategic Plan 
Federal stimulus funds will be used to plan, design, build and operate a health information exchange 
statewide across Oklahoma. The goal of the exchange is to allow medical information to be shared 
across multiple health care providers while keeping personal health data safe and secure. A broad 
based group of stakeholders are meeting to outline the process for developing strategic and 
operational plans. This will allow the oversight workgroup to provide guidance and review of 
stakeholder's input of the process to be implemented while compiling an Inventory of critical health 
Information components. As Oklahoma moves towards electronic health Information exchange, the 
oversight workgroup will explore ways to protect and secure these confidential documents. It is critical 
that this information is kept secure and protected when the system is launched. Along with ensuring 
compliance, protecting privacy and obeying security requirements for health information technology, 
the workgroup will maintain an open and transparent planning process in communication strategies 
with key stakeholders in the health care community. Members of the oversight workgroup are as 
diverse as Oklahoma's population. With 77 counties and a varied urban and rural geographic 
population, the task force attempts to represent everyone while integrating the interest of 
stakeholders such as tribal members, health care providers, commercial insurance companies, patients 
or consumer organizations, health information technology vendors, health care purchasers and 
employers, public health agencies, health professional schools, universities, colleges, and clinical 
researchers. Initial construction of key components will take one- and two- years with some of the 
more complex components corning online in year three. The end product of the Oklahoma Health 
Information Exchange is an integrated network connecting health care facilities using standards that 
will make time critical data available to providers in an emergency room, health care offices, hospitals, 
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help reduce redundant testing by making lab results available and reduce patient hassle factors. The 
overall objective is to have the patient as the center of focus in the delivery of care. The expected 
outcomes of the project are improved clinical quality of care and at the same time attempting to 
contain rising health care cost by reducing redundant testing, and improving coordination of 
preventive services. 

OHIET Advisory Board 

The OHIET advisor board was the first step in order to establish the processes and procedures for the 
administration of the SHIECAP grant and Oklahoma's HIE. 

Legislation 
ENR. S. B. NO. 1373, Section 2. "A new section of law to be codified in the Oklahoma Statutes as 
Section 1-132 ofTitle 63" 

Section 2 C. The approved declaration of trust shall also require the trustees of OHIET to establish an 
advisory board which shall make recommendations to the trustees. The advisory board shall include in 
its membership representatives of: 

Also in OHIET BYLAWS-taken from the OHIET Strategic Plan 
Section 3.03 Relationship with Advisory Board 

... OHIET will have an Advisory Board to serve as an advisory body to the Trustees regarding the 
Purposes of the Trust set forth in Article Ill. All recommendations approved by the Advisory Board 
shall be presented to and considered by the Trustees as an agenda item at a duly called meeting 
of the Trustees. The Trustees will give deference to and due consideration of the 
recommendations of the Advisory Board. 

Advisory Board Members 

Organization 
Nominations to Advisory Email Address Telephone 
Board 

1. 
Oklahoma Health Care 

Lynn Puckett, Contracts Lynn.Puckett@okhca.org; 

Authority [Medicaid), 
Service Director 405.522.733 

9 
2. Oklahoma State Becki Moore, Data BeckiM@health.ok.gov; 

Department of Health Warehouse Manager 405.271.420 
[Public Health), 0 

3. Oklahoma Department of Terri White, Commissioner tleeger@odmhsas.org; 
Mental Health and 405.522.387 
Substance Abuse Services, 7 

4. 
University of Oklahoma 

Kevin Elledge, Executive Kevin-Elledge@ouhsc.edu; 
Director of Operations, OU 405.271.230 

Health Sciences Center, 
Physicians 7 

5. 
Oklahoma State University 

Dr. Jim Hess, COO Jim.hess@okstate.edu; 

Center for Health Sciences 
918.561.110 
5 

6. A nominee of the Indian Dr. John Farris, Chief John.farris@ihs.gov; 
Health Service Office Medical Officer 405.951.377 
responsible for Oklahoma, 6 

7. A representative of Tribal Mr. Mitchell Thornbrugh, Mitchell-
interests, Cherokee Nation thornbrugh@cherokee.org 918.207 .372 
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; 6 

8. 
Oklahoma Hospital 

Rick Snyder, CFO and VP, rsnyder@okoha.com; 
Finance & Information 405.427 .953 

Association, 
Services 7 

9. 
Oklahoma Osteopathic 

Dennis J. Carter, DO, past deweyn1c@windstream.ne 
president t· 918.647.292 

Association 
_, 

9 

10. Oklahoma Pharmacists Jim Spoon jspoon@sbcglobal.net; 918. 

Association 245.9693, 

11. 
Oklahoma State Medical 

Kent T. King, MD kingtkent@yahoo.com; 

Association, 
580.658.662 
0 

12. Matt Robison, Vice mrobison@okstatechambe 
President Small Business r.com; 405.23S.366 

The State Chamber of and Workforce 9 

Oklahoma, Development 
405.664.026 
Sc 

13. Security and privacy Robn Green (OSDH and Vice robnm@health.ok.gov; 

representative nominated Chair of OKHISPC) 405.271.944 

by the Oklahoma Health 4 x 56519 
Information Security and 
Privacy Council, 

14. A HIO representative as Joe Walker Joseph- 7 
nominated by the OHIET Walker@ouhsc.edu; 

Board 

15. 
A consumer representative 

Sean Voskuhl, Associate swvoskuhl@aarp.org; 
State Director AARP/OK 405.715.447 

nominated by the governor 
5 

16. A nominee of the Jonathan Kolarik, MBA, RN, Jkolarik@ofmq.com; 405. 
Oklahoma Regional Director of HIT 626.3611 

Extension Center steering 
committee, 

17. Bill Hancock, Vice President bhancock@ccok.com; 
Oklahoma Association of & General Manager of 405.843.188 

Health Plans, CommunityCare Managed 7 
Health Plan 

18. 
Representative of Rural 

Val Schott val.schott@okstate.edu; 
(Advisory Board CHAIR) 405.842.310 

Providers 
0 

19. A HIO representative as Mark Jones markjones@smrtnet.org; 7 
nominated by the OHIET 
Board 

Challenge Grant 

Grant Funding: 
Grant award of $1.7M. Funds will be managed by Brian Yeaman; is part of SHIECAP award. 

The Challenge grant is an add-on to the SHIECAP Grant. The SDE is OHCA then upon ONC approval, the 
OHIET. 
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Purpose 
This grant will address "Improving long-term and Post-acute Care Transitions." In order to better 
manage and improve care associated with transitions from lTCF to the hospital and back, OHIET 
proposes an 18 month pilot to be followed by 18 months of shared best practice and workf/ows with 
other Health Information Organizations (HJO's) across the state. We are proposing this three-year 
program (concurrent with the remainder of the OHIET HIE cooperative agreement) to collaborate with 
providers, hospitals, Accountable Care Organizations (ACO's) and payers to reach meaningful use and 
state HIE goals related to improved patient safety associated with transitions of care. 

Oklahoma Health Information Exchange Trust !OHIET) 

legislation 
ENR. S. B. NO. 1373, Section 2. "A new section of Jaw to be codified in the Oklahoma Statutes as 
Section 1-132 of Title 63" 

Section 2 
B. The approved declaration of trust shall: 

1. Specify that OH/ET shall be created as a public trust pursuant to Section 176 et seq. of Title 60 of the 
Oklahoma Statutes and shall have the same rights, responsibilities, and attributes as any public trust 
created under such laws; 

2. Specify that the primary purpose of OH/ET shall be to: 

a. serve as Oklahoma's "Qualified State-Designated Entity" for purposes of any grants 
awarded pursuant to 42 U.S.C., Section 300jj-33 for purposes of facilitating and 
expanding the electronic movement and use of health information among 
organizations according to nationally recognized standards, and 

b. promote, develop, and sustain electronic health information exchanges at the state 
level; and 

3. To the extent required by law, specify the adoption of bylaws and rules for the due and orderly 
administration and regulation of affairs of OH/ET, which shall require approval in accordance with the 
provisions of the Administrative Procedures Act. 

C. The approved declaration of trust shall also require the trustees of OH/ET to establish an advisory 
board which shall make recommendations to the trustees. The advisory board shall include in its 
membership representatives of: 

1. Health care providers, including providers that provide services to low income and underserved 
populations; 
2. Health plans; 
3. Patient or consumer organizations that represent the population to be served; 
4. Health information technology vendors; 
5. Health care purchasers and employers; 
6. Public health agencies; 
7. Health professions schools, universities, and colleges; 
8. Clinical researchers;" . 

Purpose 
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The OHIET is a state beneficiary public trust created under legislation expressly aimed at establishing 
an entity capable of serving not only as Oklahoma's permanent State Designated Entity (SDE) during 
the SHIECAP grant period, but that could also continue into the future to advance HIE in the state. 

OHIET Vision Statement: 
Every Oklahoman will benefit from the improved quality and decreased cost of health care afforded by 
the secu re and appropriate communication of their health information to all providers involved in 
their care, raising the health status of individuals and the entire state population. 

MEMBERS: 
ENR. s. B. NO. 1373, Section 2 D. 

OH/ET shall have seven {7} trustees, three of which shall be appointed by the Governor, two of which 
shall be appointed by the President Pro Tempore of the Senate, and two of wl1ich shall be appointed by 
the Speaker of the House of Representatives. 

Governor's Hire : 
John Calabro (Oklahoma HIT Coordinator) 

Governor Appointees: 
Julie Cox-Kain 
Robert H. Roswell, M.D. 
Brian A. Yeaman, M.D. 

Speaker of the House Appointees: 
Craig W. Jones 
Jenny J. Alexopulos, D.O. 

President Pro Tempore Appointees: 
David C. Kendrick, M.D. 
Samuel T. Guild 

Oklahoma Health Information Security and Privacy Council (HISPIC) 

Legislation 
The council was created by executive order, signed Jan 30, 2008. 

Excerpt from the executive order: 
The responsibilities of the Council shall include, but not be limited to, the following: 
1. To provide state leadership and coordination of health information exchange and related 

efforts; 
2. To promote education and engagement among stakeholders in building a knowledge base of 

"lessons learned" to facilitate the successful implementation of health information exchange; 
3. To facilitate a statewide dialogue on privacy and security of patient health information 

exchange in an interconnected health care delivery system; 
4. To further public and private partnerships for the development of a statewide health 

information exchange infrastructure; 
5. To encourage health information exchange initiatives at the local, regional, and state level; 

and, 
6. To evaluate and make recommendations to the Governor's office on: 

OHX Environmental Scan 

a. Current status of health care information exchange adoption by the health care 
delivery system within Oklahoma: 

b. Emerging security and privacy issues related to the adoption of interoperable health 
care information technology in Oklahoma; and, 

c. Framework, functions, and implementation strategies of an Office of Health 
Information Exchange in Oklahoma. 
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Purpose: 
The purpose of the Council is to continue efforts to plan and implement recommendations for an 
Oklahoma Office of Health Information Exchange. The creation and promotion of a comprehensive 
plan for the development and implementation of health information exchange infrastructure is of vital 
importance to, and in the best interest of, the people of the state of Oklahoma, to ensure the 
provision of quality health care. 

Council Members 
Chair: Val Schott - OSU Rural Health 
Co-Chair: Robn Green - Privacy Officer, Health Department 

Claudia Greenway, OFMQ 
Charles Watson, Citizen - AARP 
Christopher Keim - Crowe and Dunlevy 
Jim Crawford, Primary Care Association 
Lynette Mclain, OOA 
Vacant-OID 
Rick Snyder, OHA 
Melissa Johnson, OSMA 
Mark Jones, SMARTNET 
Lynn Puckett, OHCA 
Robert Roswell, OU 
Tracy Leeper, OSDMH 
Howard Hendrick, DHS 
Randy Atkinson, DDS 

Health Information Infrastructure Advisory Board (HllABI 

Legislation 

Purpose: 

ENR. S.S. NO. 757 
The legislation directed the board to assist Oklahoma's Medicaid Agency, OHCA, in developing 
strategic approaches for adoption of electronic medical records technologies and HIE. The legislation 
also directed OHCA to serve as the hub for exchange amongst state agencies. 

The purpose of the board is to advise and assist OHCA in: developing a strategy for the adoption and 
use of EMR & HIT, consistent with emerging national standards and promotes interoperability of 
health information systems; the determinations related to data elements to by collected, and the 
governance structure an policies and procedures for the HIE ensuring that the strategy and plan 
preserve the privacy and security of health information as required by state and federal law. 

Board Members: 
OHCA Ch~ir & staff; State Dept of Health, Dept .Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services; State 
and education employees group insurance board; the insurance dept; the dept of Corrections; State 
department of rehab services; the city-county health departments. 

John Calabro, Chair 
Julie Cox-Kain, Member 
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Tracey Leeper, Member 
Connie Schlittler, Member 
Bo Reese, Member 
Craig Knutson, Member 
Dr. Donald Sutmiller, Member 
Carol Palmer, Member 
Marla Baker, Member 
Reggie Ivey, Member 

Regional Extension Centers (REC) 

Legislation 
Under HITECH, $677 million is allocated to support a nationwide system of RECs that cover every 
geographic region of the United States to ensure plenty of support to health care providers in 
communities across the country. 

Grant Funding 
Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) 
Funding Opportunity Title: American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Health Information 
Technology Extension Program: Regional Centers 
Funding Opportunity Number: EP-HIT-09-003; CFDA Number: 93.718 

OFMQ was awarded the following to assist: 
Primary Care Providers - 5.3M initial 0.7M supplemental in January 2011 
CAH and rural assistance - 755K -SEP 10 372K - Feb 11 
These are 90% federal matching funds; OFMQ is required to obtain state matching funds and has 
decided to generate these state funds thru charging providers $700 for assistance over 10 months. 

OFMQRole 
OFMQ will support healthcare providers with direct, individualized, and on-site technical assistance in: 

• Planning for a successful EHR implementation or upgrade that will include vendor selection if 
vendor has not been determined 

• Configuration and customization of your system that will enable you to achieve improved 
patient care and satisfaction 

• Onsite for a day of training and day one of go-live 
• Implementation of all necessary protocols to assist you in meeting the Meaningful Use 

objectives 
• Enhancing clinical and administrative workflows to leverage an EHR system's potential to 

improve quality and value of care, including patient experience as well as outcome of care; and 
• Observing and complying with applicable legal, regulatory, professional, and ethical 

requirements to protect the integrity, privacy, and security of patients' health information. 

OFMQHIT Objectives 
REC Clinicians: 

Goal is to assist 1,000 Priority Primary Care Providers (PPCP) by April 2011 
Currently~ 500 "" (PPCPs) Enrolled 

Most 1-3 Providers I Practice 
~s2% have not yet implemented an EHR 
Working with OKPCA to enroll 70 PPCPs working at FQHCs 

Eligible REC Clinicians: 
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Individual and Small Group Practices 
Large Groups> 10 
Focused on: 
Service Settings: 

Uninsured, underinsured 
Medically underserved 
Public & Critical Access Hospitals 
Community Health Centers 
Rural Health Clinics 

Broadband Grant 

Award 
Six broadband projects received over $55 million in grants and loans in August 2010. These projects 
begin to fill holes in the existing network. 

Description 
Broadband access in Oklahoma is critical to the success of the statewide HIE project. Oklahoma is 
actively trying to obtain broadband service for the state. The disparity in broadband infrastructure 
between the urban and rural areas of Oklahoma is problematic, particularly in areas where bandwidth 
is unavailable or unaffordable. The first phase of this initiative is the Oklahoma Broadband Mapping 
Project, which will collect the necessary data to identify broadband assets, gaps in broadband services, 
and opportunities for expansion of broadband services. This data will be consolidated onto a map of 
Oklahoma depicting what areas of the state are served, underserved or unserved by broadband. This 
will enable Oklahoma's technology community to integrate information among the government, 
non-government and private sectors, and for policy leaders to use comprehensive mapping data to 
make decisions for the allocation of resources to unserved and underserved areas. 

Regional Health Information Organizations 

Greater Oklahoma City Hospital Council Exchange (GOCHC) I Beacon Community Grant 

Award 
In May of 2010, Tulsa was named one of 15 Beacon Communities in the U.S., and Greater THAN 
received a $12 million award to leverage health care IT in unique and effective ways to improve health 
in the Tulsa region. The challenge is significant: with high rates of obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular 
disease deaths and severe mental illness, coupled with low access to care for many in the region, 
Greater THAN must use health care IT to make a significant difference in these poor health outcomes in 
a very short period of time. 

Description 
GOCHC started with nine hospitals to form a regional HIE to improve the efficiency and overall 
coordination of care to all patients, with a special focus on caring for the uninsured presenting in 
emergency departments. The exchange has grown to 30 hospital members across the state and the 
Health Alliance for the Uninsured clinics. The GOCHC exchange is a SMRTNET affiliate with a separate 
governing body. 

The Greater Tulsa Health Access Network (Greater THAN) was founded in 2009 by health care and 
community leaders dedicated to the improvement of health and quality of life for all Oklahomans living 
in the Tulsa region. As OHIET proceeds with the implementation of the state HIE effort, the leaders of 
Greater THAN are committed to providing support and also to standardizing technologies and 
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approaches where feasible to save resources and time. It is expected that several areas of common 
need will be identified which can leverage the combined resources of these two important federal 
programs. 

Excerpt from Grant Abstract 
The Beacon Program funds will enable Greater THAN to bring the following four interventions to the 
region: 
(1) Advanced HIE platform: Second or third generation software platforms are now available and by 

purchasing the most advanced HIE solution. 

(2) Community-wide care coordination system: Beacon Program will expand access to the Doc2Doc 

platform to many more users and communities in the region. 
(3) Community-wide decision support: As the volume and complexity of data available in HIEs 

increases, providers and patients will soon become overwhelmed. left unaddressed, this could 
dramatically hinder the success of the HIE and certainly could limit the usefulness of the HIE at the 
point-of-care. By implementing an intelligent decision support system, which automatically combs 
through the patients' data looking for opportunities to improve care and create clear, concise 
estimates of risk to educate providers, a decision-support system could be critical to the success of 
HIE. 

(4) Advanced analytics: Nearly every health care organization is faced with the daunting challenge of 
making intelligent use of the enormous volumes of data they gather to guide business and clinical 
decisions. This is because of the wide variety of data, from a wide variety of disciplines (medicine, 
nursing, business, management, etc.) that must be considered, and especially the large number of 
silos containing that data. 

Members of OKHIET 
Three of the seven Trustees of OKHIET are from the Beacon region, and Greater THAN members have 
participated in the governance, technology, finance, and evaluation work groups since the initial 
SHIECAP funds were awarded. 

Heartland Health Net 

Description 
Heartland HealthNet is owned by the Oklahoma State University Center for Health Sciences (OSU-CHS). 
Its membership is composed of rural critical access hospitals and OSU faculty. Heartland HealthNet 
currently exchanges referral data within its HIE. The exchange of clinical data is planned for a summer 
2010 implementation. Heartland Health Net's original mission to connect four small rural hospitals to a 
large tertiary hospital center has grown to include OSU adjunct faculty and clinics. 

Heartland HealthNet is based on Covisint's Exchange link product. Cloud applications are available to 
create services into a customized view. Exchange link also supports interfaces to the majority of EHR 
vendors. 

Secure Medical Records Transfer Network of Oklahoma (SMRTNET) 

Description 
SMRTNET is a public non-profit "network of networks" composed of the northeast Oklahoma network, 
Greater Oklahoma City Hospital Council GOCHC, Norman Physician Hospital Organization (NPHO), Open 
Access Network for all Oklahoma providers, and the Health Alliance for the Uninsured. SMRTNET has 
also supplied HIE planning services to the developing Tulsa-Greater Tulsa Health Access Network 
(Greater THAN)-Beacon network, Tulsa Hospital Council, the state's community health centers, and 
several other networks currently in development. 
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Funding 

The current shared SMRTNET data base includes a message passing interface (MPI) of approximately 4 

million patients, 16 million diagnoses, 52 million immunizations/results, and data provided by over 
11,000 providers from all 77 counties in the state of Oklahoma. 

Networks using SMRTNET share over$ 2 million in assets and harmonize HIE to HIE data exchange 
through common policy, consensus management, shared legal documents and shared security 
measures. SMRTNET evolved as part of an Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) effort to 
develop working model HI Es for the country. The outcome is successfully providing networking services 
that include private providers, hospitals, Native American tribes, state agencies, universities and mental 
health facilities. The cost to develop this capacity has exceeded $4 million over a five-year period. 
Currently, there are 46 entities exchanging data across Oklahoma; 23 in the rural areas and 23 in urban 
areas. 

Oklahoma Physicians Health Exchange (OPHX) 

Description 
Norman Physician Hospital Organization (NPHO) began operation of an integrated clinical network 
utilizing a community EHR. NPHO selected eClinicalWorks as the platform to create a community 
electronic record for patients. Electronic Health Exchange (eEHX) provides interoperability between 
the NPHO physicians, ambulatory centers and hospitals connecting their EH Rs. Additional data 
sources and services have been added to the OPHX by joining SMRTNET as an affiliate. Approximately 
100 providers in the Norman 
and Purcell area participate in OPHX. 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups I Issues for Consideration 

1. Kingsdale J., Bertke, J. Insurance Exchanges Under Health Reform: Six Design Issues for the States. Health Affairs 29:6 June 2010 
2. Robert C. Health Insure Exchanges: Key Issues for State Implementation, State Coverage Initiatives, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, September, 

2010 
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Jim.Myers@tulsaworld.com
Subject: health insurance coverage
Date: Wednesday, December 14, 2011 2:49:00 PM
Attachments: 111205-ChildOnlyV2.pdf

Jim, I haven’t had a chance to go over the report on the Affordable Care Act you sent me with the
governor and I doubt we can offer a statement directly on that report today. What I do want to draw
your attention to though is one consequence of “ObamaCare,” which is that insurance providers
offering child-only health insurance coverage to 0-19 year olds essentially fled the market and
stopped offering new plans in the wake of PPACA. That meant that for about a year and a half, it
was impossible to get a child-only health insurance plan in the state of Oklahoma because of
President Obama’s health care law.
 
Last week, the governor approved a new rule originally sought by the insurance commissioner
loosening some regulations and allowing insurers to issue plans for 1-19 year olds (0-1 does not
have to be covered) in an effort to lure those insurers back to the market.
 
Essentially, the state of Oklahoma has been left to clean up a mess made by the Obama
Administration, whose federal law has driven one kind of insurance plan out of the market and
created a problem where none existed.
 
I’ve attached Doak’s press release for more background.
 
You’ve probably already seen these stories:
http://www.koco.com/health/29934280/detail.html
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20111207_16_A4_OKLAHO851113&rss_lnk=16
(especially the last one)
 
Thanks.
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JOHN D. DOAK 
OKLAHOMA INSURANCE COMMISSIONER 


3625 N.W. 56
TH


 ST, STE 100, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73112 
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News Release 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  For more information contact: 
December 5, 2011 Glenn Craven 


(405) 522-1769  
e-mail: glenn.craven@oid.ok.gov 


 


 


Doak says Gov. Fallin’s signature on emergency 


rule revives ‘child-only’ insurance for Oklahoma 
 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin on Monday gave her approval to an emergency rule 


intended to close an insurance gap created by federal health care reform. 


 


For some 18 months, “child-only” policies for ages 19 and under have not been sold by any insurance 


company doing business in Oklahoma, a response by insurers to new federal regulations in the Patient 


Protection and Affordable Care Act. Insurance Commissioner John D. Doak said today that Gov. Fallin’s 


signature should revive that market for the vast majority of uncovered children. 


 


A special enrollment period for coverage will take place in January and February 2012. 


 


“I applaud Gov. Fallin’s decision to provide coverage options to as many Oklahoma children as possible,” 


Doak said. “I look forward to health insurers re-entering the Oklahoma child-only market during the new 


year.” 


 


Doak noted that coverage has always remained available for children of all ages as part of family 


insurance plans, and that disadvantaged Oklahoma children were still covered by programs like 


SoonerCare. Child-only insurance is purchased by parents or guardians whose incomes don’t qualify for 


government programs and who cannot or choose not to buy private coverage for the whole family. 


 


“It is my duty as Insurance Commissioner to foster a market that provides Oklahomans with all the 


insurance options they have come to expect,” Doak said. “For 18 months this specific type of coverage 


has been completely unavailable due to federal interference in the insurance market.”  


 


The gap in coverage was created when insurers reacted negatively to provisions within PPACA. 


According to a United States Senate report issued Aug. 2, 2010, carriers withdrew entirely from offering 
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child-only coverage in Oklahoma and 16 other states. In another 22 states, at least one insurance company 


stopped offering such policies, reducing access to child-only coverage there, as well. 


 


Doak notes that child-only policies were not canceled for children age 19 and under. Parents and 


guardians, however, could not buy new policies solely for children, without covering the entire family. 


 


“While this segment of the market is not a large one, it is important,” Doak said. “An example might be a 


grandparent who is raising a grandchild in the home. The grandparent might already be covered by 


Medicare and not in need of a family insurance policy, but buying private insurance only for the child or 


children in the home was no longer an option.” 


 


Since taking office Jan. 10, Doak and the Oklahoma Insurance Department have endeavored to close that 


gap. A rule change that took effect in July and was intended to encourage insurers to re-enter the market 


for child-only insurance from ages 0 to 19 resulted in a summertime open enrollment period in which no 


carriers participated. 


 


The revised emergency rule permits carriers to determine the age range in which they intend to offer 


coverage to all applicants during defined enrollment periods. Deputy Commissioner of Health and Life 


Insurance Mike Rhoads said insurers are expected to resume selling child-only policies for applicants 


ages 1 to 19. 


 


“Insurers remain reluctant to issue policies for children ages 0 to 1 in a market in which, by federal law, 


the carrier would be required to accept all applicants, whether healthy or already sick,” Rhoads said. 


“Companies have indicated to the Oklahoma Insurance Department that they are prepared to re-enter the 


market for children ages 1 to 19. We will continue working toward solutions that provide more coverage 


options for the youngest Oklahomans.”  


 


Initial enrollment will take place in January and February 2012, with the usual open enrollment period 


being from June 1 to July 31 each year. 


 


Doak and Rhoads both note that coverage for infants still is available through family insurance plans. 


 


“If your family is insured and a new child is born with health issues, that child is already covered,” 


Rhoads said. “This emphasizes the importance of carrying family coverage whenever possible.” 
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ABOUT THE OKLAHOMA INSURANCE DEPARTMENT 


The Oklahoma Insurance Department, an agency of the State of Oklahoma, is responsible for the 


education and protection of the insurance-buying public and for oversight of the insurance industry in the 


state. 
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Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project Charter 1.0 

Project Mission 
Utilizing available technologies and efficient systems. t+he Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange (Exchange) 
will seek to reduce the number of uninsured Oklahomans and increase access to high quality, affordable 
health care insurance for all Oklahomans as well as ensure accountability and transparency in the purchase of 
insurance as well as to Increase the portability and continuity of coverage for individuals and families across 
the state. The Exchange will be developed in such a wasl£ as to simplify the purchase of health insurance for 
individuals and businesses while expanding available consumer choices and fostering competition on price, 
quality and service In the health insurance marketplace as well as drive quality improvement and cost 
containment. 

The +he-Exchange will be established in the public Interest, for the benefit of the people and businesses who 
obtain health insurance coverage for themselves, their families and their employees through the Exchange 
now and in the future. It will empower consumers by giving them the information and tools they need to 
make sound Insurance choices. The Exchange will be developed in a transparent process that allows 
stakeholders and consumers statewide an opportunity to provide meaningful input into the development of 
the system. This input may include statewide stakeholder meetings. teleconferences. and web access. 

Vision 
Oklahoma's Exchange will facilitate the flow of Information between consumers, plans, and state and federal 
agencies. A successful Exchange will provide value to individual and group consumers, offering: meaningful 
choice of health plans and providers, convenience, "apples-to-apples" comparisons, smooth enrollment and 
easy payment processing, excellent customer service; and clear value for the premium dollar. 

Health insurers will be able to compete in a market-based system eA a le•1el J)laylAg liele and will have 
access to easy enrollment, billing and payment processing, as well as protection from adverse select ion. 

Core Values 

• Transparency 

• Accountability 

• Use of corporate decision making processes 

• Adopting consumer driven goals 

• Open to stakeholder Input 

• Open and competitive bidding processes 

• Efficient and timely processes 

• Achievement oriented 

Project Definition 
The Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange will create a more organized iHlS eemflelili•1e marketplace for 
health insurance while retaining ifee maFkel competition. The Exchange will by ensurelflg that its 
enrollment and eligibili!Y technology is accessible to insurance carriers, which In turn will offer&Uefffig a 
choice of plans. The Exchange will~y establishing common rules regarding the offering and pricing of 
insurance,....a_E.nd wt provid~ing information to help consumers better understand availablel4e options, 
a•1aila01e le them. This state-based initiative will be a key element in providing insurance coverage to 
thousands of currently uninsured Oklahomans. 

Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 
version 1.0 (draft) 
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Section 1: Overview 
The Exchange is an on line marketplace that will offer affordable, high-quality health Insurance options from a 

wide variety of carriers to Individuals, families and small businesses. It is a one-stop shopping experience 
that will reduce barriers for small businesses that cannot afford small group health insurance as well as to 
individuals and families who have no insurance or do not get adequate insurance at work. 

Project Name Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 

Project Manager Derek Lieser 

Project Manager Nicole Prieto Johns 

Project Sponsor Dr. Terry Cline, Oklahoma Secretary of Health & Human Services 

~Advisory Committee, Stakeholder Advisory Work Groups, Partnering 
Team 

Agencies 

Customers Citizens of the Great State of Oklahoma 

Section 2: Business Need/Opportunity 
Choosing and 12urchasing coverage for health care ex12enses1 as well as determining eligibility for 

governmentally 12rovided benefits,QeleFmiAiRe elieillil i111 iAel11eiAe ehaAees iA elieillilil>f leF ''aFi011s 1•111es 
el t0¥eFaee can be difficult and confusing for consumers. The Exchange will help consumers overcome these 
complexities by creating a one-sto12 sho12 with an efficient enrollment Qrocess. As a result, a key benefit of 
the Exchange wil l be streamlined access to care and continlnuity of coverage. 

Inability to afford coverage has been a principle factor causing thousands of Oklahomans to be uninsured. 
Historically, the individual and small group health Insurance markets have suffered from adverse selection 
and high administrative costs, resulting in low value and higher premiums for consumers. The Exchange will 
allow individuals and small businesses to benefit from more effective pooling of risk, with the intent of Riffi 
oould will help reducJ.nge premiums and increaseJ.ng market leverage and economies of scale that large 
businesses currently enjoy in the insurance market. 

Section 3: Description of Final Oellverable(s) 
1. 

2. 

Review and summarize existing information and resources for Oklahoma's existing systems and business 
processes. Assess and discuss resources and expertise currently available at state entities that may 
contribute to the state's ability to operate and/or oversee an exchange. 

Analyze Oklahoma's current health insurance market, including both public and private health insurance 
plans and how that market will be affected by the exchange(s). 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

A statewide survey of existing insurance carriers about aspects of their product lines and plans; 
Existing state and federal regulations 
Feasibility of offering a state basic health plan option on the exchange 
Best methods to identify/certify qualified health plans for the exchange 
Consideration of the reinsurance/risk adjustment methods 

Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchango 
Version 1.0 (drafl) 
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f . Review and summarization of effective cost control st rategies 
g. Actuarial modeling related to evaluation of premium structure, rate setting, risk adjustment, and 

benefit plan and cost-sharing design 
h. Actuarial modeling evaluating the Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) and other requirements in the non

group/small group markets and potential impact on the Oklahoma Insurance market. 

3. Review and summarize current information and projects related to the development of health insurance 
exchanges in other states. 

Section 3: Continued 

1-_Recommend the best option for governance of the Exchange in accordance with dll applicable laws. An. _ _ _ 
Exchange shall be a governmental agency or nonprofit entity that is established by the Statd 

4. Recommend one or more alternatives for geveffi<lf-lee-afld the development and.operation of an 
insurance exchange system for Oklahoma including the use of private vendors, exiotmg or modified 
governmental services or a combination thereof ... wsiAg a geYerAment mesel, a f!lllllic 1F11st lfl9Sel, 
~~esel, er 0H1er strncture. , 

'H>~ Develop approaches to communication and information technology infrastructure planning related to 
the need to facilitate the exchange of data between the exchange, insurance carriers, and premium 
payment systems. which w ill in turn provide good Information to various groups of Insurance 
consumers, including Individuals and businesses, both before and after implementation of the exchange. 

a. Requirements for one or more Web-based search englne(s) to enable effective comparison of 
plans, including consumer characteristics, existing provider relationships, and desired level of 
cost-sharing; 

Q,__Approaches to operating a consumer support call center and/or hiring consumer exchange 
"navigators" (individuals available to assist consumers) as part of the exchange. 

IM:. Maintain a role for trained. licensed insurance professionals in the eliglbiitv and enrollment 

processes. 

to.] Procuring a Contractor to develop a~-epe!'eteothe Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange. 
a. Prepare an RFP in accordance with Oklahoma laws, regulations and practices, including the use 

of the standard template specified by the State. 
b. Develop an evaluation plan for review 
c. Develop evaluat ion criteria for evaluating solicitations 

Section 4: Assumptions and Constraints 
Assumptions: 

• Leverage SoonerCare Online Enrollment Infrastructure to allow real time eligibility and enrollment 
determinations 

• Use of lessons learn from Insure Oklahoma - State government and private Insurance partnership 
• Use of lessons learned from Health Information Exchange - mobilization of healthcare information 

electronically across organizations within a region, community or hospital system 

Insurance Industry - Multiple quality plans will be available and accessible throughout the state 
Exchange Marketability- Market-based and customer driven, providing products of choice to 
citizens and employers 

Constraints: 
Timeline - must begin operating by January l , 2014 

Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 
Version 1.0 (draft) 
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_• _ Sustainability- must be self-sustaining by January 1, 2015 

• In the event that the ACA ceases to be effective, the SteeriAI'! Adviso~ Committee wil l meet to 
evaluate how to continue the develogment of the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange. 

Section 5: Scope of Authority 
Oklaherna Seeretaf"{-&f MealtA a~n SeP.•iees, lk +erF'J' Cline, uneer IAe alJlAeril'r' ef Hie GeverAer el 
Oklahema, MaP/ ~alliFl 1 is the Prejeet SpeAser aAe CAair ef the Oklallema ExehaAge SteeriAg CeinrRittee. The 
Advisory SteeriAI! Committee is resgonsible for an ,.ae ... isery llu>,l!!,l rnakin~Al•1• !!laki;eg recommendations to 
Governor Ma~ Fallin through her named designee, CIA4-the Oklahoma Secretary of Health and Human 
Services, Dr. Ter~ Cline. The SteeriRI! Advisory Committee will seek gublic comment as •Nell as seek leand 
engage a wide variet'{ of stakeholder grougs through scheduled meetings. Information and 
recommendations gathered during stakeholder meetings will be utilized by the Adviso~SteeriAI! Committee 
to make-formulate recommendat ions to Governor Mary Fallin and the Oklahoma Secreta~ of Health and 
Human Services. IA its eelieeralieAS ane reeerRFReAElatieAS le Ge1,1erner ~alli11 ilAQ the Seeretar~ ef Mea ltll 
a AB Murnan Sef\liees, tile Oklallerna ~KehaAge SteeriRg Ce111rnittee is respensiele le refleet IAe A@@Els, 
eeAeerAs ans reeeFRFReAElatiens ef eeRslJmers ane stakeAelaers frern aeress the state. Seerelar•1• Cline, 
tegetl:ier witl:i the Steering Cemmittee previaes the seep~lJtherit'J' le tile Exel:iange Prejeet Managers. 

Secreta~ Cline shall 11rovide the sco11e of authority to Exchange Project Managers. +Ile Prejeet Man~ 
~e respensill ilil'J' fer FRaAaging tile prejeet frem plaAAiflg-te-tleslJre. +Ile•/ wil~ve areas ef 
feSflSAsieil itv split between tileFR in tile areas ef eeerElinatieA ef eligioilit'r' aAe eArellrnent svsten1s aAEl 
iAslJranee market eeAsieera tiens, As Exel:iange stall AleFRoers, tihe Project Managers w ill reeelve El~ 
fre111 tile Seeretary ef Mealtl:i ilAB Milman SeFViees a11EI will have numerous responsibilities including 
contributing to stakeholder groups, managing t4e consultant work and deliverables, and ensuring that 
communication channels remain open between all parties. The Project Managers are employees of OSOH. 

Section 6: Oklahoma Exchange ~Advisory Committee Members 

Representing Agency 

Secretary of Health and Human Services 

Oklahoma Insurance Department 

Oklahoma Health Care Authority 

Governor's Office 

Speaker Designee 

Pro Tempore Designee 

Office of State Finance 

State CIO 

State HIT Coordinator 

Oklahoma State Department of Health 

Oklahoma Department of Human Services 

Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and 
Substance Abuse 

Oklahoma Health Insuranc e Exchange 

Version 1.0 (draft) 

Members 

Dr. Terry Cline 

Commissioner Doak (or Designee) 

Mike Rhoads 

Mike Fogerty 
(or Designee Cindy Roberts) 
Buffy Heater 

Katie Altshuler (or Designee Andrew Silvestri) 

Jonathon Buxton 

Trait Thompson 

Rich Edwards 

Alex Pettit 

John Calabro 

Julie Cox-Kain 

To be named 

To be named 
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I Insurance Exchange Staff, Project Managers I Nicole Prieto Johns I 
{R9R ¥9tiRg ~teeriRg C0m1'AiUee pa1tiGipaR~ I Derek Lieser I 

Section 7: Project Boundaries 

Project will includei1w0l11e the f0ll0wiRg: 

• Consultation with stakeholders 

• Connectl.ng consumers to available coverage 

• Certi fy exemptCerti fying exempt individuals 

• Determlnl.nge eligibility 

• Assignl.ng price and quality rating~ to plans 

• Comparl.nge plans, providers, and insurers 

• Providl.nge high-quality information to consumer 

• Enrolli.ng individuals and employers 

• Certify Plans 

• Exploring ilntegrating the Exchange e-with other irom-other states~tate plaRs, including multi-state 
compacts 

• Facilitate flow of premium payments, tax credits, and subsidies 

• Coordination with HIT Coordinator and OHIET 
_• _ Establish Consumer Information Service/Customer Service system 

• Ensuring consumer access to trained, l icensed insurance professionals 

Project will NOTinclude iAv0lve ti'le f911ewiRg: 

• ~Desi&ning and developme»t!ng~I individual carrier or plan products 
_• _ Development of projects or products outside the scope of the Exchange 

• Reguiringe the implementation of other mandates contained in PPACA that do not pertain to the 
im11lementation of an insurance exchange GertaiR maRllates er iRlf!lemeRt etl'ler f!F9>,1isieRs el 
~ealtl'l Care Refefffi 

Section 8: Selected Schedule Milestones 

1. Transparency of project materials via email and website communications 
2. Project Charter completed and approved 
3. Project Management Plan completed and approved 
4. Project timelines and Gantt chart completed and approved 
5. Governance developed & legislation approved 
6. Template for Exchange enrollment and eligibility deployed 
7. Sustainability plan developed 
8. Request for Proposal created for Exchange development 
9. Develop business process models and architectural diagrams 
10. Conduct stakeholder focus groups and surveys 
11. Develop logical data model 
12. Create system design interface 
13. Create call center development rules engine 
14. Develop approved benefit package system 
15. Create training plan and user manuals 
16. Test summary and security testing results reviewed 

Oklahoma Health ln.sur.lnce Exchange 
Version 1.0 (draft) 
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Section 9: Project Justification I Budget 

• Planning Grant 
Oklahoma's Exchange Planning Grant award includes a total of $1,000,000 to be spent over the 
course of the grant. The two major expenditures will be personnel and contractual costs. 

Object Class TOTAL Justification 
Category REQUESTED 

2 full -time project managers at pay grade 11 = $64,000.00 per 
Personnel $128,000.00 position, per year 

Fringe Benefits $56,320.00 44% of project manager salary= $28, 160.00 per position 

Consultant contract to conduct comprehensive research and 
Contractual analysis of exchange planning efforts, develop solutions, present 
Costs $750,000.00 findings, prepare written reports 

Laptop/PC/Software for two project managers at $5,804.64 per 
Equipment $11,609.28 position 

Postage/ mailing/ printing of invitations and printed materials for 
stakeholder meetings at $5,000. Phone service for two project 

Supplies $7,000.00 managers at $2,000.00 for the year 
In-state and out-of-state travel over the course of the grant, 
includes an estimated 4 out-of-state trips over the life of the 

Travel $14,000.00 grant, $3,500 each for four key personnel 

Indirect costs $23,070.72 OOMHSAS grant administration functions, 9.6% indirect cost rate 

Meeting space rental fees, approximately $500 per meeting for 
Other Costs $10,000.00 20 focus groups I town halls conducted statewide 

Budget Total $1,000,000.00 Total grant funds requested 

Section 9: Continued 

• Early Innovator Grant (See Attachment "A"): Oklahoma's Early Innovator Planning Grant award 
includes a total of $$54,582,269 to be spent over the course of the 2 year grant. 

Section 10: Regulatory Environment 
All applicable, local, state, and federal rules, policies, Statutes or Acts, including Executive order 13535 dated 
March 24, 2010, as well as all known industry and or professional standards that may define the quality 
matrix of the project or may regulate project initiation, implementation, closing and deliverables will be 
upheld. striGtl•t adl'lereEI to. 

+his arovisieA s11eeiiieall·1 reeog!Jiles that tThe regulation of insurance within the state of Oklahoma lies 

within the jurisdiction of the Insurance Code and the Insurance Commissioner and that in the event that 

the ACA ceases to be effective, the SteeriAeAdvisory Committee will meet to evaluate how to continue 

the develo11ment of the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 

Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 
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Section 11: Approving Authority Signatures 

Members Signature 

Dr. Terry Cline 

Julie Cox-Kain 

Commissioner Doak 

Mike Rhoads 

Cindy Roberts 

Buffy Heater 

Katie Altshuler 
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Jonathon Buxton 

Trait Thompson 

Rich Edwards 

Alex Pettit 

John Calabro 

(OKDHS} 

(ODMHSAS} 

Project Managers Signature 

Nicole Prieto Johns 

Derek Lieser 
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Chris Bruehl; Madeline Mitchell
Cc: Alex Weintz; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: Health Insurance Exchange governing board
Date: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 3:29:00 PM

Hey guys,
 
Have anything been done to establish the governing board of the health insurance exchange?  Is
that completely in the Legislature’s wheelhouse or will GMF have appointments to make?
 
Thanks.
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
 
Gov.  Fallin on Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on the Web:  www.ok.gov/governor
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Kaleb Bennett; Craig Perry; Aaron Cooper
Subject: health insurance exchange letter
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:34:41 PM
Attachments: 3-15-11 health care exchange.docx

Per Denise’s suggestion I wrote this letter to lawmakers to be included with the OCPA health
insurance exchange op-ed. Do we think it would help to send out to lawmakers? If so, please
review/revise and I will get it on our letterhead.
 

Office of Governor Mary Fallin
To: Oklahoma State Representatives and State Senators
From: Governor Mary Fallin
 
Dear Colleague,         

I would like to take this opportunity to visit with you about the extraordinary
opportunity Oklahoma has to be a national leader in designing and implementing a
conservative, free-market based health insurance exchange.
            As you know, the idea of an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange is not a new one.
In 2009, the legislature passed a bill that authorized the creation of a health insurance
exchange portal where consumers could compare and research various private health
insurance plans in one online location. That online hub was designed to affect the health
insurance industry in Oklahoma the same way travel websites like Travelocity and Expedia
have empowered consumers across the globe.

As I told lawmakers in my State of the State address, our goal is now to fund the
creation of that website and expand its role further, by creating an insurance exchange where
small businesses and individuals can pool their money to expand their purchasing power,
increase competition and ultimately reduce costs.  

To build the IT infrastructure necessary for that exchange, the Oklahoma Health Care
Authority applied for and received an Early Innovator Grant in the sum of $54 million. The
state needs this money to develop the kind of high quality, free market, patient-centered
exchange program that our citizens expect and deserve. Using this money will make
Oklahoma one of 48 states that have already accepted such federal aid in order to begin the
creation of a state exchange.

I believe the creation of this Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange represents a great
opportunity for our state to develop a national model for providing citizens with quality
private health insurance. I also believe it represents an important opportunity for conservative
policymakers to offer a positive agenda for Oklahoma families. 

I invite you to read more about our Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange, and I’ve
attached what I believe to be a thoughtful and informative article penned by OCPA’s Jason
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Office of Governor Mary Fallin

To: Oklahoma State Representatives and State Senators

From: Governor Mary Fallin



Dear Colleague,	

I would like to take this opportunity to visit with you about the extraordinary opportunity Oklahoma has to be a national leader in designing and implementing a conservative, free-market based health insurance exchange. 

	As you know, the idea of an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange is not a new one. In 2009, the legislature passed a bill that authorized the creation of a health insurance exchange portal where consumers could compare and research various private health insurance plans in one online location. That online hub was designed to affect the health insurance industry in Oklahoma the same way travel websites like Travelocity and Expedia have empowered consumers across the globe. 

As I told lawmakers in my State of the State address, our goal is now to fund the creation of that website and expand its role further, by creating an insurance exchange where small businesses and individuals can pool their money to expand their purchasing power, increase competition and ultimately reduce costs.   

To build the IT infrastructure necessary for that exchange, the Oklahoma Health Care Authority applied for and received an Early Innovator Grant in the sum of $54 million. The state needs this money to develop the kind of high quality, free market, patient-centered exchange program that our citizens expect and deserve. Using this money will make Oklahoma one of 48 states that have already accepted such federal aid in order to begin the creation of a state exchange.

I believe the creation of this Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange represents a great opportunity for our state to develop a national model for providing citizens with quality private health insurance. I also believe it represents an important opportunity for conservative policymakers to offer a positive agenda for Oklahoma families.  

I invite you to read more about our Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange, and I’ve attached what I believe to be a thoughtful and informative article penned by OCPA’s Jason Sutton entitled, “Health Insurance Exchanges Done Right.” In it, Sutton outlines the conservative case for health insurance exchanges. He writes, “The Heritage Foundation envisioned exchanges as a centralized online marketplace that was lightly regulated, where transaction costs were reduced, where all types of health products could be bought and sold, where all insurers could participate and compete, and where competition would promote real choices for consumers.” 

This is the exchange that that my administration, the Speaker, the Pro Tem and others are dedicated to creating. We hope you are as excited by this opportunity as we are. 

Please do not hesitate to call my office if you have questions about this issue, at 405-522-xxxx.

Sincerely,



Governor Mary Fallin

   



image1.jpeg





Sutton entitled, “Health Insurance Exchanges Done Right.” In it, Sutton outlines the
conservative case for health insurance exchanges. He writes, “The Heritage Foundation
envisioned exchanges as a centralized online marketplace that was lightly regulated, where
transaction costs were reduced, where all types of health products could be bought and sold,
where all insurers could participate and compete, and where competition would promote real
choices for consumers.”

This is the exchange that that my administration, the Speaker, the Pro Tem and others
are dedicated to creating. We hope you are as excited by this opportunity as we are.

Please do not hesitate to call my office if you have questions about this issue, at 405-
522-xxxx.

Sincerely,
 
Governor Mary Fallin
  

 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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INDEPENDENT INSURANCE AGENTS OF OKLAHOMA 

SINCE 1906 ... THE UNRELENTING ADVOCATE FOR INDEPENDENT INSURANCE AGENTS 

Health Insurance Exchange 
Points of Emphasis 

3/28/11 

While llAO does not support the federal health care plan or the need for a health insurance exchange, 
we understand we must move forward in the development of an Oklahoma exchange in the event the 
pending lawsuits fail and the law is affirmed in the Courts. The worst thing is for us not to have an 
exchange in place by January 1, 2014. 

With that being said, there are some important elements we believe are essential in any plan: 

• Governance of the plan should have a representative from insurance agents 

• Any person selling, soliciting, enrolling, consulting, or contacting persons to discuss the plan or 
access to the plan must be a licensed insurance agent - this would include any person or entity 
serving as a Navigator. 

• Meetings held by the exchange should be subject to Open Meeting Laws. 

• A sunset provision needs to be in the law that will repeal the law in the event the federal law is 
repealed . 

• Any plan must include a plan to compensate agents for the service they provide. In this regard, I 
would suggest the following be considered: Each insurance company will pay the exchange 
$37 .50 per person/per month for every policy written as an access fee. If the policy is written 
directly by the exchange (through the web site, call center, or public meeting programs), the 
exchange will retain the entire amount. If it is written by an agent, the exchange will pay the 
agent $30 per person/per month and retain $7.50 for exchange operation and administration. 
do not believe the federal law will count such fees paid to operate the exchange as charges 
against the MLR, but that should be verified . 

My observations are that there should be a certification process for agents to access the exchange. The 
national flood insurance program is available to all agents, but they must attend continuing education 
classes on flood insurance to write such policies. The Oklahoma Automobile Insurance Plan is available 
to all agents, but they must go through a registration process - so this is not a foreign concept and 
should lead to efficiencies for all parties. A list of all certified agents should be available to consumers 
on the web site. 

I personally believe that any legislation needs to allow for competitive exchanges and not only allow a 
state-based exchange. If the state exchange only has 4 products as initially proposed, there may be 
groups who may be interested in operating an exchange with different options and different providers. 

Navigators should provide live and archived web casts on the web site. The live broadcasts can be held 
at Career Tech centers around the state with a local facilitator to answer questions and enroll people. 

9417 NORTH KELLEY AVE. I O KLAHOMA CITY, OK 73114 I PO BOX 13490 I OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73113 

405-840-4426 I FAX 405-840-4450 I TOLLFREE 800-324-4426 I E-MAIL INFO@llAOK.COM I WWW.llAOK.COM 

" 
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Health Insurance Exchange, Connectors, 
and the new marketplace for coverage: 

What does Oklahoma need? 

avid Kendrick, MD, M -I 
..J avi ·-Kendrick@ouhsc.edu 
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Agenda 

• The Challenge 
• Focus Group Overview 
• Case Studies 
• Focus Group results with examples in practice 

where available 
• How does it all fit together? 

- Health Insurance Exchange 

- Health Information Exchange 
- Regional Extension Center 
- Electronic Hea lth Records 

- Personal Hea lth Records 

B SCHOOLoF 
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States in Top and Bottom Quartiles, 2009 and 2007 
State Rank 

D Top Quartile 

D Second Quartile 

0 Third Quartile 

• Bottom Quartile 

2009 Ranking 

RANK STATE 

1 Vermont 
2 Hawaii 
2 Iowa 
4 Minnesota 
5 Maine 
5 New Hampshire 
7 Massachusetts 
8 Connecticut 
9 North Dakota 

10 Wisconsin 
11 Rhode Island 
12 South Dakota 
13 Nebraska 

39 Tennessee 
40 Alabama 
41 North Carolina 
42 Illinois 
42 New Mexico 
44 Florida 
45 Kentucky 
46 Texas 
47 Nevada 
48 Arkansas 
49 
50 
51 

Revised 2007 Ranking* 

RANK STATE 

1 Hawaii 
2 Vermont 
3 Iowa 
4 Connecticut 
5 New Hampshire 
6 Massachusetts 
7 Maine 
8 Rhode Island 
9 Minnesota 

10 Nebraska 
11 Wisconsin 
12 North Dakota 
13 South Dakota 

39 Alabama 
40 California 
41 Tennessee 
42 West Virginia 
43 Kentucky 
44 Georgia 
45 Florida 
46 Louisiana 

Nevada 

* Some state rates from the 2007 edition have been revised to match methodology used in the 2009 edition. 
SOURCE: Commonwealth Fund State Scorecard on Health System Performance, 2009 

IE - •1 MEDICINE 
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U.S. Variations in Child Health System Performance: A State Scorecard 

c· icl< on a state to sec dimensicr. and i1 dicator details. 

IA 

TX 
LA 

Quartile 
= Top quartile (Best: Iowa) = Second quartile 

:: Third quartile 

Bottom quartile 

• 
ME ' ;/ 

___./ NY 

Sc1JfCC: , ·c C:>'11'11C iwc.:i::1· Fure: c.:ilcu ;:;:i:>".S b;::scc ;; s::;~c·s r.:i c< .,~s or access. qi.;.:ir:y. c~s:. hca::h'.1- '1: ·cs. and cqu1~ c1mer.s.1ons. 
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Oklahoma is the only state where the death 
rate has gotten worse ..... 

Age-adjusted 

Death Rates 

1.050 

1,000 

950 

900 

- Tulsa 

-~ 

850 

800 -+----~-~-~-...&...-, 

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 

Past 25 Yea rs 

Some Factors 

1. Economic downturn7 
healthy people and jobs 
left Oklahoma 

2. Poverty remained 

3. Heart Disease -
(Diabetes) 

4. Cancer 

5. Access to Care 

6. Obesity 

B SCHOOLOF 
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Hea lth Insurance Exchange 

• A health insurance exchange is an 
organized marketplace for the purchase of health insurance 

set up as a governmental or quasi-governmental entity to 

helps insurers comply with consumer protections and compete in cost
efficient ways,. and 

- facilitates the expansion of insurance coverage to more people. 

• Exchanges do not bear risk themselves - they are not insurers. 
Contract with private insurers and 

Possibly offer a public plan option to cover specified populations (such 
as those obtaining coverage through small employers and those 
without employer coverage). 

B SCHOOLoF 
COMMUNITY 
MEDICINE. 
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Exchange Purpose 

• Purpose and function of a health insurance 
exchange: 
- Offer consumers a choice of plans and refocusing 

competition on price, rather than widely varying 
benefits 

- Provide information to consumers 

- Create administrative mechanisms for enrollment 

- Enable portability 

- Reform the insurance marketplace- pre-existing 
conditions, cherry-picking 

B SCHOOLOF 
COMMUNITY 
MEDICINE' 
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Health Insurance Exchange 
Focus group meetings 

Purchasers, Providers 

Purchasers, Providers 

Agents 

Agents 

Payers 

. ~ Number of 
.· attendees 
. . . 

10 

16 

12 

9 

9 
._· . 56 ' 

... - -- . 

.:.Locatio~· .· · _ -
. . . . 

- • i- ... 

' - ~ -
- ..c. - ... "'( ,,.. - •• 

Tulsa 

OKC 

Tulsa 

OKC 

Conference Call 

Date 

November 16, 2009 

November 19, 2009 

January 5, 2010 

January 7, 2010 

January 12, 2010 
-. ,, . . . 

'Loo..':.~.~. - •",r • 
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Case Study: 

Texas Insurance Purchasing Alliance 

• Established in 1993 to equalize rates paid by 
small employers with large groups 

• Pooled small employers into purchasing 
groups 

• Initially successful 

- Lowered premiums 

- Many insurers joined 

- Many employers participated 

B SCHOOLoF 
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Case Study: 

Texas Insurance Purchasing Alliance 
• Cha llenges: 

- 50 employee limit was not liked, but required change of 
law to amend. 

- Market share remained too sma ll to exert significant clout 
- Change of governor put Alliance in lower priority 
- Insurers were able to offer competing plans outside of the 

Alliance, and cherry-picking became a problem: 
• Healthier groups were signed up outside of the Alliance, leaving 
0 Sicker groups in the Alliance7 Higher premiums7 Departure of 

many employers7 Collapse 

- System failed within 6 years of launch. 

• Florida, North Carolina, and Ca lifornia all failed as well, 
possibly for simi lar reasons: cherry picking 

B SCHOOLoF 
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Case Study: 
Massachusetts Health Connector 

• Established in 2006, as a semi-independent public 
agency with a public boa rd 

• M andated coverage for nea rly all MA residents 
• Coverage is 

- free for residents ea rning less than 150% of the 
federal poverty level (FPL). 

- Subsidized for those ea rning up t o 300% of the FPL. 

• Active participation of the largest insurers 
• Medica id subsidies provided directly to private 

insurance (agreement with CMS) 
• Clea r minimum coverage st andards, cert ification 

of plans B SCHOOL oF 
COMMUNITY 
MEDICINE" 
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Case Study: 
Massachusetts Health Connector 

• Simplified offerings: Bronze, Silver, Gold level plans 

- Standardized to enable easy comparison 

• Web portal provides Education, Plan selection support, 
Enrollment 

• Extensive Ca ll Center provides access to non-internet 
users 

• Credited with covering an additional 439,000 
Massachusetts residents as of April 1, 2008 

• As of 1/2010~ only 2. 7% uninsured 

• Keys to success: mandate, insurance reform, subsidies, 
education/outreach. (focus groups- before, during and 
after) B SCHOOLOF 

COMMUNITY 
MEDICINE' 
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Case Study: 
Rhode Island planning 

• Planning stages, like Oklahoma 

• Many stakeholders involved in a planning process 

• Three key questions for stakeholders: 
1. Goals? 

a) Better organize the market, 

b) Provide affordable coverage for all citizens, 

c) Drive system affordability and cost containment 

2. How to meet goals? Administrative structure? 
Mandates required? Target Population? 

3. What are options and how do they compare? 

B SCHOOLoF 
COMMUNITY 
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Case Study: 
Rhode Island planning 

• Options identified: 
1. Mandate 1) minimum benefit standard for plans, and 2) 

coverage for those with access to "affordable" insurance. 
2. Mandate+ Market Transparency and Standardization by 

providing a website and ca ll center services 
3. Mandate+ Full Exchange for sma ll employers, including 

enro llment, billing, and customer service 
4. Mandate+ Full Exchange for All = fundamentally changed 

marketplace- all insurance purchased through the Exchange 

• Conclusions: 
- Begin with option 1 and work towards 4 
- Mandate requires identification of funds for subsidy 
- Individual and sma ll group markets need to be combined to 

achieve sca le 
- 3 & 4 require significant political investment 

B SCHOOLoF 
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Oklahoma Focus Group Results: 
The five ''P's'' 

• Participants and Players 

• Policy 

• Preparing the Public Perception 

• Platform Features and Functions 

• Program Implementation Considerations 

B SCHOOLoF 
COMMUNITY 
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Participants and Players (more P's) 

• Purchasers 

- Individuals 

- Families 

- Small Groups 

- Large Groups 

• Providers 

• Payers 

• Producers (Agents) 

• Policy-makers 

B SCHOOLOF 
COMMUNITY 
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UTAH HEALTH 

EXCHANGE 

The Utah Health Exchange is the State's official hub for all of your health insurance needs. 

...c::: 
Employers 

Use the Exchange tc fine the mc1vioua1 or 

fa"1il:-· plan that fits your needs. Compare 

features. pnces. and appl1 for coverage all 

m one place. Shop tlow 

Use the Exchange to set up a defined 

contribution plan. Your emp lo~·ees get 

...,ult1ple plan choices. You get cost 

precicta!l1lit'i anc greatly s1'Tlplified '.)enefits 

...,anage...,ent Learn .1ore 

Employees 

Producers 

If you 1.vor~ fer a partetpatJng e""lployer. you 

can use the Exchange to choose fro..., a 

vanety of plan options to get coverage 

tailored to ::ou and then enroll online. Leam 

r.lore 

The Exchange can offer comprehensive 

plan choices to ~·our clients and their 

employees. Use defined contri!:>u!Jon plans 

to expand your d1ents· ~enefits options and 

your :;usmess. Learn r.lore 
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A!:count Login ~ • En EspanOl - Help • Contact Us 

<lJ 'o 9 News: -E-Paf for Commonwealth Choice mem:lers. 9 ~
~Co~~~ 

~~ ~ Find ln~rance Health Reform A Us - SEARCH 

You need health insurance. The state's Health Connector can help. 

We' re your connection to good health, 
Massachusetts! 

The Health Connector is an independent state 
agency that helps you find the right health 
insurance plan. 

Commonwealth Choice offers many options from 
brand-name health insurance plans. They all carry 
our Seal of Approval for quality and value. 

Commonwealth Care is low or no-cost health 
insurance for people who qualify. 

Avoid tax penalties. Find out what's available to you. 

.. . 

Glad to be insured 

·1 was young, healthy.\ always thought that\ was 
invincible. It never even crossed my mind that I 
could get hurt." Andrew Herlihy, Malden. 
Hear Andrew's storv and more ... 

Already a Commonwealth Care member? 

Register for ac~ss to your 
account 

Log in to choose a health plan 
an~ view account information 

Do you have a question? 

1099 HC Information 

-~ I lf'isit Mass.e.ov s·t Ma . Feedback . Si te Policies 
4'/ ---
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Home Fmd Insurance Health Care Reform t Us SEARCH 

Find Insurance: Affordabilit y Tool 
QUESTION 3 - WHAT CAN YOU AFFORD TO PAY FOR HEAL TH INSURANCE? 

Based on you income and family si:z:e. ler s see if you have a health insurance option that is considered afforda~le. Click on the category that 
applies to you: 

• Individual 

• l.larried couple (two adults. no children/dependents) 

• Family (at least one parent and at least one chi l c!/dependent~ 

AFFORDABILITY TABLE FOR AN INDIVIDUAL 

Annual Income Monthly Premium 

Starting Point End Point 

so $10.836 so 

$10.837 $16,248 so 

$16.249 521.660 S39 

$21 ,661 $27.084 S77 

S27.085 $32.496 S116 

S32,497 $39.000 $171 

539.001 $44.200 S228 

$44.201 $54,600 $342 

S54.601 None Affordable 

~inr1 v n n r inr/\mo r-:anno Thon l n.nL-' ~t tho •J .tl'\n fhlv Pror"""'t i 1 im- fnr i:n 11r r-:tnn~ i n t ho ~rrl f"n ll 1mn Plo~co \A/ri t o rlr n.vn thi c n 11 m 1'or 
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Policies Proposed by Focus Groups 

• Guaranteed Issue 
• Eliminate exclusions/penalties for pre-existing 

conditions- i.e. premiums do not depend on health 
status 

• Portability (between jobs, etc.) 
• Establish minimum creditable coverage standards 

- enables purchasers to make "apples to apples" . 
comparisons 

• Certify plans to be in the Exchange 
- encourages public confidence 

• Focus on "Affordability" 
• Mandate coverage (much debate on this topic, most 

against) 
- Subsidy required if mandate put into place B SCHOOLoF 

COMMUNITY 
MEDICINE' 
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Policies Proposed in Focus Groups 

• Electronic signatures need to be allowed under 
Oklahoma law. 

• Coverage add-ons shou ld be avai lab le for those 
who wish- and should be reflected in the . 
premium 

• Must have coverage for alcohol and drug abuse 
treatment 

• Strengthen resource partnerships with coverage 
for underlying drivers to uninsured perils (drug 
addiction treatments, etc. ) i.e. allow ER's to refer 
out to mental health, PCP clinics, etc. that are 
covered under patient's plans. 

B SCHOOLoF 
COMMUNITY 
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Preparing the Public 

• Education, education, education 
- Establish a "culture of insurance"- teach about risk 

and risk mitigation strategies 
• Curricu lum in junior high or earlier 

• Role-playing and simulation- "buy grade insurance against 
test fa ii u re" 

• Introduce more difficult vocabulary later- high school 

- Target "young invincibles" with stories from their 
peers- not too much shock and awe, but thought 
provoking. 

• M arketing campaign in advance of launch 

B SCHOOLoF 
COMMUNITY 
MEDICINE' 
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peace or mino. 

Listen tc a few of them. in their own words. 

"I was young. healthy. I a lways thought that I was invincible. It never even crossed my mind that I could get hurt." 

Andrew Herlihy, 25 years old. of r.1atden. Massachusetts 

P..t 6-foot-5 inches and 225 pounds . .An drew Herlihy of 1.-lalden is a force to ~e reckoned with on the :>asketoall court when he·s not 
mountain !:liking. hiking or skiing. He also has to be on top of his game running after-school and summer camp programs for kids. 

Uste:1 ro Andre:~· rel/ his sior; , c/;ck here 

"If I didn 't have health insurance, I might not be around today to tell my story." 

Jaclyn r.1ichalos. 28 years old, of Norwood. r.1assachusetts 

Having health insurance doesn·t necessarily ran k high up on a twenty-something·s priority list 

To hear Jaclyn s sror/ tn he· o:vn ·.~·o:ds. click here. 

=iliiiiiiiiir;;;;;;p;~r,::~~~-:~~;;--1 "We are saving $600 a month by choosing a Health Connector plan." 

Kay & Gene Vl/inakor. retired couple. of South Yarmouth. Massachusetts 

1Nhen Kay and Eugene '.Vinakor retired to old Cape Cod last year. they were fortunate they dion·t have to :>ring their old health 
insurance plan with them. 

To hear the \Vinakors· srory. d tck here 

Internet I Protected Mode: 0 1 
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Platform Features and Functions 

• Open access to quotes and details 
• Online enrollment 
• Secure logins with personal accounts 
• Require minimal standard coverage for listing 
• Certify all plans and companies before listing 
• Provide side-by-side comparisons of plans 

- Premiums, Provider networks, Drug formularies, Customer 
satisfaction ratings 

• KISS- keep it simple: Show only three leve ls of plan 
(Bronze, Si lver, Gold) 

• Use Wizards to guide consumer use of system 

B SCHOOLOF 
COMMUNITY 
MEDICINE 
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UTAH HEALTH 

EXCHANGE 

Health insurance plans prmnde comprehensive mec1cal coverage and long-ter""l financial protection for you anc }·our fa-1il/. Families and indiv1c!uals \vhc 

don't get insurance through their e-nployer -1ay use this site to fine an insurance agent =:raker. purchase direct from a cam er. or compare individual 

health insurance plans side-:J:;-sice. 

Before marjng a selection. we encourage you to 1.isit our Quality and -:-ransparency informational page. 

We w ant you t o know"' 

XAetna 

Buy Di rect 

Buy directly f rom a local Utah health 

insurance provider. 

Agent Search 

Locate an insurance agent in your area to 

help you choose a health insurance policy 

that meets your needs. 

Side by Side Comoarison 

Compare Health insurance policies 

side by side. 
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(t@l McAfeeSECURt] 
TESTED DAILY 11-FEe 

Consumer Guides 
> -.,.~, .... - c; ?:-:-, .... 

' · r l ----- · _:. ----

UTAH HEALTH 

EXCHANGE 
Ulah Health Exchange 

~ ,,,,.- Enter the information requested below. along with the Age(s) 
insured plan members to be included in this proposal. 

~ NOTE: Items with a .. are required ~ 

Gender Age or DOB 

As:plicsn:: M .., 27 

Spcuse. F ... 26 

Chile : M .., 

Cl-ilc: M .., 

C!-ilo: M .., 

Child: 1•1 • 

Cl-il l! M • 

- Chi I<! 1.1nde.r one y esr: use sge -n·· 

~ Try it! 
'.Not sure w hat plan 

1P is right for you? 

J Click Here e 
Tobacco 
User? 

Full-time 
Student? 

~ Requested Effective Date: ::::; February o' March ,=:. April 

What is your current health plan premium? (optional) S 

Maternity Coverage 
~ Show All (Plans With & Without Maternity Coverage) 

': Only Plans With Maternity Coverage 

Medical Plan Tvoe 

/month 

I SCHOOL OF 

COMMUNITY 
MEDICINE. 
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Find By 

Deductible Range 

.c Cecuct~'e (0) 

S1 CC - SSCC (10) 

S5C' - S~ .CCC (8) 

s: .cc· - si sec (9} 

s2.s o· - SS.CCC (13} 

S5.CC1 or mc~e (.!) 

_ Plan Type 

i;s..:. (7) 

??C (10) 

POS (27) 

~ Price Range 

Sele\', SlCC (0) 

1 

COMPARE 

2 

COMPARE 

3 

COMPARE 

4 

COMPARE 

5 

UTAH HEALTH 

EXCHANGE 
Utah Health Exchange 

selectmed+ Base Level 80/20 $7,500 
P:ar - ype: PCS 
Deductt;·e: S7.SOO 
Cr. Copay: S25 
COP: S9.000 

Inpatient Hosp1al· 20% 
r,•atern:!y: Y es 
Rx Card: No 

\ :.·: S - ...... c•zr~ 

selectcare+ Base Level 80/20 $7,500 
P'.ar - ype: PCS 
Deeucfb!e: S7.SOO 
:'r Copa:,•: S25 
OOP: $9,000 

Ir.patient Hosi::~at: 20% 
l'atern:ty: Y es 
Rx Card: No 

$188.00 

$207.00 

Peak Plus Gold 80% $5,000 Medical/$500 Rx Deductible ***** 
P'ar - )•pe: POS 
Decuctib.e: ss.ooo 
Cr. Ccjlay: S15 
CC?· S3.Soo• 

:r.patient Hosi::1a:. 20% 
!.'atemi:y: Y es 
Rx Caret Yes 

ALTIUS r A C...-y - C<N l'bo 

$227.83 

Peak Plus Gold 80% $5,000 Medical/$0 Rx Deductible 
P13r l ype: POS 
i}eeuc! c'.e: SS.GOO 
Dr Ccpay: S15 
OOP: S2.S00' 

'!"?patient ~csprtal: 20% 
1.ratemity: Y es 
Rx Care: Y es 

ALTIUS r ... c......oy-c....""" 

$243.66 

Peak Plus Platinum 70% $5,000 Medical/$500 Rx Deductible U ·1ilm " 
Plan - )•i:e: PCS !npatrent Hcsprtat 30% M 
Ded1.ctm1.e- SS.ODO !.~aternitv· Yes - •l•••••L• 

>F 
ITY 
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Plan Harne 

earner 

Provider Directory 

Premium 

Plan Enrollment 

Benefits: 

Annual Deductible 

Annual Out-Of-Pocket Limit 

lifetime Maximum 

Outpatient Benefits: 

Office Visits 

In 

Out 

In 

Out 

In 

Out 

In 

UTAH HEALTH 

EXCHANGE 
U!ah Heanh Exchance 

selectmed+ Base Level 80/20 S7,500 select:care+ Base Level 80/20 57,500 

@? select --s2 -~ (i? select '"'s2 -~> 

~ P.~OYJDE~_D(REC"fO~~ 

Estimated Estimated 
Monthly Premium: 5261.00 Monthly Premium: S287.00 

selectmed+ Base Level 80/20 57,500 select:care+ Base Level 80/20 $7,500 

Individual: S7,500 Family: SlS,000 Individual: S7,500 Family: Sl5,000 

Individual: SS,500 Family: Sl7,000 Individual: SS,500 Family: Sl7,000 

Individual: S9,000 Family: SlS,000 Individual: S9,000 Family: SlS,000 

Individual: s12,ooo Family: S24,000 Individual: Sl2,000 Family: S24,000 

S2,500,000 S2,500,000 

Sl,000,000 Sl ,000,000 

select:med+ Base Level 80/20 57,500 selectcare+ Base Level 80/20 57,500 

S25 Primary S40 Specialist (after 
Deductible) 

S25 Primary S40 Specialist (after 
Deductible) 

Out 40% 40% 

Peak Plus Gold 80% $5,000 Medical/ 
$500 Rx Deductible 

ALTIUS 

... PROV_IDER' DIRECTORY: 

Estimated 
Monthly Premium: 5406.82 

. _:.._A~PL Y_ Now·-

Peak Plus Gold 80% $5,000 Medical/ 
S500 Rx Deductible 

Individual: S5,000 Family: Sl0,000 

Individual: Sl0,000 Family: $20,000 

Individual: S2,500 Family: $7,500 
(Deductible not Induded) 

Individual: S3,750 Family: Sll,250 
(Deductible not Included) 

S2,000,000 

Sl,000,000 

Peak Plus Gold 80% $5,000 Medical/ 
S500 Rx Deductible 

Sl 5 Primary care Physicians; S30 after 
ded. Specialists 

40% 
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Health Plan Enrollment Request 
select:care+ Base Level 80/20 $7,500 

~select 1s21 .. -· Type POS 

Deductible S7,500 

Dr. Co-Pay S25 

Hospitalization 20% 

Rx Card SBC 

Maternity No Charge after Ded. 

Your Estimated Monthly Premium Is $20 ~ 
Application Request 

Applying Is Fast and Easy! 

Simply provide the following information. Age(s) 
shown are ~ased on your selected effective date 
(31112010). Fields mari<ed with an asterisk (' ) 
are required. 

All information provided is CONFIOEtffiAL and is 
never sold or distri ::-utec to anyone for any 
reason! 

[l@J Mc.A fee SECURE-; 
TESTED Or.JLY 11-FEB 

Contact Ha rne '"' 

F.-s: !.a::: 

Address"' 

S:--~: .:.. ::·~ 

Logan 

84322 
p~· .. z:>Co:e 

Daytime Phone #" 
-- -- ---

Email Address'"' 

Applicant(s) 

Gender Age 

Applicant: M 27 

<::nn1 1c;"'· i:: )f\ 

UT 
S:a:~ 

Highttime Phone #" 
-- -- ---

FAX# 

Date of Birth" \fl/eight Height -- --
ft 1n 

-- --
ft 111 

>F 
ITY 
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Platform Features and Functions 

• What-if scenario tools- help consumers estimate 
the 
- cost of expected elective procedures and diagnostic 

tests 
- Down-time, lost productivity due to procedures 

• Review EOBs in real time 
• Rate care, eva luate doctors, hospitals etc. 
• Rate payers, agents 
• Proxy capabi lities to enable parents, children to 

be caregivers and responsible for enrollment 

B SCHOOLOF 
COMMUNITY 
MEDICINE' 
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Welcome 

BlueCross BlueShield 
o f Minn~t4l 

Bas ic I nform0>tio n 

'r 

:~· Your Healthcare Use 
~ 

Healthcare N~s 

; Your Plan(~) ..... 

hea lth care cost calculator 

The questicns belcw address ycur prescr iption use. Your ansi.vers •.viii improve beth the estimates of your 
prescr iption needs, and t he estimated cost of each prescr iption. 

_,, 
37 

4 

When D;,v id gets., prescription for., minor illness, 
does Dav id: 

~- Not Sur~ 

Select "Add a P r escription D r ug'' for each drug Dav id 
takes regularly throu ghout the year, then answer the 
questions below. Select "Not Sur e" for any answers 
which are not known. 

I " ' l' '""'d~ "-• - ,m ~ 11n1:1..,.,· 

subfmo 

All information is intended for your g e n e ral use on!;· and is not a substitute ior medica l a d·: ice or treatment 
for specific m e dica l cond itions. You should seek prom pt medical care for an;• specific health issues and 

consult your physician b e fore taking an;• action on ·,rour health . Use oi t his on line ser.rice is s u !:>j'?ct to t he 
T e rms and Conditions. " Su b im o " is the t radema rk of W e b MO Health Ser.iices Grou p, I nc. Funding ior t h is 
sit.~ is pro·.•ided b ;r the organi=ation liste<:l at the top o f this page . ~ 2001-20 0 8 . W e b MD He a lt h Services 

r:. .. ,,.... ,_ r-- ~II o :,,...s,.. ._ 0-,..-- . ..... A 

- OF 
JNITY 
-.JE 
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Platform Features and Functions 

• Pre-test users to determine level of understanding 
before making purchase or selection 

• Live on line chat and phone support 

• Communicate with payers and agents in an officially 
documented, secure system 

• Socia l networking tools to work with 
- Agents and customer service reps 

- Other patients who may have similar conditions 
{anonymously) 

• Review ratings for providers, hospitals, payers, etc. 

B SCHOOLOF 
COMMUNITY 
MEDICINE' 
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Platform Features and Functions 

• Enable providers to determine coverage for 
specific procedures and rules for prior 
authorization 

• Provide real time reporting on site usage and 
system statistics 

• Specific dashboards tailored for policy-makers 
on key statistics 

• Assess means before offering plan 
("Affordable plans", given user's situation) 

B SCHOOLOF 
COMMUNITY 
MEDICINE. 
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Account Login • E-Pa~' • En Espanol • Help • Contact Us 

Home Health Care Reform A Us - SEARCH 

Overview Find a Plan FAQ 

Find Insurance: Indiv iduals ft Families 

FIND INSURANCE TODAY 

'Ne can help you find health insurance that is a good value. Explore the choices. Find the plan that is right for you. 

Use the box at right to get started. 

EXEMPTIONS FROM THE MANDATE 

Don't th ink that you can afford health insurance? Learn if you might !:le exempt from the Health Care Reform law·s 

penalties. 

More on exemptions ... 

RENEWING YOUR COMMONWEA L T H CHOICE PLAN? 

'.i\lant to change your plan during your open enrollment or renewal period? Call 1-866-636-4654. The TIY line for 
hearing or speech-impaired callers is 1-888-213-8163. 

DID YOUR EMPLOYER SEND YOU? 

Use your employer ID num!:ler to shop for a Commonwealth Choice plan. 

Go to "for employees· area 

SELF EM.PLOYED? 

Commonwealth Choice could ::ea good option for you. But if you·re tryi ng to qualify for Commonwealth Care. income 

standards are cased on total ::usiness income. as reported on your federal tax return. 

Contact us 

Get Started 

Your family size is: 6 (change) 
9 If your current gross family 

income is less t han 
$88,596.00/yr 
($7.383.00/mo). you may be 
eligible for the Commonwealth 
Care program. 

If your current gross family income is 
m o re than this level. then ... 

SHOP FOR INSURANCE NOW 

·-:: ,~~ Visit Mass.gov Site Map · Feedback · Site Poficres 
. 1.$ 
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• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

Program Implementation Considerations 

Additional coverage options: Allow additional features to be added to 
plans by an insurer, but the Exchange shou ld be responsible for reviewing 
and approving the additions to ensure they are meaningful and valuable 
to patients. 
Equal access to coverage, regardless of health status: Consumers should 
have equa l access to al l plans and all benefit categories, regardless of pre
existing conditions or complexity of current health situation. 
Pricing shou ld be negotiated between payers and the Exchange . 
Oklahoma High Risk Pool: Include information about the Oklahoma High 
Risk pool (although this may be altered with elimination of pre-existing 
conditions as a barrier) . 
Training and certification on the Exchange system for: 

Patient advocates who can act as proxies to enroll people in the community. 
- Call-center staff to provide phone (and live chat and screen-share) assistance 

to help with the use of the on line system or to replace it altogether. 
- Producers/ Agents 

Provider offices 
Learn from other states - imitation is flattery (and cheaper tha · ~tl8floF 
from scratch) ~ COMMUNITY 

MEDICINE 
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---- - -

Program Implementation Considerations 

• Leverage an internet portal as the primary vehicle of enrollment, usable 
from many places 

Patient at home 
On mobile devices- iPhone app? 
State and loca l government offi ces and locat ions (DMVs, hea lt h department 
offices, etc. ). 
Public places with internet access, such as public libraries. 

• Account for populations who cannot or will not use Internet by enabling 
proxy enrollments by authorized individuals. 

Embedded in the care seeking process: Partner with loca l hea lth 
departments, providers, and emergency rooms to provide assistance to those 
who present for ca re without coverage, or w ho wish t o change t heir coverage 
options while there. 
Community outreach: Partner with houses of worship, schools, grocery stores, 
pharmacies, and many other organizations t o enroll those who are not yet 
seeking ca re. Several innovative enrollment events were suggest ed: 

• Department of Motor Vehicles- nearly all adults pass th rough these locations at some 
point 

• Churches and houses of worship- the most powerful motivator in many Oklahoma 
communities. 

• Public schoo ls and Universit ies: leverage existing records tracking 
• Life and taxes: Partner w ith income tax assistance programs B SCHOOL OF 

COMMUNITY 
MEDICINE' 
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Potentia I Cha I lenges 

• Mandate- will be difficult to get 

• Subsidies- could be more difficult to get, but 
cou ld shift CMS dollars to support 

• Differentiators 
- Competition in Exchanges focuses pricing with 

limited variability and customization, but 

- Payers feel that benefits design is an important 
part of the value they bring- and want to retain 
the abi lity to compete on features and service as 
well. 

B SCHOOLOF 
COMMUNITY 
MEDICINE. 
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OK Health Insurance Exchange Take-aways 
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How does it all fit together? 

• Where does the Health Insurance Exchange fit 
with our other Health IT initiatives? 
- Local EMR rollouts 

- Regional Health Information Exchanges 

- State level Health Information Exchange 

- State Agency Health Information Exchanges 

- Regional Extension Center 

- Patient Portals 

- Provider Portals 

B SCHOOL OF 
COMMUNITY 
MEDICINE' 
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Current Situation 

Safety Net · 
. Clinics and 

community 
..... ~~gencies •. 

__ ...... )., Manual connection (mail, fax 

---)> Electronic connection 

CHOOL OF 
OMMUNITY 

MEDICINE. 
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Definitions: EMR vs. HIE vs. HIO vs. CCC 
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Anatomy of HIE 

Patient Portal 

~a o 
~~ i~ (~ a 

Electronic M aster 
Patient Index 

Provider Portal 

M edica l 
Education 

' 
,;'\ 

Population Care 
Analytics 

B SCHOOL oF 
COMMUNITY 
MEDICINE. 
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Scale State-wide: A Network of 

: I 

•Common standards 
•Local governance 

Networks 
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Regional Extension Center 

• Charged with: 

- Increasing the deployment of certified EH Rs 

- Enabling providers to achieve "Meaningful Use" 

B SCHOOL oF 
COMMUNITY 
MEDICINE 
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Fitting Pieces Together 

Health 
lns yr::an~ 
Exchange 

Personal 
Health Health 

Information Record 
Exchange 

Electronic ~ 

Health 
Record 

B SCHOOLOF 
COMMUNITY 
MEDICINE. 
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Discussion 
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: health insurance network talking points
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2011 3:50:00 PM

I didn’t take good notes.  This is all I could remember.  Good starting point hopefully.
 
 
Talking points:  Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network
 
Reasons for Oklahoma exchange:

·         Since 2009, Oklahoma lawmakers recognized the need to lower health insurance costs and
increase access to health insurance for more Oklahomans

·         Our Oklahoma-based solution will provide a network will citizens can comparision shop for a
health insurance plan that fits their needs and budget

·         And the choice and competition among plans will increase access, lower costs and
ultimately help more Oklahomans purchase a health insurance plan that fits their needs.

 
How Oklahoma’s network is different from what PPACA prescribes?

·         No mandated coverage
o    Will provide plans that don’t pay for elective abortion coverage

·         No exclusion of insurance providers, agents or plans
 

Significance of the 2013 deadline:
·         We need to proceed as quickly as possible to show the federal government our Oklahoma-

based solution works.
·         We know choice and competition provided through the Oklahoma network will provide

more access and allow more Oklahomans to buy affordable, quality health insurance plans
·         Getting our system up and running will further bolster our argument that Oklahoma – and

other states – are better suited to solve its individual health care challenges rather than the
federal government

 
Can this be accomplished without legislation this session?

·         The best way to proceed is to pass legislation this session establishing the board to oversee
the development and implementation of our free-market based plan.

·         The board will be composed of stakeholders from the private sector
·         Legislation explicitly describes what the Oklahoma network will look like and what it will not

do to concretely ensure the federal health care plan isn’t implemented in our state

 
Will the Oklahoma network comply with the federal health care bill?

·         The governor, the Legislature and the overwhelming majority of Oklahomans don’t think
the federal health care bill is constitutional – specifically the mandate that individuals must
purchase health insurance

·         That’s why our state has filed a legal challenge to the president’s plan
·         We’re confident the Oklahoma network will increase access and lower costs which will

ultimately allow more Oklahomans to purchase a health insurance plan
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______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network 

 

In order to avoid the establishment of a federal exchange Oklahoma will develop 
a Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network. 

Creates a public trust governed by a board chaired by the insurance commissioner 
with a majority membership of private sector stakeholders including 
representatives from health insurance carriers, agents, providers, employer 
groups and consumers. 

Will facilitate access to health insurance and enhance competition, create choice 
and portability by allowing individuals and small business groups to use pre-tax 
dollars towards the purchase of health insurance.  Would allow employers to 
offer a defined contribution for employees  to purchase their own health 
insurance.  No qualified health insurance carrier in good standing will be denied 
the ability to participate in the network. 

The Network will be funded with state and private dollars.   

We have never said that the development of an exchange would cost $54 million, 
that was the amount of the grant which we are no longer accepting.  We had 
maintained all along that we had no intention of implementing Obamacare and 
were prepared to turn back any money with strings that we could not live with.   

We have now made it very clear in the legislative language what we will and will 
not do, which is what we have been saying all along.  This will be an Oklahoma 
plan with Oklahoma values. 

Oklahoma was already on the path to developing an exchange before Obamacare 
was ever put into place and this builds on that important step in increasing health 
insurance access, choice and competition for the people of Oklahoma. 
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The $87 Billion Health Insurance Tax Will Increase Health Care Costs, 
Eliminate Nearly 250,000 Jobs, and Reduce Health Care Choices for 

Employers and Consumers 
 

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) imposes an annual multi-billion dollar Health 
Insurance Tax that will negatively impact the entire health care system. Employers and Consumers will 
begin to see the impact of this $87 Billion tax in health care policies issued in 2013. This tax will have 
far-reaching effects that extend to employers, seniors, States, consumers and the overall economy, and will 
exacerbate existing cost challenges in the health care marketplace and significantly distort existing market 
dynamics. 
 
The PPACA Health Insurance Tax Will Eliminate Up To 250,000 Jobs 
The tax will burden employers, especially small 
employers purchasing fully-insured products, 
and will significantly stifle job creation.  
 
• 59% of job losses directly associated with 

the tax will be incurred by small 
businesses.1 

• The tax is estimated to reduce real GDP by 
up to $36 billion by 2021.2 

• The increase in the cost of employer-
sponsored health insurance stemming from 
the tax is estimated to reduce private 
sector employment by as much as 
249,000 jobs by 2021, according to the 
National Federation of Independent 
Business. Estimates of state-specific job 
losses include:  

 

 California: 11,500 Jobs   Florida: 4,700 Jobs  Ohio: 2,500 Jobs  Wisconsin: 2,300 Jobs 
 Colorado: 2,500 Jobs  Illinois: 2,500 Jobs  Texas: 6,000 Jobs  

 

The PPACA Health Insurance Tax Will Lead To Higher Premiums for Individuals and Families  
According to the Joint Committee on Taxation, “a very large portion” of the tax will “be borne by 
consumers” in the form of a 2 to 2.5 percent increase in premium cost by 2016.3 
 

• The tax will cause premiums to increase by as much as 3.7 percent by 2023.4 
• The cost of individual premiums will increase by approximately $2,800 over 10 years.5 
• The cost of family premiums will increase by as much as $5,000 over a decade.6 
 
The PPACA Health Insurance Tax Will Result in Reduced Benefits and Increased Premiums 
for Medicare Beneficiaries  
Medicare Advantage (MA) organizations and Part D plan sponsors will pay about $34 billion in tax – about 20 
percent of the total tax collected between 2014 and 2023.7 Additionally:  
 

• The tax will add $16 to $20 per member per month to the cost of Medicare Advantage coverage in 
2014 – increasing to between $32 and $42 by 2023 – resulting in higher premiums and/or reduced 
benefits for beneficiaries.8  

• On average, the tax will increase the per-beneficiary cost of MA coverage by $3,590 over a decade.9 
 
                                                           
1 "Effects of the PPACA Health Insurance Premium Tax on Small Businesses and Their Employees." National Federation of Independent Business. Nov 9, 2011. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Joint Committee on Taxation, Letter to Senator Jon Kyl (June 30, 2011). 
4 Carlson, C. "Estimated Premium Impacts of Annual Fees Assessed on Health Insurance Plans." Oliver Wyman, October 31, 2011. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Former CBO Director, Douglas Holtz-Eakin. “Higher Costs and the Affordable Care Act: The Case of the Premium Tax.” March 9, 2011. 
7 Milliman, Inc. "PPACA Health Insurer Fee: Estimated Impact on State Medicaid Programs and Medicaid Health Plans." January 31, 2012. 
8 Carlson, C. "Estimated Premium Impacts of Annual Fees Assessed on Health Insurance Plans." Oliver Wyman, Oct 31, 2011. 
9 Ibid. 13822



2 
 

The PPACA Health Insurance Tax Will Increase Pressure on Already Constrained Federal and 
State Budgets and Incent States to Revert to Medicaid Fee-for-Service 
The tax will contribute to an already-challenging Medicaid budget environment and will threaten access for 
approximately 30 million beneficiaries currently enrolled in Medicaid managed care. 
 

• The tax will increase the costs of Medicaid managed care by approximately 1.5 percent on a 
nationwide average, with some States experiencing an increase of up to 2.5 percent.10  

• Because Medicaid managed care rates are funded jointly 
by States and the Federal Government, higher rates will 
require additional State and Federal funding, resulting in 
an additional $23 - $27 billion from the Federal 
government by 2023.11  

• As a result of the Federal matching formula process, 
States with Medicaid managed care plans will bear 
up to $14.9 billion in additional Medicaid program 
costs due to higher rates, requiring States to find 
additional revenue in their budgets.12 State-specific 
examples include: 
 

 Pennsylvania: $1.1 Billion in Additional State Costs 
 Texas: $1 Billion in Additional State Costs 
 New Jersey: $509 Million in Additional State Costs 

 

• Because the tax exempts non-profit insurance plans receiving most of their premium revenue from 
Medicaid or Dual Eligible plans, some Medicaid managed care organizations are at a competitive 
disadvantage as they will become comparatively more expensive. This will result in fewer plan choices 
for beneficiaries, less competition13 and reduced incentives for plans to bring innovative solutions to 
the marketplace.  

• Because the tax only applies to Medicaid managed care plans, it incents States to reverse their 
progress in implementing innovative delivery reforms and improving beneficiaries’ quality of care 
and return to a Fee-For-Service Medicaid model in order to avoid costly budgetary impacts. 
 

The PPACA Health Insurance Tax Will Increase the Costs of Health Care for Employers, 
Forcing Them to Find Alternative Coverage Options 
Multiple tax experts, including the Joint Committee on Taxation, have warned that: 
 

• Rising premiums, as a result of the tax, could prompt more young and healthy individuals to forgo 
coverage, which could lead to a less stable risk pool and further exacerbate pressure on health care 
costs. 

• Employers may avoid the tax by moving from fully-insured products to self-insured products not subject to 
the tax.14 

• Having fewer employers with fully-insured products will shift the growing tax burden to small 
employers and individuals, resulting in an ever-increasing cost spiral and a potential destabilization 
of the risk pool.15 
 

The PPACA Health Insurance Tax Distorts the Competitive Marketplace Because: 
 

• Unlike most other taxes, the tax is not deductible. 
• The tax creates an uneven playing field as some insurance plans, such as non-profit carriers who receive 

most of their premium revenue from Medicare, Medicaid or Dual Eligible plans, are exempt. Additionally, 
some health insurance plans will receive a 50% credit on their obligation.  

• Unlike most taxes, PPACA dictates an aggregate amount that must be collected each year as a result of 
this tax: $8 billion in 2014, growing to $14.3 billion by 2018 and indexed for inflation thereafter. 

• The tax will result in many health insurance companies’ effective tax rates increasing from over 35 percent 
to over 45 percent – making the tax rates on health insurers among the highest in the Nation. 

                                                           
10 Milliman, Inc. "PPACA Health Insurer Fee: Estimated Impact on State Medicaid Programs and Medicaid Health Plans." January 31, 2012. 
11 bid. 
12 Ibid.  
13 Ibid. 
14 Joint Committee on Taxation, Letter to Senator Jon Kyl (June 30, 2011). 
15 Carlson, C. "Estimated Premium Impacts of Annual Fees Assessed on Health Insurance Plans." Oliver Wyman, October 31, 2011. 13823
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Determinants of Health and Excess 
Mortality 

&  
Overall Health Rankings 
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Determinants of Health and Their 
Contribution to Premature Death 
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Selected Health Measures         Data Rank 
Cardiovascular Deaths (per 100,000) 345.1 48 

Prevalence of Smoking (% of pop)  25.4 48 

Early Prenatal Care (% visit first trimester) 76.4 47 

Prevalence of Obesity  (% of pop) 32.0 46 

Preventable Hospitalizations (per 1,000 Medicare) 88.7 46 

Occupational Fatalities (per 100,000) 7.2 44 

Infant Mortality (per 1,000 live births) 8.3 44 

Immunization Coverage (% 2 year olds) 91.3 18 

Lack of Health Insurance (% population uninsured) 16.1 35 

Primary Care Physicians (per 100,000) 80.3 49 

Overall Health Ranking 46 

United Health Foundation Rankings 
Oklahoma (2010) 
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Selected Supplemental Measures         Data Rank 
Daily Fruit & Vegetable Consumption (% of pop)  14.5 50 

Physical Activity (% of adult pop) 68.6 48 

Stroke (% of adult pop) 3.8 49 

High Cholesterol (% of adult pop) 40.2 45 

High Blood Pressure (% of adult pop) 34.3 44 

Diabetes (% of adult pop) 11.0 45 

Preterm Birth (% of births under 37 wks gestation) 13.5 37 

Health Status (% report fair or poor health) 19.5 42 

United Health Foundation Rankings 
Oklahoma (2010) 
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Leading Causes of Death in 
Oklahoma 
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Total Mortality Rate per 100,000 Population  
2005-2007 
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Leading Causes of Death in Oklahoma 

1. Heart Disease 

2. Cancer 

3. Chronic Obstructive  

       Pulmonary Disease 

4.  Stroke 

5.    Unintentional Injuries 

 

6. Diabetes 

7. Alzheimer’s Disease 

8. Influenza & Pneumonia 

9. Suicide 

10. Nephritis, nephrotic 
syndrome and nephrosis  
(kidney disease) 

*2010 Preliminary Death Data from Oklahoma State Health Department Vital Statistics – Ranked by Age-Adjusted 
Death Rate Normalized to 2000 US standard population - found at www.health.ok.gov/ok2share 
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Heart Disease Rates 

  

Citation: Division for Heart Disease and Stroke Prevention: Data Trends & Maps Web site. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, Atlanta, GA, 2010. Available at 
http://www.cdc.gov/dhdsp/. 

9 
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Heart Disease Death Rate per 100,000 
Population, 2005-2007 

10 
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Leading Risk Factors for Heart Disease 
in order of prevalence among people with heart disease (US) 

• Physical inactivity  

• Overweight and obesity  

• High blood pressure 

• Cigarette smoking  

• High cholesterol  

• Diabetes 

 

 11 
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Cancer Rates per 100,000 Population 
2007 

Source: CDC, NCI, NAACCR 
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Cancer Death Rate per 100,000 Population 
 2005-2007 
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Leading Cancer Deaths in Oklahoma 
 

Men 
• Lung 
• Prostate 
• Colorectal 
• Pancreas 
• Leukemia 

Women 
• Lung 
• Breast 
• Colorectal 
• Pancreas 
• Ovary 

* Cancer death rates in men are due to lung cancer more than the other four top causes of cancer 
death combined. 

14 
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Risk Factors for Lung Cancer 
 • In the United States, about 90% of lung cancer deaths in men and 

almost 80% of lung cancer deaths in women are due to smoking.  

• People who smoke are 10 to 20 times more likely to get lung   
cancer or die from lung cancer than people who do not smoke.  

• Nonsmokers who are exposed to secondhand smoke at home or at 
work increase their risk of developing lung cancer by 20-30%. 

• The longer a person smokes and the more cigarettes smoked each 
day, the more risk of lung cancer goes up.  

• People who quit smoking have a lower risk of lung cancer than if 
they had continued to smoke, but their risk is higher than the risk 
for people who never smoked. 

• Smoking also causes cancer of the voicebox (larynx), mouth and 
throat, esophagus, bladder, kidney, pancreas, cervix, and stomach, 
and causes acute myeloid leukemia. 

 
15 
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Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease in US 
1999 - 2006 

16 
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Chronic Lower Respiratory Disease  
Death Rate per 100,000 Population  

2005-2007 

17 
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Risk Factors for COPD Death 
 

• Tobacco use  

•  Asthma 

•  Exposure to air pollutants   

•  Genetic factors  

•  Respiratory infections 
 

18 
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Stroke Rates 

Citation: Division for Heart Disease and Stroke Prevention: Data Trends & Maps Web site. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, Atlanta, GA, 2010. Available at 
http://www.cdc.gov/dhdsp/. 

2007 Prevalence of stroke among US adults (18+) (Percentage)t 

19 
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Stroke Death Rate per 100,000 Population  
2005-2007 
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Risk Factors for Stroke Death 
 

 
 • High Blood Pressure  

•  High Cholesterol 

•  Heart Disease   

•  Overweight/Obesity  

•  Diabetes 

 

• Tobacco Use 

• Alcohol Use 

• Physical Inactivity 

• Heredity 

21 
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Hospital Costs Associated with Top Four 
Causes of Death in Oklahoma 2009 
  

 

 

• Heart disease - $2.1 billion  

• All cancer - $603 million  

• COPD - $221 million  

• Stroke - $358 million  

 
Source: OSDH, OK2Share 
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Infant Mortality in Oklahoma 
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Infant Mortality Rate per 100,000 Population 
2001-2006 

Source: NVSS, NCHS, CDC.   Oklahoma 795 
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Infant Mortality Rate per 1,000 Population 
2003-2007  
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Top 3 Causes of Infant Death in Oklahoma 

• Medical Condition Present at Birth 
 
• Early Birth or Low Birth Weight 
 
• Sudden Infant Death Syndrome 

26 
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Risk Factors for Infant Mortality 

• Lack of Prenatal Care 
• Poor Nutrition 
• Maternal Smoking/Exposure to Smoke 
• Substance Abuse 
• Unhealthy Mother/Maternal Infection 
• Infant Sleeping Position 

27 
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Health Behaviors &  
Risk Conditions in  

Oklahoma 
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ADULT   OBESITY 

Oklahoma 
32 
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35 
OBESITY  FAST FACTS  

 
• Trend rates indicate Oklahoma 

may be the most obese state in the 
nation by 2018 at 56.1%.   
 

• Direct healthcare costs associated 
with treating obesity in Oklahoma 
are estimated at $5,102,000,000 
by 2018, up from $1,069,000,000 
in 2008.   
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TOBACCO 

TOBACCO FAST FACTS 
 
• The annual costs incurred in 

Oklahoma from smoking:   
$1,162,000,000 in medical costs  
$218,000,000 in Medicaid  
$1,556,000,000 in lost 

productivity 
 
• A 5% point reduction in tobacco 

use could save Oklahoma as much 
as $54,571,573   

 
• Secondhand smoke causes an 

estimated 3,400 lung cancer 
deaths among U.S. 
nonsmokers each year.  

 

Oklahoma 
25.4 
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28 
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PHYSICAL  INACTIVITY 

FAST FACTS   
 
• Physically active people 

save at least $787 in direct 
medical cost every year. 
 

• Only 31.4% of high school 
students have daily physical 
education.   
 

• 29% of Oklahoma High 
School Students watch 
three or more hours of TV 
daily.  

Oklahoma 
68.6 

64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
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FRUIT  &  VEGETABLE  CONSUMPTION 

Oklahoma 

14.6 
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20 FAST FACTS 

 
• Only 14.8% of youth eat fruits 

and vegetables 5 times per day  
 

• Multiple studies indicate that 
school-based programs aimed 
at better nutrition, health 
education & physical activity 
improve test scores.   
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• Health behaviors are the largest contributing factor to overall health.    

• OK ranks poorly nationally in most health outcomes and risk factors 
for disease.  

• The majority of excess mortality in Oklahoma is in Cardiovascular 
Disease, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, Lung Cancer & 
Stroke. 

• Oklahoma’s high infant mortality rate means that babies are more 
likely to survive to their first birthday in almost any other state. 

• There is a strong relationship between the burden of disease & 
premature death in Oklahoma and rates tobacco use, poor nutrition & 
limited exercise. 

 
 

Summary of Health Status in Oklahoma  
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Determinants of Health and Excess 
Mortality 

& 
Overall Health Rankings 
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Determinants of Health and Their 
Contribution to Premature Death 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 3 
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United Health Foundation Rankings 
Oklahoma (2010) 

Selected Health Measures Data Rank 

Cardiovascular Deaths (per 1 OO,OOO) 345.1 48 

Prevalence of Smoking(% of pop) 25.4 48 

Early Prenatal Care(% visit first trimester) 76.4 47 

Prevalence of Obesity (%of pop) 32.0 46 

Preventable Hospitalizations (per 1,000 Medicare) 88.7 46 

Occupational Fatalities (per 100,000) 7.2 44 

Infant Mortality (per 1,000 live births) 8.3 44 

Immunization Coverage (% 2 year olds) 91.3 18 

Lack of Health Insurance (%population uninsured) 16.1 35 

Primary Care Physicians (per 100,000) 80.3 49 

Overall Health Ranking 46 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 4 
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United Health Foundation Rankings 
Oklahoma (2010) 

Selected Supplemental Measures Data Rank 

Daily Fruit & Vegetable Consumption (%of pop) 14.5 50 

Physical Activity (% of adult pop) 68.6 48 

Stroke (% of adult pop) 3.8 49 

High Cholesterol (% of adult pop) 40.2 45 

High Blood Pressure (% of adult pop) 34.3 44 

Diabetes (% of adult pop) 11.0 45 

Preterm Birth (% of births under 37 wks gestation) 13.5 37 

Health Status(% report fair or poor health) 19.5 42 

H OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. CREATING A STATE OF HEALTH . WWW.HEALTH . OK.GOV 5 
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Leading Causes of Death in 
Oklahoma 
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Total Mortality Rate per 100,000 Population 
2005-2007 

·........i 

llnstnbl • Rate 
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Leading Causes of Death in Oklahoma 

1. Heart Disease 6. Diabetes 

2. Cancer 7. Alzheimer's Disease 

3. Chronic Obstructive 8. Influenza & Pneumonia 

Pulmonary Disease 9. Suicide 

4. Stroke I 0. Nephritis, nephrotic 

5. Unintentional Injuries 
syndrome and nephrosis 
(kidney disease) 

*201 O Preliminary Death Data from Oklahoma State Health Department Vital Statistics - Ranked by Age-Adjusted 
Death Rate Normalized to 2000 US standard population - found at www.health .ok.gov/ok2share 
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Heart Disease Rates 

2007 Prevalence of coronary heart disease among us adults (18+ ) (Percentage)t 

~ y 

<3. 4% (10 State s) 

3. 4% - 3. 7% (8 State s) 

3.8% - 4.1% ( 1 0 States) 

4.2% - 4.7% (9 States) 

>= 4. 8% (14 States) 

Citation: Division for Heart Disease and Stroke Prevention: Data Trends & Maps Web site. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, Atlanta, GA, 2010. Available at 
http://www.cdc.gov/dhdsp/. 
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Heart Disease Death Rate per 100,000 
Population, 2005-2007 

Hearrtllllsea.sc Mortality R;atcs,. 2005-2001 

Gu11h: 
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Leading Risk Factors for Heart Disease 
in order of prevalence among people with heart disease (US) 

• Physical inactivity 

• Overweight and obesity 

• High blood pressure 

• Cigarette smoking 

• High cholesterol 

• Diabetes 
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Cancer Rates per 100,000 Population 
2007 

378.2 - 444. 2 

448. 6 - 4 69. 6 

471.8 - 490. 1 

492 .S - 522.6 

No Data 

Source: CDC, NCI, NAACCR 
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Cancer Death Rate per 100,000 Population 
2005-2007 

Cncer MGl'la'lily Rates, 2005-2007 
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Leading Cancer Deaths in Oklahoma 

======M=e=n=====ll= ====W=o=m=e=n==== 
•Lung • Lung 

• Prostate • Breast 

• Colorectal • Colorectal 

• Pancreas • Pancreas 

• Leukemia • Ovary 

* Cancer death rates in men are due to lung cancer more than the other four top causes of cancer 
death combined. 
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Risk Factors for Lung Cancer 
• In the United States, about 90% of lung cancer deaths in men and 

almost 80% of lung cancer deaths in women are due to smoking. 

• People who smoke are 10 to 20 times more likely to get lung 
cancer or die from lung cancer than people who do not smoke. 

• Nonsmokers who are exposed to secondhand smoke at home or at 
work increase their risk of developing lung cancer by 20-30%. 

• The longer a person smokes and the more cigarettes smoked each 
day, the more risk of lung cancer goes up. 

• People who quit smoking have a lower risk of lung cancer than if 
they had continued to smoke, but their risk is higher than the risk 
for people who never smoked. 

• Smoking also causes cancer of the voicebox (larynx), mouth and 
throat, esophagus, bladder, kidney, pancreas, cervix, and stomach, 
and causes acute myeloid leukemia. 
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Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease in US 
1999 - 2006 

AK 

"0 

-·-..__-.. ..• ~- . 
$(1l1 fC1111 COC, N Afk)nAI Vll AI ~le$. S)"a.l 1111n tt.lia ~ rf.C)m hltpu"fv-.ic:.nder.c:xlo.gi."W 
COPD as 1he undit!riyng cauea ol death v,qos; dieiM"led bv ICO.tG oodas ..140J4A. 
OrcGl:h r.xtcts {Pef" 100,(IOO U$ popi.lllatk>n) w.o ag~tzed to 9Mt 2000 US $t:Jndo.rd. 

DeaU'I rate (pet 100,000) 
.Age-standstdtzed 

17 .6 - 3 8 .1 

38.2 - 44.7 

- 44.8-50.3 

- 50.4 -60 .8 

c1a ssn.eatiO n :Q uartil&s 
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Chronic Lower Respiratory Disease 
Death Rate per 100,000 Population 

2005-2007 

Clll'Ollie Lower Rt$pirat0f)' Di~se 
Martautr R4JW. 2005-2007 
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Risk Factors for COPD Death 

• Tobacco use 

• Asthma 

• Exposure to air pollutants 

• Genetic factors 

• Respiratory infections 
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Stroke Rates 
2007 Prevalence of stroke among US adults (18+) (Percentage)t 

<2.2" (10 St1tu) 

Citation: Division for Heart Disease and Stroke Prevention: Data Trends & Maps Web site. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, Atlanta, GA, 2010. Available at 
http://www.cdc.gov/dhdsp/. 
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Stroke Death Rate per 100,000 Population 
2005-2007 

SUOlce Mollalily R<ttcs., 2005-2007 

G1111h: 
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Risk Factors for Stroke Death 

• High Blood Pressure • Tobacco Use 

• High Cholesterol • Alcohol Use 

• Heart Disease • Physical Inactivity 

• Overweight/Obesity • Heredity 

• Diabetes 
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Hospital Costs Associated with Top Four 
Causes of Death in Oklahoma 2009 

• Heart disease - $2.1 billion 

• All cancer - $603 million 

• COPD - $221 million 

• Stroke - $358 million 

Source: OSDH, OK2Share 
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Infant Mortality in Oklahoma 
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Infant Mortality Rate per 100,000 Population 
2001-2006 

Measure: Rate per 100,000 0 
- Sex: .AJI 0 

Year: 2004-2006 0 
Cause of Death: All causes 0 
Race/Ethnicity: .AJI 0 
Aqe: Infant (0-364 days) 0 

1256.9 @) 823 
(11) • c> 737.4 ~~ @) 

{) 631 
(1 1) 586.9 
(11) 492.5 

Source: NVSS, NCHS, CDC. Oklahoma 795 
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Infant Mortality Rate per 1,000 Population 
2003-2007 

lllf1tl Moibtty Rate$, 2003-2007 .. .-
IJl!ilahh: Rate 
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Top 3 Causes of Infant Death in Oklahoma 

• Medical Condition Present at Birth 

• Early Birth or Low Birth Weight 

• Sudden Infant Death Syndrome 
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Risk Factors for Infant Mortality 

• Lack of Prenatal Care 

• Poor Nutrition 

• Maternal Smoking/Exposure to Smoke 

• Substance Abuse 

• Unhealthy Mother/Maternal Infection 

• Infant Sleeping Position 
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Health Behaviors & 
Risk Conditions in 

Oklahoma 
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Oklahoma 

• 

OBESITY 

OBESITY FAST FACTS 

• Trend rates indicate Oklahoma 
may be the most obese state in the 
nation by 2018 at 56.1 %. 

• Direct healthcare costs associated 
with treating obesity in Oklahoma 
are estimated at $5,102,000,000 
by 2018, up from $1,069,000,000 
in 2008. 
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TOBACCO 

Oklahoma 

TOBACCO FAST FACTS 

• The annual costs incurred in 
Oklahoma from smoking: 

v' $1,162,000,000 in medical costs 
v' $218,000,000 in Medicaid 
v' $1,556,000,000 in lost 

productivity 

• A 5% point reduction in tobacco 
use could save Oklahoma as much 
as $54 ,571,573 

• Secondhand smoke causes an 
estimated 3,400 lung cancer 
deaths among U.S. 
nonsmokers each year. 
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PHYSICAL INACTIVITY 

FAST FACTS 

• Physically active people 
save at least $787 in direct 
medical cost every year. 

• Only 31.4% of high school 
students have daily physical 
education. 

• 29% of Oklahoma High 
School Students watch 
three or more hours of TV 
daily. 
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FRUIT & VEGETABLE CONSUMPTION 
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FAST FACTS 

• Only 14.8% of youth eat fruits 
and vegetables 5 times per day 

• Multiple studies indicate that 
school-based programs aimed 
at better nutrition, health 
education & physical activity 
improve test scores. 
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Summary of Health Status in Oklahoma 

• Health behaviors are the largest contributing factor to overall health. 

• OK ranks poorly nationally in most health outcomes and risk factors 
for disease. 

• The majority of excess mortality in Oklahoma is in Cardiovascular 
Disease, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, Lung Cancer & 
Stroke. 

• Oklahoma' s high infant mortality rate means that babies are more 
likely to survive to their first birthday in almost any other state. 

• There is a strong relationship between the burden of disease & 
premature death in Oklahoma and rates tobacco use, poor nutrition & 
limited exercise. 
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Zeke Campfield
Cc: Michael McNutt
Subject: health policy
Date: Friday, November 09, 2012 3:04:00 PM

Zeke, expanding on our conversation the other day. Including Michael as well.
All statements attributable to me.
 
Exchanges:
 
“Governor Fallin is continuing to explore the state’s options as they relate to health insurance
exchanges. Her priority is to ensure the people of Oklahoma are best served by a system that
increases access to health care, controls health care costs and does so in a way that is fiscally
responsible. Oklahoma is not in a unique position; many other states are continuing to weigh
what options best serve their citizens, as is responsible.
 
“However, like other states, Oklahoma’s decision making process has been significantly
hampered by the failure of the federal government to provide further guidance regarding its
own rules and regulations. In a letter dated July 10 of this year (available here),  Governor
Bob McDonnell, acting on behalf of Republican governors, asked the White House dozens of
questions concerning the implementation of insurance exchanges as well as the
administration’s proposed Medicaid expansion. To date, these questions have not been
answered. Governor Fallin is extremely frustrated that states have been asked to make
important decisions regarding the health outcomes of their citizens with little or no
information provided by the administration. Basic questions such as ‘how much will an
insurance exchange cost the state of Oklahoma?’ have still been left unanswered. It is
disappointing and frustrating that so little information has been provided to states. “
 
Regarding the impending Nov 16 deadline to submit a plan for a health insurance exchange:
 
“The November 16 ‘deadline’ to submit a plan for an insurance exchange is an internal
agency deadline, not in statute, with no obvious penalties for states that do not meet it. After
reviewing ACA guidelines and conferring with other states, our policy staff does not believe
it is true that Oklahoma will necessarily be subject to a federal exchange if it misses the
November 16 deadline. Obama administration officials have confirmed that, calling the
deadline a ‘rolling deadline.’ Again, much of the confusion surrounding the ACA and health
insurance exchanges is the result of the federal government refusing to answer simple
questions about its own law.”  
 
Medicaid expansion:
 
“The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was
clearer what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as
you know. Her priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible; it is to make the
right decision. Governor Fallin is still conferring with other lawmakers, her cabinet, and
health care experts in Oklahoma and around the country as to what course of action best
serves the people of Oklahoma.”
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Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Wayne Greene
Subject: health policy
Date: Friday, November 09, 2012 3:04:00 PM

Wayne, expanding on our conversation the other day.
All statements attributable to me.
 
Exchanges:
 
“Governor Fallin is continuing to explore the state’s options as they relate to health insurance
exchanges. Her priority is to ensure the people of Oklahoma are best served by a system that
increases access to health care, controls health care costs and does so in a way that is fiscally
responsible. Oklahoma is not in a unique position; many other states are continuing to weigh
what options best serve their citizens, as is responsible.
 
“However, like other states, Oklahoma’s decision making process has been significantly
hampered by the failure of the federal government to provide further guidance regarding its
own rules and regulations. In a letter dated July 10 of this year (available here),  Governor
Bob McDonnell, acting on behalf of Republican governors, asked the White House dozens of
questions concerning the implementation of insurance exchanges as well as the
administration’s proposed Medicaid expansion. To date, these questions have not been
answered. Governor Fallin is extremely frustrated that states have been asked to make
important decisions regarding the health outcomes of their citizens with little or no
information provided by the administration. Basic questions such as ‘how much will an
insurance exchange cost the state of Oklahoma?’ have still been left unanswered. It is
disappointing and frustrating that so little information has been provided to states. “
 
Regarding the impending Nov 16 deadline to submit a plan for a health insurance exchange:
 
“The November 16 ‘deadline’ to submit a plan for an insurance exchange is an internal
agency deadline, not in statute, with no obvious penalties for states that do not meet it. After
reviewing ACA guidelines and conferring with other states, our policy staff does not believe
it is true that Oklahoma will necessarily be subject to a federal exchange if it misses the
November 16 deadline. Obama administration officials have confirmed that, calling the
deadline a ‘rolling deadline.’ Again, much of the confusion surrounding the ACA and health
insurance exchanges is the result of the federal government refusing to answer simple
questions about its own law.”  
 
Medicaid expansion:
 
“The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was
clearer what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as
you know. Her priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible; it is to make the
right decision. Governor Fallin is still conferring with other lawmakers, her cabinet, and
health care experts in Oklahoma and around the country as to what course of action best
serves the people of Oklahoma.”
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Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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WEEK OF NOVEMBER 12 
HEALTH CARE REFORM IMPLEMENTATION  

SCHEDULE OF CONFERENCE CALLS OPEN TO ALL REGULATORS 
 

Issue Conference Call Schedule NAIC Staff  
Health Reform Regulatory Alternatives Working Group: 
Legal Subgroup 

TUESDAY, November 13 
2:00 PM EST (1 hour) 
*Regulators Only* 

# 

Josh Goldberg 
Brian Webb 
Jolie Matthews 

Health Risk-Based Capital TUESDAY, November 13 
3:00 PM EST (1 hour) 
*OPEN Call* 
Diamond Pass Registration:  
http://services.choruscall.com/diamondpass/registration?confirmation
Number=10019756 
If you are not registered, call: 
Regulators:  
Interested Parties:  
NAIC/Health RBC Working Group Call 

Crystal Brown 
 
 

Exchange Plan Management: 
SERFF Timeline Update 
 

TUESDAY, November 13 
4:00 PM EST (1 hour) 
*Regulator Only* 

 
NAIC/SERFF Plan Mgt Timeline Call 

Julie Fritz 

NAIC Member Health Care Reform Update Call 
 
 

Weekly Call 
WEDNESDAYS 
2:30 PM EST (30 minutes) 
*Regulators Only* 

 

Brian Webb 
Josh Goldberg 
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Issue Conference Call Schedule NAIC Staff  
Medical Loss Ratio Formula: 
Actuary MLR Subgroup 
 
NOTE:  Diamond Pass registration link changes each week 

WEDNESDAY, November 14 
3:00 PM EST (1 hour) 
*OPEN Call* 
Diamond Pass Registration:  
http://services.choruscall.com/diamondpass/registration?confirmation
Number=10021385 
If you are not registered, call: 
Regulators:  
Interested Parties: 1  
NAIC/King Call 

Eric King 
Todd Sells 
Brian Webb 

Rate Review: 
State Review Subgroup of the Actuarial Working Group 

THURSDAY, November 15 
12:00 PM EST (1 hour) 
*Regulators Only* 

  
Passcode:  

Eric King 
Brian Webb 
Josh Goldberg 

HHS Conference Call with State Officials  Weekly Call 
THURSDAYS 
4:00 PM EST (1 hour) 
*Regulators Only* 
HHS Teleconference:     
Passcode:  

Brian Webb 
Josh Goldberg 

Health Reform Regulatory Alternatives Working Group FRIDAY, November 16 
1:00 PM EST (90 minutes) 
*OPEN Call* 
Regulators:  
Interested Parties:  
NAIC/Goldberg Call 

Josh Goldberg 
Brian Webb 
Jolie Matthews 
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OHCA Contract Increases due to SoonerCare Exp    
Current 
Contract Basis of Increase

1. Health Management Services 6,000,000$       15%
Identification and collection of third party liability for 
services provided to our members 

2. Telligen (awaiting Kim's reply)
HMP vendor

3. Integrated Call Center $0.80 PMPM
Integrated call center/customer relationship 
management vendor to answer questions and 
assist providers and members 

4. Logisticare  $0.55 PMPM $0.583 PMPM
Non-emergency transportation broker who 
arranges transportation for members to office 
visits, hospitals, clinics, etc. Amount is inflated 
3%/year due to gasoline costs.

5. MedSolutions  $0.25 PMPM 
Utilization management for outpatient radiology 
services 

6. BH prior authorizations $0.70 PMPM
Utilization management for outpatient behavioral 
health services, includes inpatient authorizations 
and inspections of care

7. ALJ outside contractors 160,000$          18%
Eligibility appeals for new enrollees

8. AG for appeals 96,000$            18%
Eligibility appeals for new enrollees

9. College of Pharmacy 4,000,000$       20%
Nancy Nesser

10. Clinical consultants 750,000$          18%
Prior authorization for medical/dental/behavioral 
health services

11. OT/PT/SLP consultants 180,000$          18%
Prior authorization specialists for Occupational 
Therapy, Physical Therapy and Speech-Language 
Pathology

12. HP Call center charges (assume one-time set up fee) $2000/employee

13. OU – University Printing 500,000$          18%
Increased printing costs for added membership 
and marketing materials 

14. Automated Mail Services 80,000$            18%
Sashay Corp.Srvc. LLC currently provides this 
service, which does not include postage costs

15. Marketing campaign None New
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Statewide comprehensive campaign aimed at 
educating qualified Oklahomans about the 
availability of health care through SoonerCare 
program under the ACA expansion.

16. Postage Costs 350,000$          25%
18% ongoing for increase in vendors/members + 
7% one-time for mailers to 50,000 
vendors/members whose status changes due to 
ACA
TOTAL

Fe  
S  

College of Pharmacy contract increase:

Calculation:
4.5 Helpdesk Techs @ $2500/month x 12 months =           $135,000
2.5 pharmacists @ $7500/month x 12 months =                  $240,000
Fringe rate at 39% =                                                                        $146,250
25% increase in program cost =                                                  $100,000
25% increase in supplies =                                                            $  18,125
=================================================
Direct total                                                                                          $639,375
Indirect rate @ 26%                                                        ~~           $166,240
Total request                                                                                     $805,615 rounded to $806   

Current Contract

1 OU – University Printing $500,000 
Increased 
printing costs for 

2 Automated Mail Services, dba Sashay Corp.Srvc., $80,000 
3 Marketing Campaign
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I would also like to request $250,000 to issue an 
RFP for a marketing campaign. In researching this 
need, I found a similar example of a statewide 
health campaign when ODMHSAS issued an RFP 
on June 22, 2010, (Solicitation #4520000355). 
Their RFP included a similar target audience (all 
Oklahomans) utilizing media as deemed 
appropriate by vendor (television, radio, print, 
direct mail, posters, brochures, outdoor and new 
media). This would be a statewide comprehensive 
campaign aimed at educating qualified 
Oklahomans about the availability of health care 
through the SoonerCare program under the ACA 
expansion.

As funding is typically not available to advertise 
the SoonerCare program, the RFP will be written 
so that the campaign that is developed will be 
sustainable within a public service delivery 
system, meaning the campaign will be dependent 
on utilization of existing agency messaging 
platforms and the donation of time/space to run 
campaign spots after the initial funds are 
expended.
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      pansion under ACA 
Start 
Date

Annual 
Increase

Annualized 
for FY'14 

 Duplicated in unit 
budget request 

1/1/2014 900,000$    450,000$    

10/1/2013 1,344,000$ 1,008,000$ No

1/1/2014 979,440$    489,720$    ?

1/1/2014 420,000$    210,000$    

1/1/2014 1,176,000$ 588,000$    

10/1/2013 28,800$      21,600$      

10/1/2013 17,280$      12,960$      

10/1/2013 806,000$    806,000$    

1/1/2014 135,000$    67,500$      

1/1/2014 32,400$      16,200$      

set-up 66,000$      66,000$      

1/1/2014 90,000$      67,500$      No

1/1/2014 14,400$      10,800$      No

7/1/2014 250,000$    250,000$    No
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87,500$      71,750$      

6,346,820$ 4,136,030$ 

ederal match 2,068,015$ 
State Share 2,068,015$ 

                                                                                         6,000 for request

Basis of 
Increase

Start Date Annual 
Increase

Annualized for FY'14 

18% 1/1/2014 $90,000  

18% 1/1/2014 $14,400 
7/1/2014 $250,000 
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HEALTH CARE REFORM 

OVERVIEW OF OPTIONS FOR THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA 

JULY 2012 
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HIGH LEVEL HCR REQUIREMENTS 

~ Individual Mandate 

~ Medicaid/CHIP Expansion 

~ Health Exchange 

THIS PRESENTATION IS LIMITED TO EXPLORING THE 
TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS AS RELATES TO THE HEALTH 
EXCHANGE ONLY. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2 Prepared by OSF - Confidential 
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KEY FUNCTIONS OF AN EXCHANGE 
.,. Provide both an individual and small group insurance exchange portal, or 

combined portal 
~ Present plan options in a standardized way (i.e., Platinum, Gold, Silver, and 

Bronze) 
~ Provide electronic resources (e.g., cost calculators) and toll-free call center 

support to users of the exchanges' Web portals 
~ Administer exemption process for individual mandate requirement 
~ Determine eligibility for and enroll applicants in public programs 
~ Determine eligibility for new tax credits and cost-sharing reductions (if applicants' 

household income is 100-400% of the federal poverty level) 
~ Facilitate advance payments of premium tax credits by the Department of 

Treasury to insurers 
~ Determine whether employer-sponsored insurance is "affordable," i.e., less than 

9.5% of household income 
~ Receive and process "free choice" vouchers for employees who have 

unaffordable employer-sponsored insurance 
~ Operate a consumer assistance program 
~ Report user and employer data to Department of Treasury 
~ Generate sufficient revenue to be self-sustaining by 2015 

3 Prepared by OSF - Confidential 
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AGENCIES/ENTITIES INVOLVED 

~ Oklahoma Health Care Authority 

~ Oklahoma State Department of Health 

~ Oklahoma Department of Human Services 

~ Oklahoma Health Information Exchange Trust 

~ Private Providers/Carriers 

~ Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group 
Insurance Board? 

~ Oklahoma Tax Commission? 

~ Oklahoma Employee Securities Commission? 

~ Oklahoma Insurance Department? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS 

~ Time remaining to meet Federal milestones is 
extremely short ( 15 months) 

~ Most State Agencies involved will need to curtail/stop 
current technology initiatives 

~ Additional/New Funding may be required 

~ Who owns th is effort? 

~ What is OH I ET's role? 

----------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------
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MANDATED TIMELINE & MILESTONES 

~ 2013 
., State must demonstrate that it is willing and able to implement the 

exchange by January 1, 201 3. - section 1321 (c) 

Portal must be open for Pre-enrollment by October 1, 201 3 

~ 2014 

6 

.. Exchange must be operational by 1/1/2014. -section 1311 (b) 

.. Medicaid Coverage available for all individuals up to 133°/o federal 
poverty level (FPL) ($29,326 for a family of four) ; modified 
adjusted gross income (MAGI) (as also used under the 
exchanges) will determine Medicaid eligibility 

Prepared by OSF - Confidential 
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OPTIONS AVAILABLE 

1. Begin development of an Oklahoma Exchange 

2. Join a State consortium 

3. Subscribe to a vendor supported exchange 

4. Default to the Federal Exchange 

s. Do nothing (Wait until election) 

~ 7 Prepared by OSF - Confidential 
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ONGOING INITIATIVES 

1 OHCA Online Eligibility & Enrollment ($14MM 
@90/10) 

2 OKDHS MOSAIC (Future; $109MM over 8 years) 
30+ Additional technology projects 

3 OSEEGIB VITECH V3 Upgrade ($2.8MM) 

4 OSDH CDR, eMPI, Interface@ $3MM 

5 OHIET ? 

9 Prepared by OSF - Confidential 
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ISSUES SUMMARY 

~ Time is very short for implementation 

~ Additional funding up to $40 Million may be needed 
(depending on the option selected) 

~ How will State of Oklahoma fund this effort? 
Use 90/10 as a vehicle 

Federal HIE Grant (grant deadline has been extended) 

Attempt recovery of $54MM 

Collaborative approach with Agency funding 

Transaction-based to defer cost 

~ How will this effort be governed, managed and 
executed? 

------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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ISSUES SUMMARY 

~ Strong Program Leadership is critical 

~ Agency SME participation is paramount 

~ Procurement timeline could be the critical path 

~ A decision must be made as soon as possible on 
which option the State wishes to choose 

.,. 11 Prepared by OSF - Confidential 
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CONCLUSION 
~ The "Build or Transfer" option is not viable due to the 

short timeframe 
~ The "Consortium" option has the following 

challenges, 
Admittance into the consortium is unknown 
Unknown solution parameters increases risk to OK 

~ The State must secure the services of a vendor to 
assist and manage the exchange 

~ There is a 50% probability that the State of 
Oklahoma will not meet the timeline stipulated 

~ The State choice is between "Subscribe" and a 
"Federal Exchange" 

--------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Questions? 
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: heritage forum: health care
Date: Tuesday, April 17, 2012 2:54:00 PM

Health care costs
 

From: Mike Schrimpf [mailto:mschrimpf  
Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2012 11:30 AM
To: Mike Schrimpf
Subject: GOP Governors Detail the Costs of Obamacare on the States
 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
 
CONTACT
Mike Schrimpf, 202-662-4147
mschrimpf@

 
GOP Governors Detail the Costs of Obamacare on the States

 
As the Supreme Court today hears arguments about the impact upon the states of expanding
Medicaid, the Republican Governors Association released information from states
highlighting the costs of expanding Medicaid and implementing the health care law.
 
“President Obama’s federal health care takeover was enacted by Democrats in Congress over
the objection of governors and with little regard for the costs to the states,” said RGA
Chairman Bob McDonnell. “The federal health care law shifts billions of dollars in unfunded,
long-term costs to state governments while restricting the ability of governors to craft
Medicaid solutions for the citizens of their states. This one-size-fits-all approach is yet
another reason why the health care law needs to be replaced, and Republican governors have
offered a blueprint for true reform. The current law is simply unaffordable, unsustainable and
unworkable.”
 
Costs to the States:
 

Alabama
 
The implementation of Obamacare will increase the costs of state government immediately and in
the near future.
 
The overall Medicaid budget alone is expected to increase from $6.3 Billion in 2012 to $13.2
Billion at the beginning of the 2020 fiscal year.
 
Medicaid Expansion Details

·         By 2014, Alabama expects to add up to 534,000 new enrollees to Medicaid. This
is due to mandated eligibility to anyone under age 65 who has an income of less
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than 133% of the federal poverty level.
 

·         Alabama is also required to provide subsidies to adults earning between 134% and
400% and children with incomes between 301% and 400%. This expansion would
increase Medicaid eligibility from the current 21% of the state’s population to
about 40% of the population.
 

·         Nearly 1,000 new primary care physicians will be needed to care for this new
population.
 

·         This cost of services for the new eligibles would initially be borne by the federal
government, but that support would fade to 90% of the cost by 2020.
 

·         HCR legislation does not provide any additional funds to the state to certify enroll
and manage the new recipients.
 

·         Administrative costs alone will require an estimated $389 million in state funds.
Eligibility system changes will be required to add new enrollees, to differentiate
between those eligible under new vs. previous rules (each with different matching
rates) and to allow information to flow back and forth between subsidy plans and
Medicaid.

 
Alaska

 
Alaska continues to be hampered in its efforts to manage the costs of its Medicaid program and
continues to see Medicaid population increases.  For the first time in recent history the Budget of
the Department of Health and Social Services (Medicaid Authority) has surpassed that of the
Department of Education and is projected to continue to grow ahead of inflation.
 
For FY2013 it is projected that Alaska will need an additional $45 million in state general funds
to cope with program growth and another $129 million in state general funds to offset the loss of
enhanced federal Medicaid funding.  Alaska continues to be faced with substantial growth in
Medicaid caseloads and utilization and forecasts an over 20 percent increase in Medicaid state
general fund expenditures.
 
The State of Alaska continues to narrow projections on estimating the total cost of the ACA over
the long term. However, a June 2010 preliminary analysis of the Medicaid impacts reflects that
cumulative state general fund spending will increase by $100M million, through 2020. While
direct care spending in the early years is offset by increased federal match rates, spending in later
years paints an even more concerning picture for Alaska's future and the ever increasing impact
of Medicaid expansion on the State budget while oil throughput continues to decline.
 

Arizona
 

The mandatory Medicaid expansions in PPACA, and the woodwork created by these expansions,
are expected to cost Arizona over $550 million in the next three fiscal years. Once fully
implemented in the latter half of this decade, PPACA is anticipated to increase Arizona’s annual
Medicaid obligations by almost $500 million per year. Furthermore, because Arizona expanded to
100% of the Federal Poverty Level before the passage of the PPACA, it receives a lower matching
rate for those populations than other states that did not expand (who will initially receive full
federal financing).

 
Over the four year period of the recession, while overall state spending decreased, Medicaid
spending soared by 63 percent, to the point where it accounted for nearly 30 percent of the state
general fund in the recently-completed FY 2011. During the recession, Arizona’s projected
deficits spiked, which necessitated a series of aggressive, unprecedented steps in order to return
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the State to fiscal stability. An important element of this effort was the paring back of Arizona’s
Medicaid program in FY 2012, which will be undermined by the mandated increases in
population due to the PPACA.
 

Florida
 
According to Florida’s Agency for Health Care Administration, ObamaCare’s Medicaid expansion
will force Florida to spend an additional $1.5 billion and force an additional 1.8 million Floridians
to enroll in Medicaid in four years.

 
Georgia

 
The projected impact of the Medicaid expansion in Georgia is significant.  In January 2014, an
estimated 650,000 additional members will be added to our state Medicaid and CHIP programs. 
This federally mandated expansion will increase state spending by at least $2.4 billion between
FY2010-FY2020 alone. That said, the cost could soar substantially higher because there are more
federal regulations to come and initial spending could spike because of the pent-up demand of
new members. The Georgia Department of Community Health is continually reassessing the
impact of the Medicaid expansion mandate.
 

Idaho
 

Idaho estimates between 150,000 and 200,000 new eligibles could be added to the Medicaid
caseload when new expansion rules are implemented which could mean an 40-percent increase in
participation compared to Idaho’s current caseloads.  The overall Medicaid benefit cost attributed
to PPACA Medicaid provisions in the State of Idaho is conservatively estimated to be $228
million in State funds by 2020.  In preparation for the PPACA 2014 changes, Medicaid system
readiness is estimated to cost $34.8 million, of which Idaho’s share will be $3.48 million.
 
Idaho is purposely holding off on changes related to the Medicaid expansion requirement because
of the uncertainty surrounding the Supreme Court’s decision, 2012 elections and State legislative
decisions which could drastically impact how Medicaid expansion is implemented and designed. 
The State anticipates the cost to meet the new Medicaid expansion requirement will be
approximately $9 million.  That does not include the cost of operational and personnel needs
related to the expansion. 
 
In addition, the limited nature of the federal timelines and lack of final rules has forced Idaho to
design a phased approach to accommodate the uncertainty surrounding Medicaid.  Idaho is
working on modernization, expansion and connection phases – all of which depend on the
Supreme Court decision and 2012 elections. 
 

Indiana
 
The additional enrollees will cost between $2.5 and $3.1 billion to Indiana’s Medicaid
expenditures for the period 2014 to 2020.
 
A fully state-operated Exchange is expected to cost the State between $57.7-$83.4M annually. This is in
addition to the cost of the Medicaid expansion. Even if the State decides not to operate an Exchange, there
will still be costs associated with eligibility for premium tax credits.  Therefore, a fully federal Exchange
is expected to cost the State between $10.4-$18.3M annually.

 
Iowa

 
As recently as eight years ago, Iowa spent less than $2.5 billion in total Medicaid expenditures.
Total Medicaid spending in Iowa now approaches $4 billion and accounts for more than 15% of
Iowa General Fund expenditures.
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When we entered office in January 2011, we were faced with replacing $540 million in one-time
money that was used to fund the on-going Medicaid entitlement. Medicaid remains a complex
funding source for health care that we manage very carefully. 
 
It is anticipated that the federal takeover of health care under the Affordable Care Act will
increase Medicaid enrollment by at least 150,000 people in Iowa. In 2014, the first year of
implementation, our Medicaid population will grow from 400,000 to more than 550,000 covered
lives in a state where our population is just over 3 million people. The total cost of this expansion
is estimated to be between $180 to $818 million (with mid-point estimate of $255 million) in the
first year, with the state picking up an increasing share of this cost over time. The uncertainty
surrounding the wide range of potential costs is alone cause for concern.
 
Despite the federally mandated expansion of the Medicaid program, Iowa and other states will
have less flexibility than ever before to effectively and efficiently manage this entitlement that is
vital for so many of our vulnerable citizens. Federal maintenance of effort (MOE) requirements
continue to tie the hands of state policymakers, forcing a continual squeeze on health care
providers and diverting benefits from those who need them most. 

 
Kansas

 
Without flexibility to reform Medicaid to improve outcomes and reduce costs, Kansas will
continue to see increases in Medicaid spending. Kansas’ Medicaid budget has ballooned from
$2.4 billion in 2008, at the onset of federally mandated maintenance of effort (MOE)
requirements, to what will reach nearly $3 billion in 2013 without reforms. In the same period,
enrollment will have increased from 293,000 to almost 400,000 -- all before the mandated
PPACA expansion. 
 
An example of the rigidity of the MOE requirements in the ARRA, and extended by PPACA, is
the federal response to the Kansas Legislature's move in 2010 to adjust family premiums in the
CHIP program by $40 a month. CMS did not approve it, citing MOE. Instead, HHS offered an
option to raise premiums that would have amounted to about 50 cents per month on a typical
premium. 
 
Kansas has proposed to acquire the flexibility it needs to remake Medicaid in a two-track Section
1115 demonstration project. The first track will address authorities needed to implement
KanCare, an integrated, person-centered care coordination model that will incorporate nearly all
Medicaid and CHIP populations and services, including long term services and supports. The
second track proposes a global waiver, more specifically an outcomes-based Medicaid and
CHIP program under a per capita block grant, fundamentally redefining the federal-state
relationship in Medicaid and providing a model for reform that honors the program's statutory
goal of improving the health of Americans in the greatest need.

 
Louisiana

 

Obamacare is expected to cost Louisiana a total of $7 billion in additional state general funds
over the next 10 years.

 

Obamacare will increase Medicaid rolls by 645,843 over the next 10 years at a cost of $3.69
billion in state general funds.

 

High costs of the IT systems needed to implement the expansions and the link to the Exchange
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(whether state-run or federal) are estimated to cost $162 million in state general funds.

Increase payments to primary care providers, increased utilization for physicians and hospitals
are estimated to cost $2.6 billion in state general funds.

Maine
 

Maine’s Medicaid program has experienced an increase in enrollment from 314,000 in June 2009
to 336,000 in June, 2010, and total spending in Maine’s Medicaid program has increased by over
one billion dollars since 2002. Over the last several years, Medicaid rates for healthcare providers
have also been repeatedly cut to address the ongoing financial shortfalls in Medicaid as a result of
increasing enrollment and utilization. As a result of these reductions, some Maine physicians
have closed their practices to Medicaid patients significantly reducing access to primary care
services for Medicaid beneficiaries. All of the above challenges will be exacerbated by ACA. As
Maine struggles to confront a shortfall of more than $800 million in the next biennial budget and
the requirement to adopt a balanced budget, it is imperative that the Governor and the Legislature
have the necessary flexibility to comprehensively manage the Medicaid program and to make
necessary changes to effectively reduce total spending in the program.

 
Mississippi

 
The overall cost to implement PPACA in Mississippi is estimated to be $1.7 billion over the next
ten years, including an additional $443 million in year ten.
 

Nebraska
 
In addition, based upon preliminary professional consultant projections, the State of Nebraska
estimates that it will cost anywhere from $61.4 million to $86.9 million to build a Health
Insurance Exchange in Nebraska. Due to the changing nature of the health insurance exchange
project and the instability of the federal government’s promulgation of final rules and regulations,
the State projects that a state exchange annual operating budget would be $17.5 million per year
starting in 2016.
 

Nevada
 
In April of 2010, the Nevada Department of Health and Human Services estimated the General
Fund impact of implementing the Affordable Care Act was $574 million from 2014 through
2019.

 
New Mexico

 
With the implementation of Obamacare, New Mexico is poised to add an additional 130,000 –
175,000 individuals to the Medicaid program with an additional cost of $300 million - $600
million between 2014 and 2019.
 

North Dakota
 
With the implementation of Obamacare, North Dakota’s current estimate for additional Medicaid
spending is $106 million over 10 years.

 
Ohio

 
The estimated cost to Ohio from the first year to 2019 is over $2.7 billion for Medicaid services.
These estimates do not include the cost of increases in administration of the program. The long-
term sustainability of the program is called into question, unless Ohio is given new options on
how to manage the program.
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Oklahoma
 

The Oklahoma Health Care Authority estimates that the Obamacare Medicaid expansion will
cost an additional $4.6 billion in state and federal funding and will add 250,000 new
Oklahoman’s to the Medicaid rolls from 2014-2020.

 
Pennsylvania

 
Pennsylvania's Medicaid spending has doubled over the past ten years and it now comprises
31% of the state’s budget. It has grown four times faster than K-12 spending, and nine times
faster than transportation spending.  Even before the healthcare bill passed, Medicaid has been
on an unsustainable path.  Under this law, these statistics will only get worse.  Pennsylvania will
see an additional 800,000 individuals on the Medicaid rolls adding a significant burden to the
budget and taxpayers. As the Medicaid population continues to increase and state revenues
continue to not keep pace, the mandates of the maintenance of effort requirement and the lack of
any meaningful flexibility within the program will  severely hamper virtually all other aspects of
the state budget.  States simply cannot afford Obamacare.  Their budgets will be crushed by the
Medicaid expansion that the federal establishment is forcing on them.  Americans deserve a
vibrant, robust, competitive and transparent health care system that puts patients and quality
first, focuses on personal responsibility, not a large government takeover that shifts the costs
from the federal government to state tax payers.  

 
South Carolina

 
Medicaid enrollment will increase by 54% or 510,000 individuals in 2015 as a result of the
Affordable Care Act.  176,000 of these persons will drop private insurance to go on Medicaid.
The additional costs to state taxpayers between State Fiscal Year 2014 and State Fiscal Year 2020
ranges from $1.15 billion to $2.5 billion dollars depending on assumptions of participation rate
and increases in physician fees resulting from physician shortages created by the new law.
 

South Dakota
 

South Dakota estimates it will cost at least $99.7 million in state funds through 2019 to comply
with the Medicaid requirements of the PPACA.

 

This burden coupled with the inability to change other parts of the Medicaid program due to the
MOE requirements will result in rate cuts to providers.

 

Providers that cannot absorb these cuts may stop taking people eligible for Medicaid, or may stop
providing services altogether.

 

This would have a hugely detrimental effect on a very rural state, including citizens that rely on
Medicaid for their health care and communities that may see their health care providers leave or
quit. These unintended consequences of the MOE provisions in the PPACA are
counter-productive of its larger goal to help Americans get access to the health care they need.
 

Tennessee
 

Tennessee's Medicaid program is continuing to experience budgetary challenges in the coming
fiscal year, as state revenues continue their slow climb back to pre-recession levels.
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Unfortunately, the MOE requirements limit the flexibility needed to make important changes to
the program as we deal with such issues. For instance, TennCare could save $16 million alone
just by modifying nursing facility level of care requirements that would bring Tennessee in line
with the criteria of other states and rebalance its long-term care system in order to serve more
people with lesser levels of need in more cost-effective home and community-based settings
while targeting the more expensive long-term care services to persons with higher acuity of need.
However, we have yet to receive approval to make such a change.
 
At a time when Tennessee is already facing budget difficulties and the ACA is expected to cost
the state in excess of $1.5 billion over five years, we must have the flexibility necessary to make
common sense adjustments to the program.
 

Texas
 

Medicaid is consistently one of the biggest expenses all states face. It accounts for a quarter of the
state budget in Texas. The Affordable Care Act expands Medicaid without reforming the
program.
 
ACA will increase Medicaid enrollment in Texas by nearly 2 million people and cost the state
$27 billion over 10 years.

States have received little federal guidance on key ACA provisions, including the primary care
rate increases which is required starting in 2013.  Additionally, guidance is needed on Medicaid
Benchmark Benefits, eligibility changes, FMAP methodology and numerous other provisions.

Lack of timely guidance makes it impossible for states to effectively plan for the mushrooming
Medicaid caseloads that the law will create. HHSC needs final, detailed guidance from the
federal government to determine the full impact of certain ACA provisions on the Texas
Medicaid and CHIP programs, and to make federally-required
changes.

ACA does not recognize states’ unique needs and prevents each state from tailoring its Medicaid
and CHIP programs in accordance with the intent of its elected and appointed representatives.
 

Utah
 
The Insurance Department has been tracking hours of work to account for the additional
burdens imposed by the ACA.  During FY11, we are able to account for over 5,700 hours,
equating to approximately $182,000 is personnel costs.  Included in the estimate is time spent
on rate review which has been supported by a grant from HHS, reimbursing the department
$112,757 in personnel costs.  In additional to the above, numerous hours have been incurred by
the Commissioner or our actuary
 

Virginia
 

The Commonwealth of Virginia has estimated the Medicaid cost of federal health reform to the
State to be between $1.5 and $2.2 billion through 2022.  These estimates have not been updated
since August 2010, but because of the length of the recession and the current pace of economic
growth, along with other developments in our understanding of the full impact of PPACA, the
higher end of the cost range seems more realistic.  For example, in a study completed for
Medicaid Health Plans of America, Milliman, Inc. has estimated that the PPACA-mandated tax
on health insurance companies, which did not exclude Medicaid health plans, will cost Virginia, a
heavily managed Medicaid state, approximately $430 - $500 million through 2023; this was not
included in Virginia’s 2010 estimates of the PPACA cost, meaning this $430 - $500 million
would be in addition to the $1.5 to $2.2 billion already estimated. Virginia is in the process of re-
estimating impacts in preparation for the 2012 Medicaid forecast due in the fall of 2012.  At that
time, the estimates should better reflect the current economic environment in Virginia, and reflect
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a better understanding of the PPACA impact based on subsequent analysis and federal guidance
that was not available for the 2010 estimates.”

 
Wisconsin

 
If implemented, the PPACA will force a heavy financial burden upon the people of Wisconsin
through increased health insurance premiums, the expansion of Medicaid, and a new entitlement
that will create new inequities among working families.  Moreover, much of the new spending
will not be used to increase coverage in Wisconsin, which has already achieved the levels of
insurance that is aspired to under PPACA.  Public dollars will simply displace private dollars at a
higher cost. 
 
New estimates from the Obama Administration and the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office
(CBO) demonstrate that Medicaid enrollment will be higher than previously estimated.  The
Wisconsin Department of Health Services (DHS) believes that increased enrollment among
currently eligible individuals and retention of higher income children due to Maintenance of
Effort (MOE) requirements will drive up the cost to the state.  However, the direct burden on the
state budget remains uncertain.  New eligibility rules will result in some individuals migrating
into and out of Medicaid.  Rules on federal matching rates that are critical to our fiscal analysis
have not been finalized.
 
More than 750,000 childless adults, parents, caretakers, and children are already enrolled in
Wisconsin Medicaid programs.  There will be no additional federal assistance for the vast
majority of these individuals and future enrollees.  Some additional federal assistance will apply
only to a relatively small number of individuals.  Whether the federal government will “buy out”
the state share of some eligibility groups is unknown at this time.  It will matter little to taxpayers
whether the costs will count as federal or state expenditures.  Increased federal control over the
management of the Medicaid program is stifling innovation and threatens to unnecessarily drive
up costs.

 
Wyoming

 
The costs of maintaining our Medicaid program are fast becoming a serious threat to our state
general funds. The 2013-2014 biennial budget for Medicaid in Wyoming includes $560 million
in state general fund dollars. This is just the cost to provide care to the current population of
approximately 76,000 enrollees. A study of Wyoming impacts from PPACA conducted by The
Lewin Group in 2010 estimates an additional 31,000 enrollees due to the Medicaid expansion in
2014 – an increase of over 40%. It is difficult to estimate what the fiscal impact of this huge
bolus of new enrollees will be. The State legislature commissioned a Medicaid Cost Study in
2011 and we expect findings in mid-2012.  We do know, however, that the cost of implementing
a new eligibility and enrollment system for Medicaid will cost over $3.5 million in state general
funds after the 90/10 federal match.
 
The larger and more detrimental impact of the implementation of PPACA is likely to be to our
private health insurance markets.  An actuarial study of our small group and individual markets
conducted by Gorman Actuarial, LLC in 2011 indicates that we can expect premiums to go up an
average of 30% to 40% in the individual market due solely to new insurance regulations effective
in 2014. When you add the projected impact of higher morbidity of new entrants into the market
and essential benefit mandates, we can expect overall 40% to 60% increases in premiums in the
individual market.
 
Given that Wyoming already has a higher percentage of small employers that self-insure than
other states, it’s not unreasonable to expect a number of small employers to stop providing
insured coverage and either move their employees to the individual market or to self-insure to
avoid regulation. During recent town hall meetings, a number of small employers indicated that it
would be cheaper for them to pay the PPACA penalties for not providing coverage than it will be
to continue to provide coverage. The Lewin Group estimates a net loss of over 8,000 covered
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lives in the employer sponsored insurance market.
 
With all the changes in PPACA, Gorman Actuarial estimates over 41,000 people in Wyoming
will remain uninsured by 2016. This represents about half of the 83,000 people currently
uninsured in our state.

 
-30-

 
Paid for and authorized by the Republican Governors Association
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Heath Care Seminar, The Heritage Foundation, Washington D.C., April 12th, 2010 

Dr. Robert Moffit, Head of Heath Care Policy, Heritage 
This will be a long, contentious implementation process. The opportunity is to re-frame the 
debate as regards the basic relationship between the state and its citizens as to health care. 
 
The key point that has been washed out is that there is a real separation between the States and 
the Fed as to enumerated powers. The states must take a leadership role in the next 8 years to 
shape the debate and the implementation of whatever health system ends up evolving. We need 
to make sure we aggressively look to the interests of our constituents. 
 
Sen Orrin Hatch, Utah  
Utah is a shining example of why the States should be put in charge of developing health care 
policy and not the Fed.  
 
We have never seen anything like what we are dealing with right now in our history. The line 
between the public and private sector has never been more blurred. The 10 year fiscal outlook is 
bleak. Largest national debt since 1945. We are looking at debt reaching 90% of GDP by 2020.  
 
Majority of Americans know that that this bill will increase costs and deficits and that is reflected 
consistently in public opinion.  
 
Most major spending provision in this bill don’t kick in until after the 2014 presidential election. 
The 10 year cost of this bill is estimated at 2.5 trillion dollars. 
 
Democrat experts at CBO: The key point is that any saving in this bill are one time savings that 
cannot be repeated.  
 
Utah’s Medicaid costs will increase by 50%. 
 
He believes that the individual mandate is unconstitutional. The Constitution allows the 
Congress to regulate interstate commerce, but the Courts have never ratified that Congress can 
require participation in commerce. If this is allowed, then there is no limit to Congress’ powers.  
Liberty itself is what is at stake. A liberal constitutional scholar, Jonathan Turley, recently 
admitted that this bill will seriously compromise basic liberty. 
 
He said he knows he is preaching to the choir, but that the Democrats have truly put themselves 
at odds with the American people and passed this bill in a very bad exercise in government. 
 
He believes that the Democrats will use the higher costs created by this bill to blame the private 
sector and further rationalize a single payer system. 
 
The Heritage foundation is very important. They are constantly trying to find ways to bring 
common sense to government. The Republicans up here pay a great deal of attention to the 
Heritage Foundation and their publications are worth reading. 
 
Many Democrats are becoming terrified about all of the spending.  
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Seventeen union states have been exempted from the “Cadillac tax”, which, in any event will not 
be implemented until 2018. He doesn’t think it will be implemented at all. 
 
The reason he left the Democratic party because, years ago, that there was this unholy belief that 
the Federal Government will solve all problems. 
 
Ed Haislmaier, Heritage Heath Specialist – Introducing Panelists 
This man is brilliant. Take him very seriously. 
 
We have an official crisis in health care because the Fed has set the clock running. Real 
leadership comes when you change when there is not a crisis. He saw this when he was at Phizer 
Pharmaceuticals, who changed their successful sales force b/c they saw it wasn’t going to work 
in 10 years. That is what David Clark did with health care in Utah. 
 
In Utah, they did risk assessment first, unlike Mass, which did community rating and mandatory 
issue.  
 
Ed thinks that the Health Care Bill could be repealed, having said that, the Feds don’t have 
insurance experience, so the States have a huge opportunity to change this thing over the next 
several years. He thinks it is hugely likely that the controversial parts will be defunded in the 
coming years. 
 
Rep. David Clark, Speaker of the Utah House 
They also passed their Exchange in 09, like Oklahoma, but they have totally implemented 
in under a year. They passed legislation and implemented in 5 months. No joke. 
 
They went to Heritage for help. 
 
They tried to emulate Mass, but Utah didn’t have the money. They wanted to have quality health 
care for every citizen. In Mass, 70% of all lives there were covered by Fortune 500 companies. 
They have the opposite: 750,000 small businesses. He is grateful to Mass for jumping in first to 
put together and Exchange. 
 
The brain trust is here: Dan Schuyler, Cheryl Smith, Cathy Dupont, David Jackson, Don Garlitz, 
Brian Somers. 
 
They leveraged with the private sector. BSwift and HealthEquity. They did not have to develop, 
in house, the expertise to implement.  
 
They have high quality health and low cost health care. They measure twice and cut once. They 
looked at the small businesses and their needs. But health care and wage inflation was making 
costs unsustainable. This thing was born out of financial necessity to stay competitive on rising 
health care costs. 
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First year: health task force three years ago – its still going. TF identified the 6 key areas to work 
on. They figured it would take 10 years to reverse the problematic trends. 
 
First of all they determined that personal responsibility had to be emphasized in creating a 
plan. Second it had to be market based. I.e. when having a heart attack, you are not shopping 
around, but you can when looking for total knee replacement. When crafting policy, when you 
can reflect, how can you encourage “shopping around?” He believes that the Exchange is the 
only viable option out there right now for achieving these two goals. 
 
He said 15 years ago GM was one of the largest company in the world, now we call them 
Government Motors. The point is: you can’t bet against the market. They got killed by heath care 
costs. 
 
They have a variety of demonstration projects on : electronic medical records, diabetes, Clinical 
Health Information Exchange, All-Payer Database: they have accumulated over a million 
people’s medical records for electronic storage. 
 
The largest philosophical issues they dealt with was going from a defined benefit health 
paradigm to a defined contribution paradigm. They went to the “Coburn” model on a state level 
and allowed citizens to deduct health care individually from taxes, not just businesses – 
something the Fed’s steadfastly refuse to do. 
 
They have a universal enrolment form. There are only 2 functioning plans in the US right now, 
Utah and Mass – both at the polar opposite ends of the spectrum. Mass: big government, 
mandates and a huge entitlement. Utah:  all market based. Mass: $25 million to run their plan. 
Utah: $600,000. No joke.  
 
He does not believe that we will be able to repeal and replace the Heath Care Bill. He 
thinks the opportunity is for the States to, de-facto, write the regulations and hand them to 
the Feds. He thinks we have, as states, failed in the past in doing this. He says we have to be 
aggressive in propagating the rules that will be coming in the next decade. We must be 
cohesive and work together in doing it.  
 
This will be a series of battles in the regulatory environment.  
 
Dan Schuler, Utah’s Two Exchange Employees 
One of two of employees running their exchange. Yeah, you read that right – two.  
 
How does it work: 
1) Employer registers. (Small employers, under 50) 
2) Employee enters information. Universal health application. 
3) Turned over to insurance companies who evaluate risk: Premium Generated. 
4) Employee compares and shops for plans. 
5) Enrollment is Finalized. 
6) Plans go into effect on designated dates. 
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All done on a web site. 
 
They are working on a large employer plan. 
 
Premium aggregation is unique to the exchange. If you or your spouse are working for two 
employers, you can combine benefits to buy what you want.  
 
They have an “optimizer filter” that lets you look at your past health care spending practices and 
gives a boatload of information based on various factors, ie. total out of pocket vs total cost, etc. 
 
You can compare up to 4 plans to see what is important to you. About 16 categories you can drill 
down on or you can just look at plan basics. Ie., prescription drugs or mental health. 
 
There are no mandates whatsoever. They anticipated launching in 2012 they were approached by 
employers and asked to implement early. They have 85% of their insurance companies 
participating in Utah’s exchange. (This is the way Ed Haislmaier envisioned it being 
implemented in the first place, and what he talked about when he flew to OK and held a two day 
seminar at the Capitol back in Aug of 07). 
 
Q & A 
How did switching to a defined contribution work? If you want to participate in the Exchange, 
you must use defined contribution. First, they do a typical underwriting, or risk adjustment for 
the population of the business. The Employer has X dollar value that they allocate to the 
employee to shop for what plan suits them best, instead of selecting a plan for the employee. An 
allowance. There are a number of ways to do this as an employer. Two main things that drive the 
premiums: family size and age range (age banding). Really, every employer already is doing 
defined contribution, they just offer one plan. They contemplate that  the employer could “break 
up” the contributions, spending more on their older employees.  
 
Did Utah start out with several mandates? They have very few benefit mandates. They also 
created Utah’s homegrown “COBRA” where there are very few mandates.  
Utah has a high risk pool. 3800 people. Guarantee issue for the High Risk Pool. All this has only 
been done with the employer market, not the individual market.  
 
Prospective risk assessment has really helped. The insurers have to stay engaged. Between 75,00 
to 250,000 they share risk. Most insurers have already done their catastrophic risk assessment 
and have for years. 
 
When switching to a buyer based market the insurers will complain “oh we’ll get all the 
diabetics” but when everyone has to play in the high risk pool, they all worked it out together. 
The state facilitated the conversation. They got all the insurance big shots in a room and had one 
of their experts check their various statements for accuracy. 
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My question: how does the tax credit for employer’s work in Utah.? Utah created a tax credit 
against their state income tax for those in the individual market only. About 190, 000 people. 
This may also not be implemented immediately because of the budget crunch. Pretty small sub 
set and if they don’t pay much state tax, is it really that helpful? I think we should do it, but…. 
 
Utah now has 3 technical advisory committees. Industry has contributed 10,000 man hours of 
work in hammering out the details. Working groups…why does that sound familiar?  
 
Who were the biggest barriers? Everyone is resistant to change. Senate / House : conservative, 
not conservative enough. It all went back to economics. Three large insurers cover 80% of Utah. 
Biggest mistake was putting them all in a room – it became divide and conquer. But he had to get 
them on board. The most spears he has pulled out of his back have come from the broker 
community. Brokers get commissions from insurance sold through the Exchange. The resistance 
comes from paranoia that the Exchange will make them irrelevant. The stereotypical broker does 
not work very hard, and they saw this change as a challenge to their lifestyle. It actually takes 
work to sort through what is best for 20 different families in a given company. Ed was blunt: 
most brokers look at this job as easy money: get people on board and just keep them indefinitely. 
You get a 9% increase in their premiums, hey great. If you now shop on the Exchange, you could 
lose them. In Utah, most of the thinking brokers now know they stand to benefit from the 
Exchange. Utah crated a broker advisory group to give them a higher comfort level.  The 
legislation that was passed was comprehensive, so the Speaker tried not to make it look like they 
were picking on one party. The transparency was key, and that had to affect everyone: brokers, 
health care providers. The business community is an ally because they want a better insurance 
system. Speaker Clark said this was the most complicated thing he ever did. They had to find key 
people they could rely on and give them cover. He said his vendors were keys. He learned about 
how insurance companies price.  
 
Speaker Clark thinks that we’ll see employers are going to dump employees. Medicaid now 
covers everyone at 133% of the FPL.  
 
Clark wants to work harder and faster to make sure their market based system gets cemented as a 
model.  
 
Matt Towery, Non Polling Guy, Syndicated Columnist, Author, Former Newt Staff 
731 respondents. Margin of error 3.7%. Scientifically designed. Properly weighted. Properly 
queried: What is your opinion of the Health Care Legislation. 51% do not support. 53% of 
independents oppose. Those who disapproved, why?  
 
Gave several reasons: the runaway winner: People don’t like government period. They are 
increasingly resistant to pro-active government. This is the thing. There is no other thing. 
Washington is an insular town. They get caught up in the minutia. America says: don’t tread on 
me.  
 
Of those who said they supported it gave: cover the uninsured and preexisting conditions, 
something that could be fixed at the state level. 
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When they gave a loaded question about whether we should have dealt with deficits and 
spending first, 57% of independents agreed.  
One thing the American public is experiencing is fear. Health care was the touchstone, but the 
underlying concern is the overwhelming size of government and the swelling deficits.  
 
Extremely low confidence numbers in state and federal leadership. 
 
Message: don’t regulate, provide opportunity. Opportunity is what people want right now. And 
people are interested in themselves and their own well being.  
 
When trying to implement the Exchange, do not appear to regulate. Be incremental.  
 
Dr. Moffit_-Reflections on the Exchange: 
 
The real problem is with Small Businesses being able to provide insurance. The tax code is the 
800 lb gorilla. If you don’t get insurance thru your employer, you essentially pay a huge 30 to 
50% tax on insurance, b/c you pay for it with after tax dollars.  
 
Heritage was the first organization to put pen to paper and sketch out the Exchange: It is not a 
regulator, it simply processes paperwork for premium payments and facilitates assignment of 
premiums. A key principal: because the employer facilitates the insurance, the defined 
contribution that is provided to employees is tax free and the benefits are tax free. This is still 
group insurance. Employees have a property right in the insurance. It achieving personal 
ownership of the insurance.  
 
The Massachusetts Plan 
Tim Murphy, Michael Widmer, Jim Stergios, Cindy Gillespie. 
 
Tim Murphy, Worked on Romney’s staff on their current Health System “Romneycare.” 
Mass wanted to insure their 10% of uninsured. They had a number of funding sources to fund the 
“unfunded care pool” doled out to HCP like hospitals. 800 to 900 million dollars. Byzantine. 
Untenable.  
 
Health care costs were growing 7 to 9% a year. Health care costs are 2X bigger than the State’s 
ability to generate tax revenue. They finally got disallowed on a waiver they were using. They 
were going to lose about 385 million dollars from the Fed. So viola, Romneycare.  
 
They took a very wholistic approach. They identified by income cohort. Kensyan assumption: if 
you don’t have insurance you must be poor. Untrue. First group: Fully 20% of the uninsured 
were not signing up for Medicaid although they qualified. Fully half earned 300% of the FPL: 
$31,000 or more. Why aren’t they buying insurance? Final group, less than 300% of FPL but not 
eligible for Medicaid (about 200,000). 
 
Mass was (is) heavily regulated insurance market. The dysfunctional market was the non-group 
market. Average age 56. Female. Guaranteed issue. Cadillac plan. The people who did sign up 
were older and sicker. Younger wouldn’t sign up. Wouldn’t allow HMO’s and HAS’s. Mass 
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merged the small group and non-group market. For individuals, it cut the individual market 
premium way down (over 30%) and raised the small group premium about 2%. The mandate 
forced people into the pool who were making rational economic decisions to not buy insurance.  
 
For their “slip thru the crack” folks (under 300% of FPL but no Medicaid) they created a sliding 
scale subsidy (my commentary: this is the part that has been criticized for the escalating costs).  
 
They also have the Exchange or Connector. This was the big market based part of the overhaul. 
The first Exchange program in the US. They chose to make the Exchange administer their new 
subsidy.  
 
Individual mandate. Very controversial. The original idea: over 18, buy a catastrophic plan or 
post a bond showing financial wherewithal. The rational: the uninsured’s costs get socialized 
when they do need care. Of course, the Mass legislature messed it up and made the baseline plan 
loaded up with all the goodies and therefore expensive. He thinks it was a big mistake. 
 
Two things that Mass did b/c of the new subsidy: If the employer offers insurance – you have to 
buy it. If you are an employer who wants to dump your low wage employees, you can’t offer an 
insurance plan to higher wage earners that you don’t offer to you low wage workers.  
 
Michael Widmer 
The estimate for the new subsidy for the 150,000 uninsured “crack slippers” + 750 million per 
year or $5000 per person.  
 
They calculate the cost to the state of employers not getting insurerance was $295 per employee 
per year. That is where they got the penalty from. 
 
He contests the assertion of the State Treasurer that the new health care system is a budget 
buster. See WSJ article. He asserts that many have an interest in showing that “Mass has failed.” 
He said there has been a reduction in benefits, mainly to illegal immigrants. He says this is due to 
the general financial downturn effecting the budget.  
 
Their “uncompensated care pool” money is now more rationally distributed.  
 
He did mention that the cost of premiums have been a problem for businesses. He says costs are 
going to have to be addressed.  
 
Jim Stergios 
Highlights of the Mass plan.  
Putting the Connector together with a Board filled by people who have agendas to make the 
plans look the way they want is not working in Mass. Have to make this a market thing. It’s very 
top down in Mass. They have a lot of power. It’s not the way to get it done. Huge issue in the 
Governor’s race. Still a lot of people in the poverty band not in the system. Some concern that 
there is crowd out. There is a lack of information on several issues coming out of the Connector. 
He says that ER utilization has not really gone down like they thought it would. 
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Cindy Gillespie 
Important elements of the Health Care Bill. (Mass and Utah become very important). The first 
ones to engage HHS will have the ability to influence the regs. 
 
The Exchange envisioned in the Health Care Bill is NOT what Mass and Utah have. This is not a 
State based exchange. It is a State administered Exchange. 
 
What Exchange Does: 
1) To certify health plans for sale. Requirements set by HHS. No one knows yet. There are broad 
categories of coverage, she’ll come back with specifics. 
2) Offer them to employers and help people enroll.  
3) Exchange will facilitate eligibility for any state subsidized plan. Single eligibility and access 
to subsidies portal. 
4) Refundable tax credits will be paid directly to the insurer. Feds don’t have a Premium 
Aggregator. Evidently, the Premium Aggregator is real important. 
5) Exchange for individuals and Exchange for Small Business. 
 
First decision a State must make: Establish and exchange or let HHS do it.  
Second decision: What will the Exchange be? Nonprofit? What branch of government? In Mass, 
it is on its own. In Utah, it’s in the Dept of Econ Development or something like it. Mass really 
focused on individual market. 
 
States get to decide how much gets to be privatized. How much can the exchange contract out for 
services? Utah extensively uses vendors.   
 
What other functions do you want the Exchange to do? Do you want a Premium Aggregator?  
 
How aggressively do you want to implement heading to January 2014? Mass did phased 
implementation over a year instead of going live on day one? THERE IS MONEY FOR 
STATES TO PHASE IN THE EXCHANGE. 
 
THE EXHANGE HAS TO BE CERTIFED AS FUNCTIONAL BY JUNE 2013 OR HHS WILL 
COME IN AND DO IT FOR YOU.  
 
States have until 2012 session at the latest to get this passed. Some states will want liberal 
versions, and some states will want more market based Exchanges.  
 
HHS will certify a minimum list of benefits that must be offered in any plan. Any additional 
benefits offered, and so drive up premiums, will have to be picked up by the States.  
 
A small business will ultimately be calculated as 100 employees or less. 
 
All states must monitor premium increases by Jan 2014. Funds available to begin monitoring.  
 
Wow. This really is a big government deal. The reality is, this is coming.  
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Dennis Smith, Former Director of Medicaid under Bush 
Evidently, this guy is a super Medicaid guru. 
 
It is alarming to him the extent to which the Health Care Bill marginalizes the States. It is absurd 
and comical at the same time. 
 
The States are going to have to fight for their sovereign role. The States are being treated as so 
much bother. 
 
State Legislators need to bone up on their state Medicaid Program.  
 
Who will the Insurance Commissioner work for? The State or HHS? 
 
There will need to be a Committee set up to filter all of this information in a transparent 
way.  
 
If the Legislatures don’t have all the facts in front of them, we are going to get rolled. Do you 
want an agency or advocacy groups determining eligibility for  Medicaid or the Exchange? 
 
He says the new Medicaid eligible’s are eligible at a real, adjusted 140% of the FPL. Most of 
whom are healthy young adults.  
 
Getting transparency out of the agencies will need to be a priority. Agencies tend to state “we’re 
doing the best that we can” and they will tend to obscure transparency. He stated, for example, 
that enrollment error rates in one study to be at 20%.  
 
The Legislature may need to begin to play hardball with agencies and counties. The Bill gives 
the States the authority to outsource the entire Exchange and what to include in it. Can use this 
for leverage to push the agency’s to be transparent.  
 
Demand the Feds come, immediately, to our states and begin to testify on how this is going to 
work. They are already taking the term “State” out of the program names, ie. S-CHIP is now just 
CHIP. Same for the official name of the Medicaid program. We should be outraged. 
 
When the Exchange starts, the SCHIP kids should, by definition, not qualify for the new 
entitlement.  
 
Cost sharing is an important part of this. There are new inequities across families. Definitions of 
families have changed with this. Ie. 26 year olds are now covered under parents insurance. Third 
party liability is going to be more important.  
 
HHS said that states cannot change their cost sharing, without any authority. 
 
The states are going to have to look for fights to pick.  
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Benchmark plans are going to be the standard. If we pass a plan then we can defend it in Federal 
court. 
 
When this Bill was passed many states were looking at Exchanges. This isn’t the foreign idea. It 
would be foreign to turn this over to an outside entity that the State has no control over. Where 
are the opportunities to privatize and outsource?  
 
All state expenditures in 2008 totaled 1 trillion dollars. So health care costs are 2X the entire cost 
of all state expenditures.  
 
State Legislatures are going to have to work hard to find ways to keep from raising taxes. 
 
To all of our colleagues who don’t want to be bothered with health care minutia, they are going 
to have to get engaged. This is a huge deal that will dramatically affect the budget. 
 
He says that the Feds can’t pull Medicaid funding if they pass the Freedom of Healthcare Act.  
 
Get actuarials to certify benchmark plan equivalents, so that HHS will have a hard time pushing 
back against it. 
 
Find a better way to better manage our duel eligibles. CMS is evidently interested in this. 83% of 
all Medicaid spending is on people with 3 or more chronic conditions. 
 
He says its crazy for 20 something graduate students to be Medicaid eligible.  
 
1115 waivers are closed for business.  
 
States should be hollering at CMS for playing favorites with certain states. Why can New York 
put their SSD in managed care but not us? 
 
Don’t wait for the regulations. Get aggressive. Bring your “A” team.  
 
IMPORTANT: Get a State Plan Amendment (Benchmark Plan) on the Books as soon as 
possible. CMS has to approve it if it complies with the Law, and we can litigate the decision 
in Federal Court. 
 
Take a hard look at who is actually running Medicaid in OK. Get someone in there with an 
insurance background. Root out fraud.  
 
Look at the high users at try and get them in managed care. Better to manage their chronic 
problems. Find your find high users. We are doing some of this in OK. In OK, 58% of Medicaid 
Expenditures are on Blind, Aged and Disabled.  
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Big panel on the Future of  Health Care beyond the Health Care Bill  
Amanda Adkins form Missouri 
There is an opportunity for Employers to drive reform. ABC handout. 
Super automated health care records. 
 
Ralph Bernstein, US Bank 
One of their areas of expertise is health care payments. There is a natural connection b/t what is 
going on in health care and what they have been doing for a long time. Card based payments. 
Tax credit payments. There has been a lack of thinking at the Fed level for how you move the 
money. They operate HAS’s and FSA’s. They move money around all day long. They facilitate 
JIT funding. They coordinate payments. Hmm. An opportunity for our banks in OK to help with 
all this. He commented that Utah reached out to the private sector to get help. We are here, use 
us.  
 
Ed said: The Private Sector will always move faster than you (state gov) but you will always will 
move faster than the Fed. 
 
Tim Murphy, Beacon, Behavioral Health, Boston 
So many of your high cost patients have behavioral health co-morbidities. They provide 
expertise in managing these types of patients. They build out systems of care.  
Who were the uninsured: a lot are young, healthy and in and out of the work force. They look a 
lot more like small business than typical Medicaid. The one area where they used higher health 
care was behavioral health: up to 3 times higher in this category. Typically they are childless 
adults who can’t hold a job b/c of their behavioral health problems. If these people get dumped 
into Medicaid, they will sink you. Once they get on prescription drugs it gets expensive. You 
need to really think about how to manage this populations. Hmm. 
 
Raymond Seaver, BSwift, Vendor that is helping Utah. Employee Benefits. 
Their software is ideally suited for an employer based defined contribution health plan – the 
Exchange. 
When shopping for coverage on the Exchange website, this technology becomes very important.  
They can manage the movement of the people constantly coming in and out of the system.  
They developed the Premium Aggregation component of Utah’s system. 
An Exchange involves a high number of transactions and changes. They are configurable. You 
don’t have to customize.  
You can make good use of the funds you get from the Feds to set up the system. 
 
Steve May, Millman, A very large actuarial firm. 
Ed re-stated that Legislators are in a position that they are really going to have to ride heard and 
do their homework on their own Medicaid and on this Bill. 
 
Steve says that they can model the costs of all the new mandates. Gazby 45 is a new requirement 
for State Retirement benefits to accurately model the costs of these plans.  The states and 
municipalities that are moving forward with these requirements’ are getting AAA ratings b/c 
they are starting to put money aside and prepare. You can cut your liability in half if you pre-
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fund. You can apply this to health benefits as well. They are also finding out that the States and 
Munis are in worse shape than they previously thought because of this new rule. 
 
Steve Neeleman, Health Equity, One of the Owners of the Thunder works for Health 
Equity 
HSA administrators. Gave examples of American Express putting everyone on HAS’s and their 
health care costs have been flat for several years. Indiana doing the same thing. He can’t believe 
that this hasn’t taken off more than it has. He thinks Exchanges and HAS’s are a good 
combination. 
 
Eric Grossman, Trizetto, a big competitor to CMS for claims management 
In 2015 the Exchanges will have to compete head to head with existing channels of distributions 
(brokers) with no Federal subsidies for administrative costs. 
 
You need broker participation in an Exchange.  
 
He says that the Mass Exchange web site is not easy to use.  
 
Dennis Smith, working for Leavitt Partners, him and Leavitt  have run the Fed Medicaid 
Program for many years 
Consultants. Translators between the private sector and the Medicaid program that they know so 
well. Government doesn’t pay for health care, it pays for billing codes.  
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry; Travis Brauer
Cc: Aaron Cooper; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: Heritage Seminar this Weekend
Date: Tuesday, April 17, 2012 2:22:00 PM

The governor is participating in a Heritage Foundation seminar this weekend in San Diego entitled
“How the states can limit the federal levitation.” We want to arm her with as much info as possible
about what we have done to push back against the feds, or what we will do, and areas where their
policies have been intrusive.
 
The governor has indicated she wants to talk about energy/environment, education (NCLB waivers),
health care/ObamaCare. And I’m sure she’d appreciate any other info we have in other areas.
 
I know everyone is busy. Is the policy shop able to give us some assistance on this? We basically
need 1-2 page briefs on each of these areas, which would include what the feds are doing, how it
affects Oklahoma, what we’ve done to fight/circumvent that, etc.
It doesn’t necessarily have to be what the governor’s office is doing, it can be what the AG’s office is
doing as well (my next email is to them) or any other office in state government.
 
Let me know pls if anyone over there is able to help out on this or if you have any pre-prepared
material. I think at one point you guys gave the gov a memo on federal overreach. Thanks.
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20201 

The Honorable Bob McDonnell 
The Honorable Bobby Jindal 

November 15, 2012 

Republican Governors Public Policy Committee 
Republican Governors Association 
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 250 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear Governor McDonnell and Governor Jindal: 

Thank you for your recent letter regarding the implementation of the Affordable Care Act. 
Giving states the flexibility they need has been a critical principle in our work to implement the 
Affordable Care Act since it was signed into law more than two years ago. Our team has worked 
closely with Governors from across the country to answer their questions and gather their input. 

States have and will continue to be partners in implementing the health care law and we are 
committed to providing states with the flexibility, resources, and time they need to deliver the 
benefits of the health care law to the American people. We will continue to work directly with 
individual states to address their particular questions and concerns. 

You recently requested additional time to declare whether states will elect to run a State-based 
Exchange. Under the law, we are required to certify states' plans to run their own Exchange in 
2014 by January 1, 2013. While receiving a letter of intent now will help us assist states in 
finalizing their application, a state may submit both a letter of intent and an application to 
operate its own Exchange by December 14. States may also apply to operate their Exchange in 
partnership with the federal government by February 15, 2013. And a state may apply at any 
time to run an Exchange in future years. 

As we have worked to implement the Affordable Care Act, we have issued information and 
guidance to states regarding provisions of the health care law. Additional guidance will be 
released in the coming days and weeks and our team will do everything possible to answer 
questions and provide technical assistance to state leaders. 

·We are confidentGovernors will have enough time to decide whether they want to establish an 
Exchange, work in partnership with the federal government or have a federally- facilitated 
Exchange in their state. We look forward to working with Governors as we continue to 
implement the law. 

Sincerely, 

athleen Sebelius 
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  Summary of Waiver Application Process and Approvals provided by the US Department of Health and Human Services: 

 
Helping Americans Keep the Coverage They Have and 

Promoting Transparency 
Helping Consumers Keep their Coverage 

The Affordable Care Act is designed to provide Americans with affordable, high-quality coverage options – while 
ensuring that those who like their current coverage can keep it.  Unfortunately, today, limited benefit plans, or 
“mini-med” plans are often the only type of insurance offered to some workers.  In 2014, the Affordable Care Act 
will end mini-med plans when Americans will have better access to affordable, comprehensive health insurance 
plans that cannot use high deductibles or annual limits to limit benefits.  In the meantime, the law requires 
insurers to phase out the use of annual dollar limits on benefits.  In 2011, most plans can impose an annual limit 

of no less than $750,000.  

Mini-med plans have lower limits than allowed under the Affordable Care Act.  While mini-med plans do not 
provide security in the event of serious illness or accident, they are unfortunately the only option that some 
employers offer.  In order to protect coverage for these workers, the Affordable Care Act allows these plans to 
apply for temporary waivers from rules restricting the size of annual limits to some group health plans and health 
insurance issuers. 

Waivers only last for one year and are only available if the plan certifies that a waiver is necessary to prevent 
either a large increase in premiums or a significant decrease in access to coverage.  In addition, enrollees must 
be informed that their plan does not meet the requirements of the Affordable Care Act.  No other provision of the 
Affordable Care Act is affected by these waivers: they only apply to the annual limit policy. 

As of today, a total of 733 waivers have been granted for 2011.  Key facts about annual limits waivers: 

• There was an increase in the number of applications received at the end of 2010 because December 1 was 

the final day to apply for a waiver for a plan or policy year that begins on January 1 – as many plans do. 
Over 500 waivers were granted in December.  While the number of approved waivers increased by more 
than 200 percent, the total number of enrollees in plans receiving waivers has increased by only 48 percent 
since the previous posting.  

• Of all the waivers granted to date:  

o Employment-Based Coverage: The vast majority – 712 plans representing 97 percent of all waivers – 
were granted to health plans that are employment-related.  

 Self-Insured Employer Plans Applicants: Employer-based health plans received most of the 
waivers – 359.      

 Collectively-Bargained Employer-Based Plan Applicants: Most of the other health plans receiving 
waivers are multi-employer health funds created by a collective bargaining agreement between 
a union and two or more employers, pursuant to the Taft-Hartley Act.  These “union plans” are 
employment based group health plans and operate for the sole benefit of workers.  They tend to 
be larger than other typical group health plans because they cover multiple employers. There 
are also single-employer union plans that have received a waiver.  In total, 182 collectively-
bargained plans have received waivers. 

 Health Reimbursement Arrangements (HRAs):  HRAs are employer-funded group health plans 
where employees are reimbursed tax-free for qualified medical expenses up to a maximum 
dollar amount for a coverage period.  In total, HHS has approved 171 applications for waivers 
for HRAs. 

o Health Insurers: Sixteen waivers were granted to health insurers, which can apply for a waiver for 
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multiple mini-med products sold to employers or individuals.  

o State Governments: Four waivers have gone to State governments.  States may apply for a waiver of 
the restricted annual limits on behalf of issuers of state-mandated policies if state law required the 
policies to be offered by the issuers prior to September 23, 2010.  

• The number of enrollees in plans with annual limits waivers is 2.1 million, representing only about 1 
percent of all Americans who have private health insurance today. 

Improving Transparency 

HHS periodically posts the list of the plans that have been granted waivers to ensure the public is aware of the 

waiver process and stakeholders understand how they are affected.  Also, on December 9, 2010 HHS issued new 
rules requiring that health insurers offering mini-med plans must notify consumers in plain language that their 
plan offers extremely limited benefits and direct them to www.HealthCare.gov where they can get more 
information about other coverage options. The rules require health plans with waivers to tell consumers if their 
health care coverage is subject to an annual dollar limit lower than what is required under the law.  This way, 
enrollees know when their coverage is limited. 

Annual limits waivers are temporary.  In 2014 annual dollar limits will be prohibited and mini-med plans will no 

longer be necessary.  

  

Approved Applications for Waiver of the Annual Limits Requirements 
Updated January 26, 2011 

All Applicants Listed have had 1 or more plans/policies approved. 

Approved State applicants are listed separately below 

Applications for waivers from annual limit requirements are reviewed on a case by case basis by Department 
officials who look at a series of factors including whether or not a premium increase is large or if a significant 
number of  enrollees would lose access to their current plan because the coverage would not be offered in the 
absence of a waiver.  More detailed information on specific criteria can be found at: 
http://www.hhs.gov/ociio/regulations/11-05-2010annual_limits_waiver_bulletin.pdf.  Approved applicants are 

granted an annual limit waiver for one year.  The Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight’s sub-
regulatory guidance on the process for obtaining waivers of the annual limits requirements may be found at: 
http://www.hhs.gov/ociio/regulations/patient/ociio_2010-1_20100903_508.pdf 

  

  Applicant Application 
Received 

Plan 
Effective 

Date 

Number 
of 

Enrollees 

Application 
Completed 

by 
Applicant 

Waiver 
Approved 

1 24 Hour Fitness 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 1,758 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

2 
Allied Building Inspectors 
IUOE Local 211 Welfare Fund 

11/29/2010 1/1/2011 2,720 12/23/2010 12/30/2010 

3 
Alpha Omega Home Health, 
LLC 

11/30/2010 10/1/2010 150 12/13/2010 12/30/2010 

4 Andersen Corporation 11/16/2010 1/1/2011 2,852 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 
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5 
Bowman Sheet Metal Heating 
& Air-conditioning 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 4 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

6 
Bricklayers Insurance & 
Welfare Fund 

11/29/2010 1/1/2011 3,997 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

7 

Bridge, Structural, 
Ornamental & Reinforcing 
Ironworkers Local Union No. 
60* 

12/1/2010 7/1/2011 290 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

8 Carey Johnson Oil Co, Inc 11/22/2010 10/1/2010 157 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

9 
Catholic Charities of the 
Diocese of Albany* 

12/2/2010 1/1/2011 201 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

10 
Cement Masons' Local No. 
502 Welfare Fund 

11/24/2010 1/1/2011 450 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

11 
City of Bloomington VEBA 
Health Savings Plan* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 750 12/29/2010 12/30/2010 

12 City of Burnsville* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 290 12/29/2010 12/30/2010 

13 City of Olathe* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 624 12/14/2010 12/30/2010 

14 Clausen Miller PC 12/20/2010 1/1/2011 150 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

15 Crystal Run Village, Inc* 12/4/2010 12/1/2010 1,350 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

16 Delta Apparel 12/21/2010 1/1/2011 67 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

17 Discovery Benefits* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 3,739 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

18 Dr. Trailer Repair, Inc. 11/10/2010 1/1/2011 18 12/29/2010 12/30/2010 

19 
Employer-Teamsters Local 
Nos. 175 & 505 Health and 
Welfare Fund 

11/24/2010 1/1/2011 358 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

20 Entrust 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 4 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

21 Fabri-Quilt 11/2/2010 1/1/2011 104 12/29/2010 12/30/2010 

22 GC Harvesting, Inc. 12/20/2010 1/1/2011 2,500 12/23/2010 12/30/2010 

23 Glen Curtis, Inc. #2143 12/3/2010 1/1/2011 227 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

24 Heritage Christian Services 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 4,662 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 
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25 
IBEW Local 3 NYC Electrical 
Division Health & Welfare 
Fund 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 1,072 12/16/2010 12/30/2010 

26 

Indiana Area UFCW Union 
Locals and Retail Food 
Employers' Health and 
Welfare Plan 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 6,885 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

27 Ingham County 12/22/2010 2/1/2011 42 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

28 
Innovative Driver Services 
Company 

12/21/2010 2/1/2011 36 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

29 Integrity Data* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 24 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

30 
Inter-County Hospitalization 
Plan, Inc. 12/21/2010 1/1/2011 177 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

31 Jakov P. Dulcich & Sons 11/8/2010 1/1/2011 107 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

32 
Jefferson Rehabilitation 
Center 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 240 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

33 JLG Harvesting, Inc. 12/3/2010 1/1/2011 188 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

34 Johnson Machine Works 11/24/2010 1/1/2011 191 12/16/2010 12/30/2010 

35 Kent County 12/22/2010 2/1/2011 10 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

36 
Laborers' District Council of 
Virginia Health and Welfare 
Trust Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 296 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

37 
Laborers National Health and 
Welfare Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 8,690 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

38 Local 1245 Health Fund 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 3,486 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

39 

Local 237 Teamsters Suffolk 
Regional Off-Track Betting 
Corp. Health and Welfare 
Trust Fund 

11/29/2010 1/1/2011 328 12/23/2010 12/30/2010 

40 Local 295 Welfare Fund 12/15/2010 1/1/2011 1,228 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

41 
Local 381 Group Insurance 
Fund 

11/24/2010 1/1/2011 1,346 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

42 Local 805 Welfare Fund 11/1/2010 2/1/2011 1,376 12/17/2010 12/30/2010 

43 Marble Industry Trust Fund 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 1,325 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 
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44 McGregor Schools ISD #4* 12/22/2010 1/1/2011 38 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

45 MJ Soffe 12/21/2010 1/1/2011 270 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

46 
MO-Kan Teamsters and 
Welfare Fund 

11/29/2010 1/1/2011 1,494 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

47 Mounds View Public Schools* 12/3/2010 1/1/2011 76 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

48 MVP 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 21,548 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

49 North State Bank 11/30/2010 6/1/2011 58 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

50 North States Industries Inc* 12/3/2010 2/1/2011 92 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

51 Pathways Inc. 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 55 12/16/2010 12/30/2010 

52 
Pavers and Road Builders 
District Council Welfare Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 4,303 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

53 Phoenix Children's Academy 12/16/2010 1/1/2011 1,522 12/16/2010 12/30/2010 

54 
Roofers Local 8 Insurance & 
Trust Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 1,321 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

55 
San Bernardino IHSS Public 
Authority 

12/1/2010 4/1/2011 1,317 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

56 SCC Healthcare Group, LLP 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 105 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

57 Schenectady ARC* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 514 12/1/2010 12/30/2010 

58 Schoharie County ARC* 11/22/2010 1/1/2011 276 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

59 Sieben Polk Law Firm 11/19/2010 10/1/2010 3 12/23/2010 12/30/2010 

60 Sitel, Inc. 12/21/2010 7/1/2011 2,060 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

61 
Southern Graphic 
Communication Health Fund 

11/29/2010 1/1/2011 411 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

62 
Springbrook Standalone 
HRA* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 524 12/23/2010 12/30/2010 

63 St. Lawrence NYSARC* 11/29/2010 1/1/2011 1,734 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

64 
Sunview Vineyards of 
California, Inc. 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 6,500 12/23/2010 12/30/2010 
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65 
Tandem Eastern Inc. / 
Consolidated Transport 
Systems, Inc. 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 601 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

66 Taylor Farms 11/29/2010 2/1/2011 121 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

67 Teamsters Union Local # 35 11/17/2010 1/1/2011 1,109 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

68 

The Day Care 
Council/Council of 
Supervisors and 
Administrators Welfare Fund 

12/3/2010 1/1/2011 193 12/27/2010 12/30/2010 

69 
The Public Authority of San 
Luis Obispo County 

11/15/2010 2/1/2011 277 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

70 
The University Financing 
Foundation, Inc. 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 8 12/10/2010 12/30/2010 

71 
The Village of Newark Non-
Union Employee Plan* 

11/8/2010 7/1/2011 40 12/29/2010 12/30/2010 

72 
Theatrical Stage Employees 
Local One 

11/24/2010 1/1/2011 9,200 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

73 Tuff Shed, Inc. 11/29/2010 4/1/2011 311 12/16/2010 12/30/2010 

74 
U.A. Local 13 & Employers 
Group Insurance Plan* 

11/30/2010 12/1/2010 1,039 12/21/2010 12/30/2010 

75 

UFCW & Participating Food 
Industry Employers Tri-State 
Health & Welfare Fund 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 107 12/22/2010 12/30/2010 

76 
UFCW Local 1500 Welfare 
Fund 

12/17/2010 1/1/2011 16,588 12/23/2010 12/30/2010 

77 
UFCW Local One Health Care 
Fund 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 4,335 12/28/2010 12/30/2010 

78 Ulster Greene ARC* 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 2,072 12/23/2010 12/30/2010 

79 
Westminster-Canterbury of 
Lynchburg 

11/22/2010 1/1/2011 192 12/23/2010 12/30/2010 

80 
Wine and Liquor Salesmen of 
NJ 

10/20/2010 1/1/2011 1,083 12/29/2010 12/30/2010 

81 A-1 Transport 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 38 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 

82 
AIDS Council of 
Northeastern  New York 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 78 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 

83 Avon Central School District 12/1/2010 7/1/2011 6 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 
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84 Azeros Health Plans, Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 36 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

85 Benton County* 12/3/2010 1/1/2011 200 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

86 Bessey Tools, Inc. 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 6 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

87 Canandaigua City Schools* 12/1/2010 10/1/2011 1,058 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 

88 City of Eagan* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 120 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 

89 
City of Shakopee Post-
Employment Health Care 
Savings Account Plan * 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 153 12/15/2010 12/29/2010 

90 
Community Work and 
Independence Inc. 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 382 11/17/2010 12/29/2010 

91 
Continuing Developmental 
Services 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 623 12/14/2010 12/29/2010 

92 Crystal Cabinet Works, Inc. 11/30/2010 7/1/2011 304 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 

93 CU*Answers, Inc. 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 152 12/23/2010 12/29/2010 

94 
Euromarket Designs, Inc., 
d/b/a Crate and Barrel 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 3,452 12/1/2010 12/29/2010 

95 
First National Bank of 
Dietrerich 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 51 12/20/2011 12/29/2010 

96 Franziska Racker Centers* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 795 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 

97 
Fridley Public Schools Health 
Savings Plan* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 79 12/21/2010 12/29/2010 

98 
FSA/SUNYAB-Campus Dining 
and Shops 

12/1/2010 12/1/2010 67 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

99 Genesee County ARC* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 254 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

100 
Genesee County Economic 
Development Corp Health 
Reimbursement Account* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 9 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

101 
Grand Island Central School 
District* 

12/1/2010 9/1/2011 507 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

102 
Hammondsport Central 
School District 12/1/2010 7/1/2011 67 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

103 Imperial Wholesale, Inc. 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 14 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 
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104 
Learning Disabilities 
Association of Western New 
York 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 90 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

105 

Minnesota State Retirement 
System Post-Employment 
Health Care Savings Plan - 
City of Roseville* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 280 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

106 
Naples Central School 
District 12/1/2010 10/1/2010 151 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

107 
Naples Central School 
District Support Staff 12/1/2010 7/1/2011 113 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

108 
Newark Central School 
District 12/1/2010 7/1/2011 436 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

109 
Niagara-Wheatfield CSD Self 
Funded 

12/1/2010 7/1/2011 72 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

110 
Panama Central School 
District 12/1/2010 7/1/2011 20 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

111 
People 1st Health Strategies, 
Inc. 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 9 11/30/2010 12/29/2010 

112 
Pipe Fitters' Welfare Fund, 
Local 597* 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 709 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 

113 
Ron Clark Construction 
Health reimbursement 
Arrangement* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 18 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

114 
Sherman Central School 
District 12/1/2010 9/1/2011 59 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

115 
Silver Creek Central School 
District* 

12/1/2010 9/1/2011 106 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

116 Sodus Central School District 12/1/2010 9/1/2011 122 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

117 Telco Construction 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 15 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

118 Town of Albion 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 5 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

119 Town of Chenango 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 41 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

120 Town of Lockport 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 42 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

121 Twin City Die Casting* 11/19/2010 1/1/2011 148 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 

122 
Western Area Volunteer 
Emergency Services * 

12/4/2010 1/1/2011 30 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 
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123 Westfield Academy* 12/1/2010 9/1/2011 53 12/22/2010 12/29/2010 

124 
Williamson Central School 
District 12/1/2010 7/1/2011 278 12/20/2010 12/29/2010 

125 
American Radio Association 
Plan 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 32 12/15/2010 12/28/2010 

126 
Carpenters Health and 
Security Trust of Western 
Washington 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 8 12/15/2010 12/28/2010 

127 
Communicare Health 
Benefits Trust 11/29/2010 5/1/2011 10,138 12/23/2010 12/28/2010 

128 
District Council 1707 Local 
389 Home Care Employees 
Health & Welfare Fund 

11/23/2010 9/1/2011 7,867 12/22/2010 12/28/2010 

129 

Health and Welfare Plan of 
the Laundry, Dry Cleaning 
Workers & Allied Industry 
Health Fund, Workers United 

11/16/2010 1/1/2011 4,000 12/16/2010 12/28/2010 

130 
Northern Illinois and Iowa 
Laborers Health and Welfare 
Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 133 12/16/2010 12/28/2010 

131 Prell Services 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 63 12/21/2010 12/28/2010 

132 

United Food and Commercial 
Workers Retail Employees 
and Employers Health and 
Welfare Plan 

11/22/2010 1/1/2011 98 12/23/2010 12/28/2010 

133 A-1 Realty* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 7 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

134 AABR* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 504 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

135 ABCO Diecasters* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 5 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

136 Alfred P. Sloan* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 41 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

137 Alizio & Galfunt* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 4 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

138 
All American Heating and 
AC* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 21 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

139 Allied Pilots Association 11/29/2010 1/1/2011 678 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

140 
Amherst Central School 
District* 

11/30/2010 9/1/2011 53 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 
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141 
AristaCare at Meadow 
Springs* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 115 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

142 Arthur Sanderson& Sons* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 15 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

143 
Associated General 
Contractors of ND 
Employees* 

11/29/2010 1/1/2011 1,002 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

144 Autistic Service, Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 217 12/1/2010 12/23/2010 

145 Bartech Group 11/22/2010 4/1/2011 1,189 12/17/2010 12/23/2010 

146 Basf Fuel Cell, Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 40 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

147 Battery Park City Authority* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 44 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

148 
Battery Park City 
Conservancy* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 55 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

149 Benefit Analysis Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 17 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

150 Blaze SSI* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 10 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

151 Blue Beacon 12/17/2010 1/1/2011 2,500 12/17/2010 12/23/2010 

152 
Board of Trustees for the 
Operating Engineers Local 
101 Health and Welfare Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 4,465 12/23/2010 12/23/2010 

153 Business Wire* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 440 12/15/2010 12/23/2010 

154 Cargo Ventures* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 2 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

155 Carnegie Corporation of NY* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 33 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

156 
Carpenters Local No. 491 
Health & Welfare Plan 

12/17/2010 1/1/2011 1,200 12/20/2010 12/23/2010 

157 
Central Laborers' Welfare 
Fund 

12/2/2010 1/1/2011 1,863 12/20/2010 12/23/2010 

158 

Central States, Southeast 
and Southwest Areas Health 
and Welfare Fund 

11/30/2010 9/1/2011 326 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

159 City of Cottage Grove* 9/1/2010 1/1/2011 90 12/2/2010 12/23/2010 

160 City of Inver Grove Heights* 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 130 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 
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161 City Of Roseville MN* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 210 12/21/2010 12/23/2010 

162 Clinton Management* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 7 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

163 
Cloquet Area Fire 
Department* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 22 12/15/2010 12/23/2010 

164 Cohen Partners* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 5 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

165 
Community Bank of Bergen 
County* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 8 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

166 Community Mainstreaming* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 92 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

167 
Contract Cleaners Service 
Employees Benefit Trust 11/18/2010 1/1/2011 1,772 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

168 Cornerstone Search Group* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 5 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

169 
D & D Ag Supply and 
Construction, Inc.* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 8 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

170 Dial Senior Management, Inc 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 127 12/21/2010 12/23/2010 

171 Douglaston Development* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 13 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

172 
Dr. Margaret Andrin, MD 
FACOG LLC* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 4 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

173 Dynasil Corporation* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 16 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

174 Echo Molding* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 29 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

175 
Eighth District Electrical 
Benefit Fund 

11/16/2010 1/1/2011 137 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

176 
Electrical Workers Health 
and Welfare Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 1,994 12/15/2010 12/23/2010 

177 
Enterprise Concrete 
Products, LLC Texas 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 82 12/22/2010 12/23/2010 

178 Epilepsy Foundation* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 336 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

179 
Epilepsy Foundation 
Northeastern New York* 

12/2/2010 1/1/2011 19 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

180 Evans Chemetics* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 179 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

181 Excellus Health Plan 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 18,860 12/22/2010 12/23/2010 
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182 
Fairport Central School 
District* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 848 12/1/2010 12/23/2010 

183 
Goodwill Industries of 
Central Indiana 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 90 12/23/2010 12/23/2010 

184 Gregory Packaging* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 40 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

185 Gulf Coast Health Care 12/1/2010 12/1/2010 2,497 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

186 
Handcraft Manufacturing 
Corporation* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 48 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

187 
Haver Analytics Health 
Waiver* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 102 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

188 
Health Care Employees 
Dental and Medical Trust 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 744 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

189 Hiawatha Medical, Inc.* 12/2/2010 1/1/2011 17 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

190 
Highfield Gardens Care 
Center* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 50 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

191 Hirsch International* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 38 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

192 
Hotel, Restaurant & Bar 
Employees Health and 
Welfare Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 98 12/15/2010 12/23/2010 

193 Hypex Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 1 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

194 
IBEW Local Union No. 126 
Health and Welfare Fund 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 3,251 12/23/2010 12/23/2010 

195 

International Union of 
Operating Engineers, 
Supplemental Benefit Fund 
Local 409* 

11/16/2010 1/1/2011 59 12/15/2010 12/23/2010 

196 
Interstate Connecting 
Components* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 78 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

197 
Jacobson Family 
Investments* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 7 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

198 J-B Wholesale Pet Supplies* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 19 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

199 JKL International* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 9 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

200 
Jump, Scutellaro, and Co., 
LLP* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 6 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

201 
KC International dba Ekman 
Recycling* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 36 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 
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202 Kerwin Communications* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 14 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

203 
Kingstown Capital 
Management* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 5 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

204 Koellman Gear Corporation* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 7 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

205 Kramer Electronics* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 2 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

206 
Lakeview Subacute Care 
Center* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 61 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

207 
Langan Engineering and 
Financial Services, Inc.* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 51 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

208 LBDD* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 5 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

209 League of Minnesota Cities* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 70 12/15/2010 12/23/2010 

210 
Leisure Properties LLC 
d/b/a/ Crownline Boats* 

11/30/2010 6/1/2011 158 12/17/2010 12/23/2010 

211 
Liberty House Nursing 
Home* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 15 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

212 Lifetime Assistance, Inc* 12/1/2010 7/15/2011 1,344 12/20/2010 12/23/2010 

213 Lincoln Hall* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 296 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

214 Local 888 UFCW 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 4,004 12/21/2010 12/23/2010 

215 
Maharishi University of 
Management 10/26/2010 1/1/2011 154 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

216 
Mamiya America 
Corporation* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 26 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

217 
Mandt Reiss & Associates 
PLLC 

11/20/2010 1/1/2011 4 12/10/2010 12/23/2010 

218 
Margaret P. Muscarelle Child 
Dev. Center* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 13 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

219 Merrill Farms LLC 11/19/2010 1/1/2011 35 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

220 Micelli Motors, Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 6 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

221 
Midwest Asphalt Corporation 
* 

11/19/2010 1/1/2011 53 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

222 Midwest Teamsters 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 1,315 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 
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223 Monroe County* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 719 12/14/2010 12/23/2010 

224 
Nassau County Chapter, 
NYSARC, Inc* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 1,581 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

225 NCHC, Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 15 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

226 

New York State Assn. for 
Retarded Children Erie Co. 
Chapter dba/Heritage 
Centers* 

11/29/2010 2/1/2011 1,125 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

227 NJ Society of CPAs* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 74 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

228 North Greece Fire District* 11/18/2010 1/1/2011 110 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

229 
Northern Minnesota-
Wisconsin Area Retail Food 
Health & Welfare Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 3,100 12/17/2010 12/23/2010 

230 
Ogontz Avenue Revitalization 
Corporation* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 32 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

231 Parkview Care and Rehab* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 18 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

232 PCB Machining Solutions* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 60 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

233 PCB Piezotronics* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 700 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

234 
Philadelphia Macaroni 
Company* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 4 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

235 Phoenix Partners Group, LP* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 2 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

236 Privilege Underwriters, Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 75 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

237 Progressive AE* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 81 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

238 
Quadrant Capital Advisors, 
Inc.* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 19 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

239 
Regency Management Group, 
LLC* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 8 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

240 Rhoads Industries* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 71 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

241 
Roofers Local #96 Health & 
Welfare Fund 

12/16/2010 12/1/2010 2,838 12/20/2010 12/23/2010 

242 Rowe and Company, Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 5 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 
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243 
Rush-Henrietta Central 
School District HRA* 

11/30/2010 7/1/2011 1,327 12/21/2010 12/23/2010 

244 

Security Benefit Fund of the 
Uniformed Firefighters 
Association of New York City 

12/14/2010 7/1/2011 23,900 12/14/2010 12/23/2010 

245 
SEIU Health and Welfare 
fund, 2000 

12/1/2010 12/1/2010 161 12/1/2010 12/23/2010 

246 Seneca Cayuga ARC* 11/24/2010 1/1/2011 1,187 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

247 
Service Employees 32BJ 
North Health Benefit Fund* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 7,020 12/23/2010 12/23/2010 

248 Sierra Video Systems* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 6 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

249 SMEG* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 2 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

250 Strategic Industries* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 6 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

251 
Superior Officers Council 
Health and Welfare Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 8,950 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

252 
Teamsters Local Union 966 
Health Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 1,519 12/13/2010 12/23/2010 

253 Techno Source USA* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 16 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

254 
The Alternative Living Group, 
Inc.* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 170 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

255 
The Arc of Otsego (Otsego 
County Chapter NYSARC, 
Inc.)* 

11/22/2010 1/1/2011 535 12/17/2010 12/23/2010 

256 
The Arc of Rensselaer 
County* 

12/13/2010 1/1/2011 825 12/14/2010 12/23/2010 

257 The City of Cloquet* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 79 12/15/2010 12/23/2010 

258 The Henry Luce Foundation* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 13 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

259 
The Maritime Aquarium of 
Norwalk, Inc.* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 39 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

260 The Pew Charitable Trusts* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 238 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

261 The Rehabilitation Center* 12/6/2010 1/1/2011 442 12/23/2010 12/23/2010 

262 
The Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 223 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 
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263 Topco* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 24 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

264 Totino Grace High School* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 94 12/17/2010 12/23/2010 

265 Urstadt Biddle Properties* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 34 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

266 W.H. Reaves & Co., Inc.* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 27 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

267 
Walder, Hayden & Brogan, 
PA* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 37 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

268 
Walters-Morgan 
Construction, Inc. 12/6/2010 1/1/2011 26 12/23/2010 12/23/2010 

269 Wellspring Advisors* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 27 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

270 
West Bergen Mental 
Healthcare* 

12/1/2010 1/1/2011 110 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

271 Westchester ARC* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 613 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

272 Westchester JCS* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 274 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

273 Western Beef* 12/1/2010 1/1/2011 815 12/16/2010 12/23/2010 

274 Hollow Metal Trust Fund 10/29/2010 1/1/2011 2,250 12/9/2010 12/21/2010 

275 
Theatrical Teamsters Local 
817 IBT Welfare Fund 

11/29/2010 1/1/2011 487 11/29/2010 12/21/2010 

276 
Vestal Manufacturing 
Enterprises, Inc. 11/24/2010 1/1/2011 174 11/22/2010 12/21/2010 

277 AccessAbility, Inc. 11/29/2010 1/1/2011 25 12/14/2010 12/20/2010 

278 
Ackerman Oil Employee 
Benefit Trust 11/5/2010 1/1/2011 47 12/10/2010 12/20/2010 

279 
Albany County Chapter, 
NYSARC Inc., DBA New 
Visions of Albany* 

11/22/2010 1/1/2011 453 12/16/2010 12/20/2010 

280 American Eagle Outfitters 11/16/2010 3/1/2011 9 11/26/2010 12/20/2010 

281 Basin Disposal 11/24/2010 1/1/2011 9 12/8/2010 12/20/2010 

282 Bengard Ranch, Inc. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 609 12/9/2010 12/20/2010 
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283 Bestway Rental, Inc 10/28/2010 8/1/2011 202 11/26/2010 12/20/2010 

284 Big Lots, Inc. 11/11/2010 2/1/2011 35 12/1/2010 12/20/2010 

285 Byrd Harvest, Inc. 11/12/2010 1/1/2011 484 11/23/2010 12/20/2010 

286 
Cardinal Hayes Home for 
Children HRA plan* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 284 11/30/2010 12/20/2010 

287 
CDS Administrative Services, 
LLC 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 8 11/30/2010 12/20/2010 

288 
Center for Energy and 
Environment* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 105 12/13/2010 12/20/2010 

289 City of Brooklyn Park* 11/18/2010 1/1/2011 372 12/15/2010 12/20/2010 

290 
D'Arrigo Bros. Co. of 
California 

11/12/2010 1/1/2011 3,816 11/19/2010 12/20/2010 

291 Defender Services, Inc. 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 289 12/13/2010 12/20/2010 

292 DineEquity, Inc 11/15/2010 1/1/2011 131 12/1/2010 12/20/2010 

293 Green Leaf Distributors, Inc. 11/22/2010 1/1/2011 27 11/22/2010 12/20/2010 

294 
IBEW Local Union No. 728 
Family Healthcare Plan 

11/29/2010 1/1/2011 31 12/15/2010 12/20/2010 

295 Joseph Gallo Farms 11/15/2010 1/1/2011 345 11/26/2010 12/20/2010 

296 Life Benefit Plan 11/24/2010 1/1/2011 3,476 12/13/2010 12/20/2010 

297 
Luther Automotive Group 
HRA* 

11/22/2010 1/1/2011 660 12/9/2010 12/20/2010 

298 Metrics Inc. 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 231 11/30/2010 12/20/2010 

299 
Nueces County Appraisal 
District 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 77 12/8/2010 12/20/2010 

300 Ocean Properties Ltd 11/23/2010 2/1/2011 750 12/8/2010 12/20/2010 

301 P-R Farms, Inc. 11/22/2010 1/1/2011 128 12/15/2010 12/20/2010 

302 SEIU Health & Welfare Fund 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 1,620 12/13/2010 12/20/2010 

303 
Sports Arena Employees' 
Local 137 Welfare Fund 

11/22/2010 1/1/2011 611 12/13/2010 12/20/2010 
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304 Staywell Saipan Basic Plan 11/28/2010 1/1/2011 113 12/8/2010 12/20/2010 

305 

Truck Drivers and Helpers 
Local 355 Health and Welfare 
Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 905 12/13/2010 12/20/2010 

306 
Communications Workers of 
America, Local 1180 Security 
Benefits Fund 

11/24/2010 1/1/2011 19,000 12/8/2010 12/17/2010 

307 

Health and Welfare Fund of 
the Detectives' Endowment 
Association, Inc. Police 
Department City of New York 

11/22/2010 1/1/2011 17,924 11/22/2010 12/17/2010 

308 
Man-U Service Contract 
Health and Welfare Fund 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 760 12/14/2010 12/17/2010 

309 Paschall Truck Lines, Inc. 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 54 12/13/2010 12/17/2010 

310 
SEIU Local 300, Civil Service 
Forum Employees Welfare 
Fund 

11/22/2010 1/1/2011 2,000 12/9/2010 12/17/2010 

311 Electrical Welfare Trust Fund 11/4/2010 1/1/2011 78 12/7/2010 12/16/2010 

312 
Highmark West Virginia Inc. 
d/b/a Mountain State Blue 
Cross Blue Shield 

11/15/2010 1/1/2011 270 12/16/2010 12/16/2010 

313 
Advocacy and Resource 
Center* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 1,134 11/30/2010 12/14/2010 

314 

Amalgamated, Industrial and 
Toy & Novelty Workers of 
America, Local 223 Sick 
Benefit Fund 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 2,255 11/16/2010 12/14/2010 

315 
Atlanta Plumbers & 
Steamfitters Fringe Benefit 
Funds 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 7,235 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 

316 
Aurora Consulting Group, 
Inc.* 

11/18/2010 1/1/2011 27 12/1/2010 12/14/2010 

317 Brock Enterprises, Inc. 11/5/2010 3/1/2011 1,051 11/5/2010 12/14/2010 

318 
Central Texas Health and 
Benefit Trust Fund Locals 
520, 60 & 72 

11/10/2010 1/1/2011 500 12/7/2010 12/14/2010 

319 
Electricians Health, Welfare 
& Pension Plans I.B.E.W. 
Local Union No. 995 

11/15/2010 1/1/2011 980 12/1/2010 12/14/2010 

320 
Essex County Chapter 
NYSARC, Inc. dba Mountain 
Lake Services* 

11/17/2010 1/1/2011 1,543 12/3/2010 12/14/2010 
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321 
Executive Management 
Services, Inc. 11/18/2010 8/1/2011 161 12/3/2010 12/14/2010 

322 Florida Laborers Health Fund 11/2/2010 1/1/2011 1,700 11/24/2010 12/14/2010 

323 
Fulton County Chapter 
NYSARC, Inc.* 

11/30/2010 1/1/2011 1,387 11/30/2010 12/14/2010 

324 General Parts, LLC* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 150 11/30/2010 12/14/2010 

325 Greystone program, Inc* 11/24/2010 1/1/2011 240 11/24/2010 12/14/2010 

326 Hacienda Harvesting, Inc. 11/10/2010 1/1/2011 118 12/9/2010 12/14/2010 

327 
IBEW Local No. 640 and 
Arizona Chapter NECA Health 
& Welfare Trust Fund 

11/24/2010 1/1/2011 263 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 

328 
Lone Star Park at Grand 
Prairie 

11/5/2010 1/1/2011 65 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 

329 
Louisiana Electrical Health 
Fund 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 415 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 

330 
Maverick, Inc. Employee 
Health Care Benefits Plan 

10/26/2010 1/1/2011 794 12/6/2010 12/14/2010 

331 
Memphis Construction 
Benefit Fund 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 507 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 

332 
Mid-South Carpenters 
Regional Council Health and 
Welfare Fund 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 5,465 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 

333 Mountain Lake Services 11/17/2010 1/1/2011 1,543 11/17/2010 12/14/2010 

334 
NECA-IBEW Local 480 Health 
and Welfare Plan 

11/15/2010 1/1/2011 1,698 11/22/2010 12/14/2010 

335 
Plumbers and Pipefitters 
Welfare Fund of Local Union 
No. 719 

11/19/2010 1/1/2011 480 11/29/2010 12/14/2010 

336 

Retiree Plan of the Central 
States, Southeast and 
Southwest Areas Health and 
Welfare Fund 

10/22/2010 1/1/2011 17,440 11/23/2010 12/14/2010 

337 
Richmond Community 
Services* 

11/24/2010 1/1/2011 815 11/24/2010 12/14/2010 

338 
Sheet Metal Workers Local 
No. 177 Health and Welfare, 
Pension and Vacation Funds 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 965 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 

339 
Sheet Metal Workers' 
National Health Fund 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 4,500 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 
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340 
South Central Laborers' 
Health & Welfare Fund 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 330 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 

341 
Southeastern Pipetrades 
Health & Welfare Fund 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 2,270 12/8/2010 12/14/2010 

342 
Telamon Corporation Health 
Reimbursement 
Arrangement* 

11/12/2010 4/1/2011 596 11/12/2010 12/14/2010 

343 
The ARC of Delaware 
County* 

11/18/2010 12/1/2010 404 12/1/2010 12/14/2010 

344 
UFCW Local 1262 and 
Employers Health & Welfare 
Fund 

10/29/2010 12/1/2010 3,028 12/6/2010 12/14/2010 

345 
United Cerebral Palsy of 
Ulster County, Inc* 

11/29/2010 1/1/2011 200 11/29/2010 12/14/2010 

346 
Vincent B Zaninovich & Sons, 
Inc. 11/17/2010 1/1/2011 2,288 11/17/2010 12/14/2010 

347 
Wayne ARC Standalone HRA 
Section 105 Plan* 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 1,153 11/23/2010 12/14/2010 

348 Wildwood Program* 11/29/2010 1/1/2011 480 11/29/2010 12/14/2010 

349 Allied Welfare Fund 11/8/2010 1/1/2011 2,523 11/8/2010 12/13/2010 

350 
Becker County Post-
Retirement Health Care 
Savings Plan* 

11/24/2010 1/1/2011 180 11/24/2010 12/13/2010 

351 Becker County VEBA* 11/24/2010 1/1/2011 85 11/24/2010 12/13/2010 

352 FIDUCIA* 11/30/2010 1/1/2011 2 11/30/2010 12/13/2010 

353 Triple-S Salud, Inc. 10/9/2010 10/1/2010 14,769 11/24/2010 12/13/2010 

354 B. R. Company 11/10/2010 1/1/2011 9 11/10/2010 12/9/2010 

355 Britz Companies, ET AL 11/4/2010 2/1/2011 531 11/4/2010 12/9/2010 

356 
Century Health and Wellness 
Benefit Plan and Trust 11/11/2010 1/1/2011 524 12/2/2010 12/9/2010 

357 EBSA Foundation 11/11/2010 1/1/2011 220 12/2/2010 12/9/2010 

358 Encore Enterprises 11/18/2010 1/1/2011 29 12/2/2010 12/9/2010 

359 Faurecia USA Holdings 10/13/2010 1/1/2011 2 11/23/2010 12/9/2010 
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360 
Goodwill Industries of 
Kentucky, Inc. 10/29/2010 12/1/2010 43 12/3/2010 12/9/2010 

361 
Minnesota Cement Masons 
Health and Welfare Fund 

11/2/2010 1/1/2011 2,000 11/19/2010 12/9/2010 

362 
Plumbers Local Union No. 
690 of Philadelphia and 
Vicinity Health Plan 

11/3/2010 1/1/2011 4,006 11/3/2010 12/9/2010 

363 Robert Heath Trucking Inc 10/7/2010 1/1/2011 100 11/18/2010 12/9/2010 

364 
Securitas Security Services 
USA, Inc. 10/19/2010 1/1/2011 4,528 12/2/2010 12/9/2010 

365 Sunwest Fruit Company, Inc 11/4/2010 2/1/2011 236 11/4/2010 12/9/2010 

366 The Louis Berger Group, Inc. 11/19/2010 1/1/2011 311 12/1/2010 12/9/2010 

367 

United Food & Commercial 
Workers Unions and 
Employers Midwest Health 
Benefits Fund 

10/28/2010 12/1/2010 821 12/3/2010 12/9/2010 

368 WD Young& Sons, Inc. 11/3/2010 1/1/2011 288 11/16/2010 12/9/2010 

369 Atlantis Casino Resort Spa 11/4/2010 2/1/2011 16 11/22/2010 12/7/2010 

370 

United Food and Commercial 
Workers and Employers 
Arizona 

11/11/2010 1/1/2011 516 11/27/2010 12/7/2010 

371 Act Trust Mini-Med Plan 11/11/2010 1/1/2011 67 11/19/2010 12/6/2010 

372 Allen's Family Food 10/25/2010 1/1/2011 885 11/17/2010 12/6/2010 

373 Anderson Media Corporation 10/28/2010 7/1/2011 1,941 11/19/2010 12/6/2010 

374 

Blasters, Drillers & 
Miners Union Local No. 29 
Welfare Fund 

11/4/2010 1/1/2011 1,000 11/22/2010 12/6/2010 

375 Care Initiatives, Inc. 10/25/2010 8/1/2011 287 11/19/2010 12/6/2010 

376 
Cement and Concrete 
Workers District Council 
Welfare Fund Plan 

10/25/2010 1/1/2011 3,498 11/19/2010 12/6/2010 

377 COARC* 11/5/2010 1/1/2011 357 11/29/2010 12/6/2010 

378 
Construction Workers Local 
147 Welfare Fund 

11/15/2010 1/1/2011 2,000 11/26/2010 12/6/2010 
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379 Crystal Run Healthcare 11/1/2010 1/1/2011 315 11/23/2010 12/6/2010 

380 
Diamondback Management 
Services, LTD 

10/25/2010 1/1/2011 367 11/19/2010 12/6/2010 

381 Freeman Metal Products 11/15/2010 11/1/2011 33 11/24/2010 12/6/2010 

382 Hardwick Clothes, Inc. 11/3/2010 1/1/2011 264 11/22/2010 12/6/2010 

383 Hronis, Inc. 11/9/2010 1/1/2011 1,304 11/19/2010 12/6/2010 

384 
International Union of 
Bricklayers & Allied 
Craftworkers 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 2,497 11/19/2010 12/6/2010 

385 
Isaacson Isaacson Seridan & 
Fountain, LLP 

11/19/2010 6/1/2011 8 11/29/2010 12/6/2010 

386 Katy Industries, Inc. 10/28/2010 1/1/2011 191 10/28/2010 12/6/2010 

387 

Landscape, Irrigation 
and Lawn Sprinkler Industry 
Health and Welfare Plan and 
Trust 

11/4/2010 1/1/2011 210 11/22/2010 12/6/2010 

388 
Local 298 Health 
Benefit Fund Plan 

10/29/2010 1/1/2011 273 10/29/2010 12/6/2010 

389 
Local 803 Health and Welfare 
Fund 

10/25/2010 11/1/2010 88 11/16/2010 12/6/2010 

390 
Louisiana Laborers 
Health and Welfare Fund 

11/8/2010 1/1/2011 4,500 11/24/2010 12/6/2010 

391 M.A. Mortenson 10/12/2010 1/1/2011 332 11/26/2010 12/6/2010 

392 Maple Knoll Communities 11/19/2010 1/1/2011 348 11/29/2010 12/6/2010 

393 
Marshall Durbin Food 
Corporation 

11/11/2010 1/1/2011 45 11/29/2010 12/6/2010 

394 
Minnesota Teamsters 
Construction Division 

10/28/2010 12/1/2010 1,248 10/28/2010 12/6/2010 

395 Name Brand, Inc. 10/18/2010 1/1/2011 33 11/23/2010 12/6/2010 

396 
Oklahoma Goodwill 
Industries 

11/17/2010 1/1/2011 83 11/17/2010 12/6/2010 

397 PepsiCo, Inc 11/8/2010 1/1/2011 301 12/3/2010 12/6/2010 

398 
Plumbers & Pipefitters 
Local Union 823 Health & 11/9/2010 1/1/2011 285 11/18/2010 12/6/2010 
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Welfare Fund 

399 

Plumbers & Steamfitters 
Local No. 6 Health and 
Welfare Fund 

11/4/2010 1/1/2011 875 11/22/2010 12/6/2010 

400 Regent Care Center 10/29/2010 1/1/2011 432 11/17/2010 12/6/2010 

401 Rice Food Markets, Inc. 11/1/2010 1/1/2011 202 11/18/2010 12/6/2010 

402 Rice Food Markets, Inc. 11/1/2010 1/1/2011 166 11/18/2010 12/6/2010 

403 Ricker Oil Company 11/5/2010 1/1/2011 102 11/22/2010 12/6/2010 

404 Skilled Health Care 10/28/2010 1/1/2011 1,080 11/16/2010 12/6/2010 

405 
Southwestern Teamsters 
Security Fund 

10/29/2010 12/1/2010 589 11/23/2010 12/6/2010 

406 
Teamsters Local 
445 Welfare Plan 

11/1/2010 1/1/2011 575 11/29/2010 12/6/2010 

407 
Teamsters Local 210 
Affiliated Health and 
Insurance Fund 

11/15/2010 1/1/2011 10,613 11/15/2010 12/6/2010 

408 
Teamsters Welfare Fund of 
Northern New Jersey Local 
1723 

10/22/2010 1/1/2011 1,154 10/29/2010 12/6/2010 

409 The Durango Herald 10/13/2010 1/1/2011 55 11/17/2010 12/6/2010 

410 The Talbots, Inc 11/15/2010 1/1/2011 22 11/22/2010 12/6/2010 

411 Town of Frisco Medical Plan 11/1/2010 1/1/2011 8 11/1/2010 12/6/2010 

412 Tudor Ranch 11/12/2010 1/1/2011 47 11/12/2010 12/6/2010 

413 
UNITE HERE Local 74 
Welfare and Dental Trust 11/12/2010 1/1/2011 220 11/29/2010 12/6/2010 

414 
United Employees 
Health Plans 

11/15/2010 1/1/2011 13 11/15/2010 12/6/2010 

415 

United Food and Commercial 
Workers 
Union Local 1000 and Kroger 
Dallas Health and Welfare 
Plan 

10/26/2010 1/1/2011 7,389 11/30/2010 12/6/2010 

416 

United Service Employees 
Union, Local 377, RWDSU, 
UFCW 

11/4/2010 1/1/2011 1,142 11/4/2010 12/6/2010 
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417 WageWorks, Inc 11/9/2010 1/1/2011 50,000 11/24/2010 12/6/2010 

418 

IBEW Local 613 and 
Contributing Employers 
Family Health Plan (Union) 

10/28/2010 1/1/2011 8,500 11/17/2010 12/3/2010 

419 
Advantage Benefits 
Company, LLC 

11/12/2010 12/1/2010 57 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

420 
Aerospace Contractors' 
Trust** 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 2,072 12/8/2010 11/23/2010 

421 
AJFC Community Action 
Plan** 

10/13/2010 10/1/2011 215 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

422 Altisource Portfolio Solutions 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 200 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

423 
American Heritage Life 
Insurance Company 

10/15/2010 
12/1/10-

9/1/11 
69,945 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

424 Americare Properties, Inc. 11/12/2010 1/1/2011 547 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

425 AMN Healthcare 10/12/2010 1/1/2011 3,440 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

426 Andrews Transport L.P.** 11/2/2010 9/1/2011 154 11/2/2010 11/23/2010 

427 
Anoka Hennepin Credit 
Union* ** 

11/19/2010 1/1/2011 15 11/19/2010 11/23/2010 

428 
APWU Health Plan 
Conversion Plan 

10/20/2010 1/1/2011 518 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

429 Aspen Snowmass** 10/27/2010 1/1/2011 376 11/10/2010 11/23/2010 

430 ATCO Rubber Products, Inc 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 185 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

431 
Baylor County Hospital 
District 10/20/2010 10/20/2010 208 11/12/1010 11/23/2010 

432 Belk Farms** 11/4/2010 1/1/2011 34 11/4/2010 11/23/2010 

433 
Bricklayers Local 1 of MD, VA 
and DC 

11/6/2010 1/1/2011 1,985 11/17/2010 11/23/2010 

434 Cardon & Associates, Inc** 11/8/2010 3/1/2011 342 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

435 
Catholic Charities of the 
Diocese of Ogdensburg 

10/28/2010 1/1/2011 30 11/17/2010 11/23/2010 

436 Central Mills** 10/19/2010 6/1/2011 300 11/10/2010 11/23/2010 
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437 
Civil Service Bar Association 
Security Benefit Fund** 

11/10/2010 1/1/2011 1,515 11/10/2010 11/23/2010 

438 Cotton Belt Inc.** 10/28/2010 1/1/2011 34 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

439 
CPC Logistics Health & 
Welfare Plan** 

11/3/2010 1/1/2011 5,815 11/24/2010 11/23/2010 

440 
Delmarva United Food and 
Commercial Workers** 

11/12/2010 1/1/2011 2,405 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

441 Dole Food Company** 11/10/2010 1/1/2011 1,946 11/10/2010 11/23/2010 

442 EchoStar** 11/8/2010 3/1/2011 156 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

443 First Acceptance Corporation 11/9/2010 7/1/2011 864 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

444 
Fontanese Folts Aubrecht 
Ernst Architects, PC** 

11/15/2010 1/1/2011 27 12/7/2010 11/23/2010 

445 
Forest Products Inc. Group 
Health Plan** 

11/1/2010 1/1/2011 122 11/1/2010 11/23/2010 

446 Fruhauf Uniform Direct Labor 10/18/2010 1/1/2011 159 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

447 
Golden State Bulb Growers, 
Inc.** 

10/6/2010 1/1/2011 300 11/17/2010 11/23/2010 

448 
Greater Kansas City Laborers 
Welfare Fund** 

10/21/2010 11/1/2010 2,398 10/21/2010 11/23/2010 

449 Grower's Transport LLC 10/26/2010 12/1/2010 25 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

450 Heartland Automotive** 10/20/2010 1/1/2011 661 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

451 Helfman Enterprises, Inc.** 11/15/2010 1/1/2011 90 12/9/2010 11/23/2010 

452 
Hoosier Stamping and 
Manufacturing Corp. 10/20/2010 1/1/2011 14 10/20/2010 11/23/2010 

453 Horizon Bay Realty LLC** 11/12/2010 4/1/2011 949 11/11/2010 11/23/2010 

454 
I.B.E.W. Local 1249 
Insurance Fund** 

11/5/2010 1/1/2011 4,104 11/5/2010 11/23/2010 

455 
Ingomar Packing Company, 
LLC 

11/10/2010 1/1/2011 150 11/19/2010 11/23/2010 

456 
Integra Healthcare, Inc. 
(Integrity Home Care)** 

11/4/2010 1/1/2011 258 11/4/2010 11/23/2010 

457 
International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers** 

11/12/2010 Varies 315 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 
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458 
International Brotherhood of 
Trade Unions Health and 
Welfare Fund - Local 713 

10/28/2010 1/1/2011 861 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

459 

International Union of 
Operating Engineers Local 
295-295C Welfare Trust 
Fund** 

11/8/2010 1/1/2011 42 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

460 
International union of 
Operating Engineers, Local 
Union Number 137** 

11/12/2010 1/1/2011 2,250 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

461 
Iron Workers Local Union 
#28 Health and Welfare 
Fund** 

11/15/2010 1/1/2011 570 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

462 Lamanuzzi & Pantaleo** 11/9/2011 1/1/2011 52 11/9/2010 11/23/2010 

463 Living Resources** 11/11/2010 1/1/2011 553 11/11/2010 11/23/2010 

464 
Local 1102 Amalgamated 
Welfare Fund 

10/29/2010 1/1/2011 1,384 10/29/2010 11/23/2010 

465 
Local 1102 Health & Benefit 
Fund 

10/29/2010 1/1/2011 4,642 10/29/2010 11/23/2010 

466 
Local 1102 Welfare Fund-- 
Lerner Employees 

10/29/2010 1/1/2011 245 10/29/2010 11/23/2010 

467 Local 272 Welfare Fund** 10/28/2010 12/1/2010 12,000 10/28/2010 11/23/2010 

468 
Local 338 Affiliated Benefit 
Funds 

11/10/2010 1/1/2011 18,209 11/19/2010 11/23/2010 

469 
Madelia Community 
Hospital** 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 38 11/23/2010 11/23/2010 

470 Max Homes, Loc** 10/27/2010 10/1/2010 759 11/11/2010 11/23/2010 

471 
Medical Development 
Corporation** 

11/12/2010 1/1/2011 105 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

472 Mesa Air Group** 11/1/2010 4/1/2011 1,915 11/1/2010 11/23/2010 

473 Mesa Packing** 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 39 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

474 
Michigan Conference of 
Teamsters Welfare Fund** 

11/12/2010 4/1/2011 2,323 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

475 
Minnesota and North Dakota 
Bricklayers and Allied 
Craftworkers** 

11/3/2010 1/1/2011 1,876 11/3/2010 11/23/2010 

476 Mission Linen Supply 11/5/2010 1/1/2011 541 11/17/2010 11/23/2010 
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477 NFI Industries 10/26/2010 1/1/2011 945 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

478 
Operating Engineers Local 
835 Health and Welfare Fund 

10/20/2010 1/1/2011 576 11/16/2010 11/23/2010 

479 
Opportunity Resources, Inc. 
Health and Welfare Plan 

11/2/2010 12/1/2010 27 11/2/2010 11/23/2010 

480 Orange County AHRC* ** 11/18/2010 7/1/2011 1,134 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

481 Orscheln Industries 10/19/2010 1/1/2011 547 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

482 Pacific Risk Management** 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 3 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

483 Pearson Candy Company 10/27/2010 1/1/2011 204 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

484 Pinnacle PRM** 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 58 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

485 

Plumbers and Pipefitters 
Local 430 Health and Welfare 
Fund** 

11/4/2010 1/1/2011 2,035 11/29/2010 11/23/2010 

486 
Progressive Logistics 
Services** 

10/12/2010 1/1/2011 1,248 11/4/2010 11/23/2010 

487 
Pure Air Filter Sales & 
Service** 

11/8/2010 1/1/2011 136 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

488 Rancho Maria PRM** 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 28 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

489 
Reiter Affiliated 
Companies** 

11/10/2010 1/1/2011 2,474 11/19/2010 11/23/2010 

490 

Retail, Wholesale & Dept. 
Store Union Local 1034 
Welfare Fund 

10/20/2010 1/1/2011 483 11/16/2010 11/23/2010 

491 Rio Farms PRM** 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 317 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

492 Sensient Technologies Corp. 10/28/2010 1/1/2011 94 11/17/2010 11/23/2010 

493 
Service Employees 
International Union Local 1 
Cleveland Welfare Fund 

10/20/2010 1/1/2011 520 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

494 SFN Group 11/9/2010 5/1/2011 1,420 11/9/2010 11/23/2010 

495 
Sheet Metal Workers Funds 
of Local Union 38** 

11/3/2010 1/1/2011 913 11/3/2010 11/23/2010 

496 SMWIA 28** 11/1/2010 1/1/2011 6,517 11/1/2010 11/23/2010 
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497 Southeast OBGYN, PC* ** 11/15/2010 1/1/2011 20 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

498 
Southern CA Pipe Trades 
Trust Fund 

10/12/2010 1/1/2011 12,700 11/2/2010 11/23/2010 

499 
Southern Operators Health 
Fund** 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 3,415 12/8/2010 11/23/2010 

500 
Stonebridge Hospitality 
Associates** 

11/17/2010 2/1/2011 17 11/17/2010 11/23/2010 

501 Sun Healthcare Group, Inc. 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 2,200 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

502 
Teamsters Local 522 Welfare 
Fund Roofers Division 

11/12/2010 1/1/2011 270 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

503 
Teamsters Local Union 72 
Welfare Fund** 

11/9/2010 1/1/2011 4,650 11/9/2010 11/23/2010 

504 
Telesis Management 
Corporation 

10/28/2010 1/1/2011 148 11/16/2010 11/23/2010 

505 

Texas Carpenters and 
Millwrights Health and 
Welfare Fund 

10/28/2010 1/1/2011 4729 10/28/2010 11/23/2010 

506 The Mentor Network 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 6,843 11/16/2010 11/23/2010 

507 The Wada Farms, Inc. 11/10/2010 1/1/2011 130 11/19/2010 11/23/2010 

508 
The Wilks Group, Inc. dba 
Ashley Furniture Homestore 

11/12/2010 12/1/2010 8 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

509 The Wright Travel Agency** 11/2/2010 1/1/2011 19 11/2/2010 11/23/2010 

510 Town of Grand Island* ** 11/19/2010 12/1/2010 84 11/19/2010 11/23/2010 

511 Trans-System, Inc. 10/19/2010 12/1/2010 232 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

512 True Leaf Farms** 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 139 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

513 
UFCW Local 371 
Amalgamated Welfare 
Fund** 

11/2/2010 1/1/2011 3,800 11/2/2010 11/23/2010 

514 
United Crafts Benefits 
Fund** 

11/1/2010 1/1/2011 2,017 11/1/2010 11/23/2010 

515 

United Food & Commercial 
Workers Unions and 
Employers Local No. 348 
Health & Welfare Fund** 

10/29/2010 1/1/2011 13,663 10/29/2010 11/23/2010 
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516 
United Food and Commercial 
Workers Local 1445 New 
Hampshire 

10/27/2010 1/1/2011 148 11/9/2010 11/23/2010 

517 

United Food and Commercial 
Workers Local 1459 and 
Contributing Employers 
Health and Welfare Fund** 

11/15/2010 1/1/2011 4 11/15/2010 11/23/2010 

518 
United Food and Commercial 
Workers Local 464a** 

11/12/2010 1/1/2011 8,228 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

519 
United Food and Commercial 
Workers Local 911** 

11/19/2010 1/1/2011 582 11/19/2010 11/23/2010 

520 Varsity Contractors, Inc. 11/8/2010 1/1/2011 198 11/8/2010 11/23/2010 

521 Waffle House 10/20/2010 6/1/2011 3,947 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

522 Weckworth Manufacturing** 11/12/2010 12/1/2010 65 11/12/2010 11/23/2010 

523 Western Express, Inc. 11/5/2010 1/1/2011 1,287 11/5/2010 11/23/2010 

524 
Western Harvesting  PRM 
Health Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 28 11/18/2010 11/23/2010 

525 
WG Yates and Sons 
Construction Company** 

11/16/2010 1/1/2011 52 11/16/2010 11/23/2010 

526 World Class Automotive** 10/27/2010 1/1/2011 550 11/9/2010 11/23/2010 

527 
Yukon-Kuskokwim Health 
Corporation** 

10/18/2010 1/1/2011 501 10/18/2010 11/23/2010 

528 
Alaska Pipe Trade U.A. Local 
367 Health and Security 
Trust** 

10/8/2010 1/1/2011 93 11/5/2010 11/15/2010 

529 
Amalgamated National 
Health Fund 

10/8/2010 1/1/2011 24,739 11/9/2010 11/15/2010 

530 
American Farms, PRM Health 
Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 1,163 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

531 
American Growers Cooling, 
PRM Health Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 97 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

532 
AUTO, LP, dba AutoInc. 
Health Benefit Plan** 

10/20/2010 11/1/2010 145 11/9/2010 11/15/2010 

533 Better Way Partners, LLC** 10/4/2010 1/1/2011 93 11/9/2010 11/15/2010 

534 
Big Valley Labor, PRM Health 
Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 4 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 
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535 
CB Harvesting, PRM Health 
Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 62 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

536 City of Rockwall** 10/20/2010 1/1/2011 168 11/9/2010 11/15/2010 

537 Cocopah Nurseries, Inc. 10/26/2010 1/1/2011 75 11/15/2010 11/15/2010 

538 
Express Harvesting, PRM 
Health Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 166 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

539 
Fallen Oak Packing, PRM 
Health Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 37 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

540 
FirstCarolinaCare Insurance 
Company on behalf of 
Longworth Industries 

10/8/2010 1/1/2011 36 10/8/2010 11/15/2010 

541 Foot Locker, Inc.** 10/6/2010 1/1/2011 424 11/5/2010 11/15/2010 

542 Fresh Express 10/18/2010 1/1/2011 2,033 11/7/2010 11/15/2010 

543 
G&H Farms, PRM Health 
Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 146 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

544 
Gill Ranch, PRM Health 
Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 157 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

545 
Gill Transport, PRM Health 
Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 67 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

546 
Gills Onions, PRM Health 
Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 295 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

547 
Green Valley Farm Supply, 
PRM Health Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 29 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

548 Greencroft Communities 9/28/2010 1/1/2011 150 11/9/2010 11/15/2010 

549 
Growers Express, PRM 
Health Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 44 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

550 
Hall Management Group, 
Inc.** 

9/30/2010 12/1/2010 226 11/8/2010 11/15/2010 

551 IH Services** 10/19/2010 1/1/2011 339 11/5/2010 11/15/2010 

552 
Independent Group Home 
Living Program, Inc. 10/26/2010 1/1/2011 39 11/9/2010 11/15/2010 

553 
King City Nursery, PRM 
Health Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 93 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

554 
Meijer Health Benefits 
Plan/Primary Care Option 

10/25/2010 1/1/2011 7,436 10/25/2010 11/15/2010 
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555 
Mission Ranches, PRM Health 
Plan** 

10/21/2010 1/1/2011 368 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

556 
Moore's Retread & Tire of the 
Ark-La-Tex, Inc. 10/20/2010 11/1/2010 66 11/5/2010 11/15/2010 

557 
NOITU Insurance Trust 
Fund** 

10/5/2010 1/1/2011 1,309 11/12/2010 11/15/2010 

558 Payroll Solutions 9/27/2010 1/1/2011 382 11/9/2010 11/15/2010 

559 
Plumbers and Pipefitters 
Local No. 630 Welfare Fund 

10/18/2010 1/1/2011 1,166 11/8/2010 11/15/2010 

560 Seco Packing 10/21/2010 1/1/2011 104 10/21/2010 11/15/2010 

561 Transcorr 10/15/2010 1/1/2011 578 11/8/2010 11/15/2010 

562 
United Food and Commercial 
Workers Union Local 1000 

10/8/2010 1/1/2011 3,855 11/12/2010 11/15/2010 

563 
United Wire, Metal & Machine 
Health & Welfare Fund** 

10/1/2010 1/1/2011 1,955 11/12/2010 11/15/2010 

564 
Western Growers Assurance 
Trust 9/30/2010 7/1/2011 18,858 11/8/2010 11/15/2010 

565 
Wisconsin United Food & 
Commercial Workers Unions 
and Employers Health Plan** 

10/14/2010 12/1/2010 775 11/12/2010 11/15/2010 

566 
1199SEIU Greater New York 
Benefit Fund 

10/8/2010 1/1/2011 4,544 10/8/2010 11/5/2010 

567 A. Duda & Sons, Inc. 10/14/2010 1/1/2011 62 11/4/2010 11/5/2010 

568 Adecco Group, Inc. 10/12/2010 1/1/2011 5,760 11/2/2010 11/5/2010 

569 Biomedic Corporation 10/12/2010 12/1/2010 202 11/2/2010 11/5/2010 

570 Buffets, Inc. 10/14/2010 1/1/2011 2,483 11/4/2010 11/5/2010 

571 Carington Health System 10/18/2010 1/1/2011 3,327 11/4/2010 11/5/2010 

572 Cleveland Bakers Teamsters 9/27/2010 1/1/2011 1,000 10/29/2010 11/5/2010 

573 Club Chef LLC 9/30/2010 1/1/2011 282 10/26/2010 11/5/2010 

574 Columbia Sussex Mgmt, LLC 10/7/2010 1/1/2011 629 11/1/2010 11/5/2010 
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575 CRST International Inc. 10/19/2010 1/1/2011 1,600 11/4/2010 11/5/2010 

576 Darr Equipment, Co. 10/5/2010 1/1/2011 105 10/26/2010 11/5/2010 

577 
DC Cement Masons Welfare 
Fund 

10/22/2010 11/1/2010 225 11/3/2010 11/5/2010 

578 Deaconess Long Term Care 10/14/2010 1/1/2011 194 11/3/2010 11/5/2010 

579 
Diamond Comic Distributors, 
Inc. 10/8/2010 1/1/2011 37 11/2/2010 11/5/2010 

580 ECOM Atlantic, Inc. 10/1/2010 1/1/2011 81 10/1/2010 11/5/2010 

581 FW Walton, Inc. 10/15/2010 12/1/2010 38 11/2/2010 11/5/2010 

582 G4S Secure Solutions 10/11/2010 11/1/2010 7602 11/3/2010 11/5/2010 

583 
GC Services, L.P. & First 
Community Bancshares, Inc. 10/15/2010 1/1/2011 1936 10/15/2010 11/5/2010 

584 Guardsmark, LLC 10/4/2010 2/1/2011 8,086 10/29/2010 11/5/2010 

585 
Indiana Teamsters Health 
Benefits Fund 

9/29/2010 1/1/2011 500 11/1/2010 11/5/2010 

586 
Knox County Association for 
Retarded Citizens 

10/6/2010 1/1/2011 96 10/25/2010 11/5/2010 

587 
Laundry and Dry Cleaning 
Workers Local No. 52 

10/6/2010 Varies 1,547 10/21/2010 11/5/2010 

588 Mars Super Markets, Inc. 10/8/2010 7/1/2011 174 10/29/2010 11/5/2010 

589 MPS Group, Inc. 10/12/2010 1/1/2011 2,253 11/2/2010 11/5/2010 

590 Nexion Health 10/21/2010 11/1/2011 1449 11/3/2010 11/5/2010 

591 Noodles & Company 10/1/2010 1/1/2011 159 10/29/2010 11/5/2010 

592 
Pharmaca Integrative 
Pharmacy 

10/15/2010 1/1/2011 50 11/4/2010 11/5/2010 

593 
Quality Integrated Services, 
Inc. 10/8/2010 1/1/2011 354 11/3/2010 11/5/2010 

594 
RE Rabalais Constructors, 
LTD 

10/13/2010 12/1/2010 70 11/1/2010 11/5/2010 

595 RREMC LLC 10/12/2010 1/1/2011 62 11/4/2010 11/5/2010 
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596 Security Forces Inc. 10/12/2010 1/1/2011 225 11/1/2010 11/5/2010 

597 Shirkey Nursing 9/30/2010 1/1/2011 205 10/26/2010 11/5/2010 

598 
Social Service Employees 
Union Local 371 

10/8/2010 1/1/2011 34,000 10/29/2010 11/5/2010 

599 
Spindle, Cooling, & 
Warehouse 

10/5/2010 11/1/2010 89 10/27/2010 11/5/2010 

600 Strauss Discount Auto 10/14/2010 1/1/2011 401 11/4/2010 11/5/2010 

601 Sunburst Hospitality 9/30/2010 1/1/2011 197 11/5/2010 11/5/2010 

602 Susser Holding Corp 10/6/2010 1/1/2011 4,245 10/6/2010 11/5/2010 

603 Telescope Casual Furniture 9/27/2010 10/1/2010 32 11/1/2010 11/5/2010 

604 Teletech Holdings, Inc. 10/15/2010 1/1/2011 1,083 11/4/2010 11/5/2010 

605 The Brinkman Corporation 9/29/2010 1/1/2011 163 9/29/2010 11/5/2010 

606 The LDF Companies 10/7/2010 1/1/2011 210 10/30/210 11/5/2010 

607 
United Food and Commercial 
Workers Union (Mount 
Laurel, NJ) 

10/21/2010 11/1/2010 4100 10/25/2010 11/5/2010 

608 
United Food and Commercial 
Workers Union Local 1459 

10/14/2010 1/1/2011 1,400 10/14/2010 11/5/2010 

609 Universal Orlando 10/15/2010 4/1/2011 668 11/3/2010 11/5/2010 

610 Valley Services, Inc. 10/8/2010 1/1/2011 927 10/29/2010 11/5/2010 

611 

United Food and Commercial 
Workers and Participating 
Employers Interstate Health 
and Welfare Fund 

10/15/2010 5/1/2011 9,780 10/28/2010 11/4/2010 

612 Protocol Marketing Group 10/4/2010 1/1/2011 454 10/25/2010 11/1/2010 

613 Sasnak 9/29/2010 1/1/2011 813 9/29/2010 11/1/2010 

614 Star Tek 10/1/2010 1/1/2011 1,423 10/26/2010 11/1/2010 

615 Adventist Care Centers 10/1/2010 1/1/2011 725 10/26/2010 10/29/2010 
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616 B.E.S.T of NY 10/7/2010 1/1/2011 1,200 10/27/2010 10/29/2010 

617 Boskovich Farms, Inc 10/8/2010 1/1/2011 165 10/28/2010 10/29/2010 

618 Café Enterprises, Inc. 10/7/2010 2/1/2011 306 10/7/2010 10/29/2010 

619 Capital District Physicians 9/22/2010 Varies 23,314 10/20/2010 10/29/2010 

620 FleetPride, Inc. 10/8/2010 1/1/2011 263 10/8/2010 10/29/2010 

621 Gallegos Corp 9/29/2010 1/1/2011 86 10/28/2010 10/29/2010 

622 Hensley Industries, Inc. 10/5/2010 1/1/2011 357 10/28/2010 10/29/2010 

623 
Jeffords Steel and 
Engineering 

10/4/2010 1/1/2011 112 10/28/2010 10/29/2010 

624 

Laborers' International 
Union of North America Local 
Union No. 616 Health and 
Welfare Plan 

10/19/2010 11/1/2010 188 10/19/2010 10/29/2010 

625 O.K. Industries 10/4/2010 1/1/2011 1,238 10/28/2010 10/29/2010 

626 
Service Employees Benefit 
Fund 

10/12/2010 11/1/2010 1,297 10/29/2010 10/29/2010 

627 Sun Pacific Farming Coop 10/6/2010 12/1/2010 1,109 10/6/2010 10/29/2010 

628 SunWorld International, LLC 10/5/2010 1/1/2011 686 10/25/2010 10/29/2010 

629 
UFCW Allied Trade Health & 
Welfare Trust 10/5/2010 12/1/2010 68 10/25/2010 10/29/2010 

630 
United Food and Commercial 
Workers Union Local 1995 

10/12/2010 11/1/2010 2,779 10/27/2010 10/29/2010 

631 HCR Manor Care 10/5/2010 1/1/2011 2,666 10/26/2010 10/28/2010 

632 IBEW No.915 9/28/2010 1/1/2011 930 10/15/2010 10/28/2010 

633 Integra BMS for Culp, Inc. 10/4/2010 1/1/2011 34 10/25/2010 10/28/2010 

634 
New England Health Care 
Employees Welfare Fund † 

9/27/2010 1/1/2011 7,454 10/26/2010 10/28/2010 

635 
Wiliamson-Dickie 
Manufacturing Company 

10/5/2010 1/1/2011 100 10/5/2010 10/28/2010 
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636 
Aegis Security Insurance 
Company † 

10/6/2010 11/1/2010 67 10/25/2010 10/26/2010 

637 Alliance One Tobacco 9/30/2010 1/1/2011 138 10/21/2010 10/26/2010 

638 
Asbestos Workers Local 53 
Welfare Fund 

9/29/2010 1/1/2011 2 10/21/2010 10/26/2010 

639 
Assurant Health (2nd 
Application) 

9/29/2010 1/1/2011 19,024 10/21/2010 10/26/2010 

640 Captain Elliot's Party Boats 10/12/2010 11/1/2010 10 10/25/2010 10/26/2010 

641 Carlson Restaurants 9/22/2010 1/1/2011 3,381 10/21/2010 10/26/2010 

642 CH Guenther & Son 9/24/2010 1/1/2011 300 10/21/2010 10/26/2010 

643 
CKM Industries dba Miller 
Environmental 10/5/2010 11/1/2010 34 10/25/2010 10/26/2010 

644 

Caribbean Workers’ 
Voluntary Employees’ 
Beneficiary Health and 
Welfare Plan † 

10/14/2010 10/1/2010 4,500 10/18/2010 10/26/2010 

645 Darden Restaurants 9/30/2010 1/1/2011 34,000 10/21/2010 10/26/2010 

646 Duarte Nursery 9/23/2010 1/1/2011 283 10/19/2010 10/26/2010 

647 Employees Security Fund 9/29/2010 1/1/2011 22 9/29/2010 10/26/2010 

648 Florida Trowel Trades 9/27/2010 1/1/2011 297 10/21/2010 10/26/2010 

649 Ingles Markets 9/30/2010 1/1/2011 917 10/25/2010 10/26/2010 

650 Meijer 10/1/2010 1/1/2011 4,873 10/1/2010 10/26/2010 

651 O'Reilly Auto Parts 9/23/2010 1/1/2011 9,722 9/23/2010 10/26/2010 

652 
Plumbers & Pipefitters Local 
123 Welfare Fund 

9/30/2010 1/1/2011 534 10/21/2010 10/26/2010 

653 Sun Belt 9/28/2010 10/1/2010 114 10/20/2010 10/26/2010 

654 UFCW Local 227 10/12/2010 11/1/2010 1,125 10/12/2010 10/26/2010 

655 Uncle Julio's 9/30/2010 11/1/2010 115 10/25/2010 10/26/2010 
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656 United Group 9/24/2010 1/1/2011 177 10/19/2010 10/26/2010 

657 US Imaging 10/11/2010 11/1/2010 148 10/25/2010 10/26/2010 

658 Vino Farms 10/8/2010 11/1/2010 152 10/21/2010 10/26/2010 

659 AdvantaStaff, Inc. † 9/20/2010 9/1/2011 52 9/20/2010 10/21/2010 

660 Agricare 9/23/2010 11/1/2010 437 9/23/2010 10/21/2010 

661 Alaska Seafood 9/23/2010 1/1/2011 262 10/15/2010 10/21/2010 

662 American Fidelity 9/22/2010 10/23/2010 9,358 10/14/2010 10/21/2010 

663 Convergys 9/20/2010 1/1/2011 1,400 9/20/2010 10/21/2010 

664 Darensberries 9/28/2010 10/1/2010 1,450 9/28/2010 10/21/2010 

665 Gowan Company 9/23/2010 1/1/2011 225 9/27/2010 10/21/2010 

666 Greystar 9/23/2010 1/1/2011 1,747 10/13/2010 10/21/2010 

667 Macayo Restaurants 9/22/2010 12/1/2010 46 10/18/2010 10/21/2010 

668 Periodical Services 9/27/2010 1/1/2011 464 9/27/2010 10/21/2010 

669 UniFirst 9/23/2010 9/1/2011 2,659 10/14/2010 10/21/2010 

670 Universal Forest Products 9/23/2011 5/1/2011 1,738 10/19/2010 10/21/2010 

671 UFCW Maximus Local 455 10/4/2010 1/1/2011 59 10/18/2010 10/18/2010 

672 
American Habilitation 
Services, Inc. † 

9/22/2010 1/1/2011 400 10/12/2010 10/14/2010 

673 
GuideStone Financial 
Resources 

9/21/2010 1/1/2011 354 9/21/2010 10/14/2010 

674 Local 25 SEIU 9/29/2010 10/1/2010 31,000 10/7/2010 10/14/2010 

675 MAUSER Corp. 9/21/2010 1/1/2011 47 9/24/2010 10/14/2010 

676 Preferred Care, Inc. 9/15/2010 1/1/2011 918 9/15/2010 10/14/2010 
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677 Ruby Tuesday 10/8/2010 1/1/2011 3,219 10/8/2010 10/14/2010 

678 The Dixie Group, Inc. 8/27/2010 6/19/2011 269 10/12/2010 10/14/2010 

679 UFCW Local 1262 9/20/2010 10/1/2010 5,390 9/20/2010 10/14/2010 

680 Whelan Security Company 9/23/2010 1/1/2011 287 10/12/2010 10/14/2010 

681 AMF Bowling Worldwide 9/14/2010 1/1/2011 295 10/7/2010 10/12/2010 

682 Assisted Living Concepts 9/17/2010 1/1/2011 1,174 9/17/2010 10/12/2010 

683 Case & Associates 9/17/2010 1/1/2011 87 9/17/2010 10/12/2010 

684 GPM Investments 9/17/2010 1/1/2011 275 9/17/2010 10/12/2010 

685 Grace Living Centers 9/14/2010 10/1/2010 534 9/14/2010 10/12/2010 

686 Mountaire Corporation † 9/17/2010 1/1/2011 2,074 9/17/2010 10/12/2010 

687 Swift Spinning 9/16/2010 1/1/2011 240 9/16/2010 10/12/2010 

688 Belmont Village 9/10/2010 1/1/2011 785 10/4/2010 10/8/2010 

689 Caliber Services 9/13/2010 1/1/2011 606 9/13/2010 10/8/2010 

690 Cracker Barrel 9/9/2010 1/1/2011 16,823 9/17/2010 10/8/2010 

691 DISH Network 9/13/2010 3/1/2011 3,597 9/23/2010 10/8/2010 

692 Groendyke Transport,  Inc 9/2/2010 1/1/2011 1,322 9/2/2010 10/8/2010 

693 Pocono Medical Center 9/24/2010 1/1/2011 3,298 9/24/2010 10/8/2010 

694 Regis Corporation 9/10/2010 3/1/2011 3,617 10/1/2010 10/8/2010 

695 The Pictsweet Co. 9/13/2010 1/1/2011 694 9/13/2010 10/8/2010 

696 Diversified Interiors 9/28/2010 10/1/2010 300 9/28/2010 10/1/2010 

697 
Local 802 Musicians Health 
Fund 

9/29/2010 10/1/2010 1,801 9/29/2010 10/1/2010 
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698 
MCS Life Insurance Company 
† 

9/20/2010 10/1/2010 6,635 9/23/2010 10/1/2010 

699 The Buccaneer 9/22/2010 10/1/2010 125 9/28/2010 10/1/2010 

700 CIGNA 9/17/2010 9/26/2010 265,000 9/30/2010 9/30/2010 

701 Greater Metropolitan Hotel 9/16/2010 10/1/2010 1,200 9/24/2010 9/30/2010 

702 
Local 17 Hospitality Benefit 
Fund 

9/16/2010 10/1/2010 881 9/24/2010 9/30/2010 

703 GSC-ILA 9/15/2010 10/1/2010 298 9/15/2010 9/28/2010 

704 
The Allied Industries Health 
Fund 

9/13/2010 10/1/2010 127 9/13/2010 9/27/2010 

705 Harden Healthcare 9/9/2010 1/1/2011 874 9/29/2010 9/27/2010 

706 

Vernon Sheltered Workshop, 
Inc. Health and Welfare Plan 
#501 

9/16/2010 10/1/2010 41 9/16/2010 9/27/2010 

707 I.U.P.A.T 9/16/2010 10/1/2010 875 9/23/2010 9/27/2010 

708 
Sanderson Plumbing 
Products, Inc. 9/22/2010 10/1/2010 326 9/22/2010 9/27/2010 

709 Transport Workers 9/20/2010 10/1/2010 107 9/23/2010 9/27/2010 

710 
United Federation of 
Teachers Welfare Fund 

9/16/2010 10/1/2010 351,000 9/27/2010 9/27/2010 

711 Aegis 9/16/2010 10/1/2010 162 9/21/2010 9/24/2010 

712 Aetna 9/16/2010 10/1/2010 209,423 9/16/2010 9/24/2010 

713 Allflex 9/20/2010 10/1/2010 34 9/22/2010 9/24/2010 

714 Baptist Retirement 9/10/2010 10/1/2010 127 9/17/2010 9/24/2010 

715 BCS Insurance 9/13/2010 9/24/2010 115,000 9/22/2010 9/24/2010 

716 Cryogenic 9/20/2010 10/1/2010 19 9/20/2010 9/24/2010 

717 Fowler Packing Co. 9/8/2010 10/1/2010 39 9/17/2010 9/24/2010 
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718 Guy C. Lee Mfg. 9/15/2010 10/1/2010 312 9/15/2010 9/24/2010 

719 HealthPort 9/17/2010 10/1/2010 608 9/17/2010 9/24/2010 

720 Jack in the Box 9/17/2010 10/1/2010 1,130 9/21/2010 9/24/2010 

721 Maritime Association 9/17/2010 10/1/2010 500 9/21/2010 9/24/2010 

722 Maverick County 9/21/2010 10/1/2010 1 9/23/2010 9/24/2010 

723 
Metropolitan D.C. Paving 
Industry Employees Health 
and Welfare Fund 

9/20/2010 10/1/2010 550 9/20/2010 9/24/2010 

724 PMPS-ILA 9/19/2010 10/1/2010 15 9/23/2010 9/24/2010 

725 PS-ILA 9/19/2010 10/1/2010 8 9/23/2010 9/24/2010 

726 QK/DRD (Denny's) 9/16/2010 10/1/2010 65 9/22/2010 9/24/2010 

727 Reliance Standard 9/14/2010 10/1/2010 33,377 9/14/2010 9/24/2010 

728 Tri-Pak 9/20/2010 10/1/2010 26 9/20/2010 9/24/2010 

729 
United Agricultural Benefit 
Trust †† 

9/17/2010 1/1/2011 17,347 9/17/2010 9/24/2010 

  Total Enrollees     2,189,636     

*Indicates a Health Reimbursement Arrangement (HRA).  An HRA is an employer-funded plan that reimburses 
employees for medical care expenses. 

**Application approved in November, but posted January 26, 2011. 

† Applicant name corrected on February 1, 2011. 

†† Plan effective date corrected on February 1, 2011.  

  

State-Mandated Policies: Approved Applications for Waiver of the Annual Limits 
Requirements 
Updated 1/26/2011 

In some states, issuers offer policies with annual limits below the minimum requirements in order to comply with 
state laws. These state laws require issuers to market a standardized policy that includes an annual limit well 
below the restricted annual limits. In such instances, states may apply for a waiver of the restricted annual limits 
on behalf of issuers of state-mandated policies if state law required the policies to be offered by the issuers prior 
to September 23, 2010.  Although the state may apply on the issuers’ behalf, the application must still satisfy 
the standard that compliance by the issuers would result in a “significant decrease in access to benefits” or a 

“significant increase in premiums.” 
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States/Plans Covered Under 

the State Application 

Application 
Received 

Plan 
Effective 

Date 

Number 
of 

Enrollees 

Application 
Completed 

by 
Applicant 

Waiver 
Approved 

730 Massachusetts           

  

Fallon Community Health 
Plan's Young Adult Plans 

9/20/2010 10/1/2010 890 9/20/2010 9/27/2010 

HNE Young Adult Plan High 
and HNE Young Adult Plan Low 

9/20/2010 10/1/2010 60 9/20/2010 9/27/2010 

Harvard Pilgrim Pulse Plan 9/20/2010 10/1/2010 1,467 9/20/2010 9/27/2010 

Neighborhood Health Plan's 
Young Adult Plans 

9/20/2010 10/1/2010 1,003 9/20/2010 9/27/2010 

Tufts Health Plan 9/20/2010 10/1/2010 124 9/24/2010 9/27/2010 

MA Total Enrollees     3,544     

  
Neighborhood Health Plan's 
Young Adult Plans 

9/20/2010 10/1/2010 1,003 1,003 9/27/2010 

  Tufts Health Plan 9/20/2010 10/1/2010 124 9/24/2010 9/27/2010 

  MA Total Enrollees     3,544     

731 New Jersey           

  

Aetna 11/19/2010 9/23/2010 285 11/19/2010 12/17/2010 

Amerihealth 11/19/2010 9/23/2010 4,111 11/19/2010 12/17/2010 

Celtic Insurance Company 11/19/2010 9/23/2010 1 11/19/2010 12/17/2010 

CIGNA 11/19/2010 9/23/2010 2 11/19/2010 12/17/2010 

HealthNet 11/29/2010 9/23/2010 13 11/19/2010 12/17/2010 

Horizon BC/BS of NJ 11/19/2010 9/23/2010 55,127 11/19/2010 12/17/2010 

Oxford Health Insurance 11/19/2010 9/23/2010 8,896 11/19/2010 12/17/2010 

NJ Total Enrollees     68,435     

732 Ohio           
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Aetna Health Inc 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 231 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

American Medical Security Life 
Ins Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 2 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

American Natl Life Ins Co of TX 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 1 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

American Republic Insurance 
Company 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 5 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Celtic Insurance Company 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 1 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Community Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 92 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Companion Life Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 0 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Coventry Health & Life Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 18 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Freedom Life Ins. Co. of 
America 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 3 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Golden Rule Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 25 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Health Plan the Upper OH 
Valley 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 57 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Humana Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 46 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Independence American Ins. 
Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 2 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

John Alden Life Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 0 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Kaiser Foundation Health Plan 
of Ohio 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 347 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Madison National Life Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 4 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

McKinley Life Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 25 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Medical Mutual of OH 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 74 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Mennonite Mutual Aid 
Association 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 3 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Mid West National Life Ins Co. 
of TN 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 0 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

National Found Life Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 0 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 
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Pekin Life Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 161 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Reserve National Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 0 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Standard Life & Accident Ins. 
Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 0 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Standard Security Life Ins. Co. 
of NY 

11/23/2010 1/1/2011 4 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Summa Ins Co. Inc. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 154 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

Time Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 13 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

World Ins. Co. 11/23/2010 1/1/2011 18 11/23/2010 12/17/2010 

OH Total Enrollees     1,286     

733 Tennessee           

  

Blue Cross Blue Shield of TN 9/17/2010 1/1/2011 20,205 9/17/2010 12/17/2010 

TN Total Enrollees     20,205     

  Total Enrollees     93,470     
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Florida Author Predicts Great Crash Ahead

  
Well known author Harry Dent Jr. is predicting a "great crash" ahead.    Back in the
90's Dent was predicting an economic boom and the downturn of the Japanese
economy.  That last part was pretty contrarian in the 90's, all the business
books were all about copying Japan's business models, which were invented by
American consultants after WWII.  But Dent accurately predicted both the Japanese
economy cooling dramatically, leading to the "lost decade" for Japan, and the U. S.
economic boom in the 90's.
  
So we should pay attention when he points to our own economic outlook although it
doesn't take a rocket scientist to see we are in deep trouble due to the government
mismanagement.  In this Tampa story Dent is predicting a 35% drop in Florida
home prices, although Oklahoma homes prices have always been fairly stable as we
seldom have housing bubbles (Penn Square bust was the exception).   He also
predicts a massive stock drop, as well as precious metals dropping back to historic
average levels.  Unemployment is estimated to rise as high as 13 to 15%.
  
Yes, he is selling a book titled "The Great Crash Ahead: Strategies for a World
Turned Upside Down" that describes how to survive the crash he is predicting but
one should always plan for the worst and hope for the best.
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for many years

 
 
 
 

 HR 1021 Goes Down In Flames!
 

   HR 1021, the bill that would have cut the number of Representatives and Senators
by about 10% went down in flames at the hearing last Tuesday thanks to those that
called and emailed their legislators.  The State Chamber of Commerce supported
bill  using a paid staffer and a Facebook page along with their newsletters and
meetings.  
 The hearing on Tuesday September 20th was well attended by both citizens and
representatives.  The projected savings were almost embarrassing, only
$1,250,000.00 in salaries, mailing, and office supplies but I believe they were off on
their calculations because an increase in constituents per legislator would also
increase the number of calls, mail pieces, and staff.
  
Even with their estimates it works out to less than $3.00 per citizen.    The House
staffer mentioned the average travel bill of over $8,000.00 per legislator, which
would be almost $1,200,000.00!  Now there is a place that could stand some
trimming!
  
By Representative Banz’s own report Oklahoma stands near the average constituent
per Representative so there didn’t seem to be a compelling reason for the State
Chamber to push this bill.
  
David Tacket of Oklahomans for Liberty spoke against the bill.    I chose not to
speak, they know I represent the Sooner Tea Party, so the fact that we were there
watching was warning enough that we were in opposition to the bill.
  
Here is a list of those Representatives in attendance and if they supported or were
against the issue:
  
Guy Liebman for the bill
Gary Banz for the bill
  
Marty Quinn unknown position
 
David Dank against the bill
Rand McDaniels against the bill
Don Armes against the bill
Glen Mulready against the bill
Lewis Moore against the bill
Weldon Watson against the bill (per a personal conversation after the meeting had
closed)
  
What was interesting was the personal dynamics during the meeting:
  
Representative Don Armes refused to look at me.   I suppose his ardor has cooled
since his infamous challenge to the Sooner Tea Party at the end of the legislative
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session.   “Bring it on!” was his challenge when I told him that not signing the HR
1004 discharge petition meant that the Sooner Tea Party would be paying his district
some visits this summer.
  
Representative Mulready made it a point to say hello and we had a talk about his
supporting the Obama Care /Fallin Care Health Insurance Exchange.  One revealing
moment was when Dank and Banz were debating the point that increasing the size
of the districts would raise the barrier to those wanting to run for office.  Banz made
the point that representatives already pay a high price and listed a few items,
including exposing their family to public scrutiny.  At that point, Mulready whipped
his head around and looked at me.  Remember back when we were doing a
newsletter story on Mulready about his vote on the watered down transvestite birth
certificate bill?   We put up a nice picture of Mulready and his family, found on his
campaign website, so if he could use them for political gain, we could use them for
political pain!   His reaction just further proved what we already knew; his family is
his weak point.  How useful to know!
  
Representative Watson introduced himself after the meeting was over.  Said he was
against the bill and that it wouldn’t likely get any support in the next legislative
session.  We will seen next session if he keeps his word if Banz’s bill is brought up
again.
  
From the lack of support and outright opposition, my guess is that this issue is
dead.  It was an embarrassing defeat for Banz and the State Chamber of
Commerce, and by default another stinging defeat of House Leadership.
  
House leadership, headed by Kris Steel, Jeffery Hickman, Dan Sullivan, and Dale
DeWitt, has suffered several defeats lately.    They have pretty much lost the battle
for the next Speaker of the House from what I’ve been told.  T. W. Shannon is said
to have more support than the heir apparent Jeffery Hickman who is currently
second in command. 
  
The second recent defeat was their dropping the Rep Randy Terrill investigation,
meaning they didn’t have the evidence nor the support to make an example out of
Terrill for his opposition to House leadership.  Rank and file House members are sick
of the confrontation caused by House leaderhship's disenfranchising conservative
voters last legislative session and are not interested in continuing the witch hunt
against conservative legislators.
 
 On Tuesday, it was interesting to see Rep Armes, McDaniel, and Watson, all of
whom are on the House leadership team in minor capacities, refuse to support the
bill.  That alone was worth the trip to the capitol.
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Hillbilly Legal System Running

Rampant In Tulsa
  

Incest… what an ugly word.   Yet it of all the words in the dictionary this word best
describes the legal system in Tulsa.   The word incest comes from the 13th century,
derived from the Latin term “incestum” which means unchastely, which refers to
sexual intercourse between near kindred.     Incestuous is a related term which can
be defined as “improperly intimate or interconnected”.     And yes, this concerns
Representative Dan Sullivan and specifically describes the contorted legal
proceedings that surround both his own divorce and the lawyers involved on both
sides. 
 
Here are the players in this modern tragedy:
 

           

Judge Funderburke   Judge Barcus          Rick White      Guy Fortney                  James Gotwals
 
And since they seem determined to re enact the movie Deliverance up on the fourth
floor of the Tulsa Courthouse , let's give them avatars and nicknames to fit their
incestous behaviour so we don't forget the kind of men we are discussing, with my
apologies to any real hillbillies out there:
 
 
         Rick White                    Judge Funderburke               James Gotwals                 Guy Fortney  Judge Barcus       Sam
Daniels
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 Like stereotypical stories of hillbillies in Arkansas, Representative Sullivan, his
attorney James R. Gotwals (Xplicit), and Mrs. Sullivan’s three  attorneys Rick White
(Ballistic), Guy Fortney (Snyper), and Sam Daniels (Stifler) were having a grand old
time keeping it in the family.   These hillbillys, uh... attorneys, are either part of the
notorious 4th Floor Club or are trying hard to earn admission.
 
Now, I've gone to a lot of trouble naming these five guys and finding an appropriate
picture so from now on they have new nicknames.  Be sure and spread these
around if you work at the Tulsa Courthouse.
 
This is one long article, over 8 pages of links to documents and explanations of the
entire incestuous relationship between the lawyers and judges in the Tulsa County
Courthouse.  Are there some decent attorneys and judges in that court house?   We
will know by their actions after this story comes to their attention.
 
The story really is quite simple.   A consent decree was signed.   Months later the
man that drew up the consent decree learned he had screwed over his own client
by leaving out one word in the document, then allegedly he conspired with two
opposing attorneys to correct his malpractice, shifting tens of thousands of dollars in
losses from his malpractice insurance company to the other party in the divorce.
 
Understand that Mrs. Sullivan has had four divorce attorneys so far in her case since
September of 2007.  The first attorney, Sharon L. Corebitt, a reported pit bull of a
divorce attorney died in a suspicious fire at her home on December 12th 2007.   I
say suspicious because there is no mention of any smoke alarms that should have
warned Corebitt and her husband before the smoke reached the upper bedroom.
 
We will start at the beginning of the end of the divorce and read the court transcript
of the April 7th 2009 hearing where Tulsa Judge Kirsten Pace heard Representative
Sullivan, Mrs. Sullivan, and their respective attorneys James R. Gotwals (Xplicit) and
Guy Fortney (Snyper).     Understand that this is a “consent” decree, meaning that
both parties negotiated the settlement, there was no judge involved in setting the
terms.   All the terms were settled in negotiation prior to going before the judge
including the date of valuation of bank accounts, 401K accounts, and insurance
policy cash values.
 
 
Page one is the cover page of the transcript but the meat of the matter is on page 8, page 16, page
18, and page 19.
 
On page 7 lines 5 through 8 describe how a Smith Barney 401K account is to be split, 50 – 50, with
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an additional $30,000.00 going to Mrs. Sullivan.    Little else is said on the matter, no specific
valuation date mentioned.
 
On page 16 of the transcript, lines 13 through 18 describe how the Northwest Mutual Insurance
policy is to be split, the cash value on the date of separation, plus any increases or losses.  The
value goes up and down based on performance of stocks and bonds held as investments as well as
continuing monthly payments into the account.  Representative Sullivan had been ordered to
continue making all payments including all insurance payments.  But the important part is the
inclusion of ”the date of separation”.
 
On page 18 of the transcript, the judge goes over the consent part of the decree that both parties
have agreed with everything so no further hearings are required.   The judge also states that the
decree must match what was agreed upon to day.   On lines 14 through 19 Representative
Sullivan’s attorney James Gotwalls (Explicit) suggests that the two attorneys can sign for their clients
once the consent decree is draw up.  Then Gotwalls (Explicit)offers to pay for the transcript of the
hearing, intending to be the one to draw up the final consent decree.   Not a good thing for Mrs.
Sullivan to have her ex husband’s attorney draw up the papers and have them finalized before she
can read it!
 
On page 19 of the transcript though, things get interesting.  Mrs. Sullivan throws a wrench into the
machinery by demanding that both parties sign the final consent decree before the judge signs it. 
On line 3 Mrs. Sullivan says one word, “No” and her attorney, Fortney (Snyper)asks that both
parties sign the consent decree.  The judge agrees and further states that he will review the consent
decree and insure that it matches the agreement made at the consent hearing.  Note that early on
Mrs. Sullivan clearly doesn’t trust her own attorney to protect her but insists on signing the consent
decree herself along with Representative Sullivan.
 
Pretty simple, huh?   It is over.   Now both parties can begin the process of putting Representative
Sullivan’s lying and infidelity behind them and start new lives.  
 
Oh if it were that simple…
 
So Gotwals draws up the decree, both parties review it and sign the decree, and the judge signs it,
settling the divorce.  Since Gotwals drew up the decree, neither he nor Representative Sullivan
should have any complaints, right?  But Representative Dan Sullivan’s own attorney, James Gotwals
(Explicit), had made a major blunder when drawing up the decree.   He listed the date of separation
as the date to set the value of the Smith Barney 401K and forgot to add language about any stock
market losses that might occur before the money was distributed to both parties!  Remember that
the consent hearing transcript was mute on this point so if it was included in the signed final decree,
both parties had reviewed it and agreed to it!
 
On June 9th we have an email from Gotwals (Explicit)to Fortney (Snyper)going over details of the
divorce, saying that a QDRO signed by the judge is not necessary to split the Smith Barney 401 K.  
A QDRO is a Qualified Domestic Relations Order.  Remember this because at one point in this article
admits that the original consent decree called for a QDRO
 
 
On August 7th a “Joint Letter of Instruction" along with this email was sent from Gotwals to Fortney
received on August 9th  in order to split the 401 K and disperse the money to the two parties.
 
  Page one has some handwritten notes stating several points:
 
1.       Mrs. Sullivan finding a copy of this letter behind Rick White’s copy on August 28th , long after
it had been  sent.  This was an accidental discovery but a lucky one for her.
2.       Fortney never discussing the matter or telling Mrs. Sullivan about the letter to Smith Barney
3.       Bringing up a conference call of June 16th stating $501.000.00 (501k or 501 thousand
dollars) was the Smith Barney 401K amount to split as that was the valuation on the date of
separation.
 
 
Page two of the Letter of Instruction, section 3 lists the date of disbursement as the valuation dates,
not the date of separation, which is direct violation of the consent divorce decree.  As of this time,
Mrs. Sullivan is completely out of the loop even though she is being represented by Guy Fortney
(Snyper).  She has no clue that this letter is being sent to her attorneys.
 
Page three of the Letter of Instrution is important because it shows a list of who is getting a copy of
the letter.  It shows a copy going to an attorney in Gotwals firm, Mary Gutierrez,  and  also Gotwals,
Guy Fortney (Snyper, Mrs. Sullivan’s attorney) and Representative Dan Sullivan.  No mention of Mrs.
Sullivan!
Now many might be saying “Wait a minute!   No attorney is going to risk a malpractice suit and
possible bar complaints by screwing over their own client!”.    And they would be right, attorney Guy
Fortney (Explicit) has found himself in a dangerous position as an attorney, he is wanting out before
this goes down!
 
Here is a screen shop of the OSCN.net search result of the Sullivan divorce case, it is small so you
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might have to use the zoom control in the lower right hand side of your screen (Windows) or click
on it and it might zoom up.  Note on August 25th that a motion is filled to allow an attorney to
withdraw.   That would be Guy Fortney (Snyper) The next line on August 26th shows judge Barcus
(Skippy)  granting the motion to withdraw but requiring Fortney (Snyper)to stick around for 30 days
as required by Oklahoma law.
 
The next line shows a “Motion to correct clerical error in judgment – Nunc Pro Tunc” filed on August
26th.    A Nunc Pro Tunc motion is required to reopen an area that has already been settled, past
the appeal date.    You see, the final consent decree had a thirty day limit on appealing it should
something be found wrong.   Representative Dan Sullivan’s attorney, Gotwals, didn’t catch his error
in setting the date of the Smith Barney 401K to be valued and not allowing for any losses should
the stock market go down.
 
The next court date is shown as August 27th, with Petitioner present (Mrs. Sullivan), Guy Fortney
(Snyper), James Gotwals (Explicit)is there representing the Respondent (Representative Sullivan)
and Rick White (Ballistic, Mrs. Sullivan’s new attorney ) is allowed to make an entry of appearance,
showing that he was there in some capacity to represent Mrs. Sullivan.   Mrs. Sullivan was there
that day to be arraigned on the first of 34 contempt charges, spurious charges filed by Gotwals
(Explicit)in an attempt to get Mrs. Sullivan to accept the modification of the divorce consent decree! 
When all of it was over a year later, Mrs. Sullivan was found guilty of 2 of the 34 contempt charges,
one where she responded to an email from Representative Sullivan (they had been in regular
contact despite the court order to no contact), and another where she allegedly refused to sign a
paper lowering the price of the Tulsa home (the realtor was on her side but the night before,
sources say that Gotwals  (Explicit)called the realtor and told them not to show up, that their
testimony wasn’t needed).
 

 
Don't forget what these good old boys look like while you read the story!

 
But the importance of this hearing to our case is that Gotwals (Explicit) objected to Fortney’s
(Snyper) withdrawal as counsel for Mrs. Sullivan.   But Barcus had already ruled that Fortney
(Snyper)could withdraw and Mrs. Sullivan already had hired another attorney, Rick White
(Ballistic)who was present!  
 
Why would the opposing attorney object to Mrs. Sullivan’s choice of who her lawyer was?   In fact,
during the hearing, Gotwals  (Explicit) told the judge in an open court room:  “I don’t want White, I
want Fortney!”.    Is this beginning to stink of corruption and collusion? 
 
Why would opposing counsel care who represented Mrs. Sullivan?
 
Now, back to the OSCN.net screen shot.  
 
 The next line is August 31th with the notation Barcus (Skippy)eturned the Nunc Pro Tunc unsigned
with a note.  Several questions just scream corruption:
 
1.       The motion for the Nunc Pro Tunc was filed 5 days earlier. 
 
2.       It was not mentioned in the contempt arraignment on August 27th

 
3.       Nor had a hearing been set to hear the Nunc Pro Tunc.
 
How is it possible to file a motion on a contested issue that would overturn a settled consent
decree, signed by both parties and their attorneys, past the legal appeal date and have no hearing
on it?   Why would Gotwals (Explicit)dare to send an unsigned court order to a judge to be signed? 
What happened to Mrs. Sullivan’s right to trial?
 
Now you are seeing why Rick Fortney(Snyper) is wanting out!    Gotwals (Explicit) has him pinned in
a corner with his only way out is to either run away or screw his client out of tens of thousands of
dollars! 
 
 Let’s go back one day to an email that Gotwals sent Mrs. Sullivan’s new attorney, Rick White, with
a copy sent to the old attorney Guy Fortney (Snyper).   First was an admission that there had been
a conference that very morning, on Rick White’s (Ballistic)second day on the case.  Second, Gotwals
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(Explicit) is asking Fortney(Snyper) to sign the Nunc Pro Tunc order overturning the previous
consent decree, without Mrs. Sullivan’s knowledge and without a hearing or trial, costing Mrs.
Sullivan tens of thousands of dollars.  In return, Gotwals agrees to drop his demand that Guy
Fortney remain as Mrs. Sullivan’s attorney.   On page two of this letter is a list of who else besides
Rick White is getting a copy, Mary Gutierrez, the Gotwals firm attorney, Guy Fortney (Snyper), and
Representative Dan Sullivan.  Where is Mrs. Sullivan’s copy?  If Representative Sullivan got a copy,
why not send one to Mrs. Sullivan?
 
 
 

 
Okay, I'm getting tired of putting the nickname with the attorney or judge.  You've got the hang of

things by now.
 

The last page of  the letter of Instruction to Smith Barney sent with that letter from Gotwals to
White was nearly identical to the August 7th Letter of Instruction except it was sent to White rather
than Fortney but both attorneys received a copy on both occasions.   Again once again everyone
involved got a copy except Mrs. Sullivan!
 
Despite having TWO attorneys on her payroll, Mrs. Sullivan was kept out of the loop intentionally
with the apparent purpose to cheat her out of tens of thousands of dollars!  No hearing, no trial, not
notice, done 100% against her instructions to her attorneys!
 
But was Mrs. Sullivan instructing her attorneys to fight the change in the original consent decree? 
Let’s look at an email sent to Rick White and Gotwals from Mary Gutierez on October 1st at 10:49
AM then forwarded by Rick White to Mrs. Sullivan at 10:53 the same morning.  It is at the bottom of
this page, remember that this is a copy of an email page so you have to read the bottom messages
first and work back to the beginning.
 
The 10:49 am email is mostly about loose ends but look at the last line where she tells White she is
sending an offer on the contempt charges later today.   That is crucial, the contempt charges are
being used as pressure to force Mrs. Sullivan to sign the Nunc Pro Tunc order changing her original
divorce  decree and cheating her out of tens of thousands of dollars
 
 
At the top of the page notice the end of the next email that was sent by Mrs. Sullivan.   The next
page will show the beginning of the email but for now note the references to the Smith Barney
valuation and their accountant Brian Connaly, and emails to Fortney, the previous attorney.
At the bottom of page one, look for the email dated October 1st, 2009 12:45 pm from Mrs. Sullivan
to Rick White.  This is the response to the first email White forwarded from Mary Gutierez that
morning.  In it is confirmation of the forging of Mrs. Sullivan’s signature on the purchase agreement
contract on the OKC condo, irrelevant to this discussion but interesting to have another confirmation
of that forgery we discussed in the last newsletter.  What is germane to our story is the last few
lines where Mrs. Sullivan tells of multiple emails between herself, Guy Fortney, her brother , and the
accountant Brian Conally setting out her position on the Smith Barney 401K.
 
Above this 12:45 pm email is Rick White’s response.   The first issue is whether or not the OKC
condo is to be sold furnished or not.  Well, they paid something like $40,000.00 extra when they
bought the condo just so they could keep the furniture, appliances, and drapes.   If the condo is
sold unfurnished, does that mean that Representative Sullivan gets the furniture without paying
Mrs. Sullivan half?  White is correct, the divorce decree is silent on the issue but it needs addressed.
 
Second is the discussion between Rick White and Guy Fortney about the Smith Barney 401K where
Fortney claims that the original consent decree contained a mistake and denied that there was any
correspondence from Mrs. Sullivan to the contrary!
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As an aside, note the personal note stating that on 4 27 2009 Gotwals referred a case to Fortney
(can you say payoff?) and another note stating multiple emails between Mrs. Sullivan (JS), Fortney,
and Brian Connaly (the accountant).  Another note on the right side states that on 7 16 2009
Fortney and Mrs. Sullivan discussed the fact that there was no error on the original consent decree. 
The final note references Bob Bartz, the senior attorney that Rick White worked for on Mrs.
Sullivan’s case.   Bartz was the attorney that brought the case into the firm and had the first
consultation with Mrs. Sullivan on August 19th 2009. 
 
Why was Mrs. Sullivan shopping for a new attorney?  Because Fortney was changing his position on
the original consent decree, something had changed his mind or someone had gotten to him.    On
July 16th Fortney had mentioned the Smith Barney 401K total and said that Gotwals had a different
settlement amount than what Mrs. Sullivan had provided.    Mrs. Sullivan pointed out the language
in the consent decree where Gotwals set the valuation of the Smith Barney account as of the date of
separation and he  even put the date September  18th of 2007. 
 
 The consent decree even mentioned the exact amount of money that was calculated by
James Gotwals, $509,879.58.  Guy Fortney said “You are right!  There is going to be a scream
from downtown!”, referring to the location of Gotwals office.   By making that error, Gotwals had
opened up a rock solid case of malpractice for failing to insert a clause stating that any stock market
losses were to be split between the date of separation and the date of disbursement like he did with
the Northwest Mutual Insurance policy. (the PDF is upside down!  If you want to read it, print it off
and flip it over!   Sorry!)
 
 
So Fortney knew exactly what the original consent decree stated, knew it was very precise including
the date of the actual separation and the exact amount of money to be split down to the last penny
and all of it calculated and inserted into the consent decree by Gotwals himself, but something
caused Fortney to switch sides and begin supporting Gotwals and Representative Sullivan’s
position!  However, this email refers to 13 emails between Fortney, Mrs. Sullivan,  and Annette
McPhetridge of Smith Barney between April 16th and August 11th of 2009 during the time that the
consent decree was being drafted.
 
 
But around August 9th, Fortney told Mrs. Sullivan that Gotwals was likely going to fight about the
original consent decree.    So Mrs. Sullivan knew that there was a chance that she would be
dragged back into court and wanted a second opinion on whether the original consent decree was
an error so she went to see Bob Bartz on August 19th 2009.   Gotwals was claiming “scriveners
error” which is a clerical error in a document made by a secretary, typist, or other office worker. 
 
 Now there is a case for when an oral contract was given and then reduced into written form and a
mistake was made but in this instance it was Representative Sullivan’s attorney James Gotwals that
read the consent decree hearing transcript and wrote the actual consent decree that both parties
and their attorneys signed.  And the law doesn’t consider an attorney an office worker, indeed his
position is that of knowing every single detail and nuance of the case so he is held to a much,
much, higher standard. 
 
But if it were a scrivener’s error, both parties would have to sign off on any changes and both
attorneys would represent their clients to the best of their abilities.  That was not the case here;
Mrs. Sullivan was railroaded on this issue.
So on October 5th a few minutes past midnight, Mrs. Sullivan sends an email to Rick White telling
him that she just learned today of the hearing on the Nunc Pro Tunc issue from looking on the
OSCN.net website and asking why she hadn’t been told of the hearing.  Her email points out that
Gotwals and Representative Sullivan are asking for criminal contempt and have threatened her with
si x months in the county jail for the 14 contempt charges they had filed at that point, the vast
majority of which were found unfounded by judge Barcus.  She is also concerned about new
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contempt charges filed on October 2nd, a few  days before, as she doesn’t know if her attorney filed
them or if Representative Sullivan and Gotwals filed more contempt charges (they had, a total of 34
ridiculous issues).
 
page two below
 

 
 
Mrs. Sullivan is standing tall in this email, telling Rick White in no uncertain terms that she has just
now   learned of this Nunc Pro Tunc hearing, wants a jury trial on the issue, asks for a  court
reporter to be present to preserve any record of what goes on, and expects Rick White to not
compromise her legal position.
 
Regardless of her wishes, Mrs. Sullivan was thrown to the wolves that morning in court.   There was
no court reporter present and when Mrs. Sullivan asked for one, her request was refused.   Rick
White appeared but Guy Fortney did not.  When the judge asked why, Gotwals replied that Fortney
was away from town but he could contact him via cell phone if needed.    Gotwals even told the
judge that Fortney agreed with him that there was a scrivener’s error and the judge took the
opposing counsel’s word of it!   We do not have a transcript of what went on but this motion to
vacate the Nunc Pro Tunc lays out what happened on October 5th and the reasons why the Nunc
Pro Tunc was improperly signed by the judge.  It also clearly infers that Mrs. Sullivan was
abandoned by her two attorneys, Rick White and Guy Fortney while at the same time defending one
of them!
 
Motion to vacate page 1, page 2, page 3, page 4 and page 5.
 
And if you want absolute proof that both Rick White and Guy Fortney knew they were abandoning
their client, look at the “settled” Nunc Pro Tunc that was signed by Gotwals and judge Barcus.  
Note that the signature space labeled Guy Fortney is blank except for a note stating “over
objection”.  That’s right, both of her attorneys refused to sign the supposedly “settled” agreement to
change the original consent decree.
 
Note that only one word was added, the word “losses” in section 4 where they are discussing
interests, accretions, and accruals.
 
Page one, page two, page three of the “settled” Nunc Pro Tunc
 
Next week we will answer some of the questions from last week’s newsletters about judicial
corruption in Tusla and dig into some existing complaints about the judicial system in Tulsa County.
 
Money is always needed for printing costs, postage, sign materials, and robo call costs.  We
are tightfisted, we will spend your hard earned money wisely and frugally as we do our very
best to clean up Oklahoma politicians so we can begin to clean up our country. 
 
 To donate, send checks to Sooner Tea Party, 358 North Rockwell Ave, OKC, OK 73127
 
Or visit soonerteaparty.org and use our PayPal link to donate using a credit card, a debit card,
or a bank transfer.
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From: Sooner Tea Party
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Homeless Senator Dan Newberry and Did the Indians Just Buy Manhattan for $24.00?
Date: Sunday, June 24, 2012 11:15:41 PM

Forward this email to a friend 

IN THIS ISSUE:
  
 
 
  
 

 Sponsors this
week:
 
The Carpenter
Shop
 
358 North Rockwell
OKC, Ok
405-942-2644
thecarpentershop.net
 
The Carpenter Shop is
a full line cabinet and
countertop shop that
travels all over the
state building dream
kitchens for discerning
customers
 
  Claude Hall's
Gun Shows
 
okcgunshow.com
okcgs.com
 
Claude Hall has
always take care of
the Tea Party and the
Ron Paul activist
community at his gun
shows. 
 
His next OKC dates
are:
 
May 19th - 20th,
July 14 - 15th,
Oct 6 - 7th
Nov 17 - 18th
Dec 15 - 16
 
WolfLaser.com
 

 
Click Here For Previous Newsletter Archives
 
Click Here to Sign Up for the Sooner Tea Party Email List
 
Forward this email to a friend
 

 

     
 

  Senator Newberry Election Funded by
Obama Money Bundler George Kaiser

 
Senator Newberry is locked in a tight race with Mark Croucher and is throwing everything that
isn’t bolted down.  Kevin McDugle is also facing a barrage of lies from Senator Crain over
Kevin's work at a Tulsa museum.  Winning at all costs is the only goal for these State Chamber
thugs.
Here are some links to some stories that cover the museum controversy:
News On 6
 KRMG
 
As proof that Newberry is panicking take a look at this invitation to attend a Newberry
fundraising event.
 

The Tulsa host committee,
Mike Craddock, George B. Kaiser and Don Millican,

along with CLE PAC, Oklahoma Association of Realtors PAC and the
Tulsa Chamber of Commerce PAC,

cordially invite you to a reception in support of
Senator Dan Newberry, District 37

and his Re-Election Campaign
5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Thursday, June 21st, 2012
The Local Table Restaurant
4329 South Peoria Avenue

Tulsa, OK 74105
$1,000 Host          $500 Sponsor          $250 Friend          $150 per Attendee

RSVP: Karlee Bohn at 4 or karlee
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This guy is a Noble
Oklahoma based
company that has
great prices on
electronics of all
types and
inexpensive toner
and ink for your
printer.

 

Comtec Security
 
Comtec
provides residential
and commercial
security systems in
Oklahoma. 
 
  There is only one
thing you really
need to know
about Comtec's
quality and pricing,
they do not require
a contract for their
services. 
 
Customers are free
to walk away if
their service isn't
top quality.

 

Rodent
ResistantChicken
Feeders! 

$50 + Shipping
 

For a downloadable flyer, please click here.
Paid for by Friends of Dan Newberry

 
 
The stench of fear is palpable in Tulsa’s Senate District 37 if Newberry and the Tulsa Chamber
is openly resorting to using big Democratic supporters like Kaiser.   Write this down on your
bathroom mirror:  There are no Republicans or Democrats that take State Chamber or Liberal
money, only crooks that put an R or a D behind their names.
 
 

 
Homeless Senator Dan Newberry 

  
Ah, don't you love these young, fresh, politicians?  All the time setting records and
making new inroads in uncharted territory.   Senator Newberry is apparently going
to be our first homeless State Senator.
  
No one in their right mind is going to take money from an Obama Bundler in a tight
election like this but desperate people do desperate things.   It appears that
Senator Dan Newberry is in financial meltdown mode and according to this
repossession document filed in Tulsa County he hasn't paid his mortgage in many,
many, months.
  
The foreclosure papers claim that Senator Newberry hasn't paid his mortgage since
September first of 2011 and owes $401,024.00 in principle plus interest at 5% from
August 2011,  $2,143.27 in escrow advances, $783.51 in late fees, and $85.00 in
corporate advance.
  

  
Now bad things happen to good people, they get sick, they lose jobs but we are
talking about a State Senator here and they ought to be held to a higher
standard.  They get a legislative salary that is more than many Oklahomans will
ever dream of making plus their regular salary.  And if you can't increase your
income after being elected State Senator, then you are pretty poor at your
profession or trade.  If they won't pay their  personal bills and keep a roof over
their families head, why in the world would we even consider electing them to the
State Senate?
 
Perhaps this is why Senator Newberry has no problem with increasing government
spending and running up state debt.   He apparently doesn't have to pay so why
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 Advertise Your
Business, Event, Or
Service Here!  
 
 $25.00 per week,
tens of thousands of
Oklahoman 
impressions every
newsletter
 
 

should the state have to pay back all the bonds?
 
Now this caught our attention and we looked at his ethics reports.  Lots of personal
reimbursements for things like printing with regular suppliers and "lump sum,
unknown" payments.  If you want to see for yourself follow this link and find
Newberry, Daniel in the list.   But the kicker is his latest Dan Newberry C1-R
showing $58,000 left eleven days before the primary.   Who in their right mind
would keep $58,000.00 unspent in a tight race?     Someone who didn't have the
$58,000.00 left in their bank account.   Newberry has had another $12,000 come in
since June 15th
 
I know that several Ethics Commission employees read this newsletter every
Monday morning.   You guys need to do an audit of Senator Newberry's campaign
account ASAP because a candidate that is hoarding cash eleven days before a
primary is an odd duck.   The guy is in financial trouble according to Tulsa County
Court filings so it is not a stretch that he could be embezzling money out of his
campaign funds and paying personal bills.  
 
For the regular citizens out there, the Ethics Commission requires a candidate or
PAC to file quarterly reports but to my knowledge or in my experience they don't
actually ask to see your bank statement to see if the cash your reported on hand is
in the bank or not.  But they can if there are questions of embezzlement.
 
Add to this reports of Senator Newberry using a different sign supplier, being
especially grumpy at the Capitol this year, and reports of cheap, poor quality mail
pieces going out despite raising hundreds of thousands of dollars in campaign
donations.
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
So Who Do You Vote for?

  
If in doubt, vote anti incumbent.
  
Tulsa   Mazzei versus Ronda Vuillemont-Smith, pick Ronda
            Dan Newberry versus Mark Croucher, vote Croucher
            Brian Crain versus Kevin McDugle, vote McDugle
             Weldon Watson versus Lois Jacobs, vote Jacobs
            Glen Mulready versus Darren Gantz, vote Gantz
             County clerk,  vote Dean Martin
              John Sullivan versus Jim Bridenstien, vote Bridenstien
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Dan Boren's old seat, vote Dwayne Thompson or Dustin Rowe
  
Sharp Ron  017 Shawnee Republican
Clark Ernest R. 017 Shawnee Republican
Moore Ed  017 Shawnee Republican
Jestes Mike  017 Oklahoma City Republican
 
 
Little Don P. 033 Broken Arrow Republican
Dahm Nathan  033 Broken Arrow Republican
Wright Tim  033 Broken Arrow Republican
Johns Cliff  033 Broken Arrow Republican
 
Jolley Clark  041 Edmond Republican
Blair Paul  041 Edmond Republican
 
Hensley Gil  020 Newcastle Republican
ClevelandBobby  020 Slaughterville Republican
Maus Paul  020 Norman Republican
Morrison Alon  020 Newcastle Republican
 
ThomsenTodd  025 Ada Republican
Gallup Donald Cole 025 Ada Republican
 
Cooksey Marian  039 Edmond Republican
Dani Bob  039 Edmond Republican
 
Hardin Tommy C 049 Madill Republican
DishmonSamuel Q. 049 Madill Republican
 
McBride Mark  053 Moore Republican
Graham Brian  053 Moore Republican
Sullivan Paula  053 Norman Republican
Beu Eric E. 053 Moore Republican
 
Fisher Dan  060 El Reno Republican
White Matt  060 El Reno Republican
 
Armes Don  063 Faxon Republican
Cozad B. L. 063 Indiahoma Republican
 
Coody Ann  064 Lawton Republican
Jernigan Ryan D. 064 Lawton Republican
 
Walker Ken  070 Tulsa Republican
SaundersShane  070 Tulsa Republican
Davis David W. 070 Tulsa Republican
 
Henke Katie  071 Tulsa Republican
Rogers Evelyn L. 071 Tulsa Republican
 

 
   

 
Turner Mike  082 Edmond Republican
LiebmannGuy  082 Oklahoma City Republican
 
McDanielRandy  083 Edmond Republican
Aldridge Maurice  083 Oklahoma City Republican
 
Hall Elise  100 Oklahoma City Republican
Renner Jeff  100 Oklahoma City Republican
Beard Mark  100 Oklahoma City Republican
 
Banz Gary  101 Midwest City Republican
Bailey A. J. 101 Midwest City Republican
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Third Issue of the Oklahoma-Guardian

Is In the Hands of the Voters
 

Mission accomplished, papers reached 70,000 voters in the last week before the primary. 
Enough advertising and donations came in to double the printing so we sent thousands of
copies to our Ada team, hit a large chunk of Rep. Guy Liebman’s district, and a large chunk of
Rep. Gary Banz’s district.   The Tulsa teams hit Senator Mike Mazzei, Senator Newberry, and
Representative Glen Mulready.
 
Rep. Marian Cooksey was hit hardest in Oklahoma City, almost all of her district got
newspapers, and Senator Clark Jolley’s district was saturated.    This is a lot like spraying for
roaches, cover most of it and the vermin will track the pesticide into the other places.  What
you don't kill with the first spraying you will make sick and just maybe they will leave.
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One third of the papers, we couldn't haul all of them at once
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Some of the dozens of volunteers all across the state preparing papers for delivery

 

 
Around 2,000 papers ready to deliver.    Rep. Banz, say hellow to our little friends

 
We took 100 copies to the High Noon Club on Friday where Glen Howard of Senior World Radio
helped pass them out to incoming attendees and the guest speaker read parts of the articles as
part of his presentation.
 
The pressure must have been building for Senator Jolley last week and after he got caught
lying about Paul Blair’s business dealings Senator Jolley was apologizing at an event that led
the Democratic Okie Forum to declare the event the “public execution of Clark Jolley's political
career.    Jolley’s public political suicide was assisted by a former Chairman of the GOP, Chad
Alexander
 
     The Coalition for Oklahoma’s Future is a PAC ran by David Boren’s lobbyist, Chad Alexander,
funded by the largest corporate supporters of the State Chamber of Commerce, and  has
injected hundreds of thousands of dollars into a handful of House and Senate races this year in
an attempt to re-elect pro corporate welfare friendly legislators.  The major donors of the new
PAC are Chesapeake Inc., the Chickasaw Nation, the Williams Co., Rooney Holdings, and
Flintco.
 
      On Friday Senator Clark Jolley reportedly apologized to Paul Blair over the ads ran by the
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Coalition for Oklahoma’s Future and was quoted by the Oklahoman as saying:  ““I don't even
know who paid for it,” Jolley said. “I can't control legally anything an independent group does.”
   
During the candidate forum on Friday Paul Blair read from a letter from his accountant, David F.
Johnson, of Oklahoma City, stating that he “did not find a single instance of any delinquency
filing, failure to file, any wrongdoing or anything inappropriate.    All the businesses you have
been associated with, owned and/or operated have always paid their taxes.” Johnson has
prepared taxes for Blair and his businesses since the mid 1980s.  Blair also refuted a robo  call
claiming scandal on an Edmond School District vending machine contract  stating that his
company had been outbid by another company and that there was no scandal involved.  “That's
the way free market and free enterprise works,” he said.
 
       Attendees reported that Senator Jolley held his head in his hands as the attack ads were
shown to be unfounded political mudslinging, leading to reports on the Oklahoma Democratic
Forum that called the encounter “The public execution of Clark Jolley’s political career.”  
 
The Oklahoman printed a story on Tuesday where Xavier Neira, chairman of the Coalition for
Oklahoma's Future, said that radio and television advertisements criticizing Paul Blair will
continue to air despite complaints from the candidate that they are misleading.    The ads
center on three $25.00 Franchise tax payments on businesses that had closed or had become
inactive. 
 
       An agency spokeswoman for the Oklahoma Tax Commission was quoted as saying that
failure to file papers listing the corporate officers and paying the $25.00 Franchise fee results in
the business being listed as suspended but it isn’t a crime and no taxes were actually owed to
the state.   Agency spokesperson Paula Ross said the filing the names of corporate officers
protects them from being sued individually, she said. The franchise tax was suspended in 2010.
 
   Senator Clark Jolley’s office was contacted for this article but refused to comment.
 
 
Jolley’s own polling must be showing that he is losing if he has sunk to using three $25.00
franchise tax payments as his best shot at defeating Blair.  After the state tax commission
spokesperson verified that the franchise tax payments weren’t even owed as the businesses
had been dissolved Jolley must have thought it was the end of the world.
 
Finally we worked with allies across the state to push three robo calls into Rep. Mulready’s
district and into Rep. Todd Thomspen’s district.  Both Mulready and Thompsen voted to
eliminate income tax exemptions for retired veterans, for disabled veterans, and for soldiers
that are fighting in Afghanistan or Iraq so that they could lower income tax rates for the
wealthiest Oklahomans.  We thought the voters of their districts should know how they were
voting before the election.
 
And for the third robo call we used a bit of information that we have been saving for
Representative Glen Mulready’s election; his committee vote on HB 1397, the transvestite birth
certificate bill.
 
   Back in May when I ambushed Mulready at the Republican women’s club meeting I actually
congratulated him in front of the crowd for voting against the transvestite birth certificate issue
when it came to the House floor.   I remembered that he looked uncomfortable, as if he was
holding something back, and sure enough there his name appears on the House web page on
HB 1397 as a committee supporter of the transvestite birth certificate.   One of our allies
brought up the committee vote so we recorded a robo call to help old Glen communicate better
with his constituents.  
 
I suppose we will be blamed when Mulready buckles under the pressure and moves to San
Francisco to begin his new career in female impersonator burlesque.
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"Anti Business" or Constitutional Conservative?

 
 The Oklahoman swung into action on Sunday labeling our efforts “anti business”.   But take a
look at the part where the Democratic consultant is siding with the establishment candidates by
claiming there are two Republican parties.  I beg to differ; you are a Republican only if you
follow the party platform so there is only one Republican Party.   The problem is that the
Democrats have infiltrated the Republican Party and are holding the majority of the House and
Senate seats along with most of the statewide offices.
 
The story continues with the Democratic consultant wondering if the State Chamber will support
a “pro business” Democrat against the “anti business” Republican in the general election, then
he repeats his assertion that the incumbents are being challenged because they aren’t “social”
leaders or “religious” leaders.  I hate to break this to them but most of our state’s population
are religious and they just might support a business man running for office that believes that
principles must come before profit, that the public good deserves being the goal instead of
corporate welfare.
 
Besides using the Democratic consultant, they drug out Chamber wh*res Neva Hill and Pat
McFerron.   Neva Hill, the personal political consultant to our old punching bag Kris Steele
called us liars in the article:
 
““There seems to be in the primaries this mindset of a lot of the challengers that you just
attack, attack, attack, and it doesn't matter whether it's truthful,” Hill said. “No one's really
calling them to task.”
 
Neva Hill, name one instance where we were untruthful.   She can’t and everyone knows it.

 Michael McNutt did a good job on portraying my interview for the story.   
 
“Al Gerhart, chairman of the Sooner Tea Party, said his members aren't working to get
candidates elected, but to expose voting records to prevent certain incumbents from being re-
elected."
 
“We did very little recruiting,” he said. “It's more about we've looked at what's out there. We
talk with them and we also make sure that they understand how they run is how they'd better
vote.”
 
Gerhart said he is disappointed with Republican lawmakers who ran on pledges to cut state
government, yet the legislatively appropriated budget for the 2013 fiscal year, which begins July
1, is $6.8 billion, or $200 million more than this year.
 
“Something is seriously out of whack with the Republican Party if they can't follow their own
party platform,” he said. “Where's the savings? They talk about eliminating the state income tax
— we'll never do that unless you get the spending under control.”
 
Kudos to Michael McNutt of the Oklahoman for getting the main point to our opposition past his
editors, that these “Republicans” are outright hypocrites and are the slaves of the State
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Chamber.   I also loved the part about the Tea Party opposition caused “several” Republicans
to vote against the bond issues at the close of the session then McNutt gave the vote tally for
one of the bond issues,  77 against and 15 for….  Several Michael?   I know, that is what it
took to get it past your editors.   That right there folks is admission that the Sooner Tea Party
killed the bond issues.
 
And RINO GOP Chairman Matt Pinnell showed his ignorance again with his comments for the
story, or better put, acted like the lap dog that he has become and bleated out what his
handlers require of him:
 
“What can be hurtful is if we beat each other up too much in the primary and there's a
Democrat waiting in the general election,” Pinnell said.
 
“I don't really see that happening in these races (Tuesday). There are certainly some
competitive primaries that we have, but I don't think there's any example where the
challengers won't get behind the nominees.”
 
Matt, you are dead wrong.   The real Republicans understand that the GOP has been
hijacked, we will support conservative Democrats over the lying, State Chamber wh*res that
you have been trying to protect.   I told the entire state GOP convention in May of 2011 what
we would do, you send us trash as candidates and we will take out the trash.
 
The Associated Press did a story on Saturday that did a decent job of laying out the facts,
albeit a bit slanted toward the State Chamber by calling us social conservatives instead of the
proper term of constitutional conservatives.  Sean Murphy did a good job on accurately stating
our position and accurately quoted my comments:
 
“But a tea party group is weighing in on Blair's behalf, peppering likely voters in the district
with a newsletter blasting Jolley for various votes that they deem “liberal.”
 
Al Gerhart, the co-founder of the Sooner Tea Party, said the group also is targeting other
incumbents, including Sens. Brian Crain, R-Tulsa, Dan Newberry, R-Tulsa, Mike Mazzei, R-Tulsa,
and Rep. Glen Mulready, R-Tulsa, and will have delivered more than 100,000 newsletters to the
doorsteps of Republican voters by Tuesday's election.
 
“Mainly because we realize they're not following the Republican Party platform,” said Gerhart, a
longtime critic of the Republican Party establishment in Oklahoma. “To us, that makes them
RINOs (Republicans in name only).
 
“Making the newspaper was a big task, but we figured it was the only way we could get the
message out there.”
 
But in what might be the most regretted political decision of the year, the State Chamber and
their allies are intent on labeling most of the opposition candidates as “Sooner Tea Party”
candidates.  They are rolling the dice, betting that they don’t lose enough races that giving us
credit for the losses doesn’t blow back in their faces.   If the incumbents all win then the
defeats will be blamed on the Sooner Tea Party even if we had no part in a particular election,
so there is some method to their madness.   But if they lose their bet they will have publically
given us credit for their defeat.   But one thing is unmistakable, the State Chamber and their
establishment allies view us as the main threat and as the voice of the opposition in Oklahoma.
 
Calculated risks are necessary to win in any contest but foolishly gambling, not taking into
account what is at stake nor the odds of prevailing, is the mark of an idiot.  Or the State
Chamber and their establishment allies realize that everything is at stake, all the tax credits, all
the corruption that will be uncovered, all the special treatment for special interests, all will
come crashing down if we maintain our three House seat margin for the Speaker of the House
election.  Here is what they don’t quite get, things have changed, more people are awake, we
have alternative media to spread our message like our new Oklahoma-Guardian newspaper.

 

The One That Got Away
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I don’t like to lose.    I like it even less when the general public loses and that seems to be the
case with the Prater investigation.    The Grand Jury refused to indict Oklahoma County District
Attorney David Prater on conspiracy charges connected to the victory party in 2006 that lead to
improper campaign donations.  According to the Attorney Generals office the campaign
donations charges were past the statue of limitations,  That statement was found in the Grand
Jury report so they focused on the only crime that they could rule on, whether or not Prater
conspired with the half dozen or so lawyers to avoid successful prosecution of various charges
ranging from DUI to bribing a police officer.
 
 
The Grand Jury Interim report reads like a campaign flyer for Prater, with the admonishment at
the end praising his “political courage” for prosecuting his campaign donors rather than
following state statue and sending the cases out to the Attorney Generals office so they could
be sent to other district attorneys for prosecution.
 
Grand Juries aren’t like criminal juries; one hold out won’t stop them from indicting a public
official.    The vote might have been 16 to 14 for all we know.
 
However let’s look at what we did accomplish:
 

We forced the Attorney General to investigate the case after they had known about the
details since February (according to both rumor and the Grand Jury Interim Report).
Prater was forced to return thousands of dollars in campaign donations
 Several of the attorneys did face justice in the end and had to give up their law license

·         We shined a harsh, blinding spotlight on activities at the courthouse and gave them
notice that we were watching and that they would be held accountable
 
Allegedly they found records of payment from five donors the night of the victory party and
one attorney allegedly paid $2,000 in cash to settle his part of the bill.    One indictment was
returned, allegedly for the businessman that owned the restaurant for signing an affidavit that
he supposedly knew to be false.
 
That is where I am having problems figuring this out.   The guy wasn’t looking to hurt Prater
and he could have thrown us off the case when I slid a copy of that affidavit across the table
to him simply by saying the affidavit wasn’t legit.   Why would he own up to the affidavit and
continue to say that Moon paid with a credit card?   Had it been so far back that he was
mistaken?   Or was the bill actually paid by Moon’s credit card and the other payments found
from the five donors and the $2,000.00 in cash simply campaign donations?  We don’t know
and we don’t have access to the records that the Grand Jury saw.
 
But we are a nation of laws and a Grand Jury refused to indict Prater so unless other evidence
comes forward Prater is a free man.   Let’s hope the admonishment of the Grand Jury takes
hold and that Prater follows state law in forwarding cases where conflict of interests is present
to the Attorney Generals office.
 
 

Liberal Liebmann Is on the Run!
R. H.

 
Since 2004 Representative Guy Liebmann has claimed to represent District 82 as a conservative
Republican in the House of Representatives in the State of Oklahoma. His record shows that he
is far from a conservative politician. In fact his 2011 Oklahoma RINO score is miserable 20.
 
 
Liebmann  was a Marine but one thing is obvious about veterans in politics.  The veteran who
does not embellish on his or her record tends to serve the public while the false hero and non-
combat veteran tends to serve themselves. A prime example of this is Senator John Kerry or
even Representative Guy Liebmann.
 
Mr. Liebmann authored HB 1515, which was a bill that would use taxpayer funds to complete
the Native American Cultural Center in Oklahoma City. Now this project happens to sit in his
city, and this would have been a basic Pork Barrel Project for his city district. One has to ask
why the rest of the state’s residents should pay to complete a private project to benefit his
city?
 
In 2011 he submitted 8 bills to the House for consideration. Of those 6 died in committee, 1
died on the House floor and 1 became law. The one that became law is listed below.
 
HB 1512 Deferred Maintenance Finance-Liberal
 
What this law does, is once a bond is paid off from fees collected it allows those fees to remain
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in place for maintenance cost. The only stipulation is those funds must be spent within 24
months. This in effect is a backdoor way to fund capital improvements to whatever they want.
 
In 2012 he submitted 8 bills and 1 House Joint Resolution for consideration to the House. Of
those 2 died in committee, 1 died in a Senate committee, 1 was held over and 4 became law.
The House Joint Resolution also became law. The ones that became law are listed below.
 
HB 2388 Drug Screening for Applicants for State Provided Assistance-Conservative
HB 2390 Modify Storage Tank Reimbursement Provisions-Liberal
HB 2391 Weigh Station Improvement Fund-Tax on Fuel-Liberal
HB 2392 Public Finance-Long Range Capital Planning Commission-Liberal
HJR 1116 Permanent Rules for the Department of Transportation-Liberal
What’s particularly troubling of the bills that became law was the expansion of government by
creating a new commission to study the Long Range Capital Planning. Not only did this grow
the size of government, and the cost of government, but it put the responsibilities of the
legislature off on a three man commission. This is pure laziness on the part of the legislature
and a show of contempt towards the citizens of Oklahoma.
 
How did he vote on bills that mattered to Oklahomans? Well we took a look and here is what
we found.
 
HB 2130 Obamacare, voted Yea 4 times-Liberal
HR 1004 Open Rules under certain circumstances, refused to sign-Liberal Stance
HB 2171 Highway Bond Bill, voted Yea 6 times-Liberal
HB 1953 Governors Quick Action Fund, Slush Fund, voted Yea 13 times-Liberal
HB 1593 Municipal Employees Collective Bargaining Act, Voted Yea 3 times-Conservative
HJR 1002 Ad Valorum Tax Increase, voted Yea 1 time-Liberal
HB 1446 Illegal Immigration Bill, voted Nay 2 times-Liberal
HB 2131 Soft on Crime, voted Yea 2 times-Liberal
HB 1647 Concealed Carry for Military Personnel, voted Nay 2 times-Liberal
HB 2169 Obamacare Funding, voted Yea 2 times-Liberal
SB 154 21st Century Quality Jobs Act, voted Yea 3 times-Liberal
 
That’s simply amazing.  Eleven very important votes to the citizens of Oklahoma and he votes
as a conservative 1 time.
 
I then went to the Oklahoma Ethics Commission web site to look at his campaign finances. It
seems that Mr. Liebmann ran un-opposed in the 2010 campaign season, although he did have
a campaign organization then. It seems he also kept that organization alive until January of
2012. During 2011 we see things on his campaign reports that look like this.
 
Name                                      Principal Interest                    Date                            Amount
OKIEPAC                                  To Support Candidate             Feb 2, 2011                
$2,500.00
                                                For Office
 
Now this is 2011. What office are we talking about? Could this be House of Representatives in
2012? If so, then why wasn’t an SO-1 filed until January of 2012? Is this skirting the campaign
laws? Here’s more of what I found.
 
Date             Item                    Name of Person                                     Bene.   Explanation 
        Amount  
June 17, 2011 Membership    Greater OKC Chamber of Commerce   HD 82  Help Build a Better
Ok  $75.00
May 09, 2011 Advertising                   OKC-Friday                                   HD 82  Campaign
Advertising  $251.94
 
What is this I found? Campaign advertising in May of 2011. That can only be for the 2012
campaign season. That is a clear violation of Oklahoma’s campaign laws. Where is the Ethics
Commission on this?
 
I next went to www.votesmart.org and looked at what was on file there. I paid particular
attention to his campaign finances and his Special Interest group ratings. The Special Interest
group ratings show that he favors the agenda of the Oklahoma State Chamber of Commerce of
those of his constituents. His positions on consumer and patient advocacy are down in the 50’s.
That’s terrible.
 
What stood out in his campaign finance report was a donation from an organization called
Oklahomans for Better Housing. This organization is a spinoff of ACORN. You remember them.
They like to hide their activities and names, but we know who they are. No conservative
politician would ever accept a donation from this group.
 
It’s obvious that Mr. Liebmann is nothing more than a tax and spend liberal politician. This
RINO Republican faces a good Conservative Republican challenger in the primary Tuesday.
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2011 Oklahoma RINO Index Receives Praise

 
Paul Wesselhoft and the Sooner Tea Party don’t see eye to eye on every issue but Wesselhoft
is politically savvy enough to work with us where we do agree and that is on 95% of the
issues.   So we were grateful when Wesselhoft posted comments on Facebook supporting the
need to revise the Oklahoma Constitution/OCPAC Conservative Index that had for years been
rock solid.
 
Our problems with the Conservative Index all flow from Charlie Meadow’s part of the process,
picking the bills that make up the Index.  When Charlie allows personal loyalties to get in the
way or allows religion to override common sense then he screws up the Conservative Index.
Here are the two posts by Representative Wesselhoft:
 
Paul Wesselhöft posted on your Wall
"CONSERVATIVE INDEX RATES AN 80, NOT 100!

The Conservative Index of The Oklahoma Constitution lost creditability this year. They excluded
two important conservative bills, one of which I will address:

They refused to apply a “no” vote on the last minute raid of the EDGE Fund. The Republican
caucus voted not to even hear this bill, but the Speaker violated our instructions in the last 30
minutes because he knew he had the liberal Democrat’s votes for the bill. Only two questions
from me were allowed on spending those millions on Higher Education, and I was not allowed
to debate the bill.

We could and would have used that 167 million to repair the capital buildings, hire more
correction officers, and repair the Medical Examiners office. All conservatives knew our next
year intentions. These are core responsibilities of government.

Now, next year, we must defeat more bond bills that will be proposed to make such repairs.
We gave up all those millions with two questions asked and no debate!

Apart from the Personhood bill, a “no” vote on the EDGE bill was absolutely the most
conservative vote! Rep. Mike Reynolds says, “A legislator cannot be a conservative and vote
‘yes’ on this bill.” However, some Republicans voted “yes.”

Conservative Republicans will be well served by a competing conservative index."
 
DESPICABLE SPECTACLE

The Oklahoma House of Representatives raided the E.D.G.E. fund of some $165,000,000 and
transferred the money to Higher Education for their endowed chairs matching project. The
budget already gave Higher Education a $10,000,000 annual increase. And, as usual, Higher
Education is threatening to raise tuition.

In light of the defeat of a bond to repair the Capitol, that money could have gone a long way
to restore the deteriorating Capitol complex and other projects. We will most likely not approve
another bond next year.

20 Republicans voted, “No.” They wanted the money for repairs next year.
Bennett, Brumbaugh, Derby, Faught, Grau, Hall, Johnson, Kern, Key, McCullough, Mulready,
Newell, Osborn, Ownbey, Reynolds, Ritze, Roberts, S., Russ, Sanders, and Wesselhoft
 
 Wesselhoft is spot on with both posts.  At the High Noon Club on Friday he did ask a very
good question about our 2011 Oklahoma RINO Index, what bill caused him to get a 90%
instead of a 100% score.
 
Keep in mind that we still respect what the Oklahoma Constitution/OCPAC Conservative Index
has done in the years past so when we revised their index we tried hard to leave as much in
place as possible and only change what was horribly wrong.  One of the bills that we inserted
was HB 1446, the Illegal Alien Sanctuary bill.  There were no perfect votes on that bill except
for the last vote which disappeared off the HB 1446 bill information page on the House website,
so we had to settle on the best of the procedural votes on the issue.
 
We waited for around six to nine months before putting out the index because of the lack of a
good vote on HB 1446 then finally after talking to one of the legislators about the issue we
went with what we had knowing that several legislators would have lower scores than they
deserved if we used that bill.  But how could you leave off the most important and hardest
fought immigration bill of the year?
 
Kern, Murphy Ritze, Reynolds, and Wesselhoft all paid small price as all would have scored a
perfect score on the index had we had the final vote.   Brumbaugh would have scored a 90
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instead of an 80.  But the idea is to be objective, not perfect,  so we figured that 90 out of 100
was far better than the OCPAC Index.
 
 

State Chamber Judicial Rating Group
 

 
Rep John Bennett exposed the members of the State Chamber of Commerce judicial rating
group, the so called Oklahoma Civil Justice Council.    Their aim is to “rate” judges based on
their pro Chamber decisions.  Despite the secrecy behind the group, Bennett managed to obtain
a copy of the minutes of one of their meetings.  For those that find this unusual we would
remind them that we have had access to State Chamber secrets for some time, they are hardly
a monolithic block as some of them are decent men with integrity and honor.  As in all groups
there are factions fighting within the group, the trick is to learn to be useful to them on
occasion.

The Oklahoma Civil Justice Council is made up of the following individuals:
 
·         Fred Morgan (President of the Oklahoma State Chamber)
·          Mike Seney (State Chamber)
·         Mark VanLandingham
·          Allen Wright
·          Henry Hood(General Counsel, Chesapeake)
·          David Rainbolt (President of BancFirst)
·         Roger Beverage (Executive Director of the Oklahoma Bankers Association)
·          Mark Schell(Unit Corporation)
·          Mike McDonald (Maxim Petroleum)
·         Mike Terry (OIPA)
·          Brad Krieger (State Chamber)
·          Jennifer Monies (State Chamber).

Do a search on OSCN.net and you might just  find numerous appellate cases involving
Chesapeake and BancFirst.  Others wonder if this is a preemptive strike aimed at protecting
Chespeake CEO Aubrey McClendon after all the controversy over his interest in oil and gas wells
as well as the fight at the annual meeting where the stockholders voted to move the
corporation to Delaware.
 
Their goal is most likely to bully the judges into ruling favorably in cases where the State
Chamber’s larger donors are involved.   I suppose since the elections on appellate judges are
retention ballots they feel they can’t openly campaign against the appellate judges or run their
own bought and paid for judges to oppose them.   All they have left is to threaten the judges
with a manufactured rating.

Everyone remembers the grade school lesson where they were told that Peter Minuit bought
the island of Manhattan for $24.00 in beads, cloth, and trinkets.  But what we didn’t learn was
that the Canarsie Indians that “sold” Manhattan actually didn’t live there, they merely visited to
trade on occasion.   Other tribes “sold” land to the white men including the Raritans of Staten
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Island that sold Staten Island no less than six times.  The reverse is now happing here in
Oklahoma, some of the Indian tribes are trying to buy our legsilature for beads and trinkets in
the way of campaign donations.
 
So how ironic is it that Manhattan Construction is now leading the charge to  defeat the
conservative candidates, bully appellate judges, and obtain tax dollars for the Indian Cultural
Center in Oklahoma City and other bond issues projects.  The documents shows that the group
that is attacking Paul Blair and other Constitutional Conservatives was organized out of the
Manhattan Construction Corporation in Norman Oklahoma.
 
The person heading the political attacks is one Chad Alexander,  a current OU Lobbyist and a
former state GOP Chairman.   Records show that he was paid $35,000 to attack Paul Blair, Bob
Dani, and other candidates after the Coalition for Oklahoma’s Future gathered $300,000 from
Chesapeake Energy, Chickasaw tribe, Rooney Holdings, Clay Bennett, Continental Resources,
Williams Company, and Flintco.  Now Flintco and Manhattan are competitors, I’ve actually
worked for both years ago as a carpenter so to see them in bed is interesting indeed.
 
 
 Look at the schedule F link on this ethics report.  They are supporting Mulready, Crain,
 Thompsen, and Marian Cooksey, the same people that we are going after.
 
They are doing things right though as their first expenditures were survey and polling the
districts under attack.   I suppose what they found alarmed them and allowed them to raise the
hundreds of thousands of dollars.
 
 Here is a list of expenditures they have made on behalf of candidates.
 
Bottom line is that they are scared they are going to lose these seats and are planning on
buying them outright with advertising.  They know that if they lose seats, they also lose their
strangle hold on the legislature, that the legislature will be more afraid of we the people than
they are afraid of the State Chamber.
 
They pretty much spent the rest of their money on Clark Jolley as that is the one they can’t
lose as Jolley is the Chairman of Appropriations and Budgets, Mr. Santa Clause to these big
corporations.
So, we got em on the run.   Please get out and vote on Tuesday June 26th and throw the
incumbents out and put the citizen legislators into power.
 
Here are the phone numbers for those behind the Coalition for Oklahoma's Future.   Light em
up:
 
XNeira@manhattanconstruction.com
 
(405) 822-1092,  
(405) 795-3240,
 (405) 269-3239
 

Action Alert
  

We don’t deal with national
issues much as we believe
that the best way to get the
attention of Congress and
the Senate is to clean up
the mess at home. 
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However HR 459, the Audit
the Fed bill is coming up in
a few days and we all
should contact our U.S.
Representatives and
demand that they co
sponsor HR 459.
We need to send two clear messages:
 
1.)  Any attempt to water down Audit the Fed – or a vote for such an attempt - will
be seen as a direct attack on transparency and reported to their constituents as
such.
 
2.)  HR 459 must receive a standalone, up or down vote on its own merits.
 
We are in debt, $16 trillion not counting the Social Security or pension much less
any of the government backed programs like FHA or bailout programs but the Fed
continues to print money that causes inflation.   If our economy fails it will be
because of unsound money so this needs fixed.  A side benefit would be the
reduced spending required once the Fed can’t print money at will.  And your
savings  or pension won’t lose value
 
 Please contact your Representative right away to urge them to cosponsor Audit the
Fed.
 
If your representative is already a cosponsor, remind them that any attempt to
water Audit the Fed down will be seen as an attack on transparency. 
 
And be sure to make it clear that HR 459 must receive a standalone vote.
  
Here are the contact numbers for the Congressmen.  Find their House web pages to
contact them via email:
  
John Sullivan
Washington, D.C. Office
434 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Phone: 202-225-2211
Fax: 202-225-9187

Tulsa District Office
5727 S. Lewis Avenue, Suite 520
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74105-7146
Phone: 918-749-0014
Fax: 918-749-0781

Bartlesville District Office
Phone: 918-336-6500
  
Dan Boren

Washington, D.C. E-Mail

2447 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
(202) 225-2701
(202) 225-3038 fax

E-mail Dan
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Muskogee Office

431 W. Broadway
Muskogee, OK 74401
(918) 687-2533
(918) 686-0128 fax

Claremore Office

309 W. 1st Street
Claremore, OK 74017
(918) 341-9336
(918) 342-4806 fax

McALESTER OFFICE
25 East Carl Albert Parkway, Suite B
McAlester, OK 74501
(918) 423-5951
(918) 423-1940 fax

Durant Office

112 N. 12th Avenue
Durant, OK 74701
(580) 931-0333
(580) 920-0041 fax
  
  
 
 
Tom Cole

Washington, DC Office
2458 Rayburn HOB
Washington, DC 20515
Phone: (202) 225-6165
Fax: (202) 225-3512
 
Ada Office
100 E. 13th St, Suite 213
Ada, OK 74820
Phone: (580) 436-5375
Fax: (580) 436-5451
 
Lawton Office
711 SW D Ave., Ste. 201
Lawton, OK 73501
Phone: (580) 357-2131
Fax: (580) 357-7477
 
Norman Office
2424 Springer Dr., Ste. 201
Norman, OK 73069
Phone: (405) 329-6500
Fax: (405) 321-7369
Frank Lucus
  
Washington, DC Office
2311 Rayburn HOB
Washington, DC 20515
Phone: (202) 225-5565
Fax: (202) 225-8698
 
Canadian County Office
10952 NW Expressway Suite B
Yukon, OK 73099
Phone: (405) 373-1958
Fax: (405) 373-2046
  
James Lankford
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Washington, D.C. Office
509 Cannon House Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20515

ph: (202) 225-2132

fax: (202) 226-1463

Oklahoma City Office
1015 N. Broadway Suite 310

Oklahoma, OK 73102

ph: (405) 234-9900

fax: (405) 234-9909

Shawnee Office
20 East 9th, Suite 100

Shawnee, OK 74801

ph: (405) 273-1733

Here are all the House members in two fifty member blocks of email
addresses.  Use Bcc in your email address header and email fifty of them with
one email yet they won't know who else got the email.
 
Here are the State Senate email addresses in one block:
 
Who is my state representative and my state Senator?   Click here to find
out  
 
Here is the Senate Directory
 
Here is the House Directory
  
  
Rem
ember to strip the unsubscribe link before forwarding this newsletter to
prevent someone from taking you off our list!  Use our forward this email link
at the top of the newsletter to prevent being accidently  unsubscribed.
  
Money is always needed for printing costs, postage, sign materials, and robo
call costs.  We are tightfisted; we will spend your hard earned money wisely
and frugally as we do our very best to clean up Oklahoma politicians so we
can begin to clean up our country.
 
You can donate by sending a check to Sooner Tea party, 358 North Rockwell
Ave, Oklahoma City, OK, 73127  or visit Soonerteaparty.org and use the
Paypal donation button.
 

 

 

Unsubscribe / Change Profile 
Powered by YMLP
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From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Bcc:
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Subject: ICYMI: Gov. Fallin Discusses Health Care Exchanges with Greta Van Susteren
Date: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 11:48:00 AM
Attachments: image001.png

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT
 
Governor Fallin explains why Oklahoma is saying “thanks, but no thanks” to implementing
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ObamaCare.
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IN CASE YOU MISSED IT
 
Governor Fallin explains why Oklahoma is saying “thanks, but no thanks” to implementing
ObamaCare.
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IN CASE YOU MISSED IT
 
Governor Fallin explains why Oklahoma is saying “thanks, but no thanks” to implementing
ObamaCare.
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DISCUSSION DRAFT Last updated March 26, 20 I 0 

Implementation Timeline for Federal Health Reform Legislation 

On March 23, 2010, the President signed into law a comprehensive health reform 
measure, the Pationt Protection and Affordable Health eare Aot, PPAeA (P.L. I 11-148). 
The President is expected to sign a corrections measure, the Health Care and Education 
Reconciliation Act (H.R. 4872) approved by the House and Senate on March 25, 2010. 
The corrections bill makes several major changes to the main bill. 

There are several immediate deadlines that will impact states. In addition, states will need 
to begin planning soon for many of the longer term initiatives envisioned in the pending 
Senate bill. In a few instances, the law references dates that have already passed, since 
enactment occurred later than anticipated. The budget reconciliation process limited the 
scope of corrections that could be included, including amending effective dates. Ooing 
forward there may need to be additional corrections to the dates or the Administration 
may issue guidance for implementation dates based on congressional Intent. 

The following timeline reflects provisions in the main law and corrections measure and is 
intended to assist states as they plan for implementation. It highlights many of tho koy 
federal and state deadlines and options that will directly impact states but is not Intended 
to be a comprehensive summary of the new law. For purposes of provisions that are 
based on "date of enactment," this date is March 23, 20 I 0. Please note that additional 
deadlines for several implementation pieces may be established as the federal agencies 
develop their own implementation timelines and regulations. 

2010 

• Retroactive to January I, 2010 the minimum drug rebate level for most brand name 
products ls increased from 1 S. l to 23.1 percent. Minimum rebate levels for generics 
would increase from 11 to 13 percent. Any savings that accrue from the incremental 
increase In the minimum rebate levels - the bands between 15.1 to 23. I and 11 to 13 
percent -accrue to the federal government only and would not be shared with states. 
Supplemental rebates negotiated above 23 .I would be split according to the regular 
state FMAP. 1 

• Upon enactment, a state would be subject to a maintenance of effort (MOE) on 
Medicaid eligibility standards, methodologies, and procedures until an Exchange is 
operational in the state.2 States also would be subject to a MOE on eligibility 

1 There has been conflioting infonnation regarding the effective date oflhis provision (whether it is January 
1, 2010 or March 23, 2010) and i1s application to slales !hat have negolialed supplemenlal rebales above !he 
new federal minimum levels. The infonnation reflected here is based on NGA conversations wilh 
congressional slaffon March 26, 2010. 
2 A limlled exception is pennilled for the period January l, 2011 through December 31, 2013 for a stale 
!hat certifies ii has or projec1s a budge! deficit The exception would apply for eligibility policies applying 
to oplional non·pregnant, non·disabled adulis wilh income above 133 percent oflhe FPL. 
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standards, methodologies, and procedures for all children in Medicaid and in the 
Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP), until September 30, 2019. 

• Upon enactment, the Medicaid prescription drug rebate is extended to Medicaid 
managed care organizations for generic and brand name drugs. Similar to the rebate 
provisions for fee- for-service enrollees discussed above, the federal government 
recaptures the savings for MCO enrollees for the incremental increase In the 
minimum rebate levels-the bands between IS.I to 23. l and I I to 13 percent.3 

• By March 1, 2010, HHS is required to establish a federal Coordinated Health Care 
Office to promote integration between Medicare and Medicaid and Improve 
coordination between states and the federal government. 

• As of April I, 2010, there is a state optjon to expand Medicaid to the new expansion 
population up to 133% PPL without a waiver. States could phase-In tho expansion. 
Funding for an expansion would be at the state's regular FMAP during the period 
April 1, 2010 and December 30, 2013. States wm still be eligible for the new 
enhanced FMAP for this population once the m(lndatgry expansion takes effect 
Januarv 1. 2014. 

• Within 90 days of \lnactment, HHS must establish a temporary high-risk health 
insurance pool program, funded at $5 billion. HHS will work with states to establish a 
high risk pool or an alternative program that serves the same purpose. A federal 
fall back exists if a state chooses not to operate such a program. 

• Within 90 days of enactment, HHS must establish a temporary re-insurance program 
for reimbursement to participating employment-based plans to cover 80% of th11 cost 
for cl11ims for retirees ages 55-64, including employees of state and local govenunent. 

• By July 1, 2010, HHS, in consultation with states, will establish a mechanism, 
including a website, to facilitate infonnation for consumers and small businesses on 
coverage options, including public and private options, in each state. Within 60 days 
of enactment HHS will develop a standardized format for presenting coverage 
options. 

• HHS is to immediately begin to develop standards for establishing and operating 
state-based Exchanges for individuals and standards for a state-based Small Business 
Health Options Program (SHOP) Exchange. For a SHOP Exchange, a small employer 
is defined as having one to 100 employees.4 Beginning in 2010 and through 2014, 

J lb. 
4 While the small employer is defined as having one to I 00 employees, until the year 2016, states can limit 
the small-group market to flnns with 50 or fewer employees. 

Discussion Draft Only. For more infonnation, please contact Andrea Maresca amaresca@nga.om or 
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HHS could award grants to states for planning and implementation of a state.based 
Exchange.s 

• Beginning with a 2010 plan year HHS, in collaboration with states, will review any 
unl'oasonable increases in premiums for health insuranoe. Health Insurance issuers 
would be required to submit to HHS and the state a justification for an unreasonable 
premium increase prior to the implementation of the increase and would have to post 
this infonnation on their website. Beginning October I, 2009 and for a five year 
period, HHS will award grants to states to assist them with the review and meeting 
related standards. 6 

• Six months after enactment, several new federal insurance rules will take effect 
Including: a prohibition on insurers from imposing lifetime limits on benefits, 
restrictions on the use of annual limits, and a prohibition on insurers from rescinding 
coverage. All health insurance plans would be required to cover recommended 
preventive services and immunizations. Unmarried children could remain on their 
parent's health plan until age 26. 

• Beginning six months after enactment, health insurance plans will be required to 
report medical loss ratio and HHS will make the information public. 

• Within 180 days of enactment, HHS will be required to issue regulations concerning a 
program that will allow states to apply for a waiver from the individual mandate or 
certain other requirements of the bill if they can demonstrate that they have another 
way of meeting federal coverage requirements. The state waiver program could begin 
in plan year 2017. 

• Beginning in 2010 through 2013, employers with fewer than 25 employees will be 
eligible to receive a federal tax credit to offset 35 percent of their health insurance 
costs as long as the employer contributes at least half of the premium. 

2011 

• Medical loss ratio requirements will take effect beginning with a 2011 plan year. 
Insurers will be required to spend 85 percent of their revenue from premiums (80 
percent for insurers covering small businesses) on medical claims. 

• States will be eligible for a one percentage point increase in the FMAP if the state 
Medicaid program covers certain evidence-based preventive services with no cost 
sharing. 

5 Amount of grants and requirements will need to be provided by HHS. 
6 The definition of unreasonable increases is not defined in statute and is expected to be defined in 
regulation by HHS, with input from NAJC. 

Discussion Drat\ Only. For more information, please contact Andrea Maresca amaresca@nga.org or 
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• Medicaid will be required to cover tobacco cessation services for pregnant women. 

• Effective July l, 2011, the Medicaid FMAP for territories is increased to 55 percent 
from 50 percent. In addition, there is $6.3 billion to proportionally increase the caps 
for territories and Puerto Rico from July 1, 2011 through September 30, 2019. 

• Operating rules for eligibility for a health plan and health claim status transactions are 
requir-ed to be adopted by July I, 2011. 

• Effective October I, 2011, there will be a new state Medicaid option to offer home 
and communlty·based sel'Viees lo disabled individuals through Medicaid rathor than 
institutional care. States would be eligible for enhanc\ld federal funding but would 
have to meet several federal requirements, including a MOE for state expenditures for 
certain programs for individuals with disabilities. 

2012 

• By January I, 2012, HHS is required to establish procedures for determining 
eligibility for the Community Living Assistance and Supports (CLASS) program, a 
new national voluntary insurance program for purchasing community living 
assistance services and supports. By October I, 2012, HHS must publish regulations 
concerning the standards for a CLASS Independence Benefit Plan. 

• Operating rules for electronic funds transfers and health care payment and remittance 
advice transactions are to be adopted by July 1, 2012. 

2013 

• Prior to January I. 2013, states must notify HHS if they intend to establish and 
operate a state-based Exchange, according to federal standards. In addition, HHS will 
make a determination that the state is making sufficient progress towards having the 
state·run Exchange operational by January I, 2014. · If the state chooses not to 
establish an Exchange or is not making sufficient progress, HHS will plan for a 
federally established/operated Exchange in the state. Territories have the option to 
establish an Exchange and a limited amount of funding is allocated for this purpose. 

• By July 1, 2013, HHS is required to issue regulations for the creation of health care 
choice compacts whereby two or more states may agree to allow health insurers to 
sell products across state lines. Health choice compacts may not take effect prior to 
January I, 2016. 

Discussion Draft Only. For more infonnation, please cohtact Andrea Maresca amaresca@nga.org or 
(202) 624-5390. 
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• The deadline for complying with operating rule for health plan and health claim 
transactions would be 2013. (See 2011 timelines) 

2014 
Unless otherwise noted, the fol/owing 2014 reforms begin January/, 2014. 

• Individuals will be required to maintain minimum essential health coverage or pay a 
penalty. 

. • Employers with 50 or more full-time employees that do not offer affordable coverage 
will be required to pay a fee if they do not offer coverage and If any employee 
receives a subsidy - in the fonn of a tax credit - to purchase health insurance through 
a state-based Exchange. The employer will be subject to a fee for every full-time 
employee, regardless of how many employees receive a subsidy, up to a capped 
amou11t. If the employer offers coverage, but the employee obtains subsidized 
coverage, the employer is still subject to a fee. 

• Several federal health insurance reforms will take effect, including: guaranteed issue 
whereby insurers are required to accept every employer and individual applying for 
coverage; Adjusted Community Rating which prohibits insurers from using any 
factors in setting premiums, including health status and gender, other than limited use 
of age (3: 1 ), family size, geography and tobacco use; a prohibition on denying 
coverage based on preexisting health conditions. 

• Launch of the state-based Exchanges for individuals and SHOP Exchanges for smalJ 
business. States may combine these exchanges. The state exchange would havll to 
comply with certain federal standards and perform functions specified in the statute. 

• Sliding scale subsides will be available for eligible low and moderate income 
individuals below 400% FPL that cap the cost of health insurance premiums and cost· 
sharing at a percentage of household income. 

• All insurance plans will be required to provide, at a minimum, coverage for specified 
categories of services and coverage of preventive services without cost.sharing. 

• Beginning with a 2014 plan year, HHS, in conjunction with the states, would monitor 
premium increases of health insurance coverage offered through a state·based 
Exchange and outside of an Exchange. 

• State Medicaid programs will be required to cover certain non-pregnant, non.elderly 
individuals with income up to 133% FPL. The cost of services for the expansion 
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• Beginning in 2017, a state may allow large companies (with at least 101 employees) 
to participate in the state-based Exchange. 

2018 

• Implementation of an excise tax on insurers of employer sponsored health plans with 
aggregate values exceeding certain thresholds, including on state and governmental 
plans, often referred to as "Cadillac plans." 

\ 
\ 
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7-.o IL( 
population will be fully federally funded in calendar years 2014, 2015, and 2016.7 

States are required to apply a 5% income disregard when determining Medicaid 
eligibility, effectively bringing the new Medicaid minimum eligibility level to 138% 
FPL. States will be required to use modified adjusted gross income to determine 
eligibility. 

• The Medicaid eligibility MOE for non-pregnant, nondisabled adults would expire 
once HHS has determined a state-based Exchange is fully operational. The bill's 
provisions call for state Exchanges to be operational by January l, 2014. 

• State Medicaid programs will be required to implement several statutorily defined 
procedures concerning enrollment simpllflcation and coordination with state-based 
Exchanges and CHIP. 

• State Medicaid programs will be required to offer premium assistance for employer
sponsored insurance. 

• State Medicaid programs will be required to establish procedures to simplify 
enrollment and coordinate with state-based Exchanges and CHIP. States must 
implement specific procedures outlined in legislation. 

• Beginning in fiscal year 2014, there will be reductions in the disproportionate share 
hospital program funding. The law requires total reductions in DSH funding of $14.1 
billion.8 HHS will develop the methodology for applying the reductions. 

• HHS would have the authority to allow states to establish alternative programs for 
low-income individuals. Instead of offering coverage through a state-based Exchange, 
states could negotiate directly with health insurers to establish a basic health program 
which offers at least one standard health plan providing at least the essential health 
benefits for certain non-Medicaid eligible individuals with income between 133 and 
200%FPL. 

• State Medicaid programs will be prohibited from excluding coverage for barbiturates, 
benzodlazepines, and tobacco cessation products. 

• Expiration of authorization for the Medicare Special Needs Plans (SNPs). 

7 In calendar year 2017, the state share will vary based on whether the state is an early adopter state or not. 
Early adopter states are: AZ, DE, HI, ME, MA, MN, NY, PA, VT, WA, and WI. Early adopter states will 
receive an increase in their FMAP for certain childless adults that they currently cover (not parents). Other 
states will receive an increase for the expansion population (parents and certain childless adults) as follows: 
95% FMAP in 2017, 94% FMAP in 2018, 93% FMAP in 2019, and 90% FMAP in 2020 and beyond. 
8 The law requires specific reductions of: $500 million in FY 2014, $600 million in FY s 2015-2016, $1.8 
billion in FY 2017, $5 billion in FY 2018, $5.6 billion in FY 2019, and $4 billion in FY 2020 .. 
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• States will have to adopt slate law or regulation and establish at least one reinsurance 
entity. 

• Deadline for adopting operating rules for electronic funds transfers and health care 
payment and remittance advice transactions. 

• Operating rules for health claims/encounter information in a health plan, premium 
payments, and certlftcatlon and authorization are to be adopted by July I; 2014. 

2015 

• Beginning January 1, 2015, state-based Exchanges must be self-sustaining. 
Exchanges may charge assessments or user fees. 

• Beginning January 1, 2015, state Medicaid programs wi11 be required to begin annual 
Medicaid enrollment reporting. 

• Beginning October I, 2015 through September 30, 2019, states will be eligible for a 
23 percentage point increase in the regular CHIP match up to 100 percent. 

• Federal funding for the CHIP program expires September 30, 2015. If a state 
allotment is insufficient to meet the need, CHIP-eligible children could receive tax 
credits to obtain coverage through the state-based Exchange. HHS would be required 
to certify plans in the exchange that provide comparable benefits for low-income 
children. 

2016 

• Beginning January I, 2016, health care choice compacts may take effect. 

2017 

• Beginning January I, 2017 states that have obtained a waiver from HHS may operate 
an alternative program in lieu of certain federal health coverage refonns. 

• States will begin to pay a share of the new mandatory Medicaid expansion.9 

9 The state share of the cost of covering the Medicaid expansion population varies by state. See 
footnote 7. 
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DISCUSSION DRAFT Last updated March 26, 20 I 0 

Implementation Tlmeline for Federal Health Reform Legislation 

On March 23, 2010, the President signed into law a comprehensive health reform 
measur11, the Patient Protection and Affordable Health eare Aat, PPAeA (P.L. 111·148). 
The President is expected to sign a corrections measure, the Health Care and Education 
Reconciliation Act (H.R. 4872) approved by the House and Senate on March 2S, 20 I 0. 
The corrections bill makes several major changes to the main bill. 

There are several immediate deadlines that wiU impact states. In addition, states will need 
to begin planning soon for many of the longer term initiatives envisioned in the pending 
Senate b!JI. In a few instances, the law references dates that have already passed, since 
enactment occurred later than anticipated. The budget reconciliation process limited the 
scope of corrections that could be included, including amending effective dates. Ooing 
forward there may need to be additional corrections to the dates or the Administration 
may Issue guidance for implementation dates based on congressional Intent. 

The following timeline reflects provisions in the main law and corrections measure and is 
intended to assist states as thlly plan for Implementation. It highlights many of the koy 
federal and state deadlines and options that will directly impact states but is not intended 
to be a comprehensive summary of the new law. For purposes of provisions that are 
based on "date of enactment," this date is March 23, 20 I 0. Please note that additional 
deadlines for several implementation pieces may be established as the federal agencies 
develop their own implementation timelines and regulations. 

2010 

• Retroactive to January I, 20 I 0 the minimum drug rebate level for most brand name 
products Is increased from IS.I to 23.1 percent. Minimum rebate levels for generics 
would Increase from 11 to 13 percent. Any savings that accrue from the incremental 
increas!l ln the minimum rebate levels - the bands between I 5.1 to 23.1 and 11 to 13 
percent -accrue to the federal government only and would not be shared with states. 
Supplemental rebates negotiated above 23.1 would be split according to the regular 
state FMAP. 1 

• Upon enactment, a state would be subject to a maintenance of effort (MOE) on 
Medicaid eligibility standards, methodologies, and procedures until an Exchange is 
operational in the state.2 States also would be subject to a MOE on eligibility 

1 TheFe has been conlliotlng infonnalion regarding the effeclive dale of lhis provision ( whelher ii is Janual')' 
I, 2010 or Maroh 23, 2010) and lls applioalion lo slales !hat have negolinted supplemental rebales above the 
new federal minimum levels. The infonnation reflected here is based on NGA conversations wilh 
congressional staff on March 26, 2010. 
2 A limited exceplion is penniued for 1he period January I, 2011 through December 31, 2013 for a state 
that certifies it has or projects a budget deficit. The excep1io11 would apply for eligibility policies applying 
to optional non-pregnant, non-disabled adults with income above 133 percent of the FPL. 
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standards, methodologies, and procedures for all children in Medicaid and in the 
Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP), until September 30, 2019. 

• Upon enactment, the Medicaid prescription drug rebate is extended to Medicaid 
managed care organizations for generic and brand name drugs. Similar to the rebate 
provisions for fee-for-service enrollees discussed above, the federal government 
recaptures the savings for MCO enrollees for the incremental increase In the 
minimum rebate levels - the bands between IS. I to 23. J and 11 to 13 percent,3 

• By March l, 2010, HHS is required to establish a federal Coordinated Health Care 
Office to promote integration between Medicare and Medicaid and improve 
coordination between states and the federal government. 

• As of April I, 2010, there is a state option to expand Medicaid to the new expansion 
pepulation up to 133% PPL without a waiver. States could phase-in the oxpanslon. 
Funding for an expansion would be at the state's regular FMAP during the period 
April l, 2010 and December 30, 2013. States wHI stm be ei!gjble for the new 
enhanced FMAP for this population once the m!)ndatgrv expansion t!\kes effect 
January !. 2014. 

• Within 90 days of enactment, HHS must establish a temporary high-risk health 
Insurance pool program, funded at $5 billion. HHS will work with states to establish a 
high risk pool or an alternative program that serves the same purpose. A federal 
fall back exists if a state chooses not to operate such a program. 

• Within 90 days of enactment, HHS must establish a temporary re-insurance program 
fur reimbui•sement to participating employment-based plans to cover 80% of tho cost 
for claims for retirees ages 55-64, including employees of state and local government. 

• By July I, 20 I 0, HHS, in consultation with states, will establish a mechanism, 
including a website, to facilitate infonnation for consumers and small businesses on 
coverage options, including public and private options, in each state. Within 60 days 
of enactment HHS will develop a standardized format for presenting coverage 
options. 

• HHS is to immediately begin to develop standards for establishing and operating 
state-based Exchanges for individuals and standards for a state-based Small Business 
Health Options Program (SHOP) Exchange. For a SHOP Exchange, a small employer 
is defined as having one to 100 employees.4 Beginning in 2010 and through 2014, 

J lb. 
4 While the small employer is defined as having one to 100 employees, until the year 2016, states can limit 
the small-group market to finns with 50 or fewer employees. 
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HHS could award grants to states for planning and implementation of a state-based 
Exchange. 5 

• Beginning with a 2010 plan year HHS, in collaboration with states, will review any 
u111easonable increasea in promluma for health insurance. Health insurance issuers 
would be required to submit to HHS and the state a justification for an unreasonable 
premium increase prior to the implementation of the increase and would have to post 
this information on their website. Beginning October I, 2009 and for a five year 
period, HHS will award grants to states to assist them with the review and meeting 
related standards. 6 

• Six months after enactment, several new federal insurance rules will take effect 
Including: a prohibition on Insurers from Imposing lifetime limits on benefits, 
restrictions on the use of annual limits, and a prohibition on insurers from rescinding 
coverage. All health insurance plans would be required to cover recommended 
preventive services and immunizations. Unmarried children could remain on their 
parent's health plan until age 26. 

• Beginning six months after enactment, health insurance plans will be required to 
report medical loss ratio and HHS will make the information public. 

• Within I 80 days of enactment, HHS will be required to issue regulations concerning a 
program that wHI allow states to apply for a waiver from the individual mandate or 
certain other requirements of the bill if they can demonstrate that they have another 
way of meeting federal coverage requirements. The state waiver program could begin 
in plan year 2017. 

• Beginning in 2010 through 2013, employers with fewer than 25 employees will be 
eligible to receive a federal tax credit to offset 35 percent of their health insurance 
costs as Jong as the employer contributes at least half of the premium. 

2011 

• Medical loss ratio requirements will take effect beginning with a 2011 plan year. 
Insurers will be required to spend 85 percent of their revenue from premiums (80 
percent for insurers covering small businesses) on medical claims. 

• States will be eligible for a one percentage point increase in the FMAP if the state 
Medicaid program covers certain evidence-based preventive services with no cost 
sharing. 

5 Amount of grants and requirements will need lo be provided by HHS. 
6 The definition of unreasonable increases is not defined in statute and is expected 10 be defined in 
regulation by HHS, with input from NAJC. 
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• Medicaid will be required to cover tobacco cessation services for pregnant women. 

• Effective July l, 2011, the Medicaid FMAP for territories is increased to 55 percent 
from 50 percent. In addition, there is $6.3 billion to proportionally increase the caps 
for territories and Puerto Rico from July 1, 2011 through September 30, 2019. 

• Operating rules for eligibility for a health plan and health claim status transactions are 
requived to be adopted by July I, 2011. 

• Effective October 1, 2011, there will be a new state Medicaid option to offer home 
and community-based services to disabled individuah1 through Medicaid rather thlll'I 
institutional care. States would be eligible for enhanoC;Jd federal funding but would 
have to meet several federal requirements, including a MOE for state expenditures for 
certain programs for individuals with disabilities. 

2012 

• By January I, 2012, HHS is required to establish procedures for determining 
eligibility for the Community Living Assistance and Supports (CLASS) program, a 
new national voluntary insurance program for purchasing community Jiving 
assistance services and supports. By October l, 2012, HHS must publish regulations 
concerning the standards for a CLASS Independence Benefit Plan. 

• Operating rules for electronic funds transfers and health care payment and remittance 
advice transactions are to be adopted by July 1, 2012. 

2013 

• Prior to January I. 2013, states must notify HHS if they intend to establish and 
operate a state-based Exchange, according to federal standards. In addition, HHS will 
make a determination that the state is making sufficient progress towards having the 
state-run Exchange operational by January I, 2014. ·If the state chooses not to 
establish an Exchange or is not making sufficient progress, HHS will plan for a 
federally established/operated Exchange in the state. Territories have the option to 
establish an Exchange and a limited amount of funding is allocated for this purpose. 

• By July 1, 2013, HHS is required to issue regulations for the creation of health care 
choice compacts whereby two or more states may agree to allow health insurers to 
sell products across state lines. Health choice compacts may not take effect prior to 
January I, 2016. 
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• The deadline for complying with operating rule for health plan and health claim 
transactions would be 2013. (See 2011 timelines) 

2014 
Unless otheYWise noted, the following 2014 reforms begin January/, 2014. 

• Individuals will be required to maintain minimum essential health coverage or pay a 
penalty. 

• Employers with 50 or more full-time employees that do not offer affordable coverage 
will be required to pay a fee if they do not offer coverage and if any employee 
receives a subsidy- in the form of a tax credit - to purchase health insurance through 
a state-based Exchange. The employer will be subject to a fee for every full-time 
employee, regardless of how many employees receive a subsidy, up to a capped 
amount. If the employer offers coverage, but the employee obtains subsidized 
coverage, the employer is still subject to a fee. 

• Several federal health insurance reforms will take effect, including: guaranteed issue 
whereby insurers are required to accept every employer and individual applying for 
coverage; Adjusted Community Rating which prohibits insurers from using any 
factors in setting premiums, including health status and gender, other than limited use 
of age (3: 1 ), family size, geography and tobacco use; a prohibition on denying 
coverage based on preexisting health conditions. 

• Launch of the state-based Exchanges for individuals and SHOP Exchanges for small 
business. States may combine these exchanges. The state exchange would have to 
comply with certain federal standards and perform functions specified in the statute. 

• Sliding scale subsides will be available for eligible low and moderate income 
individuals below 400% FPL that cap the cost of health insurance premiums and cost
sharing at a percentage of household income. 

• All insurance plans will be required to provide, at a minimum, coverage for specified 
categories of services and coverage of preventive services without cost-sharing. 

• Beginning with a 2014 plan year, HHS, in conjunction with the states, would monitor 
p1•emium increases of health insurance coverage offered through a state-based 
Exchange and outside of an Exchange. 

• State Medicaid programs will be required to cover certain non-pregnant, non-elderly 
individuals with income up to 133% FPL. The cost of services for the expansion 
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• Beginning in 2017, a state may allow large companies (with at least 101 employees) 
to participate in the state-based Exchange. 

2018 

• . Implementation of an excise tax on insurers of employer sponsored health plans with 
aggregate values exceeding certain thresholds, including on state and governmental 
plans, often referred to as "Cadillac plans." 

\ 
\ 
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population will be fully federally funded in calendar years 2014, 2015, and 2016.7 

States are required to apply a 5% income disregard when determining Medicaid 
eligibility, effectively bringing the new Medicaid minimum eligibility level to 138% 
FPL. States will be required to use modified adjusted gross income to determine 
eligibility. 

• The Medicaid eligibility MOE for non-pregnant, nom;lisabled adults would expire 
once HHS has determined a state-based Exchange is fully operational. The bill's 
provisions call for state Exchanges to be operational by January I, 2014. 

• State Medicaid programs will be required to implement several statutorily defined 
procedures concerning enrollment simplification and coordination with state-based 
Exchanges and CHIP. 

• State Medicaid programs will be required to offer premium assistance for employer
sponsored insurance. 

• State Medicaid programs will be required to establish procedures to simplify 
enrollment and coordinate with state-based Exchanges and CHIP. States must 
implement specific procedures outlined in legislation. 

• Beginning in fiscal year 2014, there will be reductions in the disproportionate share 
hospital program funding. The law requires total reductions in DSH funding of $14.1 
billion.8 HHS will develop the methodology for applying the reductions. 

• HHS would have the authority to allow states to establish alternative programs for 
low-Income individuals. Instead of offering coverage through a state-based Exchange, 
states could negotiate directly with health insurers to establish a basic health program 
which offers at least one standard health plan providing at least the essential health 
benefits for certain non-Medicaid eligible individuals with income between 133 and 
200%FPL. 

• State Medicaid programs will be prohibited from excluding coverage for barbiturates, 
benzodiazepines, and tobacco cessation products. 

• Expiration of authorization for the Medicare Special Needs Plans (SNPs). 

7 In calendar year 2017, the state share will vary based on whether the state is an early adopter state or not. 
Early adopter states are: AZ, DE, HI, ME, MA, MN, NY, PA, VT, WA, and WI. Early adopter states will 
receive an increase in their FMAP for certain childless adults that they currently cover (not parents). Other 
states will receive an increase for the expansion population (parents and certain childless adults) as follows: 
95% FMAP in 2017, 94% FMAP in 2018, 93% FMAP in 2019, and 90% FMAP in 2020 and beyond. 
8 The law requires specific reductions of: $500 million in FY 2014, $600 million in FY s 2015-2016, $1.8 
billion in FY 2017, $5 billion in FY 2018, $5.6 billion in FY 2019, and $4 billion in FY 2020 .. 
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• States will have to adopt state law or regulation and establish at least one reinsurance 
entity. 

• Deadline for adopting operating rules for electronic funds transfers and health care 
payment and remittance advice transactions. 

• Operating rules for health claims/encounter infonnation in a health plan, premium 
payments, and certification and authorization are to be adopted by July t, 2014. 

2015 

• Beginning January 1, 2015, state-based Exchanges must be self-sustaining. 
Exchanges may charge assessments or user fees. 

• Beginning January 1, 2015, state Medicaid programs will be required to begin annual 
Medicaid enrollment reporting. 

• Beginning October 1, 2015 through September 30, 2019, states will be eligible for a 
23 percentage point increase in the regular CHIP match up to 100 percent. 

• Federal funding for the CHIP program expires September 30, 2015. If a state 
allotment is insufficient to meet the need, CHIP-eligible children could receive tax 
credits to obtain coverage through the state-based Exchange. HHS would be required 
to certify plans in the exchange that provide comparable benefits for low-income 
children. 

2016 

• Beginning January I, 2016, health care choice compacts may take effect. 

2017 

• Beginning January I, 2017 states that have obtained a waiver from HHS may operate 
an alternative program in lieu of certain federal health coverage refonns. 

• States will begin to pay a share of the new mandatory Medicaid expansion.9 

9 The state share of the cost of covering the Medicaid expansion population varies by state. See 
footnote 7. 
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From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: In Case You Missed It: Shopping for health insurance to find a bargain
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:14:48 AM

In Case You Missed It

KJRH: Shopping for health insurance
to find a bargain
Business is good for Scott Trizza. He's one of the owners of Old School Bagel Cafe,

but as a small business there are challenges, like providing health insurance. It's a

perk, they can't afford to do. In fact, Trizza doesn't even have health insurance.

"I'm healthy, and I just pay the doctor when I'm there, and it saves me money that

way," said Trizza.

He says he's been to the doctor twice in 20 years.

Trizza's story isn't uncommon. Many Americans opt not to have health insurance, but

a new initiative is working to change that. 

"You can have access to affordable, high-quality health insurance for you and your

family," said Oklahoma's Commissioner of Health Terry Cline, Ph.D.

In about a year and a half, you'll be able to go online and see a list of all the possible

policies you can get. You can think of it as an online market place. Where insurance is

for sale.

"You can go online. You would be able to see what is available. You would be
able to see what those options are. You'd be able to see what the coverage
was. You'd be able to see what the cost was, and you'd be able to compare that
with other plans," said Cline.
It's something the state's been working on since President George W Bush's
administration. In fact, Oklahoma is so ahead of the game it was one of seven
states that received a federal grant to create the insurance market place.
"We're not being forced to do this. We're not following a pack. We're actually leaders

in this field," said Cline.

While Oklahoma was already working on the project, the health care reform that
passed last year requires states to come up with their own market place of
sorts, or the feds will come in and do it for them.
"If we don't do that, then there will be some controls that are, kind of,
implemented for us," said Cline.
As a business man, Trizza says competition is a good thing.

"I like where I can pick the items that I think would benefit me the most, and I would

be willing to pay that for, like you know, insurance against something catastrophic,"

said Trizza.

Plus, he says, it gives his employees choices too.

"They can shop, and it's theirs. They own it. They maintain it," said Trizza. 

After 20 years of not having insurance, this new market place has a new customer.

"I'll shop around. I most definitely will," said Trizza.
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The state of Oklahoma is suing the federal government over parts of its mandated

health care reform. 

Officials say the health insurance exchange that the state is working on, shouldn't

factor into it.
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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CHOtCE 
Administrators® 

Health 
Insurance 
Exchanges 

Integrated Exchange 
Model 

www.c hoiceadmin.com 

CaliforniaChoice®, a Word & Brown Company, is a health insurance Exchange serving small 
groups (2-50 employees) and mid-market groups (51-199). CaliforniaChoice was approved by 
the state in 1996 and has operated successfully since that time and is now approaching 
20 million member months of administered Exchange coverage for the people of California. 

The Word & Brown Companies are leaders in the following Exchange areas : 

• Individual and Family health online quoting and enrollment (processed 
2.5 million individual proposals in 2009) 

• Small Group I Mid-Market Exchange (nearly 20 million member months 
of Exchange administration) 

• COBRA Administration (one of America's largest COBRA 
administrators currently administering ARRA subsidies; integrates with 
California Choice) 

• Medicare evaluation and enrollment 
• Flex Administration 
• Links to HFP 
• Ancillary Exchange (dental, vision, chiropractic I acupuncture, life, 

payroll ; on employer sponsored or individual voluntary basis) 

These sister-company offerings are built on proprietary platforms that speak 
to each other and can support a fully integrated 'cradle-to-grave' 
Exchange platform. 

The health coverage needs of people change as their lives change. A person can go from an 
employee under a group plan to a COBRA participant, to a purchaser of individual coverage 
to the owner of a start-up group, all within the course of a year. And people move to new 
service areas, get married, have children, divorce, adopt, etc. And with each change, they 
need ongoing administrative support. 

CaliforniaChoice believes that an Exchange should offer an integrated continuum of products 
on a single platform with knowledgeable service support to assure Californians of access to 
the appropriate coverage without being bounced around from one 800 number to the next. 
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How An Exchange 
Works 
The CaliforniaChoice® Health Insurance Exchange 

www.choiceadmin.com 

•An employer, working through an insurance broker, selects California Choice® and 
decides on a monthly contribution level (one contribution amount for all employees 
equally) 

• Employees receive an Enrollment Worksheet customized to their age and zip code 

•The worksheet shows all CaliforniaChoice® options and payroll deduction costs 
for each, after the employer contribution. Depending on service area and group size, 
employee choice options include HMO, PPO and HSA benefit levels from the 
following health plans: 

• Blue Shield of California 
•CIGNA 
•Health Net 
•Health Net Salud 
• Kaiser Permanente 
• Sharp Health Plan 
• Western Health Advantage 
•Anthem Blue Cross (available in June 2010) 
•A wide range of optional dental, vision, chiropractic 
and related ancillary plans 

• Decision support tools (online and print) help enrollees compare health plan 
provider networks, RX formularies and special health programs 

• Groups and employees have access to bi-lingual enrollment meeting support or 
California Choice® telephonic support services, which are available in 150 languages 

• Employees make enrollment selections via either paper-based or online process 
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• CaliforniaChoice® processes enrollment selections for the entire group and sends 

enrollment eligibility updates to the selected health plans via a HIPAA secure 

electronic EDI channel 

• CaliforniaChoice® issues temporary Member ID cards for medical plans; permanent 
Member ID cards for the medical plans are sent directly from the health plans 

• CaliforniaChoice® bills the group and remits net premium to health plans along with 

electronic payment detail 

•All subsequent month premium billings and remittances, new hires, employee 

terminations, new dependents, renewals, etc. are administered by CaliforniaChoice® 

•At renewal, employees can make new plan and benefit selections through the 
CaliforniaChoice® Exchange 

• Group billings and service are administered directly by CaliforniaChoice®; member 
service administration shared by CaliforniaChoice® and each health plan 

For more on CaliforniaChoice®, 

please visit their administrator's site at www.choiceadmin.com. 
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The CaliforniaChoice® 
Exchange 

www.choiceadmin.com 

ID CaliforniaChoice" m \10 111 Heollli. \'our Choice. 

The healthcare needs of each individual are personal and varied; a plan that works well for one 
member of a family might not address the needs of others. Specific doctors, prescriptions and 
financial limitations drive these considerations, however the system for healthcare benefits is 
not always well equipped to address them. 

In 1996, CaliforniaChoice® introduced a new and effective way to meet the changing needs of 
employees at small California companies; while offering an effective program that would enable 
business owners to continue subsidizing benefits in the face of rising healthcare premiums. 

The concept, known as a Health Insurance Exchange, offers a solution that gives employers 
the advantage of cost control while achieving a higher level of employee retention through 
satisfaction. Employees can choose the health plan attributes that specifically fit their needs. 

• Carrier selection 
• Premium/benefit level 
• Doctor network 
• Formu_lary 
• Voluntary vs. buy-up options 

Our Core Offerings 

California Choice® offers medical HMO, HSA and PPO plans; dental HMO, PPO and EPO; Rx; 
voluntary vision and multi-choice dental coverage; term life; chiropractic/acupuncture options. 
Our list of premier carriers include: 

Health Plans 

• Blue Shield of California (HMO and PPO) 
•Health Net, Elect Open Access, Salud HMO y mas and Salud Mexico 
• Kaiser Permanente 
• Sharp Health Plan 
• Western Health Advantage 
·Anthem Blue Cross (available June 1, 2010) 
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Ancillary Plans and Programs 

• Ameritas Group - Dental 
• Assurity Life Insurance - Term Life 
• CONEXIS (Flexible Benefits and COBRA) 

• Delta Dental 
• Epic Hearing 
• EyeMed Vision Care 
• First Dental Health 
• HR Support Center 
• Landmark Healthplan (Chiropractic and Acupuncture) 
• Madison Life 
• Pan American Life 
• SmileSaver - Dental 

• VS P - Vision 

Advantages for our Partners and Customers 

Employer Advantages 

• Exceptional budget control 
.• Guaranteed rates for 12 months 
• Full choice program offering 22 benefit levels, multiple carriers and formulary 

options, and an extensive provider network 
• Simple and efficient online administration 
• Single source bil ling 
• Full team support from enrollment through renewal 
• Highly effective recru itment and retention tool 
• Online and paper-based enrollment and administration 

Employee Advantages 

• The freedom to choose the healthcare that suits their individual needs 
• Larger doctor network 
• Cross referenced provider and formulary guides 
•All enrollment materials online and in print 
• Enhanced formulary options 
• The ability to access and update plan information, conduct doctor/hospital 

search and order forms 24/7 via our secure website 
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Administrative Services (post-enrollment) 

• Monthly consolidated bill ing 
·Collected premium remitted weekly to health plans 
• El igibi lity sent electronically to health plans daily 
•Add or delete employees or dependents 
• COBRA notifications 
• Member Services in 150 languages 
• Online and in-person enrollments 
• Open enrollment processing 

Multiple Choices Allow 

• Single enrol lment platform 
• Single administrative platform 
• Coordinated member services 
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Quote to Card 

www.c hoiceadmin.com 

Individual & Family Plan Integrated Services 

CHOICE Administrators® offers Quote to Card Integrated Services to assist health plans to 
rapidly and efficiently enter the Individual & Family coverage market. Our Quote to Card solutions 
can also be deployed by government agencies to fast-track the development of Health Insurance 
Exchanges. 

From quoting through both brokers and online engines, to online enrollment capabilities, to 
proprietary website design, to servicing members and providing ongoing administration and 
renewals, CHOICE Administrators can get your Individual & Family Plans up and running FAST. 

Our Individual & Family Plan Quote to Card Integrated Services include: 

• Online proposal system (customized and branded) 
• Online or paper-based enrollment system 
• Online or paper-based underwriting integration 
• Broker, General Agent, Navigator or inside Marketing Team multi-tiered 

sales management system 
• Abil ity to enroll an IFP member in both an HSA insurance plan and 

an HSA bank account 
• Full administration including billing, collections, eligibility changes and 

commission payments 
• Electronic, HIPAA compliant eligibility updates (EDI) 
• Premium remittances 
• Membership card and welcome kit fu lfillment 
• Renewal management 
• Call Center sales 
• Call Center service 
• Individual & Family plan proprietary branded websites 

All services are offered on a fully integrated, turnkey basis or on an unbundled 
basis. Proposal and enrollment systems are operational and ready to be 
deployed; in 2009 we produced 2.5 million Individual & Family Plan proposals. 

CHOICE Administrators® also operates California Choice®, a state approved small group health 
insurance Exchange that has administered 20 million member months of Exchange coverage 
since 1996. Our Individual & Family Plan and small group Exchange services are built on 
proprietary platforms that speak to each other and can support a fully integrated solution for you. 
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About Us 

The CaliforniaChoice® Health Insurance Exchange 

www.choiceadmin.com 

California Choice® was approved by the state of California in 1996 to deliver small group Health 
Insurance Exchange services to the state's diverse population . 

California Choice® works with licensed insurance brokers who provide sales and enrollment 
services. 

Employers establish a monthly 'voucher' like contribution amount, which allows each employee 
to make individual selections from a wide range of benefits and price points on an Employee 
Choice basis. 

Employees can choose the coverage that specifically fit their needs, such as: 

• Health Plan selection 

•HMO, PPO and HSA choices as well as a full range of dental, 
vision, life, chiropractic/acupuncture and related ancillary options. 

• Premium/benefit level 

• Doctor network 

• Formulary 

Participating Health Plans include Blue Shield of California, CIGNA, Health Net, Kaiser 

Permanente, Sharp Health Plan and Western Health Advantage (Anthem Blue Cross will 

be available in June 2010). CaliforniaChoice® offers online and print enrollment processes, 

provider and formulary comparison guides, and single source administration. 

Through 2008, 10,000 employer groups representing 200,000 employees and dependents 

accessed their health coverage through the California Choice® Exchange. Over 40% of 

California Choice® subscribing groups had previously been uninsured. 

Beyond the initial enrollment process, California Choice® administers ongoing coverage with 

services that include billing, remitting premium to health plans, sending eligibility data to health 

plan systems via HIPAA secure EDI electronic channel and managing member service calls 

and renewals. 14040



Since its inception, over 19 million member months of coverage have been administered by 
California Choice®. 

California Choice® is part of The Word & Brown Companies, which are headquartered in Orange, 
California. During its more than 25-year-span, The Word & Brown Companies has become the 
nation's recognized leader in developing and offering innovative technology and health benefit 
plan models, as well as the nation's most sophisticated employee benefits services to 
companies of all sizes. 

For more on CaliforniaChoice®, 

please visit their administrator's site at www.choiceadmin .com. 
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State-Based Health Reform 

7 Step Strategy 

White Paper 
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Executive Summary 

With the passage of the PPACA ("ACA"), states are required to have a certified insurance 
exchange by January 1, 2014, or risk defaulting to the national HHS Exchange. There is no 
consensus on how states will act relative to ACA implementation and many are not progressing 
with implementation plans as of this date. 

Many states are looking for options to reconcile the needs of their states with the requirements 
of the law. These states desire regulatory flexibility to meet their state's unique demographic, 
cultural, and business needs. 

This white paper outlines a 7 Step Strategy to craft state-specific health reform measures that 
provide the right options to a state's citizens and comply with the essence of the ACA. 

Introduction 

State Specific Solutions for Individual State Needs 

As complicated and controversial as the passage of the ACA was in 2010, its implementation 
in many states is proving to be increasingly complicated. States reviewing their obligations and 
timing deadlines under the ACA are now confronting the practical and political realities of having 
unique demographic, business, and cultural characteristics that require more attention than mere 
federal compliance. 

State-specific characteristics necessarily impact the health care reform initiatives of individual 
states. Many states are looking for ideas to fashion the essence of ACA in ways that reduce the 
number of the state's uninsured and improve overall access to health insurance while reflecting 
the special characteristics of their state. 

CHOICE Administrators Health Insurance Exchanges, working with our strategic Exchange 
partners, believes there are thoughtful options for states in these circumstances. 

State-Based Health Reform - 7 Step Strategy Page2 
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State.Based Health Reform - '7 Step Strategy 

Step 1 Adopt State-Specific Insurance Market Reforms 
Increase citizen access to insurance coverage - a few considerations 

Eliminate medical underwriting 

Implement guaranteed issue and renewal 

Eliminate pre-existing condition limitations 

Allow dependent access to coverage to age 26 

Establish Adjusted Community Rating (ACR) with a 3:1 rate band 

Review existing insurance mandates with a view toward possible reductions in 
coverage 

Pursue market-based state Medicaid reforms 

Step 2 Vest State Departments of Insurance (DOI) with the authority to determine 
"Qualified" carriers and health benefit plan characteristics 

Consider "any willing" health plan which meets applicable state and Federal 
standards and is certified by the state DOI to be eligible to be offered in the 
Exchange 

Review benefit levels of "mini-med" plans and establish acceptable structures 

Avoid prescriptive selection process for health plan participation 

Promote "defined contribution" model for Exchange's small group product 

Step 3 Consider Using the State Exchange to Subcontract Eligibility Determination to 
State Medicaid Program 

Review functionality of legacy eligibility systems 

Review current eligibility processes 

Opportunity for consolidation of local or county eligibility processes 

Review impact of new federal subsidies on non-Medicaid eligible population 

Allows states to retain 90/10 financing from HHS 

Step 4 Certify licensed brokers as "Navigators" 

Promote the state's existing licensed insurance experts in certifying representatives 
or organizations as "navigators" 

Review compensation plans to ensure ACA compliance 

Where possible, align broker compensation with existing carrier broker 
compensation plans 

State-Based Health Reform - 7 Step Strategy Page 3 
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Step 5 Contract with a private sector, integrated Exchange IT platform to provide 
enrollment portal, customer service, and operational functions 

Lowers administrative cost due to economies of scale 

Consider a "software-as-a-service" IT application model to minimize state 
development costs and staffing, and to improve efficiency of Exchange operations 

Allows state Exchange staff to focus on outreach, enrollment, health plan rating, and 
other key activities 

Improves go-to-market timing 

Step 6 Consider state-sponsored independent Exchange governance model 

Establish Board composition 

Key representation from DOI and state HHS 

Key stakeholders for at-large appointments by Governor (e.g. broker, insurer, 
independent actuary, representatives of consumer, small business, insurer, and 
provider communities, etc.) 

Develop self-sustaining Exchange revenue model to support a minimal number of 
Exchange staff 

Step 7 Establish state legislative oversight committee to supervise the Exchange 

Oversee Exchange and its interactions with other key state agencies 

Consider balanced representation of political affiliation and House and Senate 
members of committee. Legislatures in time-limited sessions may want committee to 
function between sessions 

Complex issues raised by the Exchange or committee could be resolved via "special" 
legislative session 

State Based Health Reform -A New Opportunity for State Engagement 

The ACA provides flexibility for states to address their own individual needs. We believe there are 
additional opportunities for states to address the development of their health exchange in ways 
which are consistent with their specific cultural needs and through our 7 Step Strategy. For example, 
it may be that a state selects five of these strategies while another state adds two more ideas 
overall. In any case, the goal is to provide states with ideas to craft health reform in ways that meet 
their individual and unique needs and avoid defaulting to the national HHS Exchange model. 

We believe health reform will evolve to meet the complex and rapidly changing environment of 
health care in the United States. Further, we believe there will be increased flexibility for states to 
meet the requirements of the ACA and to craft health reform as a state-based solution. 

State-Based Health Reform - 7 Step Strategy Page 4 
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Key Establishment Dales 

2011 October 

December 

2012 January 

April 

October 

2013 January 

June 

September 

2014 January 

2015 January 

State-specific health reforms and Exchange enabling 
legislation is passed and signed by Governor 

Exchange Board appointed and Executive Director selected 

RFP for Exchange vendor(s) released 

Exchange services vendor(s) selected 

Exchange eligibility and enrollment functionality in testing 

HHS certifies the Exchange 

Systems testing completed 

Open enrollment begins 

State Exchange is functional 

State Exchange is self-sustaining 

About CHOICE Administrators Health Insurance Exchanges 

CHOICE Administrators is the nation's leader in developing and administering health insurance 
Exchanges, with experience supporting integrated and proven Exchange models since 1996. 
Currently serving more than 10,000 employers and more than 150,000 members, and producing 
over 4.2 million Individual and Family Plan quotes in 2010, CHOICE Administrators, a member of 
The Word & Brown Companies, is the nation's leading administrator of consumer-choice 
Exchange models. 

State-Based Health Reform - 7 Step Strategy Page 5 
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Joint Committee on Federal Health Care 

The following facts were presented to committee members. 

Public Healthcare 

• Health behaviors are the largest contributing factor to overall health and premature death. The 
top tlu-ee leading causes of death in Oklahoma are Cardiovascular Disease, Cancer and Chronic 
Obstrnctive Pulmonary Disease. 

• The leading health behaviors and risk conditions include adult obesity, tobacco use, physical 

(:

·nacfvity, and low fruit and vegetable consumption. 

Oklaho\na Medic~d-lrn~ the lowest error rate in the US after a 5-year effort led by the 
L_egislafure. \~ .. ) 

• Recent reform - Patient-Centered Medical Home, (SoonerCare is a national model). 

• Insure Oklahoma is a public-private partnership and model program that extends coverage to 
550-600K uninsured Oklahomans who are not eligible for Medicaid coverage. 

• Estimated an additional 200,000 Oklahomans would be eligible to be on the Medicaid program 
in 2014 (and an additional 50,000 previously eligible will come out of the "woodwork" and 
email) which would be an additional annual cost of $41.6 million to the state. 

• However, using the Congressional Budget Office's standard participation rate, OHCA 
estimates only 57 percent of eligible people will actually sign up for the program in 2014, 
which would be an additional annual cost of $23.8 million to the state. 

• In 2009 18% of our population is uninsured for a total of 658,862 people. 

• 20% are on Medicaid, with a total per member cost of $4,595. 

Private Healthcare 

• Approximately 81 % of the under 65 population have some form of either private or public 
coverage and nearly all of Oklahomans over age 65 have some form of federal or employer
sponsored coverage. 

• Oklahoma has 38 insurance mandates, ranking it 21st in the nation (lowest to highest). 

• Three companies currently write 78% of the individual market, and three companies write 
70% of the small group market. 

• There is a concern that the 3-to-l age band mandate under PPACA which requires 
premiums for the oldest person in the pool to be no more than three times higher than the 
youngest person in the pool will disrupt the market and substantially increase premiums for 
younger people. Most states currently have an age band of 5-to-1 . 

• The 3-to-l age banding provisions under PPACA have the potential to drive younger 
consumers to pay the penalty in lieu of participating in mandated insurance plans, thus 
keeping them out of the risk pool. 
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• Plans must include culturally and linguistically appropriate notices based on county 
thresholds. Currently Tulsa Public Schools has 50 different languages represented. If this 
is the standard by PPACA then it will create a very large administrative cost at a time when 
the medical loss ratio is being implemented. 

• For one insurance company over 80% of the customers in the individual market currently 
purchase insurance that is below the mandated minimum level of coverage under PP ACA. 
Therefore premiums are expected to grow substantially due to PPACA mandates. 

• By 2014 all plans are required to cover preventive women's health and well being, 
including all contraceptive methods and sterilization procedures approved by the FDA 
without any cost sharing. 

• PP ACA is mostly about insurance reform and coverage and less about health care delivery 
reform. 

• Patients with insurance have better access to physicians and can avoid shifting the cost of 
care to commercial payers. 

• Approximately 70% of the people in the hospitals today are there as a direct result of their 
own behaviors. Smoking ( 481

h in nation), diet/obesiety ( 46111 in nation), and the lack of 
exercise. 

• Hospitals in Oklahoma will lose over 2.6 billion over the next ten years to help pay for 
PPACA. 

• Rural hospitals will gain 30 million over the next two years. 

• Doctors see approximately 4,000 patients per year. Each patient sees their physician 
approximately twice per year. Therefore, if Oklahoma adds 250,000 new Medicaid 
recipients then 125 new doctors would be needed. Oklahoma already has a doctor sho1tage 
and is ranked 49•h in the nation in the number of primary care physicians per capita. 

Legal and Constitutional Issues 

• Oklahoma's recent constitutional amendment added new language that provided a new 
individual right- the right to be free from being compelled to buy health care insurance. The 
PPACA's individual mandate is in direct conflict with Oklahoma's new amendment. 
However, the supremacy clause of the United States Constitution requires that, if state and 
federal law conflict, the state law must yield only if the federal law is constitutional. 

• Oklahoma, along with 25 other states, have challenged the federal individual mandate as 
unconstitutional. The United States Supreme Court is expected to hear arguments in the 
case soon and an opinion should be briefed by spring of 2012. 

• The exchange created in the PP ACA has not been challenged. 

• In addition to utilizing judicial review as a challenge to federal oppression, the committee 
also addressed the issue of whether there may be some s01t of nullification of the federal 
health care law. 

2 
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• The idea of nullification is that states can use their state powers to not corroborate. 
However, in the end, he believes that states will still likely be subject to the provisions of 
PP ACA despite their efforts. 

• Supreme Court cases state that federal government cannot commandeer the state legislature 
to legislate a certain way and cannot use the state executive branch to implement the bill. 

• The federal g9"V~~~~~r1,~t make states create a state exchange and the PPACA does 
not require t~fo . tates to. The ~w only provides incentives to create state exchange. "We 
can' t make y'eu, but w~uy you." 

• ~~·~elieves there ar large policy consequences to not creating a state-run exchange. Under 
(} ~derally administered exchange, all the problems of increased coverage and increased 

·,, cost get astronomically higher. 

Tribal Issues 

• The Indian population in Oklahoma amounts to 415,371. 

• There is no cost sharing allowed for American Indians enrolled in an exchange with an 
income less than or equal to 300% of the Federal Poverty Level. 

• The tribes want to designate all I/T/U's as Qualified Health Providers 

A Look at the States 

• Five states have returned federal PPACA grant money: FL, KS, LA, NH, OK. 

• State Run Exchange Options 

o State governmental agency (may be existing or independent public agency) 

o Non profit organization 

o Contract with other eligible entities to carry out functions 

o Governing body 

o State regulated insurers in the exchange 

• Massachusetts developed a Commonwealth Health Insurance Connector Authority in 2006 
where the board was charged with implementing the exchange and establishing procedures 
for selecting and approving private plans to be offered in the Connector. 

o Mass. has the highest rate of insured residents and already has in place many of the laws 
now required by PP ACA. 

• Utah also has a Utah Health Exchange that is administered and facilitated by the Office of 
Consumer Health Services (an existing state agency). 

Utah's exchange is not PPACA compliant. 

3 
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• Ten states have enacted legislation relating to exchanges and three states, Florida, Louisiana 
and Texas, have stated that they will go ~e federal exchange rout:) 

1
( ( \'\u\:.\u_u;\( 

• Three models of Exchanges: - ( \ 

o State exchange - state assumes responsibility for compliance/ certification. 

o Pm1nership exchange - some of the functions would be retained by the state. 

o Federal exchange. 

• States do not want to enforce the individual mandate or the tax credits, and want the federal 
govenunent to handle those areas. 

• With a federal exchange the state loses control of the: 

Outreach to consumers 

Selection of federal programs 

Navigator selection 

• The opinion of one presenter was that April 2012 is the latest a state could wait to decide on 
what path to take regarding an exchange before the federal govenunent will stm1 moving in 
to a state to set up an exchange. 

• In addition, it is believed that if a state does not cooperate with the federal government in 
the establishment of an exchange, the federal govenunent will design an enforcement 
strategy to force compliance. 

Indiviclual/Meclicaicl Exchange and Small Business Exchange 

• If Oklahoma is not deemed exchange ready by January 1, 2013, the federal government will 
establish a federally operated exch nge in the state. 

• If the Federal Govenunent tablishes the exchange)~Jahoma will lose regulatory 
authority over the plans sol on the exchange to inc1u9b certifying the Qualified Health 
Plans. In addition the state w~d lose the ability to determine the role of navigators. 

• State-Run Exchanges: 

o For a state-run exchange to be deemed in compliance with federal requirements, it must 
be able to do the following: 

• Eligibility and Enrollment- web portal to shop, select and purchase plan; 
determine eligibility and apply premium tax credits; interoperability with public 
programs. 

• Consumer Assistance- Call center and grievance procedure, determine the role 
of navigators. 

• Planning and Governance- public stakeholder engagement, authorize governing 
entity, establish conflict of interest procedures. 

4 
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This i(s'e~1ier belie;es that Oklahoma's share of Medicaid spending between 2014 and 
2019 w1llf ncrease from 212 million to 789 million. 

The federal version of an exchange is a medical welfare program not health care . 

• Since the states regulate insurance, they could offer, not require a Small Business Exchange 
that is a: 

Defined Contribution Model, which helps businesses control their costs. 

Employee picks the coverage, therefore the individual controls choices. 

Improves the quality of insurance since the employee picks the company and can 
change the following year. 

Allow companies to contribute even for part time employees at reduced contribution 
levels. This allows more people to become insured in the private market place. 

The exchange could also allow a Section 125 plan so the employees could have extra 
pre-tax money withheld from their paychecks to allow them to choose the plan best 
suited for their families. 

• If the federal government imposes an exchange on the state, economic incentives in the 
marketplace would drive employers to eliminate health insurance coverage for workers. 
This would result in lower income persons using the federal exchange and the more affluent 
persons would buy individual insurance. 

• PPACA requires every health insurance exchange to have a Navigator Program to facilitate 
health plan enrollment. They believe the navigators should be required to have the same 
education and training as current agents. 

;:-A~9nts and brokers are permitted to serve as Navigators under the new law, but the 
~guage stipulates a compensation method that conflicts with traditional agent 

compensation structures. 

The IIAO does not support the federal health care plan or the need for a health insurance 
exchange; however, IIAO feels strongly that Oklahoma should have an exchange in place 
by January 1, 2014, so the federal government will not impose its plan on Oklahoma. 

IIAO believes that certain elements should be contained in any plan: 

o Governance of the plan should have a representative from insurance agents. 

o Any person selling, enrolling, contacting persons, etc. must be subject to all provisions 
of the Oklahoma Producer Licensing Act including any person serving as a Navigator. 

o Any plan must include a plan to compensate agents for the service they provide. The 
Utah approach is recommended. 

• There should be a registration process for agents to access the exchange 

• There should be provisions for competitive exchanges and not only allow a state-based 
exchange. 

5 
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• The IIBA strongly encourages states to establish their own exchanges using the free market 
approach. The preferable approach would be to include every qualified plan possible on the 
state exchange. 

• If the state does not establish and exchange they would lose control of defining the role 
agents and brokers. In addition, the Federal Government could limit the number of 
insurance companies. 

• Urges states to provide information on agents and brokers to consumers on the exchange 
website. 

• The IIBA feels that anyone selling, soliciting or negotiating insurance in an exchange 
should be duly licensed, complete all requisite continuing education requirements and have 
obtained Errors & Omissions coverage. These licensing laws and other requirements 
should also apply to Navigators. 

• Oklahomans for Free Market Health Solutions, a coalition of local professional 
organizations, advocates for Oklahomans creating their own state-based, private sector 
driven response to federal health care reform requirements. 

The committee also heard from two Exchange Providers that demonstrated how an exchange would 
function with minimal up-front costs. One of the providers is setting up an exchange in Maryland, 
while the other provider is establishing a free market exchange in Florida. 

Health Information Exchange 

• MyHealth Access Network is a cons011ium of organizations who have come together to 
improve the health and quality of life for persons in the Tulsa area tlu·ough establishment of 
a Health Information Exchange in the greater Tulsa area. This program links more than 
1,600 providers and their patients in a community-wide health information system that will 
help them better monitor and improve care. 

• The problem in health care is that we currently have a highly fragmented health care system 
with many patients often seeing doctors in separate health systems. 

• A Health Information Exchange (HIE) provides immediate benefits and greater cost 
savings. The value of the HIE in Tulsa is that it is a community controlled system. 

• One of the goals is to establish patient centered medical homes. 

6 
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The committee also asked Dr. Coburn, U.S. Senator to Oklahoma to present to the committee. While 
he was unable to attend a meeting he did provide a recommendation based upon his knowledge of the 
PPACA. 

"Dr. Coburn supp011s state-based efforts to create free-market, voluntary health insurance exchanges 
that encourage transparency, consumer choice, and individual control. States should be able to use 
state dollars to pursue innovative strategies to better equip consumers with information about their 
health coverage choices. In this model, consumers can compare plans via the Internet or a toll free 
number, so they can choose a plan tailored to their individual needs. In this way, state-based 
exchanges can help facilitate the purchase of private health insurance based on price and quality. 

The kind of market-based solution Dr. Coburn supp011s looks a lot like Utah's market-based health 
exchange. It does NOT resemble Massachusetts' heavily-regulated, state-level bureaucracy, or the 
federally-mandated exchanges required by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 
(Obamacare) - both of which are built around an individual mandate and price controls on private 
health insurance that increase the cost of health insurance for consumers. The main problem with 
health insurance is that it costs too much - but the changes in Massachusetts and Obamacare have been 
proven to simply increase the cost of coverage, while failing to improve access. 

Dr. Coburn supports states using state dollars to tackle the challenges of their own population. He 
does not think that any state involved in a lawsuit against Obamacare should use Administration grant 
dollars to set up an exchange - regardless of whether that exchange looks more like Utah's model or 
Obamacare's mode. He is glad that Oklahoma has filed a lawsuit against Obamacare and will continue 
to do everything he can at a federal level to overturn this unconstitutional $2.6 trillion law that fails to 
fix what is broken in our health care system." 

Committee Recommendations 

We believe our recommendations should encourage personal responsibility and enrollment in private 
market coverage over entitlement programs. They should also preserve individual libe11y. 

Public Health 
We must continue to educate our citizens on the price we pay as a society for our poor lifestyle 
decisions. We must focus on the youth of our state to have any kind of long term impact. Physical and 
health education must be taught in schools with an emphasis on obesity, smoking and hea11 health. We 
also encourage more collaboration between the public and non-profit sectors that are already working 
in this area. 

We must do all that we reasonably can to ensure that Oklahoma taxpayer dollars used for public 
healthcare are used wisely. Should the Federal Healthcare Law stand, we are staring at a major 
expansion of our Medicaid population. This makes it even more critical for us to monitor closely the 
use of these dollars. Increased incentives for non-smokers, penalties for regular but unnecessary 
emergency room visits, drug testing and treatment as well as strict auditing of enrollees are some areas 
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to focus. Some other recommended ideas for cost savings would be increased copayments, limited 
name brand prescription drugs and additional managed care. Oklahoma had some experience with 
managed care programs I 0+ years ago. There are a number of states moving in this direction to 
control costs. We would like to see OHCA try some additional managed care ideas such as the 
medical home initiative that they are already attempting with some small test groups. This would 
allow us to learn better what works and what doesn't work with our population and then implement 
these on a broader basis if effective. Another area to be tested would be payment for value as opposed 
to payment for services. Such a model has the potential to reduce overall costs while potentially 
improving health outcomes for the patients. We also encourage the Oklahoma Health Care Authority 
to increase their fraud division to continue their efforts to fight against crime in this area. 

We recommend that the Office of the Attorney General continue to fight the PPACA from every legal 
angle. We understand from our time spent with the Solicitor General that this is currently happening, 
but we encourage them to continue to pursue every option and ask that they keep the legislature 
apprised of any progress on our legal challenges. Additionally, we would like to have a legal opinion 
from the attorney general's office clarifying for us what was stated by the Solicitor General as well as 
another constitutional attorney during our meetings that "nullification" is not a legal option for our 
state. 

Health Insurance Exchanges 
One of the critical decisions for our state is the requirement under PP ACA that all states have a Health 
Insurance Exchange fully operational by January I, 20 I 4. If our state chooses not to implement our 
own state based exchange, then the federal government will begin to implement a federal exchange on 
January 1'1, 2013. We are adamantly opposed to a federal health insurance exchange being 
implemented in our state. We do not believe that the federal government knows our citizens best nor 
do we believe they have a good track record of doing things efficiently and cost effectively. We also 
believe that an Affordable Care Act exchange would be heavily regulated, limiting choice to only four 
plans, Bronze, Silver, Gold, and Platinum, and would restrict competition. 

In an effort to avoid a Federal exchange and to provide better healthcare for our citizens we 
recommend that we establish a state based private marketplace network. Private industry has not 
implemented this yet, so we believe the state has an obligation to improve health care choice for our 
citizens. This network would be along the lines of the Utah model for small businesses that pre-dates 
the PPACA. The network would allow all insurance companies to participate ("any willing canier") 
and would let the market drive what products are offered through this mechanism. Small businesses 
would not be required to pat1icipate, but would have the option for their employees. This model eases 
access for more insurance companies and encourages competition. It reduces the number of the 
uninsured, improves the accessibility and affordability of health insurance and additionally, it will 
address a common problem that we have failed to address in our current system and that is po11ability. 
As one committee member pointed out, "po11ability is important for many of my constituents. It would 
be nice if they were not tethered to dead end jobs or lose hope due to health insurance restrictions. I 
would like them to be able to consider career/job moves that allow them to move up the economic 
ladder without the loss of insurance." We believe that our citizens should have the right to select the 
doctors and hospitals that they believe would be best suited for their families. We also value the 
defined contribution and premium aggregation features as well. We would like to see wellness 
programs being incorporated into the options as well. Finally, we believe by allowing the employees 
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to choose their own health care providers that the individuals will begin to take more personal 
responsibility in their own health. 

/ 

We recommend not implementing ai<i'ndividual/Medicaid exchat -seat this time. This too is a 
requirement from the PPACA. e believe we have more time in filis area as we currently have Sooner 
Care meeting the needs of this roup. However, since the Federal overnment has stated that they will 
begin building this exchange y January 1st 2013 if the state has n9 begun building one, we 
recommend that that state w , rk on a hybrid exchange where the ; (ate creates the policies for the 
individual exchange which ill protect the interests of the people of Oklahoma while not actually 

/ 

implementing the exchange until after the Supreme Court issues a constitutionality ruling in June, 
and/or the presidential elect (\n occurs in November. 

We would also recommend that the legislature establish either a joint health reform committee or that 
each chamber establish their own. This will enable us to continue to monitor this critical issue and be 
able to respond with legislative recommendations as needed. 

Oklahoma needs to do more to retain doctors in rural settings. Therefore, we recommend that the 
legislature place an emphasis on growing our residency programs and encouraging more doctors to 
practice in rural areas of our state. 

Regarding Health Information Exchanges, the committee feels that it should not be a system where 
patients "opt out" but due to the extremely personal information on the exchange that patients need to 
"opt in" to allow their medical records to be placed on an exchange. 

We believe that the Oklahoma Insurance Department should request a waiver to exempt insurance 
companies from the 3-to-1 age band and make it 5-to-1 to avoid the dropping out of younger insureds. 

Recommendations for addressing Tribal issues regarding a state health insurance exchange: 

Throughout the process, Tribal Nations should be consulted. 

Designate all facilities within the Indian health system as Qualified Health Providers (QHP). 

Include tribes in the Navigator and Education Outreach effo1ts. 

9 
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From: Alex Gerszewski
To: maryfallin ; Mary Fallin
Subject: Journal Record and Tulsa World Articles
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 8:07:00 AM

Governor,
I have copied and pasted the password protected articles. Let me know if you need any
others.
Thanks,
The Journal Record
Landing in Stillwater: Belgian aerospace company buys building for parts plant
by Sarah Terry-Cobo
Published: July 9th, 2012
 
STILLWATER – Oklahoma’s aerospace industry will get a boost from a European firm, the
Stillwater Chamber of Commerce announced Monday. Belgium-based Asco Inc. has
purchased the shuttered Mercury Marine Mercruiser building and will manufacture airplane
parts there after remodeling it, said Lisa Navrkal, chamber president and CEO.
 
“For us, obviously with the absence of the Mercruiser facility, this brings 500 jobs to the
community,” Navrkal said. “Because Asco is a top-100 manufacturer in aerospace, it also
makes us an international contender.”

Gov. Mary Fallin was at an international air show in the United Kingdom with Asco officials
as the announcement was made. In a prepared statement, she said she was looking forward to
a long-term relationship with the company.

Though the company did not disclose the amount it paid for the 735,000-square-foot
structure, Asco will make a $100 million investment in two phases, which includes
purchasing the building, retrofitting part of it, and purchasing equipment, Navrkal said. The
company will begin hiring in September, and will need engineers, computer numerical
control operators, skilled assembly workers and heat treatment applicators, she said.

The project is expected to bring 250 jobs and a $60 million capital investment by 2014, and
an additional $40 million and 350 jobs by 2015, the company said in a media release. The
company will build landing gear components for airplanes, as well as the mechanized flap on
wings used in takeoff and landing, Navrkal said.

The central location, as well as several federal and state incentives, drew the company to
Stillwater, Navrkal said. In the United States, Asco supplies parts to Boeing in Oklahoma
City, as well as to Spirit Aerosystems in Wichita, Kan., and Tulsa.

The company worked with the Department of Commerce to secure an award with the New
Market Tax Credit program, which totals 39 cents for each dollar of investment, Navrkal
said. In addition, the company will get state incentives from the investment tax credit
program, which provides a 2-percent credit because the building is in an enterprise zone, she
said. The company will also earn a 5-percent tax credit on the company’s payroll for 10 years
from the state’s Quality Jobs Program.

Navrkal said the city’s partnership to provide workforce training through Meridian
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Technology Center and research at Oklahoma State University was a component of what the
company liked about the location.

“Oklahoma has a highly skilled workforce which specializes in our industry,” Christian Boas,
CEO of the Asco Group, said in a prepared statement. “And the state has offered us
assistance in training our new workforce.”

 
Tulsa World
 
Benefit
More Medicaid good for stateBy World's Editorials Writers
Published: 7/10/2012  2:25 AM
Last Modified: 7/10/2012  2:54 AM
 
Some 624,480 Oklahomans - 17 percent of the population - do not have health insurance of
any kind.
 
That shamefully high number would be cut in half within five years if Gov. Mary Fallin and
the Legislature would accept the Medicaid expansion portion of the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act. The federal government would pay 100 percent of the cost for the first
three years and then gradually increase the state's share through 2020, when it would still pay
90 percent of the cost.
 
A 2010 report by the Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured revealed that
Oklahoma is among the 10 states that would benefit most from the Medicaid expansion. The
numbers are outlined in a Monday story by Tulsa World senior writer Wayne Greene.
 
Accepting the expansion of Medicaid, the federally funded health-coverage program for the
poor, would obviously benefit the state. The uninsured, most of them children, typically go
untreated until their ills force them to seek care from hospital emergency rooms. Their unpaid
emergency room bills are passed along to bill-paying patients whose insurance premiums are
increased to cover the cost. That makes health-care coverage an issue for all Oklahomans, not
just the poor.
 
But Oklahoma's leaders are reluctant to accept the Medicaid expansion, or outright oppose it,
because it is part of President Barack Obama's despised health-care reform law.
 
Opposing the Medicaid expansion for that reason is idiotic and against the best interests of
the state and its residents. The federal government will always cover at least 90 percent of the
cost of Medicaid expansion. The state's economy is improving, and there will be enough
money to cover its share after 2020 if the governor and Legislature will refrain from making
any more ill-considered state income tax cuts.
 
Let's put aside any ill-feelings toward the president and do something that will be of great
benefit to the people of Oklahoma.
 
 
Belgium aerospace company lands in Stillwater 

BY TRENTON SPERRY World Correspondent
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Tuesday, July 10, 2012
7/10/2012 7:24:48 AM

STILLWATER - A Belgium-based aerospace company has purchased a Stillwater
manufacturing facility and expects to hire approximately 600 employees and invest about
$100 million by 2015. 

ASCO Industries, a privately owned designer and manufacturer of aerospace components,
made the announcement Monday at a news conference at the Stillwater Chamber of
Commerce. The company purchased the former Mercury Marine plant in Stillwater and plans
to hire 250 employees and invest $60 million upgrading the facility by spring 2014. 

The company expects to invest another $30 million to $40 million by 2015 and add about 350
additional jobs. ASCO believes the average salary will be about $45,000. The company will
hire engineering and assembly employees and computer numerical control machinists. The
company expects most of the jobs will be filled by Oklahomans. 

Lt. Gov. Todd Lamb joined representatives from the Stillwater Chamber of Commerce at the
news conference. 

"This announcement was not by accident," Lamb said. "The local leadership was very
aggressive in pursuing ASCO and making sure that they would land right here in Stillwater,
Oklahoma." 

The lieutenant governor said the move will have a large impact on the state's booming
aerospace industry. 

"Aerospace in Oklahoma has an over $12 billion economic impact, with exports of $4.4
billion to 170 countries," he said. "What is good for Stillwater is good for our entire state." 

The company's goal is to begin hiring in September for 250 design and manufacturing
positions. 

The plant will house "machining, heat and surface treatment, and assembly operations for
complex machined parts made of titanium, steel and aluminum," according to a news release.

ASCO is still establishing a hiring process, and anyone interested in applying for a position
at the facility is encouraged to submit an application to the Oklahoma Employment Security
Commission. 

ASCO expects to reach full production by spring of 2014. It will work with the Meridian
Technology Center in Stillwater to train employees through the school's product development
and machining program. 

The company purchased the Mercruiser manufacturing facility at 3003 N. Perkins Road. 

It was abandoned by Mercury Marine in December 2011. ASCO cited the standing structure
as contributing to its decision to move to the state. 
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Stillwater Mayor John Bartley said reusing the empty site will have a larger impact on the
community than an influx of jobs. 

"It was an emotional and economic hit when Mercruiser left," Bartley said. "This not only
fills that void, but I think it catapults us forward because of what it can mean for the future." 

Gov. Mary Fallin made a joint announcement Monday on ASCO's purchase from an
aerospace trade show in London: "I am thrilled to welcome ASCO to the Oklahoma
community. Oklahoma has one of the strongest aerospace sectors in the U.S., and we are
quickly becoming an international destination for the industry." 

With the move to Stillwater, ASCO will qualify for federal and state tax incentives. The
company said the tax credits contributed to its decision to come to Oklahoma. 

At the federal level, the company will receive the New Market tax credit, a reward for
creating jobs in a low-income area, totaling 39 percent of its investment. If ASCO does
invest the expected $100 million in the area, it may be eligible for a tax credit of about $39
million, claimed over a seven-year period. 

At the state level, the company will enroll in Oklahoma's Quality Jobs and Investment
program, which gives a payroll tax rebate of up to 5 percent for creating new jobs in the
state. The rebate, which is good for up to 10 years, requires the company to hit certain salary
and benefit goals for each employee. 

State Rep. Cory Williams, D-Stillwater, said tax incentives are sometimes necessary to attract
companies. 

"You hate to offer them because it's less money that you can turn around and invest in your
state and your quality of life," Williams said. "On the other hand, if you don't, you're not
going to be a market player. You have to be able to compete with your competitors, and our
competitors are other states and even other countries." 

ASCO has operations in several countries, including Germany and Belgium. The Stillwater
facility will be the company's first manufacturing plant in the United States, but the group
also has a design operation in Washington state. 

Lamb said Oklahoma's ability to attract an international company speaks volumes about the
state's ability to compete on a global scale. 

"I think this will attract other aerospace companies to Oklahoma," he said. "We welcome
these international companies expanding here, creating jobs in Oklahoma for Oklahomans."

 
 
State investment helps reduce bridge deficiencies 

BY CASEY SMITH World Staff Writer
Tuesday, July 10, 2012
7/10/2012 7:11:43 AM
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Oklahoma is moving closer to achieving "manageable" bridge conditions, according to a
Tulsa World analysis. 

Approximately 22 percent of the roughly 23,700 highway bridges in Oklahoma are
structurally deficient, according to 2011 National Bridge Inventory data. 

A World analysis comparing the most recent information with data from 2005 shows a
significant improvement. Earlier data show approximately 30 percent of structures, or nearly
1,700 additional bridges, were structurally deficient. 

Statewide, the percent of functionally obsolete bridges remained approximately 6 percent in
2005 and 2011, data shows. The number of functionally obsolete bridges decreased by 77
structures over the time period. Functionally obsolete bridges are structures that do not meet
current design standards. 

States must keep data on all highway bridges and submit that information to the Federal
Highway Agency, which maintains the National Bridge Inventory. Entities in charge of
bridge maintenance inspect and assign statuses to the structures for which they are
responsible. 

County highway agencies, ODOT and city or municipal highway agencies are responsible for
the majority of highway bridges in Oklahoma. 

In 2005 the state Legislature established the Rebuilding Oklahoma Access and Driver Safety
(ROADS) fund, which appropriated state funds to improve Oklahoma's deteriorating bridge
and highway system. 

Before 2005, only federal dollars were available for capital improvement projects, ODOT
Chief Engineer Gary Evans said. 

"We may have been one of the only states in the country not investing in our infrastructure,"
Evans said. "You can imagine the condition of our system." 

Structurally deficient bridges can carry legal loads but have an issue that makes them unable
to carry overload permit weights, Evans said. The bridges are not dangerous, he said. 

Structurally deficient bridges are inspected more frequently than the federally mandated two-
year maximum between inspections, usually yearly or every six months, Evans said. 

The bridges do restrict heavier vehicles, forcing some commercial trucks, school buses and
passenger vehicles to reroute, Evans said. 

"It can be very detrimental and cause a lot of user cost," Evans said. 

Rust is one reason bridges become structurally deficient, he said. After many years steel
beams will begin to rust, which reduces their thickness. Steel plates would need to be welded
to beams to repair the bridges. 
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Last month, Gov. Mary Fallin signed legislation that increases the ROADS fund cap.
Beginning in fiscal year 2014, the legislation raises the annual contribution to the fund to
$59.7 million. 

The legislation is part of the governor's Bridge Improvement and Turnpike Modernization
Plan. The plan includes a goal to provide ODOT the funds needed to eliminate the backlog of
structurally deficient bridges on the state highway system. 

The backlog grew sizable during years of deferred maintenance and zero state funding, Evans
said. Eliminating it will put ODOT in a "manageable" situation where the agency needs to
address onlystructurally deficient bridges as they are discovered. 

ODOT is responsible for maintenance of approximately 6,800 bridges within the state
highway system, Evans said. The increase to the ROADS fund will provide enough money to
rehabilitate or replace the 167 unfunded structurally deficient bridges that remain in the
backlog, he said. 

The backlog will be eliminated by 2019, Evans said. 

Structures on the state highway system reached a peak of deterioration in 2004 when 1,168
bridges were structurally deficient, Evans said. At the end of last year, there were 634
structurally deficient bridges on the highway system, he said. 

National bridge inventory data also show a reduction in the number of structurally deficient
bridges ODOT maintains, down from 17 percent of highway system bridges in 2005 to 10
percent in 2011. 

Data shows a slight increase in functionally obsolete bridges on the highway system. In
2005, 8 percent of the bridges ODOT was responsible for were functionally obsolete,
compared to 9 percent in 2011. The increase represents 65 additional functionally obsolete
structures. 

Functionally obsolete bridges may have issues that include carrying more traffic than their
design standard was built for or not having shoulders, Evans said. 

"We have a number of bridges over 80 years old," said Mike Patterson, ODOT deputy
director. "The Model A was the standard of the day, and we're still driving on those same
bridges with larger, heavier vehicles." 

The bridges pose safety concerns, such as in cases where the structure is not consistent with
the roadway that approaches it, Evans said. 

If inspection reports show a bridge is dangerous, ODOT closes it immediately, Evans said. 

ODOT's focus is on bridges as a whole, Evans said. The department works on bridges with
all types of issues and not only structurally deficient bridges, Evans said. 

"What we have to realize as a state is our approach to our bridge problem is not solely
structurally deficient bridges," Evans said. "We also have to concern ourselves with
functionally obsolete bridges and structure ratings." 
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Oklahoma's various county highway agencies maintain approximately 14,300 bridges, data
show. The bridges counties are responsible for followed the overall trend - the percent of
functionally obsolete bridges remained approximately 4 percent, and the percent of
structurally deficient bridges fell, from 39 percent in 2005 to 30 percent in 2011. 

Like other counties, Tulsa County has problems with some of the bridges it maintains,
County Engineer Tom Rains said, but progress is being made. 

"We've made some progress replacing deficient bridges, especially the truss bridges that rust
at the joints and get weak," Rains said. 

The 56th Street North bridge over Bird Creek that replaced an old truss bridge and a wooden
overflow bridge is an example, he said. 

The County Improvements for Roads and Bridges program funded the project, which cost $3
million to $4 million, Rains said. The fund received an increase in the percent of motor
vehicle taxes and fees it receives this session, a change also part of the governor's plan. 

In addition to funds from the program, which go to regional circuit engineering districts,
counties also receive money directly from the state, Rains said. Counties use both sources of
money for bridge replacement or as a matching source for federal bridge replacement dollars,
he said. 

The money is helpful but is not enough to keep up with the volume of necessary projects,
Rains said. 

As of last fall the county was in charge of maintenance of 184 bridges, 31 of which were
structurally deficient and 23 of which were functionally obsolete, he said. 

National Bridge Inventory data shows approximately 198 bridges in Tulsa County are
maintained by a county highway agency. The percent of structurally deficient bridges fell
over the time period from 35 percent to 20 percent in 2011. The number of functionally
obsolete bridges increased from 8 percent to 13 percent over the time period. 

"We're making progress as best we can with the dollars we have," Rains said. "We appreciate
any additional dollars they (the state) funnel our way and try to make good use of them." 

Approximately 239 highway bridges in the city of Tulsa are maintained by a city or
municipal highway agency. The percent of structurally deficient bridges fell from 14 percent
to 5 percent between 2005 and 2011. There were 27 functionally obsolete bridges both years. 

City bridge maintenance and rehabilitation is funded with various sales taxes and bond issues
as well as the 2008 Fix the Streets initiative, said Chris Cox, the city's transportation
rehabilitation manager. 

Because its bridge projects are not funded by the legislature, the city did not experience a
period of long-deferred maintenance like ODOT, Cox said. 

Funding packages have allowed the city to implement an aggressive bridge maintenance
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program and tremendously improve the condition of bridges, but there are still needs, he
said. 

"We would always like to do more," Cox said. "We have a backlog of needs, we appreciate
whatever funding we get and we want to continue our improvement process we've begun
over the years."

 

ROADS fund

FY 2006: $15 million 
FY 2007: $50 million 
FY 2008: $137.5 million 
FY 2009: $155 million 
FY 2010: $185 million 
FY 2011: $215 million 
FY 2012: $250.7 million* 
FY 2013: $292.4 million*

Total state funding available for roads and bridges

FY 2005: $179,715,166 
FY 2006: $328,359,874 
FY 2007: $256,902,803 
FY 2008: $267,717,847 
FY 2009: $332,298,912 
FY 2010: $487,331,999 
FY 2011: $488,787,103 
FY 2012: $372,735,198* 
FY 2013: $453,614,677* 

*estimates

 
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - (405)568-1319
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
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November I 4, 20 I I 

The Honorable Brian A. Crain 
2300 N. Lincoln Blvd., Rm. 4 I 78 
Oklahoma City, OK 73 !05 

Re: Cost of Utah Exchange 

Dear Senator Crain: 

H 

Thank you very nu1ch for the opportunity to provide additional infonnation on the costs associated \Vith the 
development and operation of the Utah Health Exchange (Exchange). The Oklahoma State Department of Health 
(OSDH) has taken this opportunity to \Vork closely \Vith exchange representatives in Utah in order to accurately 
characterize Utah's invest1nent in health insurance exchange. I hope this infonnation proves valuable to the Joint 
Conunittee on the Federal Health Care La\v as they continue deliberations on the hnpact and iinplementation of the 
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) in Oklahoma. 

In 2005, the Utah State Government made health system reform one of its top policy priorities. In 2008 and 2009 
legislation \Vas passed \Vhich directed the Office of Consu111er Health Services, housed in the Governor's Office of 
Econo1nic Develop111ent, to facilitate the require111ents of Utah's Health Systen1 Refonn legislation. This resulted in 
the creation of the Utah Health Exchange (Exchange). The Exchange was designed to be a market-driven solution 
able to provide 111ultiple n1edical plan options for consun1ers. The Utah approach for the develop111ent of a state 
exchange, based on enhancing consu111er choice, \Vas designed prior to the enactn1ent of PPACA, and is ai1ned at 
increasing the ntunber of Utahns \vi th health insurance. A full launch of the s111all group market Exchange occurred 
in fall 20 I 0 after conducting a limited launch beta test in 2009. 1 As of November 1, 20 I I, I 96 employer groups 
access insurance coverage through the Exchange, covering 4,893 lives. 2 \Vith the recent exit of Hun1ana3

, three 
insurance carriers 110\v offer approxhnately 100 health plans through the Exchange. Approxiinately 150 insurance 
producers (brokers/agents) currently sell Exchange products. 

To date, the combined revenue sources for planning, developn1ent and operation of the Utah Health Exchange totals 
approximately $3.4 million. This includes state appropriations for the Exchange ranging between $600,000 and 
$650,000 for each of the past three years. 4 Additional planning and development funding includes a $1,000,000 
Exchange Federal Planning Grant as well as $200,000 in federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 
(ARRA) grant funds. In addition, Utah estimates that approximately $420,000 in costs have been absorbed by 
private vendors hoping to leverage their financial support of the Exchange to gain future business in other states. 
The State of Utah is currently considering an application for a Level I Federal Establishment Grant to fu11her expand 
Exchange planning and develop1nent. 5 

In addition to public and private funds invested in the Exchange, ongoing vendor operating costs are paid, in part, by 
a $6 111011thly ad1ninistrative fee paid per enrolled etnployee. The ad111inistrative fees are added by the Exchange to 
the carrier pre1nium rates for each group and then apportioned out to the Exchange vendors. The Exchange 
estin1ates that, given current operating costs, once Exchange enrolhnent reaches I 0,000-15,000 enrolled employees 
they \Viii no longer need to be subsidize vendor operating expenses. In total, the overhead cost incurred by the 

1ll!ah Go1crnor's Off1<.·c of Economic Oc1dopmcnt \201 l) ;!0//,/;11111<1/ ffrpor/ {p 23<!(>) Rctric1eJ from llrnh 11cb>>1e 
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Exchange for the period July 2008 through July 2010 include $700,000 paid in salaries and benefits for 3-4 
Exchange employees' each year as well as $467,250 paid by the Exchange directly to vendors. 

In addition to funding operating expenses, the Exchange has developed a conunission structure for participating 
producers in the Exchange. Conunissions are established at a flat rate of $37 per enrolled employee, per 111onth. 
These fees are added by the Exchange to the carrier pre1niu1ns collected each 1nonth fro111 participants in the 
Exchange. This represents the full commission paid to producers participating in the Utah Health Exchange. 

Again, I hope the information 1 have provided is helpful to the Joint Committee as they consider the best path 
for\vard for Oklahotna. If you need further infonnation or assistance please feel free to contact 1ne. 

Sincerely, 

(=- ·nr_,a,-
"-~~~'---~~1--Q_...___~ 

Julie Co -Kain, MPA 
Chief 0 erating Officer 
Oklahoma State Department of Health 

< Positions employed br the Ex~hange for yarymg periods and lengths oftmie have mduded Pmject Manager, Benefils Spec1alisl, Program Manager, Pro;ect Manager, Exchange 
Director, Marketmg Commumcahons Coordma!or, and Marl:eting Director The service;; ofadd1ttonal mdl\1duals may or may not be d1re<'.ll)' paid for with Ewhange funds 
mclude GEO Public lnformatrnn Officer, The Coordinator fo1 State Healthcare Reform and the oftice of the Utah Attorney Geneial 
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To: Governor Fallin 
From: Katie Altshuler and Andrew Silvestri 
Date: September 15, 2011 
Re: Health Insurance Exchange Requirements, Timeline and Grant History 

Requirements of Exchanges under Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) 

• Establish procedures for enrolling individuals and businesses. 

• Determine eligibility for tax credits. 

• States develop a single form for applying for state health subsidy programs that can be filed 
online, in person, by mail, or by phone. 

• Permit exchanges to contract with state Medicaid agencies to determine eligibility for tax credits 
in the exchanges. 

• Maintain a call center for customer service. 

• Require exchanges to submit financial reports to the federal Secretary of Health and Human 
Services (HHS). 

• Require the Office of Personnel Management to contract with insurers to offer at least two multi
state plans in each Exchange. 

• Restrict access to coverage through the Exchanges to U.S. citizens and legal immigrants who are 
not incarcerated. 

• Create the Consumer Operated and Oriented Plan (CO-OP) program to foster the creation of 
non-profit, member-run health insurance companies in all 50 states and District of Columbia to 
offer qualified health plans. 

• Create four benefit categories of plans plus a separate catastrophic plan to be offered through the 
Exchange, and in the individual and small group markets: 

1. Bronze plan represents minimum creditable coverage and provides the essential health 
benefits, covers 60% of the benefit costs of the plan. 

2. Silver plan provides the essential health benefits, covers 70% of the benefit costs of the 
plan. 

3. Gold plan provides the essential health benefits, covers 80% of the benefit costs of the 
plan. 

4. Platinum plan provides the essential health benefits, covers 90% of the benefit costs of 
the plan. 

5. Catastrophic plan available to those up to age 30 or those who are exempt from the 
mandate to purchase coverage. This plan is only available in the individual market. 

• Reduce the out-of-pocket limits for those with incomes up to 400% FPL. 

Effective Date 

Provisions relating to the American Health Benefit Exchanges are effective January 1, 2014. 
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Key Dates and Deadlines 

January 1, 2011 

• Exclude the costs for over-the-counter drugs not prescribed by a doctor from being reimbursed 
through an HRA or health FSA. 

• Increase the tax on distributions from a health savings account or an Archer MSA that are not 
used for qualified medical expenses to 20% from 10%. 

January 1, 2012 

• Impose new annual fees on the pharmaceutical manufacturing sector. 

April - 2012 

• From a practical and functional stand point we need to have a governance structure in place to 
make recommendations re/ key decisions such as: will we have a defined contribution model, 
must determine if we will integrate with Medicaid and if so to what degree - Feds threatening to 
reduce current payments. etc .. are we going to be a purchaser or a market organizer? 

January 1, 2013 

• Increase the threshold for the itemized deduction for unreimbursed medical expenses from 7.5% 
of adjusted gross income to 10% of adjusted gross income for regular tax purposes. 

• Increase the Medicare Part A (hospital insurance) tax rate on wages by 0.9% for higher-income 
taxpayers. 

• Eliminate the tax deduction for employers who receive Medicare Part D retiree drug subsidy 
payments. 

December 31, 2012 

• Impose an excise tax of 2.3% on the sale of any taxable medical device. 

January 1, 2013 

• Limit the amount of contributions to a flexible spending account for medical expenses to $2,500 
per year increased annually by the cost of living adjustment (Prior to the enactment of the 
PPACA, the Internal Revenue Service permitted employers to enact any maximum annual 
election for their employees). 

January 1, 2014 

• States have the option to expand Medicaid eligibility to childless adults beginning on April 1, 
2010, but will receive their regular Federal Medicaid Assistance Program (FMAP) until 2014. 

January 1, 2015 

• Exchange must be self-sustaining 

January 1, 2016 

• Implementation of small employee group from 1-100 mandate, before 2016 the state may define 
small employee groups as less than 1-1 DO 
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Insurance Exchange Grant History 

Exchange Planning Grant 

Forty-nine states and the District of Columbia received up to $1 million in Exchange Planning Grants. 
States receiving these funds have used them to conduct studies on the feasibility of Exchanges, and 
conduct community forums to hear directly from residents on how Exchanges should be established. 

Alaska rejected the $1 million planning grant. 

Early Innovator Grant 

Six states and a multi-state consortium led by the University of Massachusetts Medical School received 
over $241 .million in Early Innovator grants to develop model Exchange IT systems. 

Kansas: $31,537,465 (RETURNED) 

Maryland: $6,227,454 

Multi-State Consortia: $35,591,333 

New York: $27,431,432 

Oklahoma: $54,582,269 (RETURNED) 

Oregon: $48,096,307 

Wisconsin: $37,757,266 

Level One Establishment Grant 

Level One Establishment grants are awarded to states that have actively made some progress under 
their Exchange planning grant. 16 states and the District of Columbia received over $220 million in Level 
One Establishment grants. 

California: $39,421,383 

California will use resources to engage in planning, research and early implementation. The state will 
develop policy goals for the California Exchange as well as secure staff consultants and expert resources 
and actively engage stakeholders to inform and support Exchange planning and implementation activities. 

Maryland: $27, 186, 7 49 

Maryland will use resources to conduct data-driven and an intensive policy analysis that will shape the 
technical and operational infrastructure of the Exchange. In addition, the activities performed with this 
funding will result in the rapid implementation of the Exchange IT platform, including product licensing, 
system integration, and independent verification and validation. 

Washington: $22,942,671 

Washington will use resources to develop options and recommendations on policy decisions that will 
have a significant impact on the Exchange. The grant will also provide funds to develop a health 
information technology system that will support its Exchange. 

Missouri: $20,865,716 
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Missouri will use resources to build the exchange IT system, which will be highly coordinated with state 
agencies to enable a streamlined, single-portal eligibility and enrollment system; expand its existing 
stakeholder engagement process to facilitate deeper dialogue and leverage expertise on targeted topics; 
and, establish the appropriate levels of financial oversight and control to ensure program integrity. 

Mississippi: $20, 143,618 

Mississippi will use resources to conduct an extensive public education and outreach program to inform 
consumers about access the health insurance through the exchange; continue to coordinate with 
Medicaid, CHIP and other appropriate programs regarding eligibility determination and other Exchange 
activities; and provide assistance to individuals and small businesses. 

North Carolina: $12,396,019 

North Carolina will use resources to engage stakeholders, prepare analyses of outstanding policy 
decisions, and expand the existing eligibility system of the North Carolina Department of Health & Human 
Services to accommodate the Exchange. The state will also develop requirements for the non-eligibility 
related Exchange functions to prepare for any necessary procurement. 

New York: $10,774,898 

New York will use resources to support background research; seek stakeholder input through a series of 
policy discussions focused on Exchange design and operation options; fund IT Systems; expand the 
capacity of its consumer assistance to serve the needs of small businesses, and to expand assistance to 
individuals in regions of the State that currently have limited in-person access and expand consumer 
assistance with commercial insurance issues. 

West Virginia: $9,667,694 

West Virginia will use resources to provide for several consumer quality and effectiveness related studies 
to ensure an efficient and value driven market transition into the Exchange, including further funding for 
actuarial services and economic modeling as envisioned under the Planning Exchange Grant. West 
Virginia will also use funding to create tools for successful risk adjustment; undertake an Exchange issuer 
initiative and complete a producer and navigator strategic plan; allow for continued policy integration with 
constituent state agencies; and, develop a business and operational plan. 

Oregon: $8,969,600 

Oregon will use resources to support the final design and initial implementation of the Exchange's 
business and operations plan. To bring the business and operations plan to life, Oregon will use funding 
to: hire an Executive Director and key staff; build a financial management plan and structures; finalize 
waste , fraud, and abuse plans; appoint a Board of Directors to provide oversight and management; 
finalize interagency agreements with relevant agencies; develop transition plans for state programs and 
their enrollees; consult with stakeholders; determine whether additional risk mediation activities are 
required; finalize protocols and payment rules for producers and Navigators; and develop marketing and 
communications strategies. 

District of Columbia: $8,200,716 

Washington, DC will use resources to establish a planning and requirements gathering framework for 
designing an Exchange that is representative of the unique health insurance needs of District residents 
and that reflects the preferences of stakeholders. 

Kentucky: $7,670,803 

Kentucky will use resources to develop an Information Technology systems (IT) to support the definition 
of business requirements, the procurement of an IT planning vendor, assistance with drafting an RFP for 
procurement of IT upgrades/and or new systems. 
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Indiana: $6,895, 126 

Indiana will use resources to strengthen the health information technology systems that will be integral to 
its Exchange. Additional funding will support project management, legal, actuarial, and financial expertise 
and general policy support. 

Connecticut: $6,687,933 

Connecticut will use resources to determine the administrative issues involved in starting an Exchange, 
build on the research provided by its Exchange Planning Grant and conduct a thorough analysis of 
information technology capabilities to focus on business process and information technology used in the 
Exchange, and develop appropriate capacity for consumer assistance and reporting requirements. 

Rhode Island: $5,240,668 

Rhode Island will use resources to strengthen health information technology systems, develop an 
integrated consumer support program to provide support to individuals and small businesses, and 
strengthen its business operations 

Illinois: $5, 128,454 

Illinois will use resources to conduct additional Exchange research that will examine issues related to 
Risk-AdjustmenUReinsurance, Navigator Function, Certification of Qualified Health Plans, and SHOP 
Exchange. The state will build upon the Governor's Health Reform Website where Stakeholders can offer 
their input. The state also plans on developing an Exchange Education Toolkit that it will make available 
both in print and online. To address Exchange IT Systems, the state will begin to design both the 
business requirements of the Exchange and IT detailed design for Illinois-specific aspects of the 
Exchange infrastructure. The state will also hire a fulltime employee for the Exchange who will manage 
the various fiscal responsibilities. 

Minnesota: $4, 168,071 

Minnesota will use resources to develop its Exchange information technology infrastructure. Minnesota 
also will establish an initial governance structure within the Minnesota Department of Commerce with full
time staff dedicated to the development of Minnesota's Exchange. The state will also create and maintain 
an Advisory Task Force to provide guidance on the establishment of an Exchange. 

Nevada: $4,045,076 

Nevada will use resources to develop a rules-based eligibility engine that will serve as the single, 
streamlined eligibility process for all medical assistance programs, including Medicaid, Nevada Check Up 
(the state's CHIP program) and the Exchange; prepare business and IT systems requirements for non
eligibility-related functions of the Exchange, and develop an operational plan; create a financial 
management and sustainability model; enhance Nevada's consumer assistance; and engage 
stakeholders and consult with Nevada's Native American Tribal community. 
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1

Audrey Rockwell

From: Katie Altshuler
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 3:37 PM
To: Audrey Rockwell
Subject: ORR: FW: A few quick questions and a conversation I would like to have

 
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director 
Office of Governor Mary Fallin 
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105 
405.521.2342 
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov 

 
 

From: Cox-Kain, Julie [mailto:Juliek@health.ok.gov]  
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 8:37 AM 
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: Re: A few quick questions and a conversation I would like to have 
 
Ok open between 12:30 and 2:00 and 3:30 on.  
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐  
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld 
  
From: Katie Altshuler [mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov]  
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 07:39 AM 
To: Cox-Kain, Julie  
Subject: Re: A few quick questions and a conversation I would like to have  
  
Let's talk today re/ both. We did talk to OID. 
  
From: Cox-Kain, Julie [mailto:Juliek@health.ok.gov]  
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 07:11 AM 
To: Katie Altshuler  
Subject: A few quick questions and a conversation I would like to have  
  
Just a reminder about the essential health benefits contract.  I’m not sure if your conversation with OID led you to an 
answer or we need to continue to pursue.  Also, the original actuarial plan that we had prepared by Milliman did not 
include populations from 100 – 138%.  If we opt to not expand Medicaid and develop an exchange I would say that I may 
want to include that scope of work so the actuarial analysis includes all possible populations on the exchange.   
 
I would like to have a conversation with you about OHIET when you have some time.   
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Katie Altshuler 

From: 
Sent: 

Mark McCullough [Mark.McCullough@okhouse.gov] 
Wednesday, March 23, 2011 8:39 AM 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Katie Altshuler 
Brian Downs; Glen Mulready 
FW: My email 

Attachments: Editorial for Herald, 3-17-11.doc; Ed'sExchange Paper for Legislators, 3-23-11.pdf 

Katie and the Guys, 
Just resending the response from Utah's Legislative staff on 2130. Also attaching my op ed 
which you may use, modify, mollify or immolate at the Governor's, or the Governor's 
designees' discretion. (Yeah ... I'm pretty proud of that last sentence. Had to check 
dictionary.com twice ... but I got it done. Also included is Ed Haiselmaier's (Heritage) hot
off~the-press paper on the Exchanges. 
Mark 

-----Original Message----
From: Mark McCullough 
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:51 AM 
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: FW: My email 

Katie, 
Now that we've gotten a hernia carrying the water on this thing, you think we could get one 
of the big guys to give us some assurance that the three, enumerated, key components (see 
below) of the Utah model will be officially emphasized in the development of our Exchange? 
Perhaps even included in the bill with a Senate amendment? Just asking. 
Mark 

From: David Clark [dclark@utah.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:31 PM 
To: Mark McCullough 
Subject: Re: My email 

Here are some additional thoughts from our staff. 
Good Luck 
Rep David Clark 

Rep Clark; 
I remember Rep McCullough. I sat next to him at NCSL during the day long health seminar. I 
am going to first state what the Oklahoma legislation does NOT do. It does not establish a 
defined contribution system. It does not aggregate premiums. It does not establish a risk 
adjuster mechanism. These are the 3 key components of Utah's reform. This legislation has 
the potential to help get Oklahoma to those 3 functions. The legislation establishes a 
governing board that looks a lot like Utah's risk adjuster board. One of the 3 duties given 
to the board is a very general and broad duty to make recommendations to the Insurance 
Commissioner. If the right people are appointed to the board and if they are given the 
political direction to recommend defined contribution, a risk adjuster mechanism and premium 
aggregation, then maybe next year the legislation would establish the parameters for a new 
defined contribution market. If there is time, I would add to the duties of the board to 
develop recommendations for an insurance market that promotes a market driven approach to 
health care reform, promotes consumerism and appropriate utilization of resources ... all the 

1 
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Katie Altshuler 

From: 
Sent: 

Mark McCullough [Mark.McCullough@okhouse.gov] 
Wednesday, March 23, 2011 8:39 AM 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Katie Altshuler 
Brian Downs; Glen Mulready 
FW: My email 

Attachments: Editorial for Herald, 3-17-11.doc; Ed'sExchange Paper for Legislators, 3-23-11.pdf 

Katie and the Guys, 
Just resending the response from Utah's Legislative staff on 2130. Also attaching my op ed 
which you may use, modify, mollify or immolate at the Governor's, or the Governor's 
designees' discretion. (Yeah,, .I'm pretty proud of that last sentence. Had to check 
dictionary.com twice ... but I got it done. Also included is Ed Haiselmaier's (Heritage) hot
off-the-press paper on the Exchanges. 
Mark 

-----Original Message----
From: Mark McCullough 
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:51 AM 
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: FW: My email 

Katie, 
Now that we've gotten a hernia carrying the water on this thing, you think we could get one 
of the big guys to give us some assurance that the three, enumerated, key components (see 
below) of the Utah model will be officially emphasized in the development of our Exchange? 
Perhaps even included in the bill with a Senate amendment? Just asking. 
Mark 

From: David Clark [dclark@utah.gov) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:31 PM 
To: Mark McCullough 
Subject: Re: My email 

Here are some additional thoughts from our staff. 
Good Luck 
Rep David Clark 

Rep Clark; 
I remember Rep McCullough. I sat next to him at NCSL during the day long health seminar. I 
am going to first state what the Oklahoma legislation does NOT do. It does not establish a 
defined contribution system. It does not aggregate premiums. It does not establish a risk 
adjuster mechanism. These are the 3 key components of Utah's reform. This legislation has 
the potential to help get Oklahoma to those 3 functions. The legislation establishes a 
governing board that looks a lot like Utah's risk adjuster board. One of the 3 duties given 
to the board is a very general and broad duty to make recommendations to the Insurance 
Commissioner. If the right people are appointed to the board and if they are given the 
political direction to recommend defined contribution, a risk adjuster mechanism and premium 
aggregation, then maybe next year the legislation would establish the parameters for a new 
defined contribution market. If there is time, I would add to the duties of the board to 
develop recommendations for an insurance market that promotes a market driven approach to 
health care reform, promotes consumerism and appropriate utilization of resources ... all the 
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OOOKKKLLLAAAHHHOOOMMMAAA HHHEEEAAALLLTTTHHHCCCAAARRREEE EEEXXXCCCHHHAAANNNGGGEEE PPPLLLAAANNNNNNIIINNNGGG
Key Advisory Work Groups / Issues for Consideration

Page 1 of 8

1. Key Advisory Work Group: Governance & Administrative Structure

Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leaders

TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs

Including representation
from:

 Consumers

 Agents/Brokers

 Business owners

 Health plans

Project Liaisons

 Exchange Goals:
o Reduce the number of uninsured people

and increase access to care
o Ensure greater accountability and

transparency in the purchase of insurance
o Increase the portability and continuity of

coverage for individuals
o Simplify the health insurance purchase for

individuals and businesses
o Foster competition on price, quality, and

service in the health insurance
marketplace

o Drive quality improvement and cost
containment

 Model Type (Board, Trust, Commission, etc.)

 Staffing and Hiring Procedures

 Regulatory & Policy including overseeing
Operations

 Recommendation for language to be
included in Strategic Plan for development
of the exchange

 Implementation Timeline

 Development of possible legislative language

 Comparison of Federal PPACA requirements
to Oklahoma statutes and administrative
rules

 If the Exchange is to process
commercial transactions and attract
customers, it should be insulated
from political influence with access
to business expertise

 If it is to achieve policy objectives
through tax-financed subsidies and
some degree of regulation, it must
have a level of transparency and be
publicly accountable

 Wherever housed, the Exchange
must be adaptive and capable of
developing new programs that can
be modified as circumstances
change, such as, changing market
conditions, the evolving
preferences of consumers, and the
ongoing development and issuance
of federal guidelines regarding
administration and its operation

 Identification of services to be
handled internally or outsourced
and which intermediaries are best
equipped to provide required
administrative services

 How should the Exchange be
organized and governed?
o Publicly sponsored?
o Government sponsored?
o Combination of both?

 Will the Exchange function as a
‘market organizer’ or as a selective
purchaser’?

 Should the Exchange be housed in a
State government entity or a
non‐profit organization? 

 Who should have decision‐making 
authority for the Exchange?

 What kind of web portal, call center
and other service centers should be
established?

 Should vendors be employed, and, if
so, for what services?

 What will be the funding source to
sustain the Exchange after January
1, 2015?

 How can the Exchange attract an
adequate number of participants
and insurers to ensure
sustainability?

 Should enabling legislation be
created?

 Should participation in the Exchange
be required by legislation?

Derek Lieser

Nicole Prieto Johns
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OOOKKKLLLAAAHHHOOOMMMAAA HHHEEEAAALLLTTTHHHCCCAAARRREEE EEEXXXCCCHHHAAANNNGGGEEE PPPLLLAAANNNNNNIIINNNGGG
Key Advisory Work Groups / Issues for Consideration

Page 2 of 8

2. Key Advisory Work Group: Enrollment

Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leaders

TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs

Including representation
from:

 Consumers

 Agents/Brokers

 Business owners

 Health plans

Project Liaison

 Certification of individuals not subject to
Individual Mandate

 Reporting requirements (HHS, Treasury
Open Enrollment, Annual, Mid-Year, Special,
Change, COBRA, Administrative, etc.)

 Premium Billing, Collections & Remittance

 Ongoing Account Management (including
renewals, delinquent payment notification,
etc.)

 Operation & Application of Subsidies and
Premium Tax Credits (transparency – the
ability to View Calculations)

 Free Choice Vouchers

 Individual Mandates

 Use of available current available
technologies (i.e. paperless processes)

 Coordination of existing data
systems / preventing duplication of
coverage (Medicaid, State/Fed
Data, HIE, Non-Medicaid)

 Enrollment may be online, in
person, by telephone through the
Exchange or with state officials
operating one of the other
applicable state health subsidy
programs

 Implementation of a paperless
system

 How can the Exchange create
administrative efficiencies and
protect the public?
o Reduce administration costs
o Add transparency to health

insurance
o Standardized electronic

enrollment and payment

Derek Lieser
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OOOKKKLLLAAAHHHOOOMMMAAA HHHEEEAAALLLTTTHHHCCCAAARRREEE EEEXXXCCCHHHAAANNNGGGEEE PPPLLLAAANNNNNNIIINNNGGG
Key Advisory Work Groups / Issues for Consideration
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3. Key Advisory Work Group: Eligibility Process & Infrastructure

Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leaders

TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs

Including representation
from:

 Consumers

 Agents/Brokers

 Business owners

 Health plans

Project Liaison

 Cost Sharing

 Employer premium subsidies (2yr
limit)

 Basic Health Program (State Option
to offer)

 Elimination of Asset Testing (this
would apply for most Medicaid
recipients and for all those eligible
for premium subsidies through the
Exchange)

How the ‘Small Market’ will be
defined: 1-50 or 51-100.

 Review Existing Public Subsidy
Program (Insure Oklahoma) for
Consolidation, Elimination &
Administrative Efficiencies (Exchange
Target Market overlaps with Insure
OK)

 Purchases restricted to U.S. citizens
and legal immigrants who are not
incarcerated

Whether applicant has access to
employer sponsored insurance (ESI)

Whether the ESI meets actuarial
standards and provides minimum
essential benefits

Whether the employee’s share of the
premium as a % of income is above or
below a certain % of their income

Develop high level workflow for
calculating subsides

 What elements of Insure Oklahoma and
SoonerCare online enrollment can be used
within the Exchange?

 At what point do you navigate an individual /
family to private or public coverage?

 Starting in 2017, should the Exchange include
larger employers and public employees?

 Will the person enroll from the exchange and
if so, will you have to incorporate each
insurers’ criteria or will there be a basic set of
criteria that is agreed by all.

 If ESI is available to the person, aren’t they
required to select that option?

 Will service payments take place inside the
Exchange or within company’s existing
mechanisms?

 Will a predetermine matrix determine plan
enrollment or will freedom of choice be the
overriding factor (i.e. upon qualification for
Medicaid what choices are allowed)?

 Is it allowed to present only the Exchange
plans that seem to best fit their needs based
upon responses to qualifying questions or
must all plans be presented?

 For what period of time must a consumer
enroll in a plan, i.e. yearly, monthly?

 Can a state entity like CSED mandate
enrollment as they do today with ESI?

Derek Lieser
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Key Advisory Work Groups / Issues for Consideration
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4. Key Advisory Work Group: Information Technology (IT)

Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leaders

TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs

Including representation
from:

 Consumers

 Agents/Brokers

 Business owners

 Health plans

Project Liaison

 Program integrity, data security,
transparency (plans, agencies,
Exchange Operations)

 Application of available current
technologies (i.e. paperless
processes)

 Single Portal Access

 Web-site development &
maintenance includes:
o Eligibility and Enrollment
o Rating Engines
o Template maintenance in

standardization of processes

 Quality Measures

 Provider Info/Health System
Access

 Calculation of Costs (Benefit
Levels, Mandated Benefits,
Subsidies, Tax Credits, etc) and
what costs will be visible to the
applicant

 Premiums must be quoted
instantly and easily comparable
based on age, family composition,
tobacco use and location

 Linking to other state and federal
databases (IRS, Treasury Dept,
HHS, State/Federal Employee
systems, Medicaid, Medicare,
etc), insurance carriers and
employers

 Creation of a paperless system
both internally and paperless
access by consumers, agents,
brokers and Navigators.

 How will high level requirements for calculating
subsidies and tax credits be developed?

 How will research technical needs for running the
Exchange through single portal access be developed?

 How will high level requirements for an enrollment
and eligibility portal and rules engine be developed?

 Who insures exchange has most up to date

information?
 Who insures that the information is secure and in

compliance?

Derek Lieser
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5. Key Advisory Work Group: Carrier & Plan Selection

Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leads

TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs

Including
representation from:

 Consumers

 Agents/Brokers

 Business owners

 Health plans

Project Liaison

 Minimum Essential Benefits an exchange
must provide:
o Health - 4 Precious Metal Plans plus

Catastrophic Plan (for ages under 30)
o State Mandated Benefits (if offered, cost

born by State)
o Dental Plans
o Selective Carrier Contracting
o Certification/recertification/decertification

requirements for QHPs
o Standardizing Benefits
o Network Access
o Assignment of Quality Ratings
o Rate Review

 Multi State Plans - 2 plans required

 Co-op plans must be addressed if market is
not competitive

How the Exchange is to
contract with health plans
that are determined to be
of high value, based on
cost and quality

How the ‘Small Market’
will be defined (1-50 or 51-
100)

Choices that may be made
available to employees of
small businesses, i.e.: plan,
benefit tier, carrier, etc.

What benefits options should the Exchange offer?

Should participation be required by legislation?

Should there be a minimum enrollment period?

Do you require a minimum enrollment period?

Will the Exchange select health plans through
negotiations or competitive bidding, or both or will
it showcase all qualified and licensed carriers?
o When are plans free to adjust premiums over

time as enrollment evolves and claim trends
develop?

o How to adjust benefit designs as needed without
disrupting existing coverage?

o How much risk selection is tolerable without
undermining the ability of plans to compete?

o How to help insurers adjust to the business risks
through the Exchange to price their products at
levels that consumer will find attractive?

Will the Exchange allow each carrier to define
patient cost sharing within a benefit tier; will it
specify coinsurance, copayments & deductibles?

Will existing grandfathered health plans be able to
find ways to shed their adverse risks to the
Exchange?

How healthy is the pool of uninsured people likely
to enroll through the Exchange, compared to those
currently insured?

How will the Exchange level the playing field with
insurers in and outside of the Exchange?
o Should there be a requirement to participate?
o How can the Exchange foster competition?
o Should rating practices and range of benefits

offered be comparable in/out of Exchange?

Nicole Prieto Johns
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6. Key Advisory Work Group: Financial Management & Premium Development (Cost Containment/Risk Mgmt.)

Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leads

TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs

Including representation
from:

 Consumers

 Agents/Brokers

 Business owners

 Health plans

Project Liaison

 Reporting requirements (HHS,
Treasury Dept, Employers,
Carriers, etc.)

 Operational Costs &
Sustainability

 Premium Development

 Risk Adjustment/Adverse
Selection (Medical Loss Ratio)

 Premiums will be set in advance according to
adjusted community rating of risk, in and outside
the Exchanges for the non-group and small-
group markets

 Rating will be based on age, family composition
(size), tobacco use and location (zip)

 Rates for the elderly can only be three times as
high as those for the young

 Premium rate differences between plans must
reflect
o Administrative efficiency
o Customer service
o Provider reimbursement rates
o Care management
o Clinical networks

 Comparative risk calculations for health plans
require submission and analysis of their claims
data

 Transfer payments among plans requires running
premiums through a central distribution point, or
imposing a premium assessment on competing
plans, which is then redistributed to compensate
for risk selection

 Risk adjustment must apply across the entire
class or segment of insured people subject to
rating rules

 Resources are CMS, Health Connector in MA
using DxCG, for profit and non-profit
organizations including university research
depts.

 Should the individual and small
group markets be merged?

 What strategies can used so
premium revenues are adjusted for
risk selection among participating
carriers?

 Considerations on putting a risk
adjustment system in place:
o Is risk selection among plans

significant, beyond what is
already accounted for under the
allowed rating rules?

o Is the corrective adjustment
practical?

o Would it substantially equalize
risk?

 How can the Exchange help to
contain Oklahoma’s health care
costs?
o How can the Exchange help to

improve Oklahoma’s health care
quality?

 What will be the funding source to
sustain the Exchange after January
1, 2015?

 Will the Exchange regulate prices, if
so what processes must be created
to do this?

Nicole Prieto Johns
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7. Key Advisory Work Group: Education and Marketing

Issues / Options to Discuss Key Points to Consider Key Questions Work Group Leads

TO BE ASSIGNED:
Chair & Co-Chairs

Including representation
from:

 Consumers

 Agents/Brokers

 Business owners

 Health plans

Project Liaison

 Communication & Customer
Service

 Education

 Public Outreach

 Facilitate Enrollment

 Role of licensed Agents and
Brokers (Inside / Outside
Exchange Call Center

 Broker Management &
Compensation

 Creation of the Navigator
Program

 Role of Call Center Reps

 Producer Appointment
Requirements

 Need to promote greater
transparency

 Changes the Exchange will make to
the competitive landscape

 Targeted outreach and marketing
efforts will be needed to attract a
broad and diverse risk pool

 Education of consumers and
Brokers/agents on how to access and
use a paperless system

 Proactive activities used to promote
carrier participation in the Exchange
and the development of innovative
plan designs

Role of “Navigators” (non-licensed
consumer representatives)

 How should the Exchange market its services?

 What strategies can be used to educate
consumers about the Exchange?

 How brokers, agents and Navigators help
consumers to enroll?

 What type of customer services should be
made available to consumers?

 What is the current role of brokers?

 What type of services do brokers provide?

 How are brokers to be compensated? What
about retention bonuses or overrides, etc?

 Should broker’s fees be paid separate and
apart from premium (transparency)?

 How will information be distributed in a “fair
and impartial” way (enrollment, availability of
premium subsidies, cost sharing reductions,
etc)?

 How will Navigators help facilitate enrollment
in QHPs?

 How should people be referred to the
appropriate agency(s) for questions,
complaints or grievances?

 How will they reach people who normally are
not eligible for public assistance programs?

 Is there area or regional differences to be
considered?

Nicole Prieto Johns
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee; Denise Northrup
Subject: KOSU - Lawmakers Question New Grant for OK
Date: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 10:29:00 AM

Lawmakers Question New Grant for OK

http://kosu.org/2011/03/lawmakers-question-new-grant-for-ok/
 
Oklahoma is one of seven states getting a grant from the Federal Government to set up health care exchanges in

the state.

The money helps the state continue work started several years ago.

But, not everyone is happy with who is giving the money to Oklahoma.

It’s called an “early Innovator” grant.

Oklahoma is accepting $54 million from the Department of Health and Human Services, the largest grant

awarded to the seven states.

House Speaker Kris Steele says he’s excited about the opportunity to strengthen the Oklahoma Exchange

system.

“What we want to do with this innovator grant is, in essence, develop the infrastructure that will allow

Oklahomans from all over the state to be able to know exactly what their options are as far as health coverage is

concerned and how to enroll in those options.”

Speaker Steele believes Oklahoma was awarded the money because of the work done with Insure Oklahoma

and SoonerCare.

He says the Oklahoma Exchange will increase competition and help Oklahomans make informed choices.

“It’s going to be a one stop shop that anybody in the state of Oklahoma can go to a particular website and know

instantly what all the options for health care coverage are and how to access those options, how to enroll in

those options, what benefits are covered by a particular plan.”

But, some state lawmakers aren’t happy with who’s providing the money to Oklahoma.

“We’re trying to say on one hand we don’t want ObamaCare, and then we’re getting the vibes out that we’re

wanting to take the money for ObamaCare.”

That’s Representative Mike Ritze who has legislation working its way through the legislature which would nullify

the Federal Health Care bill passed last year.

He says by accepting this money it puts the state in lock-step with the Federal Government.

“It’s overwhelming statewide that people do not want ObamaCare, but now we’re taking a grant for this exchange.

Is this going to put us in a really touchy situation to where we could be sued for not really going along with what

they’re accepting?”

The Broken Arrow Republican says the plan outlining the grant would require any exchanges to meet coverage

requirements and standards prescribed by the Health Care Law.

“I don’t know what our problem is. Are we not communicating as a state with the legislature and with the people,

because the people do not want anything to do with it? I don’t know whether we got disjointed or what happens

here.”

The information on the grant came out last Friday at four in the afternoon with a press release showing support

from Governor Fallin, Speaker Steele, Senate President Pro Tem Brian Bingman, and Health and Human

Services Secretary Terry Cline.

Doctor Cline says by 2014, all states will be required to launch health insurance exchanges and those not in

compliance will be directed by the Federal Government.
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“We plan on being well ahead of that curve. We will have our own Oklahoma product. We’ll have it in place. We’ll

be launched by that period of time. And, by doing that we will actually avoid having the federal government

dictating what our exchange will look like.”

Newly elected Insurance Commissioner John Doak was also listed in support of the grant in Friday’s press

release.

Like Doctor Cline, he worries about not having a say in the exchanges.

“We have to be at the table from the regulatory aspect to make sure that when this is set up that Oklahomans

have good regulatory aspects in place, the agents and brokers are the ones that would be delivering the products

and services.”

Doak agrees with Representative Ritze that the federal health care law is a slippery slope.

He says it doesn’t interfere with any state legislation or state question against the law or with the lawsuit filed by

Attorney General Scott Pruitt.

But, he also believes the Governor should be accepting the grant.

“I think Governor Fallin made a wise choice: One which I support from the insurance department, as long as we

can make sure that we have a seat at the table and watch every detail that comes across.”

Commissioner Doak ran against the federal health care law last year as did State Senator Ralph Shortey.

The Freshman Senator disagrees with Doak on accepting the money.

“Even if it’s extra money, the fact is the federal government is going into deficit hand over fist every single minute.

I cannot support this country going into more deficit even if it’s a benefit to us because we are just contributing to

the problem at that point.”

The Oklahoma City Republican says he doesn’t believe Oklahoma should get involved in any part of the Federal

Health Care Law.

“Fact is, if we receive these funds, it’s just welfare and statewide welfare at that point. I don’t want to be a part of

that, and I know most of the people in Oklahoma don’t want to be a part of that. Let us handle our own

problems.”

Other states getting money include $31 million to Kansas, $48 million to Oregon, $37 million to Maryland and

$27 million to New York.

 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Bob Sands
Subject: lawton constitution / oak editorial page
Date: Friday, November 30, 2012 2:46:00 PM
Attachments: 04A112812.pdf

Hi Bob,
To continue our conversation about the reaction to Gov’s decision not to expand Medicaid: Here is a
supportive op-ed (attached) in the Lawton Constitution and below in the Oklahoman. So that’s 2 out
of the 3 biggest papers in the state … add that to the calls and letters we received that were
overwhelmingly opposed to expanding Medicaid or implementing an exchange.
 

States' reaction to Obamacare gives president dose of his
own medicine
 
Oklahoma has joined a growing list of states that won't expand Medicaid or
implement state-run health exchanges, two key components of Obamacare.
Predictably, the political left argues Republicans are being obstructionist. But why
would state Republicans rush to implement a bad law to benefit a president who's
made clear he would never do the same if the tables were turned?
 
Obamacare was rammed through Congress on a party-line vote without public buy-
in. Relatively liberal Republicans like U.S. Sens. Olympia Snow and Susan Collins,
both of Maine, opposed the bill. So did U.S. Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, who
previously worked with Ted Kennedy on health care issues. The president could have
made health care reform bipartisan. He chose not to. Only now does he seek
Republican backing.
Thirty states are led by Republicans governors, many with predominately Republican
legislatures elected largely thanks to public opposition to Obamacare. For them,
Barack Obama's demand that they implement his liberal initiatives is an invitation to
commit political suicide. National polling continues to show 50 percent of voters still
support full repeal of Obamacare. The U.S. House of Representatives voted more
than 30 times to repeal Obamacare; voters responded by returning Republicans to
strong majority control. Only oppositionto Obamacare has been bipartisan: 34 U.S.
House Democrats opposed its passage in 2010, and five even voted to repeal it this
year.
Obamacare is the law of the land, but this doesn't make opponents responsible for
doing all the heavy lifting of implementation. Instead of uniting Americans and
forging an acceptable compromise on health care, Obama showed disdain for
roughly half the country throughout the process. He passed an extremely partisan
law in a harshly partisan fashion, and now acts shocked that it's getting a partisan
reception.
For that, Obama has no one to blame but himself.
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Were the average Republican
asked for a succinct statement of
his views on taxation, he or she
might respond thus:


“U.S. tax rates are too high for
the world we must compete in. The
tax burden — federal, state, local,
together — is too heavy. We need to
cut tax rates to free up our private
and productive sector and pull this
economy out of the ditch.”


This core conviction holds the
party together.


Yet today the leadership is about
to abandon this conviction to sign
on to higher tax rates or revenues,
while the economy is nearing stall
speed. Yet, two years ago, Presi-
dent Obama himself extended the
Bush tax cuts because, he said, you
do not raise taxes in a recovering
economy.


Why are Republicans negotiating
this capitulation?


Because they have been warned
that if they do not sign on to a tax
hike, they will take us all over a fis-
cal cliff.


If we go over, Republicans are
being told, you will be responsible
for tax hikes on all Americans as
the Bush tax cuts expire on Jan. 1.


You will be responsible for a
surge in tax rates on dividends, in-
terest, capital gains, estates.


You will be responsible for an au-
tomatic sequester catastrophic to
the national defense.


This is the pistol Obama is point-
ing at the GOP. This is extortion.


Republicans are being told that
they either vote for something they
believe to be wrong and ruinous —
or get something worse. Pay the
ransom, fellas, Obama is demand-
ing, or take the blame for a second
recession.


Like the Panama Canal debate
that made Ronald Reagan a hero,
this is a defining moment. No GOP
senator who agreed to the Carter-
Torrijos treaty ever made it onto a
national ticket.


What are the perils for Republi-
cans who sign on to an Obama
deal?


They will sever themselves per-
manently from much of the base of
the party. While their votes may en-
sure that tax rates or revenues rise,
they will have no assurance that


the promised spending cuts will
ever be made. Even Reagan fell
victim to this bait-and-switch.


Then, if the tax hikes slow the
economy, Republican collaborators
will share the blame. Not only will
they have gone back on their word,
they will have damaged the recov-
ery. What would be their argument
for re-election?


If you believe higher tax rates or
tax revenues would be like poison-
ing an already weak economy, why
would you collaborate in adminis-
tering that poison? Why not just
say no?


Having lost the presidency and
seats in both houses, Republicans
should not partner with a president
with whom they disagree on princi-
ple.


They should act as the loyal op-
position in a parliamentary system
whose duty it is to oppose, to offer
an alternative agenda and to wait
upon the success or failure of the
government, as Labor is doing in
Britain and the conservatives are
doing in France.


What should Speaker John
Boehner do?


Tell the president politely that


America’s problem is not that we
are taxed too little but that we
spend too much — and the GOP will
not sign on either to tax rate or tax
revenue increases. For Republi-
cans believe that would further in-
jure the economy — especially an
economy limping along at between
1 and 2 percent growth.


Then Boehner should depart the
White House, go back up to the Hill
and urge his Republican caucus to
do two things.


Pass an extension of the Social
Security payroll tax cut and block
its automatic rise from 4.2 percent
of wages to 6.2 percent. To raise
that tax now and scoop off the dis-
cretionary income of most of
America’s families in this anemic
economy makes no sense economi-
cally or politically.


The House should then vote to
extend the Bush tax cuts for anoth-
er year, with a pledge to do tax re-
form — lowering tax rates in re-
turn for culling, cutting or capping
deductions for the well-to-do in the
new year.


Then let Harry Reid work his
will. If the Senate votes to let Social
Security taxes rise, let Harry and


his party explain this to the middle
class that gets hammered in Janu-
ary. If the Senate votes to let the
Bush tax cuts lapse for those over
$200,000, decide in the caucus
whether to negotiate — or to go
home for Christmas and New
Year’s.


As for the automatic sequester
that would impose $100 billion in
cuts next year, half in defense, do
nothing. Let it take effect. The
budget has to be cut, and while
these cuts are heavy on defense,
the depth and mixture can be ad-
justed in the new year.


If Republicans walk away from
tax negotiations with the White
House, market investors, anticipat-
ing a sharp rise in tax rates on divi-
dends, interest and capital gains
next year, will start dumping
stocks, bonds and investments to
take advantage of the last year of
lower taxes.


The market may tank. Let the
party of high taxes explain it.


Patrick J. Buchanan is the au-
thor of “Suicide of a Superpower:
Will America Survive to 2025?”


Who is afraid of the fiscal cliff ahead?
PAT BUCHANAN


Conservatives never much liked Social Se-
curity. It’s a wildly popular government pro-
gram that’s totally solvent until 2033. It will
be easily fixable and by then may not need
fixing at all. Doesn’t quite fit with the gov-
ernment-can’t-do-anything-right talking
point. 


Then there’s the Social Security Trust
Fund, a nice hunk of change invested in
Treasury securities that some conservatives
don’t want to pay back. The trust fund repre-
sents payroll taxes collected from workers
and employers — taxes raised a quarter cen-
tury ago to provide a cushion against the pre-
dicted stresses of an aging population. The
money in the trust fund was loaned, not giv-
en, to the federal government. 


Many conservatives argue that the trust
fund doesn’t exist, thanks to cheesy account-
ing of the money. Whoops, it’s been spent,
they say. Tough luck. 


The counterargument goes that the trust
fund is real enough that the Treasury may
not default on its debt to it without a vote by


Congress. Name one rep of either party who
would vote for stiffing the trust fund. Coun-
terargument wins. 


So Social Security’s foes need Plan B. 
They already tried Plan A during the


George W. Bush years. Recall efforts to pri-
vatize the program — that is, let workers put
their Social Security payroll tax money into
private investment plans. Recall how the
boosters tried to sell stocks as a no-lose in-
vestment. 


The beauty of Plan A was that Wall Street
would get its cut, and eventually, the federal
government would no longer be obligated to
cut Social Security checks. But the public
was so protective of traditional Social Secu-
rity that Plan A crashed even before the
stock market did. 


Plan B starts with means-testing. It is a
clever approach because it expropriates lib-
eral rhetoric about the rich helping the poor.


Means-testing would reduce the benefits of
the well-to-do while keeping (or raising)
them for others. This is an excellent way to
destroy the loyalty to the program among
our more powerful citizens. The deal could
include making permanent the Social Securi-
ty payroll tax holiday scheduled to expire on
Jan. 1 — in the interests of progressive taxa-
tion, of course. 


Another counter-idea: The payroll tax holi-
day was always a bad concept from a true
liberal perspective. (President Obama
backed it as a stimulus measure.) It’s bad be-
cause Social Security is an earned benefit.
You can’t easily take away something people
know they’ve paid for. 


So here’s the work-around: It makes no
sense, writes conservative Ross Douthat, “to
finance our retirement system with a tax
that ... imposes particular burdens on small
business and the working class.” 


How liberal sounding. How sneaky. Start
paying for Social Security out of general rev-
enues and reduce benefits for the wealthy,


and what do you have? You have welfare.
You know what happens to welfare. 


Douthat breaks from liberal sweet-talk
and gets down to basics. He urges Republi-
cans to regard the payroll tax as “an obstacle
— originally created by their political ene-
mies! — to any restraint in what the program
spends.” 


Actually, the law forbids Social Security to
take a single penny from general revenues. I
can’t think of a better spending restraint
than that. But the payroll tax is definitely a
political restraint on plans to steal the trust
fund. 


By the way, we already have a system for
means-testing. It’s called the progressive in-
come tax. If conservatives think rich people
should pay more, they can simply let margin-
al tax rates (and the capital gains tax rate)
rise. Complicating Social Security with more
means-testing and ending the tax dedicated
to keeping it afloat would kill the program —
with a smile. 


On to Plan C. 


How to kill Social Security, with a smile
FROMA HARROP


Governor’s choices were limited
Because there are so many unanswered questions about


the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and
because of Oklahoma’s constitutional constraints, it is hard
to argue with Gov. Mary Fallin’s Nov. 19 announcement that
the state will not create a state-based insurance exchange
system or Medicaid program expansion.


It doesn’t appear that Gov. Fallin had any other choice.
Oklahoma voters approved State Question 756, a constitu-


tional amendment prohibiting the implementation of key
components of the Act. The governor, as did other state
officials, took an oath that required defending the state
Constitution. Some of her critics are not so limited.


There are also many unanswered questions about the fed-
eral Act, which is scheduled to be implemented in 11
months. Few outside the federal bureaucracy know what
the Obama administration wants. Meanwhile there are new
constitutional challenges, including one by Oklahoma, that
could overrule the law or its rules.


It wasn’t until last week, after Fallin issued her statement,
that the U.S. Health and Human Services Department
issued three of the new rules. The White House had been
sitting on them for months waiting for the election to be
over.


The new rules define “essential coverage,” how insurers
will design and price coverage and how the premiums can
vary from person to person based on risk.


Fallin’s decision on the exchanges seems prudent.
Consider a paragraph from an editorial in the Wall Street
Journal last weekend.


“The most important void is ObamaCare’s ‘exchanges,’ the
clearinghouses where millions of individuals and small
businesses will receive subsidized coverage. HHS hasn’t
said how they will be set up and function in practice, with
the exception of ‘guidance’ documents that make vague
suggestions but don’t have the force of law and are likely to
be revoked. HHS is all but begging states to run the
exchanges but hasn’t clarified what they’d be signing up
for.”


Wisely, Gov. Fallin and 30 other governors didn’t buy a
“pig in a poke,” although it appears her critics would have.
As a result, the Feds now have to run the exchanges.


Fallin also rejected expanding Medicaid, a health care
program for the working poor, which she said would cost
Oklahomans $475 million by 2020. To pay for the expansion,
it appears Oklahoma taxes would have to be raised or exist-
ing programs would have to be cut by that amount.


There is a bright note for the state’s poor. Gov. Fallin
pledged to pursue state-based solutions designed to
improve health outcomes and contain costs for
Oklahomans.


Decision


LETTERSLETTERS
Decision confusing


I am confused. Gov. Fallin de-
cided not to expand the Medicaid
program to cover thousands of
low-income uninsured Okla-
homans who do not qualify for
any coverage through the Afford-
able Health Care Act. Other than
making a political statement,
what is the justification for the
governor’s and our legislative
leaders’ support of this position?
It appears that, by refusing to ex-
pand the program, those that are
affected will still need these
medical services, but the cost for
these services will fall entirely
on the rest of us!


Our insurance premiums will
increase, our hospitals will incur
additional unreimbursed costs,
our share of revenues coming
back to the state from the federal
government will be reduced and
given to other states, and the
health of our citizens will suffer.
Additionally, preventive care,
which is available under the Act,
is always cheaper than the expen-
sive care received in the emer-
gency room by those patients


who don’t have access to care un-
til it is truly an emergency.


Having stated what I see as the
negatives of the governor’s posi-
tion, I would like to know what
our legislators see as the positive
points. I recognize that, by adopt-
ing the program, eventually 10
percent of the expense will be in-
cluded in the state’s budget, but
that seems significantly better
than having the entire 100 per-
cent fall on us as citizens of the
state. My information indicates
that, if the program were adopt-
ed, the impact on our state budg-
et would be minimal, increasing
it by approximately 0.5 percent.


I noted that the rationale adopt-
ed by our legislative leaders is
that they want to adhere to con-
servative values and encourage
the development of better care at
more affordable rates, but I did
not see any explanation of how
these goals are to be achieved.


Are our state leaders being
bull-headed in their position sim-
ply to make a political statement
at the expense of our citizens and
their health?


Ernest F. Godlove, Lawton


Let’s all save water
Water is our most important


resource that is often taken for
granted and wasted. Fort Sill and
some apartment complexes have
posted “Let Your Faucet Drip”
signs. A dripping faucet today
will be a running faucet tomor-
row. 


Many citizens of our commu-
nity aren’t aware of our critical
water situation and how impor-
tant water is to the well-being of
our community. Lawton should
re-examine old water release
agreements. I see a continuous
flow of water down Medicine
Creek from Lawton’s Water
Treatment Facility at Medicine
Park. After it rains, Lawton can
become a great watershed. This
water is treated as waste down
Cache Creek. Why not put com-
mon sense and technology to
work, utilizing Lawton’s great
watershed to fill our reservoirs?
Invest today for water and jobs
tomorrow.


Carles Sowers, Lawton


TODAY’S ALMANACTODAY’S ALMANAC
On this date:
In 1520, Portuguese navigator


Ferdinand Magellan reached the
Pacific Ocean after passing through
the South American strait that now
bears his name.


In 1885, at the end of the Third
Anglo-Burmese War, British troops
occupied Mandalay.


In 1905, Sinn Fein was founded in
Dublin.


In 1912, Albania proclaimed its
independence from the Ottoman
Empire.


In 1922, Captain Cyril Turner of
the Royal Air Force gave the first
public skywriting exhibition,
spelling out, “Hello USA. Call
Vanderbilt 7200” over New York’s
Times Square; about 47,000 calls in
less than three hours resulted.


In 1942, nearly 500 people died


in a fire that destroyed the Cocoa-
nut Grove nightclub in Boston.


In 1958, Chad, Gabon and Middle
Congo became autonomous
republics within the French com-
munity.


Thought for Today: “We are not
all born at once, but by bits. The
body first, and the spirit later.” —
Mary Hunter Austin, American nov-
elist and playwright (1868-1934).







From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Legislative Rriorities
Date: Friday, March 18, 2011 2:49:00 PM

Don’t send this to McNutt…  Also, this does not include every bill! But it shows a lot of what has been

accomplished.

 

Tort Reform: Passed in House and Senate
 

·         SB 863, Sen. Anthony Sykes (R-Duncan), jury instructions shall include an instruction notifying

the jury that no part of an award for damages for personal injury or wrongful death is subject to

federal or state income tax. (passed march 1)

·         SB 866, Sen. Anthony Sykes, provides for periodic payment of future damages. (passed march

1)

·         HB 1995, by Rep. Dan Sullivan (R-Tulsa), requires certain hospitals operated by a public trust

to maintain a certain amount of health care malpractice liability coverage. The total liability of

such hospitals for damages for malpractice is extended to the amount of the hospital's

malpractice liability coverage.   The bill passed by a vote of: 95-2. (passed march 7)

·         HB 2024, by Rep. Dan Sullivan (R-Tulsa), authorizes a court to order that future damages

incurred after the date of judgment that exceed One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00)

be paid in whole or in part in periodic payments rather than by a lump-sum payment. The vote

was: 62 to 36. (passed march 14)

·         HB 2128, by Rep. Dan Sullivan (R-Tulsa), lowers the recovery limitation for noneconomic

damages in a civil action for bodily injury to Three Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars

($350,000.00). The current limitation is Four Hundred Thousand Dollars ($400,000.00). 

Amendment vote was: 58 to 36.  Vote: 57 to 40. (passed march 14)

Workers’ Comp Reform: Passed in House and Senate
 

·         SB 878, Sen. Patrick Anderson (R-Enid) and Sen. Anthony Sykes (R-Moore), the workers’

comp bill.  Interestingly it was not debated.  Sen. Anderson told me afterward he stayed up late

last night preparing and was a bit disappointed he didn’t get to debate the bill.  Title is off.  It

passed 44 to 0. (March 10)

·         SB 761, Sen. Jolley (R-Edmond), establishes a physician board which will set guidelines for

best practices for workers' comp cases. Passed 45 to 0. (passed march 8)

·         HB 2038, by Rep. Dan Sullivan (R-Tulsa), authorizes the Workers’ Compensation Court

Administrator to compile annual reports relating to characteristics of cases including amount of

surgeries, length of temporary total disability, permanent partial disability, and other medical

treatments and therapies.  The vote was: 62 to 21. (march 17)

 

Closing Fund: Passed in House
 

·         HB 1953, by Rep. Skye McNiel (R-Bristow), is the closing fund bill.  The vote was 79 to 17. 

The emergency failed: 52 to 39. (passed march 14)

Reexamination of tax credits: Passed in House and Senate
 

·         HB 1008, by Rep. Skye McNiel (R-Bristow), is the aerospace tax credit.  The bill shortens the
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moratorium on the income tax credit for the reimbursement of tuition and compensation of

aerospace engineers. (passed march 9)

·         SB 3, by Sen. Mazzei (R-Tulsa), aerospace tax credit was passed 45 to 2.  Bill was amended

by Sen. Tom Adelson (D-Tulsa), the amendment abolishes the state income tax, both corporate

and personal.  In a classic case of sticking ones foot in ones mouth, Adelson voted against his

own amendment before voting for the entire bill.  (passed march 2)

·         HB 1285, by Rep. David Dank (R- Oklahoma City), Creates the Task Force for the Study of

Tax Credits and Economic Incentives.  The act defines the membership, scope of the study,

and provides for a final report of findings and recommendations.  The task force is to begin

meeting no later than September 30, 2011 and is to produce a final written report of findings

and recommendations no later than December 31, 2011.

Lower Income Tax: Automatically went into affect
 

IT Consolidation: Passed in House
 

·         HB 1304, by Rep. David Derby (R-Owasso), transfers the information technology assets of all

appropriated state agencies and all employees of appropriated state agencies with job titles

and duties that fall within the information technology occupational group to the Information

Services Division of the Office of State Finance (OSF) effective July 1, 2011.  The amendment

also requires all state agencies, beginning July 1, 2011, to use certain information technolgy

services and the Integrated Central Financial System operated by OSF.  The vote was: 52 to

45.  The emergency failed: 50 to 39. (passed march 14)

·         HB 1601, by Rep. Aaron Stiles (R-Norman), creates the Oklahoma State Government

Business Licensing One-Stop Program and directs the state’s Chief Information Officer (CIO) to

adopt procedures for state agencies to enter into a shared services arrangement with the

Office of State Finance for the provision of real-time, web-based licensing and permitting

services.  The measure requires the CIO to demonstrate a cost savings of at least 15% to

state agencies as a result of the program and requires agencies to lower licensure fees

correspondingly.  The vote was: 90 to 7. (passed march 17)

 

One Stop Shop: Passed House and Senate
 

·         SB 772, Sen. Jolley, one-stop shop for businesses at the Dept of Commerce.  Consolidates

most if not all of the state's business licenses to the Dept of Commerce. Passed 42 to 9.

(passed march 14)

Paperless Billing: Passed House and Senate
 

·         HB 1086, by Rep. Jason Murphey (R-Guthrie), Provides that all payments disbursed from the

State Treasury be made only through an electronic payment mechanism and requires that the

name of any vendor that receives an exemption from the State Treasurer be published in a

report on the Treasurer’s website. The vote was: 93 to 4. (passed march 9)

·         SB 541, Sen. Anthony Sykes (R-Moore), allows for electronic signatures for some state

business and mandates the OSF publish an annual fianancial services cost performance

assessment which will document each appropriated state agency's cost for providing

finananical services; including, procurement, payroll, accounts receiveable and payable.

Passed 42 to 0. (passed march 14)

Pension Reform:
 

·         HB 2132, by Speaker Steele, No unfunded COLA's
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·         HB1002, by McDaniel, Improves efficiencies in OTRS

Government Modernization / Agency Consolidation: Passed in House and Senate
 

·         HB 2140, by Speaker Steele, is the state agency shared services bill.  The bill consolidates

several agencies into the Office of State.  The bill directs the Director of OSF to consolidate all

of the agencies’ administrative functions by December 31, 2011, and to demonstrate a 15%

overall cost reduction as a result and further requires the Director to make recommendations

on the streamlining, reduction or elimination of the governance structures and statutorily-

established positions of each agency.  The bill passed by a vote of: 65 to 28.  The vote on the

emergency failed by a vote of 53 to 28.  There was a motion to reconsider in the future. 

(passed march 3)

·         HB 1541, by Rep. Jason Murphey (R-Guthrie), creates a Human Rights Division within the

Attorney General’s office and transfers responsibilities of the Human Rights Commission to that

division; Creates a Mining Department within the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)

and transfers responsibilities of the Oklahoma Mining Commission to DEQ; Merges the

Oklahoma Center for Advancement of Sciences and Technology into the Department of

Commerce; and Merges the Scenic Rivers Commission into the Oklahoma Conservation

Commission.  The vote was: 74 to 18.  The emergency failed: 64 to 32. (passed march 14)

·         SB 763, Sen. Jolley, consolidates the Office of Civil Rights Enforcement into the AG's office.

Passed 37 to 9. (passed march 14)

Health Insurance Exchange: Passed in House
 

·         HB 2130, by Speaker Steele, is the health insurance exchange bill.  The vote was: 51 to 34. 

Title on. (passed march 17)

 

Raise awareness for health problems – implemented by 5320 campaign in health department
 

Reform Board of Education: Passed in House and Senate
 

·         HB 2139, by Speaker Kris Steele, allows the State Superintendent of Public Instruction to

establish positions within the department and have control and direct the State Department of

Education. The substitute strikes language that makes the State Board of Education the

governing board of the State Department of Education and specifies that the board will have

supervision of the public school system of Oklahoma.  The emergency clause on the bill failed

to receive 68 votes so the House will vote again either tomorrow or Monday.  Vote for the bill:

64 to 25.  Vote on the emergency: 60 to 28.  (passed march 2)

·         SB 435 by Sen. Bingman—Education reform, modifies the membership of the State Board of

Education to have only four members.  Vote 32-15. (passed week of of 2/25/2011)

Elimination of Social Promotion: Passed in House and Senate
 

·         HB 1550, by Rep. Sally Kern (R-Oklahoma City), requires that if a third-grade student is not

reading at grade level, the student will be asked to participate in a summer reading academy

or other program designed to assist the student in attaining grade-level reading skills. If the

student does not participate, the student will be retained in third grade and a new program of

reading instruction will be developed for the student. If the student does participate in the

summer program but doesn’t successfully complete competencies, the student will be retained

in third grade and provided alternative reading instruction. In addition, students who score

unsatisfactory on the reading portion of the third grade criterion-referenced test, will be
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retained in the third grade and provided alternative reading instruction.  The vote was: 67 to

26.  The emergency failed by a vote of: 61 to 27.  (passed march 15)

·         SB 346, Sen. Jolley, eliminates social promotion for 3rd grade students who can’t read at

grade level.  Passed 36 to 8. (passed march 14)

Get More Money in Classroom: Passed in House and Senate
 

·         SB 536, by Sen. Gary Stanislawski (R-Tulsa), creates a task force to examine areas where

efficiencies can be found in school administration, i.e. a task force on school district

administration consolidation.  It passed 39 to 3.   I talked to Stanislawski about this measure a

few weeks ago and he said he didn't know what the final version would look like as this has

been studied before, but he does think the language will change significantly perhaps even

away from a task force to something more substantive; like a plan to actually consolidate some

administrative districts. (passed march 9)

·         HB 1746, by Rep. Jason Nelson (R-Oklahoma City), requires that starting with the 2014-2015

school year school districts spend at least 65 percent of the total yearly expenditures on direct

instructional activities. The vote was: 51 to 45. (Passed march 15)

Eliminate Trial de Novo: Passed in House and Senate
 

·         HB 1380, by Rep. Corey Holland (R-Marlow), removes different hearing processes for

probationary teachers and career teachers recommended for dismissal and provides that all

teachers have the right to a hearing before a local board of education. Removes the process of

a pretermination hearing for career teachers.  Repeals the right to trial de novo. (passed march

1)

·         HB 1380, by Rep. Corey Holland (R-Marlow), eliminates trial de novo.  The bill passed 69 to

31. The emergency failed 67 to 33. (passed March 8)

·         SB 1, by Sen. Ford (R-Bartlesville), eliminates trial de novo.  Passed 30 to 17. (passed march

9)

·         SB 534, by Sen. Ford, broadens the circumstances under which a tenured teachers can be

terminated.  Passed 30 to 15. (passed march 9)
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November 16, 2012 

Governor Mary Fallin 
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard 
State Capitol, Room 2 12 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105 

E. S C OTT PRUITT 

ATTORNEY G E NERAL 

RE: Implementation of a state health insurance exchange and its impact on Prnifl v. Sebelius, 
11-cv-00030-RA \V (E.D. O.K.) 

Governor Fallin: 

I trust this correspondence finds you wel I. I understand you recently attended the ROA 
meeting and I have just returned from the Fall RAGA meeting. A major topic of discussion at 
our gathering surrounded legal issues involving implementation of the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act ("PPACA"). In fact, an entire panel discussion occurred regarding current 
legal challenges, ranging from Oklahoma's PPACA lawsuit, to the "religious mandate" cases in 
vmious states, as well as prospective issues concerning the states' Medicaid "maintenance of 
efforts" requirements. It is my understanding that similar discussions took place at RGA. 

Another important issue discussed, particularly acute to Oklahoma, and other states, 
addressed the impending decision on whether to adopt a state heal th care exchange. There is 
considerable discussion and questions as to the impact of that decision on the Oklahoma lawsuit. 
In light of the intensity of the discussion, the velocity of time to make a decision, and the impact 
on Oklahoma's current legal challenge to the PPACA, I wanted to personally correspond with 
you to address many of the questions being raised. 

As I have said many times before when asked, I am agnostic about whether the State 
should implement such an exchange. That is a policy decision for you to make and I \Vill respect 
whatever you choose. I write to you, however, to describe to you my view of the legal 
implications of the choice you make, including the effect the decision will have on the State's 
lawsuit challenging the validity of an IRS rule implementing portions of the PPACA. 

As a general rule the federal government ca1rnot force a state to implement a federal 
regulatory scheme. But it can provide incentives in order to entice states to do ·what it ·wishes. In 
order to entice states to set up health insurance exchanges, the PPACA provides tax credits and 
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subsidies for the purchase of qualifying health insurance plans on state-established exchanges. 
The PPACA does not provide those tax credits and subsidies for the purchase of qualifying 
health insurance plans on federally-established exchanges. Congress seemingly believed that this 
distinction would drive states to set up exchanges. 

Congress was wrong. As of Election Day, only 15 states and the District of Columbia 
had taken affirmative steps to create a PPACA-compliant exchange. The remaining states, 
including Oklahoma, have either flatly refused to set up an exchange, or have simply deferred 
their decision. 

The IRS has tried to fix this significant miscalculation on the part of Congress by 
implementing a rule that provides tax credits and subsidies for the purchase of qualifying health 
insurance plans in all exchanges. 

The problem is that the PP ACA does not authorize the IRS to do this. As a result, I filed a 
lawsuit challenging the validity of the IRS rule. I did so in order to ensure that the federal 
government lived up to its end of the bargain it made with states in the PP A CA-an important 
fight since the tax credits and subsidies the IRS is attempting to implement in Oklahoma come 
with a significant price tag-a price tag that will be born largely by Oklahoma employers. 

This is so because the PP ACA contains what is called the "employer mandate." The 
employer mandate requires that Oklahoma employers with more than 50 workers offer a 
minimum package of "essential" and "affordable" health benefits to all employees. If the 
employer fails to do so, making even a single employee eligible for the tax credits and subsidies, 
the employer is penalized $2,000 for every employee after 30--even if those employees never 
receive a tax credit or subsidy from the federal government. This employer mandate has the 
potential to negatively impact Oklahoma employers, while avoiding it has the potential to aid in 
job creation in the state. 

Also, the tax credits and subsidies will cause many Oklahomans who would otherwise be 
eligible for an exemption from the individual mandate to now be subject to that mandate. More 
specifically, the PP ACA exempts Oklahomans from the individual mandate if their "required 
contribution" to the cost of health insurance exceeds 8 percent of household income. If an 
Oklahoman's employer does not offer "essential" and "affordable" coverage, the "required 
contribution" is the difference between the premium for the lowest-cost plan available to the 
household through an exchange, and any premium-assistance tax credit for which the household 
is eligible. Many Oklahomans that would otherwise be exempt from the mandate will therefore 
be penalized because their eligibility for tax credits will bring their "required contribution" 
below 8 percent of household income. 

I should also note that Article 2, Section 37 of Oklahoma's Constitution, which states that 
"[t]o preserve the freedom of Oklahomans to provide for their health care ... A law or rule shall 
not compel, directly or indirectly, any person, employer or health care provider to participate in 
any health care system", may well prevent the State from taking any action that results m 
Oklahomans being subject to the individual mandate when they otherwise would not be. 
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In short, if successful, the State's lawsuit will exempt employers in Oklahoma from the 
employer mandate, and will prevent thousands of Oklahomans from being subject to the 
individual mandate. The lawsuit is predicated, of course, on the fact that the State is not 
implementing a state-established exchange. If the State does implement an exchange, I will have 
to dismiss the lawsuit. 

I also understand that the federal government has given states the option of setting up a 
"State Partnership Exchange"-a type of exchange that is described no\vhere in the actual text of 
the PPACA. If you choose to adopt a "State Partnership Exchange," I anticipate that the federal 
government will argue that such an exchange is a form of state-established exchange, and if that 
argument is successful, would render the State's lawsuit moot. You should be aware the federal 
government first unveiled this "State Partnership Exchange" option in conjunction with its 
promulgation of the IRS rule that I challenge. The federal government seemingly recognized the 
problem created by its illegal IRS rule, and thus sought to entice states that had to date declined 
to set up an exchange, to do so pursuant to this perceived third option. 

I would also point out that the decision the State makes in response to looming deadlines 
is not a permanent one. As recently as November 15, 2012, in a letter to the Republican 
Governors Association, Kathleen Sebelius, Secretary of Health and Human Services, reiterated 
that "a state may apply at any time to run an exchange in future years". Thus, even if the State 
declines to establish an exchange this year, it can certainly do so in the future. 

I certainly understand the gravity of this decision, and understand it is one you must 
carefully weigh. Please inform me as soon as your decision is made, so that I can take 
appropriate action with regard to the lawsuit. I hope the information provided is helpful if there 
is anything else our office can assist with please Jet me know. 

E. Scott Pruitt 
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To: Action Officers and Healthcare Advisors 

From: Lindsay Russell 

Re: Essential Benefit and Innovative grant Survey Responses 

Date: August 23, 2012 

1. The Final rule on Essential benefits provided 10 proposed benefit package options. Which of these 10 
options did your state chose or which do you believe your state will chose? 

ALABAMA- Alabama has not made the choice yet, but is likely to choose on the state level 

ALASKA- Have not decided which selection is best for Alaska 

ARIZONA- We have not decided on which option to choose, but will do so before the September 30, 2012 deadline 

FLORIDA- Florida has not elected to choose a "benchmark" option from among those benchmark options provided per 

federal HHS guidance. Ultimately, policy decisions are made by Florida's policymakers: Governor Scott and the Florida 

Legislature. The Florida Legislature has not had an opportunity to meet since the U.S. Supreme Court decision on June 

28, 2012 and for logistical reasons, most likely will not be able to weigh-in on this issue until after the November 

elections. Therefore, the Department of Health and Human Services' (HHS) deadline of October 1, 2012 to make the EHB 

selection is problematic for our state 

GEORGIA- Georgia is not likely to make an EHB selection 

JDAHO- Final rule on data submissions is out - but no proposed rule on general EHB is out yet - but expected before long. 

Looking primarily at the small employer plans 

INDIANA-Has not made a decision yet 

LOUISIANA - There are 10 benefits that are required to be covered and 3 optional programs that can be picked by the 

state 

MISSISSIPPI- The Advisory Board Recommendation was Blue Cross Blue Shield of Mississippi Small Group Plan 

NEBRASKA-The State of Nebraska is working from the only federal guidance that has been issued (we are not aware of a 

final regulation on EHB). Our state selected one plan from each of the 10 plans and contracted for an actuarial analysis 

of each of those 4 plans to compare costs and plan benefit coverage 

NEW JERSEY-we are still evaluating our options 

OKLAHOMA- Not decided yet 

PENNSYLVANIA- Pennsylvania has not selected a benchmark plan yet. Our analysis is mid-stream so we cannot state 

whether we prefer one option over another at this time. The contractor performing the detailed analysis is set to have 

the study completed within the next month 

SOUTH DAKOTA- No decision had been made 

TENNESSEE- We are still gathering public input. It is unclear at this time which package would ultimately be selected 
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UTAH- The Legislative Task Force recommended on a unanimous (bipartisan) vote that the insurance commissioner 

select the PEHP Basic Plus (lowest level state employee plan). 

VIRGINIA- It is likely that Virginia will have an EHB benchmark package that resembles the Anthem Small Group PPO 

with the children's dental and vision benefits modeling the CHIP plan 

WYOMING- WY has not chosen. We will likely select one of the three largest small group plans in WY 

2. If you did not chose between the 10 options, has your state decided to go with the default Federal benefit 

package? 

ALABAMA- Likely to chose State benefit package 

ALASKA- Undecided at this point 

ARIZONA- While we have not chosen a benchmark plan, we don't anticipate going with the default plan 

FLORIDA- If a state does not select a plan or otherwise designate an EHB Plan, HHS will select a plan for the state; the 

default benchmark plan would be the largest small group plan in Florida. The OIR is not aware of any communication 

between our State's leadership and the HHS regarding the benchmark 

GEORGIA- Georgia will likely defer to the Federal benefit package (the default "Benchmark" which was a Blue Cross Blue 

Shield Health Care Plan of Georgia POS (Point-of-Service) Plan, which federal authorities identified as their federal 

product code 49046GA028) 

IDAHO- State will likely declare 

INDIANA- No 

LOUISIANA- Still reviewing options 

MISSISSIPPI- N/A 

NEBRASKA- Our state is studying the costs and benefits associated with the 4 plans that have been identified as 1) the 

largest small group plan; 2) one of the state employee group plan; 3) the federal employee health plan; and 4) the 

largest commercial non-Medicaid HMO operating in our state. No decision has yet been made on which plan will be 

selected as the EHB plan 

NEW JERSEY- Still evaluating our options 

OKLAHOMA- Has not decided yet 

PENNSYLVANIA-At this point in time Pennsylvania has not made a decision regarding the selection of a benchmark plan. 

The analysis of the benchmark plans is not complete and therefore details on the default plan as well as the other 

options are not available. No decision will be made until all options have been analyzed and reviewed 

SOUTH DAKOTA- No 

TENNESSEE- After listening to the public feedback, a decision will be made whether to select an option or default to the 

UTAH-N/A 
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VIRGINIA- If Virginia does not choose an EHB benchmark, the default benefit package with be the Anthem Small Group 

PPO plan. It is unknown at this time what the federal government will use to supplement the children's dental and vision 

benefit 

WYOMING- No, have not made a decision yet 

3. Has your state conducted an actuarial cost of benefits analysis on the difference between benefit 
packages In your state? 

ALABAMA-Yes 

ALASKA-No 

ARIZONA-No 

FLORIDA- No, the OIR is not aware of any agency review or cost/benefit analysis on various benchmark options 

GEORGIA- No, we did not conduct an actuarial analysis. We looked most closely at the 3 largest plans that were offered 

in the small group market as identified by HHS. Those 3 plans were substantially similar, were offered in a highly 

competitive market and actuarial analysis of them would have provided limited beneficial information. Additionally, ~as 

we reached our internal deadlines to commit resources to make the Benchmark plan decisions, HHS had not released 

final EHB regulations, and it would have been difficult to do an actuarial analysis of these or other potential Benchmark 

plans without knowing how that regulation would affect the final EHB selection 

IDAHO- No 

INDIANA- Yes 

LOUISIANA- No, we have asked the Department of Insurance to conduct an actuarial study 

MISSISSIPPI- No, comparison was based on scope of benefits covered 

NEW JERSEY- We have not yet received the proposed federal rule that we had been told would be coming soon 

NEBRASKA- Yes 

OKLAHOMA-Yes, It is underway 

PENNSYLVANIA- No, although federal guidance states that this information should not be used as a factor to determine 

the EHB package chosen, Pennsylvania believes it is useful information. Our contractor is providing some cost benefit 

analysis information as part of its study. We have not determined at this point if additional analysis will be pursued 

SOUTH DAKOTA- No, an actuarial study is being planned 

TENNESSEE- No, not as of yet, but it is under discussion 

UTAH-No 

VIRGINIA- No, Virginia worked closely with the health plans during the evaluation process. there was little variance 

among the small group plans and the association participants recommended the Anthem Small Group PPO as the 

benchmark 

WYOMING-No 
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4. If so and if it has been completed, may the RGPPC attain a copy of the analysis? 

ALABAMA- When it is complete 

ALASKA-N/A 

ARIZONA- It has not been completed but can be shared when it is finished 

FLORIOA-N/A 

GEORGIA- N/A 

IDAHO-N/A 

INDIANA- Yes 

LOUISIANA- Yes, when it is complete 

MISSISSIPPI- N/A 

NEBRASKA- yes, a copy of the study completed for the State of Nebraska is found at 

http://www.doi.ne.gov/healthcarereform/exchange/EHB letter.pdf 

NEW JERSEY- N/ A 

OKLAHOMA- Yes, when it is finished 

PENNSYLVANIA- If further cost analysis is performed, Pennsylvania will share it with the RGPPC. The report produced by 

our contractor will also be made public once it is completed and will be available on the Pennsylvania Insurance 

Department's website 

SOUTH DAKOTA- Yes, when it is completed 

TENNESSEE- N/A 

UTAH- N/A 

VIRGINIA- N/A 

WYOMING - N/ A 

5. If your state has not done so already, do you plan on conducting an actuarial cost analysis? 

ALABAMA- Yes 

ALASKA- Yes, once a decision is made regarding a benefit package it is likely an actuarial analysis will be completed 

ARIZONA- Yes, we are researching the potential average premium 

FLORIDA- No, the OIR is not aware of any agency's assignment to conduct an actuarial cost analysis 

GEORGIA- No, we do not plan to conduct such an actuarial cost analysis. Given the limited options, the lack of final EHB 

regulations to date, and the stated deadline of September 30th, Georgia will not likely conduct an actuarial cost analysis 

IDAHO- No, Not planning on it; DOI does not yet have a staff actuary 
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INDIANA- Yes, already been completed 

LOUISIANA- Yes, the DOI will do it 

MISSISSIPPI- No, we will conduct an analysis once able to determine cost sharing parameters 

NEBRASKA- Yes 

NEW JERSEY- It seems unlikely, given the delay in issuing the federal rule, that we can complete an analysis before we 

must decide 

OKLAHOMA-Yes 

PENNSYLVANIA- No. Pennsylvania has not conducted this type of analysis, and we are discussing the possibility of 

pursuing this option. We do believe it will be useful information 

SOUTH DAKOTA- Yes 

TENNESSEE- Possibly but timing and finding are issues 

UTAH- No, probably not 

VIRGINIA- Yes, it is possible that Virginia will conduct an analysis if it is found to be appropriate I needed 

WYOMING-No 

6. If have not done so already, is your state planning to apply for an innovation grant either for funding or 

model testing? 

ALABAMA- Alabama is considering applying for an innovative grant 

ALASKA-No 

ARIZONA- We are still reviewing the FOA and have not made a final decision 

FLORIDA- Not at this time 

GEORGIA- We have not finalized our decision on applying for an innovation grant 

IDAHO- Not at this point 

INDIANA- N/A 

LOUISIANA- Probably not but are looking at the opportunities versus the requirements 

MISSISSIPPI- Have not considered this yet 

NEBRASKA- No 

NEW JERSEY- No 

OKLAHOMA- No 

PENNSYLVANIA- Pennsylvania is currently examining the feasibility of applying for a Model Design State Innovation 

Grant through CMMI. We are in the process of compiling the necessary information to complete the application 
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SOUTH DAKOTA-No 

TENNESSEE- We are evaluating the grant to determine if it can assist with payment reforms we are currently working on. 

No decision has been made on if we will apply 

UTAH- Still evaluating, we're not sure whether this would be compatible with innovation projects already in the works 

VIRGINIA- Virginia is currently exploring the option to apply 

WYOMING - Yes. We are preparing a model design grant application for the Governor's review. If we apply, it will be to 

get funding for initiatives to reform our delivery system that we already have underway and meet our in-state health 

reform agenda 
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To: Action Officers and Healthcare Advisors 

From: Lindsay Russell 

Re: Essential Benefit and Innovative grant Survey Responses 

Date: August 23, 2012 

1. The Final rule on Essential benefits provided 10 proposed benefit package options. Which of these 10 

options did your state chose or which do you believe your state will chose? 

ALABAMA- Alabama has not made the choice yet, but is likely to choose on the state level 

ALASKA- Have not decided which selection is best for Alaska 

ARIZONA- We have not decided on which option to choose, but will do so before the September 30, 2012 deadline 

FLORIDA- Florida has not elected to choose a "benchmark" option from among those benchmark options provided per 

federal HHS guidance. Ultimately, policy decisions are made by Florida's policymakers: Governor Scott and the Florida 

Legislature. The Florida Legislature has not had an opportunity to meet since the U.S. Supreme Court decision on June 

28, 2012 and for logistical reasons, most likely will not be able to weigh-in on this issue until after the November 

elections. Therefore, the Department of Health and Human Services' (HHS) deadline of October 1, 2012 to make the EHB 

selection is problematic for our state 

GEORGIA- Georgia is not likely to make an EHB selection 

IDAHO- Final rule on data submissions is out - but no proposed rule on general EHB is out yet - but expected before long. 

Looking primarily at the small employer plans 

IN DIANA-Has not made a decision yet 

LOUISIANA - There are 10 benefits that are required to be covered and 3 optional programs that can be picked by the 

state 

MISSISSIPPI- The Advisory Board Recommendation was Blue Cross Blue Shield of Mississippi Small Group Plan 

NEBRASKA-The State of Nebraska is working from the only federal guidance that has been issued (we are not aware of a 

final regulation on EHB). Our state selected one plan from each of the 10 plans and contracted for an actuarial analysis 

of each of those 4 plans to compare costs and plan benefit coverage 

NEW JERSEY-we are still evaluating our options 

OKLAHOMA- Not decided yet 

PENNSYLVANIA- Pennsylvania has not selected a benchmark plan yet. Our analysis is mid-stream so we cannot state 

whether we prefer one option over another at this time. The contractor performing the detailed analysis is set to have 

the study completed within the next month 

SOUTH DAKOTA- No decision had been made 

TENNESSEE- We are still gathering public input. It is unclear at this time which package would ultimately be selected 
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UTAH- The Legislative Task Force recommended on a unanimous (bipartisan) vote that the insurance commissioner 

select the PEHP Basic Plus (lowest level state employee plan). 

VIRGINIA- It is likely that Virginia will have an EHB benchmark package that resembles the Anthem Small Group PPO 

with the children's dental and vision benefits modeling the CHIP plan 

WYOMING- WY has not chosen. We will likely select one of the three largest small group plans in WY 

2. If you did not chose between the 10 options, has your state decided to go with the default Federal benefit 

package? 

ALABAMA- Likely to chose State benefit package 

ALASKA- Undecided at this point 

ARIZONA- While we have not chosen a benchmark plan, we don't anticipate going with the default plan 

FLORIDA- If a state does not select a plan or otherwise designate an EHB Plan, HHS will select a plan for the state; the 

default benchmark plan would be the largest small group plan in Florida. The OIR is not aware of any communication 

between our State's leadership and the HHS regarding the benchmark 

GEORGIA- Georgia will likely defer to the Federal benefit package (the default "Benchmark" which was a Blue Cross Blue 

Shield Health Care Plan of Georgia POS (Point-of-Service) Plan, which federal authorities identified as their federal 

product code 49046GA028) 

IDAHO- State will likely declare 

INDIANA- No 

LOUISIANA- Still reviewing options 

MISSISSIPPI- N/ A 

NEBRASKA- Our state is studying the costs and benefits associated with the 4 plans that have been identified as 1) the 

largest small group plan; 2) one of the state employee group plan; 3) the federal employee health plan; and 4) the 

largest commercial non-Medicaid HMO operating in our state. No decision has yet been made on which plan will be 

selected as the EHB plan 

NEW JERSEY- Still evaluating our options 

OKLAHOMA- Has not decided yet 

PENNSYLVANIA- At this point in time Pennsylvania has not made a decision regarding the selection of a benchmark plan. 

The analysis of the benchmark plans is not complete and therefore details on the default plan as well as the other 

options are not available. No decision will be made until all options have been analyzed and reviewed 

SOUTH DAKOTA- No 

TENNESSEE- After listening to the public feedback, a decision will be made whether to select an option or default to the 

UTAH-N/A 
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Dana Wolpert
Cc: Alex Weintz
Subject: location change for Fox interview today
Date: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 1:09:00 PM

 
 

From: Hawkins, Megan [mailto:megan.hawkins@foxbusiness.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 12:58 PM
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: gov fallin contact
 
Thanks!
 
Also – we honored your request about using Cox Cable.  So please note the Governor IS NOT GOING
TO THE FOX AFFILIATE, but rather the studios at 400 Hudiburg Circle, OK City, OK 73108.
 
Thank you!
 

From: Aaron Cooper [mailto:Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 12:44 PM
To: Hawkins, Megan
Subject: RE: gov fallin contact
 
We have a security detail that drive us so a car isn’t needed.  Either myself or Alex Weintz will be
with her.
 
Aaron Cooper cell:  (405) 759-0468
Alex Weintz cell:  (405) 535-7317
 
Did you get my note about our budget solutions and personal income tax cuts in Oklahoma to talk
about today?
 
 

From: Hawkins, Megan [mailto:megan.hawkins@foxbusiness.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 11:42 AM
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: gov fallin contact
 
Thanks!
 
What’s your cell number?  Will you be traveling with the Governor?  Does she need car service? 
Thanks!
 

From: Aaron Cooper [mailto:Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 5:53 PM
To: Hawkins, Megan
Subject: RE: gov fallin contact
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Our emails must have crossed in cyber space.  I sent you a note with an interview angle.
 
Also, just an FYI – the last time we used the local Fox affiliate studio there was a technical
malfunction that kept us from conducting the interview.  In our experience, the local Cox
Communication studios have been excellent.
 
 
 

From: Hawkins, Megan [mailto:megan.hawkins@foxbusiness.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 4:53 PM
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: FW: gov fallin contact
 
 
 

From: Hawkins, Megan 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 5:46 PM
To: 'Aaron Cooper'
Subject: RE: gov fallin contact
 
Aaron – sorry for the delay.
 
Here’s the studio for tomorrow:
 
KOKH Fox 25
1228 East Wilshire Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK
 

From: Aaron Cooper [mailto:Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 9:47 AM
To: Hawkins, Megan
Subject: RE: gov fallin contact
 
Megan,
 
Any update on the studio booking information?  Our schedulers would like to know ASAP.
 
Thanks.
 

From: Hawkins, Megan [mailto:megan.hawkins@foxbusiness.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: gov fallin contact
 
15 minutes prior to the hit time – so no later than 4:45pm.  Thanks!
 

From: Aaron Cooper [mailto:Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov] 
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Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2011 4:11 PM
To: Hawkins, Megan
Subject: RE: gov fallin contact
 
Thanks.
 
For our scheduling purposes, when would we need to be at the studio?
 

From: Hawkins, Megan [mailto:megan.hawkins@foxbusiness.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2011 3:11 PM
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: gov fallin contact
 
Fantastic.  I will book that studio. 
 
The segment will probably be focused on the budget since that’s been a big headline throughout
the Midwest this week.  If things change I’ll let you know. 
 
But right now we’re confirmed for Wednesday and I will follow up that morning on further details.
 
Thanks for your help and have a great weekend!!!
 

From: Aaron Cooper [mailto:Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2011 3:56 PM
To: Hawkins, Megan
Subject: RE: gov fallin contact
 
Oklahoma City.  Would it be straight up 5/6pm?
 
And did you have a specific topic?  OK has its own lawsuit on Obamacare, cutting state budgets
always a good topic too.
 
 

From: Hawkins, Megan [mailto:megan.hawkins@foxbusiness.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2011 2:49 PM
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: gov fallin contact
 
That’s perfect.  I will mark our calendar. 
 
5pm CENTRAL/6pm EASTERN on Neil Cavuto. 
 
What city should I book a studio for?
 
Thanks for your help!  We’re looking forward to the interview. 
 

From: Aaron Cooper [mailto:Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2011 3:44 PM
To: Hawkins, Megan
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Subject: FW: gov fallin contact
 
Megan,
 
I’m the press secretary for Gov. Fallin.  Following up on your message to Alex Weintz.  Looks like
Gov. Fallin is available next Wed (Mar 2).  How does that look for your schedule?
 

From: Hawkins, Megan [mailto:megan.hawkins@foxbusiness.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2011 9:58 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: gov fallin contact
 
Ok thanks for getting back to me.  How about one night next week?
 

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2011 10:55 AM
To: Hawkins, Megan
Subject: RE: gov fallin contact
 
Unfortunately she’s on the road today. thanks for checking
 

From: Hawkins, Megan [mailto:megan.hawkins@foxbusiness.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2011 9:55 AM
To: Hawkins, Megan; Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: gov fallin contact
 
Hi Alex,
 
Is the Governor available tonight at 6pm EASTERN TIME/5pm CENTRAL for an interview with Neil
Cavuto?

Please let me know, thanks!
 

From: Hawkins, Megan 
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 4:36 PM
To: 'Alex Weintz'
Subject: RE: gov fallin contact
 
Hi Alex –
 
Checking in on my request for the Governor to appear on Neil Cavuto’s program at 6pm ET
weeknights.
 
Is there a night this week or next that we can schedule?  Please let me know, thanks for your time
and help. 
 
Best,
Megan Hawkins
212-601-2447
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From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2011 4:20 PM
To: Hawkins, Megan
Subject: gov fallin contact
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Travis Brauer
To: Craig Perry
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 3:22:00 PM
Attachments: image002.png

Pelosi on Obamacare: I Knew Ted Kennedy
‘Would Go to Heaven and Help Us Pass the
Bill’
By Elizabeth Harrington
June 28, 2012
Subscribe to Elizabeth Harrington's posts
    

 

House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) (CNSNews.com/Penny Starr)

(CNSNews.com) – House Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) said Thursday that “It’s pretty
exciting” that the Supreme Court upheld the health-care law’s individual mandate as a tax, saying
now Sen. Ted Kennedy can “rest in peace.”

“I knew that when he left us he would go to heaven and help pass the bill,” Pelosi said of the
late Massachusetts Democratic senator.

“Now I know he was busily at work until this decision came down, inspiring one way or
another. And now he can rest in peace.”

Pelosi, who had previously predicted a 6-3 victory for Obamacare, said the decision was “no
surprise.”  The Minority Leader cited “interstate commerce” in defending the constitutionality
of the law, despite the Supreme Court’s ruling that the mandate is not justified under the
Commerce Clause.
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“We thought—we knew we were on solid ground in terms of interstate commerce, solid
ground in terms of the constitution, it was just a question of what the vote would be,” she
said. “And with that confidence we happily embraced the decision that came down.”

“Now it can move forward with the full implementation of the law and when that happens for
the American people the best is yet to come,” Pelosi said.

Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., poses for a picture with his son, Rep. Patrick Kennedy, D-
R.I., at the inauguration of President Barack Obama on Jan. 20, 2009. (AP File Photo/Sen.
Patrick Leahy)

Congressional Democrats utilized the slogan, “Win one for Teddy,” when trying to pass
healthcare reform in 2009 after Kennedy died of brain cancer that August. Kennedy was a
longtime champion for health-care reform.

“I want to say a word about Senator [Ted] Kennedy,” Pelosi said. “I spoke to Vicki Kennedy
this morning and Patrick Kennedy before coming here, thanking them for the important role
that he played a lifetime of commitment to making healthcare a right, not a privilege in our
country. He called it the great unfinished business of our country, our society.”

In a Supreme Court decision Thursday, Chief Justice John Roberts wrote that the individual
mandate is not justified under the Commerce Clause but could be justified under the
Congress’ power to tax and spend.

“The Court today holds that our Constitution protects us from federal regulation under the
Commerce Clause so long as we abstain from the regulated activity. But from its creation,
the Constitution has made no such promise with respect to taxes,” he wrote in the 5-4
majority opinion.

 

LINK: http://cnsnews.com/news/article/pelosi-obamacare-i-knew-ted-kennedy-would-go-
heaven-and-help-us-pass-bill
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From: Audrey Rockwell
To: Rebecca Frazier
Date: Friday, November 30, 2012 1:36:00 PM

Hello Everyone,
 
We thought it might be a good idea with the hefty number of Open Records Requests to give everyone an update of what requests are open and
which ones you need to respond to. Please review the chart below. Let me or Rebecca know if you have any questions. Thank you.
 

Date Received Request Requesting Party
Who Needs to
Respond Please Respond  By

11/16/2012
Correspondence re: "Affordable Healthcare
Act", "Obamacare", and "Health Exchange" Zeke Campfield, Oklahoman

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/23/2012

Correspondence between GMF and D.
Northrupt re: 'Healthcare Exchange' from
11/5/2012 to 11/20/2012 Phil Cross, Fox 25

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/26/2012

All records re: Decision to Rejection of
'Healthcare Exchange' and 'Expansion of
Medicaid' Clifton Adcock, Gazette

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/26/2012

All records re: Decision to Reject ORR on
GMF decision to reject 'Healthcare
Exchange' Clifton Adcock, Gazette

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/26/2012

All records re: GMF decision to reject "Early
Innovator" fed money for healthcare
exchange Clifton Adcock, Gazette

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/27/2012

Email/ Written Communications sent and
received by GMF and her Staff regarding 'A
- F' Policy from July 1, 2012 - November 27,
2012 Andrea Eger, Tulsa World Entire Staff

No Later Than
12/05/2012

11/27/2012

Email/ Written Communications dated July
1, 2012 to November 27, 2012 between
Wes Lane, GMF, Denise Northrup, and
Preston Doerflinger re: Closing of NORCE
and SORC Robert Batton, Enid News Denise

No Later Than
12/05/2012

11/29/2012
Analysis and Research Presentations re:
Affordable Healthcare Act Cathleen Kurtis, Private Citizen

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/29/2012
November 2012 All Emails Sent and
Received by GMF and Executive Staff Zeke Campfield, Oklahoman

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/29/2012
Constituent Correspondence  re:
"Affordable Healthcare Act" Bob Sands, OETA Public Affairs No reply needed

 
 
Sincerely,
 

Audrey Rockwell
Extradition Coordinator/ Paralegal
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
(405) 522-8861
Audrey.Rockwell@gov.ok.gov
 
 
 
Sincerely,
 

Audrey Rockwell
Extradition Coordinator/ Paralegal
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
(405) 522-8861
Audrey.Rockwell@gov.ok.gov
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From: Travis Brauer
To: Craig Perry
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 3:22:00 PM
Attachments: image002.png

Pelosi on Obamacare: I Knew Ted Kennedy
‘Would Go to Heaven and Help Us Pass the
Bill’
By Elizabeth Harrington
June 28, 2012
Subscribe to Elizabeth Harrington's posts
    

 

House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) (CNSNews.com/Penny Starr)

(CNSNews.com) – House Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) said Thursday that “It’s pretty
exciting” that the Supreme Court upheld the health-care law’s individual mandate as a tax, saying
now Sen. Ted Kennedy can “rest in peace.”

“I knew that when he left us he would go to heaven and help pass the bill,” Pelosi said of the
late Massachusetts Democratic senator.

“Now I know he was busily at work until this decision came down, inspiring one way or
another. And now he can rest in peace.”

Pelosi, who had previously predicted a 6-3 victory for Obamacare, said the decision was “no
surprise.”  The Minority Leader cited “interstate commerce” in defending the constitutionality
of the law, despite the Supreme Court’s ruling that the mandate is not justified under the
Commerce Clause.
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“We thought—we knew we were on solid ground in terms of interstate commerce, solid
ground in terms of the constitution, it was just a question of what the vote would be,” she
said. “And with that confidence we happily embraced the decision that came down.”

“Now it can move forward with the full implementation of the law and when that happens for
the American people the best is yet to come,” Pelosi said.

Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., poses for a picture with his son, Rep. Patrick Kennedy, D-
R.I., at the inauguration of President Barack Obama on Jan. 20, 2009. (AP File Photo/Sen.
Patrick Leahy)

Congressional Democrats utilized the slogan, “Win one for Teddy,” when trying to pass
healthcare reform in 2009 after Kennedy died of brain cancer that August. Kennedy was a
longtime champion for health-care reform.

“I want to say a word about Senator [Ted] Kennedy,” Pelosi said. “I spoke to Vicki Kennedy
this morning and Patrick Kennedy before coming here, thanking them for the important role
that he played a lifetime of commitment to making healthcare a right, not a privilege in our
country. He called it the great unfinished business of our country, our society.”

In a Supreme Court decision Thursday, Chief Justice John Roberts wrote that the individual
mandate is not justified under the Commerce Clause but could be justified under the
Congress’ power to tax and spend.

“The Court today holds that our Constitution protects us from federal regulation under the
Commerce Clause so long as we abstain from the regulated activity. But from its creation,
the Constitution has made no such promise with respect to taxes,” he wrote in the 5-4
majority opinion.

 

LINK: http://cnsnews.com/news/article/pelosi-obamacare-i-knew-ted-kennedy-would-go-
heaven-and-help-us-pass-bill
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 12:00:00 PM

For the past few months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers and health care
experts across the country to determine what the best course of action is for Oklahoma in
regards to the possible creation of a health insurance exchange. Our priority has been to
determine what can be done to increase access to health care, lower the cost of medical
treatment, and do so without placing an undue burden on taxpayers or the state of Oklahoma.
 
Because the health care industry has become a complicated maze of legal and regulatory
restrictions and guidelines, a situation which has only been made worse by the 1,000 plus
page Affordable Care Act, any decision regarding the future of health insurance exchanges is
a complicated one. The decision whether or not, for instance, to create a state-based
exchange that is compliant with the ACA, or to let the federal government run one of its own
design, requires a level of detail and specific information that the Obama Administration has
been unwilling to provide. Basic questions such as ‘how much will an insurance exchange
cost the state of Oklahoma?’ have still been left unanswered. It continues to be disappointing
and frustrating that so little information has been provided to states.
 
At this time, the state of Oklahoma has been placed in a highly undesirable position. As I
have stated many times, it is my belief that the Affordable Care Act is both unworkable and
unaffordable. The people of Oklahoma have expressed their opposition to the law through
their overwhelming support of State Question XX, which makes it unconstitutional to
mandate the purchase of health insurance in this state.
 
Despite the near universal rejection of the ACA in Oklahoma, we are now being asked either
to join the federal government in implementing this disastrous law, or to allow Washington to
move forward on its own. While neither choice is a good one, the state of Oklahoma does not
benefit from embracing the ACA and committing its own dollars, resources and staff to
designing an exchange that our citizens do not want. Furthermore, without more detailed
information from the Obama Administration regarding the rules and regulations with which
any state-based exchange would have to comply, it is not clear that an Oklahoma-based
exchange would be compatible with the ACA. This is especially true since given that the state
of Oklahoma is working to improve care by supporting market-based insurance options and
policies, rather than adopting the government-centric approach taken by the ACA and the
Obama Administration.
 
With those facts in mind, I have informed the federal government today that Oklahoma will
not be pursuing the creation of a state-based exchange.
 
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
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Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Aaron Cooper
Date: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 4:36:07 PM

Can u send steve olafson w reuters our current ppaca statement
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Aaron Cooper
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012 2:19:16 PM

Can u work with dana and try to carve out 20-30 mins for the gov to meet with media in the mid
afternoon on thursday to discuss obamacare?
She wants us to do this
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From: Alex Weintz
To: "john.estus@okhouse.gov"
Date: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 8:50:43 AM

Can I get a copy of the health insurance exchange draft?
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From: Audrey Rockwell
To: Rebecca Frazier
Date: Friday, November 30, 2012 1:49:00 PM

Hello Everyone,
 
We thought it might be a good idea with the hefty number of Open Records Requests to give everyone an update of what requests are open and
which ones you need to respond to. Please review the chart below. Let me or Rebecca know if you have any questions. Thank you.
 

Date Received Request Requesting Party
Who Needs to
Respond Please Respond  By

11/16/2012
Correspondence re: ‘Affordable Healthcare
Act’, ‘Obamacare’, and ‘Health Exchange’ Zeke Campfield, Oklahoman

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/23/2012

Correspondence between GMF and D.
Northrup re: 'Healthcare Exchange' from
11/5/2012 to 11/20/2012 Phil Cross, Fox 25

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/26/2012

All records re: Decision to Rejection of
'Healthcare Exchange' and 'Expansion of
Medicaid' Clifton Adcock, Gazette

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/26/2012

All records re: Decision to Reject ORR on
GMF decision to reject 'Healthcare
Exchange' Clifton Adcock, Gazette

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/26/2012

All records re: GMF decision to reject ‘Early
Innovator’ fed money for healthcare
exchange Clifton Adcock, Gazette

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/27/2012

Email/ Written Communications sent and
received by GMF and her Staff regarding 'A
- F' Policy from July 1, 2012 - November 27,
2012 Andrea Eger, Tulsa World Entire Staff

Email to Audrey No Later
Than 12/05/2012

11/27/2012

Email/ Written Communications dated July
1, 2012 to November 27, 2012 between
Wes Lane, GMF, Denise Northrup, and
Preston Doerflinger re: Closing of NORCE
and SORC Robert Batton, Enid News Denise

Email to Audrey No Later
Than 12/05/2012

11/29/2012
Analysis and Research Presentations re:
Affordable Healthcare Act Cathleen Kurtis, Private Citizen

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/29/2012
November 2012 All Emails Sent and
Received by GMF and Executive Staff Zeke Campfield, Oklahoman

OMES is pulling
records No reply needed

11/29/2012
Constituent Correspondence  re:
"Affordable Healthcare Act" Bob Sands, OETA Public Affairs No reply needed

 
 
Sincerely,
 

Audrey Rockwell
Extradition Coordinator/ Paralegal
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
(405) 522-8861
Audrey.Rockwell@gov.ok.gov
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From: Sean Rose
To: Cody Inman
Date: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 3:09:00 PM
Attachments: Federal Health Care Response.docx

Federal Health Care General Response.docx

Which one should we use when addressing the governors stance on Federal
Healthcare/”Obamacare”?
 
Federal health care response = Health or healthcare Folder
 
Federal health Care general response = just hanging out in the public affairs folder
 
Sean P. Rose
Public Affairs Liaison
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
(405) 522-8851
Sean.Rose@gov.ok.gov
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May 17, 2012



Keith Billings

3220 SW 85th Street

Oklahoma City, OK 73159



Dear Mr. Billings:



	Thank you for contacting the office of Governor Mary Fallin regarding your concerns with health care.   The Governor is appreciative of your time and willingness to share your views with her and has asked me to respond.  



	In November 2010, Oklahomans overwhelmingly approved a ballot initiative stating that the federal government cannot force our private citizens to purchase health insurance. Governor Fallin agrees that such a federal mandate is unconstitutional and wrong.  Therefore, she and Attorney General Scott Pruitt added Oklahoma to the list of states that are now challenging the President’s health care law in court.	 



In addition, Governor Fallin is committed to ensuring that while our state pursues a legal challenge, we must also work on local solutions to help our citizens gain access to affordable health insurance.  Thank you again for taking the time to share your ideas and concerns.  As we all work together to address the many challenges facing our state, we hope you will contact us again if we can be of further assistance.



Sincerely, 



Brett Thomas

Public Affairs Liaison 


Dear Sir or Madam:



	Thank you for taking the time for expressing your concern to Governor Fallin.  The Governor is committed to finding ways to increase access to healthcare for the citizens of Oklahoma, without mandating it such as the law President Obama signed into law last year.  Last November, Oklahomans sent the message when they voted to pass a ballot initiative stating that the federal government cannot force the citizens of Oklahoma to purchase private health insurance.  

	Attorney General Scott Pruitt and Governor Mary Fallin have chosen to fight the national healthcare legislation.  Together they have filed a case that challenges the ability of the national government to enforce this law in light of the recent passing of the ballot initiative.  

	On the home front for Oklahomans, Governor Mary Fallin supports programs that strive to make healthcare more accessible for Oklahomans.  The Governor supports Insure Oklahoma, which is a public-private partnership that helps small businesses provide affordable health insurance options to their employees.  

	The Governor has committed to the fight of protecting the right to choose your healthcare while at the same time finding ways to make it more available and accessible for Oklahomans.  

	If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact the Office of the Governor.  Thank you.

Sincerely,



Brett Thomas 

Public Affairs Liaison

Office of Governor Mary Fallin



From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Majority of likely Oklahoma voters think Fallin made the right call
Date: Wednesday, May 18, 2011 11:23:00 AM

http://soonerpoll.com/most-likely-oklahoma-voters-think-fallin-made-the-right-call/

Majority of likely Oklahoma voters think
Fallin made the right call
May 18, 2011 by Wesley Burt · Leave a Comment 

The most recent SoonerPoll finds that most likely Oklahoma voters approve of Governor
Mary Fallin’s decision to refuse a federal grant to establish a health insurance exchange.

When asked which view comes closer to their own, 61.2 percent of respondents said
Oklahoma should reject the federal money compared to only 23.2 percent who said
Oklahoma should accept the money.

“By a margin of nearly three to one, Oklahomans are basically saying freedom is our
birthright, and we’re not going to sell it for a $54 million mess of pottage,” said Brandon
Dutcher, Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs’ Vice President for Policy.

The health care law requires states to establish a health insurance exchange, which is
essentially an online marketplace for health benefits and insurance products.  Last month,
Governor Fallin rejected a $54 million federal grant to establish the exchange that was
awarded to Oklahoma under the health care law.

Fallin’s decision raised controversy because many critics felt rejecting the grant would be bad
for Oklahoma since it transfers the burden of funding the health insurance exchange to the
state’s general revenues during a budget shortfall.  Fallin maintains that Oklahoma “can
develop a better, Oklahoma-based solution at a lower cost.”

“Oklahomans are right to be concerned about this grant,” said Jason Sutton, J.D., Health
Policy Analyst for OCPA. “Our research found federal strings attached to this grant that
would tie Oklahoma to Obamacare and make it impossible for state leaders to create the free-
market exchange they say they want to build. Rejecting this grant was the right decision for
our state.”

The fact that most Oklahomans approved of the rejection of the grant may be as much a
reflection of the average Oklahoma voter’s opinion of the health care law in general, as it is
their opinion of Fallin’s decision.

SoonerPoll received a strikingly similar response to another question on the same poll which
asked respondents whether the health care law will “be good for the country or bad for the
country.”

Results show that 64.8 percent of likely Oklahoma voters believe the health care law will be
“bad for the country,” compared to only 22 percent who answered “good for the country.”
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When the same respondents were asked whether they support or oppose a proposal to repeal
the health care law, 62.5 percent said they support the proposed repeal while just 26.7 percent
said they oppose the proposal.

“The president’s overreaching in so many different areas has awakened Americans, and it has
certainly awakened Oklahomans,” Dutcher said. “By rejecting this federal money
appropriated in the Obamacare statute, Oklahoma struck an important blow for federalism
and, more importantly, for freedom.”

Further analysis of crosstabs reveals that Fallin’s decision to reject the federal funds was
approved of by a 77.9 percent majority of Republicans and a 48.6 percent and 44 percent
plurality of Democrats and Independents respectively.

Little variation occurs when the results are broken down by other demographics such as
income, education, sex, and religious affiliations.

The crosstabs did reveal that the results tend to break down across political label lines.  A
56.8 percent majority of very liberal respondents and a 41.4 percent plurality of somewhat
liberal respondents felt Oklahoma should accept the federal funds.

SoonerPoll.com, Oklahoma’s public opinion pollster, was commissioned for this poll by the
Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs.  SoonerPoll.com conducted the scientific study using
live interviewers by telephone of 509 likely voters from May 2 – 12. The study has a margin
of error of ± 4.34 percent.

 
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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OKLAHOMA STATE AND EDUCATION EMPLOYEES GROUP INSURANCE BOARD 

Frank Wilson, Administrator 

February 25, 2011 

Oscar B. Jackson, Jr., IPMA-CP 
Administrator and Cabinet Secretary 
of Human Resources and Administration 
State of Oklahoma Office of Personnel Management 
2101 North Lincoln Boulevard, G-80 
Oklahoma City, OK 73105-4904 

Dear Mr. Jackson: 

This communication responds to your request for agencies to identify burdensome unfunded 
federal mandates. OSEEGIB administers health, life, and disability benefits for state and 
education employees. These fall under two categories: those resulting from the recent Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA), and previously existing requirements from other 
programs and statutes. 

Pursuant to ACA, OSEEGIB's HealthChoice plans are mandated to include additional benefits 
and administrative services. Additional mandated health insurance benefits include: 

a) Nutrition counseling at no cost to the member; 
b) Annual colonoscopy at no cost to the member; 
c) Extending dependent eligibility until age 26; 
d) Coverage of services associated with clinical trials; and 
e) Removal of $2 million pharmacy maximum. 

As a non-appropriated agency, the financial burden of additional mandated benefits is not carried 
by the agency, but ultimately placed on the members in the form of premium rate increases. 

Burdensome administrative services mandated by ACA and scheduled to go into effect in 2011 
and 2012 include: 

a) Substantially increased requirements for reporting of all amounts paid in 
consideration for goods and services to any corporation for business purposes whose 
total amount exceeds $600 in the course of a year. These must be reported on a 
Form-1099; 

b) Out-of-network emergency room reimbursement rules which involve elaborate and 
complicated calculations to try and determine the minimum required fee schedule 
amount; 

3545 N. W 5EJh, Suite 110 • Oklahoma City. OK 73112 
PHONE: 1-405-717-8701 • 1-800-543-6044 • www.sib.ok.gov 
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Page Two 
February 25, 2011 

c) Federal attempts to standardize plan information materials into 4 page summaries of 
benefits which do not fit actual plan design considerations and fail to include critical 
information and disclaimers, which are expected to result in increased grievance and 
legal actions by plan participants; and 

d) Significantly increased record keeping and reporting to the federal government 
regarding quality of care, claims payment policies and practices, enrollment/ 
disenrollment data, claims denials, rating practices, cost-sharing, enrollee rights, and 
other information as deemed desirable by the Secretary of HHS. 

Another burdensome federal mandate separate from ACA is the increasingly erratic timing of 
coding and fee schedule changes on the part of CMS (Medicare). Insurance plans are required to 
make significant adjustments to fee schedules with insufficient notice. 

If you need additional information, don't hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

~h/r--
~~nk Wilson, Administrator 

3545 N. W 581
h, Suite 110 • Oklahoma City, OK 73112 
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OKLAHOMA STATE AND EDUCATION EMPLOYEES GROUP INSURANCE BOARD 

Frank Wilson, Administrator 

February 25, 2011 

Oscar B. Jackson, Jr., IPMA-CP 
Administrator and Cabinet Secretary 
of Human Resources and Administration 
State of Oklahoma Office of Personnel Management 
2101 North Lincoln Boulevard, G-80 
Oklahoma City, OK 73105-4904 

Dear Mr. Jackson: 

This communication responds to your request for agencies to identify burdensome unfunded 
federal mandates. OSEEGIB administers health, life, and disability benefits for state and 
education employees. These fall under two categories: those resulting from the recent Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA), and previously existing requirements from other 
programs and statutes. 

Pursuant to ACA, OSEEGIB's HealthChoice plans are mandated to include additional benefits 
and administrative services. Additional mandated health insurance benefits include: 

a) Nutrition counseling at no cost to the member; 
b) Annual colonoscopy at no cost to the member; 
c) Extending dependent eligibility until age 26; 
d) Coverage of services associated with clinical trials; and 
e) Removal of $2 million pharmacy maximum. 

As a non-appropriated agency, the financial burden of additional mandated benefits is not carried 
by the agency, but ultimately placed on the members in the form of premium rate increases. 

Burdensome administrative services mandated by ACA and scheduled to go into effect in 2011 
and 2012 include: 

a) Substantially increased requirements for reporting of all amounts paid in 
consideration for goods and services to any corporation for business purposes whose 
total amount exceeds $600 in the course of a year. These must be reported on a 
Form-1099; 

b) Out-of-network emergency room reimbursement rules which involve elaborate and 
complicated calculations to try and determine the minimum required fee schedule 
amount; 

3545 N. W 5EJh, Suite 110 • Oklahoma City. OK 73112 
PHONE: 1-405-717-8701 • 1-800-543-6044 • www.sib.ok.gov 
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Page Two 
February 25, 2011 

c) Federal attempts to standardize plan information materials into 4 page summaries of 
benefits which do not fit actual plan design considerations and fail to include critical 
information and disclaimers, which are expected to result in increased grievance and 
legal actions by plan participants; and 

d) Significantly increased record keeping and reporting to the federal government 
regarding quality of care, claims payment policies and practices, enrollment/ 
disenrollment data, claims denials, rating practices, cost-sharing, enrollee rights, and 
other information as deemed desirable by the Secretary of HHS. 

Another burdensome federal mandate separate from ACA is the increasingly erratic timing of 
coding and fee schedule changes on the part of CMS (Medicare). Insurance plans are required to 
make significant adjustments to fee schedules with insufficient notice. 

If you need additional information, don't hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

~h/r--
~~nk Wilson, Administrator 

3545 N. W 581
h, Suite 110 • Oklahoma City, OK 73112 

PHONE: 405-717-8701 • FAX: 405-717-8940 14123



Overview of Massachusetts Health 
Reform: 

Exchange Design Issues & Lessons 
Learned 

lon Klngsdale, Ph.D. 
Klngsdale &. Associates, LLC 

NCSL! Loul5vllle, KY 
July 25,2010 

Exchange Functions under Reform 

1. Determine eligibility for subsidies 

2. Specify plan designs & cost-sharing 

3. Select & market health plans 

4. Promote choice & competition 

5. Public education & outreach 

Agenda 

1. Progress to date 

2. First steps & strategy for exchanges 

3. Lessons learned 

Commonwealth Care: 1ss,ooo mbrs 
Connects eligible, uninsured, low-Income residents 
to subsidized health plans 
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Commonwealth Choice: 36,ooo mbrs 
Connects Mass residents and businesses to 
commercial health insurance options 

There's More to the Story 

'If I didn't have health 
Insurance, I would 
never have made an 
appointment with my 
doctor because of 
the cost. The cancer 
would have spread and 
I would not be alive 
today to tell you my story." ~ Jaclyn Mlchalos, 27 

Achievements of MA Health Reform 

1. 2.6% - 2.7% uninsured 

2. Of newly Insured, 35% private pay 

3. >98% compliance (taxpayer filings) 

4. 59% - 75% public approval 

5. 92 new PCCs (2009) 

There's More to the Story 

Before moving to Mass In 2007, 
she was told by an Insurance 
agent in her home state: 
"You'll never get Insurance, so 
don't waste your tlme." 

After discovering 
Commonwealth Choice: 
"I did the whole thing on11ne 
and got a very good plan. I was 
just thrilled!" 
Abbie von Schlegel! , 
Commonwealth Choice 
member 

• 

• 
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Issues w/ MA Health Care Reform 

1. Net state cost in FY10: < $350 million 

2. Exchange finances: self-supporting 

$25 million initial capitalization 

$13 million repaid 

$20 million current net worth (state's) 

Admln budget = $30 million (3% of premiums) 

Strategic issues for state exchanges 

1. Governance: Connector a semi-
Independent public authority 

-Fiscal agent for public funds 
-Policymaking board of directors 
-Coordinates w/ other state agencies 
-Market-maker/promoter 

Medicaid, Doi, HHS/OED? 
Regional exchanges across state lines? 
Private non-profit entitles? 

" 

Key Steps in Organizing an 
Exchange under PPACA 

2010: Planning (data, Issues, strategy, grants} 

2010/11: Reform Insurance & authorize 
exchange 

2010-13: Ellglbllity-determlnatlon system 
2011/12: Develop plans of operation 
2012/13: RFPs: IT/portal, premium billing/enrollment, 

customer service, marketing, navigators, health plans, auditor 

2013: Testing/go-live 

Detailed tlmellne from AcademyHealth (7/29/10) 

Strategic Issues 

2. Adverse selection & rating rules 

Community rating bands 

Transition rules pre/post-2014 

Merge non-group & small-group? 

Standardize products 

List billing 

l(ngsdolll.~ .. 

" 

" 
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Strategic Issues 

3. Reducing distribution costs in 
non-group & small group 

10% - 30% of premiums, nationally 

versus 

~ 3% in exchanges 

Strategic Issues 

5. Carrier bidding 

Managed competition 

Transparency 

Encourage systems Integration? 

Long-term relationships 

How selective? (evolving) 

" 

" 

Strategic Issues 

4. Benefits specification 

Begin with market research 

Encourage innovation 

Standardize for easy comparison 

Manage change 

Strategic Issues 

6. Administrative challenges 
Outreach & marketing 

Integrated eligibility determination 

Transparency of cost, access & quality 

Simplification of choice & enrollment 

Customer service (N-G & SHOP) 

Advocacy? 
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Lessons Learned 

1. ''It's a campaign" 

2. Research & experiment 

3. Communicate, communicate, communicate 

4. Huge technology challenge/opportunity 

5. Outsource, partner & collaborate 

~,-.. " 

If you have questions, ... 

Jon Kingsdaie, Ph.D. 

" 

Lessons Learned 

6. Simplify and standardize 

7. Consolidate legacy programs, if possible 

8. Consider new exchange "applications" 

9. Rationalize program eligibility 

10.Reform health care delivery, too 

" 
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Overview of Massachusetts Health 
Reform: 

Exchange Design Issues & Lessons 
Learned 

Jon Klngsdale, Ph.D. 
Klngsdale &. Associates, LLC 

NCSL; Louisville, KY 
)1.1ly 25,2010 

Exchange Functions under Reform 

1. Determine eligibility for subsidies 

2. Specify plan designs & cost-sharing 

3. Select & market health plans 

4. Promote choice & competition 

5. Public education & outreach 

Agenda 

1. Progress to date 

2. First steps & strategy for exchanges 

3. Lessons learned 

K~&M'°'*'I• 

Commonwealth Care: 1es,ooo mbrs 
Connects eligible, uninsured, low-income residents 
to subsidized health plans 

~ 

I , ... 
cg.iJfu. --------,~, ---------- '~1y 

li~;;.,t;~ni~5:1 ~ I ~ Fw0 '"""""i 
N<:ighharh>od !k-.ilih rt..n ,..._.,.... 

1 
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Commonwealth Choice: 36,000 mbrs 
Connects Mass residents and businesses to 
commercial health insurance options 

..:1. 

~ 
TuITSr]&ihbHan 
~·- .. ·-~~·- .. -

There's More to the Story 

"If I didn't have health 
insurance, I would 
never have made an 
appointment with my 
doctor because of 
the cost. The cancer 
would have spread and 
I would not be alive 
today to tell you my story." - Jaclyn Michalos, 27 

Achievements of MA Health Reform 

1. 2.6% - 2. 7% uninsured 

2. Of newly Insured, 35% private pay 

3. >98% compliance (taxpayer filings) 

4. 59% - 75% public approval 

5. 92 new PCCs (2009) 

There's More to the Story 

Before moving to Mass In 2007, 
she was told by an Insurance 
agent ln her home state: 
~You'll never get Insurance, so 
don't waste your time." 

After discovering 
Commonwealth Choice: 
~I did the whole thing onllne 
and got a very good plan. I was 
just thrllled!~ 
Abbie von Schlegel! , 
Commonwealth Choice 
member 

' 

2 
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Issues w/ MA Health Care Reform 

1. Net state cost In FYlO: < $350 million 

2. Exchange finances: self-supporting 

$25 million Initial capitalization 

$13 million repaid 

$20 million current net worth (state's) 

Admin budget = $30 million (3°/o of premiums) 

~&-• ' 

Strategic issues for state exchanges 

1. Governance: Connector a semi-
Independent public authority 

-Fiscal agent for public funds 
-Policymaking board of directors 
-Coordinates w/ other state agencies 
-Market-maker/promoter 

Medicaid, Doi, HHS/OED? 
Regional exchanges across state lines? 
Private non-profit entities? 

" 

Key Steps in Organizing an 
Exchange under PPACA 

2010: Planning (data, Issues, strategy, grants} 

2010/11: Reform insurance & authorize 
exchange 

2010-13: Eligibility-determination system 
2011/12: Develop plans of operation 
2012/13: RFPs: IT/portal, premium bllllng/enrollment, 

customer service, marketing, navigators, health plans, auditor 

2013: Testing/go-live 

Detailed tlmeline from AcademyHealth (7/29/10) 

Strategic Issues 

2. Adverse selection & rating rules 

Community rating bands 

Transition rules pre/post-2014 

Merge non-group & small-group? 

Standardize products 

List billing 

'° 

" 

3 
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Strategic Issues 

3. Reducing distribution costs in 
non-group & small group 

10% - 30% of premiums, nationally 

versus 

~ 3% in exchanges 

Strategic Issues 

5. Carrier bidding 

Managed competition 

Transparency 

Encourage systems Integration? 

Long-term relationships 

How selective? (evolving) 

" 

Strategic Issues 

4. Benefits specification 

Begin with market research 

Encourage innovation 

Standardize for easy comparison 

Manage change 

Strategic Issues 

6. Administrative challenges 
Outreach & marketing 

Integrated eligibility determination 

Transparency of cost, access & quality 

Simplification of choice & enrollment 

Customer service (N-G & SHOP) 

Advocacy? 

" 

4 
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Lessons Learned 

1. "It's a campaign" 

2. Research & experiment 

3. Communicate, communicate, communicate 

4. Huge technology challenge/opportunity 

5. Outsource, partner & collaborate 

K"'""""'°&-• " 

If you have questions, ... 

Jon Kingsdale, Ph.D. 

" 

Lessons Learned 

6. Simplify and standardize 

7. Consolidate legacy programs, if possible 

8. Consider new exchange "applications" 

9. Rationalize program ellglb!Uty 

10.Reform health care delivery, too 

" 

5 
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: brejcha@oksenate.gov
Subject: media advisory
Date: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 4:20:00 PM

We’re going to send an advisory shortly after the 8:30 am meeting (probably around 10 am).  It will
not be specific on topic, just that there will be a joint press conference at 1 pm.
 
Some general talkers:
 

·         Worked together b/c we all had the same goal:  stop Obamacare in Oklahoma
·         This agreement addresses any concerns of the Senate while achieving our goal from the

start:  implementing an Oklahoma-based exchange so that a DC-exchange wouldn’t be
forced upon us

·         Never said it would cost $54 million, that was the amount of the grant award; always said
would do it as efficiently as possible and return “leftover” funds

·         Moving forward, all in agreement that this compromise will provide competition and choice
and empower small biz & families to purchase quality health care

 
 
 
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Bcc:

Subject: MEDIA ADVISORY: Gov. Fallin to Appear on Fox News TONIGHT
Date: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 4:10:00 PM

All,
 
This is a note to inform you that Gov. Fallin will be a guest tonight on the Greta Van
Susteren show on Fox News Channel.
 
The governor will be on the show at approximately 9:30 p.m. CST to discuss the decision
to not pursue a state-based health insurance exchange and the decision to not expand the
Medicaid system in Oklahoma.
 
Thank you.
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From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Bcc: ### Press Itinerary List
Subject: MEDIA ADVISORY: Gov. Fallin to Appear on Fox News TONIGHT
Date: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 4:08:52 PM

All,
 
This is a note to inform you that Gov. Fallin will be a guest tonight on the Greta Van
Susteren show on Fox News Channel.  The governor will be on the show at approximately
9:30 p.m. CST and will discuss the decision to not pursue a state-based health insurance
exchange and the decision to not expand the Medicaid system in Oklahoma.
 
Thank you.
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From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: MEDIA ADVISORY: Gov. Fallin to Appear on Fox News TONIGHT
Date: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 4:10:34 PM

All,
 
This is a note to inform you that Gov. Fallin will be a guest tonight on the Greta Van
Susteren show on Fox News Channel.
 
The governor will be on the show at approximately 9:30 p.m. CST to discuss the decision
to not pursue a state-based health insurance exchange and the decision to not expand the
Medicaid system in Oklahoma.
 
Thank you.
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From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: MEDIA ADVISORY: Gov. Fallin to Appear on Fox News TONIGHT
Date: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 4:10:34 PM

All,
 
This is a note to inform you that Gov. Fallin will be a guest tonight on the Greta Van
Susteren show on Fox News Channel.
 
The governor will be on the show at approximately 9:30 p.m. CST to discuss the decision
to not pursue a state-based health insurance exchange and the decision to not expand the
Medicaid system in Oklahoma.
 
Thank you.
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From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Bcc:
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

 
Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8878

 

(paddack@oksenate.gov); Senator Tom Adelson (adelson@oksenate.gov)
Subject: MEDIA ADVISORY: Governor Fallin to discuss Health Insurance Exchange, Education Reform in TV Interviews
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 5:29:00 PM

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

March 29, 2011

*** Media Advisory ***
Governor Fallin to discuss Health Insurance Exchange, Education

Reform in TV Interviews
Governor Mary Fallin tomorrow will discuss the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange and
education reforms during two live television interviews.

6:12 a.m. Wednesday, March 30 – Gov. Fallin will appear live on KFOR Channel 4 in OKC

6:40 a.m. Wednesday, March 30 – Gov. Fallin will appear live on KWTV Channel 9 in OKC

7 to 7:10 a.m. Wednesday, March 30 – Gov. Fallin will appear live on KOTV Channel 6 in
Tulsa

 

###
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From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Bcc:

Subject: Media Alert: Today, 11 AM: announcement on insurance exchange/Medicaid to be made following press
conference

Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 10:32:00 AM
Importance: High

Today at 11 AM in the Blue Room at the Oklahoma Capitol, Governor Fallin will announce
the results of the statewide Feeding Oklahoma Food and Fund Drive, which concluded on
Nov. 15.
 
Immediately following the press conference, the governor will make an announcement
to the press regarding the health insurance exchange and Medicaid expansion
provisions contained in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.   
 
More information on Feeding Oklahoma Food Drive below:
 

*** Media Advisory ***
 

Gov. Mary Fallin on Monday to Announce Results of Statewide Food
and Fund Drive

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin will announce the results of the third-annual
Feeding Oklahoma Food and Fund Drive at a press conference on Monday, Nov. 19.  Joining
the governor will be officials from the Regional Food Bank of Oklahoma and Community
Food Bank of Eastern Oklahoma.
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The goal of the food drive, which concluded on Nov. 15, was to raise enough food and
funding to provide 1.2 million meals to help feed hungry families in Oklahoma this holiday
season.  According to the USDA, Oklahoma ranks as the fifth-hungriest state in the nation,
with more than 675,000 Oklahomans struggling with hunger every day.  The Oklahoma food
banks provide enough food to feed more than 150,000 people each week with demand
increasing during the holiday season.
 
 
WHAT:                                   Governor Fallin will announce the results of the statewide

Feeding Oklahoma Food and Fund Drive, which concluded on
Nov. 15.

 
WHO:                                    Governor Fallin; Rodney Bivens, executive director of the

Regional Food Bank of Oklahoma; Eileen Bradshaw, executive
director of the Community Food Bank of Eastern Oklahoma

 
WHEN:                                  11 a.m. Monday, Nov. 19
 
WHERE:                                Blue Room, Oklahoma State Capitol
 
 

###
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: Media Alert: Today, 11 AM: announcement on insurance exchange/Medicaid to be made following press

conference
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 10:32:57 AM
Importance: High

Today at 11 AM in the Blue Room at the Oklahoma Capitol, Governor Fallin will announce
the results of the statewide Feeding Oklahoma Food and Fund Drive, which concluded on
Nov. 15.
 
Immediately following the press conference, the governor will make an announcement
to the press regarding the health insurance exchange and Medicaid expansion
provisions contained in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.   
 
More information on Feeding Oklahoma Food Drive below:
 

*** Media Advisory ***
 

Gov. Mary Fallin on Monday to Announce Results of Statewide Food
and Fund Drive

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin will announce the results of the third-annual
Feeding Oklahoma Food and Fund Drive at a press conference on Monday, Nov. 19.  Joining
the governor will be officials from the Regional Food Bank of Oklahoma and Community
Food Bank of Eastern Oklahoma.
 
The goal of the food drive, which concluded on Nov. 15, was to raise enough food and
funding to provide 1.2 million meals to help feed hungry families in Oklahoma this holiday
season.  According to the USDA, Oklahoma ranks as the fifth-hungriest state in the nation,
with more than 675,000 Oklahomans struggling with hunger every day.  The Oklahoma food
banks provide enough food to feed more than 150,000 people each week with demand
increasing during the holiday season.
 
 
WHAT:                                   Governor Fallin will announce the results of the statewide

Feeding Oklahoma Food and Fund Drive, which concluded on
Nov. 15.

 
WHO:                                    Governor Fallin; Rodney Bivens, executive director of the

Regional Food Bank of Oklahoma; Eileen Bradshaw, executive
director of the Community Food Bank of Eastern Oklahoma

 
WHEN:                                  11 a.m. Monday, Nov. 19
 
WHERE:                                Blue Room, Oklahoma State Capitol
 
 

###
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Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: media inquiry re ObamaCare money in Oklahoma
Date: Friday, September 21, 2012 9:43:58 AM
Attachments: OSDH_AffCareAct_Grants_20120904.xlsx

As a reminder, yesterday Zeke Canfield with the Oklahoman asked in relatively combative terms if
we were ok with Oklahoma state government taking money from funds allocated as part of ACA. I
told him he needed to find specific instances and that I wasn’t going to respond to this press release
(http://www.healthcare.gov/news/factsheets/2011/02/prevention/ok.html), which is too vague to
even tell which agency or entity the funds are going to.
 
Both Zeke and I then contacted the state department of health to ask what funds they might have
taken.
 
The short answer is $20M of ACA money (see attached spread sheet). Some of the programs sound
very federal, such as: “Racial & Ethnic Approaches to Community Health.” Their staff has confirmed
they do not need the gov’s approval to get this money, so it is out of our jurisdiction.  
 
Nevertheless, Zeke is definitely going to write a story with the question being: If Oklahomans and
governor fallin are so against ACA, how come we are spending so much Obamacare money?
 
I’m calling Leslea at Health now to discuss. Suggestions welcome.
 
 
 
 
 

From: Bennet-Webb, Leslea [mailto:Leslea@health.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 5:16 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: Money from ACA
 
Alex:

 

Apologies for the delay in response. This was a complicated question that required

“peeling back the onion” a bit to try to answer.

 

1-    As you know, not all federal public health dollars awarded to the State of Oklahoma

are awarded to the OK State Department of Health. These federal funds also go to

tribal nations, the autonomous city-county health departments in Oklahoma City

and Tulsa, or other entities that provide training and public health education, and

that’s certainly been true for the Prevention Fund monies.

2-    It is also important to note that the OSDH is primarily federally funded – we have

been for decades – currently more than 56 percent of our budget is made up of

federal funding. Thus it is critical that we do actively review federal grant

opportunities to implement evidence-based programs that align with our priorities in
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		OSDH AFFORDABLE CARE ACT FUNDING

		As of 09/04/2012

		Title		Current Award Amount 

		Communities Putting Prevention to Work		97,707.00

		Immunization Billing Services		1,046,675.00

		LTC/National Background Check		2,573,591.00

		Tobacco Supplemental		68,970.00

		Epidemiology & Lab Capacity		453,036.00

		Early Childhood Home Visit Program		4,319,559.00

		MIEC Home Visit Programs		9,430,000.00

		Racial & Ethnic Approaches to Community Health		1,060,672.00

		Coordinated Chronic Disease Prevention		1,023,062.00

		HAI Prevention Infrastructure		71,472.00

		Meningococcal		17,016.00

		Strengthening Public Health		422,368.00

				20,584,128.00









reducing the spread of infectious disease, improving children’s health, preventing

cardiovascular disease deaths and other chronic conditions, reducing tobacco use

and obesity, enhancing all hazard preparedness, and protecting state residents

through regulatory programs and safety inspections. It is quite possible that all core

public health priorities may be funded in the future from Prevention Fund monies. 

3-    Also noteworthy is that the Prevention Fund monies have been used in some

instances to offset reduced historical grant funding for existing public health

programs, or to continue efforts that began under a different revenue stream, thus it

can be difficult to segregate Prevention Fund revenue from other federal public

health funds, and it is extremely difficult to match up with the description of the

framework of ACA funds distribution in the state that you forwarded in your email.

4-    Finally, staff have confirmed that grant guidance for these funds does not require

the OSDH to seek governor’s approval.

 

I’ve attached an Excel file indicating current ACA funding to OSDH. I’ll call you shortly to

follow up. -- Leslea

 

 

 

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 11:47 AM
To: Bennet-Webb, Leslea; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Money from ACA
 
Leslea, do you know if Health Dept got money from the ACA from these or any other programs?
Thanks

How the Fund Improves Wellness and Prevention for Oklahomans

Since the Affordable Care Act was passed in 2010, the Department of Health and Human Services has

awarded more than $13.2 million in Prevention Fund grants to Oklahoma and organizations in

Oklahoma in efforts related to:

Community Prevention ($2,732,000): Funding supports prevention activities proven to reduce health

care costs and improve healthy behaviors.

·         Community and State Prevention ($2,664,000).  These funds support Community

Transformation Grants, which empower communities to use evidence-based interventions to

prevent heart attacks, strokes, cancer, and other conditions by reducing tobacco use,

preventing obesity, and reducing health disparities.  These dollars also help support a chronic

disease prevention grant program and strengthen evidence-based employer wellness

programs.

·         Tobacco Use Prevention ($68,000).  This funding supports anti-tobacco education

campaigns, telephone-based tobacco cessation services, and outreach programs that are
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proven to reduce tobacco use and those focused on vulnerable populations, consistent with

the HHS Tobacco Control Strategic Action Plan.

Clinical Prevention ($3,621,000): Funding supports programs to improve Americans’ access to

important preventive services and the full range of care necessary to meet diverse healthcare needs.

·         Access to Critical Wellness and Preventive Health Services ($1,063,000).  This funding

increases awareness of new preventive benefits made available by the Affordable Care Act

through community partnerships. It also expands immunization services by providing

additional resources and flexibility to States.

·         Behavioral Health Screening and Integration with Primary Health ($2,436,000).  These

dollars help communities integrate primary care services into publicly funded community

mental health and other community-based behavioral health settings. They also expand

suicide prevention activities and screenings for substance use disorders.

·         HIV/AIDS Prevention ($122,000).  These efforts focuses on HIV prevention in high risk

populations and communities by increasing HIV testing opportunities, linking HIV-infected

people with needed services, and filling critical gaps in data and understanding of the HIV

epidemic to better target prevention, care, and treatment.

Public Health Infrastructure and Training ($6,218,000): These efforts help State and local health

departments meet 21st century challenges.

·         Public Health Workforce ($2,517,000).  These programs support training of public health

providers to improve preventive medicine, health promotion, disease prevention, and

epidemiology. The funding also improves access to and quality of health services in medically

underserved communities and provides front line care while training the next generation of

public health leaders.

·         Detection and Response Capacity ($598,000).  State and local governments will receive

new resources to prevent, detect, and respond to disease outbreaks, including those caused

by influenza and foodborne pathogens. It also funds programs that prevent healthcare-

associated infections.

·         Public Health Infrastructure ($3,103,000).  These efforts help State, local, and tribal

organizations improve the efficiency and effectiveness of public health by strengthening the

systems for gathering, analyzing, and communicating health data and ensuring they produce

accurate and timely information for action.,103,000).  These efforts help State, local, and tribal

organizations improve the efficiency and effectiveness of public health by strengthening the

systems for gathering, analyzing, and communicating health data and ensuring they produce
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accurate and timely information for action.

Research and Data Collection ($714,000): Funds support the scientific study of prevention to better

understand how to translate research into practice.

·         Prevention Research ($714,000).  The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Task

Force on Community Preventive Services conducts systematic reviews of public health

interventions to prevent disability, disease, and death, and disseminates the results to the

public, clinicians, health officials, and community leaders.

Building on Other Administration Initiatives that Promote Prevention

The Obama Administration takes a broad approach to addressing the health and well-being of our

communities. Other initiatives that promote prevention in States and communities include the following:

·         The Affordable Care Act, which expands access to preventive care by removing cost

sharing for recommended clinical preventive services.

·         The President’s Childhood Obesity Task Force and the First Lady’s Let’s Move! initiative

aimed at combating childhood obesity.

·         The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, which provides \ billion for

community-based initiatives, tobacco cessation activities, chronic disease reduction programs,

and efforts to reduce health care-acquired infections.

·         The Million Hearts initiative to prevent one million heart attacks and strokes in the next five

years.

·         The Affordable Care Act’s National Prevention, Health Promotion and Public Health

Council, with representation from 17 Federal agencies, and that has developed a National

Prevention and Health Promotion Strategy.

 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: media inquiry re ObamaCare money in Oklahoma
Date: Friday, September 21, 2012 9:43:00 AM
Attachments: OSDH_AffCareAct_Grants_20120904.xlsx

As a reminder, yesterday Zeke Canfield with the Oklahoman asked in relatively combative terms if
we were ok with Oklahoma state government taking money from funds allocated as part of ACA. I
told him he needed to find specific instances and that I wasn’t going to respond to this press release
(http://www.healthcare.gov/news/factsheets/2011/02/prevention/ok.html), which is too vague to
even tell which agency or entity the funds are going to.
 
Both Zeke and I then contacted the state department of health to ask what funds they might have
taken.
 
The short answer is $20M of ACA money (see attached spread sheet). Some of the programs sound
very federal, such as: “Racial & Ethnic Approaches to Community Health.” Their staff has confirmed
they do not need the gov’s approval to get this money, so it is out of our jurisdiction.  
 
Nevertheless, Zeke is definitely going to write a story with the question being: If Oklahomans and
governor fallin are so against ACA, how come we are spending so much Obamacare money?
 
I’m calling Leslea at Health now to discuss. Suggestions welcome.
 
 
 
 
 

From: Bennet-Webb, Leslea [mailto:Leslea@health.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 5:16 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: Money from ACA
 
Alex:

 

Apologies for the delay in response. This was a complicated question that required

“peeling back the onion” a bit to try to answer.

 

1-    As you know, not all federal public health dollars awarded to the State of Oklahoma

are awarded to the OK State Department of Health. These federal funds also go to

tribal nations, the autonomous city-county health departments in Oklahoma City

and Tulsa, or other entities that provide training and public health education, and

that’s certainly been true for the Prevention Fund monies.

2-    It is also important to note that the OSDH is primarily federally funded – we have

been for decades – currently more than 56 percent of our budget is made up of

federal funding. Thus it is critical that we do actively review federal grant

opportunities to implement evidence-based programs that align with our priorities in
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		OSDH AFFORDABLE CARE ACT FUNDING

		As of 09/04/2012

		Title		Current Award Amount 

		Communities Putting Prevention to Work		97,707.00

		Immunization Billing Services		1,046,675.00

		LTC/National Background Check		2,573,591.00

		Tobacco Supplemental		68,970.00

		Epidemiology & Lab Capacity		453,036.00

		Early Childhood Home Visit Program		4,319,559.00

		MIEC Home Visit Programs		9,430,000.00

		Racial & Ethnic Approaches to Community Health		1,060,672.00

		Coordinated Chronic Disease Prevention		1,023,062.00

		HAI Prevention Infrastructure		71,472.00

		Meningococcal		17,016.00

		Strengthening Public Health		422,368.00

				20,584,128.00









reducing the spread of infectious disease, improving children’s health, preventing

cardiovascular disease deaths and other chronic conditions, reducing tobacco use

and obesity, enhancing all hazard preparedness, and protecting state residents

through regulatory programs and safety inspections. It is quite possible that all core

public health priorities may be funded in the future from Prevention Fund monies. 

3-    Also noteworthy is that the Prevention Fund monies have been used in some

instances to offset reduced historical grant funding for existing public health

programs, or to continue efforts that began under a different revenue stream, thus it

can be difficult to segregate Prevention Fund revenue from other federal public

health funds, and it is extremely difficult to match up with the description of the

framework of ACA funds distribution in the state that you forwarded in your email.

4-    Finally, staff have confirmed that grant guidance for these funds does not require

the OSDH to seek governor’s approval.

 

I’ve attached an Excel file indicating current ACA funding to OSDH. I’ll call you shortly to

follow up. -- Leslea

 

 

 

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 11:47 AM
To: Bennet-Webb, Leslea; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Money from ACA
 
Leslea, do you know if Health Dept got money from the ACA from these or any other programs?
Thanks

How the Fund Improves Wellness and Prevention for Oklahomans

Since the Affordable Care Act was passed in 2010, the Department of Health and Human Services has

awarded more than $13.2 million in Prevention Fund grants to Oklahoma and organizations in

Oklahoma in efforts related to:

Community Prevention ($2,732,000): Funding supports prevention activities proven to reduce health

care costs and improve healthy behaviors.

·         Community and State Prevention ($2,664,000).  These funds support Community

Transformation Grants, which empower communities to use evidence-based interventions to

prevent heart attacks, strokes, cancer, and other conditions by reducing tobacco use,

preventing obesity, and reducing health disparities.  These dollars also help support a chronic

disease prevention grant program and strengthen evidence-based employer wellness

programs.

·         Tobacco Use Prevention ($68,000).  This funding supports anti-tobacco education

campaigns, telephone-based tobacco cessation services, and outreach programs that are
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proven to reduce tobacco use and those focused on vulnerable populations, consistent with

the HHS Tobacco Control Strategic Action Plan.

Clinical Prevention ($3,621,000): Funding supports programs to improve Americans’ access to

important preventive services and the full range of care necessary to meet diverse healthcare needs.

·         Access to Critical Wellness and Preventive Health Services ($1,063,000).  This funding

increases awareness of new preventive benefits made available by the Affordable Care Act

through community partnerships. It also expands immunization services by providing

additional resources and flexibility to States.

·         Behavioral Health Screening and Integration with Primary Health ($2,436,000).  These

dollars help communities integrate primary care services into publicly funded community

mental health and other community-based behavioral health settings. They also expand

suicide prevention activities and screenings for substance use disorders.

·         HIV/AIDS Prevention ($122,000).  These efforts focuses on HIV prevention in high risk

populations and communities by increasing HIV testing opportunities, linking HIV-infected

people with needed services, and filling critical gaps in data and understanding of the HIV

epidemic to better target prevention, care, and treatment.

Public Health Infrastructure and Training ($6,218,000): These efforts help State and local health

departments meet 21st century challenges.

·         Public Health Workforce ($2,517,000).  These programs support training of public health

providers to improve preventive medicine, health promotion, disease prevention, and

epidemiology. The funding also improves access to and quality of health services in medically

underserved communities and provides front line care while training the next generation of

public health leaders.

·         Detection and Response Capacity ($598,000).  State and local governments will receive

new resources to prevent, detect, and respond to disease outbreaks, including those caused

by influenza and foodborne pathogens. It also funds programs that prevent healthcare-

associated infections.

·         Public Health Infrastructure ($3,103,000).  These efforts help State, local, and tribal

organizations improve the efficiency and effectiveness of public health by strengthening the

systems for gathering, analyzing, and communicating health data and ensuring they produce

accurate and timely information for action.,103,000).  These efforts help State, local, and tribal

organizations improve the efficiency and effectiveness of public health by strengthening the

systems for gathering, analyzing, and communicating health data and ensuring they produce
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accurate and timely information for action.

Research and Data Collection ($714,000): Funds support the scientific study of prevention to better

understand how to translate research into practice.

·         Prevention Research ($714,000).  The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Task

Force on Community Preventive Services conducts systematic reviews of public health

interventions to prevent disability, disease, and death, and disseminates the results to the

public, clinicians, health officials, and community leaders.

Building on Other Administration Initiatives that Promote Prevention

The Obama Administration takes a broad approach to addressing the health and well-being of our

communities. Other initiatives that promote prevention in States and communities include the following:

·         The Affordable Care Act, which expands access to preventive care by removing cost

sharing for recommended clinical preventive services.

·         The President’s Childhood Obesity Task Force and the First Lady’s Let’s Move! initiative

aimed at combating childhood obesity.

·         The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, which provides \ billion for

community-based initiatives, tobacco cessation activities, chronic disease reduction programs,

and efforts to reduce health care-acquired infections.

·         The Million Hearts initiative to prevent one million heart attacks and strokes in the next five

years.

·         The Affordable Care Act’s National Prevention, Health Promotion and Public Health

Council, with representation from 17 Federal agencies, and that has developed a National

Prevention and Health Promotion Strategy.

 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Glenn Coffee; Aaron Cooper; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: media inquiry re tribal health
Date: Monday, July 02, 2012 2:53:00 PM

Clinton Chandler of KOSU is doing a story on the state of Indian health in Oklahoma. One angle is
that the Indian Health Care Improvement Act was reauthorized as part of PPACA …
He would like a statement from the governor on how that law might affect Indian health in
Oklahoma. I think he would also take a statement of any kind related to tribal health issues.
 
I’m not really familiar with tribal health care issues … I assume we want to avoid PPACA and stick to
“the tribes have unique challenges and the state is working in partnership with tribal government to
provide access to health care …”
 
Anyone have any constructive suggestions?
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges
Date: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 10:01:42 AM

Obviously I’m going to decline this interview.

Can we say: “As the governor has said, she is continuing to explore the state’s options as they relate
to health insurance exchanges. Her priority is to ensure the people of Oklahoma are best served by a
system that increases access to health care, controls health care costs and does so in a way that is
fiscally responsible. Oklahoma is not in a unique position; many other states are continuing to weigh
what options best serves their citizens, as is responsible.”

Q: What is your timetable for making this decision? You said you would announce a decision after the
election

A: The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was more
clear what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as you know.
Our priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible, it is to make the right decision. The
governor is still conferring with her partners in the Legislature, other governors and health care
experts as to what outcome best serves the people of Oklahoma.

 

 

 

 

From: Wayne Greene [mailto:Wayne.Greene@tulsaworld.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 9:00 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Good morning

 

And congratulation to the governor on what has to be seen a big night for the Oklahoma Republican Party.
 
Now that the national election is decided and Barack Obama has been re-elected, I need to press my case on
whether she will accept the Medicaid funding under the Affordable Care Act. Can I get some phone time with
the governor on this today?
 
wg
 
 
Wayne Greene
Senior Writer
Tulsa World
office: (918)581-8308
cell: (918)804-3025
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email: wayne.greene@tulsaworld.com
Twitter: @Greene_Wayne
PO Box 1770
Tulsa OK 74102
 

______________________________________________________________________
This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service.
For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges
Date: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 10:14:00 AM

Obviously I’m going to decline this interview.

Can we say: “As the governor has said, she is continuing to explore the state’s options as they relate
to health insurance exchanges. Her priority is to ensure the people of Oklahoma are best served by a
system that increases access to health care, controls health care costs and does so in a way that is
fiscally responsible. Oklahoma is not in a unique position; many other states are continuing to weigh
what options best serves their citizens, as is responsible.”

Q: What is your timetable for making this decision? You said you would announce a decision after the
election

A: The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was more
clear what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as you know.
Our priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible, it is to make the right decision. The
governor is still conferring with her partners in the Legislature, other governors and health care
experts as to what outcome best serves the people of Oklahoma.

I would also like to say the federal government has not answered our questions … what questions are
those? Have we documented them in a letter and if so can I get a copy?

I am getting a lot of requests for interviews on this subject so getting an acceptable answer is a
priority. Thanks

  From: Wayne Greene [mailto:Wayne.Greene@tulsaworld.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 9:00 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Good morning

 

And congratulation to the governor on what has to be seen a big night for the Oklahoma Republican Party.
 
Now that the national election is decided and Barack Obama has been re-elected, I need to press my case on
whether she will accept the Medicaid funding under the Affordable Care Act. Can I get some phone time with
the governor on this today?
 
wg
 
 
Wayne Greene
Senior Writer
Tulsa World
office: (918)581-8308
cell: (918)804-3025
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: media inquiry re: health insurance exchanges
Date: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 10:14:33 AM

Obviously I’m going to decline this interview.

Can we say: “As the governor has said, she is continuing to explore the state’s options as they relate
to health insurance exchanges. Her priority is to ensure the people of Oklahoma are best served by a
system that increases access to health care, controls health care costs and does so in a way that is
fiscally responsible. Oklahoma is not in a unique position; many other states are continuing to weigh
what options best serves their citizens, as is responsible.”

Q: What is your timetable for making this decision? You said you would announce a decision after the
election

A: The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was more
clear what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as you know.
Our priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible, it is to make the right decision. The
governor is still conferring with her partners in the Legislature, other governors and health care
experts as to what outcome best serves the people of Oklahoma.

I would also like to say the federal government has not answered our questions … what questions are
those? Have we documented them in a letter and if so can I get a copy?

I am getting a lot of requests for interviews on this subject so getting an acceptable answer is a
priority. Thanks

  From: Wayne Greene [mailto:Wayne.Greene@tulsaworld.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 9:00 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Good morning

 

And congratulation to the governor on what has to be seen a big night for the Oklahoma Republican Party.
 
Now that the national election is decided and Barack Obama has been re-elected, I need to press my case on
whether she will accept the Medicaid funding under the Affordable Care Act. Can I get some phone time with
the governor on this today?
 
wg
 
 
Wayne Greene
Senior Writer
Tulsa World
office: (918)581-8308
cell: (918)804-3025
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Dana Wolpert
Subject: Media time for Thursday
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012 2:52:00 PM
Attachments: image002.png

Dana,
 
The governor wanted some time Thursday afternoon to do media interview re:  Supreme
Court ruling on Obamacare.
 
Can we get 30-45 minutes, maybe bite some time from Appointments that afternoon? 
Earlier, the better.  Thanks.
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
 
Find Gov. Fallin on:
 

   
 
On the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Medicaid and Obamacare
Date: Thursday, November 03, 2011 3:07:54 PM

Senators Hatch and Coburn this afternoon released a list of ten reasons – examples of fraud, waste,
and/or questionable policies – illustrating why Medicaid needs fundamental reform.  To that can
easily be added an eleventh, which comes in the form of an article in this morning’s Los Angeles
Times:  In California, a provider organization has sued to block reimbursement reductions from
taking effect – less than a week after the federal government approved those reductions.  In other
words, a group of trial lawyers has taken it upon itself to play “back-seat driver” after the state
passed, and the federal government approved, Medicaid reimbursement changes.
 
The story illustrates perfectly the ever-tightening vise states are facing with their Medicaid
programs:
 

·         At a time when states face budget deficits totaling a collective $175 billion, Obamacare is
imposing new unfunded mandates of at least $118 billion.

·         Because Obamacare prohibits Medicaid programs from altering their eligibility criteria, one
of the few levers left for states to achieve fiscal balance comes through reimbursement
reductions – yet even these are being micro-managed.

·         The Obama Administration has proposed regulations that would impose more mandates on
Medicaid programs seeking to adjust reimbursement levels, forcing states to climb through
new bureaucratic hoops dictated by Washington in order to achieve budgetary savings.

·         And the Supreme Court last month heard arguments in a series of cases from California
that, if successful, would allow trial lawyers to launch many more suits like the one filed last
week – creating uncertainty for states in a tough fiscal environment, and potentially
resulting in judges weighing the minute details of provider reimbursement levels in
Medicaid programs across the country.

 
Some of these trends precede Obamacare – but by imposing yet more mandates on broken
Medicaid programs, the 2700-page law has only made states’ already difficult fiscal realities worse. 
It’s one more example of how the unpopular law does not represent true reform of America’s
unsustainable entitlements.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
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To: Michael Carnuccio
Subject: medicaid expansion
Date: Wednesday, July 25, 2012 2:45:15 PM

Michael, this article is an accurate representation of the gov’s position:
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=336&articleid=20120724_336_0_GovMar820522
 
She has said she will not make a decision regarding Medicaid expansion until after the November
election, largely because of political, policy and economic uncertainties that still loom large.
 
Her first preference is for Governor Romney to be elected president and for him to work with
Congress to repeal and replace ObamaCare in its entirety. She plans to actively work to help Gov.
Romney in his campaign and hopes that a new Congress and president can make this a reality.
 
Regardless of who is president, the governor also feels that there are too many economic and public
policy questions left unanswered for her to be able to accurately or responsibly budget for any
Medicaid expansions. It is a fact that any expansion will cost the state of Oklahoma more tax dollars.
That cost comes at a time when the federal government may or may not act to suspend the
alternative minimum tax, may or may not renew the Bush tax cuts, and may or may not cut over
$500 billion in defense spending (which would cost an estimated 16,000 Oklahoma jobs). All of
these things would affect Oklahoma’s economy and budget. Furthermore, if an Obama White House
continues to insist on tax increases combined with huge cuts in the defense budget, it has the
potential to plunge the nation back into recession.  
 
 
 
 
 

Governor Fallin  was disappointed and frustrated with the Supreme Court’s decision to
uphold the bulk of the Affordable Care Act (ACA). She believes the law is unaffordable and
unworkable, and that many aspects of the bill — including the individual mandate – grant
Congress power that was not intended by the authors of the Constitution. She voted against
the bill as a congresswoman and supported the lawsuit filed by Oklahoma’s attorney general
as governor. She continues her adamant opposition to the law, and will actively campaign
for conservative candidates, including the Republican presidential nominee, who pledge to
overturn and replace the ACA.
 
However, in light of the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold most of the ACA, Governor
Fallin believes it is her responsibility to thoroughly and thoughtfully review the state of
Oklahoma’s options regarding the future of both Medicaid and the creation of a health
insurance exchange.  Her priority is not to make a decision soon; it is to make the right
decision. The governor will continue to review how the state of Oklahoma can best meet
the health care needs of its citizens. Our office will proactively relay these decisions to
Governor Fallin’s constituents and to the media as they are made.
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Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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Congress is about to set otf a chain reaction that it has not planned for and \viii not be able to cont..'lin. 

The health care legislation currently in Congress not only imposes ne\v costs on states through expansion of the rvtedicaid program; it 
also preempts state authority in n1anagement of the program. Faced \Vith becoming merely an agent of the federal government, states 
\Vilt likely take the rational and reasoned approach of simply ending the stattrtederal partnership known as Medicaid. 

Nearly Every State Would Be Better Off 

Ho\V individuals, employersi and others \Vould react to the ne\v health care legislation is unpredictable enough,W but ho\v state 
governments \Vould cope has been largely overlooked by Congress. 

Also overlooked is the fact that state participation in Iv1edicaid is entirely voluntary. Ivledicaid is fundamentally "a cooperative 
tederal-state program through \vhich the federal government provides financial assistance to states so they may furnish n1edical care 
to needy individuals .... [P]articipation in the progrmn is volunta1y/'W States opted into Ivledicaid, and they can opt out. 

Congress clearly fears that \Vith the creation of the IlC\V entitlement, states \Vould respond by lo\vering Medicaid eligibility. Hence, 
both the I-louse and Senate attempt to prevent such state action by imposing "maintenance of effort" (MOE) requirements on the 
states. 

If all states withdraw from Medicaid, their collective savings would be $725 billion over the 2013-2019 period, but they would 
exceed $1 trillion over 10 years. This assumes that states will continue to spend at least 90 percent of\vhat they spend no\V on 
Medicaid long-term care services \vith state-only dollars. On a state-by-state basis, every state except North Dakota \vould come out 
ahead financially by leaving Medicaid but continuing long-term care spending with state-only dollarn. Of course, if North Dakota 
reduced its long-term care spending, it too would come out ahead. 

'fhe cost to the federal government to replace the state share of Medicaid, however, \Vould be greater than $1 trillion as the entire 
ivledicaid population would become eligible for the new, more expensive federal subsidies for premiums and cost-sharing. Moreover, 
the states \Vould no longer pay tOr Nledicare cost-sharing or the state "clawback" for ivledicarc prescription drugs. 

The Lost Decade for States 

The reasons states \vould seriously consider opting out of Medicaid are simple: They \vould no longer be able to afford tvfedicaid, and 
it is politically infeasible to have one quarter of a state's budget controlled by Washington rather than the state capitol. 

The health care legislation in both the House and Senate \vould require states to increase their ivledicaid spending. Although the bills 
\Vould provide additional federal funds for ne\v proposed ivlcdicaid populations, Congress does not seem to realize that states cannot 
atTord the current Medicaid program. 

Ray Scheppach, executive director of the National Governors Association, \varns that "states \Viii not fully recover from this recession 
until late in the next decade."Lll To close their budget gaps, states have and \Viii continue to cut spending for ~ledicaid, education, 
and other state priorities. No\V that the tederal govern111ent has committed itself to a massive ne\v entitlement, states could solve their 
budget problems by simply getting out of Medicaid. 

Congressional ~liscalculation 

The health care legislation creates a nc\v federal entitlement to generous health care benefits funded \Vith generous subsidies. For 
individuals at the lo\vest inco1ne levels, these subsidies \Viii be \Vorth more than $20,000 for a family of four. llo\vever, those eligible 
tbr Medicaid are not eligible for the new federal subsidies. The reason? Allowing subsidies to rvtedicaid-eligible individuals \vould 
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bust the federal budget. 

This exclusion of60 million U.S. citizens currently on rvtcdicuid from the nc\v progran1 has received virtually no public attention. In 
addition to the current rvtedicaid population, the I-louse and Senate \vill require states to cover another 15-20 million individuals by 
establishing a llC\V 1ninimum federal income test. 'l'he I-louse \vould require states to cover all individuals at or belo\Y 150 percent of 
the tCdcral poverty level (FPL), \vhile the Senate \Vould require coverage at or bclo\v 133 percent of FPL. 

ft should be noted that states already have the authority to cover millions of these individuals \vho are the parents or caretakers of lo\V
incorne children, and some states have alrca<ly extended eligibility to these ~fcdicai<l populations at their O\Vll choice. 

Buying State Silence 

~ledicaid financing is determined by a formula based on a per-capita inco1nc of a state coin pared to national per-capita income. 'I'he 
t'Cdcral government sends more money to a "poorer" state like Louisiana than a \vealthier one like Illinois. States receive no less than 
a 50 percent match rate from the federal government and potentially could receive as high as 83 percent. On average, states fund 43 
percent of the Medicaid program. 

Increasing ~ledicaid eligibility and other costs in the program \Vould t.hcrefore increase state spending. Faced \Vith state opposition to 
increased Medicaid costs, the l·Iouse and Senate have tried out various enhanced matching rates to lo\vcr state liabilities. 

Ho\vever, states may receive substantially less money from the federal governn1ent than they expect based on ho\v many current 
eligibles enroll in Medicaid (for \Vhom there is no enhanced match) and how the MOE requirernents are interpreted through 
rulemaking. States have billions of dollars at stake based on the MOE. Y ct there has been virtually no discussion of this critical issue 
during the committee and floor debates in Congress. 

Greater Federal Control as Well 

The legislation \vould not only increase federal eligibility requirements; it \Vould also increase federal control over the states. The 
House bill includes more than a dozen new provisions that \Vould substitute federal requirements tbr state discrction.iiJ 

States \Vill not understand the full impact of the federal takeover for years to co1ne as regulations are \vritten and litigation ensues. 
Section 2101 of the Senate bill would increase the federal match rate for the State Children's Health Insurance Program (SCHIP) but 
\vould not add more money to state allotments. States \Vould spend the federal dollars faster, thereby running out of SCHIP funds 
sooner. 

What happens then? Section 210l(b)(I) adds a new MOE requirement that provides, "In the event that allotments ... are insufficient 
... a State shall establish procedures to ensure that such children are provided coverage" (emphasis added). What does this mean? 
The authors know full \Vell that the allotments \Vould be insufficient because no new federal dollars are provided, l'hey are setting up 
a future fight over \Vhat ensure means. States \Viii certainly \Vant a limited interpretation, such as making families a\vare of their 
options. But the Administration could broaden this interpretation through rulemaking, and the courts could broaden it even further. 
States could one day be stunned to find out that ensure means paying the cost of coverage \Vith state funds. 

Section 2304 of the Senate bill provides a ne\v definition of medical assistance. Why, after more than 40 years of Medicaid history, 
docs the Senate suddenly believe a ne\v definition is needed in the progran1? And \\'hat is the impact? It could mean that the federal 
courts \vould be opened more broadly to allo\v individuals to sue states beyond \vhat is currently allo\ved. States have \Von a nun1ber 
of court cases in recent years that have lhnited federal revie\v.fjj 

States are not expected to create providers \Vhere they do not exist beyond what is available to the general public. Perhaps after this 
language appears, they will be required to do so. Medicaid pays for access; \Viii state officials become liable for outcomes? 
Arguments that have enabled states to prevail in court in the past may be \vashed a\vay if this language becomes la\v, Congress surely 
intends the new language to mean something, and one can reasonably assume that it means an erosion of state authority. 

The Rational Choice for States 

By piling billions of dollars in new costs onto states and imposing greater federal control over the states, Congress is recklessly 
increasing the likelihood that states will exert their 0\\111 authority as sovereign units of government and end their participation in 
Medicaid entirely. 

The savings to state budgets are so enormous that failure to leave ~ledicaid might be vie\vcd as irresponsible on the part of elected 
state officials. The federal g?vernment, ho\vever, \Vould be left holding a trillion-dollar-plus tab. 
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Congress is about to set off a chain reaction that it has not planned for and \Viii not be able to contain. 

The health care legislation currently in Congress not only imposes ne\v costs on states through expansion of the Medicaid program; it 
also preempts state authority in management of the program. Faced \vith becoming merely an agent of the federal government, states 
\Viii likely take the rational and reasoned approach of simply ending the state-federal partnership kno\vn as Medicaid. 

Nearly Every State Would Be Better Off 

Ho\v individuals, employers, and others \vould react to the ne\v health care legislation is unpredictable enough,lU but hovl state 
governments \vould cope has been largely overlooked by Congress. 

Also overlooked is the fact that state participation in l\rtedicaid is entirely voluntary. l\riedicaid is fi.indarnentally "a cooperative 
federal-state progra1n through \vhich the federal government provides financial assistance to slates so they may furnish medical care 
to needy individuals .... [P]articipation in the program is volunta1y."L?.J States opted into Nfedicaid, and they can opt out. 

Congress clearly fears that \Vith the creation of the ne\v entitlement, states \Vould respond by lo\vering Medicaid eligibility. llence, 
both the House and Senate attempt to prevent such state action by imposing "maintenance of effort" (MOE) requirements on the 
states. 

I fall states withdraw from Medicaid, their collective savings would be $725 billion over the 2013-2019 period, but they would 
exceed $1 trillion over 10 years. This assumes that states \Vill continue to spend at least 90 percent of\vhat they spend no\Y on 
Medicaid long-term care services \Vith state-only dollars. On a state-by-state basis, every state except North Dakota would come out 
ahead financially by leaving Medicaid but continuing long-lenn care spending with stale-only dollars. Of course, if North Dakota 
reduced its long-term care spending, it too \vould come out ahead. 

The cost to the federal government to replace the state share of Medicaid, however, \vould be greater than $1 trillion as the entire 
Medicaid population \Vould become eligible for the ne\v, more expensive federal subsidies for premiums and cost-sharing. Moreover, 
the states \Vould no longer pay for Medicare cost-sharing or the state "cla\vback" for Medicare prescription drugs. 

The Lost Decade for States 

The reasons states \vould seriously consider opting out of Medicaid arc shnple: They \Vould no longer be able to atTord Medicaid, and 
it is politically infeasible to have one quarter of a state's budget controlled by Washington rather than the state capitol. 

The health care legislation in both the House and Senate \Yould require states to increase their fvledicaid spending. Although the bills 
\Vould provide additional federal funds for ne\V proposed tvfcdicaid populations, Congress does not seem to realize that states cannot 
afford the current Nlcdicaid progranl. 

Ray Scheppach, executive director of the National Governors Association, \Varns that "states \Viii not fully recover from this recession 
until late in the next decade."{}j To close their budget gaps, states have and \Viii continue to cut spending for Nledicaid, education, 
and other state priorities. No\v that the federal government has co1nmitted itself to a massive ne\\.' entitlen1ent, states could solve their 
budget problems by simply getting out of Medicaid. 

Congressional l\'liscalculation 

The health care legislation creates a ne\V federal entitlement to generous health care benefits fllnded \Vith generous subsidies. For 
individuals at the lo\vest income levels, these subsidies \vill be \Vorth more than $20,000 for a frunily of four. Ho\vcver, those eligible 
tbr Medicaid are not eligible for the ne\v federal subsidies. The reason? Allowing subsidies to I'vfcdicaid-eligible individuals \vould 
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bust the fodcral budget. 

This exclusion of60 million U.S. citizens currently on Medicaid from the ne\v program has received virtually no public attention. In 
addition to the current ~fedicaid population, the House and Senate \viii require states to cover another 15-20 million individuals by 
establishing a ne\v 1ninimun1 federal incon1e test. The I-louse \\'ould require slates to cover all individuals at or belo\v 150 percent of 
the tCderal poverty level (FPL), \Vhilc the Senate \vould require coverage at or bclo\v 133 percent of FPL. 

It should be noted that states already have the authority to cover millions of these individuals \Vho are the parents or caretakers oflo\v
incon1e children, and some states have already extended eligibility to these Medicaid populations at their O\Vn choice. 

Buying State Silence 

rvtedicaid financing is determined by a formula based on a per-capita income of a state co1nparcd to national per-capita income. The 
fCderal government sends more money to a "poorer" state like Louisiana than a wealthier one like Illinois. States receive no less than 
a 50 percent match rate from the federal government and potentially could receive as high as 83 percent. On average, states fund 43 
percent of the l'vfcdicaid program. 

Increasing Medicaid eligibility and other costs in the program \Vould therefore increase state spending. Faced \vith state opposition to 
increased Medicaid costs, the House and Senate have tried out various enhanced matching rates to lo\vcr state liabilities. 

Ho\vever, states may receive substantially less money fro1n the fCderal government than they expect based on ho\v many current 
eligibles enroll in Medicaid (for whom there is no enhanced match) and how the MOE requirements are interpreted through 
rulemaking. States have billions of dollars at stake based on the MOE. Y ct there has been virtually no discussion of this critical issue 
during the committee and floor debates in Congress. 

Greater Federal Control as Well 

The legislation \Vould not only increase federal eligibility requirements; it \Vould also increase federal control over the states. The 
House bill includes more than a dozen ne\v provisions that \Vould substitute federal requirements for state discretion.1..:11 

States \Viii not understand the full in1pact of the federal takeover for years to come as regulations are \Vritten and litigation ensues. 
Section 2101 of the Senate bill would increase the federal match rate for the State Children's Health Insurance Program (SCH!P) but 
\vould not add more money to state allotments. States \Vould spend the federal dollars faster, thereby running out of SClIIP funds 
sooner. 

What happens then? Section 2tol(b)(i) adds a new MOE requirement that provides, "In the event that allotments ... are insufficient 
... a State shall establish procedures to ensure that such children are provided coverage" (emphasis added). What does this mean? 
The authors know full \Vell that the allotments would be insufficient because no new federal dollars are provided. They are setting up 
a future fight over \Vhat ensure means. States \Viii certainly \Vant a lhnited interpretation, such as making families a\vare of their 
options. But the Administration could broaden this interpretation through rulemaking, and the courts could broaden it even further. 
States could one day be stunned to find out that ensure means paying the cost of coverage \Vith state funds. 

Section 2304 of the Senate bill provides a ne\v definition of111edical assistance. \Vhy, after nlore than 40 years ofrvfedicaid history, 
does the Senate suddenly believe a ne\v definition is needed in the program? And \Vhat is the impact? It could mean that the federal 
courts \vould be opened more broadly to allo\V individuals to sue state-s beyond \Vhat is currently allo\ved. States have \\'Oil a number 
of court cases in recent years that have lhnited federal revie,v.Ll_I 

States are not expected to create providers \Vhere they do not exist beyond what is available to the general public. Perhaps after this 
language appears, they \Viii be required to do so. l'vfedicaid pays for access; will state officials become liable for outcomes? 
Arguments that have enabled states to prevail in court in the past may be \Vashed away if this language becomes la\v. Congress surely 
intends the new language to mean something, and one can reasonably assume that it means an erosion of state authority. 

The Rational Choice for States 

By piling billions of dollars in ne\v costs onto states and imposing greater federal control over the states, Congress is recklessly 
increasing the likelihood that states will exert their own authority as sovereign units of government and end their participation in 
Nledicaid entirely. 

The savings to state budgets are so enormous that failure to leave Medicaid might be vie\ved as irresponsible on the part of elected 
state officials. The federal government, ho\vever, \VOuld be left holding a trillion-dollar-plus tab. 
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Projected State Savings from Terminating Medicaid Participation 
Starting in FY 2013 
Cuniubtive SJ.vings for Fcder::il Fisc.11 YC'.1rs 2013 2019. in Millions of Dollars 
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June 13, 2011 

 

The Honorable Orrin Hatch 

Ranking Member, Senate Committee on Finance 

104 Hart Senate Office Building 

Washington, D.C. 20510 

 

The Honorable Fred Upton 

Chair, House Committee on Energy and Commerce 

2183 Rayburn House Office Building 

Washington, D.C. 20515

 

Dear Senator Hatch and Chairman Upton:   

 

Thank you for your May 23, 2011, letter regarding the challenges states face with our Medicaid 

programs.  We agree that Medicaid should be reformed in a comprehensive and sustainable 

manner, not only to improve care for our nation’s vulnerable citizens, but also to address the 

inequities, inefficiencies, excess costs, fraud, waste and abuse that are unfortunately far too 

prevalent in the “all or nothing” approach to Medicaid programs nationwide.   

 

The first step for a successful Medicaid transformation is the full repeal of the Patient Protection 

and Affordable Care Act (“PPACA”).  The delivery of health care ultimately is personal and 

local.  However, we have witnessed over the years as federal funding has expanded, so has 

federal control.  Time and again, states have been caught in more intensive federal constraints 

that add little to the value or quality of services being delivered and thwart the creativity of the 

states.   Indeed, states have proven themselves to be the real innovators in health care delivery 

while the federal government has operated Medicaid in a very prescriptive manner.  This, plus 

extensive federal mandates,  has forced states to manage their programs through one 

cumbersome, time consuming waiver at a time.  States should not have to seek waivers to 

manage their unique programs. We must reassess and focus our efforts on reshaping how health 

care is delivered through innovation, creativity and responsibility –all demonstrated capabilities 

of states.  We must bring the antiquated Medicaid program into the 21
st
 century and secure the 

program’s long-term integrity. This will only be made more difficult under the PPACA. 

 

Even prior to the PPACA, Medicaid had become one of the most challenging components of the 

budget puzzle, consuming between 15 to 25 percent of most state spending.  Moreover, a study 

published last year by the Deloitte Center for Health Solutions predicted, in a best case scenario, 

Medicaid’s proportion of state budgets by 2030 will consume up to 35 percent of spending in 

some states. At worst, it could nearly triple current spending levels. This consumption of state 

resources is crowding out other essential services such as education, public safety and even 

public health.  This is not sustainable. 

  

As Congress reviews the Medicaid program, it should provide states and territories a general 

healthcare framework where we can make necessary adjustments without constantly seeking 

permission from the federal government for changes that we already know work. Governors 
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must be able to provide quality healthcare for our most vulnerable citizens while containing 

costs. As the economy changes year to year, Governors also must be able to make program 

adjustments in a timely manner in order to maintain a healthcare safety net. The following 

principles provide a pathway for true innovation in our Medicaid programs as we begin our 

conversation:   

 

Guiding Principles 

 

1. States and territories are best able to make decisions about the design of their healthcare 

systems based on the respective needs, culture and values of each state. 

 

2. States and territories should also have the opportunity to innovate by using flexible, 

accountable financing mechanisms that are transparent and that hold states accountable 

for efficiency and quality healthcare.  Such mechanisms may include a block grant, a 

capped allotment outside of a waiver, or other accountable and transparent financing 

approaches. 

 

3. Medicaid should be focused on quality, value-based and patient-centered programs that 

work in concert to improve the health of our states’ citizens and drive value over volume, 

quality over quantity, at the same time containing costs.   

 

4. States and territories must be able to streamline and simplify the eligibility process to 

ensure coverage for those most in need, and states must be able to enforce reasonable cost 

sharing for those able to pay. 

 

5. States and territories can provide Medicaid recipients a choice in their healthcare 

coverage plans, just as many have in the private market, if they are able to leverage the 

existing insurance marketplace through innovative support mechanisms.     

 

6. Territories must be ensured full integration into the federal healthcare system so they can 

provide healthcare coverage to those in need with the flexibility afforded to the states. 

 

7. States must have greater flexibility in eligibility, financing and service delivery in order 

to provide long-term services and support that keep pace with the people Medicaid 

serves.  New federal requirements threaten to stifle state innovation and investment.  In 

addition, since dual eligible now constitute 39 percent of Medicaid spending, Medicare 

policies that shift costs to the states must be reversed and the innovative power of states 

should be rewarded by a shared-savings program that allows full flexibility to target and 

deliver services, which are cost-effective for both state and federal taxpayers. 

 

We gladly accept the invitation to provide input regarding legislation which would improve 

Medicaid and secure this important program into the future.  We appreciate your recognition that 

states have pioneered good ideas for years.  We could do much more to improve quality and 

delivery while reducing costs with the right reforms, starting with repeal of the PPACA and 

based on the principles we offer herein.  We look forward to working with you.   
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Sincerely, 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Governor Brian Sandoval 

Nevada  

Governor David Heineman 

Nebraska  

Governor Haley Barbour 

Mississippi  

Governor Paul R. LePage 

Maine  

Governor Bobby Jindal 

Louisiana  

Governor Sam Brownback 

Kansas  

Governor Terry E. Branstad 

Iowa  

Governor Mitch Daniels 

Indiana  

Governor C.L. “Butch” Otter 

Idaho  

Governor Nathan Deal 

Georgia 

Governor Rick Scott 

Florida 

 
Governor Janice K. Brewer 

Arizona  

Governor Sean Parnell 

Alaska  

Governor Robert J. Bentley 

Alabama  
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Governor Matthew H. Mead 

Wyoming 

Governor Scott Walker 

Wisconsin 

Governor Robert F. McDonnell 

Virginia  

Governor Gary R. Herbert 

Utah  

Governor Rick Perry 

Texas  

Governor Bill Haslam 

Tennessee  

Governor Dennis Daugaard 

South Dakota  

Governor Nikki Haley 

South Carolina  

Governor Tom Corbett 

Pennsylvania 

Governor Mary Fallin 

Oklahoma 

Governor John R. Kasich 

Ohio 

Governor Jack Dalrymple 

North Dakota  

Governor Susana Martinez 

New Mexico  

Governor Chris Christie 

New Jersey  
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Governor Luis Fortuño 

Puerto Rico 

 

 

 

 

CC: President Obama, Secretary Sebelius, Speaker Boehner, Leader Reid, Leader McConnell, 

Leader Pelosi  
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Dana Wolpert; Tammie Wright
Subject: Meeting oct 21
Date: Monday, September 26, 2011 3:58:43 PM

Can u set up another briefing on healthcare exchange

Friday oct 21

Katie, glenn, denise, alex

Thx
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From: Katie Altshuler
To: Denise Northrup; Tammie Wright; Dana Wolpert
Subject: Meeting w/ Governor
Date: Wednesday, June 27, 2012 5:48:57 PM

Depending on the Supreme Court ruling announced tomorrow re/ Obamacare, I am thinking we will
probably want to set something up with the Governor, Secretary Cline and Julie Cox-Cain at the health
department to discuss options in the next week or two?
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From: AJ Mallory on behalf of Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: Meeting w/Melissa Houston, Tom Bates, Patrick Wyrick to discuss post election ramifications of PPACA

When: Friday, November 09, 2012 1:30 PM-2:30 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Small Conf. Room

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

So we're good for 1:30?  At your place or ours? I will be having Tom Bates our new 1st Assistant and Patrick Wyrick attend with me. 

----- Original Message -----
From: AJ Mallory [AJ.Mallory@gov.ok.gov]
Sent: 11/07/2012 11:16 AM CST
To: Melissa McLawhorn Houston; Katie Altshuler < HYPERLINK "mailto:Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov" Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov>
Cc: Denise Northrup < HYPERLINK "mailto:Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov" Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: RE: Meeting Request

Would 1:00 p.m. work for all?

A.J. Mallory
Exec. Asst. to Denise Northrup, Chief of Staff Office of Gov. Mary Fallin
2300 Lincoln Blvd., Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK  73105
405-522-8832
 HYPERLINK "mailto:aj.mallory@gov.ok.gov" aj.mallory@gov.ok.gov

-----Original Message-----
From:  HYPERLINK "mailto:Melissa.Houston@oag.ok.gov" Melissa.Houston@oag.ok.gov [mailto:Melissa.Houston@oag.ok.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 9:52 AM
To: Katie Altshuler
Cc: Denise Northrup; AJ Mallory
Subject: Re: Meeting Request

I have some meetings scheduled - but will move them. What time works for y'all? I'll likely have Patrick attend due to potential impact
on litigation. 

----- Original Message -----
From: Katie Altshuler [Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov]
Sent: 11/02/2012 08:45 AM EST
To: Melissa McLawhorn Houston
Cc: Denise Northrup < HYPERLINK "mailto:Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov" Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov>; AJ Mallory < HYPERLINK
"mailto:AJ.Mallory@gov.ok.gov" AJ.Mallory@gov.ok.gov>
Subject: Meeting Request

Are you and whoever else would be appropriate available to meet on the afternoon of Friday, Nov. 9th with us to discuss post election
ramifications of PPACA? We will have an RGA call earlier in the day and a mtg with the Health Dept, so it would be a good time for all
of us to get caught up! Please let us know if you are available. Thanks,
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From: Randy Grau
To: Craig Perry
Cc: Elise Hall; Josh Cockroft; Jadine Nollan; Rusty Farley; Marty Quinn; Steve Vaughan; Dustin Roberts; Sean

Roberts; Aaron Stiles; Dennis Casey; Tom Newell
Subject: Meeting with the Governor
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:56:05 AM

Hi Craig-
I, along with some other freshman representatives, would like to have an opportunity to meet
with the Governor briefly to discuss the “Early Innovator” grant.  As you know, several GOP
freshman, most of who support the Oklahoma health insurance exchange, issued a statement
encouraging the rejection of the federal funds.  Our intent was simply to make record of our
opinion.  Unfortunately, some have interpreted this statement as singling out our Governor or
standing in opposition to her.  This was not the intent and we would like the opportunity to
confirm our support of the Governor and commitment to her leadership.  Please “reply all” to
let us know when she may be available, and thank you in advance for your help with this
issue.
 
Most sincerely,
Randy  
 
Representative Randy Grau
Oklahoma House of Representatives District 81
2300 N. Lincoln Blvd. Room 324
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
(405) 557-7360
Randy.Grau@okhouse.gov
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From: Sooner Tea Party
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Ménage à Trios, Ménage à Quatre, or Ménage à Cinq? Ron Paul Supporters Sweeps 3rd Congressional District Elections
Date: Monday, April 16, 2012 12:00:40 AM

Forward this email to a friend 
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Treason in the Senate on the ALAC Bill

 
What Are You Going to do About It?

 
A few weeks ago we ran a story on HB 1552; the bill that would “fix” the part of State
Question 755 that the Federal judge objected to after the 2010 election passed the bill
overwhelmingly with a 70% margin.
 
However HB 1552 failed by a six to nine vote in the Senate Rules Committee with several
Senators hiding in the rest room to avoid having to make a vote that the State Chamber
wouldn’t like and avoid having to make a “no” vote that their constituents would hate.
  But how in the world can an Oklahoma Senator endorse the use of foreign law here in
Oklahoma?  This is exactly what they did with their “no” votes.
 
Republican Senators Patrick Anderson, Cliff Branan, Eddie Fields, and Dan Newberry all
voted against the bill.
 
Democrat Senators Jerry Ellis, Earl Garrison, Al McCaffrey, and Judy Eason-McIntyre
voted against the bill as well.
 
Two Republican Senators were either cowardly or negligient and avoided attending the
committee hearing, Clark Jolley, and Mike Mazzei.  One Democrat Senator avoided the
vote, John Sparks.
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So what are we going to do about it?   Last week we started raising funds for a $12,000
war chest specifically for the purpose of exposing these Senator’s voting records to their
constituents.  We raised around 5% of the needed funds in the first week so we have a
good start but a long way to go.  And what are we going to do with the money?
 
First we pick our targets.   No use beating on a Senator that isn’t up for election till 2014
or is term limited.  But Senator Dan Newberry is running this year and we know a good
candidate that has filed against him, Mark Croucher. 
 
 Take a look at his website and give the guy some money if you like what he stands for. 
Mark has been helping the fight against Representative Glen Mulready’s Obama
Care/Fallin Care Health Insurance Exchanges and he is the president of the Tulsa
Christmas Parade that organized after the downtown Tulsa parade took “Christmas” out
of the parade.
 
So Newberry is going to be one of our targets for this voter education effort.
 
Senator Patrick Anderson didn’t draw an opponent and Branan and Fields aren’t up for
election.  But how about those cowardly wabbits that hid in the restrooms during the
committee vote?
 
Senator Clark Jolley was one of those wascally wabbits and he also has drawn an
excellent opponent, Pastor Paul Blair.  Blair is a former NFL football player, rock solid
conservative, and isn’t afraid to fight a buzz saw to protect our way of life.  Take a look
at his website and throw him some money if you like what you see. 
 
 
That makes Newberry and Jolley so far…
 
It looks like Senator Mike Mazzie is another cowardly wabbit and is up for re election so
he had better come up with a reason why he skipped that vote and there better be proof
to back up his story.   Mazzie has an opponent, Ronda Vuillemont-Smith, the leader of
the Tulsa 9-12 Group.   Take a look at her facebook page  and support her if you like
what you see.
 
So that makes Newberry, Jolley, and most likely Mazzie…
 
Senator John Sparks isn’t up till 2014 and you know what?  They guy is a Democrat so
maybe his constituents are okay with his vote.   Our problem in Oklahoma isn’t that we
have too many Democrats at the Capitol, it is that we have too many Republicans that
are actually Democrats at the Capitol.  Let’s clean up the Republican Party before we
worry about the other side.
 
Newberry, Jolley, and Mazzie are going to have their voting records researched, then
every single one of their political donors are going to get a nice letter telling them all
about their lack of backbone and just how they are representing their donors.
 
Next up will be a robo call program publicizing a website especially created for these
three State Chamber rats.
And closer to the election it will be time for a good sized literature drop in their districts,
again publicizing the website and their atrocious voting record, highlighted by the refusal
to defend American law.
 
And even better?   They are going to have to explain to the other 45 Senators why they
were the clowns that brought the Sooner Tea Party down on the Senate.   And that is a
shame, President Pro Tem Brian Bingham had done the right thing on the Obama
Care/Fallin Care Health Insurance Exchange bill this spring and had averted the Sooner
Tea Party from having to mess with the Senate.  So from now on, every Senator that is
exposed has Newberry, Jolley, and Mazzie to thank.
 
Stay tuned for an opportunity to get involved in exposing these three miscreants.  We
are researching the donor records and as soon as the lists are ready we will need
volunteers willing to stuff envelopes and hand addresses them.  Yeah it is time
consuming but that and a first class stamp almost guarantees that the recipient will open
it and read the letter.
 
But we are going to need to fill that war chest with the money needed for
printing, postage, robo calls, website fees, and the myriad of things it takes to
expose bad politicians.   We are super tight with money, every nickel goes directly
into expenses, not one nickel for overhead or paying people.  This work should be a
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labor of responsibility not a money making deal.
And if whether we take a single one down or not, the other 45 will remember that these
three paid a price for turning their backs on their constituents.
 
 
 

 
State Office Filing Results

 
Last week was the three day filing period for state offices.  We are still crunching the
numbers but one finding popped out right off the bat.  The Representatives that
supported TW Shannon in the October 26th 2011 Speaker Designate Race then the
Sooner Tea Party left you alone even if you weren’t voting conservative.  The
Representatives that supported RINO House leadership handpicked successor Jeff
Hickman were the targets of numerous articles exposing their voting records .
 
State Chamber rats
unnopposed 34%
Shannon supporters
unopposed 52%
 
That is a 50% increase in the likelihood that you drew an opponent in your primary. 
When you look at the entire list, over three times as many TW Shannon
supporters get to go to Disneyland this summer rather than walking the hot
streets and knocking on doors to try to keep their jobs. 
 
That is political pain, the only thing that politicians respect.
 
And even better?   State law prohibits incumbent legislators from accepting lobbyist
money during the legislative session so the playing field is more level than in previous
years.   Usually and incumbent has special interest lobbyists tripping all over themselves
to give money but this year they can’t give till the end of May.  With the primary on June
26th they will have just a month to spend that lobbyist cash.
 
And icing on the cake, remember that Senator Judy Mcintyre from last week that was
voting so liberal?   Conservative Tulsan Dave Bell has filed against her for her Senate
seat.   Dave is an ex state trooper, a hard core conservative that supports the
Constitution 100%, and you can’t back him down when he is standing up for what is
right.  As soon as Dave has a website up we will talk more about Dave and about
Senator McIntyre’s voting record.
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Ron Paul Supporters sweeps Third Congressional

District Elections
 

 GOP State convention preregistration
 

Once again the grassroots Ron Paul supporters swept every single delegate, every single
alternate-delegate, and the elector and alternate-elector positions at the Third
Congressional District Convention on Saturday.  That makes two Districts so far and one
that was lost by two votes.
 
The District Chair did an exceptional job running the convention.  It was fair and low and
behold, there was no three to five hour wait for the Credential Committee to clear up all
the delegate problems.  That is what happens when the GOP doesn’t try to exclude new
people, things run on time and much smoother.
 
There was one case where the new Chairman in Jackson County, Linda something, was
hell bent on excluding a young Republican.   The County Chair had announced that
everyone had an additional week to sign up for the District and State Convention
delegate list, then decided not to allow one person to do so despite adding others. 
When challenged, the Chair refused to come to the impromptu meeting at the convention
to fix the problem, claiming that they had made a motion saying just the opposite of
what they said.
 
Ron Paul National Staff pinned down the person that was making the decision to exclude
the delegate based on the County Chair’s word and State Vice Chair Pam Pollard agreed
that on Monday the Jackson County Chair would produce the minutes of the Jackson
County Convention to prove that there was a motion made to close the delegate list. 
After all, rules are rules and if they did make such a motion then the delegate didn’t
belong at the convention.
 
But it was no surprise when a few minutes later State Vice Chair Pam Pollard reversed
her decision and allowed the young Republican to attend as a delegate.  Why?  Because
when the Jackson County Chair was told to produce the County Convention minutes on
Monday we learned that there were no Jackson County Convention minutes! 
 
Despite the GOP rules requiring minutes to be kept, this little pack of RINO GOP officials
figured that the fewer records the better!
The former Chairman had written an email in support and had told stories of corruption
including the disappearance of precinct packets that the State GOP had sent to Jackson
County.  Without the precinct packets it is hard for precincts to decide to use an open or
closed delegation or even to know how many votes each precinct has.
 
The Sooner Tea Party is no fan of State Vice Chair Pam Pollard because of her treatment
of the 2008 Ron Paul supporters and her treatment of the Tea Party supporters since
2009.  But we should give her a pat on the back for reversing her decision once it was
revealed that the Jackson County Chairwoman had broken GOP rules.  In the end, one
vote didn’t matter as the Ron Paul activists had around a two thirds majority at the
convention.
 
This wasn’t a narrow loss, this was a butt kicking.  The poor District Chairwoman was in
tears after losing every single election for a delegate slot.  She had spent twenty years in
the local GOP and no doubt she felt she deserved a slot.   And she was more than fair to
the Ron Paul activists so maybe she will be able to absorb them into her team next year
and the Third District will benefit from her experience and the influx of new blood.
 
Last January we predicted the emasculation of Speaker Kris Steele, a prediction that was
100% accurate, and even more surprising, occurred without as much as a whimper from
House leadership.   Again we are going to make a prediction that is going to sound
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incredible. 
 
We predict that come next June or before, that the Republican RINO will have become
an endangered species.   Why make such a bold prediction?   Because the RINOs are
losing control of their base, the Republican Party.  RINOs are like guerilla terrorists,
without a population that supports them, one where they can hide in and have protection
from the RINO hunters, they can’t survive. 
 
Alone they will be easy pickings, and if we get another shot at passing another Tulsa
type resolution,where any Republican has the right to drag their elected officials before
the State Republican Executive Committee to defend their voting record, then the RINOs
will be forced to join the only party they belong to, the progressive wing of the
Democratic Party.  That is if the Democrats will take them in, after all, many Democrats
in Oklahoma are fairly conservative.
 

 
Ménage à Trios, Ménage à Quatre,

or Ménage à Cinq?
 

Katie Henke gets the Golden Shaft Award
Courtesy of the Sullivan Clan

 
Okay, everyone calm down.  Regardless  of what we Americans have twisted the
meaning of the French phrase  “Ménage à Trios” into the literal translation from French is
a “household of three”.    Quatre and Cinq are French for four and five.
 
Everyone has heard that every vote counts and that saying was proven true the other
day when a search of election equipment turned up two of the missing four ballots in the
House District 71 special election.  
 
The election had been declared for the Democrat by three votes but State Chamber of
Commerce backed Katie Henke asked for a recount.   During the recount after the
election Henke was looking like the winner by one vote but then it turned out that the
number of paper ballots was four short of the electronic total leading to a search of the
voting boxes where two ballots marked for the Democrat turned up jammed inside.  It
was determined that the other two missing ballots were most likely canceled out after
two separate voters in two separate precincts made an error in marking their ballot and
were issued new ballots.
 
What happens now?    It will be up to Tulsa District Judge Daman Cantrell to accept the
two ballots but as both ballots were unsecured since April 3rd  that could be a problem as
the two ballots could have been planted.  The ballots could be accepted, leaving Henke
losing by one vote.   Or the Judge could invalidate the recount and leave the Democrat
as the winner.
 
Well, these things happen I suppose.  Everyone did their job and did their best, right?
 
Well no.  The Sooner Tea Party had an inside source that tipped us off that several
prominent Republicans decided not to vote in that election so we started investigating. 
 It turns out that according to the Tulsa Election Board one person chose not to vote in
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that election, U.S. Congressman John Sullivan and two people had recently moved out of
the House District, former Representative Dan Sullivan and his wife Melanie. 
  
 Where were Dan Sullivan and his wife?  Reports state they were out partying on Grand
Lake, taking advantage of that fat expense account that came with the GRDA position
that Dan Sullivan snatched away from far more experienced candidates last year. 
 
  What is known is that Senator Inhofe toke the time to vote but Congressman John
Sullivan had more important things to do.
 
So it looks like the former Republican House seat will fall to a Democrat for the second
time since the mid 1960’s, further eroding the State Chamber of Commerce’s margins for
next year’s Speaker of the House election.   And Republicans owe it all to three people,
former Representative Dan Sullivan, the woman that he had an affair with and
subsequently married, and U.S. Congressman John Alfred Sullivan.  I guess that Sullivan
needed some a new home fitting of his new status so he and his “lady” didn’t stick
around the old neighborhood.  
 
Even more ironic and even more fitting for our risqué headline was Dan Sullivan’s ex
wife who had bowed out of the race a few days after she filed for the seat making
another choice for the headline, Ménage à Cinq.    And since cinq is pronounced “sank”
in French one can certainly thank the Sullivan  families for potentially sinking Katie
Henke’s political career.   What a shame if one more State Chamber rat goes down
before they get a return on the State Chamber investment.
 
 

Where Not to Enroll Your Kids
Gulen Charter Schools

By Ms PM
 

I ask, what exactly is a Gulen Charter School? Basically it is a publically funded charter
school that was founded and is run by individuals who secretly follow a Turkish Imam
named Fethullah Gulen. The followers are called Gulenists. A key feature is that control
of school policies and finances lies in the hands of Gulenists. The infiltration of the Gulen
movement into our publically funded education system is due to lax charter school
regulations. You can read more here.
 
 
This article talks about a Texas parent that enrolled their child in a Gulen school unaware
of the roots and controversy surrounding the group.
 
 
  This article talks about how this take over of the education system has been made
possible by a perfect storm of very lax regulations and political correctness.  It says that
the Harmony Science Academies in Texas, Oklahoma and New Mexico are under the
Cosmos Foundation. The Cosmos Foundation ran by Turkish Nationals who are known
members of the Gulen Movement have abused many state and federal laws.  It also lists
these schools and they all mention the Sky Foundation, in partnership with the Cosmos
Foundation and they list the affiliation with the Turkish community.
.
This article connects the money trail of Gulen Charter Schools and the Gulen movement.
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This article covers how the schools benefit the revenue for the Gulenist supporters.
 
"Gulen charter schools provide revenue for Gulenist businesses, and “win over” students
in various ways that benefit the Gulen Movement, either by steering them towards a
positive view of Turkey and Gulenist Turkish culture, or by recruiting them to perform
various services for the Gulen Movement."
 
 
In this article I found this creepy little quote from the Head Ghoul. All of this seems a lot
like a bad Halloween-ish dream that we can't wake up from.
 
"This is clearly the world according to the Koran, the world according to Islam, the world
according to Fetullah Gülen," he told CBN News. "But what he's talking about is not the
caliphate, is not the sharia state--he calls it the New World Islamic Order."
 
 
So there you have it, enough research for your reading pleasure to keep you busy for a
while, as if you didn't have enough to do. These are strange times and strange things
are happening. An amusing part of this is we're paying for this to happen. Nothing like
idiots in charge of overseeing how our country is being taken over by people that want
to destroy us from the inside out. Only in America!
 
 
 

What is it About Tulsa that
Produces So Many RINOs?

 By R. H.
 
Whenever a politician hides as much information as Representative Jadine Nollan has
from her constituents, than that politician is clearly hiding something else. What she is
hiding, is her ties to the Oklahoma State Chamber of Commerce. Could that be the
reason behind her not wanting to sign HB 1004? The one bill proposed that would have
an impact on the agenda of the State Chamber and the giveaway of tax credits to
corporations. The one bill that silences the Conservative voices of the majority of
Oklahomans. My guess is that as President of the Sand Springs Chamber of Commerce,
it greatly influences her decision on everything she does in the House of Representatives.
 
Now her occupation also fits in nicely with Speaker Steele’s Social Justice Agenda. She’s
the Executive Director of Sand Springs Community Services. In other words, a
community organizer. Now where have we heard that term before? She also sat on the
Sand Springs Board of Education.
 
Representative Nollan received a Bachelor’s of Science Degree from Oklahoma State
University. Her biography doesn’t indicate what her major was. That’s something else
she’s hidden from the public. Having attended Oklahoma State myself, I know they have
their fair share of liberal professors.
 
Looking at her legislative record indicates that she is a fair to below average legislator. In
2011 she submitted 6 bills for consideration to the House. 5of those bills died in House
committees and 1 became law. The one that became law dealt with uninsured motorist
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penalties. Having read the bill, it actually changed none of the penalties and only
changed a few words in the law itself. Not much of an accomplishment, and frankly a
waste of time.
 
In 2012 she has submitted 7 bills for consideration to the House. Of those 4 are still in
House committees, 2 are on the House floor and 1 is in a Senate committee.
 
One of the bills to reach the House floor I find to be particularly disturbing. It shows the
liberal, big government, cradle to grave mentality of this RINO Republican. That is HB
2544. This is a bill to create the “ACE/ACT Task Force on Preparing Students for
College;” This is an entirely useless exercise in how to waste tax payers’ dollars. We
don’t need a task force to figure this out. What we need is a way to be able to fire
incompetent teachers without the unions being able to block the firing for years on end.
We need to get back to teaching the basics not all this mumble jumble political correct
garbage that the powers that be want taught today. What we need is to take politics
and union activism out of education.
 
Don’t get me wrong. The teachers have every right to unionize if they want to. They
should never allow their union to get into the classroom, or spill over to the students.
That is morally wrong.
I did go to www.votesmart.org/candidate/125201/jadine-nollan and looked at what was
reported. As suspected the only thing reported was through www.FollowTheMoney.org
regarding her campaign finances. Those were interesting and deserve to be looked at.
 
 
Representative Nollan can you explain to your constituents why you are part of the
conspiracy to silence the voices of thousands if not millions of Oklahomans from being
heard? Your support of HB 1004 would allow the voices of Conservative Representatives
to be heard in Committee and on the House Floor. We understand that you support the
Speaker and his agenda. You must remember though, Speaker Steele is term limited.
Committee assignments may change. Your support for HB 1004 may have an effect on
assignments.
 
To sum things up, Representative Nollan’s record indicates that she is a mediocre to poor
legislator who is doing a poor job of representing her district. Her records indicate that
she has pushed a pro-Chamber of Commerce agenda in the House which has worked to
undermine the budget of the State of Oklahoma. She has indicated a big government
attitude towards governance. She is a shining example of a RINO Republican.
 
 
 

 
 

Mr. Obama Care
 Representative Glen Mulready

 
It’s hard to get any conservative legislation through the House of Representatives when
metropolitan counties keep electing RINO Republicans to the House. Such is the case
with Representative Glen Mulready. What else can you call a Republican who ran a
campaign based on small government, anti-Obama-care and conservative values and
turns around and says this.
 
 That recording was taken at Pioneer Pies on the South side of OKC during a Republican
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women’s meeting.   Al is the person that pins Mulready down and asks if he will support
what the people want or will Mulready do what he thinks is best for them.  Here is a link
to download the entire recording of this meeting that covers Mulready’s refusal to sign
the HR 1004 discharge petition and his support for Obama Care/Fallin Care Health
Insurance Exchanges. 
 
Mulready is a disgrace to the citizens of his district, the Republican Party and the State of
Oklahoma. It also makes it easy to understand why he refuses to sign HB 1004. He’s
trying to protect his own a__ from being challenged in the next election.
 
Mr. Mulready comes to us from a decidedly liberal part of the country. A Google search
found that he graduated from Silver Lake Regional High School, Massachusetts. He also
attended Bridgewater State College in Bridgewater, Massachusetts. The college is known
as a very liberal institution. It makes one wonder how he ended up in Oklahoma. It must
have been his previous job as a lobbyist for Blue Cross/Blue Shields..
 
Mr. Mulready does have several public statements we can look at to understand his
political views a little. One is a House of Representatives Print Story dated May 8, 2011 in
which he is proud to announce that Obama care will be studied over the interim between
sessions. My question is why?  Didn’t Oklahomans overwhelmingly vote No on Obama
care? If the citizens say no, how about the Representatives enforcing the 10th

Amendment to the Constitution and telling the federal government we say no.
 
The next has to do with reducing the amount that Taxpayers are responsible for paying
for Politicians Insurance. Now it’s nice of them to reduce this, but why are we paying
anything for them. These are part-time employees. They all have other jobs. Let them
pay for their own insurance.
 
We went on Google to find a few more articles on Representative Mulready. Now with
him being in the Insurance business, one can understand why he wants Obama care to
take effect. According to the Oklahoma Truth Council he has remained silent on the
guidelines by the Health and Human Services Commission’s $1.00 premium surcharge on
all policies to fund abortions. This is outrageous, why should pro-life individuals be
required to pay for a medical procedure they are adamantly against? Why is Mr.
Mulready remaining silent on the subject? Could it be greed?
 
Now we did go to Mulready's votesmart page and took a look at his record. Unfortunately
there is nothing there except his campaign finances. They are interesting for the simple
fact that as expected highest contributors to his financing came from the Insurance
industry.
 
 
What is clear is that Mr. Mulready misleads his constituents to get into office. He ran as
a conservative, small government Republican. What they got was a Democrat who knew
that the only way to get elected was to run as a Republican. If Mr. Mulready wants to do
anything conservative, then he must sign HB 1004. That would give a voice to the
conservative movement in the State of Oklahoma.
 
Mulready does have a conservative challenger, Darren Gantz.   Darren is an independent
insurance agent living in Mulready’s district that has fought Obama Care/Fallin Care
Health Insurance Exchanges ever since the beginning.   Darren knows exactly what will
happen when the state limits competition in the health insurance market.   A veteran
campaigner of several statewide and local political races, Daren also understands how to
win an election and has been knocking on doors for months.   Mulready’s response so far
has been to call Darren a liar, depending on the average voter’s unwillingness to check
the voting records and read the bills.  Take a look at Darren's website and support him
with money and volunteer hours if you live near Tulsa.
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Did Anybody CAIR?

 
            For months now, we’ve been telling you about CAIR’s annual banquet that was
held on March 31st of this year. According to court documents, CAIR is an unindicted co-
conspirator in the largest terrorism financing trial in the history of the U.S. CAIR is also a
Muslim Brotherhood front organization and the goal of the Muslim Brotherhood, as
outlined in the evidence, is this: “The Ikhwan (Muslim Brotherhood) must understand
that their work in America is a kind of grand Jihad in eliminating and destroying the
Western civilization from within and “sabotaging” its miserable house by their
(our) hands…” CAIR invited a number of your legislators to join them at their banquet
and we’ve been promising to let you know which of your legislators attended. The verdict
is in:
 
 To the best of our knowledge, no legislator attended the CAIR banquet.
 
            Actually, the fact that no legislator attended the CAIR banquet does not come as
a surprise. After the way that we and other patriots like Pastor Paul Blair and the folks
over at the High Noon Club have been hammering away at the truth, no legislator in his
right mind would want to be associated with a terrorist-related organization because, if
they were, we would blow the whistle on them. On a more positive note, however, it
certainly seems that the truth is beginning to come out and that at least some of our
government officials are starting to wake up and take note of the truth.  Stay tuned
here, however, because we are working on a list of legislators that are supported
by CAIR and its associates.
 
            The Annual CAIR banquet actually proved to be the least interesting of the
events that took place the last weekend of March. As we previously reported, former
CIA Director James Woolsey spoke at the High Noon Club on Friday, March 30th

in an event opposite the CAIR banquet designed to draw attention to the facts about
CAIR and his talk created more fireworks than CAIR could have hoped to produce. The
Oklahoman ran an article on March 31st  about Director Woolsey’s talk in which they
quoted Woolsey reviewing some of the evidence from the U.S. v. Holy Land Foundation
trial in which CAIR, along with a number of other Muslim Brotherhood front
organizations, was listed as an unindicted co-conspirator.
 
            Regarding the evidence from the U.S. v. The Holy Land Foundation trial, as we
have pointed out repeatedly in previous articles, it is important to remember that the
documents that the prosecution offered into evidence were the Muslim Brotherhood’s
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OWN documents and that the defense attorney stipulated as to the authenticity of the
documents. Yet, incredibly, Muneer Awad, the Executive Director of CAIR of
Oklahoma, accused Director Woolsey of making everything up because he was, in
essence, a “Liar for Hire.” Awad, who you may recall was the Complainant in the 10th

Circuit Court of Appeals case that resulted in the Anti-Shariah Constitutional Amendment
being struck down, accused Woolsey of “Islamophobia” and “fearmongering” and said
“But [Woolsey’s] fearmongering isn’t based on facts.” Awad also said of Woolsey,
“This man is making money off of Islamophobia,…He got a great speaking fee
at the event he was here at today.”
 
            When I read Awad’s accusations of Woolsey being a Liar for Hire and receiving a
“great speaking fee” for the High Noon Club event, I was curious. How could Awad
possibly have known what, if anything, Woolsey was paid for speaking at the event? Did
Awad have some sort of inside information from the organizers of the event or was he
making up some desperate lie in a feeble attempt to shift the focus from the fact that
CAIR is a terrorist-related organization?
 
To find the truth, I contacted Bob Dani, Moderator of the High Noon Club, to ask him
about Woolsey’s “great speaking fee.” Dani sdaid, “I was the one who invited Director
Woolsey to speak at the High Noon Club and I was the one responsible for paying the
bills for all of his speaking events that day. Director Woolsey did not receive a
single penny for any of the events he did while he was in Oklahoma. He came
here at great inconvenience, loss of time and loss of sleep as a volunteer to share the
truth with us because of his great concern about CAIR’s infiltration of our government
and society.”
 
It seems my later suspicion was true: Awad was making up a desperate lie in a feeble
attempt to shift the focus from the fact that CAIR is a terrorist-related organization. I
think his Muslim Brotherhood buddies call that “Taqiyya” or lying to deceive your
enemies. Legislators and the like who have been working with CAIR, ARE YOU
LISTENING?
 
            More results of our investigation into CAIR and their links to our elected officials
to come next week.
 
 
 
Here are all the House members in two fifty member blocks of email
addresses.  Use Bcc in your email address header and email fifty of
them with one email yet they won't know who else got the email.
 
Here are the State Senate email addresses in one block:
 
Who is my state representative and my state Senator?   Click heree to
find out  
 
Here is the Senate Directory
 
Here is the House Directory
  
  
Remember to strip the unsubscribe link before forwarding this
newsletter to prevent someone from taking you off our list!  Use our
forward this email link at the top of the newsletter to prevent being
accidently  unsubscribed.
  
Money is always needed for printing costs, postage, sign materials, and
robo call costs.  We are tightfisted; we will spend your hard earned
money wisely and frugally as we do our very best to clean up Oklahoma
politicians so we can begin to clean up our country.
 
You can donate by sending a check to Sooner Tea party, 358 North
Rockwell Ave, Oklahoma City, OK, 73127  or visit Soonerteaparty.org
and use the Paypal donation button.
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Milliman Report: PPACA Insurer Fee Takes         

Billions from State Medicaid Programs 

States and State Medicaid Programs Lose 
 

 
 

Contact: Joe Moser, Director of Government Affairs, MHPA - (202) 857-5724 or jmoser@mhpa.org 

Federal 
Government 

State 
Medicaid 
Program 

Medicaid 
Managed 
Care Plans 

State 
Government 

 

  - 50% of ALL Medicaid recipients receive 
their benefits through Medicaid managed 
care organizations (MCOs) 

  

 - MHPA members cover more than 14 million 
lives, a majority of all those enrolled in 
Medicaid MCOs 

  

 - All state Medicaid programs contracting 
with MCOs will PAY plans to cover the insurer 
fee because of federal actuarial soundness 
requirements 

  

Cost to States and Federal Government = $38.4 Billion Over Ten Years 
 (Including $13.6 Billion Cost to States)    

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

108 Member Plans 

33 States + DC 

Flow of Funds: 
 

For each $1 owed in 
Insurer fee 
 

Assuming 64%     
FMAP 

99¢ 
55¢ 

$1.54 

$1.54 

$1 insurer Fee  
+ 54¢ (35% corporate income tax taken 

              from total money that plans receive) 

=$1.54  

FACT BOX 
Federal Actuarial Soundness 
 

Requires that payments to 
plans cover all medical costs, 
administrative costs, taxes and 
fees 

 

Serves as important safeguard 
to ensure beneficiaries have 
access to care  

 

MHPA 
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Insurer Fee Takes Billions from Medicaid Program: 
Highlights from Milliman Inc. Report, PPACA Health Insurer Fee  

Estimated Impact on State Medicaid Programs and Medicaid Health Plans  

 

The MHPA-sponsored Milliman Inc. study released in February 2012 measures the state-by-state impact that 

the insurer fee contained in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) would have on the 

Medicaid program and Medicaid managed care plans. This fee will be collected from most health insurers, 

including Medicaid health plans, based on market share, starting at $8 billion in 2014 and rising to more than 

$14 billion in 2018. Highlights: 

 

 About one-sixth of this fee will be paid by Medicaid managed care plans, but because of federal actuarial 

soundness requirements, the state Medicaid programs (funded by both the federal and state government) 

will actually be required to fund this entire fee as well as additional resulting taxes. 

 

 Why? The Balanced Budget Act of ‘97 requires that premiums paid to Medicaid managed care plans be 

actuarially sound. This means that medical costs, administrative costs, taxes, fees and other common costs 

of doing business are included in the calculation of what comprises an actuarially sound premium 

payment. Therefore, state Medicaid programs will have to make higher premium payments to managed 

care plans in order to cover the cost of the fee. 

 

 On top of this, the fee itself is not tax-deductible for federal income tax purposes.  

 

 Since the higher payments that state Medicaid programs will be required to make to plans to cover the fee 

will amount to higher revenues for plans, the plans will have to pay corporate income tax on this additional 

revenue (for tax purposes, the additional revenue that plans receive from state Medicaid programs to 

cover the insurer fee and the corporate taxes due are considered “profit”). 

 

 This corporate tax payment will also have to be covered in the premium payment made to plans. 

 

 The study estimates the resulting cost to states and the federal government using three growth scenarios 

that account for Medicaid enrollment growth and trends in the growth of Medicaid managed care. 

 

 Assuming a moderate growth scenario, Milliman finds that the Medicaid managed care portion of the 

insurer fee will cost the government about $38.4 billion over a ten year period starting in 2014. The cost 

to states will be $13.6 billion and the cost to the federal government will be $24.8 billion. 

 

 These report findings are troubling to Medicaid advocates, since the majority of states contract with 

managed care organizations. Ultimately, this fee will funnel money away from states and state Medicaid 

programs and hand it back to the federal government to be used for other purposes.  Medicaid programs 

need to retain these precious resources in order to provide care for our nation’s poorest, most vulnerable 

populations. 

 

 

 

See the State-by-State Estimated Cost in the Milliman Report at www.mhpa.org 14194
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The Honorable Mary Fallin 
Governor, State of Oklahoma 
Oklahoma State Capitol 
2300 North Lincoln Blvd., Room 212 
Oklahoma City, OK 73105 

Dear Governor Fallin: 

RECE/\rr:n 
JUL o g 2012 

OFF/Cf: OF II It 
GOVERNOR 

July 4, 2012 

Last year I worked closely with Bob Sullivan on your "Gamechanger" Task 
Force; and I am a retiree from the University of Oklahoma where I was a 
health policy researcher with almost 25 years experience. 

Given the national health policy process over the past two years - and 

specifically the last two weeks -you are placed in a difficult position with 
some weighty decisions to make. As such, I feel obligated to share this 
information with you. 

In 2007, some Oklahoma leaders foresaw that health care was an emerging 
issue to be responsibly addressed, and that there was a good chance the 
federal government would eventually place burdens on the states. The 
Byzantine legislative process of PPACA, and the subsequently tortured and 
twisted Supreme Court decision partially reaffirmed that premise. 

One option for Oklahoma is a serious reconsideration of the Oklahoma 
State Coverage Initiative of 2009. What is that? The SCI was the product 

of a thoughtful, inclusive, deliberative and creative process energetically 
chaired by Kim Holland, State Insurance Commissioner. The process 

included the best cross section of statewide health care leadership. And 

all were invited to participate in the Task Force and meeting process 
Everything was done in the open. 

The result was a strategic plan for Oklahoma that was practical, focused, 

literally self-funding and performance oriented. As you were not yet 
Governor, you should not be surprised that the SCI Plan was marginalized 
and deemphasized for reasons unclear. Yet it sits on the sideboard available 
for your consideration. Given recent events, there are several possibilities 
for Oklahoma to leverage elements of the PPACA in creative ways. 
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Ms Holland is now a senior executive with Blue Cross and Blue Shield. The 
team was staffed by Peter Budetti, MD, JD who is now a Deputy Director of 
the federal CMS ... and me; and Craig Knutson, currently the Chief of Staff 
to Robert Henry at Oklahoma City University. The 12 team members are a 
matter of public record. 

It is unlikely that anyone in your administration has a clear appreciation of 
the many levels of the SCI Plan - and how it can be a foundation for so 
many other related improvements in Oklahoma. 

As you consider your political options for the future vis-a-vis health care, I 
am more than willing to clarify and interpret the process and SCI plan for 
you. Just call. I am sure that Kim, Peter and Craig would also be responsive. 

Thank you for your consideration. The SCI Plan is attached. My contact 
information is below. 

{~-?~ I v-;:f'l' 
Michael Lapolla 
2819 South Cincinnati Avenue 
Tulsa, OK 74114 

cc: 
SCI Plan, July 14, 2012 
Presentation at national SCI conference 
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~llKE FO<;AlffY 
U ll EF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 

January 13, 2012 

Katie Alts huler, Policy Director 
Office of Governor Fallin 
Oklahoma Stale Capitol 
2300 N. Linco ln Blvd., Room 212 
Oklahoma City, OK 73105 

Dear ~illcr:i(~f~ e_ 

STATE OF OKLAI-101\IA 

OKLAI-101\IA HEAl.:l'l-1 CARE AUTHORITY 

MARY FALLIN 
GOVERNOR 

The State Medicaid Director of the Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA) has received two requests, 
one from the U.S. Government Accountability Office and one from the Department of Healt h and Human 
Services Office of Inspector General. These reques ts ask for contact information (name, address, 
te lephone number, email address) for staff who are most knowledgeable about the steps the Slate has 
taken or plans to take with regard to implementing the requirements of Sections 1413 and 2201 of the 
AJTordable Care Act, regarding streamlined eligibility and enrollment as it pertains to Stale Medicaid 
programs and required interoperability with a health insurance exchange as of January 1, 2014. These 
requests ask for representatives from the Medicaid agency, as well as for appropriate points of contact at 
other State entities. 

The OHCA has responded that Duffy Heater, OHCA Planning and Development Director, is the point of 
contact with regard to the ACA referenced requirements and plans specific to Medicaid eligibility and 
e nrollment. However, I am not certain who should be identified as state point of contact for Oklahoma 's 
plans for the broader health insurance exchange. I am therefore forwarding this request to you and 
Secretary Terry Cline with copies to Representat ive Glen Mulready and Senator Gary Stanislawski, co
chairs of the Legislative Joint Committee on Federal Health Care Law. 

You will find the request letters from the U.S. Government Accountability Office and one from the 
Department of Health and Human Services Office of Inspector General attached lo this emai l. Many 
thanks for your attention in this matter. 

SiaD 
Mike Fogarty 
Chief Executive Officer 

Attachments 

Cc: Senator Gary Stanislawski 
Representative Glen Mulready 

SHc l'HERD ~ IALL . 2~01 NW 2.lRD SlRF.ET. sun I:: IA . OKLAHO~f,\ CITY. OK 7.ll07 • (405) 522- 7.100 . WW\V.OK llCA.ORG 
An Ec111ol Oppm t111rity t:mplo)Y'r 

r 
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+'°~ \t1VIq1 (..C, 

(.;-:J., DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVCES 

December 29, 2011 

Garth Splinter, MD 
Medicaid Director 
Oklahoma Health Care Authority 
240 I NW 23rd Street 
Suite IA 
Oklahoma City, OK 73107 

Dear Dr. Splinter:, 

Office of Inspector General 
Office of Evaluation and Inspections 
Region VII 
120 l Walnut Street, Suite 934 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Office of the Inspector General (OIG) 
conducts evaluations to improve the integrity of HHS programs. OIG is conducting an evaluation to 
determine the extent to which States are prepared to implement the streamlined eligibility and enrollment 
requirements of Section 1413 (attached) of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) by 
January I, 2014. This evaluation will also determine the extent to which the Centers for Medicare 
& Medicaid Services' (CMS) guidance assists States in implementing the streamlined eligibility and 
enrollment requirements of the ACA. 

In order to conduct this evaluation, we will request that each State complete a brief survey regarding the 
steps the State has taken or plans to take to implement Section 1413, the challenges the State anticipates 
with regard to implementing Section 1413, and the helpfulness of the CMS guidance the State has 
received regarding Section 1413. Please provide us with the name(s) of the staff who should respond to 
this survey for your State. The respondent(s) should be the staff who are most knowledgeable about the 
steps the State has taken or plans to take with regard to implementing the requirements of Section 1413, 
as well as the guidance received from CMS regarding streamlined eligibility and enrollment. There may 
be multiple respondents. The respondent(s) may be employed by the Medicaid agency or another agency 
in your State. If they are employed by the Medicaid agency, please provide their contact information, 
including name, address, telephone number, and email address. If they are employed by another agency 
in your State, please provide us with information for the appropriate point of contact at that agency. 
Please email the contact information to michala.walker@oig.hhs.gov by Friday, January 13, 2012. 

One of the goals of this evaluation is to provide information to CMS on what infonnation and guidance 
States still need to implement the requirements of Section 1413. Prompt responses to both the request for 
a contact person, and to the forthcoming online survey will ensure OIG provides timely information to 
CMS on this issue. The Inspector General Act [5 U.S.C. App 3, section 6(a)(l )] authorizes our access to 
this information. If you have questions or need additional infonnation, please contact my office at 816-
426-5959 and ask for a member of the State Readiness team. 

Sincerely, 

Brian T. Pattison 
Regional Inspector General 

for Evaluation and Inspections 

Attachment 
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Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 
Section 14 I 3 

Eligibility and Enrollment Systems 
• The Secretary of HHS must establish a system in which residents of each State may apply for 
enrollment, receive a determination of eligibility, and participate in applicable State health subsidy 
programs.* 
• Eligibility and enrollment systems must ensure that individuals applying for any of these State 
health subsidy programs are enrolled in the correct program. 
* Section 220 l of ACA requires States to participate and comply with this requirement; we expect 
that most, if not all, States will establish their own eligibility and enrollment systems. 

Application Forms 
• Each State must use a single streamlined application form that may be: 

• used to apply for enrollment in all of its State health subsidy programs; 

• filed online, in person, or by mail, telephone, or facsimile; 

• filed with any of its State health subsidy programs; and 

• easily completed by applicants. 

Data Sharing and Data Matching 
• Each State must develop a secure electronic interface that allows sharing of eligibility data 
between all of its State health subsidy programs in order to coordinate and verify information 
regarding an applicant's eligibility. 
• To the maximum extent practicable, each State health subsidy program shall establish, verify, and 
update eligibility using data matching arrangements, and determine applicant eligibility on the basis 
of reliable third party data. 
• States must establish data sharing agreements with the Social Security Administration, the 
Internal Revenue Service, and the Department of Homeland Security. 
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December 22, 2011 

Gaith Splinter, MD 

Medicaid Director 
Oklahoma Health Care Authority 

240 I NW 23rd Street 

Suite IA 
Oklahoma City, OK 73107 

Dear Dr. Splinter: 

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) requires many changes to Medicaid and other state health subsidy 
programs over the next few years. Both the Office of Inspector General (OIG) for the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services and the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) are conducting studies of changes to Medicaid eligibility 
required by ACA. The purpose of this letter is to inform you of~o ;equ<!§tS related to our respective studies that you and your 
staff will be receiving in the coming weeks. While OIG and GAO are coordinating our data collection activities for these two 
studies so as to avoid duplication to the greatest extent possible, they are separate projects and require separate responses. Please 
respond to each request as you receive them. --

Within OIG, the Office of Evaluation and Inspections is co~g an evaluation to determine the extent to wh' te~ 

pre ared to im lement the streamlined eligibility and enrolhnent requirements o ect1on 1413 of the ACA by January I, 2014. 
· This evaluation will also etennine the extent to which the Centers or e tcare & Medicaid Services' (CMS) guidance assists 
states in implementing the streamlined eligibility and enrollment requirements of the ACA. For this evaluation, you will receive 
a request to identify a contact person knowledgeable about your state's preparations to implement Section 1413, and the guidance 
y0i1 have received regarding Section 1413. Then that contact person will receive a request to complete an online survey 
regarding those preparations and guidance. 

GAO is an independent, nonpaitisan, federal agency that assists the U.S. Congress in evaluating federal programs. Congress has 
asked GAO to assess the status of states' efforts to implement Medicaid Expansion and establish American Health Benefit 
Exchanges by January I, 2014. As part of this assessment, GAO will conduct a series ofstructur s with 
Medicaid Directors in a number of selected states to discuss edicaid expansion effo1ts. At the same time, GAO will administer 
an on-line survey to a designated budget representative in each of the 50 states to evaluate the implications of implementing 
Medicaid expansion and establishing health benefit exchanges on state budget planning efforts. 

If you have questions regarding the OIG evaluation, please contact the office at 816-426-5959 and ask for a member of the state 
readiness team; if you have questions regarding the GAO study, please contact Brenda Rabinowitz, Assistant Director at 
202-512-8706. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Pattison Stanley J. Czerwinski 
Regional Inspector General Director, Strategic Issues Team 
for Evaluation and Inspections U.S. Government Accountability Office 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
This study was prepared by Milliman, Inc. as requested by the Oklahoma Department of Health to 
evaluate the State’s current health insurance markets and evaluate the potential options available to 
Oklahoma to create a new entity which is called the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) in 
this report.  The OHIM will serve as an internet-based system to allow eligible Oklahomans to research, 
select, and purchase individual and small group insurance coverage.  The purpose of the study is to 
provide actuarial projections and outline the options related to establishing the OHIM.  The study was 
funded by a grant from the federal Department of Health and Human Services. 
 
This Executive Summary presents a summary of the ACA requirements, the current market, key 
decisions the State will need to make as it considers creating the OHIM, key findings, and implementation 
issues.  Remaining sections of the study provide additional information including projections and 
discussions relevant to these decisions.  
 
This study provides a detailed overview of the current health insurance market in Oklahoma and the 
potential impacts to this market if the OHIM is introduced.  While the projections of the potential future 
market are presented as finite tabular results, there is still significant uncertainty surrounding these 
projections.  This uncertainty stems from many sources including the use of existing data sources with 
potential imperfections, evolving legislative, regulatory and judicial guidance, changing economic 
conditions, and unpredictable reactions of the many stakeholders within the health insurance market.  
Therefore, it is critical that the State understand the current market, the options available to the State, the 
decisions that must be made, and the potential impacts of these decisions. 
 
AFFORDABLE CARE ACT (ACA) 
 
The primary ACA requirements for the commercial employer-sponsored insurance (ESI) small group and 
individual health insurance markets, both inside and outside the OHIM are discussed in Section IV and 
include: 
 

> Guaranteed issue of insurance coverage regardless of pre-existing medical conditions or health 
status. 
 

> Adjusted community rating with premium rate variations only for benefit plan design, geographic 
location, age rating (limited to ratio of 3:1), family status, and tobacco usage (limited to ratio of 
1.5:1). 
 

> Premium rate consistency inside and outside the OHIM. 
 

> Ability of states to merge the ESI small group and individual health insurance markets. 
 

> Ability of states to define small group up to 100 employees (mandatory by January 1, 2016). 
 

> Definition and requirements for essential health benefits to be considered qualified health 
insurance. 
 

> Individual tax penalty if not covered by minimum essential insurance coverage. 
 

> Employer tax penalty if not offering qualified insurance coverage (groups under 50 employees are 
exempt). 
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The ACA also includes a significant expansion of state Medicaid programs to include all U.S. citizens and 
qualified legal aliens who are not eligible for Medicare, and with household income up to 133% of the 
federal poverty level (FPL) based on modified adjusted gross income (MAGI), or 138% of FPL with the 
5% income disregard. 
 
CURRENT MARKET 
 
In order to consider the various decisions to be made by Oklahoma and their impact on the market, it is 
important to understand the current insurance markets.  Key demographic characteristics of the 2010 
Oklahoma population for the current insurance markets are provided in Section V.  The following graph 
depicts the 2010 Oklahoma population by source of insurance coverage. 
 

 
 
 
Some key observations regarding the current insurance coverage include: 
 

> The largest concentration of health insurance coverage is from ESI plans, providing health 
insurance to approximately 1.6 million individuals or about 43% of the total state population. 
 

> The individual health insurance market is the smallest source of health insurance coverage in 
Oklahoma, with approximately 182,000 individuals or about 5% of the total state population 
having this coverage. 
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Figure 1: Oklahoma Lives (Including Over Age 65) by Source of 
Coverage in 2010 
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> An estimated 691,000 individuals, or almost 19% of the state’s total population, are uninsured; 

however, a portion of this uninsured population consists of undocumented residents.  The 
undocumented population is not eligible for Medicaid under current law and will not be eligible for 
ACA expansions or subsidies in the future.  The documented uninsured, 570,000 individuals, 
represents approximately 15% of the state’s total population. 

 
DECISION POINTS 
 
Given the context of the current market, the State must decide how to proceed with the OHIM.  
 
The initial decision facing the State is whether to establish the OHIM.  The ACA requires the 
establishment of new ACA-compliant market mechanism in each state by calendar year 2014.  The ACA, 
and subsequent regulations, have begun to outline the minimum requirements that such an entity must 
meet to be considered compliant.  Note that the federal government will develop a Federally facilitated 
health insurance marketplace for use in states that choose to not create their own entity, or for temporary 
use in states that do not complete implementation by 2014. 
 
If Oklahoma were to proceed with the development of the OHIM, it would need to make basic design 
decisions, including: 
 

> Governance – The marketplace can be governed through an existing state agency, a non-profit 
organization established by the State, or as a new independent state agency. 
 

> Scope – The marketplace would need to include both individual and small group insurance 
options.  The State can design the marketplace as two separate mechanisms, one for small 
group and one for individuals, or combine these markets into one.  Such a combination can be 
restricted to administrative functions with limited impact on the insurance carriers and their 
products, or expanded to require that products and pricing reflect the combined markets. 
 

> Basic Health Plan Option – The ACA allows states to choose whether to use a Basic Health Plan 
as a potential transition between Medicaid and private coverage.  The Basic Health Plan would 
offer health insurance to individuals with household income between 138% (133% plus 5% 
income disregard) and 200% of the federal poverty level.  These individuals would not be eligible 
for coverage through the OHIM.  A percentage of these individuals’ premium subsidies would be 
available as funding for this program.  The Basic Health Plan will likely be administered alongside 
a state’s Medicaid plan and can alleviate the impact of “churn” as individuals move above or 
below the 138% of MAGI hurdle and thus move in and out of Medicaid. 

 
We do not discuss the OHIM governing options within this report as this decision has a greater impact on 
implementation and budget considerations for the marketplace operation.  This topic will be discussed in 
a subsequent planning study currently being performed by Milliman.  
 
Further discussion regarding merger of individual and small group markets, and the Basic Health option, 
is provided in Section VII. 
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KEY FINDINGS 
 
Implementation of the OHIM, or Federally-facilitated health insurance marketplace, will impact the current 
source of health insurance coverage for a large number of Oklahoma residents.  
 
While the exact impacts are not known, this study uses a model developed by Milliman to illustrate the 
potential landscape of the insurance market in 2014 after implementation of the OHIM (or the federally 
imposed exchange if the OHIM is not established), and also in 2017.  These estimates take into account 
the potential behavior of individuals and employers based on their income levels, ages, and health status.  
The following graph illustrates the estimated changes in the source of insurance coverage from 2010 to 
2014 to 2017 for the under age 65 population.  It should be noted that these results assume the State 
does not combine the individual and small group markets and does not implement a Basic Health Plan. 
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The projection details are presented in Section VI.  A few observations based on this projection include: 
 

> ESI-based coverage is assumed to continue providing a significant source of insurance coverage 
even if an individual OHIM is created.  While it is possible some employers may conclude that it is 
feasible for them to discontinue sponsoring insurance, it seems unlikely that a material portion of 
the market will shift from non-OHIM ESI coverage to individual OHIM coverage. 
 

> The small group market OHIM may attract participants slowly unless there are significant financial 
or administrative advantages. 
 

> The reduction in uninsured numbers is achieved primarily through movement to the 
Medicaid / CHIP programs through expanded eligibility, and to an individual OHIM due to 
premium subsidies. 
 

> Introduction of the OHIM could attract a greater proportion of the currently insured individual 
market than the small group market. 

 
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 
 
Beyond the basic design decisions, the State will need to resolve a number of implementation issues as it 
considers the introduction of a State-facilitated marketplace.  Primary among these are the following: 
 

> Role of the marketplace among other insurers – Will the marketplace represent the only 
mechanism for insurance offerings or will it provide an additional venue alongside existing 
insurance offerings? 
 

> Level of control over carrier participation in the marketplace – Will the marketplace limit its role to 
that of facilitator by providing eligibility information and comparisons for all qualified insurers or 
expand its role to include active purchasing steps by collecting bids and selecting specific 
insurers? 
 

> Responsibility level for ongoing enrollment and billing – Will the marketplace make minimum 
eligibility determinations for program eligibility and available subsidies or will it also collect and 
coordinate monthly enrollment and premium billings? 

 
These issues are explored in further detail in Section VIII.  
 
STAKEHOLDERS 
 
The decision to implement a new insurance marketplace will result in many changes for various 
stakeholders.  These changes are in addition to other ACA market reforms that apply to the markets as a 
whole.  The task of implementing these reforms will require a significant amount of leadership and 
collaboration among the State, carriers, employers, Tribal representatives, consumers, brokers and 
agents, and providers.  This report provides a necessary step in that process by outlining the current 
markets and exploring the issues that will provide the basis for policy changes. 
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II. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THIS STUDY 
 
This study was requested by the Oklahoma Department of Health to evaluate the current health 
insurance markets and evaluate the potential options available to Oklahoma to create a new entity which 
will be called the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) in this report.  The OHIM will serve as 
an internet-based system to allow eligible Oklahomans to research, select, and purchase individual and 
small group insurance coverage.  The study was funded by a grant from the federal Department of Health 
and Human Services. 
 
The scope was defined in RFQ Solicitation#: 3400000995 issued by the Department of Health and 
through discussions with Department of Health staff.  The intent is to provide context on the current health 
insurance market and discuss, model, and test various options available to Oklahoma as it considers the 
design of the OHIM. 
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III. LIMITATIONS AND DATA RELIANCE FOR THIS STUDY 
 
This report is intended to provide actuarial projections and guidance with respect to planning for the 
creation of the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM).  It is our understanding that the State 
will use this report to help key decision makers understand the options and potential impacts of various 
design alternatives or provisions.  The report may not be suitable for other purposes. 
 
This report has been prepared solely for the internal use of, and is only to be relied upon by, the 
Oklahoma Department of Health.  Although Milliman understands that this report may be distributed to 
third parties, Milliman does not intend to benefit, or create a legal duty to, any third party recipient of its 
work.  If this report is distributed to third parties, it should be distributed only in its entirety. 
 
The results in this report are technical in nature and dependent upon specific assumptions and methods.  
No party should rely upon this report without a thorough understanding of those assumptions and 
methods. 
 
Differences between our projections and actual amounts depend on the extent to which future experience 
conforms to the assumptions made for this analysis.  It is certain that actual experience will not conform 
exactly to the assumptions used in this analysis.  Actual experience will deviate from these projections 
due to a variety of influences including emerging experience, changes in insurance products and 
practices, and adjustments to reflect new regulations. 
 
The projections included in this report are based on our understanding of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) 
and its associated regulations issued to date.  Forthcoming ACA-related regulations and additional 
legislation may materially change the impact of the ACA, necessitating an update to the projections 
included in this report.  For this reason, this report should be considered time-sensitive material which 
may change as new information becomes available. 
 
In developing the projections, we relied on data and other information provided by the Department of 
Health and other public sources of information.  We have not audited or verified this data and other 
information.  We performed a limited review of the data used directly in our analysis for reasonableness 
and consistency.  If the underlying data or information is inaccurate or incomplete, the results of our 
analysis may likewise be inaccurate or incomplete. 
 
Milliman’s consultants are not attorneys and are not qualified to give legal advice.  We recommend that 
users of this report consult with their own legal counsel regarding interpretation of legislation and 
administrative rules, possible implications of specific ACA-required features, or other legal issues related 
to implementation of an ACA-compliant entity. 
 
The views expressed in this report are made by the authors of this report and do not represent the 
opinions of Milliman, Inc. 
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IV. OVERVIEW OF AFFORDABLE CARE ACT REQUIREMENTS  
 
The Affordable Care Act (ACA), enacted in 2010, requires the establishment of new ACA-compliant 
mechanisms in each state by calendar year 2014.  The ACA outlines the duties the state must perform in 
the creation of the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) if it is to be ACA-compliant.  
The federal government will develop a national version of the health insurance marketplace for use in 
states that choose not to create their own entity or for temporary use in states that do not complete 
implementation by calendar year 2014. 
 
States must decide how these new entities will be established and governed.  These new entities will 
function as a marketplace for buyers and sellers of individual and small group health insurance.  Plans 
offered in this marketplace entity will be certified health plans and the entity will provide information and 
educational services to help consumers understand their options.  The entity will also facilitate eligibility 
determinations for Medicaid or other state programs and federal subsidies for premium and / or cost 
sharing assistance. 
 
In its document titled “Initial Guidance to States on Exchanges,” the Center for Consumer Information and 
Insurance Oversight (CCIIO) of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) provided the 
following guidance regarding required functions for entities like OHIM. 
 

The Affordable Care Act includes two basic types of federal requirements for Exchanges, most of 
which are found in Section 1311.  These include: 1) minimum functions Exchanges must 
undertake directly or, in some cases, by contract; and 2) oversight responsibilities the Exchanges 
must exercise in certifying and monitoring the performance of Qualified Health Plans (hereafter 
referred to as “plans”), as defined in Section 1301. 
 
In defining the authority and duties of an Exchange, states should incorporate, by reference or 
explicit provision, the federally-required Exchange functions and oversight responsibilities in their 
authorizing legislation or other governing documents. 
 

A. MINIMUM DIRECT FUNCTIONS 
 

Section 1311(d)(4) specifies core functions that an Exchange must meet: 
 

> Certification, recertification, and decertification of plans. 
 

> Operation of a toll-free hotline. 
 

> Maintenance of a website for providing information on plans to current and prospective enrollees. 
 

> Assignment of a price and quality rating to plans. 
 

> Presentation of plan benefit options in a standardized format. 
 

> Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and determination of eligibility for 
individuals in these programs. 

 
> Provision of an electronic calculator to determine the actual cost of coverage taking into account 

eligibility for premium tax credits and cost sharing reductions. 
 

> Certification of individuals exempt from the individual responsibility requirement. 
 

> Provision of information on certain individuals identified in Section 1311(d)(4)(I) to the Treasury 
Department and to employers. 
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> Establishment of a Navigator program that provides grants to entities assisting consumers as 

described in Section 1311(i). 
 

> Presentation of enrollee satisfaction survey results under Section 1311(c)(4). 
 

> Provision for open enrollment periods under Section 1311(c)(6). 
 

> Consultation with stakeholders, including tribes, under Section 1311(d)(6). 
 

> Publication of data on the Exchange’s administrative costs under Section 1311(d)(7). 
 
B. OVERSIGHT RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
Additional areas where Exchanges must ensure plan compliance with regulatory standards established 
by the Secretary of Health and Human Services include: 
 

> Information on the availability of in-network and out-of-network providers as identified in 
Section 1311(c)(1)(B) and (C), including provider directories and availability of essential 
community providers. 
 

> Consideration of plan patterns and practices with respect to past premium increases and 
submission of plan justifications for current premium increases under Section 1311(e)(2). 
 

> Public disclosure of plan data identified in Section 1311(e)(3)(A), including claims handling 
policies, financial disclosures, enrollment and disenrollment data, claims denials, rating practices, 
cost sharing for out-of-network coverage, and other information identified by the Secretary. 
 

> Timely information for consumers requesting their amount of cost sharing for specific services 
from specified providers as described in Section 1311(e)(3)(C). 
 

> Information for participants in group health plans as described in Section 1311(e)(3)(D). 
 

> Information on plan quality improvement activities as specified in Section 1311(g). 
 
In addition to the requirements to be met by a marketplace entity like OHIM, the ACA also makes a 
number of market changes that apply to all individual and small group health insurance policies: 
 

> Guaranteed issue of insurance coverage regardless of pre-existing medical conditions or health 
status (applicable to the Individual market as the Small Group market is already guaranteed 
issue). 

 
> Adjusted community rating with premium rate variations only for benefit plan design, geographic 

location, age rating (limited to ratio of 3:1), family status, and tobacco usage (limited to ratio of 
1.5:1). 

 
> Premium rate consistency inside and outside the marketplace entity (such as OHIM). 

 
> Decision by states to merge the small group and individual health insurance markets (including 

the newly implemented marketplace entities such as OHIM) for risk pool purposes. 
 

> Decision by states to expand the definition of small group up to 100 employees in 2014 
(this expansion will become mandatory by January 1, 2016). 
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> Definition and requirements for essential health benefits. 
 

> Individual tax penalty if not covered by minimum essential insurance coverage. 
 

> Employer tax penalty if not offering qualified insurance coverage (groups under 50 employees are 
exempt). 

 
The ACA also requires state Medicaid programs to include all U.S. citizens and qualified legal 
non-citizens who are not eligible for Medicare, under age 65, and with household income up to 133% of 
the federal poverty level (FPL) based on modified adjusted gross income (MAGI), or 138% of FPL with 
the 5% income disregard. 
 
The ACA also authorized the development of Consumer Operated and Oriented Plans (CO-OPs).  
CO-OPs are non-profit health plans that are being funded by the Federal government.  The funding is 
being granted in two forms: (1) Start-up loans used to get the plan up and running prior to January 1, 
2014, and (2) Solvency loans that supply the CO-OP with risk-based capital (RBC) necessary to take risk.  
Both of these loans need to be repaid to the Federal government within 5 and 15 years, respectively.  
State exchanges are required to include CO-OP products in their offerings.  The CO-OPs will be 
regulated by the various states' insurance departments; and as such, will be subject to all the same 
regulations as other commercial insurance companies.  The hope is that CO-OP plans will:  (1) promote 
improved care through new delivery models, and (2) increase competition within the health care 
marketplace making coverage more affordable.  
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V. CURRENT MARKETS AND POPULATIONS  
 
As mentioned in the prior section, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) introduces significant changes in many 
aspects of the health insurance market, most in 2014, including: 
 

> Covered benefits with the definition of essential benefits and minimum benefit levels 
> Premium rating and underwriting through rating restrictions and guaranteed issue requirements 
> Carrier regulation, requiring minimum qualification standards 
> Market landscape through the use of state-sponsored marketplace entities such as the Oklahoma 

Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) 
 
In order to understand the implications of these changes, it is important to understand the current 
insurance markets.  This section summarizes key demographic characteristics of the 2010 Oklahoma 
population in each of the following current markets:  Individual, small group, large group, public programs, 
and uninsured.  We refer to the small and large group markets as employer sponsored insurance or ESI.  
The estimated population and associated characteristics were based on Current Population Survey (CPS) 
and American Community Survey (ACS) data, supplemented with information by market groups using a 
combination of the December 31, 2010 National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) annual 
statements summarized using Insurance Analyst Pro® and Highline data, LLC and Medical Expenditure 
Panel Survey (MEPS) data.  In addition, we used PUMS data (Public Use Microdata Sample, which 
underlies the 2009 ACS Summary and is the most current ACS detailed data) to prepare the current 
distribution of the American Indian population by insurance coverage type. 
 
We modeled the major insurance markets (e.g., individual, small group, and large group) to estimate the 
membership, age and income distribution, relative health status, and current premium levels for calendar 
year 2010.  
 
 
A. POPULATION STATISTICS 
 
The following table summarizes the 2010 Oklahoma population by the major markets.  Please note that 
the numbers shown on the following page include individuals over age 65 in the Other Government 
Programs (VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled), Undocumented Uninsured, and Medicare Aged populations.  
Individuals over age 65 were not included in the remainder of the analysis; however, we included them in 
Table V.1 to provide an overview of the entire population. 
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Table V.1 

Oklahoma Department of Health 
Estimated Oklahoma Population Distribution by Type of Insurance Coverage 

Calendar Year 2010 

Market Total 
American Indian 

Population1 
Individual Market 182,215  16,183  
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 333,816  43,261  
ESI - Medium Group (51 to 100 employees) 171,262  22,195  
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 employees)     

Fully Insured 344,912  44,699  
Self Insured 735,911  95,371  

Medicaid / CHIP2 503,861  107,405  
Other Government Programs (VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled)3 257,887  14,560  
Uninsured 569,541  142,761  
Undocumented Uninsured3,4 121,368  0  
Medicare Aged Population3 491,045  14,251  
Total Population 3,711,817  500,686  
1 Used 2009 PUMS data to obtain American Indian population by market. 
2 Medicaid / CHIP enrollment excludes programs that cover limited services or only provide premium subsidies, such as 

the Sooner Plan and Insure OK.  All members with dual Medicare and Medicaid coverage are shown in the Medicare 
Disabled or Aged counts. 

3 Market includes members over age 65. 
4     Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 

 
The largest concentration of health insurance coverage is from ESI plans, providing health insurance to 
approximately 1.6 million individuals or about 43% of the total population.  These plans include members 
insured by small and large employers through fully insured programs and self-insured large employers 
(more than 100 employees).  We assume that no ESI groups below 100 employees are self-insured.  
Approximately 850,000 Oklahomans receive health insurance through the ESI fully insured market.  
Public programs, consisting of Medicaid, Medicare, TRICARE, and other government programs cover an 
estimated 1.3 million individuals.  The individual health insurance market is the smallest source of health 
insurance coverage, with approximately 182,000 individuals covered by this market.  Based on data 
reported by the carriers, about 124,000 of these individuals have comprehensive individual health 
coverage.  Individual coverage can also include benefit plans that do not provide comprehensive 
insurance coverage, such as mini-med plans, dread disease, and accident policies.  Therefore, the 
estimated number of lives with individual coverage in our report (182,000) may be greater than numbers 
in other publicly reported data.  An estimated 691,000 individuals are uninsured and, of this uninsured 
population, a portion consists of undocumented residents.  We estimated this undocumented uninsured 
population to be about 121,000 individuals.  This population is not eligible for Medicaid under current law 
and will not be eligible for ACA expansions or subsidies in the future.  The remaining uninsured, 570,000 
individuals, represents approximately 15% of the state’s total population.  American Indians make up 
143,000 of this uninsured population. 
 
The American Indian population in Oklahoma is reported at approximately 501,000 in 2010.  One source 
of current health services for this population includes the Indian Health Service.  This program provides 
funding for direct medical services in certain locations.  However, these services are limited in scope and 
funding and individuals relying exclusively on this coverage are considered uninsured in most surveys 
and this analysis. 
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The ACA has a few special provisions related to American Indians. 
 

> Special monthly enrollment periods for American Indians (Sec. 1311(c)(6)(D)). 
 

> No cost sharing for Indians who are below 300% of Federal Poverty Level (Sec. 1402(d)(1)).  
 

> No cost sharing for Indians who obtain health services from an Indian Health Service / Tribe and 
Tribal Organization / Urban Indian Organization (I/T/U) and no deduction in payment to the I/T/U 
(Sec. 1402(d)(2)).  
 

> Members of Indian Tribes are exempt from tax penalty for failure to maintain minimum essential 
coverage (Sec. 1411(b)(5)(A) and Sec. 1501(e)(3))). 
 

> Oral health prevention campaign must be targeted to Indians (Sec. 4102(a)).  
 
Due to these provisions, this population will require some special considerations in the design of the 
OHIM entity. 
 
Table V.2 provides a summary of calendar year 2010 health insurance coverage by age group limiting the 
population to those under age 65.  The total uninsured population (including Undocumented Uninsureds) 
represent almost 22% of the under 65 population.  The 19 and under population has a substantially larger 
proportion of individuals with public program coverage due to Medicaid eligibility income limits being 
significantly higher for children than adults.  In the 20 - 34 age group, almost 34% of individuals are 
uninsured (including those who are undocumented).  This result is a significantly higher rate than the 
35 - 49 and 50 - 64 adult populations which have a 24% uninsured rate.  The high percentage of 
uninsured individuals in the 20 - 34 age group is attributable to several factors, including: 
 

> Lower demand for insurance due to perceived favorable health status (“young invincibles”) 
> Lower level of household income 
> Lower offer rate of ESI coverage relative to older adult populations 
> Higher percentage of undocumented aliens 

 
 

Table V.2 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Estimated Oklahoma Population Distribution by Type of Insurance Coverage and Age Group 
Non-Aged Population Only (Under Age 65) 

Calendar Year 2010 

Market 
19 and 
Under 20 to 34 35 to 49 50 to 64 Total 

Individual Market 71,490  55,979  27,464  27,282  182,215  
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 90,065  54,059  95,563  94,129  333,816  
ESI - Medium Group (51 to 100 employees) 49,203  30,737  55,756  35,566  171,262  
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 employees) 

l ) 
        

 Fully Insured 110,179  73,079  89,404  72,250  344,912  
Self Insured 195,884  167,076  201,082  171,869  735,911  

Medicaid / CHIP 366,962  57,747  33,785  45,368  503,861  
Other Government Programs** 66,361  54,670  47,263  46,351  214,644  
Uninsured* 127,319  244,287  180,457  138,480  690,541  
Total Non-Aged Population 1,077,462  737,633  730,772  631,295  3,177,162  
* Includes undocumented uninsured who are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansions or subsidies 
** VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled. 
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Table V.3 indicates the distribution by Percent of Federal Poverty Level (FPL) within each market.  
The insured markets contain a greater proportion of higher FPL individuals whereas the uninsured 
population represents a higher portion of the lower income households. 
 

Table V.3 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Estimated Oklahoma Population Distribution by Type of Insurance Coverage and FPL 
Non-Aged Population Only (Under Age 65) 

Calendar Year 2010 

Market Under 138% 
139% to 

149% 
150% to 

199% 
200% to 

299% 
300% to 

399% Over 400% Total 
Individual Market 11,732  11,285  14,278  33,676  40,513  70,731  182,215  
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 32,128  17,488  26,099  77,528  72,144  108,428  333,816  
ESI - Medium Group (51 to 100 employees) 21,399  6,784  5,609  44,149  37,307  56,015  171,262  
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 

 
            

 Fully Insured 62,385  18,050  21,523  70,193  33,778  138,982  344,912  
Self Insured 97,077  18,375  51,708  122,292  152,012  294,447  735,911  

Medicaid / CHIP 294,363  80,864  128,634  0  0  0  503,861  
Other Government Programs** 39,332  6,446  15,386  35,476  58,181  59,824  214,644  
Uninsured* 249,845  68,570  120,201  143,381  53,983  54,562  690,541  
Total Non-Aged Population 808,261  227,862  383,438  526,695  447,918  782,989  3,177,162  
* Includes undocumented uninsured who are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansions or subsidies. 
** VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled. 

 
Table V.4 summarizes the self-reported average health status and the average age by market.  
By “health status,” we mean the relative gross health care costs expected beyond that which is due 
simply to age.  The health status is derived from self-reported information in the CPS data.  Based on 
comparative health statistics1, we assumed the overall health status in Oklahoma was 25% worse than 
nationwide.  This assumption is reflected as an average health status for the Non-Aged Population 
greater than 1.0.  Comparing the average health status between markets, we see that the uninsured 
market is expected to be relatively less healthy than current private insurance markets.  A large portion of 
the uninsured population will enter either Medicaid or the individual health insurance market through the 
OHIM beginning in 2014.  This migration will materially impact the expected costs and, therefore, the 
premium rates of the Individual market. 
 

Table V.4 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Estimated Average Age and Health Status of Oklahoma Population by Type of Insurance Coverage 
Non-Aged Population Only (Under Age 65) 

Calendar Year 2010 

Market 
Total 

Population 
Average 

Age 
Reported Average 

Health Status 
Individual Market 182,215  27.4  0.956  
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 333,816  35.6  1.020  
ESI - Medium Group (51 to 100 employees) 171,262  33.6  0.996  
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 employees)       

Fully Insured 344,912  31.5  0.964  
Self Insured 735,911  33.6  0.976  

Medicaid / CHIP 503,861  17.5  1.023  
Other Government Programs ** 214,644  31.4  1.553  
Uninsured* 690,541  34.0  1.053  
Total Non-Aged Population 3,177,162  30.6  1.042  
* Includes undocumented uninsured who are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansions or subsidies. 
**VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled. 

                                                 
1 "2008 State of the State's Health Report", Oklahoma State Department of Health, April 2009. 
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B. INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL GROUP CARRIERS AND RATING PRACTICES 
 
The Individual market in Oklahoma covers about 182,000 lives in 2010.  This market includes a variety of 
policy types and in particular about 60,000 lives are covered by non-comprehensive policies, most likely 
mini-med policies.  These mini-med policies provide limited benefits by restricting the number or types of 
services covered.  The following table summarizes the Individual market for comprehensive medical 
policies as reported in the Supplemental Health Exhibit filed with the NAIC December 31, 2010 Annual 
Statements. 
 

Table V.5 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Individual Comprehensive Health Insurance Market 
Calendar Year 2010 

Carrier Name 
Number of Covered 

Lives 
Market Share Based on 

Covered Lives 
HCSC Group (BCBS of Oklahoma) 72,255  58.3% 
UnitedHealth Group 16,387  13.2% 
Assurant Inc. Group 10,715  8.6% 
Coventry Corp. Group 5,094  4.1% 
HealthMarkets Group 4,516  3.6% 
Aetna Group 2,922  2.4% 
American Republic Mutual Group 2,406  1.9% 
Oklahoma Health Insurance High Risk Pool1 2,175  1.8% 
Humana, Inc. Group 1,274  1.0% 
American National Financial Group 1,065  0.9% 
New York Life Group 959  0.8% 
American Fidelity Corp. Group 522  0.4% 
CommunityCare Group 481  0.4% 
Westbridge Capital Group 418  0.3% 
State Farm Group 396  0.3% 
Pre-existing Condition Insurance Pool2 380  0.3% 
Centene Corp. Group 378  0.3% 
Geneve Holdings, Inc. Group 276  0.2% 
Metropolitan Group 265  0.2% 
New Era Life Group 234  0.2% 
Prudential of America Group 191  0.2% 
American Community Mutual Insurance 134  0.1% 
Shelter Insurance Group 120  0.1% 
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Michigan Group 96  0.1% 
Houston International Insurance Group 87  0.1% 
General Electric Group 37  0.0% 
Guarantee Trust Group 25  0.0% 
Swiss Reinsurance Group 23  0.0% 
American International Group 18  0.0% 
Harris Insurance Holdings Group 13  0.0% 
Aegon US Holding Group 6  0.0% 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Group 5  0.0% 
Trustmark Insurance Company Group 5  0.0% 
Illinois Mutual Life Insurance Co 2  0.0% 
Wellpoint, Inc. Group 2  0.0% 
CAN Insurance Group 1  0.0% 
Principal Financial Group 0  0.0% 
Total 123,883  100.0% 
1 Most recent enrollment figures for high risk pool are as of year-end 2010. 
2 Most recent enrollment figures for Pre-Existing Condition Insurance Pool are as of June 2011.  
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Almost 60% of the Individual market in Oklahoma is covered by HCSC Group (BCBS of Oklahoma) with 
the next five carriers covering an additional one-third of the market.  Individual insurance does not require 
guarantee issue (i.e., applicants can be declined) and allows several rating factors such as age, gender, 
family size, benefit plan, location, health status, etc.  The Oklahoma Health Insurance High Risk 
Insurance Pool (OHRP) covers about 2,200 lives of individuals who are unable to purchase health 
insurance or obtain coverage for an existing medical condition, who have exhausted their health 
insurance benefits, who have been quoted insurance rates more than the OHRP rate, or otherwise qualify 
under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). 
 
In Oklahoma, the Small Group market is defined as groups with 2 to 50 employees.  Based on the 
Supplemental Health Exhibit filed with the NAIC 2010 Annual Statements, this market covers about 
206,000 lives.  The covered lives reported in this table reflect groups covered by commercial insurers.  
Employer groups, particularly public employers, that secure coverage through non-commercial entities 
such as the Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board (OSEEGIB) will not be 
included in Table V.6 below (since OSEEGIB is not required to submit annual filings to the National 
Association of Insurance Commissioners).  However, these public employers will be counted as ESI for 
the total market by size of employer and thus, will appropriately be reflected in the previous tables based 
on their size.  
 

Table V.6 
Small Group Health Insurance Market – Commercial Insurers 

Calendar Year 2010 
Carrier Name Number of 

C d Li  
Market Share Based 

 C d Li  HCSC Group (BCBS of Oklahoma) 94,554  45.9% 
UnitedHealth Group 27,899  13.5% 
Principal Financial Group 25,849  12.5% 
Aetna Group 22,691  11.0% 
CommunityCare Group 19,132  9.3% 
Coventry Corp. Group 7,996  3.9% 
Assurance, Inc. Group 2,529  1.2% 
Trustmark Insurance Company Group 1,588  0.8% 
Federated Mutual Group 1,143  0.6% 
American Fidelity Corp. Group 1,008  0.5% 
Guarantee Trust Group 877  0.4% 
Munich Re Group 499  0.2% 
Geneve Holdings, Inc. Group 165  0.1% 
Humana, Inc. Group 61  0.0% 
American Republic Mutual Group 24  0.0% 
Best Life and Health Ins Co 11  0.0% 
HealthMarkets Group 4  0.0% 
Total 206,030  100.0% 

 
The Small Group market for employers with 50 or fewer employees is guarantee issue (i.e., all bona fide 
groups must be offered coverage).  The rating factors allowed include age, gender, family size, benefit 
plan, location, and industry.  The health status of the covered lives may be considered in the group rate 
but within an overall limit of +/- 25%.  In this market, HCSC Group covers 46% of the lives while the next 
five carriers cover an additional 50%. 
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The average premium rate varies by market as demonstrated by Table V.7.  For this analysis, we 
included the fully insured medium (51 - 99 employees) and large (100+ employees) group markets for 
additional comparison.  The average 2010 premium per member per month (PMPM) across the top five 
carriers in each market is shown along with the average for HCSC Group and UnitedHealth Group which 
both appear in the top five for all three markets.  These premiums are net of taxes and assessments as 
reported in the 2010 Annual Statement Supplemental Health Exhibits consistent with the premiums to be 
used for minimum medical loss ratio calculations. 
 

Table V.7 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Health Insurance Premium by Market 
Calendar Year 2010 

    Average 2010 Premium PMPM 

Market 

Average 2010 
Premium PMPM - 

Top 5 in Each 
Market 

HCSC Group 
(BCBS of 

Oklahoma) 
UnitedHealth 

Group 
Individual Market $182 $179  $191  
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 310 322  312  
ESI - Medium and Large Group (more than 50 
employees) - Fully Insured 343 357  331  

 
As this table (which includes only comprehensive plans) shows, the premiums for the individual health 
insurance market are substantially lower than the ESI group markets.  The lower premium costs are 
attributable to the following primary factors: 
 

> Individual insurance policies have higher cost sharing requirements than group products in 
general. 

 
> Individual insurance policies may exclude certain services from coverage, such as maternity 

services that include complications. 
 

> Carriers are not required to issue individual insurance coverage to every applicant; therefore, 
individuals with high-cost health conditions may be prevented from entering the insurance pool 
either through rejection by the carrier or substantial premium loads. 

 
The medium / large group market has higher insurance premiums than the Small Group market.  Large 
groups tend to select richer benefit plans than small groups which results in higher premiums in the Large 
Group market relative to the Small Group market. 
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VI. PROJECTION OF MARKETS AND POPULATIONS UNDER ACA 
 
A. POPULATION PROJECTIONS 

 
In this section, we will address the following topics as they relate to the establishment of the Oklahoma 
Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM):  
 

> “Best estimate scenario” projections of the insurance market. 
> Projected results in a “high take-up” or “low take-up” scenario resulting in higher and lower 

enrollment shifts to OHIM, respectively. 
> Data sources and assumptions underlying these projections. 

  
“Best Estimate Scenario” Projections of the Insurance Market 
 
The projection of enrollment in the OHIM is dependent on two key phases of the ACA (those that occur 
prior to 2014 and are consistent across the three scenarios – “best estimate”, “high take-up”, and “low 
take-up” – and those that occur as of 2014 with the establishment of OHIM which will vary by scenario).  
We modeled the following changes which will be enacted prior to the implementation of OHIM in 2014 but 
will, nevertheless, shape the enrollment and costs of each market when the implementation of OHIM 
takes place:  
 

> Expand coverage of dependents to age 26 regardless of student status. 
 

> Remove lifetime and overall annual maximums in benefit plans. 
 

> Cover preventive care services at 100% in benefit plans. 
 

> Cover all children without considering pre-existing conditions. 
 

> Assume that new taxes on medical device and pharmaceutical manufacturers are passed through 
as additions to medical costs in all markets. 

 
> Assume insurer tax is added to premiums in all insured markets (the insurer tax will not be 

applicable to large group self-insured entities). 
 

> Assume that the Minimum Medical Loss Ratio waiver application is successful (thereby ensuring 
that the Oklahoma insurance market will be subject to modified minimum medical loss ratio 
requirements until 2014). 

 
The following figures compare several rating rules for the Individual and Small Group markets in 
Oklahoma before and after the Affordable Care Act (ACA). 
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Figure VI-1:  Oklahoma individual health insurance market rating rules - Pre- and Post-ACA (2014) 

DESCRIPTION PRE-ACA1 POST-ACA2 
Guaranteed Issue No Yes 

Pre-Existing Condition Limitations 
Yes (maximum look back - 5 years, no limit on 

exclusion period)3, high risk pool exists4 No 
Individual Mandate No Yes 

Subsidies Available Yes - Insure Oklahoma5 Yes 

Health Status Underwriting 
Yes - HMOs must be community rated, but there are 

no HMOs which offer individual insurance in OK No 
Age Rating Yes Yes (3:1 ratio) 
Gender Rating Yes No 
Tobacco Surcharge Yes Yes (1.5:1 ratio) 
State Mandated Benefits Yes6 At State discretion 
Required Essential Benefits No Yes 

Minimum Actuarial Value No7 Yes (60%) 
1. Rating rules for the current Oklahoma ESI-Small Group health insurance market are primarily defined in Oklahoma Title 36, Section 6513. 
2. Rating rules for the Post-ACA Oklahoma individual health insurance market are defined in Section 1201 of the ACA. 
3. See http://www.statehealthfacts.org/profileind.jsp?ind=355&cat=7&rgn=38. 
4. See http://www.ok.gov/oid/Consumers/Buying_Insurance/Oklahoma_Health_Insurance_High_Risk_Pool/. 
5. See http://www.okhca.org/xPolicySection.aspx?id=7018&number=317:45-11-

20.&title=Insure%20Oklahoma%20IP%20eligibility%20requirements 
6. See Oklahoma State Mandated Benefits - http://www.okhealthplans.org/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=B0tKP5Km3cE%3D&tabid=59&mid=466. 
7. Plans have a minimum loss ratio of 60% (see Title 36, Section 6515). 

 
Figure VI-2:  Oklahoma ESI-Small Group health insurance market rating rules - Pre- and Post-ACA (2014) 

DESCRIPTION PRE-ACA1 POST-ACA2 

Guaranteed Issue Yes3 Yes 

Pre-Existing Condition Limitations 
Yes (6 months look back, 12 months maximum 

exclusion)4, high risk pool exists5 No 
Individual Mandate No Yes 
Age Rating Yes Yes (3:1 ratio) 
Gender Rating Yes No 

Tobacco Surcharge 
Yes - This folds into the Health Status Rating 

Limitations Yes (1.5:1 ratio) 

Industry Classification 
Largest factor must not exceed 15% increase over 

lowest factor No 
Health Status Rating Limitation +/- 25% No 
Low Claims Discount No No 

State Mandated Benefits Yes6 At State discretion 

Required Essential Benefits No Yes 

Minimum Actuarial Value No7 Yes (60%) 
1. Rating rules for the current Oklahoma ESI-Small Group health insurance market are defined in Oklahoma Title 36, Section 6515. 
2. Rating rules for the Post-ACA Oklahoma ESI-Small Group health insurance market are defined in Section 1201 of the ACA. 
3. See http://www.statehealthfacts.org/profileind.jsp?rgn=38&cat=7&ind=350. 
4. See Oklahoma Title 36, Section 4502. 
5. See http://www.ok.gov/oid/Consumers/Buying_Insurance/Oklahoma_Health_Insurance_High_Risk_Pool/. 
6. See Oklahoma State Mandated Benefits - http://www.okhealthplans.org/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=B0tKP5Km3cE%3D&tabid=59&mid=466. 
7. Plans have a minimum loss ratio of 60% (see Title 36, Section 6515). 
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After modeling the impact of pre-OHIM changes, we modeled our “best estimate” of the market that would 
evolve upon the implementation of OHIM.  In particular, we modeled the following changes: 
 

> Establishment of separate Individual and Small Group (groups of 50 or fewer employees prior to 
2016 and 100 or fewer employees from 2016 onward) marketplaces as of 2014. 

 
> Establishment of “metal” plans, both inside and outside of the OHIM, which meet actuarial values 

of 60% for bronze plans, 70% for silver plans, 80% for gold plans, and 90% for platinum plans as 
of 2014 (“actuarial value” and “metal plans” are explained later in this document). 

 
> 3-to-1 unisex age-banding when establishing premiums for the non-grandfathered plans, both 

inside and outside of the OHIM. 
 

> Guaranteed issue for all applicants as of 2014. 
 

> Community rating within the individual and Small Group markets as of 2014 (i.e., the end of 
adjusted community rating with +/- 25% rating bands in the Small Group market). 

 
> Continuation of “grandfathered” plan designs for those members enrolled at ACA enactment 

(subject to lapse thereafter). 
 
In addition to the assumptions explained above, we also made the following assumptions when modeling 
the establishment of the OHIM: 
 

> Carrier participation in the OHIM is not mandatory, but a representative group of carriers 
participates inside and outside the marketplace (i.e., there are no noticeable differences in the 
level of medical management, benefit design, administrative load, etc. for carriers participating 
inside / outside the OHIM). 

 
> All insurers that qualify will be allowed to participate in the OHIM. 

 
> Insurers will be allowed to sell insurance, both inside and outside of the OHIM. 

 
> Carriers will offer the same “metal plans” (i.e., platinum, gold, silver, and bronze) inside and 

outside of the OHIM. 
 

> The state will not require coverage of mandated benefits that are in excess of the federally 
defined “essential benefits”. 

 
> There is no Basic Health Plan (described later). 

 
These are assumptions made by Milliman.  We understand that the State of Oklahoma has not yet 
made decisions on important characteristics that will define the Oklahoma OHIM and non-OHIM 
markets. 
 
The ACA applies differently to American Indians and, thus, might cause them to behave differently.  
In particular, the ACA is applied differently to the American Indian population in the following ways: 
 

> The limited “open enrollment” period that applies to most individuals and limits when they can 
enroll in the OHIM does not apply to American Indians. 

 
> American Indians are not subject to the individual mandate which penalizes those who do not 

enroll in coverage as of 2014. 
 

> American Indians are entitled to cost sharing subsidies covering all cost sharing in the OHIM if 
they are below 300% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL). 
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The lack of an individual mandate penalty and unlimited “open enrollment” period might cause American 
Indians not to enroll in the OHIM (or at least to delay enrollment until they need coverage) while the 
option to get coverage without cost sharing might make American Indians more likely to enroll in the 
OHIM.  Since these impacts could move in opposite directions and their magnitudes are as yet unknown, 
we cannot estimate with confidence how OHIM enrollment for the American Indian population would differ 
from the rest of the population.  As such, we have not adjusted the percentage of people moving from the 
uninsured market to the OHIM to reflect the larger American Indian population in Oklahoma than in the 
nation as a whole.  
 
Based on these assumptions, we project the following migration between markets from 2013 to 2014. 
 

Table VI.1 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Market Migration as of 2014 under Best-Estimate Scenario 
Population Under Age 65 

 Market Changes in 2014 
  

 
Public Programs Employer Sponsored Insurance Individual Uninsured 

Source Market 
Total 

Population 
Medicaid / 

CHIP 

Other 
Government 

Program 
Large Group 
Non-OHIM 

Small  
Group 

(under 50) 
OHIM 

Small  Group 
(under 50) 
Non-OHIM 

Small  Group  
(over 50) 

Non-OHIM OHIM 
Non-
OHIM Uninsured 

Undocu-
mented* 

Uninsured 
Medicaid / CHIP 531,600  528,500  1,500  600 <100  <100  <100  100 <100 700  0  
Other Government 
Programs 206,500  <100  203,400  200 <100  2,400  100  100 200 <100  0  

ESI Large Group 
Non-OHIM 1,103,500  1,600  500  1,090,300 <100  1,300  400  500 500 8,400  0  

ESI Small Group 
(under 50) Non-
OHIM 

317,200  200  100  1,400 5,200  293,800  <100  15,700 100 600  0  

ESI Small Group 
(over 50) Non-
OHIM 

158,800  200  300  500 <100 100  147,700  9,600 <100 300  0  

Individual Market 167,000  <100  <100  700 <100  <100  <100  48,800 117,100 200  0  
Uninsured 493,800  44,100  500  6,200 <100  1,900  1,000  131,900 100 308,100  0  
Undocumented 
Uninsured* 113,800  0  0  0 0  0  0  0 0 0  113,800  

Total Population 3,092,200  574,700  206,400  1,099,900 5,300  299,600  149,400  206,700 118,100 318,300  113,800  
* Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 

 
 
The shifts shown in Table VI.1 above reflect a variety of changes that will occur in 2014.  Those having 
the greatest impact on coverage shifts are: 
 

> Expansion of Medicaid coverage to include all non-aged people up to 138% of FPL, with the 
exception of undocumented immigrants and those lawfully present in the country for less than five 
years.  A significant portion of individuals newly eligible for Medicaid are assumed to participate.  
In particular, we assume that about 22% of those eligible for Medicaid in the Uninsured market 
will enroll in Medicaid in 2014.  Furthermore, we assume that any eligible individuals enrolling in 
the Individual market will apply through the OHIM (in order to receive the subsidies for which they 
qualify) and will then be redirected to the Medicaid market.  We also assume that some people in 
this income range with employer coverage are expected to move to Medicaid, but we assume this 
percentage to be much lower as we expect many qualifying individuals with employer coverage 
will retain their employer coverage. 
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> Individual insurance market rating and underwriting changes that will require individual insurance 
to be guaranteed issue at defined premium rates that cannot vary with an applicant's health 
status (except as indicated by their age and tobacco usage). 

 
> Small group insurance change that eliminates carriers' ability to rate groups up or down by 25% 

around a manual rate, which is commonly done to reflect a group's own claims experience or the 
health status of its participants. 

 
> Availability of premium and cost sharing subsidies for plans sold in the OHIM. 

 
> Penalties for not purchasing qualified benefit plans. 

 
The net effects of these changes are expected to increase insurance coverage by approximately 186,000 
and convince approximately 212,000 people to enroll in the individual or small group OHIM.  
Approximately 132,000 of these people will have been previously uninsured.  The Individual market 
shows about 30% initial migration to the OHIM; some Individual market enrollees will continue coverage 
with their grandfathered plans or will have income levels too high to qualify for subsidies.   
 
In addition to summarizing the migration of individuals from the market to which they belonged in 2013 to 
the market in which they are expected to enroll in 2014, we also summarize the enrollment by market in 
2010, 2014, and 2017.  While we have already provided this information for 2010 and 2014, we feel the 
2017 market summary will be informative as we anticipate most markets will have reached equilibrium 
by 2017.  Please see Table VI.2 below which summarizes enrollment in each market as of 2010, 2014, 
and 2017 for the under age 65 population (while the overall population grows, the under 65 population 
declines). 
 

Table VI.2 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Best-Estimate Scenario 
Population Under Age 65 

  Year 
  2010 2014 2017 
Market       

Medicaid / CHIP 503,861  574,700  615,300  
Other Government Program 214,644  206,400  206,100  
Large Group Non-OHIM 1,080,823  1,099,900  1,082,300  
Small Group (under 50) OHIM N/A  5,300  16,500  
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 333,816  299,600  214,300  
Small Group (over 50) OHIM N/A  N/A  6,600  
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 171,262  149,400  111,700  
Individual OHIM N/A  206,700  486,500  
Individual Non-OHIM 182,215  118,100  59,700  
Uninsured 569,749  318,300  152,700  
Undocumented Uninsured* 120,792  113,800  108,800  

Total 3,177,162  3,092,200  3,060,500  
* Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 
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Projected Results in a “High Take-up” or “Low Take-up” Scenario Resulting in Higher and Lower 
Enrollment Shifts to OHIM, Respectively 
 
While the previous results demonstrate what we believe to be a best-estimate of the number of people to 
enroll in the OHIM, there are other external factors that could result in greater or lesser enrollment in the 
OHIM in 2014 as well as subsequent years.   
 
If external factors encourage more participation by the uninsured in the markets, a greater percentage of 
individuals would be expected to enroll in OHIM coverage to take advantage of premium and cost sharing 
subsidies by 2014.  Relative to the “best estimate” scenario, we assumed: 
 

> People were more likely to become uninsured prior to 2014,  
 

> Members in the Individual market were more likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards, and  

 
> People in the Uninsured market were more likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 

onwards.   
 
Table VI.3 below summarizes the enrollment in each market in 2010, 2014, and 2017 under the 
“High Take-up” scenario. 
 

Table VI.3 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

High Take-up Scenario 
Population Under Age 65 

  Year 
  2010 2014 2017 
Market       

Medicaid / CHIP 503,861  587,100  631,000  
Other Government Program 214,644  207,600  206,900  
Large Group Non-OHIM 1,080,823  1,093,700  1,062,500  
Small Group (under 50) OHIM N/A  3,900  13,300  
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 333,816  297,400  223,400  
Small Group (over 50) OHIM N/A  N/A  5,200  
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 171,262  147,600  112,100  
Individual OHIM N/A  305,700  542,700  
Individual Non-OHIM 182,215  89,900  37,800  
Uninsured 569,749  244,900  116,500  
Undocumented Uninsured* 120,792  114,400  109,100  

Total 3,177,162  3,092,200  3,060,500  
* Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 

 
If external factors discourage participation by the uninsured in the markets, fewer people may enroll in 
OHIM coverage by 2014.  Relative to the “best estimate” scenario, we assumed: 
 

> People were less likely to become uninsured prior to 2014,  
 

> Members in the Individual market were less likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards, and  

 
> People in the Uninsured market were less likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 

onwards.   
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Table VI.4 below summarizes the enrollment in each market in 2010, 2014, and 2017 under this 
“Low Take-up” scenario. 
 

Table VI.4 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Low Take-up Scenario 
Population Under Age 65 

  Year 
  2010 2014 2017 
Market       

Medicaid / CHIP 503,861  563,100  594,800  
Other Government Program 214,644  205,600  205,100  
Large Group Non-OHIM 1,080,823  1,105,800  1,099,800  
Small Group (under 50) OHIM N/A  3,600  13,600  
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 333,816  304,000  232,900  
Small Group (over 50) OHIM N/A  N/A  7,900  
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 171,262  151,400  111,300  
Individual OHIM N/A  113,300  351,200  
Individual Non-OHIM 182,215  146,800  100,100  
Uninsured 569,749  385,400  235,700  
Undocumented Uninsured* 120,792  113,200  108,100  

Total 3,177,162  3,092,200  3,060,500  
* Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 

 
Table VI.5 summarizes enrollment in the Uninsured, Individual OHIM, and Medicaid markets in 2010, 
2014, and 2017 for each scenario for comparison.  As we can see from the table below, there are 
approximately 190,000 more people in the Individual OHIM market and 18,000 more people in the 
Medicaid market in the “High Take-up” scenario than the “Low Take-up” scenario as of 2014 (and 
approximately 188,000 more people in the Individual OHIM and 31,000 more people in Medicaid as of 
2017).   
 

Table VI.5 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Summary of Under 65 Enrollment in Uninsured,  
Individual OHIM, and Medicaid Markets  

For Each Scenario 
    Year 
High Take-up  Scenario 2010 2014 2017 
  Market       
  Medicaid / CHIP 503,861  587,100  631,000  
  Individual OHIM N/A  305,700  542,700  
  Uninsured 1 569,749  244,900  116,500 
  Subtotal 1,073,610  1,137,700  1,290,200  
Best-Estimate Scenario 2010 2014 2017 
  Market       
  Medicaid / CHIP 503,861  574,700 615,300  
  Individual OHIM  N/A  206,700  486,500  
  Uninsured 1 569,749  318,300  152,700  
  Subtotal 1,073,610  1,099,700  1,254,500  
Low Take-up Scenario 2010 2014 2017 
  Market       
  Medicaid / CHIP 503,861  563,100  594,800  
  Individual OHIM   N/A  113,300  351,200  
  Uninsured 1 569,749  385,400  235,700  
  Subtotal 1,073,610  1,061,800  1,181,700  
1 Uninsured Market does not include Undocumented Uninsureds. 
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Data Sources and Assumptions 
 
The Technical Appendix provides information on some of the key data sources, tools, and assumptions 
we used to make the projections.  
 
Some other modeling assumptions included: 
 

> We did not project the impact of risk adjustment among carriers (as discussed in Section VIII B).  
Presumably the risk transfer payments would be designed to be neutral within a market.  The 
results or impact on any specific carrier could be significantly different than our modeling 
indicates. 

 
> We assume all employers with 100 or more employees continue coverage at current levels 

(except for the small percentage of individuals in the Large Group markets who are eligible for 
Medicaid).  We did not model the large employer decision to offer coverage meeting minimum 
requirements or pay the penalties and let employees use the OHIM. 

 
> We assume that State employees will continue to participate in the State employee benefit plan, 

which we modeled as a large employer group.  The education employees, who represent a 
significant portion of the enrollment, can opt out.  In addition, we understand that other members 
of OSEEGIB (Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board) are potentially 
enrolled in small group coverage and that dependents of OSEEGIB enrollees may not be eligible 
and, thus, may be enrolled in Individual insurance or be uninsured.  These small group 
employees and dependents are modeled as members of their respective current markets. 
 

> We assumed that full-time and part-time individuals have similar health statuses and that their 
work statuses will not change. 

 
> We assumed a significant portion of uninsured members with incomes below 138% of FPL will 

move to the Medicaid market.  
 

B. IMPACT ON PREMIUMS AND BENEFITS FOR INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL GROUP HEALTH 
INSURANCE MARKETS (INSIDE AND OUTSIDE MARKETPLACE) 

 
Individual Market 
 
Introduction of the OHIM will impact the Individual market significantly, even beyond the impact of the 
non-OHIM ACA provisions described previously.  The Individual market will experience additional growth 
in 2014 due to the availability of premium and cost sharing subsidies for policies purchased through the 
OHIM.  Other factors that will apply equally inside and outside the OHIM include the individual mandate, 
guaranteed issue, elimination of pre-existing condition limits, and rating changes.  
 
We made the following assumptions to determine whether people eligible for the individual OHIM will 
enroll: 
 

> All undocumented uninsured people remain uninsured. 
 
> A significant portion of documented uninsured people with household incomes at 138% of FPL 

and below will enter the Medicaid market.  Documented aliens with less than five years residence 
are not eligible for Medicaid.  

 
> Remaining documented uninsured people will choose between the individual OHIM and 

non-OHIM markets based on their health status (expected health claims), expected subsidies 
(both for premium and cost sharing subsidies), and relative premium rates and premium rate 
changes.  Some people will choose to continue being uninsured. 
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> Carriers are assumed to attract members based on their premium rate levels.  We assumed all 

carriers would offer the “metal” plan levels (bronze through platinum), both inside and outside the 
OHIM. 

 
> Plans in existence as of March 2010 are grandfathered.  Insurers will continue to maintain these 

plans, but members will make choices to potentially move to new plans if it is economically 
favorable to do so. 

 
> Claim costs reflect the health status of the members in each market and benefit designs 

available.  Prior to enrolling in healthcare coverage, uninsured people at the lowest income levels 
have the lowest healthcare expenditures.  Once those people have insurance and have reduced 
financial barriers to care, we assume that their utilization of services will increase to levels more 
typical of someone with insurance. 
 

Observations about member movement, medical costs, and premiums for the Individual market and 
OHIM are: 
 

> Approximately 65% of the OHIM membership will come from the previously uninsured population.  
However, not all of those who are currently uninsured are assumed to select some type of 
coverage.  Given the level of the individual mandate penalty relative to the cost of insurance and 
the ability of members to move freely into and out of markets due to guarantee issue 
requirements, some people will consider it financially advantageous to continue being uninsured. 
 

> The uninsured entering the OHIM are projected to be less healthy than current individual plan 
enrollees.  We also assumed that the previously uninsured will increase their demand for services 
for the first year in which coverage is available.  The expected costs for this population reflects 
typical insured usage of services, their relative health status and additional pent-up demand in the 
first year of coverage.  After the first year, their costs will return to otherwise normal insured 
usage levels, however still reflecting their health status. 

 
> Some of the metal plans required by ACA (i.e., bronze, silver, gold, and platinum) provide richer 

benefits than the average plans in the current market.  In the current Individual market, we 
estimated the average actuarial value of net benefit costs as a percent of gross medical costs is 
approximately 67% in 2010.  The metal plans offered under ACA range from 60% for bronze to 
90% for platinum and thus the average will likely be richer than plan designs offered in the 
non-OHIM market.  We project an actuarial value of 71% or higher in the Individual OHIM market.  

 
Ultimately, the movement of uninsured individuals (who traditionally have a less favorable health status 
than insured individuals with similar risk characteristics) into the individual OHIM will result in an overall 
increase in the relative health status (and thus, average gross medical costs per member per year 
(PMPY)) in the individual OHIM than the individual non-OHIM.  Table VI.6 on the following page 
demonstrates the disparity in health status and gross medical costs between these markets in 2010, 
2014, and 2017. 
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Table VI.6 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Health Status and Gross Medical Cost PMPY for Individual OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets  
(Under Age 65) for Each Scenario 

 Year 
High Take-up Scenario 2010 2014 2017 

Market         
Individual OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A  $6,702  $7,852  
Individual Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 2,690  4,297  4,851  
Composite  $2,690  $6,156  $7,657  
     
Individual OHIM Health Status N/A  1.085  1.012  
Individual Non-OHIM Health Status 0.955  0.909  0.770  
Composite  0.955  1.045  0.996  

     Best-Estimate Scenario        
Market         
Individual OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A  $6,760  $8,094  
Individual Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 2,690  4,422  5,235  
Composite  $2,690  $5,910  $7,782  
         
Individual OHIM Health Status N/A  1.098  1.028  
Individual Non-OHIM Health Status 0.955  0.933  0.816  
Composite  0.955  1.038  1.005  
         

Low Take-Up Scenario        
Market         

Individual OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A  $6,578  $8,345  
Individual Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 2,690  4,452  5,787  
Composite   $2,690  $5,378  $7,777  
  
  

        
Individual OHIM Health Status N/A  1.071  1.041  
Individual Non-OHIM Health Status 0.955  0.928  0.867  
Composite   0.955  0.990  1.002  

 
Small Group Market 
 
Unlike the Individual market, the Small Group market will be less affected by the presence of the OHIM.  
Table VI.7 below shows the projected health status / gross medical cost PMPY for these markets in 2010, 
2014, and 2017.  Some observations on the small group projections are: 
 

> Small Group participation in the OHIM is projected to be relatively low, less than 7% of the total 
Small Group market.  Generally, small groups have less incentive to participate in a 
“marketplace” than do individuals, since no direct individual subsidies are broadly available.  
However, some small group employers will be eligible for tax credits if they continue providing 
coverage.  Tax credits are available starting in 2011.  However, starting in 2014, these tax credits 
will only be available on insurance purchased in the OHIM and only for two consecutive tax years.  
As such, there is a modest incentive for employers to enroll their employees in the OHIM. 

 
> Our projections show the net change in Small Group market participants.  Some employers will 

enter the market due to their premium rate options being lower, availability of tax credits, and due 
to penalties for not providing coverage.  Other employer groups will choose to exit the market, 
primarily due to increases in their premium rates.  Since penalties for not providing coverage only 
apply to employers having 50 or more employees, many employers in the Small Group market 
will make their decisions entirely on premium rate. 
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> The current market already requires guaranteed issue for small groups, but the new rating 

restrictions on age and health status will result in premium rate changes for specific groups.  
The changes will probably not encourage additional employers to enter the market. 

 
> Current benefit levels in the Small Group markets already offer a broad range of lean to rich plans 

that are similar to the “metal” plans.  Therefore, benefit design alone will likely not provide 
significant incentive to enter the small group OHIM market.  

 
> If employee contributions, including dependent coverage, exceed 9.5% of household income for 

families at less than 400% of FPL, the employees and dependents will be eligible for the premium 
subsidies in the individual OHIM.  This opportunity could result in lower participation in small 
group coverage over time as small group enrollees could migrate to the individual OHIM. 
 

> We project that the small group OHIM will have premium rates consistent with the non-OHIM 
market.  Therefore, unless the OHIM can offer some administrative advantages to employers or 
producers, such as facilitating employee choice among benefit plan tiers, enrollment may be 
limited. 
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Table VI.7 

Oklahoma Department of Health 
Health Status and Gross Medical Cost PMPY for  

Small Group OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets (Under Age 65)  
For Each Scenario 

   Year 
High Take-up Scenario   2010 2014 2017 
 Market         
 Small Group (under 50) OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A  $5,440  $5,934  
 Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,381  4,700  6,142  
 Small Group (over 50) OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A  N/A  8,870  
 Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,707  5,725  8,446  
 Composite   $3,492  $5,043  $6,904  
           
 Small Group (under 50) OHIM Health Status N/A  1.017  0.940  
 Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM Health Status 1.020  0.976  0.971  
 Small Group (over 50) OHIM Health Status N/A  N/A  1.060  
 Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM Health Status 0.996  0.979  0.982  
 Composite   1.012  0.977  0.974  
           
Best-Estimate Scenario         
 Market         
 Small Group (under 50) OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A  $4,595  $6,147  
 Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,381  4,697  5,966  
 Small Group (over 50) OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A  N/A  8,585  
 Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,707  5,758  8,468  
 Composite   $3,492  $5,045  $6,825  
           
 Small Group (under 50) OHIM Health Status N/A  0.988  0.994  
 Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM Health Status 1.020  0.973  0.953  
 Small Group (over 50) OHIM Health Status N/A  N/A  0.972  
 Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM Health Status 0.996  0.972  0.973  
 Composite   1.012  0.973  0.962  
           
Low Take-up Scenario         
 Market         
 Small Group (under 50) OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A  $4,274  $6,249  
 Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,381  4,679  6,064  
 Small Group (over 50) OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A  N/A  8,055  
 Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,707  5,736  8,538  
 Composite   $3,492  $5,024  $6,867  
           
 Small Group (under 50) OHIM Health Status N/A  0.937  0.937  
 Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM Health Status 1.020  0.970  0.963  
 Small Group (over 50) OHIM Health Status N/A  N/A  0.929  
 Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM Health Status 0.996  0.967  0.983  
 Composite   1.012  0.969  0.968  
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C. POTENTIAL PREMIUM AND COST SHARING SUBSIDIES 
 
Members who enroll in the individual OHIM and are under 400% of the Federal Poverty Level are eligible 
for premium and cost sharing subsidies.  Table VI.8 below summarizes the 2014 and 2017 distribution of 
members by income level for those who enroll in the Individual OHIM, the Individual non-OHIM, and the 
Individual market as a whole.  As we can see, approximately 86% of Individual OHIM enrollees will qualify 
for some level of subsidy in 2014. 
 

Table VI.8 
Oklahoma Department of Health 
Enrollment by Income Level for  

Individual OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets (Under Age 65)  
Best-Estimate Scenario 

  2014 2017 

  
Individual 

OHIM 
Individual  
Non-OHIM Composite 

Individual  
OHIM 

Individual  
Non-OHIM Total 

FPL Level             
Under 138% 3,400  9,900  13,300  16,100  10,000  26,100  
138% to 149% 15,300  6,300  21,600  43,900  3,000  46,900  
150% to 199% 53,300  5,600  58,900  91,900  1,400  93,300  
200% to 299% 74,200  15,500  89,700  146,600  4,300  150,900  
300% to 399% 32,400  25,200  57,600  90,100  8,900  99,000  
Over 400%  28,200  55,600  83,800  97,900  32,100  130,000  
Total 206,800  118,100  324,900  486,500  59,700  546,200  

 
Table VI.9 below summarizes the average total subsidy PMPY for enrollees in the individual OHIM in 
2014 and 2017.  In addition, the summary divides the total subsidy PMPY into the premium subsidy and 
cost sharing subsidy for each group.   
 

Table VI.9 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Subsidies (Total, Premium, and Cost Sharing) PMPY for Individual OHIM Market 
Best-Estimate Scenario 

  Year 
  2014 2017 
Type of Subsidy     
Total Subsidy $1,794  $4,392  
Premium Subsidy 1,509  3,868  
Cost Sharing Subsidy 286  524  

 
An important consideration when evaluating the impact of the subsidies on enrollees is not just how 
available subsidies will impact the behaviors of members at different income levels, but also of members 
in different age brackets.  Table VI.10 on the following page summarizes the gross medical costs PMPY 
for each age bracket in 2014.  As we can see, costs at the oldest age bracket under 65 are about 3.5 to 5 
times those of the lowest adult age bracket.  As such, the limit on age rating for premiums (3:1 ratio) will 
create indirect premium subsidies and make the direct subsidies more valuable at higher ages than at 
lower ages which could result in disproportionately older enrollment in the OHIM. 
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Table VI.10 

Oklahoma Department of Health 
Gross Medical Cost PMPY by Age Bucket for  

Individual OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets in 2014 
Best-Estimate Scenario 

  2014 
  Individual OHIM Individual Non-OHIM Composite 
Age Bucket       

Up to 19 $2,202  $2,426  $2,299  
20-29 3,863  3,510  3,695  
30-39 5,507  3,705  4,838  
40-49 7,262  5,493  6,932  
50-59 11,432  7,960  10,457  
60-64 16,565  13,563  15,743  

Total $6,760  $4,422  $5,910  
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VII. ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS 
 
A. MERGE SMALL GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL RISK POOLS 
 
Table VII.1 summarizes the impacts on enrollment and average health status of merging the Individual 
and Small Group risk pools.  As previously discussed, due to differences in the health status of the 
average individual and small group members projected in 2014 and beyond, merging the markets would 
likely result in higher premium rates for small group members and lower premium rates for individual 
members.  The impact would be the greatest for small groups, causing some of them to drop coverage. 
 

Table VII.1 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Summary of Enrollment and Health Status in  
Individual and Small Group OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets (Under Age 65) 

Best-Estimate Scenario 
    Year 
Enrollment 2014 2017 
  Market     
  Individual OHIM 206,700  486,500  
  Individual Non-OHIM 118,100  59,700  
  Total 324,800  546,200  
        
  Small Group (under 50) OHIM 5,300  16,500  
  Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 299,600  214,300  
  Small Group (over 50) OHIM N/A 6,600  
  Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 149,400  111,700  
  Total 454,300  349,100  
        
  Composite of Individual and Small Group Markets 779,100  895,300  
        
Health Status 2014 2017 
  Market     
  Individual OHIM 1.098  1.028  
  Individual Non-OHIM 0.933  0.816  
  Composite 1.038  1.005  
        
  Small Group (under 50) OHIM 0.988  0.994  
  Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 0.973  0.953  
  Small Group (over 50) OHIM   N/A 0.972  
  Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 0.972  0.973  
  Composite 0.973  0.962  
        
  Composite of Individual and Small Group Markets 1.000  0.988  
  
The decision of whether to merge the markets will also affect carriers, but the effects would be different 
for each carrier, depending on their mix of members by market and the risk profiles of those members.  
For example, given that the health status factor of an average individual market member is expected to 
be higher (i.e., higher cost) than that of the average small group member, a carrier having only small 
group business and no individual business would gain some premium rate advantage if the Individual and 
Small Group risk pools were merged.  That carrier’s premium rates would be unaffected by the merger, 
but competitors having both Individual and Small Group business might have to increase their small 
group premium rates. 
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In addition to the key differences highlighted above between the new Individual market and the new Small 
Group market, there are other considerations which are highlighted in more detail below:  
 
Reasons to Keep the Pools Separate 
 

> Consistent with current market structure. 
> Keeping them separate, at least in the short term, might make it easier for carriers and the state 

to focus on other market changes. 
> Keeping them separate would avoid subsidies between the Individual and Small Group markets. 

 
Reasons to Merge the Pools 
 

> It creates a larger risk pool which may increase rate stability in the long term. 
> It might result in premium rates that are considered more equitable between Individual and Small 

Group markets, especially important if consumers are moving between these markets frequently. 
> To consumers, individual and small group products could still be presented as different products, 

as they are now. 
> Premium rates could still be adjusted to reflect administration cost differences or commission rate 

differences between individual and small group products. 
 

Based on the above considerations, it is important to note that Oklahoma could also consider phasing in 
the merging of the Individual and Small Group risk pools over a period of years, which would give carriers 
more time to react to the changing market. 
 
B. BASIC HEALTH PLAN OPTION 
 
This section provides discussion of considerations regarding the Basic Health Plan.  The Oklahoma 
Department of Health will need to evaluate the Basic Health Plan option in the context of its current and 
future expanded Medicaid and CHIP programs and other State priorities to develop a coordinated health 
care system for the population under 200% of FPL.  However, in our modeling we have assumed that the 
State does not establish a Basic Health Plan. 
 
Our discussion covers the following issues related to the Basic Health Plan option: 
 

> Potential Basic Health Plan population in Oklahoma 
> Design flexibility 
> Funding of the Basic Health Plan 
> Pros and cons of implementing a Basic Health Plan 

 
This report is not a comprehensive examination of the Basic Health Plan option.  Such a review would 
need to be done in cooperation with the Oklahoma Medicaid authorities. 
 
Potential Basic Health Plan Population 
 
The ACA allows states to create a Basic Health Plan for residents under 200% of FPL who are not 
eligible for Medicaid and lack affordable access to comprehensive employer-based coverage.  
The population eligible to enroll in the Basic Health Plan includes two groups, both of which are eligible 
for federal premium tax credits: 
 

1. Adults with incomes from 138% - 200% of FPL 
2. Lawfully present immigrants below 138% of FPL who are ineligible for Medicaid 
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If Oklahoma implements a Basic Health Plan, the eligible population must obtain coverage through the 
Basic Health Plan.  Eligible individuals would not be able to purchase coverage through the OHIM.  
If Oklahoma does not opt to implement the Basic Health Plan, this population would be eligible for 
subsidized OHIM coverage starting in 2014. 
 
We identified the target population for the Basic Health Plan in Oklahoma by identifying adults with 
incomes between 138% and 200% of FPL who are expected to enroll in the OHIM, or remain uninsured. 
Table VII.2 below shows our estimate of the eligible population by age group in 2014. 
 

Table VII.2 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Enrollment by Age Bucket in the 138% to 200% Income Level (Under Age 65) 
Best-Estimate Scenario 

  2014 
  Individual OHIM Uninsured 1 Total 
Age Bucket       

Up to 19 13,700  22,600  36,300  
20-29 11,000  13,700  24,700  
30-39 13,500  19,100  32,600  
40-49 9,400  11,500  20,900  
50-59 16,900  13,400  30,300  
60-64 4,100  3,300  7,400  

Total 68,600  83,600  152,200  
1 Uninsured Market does not include Undocumented Uninsureds. 

 
Basic Health Plan Design Flexibility 
 
States will have some flexibility regarding the premiums and benefits offered in the Basic Health Plan 
within the following constraints: 
 

> The Basic Health Plan must provide at least the essential benefit package. 
 

> Member premiums can be no more than what individuals would have paid in the OHIM. 
 

> Member out-of-pocket cost sharing can be no more than what an individual would have paid in 
the OHIM. 
 

> Plans may be offered by licensed HMOs, insurers, or networks of providers (such as an 
Accountable Care Organization). 
 

> A minimum medical loss ratio standard of 85% will be applied to Basic Health Plan insurers. 
 
States can design aspects of the Basic Health Plan to address the needs of the 138% - 200% of FPL 
population, which may be different than the needs of the rest of the population eligible to purchase 
coverage through the OHIM.  Examples of issues to address through program design include: 
 

> Affordability of coverage can be enhanced by leveraging Medicaid provider and managed care 
contracts. 
 

> Continuity of coverage for individuals and families moving between Medicaid, CHIP, and the 
Basic Health Plan. 

 
> Delivery system continuity related to access to care and provider networks. 
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Basic Health Plan design decisions must be made with the Oklahoma Medicaid authority and consider 
Oklahoma’s existing Medicaid and CHIP programs in order to develop a coordinated healthcare system 
for the 138% - 200% of FPL population.  Such decisions include: 
 

> Whether to contract with managed care organizations.  
 
> Identifying provider networks to use for the Basic Health Plan. 

 
> Identifying the proper member cost sharing in the Basic Health Plan compared to coverage 

available through the OHIM, CHIP, and Medicaid. 
 

> Coordinating with the CHIP program.  
 

Funding of the Basic Health Plan 
 
Funding for coverage under the Basic Health Plan would come from the following sources: 
 

> States would receive funding from the federal government equal to 95% of the federal subsidies 
that the enrolled population would have received if enrolled in the OHIM.  Subsidies will be 
adjusted for differences in age, income, health status, and geographic distributions to reflect the 
acuity of the Basic Health Plan population. 

 
> Member premiums as determined by the state. 

 
We estimated the federal subsidy per individual in the target population for a Basic Health Plan (adults 
expected to enroll in the OHIM with incomes from 138% to 200% of FPL).  Table VII.3 below shows the 
estimated annual federal subsidy per individual by age group in 2014.  The estimates assume each 
individual is enrolled for 12 months in each year. 
 

Table VII.3 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Total Subsidy PMPY (138%-200% Income Level) for  
Individual OHIM Market 
Best-Estimate Scenario 

  2014 
Age Bucket   

Up to 19 $488  
20 - 29 1,701  
30 - 39 2,452  
40 - 49 3,134  
50 - 59 4,014  
60 - 64 5,407  

Composite $2,594  
 
Oklahoma would receive 95% of these average subsidies to fund the Basic Health Plan.  If the entire 
eligible population enrolls in the Basic Health Plan, we estimate the potential federal funding for 2014 
would be approximately $375.4 million (152,200 x $2,596 x 95%). 
 
To the extent that the federal subsidies collected by the State of Oklahoma are in excess of the cost to 
provide coverage through the Basic Health Plan, the ACA requires states to reduce member premiums, 
reduce member cost sharing, and / or provide additional benefits compared to coverage available in the 
OHIM.  The reduced member costs and / or enhanced benefits under the Basic Health Plan would ease 
the transition from full Medicaid coverage to leaner commercial coverage for enrollees whose income 
level changes their eligibility. 
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Many people in the industry assume that states could provide coverage through the Basic Health Plan for 
a lower cost than options available through the OHIM for the following reasons: 
 

> States may use their existing Medicaid delivery system for the Basic Health Plan.  Using the 
same delivery system would take advantage of existing Medicaid managed care programs and 
Medicaid provider reimbursement. 

 
> Medicaid provider reimbursement is lower than commercial provider reimbursement. 

 
We have not tested the validity of these assumptions in Oklahoma.  The financial impact of the Basic 
Health Plan would need to consider the Medicaid programs in Oklahoma and changes to any 
state-financed programs that currently provide assistance to this population.  
 
Pros and Cons of Offering a Basic Health Plan 
 
Some pros and cons of offering a Basic Health Plan are listed below. Note that CMS has not issued 
regulations governing the Basic Health Plan option, so the pros and cons could change. 
 
Pros 
 

> The state may be able to offer more affordable coverage than is available in the OHIM due to 
leveraging existing Medicaid provider agreements, although this conclusion should be validated 
by more detailed analysis. 

 
> The Basic Health Plan will likely be able to offer more comprehensive coverage to participants 

than is available in the OHIM. 
 

> States can end optional adult Medicaid coverage over 138% of FPL (e.g., the Pregnant Women 
population), while still providing a more affordable form of coverage compared to the coverage 
available in the OHIM. 

 
Cons 
 

> Fiscal advantages rely on continued federal support. 
 
> The state would take on the pricing risk of the Basic Health Plan, so it would need to be confident 

that the federal subsidies would cover the cost to provide care and administer the program on an 
ongoing basis. 

 
> The Basic Health Plan removes a portion of the potential OHIM population, which may have an 

influence on the operation of the OHIM. 
 

> The Basic Health Plan creates an additional state administration burden. 
 

> Access to providers and multiple insurers will likely be greater for consumers in the OHIM. 
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VIII. DISCUSSION OF KEY ACA-COMPLIANCE ISSUES 
 

A. INFLUENCING MARKETPLACE PARTICIPATION FOR INSURERS AND CONSUMERS 
 
In this section, we discuss two major components of OHIM participation: 
 

> Factors influencing the level of insurer participation  
> Factors influencing the level of consumer participation  

 
Influencing the Level of Insurer Participation 
 
Whether or not the majority of insurers participate in the OHIM will determine whether the OHIM will be a 
significant player in facilitating health insurance coverage or limited to being the mechanism for the 
low-income population to utilize subsidies.  As such, the most significant decision Oklahoma must make is 
to determine the breadth of the OHIM and its potential to attract nonsubsidized consumers.  It will be less 
important for consumers who qualify for subsidies, since the subsidies will only apply to plans sold 
through the OHIM. 
 
For our modeling shown in previous sections of this study (wherein insurer participation was not required 
but was nevertheless prevalent) and the discussion in this section, we assumed that most insurers would 
participate voluntarily in both the Individual and Small Group OHIM markets.  
 
We have further assumed that Oklahoma will continue to permit purchasing of individual and small group 
insurance outside the OHIM.  
 
However, voluntary insurer participation in the OHIM is in no way guaranteed.  One way to ensure 
participation in the OHIM by several insurers would be by imposing requirements such as: 
 

> Direct requirement to participate in the OHIM by all insurers selling individual and / or small group 
policies in the state, 

 
> Only allowing participation in the non-OHIM market if insurers offer products in the OHIM, or 

 
> Eliminating the non-OHIM market altogether. 

 
If insurer participation in the OHIM is mandatory / strongly encouraged, then: 

 
> Some insurers might choose to exit the Oklahoma individual or Small Group markets rather than 

participate in the OHIM.  It seems unlikely that the insurers which currently have a significant 
volume of individual and small group business in Oklahoma would choose that option.  However, 
smaller insurers, or insurers having a relatively small volume of individual and small group 
business in Oklahoma, might seriously consider exiting the market if they feel like that they 
cannot compete in a more commoditized market where less value is placed on service, flexibility, 
or other areas where they might currently fill a need.  Also, for insurers offering benefit levels that 
do not comply with ACA requirements (e.g., very high deductible plans), they might exit the 
Individual and Small Group markets to avoid compliance with these plan elements.  It is likely that 
the total number of insurers offering individual and small group business in Oklahoma would 
shrink below current levels. 

 
> The number of insurers and members in the OHIM could be higher than if participation was not 

mandatory. 
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> Insurer participation in the OHIM would be accelerated.  If participation in the OHIM is voluntary, 
some insurers might take a “wait and see” approach, staying out of the OHIM during the initial 
years. 

 
> Some small insurers might elect to go out of business if they determine that the investment 

required or the risk associated with participating in the OHIM is prohibitive. 
 

> In addition, there are non-insurer entities, such as associations or small employer trusts, which 
might be affected by the changing market, creating additional disruption in the insurance market. 

 
> OSEEGIB, the Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board, will also need 

to consider the revised market.  While the majority of the members covered by OSEEGIB are in 
one large group representing the State employees, OSEEGIB also currently markets coverage to 
other, smaller public entities.  Changes to the Small Group market will likely influence which 
groups seek coverage with OSEEGIB. 

 
> Adverse selection risk among insurers may be less.  There is some concern that the OHIM 

population will be less healthy than the non-OHIM insured population.  For example, on 
January 1, 2014, the Oklahoma high risk pool and the Pre-Existing Condition Insurance 
Pool (PCIP) will both cease covering people, and all of those people will likely seek individual 
insurance in the OHIM.  They tend to be very high cost individuals.  Additionally, an analysis of 
Medicaid expansion in other states showed that uninsured individuals (those who will be attracted 
to the OHIM) have higher morbidity than the currently insured population and that uninsureds 
demonstrate pent-up demand when coverage is made available to them.  All of these effects will 
tend to result in higher average costs for OHIM enrollees.  Insurers may recognize this and avoid 
participating in the OHIM (at least initially) to maintain a healthier block of business.  This action 
may cost the insurers membership in the first few years, but that membership could be regained if 
insurers outside the OHIM can offer less expensive coverage by avoiding the adverse selection 
that came with early participation in the OHIM.  If insurer participation in the OHIM was 
mandatory starting January 1, 2014, then all insurers would be likely to enroll some of the higher 
cost members.  Risk adjustment can be used to help reallocate revenue to insurers with the most 
morbid members, but risk adjustment is unlikely to compensate perfectly for all morbidity 
differences. 

 
> If the number of insurers participating in the OHIM is higher, then consumers will have more 

choice and competition will be more robust.  This result may be particularly important for 
consumers who live in rural areas where the number of insurers offering coverage may be fewer.  
Increased competition may also help keep premium rates lower. 
 

As part of this project, we spoke with some insurers selling policies in the Individual and Small Group 
markets in Oklahoma.  They indicated several OHIM characteristics that would encourage them to 
consider participation. 
 

> Of particular concern was the need for a level playing field, making sure that rules and 
requirements for plans in and out of the OHIM were similar to avoid pricing or selection 
advantages. 

 
> Addressing risk selection would also improve participation, as through the use of risk adjustment 

and limited enrollment periods. 
 

> Avoiding duplicated administrative efforts to control the administrative costs of the OHIM.  
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Influencing the Level of Consumer Participation 
 
Consumer participation in the OHIM will also vary depending upon various market and economic forces.  
For individuals eligible for premium and cost sharing subsidies, buying coverage through the OHIM will 
likely be an easy decision.  For non-subsidized individuals and small groups, the OHIM will need to 
present viable insurance options to attract consumers. 
 
Maximizing consumer enrollment in the OHIM might create a more robust OHIM market, minimize 
adverse selection, spread OHIM administration expenses over more people, and possibly influence 
overall premium levels.  Some constituencies might, however, prefer that OHIM enrollment be moderated. 
 
If Oklahoma wants to maximize OHIM enrollment, then they might consider doing the following: 
 

> Require all health insurance to be sold only in the OHIM. 
 

> Require insurer participation in the OHIM (which we note above would likely attract more 
non-subsidized members to the OHIM). 
 

> Allow groups of 51 to 100 employees to participate in the OHIM starting in 2014.  Oklahoma has 
the option to do this in 2014 and 2015, and is then required to do it in 2016 and beyond. 
 

> Make enrollment as easy as possible. 
 

> Provide value-added services to consumers and employers. 
 

> Use significant advertising to promote the OHIM. 
 

> Promote consumer and navigator education. 
 

> Communicate with employers who may wish to help educate their employees about the OHIM as 
an alternative to employer coverage. 
 

> Avoid setting up a Basic Health Plan, since those enrollees would then not be a part of the OHIM 
and its risk pool. 

 
Ultimately, expanding consumer and insurer participation in the OHIM maximizes the size of the risk pool 
and thus, can help mitigate adverse selection, but not without placing a burden on some constituencies, 
either through increased regulation or restricted choices. 
 
B. CONTROLLING SELECTION ISSUES 
 
The state will need to consider mechanisms to mitigate adverse selection between the OHIM and the 
non-OHIM markets, and among carriers within the OHIM.  Allowing adverse selection to take hold could 
quickly reduce the number of carriers and consumers that choose to participate in the OHIM.  Adverse 
selection is an issue that underlies many of the design and operational decisions Oklahoma will make in 
setting up and running the OHIM.  In this section we discuss the following:  
 

> Federal requirements that will help control adverse selection against the OHIM. 
 

> Federal requirements that help control adverse selection among carriers. 
 

> Risk adjustment – protecting carriers from adverse selection. 
 

> State opportunities to help control adverse selection against the OHIM.  
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Federal Requirements that Help Control Adverse Selection Against the OHIM 
 
As described below, the ACA included some provisions that will automatically help protect state 
marketplaces against adverse selection. 
 

1. Enrollment:  One of the most important ways the ACA controls adverse selection against the 
OHIM is by encouraging enrollment.  It does this in several ways.  The first is through the 
individual mandate.  Requiring all individuals to be covered will bring more people into the market, 
although they may still buy their coverage outside the OHIM.  Second, the ACA makes premium 
subsidies and cost sharing subsidies available to lower income individuals who enroll in OHIM 
plans.  Finally, the ACA makes temporary tax credits available to small businesses which 
participate in the OHIM. 

 
2. Plan Designs and Pricing:  The ACA has plan design and pricing rules that will mitigate adverse 

selection because they apply to plans both inside and outside the OHIM.  Some examples 
include: 

 
> Prohibitions on lifetime and annual benefit limits, and on pre-existing condition exclusions. 

 
> Essential benefits are required to be covered for all individual and small group plans, inside 

and outside the OHIM, unless grandfathered. 
 

> Limits on out-of-pocket costs. 
 

> Premium rates must be based on adjusted community rating rules (health status adjustment 
can only be based on age and smoking status). 
 

> Qualified health plans must have the same pricing whether sold in or out of the OHIM. 
 

> Premium rates must be based on the combined experience of OHIM and non-OHIM 
business. 

 
Federal Requirements that Help Control Adverse Selection Among Carriers  
 
The ACA also includes three risk management tools / programs that can mitigate the effects of adverse 
selection among carriers.  The first and third programs will apply to all carriers regardless of whether they 
sell policies within the OHIM.  The second program is available to qualified health plans within the OHIM.  
The first two are transitional programs and the third is permanent.  They are: 
 

1. Transitional Reinsurance Program, Years 2014 - 2016:  The reinsurance program provides 
carriers with protection against very high cost members.  This program is designed to protect 
individual plans in the OHIM in the early years from 2014 through 2016, before the individual 
mandate is fully implemented. 

 
2. Risk Corridor Program, Years 2014 - 2016:  The risk corridor program provides carriers with 

protection against total claims across all members being higher than expected.  A carrier will 
receive payments if their cost-to-premium ratio is greater than 103% and make payments if the 
cost-to-premium ratio is less than 97%. 

 
3. Risk Adjustment, Years 2014+:  Under this program, plans with healthier participants will 

subsidize plans with less healthy participants.  Carriers will set premium rates based on plan 
design and community rating, and risk adjustment payments will compensate for health status 
differences not fully reflected in the premium rates. 
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Risk Adjustment – Protecting Carriers from Adverse Selection 
 
In a perfect risk adjustment system, there might be no reason for a carrier to care about the health status 
of the members they enroll.  In reality, carriers will probably have some incentive to enroll members who 
are “better risks.”  Better risk members are those for whom the required adjusted community rating 
process over-estimates their expected costs, due to the inherently imperfect predictive ability of the rating 
system.  For example, a rating system might produce a premium rate for an average person aged 40 - 44.  
However, within the total population of people aged 40 - 44 there is a broad distribution of health statuses 
and, therefore, a broad distribution of expected claim costs.  The better risks are those people whose 
expected costs fall below the average for all people aged 40 - 44.  For those people, a premium rate that 
is based on the average should provide more revenue than is needed to cover the costs of these 
individuals. 
 
The ACA requires implementation of risk adjustment to shift money from carriers who enroll more of these 
better risk people to carriers that enroll fewer such people.  However, that risk adjustment process is 
unlikely to be perfect and will, therefore, not completely eliminate the incentive for carriers to enroll as 
many people with better risks as possible.  Furthermore, if the risk adjustment system operates 
retrospectively (i.e., making risk adjustment payment after the insured months they are intended to cover), 
then some carriers may experience temporary cash flow deficits.  For insurance sold outside the OHIM, 
carriers will also have this same incentive to enroll the better risk people, since their OHIM and non-OHIM 
business will be pooled for premium rate setting purposes and risk adjustment will apply to all plans.  
Attracting better risk enrollees may give them more competitive premium rates. 
 
State Opportunities to Control Adverse Selection Against the OHIM 
 
Specific decisions can influence the amount of selection but each decision may affect other aspects of the 
insurance market.  Oklahoma will need to evaluate each option and determine which actions fit with its 
goals.  
 

1. Take steps to maximize insurer participation. 
 

a. As the earlier discussion regarding insurer participation indicated, one option is to require all 
health insurance to be sold only in the OHIM.  Eliminating the non-OHIM market will minimize 
adverse selection against insurers participating in the OHIM.  There may still be some 
adverse selection if, for example, healthy people elect not to purchase any coverage.  The 
consequences of this option were discussed earlier, but it should be noted that this approach 
will not prevent all adverse selection between insurers but would ensure all plans offered 
meet the same minimum requirements.  Implementing such a restriction will require 
consideration of transition issues for policies not ending on December 31. 
 

b. Alternatively, all insurers could be required to participate in the OHIM, but also allow them to 
sell outside the OHIM.  Some adverse selection against the OHIM might still exist if, for 
example, some benefit plans are offered outside the OHIM that are not offered inside the 
OHIM (e.g., plans that might appeal disproportionately to healthier people); however, risk 
selection will be mitigated since all policies must be pooled for rate setting and all insurers will 
potentially enroll OHIM members.  Requiring all insurers to participate in the OHIM might 
cause some insurers to exit the market, resulting in fewer choices for consumers. 

 
c. For insurers that elect to leave the OHIM, prohibit re-entry for a period of time 

(e.g., five years).  This might prevent insurers who enroll a disproportionately unhealthy mix 
of insureds from canceling the policies, leaving the market, and then quickly re-entering the 
market in the hopes of enrolling a healthier mix of people. 

 
d. Prohibit insurers that operate in the OHIM from having affiliates that operate only outside the 

OHIM. 
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2. Take steps to control benefit designs of offered plans. 
 

a. Require that all insurers participating in the OHIM offer plans at all benefit tiers (i.e., platinum, 
gold, silver, bronze, and catastrophic).  Without this requirement, an insurer could offer 
predominately rich plans in the OHIM and predominately lean plans out of the OHIM, thus 
likely enrolling the insurer’s least healthy members in the OHIM and their most healthy 
members out of the OHIM.  By keeping all the products consistent between insurers should 
minimize the selection to any one insurer.   
 

b. Place additional restrictions on benefit plans offered outside the OHIM.  At one extreme, 
Oklahoma might stipulate that only those plans offered in the OHIM may be offered outside 
the OHIM.  A more moderate approach would be to restrict the differences between plans 
offered in and out of the OHIM to prevent carriers from offering non-OHIM plans that are 
designed to attract lower risk individuals. 
 

c. Offer standardized benefit plans in the OHIM.  Further discussion of the advantages and 
disadvantages of standardized plans is included in Item E of this Section. 
 

d. Continue to require coverage of the current state-mandated benefits outside the OHIM but 
not require them in the OHIM; however, this requirement would create a non-level playing 
field for products in and out of the OHIM. 
 

3. Create a level playing field for marketing and pricing.  
 

a. Ensure consistency of marketing and pricing rules in and out of the OHIM.  For example, in 
terms of pricing, an insurer might be able to attract better risks into their non-OHIM plans if 
they reflect positive selection in the overall level of their average non-OHIM premium rates.  
Oklahoma might require that premium rates for qualified plans offered in the OHIM be 
allowed to reflect benefit cost differences only and not be allowed to reflect selection effects 
among the plans.  If, however, this rule does not also apply to nonqualified plans (i.e., benefit 
plans that do not satisfy the requirements to be sold in the OHIM), then carriers might design 
and price nonqualified plans that have a much wider price range than the OHIM plans.  
Prices for lean nonqualified plans could be well below prices of the leanest qualified OHIM 
plans, drawing the healthiest people to non-OHIM products. 
 

b. Monitor grandfathered plans to make sure insurers are not encouraging higher cost members 
to move into the OHIM. 

 
4. Allow groups of 51 - 100 employees to join the OHIM, which could increase participation in the 

OHIM and stabilize the risk pool.  This expansion of the Small Group market is required starting in 
2016, but states also have the option to allow it in 2014 or 2015.  Possible implications are 
discussed in the next subsection.   

 
5. Take steps to control consumer participation. 

 
a. Take other steps to maximize OHIM enrollment, such as: 

 
i. Advertising; 
ii. Promoting consumer and navigator education; 
iii. Making enrollment as easy as possible; or 
iv. Not setting up a Basic Health Plan, since those enrollees would then not be a part of the 

OHIM risk pool.  
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b. As proposed in federal regulations, restrict OHIM enrollment times, or plan switching, to open 
enrollment windows or at times of special qualifying events (e.g., moving to Oklahoma).  This 
would help keep people from delaying insurance coverage until they feel they are likely to 
need healthcare services.  
 

c. Charge penalties to individuals for delaying enrollment in the OHIM, if Oklahoma has the 
authority to do so. 

 
C. EXTENDING SMALL GROUP MARKET UP TO 100 LIVES 
 
According to the ACA, the OHIM must be open to small employers on January 1, 2014.  States can open 
the OHIM to employers with 50 or fewer employees or to employers with 100 or fewer employees.  
By January 1, 2016, the OHIM must be open to employers with 100 or fewer employees.  
On January 1, 2017, states are allowed to open the OHIM to employers with more than 100 employees. 
 
Arguments in Favor of Allowing Employers with 51 to 100 Employees to Participate 
 
Opening the OHIM in 2014 or 2015 to groups of up to 100 may have positive results, such as: 
 

> More people will purchase through the OHIM.  Economies of scale should result in lower OHIM 
administration costs per member. 

 
> The “small group” risk pool will be larger, pooling employers from 2 to 100 employees both in and 

out of the OHIM.  A larger risk pool will give carriers greater predictability in their benefit costs.  
A smaller risk pool might make carriers more hesitant to participate in the OHIM.  

 
> Improved predictability of benefit costs may result in less significant financial adjustments among 

carriers based on average member risk scores. 
 

> Having a greater OHIM population may give the OHIM more ability to influence costs and quality 
in the non-OHIM market.  

 
> The OHIM must be open to all employer groups of size 51 to 100 in 2016.  It might be easier to 

bring in the 51 to 100 groups in 2014, rather than possibly having the disruption of a wave of new 
enrollees in 2016. 

 
> If the state waits until 2016 to allow the 51 to 100 groups to join, that might delay collection of 

data needed for risk adjustment calculation on those members. 
 

> For groups of 51 to 100, allowing them to enter the OHIM in 2014 will give them more insurance 
options in 2014 and 2015. 

 
> The federal risk corridor program only operates in 2014 through 2016.  Allowing the 51 to 100 

groups to enter the OHIM in 2014 will allow carriers to take advantage of that protection for more 
years.  The risk corridor program provides carriers with protection against total claims across all 
members being higher than expected.  A carrier will receive payments if their cost-to-premium 
ratio is greater than 103% and make payments if the cost-to-premium ratio is less than 97%. 
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Arguments Against Allowing Employers with 51 to 100 Employees to Participate 
 
Reasons that Oklahoma might not want to open the OHIM to employers of size 51 to 100 prior to 2016 
are: 
 

> Oklahoma currently has insurance laws and regulations that apply to “small groups,” defined as 
those having 2 to 50 employees.  Opening the OHIM to groups of up to 100 could lead to 
inconsistent definitions of small groups inside and outside the OHIM, or may require that the 
small group rules and regulations be changed.  In any case, this challenge will need to be faced 
prior to 2016. 

 
> Bringing more of the total insurance market into the OHIM may result in fewer carriers offering 

coverage outside OHIM.  It may also reduce the total number of carriers operating anywhere in 
Oklahoma, in or out of the OHIM. 

 
> Benefit innovation may be more likely to occur outside the OHIM.  Shrinking that market might 

reduce innovation.  
 

> Groups of 51 to 100 with good experience may see a significant rate increase due to community 
rating, or will choose not to participate. 

 
> Groups of 51 to 100 who are relatively healthy are likely to consider self-insuring.  However, if 

their populations become unhealthy, they could be more likely to enter the OHIM.  While this 
problem is also present with groups of 2 to 50, opening the OHIM to groups of up to 100 people 
might result in the OHIM enrolling a proportionally greater number of less healthy people. 

 
D. MARKETPLACE SERVICES FOR SMALL GROUP EMPLOYERS  
 
Oklahoma will need to define the scope of administrative services the OHIM should provide.  At a 
minimum, the state must provide the following services related to enrollment:  

 
> Certification, recertification, and decertification of plans;  

 
> Operation of a toll-free hotline;  

 
> Maintenance of a website for providing information on plans to current and prospective enrollees; 

 
> Assignment of a price and quality rating to plans;  

 
> Presentation of plan benefit options in a standardized format;  

 
> Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and determination of eligibility for 

individuals to these programs;  
 

> Certification of individuals exempt from the individual responsibility requirement;  
 

> Provision of information on certain individuals to the Treasury Department and to employers; and  
 

> Establishment of a Navigator program that provides grants to entities assisting consumers. 
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Oklahoma may decide to provide additional services, such as online comparison tools.  Under ACA, the 
OHIM must maintain a website to provide comparative information on plans for consumers.  When 
developing these tools, the OHIM has the opportunity to facilitate participation in the OHIM by 
emphasizing robustness and preventing “wrong door” participant choices.  Helpful features include 
allowing consumers to compare health plan choices, estimate their out-of-pocket expenses under those 
plan choices, find plans that meet specific criteria, or provide other services that would help consumers 
maximize the value of and their satisfaction with their insurance.  Ideally, decision support tools would 
allow consumers to enter specific information about their situation and preferences, and then provide 
suggestions regarding plans that might be a good fit for their needs. 
 
These online comparison tools could prove especially beneficial for employer plans who could use the 
tools to inform their employees whether they should maintain their small group coverage or enroll in the 
individual OHIM; determine whether the entire small group should enroll in the small group OHIM; and if 
so, the level of small group tax credit for which the employer will qualify. 

 
E. STANDARDIZED BENEFIT PLANS IN THE MARKETPLACE 
 
The federal regulations require some degree of benefit plan standardization.  Specifically, plans are 
restricted to having certain actuarial values (i.e., platinum, gold, silver, bronze, and catastrophic).  
However, there are many combinations of cost sharing features that could equate to these benefit values.  
For example, one platinum plan might have a $200 deductible and 90% coinsurance, while another 
platinum plan might have a $0 deductible and 80% coinsurance, with both plans having the required 
platinum actuarial value of 90%.  States have the option of restricting carriers to offering only specifically 
defined benefit plans at each tier level.  
 
In deciding whether to require standardization of benefit plans, the issues will be generally similar for the 
Individual and Small Group markets.  Allowing only standardized plans may have the following 
advantages and disadvantages: 
 
Advantages 

 
> Consumers would probably have an easier time making comparisons among plans within a given 

benefit tier (e.g., platinum, gold, etc.), if the number of standardized plans within each tier is 
reasonable.  For example, if there are only two standardized gold plans, then comparisons might 
be simple.  If there are twenty standardized gold plans, then comparisons would be more difficult.  

 
> Consumers should have an easier time making price comparisons among carriers.  

 
> Health plans within the same tier will not compete based on benefit differences.  However, 

carriers will compete based on other measures of value, including the breadth and quality of their 
provider networks, quality of care, customer service, and financial stability.  

 
> Carriers’ administration expenses, and thus premium rates, might be reduced due to having fewer 

benefit plans.  
 

> OHIM administration may be simplified.  
 

> The process to approve qualified benefit plans may be less burdensome and costly for the OHIM, 
since the OHIM would not have to review the actuarial value of non-standardized benefit plans. 
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Disadvantages 
 

> Carriers will have less ability to differentiate themselves from other carriers.  
 

> Carriers may not have the ability to offer a custom benefit package to a given employer.  Such 
customization is not common in small group coverage but may be more common for smaller 
carriers or niche carriers for whom customization is very much a part of their business plan.  

 
> There may be significantly less product diversity than if plans were not standardized.  That could 

possibly result in reduced consumer satisfaction and value. 
 

> The OHIM may be less responsive to the changing needs of consumers and employers for new 
types of benefit plans.  

 
> The OHIM may be less responsive to changing health care practices, possibly hindering quality 

improvement or cost savings. 
 

> The process for adding new plans may stifle or at least slow the introduction of benefit 
innovations, such as consumer directed health plans.  

 
> Standardization might make it impossible for carriers to offer products that take advantage of a 

unique market situation or provider arrangement.  For example, a carrier might want to offer 
extremely low cost sharing (e.g., a $0 copay) when members get their high cost scans (e.g., MRIs 
or CT scans) at a single provider that offers those services at deeply discounted rates.  

 
> OHIM enrollment may be less if consumers find more attractive plan designs outside the OHIM. 

 
Standardized benefit plans have been required in the Medicare Supplement market since 1992.  In that 
market, standardization has worked relatively well, partly because those policies are supplemental, 
relatively low cost, and generally leave the insured with little or no out-of-pocket expenses.  In contrast, 
comprehensive major medical plans provide primary coverage at a relatively high cost and generally 
leave the insured with significant out-of-pocket expenses (e.g., a bronze plan would be designed to cover 
only 60% of the average insured’s total healthcare costs, leaving 40% for the insured to pay 
out-of-pocket, in addition to their premium).  Because of the higher out-of-pocket costs in a 
comprehensive major medical plan and because it is the primary coverage, there are many more plan 
designs that can be created which would be reasonable and appealing to a significant portion of the 
population.  
 
The OHIM could also postpone plan standardization for one or more years.  Postponing would give 
carriers time to adapt to the new regulations and respond to consumer preferences in the market.  In later 
years, the OHIM might choose to allow only standardized plans.  Some disruption would be inevitable 
when the change is implemented, but that disruption might be relatively easy to bear once the OHIM has 
achieved some stability and has experience regulating the new benefit tiers.  
 
The leveraging effects of medical trend (inflation) on fixed dollar cost sharing features (e.g., deductibles 
and copays) will cause the actuarial value of benefit plans to increase over time.  Oklahoma will need to 
consider how their methods for offsetting trend leveraging will interact with their rules for allowable benefit 
plan designs.  This leveraging effect can also occur from changes in the mix of members by age, health 
status, geographic area, or other variables that affect average claim costs per member.  When the State 
tests plans for compliance with the target actuarial values, they should normalize the actuarial values for 
any such changes or differences in the mix of enrollees among the benefit tiers. 
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F. CURRENT OKLAHOMA MANDATED BENEFITS IN RELATION TO MINIMUM ESSENTIAL 
BENEFITS 

 
The table below presents each of Oklahoma’s mandated benefits and indicates which of those benefits 
are beyond the scope of the mandated benefits required by the ACA.  Many of the Oklahoma mandated 
benefits would likely be considered essential benefits, and would, therefore, need to be covered by any 
health plan sold either inside and outside the OHIM.  We indicate in Table VIII.1 which mandated benefits 
would fall under essential health benefits and thus, would not constitute additional cost (beyond that 
already required for ACA compliance).  In addition, some of the mandates represent preventive benefits 
and would also likely be essential benefits.  Oklahoma can continue to require coverage of mandated 
benefits beyond the essential benefits (the extra benefits indicated in the table), but the State must pay 
the cost of those benefits for insurance provided through the OHIM for all OHIM members (even those 
who do not receive subsidies).  The cost consequences of additional benefits that Oklahoma might 
mandate would be partly due to the direct additional of benefits and partly due to possible adverse 
selection.  
 
Alternatively, Oklahoma could continue to require coverage of the current state-mandated benefits 
outside the OHIM but not require them in the OHIM, or vice versa.  These approaches would affect OHIM 
enrollment for consumers who are interested in utilizing those additional benefits. 
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Table VIII.1 

Oklahoma Department of Health 
Summary of Mandated Benefits Included as Part of Essential Health Benefits 

  Potential Classification   

  

Majority of 
Services are 

Essential Health 
Benefits 

Majority of 
Services are 

Preventive Care 

Majority of 
Services are 

Extra Benefits 
Limitations on Services 

Offered in Mandate 
Benefits         
AIDS / HIV Testing / Vaccine   X   For testing only 
Ambulatory Surgery Centers X       
Ambulance Transportation and 
Services X     

Specified disease 
coverage only  

Bone Mass Measurement X     May be for specific ages 
Breast Reconstruction X       
Cervical Cancer / HPV 
Screening   X     
Colorectal Cancer Screening   X     
Contraceptives X       
Dental Anesthesia X     For pediatric only 
Diabetes Self-Management     X   
Diabetic Supplies     X   
Emergency Room Service X       
Hair Prosthesis     X   

Hearing Aids for Minors     X 
May be partially in 
Essential Health Benefits 

Mammography Screening   X     

Mastectomy X     

No mandate to cover, but 
minimum stay applies if 
covered  

Mastectomy Minimum Stay     X   

Maternity X     

No mandate to cover, but 
minimum stay applies if 
covered 

Maternity Minimum Stay X       

Mental Health General X     
Covers severe mental 
illness (6 specified)  

Mental Health Parity X       
Newborn Sickle Cell Anemia 
Testing   X     
Off-Label Drug Use     X   

PKU / Metabolic Disorder   X   

For screening / evaluation; 
coverage of treatment / 
supplies etc. may be Extra 
Benefits 

Prostate Cancer Screening   X     
Well Child Care X       
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G. ROLE OF MARKETPLACE AS PURCHASER VERSUS FACILITATOR 
 
Oklahoma has the option to be more or less aggressive in its control over which carriers participate in the 
OHIM.  From a less restrictive Open Market to a more restrictive Active Purchaser, the state may 
authorize the OHIM to: 
 

> Allow all plans that meet the minimum ACA requirements (Open Market) 
> Set additional standards for qualified health plans 
> Select plans based on comparative value (Selective Contracting Agent) 
> Negotiate health plan premiums with insurers (Active Purchaser) 

 
The Open Market approach would probably be the least disruptive to the current Oklahoma market and 
would impose the least administrative burden on the State.  At the other extreme, the Selective 
Contracting and Active Purchaser approaches could possibly provide greater value to the people of 
Oklahoma, although they would probably result in fewer OHIM plan choices for consumers. 
 
Based on our discussions with key stakeholders throughout the State of Oklahoma (e.g., insurers, 
lobbyist groups, brokers), one of the primary concerns is that the OHIM system will diminish the 
free-market healthcare structure that is presently active in the State of Oklahoma.  As such, the Selective 
Contracting Agent / Active Purchaser methods of running the OHIM program will likely be met with 
significant public opposition.  In particular, a common thread throughout our discussions with 
stakeholders was the idea that the “marketplace” should establish an information system, educate 
brokers and the public on how to use the system, and then allow free market forces to prevail.  
  
H. POTENTIAL BUDGET AND FUNDING CONSIDERATIONS 
 
The OHIM will require infrastructure to serve as a “marketplace” for purchasing individual and small group 
insurance.  Development of this marketplace will necessitate investment by the State either directly or 
through federal planning grants to establish policy and procedure guidelines, as well as information 
technology (IT) systems.  The level of start-up investment and ongoing budget needs will depend on the 
specific OHIM design.  This section will present several factors for consideration during budget 
development and potential funding options. 
 
Start-up costs will depend on the OHIM structure and the functional level.  Guidance from the CCIIO 
(Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight) which is a part of CMS (the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services) outlines the major functions required for the OHIM to be considered an 
Exchange for purposes of ACA.  These duties are: 
 

> Certification, recertification, and decertification of plans; 
 

> Operation of a toll-free hotline; 
 

> Maintenance of a website for providing information on plans to current and prospective enrollees; 
 

> Assignment of a price and quality rating to plans; 
 

> Presentation of plan benefit options in a standardized, comparable format; 
 

> Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and determination of eligibility for 
individuals in these programs; 
 

> Certification of individuals exempt from the individual responsibility requirement; 
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> Provision of information on certain individuals to the Treasury Department and to employers; and 
 

> Establishment of a Navigator program that provides grants to entities assisting consumers. 
 
In addition, the OHIM would need to be responsible for ensuring that Plans meet regulatory requirements 
with regard to: 
 

> Information on the availability of in-network and out-of-network providers, including provider 
directories and availability of essential community providers; 

 
> Consideration of plan patterns and practices with respect to past premium increases and 

submission of plan justifications for current premium increases; 
 

> Public disclosure of plan data, including claims handling policies, financial disclosures, enrollment 
and disenrollment data, claims denials, rating practices, cost sharing for out-of-network coverage, 
and other information; 

 
> Timely information for consumers requesting their amount of cost sharing for specific services 

from specified providers; 
 

> Information for participants in group health plans; and 
 

> Information on plan quality improvement activities. 
 
Finally, the OHIM would need to be responsible for: 
 

> Presentation of enrollee satisfaction survey results; 
> Provision for open enrollment periods; 
> Consultation with stakeholders, including tribes; and 
> Publication of data on the ongoing administrative costs. 

 
Through our stakeholder interviews relating to this analysis, we found some current resources which 
might provide existing infrastructure to perform several of these tasks.  The administrative costs will be 
influenced by how much these existing resources can be leveraged. 
 

> OSEEGIB (State Educators and Employees Group Insurance Board) – Currently provides a 
marketplace for public employers groups of many sizes.  They deal with real-time enrollment and 
premium collection and disbursement issues. 
 

> Oklahoma Health Care Authority – Currently determines Medicaid eligibility and enrollment at 
least in part through an on-line system. 

 
> Insure Oklahoma – Presently provides a system of premium subsidies to individuals and small 

groups with established policies and procedures to determine qualification, and coordinates with 
employers. 

 
> Current agency activities – Many of the plan requirements may already be monitored or easily 

incorporated into existing agency activities, such as the Oklahoma Insurance Department. 
 
Funding for the marketplace development costs can be covered by federal funds under the Establishment 
Grant program administered by the CCIIO for programs designed to meet the ACA Exchange definition.  
The Establishment Grants became available on January 20, 2011.  The last date to apply for a Level One 
Grant is June 29, 2012 and the last date to apply for Level Two is June 29, 2012.  These grants can 
provide multi-year or year-by-year funding through December 31, 2014. 
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Level One establishment grants provide up to one year of funding to states that have made some 
progress under their Exchange planning grant.  States may plan to reapply for a second year of funding 
under the Level One establishment grants, if necessary, as they work toward the criteria to apply for Level 
Two establishment grants. 
 
Level Two establishment grants are designed to provide funding through December 31, 2014 to 
applicants that are further along in the establishment of an Exchange.  In applying for Level Two 
establishment grants, States must meet specific eligibility criteria, demonstrating the State has: 
 

> Legal authority to establish and operate an Exchange that complies with Federal requirements 
available at the time of the application; 
 

> A governance structure for the Exchange; 
 

> A budget and initial plan for financial sustainability by 2015; 
 

> A plan outlining steps to prevent fraud, waste, and abuse; and 
 

> A plan describing how consumer assistance capacity in the State will be created, continued, 
and / or expanded, including provision for a call center. 

 
The establishment grants can be used for numerous activities including background research, 
consultation with stakeholders, drafting legislative and regulatory changes, establishing information 
technology systems, and other tasks to design and implement an ACA compliant marketplace.  As of 
May 2011, sixteen Level One establishment grants were awarded with amounts ranging from $4 million to 
$40 million. 
 
Ultimately the OHIM will also need ongoing funding to cover annual administrative costs.  The State may 
want to consider instituting revenue needed to cover OHIM administrative costs with links to those parties 
that indirectly benefit from the marketplace.  Possible choices include individuals, employers, insurance 
companies, and health care providers.  Regardless of how the OHIM is funded, the premiums charged 
within OHIM must be the same as the rest of the market.  Possible mechanisms for doing that include: 
 

> Premium tax.  The tax could apply to comprehensive major medical insurance and possibly to 
other lines of insurance. 
 

> Per Life Carrier Assessments:  A fixed charge based on the number of covered lives. 
 

> Per Life Employer Assessments:  For self-insured employer health plans or third-party 
administrators there are challenges in collecting revenues.  Due to ERISA regulations, we believe 
the State may have difficulty collecting assessments on self-insured lives that are not covered 
under stop loss insurance. 
 

> Provider or hospital assessments. 
 

> Special or one-time assessments on insurance companies, employers, hospitals, or providers. 
 

> Revenue diversion.  The State could use revenue or funds generated by current programs that 
will be phased out due to ACA changes. 

 
Some combination of these mechanisms might produce an allocation that is the most broadly accepted 
among stakeholders. 
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IX. QUALIFICATIONS 
 
This report was created by Timothy F. Harris and Stacey V. Muller.  Mr. Harris is a Principal and 
Consulting Actuary in the St. Louis office of Milliman.  Stacey is a Consulting Actuary in the Milwaukee 
office of Milliman.  Tim and Stacey are Fellows of the Society of Actuaries and Members of the American 
Academy of Actuaries.  They each meet the qualification standards for performing the analyses contained 
in this report. 
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This appendix provides information on some of the key data sources, tools, and assumptions used to 
develop the projections presented in this report. 
 
CURRENT POPULATION SURVEY (CPS) / AMERICAN COMMUNITY SURVEY (ACS) DATA 
 
The initial census data was developed using the Current Population Survey (CPS).  To mitigate the risk of 
population fluctuation due to the relatively small sample size responding to this self-reported survey, we 
used CPS data for the Oklahoma market for both 2008 and 2009.  We used the CPS data to determine 
the composition of the Oklahoma population by age, gender, income level, insurance coverage type 
(e.g., Individual, Employer, Medicaid, other coverage such as CHAMPUS, Medicare disabled), family 
status, and race (as it pertains to the American Indian population).  We also used the CPS data to classify 
the population into self-reported health status groupings. 
 
While we used CPS data to determine population distribution by factors such as age, gender, and income 
level, the small sample size and slightly older data made it necessary to compare this data to other 
sources.  As such, we reconciled the CPS population distribution by insurance coverage type to the 2010 
American Community Survey (ACS) data and adjusted the 2010 population distribution, as necessary, to 
tie to the ACS summaries.   
 
In addition, we used PUMS data (Public Use Microdata Sample, which underlies the 2009 ACS Summary 
and is the most current ACS detailed data) to estimate the current distribution of the American Indian 
population by insurance coverage type. 
 
MEDICAL EXPENDITURE PANEL SURVEY (MEPS) DATA 
 
We used Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS) data to supplement the census data and to 
distribute the employer insurance data into small group, large group, self-insured, or fully-insured. 
 
MEDICAL COSTS 
 
Medical cost curves by age and gender were developed using an assumed set of benefits and research 
that underlies Milliman’s Health Cost Guidelines (HCGs).  To calibrate the costs to Oklahoma experience, 
we used benefit designs consistent with those offered by carriers in Oklahoma (based on information 
provided by key insurer stakeholders), geographic area adjustments from Milliman’s HCGs, and 
Oklahoma-specific provider discounts (estimated by Milliman using health insurance claims data from 
Oklahoma).  We assumed that the majority of individual policies do not currently cover uncomplicated 
maternity care.  Effective January 1, 2014, we assumed that all individual policies would cover all 
maternity care.  Premiums were developed from the estimated medical costs, minus the estimated cost 
sharing in the modeled benefit plans, plus an estimated administrative load based on data collected 
through Oklahoma’s required minimum medical loss ratio waiver filing.  We adjusted the medical costs in 
the respective markets to produce average premiums by market consistent with the average premium 
rate data included in state filings (subject to some differences such as whether or not the plans modeled 
were only comprehensive plans). 
 
COSTS OF UNINSURED ENTERING THE INSURANCE MARKET 
 
The uninsured population is assumed to utilize fewer medical services than the insured population due to 
the lack of insurance coverage.  Once a person becomes insured, we assume that their medical costs 
reflect the following factors: 
 

> Their underlying costs will move to reflect the costs of a similar insured person in that market with 
respect to age and gender assuming an average health status. 

> This medical cost is then adjusted to reflect the health status of the moving individual. 
> Finally, an additional 10% in costs is assumed in the first year of coverage, due to pent-up 

demand for health care services. 
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TREND 
 
We estimated annual medical trend rates for each major service category (inpatient, outpatient, 
professional, prescription drug, and other) based on Milliman’s ongoing trend research. 
 
HEALTH STATUS DEVELOPMENT 
 
The CPS data includes self-reported qualitative health status information for each individual in the 
groupings of Excellent, Very Good, Good, Fair, and Poor.  We summarized the CPS data by these 
categories (grouping them into Preferred, Standard, Substandard Low, and Substandard High) and then 
assigned a morbidity level to each health status group to reach a desired health status composite of 1.25.  
This composite target is greater than 1.0 to reflect the comparatively higher morbidity of the Oklahoma 
population to other states.  Since the baseline medical costs to which health status factors are applied are 
based on the Milliman HCGs, and are thus representative of the Large Group markets, we calculated the 
ratio of each morbidity level relative to the composite morbidity level of the Large Group markets.  We 
then summarized what percentage of each age bucket (grouped by quinquennial ages) falls into each 
morbidity category by market.  These summaries were loaded into the Healthcare Reform Financing 
Model as the starting morbidity distributions.  Morbidity distributions change within the modeling from one 
year to the next based on the availability of care, utilization of services, aging, etc. 
 
BIRTHS AND MORTALITY 
 
We used birth assumptions based on the distribution of newborns in the CPS data, and mortality 
assumptions as reported in the 2004 U.S Mortality Tables. 
 
TAKE-UP RATES 
 
Take-up rates describe the probability of people changing from uninsured to insured, or from one market 
to another (e.g., from the Individual non-OHIM market to the Individual OHIM market).  Milliman has 
conducted research to determine what percentage of people (for each combination of representative age, 
gender, and health status) will tend to switch markets, based on the ACA provisions and the modeled 
individual’s expected healthcare costs, subsidies, and premium rate choices.  Using that research, we 
modeled the projected population’s movements between the various insurance coverage types. 
 
TAKE-UP RATE DISTRIBUTION FOR THE THREE MARKET SCENARIOS (BEST ESTIMATE, HIGH 
TAKE-UP, AND LOW TAKE-UP) 
 
In order to model the three different scenarios underlying Milliman’s Oklahoma reform projections 
(Best Estimate scenario, High Take-Up Rate scenario, and Low Take-Up Rate scenario), we estimated 
take-up rates for three key market-to-market movements.  Using the research Milliman developed to 
estimate the percentage of people who will move from one market to another based on their 
demographics, costs, subsidies, etc., (which is described above), we modeled a variety of possible 
movements, including the movement from uninsured to Individual OHIM coverage; the movement from 
uninsured to Individual non-OHIM coverage; the movement from Individual coverage to Individual OHIM 
coverage, etc. 
 
In creating our three scenarios, we were most interested in investigating the affordability of healthcare 
and thus the likelihood that people would need some form of coverage to meet their healthcare needs in 
the future.  The three movements we focused on when creating our projection scenarios are described in 
further detail below: 
 

1. The movement from private insurance markets (Individual, Small Group, Large Group) to an 
uninsured status.  This movement was reflected in years 2011 through 2013.  The high take-up 
rate scenario assumes more people become uninsured in these years and the low take-up rate 
scenario assumes fewer people become uninsured in these years with the best estimate scenario 
approximately in the center. 
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2. The movement from an uninsured status to Medicaid coverage in 2014 and thereafter.  
This movement was reflected in years 2014 through 2017 and again the high take-up rate 
scenario shows the largest percentage of people moving to Medicaid coverage with the best 
estimate scenario to follow and the low take-up rate scenario with the smallest percentage 
movement.  Also, we assumed that the first year of eligibility (2014) would result in a far larger 
percentage movement which would then taper off in subsequent years. 
 

3. The movement from an uninsured status to Individual OHIM coverage in 2014 and thereafter.  
This movement was reflected in years 2014 through 2017 and again the high take-up rate 
scenario shows the largest percentage of people moving to Individual OHIM coverage with the 
best estimate scenario to follow and the low take-up rate scenario with the smallest percentage 
movement.  Also, we assumed that the first year of eligibility (2014) would result in a far larger 
percentage movement which would then taper off in subsequent years. 

 
The table below summarizes the estimated percentage take-up rates in each market for the 2011 - 2017 
modeling period in the scenarios described above. 
 

Table A.1 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Take-Up Rate Comparison among Scenarios 

Scenario 
Best 

Estimate 
Average Annual Take-Up to Uninsured (2011 - 2013) 1.3% 
First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2014) 21.6% 
First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2014) 31.1% 
Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2015 - 2017) 4.2% 
Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2015 - 2017) 16.4% 

Scenario 
High 

Take-Up 
Average Annual Take-Up to Uninsured (2011 - 2013) 2.0% 
First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2014) 25.9% 
First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2014) 48.3% 
Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2015 - 2017) 5.6% 
Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2015 - 2017) 18.7% 

Scenario 
Low 

Take-Up 
Average Annual Take-Up to Uninsured (2011 - 2013) 0.7% 
First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2014) 17.4% 
First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2014) 14.9% 
Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2015 - 2017) 2.3% 
Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2015 - 2017) 10.7% 

 
MOVEMENT BETWEEN CARRIERS AND PLANS 
 
The movement between carriers and benefit plans in the Individual market is based on a series of inertia 
factors developed by Milliman.  These factors describe how individuals move from plan to plan based on 
changes in the population make-up and resulting costs and premiums for each carrier and plan 
combination.  In particular, individuals are driven to change plans and carriers based on the rate 
increases experienced for their current plan design, based on their age, gender, and health status.  The 
movement between carriers and plans in the small group and large group markets are driven by the 
inertia factors underlying employer group decision points.  In particular, employer groups are projected to 
respond to the rate increases for their particular membership groups by moving from plan to plan and 
carrier to carrier based on their underlying inertia factors. 
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MOVEMENT BETWEEN MARKETS DUE TO AGING 
 
The causes of age-related movements between markets include formerly dependent children who reach 
an age where they are emancipated to other markets, adults who reach age 65 and join the Medicare 
market (we assumed 100% of documented individuals who are not already enrolled in the Medicare 
disabled market join the Medicare market at age 65), and individuals in other markets who lapse to the 
uninsured market because of premium rate increases. 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This study was prepared by Milliman, Inc. as requested by the Oklahoma State Department of Health 
(OSDH) to evaluate the state's current health insurance markets and the potential options available to 
Oklahoma to create a new entity, which is called the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) in 
this report. The OHIM will serve as an Internet-based system to allow eligible Oklahomans to research, 
select, and purchase individual and small group insurance coverage. The purpose of the study is to 
provide actuarial projections and outline the options related to establishing the OHIM. The study was 
funded by a grant from the federal Department of Health and Human Services. 

This executive summary presents a summary of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 
(PPACA) and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, collectively referred to as the 
Affordable Care Act (ACA) requirements, the current market, key decisions the state will need to make as 
it considers creating the OHIM, key findings, and implementation issues. Remaining sections of the study 
provide additional information including projections and discussions relevant to these decisions. 

This study provides a detailed overview of the current health insurance market in Oklahoma and the 
potential impacts to this market if the OHIM is introduced. The results shown in this report represent an 
estimate of the potential future markets; however there is still significant uncertainty surrounding these 
projections. This uncertainty stems from many sources, including the use of existing data sources with 
potential imperfections, evolving legislative, regulatory and judicial guidance, changing economic 
conditions, and unpredictable reactions of the many stakeholders within the health insurance market. 
Therefore, it is critical that the state understand the current market, the options available to the state, the 
decisions that must be made, and the potential impacts of these decisions. 

AFFORDABLE CARE ACT (ACA) 

The primary ACA requirements for the commercial employer-sponsored insurance (ESI) small group and 
individual health insurance markets, both inside and outside the OHIM, are discussed in Section IV and 
include: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•1• Guaranteed issue of insurance coverage regardless of preexisting medical conditions or health 
status 

Adjusted community rating with premium rate variations only for benefit plan design, geographic 
location, age rating (limited to ratio of 3:1), family status, and tobacco usage (limited to ratio 
of1.5:1) 

Premium rate consistency inside and outside the OHIM 

Ability of states to merge the ESI small group and individual health insurance risk pools 

Ability of states to define small group up to 100 employees (mandatory by January 1, 2016) 

Definition and requirements for essential health benefits to be considered qualified health 
insurance 

• Individual tax penalty if not covered by minimum essential insurance coverage 

• Employer tax penalty if not offering qualified insurance coverage (groups under 50 employees are 
exempt) 
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The ACA also includes a significant expansion of state Medicaid programs to include all U.S. citizens and 
qualified legal aliens who are not eligible for Medicare and with household income up to 133% of the 
federal poverty level (FPL) based on modified adjusted gross income (MAGI), or 138% of FPL with the 
5% income disregard. 

CURRENT MARKET 

In order to consider the various decisions to be made by Oklahoma and their impact on the market, it is 
important to understand the current insurance markets. Key demographic characteristics of the 2010 
Oklahoma population for the current insurance markets are provided in Section V. The graph in Figure 1 
depicts the 2010 Oklahoma population by source of insurance coverage. 
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Figure 1: Oklahoma Lives (Including Over Age 65) by Source of 
Coverage in 2010 
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Some key observations regarding the current insurance coverage include: 

• The largest concentration of health insurance coverage is from ESI plans, providing health 
insurance to approximately 1.6 million individuals or about 43% of the total state population. 

• The individual health insurance market is the smallest source of health insurance coverage in 
Oklahoma, with approximately 182,000 individuals or about 5% of the total state population 
having this coverage. 
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• An estimated 691,000 individuals, or almost 19% of the state's total population, are uninsured 
based on 2010 American Community Survey (ACS) data. Of these 691,000 individuals, we 
estimate that 18% are aged 19 and under; 82% are between the ages of 20 and 64; and less than 
1 % are over age 65. However, a portion of this uninsured population consists of undocumented 
residents. The undocumented population is not eligible for Medicaid under current law and will 
not be eligible for ACA expansions or subsidies in the future. The documented uninsured, 
570,000 individuals, represents approximately 15% of the state's total population. See Appendix 
A for a summary of how the undocumented count was determined. 

DECISION POINTS 

Given the context of the current market, the state must decide how to proceed with the OHIM. 

The initial decision facing the state is whether to establish the OHIM. The ACA requires the 
establishment of new ACA-compliant market mechanisms in each state by January 1, 2014. The ACA, 
and subsequent regulations, have begun to outline the minimum requirements that such an entity must 
meet to be considered compliant. Note that the federal government will develop a federally facilitated 
health insurance marketplace for use in states that choose to not create their own entity, or for temporary 
use in states that do not complete implementation by 2014. The available market mechanisms are 
described in further detail below: 

• State-Facilitated program: The state implements legislation to structure the marketplace, 
addresses each ACA compliance issue described below and throughout the rest of this report, 
and develops the Navigator program through which eligible participants enroll in the marketplace. 
This option provides the state with the most independence in addressing ACA compliance 
provisions. 

• Federally-Facilitated program: If the state does not design a marketplace by 2014 (or at all), the 
federal government will design a marketplace for the state on a temporary (or permanent) basis. 
This program will be subject to federal decision-making on each ACA compliance issue. 
In addition, the federal government will structure the Navig~or program. This option provides the 
state with the least independence in addressing ACA compifance provisions. 

• State-Federal Partnership program: The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) also 
proposed an option where the federal government would structure a marketplace, but the state 
could take over key functions of marketplace administration (such as the analysis of state 
healthcare data, plan oversight, customer assistance, user education, and administering the 
Navigator program) in order to capitalize on the state's knowledge of the state-specific insurance 
program. 

If Oklahoma were to proceed with the development of the OHIM, it would need to make basic design 
decisions, including: 

• Governance: The marketplace can be governed through an existing state agency, a nonprofit 
organization established by the state, through a new or existing quasi-governmental entity, or as 
a new independent state agency. 

• Scope: The marketplace would need to include both individual and small group insurance 
options. The state can design the marketplace as two separate mechanisms, one for small group 
and one for individuals, or combine these markets into one. Such a combination can be restricted 
to administrative functions with limited impact on the insurance carriers and their products, or 
expanded to require that products and pricing reflect the combined risk pools. 
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• Basic Health Plan option: The ACA allows states to choose whether to use a Basic Health Plan 
as a potential transition between Medicaid and private coverage. The Basic Health Plan would 
offer health insurance to individuals with household income between 138% (133% plus 5% 
income disregard) and 200% of the federal poverty level (FPL). These individuals would not be 
eligible for coverage through the OHIM. A percentage of these individuals' premium subsidies 
would be available as funding for this program. The Basic Health Plan will likely be administered 
alongside a state's Medicaid plan and can alleviate the impact of "churn" as individuals move 
above or below the 138% of MAGI hurdle and, thus, move in and out of Medicaid. 

We do not discuss the OHIM governing options within this report as this decision has a greater impact on 
implementation and budget considerations for the marketplace operation and it outside the scope of this 
report. This topic will be discussed in the upcoming Milliman report titled Oklahoma Health Insurance 
Marketplace: Strategic Decisions and Options. 

Further discussion regarding merger of individual and small group markets, and the Basic Health Plan 
option, is provided in Section VII. 

KEY FINDINGS 

Implementation of the OHIM, state-federal partnership model, or federally facilitated health insurance 
marketplace, will impact how healthcare is accessed for a large number of Oklahoma residents. 

While the exact impacts are not known, this study uses a model developed by Milliman to illustrate the 
potential landscape of the insurance market in 2014 after implementation of the OHIM (or the federally 
imposed exchange if the OHIM is not established), and also in 2017. These estimates take into account 
the potential behavior of individuals and employers based on their income levels, ages, and health status. 
The health status is a relative measure that considered illness burden everything else being equal, 
including such items as age/gender distribution, provider reimbursement levels, access to providers, and 
benefit plan coverage. The graph in Figure 2 illustrates the estimated changes in the source of insurance 
coverage from 2010 to 2014 to 2017 for the under-age-65 population. 

It should be noted that these results assume the state does nJt combine the individual and small 
group markets (see Section VII.A for additional detail); does not expand OHIM coverage to 
mid-size groups of 51 - 99 members until 2016 (see Section Vlll.C for additional detail); and does 
not implement a Basic Health Plan (see Section Vll.B for additional detail). 
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3,500 1 
Figure 2: Oklahoma Lives Under Age 65 by Source of Coverage 

Changes from 2010 to 2014 to 2017 
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The projection details are presented in Section VI. A few observations based on this projection include: 

• ESl-based coverage is assumed to continue providing a significant source of insurance coverage 
even if an individual OHIM is created. While it is possible some employers may conclude that it is 
feasible for them to discontinue sponsoring insurance, it seems unlikely that a material portion of 
the market will shift from non-OHIM ESI coverage to individual OHIM coverage. 

• The small group market OHIM may attract participants slowly unless there are significant financial 
or administrative advantages. 

• The reduction in uninsured numbers is achieved primarily through movement to the individual 
OHIM due to premium assistance, and to Medicaid I CHIP programs through expanded eligibility. 

• Introduction of the OHIM could attract a greater proportion of the currently insured individual 
market than the small group market 
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IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 

Beyond the basic design decisions, the state will need to resolve a number of implementation issues as it 
considers the introduction of the OHIM or state-facilitated marketplace. Primary among these are the 
following: 

• Role of the marketplace among other insurers: Will the marketplace represent the only 
mechanism for insurance offerings or will it provide an additional venue alongside existing 
insurance offerings? 

• Level of control over carrier participation in the marketplace: Will the marketplace limit its role to 
that of facilitator by providing eligibility information and comparisons for all qualified insurers 
(please see Appendix B for additional information on "qualified insurers") or expand its role to 
include active purchasing steps by collecting bids and selecting specific insurers? 

• Responsibility level for ongoing enrollment and billing: Will the marketplace make minimum 
eligibility determinations for program eligibility and available subsidies or will it also collect and 
coordinate monthly enrollment and premium billings? 

These issues are explored in further detail in Section VIII. 

STAKEHOLDERS 

The decision to implement a new insurance marketplace will result in many changes for various 
stakeholders. These changes are in addition to other ACA market reforms that apply to the markets as a 
whole. The task of implementing these reforms will require a significant amount of leadership and 
collaboration among the state, carriers, employers, tribal representatives, consumers, brokers and 
agents, and providers. 

This report provides a necessary step in that process by outlining the current markets and 
~=~=Lt~h~e. issues that will provide the basis for~p~o~l~ic~y~c~h~a~'l"'~~. e~s~-------· 
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II. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THIS STUDY 

This study was requested by the Oklahoma State Department of Health (OSDH) to evaluate the current 
health insurance markets and evaluate the potential options available to Oklahoma to create a new entity, 
which will be called the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) in this report. The OHIM will 
serve as an Internet-based system to allow eligible Oklahomans to research, select, and purchase 
individual and small group insurance coverage. The study was funded by a grant from the federal 
Department of Health and Human Services. 

The scope was defined in RFQ Solicitation#: 3400000995 issued by the OSDH and through discussions 
with OSDH staff. The intent is to provide context on the current health insurance market and discuss, 
model, and test various options available to Oklahoma as it considers the design of the OHIM. 
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Ill. LIMITATIONS AND DATA RELIANCE FOR THIS STUDY 

This report is intended to provide actuarial projections .and guidance with respect to planning for the 
creation of the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM). It is our understanding that the state will 
use this report to help key decision makers understand the options and potential impacts of various 
design alternatives or provisions. The report may not be suitable for other purposes. 

This report has been prepared solely for the internal use of, and is only to be relied upon by, the 
Oklahoma State Department of Health (OSDH). Although Milliman understands that this report may be 
distributed to third parties, Milliman does not intend to benefit, or create a legal duty to, any third party 
recipient of its work. If this report is distributed to third parties, it should be distributed only in its entirety. 

The results in this report are technical in nature and dependent upon specific assumptions and 
methods. No party should rely upon this report without a thorough understanding of those 
assumptions and methods. 

Differences between our projections and actual amounts depend on the extent to which future experience 
conforms to the assumptions made for this analysis. It is certain that actual experience will not conform 
exactly to the assumptions used in this analysis. Actual experience will deviate from these projections 
because of a variety of influences, including emerging experience, changes in insurance products and 
practices, and adjustments to reflect new regulations. 

The projections included in this report are based on our understanding of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) 
and its associated regulations issued to date. Forthcoming ACA-related regulations and additional 
legislation may materially change the impact of the ACA, necessitating an update to the projections 
included in this report. For this reason, this report should be considered time-sensitive material, which 
may change as new information becomes available. 

In developing the projections, we relied on data and other information provided by OSDH and other public 
sources of information. We have not audited or verified this data and other information. We performed a 
limited review of the data used directly in our analysis for reaSfinableness and consistency. If the 
underlying data or information is inaccurate or incomplete. the results of our analysis may likewise be 
inaccurate or incomplete. 

Milliman's consultants are not attorneys and are not qualified to give legal advice. We recommend that 
users of this report consult with their own legal counsel regarding interpretation of legislation and 
administrative rules, possible implications of specific ACA-required features. or other legal issues related 
to implementation of an ACA-compliant entity. 

The views expressed in this report are made by the authors of this report and do not represent the 
opinions of Milliman, Inc. 
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IV. OVERVIEW OF AFFORDABLE CARE ACT REQUIREMENTS 

The Affordable Care Act (ACA), enacted in 2010, requires the establishment of new ACA-compliant 
mechanisms in each state by January 1, 2014. The ACA outlines the duties the state must perform in the 
creation of the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) if it is to be ACA-compliant. The federal 
government will develop a national version of the health insurance marketplace for use in states that 
choose not to create their own entity or for temporary use in states that do not complete implementation 
by January 1. 2014. The duties of the state through direct functions or oversight responsibilities will vary 
depending on the selection among a state-facilitated program, federally facilitated program, or 
state-federal partnership. However, the state will have responsibilities toward the program no matter 
which program is selected. 

States must decide how these new entities will be established and governed. These new entities will 
function as a marketplace for buyers and sellers of individual and small group health insurance. Plans 
offered in this marketplace entity will be certified health plans and the entity will provide information and 
educational services to help consumers understand their options. The entity will also facilitate eligibility 
determinations for Medicaid or other state programs and federal subsidies for premium and I or 
cost-sharing assistance. 

In its document titled "Initial Guidance to States on Exchanges," the Center for Consumer Information and 
Insurance Oversight (CCllO) of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) provided the 
following guidance regarding required functions for entities like OHIM: 

The Affordable Care Act includes two basic types of federal requirements for Exchanges, most of 
which are found in Section 1311. These include: 1) minimum functions Exchanges must 
undertake directly or, in some cases, by contract; and 2) oversight responsibilities the Exchanges 
must exercise in certifying and monitoring the performance of Qualified Health Plans (hereafter 
referred to as "plans'), as defined in Section 1301. 

In defining the authority and duties of an Exchange, states should incorporate, by reference or 
explicit provision, the federally-required Exchange functions a1llj/ oversight responsibilities in t/1eir 
authorizing legislation or other governing documents. ' 

A. MINIMUM DIRECT FUNCTIONS 

Section 1311 (d)(4) specifies core functions that an exchange must meet: 

• Certification, recertification, and decertification of plans 

• Operation of a toll-free hotline 

• Maintenance of a website for providing information on plans to current and prospective enrollees 

• Assignment of a price and quality rating to plans 

• Presentation of plan benefit options in a standardized format 

• Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and determination of eligibility for 
individuals in these programs 

• Provision of an electronic calculator to determine the actual cost of coverage taking into account 
eligibility for premium tax credits and cost-sharing reductions 

• Certification of individuals exempt from the individual responsibility requirement 
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• Provision of information on certain individuals identified in Section 1311(d)(4)(1) to the Treasury 
Department and to employers 

• Establishment of a Navigator program that provides grants to entities assisting consumers as 
described in Section 1311 (i) 

• Presentation of enrollee satisfaction survey results under Section 1311(c)(4) 

• Provision for open enrollment periods under Section 1311 (c)(6) 

• Consultation with stakeholders, including tribes, under Section 1311 (d)(6) 

• Publication of data on the exchange's administrative costs under Section 1311(d)(7) 

B. OVERSIGHT RESPONSIBILITIES 

Additional areas where exchanges must ensure plan compliance with regulatory standards established by 
the Secretary of Health and Human Services include: 

• Information on the availability of in-network and out-of-network providers as identified in 
Section 1311 (c)(1 )(B) and (C), including provider directories and availability of essential 
community providers 

• Consideration of plan patterns and practices with respect to past premium increases and 
submission of plan justifications for current premium increases under Section 1311 (e)(2) 

• Public disclosure of plan data identified in Section 1311(e)(3)(A), including claim-handling 
policies, financial disclosures, enrollment and disenrollment data, claim denials, rating practices, 
cost sharing for out-of-network coverage, and other information identified by the Secretary 

• Timely information for consumers requesting their amount,of cost sharing for specific services 
from specified providers as described in Section 1311(e)(3)(C) 

• Information for participants in group health plans as described in Section 1311 (e)(3)(D) 

• Information on plan quality improvement activities as specified in Section 1311 (g) 

In addition to the requirements to be met by a marketplace entity like OHIM, the ACA also makes a 
number of market changes that apply to all individual and small group health insurance policies: 

• Guaranteed issue of insurance coverage regardless of pre-existing medical conditions or health 
status (applicable to the individual market as the small group market is already guaranteed issue) 

• Adjusted community rating with premium rate variations only for benefit plan design, geographic 
location, age rating (limited to ratio of 3:1), family status, and tobacco usage (limited to ratio 
of1.5:1) 

• Premium rate consistency inside and outside the marketplace entity (such as OHIM) 

• Decision by states to merge the small group and individual health insurance markets (including 
the newly implemented marketplace entities such as OHIM) for risk pool purposes 

• Decision by states to expand the definition of small group up to 100 employees in 2014 
(this expansion will become mandatory by January 1, 2016) 
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• Definition and requirements for essential health benefits 

• Individual tax penalty if not covered by minimum essential insurance coverage 

• Employer tax penalty if not offering qualified insurance coverage (groups under 50 employees are 
exempt) 

The ACA also requires state Medicaid programs to include all U.S. citizens and qualified legal 
non-citizens who are not eligible for Medicare, under age 65, and with household income up to 133% of 
the federal poverty level (FPL) based on modified adjusted gross income (MAGI), or 138% of FPL with 
the 5% income disregard. 

The ACA also authorized the development of Consumer Operated and Oriented Plans (CO-OPs). 
CO-OPs are nonprofit health plans that are being funded by the federal government. The funding is 
being granted in two forms: (1) start-up loans used to get the plan up and running prior to January 1, 
2014, and (2) solvency loans that supply the CO-OP with risk-based capital (RBC) necessary to take risk. 
Both of these loans need to be repaid to the federal government within 5 and 15 years, respectively. 
State exchanges are required to include CO-OP products in their offerings. The CO-OPs will be 
regulated by the various states' insurance departments; and as such, will be subject to all the same 
regulations as other commercial insurance companies. The hope is that CO-OPs will: (1) promote 
improved care through new delivery models, and (2) increase competition within the healthcare 
marketplace, making coverage more affordable. 
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V. CURRENT MARKETS AND POPULATIONS 

As mentioned in the prior section, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) introduces significant changes in many 
aspects of the health insurance market, most in 2014, including: 

• Covered benefits with the definition of essential benefits and minimum benefit levels 
• Premium rating and underwriting through rating restrictions and guaranteed issue requirements 
• Carrier regulation, requiring minimum qualification standards 
• Market landscape through the use of state-sponsored marketplace entities such as the Oklahoma 

Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) 

In order to understand the implications of these changes, it is important to understand the current 
insurance markets. This section summarizes key demographic characteristics of the 2010 Oklahoma 
population in each of the following current markets: Individual, small group, large group, public programs, 
and uninsured. We refer to the small and large group markets as employer-sponsored insurance (ESI). 
The estimated population and associated characteristics were based on Current Population Survey (CPS) 
and American Community Survey (ACS) data, supplemented with information by market groups using a 
combination of the December 31, 2010, National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) Annual 
Statements summarized using Insurance Analyst Pro® and Highline, LLC, and Medical Expenditure 
Panel Survey (MEPS) data. In addition, we used PUMS data (Public Use Microdata Sample, which 
underlies the 2009 ACS Summary and is the most current ACS detailed data) to prepare the current 
distribution of the Native American population by insurance coverage type. 

We modeled the major insurance markets (i.e., individual, small group, and large group) to estimate the 
membership, age and income distribution, relative health status, and current premium levels for calendar 
year 2010. 

A. POPULATION STATISTICS 

The table in Figure 3 summarizes the 2010 Oklahoma population by the major markets. Please note that 
the numbers shown include individuals over age 65 in the Other~,}>overnment Programs (VA, TriCare, 
Medicare Disabled), Undocumented Uninsured, and Medicare Aged'populations. Individuals over age 65 
were not included in the remainder of the analysis; however, we included them in the table in Figure 3 to 
provide an overview of the entire population. 
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Figure 3: 
Estimated Oklahoma Population Distribution by Type of Insurance Coverage 

Calendar Year 2010 

Market 
Individual Market 
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 
ESI - Medium Group (51to100 employees) 
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 employees) 

Fully Insured 
Self Insured 

Medicaid I CHIP2 

Other Government Programs (VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled)3 

Uninsured 
Undocumented Uninsured3

·
4 

Medicare Aged Population3 

Total Population 
1 Used 2009 PUMS data to obtain Native American population by market. 

Total 
182,215 
333,816 
171,262 

344,912 
735,911 
503,861 
257,887 
569,541 
121,368 
491,045 

3,711,817 

Native American 
Population 1 

16, 183 
43,261 
22, 195 

44,699 
95,371 

107,405 
14,560 

142,761 
0 

14,251 
500,686 

Medicaid I CHIP enrollment excludes programs that cover limited services or only provide premium subsidies. such as 
t11e Sooner Plan and Insure OK. Afl me1nbers with dual Medicare and Medicaid coverage are shown in the Medicare 
Disabled or Aged counts. 
Market includes members over age 65. 

4 Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 

The largest concentration of health insurance coverage is from ESI plans, providing health insurance to 
approximately 1.6 million individuals or about 43% of the total population. These plans include members 
insured by small and large employers through fully insured programs and self-insured large employers 
(more than 100 employees). We assume that no ESI groups below 100 employees are self-insured. 
Approximately 850,000 Oklahomans receive health insurance through the ESI fully insured market 
Public programs, consisting of Medicaid, Medicare, TRICARE, and other government programs, cover an 
estimated 1.3 million individuals. The individual health insurance 'll.arket is the smallest source of health 
insurance coverage, with approximately 182,000 individuals covered by this market Based on data 
reported by the carriers, about 124,000 of these individuals have comprehensive individual health 
coverage. Individual coverage can also include benefit plans that do not provide comprehensive 
insurance coverage, such as mini-med plans, dread disease, and accident policies. Therefore, the 
estimated number of lives with individual coverage in our report (182,000) may be greater than numbers 
in other publicly reported data. An estimated 691,000 individuals are uninsured and, of this uninsured 
population, a portion consists of undocumented residents. We estimated this undocumented, uninsured 
population to be about 121,000 individuals. This population is not eligible for Medicaid under current law 
and will not be eligible for ACA expansions or subsidies in the future. The remaining uninsured, 570,000 
individuals, represents approximately 15% of the state's total population. Native Americans make up 
143,000 (or approximately 25%) of the documented uninsured population. 

The Native American population in Oklahoma is reported at approximately 501,000 in 2010. One source 
of current health services for this population includes the Indian Health Service. This program provides 
funding for direct medical services in certain locations. However, these services are limited in scope and 
funding and individuals relying exclusively on this coverage are considered uninsured in most surveys 
and this analysis. 

-------------
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The ACA contains special provisions related to Native Americans. 

• Special monthly enrollment periods for Native Americans (Sec. 1311 (c)(6)(D)) 

• No cost sharing for Native Americans who are below 300% of federal poverty level (Sec. 
1402(d)(1)) 

• No cost sharing for Native Americans who obtain health services from an Indian Health Service I 
Tribe and Tribal Organization I Urban Indian Organization (l/T/U) and no deduction in payment to 
the l/T/U (Sec. 1402(d)(2)) 

• Members of Native American tribes are exempt from tax penalty for failure to maintain minimum 
essential coverage (Sec. 1411(b)(5)(A) and Sec. 1501(e)(3))) 

• Oral health prevention campaign must be targeted to Native Americans (Sec. 4102(a)) 

Because of these provisions, this population will require some special considerations in the design of the 
OHIM entity which is beyond the scope of this report. 

The table in Figure 4 provides a summary of calendar year 2010 health insurance coverage by age group 
limiting the population to those under age 65. The total uninsured population (including Undocumented 
Uninsureds) represents almost 22% of the under-65 population. The 19-and-under population has a 
substantially larger proportion of individuals with public program coverage, which is due to Medicaid 
eligibility income limits being significantly higher for children than adults. In the 20 - 34 age group, almost 
34% of individuals are uninsured (including those who are undocumented). This result is a significantly 
higher rate than the 35 - 49 and 50 - 64 adult populations, which have a 24% uninsured rate. The high 
percentage of uninsured individuals in the 20 - 34 age group is attributable to several factors, including: 

• Lower demand for insurance, which is due to perceived favorable health status ("young 
invincibles") 

• Lower level of household income ~. 
• Lower offer rate of ESI coverage relative to older adult populations 
• Higher percentage of undocumented aliens 

Figure4 
Estimated Oklahoma Population Distribution by Type of lnsuranca Coverage and Age Group 

Non-Aged Population Only (Under Age 65) 
Calendar Yaar 2010 

19 and 
Market Under 20 to 34 35 to 49 50 to 64 Total 

Individual Market 71,490 55,979 27,464 27,282 182,215 

ESI - Small Graue (50 or fewer emelotees) 90,065 54,059 95,563 94, 129 

ESI - Medium Graue (51to100 emelotees) 49,203 30,737 55,756 35,566 
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 employees) 

Fullt Insured 110,179 73,079 89,404 72,250 

Self Insured 195,884 167,076 201,082 171,869 

Medicaid I CHIP 366.962 57,747 33,785 45,368 

Other Government Programs·~* 66,361 54,670 47,263 46,351 

Uninsured" 127,319 244,287 180,457 138,480 

Total Non-Aged Poeulation 1,077,462 737,633 730,772 631,295 
Includes undocumented uninsureds who are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansions or subsidies. .. VA. TriCare. Medicare Disabled . 
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171,262 

344,912 

735,911 

503,861 

214,644 

690,541 
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The table in Figure 5 indicates the distribution by percent of federal poverty level (FPL) within each 
market The insured markets contain a greater proportion of higher FPL individuals, whereas the 
uninsured population represents a higher portion of the lower-income households. 

Figure 5 
Estimated Oklahoma Population Distribution by Type of Insurance Coverage and FPL.. 

Non-Aged Population Only (Under Age 65) 
Calendar Year 2010 

139% to 200%to 
Market Under 138% 1990/o 299% 

Individual Market 11,732 25,563 33,676 
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 32, 128 43,587 77,528 
ESI - Medium Group (51to100 employees) 21,399 12,393 44,149 
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 

Fully Insured 62,385 39,573 70, 193 
Self Insured 97,077 70,083 122,292 

Medicaid I CHIP 294,363 209,498 0 
Other Government Programs"* 39.332 21,832 35,476 
Uninsured* 249,845 188,771 143,381 
Total Non-Aged Population 808,261 611,300 526,695 

300%to 
399% 

40,513 
72, 144 
37,307 

33,778 
152,012 

0 
58,181 
53,983 

447,918 
* Includes undocumented uninsureds who are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansions or subsidies. 
**VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled. 

Over400% 
70,731 

108,428 
56,015 

138,982 
294,447 

0 
59,824 
54,562 

782,989 

Total 
182,215 
333,816 
171,262 

344,912 
735,911 
503,861 
214,644 
690,541 

3,177,162 

The table in Figure 6 summarizes the average age by market It should be noted that the individual 
market is younger than the other insured markets. The age distribution will impact potential migration and 
average premiums rates. The average age of the Medicaid I CHIP market reflects the program's eligibility 
bias toward children. We place the Medicare I Medicaid dual eligible population in the Other Government 
Programs market 

Figure 6 
Estimated Average Age of Oklahoma Population by Type of Insurance Coverage 

Non-Aged Population Only (Under Age 65) 
Calendar Year 2010 

Market Total Population Average Age 
Individual Market 182,215 
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 333,816 
ESI - Medium Group (51 to 100 employees) 171,262 
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 employees) 

Full Insured 344,912 
Self Insured 735,911 

Medicaid I CHIP 503,861 
Other Government Programs" 214,644 
Uninsured' 690,541 
Total Non-Aged Population 3,177,162 
* Includes undocumented uninsureds who are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansions or subsidies_ 
"VA. TriCare, Medicare Disabled. 

8. INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL GROUP CARRIERS AND RATING PRACTICES 

27.4 
35.6 
33.6 

31.5 
33.6 
17.5 
31.4 
34.0 
30.6 

The individual market in Oklahoma covered about 182,000 lives in 2010. This market includes a variety 
of policy types and in particular about 60,000 lives are covered by non-comprehensive policies, most 
likely mini-med policies. These mini-med policies provide limited benefits by restricting the number or 
types of services covered. The table in Figure 7 summarizes the individual market for comprehensive 
medical policies as reported in the Supplemental Health Exhibit filed with the NAIC December 31, 2010, 
Annual Statements. 
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· Figure7 
Individual Comprehensive Health Insurance Market 

C:alendar Year 2010 
Number of Covered Market Share Based on 

Carrier Name 
HCSC Group (BCBS of Oklahoma) 
UnitedHealth Group 
Assurant Inc. Group 
Coventry Corp. Group 
HealthMarkets Group 
Aetna Grau 
American Republic Mutual Group 
Oklahoma Health Insurance High Risk Pool1 

Humana, Inc. Group 
American National Financial Group 
New York Life Group 
American Fidelity Corp. Group 
CommunityCare Group 
Westbridge Capital Group 
State Farm Group 
Pre-existing Condition Insurance Pool2 

Centene Corp. Group 
Geneve Holdings Inc. Group 
Metropolitan Group 
New Era Life Group 
Prudential of America Group 
American Community Mutual Insurance 
Shelter Insurance Group 
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Michigan Group 
Houston International Insurance Group 
General Electric Group 
Guarantee Trust Group 
Swiss Reinsurance Group 
American International Grou2 
Harris Insurance Holdings Group 
Aegon US Holding Group 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Group 
Trustmark Insurance Company Group 
Illinois Mutual Life Insurance Co 
Wellpoint. Inc. Group 
CAN Insurance Group 
Principal Financial Group 
Total 

Lives 
72,255 
16,387 
10,715 

5.094 
4,516 
2.922 
2,406 
2,175 
1,274 
1.065 

959 
522 
481 
418 
396 
380 
378 
276 
265 
234 
191 
134 
120 
96 
87 

'37 
'!'is 
23 
18 
13 
6 
5 
5 
2 
2 
1 
0 

123 883 
,, Most recent enrollment figures for high~risk pool are as of year-end 2010. 

Covered Lives 
58.3% 
13.2% 

8.6°/o 
4.1°/o 
3.6°/o 
2.4°/o 
1. 9°/o 
1.8% 
1.0o/o 
0. 9°/o 
0.8% 
0.4°/o 
0.4% 
0.3% 
0.3% 
0.3°/o 
0.3°/o 
0.2% 
0.2°/o 
0.2% 
0.2°10 
0.1% 
0.1°/o 
0.1o/o 
0.1% 
O.Oo/o 
0.0°/o 
0.0% 
0.0°/o 
0.0°10 
0.0°/o 
O.Oo/o 
O.Oo/o 
0.0°/o 
0.0°/o 
0.0°/o 
0.0% 

100.0% 

::. Most recent enrollment fiqures for Pre-Existinq Condition Insurance Pool are as of June 2011. 

Almost 60% of the individual market in Oklahoma is covered by HCSC Group (BCBS of Oklahoma) with 
the next five carriers covering an additional one-third of the market. Individual insurance does not require 
guarantee issue (i.e., applicants can be declined) and allows several rating factors such as age, gender, 
family size, benefit plan, location, health status, etc. The Oklahoma Health Insurance High Risk 
Insurance Pool (OHRP) covers about 2,200 lives of individuals who are unable to purchase health 
insurance or obtain coverage for an existing medical condition, who have exhausted their health 
insurance benefits, who have been quoted insurance rates more than the OHRP rate, or otherwise qualify 
under HIPAA. 
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In Oklahoma, the small group market is defined as groups with two to 50 employees. Based on the 
Supplemental Health Exhibit filed with the NAIC 2010 Annual Statements, this market covers about 
206,000 lives. The covered lives reported in the tabJ.e shown in Figure 8 reflect groups covered by 
commercial insurers. Employer groups, particularly public employers, that secure coverage through 
non-commercial entities such as the Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board 
(OSEEGIB) will not be included in Figure 8 (because OSEEGIB is not required to submit annual filings to 
the National Association of Insurance Commissioners). However, these public employers will be counted 
as ESI for the total market by size of employer and, thus, will appropriately be reflected in the previous 
tables based on their size. 

Figure 8 
Small Group Health Insurance Market: Commercial Insurers 

Calendar Year 2010 
Number of Market Share Based 

Carrier Name Covered Lives on Covered Lives 

HCSC Group (BCBS of Oklahoma) 94,554 45.9% 

UnitedHealth Group 27,899 13.5% 

Principal Financial Group 25,849 12.5°/o 
Aetna Grou 22,691 11.0% 

CommunityCare Group 19, 132 9.3°/o 
Coventry Corp. Group 7,996 3.9% 

Assurance, Inc. Group 2,529 1.2°/o 
Trustmark Insurance Company Group 1.588 0.8o/o 
Federated Mutual Group 1.143 0.6°/o 
American Fidelity Corp. Group 1,008 0.5°/o 
Guarantee Trust Group 877 0.4o/o 

Munich Re Group 499 0.2% 

Geneve Holdings, Inc. Group 165 0. 1 o/o 
Humana, Inc. Group 61 0.0°/o 

24 0.0% 
~'~ 11 0.0°/o 

American Republic Mutual Group 
Best Life and Health Ins Co 

HealthMarkets Group 4 0.0% 

Total 206,030 100.0% 

The small group market for employers with 50 or fewer employees is guarantee issue (i.e., all bona fide 
groups must be offered coverage). The rating factors allowed include age, gender, family size, benefit 
plan, location, and industry. The health status of the covered lives may be considered in the group rate, 
but within an overall limit of +/- 25%. In this market, HCSC Group covers 46% of the lives while the next 
five carriers cover an additional 50%. 

The average premium rate varies by market as demonstrated by the table in Figure 9. For this analysis, 
we included the fully insured medium (51 - 99 employees) and large (100+ employees) group markets for 
additional comparison. The average 2010 premium per member per month (PMPM) across the top five 
carriers in each market is shown along with the average for HCSC Group and UnitedHealth Group (which 
are the only carriers who appear in the top five for all three markets). These premiums are net of taxes 
and assessments as reported in the 2010 Annual Statement Supplemental Health Exhibits consistent with 
the premiums to be used for minimum medical loss ratio (MLR) calculations required under the ACA. 
The MLR compares a plan's medical costs to the premium charged. 
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- Figure 9! 
- Realtll tnsurance Rremium by Market 

Market 

Individual Market 

ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 
ESI - Medium and Large Group (more than 50 
employees) - Fully Insured 

Clalenda~ :Year 21!1 ll 

Average 2010 
Premium PMPM -

Top 5 in Each 
Market 

$182 

310 

343 

Average 2010 Premium PMPM 

HCSC Group 
(BCBS of UnitedHealth 

Oklahoma) Group 

$179 $191 

322 312 

357 331 

As shown in the table in Figure 9 (which includes only comprehensive plans), the individual health 
insurance market premiums are substantially lower than for the ESI group markets. The lower premium 
costs are attributable to the following primary factors: 

• Individual insurance policies have higher cost-sharing requirements than group products in 
general . 

• Individual insurance policies may exclude certain services from coverage, such as maternity 
services, that include complications 

• Carriers are not required to issue individual insurance coverage to every applicant; therefore, 
individuals with high-cost health conditions may be prevented from entering the insurance pool 
either through rejection by the carrier or substantial premium loads 

• The lower average age of the individual market 

The medium I large group market has higher insurance premiums than the small group market. Large 
groups tend to select richer benefit plans than small groups which f,?SUlts in higher premiums in the large 
group market relative to the small group market. ·~ 
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VI. PROJECTION OF MARKETS AND POPULATIONS UNDER ACA 

A. POPULATION PROJECTIONS 

In this section, we will address the following topics as they relate to the establishment of the Oklahoma 
Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM}: 

• "Best estimate scenario" projections of the insurance market 
• Projected results in a "high take-up" or "low take-up" scenario resulting in higher and lower 

enrollment shifts to OHIM, respectively 
• Data sources and assumptions underlying these projections 

"Best Estimate Scenario" Projections of the Insurance Market 

The projection of enrollment in the OHIM is dependent on two key phases of the ACA (those that occur 
prior to 2014 and are consistent across the three scenarios-"best estimate," "high take-up," and "low 
take-up"-and those that occur as of 2014 with the establishment of OHIM, which will vary by scenario). 
We modeled the following changes, which will be enacted prior to the implementation of OHIM in 2014 
but will, nevertheless, shape the enrollment and costs of each market when the implementation of OHIM 
takes place: 

• Expand coverage of dependents to age 26 regardless of student status 
• Remove lifetime and overall annual maximums in benefit plans 
• Cover preventive care services at 100% in benefit plans 
• Cover all children without considering pre-existing conditions 
• Assume that new taxes on medical device and pharmaceutical manufacturers are passed through 

as additions to medical costs in all markets 
• Assume insurer tax is added to premiums in all insured markets (the insurer tax will not be 

applicable to large group self-insured entities) 
• Assume that the Minimum Medical Loss Ratios for each market will move from the current market 

average toward the minimums required during the 2011~~to 2013 period and these minimum 
medical loss ratios will apply to all markets in 2014. 

Figures 10 and 11 compare several rating rules for the individual and small group markets in Oklahoma 
before and after the Affordable Care Act (ACA). 
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Figure 10 
Oklahoma Individual Health ln$uranee Market Ratin Rule$: Pra· and Post-.il.CA 2014 

DESCRIPTION 

Guaranteed Issue 

Preexisting Condition Limitations 

Individual Mandate 

Subsidies Available 

Health Status Underwriting 

Age Rating 

Gender Ratin 

Tobacco Surcharge 

State Mandated Benefits 

PRE-ACA1 

No 

Yes (maximum look back - 5 years, no limit on 
exclusion period)3

' high-rlsk pool exists4 

No 

Yes - Insure Oklahoma5 

Yes - HMOs must be community-rated, but there are 
no HMOs that offer individual insurance in OK 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes6 

POST-ACA2 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes (3: 1 ratio) 

No 

Yes (1.51 ratio) 

At State discretion 

Required Essential Benefits No Yes 

Minimum Actuarial Value No7 Yes (60o/o) 
1. Rating rules for the current Oklahoma ESl-smafl group health insurance market are primarily defined in Oklahoma Title 36. Section 6513. 
2. Rating rules for the Post-A CA Oklahoma individual health insurance market are defined in Section 1201 of the ACA. 
3. See http:lf'vwvw.statehealthfacts.orglprofifeind.jsp?ind=355&cat=7&rgn=38. 
4. See http:l/wivw.ok.govloid/Consumers!Buying_lnsurance!Oklahoma_Health_/nsurance_High_Risk_Pool! 
5. See http:l!Www. okhca. orglxPolicySection. aspx ?id= 701 B&number=317:45-11-

20. &tit!e=lnsure%200klahoma%20IP%20eligibility%20requirements. 
6. See Oklahoma State Mandated Benefits - http:llwww.okhealthplans.org!LinkC!ick.aspx?fileticket=BOtKP5Km3cE%3D&tabid=59&mid=466. 
7. Plans have a minimum Joss ratio of 60% (see Titre 36, Section 6515). 

Figure 11 
Oklahoma ESl-Small Group Health Insurance Market Ratin Rule$: Pre- and Posl·ACA (20141 

DESCRIPTION 
Guaranteed Issue 

Preexisting Condition Limitations 

Individual Mandate 

Age Rating 

Gender Rat!n 

Tobacco Surcharge 

Industry Classification 

Health Status Rating Limitation 

Low Claims Discount 

State Mandated Benefits 

Required Essential Benefits 

PRE-ACA1 

Yes 
Yes (6 months look back, 12 months maximum 

exclus!on)4
, high-risk pool exists5 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes - This folds into the Health Status Rating 
Limitations 

Largest factor must not exceed 15°/o increase over 
lowest factor 

+!- 25% 

No 

Yes6 

No 

POST-ACA2 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes (3: 1 ratio) 

No 

Yes (1.5:1 ratio) 

No 

No 

No 

At state discretion 

Yes 

Minimum Actuarial Value No7 Yes (60%) 
1. Rating rules for the current Ol<lahoma ES I-small group /Jealth insurance market are defined in Oklal1oma Title 36, Section 6515. 
2. Rating rules for the Post-A CA Oklahoma ES I-small group health insurance market are defined in Section 1201 of the ACA. 
3. See http:IJ\.vww.statehealthfacts.orglprofileind,jsp?rgn=38&cat=7&ind=350. 
4. See Oklahoma Title 36, Section 4502. 
5. See 11ttp:l/\.vww.ok.govloid!Consumers!Buying_lnsurance!Oklahoma_Health_lnsurance_High_Risk_Pooll. 
6. See Oklahoma State Mandated Benefits - http:llwl.-vw.okhealthplans.org/LinkCJick.aspx?fileticket=BOtKP5Km3cE%3D&tabid=59&mid=466. 
7. Plans have a minimum loss ratio of 60% (see Title 36, Section 6515). 
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After modeling the impact of pre-OHIM changes, we modeled our "best estimate" of the market that would 
evolve upon the implementation of OHIM. In particular, we modeled the following changes: 

• Establishment of separate individual and small group (groups of 50 or fewer employees prior to 
2016 and 100 or fewer employees from 2016 onward) marketplaces as of 2014. The ACA 
requires all small groups with 100 or fewer employees to be eligible for the OHIM as of 2016, but 
the plan has the option to extend the membership to small groups with 51 - 100 employees 
starting in 2014. We assumed that the state would elect to wait until 2016. 

• Establishment of "metal plans," both inside and outside of the OHIM, which meet actuarial values 
of 60% for bronze plans, 70% for silver plans, 80% for gold plans, and 90% for platinum plans as 
of 2014 ("actuarial value" and "metal plans" are explained later in this document). 

• 3-to-1 unisex age-banding when establishing premiums for the non-grandfathered plans, both 
inside and outside of the OHIM. 

• Guaranteed issue for all applicants as of 2014. 

• Community rating within the individual and small group markets as of 2014 (i.e., the end of 
adjusted community rating with +/- 25% rating bands in the small group market). 

• Continuation of "grandfathered" plan designs for those members enrolled at ACA enactment 
(subject to lapse thereafter). 

• We did not explicitly model the impact of the transitional reinsurance program for projection years 
2014 through 2016. 

In addition to the assumptions explained above, we also made the following assumptions when modeling 
the establishment of the OHIM: 

• Carrier participation in the OHIM is not mandatory, but a representative group of carriers 
participates inside and outside the marketplace (i.e., ther/!I< are no noticeable differences in the 
level of medical management, benefit design, administrative load, etc. for carriers participating 
inside I outside the OHIM). 

• All insurers that qualify will be allowed to participate in the OHIM (please see Appendix B for 
more details on "qualified health plans"). 

• Insurers will be allowed to sell insurance, both inside and outside of the OHIM. 

• Carriers will offer the same "metal plans" (i.e., platinum, gold, silver, and bronze) inside and 
outside of the OHIM. 

• The state will not require coverage of mandated benefits that are in excess of the federally 
defined "essential benefits". Recent CMS guidance allows states to set the standard for 
"essential benefits," which means that states can better control whether mandated benefits are 
included in the essential benefits. 

• There is no Basic Health Plan (described later). 

These are assumptions made by Milliman. We understand that the state of Oklahoma has not yet 
made decisions on important characteristics that will define the Oklahoma OHIM and non-OHIM 
markets. 
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The ACA applies differently to Native Americans and, thus, might cause them to behave differently. 
In particular, the ACA is applied differently to the Native American population in the following ways: 

• The limited "open enrollment" period that applies to most individuals and limits when they can 
enroll in the OHi M does not apply to Native Americans 

• Native Americans are not subject to the individual mandate, which penalizes those who do not 
enroll in coverage as of 2014 

• Native Americans are entitled to cost-sharing subsidies covering all cost sharing in the OHIM if 
they are below 300% of the federal poverty level (FPL) 

The lack of an individual mandate penalty and unlimited "open enrollment" period might cause Native 
Americans not to enroll in the OHIM (or at least to delay enrollment until they need coverage) while the 
option to get coverage without cost sharing might make them more likely to enroll in the OHIM. Because 
these impacts could move in opposite directions and their magnitudes are as yet unknown, we cannot 
estimate with confidence how OHIM enrollment for the Native American population would differ from the 
rest of the population. As such, we have not adjusted the percentage of people moving from the 
uninsured market to the OHIM to reflect the larger Native American population in Oklahoma than in the 
nation as a whole. 

Based on these assumptions, we project the following migration between markets from 2013 to 2014 
(shown in Figure 12 below). 

Figure 1Z 
Market Migration as of 2014 under Best-Estimate Scenario 

Po ulation tinder A e 65 

Market Chances in 2014 

Public Proarams Emolover Soonsored Insurance Individual Uninsured 

Small 
Other Group Small Grouif~Small Group 

Tota! Medicaid I Government Large Group (Under 50) (Under 50) 
Source Market Population CHIP ProQrarn Non-OHIM OHIM Non-OH!M 

Medicaid I CHIP 531.500 528,600 1,500 600 <100 <100 
Other Government 206,700 <100 203,400 200 <100 2,400 
Proa rams 
ESI Large Group 
Non-OHIM 1.101,500 9,900 500 1,080,800 <100 1,300 

ESI Small Group 
(Under 50) 316.600 2,800 100 1,500 5.100 291 ,300 
Non··OH!M 
ESI S1nall Group 
(Over 50) 158,400 2,000 300 500 <100 100 
Non-OH!M 
Individual Market 165,900 3,900 <100 600 <100 <100 
Uninsured 480.800 66,300 500 6,100 <100 2,100 

lJridocumented 
113,800 0 0 0 0 0 

Uninsured* 

Total Population 3,075,200 613,600 206,400 1,090,300 5,300 297,200 

* Undocun1ented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 
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(Over 50) 
Non-OH!M 

<100 

<100 

400 

<100 

146,400 

<100 

1,000 

0 

148,000 

Undocu-
Non- mented* 

OHIM OHIM Uninsured Uninsured 

100 <100 600 0 

200 200 <100 0 

500 400 7,600 0 

15, 100 <100 500 0 

8,800 <100 300 0 

48.600 112,400 200 0 

131,900 100 272,800 0 

0 0 0 113,800 

205,200 113,300 282,100 113,800 
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The shifts shown in Figure 12 reflect a variety of changes that will occur in 2014. Those having the 
greatest impact on coverage shifts are: 

• Expansion of Medicaid coverage to include all non-aged people up to 138% of FPL, with the 
exception of undocumented immigrants and those lawfully present in the country for less than five 
years. A significant portion of individuals newly eligible for Medicaid are assumed to participate. 
In particular, we assume that about 33% of those eligible for Medicaid in the uninsured market will 
enroll in Medicaid in 2014. Furthermore, we assume that any eligible individuals enrolling in the 
individual market will apply through the OHIM (in order to receive the subsidies for which they 
qualify) and will then be redirected to the Medicaid market. We also assume that some people in 
this income range with employer coverage are expected to move to Medicaid, but we assume this 
percentage to be much lower as we expect many qualifying individuals with employer coverage 
will retain their employer coverage. 

• Individual insurance market rating and underwriting changes that will require individual insurance 
to be guaranteed issue at defined premium rates that cannot vary with an applicant's health 
status (except as indicated by their age and tobacco usage). 

• Small group insurance change that eliminates carriers' ability to rate groups up or down by 25% 
around a manual rate, which is commonly done to reflect a group's own claim experience or the 
health status of its participants. 

• Availability of premium and cost-sharing subsidies for plans sold in the OHIM. 

• Penalties for not purchasing qualified benefit plans. 

The net effects of these changes are expected to increase insurance coverage by approximately 199, 000 
and convince approximately 205,000 people to enroll in the individual or small group OHIM. 
Approximately 132,000 of these people will have been previously uninsured. The individual market 
shows about 30% initial migration to the OHIM; some individual market enrollees will continue coverage 
with their grandfathered plans or will have income levels too high to qualify for subsidies. 

~/~ 

In addition to summarizing the migration of individuals from the market to which they belonged in 2013 to 
the market in which they are expected to enroll in 2014, we also summarize the enrollments by market in 
2010, 2014, and 2017. While we have already provided this information for 2010 and 2014, we feel the 
2017 market summary will be informative as we anticipate most markets will have reached equilibrium 
by 2017. Please see the table in Figure 13, which summarizes enrollment in each market as of 2010, 
2014, and 2017 for the under-age-65 population (while the overall population grows, the under-65 
population declines). 
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• Figure 13' 
Best-Estimate Scenario 

Po ulatlon Under A e 65 
Year 

Market 2010 2014 
Medicaid I CHIP 503,861 613,600 
Other Government Program 214,644 206,400 
Large Group Non-OHIM 1,080,823 1,090,300 
Small Group (Under 50) OHIM NIA 5,300 
Small Group (Under 50) Non-OHIM 333,816 297,200 
Small Group (Over 50) OHIM NIA NIA 
Small Group (Over 50) Non-OHIM 171,262 148,000 
Individual OHIM NIA 205,200 
Individual Non-OHIM 182,215 113,300 
Uninsured 569, 7 49 282, 100 
Undocumented Uninsured• 120,792 113,800 

Total 3, 177, 162 3,075,200 
~ Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 

2017 
679,200 
206,000 

1,048,000 
11,300 

220,100 
5,500 

109,200 
471,600 

53,800 
127,900 
108,800 

3,041,400 

Projected Results in a "High Take-Up" or "Low Take-Up" Scenario Resulting in Higher and Lower 
Enrollment Shifts to OHIM, Respectively 

While the previous results demonstrate what we believe to be a best estimate of the number of people to 
enroll in the OHIM, there are other external factors that could result in greater or lesser enrollment in the 
OHIM in 2014 as well as subsequent years. 

If external factors encourage more participation by the uninsured in the markets, a greater percentage of 
individuals would be expected to enroll in OHIM coverage to take advantage of premium and cost-sharing 
subsidies by 2014. Relative to the "best estimate" scenario, we assumed: 

(1~ 

• People were more likely to become uninsured prior to 2014 

• Members in the individual market were more likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards 

• People in the uninsured market were more likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards 
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The table in Figure 14 summarizes the enrollment in each market in 2010, 2014, and 2017 under the 
"high take-up" scenario. 

Figure 14 
High Take-Up Scenario 

Po ulation Under A e 65 

Market 
Medicaid I CHIP 
Other Government Program 
Large Group Non-OHIM 
Small Group (Under 50) OHIM 
Small Group (Under 50) Non-OHIM 
Small Group (Over 50) OHIM 
Small Group (Over 50) Non-OHIM 
Individual OHIM 
Individual Non-OHIM 
Uninsured 
Undocumented Uninsured' 

Total 

2010 
503,861 
214,644 

1,080,823 
NIA 

333,816 
NIA 

171,262 
NIA 

182,215 
569 749 
120 792 

3177,162 

Year 
2014 

627.700 
207,600 

1,083,700 
3,900 

295,300 
NIA 

146,200 
304 300 

84 700 
207 400 
114 400 

3,075,200 
* Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 

2017 
691,300 
206,800 

1,028,600 
16,500 

206, 100 
6,900 

105,300 
543,700 

31 800 
95 400 

109 000 
3,041,400 

If external factors discourage participation by the uninsured in the markets, fewer people may enroll in 
OHIM coverage by 2014. Relative to the "best estimate" scenario, we assumed: 

• People were less likely to become uninsured prior to 2014 

• Members in the individual market were less likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards 

• People in the uninsured market were less likely to enrol~~n Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards · 

The table in Figure 15 summarizes the enrollment in each market in 2010, 2014, and 2017 under this 
"low take-up" scenario. 

Figure 15 
Low Take-Up Scenario 

, Po ulation Under A e 65 
Year 

Market 2010 2014 
Medicaid I CHIP 503 861 601 300 
Other Government Program 214,644 205,500 
Large Group Non-OHIM 1,080,823 1,095,600 
Small Group (Under 50) OHIM NIA 3,600 
Small Group (Under 50) Non-OHIM 333,816 301,300 
Small Group (Over 50) OHIM NIA NIA 
Small Group (Over 50) Non-OHIM 171,262 149,900 
Individual OHIM NIA 111,500 
Individual Non-OHIM 182,215 141,900 
Uninsured 569,749 351 400 
Undocumented Uninsured' 120,792 113.200 

Total 3177162 3 075 200 
*Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 
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2017 
663 800 
205, 100 

1,065,800 
11,800 

226,500 
7,300 

108,400 
346,600 

94,600 
203,300 
108 200 

3 041 400 
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The table in Figure 16 summarizes enrollment in the uninsured, individual OHIM, and Medicaid markets in 
2010, 2014, and 2017 for each scenario for comparison. As we can see from the table in Figure 16, there 
are approximately 193,000 more people in the individual OHIM market and 26,000 more people in the 
Medicaid market in the "high take-up" scenario than in the "low take-up" scenario as of 2014 (and 
approximately 197,000 more people in the individual OHIM and 30,000 more people in Medicaid as of 
2017). 

Figure: 16 
Summar\!! of Under-65 Enrollment in Uninsured, 

• Individual OHIM, and Medicaid Markel$ 
for eacti Scenario 

Year 
High Take-Up Scenario 2010 2014 2017 

Market 
Medicaid I CHIP 503,861 627,700 691,300 
Individual OHIM N/A 304,300 543,700 
Uninsured 1 

569,749 207,400 95,400 
Subtotal 1,073,610 1, 139,400 1,330,400 

Best-Estimate Scenario 2010 2014 2017 
Market 
Medicaid I CHIP 503,861 613,600 679,200 
Individual OHIM NIA 205,200 ~71,~()_0 __ 
Uninsured 1 569,749 282,100 127,900 
Subtotal 1,073,610 1,100,900 1,278,700 

Low Take-Ue Scenario 2010 2014 2017 
Market 
Medicaid I CHIP 503,861 601,300 663,800 
Individual OHIM N/A 111,500 346,600 
Uninsured 1 

569,749 351,400 203,300 
Subtotal 1,073,610 ~064,200 1,213,700 

Uninsured Market does not include undocun1ented uninsureds. 

Data Sources and Assumptions 

The Technical Appendix provides information on some of the key data sources, tools, and assumptions 
we used to make the pro1ections. 

Some other modeling assumptions included: 

• We did not project the impact of risk adjustment among carriers (as discussed in Section VIII B). 
Presumably the risk transfer payments would be designed to be neutral within a market The 
results or impact on any specific carrier could be significantly different than our modeling 
indicates. 

• We assume all employers with 100 or more employees continue coverage at current levels 
(except for the small percentage of individuals in the large group markets who are eligible for 
Medicaid). We did not model the large-employer decision to offer coverage meeting minimum 
requirements or pay the penalties and let employees use the OHIM. 

• We assume that state employees will continue to participate in the state employee benefit plan, 
which we modeled as a large employer group. The education employees, who represent a 
significant portion of the enrollment, can opt out In addition, we understand that other members 
of the Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board (OSEEGIB) are 
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potentially enrolled in small group coverage and that dependents of OSEEGIB enrollees may not 
be eligible and, thus, may be enrolled in individual insurance or be uninsured. These small group 
employees and dependents are modeled as meribers of their respective current markets. 

• We assumed that full-time and part-time individuals have similar health statuses and that their 
work statuses will not change. 

• We assumed a significant portion of uninsured members with incomes below 138% of FPL will 
move to the Medicaid market 

B. IMPACT ON PREMIUMS AND BENEFITS FOR INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL GROUP HEALTH 
INSURANCE MARKETS (INSIDE AND OUTSIDE MARKETPLACE) 

Individual Market 

Introduction of the OHIM will impact the individual market significantly, even beyond the impact of the 
non-OHIM ACA provisions described previously. The individual market will experience additional growth 
in 2014, which is due to the availability of premium and cost-sharing assistance for policies purchased 
through the OHIM. Other factors that will apply equally inside and outside the OHIM include the individual 
mandate, guaranteed issue, elimination of preexisting condition limits, and rating changes. 

We made the following assumptions to determine whether people eligible for the individual OHIM will 
enroll: 

• All undocumented uninsured people remain uninsured. 

• A significant portion of documented uninsured people with household incomes at 138% of FPL 
and below will enter the Medicaid market. Documented aliens with less than five years residence 
are not eligible for Medicaid, but they are eligible for the premium assistance tax credit in the 
OHIM. 

" • The remaining documented uninsured people will choos~ between the individual OHIM and 
non-OHIM markets based on their health status (expected health claims), expected subsidies 
(both for premium and cost-sharing subsidies), and relative premium rates and premium rate 
changes. Some people will choose to continue being uninsured. 

• Carriers are assumed to attract members based on their premium rate levels. We assumed all 
carriers would offer the "metal plan" levels (bronze through platinum), both inside and outside the 
OHIM. 

• Plans in existence as of March 201 O are grandfathered. Insurers will continue to maintain these 
plans, but members will make choices to potentially move to new plans if it is economically 
favorable to do so. 

• Claim costs reflect the health status of the members in each market and benefit designs 
available. Prior to enrolling in healthcare coverage, uninsured people at the lowest income levels 
have the lowest healthcare expenditures. Once those people have insurance and have reduced 
financial barriers to care, we assume that their utilization of services will increase to levels more 
typical of someone with insurance. 
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Observations about member movement, medical costs, and premiums for the individual market and OHIM 
are: 

• Approximately 65% of the OHIM membership will come from the previously uninsured population. 
However, not all of those who are currently uninsured are assumed to select some type of 
coverage. Given the level of the individual mandate penalty relative to the cost of insurance and 
the ability of members to move freely into and out of markets, which is due to guarantee issue 
requirements, some people will consider it financially advantageous to continue being uninsured. 

• The uninsured entering the OHIM are projected to be less healthy than current individual plan 
enrollees. We also assumed that the previously uninsured will increase their demand for services 
for the first year in which coverage is available. The expected costs for this population reflects 
typical insured usage of services, their relative health statuses, and additional pent-up demand in 
the first year of coverage. After the first year, their costs will return to otherwise normal insured 
usage levels, however still reflecting their health status. 

• Some of the "metal plans" required by ACA (i.e., bronze, silver, gold, and platinum) provide richer 
benefits than the average plans in the current market. In the current individual market, we 
estimated the average actuarial value of net benefit costs as a percent of gross medical costs is 
approximately 67% in 2010. The metal plans offered under ACA range from 60% for bronze to 
90% for platinum and, thus, the average will likely be richer than plan designs offered in the 
non-OHIM market. We project an actuarial value of 71% or higher in the individual OHIM market. 

By "health status," we mean the relative gross healthcare costs expected beyond that which is due simply 
to age. Please note that health status indicates the chronic disease burden (and, thus, medical cost 
differential) between otherwise comparable enrollees. Said differently, if two 25 year old males are 
enrolled in the same plan in the individual non-OHIM market and one has a health status of 1.05 while the 
other has a health status of 1.00, we would expect the medical costs for the former individual to be 5% 
higher than those for the latter individual. This is particularly crucial for the state of Oklahoma, where the 
illness burden is among the worst in the United States 1 . The relative health status is derived from 
self-reported information in the CPS data. The movement of urV,nsured individuals (who have a less 
favorable health status than insured individuals with similar risk chllracteristics) into the individual OHIM 
will result in an overall increase in the relative health status (and, thus, average gross medical costs per 
member per year [PMPY]) in the individual OHIM than the individual non-OHIM. The table in Figure 17 
demonstrates the disparity in health status and gross medical costs between these markets in 2010, 
2014, and 2017. 

The change in gross medical costs from 201 O to 2014 to 2017 is not only a result of the change in health 
status, but also includes the impact of the following factors: 

• Annual medical cost trend 
• Increase in covered services (e.g., full coverage of preventive care benefits and maternity 

benefits) 
• Removal of annual / lifetime maximums 
• Removal of pre-existing conditions exclusions 
• Taxes for medical services (e.g., prescription drugs, Durable Medical Equipment) passed through 

to the member 
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Figure 171 
Health status and Gross Medical Cost !!MP¥ for Individual OHIM and Non·OHIM Markets 

Under A e 65 for Eacll scenari<1 

High Take-Up Scenario 
Market 
Individual OHIM 
Individual Non-OHIM 
Composite 

Individual OHIM 
Individual Non-OHIM 
Composite 

Best-Estimate Scenario 
Market 
Individual OHIM 
Individual Non-OHIM 
Composite 

Individual OHIM 
Individual Non-OHIM 
Composite 

Low Take-Up Scenario 
Market 

Individual OHIM 
Individual Non-OHIM 
Composite 

Individual OHIM 
Individual Non-OHIM 
Composite 

Small Group Market 

2010 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A 
Gross Medical Cost PMPY 2,690 

$2,690 

Health Status N/A 
Health Status 0.955 

0.955 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY NIA 
Gross Medical Cost PMPY 2,690 

$2,690 

Health Status N/A 
Health Status 0.955 

0.955 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY N/A 
Gross Medical Cost PMPY 2,690 

$2,690 
~ 

Health Status N/A 
Health Status 0.955 

0.955 

Year 
2014 2017 

$6,688 $7,890 
4,463 5,564 

$6,204 $7,762 

1.083 1.017 
0.942 0.867 
1.052 1 008 

$6,717 $8,242_ 
4.534 5,572 

$5,941 $7,968 

1.085 1.041 
0.945 0.867 
1.035 1.023 

$6,669 $8,383 
4,542 6,026 

$5,478 $7,878 

1.098 1.050 
0.941 0.900 

1.010. 1.018 

Unlike the individual market, the small group market will be less affected by the presence of the OHIM. 
The table in Figure 18 shows the projected health status I gross medical cost PMPY for these markets in 
2010, 2014, and 2017. Some observations on the small group projections are: 

Small group participation in the OHIM is projected to be relatively low, less than 7% of the total small 
group market. Generally, small groups have less incentive to participate in a "marketplace" than do 
individuals, because no direct individual subsidies are broadly available. However, some small group 
employers will be eligible for tax credits if they continue providing coverage. Tax credits are available 
starting in 2011. However, starting in 2014, these tax credits will only be available on insurance 
purchased in the OHIM and only for two consecutive tax years. As such, there is a modest incentive for 
employers to enroll their employees in the OHIM. Our projections show the net change in small group 
market participants. The current market already requires guaranteed issue for small groups, but the new 
rating restrictions on age and health status will result in premium rate changes for specific groups. 
In response, some employers will enter the market and others will exit the market (and potentially fund 
their coverage through a self-funded approach). Because penalties for not providing coverage only apply 
to employers having 50 or more employees, many employers in the small group market will make their 
decisions entirely on premium rate. 
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• Current benefit levels in the small group markets already offer a broad range of lean to rich plans 
that are similar to the "metal plans." Therefore, benefit design alone will likely not provide 
significant incentive to enter the small group OHIJ\11 market. 

• If employee contributions for single coverage exceed 9.5% of household income for families at 
less than 400% of FPL, the employees and dependents will be eligible for the premium subsidies 
in the individual OHIM. This opportunity could result in lower participation in small group 
coverage over time as small group enrollees could migrate to the individual OHIM. 

• We project that the small group OHIM will have premium rates consistent with the non-OHIM 
market. Therefore, unless the OHIM can offer some administrative advantages to employers or 
producers, such as facilitating employee choice among benefit plan tiers, enrollment may be 
limited. 

• We project that the small group health status levels will improve gradually due to the emphasis on 
preventive care initiatives and the preferred access to care of ESI coverage. 
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Figure 18 
Health Status and Gross Medical Cost PMP'l for 

Small Group OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets (l.fnder Age 65) 
· for Each Scenario 

High Take-Up Scenario 

Market 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 

Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 

Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Best-Estimate Scenario 

Market 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 

Small Group (und_er 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 

Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Low Take-Up Scenario 

Market 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 

Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 
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Gross Medical Cost PMPY 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 

Health Status 

Health Status 

Health Status 

Health Status 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 

Health Status 

Health Status 

Health Status 

Health Status 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 

Health Status 
Health Status 

Health Status 

Health Status 

2010 

NIA 

3,381 

NIA 

3,707 

$3,492 

NIA 

1.020 

NIA 

0.996 

1.012 

NIA 

3,381 

NIA 

3,707 

$3,492 

~'"- NIA 

1.020 

NIA 

0.996 

1.012 

NIA 

3,381 

NIA 

3,707 

$3,492 

NIA 

1 020 

NIA 

0.996 

1.012 

Year 

2014 2017 

$5.410 $6,538 

4,730 6,319 

NIA 8.294 

5,778 8,605 

$5,080 $7,089 

1.017 1029 

0.979 0.985 

NIA 0 964 

0.983 0.993 

0.981 0.989 

$4,825 $6,940 

4,713 5,992 

NIA 7,871 

5,776 8,589 

$5,064 $6,872 

1.026 1.013 

0.974 0.968 

NIA 0.947 

0.978 0.996 

0.976 0.978 

$4,319 $6,635 

4,716 6,214 

NIA 8.295 

5,734 8,589 

$5,048 $6,998 

0.930 0.955 
0.972 0.978 

NIA 0.997 

0.967 0.989 

0.970 0 981 
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C. POTENTIAL PREMIUM AND COST-SHARING SUBSIDIES 

Members who enroll in the individual OHIM and are unger 400% of the federal poverty level are eligible 
for premium and cost-sharing subsidies. The table in Figure 19 summarizes the 2014 and 2017 
distribution of members by income level for those who enroll in the individual OHIM, the individual 
non-OHIM, and the individual market as a whole. As we can see, approximately 85% of individual OHIM 
enrollees will qualify for some level of premium assistance in 2014. 

Figure 19i 
Enrollment by Income Level fo~ 

Individual OfllM an(! Non-OHIM Markel,$ (Under Age 65) 
Besf.l!!stimate Scenario 

2014 2017 
Individual Individual Individual Individual 

FPL Level OHIM Non-OHIM Composite OHIM Non-OHIM Total 
Under 138% 1,500 4,900 6,400 8,000 4,000 12,000 
138% to 199% 68,600 11,900 80,500 135,000 4,300 139,300 
200% to 299% 74,300 15,500 89,800 144,400 4,400 148.800 
300% to 399% 32,400 25,100 57,500 88.4Q9 9,100 97,500 
Over 400% 28,400 55,900 84,300 95,800 32,000 127,800 
Total 205,200 113,300 318,500 471,600 53,800 525,400 

The table in Figure 20 summarizes the average total premium/cost-sharing assistance PMPY for 
enrollees in the individual OHIM in 2014 and 2017. In addition, the summary divides the total 
premium I cost-sharing assistance PMPY into the premium assistance and cost-sharing assistance for 
each group. 

Figure 20 
- Subsidies (Total, Premium, and Cost·Sllaring) PMPY for Individual OHIM Mark.et 

Best-Estimate Scenario 
~ Year 

Type of Assistance 2014 2017 
Total $3,707 $4,390 
Premium Assistance 3,256 3,881 
Cost Sharing Assistance 451 508 

An important consideration when evaluating the impact of the subsidies on enrollees is not just how 
available subsidies will impact the behaviors of members at different income levels, but also of members 
in different age brackets. The table in Figure 21 summarizes the gross medical costs PMPY for each age 
bracket in 2014. As we can see, costs at the oldest age bracket under 65 are about 3.5 to five times 
those of the lowest adult age bracket. As such, the limit on age rating for premiums (3:1 ratio) will create 
indirect premium subsidies and make the direct subsidies more valuable at higher ages than at lower 
ages, which could result in disproportionately older enrollment in the OHIM. Milliman prepared a paper 
discussing the impact new rating restrictions will have on the individual insurance market. It can be found 
at the following location, The young are the restless: Demographic changes under health reform 
(http:/ /insight.mill iman. com/article. ph p?cntid= 7879). 
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Age Bucket 
Up to 19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
60-64 

Total 

Figure 21 
Gross Medical cost PMP¥ by Age Bucket for 

Individual OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets in 2014 
Best-Estimate Scenarie> 

2014 
Individual OHIM Individual Non-OHIM 

$2,139 $2.434 
3,797 3,547 
5,624 3,808 
7,016 5,844 

11,450 8,211 
16,563 13,958 
$6,717 $4,534 
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Composite 
$2,266 

3,682 
4,975 
6,797 

10,563 
15,849 
$5,941 
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VII. ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS 

A. MERGE SMALL GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL RISK POOLS 

The table in Figure 22 summarizes the impacts on enrollment and average health status of merging the 
individual and small group risk pools. As previously discussed, because of differences in the health 
status of the average individual and small group members projected in 2014 and beyond, merging the 
markets would likely result in higher premium rates for small group members and lower premium rates for 
individual members. The impact would be the greatest for small groups, causing some of them to drop 
coverage. 

'fl ·•• l"igure 22 . 
• Summa!¥ of Enrollment and Health Status in 

Individual and Small Graul! Ol'llM and Non-Ol'lll\11 Markets (Under Age 65) 
Best-Estimate Scenario 

Year 
Enrollment 2014 2017 

Market 
Individual OHIM 205.200 471,600 

Individual Non-OHIM 113,300 53,800 
Total 318,500 525,400 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 5,300 11,300 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 297.200 220, 100 
Small Group (over 50) OHIM N/A 5,500 
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 148,000 109,200 
Total 450,500 346,100 

Co1nposite of Individual and Small Group Markets 769,000 871,500 

~'~ 
Health Status 2014 2017 

Market 
Individual OHIM 1.085 1.041 
Individual Non-OHIM 0.945 0.867 
Composite 1.035 1.023 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 1.026 1.013 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 0.974 0.968 
Small Group (over 50) OHIM NIA 0.947 
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 0.978 0.996 
Com osite 0.976 0.978 

Composite of Individual and Small Group Markets 1 001 1.005 

The decision of whether to merge the markets will also affect carriers, but the effects would be different 
for each carrier, depending on their mix of members by market and the risk profiles of those members. 
For example, given that the health status factor of an average individual market member is expected to 
be higher (i.e., higher cost) than that of the average small group member, a carrier having only small 
group business and no individual business would gain some premium rate advantage if the individual and 
small group risk pools were merged. That carrier's premium rates would be unaffected by the merger, but 
competitors having both individual and small group business might have to increase their small group 
premium rates. 
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In addition to the key differences highlighted above between the new individual market and the new small 
group market, there are other considerations, which are highlighted in more detail below: 

Reasons to Keep the Pools Separate 

• Consistent with current market structure 

• Keeping them separate, at least in the short term, might make it easier for carriers and the state 
to focus on other market changes 

• Keeping them separate would avoid subsidies between the individual and small group markets 

Reasons to Merge the Pools 

• It creates a larger risk pool, which may increase rate stability in the long term (this is particularly 
important in a state with such a large rural population where medical costs can vary significantly) 

• It might result in premium rates that are considered more equitable between individual and small 
group markets, especially important if consumers are moving between these markets frequently 

• To consumers, individual and small group products could still be presented as different products, 
as they are now 

• Premium rates could still be adjusted to reflect administration cost differences or commission rate 
differences between individual and small group products 

Based on the above considerations, it is important to note that Oklahoma could also consider phasing in 
the merging of the individual and small group risk pools over a period of years, which would give carriers 
more time to react to the changing market. 

B. BASIC HEALTH PLAN OPTION 

This section provides discussion of considerations regarding the Basic Health Plan. Oklahoma will need 
to evaluate the Basic Health Plan option in the context of its current and future expanded Medicaid and 
CHIP programs and other state priorities to develop a coordinated healthcare system for the population 
under 200% of FPL. However, in our modeling we have assumed that the state does not establish a 
Basic Health Plan. 

Our discussion covers the following issues related to the Basic Health Plan option: 

• Potential Basic Health Plan population in Oklahoma 
• Design flexibility 
• Funding of the Basic Health Plan 
• Pros and cons of implementing a Basic Health Plan 

This report is not a comprehensive examination of the Basic Health Plan option. Such a review would 
need to be done in cooperation with the Oklahoma Medicaid authorities. Milliman prepared a paper 
discussing the feasibility considerations for the Basic Health Plan option. It can be found at the following 
location, Healthcare reform and the Basic Health Program option 
(http:/ /insight. m illiman. com/article. php ?cntid= 7 545). 

-----·--·----------------·~---·--------
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Potential Basic Health Plan population 

The ACA allows states to create a Basic Health Plan. for residents under 200% of FPL who are not 
eligible for Medicaid and lack affordable access to comprehensive employer-based coverage. 
The implementation of a Basic Health Plan can also alleviate market "churn" caused by those slightly 
above (or below) the 138% FPL threshold gaining or losing their Medicaid eligibility due to small changes 
in income. However, moving the eligibility line to 200% FPL could create market "churn" around this 
threshold. The population eligible to enroll in the Basic Health Plan includes two groups, both of which 
are eligible for federal premium tax credits: 

1. Adults with incomes from 138% to 200% of FPL 
2. Lawfully present immigrants below 138% of FPL who are ineligible for Medicaid 

If Oklahoma implements a Basic Health Plan, the population eligible to enroll in the Basic Health Plan 
must obtain coverage through the Basic Health Plan. Eligible individuals would not be able to purchase 
coverage through the OHIM. If Oklahoma does not opt to implement the Basic Health Plan, this 
population would be eligible for subsidized OHIM coverage starting in 2014. 

We identified the target population for the Basic Health Plan in Oklahoma by identifying adults with 
incomes between 138% and 200% of FPL who are expected to enroll in the OHIM, or remain uninsured. 
The table in Figure 23 shows our estimate of the eligible population by age group in 2014. 

Figure 23 
Enrollment by Age Bucket in the 138%' to 200% Income Level (Under Age 65f 

Best-Estimate Scenario 
2014 

Age Bucket Individual OHIM Uninsured Total 
Up to 19 13,700 22,500 36,200 
20-29 11,000 13,600 24,600 
30-39 13,500 19,300 32,800 
40-49 9,600 ;J.1 ,400 21,000 
50-59 16,800 1'3,400 30,200 
60-64 4,000 3,400 7,400 

Total 68 600 83 600 152 200 
1 Uninsured 1narket does not include undocu1nented uninsureds. 

Basic Health Plan Design Flexibility 

States will have some flexibility regarding the premiums and benefits offered in the Basic Health Plan 
within the following constraints: 

• The Basic Health Plan must provide at least the essential benefit package 

• Member premiums can be no more than what individuals would have paid in the OHIM 

• Member out-of-pocket cost sharing can be no more than what an individual would have paid in 
the OHIM 

• Plans may be offered by licensed HMOs, insurers, or networks of providers (such as an 
accountable care organization [AGO]) 

• A minimum medical loss ratio standard of 85% will be applied to Basic Health Plan insurers 
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States can design aspects of the Basic Health Plan to address the needs of the 138% - 200% of FPL 
population, which may be different than the needs of the rest of the population eligible to purchase 
coverage through the OHIM. Examples of issues to address through program design include: 

• Affordability of coverage can be enhanced by leveraging Medicaid provider and managed care 
contracts 

• Continuity of coverage for individuals and families moving between Medicaid, CHIP, and the 
Basic Health Plan 

• Delivery system continuity related to access to care and provider networks 

Basic Health Plan design decisions must be made with the Oklahoma Medicaid authority and consider 
Oklahoma's existing Medicaid and CHIP programs in order to develop a coordinated healthcare system 
for the 138% - 200% of FPL population. Such decisions include: 

• Whether to contract with managed care organizations 

• Identifying provider networks to use for the Basic Health Plan 

• Identifying the proper member cost sharing in the Basic Health Plan compared to coverage 
available through the OHIM, CHIP, and Medicaid 

• Coordinating with the CHIP program 

Funding of the Basic Health Plan 

Funding for coverage under the Basic Health Plan would come from the following sources: 

• States would receive funding from the federal government equal to 95% of the federal subsidies 
that the enrolled population would have received if enrqjjed in the OHIM. Subsidies will be 
adjusted for differences in age, income, health status, and 'geographic distributions to reflect the 
acuity of the Basic Health Plan population. 

• Member premiums as determined by the state. 

We estimated the federal premium I cost-sharing assistance per individual in the target population for a 
Basic Health Plan (adults expected to enroll in the OHIM with incomes from 138% to 200% of FPL). 
The table in Figure 24 shows the estimated annual federal premium I cost-sharing assistance per 
individual by age group in 2014. The estimates assume each individual is enrolled for 12 months in each 
year. 

Figure 24 
Total Premium I Cost-Sharing Assistance PMPY (138% - 200% Income Level) for 

Individual OHIM Market 

Age Bucket 
U to 19 
20 - 29 

30 - 39 
40 - 49 
50 - 59 
60- 64 

Composite 
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$1,848 
4,684 
7,259 
7,928 

11,053 
13,954 
$7, 179 
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Oklahoma would receive 95% of these average premium I cost-sharing assistance amounts to fund the 
Basic Health Plan. If the entire eligible population en.rolls in the Basic Health Plan, we estimate the 
potential federal funding for 2014 would be approximately $1.038 billion (152,200x$7,179 x 95%). 

To the extent that the federal subsidies collected by the state of Oklahoma are in excess of the cost to 
provide coverage through the Basic Health Plan, the ACA requires states to reduce member premiums, 
reduce member cost sharing, and I or provide additional benefits compared to coverage available in the 
OHIM. The reduced member costs and I or enhanced benefits under the Basic Health Plan would ease 
the transition from full Medicaid coverage to leaner commercial coverage for enrollees whose income 
level changes their eligibility. 

Many people in the industry assume that states could provide coverage through the Basic Health Plan for 
a lower cost than options available through the OHIM for the following reasons: 

• States may use their existing Medicaid delivery system for the Basic Health Plan. Using the 
same delivery system would take advantage of existing Medicaid managed care programs and 
Medicaid provider reimbursement. 

• Medicaid provider reimbursement is lower than commercial provider reimbursement. 

We have not tested the validity of these assumptions in Oklahoma. The financial impact of the Basic 
Health Plan would need to consider the Medicaid programs in Oklahoma and changes to any 
state-financed programs that currently provide assistance to this population. 

Pros and Cons of Offering a Basic Health Plan 

Some pros and cons of offering a Basic Health Plan are listed below. Note that CMS has not issued 
regulations governing the Basic Health Plan option, so the pros and cons could change. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

~'~ 

The state may be able to offer more affordable coverage than is available in the OHIM, which is 
due to leveraging existing Medicaid provider agreements, although this conclusion should be 
validated by more detailed analysis 

The Basic Health Plan will likely be able to offer more comprehensive coverage to participants 
than is available in the OHIM 

States can end optional adult Medicaid coverage over 138% of FPL (e.g., the pregnant women 
population), while still providing a more affordable form of coverage compared to the coverage 
available in the OHIM 

Possible reduction of market "churn" (described above) as well as potential administrative cost 
savings related to less frequent enrollment and disenrollment activities 

• Fiscal advantages rely on continued federal support 

• The state would take on the pricing risk of the Basic Health Plan, so it would need to be confident 
that the federal subsidies would cover the cost to provide care and administer the program on an 
ongoing basis 
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• The Basic Health Plan removes a portion of the potential OHIM population, which may have an 
influence on the operation of the OHIM 

• The Basic Health Plan creates an additional state administration burden 

• Access to providers and multiple insurers will likely be greater for consumers in the OHIM 
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VIII. DISCUSSION OF KEY ACA-COMPLIANCE ISSUES 

A. INFLUENCING MARKETPLACE PARTICIPATION FOR INSURERS AND CONSUMERS 

In this section, we discuss two major components of OHIM participation: 

• Factors influencing the level of insurer participation 
• Factors influencing the level of consumer participation 

Influencing the Level of Insurer Participation 

Whether or not the majority of insurers participate in the OHIM will determine whether the OHIM will be a 
significant player in facilitating health insurance coverage or limited to being the mechanism for the 
low-income population to utilize subsidies. 

As such, the most significant decision Oklahoma must make is to determine the breadth of the 
OHIM and its potential to attract nonsubsidized consumers. 

It will be less important for consumers who qualify for subsidies, because the subsidies will only apply to 
plans sold through the OHIM. 

For our modeling shown in previous sections of this study (wherein insurer participation was not required 
but was nevertheless prevalent) and the discussion in this section, we assumed that most insurers would 
participate voluntarily in both the individual and small group OHIM markets. 

We have further assumed that Oklahoma will continue to permit purchasing of individual and small group 
insurance outside the OHIM. 

However, voluntary insurer participation in the OHIM is in no way guaranteed. One way to ensure 
participation in the OHIM by several insurers would be by imposing requirements such as: 

~" 
• Direct requirement to participate in the OHIM by all insurers "selling individual and I or small group 

policies in the state 

• Only allowing participation in the non-OHIM market if insurers offer products in the OHIM 

• Eliminating the non-OHIM market altogether 

If insurer participation in the OHIM is mandatory or strongly encouraged, then: 

• Some insurers might choose to exit the Oklahoma individual or small group markets rather than 
participate in the OHIM. It seems unlikely that the insurers that currently have a significant 
volume of individual and small group business in Oklahoma would choose that option. However, 
smaller insurers, or insurers having a relatively small volume of individual and small group 
business in Oklahoma, might seriously consider exiting the market if they feel as though they 
cannot compete in a more commoditized market where less value is placed on service, flexibility, 
or other areas where they might currently fill a need. Also, insurers offering benefit levels that do 
not comply with ACA requirements (e.g., very high deductible plans) might exit the individual and 
small group markets to avoid compliance with these plan elements. If insurer participation in the 
OHIM is made mandatory, it is likely that the total number of insurers offering individual and small 
group business in Oklahoma would shrink below current levels. 

• The number of insurers and members in the OHIM could be higher than if participation was not 
mandatory. 
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• Insurer participation in the OHIM would be accelerated. If participation in the OHIM is voluntary, 
some insurers might take a "wait and see" approach, staying out of the OHIM during the initial 
years. 

• Some small insurers might elect to go out of business if they determine that the investment 
required or the risk associated with participating in the OHIM is prohibitive. 

• In addition, there are non-insurer entities, such as associations or small employer trusts, which 
might be affected by the changing market, creating additional disruption in the insurance market. 
In particular, their small size might make it difficult for them to compete in the OHIM, which would 
be especially difficult if participation is mandatory or strongly encouraged. 

• The Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board (OSEEGIB) will also 
need to consider the revised market. While the majority of the members covered by OSEEGIB 
are in one large group representing the state employees, OSEEGIB also currently markets 
coverage to other, smaller public entities. Changes to the small group market will likely influence 
which groups seek coverage with OSEEGIB. 

• Adverse selection risk among insurers may be less. There is some concern that the OHIM 
population will be less healthy than the non-OHIM insured population. For example, on 
January 1, 2014, the Oklahoma high-risk pool and the Pre-Existing Condition Insurance Plan 
(PCIP) pool will both cease covering people, and all of those people will likely seek individual 
insurance in the OHIM. They tend to be very high-cost individuals. Additionally, an analysis of 
Medicaid expansion in other states showed that uninsured individuals (those who will be attracted 
to the OHIM) have higher morbidity than the currently insured population and that uninsureds 
demonstrate pent-up demand when coverage is made available to them. All of these effects will 
tend to result in higher average costs for OHIM enrollees. Insurers may recognize this and avoid 
participating in the OHIM (at least initially) to maintain a healthier block of business. This action 
may cost the insurers membership in the first few years, but that membership could be regained if 
insurers outside the OHIM can offer less expensive coveril,9e by avoiding the adverse selection 
that came with early participation in the OHIM. If insurer participation in the OHIM was 
mandatory starting January 1, 2014, then all insurers would be likely to enroll some of the 
higher-cost members. Risk adjustment can be used to help reallocate revenue to insurers with 
the most morbid members, but risk adjustment is unlikely to compensate perfectly for all morbidity 
differences. 

• If the number of insurers participating in the OHIM is higher, then consumers will have more 
choice and competition will be more robust. This result may be particularly important for 
consumers who live in rural areas where the number of insurers offering coverage may be fewer. 
Increased competition may also help keep premium rates lower. 

As part of this project. we spoke with some insurers selling policies in the individual and small group 
markets in Oklahoma. They indicated several OHIM characteristics that would encourage them to 
consider participation: 

• Of particular concern was the need for a level playing field, making sure that rules and 
requirements for plans in and out of the OHIM were similar to avoid pricing or selection 
advantages 

• Addressing risk selection would also improve participation, as through the use of risk adjustment 
and limited enrollment periods 

• Avoiding duplicated administrative efforts to control the administrative costs of the OHIM 
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Influencing the Level of Consumer Participation 

Consumer participation in the OHIM will also vary depeoding upon various market and economic forces. 
For individuals eligible for premium and cost-sharing subsidies. buying coverage through the OHIM will 
likely be an easy decision. For nonsubsidized individuals and small groups, the OHIM will need to 
present viable insurance options to attract consumers. 

Maximizing consumer enrollment in the OHIM might create a more robust OHIM market, minimize 
adverse selection, spread OHIM administration expenses over more people, and possibly influence 
overall premium levels. Some constituencies might, however, prefer that OHIM enrollment be moderated. 

If Oklahoma wanted to maximize OHIM enrollment, then they might consider doing the following: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Require insurer participation in the OHIM (which we note above would likely attract more 
nonsubsidized members to the OHIM). 

Allow groups of 51 to 100 employees to participate in the OHIM starting in 2014. Oklahoma has 
the option to do this in 2014 and 2015, and is then required to do it in 2016 and beyond. 

Make enrollment as easy as possible . 

Provide value-added services to consumers and employers . 

Use significant advertising to promote the OHIM . 

Promote consumer and navigator education . 

Communicate with employers who may wish to help educate their employees about the OHIM as 
an alternative to employer coverage. 

Avoid setting up a Basic Health Plan, because those enrci¥ees would then not be a part of the 
OHIM and its risk pool. 

Require all health insurance to be sold only in the OHIM . 

Ultimately, expanding consumer and insurer participation in the OHIM maximizes the size of the risk pool 
and. thus, can help mitigate adverse selection, but not without placing a burden on some constituencies, 
either through increased regulation or restricted choices. 

B. CONTROLLING ADVERSE SELECTION ISSUES 

The state will need to consider mechanisms to mitigate adverse selection between the OHIM and the 
non-OHIM markets, and among carriers within the OHIM. Adverse selection is the phenomenon that 
results when potential enrollees (who have greater knowledge of their own illness burden than their 
potential insurer) select the plan design with benefits most aligned with their healthcare needs. This often 
results in less healthy individuals selecting richer plans, which causes the average healthcare costs for 
these plans to rise (which consequently causes the healthier enrollees to leave the plans and can result in 
a healthcare cost spiral). Allowing adverse selection to take hold could quickly reduce the number of 
carriers and consumers that choose to participate in the OHIM. Adverse selection is an issue that 
underlies many of the design and operational decision points Oklahoma would need to consider, should 
the state choose to set up and run the OHIM. In addition, adverse selection is a particularly important 
issue for a rural state such as Oklahoma where healthcare costs and access to care vary greatly across 
the state. 
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In this section we discuss the following: 

• Federal requirements that will help control adverse selection against the OHIM 

• Federal requirements that help control adverse selection among carriers 

• Risk adjustment-protecting carriers from adverse selection 

• State opportunities to help control adverse selection against the OHIM 

Federal Requirements that Help Control Adverse Selection Against the OHIM 

As described below, the ACA included some provisions that will automatically help protect state 
marketplaces against adverse selection. 

• Enrollment: One of the most important ways the ACA controls adverse selection against the 
OHIM is by encouraging enrollment. It does this in several ways. The first is through the 
individual mandate. Requiring a significant majority of individuals to be covered will bring more 
people into the market, although they may still buy their coverage outside the OHIM. Second, the 
ACA makes premium subsidies and cost-sharing subsidies available to lower-income individuals 
who enroll in OHIM plans. Finally, the ACA makes temporary tax credits available to small 
businesses that participate in the OHIM. In addition, limiting the time in which eligibles can enroll 
in the program to a certain period discourages members from enrolling only when they need 
coverage and as such creates a healthier risk pool. 

• Plan Designs and Pricing: The ACA has plan design and pricing rules that will mitigate adverse 
selection because they apply to plans both inside and outside the OHIM. Some examples 
include: 

• Prohibitions on lifetime and annual benefit limits, and on preexisting condition exclusions 

~-• Essential benefits are required to be covered for all individual and small group plans, inside 
and outside the OHIM, unless grandfathered 

• Limits on out-of-pocket costs 

• Premium rates must be based on adjusted community rating rules (health status adjustment 
can only be based on age and smoking status) 

• Qualified health plans must have the same pricing whether sold in or out of the OHIM 

• Premium rates must be based on the combined experience of OHIM and non-OHIM business 

Federal Requirements that Help Control Adverse Selection Among Carriers 

The ACA also includes three risk management tools I programs that can mitigate the effects of adverse 
selection among carriers. The first and third programs will apply to all carriers regardless of whether they 
sell policies within the OHIM. The second program is available to qualified health plans within the OHIM. 
The first two are transitional programs and the third is permanent. They are: 

1. Transitional Reinsurance Program, Years 2014 - 2016: The reinsurance program provides 
carriers with protection against very high-cost members. This program is designed to protect 
individual plans in the OHIM in the early years from 2014 through 2016, before the individual 
mandate is fully implemented. This program may be administered by the state under a 
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state-facilitated program or by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) if the state 
does not act. 

2. Risk Corridor Program, Years 2014 - 2016: The risk corridor program provides carriers with 
protection against total claims across all members being higher than expected. A carrier will 
receive payments if its cost-to-premium ratio is greater than 103% and make payments if the 
cost-to-premium ratio is less than 97%. This program will be administered by HHS. 

3. Risk Adjustment, Years 2014+: Under this program, plans with healthier participants will 
subsidize plans with less healthy participants. Carriers will set premium rates based on plan 
design and community rating, and risk adjustment payments will compensate for health status 
differences not fully reflected in the premium rates. This program may be administered by the 
state under a state-facilitated program or by HHS if the state does not act. 

Risk Adjustment: Protecting Carriers from Adverse Selection 

In a perfect risk adjustment system, there might be no reason for a carrier to care about the health status 
of the members they enroll. In reality, carriers will probably have some incentive to enroll members who 
are "better risks." Better-risk members are those for whom the required adjusted community rating 
process overestimates their expected costs, which is due to the inherently imperfect predictive ability of 
the rating system. For example, a rating system might produce a premium rate for an average person 
aged 40 - 44. However, within the total population of people aged 40 - 44 there is a broad distribution of 
health statuses and, therefore, a broad distribution of expected claim costs. The better risks are those 
people whose expected costs fall below the average for all people aged 40 - 44. For those people, a 
premium rate that is based on the average should provide more revenue than is needed to cover the 
costs of these individuals. 

The ACA requires implementation of risk adjustment to shift money from carriers who enroll more of these 
better-risk people to carriers that enroll fewer such people. However, that risk adjustment process is 
unlikely to be perfect and will, therefore, not completely eliminate the incentive for carriers to enroll as 
many people with better risks as possible. Furthermore, if t9e risk adjustment system operates 
retrospectively (i.e., making risk adjustment payment after the insuretl months they are intended to cover), 
then some carriers may experience temporary cash flow deficits. For insurance sold outside the OHIM, 
carriers will also have this same incentive to enroll the better-risk people, because their OHIM and 
non-OHIM business will be pooled for premium rate setting purposes and risk adjustment will apply to all 
plans. Attracting better-risk enrollees may give them more competitive premium rates. 

State Opportunities to Control Adverse Selection Against the OHIM 

Specific decisions can influence the amount of selection but each decision may affect other 
aspects of the insurance market. Oklahoma will need to evaluate each option and determine 
which actions fit with its goals. 

1. Take steps to maximize insurer participation. 

a. As the earlier discussion regarding insurer participation indicated, one option is to require all 
health insurance to be sold only in the OHIM. Eliminating the non-OHIM market will minimize 
adverse selection against insurers participating in the OHIM. There may still be some 
adverse selection if, for example, healthy people elect not to purchase any coverage. The 
consequences of this option were discussed earlier, but it should be noted that this approach 
will not prevent all adverse selection between insurers but would ensure that all plans offered 
meet the same minimum requirements. Implementing such a restriction would require 
consideration of transition issues for policies not ending on December 31. 
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b. Alternatively, all insurers could be required to participate in the OHIM, but also allowed to sell 
outside the OHIM. Some adverse selection against the OHIM might still exist if, for example, 
some benefit plans are offered outside the OHIM that are not offered inside the OHIM 
(e.g., plans that might appeal disproportionately to healthier people); however, risk selection 
will be mitigated because all policies must be pooled for rate setting and all insurers will 
potentially enroll OHIM members. Requiring all insurers to participate in the OHIM might 
cause some insurers to exit the market, resulting in fewer choices for consumers. 

c. For insurers that elect to leave the OHIM, prohibit reentry for a period of time 
(e.g., five years). This might prevent insurers who enroll a disproportionately unhealthy mix 
of insureds from canceling the policies, leaving the market, and then quickly reentering the 
market in the hopes of enrolling a healthier mix of people. 

d. Prohibit insurers that operate in the OHIM from having affiliates that operate only outside the 
OHIM. 

2. Take steps to control benefit designs of offered plans. 

a. Require that all insurers participating in the OHIM offer plans at all benefit tiers (i.e., platinum, 
gold, silver, bronze, and catastrophic). Without this requirement, an insurer could offer 
predominately rich plans in the OHIM and predominately lean plans out of the OHIM, thus, 
likely enrolling the insurer's least healthy members in the OHIM and their most healthy 
members out of the OHIM. Keeping all the products consistent between insurers should 
minimize the selection to any one insurer. 

b. Place additional restrictions on benefit plans offered outside the OHIM. At one extreme, · 
Oklahoma might stipulate that only those plans offered in the OHIM may be offered outside 
the OHIM. A more moderate approach would be to restrict the differences between plans 
offered in and out of the OHIM to prevent carriers from offering non-OHIM plans that are 
designed to attract lower-risk individuals. 

c. Offer standardized benefit plans in the OHIM. Furt~~r discussion of the advantages and 
disadvantages of standardized plans is included in Item E of this section. 

d. Continue to require coverage of the current state-mandated benefits outside the OHIM but 
not require them in the OHIM; however, this requirement would create a non-level playing 
field for products in and out of the OHIM. 

3. Create a level playing field for marketing and pricing. 

a. Ensure consistency of marketing and pricing rules in and out of the OHIM. For example, in 
terms of pricing, an insurer might be able to attract better risks into their non-OHIM plans if 
they reflect positive selection in the overall level of their average non-OHIM premium rates. 
Oklahoma might require that premium rates for qualified plans offered in the OHIM be 
allowed to reflect benefit cost differences only and not be allowed to reflect selection effects 
among the plans. If, however, this rule does not also apply to nonqualified plans (i.e., benefit 
plans that do not satisfy the requirements to be sold in the OHIM), then carriers might design 
and price nonqualified plans that have a much wider price range than the OHIM plans. 
Prices for lean nonqualified plans could be well below prices of the leanest qualified OHIM 
plans, drawing the healthiest people to non-OHIM products. 

b. Monitor grandfathered plans to make sure insurers are not encouraging higher-cost members 
to move into the OHIM. 
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4. Allow groups of 51 - 100 employees to join the OHIM, which could increase participation in the 
OHIM and stabilize the risk pool. This expansion of the small group market is required starting in 
2016, but states also have the option to allow it in 2014 or 2015. Possible implications are 
discussed in the next subsection. 

5. Take steps to control consumer participation. 

a. Take other steps to maximize OHIM enrollment, such as: 

i. Advertising 
ii. Promoting consumer and navigator education 
iii. Making enrollment as easy as possible 
iv. Not setting up a Basic Health Plan, because those enrollees would then not be a part of 

the OHIM risk pool 

b. As proposed in federal regulations, restrict OHIM enrollment times, or plan switching, to open 
enrollment windows or at times of special qualifying events (e.g., moving to Oklahoma). This 
would help keep people from delaying insurance coverage until they feel they are likely to 
need healthcare services. 

c. Charge penalties to individuals for delaying enrollment in the OHIM, if Oklahoma has the 
authority to do so. 

C. EXTENDING SMALL GROUP MARKET UP TO 100 LIVES 

According to the ACA, the OHIM must be open to small employers on January 1, 2014. States can open 
the OHIM to employers with 50 or fewer employees or to employers with 100 or fewer employees. 
By January 1, 2016, the OHIM must be open to employers with 100 or fewer employees. 
On January 1, 2017, states are allowed to open the OHIM to employers with more than 100 employees. 

Arguments in Favor of Allowing Employers With 51 to 100 Emp!?yees to Participate 

Opening the OHIM in 2014 or 2015 to groups of up to 100 may have positive results, such as: 

• More people will purchase through the OHIM. Economies of scale should result in lower OHIM 
administration costs per member. 

• The small group risk pool will be larger, pooling employers from two to 100 employees both in 
and out of the OHIM. A larger risk pool will give carriers greater predictability in their benefit 
costs. A smaller risk pool might make carriers more hesitant to participate in the OHIM 
(particularly in states with large rural populations where healthcare costs are more prone to 
variation). 

• Improved predictability of benefit costs may result in less significant financial adjustments among 
carriers based on average member risk scores. 

• Having a greater OHIM population may give the OHIM more ability to influence costs and quality 
in the non-OHIM market. 

• The OHIM must be open to all employer groups of size 51 to 100 in 2016. It might be easier to 
bring in the 51-to-100 groups in 2014, rather than possibly having the disruption of a wave of new 
enrollees in 2016. 

• If the state waits until 2016 to allow the 51-to-100 groups to join, that might delay collection of 
data needed for risk adjustment calculation on those members. 
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• For groups of 51to100, allowing them to enter the OHIM in 2014 will give them more insurance 
options in 2014 and 2015. 

• The federal risk corridor program only operates in 2014 through 2016. Allowing the 51-to-100 
groups to enter the OHIM in 2014 will allow carriers to take advantage of that protection for more 
years. The risk corridor program provides carriers with protection against total claims across all 
members being higher than expected. A carrier will receive payments if their cost-to-premium 
ratio is greater than 103% and will make payments if the cost-to-premium ratio is less than 97%. 

Arguments Against Allowing Employers With 51 to 100 Employees to Participate 

Reasons that Oklahoma might not want to open the OHIM to employers of size 51 to 100 prior to 2016 
are: 

• Oklahoma currently has insurance laws and regulations that apply to small groups, defined as 
those having two to 50 employees. Opening the OHIM to groups of up to 100 could lead to 
inconsistent definitions of small groups inside and outside the OHIM, or may require that the 
small group rules and regulations be changed. In any case, this challenge will need to be faced 
prior to 2016. 

• Bringing more of the total insurance market into the OHIM may result in fewer carriers offering 
coverage outside OHIM. It may also reduce the total number of carriers operating anywhere in 
Oklahoma, in or out of the OHIM. 

• Benefit innovation may be more likely to occur outside the OHIM. Shrinking that market might 
reduce innovation. 

• Groups of 51 to 100 with good experience may see a significant rate increase that would be due 
to community rating, or will choose not to participate. 

~'it 
• Groups of 51 to 100 that are relatively healthy are likely fo consider self-insuring. However, if 

their populations become unhealthy, they could be more likely to enter the OHIM. While this 
problem is also present with groups of two to 50, opening the OHIM to groups of up to 100 people 
might result in the OHIM enrolling a proportionally greater number of less healthy people. 

D. MARKETPLACE SERVICES FOR SMALL GROUP EMPLOYERS 

Oklahoma will need to define the scope of administrative services the OHIM should provide. At a 
minimum, the state must provide the following services related to enrollment: 

• Certification, recertification, and decertification of plans 
• Operation of a toll-free hotline 
• Maintenance of a website for providing information on plans to current and prospective enrollees 
• Assignment of a price and quality rating to plans 
• Presentation of plan benefit options in a standardized format 
• Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and determination of eligibility for 

individuals to these programs 
• Certification of individuals exempt from the individual responsibility requirement 
• Provision of information on certain individuals to the Treasury Department and to employers 
• Establishment of a Navigator program that provides grants to entities assisting consumers 
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Oklahoma may decide to provide additional services, such as online comparison tools. Under ACA, the 
OHIM must maintain a website to provide comparative information on plans for consumers. When 
developing these tools, the OHIM has the opportunity to facilitate participation in the OHIM by 
emphasizing robustness and preventing "wrong door" participant choices. Helpful features include 
allowing consumers to compare health plan choices, estimate their out-of-pocket expenses under those 
plan choices, find plans that meet specific criteria, or provide other services that would help consumers 
maximize the value of and their satisfaction with their insurance. Ideally, decision support tools would 
allow consumers to enter specific information about their situation and preferences, and then provide 
suggestions regarding plans that might be a good fit for their needs. 

These online comparison tools could prove especially beneficial for employer plans that could use the 
tools to inform employees whether they should maintain their small group coverage or enroll in the 
individual OHIM; determine whether the entire small group should enroll in the small group OHIM; and if 
so, the level of small group tax credit for which the employer will qualify. 

E. STANDARDIZED BENEFIT PLANS IN THE MARKETPLACE 

The federal regulations require some degree of benefit plan standardization. Specifically, plans are 
restricted to having certain actuarial values (i.e.. platinum, gold, silver, bronze, and catastrophic). 
However, there are many combinations of cost-sharing features that could equate to these benefit values. 
For example, one platinum plan might have a $200 deductible and 90% coinsurance, while another 
platinum plan might have a $0 deductible and 80% coinsurance, with both plans having the required 
platinum actuarial value of 90%. States have the option of restricting carriers to offering only specifically 
defined benefit plans at each tier level. 

In deciding whether to require standardization of benefit plans, the issues will be generally similar for the 
individual and small group markets. Allowing only standardized plans may have the following advantages 
and disadvantages: 

Advantages 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Consumers would probably have an easier time making co~parisons among plans within a given 
benefit tier (e.g., platinum, gold, etc.) if the number of standardized plans within each lier is 
reasonable. For example, if there are oniy two standardized gold plans, then comparisons might 
be simple. If there are 20 standardized gold plans, then comparisons would be more difficult. 

Consumers should have an easier time making price comparisons among carriers . 

Health plans within the same tier will not compete based on benefit differences. However, 
carriers will compete based on other measures of value, including the breadth and quality of their 
provider networks, quality of care, customer service, and financial stability. 

Carriers' administration expenses and, thus, premium rates, might be reduced because of having 
fewer benefit plans. 

OHIM administration may be simplified . 

The process to approve qualified benefit plans may be less burdensome and costly for the OHIM, 
because the OHIM would not have to review the actuarial value of non-standardized benefit 
plans. 

--------·-··--------·--
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Disadvantages 

• Carriers will have less ability to differentiate thernselves frorn other carriers. 

• Carriers rnay not have the ability to offer a custorn benefit package to a given ernployer. Such 
custornization is not cornrnon in srnall group coverage but rnay be rnore cornrnon for srnaller 
carriers or niche carriers for whorn custornization is very rnuch a part of their business plan. 

• There rnay be significantly less product diversity than if plans were not standardized. That could 
possibly result in reduced consurner satisfaction and value. 

• The OHIM rnay be less responsive to the changing needs of consurners and ernployers for new 
types of benefit plans. 

• The OHIM rnay be less responsive to changing healthcare practices, possibly hindering quality 
irnprovernent or cost savings. 

• The process for adding new plans rnay stifle or at least slow the introduction of benefit 
innovations, such as consurner-directed health plans. 

• Standardization rnight rnake it irnpossible for carriers to offer products that take advantage of a 
unique rnarket situation or provider arrangernent. For exarnple, a carrier rnight want to offer 
extrernely low-cost sharing (e.g., a $0 copay) when rnernbers get their high-cost scans 
(e.g., MRls or CT scans) at a single provider that offers those services at deeply discounted 
rates. 

• OHIM enrollrnent rnay be less if consurners find rnore attractive plan designs outside the OHIM. 

Standardized benefit plans have been required in the Medicare Supplernent rnarket since 1992. In that 
rnarket, standardization has worked relatively well, partly because those policies are supplernental, 
relatively low-cost, and generally leave the insured with little or nqi,Dut-of-pocket expenses. In contrast, 
cornprehensive rnajor rnedical plans provide prirnary coverage at' a relatively high cost and generally 
leave the insured with significant out-of-pocket expenses (e.g., a bronze plan would be designed to cover 
only 60% of the average insured's total healthcare costs, leaving 40% for the insured to pay out of pocket, 
in addition to their prerniurn). Because of the higher out-of-pocket costs in a cornprehensive rnajor 
rnedical plan and because it is the prirnary coverage, there are rnany rnore plan designs that can be 
created that would be reasonable and appealing to a significant portion of the population. 

The OHIM could also postpone plan standardization for one or rnore years. Postponing would give 
carriers tirne to adapt to the new regulations and respond to consurner preferences in the rnarket. In later 
years, the OHIM rnight choose to allow only standardized plans. Sarne disruption would be inevitable 
when the change is irnplernented, but that disruption rnight be relatively easy to bear once the OHIM has 
achieved sorne stability and has experience regulating the new benefit tiers. 

The leveraging effects of rnedical trend (inflation) on fixed-dollar cost-sharing features (e.g., deductibles 
and copays) will cause the actuarial value of benefit plans to increase over tirne. Oklahorna will need to 
consider how its rnethods for offsetting trend leveraging will interact with its rules for allowable benefit 
plan designs. This leveraging effect can also occur frorn changes in the rnix of rnernbers by age, health 
status, geographic area, or other variables that affect average clairn costs per rnernber. When the state 
tests plans for cornpliance with the target actuarial values, they should norrnalize the actuarial values for 
any such changes or differences in the rnix of enrollees arnong the benefit tiers. 
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F. CURRENT OKLAHOMA-MANDATED BENEFITS IN RELATION TO MINIMUM ESSENTIAL 
BENEFITS 

The table in Figure 25 presents each of Oklahoma's mandated benefits and indicates which of those 
benefits are assumed beyond the scope of the mandated benefits required by the ACA. Many of the 
Oklahoma-mandated benefits would likely be considered essential benefits, and would, therefore, need to 
be covered by any health plan sold either inside or outside the OHIM. We indicate in Figure 25 which 
mandated benefits would fall under a potential essential health benefits definition and, thus, would not 
constitute additional cost (beyond that already required for ACA compliance). In addition, some of the 
mandates represent preventive benefits and would also likely be essential benefits. Oklahoma can 
continue to require coverage of mandated benefits beyond the essential benefits (the extra benefits 
indicated in the table), but the state must pay the cost of those benefits for insurance provided through 
the OHIM for all OHIM members (even those who do not receive subsidies). The cost consequences of 
additional benefits that Oklahoma might mandate would be partly due to the direct addition of benefits 
and partly due to possible adverse selection. 

Alternatively, Oklahoma could continue to require coverage of the current state-mandated benefits 
outside the OHIM but not require them in the OHIM, or vice versa. These approaches would affect OHIM 
enrollment for consumers who are interested in utilizing those additional benefits. 

Very recent guidance on the essential benefits from Health and Human Services has indicated that the 
state will be responsible for selecting benchmark plans to determine essential benefits. To the extent that 
the benchmark plans include all state mandated benefits; the provision discussed above regarding the 
state's obligation to pay for mandated benefits beyond essential benefits may not apply. 
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- Figure 25 
Summa of Mandated Benefits Included as Part of Essentia~ Health Benefits 

Potential Classification 
Majority of Majority of Majority of 

Services are Services are Services 
Essential Preventive are Extra Limitations on Services Offered 

Benefits Health Benefits Care Benefits in Mandate 

AIDS I HIV Testing I Vaccine x For testing only 

Ambulatory Surgery Centers x 
Ambulance Transportation and 
Services x s12:ecified disease coverage only 

Bone Mass Measurement x May be for SQecific ages 

Breast Reconstruction x 
Cervical Cancer I HPV Screening x 
Colorecta! Cancer Screening x 
Contrace tives x 
Dental Anesthesia x For 12ediatric only 

Diabetes Self-Management x 
lies x 

x 
Hair Prosthesis x 

May be partially in Essential Health 
Hearing Aids for Minors x Benefits 

Mammogra12:hy Screening x 
No mandate to cover, but minimum 

Mastectomy x stay aQQlies if covered 

Mastectomy Minimum Stay x 
No mandate to cover, but minimum 

Maternity x stay a12:Qlies if covered 

Maternity Minimum Stay x ~·~ 
Covers severe mental illness 

Mental Health General x (6 specified) 

Mental Health Parit x 
Newborn Sickle Cell Anemia Testing x 
Off-Label Dru Use x 

For screening I evaluation; 
coverage of treatment I supplies 

PKU I Metabolic Disorder x etc. may be Extra Benefits 

Prostate Cancer Screening x 
Well Child Care x 

G. ROLE OF MARKETPLACE AS PURCHASER VERSUS FACILITATOR 

Oklahoma has the option to be more or less aggressive in its control over which carriers participate in the 
OHIM. From a less restrictive Open Market to a more restrictive Active Purchaser, the state may 
authorize the OHi M to: 

• Allow all plans that meet the minimum ACA requirements (Open Market) 
• Set additional standards for qualified health plans 
• Select plans based on comparative value (Selective Contracting Agent) 
• Negotiate health plan premiums with insurers (Active Purchaser) 
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The Open Market approach would probably be the least disruptive to the current Oklahoma market and 
would impose the least administrative burden on the state. At the other extreme, the Selective 
Contracting Agent and Active Purchaser approaches cotjld possibly provide greater value to the people of 
Oklahoma, although they would probably result in fewer OHIM plan choices for consumers. 

Based on our discussions with key stakeholders throughout the state of Oklahoma (e.g., insurers, lobbyist 
groups, brokers), one of the primary concerns is that the OHIM system will diminish the free-market 
healthcare structure that is presently active in the state of Oklahoma. As such, the Selective Contracting 
Agent I Active Purchaser methods of running the OHIM program will likely be met with significant public 
opposition. In particular, a common thread throughout our discussions with stakeholders was the idea 
that the "marketplace" should establish an information system, educate brokers and the public on how to 
use the system, and then allow free market forces to prevail. 

H. POTENTIAL BUDGET AND FUNDING CONSIDERATIONS 

The OHIM will require infrastructure to serve as a "marketplace" for purchasing individual and small group 
insurance. Development of this marketplace will necessitate investment by the state either directly or 
through federal planning grants to establish policy and procedure guidelines, as well as information 
technology (IT) systems. The level of start-up investment and ongoing budget needs will depend on the 
specific OHIM design. This section will present several factors for consideration during budget 
development and potential funding options. 

Start-up costs will depend on the OHIM structure and the functional level. Guidance from the Center for 
Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCllO). which is a part of the Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services (CMS), outlines the major functions required for the OHIM to be considered an 
exchange for purposes of ACA. These duties are: 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

Certification, recertification, and decertification of plans 
Operation of a toll-free hotline 
Maintenance of a website for providing information on 
enrollees 
Assignment of a price and quality rating to plans 

plans to current and prospective 

Presentation of plan benefit options in a standardized, comparable format 
Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and determination of eligibility for 
individuals in these programs 
Certification of individuals exempt from the individual responsibility requirement 
Provision of information on certain individuals to the Treasury Department and to employers 
Establishment of a Navigator program that provides grants to entities assisting consumers 

In addition, the OHIM would need to be responsible for ensuring that plans meet regulatory requirements 
with regard to: 

• Information on the availability of in-network and out-of-network providers, including provider 
directories and availability of essential community providers 

• Consideration of plan patterns and practices with respect to past premium increases and 
submission of plan justifications for current premium increases 

• Public disclosure of plan data, including claim-handling policies, financial disclosures, enrollment 
and disenrollment data, claim denials, rating practices, cost sharing for out-of-network coverage, 
and other information 

• Timely information for consumers requesting their amount of cost sharing for specific services 
from specified providers 
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• Information for participants in group health plans 

• Information on plan quality improvement activities 

Finally, the OHIM would need to be responsible for: 

• Presentation of enrollee satisfaction survey results 
• Provision for open enrollment periods 
• Consultation with stakeholders, including tribes 
• Publication of data on the ongoing administrative costs 

Through our stakeholder interviews relating to this analysis, we found some current resources that might 
provide existing infrastructure to perform several of these tasks. The administrative costs will be 
influenced by how much these existing resources can be leveraged. 

• Oklahoma State Educators and Employees Group Insurance Board (OSEEGIB): Currently 
provides a marketplace for public employers groups of many sizes. They deal with real-time 
enrollment and premium collection and disbursement issues. 

• Oklahoma Health Care Authority: Currently determines Medicaid eligibility and enrollment at 
least in part through an on line system. 

• Insure Oklahoma: Presently provides a system of premium subsidies to individuals and small 
groups with established policies and procedures to determine qualification, and coordinates with 
employers. 

• Current agency activities: Many of the plan requirements may already be monitored or easily 
incorporated into existing agency activities, such as the Oklahoma Insurance Department. 

Funding Options for Establishing OHIM 
f;.i. 

There are a number of potential sources for funding the development of the OHIM. Oklahoma could 
increase state taxes (income or sales taxes) or create assessments on insurers in order to establish a 
pool of money from which the OHIM planning committees could draw over the next several years. 
In addition, funds currently directed toward programs that will no longer exist in 2014 could be diverted to 
the establishment of the OHIM. The state might also advance funds to establish the OHIM which would 
be repaid from premium taxes, policy fees, or assessments once the OHIM is up and running. 
In addition, the federal government has established grants to fund the development of state 
marketplaces. 

Funding for the marketplace development costs can be covered by federal funds under the Establishment 
Grant program administered by the CCllO for programs designed to rneet the ACA exchange definition. 
The establishment grants became available on January 20, 2011. The last date to apply for a Level One 
grant is June 29, 2012, and the official last date to apply for Level Two is June 29, 2012 however there 
have been some indications that the federal government may extend this deadline. These grants can 
provide multi-year or year-by-year funding through December 31, 2014. 

Level One establishment grants provide up to one year of funding to states that have made some 
progress under their exchange planning grant. States may plan to reapply for a second year of funding 
under the Level One establishment grants, if necessary, as they work toward the criteria to apply for Level 
Two establishment grants. 
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Level Two establishment grants are designed to provide funding through December 31, 2014, to 
applicants that are further along in the establishment of an exchange. In applying for Level Two 
establishment grants, states must meet specific eligibility criteria, demonstrating the state has: 

• Legal authority to establish and operate an exchange that complies with federal requirements 
available at the time of the application 

• A governance structure for the exchange 

• A budget and initial plan for financial sustainability by 2015 

• A plan outlining steps to prevent fraud, waste, and abuse 

• A plan describing how consumer assistance capacity in the state will be created, continued, 
and/or expanded, including provision for a call center 

The establishment grants can be used for numerous activities including background research, 
consultation with stakeholders, drafting legislative and regulatory changes, establishing information 
technology systems, and other tasks to design and implement an ACA-compliant marketplace. As of 
May 2011, sixteen Level One establishment grants were awarded with amounts ranging from $4 million to 
$40 million. 

Ongoing Funding Options for OHIM 

Ultimately the OHIM will also need ongoing funding to cover annual administrative costs. The state may 
want to consider instituting revenue needed to cover OHIM administrative costs with links to those parties 
that indirectly benefit from the marketplace. Possible choices include individuals, employers, insurance 
companies, and healthcare providers. Regardless of how the OHIM is funded, the premiums charged 
within OHIM must be the same as the rest of the market. Possible mechanisms for doing that include: 

• Premium tax: The tax could apply to comprehensive mai!ilr medical insurance and possibly to 
other lines of insurance. ' 

• Per life carrier assessments: A fixed charge based on the number of covered lives. 

• Per life employer assessments: For self-insured employer health plans or third-party 
administrators there are challenges in collecting revenues. Because of ERISA regulations, we 
believe the state may have difficulty collecting assessments on self-insured lives that are not 
covered under stop loss insurance. 

• Provider or hospital assessments. 

• Special or one-time assessments on insurance companies, employers, hospitals, or providers. 

• Revenue diversion: The state could use revenue or funds generated by current programs that 
will be phased out because of ACA changes. 

Some combination of these mechanisms might produce an allocation that is the most broadly accepted 
among stakeholders. 
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IX. SUMMARY OF KEY ISSUES 

Throughout this report, we discussed key decision points the state must consider when determining 
whether to establish an OHIM and if so, how various structure decisions can impact the proposed 
marketplace. The key decision points are outlined below: 

• The state must decide whether to establish the marketplace, allow the federal government to 
establish the marketplace, or work with the federal government in a state-federal partnership. 
This decision sets the stage for much of the detailed discussions about the structures, 
responsibilities and impacts on the state's health insurance markets. 

• Should the state choose to allow a federal-facilitated marketplace, the state will still have 
responsibility for some direct functions and oversight. The state will need to decide how it will 
fulfill those responsibilities. 

• If the state chooses to develop its own marketplace, it will need to decide how it will be governed, 
the scope of the marketplace (e.g., Should the individual and small group risk pools be kept 
separate or should they be merged?), and whether to establish a Basic Health Plan. These 
decisions shape the basic structure of the marketplace by determining who will make the detailed 
design decisions and which insurance markets and populations will be impacted. 

• Finally, the detailed design decisions related to participation by insurers and consumers, benefit 
plans, essential health benefits, and long-term funding for marketplace administrative costs will 
influence the availability and premiums of health insurance in Oklahoma. 

We provide projections based upon assumptions regarding several of the above decision points. We also 
discuss how projections could vary if different decisions were made for two key decision points (i.e., the 
decision to merge the individual and small group risk pools and the decision to offer a Basic Health Plan). 
The information presented in this report should assist Oklahoma's decision-makers as they consider the 
development of a state marketplace. 
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X. QUALIFICATIONS 

This report was created by Timothy F. Harris and Stacey V. Muller. Mr. Harris is a principal and consulting 
actuary in the St. Louis office of Milliman and author of "Health Care Coverage and Financing in the 
United States." Stacey is a consulting actuary in the Milwaukee office of Milliman. Tim and Stacey are 
Fellows of the Society of Actuaries and Members of the American Academy of Actuaries. They each 
meet the qualification standards for performing the analyses contained in this report. 
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Appendix A 
Technical Details on Population and Health Cost Modeling 

This appendix provides information on some of the key data sources, tools, and assumptions used to 
develop the projections presented in this report. 

CURRENT POPULATION SURVEY (CPS) I AMERICAN COMMUNITY SURVEY (ACS) DATA 

The initial census data was developed using the Current Population Survey (CPS). To mitigate the risk of 
population fluctuation that is due to the relatively small sample size responding to this self-reported 
survey, we used CPS data for the Oklahoma market for both 2008 and 2009. We used the CPS data to 
determine the composition of the Oklahoma population by age, gender, income level, insurance coverage 
type (e.g., individual, employer, Medicaid, other coverage such as CHAMPUS, Medicare disabled), family 
status, and race (as it pertains to the Native American population). We also used the CPS data to 
classify the population into self-reported health status groupings. 

While we used CPS data to determine population distribution by factors such as age, gender, and income 
level, the small sample size and slightly older data made it necessary to compare this data to other 
sources. As such, we reconciled the CPS population distribution by insurance coverage type to the 2010 
American Community Survey (ACS) data and adjusted the 2010 population distribution, as necessary, to 
tie to the ACS summaries. 

In addition, we used Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) data, which underlies the 2009 ACS 
Summary and is the most current ACS detailed data, to estimate the current distribution of the Native 
American population by insurance coverage type. 

MEDICAL EXPENDITURE PANEL SURVEY (MEPS) DATA 

We used Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS) data to supplement the census data and to 
distribute the employer insurance data into small group, large group, self-insured. or fully insured. 

UNDOCUMENTED UNINSURED MODELING 

We used 201 O ACS data to determine that approximately 18% of tne uninsured population under age 65 
would be undocumented and then allocated 18% of the uninsu'l'ed population to an undocumented 
uninsured bucket. This bucket does not allow for new entry (since we assume no further net immigration) 
or exit to other insured markets such as Medicare, Medicaid, or the OHIM (as undocumented uninsureds 
will be ineligible for such movement). However, the standard mortality assumption (described in further 
detail under the "Births and Mortality" section) is applied to the undocumented uninsureds. Any births to 
this population are considered documented and will enter other markets as modeled. 

MEDICAL COSTS 

Medical cost curves by age and gender were developed using an assumed set of benefits and research 
that underlies Milliman's Health Cost Guidelines'M (HCGs). To calibrate the costs to Oklahoma 
experience, we used benefit designs consistent with those offered by carriers in Oklahoma (based on 
information provided by key insurer stakeholders), geographic area adjustments from Milliman's HCGs, 
and Oklahoma-specific provider discounts (estimated by Milliman using health insurance claim data from 
Oklahoma). We assumed that the majority of individual policies do not currently cover uncomplicated 
maternity care. Effective January 1, 2014, we assumed that all individual policies would cover all 
maternity care. Premiums were developed from the estimated medical costs, minus the estimated cost 
sharing in the modeled benefit plans, plus an estimated administrative load based on data collected 
through Oklahoma's required minimum medical loss ratio waiver filing. We adjusted the medical costs in 
the respective markets to produce average premiums by market consistent with the average premium 
rate data included in state filings (subject to some differences such as whether or not the plans modeled 
were only comprehensive plans). 
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COSTS OF UNINSURED ENTERING THE INSURANCE MARKET 

The uninsured population is assumed to utilize fewer medical services than the insured population 
because of the lack of insurance coverage. Once a person becomes insured, we assume that their 
medical costs reflect the following factors: 

• Their underlying costs will move to reflect the costs of a similar insured person in that market with 
respect to age and gender assuming an average health status 

• This medical cost is then adjusted to reflect the health status of the moving individual 
• Finally, an additional 10% in costs is assumed in the first year of coverage, which is due to 

pent-up demand for healthcare services 

TREND 

We estimated annual medical trend rates for each major service category (inpatient, outpatient, 
professional, prescription drug, and other) based on Milliman's ongoing trend research. 

HEALTH STATUS DEVELOPMENT 

The CPS data includes self-reported qualitative health status information for each individual in the 
groupings of excellent. very good, good, fair, and poor. We summarized the CPS data by these 
categories (grouping them into preferred, standard, substandard low, and substandard high) and then 
assigned a morbidity level to each health status group to reach a desired health status composite of 1.25. 
This composite target is greater than 1.0 to reflect the comparatively higher morbidity of the Oklahoma 
population to other states. Because the baseline medical costs to which health status factors are applied 
are based on the Milliman HCGs, and are thus representative of the large group markets, we calculated 
the ratio of each morbidity level relative to the composite morbidity level of the large group markets. 
We then summarized what percentage of each age bucket (grouped by quinquennial ages) falls into each 
morbidity category by market. These summaries were loaded into the Healthcare Reform Financing 
Model as the starting morbidity distributions. Morbidity distributions change within the modeling from one 
year to the next based on the availability of care, utilization of servi~s, aging, etc. 

BIRTHS AND MORTALITY 

We used birth assumptions based on the distribution of newborns in the CPS data, and mortality 
assumptions as reported in the 2004 U.S. Mortality Tables. 

TAKE-UP RATES 

Take-up rates describe the probability of people changing from uninsured to insured, or from one market 
to another (e.g., from the individual non-OHIM market to the individual OHIM market). Milliman has 
conducted research to determine what percentage of people (for each combination of representative age, 
gender, and health status) will tend to switch markets, based on the ACA provisions and the modeled 
individual's expected healthcare costs, subsidies. and premium rate choices. Using that research, we 
modeled the projected population's movements between the various insurance coverage types. 

TAKE-UP RATE DISTRIBUTION FOR THE THREE MARKET SCENARIOS (BEST ESTIMATE, HIGH 
TAKE-UP, AND LOW TAKE-UP) 

In order to model the three different scenarios underlying Milliman's Oklahoma reform projections 
(best estimate, high take-up rate, and low take-up rate), we estimated take-up rates for three key 
market-to-market movements. Using the research Milliman developed to estimate the percentage of 
people who will move from one market to another based on their demographics, costs, subsidies, etc. 
(which is described above), we modeled a variety of possible movements, including the movement from 
uninsured to individual OHIM coverage; the movement from uninsured to individual non-OHIM coverage; 
the movement from individual coverage to individual OHIM coverage, etc. 
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In creating our three scenarios, we were most interested in investigating the affordability of healthcare 
and, thus, the likelihood that people would need some fqrm of coverage to meet their healthcare needs in 
the future. The three movements we focused on when creating our projection scenarios are described in 
further detail below: 

1. The movement from private insurance markets (individual, small group, large group) to an 
uninsured status. This movement was reflected in years 2011 through 2013. The high take-up 
rate scenario assumes more people become uninsured in these years and the low take-up rate 
scenario assumes fewer people become uninsured in these years with the best-estimate scenario 
approximately in the center. 

2. The movement from an uninsured status to Medicaid coverage in 2014 and thereafter. 
This movement was reflected in years 2014 through 2017 and again the high take-up rate 
scenario shows the largest percentage of people moving to Medicaid coverage with the best 
estimate scenario to follow and the low take-up rate scenario with the smallest percentage 
movement. Also, we assumed that the first year of eligibility (2014) would result in a far larger 

· percentage movement, which would then taper off in subsequent years. 

3. The movement from an uninsured status to individual OHIM coverage in 2014 and thereafter. 
This movement was reflected in years 2014 through 2017 and again the high take-up rate 
scenario shows the largest percentage of people moving to individual OHIM coverage with the 
best estimate scenario to follow and the low take-up rate scenario with the smallest percentage 
movement. Also, we assumed that the first year of eligibility (2014) would result in a far larger 
percentage movement, which would then taper off in subsequent years. 

The table in Figure 26 summarizes the estimated percentage take-up rates in each market for the 
2011 - 2017 modeling period in the scenarios described above. 

Figure 26 
Take-Up Rate Comparison among Scenarios 

Scenario 

Average Annual Take-Up to Uninsured (2011 - 2013) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2014) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2014) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2015-2017) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2015 - 2017) 

Scenario 

Average Annual Take-Up to Uninsured (2011 - 2013) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2014) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2014) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2015 - 2017) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2015 - 2017) 

Scenario 

Average Annual Take-Up to Uninsured (2011 - 2013) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2014) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2014) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2015 -2017) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2015-2017) 
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MOVEMENT BETWEEN CARRIERS AND PLANS 

The movement between carriers and benefit plans in the individual market is based on a series of inertia 
factors developed by Milliman. These factors describe how individuals move from plan to plan based on 
changes in the population make-up and resulting costs and premiums for each carrier and plan 
combination. In particular, individuals are driven to change plans and carriers based on the rate 
increases experienced for their current plan design, based on their age, gender, and health status. 
The movement between carriers and plans in the small group and large group markets are driven by the 
inertia factors underlying employer group decision points. In particular, employer groups are projected to 
respond to the rate increases for their particular membership groups by moving from plan to plan and 
carrier to carrier based on their underlying inertia factors. 

MOVEMENT BETWEEN MARKETS THAT IS DUE TO AGING 

The causes of age-related movements between markets include formerly dependent children who reach 
an age where they are emancipated to other markets, adults who reach age 65 and join the Medicare 
market (we assumed 100% of documented individuals who are not already enrolled in the Medicare 
disabled market join the Medicare market at age 65), and individuals in other markets who lapse to the 
uninsured market because of premium rate increases. 
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LIST OF ACRONYMS 

ACA - Affordable Care Act 

Appendix B 
Terminology Used in Actuarial Study 

ACS - American Community Survey 
BCBS - Blue Cross Blue Shield 
CCllO - Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight 
CHIP - Children's Health Insurance Program 
CMS - Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
CO-OPs - Consumer Operated and Oriented Plans 
CPS - Current Population Survey 
ESI - Employer-sponsored insurance 
FPL - Federal poverty level 
HCGs - Milliman's Health Cost Guidelines 
HCSC - Health Care Service Corporation 
HHS - Department of Health and Human Services 
HIPAA - Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
HMO - Health Maintenance Organization 
IT - Information Technology 
l/T/U - Indian Health Service I Tribe and Tribal Organization I Urban Indian Organization 
MAGI - Modified Adjusted Gross Income 
MEPS - Medical Expenditure Panel Survey 
MLR - Medical loss ratio 
NAIC - Natioral Association of Insurance Commissioners 
OHIM - Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace 
OHRP - Oklahoma Health Insurance High Risk Pool 
OSDH - Oklahoma State Department of Health 
OSEEGIB - Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board 
PMPM - Per member per month 
PMPY - Per member per year 
PPACA - Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 
PUMS - Public Use Microdata Sample 
RBC - Risk-based capital 1'~ 
VA-Veterans' Administration 

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS 

Qualified Health Plan: A plan that meets the following criteria: 
• Has been certified that the plan meets certain criteria issued or recognized by the Exchange 

through which the plan is offered; 
• Provides the "essential health benefits package"; and 
• Is offered by a health insurance issuer that: 

• Is licensed and in good standing to offer health insurance coverage in each state in which the 
issuer offers health insurance coverage under the Act; 

January 29, 2012 

Agrees to offer at least one qualified health plan at the silver level, and at least one plan at 
the gold level; 
Agrees to charge the same premium rate for each qualified health plan of the issuer without 
regard to whether the plan is offered through an exchange, or whether the plan is offered 
directly from the issuer, or through an agent; and 
Complies with the regulations that apply to exchanges, and any other requirements that an 
applicable exchange may establish. 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This study was prepared by Milliman, Inc. as requested by the Oklahoma Department of Health to 
evaluate the State's current health insurance markets and evaluate the potential options available to 
Oklahoma to create a new entity which is called the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) in 
this report. The OHIM will serve as an internet-based system to allow eligible Oklahomans to research, 
select, and purchase individual and small group insurance coverage. The purpose of the study is to 
provide actuarial projections and outline the options related to establishing the OHIM. The study was 
funded by a grant from the federal Department of Health and Human Services. 

This Executive Summary presents a summary of the ACA requirements, the current market, key 
decisions the State will need to make as it considers creating the OHIM, key findings, and implementation 
issues. Remaining sections of the study provide additional information including projections and 
discussions relevant to these decisions. 

This study provides a detailed overview of the current health insurance market in Oklahoma and the 
potential impacts to this market if the OHIM is introduced. While the projections of the potential future 
market are presented as finite tabular results, there is still significant uncertainty surrounding these 
projections. This uncertainty stems from many sources including the use of existing data sources with 
potential imperfections, evolving legislative, regulatory and judicial guidance, changing economic 
conditions, and unpredictable reactions of the many stakeholders within the health insurance market. 
Therefore, it is critical that the State understand the current market, the options available to the State, the 
decisions that must be made, and the potential impacts of these decisions. 

AFFORDABLE CARE ACT (ACA) 

The primary ACA requirements for the commercial employer-sponsored insurance (ESI) small group and 
individual health insurance markets, both inside and outside the OHIM are discussed in Section IV and 
include: 

> Guaranteed issue of insurance coverage regardless of pre-existing medical conditions or health 
status. 

> Adjusted community rating with premium rate variations only for benefit plan design, geographic 
location, age rating (limited to ratio of 3: 1 ), family status, and tobacco usage (limited to ratio of 
1.5:1). 

> Premium rate consistency inside and outside the OHIM. 

> Ability of states to merge the ESI small group and individual health insurance markets. 

> Ability of states to define small group up to 100 employees (mandatory by January 1, 2016). 

> Definition and requirements for essential health benefits to be considered qualified health 
insurance. 

> Individual tax penalty if not covered by minimum essential insurance coverage. 

> Employer tax penalty if not offering qualified insurance coverage (groups under 50 employees are 
exempt). 
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The ACA also includes a significant expansion of state Medicaid programs to include all U.S. citizens and 
qualified legal aliens who are not eligible for Medicare, and with household income up to 133% of the 
federal poverty level (FPL) based on modified adjusted gross income (MAGI), or 138% of FPL with the 
5% income disregard. 

CURRENT MARKET 

In order to consider the various decisions to be made by Oklahoma and their impact on the market, it is 
important to understand the current insurance markets. Key demographic characteristics of the 2010 
Oklahoma population for the current insurance markets are provided in Section V. The following graph 
depicts the 201 O Oklahoma population by source of insurance coverage. 
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Figure 1: Oklahoma Lives (Including Over Age 65) by Source of 
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Some key observations regarding the current insurance coverage include: 

> The largest concentration of health insurance coverage is from ESI plans, providing health 
insurance to approximately 1.6 million individuals or about 43% of the total state population. 

> The individual health insurance market is the smallest source of health insurance coverage in 
Oklahoma, with approximately 182, 000 individuals or about 5% of the total state population 
having this coverage. 
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> An estimated 691,000 individuals, or almost 19% of the state's total population, are uninsured; 
however, a portion of this uninsured population consists of undocumented residents. The 
undocumented population is not eligible for Medicaid under current law and will not be eligible for 
ACA expansions or subsidies in the future. The documented uninsured, 570,000 individuals, 
represents approximately 15% of the state's total population. 

DECISION POINTS 

Given the context of the current market, the State must decide how to proceed with the OHIM. 

The initial decision facing the State is whether to establish the OHIM. The ACA requires the 
establishment of new ACA-compliant market mechanism in each state by calendar year 2014. The ACA, 
and subsequent regulations, have begun to outline the minimum requirements that such an entity must 
meet to be considered compliant. Note that the federal government will develop a Federally facilitated 
health insurance marketplace for use in states that choose to not create their own entity, or for temporary 
use in states that do not complete implementation by 2014. 

If Oklahoma were to proceed with the development of the OHIM, it would need to make basic design 
decisions, including: 

> Governance - The marketplace can be governed through an existing state agency, a non-profit 
organization established by the State, or as a new independent state agency. 

> Scope - The marketplace would need to include both individual and small group insurance 
options. The State can design the marketplace as two separate mechanisms, one for small 
group and one for individuals, or combine these markets into one. Such a combination can be 
restricted to administrative functions with limited impact on the insurance carriers and their 
products, or expanded to require that products and pricing reflect the combined markets. 

> Basic Health Plan Option - The ACA allows states to choose whether to use a Basic Health Plan 
as a potential transition between Medicaid and private coverage. The Basic Health Plan would 
offer health insurance to individuals with household income between 138% (133% plus 5% 
income disregard) and 200% of the federal poverty level. These individuals would not be eligible 
for coverage through the OHIM. A percentage of these individuals' premium subsidies would be 
available as funding for this program. The Basic Health Plan will likely be administered alongside 
a state's Medicaid plan and can alleviate the impact of "churn" as individuals move above or 
below the 138% of MAGI hurdle and thus move in and out of Medicaid. 

We do not discuss the OHIM governing options within this report as this decision has a greater impact on 
implementation and budget considerations for the marketplace operation. This topic will be discussed in 
a subsequent planning study currently being performed by Milliman. 

Further discussion regarding merger of individual and small group markets, and the Basic Health option, 
is provided in Section VII. 
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KEY FINDINGS 

Implementation of the OHIM, or Federally-facilitated health insurance marketplace, will impact the current 
source of health insurance coverage for a large number of Oklahoma residents. 

While the exact impacts are not known, this study uses a model developed by Milliman to illustrate the 
potential landscape of the insurance market in 2014 after implementation of the OHIM (or the federally 
imposed exchange if the OHIM is not established), and also in 2017. These estimates take into account 
the potential behavior of individuals and employers based on their income levels, ages, and health status. 
The following graph illustrates the estimated changes in the source of insurance coverage from 201 O to 
2014 to 2017 for the under age 65 population. It should be noted that these results assume the State 
does not combine the individual and small group markets and does not implement a Basic Health Plan. 

Figure 2: Oklahoma Lives Under Age 65 by Source of Coverage 
Changes from 2010 to 2014 to 2017 
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The projection details are presented in Section VI. A few observations based on this projection include: 

> ESl-based coverage is assumed to continue providing a significant source of insurance coverage 
even if an individual OHIM is created. While it is possible some employers may conclude that it is 
feasible for them to discontinue sponsoring insurance, it seems unlikely that a material portion of 
the market will shift from non-OHIM ES! coverage to individual OHIM coverage. 

> The small group market OHIM may attract participants slowly unless there are significant financial 
or administrative advantages. 

> The reduction in uninsured numbers is achieved primarily through movement to the 
Medicaid I CHIP programs through expanded eligibility, and to an individual OHIM due to 
premium subsidies. 

> Introduction of the OHIM could attract a greater proportion of the currently insured individual 
market than the small group market. 

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 

Beyond the basic design decisions, the State will need to resolve a number of implementation issues as it 
considers the introduction of a State-facilitated marketplace. Primary among these are the following: 

> Role of the marketplace among other insurers - Will the marketplace represent the only 
mechanism for insurance offerings or will it provide an additional venue alongside existing 
insurance offerings? 

> Level of control over carrier participation in the marketplace - Will the marketplace limit its role to 
that of facilitator by providing eligibility information and comparisons for all qualified insurers or 
expand its role to include active purchasing steps by collecting bids and selecting specific 
insurers? 

> Responsibility level for ongoing enrollment and billing - Will the marketplace make minimum 
eligibility determinations for program eligibility and available subsidies or will it also collect and 
coordinate monthly enrollment and premium billings? 

These issues are explored in further detail in Section VIII. 

STAKEHOLDERS 

The decision to implement a new insurance marketplace will result in many changes for various 
stakeholders. These changes are in addition to other ACA market reforms that apply to the markets as a 
whole. The task of implementing these reforms will require a significant amount of leadership and 
collaboration among the State, carriers, employers, Tribal representatives, consumers, brokers and 
agents, and providers. This report provides a necessary step in that process by outlining the current 
markets and exploring the issues that will provide the basis for policy changes. 
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II. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THIS STUDY 

This study was requested by the Oklahoma Department of Health to evaluate the current health 
insurance markets and evaluate the potential options available to Oklahoma to create a new entity which 
will be called the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) in this report. The OHIM will serve as 
an internet-based system to allow eligible Oklahomans to research, select, and purchase individual and 
small group insurance coverage. The study was funded by a grant from the federal Department of Health 
and Human Services. 

The scope was defined in RFQ Solicitation#: 3400000995 issued by the Department of Health and 
through discussions with Department of Health staff. The intent is to provide context on the current health 
insurance market and discuss, model, and test various options available to Oklahoma as it considers the 
design of the OHIM. 
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Ill. LIMITATIONS AND DATA RELIANCE FOR THIS STUDY 

This report is intended to provide actuarial projections and guidance with respect to planning for the 
creation of the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM). It is our understanding that the State 
will use this report to help key decision makers understand the options and potential impacts of various 
design alternatives or provisions. The report may not be suitable for other purposes. 

This report has been prepared solely for the internal use of, and is only to be relied upon by, the 
Oklahoma Department of Health. Although Milliman understands that this report may be distributed to 
third parties, Milliman does not intend to benefit, or create a legal duty to, any third party recipient of its 
work. If this report is distributed to third parties, it should be distributed only in its entirety. 

The results in this report are technical in nature and dependent upon specific assumptions and methods. 
No party should rely upon this report without a thorough understanding of those assumptions and 
methods. 

Differences between our projections and actual amounts depend on the extent to which future experience 
conforms to the assumptions made for this analysis. It is certain that actual experience will not conform 
exactly to the assumptions used in this analysis. Actual experience will deviate from these projections 
due to a variety of influences including emerging experience, changes in insurance products and 
practices, and adjustments to reflect new regulations. 

The projections included in this report are based on our understanding of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) 
and its associated regulations issued to date. Forthcoming ACA-related regulations and additional 
legislation may materially change the impact of the ACA, necessitating an update to the projections 
included in this report. For this reason, this report should be considered time-sensitive material which 
may change as new information becomes available. 

In developing the projections, we relied on data and other information provided by the Department of 
Health and other public sources of information. We have not audited or verified this data and other 
information. We performed a limited review of the data used directly in our analysis for reasonableness 
and consistency. If the underlying data or information is inaccurate or incomplete, the results of our 
analysis may likewise be inaccurate or incomplete. 

Milliman's consultants are not attorneys and are not qualified to give legal advice. We recommend that 
users of this report consult with their own legal counsel regarding interpretation of legislation and 
administrative rules, possible implications of specific ACA-required features, or other legal issues related 
to implementation of an ACA-compliant entity. 

The views expressed in this report are made by the authors of this report and do not represent the 
opinions of Milliman, Inc. 
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IV. OVERVIEW OF AFFORDABLE CARE ACT REQUIREMENTS 

The Affordable Care Act (ACA), enacted in 2010, requires the establishment of new ACA-compliant 
mechanisms in each state by calendar year 2014. The ACA outlines the duties the state must perform in 
the creation of the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) if it is to be ACA-compliant. 
The federal government will develop a national version of the health insurance marketplace for use in 
states that choose not to create their own entity or for temporary use in states that do not complete 
implementation by calendar year 2014. 

States must decide how these new entities will be established and governed. These new entities will 
function as a marketplace for buyers and sellers of individual and small group health insurance. Plans 
offered in this marketplace entity will be certified health plans and the entity will provide information and 
educational services to help consumers understand their options. The entity will also facilitate eligibility 
determinations for Medicaid or other state programs and federal subsidies for premium and I or cost 
sharing assistance. 

In its document titled "Initial Guidance to States on Exchanges," the Center for Consumer Information and 
Insurance Oversight (CCllO) of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) provided the 
following guidance regarding required functions for entities like OHIM. 

The Affordable Care Act includes two basic types of federal requirements for Exchanges, most of 
which are found in Section 1311. These include: 1) minimum functions Exchanges must 
undertake directly or, in some cases, by contract; and 2) oversight responsibilities the Exchanges 
must exercise in certifying and monitoring the performance of Qualified Health Plans (hereafter 
referred to as "plans'), as defined in Section 1301. 

In defining the authority and duties of an Exchange, states should incorporate, by reference or 
explicit provision, the federally-required Exchange functions and oversight responsibilities in their 
authorizing legislation or other governing documents. 

A. MINIMUM DIRECT FUNCTIONS 

Section 1311(d)(4) specifies core functions that an Exchange must meet: 

> Certification, recertification, and decertification of plans. 

> Operation of a toll-free hotline. 

> Maintenance of a website for providing information on plans to current and prospective enrollees. 

> Assignment of a price and quality rating to plans. 

> Presentation of plan benefit options in a standardized format. 

> Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and determination of eligibility for 
individuals in these programs. 

> Provision of an electronic calculator to determine the actual cost of coverage taking into account 
eligibility for premium tax credits and cost sharing reductions. 

> Certification of individuals exempt from the individual responsibility requirement. 

> Provision of information on certain individuals identified in Section 1311(d)(4)(1) to the Treasury 
Department and to employers. 
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> Establishment of a Navigator program that provides grants to entities assisting consumers as 
described in Section 1311(i). 

> Presentation of enrollee satisfaction survey results under Section 1311(c)(4). 

> Provision for open enrollment periods under Section 1311(c}(6}. 

> Consultation with stakeholders, including tribes, under Section 1311(d)(6). 

> Publication of data on the Exchange's administrative costs under Section 1311(d)(7). 

B. OVERSIGHT RESPONSIBILITIES 

Additional areas where Exchanges must ensure plan compliance with regulatory standards established 
by the Secretary of Health and Human Services include: 

> Information on the availability of in-network and out-of-network providers as identified in 
Section 1311(c)(1)(B) and (C), including provider directories and availability of essential 
community providers. 

> Consideration of plan patterns and practices with respect to past premium increases and 
submission of plan justifications for current premium increases under Section 1311 (e)(2). 

> Public disclosure of plan data identified in Section 1311 (e)(3)(A), including claims handling 
policies, financial disclosures, enrollment and disenrollment data, claims denials, rating practices, 
cost sharing for out-of-network coverage, and other information identified by the Secretary. 

> Timely information for consumers requesting their amount of cost sharing for specific services 
from specified providers as described in Section 1311(e)(3)(C). 

> Information for participants in group health plans as described in Section 1311(e)(3)(D). 

> Information on plan quality improvement activities as specified in Section 1311(g). 

In addition to the requirements to be met by a marketplace entity like OHIM, the ACA also makes a 
number of market changes that apply to all individual and small group health insurance policies: 

> Guaranteed issue of insurance coverage regardless of pre-existing medical conditions or health 
status (applicable to the Individual market as the Small Group market is already guaranteed 
issue). 

> Adjusted community rating with premium rate variations only for benefit plan design, geographic 
location, age rating (limited to ratio of 3: 1 ), family status, and tobacco usage (limited to ratio of 
1.5:1). 

> Premium rate consistency inside and outside the marketplace entity (such as OHIM). 

> Decision by states to merge the small group and individual health insurance markets (including 
the newly implemented marketplace entities such as OHIM) for risk pool purposes. 

> Decision by states to expand the definition of small group up to 100 employees in 2014 
(this expansion will become mandatory by January 1, 2016). 
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> Definition and requirements for essential health benefits. 

> Individual tax penalty if not covered by minimum essential insurance coverage. 

> Employer tax penalty if not offering qualified insurance coverage (groups under 50 employees are 
exempt). 

The ACA also requires state Medicaid programs to include all U.S. citizens and qualified legal 
non-citizens who are not eligible for Medicare, under age 65, and with household income up to 133% of 
the federal poverty level (FPL) based on modified adjusted gross income (MAGI). or 138% of FPL with 
the 5% income disregard. 

The ACA also authorized the development of Consumer Operated and Oriented Plans (CO-OPs). 
CO-OPs are non-profit health plans that are being funded by the Federal government. The funding is 
being granted in two forms: (1) Start-up loans used to get the plan up and running prior to January 1, 
2014, and (2) Solvency loans that supply the CO-OP with risk-based capital (RBC) necessary to take risk. 
Both of these loans need to be repaid to the Federal government within 5 and 15 years, respectively. 
State exchanges are required to include CO-OP products in their offerings. The CO-OPs will be 
regulated by the various states' insurance departments; and as such, will be subject to all the same 
regulations as other commercial insurance companies. The hope is that CO-OP plans will: (1) promote 
improved care through new delivery models, and (2) increase competition within the health care 
marketplace making coverage more affordable. 
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V. CURRENT MARKETS AND POPULATIONS 

As mentioned in the prior section, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) introduces significant changes in many 
aspects of the health insurance market, most in 2014, including: 

> Covered benefits with the definition of essential benefits and minimum benefit levels 
> Premium rating and underwriting through rating restrictions and guaranteed issue requirements 
> Carrier regulation, requiring minimum qualification standards 
> Market landscape through the use of state-sponsored marketplace entities such as the Oklahoma 

Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) 

In order to understand the implications of these changes, it is important to understand the current 
insurance markets. This section summarizes key demographic characteristics of the 2010 Oklahoma 
population in each of the following current markets: Individual, small group, large group, public programs, 
and uninsured. We refer to the small and large group markets as employer sponsored insurance or ESI. 
The estimated population and associated characteristics were based on Current Population Survey (CPS) 
and American Community Survey (ACS) data, supplemented with information by market groups using a 
combination of the December 31, 2010 National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) annual 
statements summarized using Insurance Analyst Pro® and Highline data, LLC and Medical Expenditure 
Panel Survey (MEPS) data. In addition, we used PUMS data (Public Use Microdata Sample, which 
underlies the 2009 ACS Summary and is the most current ACS detailed data) to prepare the current 
distribution of the American Indian population by insurance coverage type. 

We modeled the major insurance markets (e.g., individual, small group, and large group) to estimate the 
membership, age and income distribution, relative health status, and current premium levels for calendar 
year 2010. 

A. POPULATION STATISTICS 

The following table summarizes the 2010 Oklahoma population by the major markets. Please note that 
the numbers shown on the following page include individuals over age 65 in the Other Government 
Programs ry A, TriCare, Medicare Disabled), Undocumented Uninsured, and Medicare Aged populations. 
Individuals over age 65 were not included in the remainder of the analysis; however, we included them in 
Table V.1 to provide an overview of the entire population. 
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Table V.1 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Estimated Oklahoma Population Distribution by Type of Insurance Coverage 
Calendar Year 2010 

Market 
Individual Market 
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 
ESI - Medium Group (51 to 100 employees) 
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 employees) 

Fully Insured 
Self Insured 

Medicaid I CHIP2 

Other Government Programs 0/A, TriCare, Medicare Disabled>3 
Uninsured 
Undocumented Uninsured,,. 
Medicare Aged Population' 
Total Population 

Total 
182 215 
333,816 
171,262 

344,912 
735,911 
503 861 
257,887 
569,541 
121 368 
491,045 

3,711,817 

American Indian 
Population 1 

16 183 
43,261 
22, 195 

44,699 
95,371 

107,405 
14,560 

142 761 
0 

14,251 
500,686 

1 Used 2009 PUMS data to obtain American Indian population by marl<et. 
2 Medicaid I CHIP enrollment excludes programs that cover limited services or only provide premium subsidies, such as 

the Sooner Plan and Insure OK. All members with dual Medicare and Medicaid coverage are shown In the Medicare 
Disabled or Aged counts. 

3 Market Includes members over age 65. 
4 Undocumented uninsured are not e/lglble tor Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 

The largest concentration of health insurance coverage is from ESI plans, providing health insurance to 
approximately 1.6 million individuals or about 43% of the total population. These plans include members 
insured by small and large employers through fully insured programs and self-insured large employers 
(more than 100 employees). We assume that no ESI groups below 100 employees are self-insured. 
Approximately 850,000 Oklahomans receive health insurance through the ESI fully insured market. 
Public programs, consisting of Medicaid, Medicare, TRICARE, and other government programs cover an 
estimated 1.3 million individuals. The individual health Insurance market is the smallest source of health 
insurance coverage, with approximately 182,000 individuals covered by this market. Based on data 
reported by the carriers, about 124,000 of these individuals have comprehensive individual health 
coverage. Individual coverage can also include benefit plans that do not provide comprehensive 
insurance coverage, such as mini-med plans, dread disease, and accident policies. Therefore, the 
estimated number of lives with individual coverage in our report (182,000) may be greater than numbers 
in other publicly reported data. An estimated 691,000 individuals are uninsured and, of this uninsured 
population, a portion consists of undocumented residents. We estimated this undocumented uninsured 
population to be about 121,000 individuals. This population is not eligible for Medicaid under current law 
and will not be eligible for ACA expansions or subsidies in the future. The remaining uninsured, 570,000 
individuals, represents approximately 15% of the state's total population. American Indians make up 
143,000 of this uninsured population. 

The American Indian population in Oklahoma is reported at approximately 501,000 in 2010. One source 
of current health services for this population includes the Indian Health Service. This program provides 
funding for direct medical services in certain locations. However, these services are limited in scope and 
funding and individuals relying exclusively on this coverage are considered uninsured in most surveys 
and this analysis. 
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The ACA has a few special provisions related to American Indians. 

> Special monthly enrollment periods for American Indians (Sec. 1311(c)(6)(D)). 

> No cost sharing for Indians who are below 300% of Federal Poverty Level (Sec. 1402(d)(1)). 

> No cost sharing for Indians who obtain health services from an Indian Health Service I Tribe and 
Tribal Organization I Urban Indian Organization (l/T/U) and no deduction in payment to the l/T/U 
(Sec. 1402(d)(2)). 

> Members of Indian Tribes are exempt from tax penalty for failure to maintain minimum essential 
coverage (Sec. 1411 (b)(5)(A) and Sec. 1501 (e)(3))). 

> Oral health prevention campaign must be targeted to Indians (Sec. 4102(a)). 

Due to these provisions, this population will require some special considerations in the design of the 
OHIM entity. 

Table V.2 provides a summary of calendar year 2010 health insurance coverage by age group limiting the 
population to those under age 65. The total uninsured population (including Undocumented Uninsureds) 
represent almost 22% of the under 65 population. The 19 and under population has a substantially larger 
proportion of individuals with public program coverage due to Medicaid eligibility income limits being 
significantly higher for children than adults. In the 20 - 34 age group, almost 34% of individuals are 
uninsured (including those who are undocumented). This result is a significantly higher rate than the 
35 - 49 and 50 - 64 adult populations which have a 24% uninsured rate. The high percentage of 
uninsured individuals in the 20 - 34 age group is attributable to several factors, including: 

> Lower demand for insurance due to perceived favorable health status ("young invincibles") 
> Lower level of household income 
> Lower offer rate of ES! coverage relative to older adult populations 
> Higher percentage of undocumented aliens 

TableV.2 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Estimated Oklahoma Population Distribution by Type of Insurance Coverage and Age Group 
Non-Aged Population Only (Under Age 65) 

Calendar Year 2010 
19 and 

Market Under 20 to 34 35 to 49 50 to 64 Total 
Individual Market 71,490 55979 27,464 27,282 182 215 
ESI - Small Grou2 (50 or fewer em2loyees) 90,065 54,059 95,563 
ESI - Medium Grou2 (51 to 100 em2loyees) 49,203 30,737 55,756 
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 employees) 

Fully Insured 110,179 73,079 89,404 
Self Insured 195,884 167,076 201,082 

Medicaid I CHIP 366,962 57,747 33,785 
Other Government Programs" 66,361 54,670 47,263 
Uninsured' 127 319 244 287 180 457 
Total Non-Aged Po(!ulatlon 1,077,462 737,633 730,772 

Includes undocumented uninsured who are not e/lglble for Medicaid or ACA expansions or subsidies .. VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled . 
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94, 129 333,816 
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72,250 344,912 
171,869 735,911 
45,368 503,861 
46,351 214,644 

138 480 690 541 
631,295 3,177,162 
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Table V.3 indicates the distribution by Percent of Federal Poverty Level (FPL) within each market. 
The insured markets contain a greater proportion of higher FPL individuals whereas the uninsured 
population represents a higher portion of the lower income households. 

TableV.3 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Estimated Oklahoma Population Distribution by Type of Insurance Coverage and FPL 
Non-Aged Population Only {Under Age 65) 

Calendar Year 2010 
139%to 150% to 200%to 300%to 

Market Under 138' 149% 199% 299% 399% Over400% 
Individual Market 11 732 11 285 14,278 33 676 40,513 70 731 
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer emQloyees) 32, 128 17,488 26,099 77,528 72,144 108,428 
ESI - Medium Group (51 to 100 employees) 21,399 6,784 5,609 44,149 37,307 56,015 
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 

Fully Insured 62,385 18,050 21,523 70, 193 33,778 138,982 
Self Insured 97 077 18,375 51,708 122,292 152,012 294,447 

Medicaid I CHIP 294,363 80864 128,634 0 0 0 
Other Government Pr29rams•• 39,332 6,446 15,386 35,476 58, 181 59,824 
Uninsured* 249 845 68 570 120,201 143 381 53,983 54 562 

Total 
182 215 
333,816 
171,262 

344,912 
735 911 
503 861 
214,644 
690 541 

Total Non-Aged Population 808,261 227,862 383,438 526,695 447,918 782,989 3,177,162 
• Includes undocumented uninsured who are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansions or subsidies. 
"VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled. 

Table V.4 summarizes the self-reported average health status and the average age by market. 
By 'health status,' we mean the relative gross health care costs expected beyond that which is due 
simply to age. The health status is derived from self-reported information in the CPS data. Based on 
comparative health statistics 1, we assumed the overall health status in Oklahoma was 25% worse than 
nationwide. This assumption is reflected as an average health status for the Non-Aged Population 
greater than 1.0. Comparing the average health status between markets, we see that the uninsured 
market is expected to be relatively less healthy than current private insurance markets. A large portion of 
the uninsured population will enter either Medicaid or the individual health insurance market through the 
OHIM beginning in 2014. This migration will materially impact the expected costs and, therefore, the 
premium rates of the Individual market. 

Table V.4 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Estimated Average Age and Health Status of Oklahoma Population by Type of Insurance Coverage 
Non-Aged Population Only (Under Age 65) 

Market 
Individual Market 
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 
ESI - Medium Group (51 to 100 employees) 
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 employees) 

Calendar Year 2010 
Total 

Population 
182,215 
333,816 
171,262 

Average 
Age 
27.4 
35.6 
33.6 

Fully Insured 344,912 31.5 
Self Insured 735 911 33.6 

Medicaid I CHIP 503 861 17.5 
Other Government Programs" 214,644 31.4 
Uninsured' 690,541 34.0 
Total Non-Aged Population 3,177,162 30.6 
• Includes undocumented uninsured who are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansions or subsidies. 
"VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled. 

1 "2008 State of the State's Health Report", Oklahoma State Department of Health, April 2009. 
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8. INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL GROUP CARRIERS AND RATING PRACTICES 

The Individual market in Oklahoma covers about 182,000 lives in 2010. This market includes a variety of 
policy types and in particular about 60,000 lives are covered by non-comprehensive policies, most likely 
mini-med policies. These mini-med policies provide limited benefits by restricting the number or types of 
services covered. The following table summarizes the Individual market for comprehensive medical 
policies as reported in the Supplemental Health Exhibit filed with the NAIC December 31, 2010 Annual 
Statements. 

TableV.5 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Individual Comprehensive Health Insurance Market 
Calendar Year 2010 

Carrier Name 
Number of Covered 

Lives 
Market Share Based on 

Covered Lives 
HCSC Group (BCBS of Oklahoma) 72.255 
UnitedHealth Group 16.387 
Assurant Inc. Group 10.715 
Coventiy Corp. Group 5,094 
HealthMarkets Group 4,516 
Aetna Group 2.922 
American Republic Mutual Group 2,406 
Oklahoma Health Insurance High Risk Pool1 2.175 
Humana. Inc. Group 1.274 
American National Financial Group 1,065 
New York Life Group 959 
American Fidelity Coro. Group 522 
CommunityCare Group 481 
Westbridge Capital Group 418 
State Farm Group 396 
Pre-existing Condition Insurance Pool' 380 
Centene Corp. Group 378 
Geneva Holdings. Inc. Group 276 
Metropolitan Group 265 
New Era Life Group 234 
Prudential of America Group 191 
American Community Mutual Insurance 134 
Shelter Insurance Group 120 
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Michigan Group 96 
Houston International Insurance Group 87 
General Electric Group 37 
Guarantee Trust Group 25 
Swiss Reinsurance Group 23 
American International Group 18 
Harris Insurance Holdings Group 13 
Aegon US Holding Group 6 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Group 5 
Trustmark Insurance Company Group 5 
Illinois Mutual Life Insurance Co 2 
Wellpoint. Inc. Group 2 
CAN Insurance Group 1 
Principal Financial Group 0 
Total 123,883 
1 Most recent enrollment figures for high risk pool are as of year.end 2010. 
2 Most recent enrollment figures for Pre·Exlstlng Condition Insurance Pool are as of June 2011. 
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58.3% 
13.2% 
8.6% 
4.1% 
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0.9% 
0.8% 
0.4% 
0.4% 
0.3% 
0.3% 
0.3% 
0.3% 
0.2% 
0.2% 
0.2% 
0.2% 
0.1% 
0.1% 
0.1% 
0.1% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 

100.0% 
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Almost 60% of the Individual market in Oklahoma is covered by HCSC Group (BCBS of Oklahoma) with 
the next five carriers covering an additional one-third of the market. Individual insurance does not require 
guarantee issue (i.e., applicants can be declined) and allows several rating factors such as age, gender, 
family size, benefit plan, location, health status, etc. The Oklahoma Health Insurance High Risk 
Insurance Pool (OHRP) covers about 2,200 lives of individuals who are unable to purchase health 
insurance or obtain coverage for an existing medical condition, who have exhausted their health 
insurance benefits, who have been quoted insurance rates more than the OHRP rate, or otherwise qualify 
under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). 

In Oklahoma, the Small Group market is defined as groups with 2 to 50 employees. Based on the 
Supplemental Health Exhibit filed with the NAIC 2010 Annual Statements, this market covers about 
206,000 lives. The covered lives reported In this table reflect groups covered by commercial insurers. 
Employer groups, particularly public employers, that secure coverage through non-commercial entities 
such as the Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board (OSEEGIB) will not be 
included in Table V.6 below (since OSEEGIB is not required to submit annual filings to the National 
Association of Insurance Commissioners). However, these public employers will be counted as ESI for 
the total market by size of employer and thus, will appropriately be reflected in the previous tables based 
on their size. 

TableV.6 
Small Group Health Insurance Market - Commercial Insurers 

Calendar Year 2010 
Carrier Name Number of Market Share Based 

HCSC Group (BCBS of Oklahoma) 94,554 45.9% 
UnitedHealth Group 27,899 13.5% 
Principal Financial Group 25,849 12.5% 
Aetna Group 22,691 11.0% 
CommunityCare Group 19,132 9.3% 
Covent[}'. Corp. Group 7,996 3.9% 
Assurance, Inc. Group 2,529 1.2% 
Trustmark Insurance Company Group 1,588 0.8% 
Federated Mutual Graue 1,143 0.6% 
American Fideli\y Corp. Groue 1,008 0.5% 
Guarantee Trust Group 877 0.4% 
Munich Re Group 499 0.2% 
Geneva Holdings, Inc. Group 165 0.1% 
Humana, Inc. Group 61 0.0% 
American Republic Mutual Group 24 0.0% 
Best Life and Health Ins Co 11 0.0% 
HealthMarkets Group 4 0.0% 
Total 206,030 100.0% 

The Small Group market for employers with 50 or fewer employees is guarantee issue (i.e., all bona fide 
groups must be offered coverage). The rating factors allowed include age, gender, family size, benefit 
plan, location, and industry. The health status of the covered lives may be considered in the group rate 
but within an overall limit of+/- 25%. In this market, HCSC Group covers 46% of the lives while the next 
five carriers cover an additional 50%. 
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The average premium rate varies by market as demonstrated by Table V. 7. For this analysis, we 
included the fully insured medium (51 - 99 employees) and large (100+ employees) group markets for 
additional comparison. The average 2010 premium per member per month (PMPM) across the top five 
carriers in each market is shown along with the average for HCSC Group and UnitedHealth Group which 
both appear in the top five for all three markets. These premiums are net of taxes and assessments as 
reported in the 2010 Annual Statement Supplemental Health Exhibits consistent with the premiums to be 
used for minimum medical loss ratio calculations. 

TableV.7 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Health Insurance Premium by Market 
Calendar Year 2010 

Market 
Individual Market 
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 
ESI - Medium and Large Group (more than 50 
employees)- Fully Insured 

Average 2010 
Premium PMPM -

Top 5 In Each 
Market 
$182 

310 

343 

Average 2010 Premium PMPM 

HCSC Group 
(BCBS of UnitedHealth 

Oklahoma) Group 
$179 $191 

322 312 

357 331 

As this table (which includes only comprehensive plans) shows, the premiums for the individual health 
insurance market are substantially lower than the ESI group markets. The lower premium costs are 
attributable lo the following primary factors: 

> Individual insurance policies have higher cost sharing requirements than group products in 
general. 

> Individual insurance policies may exclude certain services from coverage, such as maternity 
services that include complications. 

> Carriers are not required to issue individual insurance coverage to every applicant; therefore, 
individuals with high-cost health conditions may be prevented from entering the insurance pool 
either through rejection by the carrier or substantial premium loads. 

The medium / large group market has higher insurance premiums than the Small Group market. Large 
groups lend lo select richer benefit plans than small groups which results in higher premiums in the Large 
Group market relative lo the Small Group market. 
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VI. PROJECTION OF MARKETS AND POPULATIONS UNDER ACA 

A. POPULATION PROJECTIONS 

In this section, we will address the following topics as they relate to the establishment of the Oklahoma 
Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM): 

> "Best estimate scenario" projections of the insurance market. 
> Projected results in a "high take-up" or "low take-up" scenario resulting in higher and lower 

enrollment shifts to OHIM, respectively. 
> Data sources and assumptions underlying these projections. 

"Best Estimate Scenario" Projections of the Insurance Market 

The projection of enrollment in the OHIM is dependent on two key phases of the ACA (those that occur 
prior to 2014 and are consistent across the three scenarios - "best estimate", "high take-up", and "low 
take-up" - and those that occur as of 2014 with the establishment of OHIM which will vary by scenario). 
We modeled the following changes which will be enacted prior to the implementation of OHIM in 2014 but 
will, nevertheless, shape the enrollment and costs of each market when the implementation of OHIM 
takes place: 

> Expand coverage of dependents to age 26 regardless of student status. 

> Remove lifetime and overall annual maximums in benefit plans. 

> Cover preventive care services at 100% in benefit plans. 

> Cover all children without considering pre-existing conditions. 

> Assume that new taxes on medical device and pharmaceutical manufacturers are passed through 
as additions to medical costs in all markets. 

> Assume insurer tax is added to premiums in all insured markets (the insurer tax will not be 
applicable to large group self-insured entities). 

> Assume that the Minimum Medical Loss Ratio waiver application is successful (thereby ensuring 
that the Oklahoma insurance market will be subject to modified minimum medical loss ratio 
requirements until 2014). 

The following figures compare several rating rules for the Individual and Small Group markets in 
Oklahoma before and after the Affordable Care Act (ACA). 
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Fl ure Vl-1: Oklahoma Individual health Insurance market ratln rules - Pre- and Post-AC A 

Guaranteed Issue 

Pre-Existin Condition Limitations 

Individual Mandate 

Subsidies Available 

Re uired Essential Benefits 

No 

Yes - Insure Oklahoma' 

Yes - HMOs must be community rated, but there are 
no HMOs which offer individual insurance in OK 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes6 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 3: 1 ratio 

No 
Yes 1.5:1 ratio 

At State discretion 

Yes 

Minimum Actuarial Value No7 Yes 60% 
1. Rating rules for the current Oklahoma ESl-Small Group health Insurance market are primarily defined In Oklahoma Title 36, SecUon 6513. 
2. Rating rules for the Post-ACA Oklahoma individual health insurance market are defined In Section 1201 of the ACA. 
3. Sea http:llwww.stateheaffhfacts.otglprofilalnd.jsp?lnd=355&cat=7&rgn=38. 
4. See http:llwww.ok.gov!old/Consumers/Buying_tnsurance!Oklahoma_Health_tnsurance_Hlgh_Risk_PooV. 
5. See http:llwwwokhca.org/xPo//cySeclion.aspx?id=7018&number=317:45-11-

20.&title=lnsure%200klahoma%20/P%20e/igibllity%20requirements 
6. See Oklahoma State Mandated Benefits - http:l!www.okheatthplans.otg/LlnkC//ck.aspx?fiteticket=BOtKP5Km3cE%3D&tabtd=59&mld=466. 
7. Plans hava a minimum toss ratio of 60% (sea Title 36, Section 6515). 

Guaranteed Issue 

Pre-Existin Condition Limitations 

Tobacco Surchar e 

Low Claims Discount 

State Mandated Benefits 

Re uired Essential Benefits 

Yes3 

Yes (6 months look back, 12 months maximum 
exclusion 4 hi h risk ool exists' 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes - This folds into the Health Status Rating 
Limitations 

Largest factor must not exceed 15% increase over 
lowest factor 

+/-25% 

No 

Yes6 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 
Yes 3:1 ratio 

No 

Yes 1.5:1 ratio 

No 

No 

No 

At State discretion 

Yes 

Minimum Actuarial Value No7 Yes 60% 
1. Rating rules for the current Oklahoma ESl-Small Group health Insurance market are defined In Oklahoma Title 36, Section 6515. 
2. Rating rules for the Post-A CA Oklahoma ESl-Smatl Group haalth Insurance market are definad In Section 1201 of the ACA. 
3. See http:llwww.statehealthfacts.otglprof//elnd.jsp?rgn=38&cat=7&ind=350. 
4. See Oklahoma Title 36, Section 4502. 
5. See http.1/www.ok.gov/old!Consumers!Buylng_lnsurance!Oklahoma_Heatth_lnsurance_Hlgh_R/sk_PooV. 
6. See Oklahoma State Mandated Benefits - http.1/www.okheafthplans.org/LlnkC/ick.aspx?filetlcket=BOtKP5Km3cE%3D&tabld=59&mld=466. 
7. Plans have a minimum loss ratio of 60% (see Tit/a 36, Section 6515). 
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After modeling the impact of pre-OHIM changes, we modeled our "best estimate" of the market that would 
evolve upon the implementation of OHIM. In particular, we modeled the following changes: 

> Establishment of separate Individual and Small Group (groups of 50 or fewer employees prior to 
2016 and 100 or fewer employees from 2016 onward) marketplaces as of 2014. 

> Establishment of "metal" plans, both inside and outside of the OHIM, which meet actuarial values 
of 60% for bronze plans, 70% for silver plans, 80% for gold plans, and 90% for platinum plans as 
of 2014 ("actuarial value" and "metal plans" are explained later in this document). 

> 3-to-1 unisex age-banding when establishing premiums for the non-grandfathered plans, both 
inside and outside of the OHIM. 

> Guaranteed issue for all applicants as of 2014. 

> Community rating within the individual and Small Group markets as of 2014 (i.e., the end of 
adjusted community rating with+/- 25% rating bands in the Small Group market). 

> Continuation of "grandfathered" plan designs for those members enrolled at ACA enactment 
(subject to lapse thereafter). 

In addition to the assumptions explained above, we also made the following assumptions when modeling 
the establishment of the OHIM: 

> Carrier participation in the OHIM is not mandatory, but a representative group of carriers 
participates inside and outside the marketplace (i.e., there are no noticeable differences in the 
level of medical management, benefit design, administrative load, etc. for carriers participating 
inside I outside the OHIM). 

> All insurers that qualify will be allowed to participate in the OHIM. 

> Insurers will be allowed to sell insurance, both inside and outside of the OHIM. 

> Carriers will offer the same "metal plans" (i.e., platinum, gold, silver, and bronze) inside and 
outside of the OHIM. 

> The state will not require coverage of mandated benefits that are in excess of the federally 
defined "essential benefits". 

> There is no Basic Health Plan (described later). 

These are assumptions made by Milliman. We understand that the State of Oklahoma has not yet 
made decisions on Important characteristics that will define the Oklahoma OHIM and non-OHIM 
markets. 

The ACA applies differently to American Indians and, thus, might cause them to behave differently. 
In particular, the ACA is applied differently to the American Indian population in the following ways: 

> The limited "open enrollment" period that applies to most individuals and limits when they can 
enroll in the OHIM does not apply to American Indians. 

> American Indians are not subject to the individual mandate which penalizes those who do not 
enroll in coverage as of 2014. 

> American Indians are entitled to cost sharing subsidies covering all cost sharing in the OHIM if 
they are below 300% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL). 
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The lack of an individual mandate penalty and unlimited "open enrollment" period might cause American 
Indians not to enroll in the OHIM (or at least to delay enrollment until they need coverage) while the 
option to get coverage without cost sharing might make American Indians more likely to enroll in the 
OHIM. Since these impacts could move in opposite directions and their magnitudes are as yet unknown, 
we cannot estimate with confidence how OHIM enrollment for the American Indian population would differ 
from the rest of the population. As such, we have not adjusted the percentage of people moving from the 
uninsured market to the OHIM to reflect the larger American Indian population in Oklahoma than in the 
nation as a whole. 

Based on these assumptions, we project the following migration between markets from 2013 to 2014. 

TableVl.1 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Market Migration as of 2014 under Best-Estimate Scenario 
Po ulation Under A e 65 

Market Chanaes In 2014 

Public Proarams Emolover Soonsored Insurance lndlvldual Uninsured 

Small 
Olher Group Small Group Small Group 

Total Medicaid I Government Large Group (under 50) (under 50) (over 50) Non-
Source Market Pooulatlon CHIP Prruiram Non-OHIM OHIM Non-OHIM Non-OHIM OHIM OHIM Uninsured 

Medicaid I CHIP 531,600 528,500 1,500 600 <100 <100 <100 100 <100 700 

Other Government 
206,500 <100 203,400 200 <100 2,400 100 100 200 <100 

Proorams 
ESI Large Group 
Non-OHIM 1,103,500 1,600 500 1,090,300 <100 1,300 400 500 500 8,400 

ESI Small Group 
(under 50) Non- 317,200 200 100 1.400 5,200 293,800 <100 15,700 100 600 
OHIM 
ESI Small Group 
(over 50) Non- 158,800 200 300 500 <100 100 147,700 9,600 <100 300 
OHIM 
Individual Market 167,000 <100 <100 700 <100 <100 <100 48,800 117,100 200 

Uninsured 493,800 44,100 500 6,200 <100 1,900 1,000 131,900 100 308, 100 

Undocumented 
113,800 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Uninsured* 

Total Populatton 3,092,200 674,700 206,400 1,099,900 6,300 299,600 149,400 206,700 118,100 318,300 

•Undocumented uninsured are not ellglble for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 

The shifts shown in Table Vl.1 above reflect a variety of changes that will occur in 2014. Those having 
the greatest impact on coverage shifts are: 

> Expansion of Medicaid coverage to include all non-aged people up to 138% of FPL, with the 
exception of undocumented immigrants and those lawfully present in the country for less than five 
years. A significant portion of individuals newly eligible for Medicaid are assumed to participate. 
In particular, we assume that about 22% of those eligible for Medicaid in the Uninsured market 
will enroll in Medicaid in 2014. Furthermore, we assume that any eligible individuals enrolling in 
the Individual market will apply through the OHIM (in order to receive the subsidies for which they 
qualify) and will then be redirected to the Medicaid market. We also assume that some people in 
this income range with employer coverage are expected to move to Medicaid, but we assume this 
percentage to be much lower as we expect many qualifying individuals with employer coverage 
will retain their employer coverage. 
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mented* 

Uninsured 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

113,800 

113,800 
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> Individual insurance market rating and underwriting changes that will require individual insurance 
to be guaranteed issue at defined premium rates that cannot vary with an applicant's health 
status (except as indicated by their age and tobacco usage). 

> Small group insurance change that eliminates carriers' ability to rate groups up or down by 25% 
around a manual rate, which is commonly done to reflect a group's own claims experience or the 
health status of its participants. 

> Availability of premium and cost sharing subsidies for plans sold in the OHIM. 

> Penalties for not purchasing qualified benefit plans. 

The net effects of these changes are expected to increase insurance coverage by approximately 186, 000 
and convince approximately 212,000 people to enroll in the individual or small group OHIM. 
Approximately 132,000 of these people will have been previously uninsured. The Individual market 
shows about 30% initial migration to the OHIM; some Individual market enrollees will continue coverage 
with their grandfathered plans or will have income levels too high to qualify for subsidies. 

In addition to summarizing the migration of individuals from the market to which they belonged in 2013 to 
the market in which they are expected to enroll in 2014, we also summarize the enrollment by market in 
2010, 2014, and 2017. While we have already provided this information for 2010 and 2014, we feel the 
2017 market summary will be informative as we anticipate most markets will have reached equilibrium 
by 2017. Please see Table Vl.2 below which summarizes enrollment in each market as of 2010, 2014, 
and 2017 for the under age 65 population (while the overall population grows, the under 65 population 
declines). 

TableVl.2 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Best-Estimate Scenario 
Po ulation Under A e 65 

2010 
Market 

Medicaid I CHIP 503,861 
Other Government Program 214,644 
Large Group Non-OHIM 1,080,823 
Small Group (under 50) OHIM NIA 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 333,816 
Small Group (over 50) OHIM NIA 
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 171,262 
Individual OHIM NIA 
Individual Non-OHIM 182,215 
Uninsured 569,749 
Undocumented Uninsured' 120 792 

Total 3,177,162 
*Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies, 
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Year 
2014 2017 

574,700 615,300 
206,400 206,100 

1,099,900 1,082,300 
5,300 16,500 

299,600 214,300 
NIA 6,600 

149,400 111,700 
206,700 486,500 
118, 100 59,700 
318,300 152,700 
113 800 108 800 

3,092,200 3,060,500 
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Projected Results in a "High Take-up" or "Low Take-up" Scenario Resulting in Higher and Lower 
Enrollment Shifts to OHIM, Respectively 

While the previous results demonstrate what we believe to be a best-estimate of the number of people to 
enroll in the OHIM, there are other external factors that could result in greater or lesser enrollment in the 
OHIM in 2014 as well as subsequent years. 

If external factors encourage more participation by the uninsured in the markets, a greater percentage of 
individuals would be expected to enroll in OHIM coverage to take advantage of premium and cost sharing 
subsidies by 2014. Relative to the "best estimate" scenario, we assumed: 

> People were more likely to become uninsured prior to 2014, 

> Members in the Individual market were more likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards, and 

> People in the Uninsured market were more likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards. 

Table Vl.3 below summarizes the enrollment in each market in 2010, 2014, and 2017 under the 
"High Take-up" scenario. 

TableVl.3 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

High Take-up Scenario 
Po ulation Under A e 65 

2010 
Market 

Medicaid I CHIP 503,861 
Other Government Program 214,644 
Large Group Non-OHIM 1,080,823 
Small Group (under 50) OHIM N/A 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 333,816 
Small Group (over 50) OHIM NIA 
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 171,262 
Individual OHIM N/A 
Individual Non-OHIM 182,215 
Uninsured 569,749 
Undocumented Uninsured• 120,792 

Total 3,177,162 

Year 
2014 

587, 100 
207,600 

1,093,700 
3,900 

297,400 
N/A 

147,600 
305,700 
89,900 

244,900 
114 400 

3,092,200 
*Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 

2017 

631,000 
206,900 

1,062,500 
13,300 

223,400 
5,200 

112, 100 
542,700 
37,800 

116,500 
109 100 

3,060,500 

If external factors discourage participation by the uninsured in the markets, fewer people may enroll in 
OHIM coverage by 2014. Relative to the "best estimate" scenario, we assumed: 

> People were less likely to become uninsured prior to 2014, 

> Members in the Individual market were less likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards, and 

> People in the Uninsured market were less likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards. 
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Table Vl.4 below summarizes the enrollment in each market in 2010, 2014, and 2017 under this 
"Low Take-up" scenario. 

Table Vf.4 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Low Take-up Scenario 
Po ulation Under A e 65 

2010 
Market 

Medicaid I CHIP 503,861 
Other Government Program 214,644 
Large Group Non-OHIM 1,080,823 
Small Group (under 50) OHIM N/A 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 333,816 
Small Group (over 50) OHIM N/A 
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 171,262 
Individual OHIM N/A 
Individual Non-OHIM 182,215 
Uninsured 569,749 
Undocumented Uninsured" 120,792 

Total 3,177,162 

Year 
2014 

563,100 
205,600 

1, 105,800 
3,600 

304,000 
N/A 

151,400 
113,300 
146,800 
385,400 
113,200 

3,092,200 
*Undocumented uninsured are not e/lg/ble for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 

2017 

594,800 
205, 100 

1,099,800 
13,600 

232,900 
7,900 

111,300 
351,200 
100, 100 
235,700 
108, 100 

3,060,500 

Table Vl.5 summarizes enrollment in the Uninsured, Individual OHIM, and Medicaid markets in 2010, 
2014, and 2017 for each scenario for comparison. As we can see from the table below, there are 
approximately 190,000 more people in the Individual OHIM market and 18,000 more people in the 
Medicaid market in the "High Take-up" scenario than the "Low Take-up" scenario as of 2014 (and 
approximately 188,000 more people in the Individual OHIM and 31,000 more people in Medicaid as of 
2017). 

Hlah Take-ue Scenario 
Market 
Medicaid I CHIP 
Individual OHIM 
Uninsured 1 

Subtotal 
Best-Estimate Scenario 

Market 
Medicaid I CHIP 
Individual OHIM 
Uninsured l 
Subtotal 

Low Take-ue Scenario 
Market 
Medicaid I CHIP 
Individual OHIM 
Uninsured 1 

Subtotal 

TableVl.5 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Summary of Under 65 Enrollment In Uninsured, 
Individual OHIM, and Medicaid Markets 

For Each Scenario 
Year 

2010 2014 

503 861 587,100 
N/A 305,700 

569,749 244 900 
1,073,610 1,137,700 

2010 2014 

503 861 574 700 
N/A 206,700 

569,749 318,300 
1,073,610 1,099,700 

2010 2014 

503,861 563 100 
NIA 113,300 

569 749 385,400 
1073610 1 061 800 

' Uninsured Market does not Include Undocumented Unlnsureds. 
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2017 

631,000 
542,700 
116 500 

1,290,200 
2017 

615 300 
486,500 
152 700 

1,254,500 
2017 

594 800 
351,200 
235 700 

1 181 700 
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Data Sources and Assumptions 

The Technical Appendix provides information on some of the key data sources, tools, and assumptions 
we used to make the projections. 

Some other modeling assumptions included: 

> We did not project the impact of risk adjustment among carriers (as discussed in Section VIII B). 
Presumably the risk transfer payments would be designed to be neutral within a market. The 
results or impact on any specific carrier could be significantly different than our modeling 
indicates. 

> We assume all employers with 100 or more employees continue coverage at current levels 
(except for the small percentage of individuals in the Large Group markets who are eligible for 
Medicaid). We did not model the large employer decision to offer coverage meeting minimum 
requirements or pay the penalties and let employees use the OHIM. 

> We assume that State employees will continue to participate in the State employee benefit plan, 
which we modeled as a large employer group. The education employees, who represent a 
significant portion of the enrollment, can opt out. In addition, we understand that other members 
of OSEEGIB (Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board) are potentially 
enrolled in small group coverage and that dependents of OSEEGIB enrollees may not be eligible 
and, thus, may be enrolled in Individual insurance or be uninsured. These small group 
employees and dependents are modeled as members of their respective current markets. 

> We assumed that full-time and part-time individuals have similar health statuses and that their 
work statuses will not change. 

> We assumed a significant portion of uninsured members with incomes below 138% of FPL will 
move to the Medicaid market. 

B. IMPACT ON PREMIUMS AND BENEFITS FOR INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL GROUP HEAL TH 
INSURANCE MARKETS (INSIDE AND OUTSIDE MARKETPLACE) 

Individual Market 

Introduction of the OHIM will impact the Individual market significantly, even beyond the impact of the 
non-OHIM ACA provisions described previously. The Individual market will experience additional growth 
in 2014 due to the availability of premium and cost sharing subsidies for policies purchased through the 
OHIM. Other factors that will apply equally inside and outside the OHIM include the individual mandate, 
guaranteed Issue, elimination of pre-existing condition limits, and rating changes. 

We made the following assumptions to determine whether people eligible for the individual OHIM will 
enroll: 

> All undocumented uninsured people remain uninsured. 

> A significant portion of documented uninsured people with household incomes at 138% of FPL 
and below will enter the Medicaid market. Documented aliens with less than five years residence 
are not eligible for Medicaid. 

> Remaining documented uninsured people will choose between the individual OHIM and 
non-OHIM markets based on their health status (expected health claims), expected subsidies 
(both for premium and cost sharing subsidies), and relative premium rates and premium rate 
changes. Some people will choose to continue being uninsured. 
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> Carriers are assumed to attract members based on their premium rate levels. We assumed all 
carriers would offer the "metal" plan levels (bronze through platinum), both inside and outside the 
OHIM. 

> Plans in existence as of March 2010 are grandfathered. Insurers will continue to maintain these 
plans, but members will make choices to potentially move to new plans if it is economically 
favorable to do so. 

> Claim costs reflect the health status of the members in each market and benefit designs 
available. Prior to enrolling in healthcare coverage, uninsured people at the lowest income levels 
have the lowest healthcare expenditures. Once those people have insurance and have reduced 
financial barriers to care, we assume that their utilization of services will increase to levels more 
typical of someone with insurance. 

Observations about member movement, medical costs, and premiums for the Individual market and 
OHIM are: 

> Approximately 65% of the OHIM membership will come from the previously uninsured population. 
However, not all of those who are currently uninsured are assumed to select some type of 
coverage. Given the level of the individual mandate penalty relative to the cost of insurance and 
the ability of members to move freely into and out of markets due to guarantee issue 
requirements, some people will consider it financially advantageous to continue being uninsured. 

> The uninsured entering the OHIM are projected to be less healthy than current individual plan 
enrollees. We also assumed that the previously uninsured will increase their demand for services 
for the first year in which coverage is available. The expected costs for this population reflects 
typical insured usage of services, their relative health status and additional pent-up demand in the 
first year of coverage. After the first year, their costs will return to otherwise normal insured 
usage levels, however still reflecting their health status. 

> Some of the metal plans required by ACA (i.e., bronze, silver, gold, and platinum) provide richer 
benefits than the average plans in the current market. In the current Individual market, we 
estimated the average actuarial value of net benefit costs as a percent of gross medical costs is 
approximately 67% in 2010. The metal plans offered under ACA range from 60% for bronze to 
90% for platinum and thus the average will likely be richer than plan designs offered in the 
non-OHIM market. We project an actuarial value of 71% or higher in the Individual OHIM market. 

Ultimately, the movement of uninsured individuals (who traditionally have a less favorable health status 
than insured individuals with similar risk characteristics) into the individual OHIM will result in an overall 
increase in the relative health status (and thus, average gross medical costs per member per year 
(PMPY)) in the individual OHIM than the individual non-OHIM. Table Vl.6 on the following page 
demonstrates the disparity in health status and gross medical costs between these markets in 2010, 
2014, and 2017. 
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TableVl.6 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Health Status and Gross Medical Cost PMPY for Individual OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets 
Under A e 65 for Each Scenario 

Year 
High Take-up Scenario 2010 2014 2017 

Market 
Individual OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY NIA $6,702 $7,852 
Individual Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 2,690 4,297 4,851 
Composite $2,690 $6,156 $7,657 

Individual OHIM Health Status NIA 1.085 1.012 
Individual Non-OHIM Health Status 0.955 0.909 0.770 
Composite 0.955 1.045 0.996 

Best-Estimate Scenario 
Market 
Individual OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY NIA· $6,760 $8,094 
Individual Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 2,690 4,422 5,235 
Composite $2,690 $5,910 $7,782 

Individual OHIM Health Status NIA 1.098 1.028 
Individual Non-OHIM Health Status 0.955 0.933 0.816 
Composite 0.955 1.038 1.005 

Low Take-Up Scenario 
Market 

Individual OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY NIA $6,578 $8,345 
Individual Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 2,690 4,452 5,787 
Composite $2,690 $5,378 $7,777 

Individual OHIM Health Status NIA 1.071 1.041 
Individual Non-OHIM Health Status 0.955 0.928 0.867 
Composite 0.955 0.990 1.002 

Small Group Market 

Unlike the Individual market, the Small Group market will be less affected by the presence of the OHIM. 
Table Vl.7 below shows the projected health status I gross medical cost PMPY for these markets in 2010, 
2014, and 2017. Some observations on the small group projections are: 

> Small Group participation in the OHIM is projected to be relatively low, less than 7% of the total 
Small Group market. Generally, small groups have less incentive to participate in a 
"marketplace" than do individuals, since no direct individual subsidies are broadly available. 
However, some small group employers will be eligible for tax credits if they continue providing 
coverage. Tax credits are available starting in 2011. However, starting in 2014, these tax credits 
will only be available on insurance purchased in the OHIM and only for two consecutive tax years. 
As such, there is a modest incentive for employers to enroll their employees in the OHIM. 

> Our projections show the net change in Small Group market participants. Some employers will 
enter the market due to their premium rate options being lower, availability of tax credits, and due 
to penalties for not providing coverage. Other employer groups will choose to exit the market, 
primarily due to increases in their premium rates. Since penalties for not providing coverage only 
apply to employers having 50 or more employees, many employers in the Small Group market 
will make their decisions entirely on premium rate. 
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> The current market already requires guaranteed issue for small groups, but the new rating 
restrictions on age and health status will result in premium rate changes for specific groups. 
The changes will probably not encourage additional employers to enter the market. 

> Current benefit levels in the Small Group markets already offer a broad range of lean to rich plans 
that are similar to the "metal" plans. Therefore, benefit design alone will likely not provide 
significant incentive to enter the small group OHIM market. 

> If employee contributions, including dependent coverage, exceed 9.5% of household income for 
families at less than 400% of FPL, the employees and dependents will be eligible for the premium 
subsidies in the individual OHIM. This opportunity could result in lower participation in small 
group coverage over time as small group enrollees could migrate to the individual OHIM. 

> We project that the small group OHIM will have premium rates consistent with the non-OHIM 
market. Therefore, unless the OHIM can offer some administrative advantages to employers or 
producers, such as facilitating employee choice among benefit plan tiers, enrollment may be 
limited. 
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TableVl.7 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Health Status and Gross Medical Cost PMPY for 
Small Group OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets (Under Age 65) 

For Each Scenario 

High Take·UP Scenario 
Market 
Small Group (under 50) OHIM 

Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 

Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Best-Estimate Scenario 
Market 
Small Group (under 50) OHIM 

Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 

Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Low Take-up Scenario 
Market 
Small Group (under 50) OHIM 

Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 
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2010 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY NIA 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,381 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY NIA 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,707 

$3,492 

Health Status NIA 

Health Status 1.020 

Health Status NIA 

Health Status 0.996 

1.012 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY NIA 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,381 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY NIA 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,707 

$3,492 

Health Status NIA 

Health Status 1.020 

Health Status NIA 

Health Status 0.996 

1.012 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY NIA 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,381 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY NIA 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,707 

$3,492 

Health Status NIA 
Health Status 1.020 

Health Status NIA 

Health Status 0.996 

1.012 

Year 
2014 2017 

$5,440 $5,934 

4,700 6,142 

NIA 8,870 

5,725 8,446 

$5,043 $6,904 

1.017 0.940 

0.976 0.971 

NIA 1.060 

0.979 0.982 

0.977 0.974 

$4,595 $6, 147 

4,697 5,966 
NIA 8,585 

5,758 8,468 

$5,045 $6,825 

0.988 0.994 

0.973 0.953 

NIA 0.972 

0.972 0.973 

0.973 0.962 

$4,274 $6,249 

4,679 6,064 

NIA 8,055 

5,736 8,538 

$5,024 $6,867 

0.937 0.937 
0.970 0.963 

NIA 0.929 

0.967 0.983 

0.969 0.968 
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C. POTENTIAL PREMIUM AND COST SHARING SUBSIDIES 

Members who enroll in the individual CHIM and are under 400% of the Federal Poverty Level are eligible 
for premium and cost sharing subsidies. Table Vl.8 below summarizes the 2014 and 2017 distribution of 
members by income level for those who enroll in the Individual OHIM, the Individual non-OHIM, and the 
Individual market as a whole. As we can see, approximately 86% of Individual CHIM enrollees will qualify 
for some level of subsidy in 2014. 

TableVl.B 
Oklahoma Department of Health 
Enrollment by Income Level for 

Individual CHIM and Non-CHIM Markets {Under Age 65) 
Best-Estimate Scenario 

2014 2017 
Individual Individual Individual Individual 

OHIM Non-OHIM Comnoslte OHIM Non-OHIM Total 
FPL Level 
Under 138% 3,400 9,900 13,300 16, 100 10 000 26,100 
138% to 149% 15,300 6,300 21,600 43 900 3,000 46,900 
150% to 199% 53,300 5,600 58,900 91,900 1,400 93,300 
200% to 299% 74,200 15,500 89,700 146,600 4 300 150 900 
300% to 399% 32,400 25200 57.600 90100 8,900 99000 
Over400% 28,200 55.600 83.800 97 900 32100 130,000 
Total 206,800 118,100 324,900 486,500 69,700 646,200 

Table Vl.9 below summarizes the average total subsidy PMPY for enrollees in the individual CHIM in 
2014 and 2017. In addition, the summary divides the total subsidy PMPY into the premium subsidy and 
cost sharing subsidy for each group. 

TableVl.9 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Subsidies (Total, Premium, and Cost Sharing) PMPY for Individual CHIM Market 
Best-Estimate Scenario 

Year 
2014 2017 

Type of Subsidy 
Total Subsidy $1,794 $4,392 
Premium Subsidy 1,509 3,868 
Cost Sharing Subsidy 286 524 

An important consideration when evaluating the impact of the subsidies on enrollees is not just how 
available subsidies will impact the behaviors of members at different income levels, but also of members 
in different age brackets. Table Vl.10 on the following page summarizes the gross medical costs PMPY 
for each age bracket in 2014. As we can see, costs at the oldest age bracket under 65 are about 3.5 to 5 
times those of the lowest adult age bracket. As such, the limit on age rating for premiums (3:1 ratio) will 
create indirect premium subsidies and make the direct subsidies more valuable at higher ages than at 
lower ages which could result in disproportionately older enrollment in the OHIM. 
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A e Bucket 
Up to 19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
60-64 

Total 

TableVl.10 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY by Age Bucket for 
Individual OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets in 2014 

Best-Estimate Scenario 
2014 

Individual OHIM Individual Non-OHIM 

$2,202 $2,426 
3,863 3,510 
5,507 3 705 
7 262 5,493 

11,432 7,960 
16 565 13 563 
$6,760 $4,422 
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Composite 

$2,299 
3695 
4,838 
6 932 

10,457 
15, 743 
$5,910 
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VII. ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS 

A. MERGE SMALL GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL RISK POOLS 

Table Vll.1 summarizes the impacts on enrollment and average health status of merging the Individual 
and Small Group risk pools. As previously discussed, due to differences in the health status of the 
average individual and small group members projected in 2014 and beyond, merging the markets would 
likely result in higher premium rates for small group members and lower premium rates for individual 
members. The impact would be the greatest for small groups, causing some of them to drop coverage. 

Table Vll.1 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Summary of Enrollment and Health Status in 
Individual and Small Group OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets (Under Age 65) 

Best-Estimate Scenario 
Year 

Enrollment 2014 2017 
Market 
Individual OHIM 206,700 486,500 
Individual Non-OHIM 118, 100 59,700 
Total 324,800 546,200 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 5,300 16,500 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 299,600 214,300 
Small Group (over 50) OHIM N/A 6,600 
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 149,400 111,700 
Total 454,300 349, 100 

Composite of Individual and Small Group Markets 779, 100 895,300 

Health Status 2014 2017 
Market 
Individual OHIM 1.098 1.028 
Individual Non-OHIM 0.933 0.816 
Composite 1.038 1.005 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 0.988 0.994 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 0.973 0.953 
Small Group (over 50) OHIM N/A 0.972 
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 0.972 0.973 
Composite 0.973 0.962 

Composite of Individual and Small Group Markets 1.000 0.988 

The decision of whether to merge the markets will also affect carriers, but the effects would be different 
for each carrier, depending on their mix of members by market and the risk profiles of those members. 
For example, given that the health status factor of an average individual market member is expected to 
be higher (i.e., higher cost) than that of the average small group member, a carrier having only small 
group business and no individual business would gain some premium rate advantage if the Individual and 
Small Group risk pools were merged. That carrier's premium rates would be unaffected by the merger, 
but competitors having both Individual and Small Group business might have to increase their small 
group premium rates. 
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In addition to the key differences highlighted above between the new Individual market and the new Small 
Group market, there are other considerations which are highlighted in more detail below: 

Reasons to Keep the Pools Separate 

> Consistent with current market structure. 
> Keeping them separate, at least in the short term, might make it easier for carriers and the state 

to focus on other market changes. 
> Keeping them separate would avoid subsidies between the Individual and Small Group markets. 

Reasons to Merge the Pools 

> It creates a larger risk pool which may increase rate stability in the long term. 
> It might result in premium rates that are considered more equitable between Individual and Small 

Group markets, especially important if consumers are moving between these markets frequently. 
> To consumers, individual and small group products could still be presented as different products, 

as they are now. 
> Premium rates could still be adjusted to reflect administration cost differences or commission rate 

differences between individual and small group products. 

Based on the above considerations, it is important to note that Oklahoma could also consider phasing in 
the merging of the Individual and Small Group risk pools over a period of years, which would give carriers 
more time to react to the changing market. 

B. BASIC HEAL TH PLAN OPTION 

This section provides discussion of considerations regarding the Basic Health Plan. The Oklahoma 
Department of Health will need to evaluate the Basic Health Plan option in the context of its current and 
future expanded Medicaid and CHIP programs and other State priorities to develop a coordinated health 
care system for the population under 200% of FPL. However, in our modeling we have assumed that the 
State does not establish a Basic Health Plan. 

Our discussion covers the following issues related to the Basic Health Plan option: 

> Potential Basic Health Plan population in Oklahoma 
> Design flexibility 
> Funding of the Basic Health Plan 
> Pros and cons of implementing a Basic Health Plan 

This report is not a comprehensive examination of the Basic Health Plan option. Such a review would 
need to be done in cooperation with the Oklahoma Medicaid authorities. 

Potential Basic Health Plan Population 

The ACA allows states to create a Basic Health Plan for residents under 200% of FPL who are not 
eligible for Medicaid and lack affordable access to comprehensive employer-based coverage. 
The population eligible to enroll in the Basic Health Plan includes two groups, both of which are eligible 
for federal premium tax credits: 

1. Adults with incomes from 138% - 200% of FPL 
2. Lawfully present immigrants below 138% of FPL who are ineligible for Medicaid 
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If Oklahoma implements a Basic Health Plan, the eligible population must obtain coverage through the 
Basic Health Plan. Eligible individuals would not be able to purchase coverage through the OHIM. 
If Oklahoma does not opt to implement the Basic Health Plan, this population would be eligible for 
subsidized OHIM coverage starting in 2014. 

We identified the target population for the Basic Health Plan in Oklahoma by identifying adults with 
incomes between 138% and 200% of FPL who are expected to enroll in the OHIM, or remain uninsured. 
Table Vll.2 below shows our estimate of the eligible population by age group in 2014. 

TableVll.2 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Enrollment by Age Bucket in the 138% to 200% Income Level (Under Age 65) 
Best-Estimate Scenario 

2014 
Individual CHIM Uninsured 1 Total 

A a Bucket 
Up to 19 13,700 22,600 36,300 
20-29 11,000 13,700 24,700 
30-39 13,500 19, 100 32,600 
40-49 9400 11,500 20,900 
50-59 16900 13,400 30,300 
60-64 4,100 3,300 7,400 

Total 68 600 83 600 152,200 
1 Uninsured Market does not include Undocumented Unlnsureds, 

Basic Health Plan Design Flexibility 

States will have some flexibility regarding the premiums and benefits offered in the Basic Health Plan 
within the following constraints: 

> The Basic Health Plan must provide at least the essential benefit package. 

> Member premiums can be no more than what individuals would have paid in the OHIM. 

> Member out-of-pocket cost sharing can be no more than what an individual would have paid in 
the OHIM. 

> Plans may be offered by licensed HMOs, insurers, or networks of providers (such as an 
Accountable Care Organization). 

> A minimum medical loss ratio standard of 85% will be applied to Basic Health Plan insurers. 

States can design aspects of the Basic Health Plan to address the needs of the 138% - 200% of FPL 
population, which may be different than the needs of the rest of the population eligible to purchase 
coverage through the OHIM. Examples of issues to address through program design include: 

> Affordability of coverage can be enhanced by leveraging Medicaid provider and managed care 
contracts. 

> Continuity of coverage for individuals and families moving between Medicaid, CHIP, and the 
Basic Health Plan. 

> Delivery system continuity related to access to care and provider networks. 
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Basic Health Plan design decisions must be made with the Oklahoma Medicaid authority and consider 
Oklahoma's existing Medicaid and CHIP programs in order to develop a coordinated healthcare system 
for the 138% - 200% of FPL population. Such decisions include: 

> Whether to contract with managed care organizations. 

> Identifying provider networks to use for the Basic Health Plan. 

> Identifying the proper member cost sharing in the Basic Health Plan compared to coverage 
available through the OHIM, CHIP, and Medicaid. 

> Coordinating with the CHIP program. 

Funding of the Basic Health Plan 

Funding for coverage under the Basic Health Plan would come from the following sources: 

> States would receive funding from the federal government equal to 95% of the federal subsidies 
that the enrolled population would have received if enrolled in the OHIM. Subsidies will be 
adjusted for differences in age, income, health status, and geographic distributions to reflect the 
acuity of the Basic Health Plan population. 

> Member premiums as determined by the state. 

We estimated the federal subsidy per individual in the target population for a Basic Health Plan (adults 
expected to enroll in the OHIM with incomes from 138% to 200% of FPL). Table Vll.3 below shows the 
estimated annual federal subsidy per individual by age group in 2014. The estimates assume each 
individual is enrolled for 12 months in each year. 

Age Bucket 
Up to 19 
20 - 29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
60-64 

Composite 

Table Vll.3 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Total Subsidy PMPY (138%-200% Income Level) for 
Individual OHIM Market 
Best-Estimate Scenario 

2014 

$488 
1,701 
2,452 
3, 134 
4,014 
5407 

$2,594 

Oklahoma would receive 95% of these average subsidies to fund the Basic Health Plan. If the entire 
eligible population enrolls in the Basic Health Plan, we estimate the potential federal funding for 2014 
would be approximately $375.4 million (152,200 x $2,596 x 95%). 

To the extent that the federal subsidies collected by the State of Oklahoma are in excess of the cost to 
provide coverage through the Basic Health Plan, the ACA requires states to reduce member premiums, 
reduce member cost sharing, and I or provide additional benefits compared to coverage available in the 
OHIM. The reduced member costs and I or enhanced benefits under the Basic Health Plan would ease 
the transition from full Medicaid coverage to leaner commercial coverage for enrollees whose income 
level changes their eligibility. 
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Many people in the industry assume that states could provide coverage through the Basic Health Plan for 
a lower cost than options available through the OHIM for the following reasons: 

> States may use their existing Medicaid delivery system for the Basic Health Plan. Using the 
same delivery system would take advantage of existing Medicaid managed care programs and 
Medicaid provider reimbursement. 

> Medicaid provider reimbursement is lower than commercial provider reimbursement. 

We have not tested the validity of these assumptions in Oklahoma. The financial impact of the Basic 
Health Plan would need to consider the Medicaid programs in Oklahoma and changes to any 
state-financed programs that currently provide assistance to this population. 

Pros and Cons of Offering a Basic Health Plan 

Some pros and cons of offering a Basic Health Plan are listed below. Note that CMS has not issued 
regulations governing the Basic Health Plan option, so the pros and cons could change. 

> The state may be able to offer more affordable coverage than is available in the OHIM due to 
leveraging existing Medicaid provider agreements, although this conclusion should be validated 
by more detailed analysis. 

> The Basic Health Plan will likely be able to offer more comprehensive coverage to participants 
than is available in the OHIM. 

> States can end optional adult Medicaid coverage over 138% of FPL (e.g., the Pregnant Women 
population), while still providing a more affordable form of coverage compared to the coverage 
available in the OHIM. 

> Fiscal advantages rely on continued federal support. 

> The state would take on the pricing risk of the Basic Health Plan, so it would need to be confident 
that the federal subsidies would cover the cost to provide care and administer the program on an 
ongoing basis. 

> The Basic Health Plan removes a portion of the potential OHIM population, which may have an 
influence on the operation of the OHIM. 

> The Basic Health Plan creates an additional state administration burden. 

> Access to providers and multiple insurers will likely be greater for consumers in the OHIM. 
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VIII. DISCUSSION OF KEY ACA-COMPLIANCE ISSUES 

A. INFLUENCING MARKETPLACE PARTICIPATION FOR INSURERS AND CONSUMERS 

In this section, we discuss two major components of OHIM participation: 

> Factors influencing the level of insurer participation 
> Factors influencing the level of consumer participation 

Influencing the Level of Insurer Participation 

Whether or not the majority of insurers participate in the OHIM will determine whether the OHIM will be a 
significant player in facilitating health insurance coverage or limited to being the mechanism for the 
low-income population lo utilize subsidies. As such, the most significant decision Oklahoma must make is 
to determine the breadth of the OHIM and its potential to attract nonsubsidized consumers. It will be less 
important for consumers who qualify for subsidies, since the subsidies will only apply to plans sold 
through the OHIM. 

For our modeling shown in previous sections of this study (wherein insurer participation was not required 
but was nevertheless prevalent) and the discussion in this section, we assumed that most insurers would 
participate voluntarily in both the Individual and Small Group OHIM markets. 

We have further assumed that Oklahoma will continue to permit purchasing of individual and small group 
insurance outside the OHIM. 

However, voluntary insurer participation in the OHIM is in no way guaranteed. One way to ensure 
participation in the OHIM by several insurers would be by imposing requirements such as: 

> Direct requirement to participate in the OHIM by all insurers selling individual and I or small group 
policies in the state, 

> Only allowing participation in the non-OHIM market if insurers offer products in the OHIM, or 

> Eliminating the non-OHIM market altogether. 

If insurer participation in the OHIM is mandatory I strongly encouraged, then: 

> Some insurers might choose to exit the Oklahoma individual or Small Group markets rather than 
participate in the OHIM. It seems unlikely that the insurers which currently have a significant 
volume of individual and small group business in Oklahoma would choose that option. However, 
smaller insurers, or insurers having a relatively small volume of individual and small group 
business in Oklahoma, might seriously consider exiting the market if they feel like that they 
cannot compete in a more commoditized market where less value is placed on service, flexibility, 
or other areas where they might currently fill a need. Also, for insurers offering benefit levels that 
do not comply with ACA requirements (e.g., very high deductible plans). they might exit the 
Individual and Small Group markets to avoid compliance with these plan elements. It is likely that 
the total number of insurers offering individual and small group business in Oklahoma would 
shrink below current levels. 

> The number of insurers and members in the OHIM could be higher than if participation was not 
mandatory. 
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> Insurer participation in the OHIM would be accelerated. If participation in the OHIM is voluntary, 
some insurers might take a "wait and see" approach, staying out of the OHIM during the initial 
years. 

> Some small insurers might elect to go out of business if they determine that the investment 
required or the risk associated with participating in the OHIM is prohibitive. 

> In addition, there are non-insurer entities, such as associations or small employer trusts, which 
might be affected by the changing market, creating additional disruption in the insurance market. 

> OSEEGIB, the Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board, will also need 
to consider the revised market. While the majority of the members covered by OSEEGIB are in 
one large group representing the State employees, OSEEGIB also currently markets coverage to 
other, smaller public entities. Changes to the Small Group market will likely influence which 
groups seek coverage with OSEEGIB. 

> Adverse selection risk among insurers may be less. There is some concern that the OHIM 
population will be less healthy than the non-OHIM insured population. For example, on 
January 1, 2014, the Oklahoma high risk pool and the Pre-Existing Condition Insurance 
Pool (PCIP) will both cease covering people, and all of those people will likely seek individual 
insurance in the OHIM. They tend to be very high cost individuals. Additionally, an analysis of 
Medicaid expansion in other states showed that uninsured individuals (those who will be attracted 
to the OHIM) have higher morbidity than the currently insured population and that uninsureds 
demonstrate pent-up demand when coverage is made available to them. All of these effects will 
tend to result in higher average costs for OHIM enrollees. Insurers may recognize this and avoid 
participating in the OHIM (at least initially) to maintain a healthier block of business. This action 
may cost the insurers membership in the first few years, but that membership could be regained if 
insurers outside the OHIM can offer less expensive coverage by avoiding the adverse selection 
that came with early participation in the OHIM. If insurer participation in the OHIM was 
mandatory starting January 1, 2014, then all insurers would be likely to enroll some of the higher 
cost members. Risk adjustment can be used to help reallocate revenue to insurers with the most 
morbid members, but risk adjustment is unlikely to compensate perfectly for all morbidity 
differences. 

> If the number of insurers participating in the OHIM is higher, then consumers will have more 
choice and competition will be more robust. This result may be particularly important for 
consumers who live in rural areas where the number of insurers offering coverage may be fewer. 
Increased competition may also help keep premium rates lower. 

As part of this project, we spoke with some insurers selling policies in the Individual and Small Group 
markets in Oklahoma. They indicated several OHIM characteristics that would encourage them to 
consider participation. 

> Of particular concern was the need for a level playing field, making sure that rules and 
requirements for plans in and out of the OHIM were similar to avoid pricing or selection 
advantages. 

> Addressing risk selection would also improve participation, as through the use of risk adjustment 
and limited enrollment periods. 

> Avoiding duplicated administrative efforts to control the administrative costs of the OHIM. 
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Influencing the Level of Consumer Participation 

Consumer participation in the OHIM will also vary depending upon various market and economic forces. 
For individuals eligible for premium and cost sharing subsidies, buying coverage through the OHIM will 
likely be an easy decision. For non-subsidized individuals and small groups, the OHIM will need to 
present viable insurance options to attract consumers. 

Maximizing consumer enrollment in the OHIM might create a more robust OHIM market, minimize 
adverse selection, spread OHIM administration expenses over more people, and possibly influence 
overall premium levels. Some constituencies might, however, prefer that OHIM enrollment be moderated. 

If Oklahoma wants to maximize OHIM enrollment, then they might consider doing the following: 

> Require all health insurance to be sold only in the OHIM. 

> Require insurer participation in the OHIM (which we note above would likely attract more 
non-subsidized members to the OHIM). 

> Allow groups of 51 to 100 employees to participate in the OHIM starting in 2014. Oklahoma has 
the option to do this in 2014 and 2015, and is then required to do it in 2016 and beyond. 

> Make enrollment as easy as possible. 

> Provide value-added services to consumers and employers. 

> Use significant advertising to promote the OHIM. 

> Promote consumer and navigator education. 

> Communicate with employers who may wish to help educate their employees about the OHIM as 
an alternative to employer coverage. 

> Avoid setting up a Basic Health Plan, since those enrollees would then not be a part of the OHIM 
and its risk pool. 

Ultimately, expanding consumer and insurer participation in the OHIM maximizes the size of the risk pool 
and thus, can help mitigate adverse selection, but not without placing a burden on some constituencies, 
either through increased regulation or restricted choices. 

B. CONTROLLING SELECTION ISSUES 

The state will need to consider mechanisms to mitigate adverse selection between the OHIM and the 
non-OHIM markets, and among carriers within the OHIM. Allowing adverse selection to take hold could 
quickly reduce the number of carriers and consumers that choose to participate in the OHIM. Adverse 
selection is an issue that underlies many of the design and operational decisions Oklahoma will make in 
setting up and running the OHIM. In this section we discuss the following: 

> Federal requirements that will help control adverse selection against the OHIM. 

> Federal requirements that help control adverse selection among carriers. 

> Risk adjustment - protecting carriers from adverse selection. 

> State opportunities to help control adverse selection against the OHIM. 
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Federal Requirements that Help Control Adverse Selection Against the OHIM 

As described below, the ACA included some provisions that will automatically help protect state 
marketplaces against adverse selection. 

1. Enrollment: One of the most important ways the ACA controls adverse selection against the 
OHIM is by encouraging enrollment. It does this in several ways. The first is through the 
individual mandate. Requiring all individuals to be covered will bring more people into the market, 
although they may still buy their coverage outside the OHIM. Second, the ACA makes premium 
subsidies and cost sharing subsidies available to lower income individuals who enroll in OHIM 
plans. Finally, the ACA makes temporary tax credits available to small businesses which 
participate in the OHIM. 

2. Plan Designs and Pricing: The ACA has plan design and pricing rules that will mitigate adverse 
selection because they apply to plans both inside and outside the OHIM. Some examples 
include: 

> Prohibitions on lifetime and annual benefit limits, and on pre-existing condition exclusions. 

> Essential benefits are required lo be covered for all individual and small group plans, inside 
and outside the OHIM, unless grandfathered. 

> Limits on out-of-pocket costs. 

> Premium rates must be based on adjusted community rating rules (health status adjustment 
can only be based on age and smoking status). 

> Qualified health plans must have the same pricing whether sold in or out of the OHIM. 

> Premium rates must be based on the combined experience of OHIM and non-OHIM 
business. 

Federal Requirements that Help Control Adverse Selection Among Carriers 

The ACA also includes three risk management tools I programs that can mitigate the effects of adverse 
selection among carriers. The first and third programs will apply to all carriers regardless of whether they 
sell policies within the OHIM. The second program is available to qualified health plans within the OHIM. 
The first two are transitional programs and the third is permanent. They are: 

1. Transitional Reinsurance Program, Years 2014 - 2016: The reinsurance program provides 
carriers with protection against very high cost members. This program is designed to protect 
individual plans in the OHIM in the early years from 2014 through 2016, before the individual 
mandate is fully implemented. 

2. Risk Corridor Program, Years 2014 - 2016: The risk corridor program provides carriers with 
protection against total claims across all members being higher than expected. A carrier will 
receive payments if their cost-to-premium ratio is greater than 103% and make payments if the 
cost-to-premium ratio is less than 97%. 

3. Risk Adjustment, Years 2014+: Under this program, plans with healthier participants will 
subsidize plans with less healthy participants. Carriers will set premium rates based on plan 
design and community rating, and risk adjustment payments will compensate for health status 
differences not fully reflected in the premium rates. 
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Risk Adjustment - Protecting Carriers from Adverse Selection 

In a perfect risk adjustment system, there might be no reason for a carrier to care about the health status 
of the members they enroll. In reality, carriers will probably have some incentive to enroll members who 
are "better risks." Better risk members are those for whom the required adjusted community rating 
process over-estimates their expected costs, due to the inherently imperfect predictive ability of the rating 
system. For example, a rating system might produce a premium rate for an average person aged 40 - 44. 
However, within the total population of people aged 40 - 44 there is a broad distribution of health statuses 
and, therefore, a broad distribution of expected claim costs. The better risks are those people whose 
expected costs fall below the average for all people aged 40 - 44. For those people, a premium rate that 
is based on the average should provide more revenue than is needed to cover the costs of these 
individuals. 

The ACA requires implementation of risk adjustment to shift money from carriers who enroll more of these 
better risk people to carriers that enroll fewer such people. However, that risk adjustment process is 
unlikely to be perfect and will, therefore, not completely eliminate the incentive for carriers to enroll as 
many people with better risks as possible. Furthermore, if the risk adjustment system operates 
retrospectively (i.e., making risk adjustment payment after the insured months they are intended to cover), 
then some carriers may experience temporary cash flow deficits. For insurance sold outside the OHIM, 
carriers will also have this same incentive to enroll the better risk people, since their OHIM and non-OHIM 
business will be pooled for premium rate setting purposes and risk adjustment will apply to all plans. 
Attracting better risk enrollees may give them more competitive premium rates. 

State Opportunities to Control Adverse Selection Against the OHIM 

Specific decisions can influence the amount of selection but each decision may affect other aspects of the 
insurance market. Oklahoma will need to evaluate each option and determine which actions fit with its 
goals. 

1. Take steps to maximize insurer participation. 

a. As the earlier discussion regarding insurer participation indicated, one option is to require all 
health insurance to be sold only in the OHIM. Eliminating the non-OHIM market will minimize 
adverse selection against insurers participating in the OHIM. There may still be some 
adverse selection if, for example, healthy people elect not to purchase any coverage. The 
consequences of this option were discussed earlier, but it should be noted that this approach 
will not prevent all adverse selection between insurers but would ensure all plans offered 
meet the same minimum requirements. Implementing such a restriction will require 
consideration of transition issues for policies not ending on December 31. 

b. Alternatively, all insurers could be required to participate in the OHIM, but also allow them to 
sell outside the OHIM. Some adverse selection against the OHIM might still exist if, for 
example, some benefit plans are offered outside the OHIM that are not offered inside the 
OHIM (e.g., plans that might appeal disproportionately to healthier people); however, risk 
selection will be mitigated since all policies must be pooled for rate setting and all insurers will 
potentially enroll OHIM members. Requiring all insurers to participate in the OHIM might 
cause some insurers to exit the market, resulting in fewer choices for consumers. 

c. For insurers that elect to leave the OHIM, prohibit re-entry for a period of time 
(e.g., five years). This might prevent insurers who enroll a disproportionately unhealthy mix 
of insureds from canceling the policies, leaving the market, and then quickly re-entering the 
market in the hopes of enrolling a healthier mix of people. 

d. Prohibit insurers that operate in the OHIM from having affiliates that operate only outside the 
OHIM. 
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2. Take steps to control benefit designs of offered plans. 

a. Require that all insurers participating in the OHIM offer plans at all benefit tiers (i.e., platinum, 
gold, silver, bronze, and catastrophic). Without this requirement, an insurer could offer 
predominately rich plans in the OHIM and predominately lean plans out of the OHIM, thus 
likely enrolling the insurer's least healthy members in the OHIM and their most healthy 
members out of the OHIM. By keeping all the products consistent between insurers should 
minimize the selection to any one insurer. 

b. Place additional restrictions on benefit plans offered outside the OHIM. At one extreme, 
Oklahoma might stipulate that only those plans offered in the OHIM may be offered outside 
the OHIM. A more moderate approach would be to restrict the differences between plans 
offered in and out of the OHIM to prevent carriers from offering non-OHIM plans that are 
designed to attract lower risk individuals. 

c. Offer standardized benefit plans in the OHIM. Further discussion of the advantages and 
disadvantages of standardized plans is included In Item E of this Section. 

d. Continue to require coverage of the current state-mandated benefits outside the OHIM but 
not require them in the OHIM; however, this requirement would create a non-level playing 
field for products in and out of the OHIM. 

3. Create a level playing field for marketing and pricing. 

a. Ensure consistency of marketing and pricing rules in and out of the OHIM. For example, in 
terms of pricing, an insurer might be able to attract better risks into their non-OHIM plans if 
they reflect positive selection in the overall level of their average non-OHIM premium rates. 
Oklahoma might require that premium rates for qualified plans offered in the OHIM be 
allowed to reflect benefit cost differences only and not be allowed to reflect selection effects 
among the plans. If, however, this rule does not also apply to nonqualified plans (i.e., benefit 
plans that do not satisfy the requirements to be sold in the OHIM). then carriers might design 
and price nonqualified plans that have a much wider price range than the OHIM plans. 
Prices for lean nonqualified plans could be well below prices of the leanest qualified OHIM 
plans, drawing the healthiest people to non-OHIM products. 

b. Monitor grandfathered plans to make sure insurers are not encouraging higher cost members 
to move into the OHIM. 

4. Allow groups of 51 - 100 employees to join the OHIM, which could increase participation in the 
OHIM and stabilize the risk pool. This expansion of the Small Group market is required starting in 
2016, but states also have the option to allow it in 2014 or 2015. Possible implications are 
discussed in the next subsection. 

5. Take steps to control consumer participation. 

a. Take other steps to maximize OHIM enrollment, such as: 

i. Advertising; 
ii. Promoting consumer and navigator education; 
iii. Making enrollment as easy as possible; or 
iv. Not setting up a Basic Health Plan, since those enrollees would then not be a part of the 

OHIM risk pool. 
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b. As proposed in federal regulations, restrict OHIM enrollment times, or plan switching, to open 
enrollment windows or at times of special qualifying events (e.g., moving to Oklahoma). This 
would help keep people from delaying insurance coverage until they feel they are likely to 
need healthcare services. 

c. Charge penalties to individuals for delaying enrollment in the OHIM, if Oklahoma has the 
authority to do so. 

C. EXTENDING SMALL GROUP MARKET UP TO 100 LIVES 

According to the ACA, the OHIM must be open to small employers on January 1, 2014. States can open 
the OHIM to employers with 50 or fewer employees or to employers with 100 or fewer employees. 
By January 1, 2016, the OHIM must be open to employers with 100 or fewer employees. 
On January 1, 2017, states are allowed to open the OHIM to employers with more than 100 employees. 

Arguments In Favor of Allowing Employers with 51 to 100 Employees to Participate 

Opening the OHIM in 2014 or 2015 to groups of up to 100 may have positive results, such as: 

> More people will purchase through the OHIM. Economies of scale should result in lower OHIM 
administration costs per member. 

> The 'small group" risk pool will be larger, pooling employers from 2 to 100 employees both in and 
out of the OHIM. A larger risk pool will give carriers greater predictability in their benefit costs. 
A smaller risk pool might make carriers more hesitant to participate in the OHIM. 

> Improved predictability of benefit costs may result in less significant financial adjustments among 
carriers based on average member risk scores. 

> Having a greater OHIM population may give the OHIM more ability to influence costs and quality 
in the non-OHIM market. 

> The OHIM must be open to all employer groups of size 51 to 100 in 2016. It might be easier to 
bring in the 51 to 100 groups in 2014, rather than possibly having the disruption of a wave of new 
enrollees in 2016. 

> If the state waits until 2016 to allow the 51 to 100 groups to join, that might delay collection of 
data needed for risk adjustment calculation on those members. 

> For groups of 51 to 100, allowing them to enter the OHIM in 2014 will give them more insurance 
options in 2014 and 2015. 

> The federal risk corridor program only operates in 2014 through 2016. Allowing the 51 to 100 
groups to enter the OHIM in 2014 will allow carriers to take advantage of that protection for more 
years. The risk corridor program provides carriers with protection against total claims across all 
members being higher than expected. A carrier will receive payments if their cost-to-premium 
ratio is greater than 103% and make payments if the cost-to-premium ratio is less than 97%. 
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Arguments Against Allowing Employers with 51 to 100 Employees to Participate 

Reasons that Oklahoma might not want to open the OHIM to employers of size 51 to 100 prior to 2016 
are: 

> Oklahoma currently has insurance laws and regulations that apply to "small groups," defined as 
those having 2 to 50 employees. Opening the OHIM to groups of up to 100 could lead to 
inconsistent definitions of small groups inside and outside the OHIM, or may require that the 
small group rules and regulations be changed. In any case, this challenge will need to be faced 
prior to 2016. 

> Bringing more of the total insurance market into the OHIM may result in fewer carriers offering 
coverage outside OHIM. It may also reduce the total number of carriers operating anywhere in 
Oklahoma, in or out of the OHIM. 

> Benefit innovation may be more likely to occur outside the OHIM. Shrinking that market might 
reduce innovation. 

> Groups of 51 to 100 with good experience may see a significant rate increase due to community 
rating, or will choose not to participate. 

> Groups of 51 to 100 who are relatively healthy are likely to consider self-insuring. However, if 
their populations become unhealthy, they could be more likely to enter the OHIM. While this 
problem is also present with groups of 2 to 50, opening the OHIM to groups of up to 100 people 
might result in the OHIM enrolling a proportionally greater number of less healthy people. 

D. MARKETPLACE SERVICES FOR SMALL GROUP EMPLOYERS 

Oklahoma will need to define the scope of administrative services the OHIM should provide. At a 
minimum, the state must provide the following services related to enrollment: 

> Certification, recertification, and decertification of plans; 

> Operation of a toll-free hotline; 

> Maintenance of a website for providing information on plans to current and prospective enrollees; 

> Assignment of a price and quality rating to plans; 

> Presentation of plan benefit options in a standardized format; 

> Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and determination of eligibility for 
individuals to these programs; 

> Certification of individuals exempt from the individual responsibility requirement; 

> Provision of information on certain individuals to the Treasury Department and to employers; and 

> Establishment of a Navigator program that provides grants to entities assisting consumers. 
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Oklahoma may decide to provide additional services, such as online comparison tools. Under ACA, the 
OHIM must maintain a website to provide comparative information on plans for consumers. When 
developing these tools, the OHIM has the opportunity to facilitate participation in the OHIM by 
emphasizing robustness and preventing 'wrong door" participant choices. Helpful features include 
allowing consumers to compare health plan choices, estimate their out-of-pocket expenses under those 
plan choices, find plans that meet specific criteria, or provide other services that would help consumers 
maximize the value of and their satisfaction with their insurance. Ideally, decision support tools would 
allow consumers to enter specific information about their situation and preferences, and then provide 
suggestions regarding plans that might be a good fit for their needs. 

These online comparison tools could prove especially beneficial for employer plans who could use the 
tools to inform their employees whether they should maintain their small group coverage or enroll in the 
individual OHIM; determine whether the entire small group should enroll in the small group OHIM; and if 
so, the level of small group tax credit for which the employer will qualify. 

E. STANDARDIZED BENEFIT PLANS IN THE MARKETPLACE 

The federal regulations require some degree of benefit plan standardization. Specifically, plans are 
restricted to having certain actuarial values (i.e., platinum, gold, silver, bronze, and catastrophic). 
However, there are many combinations of cost sharing features that could equate to these benefit values. 
For example, one platinum plan might have a $200 deductible and 90% coinsurance, while another 
platinum plan might have a $0 deductible and 80% coinsurance, with both plans having the required 
platinum actuarial value of 90%. States have the option of restricting carriers to offering only specifically 
defined benefit plans at each tier level. 

In deciding whether to require standardization of benefit plans, the issues will be generally similar for the 
Individual and Small Group markets. Allowing only standardized plans may have the following 
advantages and disadvantages: 

Advantages 

> Consumers would probably have an easier time making comparisons among plans within a given 
benefit tier (e.g., platinum, gold, etc.), if the number of standardized plans within each tier is 
reasonable. For example, if there are only two standardized gold plans, then comparisons might 
be simple. If there are twenty standardized gold plans, then comparisons would be more difficult. 

> Consumers should have an easier time making price comparisons among carriers. 

> Health plans within the same tier will not compete based on benefit differences. However, 
carriers will compete based on other measures of value, including the breadth and quality of their 
provider networks, quality of care, customer service, and financial stability. 

> Carriers' administration expenses, and thus premium rates, might be reduced due to having fewer 
benefit plans. 

> OHIM administration may be simplified. 

> The process to approve qualified benefit plans may be less burdensome and costly for the OHIM, 
since the OHIM would not have to review the actuarial value of non-standardized benefit plans. 
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Disadvantages 

> Carriers will have less ability to differentiate themselves from other carriers. 

> Carriers may not have the ability to offer a custom benefit package to a given employer. Such 
customization is not common in small group coverage but may be more common for smaller 
carriers or niche carriers for whom customization is very much a part of their business plan. 

> There may be significantly less product diversity than if plans were not standardized. That could 
possibly result in reduced consumer satisfaction and value. 

> The OHIM may be less responsive to the changing needs of consumers and employers for new 
types of benefit plans. 

> The OHIM may be less responsive to changing health care practices, possibly hindering quality 
improvement or cost savings. 

> The process for adding new plans may stifle or at least slow the introduction of benefit 
innovations, such as consumer directed health plans. 

> Standardization might make it impossible for carriers to offer products that take advantage of a 
unique market situation or provider arrangement. For example, a carrier might want to offer 
extremely low cost sharing (e.g., a $0 copay) when members get their high cost scans (e.g., MRls 
or CT scans) at a single provider that offers those services at deeply discounted rates. 

> OHIM enrollment may be less if consumers find more attractive plan designs outside the OHIM. 

Standardized benefit plans have been required in the Medicare Supplement market since 1992. In that 
market, standardization has worked relatively well, partly because those policies are supplemental, 
relatively low cost, and generally leave the insured with little or no out-of-pocket expenses. In contrast, 
comprehensive major medical plans provide primary coverage at a relatively high cost and generally 
leave the insured with significant out-of-pocket expenses (e.g., a bronze plan would be designed to cover 
only 60% of the average insured's total healthcare costs, leaving 40% for the insured to pay 
out-of-pocket, in addition to their premium). Because of the higher out-of-pocket costs in a 
comprehensive major medical plan and because it is the primary coverage, there are many more plan 
designs that can be created which would be reasonable and appealing to a significant portion of the 
population. 

The OHIM could also postpone plan standardization for one or more years. Postponing would give 
carriers time to adapt to the new regulations and respond to consumer preferences in the market. In later 
years, the OHIM might choose to allow only standardized plans. Some disruption would be inevitable 
when the change is implemented, but that disruption might be relatively easy to bear once the OHIM has 
achieved some stability and has experience regulating the new benefit tiers. 

The leveraging effects of medical trend (inflation) on fixed dollar cost sharing features (e.g., deductibles 
and copays) will cause the actuarial value of benefit plans to increase over time. Oklahoma will need to 
consider how their methods for offsetting trend leveraging will interact with their rules for allowable benefit 
plan designs. This leveraging effect can also occur from changes in the mix of members by age, health 
status, geographic area, or other variables that affect average claim costs per member. When the State 
tests plans for compliance with the target actuarial values, they should normalize the actuarial values for 
any such changes or differences in the mix of enrollees among the benefit tiers. 
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F. CURRENT OKLAHOMA MANDATED BENEFITS IN RELATION TO MINIMUM ESSENTIAL 
BENEFITS 

The table below presents each of Oklahoma's mandated benefits and indicates which of those benefits 
are beyond the scope of the mandated benefits required by the ACA. Many of the Oklahoma mandated 
benefits would likely be considered essential benefits, and would, therefore, need to be covered by any 
health plan sold either inside and outside the CHIM. We indicate in Table Vlll.1 which mandated benefits 
would fall under essential health benefits and thus, would not constitute additional cost (beyond that 
already required for ACA compliance). In addition, some of the mandates represent preventive benefits 
and would also likely be essential benefits. Oklahoma can continue to require coverage of mandated 
benefits beyond the essential benefits (the extra benefits indicated in the table), but the State must pay 
the cost of those benefits for insurance provided through the OHIM for all OHIM members (even those 
who do not receive subsidies). The cost consequences of additional benefits that Oklahoma might 
mandate would be partly due to the direct additional of benefits and partly due to possible adverse 
selection. 

Alternatively, Oklahoma could continue to require coverage of the current state-mandated benefits 
outside the OHIM but not require them in the OHIM, or vice versa. These approaches would affect OHIM 
enrollment for consumers who are interested in utilizing those additional benefits. 
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Table Vlll.1 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Summa of Mandated Benefits Included as Part of Essential Health Benefits 
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G. ROLE OF MARKETPLACE AS PURCHASER VERSUS FACILITATOR 

Oklahoma has the option to be more or less aggressive in its control over which carriers participate in the 
OHIM. From a less restrictive Open Market to a more restrictive Active Purchaser, the state may 
authorize the OHIM to: 

> Allow all plans that meet the minimum ACA requirements (Open Market) 
> Set additional standards for qualified health plans 
> Select plans based on comparative value (Selective Contracting Agent) 
> Negotiate health plan premiums with insurers (Active Purchaser) 

The Open Market approach would probably be the least disruptive to the current Oklahoma market and 
would impose the least administrative burden on the State. At the other extreme, the Selective 
Contracting and Active Purchaser approaches could possibly provide greater value to the people of 
Oklahoma, although they would probably result in fewer OHIM plan choices for consumers. 

Based on our discussions with key stakeholders throughout the State of Oklahoma (e.g., insurers, 
lobbyist groups, brokers), one of the primary concerns is that the OHIM system will diminish the 
free-market healthcare structure that is presently active in the State of Oklahoma. As such, the Selective 
Contracting Agent I Active Purchaser methods of running the OHIM program will likely be met with 
significant public opposition. In particular, a common thread throughout our discussions with 
stakeholders was the idea that the "marketplace" should establish an information system, educate 
brokers and the public on how to use the system, and then allow free market forces to prevail. 

H. POTENTIAL BUDGET AND FUNDING CONSIDERATIONS 

The OHIM will require infrastructure to serve as a "marketplace" for purchasing individual and small group 
insurance. Development of this marketplace will necessitate investment by the State either directly or 
through federal planning grants to establish policy and procedure guidelines, as well as information 
technology (IT) systems. The level of start-up investment and ongoing budget needs will depend on the 
specific OHIM design. This section will present several factors for consideration during budget 
development and potential funding options. 

Start-up costs will depend on the OHIM structure and the functional level. Guidance from the CCllO 
(Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight) which is a part of CMS (the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services) outlines the major functions required for the OHIM to be considered an 
Exchange for purposes of ACA. These duties are: 

> Certification, recertification, and decertification of plans; 

> Operation of a toll-free hotline; 

> Maintenance of a website for providing information on plans to current and prospective enrollees; 

> Assignment of a price and quality rating to plans; 

> Presentation of plan benefit options in a standardized, comparable format; 

> Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and determination of eligibility for 
individuals in these programs; 

> Certification of individuals exempt from the individual responsibility requirement; 
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> Provision of information on certain individuals to the Treasury Department and to employers; and 

> Establishment of a Navigator program that provides grants to entities assisting consumers. 

In addition, the OHIM would need to be responsible for ensuring that Plans meet regulatory requirements 
with regard to: 

> Information on the availability of in-network and out-of-network providers, including provider 
directories and availability of essential community providers; 

> Consideration of plan patterns and practices with respect to past premium increases and 
submission of plan justifications for current premium increases; 

> Public disclosure of plan data, including claims handling policies, financial disclosures, enrollment 
and disenrollment data, claims denials, rating practices, cost sharing for out-of-network coverage, 
and other information; 

> Timely information for consumers requesting their amount of cost sharing for specific services 
from specified providers; 

> Information for participants in group health plans; and 

> Information on plan quality improvement activities. 

Finally, the OHIM would need to be responsible for: 

> Presentation of enrollee satisfaction survey results; 
> Provision for open enrollment periods; 
> Consultation with stakeholders, including tribes; and 
> Publication of data on the ongoing administrative costs. 

Through our stakeholder interviews relating to this analysis, we found some current resources which 
might provide existing infrastructure to perform several of these tasks. The administrative costs will be 
influenced by how much these existing resources can be leveraged. 

> OSEEGIB (State Educators and Employees Group Insurance Board) - Currently provides a 
marketplace for public employers groups of many sizes. They deal with real-time enrollment and 
premium collection and disbursement issues. 

> Oklahoma Health Care Authority - Currently determines Medicaid eligibility and enrollment at 
least in part through an on-line system. 

> Insure Oklahoma - Presently provides a system of premium subsidies to individuals and small 
groups with established policies and procedures to determine qualification, and coordinates with 
employers. 

> Current agency activities - Many of the plan requirements may already be monitored or easily 
incorporated into existing agency activities, such as the Oklahoma Insurance Department. 

Funding for the marketplace development costs can be covered by federal funds under the Establishment 
Grant program administered by the CCllO for programs designed to meet the ACA Exchange definition. 
The Establishment Grants became available on January 20, 2011. The last date to apply for a Level One 
Grant is June 29, 2012 and the last date to apply for Level Two is June 29, 2012. These grants can 
provide multi-year or year-by-year funding through December 31, 2014. 
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Level One establishment grants provide up to one year of funding to states that have made some 
progress under their Exchange planning grant. States may plan to reapply for a second year of funding 
under the Level One establishment grants, if necessary, as they work toward the criteria to apply for Level 
Two establishment grants. 

Level Two establishment grants are designed to provide funding through December 31, 2014 to 
applicants that are further along in the establishment of an Exchange. In applying for Level Two 
establishment grants, States must meet specific eligibility criteria, demonstrating the State has: 

> Legal authority to establish and operate an Exchange that complies with Federal requirements 
available at the time of the application; 

> A governance structure for the Exchange; 

> A budget and initial plan for financial sustainability by 2015; 

> A plan outlining steps to prevent fraud, waste, and abuse; and 

> A plan describing how consumer assistance capacity in the State will be created, continued, 
and I or expanded, including provision for a call center. 

The establishment grants can be used for numerous activities including background research, 
consultation with stakeholders, drafting legislative and regulatory changes, establishing information 
technology systems, and other tasks to design and implement an ACA compliant marketplace. As of 
May 2011, sixteen Level One establishment grants were awarded with amounts ranging from $4 million to 
$40 million. 

Ultimately the OHIM will also need ongoing funding to cover annual administrative costs. The State may 
want to consider instituting revenue needed to cover OHIM administrative costs with links to those parties 
that indirectly benefit from the marketplace. Possible choices include individuals, employers, insurance 
companies, and health care providers. Regardless of how the OHIM is funded, the premiums charged 
within OHIM must be the same as the rest of the market. Possible mechanisms for doing that include: 

> Premium tax. The tax could apply to comprehensive major medical insurance and possibly to 
other lines of insurance. 

> Per Life Carrier Assessments: A fixed charge based on the number of covered lives. 

> Per Life Employer Assessments: For self-insured employer health plans or third-party 
administrators there are challenges in collecting revenues. Due to ERISA regulations, we believe 
the State may have difficulty collecting assessments on self-insured lives that are not covered 
under stop loss insurance. 

> Provider or hospital assessments. 

> Special or one-time assessments on insurance companies, employers, hospitals, or providers. 

> Revenue diversion. The State could use revenue or funds generated by current programs that 
will be phased out due to ACA changes. 

Some combination of these mechanisms might produce an allocation that is the most broadly accepted 
among stakeholders. 
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IX. QUALIFICATIONS 

This report was created by Timothy F. Harris and Stacey V. Muller. Mr. Harris is a Principal and 
Consulting Actuary in the St. Louis office of Milliman. Stacey is a Consulting Actuary in the Milwaukee 
office of Milliman. Tim and Stacey are Fellows of the Society of Actuaries and Members of the American 
Academy of Actuaries. They each meet the qualification standards for performing the analyses contained 
in this report. 
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Appendix A 
Technical Details on Population and Health Cost Modeling 

This appendix provides information on some of the key data sources, tools, and assumptions used to 
develop the projections presented in this report. 

CURRENT POPULATION SURVEY (CPS) I AMERICAN COMMUNITY SURVEY (ACS) DATA 

The initial census data was developed using the Current Population Survey (CPS). To mitigate the risk of 
population fluctuation due to the relatively small sample size responding to this self-reported survey, we 
used CPS data for the Oklahoma market for both 2008 and 2009. We used the CPS data to determine 
the composition of the Oklahoma population by age, gender, income level, insurance coverage type 
(e.g., Individual, Employer, Medicaid, other coverage such as CHAMPUS, Medicare disabled), family 
status, and race (as it pertains to the American Indian population). We also used the CPS data to classify 
the population into self-reported health status groupings. 

While we used CPS data to determine population distribution by factors such as age, gender, and income 
level, the small sample size and slightly older data made it necessary to compare this data to other 
sources. As such, we reconciled the CPS population distribution by insurance coverage type to the 2010 
American Community Survey (ACS) data and adjusted the 2010 population distribution, as necessary, to 
tie to the ACS summaries. 

In addition, we used PUMS data (Public Use Microdata Sample, which underlies the 2009 ACS Summary 
and is the most current ACS detailed data) to estimate the current distribution of the American Indian 
population by insurance coverage type. 

MEDICAL EXPENDITURE PANEL SURVEY (MEPS) DATA 

We used Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS) data to supplement the census data and to 
distribute the employer insurance data into small group, large group, self-insured, or fully-insured. 

MEDICAL COSTS 

Medical cost curves by age and gender were developed using an assumed set of benefits and research 
that underlies Milliman's Health Cost Guidelines (HCGs). To calibrate the costs to Oklahoma experience, 
we used benefit designs consistent with those offered by carriers in Oklahoma (based on information 
provided by key insurer stakeholders), geographic area adjustments from Milliman's HCGs, and 
Oklahoma-specific provider discounts (estimated by Milliman using health insurance claims data from 
Oklahoma). We assumed that the majority of individual policies do not currently cover uncomplicated 
maternity care. Effective January 1, 2014, we assumed that all individual policies would cover all 
maternity care. Premiums were developed from the estimated medical costs, minus the estimated cost 
sharing In the modeled benefit plans, plus an estimated administrative load based on data collected 
through Oklahoma's required minimum medical loss ratio waiver filing. We adjusted the medical costs in 
the respective markets to produce average premiums by market consistent with the average premium 
rate data included in state filings (subject to some differences such as whether or not the plans modeled 
were only comprehensive plans). 

COSTS OF UNINSURED ENTERING THE INSURANCE MARKET 

The uninsured population is assumed to utilize fewer medical services than the insured population due to 
the lack of insurance coverage. Once a person becomes insured, we assume that their medical costs 
reflect the following factors: 

> Their underlying costs will move to reflect the costs of a similar insured person in that market with 
respect to age and gender assuming an average health status. 

> This medical cost is then adjusted to reflect the health status of the moving individual. 
> Finally, an additional 10% in costs is assumed in the first year of coverage, due to pent-up 

demand for health care services. 
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TREND 

We estimated annual medical trend rates for each major service category (inpatient, outpatient, 
professional, prescription drug, and other) based on Milliman's ongoing trend research. 

HEALTH STATUS DEVELOPMENT 

The CPS data includes self-reported qualitative health status information for each individual in the 
groupings of Excellent, Very Good, Good, Fair, and Poor. We summarized the CPS data by these 
categories (grouping them into Preferred, Standard, Substandard Low, and Substandard High) and then 
assigned a morbidity level to each health status group to reach a desired health status composite of 1.25. 
This composite target is greater than 1.0 to reflect the comparatively higher morbidity of the Oklahoma 
population to other states. Since the baseline medical costs to which health status factors are applied are 
based on the Milliman HCGs, and are thus representative of the Large Group markets, we calculated the 
ratio of each morbidity level relative to the composite morbidity level of the Large Group markets. We 
then summarized what percentage of each age bucket (grouped by quinquennial ages) falls into each 
morbidity category by market. These summaries were loaded into the Healthcare Reform Financing 
Model as the starting morbidity distributions. Morbidity distributions change within the modeling from one 
year to the next based on the availability of care, utilization of services, aging, etc. 

BIRTHS AND MORTALITY 

We used birth assumptions based on the distribution of newborns in the CPS data, and mortality 
assumptions as reported in the 2004 U.S Mortality Tables. 

TAKE-UP RATES 

Take-up rates describe the probability of people changing from uninsured to insured, or from one market 
to another (e.g., from the Individual non-OHIM market to the Individual OHIM market). Milliman has 
conducted research to determine what percentage of people (for each combination of representative age, 
gender, and health status) will tend to switch markets, based on the ACA provisions and the modeled 
individual's expected healthcare costs, subsidies, and premium rate choices. Using that research, we 
modeled the projected population's movements between the various insurance coverage types. 

TAKE-UP RATE DISTRIBUTION FOR THE THREE MARKET SCENARIOS (BEST ESTIMATE, HIGH 
TAKE-UP, AND LOW TAKE-UP) 

In order to model the three different scenarios underlying Milliman's Oklahoma reform projections 
(Best Estimate scenario, High Take-Up Rate scenario, and Low Take-Up Rate scenario), we estimated 
take-up rates for three key market-to-market movements. Using the research Milliman developed to 
estimate the percentage of people who will move from one market to another based on their 
demographics, costs, subsidies, etc., (which is described above), we modeled a variety of possible 
movements, including the movement from uninsured to Individual OHIM coverage; the movement from 
uninsured to Individual non-OHIM coverage; the movement from Individual coverage to Individual OHIM 
coverage, etc. 

In creating our three scenarios, we were most interested in investigating the affordability of healthcare 
and thus the likelihood that people would need some form of coverage to meet their healthcare needs in 
the future. The three movements we focused on when creating our projection scenarios are described in 
further detail below: 

1. The movement from private insurance markets (Individual, Small Group, Large Group) to an 
uninsured status. This movement was reflected in years 2011 through 2013. The high take-up 
rate scenario assumes more people become uninsured in these years and the low take-up rate 
scenario assumes fewer people become uninsured in these years with the best estimate scenario 
approximately in the center. 
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2. The movement from an uninsured status to Medicaid coverage in 2014 and thereafter. 
This movement was reflected in years 2014 through 2017 and again the high take-up rate 
scenario shows the largest percentage of people moving to Medicaid coverage with the best 
estimate scenario to follow and the low take-up rate scenario with the smallest percentage 
movement. Also, we assumed that the first year of eligibility (2014) would result in a far larger 
percentage movement which would then taper off in subsequent years. 

3. The movement from an uninsured status to Individual OHIM coverage in 2014 and thereafter. 
This movement was reflected in years 2014 through 2017 and again the high take-up rate 
scenario shows the largest percentage of people moving to Individual OHIM coverage with the 
best estimate scenario to follow and the low take-up rate scenario with the smallest percentage 
movement. Also, we assumed that the first year of eligibility (2014) would result in a far larger 
percentage movement which would then taper off in subsequent years. 

The table below summarizes the estimated percentage take-up rates in each market for the 2011 - 2017 
modeling period in the scenarios described above. 

Scenario 

TableA.1 
Oklahoma Department of Health 

Take-U Rate Com arison amon Scenarios 

Average Annual Take-Up to Uninsured (2011 - 2013) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2014) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2014) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2015 - 2017) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2015 - 2017) 

Scenario 
Average Annual Take-Up to Uninsured (2011 - 2013) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2014) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2014) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2015 - 2017) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2015- 2017) 

Scenario 
Average Annual Take-Up to Uninsured (2011 - 2013) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2014) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2014) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2015 -2017) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2015 - 2017) 

MOVEMENT BETWEEN CARRIERS AND PLANS 

Best 
Estimate 

1.3% 

21.6% 

31.1% 

4.2% 

16.4% 
High 

Take-Up 
2.0% 

25.9% 

48.3% 

5.6% 

18.7% 
Low 

Take-Up 
0.7% 

17.4% 

14.9% 

2.3% 

10.7% 

The movement between carriers and benefit plans in the Individual market is based on a series of inertia 
factors developed by Milliman. These factors describe how individuals move from plan to plan based on 
changes in the population make-up and resulting costs and premiums for each carrier and plan 
combination. In particular, individuals are driven to change plans and carriers based on the rate 
increases experienced for their current plan design, based on their age, gender, and health status. The 
movement between carriers and plans in the small group and large group markets are driven by the 
inertia factors underlying employer group decision points. In particular, employer groups are projected to 
respond to the rate increases for their particular membership groups by moving from plan to plan and 
carrier to carrier based on their underlying inertia factors. 
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MOVEMENT BETWEEN MARKETS DUE TO AGING 

The causes of age-related movements between markets include formerly dependent children who reach 
an age where they are emancipated to other markets, adults who reach age 65 and join the Medicare 
market (we assumed 100% of documented individuals who are not already enrolled in the Medicare 
disabled market join the Medicare market at age 65), and individuals in other markets who lapse to the 
uninsured market because of premium rate increases. 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This study was prepared by Milliman, Inc. as requested by the Oklahoma State Department of Health 
(OSDH) to evaluate the state's current health insurance markets and the potential options available to 
Oklahoma to create a new entity, which is called the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) in 
this report. The OHIM will serve as an Internet-based system to allow eligible Oklahomans to research, 
select, and purchase individual and small group insurance coverage. The purpose of the study is to 
provide actuarial projections and outline the options related to establishing the OHIM. The study was 
funded by a grant from the federal Department of Health and Human Services. 

This executive summary presents a summary of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 201 O 
(PPACA) and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, collectively referred to as the 
Affordable Care Act (ACA) requirements, the current market, key decisions the state will need to make as 
it considers creating the OHIM, key findings, and implementation issues. Remaining sections of the study 
provide additional information including projections and discussions relevant to these decisions. 

This study provides a detailed overview of the current health insurance market in Oklahoma and the 
potential impacts to this market if the OHIM is introduced. The results shown in this report represent an 
estimate of the potential future markets; however there is still significant uncertainty surrounding these 
projections. This uncertainty stems from many sources, including the use of existing data sources with 
potential imperfections, evolving legislative, regulatory and judicial guidance, changing economic 
conditions, and unpredictable reactions of the many stakeholders within the health insurance market. 
Therefore, it is critical that the state understand the current market, the options available to the state, the 
decisions that must be made, and the potential impacts of these decisions. 

AFFORDABLE CARE ACT (ACA) 

The primary ACA requirements for the commercial employer-sponsored insurance (ESI) small group and 
individual health insurance markets, both inside and outside the OHIM, are discussed in Section IV and 
include: 

• Guaranteed issue of insurance coverage regardless of preexisting medical conditions or health 
status 

• Adjusted community rating with premium rate variations only for benefit plan design, geographic 
location, age rating (limited to ratio of 3: 1 ), family status, and tobacco usage (limited to ratio 
of 1.5:1) · 

• Premium rate consistency inside and outside the OHIM 

• Ability of states to merge the ESI small group and individual health insurance risk pools 

• Ability of states to define small group up to 100 employees (mandatory by January 1, 2016) 

• Definition and requirements for essential health benefits to be considered qualified health 
insurance 

• Individual tax penalty if not covered by minimum essential insurance coverage 

• Employer tax penalty if not offering qualified insurance coverage (groups under 50 employees are 
exempt) 
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The ACA also includes a significant expansion of state Medicaid programs to include all U.S. citizens and 
qualified legal aliens who are not eligible for Medicare and with household income up to 133% of the 
federal poverty level (FPL) based on modified adjusted gross income (MAGI), or 138% of FPL with the 
5% income disregard. 

CURRENT MARKET 

In order to consider the various decisions to be made by Oklahoma and their impact on the market, it is 
important to understand the current insurance markets. Key demographic characteristics of the 2010 
Oklahoma population for the current insurance markets are provided in Section V. The graph in Figure 1 
depicts the 2010 Oklahoma population by source of insurance coverage. 

4,000 

3,500 

Figure 1: Oklahoma Lives {Including Over Age 65) by Source of 
Coverage in 2010 
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Some key observations regarding the current insurance coverage include: 

• The largest concentration of health insurance coverage is from ESI plans, providing health 
insurance to approximately 1.6 million individuals or about 43% of the total state population. 

• The individual health insurance market is the smallest source of health insurance coverage in 
Oklahoma, with approximately 182,000 individuals or about 5% of the total state population 
having this coverage. 
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• An estimated 691,000 individuals, or almost 19% of the state's total population, are uninsured 
based on 2010 American Community Survey (ACS) data. Of these 691,000 individuals, we 
estimate that 18% are aged 19 and under; 82% are between the ages of 20 and 64; and less than 
1 % are over age 65. However, a portion of this uninsured population consists of undocumented 
residents. The undocumented population is not eligible for Medicaid under current law and will 
not be eligible for ACA expansions or subsidies in the future. The documented uninsured, 
570, 000 individuals, represents approximately 15% of the state's total population. See Appendix 
A for a summary of how the undocumented count was determined. 

DECISION POINTS 

Given the context of the current market, the state must decide how to proceed with the OHIM. 

The initial decision facing the state is whether to establish the OHIM. The ACA requires the 
establishment of new ACA-compliant market mechanisms in each state by January 1, 2014. The ACA, 
and subsequent regulations, have begun to outline the minimum requirements that such an entity must 
meet to be considered compliant. Note that the federal government will develop a federally facilitated 
health insurance marketplace for use in states that choose to not create their own entity, or for temporary 
use in states that do not complete implementation by 2014. The available market mechanisms are 
described in further detail below: 

• State-Facilitated program: The state implements legislation to structure the marketplace, 
addresses each ACA compliance issue described below and throughout the rest of this report, 
and develops the Navigator program through which eligible participants enroll in the marketplace. 
This option provides the state with the most independence in addressing ACA compliance 
provisions. 

• Federally-Facilitated program: If the state does not design a marketplace by 2014 (or at all), the 
federal government will design a marketplace for the state on a temporary (or permanent) basis. 
This program will be subject to federal decision-making on each ACA compliance issue. 
In addition, the federal government will structure the Navigator program. This option provides the 
state with the least independence in addressing ACA compliance provisions. 

• State-Federal Partnership program: The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) also 
proposed an option where the federal government would structure a marketplace, but the state 
could take over key functions of marketplace administration (such as the analysis of state 
healthcare data, plan oversight, customer assistance, user education, and administering the 
Navigator program) in order to capitalize on the state's knowledge of the state-specific insurance 
program. 

If Oklahoma were to proceed with the development of the OHIM, it would need to make basic design 
decisions, including: 

• Governance: The marketplace can be governed through an existing state agency, a nonprofit 
organization established by the state, through a new or existing quasi-governmental entity, or as 
a new independent state agency. 

• Scope: The marketplace would need to include both individual and small group insurance 
options. The state can design the marketplace as two separate mechanisms, one for small group 
and one for individuals, or combine these markets into one. Such a combination can be restricted 
to administrative functions with limited impact on the insurance carriers and their products, or 
expanded to require that products and pricing reflect the combined risk pools. 
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• Basic Health Plan option: The ACA allows states to choose whether to use a Basic Health Plan 
as a potential transition between Medicaid and private coverage. The Basic Health Plan would 
offer health insurance to individuals with household income between 138% (133% plus 5% 
income disregard) and 200% of the federal poverty level (FPL). These individuals would not be 
eligible for coverage through the OHIM. A percentage of these individuals' premium subsidies 
would be available as funding for this program. The Basic Health Plan will likely be administered 
alongside a state's Medicaid plan and can alleviate the impact of "churn" as individuals move 
above or below the 138% of MAGI hurdle and, thus, move in and out of Medicaid. 

We do not discuss the OHIM governing options within this report as this decision has a greater impact on 
implementation and budget considerations for the marketplace operation and it outside the scope of this 
report. This topic will be discussed in the upcoming Milliman report titled Oklahoma Health Insurance 
Marketplace: Strategic Decisions and Options. 

Further discussion regardi~g merger of individual and small group markets, and the Basic Health Plan 
option, is provided in Section VII. 

KEY FINDINGS 

Implementation of the OHIM, state-federal partnership model, or federally facilitated health insurance 
marketplace, will impact how healthcare is accessed for a large number of Oklahoma residents. 

While the exact impacts are not known, this study uses a model developed by Milliman to illustrate the 
potential landscape of the insurance market in 2014 after implementation of the OHIM (or the federally 
imposed exchange if the OHIM is not established), and also in 2017. These estimates take into account 
the potential behavior of individuals and employers based on their income levels, ages, and health status. 
The health status is a relative measure that considered illness burden everything else being equal, 
including such items as age/gender distribution, provider reimbursement levels, access to providers, and 
benefit plan coverage. The graph in Figure 2 illustrates the estimated changes in the source of insurance 
coverage from 2010 to 2014 to 2017 for the under-age-65 population. 

It should be noted that these results assume the state does not combine the individual and small 
group markets (see Section VII.A for additional detail); does not expand OHIM coverage to 
mid-size groups of 51 - 99 members until 2016 (see Section Vlll.C for additional detail); and does 
not implement a Basic Health Plan (see Section Vll.B for additional detail). 
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3,500 

Figure 2: Oklahoma Lives Under Age 65 by Source of Coverage 
Changes from 2010 to 2014 to 2017 
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The projection details are presented in Section VI. A few observations based on this projection include: 

• ESl-based coverage is assumed to continue providing a significant source of insurance coverage 
even if an individual OHIM is created. While it is possible some employers may conclude that it is 
feasible for them to discontinue sponsoring insurance, it seems unlikely that a material portion of 
the market will shift from non-OHIM ESI coverage to individual OHIM coverage. 

• The small group market OHIM may attract participants slowly unless there are significant financial 
or administrative advantages. 

• The reduction in uninsured numbers is achieved primarily through movement to the individual 
OHIM due to premium assistance, and to Medicaid I CHIP programs through expanded eligibility. 

• Introduction of the OHIM could attract a greater proportion of the currently insured individual 
market than the small group market. 
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IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 

Beyond the basic design decisions, the state will need to resolve a number of implementation issues as it 
considers the introduction of the OHIM or state-facilitated marketplace. Primary among these are the 
following: 

• Role of the marketplace among other insurers: Will the marketplace represent the only 
mechanism for insurance offerings or will it provide an additional venue alongside existing 
insurance offerings? 

• Level of control over carrier participation in the marketplace: Will the marketplace limit its role to 
that of facilitator by providing eligibility information and comparisons for all qualified insurers 
(please see Appendix B for additional information on "qualified insurers") or expand its role to 
include active purchasing steps by collecting bids and selecting specific insurers? 

• Responsibility level for ongoing enrollment and billing: Will the marketplace make minimum 
eligibility determinations for program eligibility and available subsidies or will it also collect and 
coordinate monthly enrollment and premium billings? 

These issues are explored in further detail in Section VIII. 

STAKEHOLDERS 

The decision to implement a new insurance marketplace will result in many changes for various 
stakeholders. These changes are in addition to other ACA market reforms that apply to the markets as a 
whole. The task of implementing these reforms will require a significant amount of leadership and 
collaboration among the state, carriers, employers, tribal representatives, consumers, brokers and 
agents, and providers. 

This report provides a necessary step in that process by outlining the current markets and 
ex lorin the issues that will rovide the basis for olic chan es 
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II. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THIS STUDY 

This study was requested by the Oklahoma State Department of Health (OSDH) to evaluate the current 
health insurance markets and evaluate the potential options available to Oklahoma to create a new entity, 
which will be called the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) in this report. The OHIM will 
serve as an Internet-based system to allow eligible Oklahomans to research, select, and purchase 
individual and small group insurance coverage. The study was funded by a grant from the federal 
Department of Health and Human Services. 

The scope was defined in RFQ Solicitation#: 3400000995 issued by the OSDH and through discussions 
with OSDH staff. The intent is to provide context on the current health insurance market and discuss, 
model, and test various options available to Oklahoma as it considers the design of the OHIM. 
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Ill. LIMITATIONS AND DATA RELIANCE FOR THIS STUDY 

This report is intended to provide actuarial projections and guidance with respect to planning for the 
creation of the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM). It is our understanding that the state will 
use this report to help key decision makers understand the options and potential impacts of various 
design alternatives or provisions. The report may not be suitable for other purposes. 

This report has been prepared solely for the internal use of, and is only to be relied upon by, the 
Oklahoma State Department of Health (OSDH). Although Milliman understands that this report may be 
distributed to third parties, Milliman does not intend to benefit, or create a legal duty to, any third party 
recipient of its work. If this report is distributed to third parties, it should be distributed only in its entirety. 

The results in this report are technical in nature and dependent upon specific assumptions and 
methods, No party should rely upon this report without a thorough understanding of those 
assumptions and methods. 

Differences between our projections and actual amounts depend on the extent to which future experience 
conforms to the assumptions made for this analysis. It is certain that actual experience will not conform 
exactly to the assumptions used in this analysis. Actual experience will deviate from these projections 
because of a variety of influences, including emerging experience, changes in insurance products and 
practices, and adjustments to reflect new regulations. 

The projections included in this report are based on our understanding of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) 
and its associated regulations issued to date. Forthcoming ACA-related regulations and additional 
legislation may materially change the impact of the ACA, necessitating an update to the projections 
included in this report. For this reason, this report should be considered time-sensitive material, which 
may change as new information becomes available. 

In developing the projections, we relied on data and other information provided by OSDH and other public 
sources of information. We have not audited or verified this data and other information. We performed a 
limited review of the data used directly in our analysis for reasonableness and consistency. If the 
underlying data or information is inaccurate or incomplete, the results of our analysis may likewise be 
inaccurate or incomplete. 

Milliman's consultants are not attorneys and are not qualified to give legal advice. We recommend that 
users of this report consult with their own legal counsel regarding interpretation of legislation ·and 
administrative rules, possible implications of specific ACA-required features, or other legal issues related 
to implementation of an ACA-compliant entity. 

The views expressed in this report are made by the authors of this report and do not represent the 
opinions of Milliman, Inc. 

----··----
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IV. OVERVIEW OF AFFORDABLE CARE ACT REQUIREMENTS 

The Affordable Care Act (ACA), enacted in 2010, requires the establishment of new ACA-compliant 
mechanisms in each state by January 1, 2014. The ACA outlines the duties the state must perform in the 
creation of the Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) if it is to be ACA-compliant. The federal 
government will develop a national version of the health insurance marketplace for use in states that 
choose not to create their own entity or for temporary use in states that do not complete implementation 
by January 1, 2014. The duties of the state through direct functions or oversight responsibilities will vary 
depending on the selection among a state-facilitated program, federally facilitated program, or 
state-federal partnership. However, the state will have responsibilities toward the program no matter 
which program is selected. 

States must decide how these new entities will be established and governed. These new entities will 
function as a marketplace for buyers and sellers of individual and small group health insurance. Plans 
offered in this marketplace entity will be certified health plans and the entity will provide information and 
educational services to help consumers understand their options. The entity will also facilitate eligibility 
determinations for Medicaid or other state programs and federal subsidies for premium and I or 
cost-sharing assistance. 

In its document titled "Initial Guidance to States on Exchanges," the Center for Consumer Information and 
Insurance Oversight (CCllO) of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) provided the 
following guidance regarding required functions for entities like OHIM: 

The Affordable Care Act includes two basic types of federal requirements for Exc/1anges, most of 
w/1ich are found in Section 1311. These include: 1) minimum functions Exchanges must 
undertake directly or, in some cases, by contract; and 2) oversight responsibilities the Exchanges 
must exercise in ce1tifying and monitoring the performance of Qualified Healt/1 Plans (hereafter 
referred to as "plans"), as defined in Section 1301. 

In defining Ifie authority and duties of an Exchange, states should incorporate, by reference or 
explicit provision, the federally-required Exchange functions and oversight responsibilities in t11eir 
authorizing legislation or other governing documents. 

A. MINIMUM DIRECT FUNCTIONS 

Section 1311(d)(4) specifies core functions that an exchange must meet: 

• Certification, recertification, and decertification of plans 

• Operation of a toll-free hotline 

• Maintenance of a website for providing information on plans to current and prospective enrollees 

• Assignment of a price and quality rating to plans 

• Presentation of plan benefit options in a standardized format 

• Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and determination of eligibility for 
individuals in these programs 

• Provision of an electronic calculator to determine the actual cost of coverage taking into account 
eligibility for premium tax credits and cost-sharing reductions 

• Certification of individuals exempt from the individual responsibility requirement 
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• Provision of information on certain individuals identified in Section 1311(d)(4)(1) to the Treasury 
Department and to employers 

• Establishment of a Navigator program that provides grants to entities assisting consumers as 
described in Section 1311 (i) 

• Presentation of enrollee satisfaction survey results under Section 1311 (c)(4) 

• Provision for open enrollment periods under Section 1311(c)(6) 

• Consultation with stakeholders, including tribes, under Section 1311 (d)(6) 

• Publication of data on the exchange's administrative costs under Section 1311 (d)(7) 

B. OVERSIGHT RESPONSIBILITIES 

Additional areas where exchanges must ensure plan compliance with regulatory standards established by 
the Secretary of Health and Human Services include: 

• Information on the availability of in-network and out-of-network providers as identified in 
Section 1311 (c)(1 )(8) and (C), including provider directories and availability of essential 
community providers 

• Consideration of plan patterns and practices with respect to past premium increases and 
submission of plan justifications for current premium increases under Section 1311 (e)(2) 

• Public disclosure of plan data identified in Section 1311 (e)(3)(A), including claim-handling 
policies, financial disclosures, enrollment and disenrollment data, claim denials, rating practices, 
cost sharing for out-of-network coverage, and other information identified by the Secretary 

• Timely information for consumers requesting their amount of cost sharing for specific services 
from specified providers as described in Section 1311 ( e)(3)(C) 

• Information for participants in group health plans as described in Section 1311 (e)(3)(D) 

• Information on plan quality improvement activities as specified in Section 1311(g) 

In addition to the requirements to be met by a marketplace entity like OHIM, the ACA also makes a 
number of market changes that apply to all individual and small group health insurance policies: 

• Guaranteed issue of insurance coverage regardless of pre-existing medical conditions or health 
status (applicable to the individual market as the small group market is already guaranteed issue) 

• Adjusted community rating with premium rate variations only for benefit plan design, geographic 
location, age rating (limited to ratio of 3: 1 ), family status, and tobacco usage (limited to ratio 
of1.5:1) 

• Premium rate consistency inside and outside the marketplace entity (such as OHIM) 

• Decision by states to merge the small group and individual health insurance markets (including 
the newly implemented marketplace entities such as OHIM) for risk pool purposes 

• Decision by states to expand the definition of small group up to 100 employees in 2014 
(this expansion will become mandatory by January 1, 2016) 
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• Definition and requirements for essential health benefits 

• Individual tax penalty if not covered by minimum essential insurance coverage 

• Employer tax penalty if not offering qualified insurance coverage (groups under 50 employees are 
exempt) 

The ACA also requires stale Medicaid programs to include all U.S. citizens and qualified legal 
non-citizens who are not eligible for Medicare, under age 65, and with household income up to 133% of 
the federal poverty level (FPL) based on modified adjusted gross income (MAGI), or 138% of FPL with 
the 5% income disregard. 

The ACA also authorized the development of Consumer Operated and Oriented Plans (CO-OPs). 
CO-OPs are nonprofit health plans that are being funded by the federal government. The funding is 
being granted in two forms: (1) start-up loans used to get the plan up and running prior to January 1, 
2014, and (2) solvency loans that supply the CO-OP with risk-based capital (RBC) necessary to take risk. 
Both of these loans need to be repaid to the federal government within 5 and 15 years, respectively. 
State exchanges are required to include CO-OP products in their offerings. The CO-OPs will be 
regulated by the various states' insurance departments; and as such, will be subject to all the same 
regulations as other commercial insurance companies. The hope is that CO-OPs will: (1) promote 
improved care through new delivery models, and (2) increase competition within the healthcare 
marketplace, making coverage more affordable. 
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V. CURRENT MARKETS AND POPULATIONS 

As mentioned in the prior section, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) introduces significant changes in many 
aspects of the health insurance market, most in 2014, including: 

• Covered benefits with the definition of essential benefits and minimum benefit levels 
• Premium rating and underwriting through rating restrictions and guaranteed issue requirements 
• Carrier regulation, requiring minimum qualification standards 
• Market landscape through the use of state-sponsored marketplace entities such as the Oklahoma 

Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) 

In order to understand the implications of these changes, it is important to understand the current 
insurance markets. This section summarizes key demographic characteristics of the 2010 Oklahoma 
population in each of the following current markets: Individual, small group, large group, public programs, 
and uninsured. We refer to the small and large group markets as employer-sponsored insurance (ESI). 
The estimated population and associated characteristics were based on Current Population Survey (CPS) 
and American Community Survey (ACS) data, supplemented with information by market groups using a 
combination of the December 31, 201 O, National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) Annual 
Statements summarized using Insurance Analyst Pro® and Highline, LLC, and Medical Expenditure 
Panel Survey (MEPS) data. In addition, we used PUMS data (Public Use Microdata Sample, which 
underlies the 2009 ACS Summary and is the most current ACS detailed data) to prepare the current 
distribution of the Native American population by insurance coverage type. 

We modeled the major insurance markets (i.e., individual, small group, and large group) to estimate the 
membership, age and income distribution, relative health status, and current premium levels for calendar 
year 2010. 

A. POPULATION STATISTICS 

The table in Figure 3 summarizes the 201 O Oklahoma population by the major markets. Please note that 
the numbers shown include individuals over age 65 in the Other Government Programs (VA, TriCare, 
Medicare Disabled), Undocumented Uninsured, and Medicare Aged pqpulations. Individuals over age 65 
were not included in the remainder of the analysis; however, we included them in the table in Figure 3 to 
provide an overview of the entire population. 
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Figure 3 
Estimated Oklahoma Population Distribution by Type of Insurance Coverage 

Calendar Year 2010 

Market 
Individual Market 
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 
ESI - Medium Group (51to100 employees) 
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 employees) 

Fully Insured 
Self Insured 

Medicaid I CHIP2 

Other Government Programs (VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled)3 

Uninsured 
Undocumented Uninsured3

.4 

Medicare Aged Population' 
Total Population 
1 Used 2009 PUMS data to obtain Native American population by market. 

Total 
182,215 
333,816 
171,262 

344,912 
735,911 
503,861 
257,887 
569,541 
121,368 
491,045 

3,711,817 

Native American 
Population 1 

16,183 
43,261 
22, 195 

44,699 
95,371 

107,405 
14,560 

142,761 
0 

14,251 
500,686 

2 Medicaid I CHIP enro/11nent excludes progra1ns that cover limited services or only provide pre1nium subsidies, such as 
t/Je Sooner Plan and Insure OK. All members with dual Medicare and Medicaid coverage are shown in the Medicare 
Disabled or Aged counts. 
Market includes members over age 65. 

j Undocurnented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 

The largest concentration of health insurance coverage is from ESI plans, providing heallh insurance to 
approximately 1.6 million individuals or about 43% of the total population. These plans include members 
insured by small and large employers through fully insured programs and self-insured large employers 
(more than 100 employees). We assume that no ESI groups below 100 employees are self-insured. 
Approximately 850,000 Oklahomans receive health insurance through the ESI fully insured market. 
Public programs, consisting of Medicaid, Medicare, TRICARE, and other government programs. cover an 
estimated 1.3 million individuals. The individual health insurance market is the smallest source of health 
insurance coverage, with approximately 182,000 individuals covered by this market. Based on data 
reported by the carriers, about 124,000 of these individuals have comprehensive individual health 
coverage. Individual coverage can also include benefit plans that do not provide comprehensive 
insurance coverage, such as mini-med plans, dread disease, and accident policies. Therefore, the 
estimated number of lives with individual coverage in our report (182,000) may be greater than numbers 
in other publicly reported data. An estimated 691,000 individuals are uninsured and, of this uninsured 
population, a portion consists of undocumented residents. We estimated this undocumented, uninsured 
population to be about 121,000 individuals. This population is not eligible for Medicaid under current law 
and will not be eligible for ACA expansions or subsidies in the future. The remaining uninsured, 570,000 
individuals, represents approximately 15% of the state's total population. Native Americans make up 
143,000 (or approximately 25%) of the documented uninsured population. 

The Native American population in Oklahoma is reported at approximately 501,000 in 2010. One source 
of current health services for this population includes the Indian Health Service. This program provides 
funding for direct medical services in certain locations. However, these services are limited in scope and 
funding and individuals relying exclusively on this coverage are considered uninsured in most surveys 
and this analysis. 
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The ACA contains special provisions related to Native Americans. 

• Special monthly enrollment periods for Native Americans (Sec. 1311 (c)(6)(D)) 

• No cost sharing for Native Americans who are below 300% of federal poverty level (Sec. 
1402(d)(1)) 

• No cost sharing for Native Americans who obtain health services from an Indian Health Service I 
Tribe and Tribal Organization I Urban Indian Organization (I/TIU) and no deduction in payment to 
the l/T/U (Sec. 1402(d)(2)) 

• Members of Native American tribes are exempt from tax penalty for failure to maintain minimum 
essential coverage (Sec. 1411(b)(5)(A) and Sec. 1501(e)(3))) 

• Oral health prevention campaign must be targeted to Native Americans (Sec. 4102(a)) 

Because of these provisions, this population will require some special considerations in the design of the 
OHIM entity which is beyond the scope of this report. 

The table in Figure 4 provides a summary of calendar year 2010 health insurance coverage by age group 
limiting the population to those under age 65. The total uninsured population (including Undocumented 
Uninsureds) represents almost 22% of the under-65 population. The 19-and-under population has a 
substantially larger proportion of individuals with public program coverage, which is due to Medicaid 
eligibility income limits being significantly higher for children than adults. In the 20 - 34 age group, almost 
34% of individuals are uninsured (including those who are undocumented). This result is a significantly 
higher rate than the 35 - 49 and 50 - 64 adult populations, which have a 24% uninsured rate. The high 
percentage of uninsured individuals in the 20 - 34 age group is attributable to several factors, including: 

• Lower demand for insurance, which is due to perceived favorable health status ("young 
invincibles 0

) 

• Lower level of household income 
• Lower offer rate of ESI coverage relative to older adult populations 
• Higher percentage of undocumented aliens 

Flgure4 
Estimated Oklahoma Population Distribution by Type of Insurance Coverage and Age Group 

Non-Aged Population Only (Under Age 65) 
Calendar Year 2010 

19 and 
Market Under 20 to 34 35 to 49 50 to 64 Total 

Individual Market 71,490 55,979 27,464 27,282 182,215 
ESI - Small Graue (50 or fewer emelo~ees) 90,065 54,059 95,563 94.129 
ESI - Medium Graue (51 lo 100 emeloyees) 49,203 30,737 55,756 35,566 
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 employees) 

Fully Insured 110,179 73,079 89,404 72,250 
Self Insured 195,884 167,076 201,082 171,869 

Medicaid I CHIP 366,962 57,747 33,785 45,368 
Other Government Programs** 66,361 54,670 47,263 46,351 
Uninsured* 127,319 244,287 180,457 138,480 
Total Non-Aged Poeulation 1,077,462 737,633 730,772 631,295 

Includes undocun1ented uninsureds who are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansions or subsidies. .. VA. TriCare. Medicare Disabled . 
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333,816 
171,262 

344,912 
735,911 
503,861 
214,644 
690,541 
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The table in Figure 5 indicates the distribution by percent of federal poverty level (FPL) within each 
market. The insured markets contain a greater proportion of higher FPL individuals, whereas the 
uninsured population represents a higher portion of the lower-income households. 

Figure 5 
Estimated Oklahoma Population Distribution by Type of Insurance Coverage and FPL 

Non-Aged Population Only (Under Age 65) 
Calendar Year 2010 

139% to 200%to 300%to 
Market Under 138% 199% 299% 399% Over400% 

Individual Market 11,732 25,563 33,676 40,513 70,731 
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 32, 128 43,587 77,528 72,144 108,428 
ESI - Medium Group (51 to 100 employees) 21,399 12,393 44, 149 37,307 56,015 
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 

Fully Insured 62,385 39,573 70, 193 33,778 138,982 
Self Insured 97,077 70,083 122,292 152,012 294,447 

Medicaid I CHIP 294,363 209,498 0 0 0 
Other Government Programs** 39,332 21,832 35,476 58,181 59,824 
Uninsured"' 249,845 188,771 143,381 53,983 54,562 
Total Non-Aged Population 808,261 611,300 526,695 447,918 782,989 
* Includes undocumented uninsureds who are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansions or subsidies. 
•• VA, T riCare, Medicare Disabled. 

Total 
182,215 
333,816 
171,262 

344,912 
735,911 
503,861 
214,644 
690,541 

3,177,162 

The table in Figure 6 summarizes the average age by market. It should be noted that the individual 
market is younger than the other insured markets. The age distribution will impact potential migration and 
average premiums rates. The average age of the Medicaid I CHIP market reflects the program's eligibility 
bias toward children. We place the Medicare I Medicaid dual eligible population in the Other Government 
Programs market. 

Flgure6 
Estimated Average Age of Oklahoma Population by Type of Insurance Coverage 

Non-Aged Population Only (Under Age 65) 
Calendar Year 2010 

Market Total Population Average Age 
Individual Markel 182,215 
ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 333,816 
ESI - Medium Group (51 to 100 employees) 171,262 
ESI - Large Group (more than 100 employees) 

Full Insured 344,912 
Self Insured 735,911 

Medicaid I CHIP 503,861 
Other Government Programs" 214,644 
Uninsured' 690,541 
Total Non-Aged Population 3,177,162 
* Includes undocun1ented uninsureds who are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansions or subsidies. 
"VA, TriCare, Medicare Disabled. 

B, INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL GROUP CARRIERS AND RATING PRACTICES 

27.4 
35.6 
33.6 

31.5 
33.6 
17.5 
31.4 
34.0 
30.6 

The individual market in Oklahoma covered about 182,000 lives in 2010. This market includes a variety 
of policy types and in particular about 60,000 lives are covered by non-comprehensive policies, most 
likely mini-med policies. These mini-med policies provide limited benefits by restricting the number or 
types of services covered. The table in Figure 7 summarizes the individual market for comprehensive 
medical policies as reported in the Supplemental Health Exhibit filed with the NAIC December 31, 2010, 
Annual Statements. 
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Figure 7 
Individual Comprehensive Health Insurance Market 

Calendar Year 2010 
Number of Covered Market Share Based on 

Carrier Name Lives Covered Lives 
HCSC Group (BCBS of Oklahoma) 72,255 58.3% 
UnitedHealth Group 16,387 13.2% 
Assurant Inc. Group 10,715 8.6°/o 
Coventry Corp. Group 5,094 4.1% 
HealthMarkets Group 4,516 3.6% 
Aetna Grou 2 922 2.4°/o 
American Republic Mutual Group 2.406 1.9o/o 
Oklahoma Health Insurance High Risk Pool 1 2.175 1.8% 
Humana. Inc. Group 1,274 1.0% 
American National Financial Group 1,065 0.9°/o 
New York Life Group 959 0.8% 
American Fidelity Corp. Group 522 0.4% 
CommunityCare Group 481 0.4o/o 
Westbridge Capital Group 418 0.3% 
State Farm Group 396 0.3% 
Pre~existing Condition Insurance Pool2 380 0.3% 
Centene Corp. Group 378 0.3°/o 
Geneva Holdings, Inc. Group 276 0.2% 
Metropolitan Group 265 0.2% 
New Era Life Group 234 0.2% 
Prudential of An1erica Group 191 0.2°/o 
American Community Mutual Insurance 134 0.1% 
Shelter Insurance Group 120 0.1% 
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Michigan Group 96 0.1% 
Houston International Insurance Group 87 0.1% 
General Electric Group 37 0.0% 
Guarantee Trust Group 25 0.0% 
Swiss Reinsurance Group 23 0.0% 
American International Group 18 0.0% 
Harris Insurance Holdings Group 13 0.0% 
Aegon US Holding Group 6 0.0% 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Group 5 0.0°/o 
Trustmark Insurance Company Group 5 0.0% 
Illinois Mutual Life Insurance Co 2 0.0% 
Wellpoint, Inc. Group 2 0.0% 
CAN Insurance Group 1 0.0% 
Principal Financial Group 0 0.0% 
Total 123 883 100.0% 

Most recent enrollment figures for /Jigh-risk pool are as of year-end 2010. 
2 Most recent enrollment fiqures for PreMExistinq Condition Insurance Pool are as of June 2011. 

Almost 60% of the individual market in Oklahoma is covered by HCSC Group (BCBS of Oklahoma) with 
the next five carriers covering an additional one-third of the market. Individual insurance does not require 
guarantee issue (i.e., applicants can be declined) and allows several rating factors such as age, gender, 
family size, benefit plan, location, health status, etc. The Oklahoma Health Insurance High Risk 
Insurance Pool (OHRP) covers about 2,200 lives of individuals who are unable to purchase health 
insurance or obtain coverage for an existing medical condition, who have exhausted their health 
insurance benefits, who have been quoted insurance rates more than the OHRP rate, or otherwise qualify 
under HtPAA. 
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In Oklahoma, the small group market is defined as groups with two to 50 employees. Based on the 
Supplemental Health Exhibit filed with the NAIC 2010 Annual Statements, this market covers about 
206,000 lives. The covered lives reported in the table shown in Figure 8 reflect groups covered by 
commercial insurers. Employer groups, particularly public employers, that secure coverage through 
non-commercial entities such as the Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board 
(OSEEGIB) will not be included in Figure 8 (because OSEEGIB is not required to submit annual filings to 
the National Association of Insurance Commissioners). However, these public employers will be counted 
as ESI for the total market by size of employer and, thus, will appropriately be reflected in the previous 
tables based on their size. 

Figure 8 
Small Group Health Insurance Market: Commercial Insurers 

Calendar Year 2010 
Number of Market Share Based 

Carrier Name Covered Lives on Covered Lives 

HCSC Group (BCBS of Oklahoma) 94,554 45.9% 
UnitedHealth Group 27,899 13.5% 
Principal Financial Group 25,849 12.5% 
Aetna Group 22,691 11.0% 
CommunityCare Group 19, 132 9.3% 
Coventry Corp. Group 7,996 3.9% 
Assurance, Inc. Group 2,529 1.2o/o 
Trustmark Insurance Company Group 1,588 0.8% 
Federated Mutual Group 1,143 0.6°/o 
American Fidelity Corp. Group 1,008 0.5% 
Guarantee Trust Group 877 0.4% 
Munich Re Group 499 0.2% 
Geneve Holdings, Inc. Group 165 0.1°/o 
Humana, Inc. Group 61 0.0% 
American Republic Mutual Group 24 0.0% 
Best Life and Health Ins Co 11 0.0% 
HealthMarkets Group 4 0.0% 
Total 206,030 100.0% 

The small group market for employers with 50 or fewer employees is guarantee issue (i.e., all bona fide 
groups must be offered coverage). The rating factors allowed include age, gender, family size, benefit 
plan, location, and industry. The health status of the covered lives may be considered in the group rate, 
but within an overall limit of+/- 25%. In this market, HCSC Group covers 46% of the lives while the next 
five carriers cover an additional 50%. 

The average premium rate varies by market as demonstrated by the table in Figure 9. For this analysis, 
we included the fully insured medium (51 - 99 employees) and large (100+ employees) group markets for 
additional comparison. The average 2010 premium per member per month (PMPM) across the top five 
carriers in each market is shown along with the average for HCSC Group and UnitedHealth Group (which 
are the only carriers who appear in the top five for all three markets). These premiums are net of taxes 
and assessments as reported in the 201 O Annual Statement Supplemental Health Exhibits consistent with 
the premiums to be used for minimum medical loss ratio (MLR) calculations required under the ACA. 
The MLR compares a plan's medical costs to the premium charged. 
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- ~~9 
- Healtli Insurance Premium by Market 

Calendar Year 2010 

Market 

Individual Market 

ESI - Small Group (50 or fewer employees) 
ESI - Medium and Large Group (more than 50 
employees) - Fully Insured 

Average 2010 
Premium PMPM -

Top 5 In Each 
Market 

$182 
310 

343 

Average 2010 Premium PMPM 

HCSC Group 
(BCBS of 

Oklahoma) 

$179 

322 

357 

UnitedHealth 
Group 

$191 
312 

331 

As shown in the table in Figure 9 (which includes only comprehensive plans}, the individual health 
insurance market premiums are substantially lower than for the ESI group markets. The lower premium 
costs are attributable to the following primary factors: 

• Individual insurance policies have higher cost-sharing requirements than group products in 
general 

• Individual insurance policies may exclude certain seNices from coverage, such as maternity 
seNices, that include complications 

• Carriers are not required to issue individual insurance coverage to every applicant; therefore, 
individuals with high-cost health conditions may be prevented from entering the insurance pool 
either through rejection by the carrier or substantial premium loads 

• The lower average age of the individual market 

The medium / large group market has higher insurance premiums than the small group market. Large 
groups tend to select richer benefit plans than small groups which results in higher premiums in the large 
group market relative to the small group market. 
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VI. PROJECTION OF MARKETS AND POPULATIONS UNDER ACA 

A. POPULATION PROJECTIONS 

In this section, we will address the following topics as they relate to the establishment of the Oklahoma 
Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM): 

• "Best estimate scenario" projections of the insurance market 
• Projected results in a "high take-up" or "low take-up" scenario resulting in higher and lower 

enrollment shifts to OHIM, respectively 
• Data sources and assumptions underlying these projections 

"Best Estimate Scenario" Projections of the Insurance Market 

The projection of enrollment in the OHIM is dependent on two key phases of the ACA (those that occur 
prior to 2014 and are consistent across the three scenarios-"best estimate," "high take-up," and "low 
take-up"-and those that occur as of 2014 with the establishment of OHIM, which will vary by scenario). 
We modeled the following changes, which will be enacted prior to the implementation of OHIM in 2014 
but will, nevertheless, shape the enrollment and costs of each market when the implementation of OHIM 
takes place: 

• Expand coverage of dependents to age 26 regardless of student status 
• Remove lifetime and overall annual maximums in benefit plans 
• Cover preventive care services at 100% in benefit plans 
• Cover all children without considering pre-existing conditions 
• Assume that new taxes on medical device and pharmaceutical manufacturers are passed through 

as additions to medical costs in all markets 
• Assume insurer tax is added to premiums in all insured markets (the insurer tax will not be 

applicable to large group self-insured entities) 
• Assume that the Minimum Medical Loss Ratios for each market will move from the current market 

average toward the minimums required during the 2011 to 2013 period and these minimum 
medical loss ratios will apply to all markets in 2014. 

Figures 10 and 11 compare several rating rules for the individual and small group markets in Oklahoma 
before and after the Affordable Care Act (ACA). 
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Figure 10 
. Oklahoma Individual Health Insurance Market Ratin Rules: Pre- and Post-ACA 2014 

DESCRIPTION 

Guaranteed Issue 

Preexisting Condition Limitations 

Individual Mandate 

Subsidies Available 

Health Status Underwriting 

Age Rating 

Gender Ratin 

Tobacco Surcharge 

PRE-ACA1 

No 

Yes (maximum look back · 5 years, no limit on 
exclusion period)3

' high-risk pool exists4 

No 

Yes· Insure Oklahoma' 

Yes· HMOs must be community-rated, but there are 
no HMOs that offer individual insurance in OK 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

POST-ACA2 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes (3:1 ratio) 

No 

Yes (1.5: 1 ratio) 

State Mandated Benefits Yes6 At State discretion 

Required Essential Benefits No Yes 

Minimum Actuarial Value No7 Yes (60%) 
1. Rating rules for the current Oklahoma ESl-sn1all group health insurance market are primarily defined in Oklahon1a Title 36. Section 6513. 
2. Rating rules for the Post-A CA Oklaho1na individual health ins11rance market are defined in Section 1201 of the ACA. 
3. See http:l/l.-vi.V1.v.stateheafthfacts.orglprofileind.jsp?ind=355&cat=7&rgn=38. 
4. See http://l.vivi.v.ok.govloid/Consun1ers!Buyfng_lnsurance!Oklal1on1a_Health_lnsurance_High_Risk_PooV. 
5. See http:l/wLviv.okhca.orglxPoficySection.aspx ?id= 701 B&number=317:45-11-

20.&title=lnsure%200klal1on1a%201P%20eligibility%20require1nents. 
6. See Oklahoma State Mandated Benefits - http:lfl.vt11\v.okhealthplans.org/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=BOtKP5Km3cE%3D&tabid=59&mid=466. 
7. Plans have a minimu1n loss ratio of 60% (see Title 36, Section 6515). 

Figure 11 
Oklahoma ESl-Small Grou Health Insurance Market Ratin Rules: Pre- and Post-ACA (2014) 

DESCRIPTION 
Guaranteed Issue 

Preexisting Condition Limitations 

Individual Mandate 

Age Rating 

Gender Ratin 

Tobacco Surcharge 

Industry Classification 

Health Status Rating Limitation 

Low Claims Discount 

State Mandated Benefits 

Required Essential Benefits 

PRE-ACA1 

Yes 
Yes (6 months look back, 12 months maximum 

exclusion)', high-risk pool exists' 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes - This folds into the Health Status Rating 
Limitations 

Largest factor must not exceed 15o/o increase over 
lowest factor 

+/- 25°/o 
No 

Yes6 

No 

POST-ACA2 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes (3:1 ratio) 

No 

Yes (1.5:1 ratio) 

No 

No 

No 

At state discretion 

Yes 

Minimum Actuarial Value No' Yes (60%) 
1. Rating rules for the current Oklahoma ES I-small group l1ealth insurance 1narket are defined in Okla/Jon1a Title 36, Section 6515. 
2. Rating rules for the Post-A CA Oklahon1a ESl-small group health instlfance market are defined in Section 1201 of the ACA. 
3. See http://\vivw.statehealthfacts.orglprofileind.jsp?rgn=38&cat=7&ind=350. 
4. See Oklahoma Title 36, Section 4502. 
5. See http:IAVVAv.ok.gov/oid/ConsumerslBuying_lnsurance/Oklahon1a_Heafth_lns11rance_High_Risk_PooV. 
6. See Oklahoma State Mandated Benefits - http:/Avww.okhealthplans.org/LinkC!ick.aspx?fileticket=BOtKP5Km3cE%3D&tabid=59&mid=466. 
7. Plans have a minimum loss ratio of 60% (see Title 36, Section 6515). 
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After modeling the impact of pre-OHIM changes, we modeled our "best estimate" of the market that would 
evolve upon the implementation of OHIM. In particular, we modeled the following changes: 

• Establishment of separate individual and small group (groups of 50 or fewer employees prior to 
2016 and 100 or fewer employees from 2016 onward) marketplaces as of 2014. The ACA 
requires all small groups with 100 or fewer employees to be eligible for the OHIM as of 2016, but 
the plan has the option to extend the membership to small groups with 51 - 100 employees 
starting in 2014. We assumed that the state would elect to wait until 2016. 

• Establishment of "metal plans," both inside and outside of the OHIM, which meet actuarial values 
of 60% for bronze plans, 70% for silver plans, 80% for gold plans, and 90% for platinum plans as 
of 2014 ("actuarial value" and "metal plans" are explained later in this document). 

• 3-to-1 unisex age-banding when establishing premiums for the non-grandfathered plans, both 
inside and outside of the OHIM. 

• Guaranteed issue for all applicants as of 2014. 

• Community rating within the individual and small group markets as of 2014 (i.e., the end of 
adjusted community rating with +/- 25% rating bands in the small group market). 

• Continuation of "grandfathered" plan designs for those members enrolled at ACA enactment 
(subject to lapse thereafter). 

• We did not explicitly model the impact of the transitional reinsurance program for projection years 
2014 through 2016. 

In addition to the assumptions explained above, we also made the following assumptions when modeling 
the establishment of the OHIM: 

• Carrier participation in the OHIM is not mandatory, but a representative group of carriers 
participates inside and outside the marketplace (i.e., there are no noticeable differences in the 
level of medical management, benefit design, administrative load, etc. for carriers participating 
inside I outside the OHIM). 

• All insurers that qualify will be allowed to participate in the OHIM (please see Appendix B for 
more details on "qualified health plans"). 

• Insurers will be allowed to sell insurance, both inside and outside of the OHIM. 

• Carriers will offer the same "metal plans" (i.e., platinum. gold, silver, and bronze) inside and 
outside of the OHIM. 

• The state will not require coverage of mandated benefits that are in excess of the federally 
defined "essential benefits". Recent CMS guidance allows states to set the standard for 
"essential benefits," which means that states can better control whether mandated benefits are 
included in the essential benefits. 

• There is no Basic Health Plan (described later). 

These are assumptions made by Mill Iman. We understand that the state of Oklahoma has not yet 
made decisions on important characteristics that will define the Oklahoma OHIM and non-OHIM 
markets. 

------ ----------------------------------
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The ACA applies differently to Native Americans and, thus, might cause them to behave differently. 
In particular, the ACA is applied differently to the Native American population in the following ways: 

• The limited "open enrollment" period that applies to most individuals and limits when they can 
enroll in the OHIM does not apply to Native Americans 

• Native Americans are not subject to the individual mandate, which penalizes those who do not 
enroll in coverage as of 2014 

• Native Americans are entitled to cost-sharing subsidies covering all cost sharing in the OHIM if 
they are below 300% of the federal poverty level (FPL) 

The lack of an individual mandate penalty and unlimited "open enrollment" period might cause Native 
Americans not to enroll in the OHIM (or at least to delay enrollment until they need coverage) while the 
option to get coverage without cost sharing might make them more likely to enroll in the OHIM. Because 
these impacts could move in opposite directions and their magnitudes are as yet unknown, we cannot 
estimate with confidence how OHIM enrollment for the Native American population would differ from the 
rest of the population. As such, we have not adjusted the percentage of people moving from the 
uninsured market to the OHIM to reflect the larger Native American population in Oklahoma than in the 
nation as a whole. 

Based on these assumptions, we project the following migration between markets from 2013 to 2014 
(shown in Figure 12 below). 

Figure 12 
Market Migration as of 2014 under Best-Estimate Scenario 

Po ulation Under A e 65 

Market Chanaes in 2014 

Public Proarams Emolover Soonsored Insurance Individual Uninsured 

Small 
Other Group Small Group Small Group 

Total Medicaid I Governrnent Large Group (Under 50) (Under 50) (Over 50) 
Source Market Population CHIP Proqram Non-OHIM OHIM Non-OHIM Non-OHIM 

Medicaid I CHIP 531,500 528,600 1,500 600 <100 <100 <100 
Other Government 

206,700 <100 203,400 200 <100 2,400 <100 Proa rams 
ES! Large Group 
Non-OHIM 1,101,500 9,900 500 1,080,800 <100 1,300 400 

ESI Small Group 
(Under 50) 316.600 2,800 100 1,500 5.100 291,300 <100 
Non-OHIM 
ESI Small Group 
(Over 50) 158.400 2.000 300 500 <100 100 146.400 
Non-OHIM 
Individual Market 165.900 3,900 <100 600 <100 <100 <100 
Uninsured 480.800 66.300 500 6,100 <100 2,100 1,000 

Undocumented 
113,800 0 0 0 0 0 0 Uninsured" 

Total Population 3,075,200 613,600 206,400 1,090,300 5,300 297,200 148,000 

* Undocun1ented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 
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Undocu-
Non- n1ented* 

OHIM OHIM Uninsured Uninsured 
100 <100 600 0 

200 200 <100 0 

500 400 7.600 0 

15, 100 <100 500 0 

8,800 <100 300 0 

48,600 112,400 200 0 

131,900 100 272,800 0 

0 0 0 113,800 

205,200 113,300 282,100 113,800 
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The shifts shown in Figure 12 reflect a variety of changes that will occur in 2014_ Those having the 
greatest impact on coverage shifts are: 

• Expansion of Medicaid coverage to include all non-aged people up to 138% of FPL, with the 
exception of undocumented immigrants and those lawfully present in the country for less than five 
years_ A significant portion of individuals newly eligible for Medicaid are assumed to participate_ 
In particular, we assume that about 33% of those eligible for Medicaid in the uninsured market will 
enroll in Medicaid in 2014_ Furthermore, we assume that any eligible individuals enrolling in the 
individual market will apply through the OHIM (in order to receive the subsidies for which they 
qualify} and will then be redirected to the Medicaid market. We also assume that some people in 
this income range with employer coverage are expected to move to Medicaid, but we assume this 
percentage to be much lower as we expect many qualifying individuals with employer coverage 
will retain their employer coverage_ 

• Individual insurance market rating and underwriting changes that will require individual insurance 
to be guaranteed issue at defined premium rates that cannot vary with an applicant's health 
status (except as indicated by their age and tobacco usage)_ 

• Small group insurance change that eliminates carriers' ability to rate groups up or down by 25% 
around a manual rate, which is commonly done to reflect a group's own claim experience or the 
health status of its participants_ 

• Availability of premium and cost-sharing subsidies for plans sold in the OHIM-

• Penalties for not purchasing qualified benefit plans. 

The net effects of these changes are expected to increase insurance coverage by approximately 199,000 
and convince approximately 205,000 people to enroll in the individual or small group OHIM. 
Approximately 132,000 of these people will have been previously uninsured. The individual market 
shows about 30% initial migration to the OHIM; some individual market enrollees will continue coverage 
with their grandfathered plans or will have income levels too high to qualify for subsidies. 

In addition to summarizing the migration of individuals from the market to which they belonged in 2013 to 
the market in which they are expected to enroll in 2014, we also summarize the enrollments by market in 
2010, 2014, and 2017. While we have already provided this information for 2010 and 2014, we feel the 
2017 market summary will be informative as we anticipate most markets will have reached equilibrium 
by 2017. Please see the table in Figure 13, which summarizes enrollment in each market as of 2010, 
2014, and 2017 for the under-age-65 population (while the overall population grows, the under-65 
population declines}. 
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Figure 13 
• Best-Estimate Scenario 

Po ulatlon Under A e 65 
Year 

Market 2010 2014 
Medicaid I CHIP 503,861 613,600 
Other Government Program 214,644 206,400 
Large Group Non-OHIM 1,080,823 1,090,300 
Small Group (Under 50) OHIM NIA 5,300 
Small Group (Under 50) Non-OHIM 333,816 297,200 
Small Group (Over 50) OHIM NIA NIA 
Small Group (Over 50) Non-OHIM 171,262 148,000 
Individual OHIM NIA 205,200 
Individual Non-OHIM 182,215 113,300 
Uninsured 569,749 282, 100 
Undocumented Uninsured' 120, 792 113,800 

Total 3,177,162 3,075,200 
~ Undocun1ented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 

2017 
679,200 
206,000 

1,048,000 
11,300 

220, 100 
5,500 

109,200 
471,600 
53,800 

127,900 
108,800 

3,041,400 

Projected Results in a "High Take-Up" or "Low Take-Up" Scenario Resulting in Higher and Lower 
Enrollment Shifts to OHIM, Respectively 

While the previous results demonstrate what we believe to be a best estimate of the number of people to 
enroll in the OHIM. there are other external factors that could result in greater or lesser enrollment in the 
OHIM in 2014 as well as subsequent years. 

If external factors encourage more participation by the uninsured in the markets, a greater percentage of 
individuals would be expected to enroll in OHIM coverage to take advantage of premium and cost-sharing 
subsidies by 2014. Relative to the "best estimate" scenario, we assumed: 

• People were more likely to become uninsured prior to 2014 

• Members in the individual market were more likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards 

• People in the uninsured market were more likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards 
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The table in Figure 14 summarizes the enrollment in each market in 2010, 2014, and 2017 under the 
"high take-up" scenario. 

Figure 14 
High Take-Up Scenario 

Po ulation Under A e 65 

Market 2010 
Medicaid I CHIP 503 861 
Other Government Program 214,644 
Large Group Non-OHIM 1,080,823 
Small Group (Under 50) OHIM NIA 
Small Group (Under 50) Non-OHIM 333,816 
Small Group (Over 50) OHIM NIA 
Small Group (Over 50) Non-OHIM 171,262 
Individual OHIM NIA 
Individual Non-OHIM 182,215 
Uninsured 569 749 
Undocumented Uninsured' 120,792 

Total 3,177 162 

Year 
2014 

627 700 
207,600 

1,083,700 
3,900 

295,300 
NIA 

146,200 
304,300 
84,700 

207 400 
114,400 

3 075,200 
* Undocumented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 

2017 
691,300 
206,800 

1,028,600 
16,500 

206, 100 
6,900 

105,300 
543 700 

31 800 
95 400 

109 000 
3 041,400 

If external factors discourage participation by the uninsured in the markets, fewer people may enroll in 
OHIM coverage by 2014. Relative to the "best estimate" scenario, we assumed: 

• People were less likely to become uninsured prior to 2014 

• Members in the individual market were less likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards 

• People in the uninsured market were less likely to enroll in Medicaid or the OHIM from 2014 
onwards 

The table in Figure 15 summarizes the enrollment in each market in 2010, 2014, and 2017 under this 
"low take-up" scenario. 

Figure 15 
Low Take-Up Scenario 

Po ulation Under A e 65 

Market 2010 
Medicaid I CHIP 503 861 
Other Government Program 214,644 
Large Group Non-OHIM 1,080,823 
Small Group (Under 50) OHIM NIA 
Small Group (Under 50) Non-OHIM 333,816 
Small Group (Over 50) OHtM NIA 
Small Group (Over 50) Non-OHIM 171,262 
Individual OHIM NIA 
Individual Non-OHIM 182215 
Uninsured 569,749 
Undocumented Uninsured' 120 792 

Total 3 177 162 

Year 
2014 

601 300 
205,500 

1,095,600 
3,600 

301,300 
NIA 

149,900 
111 500 
141 900 
351 400 
113,200 

3 075 200 
* Undoct11nented uninsured are not eligible for Medicaid or ACA expansion or subsidies. 
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2017 
663 800 
205, 100 

1,065,800 
11,800 

226,500 
7,300 

108,400 
346,600 
94 600 

203,300 
108 200 

3 041 400 
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The table in Figure 16 summarizes enrollment in the uninsured, individual OHIM, and Medicaid markets in 
2010, 2014, and 2017 for each scenario for comparison. As we can see from the table in Figure 16, there 
are approximately 193,000 more people in the individual OHIM market and 26,000 more people in the 
Medicaid market in the "high take-up" scenario than in the "low take-up" scenario as of 2014 (and 
approximately 197,000 more people in the individual OHIM and 30,000 more people in Medicaid as of 
2017). 

Figure 16 
• Summary of Under-65 Enrollment in Uninsured, 
· Individual OHIM, and Medicaid Markets 

for Each Scenario 
Year 

High Take-Up Scenario 2010 2014 2017 
Market 
Medicaid I CHIP 503,861 627,700 691,300 
Individual OHIM N/A 304,300 543,700 
Uninsured' 569,749 207,400 95,400 
Subtotal 1,073,610 1, 139,400 1,330,400 

Best-Estimate Scenario 2010 2014 2017 
Market 
Medicaid I CHIP 503,861 613,600 679,200 
Individual OHIM NIA 205,200 471,600 
Uninsured 1 569,749 282, 100 127,900 
Subtotal 1,073,610 1,100,900 1,278,700 

Low Take-Up Scenario 2010 2014 2017 
Market 
Medicaid I CHIP 503,861 601,300 663,800 
Individual OHIM N/A 111,500 346.600 
Uninsured 569,749 351,400 203,300 
Subtotal 1,073,610 1,064,200 1,213,700 

Uninsured Market does not include undocun1ented uninsureds. 

Data Sources and Assumptions 

The Technical Appendix provides information on some of the key data sources, tools. and assumptions 
we used to make the projections. 

Some other modeling assumptions included: 

• We did not project the impact of risk adjustment among carriers (as discussed in Section VIII B). 
Presumably the risk transfer payments would be designed to be neutral within a market. The 
results or impact on any specific carrier could be significantly different than our modeling 
indicates. 

• We assume all employers with 100 or more employees continue coverage at current levels 
(except for the small percentage of individuals in the large group markets who are eligible for 
Medicaid). We did not model the large-employer decision to offer coverage meeting minimum 
requirements or pay the penalties and let employees use the OHIM. 

• We assume that state employees will continue to participate in the state employee benefit plan, 
which we modeled as a large employer group. The education employees, who represent a 
significant portion of the enrollment, can opt out. In addition, we understand that other members 
of the Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board (OSEEGIB) are 
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potentially enrolled in small group coverage and that dependents of OSEEGIB enrollees may not 
be eligible and, thus, may be enrolled in individual insurance or be uninsured. These small group 
employees and dependents are modeled as members of their respective current markets. 

• We assumed that full-time and part-time individuals have similar health statuses and that their 
work statuses will not change. 

• We assumed a significant portion of uninsured members with incomes below 138% of FPL will 
move to the Medicaid market. 

B. IMPACT ON PREMIUMS AND BENEFITS FOR INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL GROUP HEAL TH 
INSURANCE MARKETS (INSIDE AND OUTSIDE MARKETPLACE) 

Individual Market 

Introduction of the OHIM will impact the individual market significantly, even beyond the impact of the 
non-OHIM ACA provisions described previously. The individual market will experience additional growth 
in 2014, which is due to the availability of premium and cost-sharing assistance for policies purchased 
through the OHIM. Other factors that will apply equally inside and outside the OHIM include the individual 
mandate, guaranteed issue, elimination of preexisting condition limits, and rating changes. 

We made the following assumptions to determine whether people eligible for the individual OHIM will 
enroll: 

• All undocumented uninsured people remain uninsured. 

• A significant portion of documented uninsured people with household incomes at 138% of FPL 
and below will enter the Medicaid market. Documented aliens with less than five years residence 
are not eligible for Medicaid, but they are eligible for the premium assistance tax credit in the 
OHIM. 

• The remaining documented uninsured people will choose between the individual OHIM and 
non-OHIM markets based on their health status (expected health claims), expected subsidies 
(both for premium and cost-sharing subsidies), and relative premium rates and premium rate 
changes. Some people will choose to continue being uninsured. 

• Carriers are assumed to attract members based on their premium rate levels. We assumed all 
carriers would offer the "metal plan" levels (bronze through platinum), both inside and outside the 
OHIM. 

• Plans in existence as of March 2010 are grandfathered. Insurers will continue to maintain these 
plans, but members will make choices to potentially move to new plans if it is economically 
favorable to do so. 

• Claim costs reflect the health status of the members in each market and benefit designs 
available. Prior to enrolling in healthcare coverage, uninsured people at the lowest income levels 
have the lowest healthcare expenditures. Once those people have insurance and have reduced 
financial barriers to care, we assume that their utilization of services will increase to levels more 
typical of someone with insurance. 
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Observations about member movement, medical costs, and premiums for the individual market and OHIM 
are: 

• Approximately 65% of the OHIM membership will come from the previously uninsured population. 
However, not all of those who are currently uninsured are assumed to select some type of 
coverage. Given the level of the individual mandate penalty relative to the cost of insurance and 
the ability of members to move freely into and out of markets, which is due to guarantee issue 
requirements, some people will consider it financially advantageous to continue being uninsured. 

• The uninsured entering the OHIM are projected to be less healthy than current individual plan 
enrollees. We also assumed that the previously uninsured will increase their demand for services 
for the first year in which coverage is available. The expected costs for this population reflects 
typical insured usage of services, their relative health statuses, and additional pent-up demand in 
the first year of coverage. After the first year, their costs will return to otherwise normal insured 
usage levels, however still reflecting their health status. 

• Some of the "metal plans" required by ACA (i.e., bronze, silver, gold, and platinum) provide richer 
benefits than the average plans in the current market. In the current individual market, we 
estimated the average actuarial value of net benefit costs as a percent of gross medical costs is 
approximately 67% in 2010. The metal plans offered under ACA range from 60% for bronze to 
90% for platinum and, thus, the average will likely be richer than plan designs offered in the 
non-OHIM market. We project an actuarial value of 71 % or higher in the individual OHIM market. 

By "health status," we mean the relative gross heallhcare costs expected beyond that which is due simply 
to age. Please note that health status indicates the chronic disease burden (and, thus, medical cost 
differential) between otherwise comparable enrollees. Said differently, if two 25 year old males are 
enrolled in the same plan in the individual non-OHIM market and one has a health status of 1.05 while the 
other has a health status of 1.00, we would expect the medical costs for the former individual to be 5% 
higher than those for the latter individual. This is particularly crucial for the state of Oklahoma, where the 
illness burden is among the worst in the United States 1• The relative health status is derived from 
self-reported information in the CPS data. The movement of uninsured individuals (who have a less 
favorable health status than insured individuals with similar risk characteristics) into the individual OHIM 
will result in an overall increase in the relative health status (and, thus, average gross medical costs per 
member per year [PMPY]) in the individual OHIM than the individual non-OHIM. The table in Figure 17 
demonstrates the disparity in health status and gross medical costs between these markets in 2010, 
2014, and 2017. 

The change in gross medical costs from 2010 to 2014 to 2017 is not only a result of the change in health 
status, but also includes the impact of the following factors: 

• Annual medical cost trend 
• Increase in covered services (e.g., full coverage of preventive care benefits and maternity 

benefits) 
• Removal of annual / lifetime maximums 
• Removal of pre-existing conditions exclusions 
• Taxes for medical services (e.g., prescription drugs, Durable Medical Equipment) passed through 

to the member 

~-l.!0J.~~-!:feallh FOJ.Lndation - An1erica·-~.Heallh Rank.ing_s fqr Ok.!ahoma, htt_e:llvMW.americashea!thrank.i!!9S.or.~---
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Figure 17 
Health Status and Gross Medical Cost PMPY for Individual OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets 

Under A e 65 for Each Scenario 
Year 

High Take-Up Scenario 2010 2014 2017 
Market 
Individual OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY NIA $6,688 $7,890 
Individual Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 2,690 4,463 5,564 
Composite $2,690 $6,204 $7,762 

Individual OHIM Health Status NIA 1.083 1.017 
Individual Non-OHIM Health Status 0.955 0.942 0.867 
Composite 0.955 1.052 1.008 

Best-Estimate Scenario 
Market 
Individual OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY NIA $6,717 $8,242 
Individual Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 2,690 4,534 5,572 
Composite $2,690 $5,941 $7,968 

Individual OHIM Health Status N/A 1.085 1.041 
Individual Non-OHIM Health Status 0.955 0.945 0.867 
Composite 0.955 1.035 1.023 

Low Take-Up Scenario 
Market 

Individual OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY NIA $6,669 $8,383 
Individual Non-OHIM Gross Medical Cost PMPY 2,690 4,542 6,026 
Composite $2,690 $5,478 $7,878 

Individual OHIM Health Status NIA 1.098 1.050 
Individual Non-OHIM Health Status 0.955 0.941 0.900 
Composite 0.955 1.010. 1.018 

Small Group Market 

Unlike the individual market, the small group market will be less affected by the presence of the OHIM. 
The table in Figure 18 shows the projected health status I gross medical cost PMPY for these markets in 
2010, 2014, and 2017. Some observations on the small group projections are: 

Small group participation in the OHIM is projected to be relatively low, less than 7% of the total small 
group market. Generally, small groups have less incentive to participate in a "marketplace" than do 
individuals, because no direct individual subsidies are broadly available. However, some small group 
employers will be eligible for tax credits if they continue providing coverage. Tax credits are available 
starting in 2011. However, starting in 2014, these tax credits will only be available on insurance 
purchased in the OHIM and only for two consecutive tax years. As such, there is a modest incentive for 
employers to enroll their employees in the OHIM. Our projections show the net change in small group 
market participants. The current market already requires guaranteed issue for small groups, but the new 
rating restrictions on age and health status will result in premium rate changes for specific groups. 
In response, some employers will enter the market and others will exit the market (and potentially fund 
their coverage through a self-funded approach). Because penalties for not providing coverage only apply 
to employers having 50 or more employees, many employers in the small group market will make their 
decisions entirely on premium rate. 
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• Current benefit levels in the small group markets already offer a broad range of lean to rich plans 
that are similar to the "metal plans." Therefore, benefit design alone will likely not provide 
significant incentive to enter the small group OHIM market. 

• If employee contributions for single coverage exceed 9.5% of household income for families at 
less than 400% of FPL, the employees and dependents will be eligible for the premium subsidies 
in the individual OHIM. This opportunity could result in lower participation in small group 
coverage over time as small group enrollees could migrate to the individual OHIM. 

• We project that the small group OHIM will have premium rates consistent with the non-OHIM 
market. Therefore, unless the OHIM can offer some administrative advantages to employers or 
producers, such as facilitating employee choice among benefit plan tiers, enrollment may be 
limited. 

• We project that the small group health status levels will improve gradually due to the emphasis on 
preventive care initiatives and the preferred access to care of ES! coverage. 
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Figure 18 
Health Status and Gross Medical Cost PMPY for 

Small Group OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets (Under Age 65) 
for Each Scenario 

High Take-Up Scenario 

Market 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 

Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 

Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Best-Estimate Scenario 

Market 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 

Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 

Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Low Take-Up Scenario 

Market 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 

Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) OHIM 

Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 

Composite 
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2010 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY NIA 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,381 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY NIA 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,707 

$3,492 

Health Status NIA 

Health Status 1.020 

Health Status NIA 

Health Status 0.996 

1.012 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY NIA 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,381 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY NIA 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,707 

$3,492 

Health Status NIA 

Health Status 1.020 

Health Status NIA 

Health Status 0.996 

1.012 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY NIA 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,381 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY NIA 

Gross Medical Cost PMPY 3,707 

$3,492 

Health Status NIA 

Health Status 1.020 

Health Status NIA 

Health Status 0.996 

1.012 

Year 

2014 2017 

$5,410 $6,538 

4,730 6,319 

NIA 8,294 

5,778 8,605 

$5,080 $7,089 

1.017 1.029 

0.979 0.985 

NIA 0.964 

0.983 0.993 

0.981 0.989 

$4,825 $6,940 

4,713 5,992 

NIA 7,871 

5,776 8,589 

$5,064 $6,872 

1.026 1.013 

0.974 0.968 

NIA 0.947 

0.978 0.996 

0.976 0.978 

$4,319 $6,635 

4,716 6,214 

NIA 8,295 

5,734 8,589 

$5,048 $6,998 

0.930 0.955 
0.972 0.978 

NIA 0.997 

0.967 0.989 

0.970 0.981 
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C. POTENTIAL PREMIUM AND COST-SHARING SUBSIDIES 

Members who enroll in the individual OHIM and are under 400% of the federal poverty level are eligible 
for premium and cost-sharing subsidies. The table in Figure 19 summarizes the 2014 and 2017 
distribution of members by income level for those who enroll in the individual OHIM, the individual 
non-OHIM, and the individual market as a whole. As we can see, approximately 85% of individual OHIM 
enrollees will qualify for some level of premium assistance in 2014. 

Figure 19 
Enrollment by Income Level for 

Individual OHIM and Non·OHIM Markets (Under Age 65) 
.. Best-Estimate Scenario 

2014 2017 
Individual Individual Individual Individual 

FPL Level OHIM Non-OHIM Composite OHIM Non-OHIM Total 
Under 138% 1,500 4,900 6,400 8,000 4,000 12,000 
138% to 199% 68,600 11,900 80,500 135,000 4,300 139,300 
200% to 299% 74,300 15,500 89,800 144,400 4,400 148,800 
300% to 399% 32,400 25,100 57,500 88,400 9,100 97,500 
Over 400% 28,400 55,900 84,300 95,800 32.000 127,800 
Total 205,200 113,300 318,500 471,600 53,800 525,400 

The table in Figure 20 summarizes the average total premium/cost-sharing assistance PMPY for 
enrollees in the individual OHIM in 2014 and 2017. In addition, the summary divides the total 
premium I cost-sharing assistance PMPY into the premium assistance and cost-sharing assistance for 
each group. 

Figure 20 
Subsidies (Total, Premium, and Cost-Sharing) PMPY for Individual OHIM Market 

Best-Estimate Scenario 
Year 

Type of Assistance 2014 2017 
Total $3,707 $4,390 
Premium Assistance 3,256 3,881 
Cost Sharing Assistance 451 508 

An important consideration when evaluating the impact of the subsidies on enrollees is not just how 
available subsidies will impact the behaviors of members at different income levels, but also of members 
in different age brackets. The table in Figure 21 summarizes the gross medical costs PMPY for each age 
bracket in 2014. As we can see, costs at the oldest age bracket under 65 are about 3.5 to five times 
those of the lowest adult age bracket. As such, the limit on age rating for premiums (3:1 ratio) will create 
indirect premium subsidies and make the direct subsidies more valuable at higher ages than at lower 
ages, which could result in disproportionately older enrollment in the OHIM. Milliman prepared a paper 
discussing the impact new rating restrictions will have on the individual insurance market. It can be found 
at the following location, The young are the restless: Demographic changes under health reform 
(http://insight.milliman.com/article.php?cntid=7879). 
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Age Bucket 
Up to 19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
60-64 

Total 

Figure 21 
Gross Medical Cost PMPY by Age Bucket for 

Individual OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets in 2014 
Best-Estimate Scenario 

2014 
Individual OHIM Individual Non-OHIM 

$2,139 $2,434 
3,797 3,547 
5,624 3,808 
7,016 5,844 

11,450 8,211 
16,563 13,958 
$6,717 $4,534 
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Composite 
$2,266 

3,682 
4,975 
6,797 

10,563 
15,849 
$5,941 
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VII. ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS 

A. MERGE SMALL GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL RISK POOLS 

The table in Figure 22 summarizes the impacts on enrollment and average health status of merging the 
individual and small group risk pools. As previously discussed, because of differences in the health 
status of the average individual and small group members projected in 2014 and beyond, merging the 
markets would likely result in higher premium rates for small group members and lower premium rates for 
individual members. The impact would be the greatest for small groups, causing some of them to drop 
coverage. 

- ., . Figure 22 
Summarv of Enrollment and Health Status In 

Individual and Small Group OHIM and Non-OHIM Markets (Under Age 65) 
Best-Estimate Scenario 

Year 
Enrollment 2014 2017 

Market 
Individual OHIM 205,200 471,600 
Individual Non-OHIM 113,300 53,800 
Total 318,500 525,400 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 5,300 11,300 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 297,200 220, 100 
Small Group (over 50) OHIM NIA 5,500 
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 148,000 109,200 
Total 450,500 346, 100 

Composite of Individual and Small Group Markets 769,000 871,500 

Health Status 2014 2017 
Market 

Individual OHIM 1.085 1.041 
Individual Non-OHIM 0.945 0.867 
Composite 1.035 1.023 

Small Group (under 50) OHIM 1.026 1.013 
Small Group (under 50) Non-OHIM 0.974 0.968 
Small Group (over 50) OHIM NIA 0.947 
Small Group (over 50) Non-OHIM 0.978 0.996 
Com osite 0.976 0.978 

Composite of Individual and Small Group Markets 1.001 1.005 

The decision of whether to merge the markets will also affect carriers, but the effects would be different 
for each carrier, depending on their mix of members by market and the risk profiles of those members. 
For example, given that the health status factor of an average individual market member is expected to 
be higher (i.e., higher cost) than that of the average small group member, a carrier having only small 
group business and no individual business would gain some premium rate advantage if the individual and 
small group risk pools were merged. That carrier's premium rates would be unaffected by the merger, but 
competitors having both individual and small group business might have to increase their small group 
premium rates. 
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In addition to the key differences highlighted above between the new individual market and the new small 
group market, there are other considerations, which are highlighted in more detail below: 

Reasons to Keep the Pools Separate 

• Consistent with current market structure 

• Keeping them separate, at least in the short term, might make it easier for carriers and the state 
to focus on other market changes 

• Keeping them separate would avoid subsidies between the individual and small group markets 

Reasons to Merge the Pools 

• It creates a larger risk pool, which may increase rate stability in the long term (this is particularly 
important in a state with such a large rural population where medical costs can vary significantly) 

• It might result in premium rates that are considered more equitable between individual and small 
group markets, especially important if consumers are moving between these markets frequently 

• To consumers, individual and small group products could still be presented as different products, 
as they are now 

• Premium rates could still be adjusted to reflect administration cost differences or commission rate 
differences between individual and small group products 

Based on the above considerations, it is important to note that Oklahoma could also consider phasing in 
the merging of the individual and small group risk pools over a period of years, which would give carriers 
more time to react to the changing market. 

B. BASIC HEAL TH PLAN OPTION 

This section provides discussion of considerations regarding the Basic Health Plan. Oklahoma will need 
to evaluate the Basic Health Plan option in the context of its current and future expanded Medicaid and 
CHIP programs and other state priorities to develop a coordinated healthcare system for the population 
under 200% of FPL However, in our modeling we have assumed that the state does not establish a 
Basic Health Plan. 

Our discussion covers the following issues related to the Basic Health Plan option: 

• Potential Basic Health Plan population in Oklahoma 
• Design flexibility 
• Funding of the Basic Health Plan 
• Pros and cons of implementing a Basic Health Plan 

This report is not a comprehensive examination of the Basic Health Plan option. Such a review would 
need to be done in cooperation with the Oklahoma Medicaid authorities. Milliman prepared a paper 
discussing the feasibility considerations for the Basic Health Plan option. It can be found at the following 
location, Healthcare reform and the Basic Health Program option 
(http://insiqht.milliman.com/article.php?cntid=7545). 
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Potential Basic Health Plan population 

The ACA allows states to create a Basic Health Plan for residents under 200% of FPL who are not 
eligible for Medicaid and lack affordable access to comprehensive employer-based coverage. 
The implementation of a Basic Health Plan can also alleviate market "churn" caused by those slightly 
above (or below) the 138% FPL threshold gaining or losing their Medicaid eligibility due to small changes 
in income. However, moving the eligibility line to 200% FPL could create market "churn" around this 
threshold. The population eligible to enroll in the Basic Health Plan includes two groups, both of which 
are eligible for federal premium tax credits: 

1. Adults with incomes from 138% to 200% of FPL 
2. Lawfully present immigrants below 138% of FPL who are ineligible for Medicaid 

If Oklahoma implements a Basic Health Plan, the population eligible to enroll in the Basic Health Plan 
must obtain coverage through the Basic Health Plan. Eligible individuals would not be able to purchase 
coverage through the OHIM. If Oklahoma does not opt to implement the Basic Health Plan, this 
population would be eligible for subsidized OHIM coverage starting in 2014. 

We identified the target population for the Basic Health Plan in Oklahoma by identifying adults with 
incomes between 138% and 200% of FPL who are expected to enroll in the OHIM, or remain uninsured. 
The table in Figure 23 shows our estimate of the eligible population by age group in 2014. 

Figure23 
• Enrollment by Age Bucket in the 138% to 200% Income Level (Under Age 65) 

Best-Estimate Scenario 
2014 

Age Bucket Individual OHIM Uninsured Total 
Up to 19 13,700 22,500 36,200 
20-29 11,000 13,600 24,600 
30-39 13,500 19,300 32,800 
40-49 9,600 11,400 21,000 
50-59 16,800 13,400 30,200 
60-64 4,000 3,400 7,400 

Total 68 600 83 600 152 200 
1 Uninsured 1narket does not include undocu1nented uninsureds. 

Basic Health Plan Design Flexibility 

States will have some flexibility regarding the premiums and benefits offered in the Basic Health Plan 
within the following constraints: 

• The Basic Health Plan must provide at least the essential benefit package 

• Member premiums can be no more than what individuals would have paid in the OHIM 

• Member out-of-pocket cost sharing can be no more than what an individual would have paid in 
the OHIM 

• Plans may be offered by licensed HMOs, insurers, or networks of providers (such as an 
accountable care organization [AGO]) 

• A minimum medical loss ratio standard of 85% will be applied to Basic Health Plan insurers 
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States can design aspects of the Basic Health Plan to address the needs of the 138% - 200% of FPL 
population, which may be different than the needs of the rest of the population eligible to purchase 
coverage through the OHIM. Examples of issues to address through program design include: 

• Affordability of coverage can be enhanced by leveraging Medicaid provider and managed care 
contracts 

• Continuity of coverage for individuals and families moving between Medicaid, CHIP, and the 
Basic Health Plan 

• Delivery system continuity related to access to care and provider networks 

Basic Health Plan design decisions must be made with the Oklahoma Medicaid authority and consider 
Oklahoma's existing Medicaid and CHIP programs in order to develop a coordinated healthcare system 
for the 138% - 200% of FPL population. Such decisions include: 

• Whether to contract with managed care organizations 

• Identifying provider networks to use for the Basic Health Plan 

• Identifying the proper member cost sharing in the Basic Health Plan compared to coverage 
available through the OHIM, CHIP, and Medicaid 

• Coordinating with the CHIP program 

Funding of the Basic Health Plan 

Funding for coverage under the Basic Health Plan would come from the following sources: 

• States would receive funding from the federal government equal to 95% of the federal subsidies 
that the enrolled population would have received if enrolled in the OHIM. Subsidies will be 
adjusted for differences in age, income, health status, and geographic distributions to reflect the 
acuity of the Basic Health Plan population. 

• Member premiums as determined by the state. 

We estimated the federal premium I cost-sharing assistance per individual in the target population for a 
Basic Health Plan (adults expected to enroll in the OHIM with incomes from 138% to 200% of FPL). 
The table in Figure 24 shows the estimated annual federal premium I cost-sharing assistance per 
individual by age group in 2014. The estimates assume each individual is enrolled for 12 months in each 
year. 

Figure 24 
Total Premium I Cost-Sharing Assistance PMPY (138% • 200% Income Level) for 

Individual OHIM Market 

Age Bucket 
U to 19 
20. 29 
30. 39 
40 -49 
50. 59 
60. 64 

Composite 
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2014 

$1,848 
4,684 
7,259 
7,928 

11,053 
13,954 
$7, 179 
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Oklahoma would receive 95% of these average premium I cost-sharing assistance amounts to fund the 
Basic Health Plan. If the entire eligible population enrolls in the Basic Health Plan, we estimate the 
potential federal funding for 2014 would be approximately $1.038 billion (152,200 x $7,179 x 95%). 

To the extent that the federal subsidies collected by the state of Oklahoma are in excess of the cost to 
provide coverage through the Basic Health Plan, the ACA requires states to reduce member premiums, 
reduce member cost sharing, and I or provide additional benefits compared to coverage available in the 
OHIM. The reduced member costs and I or enhanced benefits under the Basic Health Plan would ease 
the transition from full Medicaid coverage to leaner commercial coverage for enrollees whose income 
level changes their eligibility. 

Many people in the industry assume that states could provide coverage through the Basic Health Plan for 
a lower cost than options available through the OHIM for the following reasons: 

• States may use their existing Medicaid delivery system for the Basic Health Plan. Using the 
same delivery system would take advantage of existing Medicaid managed care programs and 
Medicaid provider reimbursement. 

• Medicaid provider reimbursement is lower than commercial provider reimbursement. 

We have not tested the validity of these assumptions in Oklahoma. The financial impact of the Basic 
Health Plan would need to consider the Medicaid programs in Oklahoma and changes to any 
state-financed programs that currently provide assistance to this population. 

Pros and Cons of Offering a Basic Health Plan 

Some pros and cons of offering a Basic Health Plan are listed below. Note that CMS has not issued 
regulations governing the Basic Health Plan option, so the pros and cons could change. 

• The state may be able to offer more affordable coverage than is available in the OHIM, which is 
due to leveraging existing Medicaid provider agreements, although this conclusion should be 
validated by more detailed analysis 

• The Basic Health Plan will likely be able to offer more comprehensive coverage to participants 
than is available in the OHIM 

• States can end optional adult Medicaid coverage over 138% of FPL (e.g., the pregnant women 
population), while still providing a more affordable form of coverage compared to the coverage 
available in the OHIM 

• Possible reduction of market "churn" (described above) as well as potential administrative cost 
savings related to less frequent enrollment and disenrollment activities 

• Fiscal advantages rely on continued federal support 

• The state would take on the pricing risk of the Basic Health Plan, so it would need to be confident 
that the federal subsidies would cover the cost to provide care and administer the program on an 
ongoing basis 
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• The Basic Health Plan removes a portion of the potential OHIM population, which may have an 
influence on the operation of the OHIM 

• The Basic Health Plan creates an additional state administration burden 

• Access to providers and multiple insurers will likely be greater for consumers in the OHIM 
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VIII. DISCUSSION OF KEY ACA-COMPLIANCE ISSUES 

A. INFLUENCING MARKETPLACE PARTICIPATION FOR INSURERS AND CONSUMERS 

In this section, we discuss two major components of OHIM participation: 

• Factors influencing the level of insurer participation 
• Factors influencing the level of consumer participation 

Influencing the Level of Insurer Participation 

Whether or not the majority of insurers participate in the OHIM will determine whether the OHIM will be a 
significant player in facilitating health insurance coverage or limited to being the mechanism for the 
low-income population to utilize subsidies. 

As such, the most significant decision Oklahoma must make is to determine the breadth of the 
OHIM and its otential to attract nonsubsidized consumers. 

It will be less important for consumers who qualify for subsidies, because the subsidies will only apply to 
plans sold through the OHIM. 

For our modeling shown in previous sections of this study (wherein insurer participation was not required 
but was nevertheless prevalent) and the discussion in this section, we assumed that most insurers would 
participate voluntarily in both the individual and small group OHIM markets. 

We have further assumed that Oklahoma will continue to permit purchasing of individual and small group 
insurance outside the OHIM. 

However, voluntary insurer participation in the OHIM is in no way guaranteed. One way to ensure 
participation in the OHIM by several insurers would be by imposing requirements such as: 

• Direct requirement to participate in the OHIM by all insurers selling individual and I or small group 
policies in the state 

• Only allowing participation in the non-OHIM market if insurers offer products in the OHIM 

• Eliminating the non-OHIM market altogether 

If insurer participation in the OHIM is mandatory or strongly encouraged, then: 

• Some insurers might choose to exit the Oklahoma individual or small group markets rather than 
participate in the OHIM. It seems unlikely that the insurers that currently have a significant 
volume of individual and small group business in Oklahoma would choose that option. However, 
smaller insurers, or insurers having a relatively small volume of individual and small group 
business in Oklahoma, might seriously consider exiting the market if they feel as though they 
cannot compete in a more commoditized market where less value is placed on service, flexibility, 
or other areas where they might currently fill a need. Also, insurers offering benefit levels that do 
not comply with ACA requirements (e.g., very high deductible plans) might exit the individual and 
small group markets to avoid compliance with these plan elements. If insurer participation in the 
OHIM is made mandatory, it is likely that the total number of insurers offering individual and small 
group business in Oklahoma would shrink below current levels. 

• The number of insurers and members in the OHIM could be higher than if participation was not 
mandatory. 
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• Insurer participation in the OHIM would be accelerated. If participation in the OHIM is voluntary, 
some insurers might take a "wait and see" approach, staying out of the OHIM during the initial 
years. 

• Some small insurers might elect to go out of business if they determine that the investment 
required or the risk associated with participating in the OHIM is prohibitive. 

• In addition, there are non-insurer entities, such as associations or small employer trusts, which 
might be affected by the changing market, creating additional disruption in the insurance market. 
In particular, their small size might make it difficult for them to compete in the OHIM, which would 
be especially difficult if participation is mandatory or strongly encouraged. 

• The Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board (OSEEGIB) will also 
need to consider the revised market. While the majority of the members covered by OSEEGIB 
are in one large group representing the state employees, OSEEGIB also currently markets 
coverage to other, smaller public entities. Changes to the small group market will likely influence 
which groups seek coverage with OSEEGIB. 

• Adverse selection risk among insurers may be less. There is some concern that the OHIM 
population will be less healthy than the non-OHIM insured population. For example, on 
January 1, 2014, the Oklahoma high-risk pool and the Pre-Existing Condition Insurance Plan 
(PCIP) pool will both cease covering people, and all of those people will likely seek individual 
insurance in the OHIM. They tend to be very high-cost individuals. Additionally, an analysis of 
Medicaid expansion in other states showed that uninsured individuals (those who will be attracted 
to the OHIM) have higher morbidity than the currently insured population and that uninsureds 
demonstrate pent-up demand when coverage is made available to them. All of these effects will 
tend to result in higher average costs for OHIM enrollees. Insurers may recognize this and avoid 
participating in the OHIM (at least initially) to maintain a healthier block of business. This action 
may cost the insurers membership in the first few years, but that membership could be regained if 
insurers outside the OHIM can offer less expensive coverage by avoiding the adverse selection 
that came with early participation in the OHIM. If insurer participation in the OHIM was 
mandatory starting January 1, 2014, then all insurers would be likely to enroll some of the 
higher-cost members. Risk adjustment can be used to help reallocate revenue to insurers with 
the most morbid members, but risk adjustment is unlikely to compensate perfectly for all morbidity 
differences. 

• If the number of insurers participating in the OHIM is higher, then consumers will have more 
choice and competition will be more robust. This result may be particularly important for 
consumers who live in rural areas where the number of insurers offering coverage may be fewer. 
Increased competition may also help keep premium rates lower. 

As part of this project, we spoke with some insurers selling policies in the individual and small group 
markets in Oklahoma. They indicated several OHIM characteristics that would encourage them to 
consider participation: 

• Of particular concern was the need for a level playing field, making sure that rules and 
requirements for plans in and out of the OHIM were similar to avoid pricing or selection 
advantages 

• Addressing risk selection would also improve participation, as through the use of risk adjustment 
and limited enrollment periods 

• Avoiding duplicated administrative efforts to control the administrative costs of the OHIM 
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Influencing the Level of Consumer Participation 

Consumer participation in the OHIM will also vary depending upon various market and economic forces. 
For individuals eligible for premium and cost-sharing subsidies, buying coverage through the OHIM will 
likely be an easy decision. For nonsubsidized individuals and small groups, the OHIM will need to 
present viable insurance options to attract consumers. 

Maximizing consumer enrollment in the OHIM might create a more robust OHIM market, minimize 
adverse selection, spread OHIM administration expenses over more people, and possibly influence 
overall premium levels. Some constituencies might, however, prefer that OHIM enrollment be moderated. 

If Oklahoma wanted to maximize OHIM enrollment, then they might consider doing the following: 

• Require insurer participation in the OHIM (which we note above would likely attract more 
nonsubsidized members to the OHIM). 

• Allow groups of 51 to 100 employees to participate in the OHIM starting in 2014. Oklahoma has 
the option to do this in 2014 and 2015, and is then required to do it in 2016 and beyond. 

• Make enrollment as easy as possible. 

• Provide value-added services to consumers and employers. 

• Use significant advertising to promote the OHIM. 

• Promote consumer and navigator education. 

• Communicate with employers who may wish to help educate their employees about the OHIM as 
an alternative to employer coverage. 

• Avoid setting up a Basic Health Plan, because those enrollees would then not be a part of the 
OHIM and its risk pool. 

• Require all health insurance to be sold only in the OHIM. 

Ultimately, expanding consumer and insurer participation in the OHIM maximizes the size of the risk pool 
and, thus, can help mitigate adverse selection, but not without placing a burden on some constituencies, 
either through increased regulation or restricted choices. 

B. CONTROLLING ADVERSE SELECTION ISSUES 

The state will need to consider mechanisms to mitigate adverse selection between the OHIM and the 
non-OHIM markets, and among carriers within the OHIM. Adverse selection is the phenomenon that 
results when potential enrollees (who have greater knowledge of their own illness burden than their 
potential insurer) select the plan design with benefits most aligned with their healthcare needs. This often 
results in less healthy individuals selecting richer plans, which causes the average healthcare costs for 
these plans to rise (which consequently causes the healthier enrollees to leave the plans and can result in 
a healthcare cost spiral). Allowing adverse selection to take hold could quickly reduce the number of 
carriers and consumers that choose to participate in the OHIM. Adverse selection is an issue that 
underlies many of the design and operational decision points Oklahoma would need to consider, should 
the state choose to set up and run the OHIM. In addition, adverse selection is a particularly important 
issue for a rural state such as Oklahoma where healthcare costs and access to care vary greatly across 
the state. 
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In this section we discuss the following: 

• Federal requirements that will help control adverse selection against the OHIM 

• Federal requirements that help control adverse selection among carriers 

• Risk adjustment-protecting carriers from adverse selection 

• State opportunities to help control adverse selection against the OHIM 

Federal Requirements that Help Control Adverse Selection Against the OHIM 

As described below, the ACA included some provisions that will automatically help protect state 
marketplaces against adverse selection. 

• Enrollment: One of the most important ways the ACA controls adverse selection against the 
OHIM is by encouraging enrollment. It does this in several ways. The first is through the 
individual mandate. Requiring a significant majority of individuals to be covered will bring more 
people into the market, although they may still buy their coverage outside the OHIM. Second, the 
ACA makes premium subsidies and cost-sharing subsidies available to lower-income individuals 
who enroll in OHIM plans. Finally, the ACA makes temporary tax credits available to small 
businesses that participate in the OHIM. In addition, limiting the time in which eligibles can enroll 
in the program to a certain period discourages members from enrolling only when they need 
coverage and as such creates a healthier risk pool. 

• Plan Designs and Pricing: The ACA has plan design and pricing rules that will mitigate adverse 
selection because they apply to plans both inside and outside the OHIM. Some examples 
include: 

• Prohibitions on lifetime and annual benefit limits, and on preexisting condition exclusions 

• Essential benefits are required to be covered for all individual and small group plans, inside 
and outside the OHIM, unless grandfathered 

• Limits on out-of-pocket costs 

• Premium rates must be based on adjusted community rating rules (health status adjustment 
can only be based on age and smoking status) 

• Qualified health plans must have the same pricing whether sold in or out of the OHIM 

• Premium rates must be based on the combined experience of OHIM and non-OHIM business 

Federal Requirements that Help Control Adverse Selection Among Carriers 

The ACA also includes three risk management tools I programs that can mitigate the effects of adverse 
selection among carriers. The first and third programs will apply to all carriers regardless of whether they 
sell policies within the OHIM. The second program is available to qualified health plans within the OHIM. 
The first two are transitional programs and the third is permanent. They are: 

1. Transitional Reinsurance Program, Years 2014 - 2016: The reinsurance program provides 
carriers with protection against very high-cost members. This program is designed to protect 
individual plans in the OHIM in the early years from 2014 through 2016, before the individual 
mandate is fully implemented. This program may be administered by the state under a 
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state-facilitated program or by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) if the state 
does not act. 

2. Risk Corridor Program, Years 2014 - 2016: The risk corridor program provides carriers with 
protection against total claims across all members being higher than expected. A carrier will 
receive payments if its cost-to-premium ratio is greater than 103% and make payments if the 
cost-to-premium ratio is less than 97%. This program will be administered by HHS. 

3. Risk Adjustment, Years 2014+: Under this program, plans with healthier participants will 
subsidize plans with less healthy participants. Carriers will set premium rates based on plan 
design and community rating, and risk adjustment payments will compensate for health status 
differences not fully reflected in the premium rates. This program may be administered by the 
state under a state-facilitated program or by HHS if the state does not act. 

Risk Adjustment: Protecting Carriers from Adverse Selection 

In a perfect risk adjustment system, there might be no reason for a carrier to care about the health status 
of the members they enroll. In reality, carriers will probably have some incentive to enroll members who 
are "better risks." Better-risk members are those for whom the required adjusted community rating 
process overestimates their expected costs, which is due to the inherently imperfect predictive ability of 
the rating system. For example, a rating system might produce a premium rate for an average person 
aged 40 - 44. However, within the total population of people aged 40 - 44 there is a broad distribution of 
health statuses and, therefore, a broad distribution of expected claim costs. The better risks are those 
people whose expected costs fall below the average for all people aged 40 - 44. For those people, a 
premium rate that is based on the average should provide more revenue than is needed to cover the 
costs of these individuals. 

The ACA requires implementation of risk adjustment to shift money from carriers who enroll more of these 
better-risk people to carriers that enroll fewer such people. However, that risk adjustment process is 
unlikely to be perfect and will, therefore. not completely eliminate the incentive for carriers to enroll as 
many people with better risks as possible. Furthermore, if the risk adjustment system operates 
retrospectively (i.e., making risk adjustment payment after the insured months they are intended to cover), 
then some carriers may experience temporary cash flow deficits. For insurance sold outside the OHIM, 
carriers will also have this same incentive to enroll the better-risk people, because their OHIM and 
non-OHIM business will be pooled for premium rate setting purposes and risk adjustment will apply to all 
plans. Attracting better-risk enrollees may give them more competitive premium rates. 

State Opportunities to Control Adverse Selection Against the OHIM 

Specific decisions can influence the amount of selection but each decision may affect other 
aspects of the insurance market. Oklahoma will need to evaluate each option and determine 
which actions fit with its goals. 

1. Take steps to maximize insurer participation. 

a. As the earlier discussion regarding insurer participation indicated, one option is to require all 
health insurance to be sold only in the OHIM. Eliminating the non-OHIM market will minimize 
adverse selection against insurers participating in the OHIM. There may still be some 
adverse selection if, for example, healthy people elect not to purchase any coverage. The 
consequences of this option were discussed earlier, but it should be noted that this approach 
will not prevent all adverse selection between insurers but would ensure that all plans offered 
meet the same minimum requirements. Implementing such a restriction would require 
consideration of transition issues for policies not ending on December 31. 
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________ ,,,, ____ _ 
b. Alternatively, all insurers could be required to participate in the OHIM, but also allowed to sell 

outside the OHIM. Some adverse selection against the OHIM might still exist if, for example, 
some benefit plans are offered outside the OHIM that are not offered inside the OHIM 
(e.g., plans that might appeal disproportionately to healthier people); however, risk selection 
will be mitigated because all policies must be pooled for rate setting and all insurers will 
potentially enroll OHIM members. Requiring all insurers to participate in the OHIM might 
cause some insurers to exit the market, resulting in fewer choices for consumers. 

c. For insurers that elect to leave the OHIM, prohibit reentry for a period of time 
(e.g., five years). This might prevent insurers who enroll a disproportionately unhealthy mix 
of insureds from canceling the policies, leaving the market, and then quickly reentering the 
market in the hopes of enrolling a healthier mix of people. 

d. Prohibit insurers that operate in the OHIM from having affiliates that operate only outside the 
OHIM. 

2. Take steps to control benefit designs of offered plans. 

a. Require that all insurers participating in the OHIM offer plans at all benefit tiers (i.e., platinum, 
gold, silver, bronze, and catastrophic). Without this requirement, an insurer could offer 
predominately rich plans in the OHIM and predominately lean plans out of the OHIM, thus, 
likely enrolling the insurer's least healthy members in the OHIM and their most healthy 
members out of the OHIM. Keeping all the products consistent between insurers should 
minimize the selection to any one insurer. 

b. Place additional restrictions on benefit plans offered outside the OHIM. At one extreme, 
Oklahoma might stipulate that only those plans offered in the OHIM may be offered outside 
the OHIM. A more moderate approach would be to restrict the differences between plans 
offered in and out of the OHIM to prevent carriers from offering non-OHIM plans that are 
designed to attract lower-risk individuals. 

c. Offer standardized benefit plans in the OHIM. Further discussion of the advantages and 
disadvantages of standardized plans is included in Item E of this section. 

d. Continue to require coverage of the current state-mandated benefits outside the OHIM but 
not require them in the OHIM; however, this requirement would create a non-level playing 
field for products in and out of the OHIM. 

3. Create a level playing field for marketing and pricing. 

a. Ensure consistency of marketing and pricing rules in and out of the OHIM. For example, in 
terms of pricing, an insurer might be able to attract better risks into their non-OHIM plans if 
they reflect positive selection in the overall level of their average non-OHIM premium rates. 
Oklahoma might require that premium rates for qualified plans offered in the OHIM be 
allowed to reflect benefit cost differences only and not be allowed to reflect selection effects 
among the plans. If, however, this rule does not also apply to nonqualified plans (i.e., benefit 
plans that do not satisfy the requirements to be sold in the OHIM), then carriers might design 
and price nonqua\ified plans that have a much wider price range than the OHIM plans. 
Prices for lean nonqualified plans could be well below prices of the leanest qualified OHIM 
plans. drawing the healthiest people to non-OHIM products. 

b. Monitor grandfathered plans to make sure insurers are not encouraging higher-cost members 
to move into the OHIM. 
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4. Allow groups of 51 - 100 employees to join the OHIM, which could increase participation in the 
OHIM and stabilize the risk pool. This expansion of the small group market is required starting in 
2016, but states also have the option to allow it in 2014 or 2015. Possible implications are 
discussed in the next subsection. 

5. Take steps to control consumer participation. 

a. Take other steps to maximize OHIM enrollment, such as: 

i. Advertising 
ii. Promoting consumer and navigator education 
iii. Making enrollment as easy as possible 
iv. Not setting up a Basic Health Plan, because those enrollees would then not be a part of 

the OHIM risk pool 

b. As proposed in federal regulations, restrict OHIM enrollment times, or plan switching, to open 
enrollment windows or at times of special qualifying events (e.g., moving to Oklahoma). This 
would help keep people from delaying insurance coverage until they feel they are likely to 
need healthcare services. 

c. Charge penalties to individuals for delaying enrollment in the OHIM, if Oklahoma has the 
authority to do so. 

C. EXTENDING SMALL GROUP MARKET UP TO 100 LIVES 

According to the ACA, the OHIM must be open to small employers on January 1, 2014. States can open 
the OHIM to employers with 50 or fewer employees or to employers with 100 or fewer employees. 
By January 1, 2016, the OHIM must be open to employers with 100 or fewer employees. 
On January 1, 2017, states are allowed to open the OHIM to employers with more than 100 employees. 

Arguments in Favor of Allowing Employers With 51 to 100 Employees to Participate 

Opening the OHIM in 2014 or 2015 to groups of up to 100 may have positive results, such as: 

• More people will purchase through the OHIM. Economies of scale should result in lower OHIM 
administration costs per member. 

• The small group risk pool will be larger, pooling employers from two to 100 employees both in 
and out of the OHIM. A larger risk pool will give carriers greater predictability in their benefit 
costs. A smaller risk pool might make carriers more hesitant to participate in the OHIM 
(particularly in states with large rural populations where healthcare costs are more prone to 
variation). 

• Improved predictability of benefit costs may result in less significant financial adjustments among 
carriers based on average member risk scores. 

• Having a greater OHIM population may give the OHIM more ability to influence costs and quality 
in the non-OHIM market. 

• The OHIM must be open to all employer groups of size 51 to 100 in 2016. It might be easier to 
bring in the 51-to-100 groups in 2014, rather than possibly having the disruption of a wave of new 
enrollees in 2016. 

• If the state waits until 2016 to allow the 51-to-100 groups to join, that might delay collection of 
data needed for risk adjustment calculation on those members. 
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• For groups of 51 to 100, allowing them to enter the OHIM in 2014 will give them more insurance 
options in 2014 and 2015. 

• The federal risk corridor program only operates in 2014 through 2016. Allowing the 51-to-100 
groups to enter the OHIM in 2014 will allow carriers to take advantage of that protection for more 
years. The risk corridor program provides carriers with protection against total claims across all 
members being higher than expected. A carrier will receive payments if their cost-to-premium 
ratio is greater than 103% and will make payments if the cost-to-premium ratio is less than 97%. 

Arguments Against Allowing Employers With 51 to 100 Employees to Participate 

Reasons that Oklahoma might not want to open the OHIM to employers of size 51 to 100 prior to 2016 
are: 

• Oklahoma currently has insurance laws and regulations that apply to small groups, defined as 
those having two to 50 employees. Opening the OHIM to groups of up to 100 could lead to 
inconsistent definitions of small groups inside and outside the OHIM, or may require that the 
small group rules and regulations be changed. In any case, this challenge will need to be faced 
prior to 2016. 

• Bringing more of the total insurance market into the OHIM may result in fewer carriers offering 
coverage outside OHIM. It may also reduce the total number of carriers operating anywhere in 
Oklahoma, in or out of the OHIM. 

• Benefit innovation may be more likely to occur outside the OHIM. Shrinking that market might 
reduce innovation. 

• Groups of 51 to 100 with good experience may see a significant rate increase that would be due 
to community rating, or will choose not to participate. 

• Groups of 51 to 100 that are relatively healthy are likely to consider self-insuring. However, if 
their populations become unhealthy, they could be more likely to enter the OHIM. While this 
problem is also present with groups of two to 50, opening the OHIM to groups of up to 100 people 
might result in the OHIM enrolling a proportionally greater number of less healthy people. 

D. MARKETPLACE SERVICES FOR SMALL GROUP EMPLOYERS 

Oklahoma will need to define the scope of administrative services the OHIM should provide. At a 
minimum, the state must provide the following services related to enrollment: 

• Certification, recertification, and decertification of plans 
• Operation of a toll-free hotline 
• Maintenance of a website for providing information on plans to current and prospective enrollees 
• Assignment of a price and quality rating to plans 
• Presentation of plan benefit options in a standardized format 
• Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and determination of eligibility for 

individuals to these programs 
• Certification of individuals exempt from the individual responsibility requirement 
• Provision of information on certain individuals to the Treasury Department and to employers 
• Establishment of a Navigator program that provides grants to entities assisting consumers 
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Oklahoma may decide to provide additional services, such as online comparison tools. Under ACA, the 
OHIM must maintain a website to provide comparative information on plans for consumers. When 
developing these tools, the OHIM has the opportunity to facilitate participation in the OHIM by 
emphasizing robustness and preventing "wrong door" participant choices. Helpful features include 
allowing consumers to compare health plan choices, estimate their out-of-pocket expenses under those 
plan choices, find plans that meet specific criteria, or provide other services that would help consumers 
maximize the value of and their satisfaction with their insurance. Ideally, decision support tools would 
allow consumers to enter specific information about their situation and preferences, and then provide 
suggestions regarding plans that might be a good fit for their needs. 

These online comparison tools could prove especially beneficial for employer plans that could use the 
tools to inform employees whether they should maintain their small group coverage or enroll in the 
individual OHIM; determine whether the entire small group should enroll in the small group OHIM; and if 
so, the level of small group tax credit for which the employer will qualify. 

E. STANDARDIZED BENEFIT PLANS IN THE MARKETPLACE 

The federal regulations require some degree of benefit plan standardization. Specifically, plans are 
restricted to having certain actuarial values (i.e., platinum. gold, silver, bronze, and catastrophic). 
However, there are many combinations of cost-sharing features that could equate to these benefit values. 
For example, one platinum plan might have a $200 deductible and 90% coinsurance, while another 
platinum plan might have a $0 deductible and 80% coinsurance, with both plans having the required 
platinum actuarial value of 90%. States have the option of restricting carriers to offering only specifically 
defined benefit plans at each tier level. 

In deciding whether to require standardization of benefit plans, the issues will be generally similar for the 
individual and small group markets. Allowing only standardized plans may have the following advantages 
and disadvantages: 

Advantages 

• Consumers would probably have an easier time making comparisons among plans within a given 
benefit tier (e.g., platinum, gold, etc.) if the number of standardized plans within each tier is 
reasonable. For example, if there are only two standardized gold plans, then comparisons might 
be simple. If there are 20 standardized gold plans, then comparisons would be more difficult. 

• Consumers should have an easier time making price comparisons among carriers. 

• Health plans within the same tier will not compete based on benefit differences. However, 
carriers will compete based on other measures of value, including the breadth and quality of their 
provider networks, quality of care, customer service, and financial stability. 

• Carriers' administration expenses and, thus, premium rates, might be reduced because of having 
fewer benefit plans. 

• OHIM administration may be simplified. 

• The process to approve qualified benefit plans may be less burdensome and costly for the OHIM, 
because the OHIM would not have to review the actuarial value of non-standardized benefit 
plans. 
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Disadvantages 

• Carriers will have less ability to differentiate themselves from other carriers. 

• Carriers may not have the ability to offer a custom benefit package to a given employer. Such 
customization is not common in small group coverage but may be more common for smaller 
carriers or niche carriers for whom customization is very much a part of their business plan. 

• There may be significantly less product diversity than if plans were not standardized. That could 
possibly result in reduced consumer satisfaction and value. 

• The OHIM may be less responsive to the changing needs of consumers and employers for new 
types of benefit plans. 

• The OHIM may be less responsive to changing healthcare practices, possibly hindering quality 
improvement or cost savings. 

• The process for adding new plans may stifle or at least slow the introduction of benefit 
innovations, such as consumer-directed health plans. 

• Standardization might make it impossible for carriers to offer products that take advantage of a 
unique market situation or provider arrangement. For example, a carrier might want to offer 
extremely low-cost sharing (e.g., a $0 copay) when members get their high-cost scans 
(e.g., MRls or CT scans) at a single provider that offers those services at deeply discounted 
rates. 

• OHIM enrollment may be less if consumers find more attractive plan designs outside the OHIM. 

Standardized benefit plans have been required in the Medicare Supplement market since 1992. In that 
market, standardization has worked relatively well, partly because those policies are supplemental, 
relatively low-cost, and generally leave the insured with little or no out-of-pocket expenses. In contrast, 
comprehensive major medical plans provide primary coverage at a relatively high cost and generally 
leave the insured with significant out-of-pocket expenses (e.g., a bronze plan would be designed to cover 
only 60% of the average insured's total healthcare costs, leaving 40% for the insured to pay out of pocket, 
in addition to their premium). Because of the higher out-of-pocket costs in a comprehensive major 
medical plan and because it is the primary coverage, there are many more plan designs that can be 
created that would be reasonable and appealing to a significant portion of the population. 

The OHIM could also postpone plan standardization for one or more years. Postponing would give 
carriers time to adapt to the new regulations and respond to consumer preferences in the market. In later 
years, the OHIM might choose to allow only standardized plans. Some disruption would be inevitable 
when the change is implemented, but that disruption might be relatively easy to bear once the OHIM has 
achieved some stability and has experience regulating the new benefit tiers. 

The leveraging effects of medical trend (inflation) on fixed-dollar cost-sharing features (e.g., deductibles 
and copays) will cause the actuarial value of benefit plans to increase over time. Oklahoma will need to 
consider how its methods for offsetting trend leveraging will interact with its rules for allowable benefit 
plan designs. This leveraging effect can also occur from changes in the mix of members by age, health 
status, geographic area, or other variables that affect average claim costs per member. When the state 
tests plans for compliance with the target actuarial values, they should normalize the actuarial values for 
any such changes or differences in the mix of enrollees among the benefit tiers. 
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F. CURRENT OKLAHOMA-MANDATED BENEFITS IN RELATION TO MINIMUM ESSENTIAL 
BENEFITS 

The table in Figure 25 presents each of Oklahoma's mandated benefits and indicates which of those 
benefits are assumed beyond the scope of the mandated benefits required by the ACA. Many of the 
Oklahoma-mandated benefits would likely be considered essential benefits, and would, therefore, need to 
be covered by any health plan sold either inside or outside the OHIM. We indicate in Figure 25 which 
mandated benefits would fall under a potential essential health benefits definition and, thus, would not 
constitute additional cost (beyond that already required for ACA compliance). In addition, some of the 
mandates represent preventive benefits and would also likely be essential benefits. Oklahoma can 
continue to require coverage of mandated benefits beyond the essential benefits (the extra benefits 
indicated in the table), but the state must pay the cost of those benefits for insurance provided through 
the OHIM for all OHIM members (even those who do not receive subsidies). The cost consequences of 
additional benefits that Oklahoma might mandate would be partly due to the direct addition of benefits 
and partly due to possible adverse selection. 

Alternatively, Oklahoma could continue to require coverage of the current state-mandated benefits 
outside the OHIM but not require them in the OHIM, or vice versa. These approaches would affect OHIM 
enrollment for consumers who are interested in utilizing those additional benefits. 

Very recent guidance on the essential benefits from Health and Human Services has indicated that the 
state will be responsible for selecting benchmark plans to determine essential benefits. To the extent that 
the benchmark plans include all state mandated benefits; the provision discussed above regarding the 
state's obligation to pay for mandated benefits beyond essential benefits may not apply. 
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Figure 25 
Summa of Mandated Benefits Included as Part of Essential Health Benefits 

Potential Classification 
Majority of Majority of Majority of 

Services are Services are Services 
Essential Preventive are Extra 

Benefits Health Benefits Care Benefits 

AIDS I HIV Testing I Vaccine x 
Ambulatory Surgery Centers x 
Ambulance Transportation and 
Seivices x 
Bone Mass Measurement x 
Breast Reconstruction x 
Cervical Cancer I HPV Screening x 
Colorectal Cancer Screening x 
Contrace tives x 
Dental Anesthesia x 
Diabetes Self-Management x 
Diabetic Su lies x 
Emergency Room Seivice x 
Hair Prosthesis x 
Hearing Aids for Minors x 
Mammography Screening x 
Mastectomy x 
Mastectomy Minimum Stay x 
Maternity x 
Maternity Minimum Stay x 

Mental Health General x 
Mental Health Parity x 
Newborn Sickle Cell Anemia Testing x 
Off-Label Dru Use x 

PKU I Metabolic Disorder x 
Prostate Cancer Screening x 
Well Child Care x 

G. ROLE OF MARKETPLACE AS PURCHASER VERSUS FACILITATOR 

Limitations on Services Offered 
in Mandate 

For testing only 

Specified disease coverage only 

May be for specific ages 

For pediatric only 

May be partially in Essential Health 
Benefits 

No mandate to cover, but rninimum 
stay applies if covered 

No mandate to cover, but minimum 
stay applies if covered 

Covers severe mental illness 
(6 specified) 

For screening I evaluation: 
coverage of treatment I supplies 
etc. may be Extra Benefits 

Oklahoma has the option to be more or less aggressive in its control over which carriers participate in the 
OHIM. From a less restrictive Open Market to a more restrictive Active Purchaser. the state may 
authorize the OHIM to: 

• Allow all plans that meet the minimum ACA requirements (Open Market) 
• Set additional standards for qualified health plans 
• Select plans based on comparative value (Selective Contracting Agent) 
• Negotiate health plan premiums with insurers (Active Purchaser) 
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The Open Market approach would probably be the least disruptive to the current Oklahoma market and 
would impose the least administrative burden on the state. At the other extreme, the Selective 
Contracting Agent and Active Purchaser approaches could possibly provide greater value to the people of 
Oklahoma, although they would probably result in fewer OHIM plan choices for consumers. 

Based on our discussions with key stakeholders throughout the state of Oklahoma (e.g., insurers, lobbyist 
groups, brokers), one of the primary concerns is that the OHIM system will diminish the free-market 
healthcare structure that is presently active in the state of Oklahoma. As such, the Selective Contracting 
Agent I Active Purchaser methods of running the OHIM program will likely be met with significant public 
opposition. In particular, a common thread throughout our discussions with stakeholders was the idea 
that the "marketplace" should establish an information system, educate brokers and the public on how to 
use the system, and then allow free market forces to prevail. 

H. POTENTIAL BUDGET AND FUNDING CONSIDERATIONS 

The OHIM will require infrastructure to serve as a "marketplace" for purchasing individual and small group 
insurance. Development of this marketplace will necessitate investment by the state either directly or 
through federal planning grants to establish policy and procedure guidelines, as well as information 
technology (IT) systems. The level of start-up investment and ongoing budget needs will depend on the 
specific OHIM design. This section will present several factors for consideration during budget 
development and potential funding options. 

Start-up costs will depend on the OHIM structure and the functional level. Guidance from the Center for 
Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCllO), which is a part of the Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services (CMS), outlines the major functions required for the OHIM to be considered an 
exchange for purposes of ACA. These duties are: 

• Certification, recertification, and decertification of plans 
• Operation of a toll-free hotline 
• Maintenance of a website for providing information on plans to current and prospective 

enrollees 
• Assignment of a price and quality rating to plans 
• Presentation of plan benefit options in a standardized, comparable format 
• Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and determination of eligibility for 

individuals in these programs 
• Certification of individuals exempt from the individual responsibility requirement 
• Provision of information on certain individuals to the Treasury Department and to employers 
• Establishment of a Navigator program that provides grants to entities assisting consumers 

In addition, the OHIM would need to be responsible for ensuring that plans meet regulatory requirements 
with regard to: 

• Information on the availability of in-network and out-of-network providers, including provider 
directories and availability of essential community providers 

• Consideration of plan patterns and practices with respect to past premium increases and 
submission of plan justifications for current premium increases 

• Public disclosure of plan data, including claim-handling policies, financial disclosures, enrollment 
and disenrollment data, claim denials, rating practices, cost sharing for out-of-network coverage, 
and other information 

• Timely information for consumers requesting their amount of cost sharing for specific services 
from specified providers 
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• Information for participants in group health plans 

• Information on plan quality improvement activities 

Finally, the OHIM would need to be responsible for: 

• Presentation of enrollee satisfaction survey results 
• Provision for open enrollment periods 
• Consultation with stakeholders, including tribt'IS 
• Publication of data on the ongoing administrative costs 

Through our stakeholder interviews relating to this analysis. we found some current resources that might 
provide existing infrastructure to perform several of these tasks. The administrative costs will be 
influenced by how much these existing resources can be leveraged. 

• Oklahoma State Educators and Employees Group Insurance Board (OSEEGIB): Currently 
provides a marketplace for public employers groups of many sizes. They deal with real-time 
enrollment and premium collection and disbursement issues. 

• Oklahoma Health Care Authority: Currently determines Medicaid eligibility and enrollment at 
least in part through an online system. 

• Insure Oklahoma: Presently provides a system of premium subsidies to individuals and small 
groups with established policies and procedures to determine qualification, and coordinates with 
employers. 

• Current agency activities: Many of the plan requirements may already be monitored or easily 
incorporated into existing agency activities, such as the Oklahoma Insurance Department. 

Funding Options for Establishing OHIM 

There are a number of potential sources for funding the development of the OHIM. Oklahoma could 
increase state taxes (income or sales taxes) or create assessments on insurers in order to establish a 
pool of money from which the OHIM planning committees could draw over the next several years. 
In addition. funds currently directed toward programs that will no longer exist in 2014 could be diverted to 
the establishment of the OHIM. The state might also advance funds to establish the OHIM which would 
be repaid from premium taxes, policy fees, or assessments once the OHIM is up and running. 
In addition, the federal government has established grants to fund the development of state 
marketplaces. 

Funding for the marketplace development costs can be covered by federal funds under the Establishment 
Grant program administered by the CCllO for programs designed to meet the ACA exchange definition. 
The establishment grants became available on January 20, 2011. The last date to apply for a Level One 
grant is June 29, 2012, and the official last date to apply for Level Two is June 29, 2012 however there 
have been some indications that the federal government may extend this deadline. These grants can 
provide multi-year or year-by-year funding through December 31, 2014. 

Level One establishment grants provide up to one year of funding to states that have made some 
progress under their exchange planning grant. States may plan to reapply for a second year of funding 
under the Level One establishment grants, if necessary, as they work toward the criteria to apply for Level 
Two establishment grants. 
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Level Two establishment grants are designed to provide funding through December 31, 2014, to 
applicants that are further along in the establishment of an exchange. In applying for Level Two 
establishment grants, states must meet specific eligibility criteria, demonstrating the state has: 

• Legal authority to establish and operate an exchange that complies with federal requirements 
available at the time of the application 

• A governance structure for the exchange 

• A budget and initial plan for financial sustainability by 2015 

• A plan outlining steps to prevent fraud, waste, and abuse 

• A plan describing how consumer assistance capacity in the state will be created, continued, 
and/or expanded, including provision for a call center 

The establishment grants can be used for numerous activities including background research, 
consultation with stakeholders, drafting legislative and regulatory changes, establishing information 
technology systems, and other tasks to design and implement an ACA-compliant marketplace. As of 
May 2011, sixteen Level One establishment grants were awarded with amounts ranging from $4 million to 
$40 million. 

Ongoing Funding Options for OHIM 

Ultimately the OHIM will also need ongoing funding to cover annual administrative costs. The state may 
want to consider instituting revenue needed to cover OHIM administrative costs with links to those parties 
that indirectly benefit from the marketplace. Possible choices include individuals, employers, insurance 
companies, and healthcare providers. Regardless of how the OHIM is funded, the premiums charged 
within OHIM must be the same as the rest of the market. Possible mechanisms for doing that include: 

• Premium tax: The tax could apply to comprehensive major medical insurance and possibly to 
other lines of insurance. 

• Per life carrier assessments: A fixed charge based on the number of covered lives. 

• Per life employer assessments: For self-insured employer health plans or third-party 
administrators there are challenges in collecting revenues. Because of ERISA regulations, we 
believe the state may have difficulty collecting assessments on self-insured lives that are not 
covered under stop loss insurance. 

• Provider or hospital assessments. 

• Special or one-time assessments on insurance companies, employers, hospitals, or providers. 

• Revenue diversion: The state could use revenue or funds generated by current programs that 
will be phased out because of ACA changes. 

Some combination of these mechanisms might produce an allocation that is the most broadly accepted 
among stakeholders. 
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IX. SUMMARY OF KEY ISSUES 

Throughout this report, we discussed key decision points the state must consider when determining 
whether to establish an OHIM and if so, how various structure decisions can impact the proposed 
marketplace. The key decision points are outlined below: 

• The state must decide whether to establish the marketplace, allow the federal government to 
establish the marketplace, or work with the federal government in a state-federal partnership. 
This decision sets the stage for much of the detailed discussions about the structures, 
responsibilities and impacts on the state's health insurance markets. 

• Should the state choose to allow a federal-facilitated marketplace, the state will still have 
responsibility for some direct functions and oversight. The state will need to decide how it will 
fulfill those responsibilities. 

• If the state chooses to develop its own marketplace, it will need to decide how it will be governed, 
the scope of the marketplace (e.g., Should the individual and small group risk pools be kept 
separate or should they be merged?), and whether to establish a Basic Health Plan. These 
decisions shape the basic structure of the marketplace by determining who will make the detailed 
design decisions and which insurance markets and populations will be impacted. 

• Finally, the detailed design decisions related to participation by insurers and consumers, benefit 
plans, essential health benefits, and long-term funding for marketplace administrative costs will 
influence the availability and premiums of health insurance in Oklahoma. 

We provide projections based upon assumptions regarding several of the above decision points. We also 
discuss how projections could vary if different decisions were made for two key decision points (i.e., the 
decision to merge the individual and small group risk pools and the decision to offer a Basic Health Plan). 
The information presented in this report should assist Oklahoma's decision-makers as they consider the 
development of a state marketplace. 
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X. QUALIFICATIONS 

This report was created by Timothy F. Harris and Stacey V. Muller. Mr. Harris is a principal and consulting 
actuary in the St. Louis office of Milliman and author of "Health Care Coverage and Financing in the 
United States." Stacey is a consulting actuary in the Milwaukee office of Milliman. Tim and Stacey are 
Fellows of the Society of Actuaries and Members of the American Academy of Actuaries. They each 
meet the qualification standards for performing the analyses contained in this report. 
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Technical Details on Population and Health Cost Modeling 

This appendix provides information on some of the key data sources, tools, and assumptions used to 
develop the projections presented in this report. 

CURRENT POPULATl.ON SURVEY (CPS) I AMERICAN COMMUNITY SURVEY (ACS) DATA 

The initial census data was developed using the Current Population Survey (CPS). To mitigate the risk of 
population fluctuation that is due to the relatively small sample size responding to this self-reported 
survey, we used CPS data for the Oklahoma market for both 2008 and 2009. We used the CPS data to 
determine the composition of the Oklahoma population by age, gender, income level, insurance coverage 
type (e.g., individual, employer, Medicaid, other coverage such as CHAMPUS, Medicare disabled), family 
status, and race (as it pertains to the Native American population). We also used the CPS data to 
classify the population into self-reported health status groupings. 

While we used CPS data to determine population distribution by factors such as age, gender, and income 
level, the small sample size and slightly older data made it necessary to compare this data to other 
sources. As such, we reconciled the CPS population distribution by insurance coverage type to the 2010 
American Community Survey (ACS) data and adjusted the 201 O population distribution, as necessary, to 
tie to the ACS summaries. 

In addition, we used Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) data, which underlies the 2009 ACS 
Summary and is the most current ACS detailed data, to estimate the current distribution of the Native 
American population by insurance coverage type. 

MEDICAL EXPENDITURE PANEL SURVEY (MEPS) DATA 

We used Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS) data to supplement the census data and to 
distribute the employer insurance data into small group, large group, self-insured, or fully insured. 

UNDOCUMENTED UNINSURED MODELING 

We used 2010 ACS data to determine that approximately 18% of the uninsured population under age 65 
would be undocumented and then allocated 18% of the uninsured population to an undocumented 
uninsured bucket. This bucket does not allow for new entry (since we assume no further net immigration) 
or exit to other insured markets such as Medicare, Medicaid, or the OHIM (as undocumented uninsureds 
will be ineligible for such movement). However, the standard mortality assumption (described in further 
detail under the "Births and Mortality" section) is applied to the undocumented uninsureds. Any births to 
this population are considered documented and will enter other markets as modeled. 

MEDICAL COSTS 

Medical cost curves by age and gender were developed using an assumed set of benefits and research 
that underlies Milliman's Health Cost Guidelines'" (HCGs). To calibrate the costs to Oklahoma 
experience, we used benefit designs consistent with those offered by carriers in Oklahoma (based on 
information provided by key insurer stakeholders), geographic area adjustments from Milliman's HCGs, 
and Oklahoma-specific provider discounts (estimated by Milliman using health insurance claim data from 
Oklahoma). We assumed that the majority of individual policies do not currently cover uncomplicated 
maternity care. Effective January 1, 2014, we assumed that all individual policies would cover all 
maternity care. Premiums were developed from the estimated medical costs. minus the estimated cost 
sharing in the modeled benefit plans, plus an estimated administrative load based on data collected 
through Oklahoma's required minimum medical loss ratio waiver filing. We adjusted the medical costs in 
the respective markets to produce average premiums by market consistent with the average premium 
rate data included in state filings (subject to some differences such as whether or not the plans modeled 
were only comprehensive plans). 
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COSTS OF UNINSURED ENTERING THE INSURANCE MARKET 

The uninsured population is assumed to utilize fewer medical services than the insured population 
because of the lack of insurance coverage. Once a person becomes insured, we assume that their 
medical costs reflect the following factors: 

• Their underlying costs will move to reflect the costs of a similar insured person in that market with 
respect to age and gender assuming an average health status 

• This medical cost is then adjusted to reflect the health status of the moving individual 
• Finally, an additional 10% in costs is assumed in the first year of coverage, which is due to 

pent-up demand for healthcare services 

TREND 

We estimated annual medical trend rates for each major service category (inpatient, outpatient, 
professional, prescription drug, and other) based on Milliman's ongoing trend research. 

HEALTH STATUS DEVELOPMENT 

The CPS data includes self-reported qualitative health status information for each individual in the 
groupings of excellent. very good, good, fair, and poor. We summarized the CPS data by these 
categories (grouping them into preferred. standard, substandard low, and substandard high) and then 
assigned a morbidity level to each health status group to reach a desired health status composite of 1.25. 
This composite target is greater than 1.0 to reflect the comparatively higher morbidity of the Oklahoma 
population to other states. Because the baseline medical costs to which health status factors are applied 
are based on the Milliman HCGs, and are thus representative of the large group markets, we calculated 
the ratio of each morbidity level relative to the composite morbidity level of the large group markets. 
We then summarized what percentage of each age bucket (grouped by quinquennial ages) falls into each 
morbidity category by market. These summaries were loaded into the Healthcare Reform Financing 
Model as the starting morbidity distributions. Morbidity distributions change within the modeling from one 
year to the next based on the availability of care, utilization of services, aging, etc. 

BIRTHS AND MORTALITY 

We used birth assumptions based on the distribution of newborns in the CPS data, and mortality 
assumptions as reported in the 2004 U.S. Mortality Tables. 

TAKE-UP RATES 

Take-up rates describe the probability of people changing from uninsured to insured, or from one market 
to another (e.g .. from the individual non-OHIM market to the individual OHIM market). Milliman has 
conducted research to determine what percentage of people (for each combination of representative age, 
gender, and health status) will tend to switch markets, based on the ACA provisions and the modeled 
individual's expected healthcare costs, subsidies, and premium rate choices. Using that research, we 
modeled the projected population's movements between the various insurance coverage types. 

TAKE-UP RATE DISTRIBUTION FOR THE THREE MARKET SCENARIOS (BEST ESTIMATE, HIGH 
TAKE-UP, AND LOW TAKE-UP) 

In order to model the three different scenarios underlying Milliman's Oklahoma reform projections 
(best estimate, high take-up rate, and low take-up rate), we estimated take-up rates for three key 
market-to-market movements. Using the research Milliman developed to estimate the percentage of 
people who will move from one market to another based on their demographics, costs, subsidies, etc. 
(which is described above), we modeled a variety of possible movements, including the movement from 
uninsured to individual OHIM coverage; the movement from uninsured to individual non-OHIM coverage; 
the movement from individual coverage to individual OHIM coverage, etc. 
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In creating our three scenarios, we were most interested in investigating the affordability of healthcare 
and, thus, the likelihood that people would need some form of coverage to meet their healthcare needs in 
the future. The three movements we focused on when creating our projection scenarios are described in 
further detail below: 

1. The movement from private insurance markets (individual, small group, large group) to an 
uninsured status. This movement was reflected in years 2011 through 2013. The high take-up 
rate scenario assumes more people become uninsured in these years and the low take-up rate 
scenario assumes fewer people become uninsured in these years with the best-estimate scenario 
approximately in the center. 

2. The movement from an uninsured status to Medicaid coverage in 2014 and thereafter. 
This movement was reflected in years 2014 through 2017 and again the high take-up rate 
scenario shows the largest percentage of people moving to Medicaid coverage with the best 
estimate scenario to follow and the low take-up rate scenario with the smallest percentage 
movement. Also, we assumed that the first year of eligibility (2014) would result in a far larger 
percentage movement, which would then taper off in subsequent years. 

3. The movement from an uninsured status to individual OHIM coverage in 2014 and thereafter. 
This movement was reflected in years 2014 through 2017 and again the high take-up rate 
scenario shows the largest percentage of people moving to individual OHIM coverage with the 
best estimate scenario to follow and the low take-up rate scenario with the smallest percentage 
movement. Also, we assumed that the first year of eligibility (2014) would result in a far larger 
percentage movement, which would then taper off in subsequent years. 

The table in Figure 26 summarizes the estimated percentage take-up rates in each market for the 
2011 -2017 modeling period in the scenarios described above. 

Figure 26 
Take·U Rate Comparison among Scenarios 

Scenario 

Average Annual Take-Up to Uninsured (2011 - 2013) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2014) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2014) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2015 - 2017) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2015 - 2017) 

Scenario 
Average Annual Take-Up to Uninsured (2011 - 2013) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2014) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2014) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2015 - 2017) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2015 - 2017) 

Scenario 
Average Annual Take-Up to Uninsured (2011 - 2013) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2014) 

First Year Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2014) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Medicaid (2015 - 2017) 

Average Annual Take-Up from Uninsured to Individual OHIM (2015 - 2017) 
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Best 
Estimate 

1.3% 

32.5% 

31.1% 

4.0% 

16.4% 
High 

Take-Up 

2.0°/o 
37.1% 

48.5% 

4.3% 

18.8% 
Low 

Take-Up 
0.7% 

28.0% 

14.8% 

10.7% 
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MOVEMENT BETWEEN CARRIERS AND PLANS 

The movement between carriers and benefit plans in the individual market is based on a series of inertia 
factors developed by Milliman. These factors describe how individuals move from plan to plan based on 
changes in the population make-up and resulting costs and premiums for each carrier and plan 
combination. In particular, individuals are driven to change plans and carriers based on the rate 
increases experienced for their current plan design, based on their age. gender, and health status. 
The movement between carriers and plans in the small group and large group markets are driven by the 
inertia factors underlying employer group decision points. In particular. employer groups are projected to 
respond to the rate increases for their particular membership groups by moving from plan to plan and 
carrier to carrier based on their underlying inertia factors. 

MOVEMENT BETWEEN MARKETS THAT IS DUE TO AGING 

The causes of age-related movements between markets include formerly dependent children who reach 
an age where they are emancipated to other markets. adults who reach age 65 and join the Medicare 
market (we assumed 100% of documented individuals who are not already enrolled in the Medicare 
disabled market join the Medicare market at age 65). and individuals in other markets who lapse to the 
uninsured market because of premium rate increases. 
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LIST OF ACRONYMS 

ACA - Affordable Care Act 

Appendix B 
Terminology Used in Actuarial Study 

ACS -American Community Survey 
BCBS - Blue Cross Blue Shield 
CCllO - Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight 
CHIP - Children's Health Insurance Program 
CMS - Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
CO-OPs - Consumer Operated and Oriented Plans 
CPS - Current Population Survey 
ESI - Employer-sponsored insurance 
FPL - Federal poverty level 
HCGs - Milliman's Heaft/1 Cost Guidelines 
HCSC - Health Care Service Corporation 
HHS - Department of Health and Human Services 
HIPAA - Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
HMO - Health Maintenance Organization 
IT - Information Technology 
I/TIU - Indian Health Service I Tribe and Tribal Organization I Urban Indian Organization 
MAGI - Modified Adjusted Gross Income 
MEPS - Medical Expenditure Panel Survey 
MLR - Medical loss ratio 
NAIC - National Association of Insurance Commissioners 
OHIM - Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace 
OHRP - Oklahoma Health Insurance High Risk Pool 
OSDH - Oklahoma State Department of Health 
OSEEGIB - Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board 
PMPM - Per member per month 
PMPY - Per member per year 
PPACA- Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 
PUMS - Public Use Microdata Sample 
RBC - Risk-based capital 
VA - Veterans' Administration 

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS 

Qualified Health Plan: A plan that meets the following criteria: 
• Has been certified that the plan meets certain criteria issued or recognized by the Exchange 

through which the plan is offered; 
• Provides the "essential health benefits package"; and 
• Is offered by a health insurance issuer that: 

• Is licensed and in good standing to offer health insurance coverage in each state in which the 
issuer offers health insurance coverage under the Act; 

• Agrees to offer at least one qualified health plan at the silver level, and at least one plan at 
the gold level; 
Agrees to charge the same premium rate for each qualified health plan of the issuer without 
regard to whether the plan is offered through an exchange, or whether the plan is offered 
directly from the issuer, or through an agent; and 

• Complies with the regulations that apply to exchanges, and any other requirements that an 
applicable exchange may establish. 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), in conjunction with the Health Care and 
Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, represents a historic effort by the U.S. government to reform the 
healthcare system.  Milliman was retained by the Medicaid Health Plans of America (MHPA) to provide an 
independent analysis of the impact of the PPACA health insurer fee on state Medicaid programs and 
Medicaid health plans.  The purpose of this report is to: 
 

 Summarize the annual fee on health insurance providers under PPACA, 
 

 Examine how the health insurer fee impacts the manner in which state Medicaid agencies set 
Medicaid managed care rates, and 

 

 Quantify the financial impact of the health insurer fee on Medicaid programs under three Medicaid 
managed care growth scenarios. 

 
SUMMARY OF PPACA HEALTH INSURER FEE 
 
PPACA places an $8 billion annual fee on the health insurance industry starting in 2014.  The health 
insurer fee grows to $14.3 billion in 2018 and is indexed to the rate of premium growth thereafter.  The 
health insurer fee is considered an excise tax and is nondeductible for income tax purposes. 
 
The fee will be allocated to qualifying health insurers based on their respective market share of premium 
revenue in the previous year (e.g., the 2014 health insurer fee will be based on 2013 premium revenue).  
Each entity’s fee is calculated as their market share multiplied by the annual fee.  Market share is based 
on commercial, Medicare, Medicaid, and State Children Health Insurance Plan (SCHIP) premium revenue 
after applying dollar thresholds that reduce the market share of smaller insurers. 
 
Nonprofit insurers receive preferential treatment under health insurer fee rules.  Nonprofit insurers that 
receive more than 80% of their premium revenue from Medicare, Medicaid, SCHIP, and dual eligible 
plans are exempt from the fee.  Other nonprofit insurers can exclude 50% of their premium revenue from 
the health insurer fee calculation. 
 
HOW THE PPACA HEALTH INSURER FEE IMPACTS MEDICAID MANAGED CARE RATES 
 
Many states rely on Medicaid managed care programs to provide cost-effective quality care to their 
Medicaid beneficiaries.  In full-risk Medicaid managed care programs, managed care organizations 
(MCOs) are paid a fixed per member per month capitation payment (i.e., a monthly premium payment) to 
provide services to their members according to their contracts with the state. 
 
Regulations issued by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) require premiums to be 
actuarially sound and that states obtain an actuarial certification from a qualified actuary.  While CMS 
does not have set criteria to determine actuarial soundness, taxes are widely recognized as a reasonable 
and unavoidable cost of doing business for Medicaid MCOs. 
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Since the PPACA health insurer fee is not deductible for corporate income tax purposes, the following two 
related costs should be included in Medicaid managed care rates: 
 

1. An allowance for the expected PPACA health insurer fee assessed to the state’s Medicaid MCOs. 
 

2. An allowance to cover the federal income tax impact on the additional revenue added to Medicaid 
managed care premiums to cover the PPACA health insurer fee.  Assuming a 35% corporate 
income tax rate, Medicaid managed care rates would need to increase by the estimated PPACA 
health insurer fee divided by 0.65 (1 - 0.35). 

 
Because the PPACA health insurer fee is a federal tax, all tax revenue collected as a result of the fee will 
accrue to the federal government.  Since Medicaid is funded by the state and federal governments, both 
governments share in funding the premium component that funds the tax.  This situation results in the 
federal government taxing itself and taxing state governments to fund the higher Medicaid managed care 
premiums required to fund the PPACA health insurer fee, with no net financial impact to Medicaid MCOs.  
 
The treatment of nonprofit Medicaid MCOs in the health insurer fee calculation may distort the 
competitive balance between for-profit and nonprofit MCOs, creating a situation where state governments 
would incur the additional cost of funding increase Medicaid premiums if they contract with for-profit 
MCOs. 
 
FINANCIAL IMPACT OF THE PPACA HEALTH INSURER FEE ON MEDICAID PROGRAMS 
 
We estimate the PPACA health insurer fee will increase Medicaid managed care premiums between 
1.5% and 1.6% on a nationwide basis, with some states expected to see increased premiums of up to 
2.5%.  Increases of this magnitude are meaningful given that recent annual Medicaid managed care 
premium increases have generally averaged 1% – 2%, with some states implementing premium 
decreases. 
 
We project the state and federal government funding for the increase in Medicaid managed care 
premiums related to the PPACA health insurer fee will be between $36.5 billion and $41.9 billion over ten 
years, with between $13.0 billion and $14.9 billion of the total funding paid by state governments.   
 
Exhibit 1 summarizes important measures of the projected financial impact of the PPACA health insurer 
fee on Medicaid programs.  These results are presented in more detail in the remainder of this report. 
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Exhibit 1 

Impact of PPACA Health Insurer Fee on Medicaid Programs 
High-Level Summary of Important Financial Measures 

Ten-Year Projection from 2014 to 2023 

Important Financial Metric 
Baseline  

Growth Scenario 
Moderate 

Growth Scenario 
High  

Growth Scenario 
Health Insurer Fee Paid by Medicaid 
MCOs 

$24.3 billion $25.5 billion $27.8 billion 

Percentage of Total Health Insurer Fee 
Paid by Medicaid MCOs 

16% 16% 18% 

Nationwide Average Percentage 
Increase to Medicaid Managed Care 
Premiums Due to Health Insurer Fee 

1.6% 1.6% 1.5% 

Range of State-Specific Percentage 
Increase to Medicaid Managed Care 
Premiums Due to Health Insurer Fee 

0.1% to 2.5% 0.1% to 2.5% 0.1% to 2.4% 

Federal Funding to Support Increase to 
Medicaid Managed Care Premiums 
Due to Health Insurer Fee 

$23.5 billion $24.7 billion $27.1 billion 

State Funding to Support Increase to 
Medicaid Managed Care Premiums 
Due to Health Insurer Fee 

$13.0 billion $13.6 billion $14.9 billion 

 
UNCERTAINTY OF REPORT PROJECTIONS 
 
There is uncertainty surrounding many of the projections presented in this report.  That uncertainty stems 
from many sources, including evolving legislation and regulations, changing economic conditions, 
state-specific changes to the Medicaid program, imperfect and missing data, and interdependencies of 
modeling variables, just to name a few.  The dynamics of the entire health insurance system are 
extraordinarily complex and the impending changes are unprecedented in the history of the U.S. 
healthcare system.   
 
This report includes state-specific results based on publicly available information.  Detailed analysis of the 
impact on individual states may produce different results based on the use of more specific information 
about a state’s population, current Medicaid program, and future program changes.   
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II. PPACA HEALTH INSURER FEE PROVISIONS 
 
PPACA imposes an annual fee on health insurance providers.  The rules for administering the health 
insurer fee are described in the PPACA legislative text

1
 and clarified in a document published by the Joint 

Committee on Taxation
2
.  This section of our report presents a summary of the insurer fee provisions. 

 
PPACA places an $8 billion annual fee on the health insurance industry starting in 2014.  The annual fee 
increases according to the schedule in Exhibit 2.  
 

Exhibit 2 
Annual Fee on Health Insurance Providers 

Applicable Fee by Calendar Year 
Calendar Year Applicable Fee 

2014 $  8.0 billion 

2015 $11.3 billion 

2016 $11.3 billion 

2017 $13.9 billion 

2018 $14.3 billion 

2019+ Growth of fee indexed to rate of premium growth 
 
The health insurer fee is considered an excise tax.  The health insurer fee is nondeductible for income tax 
purposes. 
 
The health insurer fee applies to any covered entity engaged in the business of providing health 
insurance with respect to U.S. health risks.  Covered entities specifically exclude the following 
organizations: 
 

 Employers that self-insure the health risks of their employees 
 

 Government entities, including independent nonprofit county-organized health system entities that 
contract with state Medicaid agencies 
 

 Nonprofit entities that receive more than 80% of gross revenue from government programs that 
target low-income, elderly, or disabled populations including Medicare, Medicaid, State Children’s 
Health Insurance Plan (SCHIP), and dual eligible plans 
 

 Organizations that qualify as voluntary employees’ beneficiary associations (VEBAs) established 
by entities other than employers 

 
The fee will be allocated to health insurers based on the respective market share of premium revenue in 
the previous year (e.g., the 2014 health insurer fee will be based on 2013 premium revenue).  Each 
entity’s fee is calculated as their market share multiplied by the annual fee shown in Exhibit 2. 
 
  

                                                 
1
 Section 9010 of PPACA, as amended by section 10905 of PPACA and section 1406 of the Reconciliation Act 

2
 Joint Committee on Taxation, Technical Explanation of the Revenue Provisions of the “Reconciliation Act of 2010”, as amended, in 

combination with the “Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act” (JCX-18-10), March 21, 2010, page 88 – 92, retrieved from 
www.jct.gov 
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Each insurer’s market share is based on commercial, Medicare, Medicaid, and SCHIP premium revenue, 
with a few limited exceptions: 
 

 Accident and disability insurance 

 Coverage for a specified disease or illness 

 Hospital indemnity or other fixed indemnity insurance 

 Long-term care insurance 

 Medicare supplement insurance 
 
The amount of net premiums that are taken into account for the purposes of determining a covered 
entity’s market share is subject to the dollar thresholds shown in Exhibit 3.  The dollar thresholds serve to 
lower the market share, and therefore the fee, for smaller insurers. 
 

Exhibit 3 
Dollar Thresholds for Determining Premiums Taken Into Account 

Net Premiums Written Percentage Taken Into Account 
Not more than $25 million   0% 

$25 million - $50 million 50% 

More than $50 million 100% 
 
For example, a covered entity with: 
 

 $20 million of net premiums would have $0 in net premiums taken into account 
 

 $40 million of net premiums would have $7.5 million in net premiums taken into account (0% of 
$25 million + 50% of $15 million) 
 

 $100 million of net premiums would have $62.5 million in net premiums taken into account (0% of 
$25 million + 50% of $25 million + 100% of $50 million) 
 

Certain covered entities can exclude an additional 50% of their net premium because of their status as a 
public charity, social welfare organization, high-risk health insurance pool, or a consumer operated and 
oriented plan (CO-OP).  For example, a qualifying organization with $40 million of net premiums would 
have $3.75 million taken into account (50% x [0% of $25 million + 50% of $15 million]). 
 
Note that related entities under common control will be considered a single entity for the calculation of the 
health insurer fee. 
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Ill. HEAL TH INSURER FEE IMPACT ON MEDICAID MANAGED CARE RATES 

Many states rely on Medicaid managed care programs to provide cost-effective quality care to their 
Medicaid beneficiaries. In 2010, approximately 50% of all Medicaid beneficiaries were enrolled in full-risk 
capitated Medicaid managed care programs (excluding enrollment in primary care case management 
programs). Exhibit 4 shows the 36 states and territories that operated full-risk capitated Medicaid 
managed care programs in 2010. 

Exhibit 4 
States Operating Full-Risk Medicaid Managed Care Programs in 2010 

• No 0 Yes 

With recent state budget pressures, many states are expanding enrollment in existing or new Medicaid 
managed care programs. In 2011 alone, the following states have expanded Medicaid managed care 
enrollment or announced plans to do so within the next several years: California, Florida, Georgia, 
Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, 
Ohio, South Carolina, Texas, Utah, Virginia, and Washington. Connecticut is the only state that has 
announced plans to end its full-risk capitated managed care program in favor of an administrative 
services only (ASO) arrangement. With these Medicaid managed care expansions, we estimate the 
nationwide Medicaid managed care penetration rate will increase from 50% in 2010 to approximately 61% 
in 2013. 

The expansion of Medicaid coverage under PPACA to people under the age of 65 at or below 138% of 
FPL coupled with the probable continued expansion of Medicaid managed care programs means that 
enrollment in Medicaid MCOs is likely to increase over time. 

STATE AND FEDERAL FUNDING OF MEDICAID MANAGED CARE 

In full-risk Medicaid managed care programs, managed care organizations (MCOs) are paid a fixed 
monthly capitation payment (i.e., a premium payment) to provide services to their members according to 
their contracts with the state. The Medicaid program is funded jointly by the state and federal 
government. 

PPACA Health Insurer Fee 
Estimated Impact on State Medicaid Programs and 
Medicaid Health Plans 

January 31, 2012 

Page 6 
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The federal share of the cost of Medicaid is known as the Federal Financial Participation (FFP).  The FFP 
is defined as a percentage amount and referred to as the Federal Medical Assistance Percentage 
(FMAP).  FMAP varies by state and is calculated annually according to the rules in the Social Security 
Act.  FMAP generally ranges from 50% to 75% with a nationwide average FMAP of about 59%.  State 
government funds an average of about 41% of the Medicaid program, with state-specific funding 
percentages between 25% and 50%. 
 
Federal funding of Medicaid will increase for the population newly eligible for Medicaid as a result of the 
PPACA 2014 Medicaid expansion to 138% of FPL.  FMAP for newly eligible enrollees will equal 100% in 
2014 to 2016, grading down to 90% in 2020 and thereafter.  As a result of this increased federal funding 
of the expansion population, our projections assume the average nationwide FMAP over the ten-year 
period from 2014 to 2023 will be 64%, or 5% higher than historical levels. 
 
A state’s Medicaid managed care expenditures are funded according to normal FMAP rules. 
 
ACTUARIAL SOUNDNESS REQUIREMENT 
 
CMS regulations govern the development and approval of premiums paid by state Medicaid agencies to 
Medicaid MCOs under full-risk contracts, including: 
 

 Code of Federal Regulations, 42 CFR 438.6(c) 
 

 The CMS rate-setting checklist, also known as “Appendix A, PAHP, PIHP and MCO Contracts 
Financial Review Documentation for At-risk Capitated Contracts Ratesetting” 

 
These regulations require premiums to be actuarially sound and that states obtain an actuarial 
certification from a qualified actuary.  CMS does not have set criteria to determine actuarial soundness of 
premiums and relies on qualified actuaries to certify the soundness of the rates in an actuarial 
certification.  However, CMS uses a checklist to assist the regional offices in reviewing the materials 
prepared and submitted by the states and their consulting actuaries in support of their proposed Medicaid 
managed care premiums.  The checklist is also used to document the premium methodology and 
assumptions used in developing the premiums. 
 
In 2005, the American Academy of Actuaries published a nonbinding Practice Note

3
 to be used as 

guidance to actuaries certifying Medicaid premiums.  The goals of the Practice Note were to: 
 

 Provide guidance to the actuary when certifying rates or rate ranges as meeting the requirements 
of 42 CFR 438.6(c) for capitated Medicaid managed care programs 
 

 Provide examples of responses to certain situations and issues 
 
However, practice notes do not have the same standing as an Actuarial Standard of Practice (ASOP) in 
determining what constitutes generally accepted actuarial principles and practices.  ASOPs are 
considered part of an actuary’s professional code of conduct and have the highest standing.  In contrast, 
practice notes are not a definitive statement as to what constitutes generally accepted practice. 
 
Currently, no ASOP applies specifically to actuarial work performed to comply with CMS requirements for 
Medicaid rate certification.  However, several ASOPs apply to certain components of a Medicaid 
managed care premium development methodology.  For example, ASOP No. 23 on Data Quality 
addresses the binding guidance to an actuary surrounding the topic of data. 

                                                 
3
 American Academy of Actuaries (August 2005). Health Practice Counsel Practice Note, Actuarial Certification of Rates for 

Medicaid Managed Care Programs. 
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The Practice Note includes the following definition of actuarial soundness related to Medicaid managed 
care premiums: 
 

“Medicaid benefit plan premium rates are “actuarially sound” if, for business in the state 
for which the certification is being prepared and for the period covered by the certification, 
projected capitation payments, including expected reinsurance and governmental stop 
loss cash flows, governmental risk adjustment cash flows, and investment income, 
provide for all reasonable, appropriate and attainable costs, including health benefits, 
health benefit settlement expenses, marketing and administrative expenses, 
state-mandated assessments and taxes, and the cost of capital.” 

 
In other words, Medicaid managed care premiums are actuarially sound if they provide the participating 
plans an opportunity to cover their projected expenses and generate a modest profit if they are operated 
in an efficient manner. 
 
CONSIDERATION OF THE PPACA HEALTH INSURER FEE IN ACTUARIAL CERTIFICATION 
  
The American Academy of Actuaries Practice Note indicates that “state-mandated assessments and 
taxes” are to be considered in an actuary’s certification of Medicaid managed care premiums.  Taxes are 
widely recognized as a reasonable and unavoidable cost of doing business for Medicaid MCOs.  It is 
common practice for states and their actuaries to include an explicit rate component for items such as 
state premium taxes and other taxes that are assessed on Medicaid managed care premium rates.  If the 
tax amount varies by MCO or type of MCO (e.g., for-profit vs. nonprofit), the tax is typically handled as a 
different rate component specific to each different situation. 
 
The PPACA health insurer fee is a cost that must be treated in a manner consistent with how premium 
taxes or other fees and assessments are now treated.  Since the PPACA health insurer fee is not 
deductible for corporate income tax purposes, the following two related costs should be included in 
Medicaid managed care rates: 
 

1. An allowance for the expected PPACA health insurer fee assessed to the state’s Medicaid MCOs. 
 

2. An allowance to cover the federal income tax impact on the additional revenue added to Medicaid 
managed care premiums to cover the PPACA health insurer fee.  Assuming a 35% corporate 
income tax rate, Medicaid managed care rates would need to increase by the estimated PPACA 
health insurer fee divided by 0.65 (1 - 0.35). 

 
IMPACT OF THE PPACA HEALTH INSURER FEE ON STATE FUNDING OF MEDICAID MANAGED 
CARE 
 
Because the PPACA health insurer fee is a federal tax, all tax revenue collected as a result of the fee will 
accrue to the federal government.  Since Medicaid is funded by the state and federal governments, both 
governments share in funding the premium component that funds the tax.  This situation results in the 
federal government taxing itself and taxing state governments to fund the higher Medicaid managed care 
premiums required to fund the PPACA health insurer fee, with no net financial impact to Medicaid MCOs.  
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Exhibit 5 illustrates the flow of funds related to a $1.00 PPACA health insurer fee for Medicaid MCOs. 
Because of the non-deductibility of the health insurer fee, every $1.00 of health insurer fee will need to be 
funded at $1.54 (equal to $1 .00 I [1 - 0.35)) to keep the net financial impact on the Medicaid MCO at zero. 

Exhibit 5 
Flow of Funds for PPACA Health Insurer Fee Under Medicaid Managed Care 

Example: State w ith 64% FMAP and $1.00 Estimated PPACA Health Insurer Fee 

Federal Funding 
(64% FMAP) 

$0.99 

State Funding 
(36% State Share) 

$0.55 

Medicaid Managed Care Rate Component for 
PPACA Heath Insurer Fee 

Federal Tax Revenue 
PPACA Health Insurer Fee 

$1 .00 

$1 .54 

Federal Tax Revenue 
35% Corporate Income Tax 

$0.54 

Exhibit 6 shows the net impact of the Medicaid managed care rate flow of funds on each party: the 
federal government, the state government, and the Medicaid MCO. The result is a transfer of $0.55 from 
state government to the federal government for every $1.00 of PPACA health insurer fee. 

Exhibit 6 
Net Financial Impact of Medicaid Managed Care Flow of Funds 

Example: State with 60% FMAP and $1.00 Estimated PPACA Health Insurer Fee 

Funding of Managed Care Rate 
Cash Flow from PPACA Health Insurer Fee 
Cash Flow from 35% Corporate Income Tax 
Net impact 

PPACA Health Insurer Fee 
Estimated Impact on State Medicaid Programs and 
Medicaid Health Plans 

January 31, 2012 

Federal 
Government 

($0.99) 
1.00 
0.54 

$0.55 

State 
Government 

($0.55) 
0.00 
0.00 

($0.55) 

Medicaid 
MCO 
$1.54 
(1.00) 
(0.54) 
$0.00 

Page 9 
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IV. FINANCIAL IMPACT ON MEDICAID PROGRAMS 
 
This section of the report presents our estimates of the financial impact of the health insurer fee on 
Medicaid programs. 
 

MODELING SCENARIOS 
 

The expansion of Medicaid coverage under PPACA to people under the age of 65 at or below 138% of 
FPL coupled with the probable continued expansion of Medicaid managed care programs means that 
enrollment in Medicaid MCOs is likely to increase over time.  Our results are based on three scenarios for 
Medicaid managed care growth, as outlined in Exhibit 7. 
 

Exhibit 7 
Description of Medicaid Managed Care Growth Scenarios 

Scenario 

Growth Due to 2014 PPACA 
Medicaid Expansion to 

138% of FPL 

Growth Due to Managed Care 
Expansion by States with Medicaid 

Managed Care Programs 
Baseline Growth Moderate None 

Moderate Growth Moderate Moderate 

High Growth High High 
All scenarios assume a higher managed care penetration rate for 2014 PPACA Medicaid expansion population 

 
Exhibit 8 summarizes the nationwide Medicaid enrollment growth assumptions for each scenario 
compared to projected 2013 Medicaid enrollment.  The Exhibit 8 enrollment growth includes normal 
demographic trends in addition to the 2014 Medicaid expansion population.  The 2014 expansion 
population is assumed to phase in to enrollment over several years.  Growth assumptions vary by state 
according to current Medicaid eligibility rules and other demographic factors.  As a comparison, CMS

4
 

projects nationwide enrollment growth rates compared to 2013 of 22% for 2014 and 42% for 2019. 
 

Exhibit 8 
Nationwide Medicaid Enrollment Growth Compared to 2013 

Scenario 2014 2019 2023 
Baseline Growth 18% 39% 50% 

Moderate Growth 18% 39% 50% 

High Growth 25% 45% 55% 

CMS Projection 22% 42% N/A 
 
Exhibit 9 summarizes the nationwide Medicaid managed care penetration rate (i.e., the percentage of all 
Medicaid beneficiaries enrolled in full-risk managed care) for each scenario.  Managed care penetration 
assumptions vary by state according to current program characteristics and the national trend towards 
expanding Medicaid managed care to cover new populations. 
 

Exhibit 9 
Nationwide Medicaid Managed Care Penetration Rates 

Scenario 2013 2014 2019 2023 
Baseline Growth 61% 63% 63% 63% 

Moderate Growth 61% 64% 67% 69% 

High Growth 61% 65% 72% 75% 
 
  

                                                 
4
 Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, 2010 Actuarial Report on the Financial Outlook for Medicaid, December 2010, page 

19, retrieved from https://www.cms.gov/actuarialstudies/downloads/MedicaidReport2010.pdf 
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SUMMARY OF MODELING RESULTS - MEDICAID SHARE OF PPACA HEAL TH INSURER FEE 

Exhibit 10 shows the share of the total PPACA health insurer fee paid as a result of commercial, 
Medicaid, and Medicare Advantage I Part D premiums. Over a ten-year period from 2014 to 2023, we 
project that Medicaid managed care organizations will pay $24.3 billion to $27.8 billion in PPACA health 
insurer fees, representing 16% - 18% of the total health insurer fee. 

The state and federal government fund Medicaid managed care premiums and will share the cost of the 
Medicaid managed care health insurer fees according to state-specific FMAP percentages in place each 
year. Assuming an average FMAP percentage of 64%, state governments will pay $8.7 billion to $10.0 
billion in PPACA health insurer fees over the ten-year period from 2014 to 2023. 

The health insurer fee is expected to impact a large number of Medicaid MCOs. If the health insurer fee 
was in effect for 2011 , over 110 Medicaid MCOs would have paid a fee (after combining MCOs under 
common control). 

Exhibit 10 
PPACA Health Insurer Fee Paid by Market 

Total for Ten-Year Projection f rom 2014 to 2023 (in billions) 

Baseline Growth Scenario 

M oderat e Growth Scenario 

PPACA Health Insurer Fee 

• Commercial 

• Medicaid 
Managed Care 

• Medicare 
Advantage and 
Part D 

Estimated Impact on State Medicaid Programs and 
Medicaid Health Plans 

January 31, 2012 

• Commercial 

• Medicaid 
Managed Care 

• Medicare 
Advantage and 
Part D 

High Growth Scenario 

• Commercial 

• Medicaid 
Managed Care 

• Medicare 
Advantage and 
Part D 

Page 11 
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Exhibit 11 shows the amount of the PPACA health insurer fee paid by Medicaid MCOs in each year. 

Exhibit 11 
Share of PPACA Health Insurer Fee Paid by Medicaid MCOs 

in Billions of Dollars 

Year 
Total Health 
Insurer Fee 

Health Insurer Fee Paid by Medicaid MCOs 
Baseline Moderate 
Growth Growth 

Scenario Scenario 
High Growth 

Scenario 

Percentage of 
Total Health 

Insurer Fee Paid by 
Medicaid MCOs 

2014 $8.0 $1.2 $1 .2 $1 .1 14% - 14% 
2015 11 .3 1.9 1.9 2.0 17% - 18% 
2016 11 .3 1.9 1.9 2.1 16% - 18% 
2017 13.9 2.2 2.3 2.6 16% - 18% 
2018 14.3 2.3 2.4 2.6 16% - 18% 
2019 15.8* 2.5 2.6 2.9 16% - 18% 
2020 17.5* 2.7 2.9 3.2 16% - 18% 
2021 19.3* 3.0 3.2 3.5 15% - 18% 
2022 21.3* 3.2 3.4 3.8 15% - 18% 
2023 23.5* 3.5 3.7 4.1 15% - 18% 
Total $156.2* $24.3 $25.5 $27.8 16% -18% 

• Estimated based on growth in premiums 

Exhibit 12 shows the share of the PPACA health insurer fee paid by Medicaid MCOs in each year from 
2014 to 2023 under each scenario. The increase in the Medicaid MCO share from 2014 to 2015 is 
caused by increased Medicaid managed care premiums related to the 2014 Medicaid expansion 
population. The share paid by Medicaid MCOs drops after 2015 as the projected growth in commercial 
and Medicare Advantage I Part D premiums outpaces the projected growth in Medicaid MCO premiums. 

Exhibit 12 
Share of PPACA Health Insurer Fee Paid by Medicaid MCOs 19% ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 

PPACA Health Insurer Fee 
Estimated Impact on State Medicaid Programs and 
Medicaid Health Plans 

January 31, 2012 
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SUMMARY OF MODELING RESULTS - IMPACT ON MEDICAID MANAGED CARE RATES 

As discussed in Section Ill of this report, Medicaid managed care premiums will increase as a result of the 
PPACA health insurer fee. The impact will vary by state based on the characteristics of the MCOs in 
each state's Medicaid managed care program. In general, states that contract with more nonprofit MCOs 
will pay a lower health insurer fee. The impact is lower for nonprofit insurers because: 

> Nonprofit entities that receive more than 80% of gross revenue from government programs that 
target low-income, elderly, or disabled populations are exempt from the fee 

> Certain covered entities can exclude 50% of their net premium for the health insurer fee 
calculation because of their status as a public charity, social welfare organization, high-risk health 
insurance pool, or a consumer operated and oriented plan (CO-OP) 

> Nonprofit insurers are exempt from corporate income tax 

The treatment of nonprofit MCOs in the health insurer fee calculation may distort the competitive balance 
between for-profit and nonprofit MCOs, creating a situation where state governments would incur the 
additional cost of funding increased Medicaid premiums if they contract with for-profit MCOs. 

Approximately 30% of nationwide Medicaid managed care premiums in 2010 were paid to nonprofit 
MCOs. Exhibit 13 is a map of the United States showing the estimated percentage of Medicaid managed 
care premiums for nonprofit MCOs in each state in 2014. 

Exhibit 13 
Estimated Percentage of Medicaid Managed Care Premium Paid to Nonprofit MCOs 

2014 

• 0% to 25% D 25% to 50% D 50% to 75% D 75% to 100% D N/A 

PPACA Health Insurer Fee 
Estimated Impact on State Medicaid Programs and 
Medicaid Health Plans 

January 31, 2012 
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Exhibit 14 shows the nationwide average percentage increase to Medicaid managed care premiums 
related to the PPACA health insurer fee. The lower line shows the impact of only the health insurer fee. 
The upper line shows the impact of the health insurer fee plus an allocation for corporate income tax due 
to the non-deductibility of the health insurer fee. Medicaid managed care premiums will increase for both 
components, so the upper line in Exhibit 14 is the total increase to Medicaid managed care premiums. 

Exhibit 14 
Nationw ide Percentage Increase to Medicaid Managed Care Premiums 

Due to PPACA Health Insurer Fee 
Moderate Growth Scenario 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 

....... Impact of 

PP A CA 
Insurer Fee 
+Corporat e 

Income Tax 

...... Impact of 

PP A CA 
Insurer Fee 

Only 

On average, states can expect that their Medicaid managed care premiums will increase 1.6% because 
of the PPACA health insurer fee. States that contract exclusively with for-profit Medicaid MCOs can 
expect that their Medicaid managed care premiums will increase by 2.5%. Increases of this magnitude 
are meaningful given that recent annual Medicaid managed care premium increases have generally 
averaged 1 % - 2%, with some states implementing premium decreases. 
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Exhibit 15 shows a map of the United States with the expected premium increases by state over the 
ten-year period from 2014 to 2023 for the Moderate Growth scenario, reflecting the impact of both the 
PPACA health insurer fee and the associated allowance for corporate income tax. The projections 
assume states continue to contract with the same MCOs as they currently do. The states with higher 
increases in Exhibit 15 currently contract with more for-profit Medicaid MCOs. The states with lower 
increases in Exhibit 15 currently contract with more nonprofit Medicaid MCOs. 

Exhibit 15 
Impact of Health Insurer Fee on Medicaid Managed Care Premiums 

Including Associated Allowance for Corporate Income Tax 
Ten Year Projection from 2014 to 2023 

Moderate Growth Scenario 

- 0.1 % to 0.74% D 0.75% to 1.49% D 1.5% to 2.24% D 2.25% to 2.5% D N/A 
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Exhibit 16 shows the nationwide government expenditures necessary to fund the increased Medicaid 
managed care premiums due to the PPACA health insurer fee for each of the three growth scenarios. 
Since Medicaid managed care premiums are funded jointly by state and federal government, we show 
state and federal funding separately based on a national average FMAP of 64%. 

Exhibit 16 
Nationwide Funding of Increased Medicaid Managed Care Premiums 

Due to PPACA Health Insurer Fee 

-;;;-

Ten-Year Projection from 2014 to 2023 
National Average FMAP = 64% 
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Appendices A- C show state-specific results for each scenario for 2014 - 2018, 2019 - 2023, and in total 
for 2014 - 2023. Results include: 

> Assumed FMAP for each state (equal to the FY 2012 FMAP plus 5%) 

> Percentage increase to Medicaid managed care premiums 

> Total funding of increased Medicaid managed care premiums 

> State funding of increased Medicaid managed care premiums 

The appendices include state-specific results based on publicly available information. Detailed analysis 
of the impact on individual states may produce different results based on the use of more specific 
information about a state's population, current Medicaid program, and future program changes. 
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V. DESCRIPTION OF METHODOLOGY 

The range of results presented in this report estimates the impact of the PPACA health insurer fee on 
Medicaid MCOs based on several assumptions and scenarios.  This section of our report documents the 
methodology and the scenarios used to present the range of results. 
 
At a high level, our methodology can be summarized into the following steps: 
 

1. Establish 2010 base year enrollment and expenditures for all insurance market sectors 
 

2. Increase Medicaid managed care penetration in states that have announced new or expanded 
programs 

 
3. Project enrollment and expenditures in each insured market during 2013 – 2023 based on the 

Milliman Health Care Reform Financing Projection Model 
 

4. Calculate each insurer’s market share and allocate the PPACA health insurer fee to each insurer 
and market 

 
STEP 1:  ESTABLISH 2010 BASE YEAR ENROLLMENT AND EXPENDITURES FOR ALL 
INSURANCE MARKET SECTORS 
 
In order to establish base year enrollment and premium volume by insurer and market, we gathered 
premium and enrollment data for the insurers associated with each major market identified below from 
2010 NAIC annual statement filings collected by Highline Data through their Insurance Analyst Pro 
licensed by Milliman.  Highline Data is the premier provider of insurance industry financial performance 
data.  They publish detailed financial information on more than 8,000 U.S. insurance companies, more 
than 1 million pension plans, and more than 600,000 group benefit and welfare plans. 
 

 Commercial market:  Includes the comprehensive (hospital and medical), vision, dental, Federal 
Employees Health Benefit Program, and other health lines of business. 
 

 Medicare market:  Title XVIII Medicare line of business (excludes Medicare Supplement policies). 
 

 Medicaid market:  Title XIX Medicaid line of business. 
 

 We excluded the Medicare supplement and other non-health annual statement lines of business 
because they are excluded from the PPACA health insurer fee calculation. 

 
For states where the NAIC filing requirements are not as pervasive (i.e., Arizona and California), we 
supplemented the missing data with filings collected and reported by other state government sources. 
Finally, we compared the starting data to multiple summaries of the current commercial, Medicare, and 
Medicaid markets compiled by CMS and the Kaiser Family Foundation.  Using these comparisons, we 
supplemented our financial statement data for any Medicaid health plans whose enrollment and 
premiums were not filed with the NAIC (e.g., the plan is a nonprofit that is not required to submit a filing). 
 
After summarizing the enrollment in insurance plans in each market, we summarized enrollment and 
expenditures in large group self-funded plans, Medicaid fee-for-service (FFS), Medicare FFS, and the 
uninsured market from figures collected from CMS and Kaiser State Health Facts. 
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Note that there are data limitations that may impact our base year estimates.  While we attempted to 
adjust the base data to compile as accurate a starting point as possible, certain insurers may not be fully 
represented in our 2010 base year data.  Given the uncertain nature of ten-year projections, we do not 
believe any data irregularities would have a material impact on our projections. 
 
STEP 2:  INCREASE MEDICAID MANAGED CARE PENETRATION IN STATES THAT HAVE 
ANNOUNCED NEW OR EXPANDED PROGRAMS 
 
The following states have expanded Medicaid managed care enrollment or announced plans to do so 
within the next several years:  California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, 
Michigan, Mississippi, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, South Carolina, Texas, Utah, 
Virginia, and Washington.  Because these program expansions are not reflected in the 2010 base data 
from Step 1, we increased the Medicaid managed care penetration rates in these states based on high-
level estimates of the scope of each state’s program expansion as provided by MHPA member 
organizations. 
 
Connecticut is the only state that has announced plans to end its full-risk capitated managed care 
program in favor of an administrative services only (ASO) arrangement.  We removed the Connecticut 
Medicaid managed care enrollment from our analysis. 
 
STEP 3:  PROJECT ENROLLMENT AND EXPENDITURES IN EACH INSURED MARKET DURING 
2013-2023 BASED ON THE MILLIMAN HEALTH CARE REFORM FINANCING PROJECTION MODEL 
 
Step 3 projects the enrollment and expenditures per member per year (PMPY) by insurer, state, and 
market for each year from 2013 to 2023 using Milliman’s Health Care Reform Financing Projection Model.  
In order to efficiently model each state, we created state groupings based on current Medicaid eligibility 
standards and uninsured population characteristics and selected appropriate assumptions to best fit each 
state’s grouping.  
 
Using projections from Milliman’s Health Care Reform Financing Projection Model, we created enrollment 
and expenditure PMPY projection factors for each market and state.  Upon determining enrollment and 
expenditure PMPY for each year from 2013 to 2023, we summarized total expenditure and calculated the 
total premium taken into account for use in calculation of each plan’s market share for determination of 
the health plan fee allocation. 
 
The Health Care Reform Financing Projection Model uses the following information to make its 
projections. 
 
CPS Data 
 
The initial census data at the core of the Health Care Reform Financing Projection Model was developed 
using the Current Population Survey (CPS).  We used the data to determine the composition of the 
United States population by age, gender, income level, insurance coverage type, and family status. We 
also used its data on self-reported health status. 
 
MEPS Data 
 
The Health Care Reform Financing Projection Model uses Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS) 
data to supplement the census data and include splits regarding whether the employer insurance is small 
group, large group, self-insured, or fully insured. 
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Medical Costs 
 
Medical cost curves by age and gender were developed using an assumed set of benefits and research 
underlying Milliman’s Health Cost Guidelines™.  The medical cost curves vary by market and level of 
benefit richness.  Premiums were developed from the estimated medical costs, minus the estimated cost 
sharing in the modeled benefit plans, plus an estimated administrative load based on data collected 
nationally.  
 
Pent-up Demand 
 
The Health Care Reform Financing Projection Model assumes that people moving from an uninsured 
status to insured status would have first-year costs that are 10% higher than normal for their age and 
gender, which is due to pent-up demand for healthcare services. 
 
Trend 

 
We estimated annual medical trend rates for each market and major service category (inpatient, 
outpatient, professional, prescription drug, and other) based on Milliman’s ongoing trend research. 
 
Births and Mortality 
 
We used birth assumptions based on the distribution of newborns in the CPS data, and mortality 
assumptions as reported in the 2008 U.S Mortality Tables. 
 
Take-up Rates 
 
Take-up rates describe the probability of people changing from uninsured to insured, or from one market 
to another (e.g., from the individual non-exchange market to the individual exchange market).  Milliman 
has conducted research to determine what percentage of people (for each combination of representative 
age, gender, and health status) will tend to move to switch markets, based on PPACA provisions and the 
modeled individual’s expected healthcare costs, subsidies, and premium rate choices.  Using that 
research, we modeled movements into the health benefit exchanges from other markets and movements 
into Medicaid from other markets.  We compared our Medicaid expansion take-up rates to other national 
studies and found our results to be generally consistent by state. 
 
Movement Between Markets  
 
The causes of age-related movements between markets are formerly dependent children who reach an 
age where they are emancipated to other markets, adults who reach age 65 and join the Medicare 
market, and individuals in other markets who lapse to the uninsured market because of premium rate 
increases they can no longer tolerate. 
 
STEP 4:  CALCULATE EACH INSURER’S MARKET SHARE AND ALLOCATE THE PPACA HEALTH 
INSURER FEE TO INSURER AND MARKETS 
 
Steps 1 – 3 establish projections of each insurer’s premium volume by state and market for 2013 – 2023. 
Step 4 calculates each insurer’s PPACA health insurer fee based on the rules summarized in Section II of 
this report.  The health insurer fee is allocated to each line of business in proportion to premium volume.  
Note that we did not distinguish between 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) organizations for the purposes of 
assigning nonprofit status. 
 
The corporate income tax impact of the PPACA health insurer fee was based on a 35% corporate tax rate 
for insurers with a for-profit status.  
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VI. CAVEATS AND QUALIFICATIONS  

CAVEATS AND LIMITATIONS 
 

The views expressed in this report are made by the authors and do not represent the opinion of Milliman. 

Other Milliman consultants may hold different views. 

 

This report was prepared for the specific purpose of analyzing the impact of the PPACA health insurer fee 

on state Medicaid programs and Medicaid managed care organizations.  This report should not be used 

for any other purpose.  This report has been prepared solely for the internal business use of and is only to 

be relied upon by MHPA.  We anticipate the report will be shared with MHPA members, federal and state 

policymakers, and other interested parties.  Milliman does not intend to benefit or create a legal duty to 

any third-party recipient of its work.  It should only be reviewed in its entirety. 

 
Differences between the report projections and actual amounts depend on the extent to which future 
experience conforms to the assumptions made for this analysis.  It is certain that actual experience will 
not conform exactly to the assumptions used in this analysis.  The projections in this report are based on 
our understanding of PPACA and its associated regulations issued to date.  Forthcoming PPACA-related 
regulations and additional legislation may materially change the impact of PPACA, necessitating an 
update to the projections in this report. 
 
The results of this report are technical in nature and are dependent upon specific assumptions and 

methods.  No party should rely on these results without a thorough understanding of those assumptions 

and methods.  Such an understanding may require consultation with qualified professionals. 

 
In preparing this information, we relied on information published by Highline Data, the Kaiser Family 
Foundation, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), and other state government data 
sources.  We accepted this information without audit but reviewed the information for general 
reasonableness.  Our results and conclusions may not be appropriate if this information is not accurate. 
We performed a limited review of the data used directly in our analysis for reasonableness and 
consistency and have not found material defects in the data.  If there are material defects in the data, it is 
possible that they would be uncovered by a detailed, systematic review and comparison of the data to 
search for data values that are questionable or for relationships that are materially inconsistent.  Such a 
review was beyond the scope of our assignment. 
 
The terms of Milliman’s Consulting Services Agreement with MHPA signed on August 12, 2011, apply to 
this report and its use. 
 
QUALIFICATIONS 
 
Guidelines issued by the American Academy of Actuaries require actuaries to include their professional 

qualifications in all actuarial communications.  The authors of this report are members of the American 

Academy of Actuaries, and meet the qualification standards for performing the analyses in this report. 
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Appendix A
Impact of PPACA Health Insurer Fee on Medicaid Managed Care Premiums

Including Associated Allowance for Corporate Income Tax
Ten Year Projection From 2014 to 2023

Baseline Growth Scenario
2014 - 2018 2019 - 2023 Total

State
Assumed 

FMAP*
Percentage 

Impact

Total 
Funding 

($Millions)

State 
Funding 

($Millions)
Percentage 

Impact

Total 
Funding 

($Millions)

State 
Funding 

($Millions)
Percentage 

Impact

Total 
Funding 

($Millions)

State 
Funding 

($Millions)
AL 73.6% 0.0% $0 $0 0.0% $0 $0 0.0% $0 $0
AK 55.0% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
AZ 72.3% 1.3% 645 179 1.4% 1,028 285 1.3% 1,673 463
AR 75.7% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
CA 55.0% 0.8% 536 241 0.8% 855 385 0.8% 1,391 626
CO 55.0% 0.1% 4 2 0.1% 7 3 0.1% 11 5
CT 55.0% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
DE 59.2% 2.4% 196 80 2.5% 295 120 2.5% 491 200
DC 75.0% 2.3% 71 18 2.5% 109 27 2.4% 180 45
FL 61.0% 2.3% 1,294 504 2.5% 2,069 806 2.4% 3,363 1,310
GA 71.2% 2.4% 887 256 2.5% 1,406 405 2.5% 2,293 661
HI 55.5% 1.5% 163 73 1.6% 258 115 1.6% 421 187
ID 75.2% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
IL 55.0% 2.4% 283 127 2.5% 435 196 2.5% 718 323
IN 72.0% 1.4% 155 44 1.5% 242 68 1.4% 397 111
IA 65.7% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
KS 61.9% 0.7% 37 14 0.8% 56 21 0.8% 93 35
KY 76.2% 1.5% 372 89 1.6% 594 141 1.6% 965 230
LA 66.1% 2.3% 465 158 2.6% 742 252 2.4% 1,206 409
ME 68.3% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
MD 55.0% 2.3% 514 231 2.5% 828 372 2.4% 1,342 604
MA 55.0% 0.7% 162 73 0.8% 230 103 0.8% 392 176
MI 71.1% 1.7% 711 205 1.8% 1,141 329 1.8% 1,851 534
MN 55.0% 0.4% 100 45 0.4% 153 69 0.4% 253 114
MS 79.2% 2.3% 155 32 2.6% 257 53 2.4% 411 86
MO 68.5% 1.9% 231 73 2.1% 373 118 2.1% 604 191
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Appendix A
Impact of PPACA Health Insurer Fee on Medicaid Managed Care Premiums

Including Associated Allowance for Corporate Income Tax
Ten Year Projection From 2014 to 2023

Baseline Growth Scenario
2014 - 2018 2019 - 2023 Total

State
Assumed 

FMAP*
Percentage 

Impact

Total 
Funding 

($Millions)

State 
Funding 

($Millions)
Percentage 

Impact

Total 
Funding 

($Millions)

State 
Funding 

($Millions)
Percentage 

Impact

Total 
Funding 

($Millions)

State 
Funding 

($Millions)
MT 71.1% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
NE 61.6% 2.4% 54 21 2.5% 87 33 2.5% 141 54
NV 61.2% 2.4% 82 32 2.6% 131 51 2.5% 213 83
NH 55.0% 2.4% 223 101 2.5% 356 160 2.5% 579 261
NJ 55.0% 1.6% 419 189 1.6% 713 321 1.6% 1,132 509
NM 74.4% 1.9% 391 100 2.0% 598 153 1.9% 988 253
NY 55.0% 0.4% 386 174 0.5% 586 264 0.5% 972 438
NC 70.3% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
ND 60.4% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
OH 69.2% 1.1% 546 168 1.1% 867 267 1.1% 1,413 436
OK 68.9% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
OR 67.9% 0.7% 115 37 0.9% 199 64 0.8% 314 101
PA 60.1% 1.9% 1,174 469 2.0% 1,728 690 1.9% 2,902 1,159
PR 55.0% 2.1% 255 115 2.2% 389 175 2.2% 644 290
RI 57.1% 0.8% 42 18 0.9% 64 27 0.8% 106 46
SC 75.2% 2.4% 327 81 2.5% 523 130 2.5% 850 211
SD 64.1% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
TN 71.4% 2.4% 958 274 2.6% 1,509 432 2.5% 2,466 706
TX 63.2% 1.6% 1,092 402 1.7% 1,738 639 1.6% 2,830 1,041
UT 76.0% 2.4% 132 32 2.6% 209 50 2.5% 342 82
VT 62.6% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
VA 55.0% 1.9% 369 166 2.1% 589 265 2.0% 958 431
WA 55.0% 1.4% 211 95 1.7% 348 156 1.6% 559 251
WV 77.6% 2.1% 77 17 2.3% 123 28 2.2% 200 45
WI 65.5% 1.8% 325 112 2.0% 498 172 1.9% 823 284
WY 55.0% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
Total 64.37% 1.5% $14,160 $5,044 1.7% $22,329 $7,947 1.6% $36,488 $12,991

*  Assumed FMAP equals FFY 2012 FMAP plus 5% to account for increased federal funding for the PPACA 2014 Medicaid expansion.
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Appendix B
Impact of PPACA Health Insurer Fee on Medicaid Managed Care Premiums

Including Associated Allowance for Corporate Income Tax
Ten Year Projection From 2014 to 2023

Moderate Growth Scenario
2014 - 2018 2019 - 2023 Total

State
Assumed 

FMAP*
Percentage 

Impact

Total 
Funding 

($Millions)

State 
Funding 

($Millions)
Percentage 

Impact

Total 
Funding 

($Millions)

State 
Funding 

($Millions)
Percentage 

Impact

Total 
Funding 

($Millions)

State 
Funding 

($Millions)
AL 73.6% 0.0% $0 $0 0.0% $0 $0 0.0% $0 $0
AK 55.0% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
AZ 72.3% 1.3% 645 179 1.4% 1,031 286 1.3% 1,676 464
AR 75.7% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
CA 55.0% 0.8% 554 249 0.8% 932 420 0.8% 1,487 669
CO 55.0% 0.1% 5 2 0.1% 11 5 0.1% 15 7
CT 55.0% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
DE 59.2% 2.3% 198 81 2.5% 303 124 2.4% 501 204
DC 75.0% 2.3% 72 18 2.5% 113 28 2.4% 185 46
FL 61.0% 2.3% 1,292 503 2.4% 2,069 806 2.4% 3,361 1,309
GA 71.2% 2.4% 884 255 2.5% 1,398 403 2.5% 2,282 658
HI 55.5% 1.5% 162 72 1.6% 255 113 1.6% 417 185
ID 75.2% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
IL 55.0% 2.3% 323 145 2.5% 589 265 2.4% 912 410
IN 72.0% 1.4% 157 44 1.5% 251 70 1.4% 408 114
IA 65.7% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
KS 61.9% 0.7% 37 14 0.8% 56 21 0.8% 92 35
KY 76.2% 1.5% 393 94 1.7% 679 162 1.6% 1,072 255
LA 66.1% 2.1% 602 204 2.4% 1,262 428 2.3% 1,864 632
ME 68.3% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
MD 55.0% 2.3% 519 234 2.5% 852 383 2.4% 1,371 617
MA 55.0% 0.7% 180 81 0.8% 292 131 0.8% 472 212
MI 71.1% 1.7% 721 208 1.8% 1,184 342 1.8% 1,904 550
MN 55.0% 0.4% 102 46 0.4% 160 72 0.4% 262 118
MS 79.2% 2.1% 216 45 2.4% 496 103 2.3% 712 148
MO 68.5% 1.9% 240 76 2.1% 413 130 2.0% 653 206
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Appendix B
Impact of PPACA Health Insurer Fee on Medicaid Managed Care Premiums

Including Associated Allowance for Corporate Income Tax
Ten Year Projection From 2014 to 2023

Moderate Growth Scenario
2014 - 2018 2019 - 2023 Total

State
Assumed 

FMAP*
Percentage 

Impact

Total 
Funding 

($Millions)

State 
Funding 

($Millions)
Percentage 

Impact

Total 
Funding 

($Millions)

State 
Funding 

($Millions)
Percentage 

Impact

Total 
Funding 

($Millions)

State 
Funding 

($Millions)
MT 71.1% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
NE 61.6% 2.3% 57 22 2.5% 96 37 2.4% 153 59
NV 61.2% 2.3% 84 33 2.5% 138 54 2.4% 222 86
NH 55.0% 2.3% 227 102 2.5% 371 167 2.4% 598 269
NJ 55.0% 1.5% 417 188 1.6% 705 317 1.6% 1,122 505
NM 74.4% 1.8% 394 101 1.9% 615 158 1.9% 1,009 259
NY 55.0% 0.4% 393 177 0.5% 617 277 0.5% 1,010 454
NC 70.3% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
ND 60.4% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
OH 69.2% 1.0% 544 168 1.1% 864 266 1.1% 1,408 434
OK 68.9% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
OR 67.9% 0.7% 116 37 0.8% 202 65 0.8% 318 102
PA 60.1% 1.9% 1,184 473 2.0% 1,777 709 1.9% 2,961 1,182
PR 55.0% 2.1% 254 114 2.2% 384 173 2.2% 638 287
RI 57.1% 0.8% 43 18 0.8% 65 28 0.8% 108 46
SC 75.2% 2.3% 339 84 2.5% 574 142 2.4% 913 226
SD 64.1% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
TN 71.4% 2.4% 953 273 2.5% 1,491 427 2.5% 2,443 700
TX 63.2% 1.5% 1,096 403 1.7% 1,759 647 1.6% 2,855 1,050
UT 76.0% 2.4% 132 32 2.5% 207 50 2.5% 338 81
VT 62.6% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
VA 55.0% 1.9% 376 169 2.0% 617 278 2.0% 993 447
WA 55.0% 1.4% 215 97 1.5% 338 152 1.5% 553 249
WV 77.6% 2.0% 80 18 2.2% 135 30 2.1% 215 48
WI 65.5% 1.8% 334 115 1.9% 534 184 1.9% 867 299
WY 55.0% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
Total 64.42% 1.5% $14,538 $5,172 1.6% $23,831 $8,453 1.6% $38,369 $13,626

*  Assumed FMAP equals FFY 2012 FMAP plus 5% to account for increased federal funding for the PPACA 2014 Medicaid expansion.
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Appendix C
Impact of PPACA Health Insurer Fee on Medicaid Managed Care Premiums

Including Associated Allowance for Corporate Income Tax
Ten Year Projection From 2014 to 2023

High Growth Scenario
2014 - 2018 2019 - 2023 Total

State
Assumed 

FMAP*

Percentage 
Premium 
Increase

Total 
Funding 

($Millions)

State 
Funding 

($Millions)

Percentage 
Premium 
Increase

Total 
Funding 

($Millions)

State 
Funding 

($Millions)

Percentage 
Premium 
Increase

Total 
Funding 

($Millions)

State 
Funding 

($Millions)
AL 73.6% 0.0% $0 $0 0.0% $0 $0 0.0% $0 $0
AK 55.0% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
AZ 72.3% 1.2% 683 189 1.3% 1,097 304 1.3% 1,780 493
AR 75.7% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
CA 55.0% 0.7% 631 284 0.8% 1,137 511 0.8% 1,767 795
CO 55.0% 0.1% 6 3 0.1% 13 6 0.1% 19 8
CT 55.0% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
DE 59.2% 2.3% 211 86 2.5% 329 134 2.4% 540 221
DC 75.0% 2.2% 75 19 2.4% 124 31 2.3% 199 50
FL 61.0% 2.2% 1,376 536 2.4% 2,186 852 2.3% 3,562 1,388
GA 71.2% 2.3% 937 270 2.5% 1,464 422 2.4% 2,401 692
HI 55.5% 1.5% 169 75 1.6% 265 118 1.5% 434 193
ID 75.2% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
IL 55.0% 2.2% 356 160 2.4% 674 303 2.3% 1,030 464
IN 72.0% 1.3% 173 49 1.4% 278 78 1.4% 451 127
IA 65.7% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
KS 61.9% 0.7% 38 15 0.8% 57 22 0.7% 96 36
KY 76.2% 1.5% 435 104 1.7% 751 179 1.6% 1,185 282
LA 66.1% 2.1% 755 256 2.4% 1,565 531 2.3% 2,320 787
ME 68.3% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
MD 55.0% 2.2% 565 254 2.4% 945 425 2.3% 1,510 680
MA 55.0% 0.4% 112 50 0.5% 218 98 0.5% 330 148
MI 71.1% 1.6% 796 230 1.8% 1,331 384 1.7% 2,127 614
MN 55.0% 0.4% 107 48 0.4% 178 80 0.4% 285 128
MS 79.2% 2.0% 284 59 2.4% 634 132 2.3% 918 191
MO 68.5% 1.9% 283 89 2.1% 505 159 2.0% 787 248
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Appendix C
Impact of PPACA Health Insurer Fee on Medicaid Managed Care Premiums

Including Associated Allowance for Corporate Income Tax
Ten Year Projection From 2014 to 2023

High Growth Scenario
2014 - 2018 2019 - 2023 Total

State
Assumed 

FMAP*

Percentage 
Premium 
Increase

Total 
Funding 

($Millions)

State 
Funding 

($Millions)

Percentage 
Premium 
Increase

Total 
Funding 

($Millions)

State 
Funding 

($Millions)

Percentage 
Premium 
Increase

Total 
Funding 

($Millions)

State 
Funding 

($Millions)
MT 71.1% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
NE 61.6% 2.2% 66 25 2.4% 119 46 2.4% 185 71
NV 61.2% 2.3% 93 36 2.5% 158 61 2.4% 251 97
NH 55.0% 2.3% 253 114 2.5% 418 188 2.4% 671 302
NJ 55.0% 1.5% 421 189 1.6% 729 328 1.6% 1,150 518
NM 74.4% 1.8% 427 109 1.9% 673 173 1.9% 1,100 282
NY 55.0% 0.4% 414 186 0.4% 689 310 0.4% 1,103 496
NC 70.3% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
ND 60.4% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
OH 69.2% 1.0% 579 179 1.1% 906 280 1.1% 1,485 458
OK 68.9% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
OR 67.9% 0.7% 129 41 0.8% 219 70 0.8% 347 111
PA 60.1% 1.8% 1,275 509 1.9% 1,924 768 1.9% 3,199 1,277
PR 55.0% 2.1% 253 114 2.2% 388 175 2.1% 642 289
RI 57.1% 0.8% 44 19 0.8% 70 30 0.8% 114 49
SC 75.2% 2.2% 392 97 2.4% 698 173 2.4% 1,090 270
SD 64.1% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
TN 71.4% 2.3% 993 284 2.5% 1,559 447 2.4% 2,552 731
TX 63.2% 1.5% 1,151 423 1.6% 1,860 684 1.6% 3,011 1,107
UT 76.0% 2.3% 138 33 2.5% 212 51 2.4% 350 84
VT 62.6% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
VA 55.0% 1.8% 417 188 2.0% 696 313 1.9% 1,113 501
WA 55.0% 1.4% 236 106 1.5% 381 172 1.5% 617 278
WV 77.6% 2.0% 92 21 2.2% 162 36 2.1% 254 57
WI 65.5% 1.7% 357 123 1.9% 613 211 1.8% 970 334
WY 55.0% 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0
Total 64.55% 1.5% $15,720 $5,573 1.6% $26,223 $9,284 1.5% $41,943 $14,857

*  Assumed FMAP equals FFY 2012 FMAP plus 5% to account for increased federal funding for the PPACA 2014 Medicaid expansion.
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Nov. 26, 2012 

 

Under the Oklahoma Open Records Act, Title 51, Sections 24A.1-29, I am 
requesting that any and all records related to Gov. Mary Fallin’s decision to 
reject “early innovator” federal money that would allow the state to set up a 
federally mandated health care exchange be provided to me. These records 
should include, but not be limited to, e-mails, memoranda, or other written 
forms of communication to or from the Governor regarding the above 
specified issue. 
  
I acknowledge that not all government-held information is open to the public. 
However, the Oklahoma Supreme Court has said the party claiming non-
disclosure carries the burden to prove that an exemption applies. The Court 
also has said government officials must consider in ruling on records requests 
that "disclosure is to be favored over a finding of exemption." If all or some 
portion of my request is denied, please cite in writing the specific statutory 
exemption being claimed.  
  
The Oklahoma Open Records Act requires that public bodies provide "prompt, 
reasonable access to its records," which Attorney General Drew Edmondson 
in 1999 defined as meaning "only the time required to locate and compile the 
public records." Please respond to this request by no later than Nov.29, 2012. 
  
If you have any questions about the nature or scope of this request, please 
contact me. Thank you for your cooperation.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Clifton Adcock 

Oklahoma Gazette 

(405) 605-6767 

cadcock@tierramediagroup.com 
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Under the Oklahoma Open Records Act, Title 51, Sections 24A.1-29, I am 
requesting that any and all records related to Gov. Mary Fallin’s decision to 
reject “early innovator” federal money that would allow the state to set up a 
federally mandated health care exchange be provided to me. These records 
should include, but not be limited to, e-mails, memoranda, or other written 
forms of communication to or from the Governor regarding the above 
specified issue. 
  
I acknowledge that not all government-held information is open to the public. 
However, the Oklahoma Supreme Court has said the party claiming non-
disclosure carries the burden to prove that an exemption applies. The Court 
also has said government officials must consider in ruling on records requests 
that "disclosure is to be favored over a finding of exemption." If all or some 
portion of my request is denied, please cite in writing the specific statutory 
exemption being claimed.  
  
The Oklahoma Open Records Act requires that public bodies provide "prompt, 
reasonable access to its records," which Attorney General Drew Edmondson 
in 1999 defined as meaning "only the time required to locate and compile the 
public records." Please respond to this request by no later than Nov.29, 2012. 
  
If you have any questions about the nature or scope of this request, please 
contact me. Thank you for your cooperation.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Clifton Adcock 

Oklahoma Gazette 

(405) 605-6767 

cadcock@tierramediagroup.com 
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Mary Fallin
Cc: Cody Inman; Cody Inman; Aaron Cooper; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: monthly column for approval
Date: Saturday, April 30, 2011 1:29:35 PM

Governor, here is the monthly column for you to approve/revise. We need to send it
out Monday morning. thanks.
Monthly column:

                  May is the last month of the 2011 legislative session, and I’m happy to say this legislative
year is on track to be a productive one. Several key reforms already having been signed into law and
more are on the way.

We have delivered, for instance, on landmark lawsuit reform that will help to create more
jobs in Oklahoma by establishing a better business climate and placing a cap of $350,000 on non-
economic damages.

Where education is concerned, the legislature has worked with me to pass bills making it
easier to let go ineffective teachers, ending a lengthy and costly legal appeals process known as
“trial de novo” that had previously made it nearly impossible to fire even the most ineffective
instructors.

We have also passed important pro-life measures, prohibiting abortions after 20 weeks
(when an unborn child begins to feel pain) and ensuring that those citizens who purchase private
health insurance are not unknowingly or unwillingly subsidizing abortions.

Finally, legislative leaders and I have agreed to reject $54 million in federal funds to ensure
that the state of Oklahoma sends a clear signal to Washington that it does not want, in any shape or
form, to be tied to ObamaCare. And while we continue to fight the president’s health care plan,
both legislatively and in court, we’re also moving to establish our own Oklahoma-based health
solutions, including the creation of a new online insurance network where businesses and families
can shop for affordable, high quality private health insurance. 

                  The first three months of the legislative session have been a testament to the goals and
values that many conservative lawmakers, including myself, outlined during their campaigns:
encouraging more private sector job growth and boosting our economy, reaffirming our
commitment to conservative values and standing up to the Obama Administration when it
overreaches.

                  All of this is good news. But we have a long way to go before we reach the finish line.

                  During my campaign for governor, I promised voters I would bring Oklahoma a smaller,
smarter government able to operate more efficiently and effectively. To deliver on that promise, my
administration is proposing two important reforms: the consolidation of several agencies under the
Office of State Finance, and the restructuring and consolidation of the state’s Information
Technology resources.

Together, these two reforms will save taxpayers tens of millions of dollars a year – with the
potential for much more – while eliminating government waste and duplication of services. Our IT
reform bill, for instance, will reduce the number of financial payment systems the state uses from
over 70 to just one, delivering a more streamlined, efficient way of doing business.

                  We have a number of other important reform measures that we must not fail to deliver on
this session. Overhauling our workers compensation system, in order to reduce the skyrocketing
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costs that continue to drive jobs out of state, is a priority. We must pursue additional education
reform, including an A-F grading system for our schools. And the creation of a Quick Action Closing
Fund to lure new businesses and jobs to the state of Oklahoma is necessary before we can truly say
we are doing everything in our power to create the best business climate possible.

                  All of these are substantial reforms that require political courage and willpower. But each
one of them is necessary for our conservative lawmakers to fulfill their promises to voters.

                  I appreciate the hard work and dedication of our legislative leaders to date. Now it’s time to
finish the heavy lifting and close out the legislative session by delivering on the important reform
measures we promised voters we’d act on.  I look forward to our lawmakers working to send these
bills to my desk.
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: monthly column
Date: Monday, December 03, 2012 2:33:00 PM

Headline:  Rejecting Federal Health Care Bill Right Thing for Oklahoma
By Governor Mary Fallin
      
      This past month, I announced Oklahoma would not implement two key components of
President Obama’s health care law: the creation of a health insurance exchange and the
expansion of Medicaid. I’m writing this month to let you know why that decision is in the
best interests of Oklahoma taxpayers and families.  
            For several months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma
stakeholders and health care experts across the country to determine the best course of action
for Oklahoma in regards to both a possible health insurance exchange and the potential
expansion of Medicaid.
            Our priority has been to ascertain what can be done to increase quality and access to
health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an undue burden on taxpayers or the
state. As I have stated many times before, it is my firm belief that the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA) fails to further these goals, and will in fact decrease the
quality of health care across the United States while contributing to the nation’s growing
deficit crisis.
            Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, however, the state of
Oklahoma is legally obligated to either build an exchange that is PPACA compliant and
approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an exchange run by the federal
government. This choice was forced on the people of Oklahoma by the Obama
Administration in spite of the fact that voters have overwhelmingly expressed their
opposition to the federal health care law time and time again.
            After careful consideration, I decided last month that Oklahoma would not pursue the
creation of its own health insurance exchange. As I said at the time, any exchange that is
PPACA compliant will necessarily be ‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma
resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not benefit Oklahoma taxpayers to
actively support and fund a new government program that would ultimately be under the
control of the federal government and that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans.
Furthermore, the creation of such an exchange would further the implementation of a law that
threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the
nation.
            With regards to Medicaid, I also announced that Oklahoma would not be participating
in the Obama Administration’s proposed expansion. Such an expansion would have been
unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma up to $475 million between now and 2020, with
escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It would also have furthered Oklahoma’s
reliance on federal money that may or may not have been available in the future given the
dire fiscal problems facing the federal government. On a state level, massive new costs
associated with Medicaid expansion would also have required cuts to important government
priorities such as education and public safety. Finally, the proposed Medicaid expansion
offers no meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already contributing to the
out-of-control spending of the federal government.
            Moving forward, it is important for the state of Oklahoma to pursue two actions
simultaneously. The first will be to continue support for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott
Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different
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Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I remain optimistic
that Oklahoma’s challenge can succeed. 
            Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions that
improve health outcomes and contain costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for
instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health, where effective
chronic disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of
skyrocketing medical bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits. I look
forward to working with legislative leaders and lawmakers in both parties to pursue
Oklahoma health care solutions for Oklahoma families.
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: monthly column
Date: Monday, December 03, 2012 2:34:00 PM

Can you look this over and see if you see anything that needs changing?
 
Headline:  Rejecting Federal Health Care Bill Right Thing for Oklahoma
By Governor Mary Fallin
      
      This past month, I announced Oklahoma would not implement two key components of
President Obama’s health care law: the creation of a health insurance exchange and the
expansion of Medicaid. I’m writing this month to let you know why that decision is in the
best interests of Oklahoma taxpayers and families.  
            For several months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma
stakeholders and health care experts across the country to determine the best course of action
for Oklahoma in regards to both a possible health insurance exchange and the potential
expansion of Medicaid.
            Our priority has been to ascertain what can be done to increase quality and access to
health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an undue burden on taxpayers or the
state. As I have stated many times before, it is my firm belief that the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA) fails to further these goals, and will in fact decrease the
quality of health care across the United States while contributing to the nation’s growing
deficit crisis.
            Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, however, the state of
Oklahoma found itself legally obligated to either build an exchange that is PPACA compliant
and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an exchange run by the federal
government. This choice was forced on the people of Oklahoma by the Obama
Administration in spite of the fact that voters have overwhelmingly expressed their
opposition to the federal health care law time and time again.
            After careful consideration, I decided last month that Oklahoma would not pursue the
creation of its own health insurance exchange. As I said at the time, any exchange that is
PPACA compliant will necessarily be ‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma
resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not benefit Oklahoma taxpayers to
actively support and fund a new government program that would ultimately be under the
control of the federal government and that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans.
Furthermore, the creation of such an exchange would further the implementation of a law that
threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the
nation.
            With regards to Medicaid, I also announced that Oklahoma would not be participating
in the Obama Administration’s proposed expansion. Such an expansion would have been
unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma up to $475 million between now and 2020, with
escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It would also have furthered Oklahoma’s
reliance on federal money that may or may not have been available in the future given the
dire fiscal problems facing the federal government. On a state level, massive new costs
associated with Medicaid expansion would also have required cuts to important government
priorities such as education and public safety. Finally, the proposed Medicaid expansion
offers no meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already contributing to the
out-of-control spending of the federal government.
            Moving forward, it is important for the state of Oklahoma to pursue two actions
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simultaneously. The first will be to continue support for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott
Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different
Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I remain optimistic
that Oklahoma’s challenge can succeed. 
            Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions that
improve health outcomes and contain costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for
instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health, where effective
chronic disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of
skyrocketing medical bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits. I look
forward to working with legislative leaders and lawmakers in both parties to pursue
Oklahoma health care solutions for Oklahoma families.
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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OFFICE OF GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN
 

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alex Weintz, Communications Director

Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8819

 
Aaron Cooper, Press Secretary

Aaron.Cooper@gov.ok.gov
(405) 522-8878

 

From: Governor Fallin Press
To: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: MONTHLY COLUMN: (PHOTOS ATTACHED) Rejecting Federal Health Care Bill Right Thing for Oklahoma
Date: Monday, December 03, 2012 3:15:54 PM
Attachments: Governor Mary Fallin - High Resolution.jpg

Governor Mary Fallin - Low Resolution.jpg

Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
December 3, 2012
 

Editor’s note:  This is one of a regular series of monthly columns titled “Oklahoma Now” by
Governor Mary Fallin.
 
 
Governor Mary Fallin’s “Oklahoma Now” Column

 
Headline:  Rejecting Federal Health Care Bill Right Thing for Oklahoma
 
By Governor Mary Fallin
     
      This past month, I announced Oklahoma would not implement two key components of
President Obama’s health care law: the creation of a health insurance exchange and the
expansion of Medicaid. I’m writing this month to let you know why that decision is in the best
interests of Oklahoma taxpayers and families.
 
            For several months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma
stakeholders and health care experts across the country to determine the best course of action
for Oklahoma in regards to both a possible health insurance exchange and the potential
expansion of Medicaid.
 
            Our priority has been to ascertain what can be done to increase quality and access to
health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an undue burden on taxpayers or the
state. As I have stated many times before, it is my firm belief that the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA) fails to further these goals, and will in fact decrease the quality
of health care across the United States while contributing to the nation’s growing deficit crisis.
 
            Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, however, the state of
Oklahoma found itself legally obligated to either build an exchange that is PPACA compliant
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and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an exchange run by the federal
government. This choice was forced on the people of Oklahoma by the Obama Administration
in spite of the fact that voters have overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the federal
health care law time and time again.

 
After careful consideration, I decided last month that Oklahoma would not pursue the

creation of its own health insurance exchange. As I said at the time, any exchange that is
PPACA compliant will necessarily be ‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma
resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not benefit Oklahoma taxpayers to
actively support and fund a new government program that would ultimately be under the
control of the federal government and that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans.
Furthermore, the creation of such an exchange would further the implementation of a law that
threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the
nation.

 
            With regards to Medicaid, I also announced that Oklahoma would not be participating
in the Obama Administration’s proposed expansion. Such an expansion would have been
unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma $475 million between now and 2020, with
escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It would also have furthered Oklahoma’s
reliance on federal money that may or may not have been available in the future given the dire
fiscal problems facing the federal government. On a state level, massive new costs associated
with Medicaid expansion would also have required cuts to important government priorities
such as education and public safety. Finally, the proposed Medicaid expansion offers no
meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already contributing to the out-of-control
spending of the federal government.
 
            Moving forward, it is important for the state of Oklahoma to pursue two actions
simultaneously. The first will be to continue support for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott
Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different
Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I remain optimistic
that Oklahoma’s challenge can succeed.
 
            Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions that
improve health outcomes and contain costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for
instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health, where effective chronic
disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of skyrocketing medical
bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits. I look forward to working with
legislative leaders and lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for
Oklahoma families.
 

###
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By Governor Mary Fallin
     
      This past month, I announced Oklahoma would not implement two key components of
President Obama’s health care law: the creation of a health insurance exchange and the
expansion of Medicaid. I’m writing this month to let you know why that decision is in the best
interests of Oklahoma taxpayers and families.
 
            For several months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma
stakeholders and health care experts across the country to determine the best course of action
for Oklahoma in regards to both a possible health insurance exchange and the potential
expansion of Medicaid.
 
            Our priority has been to ascertain what can be done to increase quality and access to
health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an undue burden on taxpayers or the
state. As I have stated many times before, it is my firm belief that the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA) fails to further these goals, and will in fact decrease the quality
of health care across the United States while contributing to the nation’s growing deficit crisis.
 
            Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, however, the state of
Oklahoma found itself legally obligated to either build an exchange that is PPACA compliant
and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an exchange run by the federal
government. This choice was forced on the people of Oklahoma by the Obama Administration
in spite of the fact that voters have overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the federal
health care law time and time again.

 
After careful consideration, I decided last month that Oklahoma would not pursue the

creation of its own health insurance exchange. As I said at the time, any exchange that is
PPACA compliant will necessarily be ‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma
resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not benefit Oklahoma taxpayers to
actively support and fund a new government program that would ultimately be under the
control of the federal government and that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans.
Furthermore, the creation of such an exchange would further the implementation of a law that
threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the
nation.

 
            With regards to Medicaid, I also announced that Oklahoma would not be participating
in the Obama Administration’s proposed expansion. Such an expansion would have been
unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma $475 million between now and 2020, with
escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It would also have furthered Oklahoma’s
reliance on federal money that may or may not have been available in the future given the dire
fiscal problems facing the federal government. On a state level, massive new costs associated
with Medicaid expansion would also have required cuts to important government priorities
such as education and public safety. Finally, the proposed Medicaid expansion offers no
meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already contributing to the out-of-control
spending of the federal government.
 
            Moving forward, it is important for the state of Oklahoma to pursue two actions
simultaneously. The first will be to continue support for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott
Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different
Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I remain optimistic
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that Oklahoma’s challenge can succeed.
 
            Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions that
improve health outcomes and contain costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for
instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health, where effective chronic
disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of skyrocketing medical
bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits. I look forward to working with
legislative leaders and lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for
Oklahoma families.
 

###
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By Governor Mary Fallin
     
      This past month, I announced Oklahoma would not implement two key components of
President Obama’s health care law: the creation of a health insurance exchange and the
expansion of Medicaid. I’m writing this month to let you know why that decision is in the best
interests of Oklahoma taxpayers and families.
 
            For several months, my staff and I have worked with other lawmakers, Oklahoma
stakeholders and health care experts across the country to determine the best course of action
for Oklahoma in regards to both a possible health insurance exchange and the potential
expansion of Medicaid.
 
            Our priority has been to ascertain what can be done to increase quality and access to
health care, contain costs, and do so without placing an undue burden on taxpayers or the
state. As I have stated many times before, it is my firm belief that the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA) fails to further these goals, and will in fact decrease the quality
of health care across the United States while contributing to the nation’s growing deficit crisis.
 
            Despite my ongoing opposition to the federal health care law, however, the state of
Oklahoma found itself legally obligated to either build an exchange that is PPACA compliant
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and approved by the Obama Administration, or to default to an exchange run by the federal
government. This choice was forced on the people of Oklahoma by the Obama Administration
in spite of the fact that voters have overwhelmingly expressed their opposition to the federal
health care law time and time again.

 
After careful consideration, I decided last month that Oklahoma would not pursue the

creation of its own health insurance exchange. As I said at the time, any exchange that is
PPACA compliant will necessarily be ‘state-run’ in name only and would require Oklahoma
resources, staff and tax dollars to implement. It does not benefit Oklahoma taxpayers to
actively support and fund a new government program that would ultimately be under the
control of the federal government and that is opposed by a clear majority of Oklahomans.
Furthermore, the creation of such an exchange would further the implementation of a law that
threatens to erode both the quality of American health care and the fiscal stability of the
nation.

 
            With regards to Medicaid, I also announced that Oklahoma would not be participating
in the Obama Administration’s proposed expansion. Such an expansion would have been
unaffordable, costing the state of Oklahoma $475 million between now and 2020, with
escalating annual expenses in subsequent years. It would also have furthered Oklahoma’s
reliance on federal money that may or may not have been available in the future given the dire
fiscal problems facing the federal government. On a state level, massive new costs associated
with Medicaid expansion would also have required cuts to important government priorities
such as education and public safety. Finally, the proposed Medicaid expansion offers no
meaningful reform to a massive entitlement program already contributing to the out-of-control
spending of the federal government.
 
            Moving forward, it is important for the state of Oklahoma to pursue two actions
simultaneously. The first will be to continue support for Oklahoma Attorney General Scott
Pruitt’s ongoing legal challenge of PPACA. General Pruitt’s lawsuit raises different
Constitutional questions than previous legal challenges, and both he and I remain optimistic
that Oklahoma’s challenge can succeed.
 
            Our second and equally important task will be to pursue state-based solutions that
improve health outcomes and contain costs for Oklahoma families. Serious reform, for
instance, should be pursued in the area of Medicaid and public health, where effective chronic
disease prevention and management programs could address the trend of skyrocketing medical
bills linked to avoidable hospital and emergency room visits. I look forward to working with
legislative leaders and lawmakers in both parties to pursue Oklahoma health care solutions for
Oklahoma families.
 

###
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Governor Mary Fallin’s “Oklahoma Now” Column

 
Strong Finish: More Reforms Needed in Last Month of Legislative Session
 
May is the last month of the 2011 legislative session, and I’m happy to say this legislative year
is on track to be a productive one. Several key reforms already having been signed into law and
more are on the way.
 
We have delivered, for instance, on landmark lawsuit reform that will help to create more jobs in
Oklahoma by establishing a better business climate and placing a cap of $350,000 on non-
economic damages.
 
Where education is concerned, the legislature has worked with me to pass bills making it easier
to let go ineffective teachers, ending a lengthy and costly legal appeals process known as “trial
de novo” that had previously made it nearly impossible to fire even the most ineffective
instructors.
 
We have also passed important pro-life measures, prohibiting abortions after 20 weeks (when an
unborn child begins to feel pain) and ensuring that those citizens who purchase private health
insurance are not unknowingly or unwillingly subsidizing abortion.
 
Finally, legislative leaders and I have agreed to reject $54 million in federal funds to ensure that
the state of Oklahoma sends a clear signal to Washington: we do not want, in any shape or
form, to be tied to ObamaCare. And while we continue to fight the president’s health care plan,
both legislatively and in court, we’re also moving to establish our own Oklahoma-based health
solutions, including the creation of a new online insurance network where businesses and
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families can shop for affordable, high quality private health insurance. 
 
The first three months of the legislative session have been a testament to the goals and values
that many conservative lawmakers, including myself, outlined during their campaigns:
encouraging more private sector job growth and boosting our economy, reaffirming our
commitment to conservative values and standing up to the Obama Administration when it
overreaches.
 
All of this is good news. But we have a long way to go before we reach the finish line.
 
During my campaign for governor, I promised voters I would bring Oklahoma a smaller, smarter
government able to operate more efficiently and effectively. To deliver on that promise, my
administration is proposing two important reforms: the consolidation of several agencies under
the Office of State Finance, and the restructuring and consolidation of the state’s Information
Technology resources.
 
Together, these two reforms will save taxpayers tens of millions of dollars a year – with the
potential for much more – while eliminating government waste and duplication of services. Our
IT reform bill, for instance, will reduce the number of financial payment systems the state uses
from over 70 to just one, delivering a more streamlined, efficient way of doing business.
 
We have a number of other important reform measures that we must deliver on this session.
Overhauling our workers compensation system, in order to reduce skyrocketing legal and
medical costs that continue to drive jobs out of state, is a priority. We must pursue additional
education reform, including an A-F grading system for our schools. And the creation of a Quick
Action Closing Fund to lure new businesses and jobs to the state of Oklahoma is necessary
before we can truly say we are doing everything in our power to create the best business climate
possible.
 
All of these are substantial reforms that require political courage and willpower. But each one of
them is necessary for our conservative lawmakers to fulfill their promises to voters.
 
I appreciate the hard work and dedication of our legislative leaders to date. Now it’s time to
finish the heavy lifting and close out the legislative session by delivering on the important
reform measures we promised voters we’d act on.  I look forward to our lawmakers working to
send these bills to my desk.
 

###
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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Governor Mary Fallin’s “Oklahoma Now” Column

 
Strong Finish: More Reforms Needed in Last Month of Legislative Session
 
May is the last month of the 2011 legislative session, and I’m happy to say this legislative year
is on track to be a productive one. Several key reforms already having been signed into law and
more are on the way.
 
We have delivered, for instance, on landmark lawsuit reform that will help to create more jobs in
Oklahoma by establishing a better business climate and placing a cap of $350,000 on non-
economic damages.
 
Where education is concerned, the legislature has worked with me to pass bills making it easier
to let go ineffective teachers, ending a lengthy and costly legal appeals process known as “trial
de novo” that had previously made it nearly impossible to fire even the most ineffective
instructors.
 
We have also passed important pro-life measures, prohibiting abortions after 20 weeks (when an
unborn child begins to feel pain) and ensuring that those citizens who purchase private health
insurance are not unknowingly or unwillingly subsidizing abortion.
 
Finally, legislative leaders and I have agreed to reject $54 million in federal funds to ensure that
the state of Oklahoma sends a clear signal to Washington: we do not want, in any shape or
form, to be tied to ObamaCare. And while we continue to fight the president’s health care plan,
both legislatively and in court, we’re also moving to establish our own Oklahoma-based health
solutions, including the creation of a new online insurance network where businesses and
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families can shop for affordable, high quality private health insurance. 
 
The first three months of the legislative session have been a testament to the goals and values
that many conservative lawmakers, including myself, outlined during their campaigns:
encouraging more private sector job growth and boosting our economy, reaffirming our
commitment to conservative values and standing up to the Obama Administration when it
overreaches.
 
All of this is good news. But we have a long way to go before we reach the finish line.
 
During my campaign for governor, I promised voters I would bring Oklahoma a smaller, smarter
government able to operate more efficiently and effectively. To deliver on that promise, my
administration is proposing two important reforms: the consolidation of several agencies under
the Office of State Finance, and the restructuring and consolidation of the state’s Information
Technology resources.
 
Together, these two reforms will save taxpayers tens of millions of dollars a year – with the
potential for much more – while eliminating government waste and duplication of services. Our
IT reform bill, for instance, will reduce the number of financial payment systems the state uses
from over 70 to just one, delivering a more streamlined, efficient way of doing business.
 
We have a number of other important reform measures that we must deliver on this session.
Overhauling our workers compensation system, in order to reduce skyrocketing legal and
medical costs that continue to drive jobs out of state, is a priority. We must pursue additional
education reform, including an A-F grading system for our schools. And the creation of a Quick
Action Closing Fund to lure new businesses and jobs to the state of Oklahoma is necessary
before we can truly say we are doing everything in our power to create the best business climate
possible.
 
All of these are substantial reforms that require political courage and willpower. But each one of
them is necessary for our conservative lawmakers to fulfill their promises to voters.
 
I appreciate the hard work and dedication of our legislative leaders to date. Now it’s time to
finish the heavy lifting and close out the legislative session by delivering on the important
reform measures we promised voters we’d act on.  I look forward to our lawmakers working to
send these bills to my desk.
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Murphy, Sean
Subject: more health insurance exchange info
Date: Friday, November 09, 2012 3:01:00 PM

All of this below is attributable to me:
 
Exchanges:
 
“Governor Fallin is continuing to explore the state’s options as they relate to health insurance
exchanges. Her priority is to ensure the people of Oklahoma are best served by a system that
increases access to health care, controls health care costs and does so in a way that is fiscally
responsible. Oklahoma is not in a unique position; many other states are continuing to weigh
what options best serve their citizens, as is responsible.
 
“However, like other states, Oklahoma’s decision making process has been significantly
hampered by the failure of the federal government to provide further guidance regarding its
own rules and regulations. In a letter dated July 10 of this year (available here),  Governor
Bob McDonnell, acting on behalf of Republican governors, asked the White House dozens of
questions concerning the implementation of insurance exchanges as well as the
administration’s proposed Medicaid expansion. To date, these questions have not been
answered. Governor Fallin is extremely frustrated that states have been asked to make
important decisions regarding the health outcomes of their citizens with little or no
information provided by the administration. Basic questions such as ‘how much will an
insurance exchange cost the state of Oklahoma?’ have still been left unanswered. It is
disappointing and frustrating that so little information has been provided to states. “
 
Regarding the impending Nov 16 deadline for exchanges:
 
“The November 16 ‘deadline’ to submit a plan for an insurance exchange is an internal
agency deadline, not in statute, with no obvious penalties for states that do not meet it. After
reviewing ACA guidelines and conferring with other states, our policy staff does not believe
it is true that Oklahoma will necessarily be subject to a federal exchange if it misses the
November 16 deadline. Obama administration officials have confirmed that, calling the
deadline a ‘rolling deadline.’ Again, much of the confusion surrounding the ACA and health
insurance exchanges is the result of the federal government refusing to answer simple
questions about its own law.”  
 
Medicaid expansion:
 
“The governor did say she would make a decision sometime after the election, when it was
clearer what the future of the ACA would be. The election ended a very short time ago, as
you know. Her priority is not to make this decision as quickly as possible; it is to make the
right decision. Governor Fallin is still conferring with other lawmakers, her cabinet, and
health care experts in Oklahoma and around the country as to what course of action best
serves the people of Oklahoma.”
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Muskogee Politico"s take on health care exchanges shows up on RedState.com
Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 11:01:00 AM

Jamison, like his dad, is against it.
 
FYI:  http://www.redstate.com/jamisonfaught/2011/03/19/ok-house-passes-obamacare-
implementation-measure-amid-false-claims/
 
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines
Date: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 10:33:28 AM
Posted At: Deleted Items
Conversation: NAACP crowd boos Romney for "Obamacare" snub
Subject: NAACP crowd boos Romney for "Obamacare" snub

After vowing to do away with "Obamacare" and other "non-essential, expensive programs"
if elected president, Mitt Romney is met with boos from the crowd at the NAACP
convention in Houston, Texas.

  

View article...
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From: msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines
Date: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 10:33:28 AM
Posted At: Deleted Items
Conversation: NAACP crowd boos Romney for "Obamacare" snub
Subject: NAACP crowd boos Romney for "Obamacare" snub

After vowing to do away with "Obamacare" and other "non-essential, expensive programs"
if elected president, Mitt Romney is met with boos from the crowd at the NAACP
convention in Houston, Texas.

  

View article...
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From: Kaleb Bennett
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz
Cc: Andrew Silvestri; Craig Perry
Subject: National Review article regarding Gov. Daniels"s Health care reform initiatives
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:49:28 AM

In case you guys haven’t seen this, FYI.  Also, the author, Michael Cannon, has several other articles
in a similar vein.  He’s not a fan of either the innovator grants or the state HSA efforts either.
 
Here’s a link to the author’s archives in case you’re interested. 
 
http://www.nationalreview.com/author/176669
 
 
MARCH 14, 2011 5:00 A.M.

Daniels and Obamacare, Round Two 

When conservatives start defending expansion of government, we’re in serious danger.

Indiana governor Mitch Daniels’s policy director, Lawren Mills, Grace-Marie Turner of the Galen Institute, and Bob

Goldberg of the Center for Medicine in the Public Interest take exception to my NRO article “Mitch Daniels’s Obamacare
Problem.” In brief, the trio believes that Daniels’s expansion of government-run health care is a conservative triumph. I can’t
believe we’re even having this conversation.

To recap, the Healthy Indiana Plan, which Daniels signed into law in 2007, bears the following similarities to Obamacare:

1. Both expanded Medicaid, which crowds out private insurance — Obama to 138 percent of the federal poverty level,

Daniels to 200 percent.

2. Like Obamacare, the Daniels plan raised taxes to pay for part of its expansion of government-run health care.

(Daniels’s 126 percent hike in Indiana’s cigarette tax mirrors Obama’s 159 percent hike in the federal cigarette tax.)

3. Like Obamacare, the Daniels plan pushes part of its cost onto other states. Taxpayers in other states bear two-thirds of the

spending burden (through the portion of Medicaid funding that comes through Washington, D.C.), and Daniels has proposed

making other states pay even more.

4. Just as Obamacare will cost more than projected, an independent review found that Daniels’s cigarette-tax hike hasn’t

kept pace with Indiana’s share of the spending, and further spending overruns may be on the horizon.

5. Both Obamacare and the Daniels plan contain a “slacker mandate.” Obamacare mandates that insurers cover “children” on

their parents’ policies up to age 26. Daniels mandated that insurers do so up to age 24. (A similarity I overlooked in my

original article.)

Turner says the Daniels plan “could not be more different” from Obamacare. I’ve just listed five ways that it could. And it

gets worse:
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6. Daniels has accepted Obamacare grants and is implementing an Obamacare “exchange” in Indiana — something he is

under no obligation to do, contrary to what Turner claims.

That’s enough to cause problems for the repeal effort were Daniels to be the GOP’s presidential nominee.

Mills, Turner, and Goldberg defend the Daniels plan with an argument that boils down to this: Daniels expanded Medicaid

with health savings accounts, and that makes it okay.

In fact, it may seem counterintuitive, but if anything, the fact that Daniels used HSAs makes his Medicaid expansion worse.

I support HSAs because they allow workers to reclaim control over a portion of their health-care dollars, and I

support expanding them so workers can control all their health-care dollars. Within the context of Medicaid, however, the

advantages of HSAs are actually a problem. Medicaid is welfare. By offering Medicaid enrollees the freedom and

opportunity for wealth accumulation that HSAs create, the Daniels plan makes Medicaid more attractive, and thereby lures

more people out of private insurance and into dependence on government.

Turner writes, “Cannon calls this a ‘taxpayer-funded health savings account’ and makes it sound like the state is handing out

cash. It’s not. He needs to get his facts straight.” Actually, I wrote, “the government hands out coverage plus something a

lot like cash.” Which is true: Enrollees can spend their HSA funds on any provider they choose, and whatever they don’t

spend rolls over. That makes Indiana’s Medicaid HSAs a lot more attractive than either traditional Medicaid (which few

doctors accept) or Medicaid managed-care plans (which limit coverage to a provider network). The only ways these

taxpayer-funded HSAs are unlike cash is that enrollees can spend them only on medical care and must forfeit them if they

leave the program. The incentive to remain enrolled in Daniels’s Medicaid expansion is therefore greater than in the rest of

Medicaid. And if you do leave, there’s a use-it-or-lose it incentive to spend the taxpayers’ money before you go, which runs

completely counter to the whole idea of HSAs. “It sounds to me,” Turner writes, “like Governor Daniels got the incentives

right.” Really?

All three critiques are rife with errors and omissions. Turner writes that the Daniels plan “operates much more like private

insurance” than regular Medicaid does. No, it doesn’t: About 70 percent of Medicaid enrollees receive some or all of their

care through privately managed-care plans. Turner calls the Daniels plan “a bridge to private insurance,” but she never

addresses the incentives it creates to remain dependent on government. Mills claims the Daniels plan prevents crowd-out of

private coverage by “requiring that an individual must be uninsured for six months before he or she is eligible.” Yet health

economist Jonathan Gruber, who advised the Clinton administration to implement such waiting periods, later found that “if

anything these provisions cause crowd-out to rise, not fall.” Goldberg incorrectly claims, “Indiana does not have a Medicaid

program for families up to 200 percent of poverty,” because he (like Turner) confuses the program  with the type of

coverage it offers. Goldberg says I overstate enrollment growth in Indiana’s Medicaid program; I link to my source, he does

not. He illogically analogizes the Daniels plan (which expanded Medicaid enrollment) to the 1996 welfare reforms (which

reduced welfare rolls) and to education vouchers (which do not expand eligibility for government subsidies).

If Daniels wanted to demonstrate that HSAs are superior to Medicaid as we know it, he should have put existing enrollees
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into HSAs, rather than expand Medicaid to make his point. It’s no excuse to say the feds wouldn’t have let him; if that’s

true, Daniels should have pushed for more flexibility or eliminated regulations that make health insurance and medical

care unaffordable for low-income Hoosiers. Instead, he expanded government.

Conservatives need to adopt a more discerning attitude than “If it says HSA, it must be good.” I hope no one would support

a government takeover, such as Obamacare, just because the coverage it mandated was an HSA plan. Nor should anyone

support a Medicaid expansion — a step toward a government takeover — because it creates government-subsidized HSAs.

Turner thinks my criticisms are “odd” given that the Cato Institute has long been a champion of HSAs. Allow me to turn

that around: When the Cato guy tells you someone is corrupting the idea of HSAs, pay attention.

Neither Turner nor Mills nor Goldberg disputes my claim that Daniels is undermining the effort to repeal Obamacare.

Instead, Turner defends Daniels’s decision to implement the law because “if no state exchange is in place and the law is not

repealed or overturned, then the feds will come in and surely institute an aggressive government-controlled program.” The

first false premise here is that the feds will set up an exchange if Daniels doesn’t. “The future is uncertain about a federal

exchange,” argues Twila Brase, president of theCitizens’ Council for Health Freedom, who is fighting the creation of an

exchange in Minnesota. “Why should we do the feds’ work when they might never achieve the exchange without our help?”

The Obama administration is counting on the states to help them entrench the law; Daniels is collaborating. The second false

premise is that state-run exchanges would (or could) prevent Obamacare from becoming “an aggressively government-

controlled program.” All the rules would be written in Washington; who administers those rules is irrelevant. (In the current

issue of NATIONAL REVIEW, I explain in greater detail why there is no reason whatsoever for states to be creating an

Obamacare exchange, and why governors doing so are cementing the law in place.) Daniels orchestrated a letter to HHS

Secretary Kathleen Sebelius, in which he and 20 other governors threatened not to create exchanges unless their demands

were met. Sebelius told them to drop dead. Has Daniels gone wobbly?

But my jaw dropped when I read this in Turner’s post: “While there are differences about this in the free-market policy

community, I am advising governors to set up a minimal exchange . . .” Differences, indeed. I’m pretty sure I’m not the only

one who sees a problem with conservatives praising the expansion of government health-care programs and advising

governors to erect Obamacare’s new health-care bureaucracies.

Daniels has an Obamacare problem that could hurt the repeal movement if he doesn’t deal with it. Turner is creating more

Obamacare problems. This isn’t the first time conservatives have danced with the devil on health-care questions

(see Massachusetts), but with health-care freedom now at its moment of maximum peril, that needs to stop. It will probably,

however, take more than just the usual voices of protest to stop it. Tea Party and traditional conservative groups should

perhaps spend less time attacking congressional Republicans over relatively minor tactical disagreements, and more time

educating the governors, state legislators, and (yes) policy wonks who are actively implementing Obamacare in their own

backyards.

— Michael F. Cannon is director of health-policy studies at the Cato Institute and co-author of Healthy Competition:

What’s Holding Back Health Care and How to Free It.
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• States will have to adopt state law or regulation and establish at least one reinsurance 
entity. 

• Deadline for adopting operating rules for electronic funds transfers and health care 
payment and remittance advice transactions. 

• Operating rules for health claims/encounter information in a health plan, premium 
payments, and certification and authorization are to be adopted by July l, 2014. 

2015 

• Beginning January l, 2015, state-based Exchanges must be self-sustaining. 
Exchanges may charge assessments or user fees. 

• Beginning January 1, 2015, state Medicaid programs will be required to begin annual 
Medicaid enrollment reporting. 

• Beginning October 1, 2015 through September 30, 2019, states will be eligible for a 
23 percentage point increase in the regular CHIP match up to 100 percent. 

• Federal funding for the CHIP program expires September 30, 2015. If a state 
allotment is insufficient to meet the need, CHIP-eligible children could receive tax 
credits to obtain coverage through the state-based Exchange. HHS would be required 
to certify plans in the exchange that provide comparable benefits for low-income 
children. 

2016 

• Beginning January 1, 2016, health care choice compacts may take effect. 

2017 

• Beginning January 1, 2017 states that have obtained a waiver from HHS may operate 
an alternative program in lieu of certain federal health coverage refonns. 

• States will begin to pay a share of the new mandatory Medicaid expansion.9 

9 The state share of the cost of covering the Medicaid expansion population varies by state. See 
footnote 7. 

Discussion Draft Only. For more information, please contact Andrea Maresca am resca 
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7-o I Lf 
population will be fully federally funded in calendar years 2014, 2015, and 2016.7 

States are required to apply a 5% income disregard when determining Medicaid 
eligibility, effectively bringing the new Medicaid minimum eligibility level to 138% 
FPL. States will be required to use modified adjusted gross income to determine 
eligibility. 

• The Medicaid eligibility MOE for non-pregnant, nondisabled adults would expire 
once HHS has determined a state-based Exchange is fully operational. The bill's 
provisions call for state Exchanges to be operational by January I, 2014. 

• State Medicaid programs will be required to implement several statutorily defined 
procedures concerning enrollment simplification and coordination with state-based 
Exchanges and CHIP. 

• State Medicaid programs will be required to offer premium assistance for employer
sponsored insurance. 

• State Medicaid programs will be required to establish procedures to simplify 
enrollment and coordinate with state-based Exchanges and CHIP. States must 
implement specific procedures outlined in legislation. 

• Beginning in fiscal year 2014, there will be reductions in the disproportionate share 
hospital program funding. The law requires total reductions in DSH funding of $14.J 
billion.8 HHS will develop the methodology for applying the reductions. 

• HHS would have the authority to allow states to establish alternative programs for 
low-income individuals. Instead of offering coverage through a state-based Exchange, 
states could negotiate directly with health insurers to establish a basic health program 
which offers at least one standard health plan providing at least the essential health 
benefits for certain non-Medicaid eligible individuals with income between 133 and 
200%FPL. 

• State Medicaid programs will be prohibited from excluding coverage for barbiturates, 
benzodiazepines, and tobacco cessation products. 

• Expiration of authorization for the Medicare Special Needs Plans (SNPs). 

7 In calendar year 2017, the state share will vary based on whether the state is an early adopter state or not. 
Early adopter states are: AZ, DE, HJ, ME, MA, MN, NY, PA, VT, WA, and WI. Early adopter states will 
receive an increase in their FMAP for certain childless adults that they currently cover (not parents). Other 
states will receive an increase for the expansion population (parents and certain childless adults) as follows: 
95% FMAP in 2017, 94%FMAP in2018, 93%FMAP in 2019, and 90%FMAP in2020 and beyond. 
8 The law requires specific reductions of: $500 million in FY 2014, $600 million in FYs 20l5-2016, $1.8 
billion in FY 2017, $5 billion in FY 2018, $5.6 billion in FY 2019, and $4 billion in FY 2020 .. 
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• Beginning in 2017, a state may allow large companies (with at least I 01 employees) 
to participate in the state-based Exchange. 

2018 

• Implementation of an excise tax on insurers of employer sponsored health plans with 
aggregate values exceeding certain thresholds, including on state and governmental 
plans, often referred to as "Cadillac plans." 

\ 
\ 
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• The deadline for complying with operating rule for health plan and health claim 
transactions would be 2013. (See 2011 thnelines) 

2014 
Unless otherwise noted, the following 2014 reforms begin January I, 2014. 

• Individuals will be required to maintain minimum essential health coverage or pay a 
penalty. 

• Employers with 50 or more full-time employees that do not offer affordable coverage 
wlll be required to pay a fee if they do not offer coverage and If any employee 
receives a subsidy - in the fonn of a t11x credit - to purchase health insurance through 
a state-based Exchange. The employer will be subject to a fee for every full-time 
employee, regardless of how many employees receive a subsidy, up to a capped 
amount. If the employer offers coverage, but the employee obtains subsidized 
coverage, the.employer is still subject to a fee. 

• Several federal health insurance refonns will take effect, including: guaranteed issue 
whereby insurers are required to accept every employer and individual applying for 
coverage; Adjusted Community Rating which prohibits insurers from using any 
factors in setting premiums, including health status and gender, other than limited use 
of age (3: I), family size, geography and tobacco use; a prohibition on denying 
coverage based on preexisting health conditions. 

• Launch of the state-based Exchanges for individuals and SHOP Exchanges for small 
business. States may combine these exchanges. The state exchange would have to 
comply with certain federal standards and perform functions specified in the statute. 

• Sliding scale subsides will be available for eligible low and moderate income 
individuals below 400% FPL that cap the cost of health insurance premiums and cost· 
sharing at a percentage of household income. 

• All insurance plans will be required to provide, at a minimum, coverage for specified 
categories of services and coverage of preventive services without cost-sharing. 

• Beginning with a 2014 plan year, HHS, in conjunction with the states, would monitor 
premium increases of health insurance coverage offered through a state-based 
Exchange and outside of an Exchange. 

• State Medicaid programs will be required to cover certain non-pregnant, non-elderly 
individuals with income up to 133% FPL. The cost of services for the expansion 
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• Medicaid will be required to cover tobacco cessation services for pregnant women. 

• Effective July l, 2011, the Medicaid FMAP for territories is increased to 55 percent 
fh>m 50 percent. In addition, there Is $6.3 billion to proportionally increase the caps 
for territories and Puerto Rico from July 1, 2011 through September 30, 2019. 

• Operating rules for eligibility for a health plan and health claim status transactions are 
fequir,ed to be adopted by July I, 20 I I. 

• Effective October l, 2011, there will be a new state Medicaid option to offer home 
and community-based servlees to disabled indivldualii through Medicaid rather than 
institutional care. States would be eligible for enhanced federal funding but would 
have to meet several federal requirements, including a MOE for state expenditures for 
certain programs for individuals with disabilities. 

2012 

• By January 1, 2012, HHS is required to establish procedures for determining 
eligibility for the Community Living Assistance and Supports (CLASS) program, a 
new national voluntary insurance program for purchasing community living 
assistance services and supports. By October 1, 2012, HHS must publish regulations 
concerning the standards for a CLASS Independence Benefit Plan. 

• Operating rules for electronic funds transfers and health care payment and remittance 
advice transactions are to be adopted by July 1, 2012. · 

2013 

• Pdor to January I. 2013, states must notify HHS if they intend to establish and 
operate a slate-based Exchange, according to federal standards. In addition, HH!I will 
make a determination that the state is making sufficient progress towards having the 
state.run Exchange operational by January I, 2014. ·If the state chooses not to 
establish an Exchange or is not making sufficient progress, HHS will plan for a 
federally established/operated Exchange in the state. Territories have the option to 
establish an Exchange and a limited amount of funding is allocated for this purpose. 

• By July 1, 2013, HHS is required to issue regulations for the creation of health care 
choice compacts whereby two or more states may agree to allow health insurers to 
sell products across state lines. Health choice compacts may not take effect prior to 
January 1, 2016. 
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HHS could award grants to states for planning and implementation of a state.based 
Exchange.s 

• Beginning with a 2010 plan year HHS, in collaboration with states, will review any 
ul11'11asonablo inoreasea in premiums for health insurance. Health Insurance issuers 
would be required to submit to HHS and the state a justification for an unreasonable 
premium incr11ase prior to the implementation of the increase and would have to post 
this information on their website. Beginning October 1, 2009 and for a five year 
period, HHS will award grants to states to assist them with the review and meeting 
related standards. 6 

• Six months after enactment, several new federal insurance rules will take effect 
Including: a prohibition on insurers from Imposing lifetime limits on bl!lleflts, 
restrictions on the use of annual limits, and a prohibition on insurers from rescinding 
coverage. All health insurance plans would be required to cover recommended 
preventive services and immunizations. Unmarried children could remain on their 
parent's health plan until age 26. 

• Beginning six months after enactment, health insurance plans will be required to 
report medical loss ratio and HHS will make the intbrmatlon public. 

• Within 180 days of enactment, HHS will be required to issue regulations concerning a 
program that will allow states to apply for a waiver from the individual mandate or 
certain other requirements of the bill if they can demonstrate that they have another 
way of meeting federal coverage requirements. The state waiver program could begin 
in plan year 2017. 

• Beginning in 2010 through 2013, employers with fewer than 25 employees will be 
eligible to receive a federal tax credit to offset 35 percent of their health insurance 
costs as long as the employer contributes at least half of the premium. 

2011 

• Medical loss ratio requirements will take effect beginning with a 2011 plan year. 
Insurers will be required to spend 85 percent of their revenue from premiums (80 
percent for insurers covering small businesses) on medical claims. 

• States will be eligible for a one percentage point increase in the FMAP if the state 
Medicaid program covers certain evidence-based preventive services with no cost 
sharing. 

' Amount of grants and requirements will need to be provided by HHS. 
6 The definition of unreasonable increases is not defined in statute and is expected to be defined in 
regulation by HHS, with input from NAJC. 
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standards, methodologies, and procedures for all children in Medicaid and in the 
Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP), until September 30, 2019. 

• Upon enactment, the Medicaid prescription drug rebate is extended to Medicaid 
managed care organizations for generic and brand name drugs. Similar to the rebate 
provisions for fee- for-service enrollees discussed above, the federal government 
recaptures the savings for MCO enrollees for the incremental increase in the 
minimum rebate levels - the bands between 15.1 to 23.1 and 11 to 13 percent.3 

• By March l, 2010, HHS is required to establish a federal Coordinated Health Care 
Office to promote integration between Medicare and Medicaid and Improve 
coordination between states and the federal government. 

• As of April l, 2010, there is a state option to expand Medicaid to the new expansion 
population up to 133% FPL without a waiver. States could phase-in thc:i expansion, 
Funding for an expansion would be at the state's regular FMAP during the period 
April I, 2010 and December 30, 2013. States will still be eligible for the new 
enhanced FMAP for this population once the m~ndatorv expansion takes effect 
January !. 2014. 

• Within 90 days of enactment, HHS must establish a temporary high-risk health 
Insurance pool program, funded at $5 billion. HHS will work with states to establish a 
high risk pool or an alternative program that serves the same purpose. A federal 
fall back exists if a state chooses not to operate such a program. 

• Within 90 days of enactment, HHS must establish a temporary re-insurance program 
for reimbursement to participating employment-based plans to cover 80% of the cost 
for claims for retirees ages 55-64, including employees of state and local government. 

• By July 1, 20 I 0, HHS, in consultation with states, will establish a mechanism, 
including a website, to facilitate infonnation for consumers and small businesses on 
coverage options, including public and private options, in each state. Within 60 days 
of enactment HHS will develop a standardized format for presenting coverage 
options. 

• HHS is to immediately begin to develop standards for establishing and operating 
state-based Exchanges for individuals and standards for a state-based Small Business 
Health Options Program (SHOP) Exchange. For a SHOP Exchange, a small employer 
is defined as having one to 100 employees.4 Beginning in 2010 and through 2014, 

J lb. 
4 While the small employer is defined as having one to 100 employees, until the year 2016, states can limit 
the small-group market to !inns with 50 or fewer employees. 
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DISCUSSION DRAFT Last updated March 26, 20 IO 

Implementation Timeline for Federal Health Reform Legislation 

On March 23, 2010, the President signed into law a comprehensive health reform 
measure, the Pationt Protection and Affordable Health eare Act, PPAeA (P.L. 111-148). 
The President is expected to sign a corrections measure, the Health Care and Education 
Reconciliation Act (H.R. 4872) approved by the House and Senate on March 2S, 2010. 
The corrections bill makes several major changes to the main bill. 

There are several immediate deadlines that wiJI impact states. In addition, states will need 
to begin planning soon for many of the longer term initiatives envisioned in the pending 
Senate bill. In a few instances, the law references dates that have already passed, since 
enactment occurred later than anticipated. The budget reconciliation process limited the 
scope of corrections that could be included, including amending effective dates. Going 
forward there may need to be additional corrections to the dates or the Administration 
may issue guidance for implementation dates based on congressional Intent. 

The following timeline reflects provisions in the main law and corrections measure and is 
intended to assist states as they plan fur implementation. It highlights many of the key 
federal and state deadlines and options that will directly impact states but Is not Intended 
to be a comprehensive summary of the new law. For purposes of provisions that are 
based on "date of enactment," this date is March 23, 2010. Please note that additional 
deadlines for several implementation pieces may be established as the federal agencies 
develop their own implementation timelines and regulations. 

2010 

• Retroactive to January 1, 2010 the minimum drug rebate level for most brand name 
products Is increased from 13.1 to 23.1 percent. Minimum rebate levels for generics 
would increase from 11 to 13 percent. Any savings that accrue from the incremental 
increase in the minimum rebate levels - the bands between IS.I to 23.1and11to13 
percent -accrue to the federal government only and would not be shared with states. 
Supplemental rebates negotiated above 23. l would be split according to the regular 
state FMAP. 1 

• Upon enactment, a state would be subject to a maintenance of effort (MOE) on 
Medicaid eligibility standards, methodologies, and procedures until an Exchange is 
operational in the state.2 States also would be subject to a MOE on eligibility 

1 There has been conlliotlng information regarding the effective date of this provision (whether it is January 
I, 2010 or March 23, 2010) and Its application to states that have negotiated supplemental rebates above the 
now federal minimum levels. The information reflected here is based on NGA conversations with 
congressional staff on March 26, 2010. 
2 A limited exception is permitted for the period January I, 20 II through December 31, 2013 for a state 
that certifies it has or projects a budget deficit. The exception would apply for eligibility policies applying 
to optional non.pregnant, non·disabled adults with income above 133 percent of the FPL. 
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end of the taxable year lrns not attained age 27. NCSL has requested clarification of the congressional intent due 
to the differences in the language of the two bills. Effective 6 montlts q/ier enactment. 

PROHIBITS DISCRIMINATION BASED ON SALARY-Prohibits new group health plans from establishing any 
eligibility rules for health care coverage that have the effect of discriminating in favor of higher wage employees. 
Ejfective 6 man tits qjler enactment. 

ASSISTANCE TO STATES TO PROVIDE HEALTH INSURANCE CONSUMER INFORMATION-Provides aid 
to states in establishing offices of health insurance consumer assistance in order to help individuals with the liling of 
complaints and appeals. Ejfective beginning in FY 2010. 

TAX CREDITS 

SMALL BUSINESS TAX CREDITS-Offers tax credits to small businesses to make employee coverage more 
affordable. Tax credits of up to 35 percent of premiums will be immediately available to firms that choose to offer 
coverage. Effective beginning calendar year 2010. (Beginning in 2014, the small business tax credits will cover 50 
percent of premiums.) ' 

MEDICARE 

BEGINS TO PHASE-OUT THE MEDICARE PART D DONUT HOLE-Provides a $250 rebate to Medicare 
beneficiaries who hit the donut hole in 2010. Ejfective calendar year 2010. (Beginning in 2011, institutes a 50% discount 
on brand-name drugs in the donut hole; also completely closes the donut hole by 2020.) 

ELIMINATES CO-PAYMENTS AND DEDUCTIBLES FOR PREVENTIVE CARE UNDER MEDICARE
Eliminates co-payments for preventive services and exempts preventive services from deductibles under the Medicare 
program. Ejfective January I, 2011. 

HEAL TH CARE INFRASTRUCTURE AND WORKFORCE 

COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS-Increases funding for Community Health Centers to allow for nearly a doubling 
of the number of patients seen by the centers over the next 5 years. Effective beginning in.fiscal year 2010. 

INCREASING NUMBER OF PRIMARY CARE DOCTORS-Provides new investment in training programs to 
increase the number of primary care doctors, nurses, and public health professionals. Effective beginning in.fiscal year 
2010. 

LONG TERl\tl CARE 

CREATES NEW, VOLUNTARY, PUBLIC LONG-TERM CARE INSURANCE PROGRAM- Establishes a 
national voluntary insurance program for purchasing Community Living Assistance Services and Support (CLASS 
program), a long-term care insurance program to be financed by voluntary payroll deductions to provide benefits to adults 
who are actively employed and become functionally disabled. The program allows for an opt-out by employees, and a 
five year vesting period. Ejfective on Ja1111wy I, 2011. 

NCSL Staff Contacts: 
Joy Johnson I Vi/son, flea/th Policy Director(~ 
Rachel 1\-/organ, Senior Polic.y Specialist (Rachel.1\tlorga; 14527
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i\'utio11t1/ Co11jl.!re11ce oj'State legislatures Offi,:1! of Stt1te~f'~edert1/ llel11tio11s 
./././ 1Vorth Ct1pito/ ,~treet, 1VIY1 Suite 515, IYashi11uto11, D. C. 20001 

202-614-5400 

NCSL HEALTH REFOR1'1 FACT SlIEET 

KEY PROVISIONS THAT TAKE EFFECT 11\'IMEDIATELY 
UND!m SENATE BILL (UR 3590) AS AMENDED BY RECONCILIATION BILL (UR 4872) 

INSURANCE REFORMS 

PROHIBITS PLANS FROM IMPOSING PRE-EXISTING CONDITION EXCLUSIONS ON CHILDREN
Prohibits health insurers from denying coverage to children with pre-existing conditions. Effective 6 months ajler 
enactment. (Beginning in 2014, this prohibition would apply to all persons.) 

PROHIBITS PLANS FROM IMPOSING LIFETIME LIMITS ON COVERAGE-Prohibits health insurance 
companies from placing lifetime caps on coverage. Effective 6 months q/ier enactment. 

PROHIBITS THE IMPOSITION OF RESTRICTIVE ANNUAL LIMITS ON COVERAGE-Tightly restricts new 
plans' use of annual limits to ensure access to needed care. These tight restrictions will be defined by HHS. Effective 6 
months cifter enactment. (Beginning in 2014, the use of annual limits would be prohibited for all plans.) 

ELIMINATES CO-PAYMENTS AND DEDUCTIBLES FOR PREVENTIVE CARE UNDER NEW PRIVATE 
PLANS-Requires new private plans to cover preventive services with no co-payments and with preventive services 
being exempt from deductibles. Effective 6 months ajler enactment. (Beginning in 2018, this requirement applies to all 
plans.) 

ESTABLISHES A TEMPORARY REINSURANCE PROGRAM FOR EARLY RETIREES-Creates a temporary 
re-insurance program (until the Exchanges are available) to help offset the costs of expensive health claims for employers 
that provide health benefits for retirees age 55-64. Effective 90 days a/ier enactment 

ESTABLISHES A NEW, INDEPENDENT APPEALS PROCESS-Ensures that consumers in new plans have access 
to an effective internal and external appeals process to appeal decisions by their health insurance plan. Effective 6 months 
q/ier enactment. 

ENSURES VALUE FOR PREMIUM PAYMENTS (Medical Loss Ratio)--Requires plans in the individual and small 
group market to spend 80 percent of premium dollars on medical services, and plans in the large group market to spend 85 
percent. Insurers that do not meet these thresholds must provide rebates to policyholders. Effective Jam1a1y 1, 2011. 

ESTABLISHES AN INTERIM HIGH RISK POOL PROGRAM -Provides immediate access to insurance for 
Americans who are uninsured because of a pre-existing condition - through a temporary high-risk pool. This program will 
end when the Health Insurance Exchanges become effective in 2014. Effective 90 days cifter enactment. 

EXTENDS COVERAGE FOR YOUNG PEOPLE UP TO 26TH YEAR THROUGH PARENTS' INSURANCE
Requires health plans to allow young people up to their 26th year to remain on their parents' insurance policy, at the 
parents' choice regardless of marital status. Note: Language in H.R. 4872 Reconciliation Act of2010 amends 
provisions in H.R. 3590 by adding a provision to clarify dependent coverage as it relates to the income definition under 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. This language defines an adult dependent as any child of the taxpayer who as of the 14528



:"/CSL :\lceting Notes. \Vashington O.C. April 9111 and 1011
', 2010. 

Notes cornpile<l by Rep. :Vlark McCullough 

Second Session 
Health Reform: \Vhat Now? !The session on The Health Care Bill) 
.Jay Angoff - Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
Came off as t1ippant, dismissive, certainly uninfonned and maybe a little irritated he had to put 
up with questions from us hicks. 
Lots of talk about the Exchange. 
He says the new law actually strengthens State regulation of insurance. 
Threw a few bones to "States know best on how to improve health care." 

Joy \Vilson - Federal Affairs Counsel/Health Policy Director 
Professional, non-condescending, serious, did not come off uninformed even though there were 
many things she honestly didn't know, came clean on major shortcomings - when they were 
raised. 
There is a handout. I'll attach it. 
The following are evidently immediate changes: 

CHIP funding is now dependent on funding Medicaid. This is an important development. 

They will be trying to get Medicaid and Medicare to work better together on their Duel 
Eligible's. 

Web based portal on the Exchange and Medicaid Eligibility. Date is July 1'1 2013. Need to 
decide what office will be in charge of this. 
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She often said things like "I'm not really sure how this will work, the states will have to 
decide how this will work, I don't really know about how this will work." 

They are interested in "reining in" premiums that they think are too high. There is 1,•rant money 
available. 
Things going into effect very soon: Dependent Adult Children. Prohibitions against Rescinding 
Coverage. 

Medical Loss Ratio Issue: % of health dollars that can go to admin and advertising vs. what goes 
to care. "Pretty stringent requirements." 

STATES CAN'T OPT OUT OF ANY OF THE PROVISIONS OF THIS BILL UNTILL 2017. 
STATES WILL NEED TO PASS LEGISLATION TO GET A WAIVER TO OPT OUT OF 
ANY PROVISION. SHE SAID THIS WAS IMPORTANT. 

IRS just put out a new section on their web site on what small businesses would have to do to 
comply. Forms, instrnctions, etc. 

New Medicaid Plan to provide home based services for long tenn care. It does include a 
maintenance of effort provision. 

New employe1· based long term care disability insurance. Automatic enrolment unless you 
"opt out." If you become disabled on the job you will get services. How does this effect 
\Vorker's Comp or SSD? There is a 5 year vestment period. It has to be self sustaining. 
Premiums will have to cover the costs. This was Kennedy's baby. She noted many are concerned 
that this will not be able to be self sustaining. 

Exchanges will have to be outlined by states by 2013 and whether HHS will do the exchange. 

There must be State Legislation to approve sales of insurance between state lines. Evidently it 
will be a compact. 

Maintenance of effoti for non-pregnant, non-disabled Medicaid can be altered (waivers applied 
for) after the effective date. 

The big date is 2014 for having most everything operational. 

Discussion 
Who should be at the table when developing the Exchanges. An go ff says that since Exchanges 
are such a big deal and so few people have experience with them, so anyone who has 
experience with exchanges or something like it would be good to find. 

Unmarried children up to age 26 will be eligible for parents insurance? Angoffisn't sure if the 
children will not have to stay at home to qualify. Angoffjoked off a question about whether this 
would encourage co-habitation. Wilson: "This is one of the thinks they missed." This evidently 
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applies to matTied adult children up to age 26. "There are a lot of things that have not been 
thought through." 

The legislation evidently grandfathered in Mass on their exchange but DID NOT grandfather in 
Utah, which evidently exceeds the Exchange requirements. 

Angoff said that self funded plans are not prohibited. 

SERIOUSLY: These people didn't know A LOT about what was in the bill or how it would 
be implemented. This leads credence to the criticisms that this was a thrown together deal 
and is quite half baked. 

Guy from Houston: What about those employers that say that it would be cheaper for them to 
drop insurance and pay the fine? Angoff said "We're looking for ways to say yes, not ways to 
say no." "We're not going to be bureaucrats and interpret the statute narrowly." 

Good question: what about all the creative waivers that States already have with Medicaid? 
Angoff didn't know? 

Another question about waiving people out of the federal plans. She didn't know. You would 
likely have to demonstrate equivalency 

I asked the elephant in the living room question: what about the wholesale pushback coming 
from several states? Constitutional Crisis? He minimized. He said "some" states have challenged 
the law (he said only 13 states have challenged and only 2 Atty Generals have filed suits). He 
said it creates an awkward situation. It's not HHS's worry. That's up to the comis. Fair enough. 

The Feds will be the police on the high risk pools. If the states have their own exchange then 
the Feds won't determine rates for the high risk pools. 

There are grnnts to create the exchanges, there are grants for the high risk pools, there are 
consumer assistance grants. He says the State come out "net ahead." 

\Vilson: There is NOT enhanced match for eligibility for Medicaid (50%). This is a 
weakness. There is not an enhanced match for enhanced eligibility. This is an issue. 

High Risk pools gives way in 2014 to Community Rating. It's modified Community Rating. 

Angoff: This is not a single payer bill. It is to everyone's advantage to work together on this. 

I asked the obvious: won't community rating and guarantee issue push up costs? Angoff, 
weakly, admitted that states that have done this have struggled, but the intent of the bill is 
to increase the pool and so should keep the costs down. Wilson said that the other states 
that have done this didn't have the advantage of the SUBSIDIES that will be available. 
What I didn't ask: how will we sustain the subsidies? 
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Angoff assured us that he has "seen nothing in the double digits" as far as rate increases are 
concerned. Well, that is comforting. 

Lunch Speaker Newt Gingrich 
We are in deep yogurt. He had dozens of great, common sense ideas, but who the heck is 
listening? He said it's hard to implement even basic, minimal common sense refonn. I feel his 
pain. Some suggestions were fraud abatement in various programs, emphasizing more personal 
responsibility, regaining local control and to stop subsidizing loans to people who can't afford 
housing. Go dig fallout shelters and stock them with canned goods, hide the women and children. 
lfwe don't right this debt laden ship we better start learning to use chopsticks and speak Hindi 
'cause China and India are going to own us. I exaggerate ... kinda. 

Third Session - Discussion Roundtable 
Speaker of Utah House 
They have been doing a TON of stuff in Utah. They also created a Health Care Exchange. They 
are one in two functioning Exchange programs. Utah's is the market based one. Mass is the 
one that's a mess. No individual or employer mandates. In Utah there is a risk adjustment 
mechanism. One suggestion: He doesn't believe that we can repeal this new entitlement and 
Health Care Law. The next 12 months may be the most crucial time to voice their opinions 
on how to run the program up to the bureaucrats. Shame on us if we don't. We might 
consider sending someone to Utah (and Indiana) or bring someone down here to school us on 
everything they've tried. I asked him and he said he'd be happy to have us come there. 

Utah also is shifting from a defined benefit to a defined contribution and they have 
extended a employer tax break on insurance to individuals as ·well. 

Rep. Elaine Harvey, \Vyoming 
Incentivize providers for getting high 1isk Medicaid populations in for prevention and chronic 
condition management. They are starting a pilot personal HSA program for their Medicaid 
patients. 

Richard Cauchi, NCSL Program Director 
He talked about the State "push back" laws against the Health Bill. Thi1iy nine states have 
something in the works. 4 passed. I 0 failed. Ballot question in I. Utah was one of the states that 
passed a "rejection" measure. 

18 State A G's are citing the I o•h Amendment. 

It's just too early to say how this will shake out, except in States where the Legislature has 
forbidden state employees from implementing the Health Care Law. 

Hard, numbers driven, non-pmiisan ideas: Administrative Simplification; Global Payment to 
HCP's; Episode of Care Payments; All-Payer Claims Databases; Accountable Care 
Organizations. See handouts. 
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Rep. Peggy Welch, Indiana 
Asked the uncomfortable but obvious question: how many States have formed committee's 
to make sure the right people at the table fo1· the (unthinkable) eventuality of implementing 
the Heath Care Law? lndiana has one and Texas has two. l had a good talk about this with a 
very rational Vice Chair of the Texas' House Select Committee on the subject: Rep. Garnet 
Coleman (713-520-5355). 

Rep. Peter Koutouiian, Mass 
Real honest comments from a Rep from Mass on the accelerating costs they are experiencing. 
Talked about "cost containment" "payment reform" and "capitation" all code for rationing. Was 
pretty honest about it. He tipped his hat to Utah's efforts to make it consumer driven. He did say, 
I think mistakenly, that Mass's costs were "on target." He thinks that there was a couple of% 
points jump in Docs available to treat new enrollees, but it's not long te1m data. 

Dave Clark 
They found a couple of vendors who they used to leverage their limited funds to build their 
Exchange program. State employee benefits are not part of the Utah Exchange yet. It is a very 
rich plan. 

/~ourth Session: Food Systems, Healthy Food and Fitness Options for Kids and 
Communities 
Michael Hamm, PhD, Michigan State 
83 Million children under the age of 19 years who need 100 billion pound of"good" food per 
year, excluding fats, sweets and junk. 

He argues that we will NOT produce enough "good" food from some romantic ideal of a 5 acre 
farm. 

But, we could work toward Locally-integrated Food Supply Across America. More and more our 
food supply comes from far off locals. However, he thinks this is a BAD idea for national 
security. 

He thinks Diversity is good in this regard. le. Diversity of Scale, Product, Production Strategy, 
Background and Ownership Strategies. 

lmportant Point: Re-engage fostering diversity in our food supply system. Why? There is a link 
b/t good food supply and public health. 

We need 2 or 3 California sized production areas to produce the "good" foods in quantities that 
we are suppose to be eating. 

He thinks in 20 or 30 years, CA won't be able to sustain what they are doing from a food 
production stand point. 

There is a direct line between local food production, public health and economic development. 
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Bottom line, we need more locally grown fruit and produce. Not unreasonable. 

Hot topic right now: FARM TO SCHOOL PROGRAM. They do this in Michigan. 

Discussed the importance of developing farmers markets. 

Hot topic right now: URBAN AGRICULTURE. He gave Detroit as an example. He says its 
shrunk roughly to the size of Tulsa. He says there are BOO COO empty residential lots that are 
owned by the city due to foreclosures and subsequent demolition. This may not be the pie-in
the-sky, small-is-beautiful, green agenda, liberal fantasy that it once was. There really is a 
LOT of land in some decaying urban areas. 'What if low income families were given three 
acres to farm in these areas? Better food, exercise, and potential economic development. 
Not unlike what development organizations have been promoting in third world countries for 
decades. Hmm. 

Manet Kappagoda, Dept. Dir for Envn. Health and Div of Nu tr, Phys Activ. and Obesity of 
the CDC. Wow, that is a long title. 
Really nice, well spoken young lady. Told a clever joke about her talk being a "sampler platter." 
Get it. Food seminar .... sampler platter. The funniest thing I'd heard all day, next to the claim 
that the Mass Health Plan was on budget. 

Topic: Promoting Agriculture and Environmental Health. Essentially, use re-development funds 
to do Urban Agriculture, etc. Idea: Expand the definition of Urban Blight so you could get re
development money. Re-define blight to include areas with high incidents of obesity? Ehh ..... I 
don't know about this ..... that sounds suspiciously like an eminent domain scandal waiting to 
happen. 

Other ideas: State Cetiification of Farmers Markets. Exempt fresh food carts from licensing. 
Soda taxes. 

Physical Activity ideas. Maximize the use of schools for community use through Joint Use 
Agreements. Explicitly authorize and promote thru legislation as civic centers. 

I think this was the official "big governmenUnanny state" speaker that SCSL is obligated to slip 
in once a day in every conference. 

Christina Essig, Equally Long Title from CDC on loan to Dept of Ag. 
An earnest, sincere, young woman. Read her speech off a sheet. Not that I haven't clone that. 

Food deserts. Not desserts. Deserts. Like The Mojave. Get it right. "Food desert" is evidently a 
new PC term meaning folks don't have access to enough fruits and vegetables. They want to 
eliminate food deserts in 7 years. 

Other ideas: Reduce zoning of fast food restaurants. Menu labeling. One good idea: Farmers 
markets accepting WIC and Food Stamps. Do we do this? 
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Did I say the other lady was the "nanny state" speaker? I think it's this lady. The other gal was 
the warm up band. 

She used terms like "sociological models" "changing cognitions about food" "being 
complementary to the one on one approach" "use of policy systems and environmental systems 
to create healthy communities" OH MY GOSH WOULD SOMEONE GIVE ME A CY AN IDE 
TABLET!!!! 
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NCSL Meeting Notes. Washington D.C. April 9111 and 10111
, 2010. 

Notes compiled by Rep. Mark McCullough 

April 911
', 2010 

First Session: Dmg Prevention and Control 
by Gil Kierlikowske, Head of the Office of National Drug Control Policy 

He likes to say that Treatment is about half the cost of incarceration but also people become 
productive again. 
He thinks the best and brightest ideas DO NOT come from the Beltway. 
He understands living within a defined budget and getting innovative. 
He is developing the President's l ''drug control strategy. 
He has been fairly unimpressed with the annual strategies that come from the White House over 
the years. 
Of course, he says, this one will be different! Maybe so. Thinks it will be a template for local 
use. 
Drug use in other countties is a huge problem, not just here. He says the addiction problem in 
Mexico is severe. Drug traffickers stmied paying their employees in product, which then got 
pushed on some of the poorest of the poor in developing countries. 
He mentioned a big push will be through community based treatment programs. Sound 
Familiar Te1Ti? Relatively small grants of $25,000 each. He said more money is now available. 
Substance abuse treatment is now being rolled into primary care medical training and treatment, 
because it is such a big problem. 
He commended .the States for looking at Tex ting while driving, as an example of how the States 
can lead the way on an issue. Conversely, he says DRUGGED DRIVING is a very big problem 
and has not been explored enough. He says there was an 07 study. that showed that 1 in 6 drivers 
test positive for a legal or illicit drng. This is evidently HIGHER than those that test for drnnk 
driving. 11 % were illegal drngs, 8% of which was marijuana. A NUMBER OF STATES 
HA VE PER SE LAWS, BUT MANY DON'T. He suggested states seriously look at these laws. 
He mentioned that there are lots of services provided IN SILOS. Sound familiar guys? 
Oidn 't I have a bill that tried to address this but that got killed by the disembodied voices in 
Tulsa and by OHS? Enforcement not talking to drug treatment, drug treatment providers not 
talking to mental health, mental heath not talking to OHS, etc. 
There are more deaths from drugs than from gun shot wounds. 
He said that 40 states have some kind of prescription monitoring program which are very useful I. 

'" He mentioned Oregon making Pseudo prescription. He said Mississippi just made Psuedo 
prescription. He seemed to like this idea. 

Janice Pauls, Kansas Rep. 
She said the Kansas Legislature appointed a DUI commission a couple of years ago with a 
cross section of agencies and groups including legislatures. There were a lot of turf battles and 
blaming at first and then folks settled down and have stmied getting honest with each other. They 
are looking at changes in the law. They said Kansas was a poster child for treatment and prisoner 
re-entry but funding has got cut. They arc trying to expand drug courts. They have a state wide 
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electronic logging system for Pseudo. She also says that detecting and prosecuting drugged 
driving is a problem. 

Pat George, Kansas Rep., also serves as Chairman of Valley of Hope, a Treatment Center. 
He is a former alcohol addict and is an advocate for treatment. 
He said for every dollar spent on treatment yon save 6 or 7 dollars. 
He says there is a Blueprint that is available. 
He talked about re-laps as a part of treating addiction. He said he went through treatment 3 
times. He says most people in recovery experience re-laps. He says the impottant thing is the 
continuum of care. 

Discussion 
Prescription Pseudo vs the Registry. Director liked prescription. 
Coordination of services. Avoiding the Silo Effect. 
I mentioned Randy's Meth Conviction Registry. The Director had heard of it! 
Prescription drug abuse. Director said that opiates are the number one prescribed drugs in 
the U.S. l"ight now. 
Children in Foster Care often come from homes with substance abuse problems. This was said in 
the context of the Silo Effect. Are we dealing with the root of the problem in any given social 
service or public safety scenario? 
Medical Marijuana discussion. Concern about proliferation of dispensaries. Director said: "When 
you have more dispensaries than Starbucks you have a problem." 

Second Session 
Health Reform: What Now? (The session on The Health Care Bill) 
Jay Angoff - Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
Came off as flippant, dismissive, ce1tainly uninformed and maybe a little irritated he had to put 
up with questions from us hicks. 
Lots of talk about the Exchange. 
He says the new law actually strengthens State regulation of insurance. 
Threw a few bones to "States know best on how to improve health care." 

Joy \Vilson - Federal Affairs Counsel/Health Policy Director 
Professional, non-condescending, serious, did not come offuninfonned even though there were 
many things she honestly didn't know, came clean on major shortcomings - when they were 
raised. 
There is a handout. I'll attach it. 
The following are evidently immediate changes: 

CHIP funding is now dependent on funding Medicaid. This is an important development. 

They will be trying to get Medicaid and Medicare to work better together on their Duel 
Eligible's. 

Web based pmtal on the Exchange and Medicaid Eligibility. Date is July 1 '' 2013. Need to 
decide what office will be in charge of this. 
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She often said things like "I'm not really sure how this will work, the states will have to 
decide how this will work, I don't really know about how this will work." 

They are interested in "reining in" premiums that they think are too high. There is grant money 
available. 
Things going into effect very soon: Dependent Adult Children. Prohibitions against Rescinding 
Coverage. 

Medical Loss Ratio Issue: % of health dollars that can go to admin and advertising vs. what goes 
to care. "Pretty stringent requirements." 

STATES CAN'T OPT OUT OF ANY OF THE PROVISIONS OF THIS BILL UNTILL 2017. 
ST A TES WILL NEED TO PASS LEGISLATION TO GET A WA IVER TO OPT OUT OF 
ANY PROVISION. SHE SAID THIS WAS IMPORTANT. 

IRS just put out a new section on their web site on what small businesses would have to do to 
comply. Forms, instructions, etc. 

New Medicaid Plan to provide home based services for long term care. It does include a 
maintenance of etfort provision. 

New employer based long term care disability insurance. Automatic enrolment unless you 
"opt out." If you become disabled on the job you will get services. How does this effect 
\Yorker's Comp or SSD? There is a 5 year vestment period. It has to be self sustaining. 
Premiums will have to cover the costs. This was Kennedy's baby. She noted many are concerned 
that this will not be able to be self sustaining. 

Exchanges will have to be outlined by states by 2013 and whether HHS will do the exchange. 

There must be State Legislation to approve sales of insurance between state lines. Evidently it 
will be a compact. 

Maintenance of effort for non-pregnant, non-disabled Medicaid can be altered (waivers applied 
for) after the effective date. 

The big date is 2014 for having most everything operational. 

Discussion 
Who should be at the table when developing the Exchanges. Angoff says that since Exchanges 
are such a big deal and so few people have experience with them, so anyone who has 
experience with exchanges or something like it would be good to find. 

Unmarried children up to age 26 will be eligible for parents insurance? Angoffisn't sure if the 
children will not have to stay at home to qualify. Angoff joked off a question about whether this 
would encourage co-habitation. Wilson: "This is one of the thinks they missed." This evidently 
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applies to married adult children up to age 26. "There are a lot of things that have not been 
thought through." 

The legislation evidently grandfathered in Mass on their exchange but DID NOT grandfather in 
Utah, which evidently exceeds the Exchange requirements. 

Angoff said that self funded plans are not prohibited. 

SERIOUSLY: These people didn't know A LOT about what was in the bill or how it would 
be implemented. This leads credence to the criticisms that this was a thrown together deal 
and is quite half baked. 

Guy from Houston: What about those employers that say that it would be cheaper for them to 
drop insurance and pay the fine? Angoff said "We're looking for ways to say yes, not ways to 
say no." "We're not going to be bureaucrats and interpret the statute narrowly." 

Good question: what about all the creative waivers that States already have with Medicaid? 
Angoff didn't know? 

Another question about waiving people out of the federal plans. She didn't know. You would 
likely have to demonstrate equivalency 

1 asked the elephant in the living room question: what about the wholesale pushback coming 
from several states? Constitutional Crisis? He minimized. He said "some" states have challenged 
the law (he said only 13 states have challenged and only 2 Atty Generals have filed suits). He 
said it creates an awkward situation. It's not HHS's worry. That's up to the coUlts. Fair enough. 

The Feds will be the police on the high risk pools. If the states have their own exchange then 
the Feds won't determine rates for the high risk pools. 

There are grants to create the exchanges, there are grants for the high risk pools, there are 
consumer assistance grants. He says the State come out "net ahead." 

Wilson: There is NOT enhanced match for eligibility for Medicaid (50% ). This is a 
weakness. There is not an enhanced match for enhanced eligibility. This is an issue. 

High Risk pools gives way in 2014 to Community Rating. It's modified Community Rating. 

Angoff: This is not a single payer bill. It is to everyone's advantage to work together on this. 

I asked the obvious: won't community rating and guarantee issue push up costs? Angoff, 
weakly, admitted that states that have done this have struggled, but the intent of the bill is 
to increase the pool and so should keep the costs down. Wilson said that the other states 
that have done this didn't have the advantage of the SUBSIDIES that will be available. 
What I didn't ask: how will we sustain the subsidies? 
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Angoff assured us that he has "seen nothing in the double digits" as far as rate increases are 
concerned. Well, that is comforting. 

Lunch Speaker Newt Gingrich 
We are in deep yogurt. He had dozens of great, common sense ideas, but who the heck is 
listening? He said it's hard to implement even basic, minimal common sense refonn. I feel his 
pain. Some suggestions were fraud abatement in various programs, emphasizing more personal 
responsibility, regaining local control and to stop subsidizing loans to people who can't afford 
housing. Go dig fallout shelters and stock them with canned goods, hide the women and children. 
If we don't right this debt laden ship we better stat1 learning to use chopsticks and speak Hindi 
'cause China and India are going to own us. I exaggerate ... kinda. 

Third Session - Discussion Roundtabie 
Speaker of Utah House 
They have been doing a TON of stuff in Utah. They also created a Health Care Exchange. They 
are one in two functioning Exchange programs. Utah's is the market based one. Mass is the 
one that's a mess. No individual or employer mandates. In Utah there is a risk adjustment 
mechanism. One suggestion: He doesn't believe that we can repeal this new entitlement and 
Health Care Law. The next 12 months may be the most crucial time to voice their opinions 
on how to run the program up to the bureaucrats. Shame on us if we don't. We might 
consider sending someone to Utah (and Indiana) or bring someone down here to school us on 
everything they've tried. I asked him and he said he'd be happy to have us come there. 

Utah also is shifting from a defined benefit to a defined contribution and they have 
extended a employer tax break on insurance to individuals as well. 

Rep. Elaine Harvey, ·wyoming 
Incentivize providers for getting high risk Medicaid populations in for prevention and chronic 
condition management. They are starting a pilot personal HSA program for their Medicaid 
patients. 

Richard Cauchi, NCSL Program Director 
He talked about the State "push back" laws against the Health Bill. Thirty nine states have 
something in the works. 4 passed. l 0 failed. Ballot question in I. Utah was one of the states that 
passed a "rejection" measure. 

18 State A G's are citing the l 01
h Amendment. 

It's just too early to say how this will shake out, except in States where the Legislature has 
forbidden state employees from implementing the Health Care Law. 

Hard, numbers driven, non-partisan ideas: Administrative Simplification; Global Payment to 
HCP's; Episode of Care Payments; All-Payer Claims Databases; Accountable Care 
Organizations. See handouts. 
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Rep. Peggy Welch, Indiana 
Asked the uncomfortable but obvious question: how many States have formed committee's 
to make sure the right people at the table for the (unthinkable) eventuality of implementing 
the Heath Care Law? Indiana has one and Texas has two. I had a good talk about this with a 
very rational Vice Chair of the Texas' House Select Committee on the subject: Rep. Garnet 
Coleman (713-520-5355). 

Rep. Peter Koutouiian, Mass 
Real honest comments from a Rep from Mass on the accelerating costs they are experiencing. 
Talked about "cost containment" "payment reform" and "capitation" all code for rationing. Was 
pretty honest about it. He tipped his hat to Utah's efforts to make it consumer driven. He did say, 
I think mistakenly, that Mass's costs were "on target." He thinks that there was a couple of% 
points jump in Docs available to treat new enrollees, but it's not long term data. 

Dave Clark 
They found a couple of vendors who they used to leverage their limited funds to build their 
Exchange program. State employee benefits are not pat1 of the Utah Exchange yet. It is a very 
rich plan. 

Fourth Session: Food Systems, Healthy Food and Fitness Options for Kids and 
Communities 
i\'lichael Hamm, PhD, Michigan State 
83 Million children under the age of 19 years who need 100 billion pound of "good" food per 
year, excluding fats, sweets and junk. 

He argues that we will NOT produce enough "good" food from some romantic ideal of a 5 acre 
farm. 

But, we could work toward Locally-integrated Food Supply Across America. More and more our 
food supply comes from far off locals. However, he thinks this is a BAD idea for national 
security. 

He thinks Diversity is good in this regard. le. Diversity of Scale, Product, Production Strategy, 
Background and Ownership Strategies. 

Important Point: Re-engage fostering diversity in our food supply system. Why? There is a link 
bit good food supply and public health. 

We need 2 or 3 California sized production areas to produce the "good" foods in quantities that 
we are suppose to be eating. 

He thinks in 20 or 30 years, CA won't be able to sustain what they are doing from a food 
production stand point. 

There is a direct line between local food production, public health and economic development. 
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Bottom line, we need more locally grown fruit and produce. Not unreasonable. 

Hot topic right now: FARM TO SCHOOL PROGRAM. They do this in Michigan. 

Discussed the importance of developing farmers markets. 

Hot topic right now: URBAN AGRICULTURE. He gave Detroit as an example. He says its 
shrunk roughly to the size of Tulsa. He says there are BOO COO empty residential lots that are 
owned by the city due to foreclosures and subsequent demolition. This may not be the pie-in
the-sky, small-is-beautiful, green agenda, liberal fantasy that it once was. There really is a 
LOT of land in some decaying urban areas. What if low income families were given three 
acres to farm in these areas? Better food, exercise, and potential economic development. 
Not unlike what development organizations have been promoting in third world countries for 
decades. Hmm. 

Manel Kappagoda, Dept. Dh' for Envn. Health and Div of Nutr, Phys Activ. and Obesity of 
the CDC. Wow, that is a long title. 
Really nice, well spoken young lady. Told a clever joke about her talk being a "sampler platter." 
Get it. Food seminar. ... sampler platter. The funniest thing I'd heard all day, next to the claim 
that the Mass Health Plan was on budget. 

Topic: Promoting Agriculture and Environmental Health. Essentially, use re-development funds 
to do Urban Agriculture, etc. Idea: Expand the definition of Urban Blight so you could get re
development money. Re-define blight to include areas with high incidents of obesity? Ehh ..... I 
don't know about this ..... that sounds suspiciously like an eminent domain scandal waiting to 
happen. 

Other ideas: State Certification of Farmers Markets. Exempt fresh food carts from licensing. 
Soda taxes. 

Physical Activity ideas. Maximize the use of schools for community use through Joint Use 
Agreements. Explicitly authorize and promote thru legislation as civie centers. 

l think this was the official "big government/nanny state" speaker that SCSL is obligated to slip 
in once a day in every conference. 

Christina Essig, Eg ually Long Title from CDC on loan to Dept of Ag. 
An earnest, sincere, young woman. Read her speech off a sheet. Not that I haven't done that. 

Food deserts. Not desserts. Deserts. Like The Mojave. Get it right. "Food desert" is evidently a 
new PC term meaning folks don't have access to enough fruits and vegetables. They want to 
eliminate food deserts in 7 years. 

Other ideas: Reduce zoning of fast food restaurants. Menu labeling. One good idea: Farmers 
markets accepting WIC and Food Stamps. Do we do this? 
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Did I say the other lady was the "nanny state" speaker? I think it's this lady. The other gal was 
the warm up band. 

She used terms like "sociological models" "changing cognitions about food" "being 
complementary to the one on one approach" "use of policy systems and environmental systems 
to create healthy communities" OH MY GOSH WOULD SOMEONE GIVE ME A CYANIDE 
TABLET!!!! 
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:'lCSL :\leeting Notes. \Vashington D.C. April 9111 and 10111
, 2010. 

Notes cornpile<l by Rep. Mark McCullough 

Second Session 
Health Reform: \Vhat Now? (The session on The Health Care Bill) 
.Jay Angoff - Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
Came off as flippant, dismissive, cetiainly uninfo1med and maybe a little irritated he had to put 
up with questions from us hicks. 
Lots of talk about the Exchange. 
He says the new law actually strengthens State regulation of insurance. 
Threw a few bones to "States know best on how to improve health care." 

Joy \Vilson - Federal Affairs Counsel/Health Policy Director 
Professional, non-condescending, serious, did not come off uninformed even though there were 
many things she honestly didn't know, came clean on major shortcomings - when they were 
raised. 
There is a handout. I'll attach it. 
The following are evidently immediate changes: 

CHIP funding is now dependent on funding Medicaid. This is an important development. 

They will be trying to get Medicaid and Medicare to work better together on their Duel 
Eligible's. 

Web based pmial on the Exchange and Medicaid Eligibility. Date is July 1'1 2013. Need to 
decide what office will be in charge of this. 
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She often said things like "I'm not really sure how this will work, the states will have to 
decide how this will wm·k, I don't really know about how this will work." 

They are interested in "reining in" premiums that they think are too high. There is grant money 
available. 
Things going into effect very soon: Dependent Adult Children. Prohibitions against Rescinding 
Coverage. 

Medical Loss Ratio Issue: % of health dollars that can go to admin and advertising vs. what goes 
to care. "Pretty stringent requirements." 

STATES CAN'T OPT OUT OF ANY OF THE PROVISIONS OF THIS BILL UNTILL 2017. 
STATES WILL NEED TO PASS LEGISLATION TO GET AW AIYER TO OPT OUT OF 
ANY PROVISION. SHE SAID THIS WAS IMPORTANT. 

IRS just put out a new section on their web site on what small businesses would have to do to 
comply. Fotms, instrnctions, etc. 

New Medicaid Plan to provide home based services for long term care. It does include a 
maintenance of effort provision. 

New employer based long term care disability insurance. Automatic enrolment unless you 
"opt out." If you become disabled on the job you will get services. How does this effect 
Worker's Comp or SSD? There is a 5 year vestment period. It has to be self sustaining. 
Premiums will have to cover the costs. This was Kennedy's baby. She noted many are concerned 
that this will not be able to be self sustaining. 

Exchanges will have to be outlined by states by 2013 and whether HHS will do the exchange. 

There must be State Legislation to approve sales of insurance between state lines. Evidently it 
will be a compact. 

Maintenance of effoti for non-pregnant, non-disabled Medicaid can be altered (waivers applied 
for) after the effective date. 

The big date is 2014 for having most everything operational. 

Discussion 
Who should be at the table when devdoping the Exchanges. An go ff says that since Exchanges 
are such a big deal and so few people have experience with them, so anyone who has 
experience with exchanges 01· something like it would be good to find. 

Umnan"ied children up to age 26 will be eligible for parents insurance? Angoff isn't sure ifthe 
children will not have to stay at home to qualify. Angoffjoked off a question about whether this 
would encourage co-habitation. Wilson: "This is one of the thinks they missed." This evidently 
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applies to manied adult children up to age 26. "There are a lot of things that have not been 
thought through." 

The legislation evidently grandfathered in Mass on their exchange but DID NOT grandfather in 
Utah, which evidently exceeds the Exchange requirements. 

Angoffsaid that self funded plans are not prohibited. 

SERIOUSLY: These people didn't know A LOT about what was in the bill or how it would 
be implemented. This leads credence to the criticisms that this was a thrown together deal 
and is quite half baked. 

Guy from Houston: What about those employers that say that it would be cheaper for them to 
drop insurance and pay the fine? Angoff said "We're looking for ways to say yes, not ways to 
say no." "We're not going to be bureaucrats and interpret the statute narrowly." 

Good question: what about all the creative waivers that States already have with Medicaid? 
Angoffdidn't know? 

Another question about waiving people out of the federal plans. She didn't know. You would 
likely have to demonstrate equivalency 

I asked the elephant in the living room question: what about the wholesale pushback coming 
from several states? Constitutional Crisis? He minimized. He said "some" states have challenged 
the law (he said only 13 states have challenged and only 2 Atty Generals have filed suits). He 
said it creates an awkward situation. It's not HHS's w01Ty. That's up to the comis. Fair enough. 

The Feds will be the police on the high risk pools. If the states have their own exchange then 
the Feds won't determine rates for the high risk pools. 

There arc grants to create the exchanges, there are grants for the high risk pools, there are 
consumer assistance grants. He says the State come out "net ahead." 

\Vilson: There is NOT enhanced match for eligibility for Medicaid (50%). This is a 
weakness. There is not an enhanced match for enhanced eligibility. This is an issue. 

High Risk pools gives way in 2014 to Community Rating. It's modified Community Rating. 

Angoff: This is not a single payer bill. It is to everyone's advantage to work together on this. 

l asked the obvious: won't community rating and guarantee issue push up costs? Angoff, 
weakly, admitted that states that have done this have struggled, but the intent of the bill is 
to increase the pool and so should keep the costs down. \Vilson said that the other states 
that have done this didn't have the advantage of the SUBSIDIES that will be available. 
What I didn't ask: how will we sustain the subsidies? 
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Angoff assured us that he has "seen nothing in the double digits" as far as rate increases are 
concerned. Well, that is comforting. 

Lunch Speaker Newt Gingrich 
We are in deep yogurt. He had dozens of great, common sense ideas, but who the heck is 
listening? He said it's hard to implement even basic, minimal common sense reform. I feel his 
pain. Some suggestions were fraud abatement in various programs, emphasizing more personal 
responsibility, regaining local control and to stop subsidizing loans to people who can't afford 
housing. Go dig fallout shelters and stock them with canned goods, hide the women and children. 
If we don't right this debt laden ship we better start learning to use chopsticks and speak Hindi 
'cause China and India are going to own us. I exaggerate ... kinda. 

Third Session - Discussion Roundtable 
Speaker of Utah House 
They have been doing a TON of stuff in Utah. They also created a Health Care Exchange. They 
are one in two functioning Exchange programs. Utah's is the market based one. Mass is the 
one that's a mess. No individual or employer mandates. In Utah there is a risk adjustment 
mechanism. One suggestion: He doesn't believe that we can repeal this new entitlement and 
Health Care Law. The next 12 months may be the most crucial time to voice their opinions 
on how to run the program up to the bureaucrats. Shame on us if we don't. We might 
consider sending someone to Utah (and Indiana) or bring someone down here to school us on 
everything they've tried. l asked him and he said he'd be happy to have us come there. 

Utah also is shifting from a defined benefit to a defined contribution and they have 
extended a employer tax break on insurance to individuals as ·well. 

Rep. Elaine Harvey, Wyoming 
lncentivize providers for getting high risk Medicaid populations in for prevention and chronic 
condition management. They are stai·ting a pilot personal HSA program for their Medicaid 
patients. 

Richa1·d Cauchi, NCSL Program Director 
He talked about the State "push back" laws against the Health Bill. Thi1iy nine states have 
something in the works. 4 passed. 10 failed. Ballot question in 1. Utah was one of the states that 
passed a "rejection" measure. 

18 State A G's are citing the 10111 Amendment. 

It's just too early to say how this will shake out, except in States where the Legislature has 
forbidden state employees from implementing the Health Care Law. 

Hard, numbers driven, non-pmiisan ideas: Administrative Simplification; Global Payment to 
HCP's; Episode of Care Payments; All-Payer Claims Databases; Accountable Care 
Organizations. See handouts. 
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Rep. Peggy Welch, Indiana 
Asked the uncomfortable but obvious question: how many States have formed committee's 
to make sure the right people at the table for the (unthinkable) eventuality of implementing 
the Heath Care Law? Indiana has one and Texas has two. I had a good talk about this with a 
very rational Vice Chair of the Texas' House Select Committee on the subject: Rep. Garnet 
Coleman (713-520-5355). 

Rep. Peter Koutouiian, Mass 
Real honest comments from a Rep from Mass on the accelerating costs they are expetiencing. 
Talked about "cost containment" "payment refotm" and "capitation" all code for rationing. Was 
pretty honest about it. He tipped his hat to Utah's efforts to make it consumer driven. He did say, 
I think mistakenly, that Mass's costs were "on target." He thinks that there was a couple of% 
points jump in Docs available to treat new enrollees, but it's not long term data. 

Dave Clark 
They found a couple of vendors who they used to leverage their limited funds to build their 
Exchange program. State employee benefits are not pmt of the Utah Exchange yet. It is a very 
rich plan. 

/~ourth Session: Food Systems, Healthy Food and Fitness Options for Kids and 
Communities 
Michael Hamm, PhD, Michigan State 
83 Million children under the age of 19 years who need l 00 billion pound of"good" food per 
year, excluding fats, sweets and junk. 

He argues that we will NOT produce enough "good" food from some romantic ideal of a 5 acre 
farm. 

But, we could work toward Locally-integrated Food Supply Across America. More and more our 
food supply comes from far off locals. However, he thinks this is a BAD idea for national 
security. 

He thinks Diversity is good in this regard. le. Diversity of Scale, Product, Production Strategy, 
Background and Ownership Strategies. 

Impo1tant Point: Re-engage fostering diversity in our food supply system. Why? There is a link 
b/t good food supply and public health. 

We need 2 or 3 California sized production areas to produce the "good" foods in quantities that 
we are suppose to be eating. 

He thinks in 20 or 30 years, CA won't be able to sustain what they are doing from a food 
production stand point. 

There is a direct line between local food production, public health and economic development. 
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Bottom line, we need more locally grown fruit and produce. Not unreasonable. 

Hot topic right now: FARM TO SCHOOL PROGRAM. They do this in Michigan. 

Discussed the importance of developing farmers markets. 

Hot topic right now: URBAN AGRICULTURE. He gave Detroit as an example. He says its 
shrunk roughly to the size of Tulsa. He says there are BOO COO empty residential lots that arc 
owned by the city due to foreclosures and subsequent demolition. This may not be the pie-in
the-sky, small-is-beautiful, green agenda, liberal fantasy that it once was. There really is a 
LOT of land in some decaying urban areas. What if low income families were given three 
acres to farm in these areas? Better food, exercise, and potential economic development. 
Not unlike what development organizations have been promoting in third world countries for 
decades. Hmm. 

Mane! Kappagoda, Dept. Dir for Envn. Health and Div of Nutr, Phys Activ. and Obesitv of 
the CDC. Wow, that is a long title. 
Really nice, well spoken young lady. Told a clever joke about her talk being a "sampler platter." 
Get it. Food seminar .... sampler platter. The fi.mniest thing I'd heard all day, next to the claim 
that the Mass Health Plan was on budget. 

Topic: Promoting Agriculhire and Environmental Health. Essentially, use re-development fonds 
to do Urban Agriculture, etc. Idea: Expand the definition of Urban Blight so you could get re
development money. Re-define blight to include areas with high incidents of obesity? Ehh ..... I 
don't know about this ..... that sounds suspiciously like an eminent domain scandal waiting to 
happen. 

Other ideas: State Ce11ification of Farmers Markets. Exempt fresh food carts from licensing. 
Soda taxes. 

Physical Activity ideas. Maximize the use of schools for community use through Joint Use 
Agreements. Explicitly authorize and promote thru legislation as civic centers. 

I think this was the official "big government/nanny state" speaker that SCSL is obligated to slip 
in once a day in every conference. 

Christina Essig, Equally Long Title from CDC on loan to Dept of Ag. 
An earnest, sincere, young woman. Read her speech off a sheet. Not that l haven't done that. 

Food deserts. Not desserts. Dcse11s. Like The Mojave. Get it right. "Food dese11" is evidently a 
new PC term meaning folks don't have access to enough fruits and vegetables. They want to 
eliminate food deserts in 7 years. 

Other ideas: Reduce zoning of fast food restaurants. Menu labeling. One good idea: Fanners 
markets accepting W!C and Food Stamps. Do we do this? 
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Did l say the other lady was the "nanny state" speaker? I think it's this lady. The other gal was 
the warm up band. 

She used terms like "sociological models" "changing cognitions about food" "being 
complementary to the one on one approach" "use of policy systems and environmental systems 
to create healthy communities" OH MY GOSH WOULD SOMEONE GIVE ME A CYANIDE 
TABLET!!!! 
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NCSL Meeting Notes. \Vashington D.C. April 9111 and 10111 , 2010, 

Notes compiled by Rep. 'vlark McCullough 

Second Session 
Health Reform: What Now? (The session on The Health Care Bill) 
.Jay Angoff - Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
Came off as flippant, dismissive, certainly uninformed and maybe a little irritated he had to put 
up with questions from us hicks. 
Lots of talk about the Exchange. 
He says the new law actually strengthens State regulation of insurance. 
Threw a few bones to "States know best on how to improve health care." 

Joy Wilson - Federal Affairs Counsel/Health Policy Director 
Professional, non-condescending, serious, <lid not come off uninformed even though there were 
many things she honestly didn't know, came clean on major shortcomings - when they were 
raised. 
There is a handout. I'll attach it. 
The following are evidently immediate changes: 

CHIP funding is now dependent on funding Medicaid. This is an important development. 

They will be trying to get Medicaid and Medicare to work better together on their Duel 
Eligible's. 

Web based portal on the Exchange and Medicaid Eligibility. Date is July 1'1 2013. Need to 
decide what office wilt be in charge of this. 
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She often said things like "I'm not really sure how this will work, the states will have to 
decide how this will work, I don't really know about how this will work." 

They are interested in "reining in" premiums that they think are too high. There is grant money 
available. 
Things going into effect very soon: Dependent Adult Children. Prohibitions against Rescinding 
Coverage. 

Medical Loss Ratio Issue: % of health dollars that can go to admin and advertising vs. what goes 
to care. "Pretty stringent requirements." 

STATES CAN'T OPT OUT OF ANY OF THE PROVISIONS OF THIS BILL UNTILL 2017. 
STATES WILL NEED TO PASS LEGISLATION TO GET A WAIVER TO OPT OUT OF 
ANY PROVISION. SHE SAID THIS WAS IMPORTANT. 

IRS just put out a new section on their web site on what small businesses would have to do to 
comply. Fonns, instructions, etc. 

New Medicaid Plan to provide home based services for long te1m care. It does include a 
maintenance of effort provision. 

New employer based long term care disability insurance. Automatic enrolment unless you 
"opt out." If you become disabled on the job you will get services. How does this effect 
\Vorker's Comp or SSD? There is a 5 year vestment period. It has to be self sustaining. 
Premiums will have to cover the costs. This was Kennedy's baby. She noted many are concerned 
that this will not be able to be self sustaining. 

Exchanges will have to be outlined by states by 2013 and whether HHS will do the exchange. 

There must be State Legislation to approve sales of insurance between state lines. Evidently it 
will be a compact. 

Maintenance of effoti for non-pregnant, non-disabled Medicaid can be altered (waivers applied 
for) after the effective date. 

The big date is 2014 for having most everything operational. 

Discussion 
Who should be at the table when developing the Exchanges. Angoff says that since Exchanges 
are such a big deal and so few people have experience with them, so anyone who has 
experience with exchanges or something like it would be good to find. 

Unmarried children up to age 26 will be eligible for parents insurance? Angoff isn't sure if the 
children will not have to stay at home to qualify. Angoffjoked off a question about whether this 
would encourage co-habitation. Wilson: 'This is one of the thinks they missed." This evidently 
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applies to married adult children up to age 26. "There are a lot of things that have not been 
thought through." 

The legislation evidently 1,•randfathered in Mass on their exchange but DID NOT 1,>Tandfather in 
Utah, which evidently exceeds the Exchange requirements. 

Angoff said that self funded plans are not prohibited. 

SERIOUSLY: These people didn't know A LOT about what was in the bill or how it would 
be implemented. This leads credence to the criticisms that this was a thrown together deal 
and is quite half baked. 

Guy from Houston: What about those employers that say that it would be cheaper for them to 
drop insurance and pay the fine? Angoff said "We're looking for ways to say yes, not ways to 
say no." "We're not going to be bureaucrats and interpret the statute natTOwly." 

Good question: what about all the creative waivers that States already have with Medicaid? 
Angoff didn't know? 

Another question about waiving people out of the federal plans. She didn't know. You would 
likely have to demonstrate equivalency 

1 asked the elephant in the living room question: what about the wholesale pushback coming 
from several states? Constitutional Crisis? He minimized. He said "some" states have challenged 
the law (he said only 13 states have challenged and only 2 Atty Generals have filed suits). He 
said it creates an awkward situation. It's not HHS's won·y. That's up to the courts. Fair enough. 

The Feds will be the police on the high risk pools. If the states have their own exchange then 
the Feds won't determine rates for the high risk pools. 

There ai·e grants to create the exchanges, there are grants for the high risk pools, there are 
consumer assistance grants. He says the State come out "net ahead." 

\Vilson: There is NOT enhanced match for eligibility for Medicaid (50%). This is a 
weakness. There is not an enhanced match for enhanced eligibility. This is an issue. 

High Risk pools gives way in 2014 to Community Rating. It's modified Community Rating. 

Angoff: This is not a single payer bill. It is to everyone's advantage to work together on this. 

1 asked the obvious: won't community rating and guarantee issue push up costs? Angoff, 
weakly, admitted that states that have done this have strnggled, but the intent of the bill is 
to increase the pool and so should keep the costs down. Wilson said that the other states 
that have done this didn't have the advantage of the SUBSIDIES that will be available. 
What I didn't ask: how will we sustain the subsidies? 
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Angoff assured us that he has "seen nothing in the double digits" as far as rate increases are 
concerned. Well, that is comfo1ting. 

Lunch Speaker Newt Gingrich 
We are in deep yogurt. He had dozens of great, common sense ideas, but who the heck is 
listening? He said it's hard to implement even basic, minimal common sense reform. I feel his 
pain. Some suggestions were fraud abatement in various programs, emphasizing more personal 
responsibility, regaining local control and to stop subsidizing loans to people who can't afford 
housing. Go dig fallout shelters and stock them with canned goods, hide the women and children. 
Ifwe don't right this debt laden ship we better start learning to use chopsticks and speak Hindi 
'cause China and India are going to own us. I exaggerate ... kinda. 

Third Session - Discussion Roundtable 
Speaker of Utah House 
They have been doing a TON of stuff in Utah. They also created a Health Care Exchange. They 
are one in two functioning Exchange programs. Utah's is the market based one. Mass is the 
one that's a mess. No individual or employer mandates. In Utah there is a risk adjustment 
mechanism. One suggestion: He doesn't believe that we can repeal this new entitlement and 
Health Care Law. The next 12 months may be the most crucial time to voice their opinions 
on how to run the program up to the bureaucrats. Shame on us if we don't. We might 
consider sending someone to Utah (and Indiana) or bring someone down here to school us on 
everything they've tried. I asked him and he said he'd be happy to have us come there. 

Utah also is shifting from a defined benefit to a defined contribution and they have 
extended a employer tax break on insurance to individuals as well. 

Rep. Elaine Harvey, ·wyoming 
Incentivize providers for getting high risk Medicaid populations in for prevention and chronic 
condition management. They are starting a pilot personal HSA program for their Medicaid 
patients. 

Richard Cauchi, NCSL Program Director 
He talked about the State "push back" laws against the Health Bill. Thitty nine states have 
something in the works. 4 passed. l 0 failed. Ballot question in l. Utah was one of the states that 
passed a "rejection" measure. 

l 8 State A G's are citing the I o'h Amendment. 

It's just too early to say how this will shake out, except in States where the Legislature has 
forbidden state employees from implementing the Health Care Law. 

Hard, numbers driven, non-partisan ideas: Administrative Simplification; Global Payment to 
HCP's; Episode of Care Payments; All-Payer Claims Databases; Accountable Care 
Organizations. See handouts. 
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Rep. Peggy Welch, Indiana 
Asked the uncomfortable but obvious question: how many States have formed committee's 
to make sure the right people at the table for the (unthinkable) eventuality of implementing 
the Heath Care Law'? Indiana has one and Texas has two. I had a good talk about this with a 
very rational Vice Chair of the Texas' House Select Committee on the subject: Rep. Garnet 
Coleman (713-520-5355). 

Rep. Peter Koutoujian, Mass 
Real honest comments from a Rep from Mass on the accelerating costs they are experiencing. 
Talked about "cost containment" "payment reform" and "capitation" all code for rationing. Was 
pretty honest about it. He tipped his hat to Utah's efforts to make it consumer driven. He did say, 
I think mistakenly, that Mass's costs were "on target." He thinks that there was a couple of% 
points jump in Docs available to treat new enrollees, but it's not long term data. 

Dave Clark 
They found a couple of vendors who they used to leverage their limited funds to build their 
Exchange program. State employee benefits are not part of the Utah Exchange yet. It is a very 
rich plan. 

/~ourth Session: Food Systems, Healthy Food and Fitness Options for Kids and 
Communities 
Michael Hamm, PhD, Michigan State 
83 Million children under the age of 19 years who need 100 billion pound of"good" food per 
year, excluding fats, sweets and junk. 

He ar!,'lles that we will NOT produce enough "good" food from some romantic ideal of a 5 acre 
farm. 

But, we could work toward Locally-integrated Food Supply Across America. More and more our 
food supply comes from far off locals. However, he thinks this is a BAD idea for national 
security. 

He thinks Diversity is good in this regard. le. Diversity of Scale, Product, Production Strategy, 
Background and Ownership Strategics. 

Important Point: Re-engage fostering diversity in our food supply system. vVhy? There is a link 
b/t good food supply and public health. 

We need 2 or 3 California sized production areas to produce the "good" foods in quantities that 
we are suppose to be eating. 

He thinks in 20 or 30 years, CA won't be able to sustain what they are doing from a food 
production stand point. 

There is a direct line between local food production, public health and economic development. 
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Bottom line, we need more locally grown fruit and produce. Not unreasonable. 

Hot topic right now: FARM TO SCHOOL PROGRAM. They do this in Michigan. 

Discussed the importance of developing farmers markets. 

Hot topic right now: URBAN AGRICULTURE. He gave Detroit as an example. He says its 
shrunk roughly to the size of Tulsa. He says there are BOO COO empty residential lots that are 
owned by the city due to foreclosures and subsequent demolition. This may not be the pie-in
the-sky, small-is-beautiful, green agenda, liberal fantasy that it once was. There really is a 
LOT of land in some decaying urban areas. \Vhat if low income families were given three 
acres to farm in these areas? Better food, exercise, and potential economic development. 
Not unlike what development organizations have been promoting in third world countries for 
decades. Hmm. 

Manet Kappagoda, Dept. Dir for Envn, Health and Div of Nu tr, Phys Activ. and Obesity of 
the CDC. Wow, that is a long title. 
Really nice, well spoken young lady. Told a clever joke about her talk being a "sampler platter." 
Get it. Food seminar. ... sampler platter. The funniest thing I'd heard all day, next to the claim 
that the Mass Health Plan was on budget. 

Topic: Promoting Agriculture and Environmental Health. Essentially, use re-development funds 
to do Urban Agriculture, etc. Idea: Expand the definition of Urban Blight so you could get re
development money. Re-define blight to include areas with high incidents of obesity? Ehh ..... I 
don't know about this ..... that sounds suspiciously like an eminent domain scandal waiting to 
happen. 

Other ideas: State Certification of Farmers Markets. Exempt fresh food carts from licensing. 
Soda taxes. 

Physical Activity ideas. Maximize the use of schools for community use through Joint Use 
Agreements. Explicitly authorize and promote thru legislation as civic centers. 

I think this was the official "big government/nanny state" speaker that SCSL is obligated to slip 
in once a day in every conference. 

Christina Essig, Equally Long Title from CDC on loan to Dept of Ag. 
An earnest, sincere, young woman. Read her speech off a sheet. Not that I haven't done that. 

Food deserts. Not desserts. Deserts. Like The Mojave. Get it right. "Food desert" is evidently a 
new PC tenn meaning folks don't have access to enough ti11its and vegetables. They want to 
eliminate food dese1is in 7 years. 

Other ideas: Reduce zoning of fast food restaurants. Menu labeling. One good idea: Farmers 
markets accepting WIC and Food Stamps. Do we do this? 

7 
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Did I say the other lady was the "nanny state" speaker? I think it's this lady. The other gal was 
the warm up band. 

She used terms like "sociological models" "changing cognitions about food" "being 
complementary to the one on one approach" "use of policy systems and environmental systems 
to create healthy communities" OH MY GOSH WOULD SOMEONE GIVE ME A CYANIDE 
TABLET!!!! 
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NCSL PPACA Conf. Call 
 
Supreme Court upheld major provisions of PPACA in its opinion.  Individual mandate 
constitutional under Article 1 taxing authority.  Court did not agree that Commerce Clause was 
a reason to uphold the individual mandate due to the fact that there is no regulation 
commerce.  Mandate does not go to regulate existing commerce activity, but instead 
compelled others to participate in commerce.   
 
Court ruled that Medicaid expansion is coercive.  Court held that this exceeds Congressional 
spending clause authority.  Congress can attach conditions to grants, but states must knowingly 
accept the terms.  Incentives are ok, but compelling participation is beyond the scope of 
Congressional authority.  Court held that Medicaid expansion is a new program with a new 
funding stream.  If states don’t participate, they won’t lose all funding, just new funding.   
 
Scalia, Kennedy, Alito, and Thomas believe the entire act is unconstitutional.  When states have 
no choice but to administer federal programs, that is unconstitutional.  Individual mandate 
violates taxing authority.  Agreed with majority that the power to attach conditions to states 
regarding Medicaid is limited.  Also felt that because Congress didn’t devise a backup scheme, 
its intent was to force states to comply.  Believe that because the individual mandate and 
Medicaid expansion were so intrusive the entire statute must fall.   
 
States have until Nov. 16th to send to the feds a document indicating whether they will operate 
a state exchange, partner with the feds in an exchange, or if they want the fed government to 
set up an exchange.  State doesn’t need legislation passed by then, but they have to declare 
their attention.  By Jan. 2013, HHS Sec. will approve or disapprove the submitted plan.  States 
must also decide whether to operate the risk adjustment plan.  States must change laws 
regarding pre-existing conditions, etc. or their laws will be pre-empted by the fed govt.     
 
Much of the decision making on Medicaid will need to be made at HHS in the coming weeks.  
HHS Sec. cannot impose statutory penalty if states choose not to go forward with the 
expansion.  The expansion is now voluntary.  Not sure if parts of the expansion can be treated 
separately.  There are now essentially two separate Medicaid programs: existing program and 
expansion program.   
 
The primary people in the expansion are single, childless adults under age 65 with income 
below 133% of the poverty level.  A 5% income disregard is applied to every individual 
effectively making it 138% of poverty.  Important to note that individual mandate has some 
exemptions: people who qualify for religious/conscience exemption, members of health sharing 
ministries (church sponsored health plans), incarcerated individuals, & members of an Indian 
tribe.  There is an affordability exemption.  If their premium exceeds 8% of household income, 
they would not be required to purchase health insurance because it would be deemed 
unaffordable.  Taxpayers with income below the filing threshold are exempt.   
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What’s next for states behind schedule in compliance? 
It’s based on what the state wants to do.  State based exchanged may be difficult at this point, 
but there is fed funding available.  Processes have been developed for states that want to meet 
the minimum standard.  If states can’t get an exchange ready for 2013, they can partner with 
the feds and then operate their own exchange in 2014.   
 
If a state chooses not to accept new Medicaid funding, must it create an insurance exchange? 
States don’t have to create an exchange, but if they do not, the feds would operate it.  An 
exchange will be implemented, it’s just a matter of who does it. 
 
What is the cost to states if the feds operate the exchange and what is the cost to states if they 
do it? 
Haven’t received that information from the feds.  The feds will make assessments on the plans 
in order to offset the cost of operating the exchange.  If the feds are operating the exchange, 
they only have the authority to charge assessments on the insurance plans operating in the 
exchange. 
 
When do states have to decide if they will expand Medicaid? 
Not sure.  HHS still has to determine the date.  Anticipate that there will be a template for a 
state plan amendment that will allow states to detail what they plan to do in 2014.  Nothing 
received from HHS in terms of how they plan to move forward. 
 
If states have passed law forbidding participation in exchanges, what will happen? 
While the individual mandate is compulsory, how it is done is not something the Court talked 
about.  The state laws would most likely be pre-empted.  Federally facilitated exchange may not 
be able to work on its own without some cooperation with the state due to the Medicaid 
provisions.  How the state proceeds in working with HHS is up to the state.  Nobody in the state 
can receive a subsidy unless they work through an exchange.  
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high risk pool, in that all health insurers are assessed the losses of the high risk pool on a pro rata 

basis. How this and other risk adjustment mechanisms provided for in the ACA will work in and 

outside the Exchange must be eva·luated. 

Because exchanges must be self-sustaining by 2015, planning for an exchange must include 

an analysis of the expected ongoing operational costs of an exchange and how it will fund those 

costs, such as whether to charge assessments or user fees to participating health insurance issuers, 

or how the exchange <::ould otherwise generate funding, to support its operations. One of the 

operational costs that an. exchange will incur is the funding of "navigators," a person or entity 

funded by the exchange to cond.uct public education activities, distribute information and 

facilitate enrollment, and to provide referrals to the state's ombudsman program, all in a 

culturally and linguistically appropriate manner. 

Regulatory or Policy Actions 

From a regulatory and policy perspective, Oklahoma is well-positioned to begin planning for 

the exchange. In addition to state-administered programs like SoonerCare, the state regulates 

private health insurance plans, including insurance rates and be~t plan designs. It will be 

necessary to also identify relevant state regulations and policies in these areas that will require 

modifications and enhancements. 

Several agencies are involved in health 'insurance regulation and policy, including the OHCA 

and the O!D. Each agency is governed by internal policy that will need to be reviewed, and 

possibly changed, to support implementation of the exchange. As part of the planning process 

the stakeholder group needs to consider what governing entity will be responsible for 

promulgating policy . 

8/27/20!0 15 
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Budget Narrative File(s) 
( 

• Mandatory Budget Nar~tiVe Filename: cF::."::.d•oo•::':...:•::.•::rr::•:.:;::.i::.v.:.•.::· pd='-------------' 

To add more Budget Narrative attachments. please use the attachment buttons below. 
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Budget Narrative 

This section describes the budget prC(jection fur the creation and execution ,of the-Oklahoma 

Health Insurance Exchange Project. This budget was prepared using assumed costs. Further 

refinement will occur during the planning phase. Included is an estimate of funding requirements 

associated with future strategic activities through the end of the grant period. All <:ost.estimates, 

methodologies, and allocations will be in accordance with federal- and state- requirements. The 

budget is presented as one table that represents the project year ofFFY 201 l in its entirety. 

Personnel - Two project managers (PM), employed by the ODMHSAS, working hand in hand 

with each other as well as all state and federal partners(Govemor's office and,cabinet, OID, 

OHCA, ODMHSAS, stakeholder groups, etc). Job d<:scriptions can be found within Appendix C. 

One PM will be housed within OHCA with work focused on areas such as but not limited to 

systems to facilitate consumer enrollment and eligibility, integration between existing and new 
.'\ 

public coverage plans wilh the exchange, sensitivity to consumer health literacy levels and 

planning for appropriate marketing and outreach messages, ov,ersight of consultant effurts, and 

ensuring stakeholder processes are transparent and publicly avaithble. The other PM will be 

housed within 010 with work focused on areas such as but not limited to the integration, 

regulatory oversight, and continued working relationships between ,private health plans and the 

exchange, study and survey of current premium, benefit and cost-sharing characteristics of 

private health plans, oversight of consultant efforts, and ensuring stakeholder processes are 

transparent and publicly available. It is anticipated these PM will-continue working on the 

project throughout the planning and into the implementation phases. Fringe Benefits for all 

personnel have been calculated based upon Oklahoma's current Public Employee Rate 

methodology at 44% of annual salary . 
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Contractual Costs - The Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project proposes to partner with 

an expert consultant firm that has knowledge and experience in the new Health Benefits 

Exchanges established under PPACA. Oklahoma will be seeking expert consult in the areas of 

gap analysiSfor current information technology infrastructure and business processes. Analysis 

will be performed specifically for Medicaid/CHIP eligibility, insurance department regula!Ory 

tools, web portals and data sharing methods. Additional areas may include standardizing of 

private insurance products and pricing, coordination of eligibility and enrollment systems, 

appropriateness of user interfaces, state and federal regulatory compliance, and development of 

options for the plan moving forward. In addition the consultant will be providing actuarial 

modeling in the areas of trends of the private insurance market in Oklahoma. medical loss ratio, 

. premium rate structure, rate setting and risk adjustment to name a few. We anticipate the 

possible need for multiple sub-c-0ntractors to offer specialized expertise in critical areas. (The 

consultant preliminary scope of work can be found within attachment E.) The consultant's efforts 

will be documented and made available to stakeholder groups and the public in report form. We 

Iii. 
will seek contractors that can offer solutions to health care customers that combine the strengths 

of major software vendors and industry specialists. We anticipate this will be a competitively bid 

process. The consultant will charge all hours, software, and hardware to invoices for tracking and 

ease of auditing and reporting. 

Equipment - Two project managers will require equipment in the form of laptops, desktop 

personal computers and software in order to carry out their job functions. An estimated 

$5,804.64 per person will cover this equipment cost. 

Supplies; Postage/Mailing/Printing/Phone Service - It is anticipated that twenty stakeholder 

meetings will occur over the course of the grdnt. Approximately 200 individuals are expected to 

2 
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be invited and attend these mee{ings. Notices for each meeting will be mailed to the invitees. 

Materials for each meeting {i.e. agenda, PowerPoint slides, reports, presentations, etc.) will be 

made available via hard copy and electronically. An estimated seven boxes of envelopes, 4,000 

stamps, and 500 paper reams will be needed for these meetings at a total cost of$5,000. In 

addition, phone service for the two project managers will be needed in order for them to carry 

out the functions of their job. This phone service is·estimated at a total yearly cost of$2,000. 

Travel - Periodic travel to in-state and out-of~state meetings is anticipated for the project 

managers and possibly other key staff. An estimated four out-of-state trips over the course of the 

grant are included at $3,500 per person, 

Indirect Costs· ODMHSAS anticipates indirect charges of9.6% during the one (I) year gmnt 

period to cover grant administrative fonctions. {A copy of the ODMHSAS indirect cost rate 

agreement can be found within attachment L) 

Other Costs: Meeting Spuce - Active participation and involvement of key stakeholder staff 

will be necessary to ensure timely and successful implementation of these projects and to stay 

within the budget projection. Due to the large size of the stakehotller group (anticipated to 

exceed 200 people) it will be necessary to utili.ze auditorium space at colleges, universities, 

technical schools, etc. within local communities statewide. The state anticipates twenty meetings 

of the course of the grant period at $500 rental fee per meeting. 

Budget Total - For the grant period 10/1/IO through 9/30/l l the state anticipates utilizing 

$1,000,000 in grant funds to conduct the planning activities for the Oklahoma Health Insurance 

Exchange Project. 

3 
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Budget Worksheet 

Object Class Anticipated TOTAL. Justification 
Category Federal Funds REQUESTED 

10/1110-
9130111 

2 full.time project managers at pay 
grade 11 = $64,000.00 per position, 

Personnel $128.000.00 $128,000.00 oervear 
44% of project manager salary = 

Frinee Benefits $56,320.00 $56.320.00 $28.160.00 necoosition 
Consultant contract tO <:onduct 

. .. 
comprehensive research and analysjs .. 
of exchange planning efforts, develop 

Contractual solutions, present ·findjngs, prepare 
Costs $750,000.00 $750,000.00 written renorts 

Laptop/PC/Software for two project 
Eauioment $11,609.28 $11.609.28 man•oers at $5.804.64 oer position 

Postage/ mailing/ printing of 
in.vitations and printed materials for 
stakeholder meetings at $5,000. 
Phone service for two project 

Sunn lies $7.000.00 $7 000.00 manauers at $2,000.00 for the vear 
In-state and. out-of-state travel over 
the course of the .grant, includes an 
estimated 4 out-of-state trips over the 
life of the grant, $3,500 each for four 

Travel $14,000.00 $14.000.00 key oersonnel 

ODMHSAS grant administration 
Indirect costs $23,070.72 $23,070.72 function,..,9.6% indirect cost rate 

Meeting space rental fees, 
approximately $500 per meeting for 
20 focus groups I town halls 

Other Costs $10,000.00 $10 000.00 conducted statewide 

Bud~et Total $1,000,000.00 $1,000,000.00 Total grant fw1ds requested 

• 
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M!.R. e.2010 2:10Plf PSC!DCA-CSFO 214 767 3264 liO. 055 7 P. 2/5 

Pror:tum Sullflll<'l Ctul.t:r 
Flnau~b.J Mluill1;er11011t SC!t•h: 

Dhillon ot-Cnst AU1K:utiu1 
CenltO.I ~#-~itld Oftito• 

Mr. Richard Bowden 
Chief Financial Officer 

March 5, 2010 
1301 'fcung Sveet 

A.oorn 732 
D.1fta~ l•~· ?'$202 

(214)-:'$1-32"1 
(214)-717~3264-FAA 

Oklahoma Department of Mental Health 
and Substance Abuse Services 
P.O. Box 53277 
1200 N .E. 13th 
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Dear Mr. Bowden: 

A copy of an indirect cost Rate Agreement is being faxed -to you 
for signature. This Agreement :reflects an understanding cea.<:hed 
between your organization and a member of my staff concerning 
the rate(s) that may be used to support ycur claim for indirect 
costs on grants and contracti> with the Federal. Government. 

Please have the agr.eement signed by an authorized repres.entative 
of your organization and fax it to me, retaining a copy for your 
files- our fax number is (214) 767-3264. we will r.oproduce and 
distribute the Agreement to the appropriate awarding qrganizations 
of tlie l?ederal Government for their use. 

An indirect cost proposal, togethe:t" with supporting information, 
is required each year to substantiate claims made for indirect 
costs under grants and contracts awarded by the Federal ~ovei:nment. 
Thus, your next proposal based on actual costs for the fi1>oal 
year ending June 30, 2010 is due in our office by De<'embe;r 31, 2010. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Enclosures 

Sincerely, 

.m:y Williams 
Director 
Division of cost Allocation 
central states Field Office 

PL!ll\SE S!Gll A.'lO R!lTO!& T!'!El ORIGINAL OF THE: R.">TE AGREEMENT 
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MAR. 8. 2010 2: !!P!l 

EIN #: l736017987C2 

DEPARTMENT/AGENCY: 

PSC/DCA-CSFO 214 767 3264 

STATE AND LOCAL JU.TB AGREEMENT 

Oklahoma Department of Mental Health 
and Substance Abuse Services 
P.O. SOX 53277 
1200 N.B. 13th 
Oklahoma City OK 73152-3277 

llO. 0557' P. 3/5 

DATE: March s, 2010 

FILING ltE!i'. : The preceding 
Agreement was dated 
February 2, 2009 

The rates approv~d in this agreem~nt are to~ use on gra.otat contra.ct• al1d other 
~ir&ement• with the Federal Government, subject -to the coridit:iona in ·1ieot.ion IIl. 

SECTION I: INDIRECT COST RATES* 
RATJI TYPES' FIXBO FINAL PROV. {PROVISIONAL) l'R&Il • { llREPBTJlllMI!iBD) 

EFFECTIVE PERIOD 
!ill !filW TO 

FINAX. 01/01/os o•/Jo/09 
PROV. 07/01/09 06/30/10 
P~OV. 0?/01/10 UNTIL AMENDED 

"HBASE; 

RATE(%) 

ll.S 
12.3 
9.6 

LOCAT!ONS 

On Site 
On Site 
On Site 

APPI,!CABLB TO 

All Locations· 
All Locations 
All Locations 

'i'O'fal direct coats excluding capital expenditures .Cbuildingo, 
individual items of equipment; alterations and renovatjona), that 
po~tion of each sub~ward in excess of s2s,ooo knd tlow-ehrough funda. 

{ll 
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MAR. 8. 2013 2:11PM P5C/DCA-CSFD 214 767 3164 

DEPARTMENT/AGENCY: 
Oklahoma Department of Mental Health 
and Substance J>J;iuse Se.tevices 

AGREEMENT DATE: March 5, 2010 

SECTION II: SPECIAL REMARKS 

TREATl!ENT OF F~INGE Bl!NEFITS: 

NO. 055 7 P. 4/5 

Fringe benefits Al:'ta !llpeci-fl-cally identified t.o ea.eh employee and a:i:e charged iodiVidually 
as diti:ct cos-t$. 'I'h(t. diree:tly claimed fringe benefitlil are list-ed b.e~ow. 

TREATMENT OF PAID ABSENCES! 
Vacation, holiday, siak leave pay and other paid abaences are included in eal•ries and 
wages and are claimed on grants, -ocntracts and other a.gl:eementa as part of. the normal cost: 
for iaalari•s and Wii\ges. Sep~ate -claims for the oosts of -the.s-e paid absence.a a:tte not 
made, 

Equipment Definition · 
e.:quipmene means ac a::t.iele of nonexpendable 1 .tangible personal property having a usefill 
life of more than one year and an a~quisition eost of $500 or more per unit. 

FR!NGB BENEFITS! 

FI-CA 
Re:tirenient 
worker 1 a Compensation 
lJnemployment Insurance 
Group Insurance 

In~Rind salaries and wages ~re included in the base, 

(2) 
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MAR. S. 2310 2: ! !PM PSC/DCA-CSFO 214 767 3264 

OEJ?ARTME!NT/AGENCY: 
Oklahoma Department of Mental Health 
and substance Abuse Se:t'"llices 

AGREEMENT DATE: March 5, 2010 

!IQ. 0557 P. 5/5 

iif:r.tW!..I!I:;._ge,,., .. """"~~.._~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~-,;,,~~~....:.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
11,. r..tMl'l'.A"t't.Ota: 
Tb• iAtoo in thi• Ji.EJ:"•~t oi:e subi-=t ~o .,ny 1t<1ofl.l;ltoxy o~ •dnd,1\i.tuativ• li~ta.ti'Ol'W .lJ'ld .;ip}'ll)" t•.• ~Yea !Jr•».I;, coMiracG Ol' 
<ltb~ agrc~nc only co tl1• n:t~ ~"-I: fuM• -a.re a.v;1.il4hlc. l\:(;flp~e cf cb.e rat•• 1- 1;1u'bj•cl: co tho toll•w1ng -con41tiont! 
Cl) i;.csly cQ•td Ulc;1J.S:~to by th• o~ah1E1~itin ~'~ i~cl1Jdo4 in it~ indi1r~c~ ooo; pool ;aa fil'~l.ly ac;:i;~pced. muah <JO•t• arc leg•l 
~l!ga.tii;iu of t..he ox9;.tni:a.cil;lll and <l'~e all~wable ~•h' thlt gov•TI'lill9 i.rovc prin.cipl .. J l2> 't'M= ~aJN c.~_•t• that hav'D ll••t1 tir:e•ted -.& 

iadiNct co:tt• o.rc ~ot el.-.1.ud !kl) c11reot C01i1t11 (2} Sifllila.r t.}'P111 oi coat• Mv• .bfflt •~ llXltMi.acOAt aocr.owu:ing 1:11:•a.t111101:1C.1 ~ 
(•l Tho. lnf'orM-tion })1'Crld.1111:I by tbo c~niaacicm "Otblcb ,,;o.i uti:I to e1i:.:iJ:Uiah. eME rato:o i• AOI:. 1.t.Gn" foWld to ))ti 111Aeerl;i.llr 
ir;coq)l•t.• o:t i"-c~c• i;iy th• F•<l.•r•~ l;O\"t'IC'~mt;. tn 111u.ch 5i.C.ttation• tl\C d.Ct(•I voul.~.'Pje aubjU-c. to "1\9'0\Ud.ois. •IO t'tlo 
di•cretiaa. of th• t~~~a1 Gov•:tnlri9n~, 

fl; A~~If!C i!!OO!llfl1 . 
Thia Agreo111d\t i;r bae11d C.I). tM ,.i;:counting •r•t:.o#I P\ll'p9rt4ld -by 'cite c:u:Q.artii:\\cton. co·~· ---i.n· 1'tt,.C't: ~1ag -~· ~CftllellJ:. pc.i:-iod. •. ~., 
CD t;.hq 111e~hod of a"QOU!l.:ting- .f.or tt111t1 w~~-=b affcc::I.:. tkw il'l¢unt i;:it reiri;:i\l.X't.efl\8llt re1ultlng t:unn t;h• uit.e o! _thi• J.gr•tMtl\t r~1~• 
;rii:tr oi,pp~oval i:>f t.bo .lUthot:.i1ea ropres1tnt1:.tiva of the ~i::f.m- osellCY. sui:h i;Mngu '$.AC:ludi:, '.but o.~is 11oc 11.N.t•lf. to, .;~mge9 J.n 
chc c~;ving at o pa.R,io:ulU tyPll cf oo.a.c fXCl'I\ .lndUe<:t tQ \'l~.r.cc:. l'•ilu.rc "'-0 obto;til:I •pp:ova'.l r;ii.:-r %O•ult i'Q oo&t diao.liow~•· 

C. Fl":ttD MTS.II: 
Jf o. fbo"' J:Atil i• in th!a J\S"~••m•n.t, L~ ii bUle.d Ol1 an •;,=i.1'.!i;c.t .;it c;he ~i:>•t• fOC' chit JHl.):'iod ..,~vu-ed by tha..·~.a.c.a. illl,ru:.. ~~· •ctutll 
co~t11o tor ttli1 p.GrLod ai:c dt.t•~:S.ed, f.!l &dluatMnc "'fi.ll. be -.doe ~o .,_ r•~cs of • futin:. )'~(&) to -c::()l';pcne•t:• f~ t:tt-. \IW•~Cl\e• 
bcrcwo.en th• c-ooc.• u1cd c.o Ht.C:.l:l11l t.he fi>ted r«i1.ta and ac:c~•1 oooc•. 

o. WE srr o,.Jr£R nornt. NmllC:I!!• 
The rAt.e• ~ thia li;i't'tUlll'tnt wo;r~ .i.pp""<td i.n accor0.ll1ce ld'tb. tb.u .l)Uthorii;;y iJ'l ¢i:tio• o.f Ht.n1ll9ean1; ;i.n4 Bud9•t ~" AMf'f 
Cit~ul.e~, and IOhOUld ~• applL~d tQ ;rau~•• ~ontr~cte &nd o~IUI~ ~gree111¥nt.1 c~ed ~y t.hio CiYcul~~. 1\Jbj*!::t to any lind.tati9P* ill ~ 
Uovt, ~c: or9tolli;;aticm ma.y .p:rovide QOfii•t -o.E C:h• Agr1:1•~11t to tt~A.ir l'a<k.tal 1al,il'~.l..•• ~ give r.tu1111- oUl.y ~ti:fic11it:.lcn. ol th• 
~i:-'l!~nt. 

s:. .!ll!Wi• 
If: any ft:IUl@l aor.t-~:i.cc., r-~1:1..i:: oi: 9t.llu "''l'el!IM!Ji\; 1• ro!AbuTein§ indi>:"•(;t GQ111c.1 by 1. 111.1111%• ccn,r than ~~'= appJ;'l1Vf.d ;>a.ti• {t) l-n- thi• 
M"~•MM~!.. t.h¢ 1;1t"g;.ni~~c.io11 ,ncui4 l1) end.tr. Buch co1u::• !iO the ;:i.£f.ct.lll'd. pi.-09:-;i.mt, an\\ (2) •PPlY tho •pp:~ rat•{•) r.q tU 
.. i;~p:ii11:e 1:1•1e: co idectl.tr tbt _proper •1llou.l\IO of iM-1.r•c:c. ;ioatt11 •Uoc:ilbl.c to tho~• p::-o;.i:•:ae .. 

sx nu: petAlln1'SNT /WJJ;;PQ'I 1 

O:da~ DOp:i.l't=mt cf llul)t.a.l \IHll-Ch 

ti:id. S\1bp=:-b.11c• hb.une 6"'~1cep 

tit:~! 

Richard Bowden 

t...,,.I 

Chief Financial Officer 
('l'IT?.Ji:) 

03/09/10 

Pf?Ul:C'fOg 1)J:V?liJOll Cl Cosr hLLOCA'JIO'f-

Ma.::::ch !5 r i!p10 

lDUE) 005!1 

l!t!:s UPttSi-m>M't?Bi Rebecca L $ Cantu 
•••• ,..,,., (214) 76'./-3454 

( 3) 
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Attachment A: Application Attestation 

Check as many items that apply, as appropriate. States are not required to accomplish all 
activities nor should this list be considered exhaustive. 

1. With the Planning and Establishment Grant, the State intends to: 

.....:. X _ Determine needed and available staff and hire key staff 

_ X _ Determine resource needs 

_X_ Develop a work plan and timeline for first year activities 

_X_Determine neededstatutory, regulatory, and other administrative changes(including 

statutory changes that may be necessary to set up the governance structure, facilitate 

health plan contracting, consumer outreach, etc.) 

_X_ Conduct an initial assessment ofIT systems and modifications/new systems needed to 

facilitate eligibility and enrollment and other Exchange functions 

_X_ Plan the coordination of eligibility and enrollment across Medicaid, CHIP, and the 

Exchanges 

_X_ Provide public notice and other stakeholder engagement activities 

_X_ Develop a budget justification and implementation plan 

_X_ Develop performance metrics and planned milestones 

_X_ Plan for customer services processes, including a call center 

2. The State attests that it has submitted a budget narrative anchustification that fully supports 
the activities the State intends to pursue with Planning and Establishment Grant funds: 
YES_X __ NO ' 

3. The State has adhered to the required Format, Standard Form (SF), and Content 
Requirements contained in Section IV. 
YES_X __ NO ___ _ 

4. The State commits to submitting a draft detailed implementation plan with the final report 
within 90 days of the end of the project period. 
YES_X_NO ___ _ 

( 
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Attachment C: Job Descdption for Project Manager (PM) 

Position Purpose: Provides oversight and guidance in planning and the dev;:Jopment of the 
Oklahoma Health insurance Exchange project Participates in the identification of key strategic 
opportunities, and interfaces with ·executive staff, staff~ and/or government agency otfwials in the 
representation and development of strategic planning. Participates in the establishment of 
integrated -strategies and policies for the project. Oversees the ac;sessment, policy developrnent. 
program planning, research and evaluation activities ofthe·Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 
project. The PM will de¥elop, strengthen and coordinate a strategic approach to policy 
development; introduce ·economic analysis as a routine component of assessment, evaluation and 
policy development activities; and build capacity for program evaluation. The PM will provide 
leadership in .public relations. rnedia and -selected health communication content ar.eas as well as 
provide .guidance in -social marketing and cornmunication, including sU''dtegy development, 
formative resean::h, materials design, media production, and community n1obi1ization. 'fhe PM 
will develop an infrastructure to oversee/coordinate with other agency functions and provide 
services and support to the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange project. The PM will build 
collaborative working relationships with diverse groups (-e.g. insurance agent associations, trade 
associations, other state and federal agencies, local agencies and advocacy groups) leading to the 
development ofa plan forward for the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange project. 

Principle Activities: 
• Develop, lead~ direct, and evaluate the strategic djrectionioverall ·business plan. 
• Works in close collaboration with the involved partners and stakeholders, health care 

professionals and participating agencies in developing and facilitating a political 
understanding of the principals and practices underlying Federal funded health care delivery 
systems. 

• Contributes to the knowledge tnanagementldissemination activities, incJuding contributions 
to both internal and external publications and t'eports. 

• Formulates and oversees implementation of the Oklahoma liealth Insurance Exchange 
project. Prepares written reports and recommendations regarding the ·general status and 
progress of the program. Writes reports for federal and state flllrposes on project status, 
developments and challenges encountered to date. Ensures timely submission of reports to 
various entities. Preparation of oral and written reports and other activities~ including 
recommendations to appropriate officials for needed changes and improvernents. Int.eracts 
with state and federal officials to ensure the necessary ·quantitative, qualitative, and required 
federal reporting is filed timely and accur•tely. 

• Oversees the strategic planning eftOrts and assists in tbrmulating and itnple1nenting 
administrative policies, practices, procedures, planning and long¥term goals. Reviews/ 
researches "'best practices" of other states tOr applicabiHty and inclusion in the program. 

• Assists in identifying .groups, agencies, and individuals that could be impacted in the planning 
process and facilitating participation of interested groups. Meets with state and federal 
otllcials in the development and approval of strategies and options 

• ·Directs the development of new outreach materia1 and changes to ·existing 1naterial. Ensures 
that these materials are in accordance with existing State and federal regulations. 

• Oversees and participates 1n the coordination of the .gathering, deve~opment, analysis and 
interpretation of data and statistics required for planning purposes to ensur-e reliable and valid 
results. 

o Conduct reseat-eh jn order to compile and analyze data on economic, social, 
rcgu·latory factors that may a fleet the feasibility and scope of proposed initiatjves . 
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o Create graphic or narrative reports that systematically assess the-cost, benefit, and 
impact of implemented projects. 

• Coordinates with HHS, CMS and other regulatory agencies on-grants, new initiatives, and 
other special projects to ensure adherence to laws and policy. May coordinate as a liaison to 
the Governor's office, Secretary of State, Secretary of Health, Senate, and House of 
Representatives and for the project's planning program. 

• Schedules and conducts meetings to present, explain and discuss the strategic plan with 
individuals and groups who have varying degrees of familiarity with its <:ontents. 

• Receives input of project team members; composes outlines to determine costs, alternate 
methods, budgetary impact, <Ole. 

• Establishes time frames needed to complete projects according to federal, state and/or agency 
management deadlines. 

• Maintains knowledge of current trends and developments (internal/external educational 
progra.tns·or prrifeSsiOnal"trieCdngs); ievisirl8 eXiSiin&-Piooilces as nOCessarjr. - -- -

• Coordinates, facilitates and leads groups in the completion of projects, including work groups 
comprised of personnel, at all levels, from other units, divisions or agencies, for the purpose 
of discussion and/or ·consensus concerning specific projects. 

• Identifies and recommends appropriate action on program and policy issues for the agency as 
needed. Schedules projects to support and perpetuate the agency's programs and policies. 

• Monitors projects in regards to inilestones and deadlines; recognizes and resoJves problems. 
• Manages and participate's in developing alteinative solutions and implementation strategies 

by conducting background research, analyzing options and consulting with other stall/team 
members. 

• Creates and maintains a high .performance envir-0nment characterized by positive leadership 
and a strong team orientation. 

• Reviews proposed legislation and recommends changes; may act as J~gislative liaison. 
• Oversees contractual agreements including the procurement and selection of planning 

consultants and specialists for special planning work or studies, contributes to development of 
contractual documents (i.e. request for information, request for proposals1 scope ofwork1 

· etc), monitors contractor performance and productivity. l>I; 

Qualifications: Skills in, interpreting regulations and applying them, effective oral and written 
communication, ability to organize one's work or that of others so thatestab1ished time frames 
can be met with available resources; skill in interpreting the impact and hnplementation of 
decisions within the organization's structure. Able-to develop and maintain effective working 
relationships with other public and private service providers, affiliates and the general public. 
Advanced level skills in management and public health concepts. 

Education and/or Experience: Bachelors Degree required in a related field (e.g. Health, Social 
work/service, Public Administration) or advanced education and 7 years of work experience in 
program deveJopment and implementation. str-otegic planning, project development or program 
management, preference given to those with at least 5 y<0ars of general supervisory experience. Or 
an-equivalent combination of education and experience. 
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GOVERNOR 

BRAD HENRY 
INSURANCE CoMMISSJONBR (' 

KIM HOLLAND· 

August 20, 2010 

Commissioner Terri White 
Oklahoma Secretary of Health 
PO Box 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Dear Secretary White: 

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER 

°STATB OF0KLAflOMA 

I am pleased to be writing in support of the State of Oklahoma's application for funds under the 
State Planning and Establishment Grants, authorized through the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act (PPACA). 

I fully understand the potential impact of this grnnt 011 our state's ability to lay out a course of 
action in preparation for the upcoming launch of a state-based health insurance exchange. The 
impoL1ance of this exchange in Oklahoma ciinnot be cleareL; in a time when nearly 500,000 state 
residents remain without health insurance, and many more lack sufficient coverage. 

With extensive support across the state from a wide range of st~eholders, the time to address 
these troubling numbers is now. It will take a collaborative effort lo lay a path toward solving 
these problems and creating our state's health insurance exchange. As the Oklahoma Insurnnce 
Commissioner, I fully support all aspects of this grant application and will gladly offer any 
assistance needed to ensure this project's success. 

KWmdy 

P. 0. Uox 53408 • 0Kt.AllOMA CnY,-OKt.AHOMI\ 73152<~408 •{405) 52t-2828 • Tot.t. FRHH tlNSiA.TR) 1-800-522-007-l • F,1,x..(40S) 522-4492 
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MIKE HXARlY 
CH!Jtl' EXLiCl'TNFOFllCf.R 

BR/\D HENRY 
GOVERNOR 

Augus1 20, 2010 

Terri White, MSW 
Socretary of Health 
P.O. 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

STATE OF OKLA.HOMA 

OKLAHOMA HEALTH CARE A0TH01UTY 

Re: State Planning and Establishment Grants for the AffurdableCare Act's Exchanges, The Oklahoma Insurance 
Exchange Project 
IE·HBE-10-001 
Cr'DA 93.525 

Dear Secretary White: 

On behalf of the Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA), the single slate Medicaid agency, this is a letter of 
support for Oklahoma's State Planning and Establishment Gram for the Affordable Care Act's Exchanges. The 
OHC.'\ recognizes the hnportance of health insurance coverage in improving health outcomes and rernoving 
harriers many Oklahomans face when acct.-ssing and retaining comprehensive coverage. The grant funds will 
allow the OHCA, in collaboration with others across Oklahoma, to work logcther to develop a contprchcnsive 
plan aimed at eslablishing the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Prnject. 

The OHCA is willing to assist in the efforts of this proposal in several ways. Spedficaily, these will include but 
not be limited to: 

• Making available key staff lo provide input and expertise to the plan development; 
Providing office space for a newly hired project manager ~ersceing the Oklahoma Health 
'1nsurance Exchange Project; . 

• Participating in all stakeholder discussions to ensure coordination between the Exchang~ and 
Oklahoma's Medicaid/CHIP programs; and 

• Supporting the develop1nent ofOkfahon1a's overall action plan \Vith constructive input delivered 
in a positive manner. 

II is the goal of the OHCA lo enroll Oklahoma's uninsured population in appropria1e and affordable health care 
coverage. The Oklahoma HeaJth Jnsurancc Exchange Project sh~res this common interest and is -dedicated l-0 the 
establishment of a plan for Oklahoma moving forward. The OHCA fully supports the planning activities 
mentioned within this grant applicalion and lrn)ks forward -to conrinued >(:(lliaboration with the Executive and 
Legislative leadership of Oklahoma, as well as with fcf1ow stale agencies incJuding th1o: Oklahoma Insurance 
Department, and the ()kiahoma Department of~1enta1 Health and Substance Abuse Service,,<;., 

Thank you for your leadership and conlinucd efforts to in1provc -the health of all Oklahomans . 

$BU'Hf!UJ M:\1-L ' 2-1-01 ~ ""'- 23'"5rlU:EL 5t._;rn: IA .• (,)Kl.,\HClMA CITl'. OJ.: 73107 • H05} ;;;'.',!.f30{1 • \VlV~'\l.Ol{'lt('ADJIG 

-~" f'!""I n11J'<"fu11ity Lmrl•'lf'T 
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August 18, 2010 

Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P.O. 53277 . 

TULSA METRO CHAMBER 

Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Dear Secretary White: 

The Tu!sa Metro .Chamber would like to be involved in the process of developing an 
insurance exchange for the State of Oklahoma. We will participate in the development 
on behalf of our employer members, to ensure that their interests are considered. 

Michael S. Neal, CCE, CCD 
President and CEO 

Williams Center Tower 11, Two West Second Street, Suite 150, T•tlsa, OK 74103 w.:-W:tuls~cha1;1ber.com 1.918.585.1201 
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Office of the Oean 

August 19, 2010 

Terri While, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
PO 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 
73152-3277 

• 
The University of Oklahoma 

Health Scientes Center 
COUEGE OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

Re: Oklahoma Application for Planning Grant for Health Insurance Exchange 

Dear Secretary White 

This letter is to indicate the strongest possible support of the OU College of Public 
Health for the State's application for a planning grant for developing health insurance 
exchanges. 

The College of Public Health is committed to participating as an engaged partner 
throughout this process. We have expertise that may be valuable to executing the 
grants goals, including but not limited to policy expertise, data analysis and program 
evaluation, as may be appropriate, for the needs of the grant proposal. 

We look foiward to participating in this critical effort for improving the population health 
of Oklahoma. 

Sincerely, 

Gary E. Raskob, Ph.D. 
Dean, College of Public Health 
Professor, Epidemiology and Medicine 

Mail: P.O. Sox 26901 • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73190 
Courier: 801 Northeast 13th. Street • Room 139 • Oklahoma City. OK 73104 

Phone: (4-05) 271-2232 • Fax: {405) 271·3039 
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August 18, 2010 

Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P.O. 53277 

The University of Oklahoma 
College of Medicine 

OFFtCE Of THE .EXECUTIVE DEAN 

Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Dear Secretary White: 

I am pleased to offer my full support to the Oklahoma application to the federal Department of 
Health and Human Services for a planning grant to develop an Oklahoma-based tiealth 
insurance exchange. The University Of Oklahoma College of Medicine, through its faculty 
practice, OU Physicians, and its affiliated hospital, OU Medical Center, is a major healthcare 
provider to many Oklahomans who currently lack adequate healthcare coverage. The 
development of an Oklahoma health insurance exchange will provide an invaluable resource for . 
our state and allow us to more effectively deliver the high quality care our patients deserve. I 
look forward to full participation in the planning efforts, and to"t~he ultimate realization of 
better health care for all Oklahomans. 

Robert H. Roswell, M.D. 
Senior Associate Dean 

·co11ege ol Medicine • Post Off~ Sox -·26901 • Siomedical Scianoes BuUd!ng • Room 35] 
Oklahoma City, -oklahorna 73190 • '(405) 271·2265 • PAX (405) 271~3032 
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OKLAHOMA SrArE AND EoucATION EMPLOYEES GROUP INSURANCE BOARD 

Frank Wilson, Administrator 

August 23. 20! 0 

Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P.O. Box 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73 I 52-3277 

Dear Secretary 'W'hite: 

It has come to my attention that the Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance 
Abuse Services (ODMHSAS) is taking the lead for the State of Oklahoma in applying for a 
plruming grant from HHS for purposes of developing a health insurance exchange. As 
Administrator of the Oklahoma . State and Education Employees Group Insurance Board 
(OSEEGIB), I would like to express support for this project. 

While OSEEGJB insures over 120,000 Oklahoma state, education, and local government 
employees and dependents, its statutory limitations provide that it cannot expand coverage 
beyond our defined employer groups. We recognize the significant problems that other 
Oklahoma citizens often have in finding health insurance coverage. Consequently, I believe that 
the ODMHSAS application would serve a valuable purpose. 

1 would add that agency staff is ready and willing to participate throughout this application 
process and in the work leading up to implementation of tht!+exchange in whatever way this 
agency can be of service. 

Please feel free to.contact me at your convenience at (405) 717-1l828. 

Sincerely, 

)~;;.;/~ 
Frank Wilson 
Administrator 

3545 N. W 58", Saile 110 • Oklahoma City, OK 13112 
PHONE: 1-405-711-8701 • 1-1300'543-!5044 • WWW;Sib.ok.gov 
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ONA)" Ol<lAHDMA tl=rlAl'ION ' ,,---
6414 N. Santa Fe, Suite A 
Oklahoma City, OK 73116 
405.840.3476 phone 
.405.840.3013 fax 
www.oklahomanurses.org 

An aftifiate of the 

American Nurses Association and 
the Center for American Num1s. 

August 19, 2010 

Terri White, MSW 

Secretary of Health 

PO 53277 

Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Dear Secretary White; 

The Oklahoma Nurses Association (ONA) is support of. the 

development of health insurance exchanges as designed In the 
Health Care Reform legislation for State of Oklahoma. 

ONA, founded in 1908, represents a community of nurses across 

all specialties and practice settings as well as works to empower 

nurses to improve health care. ONA serves as the voice for 

registered nurses in our state. Nurses have been concerned 

about access to health care for all Oklahomans for many years. 

With almost 30,000 registered nurses licensed and residing in 

Oklahoma, nurses are the largest group of health care providers 

in the state. 

"" As the voice for the largest group of health care providers in the 

state it is Imperative that ONA are at the table for this discussion. 

ONA will work to ensure that nurses are at the table. 

ONA would be honored to partner with the Oklahoma 

Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services, the 

Oklahoma Insurance Department and the Oklahoma Health Care 

Authority along with other stakeholders. 

Regards, ~\i\_., 

Jan Nelson, CAE 

Exe utive Di rector 

) 
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INDEPENDENT .INSURANCE AGENTS OF OKLAHOMA 

SINCE 1906.,_lHE UNRF.LENTJNGADVOCATE FOR INDEPENDENT INSURANCEAGENTS 

Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P.O. Box 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73 l 52-3277 

August l 9, 2010 

RE: Health Insurance Exchange Grant Application 

Dear Secretary White, 

Please accept this letter as our support for the creation of health insurance excehanges in 
Oklahoma as a part o.f nationwide health care reform. As an association thm devotes 
considernble time in the area of insurance education, we are it1terested in the possibility 
of providing consumcrs11pport as a Navigator. The grant fonding will be important to 
provide consumers with the infonnation they needed to understand the changes that are 
taking place. 

The Independent lnsurance Agents of Oklahoma cull'ently ha~over 500 member agencies 
located in all 77 counties and over 150 communities in the state. Our members are 
extremely interested in the development of the health insurance exchanges and certainly 
wish to be involved as the process moves forward. 

Kindest regards, 

g p_.....___·,,, ~-
~ __)--~~ 

Dan Ramsey, CIC ~=~ 
President/Chief Executive Officer 

9417 NORTH KELLEY />.VE. 1--()KLAHOMA CITY.OK 7311'1 I PO-BOX i 3190 J OKLAHOMA CITY. OK 7J t 13 

405-840-4426 I fAX 40S..o!340-44SO i 10LLFREI'. B00.324 • .;426 I E-MA.!l fNFOl§llAOK.COM I WW\Y.!!AOK.COM 
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August 20, 2010 

The Honorable Terri White 
Secretary of Health 

·····-····-·---J?-0_.5321.1 ____________ ............................................ - ......... _ ... ·····--·-··· .. •«•••---·--·-"·----··---··-·-·--·-----···--·-----·--.. ·~--.-·---·--···----·-~-
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Re: Health Insurance Exchanges 

Dear Secretary: 

We know there is a lot of work to be done to prepare for the recently passed Act 
to reform health care. We stand ready to assist you in this process as you go 
along and will provide you with all the information you need to implement a 
successful program. 

Commissioner, we're here to help. Should you ever need any assistance or if 
····-··········-you·-need·more·iflf{;}rmation··pertaining··to-this···matter,.-please-do-not-he&itate--to ·. · 

· contact ··me···at (405) 607•2l00 or our ·Government or·· Legislative· Affairs 
Specialist, Stephanie Casey, at ( 405) 607-2183. l'1i 

Sincerely, 

f;,/b;~ffe~ ..,. x 
J E. Gladden 
President and Chief Executive Officer 

08-23-10PQ3:56 RCVO 

Delta Dental of Oklahoma 
16 N.W. 6Jrd SneeL Suitt: ~or· Okh.hotTtll City. OK - 7~116 fl P.O. Box 54709 - Ok:!a1lOJn-a City, 0.K · 73154 ~ www.DeltaOcntalOK.o,-g 

1'clephone: 405-6c7-;:uoo ~ ·_roll free; 8c_o·52.i-0188 ~ Fa.:ir: 405~607·:.tI!)O 
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.... , .. ,_, 

OKLAI-IOMA 
~~~i;~~Jocia/Wn o/ .Ii 

HEJ\LTH PL;ii\NS 

August 20, 2010 

Terri White., MSW 
Secretary of Health d·!'r"'' 

. P,Q, 5~277 ' 
Oklahoma CJt 

., a Health Insurance Exehange Grant 

'' Association of Health Plans supports the State's efforts to secure a 
t for our state's Health Insurance Exchange. To show our support, our 

·1s willing to assist and participate in all stages of developing our state's 
· ns):irance Exchange. 

Po-sr Offi-ce Box 

have any questions, please contact me at { 405) 285-7745 or by email at 
'nsl@okhealth !ans. r 

~re~ 
okins, Esq. 
Director, Oklahoma Association of Health Plans 

• 
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August 19, 2010 

Dear Committee: 
~---- -•-- -- -- - ·-• -~-···--··· -----·••-•-·•-·••·-------•-•-•v•-•-•-·~---· ·••·~------• ----- ----- ----~-- ----~ .. - ·----- ·-- -- -- ---- ______ ,__ 

United Way of Central Oklahoma enthusiastically supports the state of Oklahoma in its efforts to 
develop ·effective state· based· heahh ·insurance· exchanges.· These-exchanges ·are essential-for· the---
future of our state's health care programs and United Way is proud to partner in the efforts to 
encourage healthy lifestyles and citizens. As a thriving central Oklahoma non·profit, United 
Way pledges to serve as a unifying community partner and assist in rallying the support and 
participation of additional community agencies. 

One of United Way of Central Oklahoma's five focus areas is Healthy Citizens. We understand 
the importance of promoting and sustaining safe, healthy and active lifestyles for central 
Oklahomans. We see health insurance exchanges as opportunities to combine governmental and 
grassroots efforts to support the well-being of our citizens and raise health care standards in 

............ Oklahoma. ... 

We believe the exchanges will be an exciting new chapter for Oklahoma's b.ealth care programs 
··-····-···--··--amt·initiatives;·and-we-· look-furwanl-10-partnering-with ·the·-Deparunent·-Of.-MentaJ. HeaJfu ... and ..... . 

····~ 

----Substance·Abttse'Servicetto-mflke·thisflewinrutvatioo-a·roalify-in-Oklahoma..--~---·----··----·--·-··-

• P.O. Sox 837 ! Oklahoma City. 01< 731-01 I P. 405.i36.84'tt I F. 405."235.2011 I www.uiift7dwayokc.org 
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;Ki\etna 
August 20. 2010 

Comn1issioner Kim Holland 
Oklahoma Insurance Department 
Executive ·Division 
Five Corporate Plaia 
3625 N.w. 56th 5treet, Suite 100 

-----GklalIBma-Cfty, 0K-7-3+ +i!·· 

Ralph A. Holmes 
'2777 St~mmons freeway 

Suitc'J.00 
Oalfos, TX 7.5207 

Ole: (214) si2.4m 
Fax: 1800)24().1131 

Aetna supports the State of Oklahoma inits.etforts ro develop and implement a state-b<isea 
hea/H1 insurance exchange. We klok Forward to working collaboratively wfrh the st;1tc and plan . 
to be at the table throughout the process ofimplcmentation. 

Sincerely. 

f~eilph A. Holmes 
President 
Texas/Oklahoma 
J'A1d~Arnerica.Region 

Cc: Shannon Meroney. Aetna 
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August 18, 2010 

Terr)' White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P.O. Box 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Ms. White, 

Plan Benefit Analysts 

It is my understanding that HHS will be making available a $I million planning grant to each 
state who is seeking to implement their own plan for developing health insurance exchanges. I 
wanted to write to express that Oklahoma has my full support in its effort to secure this grant and 
affirm that I will be significantly involved every step of the way. 

The health of Oklahoma's residents has always been my passion and I will corrunit myself to 
assisting the State in any capacity that will help them live long, healthy lives. 

t~ 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
Daniel T. Wheeler 
President 
Plan Benefit Analysts 

03-19-10P04:07 RCVD 

Southern Woods Park• 4775 East 9lst Street• Suite 200 •Tulsa, OK 74137-2805 •Phone (918) 496-2000 •Fax (918) 496-2338 
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· ··· · Towhomitmay concern; 

oscfPA 
Oklahoma State Chiropractic 

lrulependent Physician& A.&sociation 
Back To A Better Lif£ 

As a stakeholder I am writing this letter to state my support for the state of 
Oklahoma in their effort to create and implement a Health Insurance 
Exchange program. Any grant money available to help plan this project 
could certainly be put to good use by Oklahoma. We as a stake holder feel 
privileged to be a continuing part of this process. Oklahoma has committed 
to an open and transparent process and I am certain this commitment will be 
adhered to. 

Thank you for your consideration! 

sm::~v__p~ 
Larry M. Bridges, Ph.D. 
Executive Director 

C§-20-1JPC~:35 RCVD 

5350 E. 4.61h St J Suile 122 I Tulsa. l)K 741.JS I www,oscipa.'<.·om 

Phone: 918-641-0·!44 I Fox: 918-641-0(,65 j"lollFree: 877-940-:lll4o 
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MlCHAF.J.. CLINGMAN 
DTR.ECTOR OF S'rATE f'JNANCE 

Terri White, MSW 

STATE OF OKLAHOMA 

OFFICE OF STATE FINANCE 

August 18, 20 l 0 

bllAO HENRY 
GOVF..llNOK 

................ ······SeeretaryofHealth·-.. ·-·····-··---····-····--···---·--·······-.. ---.... - ........... _____ ................ _. _________ ....................................... ------·--······-----
}' ,Q. Box53277 
Oklahoma Cily, OK 73152-3277 

Dear Secretary White, 

A few weeks ago, HHS announced that they would make available a $1 million planning grant to 
each state who is seeking to implement their own plan for developing health insurance 
exchanges. Specific to Oklahoma, Governor Henry has designated the Department of Mental 
Health and Substance Abuse Services (ODMHSAS) to take the lead in implementing the grant 
and they have asked the Oklahoma Insurance Department (OID) and the Oklahoma Health Care 
Authority (OHCA) to assist in the development of the planning grant application. The Office of 
the CIO and the technologists across the state support the efforts of ODMHAS, OID and OHCA 
and will be active participants in assisting them to establish these exchanges. 

Please don't hesitate to contact me at 405.521.37 l 0 or alex.pettit@osf.ok.gov if! ean be of 
further assistance. 

AZP:crh 

Sincerely, t~ 

~;Ji!=-=--
Alex Z. Pettit 
Chieflnfonnation Officer 
State of Oklahoma 

~1 r) "FN '('i.'"F>:F . <--<;::.~ 
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August 19, 2010 

Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
PO Box 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 

Re: Exchange Support Letter 

Dear Terri, 

Beale Professional Services 
Richard A. Beale, President 

Jennifer L. Beale, Vice President 

w1w.bealepro.com jenntte 

{405) 521-1600 • (800)~304863 • Fax{405) 521-1610 
PO Box 60809 • Oklahoma City, OK 73146-0809 

I wanted to offer you my support and pledge to participate in the construction of the Health 
Insurance Exchange of Oklahoma. 

The design of the exchange is a critical element of PPACA for all parties involved in the process. 
from the consumer to the insurance companies & agents, provigers, along with state & federal 
governments. Getting the maximum advantage for our tax dollafs to lower the number of 
uninsureds is the most important element of reform. 

Please let me know what I may do to assist you in this endeavor. 

Sincerely, 

4~£ 
Richard A. Beale 
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August 19, 2010 

Terri White, MSW 

H 
Oklahoma State Department of Health 

Creating a S~ate of Health 

·-· -··---·-··--·----·-Secretacy .. of .Health .. --·------- -···--···----------- -·--- _ ····-----···----·-·----------------------------····--······ ··--------·-···--····-····--···--··---····· 
Oklahoma Department of Mental Health & Substance Abuse Services 
P.0.53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Dear Secretary White: 

As Commissioner of the Oklahoma State Department of Health (OSDH), I enthusiastically 
l.'Upport the efforts of the Oklahoma D~1)artment of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services 
(ODMHSAS) in applying for a planning grant to establish a health insurance exchange in 
Oklahoma. You may count on our continued support and assistance on all issues designed to 
improve the health oUIC()1!1:(!S of all Oklahomans. 

The designation by Governor Brad Henry of your agency as the lead on this application and your 
··--·---·----.pru-tnerships-with .. the-Oklahoma Insurance Department (OID) and the Oklahoma Health Care 

Authority (OHCA) in developing this grdllt proposal speak to the confidence we and other state 
partners have in your abilities to accomplish this important and beneficial task. 

tr~ 

We will support and work with you throughout the planning and jmplementation process as we 
serve to improve and protect the public health of Oklahoma. 

Sincerely, 

( i/tMi a2·-~;(),t> 
Terry Cline, Ph.D. 
Commissioner of Health 

Soard uf Haa!th 

tommitiio~ru af H11aUh 
ten)' l Cline:, PhD 

Jeony A!nopulQS, 00, Pr1nitlefl! fl Murali Knshne. MO. Vite President 
Micha11I 0 Am!11!'~oo. PhD Koonllttl R Miller. MO 

Alfred Baldwin, Jr Mithaat l Mtirgan, OOS 

C1is Hert·Wnlte. Secnmirv·T1easu11:r 
Baity l Smi1h, JD 

Ronaid Wcod!Ofl, MO 

1000 NE IC1H St 
Oktahorna City, OK 73117·~Z99 

w.'fw.heaith.ok.!JO\' 
.~ fll\111 f,p;>o<!!.,,,11 f1!"'1l!~W 
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August 18, 2010 

Terri White 
Secretary of Health 

··· ··· ·· ·-···--·- ·--srate ofOl<lahorna 

P.O. Box 53277 

The Universitj of Oklahoma" 
Colle11e of Medicine 

OFFICE .QF THE-EXECUTIVE OEAN 

Oklahoma City, 01< 73152-3277 

Dear Secretary White: 

I wish to express my support for the State of Oklahoma's applk:ation for a granHo aid 
Oklahoma in planning for health Insurance exchanges. £very possible avenue must be explored 
as we examine and search for the most cost-effective ways to Implement health care reform in 
Oklahoma. 

The University of Oklahoma College of Medicine looks forward to the opportunity to participate 
in this important undertaking and strongly supports the state's efforts to explore this 
opportunity for developing health insurance exchanges. 

Sincerely, 

M. Dewayne Andrews, M.D. 
Vice President for Health Affairs 
Executive Dean, College of Medicine 

C: Robert Roswell, M.D., Senior Associate Dean 

• College ot Medicine • Post Office Sox -26901 • Biomedical Sciences Bu11ding • fioom 357 
Oklahoma.Clty,-Oklahoma 73126·0901 • ~405) 27-'1·2265 • FAX-(405) 27i·3032 
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Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P053277 

-·-·---· . --~~!~-~c:>.".:1<1_gil}''._~1<_7_~!~.~--:.337..7.. ........... ···-·-·-----··-··-········------·--·····--·····--·---·---·---·-··-··-··-········-····-· 

Dear Secretary White, 

As Executive Director of an anti-poverty agency whOse client base consists of a large 
percentage of uninsured individuals, I strongly support Oklahoma's application for a planning 
grant that would be used to implement a health insurance exchange. 

We look forward to participating in the planning process and doing what we -can to make sure 
the exchange works for the over 30,000 families we serve each year. 

Sincerely, 

~-·· 
/ 

Steven Dow "' 
Executive Director, Community Action Project of Tulsa County, Irle. 

<( /\'li.)o10 

4006 S<>uth Garnett Rcnld. Suite 100 • Tulsa. Oklahoma 74146 • 918.382.3200 • fax -918.382:.3213 • 
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Kevin o. Gordon 
Dtrect Tel: {40!S) 23Q.&619 
Direct fax;, (-405) 272....5280 

Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P:o:S3277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

CROWE&DUNLEVY 
4 PAOFSSSIONAl. CORPORATION 

~~~.-tL*w _,..,, 

August 23, 2010 

Re: Letter of Support for State Health Insurance Exchange Grant 

Dear Secretary White: 

It is with great pleasure that I provide this letter of support for Oklahoma's efforts to 
secure grant funding for research and planning activities associated with establishing a health 
insurance exchange. 

As a health care attorney, l have had the privilege of worlcing alongside and providing 
representation and counsel to the state agencies, health care providers and payors, professional 
and trade organizations, and private consumer advocates who populate Oklahoma's health <:are 
community. This community has a proven track-record of working together to build consensus 
and achieve results for improving the quality of and access to ·car,in our state. 

The health insurance exchange grant program presents a unique opportunity for these 
community members to again come together and work to maximize the value and benefits 
Oklahoma can realize through the federal directives and resource -commitments aimed at 
expanding the availability of affordable health insurance coverage. 

Again, I am proud to offer my support to this endeavor and believe Oklahoma will 
greatly benefit from the opportunity to access and apply additional resources in an ongoing effort 
to lower costs and improve access to care. 

v)ry _truly ~, 

cc: " Kim Holland 

ruLSA 
~OG KE'NNEOY BU/L.<)1NG 

3:?1 SOUTH BOSTON AVl!:NUt: 
TUt.,S,o., OK 74103-331J 

11'.:.\. !ilia 59'2 ')900 • i-A)C 1'1~8.S92 9'101 

~~ 

OkLl\HOMA CITY 
20 NORTH 0R0PDWAV, SUITE '800 
OKLAHOMA crrv. ()*< '73t02·B273 

Tl!!.L; 405-235.71'00" FAX' 40!l,23".15CU51 

www.crowedun1$V'f,C9n" 

r.;QRMAN 
l'f"IE: l·!<l"OIN'I' Of'·FllCE BUILP!N$ 
2!lOC SOUTH Mc.GEE. WfTI.! 140 
N0"1MAN, OK 73Qt:r•'3".CJ~ 
Tf;:L• -'ltJ::l--'3"11 7'1l7 •FAX: 40!'> 'J61) 400~· • 
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August 23, 2010 

Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services 
Attn: Terri White, Secretary of Health 
P.O. 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

Dear Secretary White: 

1215 South Bould<r 
PO Box 3283 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74102-3283 
Telephone: (918) 560-3500 

As Oklahoma's oldest and largest insurer, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Oklahoma is particularly 
interested in the development of the state-based health insurance exchange created by the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act of2010. 

The successful creation and implementstion of such exchanges requires the support and leadership of 
both public and private parties. As a stskeholder, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Oklahoma is 
dedicated to taking a hands-on approach and actively contributing our expertise and resources to this 
process. 

We commend the state of Oklahoma, the Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse 
Services, the Oklahoma Insurance Department and the Oklahoma Health Care Authority in applying 
for a planning grant. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Oklahoma values the role each of you play in our 
state government. We are committed to being engaged and servin"'our state as we see the new 
insurance exchange through to success. If you have any questions,'(llease contact me by phone at 
(918) 551-2275 or by e-mail atjeff_tikkanen@hcsc.net. 

Sincerely, 

~It 71ll·~ 
Jeffrey Tikkanen 
Vice President, Marketing and Sales 
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-.wu•® 
Ms. Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P.O. 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

August 20, 2010 

Dear Secretary White: 

On behalf of our 400,000 members, AARP Oklahoma is supporting the Great State of 
Oklahoma's efforts to secure a $1 million planning grant for developing a state health 
insurance exchange. We apprecia1e the opportunity to be a stakeholder and look forward 
to being "at the table" throughout the process. 

A state health insurance exchange will make it easier for consumers to obtain health 
insurance. Exchanges will provide "one stop shopping" so that consumers can compare 
and purchase insurance and access subsidies. There are great benefits to providing access 
to a range of comprehensive insurance products for individuals and small businesses. 
Consumers should be well represented in the design and operation of a state health 
insurance exchange. 

We look forward in developing a fully functional, consumer ~endly state health 
insurance exchange for Oklahoma. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Coffer 
AARP Oklahoma State Director 
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GREATER 
OllUOMA CITY 

CHAMBER 

·-

I 23 Park Ave. 
Oklahoma City, OK 
73102 

405.297.8900 phone 
405.297.8916 tax 

www.okcchamber.com 
www.greateioklahomacity.com 

August 19, 2010 

Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P.O. Box53277 
Oklahoma Qty, OK 73152-3277 

Re: Health Exchange Grant Applkation 

beaiCommissfoner··v.'hite: 

I am writing to express the support of the Greater Oklahoma Qty Chamber 
for the State of Oklahoma's application for a $1 million federal planning 
grant to aid in the state's development of health care insurance exchanges. 
We understand that under the new federal health care law sudi exchanges 
must be implemented by 2014 and that this grant will be critical in allowing 
Oklahoma to meet that deadline. · 

As an organization representing more than 5000 members in .the Greater 
Oklahoma Qty area, we have a sigrtificant interest in the development of 
Oklahoma's exchange program. We're hopeful that you will have an open, 
transparent process in developing the exchanges and ask that we be not only 
be kept apprised of the planning process, but also be given the opportunity 
to provide input as you move forward.I'(. 

Please let me know how we may be of assistance. 

~ 
~ R:w~ 

President and CEO 
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Attachment E: Scope of' Work 
Consultant Contract 

Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project 
Evaluation and Analysis of Current Exchange Environment and State Readiness 
The evaluation of the current environment is a critical phase of the Oklahoma Health Insurance 
Exchange Project planning because the remaining activities will be based on the results of this 
first phase. The technical approach for this phase is designed to identify the opportunities and 
challenges for developing an Exchange. Some of the critical tasks may include, but are not 
limited to, the following: 

• . Evaluate the current environment and make recommendations on the advantages and 
disadvantages of enhancing current systems. 

• Recommend an Insurance Exchange system that is interoperable with other health care 
systems. Include a discussion of new concepts or innovative approaches that are being 
utilized by other states either in their design of the system or in their approach to contract 
management. This may include assessments of overall development and implementation 
costs as well as future sustainability. 

• Conduct a Gap Analysis and To-Be Assessment of current systems and business 
processes and recommend pathways to development of a complete plan. Examples of 
current information systems and business processes to by analyzed may include: 

o Medicaid I CHIP eligibility, enrollment and outreach functions; 
o Insurance Department regulatory tools used to oversee the insurance market; 
o Web portals currently in operation for consumer assistance purposes; and 
o Data sharing methods with various state, federal and private entities. 

• Provide a cost/benefit analysis of the proposed recommendations. 
• Provide an overview of the programming and implementation requirements for each 

recommendation. 
• Provide recommendations on the amount of personnel and resources needed to 

implement each alternative. 
• Recommend reasonable staffing levels needed by the fiscal agent and/or OHCA for each 

of the identified options. 
• Develop and conduct a statewide survey of existing instltance carriers regarding aspects 

of the product lines and plans. 
• Analyze the feasibility of the state basic health plan option as another option lo be offered 

on the exchange. 
• Prepare and present requested information and findings to the stakeholder group. 
• Evaluate existing state and federal regulations for the Oklahoma insurance market, 

identifying changes needed as well as necessary new regulation. 
• Assist in the development of health plan ratings or report cards. 
• Develop comprehensive communication plans for various audiences, all leading to the 

successful utilization of the exchange and enrollment into appropriate plans. 
Actuarial modeling 
The evaluation of the current private market environment is another critical phase. Some of the 
critical tasks may include, but are not limited to, the following: 

• E'valuate modeling trends of the private insurance market in Oklahoma. This may include 
evaluation of premium structure, rate setting, risk adjustment, and benefit plan and cost
sharing design. 

• Evaluate Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) and other requirements in the non-group/small 
group markets and potential impact upon the Oklahoma insurance market . 
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PLANNING PHASE 

onsultant prepares and 
istributes initial report for 
takeholder group(s) and 

Jeaislature 
Begin submitting Proposed 
Le islation for consideration 

onvene Stakeholder group and 
egin periodic meetings (whole 
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mdinas reviewed b stakeholders 
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Attachment F: Timeline 

Timing 

FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP 
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-AAJU•® 
Ms. Terri White, MSW 
Secretary of Heulth 
P.O. 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

August 20, 20 I 0 

Dear Secretary White: 

On behalf of our 400,000 members, AARP Oklahoma is-suPPorting the Great State of 
Oklahoma's efforts to secure a $1 million planning grant for developing a state health 
insurance exchange. We appreciate the opportunity to be a stakeholder and look forward 
to being "at the table" throughout the process. 

A state health insurance exchange will make it easier for consumers to obtain health 
insurance. Exchanges will provide "one stop shopping" so that consumers can compare 
and purchase insurance and access subsidies. There are great benefits to providing access 
to a range of comprehensive insurance products for individuals and small businesses. 
Consumers should be well represented in the design and operation of a state health 
insurance exchange. 

We look forward in developing a fully functional, consumer ~endly state health 
insurance exchange for Oklahoma. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Coffer 
AARP Oklahoma State Director 
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GREATER 
OltAKOMA CIT! 

CHAMBER 

·-

123 Park Ave. 
Oklahoma City, OK 
73102 

405.29 7 .8900 phone 
405.297.8916 fax 

ww.v.okcchamber.com 
www.grealeroklahomacity.com 

August 19, 2010 

T<!r'l'i White, MSW 
Secretary of Health 
P.O. Box53277 
Oklahoma Oty, OK 73152-3277 

Re: Health Exchange Grant Application 

bear commissioner V.'hite: 

I am writing to express the support of the Greater Oklahoma Oty Chamber 
for the State of Oklahoma's application for a $1 million federal planning 
grant to aid in the state's development of health care insurance exchanges. 
We understand that under the new federal health care law such exchanges 
must be implemented by 2014 and that !his grant will be critical in allowing 
Oklahoma to meet that deadline. · 

As an organization representing more than 5000 members in _the Greater 
Oklahoma City area, we have a significant interest in the development of 
Oklahoma's exchange program. We're hopeful that you will have an open, 
transparent process in developing the exch11I1ges and ask that we be not only 
be kepi apprised of the planning process, but also be given the opportunity 
to provide input as you move forward. 

\'(< 

Please let me know how we may be of assistance. 

~ 
~R~~ 

President and CEO 
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Attachment G· Work Plan 

Task & Action steps Time Table Responsible 
Anticipated Results Evaluation/ Measurement 

Agency/Pe~_c:in 

Task 1: Hire project staff and complete contractual arrangements 

Action Step 1.1 

Hire Project Staff 
Notice of grant award DMH (Lead .Qualified staff will be hired 1:o Staff posltlons will be filled by 
seotember 30, 2010 Agency) fulfill grant objectives OctOOer 30, 2010 

Action Step 1.2 

COnsultants specializing in 
Complete contra<..1S with Notiee of grant award 

DMH/OHCNOID health care coverage All contracts completed by 
consultant September 30, 2010 research and development will December 31, 2010 

be sought via RFP 

. 

Task &; Action Steps Time Table Responsible Anticipated Results Evaluation/ Measurement Agency /Person 

Task 2: Conduct gap analysis of current status ot OHIEP 

Action Step 2.1 

January through Project managers Snapshot of available private Availability and costs of 
Research Private plan options March1 2011 and-consultants coverage and premii .. 1ms private plans reported to 

created group 
Action Step 2.2 
Review Publlc Options and how January through Project managers Connectivity of public and Data avallable for Integration 
may be coordinated with Private March, 20l1 and consultants private options r.es~arched Into final report. 
Action Step 2.3 I Requests for needed 
Identify needed regulatory January through Project managers Proposed legislative changes I legislation forwarded to 
changes March, 2011 and i::onsultants identified appropriate government 

officials. 
~. 

Task & Action Steps Time Table Responsible Anticipated Results Evaluation/ r-teasurement Agenrv/Person 

Task 3: Convene a workgroup of stakeholders consisting of state health agencies, beneficiary advocacy groups, health 
providers, health plans, provider assoc:iatiorts, in$urance companies, t:mployers, community action agencies, etG. 

~ 

Action Step 3.1 

Convene work.group January l, 2011 OHCA/OID and formal workgroup will be Quarterly meetings begin 
project manaqers created February 20 l l 

Action Step 3.2 

Initial nieeting held to inform Vlorkgroup will develop work 

work:group of grant objectives 
January - March OH\.A/OID and 

Workgroup will be lnfonned plan and sub groups if needed 

and grant work plan 2011 project managers to assist meeting project 
goals. -

Action Step 3.3 

Quarterly meetings {at a 
Tentative dates are OHCA/ OID and Workgroup will productively Worl<.group contributes 
January, April, July participate in evaluating data valuable input to assist in 

minimum) are held 
and October, 2011 

project managers and developing options developing the exchange 

Task & Action Steps I Time Table j Responsible j 
Agency I Person 

Anticipated Results j Evatuatian/ Measuren'M!nt 

Task 4: Collect, analyze and report data regarding the current status of OHIEP 

Subtask 4.1: Conduct insurance carrier focus groups and survey 

Action Step 4.1.1 I I I I 

• 8/27/2010 I 
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l 
Determine objectives of focus Nov. 1~15, 2010 OHCA/ OID 

ObjEctiV"5 of fo<Us group Objectives • .,, delermlned 
orouo studies studies will be detennlned 

Action Step 4.1.2 

Conduct insurance carrier focus 
Nov. 16, 2010 

Project managers Focus group studies will be foals group studies are 
groups and survey through JlJl1e 30, and consultant conducted pe!fonned 2011 

Participate In quarterly Interim findings will a5'151 in Interim findings do H!liSt In 
meetings oraUy presenting developlng options to create developing options to create 
interim findings Health 6eneftt Exchange Health Benefit Exchange 
Action Step 4.1.3 

Report findings of focus group Project managers Findings will assist in findings do assist In 
August 15, 2011 developlng options for tf1e developing options for tf1e 

studies and survey . and consultant Health Benefit Exchange Health Benefit Excha~ 

_ Ta$~_"-A<;ti_on_i;teps .. _Ii_~-r~• --- --- Responsible ..... -··-~"'-~-~p~~ecl_ll_~~·t;t __ ... ~V!ill~.~~~!;t~/ _M~!l~M~~~~ - -- Ana.n-"/Person· 

Task 4: Collect.. analyze and report data regarding the cvrre:nt status or OHIE.P 

Subtask 4.2: Develop options, strategies and models that would create Health Benefit exchange 

Action Stap 4.2.1 

November 1, 2010 Reseai<h will further identify Data does identify health <are 
Conduct demographic research through Febn.Jary 28, Project managers health care-coverage Issues in coverage Issues and produoos 
using CPS. and consultant Oklahoma and provide a a valid baseline of barriers to 

2011 baseline of barriers tn ao:ess aa;ess, 

Action Step 4.2.2 

Wiii assist In the analysis of 
Attend quarterly workgroup March l through Project managers compiled data and use it and ' Data Is analyzed and 
meetings and assist in the August 31, 2011 and consultant 

the workgroup in the work.group participates in 
analysis of data complied development process of .development 

options and strategies 

Action Step 4,2.3 

Develop options, strategies and Options,-strategles and Options, strategies and models that if Implemented March 1 through Project managers models that would provide 
would provide acress to the August 31, 2011 and consultant access to the Health Benefit models tor the Health Benefit 
Health Benefit Exchange to all exchange .§1,e finalized Exchange ani Implemented 
citizens 

Task • Action steps TimeTabl~ 
Responsible Anticipated Results ·Evaluation/ Measurement Agency /Pers;on 

Task 5: use data analyzed to determine govemance of OHIEP 
--------

Action Step 5.1 

-Oetennine proportion of the 
Determine the number of 
members of the Governance Percentage of Governance 

govem!ng organization to be July l through 
OHCA/OID board from public entities out Board representing public 

represented by publlc 5epternber30,20!1 of the total number of board entities will equal 50%. 
stakeholders members 

Action Step 5.2 

Determine proportion of the 
Determine the number of 
members of the Governance Percentage of Governance 

governing organization to be July 1 through OHCA/ OID board from private sector out Board representing the private 
represented by private sector September 30, 2011 of the total numbet of board sector wlH equal 50%. 
stakeholders members 

Action Step 5.3 

8/27/2010 2 • 
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l 
Determine if governing 
organilation Is represented by July l through Count representatives from AU groups are represented on government, public health, OHCA/OID 
hospitals1 employers, providers, September 30, 2011 each stakeholder group the Governance board 

payers and consumers 

Action Step 5.4 

Ooes the state Medicaid agenc.y the state Medicaid Agency has 
have a designated 9011ern;;1nce July 1 through 

OHCA/OID Attestation of the state an appropriate role in the 
role in the Mealth Benefit September 30, 20:11 Medicaid Agency .(OHCA) governance of the Health 
Exchange? Benefit Exdlange 

Action Step 5.5 

The governing organization 
Strategic Plan·.for the Health develops and adopts a strategic July 1 through 

DHCA/OID 
Strategic: Plan for the Health 

Benefit ·Exchange is ratified by plan for the Health Benefit September 301 2011 Benefit Exchange is developed 
Exchange the governing organi?att:ion. 

-
Action Step S.6 

The governing organization Operational Plan for the The <>perational plan is ratified 
approves and starts July 1 through Health Benefit £xd1ange ts by the governing organization 
implementation of an September 30, 2011 DHCA/OID developed and and both the operational plan 
operational plan for the Healtll implementation steps are and strategic plans are 
Benefit Exchange started approved by the ONC. 

Task & Action Steps Time Table Responsible Anticipated Results Evaluation/ Measurement Agency/Person 

Task 6: Incorporate Health Information Exchange {HIE) into OHIEP 

Action Step 6.1 

Convene healthcare September 30 Stakeholders are informed Consensus is achieved and 
stakeholders and build trust and through December OHCA/ DID and policies for HIE policies for appropriate use or 
consensus 31, 2010 incorporation are developed HIE are written. -·------·-
Action Step 6.2 

Data agreements for the 

Create data agreements appropriate use and 
January l through Integration of HIE in the Data agreements are between stakeholders and March 31, 2011 DHCA/OID Health Benefi~ Exchange are approved and signed. participating organizations ratified by ~eholder 

omanizations 

Task &. Action Steps Time Table Responsible Anticipated Results Evaluation/ MeasUrement Agency/Person 

Ta$k 7: Prepare and Submit Re.Ports to the Project Officer at the Department of Health and Human Services 

Action Step 7.1 

Write quarterly reports to the January 1 through OMH Project Report will be reviewed by the Report and project: status 

Project Officer at HHS. June 30, 2011 Manager Project Officer at HHS appttNed by Project,Officer at 
HHS. 

Action Step 7.2 

Final Report is written and 
submitted to the Division of DMH Project Final report submitted to Final report is approved by Grants Management Office at September 30, 2011 
the Department of Health and 

Manager DGMOat HHS Project Officer at HHS. 

Human Services 

• 8/2712010 3 
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Attachment H: Governance Decision Making Framework 

Decision Point Metric Method and data. Initial Target 
source 

What proportion of the % of Governance Board # board members from 50% 
governing organization is representing public public entities/total 
represented by public entities number of board 
stakeholders? members 
What proportion of the o/o of Governance Board '# board members from 50o/o 
governing organization is representing private: private entities/total 
represented by private entities numberof board 
sector stakeholders? members 
Does the governing Yes or No for each Count representatives Yesto all 
organization represent ... -stakeholder type 
government,, public 
health, hospitals, 
employers, providers, 
payers and consumers? 

Does the state Medicaid Yes or No Attestation of the state Yes 
agency have a designated Medicaid agency 
gove·rnance role in the (OHCA) 
organization? 
Has the governing Yes or No Ratification of Strategic Yes 
organization adopted a Plan 
strategic plan for the 
exchange? • Has the governing Yes or No . Requires Governance Yes 
organization approved strategic plwi and 
and started operational plan, both of 
implementation of an which have been 
operational plan for the approved by the Pl and 
exchanee? state leadershin. "'· 
Are governing )'es or No Review of meetirig Yes 
organization meetings policies and 
posted and open to the communications 
oublic? methods 
llas the governing Yes or No Review of proposed Yes 
organization legislation - follow up 
recommended on passage/failure. 
authorizing/enabling 
tee:islation? 

• 
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B. SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
B.1. AMENDMENTS/CONTRACT MODIFICATIONS 

Any amendments/contract modifications to this contract shall be in writing, dated and executed by 
both the Contractor and ODMHSAS. Once the document has been signed by the Contractor and 
ODMHSAS, please refer to A.15 Contract Modification for the remaining procedure. 

B.2. CHANGES IN CONTRACT PROVISIONS OR RFP SPECIFICATIONS 
Suppliers are advised that they cannot change provisions or specifications of this contract by 
indicating a change in their Proposal because this RFP is a higher order document in the 
Contract than the Proposal. (See A.9. Legal Contract) Suppliers may request changes of RFP 
provisions during the question and answer process. If the State accepts the change, the change 
will be posted on the DCS web site as an amendment to the RFP. 

B.3. CONFIDENTIALITY 
B.3.1 ODMHSAS - the following clause will apply to information provided by ODMHSAS which 

the Contractor may obtain or use. 
B.3.1.1 The parties agree that all data received by either party is confidential pursuant 

to 45 C.F.R. Parts 142, 160, 162, and 164, 42 U.S.C. §1396a(7), 42 C.F.R. 
§431.300 et seq., 63 Okla.Stat. §5018 (Supp. 1996), 43A Okla. Stat. §1-109, 
42 C.F.R. §§2.1 through 2.66, 431.300-431.306 and 42 U.S.C. §1396a(a)(7). 
The parties agree to abide by the general common law confidentiality 
requirements and agree to abide by more specific confidentiality requirements 
as expressed in 10 Okla. Stat. §§7005-1.2, 43A Okla. Stat. §1-109, 3-433 and 
42 C.F.R.§§2.1 through 2.67, as well as any other confidentiality requirements 
not specifically cited but incorporated by reference in general. 
Contractor will comply with the provisions of the HITECH section of the 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). Any violation of the terms 
of this section including the unauthorized use of the MMIS secure website or 
information on the secure website may result in suspension or termination of 
Contractor's access to the MMIS secure website. 

B.3.1.2 All information furnished pursuant to this Agreement, regardless of the manner, 
form or mode of transmission shall be used for the purpose of evaluating 
treatment effectiveness, policy planning, funding, development or claim 
payment purposes. Any reports, Sil\(Tlmaries, compilations or statistical 
abstracts produced from the use of this information will be prepared in such a 
manner as to comply with all applicable confidentiality requirements that 
govern both parties to this Agreement. 

B.3.1.3 Each party agrees to take all appropriate steps to protect from unauthorized 
disclosure of the information obtained pursuant to this Agreement and to return 
the information or destroy it by appropriate means when no longer needed. 
The agency requesting the information shall inquire with the agency furnishing 
the information as to any preference for destruction of the information. 

B.3.1.4 The parties shall notify each other of all available information when fraud or 
abuse by a provider is suspected, or discovered, or when a provider has been 
excluded from participation in Medicare or SoonerCare. 

B.3.1.5 Violation of confidentiality provisions of this Agreement shall be grounds for 
immediate termination of the Agreement. 

B.3.2 OHCA - the following clause will apply to information provided by OHCA which the 
Contractor may obtain or use. 

DCS/PURCHASING 

B.3.2.1 Contractor(s) agrees that SoonerCare member information is confidential and 
is not to be released to the general public under 42 USC §1396a(7), 42 CFR 
§431 :300-306 and 63 Okla. Stat. §5018. Contractor(s) agrees not to release 
the information governed by these SoonerCare member requirements to any 
other state agency or public citizen without the approval of OHCA. 

B.3.2.2 Contractor agrees that SoonerCare member and provider information cannot 
be re-marketed, summarized, distributed, or sold to any other organization 
without the express written approval of OHCA. 
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B.3.2.3 Contractor agrees to comply with the Federal Privacy Regulations and the 
Federal Security Regulations as contained in 45 CFR §§160 through 164 that 
are applicable to such party as mandated by the Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and 42 USC §§1320d -1320d-8. 

B.3.2.4 Contractor must report a known breach of confidentiality, privacy, or security, 
as defined under HIPAA, to the OHCA Privacy and Confidentiality Officer within 
48 hours of knowledge of an unauthorized act. Failure to perform may 
constitute immediate termination of contract. 

B.3.2.5 Contractor agrees to report potential known violations of 21 Okla. Stat. §1953 
to the OHCA Legal Division within 48 hours of knowledge of an unauthorized 
act. In general, this criminal statute makes it a crime to willfully and without 
authorization gain access to, alter, modify, disrupt, or threaten a computer 
system. 

B.3.2.6 Contractor shall, following the discovery of a breach of unsecured PHI as 
defined in the HITECH (The Health Information Technology for Economic and 
Clinical Health Act) or accompanying regulations, notify the OHCA of such 
breach pursuant to the terms of 45 CFR §164.410 and cooperate in the 
OHCA's breach analysis procedures, including risk assessment, if requested. A 
breach shall be treated as discovered by Contractor as of the first day on which 
such breach is known to Contractor or, by exercising reasonable diligence, 
would have been known to Contractor. Contractor shall provide such 
notification to OHCA without reasonable delay and in no event later than 48 
hours after discovery of the breach. Such notification will contain the elements 
required in 45 CFR §164.41 O. 

B.3.2.7 Contractor shall report to the OHCA any use or disclosure of PHI which is not 
in compliance with the terms of this Contract of which it becomes aware. 
Contractor shall report to OHCA any Security Incident of which it becomes 
aware. For purposes of this Contract, "Security Incident" means the attempted 
or successful unauthorized access, use, disclosure, modification, or destruction 
of information or interference with system operations in an information system. 
In addition, Contractor agrees to mitigate, to the extent practicable, any harmful 
effect that is known to Contractor of a use or disclosure of PH I by Contractor in 
violation of the requirements of this Cont~ct. 

B.3.3 010 - the following clause will apply to information provided by 010 which the Contractor 
may obtain or use. 

B.3.3.1 010 to provide language 
B.4. CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

Contractor certifies and agrees that it presently has no interest and shall not acquire any interest, 
either direct or indirect, which would conflict in any manner or degree with the performance of a 
contract resulting from this RFP. The Contractor awarded the contract resulting from this RFP is 
not eligible to bid on any RFP that results from the work done under this contract. 

B.5. CONTRACT COMPLIANCE 
B.5.1 This provision is in addition to A.23 Termination and A.24 Termination for Convenience. 
B.5.2 A default in performance by Contractor for which the contract may be terminated shall 

include: failure or refusal to perform, observe and comply with any covenant or 
agreement according to its terms, conditions and specifications, and default in payment 
of state taxes. 

B.5.3 Termination shall not be the exclusive remedy available to the State for a default by the 
Contractor, but shall be in addition to any other rights and remedies provided for by law 
or equity. 

B.5.4 The State shall not be liable for any further payment to Contractor under a contract 
terminated for the Contractor's defaults after the date of such default as determined by 
the State, except for commodities, supplies, equipment or services delivered and 
accepted on or before the date of default and for which payment had not been made as 
of that date. Contractor shall be liable to, and shall indemnify and hold harmless, the 
State for all liability, cost or damage sustained by the State as a result of Contractor's 
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default. In the event of a tax lien filed against Contractor, the State cannot make any 
payments to Contractor until such tax lien is satisfied. 

B.5.5 This contract may be terminated without cause by the State or the Contractor upon 
thirty (30) days written notice to the other party. 

B.5.6 The State will monitor the Contractors performance of this contract. Contractor shall 
cooperate with the State in its monitoring activities and shall comply with State requests 
that facilitate such monitoring. 

B.6. CONTRACT TERM 
The Contract shall begin on the Date of Award and ends on September 29, 2011. 

B.7. DISPUTES 
The parties shall use their best, good faith efforts to cooperatively resolve disputes and problems 
that arise in connection with the resulting contract. When a dispute arises between the State and 
the Contractor, both parties will attempt to resolve the dispute pursuant to Oklahoma Central 
Purchasing Act, 7 4 Okla. Stat § 85, et seq. 

B.8. DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE 
The Contractor certifies it will or will continue to provide a drug-free workplace in accordance with 
the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988 and implemented at 45 CFR Part 76, Subpart F for 
grantees, as defined at 45 CFR Part 76, Sections 76.605 and 76.610. 

B.9. ENTIRE AGREEMENT 
This RFP, including referenced attachments, along with the successful supplier's response, 
represents the full and final intent of the parties herein. No other understandings or representations, 
oral or otherwise, regarding the subject matter of this contract shall be deemed to exist or to bind 
any of the parties hereto. 

B.10. INDEMNIFICATION/INSURANCE 
B.10.1 This provision is in addition to A.25 Insurance. The Contractor shall at all times carry 

liability insurance of no less than $1,000,000 per incident and three million dollars 
($3,000,000) aggregate. For professional services contractors, they must also provide 
Professional Liability insurance to adequately compensate persons for an act of 
professional negligence by the Contractor, its agents, employees or the like. Said 
policies must provide that the carrier may not cancel or transfer the policy without 
giving the State thirty (30) days written notice prior to the cancellation or transfer. The 
Contractor shall timely renew the policies to be carried pursuant to this section 
throughout the term of the contract and provide t'l!e State with evidence of such 
insurance and renewals upon request. 

B.10.2 Contractor shall indemnify and hold harmless State against any and all bodily injury 
and property damage, deficiencies or liabilities resulting from any negligence on the 
part of Contractor, its employees or independent Contractors, or non-fulfillment of any 
term or condition of this contract. Contractor shall indemnify and hold harmless the 
State under the contract from any and all assessments, judgments, cost, legal and 
other reasonable expenses incidental to any of the forgoing. 

B.11. INFLUENCE 
As required by Section 1352, Title 31 of the U.S. Code, and implemented at 45 CFR Part 93, for 
persons entering into a grant or cooperative agreement over $100,000, as defined at 45 CFR Part 
93, Section 93.105 and 93.110, the Contractor certifies that no Federal appropriated funds have 
been paid or will be paid by or on behalf of the undersigned, to any person for influencing or 
attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer 
or employee of Congress or any employee of a Member of Congress in connection with the 
making of any Federal grant, the entering into of any cooperative agreement and the extension, 
continuation, renewal, amendment or modification of any Federal grant or cooperative 
agreement. 

B.12. NEGOTIATION OF PROPOSALS 
B.12.1 The Supplier is advised that under the provisions of this RFP, the ODMHSAS 

through the Central Purchasing Division reserves the right to conduct negotiations 
of the proposals received or to award a contract without negotiations. If such 
negotiations are conducted, the following conditions shall apply: 
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8.12.2 Negotiations will only be conducted with potentially acceptable proposals. The 
Central Purchasing Division reserves the right to limit negotiations to those proposals 
that received the highest rankings during the initial evaluation phase. All Suppliers 
involved in the negotiation process will be invited to submit a best and final offer. 

8.12.3 Terms, conditions, prices, methodology, or other features of the Supplier's proposal may 
be subject to negotiation and subsequent revision. As part of the negotiations, the 
Supplier may be required to submit supporting financial, pricing, and other data in order 
to allow a detailed evaluation of the feasibility, reasonableness, and acceptability of the 
proposal. 

8.12.4 The mandatory requirements of the RFP shall not be negotiable and shall remain 
unchanged unless the Central Purchasing Division determines that a change in such 
requirements is in the best interest of the State of Oklahoma. 

8.13. NO GRANT OF AUTHORITY 
Nothing herein shall be construed as conferring upon Contractor the authority to assume or incur 
any liability or any obligation of any kind, expressed or implied, in the name of or on behalf of the 
State, and Contractor agrees not to assume or incur any such liability or obligation without the prior 
expressed written consent of the State. 

8.14. NON-DISCRIMINATION 
The Contractor is an Equal Opportunity Employer, a provider of services and/or assistance, and 
assures compliance with the 1964 Civil Rights Act, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 
1972, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, Executive Orders 11246 and 
11375, and the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (Public Law 101-336), all amendments to, 
and all requirements imposed by the regulations issued pursuant to this act. 

8.15. NOTICES 
Any notices to be given hereunder are deemed to be given when deposited with the United States 
Postal Service, certified or registered mail, return receipt requested, with sufficient postage prepaid, 
addressed as indicated herein. Either party may at any time designate any other address by giving 
written notice to the other party. 

8.16. PARTIES 
OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 
The Mental Health Law of 1953established the Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and 
Substance Abuse Services. The agency's mission is to prd!note healthy communities and 
provide the highest quality care to enhance the well being of all Oklahomans. ODMHSAS is 
responsible for providing appropriate care to all Oklahomans who are affected by mental illness 
and substance abuse and strives to prevent substance abuse and promote mental wellness while 
assuring access to appropriate care for all Oklahomans. The state subsidizes services for clients 
with incomes below 200 percent of the federal poverty level, and receives reimbursement for 
some services where clients are Medicaid eligible. 
CONTRACTOR 
8.16.1 Contractor states it has the experience and expertise to perform the services required 
under this contract. 
8.16.2 Contractor has the authority to enter into the resulting contract pursuant to its 

organizational documents, by laws or properly enacted resolution of its governing 
authority. The person executing the resulting contract for Contractor has authority to 
execute the resulting contract on Contractor's behalf pursuant to the Contractor's 
organizational documents, by laws or properly enacted resolution of Contractor's 
governing authority. 

8.17. PAYMENTS AND INVOICING 
8.17.1 In consideration of successful performance of services rendered under this contract, 

ODMHSAS will make periodic payments based on a firm fixed price for all work required 
under this contract as submitted by the Contractor on Attachment A. This total price shall 
not exceed $750,000. Please refer to A.17 for additional invoicing and payment 
information. Payments shall be made as follows: 
8.17.1.1 15% of the firm fixed price; based upon acceptance of the Plan of Work 
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B.17.1.2 10% of the firm fixed price upon acceptance of each of three Progress Reports 
for a total of 30% upon acceptance of all three Progress Reports. 

B.17.1.3 10% of the firm fixed price; based upon acceptance of the Midway Report 
B.17.1.4 10% of the firm fixed price; based upon acceptance of the Request for 

Proposal (RFP) and Evaluation Plan 
B.17.1.5 5% of the firm fixed price; based upon completion of the RFP Evaluation and 

Recommendation process 
B.17.1.6 15% of the firm fixed price; based upon acceptance of the Final Report, and, 
B.17.1.7 15% of the firm fixed price; based upon acceptance of all required grant 

reporting. 
B.17 .2 Contractor shall submit a proper invoice for services rendered in order to receive 

payment. A proper invoice is one which contains, at a minimum, the following information: 
1) Contractor name; 2) telephone number; 3) FEI or vendor number; 4) invoice number; 
5) purchase order number (were applicable); 6) description of service(s); 7) date(s) of 
service; and, 8) amount(s) billed. Contractor shall maintain documentation of all billed 
charges and shall make such documentation available to ODMHSAS upon request or as 
otherwise stated in this contract. Contractor shall submit invoices to the following 
address: 

Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services 
P.O. Box 53277 
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277 

B.18. PERFORMANCE SUSPENSION 
Performance may be suspended by either party for any Act of God, war, riots, fire, explosion, 
strike, injunction, inability to obtain fuel, power, labor, or transportation, accident, national defense 
requirements, or any cause beyond the control of such party, which prevents the performance of 
such party. An alleged breach of this contract by either party shall be grounds for immediate 
suspension of performance. 

B.19. RECOGNITION OF STATE SUPPORT 
B.19.1 Contractor shall identify the funding source (Oklahoma Department of Mental Health 

and Substance Abuse Services with assistance from the Oklahoma Health Care 
Authority, and the Oklahoma Insurance Department) in all applicable promotional 
materials/information (including but not limited to"\Jromotional or informational 
brochures, flyers, newsletters, posters, web sites, multi-media presentations, media 
releases, and community education presentations) utilizing state managed funds. 

B.19.2 Contractor will work with the Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance 
Abuse Services to identify appropriate language to be included as part of all 
promotional materials/information. This cost statement will at a minimum identify the 
responsible state agency funding source, printing entity, publication cost, copies 
produced, a date of publication and whether copies have been submitted to the State 
Publication's Clearinghouse. In addition, federal funding sources or others may be 
required to be included as part of this statement. An example of a cost statement that 
would be shown on all documents and reports for public distribution may look as 
follows: 

RFP LIBRARY 

This publication, printed by (name of printing firm) is issued by the Oklahoma 
Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services as authorized by 
Terri White, Commissioner. (Number of) copies have been prepared and 
distributed at a cost of$ __ . Funding for this activity was provided by federal 
grant 93.525 administered by the United States Department of Health and 
Human Services (HHS). Copies have been deposited with the Publications 
Clearinghouse of the Oklahoma Department of Libraries. 112011. 

Suppliers may view an RFP Library on the Department of Central Services - Central Purchasing 
(DCS) website which contains background information about the project and other data and 
information that may be useful in preparing proposals. Access the RFP library by going to 
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http://www.dcs.state.ok.us/Solicitations.nsf and then clicking on the corresponding solicitation 
number. 

B.20. SEVERABILITY 
If any provision or provision of this contract is illegal, invalid or unenforceable under any present 
or future law, the remainder of this contract will not be affected thereby. It is the intention of the 
parties that if any provision is held to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable, there will be added in 
lieu thereof a provision as similar in terms to such provision as is possible to be legal, valid and 
enforceable. 

B.21. STATE PLANNING AND ESTABLISHMENT GRANTS FOR THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT'S 
EXCHANGES' ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
B.22.1 The contract resulting from this RFP shall be funded 100% from the State Planning and 

Establishment Grant for the Affordable Care Act's Exchanges awarded to the ODMHSAS 
by the United States Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). The CFDA # 
(catalog of federal assistance) is 93.525. The grant period is September 30, 2010 through 
September 29, 2011. 

B.22.2 The Contractor will be required to ensure compliance with the applicable requirements 
based on their recipient type as detailed in Parts I and II of the HHS GPS (grants policy 
statement) and 45 CFR §92. The HHS GPS may be found at the following website 
http://www.hhs.gov/qrantsnet/adminis/qpd/index.htm. 

B.22. TIME OF THE ESSENCE 
In the event Contractor cannot complete any services required within the specified timeframes, 
Contractor agrees to notify the State's Project Manager (s) immediately. Failure to meet specified 
timeframes may result in reduction or suspension of payments up to and including termination of 
the Contract. Contractor shall not be subject to payment reduction for delays or missed deadlines 
caused by factors beyond the Contractor's control or caused by the actions of the State. 

B.23. USE OF SUBCONTRACTORS 
The State expects that the Contractor may use subcontractors under this contract award. The 
Contractor may use subcontractors if written consent of the State is obtained prior to the effective 
date of any subcontract. If Contractor identifies particular subcontractors in its proposal response, 
the State shall respond with written consent or objection at the time of Contract award. The 
Contractor will be responsible for the subcontractor's performance. The Contractor will be 
responsible for meeting all the terms of the contract resulting from this procurement. The 
Contractor shall be wholly responsible for performance of all work performed under the Contract 
whether or not subcontractors are used. No subcontract or delegation shall relieve or discharge 
the Contractor from any obligation or liability under the Contract. The subcontract should contain 
all the terms and conditions detailed in the Contract with the Contractor. At a minimum the Audit 
and Inspection and Confidentiality clauses (A.19 and B.3) must be included in the subcontract. 
Performance and payment of any work by subcontractors shall be considered the sole 
responsibility of the Contractor. 

C. SOLICITATION SPECIFICATIONS 
C.1 BACKGROUND 

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) of 2010 requires States to develop 
Health Benefit Exchanges to assist consumers in purchasing the best health care benefit plan for 
their needs. Oklahoma's Health Insurance Exchange Project (OHIEP) will plan for the 
development of an Oklahoma exchange to connect all Oklahomans with appropriate, affordable 
and high quality insurance coverage. 

The Oklahoma Legislature has passed a bill authorizing the creation of the Health Care for the 
Uninsured Board (HUB) that is intended to oversee development of an OHIEP. Many completed 
efforts will support this development, including study of the availability of health insurance across 
the state and the number of uninsured, a state coverage initiative which developed 
recommendations for health systems change, and an ongoing premium review grant at the OID. 
For more information about work ongoing and completed, see the RFP Library on the DCS 
website at http://www.dcs.state.ok.us/Solicitations.nsf and then click on the corresponding 
solicitation number. 
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C.2 PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND RESOURCES 
C.2.1 OHIEP Structure 

Oklahoma's initiative has convened a public/private stakeholder group (Group) of about 
200 individuals to provide input from diverse perspectives to the OHIEP. The Group's 
Steering Committee includes the Oklahoma Secretary of Health, the ODMHSAS 
Commissioner, the Oklahoma Insurance Commissioner, the Chief Executive Officer of 
the Oklahoma Health Care Authority and several private sector representatives. The 
Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services (ODMHSAS) is 
the grantee agency with the Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA), and the Oklahoma 
Insurance Department (OID) as significant contributors to this project. ODMHSAS 
provides behavioral health programs and policy expertise and will function as the contract 
management entity for the OHIEP. ODMHSAS will also employ two OHIEP Project 
Managers, one stationed at OHCA and one stationed at OID. The Project Managers will 
be ex officio members of the Steering Committee. 

C.2.2 Oklahoma Health Care Authority 
OHCA is the single State Medicaid agency and is charged with controlling costs of state
purchased health care. The agency offers several product lines, including traditional 
Medicaid, family planning services, and the Insure Oklahoma program which offers health 
insurance premium assistance to employers and individuals and a high quality benefit 
plan for individuals without access to other plans. OHCA has completed the first phase of 
an online enrollment product utilizing a state-owned rules engine for benefit eligibility 
determinations including data matches with state and federal databases. This investment 
puts OHCA in a good position to build upon these efforts to provide eligibility and 
enrollment services to Oklahoma's exchange. 

C.2.3 Oklahoma Insurance Department 
OID is the state regulatory body responsible for enforcing Oklahoma's insurance-related 
laws, educating the public about insurance, promoting a competitive insurance market, 
and ensuring the solvency of insurance entities. As such, the 01 D brings expertise in the 
evaluation of premium structure, rate setting, risk adjustment and benefit plan design to 
the OKHIEP and offers the benefit of existing relationships with Oklahoma's insurance 
companies. 

C.2.4 Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Subslance Abuse Services 
The Mental Health Law of 1953established the Oklahoma Department of Mental Health 
and Substance Abuse Services. The agency's mission is to promote healthy 
communities and provide the highest quality care to enhance the well being of all 
Oklahomans. ODMHSAS is responsible for providing appropriate care to all Oklahomans 
who are affected by mental illness and substance abuse and strives to prevent substance 
abuse and promote mental wellness while assuring access to appropriate care for all 
Oklahomans. The state subsidizes services for clients with incomes below 200 percent 
of the federal poverty level, and receives reimbursement for some services where clients 
are Medicaid eligible. 

C.3 PROJECT TIMETABLE 
These dates are approximate. The actual dates may be modified by agreement between the 
Contractor and the State. 

Contract Award January 1, 2011 
Work Plan Due Februarv 1, 2011 

Work Plan Presented to Stakeholders March 1, 2011 
Proaress Report to Steerina Committee APril 1, 2011 
Midway Presentation to Stakeholders May 1, 2011 

Proaress Report to Steerina Committee June 1, 2011 
Final Presentation to Stakeholders July 1, 2011 

Reauest for Proposal for Exchanae developed Auqust 1, 2011 
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Proaress Reoort with Steerina Committee Auaust 15, 2011 
RFP Released Seotember 15, 2011 

Final Proiect Renert Due Seotember 29, 2011 

C.4 PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND RESOURCES. 
C.4.1 Project Managers (PMs) 
The two OHIEP Project Managers shall coordinate activities, resolve questions, document and 
monitor the selected Contractor's performance, and be the Contractor's primary liaison in working 
with other State staff. The PMs will initially receive and review all progress reports and 
deliverables, oversee scheduling of meetings with State staff, and maintain first-line 
administrative responsibility for the Contract. In conjunction with the Steering Committee, the 
PMs shall monitor, document and evaluate the work performance of the Contractor(s), accept 
deliverables, and authorize the payment for services rendered. These Praject Managers will be 
ODMHSAS employees with offices at the OHCA and OID. 
C.4.2 Contractor's Project Director (PD). 
The Contractor(s) shall designate a Praject Director (PD), subject to Steering Committee 
appraval, who shall have day to day responsibility for supervising the performance and 
obligations under this RFP. The selected PD will wark closely with and will receive policy 
direction from the PMs. Contractor shall not change the designation of its PD without the Steering 
Committee's prior written appraval, which appraval shall not be unreasonably delayed or 
withheld. If desired, the Contractor may also appoint one or more Subcontractor Praject 
Director(s) to serve these same functions related to any work performed by a subcontractor. 

C.5 SCOPE OF WORK/CONTRACTOR'S DUTIES 
Contractor shall: 
C.5.1 Review and summarize existing information and resources for Oklahoma's existing 

systems and business processes. Assess and discuss resources and expertise currently 
available at OID, ODMHSAS, OHCA, and other state entities that may contribute the 
state's ability to operate and/or oversee an exchange. This may include: 
C.5.1.1 Medicaid/CHIP eligibility, enrollment and outreach functions; 
C.5.1.2 Insurance Department regulatory tools, processes and working relationships; 
C.5.1.3 Existing web portals for insurance consumer assistance, including those at the 

OHCA, OID, and the Oklahoma State EmRJeyees Group Insurance Board; 
C.5.1.4 Existing data sharing pracesses and agreements between state, federal and 

private entities; 
C.5.1.5 Other resources or expertise as identified by the Contractor, Executive 

Committee, or stakeholder group. 
C.5.2. Analyze Oklahoma's current health insurance market, including both public and private 

health insurance plans and how that market will be affected by the exchange(s). The 
analysis shall include: 
C.5.2.1 A statewide survey of existing insurance carriers about aspects of their product 

lines and plans; 
C.5.2.2 Existing state and federal regulations; 
C.5.2.3 Whether the state should operate a single exchange for both individuals and 

small businesses or operate the individual and small business exchanges 
separately; 

C.5.2.4 Feasibility of offering a state basic health plan option on the exchange; 
C.5.2.5 Best methods to identify/certify qualified health plans for the exchange 
C.5.2.6 Consideration of the reinsurance/risk adjustment methods provided for in PPACA 

sections 1341-1343 
C.5.2.7 Review and summarization of effective cost control strategies 
C.5.2.8 Actuarial modeling related to evaluation of premium structure, rate setting, risk 

adjustment, and benefit plan and cost-sharing design. 
C.5.2.9 Actuarial modeling evaluating the Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) and other 

requirements in the non-group/small group markets and potential impact on the 
Oklahoma insurance market. 
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C.5.3 Review and summarize current information and projects related to the development of 
health insurance exchanges in other states. Include the following in this review: 
C.5.3.1 Discuss new concepts or innovative approaches related to design, management, 

and organization of exchanges. 
C.5.3.2 Public and private management options and approaches to Contractor 

management. 
C.5.3.3 Consideration of whether Oklahoma should participate in a multistate exchange. 

C.5.4 Recommend one or more alternatives for an insurance exchange system for Oklahoma 
using a government model, a public trust model, or other structure. Recommendations for 
each alternative shall include: 
C.5.4.1 Overview of the organizational structure, operating capabilities, and consumer 

outreach and support requirements for each model/structure; 
C.5.4.2 Gap analysis related to the programming, implementation, and other 

requirements for implementing the exchange; 
C.5.4.3 Personnel and resources required for implementation and operation, including 

required resources from ODMHSAS, OHCA, OHCA's fiscal agent, OID, or other 
State of Oklahoma agencies; 

C.5.4.4 Required changes in state and federal regulations; 
C.5.4.5 Budget and funding for each model/structure, including any necessary revenue

raising initiatives; 
C.5.4.6 Cost/benefit analysis of each model/structure for the citizens of Oklahoma. 

C.5.5 Develop approaches to communication and information technology infrastructure 
planning related to the need to provide good information to various groups of insurance 
consumers, including individuals and businesses, both before and after implementation of 
the exchange. These plans should support successful utilization of the exchange and 
enrollment into appropriate health insurance plans for consumers. Plans shall include: 
C.5.5.1 Approaches for use of various media to provide information and assistance to 

consumers about health insurance requirements and the exchange; 
C.5.5.2 How to develop health plan ratings or report cards; 
C.5.5.3 Requirements for one or more Web-based search engine(s) to enable effective 

comparison of plans, including consumer characteristics, existing provider 
relationships, and desired level of cost-sharing; 

C.5.5.4 Other information technology infrastructur~eeds; 
C.5.5.5 Approaches to operating a consumer support call center and/or hiring consumer 

exchange "navigators" (individuals available to assist consumers) as part of the 
exchange. 

C.5.6 Assist in procuring a Contractor to develop and/or operate the Oklahoma Health 
Insurance Exchange in conjunction with OHIEP Project Managers and the Steering 
Committee. The RFP shall be developed in accordance with State of Oklahoma laws, 
regulations and practices. Contractor shall: 
C.5.6.1 Prepare an RFP in accordance with Oklahoma laws, regulations and practices, 

including the use of the standard template specified by the State. The RFP shall 
address technical specifications, Supplier qualifications including past 
performance and personnel, and any other relevant factors. The RFP shall also 
include a required solicitation format and information, page limitations, vendor 
demonstration process, and any other necessary features; 

C.5.6.2 Develop an evaluation plan for review using a standard template with necessary 
modifications. The plan will include a proposed evaluation process and 
recommendations on the structure of the RFP evaluation and recommendation 
teams; 

C.5.6.3 Develop evaluation criteria for evaluating solicitations, including criteria and 
weights for evaluating the technical response, Supplier qualifications, past 
performance as a fiscal agent, and personnel; 

C.5.6.4 Recommend a method for calculating overall solicitation costs for the purpose of 
evaluating cost scores for each Supplier; 
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C.5.6.5 Assist in the submission of the RFP to the Department of Central Services' 
(DCS) or other entity identified by the State; 

C.5.6.6 Develop a potential vendor list including contacts and email addresses; 
C.5.6. 7 Assist staff in preparing written responses to questions by Suppliers. 

C.5.7 Manage the participation in the planning process of the Stakeholder Group (hereinafter 
referred to as the Group) in conjunction with OHIEP Project Managers and Steering 
Committee. The planning process shall include: 
C.5.7.1 Recommendations for additional membership in the Group; 
C.5.7.2 Presentation of work plan to Group with opportunity for input; 
C.5.7.3 Distribution and presentation of a midway report to the Group; 
C.5.7.4 Distribution and presentation of a final report to the Group; 
C.5.7.5 Incorporation of input and comments from the Group; 
C.5.7.6 Communication with the Group's Steering Committee. 

C.6 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 
Contractor shall: 
C.6.1 Prepare and submit reports required for the State Planning Grant in conjunction with the 

Project Managers. Reports must be submitted in compliance with Grant Requirements. 
See RFP Library for more information about required reporting. 

C.6.2 Submit a written report to the Group within 30 days of contract award for their input and 
comments. The report shall address the following: 
C.6.2.1 Contractor's approach to the project, milestones or objectives, 
C.6.2.2 Plans for any new data the Contractor intends to collect, 
C.6.2.3 Key performance measures, and, 
C.6.2.4 Any preliminary findings. 

C.6.3 Meet a minimum of three times with the Steering Committee according to the Project 
Timetable and present both an oral and written progress report at each of the three 
meetings with dates to be determined after contract award. The report shall address the 
following: 
C.6.3.1 Work completed to date, 
C.6.3.2 Key findings, 
C.6.3.3 Preliminary or final recommendations, and 
C.6.3.4 Plans for future work. 

C.6.4 Submit written Midway and Final Reports to the Gmup according to the Project Timetable 
with an opportunity for input and comment. Reports.shall include both an abstract and a 
summary of recommendations and key findings and address the following: 
C.6.4.1 Information on the project approach, 
C.6.4.2 Quantitative and qualitative data analysis, and, 
C.6.4.3 Findings, evaluation, recommendations, and conclusions. 

C.6.5 Assist the ODMHSAS with development utilizing the HHS supplied templates of following 
required grant reports: 
C.6.5.1 Quarterly Project Report - to be submitted no later than January 31, 2011, April 

30, 2011, July 31, 2011, and October 31, 2011; 
C.6.5.2 Final Project Report -to be submitted no later than December 31, 2011; 
C.6.5.3 Financial Status Report (FSR) - to be submitted no later than March 31, 2011. 

0. EVALUATION 
The State of Oklahoma will conduct a comprehensive, fair, and impartial evaluation of proposal based on 
the "best value" criteria defined in the Oklahoma Central Purchasing Act, 74, Okla. Stat. §85, et seq. 
D.1 The responses will be evaluated based on the following best value criteria: 

D.1.1 Supplier's Summary and Experience {Chapters 1 - 6} (RFP Section E.2.1) 
D.1.2 Supplier's Cost Proposal {Attachment A} (RFP Section E.2.2.) 

E. INSTRUCTIONS TO SUPPLIER 
E.1 RFP SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS 

E.1.1 The Supplier shall submit one (1) original hard copy, four (4) hard copies and two (2) 
electronic copies on CD (compact disc) of their response. All copies shall address each 
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section of the solicitation separately and be labeled according to the numbering below. 
The electronic copy on CD shall be one file in either Microsoft Word or Adobe PDF 
(portable document format). 

E.1.2 Proposals are limited to a maximum of 40 pages with a font size of 10 point or larger and 
margins of 1". All pages must be numbered. Any pages submitted in excess of the limit 
will not be read, evaluated, or considered in the scoring of this RFP. 

E.1.3 DO NOT INCLUDE ANY COST INFORMATION EXCEPT IN ATTACHMENT A. The 
Supplier's cost information must be submitted separately on Attachment A. Any mention 
of cost information in the Supplier's Summary and Experience (Chapters 1 through 6) 
may render their proposal non-responsive. 

E.2 PROPOSAL FORMAT AND ORGANIZATION 

E.2.1 Supplier's Summary and Experience 

E.2.1.1 Chapter 1 - Executive Summary 

E.2.1.1.1 Provide an Executive Summary that includes the following. Do not 
include cost information in the Executive Summary. 

E.2.1.1.1.1 the Supplier's general approach to providing the services 
detailed in the RFP; 

E.2.1.1.1.2 important features of the Supplier's technical proposal; 

E.2.1.1.1.3 Supplier qualifications including past performance and 
project management experience. 

E.2.1.2 Chapter 2 - Technical Response 

E.2.1.2.1 Explain how the Supplier will approach the review of Oklahoma's 
existing resources, systems and processes. This explanation should 
include the following: 

E.2.1.2.1.1 How will the Supplier gather and develop this information? 

E.2.1.2.1.2 Will stakeholder interviews, focus groups, or something 
similar be part of the process? 

E.2.1.2.1.3 What knowledge does Supplier already have in terms of 
resources, systems and processes in the health care and 
insurance areas in ~klahoma and of the State agencies 
who are partnering in this RFP? 

E.2.1.2.2 Discuss Supplier's analysis of Oklahoma's current health insurance 
market and include the following in the analysis: 

E.2.1.2.2.1 Supplier's capabilities related to the items detailed below: 

E.2.1.2.2.1.1 General health insurance issues; 

E.2.1.2.2.1.2 PPACA exchange requirements; 

E.2.1.2.2.1.3 State and Federal insurance regulations; 

E.2.1.2.2.1.4 Health insurance exchanges; and, 

E.2.1.2.2.1.5 Actuarial modeling. 

E.2.1.2.2.2 Discuss any plans to involve subcontractors in this section 
of the project. 

E.2.1.2.2.3 Identify data needs, method for obtaining necessary data 
and methodologies for analysis and actuarial modeling. 

E.2.1.2.3 Discuss how Supplier will collect and summarize information related to 
other states' health insurance exchange plans. Include the following in 
this discussion: 

E.2.1.2.3.1 What existing knowledge or relationships does Supplier 
have that will be used in this part of the project? 

E.2.1.2.3.2 How will Supplier approach the comparison of public and 
private management options and multistate verses single 
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state exchanges. 
E.2.1.2.4 Explain how the Supplier will approach the development of various 

alternatives for Oklahoma's health insurance exchange(s). This 
explanation should address the following: 

E.2.1.2.4.1 Supplier's knowledge of the insurance exchange 
requirements of the PPACA; 

E.2.1.2.4.2 What capabilities does Supplier have in organizational 
development, gap analysis, and financial analysis? 

E.2.1.2.4.2 How will Supplier assist the State in the identification of 
both statutory and regulatory changes that may be required 
to comply with the PPACA? 

E.2.1.2.4.3 How will Supplier estimate the cost and benefits of the 
various alternatives? 

E.2.1.2.5 Discuss Supplier's approach to development of communication and 
information technology infrastructure planning required for 
implementation the health care exchange(s). Include the following in 
this discussion: 
E.2.1.2.5.1 What capabilities does Supplier have related to use of the 

media for public information? 
E.2.1.2.5.2 What knowledge and expertise does Supplier have related 

to planning for information technology needs? 
E.2.1.2.5.2 How will the Supplier approach the critical planning for 

meaningful health plan report cards and power Web-based 
search engines to assist insurance consumers? 

E.2.1.2.6 Explain how Supplier will approach development of the RFP and 
related evaluation methodology for a Contractor to develop and 
possibly operate the exchange. Include the following points in this 
explanation: 
E.2.1.2.6.1 What capabilities does Supplier have in developing RFPs 

and evaluation methlllpologies for use by public entities? 
E.2.1.2.6.2 What experience does Supplier have with Oklahoma's 

requirements for the procurement of professional services? 
E.2.1.2.6.3 How will Supplier identify potential vendors to receive the 

RFP? 
E.2.1.2.7 Explain how Supplier will manage the stakeholder group. Include the 

following items in this explanation: 
E.2.1.2.7.1 How will Supplier organize and communicate with 

stakeholders and the Steering Committee? 
E.2.1.2.7.2What capabilities and expertise does Supplier have in 

organizing and communicating with stakeholders? 
E.2.1.3 Chapter 3 - Corporate Stability and Resources 

DCS/PURCHASING 

E.2.1.3.1 Summarize Supplier's organizational characteristics including: 

E.2.1.3.1.1 date established; 
E.2.1.3.1.2 organization type; 
E.2.1.3.1.3 number of employees including identification of relevant key 

staff and their qualifications; and 
E.2.1.3.1.4 relevant financial information. 

E.2.1.3.1.5 Explain how Supplier's corporate stability and resources will 
enable it to implement and manage a project of this size 
and scope. 
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E.2.1.3.1.6Address financial solvency and credit rating for the past two 
years. 

E.2.1.3.1.7 Disclose any judgments, pending or expected litigation, or 
other real or potential financial reversals which might 
materially .affect the viability or stability of Supplier during 
the contract period. 

E.2.1.4 Chapter 4 - Supplier's Past Performance 
E.2.1.4.1 Discuss Supplier's experience working on projects that involve public 

and private health insurance programs, strategic planning with large 
and diverse stakeholder groups, and organizational and financing 
planning. The discussion should also include the following: 
E.2.1.4.1.1 Supplier's experience with actuarial modeling for health 

insurance programs. 
E.2.1.4.1.2 Previous or current work related to state health insurance 

exchanges and any other work related to national health 
reform. 

E.2.1.4.1.3 Identification of any subcontractors that will participate in 
the project with Supplier and include subcontractor's 
experience with similar projects as the one described in this 
RFP. 

E.2.1.4.2 Discuss three similar projects that Supplier has managed and include a 
description of how each project is similar to the services required in 
this RFP. 

E.2.1.5 Chapter 5 - Project Management 
E.2.1.5.1 Submit a resume or summary of the qualifications of the Project 

Director for this project. Discuss any limitation on the Project Director's 
availability. If applicable, submit a resume or summary of the 
qualifications of any planned subcontractor's Project Director(s). 

E.2.1.5.2 Submit an implementation timetable for this project. The timetable shall 
include: ~ 

E.2.1.5.2.1 Identify phases, milestones, and/or tasks along with the 
projected completion date for each. 

E.2.1.5.2.2 Identify and discuss obstacles to meeting the 
implementation timetable and any contingency planning. 

E.2.1.6 Chapter 6 - References 

E.2.1.6.1 Submit three (3) professional references on the letterhead of the 
company providing the reference. The letter should contain: 
E.2.1.6.1.1 a brief description of the work Supplier has done for the 

company and the company's evaluation of Supplier's 
performance; 

E.2.1.6.1.2whether the company would be willing to contract again 
with Supplier; and 

E.2.1.6.1.3the name, address, telephone and fax number of a person 
that DCS may contact for additional information about 
Supplier. 

E.2.2. Supplier's Cost Proposal - Attachment A 

Submit a firm, fixed price for the project on Attachment A. No other form shall be 
substituted for Attachment A and Attachment A shall not be modified in any way. 

F. CHECKLIST 

The following checklist is included to assist Suppliers with ensuring all required documents are included in 
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their RFP Response package. 
Submission one (1) original hard copy, four (4) additional hard copies and two (2) electronic copies 
on CD of their RFP response package. All copies shall address each section of the solicitation 

D separately and be labeled according to the numbering in Section E. The electronic copy on CD shall 
be one file in either Microsoft Word or Adobe PDF (portable document format). No additional items 
are to be submitted. 

RFP Response Package includes the following: 

D Certification for Competitive Bid and/Contract (Non Collusion Certification) {DCS Form CP 004} 

D Professional Services Contract Certification {DCS Form CP 021} 

D Responding Bidder Information {DCS Form CP 076} 

D Copy of Supplying Agencies' Worker's Compensation Certification is included 

D Proposal Response organized as shown in E.2. including Cost Proposal Attachment A 

D If Amendments have been posted, a signed copy of the Amendment of Solicitation form for each 
Amendment 
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ATTACHMENT A- COST PROPOSAL 
OHIEP Implementation Planning 

Company Name: Contact: 

Address: Telephone: 

Telephone Fax: 

FEI# _______________ _ e-mail: 

Supplier must submit a firm fixed price. Price submitted shall be inclusive of all charges necessary for 
Contractor to successfully meet all requirements specified in this RFP. 

Please indicate on the line below the proposed firm fixed price. 

$. ______ _ 
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Application title: Oklahoma Health Infrastructure and Exchange Project (OHIEP) 
Applicant organization name: Oklahoma Health Care Authority 
Program applying under: Cooperative Agreements to Support Innovative Exchange Infmmation 
Technology Systems, CFDA: 93.525 
Project Director: Buffy Heater 
Address: Shepherd Mall, 2401 N.W. 23rd Street, Suite lA, Oklahoma City, OK 73107 
Contact Information: Phone- 405-522-7545; Fax- 405-530-3431 email- Buffy.Heater@okhca.org 
Congressional district(s) served: OK 001- 005 
Organizational Website address: www.okhca.org 
Type of project(s): Cooperative Agreement for IT Infrastructure Development 
Projected date(s) for project(s) completion: October 2012 
The Oklahoma Health Infrastructure and Exchange Project (OHIEP) will create a plan for the 
design and implementation of an exchange for the purpose of connecting all Oklahomans with 
appropriate, affordable, and high quality health insurance coverage. The development of a model 
for eligibility and enrollment via an exchange is the primary goal of this grant initiative. The 
OHIEP aims to develop Oklahoma's exchange by addressing several key areas of technological 
advancement. There are several critical activities described in this OHIEP proposal, for which a 
total of $55,656,108 grant funds are being requested. These activities include and are not limited 
to: 
(1) Selecting (through competitive bid) a consultant contractor to provide expertise and objective 

development of solutions and alternative options for the OHIEP. The consultant will be 
responsible for activities such as project evaluation, report compiling, monitoring, etc. This 
contract will span the 2 year project period and is anticipated to cost $2,496,000. 

(2) Selecting (through competitive bid) a fiscal agent contractor to provide technical expertise 
and development of systematic solutions for the interfaces with public programs and the 
OHIEP exchange. The contractor will be responsible for activities such as comprehensive 
gap analysis of existing systems such as the Medicaid online emollment system, 
identification of necessary modifications to integrate path~ays of enrollment such as 
Medicaid and non-Medicaid consumers, and creation of standardized formats for data 
exchanges with technological players. This contract will span the 2 year project period and is 
anticipated to cost $31,249,680. 

(3) Selecting (through competitive bid) a fiscal agent contractor to provide technical expertise 
resulting in the establishment of an Oklahoma exchange for the OHIEP. The contractor will 
be responsible for activities such as identification of detailed exchange requirements 
including connectivity with public entities and private health plans, creation of systems to 
track and process tax credits and cost sharing for consumers, development of data sharing 
with federal interfaces, and operational aspects to support the exchange such as call centers 
and field suppmt. This contract will span the 2 year project period and is anticipated to cost 
$19,910,000 

(4) Hiring three project managers to oversee the OHIEP efforts. The project managers will each 
responsibility in the areas of exchange coordination with private health plans, technical 
coordination with contractors, and operational coordination for ancillary support. 

(5) Hiring five data processing analysts to coordinate technical requirements and coding 
performed by the fiscal agent contractor(s). 

(6) Hiring one administrative assistant to perform clerical and organizational duties. 
(7) Hiring one financial analyst to assist with accounting and reporting of grant funds. 
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Kathleen Scbelius, Secretary 

Brad Henry 
Otftce of the Governor 

State of Oklahoma 
December 7, 2010 

U.S. Department of Health & Human Services 
200 Independence A venue, S. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20201 

Re: Health Insurance Exchange Information Technology Early Innovators Grant 
CFDA: 93.525 

Dear Federal Review Team: 

On behalf of the State of Oklahoma, I am writing to express my strong support for the 
Oklahoma Health Care Authority's request for the Health Insurance Exchange Information 
Technology Early Innovators Grant. These funds will allow Oklahoma to continue building the 
technical framework for our health information technology infrastructure. 

Oklahoma's leadership has demonstrated a commitment to building a comprehensive 
system to provide affordable health care to all Oklahomans. The foundation was laid when the 
Oklahoma Legislature's vision led to the development of Insure ~klahoma, an innovative 
insurance premium assistance program. Through the State Health Information Exchange (HIE) 
Cooperative Agreement, our state is developing a secure HIE system and OHCA is preparing to 
implement the Oklahoma EHR Incentive Program in January, 2011. A State Planning and 
Establishment Grant has been awarded to Oklahoma. Along with OHCA 's newly designed and 
implemented real-time, online Medicaid eligibility determination and enrollment system, it 
strategically positions Oklahoma to significantly advance health care technology in our state. 

Oklahoma is committed to improving the health outcomes of all our citizens by 
establishing a gateway to easily access health care information and coverage. I believe this grant 
initiative will provide a means to build on our current efforts and move us closer to reaching that 
goal. I fully support this grant application. The plan ensures Oklahoma's continuing 
advancement in health care technology and anticipates working with other states looking to us 
for leadership in this area. 

Sincerely, 

~·tLy· Brad Henry 
Governor 

STltTFC/\Pf[QL BUILDING • 2300N. fJNCOLN BOULEYAUD. SUITE 212 • OKl.AHOJWA cr!Y. OKL/\flOfl.fA 73105. (405) 5212312 • (405} 521-3353 
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MIKE f{)(;1\RTY 
Ctl!EF EXFCL"llVF \-JFFICl-'R 

December 22, 20 l 0 

Michelle Feagins 
Terence Kane 

ST A TE OF OKLAHOMA 

OKLAHOMA HEALTH CA1'E AUTHORITY 

Office of Consumer Information and !nsurancc Oversight 
Depaitment of Health and Human Services 

Re: Cooperative Agreements to Support Innovative Exchange !nformation Technology Systems 
CFDA 93.525 

Dear Ms. Feagins and Mr. Kane, 

BRAD HENRY 
CC>\-'EK~Ol{ 

On behalf of the Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA), the single state Medicaid agency, this is a letter 
introducing Oklahoma's grant proposal for the Cooperative Agreements to Support Innovative Exchange Information 
Technology Systems. The OHCA recognizes the importance of health insurance coverage in improving health 
outco111es and rc111oving barriers n1any Oklaho111ans face when accessing and retaining comprehensive coverage. The 
grant funds will allow the OHCA, in collaboration with others across Oklahoma, to work together to design and 
implement the Information Technology infrastructure needed to operate Health Insurance Exchanges. 

It is the goal of the Oklahoma Health Care Authority to enroll Oklahoma's uninsured population in appropriate 
and affordable health care coverage. The Oklahoma Health Infrastructure and Exchange Project shares this common 
interest and is dedicated to the establishment of an operational exchange for Oklahoma. The OHCA fully supports the 
implementation activities mentioned within this grant application. Oklahoma is well poised to build upon the 
technological foundation already created by our recently released on line enrollment system. Hundreds of thousands of 
Oklahomans will benefit from streamlined enrollment in affordable health insurance coverage as a result of this effort. 

t~ ~ 

Project Title: Cooperative Agreements to Suppon Innovative Exchange Information Technology Systems 
CFDA 93.525 
Oklahoma Health Infrastructure and Exchange Project (OHIEPJ 

Applicant Name: Oklahoma Health Care Authority 
Principal Investigator I Project Director Name: Buffy Heater, MPH, Planning & Development Manager 

Bu tTv. He a t~~[.0:_u khc a. or is 
(405) 522-7545 

Thank you for your leadership and continued effoits to improve the health of all Oklahomans. 

{ 

!.f;-~C\ll!' PL\}'_,\ • D-1.J:..; 1 T:\(C>L:--.l "61.VD -:-crrE l2·! • o;..;u~l!t )_\(A cnY. l 1K f:l];I'> • i~IJ'i) 'i2Z-Titi!l • WWW l.'Klii_,\ Cll<\,; 
.-~11 fir'"'' l 'l'.""'/!u1119 h111•im1r' 
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MIKE l'OCAtrrY 
Cl !!EF E\EClTrTVE OFHCFT\ 

December 22. 20 I 0 

Michelle Feagins 
Terence Kane 

STA TE OF OKLAHO!'vtA 

OKLAHOMA HEAL TH CARE AUTHORITY 

Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight 
Department of Health and Human Services 

Re: Cooperative Agreements to Support Innovative Exchange Information Technology Systems 
CFDA 91.525 

Dear Ms. Feagins and Mr. Kane, 

BRAD I LENRY 
l;l 'VE!<.,';OR 

On behalf of the Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA), the single state Medicaid agency, this is a letter 
introducing Oklahoma's grant proposal for the Cooperative Agreements to Support Innovative Exchange Information 
Technology Systems. The OHCA recognizes the importance of health insurance coverage in improving healtl1 
outco1nes and removing barriers many Oklahornans face when accessing and retaining co1nprehensive coverage. The 
grant funds will allow the OHCA, in collaboration with others across Oklahoma, to work together to design and 
implement the Information Technology infrastructure needed to operate Health Insurance Exchanges. 

The OHCA acknowledges that multiple partners must work together in an effective and efficient manner to 
create a well-thought-through and highly functional Oklahoma exchange. Therefore the OHCA agrees not to duplicate 
efforts between the exchange and the State Medicaid agency. The OHCA looks forward to working with other partners 
to develop shared functionalities that are tailored to the needs of Oklahomans. 

It is the goal of the Oklahoma Health Care Authority to enroll Ok~homa's uninsured population in appropriate 
and affordable health care coverage. The Oklahoma Health Infrastructure and Exchange Project shares this common 
interest and is dedicated to the establishment of an operational exchange for Oklahoma. 

Thank you for your leadership and continued efforts to improve the health of all Oklahomans. 

Sincerely, 

~~~/HO 
Garth Splinter, M.D. 
Oklahoma State Medicaid Director 

U:'-:COL:\' f'L_.\/"\ • -!~Vi :-I. l l;.'C()L~ flLVD., c:tJlTF :2.t • \iKl:'IJ !(•;;!,\ C!l-Y, UK ;:nn~- • HO~) 5~2·?.l(~l • W\-V'.',' OKI lCA.U!<.C 
!\n C11:ml Ut'!'""''n1!y r .. ,Jii"!i''r 
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PS 
llll«OI$ DEPAkfMl:Nf O_f 

Healthcare and 
Family Services 

201 Soulh Grand Avenue East 
Springfield, Illinois 62763-0002 

December 22, 20 IO 

Secretary Kathleen Sebelius 
Department of Health and Human Services 
200 Independence Ave., S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20201 

Dear Secretary Sebelius: 

Pat Quinn, Governor 
Julie Harnos, Director 

Telephone; (217) 782-1200 
TTY: (800) 526-5812 

On behalf of the Illinois Department of Healthcare and Family Services, the state's Medicaid agency, 
I offer this letter of suppo1t for the Oklahoma application for a Cooperative Agreement to Support 
Innovating Exchange Information Technology Systems. 

Illinois is committed to implementing a Health Insurance Exchange that serves the individuals and 
small employers seeking eligibility determination, health plan shopping and insurance enrollment. 
We are very interested in and supportive of other states' efforts to develop technology solutions that 
will support streamlined medical eligibility and enrollment that works for people of all income levels. 
Illinois is committed to working with one (or more) of the Early fnnovator grant recipients and are 
talking to several. We have not had a chance to discuss specifics with Oklahoma, but are more than 
willing to engage them in serious conversation. We do not believe we can meet a 2014 timeframe 
without material borrowing from other states. Nevertheless, until more details about Oklahoma's 
direction and core operating assumptions have been discussed, it11!'ould be premature to commit to 
working with them. Once we commit, we will commit actively and aggressively. Not only are there 
inherently powerful reasons to partner with other states, but we don't believe there is any way we can 
achieve our 2014 goals without partnering people who are ahead of us .. 

As we develop our own technology solution, we expect to continue to engage with some other state 
(or group of states) and learn from one another's efforts to improve our process and system solutions. 
We are encouraged by Oklahoma's invitation for Illinois to continue to engage with this process. We 
are eager to learn more about this development work and to consider how such a solution can be 
transferred for use in our state. 

s~~~ 
Mike Koetting ~ 
Deputy-Director for Planning and Reform Implementation 

XC: Kate Gross, Assistant Director for Health Planning 
Illinois Departn1ent of Insurance 

Ivan Handler, CIO 
Illinois Department of Healthcare and Family Services 

E-mail: hfs.webmaster@illinois.gov 

Doug Kasamis, CIO 
Illinois Dcparlincnt of Human Services 

Greg Wuss, CIO 
State of Illinois 

Internet: http://www.hfs.illinois.gov/ 
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GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF 

COMMONITY Hi::ALTE 

Clyde L. Reese, lll, Esq,, Commissioner Sonny Perdue .. Gove111or 

December 17, 2010 

Department of Health and Human Services 
Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight 

Re: Cooperative Agreements to Support Innovative Exchange Information 
Technology Systems 
CFDA: 93,525 

Dear Federal Review Team: 

2 Peachtree Street, NW 
Atlanta, GA 30303-3159 
W\VVV .dch.georgia.gov 

On the behalf of the state of Georgia, this is a letter expressing our interest in 
Oklahoma's application for Cooperative Agreements to Support Innovative Exchange 
Information Technology Systems, Oklahoma, through the state's Medicaid agency, the 
Oklahoma Health Care Authority, has positioned itself as a leader in technological 
advances in the health care field, 

Most recently the agency launched an on line enrollment ~ystem which allows residents 
of their state to apply for state health care services from any computer with Internet 
access, This system has gained national attention and Oklahoma has demonstrated an 
openness to share their experience and technical knowledge with other states, 

As Oklahoma already has an enrollment system in place for state provided health care, 
tying the system into the development of an Exchange IT system seems to be a natural 
progression, We believe the OHCA is committed to assisting their counterparts in other 
states by sharing knowledge and technical components and we will be excited to see 
their final product. 

?J;;XMI-/~ 
Jerry Dubberly, Chief 
Medicaid Division 

Equal Oµpmtunlty Employer 
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STATE OF WASHINGTON 

DEPARTJVlENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES 
M cdic a id Pure has in((· Adm in istra ti on 

626 li'h Avenue. SE.: P 0. Box 45502 
Olympia, Washington 9850-1-55112 

December 9, 20 I 0 

Department of Health and Human Services 
Office of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight 

Re: Cooperative Agreements to Support Innovative Exchange Information 
Technology Systems 
CFDA: 93.525 

Dear Federal Review Team: 

On behalf of the state of Washington, this letter expresses our interest and support of 
Oklahoma's application for Cooperative Agreements to Support Innovative Exchange 
Information Technology Systems. Oklahoma, through the state's Medicaid agency, the 
Oklahoma Health Care Authority, has demonstrated their commitment to technological 
advances in the health care field. 

Most recently the State of Oklahoma launched an on line enrollment system which allows 
residents of the State to apply for state health care service~i.from any computer with 
Internet access. This system has gained national attention and Oklahoma has 
demonstrated an openness to share their experience and technical knowledge with other 
states. Since this oniine enrollment system is already in place for state provided health 
care, it appears to be a natural progression to utilize the same solution as a stai1ing point 
for development of an Exchange IT system. From our discussions with the State of 
Oklahoma, we believe that the technical solutions they have already implemented may 
have applicability to our State and we are interested in continued collaboration with them. 

The State of Washington has observed Oklahoma's commitment to assisting other states 
by sharing knowledge and technical components. We look forward to collaborating with 
the State of Oklahoma and are excited to see their final product. 

Sincerely, 

Cathie Ott, Deputy Chief Information Officer 
Washington Medicaid and Health Care Authority 
626 gth Avenue SE 
Olympia, Washington 98504-5502 
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Project Narrative 
Background and Commitment 

Oklahoma is a state in great need of transformational health insurance and system access 
initiatives. The state has a history of investment in the information technology (IT) 
infrastrncture needed to operate Health Insurance Exchanges and has made it a priority to 
connect individuals and families to both the private insurance marketplaces and public options. 
The Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA) developed the Insure Oklahoma Employer
Sponsored Insurance plan in 2005, working in partnership with private insurance carriers to 
make health insurance accessible and affordable. OHCA has transformed Oklahoma's publicly 
funded health coverage to operate much like other third party insurers. This type of transition is 
happening across the country as state Medicaid programs are being viewed more as health 
coverage products. After all, it is health care, not welfare. 

Previous state initiatives to improve access to health insurance have targeted those most 
at risk of losing or going without health coverage. These efforts have primarily focused on 
Oklahomans working for small businesses, who earn moderate wages under 200 percent of the 
Federal Poverty Level (FPL). The effect of these initiatives has been overwhelmingly positive as 
demonstrated by the fact the state did not see an overall significant increase in the uninsured last 
year. The Cooperative Agreement to Support Innovative Exchange Information Technology 
Systems presented by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) provides Oklahoma 
the opportunity to explore more widespread system access and market based changes. The 
development of the Cooperative Agreement in Oklahoma will be referred to as the "Oklahoma 
Health Infrastrncture and Exchange Project (OHIEP)". The following list of recent statewide 
initiatives serves to demonstrate foundational commitment as well as an achieved and advanced 
state of knowledge and readiness upon which the OHIEP will be built. 
• In 2003 and 2004, Oklahoma received Health Resources and Services Administration State 

Planning Grant funds. With unprecedented support from the Governor and State Legislature, 
Oklahoma's initiative was to comprehensively collect and analyze the availability of health 
insurance across the state, as well as to develop an~implement a premium assistance 
program. The state, alongside the University of Minnesota SHADAC staff, used this process 
to develop new health care coverage information regarding Oklahoma businesses, individual 
attitudes, and opinions on the accessibility and affordability of health insurance and health 
care. 

• In 2005, Oklahoma successfully launched Insure Oklahoma (IO), the state's first premium 
assistance program. IO serves two populations, employees of small businesses through 
employer sponsored insurance (ESI), and workers without attainable ESI coverage through 
an Individual Plan (IP). The Oklahoma Legislature subsequently authorized a significant 
expansion of the IO program for children in 2007. 

• The state was selected for a State Coverage Initiative (SCI) grant in 2007. Funded by the 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, this grant formed the basis for broad, statewide, public
private studies to understand and address the health care needs of the state. The process 
involved broad stakeholder input and led to a set of recommendations which spawned 
additional attention and work to legislative and appropriated needs for health system change. 
The SCI grant ended on July 31, 2009. 

• In 2007, OHCA, the single state Medicaid agency, began developing SoonerCare Online 
Enrollment (OE) in an effort to reach those potentially qualified for coverage and improve 
the efficiency of SoonerCare. The OE process creates a single-point-of-entry intake that 
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results in the applicant's real-time eligibility determination. This project was made possible 
by a Transformation Grant from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), in 
October of 2007. OE went live in September 2010. Over 500,000 SoonerCare members now 
have the opportunity to enroll for coverage in the privacy of their own home, or in a variety 
of community partner locations where they may also obtain technical assistance. 

• In 2008, the Legislature enacted Oklahoma Senate Joint Resolution 41 requiring the 
development of an Oklahoma Health Improvement Plan. Work has been completed on the 
plan which is oriented towards the goals and objectives of Healthy People 2010 and includes 
a series of recommendations for Oklahoma health leaders to undertake in an effort to 
improve the health status of Oklahomans. http://www.ok.gov/health 

• In 2009, the Legislature passed House Bill 2026 authorizing (but not funding), the creation of 
the Health Care for the Uninsured Board (HUB) that is intended to oversee development of 
an OHIEP. The legislation required that the Insurance Commissioner in collaboration with 
OHCA shall advise and aid the HUB in its duties. The SCI grant initiated in 2007 helped 
stimulate passage of the legislation authorizing formation of the Oklahoma HUB. 

The OHIEP seeks to build upon the infrastructure and system development of the above 
initiatives. Areas in which design and implementation of IT infrastructure may assist the 
proposed project include Portal Service, Forms Management, and External Data Interchange Hub 
Services. It is the goal of the OHIEP to create a system that will promote an environment that 
supports flexibility, adaptability, and rapid responses to changes in program and technology. 

Stakeholder Involvement 
As the primary entity in the State of Oklahoma charged with controlling costs of state

purchased health care, the mission of OHCA is to purchase state and federally funded health 
care in the most efficient and comprehensive manner possible and to study and recommend 
strategies for optimizing the accessibility and quality of health care. OHCA served over 886,000 
Oklahomans in 2010, managing 10 product lines (or broad eligibility categories and benefit 
plans). 11' 

Oklahoma has a strong history of stakeholder involvement in health care, especially over 
the past five years. Key state governmental leaders have created a collaborative environment in 
the health and health system arenas, engaging a broad base of stakeholder groups. Over the 
years of working with stakeholders, our health leadership team has created an atmosphere of 
trust, collaboration and achievement. Statewide initiatives like IO and various grant seeking 
efforts (i.e. CHIPRA, HIE, Transformation, etc) have brought critical and diverse agencies and 
organizations together with a commitment to pursue the common goal of achieving better, 
affordable healthcare for all Oklahomans. 

Development and implementation of this grant will follow these successful and tested 
models. The OHIEP grant stakeholder group consists of professionals representing the following 
entities: 

Health plans (insurers, brokers, etc.) A fully functional integrated Exchange will tie into 
systems of commercial insurance companies and may serve to increase profit in these health 
plans. Publically held meetings will provide open forums, enabling commercial insurance 
companies and HMOs to contribute to the IT infrastructure development. 
Health care providers The Oklahoma Hospital Association (OHA), the Oklahoma Primary 
Care Association (OKPCA), the Oklahoma State Medical Association (OSMA), and the 
Oklahoma Osteopathic Association (OOA) have communicated their desire to participate. 
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All of the organizations will keep their members and stakeholders informed of Exchange 
development and share their members' concerns. 
Patient or consumer organizations that represent the population to be served (AARP, 
Chambers Of Commerce) For an Exchange to be successful in Oklahoma it is important to 
gain consumer trust and cooperation. Oklahoma also intends to provide patient education via 
the internet and the distribution of printed materials to be provided at stakeholder meetings. 
Health care purchasers and employers OHCA is the state's largest health care purchaser as 
well as the state's Medicaid Agency. There are other organizations within Oklahoma that are 
self-insured, such as Chesapeake Energy and Norman Regional Hospital Network. The 
cooperation and input of these private health care purchasers to contribute to the OHIEP is 
also needed. 
Public health agencies Public health has a statewide service delivery network in Oklahoma. 
The role of public health in Oklahoma is to provide core public services as well as serve as a 
safety net for the low-income, uninsured and underserved population. The Governor's 
Secretary of Health, OHCA, the Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance 
Abuse Services (ODMHSAS), as well as the Oklahoma State Department of Health (OSDH) 
will provide input. 
Health professions schools, universities and colleges Representatives from the Oklahoma 
State University Center for Health Sciences (OSU-CHS) and the University of Oklahoma 
Health Sciences Center (OUHSC) are stakeholders. These organizations comprise 
Oklahoma's medical schools and academic health centers, thereby providing representation 
for a large number of health care professionals including physicians, physician assistants, and 
nurses. 
Oklahoma's Health Information Exchange (HIE) task force, advisory board, and working 
groups, as well as the state's first Chief Information Officer In order to plan for a well 
integrated IT development, the stakeholder group must consider any new developments 
currently underway. 

Stakeholder Engagement 
The OHIEP meetings will be conducted as public meetings in accordance with 

Oklahoma's Open Meetings Act. Meetings will be open to the public and held at specified times 
and places that are convenient to the public. Meeting schedules, objectives and agendas will be 
publicized in advance via public notice and on the OHIEP website at 
www.okhca.org/OKHealthcareExchange. At the OHIEP meetings and fonuns, attendees will be 
able to make comments publicly. Additionally a list-serve will be created to further facilitate 
information sharing and dissemination. 

Oklahoma will utilize telecommunication resources, to ensure transparency and provide 
broader opportunity for participation for people who cannot attend the meetings in person. The 
OHIEP has also developed a website where public comments can be submitted via an electronic 
form as well as view comments made by others. 

The OHIEP project will consist of three phases: planning, development of a public 
infrastructure, and Exchange administration and implementation. The planning phase of this 
project began in October of 2010, with the receipt of the Planning Exchange Grant. This 
innovative Exchange IT grant will advance the OHIEP project in many ways. The OHIEP 
project includes a broad representative group of healthcare stakeholders assembled to provide 
oversight and approval for the activities and products of the project. Oklahoma has received 
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inquiries and engaged in discussion with other states in multiple, previous projects concerning 
the advancement of IT. Two recently completed projects, namely OE and premium assistance, 
have received national attention and thus spurred relationships between Oklahoma and other 
states considering pursuit of similar initiatives. 

Opportunities to Share, Leverage and Re-Use Exchange IT System's Components 
Oklahoma has already demonstrated its leadership in developing cutting-edge and cost 

effective consumer-based technologies and will continue to be a leader as it seeks to develop and 
share models for insurance eligibility and emollment for the OHIEP. Oklahoma is committed to 
coordinating with other states seeking opportunities for re-use of Exchange IT systems and 
modular components, helping all states to save money as they share resources and work together 
to develop new competitive health care marketplaces. 

Oklahoma will serve as a model for other states by sharing system designs, 
implementation approaches, modular components and specifications as well as test 
methodologies and results of our Exchange IT system solutions. Other states will then be able to 
select and tailor modular components of the OHIEP, as needed or desired, and incorporate them 
into their own Exchange environments. Oklahoma will make products available for evaluation 
and adaptability throughout the process, allowing non-grantee states the oppottunity to test for 
adaptability into their own systems as Oklahoma's project progresses. 

Oklahoma takes pride in being responsive, accurate and timely with information shared 
with other states, and anticipates that the same high-quality partnerships, created for previous 
projects, will continue to be developed and strengthened throughout this innovative Exchange IT 
grant process. Examples of Oklahoma's previous projects include a Durable Medical Equipment 
Recycle Project with Kansas; Medical Home with North Carolina; and Telemedicine with 
Arkansas. Oklahoma will communicate with intrastate and interstate project stakeholders, using 
a variety of methods such as onsite meetings, conference calls, video conferencing and webinars. 
Conscientious compliance with Oklahoma's Open Meetings Act and Open Records Act as 
stakeholder meetings are held will ensure transparency, pub~c access and opportunity for input 
and involvement in the OHIEP's efforts to develop an Exchange. Subgroups or ad-hoc 
committees will be formed as needed to explore specific topics for development of the public 
infrastructure as well as Exchange governance, administration and implementation. Open lines 
of communication will be initiated and maintained with other states throughout the project and 
will be utilized as a means to encourage other states to join us as development moves forward. 

Several other states have already communicated their interest in tracking Oklahoma's IT 
infrastructure development closely in an effort to either obtain modular components for their 
own exchange or to replicate the Oklahoma project. One of the contractors for the OHIEP will 
be Hewlett Packard Enterprise Systems (HPES). HPES operates the Medicaid Management 
Information System (MMIS) Interchange product including OE, which can be compatible with 
other HPES Interchange client implementations. Other HPES Interchange clients have expressed 
interest in becoming involved with Oklahoma's efforts in a consultative role. Areas of specific 
interest to other states include eligibility, enrollment, premium tax credit and cost sharing 
assistance. Letters of interest from Washington, Georgia and Illinois can be found in the 
attachments section of this proposal. 

Readiness to Establish an Exchange IT System 
Advanced State of Readiness and Readiness Assessment 
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1. Technical Architecture 
OHCA software holdings include a robust MMIS, HPES Interchange. The Interchange 

utilizes a web interface and web service technology to perform the general business processes to 
serve the Medicaid population. The Oklahoma MMIS also includes a collection of software that 
enhances OHCA's ability to manage the care of our members, assist our providers, identify 
quality and performance metrics and provide transparency to our stakeholders. OHCA 
implemented web based real time claims processing through a provider service portal in 2003. 
Providers may now enroll or re-enroll with SoonerCare online using the provider service portal. 
Predictive modeling capabilities were added in 2008 along with a health management program to 
assist our providers and members with quality outcomes. OHCA has an in-house care 
management nursing staff utilizing Atlantes case management software. 

Table 1. Online Enrollment 

90 

80 

60 

50 

-Online Enrollment 

-Traditional 100 

Traditional vs. Online Enrollment 

September 

57 

43 

October 

66 

34 

November 

71 

29 

In September of 2010, OHCA's OE portal became operational as a web based enrollment 
portal utilizing a collection of services and Commercial Off the Shelf Software Products (COTS) 
to perform consumer intake, eligibility determination and eligibility administration functions. 
OE is seamlessly integrated with the Oklahoma MMIS recipient data using the same web service 
architecture. Oklahoma's OE web has enjoyed measurable success in the short amount of time it 
has been in production. Oklahoma went to great lengths to use wire frames, focus group 
reviews, agency, community and provider partnerships, as well as other techniques to enable 
citizen input as to how the web should be developed. The methodology chosen has yielded a 
product that is highly consumer oriented. Prior to September 7, 2010 the traditional county 
welfare operations took 100% of applications for Medicaid through face to face meetings and the 
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submission of paper applications. This process provided limited access hours and incomplete, 
inaccurate applications. Within just a three-month period of time, OE has totally reversed the 
way citizens apply for benefits. By the end of November, only 28% of applications came 
through the traditional welfare environment. The traditional welfare system is now only one of 
many ways in which the applicant can apply. By the end of November, only 7% of the 
applications were paper, with 43% applying online from home, and 22% online at agency 
partners. For the applications that do remain in paper form, OHCA has converted to an optical 
character recognition product that allows most of the fields to be scanned, and the remaining 
fields added with data entry clerks. Most applications can be entered in less than 3 
minutes. Once a paper application has completed scanning and data entry, the data is submitted 
directly into the rules engine just like the electronic application data. 

This change in delivery is a paradigm shift in citizen perception that cannot be overstated. 
Anyone looking for demonstrable proof that "If you build it they will come," needs look no 
further than the proven track record of OE in Oklahoma. 

Tables specifying the "As Is" MMIS software and hardware servers are included as 
attachments to the application. Part of the MMIS reprocurement process includes a full hardware 
refresh, that information is not reflected here due to timing of the award process. 

The following table identifies system components that are required to complete or raise 
the functionality of OE (as part of the OHIEP effort) to a higher capability level than currently 
exists. Additionally, within the attachments section of this proposal is a figure which flow charts 
the interconnectivity of these items, relative to existing Oklahoma state technological efforts. 

Table 2. Re uired System Com onents 

Consumer Web 
Portal 

Personal Health 
Record 

The Health Benefit Exchange (HBX) 
requires a centralized Web Portal 
that is accessible by all consumers. 
The Portal is the main landing and 
navigation paint far all consumers 
seeking eligibility far a public 
program or seeking private 
insurance coverage through the 
exchange. 

The Web Portal must contain a plan 
selection application far consumers 
ta make an informed decision about 
plan choice, cast. tax credits and 
providers. 

Web Portal needs ta support: 
Web service architecture; 
User friendly design: 
Meet or exceed stat~nd federal 
accessibility laws: 
Ability ta call additional services far 
other applications, COTS and 
enhancements: 
Support Single-Sign On. 

Ability ta compare costs. premiums 
and benefits of plans as well as aut
af-packet expenses. 
Ability ta enroll in multiple health 
benefit program types. such as 
dental. medical. vision and drug 
plans. 

Empowering consumers ta be active Create a PHR that empowers 
participants is one of the key consumers with knowledge of their 
components of reforming healthcare. health status. goals. risks. and 
Creating a Personal Health Record needs. 

Care component of the HBX 
framework. Presentation 
of data. access to other 
services. and navigation of 
warkflaw components is 
required. 

Currently PHRs have little 
ta no national adaption. 
Improved adaption of PHRs 
could be achieved by tying 
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(PHR) as part of the Consumer Web the use of model to cost 
Portal provides one place for - Include medical and medication savings on healthcare 
consumers to go for not only claims history to provide premiums. In doing so. 
management of their benefit choices transparency of costs and assist consumers would be 
but understanding and better the patient with understanding empowered with knowledge 
managing their health status. The his/her health needs. to improve their care and 
Oklahoma MMIS reprocurement seek preventative services, 
provides all SoonerCarn members a - Use "cam gaps" list as a list of improving individual care. 
PHR. healthcare to do items. safoty. and lowering costs. 

Connectivity Collection of Service Oriented Work with state and foderal entities Creates the common HBX 
services, Architecture based components. to define and create standard framework architecturn for 
interfaces, and services. and capabilities that interfaces based on reusable web connecting. 
gateways facilitate standards based services. 

connectivity with external 
stakeholders and data exchange 
partners. 

HIPAA Gateway Support of ANSI Xl2 transactions Transfor data between payers. Standard Transaction Sets. 
(EDI) including 2701271. 834. 837. Medicarn intermediaries, Medicaid. 

· and other public and private payers. 

HL7 Supports capability to exchange data Provides capability to enhance Standard Transaction Sets 
Gateway with individual providers. facilities. understanding of patient health and nomenclature. 

and the statewide HIE. status and conditions. Admission 
Discharge and Transfor (AOT) 
messages may carry insurance 
segments containing!£idividual 
patient insurance information. 
Hl7 gateways will permit the HBX to 
communicate with HIE and PHR 
solutions. 

Workflow A series of component services that Key components include the central Similar business processes 
Services support the HBX workflow process. repository, workflow processing, call identified and documented 

center flow services and document using standard notation. 
management. 

Electronic The eMPI will enumerate and prevent Address validation and scrubbing. Created as either a feed to 
Master Patient duplications of members across the Client matching and duplicate record the Statewide HIE eMPI or 
Index (eMPI) HBX. Stakeholder entities can use identification. the Public Entities HIE. 

the eMPI key for matching and de-
duplicating records in their own 
internal systems. 

llualified The component is the repository of The repository contains key plan Use standard data set 
Health Plan Qualified Health Plan (QHP) information: created by 45 C.F.R. §158 
Repository and information. Plan certification requirements: (20!0) with QPHs to 
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Enrollment Benefit plan information; exchange and stare data. 
Drug formularies; 
Plan cast aut al packet information: 
UHP Repart Cards which pravide 
cansumers plan quality informatian. 
cast transparency and pragram 
evaluatian. 

Rules Engine Create eligibility determinatian rules - Rules engine stand alane service. Rules are dacumented 
and enrallment steps. Cantral - Rules need ta be flexible and using standard business 
warkflaw processes. canfigurable. pracess natatian methads 

and can be parted. 

Mobile Enhanced Extend the Business Services Mabile applicatians extend the Standard Interface 
User Interlace platform ta the grawing Smart Phane presentatian layer beyand the web. available ta smart phane 
Support Service platform. Pravides new means al driving developers. 

adaptian and usage al the system. 

Financial Portal Enrollment card can be used ta Accept and process Visa banking Standard Banking 
far Banking purchase WIC praducts. standards. T ransactians. 
Transactions 

Oklahoma has recently submitted a request for proposal (RFP) that will create a gap 
analysis for Oklahoma. The contractor will review and summarize existing information and 
resources for Oklahoma's existing systems and business processes. This gap analysis will also 
assess and discuss resources and expertise currently available at the Oklahoma Insurance 
Department (OID), ODMHSAS, OHCA, and other state entities that may contribute the state's 
ability to operate and/or oversee an exchange. This may include: 
• Analyze Oklahoma's current health insurance market, including both public and private 

health insurance plans and how that market will be affectl!tt by the Exchange; 
• Medicaid/CHIP eligibility, emollment and outreach functions; 
• Insurance Department regulatory tools, processes and working relationships; 
• Existing web portals for insurance consumer assistance, including those at OHCA, OID, and 

the Oklahoma State Employees Group Insurance Board; 
• Existing data sharing processes and agreements between state, federal and private entities. 

2. Applicable Standards 
1561 Recommendations- The OHIEP will incorporate all of the core Section 1561 

recommendations. OE provides the foundation for the consumer-friendly online process. 
Oklahoma has already implemented such a process that has proven easy for the public to use and 
that incorporates functionality for multiple modes of accessing assistance with the application. 
Consumers receive real-time eligibility determinations, receive notices when additional 
verification is required, and can access and change their information as necessary. Standard 
procedures remain in place for formal appeals of eligibility decisions. OE also includes an 
interface called Agency View, which partner organizations and agencies use to help people apply 
for benefits. This interface can serve as a model for providing similar accessibility to Exchange 
functions. OHCA's call center is another resource available to consumers that has already 
shown itself able to accommodate the public's additional need for assistance with OE. These 
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consumer friendly capacities are already in place and operational in Oklahoma, and will serve as 
the foundation for the customer service orientation of the Exchange. 

OHCA is already practiced in the use of existing data standards like Xl2 and in identity 
management processes. The rules engine driving OE already incorporates a functional library of 
business rules and standardized definitions that accommodate differences in program definitions 
of income, household composition and other eligibility factors for members with differing 
categorical relationships for Medicaid. The design of these features of OE lends itself to the 
needs of the Exchange: a household can enter information for all household members, and 
depending on categorical relationships, the rules engine determines for which program, if any, 
the applicant is eligible. OE has the additional capability of notifying applicants, based on their 
information that they may also be eligible for other human services programs. OHCA has 
already incorporated data exchanges for verification of member information with several state 
and federal agencies into OE, and so is well poised to include that functionality in the Exchange 
IT. The Oklahoma Exchange will continue to use National Information Exchange Model 
compliant data standards. 

HIPAA- It is important that the Exchange provide the utmost discretion when dealing 
with consumers' personal medical information while making sure that members feel educated in 
understanding the transfer of their information. The Exchange will comply with all Federal 
standards of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA). The 
Exchange will create a clear, easy-to-understand privacy notice as part of both the paper 
application and electronic OE process that the member will need to sign off on. The privacy 
notice will educate the member on the confidentiality of their information, excepting the 
disclosure to certain person/entities for necessary patient care (i.e. - primary care physicians, 
specialists, designated family members as approved by the member, etc.). For security purposes, 
the Exchange will notify all members when there has been a significant update to the member 
identification system or there have been changes to the Exchange interface. The Exchange will 
adhere to all HIP AA compliance standards when setting up the Exchange IT interface to protect 
the member's identity and health information during transfer~ 

Accessibility for Individuals with Disabilities- The public interface of the Exchange 
will be fully compliant with accessibility standards created by Section 508 of the Rehabilitation 
Act, the World Wide Web Cons01tium Accessibility Guidelines and the Oklahoma Electronic 
and Information Technology Act, which sets compliance standards for Oklahoma state agencies. 
The functionality of the web based Exchange will be equally accessible to people using a 
keyboard to access the site, and the site will be designed with screen readers in mind. As is the 
case with SoonerCare OE, the Exchange will provide for navigation using the tab key, use Alt 
Text for images and figures, provide tooltips for form fields, use cascading style sheets 
and provide direct navigation to the main sections of each page. OHCA is committed to 
integrating best practices for accessibility at all levels of the Exchange. 

The Exchange will also be in compliance with Title II of the Americans with Disabilities 
Act, which allows all individuals with disabilities to participate in state and local programs. The 
Exchange will adhere to all standards for waiving unnecessary eligibility standards for 
individuals and will modify policies and procedures on an as-needed basis to ensure access to 
programs. In administering benefit services to students, the Exchange will comply with section 
504 of the Rehabilitation Act, developed by the Office of Civil Rights and the U.S. Department 
of Education, which allows all students to participate in any program receiving federal financial 
assistance, regardless of disability. The Exchange utility, along with public school systems, 
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institutions of higher education and other state education agencies, will determine qualified 
students and provide them free access to all educational services within the appropriate school 
district. 

Security- OHCA's privacy and security policies will be in force for the Exchange. One 
principle of those policies is that OHCA only collects the minimum necessary information, and 
only collects information individuals freely agree to provide. The rules engine used for OE, 
which will be further developed for the Exchange, is adaptable in terms of the information 
requested. Rather than collecting all information possibly needed on a paper application, the 
rules engine has the capability to choose the questions presented to a given user based on that 
user's previous answers, thereby avoiding the collection of irrelevant personal information. 

The systems and infrastructure developed for OE use data standards, including data 
transaction standards, that allow for probabilistic matching of data originating from different 
state and federal agencies. These standards ensure that when OHCA sends a request to the 
Social Security Administration (SSA), both agencies are requesting and receiving information 
about the same individual. In the event that a match is made incorrectly, controls are in place 
that will allow individuals to provide accurate information to correct their records. For example, 
if data received in a match with the Oklahoma Employment Security Commission (OESC) 
contradicts data a user reported about him or herself, a notice will be generated advising the 
member and OHCA personnel that verification is necessary for validation of the information. 

Security measures in place will comply with federal standards. During the development 
of the Exchange, security protocols will be implemented and extensively tested at each phase. 
Given that the information and design necessary to recreate each module of the IT infrastructure 
of the Exchange will be made available to the public and other states developing their own 
Exchange, OHCA is committed to reducing and mitigating the risks reverse engineering could 
potentially pose to the security of the data in motion through the Exchange and the data held in 
the servers at the foundation of the Exchange. The Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) for 
the Exchange project will include integrated testing and assessments of security systems and risk 
management protocols. "!< 

OHCA HIPAA information security policy is readily available online; all electronic 
information regulated by HIP AA is maintained and destroyed according to regulations. Before 
individuals access the OE service, they must agree to the statement of rights and responsibilities, 
which explains that by completing the enrollment process, they are giving OHCA permission to 
verify the information given with other agencies. The system also includes a timing out feature, 
which requires users to log in again if the session has been idle; that feature helps protect the 
security of information users are in the process of entering. 

Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) · Oklahoma State Agencies are 
already familiar with certain compliance regulations because of our current OE and IO programs. 
The FIPS, for example, is already being utilized by the Oklahoma Department of Human 
Services (OKDHS) and OHCA. When a consumer visits either one of these state agency 
websites, the privacy statement is clear; all consumer/health information is considered private 
and transferred through secure electronic transactions (i.e. - OHCA uses the SoonerCare Secure 
Site service). The privacy notice also states that electronic actions of visitors to the site (i.e. -
date and time, web pages visited, etc.) will be tracked. The FIPS will be easily transferred over to 
the Exchange. The IT implementation team will make sure that all privacy standards are met for 
all stages of the Exchange Interface. The Exchange will use a format similar to the OKDHS' and 
OHCA's privacy notices to educate the public about the privacy guidelines. The Exchange will 
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use the National Institute of Standards and Technology compliant encryption methods for the 
transferring of all personally identifiable information. When transmitting information within 
large Exchange interfaces, the Exchange will create a secure, interoperable network designed to 
disclose all privacy notifications and establish discretion within electronic systems. 

3. Stakeholder Engagement 
Stakeholder buy-in is crucial for the success of the project. The Exchange, by its nature, 

will coordinate services among many parties from the public and private sectors. All parties will 
need to make use of the Exchange and provide information to others through it in order for the 
Exchange to function properly. An early innovator is tasked with the responsibility of 
accelerating stakeholder engagement to gain support for early planning, testing and 
implementation efforts. OHCA has already secured the support of the Governor, the State 
Medicaid Director, and other states (WA, GA, and IL). Through OE and IO, Oklahoma is in an 
advanced state of readiness with regard to involving stakeholders such as private health plans, 
health care providers, patient and consumer organizations, health care purchasers and employers, 
public health agencies, human services agencies, health professions schools, universities and 
colleges and Oklahoma's HIE task force and working groups. 

Among Oklahoma's plans for engaging stakeholders are holding public meetings, hosting 
conference calls and webinars and providing a web site that will serve as a forum for progress 
reports and stakeholder input (www.okhca.org/OKHealthcareExchange). The meetings will not 
only allow public attendance, but will include opportm1ities for people attending to make 
comments and ask questions. In order to enhance the level of stakeholder participation in these 
meetings, OHCA will publicize the time, place, objectives and agenda of the meeting, and will 
hold meetings at times that are convenient to the public. OHCA provided extensive training 
materials, progress reports and preparatory information to partner agencies to support the 
implementation of OE; those efforts will serve as a foundation for the services OHCA will 
provide to stakeholders in support of their involvement in the Exchange. The Exchange website 
will act as an information clearinghouse for public notices al'ld will supplement the meetings by 
providing online forums for commentary and debate. Recent major OHCA projects and 
programs like OE and IO relied on a variety of stakeholders for their implementation and 
continuing success; OHCA will leverage those existing relationships into support for and 
engagement in building the Exchange. 

4. Governance 
Governance for the Exchange is in the developmental phase, but governance will be 

developed in accordance with the Guidance for Exchange and Medicaid Information Technology 
System. As such, the IT Guidance and health insurance exchange core functions will be 
governed through a SDLC-type model that will include life-cycle phases and transition stage 
gate reviews for items such as business service descriptions/definitions, requirements 
specifications, system design specifications, data models, interface control documents, and 
integration test cases. 

The Secretary of Health with input from stakeholder groups will present 
recommendations for the organizational strncture and roles and responsibilities for all parties to 
the Exchange, considering the policies and incentives most conducive to creating an Exchange 
that will best serve Oklahomans. Initial targets have been set for the makeup of the governing 
institution for the Exchange; for example, public and private sector stakeholders will be equally 
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represented; OHCA, the State Medicaid agency, will have a designated role and will develop the 
IT infrastrncture for the Exchange; and government, public health, hospitals, employers, 
providers, payers and consumers will all be represented in the governing organization. While 
Oklahoma has a rnbric in place for developing the necessary elements of the governing 
institution, more work must be done to be fully ready for the Exchange environment. Through 
analysis of existing strengths and capabilities of stakeholders, including OHCA and other 
agencies, and of the critical roles to be filled, Oklahoma will put a plan in place to create a 
governing institution for the Exchange that enjoys all the legitimacy and support of an 
organization built with broad stakeholder and public support at each phase of its development. 

5. Planning and Resource Capabilities 
Our current fiscal agent uses the SDLC lifecycle framework for project implementation 

tracking. Oklahoma will utilize the SDLC methodology for the life of the project. The Technical 
Project manager will be responsible for ensuring that this methodology is followed by all 
contractors. Included below are the first five activities of the SDLC framework. An attachment 
contains all nineteen activities which are the crncial milestones for the implementation of the 
OH!EP. 

T bl 3 SDLC L"f I F a e . 1 ecvc e ramewor k 
rn c: - - .. Ctl .. 
c: c: 

"" ... c: c: - ... .. .!!l .. 
"' 

rn c: .. .. ... c: E rn c: E - - c: 
"' ~ "" .. ·= ... c: .. 

"' ... .. ..::- ·;;; ... rn .. "" 
c: 

c: .. .. .. .. 
"" 

c: .. "' .. E "' -.. "' ·- c: a; I- .. c: ... 
.:.5 LI ii: :;. <C = > .. ., ·- ., ., .. Ci. ... "' a 

c:: = ..§ c:>::::E 

Dashboard - Phase I Mar-II Mar-II Apr-II Apr-II May-II Jun-II Jun-II Jul-II Aug-II 
OE Business Rules. Use Case H Mar-II Apr-II 

Process Documentation Gap and Mar-II Mar-II thru Apr-II ~hru May-II May-II May-II May-II 
Remediation Aar-11 ~v-11 

OE Care Data Gap Analysis H Apr-II May-II Apr-II Oct-12 
Mar-II Mar-II thru thru thru thru Oec-12 Jan-13 Jan-13 Required Remediation 

Mav-11 Jun-II Sea-12 Nav-12 
Rules Engine H Process Apr-II May-II Apr-II Oct-12 

Development far Commercial Mar-II Mar-II thru thru thru thru Dec-12 Jan-13 Jan-13 
Carriers Mav-11 Jun-II Sea-12 Nav-12 

Apr-II May-II Apr-II Oct-12 
Dashboard Phase II Mar-II Mar-II thru thru thru thru Oec-12 Jan-13 Jan-13 

Mav-11 Jun-II Sea-12 Nav-12 

6. Collecting Data and Information 
It is essential to generate various financial and program analysis reports to assist with 

budgetary controls and to ensure that the benefits and programs that are established are meeting 
the needs of the population and are performing according to the intent of the legislation and 
federal reporting requirements. The reporting system is a comprehensive management tool which 
will have the ability to analyze historical trends and predict the impact of policy changes on 
programs and entities. This system will use key information from other entities and functions to 
generate standard reports. The reporting function will provide programmatic, financial, and 
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statistical reports to assist the state and federal government and other entities with fiscal 
planning, control, monitoring, program and policy development and evaluation of programs. 

The major inputs for reports will be data from all processing functions, business 
operations, and external sources as well as all communication and data functions. The major 
process is the generation of reports and program data, and the major outputs are the financial, 
statistical, and summary reports and data required by federal regulations, and other reports and 
data that assist the state in the management and administration of programs. This function is 
flexible enough to meet both existing and proposed changes in format and data requirements of 
federal and state management statistical reporting without major reprogramming or expense, and 
it provides maximum flexibility to accommodate future changes to meet the unique reporting 
needs of Oklahoma's programs. Through this system, users of all experience levels can generate 
reports that range from simple queries to more complex reporting and data analysis. By 
facilitating data analysis and reporting, the system will help manage the Oklahoma program. 

The Grievance and Appeal business process handles appeals of adverse decisions or 
communications of a grievance. A grievance or appeal is received by the Communication 
process via the Inbound Transaction process. The grievance or appeal is logged and tracked; 
triaged to appropriate reviewers; researched; additional information may be requested; a hearing 
may be scheduled and conducted in accordance with legal requirements; and a ruling is made 
based upon the evidence presented. Results of the hearing are documented and relevant 
documents are distributed and stored in the information file. The grieved party is formally 
notified of the decision via the outbound transaction Process. 

The reporting process supports quality goals by providing data about the types of 
grievances and appeals it handles; grievance and appeals issues; parties that file or are the target 
of the grievances and appeals; and the dispositions. This data is used to discern program 
improvement opportunities, which may reduce the issues that give rise to grievances and appeals. 
If the grieved party does not agree with the Agency's disposition, a second appeal can be filed 
requesting a review of the disposition. If the health status or medical need of the applicant or 
member is urgent, the appeal may be expedited. This process supports grievances and appeals 
for both prospective parties and current parties. A non-enrwled entity can file a grievance or 
appeal, for example, when an application for enrollment is dertied. 

Given the complexity of today's healthcare coverage environment, keeping track of 
information and coverage available to members and coordinating benefits accordingly is not 
easy. Data mining techniques can help to locate valid other coverage options available to 
members as well as certain information necessary for insurance companies and other entities. 

The communication business process receives requests for information. Information 
includes: appointments and assistance from prospective and current member's communications 
such as inquiries related to eligibility, redetermination, benefits, providers; health plans and 
programs, and provides requested assistance and appropriate responses and information packages 
as well as provider publications, and assistance from prospective and current providers' 
communications such as inquiries related to eligibility of provider, covered services, 
reimbursement, enrollment requirements etc. Communications are researched, developed and 
produced for distribution via an outbound transaction process 

Inquires from applicants, prospective and current members, small businesses and health 
plans are handled by the communication management process by providing assistance and 
responses to individuals and entities, i.e., bi-directional communication. Also included are 
scheduled communications such as Member ID cards, redetermination notifications, or formal 
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program notifications such as the dispositions of grievances and appeals. 

7. Meeting Consumer Needs 
OHCA has valuable experience in meeting consumer needs related to use of OE, 

including inquiries about Medicaid eligibility, enrollment, and operations, inquiries related to 
participation in IO by employers or individuals, and inquiries from health care providers. 
Oklahoma is fully ready to meet the following consumer needs, among others: 
1. The need for timely, accurate information about programs, eligibility, and plan benefits; 
2. The need for technical assistance in completing online business related to applying for or 

choosing a health plan and a primary care provider; 
3. The need for an individual to maintain access to his or her information and be able to make 

changes to it; 
4. The need for clarification and simplification of complex plans and benefits that allows 

individuals to make informed choices; and 
5. The need for flexible intake processes in order to facilitate coverage of emergency medical 

services. 
The public, online face of the Exchange will be designed with clarity and ease of access 

to crucial information in mind. Important notices will be prominently displayed, making 
consumers aware of how and why their information may be used, and by whom. The 
navigational design of the site will point visitors to the information relevant to their needs, 
questions and concerns. OHCA has already accomplished these goals in the design and 
implementation of OE. The web portal of the Exchange will be one source of information for 
consumers and the public; they will also have access to a call center much like the one already 
serving members of SoonerCare and IO. The call center will be easy to reach through one 
central, well-publicized phone number, and will be structured into two tiers: the first will answer 
simpler inquiries and will transfer calls to the second tier for assistance with more complex 
questions and troubleshooting. The Exchange will also continue to leverage the assistance and 
support provided by community organizations and state !lgencies with local offices. These 
centralized resources will be able to help consumers at every stage of the process, from their 
initial contact with the Exchange to benefit renewals and claims processing. 

As is the case in OE, after creating a logon, individuals will be able to begin the 
application process, logout, and complete the process later. As their circumstances change, 
people will be able to access their account to enter changes and submit verifications of their new 
information. These functionalities are already in place, and easily adaptable to the future 
Exchange environment. 

In addition to the presentation of information on the Exchange and the plans available 
through it online, in printed materials, and through the call center, the interactive design of the 
Exchange will assist consumers in navigating the health care options available to them; including 
consideration of the ways other variables like the premium tax credit affect affordability. The 
rules engine used in OE can also be leveraged in the Exchange to gather an individual's 
information the way a wizard does, compiling the person's needs and preferences in order to 
reach the best plans for the individual, and providing comparison matrix that will allow 
consumers to further narrow down the choices. 

While OHCA is currently serving 1 in 3 Oklahomans, the Exchange will significantly 
expand the population served, potentially to every state resident. That expansion will require an 
increase in call center resources serving the Exchange, including staffing. In terms of the 
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infrastructure and design necessary to support successful consumer interaction with the 
Exchange, however, OHCA is in an advanced state of readiness. 

Program Requirements 
Governance Oklahoma is in the process of developing the organizational and governance 

structure of the Exchange. The exact form will depend upon the Oklahoma Constitution, legal 
advice and the guidance of legislators who will sponsor any needed enabling legislation. The 
Secretary of Health with advice from the stakeholder group will present the governance 
recommendations for Oklahoma's Exchange and develop the organizational structure, roles and 
responsibilities for all involved. The Oklahoma stakeholders must consider the specific 
institutional structures, regulatory policies and incentives that will impact and promote a 
successful and sustainable Exchange. There are many possible models to be explored. A few 
examples may include: 
Model 1 - Government-Led Model: Direct government provision of the Exchange and 
oversight of its use. Government (both federal and state) has significant interest in promoting an 
Exchange. In the case of Oklahoma we have a limited infrastructure for Exchange and state 
government may be the most influential source for promoting this venture. 
Model 2 - Public Trust Model: Oklahoma may wish to develop a "quasi-governmental" or 
institutional arrangement that provides oversight and regulatory authority over the project 
without the responsibility for provision of the Exchange, but state officials would be responsible 
for governance. 

Additionally, Oklahoma has taken strides forward building the leadership infrastructure 
necessary to oversee parallel technological projects. In 2004, Oklahoma took an initial step to 
address HIE through its participation in the Health Information Security and Privacy 
Collaborative (HISPC) program. Through HISPC, a broad base of stakeholders from Oklahoma's 
health care community, including providers, payers, government agencies, professional trade 
organizations and private consumer advocates, collectively identified and studied how to 
eliminate barriers to HIE and promote secure exchange. "'The initial collaborative program 
culminated with the enactment of the Oklahoma HIE Act, through which Oklahoma adopted a 
Standard Authorization Form for sharing protected health information. The form can support 
exchange of either paper or electronic medical records and serves as a valuable education 
resource for consumers concerning the scope of exchanges requiring authorization under federal 
and state privacy law. The initial HISPC collaborative workgroup continues to exist as a council 
pursuant to a 2008 executive order issued by Oklahoma Governor Brad Henry. In 2005, the 
Secure Medical Records Transfer Network became one of Oklahoma's first operational regional 
health information organizations. Since that time, a number of other exchanges have emerged or 
become operational within the state, including Heartland HealthNet, Oklahoma Physicians 
Health Exchange, Greater Oklahoma City Hospital Council Exchange, and Greater Tulsa Health 
Access Network and Tulsa Community Service Council. These exchanges have connected 
health care providers from both urban and rural areas, health systems and public partners for 
purposes of data exchange. In 2009, the Oklahoma legislature demonstrated Oklahoma's 
commitment to HIE amongst government agencies by enacting legislation that created the Health 
Information Infrastructure Advisory Board. The board is comprised of a number of state 
agencies involved in various aspects of public health. The legislation directed the board to assist 
OHCA, in developing strategic approaches for adoption of electronic medical records 
technologies and HIE. The legislation also directed OHCA to serve as the hub for exchange 
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amongst state agencies. Finally, in 2008, Oklahoma received notice of its selection as one of 12 
communities to participate in the CMS Electronic Health Records Demonstration Project. 
Although CMS cancelled this project in 2009 to align funding opportunities with those passed 
under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA), Oklahoma's selection 
reflected the state's record for advancing HIE .through multi-stakeholder involvement and 
readiness for adoption and exchange using Health Information Technology (HIT). The funding 
opportunity under the State Health Information Exchange Cooperative Agreement Program 
(SHIECAP), along with additional funding through Meaningful Use, Regional Extension Center, 
Beacon Community and broadband initiatives, will allow Oklahoma to expand its existing 
resources and leverage new and increasing resources in promoting future HIE activities. The 
Oklahoma Health Information Exchange Trust (OHIET) will serve as the organizational 
structure and eventual state-designated entity (SOE) through which Oklahoma will achieve its 
objectives of expanding existing resources and leveraging new resources to promote HIE under 
SHIECAP. The OHIET is a state-beneficiary public trust created under legislation expressly 
aimed at establishing an entity capable of serving not only as Oklahoma's permanent SDE during 
the SHIECAP grant period, but that could also continue into the future to advance HIE in the 
state. 

Importance of IT Standards 
The importance of IT standards was explained in the section on IT standards in the 

Readiness Assessment. As the Medicaid agency, OHCA understands the importance of using IT 
Standards. Some examples of that understanding include, Medicaid Information Technology 
Architecture (MITA), the HIPAA Electronic Data Interchange transactions, and the HL7 
standards required for HIE. Additionally, all recent Advanced Planning Documents (APO) 
submissions have adhered to MITA principles. These standards allow for portability of data and 
systems between disparate entities which also gains reuse of business processes and software. 
Outputs of use of IT standards include common understanding of business processes, data and 
software yielding efficiencies. "!< 

Extent to Which the Program May Be Applicable to and/or Replicable in Other States 
During the project development lifecycle OHIEP will develop modular products that can 

be rearranged, replaced, combined or interchanged easily so that others can pick what works best 
for their state. Oklahoma will develop an infrastructure to connect both individuals and families 
to private insurance and public options with the goal to promote flexibility and adaptability. 
Oklahoma will retool their OE program so that their rules engine can adapt to new eligibility 
standards such as modified adjusted gross income. This rules engine logic can be applied to any 
state Medicaid program even though eligibility differences between states may be present. The 
rules engine will allow for simple modifications to eligibility rules which other states may find 
useful when tailoring to their specific programs. Likewise, non-Medicaid populations will also 
undergo eligibility screening to determine their coverage of best fit. Non-Medicaid eligibility 
screening will also be handled by the adaptable rules engine. Oklahoma will also standardize 
transactions with agencies such as SSA, Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and other State or 
Federal validation processes. These standardizations will provide a template which other states 
may use for their own transactions. Our current infrastructure, our adherence to federal IT 
standards and our progressive way of thinking makes Oklahoma the perfect place to develop 
exchange IT infrastructure that can be widely shared. 
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Plan for Compliance with IT Guidance Issued by HHS 
Oklahoma's plan for compliance with IT guidance issued by HHS will be implemented 

as an essential component to the OHIEP grant project. The compliance plan will be used as a 
vehicle to provide clear guidance to all staff and .entities on federal guidance as well as new 
regulation, as it is made available. The compliance plan will ensure the OHIEP develops 
effective internal controls and program requirements leading to adherence to all applicable 
Federal and State guidance and law. The OHIEP compliance plan will include: the purposeful 
activity of project staff to seek out the recently released IT guidance from HHS shortly after its 
release; acknowledgement and commitment by the project leaders to design and implement a 
product that complies with all HHS guidance; the creation of written 
standards/policies/procedures which follow the guidance; the distribution of written 
standards/policies/procedures to all involved with OHIEP (i.e. project staff, contractors, etc); the 
education and training of all project staff on IT guidance; the identification of key personnel at 
OHCA who are responsible for objectively assessing the compliance with guidance (i.e. audit 
staff); the use of periodic audits of the OHIEP system to monitor compliance; and the continuous 
feedback loop of identified problematic areas being improved and resolved. Oklahoma 
anticipates the IT guidance received from HHS will strengthen the OHIEP project to provide a 
dependable method of ensuring the project utilizes sound practices when implemented. 

Summary of Advanced Planning Document 
OHCA has received approval for four primary APDs over the past three years. The first 

APD is entitled MMIS Consultant Services and requests enhanced federal funds for consultant 
services to assist OHCA staff with all phases of MMIS reprocurement. This APD was followed 
by a subsequent APD Update which requested additional funds. The second APD is entitled 
Fiscal Agent Contract Extension and requests enhanced federal funds for the HPES (formerly 
EDS) Fiscal Agent contrad extension time period of January 1, 2011 through December 31, 
2011. The third APD is a Planning APD entitled HIT and P-~PD and requests resources needed 
to prepare a State Medicaid HIT Plan (SMHP) and to determine how to implement a Provider 
Incentive Program as required by ARRA. The fourth APD is an Implementation APD seeking 
enhanced federal funds for the takeover, enhancement and operations of OHCA's MMIS. A 
table containing the abovementioned information as well as CMS approval codes, dates of 
approval, and dollar amounts can be found within the attachments section. 

Technical Architecture 
Linkage Between Grants 

Oklahoma's approach to systems architecture is to concurrently develop a roadmap for 
multiple federal- and state-level initiatives. Shared services applicable to multiple projects will 
be designed and developed in the most rational arena. This statewide approach allows grant 
funds to be maximized by developing portions of subsystems one time and then reusing for more 
than one project. Shared services and data sharing agreements will span and link the projects 
together. Wherever possible, standardized transactions, code sets and data sets will be used in 
development of new projects. Diagram 4 below shows the logical architectural model. 
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The projects that relate to and are influenced by the health benefit exchange are as 
follows: 

1. Health benefit exchange; 
2. New populations defined by the Affordable Care Act; 
3. Provisions of the HITECH Act; 
4. Medicaid MMIS re-procurement; and 
5. Health information exchange cooperative agreement program. 

Diagram 5. Multiple Related and Overlapping Initiatives 
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Health Benefit Exchange 
The SoonerCare OE project will become the baseline foundation for the model insurance 

enrollment and eligibility intake functionality. This system went into production September 7, 
2010 for certain Medicaid populations. The OE system provides choices in methods and 
locations to apply, and standardizes processes and policy ac~ss the state. The product engages 
partner agencies and community organizations as eligibility brokers. This partnership has 
provided OHCA with experience and opportunities to develop a product that is portable and 
flexible to interface with different agencies and systems. Two of the agency partners supply an 
HTML file from their respective environments (intake systems) directly into the OE application 
and rules engine. This capability maps common fields between the systems, and addresses 
double data entry which reduces time and mistakes. 

OE provides a comprehensive application for multiple state sponsored medical 
programs. The application requires the family to enter household demographics only one time, 
and applies that data to accurately qualify individuals within the household to the most robust 
product available. OE SoonerCare qualification is performed completely automatically with a 
rules engine. The applicant is informed of a decision, and if qualified enrolled in real-time. The 
decision page can be printed and functions as a temporary ID card until the member receives a 
permanent card a few days later. The member can seek services immediately. OE empowers and 
equips the applicants and members to manage their own information. The product offers a 
"Manage My Account" function that allows the adults in the family to make changes at anytime 
to the household's demographics. 

Beyond method and location, OHCA took the opportunity to implement date specific 
qualification/enrollment, and a process to review and renew at any point in the certification 
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period. This feature expanded the renewal period from one month to any point of eligibility, 
thereby reducing the risk of a loss of benefits and addressing continuity of care. OE verifies data 
with state and federal data exchanges. Social Security Numbers are verified with the SSA, 
pregnancy with any of our state partners, income with the OESC, and citizenship with the 
OSDH, the Electronic Verification of Vital Events system, and Systematic Alien Verification for 
Entitlements. 

The product also includes an electronic tool for hospital emergency rooms to reserve an 
application date for a patient who is unable to complete an application due to a medical 
condition. Another feature is a process to generate an ID for behavioral health patients who are 
in crisis. This process assigns an ID to non-Medicaid applicants that can be utilized as a unique 
identifier when a full application is received. 

See Table 6 below for populations in production and the populations to be added. The 
additional populations represent the most frequently accessed public sector programs within the 
Health Cabinet in Oklahoma. The integration of these public sector populations will require 
interagency agreements with three state agencies: OHCA, ODMHSAS and the OSDH along with 
an interlocal agreement with the OHIET. 

DDMHSAS Access ta services x MMIS 
DHCA Children at/belaw 185% FPL x MMIS 
DHCA Pre nant at/belaw 185% FPL x MMIS 
DHCA Adults w/minar Children at/belaw 37% FPL x MMIS 
DHCA Famil Plannin at/belaw 185% FPL x MMIS 
DHCA Deemed Electronic Newborn Re istratian x MMIS 
DHCA Insure Oklahoma (Premium Assistance) x New APO 
DHCA Breast and Cervical Cancer x New APO 
DSOH WIC eli ibilit ~ x New APO 
DHIEP ACA Medicaid Ex ansian (Adults ta IDO% FPL) x Grant 
DHIEP ACA State D tian (100 ta 200% FPL) x Grant 
DHIEP ACA Nan-Medicaid (Exchan e Tax Credits 200-400% FPL) x Grant 
DHIEP ACA Nan- Medicaid (Exchan e 400% FPL and u ) x Grant 

Eligibility and enrollment requires robust identity management. Identity management 
uniquely determines a person so the same individual gets only one set of insurance services. HIE 
will also require similar software. The approach in this proposal moves the Electronic Master 
Patient index (eMPi) from the SHIECAP, to the Health Benefit Exchange Cooperative 
Agreement Project (HBXCAP), which seems to be a more rational approach. Under the 
SHIECAP, the data would have been retrospective data with no opportunity to correct. Moving 
the development to the HBXCAP allows prospective data normalization. Oklahoma will 
investigate if this can be a shared service or if it needs to be a data set used in the two 
environments. Doing thus will generate a more accurate and reliable end product for both the 
SHIECAP and HBXCAP projects. OE uses a state of the art product to uniquely and accurately 
identify and assign ID numbers. 

OE aligns a member with a selected provider. The current OE system uses a flexible and 
robust search tool for selection of a Primary Care Provider (PCP). This product was originally 
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developed for the IO program, enhanced for Electronic Newborn Registry, and further enhanced 
for the OE program. This feature allows an applicant to search for a PCP by name, specialty, 
language, gender, and location (closest to home, city, county, or zip). The SoonerCare provider 
data is a limitation to this approach using Medicaid as the baseline. The SHIECAP requires a 
provider directory that is universal, i.e., an all im;lusive and statewide data set. Developing a 
true insurance exchange will also need a universal provider directory. The approach in this 
proposal moves the Electronic Master Provider index (eMPx) from the SHIECAP to the 
HBXCAP, which again seems to be a more rational approach. Oklahoma will investigate if this 
can be a shared service or if it needs to be a data set used in the two environments. It also allows 
the enrollment and eligibility functions to have access to a richer provider directory. 

OE will need a dashboard. The OE dashboard will report data to state officials, federal 
reporting, grant reporting and management - monitoring statistical data. Data collected will be 
limited to only those data elements required for qualification into either the public products or 
hand-off to the Health Benefit Exchange for qualification with commercial insurance products. 

Oklahoma will conduct a gap analysis of the X12N HIPAA 834 transaction code set 
against the data elements required for enrollment into the public products proposed. SoonerCare 
used contracted health plans from 1995 until 2004 for delivery of health care to Medicaid 
members. OHCA had ten (10) years of experience using the X12N 834 to send enrollment data 
to the health plans. This proposal will leverage that experience in the gap analysis. Any deficits 
will tum into a companion guide to the X12N 834 and serve federal officials as a 
recommendation for future enhancements to the X12N 834. 

The OE system takes in multiple state level data sets. These data sets are used for 
validation of qualification for Title XIX and Title XXI programs. OHCA experience indicates 
this is a feasible approach to gain real time eligibility determinations. As federal data sets 
become available, either incrementally or all at once, OE will use the federal information in the 
qualification process. This approach is low risk and can be done as data is made available to 
states. 

Citizens will have access to call center suppo~ Our experience during the OE 
implementation indicates that the call center will have significant increases in call volumes. Call 
volumes jumped by over 30% and have remained at that level since September 7, 2010. Any 
state implementing either a Medicaid enrollment system or a benefit exchange needs to be 
adequately prepared to handle all types of citizen inquiry and a significantly increased volume of 
calls. OE currently utilizes a tiered level call center approach. The first tier is a call center with 
primary assistance capabilities. All members start at this level. More complicated and lengthier 
calls are transferred to a tier II call center, which is staffed by customer service staff who have 
more knowledge relative to policy and operations. 

The IRS requires retailers, including supermarkets, grocery, discount stores, wholesale 
clubs, and mail-order merchants, to implement an Inventory Information Approval System in 
order for consumers with Flexible Spending Account and Health Reimbursement Arrangement 
cards to be able to make purchases of eligible healthcare products or prescriptions. This IRS 
requirement means that credit cardholders must have cards compatible with the standards in 
order to be able to use their credit card. A SoonerCare member using their ID card often 
accomplishes portage into health care delivery organizations with their cards. Oklahoma 
Medicaid uses a plastic card having two magnetic stripes and the card might be non-compliant 
with current standards. As health delivery moves into new models of care delivery, the 
compatibility of the medical ID card with other standards need to converge. This proposal would 
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allow a re-issuance of all SoonerCare ID cards (-885,000 cards) and all future cards into a more 
compliant format. This proposal would allow Oklahoma to contract with a bank for future 
functions involving tax credits, premium assistance, collections of fees and other banking 
transactions. Oklahoma proposes using the Workgroup for Electronic Data Interchange (WEDI) 
proposal for health plan ID cards as a standard. The ID cards currently being used by OHCA 
utilize 3 tracks and could be expanded to include this additional functionality and data. 

This proposal divides development into two phases. Phase I develops the enrollment and 
eligibility qualification rules engine. Phase II develops the rules engine for the interface into the 
commercial insurance carriers. Phase I will last twelve (12) months from grant award. Phase II 
will last ten to fourteen months. The requirements for Phase II will occur under the planning 
grant awarded to all states. That planning grant will develop requirements for Phase IL 
Concurrent to the Phase II planning will be the actual development efforts for Phase I. 
Conclusion of the planning grant dovetails nicely with Phase I ending. The two phase approach 
helps with resources that will roll from Phase I onto Phase II. 

Affordable Care Act 
A commercial rules engine, InRule, is a set or collection of Boolean logic that has all of 

the SoonerCare requirements. These rules take the web data elements and then flow the data 
through the determination. The COTS software would require another state to get a licensure for 
the COTS products; however, the collection of Boolean logic can easily be made available to any 
state free of charge. This approach can be a model that other states take as a solution in part or in 
whole. The Oklahoma package will be made available upon request. 

The OE qualification rules engine can be modified for new populations. Changes to FPL, 
categorical relationship, residency and many other items are adaptable and done by state 
personnel. Changes coming in the ACA, state legislation, or other waivers will be done easily in 
a rules engine environment. Deployment time for new populations is reduced by 90% after a 
baseline is implemented into production. 

MMIS Reprocurement 
OHCA awarded the next MMIS fiscal agent contract to HPES. The design and 

development for the contract runs from now until December 2011. One of the key items in the 
contract award is a Personal Health Record (PHR). The deliverable requested licensure for one 
million citizens (1,000,000). 

This proposal recommends that the same electronic master patient index be used for: 
enrollment qualification, PHR and the HIE. This proposal further recommends that the PHR be 
expanded to cover anyone who comes through the enrollment qualification process. The current 
licensure agreement should be re-negotiated to either a higher limit (population of Oklahoma 
-3 .6M) or for a statewide licensure. 
Health Information Exchange 

The approach taken by the OHIET is to allow standard X12N standard transactions. This 
approach will allow X12N 270-271 to coexist across the statewide HIE implementation. 
Development of a common eMPi and eMPx with OE would be mutually beneficial to both 
efforts and help contain cost. 

Resources and Capabilities 
Ability to Lead, Manage and Implement 
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Recognizing the need for specific expertise in the administration of Oklahoma's 
Medicaid programs, and as a result of recommendations from broad-based citizens' committees, 
the State Legislature established OHCA in 1993 through authorizing state legislation. The 
OHCA authorizing law can be found in Oklahoma Statutes Title 63, Sec. 5004. OHCA leads the 
effort to oversee the supplementation of state dollars with available and appropriate federal 
dollars. OHCA staff performs an array of critical functions necessary for program 
administration. These functions include member and provider relations and education; 
developing SoonerCare payment policies; managing programs to fight waste, fraud and abuse; 
etc. A board of directors meets monthly to direct and oversee the operations of OHCA. Board 
members are appointed by the governor, president pro tempore of the Oklahoma Senate and the 
speaker of the Oklahoma House of Representatives. OHCA also has numerous oversight boards, 
advisory committees, and task forces, which all ensure that decisions are made to best serve 
members' needs while maintaining the fiscal integrity of the agency. 

OHCA is capable of operating a multi-billion dollar agency with a total budget exceeding 
$4 billion dollars. 1n state fiscal year 2010, over 885,000 Oklahomans (1 in 4 Oklahomans) were 
served by Oklahoma Medicaid (namely SoonerCare) programs. OHCA is among the top 
Medicaid agencies in terms of members served and total operating budget. OHCA is seen as a 
leader among other state Medicaid agencies and is often asked to share best-practices in terms of 
policy, process, and systems with other states across the nation. 1n 2010 OHCA set a new record 
for claims processing, processing over 1,000,000 claims and paying over $101,000,000 in one 
week. 1n order for OHCA to successfully process such tremendous volume, well-designed and 
high-functioning information systems must already be in place to support the citizens of 
Oklahoma and the care they seek. OHCA has created and maintained an agency culture of being 
proactive and innovative. At every level of staff, value is placed in producing high quality work. 

OHCA has gained national recognition as a leader in the development of new, innovative 
programs and information systems to support such programs. Most recently, two projects have 
been successfully implemented which required substantial modification and creation of 
information systems, business processes, and monitoring systl!Jns: OE and IO. These two OHCA 
projects have had significant visibility and impact upon the Oklahoma Medicaid program. 

The first project, Online Enrollment (OE), is the state's first electronic enrollment system 
for Oklahoma Medicaid members. The OE project is seen largely as the 'front-end' eligibility 
piece necessary within a health benefit exchange system. The OE project creates the capability 
to do OE and real-time eligibility determinations and provides the flexibility to support rapid 
rates of change that exist in the current environment. The OE project was made possible by a 
Transformation Grant from CMS. OE enables potential members to apply for Oklahoma 
Medicaid via the internet. The OE process creates a single-point-of-entry intake that determines 
whether the applicant is qualified for SoonerCare. This process is highly-adaptable and removes 
many of the enrollment obstacles for thousands of Oklahomans. 

The second project, Insure Oklahoma (IO), is the state's first premium assistance 
program. The IO program was implemented under the federal Health Insurance Flexibility and 
Accountability waiver and is a unique product designed to provide affordable health coverage to 
adults and their families who are either uninsured or at risk of losing their coverage due to high 
premium costs. Coverage can take one of two forms. The first form of coverage is the ESI 
where the member works for an Oklahoma small business, has access to qualified group 
insurance products, and meets income eligibility limits. The second form of coverage is the IP 
where the member is either unemployed, or working for a small business which does not offer a 
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qualified group insurance product. Individuals in the IO IP program purchase limited coverage 
directly from the OHCA for a reduced premium. 

The IO program is seen largely as a first step towards the establishment of an exchange
type system. Changes will be required to the OE project to expedite enrollment of IO members. 
These changes will include automation of the employer enrollment and invoice payment 
processes, automation of the social security verification process, and implementation of an online 
credit card payment module for premium payments. OHCA's preparations for implementing 
these changes to the OE system for IO place it in a unique position to be ready to expand the OE 
system for the proposed Exchange expansion. 

OHCA's reputation of successfully implementing and managing new programs has been 
validated by several independent, external reports. Surveys and reports conducted by the 
University of Oklahoma for the IO program have indicated very high satisfaction levels by 
members, for both services received as well as systems used to enroll and gain information. IO 
reports can be found at http://www.insureoklahoma.org/WorkArea/showcontent.aspx?id=4424. 
OHCA also publishes a comprehensive quality report, Minding Our P's & Q's - Performance 
and Quality. This report includes information on recent updates and new quality initiatives such 
as the electronic newborn-I enrollment system, interagency data matching, and the patient
centered medical home, which are prime examples of successful! y implemented information 
systems projects. In addition, OHCA produces an annual Service Efforts and Accomplishments 
(SEA) report which includes outcomes data related to OHCA's six overarching goals. OHCA 
annually monitors where it is and where it is heading in the coming years. This SEA report 
essentially provides the agency with a snapshot of strengths and weaknesses that can be 
addressed both systematically and programmatically. Each of the above reports can be found at 
http://www.okhca.org/research.aspx?id=84&parts= 7 447. 

Authority to Oversee Effort and Ensure Collaboration I Engaging Stakeholders 
OHCA employs a strong, multi-faceted organizational approach as exemplified in the 

organizational chart found within the attachments. OHC!l(. is led by an appointed board of 
directors, and an executive staff comprised of a chief executive officer, state Medicaid director, 
deputy state Medicaid director, two deputy chief executive officers, general counsel, chief 
medical officer, chief information officer, chief of staff and chief financial officer. The agency's 
management structure is divided by areas of expertise and include directors in the areas of 
behavioral health, pharmacy, long-term care, premium assistance, member and provider services, 
care management and authorization, quality assurance, administration, finance, information 
services, legal, communications and reporting, and policy, planning and integrity divisions. The 
agency, in all areas of expertise, provides input into the strategic plan of the agency. OHCA, its 
health partners, advocacy groups, legislators and other stakeholders meet armually to discuss the 
agency's upcoming enhancements, goals and challenges. These meetings help guide and set the 
strategic plan for that specific year. Leading up to the armual strategic planning event, OHCA 
staff conducts numerous formal and informal discussions with stakeholders across the state. 
These interactions allow OHCA to maintain and create relationships with stakeholders, gaining 
their valuable input as to the design and implementation of projects and programs serving the 
citizens of our state. 

The planning and development unit of the agency, on a daily basis, conducts large and 
small workgroups, ad hoc meetings, task oriented small groups, open meetings, etc all for the 
purpose of seeing the planning process through to implementation. The planning and 
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development unit is comprised of project managers tasked with gathering experts both inside and 
outside the agency to design and oversee implementation of high priority projects. This effort 
requires substantial buy-in and involvement of various other agencies. In Oklahoma the key state 
health agencies playing a key role in the health care system include but are not limited to the 
OKDHS, ODMHSAS, OSDH, and Oklahoma medical schools including the University of 
Oklahoma (OU) and Oklahoma State University (OSU). Many other for-profit and non-profit 
health centers are partnering with the OHCA's efforts some of which include the OKPCA, 
Tribal/Indian Health Centers, Indian Health Services, OHA, Oklahoma Chapters of the American 
Medical Association, OID and numerous private health carriers for the IO program. Engagement 
of partner agencies occurs at many levels through the executive staff, management, and solicited 
involvement for specific projects where efforts can be streamlined and maximized. It is 
anticipated that this project will seek out involvement of partners by invitation to an initial 
meeting to discuss the opportunity, then following the processes already set forth by OHCA, 
convening a large working group, smaller sub-groups tasked with specific solution gathering, 
and ad hoc discussions. All workgroups agree to meet monthly, and more frequently if needed. 
OHCA's planning and development unit staff of project managers will develop agenda's for each 
meeting (with input from key personnel) and update task lists I action plans accordingly. A 
website for distribution of meeting information (i.e. agendas, minutes, action plans, outstanding 
questions, etc) will be created to ensure transparency in the design and development process. 

Qualification of Staff and Contractors 
The key program personnel for this grant project will include OHCA staff. Descriptions 

of their qualifications, training/education and years of experience are detailed in an attachment to 
the grant application. Other project staff will be hired after the grant is awarded. The project 
staff will work under the direction of the OHCA key program personnel, in accordance with their 
area of expertise. Descriptions of duties and qualifications for the proposed staff members are as 
follows: 

The Exchange Project Manager will work with the dli;.verse groups (e.g. insurance agent 
associations, trade associations, state and federal agencies, local agencies and advocacy groups) 
necessary to the development of an exchange infrastructure. This position will have the 
responsibility of coordinating with other stakeholders to provide services and support to the 
project. The Exchange Project Manager will be required to have a Bachelors degree and a 
minimum of five years experience in a related field. The qualifications for this position include: 
Coordinating large complex projects; creating consensus among stakeholders; communicating 
effectively; knowledge of analytical, statistical and evaluative methods; and knowledge of theory 
and methods of statistical research; 

The Operations Project Manager will oversee the assessment, policy development, 
program planning, and research and evaluation activities of the infrastructure project. This 
position will develop, strengthen and coordinate a strategic approach to policy development; 
introduce economic analysis as a routine component of assessment; and build capacity for 
program evaluation. The Operations Project Manager will be required to have a Bachelors 
degree and a minimum of five years experience in a related field. The qualifications for this 
position include: interpreting regulations and applying them; effective oral and written 
communication; ability to organize one's work; interpreting the impact and implementation of 
decisions; and advanced level skills in management and public health concepts. 

The Technical Project Manager will oversee the development and implementation of the 
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IT systems architecture, network and databases necessary for the Exchange. This position is 
responsible for ensuring that recommended standards and frameworks are adhered to including 
the use of iterative and incremental development methodologies. The Technical Project 
Manager is also responsible for the coordination and monitoring of multiple vendors contracted 
for various technical sections of the project. The Technical Project Manager will be required to 
have a Bachelors degree and a minimum of five years experience in a related field. The 
qualifications for this position include: Advanced level skills in project management; planning 
and staff coordination; knowledge of network architecture and design; identity management 
processes; MMIS systems; methods of interfacing multiple state level data sets; and InRule. 

Five Senior Systems Analysts will be responsible for oversight of the development and 
implementation of the business processes necessary for the infrastructure. They will also 
oversee and participate in the gathering, development and analysis of data required to ensure 
successful results, providing research and project design support. The Senior Systems Analysts 
will be required to have a Bachelors degree and five years experience in a related field with 
qualifications in network architecture and design; knowledge of standard X12N transaction 
codes; experience interfacing multiple state level data sets; proficiency using InRule to create 
rules engines; knowledge of identity management processes; and knowledge of and experience 
in MMIS systems. 

The Financial Analyst will perform the technical work involving review and analysis 
related to the operations and administration of the grant. This position plans and organizes the 
financial function for operation of the Exchange and works with grant staff to ensure 
appropriate classification, payment, problem resolution, tracking and reporting of expenditures. 
The Financial Analyst performs research and presents financial information as requested and 
assists in the tracking and reporting of performance information related to financial program and 
project evaluation. The Financial Analyst will be required to have a Bachelors degree and three 
years expeiience in budgeting, accounting, auditing, or finance with qualifications to apply 
analytical methodologies, cost allocation and interpret financial and technical reports. 

The final position identified for the project is an Adm\nistrative Assistant, who will act as 
office manager. This position will be responsible for setting up meetings, copying, faxing and 
other necessary administrative duties. Other duties include preparing the analytical and statistical 
reports and documentation necessary for conferences and meetings, transcribing and utilizing the 
appropriate software to effectively communicate documentation to the necessary parties. The 
Administrative Assistant will be required to have a Bachelors degree with one year of 
experience. Qualifications for this position include: Effective oral and written communication; 
interpersonal skills; ability to read/analyze/interpret reports; ability to prioritize tasks. The full 
description of qualifications and skills required for each position can be found in the full job 
description of each position within the attachments. 

At this time the known contractor for this grant project will be HPES, OHCA's current 
fiscal agent for all Medicaid programs. HPES has a confirmed breadth and depth of experience 
and knowledge in the health care industry, and is a vendor with the demonstrated ability to bring 
innovative solutions paired with leading-edge technology. The strong relationship between 
OHCA and HPES and the shared history of success with the Oklahoma Medicaid program 
presents an opportunity to build on HPES's industry-shaping accomplishments. HPES has nearly 
34 years of fiscal agent experience, signing its first contract in this capacity in October 1976 for 
the State of Texas. Since then, HPES has served as MMIS provider for 32 states, fiscal agent for 
24 states, and has successfully performedl3 MMIS takeovers. In its national role as the number 
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one Medicaid fiscal agent, HPES is responsible for claims processing for 46 percent of the 
nation's Medicaid population. As evidence of HPES 's dedication to quality and service 
excellence, 88 percent of customers when surveyed rated HPES as "excellent" or "good." Since 
2002, HPES has implemented the interchange system in 11 states, including five in 2008. These 
states include Oklahoma, Alabama, Connecticut, Florida, Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, 
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Wisconsin, and are under way with MMIS 
implementations in Georgia and Ohio. As a business and technology partner to 21 state Medicaid 
programs and a fiscal agent to 17 of them, HPES has tremendous depth of understanding of the 
MMIS business and what it takes to support and administer these services. 

Other contractors for this grant will be determined as the project progresses and their 
specific scope of work is defined. The federal Office of Consumer Information and Insurance 
Oversight will be consulted for comment on the proposed scope of work for the contractor 
charged with developing an exchange in Oklahoma. 1n addition, the OHIET will be given the 
opportunity to review any scope of work and subsequent RFPs that are created for this grant 
project. This review will take place prior to the RFPs being released for formal response and 
will ensure the grant project development is coordinated with existing technological efforts 
underway in Oklahoma. The OHIET is a state-beneficiary public trust created under Oklahoma 
Senate Bill 1373, expressly serving as Oklahoma's permanent SDE through which Oklahoma 
will achieve its objectives of expanding existing resources and leveraging new resources to 
promote HIE, not only during the current SHIECAP grant period, but well into the future. 

Capabilities of Partners to Engage in the Program 
OHCA, its health partners, advocacy groups, legislators, and other stakeholders meet 

annually to discuss the agency's upcoming enhancements, goals and challenges. This effort 
requires substantial buy-in and involvement of various other agencies. OHCA continues to 
commit substantial time and energy in the relationships with its stakeholders. Engagement of 
stakeholders occurs at many levels through the executive staff, management, and solicited 
involvement for specific projects where efforts can be s~eamlined and maximized. The 
previously mentioned partner entities have demonstrated, through previous experience, a 
dedication to partnership with the OHCA and project of significant importance to Oklahoma's 
health care system. Ways in which stakeholders have engaged with OHCA include writing 
letters of support; attendance, representation and participation at workgroup meetings; 
contribution of opinions/ideas/solutions for high priority projects; identification of key personnel 
to act as point person of representation from each entity; commitment of in-kind effort such as 
policy writers, information systems technicians, temporary operational staff, and staff training 
time; and expertise of key staff. The same level of commitment and capabilities are anticipated to 
be utilized for this project. 

Cooperative Agreements with Other Entities 
OHCA has both formal and informal agreements in place with various other entities. 

Formal agreements include the OKDHS, ODMHSAS, OID and the OESC. These formal 
agreements allow OHCA to share information as well as personnel and certain processing 
functions. 

Informal agreements exist between OHCA and private entities such as insurance carriers, 
independent insurance brokers/agents, business groups such as state and local chambers of 
commerce, as well as trade organizations. The informal agreements facilitate planning and 
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development of new programs as well as providing an efficient method of transmitting 
information concerning completed/operational programs. 

As a result of the planning and development processes already in place, the agency is 
poised to "hit the ground running" once cooperative agreements and contracts are in place for 
this grant effort. OHCA' s experienced staff of project managers, as well as tracking/monitoring 
systems already in place to provide indication of progress, will benefit the project. OHCA will 
use the experience gained through the development of large-scale projects such as IO and OE 
and apply lessons learned to this grant project. 

Ability to Act Quickly and Focus on Cost-Effectiveness 
This grant project, like any other business transaction, will benefit from the market

driven competition among contractors to vie for best price. Oklahoma currently operates within 
an environment of limited state resources which has resulted in the agency having to maximize 
productivity while minimizing financial expense. This grant project will utilize three contractors 
primarily for the development of the exchange. Competitive bidding processes from a formal 
RFPs release will return the most qualified and economical contractor for the job. Key staff 
members will be salaried at the state-agency rate, based upon their skill set, qualifications, 
experience, and level of functions to be performed on the job. 

There are key components of this proposal that offer value to citizens. Citizens will use 
the OE system if, and only if, there is tangible value given. Small businesses have a high 
satisfaction with the IO product line. This proposal will add the IO/IP. This is a public product 
option that is aimed at individual proprietor businesses meeting qualifications. 

The PHR will be integrated into the web hosting OE. This will yield a single logon for 
citizen access into both systems. Future enhancements would add even greater value. The 
personal health record will interface into the statewide HIE when available. This would generate 
additional value as the system can then tap into a greater set of data that citizens would access. 
The issuance of a WEDI standard ID card would help facilitate health care access at any entry 
point into health care delivery. ~~ 

The transition in conducting eligibility and enrollment for the Exchange conducted 
whether in-house or by contractor, will require changes in current operations by OHCA. OHCA 
has plans to operate a call center and web portal. All phone calls and printed materials regarding 
eligibility will direct members/applicants to a central number. 

Evaluation Plan 
The Early Innovator's performance plan will be a critical component of the successful 

completion of this project. The magnitude of the desired outcome and the coordination of the 
many "moving parts" necessary to carry out the planning, development and implementation of 
this multidimensional system will require consistent tracking and monitoring of performance. 
Communication of objectives and project progress to stakeholders means careful attention must 
be paid to the development of relevant measures and timely reporting. 

The plan for building the infrastructure to support Oklahoma's Health Insurance 
Exchange allows for multiple points of program and project evaluation. Basic beginning 
measures will be developed as teams are assembled, tasks assigned, decisions made and 
resources identified. 

The evaluation plan has a twofold purpose. One is to track and manage the project 
process to ensure milestones, cost objectives and grant requirements are being met. The other 
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will be designed to address the outcomes desired for the system itself. For each objective and 
measure, an owner will be assigned to ensure responsibility for tracking and monitoring 
performance is clearly identified. Each measure will be assigned a reporting period to ensure 
that information is available for timely monitoring. With these goals in mind, the following 
objectives and performance measures will be set and monitored for a variety of purposes: 

1. Report progress to federal government and interested states. 
2. Inform project managers and staff of progress. 
3. Quickly and easily identify deficiencies for immediate problems solving, such as 

redistributing resources, notifying affected project task owners and communicating with 
appropriate stakeholders. 

4. Inform Oklahoma administration and stakeholders of project progress and program 
performance. 
Cost is always a major concern of a project of this magnitude. Setting strategic cost 

objectives and monitoring the related measures will be one of the main functions of the project 
management. This information will be tracked and reported separately to evaluate overall cost. 
Cost information will also be tracked and reported by project structure for ease of evaluating cost 
compared to benefit. In addition to assisting in managing our own project, evaluation of project 
costs will also provide educational assistance to states that may utilize our results in their policy 
and infrastructure decisions. 

Stakeholder involvement is a valuable resource to OHCA, and the health care community 
has many active members interested in developing a strong health IT infrastructure to support a 
healthy Oklahoma. Consumers, private sector entities and health care providers will all be 
included in the process of identifying what information exchange should look like. This process 
will result in specific qualitative elements that will be incorporated into the design and become 
part of the performance measurement process. 

Eventually, consumer (citizens, providers, small businesses and other private sector 
entities, and government entities) satisfaction measurement strategies will be designed to gauge 
the value of the system. This will become part of the infra~cture itself to ensure continuous 
quality assessment and improvement. 

Tracking and reporting on such a large project with diverse requirements and 
stakeholders will necessitate placing a priority on the monitoring of performance data. Due to 
the complexity, the plan will be developed and monitored internally and the collection of data 
and statistical analysis will be performed by the OUHSC and the OSU-CHS Center for Rural 
Health in an effort to eliminate any bias in the process and help guarantee the accuracy of results. 
Both OUHSC and OSU-CHS have previously successfully performed similar support and 
analytical services for Oklahoma's state agencies and health care providers. 
Project Evaluation 

In conjunction with the milestones reported in the timeline, OHCA will identify specific 
objectives with corresponding performance measures for each phase of the project. The project 
as defined by the grantor sets specific reporting requirements and timelines which will be 
incorporated into the project performance plan. These include project timeliness based on the 
SDLC reviews, cost tracking compared to budget expectations, and measures based on objectives 
and deliverables assigned to each phase. OHCA's work plan will also be utilized as a 
performance tracking instrument. 

The SDLC methodology lends itself well to measurement and tracking. The framework 
is divided into clearly defined phases with specific deliverables which will drive completion 
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targets and output expectations. Objectives will be set for the project process to ensure progress 
is monitored and reported in a timeframe that allows for adjustment, appropriate reporting and 
problem solving when issues arise. 

In addition to performance measures based on the SDLC framework, teams tasked with 
specific parts of the project will add performance measures reflecting design decisions. This will 
ensure that accountability and reporting levels for each phase have specific measures based on 
objectives, individuals own those measures for monitoring and reporting, and project 
management staff is constantly informed of progress. 
Program Evaluation 

The expectation of modular products lends itself well to performance evaluation, creating 
natural outcome-based performance points. For each of the four core exchange modules 
(Eligibility, Enrollment, Premium Tax Credits Administration and Cost Sharing Assistance 
Administration), objectives relating to functionalities specified by the project plan will be set. 
Many system interoperability and security standards have been clearly expressed in the Section 
1561 and will be used to develop broad measures for the core modules. These measures can be 
shared across states and allow comparability across the nation and provide for national 
performance results. In addition, state-specific objectives identified for the project will also be 
shared with all interested states or other stakeholders who express an interest. It is anticipated 
that basic measures will be set and additional measures added as functionality is fully defined, 
system integration goals identified, and stakeholder input is provided. 
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Attachment A: 
Hardware-Servers & Current MMIS Software 

Atlantes' Madel Office I Dell Computer PawerEdge 2850 Micrasaft(R) Windaws(R) Server 
2.00 GB 

lntel(R) Xean{TM) CPU 
12 14 

Carparatian 2003. Standard Editian 3.60GHz 

Atlantes' Praductian I Dell Computer PawerEdge 2850 Micrasaft(R) Windaws(R) Server 
2.00 GB 

lntel(R) Xean{TM) CPU 
12 14 

Carparatian 2003. Standard Editian 3.60GHz 

COLO Praductian I Dell Computer PowerEdge 2850 
Micrasaft(R) Windaws(R) Server 

2.00 GB 
lntel(R) Xean(TM) CPU 

12 14 
Caroaratian 2003. Standard Editian 3.60GHz 

COLO Test Environment I Campaq I Praliant OL360 
Micrasoft(R) Windaws(R) Server 

2.00 GB lntel(R) Pentium(R) Ill CPU I 
2 12 2003, Standard Editian - S 1266MHz 

COLO Test Environment I VMware. Inc. I VMware Virtual Micrasaft(R) Windaws(R) Server 
511 MB 

lntel(R) Xean(R) CPU 
Platform 2003, Standard Editian E7330 @I 2.40GHz 

Oamain Cantraller I Campaq PraLiant OL580 
Micrasaft(R) Windows(R) Server 

1.50 GB 
lntel(R) Pentium(R) Ill 

2003, Enterprise Editian Xean processor 

Oamain Cantraller I Dell Computer PawerEdge 2850 Micrasaft(R) Windaws(R) Server 
ID23 MB 

lntel(R) Xean(TM) CPU 
11 12 Caraaratian 2003. Standard Editian 3.60GHz 

Oamain cantraller HP Praliant DLl40 
Micrasaft(R) Windaws(R) Server 

ID23 MB 
lntel(R) Xean(TM) CPU 

12 14 2003, Standard Editian 3.20GHz 
Oamain security and Dell Computer PawerEdge 2850 Micrasoft(R) Windaws(R) Server 

4.00 GB 
lntel(R) Xean(TM) CPU 

12 14 monitarina Carparatian il£003, Standard Editian 3.60GHz 

OSS Praductian (2) I Dell Computer PawerEdge 2850 Micrasaft(R) Windows(R) Server 
2.00 GB 

lntel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 
12 14 Caroaratian 2003. Standard Edition 3.60GHz 

OSS Test Environment I IBM I 67S021U I Micrasaft(R) Windaws(R) Server 
254 MB 

lntel(R) Pentium(R) 4 CPU 
2003. Standard Editian l.80GHz 

OSS Test Environment I Campaq Praliant OL320 
Micrasaft(R) Windaws(R) Server 

1.50 GB 
lntel(R) Pentium(R) Ill CPU 

2003. Standard Editian family 1133MHz 

Extra net I Dell Computer PawerEdge 2850 
Micrasaft(R) Windaws(R) Server 

4.00 GB 
lntel(R) Xean(TM) CPU 

12 14 Caroaration 2003, Standard Edition 3.SOGHz 

Extra net I Campaq I PraLiant OL380 Micrasaft(R) Windaws(R) Server 
2.00 GB lntel(R) Pentium(R) Ill CPU I 

2 12 G2 2003. Standard Edition lamilv 1133MHz 
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Attachment A: 
Hardware-Servers & Current MMIS Software 

Extranet Test I IBM. I B7S021U 
Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 

!022 MB 
lntel(R) Pentium(R) 4 CPU 

Environment 2003. Web Edition LSD GHz 

Fax Server HP 
Proliant Ol380 Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 

3.25 GB 
lntel(R) Pentium(R) Ill 

12 14 
G5 2003. Standard Edition Xeon orocessor 

File server for internet Compaq 
Proliant Ol380 Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 

3.72 GB lntel(R) Pentium(R) Ill CPU I I 12 servers G2 2003. Standard Edition familv 1400MHz 
File server for internet Compaq JaskSmart Microsoft Windows 2000 

!023 MB Intel Pentium Ill processor I 2 12 servers N2400 Advanced Server 

File storage repository Dell Computer PowerEdge 2850 Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 
4.0D GB 

lntel(Rl Xeon(TM) CPU I 2 14 Corporation 2D03. Standard Edition 3.BDGHz 
Firewall support and Dell Computer 

PowerEdge 285D Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 
2.00 GB 

lntel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 
11 12 control Corporation 20D3. Standard Edition 3.BOGHz 

iCE Development I Dell Computer PowerEdge 2850 
Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 

4.DO GB 
lntel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 

12 14 Coro oration 2003. Standard Edition 3.BDGHz 

iCE ITF Environment I Dell Inc. I PowerEdge 2S5D 
Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 

3.SS GB 
lntel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 

12 12 2003. Standard Edition 5150 Ill 2.BBGHz 

iCE Model Office I Compaq I Proliant Ol380 Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 
3.00 GB lntel(R) Pentium(R) Ill CPU I I 12 G2 ~003. Standard Edition familv 1400MHz 

iCE Production (3) HP 
Proliant Ol580 Microsoft@ Windows Server@ 

64.00 GB 
lntel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 

14 I IS G5 2008 Oatacenter E7440 Ill 2.40GHz 
iCE Test Environment - - 0 b Not Assigned I o 
Internet front end I Compaq Proliant Dl380 Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 

3.75 GB lntel(R) Pentium(R) Ill CPU I I 12 G2 2DD3. Standard Edition family 14DOMHz 

Internet front end I Dell Computer PowerEdge 2850 Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 
2.00 GB 

lntel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 
12 14 Corporation 2003. Standard Edition 3.BOGHz 

Intrusion Prevention I VMware. Inc. VMware Virtual Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 
3.82 GB 

lntel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 
Platform 2003. Standard Edition E7330 Ill 2.40GHz 

K2 Production I Oell Inc. I p Ed 2950 I Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 3.SS GB 
lntel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 

11 12 ower ge 2003. Standard Edition 5180 Ill 3.00GHz 
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Attachment A: 
Hardware-Servers & Current MMIS Software 

K2 Test Compaq Proliant Dl38D Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 
3.75 GB 

lntel(R) Pentium(R) Ill CPU 
2 2 

G2 2003, Standard Edition fa mil 1400MHz 

Medai Web Server HP Proliant Dl3SD Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 
3.25 GB 

lntel(R) Pentium(R) Ill 
2 8 

G5 2DD3. Enter rise Edition Xeon rocessor 

MMIS front end support 
Dell Computer 

PowerEdge 2850 
Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 

ID23 MB 
lntel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 

2 Cor oration 2003. Standard Edition 3.SOGHz 

Network monitoring Intel S28 
Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 

2.00 GB 
lntel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 

2 4 2003, Web Edition 2.80GHz 

Network server backup Dell Computer PowerEdge 2850 Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 
ID23 MB 

lntel(RJ Xeon(TM) CPU 
2 Cor oration 2003. Standard Edition 3.SOGHz 

Online Enrollment (3) HP Proliant Dl380 Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 
3.99 GB 

lntel(R) Pentium(R) Ill 
2 8 GS 2003. Standard Edition Xeon rocessor 

Patch server for VMware. Inc. VMware Virtual Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 
ID23 MB 

lntel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 
maintainin servers Platform 2003. Standard Edition E7330 Ill 240GHz 

Phone system support IBM S79021U 
Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 

ID22 MB 
lntel(R) Pentium(R) 4 CPU 

2003, Standard Edition l.80GHz 
Phone voice response American 

Atlantis .,,Microsoft Windows 2DOO Server ID23 MB Intel Pentium Ill processor 2 2 (2) Me atrends Inc. 
Remote dial in for Compaq 0 b Not Assigned 0 website 

RRI (SJ Dell Computer PowerEdge 2850 Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 
2.00 GB 

lntel(R) Xeon(TMJ CPU 
2 4 Cor oration 2003. Standard Edition 3.SOGHz 

Sill server 
Dell Computer 

PowerEdge S850 
Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 

20.00 GB 
lntel(RJ Xeon(TMJ CPU 

4 IS Cor oration 2003. Enter rise Edition 3.00GHz 

Sill server VMware, Inc. VMware Virtual Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 
3.75 GB 

lntel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 
2 4 Platform 2003. Enter rise Edition X7350 Ill 2.93GHz 

Terminal Server for 
VMware. Inc. 

VMware Virtual Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 
383 MB 

lntel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 
OHCA field staff Platform 20D3, Standard Edition 3.SOGHz 
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Terminal server far 
remote user access 

Text ta Speech server 

Oracle 
ETG 
Map Info 
ACG 
Auto sys 
ORG 
HBOC 
C Compiler 
COBOL Compiler 
Otsort 
Pkware 
Xl2 Translator 
Atlantes 
RRI 
Business Objects 
Excelcius 

Attachment A: 
Hardware-Servers & Current l\1MIS Software 

Dell Computer 
Car oration 

Micrasaft(R) Windaws(R) Server 
PawerEdge 2850 2003, Standard Edition 4.DO GB 

lntel(R) Xean(TM) CPU 
3.SOGHz 

Dell Computer 
Car oration 

Oracle 
In gen ix 

PawerEdge 
500SC 

Pitney Bowes 
John Hopkins 
CA 
MedAssets 
McKesson 
Sun 
Micorolocus 
Optech 
PKWARE 
Sybase 
HP 
SunGard 
SAP 

Microsoft Windows 2000 Server I023 MB Intel Pentium Ill processor 

ID.2.0.3 ROB MS 
6 Episode Treatment Grouper 
14.2 Address to Long/Lat conversion 
8.1 Adjusted Clinical Grouper 
4.5 Batch Job Scheduler 
v27 Diagnosis code grouper 
8.5.43.1 Claim Check 

.... Studio II 
4.0.1 sp2 
2003a 
3 Zip and UNZIP utilities 
4.2.3 
s Care Management 
Formworks 4 Optical Recognition 

2 4 
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Attachment B: 
Performance Measures 

E xamp es o re iminarv roiect er ormance f P I p p I M easures: 
Objective Measure Methods/Data Sources Measure Dwner Initial Target 

Complete each identified phase 
Percent of phase completed 

Two week reporting of phase 
Phase coordinator To be decided 

within timeline status to project manager 

Complete each individual project Percent completion of risk 
Weekly reporting of risk analysis 
status to project manager Phase coordinator To be decided 

phase deliverable analysis 
through completion of analysis 

Begin SDLC reviews within 
Date review started 

Report start date to project 
Phase Coordinator To be decided 

timeline manager 
Remain within cost estimate for 

Percent of budget used for phase 
Cost of phase divided by cost 

Phase Coordinator To be decided phase bud~eted for phase 

E xamp1es o t P r · p p rf re 1mmarv rogram e ormance M easures 
Objective Measure Methods/Data Sources Measure Dwner Initial Target 

Connect with state and federal Cooperative agreements executed 
resources for data verification with: OSDH. OOMHSAS. IRS. DID. Contracts Development Project Manager To be decided 
and validation purposes Private Contractors. OHIET. etc. 
Transparent communication with Number of individuals entering the 

Systems Enrollment Report Project Manager To be decided 
stakeholders web portal 

Efficient consumer service Percent of individuals completing ~ 
Completed applications divided 

through online transactions application online ·~ by number of individuals entering HBX Enrollment Manager To be decided 
the web portal 

Percent of applicants who receive 
System design will include 

an eligibility determination online 
at the time of application 

reporting mechanism to capture HBX Enrollment Manager IOD% 

submission 
this data 

Promote private sector 
Number of participating health Systems Third Party 

participation through ease of use 
plans Participation Report 

HBX Program Manager To be decided 
and accuracy 

Number of individuals who utilize Systems Individual Applications 
HBX Program Manager To be decided 

third oartv assistance Reoort 
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Attachment C: 
Organizational Chart 

Oklahoma Health Infrastructure And Exchange Project 

E OKLAHOMA HEALTH CAR 
AUTHORITY 

Eligibility Automation & D 
Integrity Manager 

Richard Evans 

ata 

Operations Project Manager 

OKLAHOMA HEALTH CARE OKLAHOMA HEALTH CARE 
AUTHORITY AUTHORITY 

Contract Services Director Planning & Development 
Lynn Puckett Manager 

Buffy Heater 

I I I 
. . 
• • • 

Financial Analyst Administrative Assistant • • • 

. 
Technical Project Manager 

" 

Senior Systems 
Analyst 

Senior S ystems 
yst Anal 

Senior Systems 
Analyst 

• • • • • • • 

Exchange Project Manager 

Senior Systems 
Analyst 

Senior Systems 
Analyst 
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Attachment D: 
Work Plan 

Task 6 Action Steps Time Table Responsible Anticipated Results Evaluation/ 
Agencv/Person Measurement 

Task I: Hire proiect staff 6 complete contractual arrangements 
Action Step I.I llualified staff will be 

Staff positions filled by 
Hire project staff H Notice of grant award DHIEP project managers 

hired H specialized 
March 31. 2Dll. contracts 

complete contracts with February 15. 2Dll H DHCA Staff 
consultants H 

completed by April 3D. 
consultants H IT contractors sought via 

2Dll. 
contractors .. RFP. 

Task 6 Action Steps Time Table Responsible Anticipated Results Evaluation/ 
Agencv/Person Measurement 

Task 2: Complete Project Startup Review (PSR)* 
Action Step 2.1 

Notice al grant award DHIEP project managers 
Sources far project Necessary RFPs issued ta 

Identify acquisition February 15. 2Dll H DHCA Staff 
supplies. commercial fulfill project acquisition 

sources far the araiect. products sought via RFP. needs. 
Action Step 2.2 Consensus reached far 
Define high-level Business processes that establishment of business 
overview of the business Notice of grant award DHIEP project managers may be impacted are processes. Risk issues 
process. Identify basic February 15. 2Dll H DHCA Staff outlined H risk categories such as cast. scape, 
business H technical far the project defined. security H technology 
risks/ issues. named. 
Action Step 2.3 

The purpose. goals. The entities H people 
The issue that the project options H scape of the impacted by the project 
will address H Notice of grant award DHIEP project managers project defined: clearly identified: 
alternatives identified. February 15. 2Dll H DHCA Staff 

performance measures measurable outcomes 
Initial performance written. written. 
measures developed. 
Action Step 2.4 DCijp provided with clear. DCllO has clear 
PSR briefings presented TBD DHIEP project managers canCise reporting an understanding of goals. 
ta DCllD. project progress. plans H status. 

Task 6 Action Steps Time Table Responsible Anticipated Results Evaluation/ 
Aoencv/Person Measurement 

Task 3: Conduct aao anal "Sis of current status of DHIEP 6 complete Architectural Review (AR)* 
Action Step 3.1 Availability H casts of 

Public H private coverage public H private plans 
Research public H private February 15'h through 

DHIEP project managers 
options with current reported ta group. 

plan options: Identify February 15" through 
H consultants premiums created: Requests far needed 

needed regulatory March. 2Dll Proposed legislative legislation forwarded ta 
changes changes identified appropriate government 

officials. 
Action Step 3.2 February 1511 through DHIEP project managers 

"As is" overview of 
Initial systems change 

DE care data gap analysis March. 2Dll H consultants current DE system 
needs identified. 

H reauired remediation created. 
Action Step 3.3 Business process models Business process models 
Develop business process February 15- March IB, DHIEP project managers of project infrastructure H requirements are 
models. architectural 2Dll H consultants H scape developed: approved by 
diaarams H beain araiect lmalementatian stakeholders. 
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Attachment D: 
Work Plan 

requirements document. requirements defined. Architectural diagrams 
provide far effkient 
oraaress 

Action Step 3.4 DCllD provided with dear. DCllD has dear 
AR briefings presented ta March IS. 2Dll DHIEP project managers concise reporting an understanding of goals. 
DCllD project progress. plans S status. 

Task 6 Action Steps Time Table Responsible Anticipated Results Evaluation/ 
Agency/Person Measurement 

Task 4: Create oraiect taskfarce far steerino committee 6 conduct Product Baseline Review (PBR)* 
Action Step 4.1 formal warkgraup 
Initial meeting held ta 

created Swill Warkgraup will refine 
farm steering committee: February 28. 2011 

DHIEP project managers. 
productively participate work plan ta assist 

Hald quarterly meetings consultants S DHCA staff in developing options far meeting project goals. 
ta keep committee 
enaaaed S informed. 

project success 

Action Step 4.2 Charter agreement Stakeholders are in 

between stakeholders agreement about the 
Create project process March ta April 13. 2Dll 

Project steering 
written. Evaluation of project focus. Accurate 

agreement S conduct IS committee 
security controls S risk List of threats with 

risk assessment levels acknowledged. recommended 
safaauards. 

Action Step 4.3 Detailed plans. S Processes S approaches 
Develop project March ta April 13. 2Dll DHIEP project managers. procedures far managing far managing the project 
management plan. consultants S DHCA staff the life cycle of the dearly defined. Modules 
schedule S release plan project developed. released as developed. 
Action Step 4.4 DCllD provided with dear. DCllD has dear 
PBR briefings presented April 13, 2Dll DHIEP project managers ca~cise reporting an the understanding of project 
ta DCllD proaress of the project. goals, plans S status. 

Task 6 Action Steps Time Table Responsible Anticipated Results Evaluation/ 
Agency/Person Measurement 

Task 5: Collect. analvze 6 reaart data reaardina the current status al DHIEP 
Action Step 5.1 

Interim findings do assist 
Conduct insurance focus group studies April IS, 2Dll through DHIEP Project managers, in developing options ta 
carrier focus groups H October 31. 2Dll consultants S DHCA staff 

conducted, survey 
create Health Benefit 

survey. Present findings responses informative. 
Exchange 

ta steering committee. 
Action Stea 5.2 Options, strategies S 
Develop options, S models 

Options, strategies S 
models far the Health October I. 2Dll through DHIEP project managers. models far access ta the 

ta provide access ta the January 31. 2Dl2 consultants H DHCA staff Health Benefit Exchange 
Benefit Exchange remove 

Health Benefit Exchange 
are finalized 

identified barriers ta 
ta all citizens. access. 

Task 6 Action Steps Time Table Responsible Anticipated Results Evaluation/ 
Agency/Person Measurement 

Task 6: Create systems strategy analysis 6 conduct Preliminary Design Review (PDR)* 
Action Step 6.1 !April ta May 2011 IDHIEP project managers. I Necessary changes ta DE !Requirements analysis of 
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Attachment D: 
Work Plan 

Review DE business rules. consultants S DHCA staff rules identified. DE conducted. Rules 
use case. documentation Standards aligned with engine standards meet 
gap S remediation. new requirements necessary regulations for 
Perform rules engine implementation. 
alianment. . 

Action Step 6.2 Overall approach to be 
All aspects of the system 

used to test all functions 
Create system security April 17. 2Dll to June 8. DHIEP Project managers. 

S requirements of the 
are successfully tested S 

plan. test plan S 2Dll consultants S DHCA staff system. Strategy for 
federal standards are 

traceability matrix. security plan devised. 
met. 

Action Step 6.3 Scope of the system Logical Data Model is 
development project initiated. Diagrams depict 

Develop logical data April 17. 2Dll to June 8. DHIEP Project managers. defined. Technical needed interfaces S 
model. technical 2Dll consultants S DHCA staff architecture diagrams connections. Data use 
architecture diagrams S created. Data use policies S procedures 
data use agreements. agreements approved by clearly represented. 

all partners. 
Action Step 6. 4 DCllD provided with clear. DCllD has clear 
PDR briefings presented June 8. 2Dll DHIEP Project managers concise reporting on the understanding of project 
to DCllD progress of the project. goals. plans S status. 

Task 6 Action Steps Time Table 
Responsible Anticipated Results Evaluation/ 

Aoencv/Person Measurement 
Task 7: Deline system detail requirements 6 conduct Detailed Design Review (DDR)* 
Action Step 7.1 

Technical system design 
High-level overview of the 

specifications created. 
system architecture 

Create system design. DHIEP project managers. Source S target systems created. Preliminary 
interface control S June to September 2Dll 

consultants S DHCA staff for l!Je interface are 
interface requirements 

database design identified. Impact from clearly defined. The basic 
documents other systems noted. 

design approach is 
analyzed. 

Action Step 7.2 
Artifacts required to Data design takes into 

account the facilities S 
Develop physical data DHIEP project managers. 

achieve performance 
constraints of the 

model S review June to September 2Dll 
consultants S DHCA staff 

goals defined. Source 
system. Areas of 

automated code review code checks for 
results compliance are reviewed. 

compliance S non-
compliance are identified. 

Action Step 7.3 
Strategy created for data 

Data management plan 

management to provide 
provides guidance for 

DHIEP project managers. accurate information. resource management S 
Define data management June to September 2Dll 

consultants S DHCA staff Rationale S boundaries 
protection. Successful 

S data conversion plans. for the data conversion 
mapping of the data to be 

effort defined. converted to the new 
system accomplished. 

Action Steo 7.4 Requirements analysis of Requirements approved S 
Begin development of February to October 2011 

DHIEP project managers. Phase I systems system coding begins. 
Phase I dashboard. consultants S DHCA staff development conducted. Requirements for eMPI S 
federal S state level data Database migration eMPx meet standards S 
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Work Plan 

feeds 8 SoonerCare ACA designed 8 analyzed. requirements. 
integration. Develop 
harmonized eMPI 8 eMPx 
Action Step 7.5 DCllD provided with dear. DCllD has dear 
DOR briefings presented September 14. 2Dll DHIEP project managers concise reporting on the understanding of project 
to DCllD progress of the project. goals. plans 8 status. 

Task 8 Action Steps Time Table Responsible Anticipated Results Evaluation/ 
Aoency/Person Measurement 

Task 8: Finalize svstem detail requirements 8 conduct Final Detailed Desian Review (DDR)* 
Action Step 8.1 Technical system design 

System architecture 
Create system design, 

specifications created. 
created. Interface September to December DHIEP project managers. Source fi target systems 

interface control fi 2011 consultants 8 DHCA staff for the interface are 
requirements dearly 

database design 
identified. Impact from 

defined. The basic design 
documents 

other svstems noted. 
approach is analyzed. 

Action Step 8.2 final design takes into 
Artifacts required to account the facilities fi 
achieve performance constraints of the 

Develop physical data September to December DHIEP project managers. goals defined. Strategy system. Data 
model. data management 2Dll consultants fi DHCA staff created for data management plan 
fi data conversion plans management fi provides guidance for 

conversion defined. management fi 
orotection. 

Action Step 8.3 
Systems for call center Call center system meets 

Create call center DHIEP project managers. improved. Rules fi standards. Requirements 
enhancement Develop June to December 2Dll 

consultants fi DHCA staff process for commercial for interface with 
rules engine fi process 

products defined. commercial products 
for commercial carriers. ~- successful. 
Action Step 8.4 

Changes to DE identified Smooth transition for 
Define online application 
remediation fi create June to December 2Dll DHIEP project managers. to allow for integration of commercial carrier 

enrollment application for 
consultants fi DHCA staff enrollment application for enrollment visualized fi 

commercial oroducts. 
commercial products. defined. 

Action Step 8.5 
DHIEP project managers. Benefit tiers fi Consensus reached for 

Develop approved benefit June to December 2Dll development of tier 
oackaoe svstem 

consultants fi DHCA staff qualifications identified. 
system. 

Action Step 8.6 
Source code checks for Areas of compliance fi 

Review automated code 
September to December DHIEP project managers. 

compliance within rules non- compliance are 

review results 
2Dll consultants fi DHCA staff 

are reviewed. identified for project 
develoament. 

Action Step 8.7 
September to December DHIEP project managers. 

DCllD provided with dear. DCllD has clear 
DOR briefings presented 2Dll consultants fi DHCA staff 

concise reporting on the understanding of project 
to DCllD progress of the project. goals. plans fi status. 

Task 8 Action Steps Time Table Responsible 
Anticipated Results Evaluation/ 

Agency/Person Measurement 
Task !I: Begin phase II system develooment 
Action Step !I.I Julv 2011 to January 2Dl2 DHIEP project managers, Process for commercial System capable of 
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Commercial premium consultants H OHCA staff premium identification H integrating premium H 

process H IRS interface IRS tax credit notification IRS information. 

defined. outlined. 

Action Stea 9.2 Requirements analysis of 

Dashboard Phase II with 
Phase II systems 

potential WIC integration. 
August 2011 to February OHIEP project managers. development H data Requirements approved H 
2Dl2 consultants H OHCA staff exchange with state H system coding begins. 

federal H state level data 
federal sources 

feeds created 
comoleted. 

Action Sten 9.3 
Insure Oklahoma IP 

Integrate Insure September 2Dll to July OHIEP project managers. Roadmap to merge IP 
members transitioned 

Oklahoma Individual Plan 2Dl2 consultants H OHCA staff members into OE defined. 
into OE. 

(IP) with OE. 

Task II Action Steps Time Table 
Responsible 

Anticipated Results Evaluation/ 
Aoencv/Person Measurement 

Task ID: Conduct Pre-Operational Readiness Review (Pre-DRR) II Operational Readiness Review (DRR)* 

Action Step ID.I Strategy to be used to 
System is capable of 

Create contingency H December 2011 to October OHIEP project managers. respond to any 
operating without 

implementation plans. 2Dl2 consultants H OHCA staff interruption to the 
interruption. 

Conduct Final Review system planned H ready. 

Action Step ID.2 Agreements between 
Consensus reached by all 

Complete Inter/Intra- December 2Dll to October DHIEP project managers. 
partner agencies are 

H agreements ready to be finalized. Final agency Agreement(s) 2Dl2 consultants H DHCA staff 
requirements for specific 

signed. Testing 
(IAs) H Finalize Test Case procedures implemented. 
Soecification tests identified. 

Action Step ID.3 ~- Manuals are ready H 
Manuals receive final 

Create Training Plan H December 2Dll to October DHIEP project managers. approval. Training plan available for distribution 

Finalize user. operations 2012 consultants H OHCA staff 
for users implemented. 

to users. Training of core 

H maintenance manuals. users achieved. 

Action Step ID.4 System confirmation that 
Testing is complete the solution works 

Integration H end-to·end December 2011 to June DHIEP project managers. according to correctly from end to 

testing cycles completed. 2Dl2 consultants H DHCA staff requirements. Defects end. System defects 

Defect reports complete. reports reviewed. corrected for smooth 
implementation. 

Action Step ID.5 Completed report of Successful testing cycle 
December 2011 to June DHIEP project managers. testing process H results. reported. System 

Test summary H security 2012 consultants H DHCA staff Evaluation of system security meets standards 
testing results reviewed. security completed. H requirements. 

Action Step ID.6 DCllO provided with clear. DCllD has clear 

Pre-ORR briefings June 13. 2Dl2 OHIEP project managers concise reporting on the understanding of project 

oresented to OCllO progress of the project. goals. plans H status. 
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Attachment E: Job Descriptions 

Operations Project Manager 
Position Purpose: The Operations Project Manager (OPM) provides oversight & guidance in the 
planning & development of the infrastructure necessary for the Oklahoma Health Insurance 
Exchange project. Oversees the assessment, policy development, program planning, & research 
& evaluation activities of the infrastructure project. The OPM will develop, strengthen & 
coordinate a strategic approach to policy development; introduce economic analysis as a routine 
component of assessment, evaluation & policy development activities; & build capacity for 
program evaluation. Participates in the identification of key strategic opportunities & interfaces 
with executive staff, staff &/or government agency officials in the representation & development 
of strategic planning. The OPM will develop an infrastrncture to oversee & coordinate with other 
agency functions & provide services & support to the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 
project. 
Principle Activities: 
• Develops, leads, directs & evaluates the strategic direction/overall business plan. 
• Works in close collaboration with partners & stakeholders, health care professionals & 

participating agencies in developing & facilitating a political understanding of the principles 
& practices underlying Federally funded health care delivery systems. 

• Writes reports for Federal & State purposes on project status, developments & challenges 
encountered to date. Interacts with State & Federal officials to ensure the necessary 
quantitative, qualitative & required Federal reporting is filed timely. 

• Assists in identifying groups, agencies & individuals that could be impacted in the planning 
process & facilitates participation of interested groups. Meets with State & Federal officials 
in the development & approval of strategies & options. 

• Directs the development of new outreach material; ensures that these materials are in 
compliance with existing State & Federal regulations. 

o Conducts research in order to compile & analyze data on economic & social 
regulatory factors that may affect the feasibility &~§Cope of proposed initiatives. 

• Coordinates with HHS, CMS & other regulatory agencies on grants, new initiatives & other 
special projects to ensure adherence to laws & policy. 

• Establishes timeframes needed to complete projects according to Federal, State &/or agency 
management deadlines. 

• Maintains knowledge of current trends & developments (internal/external educational 
programs or professional meetings); revising existing practices as necessary. 

• Coordinates, facilitates & leads groups in the completion of projects, including workgroups 
comprised of personnel, at all levels, from other units, divisions or agencies for the purpose 
of discussion &/or consensus concerning specific projects. 

• Reviews proposed legislation & recommends changes; may act as a legislative liaison. 
• Oversees contractual agreements; monitors contractor performance & productivity. 
Qualifications: Skills in interpreting regulations & applying them, effective oral & written 
communication, ability to organize one's work or that of others so that established time frames 
can be met with available resources; skills in interpreting the impact & implementation of 
decisions within the organization's structure. Able to develop & maintain effective working 
relationships with other public & private service providers, affiliates & the general public. 
Advanced level skills in management & public health concepts. Must have various technical 
software experience. 
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Education &/or Experience: Bachelors Degree required in a related field (e.g. Health, Social 
work/service, Public Administration) or advanced education & 7 years of work experience in 
program development & implementation, strategic planning, project development or program 
management, preference given to those with at least 5 years of general supervisory experience; 
or an equivalent combination of education & experience. 

Exchange Project Manager 
Position Purpose: The Exchange Project Manager (EPM) will build collaborative working 
relationships with diverse groups (e.g. insurance agent associations, trade associations, state & 
federal agencies, local agencies & advocacy groups) necessary to the development of an 
exchange infrastructure that meets the requirements of the grant & the needs of Oklahoma. The 
EPM will develop an infrastructure to oversee/coordinate with other stakeholders & provide 
services & support to the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange project. The EPM is responsible 
for acting as a liaison to other States, State officials, the Governor, State & Federal legislators, 
partner State & Federal agencies, stakeholder groups & private health insurers; for identifying & 
recommending appropriate action on policy & legislative issues as needed for development & 
implementation of the Exchange; & for coordinating timely implementation of planning 
activities & establishing timeframes needed to complete phases of the project according to 
Federal, State &/or agency management deadlines. 
Principle Activities: 
• Gamers support for the Exchange from other States, legislators, State officials, stakeholder 

groups & the general public. Oversees communications & outreach efforts. 
• Ensures that innovative advances accomplished in Oklahoma are made available to other 

States in a timely manner. 
• Identifies & recommends appropriate action on legislative & policy issues for the Exchange 

as needed & assists in the development of policy & procedures for the Exchange. Schedules 
projects to support legislation & regulations that enable S,.,maintain the Exchange. 

• Maintains expertise in all OHCA, State & Federal laws, 'regulations, policies & procedures 
related to the Exchange. 

• Conducts meetings to present, explain & discuss the development of the Exchange with 
individuals & groups who have varying degrees of familiarity with its purpose, goals & 
impact on health insurance marketplaces. 

• Maintains knowledge of current trends & developments & applies pertinent new knowledge 
to the design & implementation of the Exchange. 

• Attends internal & external educational programs & professional meetings as available for 
collaboration at a national level toward development of Exchange technology. 

Qualifications: Skills in coordinating large complex projects & managing a team; in creating 
consensus among stakeholders; in communicating effectively with legislators, State & Federal 
officials; & in report analysis & coordination duties. Knowledge of analytical, statistical & 
evaluative methods; of theory & methods of statistical research; & of the sources of statistical 
data. Knowledge of & experience in MMIS systems, or in medical claims & claims processing 
systems. Knowledge of & experience in the use of PC systems & software applications 
including but not limited to: Access, Excel, Word, PowerPoint, Project Manager &/or Business 
Objects & of various applications of technology including spreadsheets, databases, graphical 
presentations, PowerPoint, & query. 
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Education &/or Experience: Bachelor's degree; two years of experience in Medicaid, a 
managed care program or related health care program; five years of work experience in planning, 
project development or project management; two years of experience as coordinator or director 
of a department/unit. Preference will also be given to individuals with experience in Medicaid 
programs, Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, State or Federal Government program 
management experience, project management &/or planning. 

Technical Project Manager 
Position Purpose: The Technical Project Manager (TPM) oversees the development & 
implementation of the IT systems architecture, network & databases necessary for the 
infrastructure. The TPM is responsible for ensuring that the Office of the National Coordinator's 
(ONC) recommended standards & Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) frameworks are 
adhered to, including the use of iterative & incremental development methodologies. 
Responsible for the coordination & monitoring of multiple vendors contracted for various 
technical sections of the project; for recognizing & resolving problems at all phases of 
development & implementation; for ensuring the interoperability & standardization necessary for 
use of the systems by other states; for providing research & project design support & training to 
other States & agency partners. The TPM will develop, strengthen & coordinate a strategic 
approach to IT design & development & build capacity for program testing, troubleshooting & 
evaluation. The TPM will build collaborative working relationships with IT leaders from diverse 
groups (e.g. insurance agent associations, trade associations, other State & Federal agencies, 
local agencies & advocacy groups) leading to the development of a plan forward for the 
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange project. 
Principle Activities: 
• Develops, leads, directs & evaluates the strategic direction/overall technology plan for the 

Exchange. 
• Works in close collaboration with partners & stakehol~ers in developing & facilitating a 

technical understanding of the principles, practices & stbdards underlying the technology 
infrastructure for the Exchange. 

• Formulates & oversees technical implementation of the Oklahoma Health Insurance 
Exchange project. Prepares written reports & recommendations regarding the technical 
status & progress of the program. 

• Oversees the technical strategic planning efforts & assists in formulating & implementing 
technology standards, practices, design, architecture, planning & long-term goals. Reviews & 
researches "best practices" of other States for applicability & inclusion in the program. 

• Accountable for the fulfillment of data processing performed by the contracted fiscal agent, 
including equipment selection & purchase, systems analysis, programming, machine room 
operations & data entry. 

• Oversees & participates in the coordination of the gathering, development, analysis & 
interpretation of technical data & error reports required for planning purposes to ensure 
reliable & accurate performance. 

o Conducts research in order to compile & analyze technical data that may affect the 
feasibility & scope of proposed initiatives. 

• Establishes milestones & timeframes needed to complete projects according to Federal, State 
&/or agency management deadlines. 
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Qualifications: Advanced level skills in project management, planning & staff coordination. 
Knowledge of network architecture & design; identity management processes; MMIS systems; 
methods of interfacing multiple state level data sets; & InRule. Ability to define problems, 
collect data, establish facts & draw valid conclusions. Ability to interpret an extensive variety of 
technical instructions in mathematical or diagram form & deal with several abstract & concrete 
variables. Ability to create & edit documents & reports using spreadsheet, database, statistical 
analysis & word processing software. Ability to effectively present information & respond to 
questions from groups of managers, clients, customers & the general public. 
Education &/or Experience: Bachelors Degree required in a related field (e.g. Computer 
Science) or advanced education & 5 years experience in computer programming, system analysis 
or defining technical specifications for a large health care related system, program development 
& implementation, strategic planning, project development or program management, preference 
given to those with at least 5 years of general supervisory experience; or an equivalent 
combination of education & experience. 

Senior Systems Analyst 
Position Purpose: The Senior Systems Analyst oversees & assists in the development & 
implementation of the IT systems architecture, network & databases necessary for the Exchange. 
The senior systems analyst is responsible for overseeing & participating in the gathering, 
development & analysis of data required for planning purposes to ensure successful results; for 
recognizing & resolving problems at all phases of Exchange development & implementation; for 
performing research, analyzing & evaluating data & compiling information from a wide variety 
of sources; for preparing material pertinent to the evaluation of development of the Exchange; & 
for providing research & project design support & training to other States & agency partners. 
Principle Activities: 
• Oversees & assists in the design, development & maintenance of the technology & network 

systems, including data exchanges with third parties, whi~ support the Exchange. 
• Researches & investigates special areas of concern, including interoperability of Exchange 

technology modules with varied enrollment & eligibility systems. Reviews technical 
literature, laws & regulations & makes recommendations for changes to the Exchange. 

• Conducts frequent evaluations of Exchange issues & provides problem-solving assistance to 
ensure timely achievement of project goals & milestones. 

• Interprets technical guidance from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services & the 
Department of Health & Human Services & collaborates & consults with other States to 
incorporate shared knowledge & innovations into design & problem solving for the 
Exchange project. 

• Acts as liaison between the Exchange & State & Federal agencies providing access to data, 
such as the Oklahoma Employment Security Commission, the Social Security 
Administration, the Internal Revenue Service & US Citizenship & Immigration Services, 
among others, in order to develop a common understanding of how best to operate data 
exchanges. 

• Designs & performs troubleshooting processes that detect & prevent errors in the 
developmental & testing stages of the Exchange. 

Qualifications: Skills in network architecture & design; knowledge of standard X12N 
transaction codes; experience interfacing multiple state level data sets; proficiency using InRule 
to create rules engines; knowledge of identity management processes; & knowledge of & 
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experience in MMIS systems. Ability to work with mathematical concepts such as probability & 
statistical inference, & to apply concepts to practical situations. Ability to interpret an extensive 
variety of technical instructions in mathematical or diagram form & deal with several abstract & 
concrete variables. Ability to design, create & use database application & reporting programs, as 
well as extraction programs using Medicaid MMIS. 
Education &/or Experience: Bachelor's degree, five years of work experience in web 
development &/or systems architecture; & two years of experience in Health Care Procedures 
(e.g. Federal/State Health Policy) or Medicaid, Medicare or private health insurance data 
systems. 

Financial Analyst 
Position Purpose: The Financial Analyst (FA) plans & organizes the financial functions for 
operation of the Oklahoma Exchange. The FA has direct oversight & accountability for all 
administrative & financial programs related to the Exchange, including the preparation of 
financial statements & federal reports. Performs technical work involving review & analysis 
related to the operations & administration of the grant. Works with grant staff to ensure 
appropriate classification, payment, problem resolution, tracking & reporting of expenditures. 
Performs research & presents financial information as requested. Assists in the tracking & 
reporting of performance information related to financial program & project evaluation. 
Principle Activities: 
• Prepares financial documents in accordance with state & federal accounting & reporting 

requirements & in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. 
• Assists in the preparation of fiscal impact analysis; prepares summary data & justification of 

budgetary programs for the Exchange. 
• Assists in long-range fiscal planning & in the development & implementation of fiscal 

policies & procedures related to the Exchange. 
• Assists & maintains financial documents relating to co~t reports of long-term facilities & 

develops accounting procedures to monitor any federal requirements or restrictions of 
expenditures. 

• Maintains control of transactions initiated which interface with the fiscal agent's computer 
system. Monitors accuracy of processing & ensures transactions are completed in accordance 
with agency policy & state & federal guidelines. 

• Responds to oral & written inquiries & assists in training other staff on finance issues related 
to the Exchange. 

Qualifications: Ability to read, analyze & interpret common technical, financial & legal reports 
or documents. Ability to effectively present information to top management &/or public groups. 
Ability to apply analytical methodologies, including computation of rate, ratio, cost allocation, & 
percent & to draw & interpret bar graphs. Ability to define problems, collect data, establish facts 
& draw valid conclusions. Knowledge of & experience in the use of PC systems & software 
applications including but not limited to Access, Excel & Word. 
Education &/or Experience: BA/BS in accounting, finance, business administration or a 
closely related field which must have included 12 semester hours in accounting; & 3 years of 
professional level experience in budgeting, accounting, auditing, or finance. 

Administrative Assistant 
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Position Purpose: The Administrative Assistant acts as office manager for the Oklahoma Health 
Insurance Exchange. Communicates with State officials, State agencies, stakeholders & other 
health care professionals to set up meetings & gather documentation for meeting participants. 
Transcribes meeting communication & develops organizational method to outsource the 
documentation to meeting participants. Maintains the Exchange's central files & records & 
retrieves/prepares relevant information for administrative personnel. Oversees the office 
resources, monitors all office machines & provides maintenance resolution when needed. 
Provides other administrative & clerical duties. 
Principle Activities: 

• Initiates oral &/or written communication with State officials, State agencies, 
stakeholders & other health care professionals concerning conference calls, meeting 
times, etc. Aggressively responds to questions & responses following the Oklahoma 
Health Insurance Exchange polices & procedures & HIPAA regulations. 

• Prepares agendas, analytical & statistical reports, graphs, overhead presentations & other 
necessary documentation for conferences & meetings, both internal & external. 

• Ensures timely transcription of meeting commentary & organizes the information to the 
appropriate software in order to effectively communicate documentation to the necessary 
meeting participants. 

• Maintains the Exchange's central files, using the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange's 
polices & procedures & in accordance with HIPAA regulations. 

• Coordinates the purchasing & inventory of office resources; monitors all office copy 
machines, fax machines, black & white printers, color printers, telephone systems, 
computer hardware & other office machines; provides or contacts the appropriate 
maintenance consultant( s) as needed. 

• Answers telephones, utilizes software calendar settings to set up meetings, & other 
necessary administrative & clerical functions. 

Qualifications: Skills in applying & upholding office poliit,rs & procedures; effective oral & 
written communication; ability to organize one's work & that of others so that established time 
frames can be met with available resources; able to develop & maintain effective working 
relationships with public & private sectors. Must be able to demonstrate a high degree of 
discretion & interpersonal skills in both verbal & written communication. 
Education &/or Experience: Bachelors of Science degree & one year of professional or 
technical administrative support experience in business or public administration. 
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Advanced Planning Documents APO 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 ARRA 
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services CMS 
Commercial Off the Shelf Software Products COTS 
Electronic Master Patient index eMPi 
Electronic Master Provider index eMPx 
Employer Sponsored Insurance ESI 
Federal Information Processing Standards FIPS 
Federal Poverty Level FPL 
Fiscal A ent FA 
Health Benefit Exchange Cooperative Agreement Project HBXCAP 
Health Care for the Uninsured Board HUB 
Health Information Exchange HIE 
Health Information Security and Privacy Collaborative HISPC 
Health Information Technology HIT 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 HIPAA 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise Systems HPES 
Individual Plan IP 
Information Technology IT 
Insure Oklahoma 10 
Internal Revenue Service IRS 
Medicaid Management Information System MMIS 
Medicaid Information Technology Architecture MITA 
Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services ODMHSAS 
Oklahoma Health Care Authority OHCA 
Oklahoma Health Information Exchange Trust OHIET 
Oklahoma Health Infrastructure and Exchange Project OHIEP 
Oklahoma Hospital Association OHA 
Oklahoma Insurance Department 010 
Oklahoma State Department of Health OSDH 
Oklahoma State University-Center for Health Sciences OSU-CHS 
Online Enrollment OE 
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act ACA 
Personal Health Record PHR 
Request For Proposal RFP 
Service Efforts and Accomplishments SEA 
Social Security Administration SSA 
State Coverage Initiative SCI 
State Health Information Exchange Cooperative Agreement Program SHIECAP 
State Medicaid Health Information Technology Plan SMHP 
State-Designated Entity SOE 
Systems Development Life Cycle SDLC 
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center OUHSC 
Workgroup for Electronic Data Interchange WEDI 
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Dashboard - Phase I Mar-II Mar-II Apr-II Apr-II May-II Jun-II Jun-II Jul-II Aug-II 
OE Business Rules. Use Case S: Mar-II Apr-II 
Process Documentation Gap and Mar-II Mar-II thru Apr-II thru May-II May-II May-II May-II 
Remediation Apr-II Mav-11 

OE Core Data Gap Analysis S: 
Apr-II May-II Apr-II Oct-12 

Mar-II Mar-II thru thru thru thru Dec-12 Jan-13 Jan-13 
Required Remediation Mav-11 Jun-II Seo-12 Nov-12 
Rules Engine S: Process Apr-II May-II Apr-II Oct-12 
Development for Commercial Mar-II Mar-II thru thru thru thru Dec-12 Jan-13 Jan-13 
Carriers Mav-11 Jun-II Seo-12 Nov-12 

Apr-II May-II Apr-II Oct-12 
Dashboard Phase II Mar-II Mar-II thru thru thru thru Dec-12 Jan-13 Jan-13 

Mav-11 Jun-II Seo-12 Nov-12 
Apr-II May-II Apr-II Dct-12 

Federal Level Data Feeds Phase II Mar-II Mar-II thru thru thru thru Dec-12 Jan-13 Jan-13 
Mav-11 Jun-II Seo-12 Nov-12 
Apr-II May-II Apr-II Oct-12 

State Level Data Feeds Phase II Mar-II Mar-II thru thru thru thru Dec-12 Jan-13 Jan-13 
Mav-11 Jun-II Seo-12 Nov-12 

Carrier Enrollment Application 
Apr-II May-II Apr-II Oct-12 

Mar-II Mar-II thru thru \\lhru thru Dec-12 Jan-13 Jan-13 
Interfaces Mav-11 Jun-II Seo-12 Nov-12 

Apr-II May-II Apr-II Dct-12 
Approved Benefit Package System Mar-II Mar-II thru thru thru thru Dec-12 Jan-13 Jan-13 

Mav-11 Jun-II Seo-12 Nov-12 
Apr-II May-II Apr-II Dct-12 

Commercial Premium Process Mar-II Mar-II thru thru thru thru Dec-12 Jan-13 Jan-13 
Mav-11 Jun-II Seo-12 Nov-12 

Online Enrollment Enhancement for 
Dec-II Feb-12 Apr-II Oct-12 

Private Carrier Intake 
Oct-II Nov-II thru thru thru thru Dec-12 Jan-13 Jan-13 

Jan-12 Mar-12 Seo-12 Nov-12 
Apr-II Aug-II Oct-II 

IRS Processes Mar-II Apr-II thru Jul-II thru thru Jan-13 Dec-12 Jan-13 
Jun-II Seo-II Nov-II 
Mar-II May-II Jul-II Apr-12 

WIC Integration Mar-II Apr-II thru thru thru thru Jul-12 Aug-12 Aug-12 
Apr-II Jun-II Mar-12 Jun-12 
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Insure Oklahoma Individual Plan Mar-II May-II Dec-II 

integration with DE Feb-II Feb-II Mar-II thru thru thru Mar-12 May-12 Jun-12 
Apr-II Dec-II feb-12 

May-12 
Call Center far Exchange Jul-II Jul-II Mar-12 Apr-12 thru Nov-12 Dec-13 Jan-13 Jan-13 

Oct-12 
Oct-II feb-12 

Phase I federal Level Data Feeds Jul-II Aug-II Aug-II Sep-II thru thru Apr-12 May-12 Jun-12 
Jan-12 Mar-12 
Oct-II feb-12 

Phase I State level Data feeds Jul-II Aug-II Aug-II Sep-II thru thru Apr-12 May-12 Jun-12 
Jan-12 Mar-12 

Apr-II Jun-II Sep-II Dec-II 
Harmonized eMPI Mar-II Mar-II thru thru thru thru Feb-12 Mar-12 Mar-12 

Mav-11 Auo-11 Nov-II Jan-12 
Apr-II Jun-II Sep-II Dec-II . 

Harmonized eMPx Mar-II Mar-II thru thru thru thru feb-12 Mar-12 Mar-12 
Mav-11 Auo-11 Nov-II Jan-12 
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Name Title Division Aoencv Education Exaerience* 

Lynn Puckett Contract Services Information 
OHCA BS IS yrs S mos Director Services 

OUALIFICATIONS I SKILLS**: accountable for the fulfillment of data processing performed by the contracted fiscal agent. 
including equipment selection and purchase. systems analysis. programming. machine room operations and data entry. 
establishes priorities far systems development and data processing projects in accordance with departmental 
requirements: develops plans far future utilization of data processing services in the overall agency program. provide 
for liaison with users of data processing services: develops improved techniques and methods far agency activities 
ma kin a more efficient use of data processino technioues to complement other processes 

Eligibility 

Richard Evans 
Automation and Information OHCA BA 13 yrs 8 mos Data Integrity Services 

Manager 

DUALIFICATIONS I SKILLS**: create. implement. and manage a new automated Information Technology (IT) eligibility 
system for Title XIX and Title XXI Medicaid programs. provide advanced program and technical leadership. represent a 
state agency on various internal and external working committees. provide expert advice and recommendation on 
integrating IT programs with other business programs. track performance metrics including solution performance. 
capacity and other key metrics throuah the lifecycle of elioibility products developed by the unit 

Data Processing 
Information Andy Chase Analyst I Planning 

Services OHCA BS II yrs 5 mos 
Specialist IV 

OUALIFICATIONS I SKILLS**: supervises a group of OP Analyst/Planning Specialist I and II and fiscal agent system 
engineers and business analysts that performs planning and analysis and im~~mentation of various data processing 
plans. performs a wide range of analysis related to a complete operating system which involves the coordination of 
multiple projects to completion. strong emphasis is placed on coordinating policy and identifying user needs. then 
developino adeouate svstems desion and implementation olans to meet those needs 

Director of Insure 
Matt Lucas Oklahoma Insure Oklahoma OHCA MBA 20 yrs 5 mos 

Program 
OUALIFICATIDNS I SKILLS**: builds collaborative working relationships with diverse groups (e.g. insurance agent 
associations. trade associations. other state agencies. local agencies and advocacy groups). develops and implements 
long term goals. programs and initiatives that will have statewide impact. develops infrastructure within OHCA in order 
to oversee and coordinate with other interagency functions. coordinates with other state. federal and community 
aoencies 

CMS 

Derek Lieser 
Chief Project Establishment 

OOMHSAS grantee MPH S yrs ID mos Manager Grant far 
Exchanges 
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11UALIFICATIONS I SKILLS**: provides oversight and guidance in planning and the development of projects. participates 
in the identification of key strategic opportunities. and interfaces with executive staff. staff. and/or government agency 
officials in the representation and development of strategic projects. planning. and programs. participates in the 
establishment of intearated strateaies and oalicies 

CMS 
Nicole Chief Project Establishment 

OOMHSAS grantee MPA 7 yrs I mos Prieto Jahns Manager Grant for 
Exchanges 

!lUALIFICATIDNS I SKILLS**: provides oversight and guidance in planning and the development of projects. participates 
in the identification of key strategic opportunities. and interfaces with executive staff. staff. and/or government agency 
officials in the representation and development of strategic projects. planning. and programs. participates in the 
establishment of inteorated strateaies and aalicies 

Senior Planning 
Policy. Planning Adolph Maren Coordinator I OHCA MA 3 yrs S mas 

Project Manager 
and Integrity 

11UALIFICATIDNS I SKILLS**: responsible for coordinating the systematic planning and development al projects as well 
as their prioritization in such areas as policy impact. information systems needs. and reporting by the unit and division 
for data analysis and statistical repartin . facilitates the development al complex projects 

Planning and 
Policy. Planning Buffy Heater Development OHCA MPH 8yrs4mas 

Manager and Integrity 

!lUALIFICATIDNS I SKILLS**: provides oversight and guidance in planning and the development of projects for the 
agency. participates in the identification of key strategic opportunities. and interfaces with executive staff. staff. and/or 
government agency officials in the representation and development of strategic projects. planning. and programs. 
participates in the establishment of integrated strategies and policies for t~agency, manages and leads a team of 
professionals in performing planning services for the agency. coordinates the strategic planning efforts of the agency 
with the olannina efforts of the unit 

*Years of experience include those consecutive years working at the OHCA. Additional experience outside of the OHCA 
may apply. 

** !lualificatians and skills listed are applicable ta the person's current position. Additional qualifications and skills may 
annlv. 
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Budg..,, Worksheet and Narrative - Grant Year One 

Object 
OCIIO Non-

Class Total OCIIO 
Cate o 

Grant Funds 
Salaries and $624,000 $624,000 NIA 

Wages 
FTE 

POSITION I Qty 

Exchange Project Manager_ 1 
Operatioris J'roject Manager 1 

1 
Technical Project Manager 1 
Senior Systems Analyst 5 
Financial Analyst 1 l ,., .............................. ., ........ . 

Administrative Support 1 
Grant Year One I 10 

Justification 

Annual 
Salarv I OCIIO Funds 

. $73,000 ... $73,000 
$73,000 $73,000 

. $73,000 $73,000 
$325,000 $325,000 
$40,000 $40,000 
$40,000 $40,000 
$624,ooo I $624,ooo 

Exchange Project Manager: The EPM will build collaborative working relationships with diverse 
groups (e.g. insurance agent associations, trade associations, state and federal agencies, local agencies 
and advocacy groups) necessary to the development of an exchange infrastructure that meets the 
requirements of the grant and the needs of Oklahoma. The EPM will develop an infrastructure to 
oversee/coordinate with other stakeholders and provide services and support to the Oklahoma Health 
Insurance Exchange project. Coordinates with the OPM and TPM to ensure stakeholder input is 
communicated and included in planning, development and implementation of the project. 

Operations Project Manager: Provides oversight and guidance in the planning and development of the 
infrastructure necessary for the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange project. Oversees the assessment, 

~ 

policy development, program planning, research, and evaluation activities of the infrastructure project. 
The OPM will develop, strengthen and coordinate a strategic approach to policy development; introduce 
economic analysis as a routine component of assessment, evaluation and policy development activities; 
and build capacity for program evaluation. 

Technical Project Manager: Oversees the development and implementation of the IT systems 
architecture, network and databases necessary for the infrastructure. Responsible for ensuring that the 
Office of the National Coordinator's (ONC) recommended standards and Systems Development Life 
Cycle (SDLC) frameworks are adhered to including the use of iterative and incremental development 
methodologies. Responsible for the coordination and monitoring of multiple vendors contracted for 
various technical sections of the project. Oversees and participates in the gathering, development and 
analysis of data required to ensure successful results; for recognizing and resolving problems at all 
phases of development and implementation; ensuring the interoperability and standardization necessary 
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Budget Worksheet and Narrative - Grant Year One 

Object 
Class 

Categorv 

Fringe 
Benefits 

Total 

$281,424 

OCIIO 
Grant 

$281,424 

Non
OCIIO 
Funds 

NIA 

Justification 

for systems use by other states; providing research and project design support and training to other States 
and agency partners. 

Senior Systems Analyst: Oversees the development and implementation of the business processes 
necessary for the infrastructure. Oversees and participates in the gathering, development and analysis of 
data required to ensure successful results; for recognizing and resolving problems at all phases of 
development and implementation; providing research and project design support and training to other 
States and agency partners. 

Financial Analyst: Performs technical work involving review and analysis related to the operations and 
administration of the grant. Works with grant staff to ensure appropriate classification, payment, 
problem resolution, tracking and reporting of expenditures. Performs research and presents financial 
information as requested. Assists in the tracking and reporting of performance information related to 
financial program and project evaluation. 

Administrative Support. Acts as office manager for the project. Responsibilities include setting up 
meetings, copying, faxing and other necessary administrative duties. This position prepares the analytical 
and statistical reports and documentation necessary for conferences and meetings, both internal and 
external, transcribes and utilizes the appropriate software to effectively communicate documentation to 
the necessary parties. The Administrative Assistant is responsible for other documentation needed by the 
Exchang@.'Responsible for researching and analyzing inquires from internal and external factions and 
delivering timely responses. 

CATEGORY 

Retirement 
" -- "'-----·----·-·-------- ----~-

FI CA 
Insurance 
Workers Comp 

I ..... " ---

Unempfoyment 
Grant Year One 

FTETotal 
Salary 

$624,000 

Annual Fringe 
Benefits Funds Rate OCIIO 

__ 16.5'1f; . -~~102,960__ _ __ $10~,960_ 
7.7% $48,048 $48,048 
19,9'1f; . J124,176 . $124,17§ 
0.7% .. $4:,368 .... $4,368 
0.3% $1,872 $1,872 

45.1% $281,424 $281,424 

The fringe benefits rate is applied to salaried Oklahoma employees only. Total salaries for Grant Year 
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Object 
OCIIO Non-

Class Total 
Grant 

OCIIO I 
Cate o Funds 

Consultant I $1,248,000 $1,248,000 NIA 

Equipment $48,125 $48,125 NIA 

Justification 

One is $624,000 * 45.1 % = $281,424 in Fringe Benefits. 

Annual Number 
Rate 

Consultant's Annual 
OCIIOFunds 

of Hours Dedicated FTE Ex enses 
2,080 $300 2 $1,248,000 $1,248,000 

The rate for the consultant will be all inclusive and be comprised of all materials, travel, equipment, and 
other costs associated with the fulfillment of the contract. 

Name of Consultant: To be determined 
Organizational Affiliation: NI A 
Nature of Services to Be Rendered: Provide expertise and objective development of solutions and 

alternative options for the OHIEP. Provide guidance and develop the RFPs necessary to the project: 
research and provide information to facilitate the planning and technical design of the project 
including conducting JAD (Joint Application Design) sessions; and develop standards 
documentation. The consultant will be responsible for activities such as project evaluation, report 
compiling, monitoring, etc. 

Relevance of Service to the Project: Provides technical expertise, experience, objectivity and 
independence to the process. 

The Number of Hours of consultation: 2,080 
The Expel:ted Rate of Compensation: $300 

Equipment 
Number 

Rate 

Copier 
Fax Server 
Fileserver 

. Laptop 
Printer - blw 
Printer - Color 
Smart board 
Telepiwne -Cell 
Telephone- Equipment 

Needed 
1 $275.00 

,, ',_,,,,,,,_ ''' -
1 $125.00 

$250.00 
$100.00 __ .. _,,. ····-- '. 

$100.00 
$200.00 

$200 
$120.00 
$50.00 

Annual OCIIO 
Ex!!enses Funds 

.. _$2,475 $2,475 
$1,125 $1,125 
$2,250 $2,250 

§4,500 J4,500 
$1,800 $1,800 
$1,800 $1,800 
$1,800 $1,800 
$5,400 $5,400 
$2,250 $2,250 
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Budget Worksheet and Narrative - Grant Year One 

Object 
OCIIO 

Non-
Class Total 

Grant 
OCIIO I Justification 

Category Fonds 

Workstation - hardware 5 ....... $100 ___ $4,500 $4,500 
Workstation ~ Sofr.vare 5 $100 $4,500 $4,500 
Network Router 1 $150.00 $1,350 ... . .. $1,350 

.""" 

. V_id_~o reproductions 1,250 $7.50 $9,375 $9,375 
Projectors 1 $1,000 $5,000 $5,000 

Grant Year Two $48,125 $48,125 

Equipment includes office equipment to accommodate the staff of the project. The costs have been 
prorated for the first year. Workstation Software is a yearly subscription fee for the Microsoft Office 
Suite. Copier, Printer and Fax Server are leased yearly at the monthly rate shown. All supplies (toner, 
ink cartridges, etc) are included in the lease. Projects are overhead projectors and displays to be used at 
conferences, outreach events and meeting rooms. 

I I 1 Supplies I $15,390 I $15,390 NIA 
Supplies 

Number 
Rate 

Annual OCIIO 
Needed Expenses Funds 

EducatioflalpaYf!phlets 2,000 ea. $2.75 $5,500 $5,500 
General __ o.[ficesl<pplies 5FTE $750.00 $3,750 $3,750 
Mailingenvelopes 2,000ea. $0.19 $380 $380 
Post office box 12 months $75.00 $900 $900 
Postage~ 2,000 ea. $0.43 $860 $860 

-~ 

Video artist fees 20 hours $200.00 $4,000 $4,000 
Grant Year One $15,390 $15,390 

Supplies include general office supplies and office equipment to accommodate the staff of the project. 
The costs have been prorated for the first year. The video artist will assist with creation of training and 
outreach video materials. 

I I 1 Travel I $31,275 I $31,275 NIA 
OK TRAVEL FTE 

# Annual ocno 
Tri[! 

Rate 
Ex[!enses Funds 

Mileage Reimbursement 20 20 $0.50 $1,800 $1,800 
Overnight 2 3 $82.00 $500 $500 
Per diem 2 3 $66.00 $400 $400 
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Budget Worksheet and Narrative - Grant Year One 

Object 
OCIIO Non-

Class Total 
Grant 

OCIIO Justification 
Catee:orv Funds 

Annual In-State $2,700 $2,700 
Annual Out:of-State * . 

... ,. ............... $25,875 $25,875 
Grant Year One . $31,275 $31,275 

Oklahoma Travel includes local travel for outreach to various stakeholder groups across the state. 
Oklahoma is a large land mass state and the average round trip is 180 miles. A total of twenty (20) one 
(1) person trips are budgeted with two of the trips being overnight stays. 

*Out-of-State Travel 
Local Transportation $25 
Registration $200 
Airfare (Coach) $900 
Hotel (2 nights @ $211) $422 
Per diem (2.5 days@ $71) -1m 
Total Per Trip $1,725 x 3 people= $5,175 

Five Trips Annually $5,175 x 5 trips= $25,875 

Out-of-state travel is budgeted for a total of three (3) FTE to make five (5) trips to Washington DC each 
including a two night stay to account for flight time requirements. Registration is calculated at three (3) 
FTE registering for five (5) at $200 per FTE per conference. 

Contractual $19,406,856 $19,406,856 NIA 
CONTRACTUAL 

Annual 
OCIIO 

OBLIGATIONS* Contract 
Funds 

Amount 
Exchange.Fiscal Agent $6,535,000 .. • $6,535,000 

..... 

Enrollment Fiscal Agent $12,871,856 $12,871,856 
' ........ 

Grant Year One . $19,406,856 . $19,406,856 

Exchange Fiscal Agent 
Name of Contractor: To be decided 
Method of Selection: RFP I Bid Process 
Period of Performance: Grant Year One 
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Budget Worksheet and Narrative - Grant Year One 

Object 
Class 

Cate o 
Total 

OCIIO 
Grant 

Non
OCIIO 
Funds 

Justification 

Scope of Work: Contract with a fiscal agent to assist with the analysis, design and 
development of a web portal and rules sets for private insurance carriers for the exchange, 
create a qualified plan repository, interface with the HL 7 gateway planned by the 
SoonerCare Health Information Technology project, interface with the SoonerCare EDI 
gateway, required federal and state interfaces and provide administration for the (1) 
qualified health plans, (2) tax credits, and (3) cost-sharing. 

Method of Accountability: Performance contract and project evaluation plan 
Justification: To obtain the capacity and technical knowledge to create the infrastructure for 

the exchange. 
Itemized~udget 

Exchange Fiscal Agent 

Exchange Hardware, Software, Rules 
Developmentand Workflow 
Plan Interface Development 

Required Data Feeds (Exchange): State 
and Federal 

Required Data Feeds (Exchange): Cost 
~ 

Hours 

I ea. 

hrs. 
3,000 
hrs . ·~ .... s.h~ring •.......•......•........ 

Grant Year One 

Enrollment Fiscal Agent 
Name of Contractor: HP Enterprise Systems 

Rate 

$100 

Cost 
Impact to 
Current 

Funding Sources 

$6,000,000 No Prior Funding 

No Prior Funding 

$200,000 No Prior Funding 

No Prior Funding 

Method of Selection: Fiscal Agent responsible for the existing online emollment product. 
Period of Performance: Grant Year One 
Scope of Work: Contract with HP Enterprise Systems, OHCA fiscal agent to modify and 

enhance the current online emollment system and develop an integrated intake system for 
WIC (Women, Infants and Children program) and the private insurance carriers 
participating in the Exchange. Review current rule set structure and mitigate any 
variations from standard. Document standard rule sets and business functions using 
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Budget Worksheet and Narrative - Grant Year One 

Object 
Class 

Cate o 
Total 

OCIIO 
Grant 

Non
OCIIO 
Funds 

Justification 

recommended standards. Enhance existing EDI gateway transactions for the exchange of 
insurance information with private carriers and public programs. Coordinate 
implementation with the HBX of an HL7 gateway with the SoonerCare Health 
Information Technology project. Create WIC Visa interchange for purchase of WIC 
products at approved retailers. 

Method of Accountability: Performance contract and project evaluation plan 
Justification: To utilize the current Fiscal Agent who developed the initial iteration of the 

Online Enrollment product to design and implement the enhancement. 
Itemized Budget: .................................................• 

Enrollment Fiscal Agent Unit Rate Cost Impact to Current 
Funding Sources 

Enhancements to EDI Gateway 
to Exchange Roster & Eligibility $75,000 No Prior Funding 
Data 
HL 7 Gateway Design, 

1 ea. $100,000 No Prior Funding Development & Implementation 
eMPI Electronic Master Patient 

I ea. $500,000 Remove from SHIECAP 
Index 
eMPx Electronic Master 

1 ea. $500,000 Remove from SHIECAP Provide!" Index 
InRule rules engine License & 

12mo. $7,588 $91,056 
Remove from MMIS FA 

Hardware per lllonth APD Reprocurement 
Online Enrollment Application, 
Workflow and Rules 

3,425 hrs. $100 $342,500 
Remove from MMIS FA 

Modifications: IO & BCC APD Reprocurement 
·Programs 

Online Enrollment Application, 
Workflow & Rules 1,500 hrs. $100 150,000 No Prior Funding 
Modifications: ACA 
3 FfE- Resolution Analyst $201,600 Remove from SHIECAP 

1 FfE- Rules Analyst $70,632 Remove from SHIECAP 

Existing Rules & Business $32,000 No Prior Funding 
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Budget Worksheet and Narrative - Grant Year One 

Object OCIIO Non-
Class Total 

Grant 
OCIIO Justification 

Cate o Funds 

Processes document to standard 

ID Cards - Use WED I standard 1,200,000 
$1.50 $1,800,000 No Prior Funding 

& encode e-MPI number on card cards 
-- --- . . .. . . ·- ----- -- - -~--~-

MMIS ACA & State Option 
450 hrs. $100 $45,000 No Prior Funding Medicaid Expansion 

Required Data Feeds (Medicaid): 
800 hrs. $100 $80,000 No Prior Funding 

State & Federal 
PHR and Hardware for Public & 

1,000,000 $2.4 $2,400,000 
Remove from MMIS FA 

Private Consumers ADP Reprocurement 

Dashboard Software & Hardware 1 ea. $350,000 
Remove from MMIS FA 

ADP 
Call Center Expansion: 

Customer Service Reps No Prior Funding 

Call Center Charges 9mo $540,900 
Remove from MMIS FA 

Contract 

Lan/Telecom 9mo $160,000 $1,440,000 
Remove from MMIS FA 

Contract 

Postage 
Remove from MMIS FA 

Contract 
HPES Otih,e Enrollment 
Application, Workflow & Rules 

1,000 hrs $100 $100,000 No Prior Funding modifications for Non-Medicaid 
Consumers 
Enrollment Intake Portal, 
Workflow & Rule Engine $100 $100,000 No Prior Funding 
Modifications for WIC 
Interface to OSDH System $50,000 No Prior Funding 

Grant Year One $12,871,85 
6 

Total Grant 
$21,655,070 $21,655,070 NIA 

Year One 
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Budget Worksheet and Narrative - Grant Year Two 

Object OCIIO Non-
Class Total Grant 

OCIIO 
Category Funds 

Salaries and $624,000 $624,000 NIA 
Wages 

Justification 

FTE 
POSITION 

Qty Annual J OCIIO Funds 
Salarv 

Jixc~(lYlge_.f'r<j~c_tAfqriager ... ... !. -· .$7.3,()0Q ... ............ $73,000 . 
Operations Project Manager I $73,000 $73,000 ... 

T.echriic.qZf'r.ojectAfanager I ........... ~73,000 $73,000 
SeniorSystemSJlf!(llyst.. ...... 5 .. $325,000 ..... $325,000 
Financial Anglyst I ... $40,000 $40,000 .... 
Administrative Support • I $40,000 $40,000 

Grant Year Two 6 $624,000 I $624,000 

Exchange Project Manager: The EPM will build collaborative working relationships with diverse 
groups (e.g. insurance agent associations, trade associations, state and federal agencies, local agencies 
and advocacy groups) necessary to the development of an exchange infrastructure that meets the 
requirements of the grant and the needs of Oklahoma. The EPM will develop an infrastructure to 
oversee/coordinate with other stakeholders and provide services and support to the Oklahoma Health 
Insurance Exchange project. Coordinates with the OPM and TPM to ensure stakeholder input is 
communicated and included in planning, development and implementation of the project. 

Operatifns Project Manager: Provides oversight and guidance in the planning and development of the 
infrastructure necessary for the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange project. Oversees the 
assessment, policy development, program planning, and research and evaluation activities of the 
infrastructure project. The OPM will develop, strengthen and coordinate a strategic approach to policy 
development; introduce economic analysis as a routine component of assessment, evaluation and 
policy development activities; and build capacity for program evaluation. 

Technical Project Manager Oversees the development and implementation of the IT systems 
architecture, network and databases necessary for the infrastructure. Responsible for ensuring that the 
Office of the National Coordinator's (ONC) recommended standards and Systems Development Life 
Cycle (SDLC) frameworks are adhered to including the use of iterative and incremental development 
methodologies. Responsible for the coordination and monitoring of multiple vendors contracted for 
various technical sections of the project. Oversees and participates in the gathering, development and 
analysis of data required to ensure successful results; for recognizing and resolving oroblems at all 
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Budget Worksheet and Narrative - Grant Year Two 

Object 
OCIIO Non-

Class Total 
Grant 

OCIIO Justification 
Category Funds 

phases of development and implementation; ensuring the interoperability and standardization 
necessary for systems use by other states; providing research and project design support and training 
to other States and agency partners. 

Senior Systems Analyst: Oversees the development and implementation of the business processes 
necessary for the infrastructure. Oversees and participates in the gathering, development and analysis 
of data required to ensure successful results; for recognizing and resolving problems at all phases of 
development and implementation; providing research and project design support and training to other 
States and agency partners. 

Financial Analyst: Performs technical work involving review and analysis related to the operations 
and administration of the grant. Works with grant staff to ensure appropriate classification, payment, 
problem resolution, tracking and reporting of expenditures. Performs research and presents financial 
information as requested. Assists in the tracking and reporting of performance information related to 
financial program and project evaluation. 

Administrative Support. Acts as office manager for the project. Responsibilities include setting up 
meetings, copying, faxing and other necessary administrative duties. This position prepares the 
analytical and statistical reports and documentation necessary for conferences and meetings, both 
internal~and external, transcribes and utilizes the appropriate software to effectively communicate 
documentation to the necessary parties. The Administrative Assistant is responsible for other 
documentation needed by the Exchange. Responsible for researching and analyzing inquires from 
internal and external factions and delivering timely responses. 
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Buu15d Worksheet and Narrative- Grant Year Two 

Object 
Class 

Category 
Fringe 

Benefits 

Total 

$281,424 

Consultant $1,248,000 

Equipment $48,125 

OCIIO 
Grant 

$281,424 

$1,248,000 

$48,125 

Non
OCIIO 
Funds 

NIA 

NIA 

NIA 

CATEGORY . 
FTETotal . 

Salarv 
Retirement 
FICA ..................................................................• 

Insurance ......... ""-··-··· 
Workers Comp 

. 

Unemployment . 
Grant Year Two · 

$624,000 

Justification 

Rate · Annual Fringe OCIIO 
Benefits Funds 

16.5% . $102,960 $102,960 
'---"-i'-" 

7.7% $48,048 $48,048 ..... 
}9,9'}0 ___ ........ $J24.,J 7~---~··!J2_4,176_ 

0.7% 
0.3% 

45.1% . 

$4,368 $4,368 
$1,872 . $1,872 

$281,424 $281,424 

The fringe benefits rate is applied to salaried Oklahoma employees only. Total salaries for Grant Year 
One is $624,000 * 45.1% = $281,424 in Fringe Benefits. 

Annual Number 
of Hours 

2,080 
Rate 
$300 

Consultant's 
Dedicated FTE 

2 

Annual 
Expenses 

$1,248,000 
OCIIOFunds 

$1,248,000 

The rate for the consultant will be all inclusive and be comprised of all materials, travel, equipment, 
and other costs associated with the fulfillment of the contract. 

Name of.Consultant: To be determined 
·~· 

Organizational Affiliation: NI A 
Nature of Services to Be Rendered: Provide expertise and objective development of solutions and 

alternative options for the OHIEP. Provide guidance and develop the RFPs necessary to the 
project; research and provide information to facilitate the planning and technical design of the 
project including conducting JAD (Joint Application Design) sessions; and develop standards 
documentation. The consultant will be responsible for activities such as project evaluation, report 
compiling, monitoring, etc. 

Relevance of Service to the Project: Provides technical expertise, experience, objectivity and 
independence to the process. 

The Number of Hours of consultation: 2,080 
The Expected Rate of Compensation: $300 

Equipment · Number · Rate Annual OCIIO 
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Budget Worksheet and Narrative - Grant Year Two 

Object 
Class 

Category 

Supplies 

Total 

$15,390 

OCIIO 
Grant 

$15,390 

Non
OCIIO 
Fnnds 

NIA 

Copier 
Fax Server 
Fileserver 
Laptop _ 
Printer - b/w 
Printer - Color 

··- -··-·--· 
Smart board 
Telephone -Cell 
Telep~one~Jiquiprr1g1t______ __ --· 
Workstation - hardware 
Workstation - Soft>Vare 
Network Router 
Video reproductions 
Projectors 

Grant Year Two 

Justification 

Needed 
1 $275.00 
1 .. .... $l25.00 

1 $250.00 
5 $100.00 
2 $100.00 
1 $200.00 

-----·---~ --·-----·-
1 $200 
5 $120.00 
5 $50.00 ....... ···-·- -~ ------- -- ------------
5 $100 
5 $100 
1 $150.00 

$7.50 
$1,000 

Ex enses Funds 
$2,475 $2,475 
$1,125 . $1,125 
$2,250 $2,250 

J4,500 ...•.... .$4,500 
.. $1,800 $1,800 

$1,800 $1,800 
$1,800 $1,800 
$5,400 $5,400 
$2,250 $2,250 
$4,500 $4,500 
$4,500 $4,500 
$1,350 $1,350 
$9,375 $9,375 
$5,000 $5,000 

$48,125 '· $48,125 

Equipment includes office equipment to accommodate the staff of the project. The costs have been 
prorated for the first year. Workstation Software is a yearly subscription fee for the Microsoft Office 
Suite. O!'>pier, Printer and Fax Server are leased yearly at the monthly rate shown. All supplies (toner, 
ink cartridges, etc) are included in the lease. Projects are overhead projectors and displays to be used 
at conferences, outreach events and meeting rooms. 

Supplies Number Rate Annual OCIIO 
Needed Ex enses Funds 

Educational.pamphlets .... ;2.QQO ea, $2.75 ........... .$5,500 . .... $5,500 
Ger1eral. office supplies 5FfE $750.00 $3,750 $3,750 ...... 
Mailing envelopes 2,000ea ... $0.19 $380 $380 
Post office box 12 months $75.00 $900 $900 
Postage 2,000 ea. $0.43 $860 $860 
Video artist fees 20 hours $200.00 $4,000 $4,000 

Grant Year Two $15,390 $15,390 
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From: Dana Wolpert
To: Cline, Dr.Terry L.; Cox-Kain, Julie
Subject: Healthcare Exchange Briefing with the Governor
Date: Monday, August 27, 2012 1:58:00 PM

Katie Altshuler asked me to check with both of you on your availability for a staff level briefing with
the Governor regarding the Healthcare Exchange over lunch on Thursday, September 13. They will
start around 12:30PM. Please let me know if you are available.
 
Thank you!
 
Dana
 
Dana Wolpert
Director of Scheduling
Governor Mary Fallin
2300 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Invitation to receive Award from elected women
Date: Monday, August 20, 2012 10:34:00 AM

We’re just going to have to tell her that. robin (the director) is one of those people with her cell
phone number who will call and gripe…
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 10:24 AM
To: Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri; Denise Northrup
Subject: RE: Invitation to receive Award from elected women
 
I don’t think we should do it
 
Katie Altshuler, Policy Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405.521.2342
katie.altshuler@gov.ok.gov

 
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 10:14 AM
To: Andrew Silvestri; Denise Northrup
Cc: Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Invitation to receive Award from elected women
 
Any decisions made on this?
I’m sure we could make it work if we had to but it seems off-topic. We’re there for red meat
messaging on the economy and this is a bipartisan women’s group talking about health issues which
we have been involved with. Plus if any media cover it the first questions they will ask, as Andrew
alluded to, will be all about the “war on women” and abortion etc etc
Seems like a lot of work also for an event that, I assume, will not be particularly high profile or high
reward
 

From: Andrew Silvestri 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 3:24 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Subject: Re: Invitation to receive Award from elected women
 
Yeah, I agree. Could easily turn into something in reproductive health. 

On Aug 17, 2012, at 15:18, "Denise Northrup" <Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov> wrote:

Need to think about this before we accept…
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From: Jennifer Rosen [mailto:jennifer_rosen@womenlegislators.org] 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 3:00 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: Invitation to receive Award from elected women
 
Denise, I’m so sorry, I thought Robin Read/our President, was calling you yesterday to

discuss, my apologies.

 

Basically, with the state of the current healthcare debate and the fact that no one knows

for sure which way the tides will turn this election and later outcomes, our leadership

decided that there are too many unmet needs in women’s healthcare to allow politics to

deter the treatment and unique needs of women.  As far as topic area, brief speaking

program will touch on women’s health care and unmet needs in women’s health care,

  NFWL’s current Chair, State Representative Gayle Harrell (R-FL), will touch upon how

whether Obamacare is upheld after the election or its repealed and we are post-

obamacare, regardless, we must have an increased focus on areas of concern in

women’s health etc. (sorry, not nearly as eloquently put as it should be, I’m rushing out

the door to an appointment I apologize).  There will be some discussion on some specific

areas in women’s health (i.e. urology etc.) at the event – but this event is just a pre-

cursor to our upcoming Annual Conference (November, after election) where discussion

and dialogue will be in-depth with new solutions introduced, etc.

 

Governor Fallin is the most visible and well-respected Republican woman to serve in the

highest statewide office, and given her leadership and involvement with NFWL from her

days in state legislature to lt. gov. to Congress, to gov. – she understands how the

different levels of government work to address healthcare and has always been an

advocate of sensible solutions so her presence would be instrumental in elevating

NFWL’s efforts to bring the discussion of unmet needs in women’s health to the forfront.

 

Additionally, Robin Read’s cell is , and she says not to hesitate to call on

her any time as well.  I hope this info is helpful and again, my apologies for the delay.

 

 

 

From: Denise Northrup [mailto:Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 10:57 AM
To: Jennifer Rosen; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: Invitation to receive Award from elected women
 
Jennifer – any more info you can give me on the womens health initiative you are
unveiling at that event would be helpful!
 

From: Jennifer Rosen [mailto:jennifer_rosen@womenlegislators.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 4:02 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: Invitation to receive Award from elected women
 
Thanks Denise!  I know you have many logistics to coordinate, especially with the

Governor being a featured speaker at the Convention, so we double appreciate that you

are considering this request!!
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From: Denise Northrup [mailto:Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 4:20 PM
To: 'jennifer_rosen@womenlegislators.org'; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: Re: Invitation to receive Award from elected women
 
Working on it this week, thanks!
 
From: Jennifer Rosen [mailto:jennifer_rosen@womenlegislators.org] 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 03:05 PM
To: Andrew Silvestri 
Cc: Dana Wolpert; Denise Northrup 
Subject: RE: Invitation to receive Award from elected women 
 
Good afternoon Dana and Denise,

 

I just wanted to loop back around with you to see if you’ve had a chance yet to determine

the Governor’s schedule at the GOP Convention, and whether or not she will be able to

join our elected women to receive this award.  Thank you for considering this request, we

are grateful!

 

Regards,

Jennifer

 

From: Andrew Silvestri [mailto:Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 2:00 PM
To: Jennifer Rosen
Cc: Dana Wolpert; Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: Invitation to receive Award from elected women
 
Jennifer - many thanks for the email and for wanting to recognize governor Fallin's
leadership.  I've CCed Dana in scheduling and our Chief who are managing the
convention schedule/details.  
 
Many thanks!
Andrew

On Aug 2, 2012, at 13:44, "Jennifer Rosen" <jennifer_rosen@womenlegislators.org>
wrote:

Andrew, our elected women would like to present the Governor with a

Leadership Award at the end of the month, if she plans to be in Tampa for

the Convention!

 

 
August 2, 2012
 
The Honorable Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
 
Dear Governor Fallin,
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I am so pleased to report that the National Foundation for Women
Legislators (NFWL) will roll out a new Women’s Health Initiative at
a special Lunch Reception hosted by NFWL during the GOP
Convention! 
 
In honor of this occasion, our elected women would like to
recognize your efforts to promote sound healthcare policy by
presenting you with NFWL’s Leadership Award for Women’s
Health Advocacy. If you plan to travel to Tampa during the
Convention, we very much hope you will join us for this special
event to receive this Award and provide brief remarks to the
audience of elected women from across the nation who will be
gathered in support of this timely initiative.  The details for the
gathering are as follows:
 

Event: National Foundation for Women Legislators’ Lunch
Reception &

Women’s Health Initiative Launch (By Invitation
Only)

 
Date:   Tuesday, August 28, 2012
 
Time: 1:00pm – 3:00pm
 
Location:  Center For Advanced Medical Learning And

Simulation
124 South Franklin Street, Tampa, FL 33602 
*Just a few blocks from the Convention Center and Tampa

Bay Times Forum!
 
Elected women from all levels of government will be present at this
Lunch Reception, where NFWL will announce the launch of the
Foundation’s Women’s Health Initiative.  Key partners will be
present at this hub for medical advancement to help usher in an
initiative that will highlight areas of unmet need in women’s health
and the need to bring innovative solutions to the forefront and
change the face of healthcare for all women.
 
As healthcare has been at the forefront of policy debate over the last
few years, NFWL has recognized a growing need to empower
elected women in every state, not with just the facts, but also with
the solutions.   Our leaders want to effectively meet the needs of
women and implement innovative and cost-effective treatments that
will drastically improve the current and future physical health of
women.  The timing for the launch of this initiative is not a
coincidence – regardless of the results at the polls in November,
NFWL is committed to ensuring that the dialogue centered on
healthcare for women is inclusive and productive and that your
constituents know how important it is to you that we adopt the right
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healthcare solutions.  This launch will be followed-up with a
comprehensive program at NFWL’s Annual Conference, which will
be hosted after the election, November 15-19, in Atlanta, Georgia.
 
Your presence at this event is critical.  If you plan to be in Tampa on
August 28th, I very much hope you will join us to say a few words
to your colleagues from across the nation.  If a member of your staff
could kindly confirm your participation to Jennifer Rosen, NFWL’s
Director of Policy & Communications, as soon as possible, I would
be grateful.  Jennifer may be reached by email at
Jennifer_Rosen@womenlegislators.org.  I look forward to seeing
you in Tampa!
 
Sincerely,
 
Robin Read
President & CEO, NFWL
 

 

 

Jennifer Rosen

Director, Policy & Communications

National Foundation for Women Legislators (NFWL)

910 16th Street NW, Suite 100

Washington, DC  20006

Tel: (202) 293-3040 ext.1008 or ext.0

Fax: (202) 293-5430

 

www.womenlegislators.org

 

NFWL has gone SOCIAL - Follow us on Linkedin, Facebook, and
Twitter!
 
SAVE THE DATE - NFWL's ANNUAL CONFERENCE - NOVEMBER 15th-
19th in ATLANTA, GA!
 

<Fallin, Mary AWARD Recipient invite NFWL GOP Event
8.28.12.pdf>
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Subject: FW: Invitation to receive Award from elected women
Date: Friday, August 17, 2012 3:18:00 PM

Need to think about this before we accept…
 

From: Jennifer Rosen [mailto:jennifer_rosen@womenlegislators.org] 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 3:00 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: Invitation to receive Award from elected women
 
Denise, I’m so sorry, I thought Robin Read/our President, was calling you yesterday to discuss, my

apologies.

 

Basically, with the state of the current healthcare debate and the fact that no one knows for sure which

way the tides will turn this election and later outcomes, our leadership decided that there are too many

unmet needs in women’s healthcare to allow politics to deter the treatment and unique needs of

women.  As far as topic area, brief speaking program will touch on women’s health care and unmet

needs in women’s health care,   NFWL’s current Chair, State Representative Gayle Harrell (R-FL), will

touch upon how whether Obamacare is upheld after the election or its repealed and we are post-

obamacare, regardless, we must have an increased focus on areas of concern in women’s health etc.

(sorry, not nearly as eloquently put as it should be, I’m rushing out the door to an appointment I

apologize).  There will be some discussion on some specific areas in women’s health (i.e. urology etc.)

at the event – but this event is just a pre-cursor to our upcoming Annual Conference (November, after

election) where discussion and dialogue will be in-depth with new solutions introduced, etc.

 

Governor Fallin is the most visible and well-respected Republican woman to serve in the highest

statewide office, and given her leadership and involvement with NFWL from her days in state

legislature to lt. gov. to Congress, to gov. – she understands how the different levels of government

work to address healthcare and has always been an advocate of sensible solutions so her presence

would be instrumental in elevating NFWL’s efforts to bring the discussion of unmet needs in women’s

health to the forfront.

 

Additionally, Robin Read’s cell is , and she says not to hesitate to call on her any time as

well.  I hope this info is helpful and again, my apologies for the delay.

 

 

 

From: Denise Northrup [mailto:Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 10:57 AM
To: Jennifer Rosen; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: Invitation to receive Award from elected women
 
Jennifer – any more info you can give me on the womens health initiative you are unveiling at that
event would be helpful!
 

From: Jennifer Rosen [mailto:jennifer_rosen@womenlegislators.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 4:02 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: RE: Invitation to receive Award from elected women
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Thanks Denise!  I know you have many logistics to coordinate, especially with the Governor being a

featured speaker at the Convention, so we double appreciate that you are considering this request!!

 

 

From: Denise Northrup [mailto:Denise.Northrup@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 4:20 PM
To: 'jennifer_rosen@womenlegislators.org'; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Dana Wolpert
Subject: Re: Invitation to receive Award from elected women
 
Working on it this week, thanks!
 
From: Jennifer Rosen [mailto:jennifer_rosen@womenlegislators.org] 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 03:05 PM
To: Andrew Silvestri 
Cc: Dana Wolpert; Denise Northrup 
Subject: RE: Invitation to receive Award from elected women 
 
Good afternoon Dana and Denise,

 

I just wanted to loop back around with you to see if you’ve had a chance yet to determine the

Governor’s schedule at the GOP Convention, and whether or not she will be able to join our elected

women to receive this award.  Thank you for considering this request, we are grateful!

 

Regards,

Jennifer

 

From: Andrew Silvestri [mailto:Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 2:00 PM
To: Jennifer Rosen
Cc: Dana Wolpert; Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: Invitation to receive Award from elected women
 
Jennifer - many thanks for the email and for wanting to recognize governor Fallin's leadership.  I've
CCed Dana in scheduling and our Chief who are managing the convention schedule/details.  
 
Many thanks!
Andrew

On Aug 2, 2012, at 13:44, "Jennifer Rosen" <jennifer_rosen@womenlegislators.org> wrote:

Andrew, our elected women would like to present the Governor with a Leadership Award

at the end of the month, if she plans to be in Tampa for the Convention!

 

 
August 2, 2012
 
The Honorable Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
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Dear Governor Fallin,
 
I am so pleased to report that the National Foundation for Women Legislators
(NFWL) will roll out a new Women’s Health Initiative at a special Lunch
Reception hosted by NFWL during the GOP Convention! 
 
In honor of this occasion, our elected women would like to recognize your
efforts to promote sound healthcare policy by presenting you with NFWL’s
Leadership Award for Women’s Health Advocacy. If you plan to travel to
Tampa during the Convention, we very much hope you will join us for this
special event to receive this Award and provide brief remarks to the audience
of elected women from across the nation who will be gathered in support of this
timely initiative.  The details for the gathering are as follows:
 

Event: National Foundation for Women Legislators’ Lunch Reception &
Women’s Health Initiative Launch (By Invitation Only)

Date:   Tuesday, August 28, 2012
 
Time: 1:00pm – 3:00pm
 
Location:  Center For Advanced Medical Learning And Simulation
124 South Franklin Street, Tampa, FL 33602 
*Just a few blocks from the Convention Center and Tampa Bay Times

Forum!
 
Elected women from all levels of government will be present at this Lunch
Reception, where NFWL will announce the launch of the Foundation’s Women’s
Health Initiative.  Key partners will be present at this hub for medical
advancement to help usher in an initiative that will highlight areas of unmet need
in women’s health and the need to bring innovative solutions to the forefront and
change the face of healthcare for all women.
 
As healthcare has been at the forefront of policy debate over the last few years,
NFWL has recognized a growing need to empower elected women in every
state, not with just the facts, but also with the solutions.   Our leaders want to
effectively meet the needs of women and implement innovative and cost-
effective treatments that will drastically improve the current and future physical
health of women.  The timing for the launch of this initiative is not a coincidence
– regardless of the results at the polls in November, NFWL is committed to
ensuring that the dialogue centered on healthcare for women is inclusive and
productive and that your constituents know how important it is to you that we
adopt the right healthcare solutions.  This launch will be followed-up with a
comprehensive program at NFWL’s Annual Conference, which will be hosted
after the election, November 15-19, in Atlanta, Georgia.
 
Your presence at this event is critical.  If you plan to be in Tampa on August
28th, I very much hope you will join us to say a few words to your colleagues
from across the nation.  If a member of your staff could kindly confirm your
participation to Jennifer Rosen, NFWL’s Director of Policy & Communications,
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as soon as possible, I would be grateful.  Jennifer may be reached by email at
Jennifer_Rosen@womenlegislators.org.  I look forward to seeing you in
Tampa!
 
Sincerely,
 
Robin Read
President & CEO, NFWL
 

 

 

Jennifer Rosen

Director, Policy & Communications

National Foundation for Women Legislators (NFWL)

910 16th Street NW, Suite 100

Washington, DC  20006

Tel: (202) 293-3040 ext.1008 or ext.0

Fax: (202) 293-5430

 

www.womenlegislators.org

 

NFWL has gone SOCIAL - Follow us on Linkedin, Facebook, and Twitter!
 
SAVE THE DATE - NFWL's ANNUAL CONFERENCE - NOVEMBER 15th-19th in
ATLANTA, GA!
 

<Fallin, Mary AWARD Recipient invite NFWL GOP Event 8.28.12.pdf>
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From: Michelle Waddell
To: Andrew Silvestri; Anna Banda; Ashley Hahn; Brett Thomas; Chris Bruehl; Cody Inman; Craig Perry; Dana

Wolpert; Denise Northrup; Derek Nettle; Glenn Coffee; Governor Fallin Press; Judy Copeland; Kaleb Bennett;
Karen Schwartz; Katie Altshuler; Madeline Mitchell; Matt Shandy; Personal - Gov; Scott Mason; Tammie
Wright; Tonda Fisher; Toni Davis; Wade Christensen

Subject: NEWS CLIPS
Date: Thursday, January 13, 2011 11:42:06 AM

The Oklahoman … Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin's food drive brings in 20,000 pounds of food
http://www.newsok.com/oklahoma-gov.-mary-fallins-food-drive-brings-in-20000-pounds-of-
food/article/3531781?custom_click=pod_headline_politics
 
KOCO-TV … Gov. Thanks Volunteers For Gathering Food For Hungry
http://www.koco.com/news/26472876/detail.html
 
KUSH radio … Governor Fallin’s Inaugural Food Drive a Success
http://www.1600kush.com/story.php?id=3775&section=1
 
 
LA Times via AP … In teeth-chattering cold, new Oklahoma governor vows to support and 'offend'
the Constitution
http://www.latimes.com/news/nationworld/politics/wire/sns-ap-us-fallin-flub,0,2601259.story
 
KRMG radio …  Is she or is she not the governor of Oklahoma? Mary Fallin was sworn in Monday as
Oklahoma's first female governor, but in reciting the oath of office she really didn't promise to
"support, obey and defend the Constitution."
http://krmg.com/blogs/the_krmg_morning_news_blog/2011/01/krmg-morning-news-stack-of-stu-
270.html
 
KOTV via AP … Mary Fallin Promises To 'Offend,' Not 'Defend' State Constitution
http://www.newson6.com/Global/story.asp?S=13833389
 
KOCO-TV … Gov. Fallin To 'Offend' Okla. Constitution?
http://www.koco.com/news/26471015/detail.html
 
 
Tulsa World … Fallin responds to questions about inaugural speech
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=12&articleid=20110112_12_0_OKLAHO166464
 
Daily O’Colly (OSU) … editorial … Gov. Fallin uses KOSU story for inaugural address
http://www.ocolly.com/gov-fallin-uses-kosu-story-for-inaugural-address-1.1839910
 
Tulsa Today … Meet the Press: Fallin reiterates inaugural themes of conservative governance, pro-
business policies, education reform
http://www.tulsatoday.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2348:capitol-editor-
patrick-b-mcguigan&catid=60:state&Itemid=108
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The Oklahoman … editorial … Loophole lets former Oklahoma legislators stay in state government
http://newsok.com/job-security-loophole-handy-for-former-legislators/article/3531790
 
Tecumseh Countywide News …   A Cold, Proud Day for Oklahoma, for Tecumseh, for Women
http://countywidenews.com/a-cold-proud-day-for-oklahoma-for-tecumseh-for-women-p4115-
100.htm
 
 
KFOR-TV via AP … New Okla Gov Fallin says she instructed daughter to give up lobbyist job at state
Capitol
http://www.kfor.com/news/sns-ap-ok--fallindaughter-lobbying,0,6759782.story
 
Tulsa World … State treasurer: Economy on steady recovery from recession
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=16&articleid=20110112_16_A1_OLHMIY594468&allcom=1
 
The Oklahoman … Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin searching for state finance director
http://www.newsok.com/article/3531521
 
The Oklahoman … column … Mary Fallin's inauguration was a bad day for sexists
http://www.newsok.com/article/3531491
 
The Oklahoman … Lamb said Oklahoma must compete with other states to lure jobs
http://newsok.com/state-must-work-harder-for-jobs-officials-say/article/3531873
 
OKC expected to see more retail success in 2011 

http://newsok.com/okc-expected-to-see-more-retail-success-in-

2011/article/3531837#ixzz1AvbXesb8

Norman plans unofficial water testing for chromium-6 

http://www.newsok.com/norman-plans-unofficial-water-testing-for-chromium-

6/article/3531807?custom_click=pod_headline_oklahoma-city-news#

Oklahoma online charter school has new sponsor

http://www.newsok.com/oklahoma-online-charter-school-has-new-

sponsor/article/3531741?custom_click=pod_headline_edmond-news#

Former Oklahoma attorney general a friend of wounded Arizona congresswoman 

http://newsok.com/former-oklahoma-attorney-general-a-friend-of-wounded-arizona-

congresswoman/article/3531804#ixzz1AvcVXZy4

FEMA to help Boley rebuild police station 

http://www.newsok.com/fema-to-help-boley-rebuild-police-station/article/3531777?

custom_click=pod_headline_northeast-oklahoma-news#
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Oklahoma Briefs: Alumna gives college $250K 

http://www.newsok.com/oklahoma-briefs-alumna-gives-college-250k/article/3531495?

custom_click=pod_headline_northeast-oklahoma-news

Obama says polarized nation needs healing

http://www.newsok.com/obama-says-polarized-nation-needs-healing/article/3531802#

Documents detail Arizona suspect's college outbursts

http://www.newsok.com/documents-detail-arizona-suspects-college-

outbursts/article/3532011#

Federal budget deficit narrows to $80B in December 

http://newsok.com/federal-budget-deficit-narrows-to-80b-in-

december/article/3531848#ixzz1AvguMOQf

Law aims to disclose meth labs in home sales 

http://newsok.com/law-aims-to-disclose-meth-labs-in-home-

sales/article/3531793#ixzz1AvhAWf2t

Gearing up

http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?

subjectid=61&articleid=20110113_61_A14_Isther115895

Primary costs

http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?

subjectid=61&articleid=20110113_61_A14_Thebli466550

Repealing Obamacare will increase deficit? Please

http://www.newsok.com/repealing-obamacare-will-increase-deficit-please/article/3531751?

custom_click=lead_story_title#

Oklahoma City voters made their streetcar desires clear 

http://newsok.com/oklahoma-city-voters-made-their-streetcar-desires-

clear/article/3531752#ixzz1AvhZZaaT

Loophole lets former Oklahoma legislators stay in state government 

http://newsok.com/loophole-lets-former-oklahoma-legislators-stay-in-state-

government/article/3531750#ixzz1AvhhH9gQ

State juvenile detention center deal plagued by scandal is delayed again

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_16_A5_OKLAHO340014

Obama urges Americans to honor victims in Arizona shootings by being better people

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_13_A1_CUTLIN38145

24-hour street construction project set for Tulsa

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_11_A1_CUTLIN537243
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Lawmaker wants veterans ID'd on Oklahoma driver's licences

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_16_A5_CUTLIN781592

Oklahoma governor's food drive nets food and money to fight hunger

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_16_A5_OKLAHO801850

Government confident 2010 Census is accurate

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_13_A4_WASHIN975917

Oklahoma's first online charter school severs ties with university sponsor

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=12&articleid=20110113_19_A13_EDMOND959521

SENATE ECLIPS
OETA-Oklahoma News Report
http://news.oeta.tv/

                                                                                            
KWTV-9 OKC
http://www.news9.com/

 

Computer Stolen In Oklahoma City Contains Research To Cure Prostate Cancer

http://www.news9.com/Global/story.asp?S=13833909

 

OKC Firefighters: Bathroom Heater Likely Sparked House Fire

http://www.news9.com/Global/story.asp?S=13836136

 

Consumer Watch: Man’s Truck Unrecognizable After Trip To Auto Shop

http://www.news9.com/Global/story.asp?S=13834590

 

Benefit To Be Held For Parents Who Lost 3 Children In Del City Fire

http://www.news9.com/Global/story.asp?S=13830675

 

State Health Care Providers Hoping To Offer Incentives To New Doctors

http://www.news9.com/Global/story.asp?S=13831964

 
 
KOCO-5 OKC
http://www.koco.com

 

Mayor To Deliver State Of The City Address

http://www.koco.com/news/26477991/detail.html

EPA Wants Aggressive Testing For Norman's Water

http://www.koco.com/health/26476169/detail.html
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Gov. Fallin To 'Offend' Okla. Constitution?

http://www.koco.com/politics/26471015/detail.html

 
 

KFOR-4 OKC
http://www.kfor.com
 

Sophisticated burglars hit Dollar General
http://www.kfor.com/news/local/kfor-news-sophisitcated-burglers-hit-doller-general-

story,0,4790176.story

 

Animal refuge takes action against PETA
http://www.kfor.com/kfor-news-animal-refuge-action-against-peta-story-01122011,0,3405601.story

 

OK gun sales up after AZ shooting?
http://www.kfor.com/news/local/kfor-news-gun-sales-after-az-shooting-story,0,7517641.story

 

Attorney wants to tap state fund, increase juror pay
http://www.kfor.com/news/local/kfor-news-attorney-tap-fund-incrase-juror-pay,0,4446631.story

 

 

 FOX-25 TV
http://www.okcfox.com

State of the City Address

http://www.okcfox.com/newsroom/top_stories/videos/kokh_vid_2734.shtml

 

Amber Alerts on Facebook

http://www.okcfox.com/newsroom/top_stories/videos/kokh_vid_2732.shtml

 

Dying town of Boley

http://www.okcfox.com/newsroom/top_stories/videos/kokh_vid_2731.shtml

 

Attorney General accomplishment book

http://www.okcfox.com/newsroom/top_stories/videos/kokh_vid_2729.shtml

 

Animal park suspects employee was PETA spy

http://www.okcfox.com/newsroom/top_stories/videos/kokh_vid_2726.shtml

 

Fallin speech questioned

http://www.okcfox.com/newsroom/top_stories/videos/kokh_vid_2725.shtml

 

 
 

KOTV-6 Tulsa
http://www.newson6.com/

 

Extreme Cold Temperatures Cause Many Homeless Tulsans To Seek Shelter

http://www.newson6.com/Global/story.asp?S=13836101
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Sand Springs Firefighters Say Alert Teenager Saved His Family

http://www.newson6.com/Global/story.asp?S=13835818

 

Stimulus Money Would Allow Tulsa's Habitat For Humanity To Renovate Homes

http://www.newson6.com/Global/story.asp?S=13834057

 

 

Fox 23
http://www.fox23.com/  

13 Arrested Thursday In Oklahoma Gun, Drug Busts

http://www.fox23.com/news/local/story/13-Arrested-Thursday-In-Oklahoma-Gun-Drug-

Busts/YZU4BiwfFEi5iIfS9AMz9Q.cspx

Oklahoma City Man Charged In Fatal Boating Collision

http://www.fox23.com/news/local/story/Oklahoma-City-Man-Charged-In-Fatal-

Boating/v2MixqZ1KUi-N0wN-niYWw.cspx

 

KTOK-AM OKC
http://www.ktok.com/main.html
 
Former Insurance Commissioner lands insurance job

http://www.ktok.com/cc-common/news/sections/newsarticle.html?

feed=119211&article=8040784

 

Attorney wants jurors to receive more pay

http://www.ktok.com/cc-common/news/sections/newsarticle.html?

feed=119211&article=8039354

 

No involvement in city case

http://www.ktok.com/cc-common/news/sections/newsarticle.html?

feed=119211&article=8039320

 

Food bank success: Fallin’s food drive called success

http://www.ktok.com/cc-common/news/sections/newsarticle.html?

feed=119211&article=8037962

 
 

KTEN- Ardmore
http://www.kten.com/ 
 

KXII-Ardmore
www.kxii.com 

 

KSWO-7 Lawton
http://www.kswo.com 

 

OKC-AM OKC
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http://www.1520kokc.com/

 

KFAQ-AM TULSA
http://www.1170kfaq.com/

  

TULSA
http://krmg.com
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From: Sooner Tea Party
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Newsaper Armageddon Arrives for Senator Mazzei, Senator Newberry, and Representative Mulready
Date: Sunday, June 17, 2012 9:36:37 PM

Forward this email to a friend 
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 Sponsors this
week:
 
The Carpenter
Shop
 
358 North Rockwell
OKC, Ok
405-942-2644
thecarpentershop.net
 
The Carpenter Shop is
a full line cabinet and
countertop shop that
travels all over the
state building dream
kitchens for discerning
customers
 
  Claude Hall's
Gun Shows
 
okcgunshow.com
okcgs.com
 
Claude Hall has
always take care of
the Tea Party and the
Ron Paul activist
community at his gun
shows. 
 
His next OKC dates
are:
 
May 19th - 20th,
July 14 - 15th,
Oct 6 - 7th
Nov 17 - 18th
Dec 15 - 16
 
WolfLaser.com

 
Click Here For Previous Newsletter Archives
 
Click Here to Sign Up for the Sooner Tea Party Email List
 
Forward this email to a friend
 

  
 
 

  
Newsaper Armageddon Arrives for Senator Mazzei,
Senator Newberry, and Representative Mulready

 
Surprise, Surprise, Surprise Senator Mazzei!  You really

didn't think we would leave you out did you?
 

And we haven't had any tunes lately so click on this link and listen while you read.
 

Okay, I just watched a sci fi show about a meteor striking the earth but the parallel is there.  
Think of the meteor that was supposed to kill off the dinosaurs, a bunch of fat, happy, big butt
reptiles standing in lush grass chomping away till something new caused them to starve to
death if they weren’t smashed in the impact.
 
The Tulsa paper was delivered to an airport hangar at the Jenks airport on Friday morning,
15,000 copies including an extra 5,000 copies for Senator Mike Mazzei for skipping the ALAC
vote.    We need all the local help we can get to get these papers delivered before the
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This guy is a Noble
Oklahoma based
company that has
great prices on
electronics of all
types and
inexpensive toner
and ink for your
printer.

 

Comtec Security
 
Comtec
provides residential
and commercial
security systems in
Oklahoma. 
 
  There is only one
thing you really
need to know
about Comtec's
quality and pricing,
they do not require
a contract for their
services. 
 
Customers are free
to walk away if
their service isn't
top quality.

 

Rodent
ResistantChicken
Feeders! 

$50 + Shipping
 

primary.  But let’s motivate you a bit with some facts.
 
Here is the 2008 primary election numbers for Glen Mulready’s district, only 1,987 people
bothered to vote:
 
REP) FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT NO. 68                     17 OF   17
          BRIAN JACKSON                                   397   19.97%
          CHRIS BENGE                                   1,591   80.03%
 
In 2010 there wasn’t a Republican primary race but here is the general election numbers.

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT NO. 68                           17 OF   17

          GLEN MULREADY                         REP     6,768   67.98%

          SETH WATKINS                          DEM     3,188   32.02%

See the difference?   In a general election almost 10,000 voters participated, five times the
number in a primary.  And the Democrat primary that Watkins won was less than 700 voters
casting votes….
 
If you help drop the 10,000 Oklahoma-Guardian newspapers into Representative Glen
Mulready’s district he is likely going back to work for Blue Cross/Blue Shield as a lobbyist this
summer.   Yeah, I know, only the name  at the top of  the paycheck will change for Glen but
taking down one of the State Chamber of Commerce’s golden hair boys will reverberate
through the legislature and we will have ensured the death of Obama Care Health Insurance
Exchanges here in Oklahoma unless the Supreme Court lays down on the Constitution.
 
So here are two contacts to get more information on what is needed for the
newspaper project in Tulsa, both are Tulsa 912 leaders.   They could use a lot of
help wrapping and delivering papers.
 
Tulsa papers  Don Wyatt 520-792-3250  or Randy Harris   918-724-0821
 
The Edmond paper, issue #3 has been given to the printer tonight and will be ready to wrap
and deliver on Wednesday morning.  Contact us at soonerteaparty@gmail.com if you can help
with the effort.
 
 

 
That is what 15,000 newspapers looks like

 
Also it looks like this will be the last issue before the primary due to time constraints but we
can do one thing that would help Todd Thompson’s opponents as well as Paul Blair and Bob
Dani, increase the number of papers printed.    We put a good story on Representative Todd
Thompson’s voting record along with a bit about his opponent, Donald Cole Gallup of
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Stratford.  Right now we are going to print an extra 1,300 copies for the Ada area
but if we get donations we can increase the number to 5,000 copies for Mr.
Thompson’s district. 
 
 Thompson was an Obama Care supporter, anti everything we stand for basically, helped give
the 167 million dollars to the higher ed endowment fund, enough cash to have operated over
25 state agencies for the 2012 budget year.   Old Todd said he refused to support the
Personhood bill because it would endanger his chairmanship on a committee.  Let’s show Todd
that his refusal to support a core issue for both his party and his voters can cost him his
political career.
 
Here is Todd Thomson’s 2008 General election numbers:

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT NO. 25                           27 OF   27

          TODD THOMSEN                          REP     7,187   52.61%

          GARY STARNS                           DEM     6,473   47.39%

 

But look at his General election numbers in 2006, only two votes separated winning and losing:
FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT NO. 25                           27 OF   27 
          DARRELL E. NEMECEK                    DEM     4,796   49.99%         
          TODD THOMSEN                          REP     4,798   50.01%      
But the real story is his primary against a fellow Republican in 2006 which is the only identical
election that we need to base our chances on as there is no General election this year!
(REP) FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT NO. 25                     27 OF   27 
          BLAKE CANTRELL                                  608   46.70%         
          TODD THOMSEN                                    694   53.30%        
 
People, we need only around 700 votes to beat Todd Thompson…   Can you see the effect
that 5,000 newspapers that divulge his sorry voting record will have on the outcome of the
election?
And Representative Marian Cooksey?  That Obama loving RINO grandma?  Her 2006 primary
numbers are the relevant ones to consider:
 
(REP) FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT NO. 39                     23 OF   23 
          CLARK DUFFE                                     858   21.48%         
          MARIAN COOKSEY                                3,137   78.52%    
 
What do you think that 10,000 Oklahoma-Guardian newspapers is going to do to her chances
of winning?    Most homes have two voters and they usually go together to vote so that is as
many as 20,000 people that could get their eyes opened and get motivated to show up at the
polls.
 

 
Now, dig in your pockets!  Please!
 
    This is your shot at making a huge difference when the RINOs are at their weakest, a
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primary election with a few thousand voters determining who gets the House seat, coming in a
short election year where the incumbents couldn’t raise money from their lobbyist buddies
during the session.  We have good candidates that stood up now they need our support.
 
Send money, small amounts is okay, just send it tonight or early tomorrow so we can increase
the amount of newspapers printed.  Use this email address for Paypal:  
soonerteaparty@gmail.com or call me and drop off a check if that is better.  Make it for a
subscription, for future advertising, heck just give us the money as a donation.  
 
It will be another two years before this chance comes around again, to do so much
with so little money
 
We can derail Senator Clark Jolley’s $500,000.00 campaign with ten cent
newspapers.
 
We can derail Representative Cooksey’s $60,000 campaign with ten cent
newspapers.
 
There are stories on Mike Turner who is running against Guy Liebmann and on A J
Bailey who is running against Gary Banz.  There is a Charles Key story on his race
for the Court Clerk position and and a good story on Darrell Sorrels who is running
against Sheriff John Whetsel in Oklahoma County.   Representative Elsie Hall’s
opponent’s contact info is in the Action Alerts and her voting record is exposed.  
Bob Dani and Paul Blair both have articles on them and their opponents voting
record. 
 
Send in enough donations tonight and tomorrow morning before noon and we will
hit all of those districts with newspapers.  Once we have the first ten thousand
papers the next 5,000 is much cheaper IF we print all of them in one shot.  This
one paper can win all seven races if we put out enough papers into the districts.
 
Or you can go back to forwarding anti Obama emails or links to stories about how bad things
are getting.    But you won’t have another chance till 2014 to slap a handful of politicians
straight across the mouth for stealing your liberty, for stealing your tax dollars, for lying to the
voters, for being State Chamber whores, for selling out when our children and grand children
need us to stand up and stop the madness.  Help us slap these chamber stooges silly and you
can bet that Coburn, Inhoffe, Sullivan, Lucas, Boren, and Cole or whoever replaces them will
be watching like a hawk.   Send them back to Washington D.C. knowing that things are
changing.
 

 
Are We Really Going to Let This Agenda 21 Happen in

Oklahoma? 
By Ms. PM

 
Agenda 21 anyone?   Why is Oklahoma afraid to pass laws protecting private property and due
process? What is it about state sovereignty they refuse to understand? A very clear indicator is
the fact that we have morons running the state. In this article, it shows how legislatures armed
with the wherewithal of doing the right thing by protecting the citizens is not that difficult of a
task, unless you're dealing with the imbeciles within the walls of our State Capitol building.
 
What is it about the citizens here in Oklahoma not demanding our state come up with a bill
that protects us from UN intrusion? For the life of me, this is one I cannot figure out.
 
Alabama was on the same course until heavy pressure from activists forced the hand of
Alabama's governor, Robert Bentley, and he signed this popular bill into law.
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The media in Alabama isn't any different than what we deal with here in Oklahoma. These
issues, if they are covered, are spun around and made to look like a ball of yummy cotton
candy. This law is aimed at protecting private property rights and specifically prevents all state
agencies and local governments from participating in this global scheme. Why would the
citizens of any state give up their power of acting through their elected representatives?
Enacting Agenda 21 strips the citizens of their rights and the decisions will be made by UN
bureaucrats. You can forget about the Constitution of the United States and our Oklahoma
Constitution.
 
Whenever you hear Agenda 21, the long tentacles of non-governmental ICLEI are right there
working in step and encroaching like the insidious cancer both of these entities stand for.
These parasites gain traction by giving money and contracting services within the states. They
infiltrate local governments and color their agenda to look like a beautiful rainbow. We all know
how easy it is for state government to extend their hand whenever power and money is
involved.
 
Another interesting fact is state government is afraid to pass these tough laws because of the
loss of federal funding. Their shortsightedness affects their judgment and they forget that they
are in-between the citizens and the federal government; we elect them to represent us. We
are being sold out, first because there are still a lot of people that don't find it necessary to
pay attention, therefore these miscreants continue to hold office. Second because when they
are in office, the citizens are their last priority. Third, the federal government doesn't have to
implement any of this because the state governments are more than willing to do their dirty
work under the guise of they know what's best for us. The U.S. Senate never ratified Agenda
21 so don't you think it's time to stop this freedom stomping agenda?
 
Whenever you hear the terms "sustainable living", "smart growth" or "green" you can make a
safe assumption that Agenda 21 is behind it. Sustainable living will put you stacked on top of
one another to live like good people are supposed to live inside the cities. Those in power want
the land to do with what they deem an appropriate way to save the planet. Smart growth will
have cities planned out without parking spaces because you should be walking and not
polluting. This nudge will get you to loose weight regardless of your wants or needs .
 
  Surprise, Norman is already talking about this. Anything green will come with regulations to
make sure you are in compliance with the list of what you will or will not do. Remember the
"smart" chips on the Tulsa garbage cans. More of your money will go toward fines once they
take the tracking one step further and pass the law that you must recycle. Is this how you
want to live? These terms the government uses are more than deceptive. This plan will place
you into a situation and by the time you figure it out, the gate will be locked.
 
Alabama's model could bring about the change needed to protect Oklahomans. It keeps
Constitutional Law above International Law. Our freedom and sovereignty is slipping away. Are
you going to sit by and let this happen or make the choice to do something about it? This map
shows what the country will look like when they're finished with this Agenda 21.
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State of the Governor Report

By R. H.
 

And tunes for Mary Fallin's first couple of years...
It’s been just over two years since Governor Fallin took office. It’s time to do an evaluation of
her midterm performance. How has she done? Has she lived up to the Conservative values she
campaigned on, or has she performed as a Liberal politician? With a high profile job as she
has, the record is easy to access.
 
It’s obvious that the Governor learned her campaign financing rules from an expert. We went
to the Oklahoma Ethics Commission Web site and took a look at her expenditures for the
calendar year of 2010. There wasn’t much to look at. With few exceptions for salaries, taxes to
the I. R. S., and office necessities, everything else seems to have been placed on a credit card.
I guess she learned that trick in D. C.
 
We didn’t stop there. We also went to www.votesmart.org to see what they had available. The
voting record made for some interesting reading.  I also found that the campaign finance
records were incomplete. They failed to list the $3,500.00 donation she received from George
Kaiser. That’s the same George Kaiser that will get his money back from the Solyndra scandal
before the taxpayers see a dime. I guess if I wanted to masquerade as a Conservative I’d
leave his name off my donor list too. You can find this information at www.libertyok.org.
 
Since the Governor has been in office, she has signed 354 bills into law. She has vetoed only
10. That’s less than 3 percent of the bills she has vetoed. Some of the ones she has signed
into law that have mattered to Oklahomans are listed below.
 
HB 2171 Obama Highway Bill-fiscally liberal
HB 1953 Governor’s Quick Action Fund, Slush Fund-corporate welfare
HB 2131 Soft on Crime-Liberal
SB 154 21st Century Quality Jobs Act-corporate welfare
 
These are all bills that deserved the veto pen.
 
So let’s take a look at her voting record while she was in D. C. How well did she represent the
Conservative values of Oklahoma during her tenure there?
 
Jan. 5, 2007     Pay As You Go Rule, Voted Nay-Liberal
Mar. 14, 2007 Union Organization Bill, Voted Nay-Conservative
June 7, 2007    Stem Cell Research Act of 2007 voted Nay-Conservative
 
Primarily a party line vote on most bills. I would rate her performance in Washington as an
overall 70 on the conservative scale. She let us down on several votes.
 
The Governor has pushed for an income tax reduction in the state. I received this Mary Fallin
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in my email the other day. Some wonder how we, as a state can afford a tax cut when we lag
so far behind in our education funding. But do we really lag behind in funding, or do our funds
get wasted on subjects that aren’t germane to teaching our children what they need to know.
Do we spend our education dollars wisely, or do we spend them on intrusive programs
deemed necessary by frivolous dictates from the Department of Education at both the State
and the almighty dollar driven federal funds. There can be no denying that our children were
better educated before there was ever a federal Department of Education. Maybe it’s time to
exert our 10th Amendment rights and say NO to the federal government when it comes to
educating our kids. We know better locally.
 
Economic Mobility in Oklahoma has recently become a topic of discussion in the state. It seems
that the PEW Institute has decided that Oklahoma ranks among the worse in the Nation for
upward mobility in the country. I can’t believe that. You can read the report here Economic
Mobility in Oklahoma is Among the Worst in the Nation | StateImpact Oklahoma It’s always
been my experience that if a person worked hard and did a good job, he or she would get the
promotions that they deserved. I think one has to consider the left leaning PEW organization
when one considers their report.
 
One of the biggest problems that the Governor has ignored is the Department of Human
Services. They have been a problem for a long time. They are one agency, along with the
Department of Corrections, that is habitually underfunded. The death of children entrusted to
the care of the state is abhorrent to the senses of every Oklahoman. The documented cases of
falsified home visits by case workers are tantamount to negligent homicide in the death of a
child, yet in most cases they go unpunished.
 
Then they highlight the 2012 legislative session. You start off by saying that “The Fiscal Year
2013 budget deal reached by Governor Mary Fallin and state legislators represents a fiscally
responsible plan to limit the size and growth of government while increasing funds for core
areas of government.” The Governor and legislators seem to forget that an increase in the size
of government decreases the liberty of the citizens.
 
Other areas of savings are mostly consolidation of agencies that do the same thing. This
should have been done long ago.
 
Another area of savings is a Memorandum of Understanding of a multistate contract for natural
gas vehicles. The idea is to convert the states fleet of vehicles to natural gas by purchasing
new vehicles that are already set up to run on natural gas and selling the existing fleet. This is
a ludicrous idea. What should happen is convert the existing fleet to natural gas. There is the
technology and facilities in state to do the job. Local workman would be happy for the business
and it would support Oklahoman owned businesses. In addition, it would encourage residents
to make the change.
 
She seems proud of the Turnpike improvement plan. I have a Turnpike improvement plan for
you Governor. As soon as the existing bonds are paid off on the turnpikes, make them part of
the regular highway system. That would put more money into the pockets of taxpayers and
help attract more business.
 
The Governor touts the “Statewide Public Safety Plan” in the form of HB 3052. This plan was
nothing more than another one of Speaker Steele’s social justice plans. It is in fact a soft on
crime bill. This is the second soft on crime bill that the Governor has signed.
 
 
This one takes the cake. The Water for 2060 Act. Are you kidding me? The state is now
embroiled in a lawsuit with two sovereign Native American Nations because you and the state
legislature refused to negotiate with them over their water rights. Instead you feel that you
have the power to break a federal treaty and confiscate what does not belong to you.
 
 
After reviewing all the information available and even considering that the Governor was
dealing with a liberal House and Senate, I can only give the Governor a conservative rating of
30. That makes her a RINO Republican. She is influenced by her metropolitan surroundings,
her time as a Representative in Washington, D. C., and her desire to be everything to
everybody in the desire to win a second term. If she is a conservative as she claimed, she
needs to start acting like one and using the veto pen more often on bills that don’t uphold
conservative values no matter who it upsets.
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Skirting Ethics Laws or Hiding the Truth?
By R. H.

 
Thisone is for Clark Jolley for not living up to his momma's expectations

 
This is round two on the ethics complaints filed against Senator Clark Jolley last week.  The
reports available were consistent about the basic complaint. They all centered on the Senator
accepting campaign contributions and holding campaign fund raisers in January 2012 and not
filing the required “SO-1” (Statement of Organization form) “ which was due within 10 days of
accepting or spending in excess of $500 or by February 10.” All but one report failed to give
but a cursory acknowledgement of the complaint by the Senator.
 
In a report to News9, which can be read here Edmond Man Files Ethics Complaint Against
Senator - News9.com - Oklahoma City, OK - News, Weather, Video and Sports |, Senator Jolley
defends his actions by saying that “We have complied with every one of the laws in the state
of Oklahoma-period. We have reported every contributor. We have reported every expense.”
He went on to blame this complaint on a campaign gimmick of his opponent.
 
Let’s take a look at his campaign filings and see if he’s telling the truth, or skirting campaign
laws. It just so happens that the Statement of Organization for both 2010 and 2012 are
available online at the State Ethics Commission web site. The one for 2010 raises some
questions.
 
The Statement of Organization is a relatively simple form to complete. There are no trick
questions on the form. Question six seemed to pose a problem for Senator Jolley in 2010
though. He likes to claim he was running for Attorney General, so why did the one question
where it ask “Office Being Sought” did he file as undecided? This immediately sends up red
flags. This indicates that this was never a serious run for Attorney General. This was a way to
raise money for future campaigns. Apparently I wasn’t the only one who felt this way. The
following is from his schedule e expenditure reports.
 
Date                Item                             Name                          Purpose           Amount
Jan. 01, 2011   Contribution Refund   Contributor                 Refund             $200.00
Jan. 01, 2011   Contribution Refund   Contributor                 Refund             $300.00
Jan. 01, 2011   Contribution Refund   Contributor                 Refund             $400.00
 
Apparently other people felt used. Does this sound like the actions of someone truly running
for Attorney General?   Now let’s take a look at his expense reports for problems for the years
2009 through 2012. This is all the information available through the Oklahoma State Ethics
Commission web site.
 
Date                Item                             Name                          Purpose                      
Amount
Nov. 25, 2009  Travel Expense            Boingo Wireless          Travel Expense            $7.95
Dec. 26, 2009  Subscription                The Edmond Sun         Subscription                $7.25
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This is unbelievable. You bill a wireless service, for who knows what, to your campaign? Are
you really so cheap that you have to pay for a subscription to your hometown newspaper out
of your campaign funds? You also listed the beneficiary as Clark Jolley for Attorney General,
but how can that be. According to your Statement of Organization you had yet to declare what
office you were running for.
 
Feb. 17, 2010  Subscription                The Edmond Sun         Subscription                $4.35
Mar. 19, 2010 Membership Dues      Leadership Oklahoma Membership Dues      $150.00
Mar. 22, 2010 Travel Expenses          American Airlines       Travel Expenses          $401.30
Mar. 22, 2010 Travel Expenses          American Airlines       Travel Expenses          $271.90
 
This gets redundant. Why is he billing the local newspaper subscription to his campaign? Why
are his membership dues in civic organizations being paid by the campaign? Why is out of state
travel being billed to the campaign? The biggest question here is why is he traveling out of
state in the middle of a legislative session? How many votes did he miss? How can he
represent the citizens of District 41 out of state?
 
Mar. 25, 2011 Travel Expense            American Airlines       Travel Expense            $553.80
Jan. 12, 2011   Membership               Edmond Rotary Club   Membership               $447.50
 
Again he travels in the middle of a legislative session. This is getting to be a habit with him.
How many votes did he miss this time?
 
One thing noted throughout the campaign is a repeated reimbursement to AT&T. There is no
other explanation offered than reimbursement. Through the course of the Jolley for Undecided
campaign these reimbursements came to a total of $1,225.30. I think an explanation needs to
be made for this.
 
Next go to votesmart a look at his campaign finances for the 2012 campaign cycle, it  reads
like a who’s who of liberal political players.
 
One such liberal lion is George Kaiser. No one can accept a campaign donation from this man
and still claim to be a conservative. George Kaiser is a trusted ally of President Obama who
stands to receive his investment back from the Solyndra debacle before us taxpayers will ever
see a dime. He is also a campaign donation bundler for President Obama.
 
Other organizations known to keep favored politicians in office have also donated heavily to his
campaign.
 
Organization                                                                                       Amount
Oklahoma Medical Association                                                          $5,000.00
Oklahoma Public Employees Association                                           $5,000.00
Professional Firefighters of Oklahoma                                               $5,000.00
Oklahoma City Firefighters                                                                $5,000.00
Oklahomans For Better Housing (ACORN)                                         $2,500.00
Greater Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce                               $2,500.00
American Federation of Teachers Oklahoma Solidarity Fund           $1,000.00
 
With big donors like this, one has to ask where his allegiance lies. Going back to project vote
smart, I went to the area that covers interest group ratings. The last year available was 2010.
That year he scored a 100% for Pro-Business Policy. His score for Consumer and Patient
Advocacy was 64%.
 
Senator Jolley it looks like you have violated Oklahoma’s campaign laws. You held campaign
fundraisers for your Senatorial campaign in January of 2012 for sure and possibly as early as
December of 2011. You failed to file the required Statement of Organization within the ten day
limit as required by law. Your own campaign expenditure reports show you expended well over
the $500.00 dollar limit. The ethics complaint is warranted and justified.
 
Senator Jolley you are nothing but a RINO Republican politician. In fact after reviewing your
records more closely you are worse than a RINO. You qualify as a DIRC. In case you don’t
know what that means, it’s the abbreviation for Democrat in Republican Clothing. I’m not even
sure the Democrats would have you. For the good of the party, it’s time for you to step down
and let a true conservative step up and represent District 41.
 

    
Here are all the House members in two fifty member blocks of email
addresses.  Use Bcc in your email address header and email fifty of them
with one email yet they won't know who else got the email.
 
Here are the State Senate email addresses in one block:
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Who is my state representative and my state Senator?   Click here to find
out  
 
Here is the Senate Directory
 
Here is the House Directory
  
  
Rem
ember to strip the unsubscribe link before forwarding this newsletter to
prevent someone from taking you off our list!  Use our forward this email link
at the top of the newsletter to prevent being accidently  unsubscribed.
  
Money is always needed for printing costs, postage, sign materials, and robo
call costs.  We are tightfisted; we will spend your hard earned money wisely
and frugally as we do our very best to clean up Oklahoma politicians so we
can begin to clean up our country.
 
You can donate by sending a check to Sooner Tea party, 358 North Rockwell
Ave, Oklahoma City, OK, 73127  or visit Soonerteaparty.org and use the
Paypal donation button.
 

 

 

Unsubscribe / Change Profile 
Powered by YMLP
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Newsmax intervie
Date: Tuesday, July 24, 2012 4:27:00 PM
Attachments: image002.png

I just got a list of topics from Newsmax this afternoon for tomorrow’s interview; all looks
pretty boiler plate conservative topics; additionally, the interview is 10 min total … her
responses should be brief and suitable for 1-2 minute clips.  Working up some talkers, but
won’t have it finished until tomorrow AM.  Below are some quick thoughts.  Let me know
if you have additions.
 
FYI – there is an hour blocked on the gov’s schedule, but the interview will only take 15
minutes; so we can delay to the end of the hour for her to review if needed.
 
Format is goofy but I viewed a recent example and it looks good:  Newsmax is sending a
local OKC crew to video in the Blue Room; the Newsmax interviewer will ask questions via a cell
speakerphone; the Newsmax interviewer will later tape a video asking the same questions they did
over the phone; the video clips will then be edited together to make it appear like a satellite
interview
 
 
 

1.)     the 2012 election
a.      important to elect someone who can tackle economic woes, committed to

limiting govt spending and stopping the federal overreach
2.)    the role Oklahoma will play in the election

a.      expect Oklahoma to go for Romney
b.      Will be helping in any capacity I can
c.       while our electoral impact is small, we’re a great example of how

conservative, limited government policies can spur economic growth
3.)   the state of the U-S economy and the impact to Oklahomans

a.      Tough nationally with 8.2 percent unemployment; market uncertainty over
spending, policies like health care

b.      But Oklahoma is doing better, 4.7 percent unemployment, thanks to our
pro-growth policies

4.)    Obamacare’s impact on states
a.      In Oklahoma, at least $500 million to our budget if we expand Medicaid.

5.)   the encroachment on states’ rights by the Feds
a.       

6.)    automatic budget cuts set to kick in and impact to states including Oklahoma
a.      Oklahoma a leader in aerospace and defense
b.      Automatic cuts could mean a loss of up to 16,000 jobs
c.       Hope Washington decides

7.)    austerity measures imposed by other governors
a.      Other govenor’s raising taxes; cutting services
b.      Not good for economic growth
c.       Oklahoma fortunate to have balanced budget, pro-biz policies
d.      Creating a pro-biz environment here, take advantage of companies wanting

to relocate
e.       Regularly meet with CEOs and tell them the “Oklahoma story” worked;

recent example Asco and 600 new jobs
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Her
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
 
Find Gov. Fallin on:
 

   
 
On the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
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Oklahoma legislators urged to comply with national health care law I NewsOK.com Page I of3 

Health Care Reform News and Articles 

Oklahoma legislators urged to comply with national health 
care law 
Panel co-chairmen say Oklahoma's junior U.S. senator is encouraging the state Legislature to 
develop its own insurance exchange plan, or a system where Oklahomans could shop for health 
insurance. 

BY MICHAEL MCNUTT mmcnutt@opubco.com "V 3 
Published: November 16, 2011 

A legislative committee was encouraged Tuesday to sift through comments made over 
the past two months and come up with recommendations to develop ideas on how 
Oklahoma can comply at a minimum with the federal health care law. 

The mostly Republican committee must show action and not defiance to the law pushed 
by Democratic President Barack Obama, is the advice given by U.S. Sen. Tom Coburn, 
said Rep. Glen Mulready, co-chairman of the Joint Committee on Federal Health Care 
Law. 

Mulready, R-Tulsa, said he and Sen. Gary Stanislawski, the other committee co
chairman, met for about an hour Monday at Tulsa's airpo1t with Coburn, R-Muskogee. 

Both had asked Coburn to speak to the committee, but his schedule wouldn't allow it. 

Coburn is not optimistic that the U.S. Supreme Comt will strike down the federal health 
care law after a conservative-leaning panel of federal appellate judges in Washington, 
D.C., last week upheld the health care law as constitutional, Mulready said. 

The U.S. Supreme Court on Monday agreed to decide the constitutionality of the health 
care law, with oral arguments likely to be held early next year with a ruling by June. 

Mulready said Oklahoma's junior U.S. senator encouraged the Legislature to develop its 
own plan. The federal health care law requires states to submit plans for health 
insurance exchanges if states don't want to use a federal system; the federal government 
will impose its version of an insurance exchange on states that don't set up their own. 
The deadline is Jan. 1, 2013. 

Mulready said Coburn suggested lawmakers consider Utah's plan to develop an 
insurance exchange, or a system where Oklahomans could shop for health insurance. 

http://newsok.com/oklahoma-legislators-urged-to-comply-with-national-health-care-law/a ... 11/16/2011 
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"If I could summarize in two words, his feedback to the committee would be copy 
Utah," Mulready said. "These are quotes: You're not going to have a choice; the fact is 
the law is the law." 

The Utah Health Exchange, formed in 2009, is a web-based health insurance 
marketplace that serves as a single shopping point for consumers to evaluate their 
health insurance options and make purchasing decisions. 

The Joint Committee on Federal Health Care Law held its last meeting Tuesday. 
Members will make their suggestions on ideas they like in a couple of weeks; proposed 
legislation will be crafted from those ideas for next year's session, said Stanislawski, R
Tulsa. 

"We want to improve health care in Oklahoma," he said. "How do we do that? 

"When it comes to the exchange, what the federal government is looking at is, are we 
moving forward with some type of an exchange? We will probably see some type of 
recommendation come out of the committee that's going to move us forward with some 
type of exchange." 

Exchange deadline 

The exchange program must be able to accept enrollees by October 2013 and be 
working by Jan. 1, 2014. 

Stanislawski said even if the health care law's provision requiring everyone to have 
health insurance is tossed out, the rest of the health care law could be left intact. But 
such a ruling would be catastrophic for most of the measure. 

"You cannot have the mandates that they're imposing without an individual mandate," 
he said. "No insurance company is going to play. No consumer can afford the insurance 
if they did play. So it implodes. It's gone. So therefore Congress would then have to go 
back to the drawing board and fix it or repeal it." 

Passing an exchange similar to Utah's would not be a waste of time or money by 
legislators, Stanislawski. It is helping citizens and has nothing to do with the federal 
health law. 

"It has everything to do with giving consumers more choice and small business owners 
options," he said. "We could proceed with that and actually take care of our own needs." 

Grant turned down 

http://newsok.com/oklahoma-legislators-urged-to-comply-with-national-health-care-law/a. .. 1111612011 
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Legislators earlier this year turned down a $s4.6 million grant to develop its insurance 
exchange system. The federal health care committee was formed to look at the state's 
options. 

Oklahomans in November voted for opting out of the federal health care law and the 
state attorney general since has filed a lawsuit challenging its constitutionality. 

"No one wants to be told you have to buy health insurance," Stanislawski said. 

Turning down the federal money wasn't a mistake, he said. 

"It committed us as a state not to do a Utah exchange but to do what would be called an 
Obamacare exchange," he said. "How can you sue the federal government but take their 
money like that to create and entangle yourself to that exchange? You can't do that." 

Stanislawski said private vendors would pay for most of the cost of developing 
Oklahoma's exchange. 

"It cannot be that expensive," he said. "We're not building the infrastructure ... it's out 
there." 

~3 Show I Hide Comments 
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Alex Gerszewski; Aaron Cooper
Subject: next week
Date: Friday, June 08, 2012 3:52:00 PM

-          As many appointment releases as possible
-          Aaron, NBA may contact you (will send email)
-          Draft statements for SCOTUS strikes down ObamaCare, SCOTUS upholds obamacare and

send for approval
-          Work with Michael Widdell on media plan for NGV/MOU (will send email with more info)

 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz; Katie Altshuler
Subject: NFIB - health insurance exchanges
Date: Monday, March 28, 2011 9:07:00 AM

Jerrod Shouse called me and said NFIB wants to help us on the exchange issue.
 
NFIB supports state-based exchanges as good for small businesses; they also are one of the private
groups suing the fed government over Obamacare.
 
Jerrod said they can write an editorial to be placed in Oklahoma papers and/or send the editorial to
House and Senate members. 
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Denise Northrup
To: "jrshouse ; Katie Altshuler
Subject: Re: NFIB help
Date: Thursday, July 12, 2012 4:29:00 PM

Thanks jerrod!
 
From: Jerrod Shouse [mailto:j ] 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 04:28 PM
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler 
Subject: NFIB help 
 
Hi Denise & Katie,

As the Governor studies what Oklahoma should do next with regard to exchanges
required by the PPACA/Obamacare, I want to offer the support of NFIB. When Karen
Harned, the head of our NFIB Legal Center, was in Oklahoma and met with the
Governor last year, they talked about exchanges. We discussed how NFIB has led
the charge to repeal Obamacare, but at the same time has been supportive of a
state-created and -run marketplace that benefits small business owners. I even had
an op-ed prepared to support the exchange idea, but we didn't run it when the
legislature pulled the plug (both times).

Ultimately, we will be supportive of the Governor and her decision. So please let me
know if there is a way we can be helpful.

-- 
JERROD SHOUSE
Shouse & Associates | JerrodShouse.com

Government Relations Consulting 

P: 405.310.9779 | 
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: RE: Invitation: Conference call on forthcoming paper: "The Illegal IRS Rule to Expand Tax Credits under the

PPACA"
Date: Thursday, July 12, 2012 11:54:00 AM

k
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 11:55 AM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Re: Invitation: Conference call on forthcoming paper: "The Illegal IRS Rule to Expand Tax
Credits under the PPACA"
 
I don't think it is necessary, but I will check around at NGA and see if anyone is talking about it. Cato
has kind of gone in the direction of OCPA lately...
 
From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 10:19 AM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: FW: Invitation: Conference call on forthcoming paper: "The Illegal IRS Rule to Expand Tax
Credits under the PPACA" 
 
Do you want someone on this call?
 

From: Laura Odato [mailto:lodato@cato.org] 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 10:15 AM
To: Laura Odato; Heather Curry
Subject: Invitation: Conference call on forthcoming paper: "The Illegal IRS Rule to Expand Tax Credits
under the PPACA"
 
At 10am ET on Monday, July 16, the Cato Institute will release this working paper by
Jonathan Adler and Michael Cannon. This paper explains that while PPACA, as written,
allows states to block the law’s employer mandate by not creating a health insurance
“exchange,” the IRS is nevertheless trying to impose that tax on those states illegally:

 
Taxation without Representation: The Illegal IRS Rule to Expand Tax Credits under
the PPACA

 
By Jonathan H. Adler and Michael F. Cannon

 
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) provides tax credits and subsidies
for the purchase of qualifying health insurance plans on state-run insurance exchanges. 
Contrary to expectations, many states are refusing or otherwise failing to create such
exchanges.  An Internal Revenue Service (IRS) rule purports to extend these tax credits and
subsidies to the purchase of health insurance in federal exchanges created in states without
exchanges of their own.  This rule lacks statutory authority. The text, structure, and history of
the Act show that tax credits and subsidies are not available in federally run exchanges.  The
IRS rule is contrary to congressional intent and cannot be justified on other legal grounds. 
Because the granting of tax credits can trigger the imposition of fines on employers, the IRS
rule is likely to be challenged in court. 
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The tax credits and employer mandate are essential components of the law. The law’s explicit
restriction of tax credits to state-run Exchanges, combined with states’ reluctance to create
Exchanges, threatens the law’s survival. The IRS rule is an attempt to rescue the law, but it is
hard to imagine employers not suing to block it. Vanderbilt University law professor Jim
Blumstein comments, “The language of the statute is explicit. Subsidies accrue to people who
obtain coverage through state-run exchanges. The I.R.S. tries to get around that by providing
subsidies for all insurance exchanges. That interpretation will almost certainly be challenged
by someone”—i.e., employers who become subject to an illegal tax, including state
governments. Boston University law professor Kevin Outterson says employers would have a
“fairly decent textual case.” Adler and Cannon reveal that’s an understatement. Finally,
congressional Republicans have introduced a resolution to block the IRS rule under the
Congressional Review Act. This forthcoming paper strengthens the case against the rule.
Adler and Cannon’s findings have already received coverage in The New Republic and The
New York Times.

 
At  3PM ET on Monday, July 16, the authors will host a conference call on the IRS rule. If
you would like to participate in the conference call, dial in to  at  3PM ET on
Monday, July 16. Conference code:   
 
This invitation is non-transferable.  
 
Laura Odato
Director of Government Affairs

Cato Institute

1000 Massachusetts Ave N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20001

(202) 789-5225
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler; "maryfallin "
Cc: Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: RE: Dr. Coburn asked me to relay his message to Gov. Fallin that he does NOT believe OK should expand

Medicaid under PPACA
Date: Thursday, July 12, 2012 10:20:00 AM

Oh, how kind.
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 10:17 AM
To: 'maryfallin '
Cc: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Fw: Dr. Coburn asked me to relay his message to Gov. Fallin that he does NOT believe OK
should expand Medicaid under PPACA
 

 
From: Trent, Josh (Coburn) [mailto:Josh_Trent@coburn.senate.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 08:15 AM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Cc: Morris, Jerry (Coburn) <Jerry_Morris@coburn.senate.gov> 
Subject: Dr. Coburn asked me to relay his message to Gov. Fallin that he does NOT believe OK should
expand Medicaid under PPACA 
 
 
 
________________________
Josh Trent
Health Care Policy (LA)
U.S. Senator Tom Coburn, M.D.
172 Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510
202-224-5754
www.coburn.senate.gov
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From: Denise Northrup
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: FW: Invitation: Conference call on forthcoming paper: "The Illegal IRS Rule to Expand Tax Credits under the

PPACA"
Date: Thursday, July 12, 2012 10:19:00 AM

Do you want someone on this call?
 

From: Laura Odato [mailto:lodato@cato.org] 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 10:15 AM
To: Laura Odato; Heather Curry
Subject: Invitation: Conference call on forthcoming paper: "The Illegal IRS Rule to Expand Tax Credits
under the PPACA"
 
At 10am ET on Monday, July 16, the Cato Institute will release this working paper by
Jonathan Adler and Michael Cannon. This paper explains that while PPACA, as written,
allows states to block the law’s employer mandate by not creating a health insurance
“exchange,” the IRS is nevertheless trying to impose that tax on those states illegally:

 
Taxation without Representation: The Illegal IRS Rule to Expand Tax Credits under
the PPACA

 
By Jonathan H. Adler and Michael F. Cannon

 
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) provides tax credits and subsidies
for the purchase of qualifying health insurance plans on state-run insurance exchanges. 
Contrary to expectations, many states are refusing or otherwise failing to create such
exchanges.  An Internal Revenue Service (IRS) rule purports to extend these tax credits and
subsidies to the purchase of health insurance in federal exchanges created in states without
exchanges of their own.  This rule lacks statutory authority. The text, structure, and history of
the Act show that tax credits and subsidies are not available in federally run exchanges.  The
IRS rule is contrary to congressional intent and cannot be justified on other legal grounds. 
Because the granting of tax credits can trigger the imposition of fines on employers, the IRS
rule is likely to be challenged in court. 

 
The tax credits and employer mandate are essential components of the law. The law’s explicit
restriction of tax credits to state-run Exchanges, combined with states’ reluctance to create
Exchanges, threatens the law’s survival. The IRS rule is an attempt to rescue the law, but it is
hard to imagine employers not suing to block it. Vanderbilt University law professor Jim
Blumstein comments, “The language of the statute is explicit. Subsidies accrue to people who
obtain coverage through state-run exchanges. The I.R.S. tries to get around that by providing
subsidies for all insurance exchanges. That interpretation will almost certainly be challenged
by someone”—i.e., employers who become subject to an illegal tax, including state
governments. Boston University law professor Kevin Outterson says employers would have a
“fairly decent textual case.” Adler and Cannon reveal that’s an understatement. Finally,
congressional Republicans have introduced a resolution to block the IRS rule under the
Congressional Review Act. This forthcoming paper strengthens the case against the rule.
Adler and Cannon’s findings have already received coverage in The New Republic and The
New York Times.
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At  3PM ET on Monday, July 16, the authors will host a conference call on the IRS rule. If
you would like to participate in the conference call, dial in to  at  3PM ET on
Monday, July 16. Conference code:   
 
This invitation is non-transferable.  
 
Laura Odato
Director of Government Affairs

Cato Institute

1000 Massachusetts Ave N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20001

(202) 789-5225
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: NGA HHS Committee Call

When: Wednesday, March 21, 2012 1:00 PM-1:30 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

The HHS Committee will meet tomorrow (Wed) at 2:00 pm EST in the governors room.  The agenda and call-in information are below. 
 Attached, please find a summary of the final rule on Exchange establishment and eligibility to be used for discussion purposes. 
Hardcopies of these materials will be available at the meeting.
 
HHS Committee
March 20, 2012, 2:00pm EST

: Passcode 
  
I.                   Welcome and Introduction 
 
II.                 Discussion of the final rule on health insurance Exchanges (see attachment)
 
III.               Other business
 
IV.              Adjournment
  
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact: Heather Hogsett, HHS Committee Director, NGA Office of Federal Relations (
HYPERLINK "mailto:hhogsett@nga.org" hhogsett@nga.org or 202-624-5360); or William Garner, Legislative Director, HHS Committee,
NGA Office of Federal Relations ( HYPERLINK "mailto:wgarner@nga.org" wgarner@nga.org or 202-624-5369).
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From: Zaharias, Krista
To: Reps
Subject: NGA LAUNCHES VIRTUAL HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
Date: Thursday, October 18, 2012 12:59:36 PM

NGA News Release
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
October 18, 2012
Contact:  Jodi Omear, 202-624-5346
                                                                             

NGA LAUNCHES VIRTUAL HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
New Website Provides One-Stop Shop for Health Policy Information 

 
WASHINGTON—The National Governors Association (NGA) today unveiled a new website,
State Health Policy Options. The site, http://statepolicyoptions.nga.org/, is a virtual resource center
developed by NGA that will make it easier to explore potential solutions to health policy problems
that state policymakers face. The website also will provide policymakers with innovative
approaches from expert analysis and the experience of states in their efforts to improve health care
access, affordability and quality.
 
“With the always evolving health care system, this website is designed to give states a place to find
information on a variety of health care problems they might be facing,” said NGA Executive
Director Dan Crippen. “Our hope is that this virtual resource center will give states unlimited
ideas on how to solve their individual health care problems, learn from other states, identify viable
policy options and considerations and stay informed of the federal health policy landscape.”
 
The website focuses on various topics, including:
 

·        Planning for 2014: Provides information and analysis relevant to health insurance
exchanges, Medicaid and insurance subsidy and tax credit policies that increase health
insurance coverage once the Affordable Care Act changes required by 2014 come into
effect;

·        Cost Containment: Examines state initiatives to reduce Medicaid costs and maintain
access to quality care for beneficiaries;

·        Improving System Performance: Explores ways to lower health care costs, improve
the quality of care and provide access to many people as possible;

·        Prevention and Health Promotion: Considers how states can use their various roles to
promote better health among state residents;

·        Workforce: Focuses on how states can develop effective workforce planning and
development strategies to respond to the growing demand on health care; and

·        Health Information Technology: Shares ways to improve system performance,
support patient self-management, support widespread adoption of electronic health
records and design effective health information exchanges.

 
Each of the topic areas includes policy options for states; case studies of state-led efforts; federal
regulations, guidance and grant opportunities for states; and expert sources with subject matter
expertise.
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To view the new website, please visit: http://statepolicyoptions.nga.org/.
 
 

###
 
Founded in 1908, the National Governors Association (NGA) is the collective voice of the nation’s governors and
one of Washington, D.C.’s most respected public policy organizations. Its members are the governors of the 55
states, territories and commonwealths. NGA provides governors and their senior staff members with services that
range from representing states on Capitol Hill and before the Administration on key federal issues to developing
and implementing innovative solutions to public policy challenges through the NGA Center for Best Practices. For
more information, visit www.nga.org.
 
 

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive
use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or
confidential. If the reader of this transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for
delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and delete this message.

---
You are currently subscribed to [reps] as Andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov.
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-215948-
158946.9da273b890faf8871af12dd59a396601@talk.nga.org.
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Est Cost of Health Care Services - 57% of all eligibles 
FFY 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Federal Matching Rate 100% 100% 100% 95% 94% 93% 90% 

Federal Reimbursement $ 286,254,000 $ 291,979,080 $ 297,818,662 $ 288,586,283 $ 291,259,503 $ 293,924,218 $ 1,749,821,746 

State Share $ - $ - $ - $ 15,188,752 $ 18,591,032 $ 22,123,328 $ 55,903,113 

Total Costs of Services $ 286,254,000 $ 291,979,080 $ 297,818,662 $ 303,775,035 $ 309,850,536 $ 316,047,547 $ 1,805,724,859 

Estimated Adm (State Share) $ 4,293,810 $ 4,379,686 $ 4,467,280 $ 4,556,626 $ 4,647,758 $ 4,740,713 $ 27,085,873 

Woodwork Eligibles - 57% of eligibles 
f"""'' ·-·-· ·-········--·· ' ;<-,•_,-_-w'"'''' ''""'"-'-'"-''~-~- "'''''"'---·'""" . . . . " -,,,,~=--*""·'"'"~'~"'-'-"""·'"~' "'"•' -- -'" __ ,. - --w '"''''"-''•"'' 
Federal Reimbursement $ 49,769,873 $ 49,769,873 $ 49,769,873 $ 49,769,873 $ 49,769,873 $ 49,769,873 $ 49,769,873 

!state Share $ 20,753,947 $ 20,753,947 $ 20,753,947 $ 20,753,947 $ 20,753,947 $ 20,753,947 $ 20,753,947 

Total Costs of Services $ 70,523,820 $ 70,523,820 $ 70,523,820 $ 70,523,820 $ 70,523,820 $ 70,523,820 $ 423,142,920 

Estimated Adm (State Share) $ 1,057,857 $ 1,057,857 $ 1,057,857 $ 1,057,857 $ l,057,857 $ 1,057,857 $ 6,347,144 
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Oklahoma Estimates of Costs of Service and Administrative Costs (Expansion Population and Woodwork) 

Est Cost of Health Care Services - 100% of all eligibles (200,000 uninsured adults) 
FFY 2014 201S 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Federal Matching Rate 100% 100% 100% 95% 94% 93% 90% 

Federal Reimbursement s so2,200,ooo s Sl2,244,000 s S22,488,880 s S06,291,72S s Sl0,981,S8S s SlS,6S6,S23 s S09,002,890 

State Share s - s - s - s 26,646,933 s 32,615,846 s 38,812,8S7 s S6,SS5,877 

Tota! Costs of Services s 502,200,000 s Sl2,244,000 s S22,488,880 s S32,938,658 s S43,S97,431 s SS4,469,380 s S6S,SS8,767 

Estimated Adm (State Share) s 7,S33,000 s 7,683,660 s 7,837,333 s 7,994,080 $ 8,1S3,961 $ 8,317,041 $ 8,483,382 

Woodwork Eligibles - 100% of eligibles (44,000 children+ 17,000 low-income parents) 
(F;d;;;;,:;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;~; ······ Ts 87;315~566f$''''·~37;3;:5;555rs . 87;3;:5;566 I s 87,31s,s66 I s 87,31S,S66 I s 87,31s,s66 I s 87,31S,S66 

!state Share I $ 36,410,434 I $ 36,410,434 I $ 36,410,434 I $ 36,410,434 I s 36,410,434 I s 36,410,434 I s 36,410,434 

Total Costs of Serv;ces I$ 123,726,000 I $ 123,726,000 I$ 123,726,000 I $ 123,726,ooo I s 123, 726,ooo I s 123,726,ooo I s 123,726,000 

Estimated Adm (State Share) $ l,8SS,890 $ 1,8SS,890 $ l,8SS,890 $ 1,8SS,890 $ 1,8SS,890 $ 1,8SS,890 $ l,SSS,890 

Est Cost of Health Care Services - 7S% of all eligibles 
FFY 2014 201S 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Federal Matching Rate 100% 100% 100% 9S% 94% 93% 90% 

Federal Reimbursement $ 376,6SO,OOO $ 384,183,000 $ 391,866,660 $ 379,718,794 $ 383,236,189 $ 386,742,392 $ 381,7S2,168 

State Share s - $ - $ - s 19,985,200 $ 24,461,885 s 29,109,643 $ 42,416,908 

Total Costs of Services $ 376,6SO,OOO $ 384,183,000 $ 391,866,660 $ 399,703,994 $ 407,698,073 $ 41S,8S2,03S $ 424,169,07S 

Estimated Adm (State Share) $ S,649,7SO $ 5,762,745 $ S,878,000 $ S,99S,S60 $ 6,llS,471 $ 6,237,781 $ 6,362,S36 

Woodwork Eligibles - 75% of eligibles 
!Federal Reimbu·~~-;;~·~----~----- "'" . . -'''" '''-'0 ''''"''·"'""-'" '-'• •. ,,,,-.~-----" ·.· --------- ''"-""-~"'"' - •'"'-- --- .· '"'''''"''"'0-'"'"'"'' '"'"'" .,, ...... ~.- '"-'" '"''-·-'"'" 

$ 6S,486,67S $ 6S,486,67S $ 6S,486,67S $ 6S,486,67S $ 6S,486,67S s 6S,486,67S $ 65,486,67S 

!state Share $ 27,307,826 $ 27,307,826 $ 27,307,826 $ 27,307,826 $ 27,307,826 $ 27,307,826 $ 27,307,826 

Total Costs of Services $ 92,794,SOO $ 92,794,SOO $ 92,794,500 $ 92,794,500 $ 92,794,SOO $ 92,794,SOO $ 92,794,500 

Estimated Adm (State Share) $ 1,391,918 $ 1,391,918 $ 1,391,918 $ 1,391,918 $ 1,391,918 $ 1,391,918 $ 1,391,918 
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Gov£ru~foRS 
Medicaid Expansion 

Considerations 

State Facts 

A ssoc1ATION 

State Profile for Oklahoma 

Medicaid Enrollees CY10 and Those Newly 
Eligible Under 100% and 138% of FPL 

1,000,000 -.------ ----- ------
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Expanding to 
100% FPL 

43.3% 
enrollment 
expansion 

Expanding to 
138% FPL 

55.2% 
enrollment 
expansion 

• Eligible Uninsured Low 
Income Adults 

• Medicaid Enrollment, 
CY2010 

Income Eligibility Limits for Working Adults at Application as a Percent of the Parents Childless Adults 

Federal Poverty Level (FPL) by Scope of Benefit Package, January 2012 53% NA 

Medicaid Enrollment, CY2010 589,000 

Uninsured Low Income Nonelderly Adults at or below 100% FPL 254,843 

Uninsured Low Income Nonelderly Adults at or below 133% FPL 325,267 

Uninsured Low Income Nonelderly Adults between 100% FPL and 133% FPL 70,424 

Federal Medicaid Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) Allotments, FY2011 $36.2M 

Medicaid Advance Planning Document (APO) Yes 

Sources: State Health Access Doto Assistance Center {SHADAC) and Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured 

Footnote: In Oklahoma, adults up to 200% FPL are eligible for more limited subsidized coverage under the Insure Oklahoma waiver program. Individuals must have 
income below eligibility threshold and also work for a small employer, be self-employed, be unemployed and seeking work, be working disabled, be a full-time college 
student, or be the spouse of a qualified worker. 
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2014 Newly Eligible Populations, National Picture 

Non-elderly Adults Eligible for 
Tax Subsides in the Insurance 

Exchanges 

• 19to25 

• 26 to 34 

• 35 to44 

• 45 to54 

• 55 to 64 

Non-elderly Adults 
Potentially Eligible for 
Medicaid Expansion 

• 19-25 

• 26-34 

• 35-44 

• 45-54 

• 55-64 

D I' Cl emog1·ap nc t . f iarac ens 1cs o f ti I' 'bl 1\1 I ' 'd te new y e 121 e ec 1ca1 I f popu a 1011 

Gender 53% fema le 47%male 

Ethnicity 51 % white, non- Hispanic 23% Hispanic 12% black only, 5% Asian alone, non-Hispanic 
non- Hispanic 

Education 10% college or more 33% some college 33% fmished HS 24% less than HS 

D t . f I. CJ cmograp nc iarac ens 1cs o f tl t b 'I I' 'bl 1e ax-su su y e 121 e po I f pu a 1011 

Gender 50% female 50% male 
Ethnicity 64% white, non-Hispanic 18% Hispanic 12% black only, 5% Asian alone, non-Hispanic 

non-Hispanic 
Education 2 1 % college or more 35% some college 32% finished HS 12% less than HS 

Clinical Needs 
• Newly covered population has disproportionate rates of behavioral health conditions - fourteen percent have a 

substance abuse disorder, a serious mental illness or both . 
• Newly eligible adults with chronic illnesses are less likely than insured individuals to have a usual source of care 

and will likely begin coverage with unmet medical needs. 

Experience of Early Expanding States 
Seven states (California, Colorado, Connecticut, Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, Washington) and the 
District of Columbia expanded their Medicaid programs to some adults without dependent children ahead of 
the 2014 mandatory expansion of the program. 

Preliminary F indings 

• Some new enrollees are relatively hea lthy but those who are ill tend to enroll first. 
• The cost of the newly eligible Medicaid enrollees is higher than currently enrolled parents but lower than 

enrolled adults with disabilities. 
• Care coordination and provision of social services are important to enrollees who are chronically ill, 

homeless, or have significant menta l illness. 

Wol'luorce Implications 
The newly covered populations will place significant new demands on an already stressed primary care and 
behavioral health workforce. Primary care clinicians should utilize care coordinators and care managers to address 
the disparate needs of this population, particu larly those who are chronically ill and could benefit from self
management skills. 
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WAIVER SUMMARIES 
DRAFT 11/17/11 

 
 
 
 

Type Population Eligibility Focus Copays1 Delivery 
System 

Payment shifts Description 

        
DELAWARE 

 
Renewal 
w/amend-
ment 

Duals 
 
ABD in Long 
Term Care 
(LTC)  

Full2 
 
Excludes 
ICF/MR 

Expands mandatory managed care to 
dual eligible and most LTC populations 
 

 Managed 
Care 
Organization 
(MCO) 

  
Rebalancing LTC3, coordination of 
care 

        
INDIANA 

        
Renewal 
w/amend-
ment 

Non disabled  
adults 

Less than 
133% FPL4 
beginning in 
2014 

Continues Health Indiana Program (HIP) 
program  – changes eligibility from 200 
to 133% FPL in 2014 

Consumer 
driven 

MCO  HIP – reliance on health savings 
accounts coupled with high 
deductible plans to promote 
consumer responsibility; requires 
minimum contribution of $160 
annually 

        

                                                      
1 Co-pays defined as utilization when higher amounts are used to steer utilization such as promote use of generic versus brand drugs or to deter ED use for non emergent care.  Consumer driven indicates that copays 
are intended to introduce more reliance on consumer choice and personal responsibility 
2 Full benefit dual eligible versus partial benefit duals who receive cost-sharing and/or premium assistance only – e.g QMBI/SLIMBI 
3 Rebalancing LTC indicates shifting utilization to home and community care rather than nursing home care 
4 Federal poverty level 
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KANSAS 
        
New All  current 

Medicaid 
populations 
 

No change 
 
 

Move population to three MCO/medical 
homes contracts. 
 
Excludes ICF/MR5 populations 

 MCO   3 to 5% of payments 
for performance 
incentives; penalties for 
low quality  
 
 

Global waiver 
Increased investment in prevention, 
care coordination and evidence 
based practice  
Rebalancing LTC 
Reduces incentives not to work 

        
UTAH 

        
New All in 

geographical 
boundry  - 
some nursing 
home 
residents not 
included 

 Accountable Care Organization model 
(ACO) replaces MCOs.  ACOS defined 
as managing risk and accepting a 
capitated premium; distribute payments 
across continuum of providers and meet 
quality standards 

Yes may 
vary by 
plan 

ACO’s 
 

No reductions in 
provider payments, 
IGTs maintained 
Sets Medicaid growth 
targets 

Premium subsidy provision to 
purchase private insurance for 
Medicaid clients 
Covers 4 most populous counties 
Project aims at reducing the growth 
rate of Medicaid costs 
Permits community service in lieu 
of payments 

        
WASHINGTON 

        
Renewal 
with 
amend-
ments 

Basic Health 
 
Disability 
(non-
working) 
(DD) 
 
Addiction 
treatment 

133% FPL 
Expansion 
waiver 
approved 

Convert state only population to 
Medicaid now and collect regular FMAP 
through 2013  and receive 100% FMAP 
for  2014 – 2017; 90% thereafter under 
ACA 

Utilization  
ED 
generics 

MCO  
Basic health 
group moves 
to MCO; DD 
to partial 
MCO; 
Addiction in 
fee for 
service 

Enhanced payments to 
high performing 
providers 

Called Transitional Bridge 
Converts individuals with incomes 
up to 133% FPL usually enrolled in 
three 100% stated funded programs 
to regular Medicaid  
Medical home and prevention 
component 
Several requests for demonstrations, 
grants, etc as part of transition 

                                                      
5 ICF/MR Intermediate care facilities/mental retardation 
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group 
 
 

effort 

 Duals full Mandated managed care w/ opt out  
 

WISCONSIN 
        
 
New and 
Amends 
two 
existing 
waivers 

Pregnant 
women and 
children 
 
 
children 

More than 
133% - 
300% FPL 
 
 
150% to 
185% FPL 

Restrict Medicaid and CHIP eligibility 
for anyone with access to employer 
sponsored insurance as long as premiums 
are under 9.5% of income. 
 
Charge premiums 
 

    
Proposes coverage first thru 
employers 
Seeks relief from MOE 
requirements 
Waiver proposes to demonstrate the 
impact of pending ACA policies on 
Medicaid and resulting coverage 
outcomes 

 Parents and 
caretakers 
 

 100 to 
150% FPL 

Restrict Medicaid and CHIP eligibility 
for anyone with access to employer 
sponsored insurance as long as premiums 
are under 9.5% of income. 

yes  Waiver effectively 
seeks relief from MOE  
9.5% of income for 
employer insurance; 
cost sharing;  

 Adults under 
26, pregnant 
women 
caretakers 

Over 100% 
but under 
150% FPL 

Restricts eligibility if they have access to 
parents insurance 

    

        
 
 

 

NEW JERSEY 
        
Renewal 
with 
amend-

All 
 
except partial 

varies Move virtually all populations to 
capitated managed care for both acute 
and LTC 

Utilization 
n/a 

MCO 
Medical 
homes 

Requests increased 
FMAP for certain 
“optional” beneficiaries 

 
Streamlines program operations and 
administrative responsibility 
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ments  
 
Consol 
idates of 
several 
existing 

duals  
Shift (“rebalance”) mix between nursing 
facilities and home and community 
based services 
 
Seek flexibility to limit scope and 
duration of services 
 
Integrates Special Needs Plans with 
MCOs for duals 
 
Seek flexibility in reforming and 
modernizing automated systems and 
related procedures. 
 
Eliminate wrap around coverage for 
Health Insurance Premium Payment 
(HIPP) program 
 

ACO who would qualify in 
other states as ACA 
expansion population. 
 
Requests SDW 
payment. 
 
Seeks discretion to 
revise payment rates, 
increasing some and 
reducing others  

 
Consolidation of numerous waivers, 
along with requests for new waivers 
 
Facilitate delivery system reform 
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From: Travis Brauer
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: NGA MEeting Notes
Date: Monday, July 09, 2012 3:42:00 PM

NGA REPORT by Dan Crippen
 
There  is  a  possibility  of  documents  being  distributed  to  Governors  before the Governors
Only meeting this weekend.
 
 
NGA CENTER REPORT by David Moore
 
On July 10 and July 11 there will be a conference in DC on electric vehicles. 
 
On July 19-20 in DC there will be a reforming healthcare seminar.
 
September 19-21 there will be a policy advisor meeting in New Orleans.
 
 
NGA CENTER PRESCRIPTION DRUG POLICY ACADEMY by Thomas MacLellan
 
Led  by  Alabama  Gov.  Robert  Bentley  and  Colorado  Gov.  John  Hickenlooper,  is a year-long
program  to  help  in  strategic  planning  aimed  at  reducing  the  prescription  drug  abuse
problem  and  is  funded  by  private  foundations.    The  academy  will  include  the states of
Alabama  and  Colorado,  as  well  as  an  additional  five  states  that  are  accepted  through  a
competitive application process.   The requirements for the academy will soon be released. 

The application is six pages long and is due by August 16th. 
 
***We  might  want  to  consider  applying  for  this  academy  as  we are leading the country in
prescription drug abuse.   See the following  links for more information about the problem in
the state.
 
http://newsok.com/state-of-addiction-oklahoma-ranked-no.-1-state-in-prescription-
painkiller-abuse/article/3656694
 
http://city-sentinel.com/?p=2391
 
http://newsok.com/oklahomas-painkiller-abuse-crisis-is-a-growing-problem-experts-
say/article/3690845
 
REPORT ON THE D BLOCK MEETING by Thomas MacLellan
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Not much was said.
 
 
LEGISLATIVE UPDATES by David Quam
 
Regulations for EBT/TANF are on hold and the states will have until 2014 to comply with the
regulations.
 
The NGA is  looking for governors to testify before the House Judiciary Committee on July 24
about market place equity.
 
There  is  a  Washington  Reps  lunch  in  Williamsburg  this  upcoming  weekend,  if you will be
attending please RSVP.
 
Senate
 
S. 2240 by Sen. Debbie Stabenow would extend the depreciation bonus through 2012. 
 
House
 
There will be a vote on a veteran’s job bill and to repeal of Obamacare.  
 
Iowa  Governor  Terry  Branstad  will  testify,  on  Thursday  to  the  House  Armed  Services
Subcommittee on Readiness, against plans by the U.S. Air Force to eliminate F-16 aircraft at

the Des Moines-based 132nd FighterWing of the Iowa Air National Guard.
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: NGA September Meeting on Exchange Implementation Issues

         Health Insurance Exchanges Workshop:
                         Timelines, State Options and Federal Regulations
         Crystal City Hyatt, Arlington, Virginia
                               September 8-9, 2011
Thursday, September 8

**NOTE: EACH BREAKOUT SESSION WILL BEGIN WITH A SHORT OVERVIEW; STATES WILL THEN DIVIDE INTO GROUPS FOR
DISCUSSION TAILORED TO STATE PREFERENCES AND EXCHANGE GOALS**  

8:00 a.m. – 8:30 a.m. Registration and Breakfast

8:30 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.
 Opening Plenary

Setting the stage: overview of different Exchange models, state roles under State/Hybrid/Federal Exchanges, timelines, and how to
chart a path forward. 

Breakout Session 1
9:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. 

 Medicaid, Eligibility and Enrollment 

Discussion will include issues facing states in integrating the Medicaid program with the Exchange, including data sharing agreements,
data flow, financing, coordinating with the federal data hub and other programs; timeline of necessary decisions; and state obligations. 
The idea of “federal partnership” will also be discussed as well as possible federal expectations related program integration.
11:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.  Break

Breakout Session 2
11:15 a.m. – 12:45 p.m.
 Creation and Operation of Exchanges Under Varying Scenarios

Discussion will include issues related to the establishment and operation of individual and SHOP Exchanges, by either the Federal
government, a state or a hybrid model, including legislation, governance, sustainability, degree of state “ownership,” timeline of
necessary decisions, estimated timeframe for selected areas, elements requiring further Federal guidance and state obligations.

12:45 p.m. – 2:15 p.m.
 Informal Networking and Problem-Solving Lunch
Breakout Session 3
2:15 p.m. – 3:45 p.m. Qualified Health Plans and OPM Plans

Discussion will include issues related to qualified health plans, including network adequacy, benefit design standards, criteria for
participation in the Exchange, timeline of necessary decisions, and state obligations (and/or federal functions) under the different
scenarios (state, federal, and hybrid).

Breakout Session 4
3:45 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

 Financial Issues and Insurance Regulation 

Discussion will include issues related to insurance market stabilization, risk mitigation, non-Exchange market considerations,
reinsurance, risk corridors and risk adjustment, timeline of necessary decisions, premium collection; federal subsidies and state
obligations.  
5:00 p.m. –6:30 p.m.
 Reception

Friday, September 9

7:30 a.m. – 8:30 a.m.  Breakfast

Breakout Session 5
8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
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 Marketing and Outreach

Discussion will include issues related to consumer information, navigators, small and large employer involvement, stakeholder
involvement, timeline of necessary decisions, and state obligations (and/or federal functions) under different scenarios (state, federal,
and hybrid).
10:00 a.m. – 10:15 a.m.  Break

10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.
 Small Group Discussions:  Clarifying the Path Forward

What do you need/want from the federal government, short and medium term? What do you want from NGA and each other?

11:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.
 Summary of State Themes, Concerns and Needs 
12:15 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.
 Informal Networking and Problem-Solving Lunch
1:30 p.m. – 2:45 p.m.  Questions and Discussion with HHS Officials

2:45 p.m. –3:00 p.m. Closing
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        HEALTH INSURANCE EXCHANGES WORKSHOP: 
                         TIMELINES, STATE OPTIONS AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS 

         CRYSTAL CITY HYATT, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 
                               SEPTEMBER 8-9, 2011 

 
 
**NOTE: EACH BREAKOUT SESSION WILL BEGIN WITH A 

SHORT OVERVIEW; STATES WILL THEN DIVIDE INTO GROUPS FOR DISCUSSION 
TAILORED TO STATE PREFERENCES AND EXCHANGE GOALS**   
 
8:00 A.M. – 8:30 A.M. REGISTRATION AND BREAKFAST 

 
8:30 A.M. – 9:30 A.M. 
 

OPENING PLENARY 
 
Setting the stage: overview of different Exchange models, state roles under 
State/Hybrid/Federal Exchanges, timelines, and how to chart a path forward.  
 

BREAKOUT SESSION 1 
9:30 A.M. – 11:00 A.M.  
 
 
 
 
 

MEDICAID, ELIGIBILITY AND ENROLLMENT  
 
Discussion will include issues facing states in integrating the Medicaid 
program with the Exchange, including data sharing agreements, data flow, 
financing, coordinating with the federal data hub and other programs; timeline 
of necessary decisions; and state obligations.  The idea of “federal partnership” 
will also be discussed as well as possible federal expectations related program 
integration. 

11:00 A.M. – 11:15 A.M.  BREAK 
 

BREAKOUT SESSION 2 
11:15 A.M. – 12:45 P.M. 
 

CREATION AND OPERATION OF EXCHANGES UNDER VARYING 
SCENARIOS 
 
Discussion will include issues related to the establishment and operation of 
individual and SHOP Exchanges, by either the Federal government, a state or a 
hybrid model, including legislation, governance, sustainability, degree of state 
“ownership,” timeline of necessary decisions, estimated timeframe for selected 
areas, elements requiring further Federal guidance and state obligations. 
 

12:45 P.M. – 2:15 P.M. 
 

INFORMAL NETWORKING AND PROBLEM-SOLVING LUNCH 

BREAKOUT SESSION 3 
2:15 P.M. – 3:45 P.M. 

QUALIFIED HEALTH PLANS AND OPM PLANS 
 
Discussion will include issues related to qualified health plans, including 
network adequacy, benefit design standards, criteria for participation in the 
Exchange, timeline of necessary decisions, and state obligations (and/or 
federal functions) under the different scenarios (state, federal, and hybrid). 
 

BREAKOUT SESSION 4 
3:45 P.M. – 5:00 P.M. 
 
 

FINANCIAL ISSUES AND INSURANCE REGULATION  
 
Discussion will include issues related to insurance market stabilization, risk 
mitigation, non-Exchange market considerations, reinsurance, risk corridors 

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8 
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 and risk adjustment, timeline of necessary decisions, premium collection; 
federal subsidies and state obligations.   

5:00 P.M. –6:30 P.M. 
 

RECEPTION 
 

 
 
 
 

 
7:30 A.M. – 8:30 A.M.  BREAKFAST 

 
BREAKOUT SESSION 5 
8:30 A.M. – 10:00 A.M. 
 
 
 
 

MARKETING AND OUTREACH 
 
Discussion will include issues related to consumer information, navigators, 
small and large employer involvement, stakeholder involvement, timeline 
of necessary decisions, and state obligations (and/or federal functions) 
under different scenarios (state, federal, and hybrid). 

10:00 A.M. – 10:15 A.M.  BREAK 
 

10:15 A.M. – 11:15 A.M. 
 

SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS:  CLARIFYING THE PATH FORWARD 
 
What do you need/want from the federal government, short and medium 
term? What do you want from NGA and each other? 
 

11:30 A.M. – 12:15 P.M. 
 

SUMMARY OF STATE THEMES, CONCERNS AND NEEDS  

12:15 P.M. – 1:30 P.M. 
 

INFORMAL NETWORKING AND PROBLEM-SOLVING LUNCH 

1:30 P.M. – 2:45 P.M.  QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION WITH HHS OFFICIALS 
 

2:45 P.M. –3:00 P.M. CLOSING 
 

 
 

 
 

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9 
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Memorandum of Understanding 
 

This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) describes a coordinated effort between the undersigned States (States) to attract 

automobile manufacturers in the U.S. to develop a functional and affordable original equipment manufacturer (OEM) fleet 

natural gas vehicle (NGV) that will also meet public demand.  The States recognize the benefits and unique attributes of clean 

burning natural gas and understand the significant opportunity compressed natural gas (CNG) presents to save State and 

taxpayer dollars by encouraging an energy future that utilizes domestic energy resources to fuel our nation’s transportation 

needs.  Through the joint solicitation of a Multi-State Request for Proposal (Joint-RFP) that aggregates annual State fleet vehicle 

procurements, the States will endeavor to provide a demand base sufficient to support the design, manufacture, and sale of 

functional and affordable OEM NGVs by automotive manufacturers in the United States. 

 

In anticipation of soliciting a Joint-RFP, the States will endeavor to coordinate with local agencies, municipalities, and 

companies to determine the number of NGVs each State can commit to purchase and the required specifications necessary to 

meet fleet needs.  The Joint-RFP shall require that the ultimate cost of an OEM NGV should be comparably priced to an 

equivalent gasoline powered model and that warranty and reliability concerns are not compromised.  Simultaneously, the 

States understand the need for continued development and expansion of CNG fueling infrastructure and should endeavor to 

encourage private investment, predicated on demonstrating an anticipated increase in State NGVs, to meet growing demand.   

 

Pursuant to the terms of the Joint-RFP, to be executed at a later date, the States intend, where practical, to transition new fleet 

vehicle acquisitions, in committed volumes, to a resulting OEM NGV.  Such future acquisitions should, when economically 

feasible, rely on traditional distribution channels that incorporate local businesses in procurement processes.  In continued 

recognition of the benefits of CNG, the States should also endeavor to pursue fleet vehicle conversions to CNG, where 

economically compelling, based on a life-cycle cost analysis.  The States will also reach out to fellow Governors to determine 

broader interest and participation in the principles and process outlined in this MOU.   

 

This MOU embodies the principle understandings of the States but shall not create any legal relationship, rights, duties, or 

obligations binding or enforceable at law or in equity.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, each State shall in good faith endeavor 

to reach a mutually agreeable and economically beneficial Joint-RFP, as contemplated herein.  This MOU does not create 

additional state power, enhance existing state power, or interfere with federal authority or law.  This MOU shall continue to 

demonstrate the States’ understanding until execution of the Joint-RFP, or until otherwise discontinued by either State. 

 

Set forth by: 

 

State of Oklahoma  

 

 

__________________________________________ 

Mary Fallin, Governor  

November 9, 2011 

State of Colorado 

 

 

__________________________________________ 

John Hickenlooper, Governor 

November 9, 2011 
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State of Wyoming 

 

__________________________________________ 

Matthew H. Mead, Governor 

November 9, 2011 

State of Pennsylvania  

 

__________________________________________ 

Tom Corbett, Governor  

November 9, 2011 

  

State of Utah 

 

 

__________________________________________ 

Gary R. Herbert, Governor  

November 16, 2011 

State of Maine 

 

 

________________________________________ 

Paul R. LePage, Governor  

December 2, 2011 

  

State of New Mexico  

 

 

__________________________________________ 

Susana Martinez, Governor  

December 22, 2011 

State of West Virginia  

 

 

__________________________________________ 

Earl Ray Tomblin, Governor  

January 16
th

, 2012 

  

State of Kentucky 

 

 

__________________________________________ 

Steven L. Beshear, Governor  

January 27
th

, 2012 
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Memorandum of Understanding 
 

This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) describes a coordinated effort between the undersigned States (States) to attract 

automobile manufacturers in the U.S. to develop a functional and affordable original equipment manufacturer (OEM) fleet 

natural gas vehicle (NGV) that will also meet public demand.  The States recognize the benefits and unique attributes of clean 

burning natural gas and understand the significant opportunity compressed natural gas (CNG) presents to save State and 

taxpayer dollars by encouraging an energy future that utilizes domestic energy resources to fuel our nation’s transportation 

needs.  Through the joint solicitation of a Multi-State Request for Proposal (Joint-RFP) that aggregates annual State fleet vehicle 

procurements, the States will endeavor to provide a demand base sufficient to support the design, manufacture, and sale of 

functional and affordable OEM NGVs by automotive manufacturers in the United States. 

 

In anticipation of soliciting a Joint-RFP, the States will endeavor to coordinate with local agencies, municipalities, and 

companies to determine the number of NGVs each State can commit to purchase and the required specifications necessary to 

meet fleet needs.  The Joint-RFP shall require that the ultimate cost of an OEM NGV should be comparably priced to an 

equivalent gasoline powered model and that warranty and reliability concerns are not compromised.  Simultaneously, the 

States understand the need for continued development and expansion of CNG fueling infrastructure and should endeavor to 

encourage private investment, predicated on demonstrating an anticipated increase in State NGVs, to meet growing demand.   

 

Pursuant to the terms of the Joint-RFP, to be executed at a later date, the States intend, where practical, to transition new fleet 

vehicle acquisitions, in committed volumes, to a resulting OEM NGV.  Such future acquisitions should, when economically 

feasible, rely on traditional distribution channels that incorporate local businesses in procurement processes.  In continued 

recognition of the benefits of CNG, the States should also endeavor to pursue fleet vehicle conversions to CNG, where 

economically compelling, based on a life-cycle cost analysis.  The States will also reach out to fellow Governors to determine 

broader interest and participation in the principles and process outlined in this MOU.   

 

This MOU embodies the principle understandings of the States but shall not create any legal relationship, rights, duties, or 

obligations binding or enforceable at law or in equity.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, each State shall in good faith endeavor 

to reach a mutually agreeable and economically beneficial Joint-RFP, as contemplated herein.  This MOU does not create 

additional state power, enhance existing state power, or interfere with federal authority or law.  This MOU shall continue to 

demonstrate the States’ understanding until execution of the Joint-RFP, or until otherwise discontinued by either State. 

 

Set forth by: 

 

State of Oklahoma  

 

 

__________________________________________ 

Mary Fallin, Governor  

November 9, 2011 

State of Colorado 

 

 

__________________________________________ 

John Hickenlooper, Governor 

November 9, 2011 
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State of Wyoming 

 

__________________________________________ 

Matthew H. Mead, Governor 

November 9, 2011 

State of Pennsylvania  

 

__________________________________________ 

Tom Corbett, Governor  

November 9, 2011 

  

State of Utah 

 

 

__________________________________________ 

Gary R. Herbert, Governor  

November 16, 2011 

State of Maine 

 

 

________________________________________ 

Paul R. LePage, Governor  

December 2, 2011 

  

State of New Mexico  

 

 

__________________________________________ 

Susana Martinez, Governor  

December 22, 2011 

State of West Virginia  

 

 

__________________________________________ 

Earl Ray Tomblin, Governor  

January 16
th

, 2012 

  

State of Kentucky 

 

 

__________________________________________ 

Steven L. Beshear, Governor  

January 27
th

, 2012 
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From: Norman Thurston [mailto:NTHURSTON@utah.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 11, 2012 9:47 AM · 
Subject: Fwd: Federal Exchange Certification 

FYI - The memo on federal exchange certification went out this morning. For those of you who were not 
able to join as signers, but want to be supportive, I would encourage you to reach out formally or 
informally to your contacts at CCIIO to express your support in any way you feel comfortable. 

> > > Norman Thurston 1/11/2012 8:39 AM > > > 
Dear Mr. Larsen & CCIIO Colleagues, 

The Affordable Care Act (ACA) directs the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) to facilitate the 
establishment of an Exchange in any state that does not achieve certification by January 1, 2013. HHS 
has published a draft application for that certification form under the Paperwork Reduction Act. 

We wish to emphasize to our partners in HHS that it is equally important for states to understand the 
nature of the federal alternative that will be facilitated if they do not seek certification. In fact, due to the 
complex nature of the policy decision process at the state level, states need this information much sooner 
than the January 1, 2013 deadline required of states requesting certification. 

We request the following information from HHS no later than June 1, 2012 in order for us to make an 
informed decision about the direction we should pursue. This deadline is necessary to allow states that 
are considering deferring some (or all) functions of the exchange to HHS to understand how those 
processes would work in the context of a state exchange. This information request is based on the 
certification form proposed by HHS for states. It seems reasonable that HHS be able to provide the same 
type of information to states as the states would be required to provide to HHS. 

Sincerely, 

Norman Thurston, Health Reform Implementation Coordinator, State of Utah 
Darin Gordon, TennCare Director and Deputy Commissioner, Tennessee Division of Health Care Finance & 
Administration 
Brian Haile, Director, Tennessee Insurance Exchange Planning Initiative 
William Nold, Director, Kentucky Department of Insurance 
Katrin Teel, Senior Health Policy Adviser, State of Maine Governor's Office 
Dan Derksen, Director, New Mexico Office of Health Reform 
Molly Huffstetler, Deputy Director, Virginia Health Reform Initiative 
Adam Hamm, Insurance Commissioner, State of North Dakota 

Norman K Thurston, Ph.D. 
Health Reform Implementation Coordinator 
State of Utah 
PO Box 141000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-1000 
Phone: (801)538-7052 
Mobile: 
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State Consultation on the Development of a Federal Exchange 

The Affordable Care Act (ACA) directs the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) to facilitate the 

establishment of an Exchange in any state that does not achieve certification by January 1, 2013. HHS 

has published a draft application for that certification form under the Paperwork Reduction Act. 

We wish to emphasize to our partners in HHS that it is equally important for states to understand the 

nature of the federal alternative that will be facilitated if they do not seek certification. In fact, due to 

the complex nature of the policy decision process at the state level, states need this information much 

sooner than the January 1, 2013 deadline required of states requesting certification. 

We request the following information from HHS no later than June 1, 2012 in order for us to make an 

informed decision about the direction we should pursue. This deadline is necessary to allow states that 

are considering deferring some (or all) functions of the exchange to HHS to understand how those 

processes would work in the context of a state exchange. This information request is based on the 

certification form proposed by HHS for states. It seems reasonable that HHS be able to provide the same 

type of information to states as the states would be required to provide to HHS. 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS - For each of the following planning and operational areas, please provide a 

detailed description of the plans for proposed federal exchanges that includes, at a minimum, a 

comprehensive implementation plan along with business process models, key milestones, high-level 

timelines, and detailed progress reports showing current achievement of the milestones. The responses 

should also outline how the implementation plan would be adapted for different states, and what the 

costs to each state would be to accommodate the federal exchange. 

If HHS plans to contract out any of the functions described below to any entities (including state 

agencies as well as private entities) please provide a description that includes any current or future 

agreements with eligible entities that will carry out responsibilities of the exchange, procedures in place 

to ensure program integrity and prevention of fraud, waste and abuse, and how the exchange plans to 

ensure that the entities will carry out contracted responsibilities of the exchange in compliance with 

state and federal requirements. The description should also include the name of the contractors, 

contact points, evidence of contractor qualifications and an assessment of the conflict of interest of 

each contractor. 

PART 1. ENABLING AUTHORITY AND GOVERNANCE 

I. Enabling Authority: Please explain your authority to establish a federal exchange in any 

particular state, identifying any limitations or provisions. This explanation should include: 

a. A copy of current law and/or regulation that clearly indicates the legal authority under 

which a federal exchange would be established, and 

b. A written legal opinion from the Office of the Attorney General or a declaration from a 

federal court certifying that the federal government is authorized to establish an 

exchange under federal law, and detailing the authority of the federal government in all 

operational aspects of the exchange, including, but not limited to the authority to 
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iv. Evidence of consultation with state-level stakeholders to date, and plans for 

future engagement of stakeholders at the state level 

v. How HHS has considered (or will consider) the comments submitted by state

level stakeholders in designing a federal exchange for that state 

b. Call Center: Please provide a description of the approach to develop state-oriented call

center operations, including: 

i. A description of the approach to ensure sufficient consumer outreach, 

interpretation services, and overall consumer experience 

ii. A description of the call center functionality and how it will interface with 

existing state call centers 

c. Insurance portal: A federal exchange will need to provide a website through which 

enrollees and prospective enrollees of Qualified Health Plans can get comparative 

information. Please provide a description of the HHS plan for this portal that details: 

i. How it will support the consumer experience (including the interface with the 

call center, navigators, and agents/brokers) 

ii. How it will display accurate pricing information for QHPs, including what 

comparative information will be displayed, and a description of any features to 

simplify and support the consumer decision process 

iii. How the portal will calculate premiums, the second lower cost silver plan, and 

facilitate premium aggregation 

iv. How the portal will show consumers if a particular professional or facility is in 

the network of each plan 

v. How the portal will obtain and display relevant quality information about 

insurers 

vi. How the portal will support a seamless experience for those seeking eligibility or 

enrollment in various public or private programs or markets 

vii. The functionality and technology behind the electronic calculator and method 

to determine the actual expected out-of-pocket cost of coverage taking into 

account premium tax credits, cost sharing, cost-sharing reductions, and other 

relevant information for predicting the consumer's expected cost for each plan 

d. Navigators: Please provide a detailed description of the proposed federal exchange's 

Navigator program, including the types of entities that will be eligible to serve as 

Navigators and how the program will minimize conflicts of interest and ensure that 

Navigators possess the level of expertise required to perform any functions delegated to 

them. 

i. Please provide a strategy for funding the Navigator grants along with 

documentation that HHS has the legal authority to collect and disburse funds in 

that program 

e. Agents/brokers: Please provide a detailed summary of how the federal exchange will 

i. Engage agents/brokers in the design and function of the exchange 

ii. Determine appropriate compensation for the services agents/brokers provide to 

the exchange 
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iv. The approach (if any) to achieving plan alignment between the exchange and 

Medicaid 

v. The frequency and burden to insurers of recertification and the approach to 

annual plan renewal 

f. Ongoing oversight and monitoring of QHPs, including specific performance measures, 

tracking and resolving complaints, and compliance with certification requirements 

g. The proposed approach to rate analysis and benefit package review and how to 

populate the rating engine and calculator functions of the exchange 

h. How the exchange plans to collect, analyze, and publish quality data for QHPs 

i. How the exchange plans to engage insurers in these processes 

V. Financial Management: Please provide a detailed description of plans, policies, and procedures 

related to: 

a. The Risk Adjustment and Reinsurance programs and how those would be implemented 

in a state with a federal exchange 

b. HHS' plan to keep an accurate accounting of all activities, receipts, and expenditures in a 

federal exchange, including: 

i. The mechanism for handling and processing payments or funds 

ii. The additional cost burden on the insurance market of these activities 

VI. Enrollment: The federal exchange must allow an individual to enroll in any qualified plan 

available to that individual. Please describe in detail: 

a. The business process model for QHP enrollment 

b. Evidence of capacity to accept and process QHP applications 

c. Evidence of existing functionality for plan comparison that allows individuals to receive 

an eligibility determination, compare and select plans, and be enrolled in the plan of 

their choice 

d. A description of all notices that the exchange will provide to individuals enrolling in 

QHPs 

VII. The SHOP Program: Please provide a detailed description of the SHOP program component of a 

federal exchange, including: 

a. Whether the governance, plan certification and management, enrollment, call center 

and other functions of the SHOP exchange will be handled separately from the 

insurance portal described above, and if so, a detailed description of the differences 

b. An action plan for outreach and education efforts in the small business community 

c. How the SHOP exchange will interface and work with brokers/agents 

d. Any limitations placed on employers, including potential requirements for employers to 

limit employee choice or structure defined contribution in a particular way 

e. What tools and functionality to benefit employers and employees will be built into the 

SHOP exchange 

f. Any option for traditional group plans to be offered to employers 

g. How the exchange will correctly display information when employees have choices 

available to them, such as family tiers, dependent coverage, and opting out of coverage 
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ii. Descriptions of roles and responsibilities of the federal exchange, state 

Department of Insurance, and other agencies related to QHPs 

iii. Descriptions of roles and responsibilities of the federal exchange and state 

agencies that administer Medicaid, CHIP, and BHP, related to eligibility 

determinations, income verifications, and enrollment processes 

iv. A statement from each affected state agency indicating their level of satisfaction 

with the existing cooperative relationship with HHS 

XI. Oversight and Monitoring: Please provide a description of the policies and procedures (to date) 

for oversight and monitoring of the federal exchange, including procedures to prevent fraud, 

waste, and abuse 

XII. Adjudication of Appeals of Ellglblllty Determination: Please describe the procedures by which 

the Secretary or other federal officers hears and makes decisions with respect to appeals of any 

determination. Please provide a description of the process for adjudicating eligibility appeals, 

including timelines, deadlines, notice requirements and the process for coordinating with the 

State Medicaid agency. This description should also include evidence of existing capacity to 

accept and process appeals and evidence of a firewall or absence of conflict of interest between 

the entity performing appeals and the entity providing eligibility determinations. 

PART 3: FEDERAL TRANSPARENCY AND OPERATIONAL READINESS 

States that elect to utilize federal grant funding to implement and operate a state-based exchange 

are required to adhere to specific requirements and pass CMS Gate Reviews. CMS should be held to 

the same standards as states in the process of developing a federal exchange. 

Please identify the federal entity that will be tasked with this oversight and how states will be 

included in this process. 

Please demonstrate operational ability to meet the requirements outlined in Parts 1 & 2 by 

demonstrating to states that the federal exchange has the ability to meet the requirements of the 

Gate Review process. 
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From: Sean Rose
To: Cody Inman
Subject: Numbers (Draft)
Date: Monday, December 03, 2012 4:20:00 PM

Office of the Governor, Public Affairs Office
November 20 -

December 3 Calls/Correspondence In Support
(approx.)

Opposed
(approx.)

 
PPACA (including Medicaid Expansion, Health Insurance
Exchange, PPACA)

192 153

  Phone Calls 85 126
  
  Total 277  279

 
 
Sean Rose
Public Affairs Liaison
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
Sean.Rose@gov.ok.gov
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From: Hedgecock, Richard
To: Wendy Gregory
Subject: Obamacare
Date: Thursday, February 24, 2011 10:46:15 AM

Wendy –
 
House E&C is holding its first Obamacare hearing NEXT WEDNESDAY, March 1.
 
Committee staff is asking each member to obtain a letter from their Governor, pointing out pitfalls,
problems, with Obamacare.
 
Here’s what they sent:
 
In preparation for next week’s hearing on the impact of Obamacare on the states, we’re planning a
comprehensive communications plan. One tactic includes asking Republican governors to write your
boss a letter outlining some concerns they have with Obamacare on your state. Will Kinzel from the
Speaker’s office is going to reach out to your state’s DC director, asking if they might be willing to get
their governor to write such a letter.
 
It’s not going to be a hard push and we don’t really need you to do anything…just wanted to make
you aware this was going on. If your governor doesn’t want to do it, this is not a high pressure deal.
 
The idea would be to have any Member of the Committee who secures a letter from their governor
mention it when they begin their questioning, “Mr. Chairman I want mention that I just received a
letter from my Governor yesterday, expressing concern about Obamacare on my state and want to
include the letter in the record.” Or something like that.
 
 
Would it be possible to have someone on your staff prepare such a letter for our office?
 
Thanks, Wendy!
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From: Lindsay Russell
To: Seth Levey; john.katz@alaska.gov; russ.kelly@alaska.gov; lgromis ; macarter32 ;

RSerote@az.gov; Adam.nordstrom ; Rob.Jakubik ; bfulenwider@georgia.gov;
ehames@georgia.gov; brandymarty03 ; dhiowa ; jabot10 ;
jboeyink34 ; travisrichmond ; wkloiber ; David.Hensley@gov.idaho.gov;
jkreizenbeck@gov.idaho.gov; Tammy.Perkins@gov.idaho.gov; Andrew Silvestri; Katie Altshuler;
JamieShuster@gov.sc.gov; tedpitts@gov.sc.gov; hedgcockm@gov.state.la.us;
bob.schwaneberg@gov.state.nj.us; Dona.DeLeon@gov.state.nj.us; Wayne.Hasenbalg@gov.state.nj.us;
michael.ciamarra@governor.alabama.gov; Candice Whitfield; eric.finkbeiner@governor.virginia.gov;
Jeannemarie.Davis@governor.virginia.gov; kristi.craig@governor.virginia.gov;
Michael.DiSabato@governor.virginia.gov; sirena.ramirez@guam.gov; debbie ; griffin ;
wstruble ; wags@la.gov; Renee.Fargason@laspbs.state.fl.us; kristacarman ;
Will.Kinzel@mail.house.gov; mary.mayhew@maine.gov; brandi_white@mcconnell.senate.gov;
Lanier_Swann@mcconnell.senate.gov; blackwellr2@michigan.gov; chadderdona@michigan.gov;
mcbrideb@michigan.gov; muchmored@michigan.gov; tomichz@michigan.gov; Lauren.Hill@nebraska.gov;
brian ; ryan ; nguillemard ; sarah.echols@ ; Mike Schrimpf;
ts ; Bkanzeg ; aparis@state.pa.us; jbranstett@state.pa.us;
jmcallahan@state.pa.us; ktartaglia@state.pa.us; rebmyers@state.pa.us; Jim.Soyer@state.sd.us;
MKennicott ; Mark.Cate@tn.gov; Will.Cromer@tn.gov; Bnutt ;
RSPENDLOVE@utah.gov; EMainigi ; bill.kloiber@wisconsin.gov; Carol.Statkus@wyo.gov;
katyoder_99 ; pjpgator

Cc: Marie T. Sanderson
Subject: Obamacare Anniversary Action Items
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:55:18 AM

As you may know Wednesday March 23, 2011 marks the one year anniversary of the passage of
Obamacare. States, more than any other entity stand to lose the most from this costly and
constitutionally overreaching legislation.   
This morning representatives from several Governors’ offices joined in on a conference call to
provide the RGPPC with ideas and commentary on potential action items for Wednesday. The
following is a summary of the conversation. 
All in attendance wholeheartedly agreed that it is of utmost importance that each Governor does
something. Republican Governors currently hold center stage and there is no better time than the
anniversary of Obamacare to effectively communicate the overwhelming negative impact it has and
will continue to have on our states.  The following are some specific action items that some
Governors are planning for Wednesday:
 
1) States to message individually:   
Press Conferences

·         With congressional delegation

·         With respected health care officials 

·         With impacted businesses  

·         With Lt. Governors and other elected officials

Opinion Editorial

·         Getting published locally and nationally- RGA can help if needed

·         Editorials written in conjunction with congressional delegation

·         Encouraging health care professionals to submit op-eds
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Please feel free to email me or Marie with any other suggestions or comments regarding action
items for Wednesday. 
2) Coordinated RGPPC Effort 
 
The RGPPC in conjunction with the RGA would like to put out a press release of our own on
Wednesday. We envision the document to have a quote from every Republican Governor about the
effects that Obamacare has had on each individual state.  You can lift or prepare such quotes from
the actions you are already considering for next week. Please email to Mike Schrimpf (3/22) by
Tuesday of next week.   Mike’s email is mschrimpf@rga.org.    
 
Lindsay Russell
Public Policy Advisor 
Republican Governors Association | RGPPC
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250 | Washington, DC 20006
C:  |  | www.rga.org
 

-- 
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare Consultant Admits: Over $800 Billion "Straight to Insurance Companies"
Date: Tuesday, November 01, 2011 11:06:26 AM

After House Republicans last week released a report outlining how Obamacare penalizes marriage,
liberal professor Jonathan Gruber – a paid Obamacare consultant – responded yesterday in an
interview posted on the New Republic’s website.  He’s wrong on several key points*, but right on a
very important one:
 

Most households will never actually get their hands on the credits, so their existing tax
liabilities won’t actually change.  In most cases, credits will go straight to insurance
companies, to pay for health benefits.

 
Democrats’ claims to the contrary, the law and record are very clear about the fact that this massive
new entitlement will go straight into the arms of the insurance industry:
 

·         Section 1412(c)(2)(A) of the law provides that “The Secretary of the Treasury shall make the
advance payment under this section of any premium tax credit allowed under section 36B of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to the issuer of a qualified health plan on a monthly
basis.”

·         Page 37 of the report on the Finance Committee bill states: “The Committee Bill provides a
refundable tax credit for eligible individuals and families who purchase health insurance
through the state exchanges.  The premium tax credit, which is refundable and payable in
advance directly to the insurer, subsidizes the purchase of certain health insurance plans
through the state exchanges.” 

 
The Congressional Budget Office’s most recent estimates regarding Obamacare’s insurance
subsidies show that from 2014 through 2021, the federal government will spend a whopping $821.2
billion for subsidies that “will go straight to insurance companies,” according to Gruber’s own
admission.
 
Of course, candidate Obama opposed sending subsidies straight to insurance companies when he
ran for President, only to flip-flop on this issue when he signed Obamacare:
 

·         An Obama campaign ad derided Senator McCain’s proposal to subsidize insurance through
tax credits: “That tax credit?  McCain’s own Web site said it goes straight to the insurance
companies, not to you, leaving you on your own...”

·         Likewise, in a campaign speech, candidate Obama vilified Senator McCain for this policy:
“But the new tax credit [McCain’s] proposing?  That wouldn’t go to you.  It would go directly
to your insurance company – not your bank account.”

 
Gruber was attempting to argue that taxpayers’ liability would not change under Obamacare –
because the subsidies are paid directly to insurers, individuals who owed the IRS $1,000 would still
owe the IRS $1,000 come April 15.  But that misses the point – because someone who sends the IRS
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a $1,000 tax payment, and then has the IRS subsidize his health insurance to the tune of $5,000, is
obviously a net winner when it comes to the Internal Revenue Code.  (Who wouldn’t take that deal?
)  The issue is who are the net contributors to the federal budget, and the Joint Committee on
Taxation admitted that under Obamacare, another 7-8 million more households will receive more
from the federal government in benefits than they pay in taxes.  Which raises the larger question:
 What will happen to Obamacare when Democrats run out of other people’s money to spend…?
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 
* Some of the other nonsense claims made by Gruber include:

·         He conflates (unwittingly or not) tax refunds at the end of the year with refundable tax
credits as a “semantic choice.”  It’s NOT a semantic argument:  The former are for those who
overpaid their taxes during the year; the latter are for those that do not pay income taxes at
all.

·         He conflates the subsidies under Obamacare to the “large tax refunds that were put in place
by the Bush tax cuts,” as both represent spending, in his view.  Again, this view is incorrect. 
According to CBO, $103.2 billion of the $140.1 billion – or nearly 75% – of the federal
spending on Exchange subsidies in 2021 will be refundable subsidies to people who do not
have income tax liability.  Conversely, according to CBO, less than 10% of the cost of the
2001 tax relief act represented outlay effects – i.e., refundable federal spending on those
who do not have income tax liability.  In other words, the vast majority of the Bush tax relief
was provided to individuals who paid income taxes – and the vast majority of Obamacare’s
subsidies are to people who don’t.  You can argue whether each is good or bad policy, but
you can’t argue with those facts.

·         Gruber also claims that “the committee’s analysis conveniently ignores the fact that all but
the highest wage earners pay significant payroll taxes in the U.S.”  But Democrats have told
Republicans for years that those payroll taxes are used solely to fund Social Security
benefits, meaning those workers will get their payroll taxes back in future benefits (and
especially in the case of low-income workers, will get their payroll taxes back and then
some, due to the way Social Security benefits are calculated).  Or does Gruber now want to
admit that the Social Security Trust Fund is effectively meaningless, and that those who pay
only payroll taxes are funding general government obligations rather than their own
retirement benefits…?
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: obamacare costs
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 4:04:00 PM

According to the Oklahoma Health Care Authority, ObamaCare will cost the state $441,172,419 by

2020.

Other groups have estimated the cost will be far greater

 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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RSC Policy Brief: 

Update on the Florida Obamacare Lawsuit  
 

March 10, 2011 

 

 
Late Tuesday afternoon, the Department of Justice (DOJ) filed their appeal in the 11

th
 Circuit 

Court of Appeals of Judge Roger Vinson’s January 31, 2011 declaratory judgment striking down 

as unconstitutional the entirety of Obamacare in the case, State of Florida v. U.S. Department of 

Human Services. This legal challenge is just one of many all over the country making their way 

through the federal courts, yet it has garnered the most attention.  This is because the parties 

bringing the case include over half of all of the states (26 states), as well as the National 

Federation of Independent Business and two private individuals. More importantly, however, it 

is the only legal challenge to date to completely invalidate President Obama’s signature health 

care reform law. This policy brief highlights a few recent updates to this landmark legal 

challenge, which according to most observers, will undoubtedly be decided by the U.S. Supreme 

Court sometime in the spring of 2012. 

 

Breaking down the “Motion to Clarify” 
 

Instead of filing a timely appeal or seeking an immediate stay pending an appeal, the federal 

government waited 17 days to file an “untimely and unorthodox” Motion to Clarify (“Motion”) 

the judgment. While Judge Vinson believed that his order was “as clear and unambiguous as it 

could be” (i.e., that Obamacare is unconstitutional and void), he granted the federal 

government’s Motion.  

 

He conditioned the Motion upon the federal government appealing his judgment to the 11
th

 

Circuit Court of Appeals, or directly to the Supreme Court, within seven calendar days and 

seeking an expedited appellate review because the nation will be “better off” the sooner this 

issue is finally decided by the Supreme Court. The federal government met these two conditions 

by filing their appeal and a motion to expedite the case late Tuesday afternoon. 

 

Despite Judge Vinson granting the federal government’s Motion and staying his judgment 

pending appeal, he issued some compelling statements worthy of taking notice: 

 

� Judge Vinson declared the individual mandate in section 1501 of Obamacare is 

unconstitutional and cannot be “severed” from the law because of its centrality to the 
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entire insurance market reform schemes Obamacare created. In deciding the severability 

issue, he noted:
1
 

• “At the time the Act passed, Congress knew for certain that legal challenges to the 

individual mandate were coming”; 

• “Congress’ own Research Service had essentially advised that the legal challenges would 

have merit (and therefore might result in the individual mandate being struck down) as it 

could not be said that the individual mandate had “solid constitutional foundation”; 

• “And yet, Congress specifically (and presumably intentionally) deleted the ‘severability 

clause’ that had been included in the earlier version of the Act.” 

• “…the conspicuous absence of a severability clause—which is ordinarily included in 

complex legislation as a matter of routine—could be viewed as strong evidence that 

Congress recognized that the Act could not operate as intended if the individual mandate 

was eventually struck down by the courts.” 

 

���� Judge Vinson also found the federal government’s own arguments in defense of the 

individual mandate undermined its argument for severability:
2
 

• “…the [federal government] consistently and repeatedly highlighted the ‘essential’ role 

that the individual mandate played in the regulatory reform of the interstate health care 

and health insurance markets, which was the entire point of the Act.  

• The federal government argued”:
3
 

o “[The individual mandate] is essential  to the Act’s comprehensive scheme to 

ensure that health insurance coverage is available and affordable [and it ‘works in 

tandem’ with the health benefit exchanges, employer incentives, tax credits, and 

the Medicaid expansion].” 

o “[The absence of an individual mandate] would undermine the ‘comprehensive 

regulatory regime’ in the Act.”  

o “[The individual mandate] is essential to Congress’ overall regulatory reform of 

the interstate health care and health insurance markets…[it] is ‘essential’ to 

achieving key reforms of the interstate health insurance market…[and it is] 

necessary to make the other regulations in the Act effective.” 

• “In light of the defendant’s own arguments…and dozens of similar representations that 

they made throughout this case, I had no choice but to find that the individual mandate 

was essential to, and thus could not be severed from, the rest of the Act.”  

 

���� Judge Vinson on the role of the federal judicial branch  

• By refraining from legislating from the bench, he expressed that “…because the Act was 

extremely lengthy and many of its provisions were dependent (directly or indirectly) on 

the individual mandate, it was improper of me (a judge) to engage in the quasi-legislative 

undertaking of deciding which of the Act’s several hundred provisions could theoretically 

survive without the individual mandate (as a technical or proper matter) and which could 

not—or which provisions Congress could have arguably wanted to survive.” 
4
 

                                                 
1
 Order at page 6.  

2
 Order at page 6 &7.  

3
 Order at page 7. Memorandum in Support of Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss (doc. 56-1), at 46-48 (emphasis 

added).  
4
 Order at page 7.  
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���� Judge Vinson’s reasoning for not granting the States’ request for an injunction to halt 

implementation of Obamacare:
5
 

• “…there is a long-standing presumption ‘that officials of the Executive Branch will 

adhere to the law as declared by the court. As a result, the declaratory judgment is the 

functional equivalent of an injunction.” 

• “There is no reason to conclude that this presumption should not apply here [in this case]. 

Thus the award of declaratory relief is adequate and separate injunctive relief is not 

necessary.”  

• Even though this language “seems to be plain and unambiguous…the [federal 

government] have indicated that they ‘do not interpret the Court’s order as requiring them 

to cease [implementing and enforcing the Act].” 

• “…the [federal government] expressly assured the court that, in light of the ‘long-

standing presumption that a declaratory judgment provides adequate relief as against an 

executive officer, as it will not be presumed that that officer will ignore the judgment of 

the Court…” which is exactly what the federal government did for 17 days.  

 

���� Judge Vinson highlighting his concern about the powers of Congress: 

• “Even the district courts that have upheld the individual mandate seem to agree that 

‘activity’ is indeed required before Congress can exercise its authority under the 

Commerce Clause. They have simply determined that an individual’s decision not to buy 

health insurance qualifies as activity. For example, in the most recent case, Mead v. 

Holder,--F. Supp. 2d--,2011 WL611139 (D.C.C. Feb. 22, 2011), the District Court for the 

District of Columbia concluded that “[m]aking a choice is an affirmative action, whether 

one decides to do something or not do something,” and, therefore, Congress can regulate 

‘mental activity’ under the commerce power.”
6
 

• “Although I strongly believe that expanding the commerce power to permit Congress to 

regulate and mandate mental decisions not to purchase health insurance (or any other 

product or service) would emasculate much of the rest of the Constitution and effectively 

remove all limitations on the power of the federal government, I recognize that others 

believe otherwise.”
7
 

• “…two days after my [January 31, 2011] order was entered, the Senate Judiciary 

Committee held a hearing to explore the Constitutionality of the individual mandate. The 

possibility of a “broccoli mandate” was discussed at this hearing. Former Solicitor 

General and Harvard law professor Charles Fried testified (during the course of 

defending the Constitutionality of the individual mandate) that under this view of the 

commerce power Congress could, indeed, mandate that everyone buy broccoli.
8
 This 

testimony only highlights my concern because it directly undercuts the defendants’ 

principal argument for why an economic mandate is justified here.” 
 

 
                                                 
5
 Order at page 10. 

6
 Order at page 3, footnote. 

7
 Order at page 15.  

8
 Order at page 4 citing Transcript of Senate Judiciary Committee Hearing: Constitutionality of the Affordable Care 

Act (Feb. 2, 2011).  
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Key Takeaway 
 

As noted earlier in this briefing, it is widely accepted that the Supreme Court will be the ultimate 

arbiter of Obamacare’s constitutionality in this case (and the other related ones). The question is 

when not if the high court weighs in. Many Americans are disappointed that Judge Vinson did 

not dismiss the federal government’s Motion, and therefore, halt implementation of Obamacare 

in its tracks. His decision to grant a stay leaves many observers pondering how he could initially 

void the entire law, and then allow it to continue being implemented pending appeal.  Some 

speculate that Judge Vinson figured the 11
th

 Circuit Court of Appeals would have granted the 

stay of his ruling anyway, and therefore, simply sought to speed up the case.  

 

On the bright side for those who are rooting for a Supreme Court victory, Judge Vinson’s makes 

a strong case for the appeals and high court to affirm his declaratory judgment. At least three-

quarters of his order on the federal government’s quixotic Motion clarified his opinion to the 

question at issue: the individual mandate is unconstitutional and so is the entire government 

takeover of our health industry.  
 

 

RSC Staff Contact: Joe Murray, joe.murray@mail.house.gov (202)-225-6168. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

. 
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From: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
To: Jacobs, Chris (RPC)
Subject: Obamacare Increasing Uncertainty, Decreasing Job Growth
Date: Monday, December 05, 2011 9:42:54 AM

Businesses small and large are once again showing signs just how Obamacare is affecting their
willingness to hire.  In his Sunday column (reproduced in full below my signature), George Will writes
about how Obamacare’s new health insurance mandates mean the Carl’s Jr. chain will open fewer
stores, and therefore hire fewer workers:

When CKE’s health-care advisers, citing Obamacare’s complexities, opacities and
uncertainties, said that it would add between $7.3 million and $35.1 million to the
company’s $12 million health-care costs in 2010, [CEO Andy ]Puzder said: I need a number I
can plan with.  They guessed $18 million — twice what CKE spent last year building new
restaurants.  Obamacare must mean fewer restaurants.

And therefore fewer jobs.  Each restaurant creates, on average, 25 jobs — and as much
as 3.5 times that number of jobs in the community.  (CKE spends about $1 billion a year on
food and paper products, $175 million on advertising, $33 million on maintenance, etc.)….

CKE restaurants have 95 percent employee turnover in a year — not bad in this industry —
and the health-care benefits under CKE’s current “mini-med” plans are capped in a way that
makes them illegal under Obamacare.  So CKE will have to convert many full-time
employees to part-timers to limit the growth of its burdens under Obamacare.

In an economic climate of increasing uncertainties, Puzder says, one certainty is that many
businesses now marginally profitable will disappear when Obamacare causes that margin to
disappear.  A second certainty is that “employers everywhere will be looking to reduce labor
content in their business models as Obamacare makes employees unambiguously more
expensive.”

It’s not just franchisees groaning under the weight of Obamacare’s mandates.  On Friday, the PBS
News Hour interviewed Bobby Joslin, the owner of a small business sign company in Nashville, who
agreed that Obamacare is reducing hiring:
 

We're fighting mandates that just keep coming at us at nowhere….For instance, the
Obamacare, when we bring on a new employee, we don't know what that employee truly
is going to cost us in 2014.  And we're not in the practice of hiring people and then laying
them off.

 
These real-world testimonials sync with the views of many economic experts.  Analysts at UBS have
stated that Obamacare is “arguably the biggest impediment to hiring, particularly hiring of less
skilled workers.”  And the President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta has said that he has
“frequently heard strong comments to the effect of ‘my company won’t hire a single additional
worker until we know what health insurance costs are going to be.’”
 
At a time when unemployment remains stubbornly high, and 300,000 workers LEFT the job market
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last month, it’s clear one of the main culprits – the many mandates in the massive 2,700 page
health care law.
 
Chris Jacobs
Health Policy Analyst
Republican Policy Committee
(202) 224-2946
 

Choking on Obamacare
By George F. Will, Published: December 2

LOS ANGELES

In 1941, Carl Karcher was a 24-year-old truck driver for a bakery. Impressed by the large
numbers of buns he was delivering, he scrounged up $326 to buy a hot dog cart across from a
Goodyear plant. And the war came.

So did millions of defense industry workers and their cars. And, soon, Southern California’s
contribution to American cuisine — fast food. Including, eventually, hundreds of Carl’s Jr.
restaurants. Karcher died in 2008, but his legacy, CKE Restaurants, survives. It would thrive,
says CEO Andy Puzder, but for government’s comprehensive campaign against job creation.

CKE, with more than 3,200 restaurants (Carl’s Jr. and Hardee’s), has created 70,000 jobs,
21,000 directly and 49,000 with franchisees. The growth of those numbers will be inhibited
by — among many government measures — Obamacare.

When CKE’s health-care advisers, citing Obamacare’s complexities, opacities and
uncertainties, said that it would add between $7.3 million and $35.1 million to the company’s
$12 million health-care costs in 2010, Puzder said: I need a number I can plan with. They
guessed $18 million — twice what CKE spent last year building new restaurants. Obamacare
must mean fewer restaurants.

And therefore fewer jobs. Each restaurant creates, on average, 25 jobs — and as much as 3.5
times that number of jobs in the community. (CKE spends about $1 billion a year on food
and paper products, $175 million on advertising, $33 million on maintenance, etc.)

Puzder laughs about the liberal theory that businesses are not investing because they want to
“punish Obama.” Rising health-care costs are, he says, just one uncertainty inhibiting
expansion. Others are government policies raising fuel costs, which infect everything from air
conditioning to the cost (including deliveries) of supplies, and the threat that the National
Labor Relations Board will use regulations to impose something like “card check” in place of
secret-ballot unionization elections.

CKE has about 720 California restaurants, in which 84 percent of the managers are minorities
and 67 percent are women. CKE has, however, all but stopped building restaurants in this
state because approvals and permits for establishing them can take up to two years, compared
to as little as six weeks in Texas, and the cost to build one is $100,000 more than in Texas,
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where CKE is planning to open 300 new restaurants this decade.

CKE restaurants have 95 percent employee turnover in a year — not bad in this industry —
and the health-care benefits under CKE’s current “mini-med” plans are capped in a way that
makes them illegal under Obamacare. So CKE will have to convert many full-time employees
to part-timers to limit the growth of its burdens under Obamacare.

In an economic climate of increasing uncertainties, Puzder says, one certainty is that many
businesses now marginally profitable will disappear when Obamacare causes that margin to
disappear. A second certainty is that “employers everywhere will be looking to reduce labor
content in their business models as Obamacare makes employees unambiguously more
expensive.”

According to the U.S. Small Business Administration, by 2008 the cost of federal regulations
had reached $1.75 trillion. That was 14 percent of national income unavailable for job-
creating investments. And that was more than 11,000 regulations ago.

Seventy years ago, the local health department complained that Karcher’s hot dog cart had no
restroom facilities. He got help from a nearby gas station. A state agency made him pay $15
for workers’ compensation insurance. Another agency said that he owed more than the $326
cost of the cart in back sales taxes. For $100, a lawyer successfully argued that Karcher did
not because his customers ate their hot dogs off the premises.

Time was, American businesses could surmount such regulatory officiousness. But
government’s metabolic urge to boss people around has grown exponentially and today
CKE’s California restaurants are governed by 57 categories of regulations. One compels
employees and even managers to take breaks during the busiest hours, lest one of
California’s 200,000 lawyers comes trolling for business at the expense of business.

Barack Obama has written that during his very brief sojourn in the private sector he felt like
“a spy behind enemy lines.” Puzder knows what it feels like when gargantuan government is
composed of multitudes of regulators who regard business as the enemy. And 22.9 million
Americans who are unemployed, underemployed or too discouraged to look for employment
know what it feels like to be collateral damage in the regulatory state’s war on business.
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Gerszewski
Subject: Obamacare
Date: Thursday, June 21, 2012 8:23:37 AM

I have an off campus mtg this AM. Will be in around 1030. Obamacare supreme court ruling may
happen this AM. Be on the lookout.

When the gov gets in, will you see if she has changes to the Obamacare statements we gave her to
OK?

If she does, please make them. Should be a copy on shared drive.

Thanks.
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Mary Fallin
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: ObamaCare/Scotus ruling
Date: Wednesday, June 20, 2012 9:24:00 AM

Governor we expect the ObamaCare ruling to be made soon by the Supreme Court … have you had
a chance to review the statements we sent your way?
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Gerszewski
To: maryfallin ; Mary Fallin
Subject: Obama"s Contraception Decision
Date: Tuesday, February 07, 2012 9:45:00 AM

Governor,
 
Below are links that outline Obama’s contraception decision. I have also put some bullet points
that contain the main points in the articles.

Let me know if you need anything else.
 
 
NY Times Blog: The Politics of Obama’s Contraception Decision
 
http://thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/02/07/the-politics-of-obamas-contraception-decision/
 

·         Last month made rules that would require some religious hospitals, colleges and other
institutions to provide free contraception to employees under the new health care law

·         The new policy will exempt churches themselves and will have no effect on doctors who
object to prescribing contraception

·         Catholics and other Republicans, including Mitt Romney oppose the decision and say
Obama is ‘waging a war on religious freedoms’

·         They argue that the president’s decision on contraception can be seen as an expansion
of efforts to extend the reach and power of the federal government, even into the
affairs of religious groups.

·         Yesterday, Romney urged supporters to sign a petition calling on Obama to stop the
attacks on religious liberty

·         In the introduction to the petition, Romeny says: “They are now using Obamacare to
impose a secular vision on Americans who believe that they should not have their
religious freedom taken away.”

·         Senior White House officials on Monday defended the decision, saying that the policy
balances the rights of religious organizations with the interests of their female
employees to receive affordable contraception.

·         This gives Romney a new opportunity to attack Obama’s health care plan. In an
opinion article published late last week in The Washington Examiner, Mr. Romney
vowed to issue waivers to roll back the health care plan and to undo the contraception
decision.

 
 
Newsday: Axelrod defends administration birth control rule
 
http://www.newsday.com/news/axelrod-defends-administration-birth-control-rule-1.3510597
 

·         The administration didn’t intend to ‘abridge anyone's religious freedom’ with its
regulation requiring church-affiliated employers to cover birth control for church –
affiliated employers to cover birth control for their workers

·         Roman Catholic leaders have assailed Obama and health and human services
secretary Kathleen Sebelius for the new rule by saying it tramples on religious beliefs
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· It forces people of faith to choose between upholding church doctrine and serving the
broader society

·         The institution have around a year and a half to comply with the new regulation
·         Axelrod said Mitt Romney’s stance is ‘ironic’ because he led a state in Massachusetts

that has a similar policy
 
 
 
USA Today Editorial: Contraception mandate violates religious freedom
http://www.usatoday.com/news/opinion/editorials/story/2012-02-05/contraception-mandate-
religious-freedom/52975796/1
 
 
 
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - (405)568-1319
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
 
Oklahoma business owners and executives: share your input on how we can further strengthen
Oklahoma's business climate by completing the survey at Fallinforbusiness.com
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..... Was created as Title XIX of tl1e Social Security Act in 1965. 

..... Is a fe<lernl and state partnership program that makes coverage available for basic health and long-term care 
services based upon income and/ or resources. 

..... Is overseen at the federal level by tl1e Centers for t\'Iedicare & l'vlcclicaid Services (ClvIS) within the 
Department of Health and Human Services. 

..... Has requirements concerning funding, qualification guidelines and quality and extent of medical services 
that are set and monitored by Cl'vIS. 

..... Is known as SoonerCare in Oklahoma. 

Who Qualifies for Medicaid? 

Federal law tec1uires states to cover certain "mandatory" groups to receive any federal matching funds. The 
mandatory groups are pregnant women and children under age 6 with family income below 133 percent federal 
poverty level (FPL); children age 6 to 18 below 100 percent FPL; parents below cash-assistance eligibility levels; 
and elderly and persons with disabilities who receive Supplemental Security Income (SSI). 

1:1< ;1 11u ·: l 201 2 Fi ·: DJ·:Jl \ I. P<l\ ' l·:JffY G1 ·m1 ·: 1.1 N1·: :-; (fPL) 

Family Annual (ivlonthly) Income 
Size 100% 133% @ 200% 300% 

1 
$11,170 $14,856 $20,665 $22,340 $33,510 

($931) (S1,239) ($1,723) (S1 ,862) (S2,793) 

2 
$15,130 $20,123 $27,991 $30,260 $45,390 

($1,261) ($1,677) ($2,333) ($2,522) ($3,783) 

3 
$19,090 $25,390 $35,317 $38,180 $57,270 

($1,591) ($2,116) ($2,944) ($3,182) ($4,773) 

4 
$23,050 $30,657 $42,643 $46,100 $69,150 

($1 ,921) ($2,555) ($3,554) ($3,842) (S5,763) 

5 
$27,010 $35,923 $49,969 $54,020 $81,030 

($2,251) ($2,994) (S4;165) (S4,502) ($6,753) 

6 
$30,970 $41,190 $57,295 $61,940 $92,910 

($2,581) ($3,433) ($4,775) (SS, 162) ($7,743) 

7 
$34,930 $46,457 $64,621 $69,860 $104,790 

($2,911) ($3,872) ($5,386) ($5,822) ($8,733) 

8 
$38,890 $51,724 $71,947 $77,780 $116,670 

(S3,241) ($4,311) ($5,996) (S6,482) ($9,723) 

Annuallr 
for each 
additional $3,960 $5,267 $7,326 $7,920 $11,880 
family 
member 

SOURCE: Federal Registe r, Vol. 77, No. 17, January 26. 2012, pp. 4034·4035; 

http:// aspe.hhs.gov/poverty /lndox.shlml. v 
fl>v ~I ~.ell 

The designation of some groups as mandatory 
and others as optional is an artifact of 
Medicaid's origins as a health care provider for 
traditional welfare populations. Through laws 
enacted over the past 50 years, eligibility has 
been extended to include not only people who 
are receiving cash-assistance programs but also 
individuals who are not. 

Still, 1vledicaid does not provide medical 
assistance for all impoverished people. Even 
under the broadest provisions of the federal 
statute (except for emergency services for 
certain individuals), the ~vleclicaid program does 
not provide health care services for very poor 
people unless they are in one of the designated 
qualifying groups. 

Each state sets an income limit within federal 
guidelines for Meclicaid c1ualifying groups 
and determines what income counts toward 
that limit. Part of financial qualification for 
SoonerCare is based upon the family size and 
relation of monthly income to the federal 
poverty level (FPL) guidelines. 
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Who Qualifies for Medicaid? {continued) 

Oklahoma Department of Human Services' Role in Qualifying Members 

In accordance with Oklahoma State Statutes, Title 63, Sec. 5009, OHCA contracts witl1 tl1e Oklahoma 
Department of Human Services (OKDHS) to determine if certain individuals qualify for SoonerCare. 
Individuals who are disabled, aged, in custody, qualified for cash assistance or receive a state supplemental 
payment are processed and approved or denied by OKDHS. Applications and renewals for tl1ese programs are 
reviewed by each OKDHS county office for financial and/ or medical qualifications. Once an individual meets 
tl1e qualifications and completes the enrollment process, his or her records are sent to OHCA to coordinate 
medical benefits and make payments for services. 

Annual Income m 

f69.IK 300% FPL 

f57.G K 250% PPL 

S25 ll~ 225% FFL<'J _ 

$ 16. 1 K 200'i'o PPI . 

f42.GK 185'% PPL 

f30.6K 133% FPL 

~23.0K 100% PPL 

Expansion 
Ages 0 19 IJICI 

Pregnant Women 

Private Insurance \ , 'fJ? J 
and Uninsured • . J) . \o"i ~\i \ .. XO, . . 
~ \:!<'- ~~\I>,,_. ·,rv< 

;;:) yt~~\I.. ti'<:~ \~ ' vft'~ 
...........--n \ !< \tJ3 oY1'\}, . ,, ~ ~"" ) 

BCC ~ 
Age <65 
American 
lndlan° 1 

ABD-

Private Insurance 
and Medicare 

Ages 65+ 

Soone1C~ce 

Only 

SOONERCARE AGED, BLIND & 
DISABLED (ABD)l•I 
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What Is SoonerCare? 

SoonerCare is Oklahoma's l'viedicaid program. The Oklahoma Health Care Authority has the task of providing 
government-assisted health insurance coverage to qualifying Oklahomans. SoonerCare offers varying health 
benefit packages, and each has a different name. , , 

~· ()~ Y-'t>~lA--
SoonerCare Choice is a Patient-Centered ~viedical Home program in which each member has a medical home 
that provides basic health care services. SoonerCare Choice primary care providers are paid a monthly case 
management/ care coordination fee. Visit-based services remain compensable on a fee-for-service basis. 

SoonerCare Traditional is a comprehensive medical benefit plan that purchases benefits for members not 
qualified for SoonerCare Choice. The member accesses services from contracted providers, and OHCA 
pays the provider on a fee-for-service basis. SoonerCare Traditional provides coverage for members who are 
institutionalized, in state or tribal custody, covered under a health maintenance organization (H1vIO) or enrolled 
under one of the Home and Community-Based Services waivers. 

SooncrCarc Supplemental is a benefit plan for dual eligibles enrolled in both :Lviedicare and 1viedicaid. 
SoonerCare Supplemental pays the l'vledicare coinsurance and deductible and provides medical benefits that 
supplement those services covered by :Lviedicare. 

The Opportunities fOl" Living Life program offers additional benefits to certain members who arc enrolled 
in SoonerCare Traditional or SoonerCare Supplemental plans. These benefits could include long-term care 
facility services, in-home personal care services and/ or home and community-based services. The home and 
conununity-based benefit provides medical and other supportive services as an alternative to a member entering 
a nursing home. 

SooncrPlan is a benefit plan covering limited services related to family planning. SoonerPlan provides family 
planning services and contraceptive products to women and men age 19 and older who do not choose or 
typically qualify for full SoonerCare benefits. 

Soon-to-be-Sooners is a limited benefit plan providing pregnancy-related medical services to women who do 
not qualify for benefits due to their immigration status. 

Insure Oklahoma Employer-Sponsored Insurance (ESI) is a benefit plan providing premium assistance to 
qualified employees and spouses of an Oklahoma small business that has 99 or fewer workers. With ESI, the 
cost of health insurance premiums is shared by the employer, the employee and the OHCA. Children of the 
ESI members between 185 and 200 percent of federal poverty level are covered through their family's private 
insurance plan, and Insure Oklahoma subsidizes a portion of the family's premium costs. 

Insure Oklahoma Individual Plan (IP) is a health insurance option for qualified Oklahomans. This benefit 
plan offers some basic health services to uninsured adults up to age 64, and their qualifying children, whose 

~ household income is no more than 200 percent of federal poverty level, and who are not receiving ~viedicaid or 

~ l\kdicarc. 
u o:: The Individual Plan is available to people who meet the definition in one of the following groups: 1) Working 

UJ B adults who do not qualify for ESI and work for an Oklahoma business with 99 or fewer employees, 2) 
") Temporarily unemployed a<lults who qualify to receive unemployment benefits, 3) Working adults with a 
~ disability who work for any size employer and have a ticket to work, or 4) Adults who arc self employed. 

~ College students ages 19 through 22 who meet financial requirements may also receive benefits under Insure 
I S Oklahoma. For a high-level listing of benefits covered under each benefit plan, go to www.okl1ca.org/benefits. 
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Who Are the Members of SoonerCare? 

MAIN Q UALIFYING GROUPS 

To be eligible for federal funds, states are required to provide 
i'vledicaicl coverage for certain individuals who receive federally 
assisted income-maintenance payments (cash assistance), as well 
as for related groups not receiving cash payments. Overall, less 
than half of the SoonerCare enrollees receive any type of cash 
assistance. 

Children and Parents. :tvlost SoonerCare enrollees are 
qualified under the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families 
CfANF) guidelines regardless of whether they 
were still eligible to receive the TANF cash 
assistance. Only 8 percent of the children 
enrolled in SoonerCare under TANF 

Total unduplicated children under 21 

Children qualified under TANF 

Children qualified under Blind and Disabled 

Children qualified under TEFRA 

Children qualified under Insure Oklahoma 

Children qualified under CHIP 

610,496 

539,201 

22,316 

467 

1,930 

113,717 

23 

guidelines were in state custody or received 
cash assistance. 1viore than 131,000 low
income pregnant women or adults in families 
with children were enrolled under TANF 
guidelines. The majority of these members 
receive the SoonerCare Choice benefit 
package. 

Children above may be counted In multiple qualifying groups. The list above Is not .all lnclus\\,rc, there are other 
groups that children arc qua lined through. 

Aged. Just more than 54,000 adults age 65 and older, exclu<ling people who are blind or disabled, were covered 
by SoonerCare in SFY2012. Thirty-one percent were enrollee.I because they were receiving cash assistance 
thrnugh the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program. Others had too much income or assets to qualify 
for SSI but were able to "spend down" to qualify for SoonerCare by incurring high medical or long-term care 
expenses. l'viost of these members are included in the Aged, Blind and Disabled (ABD) category and receive 
SoonerCare Traditional benefits. 

Blind and Disabled. During SFY2012, more than 133,000 Oklahomans who were blind or had chronic 
conditions and disabilities were enrolled in SoonerCare. Sixty-si.x percent qualified because they received cash 
assistance through the SSI program. The remainder generally qualified by having incurred high medical expenses 
to meet their "spend-down" obligation. These members qualify under the Aged, Blind and Disabled (ABD) 
category, and more than half receive the SoonerCare Traditional benefit package. 

Dual Eligibles*. Some individuals are qualified for J'viedicaid and ~fodicare. Me<licare has four basic coverage 
components: Part A, which pays for hospitalization costs; Part B, which pays for physician services, laboratory 
and X-ray services, durable medical equipment, outpatient and other services; Part C, an HMO model 
combination of Parts A, B and D; and Part D, which pays for a majority of prescription drugs. Dual eligibles 
are individuals who are entitled to Medicare Part A and/ or Part B or Part C and qualify for some form of 
SoonerCare benefit. Oklahoma SoonerCare covered 123,320* dually eligible enrollees at some point during 
SFY2012. These members receive SoonerCare Supplemental or SoonerCare Traditional benefits and are 
reported under the Aged, Blind an<l Disabled (ABD) or Otl1er categories. 
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Who are the Members of SoonerCare? (continued) 

ADDITIONAL QUALIFYING GROUPS 
/'?1o~ 

Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP). Implemented in 1997, CHIP, or 
Title)()(!, is designed to help states cover additional uninsured low-income children. 
CHIP offers enrollment for children age 18 and younger with income below 185 
percent of federal poverty level who do not qualify under anotl1er federal insurance 
prograrn. As a federal incentive, Oklahoma receives a higher rate of federal matching 
dollars for members qualified under CHIP. The CHIP Reauthorization Act (CHIPRA) 
renewed CHIP federal funding tluough 
the end of 2013 and expanded its scope. 197°/o 
On average for each mont 1, 67,000 
children qualified under CHfr. 

majority of the children who qualify under CHIP receive the 
SoonerCare Choice benefit package. These members are 
categorized under Children/Parents in tliis report. 

~ 

Since the i111ple111entation of the S 0011e1Care 
qualification expansion programs in 1997, the 
m1111ber of children enrolled it1 S oone1Care has 

increased tJJore than 19 7 ercent. 

SooncrCarc expansion. Also in 1997, legislation raised the optional SoonerCare qualification level to 185 
percent of tl1e federal poverty level for children 18 and younger as well as pregnant women regardless of 
their age. The SoonerCare expansion includes tl1ese qualifying individuals even if they have other types of 
insurance coverage (third-party liabilities). In SFY2012, 22,111 children and/ or women who are pregnant 
qualified ~hrough tliis expansion. These enrollees receive SoonerCare Choice benefits and are categorize~\~ 'v~ 

under Clulclrcn/Parents. fcti O~V\i ~IJ.J~ 0~ ·-\-v Ji~"<'djtt\r' al'mt l~Lo f\l.L- ~-
TEFRA. The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act (TEFRA) gives Oklahoma th~ option to make ~~ ~ 

SoonerCare benefits available to children age 18 and younger witl1 physical 

623 
623 children have qualified through 

the TEFRA program since its 
i11ceptiot1 in October 2005. 

or mental disabilities who would not ordinarily qualify for Supplemental 
Security Income (SSI) benefits because of their parents' income or 
resources. Oklahoma instituted this option in October 2005. TEFRA 
allows children who qualify for institutional services to be cared for in 
tl1eir homes. The majority of tl1ese children are receiving SoonerCare 
Choice benefits. For tliis report, tl1ese enrollees are categorized as Aged, 

liiiiliiili ________ ..... ._.Blind and Disabled. {p~ j .. ~C...L 

Oklahoma Cares. Implemented in January 2005, OHCA's breast an<l 
cervical cancer treatment program provides SoonerCare health care 

benefits to women under age 65 found to need further diagnostics or There have been 27,738 JJJO!llen 
treatment from the result of breast or cervical screenings witl1 abnormal qualified throllgh Oklahot!la Cares 
findings, precancerous conditions or cancer. Oklahoma Cares members since it be 'tln it1 amtat 2005. 
are covered under eitl1cr the SoonerCarc Choice or SoonerCare Traditional ..----•-..iir.--•---• 
benefit package until tl1ey no longer require treatment or qualify financially. Unless it is listed separately, 
Oklahoma Cares will be grouped under tl1e Children/Parents category in tliis report. 10/ IO ~ 

Since inception, 149,656 111et1and1vomen 
have been mro//ed through SoonerPlan. 

SooncrPlan. SoonerPlan is Oklahoma's family planning program 
for women and men age 19 and older with income at or below 185 
percent of federal poverty level. SoonerPlan member benefits are 
limited to family planning services from any SoonerCare provider who 

offers family planning. ~~ 
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Who are the Members of SoonerCare? (continued) 

ADDITIONAL QUALIFYING GROUPS (CONTINUED) 

Home and Community-Based Services (HCBS) Waivers. ivledicaid Home and Community-Based Services 
(HCBS) waivers afford states the flexibility to develop and implement creative alternatives to placing SoonerCare 
members in a nursing facility or intermediate care facility for the intellectually disabled (JCF /ID). Oklahoma 
operates the eight following Home and Community-Based Services (HCBS) waivers: 

.... ADvantage Waiver: Serves the "frail elderly" (age 65 years and older) and adults with physical disabilities 
over the age of 21 that qualify for placement in a nursing facility. 23,959 members received services in 

SFY2012 tluough tliis waiver program. \ ~'1~ RJ_ Cov~ ~Y ~~\;-- It ~<air! Pt\S 
.... Community Waiver: Served 2,945 members who are intellectually disabled (ID) and "related conditions" 

qualified for placement in an intermediate care facility for the intellectually disabled (ICF/ID). Tliis waiver 
covers children and adults, witl1 tl1e minimum age being 3 years old. bl-\~ 

.... Homeward Bound \Vaivcr: Designed to serve the needs of individuals who are intellectually disabled or 
have "related conditions" who are also members of tl1e Plaintiff Class in Homeward Bound ct al. '~ The 
Hissom l\ifcmorial Center, et al, who would otl1et.wise qualify for placement in an ICF/ID. This waiver 
covered 729 individuals in SFY2012. OH ) 

.... In-Home Supports Waiver for Adults: Designed to assist the state in providing adults (ages 18 and older) 
who are intellectually disabled access to waiver services. This waiver served more than 1,500 adults who 

would otherwise qualify for placement in an ICF/ID. b\-\S 

~In-Home Supports Waiver for Chilcltcn: Designed to provide waiver services to children ages 3 through 
17 years old witl1 intellectually disabled. During SFY2012, tl1is waiver served 429 children who qualified for 

placement in an ICF /ID. b ti~ 

.... Medically Fragile: This program offers services to adults age 19 or older who need hospital or skilled 
nursing facility level of care so they may remain at home or in the residential setting of tl1eir choosing. A 
medically fragile condition is defined as a cluonic physical condition which results in prolonged dependency 
on medical care for which daily skilled nursing intervention is medically necessary. During SFY2012, 40 

members were served. OW).. "Tie~ K~.SI j~ - l h h,or.u.. ~ v- Q ~Wu.~ =-
My Life; My Choice: Offers adults with physical disabilities ages 19 to 64, who have transitio1~d 
from nursing facilities to tl1e residential setting o f tl1eir choosing through the Living Choice program, 
an opportunity to enroll in ivly Life; My Choice following tl1eir first year of community living. During 

SFY2012, 55 members were served. () t\Gfi.. ( ~ ktQ.v -01.vdl. .,, ~ Catt.) 
.... Sooncl' Seniors: This program offers services to persons 65 and older, with long-term illnesses, who have 

transitioned from nursing facilities to the residential setting of tl1eir choosing through tl1e Living Choice 
program following tl1eir first year of community living. During SFY20l2, 27 members were served. 

l.lt\(f\ 

What Is a Waiver? 
Stales' Medicaid 1JJaivers are granted i?J the federal Centers far Medicare & Medicaid Services. CMS al/01vs states to reql(est 

JJJaivers lo speciftcalfy '~vaive" ceJtain federal req11ire1JJe11ls of the program. Waivers generalfy fllllSt be "budget net1tral" 
(federal spending tmder a JJJaiver cannot exceed 1vhat federal spending JJJottld have beet1 1vithout a 1vaive1). 
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Soon-to-be Sooners. The Soon-to-be Sooners (STBS) program is federally approved tluough Title X,"'(I of the 
Social Security Act and makes SoonerCarc coverage of pregnancy-related 
medical services available to women who, prior to tliis benefit, would not 
have otherwise qualified for benefits due to citizenslup status. Offering 
prenatal services helps tl1e newborn Oklahoma and United States 
citizens have healtluer beginnings. STBS benefits are more limited tlrnn 
SoonerCare full-scope benefits and cover only those medical services 
related to the well-being of the pregnancy. 

D111it1g SFY2012, 6,574 1/JOll/etl 1/Jere 
able lo receive preg11at1ry-re/ated care 

thro# h 50011-to-be Soo11ers. 

Insure Oklahoma. Implemented under tl1e federal Health Insurance Flexibility and Accountability (HIFA) 
waiver, Insure Oklahoma is a utUl]Ue product designed to provide affordable health coverage to adults and tl1eir 
dependents who are eitl1er uninsured or at risk of losing their coverage due to high prenuum costs. The state 
share of Insure Oklahoma costs comes from the state's tobacco tax revenues. 

Basic requirements for individual participation in the Insure Oklahoma programs are: 

.... Oklahoma resident . 

..,._ U.S. citizen or legal alien. 

Younger tlrnn 64 years of age . 

.... Income below 200 percent of federal poverty level. 

.... Doesn't qualify for SoonerCare or Medicare. 

Full-time college students ages 19 through 22 that meet the basic requirements can also participate in Insure 
Oklahoma. Depending on each individual situation, the student can be enrolled under eitl1er the Employer
Sponsored Insurance or tl1e Individual Plan. 

Insure Oklahoma Employer-Sponsored Insurance (ESI). Employee enrollment in ESI requires the above, 
plus: 

..,.. Employee contributes up to 15 percent of premium costs . 

..,.. Employee must enroll in a qualified health plan offered by their employer. 

u ffi Insme Oklahoma Individual Plan (IP). Requirements include tl1e basic for individuals above, plus: 
B ..,.. Not qualified for ESI and work for an Oklahoma business witl1 99 or fewer employees; or 

~ ..,.. Self employed; or 
u.. 
0 .... Temporarily unemployed and eligible to receive unemployment benefits; or 
V\ 

ffi ..,.. Working disabled who works for any size employer and has a ticket to work. 
~ ~0)000 ~ c:.u.rr-~--teCA-
UJ Insure Oklahoma also covers children younger than age 19 in fa1llilies with workers from any size business U 
~ whose household income is 185 percent to 200 percent of tl1e federal poverty level. Children of the ESI 

UJ 
~ members are covered tluough tl1eir family's private insurance plan, and Insure Oklahoma subsidizes a portion 
UJ of the family's premium costs. Children of IP members are covered through tl1e state-operated Individual Plan 
a: 

<C network and benefit plan. 
0 
:::C Fur mure specific Insure O kbhomn yualifying rel1uiremcnts and application information, go to the web site, www.insureokbhom:1.org. s 14789



Who are the M embers of SoonerCare? (continued) 

Children Age 18 
and Younger 

57% 

F1< ;i 1ru ·: 5 Srn lN l ·:RC \ 1u ·: Pol'l 11 .. \T IO N HY R \< :1·: 

1in4 Oklahotnans 
Enrolled in 

SoonerCare 
There 11Jere 1,007,395 1111d11plicated members enrolled 

in the Soone1Care or Ins11re Oklahoma programs dming 
SFY2012. On average, 782,425 vmllbers 11Jere enrolled 
each month of the state jiscalye01: Fe11Ja/es cotJJplised 58 

percent of the 11nd1plicated enrollees. 

Oklahomans can declare any combination of five races. The pie charts below represent the counts of races 
reported alone. The bar chart below is the total SoonerCare count of each race for every reported occurrence 
either alone or in combination with another race. 

ST\T1·: n1· 0 1-: 1.\ll<>.\I\ P ol'l l l.\TION 2011 

Amerk.in Indian 
8.921', 

AfricanAmcric.10 
7.6m 

Hl\\Uiian or Other 
PJcific lslJnder 

Muhipl• or Othrr 
R tC'C'S 

Cauc.,si;in 
75.78'/, 

Srn >N iei(C \IU ·: P< >l' l ' I . \Tl< >N SF\'20 12 

African Amuic:ln 
11.76% 

Muhiple or Other 
Ro1ces 
5.91% C:auc-.ts i.in 

68.25% 

T1JtAI E.s tim treJ r 11pul111t•n 2011 - 3,i'J l ,SOR (1-ltsp m K 11r L1nn11 Ethruoty = 3-17.2611) Tu1_il Enrol!eJ m ~01.nuC..ue .mJ/ m lmurc O kJ.t..111 .nu - l,Ull7 , \S(, (1t1~ p1n1(' or J .. 1tu10 Ethn1n 1y :::: 1-l'J)ill) 
O ki 1h 11m 1 t11t_1l _,; lt,istJ nn US Ct:-m:us Bure m. Oki 1hnm.i St.ik D.llJ. Ct n tt.c 2111 1 P11pu1-1tion - )mg k l"J Ct: ll1e multiple l'dCt" g rnup h.u. l\\1 1 n r m11re r.1c6 r cp orh:J. lbi;t_· t .." H lf-n p1 •r ttd h)· m t ml i t n; 11 tht· hn w 11f 

np1,ctnl .1l nm· cnunL' Ctn rns n •lkrn Othu- ll u:e, nnt 11.Ht J in tht· 11thu c; rn.1iur c 1tegi.n e-s. trun!Imt:n t. 

/ CKl,IM XI 740,877 Total SoonerCare R ace (IncludinE! Alone or in Combination with Another R ace) -
and Total M embers with Hispanic or Latino Ethnicity 

-

5( M 1,1 KIO -

-

J IWl,IH KI -

200 ,fM JO -

>- H 150,748 H ll Hl,IH ! I 

It 

C::luC.\.~i.ln 1\fric:rn Amcric:lll 

15~,777 I 

I 
1\m1;0c.111 lnJi.rn 

18,567 

1\ !>oi,tn 

5,683 

I b \\-.1ii.rn nr tlchcr 
P.1cific 1:-1.lnJcr 

Oki th l •ffi..l SU ic 1 .. uls 11.t!it:J o n u_,, Ce1uu( IlurclU, OIJ.1lv •m.1 S l .lh: lJ II.I Ce:nrcr 201 I P11pul t ll l<ll - ' Ln)!,k ru.c r...p-. 1rh.J .1!11111,: ( 1tUUl'

Ok l.1hr·rru !'-o o ncrC.trt: unJuphc.ll t"J su1gle r.Jt:t: rcp~1r ! c.J .tl ••nc cnunu h.Et'J upc•n J It.I t:..\.lr.h.h:J fo,rn m~rnhu filts. 1•n Jul) I:-;,, 2012. 
0

ll1c 

mulbple uce gmur h.u r-\T• nr m u re r.a..::ci rcpHnc.J. H . .tt:t' 1.s s df~rc()' •rlt'J h )· mem h t:1s. JI d u: 1uni:· 11 f u 1ro •llmt nl. 

I U9,203 I I 
I li"p.mic or L:uin11 

:\'n te: t-lu p.i11K o r Limn .trt: co m 1J ercJ .111 

t: th n:o ty, no t .1 Cd Ct'. Ethruo.ty n u y I ~ nf Ml)' r . ict:. 
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How Is SoonerCare Financed? 

The federal and state governments share Medicaid costs. In the federal budget, l\fodicaid is an "open-ended 
entitlement" program, which means the federal government is rel1uired by law to pay its share of Medicaid 
costs regardless of the total an1ount. For program administrntion costs, the federal government contributes SO 
percent for each state, witl1 enhanced funding provided for some administrative activities, such as fiscal agent 
operations. l'or medical services provided under tl1e program, tl1e federal matching rate varies between states. 
Each year tl1e federal matching rate, known as tl1e Federal Medical Assistance Percentage (PMAP) is adjusted. 
States having lower per capita incomes receive a higher federal match. Oklahoma must use state or local tax 
dollars (called "state matching dollars") to meet its share of SoonerCare costs. 

For the specific revenue sources, go to Appendi.-.:: A on page 62. 

Regular :t\fedicaid Match 

Federal Fiscal 

Yeat· 
Federal 

Match 
FMAP 

2012 64.94% 

,.,20i't" ~o\~ 63.88% 

35.06% 

36.12% 

Federal Fiscal 
Year 

2012 

2012 

CHIP* Match 

Federal 

Match 

FMAP 

75.46% 

74.72% 

Soone1Care is the largest sot1rce of federal grants in Oklaho111a, acco1mti11g 
far nearfy 40 percent of all federal funds flowing into Oklaho111a. Federal 

Medicaid dollars received far SFY2012 totaled nearfy $2.99 billion. 

24.54% 

25.28% 

1,007,356 

763,565 
742,152 

727,224 

SFY2006 SFY2007 SFY2008 SFY2009 SFY2010 SFY2011 SFY2012 

-Expcn<liturcs 
(in Billions) 

-+-Enrollees 

--served 
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How Is SoonerCare Financed? (continued) 

Billions 
S6.0 -.--------------------------------------~ 

ss.o ;----------------

S4.0 

$3.1 
$3.0 _, _ _ ______ __,2.8- ·-· 

$2.6 
$2.4 $2.4 

$2.0 

$1.0 -

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 20 10 

•State Share-Other Agencies D State Sharc-OHC1\ Ill Other Revenue 

• 2002 

2003 

2004 

2005 

2006 

2007 
2008 
2009 

2010 

201 1 

2012 

Total Expenditures 

$2,3 72,098,884 

$2,384,136,980 

$2,642,48 1,484 

$2,805,599 ,500 

$3,086,916,991 

$3,391,41 7 ,550 

$3,7 19,999,267 

$3,967,791,899 

$4,350,788,295 

$4,419,400,740 

$4, 770,055, 106 

Federal Share 

S l ,649,376,278 

$1,669,197 ,685 

s 1,897 ,66 7 ,825 

$1,920,731,328 

$2,029,524,772 

$2,238,775,881 

$2,419,909,782 

$2,498,199,599 

$2,667 ,539,569 

$2,707,196,795 

$2,912,698,984 

Other Revenue 

Sl 19,799,3 11 

$ 136,781,999 

s 166,596,539 

$183,584,054 

$210,005,646 

$240,533, 188 

$290,956,73 1 

$463,954, 197 

5508,946,267 

$414,6 14,1 24 

$647,058,594 

State Share 
-OHCA 

$445,842,697 

$388,181,072 

$408,889,974 

$492,641,139 

$626,418,336 

$671,201 ,181 

$734, 195,329 

$7 12,1 14,305 

$938,718,686 

$978,015, 721 

$898,907,968 

201 1 2012 

D Federal Share 

State Share -
Other 1\gencies 

s 157 ,080,598 

$189,976,224 

s 169,327, 146 

$208,642,979 

$220,968,237 

$240,907,299 

$274,937 ,424 

$293,523,798 

$235,583,773 

$319,574,101 

$31 1,389,560 

S1..urce: OHC\ f'm.J.ncu.l ~crn("cS D1>LS1on, fcJcr.tl focJJ ye.trs Jre lx t\\C-tn Onobtr I m J :'eprtmht:r .\0, fm.m1.. u! St.lh.Ok lll J \ U r1.pr1.•1,.111~ 1du ii ci~h l -'l"Xmf1t11t1,.~ H np11rtuJ tn th1,.· Ofticc uf Su.te f 1runcc whtlt' 
.\f~ll S J..11.1 w.uehouse cxpcnJ1tu rt' J_U..l lS nt:t nf n\-erpJyments MH.1 ,1Jiustments.. l7nr rennut' Jer.uls guru pi~c (12 .1f thu tcp<•ll. 
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Where Are the SoonerCare Dollars Going? 
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SoonerCare Enrollees 

Children/Parents, 
68.00% 

~ SoonerPlan 
::5 0.19% 
...J 
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Children/Parents 
35.27% 

Insure 
Oldahoma, 

4.62% 

SoonerPlan, 
7.59% 

16°/o 
<>0000<><>00<> 

16.4 percent ef enrollees JJJere 
Aged, Blind and Disabled 

47°/o 
¢<XX>OO<>OOO 

4 7.1 percent ef expendit11res 
JJJere on beha!f ef Aged, Blind 

and Disabled 

Near/y jive ef every ten Soo11C1Care 
dollars JJJere paid for services rendered 

to the Aged, Blind and Disabled 
(ABD) pop11lation. This group 

inc/Jtdes dttal eligibles, people JJJith 
chrouir 111ediral couditious a11d 

residents ef long-ter111 care facilities. 

W Oth er i;-1m1!!ee.s .u11..I t:Xpt'nWturd induJe - Rlfugt·, Phtn)lh ti•nun 1 (P"U). (lu1l1f) in~ lnJ1\ iJu l1 Group Ont (Qt), Scrr11 .. ·c Ltmnt"J .\ lt J:cJft! 
J:: 13endil.'.'urr (SL\IU} , Dft"e:lnpment.J.I Da.1L 1!1tn~ St n,(t ~ D1\·i~ii in ll1D~D) :O:uppN!Lll l.J\111~. !'=11t.tH1t-bt· ~oont:n: .mJ Tubcr\."\.lll•51S (TU) mc.mht rs:. 

::::. CJu!Jr1.:n / P.ucnts u1duJc 1.:h ilJ crntrnlr . . \1\D mdudt :S T..1"' E'fnty .inJ Fin m(11I ltw:p(•U~1l11lil)' ,\ l:I (rEFIL\) t:nr••Utcs .mJ expcndirun--s. (ltht r > t:.'-ptruii!uro .tlsn mduJc ~HOPP, G~fE/ l .\IE/0!"11 .mJ I l1•5-p1t1I !'upp!~rrli.nt 11 p l) Ul\nt .... 14793



Where Are the SoonerCare Dollars Going? (continued) 

ln~urc ( 1klahom;1 II '. lnsun: O klahoma II', 
S6-l, 15 1,645 19 109 

11111111s~·<•><•,•n•cr~l~'l•a•n•, ~s9~,~0~0~l•,1~4~0~F=::;;;;:~======--=----~_-_-_-_--J1llllllll•s•n•n•n•c•r•l'•b•n•, •3•0•,•s•s•o.,.lml 

SooncrCarc Choice, 
Sl,567,520,559 

SouncrCarc 
Sup\)lcmcntal"', 

S9 7,044,692 

I •:xpcnditurcs 

SooncrCarc Choice, 
646,249 

---------------1-~~~-S~' c_><_l_ll_C_rC~-~a-r-c~~~--1 
lcnm11:1l " , I 03,089 

Scrn:J 

Insure O klah11ma ESI, 
25,49 1 

·~lf•nuC u-c Ch• •:1...:- 1tk1llll(." \\lll he Ll\t11llLJ /su \\J unJu ·°")f•t1t1C. u~ Tr1J1t1••n ll un11l 1l1ur :'11011L rC 1n ( h11KL l1u.·• •mt°" t ffH·m·e. Tht n. fun ·, mt mliu~ m .lf lie= l.'.11unrc:J tn hr •l h ~ 1h.~1 •nt '· 
• ·~0Hit1C u-i: :O:urrltnknt tl 1nJ I l 11mL· ulJ <:1•1runurur) -ll tleJ ~t"r\ llt'' l l l\ J b ) \\ U\1..r cl-rHd 11li.111l1tr< 1111y 1h11ht· 11ah11lnl m tht• !"•1o 1m rC in: Tr 11.l1!11 1n ll c1·unt3 HCOS \\'u,1..r c...'\prnJ11un' .l h ' f11r .111 
CLrTI~~ f fl W,U\"lf ffiLffil"c~, 111cJuJin~ h:l"\t.;c.; OHi r .11J \\llh \\'.U\ l-f fund._~ )111,rJc r 11 ~ p r,,\IJt• I lllllfl' IH\lf lh.' .l\\ rt_.:l' \."•f jll r Ul( ffi, ,,_ r, OOO·m( m \x r ~pcofi( supp!t"m t.nul pi)llllfH_C h l\l' hu.n h .11)' 1\ul 

fo ,m th t' .i.1Hlt't'. 111•1((' PJflllcOCJ tndu J t' SJ.fl. v.~.7 12 tn SJ l(ll'l1: Sl \1 ,X71. l (1\ Ul J lu·pll 11 !'upr!wu 11t11 p t)lru. llf •; S'2.21'),lt) \ IO ( iME r l) m t n tl; S..J l ,')'JX,i')5 m EJ-IH. pl)mcnr~: S21J.~H1/.\ \ IU 

( )utp.ttltn1 Ud1 l'\"V•r11 1 lt'thh ~upp1t:mtnul r l) ffillm, J.nJ Sl.37(1,U.l2 Ill tnp lhtm Ii-th l\lf1r1l hu hh .. ... , H lll .. 1mn1;:. 

100% 

90% 

60% 

50% 

40% 

30% 576,544 

20% 

10% --

0% 
ENROLLEES 

$705,624,095 

$1,452,519,270 

EXPENDITURES 

a Non-Age Specific 

•Adults Age 65 a nd 
o.·er 

C Adults Age 19 to 6~ 

a Children Age 18 
and Under 

':'\11 11·.~t' cpl ... ifi~ P l)lllUl l~ mdml .. · S\12, \fiC:.,7 12 Ill :-ii IOPl1 p1) 11\Ulh; Sl 'J I, t~x.m~ 111 I l11(plt.1I !'urrh m( n LLI r1rmtnts; Sl'),'JJ-l,(1~.} m O utp.ttunt Llelurn•r.LI I l t'tlrh !"upp!umm 11 I' l)llltnl •: s \5-H/1111 m 

~IMH! I E.."d p1)11lllll~; SI \:)')K,7'H m FJ lit lu .. lnh\ (' p t)lll4.fll;:; S' 2.271JJ l'Jl 111 ( i ~IE P ·l) tllWK !•1~ltdl ( 1 1 H.:fo10J;:; Sl7~,H7 m PuLhc IC f"/ ID l'.H5t st:UJt:m~n ti .u1J S-21,-1 l l 111111.11-11\t llllH..r ' f' l1.1ti.: pn1n J ... r 

.1J1wtrnt'nl~. SI H.211l,f12 ~ 111 ,\h:J1 ... m: 1'.u t X& B (Bur-In) 111>'nwt-- _m J S7<•.1'J\,4JX I in ~ll1.fo .. · 1r"· P.1r1 D (d rwl11d::) r 1pmnts .. m· mdudt:J m .\ scs 6S .lllJ • •nr. 
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Where Are the SoonerCare Dollars Going? (cont inued) 

D o llars in l\l ill ion s $0 $50 $ 100 $ 150 $200 $ 250 $JOO $350 $400 $450 $500 $550 $600 $650 $700 

Inpatient Services 

Physician 

N ursing Facility 

P rescribed Drugs s394 I 
Outpatient H ospital s262 I 

Behavio ra l 1-lcahh Scr'\'ices $218 I 
Direct S uppo rt $190 I 

Dental $139 I 
l\lcd icnrc P"rt A & a (Duy-I n) Paymen ts $135 I 

ICF-ID Ser\'ices $ 113 I 
Psychiatric Scn·iccs $101 

Person;.\I C;tre $96 

Ta rgeted Case !\tanager s95 I 
C linic s 18 I 

~fcdicarc P;u t 0 Papn e nts s16 I 
l\lcdica l Su pplics/Dl\I EJ>OS $68 I 

Insure Oklahoma ESI P remium $55 1 

~ 2 

1$331 

Labu rntory Services 

Tn\nsporta tio11 · E1nerge ncy 

Commun ity l\lcn tal Health ,_ 

F1c;111u·: U Soc >'-: l·:ttC \ IU ·: C \ l 'IT \ Tic >1' P \Y~Jlo::\T:' - SFY'.20 12 

Aged, Blind and Disabled (ABO) 

IHS Adults 

IHS Children 

IHS Adults 

IHS Children 

Children/Parents (fANF)* 

SoonerCare Choice Medical Home 

l\Ie<li1.:al I Iome - Open to All Ages 

Medical Home - Open to Children Only 

Medical Home - Open to Adults O nly 

Miscellaneous Capitation (not SoonerCare Choice) 

Insure O klahoma - Individual Plan 

Non-Emergency Trnnsportation (ABD) 

Non-Emergency Trnnsportation ( l'ANF) 

Progrnm of All-Inclusive Care for the E lderly (PACE) 

Health Access Network Payments 

Oklahoma State University 

Oklahoma University Tulsa 

Canadian County 

Member Months 

12,066 

6,296 

Member l\Ionths 

13,202 

15 1,502 

Member l\Ionths 

2,849,800 

1,773,203 

41,146 

Member Months 

15 1,671 

1,686,375 

5,698,374 

1,071 

Member l\Ionths 

140,531 

428,708 

34,306 

$614 I \-
ss36 I 

$489 I 

Capitation Payments 

$36,198 

$ 18,888 

Capitation Payments 

$26,404 

$324,810 

oS~\' 

Care Coordination Payments 

s 14,583,596 

$7,848,024 

$209,743 

Capitation Payments 

5455,013 

$24,486,165 

$3,134,105 

$2,99 1,798 

Capitation Payments 

$702,655 

$2, 143,540 

$171,530 

'TemporJ ry AHlslance lo Needy families [TANF) Is referred lo as Children/Parents In this report. lllS Indicates Indian Health Services members. For more Inform a lion about PACE go 10 page 41. 

-ztf2 

"" 

s 
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Oklahoma's Uninsured 

According to the Census Bureau's 2012 Current Population Survey, more than 636,000 Oklahomans were 
uninsured in 2011. Approximately 67,000 of the uninsured Oklahomans were children age 18 and younger. 

33 

Uninsured children arc caught in an unforgiving gap. Surprisingly, many are not children of Oklahoma's poorest 
families. In some cases, their parents earn too much for the children to <1ualify for traditional SoonerCare, but 
too little to afford tl1e purchase of private insurance and associated costs. 

Children without hcaltl1 care insurance have substantially less access to health care services, including preventive 
care that ensures, childhood immunizations arc up to date, routine dental care and vision and hearing screening 
are provided. Care for uninsured children is far more likely to be delayed due to cost. Unmet healtl1 care needs 
reduce children's ability to learn and to grow into healtl1y and productive adults. 

For adults, being uninsured even on a temporary basis can have serious implications for state economics. 
Uninsured workers are less likely to receive adequate and timely healtl1 care and, as a result, suffer more serious 
ilh1esses tliat often threaten tlicir work productivity and job retention. 

Despite access problems and otl1cr barriers, uninsured Oklahomans still receive some health care. Studies 
indicate tliat, on average, tl1esc individuals do not pay for more than half of their hcaltl1 care costs. Obviously, 
otl1ers are stepping in to pick up tl1e tab. 

The burden is distributed very unevenly tliroughout the hcaltl1 care delivery system. Some providers serve 
very few uninsured people, while otl1ers face great cost pressures because they serve very large uninsured 
populations. Additionally, if people who have access problems could get proper care at a clinic or doctor's 
office, they would be less likely to go to tl1e emergency room. This would free up emergency rooms to treat 
life-tlireatening events and reduce costs. 

------------------------·---·~-·~ .... __________________ ..,_,,_.., __ _, 

225,000 

175,000 +----

150,000 

125,000 +-----

100,000 

75,000 +----

50,000 

_____ Total Estirnated Uninsured (2011) 636,415 - 17°/o of ()I< population 

_____ Children ~-\gc 18 and Under 
~-\<lults ()vcr Age 18 

10,333 

67,332 - 7°/o of ()K Children 
569,083 - 20°/o of ()K .Adults 

El Children Age 
18 and Under 

•Children Age 
18 and Under 
Adults Q,•cr 
Age 18 

Uninsured Under 100'1/o of Uninsured Between 100°/o and Uninsured Bct\\·ccn 20fP/o and Uninsured Over 300o/o FPL 
FPL 200u/o FPL 300%1 FPL 
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SoonerCare and the Economy 
l~ r C(JM'(\,\,lc, Lntf> .. c.1- ~-lwP (j' 

O,v. Gudav -fw ~~ ~ WoiltS' 

Health care services are a substantial economic 
presence in Oklahoma. Most people do not think of 
SoonerCare health care services beyond the critical 
role they play in meeting the needs of vulnerable 
and low-income Oklahomans. The health care 
sector affects the economy in much the same way 

*For eve~y SI i11 slate Medicaid dollars .1pe11!, Oklaho!)Ja 
receives SI. 79 i11.fedeml dollm:r available for direct 1J1ediml 

services and ad1JJi11islmlivc costs. 

a manufacturing plant does; it brings in money, 
provides jobs to residents and keeps health care dollars 
circulating within the state economy. Health care 
businesses, in turn, have an additional impact through 
the purchase of utility services and cleaning supplies, 
as well as the payment of property taxes. Just like the 
changes in a manufacturing plant or farm operation, 
changes in the health care sector influence Oklahoma's 
economy. 

FICl llU ·: 15 Eu)'\;( ),\I IC I :--. 11• \C r ( lF s()( l i" l ·: 1 ~C \ IU ·: ()"! Tl 11 ·: 01-; I. \ 11< ),\ I \ I ·'.u >N(l,\ IY 

$1. 7 billion 

State 

Matchable 

Doi.lacs 

$3.1 biUion 

Federal Dollars 

into Oklahoma 

$4.8 billion 

Dollars 
for 

Health Care and 
Related 

Expenses 

1,007 ,000 + Oklahomans 
Received Health Care Coverage 

120,438+ Direct & Indirect 

Jobs Supported 

$4.57 billion in 

Income to Oklahomans 

Generated $11.83 2llll2!lin 
Business Activity 

$369 million in State 

Income and Sales Taxes 

W ~ •11n·t•: ··Tin· E\·.,no m:1..· lmp.h.""t 1 ,f tlw ,\1\Ji..; uJ l'r• ~run 1>11 ( H.lLh .. nu '!! Ecunmny", N'J t11 on.1J f.t:.n ftr f11 r llu r.il 1-k 1\th \\"i •rks, Oki 1h 11 m t ~t.1tl' L'nm.n1ty, Oki 1h1,m 1 C11opl r.1tn c F xtl n~111n ~tr' Kl'- .St tk m 1h.:h tbk· d11ll 1r.: 
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What Benefits Does SoonerCare Cover? 

OHCJ\ is dedicated to ensuring SooncrCare members reach their optimal health status and receive the best 
service in the most effective manner. To accomplish this, OHCA staff provide various services specifically 
designed to focus on the individual member and his or her health needs. 

In addition to other efforts on behalf of our SoonerCare members, OHCA provides: 

.... Outreach letters to members who are pregnant. Expectant mothers may call OHCA and speak directly to 
staff to ensure they arc linked with an obstetric provider and arc aware of available benefits. 

.... Targeted outreach to pregnant women identified as high-risk or at-risk for a negative birth outcome. High
risk pregnant women receive regular contacts from an OHCA exceptional needs coordinator throughout the 
duration of their pregnancy. 

.... Expanded benefits for pregnant members identified as high-risk for a negative birth outcome. If a woman 
meets defined criteria (per an approved list of maternal and fetal conditions), she is then authorized to 
receive additional ultrasounds, non-stress tests and/ or a biophysical profile as specified by the primary 
obstetric provider . 

.... Electronic emollment for newborns. The online process eliminates manual enrollment for newborns, 
ensuring that babies have SooncrCare health benefits before leaving the hospital. 

.... Letters to women who have recently given birth. OHCA details the Sooner Plan program options available 
to new mothers . 

.... Outreach letters educating members/providers regarding the proper use of the emergency room . 

.... Outreach calls to inform Oklahoma Cares members about benefits and align with initial i\.fedical Home . 

.... The Health i\fonagement Program for members with chronic conditions. Identified highest-risk members 
receive intensive care management from nurses who provide specific education and support to the member's 
needs. Nurses help coordinate care and teach self-management skills . 

.... Out-of-state care coordination. If a SoonerCare member needs specialty care that is not available in 
Oklahoma, a team of OHCA staff works in collaboration with the member's local physician to identify and 
coordinate care with medical providers located all over the United States. 

.... Health and program information on the Web. OHCA 
provides valuable health resources to members on the 
public website (www.okl1ca.org) under Individuals and Stay 
Healthy! There is an area on the \V'eb that houses activities 
and information for children called Kids' Corner. Detailed 
Soonei:Care member program information from how to apply 
to how to rcpott fraud and abuse is also on the website. 

.... Toll-free telephone contact options. The SooncrCare Helpline 
(800-987-7767) provides telephone support for members. 
Membets are encoutaged to call when they need help with any 
aspect of the SoonetCare program. 

..... A member newsletter. The SooncrCare Companion newslettet provides information about changes or 
updates to Soonei:Catc benefits and useful tips on how members can get and stay healthy. Ncwslettets are 
mailed out about evei:y fout months. Electronic copies are also available on the OHCA website. 
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What Benefits Are Covered by SoonerCare? (continued) 

Title XL"{ of the Social Security Act requires cer tain basic services be 
offered to tl1e categorically needy population in order to receive federal 
matching funds. States also may receive federal funding if they elect to 
provide other optional services. \\litlun broad federal guidelines, s tates 
determine the amount and duration of services offered under their 
Medicaid programs. States may place appropriate limits on a l'vlcdicaid 
service based on such criteria as medical necessity or utilization 

, control. 

Each state spells out what is available under its Medicaid program in a document called the "State Plan." The 
plan identifies who can receive Medicaid services and tl1e services available. A state can amend its plan to 
change its program as needs are identified. State Plan amendments arc subject to federal review and approval. 
\Xlitl1 certain exceptions, a state's Medicaid plan must allow members freedom of choice among health care 

providers participating in Medicaid. In general, states are required to provide comparable services to all 
categorically needy qualifying people. A general overview of benefits provided under optimum qualifying 
circumstances is included in Appendix C of tliis report. 

(OST SHARING 

States arc permitted to require certain members to share some of tl1e costs of l'vf edicaid by imposing 
deductibles, co-payments or similar cost-sharing charges. A co-payment is a charge which must be paid by tl1e 
member to the service provider when the service is covered by SoonerCare. The OHCA requires a co-payment 
from some SoonerCare members for certain medical services. 1\ SoonerCare provider may not deny allowable 
care or services to members based on ability to pay tl1e co-payment. 

Some members are exempt from co-pays. lvlcmbcrs no t required to pay co-payments arc children under age 21, 
members in long-term care facilities, pregnant women and members enrolled under the Home and Community
Based Services waivers (except for prescriptio n drugs). Additionally, some services such as family planning, do 
not require co-payments. 

The applicable co-payment by benefit package for some allowable services are listed on tl1e OHCA website at 
www.okhca.org. Click Benefits and then Comparison Chart of SoonerCare Benefits. T he Insure Oklahoma 
Individual Plan has a separate Listing of covered services and 
applicable co-payments. To view the details, go to 
www.insureoklahoma.org. 
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Oklahoma SoonerCare Benefits 

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES 

ra 
:::J 
c 
c 
<( 

SoonerCare is the behavioral health treatment lifeline for many Oklahomans dealing with stressfol life 
situations/ changes, serious mental illness, an emotional disturbance and/ or alcohol and other drug disorders. 
I\fany people with these conditions either lose or arc unable to obtain or afford private coverage. Mental health, 
alcohol and other drug disorder treatment benefits for those enrolled in SooncrCare include: 

Adult and children's acute psychiatric inpatient care. N 

'""" 0 
N .... Facility-based crisis stabilization and intenrention. 65°/o 

0000000000 > 
LL 
Vl 
<( 
u 
:I: 
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E mergency care and crisis intervention. 

.... Alcohol or other drug medical detoxification. 

.... Psychiatric residential treatment (children only). 

Childre11 tmder age 21 acco1111led for 64.9 percent 
of the 111embers receivi11g behavioral health services 

and 77.8 perce11t of the expendit111"Cs . 

Outpatient services (including pharmacological services) such as: 

Mental health and/ or substance abuse assessments and treatment planning . 

.... Individual, family and/ or group psychotherapy . 

.... Rehabilitative and life skiJJs redevelopment. 

.... Case management . 

.... I\.fedication management, training and support. 

.... Program for assertive conununity treatment. 

- Systems of care/ wraparound for children and families. 
- Day treatment and partial hospitalization program. 

.... Peer support services. 

( HILD H EALTH SERVICES ( EARLY AND PERIODIC SCREENING, 

DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT) ~~ ~uJ.V''C:V\l 'r.~ 

Preventive care and early intervention arc critical to improving child 
health outcomes. OHCA works with public, private and nonprofit sector 

V'I 
I- partners to drive policy and systemic changes focused on enrollment of 
u:: 
w all qualified children and improving access, utilization and quality of care z 
w for SoonerCarc children. co 
w 
~ In SFY2012, 610,496 children were enrolled in SoonerCare at some point 

U during the year. This equals 61 percent of all Oklahoma children younger 
a: 
w than age 21. Child health services offered as a part o f SooncrCare include z 
0 a comprehensive array of screening, diagnostic and treatment services to 
0 

V') ensure the health care needs of this vulnerable population. 

Child health check11ps sho11/d he peljor111ed 
al mtai11 ages as set 011/ i11 the stale} 

periodid!J• sched11le a11d sho11/d i11d11de, al 
ti /)/111/IJ/l/I)),' 

.... Comprehensive health history . 

Iii- Thorough physical examination. 

1\ ge-appropriate immunizations. 

Laboratory tests (including lead 
toxicity screens) . 

.... Vision and hearing screens 

Dental screening services. 

Health education and 
anticipatory guidance. 

.... Other necessaq• health care of 
conditions discovered as part of 
a checkup. 

Lh1IJ Ht:.thh (hccku(l ~\..h t'Juh. ' «.. m lie \ l\\\nl .It www.(•kho org umJu 
lnJinJu..J.s/Pfl •ll,f.l..tru/ 0 \JJ I lc ll1h. 
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Oklahoma SoonerCare Benefits (continued) 

DENTAL S ERVICES 

Oral health is a key component of an overall healthy and happy lifestyle. 
The earlier children ate introduced to dentistry, the better their chances are 
for keeping their teeth for the rest of their lives. The greatest challenge is 
prevention. Teaching parents and caregivers to focus on dental interactions, 
intervention and treatment is crucial. 

39 

Dental services ate federally mandated for children under age 21 through 
Child Health Services (Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and 
Treatment, or EPSDT). This program covers dentistry for children based on 
medical necessity. Dental services include emergency care, preventive services 
and therapeutic services for dental 
diseases that may cause damage to the 

supporting oral structures. 860/o 
Dental services are available to pregnant women over the age of 21. 
Basic dental care such as examinations, cleanings and limited fillings arc 
offered for up to 60 days after the end of their pregnancy. Nonprcgnant 
adults age 21 and older are covered for emergency extractions due to 
trauma, pain or infection only. 

<><><><><><>00< 

2 7 3, 198 children received dental services 
and accounted for 86 percent of the. dental 

expenditures in SFY2012. 

DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, PROSTHETICS, ORTHOTICS AND SUPPLIES Otyt n \ ~ <~.r~ 
0 ~ fuJL )t.\IV\ <JL.. 

Dl'vlEPOS and medical supplies are benefits provided to SoonerCare 
and Insure Oklahoma members and are suitable for use within the 

OHCA contracted 11Jith 1,243 DME 
providers a11d provided services for 88,65 3 

members in SFY2012. 

home. OHCA provides equipment such as home ventilators, O"-)'gen, 
diabetic supplies and a wide variety of equipment for SoonerCare and 
Insure Oklahoma members. 

Durable medical equipment providers deliver, install and service 
iiilliliiiililiiii ____________ _.medical equipment necessary to SoonerCare members through 

throughout the state. The products and services are ordered by 
physicians, and the orders are filled by Dl'vlE providers. P.fany providers maintain a 24/7 phone access for 
members who need help with equipment or services during non-business hours. 

During 2012, the DME Advisory Conunittee consisting of 
providers and stakeholders met bimonthly to provide input in 
developing the DMEPOS program at OHCA. 

-+ 
FIRST AID 

HOSPITAL SERVICES 

Hospitals arc part of the health care 
enviromnent of the conununities they serve. 

21°/o 
~ 

Hospital expendit11res accounted for 21.3 
percent of the total S oone1Care expendit111YJs. 

\X!ithout hospitals, many people would go without essential medical services and programs. 
Hospitals provide inpatient acute care, newborn delivery services, life-saving emergency 

services and outpatient services such as minor surgeries and dialysis. Local hospitals serve as the cornerstone for 
a network of care providers that include such economic staples as primary care providers, physicians, specialists 
and many allied health services. 
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~ Oklahoma SoonerCare Benefits (continued) 
0.. 

(t\~V'lLL 

Q) M EDICARE " B uv- IN" PROGRAM - SoONERC ARE SUPPLEMENTAL 
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r-.fodicare is made up of four parts: hospital insurance (Part A) ; supplementary medical insurance (Part B); 
combination o f hospital, medical and prescrip tion drugs, (Part C or Medicare Advantage); and prescription 
drugs (Part D). For hospital insurance expenses, SoonerCare Supplemental pays the coinsurance and deductible 
fees for hospital services and skilled nursing services for people c.1ualified for .tvledicare and Medicaid (dual 
eligibles). T he deductible and coinsurance fees are also paid for supplementary medical insurance expenses that 
are primarily physician services. 

3°/o 
00000<>0 

SFY2012 "b1!J-i11" expendit11res totaled 
8135,220,625 or 3.3 percent of the total 

S 0011erCare expendit11res. 

An average of 2,302 Part A pre111i11t11s 
and more than 90,507 Part B pre111it1111s 

111ere paid each 111onth. 

Severn! "buy-in" programs are available to assist 
low-income members with potentially high out
of-pocket health care costs: 

Qualified Medicare Beneficiaries (QMB) SoonerCare Supplemental may assist with payments for Medicare 
Part A and Part B premiums, deductibles and coinsurance if the member is entitled to Medicare Part A and has 
qualifying income levels and limited resources. 

Specified Low-income Medicare Bene fi ciary (SLMB) SoonerCare Supplemental may assist with payments 
for Meclicare Part B premiums if the member is enrolled in ·Medicare Part A and has qualifying income levels 
and limited resources. 

Qualifying Individuals (QI) SoonerCare Supplemental may assist with payments for Medicare Part B 
premiums if tl1c member is enrolled in Medicare Part A, has qualifying income levels and limited resources and 
is not otherwise eligible for full-benefi t SoonerCare. 

1Hedicare Part D is a federal progra111 to assist Medicare beneficimies 
111ith the costs ef presctiptio11 dmgs. While Medicare Part D pqys for the 
11Jaj01i!J ef Medirare he11eficiades' prescdptio11s, the federal gover11111e11I 

requires stales to pqy hack an eshiJ1aled Medicaid presctiplio11 cost savings 
a11101111t. This C111Jo1111/ is referred lo as "rla111back." The OHCA paid 

$76, 193)984 in Medicare PrJJt D "clmvback" pqy111ents in SFY2012. 
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Oklahoma SoonerCare Benefits (continued) 

OPPORTUNITIES FoR L1v1NG LIFE (OLL) 

Home and Community-Based Services \Vaivers 

The Home and Community-Based Service (HCBS) waivers 
give Oklahoma the flexibility to offer SoonerCare-qualified 
individuals alternatives to being placed in long-term care 
facilities as a part of OLL. Services through these waiver 
programs are available for qualified members who can be 
served safely in a community-based setting; when the cost of 
pro,Tidit1g \vai,rer services is less t11an tl1e cost of a comparable 

it1stitutional setting and \vl1en \vaiver slots are available. 

Individual waiver documents specify member qualifying 
criteria, applicable post-qualification criteria and the waiver
specific services available. 

Living Choice 

OHCA is collaborating with the Oklahoma Department 
of Human Services and other organizations to help older 
Oklahomans and people with disabilities receive home and 
community-based services through Oklahoma Living Choice. 

To qualify for Living Choice, an individual must live in a 
nursing facility for at least three months, have at least one day 
of SoonerCare paid nursing facility services, be interested 
in moving to the community and be guaranteed home and 
community support once he or she transitions. 

People who are intellectually disabled, people who are aged 
and people with physical disabilities work with a transition 
team to create a care plan for a successful transition back into 
tl1eir conununity. 

Depending 011 each peno11} needs and the 'pedjli' ivaiver 
he or she is q11alifted 1111deJ; HCBS benefits coJ1!d 

inc/11de: 

~Case management. 

., Skilled nursing. 

ii>- Prescription drugs. 

II> Advanced/supportive restorative care. 

II>- Adult day care/ day health services. 

II> Specialized equipment and supplies. 

II>- Home-delivered meals. 

~Comprehensive home health care. 

~Personal care. 

II>- Respite care. 

~ Habilitation services. 

~Adaptive equipment. 

~Architectural modifications. 

~Pre-vocational and vocational services. 

~Supported employment. 

~Dental. 

~Transportation. 

~Various therapies. 

Community transitions for people who are intellectually disabled began in the spring of 2009. During SFY2012, 
231 people received services through Living Choice. These people included: 39 people with intellectual 
disabilities, 67 older people and 125 people with physical disabilities. 

Program of All-Inclusive Care for the Elderly (PACE) 

Implemented in August 2008, the goal of the PACE program is to manage care through an interdisciplinary 
approach with participation by the PACE team and both the member and family or other caregivers. As a home 
and community-based program, members live in the community but attend the PACE center once or twice a 
week for primary care services, to meet with their case manager and to engage in social activities with other 
PACE members. 
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~ Oklahoma SoonerCare Benefits (continued) 
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PACE (continued) 

PACE enrollees must be at least 55 years old, live in the catchment area of the PACE program, be able to live 
safely in the community at the time of enrollment and be certified as qualified for nursing home level of care. 

The Cherokee Elder Care Center receives l'vledicare, :Lvlcdicaid and dual (for individuals who are dually eligible 
for i'vledicaid and l'vicdicare) capitation payments for all inclividuals enrolled in the program. People not 
financially qualified for Medicaid anc.1 l'vledicare pay the capitation amount out of pocket. P1\CE assumes full 
financial risk for a member's care without limits on dollars or duration and is responsible for a full range of 
needed services. The PACE benefit package for all participants, regardless of the source of payment, includes 
all SoonerCare covered services specified in the State Plan. 

Long-Term Care Partnership T~ ~y-4 ~ ~(A)\"f\..t ~ 

As the senior populatjon in the Uni.tee.I States continues to grow, the resources used by the federal and state 
governments to help pay for health care benefits are strained. The focus of the Oklahoma Long-Term Care 
Partnership (OKLTCP) program is to create an opportunity for Oklahomans to take personal responsibility 
for organizing and financing their own long-term care needs. The OKLTCP is a public/private arrangement 
between long-term care insurers, the Oklahotua Insurance Department (OID) and the OHCA. The OKLTCP 
in coordination with the Oklahoma Insurance Department has developed an affordable insurance option to 
address the needs of Oklahomans while protecting both consumers and the state Medicaid budget. Currently, 
24 insurance carriers are certified to market the program in the state; more than 3,600 agents have taken eight 
hours of training required to market tl1e program and more than 2,659 policies have been sold to Oklahoma 
citizens and 3 policies are in claim status; meanfog tl1e individuals are now using the insurance policy tl1at they 
purchased. 

To help witl1 its outreach and training effort, the OKLTCP program has teamed witl1 tl1e U.S. Deparu11ent of 
Healt11 and Human Services to promote the Own Your Future campaign. Tlus campaign empowers citizens to 
plan for their future needs and protect their hard-earned assets. 

Nursing Home Services 

Because nursing home or institutional care is largely unavailable tluough l\fowcare or traditional private health 
insurance plans, Medicaid is tl1e nation's c.lc facto financing system. SoonerCare OLL funds nearly 70 percent of 

VI long-term care, both nursing facilities and intermediate care facilities for the intellectually clisabled. SoonerCare 
~ provides coverage for low-income people and many 1niddle-income individuals who are "spending down" their 
~ assets to cover the high costs of their long-term care. 
w 

co 
w Level of Care Evaluations - Long-Term Care Members 
ex: U To ensure individuals applying for nursing home care are 
ffi appropriately placed, tl1e federal Pre-Adnussion Screening anc.I 
B Resident Review (PASRR) program provides a Level I screening 
~ for possible developmental disability or intellectual disability (ID) 

:i: and/ or mental illness (1\H) to all people entering a long-term care 

67°/o 
SootmCare funded 4,801,856 1111rsi11gfacili!J 
bed dqys far SFY2012; this represents 67.2 

percent of the total act11al 1111rsi11gfacili!J 
occt1 ied bed da s in the state. 

~ facility. Furthermore, federal regulations include a higher level evaluation (Level II) for applicants who appear to 
J: be either mentally ill or c.levclopmentally disabled . The I .evel II assessment ensures tlrnt the member requires a 
<C 52 long-term care facility and receives proper treaunent for his or her MI and/ or ID diagnosis. 
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Oklahoma SoonerCare Benefits (continued) 

PHARMACY S ERVICES 

The pharmacy benefit is used by about 30 percent of SoonerCare members each 
month . It is hard to imagine a health care benefit system in which tnedication therapies 
did not play a significant role. Thanks to wide availability of generic medications, 
OHCA is able to provide a robust pharmacy benefit for SoonerCare members. Four 
out of five prescriptions paid for by SoonerCare are filled with a generic medication. 
The SoonerCare pharmacy program has one of the highest generic utilization rates 
of any fee for service Medicaid pharmacy benefit plan in the nation. The average cost 

of a generic prescription filled for a SoonerCare member is about S20, compared to the average cost of brand 
name prescription, which is more than $300. 

SoonerCare Choice members l)Ua!ify fur prescription drug products approved by the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) and included in the Federal Drug Rebate program. In general, children up to age 21 
may receive prescriptions without monthly limitations and are not subject to a co-pay. Adults are limited to 
si.x prescriptions per month. Up to two of the six prescriptions can be brand name drugs, with the rernainder 
available as generic products. Adults arc subject to a co-pay based on the cost of the drug. Restrictions such as 
medical necessity, step therapy, prior authorization and quantity limits may be applied to covered drugs for all 
ages. 

SoonerCare Traditional members have the same pharmacy coverage as SoonerCare Choice for non-Medicare 
qualified members. 

SoonerCare Supplemental dual (Medicare and :tviedicaid) eligible members receive their primary prescription 
coverage through :rviedicare Part D, which now pays for a majority of the prescriptions for these members. A 
few drugs not covered by Part D may be covered for dual eligible members. 

The states are required to contribute a certain payment per member per month for each dually eligible 
individual. This payment is called the "clawback" and represents an estimate of the cost the state would have 
incurred to provide the pharmacy benefit for these members. 

Opportunities for Living Life members in long-term care facilities receive prescriptions as shown for 
SoonerCare Choice, but have no limitation on the number of prescriptions covered each month. 

Home and Community-Based Services enrollees not dually eligible for iviedicare receive l3 prescriptions 
per month, three of which may be brand name products. These members are eligible for lviedication 
Pharmacotherapy Management if they require more than three branded prescriptions or more than 13 total 
prescriptions each month. 

Insure Oklahoma Individual Plan provides prescription coverage similar to SoonerCare Choice with different 
co-payment requirements. Access www.insureoklahoma.org for additional information. 

SoonerPlan provides prescription coverage for family planning products only. 

Soon-to-be Sooners provides prescription drugs that will in1prove the outcome of the pregnancy for women 
who do not qualify for SoonerCare because of their 

citizenship status. $63 
<><><>¢¢000 

The average cost perpreSC1iption funded f?y 5 oonetCare 1vas 
$62.85. The average per 111e111berper month presctiptio11 

cost was $4 3.66 far SFY2012. 
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~ Oklahoma SoonerCare Benefits (continued) 
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Physicians and other primary care providers are crucial in delivery of health care to Oklahoma's SoonerCate 
members. The SoonerCate program would not be possible without the dedication of providers who ate 
committed to care for all individuals insured tluough SoonerCare. Oklahoma primary care providers (PCPs) act 
as SoonerCare's "front line." 

Physician services for adults may be limited based 
upon tlle benefit package tl1ey are receiving. PCPs 
provide patient education and coordinate tl1eir 
healtl1 care nee<ls. Physician and otl1er primary 
care providers' benefits also have been expanded 
to include evidence-based smoking cessation 
counseling in an outpatient office setting. 

SCHOOL-BASED SERVICES 

Healtl1 care is a vital foundation for families 
wanting to ensure tlieir children are ready to learn 
in school. Studies show children witl10ut healtl1 
insurance are more frequently absent than tl1eir 

Cmcial services provided 0' pl-!J1SiC1{111s a11d otberpri1J1al)' mre 
proJ1iden lllf!J' i11d11de, b11/ are no/ limited lo: 

~Child healtl1 screens. 

Preventive care. 

Family planning. 

Routine checkups. 

Prenatal care. 

Delivery. 

Postpartum care. 

Diagnostic services. 

classmates. They suffer more from asthma, ear infections and vision problems and 
are medically more at risk. Treatment of these conditions can improve classroom 
attendance and participation. 

OHCA contracts with more than 200 school districts across the state. Schools may receive reimbursement 
for children enrolled in SoonerCare who are qualified to receive healtl1-related services under tlie Individuals 
witl1 Disabilities Education Act and pursuant to an Individual Education Plan (IEP). This may include nursing 
services for treatment of chronic conditions such as asthma and diabetes. The IEP provides services necessary 
to ensure a successful education for students with delays and disabilities. Services include speech, occupational 
and physical therapy. Schools outline the treatment SoonerCare-compensable healtl1-related services 
recommended in tlle plan for SoonerCare-enrolled children. s~ r(t ~ '\li\u-.Vt,. 

OHCA is also involved in the Earl)' Intervention 
(EI/SoonerStart) program. The EI/SoonerStart 
program is focused on early medical intervention 
and treatment for developmentally delayed 
children from birth to age 3. Services for the 
EI program, such as targeted case management 
and speech and physical therapy, are provided 
by tlle State Department of Education and the 
Oklahoma State Department of Healtl1. OHCA 
offers provider training and reimbursement for 
tlus program as well . 
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Oklahoma SoonerCare Benefits {continued) 

SooNERPLAN - FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES 

SoonerPlan is a limited benefit plan covering services related to family planning. In an effort to reduce 
unintended pregnancies, SoonerPlan provides family planning services and contraceptive products to women 
and men age 19 and older who do not choose or traditionally qualify for full benefits under SoonerCare. 

SoonerPlan benefits may be obtained from any SoonerCarc provider 
who offers family planning. They include: 

Birth control information and supplies. 

... Laboratory tests related to family planning services, including 
pregnancy tests, Pap smears and screening for some sexually 
transmitted infections . 

... Office visits and physical exams related to family planning. 

Tubal ligations for women ages 21 and older. 

Iii-Vasectomies for men ages 21 and older. 

Gardasil for individuals through age 26. 

Family planning services also arc available to qualifying members under 
SoonerCare Choice and SooncrCare Traditional. 

SooNERRIDE (NON- EMERGENCY TRANSPORTATION) SERVICES 

f\A I) "',0 /)+.. JI S<t_V'\i\ <.L 
Non-emergency transportation h;~be~ of the 1rfedicaid program 
since ·t 969, when federal regulations mandated states ensure service for 
all Medicaid members. The purpose was clear: \V'ithout transportation, 
many of the people SoonerCare was designed to help would not be able 
to receive medically necessary services. 

States are given flexibility in this area of l'vfedicaid regulations, including setting reimbursement rates and 
transportation modes. To provide budget predictability and increased accountability of the non-emergency 
transportation program, OHCA uses a transportation brokerage system to provide the most cost-effective 
and appropriate form of transportation to members. Similar to a managed health care delivery system, the 
contracted transportation broker is reimbursed on a per-member, per-month basis. 

If a SoonerCare member does not have transportation to a medically necessary, non-emergency service, 
SoonerRide can provide transportation. 

~ti-\:\?)~ . 

~<-\$\~~tr 
~~ u.p L&l> ~l~t'W 

u)iaQ ~-t )?Vil~ 
Ci>~vt ~v~ 
ff,'( -tW.. '(.W, 

~)'t(.I"'- -lNw~ \,\. ryi. ~11.Afb 

illJ11 
An average of 111ore than 10,000 members 

111011thfy 11sed Soone1Ride services for a total of 
831, 117 one-1vq;1 tra11sp01ts i11 SFY2012. 

-~ wa.nL ·~ ~ Ui} oN v~r - eovJ£ ~ ~ u n\.o.~ ov..+ --h YUj l-ons ,+-t ~ 
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SoonerCare and American Indians 

Oklahoma is home to 39 federally recogni7.ed tribal governments. According to 20·11 Census estimates, more 
than 500,000 American Indians live here. During SFY20·12, more than I 54,000 American Indians were enrolled 
in SoonerCare. American Indians represent approximately 15 percent of the average monthly enrollment. 

American Indian SoonerCare members can select where they access culturally sensitive services, including three 
types of health care systems: Indian Health Services facilities, Tribal Health facilities or Urban Indian clinics 
(I/T /U). There are currently 62 SoonerCare contracted I/T /U facilities in Oklahoma. SoonerCare services 
provided in any of the contracted I/T/U facilities receive 100 percent federal medical assistance. 

American Indian SoonerCare members can select a SoonerCare provider or self-refer to any I/T /U facility. 
rvlost providers in I/T /U facilities are SoonerCare providers and may serve as primary care providers (PCPs). 
As PCPs, I/T /U providers offer culturally sensitive case management, make referrals and coordinate additional 
services such as specialty care and hospitalization when patients access care at facilities not operated by tribes or 
tl1e IHS. 

American Indian women have higher qualifying income guidelines of up to 250 percent of the federal 
poverty level for Oklahoma Cares, the breast and cervical cancer treatment program. SoonerCare is working 
in partnership with the Oklahotna State Department of Health, tl1C Cherokee Nation and tl1e Kaw Nation to 
provide Breast and Cervical Cancer Early Detection Program screening locations. 

TRIBAL PARTNERSHIPS 

Indian Healtl1 Services and several tribes have partnered with OHC1\ to expand opportunities for American 
Indians to enroll in SoonerCare. These agency partners now are able to enroll and renew SoonerCare 
applications at 42 separate facilities. In SFY2012, more tlrnn 14,500 applications were processed in an effort to 
connect families in need witl1 SoonerCare coverage and services. 

OHCA SooNERCARE TRIBAL CONSULTATION 

OHCA's tribal consultation efforts allow ongoing dialogue and communication regarding SoonerCare and tribal 
healtl1 care delivery. OHCA's tribal consultation policy has been used as a model for o tl1er state agencies, and 
OHCA continuously works to improve services to American Indians and Indian healtl1 care providers. 

In addition to continuous partnerships with tribes 
Vl tluoughout tl1e year, tl1e agency holds an annual OHCJ\ 
z 
~ SoonerCare Tribal Consultation meeting. The 201 l 31°/o 
~ meeting was attended by more than 1 SO representatives of 
Z tribal governments, Indian healtl1 care providers, state and 
5 federal government officials and otl1er key stakeholders. 
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Soone1Care enrolled 154,777 A111en'can Indians in 
SFY2012. That is 30.64 percent of the total 505,0 7 3 
Oklaho111ans reporting an A11mican Indian race alone or 

in co111bi11ation 1vith other races. 

Source: US. Ccruus Bw<'lu, Ttb!c 5: &tim1tt5 of lhe Resident Populu:ion b)• Race Alone or in 
Comblnnion and Hisplllic Origin for the Uni1cd Su1cs and S"m: July 1, 201 1 
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SoonerCare and Our Providers 

OHCA values services rendered by SoonerCare provider networks. OHCA provides a multitude of support 
functions to our medical, dental and behavioral service paru1ers. Some of these support services include: 

47 

• Dedicated and professional staff available to assist providers. Staff can provide training by telephone or on
site in the provider's office as well as bimonthly and semi-annual large group training. Educational materials 
about various operational and medical topics are available from the OHCA website. Staff also provides 
billing assistance and answers questions related to OHCA rules and policies, as well as lends their expertise 
to ensure services provide<l meet all state and federal requirements. 

,.. Recruiunent and education efforts continue to increase the provider network. 

Registered nurses who provide clinical expertise during on-site visits an<l metlical record reviews. They 
assist providers in the evaluation of billed charges and clinical <locumentation to ensure services provided 
arc appropriate as mandated by OHCA policy and by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services. 

A direct, toll-free number for providers who have detailed 
and complex questions concerning policy and billing 
issues. Providers also can send secure, HIPAA-compliant e-mail 
messages through the SoonerCare Secure website. It is a safe 
method of contacting OHCA via telephone to inquire about 
policy, coverage, contract compliance or general questions. 

• A streamlined online contracting process that offers a single 
enrollment point fur all programs, gives providers the ability 
to update an<l correct their own information, and eliminates 
mailing expenses and paper contracts. 

~An eco-friendly electronic provider notification process. The 
electronic provi<ler notification process consists of three •\ 
sources of communication instead of the paper letter process: 
e-mail notification, Web alerts and targeted faxed information 
updates. 

• The Health Management Program (HI'vIP). Through the HMP, a professional, highly trained practice 
facilitator works with participating practices to redesign office systems. This redesign focuses on applying 
quality improvement techniques to improve care delivered to members with chronic conditions. Participating 
practices received a free web-based health information registry tool, Cardvieasurcs. This registry tool 
identifies unmet clinical measures to help the practice prioritize clinical services offered during the next 
patient encounter. It also is equipped with a data measurement component for ongoing evaluation and 
performance tracking. Financial and non-financial incentives are presented to the practice based on program 
participation. 

Certified nursing aid training for individuals to increase the number of available staff and reduce staff 
turnover rates in SoonerCare long-term care facilities. CNA classes are free for students who earn 
certification and subsequently gain and hold employment at a SoonerCare contracted long-term care facility 
for at least"! 2 months. 

• Various provider incentive programs directly tie<l to service quality and outcome performance. 

• Appropriate reimbursement rates. OHCA strives to purchase the best value healtl1 care for our members 
and explore options for maintaining or increasing provider payments to ensure members' access to sufficient 
provider networks. 
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t:'. SoonerCare and Our Providers (continued) 
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In January 2009, Oklahoma transitioned to a Patient-Centered 1\.fedical 
Honie delivery system of primary and preventive care for members 
enrolled in SoonerCare Choice. The medical home payment structure 
includes tluee components: 1) a care coordination fee; 2) a visit-based 
fee-for-service payment; and 3) payments for excellence (SoonerExcel) . 

The care coordination fee is based on the number of members in tl1e 
SooncrCare Choice primary care manager's panel. The visit-based 
component is paid under the fee-for-service schedule. "SoonerExcel" 
is the performance-based reimbursement component that recognizes 
achievement of excellence in improving quality and providing effective 
care. A pool of funds is available to qualifying providers who meet or 
exceed quality-of-care targets witllin an area of clinical focus selected 
by OHCA. Budgeted SoonerExcel figures are found in Appendix E, 
page 90. 

For members not enroUed in SoonerCare Choice, visit-based payments are made directly to the providers 
once an aUowable service has been provided and billed. Providers participating in SoonerCare must accept 
tl1e 1'vfedicaid reimbursement level as payment in fuU. OHCA 
continued to pay physician rates equal to 100 percent of Medicare 
rates through March 2010. Unfortunately, due to budget cuts all 
provider rates were reduced by 3.25 percent beginning in April 
2010 and continuing through SFY2012. 

G RADUATE M EDICAL EDUCATION (G M E ) 

S oone1Care contracted with 15,344 pf?ysicians 
at sotJJe point dming SFY2012. 

Graduate 1\.fedical Education refers to tl1e residency training doctors receive after 
completing medical school. Most residency programs arc in tcaclling hospitals across tl1e 
United States. GME funding sources include patient care doUars and university funding c 

but the bulk of the money for GME comes from public, tax-supported sources, such as 
l\.fedicare, Medicaid, the Department of Defense and Veterans' Affairs. 

Payments are made to major colleges of medicine on a predetermined and contracted 
amount with contracted levels of residents and interns as well as levels of specialty 
services to SoonerCare members that are required. State funds arc transferred to 
OHCA from the University 
Hospital Autl10rity and the 
Physician .lvlanpowcr Training 
Commission. 

SFY2012 Glv!E Pqyments: 

Universify of Oklahoma -

OKC and Tulsa 

Oklaho1t1a Stale University College of 
Osteopathic Medicine- Tulsa 
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SoonerCare and Our Providers (continued) 

LONG-TERM (ARE FACILITIES 

Long-term care facilities play an essential role in Oklahoma's health care system by providing care for elderly 
and people with disabilities who arc temporarily or permanently unable to care for themselves, but who do 
not require tl1e level of care furnished in an acute care hospital. Long-term care facilities provide a variety of 
services to residents, including nursing and personal care; physical, occupational, respiratory and speech tl1erapy; 
and medical social services. On average, 70 percent of long-term care residents in Oklahoma are covered 
tluough the SoonerCarc program. 

Long-term care facilities treat people witl1 a wide range of clinical conditions. The mix and amount of 
resources long-term care facilities use determines tl1e cost of the care they provide. Resources include tl1e cost 
of direct care staff, such as nurses, nurse aides and nurse aide training. 

Focus On Excellence (FOE) - Created tluough House Bill 2842 and implemented in November 2006 the 
rocus on Excellence program mission is to improve quality of care in nursing homes tluough the program's 
nine quality measures. The FOE program continues to grow and is an integral part in continuous l}Uality 
improvement in Oklahoma nursing facilities. The goal is to continue program improvement and have tl1e best 
quality nursing homes in the industry. FOE continues to drive quality improvement by ensuring the most up-to
clatc information tluough real-time data; state survey inspections; routine visits and training; montl1ly advisory 
board; and Web site accessibility 24 hours a day. 95 percent of the Oklahoma nursing facilities are participating 
in tl1e Focus on Excellence program. 

Certified Nurse Aide Training Program (CNA) - Is a workforce development initiative tlrnt allows 
individuals to obtain a certificate as a certified nurse's aide. In partnership witl1 tl1e Oklahoma State University
Oklahoma City (OSU-OKC) and Oklahoma's Career Technology Centers, tl1e program offers standardized 
training and curriculum to individuals who wish to work in tl1e nursing field. The goals of this program include 
improving quality of life and services, increasing the number of 
available s taff and reducing CNA staff turnover rates. Classes 72°/o 

<><>00¢<>¢()¢() arc free for students who earn certification and gain and hold 
employment at a SoonerCare contracted long-term care facility for at 
least 12 months within two years of completing classes. 

Stateivide, Oklaho111a 1111rsingfadlities 
have a 71.7 percent occ11panry rate. 

{~ J--1 ~ "'"r 
· \-\tt~ b"l'<CV\ /,A_ Y!Acc.x.~~ p~r.u--u-. 

Occupancy rate ls unadjusted for semiprivate rooms rented 
privately or for hospital and therapeuUc leave days. 

Facility Type 

Nursing Facilities 

ICFs/lD (ALL) 

ICI's/ID (Private) 

ICFs/ ID (Public)** 

Unduplicated 
Members 

21, 148 

1,989 

1,676 

3 13 

Bed Days Reimbursement 

4,80 1,856 $488,663,240 

581,144 $ 113,041,471 

474,979 S56,9 l 5, 192 

106,165 $56,126,279 

Yearly Average 
Per Person* 

$23,107 

S56,833 

$33,959 

$179,3 17 

Average Per 
Day 

Sl02 

$195 

$120 

$529 

IC Fs/ID = lnlt"rmc:J Wt' Cm: f 1cihtit' fur th\· l nh.l!u."fu Ill) lli• 11i!t.J .•• \hr.t~c Per l1cnon lib'UC\"C J .. OHi md\IJl tlw p .llltll l Ii 1l 11ht) th 11 lhl· munlxr pi)S '" lhl' mu-~ms: f 1o hty (J \"g nunmg f1c1!i1-r s2;.o.u<l..1J. rn•.lk 
ICb/ IU S t >.~r. •nJ f.,, put.he ICl'•/111 Sl7A~) . 

•• J< :F-c/11> puhli~ f.1-..Wtu~s rc-r J...y r-Jft'mduJtS .mn ll HJHrncl~ nr•l mdu\lt J m JCh/IU pm.tit~ f1uhry f llt'. Rt:1mhurHml nf m,llhft., S27,-H7 in Puhli1.: JC :f'/ 11) "''"' 't. !tlt.mt. nt~ 
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SoonerCare and Our Providers (continued) 

HOSP ITALS 

The SoonerCare hospital reimbursement system is based on t\'lcdicare's reimbursement model of Diagnostic 
Related Groups (DR.Gs). T he DRG payment methodology, which pays on a per discharge basis, encourages 
hospitals to operate tnore efficiently and matches payments to use of resources. An additional outlier payment 
may be made to help protect tl1e hospital from financial losses for unusually expensive cases. OHC1\ pays a per
day rate for inpatient stays in freestanding rehabilitation and behavioral health facilities, as well as long-term care 
sub-acute children's facilities. 

Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) Payments 

The DSH program was created in 1981 to address two main concerns identified by Congress at tl1c. The first 
concern was tl1c needs of hospitals that served a high number of l'vledicaid and uninsured patients. The second 
concern was tl1e potential for a growing gap between what i\fodicaic.l paid hospitals and the hospitals' cost of 
care. 

Congress left it to each state to define and identify which hospitals were disproportionate share hospitals and 
gave states broad latitude in how tl1osc hospitals were paid tl1tough tl1e DSH program. 

The Oklahoma DSH formula and metl10dology adopted in SFY2007 established tluee funding pools for 
licensed hospitals located witlun tl1e state that met certain federal requirements outlined by la"~ 

The first pool is established by tl1e federal government for Institutions for Mental Disease (IMD). T he second 
pool is for High Disproportionate Share Public H ospitals/Public-Private Major Teaching Hospitals and is based 
on historic allocations. The tlilld pool is for Private and Community or Public Hospitals, which is subdivided by 
hospital size of allocating D SH funds reserved for this pool. 

Types of Hospital Payments 

Inpatient - Acute and Critical Access 

Inpatient Rehabilitation - Freestanding 

Inpatient - Indian Health Services 

Inpatient - LTAC Children's 

Inpatient Behavioral Health - Freestanding 

Psychiatric Residential Treatment Facilities 

O utpatient Services 

Medicare Crossovers 

Hospital Supplemental Payments 

Electronic Health Record Incentive Payments* 

Supplemental Hospital Offset Payment Program** 

Indirect Medical Education (IME) )_ l1:o(tl<cd 
Graduate Medical Education (G"tvIE) ~ S2t> ~.S 
Disproportionate Share Hospitals (DST-I)*** 

Total 

SFY2011 

$559,69 1,853 

$12,391,967 

s 14,333,079 

s 19,596,828 

$7,985,495 

$94,393,830 

$279,008,845 

$36,408,523 

$200,923,368 

$22,698,793 

so 
$28,813,252 

s 16,241 ,944 

$46,829,628 

$1,339 ,317 ,405 

SFY2012 

$534,984,7 16 

$13,199,004 

$14,369,784 

Sl 9,059,656 

$8, 109, 153 

$93,365,927 

$252,4 14,487 

$36,125,552 

s 128,9 16,359 

$28,239,005 

$342,365,7 12 

$29,677,651 

$ 12, 181,449 

$62,47 1,736 

$1,575,480,192 

Source: OllCA Finance Division, Octoher 20 12. ' EllH Incentive payments to hospitals only. excludes other provider types which may have received EllR payments such as physicians. 
" For more Information on SHOPP please see page 14. '"The a pparcnllncrease In DSll payments from SFY20 11 to SFY20 12 ls due to a rea llocation of FFY20 10 OSfl funds paid In 
SFY20 12. The actual amount paid to hospitals In SFY2011 lotallng $46,629,628 ls reported here, while the net a mount of $ 19.722.63 1 ls reported elsewhere. 
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SoonerCare and Our Providers (continued) 

HOSPITALS (CONTINUED) \Ke ~ b---\0 - bKE" 
Indirect Medical Education (IME) 

Acute care hospitals that qualify as major teaching hospitals receive an indirect medical education (HvlE) 
payment adjustment that covers increased operating or patient care costs associated with approved intern or 
resident programs. Currently, tl1e qualifying hospitals arc the OU l\kdical Center in Oklahoma City, and St. 
Jolrn's and OSU l\.fedical Healt11 System hospitals in Tulsa . 

In order to qualify as a teaching hospital and be eligible for IME supplemental incentive payment adjustments, 
tl1e hospital must: 

..,. Be licensed in the state of Oklahoma. 

..,. Have 150 or more full-time equivalent 
residents enrolled in approved teaching 
program reports. 

.... Belong to the Council of Teaching Hospitals 
or show proof of affiliation witl1 an approved 
medical education program. 

Direct Medical Education (DME) 

SFY2012 IME Pqy111ents: 

OU/ OKC Oklaho!JJa Medical Center
OU /Tulsa St. John} Health Syste111s-

OSU College ef Osteopathic 
Medicine - Tulsa -

$14,838,825 
87,419,413 

87,419,413 

51 

In-state hospitals tlrnt qualify as teaching hospitals receive a supplemental payment adjustment for direct medical 
education (DME) expenses based on tl1e relative number of residents an<l interns weighted for Medicaid usage 
and acuity of services. 

To qualify as a teaching hospital and be eligible for DME supplemental incentive payment adjustments, tl1e 
hospital must: 

!Iii>- Be licensed in Oklahoma. 

Have a medical residency program. 

!llll- Apply for certification by OHCA prior to 
receiving payments for any quarter. 

... Have a contract witl1 OHCA to provide 
SoonerCare services. 

... Belong to the Council of Teaching Hospitals 
or show proof of affiliation witl1 an 
approved medical education program. 

These payments arc made by allocating a pool 
of funds made available from state matching 
funds transferred to OHCA from tl1c University 
Hospital Authority. 

DME Qualified Hos itals 

Baptist I1vfedical Center 

Baptist Bass 

Baptist l'vledical Center/Southwest 

Comanche County Memorial Hospital 

Hillcrest Medical Center 

Jane Phillips Hospital 

Laureate Psych Hospital 

Medical Center of Southeastern OK 

Saint Francis 

St. Anthony 

St. John 

OSU Medical Center 

University Health Partners 

TOTAL 

SFY2012 

$893,073 

$40,788 

$98,563 

$14,860 

$1,076,383 

$5,358 

$927 

$20,742 

$656,698 

$1,012,690 

$1,139,077 

$518,478 

$6,703,812 

$12,181,449 
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SoonerCare and Our Providers (continued) 

PHARMACIES 

SoonerCare reimbursed 1, 193 contracted pharmacies nearly $394 million for more than 6.2 million prescriptions 
during the fiscal year. Members who use the pharmacy benefit get an average of two and a half prescriptions 
per month. SoonerCarc has one of the higher generic utilization rates in the nation, with an average of more 
than 86 percent of prescriptions dispensed as generic <lrugs. This is made possible by our contracted pharmacy 
partners across the state, as they support and encourage the use of generic products whenever possible . 

OHCA contracts with EPOCRA TES® Inc. to provide 
pharmacy benefit information to prescribers and pharmacists 
using their desktop computer or mobile device. The service 
allows users to verify drug coverage status, look up preferred 
alternatives, check drug interactions, view prior authorization 
requirements and quantity limits; and receive other drug
specific messages programmed by OHCJ\. 

OTHER SooNERC ARE PROVIDERS 

86°/o 
~ 

S oone1Care has one of the highest gene1ic 
utilization rates of af!Y phartJJary benefit plan in 
the nation with an average of 86.3 percent of all 

prescriptions dispe11sed as a gene1ic drug. 

OHCJ\ continues to strive to increase provider participation by streamlining processes and keeping our 
contracted providers as informed as possible. Payment rates are routinely evaluate<l within constraints of 
available state and federal funds. Ongoing provider outreach and training is being performed on a daily basis. 
OHCJ\ also provides a SoonerCare Secure Site as a "one-stop shop" for providers to submit claims, check 
member enrollment and qualification for services and receive specific information related to their provider type. 
Pertinent information such as manuals, forms, policy cites and program information can be found by providers 
in their applicable areas. 
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~ Administering the SoonerCare Program 
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As a result of recommendations from broad-based citizens' 
committees, the Legislature established the Oklahoma Health 
Care Authority to administer the SoonerCare program in 1993 
through House Bill 1573. The Health Care Authority Act can 
be found in Oklahoma Statutes Title 63, Sec. 5004. 

OHCA led the effort to supplement state dollars witl1 available 
and appropriate federal dollars. OHCA's revenue initiatives have 

~~!!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ supported programs at the Oklahoma of Human Services, 
lai!l-~;11~'.:::.;,~~-._..:._ ___ 2 :.::._=:::'.j Department of tvicntal Healtl1 and Substance Abuse Services, 

Oklahoma State Department of Health, Office of Juvenile 
Affairs and tl1e Department of Education, as well as University of Oklahoma and Oklahoma State University 
medical schools and teaching hospitals. 

OHCA seeks every opportunity to fully utilize federal revenues; therefore, we must be vigilant. OHCA has 
an obligation as a sound fiscal manager to ensure that all plans maximize federal revenues, are compliant with 
applicable laws and regulations and will not put tl1e state in jeopardy of a future disallowance. 

Administering a ivledicaic.l program is as challenging a task as tl1ere is to be found in public service. What 
distinguishes the program in degree of difficulty from ivledicare and private insurers is its varied and vulnerable 
member groups; its means-testec.l qualifying rules; the scope of its benefits package (spanning more than 
30 different categories of acute and long-term care services); its interactions with otl1er payers; its financial, 
regulatory and political transactions with a wide range of provider groups; and its joint federal and state 
financing. 

OHCA staff perform an array of critical functions necessary for program administration, such as member 
and provider relations and education; developing SoonerCare payment policies; managing programs to fight 
waste, fraud and abuse; maintaining the operating systems that support SoonerCare payments; developing 
cost-effective health care purchasing approaches; monitoring contractot and provider performance; promoting 
and preserving member rights and protections; and disseminating information to tl1e Oklahoma Legislature, 
congressional delegation, members and tl1e general public. 

~ 
<( 
~ A board of directors meets monthly to direct and oversee tl1e operations of OHCA. Board members are 
~ appointed by the governor, presic.lent pro tempore of the Senate and tl1e speaker of the House. OHCA also 

0.. has a Drug Utilization Review (DUR) board, a Medical Advisory Committee (ivIAC), a ~viedical Advisory Task 
~ Force (MAT), Behavioral Health Advisory Committee (BHAC), Child Healtl1 Task Force (CHTF), Perinatal 
<( 

U Task Force (PTF), a SoonerCare lvlembcr Advisory Task Force (tvlATF) and a joint legislative oversight 
ffi committee. These groups of healtl1 professionals, providers, members, advocates and elected officials all serve 
z o to ensure c.lecisions arc made to best serve the members' needs while maintaining fiscal integrity of tl1e agency. 
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Administering the SoonerCare Program (continued) 

The cost of administration of the SoonerCare program is divided among six different state agencies: 
the Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA), the Oklahoma Deparu11cnt of Human Services (OKDHS), the 
Oklahoma State Department of Health (OSDH), the Office of Juvenile Affairs (OJA), and the Department of 
Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services (DJ:v1HSAS). 
I ; I( ;i JIU ·: 17 0 1 IC \ s( lON l ·:RC \H J·: l ~ >.: J'J·:NJ)JTl l JU ·: \ " I) I\ J),\J l" J:-;TJ( \TJ\'1-: P1 ·:1tn:NT \(; J·: :-; - SF\'2 01 2 

OHCA 
2.31% 

OKDHS 
2.01% 

EHR 
Incentive 
Parments 

0.89% 

OJA 
0.00% 

DMHSAS 
0.05% 

OSDH 
0.19% 

Finally, OHCA's administrative expenses are divided between direct operating expenses and vendor contracts. 
Of the Sl 12 million spent on administration by OHCJ\ in SFY2012, 39.4 percent went to direct operation 
expenses and 60.6 percent went toward vendor contracts. 

1:1c1 11u: 18 B1t1 ·: \1,; 1)< l\\'N rn O l IC 1\ ,\ m 11 N 1:-;TR \Tin: I ·'.:--.: P1 ·:1'i:-;1-::-; - S l .. Y 2 01 2 

Q11;1li1rofC;ueAJmi11. f)~ \..\o~~ 
0.59% u 

Insure Okl:ihoma 
Admin. 
3.56'i'• 

Other Optr:Hing 
(Hen I , Tr ~wel , etc.) 

4.IOY .. 

-------------------
Fiscal Ag<nl / (MMIS) 

29.76% 

Enrollmrnl Brokt"rs 
3.26% 

Peer lte\iew 
1.56% 

Other Contrncts 
22.14% 

Sun-ey & CC'rtification 
3.88% 
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Strategic Planning 

It is difficult to overestimate the importance and impact of SoonerCare. It serves many people in many 
different population groups and it plays a role in financing virtually every state program related to health. By 
any measure, SoonerCare makes a positive difference, even a critical difference, in the lives of hundreds of 
thousands of low-income Oklahomans. 

OHCA, our health partners, advocacy groups, legislators and other stakeholders meet annually to discuss the 
agency's upcoming enhancements, goals and challenges. These meetings help guide and set the strategic plan 
the year. 

BROADLY STATED GOALS 

The heart of our strategic plan is the statement of our primary strategic goals. These goals represent not 
our understanding of the agency's statutory responsibilities and our broader sense of purpose and direction 
informed by a common set of agency values. They are: 

~Improve health care access for the underserved and vulnerable populations of Oklahoma. (SoonerCare 
Members) 

~Protect and improve member health and satisfaction, as well as ensure quality of programs, services and 
care. (Member Satisfaction/Quality of Care) 

~Promote members' personal responsibility for their health services utilization, behaviors and outcomes. 
(l'vfember Responsibility) 

~Ensure programs and services respond to the needs of members by providing necessary medical benefits to 
our members. (Benefits) 

ill> Purchase the best value health care for members by paying appropriate rates and exploring all options for 
program financing. (Purchasing Issues/Provider Relations) 

~Foster excellence in design and administration of the SoonerCare program. 

OHCA produces an award-winning Service Efforts 
and Accomplishments report every year. This report 
details the specific efforts of our agency and others 
to accomplish the above primary and yearly specific 
goals outlined in the agency's Strategic Plan report. 
Both the Strategic Plan and the Service Efforts and 
Accomplishments reports can be found on OHCA's 
public \'(!eb site at www.okhca.org\Research \Reports. 

Appropriate 
Benefits for 
Members 

Foster Excellence in 
SoonerCare Design 
and Administration 

Member 
Sansfattion/Quality 

of Care 

Oklahoma Health 
Care Authority 

Promote Members' 
Responsibility for Their 

Health Care 

Purchase the Best 
Value Health Care 

I for Members 

\ Health Care Access 
for Vulnerable 
Populations 
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Program and Payment Integrity Activities 

Improper payments in govenu11ent health programs <lrain vital program dollars, 
impacting members and taxpayers. Such payments inclu<le those made for 
treatments or services not covered by program rules, that were not medically 
necessary, that were billed but never actually provided or that have missing 
or insufficient documentation to show the claitn was appropriate. Improper 
SoonerCare payments can result from itrndvertent errors as well as fraud and 
abuse. 

Unlike inadvertent errors, which are often due to clerical errors or a 
misunderstanding of program rules, fraud itwolves an it1tentional act to deceive 
for gain, while abuse typically itivolves actions that are inconsistent with 
acceptable business and medical practices. OHCA's claitn processit1g system 
(l'vIMIS) has hundreds of edits that stop payment on many billit1g errors. 
However, no computer system can be progranm1ed to prevent all potential 
l\kdicaicl billit1g errors. 

OHCA protects taxpayer dollars and the availability of SoonerCare services to in<lividuals and families in need 
by coorclitrntit1g an agency wide effort to identify, recover and prevent inappropriate provider billings and 
payments. 

Two major agencies share responsibility for protectit1g the integrity of the state SoonerCare program. The 
OHCA is responsible for ensuring proper payment and recovering misspent funds an<l the Attorney General's 
Medicaid Fraud Control Unit (MFCU) is responsible for investigating and ensuring prosecution of ivfe<licai<l 
fraud. 

In addition to OHCA and i\ffCU, other state and federal agencies assist it1 dealing with SoonerCare hnproper 
payments. State auditors may be involved in Medicaid payment safeguard activities through efforts such as 
testing payment system controls or investigatit1g possible causes of mispayment. At the federal level, both the 
Centers for I\kdicare & l\·ledicaid Services and the Office of Inspector General of the Department of Health 
and Human Services oversee state program and payment integrity activities. 

Actions res11/tingfrom the progmm t1nd pc!Jme11t i11tegrity efforts mqy i11c/11de: 

.... Clarification and streamlining of SoonerCare policies, rules and billing procedures. 

.... Increased payment integrity, recovery of inappropriately billed payments and avoidance of future 
losses. 

.... Education of providers regarding proper billing practices. 

.... Termination of providers from participation in the SoonerCare program. 

.... Referrals to the Attorney General's lvledicaid Fraud Control Unit. 
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Program and Payment Integrity Activities (continued) 

Posr- PAYMENT REVIEWS AND RECOVERIES 

Various units within OHCA are responsible for separate 
areas of potential recoveries, cost avoidance and fee 
collection. The Program Integrity and Accountability 
Unit safeguards against unnecessary utilization of 
care and services. The Pharmacy Unit reviews paid 
pharmacy claims to determine that claims are valid and 
in compliance with applicable federal and state rules and 
regulations. The Provider Audit staff performs audits and 
reviews of external providers in regard to inappropriate 
billing practices and noncompliance with OHCA policy. 
Reviews can be initiated based on complaints from other 
SoonerCare providers, members, concerned citizens or other state agencies, as well as risk-based assessments. 

External Quality Review Organization (EQRO) 

Some SoonerCare services are subject to utilization review by an External Quality Review Organization under 
contract with OHCA. The EQRO conducts a retrospective random sample review on hospital inpatient and 
observation services provided to all SoonerCare members. The purpose of the hospital utilization review 
program is to safeguard against unnecessary and inappropriate medical care rendered to SoonerCare members. 
l\'1edical services and/ or records are reviewed for medical necessity, quality of care, appropriate of place of 
service, DRG validation and length of stay. Federal regulations re<.1uire this function to be performed by an 
EQRO. 

Telligen Health Intelligence was the 
EQRO under contract with OHCA during Provider Type 

SFY2012. Additional information on Behavioral Health 

Telligen may be found at www.telligen.org. Dental Services 

Durable Medical Equipment 

Electronic Health Record Incentive 
Payments 

Hospital 

Long-Term Care Facilities 

Personal Care 

Pharmacy /Prescription Drugs 

Physicians and Other Practitioners 

School-Based Providers 

Vision 

otal- OHCA Recoveries 

MFCU - National Settlements 

MFCU - Other 

otal SoonerCare Recoveries 

SFY201 

s 1,271,535.99 

$104,309.92 

$191,557.67 

$21,250.00 

$1,989,206.21 

$297,455.70 

$39,549.17 

$49,058.74 

$2,445,621.82 

$8,405.11 

$134,814.23 

$6,552, 764.56 

$11,335,138 

$353,562 

$18,241,46 

OHCA recovery figures are a combination of amounts recovered from Program Integrity, Pharmacy, Provider 
Audits, contractor and EQRO reviews. 
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Program and Payment Integrity Activities (continued) 

PosT- PAYMENT REVIEWS AND RECOVERIES (CONTINUED) 

Third-Party Liability (TPL) Recoveries 

OHCA uses a combination of data matches, diagnosis code edits and referrals from providers, caseworkers and 
mernbers to identify available third-party resources such as health and 
liability insurance. The TPL program also ensures that SoonerCare 
recovers any costs incurred when available resources are identified 
tluough liens and estate recovery programs. 

( OST AVOIDANCE 

Estate Recove1ies 
Other 

83,743,704 
836,514,859 

Cost avoidance is the method of either finding alternate responsible payers, such as other insurance coverage, or 
optimizing pharmaceutical treatment options. 

T hird-Party Liability (TPL) Cost Avoidance 

The Third-Party Liability program also reduces costs to tl1e SoonerCare program by identifying tlllid parties 
liable for payment of a member's medical expenses. States are required by tl1e federal govenunent to have a 
system to identify medical services that are the legal obligation of 
tlllid parties, such as private health or accident insurers. Such tlllid
party liability resources should be exhausted prior to paying of 
claims with program funds (cost avoidance). 

State Maximum Allowable Cost Program 

Medicare 
P1ivate Insurance 

$866,897,198 
86,002,851,661 

T he State Maxitnum Allowable Cost (SivlAC) program sets pharmacy reimbursement for generic products. 
The program is designed to provide a fair rei.n1bursement rate for pharmacies while providing efficient use of 
taxpayer dollars. When tl1e SMAC program was started in January 2000, 400 products were included. The most 
recent list includes more tlrnn 2, 100 active drug products and is expected to grow each year as more drugs lose 
patent protection and become available as generic ec.1uivalents. 

$123.tM 
~ 

By /i111iti11g the a1J101mt paid for genetic 
dmgs, OHCA JJJas able to save 
8123, 151,563 in SFY2012. 
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~ Program and Payment Integrity Activities (continued) 
a. 
<lJ REBATES AND Fees a: 
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Drng Rebate Program 

The Federal Drug Rebate Program (established by the enactment of the Omnibus 
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990) was designed to offset prescription expenditures 
and guarantee states pay the lowest price charged by a manufacturer for prescription 
drugs. In exchange for the rebate, states must make all products of a contracted 
manufacturer available to SoonerCare members within the framework of federal 
requirements. Drug manufacturers arc 
invoiced on a quarterly basis. Interest is 
assessed by OHCA on late payments. 

Supplemental Drng Rebate Prog ram 

The SoonerCare State Supplemental Drug Rebate program 

Rebates - Federal 
Rebate Interest 

8176,757,380 
852,346 

Rebates- State S1pplemental 83,558,234 

encourages pharmaceutical manufacturers to partner with the state to provide additional rebates for drugs that 
would otherwise require prior authorization. If the manufacturer agrees to provide additional rebates for its 
products, the products are moved to a lower tier. With the Supplemental Drug Rebate program, all stakeholders 
win: members receive medications quickly, providers do not face red tape, staff resource needs are reduced, 
taxpayer resources are used efficiently, and manufacturers are able to maintain or increase the market share of 
tl1eir products. 

Long-Term Care Facility Quality of Care Program Fees 

To increase the quality of care received by long-term care members, the Quality of Care (QOC) Program was 
established. A fee per patient day is collected from long-term care facilities and placed in a revolving fund. 
The fund is used to pay a higher facility reimbursement rate, for increased staffing rel1uirements, program 
administrative costs and otl1er increased member benefits. 

Facilities receive monthly invoices for fee payment based on their self-reported patient census and revenues. 
V1 Facilities arc responsible for submitting monthly reports to tl1c OHCA showing direct care staff hours and 
~ patient days. Quality of Care fees and/ or reports not subnutted in a tirnel 
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$51.3M 
~ 

Total Q11ali!J of Care Progra111 revmues were 
$51,350,812. 
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Services 

Integrity 

Insure Oklahoma 
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Budget & Fiscal Enrollment 
Planning Automation & Data 
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Provider Rates Contractor Systems 
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Infrastructure, 

Purchasing Software& 
Support 
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Federal Reporting 
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& Reporting 
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Services 
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Planning & 
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Tribal Relations Valid as of June 30, 2012 
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Population Care Management Department 
Case Management Services Offered 

OB related Case Management 

At-Risk Obstetrical Case Management 

o Access program through outreach letters and subsequent positive screening by Member Services 

Department 

o Full assessment by Case Manager, linkage to resources, routine follow-up with member throughout 

pregnancy 

o Assistance in accessing resources and services for newborn 

High-Risk Obstetrical Case Management 

o Access program through Medical Authorization Process 

o Once approved, members receive enhanced benefit package and Case Manager follow-up throughout 

pregnancy 

o Assistance In accessing resources and services for newborn 

Fetal infant Mortality Reduction (FIMR MOM) Case Management 

o Access program through targeted outreach to all pregnant SoonerCare members in Top 10 counties with 

highest Infant mortality 

o Case management follow-up during pre-natal period targeting medication compliance, member/provider 

communication, education regarding pregnancy related Issues and SoonerCare benefits 

1 
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Population Care Management Department 
Case Management Services Offered 

Pediatric related Case Management 

Fetal Infant Mortality Reduction (FIMR BABY) Case Management 

• All newborns born to Mothers in FIMR Counties receive follow-up through 1" birthday 

• Ensure enrollment In SoonerCare, education regarding safe sleep, tobacco use in home, Immunizations and 
well-child visits, referrals to other programs (SoonerStart, DDSD) 

At-risk Newborn Case Management 

• Access program through outreach letters and subsequent positive screening by Member Services 

Department 
• Ensure enrollment In SoonerCare, education regarding safe sleep, tobacco use In home, Immunizations and 

well-child visits, referrals to other programs (SoonerStart, DDSD) 

Synagls Case Management 

" Access program through Pharmacy Benefit Authorization process. Children authorized for Synagls Injections 
receive Case Management through the RSV season upon request from the prescribing provider. 

• Reminders and follow-up to assure Synagls Injections are received 

Private Duty Nursing Case Management 

• Access program through medical authorization process or Inquiry Into Private Duty Nursing Service 

• Case management provided beginning with assessments to determine qualification for PON service 

• Ongoing follow-up and visits for ongoing qualiflcation for service, referral and coordination for related 

services and benefits 

2 
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Population Care Management Department 
Case Management Services Offered 

Other Case Management Services 

Oklahoma Cares Program 

• Breast and Cervical Cancer Treatment Program. Access to program from positive breast or cervical cancer 
screening by participating provider 

• Provides diagnostic services and treatment for breast and cervical cancer 

• Partnership between OHCA, OSDH, Cherokee and Kaw tribes 

Out of State Care Coordination 

• case management for members requiring medically necessary services that are not available In Oklahoma 

• Coordination of authorization, travel and lodging, follow-up services 

Complex Case Management 

• case management for members with complex care coordination needs. Case managers work with primary 
care providers and members to coordinate services and follow-up support for members with complex 
medical and care coordination needs 

ER Utilization Case Management 

• case management for members with high Emergency Room utilization. Case managers work with primary 
care providers and members to coordinate services and overcome barriers that may lead to frequent ER 
utlllzatlon 

Long-term Care Waivers 

• Evaluations and clinical reviews provided for members seeking services through the Living Choice, My Life My 
Choice, Sooner Senior, PACE and Medically Fragile waiver programs 

·· · Social Service Coordination·· 

• Social Service Coordinators available for coordination of community-based referrals, administration of Meals 
and Lodging program and other social service needs 

3 
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Population Care Management Department 
Other Programs Offered 

-\\IS {~~ c,o.~ 
. ~A\\\~ 
\;\Iv -- J 

Chronic Care Management 

Health Management Program (HMP) 

• Existing Program through June 30, 2013 
o Nurse Care Management for 5,000 high risk SoonerCare Choice members with ch~onlc conditions 

o Practice Facilitation for 50-100 SoonerCare Primary Care Providers with high burden of patients with 

chronic conditions 

• Future Program, beginning July 1, 2013 
o Health Coaching, Primary Care Practice Embedded; directed at members with chronic conditions or 

at high risk for chronic conditions 

o Practice Facilltatlon for SoonerCare Primary Care Providers; full scope practice facilitation, health 

coach support, academic detailing 

Chronic Care Management Unit (In development) 

e care Management for members with chronic conditions 

• At risk and high risk 
o Will work In tandem with Health Management Program 

Hemophilia Case Management 

• Access to program through Identification In claims data 

• Case management for members with Hemophllla to coordinate care and link to services and providers 

Sickle Cell Anemia Case Management 

• Access to program through Identification In claims data 

• Case management for members with Sickle Cell Anemia to coordinate care and link to services and providers 

4 
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Oklahoma Health Care Authority- Timeline of Key Activities for ACA 

Policy** 

Seek guidance I decision from state leaders 

Seek guidance from CMS 

RE: MAGI, Eligibility & Enrollment Changes 

Draft permanent rules 

Draft State Plan Amendment v 
Draft Wa ivers v 
Tribal Consultation 

Publish Notice of Rulemaking Intent 

Public Hearing 

Rates & Standards Hearing* U bd\ '4.tlt'L I ,_,,,.a_ 
OHCA Board Approval 

-, 

Medical Advisory Committee Review 

Submission of Rules to Legislature/ Governor 

Submit Waiver to CMS 

Submit SPA to CMS 

Rules approval/disapproval by Legislature I Governor 

SPA/ Waiver approval/disapproval by CMS 

Effective date of rules 

Insure Oklahoma 

Seek guidance I decision from state leaders 

Seek guidance from CMS 

RE: MAGI, Eligibility & Enrollment Changes 

Incorporate into SPA/Waiver/Rules 

Develop seamless transition plan for 10 members 

Outreach to members, employers, providers, agents 

Implement changes 

Monitor transition impact 

Provider Network luDO t,,A, ~-/,. J ,, •..H.,.v Ni#1J 

Modify contract language J 

v~"·'° - ~-kt.£ ,,,~ ;i.a{: ""1t.k n 
~ rbf~td- if- ~ 

2011 
Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Ql 

o~ CU-; age 1 of 3 

4 . .t~- li-

Calendar Year 

2012 2013 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 

x 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

e 

e 

x e 

0 

0 e 

x e 

0 

e 

x 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

KEY 

X =State Leadersh p Action 

0 = CMS Technical Assistance I Action 

(green block) = State Activity Occurring 

e = Emergency Rule Making Option 

2014 
Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 
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Oklahoma Health Care Authority - Timeline of Key Activities for ACA 

Calendar Year 

2011 2012 2013 
Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Ql Q2 Q3 

SoonerCare Operations 

M onitor t ransitions/care coord ination/HIX integrat ion 

.I Benefit Package _.fW Y\Q.··-o •• ,., .,.o.·~· n _ o. Ok - -~·. - nlll • ...A- Ot\.. "'~'c.c..e. c.t~niU>vt- ~ 
/ Seek guidance I decision from ~ate leaders x 

Seek guidance from CMS 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Analyze regu lation 

Identify draft package and PCMH/ HAN delivery model 

Collaborate with externa l agencies 

Prepare cost analysis 

Incorporate into SPA/Waiver/Rules* - rr-n' n 

Public review of package* 
~ ' 

~· 

Rules approval/disapproval by Legislature I Governor* I x 
SPA I Waiver approval/disapproval by CMS* ___ 4 0 

Marketing, Out reach & Education 

Statewide and county-level needs assessment 
~ 

~ 

Conduct surveys and interviews .. . .. 
Of Providers - . - --~' uL_JJ 
Of Members 

~ ,......, 
~-: ~-ii n ~ u~ re=!~- II 

Of Community Partners ·--~--__ • _ __JI~ LI •. 

Survey results to workgroups I~ u· ..., ~ ~ 
Develop outreach/education plan 

~ . 
,..._~rt 

Conduct webinars, regional meetings, media ad's LI 

Finance I Reporting 

Seek CMS guidance on FMAP I reporting changes 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Identify changes for federal I state reports 

Information Technology 

Seek gu idance I decision from st ate leaders x 
Seek guidance from CMS 0 0 0 0 0 0 

\ RE: MAGI, Eligibility & Enrollment Changes 

\ 

~ lNud i...r Wl&f: aK- I'~ . 
Page 2 of 3 

ff ---

Q4 

KEY 

X = State Leadersh p Action 

O =CMS Technical Assistance/ Action 

(green block)= State Activity Occurring 

e = Emergency Rule Making Option 

2014 
Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 
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Oklahoma Health Care Authority - Timeline of Key Activities for ACA KEY 

X = State Leadershp Action 

O = CMS Technical Assistance I Action 

(green block) =State Activity Occurring 

e = Emergency Rule Making Option 

Calendar Year 

'f•/ttt ~I\~ 2011 2012 2013 2014 

a..vA.i.L <.I.&_ Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 

Advance Planning Document / Enhanced FMAP 

Define aid categories (newly eligible)* ·c_-
---

Define aid categories (non-newly eligible) 

Seek guidance from CMS RE: interoperability with HIX 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Identify eligibility process changes 

RE: MAGI income 

Household Composition 

State/ Federal Verifications 

Rules Engine 

tdenfity enrollment process changes 
r ... ~RE: Online, paper, fax, phone, partners /'HJ.: ...\- Ptd7 
'--" 

~ Member notices I letters 

ID I Membership Cards 

Identify online enrollment application changes 

RE: New questions 

Revised questions 

Community partners connectivity I use I training 

Interoperability with HIX 

Requirements Validation 

Programming 

Testing 

Training 

System Operational (go-live) 

Call Center a..l~ ... ..bu ~-t:s 
Assess new I changed caller questions 

Identify options/scripts/ assistance from call center 

Work with call center vendor to implement changes 

Note: * Indicates activity needed only if Medicaid Expansion is pursued. 

Note: **If state leadership decides to opt-out of the Medicaid Expansion, policy activities will not include any requests related to the optional 

population. "e" Indicates the tentative schedule for the opt ion of using the emergency rule-making process. 

/Ytc.tt~~ t:i.p/10 ~ {Vr ~,i ~ - ® ~~ U 1 • -:::: ~ Page 3 of 3 ,,. . r · September 26 2012 
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From: Tina Dzurisin, Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs
To: Katie Altshuler
Subject: OCPA Reacts to Gov. Fallin"s Decision on Medicaid Expansion
Date: Monday, November 19, 2012 12:32:27 PM

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here

For Immediate Release
November 19, 2012

Contact: Tina Dzurisin

(479) 409-9588 or tina@ocpathink.org

Media     Perspective     Blog

 

OCPA Reacts to Gov. Fallin's Decision to Reject

State-Based Exchange and Medicaid Expansion

 

OKLAHOMA CITY (Nov. 19, 2012) -- Michael Carnuccio, president of the
Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs (OCPA), released the following statement
today on Gov. Fallin's decision to not pursue a state-based exchange or Medicaid
expansion:

"Gov. Mary Fallin faced a critical decision today -- and she chose wisely. Her

courageous rejection of fleeting federal dollars to expand Medicaid in Oklahoma

improves the odds that the state government will have the means to adequately

fund important core services -- including transportation infrastructure, education

and public safety -- for years to come. The appeal of federal funds for an

expansion of Medicaid is obvious. What is less obvious is that, under the

Affordable Care Act, the federal government will gradually reduce Medicaid funding

-- and the states will be left to pick up the tab for any well-intended, but short-

sighted expansion of the program.  With the expansion, the cost of the program to

Oklahoma taxpayers by 2023 would have been roughly $6.5 billion -- almost the

exact amount of the entire current state-appropriated budget. Thanks to the

governor's vision, we can now pursue Medicaid-reform solutions at the state level

that will be fair for taxpayers and program beneficiaries alike. The way to save our

country is through strong states -- and those start with a strong governor.

Therefore, today, we applaud Gov. Fallin's bold leadership."

# # #

The mission of OCPA is to accumulate, evaluate and disseminate public policy ideas and
information for Oklahoma, consistent with the principles of free enterprise, limited government and
individual initiative.
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From: Reed Downey
To: ;
Subject: OCPA Reacts to Gov. Fallin"s Decision on Medicaid Expansion
Date: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 2:21:36 PM

 

 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here

For Immediate Release
November 19, 2012

Contact: Tina Dzurisin

(479) 409-9588 or tina@ocpathink.org

Media     Perspective     Blog

 

OCPA Reacts to Gov. Fallin's Decision to Reject

State-Based Exchange and Medicaid Expansion

 

OKLAHOMA CITY (Nov. 19, 2012) -- Michael Carnuccio, president of the 
Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs (OCPA), released the following statement 
today on Gov. Fallin's decision to not pursue a state-based exchange or Medicaid 
expansion:

"Gov. Mary Fallin faced a critical decision today -- and she chose wisely. Her 

courageous rejection of fleeting federal dollars to expand Medicaid in Oklahoma 

improves the odds that the state government will have the means to adequately 

fund important core services -- including transportation infrastructure, education 

and public safety -- for years to come. The appeal of federal funds for an 

expansion of Medicaid is obvious. What is less obvious is that, under the 

Affordable Care Act, the federal government will gradually reduce Medicaid funding 

-- and the states will be left to pick up the tab for any well-intended, but short-

sighted expansion of the program.  With the expansion, the cost of the program to 

Oklahoma taxpayers by 2023 would have been roughly $6.5 billion -- almost the 

exact amount of the entire current state-appropriated budget. Thanks to the 

governor's vision, we can now pursue Medicaid-reform solutions at the state level 

that will be fair for taxpayers and program beneficiaries alike. The way to save our 

country is through strong states -- and those start with a strong governor. 

Therefore, today, we applaud Gov. Fallin's bold leadership."

# # #

The mission of OCPA is to accumulate, evaluate and disseminate public policy ideas and 
information for Oklahoma, consistent with the principles of free enterprise, limited government and 
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Subject: ocpa statement on exchange plan
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:19:00 PM

From McCarville Report
 
REVERSAL: Fallin Now Says 'No' To $54 Million
 
Governor Fallin today reversed her position on accepting $54 million in federal funds tied to
Obamacare.
 
The Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs (OCPA) applauded Fallin’s decision, disclosed during a media
availability today, to reject the $54 million federal grant awarded to the state to begin implementing
health insurance exchanges as required under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.
 
“Today Gov. Fallin and our state leaders stood on their campaign promises to protect the people of
Oklahoma from the rigid, one-size-fits-all approach of Obamacare,” said Jason Sutton, J.D., health
policy analyst for OCPA.
 
“Oklahoma needs patient-centered health reforms that meet our state’s unique needs. A health
insurance exchange could be a useful tool in creating an insurance market based on choice and
competition; unfortunately, using the federal grant to build our exchange would handcuff our state
to Obamacare. Rejecting those funds is the best decision for Oklahoma.”
 
“The best way to protect Oklahoma from Obamacare is to not implement Obamacare,” said Michael
Carnuccio, OCPA president. “Today, Gov. Fallin and legislative leaders showed that they are willing to
put the citizens of Oklahoma above bureaucrats and do what is right for our state. Gov. Fallin has
demonstrated the type of true conservative leadership our state and nation need.”
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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Description 2014 2015 2016
Federal Share for Newly Enrolled 100% 100% 100%

Total Computable Program Costs $605,207,000 $617,311,140 $629,657,363
Total Computable Administrative Costs $18,717,742 $19,092,097 $19,473,939
Total Computable $623,924,742 $636,403,237 $649,131,302

State Program Costs $32,196,673 $32,840,606 $33,497,418
State Administrative Costs $9,358,871 $9,546,049 $9,736,970
Total State Costs $41,555,544 $42,386,655 $43,234,388

Estimated Number of People Covered 241,000           241,000             241,000             
Average Cost Per Person Total Computable $2,589 $2,641 $2,693
Per Person Per Month Total Computable $216 $220 $224

Average Cost Per Person State Share $172 $176 $179
Per Person Per Month State Share $14.37 $14.66 $14.95

Notes:
1.  Census Bureau: Table Creator II; Current Population Survey, Annual Social and Economic Supple     

8. The reform legislation changes and reduces the Disproportionate Share Hospital program.  It is un          
legislation requires the Secretary of HHS to develop a formula based on use of funds and state level d            
written Oklahoma's DSH reductions may not be as substantial as other states because Oklahoma is a           
funds meets the criteria for less severe reductions and Oklahoma traditionally spends its DSH allocat

2. Average cost for adults calculated using Annual Reports SFY 2005 to 2009.  Calculations based on              
2006 and 14 in 2005.  Expenditures found on same pages for 05 and 06 and on pages 77 in 07 and 7             
reports.  All average costs have been adjusted to 2014 based on annnual change of 2% Growth.

4.  According to NASMD and a summary from the Kaiser Foundation the state will be required to imp          
FPL.  People who should be covered by the current State Medicaid and/or CHIP program but for wha              
program under the current state/federal partnership.  Uninsured non traditional people under 133% of           
4.1  State costs will be offset by savings to the state from shifting reimbursement expenses from othe            
has not been determined by the State.

5.  The Census Bureau CPS report undercounts Medicaid participation.  The percent of the undercou             
uninsured.

6. Native Americans who report to the Census Bureau in the Annual Survey for health insurance cove             
Health Services facilities are counted as Uninsured.  The four year average number of Native Americ           
73,000 are considered Uninsured.  When broken down by poverty level Census reports 31,000 Unins           
law IHS facilities in Oklahoma that serve Native Americans who qualify for Medicaid are reimbursed a            
will continue to receive their health services soley from IHS facilities.

7. Administration for OHCA is approximately 5% of the total cost of operations.  A portion of the admi          
determination.  Under the reform legislation eligibility will be determined in a variety of new methods t          
For the purposes of this analysis administrative expenses are calculated at 3% of total costs.
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2017 2018 2019 2020 Cumulative Total
95% 94% 93% 90%

$642,250,510 $655,095,520 $668,197,431 $681,561,379 $4,499,280,343
$19,863,418 $20,260,686 $20,665,900 $21,079,218 $139,153,000

$662,113,928 $675,356,206 $688,863,331 $702,640,597 $4,638,433,343

$56,955,110 $62,742,912 $68,739,444 $84,623,755 $371,595,919
$9,931,709 $10,130,343 $10,332,950 $10,539,609 $69,576,500

$66,886,819 $72,873,255 $79,072,394 $95,163,364 $441,172,419

241,000              241,000        241,000        241,000        
$2,747 $2,802 $2,858 $2,916

$229 $234 $238 $243

$278 $302 $328 $395
$23.13 $25.20 $27.34 $32.91

              ement, 2009 (four year average).

               clear how this change will impact Oklahoma because the 
                  distribution of DSH funds.  As the reform legislation is currently 

               a low DSH state, it appears the Oklahoma model of allocating 
              tion.

                n enrollment graphs page 29 in 2007 and 2008 and page 25  in 
                      71 in 08.  Cost for children based on MARS/MMIS calendar year 

                

                  lement presumptive eligibility for people earning below 133% of 
                 atever reason are not in the program will be covered by the state 

             f FPL will be covered by the federal government at 100% FPL.
                 er state agencies to the Medicaid program.  The savings amount 
      

               unt can be used as a proxy for possible participation of the 

                erage that their sole source of health care is from the Indian 
               cans in Oklahoma is 231,000 according to the Census and 
              sured Native Americans below 133% FPL.  Under the current 

               at 100% matching rate.  This report assumes that those people 
          

                  nistration, approximately 2% of the 5%, is for elgilbility 
                hrough OHCA, designated providers and the health exchanges.  
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I.OVERVIEW 

The recent health reform legislation passed in March 2010 by Congress requires new mandates 
and modifications to the current Medicaid program in order to provide more individuals with 
health insurance coverage. The State proposes to amend the Oklahoma Medicaid program, 
known as SoonerCare, in order to comply with federal law in a manner that best suits the needs 
of Oklahoma. The State includes the optional provision of Medicaid expansion; however, the 
expansion is contingent on State leadership approval. In the State of Oklahoma, the Legislature 
convenes the second Tuesday in January through the end of May1

• In order to preserve the option 
to expand Medicaid and to meet the federal requirement timeframes, the Oklahoma Health Care 
Authority (OHCA) has included the Medicaid expansion within the proposed SoonerCare 
amendment. OHCA reserves the right to modify the amendment, as necessary, 

Oklahoma's single-state Medicaid agency, the Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA) 
operates the §l l 15(a) SoonerCare Choice Research and Demonstration Waiver, initially 
approved in 1995. The SoonerCare demonstration utilizes an enhanced Primary Care Case 
Management (PCCM) delivery system that furnishes a medical home for qualified members. 
OHCA contracts directly with medical home primary care providers throughout the State to 
provide accessible, quality health care services. Providers receive a monthly care coordination 
fee for each enrolled beneficiary based upon the services provided at the medical home. 

The SoonerCare demonstration is cmTently approved through December 31, 2012. The State 
submitted the SoonerCare Choice Renewal Application to the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services (CMS) on December 31, 2011, requesting an extension of the program for the period 
January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2015. OHCA is expected to receive approval for the renewal 
application by December 31, 2012. 

OHCA submits this amendment proposal to the §l l 15(a) SoonerCare Choice demonstration to 
the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) for review after approval of the 
SoonerCare Choice demonstration application. To review a history of SoonerCare amendments 
throughout the demonstration, see Appendix I 

1 The Legislature meets at this time during odd numbered years. 
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II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA) seeks to amend the current §l 115(a) SoonerCare 
Choice Research and Demonstration Waiver to comply with the requirements of the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). The proposed amendment changes incorporate 
some of the demonstration's main program elements, as outlined in Section III, Part 6 of the 
Center for Medicare & Medicaid's (CMS) Special Terms and Conditions (STCs), effective 
November 28, 2011,2 in order to effectively meet the requirements necessary to provide 
statewide coverage for more Oklahomans. 

OHCA proposes the following amendment provisions: 
• To amend eligibility guidelines, including Title XIX and Title XX! populations including 

the removal of the Insure Oklahoma Premium Assistance Individual Plan {IP) and 
Employer Sponsored Insurance (ES!); Section IV of the STCs. 

• To amend Enrollment, Section IV, specifying that all SoonerCare applicants adhere to the 
new 2014 Modified Adjusted Gross Income (MAGI) requirements for income 
verification. 

• To add the Expansion Plan Package for the SoonerCare Choice New Adult Population, as 
well as to amend the SoonerCare Choice benefits package to reflect State Plan benefits; 
Section IV of the STCs. 

• To add cost sharing for the Expansion Plan Package, as well as to update nominal cost 
sharing for SoonerCare preventive services for adults; Section IV of the STCs. 

• To amend the SoonerCare Choice budget neutrality incorporating the new provisions of 
eligibility along with the Federal Financial Participation (FFP) for the New Adult 
Population; Section XII of the STCs. 

As Oklahoma works towards health care reform implementation, OHCA submits this 
comprehensive waiver amendment designed to modify SoonerCare qualifications necessary to 
provide greater health access to more Oklahomans, while consolidating population groups. These 
changes help exemplify OHCA's vision to provide high-quality, affordable health care to 
Oklahomans, regardless of their ability to pay. 

The State seeks an amendment approval from CMS by October 1, 2013 in order to initiate 
certain federal health reform requirements by October I, 2013. All amendment changes to the 
demonstration will take effect January 1, 2014, in order to accommodate the federal timeframe 
for the implementation of health care reform. 

~ Date of the n1ost recent version of Oklaho1na 's STCs. 
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III. PROPOSED CHANGES TO SOONERCARE CHOICE DE!\-IONSTRATION 

OHCA proposes changes to the SoonerCare Choice demonstration, as pursuant with the 2010 
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). The following section replaces the 
existing Eligibility portion, Section IV, of the SoonerCare Special Terms and Conditions (STCs). 

1. Eligibility 
OHCA proposes the following eligibility criteria for the SoonerCare Choice demonstration to 
take effect January l, 2014: 

a) Pregnant women qualify at the State set income level at or below 133 percent federal poverty 
level (FPL). Pregnant women with an income level between 134 and 185 percent FPL will 
receive pregnancy-related benefits under Title XXI for the unborn child. 

b) The State mandatorily enrolls children in the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) 
ages 0-18 up to 185 percent FPL. The State seeks to include Title XXI Insure Oklahoma stand
alone CHIP children with income between 186 percent and 200 percent FPL to the SoonerCare 
Choice program through October 1, 2019 due to Maintenance of Effort. 

As of August 2012, Insure Oklahoma enrolled 357 Employer Sponsored Insurance dependents 
and 114 Individual Plan dependents. Since the Insure Oklahoma program will sunset December 
31, 2013, OHCA will transition these dependents to SoonerCare Choice, effective January 1, 
2014, in order to maintain coverage for these children through October l, 2019. OHCA will 
make this transition by manually reapplying the kids on the new SoonerCare application. At the 
dependents redetermination date, OHCA staff will provide an outreach call to inform the 
dependent and/or caregiver of their transition to the more comprehensive SoonerCare Choice 
benefit package they will receive after January 1, 2014. During the outreach call, staff will also 
obtain any additional information necessary to complete the new SoonerCare application. 

c) The State adds the New Adult eligibility group for non-pregnant, childless adults, ages 19-64 
who are not receiving Medicare. Adults qualify at the State set income level at or below 133 
FPL. 

OHCA uses the Congressional Budget Office's 57 percent participation rate to estimate that 
Oklahoma will enroll l I0,000 new adults into Medicaid in 2014. This estimate assumes a 
moderate level of outreach to new adults in rural and urban counties along with an increase in 
stakeholder engagement and provider participation. 
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d) The State adds the mandatory Fonner Foster Care Recipients eligibility group for adults 19-26 
who were previously in foster care and enrolled in SoonerCare at age 18. 

e) The State adds the mandatory Grandfathered Children eligibility group for children ages 0-18, 
under Title XXL This includes children who are ineligible for Medicaid as a result of the 
elimination of income disregard. 

f) The existing 
consistent with 
Application. I I 

Note: OHCA removes the Insure Oklahoma expansion eligibility groups, i11c/udi11g both the 
Employer-Spo11sored f11s11ra11ce and the Individual Plan. OHCA will submit phase-out program 
details i11 the l11s11re Oklahoma Phase-Out plan, which OHCA will submit to CMS by December 
31, 2012. 
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Title XIX and Title XX! populations are included as follows: 

Mandatory FPL and/or other 
Applicable Waivers and 

Demonstration 
Costs Not Otherwise 

State Plan Groups Qualifying Criteria 
Matchable (CNOM) 

Populations 

Pregnant Women 185% 
Freedom of Choice; 

Population I 
Retroactive Eligibility 

Parent/Caretaker 37% 
Freedom of Choice; 

Population I 
Retroactive Eligibility 

Aged, Blind and Disabled SSP (SSI + $41) Freedom of Choice Population I 
(ABD) Adults 
Children Ages 0-18 

185% 
Freedom of Choice; 

Population I 
(Title XIX) Retroactive Eligibility 

New Adults 133% 
Freedom of Choice; 

Population I 
Retroactive Eligibility 

Former Foster Care 
NIA 

Freedom of Choice; 
Population I 

Recioients Retroactive Eligibility 

Optional FPL and/or other Applicable Waivers and Demonstration 
State Plan Grouos Oualifying Criteria CNOM Populations 
CHIP Children 

186%-200% 
Freedom of Choice; 

Population I 
Ages 0-18 (Title XX!) Retroactive Eligibility 
Grandfathered Children 

185% 
Freedom of Choice; 

Population I 
Ages 0-18 (Title XX!) Retroactive Eligibility 

Breast and Cervical Cancer 185% 
Freedom of Choice; 

Population I Retroactive Eligibility 
Must be disabled 

TEFRA Children 
according to SSA 

(under 19 years of age) 
definition, with gross Freedom of Choice; Counting 

with Creditable Health 
personal income at or Income and Comparability of Population I 

Coverage 
below 200 percent FPL, Eligibility 
but less than 300 percent 

of SS!. 
Must be disabled 
according to SSA 

TEFRA Children (under 19 
definition, with gross 

Freedom of Choice; Counting 
years of age) without 

personal income at or 
Income and Comparability of Population I 

Creditable Health Coverage 
below 200 percent FPL, 

Eligibility 
for whom the State is 
claiming Title XXI 

funding. 
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New Adult Eligibility Group 
The New Adult mandatory eligibility group mirrors the existing SoonerCare Choice eligibility 
groups - utilizing a primary care case management delivery model in which the OHCA contracts 
directly with the primary care providers throughout the State to provide basic health care 
services. The primary care providers receive a monthly care coordination fee for each enrolled 
beneficiary, based upon the services provided at the medical home. 

Former Foster Care Recipients 
Individuals who qualify for the Former Foster Care Recipient eligibility group include adults, 
ages 19-26, who were in State foster care at age 18 and enrolled in Medicaid or a State waiver. 
These adults qualify for SoonerCare Choice regardless if their income exceeds the income level 
established under the State Plan. This eligibility group replaces the existing Foster Care 
Independence Act of 1999. 

Grandfathered Children 
The mandatory Grandfathered Children eligibility group serves children ages 0-18 who becomes 
ineligible for Medicaid as a result of the elimination of income disregard. This group is expected 
to sunset by . 

Eligibility Exclusions 
The following individuals are excluded from the SoonerCare demonstration: 

• Individuals dually eligible for Medicare and Medicaid; 
• Individuals receiving services from both Medicaid and the Exchange; 
• Individuals residing in an institution or nursing home; 
• Individuals receiving home and community-based waiver services; and 
• Individuals covered by a Managed Care Organization. 

2. Enrollment 
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3. Benefits 
This section replaces the existing Benefits section (Section IV, Part 23) of the STCs. SoonerCare 
demonstration populations receive Medicaid State Plan benefits. An exception to this is the 
enhanced unlimited physician visit benefit (as medically necessary with the PCP) compared to 
the State Plan, which limits physician services to four visits per month, including specialty visits. 

The New Adult eligibility group receives the Expansion Plan benefit package. The Expansion 
Plan benefit package mirrors SoonerCare Choice benefits, which includes the ten essential health 
benefits3 as defined by the Secretary of Health and Human Services. 

Additionally, OHCA proposes to add Residential Substance Abuse Treatment to the SoonerCare 
Choice and Expansion Plan benefit packages. 

4. Cost Sharing 
The following section replaces Section V of the 2010-2012 STCs. 
Under the SoonerCare demonstration, cost-sharing is not allowed for: 

• Pregnant women; 
• Children (including TEFRA children) up to and including age 18; 
• Native Americans receiving services from Indian Health providers; 
• Emergency room services; and 
• Family planning services. 

Cost sharing for individuals in the new adult group is consistent with cost sharing assessed under 
SoonerCare. Similarly, cost sharing for non-pregnant adult SoonerCare beneficiaries, who would 
otherwise be eligible under the State Plan, is consistent with cost sharing assessed under the State 
Plan. 

***patient advice line went away in sept 2012, !HS providers continue till January 2013. 
Providers have to provide their own after-hours coverage. (page 18 of STCs) 

J The ten Essential Health Benefits include an1bulatory patient services, e1nergency services, hospitalizations, 
111aternity and ne\vborn care, 1nental health and substance abuse disorder services (including behavioral health 
treatn1ent), prescription drugs, rehabilitative and habilitative services and devices, laboratory services, preventive 
and \Vellness and chronic disease management, and pediatric services (including oral and vision care). 
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5. Budget Neutrality 

IV. MODIFICATION OF EVALUATION DESIGN 
OHCA will mo.d~fy t19

6 
ristil'i So.rCare Choice evaluation design to incorporate the 

amendment prov1s1ons .. · 

V. PUBLIC NOTICE 
Pursuant with Section III, Part 15 of the STCs and the April 2012 Waiver Transparency 
Guidelines, Oklahoma provided public notice for the proposed program changes outlined in the 
aforementioned sections. 

OHCA provided meaningful notice of the State's 
American Tribes and to the general public. Ii 

Public Notice: 
• OHCA Board Retreat - OHCA presented 2014 SoonerCare changes at the August 23-24, 

2012 annual OHCA Board Retreat, held in Tulsa, Oklahoma. The meeting's times and 
locations are published beforehand in accordance with Oklahoma's Open Meeting Act. 

• OHCA Medical Advisory Committee (MAC) - I st public hearing; OHCA staff presented 
the SoonerCare proposed changes at the MAC meeting in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma on 
September 20, 2012. The meeting's times and locations are published beforehand in 
accordance with Oklahoma's Open Meeting Act. 

• Perinatal Advisory Task Force (PA TF) - 2"" public hearing; OHCA staff presented the 
SoonerCare proposed changes at the PA TF meeting on October 16, 2012 at the 
Oklahoma City OU Health Science Center Campus, including teleconferencing with the 
OU Tulsa Schusterman Campus. The meeting's times and locations are published 
beforehand in accordance with the Oklahoma's Open Meeting Act. 

• Tribal Consultation - OHCA sent notice of the SoonerCare proposed changes to the 
tribes on August 21, 2012. Staff presented and discussed the amendment with tribal 
partners at the September 4, 2012 Tribal Consultation meeting held at OHCA. 

Comments Received: 

Comment: How are 2014 SoonerCare changes goi11g to be made available and co1111n11nicated? 
Response: OHCA will provide sufficient public notification through two public hearings, the 
annual tribal consultation meeting held in October 2012, the newspaper(s) of largest circulation 
(population of 100,000 or more), as well as posting the full amendment document on the OHCA 
website for public comment. 
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Comment: Since OHCA is moving forward with Medicaid expansion, does that mean that the 
State has received approval from the Governor to expand? 
Response: While the SoonerCare amendment reflects changes that indicate the State will expand 
Medicaid, State leadership has not given final direction on the expansion. To comply with the 
PPACA and be ready for implementation by October 1, 2013, OHCA moves forward with the 
proposed changes; however, OHCA is prepared to modify the changes and the demonstration as 
necessary upon final direction from State leadership. 

Comment: Has there been any tribal input into Oklahoma's Exchange and the expansion? 
Response: Following the 2011 adjournment of the Oklahoma Legislature, the Joint Health Care 
Committee held meetings throughout the State of Oklahoma to study the effects the Federal 
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act has on Oklahoma. The Exchange and the Medicaid 
expansion were issues that were examined during the interim study. Oklahoma's tribal partners 
were amongst the stakeholders that were involved in the discussions. 

Additionally, while Oklahoma tribes do have the option to move forward with an Exchange 
using Federal financial participation, OHCA is currently using the Department of Health and 
Human Services' tribal consultation process to further discuss this with tribal leaders. 
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APPENDIX A 

Timeline of SoonerCare Choice Amendments 

- January 1995 SoonerCare demonstration initially approved. 

- September 30, 2005 Health Insurance Flexibility and Accountability (HIFA) amendment 
approved to provide insurance coverage to adults employed by small 
employers and working disabled adults. 

- September 30, 2005 A Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA) amendment 
approved to expand coverage to eligible disabled children. 

- January 3, 2009 

- January 3, 2009 

- January 3, 2009 

- January 3, 2009 

- January 3, 2009 

- January 3, 2009 

- January 3, 2009 

- January 1, 2010 

- January 1, 2010 

Amendment approved to change the service delivery model from a 
partially capitated payment to an exclusive Primary Care Case 
Management model. 

Amendment approved to add an expansion population to the State's 
Employer-Sponsored Insurance program, Insure Oklahoma, for full-time 
college students age 19 through age 22 not to exceed 200 percent of the 
Federal Poverty Level, up to a cap of 3,000 participants. 

Amendment approved to expand the size of employers who can participate 
in Insure Oklahoma from 50 employees to 250 employees. 

Amendment approved to expand the description of qualified primary care 
physicians to permit County Health Departments to serve as medical 
homes for beneficiaries who choose these providers. 

Amendment approved to include an option for the voluntary enrollment of 
children in State or Tribal custody in the SoonerCare demonstration. 

Amendment approved to implement a new "Payments for Excellence" 
program to build upon the current Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, 
and Treatment (EPSDT) and Fourth Diphtheria, Tetanus and Pertussis 
(DTaP) Bonus program. 

Amendment approved to amend cost sharing requirements for the Insure 
Oklahoma program and added a $1 copay for non-pregnant adults in 
SoonerCare. 

Amendment approved to approve the Health Access Network pilot 
program. 

Amendment approved for the expansion of eligibility under the Insure 
Oklahoma program for non-disabled working adults and their spouses, 
disabled working adults and full-time college students from 200 percent of 
the FPL up to and including 250 percent of the FPL. 
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- January 1, 2010 

- January 1, 2010 

Amendment approved to add a new eligibility group under the Insure 
Oklahoma program for foster parents up to and including 250 percent of 
the FPL. 

Amendment approved to add a new eligibility group under the Insure 
Oklahoma program for employees of not-for-profit businesses having 
fewer than 500 employees, up to and including 250 percent of the FPL. 

- November 2, 2010 Amendment approved to update cost sharing for non-pregnant adults to be 
consistent with cost sharing assessed under the State Plan. 

- April 25, 2011 

- August 1, 2011 

Amendment approved to implement a waiting list for the Insure Oklahoma 
program when enrollment reaches 35,000. 

Amendment approved to eliminate the $10 copay for the initial prenatal 
visit under Insure Oklahoma Individual Plan. 

OHCA submits to CMS a SoonerCare Choice amendment to comply with 
2014 Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act. 
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2. '.2. 4. 2-011 

Health Insurance Exchange - Planning Grant 

Legislation 

Award 

Oklahoma HB2026 the "Health Care for Oklahomans Act" was signed by the governor on May 6, 2009. 
This bill established a Health Care for the Uninsured Board (HUB) and required the Insurance 
Department and Healthcare Authority to advise and aid the HUB. The HUB was created to certify 
health programs as well as aid and educate consumers to qualify for subsidies or choose policies via an 
online portal. The bill was effective November 1, 2009. Recently, HB 2130 was prefiled for the 2011 
legislative session, by Oklahoma Majority Speaker of the House, Kris Steele. HB 2130 provides 
additional governance, administrative structure, and responsibilities for the HUB. The bill would amend 
Section 2, Chapter 128, O.S.l. 2009 (36 O.S. Supp. 2010, Section 4602). SB 411 establish and maintain a 
comprehensive health care information system, published on a website to see pricing information on 
different health care services. SB 960 establishes a health insurance exchange for individual and small 
group coverage. 

Oklahoma's Secretary of Health (for the State of Oklahoma) was awarded October 1, 2010 $1,000,000 
for the State Planning and Establishment Grants. 

Description 
The Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project (OHIXP) aims to develop the plan for Oklahoma's 
health insurance exchange by addressing several key areas. Areas include governance, health system 
access, eligibility and enrollment, web portal development, consumer outreach, standardization of 
plan information, regulatory changes, financial processes, and operational costs and sustainability. The 
grant will provide for collaborative efforts among stakeholders, project managers, consultant, and 
partner agencies, leading to the development of a detailed plan for implementation of the OHIEP. 

Excerpt from Grant Abstract 
Planning activities include and are not limited to: 
(1) Establishing Oklahoma's primary partner agencies devoting resources and providing leadership. These 

agencies are comprised of the Secretary of Health as liaison to the Governor's office and State 
Legislature, the Oklahoma Departm.ent of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services (ODMHSAS) as 
the grantee agency, the Oklahoma Insurance Department (OID) and Oklahoma Health Care Authority 
(OHCA) both as significant contributors to the OHIEP. 

(2) Convening a large stakeholder group to establish guiding principles, participate in a decision-making 
framework process, ascertain information needed, and obtaining consensus on the plan moving 
forward for the OHIEP. The stakeholder group is anticipated to be made up of over 200 individuals 
from across the state that provides diverse perspectives to the plan development. 

(3) Gathering existing research, studies and data on aspects of Oklahoma's health care system including 
the uninsured, access to care, public coverage programs, insurance products offered, and insurance 
market trends and regulations. 

(4) Identifying the need for additional information and pursuit of studies, surveys, research, and data 
analysis. The results of which will be shared with the stakeholder group members. 

(S) Hiring two project managers to oversee the OHIEP efforts. The project managers will have areas of 
responsibility split between them in the areas of coordination of eligibility and enrollment systems and 
insurance market considerations. The staff will receive direction from the primary partner agencies 
and will have many responsibilities including contributing to stakeholder groups, managing the 
consultant work and deliverables, and seeing that communication channels remain open between all 
involved in OHIEP. 

(6) Selecting (through competitive bid) a consultant contractor to provide expertise and objective 
development of solutions and alternative options for the OHIEP. The consultant will be responsible for 
many activities such as comprehensive gap analysis of existing systems and processes cross-walked to · 
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exchange requirements, actuarial studies of insurance market facets, development of 
communication/marketing plans, and feasibility of the basic health plan option (to name a few). The 
consultant may seek sub-contractors who add value to OHIEP with specific knowledge, technical 
expertise, and detailed analysis. 

Health Insurance Exchange - Early Innovator Grant 

legislation 

Award 

As referenced earlier, Oklahoma HB2026 the "Health Care for Oklahomans Act" was signed by the 
governor on May 6, 2009. 

The Oklahoma Health Care Authority was awarded February 16, 2010 $56, 656,108 for the Cooperative 
Agreements to Support Innovative Exchange Information Technology Systems. 

Description 
The Oklahoma Health Infrastructure and Exchange Project will create a plan for the design and 
implementation of an exchange for the purpose of connecting all Oklahomans with appropriate, 
affordable, and high quality health insurance coverage. The development of a model for eligibility and 
enrollment via an exchange is the primary goal of this grant initiative. The project aims to develop 
Oklahoma's exchange by addressing several key areas of technological advancement. 

Excerpt from Grant Abstract 
Early Innovator activities include and are not limited to: 
(1) Selecting (through competitive bid) a consultant contractor to provide expertise and objective 

development of solutions and alternative options for the OHIEP. The consultant will be 
responsible for activities such as project evaluation, report compiling, monitoring, etc. This 
contract will span the 2 year project period and is anticipated to cost $2,496,000. 

(2) Selecting (through competitive bid) a fiscal agent contractor to provide technical expertise and 
development of systematic solutions for the interfaces with public programs and the OHIEP 
exchange. The contractor will be responsible for activities such as comprehensive gap analysis of 
existing systems such as the Medicaid onlina enrollment system, identification of necessary 
modifications to integrate pathways of enrollment such as Medicaid and non-Medicaid consumers, 
and creation of standardized formats for data exchanges with technological players. This contract 
will span the 2 year project period and Is anticipated to cost $31,249,680. 

(3) Selecting (through competitive bid) a fiscal agent contractor to provide technical expertise 
resulting in the establishment of an Oklahoma exchange for the OHIEP. The contractor will be 
responsible for activities such as identification of detailed exchange requirements including 
connectivity with public entities and private health plans, creation of systems to track and process 
tax credits and cost sharing for consumers, development of data sharing with federal interfaces, 
and operational aspects to support the exchange such as call centers and field support. This 
contract will span the 2 year project period and is anticipated to cost $19,910,000 

(4) Hiring three project managers to oversee the OHIEP efforts. The project managers will each 
responsibility in the areas of exchange coordination with private health plans, technical 
coordination with contractors, and operational coordination for ancillary support. 

(5) Hiring five data processing analysts to coordinate technical requirements and coding performed 
by the fiscal agent contractor(s). 

(6) Hiring one administrative assistant to perform clerical and organizational duties. 
(7) Hiring one financial analyst to assist with accounting and reporting of grant funds. 
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Establishment of State-Operated Health Insurance Exchanges 

Current Status 
\--... Oklahoma has not yet applied for this grant. The grant can be filed quarterly starting March 30, 2011 
V through June 30, 2012. 

State Health Information Exchange Cooperative Agreement Program (SHIECAPl 

Legislation 
The Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act of 2009 (the HITECH Act) -
ARRA Section 3013 -SHIECAP is one of the three opportunities identified within the section: State 
Grants to Promote Health Information Technology Planning and Implementation Projects 

Award - $8.8 M. 
Only $880K may be accessed until the OHIET strategic and operational plans are approved @ $SOOK 
spent of planning funds. 

OHCA is the current State Designed Entity (SDE) for the SHIECAP grant. 

The SDE will change to OHIET, upon ONC approval. 

Description 
The cooperative agreements will focus on developing the statewide policy, governance, technical 
infrastructure and business practices needed to support the delivery of HIE services. The resulting 
capabilities for healthcare-providing entities to exchange health information must meet the Medicaid 
and Medicare meaningful use requirements for health care providers to achieve financial incentives. 

The purpose of this program is to continuously improve and expand HIE services over time to reach all 
health care providers in an effort to improve the quality and efficiency of health care. 

Excerpt from OHIET Strategic Plan 
Federal stimulus funds will be used to plan, design, build and operate a health information exchange 
statewide across Oklahoma. The goal of the exchange is to allow medical information to be shared 
across multiple health care providers while keeping personal health data safe and secure. A broad 
based group of stakeholders are meeting to outline the process for developing strategic and 
operational plans. This will allow the oversight workgroup to provide guidance and review of 
stakeholder's input of the process to be implemented while compiling an inventory of critical health 
information components. As Oklahoma moves towards electronic health information exchange, the 
oversight workgroup will explore ways to protect and secure these confidential documents. It is critical 
that this information is kept secure and protected when the system is launched. Along with.ensuring 
compliance, protecting privacy and obeying security requirements for health information technology, 
the workgroup will maintain an open and transparent planning process in communication strategies 
with key stakeholders in the health care community. Members of the oversight workgroup are as 
diverse as Oklahoma's population. With 77 counties and a varied urban and rural geographic 
population, the task force attempts to represent everyone while integrating the interest of 
stakeholders such as tribal members, health care providers, commercial insurance companies, patients 
or consumer organizations, health information technology vendors, health care purchasers and 
employers, public health agencies, health professional schools~ universities, colleges, and clinical 
researchers. Initial construction of key components will take one- and two-years with some of the 
more complex components coming online in year three. The end product of the Oklahoma Health 
Information Exchange is an integrated network connecting health care facilities using standards that 
will make time critical data available to providers in an emergency room, health care offices, hospitals, 
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help reduce redundant testing by making lab results available and reduce patient hassle factors. The 
overall objective is to have the patient as the center of focus in the delivery of care. The expected 
outcomes of the project are improved clinical quality of care and at the same time attempting to 
contain rising health care cost by reducing redundant testing, and improving coordination of 
preventive services. 

OHIET Advisory Board 

The OHIET advisor board was the first step in order to establish the processes and procedures for the 
administration of the SHIECAP grant and Oklahoma's HIE. 

Legislation 

ENR. S. B. NO. 1373, Section 2. "A new section of law to be codified in the Oklahoma Statutes as 
Section 1-132 ofTitle 63" 

Section 2 C. The approved declaration of trust shall also require the trustees of OHIET to establish an 
advisory board which shall make recommendatiOns to the trustees. The advisory board shall include in 
its membership representatives of: 

Also in OHIET BYLAWS - taken from the OHIET Strategic Plan 
Section 3.03 Relationship with Advisory Board 

... OHIET will have an Advisory Board to serve as an advisory body to the Trustees regarding the 
Purposes of the Trust set forth in Article Ill. All recommendations approved by the Advisory Board 
shall be presented to and considered by the Trustees as an agenda item at a duly called meeting 
of the Trustees. The Trustees will give deference to and due consideration of the 
recommendations of the Advisory Board. 

Advisory Board Members 

Organization 
Nominations to Advisory Email Address Telephone 
Board 

1. 
Oklahoma Health Care 

Lynn Puckett, Contracts Lynn.Puckett@okhca.org; 

Authority [Medicaid], 
Service Director 405.522. 733 

9 

2. Oklahoma State Becki Moore, Data BeckiM@health.ok.gov; 
Department of Health Warehouse Manager 405.271.420 

[Public Health], 0 

3. Oklahoma Department of Terri White, Commissioner tleeger@odmhsas.org; 
Mental Health and 405.522.387 

Substance Abuse Services, 7 

4. 
University of Oklahoma 

Kevin Elledge, Executive Kevin-Elledge@ouhsc.edu; 
Director of Operations, OU 405.271.230 

Health Sciences Center, 
Physicians 7 

5. 
Oklahoma State University 

Dr. Jim Hess, COO Jim.hess@okstate.edu; 

Center for Health Sciences 
918.561.110 

5 

6. A nominee of the Indian Dr. John Farris, Chief John.farris@ihs.gov; 
Health Service Office Medical Officer 405.951.377 
responsible for Oklahoma, 6 

7. A representative ofTribal Mr. Mitchell Thornbrugh, Mitchell-

interests, Cherokee Nation thornbrugh@cherokee.org 918.207.372 
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; 6 

8. 
Oklahoma Hospital 

Rick Snyder, CFO and VP, rsnyder@okoha.com; 

Finance & Information 405.427.953 
Association, 

Services 7 

9. 
Oklahoma Osteopathic 

Dennis J. Carter, DO, past deweymc@windstream.ne 

president t· 918.647.292 
Association 

~ 

9 

10. Oklahoma Pharmacists Jim Spoon jsgoon@sbcglobal.net; 918. 

Association 245.9693, 

11. 
Oklahoma State Medical 

KentT. King, MD kingtkent@yahoo.com; 

Association, 
580.658.662 
0 

12. Matt Robison, Vice mrobison@okstatechambe 
President Small Business r.com; 40S.235.366 

The State Chamber of and Workforce 9 

Oklahoma, Development 
405.664.026 
Sc 

13. Security and privacy Robn Green (OSDH and Vice robnm@health.ok.gov; 

representative nominated Chair of OKHISPC) 405.271.944 

by the Oklahoma Health 4 x 56519 

Information Security and 

Privacy Council, 
14. A HIO representative as Joe Walker Josegh- ? 

nominated by the OHIET Walker@ouhsc.edu; 

Board 

15. 
A consumer representative 

Sean Voskuhl, Associate swvoskuhl@aarg.org; 

State Director AARP/OK 405.715.447 
nominated by the governor 

5 

16. A nominee of the Jonathan Kolarik, MBA, RN, Jkolarik@ofmq.com; 405. 

Oklahoma Regional Director of HIT 626.3611 

Extension Center steering 

committee, 

17. Bill Hancock, Vice President bhancock@ccok.com; 

Oklahoma Association of & General Manager of 405.843.188 

Health Plans, CommunityCare Managed 7 
Health Plan 

18. 
Representative of Rural 

Val Schott val.schott@okstate.edu; 
(Advisory Board CHAIR) 405.842.310 

Providers 
0 

19. A HIO representative as Mark Jones markjones@smrtnet.org; ? 
nominated by the OHIET 

Board 

Challenge Grant 

Grant Funding: 
Grant award of $1.7M. Funds will be managed by Brian Yeaman; is part of SHIECAP award. 

The Challenge grant is an add-on to the SHIECAP Grant. The SDE is OHCA then upon ONC approval, the 

OHIET. 
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Purpose 
This grant will address "Improving Long-term and Post-acute Care Transitions." In order to better 
manage and improve care associated with transitions from LTCF to the hospital and back, OHIET 
pr~poses an 18 month pilot to be followed by 18 months of shared best practice and workflows with 
other Health Information Organizations (HIO's) across the state. We are proposing this three-year 
program (concurrent with the remainder of the OHIET HIE cooperative agreement) to collaborate with 
providers, hospitals, Accountable Care Organizations (ACO's) and payers to reach meaningful use and 
state HIE goals related to improved patient safety associated with transitions of care. 

Oklahoma Health Information Exchange Trust (OHIET) 

Legislation 
ENR. S. B. NO. 1373, Section 2. "A new section of law to be codified in the Oklahoma Statutes as 
Section 1-132 ofTitle 63" 

Section 2 
B. The approved declaration of trust shall: 

1. Specify that OH/ET shall be created as a public trust pursuant to Section 176 et seq. of Title 60 of the 
Oklahoma Statutes and shall have the same rights, responsibilities, and attributes as any public trust 
created under such laws; 

2. Specify that the primary purpose of OH/ET shall be to: 

a. serve as Oklahoma's "Qualified State-Designated Entity" for purposes of any grants 
awarded pursuant to 42 U.S.C., Section 300jj-33 for purposes of facilitating and 
expanding the electronic movement and use of health information among 
organizations according to nationally recognized standards, and 

b. promote, develop, and sustain electronic health information exchanges at the state 
level; and 

3. To the extent required by law, specify the adoption of bylaws and rules for the due and orderly 
administration and regulation of affairs of OH/ET, which shall require approval in accordance with the 
provisions of the Administrative Procedures Act. 

C. The approved declaration of trust shall also require the trustees of OH/ET to establish an advisory 
board which shall make recommendations to the trustees. The advisory board shall include in its 
membership representatives of: 

1. Health care providers, including providers that provide services to low income and underserved 
populations; 
2. Health plans; 
3. Patient or consumer organizations that represent the population to be served; 
4. Health information technology vendors; 
5. Health care purchasers and employers; 
6. Public health agencies; 
7. Health professions schools, universities, and colleges; 
8. Clinical researchers;" . 

Purpose 
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The OHIET is a state beneficiary public trust created under legislation expressly aimed at establishing 
an entity capable of serving not only as Oklahoma's permanent State Designated Entity (SOE) during 
the SHIECAP grant period, but that could also continue into the future to advance HIE in the state. 

OHIET Vision Statement: 
Every Oklahoman will benefit from the improved quality and decreased cost of health care afforded by 
the secure and appropriate communication of their health information to all providers involved in 
their care, raising the health status of individuals and the entire state population. 

MEMBERS: 
ENR. S. B. NO. 1373, Section 2 D. 

OH/ET shall have seven {7} trustees, three of which shall be appointed by the Governor, two of which 
shall be appointed by the President Pro Tempore of the Senate, and two of which shall be appointed by 
the Speaker of the House of Representatives. 

Governor's Hire: 
John Calabro (Oklahoma HIT Coordinator) 

Governor Appointees: 
Julie Cox-Kain 
Robert H. Roswell, M.D. 
Brian A. Yeaman, M.D. 

Speaker of the House Appointees: 
Craig W. Jones 
Jenny J. Alexopulos, D.O. 

President Pro Tempore Appointees: 
David C. Kendrick, M.D. 
Samuel T. Guild 

Oklahoma Health Information Security and Privacy Council (HISPICl 

legislation 
The council was created by executive order, signed Jan 30, 2008. 

Excerpt from the executive order: 
The responsibilities of the Council shall include, but not be limited to, the following: 
1. To provide state leadership and coordination of health information exchange and related 

efforts; 
2. To promote education and engagement among stakeholders in building a knowledge base of 

"lessons learned" to facilitate the successful implementation of health information exchange; 
3. To facilitate a statewide dialogue on privacy and security of patient health information 

exchange in an interconnected health care delivery system; 
4. To further public and private partnerships for the development of a statewide health 

information exchange infrastructure; 
5. To encourage health information exchange initiatives at the local, regional, and state level; 

and, 
6. To evaluate and make recommendations to the Governor's office on: 

OHX Environmental Scan 

a. Current status of health care information exchange adoption by.the health care 
delivery system within Oklahoma: 

b. Emerging security and privacy issues related to the adoption of interoperable health 
care information technology in Oklahoma; and, 

c. Framework, functions, and implementation strategies of an Office of Health 
Information Exchange in Oklahoma. 
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Purpose: 
The purpose of the Council is to continue efforts to plan and implement recommendations for an 
Oklahoma Office of Health Information Exchange. The creation and promotion of a comprehensive 
plan for the development and implementation of health information exchange infrastructure is of vital 
importance to, and in the best interest of, the people of the state of Oklahoma, to ensure the 

provision of quality health care. 

Council Members 

Chair: Val Schott - OSU Rural Heelth 
Co-Chair: Robn Green - Privacy Officer, Health Department 

Claudia Greenway, OFMQ 
Charles Watson, Citizen - AARP 
Christopher Keim - Crowe and Dunlevy 
Jim Crawford, Primary Care Association 
Lynette Mclain, OOA 
Vacant-DID 

Rick Snyder, OHA 
Melissa Johnson, OSMA 
Mark Jones, SMARTNET 
Lynn Puckett, OHCA 
Robert Roswell, OU 
Tracy Leeper, OSDMH 
Howard Hendrick, DHS 
Randy Atkinson, DDS 

Health Information Infrastructure Advisory Board (HllABl 

Legislation 

Purpose: 

ENR. S.B. NO. 757 
The legislation directed the board to assist Oklahoma's Medicaid Agency, OHCA, in developing 
strategic approaches for adoption of electronic medical records technologies and HIE. The legislation 
also directed OHCA to serve as the hub for exchange amongst state agencies. 

The purpose of the board is to advise and assist OHCA in: developing a strategy for the adoption and 
use of EMR & HIT, consistent with emerging national standards and promotes interoperability of 

health information systems; the determinations related to data elements to by collected, and the 
governance structure an policies and procedures for the HIE ensuring that the strategy and plan 
preserve the privacy and security of health information as required by state and federal law. 

Board Members: 
OHCA Ch<jir & staff; State Dept of Health, Dept .Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services; State 
and education employees group insurance board; the insurance dept; the dept of Corrections; State 
department of rehab services; the city-county health departments. 

John Calabro, Chair 
Julie Cox-Kain, Member 
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Tracey Leeper, Member 
Connie Sch littler, Member 
Bo Reese, Member 
Craig Knutson, Member 
Dr. Donald Sutmiller, Member 
Carol Palmer, Member 
Marla Baker, Member 
Reggie Ivey, Member 

Regional Extension Centers (REC) 

Legislation 
Under HITECH, $677 million is allocated to support a nationwide system of RECs that cover every 
geographic region of the United States to ensure plenty of support to health care providers in 
communities across the country. 

Grant Funding 
Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) 
Funding Opportunity Title: American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Health Information 
Technology Extension Program: Regional Centers 
Funding Opportunity Number: EP-HIT-09-003; CFDA Number: 93.718 

OFMQ was awarded the following to assist: 
Primary Care Providers - 5.3M initial O. 7M supplemental in January 2011 
CAH and rural assistance - 75SK - SEP 10 372K - Feb 11 
These are 90% federal matching funds; OFMQ is required to obtain state matching funds and has 
decided to generate these state funds thru charging providers $700 for assistance over 10 months. 

OFMQRole 
OFMQ will support healthcare providers with direct, individualized, and on-site technical assistance in: 

• Planning for a successful EHR implementation or upgrade that will include vendor selection if 
vendor has not been determined 

• Configuration and customization of your system that will enable you to achieve improved 
patient care and satisfaction 

• Onsite for a day of training and day one of go-live 

• Implementation of all necessary protocols to assist you in meeting the Meaningful Use 
objectives 

• Enhancing clinical and administrative workflows to leverage an EHR system's potential to 
improve quality and value of care, including patient experience as well as outcome of care; and 

• Observing and complying with applicable legal, regulatory, professional, and ethical 
requirements to protect the integrity, privacy, and security of patients' health information. 

OFMQHIT Objectives 
REC Clinicians: 

Goal is to assist 1,000 Priority Primary Care Providers (PPCP) by April 2011 
Currently - 500 "" (PPCPs) Enrolled 

Most 1-3 Providers/ Practice 
-s2% have not yet implemented an EHR 
Working with OKPCA to enroll 70 PPCPs working at FQHCs 

Eligible REC Clinicians: 
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Individual and Small Group Practices 
Large Groups > 10 
Focused on: 
Service Settings: 

Uninsured, underinsured 
Medically underserved 
Public & Critical Access Hospitals 
Community Health Centers 
Rural Health Clinics 

Broadband Grant 

Award 
Six broadband projects received over $55 million in grants and loans in August 2010. These projects 
begin to fill holes in the existing network. 

Description 
Broadband access in Oklahoma is critical to the success of the statewide HIE project. Oklahoma is 
actively trying to obtain broadband service for the state. The disparity in broadband infrastructure 
between the urban and rural areas of Oklahoma is problematic, particularly in areas where bandwidth 
is unavailable or unaffordable. The first phase of this initiative is the Oklahoma Broadband Mapping 
Project, which will collect the necessary data to identify broadband assets, gaps in broadband services, 
and opportunities for expansion of broadband services. This data will be consolidated onto a map of 
Oklahoma depicting what areas of the state are served, underserved or unserved by broadband. This 
will enable Oklahoma's technology community to integrate information among the government, 
non-government and private sectors, and for policy leaders to use comprehensive mapping data to 

make decisions for the allocation of resources to unserved and underserved areas. 

Regional Health Information Organizations 

Greater Oklahoma City Hospital Council Exchange (GOCHC) I Beacon Community Grant 

Award 
In May of 2010, Tulsa was named one of 15 Beacon Communities in the U.S., and Greater THAN 
received a $12 million award to leverage health care IT in unique and effective ways to Improve health 
in the Tulsa region. The challenge is significant: with high rates of obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular 
disease deaths and severe mental illness, coupled with low access to care for many in the region, 
Greater THAN must use health care IT to make a significant difference in these poor health outcomes in 
a very short period of time. 

Description 
GOCHC started with nine hospitals to form a regional HIE to improve the efficiency and overall 
coordination of care to all patients, with a special focus on caring for the uninsured presenting in 
emergency departments. The exchange has grown to 30 hospital members across the state and the 
Health Alliance for the Uninsured clinics. The GOCHC exchange is a SMRTNET affiliate with a separate 
governing body. 

The Greater Tulsa Health Access Network (Greater THAN) was founded in 2009 by health care and 
community leaders dedicated to the improvement of health and quality of life for all Oklahomans living 
in the Tulsa region. As OHIET proceeds with the implementation of the state HIE effort, the leaders of 
Greater THAN are committed to providing support and also to standardizing technologies and 
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approaches where feasible to save resources and time. It is expected that several areas of common 
need will be identified which can leverage the combined resources of these two important federal 
programs. 

Excerpt from Grant Abstract 
The Beacon Program funds will enable Greater THAN to bring the following four interventions to the 
region: 
(1) Advanced HIE platform: Second or third generation software platforms are now available and by 

purchasing the most advanced HIE solution. 

(2) Community-wide care coordination system: Beacon Program will expand access to the Doc2Doc 

platform to many more users and communities in the region. 
(3) Community-wide decision support: As the volume and complexity of data available in HIEs 

increases, providers and patients will soon become overwhelmed. Left unaddressed, this could 
dramatically hinder the success of the HIE and certainly could limit the usefulness of the HIE at the 
point-of-care. By implementing an intelligent decision support system, which automatically combs 
through the patients' data looking for opportunities to improve care and create clear, concise 
estimates of risk to educate providers, a decision-support system could be critical to the success of 
HIE. 

(4) Advanced analytics: Nearly every health care organization is faced with the daunting challenge of 
making intelligent use of the enormous volumes of data they gather to guide business and clinical 
decisions. This is because of the wide variety of data, from a wide variety of disciplines (medicine, 
nursing, business, management, etc.) that must be considered, and especially the large number of 
silos containing that data. 

Members of OKHIET 
Three of the seven Trustees of OKHIET are from the Beacon region, and Greater THAN members have 
participated in the governance, technology, finance, and evaluation work groups since the initial 
SHIECAP funds were awarded. 

Heartland HealthNet 

Description 
Heartland HealthNet is owned by the Oklahoma State University Center for Health Sciences (OSU-CHS). 
Its membership is composed of rural critical access hospitals and OSU faculty. Heartland Health Net 
currently exchanges referral data within its HIE. The exchange of clinical data is planned for a summer 
2010 implementation. Heartland HealthNet's original mission to connect four small rural hospitals to a 
large tertiary hospital center has grown to include OSU adjunct faculty and clinics. 

Heartland Health Net is based on Covisint's Exchange Link product. Cloud applications are available to 
create services into a customized view. Exchange link also supports interfaces to the majority of EHR 
vendors. 

Secure Medical Records Transfer Network of Oklahoma (SMRTNET) 

Description 
SMRTNET is a public non-profit "network of networks" composed of the northeast Oklahoma network, 
Greater Oklahoma City Hospital Council GOCHC, Norman Physician Hospital Organization (NPHO), Open 
Access Network for all Oklahoma providers, and the Health Alliance for the Uninsured. SMRTNET has 
also supplied HIE planning services to the developing Tulsa-Greater Tulsa Health Access Network 
(Greater THAN)-Beacon network, Tulsa Hospital Council, the state's community health centers, and 
several other networks currently in development. 
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Funding 

The current shared SMRTNET data base includes a message passing interface (MPI) of approximately 4 

million patients, 16 million diagnoses, 52 million immunizations/results, and data provided by over 
11,000 providers from all 77 counties in the state of Oklahoma. 

Networks using SMRTNET share over$ 2 million in assets and harmonize HIE to HIE data exchange 
through common policy, consensus management, shared legal documents and shared security 
measures. SMRTNET evolved as part of an Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) effort to 
develop working model HI Es for the country. The outcome is successfully providing networking services 
that include private providers, hospitals, Native American tribes, state agencies, universities and mental 
health facilities. The cost to develop this capacity has exceeded $4 million over a five-year period. 
Currently, there are 46 entities exchanging data across Oklahoma; 23 in the rural areas and 23 in urban 
areas. 

Oklahoma Physicians Health Exchange (OPHX) 

Description 
Norman Physician Hospital Organization (NPHO) began operation of an integrated clinical network 
utilizing a community EHR. NPHO selected eClinicalWorks as the platform to create a community 
electronic record for patients. Electronic Health Exchange ( eEHX) provides interoperability between 
the NPHO physicians, ambulatory centers and hospitals connecting their EHRs. Additional data 
sources and services have been added to the OPHX by joining SMRTNET as an affiliate. Approximately 
100 providers in the Norman 
and Purcell area participate in OPHX. 
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Health Insurance Exchange - Planning Grant 

legislation 

Award 

Oklahoma HB2026 the "Health Care for Oklahomans Act" was signed by the governor on May 6, 2009. 
This bill established a Health Care for the Uninsured Board (HUB) and required the Insurance 
Department and Healthcare Authority to advise and aid the HUB. The HUB was created to certify 
health programs as well as aid and educate consumers to qualify for subsidies or choose policies via an 
online portal. The bill was effective November 1, 2009. Recently, HB 2130 was prefiled for the 2011 
legislative session, by Oklahoma Majority Speaker of the House, Kris Steele. HB 2130 provides 
additional governance, administrative structure, and responsibilities for the HUB. The bill would amend 
Section 2, Chapter 128, O.S.l. 2009 (36 O.S. Supp. 2010, Section 4602). SB 411 establish and maintain a 
comprehensive health care information system, published on a website to see pricing information on 
different health care services. SB 960 establishes a health insurance exchange for individual and small 
group coverage. 

Oklahoma's Secretary of Health (for the State of Oklahoma) was awarded October 1, 2010 $1,000,000 
for the State Planning and Establishment Grants. 

Description 
The Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project (OHIXP) aims to develop the plan for Oklahoma's 
health insurance exchange by addressing several key areas. Areas include governance, health system 
access, eligibility and enrollment, web portal development, consumer outreach, standardization of 
plan information, regulatory changes, financial processes, and operational costs and sustainability. The 
grant will provide for collaborative efforts among stakeholders, project managers, consultant, and 
partner agencies, leading to the development of a detailed plan for implementation of the OHIEP. 

Excerpt from Grant Abstract 
Planning activities include and are not limited to: 
(1) Establishing Oklahoma's primary partner agencies devoting resources and providing leadership. These 

agencies are comprised of the Secretary of Health as liaison to the Governor's office and State 
Legislature, the Oklahoma Departm.ent of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services (ODMHSAS) as 
the grantee agency, the Oklahoma Insurance Department (OID) and Oklahoma Health Care Authority 
(OHCA) both as significant contributors to the OHIEP. 

(2) Convening a large stakeholder group to establish guiding principles, participate in a decision-making 
framework process, ascertain information needed, and obtaining consensus on the plan moving 
forward for the OHIEP. The stakeholder group is anticipated to be made up of over 200 individuals 
from across the state that provides diverse perspectives to the plan development. 

(3) Gathering existing research, studies and data on aspects of Oklahoma's health care system including 
the uninsured, access to care, public coverage programs, insurance products offered, and insurance 
market trends and regulations. 

(4) Identifying the need for additional information and pursuit of studies, surveys, research, and data 
analysis. The results of which will be shared with the stakeholder group members. 

(5) Hiring two project managers to oversee the OHIEP efforts. The project managers will have areas of 
responsibility split between them in the areas of coordination of eligibility and enrollment systems and 
insurance market considerations. The staff will receive direction from the primary partner agencies 
and will have many responsibilities including contributing to stakeholder groups, managing the 
consultant work and deliverables, and seeing that communication channels remain open between all 
involved in OHIEP. 

(6) Selecting (through competitive bid) a consultant contractor to provide expertise and objective 
development of solutions and alternative options for the OHIEP. The consultant will be responsible for 
many activities such as comprehensive gap analysis of existing systems and processes cross-walked to 
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exchange requirements, actuarial studies of insurance market facets, development of 
communication/marketing plans, and feasibility of the basic health plan option (to name a few). The 
consultant may seek sub-contractors who add value to OHIEP with specific knowledge, technical 
expertise, and detailed analysis. 

Health Insurance Exchange - Early Innovator Grant 

legislation 

Award 

As referenced earlier, Oklahoma HB2026 the "Health Care for Oklahomans Act" was signed by the 
governor on May 6, 2009. 

The Oklahoma Health Care Authority was awarded February 16, 2010 $56, 656,108 for the Cooperative 
Agreements to Support Innovative Exchange Information Technology Systems. 

Description 
The Oklahoma Health Infrastructure and Exchange Project will create a plan for the design and 
implementation of an exchange for the purpose of connecting all Oklahomans with appropriate, 
affordable, and high quality health insurance coverage. The development of a model for eligibility and 
enrollment via an exchange is the primary goal of this grant initiative. The project aims to develop 
Oklahoma's exchange by addressing several key areas of technological advancement. 

Excerpt from Grant Abstract 
Early Innovator activities include and are not limited to: 
(1) Selecting (through competitive bid) a consultant contractor to provide expertise and objective 

development of solutions and alternative options for the OHIEP. The consultant will be 
responsible for activities such as project evaluation, report compiling, monitoring, etc. This 
contract will span the 2 year project period and is anticipated to cost $2,496,000. 

(2) Selecting (through competitive bid) a fiscal agent contractor to provide technical expertise and 
development of systematic solutions for the interfaces with public programs and the OHIEP 
exchange. The contractor will be responsible for activities such as comprehensive gap analysis of 
existing systems such as the Medicaid online enrollment system, identification of necessary 
modifications to integrate pathways of enrollment such as Medicaid and non-Medicaid consumers, 
and creation of standardized formats for data exchanges with technological players. This contract 
will span the 2 year project period and is anticipated to cost $31,249,680. 

(3) Selecting (through competitive bid) a fiscal agent contractor to provide technical expertise 
resulting in the establishment of an Oklahoma exchange for the OHIEP. The contractor will be 
responsible for activities such as identification of detailed exchange requirements including 
connectivity with public entities and private health plans, creation of systems to track and process 
tax credits and cost sharing for consumers, development of data sharing with federal interfaces, 
and operational aspects to support the exchange such as call centers and field support. This 
contract will span the 2 year project period and is anticipated to cost $19,910,000 

(4) Hiring three project managers to oversee the OHIEP efforts. The project managers will each 
responsibility in the areas of exchange coordination with private health plans, technical 
coordination with contractors, and operational coordination for ancillary support. 

(5) Hiring five data processing analysts to coordinate technical requirements and coding performed 
by the fiscal agent contractor(s). 

(6) Hiring one administrative assistant to perform clerical and organizational duties. 
(7) Hiring one financial analyst to assist with accounting and reporting of grant funds. 
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Establishment of State-Operated Health Insurance Exchanges 

Current Status 
t-- Oklahoma has not yet applied for this grant. The grant can be filed quarterly starting March 30, 2011 
V through June 30, 2012. 

State Health Information Exchange Cooperative Agreement Program (SHIECAPI 

Legislation 
The Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act of 2009 (the HITECH Act) -
ARRA Section 3013 - SHIECAP is one of the three opportunities identified within the section: State 
Grants to Promote Health Information Technology Planning and Implementation Projects 

Award - $8.8 M. 
Only $880K may be accessed until the OHIET strategic and operational plans are approved @$SOOK 
spent of planning funds. 

OHCA is the current State Designed Entity (SDE) for the SHIECAP grant. 

The SDE will change to OHIET, upon ONC approval. 

Description 
The cooperative agreements will focus on developing the statewide policy, governance, technical 
infrastructure and business practices needed to support the delivery of HIE services. The resulting 
capabilities for healthcare-providing entities to exchange health information must meet the Medicaid 
and Medicare meaningful use requirements for health care providers to achieve financial incentives. 

The purpose of this program is to continuously improve and expand HIE services over time to reach all 
health care providers in an effort to improve the quality and efficiency of health care. 

Excerpt from OHIET Strategic Plan 
Federal stimulus funds will be used to plan, design, build and operate a health information ·exchange 
statewide across Oklahoma. The goal of the exchange is to allow medical information to be shared 
across multiple health care providers while keeping personal health data safe and secure. A broad 
based group of stakeholders are meeting to outline the process for developing strategic and 
operational plans. This will allow the oversight workgroup to provide guidance and review of 
stakeholder's input of the process to be implemented while compiling an inventory of critical health 
information components. As Oklahoma moves towards electronic health information exchange, the 
oversight workgroup will explore ways to protect and secure these confidential documents. It is critical 
that this information is kept secure and protected when the system is launched. Along with ensuring 
compliance, protecting privacy and obeying security requirements for health information technology, 
the workgroup will maintain an open and transparent planning process in communication strategies 
with key stakeholders in the health care community. Members of the oversight workgroup are as 
diverse as Oklahoma's population. With 77 counties and a varied urban and rural geographic 
population, the task force attempts to represent everyone while integrating the interest of 
stakeholders such as tribal members, health care providers, commercial insurance companies, patients 
or consumer organizations, health information technology vendors, health care purchasers and 
employers, public health agencies, health professional schools, universities, colleges, and clinical 
researchers. Initial construction of key components will take one- and two-years with some of the 
more complex components coming on line in year three. The end product of the Oklahoma Health 
Information Exchange is an integrated network connecting health care facilities using standards that 
will make time critical data available to providers in an emergency room, health care offices, hospitals, 
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help reduce redundant testing by making lab results available and reduce patient hassle factors. The 
overall objective is to have the patient as the center of focus in the delivery of care. The expected 
outcomes of the project are improved clinical quality of care and at the same time attempting to 
contain rising health care cost by reducing redundant testing, and improving coordination of 
preventive services. 

OHIET Advlsorv Board 

The OHIET advisor board was the first step in order to establish the processes and procedures for the 
administration of the SHIECAP grant and Oklahoma's HIE. 

Legislation 
ENR. S. B. NO. 1373, Section 2. "A new section of law to be codified in the Oklahoma Statutes as 
Section 1-132 ofTitle 63" 

Section 2 c. The approved declaration of trust shall also require the trustees of OHIET to establish an 
advisory board which shall make recommendations to the trustees. The advisory board shall include in 
its membership representatives of: 

Also in OHIET BYLAWS - taken from the OHIET Strategic Plan 
Section 3.03 Relationship with Advisory Board 

... OHIET will have an Advisory Board to serve as an advisory body to the Trustees regarding the 
Purposes of the Trust set forth in Article Ill. All recommendations approved by the Advisory Board 
shall be presented to and considered by the Trustees as an agenda item at a duly called meeting 
of the Trustees. The Trustees will give deference to and due consideration of the 
recommendations of the Advisory Board. 

Advisory Board Members 

Organization 
Nominations to Advisory Email Address Telephone 

Board 

1. 
Oklahoma Health Care 

Lynn Puckett, Contracts Lynn.Puckett@okhca.org; 

Authority [Medicaid], 
Service Director 405.522.733 

9 

2. Oklahoma State Becki Moore, Data Becki M@health.ok.gov; 

Department of Health Warehouse Manager 405.271.420 

[Public Health], 0 

3. Oklahoma Department of Terri White, Commissioner tlee~er@odmhsas.org; 

Mental Health and 405.522.387 

Substance Abuse Services, 7 

4. 
University of Oklahoma 

Kevin Elledge, Executive Kevin-Elledge@ouhsc.edu; 

Health Sciences Center, 
Director of Operations, OU 405.271.230 
Physicians 7 

5. 
Oklahoma State University 

Dr. Jim Hess, COO Jim.hess@okstate.edu; 

Center for Health Sciences 
918.561.110 

5 

6. A nominee of the Indian Dr. John Farris, Chief John.farris@ihs.gov; 
Health Service Office Medical Officer 405.951.377 

responsible for Oklahoma, 6 

7. A representative of Tribal Mr. Mitchell Thornbrugh, Mitchell-

interests, Cherokee Nation thornbrugh@cherokee.org 918.207.372 
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; 6 

8. 
Oklahoma Hospital 

Rick Snyder, CFO and VP, rsnyder@okoha.com; 

Finance & Information 405.427 .953 
Association, 

Services 7 

9. 
Oklahoma Osteopathic 

Dennis J. Carter, DO, past deweymc@windstream.ne 
president !; 918.647.292 

Association 
9 

10. Oklahoma Pharmacists Jim Spoon jsQoon@sbcglobal.net; 918. 
Association 245.9693, 

11. 
Oklahoma State Medical 

Kent T. King, MD kingtkent@yahoo.com; 

Association, 
580.658.662 

0 

12. Matt Robison, Vice mrobison@okstatechambe 
President Small Business r.com; 405.235.366 

The State Chamber of and Workforce 9 
Oklahoma, Development 

405.664.026 
Sc 

13. Security and privacy Robn Green (OSDH and Vice robnm@health.ok.gov; 

representative nominated Chair of OKHISPC) 405.271.944 
by the Oklahoma Health 4 x 56519 
Information Security and 
Privacy Council, 

14. A HIO representative as Joe Walker JoseQh- ? 
nominated by the OHIET Walker@ouhsc.edu; 
Board 

15. 
A consumer representative 

Sean Voskuhl, Associate swvoskuhl@aarQ.org; 

nominated by the governor 
State Director AARP/OK 405.715.447 

5 

16. A nominee of the Jonathan Kolarik, MBA, RN, Jkolarik@ofmq.com; 405. 
Oklahoma Regional Director of HIT 626.3611 
Extension Center steering 
committee, 

17. Bill Hancock, Vice President bhancock@ccok.com; 
Oklahoma Association of & General Manager of 405.843.188 

Health Plans, CommunityCare Managed 7 
Health Plan 

18. 
Representative of Rural 

Val Schott val.schott@okstate.edu; 
(Advisory Board CHAIR) 405.842.310 

Providers 
0 

19. A HIO representative as Mark Jones markjones@smrtnet.org; ? 
nominated by the OHIET 

Board 

Challenge Grant 

Grant Funding: 
Grant award of $1.7M. Funds will be managed by Brian Yeaman; is part of SHIECAP award. 

The Challenge grant is an add-on to the SHIECAP Grant. The SDE is OHCA then upon ONC approval, the 
OHIET. 
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Purpose 
This grant will address "Improving Long-term and Post-acute Care Transitions." In order to better 
manage and improve care associated with transitions from LTCF to the hospital and back, OHIET 
proposes an 18 month pilot to be followed by 18 months of shared best practice and workflows with 
0th.er Health Information Organizations (HIO's) across the state. We are proposing this three-year 
program (concurrent with the remainder of the OHIET HIE cooperative agreement) to collaborate with 
providers, hospitals, Accountable Care Organizations (ACO's) and payers to reach meaningful use and 
state HIE goals related to improved patient safety associated with transitions of care. 

Oklahoma Health Information Exchange Trust (OHIET) 

Legislation 
ENR. S. B. NO. 1373, Section 2. "A new section of law to be codified in the Oklahoma Statutes as 
Section 1-132 of Title 63" 

Section 2 
B. The approved declaration of trust shall: 

1. Specify that OH/ET shall be created as a public trust pursuant to Section 176 et seq. of Title 60 of the 
Oklahoma Statutes and shall have the same rights, responsibilities, and attributes as any public trust 
created under such lows; 

2. Specify that the primary purpose of OH/ET shall be to: 

a. serve as Oklohomo's "Qualified Stote-Designoted Entity" for purposes of any grants 
awarded pursuant to 42 U.S. C., Section 300jj-33 for purposes of facilitating and 
expanding the electronic movement and use of health information among 
organizations according to notionally recognized standards, and 

b. promote, develop, and sustain electronic health information exchanges at the state 
level; and 

3. To the extent required by law, specify the adoption of bylaws and rules for the due and orderly 
administration and regulation of affairs of OH/ET, which shall require approval in accordance with the 
provisions of the Administrative Procedures Act. 

C. The approved declaration of trust shall also require the trustees of OH/ET to establish an advisory 
board which shall make recommendations to the trustees. The advisory board shall include In its 
membership representatives of: 

1. Health care providers, including providers that provide services to low income and underserved 
populations; 
2. Health plans; 
3. Patient or consumer organizations that represent the population to be served; 
4. Health information technology vendors; 
5. Health core purchasers and employers; 
6. Public health agencies; 
7. Health professions schools, universities, and colleges; 
8. Clinical researchers;" . 

Purpose 
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The OHIET is a state beneficiary public trust created under legislation expressly aimed at establishing 
an entity capable of serving not only as Oklahoma's permanent State Designated Entity {SOE) during 
the SHIECAP grant period, but that could also continue into the future to advance HIE in the state. 

OHIET Vision Statement: 
Every Oklahoman will benefit from the improved quality and decreased cost of health care afforded by 
the secure and appropriate communication of their health information to all providers involved in 
their care, raising the health status of individuals and the entire state population. 

MEMBERS: 
ENR. S. B. NO. 1373, Section 2 D. 

OH/ET shall have seven (7) trustees, three of which shall be appointed by the Governor, two of which 
shall be appointed by the President Pro Tempore of the Senate, and two of which shall be appointed by 
the Speaker of the House of Representatives. 

Governor's Hire: 
John Calabro (Oklahoma HIT Coordinator) 

Governor Appointees: 
Julie Cox-Kain 
Robert H. Roswell, M.D. 
Brian A. Yeaman, M.D. 

Speaker of the House Appointees: 
Craig W. Jones 
Jenny J. Alexopulos, D.O. 

President Pro Tempore Appointees: 
David C. Kendrick, M.D. 
Samuel T. Guild 

Oklahoma Health Information Security and Privacy Council (HISPIC) 

Legislation 
The council was created by executive order, signed Jan 30, 2008. 

Excerpt from the executive order: 
The responsibilities of the Council shall include, but not be limited to, the following: 
1. To provide state leadership and coordination of health information exchange and related 

efforts; 
2. To promote education and engagement among stakeholders in building a knowledge base of 

"lessons learned" to facilitate the successful implementation of health information exchange; 
3. To facl/itate a statewide dialogue on privacy and security of patient health information 

exchange in an interconnected health care delivery system; 
4. To further public and private partnerships for the development of a statewide health 

information exchange infrastructure; 
5. To encourage health information exchange initiatives at the local, regional and state level; 

ond1 
6. To evaluate and make recommendations to the Governor's office on: 

OHX Environmental Scan 

a. Current status of health care information exchange adoption by.the health care 
delivery system within Oklahoma: 

b. Emerging security and privacy issues related to the adoption af interoperable health 
care information technology in Oklahoma; and, 

c. Framework, functions, and implementation strategies of an Office of Health 
Information Exchange in Oklahoma. 
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Purpose: 
The purpose of the Council is to continue efforts to plan and implement recommendations for an 
Oklahoma Office of Health Information Exchange. The creation and promotion of a comprehensive 

plan for the development and implementation of health information exchange infrastructure is of vital 
importance to, and in the best interest of, the people of the state of Oklahoma, to ensure the 

provision of quality health care. 

Council Members 
Chair: Val Schott - OSU Rural Health 
Co-Chair: Robn Green - Privacy Officer, Health Department 

Claudia Greenway, OFMQ 
Charles Watson, Citizen - AARP 
Christopher Keim - Crowe and Dunlevy 
Jim Crawford, Primary Care Association 
Lynette Mclain, OOA 
Vacant-010 
Rick Snyder, OHA 
Melissa Johnson, OSMA 
Mark Jones, SMARTNET 
Lynn Puckett, OHCA 
Robert Roswell, OU 
Tracy Leeper, OSDMH 
Howard Hendrick, OHS 
Randy Atkinson, DDS 

Health Information Infrastructure Advisory Board (HllABl 

Legislation 

Purpose: 

ENR. S.B. NO. 757 
The legislation directed the board to assist Oklahoma's Medicaid Agency, OHCA, in developing 
strategic approaches for adoption of electronic medical records technologies and HIE. The legislation 
also directed OHCA to serve as the hub for exchange amongst state agencies. 

The purpose of the board is to advise and assist OHCA in: developing a strategy forthe adoption and 
use of EMR & HIT, consistent with emerging national standards and promotes interoperability of 
health information systems; the determinations related to data elements to by collected, and the 
governance structure an policies and procedures for the HIE ensuring that the strategy and plan 
preserve the privacy and security of health information as required by state and federal law. 

Board Members: 
OHCA Choir & staff; State Dept of Health, Dept .Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services; State 
and education employees group insurance board; the insurance dept; the dept of Corrections; State 
department of rehab services; the city-county health departments. 

John Calabro, Chair 
Julie Cox-Kain, Member 
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Tracey Leeper, Member 
Connie Sch littler, Member 
Bo Reese, Member 
Craig Knutson, Member 
Dr. Donald Sutmiller, Member 
Carol Palmer, Member 
Marla Baker, Member 
Reggie Ivey, Member 

Regional Extension Centers (REC) 

Legislation 
Under HITECH, $677 million is allocated to support a nationwide system of RECs that cover every 
geographic region of the United States to ensure plenty of support to health care providers in 
communities across the country. 

Grant Funding 
Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) 
Funding Opportunity Title: American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Health Information 
Technology Extension Program: Regional Centers 
Funding Opportunity Number: EP-HIT-09-003; CFDA Number: 93.718 

OFMQ was awarded the following to assist: 
Primary Care Providers - 5.3M initial O. 7M supplemental in January 2011 
CAH and rural assistance - 7SSK -SEP 10 372K - Feb 11 
These are 90% federal matching funds; OFMQ is required to obtain state matching funds and has 
decided to generate these state funds thru charging providers $700 for assistance over 10 months. 

OFMQRole 
OFMQ will support healthcare providers with direct, individualized, and on-site technical assistance in: 

• Planning for a successful EHR implementation or upgrade that will include vendor selection if 
vendor has not been determined 

• Configuration and customization of your system that will enable you to achieve improved 
patient care and satisfaction 

• Onsite for a day of training and day one of go-live 

• Implementation of all necessary protocols to assist you in meeting the Meaningful Use 
objectives 

• Enhancing clinical and administrative workflows to leverage an EHR system's potential to 
improve quality and value of care, including patient experience as well as outcome of care; and 

• Observing and complying with applicable legal, regulatory, professional, and ethical 
requirements to protect the integrity, privacy, and security of patients' health information. 

OFMQHIT Objectives 
REC Clinicians: 

Goal is to assist 1,000 Priority Primary Care Providers (PPCP) by April 2011 
Currently- 500 "" (PPCPs) Enrolled 

Most 1-3 Providers/ Practice 
-s2% have not yet implemented an EHR 
Working with OKPCA to enroll 70 PPCPs working at FQHCs 

Eligible REC Clinicians: 
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Individual and Small Group Practices 
Large Groups> 10 
Focused on: 
Service Settings: 

Uninsured, underinsured 
Medically underserved 
Public & Critical Access Hospitals 
Community Health Centers 
Rural Health Clinics 

Broadband Grant 

Award 
Six broadband projects received over $55 million in grants and loans in August 2010. These projects 
begin to fill holes in the existing network. 

Description 
Broadband access in Oklahoma is critical to the success of the statewide HIE project. Oklahoma is 
actively trying to obtain broadband service for the state. The disparity in broadband infrastructure 
between the urban and rural areas of Oklahoma is problematic, particularly In areas where bandwidth 
is unavailable or unaffordable. The first phase of this initiative is the Oklahoma Broadband Mapping 
Project, which will collect the necessary data to identify broadband assets, gaps in broadband services, 
and opportunities for expansion of broadband services. This data will be consolidated onto a map of 
Oklahoma depicting what areas of the state are served, underserved or unserved by broadband. This 
will enable Oklahoma's technology community to integrate information among the government, 
non-government and private sectors, and for policy leaders to use comprehensive mapping data to 
make decisions for the allocation of resources to unserved and underserved areas. 

Regional Health Information Organizations 

Greater Oklahoma City Hospital Council Exchange (GOCHC) I Beacon Community Grant 

Award 
In May of 2010, Tulsa was named one of 15 Beacon Communities in the U.S., and Greater THAN 
received a $12 million award to leverage health care IT in unique and effective ways to improve health 
in the Tulsa region. The challenge is significant: with high rates of obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular 
disease deaths and severe mental Illness, coupled with low access to care for many in the region, 
Greater THAN must use health care IT to make a significant difference in these poor health outcomes in 
a very short period of time. 

Description 
GOCHC started with nine hospitals to form a regional HIE to improve the efficiency and overall 
coordination of care to all patients, with a special focus on caring for the uninsured presenting in 
emergency departments. The exchange has grown to 30 hospital members across the state and the 
Health Alliance for the Uninsured clinics. The GOCHC exchange is a SMRTNET affiliate with a separate 
governing body. 

The Greater Tulsa Health Access Network (Greater THAN) was founded in 2009 by health care and 
community leaders dedicated to the improvement of health and quality of life for all Oklahomans living 
in the Tulsa region. As OHIET proceeds with the implementation of the state HIE effort, the leaders of 
Greater THAN are committed to providing support and also to standardizing technologies and 
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approaches where feasible to save resources and time. It is expected that several areas of common 

need will be identified which can leverage the combined resources of these two important federal 
programs. 

Excerpt from Grant Abstract 
The Beacon Program funds will enable Greater THAN to bring the following four interventions to the 
region: 
(1) Advanced HIE platform: Second or third generation software platforms are now available and by 

purchasing the most advanced HIE solution. 

(2) Community-wide care coordination system: Beacon Program will expand access to the Doc2Doc 

platform to many more users and communities in the region. 
(3) Community-wide decision support: As the volume and complexity of data available in HI Es 

increases, providers and patients will soon become overwhelmed. Left unaddressed, this could 
dramatically hinder the success of the HIE and certainly could limit the usefulness of the HIE at the 
point-of-care. By implementing an intelligent decision support system, which automatically combs 
through the patients' data looking for opportunities to improve care and create clear, concise 
estimates of risk to educate providers, a decision-support system could be critical to the success of 
HIE. 

(4) Advanced analytics: Nearly every health care organization is faced with the daunting challenge of 
making intelligent use of the enormous volumes of data they gather to guide business and clinical 
decisions. This is because of the wide variety of data, from a wide variety of disciplines (medicine, 
nursing, business, management, etc.) that must be considered, and especially the large number of 
silos containing that data. 

Members of OKHIET 
Three of the seven Trustees of OKHIET are from the Beacon region, and Greater THAN members have 
participated in the governance, technology, finance, and evaluation work groups since the initial 
SHIECAP funds were awarded. 

Heartland HealthNet 

Description 
Heartland HealthNet is owned by the Oklahoma State University Center for Health Sciences (OSU-CHS). 
Its membership is composed of rural critical access hospitals and OSU faculty. Heartland HealthNet 
currently exchanges referral data within its HIE. The exchange of clinical data is planned for a summer 
2010 implementation. Heartland HealthNet's original mission to connect four small rural hospitals to a 
large tertiary hospital center has grown to include OSU adjunct faculty and clinics. 

Heartland HealthNet is based on Covisint's Exchange Link product. Cloud applications are available to 
create services into a customized view. Exchange link also supports interfaces to the majority of EHR 

vendors. 

Secure Medical Records Transfer Network of Oklahoma (SMRTNET) 

Description 
SMRTNET is a public non-profit "network of networks" composed of the northeast Oklahoma network, 
Greater Oklahoma City Hospital Council GOCHC, Norman Physician Hospital Organization (NPHO), Open 
Access Network for all Oklahoma providers, and the Health Alliance for the Uninsured. SMRTNET has 
also supplied HIE planning services to the developing Tulsa-Greater Tulsa Health Access Network 
(Greater THAN)-Beacon network, Tulsa Hospital Council, the state's community health centers, and 

several other networks currently in development. 
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Funding 

The current shared SMRTNET data base includes a message passing interface (MPI) of approximately 4 

million patients, 16 million diagnoses, 52 million immunizations/results, and data provided by over 
11,000 providers from all 77 counties in the state of Oklahoma. 

Networks using SMRTNET share over$ 2 million in assets and harmonize HIE to HIE data exchange 
through common policy, consensus management, shared legal documents and shared security 
measures. SMRTNET evolved as part of an Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) effort to 
develop working model HI Es for the country. The outcome is successfully providing networking services 
that include private providers, hospitals, Native American tribes, state agencies, universities and mental 
health facilities. The cost to develop this capacity has exceeded $4 million over a five-year period. 
Currently, there are 46 entities exchanging data across Oklahoma; 23 in the rural areas and 23 in urban 
areas. 

Oklahoma Physicians Health Exchange (OPHX) 

Description 
Norman Physician Hospital Organization (NPHO) began operation of an integrated clinical network 
utilizing a community EHR. NPHO selected eClinicalWorks as the platform to create a community 
electronic record for patients. Electronic Health Exchange (eEHX) provides interoperability between 
the NPHO physicians, ambulatory centers and hospitals connecting their EH Rs. Additional data 
sources and services have been added to the OPHX by joining SMRTNET as an affiliate. Approximately 

100 providers in the Norman 
and Purcell area participate in OPHX. 
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From: JRLR@telran.legislativeservice.com
To: Kaleb Bennett
Subject: OK (1 ) Special NIGHTWriter Report for 02-22-2012
Date: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 7:44:25 AM

Senate Health and Human Services

Monday, February 27, 2012, After Adjournment, Room 511A, State Capitol

Members Present: Sen. Crain, Chair; Sen. Burrage, Vice-Chair; Sen. Brinkley; Sen
. Johnson, Constance; Sen. Johnson, Rob; Sen. Newberry; Sen. Russell; Sen.
Wilson.

Members Absent: None.

Others Present: Pro Tem Bingman, President Pro Tempore; Sen. Schulz, Majority
Floor Leader; Sen. David; Sen. Nichols; Sen. Stanislawski; Sen. Sykes.

By Cassie Eads, The Journal Record Legislative Report

The Chair, seeing a quorum, called the meeting to order at 3:01 p.m. and called
on Stanislawski to present two bills for the Pro Temp.

SB 1629

Stanislawski asked for unanimous consent to strike the title on the bill. Seeing
no objection, the title was stricken. The Chair asked for unanimous consent for
the committee substitute. Seeing no objection, the committee substitute was
adopted. The Chair then called on Stanislawski to explain the bill.

Burrage entered the meeting.

Stanislawski said that all the information that went into creating this bill
could be found at okhealthcare.info. He said that they looked at the success of
Insure Oklahoma (IO), which was created by a vote of the people to use tobacco
tax money to insure Oklahomans, and wanted to build off of that success. He said
that this would take IO out of the Health Care Authority (HCA) and into a public
trust. He said that it would allow employees to purchase health care through IO,
but would not require individuals to purchase health insurance. He said this was
not an individual mandate. The Chair opened the floor to questions.

Burrage asked if this was an attempt to stay away from federal subsidies for tax
credits. Stanislawski said that was correct because he did not feel that an
individual mandate was constitutional. Burrage asked if there were already
federal dollars in IO. Stanislawski said that there were some and that they
would remain but that they would not be taking any federal dollars for new plans
. Burrage asked if Stanislawski was okay with the current federal dollars in the
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system. Stanislawski replied that it was important to not require any individual
to get health insurance. Burrage asked if this were adopted, would it leave any
federal dollars on the table. Stanislawski replied that the existing federal
dollars would stay, but the State would not accept any further money to
implement 'ObamaCare.' Burrage asked how he would justify taking some federal
dollars but not others. Stanislawski replied that the current federal dollars
dealt with the Medicare program and was voted by the people in 2005. He said
that they would leave that as it was but that if they went any further and
accepted more federal dollars, it could interfere with the Attorney General's
lawsuit of the federal government.  Burrage asked if IO was created by a vote of
the people. Stanislawski said that the concept was set up by a vote of the
people. Burrage asked if it was the will of the people to mix tobacco money,
federal money, and state money to set up a medical program. Stanislawski said it
was. Burrage asked if IO was not constitutional. Stanislawski replied that IO
was constitutional but an individual mandate requiring people to get health care
was not constitutional.  Burrage asked if this bill was compliant with the
federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA). Stanislawski said it
was not. Burrage asked if it was true that the bill did not comply with the
federal law as it stood. Stanislawski said that if the Supreme Court upheld ACA
and the nation kept the current President, then the State would come into
compliance with ACA. Burrage asked how long they would have to do so and asked
if that would mean they Legislature would have to come into special session.
Stanislawski replied that they would have time to work on compliance next
session because the ACA did not go into effect until January 1, 2014. Burrage
asked why not wait until next session to bring this bill forward. Stanislawski
said that the federal government would be checking midyear to see if the states
had made progress towards ACA. He also said that he felt that a vote against
this bill would allow ObamaCare in Oklahoma. Burrage asked if this was a way to
sort of comply with ObamaCare. Stanislawski said that this would move the State
towards free market principles but would allow for forward progression in the
eyes of the federal government. Burrage asked if this was a move towards the ACA
. Stanislawski said that this was not a compliance with ACA.

Newberry entered the meeting.

Brinkley asked if there was concern that this could open the door for federal
government to implement ObamaCare in Oklahoma. Stanislawski said that he was not
worried at all and that there was no framework for ACA implementation. Brinkley
asked why this was necessary. Stanislawski said that this would offer employees
the opportunity to choose what was best for their families without individual
mandates. He said that this would demonstrate that Oklahoma wanted to take care
of uninsured people without crossing constitutional lines.  Brinkley asked if
this would impact the AG lawsuit against the federal government. Stanislawski
said that it should not because it had no individual mandate. Brinkley asked why
this plan was the right one and the ACA was the wrong plan for Oklahomans.
Stanislawski said that it was not a matter of who was wrong or right, but that
this was a solution for Oklahomans and would provide affordable medical coverage
to the citizens of the state.

The Chair said there was an amendment, requested by Stanislawski but signed by
the Chair. Stanislawski said that this amendment would clarify that there was
not going to be a state health care system. Brinkley motioned for Do Pass on the
amendment and Russell seconded the motion. Seeing no objection, the amendment
was adopted.

Russell asked if this would interfere with the AG's lawsuit. Stanislawski said
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that it would not. Russell asked if this would require employers to provide
health care insurance. Stanislawski said that it would not require employers or
employees to participate in the program. Russell asked if this solution would
still stand, regardless of the outcome of the AG's suit. Stanislawski said that
it would and that it was good public policy, regardless of what happened with
the ACA.

R. Johnson motioned for Do Pass on the bill and Russell seconded the motion.

Newberry asked if section eight would allow federal grants to be used in this
program. Stanislawski said that the purpose of that section was to ensure that
the federal dollars already in place would not be disrupted but did not mean
that there would be new federal dollars accepted.

The Chair asked if the federal delegation from Oklahoma had been consulted.
Stanislawski replied that he and his co-author had spoken with Sen. Coburn on
this issue when drafting the bill. Coburn said that Oklahoma should be proactive
in finding a solution and suggested the look at the system in Utah, which was
actually based off of IO originally. The Chair asked if Stanislawski was of the
opinion that Coburn would approve of this bill. Stanislawski said he believed
that he would support it.

The Chair, seeing no further questions, opened the floor to debate.

Burrage said that, while he respected Stanislawski and felt he was very
upstanding, the statement that this bill would be proposed without ACA was
disingenuous. He said that when the State legislature makes laws, they expect
the citizens to comply with the laws. Burrage said that the federal government
approved this law and the State decided not to comply with the law. He said that
this was a political approach and would create a solution where the State would
not be in compliance with federal law. He urged the members to vote against the
bill.

Russell said that when the body turned away federal money last year on
constitutional grounds, they were protecting the rights of the people. He said
that this bill would not force an individual to take a product or service, so it
would not affect the AG lawsuit. He said that this would exert the State's
influence to protect the rights of the citizens. He said he would be willing to
move this forward today.

Newberry said that the AG was fighting for the rights of Oklahomans. He said
that with title being off the bill, he was committed to stopping ObamaCare being
brought to Oklahoma. He said that while he was voting for the bill today, he
urged that it was important for the people to know that the Senate would stop at
nothing to keep ObamaCare out of Oklahoma.

C. Johnson said that the title of the federal legislation was Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act and not "ObamaCare". She said that she supported the lae
and the terrible ranking of Oklahoma's health care in the nation should be a
wonderful argument for the ACA. She said that this bill would not keep Oklahoma
in line with our role as a member of the United States.
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Brinkley thanked Stanislawski for striking title for those who had concerns over
unintended consequences.

Stanislawski said that this was an Oklahoma solution to our health care needs
and that he was against a federal mandate for individuals.

The Chair called for a vote.

The bill passed 7-2, with Burrage and C. Johnson voting against the bill.

Stanislawski moved on to his next bill.

SB 1823

Schulz and Russell left the meeting.

Stanislawski explained the bill and R. Johnson motioned for Do Pass. Brinkley
seconded the motion and the Chair, seeing no questions or debate, called for a
vote.

The bill passed 6-0.

Bingman left the meeting.

The Chair called on Sykes to present his bill.

SB 1695

Sykes explained his bill and Brinkley motioned for Do Pass. Newberry seconded
the motion and the Chair, seeing no questions or debate, called for a vote.

The bill passed 5-1.

The Chair called on Nichols to present his bill.

SB 1272

Nichols asked for unanimous consent for the title to be stricken. Seeing no
objection, the title was stricken.

Nichols explained the bill and said that he was working with everyone who would
be affected by the bill to ensure everyone was happy with the bill.
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Newberry motioned for Do Pass and Brinkley seconded the motion. The Chair,
seeing no questions or debate, called for a vote.

The bill passed 6-0.

The Chair called on David to present her bill.

SB 1795

David explained her bill and R. Johnson motioned for Do Pass. Newberry seconded
the motion and the Chair, seeing no questions or debate, called for a vote.

The bill passed 6-0.

The Chair called on Newberry to present his bill.

SB 1274

Newberry explained his bill and motioned for Do Pass. R. Johnson seconded the
motion and the Chair opened the floor to questions from members.

Burrage asked the constitutionality of the bill. Newberry replied that this
would not require the mother to listen to the heartbeat, only that a heartbeat
monitor be administered if the fetus is over eight weeks old.

The Chair said there was an amendment on the table by C. Johnson. Newberry
motioned to table the amendment, seconded by R. Johnson. C. Johnson called for a
roll call vote. The amendment was tabled by a vote of 4-2.

C. Johnson said that her amendment would have made the bill better by ensuring
that the father of the child could also hear the heartbeat of the child. She
said that they felt the federal government had no right to get involved in
health care choices but that the State should get involved in the reproductive
health choices of women within the State. She said that this also denied the
role the man played in the process. C. Johnson asked why it was okay to venture
into women's reproductive health choice but it was not okay for the federal
government to insert itself into state issues. Newberry replied that this would
not prevent exercising a woman's right to have an abortion. He said that this
would allow a woman to be fully informed of the choice she was making and that
it would give a voice to a person who does not have a voice.

Newberry motioned to advance and R. Johnson seconded. The Chair opened the floor
to debate.

C. Johnson said that this was an issue of whether they had the right to further
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impose of women who were exercising their reproductive health rights. She said
that this voiceless that Newberry referred to was a part of the woman and she
was the spokesman for everything else about her body and that the State should
get out of her body. She said this was another way that the State did not
respect the rights of women and encouraged the members to consider that and to
consider balancing the law.

Newberry closed by saying that this would not force the woman to listen to the
heartbeat. He said that if C. Johnson wanted to author a bill that would allow
the father fifty percent of consent for an abortion, he would be happy to
discuss it with her. He said that the only voice the child had was its heartbeat
and that this would let the mother understand that.

The Chair called for a vote.

The bill passed 5-1.

The Chair then gave control to Burrage to present his bills.

SB 178

The Chair explained the bill and said he also had amendment. Newberry motioned
for Do Pass on the amendment and Brinkley seconded the motion. Seeing no
objections, the amendment passed.

Wilson entered the meeting.

Newberry motioned for Do Pass and R. Johnson seconded the motion. Burrage,
seeing no questions or debate, called for a vote.

The bill passed 6-0, with Wilson abstaining.

The Chair continued to his next bill.

SB 1300

The Chair explained his bill and Brinkley motioned for Do Pass. Newberry
seconded the motion and Burrage, seeing no questions or debate, called for a
vote.

The bill passed 7-0.

The Chair continued to his final bill.

SB 1593
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The Chair explained his bill and motioned for Do Pass. Newberry seconded the
motion and Burrage, seeing no questions or debate, called for a vote.

The bill passed 7-0.

SB 1085

The bill was not heard.

The Chair regained control and adjourned the meeting at 4:01 p.m.
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To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: OK DHS money from the ACA
Date: Friday, September 21, 2012 9:42:15 AM
Attachments: OSDH_AffCareAct_Grants_20120904.xlsx

As a reminder, yesterday Zeke Canfield with the Oklahoman asked in relatively combative terms if
we were ok with Oklahoma state government taking money from funds allocated as part of ACA. I
told him he needed to find specific instances and that I wasn’t going to respond to this press release
(http://www.healthcare.gov/news/factsheets/2011/02/prevention/ok.html), which is too vague to
even tell which agency or entity the funds are going to.
 
Both Zeke and I then contacted the state department of health to ask what funds they might have
taken.
 
The short answer is $20M of ACA money (see attached spread sheet). There staff has confirmed
they do not need the gov’s approval to get this money, so it is out of our jurisdiction.  
 
Nevertheless, Zeke is definitely going to write a story with the question being: If Oklahomans and
governor fallin are so against ACA, how come we are spending so much Obamacare money?
 
 
 
 
 

From: Bennet-Webb, Leslea [mailto:Leslea@health.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 5:16 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Aaron Cooper
Subject: RE: Money from ACA
 
Alex:

 

Apologies for the delay in response. This was a complicated question that required

“peeling back the onion” a bit to try to answer.

 

1-    As you know, not all federal public health dollars awarded to the State of Oklahoma

are awarded to the OK State Department of Health. These federal funds also go to

tribal nations, the autonomous city-county health departments in Oklahoma City

and Tulsa, or other entities that provide training and public health education, and

that’s certainly been true for the Prevention Fund monies.

2-    It is also important to note that the OSDH is primarily federally funded – we have

been for decades – currently more than 56 percent of our budget is made up of

federal funding. Thus it is critical that we do actively review federal grant

opportunities to implement evidence-based programs that align with our priorities in

reducing the spread of infectious disease, improving children’s health, preventing

cardiovascular disease deaths and other chronic conditions, reducing tobacco use

and obesity, enhancing all hazard preparedness, and protecting state residents

through regulatory programs and safety inspections. It is quite possible that all core
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		OSDH AFFORDABLE CARE ACT FUNDING

		As of 09/04/2012

		Title		Current Award Amount 

		Communities Putting Prevention to Work		97,707.00

		Immunization Billing Services		1,046,675.00

		LTC/National Background Check		2,573,591.00

		Tobacco Supplemental		68,970.00

		Epidemiology & Lab Capacity		453,036.00

		Early Childhood Home Visit Program		4,319,559.00

		MIEC Home Visit Programs		9,430,000.00

		Racial & Ethnic Approaches to Community Health		1,060,672.00

		Coordinated Chronic Disease Prevention		1,023,062.00

		HAI Prevention Infrastructure		71,472.00

		Meningococcal		17,016.00

		Strengthening Public Health		422,368.00

				20,584,128.00









public health priorities may be funded in the future from Prevention Fund monies. 

3-    Also noteworthy is that the Prevention Fund monies have been used in some

instances to offset reduced historical grant funding for existing public health

programs, or to continue efforts that began under a different revenue stream, thus it

can be difficult to segregate Prevention Fund revenue from other federal public

health funds, and it is extremely difficult to match up with the description of the

framework of ACA funds distribution in the state that you forwarded in your email.

4-    Finally, staff have confirmed that grant guidance for these funds does not require

the OSDH to seek governor’s approval.

 

I’ve attached an Excel file indicating current ACA funding to OSDH. I’ll call you shortly to

follow up. -- Leslea

 

 

 

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 11:47 AM
To: Bennet-Webb, Leslea; Aaron Cooper
Subject: Money from ACA
 
Leslea, do you know if Health Dept got money from the ACA from these or any other programs?
Thanks

How the Fund Improves Wellness and Prevention for Oklahomans

Since the Affordable Care Act was passed in 2010, the Department of Health and Human Services has

awarded more than $13.2 million in Prevention Fund grants to Oklahoma and organizations in

Oklahoma in efforts related to:

Community Prevention ($2,732,000): Funding supports prevention activities proven to reduce health

care costs and improve healthy behaviors.

·         Community and State Prevention ($2,664,000).  These funds support Community

Transformation Grants, which empower communities to use evidence-based interventions to

prevent heart attacks, strokes, cancer, and other conditions by reducing tobacco use,

preventing obesity, and reducing health disparities.  These dollars also help support a chronic

disease prevention grant program and strengthen evidence-based employer wellness

programs.

·         Tobacco Use Prevention ($68,000).  This funding supports anti-tobacco education

campaigns, telephone-based tobacco cessation services, and outreach programs that are

proven to reduce tobacco use and those focused on vulnerable populations, consistent with

the HHS Tobacco Control Strategic Action Plan.

Clinical Prevention ($3,621,000): Funding supports programs to improve Americans’ access to
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important preventive services and the full range of care necessary to meet diverse healthcare needs.

·         Access to Critical Wellness and Preventive Health Services ($1,063,000).  This funding

increases awareness of new preventive benefits made available by the Affordable Care Act

through community partnerships. It also expands immunization services by providing

additional resources and flexibility to States.

·         Behavioral Health Screening and Integration with Primary Health ($2,436,000).  These

dollars help communities integrate primary care services into publicly funded community

mental health and other community-based behavioral health settings. They also expand

suicide prevention activities and screenings for substance use disorders.

·         HIV/AIDS Prevention ($122,000).  These efforts focuses on HIV prevention in high risk

populations and communities by increasing HIV testing opportunities, linking HIV-infected

people with needed services, and filling critical gaps in data and understanding of the HIV

epidemic to better target prevention, care, and treatment.

Public Health Infrastructure and Training ($6,218,000): These efforts help State and local health

departments meet 21st century challenges.

·         Public Health Workforce ($2,517,000).  These programs support training of public health

providers to improve preventive medicine, health promotion, disease prevention, and

epidemiology. The funding also improves access to and quality of health services in medically

underserved communities and provides front line care while training the next generation of

public health leaders.

·         Detection and Response Capacity ($598,000).  State and local governments will receive

new resources to prevent, detect, and respond to disease outbreaks, including those caused

by influenza and foodborne pathogens. It also funds programs that prevent healthcare-

associated infections.

·         Public Health Infrastructure ($3,103,000).  These efforts help State, local, and tribal

organizations improve the efficiency and effectiveness of public health by strengthening the

systems for gathering, analyzing, and communicating health data and ensuring they produce

accurate and timely information for action.,103,000).  These efforts help State, local, and tribal

organizations improve the efficiency and effectiveness of public health by strengthening the

systems for gathering, analyzing, and communicating health data and ensuring they produce

accurate and timely information for action.

Research and Data Collection ($714,000): Funds support the scientific study of prevention to better

understand how to translate research into practice.
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·         Prevention Research ($714,000).  The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Task

Force on Community Preventive Services conducts systematic reviews of public health

interventions to prevent disability, disease, and death, and disseminates the results to the

public, clinicians, health officials, and community leaders.

Building on Other Administration Initiatives that Promote Prevention

The Obama Administration takes a broad approach to addressing the health and well-being of our

communities. Other initiatives that promote prevention in States and communities include the following:

·         The Affordable Care Act, which expands access to preventive care by removing cost

sharing for recommended clinical preventive services.

·         The President’s Childhood Obesity Task Force and the First Lady’s Let’s Move! initiative

aimed at combating childhood obesity.

·         The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, which provides \ billion for

community-based initiatives, tobacco cessation activities, chronic disease reduction programs,

and efforts to reduce health care-acquired infections.

·         The Million Hearts initiative to prevent one million heart attacks and strokes in the next five

years.

·         The Affordable Care Act’s National Prevention, Health Promotion and Public Health

Council, with representation from 17 Federal agencies, and that has developed a National

Prevention and Health Promotion Strategy.

 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups I Issues for Consideration 

2. Key Advisory Work Group: Enrollment ttffi ( wn~ \T(~) ~'µ ~ ~- ~~ 
~~~~ 

! Issues / Options to Discuss II Key Points to Consider II Key Questions Work Group Leaders I 
• Certification of individuals not subject to •Coordination of existi ng data • How can the Exchange create TO BE ASSIGNED: 

Individual Mandate systems/ preventing duplication of administrative efficiencies and Chair & Co-Chairs 
• Reporting requirements (HHS, Treasury coverage (Medicaid, State/Fed protect the public? 

Open Enrollment, Annual, Mid-Year, Special, Data, HIE, Non-Med icaid) o Reduce administration costs 
Change, COBRA, Administrative, etc.) • Enrollment may be on line, in o Add transparency to health 

• Premium Bill ing, Col lections & Remittance person, by telephone through the insu rance 
• Ongoing Account Management (including Exchange or with state officials o Standardized electronic 

renewals, delinquent payment notification, operating one of the other enrollment and payment 
etc.) applicable state health subsidy 

• Operation & Application of Subsidies and 
Premium Tax Credits (transparency - the 
ability to View Calculations) 

• Free Choice Vouchers 
• Individual Mandates 
• Use of available current available 

technologies (i.e. paperless processes) 

programs 
• Implementation of a paperless 

system 

Work Group representation 
will include but wil l not be 
limited to: 

• Consumers 
• Agents/Brokers 

• Business owners 

• Health plans 
• Health care providers 

II Project Lia ison I 
Derek Lieser 

Page 2 of 8 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups / Issues for Consideration 

3. Key Advisory Work Group: Eligibility Process & Infrastructure W:-"( Wt7 
~ru.D!-~ 
~, ~ l~) -oc~C~ ) 

Issues I Options to Discuss II Key Points t o Consider II Key Questions II Work Group Leaders 

• Cost Sharing •How the 'Small Market' will be • What elements of Insure Oklahoma and TO BE ASSIGNED: 

• Employer premium subsidies (2yr defined: 1-SO or 51-100. SoonerCare on line enrollment can be Chair & Co-Chairs 

limit) •Review Existing Publ ic Subsidy used within the Exchange? 

• Basic Healt h Program (State Option Program (Insure Oklahoma) for • At what point do you navigate an Work Group representation 

to offer) Consolidation, Elimination & individual/ family to private or public will include but will not be 

• Elimination of Asset Testing (this Administrative Efficiencies coverage? limited to: 

would apply for most Medicaid (Exchange Target Market overlaps • Starting in 2017, should the Exchange • Consumers 

recipients and for all those eligible with Insure OK) include larger employers and public • Agents/Brokers 

for premium subsidies through t he •Purchases restr icted to U.S. citizens employees? • Business owners 
Exchange) and legal immigrants who are not • Will the person enroll from the exchange • Health pla ns 

incarcerated and if so, will you have to incorporate • Health care providers 
•Whether applicant has access to each insurers' criteria or will there be a 

i employer sponsored insurance (ESI) basic set of criteria that is agreed by all. Project Liaison 

•Whether the ESI meets actuarial • If ESI is available to the person, aren't Derek Lieser 
standards and provides minimum they required to select t hat option? 
essential benefits • Will service payments take place inside 

•Whether the employee's share of the Exchange or within company's 
the premium as a % of income is existing mechanisms? 
above or below a certain% of their • Will a predetermine matrix determine 
income plan enrollment or will freedom of choice 

•Develop high level workflow for be the overriding factor (i.e. upon 
calculating subsides qualification for Medicaid what choices 

are allowed)? 

• Is it allowed to present only the Exchange 
plans that seem to best fit their needs 
based upon responses to qualifying 
questions or must all plans be presented? 

• For what period of t ime must a consumer 
enroll in a plan, i.e. yearly, monthly? Can 
a state entity like CSED mandate 
enrollment as they do today with ESI? 

Page 3 of 8 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups I Issues for Consideration 

4. Key Advisory Work Group: Information Technology (IT) C\U { J6YW\ Wi-~ 

Issues I Options to Discuss II Key Points to Consider II Key Questions 

• Program integrity, data security, • Quality Measures • How wi ll high level req uirements for calcu lating 
transparency (plans, agencies, • Provider Info/Health System subsidies and tax credits be developed? 
Exchange Operations) Access • How will research technical needs for running the 

• Application of available current • Calculation of Costs (Benefit Exchange through single portal access be 
technologies (i.e. paperless Levels, Mandated Benefits, developed? 
processes) Subsid ies, Tax Credits, etc) and • How will high level requirements for an 

• Single Portal Access what costs will be visible to the enrollment and eligibility portal and rules engine 

• Web-site development & applicant be developed? 
maintenance includes: • Premiums must be quoted • Who insures exchange has most up to date 
o Eligibility and Enrollment instantly and easily comparable information? 
o Rating Engines based on age, family composition, • Who insures that the information is secure and in 
o Template maintenance in tobacco use and location compliance? 

standardization of processes • Linking to other state and federal 
databases (IRS, Treasury Dept, 
HHS, State/Federal Employee 
systems, Medicaid, Medicare, 
etc), insurance carriers and 
employers 

• Creation of a paperless system 
both internally and paperless 
access by consumers, a~·-

brokers and Navigators. 

II Work Group Leaders ! 
TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 

Work Group representation 
will include but will not be 
limited to: 

• Consumers 

• Agents/ Brokers 

• Business owners 

• Health plans 

• Health care providers 

I Project Liaison I 
Derek Lieser 

Page 4 of 8 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups/ Issues for Consideration 

5. Key Advisory Work Group: Carrier & Plan Selection <O\o I 
! Issues I Options to Discuss II Key Points to Consider ii Key Questions 
i=::=:=::=::::::::.::::::::::::=::::=======:::::::: ~=======================~ II 

• Minimum Essential Benefits an exchange 
must provide: 
o Health - 4 Precious Metal Plans plus 

Catastrophic Plan (for ages under 30) 
o State Mandated Benefits (if offered, cost 

born by State) 
o Dental Plans 
o Selective Carrier Contracting 
o Certification/ recertification/decertification 

requirements for QHPs 
o Standardizing Benefits 
o Network Access 
o Assignment of Quality Ratings 
o Rate Review 

• Multi State Plans - 2 plans required 
• Co-op plans must be addressed if market is 

not competitive 

•How the Exchange is t o •Should participation be required by legislation? 
contract with healt h plans •Shou ld there be a minimum enrollment period? 
that are determined to be •Do you require a minimum enrollment period? 
of high value, based on • Will t he Exchange select health plans through 
cost and quality negotiations or competitive bidding, or both or 

•How the 'Small Market' will it showcase all qualified and licensed carriers? 
will be defined (1-50 or 51- o Are plans free to adjust premiums over t ime as 
100) enrollment evolves and claim trends develop? 

•Choices that may be made o How to adjust benefi t designs as needed 
available to employees of without disrupting existing coverage? 
small businesses, i.e.: plan, o How much risk selection is tolerable without 
benefit tier, carrier, etc. undermining the ability of plans t o compete? 

o How will insurers adjust business r isks through 
the Exchange and price products at levels t hat 
consumer will find attractive? 

•Will the Exchange allow each carrier to define 
patient cost sharing within a benefit t ier; will it 
specify coinsurance, copayments & deductibles? 

•Will existing grandfathered health plans be able 
to to shed their adverse risks to t he Exchange? 

•How healthy is the pool of uninsured people likely 
to enroll through the Exchange, compared t o 
t hose currently insured? 

•How will the Exchange level the playing field with 
insurers in and outside of the Exchange? 
o Should there be a requirement to participate? 
o How can the Exchange foster competition? 
o Should rating pract ices and range of benefits 

offered be comparable in/ out of Exchange? 

I 

Work Group Leads I 
TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 

Work Group representation 
will include but will not be 
limited to: 

• Consumers 
• Agents/Brokers 
• Business owners 

• Health plans 

• Health care providers 

Project Liaison I 
Nicole Prieto Johns 

Page 5 of 8 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups I Issues for Consideration 

IRJfrlf). ~~ I f>\VJ : fun~ ~ 
6. Key Advisory Work Group: Financial Management & Premium Development (Cost Containment/Risk Mgmt.) 

I Issues/ Options to Discuss Il l Key Points to Consider U Key Questions U Work Group Leads I 
• Reporting requirements (HHS, 

Treasury Dept, Employers, 
Carriers, etc.) 

• Operational Costs & 
Sustainability 

• Premium Development 
• Risk Adjustment/Adverse 

Selection (Medical Loss Ratio) 

• Premiums will be set in advance according to 
adjusted community rating of risk, in and outside 
the Exchanges for the non-group and small
group markets 

• Rating will be based on age, family composition 
(size), tobacco use and location (zip) 

• Rates for the elderly can only be three times as 
high as those for the young 

• Premium rate differences between plans must 
reflect 
o Administrative efficiency 
o Customer service 
o Provider reimbursement rates 
o Care management 
o Clinical networks 

• Comparative risk calculations for health plans 
require submission and analysis of their claims 
data 

• Transfer payments among plans requires running 
premiums through a central distribution point, or 
imposing a premium assessment on competing 
plans, which is then redistributed to compensate 
for risk selection 

• Risk adjustment must apply across the entire 
class or segment of insured people subject to 
rating rules 

• Resources are CMS, Health Connector in MA 
using DxCG, for profit and non-profit 
organizations including university research 
depts. 

• Should the individual and small 
group markets be merged? 

• What strategies can used so 
premium revenues are adjusted for 
risk selection among participating 
carriers? 

• Considerations on putting a risk 
adjustment system in place: 
o Is risk selection among plans 

significant, beyond what is 
already accounted for under the 
allowed rating rules? 

o Is the corrective adjustment 
practical? 

o Would it substantially equalize 
risk? 

• How can the Exchange help to 
contain Oklahoma's health care 
costs? 
o How can the Exchange help to 

improve Oklahoma's health care 
quality? 

• What will be the funding source to 
sustain the Exchange after January 
1,2015? 

• Will the Exchange regulate prices, if 
so what processes must be created 
to do this? 

TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 
Work Group 
representation will 
include but will not be 
limited to: 

• Consumers 

• Agents/Brokers 

• Business owners 

• Health plans 

• Health care providers 

I Project Liaison I 
Nicole Prieto Johns 

Page 6 of 8 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLA:NNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups I Issues for Consideration 

7. Key Advisory Work Group: Education and Marketing Ot-\:C/\ 

Issues I Options to Discuss 
11 11 

Key Points to Consider 
11 11 

Key Questions 

• Communication & Customer • Need to promote greater • How should the Exchange market its services? 
Service transparency • What strategies can be used to educate 

• Education • Changes the Exchange will make to consumers about the Exchange? 
• Public Outreach the competitive landscape • How brokers, agents and Navigators help 
• Facilitate Enrollment •Targeted outreach and marketing consumers to enroll? 

• Role of licensed Agents and efforts will be needed to attract a • What type of customer services should be 

\ Brokers {Inside/ Outside broad and diverse risk pool made available to consumers? 
Exchange Call Center • Education of consumers and • What is the current role of brokers? 

• Broker Management & Brokers/agents on how to access and • What type of services do brokers provide? 
Compensation use a paperless system • How are brokers to be compensated? What 

• Creation of the Navigator • Proactive activities used to promote about retention bonuses or overrides, etc? 
Program carrier participation in the Exchange • Should broker's fees be paid separate and 

• Role of Call Center Reps and the development of innovative apart from premium (transparency)? 
• Producer Appointment plan designs • How will information be distributed in a "fair 

Requirements Role of "Navigators" (non-licensed and impartial" way (enrollment, availability of 
consumer representatives) premium subsidies, cost sharing reductions, 

etc)? 

• How wi ll Navigators help facil itate enrollment 

nt.J Soo ni-r-Co..rct in QHPs? 

• How should people be referred to the 

~~e appropriate agency(s) for questions, 
complaints or grievances? 

• How will they reach people who normally are 
not eligible for public assistance programs? 

• Is there area or regional differences to be 
considered? 

References: 

~~ne. .tn ~i:t ~ <loo f, FPL - :i_..s ~ 

TT 

1111 
Work Group Leads I 

TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 

Work Group 
representation will 
include but wil l not be 
limited to: 

• Consumers 

• Agents/Brokers 

• Business owners 

• Health plans 

• Health care providers 

! Project Liaison 
II 

Nicole Prieto Johns 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTH~ EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups I Issues for Consideration 

1. Key Advisory Work Group: Governance & Administrative Structure (:zoVtmi>Y I ~-·~~ {~ 

I Issues / Options to Discuss II Key Points to Consider II Key Questions II Work Group leaders I 
• Exchange Goals: • If the Exchange is to process • How should the Exchange be TO BE ASSIGNED: 

o Reduce the number of uninsured people commercial transactions and attract organized and governed? Chair & Co-Chairs 
and increase access to care customers, it should be insulated 0 Publicly sponsored? 

o Ensure greater accountability and from political influence with access 0 Government sponsored? Work Group representation 
transparency in the purchase of insurance to business expertise 0 Combination of both? will include but will not be 

o Increase the portability and continuity of • If it is to achieve policy objectives • Will t he Exchange function as a limit ed to: 
coverage for individuals through tax-financed subsidies and 'market organizer' or as a selective • Consumers 

o Simplify t he health insurance purchase for some degree of regulation, it must purchaser'? • Agents/Brokers 
individuals and businesses have a level of transparency and be • Should the Exchange be housed in a • Business owners 

o Foster com petition on price, quality, and publicly accountable State government entity or a • Health plans 
service in the health insurance • Wherever housed, the Exchange non-profit organization? • Hea lth care providers 
marketplace must be adaptive and capable of • Who should have decision-making 

o Drive quality improvement and cost developing new programs that can authority for the Exchange? I Project Liaisons I containment be modified as circumstances • What kind of web portal, call center 
change, such as, changing market and other service cent ers shou ld be • Derek Lieser 

• Model Type (Board, Trust, Commission, etc.) conditions, the evolving established? • Nicole Prieto Johns 
• Staffing and Hiring Procedures preferences of consumers, and the • Should vendors be employed, and, if 
• Regulatory & Policy including overseeing ongoing development and issuance so, fo r what services? 

Operations of federal guidelines regarding • What will be the funding source to 
• Recommendation for language to be administration and its operation sustain t he Exchange after January 

included in Strategic Plan for development • -Identification of services to be 1, 2015? 
of the exchange handled internally or outsourced • How can the Exchange attract an 

• Implementation Timeline and which intermediaries are best adequate number of participants 
• Development of possible legislative language equipped to provide requ ired and insurers to ensure 
• Comparison of Federa l PPACA requirements administrative services sustainability? 

to Oklahoma statutes and administrative • Should enabling legislation be 
ru les created? 

• Should participation in the Exchange 
be required by legislation? 

Page 1 of 8 
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0 1KtAHO'MA HEALTH·b\-Rt EXCHANGE PLA'NNING 

...... 
Key Advisory Work Groups I Issues for Consideration 

1. Key Advisory Work Group: Governance & Administrative Structure 0f:>vi::xno< I ~- c.~ -\\~ lj~) 

Ill l:l::::::=::::::::='~ss=u=e=s~/~O==p=ti=o~n=s=t=o=D~is~c=u=s=s~==::::~l. ~i=====K=e=y=:::P=o=in=t=s~to~C=o=n~si~d=e=r==::::;;::=:l~l:::;;;::::::~K=e=y==Q=u=e=st=i=o~n=s ===::;:::::::::==; 
• Exchange Goals: 

o Reduce the number of uninsured people 
and increase access to care 

o Ensure greater accountability and 
transparency in the purchase of insurance 

o Increase the portability and continuity of 
coverage for individuals 

o Simplify the health insurance purchase for 
individuals and businesses 

o Foster competition on price, quality, and 
service in the health insurance 
marketplace 

o Drive quality improvement and cost 
containment 

• Model Type (Board, Trust, Commission, etc.) 
• Staffing and Hiring Procedures 
• Regulatory & Policy including overseeing 

Operations 

• Recommendation for language to be 
included in Strategic Plan for development 
of the exchange 

• Implementation Timeline 

• Development of possible legislative language 

• Comparison of Federal PPACA requirements 
to Oklahoma statutes and administrative 
rules 

• If the Exchange is to process 
commercial transactions and attract 
customers, it should be insulated 
from political influence with access 
to business expertise 

• If it is to achieve policy objectives 
through tax-financed subsidies and 
some degree of regulation, it must 
have a level of transparency and be 
publicly accountable 

• Wherever housed, the Exchange 
must be adaptive and capable of 
developing new programs that can 
be modified as circumstances 
change, such as, changing market 
condit ions, the evolving 
preferences of consumers, and the 
ongoing development and issuance 
of federal guidelines regarding 
administration and its operation 

• -Identification of services to be 
handled internally or outsourced 
and which intermediaries are best 
equipped to provide required 
administrative services 

(VHow should the Exchange be 
organized and governed? 
o Publicly sponsored? 

o Government sponsored? 
o Combination of both? 

• wtll lite Exclta11ge fu11ctim 1 as a 
'market organizer' er as e lelective 
p 1 irchase~? 

• Should the Exchange be housed in a 
State government entity or a 
non-profit organization? 

• Who should have decision-making 
authority for the Exchange? 

G what kind of web portal, call center 
and other service centers should be 
established? 

(;)should vendors be employed, and, if 
so, for what services? '1f~ 

A_ w hat will be the funding source to 
sustain the Exchange after January 
1, 2015? lJ..'i'Y 1ct-
~OW can t he Exchange attract an 

adequate number of participants 
and insurers¥! enl t:11'€--

~ 
• Should enabling legislation be 

created? 

• Si=le(,jla 13artiei!'alion in lite Excl1a11ge 
be reei(,lired b9 legislatim 1? 

i 

D W h.r...J-- {.POSW'l\.l.Y ~fk 
!)>tu ~ ~w rt:-.R. . 

Work Group Leaders 

TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 

Work Group representation 
will include but will not be 
limited to: 

• Consumers 

• Agents/Brokers 

• Business owners 

• Health plans 

• Health care providers 

Project Liaisons 

•Derek Lieser 

•Nicole Prieto Johns 
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OKLAHOMA HEAL TH CARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups/ Issues for Consideration 

2. Key Advisory Work Group: Enrollment {-\ct\ [ Uxn<ci \\(~) '{\µ,\tL ~ -\b. \'\Aol~ 
'<'CO>~~ ..... 

Issues / Options to Discuss ii Key Points to Consider Ii Key Questions 

• Certification of individuals not subject to • Coordination of existing data • How can the Exchange create 
Individual Mandate systems I preventing duplication of administrative efficiencies and 

• Reporting requirements {HHS, Treasury coverage (Medicaid, State/Fed protect the public? 
Open Enrollment, Annual, Mid-Year, Special, Data, HIE, Non-Medicaid) o Reduce administration costs 
Change, COBRA, Administrative, etc.) • Enrollment may be on line, in o Add transparency to health 

• Premium Billing, Collections & Remittance person, by telephone through the insurance 

• Ongoing Account Management {including Exchange or with state officials o Standardized electronic 

renewals, delinquent payment notification, operating one of the other enrollment and payment 

etc.) applicable state health subsidy 

• Operation & Application of Subsidies and programs 

Premium Tax Credits (transparency- the • Implementation of a paperless 

ability to View Calculations) system 

• Free Choice Vouchers 

• Individual Mandates 
• Use of available current available 

technologies {i.e. paperless processes) 

i ~ Work Group Leaders I 
TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 

Work Group representation 
will include but will not be 
limited to: 

• Consumers 

• Agents/Brokers 

• Business owners 

• Health plans 

• Health care providers 

i Project Liaison i 
Derek Lieser 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups/ Issues for Consideration 

~ru.ll-0-~~ 
3. Key Advisory Work Group: Eligibility Process & Infrastructure ~I M\o \~:n:J ~ l-Z) 

~ ()C~('Z) 

Issues I Options to Discuss ii Key Points to Consider !! Key Questions I! Work Group Leaders 

• Cost Sharing •How the 'Small Market' will be • What elements of Insure Oklahoma and TO BE ASSIGNED: 

• Employer premium subsidies (2yr defined: 1-50 or 51-100. SoonerCare online enrollment can be Chair & Co-Chairs 

limit) •Review Existing Public Subsidy used within the Exchange? 

• Basic Health Program (State Option Program (Insure Oklahoma) for • At what point do you navigate an Work Group representation 

to offer) Consolidation, Elimination & individual I family to private or public will include but will not be 

• Elimination of Asset Testing (this Administrative Efficiencies coverage? limited to: 

would apply for most Medicaid (Exchange Target Market overlaps • Starting in 2017, should the Exchange • Consumers 

recipients and for all those eligible with Insure OK) include larger employers and public • Agents/Brokers 

for premium subsidies through the •Purchases restricted to U.S. citizens employees? • Business owners 

Exchange) and legal immigrants who are not • Will the person enroll from the exchange • Health plans 
incarcerated and if so, will you have to incorporate • Health care providers 

•Whether applicant has access to each insurers' criteria or will there be a 

II employer sponsored insurance (ESI) basic set of criteria that is agreed by all. Project Liaison 

•Whether the ESI meets actuarial • If ESI is available to the person, aren't Derek Lieser 
standards and provides minimum they required to select that option? 
essential benefits • Will service payments take place inside 

•Whether the employee's share of the Exchange or within company's 
the premium as a% of income is existing mechanisms? 
above or below a certain% of their • Will a predetermine matrix determine 
income plan enrollment or will freedom of choice 

•Develop high level workflow for be the overriding factor {i.e. upon ' 

calculating subsides qualification for Medicaid what choices 
are allowed)? 

• Is it allowed to present only the Exchange 
plans that seem to best fit their needs 

based upon responses to qualifying 
questions or must all plans be presented? 

• For what period of time must a consumer 

enroll in a plan, i.e. yearly, monthly? Can 
a state entity like CSED mandate 
enrollment as they do today with ES!? 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups/ Issues for Consideration 

4. Key Advisory Work Group: Information Technology (IT) C\D { J~Vc\'\ (A.Q;,\o'fl) 

Issues/ Options to Discuss ii Key Points to Consider ii Key Questions 

• Program integrity, data security, • Quality Measures • How will high level requirements for calculating 
transparency (plans, agencies, • Provider Info/Health System subsidies and tax credits be developed? 
Exchange Operations) Access • How will research technical needs for running the 

• Application of available current • Calculation of Costs (Benefit Exchange through single portal access be 
technologies (i.e. paperless Levels, Mandated Benefits, developed? 
processes) Subsidies, Tax Credits, etc) and • How will high level requirements for an 

• Single Portal Access what costs will be visible to the enrollment and eligibility portal and rules engine 

• Web-site development & applicant be developed? 
maintenance includes: • Premiums must be quoted • Who insures exchange has most up to date 
o Eligibility and Enrollment instantly and easily comparable information? 
o Rating Engines based on age, family composition, • Who insures that the information is secure and in 
o Template maintenance in tobacco use and location compliance? 

standardization of processes • Linking to other state and federal 
databases (IRS, Treasury Dept, 
HHS, State/Federal Employee 
systems, Medicaid, Medicare, 
etc), insurance carriers and 
employers 

• Creation of a paperless system 
both internally and paperless 
access by consumers, agents~·-
brokers and Navigato·rs~ 

ill Work Group Leaders II 

TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 

Work Group representation 
will include but will not be 
limited to: 

• Consumers 

• Agents/Brokers 

• Business owners 

• Health plans 

• Health care providers 

I Project Liaison I 
Derek Lieser 
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OKLAHO'MA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups/ Issues for Consideration 

5. Key Advisory Work Group: Carrier & Plan Selection <O\o I 
! Issues/ Options to Discuss ii Key Points to Consider ii 
~*===""""=~======:::::::===~ 

Key Questions 

• Minimum Essential Benefits an exchange •How the Exchange is to 
must provide: contract with health plans 
o Health -4 Precious Metal Plans plus that are determined to be 

Catastrophic Plan (for ages under 30) of high value, based on 
o State Mandated Benefits (if offered, cost cost and quality 

born by State) •How the 'Small Market' 
o Dental Plans will be defined (1-50 or 51-
o Selective Carrier Contracting 100) 
o Certification/recertification/decertification •Choices that may be made 

requirements for QHPs available to employees of 
o Standardizing Benefits small businesses, i.e.: plan, 
o Network Access benefit tier, carrier, etc. 
o Assignment of Quality Ratings 
o Rate Review 

• Multi State Plans- 2 plans required 
• Co-op plans must be addressed if market is 

not competitive 

•Should participation be required by legislation? 
•Should there be a minimum enrollment period? 
•Do you require a minimum enrollment period? 
•Will the Exchange select health plans through 

negotiations or competitive bidding, or both or 
will it showcase a!! qualified and licensed carriers? 
o Are plans free to adjust premiums over time as 

enrollment evolves and claim trends develop? 
o How to adjust benefit designs as needed 

without disrupting existing coverage? 
o How much risk selection is tolerable without 

undermining the ability of plans to compete? 
o How will insurers adjust business risks through 

the Exchange and price products at levels that 
consumer will find attractive? 

•Will the Exchange allow each carrier to define 
patient cost sharing within a benefit tier; will it 
specify coinsurance, copayments & deductibles? 

•Will existing grandfathered health plans be able 
to to shed their adverse risks to the Exchange? 

•How healthy is the pool of uninsured people likely 
to enroll through the Exchange, compared to 
those currently insured? 

•How will the Exchange level the playing field with 
insurers in and outside of the Exchange? 
o Should there be a requirement to participate? 
o How can the Exchange foster competition? 
o Should rating practices and range of benefits 

offered be comparable in/out of Exchange? 

Work Group Leads II 

TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 

Work Group representation 
will include but will not be 
limited to: 
• Consumers 
• Agents/Brokers 

• Business owners 
• Health plans 

• Health care providers 

Project Liaison· ~ 
Nicole Prieto Johns 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLAN NJ NG 
Key Advisory Work Groups/ Issues for Consideration 

ll!}UJ). os.r< / o\ 'O : mn1t--~ 
6. Key Advisory Work Group: Financial Management & Premium Development (Cost Containment/Risk Mgmt.) 

~!i;;;::;==ls:s:u:es=/=O;;;';:pt=io=n=s=t=o=D=is=c=u~ss~~l,!~=========Ke~y=P=o=i~nt:s=t=o=C~o=ns:id=e=r======~l~ll"""=="""==K=ey==Q=u=es:t:io:n:s=:=:=:~:~===="""~~=="""~I n Work Group Leads ~ 
TO BE ASSIGNED: • Reporting requirements (HHS, • Premiums will be set in advance according to • Should the individual a·nd small 

Treasury Dept, Employers, adjusted community rating of risk, in and outside group markets be merged? Chair & Co-Chairs 

Carriers, etc.) the Exchanges for the non-group and small- • What strategies can used so Work Group 
• Operational Costs & group markets premium revenues are adjusted for representation will 

Sustainability • Rating will be based on age, family composition risk selection among participating include but will not be 
• Premium Development {size), tobacco use and location (zip) carriers? limited to: 

• Risk Adjustment/Adverse • Rates for the elderly can only be three times as • Considerations on putting a risk • Consumers 

Selection (Medical Loss Ratio) high as those for the young adjustment system in place: • Agents/Brokers 
• Premium rate differences between plans must o ls risk selection among plans • Business owners 

reflect significant, beyond what is • Health plans 
o Administrative efficiency already accounted for under the • Health care providers 
o Customer service allowed rating rules? 
o Provider reimbursement rates o Is the corrective adjustment 
o Care management practical? II 

Project Liaison ! 
o Clinical networks o Would it substantially equalize Nicole Prieto Johns 

• Comparative risk calculations for health plans risk? 
require submission and analysis of their claims • How can the Exchange help to 
data contain Oklahoma's health care 

• Transfer payments among plans requires running costs? 
premiums through a central distribution point, or o How can the Exchange help to 
imposing a premium assessment on competing improve Oklahoma's health care 
plans, which is then redistributed to compensate quality? 
for risk selection • What will be the funding squrce to 

• Risk adjustment must apply across the entire sustain the Exchange after January 
class or segment of insured people subject to 1, 2015? 
rating rules • Will the Exchange regulate prices, if 

• Resources are CMS, Health Connector in MA so what processes must be created 
using DxCG, for profit and non-profit to do this? 
organizations including university research 
depts. 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups/ Issues for Consideration 

7. Key Advisory Work Group: Education and Marketing Ot-\CJ\ 

Issues/ Options to Discuss Iii Key Points to Consider II Key Questions 

• Communication & Customer • Need to promote greater • How should the Exchange market its services? 

Service transparency • What strategies can be used to educate 
• Education •Changes the Exchange will make to consumers about the Exchange? 

• Public Outreach the competitive landscape • How brokers, agents and Navigators help 

• Facilitate Enrollment •Targeted outreach and marketing consumers to enroll? 

• Role of licensed Agents and efforts will be needed to attract a • What type of customer services should be 

\Brokers (Inside I Outside broad and diverse risk pool made available to consumers? 

Exchange Call Center •Education of consumers and • What is the current role of brokers? 

• Broker Management & Brokers/agents on how to access and • What type of services do brokers provide? 
Compensation use a paperless system • How are brokers to be compensated? What 

• Creation of the Navigator • Proactive activities used to promote about retention bonuses or overrides, etc? 
Program carrier participation in the Exchange • Should broker's fees be paid separate and 

• Role of Call Center Reps and the development of innovative apart from premium (transparency)? 

• Producer Appointment plan designs • How will information be distributed in a "fair 

Requirements Role of "Navigators" (non-licensed and impartial" way (enrollment, availability of 
consumer representatives} premium subsidies, cost sharing reductions, 

etc)? 

• How will Navigators help facilitate enrollment 

~ Seo 11-crCo..Y"c. in QHPs? 

• How should people be referred to the 

~<qr~e appropriate agency(s) for questions, 
complaints or grievances? 

• How will they reach people who normally are 

not eligible for public assistance programs? 

• Is there area or regional differences to be 
considered? 

References: 

cUl~o!\l.tn ~"i:J, ~ Cf6o f, fi'L ~ 2..'S iv:JL 

!i Work Group leads I 
TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 

Work Group 

representation will 
include but will not be 

limited to: 

• Consumers 

• Agents/Brokers 

• Business owners 

• Health plans 

• Health care providers 

I Project Liaison II 
Nicole Prieto Johns 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups I Issues for Consideration 

1. Kingsdale J., Bertke, J. Insurance Exchanges Under Health Reform: Six Design Issues for the States. Health Affairs 29:6 June 2010 
2. Robert C. Health Insure Exchanges: Key Issues for State Implementation, State Coverage Initiatives, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, September, 

2010 
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OKLAHOMA HEAL THb\RE EXCHANGE PLANNING 

. "' 
Key Advisory Work Groups/ Issues for Consideration 

1. Key Advisory Work Group: Governance & Administrative Structure (:Jb\kxnc¥ I ~- ·~ -\\~ L ~~) 
Issues I Options to Discuss 

• Exchange Goals: 
o Reduce the number of uninsured people 

and increase access to care 
o Ensure greater accountability and 

transparency in the purchase of insurance 
o Increase the portability and continuity of 

coverage for individuals 
o Simplify the health insurance purchase for 

individuals and businesses 
o Foster competition on price, quality, and 

service in the health insurance 
marketplace 

o Drive quality improvement and cost 
containment 

• Model Type (Board, Trust, Commission, etc.) 

• Staffing and Hiring Procedures 

• Regulatory & Policy including overseeing 

Operations 

• Recommendation for language to be 
included in Strategic Plan for development 
of the exchange 

• Implementation Timeline 

• Development of possible legislative language 

• Comparison of Federal PPACA requirements 
to Oklahoma statutes and administrative 
rules 

Key Points to Consider 

• If the Exchange is to process 
commercial transactions and attract 
customers, it should be insulated 

from political influence with access 

to business expertise 
• lf it is to achieve policy objectives 

through tax-financed subsidies and 
some degree of regulation, it must 
have a level of transparency and be 
publicly accountable 

• Wherever housed, the Exchange 
must be adaptive and capable of 
developing new programs that can 
be modified as circumstances 

change, such as, changing market 
conditions, the evolving 
preferences of consumers, and the 
ongoing development and issuance 
of federal guidelines regarding 
administration and its operation 

• .Identification of services to be 
handled internally or outsourced 
and which intermediaries are best 
equipped to provide required 

administrative services 

Key Questions 

• How should the Exchange be 
organized and governed? 
o Publicly sponsored? 

o Government sponsored? 
o Combination of both? 

• Will the Exchange function as a 
'market organizer' or as a selective 
purchaser'? 

• Should the Exchange be housed in a 
State government entity or a 
non-profit organization? 

• Who should have decision-making 
authority for the Exchange? 

• What kind of web portal, call center 

and other service centers should be 
established? 

• Should vendors be employed, and, if 
so1 for what services? 

• What will be the funding source to 

sustain the Exchange after January 
1, 2015? 

• How can the Exchange attract an 
adequate number of participants 
and insurers to ensure 
sustainability? 

• Should enabling legislation be 
created? 

• Should participation in the Exchange 
be required by legislation? 

Iii Work Group Leaders 

TO BE ASSIGNED: 

Chair & Co-Chairs 

Work Group representation 
will include but will not be 

limited to: 

• Consumers 

• Agents/Brokers 

• Business owners 

• Health plans 

• Health care providers 

! Project Liaisons 

• Derek Lieser 
•Nicole Prieto Johns 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups/ Issues for Consideration 

2. Key Advisory Work Group: Enrollment {-\Cl\ [ 6.rt\<d \ \( ~) '(\µ.,\Q ~ .\b. \11"-_~ 
Y'tO> ~-tc. ""' 

Issues/ Options to Discuss Ill Key Points to Consider Ill Key Questions 

• Certification of individuals not subject to • Coordination of existing data • How can the Exchange create 
Individual Mandate systems/ preventing duplication of administrative efficiencies and 

• Reporting requirements (HHS, Treasury coverage (Medicaid, State/Fed protect the public? 
Open Enrollment, Annual, Mid-Year, Special, Data, HIE, Non-Medicaid) o Reduce administration costs 
Change, COBRA, Administrative, etc.) •Enrollment may be on line, in o Add transparency to health 

• Premium Billing, Collections & Remittance person, by telephone through the insurance 

• Ongoing Account Management {including Exchange or with state officials o Standardized electronic 

renewals, delinquent payment notification, operating one of the other enrollment and payment 

etc.) applicable state health subsidy 

• Operation & Application of Subsidies and programs 

Premium Tax Credits (transparency-the • Implementation of a paperless 

ability to View Calculations) system 

• Free Choice Vouchers 
• Individual Mandates 

• Use of available current available 
technologies {i.e. paperless processes) 

···--·--------

1111 
Work Group Leaders II 

TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 

Work Group representation 
will include but will not be 
limited to: 

• Consumers 

• Agents/Brokers 

• Business owners 

• Health plans 

• Health care providers 

II Project Liaison II 
Derek Lieser 
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OKtAHOMA HEAt THCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups/ Issues for Consideration 

3. Key Advisory Work Group: Eligibility Process & Infrastructure 

Issues I Options to Discuss 

• Cost Sharing 
• Employer premium subsidies (2yr 

limit) 

• Basic Health Program (State Option 
to offer) 

• Elimination of Asset Testing {this 
would apply for most Medicaid 
recipients and for all those eligible 
for premium subsidies through the 

Exchange) 

Key Points to Consider 

•How the 'Small Market' will be 
defined: 1-50 or 51-100. 

•Review Existing Public Subsidy 

Program (Insure Oklahoma) for 
Consolidation, Elimination & 
Administrative Efficiencies 
(Exchange Target Market overlaps 

with Insure OK) 

•Purchases restricted to U.S. citizens 
and legal immigrants who are not 
incarcerated 

Key Questions ~! 
• What elements of Insure Oklahoma and 

SoonerCare on line enrollment can be 
used within the Exchange? 

• At what point do you navigate an 
individual/ family to private or public 

coverage? 

• Starting in 2017, should the Exchange 
include larger employers and public 
employees? 

Work Group Leaders 

TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 

Work Group representation 
will include but will not be 

limited to: 

• Consumers 

• Agents/Brokers 

• Business owners 

• Health plans 

• Health care providers 
•Whether applicant has access to 

employer sponsored insurance (ES1) 

•Whether the ESl meets actuarial 
standards and provides minimum 

essential benefits 

• Will the person enroll from the exchange 
and if so, will you have to incorporate 

each insurers' criteria or will there be a 
basic set of criteria that is agreed by all. ~ Project Liaison 

•Whether the employee's share of 

the premium as a% of income is 
above or below a certain % of their 
income 

•Develop high level workfiow for 
calculating subsides 

• If ESl is available to the person, aren't Derek Lieser 
they required to select that option? 

• Will service payments take place inside 
the Exchange or within company's 

existing mechanisms? 

• Will a predetermine matrix determine 
plan enrollment or will freedom of choice 
be the overriding factor (i.e. upon 

qualification for Medicaid what choices 
are allowed)? 

• ls it allowed to present only the Exchange 
plans that seem to best fit their needs 

based upon responses to qualifying 
questions or must all plans be presented? 

• For what period of time must a consumer 

enroll in a plan, i.e. yearly, monthly? Can 
a state entity like CSED mandate 
enrollment as they do today with ESI? 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups/ Issues for Consideration 

4. Key Advisory Work Group: Information Technology (IT) C\D [ Jb\'l.V't ~~ 

Issues/ Options to Discuss 1i Key Points to Consider !I Key Questions 

• Program integrity, data security, • Quality Measures • How will high level requirements for calculating 
transparency (plans, agencies, • Provider Info/Health System subsidies and tax credits be developed? 
Exchange Operations) Access • How will research technical needs for running the 

• Application of available current • Calculation of Costs (Benefit Exchange through single portal access be 
technologies {i.e. paperless Levels, Mandated Benefits, developed? 
processes) Subsidies, Tax Credits, etc) and • How will high level requirements for an 

• Single Portal Access what costs will be visible to the enrollment and eligibility portal and rules engine 

• Web-site development & applicant be developed? 

maintenance includes: • Premiums must be quoted • Who insures exchange has most up to date 
o Eligibility and Enrollment instantly and easily comparable information? 
o Rating Engines based on age, family composition, • Who insures that the information is secure and in 
o Template maintenance in tobacco use and location compliance? 

standardization of processes • Linking to other state and federal 
databases (IRS, Treasury Dept, 
HHS, State/Federal Employee 
systems, Medicaid, Medicare, 
etc), insurance carriers and 
employers 

• Creation of a paperless system 
both internally and paperless 
access by consumers, agents~.-----brokers and Navigato·rs. 

Ii Work Group Leaders I 
TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 

Work Group representation 
will include but will not be 
limited to: 

• Consumers 

• Agents/Brokers 

• Business owners 

• Health plans 

• Health care providers 

II 
Project Liaison i 

Derek Lieser 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PtANN~NG 
Key Advisory Work Groups/ Issues for Consideration 

5. Key Advisory Work Group: Carrier & Plan Selection 

Issues I Options to Discuss 

• Minimum Essential Benefits an exchange 
must provide: 
o Health -4 Precious Metal Plans plus 

Catastrophic Plan (for ages under 30) 
o State Mandated Benefits (if offered, cost 

born by State) 

o Dental Plans 
o Selective Carrier Contracting 

o Certification/ recertification/ decertification 
requirements for QHPs 

o Standardizing Benefits 
o Network Access 
o Assignment of Quality Ratings 
o Rate Review 

• Multi State Plans - 2 plans required 
• Co-op plans must be addressed if market is 

not competitive 

1111 Key Points to Consider Ill 

•How the Exchange is to 
contract with health plans 

that are determined to be 
of high value, based on 
cost and quality 

•How the 'Small Market' 
will be defined (1-50 or 51-
100) 

•Choices that may be made 
available to employees of 

small businesses, i.e.: plan, 
benefit tier, carrier, etc. 

Key Questions 

•Should participation be required by legislation? 

•Should there be a minimum enrollment period? 

•Do you require a minimum enrollment period? 

•Will the Exchange select health plans through 
negotiations or competitive bidding, or both or 

will it showcase all qualified and licensed carriers? 

o Are plans free to adjust premiums over time as 
enrollment evolves and claim trends develop? 

o How to adjust benefit designs as needed 
without disrupting existing coverage? 

o How much risk selection is tolerable without 
undermining the ability of plans to compete? 

o How will insurers adjust business risks through 
the Exchange and price products at levels that 
consumer will find attractive? 

•Will the Exchange allow each carrier to define 
patient cost sharing within a benefit tier; will it 
specify coinsurance, copayments & deductibles? 

•Will existing grandfathered health plans be able 

to to shed their adverse risks to the Exchange? 

•How healthy is the pool of uninsured people likely 
to enroll through the Exchange, compared to 
those currently insured? 

•How will the Exchange level the playing field with 
insurers in and outside of the Exchange? 

o Should there be a requirement to participate? 
o How can the Exchange foster competition? 
o Should rating practices and range of benefits 

offered be comparable in/out of Exchange? 

ff Work Group Leads I 
TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 

Work Group representation 
will include but will not be 
limited to: 

• Consumers 

• Agents/Brokers 

• Business owners 

• Health plans 

• Health care providers 

II 
Project Liaison· I 

Nicole Prieto Johns 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups/ Issues for Consideration 

ll!J'VliP.. osf I o \ 'O : mn'l.- 'b~ 
6. Key Advisory Work Group: Financial Management & Premium Development (Cost Containment/Risk Mgmt.) 

Ii i:i==ls,,,s,,,u=e=s=/=O=p=t·=,o=n=s=to=·=D=is=c=u=ss=:::=::!l:;=I =====K=e=y=P=o=in=t=s=to=C=on,,,s=id=e=r=====:!i::=====K=e=y=Q=u=e=s=ti=o=n=s===~ 
• Reporting requirements (HHS, 

Treasury Dept, Employers, 
Carriers, etc.} 

• Operational Costs & 
Sustainability 

• Premium Development 

• Risk Adjustment/ Adverse 
Selection (Medical Loss Ratio) 

• Premiums will be set ln advance according to 
adjusted community rating of risk, in and outside 
the Exchanges for the non-group and small
group markets 

• Rating will be based on age, family composition 
(size), tobacco use and location (zip) 

• Rates for the elderly can only be three times as 
high as those for the young 

• Premium rate differences between plans must 
reflect 
o Administrative efficiency 
o Customer service 
o Provider reimbursement rates 
o Care management 
o Clinical networks 

• Comparative risk calculations for health plans 
require submission and analysis of their claims 
data 

• Transfer payments among plans requires running 
premiums through a central distribution point, or 
imposing a premium assessment on competing 
plans, which is then redistributed to compensate 
for risk selection 

• Risk adjustment must apply across the entire 
class or segment of insured people subject to 
rating rules 

• Resources are CMS, Health Connector in MA 
using DxCG, for profit and non-profit 
organizations including university research 
depts. 

• Should the individual a·nd small 
group markets be merged? 

• What strategies can used so 
premium revenues are adjusted for 
risk selection among participating 
carriers? 

• Considerations on putting a risk 
adjustment system in place: 
o ls risk selection among plans 

significant, beyond what is 
already accounted for under the 
allowed rating rules? 

o Is the corrective adjustment 
practical? 

o Would it substantially equalize 
risk? 

• How can the Exchange help to 
contain Oklahoma's health care 
costs? 
o How can the Exchange help to 

improve Oklahoma's health care 
quality? 

• What will be the funding source to 
sustain the Exchange after January 
1, 2015? 

• Will the Exchange regulate prices, if 
so what processes must be created 
to do this? 

~ 

Work Group Leads 

TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 
Work Group 
representation will 
include but will not be 
limited to: 

• Consumers 

• Agents/Brokers 

• Business owners 

• Health plans 

• Health care providers 

--
Project Liaison 

Nicole Prieto Johns 

Page 6 of 8 
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t>- w_a ~ 
OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups/ Issues for Consideration 

7. Key Advisory Work Group: Education and Marketing Ot-i:CJ\ 

Issues / Options to Discuss ii Key Points to Consider n Key Questions 

• Communication & Customer • Need to promote greater • How should the Exchange market its services? 
Service transparency • What strategies can be used to educate 

• Education •Changes the Exchange will make to consumers about the Exchange? 

• Public Outreach the competitive landscape • How brokers, agents and Navigators help 

• Facilitate Enrollment •Targeted outreach and marketing consumers to enroll? 

• Role of licensed Agents and efforts will be needed to attract a • What type of customer services should be 

\ Brokers (Inside I Outside broad and diverse risk pool made available to consumers? 
Exchange Call Center •Education of consumers and • What is the current role of brokers? 

• Broker Management & Brokers/agents on how to access and • What type of services do brokers provide? 
Compensation use a paperless system • How are brokers to be compensated? What 

• Creation of the Navigator • Proactive activities used to promote about retention bonuses or overrides, etc? 
Program carrier participation in the Exchange • Should broker's fees be paid separate and 

• Role of Call Center Reps and the development of innovative apart from premium (transparency)? 

• Producer Appointment plan designs • How will information be distributed in a "fair 
Requirements Role of 11Navigators" (non-licensed and impartial" way (enrollment, availability of 

consumer representatives) premium subsidies, cost sharing reductions, 
etc)? 

• How will Navigators help facilitate enrollment 

~ Soo,.,'<-1'~ in QHPs? 

• How should people be referred to the 

~tc¥~e appropriate agency(s) for questions, 

complaints or grievances? 

• How will they reach people who normally are 

not eligible for public assistance programs? 

• ls there area or regional differences to be 
considered? 

References: 

o::.n~onl 0t.n &a..-Q ~ Cfoo r. FPL =- 2--'S ~ 

Ji Work Group Leads i 
TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 

Work Group 

representation will 
include but will not be 

limited to: 

• Consumers 

• Agents/Brokers 

• Business owners 

• Health plans 

• Health care providers 

i Project Liaison ! 
Nicole Prieto Johns 

Page 7 of 8 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups I Issues for Consideration 

1. Kingsdale J., Bertko, J. Insurance Exchanges Under Health Reform: Six Design Issues for the States. Health Affairs 29:6 June 2010 
2. Robert C. Health Insure Exchanges: Key Issues for State Implementation, State Coverage Initiatives, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, September, 

2010 

Page 8 of 8 
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Section 1: Overview 
The Exchange is an on line marketplace that will offer affordable, high-quality health insurance options from a 
wide variety of carriers to individuals, families and small businesses. It is a one-stop shopping experience 
that will reduce barriers for small businesses that cannot afford small group health insurance as well as to 
individuals and families who have no insurance or do not get adequate insurance at work. 

Project Name Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 

Project Manager Derek Lieser 

Project Manager Nicole Prieto Johns 

Project Sponsor Dr. Terry Cline, Oklahoma Secretary of Health & Human Services 

Team Advisory Committee, Stakeholder Advisory Work Groups, Partnering Agencies 

Customers Citizens of the Great State of Oklahoma 

Section 2: Business Need/Opportunity 
Choosing and purchasing coverage for health care expenses, as well as determining eligibility for 
governmentally provided benefits, can be difficult and confusing for consumers. The Exchange will help 
consumers overcome these complexities by creating a one-stop shop with an efficient enrollment process. 
As a result, a key benefit of the Exchange will be streamlined access to care and contininuity of coverage. 

Inability to afford coverage has been a principle factor causing thousands of Oklahomans to be uninsured. 
Historically, the individual and small group health insurance markets have suffered from adverse selection 
and high administrative costs, resulting in low value and higher premiums for consumers. The Exchange will 
allow individuals and small businesses to benefit from more effective pooling of risk, with the intent of 
reducing premiums and increasing market leverage and economies of scale that large businesses currently 
enjoy in the insurance market. 

Section 3: Description of Final Deliverable(s) 
1. Review and summarize existing information and resources for Oklahoma's existing systems and business 

processes. Assess and discuss resources and expertise currently available at state entities that may 
contribute to the state's ability to operate and/or oversee an exchange. 

2. Analyze Oklahoma's current health insurance market, including both public and private health insurance 
plans and how that market will be affected by the exchange(s). 

a. A statewide survey of existing insurance carriers about aspects of their product lines and plans; 
b. Existing state and federal regulations 
c. Feasibility of offering a state basic health plan option on the exchange 
d. Best methods to identify/certify qualified health plans for the exchange 
e. Consideration of the reinsurance/risk adjustment methods 
f. Review and summarization of effective cost control strategies 
g. Actuarial modeling related to evaluation of premium structure, rate setting, risk adjustment, and 

benefit plan and cost-sharing design 
h. Actuarial modeling evaluating the Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) and other requirements in the non-

Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 
Version 1.0 (draft) 
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Section 5: Scope of Authority 
The Advisory Committee is responsible for making recommendations to Governor Mary Fallin through her 
named designee, the Oklahoma Secretary of Health and Human Services, Dr. Terry Cline. The Advisory 
Committee will seek public comment and engage a wide variety of stakeholder groups through scheduled 
meetings. Information and recommendations gathered during stakeholder ll)eetings will be utilized by the 
Advisory Committee to formulate recommendations to Governor Mary Fallin and the Oklahoma Secretary of 
Health and Human Services .. 

Secretary Cline shall provide the scope of authority to Exchange Project Managers. The Project Managers 
will have numerous responsibilities including contributing to stakeholder groups, managing consultant work 
and deliverables, and ensuring that communication channels remain open between all parties. The Project 
Managers are employees of OSDH. 

Section 6: Oklahoma Exchange Advisory Committee Members 

Representing Agency 

Secretary of Health and Human Services 

Oklahoma Insurance Department 

Oklahoma Health Care Authority 

Governor's Office 

Speaker Designee 

Pro Tempore Designee 

Office of State Finance 

State CIO 

State HIT Coordinator 

Oklahoma State Department of Health 

Oklahoma Department of Human Services 

Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and 
Substance Abuse 

Insurance Exchange Staff, Project Managers 

Section 7: Project Boundaries 

Project will include: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Consultation with stakeholders 
Connecting consumers to available coverage 
Certifying exempt individuals 
Determining eligibility 

Assigning price and quality ratings to plans 
Comparing plans, providers, and insurers 

Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 
Version 1.0 (draft) 

Members 

Dr. Terry Cline 

Commissioner Doak (or Designee) 

Mike Rhoads 

Mike Fogerty 
(or Designee Cindy Roberts) 
Buffy Heater 

Katie Altshuler (or Designee Andrew Silvestri) 

Jonathon Buxton 

Trait Thompson 

Rich Edwards 

Alex Pettit 

John Calabro 

Julie Cox-Kain 

To be named 

To be named 

Nicole Prieto Johns 

Derek Lieser 

14909



findings, prepare written reports 

Laptop/PC/Software for two project managers at $5,804.64 per 
Equipment $11,609.28 position 

Postage/ mailing/ printing of invitations and printed materials for 
stakeholder meetings at $5,000. Phone service for two project 

Supplies $7,000.00 managers at $2,000.00 for the year 
In-state and out-of-state travel over the course of the grant, 
includes an estimated 4 out-of-state trips over the life of the 

Travel $14,000.00 grant, $3,500 each for four key personnel 

Indirect costs $23,070.72 ODMHSAS grant administration functions, 9.6% indirect cost rate 

Meeting space rental fees, approximately $500 per meeting for 
Other Costs $10,000.00 20 focus groups I town halls conducted statewide 

Budget Total $1,000,000.00 Total grant funds requested 

Section 9: Continued 

• Early Innovator Grant (See Attachment "A"): Oklahoma's Early Innovator Planning Grant award 
includes a total of $$54,582,269 to be spent over the course of the 2 year grant. 

Section 10: Regulatory Environment 
All applicable, local, state, and federal rules, policies, Statutes or Acts, including Executive order 13535 dated 
March 24, 2010, as well as all known industry and or professional standards that may define the quality 
matrix of the project or may regulate project initiation, implementation, closing and deliverables will be 
upheld. 

The regulation of insurance within the state of Oklahoma lies within the jurisdiction of the Insurance 
Code and the Insurance Commissioner and that in the event that the ACA ceases to be effective, the 
Advisory Committee will meet to evaluate how to continue the development of the Oklahoma Health 
Insurance Exchange 

Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 
Version 1.0 (draft) 
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Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Steering Committee 

OSDH / Rm. 307 
Thursday, March 3, 2011 Dr. Otho Whiteneck Boardroom Exchange Project Managers: 

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. 1000 NE 101
h Street Derek Lieser 

Oklahoma City, OK 73117 Nicole Prieto Johns 

Agenda 

I. Welcome - Dr. Terry Cline ' ·~ ... 

II. Steering Committee Organization - Julie Cox-Kain -F a) Oversight 
b) Charter 

1 
#-I 
-3 

Planning Grant - Derek and Nicole -Ill. 

~ a) Status of Planning Grant Request for Proposal (RFP) for Gap Analysis Contractor 
b) Work Group charters and timelines 
c) Priority Workgroups: Governance, Eligibility, Enrollment & IT q_ 
d) Minimum requirements for Establishment Grant 'ili-

l 
(j 

IV. Early Innovator Grant - John Calabro & Buffy Heater 

l a) Logical Model Overview - Architectural Design options presentation 
b) Anticipated impact of priority work group recommendations on design options ... 

\l i v. Next Stakeholder Meeting: March 16, 2011- Nicole and Derek 
.~ a) Proposed Agenda 

1. b) Breakout sessions: Initial organizational meetings for work groups 

VI. Next Steering Committee Meeting - Derek and Nicole 
~ a) March 10, 2011 - lpm OSDH 

b) Call for agenda Items for next meeting 

VII. Adjournment 
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Steering Committee Members 

Representing Agency Members Email 

Secretary of Health and Dr. Cline TerryC@health.ok.gov 
Human Services Julie Cox-Kain JulieK@health.ok.gov 

Oklahoma Insurance Commissioner Doak John.Doak@oid.ok.gov 
Department Mike Rhoads Mike.Rhoads@oid.ok.gov 

Oklahoma Health Care Cindy Roberts Cindy.Roberts@ohca.org 
Authority Buffy Heater Buf[y.Heater@ohca.org 

Governor's Office Katie Altshuler Katie.Altshuler@gov.ok.gov 

(alternate Andrew Silvestri) Andrew.Silvestri@gov.ok.gov 

Speaker Designee Jonathon Buxton Jonathon.Buxton@okhouse.gov 

Pro Temp ore Designee Trait Thompson Thom~sonT@oksenate.gov 

Office of State Finance Rich Edwards Rich.Edwards@osf.ok.gov 

State CIO Alex Pettit Alex.Pettit@osf.ok.gov 

State HIT Coordinator John Calabro John.Calabro@okhca.org 

Oklahoma Department of TBD 
Human Services 

Oklahoma Department of TBD 
Mental Health and 
Substance Abuse 

Insurance Exchange Project Nicole Prieto Johns 
NicolePJ@health.ok.gov 

Managers 
Derek Lieser Derekl@health.ok.gov 

Key Advisory Workgroups 

Work Groups Sponsor I Champion Chair/ Co-Chair 
Governance & Administrative Governor's office Katie Altshuler 
Structure Ju lie Cox-Kain 

Enrollment, Eligibility Process & Oklahoma Health Care Authority Buffy Heater 
Infrastructure (representative from health plans) 

Information Technology Office of State Finance Alex Pettit 
Oklahoma Health Information John Calabro 
Exchange Trust 

Carrier & Plan Selection Oklahoma Insurance Department Mike Rhoads 
(Laura Brookings TBD) 

Financial Management & Premium Office of State Finance Rich Edwards 
Development (representative from OID) 

Education & Marketing Oklahoma Insurance Department TBD 
Oklahoma Health Care Authority 
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Section 1: Overview 
The Exchange is an online marketplace that will offer affordable, high-quality health insurance options to 
individuals, families and small businesses. It is a one-stop shopping experience that will reduce barriers for 
small businesses that cannot afford small group health insurance as well as to individuals and families who 
have no insurance or do not get adequate insurance at work. 

Project Name Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 

Project Manager Derek Lieser 

Project Manager Nicole Prieto Johns 

Project Sponsor Dr. Terry Cline, Oklahoma Secretary of Health & Human Services 

Team Steering Committee, Stakeholder Advisory Work Groups, Partnering Agencies 

Customers Citizens of the Great State of Oklahoma 

Section 2: Business Need/Opportunity 
Determining eligibility - including changes in eligibility - for various types of coverage can be difficult and 
confusing for consumers. The Exchange will help consumers overcome these complexities. As a result, a key 
benefit of the Exchange will be streamlined access to care and contininuity of coverage. 

Inability to afford coverage has been a principle factor causing thousands of Oklahomans to be uninsured. 
Historically, the individual and small group health insurance markets have suffered from adverse selection 
and high administrative costs, resulting in low value and higher premiums for consumers. The Exchange will 
allow individuals and small businesses to benefit from more effective pooling of risk, which could help reduce 
premiums and increase market leverage and economies of scale that large businesses currently enjoy in the 
insurance market. 

Section 3: Description of Final Deliverable(s) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

Review and summarize existing information and resources for Oklahoma's existing systems and business 
processes. Assess and discuss resources and expertise currently available at state entities that may 
contribute to the state's ability to operate and/or oversee an exchange. 

Analyze Oklahoma's current health insurance market, including both public and private health insurance 
plans and how that market will be affected by the exchange(s). 

a. A statewide survey of existing insurance carriers about aspects of their product lines and plans; 
b. Existing state and federal regulations 
c. Feasibility of offering a state basic health plan option on the exchange 
d. Best methods to identify/certify qualified health plans for the exchange 
e. Consideration of the reinsurance/risk adjustment methods 
f. Review and summarization of effective cost control strategies 
g. Actuarial modeling related to evaluation of premium structure, rate setting, risk adjustment, and 

benefit plan and cost-sharing design 
h. Actuarial modeling evaluating the Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) and other requirements in the non-

group/small group markets and potential impact on the Oklahoma insurance market. 

Review and summarize current information and projects related to the development of health insurance 
exchanges in other states. 

Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 
Version 1.0 (draft) 
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Section 6: Oklahoma Exchange Steering Committee Members 

Representing Agency Members 

Secretary of Health and Human Services Dr. Terry Cline 

Oklahoma Insurance Department Commissioner Doak (or Designee) 

Mike Rhoads 

Oklahoma Health Care Authority Mike Fogerty 
(or Designee Cindy Roberts) 

Buffy Heater 

Governor's Office Katie Altshuler (or Designee Andrew Silvestri) 

Speaker Designee Jonathon Buxton 

Pro Tempore Designee Trait Thompson 

Office of State Finance Rich Edwards 

State CIO Alex Pettit 

State HIT Coordinator John Calabro 

Oklahoma State Department of Health Julie Cox-Kain 

Oklahoma Department of Human Services To be named 

Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and To be named 
Substance Abuse 

Insurance Exchange Staff, Project Managers Nicole Prieto Johns 
(non-voting Steering Committee participants) Derek Lieser 

Section 7: Project Boundaries 

Project will involve the following: 

• Consult with stakeholders 

• Connect consumers to available coverage 

• Certify exempt individuals 

• Determine eligibility 

• Assign price and quality rating to plans 

• Compare plans, providers, and insurers 

• Provide high-quality information to consumer 

• Enroll individuals and employers 

• Certify Plans 

• Integrate with other State plans 

• Facilitate flow of premium payments, tax credits, and subsidies 

• Coordination with HIT Coordinator and OHIET 

• Establish Consumer Information Service/Customer Service system 

Project will NOT involve the following: 

• 
• 

Design and development of individual carrier or plan products 

Development of projects or products outside the scope of the Exchange 

Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 
Version 1.0 (draft) 
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Section 9: Continued 

• Early Innovator Grant (See Attachment "A"): Oklahoma's Early Innovator Planning Grant award 
includes a total of $$54,582,269 to be spent over the course of the 2 year grant. 

stablishment Grant. This funding opportunity is intended to support the progress of the state 
toward the establish nt of an exchange. Oklahoma's application has not yet been submitted. 

·.Award amounts wil ary based on application category and the specific needs of each state. ? 
• 

Section 10: Regulatory Environment 
All applicable, local, state, and federal rules, policies, Statutes or Acts as well as all known industry and or 
professional standards that may define the quality matrix of the project or may regulate project initiation, 
implementation, closing and deliverables will be strictly adhered to. 

Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 
Version 1.0 {draft) 14917



Oklahoma Health 
Information Exchange 
, Trust- OH/ET 
l 

Presentation to OHX Steering Committee 
Oklahoma City- March 3, 2011 

'. Health Information Exchange In Oklahoma 

• Statewide stakeholders have agreed on a 
public trust as the Incorporation model 

• SB 1373 enables the Oklahoma Health 
Information Exchange Trust (OHIET) as the 
public entity 

• SB 1373 passed the House and the Senate by 
unanimous votes In each chamber 

• Governor signed SB 1373 into law with an 
emergency clause and the effective date of 
July 1, 2010 

OHIET Philosophy: neutral party 

.1 

Oklahoma Public Trust Act 

Title 60, Oklahoma 
Statutes, Section 176, et 
seq. 

; Timeframes 

--1 

February 17, 2009- analysis of ARRA Impacts 

Late Sprlilg 2009 - Govemor/Leglalatlve HIT taskforce 

Summer 2009- public hearings + technlcal papers 

fall 2009 through January 2010- exhaustive meetings 

Oklahoma leglalalure starts first Monday In February and 
seine die the last Friday of May 

Wanted a uniform agreement end approach to leglslallon 

SB 1373 passed House/Senate unanimously 

Governor signed June 2010: law took effect July 1, 2010 

Article of Indenture requires Attorney General approval 

Trustees appointed end pass background checks 

First official meeting on October 5, 2010 

OHIET 
....... 

Grant lnlormallon Trutlffl~ 
Alignments Technok>gy 

·Robert Roswell, MO Coordinator 

• JeMy Alexopuk>a, DO 
Executive 

• Craig Jones 
i" i,:-, It\,! DlteelOI 

·David Kendrick, MO 
1•,(l,< 

Oklahoma Hfflth • Julle Cox-Kain 
··-ii·' Information Exchange 

Trott- OHIET - samOulkl 
/.,:.,,·, " 

· Brian Yeaman, MD 5ev61'1trusleu 

Gov(3) $(2) H(2) 

I 
Advltory Boerd (20) 
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i 
' --1 

l Oklahoma Successful Grants 

liltiho.lltnQI: Gum: 
$1.8M and one or only eight •tat" 
!klK:OflCMl!!WnltYl 
$12M and one of Oflly .. VenleMt tlal .. 

RtglO!Mt..EJ!ltolkla CtnW: 
$$.SM 
lltallhln11.onaEGtlM9t: 
Mofl eomptehtoalVt ptopoul 
$S4.6M and ont or cnl)' ...v.n •tat .. 
lugetl 
!OClfllh:il: 
first Nit to Nve appn>Val 

Tledwlth Kentueky .. lhe llr•t s11ltlomtke t paymeni 
Aw"ded $2$41.1 to IM mtdlul oommun!ty 
lldf':•iti: 
$1M(1pplltd) 

OHX =TECHNOLOGY GRANT 
- - ~ ~ 

1 J Affordable 

~~ . ~ 

. 
j Care Act STA~DARDIZED q TRANSACTIONS 

·i 
l 

' 
1 

i.....J 

Section 

1561 Q CODESETS 
~ 

Dear State nil VOCABULARIES 
Health Offlclal 

Sept 3, 2010 . 

STAKEHOLDER GATEWAY TO 
HEALTH CARE SYSTEM 

Member 

p/oysr 

HeallhP/sn 

. 

OHCA/ISD Outsourced Contracting 

State Private 

Agency . Sector 
j 

Average 9.4% 90.6% 
__ J 

-'i 
Re-compete 7.8% 92.2% 

OHXgrant .. 2.1% 97.9% 

l GRANT WRITING ;1 

,j " TECHNOLOGY DRIVEN 
'l 
l " LEVERAGE EXISTING STAFF 
• ·" 1 '1 STANDARDS: transactfons/code sels/vocabularlea 
.j 

1 LEVERAGE CONTRACTS 

' RULES ENGINE 

., SYNERGY - WORK WITH OTHER GRANTS 

.,, OUTSCOURCING BRICKS and MORTAR 

,, TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE - PRAGMATIC ., 

~l"i":~:..- E~'§:__ 

....... ,·~ .. ·•· .~ ...... 
ii;r:=~-:Cc"';':."".;::;;.:~·-~-- fi,".<\.:'":r':?';!~~-""~-., 
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! 

LOGICAL MODEL 

-Ji . ;;.rJ .:::.. . = ----=- . 
1 """ -··- ~ 

- ~~ -· :.~,-[-~F;.~o~; 
~~ ~;.""! .c::~ 

- ""£:' -- :-u.[~"; 

3 Online Enrollment = Pink Box 

; '' Qualify for programs with one application 
"j 
·. l " Web (SOAP) services 

j 1 Rules based quallflcatlon that took three years 
1 to write all of the -16,000 Boolean logic rules 

j • Operational since September 2010 

,, Proven track record 

'·1 Lower risk for project delays compared to new 
ground-up development 

·i Scalable hardware architecture 

WEB PORTAL - next check 

" Move to customer to Insurance exchange 

" Seamless handoff 

., Standards 

' Possible separate vendor 

MEMBER PATH 

--------+- MemborPortal 

Screenln11 
Ou&stlon1 +Data 

Determine Pathway 

Insurance 
Exchange 

Ref1rrall IG 
WIC Referrall 

loOKDHS 

WEB PORTAL - first check 

" Insure Oklahoma/Premium Assistance 

~~ SoonerCare 

· .-i Si Breast & Cervical Cancer 

,, W I C (maybe) 

' Other state programs 

VALUE TO CLIENTS 

., Qualify for programs with one application 

! • Technology and complexity hidden behind 
· the web portal 

i ' Toll free technical support + questions 

' Plastic ID card 

" Personal health record to keep 

., Bridge Into medical community 

•i Fast and easy access to commerclel plans 
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Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Steering Committee 

OSDH / Rm. 307 
Thursday, March 10, 2011 Dr. Otho Whiteneck Boardroom Exchange Project Managers: 

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. 1000 NE 10th Street Derek Lieser 

Oklahoma City, OK 73117 Nicole Prieto Johns 

Agenda 

I. Welcome - Julie Cox-Kain 

II. Discussion of Project Charter - Julie Cox-Kain 

Ill. Discussion of HUB Bill, HB2130- Katie Altshuler? 

IV. Exchange Business Process Flowchart - Derek and Nicole 

V. Exchange Assumptions Review - Buffy Heater 
a) Key considerations 
b) Design options 

VI. Stakeholder Meeting: March 16, 2011- Derek and Nicole 
a) Proposed Agenda 
b) Organizational meetings for workgroups 

VII. Next Steering Committee Meeting - Derek and Nicole 
c) March 17, 2011- lpm OSDH 
d) Call for agenda Items for next meeting 

VIII. Adjournment 
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Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Advisory Committee 

. 
OSDH I Rm. 307 

Thursday, April 28 2011 Dr. Otho Whiteneck Boardroom Exchange Project Managers: 
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. 1000 NE 10th Street I Derek Lieser 

Oklahoma City, OK 73117 Nicole Prieto Johns 
.· . 

A enda 

I. Welcome - Secretary Cline 

II. Next Steps - Secretary Cline and Julie Cox-Kain 

III. Legislation and Governance Structure (SB0971) - Katie Altshuler 

IV. Scope of Work for Exchange Planning Process Discussion- Nicole Prieto Johns and Derek 
Lieser 

V. Progress of Advisory Workgroups (if time permits) - Nicole Prieto Johns and Derek 
Lieser 

VI. Next Advisory Committee Meeting - Nicole Prieto Johns 
a) May 26, 2011- 1pm OSDH 
b) Call for agenda Items for next meeting 

VII. Adjournment 

Exchange Website - www.ok.gov/insuranceexchange 14922
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Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Project Charter 1.0 

Project Mission 
Utilizing available technologies and efficient systems, the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange (Exchange) will seek 
to reduce the number of uninsured Oklahomans and increase access to high quality, affordable health care 
insurance for all Oklahomans as well as ensure accountability and transparency in the purchase of insurance as well 
as to increase the portability and continuity of coverage for individuals and families across the state. The Exchange 
will be developed in such a way as to simplify the purchase of health insurance for individuals and businesses while 
expanding available consumer choices and fostering competition on price, quality, and service in the health 
insurance marketplace as well as drive quality improvement and cost containment. 

The Exchange will be established in the public interest, for the benefit of the people and businesses who obtain 
health insurance coverage for themselves, their families and their employees through the Exchange now and in the 
future. It will empower consumers by giving them the information and tools they need to make sound insurance 
choices. The Exchange will be developed in a transparent process that allows stakeholders and consumers 
statewide an opportunity to provide meaningful input into the development of the system. This input may include 
statewide stakeholder meetings, teleconferences, and web access. 

Vision 
Oklahoma's Exchange will facilitate the flow of information between consumers, plans, and state and federal 
agencies. A successful Exchange will provide value to individual and group consumers, offering: meaningful choice of 
health plans and providers, convenience, "apples-to-apples" comparisons, smooth enrollment and easy payment 
processing, excellent customer service; and clear value for the premium dollar. 

Health insurers will be able to compete in a market-based system and will have access to easy enrollment, billing 
and payment processing, as well as protection from adverse selection. 

Core Values 

• Transparency 
• Accountability 
• Use of corporate decision making processes 
• Adopting consumer driven goals 

• Open to stakeholder input 
• Open and competitive bidding processes 

• Efficient and timely processes 

• Achievement oriented 

Project Definition 
The Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange will create a more organized marketplace for health insurance while 
retaining market-based competition. The Exchange will ensure that its enrollment and eligibility technology is 
accessible to insurance carriers, which in turn will offer a choice of plans. The Exchange will establish common 
rules regarding the offering and pricing of insurance and provide information to help consumers better understand 
available options. This state-based initiative will be a key element in providing insurance coverage to thousands of 
currently uninsured Oklahomans. 

Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 

Version 1.1 
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Section 1: Overview 

The Exchange is an online marketplace that will offer affordable, high-quality health insurance options from a wide 

variety of carriers to individuals, families, and small businesses. It is a one-stop shopping experience that will 
reduce barriers for small businesses that cannot afford small group health insurance as well as to individuals and 
families who have no insurance or do not get adequate insurance at work. 

Project Name Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 

Project Manager Derek Lieser 

Project Manager Nicole Prieto Johns 

Project Sponsor Dr. Terry Cline, Oklahoma Secretary of Health & Human Services 

Team Advisory Committee, Stakeholder Advisory Work Groups, Partnering Agencies 

Customers Citizens of the Great State of Oklahoma 

Section 2: Business Need/Opportunity 

Choosing and purchasing coverage for health care expenses, as well as determining eligibility for 
governmentally provided benefits, can be difficult and confusing for consumers. The Exchange will help 
consumers overcome these complexities by creating a one-stop shop with an efficient enrollment process. As a 
result, a key benefit of the Exchange will be streamlined access to care and contininuity of coverage. 

Inability to afford coverage has been a principle factor causing thousands of Oklahomans to be uninsured. 
Historically, the individual and small group health insurance markets have suffered from adverse selection and high 
administrative costs, resulting in low value and higher premiums for consumers. The Exchange will allow individuals 
and small businesses to benefit from more effective pooling of risk, with the intent of reducing premiums and 
increasing market leverage and economies of scale that large businesses currently enjoy in the insurance market. 

Section 3: Description of Final Deliverable(s) 
1. Review and summarize existing information and resources for Oklahoma's existing systems and business 

processes. Assess and discuss resources and expertise currently available at state entities that may contribute 
to the state's ability to operate and/or oversee an exchange. 

2. Analyze Oklahoma's current health insurance market, including both public and private health insurance plans 
and how that market will be affected by the exchange(s). 

a. A statewide survey of existing insurance carriers about aspects of their product lines and plans; 
b. Existing state and federal regulations 
c. Feasibility of offering a state basic health plan option on the exchange 
d. Best methods to identify/certify qualified health plans for the exchange 
e. Consideration of the reinsurance/risk adjustment methods 
f. Review and summarization of effective cost control strategies 
g. Actuarial modeling related to evaluation of premium structure, rate setting, risk adjustment, and 

benefit plan and cost-sharing design 
h. Actuarial modeling evaluating the Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) and other requirements in the non

group/small group markets and potential impact on the Oklahoma insurance market. 

3. Review and summarize current information and projects related to the development of health insurance 
exchanges in other states. 
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Section 3: Continued 

4. Recommend the best option for governance of the Exchange in accordance with all applicable laws. An 
Exchange shall be a governmental agency, public trust, or nonprofit entity that is established by the State. 

5. Recommend one or more alternatives for the development and operation of an insurance exchange system for 
Oklahoma including the use of private vendors, existing or modified governmental services or a combination 
thereof. 

6. Develop approaches to communication and information technology infrastructure planning related to the need 
to facilitate the exchange of data between the exchange, insurance carriers, and premium payment 

systems, which will in turn provide good information to various groups of insurance consumers, including 
individuals and businesses, both before and after implementation of the exchange. 

a. Requirements for one or more Web-based search engine(s) to enable effective comparison of plans, 
including consumer characteristics, existing provider relationships, and desired level of cost-sharing. 

b. Approaches to operating a consumer support call center and/or hiring consumer exchange "navigators" 
(individuals available to assist consumers) as part of the exchange. 

c. Maintain a role for trained, licensed insurance professionals in the eligibiity and enrollment 

processes. 

7. Procuring a Contractor to develop the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange. 
a. Prepare an RFP in accordance with Oklahoma laws, regulations and practices, including the use of the 

standard template specified by the State. 
b. Develop an evaluation plan for review. 
c. Develop evaluation criteria for evaluating solicitations. 

Section 4: Assumptions and Constra ints 
Assumptions: 

• Leverage SoonerCare Online Enrollment infrastructure and other interoperable data gathering systems to 
allow real time eligibility and enrollment determinations 

• Use of lessons learned from Insure Oklahoma - State government and private insurance partnership 
• Use of lessons learned from Health Information Exchange - mobilization of healthcare information 

electronically across organizations within a region, community, or hospital system 

• Insurance Industry- Multiple quality plans will be available and accessible throughout the state 
• Exchange Marketability - Market-based and customer driven, providing products of choice to citizens and 

employers 
Constraints: 

• Timeline - must begin operating by January 1, 2014 
• Sustainability - must be self-sustaining by January 1, 2015 
• In the event that the ACA ceases to be effective, the Advisory Committee will meet to evaluate how to 

continue the development of the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange. 
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Section 5: Scope of Authority 

The Advisory Committee is responsible for making recommendations to Governor Mary Fallin through her named 
designee, the Oklahoma Secretary of Health and Human Services, Dr. Terry Cline. The Advisory Committee will seek 
public comment and engage a wide variety of stakeholder groups through scheduled meetings. Information and 
recommendations gathered during stakeholder meetings will be utilized by the Advisory Committee to formulate 
recommendations to Governor Mary Fallin and the Oklahoma Secretary of Health and Human Services. 

Secretary Cline shall provide the scope of authority to Exchange Project Managers. The Project Managers will have 
numerous responsibilities including contributing to stakeholder groups, managing consultant work and deliverables, 
and ensuring that communication channels remain open between all parties. The Project Managers are employees 
of OSDH. 

Section 6: Oklahoma Exchange Advisory Committee Members 

Representing Organizations 

Secretary of Health and Human Services 

Oklahoma Insurance Department 

Oklahoma Health Care Authority 

Governor's Office 

Speaker Designee 

Pro Tempore Designee 

Office of State Finance 

State CIO 

State HIT Coordinator 

Oklahoma State Department of Health 

Oklahoma Department of Human Services 

Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and 

Substance Abuse 

Insurance Exchange Staff 

Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 
Version 1.1 

Members 

Secretary Terry Cline 

Insurance Commissioner Doak 

or Designee 

Deputy Insurance Commissioner Mike Rhoads 

CEO Mike Fogarty 

or Designee: Deputy Director Cindy Roberts 

Buffy Heater, Director of Planning and Development 

Katie Altshuler, Policy Director 

or Designee: Deputy Policy Director Andrew Silvestri 

Jonathan Buxton 

Trait Thompson 

Rich Edwards 

Alex Pettit 

John Calabro 

Julie Cox-Kain, COO 

Director Howard Hendrick 
or Designee 

Commissioner Terri White 
or Designee: Deputy Commissioner Steve Buck 

Nicole Prieto Johns, Project Manager 

Derek Lieser, Project Manager 
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Section 7: Project Boundaries 

Project will include: 
• Consultation with stakeholders 
• Connecting consumers to available coverage 

• Certifying exempt individuals 
• Determining eligibility 
• Assigning price and quality ratings to plans 

• Comparing plans, providers, and insurers 
• Providing high-quality information to consumer 

• Enrolling individuals and employers 
• Certify Plans 
• Explore integration of the Exchange with other states, including multi-state compacts 

• Facilitate flow of premium payments, tax credits, and subsidies 
• Coordination with HIT Coordinator and OHIET 
• Establish Consumer Information Service/Customer Service system 
• Ensuring consumer access to trained, licensed insurance professionals 

Project will NOT include: 

• Designing and developing individual carrier or plan products 
• Development of projects or products outside the scope of the Exchange 
• Requiring the implementation of other mandates contained in ACA that do not pertain to the 

implementation of an insurance exchange 

Section 8: Selected Schedule Milestones 

1. Transparency of project materials via email and website communications 
2. Project Charter completed and approved 
3. Project Management Plan completed and approved 
4. Project timelines and Gantt chart completed and approved 
5. Governance developed & legislation approved 
6. Template for Exchange enrollment and eligibility deployed 
7. Sustainability plan developed 
8. Request for Proposal created for Exchange development 
9. Develop business process models and architectural diagrams 
10. Conduct stakeholder focus groups and surveys 
11. Develop logical data model 
12. Create system design interface 
13. Create call center development rules engine 
14. Develop approved benefit package system 
15. Create training plan and user manuals 
16. Test summary and security testing results reviewed 

Section 9: Project Justification/ Budget 

• Planning Grant 
Oklahoma's Exchange Planning Grant award includes a total of $1,000,000 to be spent over the course of 
the grant. The two major expenditures will be personnel and contractual costs. 
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Section 9: Continued 

Object Class TOTAL Justification 

Category REQUESTED 

2 full-time project managers at pay grade 11 = $64,000.00 per 
Personnel $128,000.00 position, per year 

Fringe Benefits $56,320.00 44% of project manager salary= $28,160.00 per position 
Consultant contract to conduct comprehensive research and 

Contractual analysis of exchange planning efforts, develop solutions, present 
Costs $750,000.00 findings, prepare written reports 

Laptop/PC/Software for two project managers at $5,804.64 per 
Equipment $11,609.28 position 

Postage/ mailing/ printing of invitations and printed materials for 
stakeholder meetings at $5,000. Phone service for two project 

Supplies $7,000.00 managers at $2,000.00 for the year 
In-state and out-of-state travel over the course of the grant, 
includes an estimated 4 out-of-state trips over the life of the 

Travel $14,000.00 grant, $3,500 each for four key personnel 

Indirect costs $23,070.72 ODMHSAS grant administration functions, 9.6% indirect cost rate 

Meeting space rental fees, approximately $500 per meeting for 
Other Costs $10,000.00 20 focus groups I town halls conducted statewide 

Budget Total $1,000,000.00 Total grant funds requested 

• Early Innovator Grant (See Attachment "A" ): Oklahoma's Early Innovator Planning Grant award includes a 
total of $54,582,269 to be spent over the course of the 2 year grant. 

Section 10: Regulatory Environment 
All applicable, local, state, and federal rules, policies, Statutes or Acts, including Executive order 13535 dated March 
24, 2010, as well as all known industry and or professional standards that may define the quality matrix of the 
project or may regulate project initiation, implementation, closing and deliverables will be upheld. 

The regulation of insurance within the state of Oklahoma lies within the jurisdiction of the Insurance Code and 

the Insurance Commissioner and that in the event that the ACA ceases to be effective, the Advisory Committee 
will meet to evaluate how to continue the development of the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange. 

Acronyms 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

MLR - Medical Loss Ratio 

ACA - Affordable Care Act 
OSDH - Oklahoma State Department of Health 

HIT - Health Information Technology 
OHIET - Oklahoma Health Information Exchange Trust 
ODMHSAS - Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse 

Exchange - Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 
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. 
Section 11: Advisory Committee Signatures 

Members Signature 

Dr. Terry Cline 

Julie Cox-Kain 

Commissioner Doak 

Mike Rhoads 

Cindy Roberts 

Buffy Heater 

Katie Altshuler 

Jonathan Buxton 

Trait Thompson 

Rich Edwards 

Alex Pettit 

John Calabro 

Howard Hendrick 

Terri White 

Project Managers Signature 

Nicole Prieto Johns 

Derek Lieser 
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Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace 

Prepared for: 

Oklahoma State Department of Health 

Presented by: 

Tim Harris, FSA, MAAA 
Principal 

Stacey V. Muller, FSA, MAAA 
Actuary 

Andrew Naugle, MBA 
Principal 

January 30, 2011 Milliman 
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Caveats and Limitations 

• This presentation and accompanying reports are intended to provide 
actuarial projections, information, and guidance to support planning 
and decision-making by the State of Oklahoma as it relates to the 
State's response to Health Insurance Exchange-related provisions of 
the Affordable Care Act. The report may not be suitable for other 
purposes. 

• This presentation and accompanying reports have been solely 
prepared for internal use by the Oklahoma State Department of Health 
(OSDH). Although Milliman understands that the report may be 
distributed to third parties, Milliman does not intend to benefit, or create 
a legal duty to, any third party recipient of its work. If the report is 
distributed to third parties, it should be distributed only in its entirety. 

• The information contained in this presentation and accompanying 
reports is technical in nature and dependent upon specific assumptions 
and methods. No party should rely upon this information without a 
thorough understanding of those assumptions and methods. 
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Caveats and Limitations 

• Actual results, experience, and outcomes will deviate from 
projected results and outcomes due to a variety of influences, 
including emerging experience, changes in insurance products 
and practices, adjustments to reflect new regulations, and 
decisions made the State. 

• The projections included in this presentation and accompanying 
reports are based on Milliman's understanding of the Affordable 
Care Act (ACA) and its associated regulations issued to date 
and could change materially as additional regulations and 
legislation are formulated. 

• In developing the projections, Milliman relied on data and other 
information provided by OSDH, other public sources of 
information, and interested third-parties. If the underlying data 
or information is inaccurate or incomplete, the results of our 
analysis may likewise be inaccurate or incomplete. 
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Agenda - Actuarial Study 

• Federal Legislative Background 

• Current Oklahoma Health Insurance Markets 

• Marketplace Decision Points 

• Projected Health Insurance Markets 

• Potential Implementation Decisions 

4 
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Federal Legislative Background 

• Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 (PPACA) and the 
Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, collectively 
referred to as the Affordable Care Act (ACA) enacted in March 2010. 

• Seeks to cover or expand coverage for uninsured and underinsured 
through: 
- Expansion of Medicaid 

- Providing premium and cost sharing assistance based on income 

- Establishing minimum essential benefits and cost sharing levels 

- Increasing access to insurance, limiting insurance rate variability, and requiring 
most individuals to carry insurance coverage 

• Creates a marketplace(s) to serve as a mechanism to allow eligible 
individuals to research, select, and purchase individual and small . 
group insurance coverage. 

• Marketplace to be active by January 1, 2014 and will be the vehicle 
through which premium and cost sharing assistance is provided. 

5 
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Current Oklahoma Health Insurance Markets 

• The largest concentration of health insurance coverage is from 
employer sponsored plans, providing health insurance to 
approximately 1.6 million individuals or about 43°/o of the total state 
population . 

• The individual health insurance market is the smallest source of health 
insurance coverage in Oklahoma, with approximately 182,000 
individuals or about 5% of the total state population. 

• Enrollment in Medicaid, CHIP, Medicare, and other government 
sponsored programs covers about 34% of the population at 1.25 million 
individuals. 

• An estimated 691,000 individuals, or almost 19% of the State's total 
population, are uninsured. 

6 

- An estimated 18°/o are aged 19 and under; 82°/o are between the ages of 20 
and 64; and less than 1 % are over age 65. 

- A portion consists of undocumented residents estimated at 121,000. The 
undocumented population is not eligible for Medicaid under current law and will 
not be eligible for ACA expansions or premium/cost sharing assistance in the 
future . 

1/30/2012 
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Marketplace Decision Points 

• The State must decide who will establish the marketplace, as this 
decision sets the stage for much of the detailed discussions about the 
structures, responsibilities, and impact on the State's health insurance 
markets. 
- The State can establish the marketplace, including decisions regarding its 

scope and interaction with existing health insurance. 
- The Federal government can establish the marketplace, making design 

decisions. 
- Through a State-Federal partnership where the Federal government would 

design the marketplace but the State could handle some key functions. 

• Should the State choose to allow a Federally-Facilitated marketplace, 
the State may still have responsibility for some direct functions and 
oversight 

7 
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Marketplace Decision Points (cont.) 

• Key decisions if Oklahoma chooses to develop its own 
marketplace, which will determine who will make the detailed 
design decisions and which insurance markets and populations 
will be impacted: 
- How will the marketplace be governed 

- The scope of the marketplace (individual, small group separate, or 
combined) 

- Whether to establish a Basic Health Plan for those with incomes between 
138o/o and 200% of the federal poverty level 

• Detailed design decisions will influence the availability of, and 
premiums for, health insurance in Oklahoma, including: 
- Participation rules for insurers and consumers 

- Benefit plan and essential health benefits parameters 

- Long-term funding for marketplace administrative costs 

8 
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Projected Health Insurance Markets 

• Assumed an Oklahoma Health Insurance Marketplace (OHIM) is 
created with: 
- Separate marketplaces (and risk pools) for individual and small group 

insurance bo \Vt, w~ -\-i C..0\\,d·i,V-L l~'\v r-::cw\~ cV vu*-
- Only small groups with 2 to 50 employees eligible initially 
- No Basic Health Plan wxu.&:; J2cu.o;~ er,~~ ·l.M., 2-0\~ +. 100 ~ AC.A 

• Modeling performed to illustrate potential landscape of the 
insurance markets after implementation of the OHIM: 
- Reflecting market characteristics such as age, income, and relative health 

status 

- Reflecting other reform changes effective prior to and in 2014 pY81A..WJ'VL ~~'l>-z.~u. d-c. 
,) . 

• All assumptions were set to provide context for modeling the 
OHIM and the impact on insurance coverage, however, the 
State of Oklahoma has not yet made decisions on important 
characteristics that will define any potential marketplace 
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Projected Health Insurance Markets (cont.) 

• Employer Sponsored Insurance (ESI) coverage is assumed to continue 
providing a significant source of insurance coverage even if an individual 
OHIM is created : 
- Largest shift is from small groups of under 50 employees to the individual OHIM, due to 

access to individual premium assistance 
- Small group OHIM is assumed to attract participants slowly, this movement will be highly 

dependent on whether financial and/or administrative advantages exist 

• The reduction in uninsured numbers is achieved primarily through 
movement to Medicaid I CHIP programs through expanded eligibility and 
the individual OHIM due to premium assistance L<-ip ~ \i~t> 42 u\eo\\UL_ ~ ~~~ 

• The OHIM is assumed to attract more participants from the uninsured than 
from current individual insurance coverage: 

10 

- The distribution by income level among the uninsured is skewed to lower incomes with 
more individuals potentially eligible for premium and cost sharing assistance than those 
with individual insurance 

- Some individual policies have grandfathered status and may be slower to lapse than 
historically 

Ultimately about 16°/o of the under 65 population in Oklahoma could be 
expected to use the OHIM for individual or small group coverage 

1/30/2012 
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Purpose and Approach 

Purpose: To educate and provide information to aid the State in 
developing its response to new requirements. 

• Performed environmental assessment to develop an 
understanding of the Oklahoma environment: 
- Opinion interviews with 17 public- and private-sector organizations with an 

interest in the OUtCOme. \ovo~; f'YD~; U-i~ ~~ J ~ ?~, ~-k . 

- Infrastructure interviews with 5 public sector entities believed to have 
infrastructure that could be leveraged. i9lo) bi-l~ 

- Reviewed the State's planning efforts to-date and the historical context. 

® • Developed a decision-tree (decisions, options, and 
considerations). 

• Prepared a report of summary findings: Oklahoma Health 
Insurance Marketplace: Strategic Decisions and Options. 
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Fundamental Decision: Responsibility Model 

• Responsibility Model : Who is responsible for design, 
implementation, and planning? 

____n__] I -. 
vC c_ &'l< ~1 \,l.. ~.e.11'\ 4- Op?~ 

State-Based Federal/State Partnership Federal-Based 
Model Model Model 

~~ kc;s-~.-,~ -tz~ 
J 

- --

I Option #3 Option #1 

~ State is fully responsible for all 
Plan Plan Management 

HHS is fully responsible for all 
aspects of the Marketplace. 

Management L... J aspects of the Marketplace. 
and Consumer Option #2 

Assistance Consumer Assistance 

< More State Respons;bmty Shared Responsibility More Federal Respons;bmty ) 

• State can change its model with 12 month notice to the Federal 
government (allowing for short-term and long-term strategies). 
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State-Based Model Design Decisions 

• Regional and Subsidiary Options 
- Regional Approach allows for coverage of metropolitan areas that cross 

state-lines (e.g. Fort Smith, Arkansas; Wichita, Kansas) 

- Subsidiary Approach allows for coverage limited to specific geography 
within a state (e.g. Northern California and Southern California) 

• Multi-State Options - ru..n~uo ad- c-{2- -t\,YLUL -fn~ -cLs a..p-tioV

- Collaboration with two or more States 

- Requires agreement from all states and approval by HHS 

- Allows sharing of implementation and operational ~s, scale economies, 
and delegation of politically sensitive functions 

• Operating Entity Options 
- New or Existing State Agency 

- Quasi-Public Entity T~-t-

- Independent Non-Profit Organization 

15 1/30/2012 
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State-Based Model Design Decisions {cont.) 

• Governance Structure 
- Administered under a formal , publicly-adopted charter I by-laws 

- Holds regular, pre-announced public meetings 

- Represents consumer interests - \,J..:>M 

- Majority of members cannot have "conflicts of interest" 

- Majority of members must have "relevant experience" 

• Role of Insurance Agents/Brokers 
- Current role is integral to the marketplace 

- ACA creates "Navigators" to guide consumers 

- Agents/Brokers are nervous about their future 

- State has the freedom to design a role for agents/brokers 

17 
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State-Based Model Design Decisions (cont.) 

• Financing Options 
Planning and Implementation 
• Federal grant funds (Level I and 11 Establishment Grants) 

• Other State-based funding (existing revenue, new revenue) 

- Operations (Self-Sustaining by 2015) 
• Broad-based Assessments 

• Benefit-Based Assessments (insurers, providers, consumers, agents/brokers) 

• Other fees/assessments 

18 
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Core Responsibilities 

• Functional Requirements 

19 

- Certification, recertification, and decertification of plans 

- Operation of a toll-free hotline - -~ ~ \\ Ylbt-~ w~ ~ .1s . , 
eY ~ .J&- ~ -~ ~ lz.-a.y-e bOr\OS 

Maintenance of a website for providing information on plans to current and ~# 
prospective enrollees ~ 

~NRWYw~ 
- Assignment of a price and quality rating to plans u.hc ov 

- Presentation of plan benefit options in a standardized format V\• ~ 1:.e, ~: 
, ~~ c,e~l<.?1161"" 

- Provision of information on Medicaid and CHIP eligibility and determination 
of eligibility for individuals in these programs 

Provision of an electronic calculator to determine the actual cost of 
coverage taking into account eligibility for premium tax credits and cost-
sharing reductions oHCA. 
~ ~LhO(J,i-%/ eo&.i._ 

J1At- ~t o~ OHLA 
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Core Responsibilities {cont.) 

• Functional Requirements (cont.) 

20 

- Certification of individuals exempt from the individual responsibility 
requirement 1> ~~-e, ~ [Dt-t~ ~ nc;::t fl_~~ ~nL-tufl() 

\,b\.Q..Q. ·r~u:we.. tt-0 . ~ rl'l.iCQ\S µ ~ 
- Provision of information on certain 1ndiviauals to the Treasury Department 

and to employers - ~ ~<-t- ~~~ -;:. ~~ c'<\.Q_.:t_.UA,FU_-~ ~ 
Establishment of a Navigator program that~es grants to~ities 
assisting consumers 

- Presentation of enrollee satisfaction survey results 

- Provision for open enrollment periods 

Consultation with stakeholders, including tribes - ~~·~ ~ nSt>LLV~ 
Lf~1&Ve..,, ~VL(J 

- Publication of data on the exchange's administrative costs 

1/30/2012 
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Core Responsibilities (cont.) 

• Oversight Responsibilities 

21 

- Publication of information on the availability of in-network and out-of
network providers, including provider directories and availability of essential 
community providers 

- Consideration of plan patterns and practices with respect to past premium 
increases and submission of plan justifications for current premium 
increases 

- Public disclosure of plan data, including claim-handling policies, financial 
disclosures, enrollment and disenrollment data, claim denials, rating 
practices, cost sharing for out-of-network coverage, and other information 
identified by the Secretary of HHS 

- Publication of timely information for consumers requesting their amount of 
cost sharing for specific services from specified providers; 

- Publication of information for participants in group health plans; and 

- Publication of information on plan quality improvement activities. 

1/30/2012 
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Core Responsibilities {cont.) 

(VState has flexibility to apply an "Oklahoma-specific" 
interpretation to these requiremen_t~ in desiQning its approach 

'(VJJv'Vr- be, ce-r-h.fUJL ~ ~ 
• Risk of Federal intervention if HHS deems approach non-

compliant with Federal law 
- Federal/State Partnership Model 

- Federally-Faci litated Model 

22 
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Administrative Cost 

• Administrative cost will be dependent on the State's strategy 
(Responsibility Model, Design Decisions, and Functional 
Approach). 

• In general, the more the OHIM does, the more it will cost to 
operate. 

• Range of 10 other states' estimates extrapolated to enrollment 
projection: $7M to $40M per year ($25M average excluding 

23 

min/max). 0--nn~ - b~ ~ 

$\t ~ \ 1- ~ ru~ M , n~) oe 

'Cn~ p ·lVD'1 GD~t-s 

~ f"\;!;JV{'_ ~~ , tl.Y ~Id ~~ ~() utk, 
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QUESTIONS 

Milliman 
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II 

OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups/ Issues for Consideration 

1. Key Advisory Work Group: Governance & Administrative Structure 

Issues / Options to Discuss ~ II Key Points to Consider 
ti ~ Key Questions 

• Exchange Goals: • If the Exchange is to process • How should the Exchange be 
o Reduce the number of uninsured people commercial transactions and attract organized and governed? 

and increase access to care customers, it should be insulated 0 Publicly sponsored? 
o Ensure greater accountability and from political influence with access 0 Government sponsored? 

transparency in the purchase of insurance to business expertise 0 Combination of both? 
o Increase the portability and continuity of • If it is to achieve policy objectives • Will the Exchange function as a 

coverage for individuals through tax-financed subsidies and 'market organizer' or as a selective 
o Simplify the health insurance purchase for some degree of regulation, it must purchaser'? 

individuals and businesses have a level of transparency and be • Should the Exchange be housed in a 
o Foster competition on price, quality, and publicly accountable State government entity or a 

service in the health insurance • Wherever housed, the Exchange non-profit organization? 
marketplace must be adaptive and capable of • Who should have decision-making 

o Drive quality improvement and cost developing new programs that can authority for the Exchange? 
containment be modified as circumstances • What kind of web portal, call center 

change, such as, changing market and other service centers should be 
• Model Type (Board, Trust, Commission, etc.) conditions, the evolving established? 
• Staffing and Hiring Procedures preferences of consumers, and the • Should vendors be employed, and, if 
• Regulatory & Policy including overseeing ongoing development and issuance so, for what services? 

Operations of federal guidelines regarding • What will be the funding source to 
• Recommendation for language to be administration and its operation sustain the Exchange after January 

included in Strategic Plan for development • Identification of services to be 1,2015? 
of the exchange handled internally or outsourced • How can the Exchange attract an 

• Implementation Timeline and which intermediaries are best adequate number of participants 
• Development of possible legislative language equipped to provide required and insurers to ensure 
• Comparison of Federal PPACA requirements administrative services sustainability? 

to Oklahoma statutes and administrative • Should enabling legislation be 
rules created? 

• Should participation in the Exchange 
be required by legislation? 

1111 
Work Group Leaders ! 

TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 

II Project Liaisons 
II 

• Derek Lieser 
•Nicole Prieto Johns 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups/ Issues for Consideration 

I 2. Key Advisory Work Group: Enrollment 

II Issues I Options to Discuss ~ ii Key Points to Consider ill Key Questions 

• Certification of individuals not subject to • Coordination of existing data • How can the Exchange create 
Individual Mandate systems I preventing duplication of administrative efficiencies and 

• Reporting requirements (HHS, Treasury coverage (Medicaid, State/Fed protect the public? 
Open Enrollment, Annual, Mid-Year, Special, Data, HIE, Non-Medicaid) o Reduce administration costs 
Change, COBRA, Administrative, etc.) • Enrollment may be online, in o Add transparency to health 

• Premium Billing, Collections & Remittance person, by telephone through the insurance 

• Ongoing Account Management (including Exchange or with state officials o Standardized electronic 

renewals, delinquent payment notification, operating one of the other enrollment and payment 

etc.) applicable state health subsidy 

• Operation & Application of Subsidies and programs 

Premium Tax Credits (transparency - the • Implementation of a paperless 

ability to View Calculations) system 

• Free Choice Vouchers 
• Individual Mandates 
• Use of available current available 

technologies (i.e. paperless processes) 

I 
11 11 

Work Group Leaders I 
TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 

II 
Project Liaison 

II 

Derek Lieser 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups / Issues for Consideration 

3. Key Advisory Work Group: Eligibility Process & Infrastructure 

Issues I Options to Discuss 
1111 

Key Points to Consider 
1111 

Key Questions 

• Cost Sharing •How the 'Small Market' will be • What elements of Insure Oklahoma and 
• Employer premium subsidies (2yr defined: 1-50 or 51-100. SoonerCare on line enrollment can be 

limit) •Review Existing Public Subsidy used within the Exchange? 

• Basic Health Program (State Option Program (insure Oklahoma) for • At what point do you navigate an 
to offer) Consolidation, Elimination & individual I family to private or public 

• Elimination of Asset Testing (this Administrative Efficiencies coverage? 

would apply for most Medicaid (Exchange Target Market overlaps • Starting in 2017, should the Exchange 
recipients and for all those eligible with Insure OK) include larger employers and public 
for premium subsidies through the •Purchases restricted to U.S. citizens employees? 
Exchange) and legal immigrants who are not • Will the person enroll from the exchange 

incarcerated and if so, will you have to incorporate 
•Whether applicant has access to each insurers' criteria or will there be a 

employer sponsored insurance (ESI) basic set of criteria that is agreed by all. 

•Whether the ESI meets actuarial • If ESI is available to the person, aren't 
standards and provides minimum they required to select that option? 
essential benefits • Will service payments take place inside 

•Whether the employee's share of the Exchange or within company's 
the premium as a% of income is existing mechanisms? 
above or below a certain % of their • Will a predetermine matrix determine 
income plan enrollment or will freedom of choice 

•Develop high level workflow for be the overriding factor (i.e. upon 
calculating subsides qualification for Medicaid what choices 

are allowed)? 

• Is it allowed to present only the Exchange 
plans that seem to best fit their needs 
based upon responses to qualifying 
questions or must all plans be presented? 

• For what period of time must a consumer 
enroll in a plan, i.e. yearly, monthly? Can 
a state entity like CSED mandate 
enrollment as they do today with ESI? 

1111 
Work Group Leaders I 

TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 

II Project Liaison II 
Derek Lieser 
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I 

OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups / Issues for Consideration 

4. Key Advisory Work Group: Information Technology (IT} 

Issues / Options to Discuss 
1111 

Key Points to Consider 
1111 

Key Questions 

• Program integrity, data security, • Quality Measures • How will high level requirements for calculating 
transparency (plans, agencies, • Provider Info/Health System subsidies and tax credits be developed? 
Exchange Operations) Access • How will research technical needs for running the 

• Application of available current • Calculation of Costs (Benefit Exchange through single portal access be 
technologies (i .e. paperless Levels, Mandated Benefits, developed? 
processes) Subsidies, Tax Credits, etc) and • How will high level requirements for an 

• Single Portal Access what costs will be visible to the enrollment and eligibility portal and rules engine 

• Web-site development & applicant be developed? 
maintenance includes: • Premiums must be quoted • Who insures exchange has most up to date 
o Eligibility and Enrollment instantly and easily comparable information? 
o Rating Engines based on age, family composition, • Who insures that the information is secure and in 
o Template maintenance in tobacco use and location compliance? 

standardization of processes • Linking to other state and federal 
databases (IRS, Treasury Dept, 
HHS, State/Federal Employee 
systems, Medicaid, Medicare, 
etc), insurance carriers and 
employers 

• Creation of a paperless system 
both internally and paperless 
access by consumers, agents, 
brokers and Navigators. 

II ! Work Group Leaders II 
TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 

II Project Liaison II 
Derek Lieser 
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II 

OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups / Issues for Consideration 

5. Key Advisory Work Group: Carrier & Plan Selection 

Issues/ Options to Discuss H Key Points to Consider 
1111 

Key Questions 

• Minimum Essential Benefits an exchange •How the Exchange is to •Should participation be required by legislation? 
must provide: contract with health plans •Should there be a minimum enrollment period? 
o Health - 4 Precious Metal Plans plus that are determined to be •Do you require a minimum enrollment period? 

Catastrophic Plan (for ages under 30) of high value, based on •Will the Exchange select health plans through 
o State Mandated Benefits (if offered, cost cost and quality negotiations or competitive bidding, or both or 

born by State) •How the 'Small Market' will it showcase all qualified and licensed carriers? 
o Dental Plans will be defined (1-50 or 51- o Are plans free to adjust premiums over time as 
o Selective Carrier Contracting 100) enrollment evolves and claim trends develop? 
o Certification/recertification/decertification •Choices that may be made o How to adjust benefit designs as needed 

requirements for QHPs available to employees of without disrupting existing coverage? 
o Standardizing Benefits small businesses, i.e.: plan, o How much risk selection is tolerable without 
o Network Access benefit tier, carrier, etc. undermining the ability of plans to compete? 
o Assignment of Quality Ratings o How will insurers adjust business risks through 
o Rate Review the Exchange and price products at levels that 

• Multi State Plans - 2 plans required consumer will find attractive? 
• Co-op plans must be addressed if market is •Will the Exchange allow each carrier to define 

not competitive patient cost sharing within a benefit tier; will it 
specify coinsurance, copayments & deductibles? 

•Will existing grandfathered health plans be able 
to to shed their adverse risks to the Exchange? 

•How healthy is the pool of uninsured people likely 
to enroll through the Exchange, compared to 
those currently insured? 

•How will the Exchange level the playing field with 
insurers in and outside of the Exchange? 
o Should there be a requirement to participate? 
o How can the Exchange foster competition? 
o Should rating practices and range of benefits 

offered be comparable in/out of Exchange? 

1111 
Work Group Leads ~ 

TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 

11 
Project Liaison 

II 

Nicole Prieto Johns 
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OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups / Issues for Consideration 

6. Key Advisory Work Group: Financial Management & Premium Development (Cost Containment/Risk Mgmt.) 

~I =='=ss=u=e=s =' =O=p=ti=o=ns=t=o=D=i=sc=u=s=s =~'1:=11 ====K=e=y=P=o=i=nt=s=t=o=C=o=ns=id=e=r====::::I ~~ ====K=ey=Q=ue=s=t=io=n=s====::::ll 11 Work Group Leads i 
• Reporting requirements (HHS, • Premiums will be set in advance according to • Should the individual and small TO BE ASSIGNED: 

Treasury Dept, Employers, adjusted community rating of risk, in and outside group markets be merged? Chair & Co-Chairs 
Carriers, etc.) the Exchanges for the non-group and small- • What strategies can used so 

• Operational Costs & group markets premium revenues are adjusted for 
Sustainability • Rating will be based on age, family composition risk selection among participating 

• Premium Development (size), tobacco use and location (zip) carriers? 
• Risk Adjustment/ Adverse • Rates for the elderly can only be three t imes as • Considerations on putting a risk 

Selection (Medical Loss Ratio) high as those for the young adjustment system in place: 
• Premium rate differences between plans must o Is risk selection among plans 

reflect significant, beyond what is 
o Administrative efficiency already accounted for under the 
o Customer service allowed rating rules? 
o Provider reimbursement rates o Is the corrective adjustment 

II Project Liaison 

o Care management practical? Nicole Prieto Johns 
o Clinical networks o Would it substantially equalize 

• Comparative risk calculations for health plans risk? 
require submission and analysis of their claims • How can the Exchange help to 
data contain Oklahoma's health care 

• Transfer payments among plans requires running costs? 
premiums through a central distribution point, or o How can the Exchange help to 
imposing a premium assessment on competing improve Oklahoma's health care 
plans, which is then redistributed to compensate quality? 
for risk selection • What will be the funding source to 

• Risk adjustment must apply across the entire sustain the Exchange after January 
class or segment of insured people subject to 1, 2015? 
rating rules • Will the Exchange regulate prices, if 

• Resources are CMS, Health Connector in MA so what processes must be created 
using DxCG, for profit and non-profit to do this? 
organizations including university research 
depts. 
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II 

OKLAHOMA HEALTHCARE EXCHANGE PLANNING 
Key Advisory Work Groups / Issues for Consideration 

7. Key Advisory Work Group: Education and Marketing 

Issues / Options to Discuss ill Key Points to Consider Ill Key Questions 

• Communication & Customer • Need to promote greater • How should the Exchange market its services? 
Service transparency • What strategies can be used to educate 

• Education •Changes the Exchange will make to consumers about the Exchange? 
• Public Outreach the competitive landscape • How brokers, agents and Navigators help 
• Facilitate Enrollment • Targeted outreach and marketing consumers to enroll? 

• Role of licensed Agents and efforts will be needed to attract a • What type of customer services should be 
Brokers {Inside I Outside broad and diverse risk pool made available to consumers? 
Exchange Call Center • Education of consumers and • What is the current role of brokers? 

• Broker Management & Brokers/agents on how to access and • What type of services do brokers provide? 
Compensation use a paperless system • How are brokers to be compensated? What 

• Creation of the Navigator • Proactive activities used to promote about retention bonuses or overrides, etc? 
Program carrier participation in the Exchange • Should broker's fees be paid separate and 

• Role of Call Center Reps and the development of innovative apart from premium (transparency)? 
• Producer Appointment plan designs • How will information be distributed in a "fair 

Requirements Role of "Navigators" (non-licensed and impartial" way (enrollment, availability of 
consumer representatives) premium subsidies, cost sharing reductions, 

etc)? 

• How will Navigators help facilitate enrollment 
in QHPs? 

• How should people be referred to the 
appropriate agency(s) for questions, 
complaints or grievances? 

• How will they reach people who normally are 
not eligible for public assistance programs? 

• Is there area or regional differences to be 
considered? 

References: 
1. Kingsdale J., Bertke, J. Insurance Exchanges Under Health Reform: Six Design Issues for the States. Health Affairs 29:6 June 2010 

u Work Group Leads 

TO BE ASSIGNED: 
Chair & Co-Chairs 

II Project Liaison 

Nicole Prieto Johns 

2. Robert C. Health Insure Exchanges: Key Issues for State Implementation. State Coverage Initiatives. Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. September. 201 O 
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RS Title 

DA2 Certified Healthy Programs 

DC2 Immunization Billing Services 

DDl LTC/National Background Check 

DF2 HC TOBACCO SUPPL 
DG2 Epidemiology & Lab Capacity 

DHl Early Childhood Home Visit Program 

DH2 Early Childhood Home Visit Program 

DK2 MIEC Home Visit Programs 

DL2 Racial & Ethnic Approaches to Community Health 

OM2 Coordinated Chronic Disease Prevention 

DN2 HAI Prevention Infrastructure 

DP2 Meningococcal 

052 Strengthening Public Health 

AFFORDABLE CARE ACT FUNDING 
Expenses as of 06/21/2012 

Service 
CFDA Project Period Grant Period Area 

93.S20 09/30/2011- 09/29/2012 09/30/2011- 09/29/2012 20 

93.S39 09/01/2011- 08/31/2013 09/01/2011- 08/31/2012 8S 
93.S06 04/0S/2011 - 04/04/2013 04/0S/2011- 04/04/2013 SS 

93.S20 09/30/2010 - 09/29/2012 09/30/2010 - 09/29/2012 20 
93.S21 09/30/2010 - 07 /31/2012 08/01/2011- 07 /31/2012 20 
93.SOS 07 /lS/2010 - 09/30/2012 07 /lS/2010 - 09/30/2012 7S 
93.SOS 09/30/2011- 09/29/2013 09/30/2011- 09/29/2013 75 
93.SOS 09/30/2011 - 09/29/2015 09/30/2011- 09/29/2012 7S 

93.541 09/30/2007 - 09/29/2012 09/30/2011- 09/29/2012 20 
93.S44 03/29/2009 - 03/28/2014 09/01/2011-08/31/2012 20 

93.283 01/01/2012 - 07 /31/2012 01/01/2012 - 07 /31/2012 SS 

93.283 01/01/2012 - 07 /31/2012 01/01/2012 - 07 /31/2012 20 

93.S07 09/30/2010 - 09/29/201S 09/30/2011- 09/29/2012 10 

Total 

C:\Documents and Settings\juliek\Local Settings\ Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\T9NT7J8M\ACA.xlsx 

Current Award Current Expense Unexpended Staffing 
Amount Amount Amount Level 

97,707.00 37,Sl7.2S 60,189.7S 0.80 

l,046,67S.OO 81,700.27 964,974.73 1.00 
2,S73,S91.00 33,143.82 2,S40,447.18 0.20 

68,970.00 36,073.11 32,896.89 0.30 
4S3,036.00 16S,64S.07 287,390.93 0.70 

1,978,763.00 923,49S.57 l,OSS,267.43 2.SO 
2,340,796.00 764,609.07 1,576,186.93 1.25 
9,430,000.00 241,237.18 9,188, 762.82 2.7S 

850,000.00 348,966.2S 501,033.75 1.50 
682,853.00 49,121.12 633,731.88 2.30 

71,472.00 276.39 71,19S.61 0.00 

17,016.00 2,867.27 14,148.73 0.00 

422,368.00 138,S26.S6 283,841.44 1.40 

20,033,247.00 2,823,178.93 17,210,068.07 14.70 
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From: Sooner Tea Party
To: Andrew Silvestri
Subject: Oklahoma County GOP Corruption Beaten Back by Ron Paul Supporters
Date: Monday, March 12, 2012 3:01:09 AM
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GOP Convention Battles Continue

 
 

Cheryl Williams, the State Committee Woman for Oklahoma County made a great post on her face book page
that covered the battle at the Oklahoma County Convention on March 3rd.  Having an insider be so bold as to
set the record straight is amazing, and it speaks volumes for Cheryl’s courage and integrity.  The comments
posted in response to her article were illuminating as well and the information stung some of the RINOs that
have worked so hard to keep the Republican Party from integrating newcomers or following the wonderful 2011
State GOP Party Platform.
 
Here is another link to read the article if the facebook page isn't up.
 
That wasn’t the end of the fallout over the Oklahoma County Convention battle as several counties circled the
wagons and excluded Ron Paul supporters in fear of having their corruption exposed.
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First up to bat was Steven Taylor, the County Chair of Bryan County.  Stephen took the equally bold approach
of telling Ron Paul supporters that they simply wouldn’t be allowed to be a delegate to the District or State
conventions based upon the fight at the Oklahoma County Convention.  Taylor specifically mentioned the name
of the Ron Paul State Director, stating that the Ron Paul organization was just too “pushy”.
 
Once word got back to the campaign, State Chairman Matt Pinnell was given the information along with the
phone number of one of those Republicans that were excluded based upon their support of Ron Paul. 
 

Rule 3 a of the 2011 State GOP Rules calls the right to participate is sacred and inviolate.  The rule explicitly
states that the abridgement or willful disregard of this right is sufficient grounds for the removal of any officer
or committee member.  The rule is quite specific and explicit on this matter and the rule is front and center,
not buried in the back of the rules.  Obviously those who formulated the rules understood that without this
protection the Republican party would become corrupt and wither.  One could say that those that wrote the
rule understood human nature better than most.

 
So it was with much surprise that after the Ron Paul Campaign called for the dismissal of Steven Taylor that
nothing was done right away.  Indeed all that occurred was one of the women that complained got a nasty
and intimidating phone call from Steven Taylor:  
 
Al thank you for standing up for my sister and I,  we are both so new and still learning so it's nice that we
have you,  not letting them pull the wool over our eyes!
 
Stephen Taylor called my sister this afternoon and chewed on her butt pretty good, as though it was our fault.
Said he would be calling me next!    I am a little scared am not gonna lie, I am not for confrontation but I
guess I better hurry up and get over that!  It's just so sad that we have to fight them too; we just wanted to
have our voice heard, to be involved.  Well anyway thank you again Al.   Your one courageous man!  I guess I
will wait now for Stephen to call and chew on my butt!  ; )
 
State Chair Matt Pinnell did offer to seat both ladies as delegates on the Bryan County, an offer that was
initially refused due to the intimidating tactics of Bryan County Chair Stephen Taylor.  After some reflection and
assurances that the Ron Paul Campaign would stand behind them, the two ladies accepted State Chair Matt
Pinnell’s offer.
 
To: "matt@okgop.com" matt@okgop.com
Subject: Delegates for Bryan county
 
Matt I just spoke with my sister and she was FURIOUS at me for saying no to delegates so YES please have
Stephen Taylor add us delegates.   I was kinda on the spot this morning wasn't sure what she wanted me to
do but.  We are both confirmed we want to be delegates and maybe Spencer since Stephen Taylor left him out
in the cold too.
Thank you so much
Bryan county
Cxxxx Axxxx
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But allowing two people to reclaim their right to participate doesn’t erase the early stain of excluding
Republicans based on their support for a particular candidate nor does it erase the basic fact that Bryan
County Chair Steven Taylor refused to include other Ron Paul supporters after they contacted him at the
precinct meetings to be included as a delegate.   All that Bryan County can offer as an excuse is that their
Chair selected 19 delegates and called for a vote to accept the slate of delegates. But once again the State
GOP Rules are violated.  Rule 16 h declares that all delegates are to be elected at the precinct level and
specified as either “Open” delegations or “Delegate/Alternates”.   Here is another Bryan County Republican that
didn't get to be a delegate thanks  to  Chairman Stephen Taylor:
 
Hi Cxxxx,
I haven't heard anything from him.  The evening of the party meeting he took down names and said something
about they normally had to call people to be delegates for the county.  Sounded ignorant then but I really
didn't want to point that out to him since he didn't seem to understand the process himself to make sense. 
Anyway, as I remember I gave him my name and number and haven't heard anything.
~spencer
 
 
And another email expressing the dismay of being disrespected:
 
Al,
I will call Matt this morning, and i will email a few other people from first meeting that wanted to be delegates,
but I'm certain to no avail.  They kinda say one thing and do another. So I'm sure even if they put us on
delegate list at this point we would not have enough people to vote us as a delegate, but guess that doesn't
mean we should be EXCLUDED!  There were five at first* meeting including my sister and I that were asking
about delegate process. And obviously got no answers from Stephen .    I did call my sister this morning so she
could send you a letter of what was said between her and Stephen Taylor yesterday   Both her and I are
leaving town tomorrow so I may not have contact with you until Monday in case you call or send email and I
don't respond.   Thank you so much!
 
*State Chairman Matt Pinnell did respond to these emails and noted in surprise that according to the email
complaint that there were now five Republicans excluded from the process in Bryan County rather than the two
that I first brought to his attention.  Only three have been in contact so far.
 
Furthermore, Rule 5 b specifically states that the precinct committee (Chair, Vice Chair, and Secretary-
Treasurer) is the supreme Republican authority for the precinct and no one other than the precinct committee
may remove a qualified delegate from the county convention.  Bryan County bypassed all of this by selecting
individuals to represent their county rather than holding precinct meetings to elect the delegates.
 
Bryan County GOP Chair Stephen Taylor claims that they called for anyone to ask to be a delegate before
voting on the list of 19 that he had picked and no one spoke up.   Few would speak up after being told that
they wouldn’t be allowed to participate nor would they speak up after asking several times to be a delegate
and not making the list of 19.  I would say that they had been humiliated enough by Chairman Taylor to have
the nerve to stand up in front of a crowd and beg for their rights.
 
Bryan County has been on our radar  before after a straw poll rules were changed after the poll had been
closed and allegations were made by other attendees of various irregularities during one of their meetings.
 
 Below is an email and some notes taken by one of the Bryan County ladies:
 
Dear Al,
 
Cxxxx  asked me to put together a letter referencing the interaction of the phone conversations and the two
meetings I attended at the Bryan County GOP meetings.  Please see my statements and previous notes below
and let me know if you have further questions or if I can be of additional assistance.  I appreciate your looking
into the matter.
 
First Meeting:
I attended the Bryan Count GOP meeting on Feb 6th at the Nazarene Church located in Durant, OK.  In
attendance was the chairman Stephen Taylor, myself and at least 25 other attendees with the meeting lasting
about 90 minutes and included a speaker from the Oklahoma Watch dog organization. In addition to the
Oklahoma Watch Dog speaker the other discussions covered included state and local business issues related to
Oklahoma.
 
 At the end of the meeting I spoke with Mr. Taylor the GOP Chairman asking about information on how to
become a Ron Paul delegate. In response, Mr. Taylor told me that he would have to check into that and that
there were 6 delegates done taken and that there was 19 total delegates for our county.  I am new to the
process of becoming a GOP delegate and was unaware that the delegate packets were to be issued at this
meeting.
 It has been 6 days since the meeting and I have not heard back from the GOP chairman in regards to the
information or packet in becoming a GOP delegate.  I am inquiring on what steps I should take in regards to
the meeting held on Feb 6th and any other further action I can take to become a GOP delegate?
Phone Interaction:
I asked Stephen Taylor on our first meeting that I attended (Feb 6th) on how to become a GOP delegate and
he stated he would have to get back to me. I never heard back from Stephen on the issue and while
researching and trying to understand the process I began trying to research the GOP rules and found that I
should be coordinating with my precinct chair.
 
 I called the Bryan County election clerk who referred me back to Stephen Taylor.  Stephen Taylor never
followed up with me on the questions concerning the GOP delegate information so on March 1st or 2nd I
phoned Stephen to see if the Bryan County GOP party had a precinct chairman for my precinct and I gave him
the number of my precinct and he asked if that was Bryan Co, I said yes he said he would have to get back to
me and Stephen never got back with me on information on the GOP delegate or information concerning the
precinct chairman.
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Second Meeting:
On March 5th me and my sister Cxxxx Axxxxx attended the GOP county convention meeting, we walked in and
Stephen asked if i was Cxxxxxx Gxxxxx and I said yes, he then handed both Cxxxxl and I a red colored paper
with delegate wrote on it.  We were not told instructed of the process or exactly what we were to do. The
group proceeded on with the meeting and then the meeting went right on to nominating delegates in which
they starting calling off names of 19 people in which they did not identify themselves and I did not know if they
were actually in attendance at this meeting.
 
Stephen Taylor nominated them and Hollie Gerrod seconded that motion and the people held up the red
colored paper and nomination was over.  Then Richard Engle spoke and then there was another speaker, and
the meeting was over in about 90 minutes total.  Then Stephen Taylor came over and talked to us about voting
for the delegates and that he did it that way because he was afraid of the Ron Paul people showing up.
 
Phone Interaction:
March 6th Stephen Taylor called me to see if I had a problem with the way he conducted the meeting and that
he had been called by the state republican committee man.  I told him that I had not complained and that my
sister Carol Ashley had called a county coordinator that she had met at a rally and that it had went from
there. 
 
Stephen continued to explain to me what had happened at the meeting and the reason he did what he did
concerning delegates.   I had to explain to him that I have been trying for a month to get information from him
on delegate information and precinct chairman and that he had not responded to my request and ignored my
reaching out for help.  I expressed to him that I was interested in trying to stay informed about Local and
State and Federal levels of our government so that I could help in engaging my neighbors on what is going on
and helping the GOP in their efforts.
 
 Then he preceded to tell me that he didn't know me and that I would have to nominate myself for a delegate
and that the other people they nominated had been involved in their meetings for about 2 years and I told him
that I have been attending for about a year now and based on my limited knowledgeable that he had not
followed the rules and nor did he help me when I was trying to be informed, involved and be of help to the
GOP party.
 
Thanks
Cxxxxx Gxxxxxx
 
Bryan County wasn’t the only county GOP organization that retaliated against the Ron Paul campaign for
standing up for Republican’s rights on Saturday.   Cleveland County continued their amazing ability to stymie
transparency and the rule of law.

Bobby Cleveland and Lisa Shrieves
 
Several weeks ago after some grassroots Ron Paul supporters were planning to go after Cleveland County Chair
Bobby Cleveland, the state campaign stepped in to negotiate to avoid any acrimony between the two groups.  
At contention was the list of delegates that were moved forward from the February precinct meetings to the
county convention on March 10th.   As the stories of corruption and dirty tricks were still resonating from 2008,
along with the problems in 2011 when County Chairman Bobby Cleveland decided to require an “application”
before divulging the location and time of the precinct meetings, the local Ron Paul community was in no mood
to trust the Cleveland County GOP.
 
Al called Bobby and in return for a copy of the delegate list at least ten days in advance of the county
convention, as called for in State GOP rules, the grassroots Ron Paul supporters would back off attacking Bobby
politically.  All was well till the day arrived when the list was to be provided and the Vice Chair Lisa Shrieves
emailed refusing to send the promised list.
 
Some claim that Al’s return email was harsh but knowing that an agreement had been breached, the checkered
past of the Cleveland County GOP organization, and the likelihood that Ron Paul supporters were once again
set to be hosed down the email was both restrained and good tactics.  Of course the proof of the pudding
would be revealed once the delegate list was scrutinized for problems and refusing to provide an electronic
copy was a big old red flag that Cleveland County didn’t want that list scrutinized without first causing some
delay and a lot of trouble.
 
But Cleveland County Ron Paul supporters went down to the County GOP Headquarters and took pictures of
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the list that was taped to the inside of the window and started entering the data into a spreadsheet.  What
came out after a few days was a list of 42 problems ranging from Ron Paul supporters that had attended the
precinct meetings being thrown out as delegates, to having people that didn’t attend the precinct meeting
added as delegates.  Some delegates were demoted to alternates, and both open and closed precincts had
more people added as delegates, in violation of State GOP Party rules.
 
 
Local Ron Paul supporters started sending lists in to the County GOP organization pointing out problems and
many of the Ron Paul supporters that had been expelled went down Friday night to try to clear up their case. 
Despite all of that, there was another three hour long credential meeting that delayed the county convention on
Saturday morning and not all problems were addressed at the convention.
 
Local grassroots leaders did manage to do a fairly good job of getting the rules changed to allow those left
behind Ron Paul delegates added at a later date but what is the likelihood of Cleveland County GOP adding
people once the convention was closed?  At the convention you could vote to force them to do the right thing,
you could embarrass them in public but once the convention is over the same old corrupt party officials are still
in charge and any fight has to occur at the district and state conventions.
 
More indicative of the complete corruption and disrespect for the State Party rules was Cleveland County Chair
Bobby Cleveland kicking out Al, the Ron Paul State Director, and another delegate.    Bobby brought a couple of
sheriff deputies over to Al before the meeting was started, stating that “a few people didn’t want Al present at
the convention”.  When asked to name the people, Bobby declined to answer.  When asked to show what rule
allowed someone to be thrown out of a county convention Bobby again refused to answer.
 

 
And the delegate that was thrown out?  What was the “crime”?   Cleveland County Chair Bobby Cleveland
stated that the delegate had “argued” with him.  Apparently standing up for a State Director of a National
Campaign that was getting kicked out for no reason isn’t allowed, or is it that you have to agree with Bobby on
all things to be allowed to participate?
 
Now this happened after both men had paid their $10 admission fee and received their badges.    As for
allowing others to decide who gets to stay and who gets kicked out, I can tell you that 40% of the attendees
would have loved to kick out the 60% of the Ron Paul supporters.  At what point did we start allowing people
to decide who gets to participate?
After being ejected by two sheriff deputies and while waiting for a sheriff supervisor to arrive so that the
ejection was documented, Bobby Cleveland came outside and “allowed” the delegate to go back inside.   After
being told that violating rule 3 a was sufficient cause to remove him from office, Bobby Cleveland retorted that
“You would be doing me a favor!” and stomped back inside.  Bobby must have had second thoughts because
after the supervisor had arrived, Bobby came back out and said that Al could re enter as long as he didn’t
cause “trouble”.  When asked if Al had caused trouble to get kicked out the first time, Bobby snorted a rude
answer and stalked back inside.  And yeah, that wasn’t a typo; they illegally threw Al out twice!
 
Cleveland County had done a masterful job of confusing the Ron Paul supporters at both the precinct meetings
and at the county convention.   One of their more masterful tricks was to not put the number of votes
allocated on the precinct packets.  If you didn’t know how many votes were in a precinct, you couldn’t decide
whether or not to leave the precinct open or closed (delegate/alternate).  What would happen was two people
would be present at the precinct meeting, both were elected as delegates and then they ”closed” their precinct
so that the corrupt Cleveland County GOP wouldn’t add more delegates to water down their votes.  So then the
corrupt GOP officials would remove one delegate, leaving “their” person as the only delegate. The proper
method is to send both delegates with half a vote each.
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Is this possible to kick off an elected delegate?  No, not without breaking the GOP rules but if it were possible
a decent and honest person would be calling both delegates and asking what they prefer be done.
 
Even more egregious was the fact that Cleveland County had gone to the trouble and expense of renting two
halls for the convention!  They put what they thought were the “safe” delegates in one room and put other
delegates in the room across the hall.  Their excuse was that “the fire marshal wouldn’t allow more than 208
people in the main hall so they set up an “overflow” room.   B.S.!  Everyone remembers the town halls in 2009
with packed, standing room only crowds squeezed into rooms.  Even worse was the Cleveland County GOP
stationed “guards” at each door and kept the doors shut!  Why?  Because they had dozens and dozens of
empty chairs in the room!
 

 
The “overflow” room (reminds me of someone describing a basement flooded with sewage) had a big screen
TV so that the second class delegates would be “allowed” to watch the proceedings in the main room.  Which
leads us to why Al was kicked out the second time.
 
A lady Ron Paul supporter had asked Al for help resolving her case because after nearly three hours this
woman still didn’t know if she was a delegate or not.  After asking that someone come out of the “guarded”
room to address the lady’s concerns, a Cleveland County official named Melinda Daughtery who is also the
State Committee woman for Cleveland County arrived.  Melinda gave the same old non answers and said that
the lady Ron Paul supporter would have to sit in the “overflow” room until her case was resolved.  Al asked if
the overflow room was wired with a microphone so that the delegates sitting in the room could participate or
object to motions using Roberts Rules of Order and Melinda snapped “No!”   Al then asked why they were
being treated as second class citizens without the ability to participate.  Melinda stormed off in anger.
 

Melinda Daughtery second from left
 

 
So it was no surprise when a few minutes later a building manager showed up with another deputy in tow to
tell Al he had been accused of “harassing” a woman and was going to have to leave.   Al asked the building
manager what would happen if someone accused the building manager of molesting a three year old in the
bathroom, would he be asked to leave as well?   The point, drenched in sarcasm, was that an accusation was
just that, and it wasn’t enough that someone claimed something without some sort of proof.  When asked to
identify the accuser the building manager hesitated, then said he wouldn’t identify the accuser.
 
So once again the State Director of a national campaign was thrown out of the convention, this time ordered to
leave the property immediately or be arrested.  Al asked for the supervisor to show up again to document the
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ejection but the deputy said that if the deputy showed up that Al would be arrested for trespass.   The deputy
did understand what was going on though, even made the comment that “ I am caught in the middle.  This is
just politics and I am being used as a tool to commit a crime.”   With that, the deputy agreed to take a minute
to call in the incident to the dispatch room so that it would be entered on the dispatch log.
 
Eventually we are told that all the delegates and alternates were allowed to sit in the main room.  Must have
been a miracle that there suddenly was plenty of room, and the meeting went on.  Ron Paul supporters
reportedly did a credible if somewhat torturous job of getting some of the problem cases solved.  The problem
was that those grassroots leaders were more concerned about avoiding any scandal for the Cleveland County
GOP than representing Ron Paul supporters.  In Oklahoma City we didn’t leave a soul behind, in Cleveland
County that can’t be said.
 
So it is little wonder that Cleveland County GOP officials went to so much trouble and strife to avoid giving over
a list of delegates and chose to break State GOP rules by throwing out anyone that was a threat to this getting
exposed.  They also went to a lot of trouble to get Al thrown out so that the leadership wasn’t there to protect
all of the Ron Paul delegates.  It turned out that there were enough to win the day, around 60% Ron Paul
supporters according to several estimates and indeed Bobby Cleveland found himself losing several key votes. 
 
The issue though is that one shouldn’t have to go through hours and hours of political mischief to protect one’s
political rights, the State GOP ought to be proactive in these cases and read the riot act to these corrupt
county organizations.   I can tell you one thing, if the GOP wants to split the vote in November, they could do
no better than disrespecting Ron Paul supporters with all this corruption.  If the GOP wants to be the cause of
a third party being born, they could do no better than to behave as they have the past few years.
 
This entire mess has been laid at the feet of State GOP Chair Matt Pinnell.  In his defense, when we talked late
last week I told him that I didn’t expect trouble at the Cleveland County GOP Convention because Bobby
Cleveland had been acting nice.  But after a week the Bryan County ladies still haven’t received a call from
Bryan County GOP stating that they were delegates and no doubt both are too intimidated to call Bryan County
Chair Stephen Taylor.  But there is more than enough proof in the emails that the ladies sent and from the
phone call where Matt talked to one of them. 
 
  The Cleveland County fiasco is newly laid in his lap so Matt needs some time to investigate but the proof is
there, Bobby Cleveland and Melinda Daughtery are both guilty of breaking rule 3a, refusing to allow a
Republican to attend a Republican function.  One of the witnesses sent this reply after being sent a picture of
State Committee woman Melinda Daughtery:
 
“That is 150% her. She was sitting up front during the delegate meeting. She was conversing with the shorter
officer after you were thrown out right beside the overflow room. They were whispering. I walked past them to
try and catch some of the conversation and they immediately stopped talking.”
 
We did receive a call from State Chairman Matt Pinnell late Sunday night before this story was published.  
Matt assures us that these are serious issues, that the Bryan County delegate list will be corrected before it is
sent to the State GOP for use in the District and State Conventions.  Matt also assured us that the issue of
Bryan County Chair Stephen Taylor, Cleveland County Chair Bobby Cleveland, and Cleveland County State
Committee Woman Melinda Daughtery will be addressed either before the conventions using an executive
session, at the Credentials Committees before the conventions begin, or that we will be able to address the
issues from the floor of the convention using Roberts Rules of Order.  We also discussed the possibility of
drafting new State GOP rules to prevent these corruptions from occurring in the first place and the possibility of
presenting these rules at the State Convention.
 
All we want is to clean up the party, Matt.   Make the Oklahoma GOP an organization of rules and law, not one
that one uses brute tactics and lies to accomplish political goals.  We can choose to hire plenty of goons and
deputies to keep people in line at the conventions or we can choose to respect the rules and respect the
people and not need to turn the conventions into a police state format.   But what we are calling on Matt to do
immediately is to return a sliver of integrity to the State GOP by removing Stephen Taylor, Bobby Cleveland,
and Melinda Daughtery for willful disregard of a fellow Republican’s rights.
 
But make no bones about this, if we need to challenge an entire county or even entire counties delegate list to
punish bad behavior we will be ready to do just that from the floor of the convention.   By cleaning up the
State GOP, by forcing GOP officials to follow the rule of law, we begin the process of forcing politicians to
follow the GOP party platform and to keep their campaign promises.
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Budget Shortfalls and our Big Spending Government
Can We Afford Their Big Government Ways?

By R.H.
 

 
Recent reports from the Oklahoma Tax Commission have indicated continued growth in the amount of tax
collected from all sources. This is a good thing for Oklahoma. It indicates a rebound in our economy from the
devastation of a deep recession and an increase in employment despite all the obstacles placed in front of it by
the bureaucracy in Washington, D.C. But before you start to stand up and cheer, a closer examination of the
numbers is required.
 
To begin with, Oklahoma has a Balanced Budget Amendment. This means that the Legislator cannot spend
more than the state takes in each year. Any shortfalls must be made up by cuts, or borrowing. With liberals in
power in the House and Senate, and I include RINO Republicans in this group, they chose to borrow to close
the gap. This left the state in debt, which added a budget item to the next budget year. We also have a “Rainy
Day Fund” for emergencies. Now a budget shortfall is an emergency wouldn't you agree?
 
State Treasurers saw this recession coming a full year before the general public did. Beginning in 2007,
revenues to state coffers from all sources began to decline. No one sounded an alarm. I guess they didn't think
we had a right to know this information. This information can be found in a Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities report here: States Continue to Feel Recession’s Impact — Center on Budget and Policy Priorities .
The representatives providing information for this report from Oklahoma are State Tax Commission and the OK.
Policy Institute. All of the information they provided were estimates.
 
Now they don't show any actual figures until FY09. In that year they indicated a shortfall of $114 million dollars
projected and closed when the budget was adopted. It does not indicate how it was closed. If I remember
correctly, they were called back into special session to address a budget shortfall in the Corrections Department
later that spring.
 
The FY10 budget indicated an initial gap that was closed by the time the budget was adopted of $777 million
dollars. That was a huge number, and quite an accomplishment by the legislature. Unfortunately it appears to
have been all accounting tricks. An additional $864 million was a projected shortfall a mere six months later.
How was this made up? Where did the money come from? Did they drink from the cool-aid? No explanation
was given. I do not recall a special session being called to address this shortfall either.
 
The FY11 budget comes along not looking much better. It starts out with a $725 million dollar projected
shortfall that was closed by the time the budget was adopted. As I recall, this was accomplished with a
combination of budget cuts and “fee increases”. Except some of the fee increases were challenged in court, and
thrown out as illegally passed. So was the budget shortfall really closed?
 
My guess is yes and with a slight surplus. It was about this same time that Oklahoma's economy started to
improve. Our un-employment rate started to decline. Our tax revenues started to increase. That along with a
raid of the Rainy Day Fund made up for the rest of the short fall. They also failed to return the fees they
already collected that had been ruled unconstitutional by the Oklahoma State Supreme Court. So yes they did
eventually balance the budget.
 
For Fy12, they closed a $500 million dollar gap in the budget. Again budget cuts and fee increases were how
they accomplished this. With Oklahoma's economy looking better, the shortfall was less. They even found
money to place into the “Rainy Day Fund”. It's funny how this fund works. It's always there, but when we need
it, it never seems to have money in it.
 
Now FY13 is a complete mystery. No figures have been released yet. It will be interesting to see how this plays
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out. From the bills I've seen under consideration, the big spending RINO Republicans and liberals are having a
spending spree that even President Obama would be proud of. Speaker Steele and his cronies are pushing a
“Social Justice” agenda that includes several soft on crime bills, cutting spending to the Department of
Corrections and letting repeat habitual sex offenders out of jail with ankle monitoring devices instead of jail
time. The Senate is doing their best to implement Obama/Fallin care despite the fact that Oklahoma voters
overwhelmingly rejected both and they're doing it without recording and publishing for the record committee
votes.
 
The Great State of Oklahoma is in a financial mess. For too long we have let the liberal Democrats and liberal
Republicans run this state. Now they are taking their cue from the D.C. Politicians and trying to borrow our
way to oblivion. WE THE PEOPLE must now be heard. It's time the political class in this state be reminded that
they work for us, not the Corporations and not the Oklahoma State Chamber of Commerce. Demand no more
borrowing to close shortfalls. Use the “Rainy Day Fund”. That's what it's there for. No more legislative pay
raises until our financial house is in order. For those that don't want to live within the means of the state,
resign. For those that refuse to live within the means of the state, we know how to vote you out.
 
 
 

It isn’t Thanksgiving Yet, Why mess With a Turkey?
HR1044

Last year Representative Doug Cox presented the same type of bill to honor the nation of Turkey in a
resolution.  One of the conservative Republican Representatives asked former Israeli ambassador Yorum for his
take on the resolution:
 
Shalom xxxxxxxxx,
 
This is not an Israeli issue.  It is an American issue. 
The proposed resolution is oblivious of Turkey's policy toward the US and its most vital interests. 
Since 2002, when the Islamic party became the ruling party, Turkey has switched over from a US-driven policy
to an Islam-driven policy. 
For example, Turkey has become an ally of Iran and Syria, getting much closer to Putin (who attempts to
resurrect the USSR hegemony in his region and beyond).  Ankara has been supportive of Hezbollah and Hamas
– two major terrorist organizations in Lebanon and in Gaza respectively – and has embraced the IHH, a
notorious Turkish terrorist organization, which supports Islamic terrorism in Europe and beyond.  
The current regime in Turkey attempts to restore Turkey's grand era as a ruler of the Muslim World, at the
expense of the USA, while advancing the fortunes of Russia, China, North Korea, Iran and Syria.
 
Hang in there and hang tough, 
 
Yoram
 
Rep. Bennett objected to this & they changed it to a Citation instead of an HR.  Rep. Reynolds
added the amendment that if anyone receives any free trips from Turkey they should not introduce this
legislation.  Here is that amendment:
 

FLOOR AMENDMENT
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

State of Oklahoma
SPEAKER:
CHAIR:

I move to amend HR1044

By striking the language on page 2 lines 10-14:
 
"WHEREAS, it is the policy of the Oklahoma Legislature to recognize the contributions of our allies and the
value of maintaining beneficial relationships with allies of the State of Oklahoma, such as the contributions
made by the Republic of Turkey and the value of our positive relationship with this ally.aa"
And inserting
 
"WHEREAS, it is the policy of members in the leadership of the Oklahoma House of Representatives to
recognize the value of passing resolutions of this nature in order to continue to receive free, unreported,
extravagant trips to exotic locations paid for by unknown sources."  by Reynolds...
RESOLUTION 1044 By: Cox
 

AS INTRODUCED
A Resolution recognizing the many contributions made by citizens of the Republic of Turkey; and directing
distribution.
 
WHEREAS, the Republic of Turkey and the United States of America are long-standing allies, both dearly
cherishing the universal values of freedom, democracy and human rights; and
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WHEREAS, in its alliances with the United States, the Republic of Turkey has demonstrated its commitment to
world peace and liberty, as well as its tolerance of others in the secular and religious venues; and
WHEREAS, the Republic of Turkey is the world’s fifteenth largest economy and Europe’s sixth largest economy,
is a valued trading partner with the State of Oklahoma, and is to be commended on its contributions to the
global economy; and
WHEREAS, the State of Oklahoma and the Republic of Turkey have enjoyed a strong, vibrant and mutually
beneficial economic relationship with the prospect of further growth; and
WHEREAS, it is the custom of the State of Oklahoma to welcome all who come to our state, especially those
who come in the interest of friendship and commerce; and
WHEREAS, it is in the best interest of the State of Oklahoma to further cultivate the good relationship between
Oklahoma and the Republic of Turkey and other Turkic Nations; and
WHEREAS, it is the policy of the Oklahoma Legislature to recognize the contributions of our allies and the value
of maintaining beneficial relationships with allies of the State of Oklahoma, such as the contributions made by
the Republic of Turkey and the value of our positive relationship with this ally.
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE 2ND SESSION OF THE
53RD OKLAHOMA LEGISLATURE:
 
THAT the Oklahoma House of Representatives recognizes the many contributions made by the citizens of the
Republic of Turkey.
 
THAT an official copy of this resolution be distributed to Turquoise Council of Americans and Eurasians.
 
 
 
 

Oklahoma Insurance Act of 2012 - SB1629 –
 
 
We were all set to run this story this week on the Obama care/Fallin Care Health Insurance Exchanges but
several things happened to cause us to question if the bill had been killed in the House and in the Senate.
 
First off during the GOP presidential watch party at the Marriott last Tuesday night, Senator Bingman
approached Al, introduced himself and shook hands.  It was one of those handshakes that older men still do,
sizing each other up in the process.  The conversation quickly turned to the Obama Care/Fallin Care bill that
had passed the Senate the week before and how the public didn’t want Obama Care implemented in any form
or fashion.  Bingman made an odd comment about the Senate not passing Obama Care and not wanting
Obama Care, then said thank you for the email, and walked off.  The email that Bingman was referring to was
sent a few weeks ago when the Senate bill was still in committee, pointing out that the Sooner Tea Party had
generally left the Senate alone and concentrated on the House of Representatives, also pointing out that the
Senate had been much more responsive to the will of the people, thus allowing the Sooner Tea Party to leave
them alone to do their work.
 
However, the conversation with Bingman was a bit puzzling at the time but when a phone call came in late
Wednesday night giving the credit to the Sooner Tea Party and two others for killing Obama Care this year,
things started to make sense.
 
The story starts with one dedicated activist, Ronda Vuillemont-Smith  of the Tulsa 912 Group who was
  working the Capitol on Wednesday pushing as discharge petition on HR 1004 when she saw a white board,
basically one of those erasable marker boards, with a note that Glen Mulready’s  favorite issue, the Obama
Care/Fallin Care bill was being dropped.  Ronda knew that Mulready was the author of last year’s Obama
Care/Fallin Care bill, the leader of the public hearings on the program this summer and fall, and was the
leading supporter of Obama Care/Fallin Care in the House of Representatives.  Seeing the bill being killed
tweaked her interest.
 
That lead to a phone call between Ronda and Mulready where Mulready allegedly said :
 
“it was that crazy Dave Bell and that crazy Al Gerhart” and  Darren Gantz that killed the Obamacare bill”.
 
The story first came in from Northwest Tulsa, then was verified with Ronda Vuillemont-Smith via a phone call.  
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Ronda knows as do we all that the credit is much more widely spread, it took attacks from all sides and all
angles to kill Obama Care/Fallin Care in Oklahoma, but it was nice to hear from the bill author’s own mouth
that our brand of activism is effective.  We don’t hold rallies, we don’t go down to the Capitol and talk to the
legislators very often but we do a lot of talking with the politician’s own constituents.
 
On reflection though, perhaps it isn’t quite yet time to hang up the gloves on Obama Care/Fallin Care this
year.  This might be an elaborate trick to divert our attention.   It would be a good idea to make some more
calls to thank the Senators and Representatives for finally killing off the bill and to remind them that you don’t
want it brought up in any form or fashion.  Here is their press release on the killing of the bill:
 
 
And here is the story that we were going to run, then decided not to run, but decided to run it just incase. 
And yes, that is as confusing as it sounds. 
 
SB1629 has all the markings of introducing Obamacare to Oklahoma. Federal tax dollars will be used as stated,
“Title XIX of the Social Security Act” as well as other sources “otherwise specified or authorized by law”. One
reason for all these sources is to create a “premium assistance program”. In short, socialism. Our State
Republican Senators who are promoting this legislation are essentially saying that the way to stop federal
socialism is with state socialism and then tag it with buzz words such as “conservative” and “free market”.  This
bill has already passed a committee vote and appears backed by the governor. This means it is on a fast track
for a Senate vote.
 
 Action - Send a single BCC email to EVERY Republican State Senator at once and ask them to oppose SB1629
when it comes up for a vote on the Senate floor.     
 
aldridge@oksenate.gov, allen@oksenate.gov, anderson@oksenate.gov, barrington@oksenate.gov,
bingman@oksenate.gov, branan@oksenate.gov, brecheen@oksenate.gov, brinkley@oksenate.gov,
brownb@oksenate.gov, childers@oksenate.gov, coates@oksenate.gov, crain@oksenate.gov,
david@oksenate.gov, efields@oksenate.gov, fordj@oksenate.gov, halligan@oksenate.gov, holt@oksenate.gov,
johnsonr@oksenate.gov, jolley@oksenate.gov, justice@oksenate.gov, marlatt@oksenate.gov,
mazzei@oksenate.gov, newberry@oksenate.gov, russell@oksenate.gov, schulz@oksenate.gov,
shortey@oksenate.gov, simpson@oksenate.gov, stanislawski@oksenate.gov, lewis@oksenate.gov,
treat@oksenate.gov, ingraham@oksenate.gov, nichols@oksenate.gov

Preventing Enforcement of Federal Health Care Acts
– HB1276 – authored by Rep. Ritze

By staff writer
 
This helps to stop Obamacare …
 
This key text in HB1276 is self-explanatory. “The Legislature of the State of Oklahoma declares that the federal
laws known as the “Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act” (Public Law 111-148) and the “Health Care and
Education Reconciliation Act of 2010” (Public Law 111-152), signed by President Barack Obama on March 23
and 30, 2010, are not authorized by the Constitution of the United States and violate its true meaning and
intent as given by the founders and ratifiers, and are hereby declared to be invalid in the State of Oklahoma,
shall not be recognized by this state, are specifically rejected by this state, and shall be considered null and
void and of no effect in this state.” This bill passed out of committee.
 
Action – Call Rep. DeWitt ((405) 557-7332  daledewitt@okhouse.gov) and ask him to bring HB1276 to the
House floor for a vote.

Defense in place of worship – HB2988 – Rep. Ritze
By Staff writer

 
Today, if someone forcibly enters your home they are “presumed to be doing so with the intent to commit an
unlawful act involving force or violence.” As a result, you can defend yourself accordingly. HB2988 would
extend this to “place of worship”. It has passed out of committee and is ready for a House Floor vote. Find this
bill here.  
Action – Call Rep. DeWitt ((405) 557-7332  daledewitt@okhouse.gov) and ask him to bring HB2988 to the
House floor for a vote.
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Oklahoma Riot Control and Prevention Act
– SB1760 – Sen. Sykes

 
This key text in SB1760 is self-explanatory. “Nothing in this section shall be construed to allow any official of a
municipal or state entity to prohibit or suspend the sale, ownership, possession, transportation, carrying,
registration, transfer and storage of firearms, ammunition and ammunition accessories during a declared state
of emergency, that are otherwise legal under state law.” This bill just passed out of committee.
 
Action – Call Sen. Schulz ((405) 521-5612  schulz@oksenate.gov) and ask him to put SB1760 on the Senate
agenda for a vote
 
 

 
 

PUSHING FALLIN'S AGENDA
DO THEY KNOW WHAT THEY ARE DOING?

 
By R.H.

 
Editors note:  This story was originally seven pages long and about as well written as one could ask but the
length demanded trimming down.  However, if you want a really in depth look at the consequences of this bill
please read the entire unabridged story here.
House Bill 3061 is one of the most confusing pieces of legislation I have ever seen. The history of this bill is
enough to leave one’s head spinning. This is the bill that Speaker Steele is pushing for the Governor on Tax
reform. It was originally referred to the Rules Committee on February 7, 2012. It was withdrawn from the
Rules Committee, for reasons unknown, on February 20, 2012, and given to the Appropriations and Budget
Committee. The Appropriations and Budget Committee amended it and passed it out of committee on February
28, 2012 recommending a do pass. On March 1, 2012, the Bill picked up a Co-Author, Senator Jolley, as a
principal author in the Senate. That same day the bill was “Emergency Remove” from consideration. I was
unable to find out why it was removed.
 
Not listed in the history of the bill is on the very next day, March 2, 2012, a floor version of the bill was
introduced on the floor. No explanation as to where this “floor version” came from or who wrote it. It was
amended from the version approved by the Appropriations and Budget Committee. It's a full page longer. You
can read the bill here: .
 
This bill is similar in nature to HB 3038, which has also advanced to the house floor. There are major
differences though. This bill is slanted towards the upper class and has no set dates whereas HB 3038 is un-
biased as to class and has set dates. We will go through them in detail in this article. You can read HB 3038
here:
 
As stated earlier, this bill was “Emergency Remove” on March 1, 2012. Without a vote of the committee, the
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floor version of the bill was submitted on March 2, 2012. How can Speaker Steele get away with this violation
of rules?
Section 1. “A new section of law not to be codified in the Oklahoma Statutes reads as follows:” This is very
suspicious. How can you create new law and not have it codified in the statutes of the States laws? It can’t be
done. Should this law be passed with this wording, it would have no standing.
 
Section 4.B. In part “and ending not later than December 31, 2012, a tax is hereby imposed”.
 
1.      Single individuals and married individuals filing separately:
(g) 5.25% tax on the remainder for the 2009 and subsequent tax years ending not later than December 31,
2012.
These same rates apply for married couples filing jointly, only you must double the dollar figure. This is a
significant tax cut. As it goes back to the tax year of 2009, you should also be able to file an amended return
and receive an additional return from the state.
 
Section 4.C. In part “Nonresident Aliens. There shall be a tax imposed on nonresident aliens --- a tax of eight
percent (8%) instead of thirty percent (30%)”.
 
Section 4.D. Corporations In part “ beginning after December 31, 1989, a tax is hereby imposed --- in amount
equal to six percent (6%) thereof.” This is a disgrace. This code hasn't changed in twenty-three years.
 
Section 4.E. Certain Foreign Corporations. In part “ In lieu of the tax imposed in subsection C-- there shall be
imposed on foreign corporations, as defined in the Internal Revenue Code, a tax of six percent (6%) instead of
thirty (30%)”. Now if foreign corporations can get a tax break, why can't American owned companies get a tax
break?
 
Section 4.G. Tax rate tables. In part “For all taxable years beginning after December 31, 2012, in lieu of the tax
imposed by Section 2 of this Act there is hereby imposed for each taxable year on the taxable income of every
individual, whose taxable income for such taxable year does not exceed the ceiling amount ----- tables which
shall be determined by the tax commission.” In other words, it's a crap shoot.
 
Section 6 AMENDATORY O.S. 2011, Section 2357.22, is amended to read as follows:
 
Section 2357.22.A. In part “beginning after January 1, 2013, and ending not later than December 31, 2014,
there shall be allowed a onetime credit against the income tax”
 
1.      for investments in qualified clean-burning motor vehicle fuel property placed in service after December
31, 201
4.      In part “Property which is directly related to the compression and delivery of natural gas from a private
home”
 
In other words, they have eliminated all tax credits but one for electric cars. They are encouraging the use of
natural gas conversion. That's understandable. ONG will install a fueling station in your home at no cost,
provided you already have gas service. Natural gas is one thing we have an abundant supply of.
 
Section 7 AMENDATORY 68 O.S. 2011 Section 2358 is amended to read as follows:
 
Section 2358 A.1. In part “ There shall be added interest income on obligations of any state or political
subdivision thereto which is not otherwise exempted pursuant to other laws”. They certainly want to cover all
bases. Tax whatever they can.
 
If you are like a lot of the rural farm workers, young teen agers, college students and people just setting out
on their own this bill is a disaster. This bill will truly give the Democratic Party an issue to run on in the fall. It
benefits the wealthy and middleclass first, while placing the burden on the poor and those just setting out on
the road of life. By cutting taxes on those who are single and making over thirty five thousand dollars
($35,000.00) and those who are married and making over seventy thousand dollars ($70,000.00) you place the
tax burden on the poor. That burden is lengthened by not placing any sure dates on implementing these tax
cuts, but by arbitrarily placing a five percent (5%) growth minimum on state revenue before a cut can be
given. This will ensure the upper classes will see some if not all cuts, while the lower wage earners will be lucky
to see any.
 
One thing is glaringly missing from this package going before the House. That is a Fiscal Report. Where is the
fiscal report that should have been completed after all these changes made by the Speaker where submitted to
the floor. After all they were submitted without a vote.
 
Speaker Steele this is another blatant attempt by you to gain favor with the Governor by pushing her pet
project. Senator Jolley, you're just trying to gain favor with the State Chamber of Commerce. After all you need
some campaign money. Governor Fallin, how dare you propose such an audacious, despicable plan. You were
elected to represent the people of Oklahoma. Not just the middle class and the rich. Look after the people who
really need it for a change. Let the Speaker and Senator Jolley know that unless there are major changes to
this bill, you will veto it. By major changes I mean the first to receive the tax cuts are those making less than
thirty five thousand ($35,000.00) dollars a year. They are the ones that need it.
 
Those of you in both chambers of the legislature should demand accountability of Speaker Steele and Senator
Jolley. Demand a new Fiscal Impact Statement be prepared by the Tax Commission. Demand the little guy get
the tax breaks first. Demand these changes, or vote no on this bill. We will be watching.
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DHS 101
Modifying drug-endangered children provisions

House Bill 2251, by Peterson
By Ms. D.B.

 
This bill presented by Rep. Peterson allows the DHS to investigate as well as assess if there is drug abuse
suspected before placing the child in a home. After reading the long list of violations the court found the state
guilty of this is not much of a reform step. Not at this point anyway. I don't think that the state could possibly
move any slower at reforming a dept. unless they had no legs and were blind.
 
There is absolutely nothing as urgent or as important as this. Not because there is an ongoing court interest,
but because there are children that are still suffering each day that the legislators and Governor drag their feet.
Why they choose to give this the back seat is unexplainable. First it makes no sense that the Governor has not
backed this with a magnitude of funding and ongoing support. There can't be a more urgent or deserving
cause. The money is there for whatever else that the Governor wants to indulge in.
 
The state was put under the watchful eye of the court to insure that the "clean it up" was taking place with the
insertion of co-neutrals (babysitters).The state did attempt to have the case thrown out of court before
complete defeat. They lost due to the mounds of nasty evidence. Nothing says "no integrity” like trying to
dodge responsibility when you have been busted red handed.
 
So now months down the road this shallow bill is thrown out here as a token of attempting to be "doing
something". This bill and its contents should be listed in the DHS 101 manual. It should be on the no
thinker/given list of terms. When a state employee is responsible for placing a child it shouldn't matter whether
there is a possible drug issue or not, an investigation as well as an assessment should be done every time. To
place a child sight unseen is sloppy, lazy, and unprofessional. They might as well forget any type of regulation
at that point and just spin the wheel of fortune. At this point in the game why insert something this lame and
sterile?
 
 Experience proves that their judgment leaned toward failure. Every case and child is going to be unique and
skills like looking outside the box are in order. You can’t simply hand them a piece of paper with instructions. 
The children placed in the care of DHS are not there because they have a healthy home. Nor are they there
trying to check into the Days Inn Motel. To handle the need properly requires that some thought, skill, and
common sense be put into play. The children are there to obtain safety. To handle any given case without
checking it out thoroughly is unacceptable.
 
In reading a report by an expert witness for the court he stated this exact concern." That being that the
employees lacked the ability to assess or judge and therefore the children were often placed in harmful
situations". If the state insists on keeping the same employees then they can't expect those same people to
have an ability that wasn't there before. I have felt from the beginning that the main problem was that the
staff was not qualified for the positions and lacked the proper skills to make such decisions. Now what I am
seeing with these one or two lame bills is the possibility that the problem may not be just a personnel problem.
The initial sin may indeed be from much higher ranks that are just as lacking, just as unskilled, and wearing
the deer in the headlight face with the rest of the DHS staff.  Dragging their feet not just because they aren’t
concerned, but also because they are clueless to the proper fix themselves. They are also at the DHS 101 level
in search for reform.  It is a very sad situation for the kids and a very sad state indeed.
 
Marcia Robinson Lowry , direction of the Rights for Children was involved with the court Process concerning this
case. Here are several comments that she had to say along with some headliners about our State .These
headlines and comments can be viewed on the Children’s Rights website Watchdog:
 
"The system has long operated without standards or accountability, resulting in serious harm to Oklahoma’s
children,” said Marcia Robinson Lowry, executive director for Children’s Rights. The state’s 10,000+ kids in
foster care suffer abuse and neglect in their foster homes at one of the highest rates in the nation. I don't see
how the situation didn't get out long ago. I don't understand" Marcia Robinson Lowry, director of Children's
Rights, Children’s Rights.org.
 
Judge Rejects All of Oklahoma’s Attempts to Limit Protections for Foster Children
Two Expert Reviews Find OK Child Welfare Plagued by Mismanagement, Dysfunctional Computer
System 
New Report Reveals Shocking Number of Oklahoma Kids Abused in Foster Care, Forced to Change
Homes Repeatedly 
Kids in Foster Care Suffer as Oklahoma Child Welfare Agency Fails to Track Workers’ Caseloads 
Child Welfare Experts Blast Oklahoma Department of Human Services in New Reports on Kids’
Safety in Foster Care
 
John Goad A.M. expert witness /Childs Rights.Org:
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“DHS’s pathetically deficient practices ensure that every abused or neglected child who comes into its custody
faces an inordinately high risk of suffering further maltreatment on its watch.”
 
“When attempting to describe the children’s harm and suffering, the words that come to mind are
incomprehensible, unimaginable, outrageous, and immoral.  Children in OKDHS’s care are more likely to be
abused and neglected than are children in the care of almost any other state,” the author writes. “It is probable
that all children who are placed in the custody of the agency are in danger of being placed with abusive,
neglectful, and dangerous caregivers who OKDHS has failed to identify because of its deficient response to
child abuse and neglect referrals.”  
 
Report: Treatment of Oklahoma foster kids ‘immoral’ (AP/Tulsa World)
 
 
 

 
Kudos to Key

HR 1004
 

 
 
The Sooner Tea Party fought for this bill all last year using robo calls and precinct work but we ended the
session with around 50 or so of the 68 signatures needed.  The discharge petition is back again this year
and drawing more supporters thanks to the election year and the beating we gave a few of the House
members last year.   George Faught was one of those legislators that refused to sign HR 1004 last year but
during the Watch Party at the Marriott on Tuesday night Faught agreed to talk to Representative Charles Key
about the discharge petition.   Rumor has it that Faught actually signed the discharge petitition on Wednesday
but we have yet to confirm that.

 
HR 1004 would put a stop to chairmen continuing their dictatorial control over whether a bill gets a fair
hearing. As it is now, chairmen can kill any legislation they choose. This resolution relates to the rules of the
House of Representatives.
 
The reason for the fowl odor at the round house has been because those in power have killed our government
the Founders set up and now the stench is quite obvious. The process has always been one of ideas and
Charles Key has taken a huge step to protect our free society. The end result would be to hold our
representatives accountable. What a glorious concept!
 
 

 
More Picking Winners by the Government

Will They Ever Learn? 
 By R.H.

 
Where did we get all of these RINO”s from? Here we have a bill, HB 2978, written by Representatives Dank
and Pittman in the House and Senator Mazzei directing what at the state level amounts to earmarks for pet
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projects in the form of tax credits. Haven't they figured it out that there is a better way to do business than to
award tax credits? What do we have to do? Stand beside them and beat it into their heads? You can read the
bill here:
 
They have declared this an emergency. What emergency? Has the world’s axis shifted turning us upside down?
Have we been inundated with massive floods? Have tornadoes destroyed Oklahoma City, Tulsa, and every
town in the State? I see no emergency here. The only emergency here is how fast they can line their
benefactor’s pocketbooks.
 
Section 1. In part “NEW LAW A new section of law to be codified in the Oklahoma Statutes as Section 2357.501
of title 68”.
 
Section 1.B. In part “Any measure providing for a tax credit shall contain provisions pursuant to which any
member of the public can determine the identity of any person or entity that benefits from the tax credit”. They
put this in there as if they are doing us a favor. What are they doing giving these things out to begin with?
This is the people’s money they are giving away. Why do they think they are any better at it then the federal
government? Hasn't the recent debacle at American Airlines taught them anything?
 
Section 1.C. “Any tax credit shall provide for the creation of new jobs or the retention of existing jobs within
the State of Oklahoma.” They've got this only half right. If they insist on picking winners and losers, then they
should insist on new job creation only. That would not mean they couldn't give a tax credit to an existing
company in the state. What it would mean is that existing company would have to expand its operation and
add employees in order to qualify.
 
Section 1.D. In part “With respect to each fiscal year of the state, any tax credit shall be limited based on the
total amount of credits that may be claimed by one entity”. This is good. A company is given 100 tax credits for
employees but hires 120; it can still only claim 100. It limits the liability to the state.
 
Section 1.E. “Any tax credit passed by the legislature shall contain a date certain for the termination of the
provisions authorizing the credit.” This is also a good thing, but it doesn't go far enough. This clause was
added to placate the fiscal conservatives in the legislature. What needs to be added to this clause is wording to
the effect stipulating that the entity will not be eligible for any additional tax credits for five years or so.
 
Section 1.F. In part “No economic activity that qualifies for a tax credit may occur without the project cost
receiving prior approval by a state governmental entity”. Okay this is questionable. I don't have a lot a faith in
“governmental entities” to do a proper evaluation of cost of a project. It is with deep sadness that I must say
this states agencies are full of corrupt, political hacks that will do whatever it takes to get a project going no
matter what the cost.
 
Section 1.G. “Transactions for which a tax credit has been authorized and which results in a reduction or
potential reduction of state revenue shall be audited by the State Auditor and Inspector.” Having oversight is a
good thing. I see the hand of fiscal conservatives in this clause. I hope they plan on hiring more auditors.
 
Section 1.H. In part “No measure containing a tax credit shall receive final passage by either chamber of the
legislature unless a detailed fiscal impact analyzing the effect of the tax credit on the state revenue and upon
the economy of the state is prepared”. I'm in wholehearted agreement with this. A fiscal impact statement
should be accomplished on everything effecting state revenue done by the legislature, unlike some of the tax
bills we see sponsored by Speaker Steele.
 
Section 1.I. “No measure containing a tax credit shall be considered during the last five (5) days of a regular or
extraordinary session of the legislature.” This too is a good thing. We wouldn't these things coming up when all
these legislators have on their minds is going home. I will add though, the length of the legislative session
needs to be longer. The business of running the government is more time consuming and the legislators need
more time to accomplish the job right.
 
Section 2. “This act shall become effective July 1, 2012.” Why? Are you in a hurry to line the pockets of your
benefactors?
 
Section 3. The emergency clause. “It being immediately necessary for the preservation of the public peace,
health and safety, an emergency is hereby declared to exist, by reason whereof this act shall take effect and
be in full force from and after its passage and approval.” I dare any single legislator, from the Governor on
down, to give me a valid reason as to how a tax credit effect the 'preservation of the public peace, health and
safety”. It cannot be done. This section of the bill should be stricken, and if the bill is passed, this bill should be
allowed to become law on November 1, 2012. This IS NOT an emergency.
 
Although this bill is well intentioned, it lacks sufficient grounds for passage. It once again fails to recognize that
there is a better way to attract business to the great State of Oklahoma, by lowering corporate taxes to begin
with. Let me explain it to you. Lower corporate taxes mean more corporations are attracted to Oklahoma. More
corporations attracted to Oklahoma means more jobs in Oklahoma. More jobs in Oklahoma mean more sales
tax revenue in Oklahoma. Can it be any simpler?
 
This bill authorizes the continued use of tax credits. This is something this state needs to get away from. There
are more loopholes in here than there are in the I.R.S. Tax code. Vote No on this bill. We are watching.
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Noodle Nelson;

Rep. Jason  Nelson
By Ms. D.B.

 
I have to wonder just what the incentive might have been that persuaded noodle Rep. Nelson to associate
himself with such a full blown, wide open, fiasco of a dept. Like DHS. This wishy-washy, Capital wall-weed, is a
man who has been lying low, spinelessly, doing his time, refusing to speak out on any topic, and only standing
for something during restroom breaks.
 
This is a Rep. that came to the capital on the shirt tail of the Chamber of Commerce, and with the unveiling of
resent findings it appears that his loyalty still remains with them. What does this say about Rep. Nelson? It
says that he is not for the citizens of Oklahoma, but for his own personal gain.  Why would Rep. Steele give
such a person the job of “leadership” to a department that is in serious need of strong direction when he could
care less and has nothing to offer?
 
Where might he be leading them to? Off a cliff? His appointment as leader certainly isn’t due to his outstanding
leadership and success with the areas he has headed so far. The only obvious answer would be, once again,
for personal reasons. His political courage rating given was a big fat zero because of his refusal to speak on
any given topic.
 
He was given this new “leader” position by his partner in crime Rep. Steele who was also listed on the same
“Shameless” list.  Rep. Nelson had already been given the task of “studying” the DHS problem. He has been
studying it for over 2 years now. So, how much longer did he plan to “Study” the situation before he busted a
move and did something productive? When asked this question Rep. Nelson’s answer was about as deep as his
study. His answer being, huh?
 
It is an understatement to say that he isn’t the man for the job. Most likely this is a back scratching situation. 
Rep. Steele, who has also been “studying” the DHS dilemma for years, assigns his commerce comrade as
bogus leader knowing he will only be a stool pigeon by doing nothing. It would, however, give him cover up
control as needed.
 
Rep. Steele also handpicked the other 4 people that are to be working on the DHS reform.  Needless to say,
nothing has been accomplished. You can see the drudgery in Rep. Nelson’s face these days. He appears to be
miserable. You should have just said “no” Rep. Nelson. He now sits with the mother lode dropped in his lap. 
Whether his intentions are for the love of money or for favors owed no one is sure. Regardless, the outcome
will probably be the same.  The DHS project will suffer and he’ll get burned unless Rep. Steele throws him
under the bus first.  Oh what a tangled web.
 
Send Jason an email and offer a spine transplant.  While you are talking to him or his legislative assistant, ask
him to sign the HR 1004 Discharge Petition.
 
jason.nelson@okhouse.gov
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Representative Lisa J. Billy

Her Legislative Career  
R.H.

 
Representative Billy first got into politics, apparently, when she was elected to the Chickasaw Nation
Legislature in 1996. She served there; I'm sure, proudly until 2001. This undoubtedly whetted her appetite for
politics. She was elected to represent the 42nd District in Oklahoma in 2004. Since being elected, she has been
appointed an Assistant Majority Floor Leader and she sits as the Chair of the A&B Public Safety Committee. She
also sits on the Agriculture, Wildlife & Environmental Committee, Appropriations & Budget Committee, General
Government Committee, Long-term Care & Senior Services Committee and the Redistricting Southern Oklahoma
Subcommittee. In other words, she is one powerful lady.
 
Checking her legislative accomplishments has been rather difficult. I was only able to go back through the last
two legislative sessions, and from what I saw, it appears the Representative Billy was an average to slightly
above average politician. In the 2011 legislative year, she sponsored four bills and a House Resolution. Of
those bills, four died in committee, one died on the floor and three passed into law. The House Resolution also
passed.
 
On taking a closer look at the bills she had passed into law, one was an almost sure fire thing. It dealt with the
levels of radiation a person can be exposed to. New data had determined that the levels of radiation exposure
needed to be changed and Representative Billy saw to it. Plain and simple. One was a soft on crime bill. That
one got through because it fit with the Speakers' social justice agenda, and the last was a funding bill for
Attorneys Generals.
 
She had one bill that died on the House floor without coming up for a vote. It was a bill for a bridge near
Maysville. She also had four additional bills that died in committee.
 
Legislative year 2012 has been very good to her. She has presented only five bills and one resolution this year.
The resolution passed. All five of her bills passed and are awaiting action in the Senate. I guess nice things
happen when you become part of the leadership.
 
Let’s take a look at her campaign finances. They read more like those of a Democrat than those of a
Republican, but you would expect that from a RINO. This last election cycle looked like this:
 
Chickasaw Nation $5,000.00
Choctaw Nation $5,000.00
Osage Nation $ 500.00
Ok. Assoc. Of Realtors $2,500.00
Ok. Assoc. Of Electric Cooperatives $1,000.00
Ok. Indep. Pet. Assoc. $1,000.00
Ok. Quarter Horse Racing Association $ 300.00
Associated General Contractors of Oklahoma $ 200.00
Citizen 1 $1,000.00
Citizen 2 $ 155.00
Citizen 3 $ 100.00
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Citizen 4 $ 100.00
Citizen 5 $ 100.00
It should be noted that the names of the individual citizens are not revealed for this article. They can be found
on Project Vote Smart.
 
Unions
 
Oklahoma Education Assoc. $1,000.00
Ok. Public Employees Assoc. $1,000.00
Ok. Society of Anesthesiologists $1,000.00
Ok. Assoc. of Nurse Anesthetists $1,000.00
Ok. Ed. Assoc. Fund for Children & Public Ed. $1,000.00
Ok. Assoc. of Optometric Physicians $ 600.00
Oklahoma City Firefighters $ 250.00
OKC Retired Firefighters Assoc. $ 200.00
Unified Chiropractic Assoc. $ 200.00
Ok. Assoc. of Career & Technology Education $ 150.00
OneOk. Inc. $ 500.00
Union Pacific Railroad $ 500.00
Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railroad (BNSF) $ 500.00
Chesapeake Energy $ 250.00
HCRW Candidate Fund Account $ 100.00
 
That's quite a lot for one campaign cycle in such a rural district. Since she first started raising funds, in 2002,
for her elections she has raised $99,313.00. A majority of these funds have come from government agencies,
and education. Labor organizations are running third. It makes one wonder where her loyalties lie. Do they lie
with the people she was elected to represent, or to the government and education organizations that seem to
fund her?
 
Her sudden elevation to a leadership position raises questions. The state is currently embroiled in a battle with
the Chickasaw and Choctaw Nations over water rights. The two Native American tribes own them by treaty with
the U. S. Government. The State wants them. Did the Speaker hope to gain a bargaining position by appointing
her to a leadership position? I hope that Representative Billy is true to her commercials, and isn't shallow
enough to be used that way.
 
Knowing all this is it any wonder that Representative Billy is beholding to Speaker Steele? Is that why she
hasn't signed the discharge petition known as HR 1004? Representative Billy, is power so important to you that
you would silence the voices of your fellow Representatives by allowing the dictatorial rules of Speaker Steele
to stand? Sign the discharge petition or we will work against you in your next election.
 

 
 
 

CAIR and the Muslim Brotherhood:
The “Five Phases” Plan – Part III

 
CAIR is at it again.
 
You may recall that in the last several articles we’ve been looking at some of the evidence from the U.S. vs.
The Holy Land Foundation trial, the largest terrorism financing trial in America’s history. These shocking
documents were seized by FBI Counter Terrorism Agents when they the raided the Elbarasse home and seized
the “Archives of the Muslim Brotherhood in America” hidden in a secret sub-basement. Let’s review a
few of the main points we’ve discussed in previous articles:
 

1. CAIR is an unindicted co-conspirator in the largest terrorism-financing trial in U.S. history.
2. CAIR is a front group for Hamas, an organization designated as a “terrorist organization” by

the U.S. government.

3. CAIR is part of the Muslim Brotherhood (more coming soon on the Muslim Brotherhood).
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4.   The goal of the Muslim Brotherhood here in America was described as follows: “The (Muslim Brotherhood)
must understand that their work in America is a kind of grand Jihad in eliminating and destroying the
Western civilization from within and “sabotaging” its miserable house by their (our)hands ...“ (The
Explanatory Memorandum, p. 7)
5.   Congress passed a law preventing the FBI from doing business with CAIR.
6.    The Muslim Brotherhood (i.e. CAIR) has a 5-Phase plan known as “Phases of the World Underground
Movement Plan,” to overthrow the U.S. government and replace the Constitution with Shariah Law.
 
Two weeks ago we looked at the first three phases of the MB’s “Five Phase Plan.” From the feedback we’ve
received, people apparently think that this some pretty shocking material, especially the video clip of DHS
Secretary Napolitano testifying before Congress about the MB’s infiltration of DHS. This week we want to look
at the last two phases.
 
Before I get started on the next point, however, I need to make a disclaimer. Since the last article, almost as if
on cue, CAIR has written a letter to illustrate the next phase in the “5-Phase Plan.” Honest to goodness, folks,
before I wrote this article I really had no idea that CAIR was going to write this letter and be so cooperative as
to highlight the message of this week’s article.
 
Let’s get started. Following are the exact quotes from the “Phases of the World Underground Movement
Plan,” along with my commentary.
 
Phase Four: Open public confrontation with the Government through exercising the political
pressure approach. It is aggressively implementing the above-mentioned approach. Training on the use of
weapons domestically and overseas in anticipation of zero-hour. It has noticeable activities in
this regard.
 
Commentary: There are two points upon which I want to focus:
 
A.      The “Political Pressure Approach”
 
In previous articles, we’ve repeatedly referred to the “Understanding the Threat to America” seminar, held
recently in Edmond, during which we received the documents which we’ve been studying in our series of
articles. Oklahoma’s office of Continuing Law Enforcement Education Training (“CLEET”) certified this program
for annual credit hours and a number of law enforcement officers from around the state attended. Once CAIR
learned, however, that CLEET had certified the course for credit (ESPECIALLY by the presenters from the
Strategic Engagement Group, Inc.), CAIR launched a withering campaign against the Director of CLEET to get
the credit hour approval for the seminar rescinded and someone joked, at one point, they thought CLEET was
going to have to “erect a guard tower” outside CLEET headquarters to repel CAIR’s attack. As CLEET’s
Curriculum Director and the Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation’s Legal Counsel found when they attended
the seminar, however, the presenters focused primarily on the evidence from the HLF trial as well as the
Muslim Brotherhood’s own documents. To their credit, CLEET officials withstood the barrage from CAIR and
allowed the seminar to go forward as planned. THIS, MY FRIENDS, IS AN EXAMPLE OF THE “POLITICAL
PRESSURE APPROACH” IN PHASE FOUR OF THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD’S “FIVE-PHASE” PLAN
TO TAKE OVER THE GOVERNMENT AND REPLACE THE CONSTITUTION WITH SHARIAH LAW!
 
But CAIR wasn’t finished. When they failed to get CLEET to back down, CAIR turned its guns on local police
departments. In a letter to the Dell City Police department dated February 27, 2012, CAIR sought to
intimidate Chief Taylor by making an “Open Records Act Request” which contained the following language,
 
                “We are concerned with DCPD’s exercise of oversight to ensure that the trainings
it funds, hosts, sanctions or participates in contain credible information by credible
experts about Islam, American Muslims and counterterrorism. It is our objective that
this request will provide the documents needed to comprehensively assess DCPD’s
performance in this area…” (See link to CAIR letter.)
 
The request then goes on to ask for information from, among others, the two presenters of the seminar. Let
me remind you that the seminar to which CAIR so vehemently objected was presented by a former FBI
Counter Terrorism Agent who was designated as a “Subject Matter Expert” in the area by the FBI, an Army
Major who formerly briefed the Joint Chiefs at the Pentagon and the former Commanding General of Delta
Force who was also a former Deputy Undersecretary of Defense for Intelligence. In addition, the presenters
offered a letter signed by, among others, former CIA Director James Woolsey which said this about the
seminar the presenters offered: “While all four of us [signers] were in senior positions in the U.S. Intelligence
Community and should have been aware of this information-we were not. We first heard this critical
information from the two primary presenters.“ Tell me, do you really think CAIR is concerned about “credible
information by credible experts”? Once again, this is a timely example of the POLITICAL PRESSURE
APPROACH.
 
B.      Weapons Training
 
Are you aware of the fact that there are currently over 30 terrorist training camps, complete with weapons
training, currently operating here in America? As documented in the film “Homegrwon Jihad,” these are Muslim
Brotherhood groups sponsored by a group out of Pakistan and our federal government is aware of these
training camps but has not yet shut them down. Furthermore, I’ve been told that there is a report to be issued
soon with evidence that there some mosques in America that have stockpiles of high-powered weapons stored
there.
 
There is another piece of evidence from the HLF trial I’ve recently come across, however, that brings the issue
of weapons training closer to home to the citizens of Oklahoma. In 1981 the FBI secretly recorded a
conversation that took place in Missouri between a Muslim Brother named Zeid al-Naman and some other
Muslim Brothers. In it, the following exchange takes place:
 
                Q: “You mentioned to us that there is weapons training at the (Muslim Brotherhood’s) training
                camps but I did not see that at all in the mid-southern region camps. So, would you explain to
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                us the reasons?”
 
                al-Naman: “(I)n Oklahoma they started to be strict about letting Muslims use the camps.
                They would ask them, for instance, to submit their names and they would ask you to bring
                an ID or something to prove your name… These harassments exist then in the state of
Oklahoma, for instance. And these are among the reasons which made our brothers in the (region)
                to have their camps here in Missouri….” (See attached “History of the Muslim Brotherhood”
                transcript, p. 16)
 
Tell me, in view of CAIR’s “political pressure approach,” do you think that law enforcement officials here in
Oklahoma today would dare to ask a Muslim for his ID “just” because he’s engaged in weapons training? Why
don’t you ask Chief Taylor of the Dell City Police Department what he thinks the answer might be. I suspect
that “these harassments” no longer exist in Oklahoma.
 
Phase Five: Seizing power to establish their Islamic Nation under which all parties and Islamic groups are
united.
 
As stated in the seminar, the goal of the Muslim Brotherhood is twofold: 1) Establish worldwide Muslim rule (a
“Caliphate”) and 2) impose Shariah Law. While not all Muslims ascribe to the goals of the Muslim Brotherhood,
we should no deceive ourselves. Phase Five is clear and needs no further explanation.
 
Remember, friends, CAIR has been identified as a Muslim Brotherhood front organization. Keep that fact in
mind the next time you see a CAIR spokesman in the media. Forget the question of why ANY government
would do business with a Muslim Brotherhood organization, why do we even allow an organization that
advocates “Seizing power to establish their Islamic Nation” by use of force to operate here in America?
 
Remember also, CAIR has invited your state legislators to their Annual Conference on March 31st. Rumor is
that there is going to be a little surprise for CAIR but if you don’t think your elected officials should be doing
business with CAIR, why don’t you let them know how you feel? Stay tuned here to find out which legislators
attend. Shariah Law, coming soon to a neighborhood near you, compliments of CAIR.

 
 
 

 

The Emasculation of Speaker Kris Steele
 
 
As a young boy I had a knack for breaking and training horses so people would bring me young horses, even
older horses to break and gentle.  Occasionaly they would be young stud horses, males that had reached
maturity and were becoming too difficult to handle around mares.   So I'd take them down to one of the older
horsemen's place outside of town, back them up to a forked tree, wrap their tail around the trunk while
someone else used a twich on the horses nose.  The old man would step in, castrate the horse, and the horse
wouldn't make a wimper or move an inch.  Twitches are nothing more than a short stick or club with a small
loop of nylon rope that is twisted around a horses nose, twisted tight, and you can do about anything you want
to do to a horse and he won't even "twitch" or move a muscle.
 
The emasculation of Speaker Kris Steele was predicted late last year but few thought that the event would
attract as little notice as it has.  Indeed we were caught unaware ourselves until a legislator pointed out that a
lot of Democrat bills were passing through the House of Representatives, far more than normal with a
Republican dominated House and Senate.
 
Looking into the story, we found that Floor Leader Dale DeWitt had recieved standing orders to not piss off
anyone!   Watching some of the videos of the House action showed several conservative legislators amending
bills just because they could and no one would object.  Speaker Steele is so afraid of any sort of showdown
with conservatives or Democrats that the session has been described as a "lovefest".
 
One legislator warned that too many are not watching too closely and that bad bills are likely to be slipped
through at the last moments.   Legislators are literally not paying attention knowing that most of the bills will
be killed in the Senate, the only ones that seem to be unaware of this are the Democrats.
 
So what many expected to arrive in a flurry of action turned out to be done with nary a whimper from House
leadership.   What we thought would be a very, very, contentious session has turned out to be as tame as a
gelding.  This won't last though, something is afoot. 
 
 Two things are possible:

1. JW Hickman's clique might have become disinchanted with Speaker Steele and might be discussing
throwing in with the Democrats in overthrowing Speaker Steele.  If so, then they will move before too
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late in the session in order to have time to pass bills to pay their political debts.
2. The JW Hickman clique has cut a deal with the Democrats and is planning another run at the Speaker

designate slot for 2013.   The Democrats are savy enough to get their payment up front, thus the large
amount of Democratic bills being rammned through the House.

 
Regardless of the reason, the House is unusually calm this session, so much so that legislator are relaxing their
guard. Expect something to break before sessions end, something that would either knock out three to four
Conservative legislators to tip the balance into the JW Hickman clicque's favor or watch for a sudden shift once
the Democrats wise up to the fact that no matter how many of their bills get passed, passing  through the
House and making it through the Senate are two different things.
 
 
Yippee Kia Yaeah  Speaker Steele.   Couldn't happen to a nicer guy.
 
 
Here are all the House members in two fifty member blocks of email addresses.  Use Bcc in your email address

header and email fifty of them with one email yet they won't know who else got the email.
 
Here are the State Senate email addresses in one block:
 
Who is my state representative and my state Senator?   Click heree to find out  
 
Here is the Senate Directory
 
Here is the House Directory

  

  

Remember to strip the unsubscribe link before forwarding this newsletter to prevent someone from taking you off

our list!  Use our forward this email link at the top of the newsletter to prevent being accidently  unsubscribed.

  

Money is always needed for printing costs, postage, sign materials, and robo call costs.  We are tightfisted; we

will spend your hard earned money wisely and frugally as we do our very best to clean up Oklahoma politicians

so we can begin to clean up our country.
 

 

Unsubscribe / Change Profile 
Powered by YMLP
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: Oklahoma Gazette story re: ACA
Date: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 1:56:00 PM

Gazette is asking if we agree with the Chamber that Insure Oklahoma should become a state
based exchange. I am going to offer the statement below unless someone tells me not to.
Gazette’s questions are highlighted below.
 
Fallin admin statement:
Because of the uncertainty surrounding the future of the Affordable Care Act, Governor
Fallin will not make any announcements or endorse any course of action regarding a health
insurance exchange until after the November election. In the meantime, she and her staff will
thoroughly and thoughtfully review the state of Oklahoma’s options regarding a potential
exchange. 
 

From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 1:50 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: FW: Oklahoma Gazette story
 
FYI.

 

From: Shelly Hickman [mailto:shellydhickman@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 1:44 PM
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fwd: Oklahoma Gazette story
 
Aaron:

Below is my email to Alex last Weds. And to recap our conversation from just a few minutes
ago, all I need are answers to these two questions:

1.) is the governor like-minded with the State Chamber in that Insure Oklahoma is the best
vehicle at this point and if the president were to be reelected for attempting to comply with
the timeline requirements of a state exchange in the Affordable Care Act so as to avoid
Oklahoma's exchange being run by the federal government?

2.) Does the governor believe she has the legal authority under the Affordable Care Act to
submit Insure Oklahoma to the federal government for formal consideration as the foundation
for which a state exchange for Oklahoma could be developed?

Again, thank you for facilitating getting answers for me. I am under a tight deadline to the
Gazette, so I would appreciate you getting back to me by the end of the day on those two
direct questions. My contact number is .

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Shelly Hickman <shellydhickman@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Sep 5, 2012 at 3:38 PM
Subject: Oklahoma Gazette story
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To: "alex.weintz@gov.ok.gov" <alex.weintz@gov.ok.gov>

Alex:

I'm doing a story for the Gazette on the state exchange required in the Affordable Care Act. I
have interviewed a few people, including Matt Robison with the State Chamber, and I
wanted to just ask you if the governor had anything to add to what she has previously said
about waiting until after the election and whether if she is likeminded with the State
Chamber, eg that the state request the Feds consider Insure Oklahoma as a huge step toward
creating a state-operated exchange if President Obama were to win.

My cell is .

Thank you,
Shelly Hickman

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Katie Altshuler; Denise Northrup; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Governor Fallin Press
Subject: Oklahoma Gazette story re: ACA
Date: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 1:56:36 PM

Gazette is asking if we agree with the Chamber that Insure Oklahoma should become a state
based exchange. I am going to offer the statement below unless someone tells me not to.
Gazette’s questions are highlighted below.
 
Fallin admin statement:
Because of the uncertainty surrounding the future of the Affordable Care Act, Governor
Fallin will not make any announcements or endorse any course of action regarding a health
insurance exchange until after the November election. In the meantime, she and her staff will
thoroughly and thoughtfully review the state of Oklahoma’s options regarding a potential
exchange. 
 

From: Aaron Cooper 
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 1:50 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: FW: Oklahoma Gazette story
 
FYI.

 

From: Shelly Hickman [mailto:shellydhickman@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 1:44 PM
To: Aaron Cooper
Subject: Fwd: Oklahoma Gazette story
 
Aaron:

Below is my email to Alex last Weds. And to recap our conversation from just a few minutes
ago, all I need are answers to these two questions:

1.) is the governor like-minded with the State Chamber in that Insure Oklahoma is the best
vehicle at this point and if the president were to be reelected for attempting to comply with
the timeline requirements of a state exchange in the Affordable Care Act so as to avoid
Oklahoma's exchange being run by the federal government?

2.) Does the governor believe she has the legal authority under the Affordable Care Act to
submit Insure Oklahoma to the federal government for formal consideration as the foundation
for which a state exchange for Oklahoma could be developed?

Again, thank you for facilitating getting answers for me. I am under a tight deadline to the
Gazette, so I would appreciate you getting back to me by the end of the day on those two
direct questions. My contact number is 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Shelly Hickman <shellydhickman@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Sep 5, 2012 at 3:38 PM
Subject: Oklahoma Gazette story
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To: "alex.weintz@gov.ok.gov" <alex.weintz@gov.ok.gov>

Alex:

I'm doing a story for the Gazette on the state exchange required in the Affordable Care Act. I
have interviewed a few people, including Matt Robison with the State Chamber, and I
wanted to just ask you if the governor had anything to add to what she has previously said
about waiting until after the election and whether if she is likeminded with the State
Chamber, eg that the state request the Feds consider Insure Oklahoma as a huge step toward
creating a state-operated exchange if President Obama were to win.

My cell is 

Thank you,
Shelly Hickman

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Wendy Gregory
To: "Tulsawendy@ "
Subject: Oklahoma governor"s office under fire for open records policy
Date: Friday, December 07, 2012 12:05:00 PM

 

Oklahoma governor's office under
fire for open records policy

FOI Oklahoma Inc the latest to accuse Gov.
Fallin and her advisers of redefining state's Open
Records Act. Fallin spokesman said the office is
working to respond to unprecedented records
requests.

 
By Zeke Campfield | Published: December 7, 2012    43

 
11
email

Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin's office has come under criticism from a state nonprofit
that works to protect access to government records.

A statement by Fallin's general counsel, Steve Mullins, about withholding emails
relating to intergovernmental deliberations is “disappointing” and “puzzling,” Lindel
Hutson, the president of FOI Oklahoma wrote in a letter to the governor on
Wednesday.
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Gov. Mary Fallin announces the state's response to the federal mandate upon the states to implement health care exchanges, during

a press conference in the Blue Room of the state Capitol in Oklahoma City, OK, Monday, November 19, 2012, Photo by Paul

Hellstern
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Article Gallery: Oklahoma governor's office under fire for open records policy

“Your legal advisers have claimed that records requested by various media outlets are
protected by privileges that far exceed what the state Legislature and the state
Supreme Court have granted government officials,” wrote Hutson, retired bureau
chief for The Associated Press in Oklahoma.

Citing executive privilege and attorney-client privilege, Mullins told The Oklahoman
in November that releasing electronic communications that pertain to state
deliberations on public policy decisions could hurt policymakers' abilities to have
productive internal discussions.

His remarks came in response to a records request filed by the newspaper for emails
that could shed light on how Fallin decided to create a state health insurance
exchange and then later changed her mind.

In a meeting with The Oklahoman's management Thursday, Fallin's spokesman,
Alex Weintz, said the governor's office is working to compile “hundreds of
thousands” of emails that fall under the newspaper's records request.

The request, which asks for six months of emails relating to the development of a
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state health care exchange, will include more documents than all other records
requests combined filed at Fallin's office since she began her term in 2010, Weintz
said.

The email records will be reviewed individually by Fallin's legal advisers, but the
governor will have final say as to which documents will be considered privileged and
which will be opened for review, he said.

Similar records requests have since been filed by three other media outlets, he said.
“This is a time-consuming, labor-intensive process, and right now we're processing
the request and we haven't denied any documents,” Weintz said.
2-month process?
He estimated it will take 100-plus man-hours and as long as two months to make the
documents available.
In the same meeting, Secretary of State Glenn Coffee said that records requests filed
with then-Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin's office in 2009 crippled that state's government
and ultimately led to her early resignation.
At the time of her resignation, Palin cited ethics probes and the needs of her family
as reasons for stepping down.
Hutson and other open records advocates said the exemptions Mullins cited do not
exist in the state's Open Records Act and that Fallin's office is trying to redefine state
law to limit access.
He included in the letter a copy of a 2010 pledge by Fallin to comply with the letter
and spirit of the act.
“These are decisions that are going to have a significant social and economic impact
for many Oklahomans, so under those circumstances why can't we be upfront and
say how these decisions are made,” Hutson said. “What's there that she doesn't want
us to know about?”
Mullins cited similar privileges after receiving records request from The Tulsa World
and The Associated Press earlier this year.
 
 
Wendy Gregory
Director, Tulsa Office
Governor Mary Fallin
440 S. Houston, Suite 304
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74127
918.581.2801
 
Employers and Job-Seekers find one another: www.okjobmatch.com    
Gov.  Fallin on Facebook:  www.facebook.com/GovernorMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on Twitter:  www.twitter.com/GovMaryFallin
Gov. Fallin on the Web:  www.ok.gov/governor
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From: Alex Gerszewski 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 7:55 AM
Subject: 12/7/12 Daily News Clips
 
Usernames and Passwords
Journal record
User:  
Pass: 

Tulsa world
User: 
Pass: 

Wall Street Journal
User: 
Pass: 
 
GOVERNOR MARY FALLIN NEWS
 
The Oklahoman – Oklahoma governor's office under fire for open records policy
http://newsok.com/oklahoma-governors-office-under-fire-for-open-records-
policy/article/3735355
 
The Oklahoman – Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin says fiscal cliff complicates state budget
http://newsok.com/oklahoma-gov.-mary-fallin-says-fiscal-cliff-complicates-state-
budget/article/3735191
 
Associated press – Fallin: States need flexibility for fiscal cliff
http://enidnews.com/state/x942845569/Fallin-States-need-flexibility-for-fiscal-cliff
 
The Journal Record – Fallin: States need flexibility for fiscal cliff
http://journalrecord.com/2012/12/06/fallin-states-need-flexibility-for-fiscal-cliff-capitol/
 
Other Oklahoma News

The Oklahoman – Canton farmer, rancher stays positive in drought
http://newsok.com/canton-farmer-rancher-stays-positive-in-drought/article/3735370
 
The Oklahoman – US Airways proposes Oklahoma City to D.C. match up
http://newsok.com/us-airways-proposes-oklahoma-city-to-d.c.-match-up/article/3735299
 
The Oklahoman – Low pay makes faculty search process difficult, professor tells State
Regents Thursday
http://newsok.com/low-pay-makes-faculty-search-process-difficult-professor-tells-state-
regents-thursday/article/3735279
 
The Oklahoman – Judge asked to shut down Oklahoma City attorney handling Ersland's
appeal
http://newsok.com/judge-asked-to-shut-down-okc-attorney-handling-erslands-
appeal/article/3735305
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The Oklahoman – Oklahoma City company develops home-fueling unit for CNG vehicles
http://newsok.com/oklahoma-city-company-develops-home-fueling-unit-for-cng-
vehicles/article/3735382
 
The Oklahoman – OCAST awards $1.35 million to seven projects.
http://newsok.com/ocast-awards-1.35-million-to-seven-projects./article/3735345?
custom_click=pod_headline_business
 
The Oklahoman – Consider the source of Laffer plan criticism
http://newsok.com/consider-the-source-of-laffer-plan-criticism/article/3735245?
custom_click=pod_lead_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman – Charles Krauthammer: It's nothing but a power play
http://newsok.com/charles-krauthammer-its-nothing-but-a-power-play/article/3735246?
custom_click=pod_headline_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman – Health bureaucracies hampered by fraud
http://newsok.com/health-bureaucracies-hampered-by-fraud/article/3734906?
custom_click=pod_headline_opinion-oklahoman-editorials
 
The Oklahoman – Election hits $2B mark amid last-minute donations
http://newsok.com/election-hits-2b-mark-amid-last-minute-donations/article/feed/472581
 
The Oklahoman – Contractor to modernize U.S. Army cannon in Elgin
http://newsok.com/contractor-to-modernize-u.s.-army-cannon-in-elgin/article/3735164
 
The Oklahoman – Speaking to Rush Limbaugh, DeMint jokes that he might force out Speaker
Boehner
http://newsok.com/speaking-to-rush-limbaugh-demint-jokes-that-he-might-force-out-
speaker-boehner/article/feed/472285
 
The Oklahoman – Air Force inspectors removing workplace pin-ups of scantily clad women
http://newsok.com/air-force-inspectors-removing-workplace-pin-ups-of-scantily-clad-
women/article/feed/472275
 
The Oklahoman – Obamacare improves another life: Bill’s architect cashes out to pharma
giant
http://newsok.com/obamacare-improves-another-life-bills-architect-cashes-out-to-pharma-
giant/article/feed/472333
 
Tulsa World – Developers to pitch Broken Arrow casino plan to Creek Nation panel
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20121207_78_A1_CUTLIN816699
 
Tulsa World – Scientists still not certain about cause of 5.7-magnitude quake in Oklahoma
http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?
subjectid=11&articleid=20121207_16_A1_ULNSbo491570
 
Tulsa World – Fair board amends naming rights contract, affirms an end to horse racing at
Fair Meadows
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The Journal Record – Investors sue SandRidge over stock price
http://journalrecord.com/2012/12/06/sandridge-investors-file-lawsuit-law/
 
The Journal Record – Drilling boom helps El Reno infrastructure
http://journalrecord.com/2012/12/06/drilling-boom-helps-el-reno-infrastructure-energy/
 
The Journal Record – CEO: Drilling boom fueled SemGroup’s comeback
http://journalrecord.com/2012/12/06/ceo-drilling-boom-fueled-semgroups-comeback-energy/
 
The Journal Record – Project 180 completion date pushed back
http://journalrecord.com/2012/12/06/project-180-completion-date-pushed-back-real-estate/
The Journal Record – Devon exec touts safety record of tower construction
http://journalrecord.com/2012/12/06/devon-exec-touts-tower-constructions-safety-record-
real-estate/#ixzz2ENFsqzzS
 
The Journal Record – Bingman names Senate committee chairmen
http://journalrecord.com/2012/12/06/bingman-names-senate-committee-chairmen-capitol/
 
The Journal Record – U.S. files to dismiss Okla. health care lawsuit
http://journalrecord.com/2012/12/05/u-s-files-to-dismiss-okla-health-care-lawsuit-
law/#ixzz2ENG1FmRl
 
The Journal Record – Apple to produce line of Macs in the U.S. next year
http://journalrecord.com/2012/12/06/apple-to-produce-line-of-macs-in-the-u-s-next-year-
general-news/#ixzz2ENG4nnTj
 
The Journal Record – Citigroup to cut 11,000 jobs
http://journalrecord.com/2012/12/05/citigroup-to-cut-11000-jobs-general-news/
 
 
 
 
 
Alex Gerszewski
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Phone - (405)522-8858
Cell - (405)568-1319
Alex.Gerszewski@gov.ok.gov
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From: Andrew Silvestri
To: Nate Webb; bobby@cgok.com
Cc: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee
Subject: Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange Support
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 4:03:00 PM
Attachments: Heritage_Exchange.pdf

3-22-11 Governor Fallin letter to lawmakers.pdf

Nate and Bobby,
 
Thanks for taking the time to meet with us this morning.  Any support you can give us on the
exchange right now would be most helpful.  I’ve attached a letter Governor Fallin sent to all
legislators earlier in the week outlining her support for the exchange as well as some FAQs we’ve
put together.  I’m also attaching the Heritage Foundation’s latest report “A Lawmakers Guide to
Health Insurance Exchanges.”  Below is also a list of target Senators who we may need help with.
 
Anderson
Allen
Brecheen
Brinkley
David
Hold
Mazzei
Newberry
Reynolds
Russell
Stanislawski
Sykes
Treat
 
Please let me know if you have any questions!
 
Thank you,
Andrew
 
Andrew Silvestri
Deputy Policy Director

Office of Governor Mary Fallin

Phone:  405.521.2342

andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov
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Abstract: Health insurance exchanges are a good idea—
if they are used to implement patient-centered and market-
based health reforms that enhance choices and value for 
customers. The exchanges prescribed by Obamacare will 
have the opposite effect. Given the considerable uncer-
tainty surrounding if, when, or how the exchange provi-
sions of Obamacare will be implemented, governors and 
state policymakers opposed to the sweeping federal legis-
lation have difficult decisions to make. While state law-
makers, like everyone else, would prefer to have more 
certainty, the reality is that they cannot expect it any time 
soon. They must focus on finding ways to better manage 
the new uncertainty that Obamacare has injected into the 
health care system. Pending further changes at the federal 
level, state lawmakers must determine the best approach 
in their respective states for advancing their own positive 


“counter reforms,” and decide whether they will also try  
to block federal interference by creating a limited, “defen-
sive” Obamacare exchange—and they must do so now. 
Heritage Foundation health policy expert Edmund F.  
Haislmaier provides a hands-on guide for state lawmakers.


Governors and state legislators opposed to the 
misnamed Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 
(PPACA) face a dilemma. Trying to shoehorn patient-
centered, market-based reforms into the bureau-
cratic architecture of Obamacare’s health insurance 
exchanges is not a viable strategy, neither practically 
nor politically. But refusing to create an Obamacare 
state exchange, while politically appealing, would 
leave state health insurance markets vulnerable to 


No. 2534
March 21, 2011


A State Lawmaker’s Guide to  
Health Insurance Exchanges


Edmund F. Haislmaier


This paper, in its entirety, can be found at:  
http://report.heritage.org/bg2534
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214 Massachusetts Avenue, NE 
Washington, DC  20002–4999 
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aid or hinder the passage of any bill before Congress.


• The best strategy for state lawmakers who 
oppose the Patient Protection and Afford-
able Care Act is to adopt their own reforms—
separate from, and independent of, Obam-
acare’s exchange design. 


• State policymakers should augment their 
“counter reform” with defensive measures 
that minimize federal interference while the 
ultimate fate of Obamacare is debated in 
Congress and litigated in federal courts.


• A defined-contribution health-insurance market 
can create more consumer-oriented competi-
tion—attractive for state lawmakers concerned 
that Obamacare’s new federal insurance reg-
ulations will result in insurer consolidation 
that further reduces choice and competition.


• Offering health benefits on a defined-contri-
bution basis can give state and local govern-
ments better budget control, and give work-
ers greater choice and portability of coverage.


• State lawmakers need to determine now the 
best approach for their own positive “coun-
ter reforms” while protecting their constitu-
ents from the adverse effects of this deeply 
flawed and misguided federal legislation.


Talking Points
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even more federal interference and disruption over 
the next two years.


The best strategy for state lawmakers is to adopt 
their own reforms—separate from, and indepen-
dent of, Obamacare’s exchange design. State poli-
cymakers should then consider augmenting their 


“counter reform” initiatives with defensive measures 
designed to minimize federal interference, while 
the ultimate fate of Obamacare is debated in Con-
gress and litigated in federal courts. Taking such an 
approach will give state lawmakers a strategy that 
has both offensive and defensive components.


Enacting their own reforms enables states to take 
the lead in advancing the kinds of patient-centered, 
pro-market reforms that should replace Obamacare; 
offers Americans concrete examples of a positive, 
alternative vision of real health reform; and rein-
forces congressional efforts to repeal this deeply 
flawed and misguided federal legislation.


In particular, state initiatives that create a 
“defined-contribution” market for employer-spon-
sored health coverage and that streamline state 
health insurance regulations will promote increased 
choice, competition, and value—in stark contrast 
to Obamacare’s design that further restricts choice 
and competition while increasing costs. Such moves 
will also restore state health insurance exchanges to 
their original purpose as non-regulatory, adminis-
trative mechanisms for implementing a competitive, 
patient-centered, market-based health system with-
in the constraint of current federal tax law, which 
provides greater tax relief for employer-sponsored 
coverage than for individually purchased coverage. 


This is in stark contrast to Obamacare’s perversion 
of exchanges into a bureaucratic tool for imple-
menting sweeping new federal regulations.


At the same time, state lawmakers can also take 
a defensive approach to Obamacare’s exchanges in 
their states so as to preserve state control and limit 
federal interference.


Understanding Obamacare’s  
Exchange Provisions


The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 
provides for the establishment of health insurance 
exchanges in every state that conform to federal 
standards and requirements,1 authorizes the Sec-
retary of Health and Human Services (HHS) to 
provide grants to states to create exchanges,2 and 
specifies that the Secretary is to establish and run 
exchanges in states that do not, or cannot, do so by 
January 1, 2014 (with the Secretary further required 
to make such determinations by January 1, 2013).3


The PPACA specifies two types of health insur-
ance exchanges: the American Health Benefit (AHB) 
and the Small Business Health Options Program 
(SHOP). The legislation contains various require-
ments for the structure, functions, and operations of 
AHB exchanges, but provides no specifications for 
SHOP exchanges. Instead, the PPACA simply states 
that SHOP exchanges are “to assist qualified employ-
ers in the State who are small employers in facilitat-
ing the enrollment of their employees in qualified 
health plans offered in the small group market in the 
State.”4 Thus, the relevant “exchange” provisions are 
really only those that relate to the AHB exchanges.


Under Obamacare, the AHB exchanges are 
designed to implement the federal regulation and 
standardization of private health insurance, admin-
ister a new program of federal health care subsidies 
for tens of millions of Americans, and enroll millions 
of additional Americans in state Medicaid programs.


The problem is that state lawmakers have no 
certainty about when, how, or even whether the 
PPACA’s exchange provisions will go into effect. The 


Given the uncertain environment, state lawmakers 
need strategies that support the goal of repealing 
Obamacare at the federal level, and that also 
promote alternative reforms that will shield  
their states from the PPACA’s destabilizing  
effects until repeal is achieved.


1. PL 111-148 § 1321(c)(1).


2. PL 111-148 § 1311.


3. PL 111-148 § 1321(c)(1).


4. PL 111-148 § 1311(b)(1)(B).
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Obama Administration faces significant technical 
challenges in merely implementing this complex 
legislation. At the same time, a majority of the pub-
lic remains opposed to Obamacare, more than half 
the states are challenging its constitutionality in fed-
eral courts, and either the current Congress or the 
next one could repeal, alter, delay, or defund all or 
parts of it. Given this uncertain environment, state 
lawmakers need strategies that support the goal of 
repealing Obamacare at the federal level, and that 
also promote alternative reforms that will shield 
their states from the PPACA’s destabilizing effects 
until repeal is eventually achieved.


Consumer-Centered Exchanges  
vs. Obamacare Exchanges


The first point to understand is that the entire 
design for health insurance exchanges in the PPACA 
is a perversion of the core concept of what is an oth-
erwise sound approach to improving health insur-
ance markets.


The true purpose of a state health insurance 
exchange is to act as a purely administrative mech-
anism for implementing a defined-contribution 
health insurance alternative for employer-spon-
sored coverage. Allowing employers to offer health 
benefits on a defined-contribution basis gives 
workers the ability to choose the coverage that best 
suits them and their families from a wide menu of 
options, creates new incentives for insurers and 
medical providers to compete for customers, and 
encourages greater diversity and experimentation in 
health plan design and benefits.


By enacting a defined-contribution health insur-
ance option for employment-based coverage, states 
can create a more consumer-driven health care mar-
ket while continuing to let workers benefit from the 
favorable federal tax treatment of employer-spon-
sored health benefits. Of course, such an approach 
would not be necessary if Congress were to enact 
health care tax reforms that provide the same tax 
treatment regardless of whether coverage is pur-
chased directly or through an employer—reforms 
that have long been advocated by numerous health 
policy experts. Since Obamacare does not include 
tax reforms and it is uncertain if or when Congress 
might undertake them, state-level defined-contri-
bution options for employer-sponsored coverage 


are still the most effective way to advance patient-
centered, market-based health reform.


Within that construct, the function of a state 
health insurance exchange is simply to serve as a 
common mechanism for administering the trans-
actions entailed in buyers and sellers offering and 
choosing coverage and paying and collecting premi-
ums—much like a stock exchange provides a com-
mon administrative mechanism for transactions 
associated with buying and selling securities. Thus, 
an exchange gives employers, no matter how small, 
the opportunity to offer their workers health ben-
efits in a market characterized by consumer choice 
from among numerous and varied plan options.


As with a stock exchange, a properly designed 
state health insurance exchange does not exercise 
regulatory powers. Rather, any regulatory func-
tions remain the province of applicable government 
agencies—security regulators, in the case of stocks; 
insurance regulators, in the case of health insurance. 
Indeed, such an administrative—not regulatory—
purpose is what the term “exchange” was originally 
intended to convey.


What Congress did in the PPACA, however, was 
to merely keep the word “exchange,” while des-
ignating the purpose as something very different. 
Rather than serving as a mechanism for expanding 
health insurance choice, variety, and competition, 
and for spurring plans and providers to inno-
vate and offer customers better value, Obamacare 
exchanges will impose new regulations, administer 
new subsidies, standardize coverage, and restrict 
consumer choice and insurer competition more 
than it is already. Thus, in the PPACA Congress has 
perverted the exchange concept into a bureaucratic 
tool for federal subsidization, standardization, and 
micromanagement of health insurance coverage by 
the Department of Health and Human Services.


It is important to recognize that it is Obamacare’s 
perversion of exchanges, not the original concept 
itself, that is the problem. What matters is not the 
label on the box, but the contents. Consequently, 
the PPACA’s misappropriation of the term “health 
insurance exchange” should not deter state lawmak-
ers from pursuing their own defined-contribution, 
market-based reforms that employ state exchanges 
to perform purely administrative functions. If state 
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lawmakers want to further clarify this important 
distinction, they can use another term—such as 


“clearinghouse” or “administrator”—to distinguish 
their approach from the one in Obamacare.


Why States Should Enact their  
Own Health Insurance Reforms


State lawmakers should pursue reforms of the 
health insurance market now, independently of the 
PPACA, not only to increase access to coverage and 
provide incentives for better value in the near term, 
but also as a longer-term hedge against the uncer-
tainties surrounding the timing of the eventual 
disposition of the federally mandated exchange pro-
visions, related insurance market regulations, and 
the new federal subsidy program that the Obam-
acare exchanges are to administer.


In particular, states should create a defined-
contribution option for their employer-sponsored 
health insurance market. Lawmakers should also 
review their state’s existing benefit mandates and 
insurance rating rules to determine if those laws 
should be changed to make coverage more afford-
able. Beyond the near-term benefit of reducing pre-
miums, such state reforms will also serve as a hedge 
against the uncertainty of the PPACA’s effects while 
the fight over its repeal plays out in Congress and 
federal courts. Enacting their own “counter reforms” 
can better position states against the negative effects 
of Obamacare in several ways:


•	 Expanding or Preserving Health Insurance 
Choice and Competition. One advantage of 
a defined-contribution market for employer-
sponsored coverage is that it offers insurers a 
more level competitive playing field. In a prop-
erly structured defined-contribution market all 
insurers—whether they are large or small, new 
entrants or longstanding players, selling new 
or traditional coverage designs—can offer their 
plans on the same terms on a single “menu” to 
a large number of potential customers. Thus, 
competition among plans and insurers is more 
appropriately focused on those aspects that mat-
ter most to individual consumers—plan design, 
value, and customer service.


The ability of a defined-contribution market to 
create more level and consumer-oriented insurer 


competition is likely to be particularly attractive 
to states whose lawmakers are already concerned 
about inadequate choice and competition in their 
existing markets. It will also be attractive to state 
lawmakers justifiably concerned that the PPACA’s 
new federal insurance regulations will result in 
insurer consolidation that further reduces choice 
and competition in their state. A number of 
those regulations have already taken effect, such 
as several new federal benefit mandates, new 


“minimum loss ratio” regulations (which specify 
how insurers are to spend premium dollars), and 
new federal premium rate reviews. These regu-
lations will increase health insurance costs and 
lead some insurers to exit the market.


In addition, states with smaller populations or a 
single dominant carrier can collaborate with one 
or more neighboring states to create a regional 
defined-contribution market to provide more 
choice and competition for their employers and 
residents. States can implement such an approach 
through “cross-licensing” or “reciprocity” agree-
ments and shared administrative duties without 
federal approval for a formal “interstate compact,” 
though such a compact might be an option.


•	 Putting Countervailing Pressure on Federal 
Officials. Reducing state insurance benefit man-
dates or reforming rating rules not only makes 
coverage more affordable now, but will also 
make it politically more difficult for the feder-
al government to later impose costly coverage 
requirements through the PPACA’s “essential 
benefits” regulations and restrictive rating rules, 
which will sharply increase premiums for young-
er adults (both of which are also scheduled to 
take effect in 2014).5


•	 Creating an Alternative Market. Creating a 
defined-contribution market also provides states 
with the infrastructure for organizing and offer-
ing alternative, “non-qualified” coverage and 


States with smaller populations or a single 
dominant carrier can collaborate with 
neighboring states to create a regional defined-
contribution market to provide more choice and 
competition for their employers and residents.
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health care financing arrangements for individu-
als and employers who refuse to comply with the 
PPACA’s mandates to buy coverage, should Con-
gress fail to repeal those mandates before 2014, 
when they are scheduled to go into effect. Such 
alternative products would be subject to state 
regulation, but designed to be exempt from fed-
eral regulation.


Advantages of Defined Contributions
In a traditional “defined-benefit” program the 


payer (an employer or government) determines the 
form of coverage (such as a PPO, HMO, or high-
deductible plan with an HSA), specifies the benefits 
offered, determines the share of premium that enroll-
ees pay, and sets the schedule of patient co-payments. 
Thus, in a defined-benefit program it is the payer who 
makes the key decisions and it is the payer who 
bears most of the risk for the cost of those decisions.


By contrast, in a defined-contribution program, 
the payer offers the enrollee a contribution to help 
fund the cost of the insurance—pre-tax compensa-
tion to workers if the payer is an employer, or a 
subsidy if the payer is a government. Each enrollee 
then chooses the coverage he prefers from a menu 
of plans—with different plan designs, benefits, and 
cost-sharing—offered by competing insurers, and 
pays for the coverage with whatever mix of contri-
butions he receives from employers and government 
(along with the enrollee’s own funds, if the available 
contribution from the payer does not cover the full 
cost of an individual’s chosen plan). A defined-con-
tribution option for health benefits offers a number 
of advantages:


•	 Because it reduces the effort and risk to employ-
ers associated with offering health benefits, it 
creates a way for more firms, particularly smaller 
ones, to offer coverage.


•	 Because workers can choose coverage from a var-
ied menu of plans, it increases the likelihood that 


more workers will be able to find a plan that they 
like and can afford.


•	 It provides a practical way for employers to offer 
part-time or seasonal workers prorated coverage 
contributions, with the reasonable expectation 
that those workers can obtain coverage by com-
bining the employer’s contribution with funds 
from other sources.


•	 It creates positive new incentives for health plan 
providers to collaborate with medical providers 
so that both get more business by offering con-
sumers and patients better service at lower pric-
es. When individuals and families choose their 
own coverage, they tend to prefer plans that offer 
better value—better care at lower prices—over 
plans that rely on crude cost-control strategies, 
such as limiting patient access to providers or 
simply paying doctors and hospitals less, regard-
less of performance.


•	 Over time, as more employers elect the defined-
contribution option, portability of health bene-
fits—with workers keeping their coverage when 
they change employers—becomes possible for 
more individuals and families.


•	 The same infrastructure can be used by states 
and local governments to provide health ben-
efits to their own workers on a defined-contri-
bution basis, and to “mainstream” recipients of 
public assistance by using Medicaid and Chil-
dren’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) fund-
ing to provide them with better-quality private 
coverage.


Creating a Defined-Contribution Option
The principal goal of a defined-contribution 


option is to empower consumers to become the 
ultimate decision makers about their own health 
care. Following are key design issues that state law-
makers will need to consider:


5. For further discussion of the effects of the PPACA’s rating rules, see Edmund F. Haislmaier, “Obamacare and Insurance 
Rating Rules: Increasing Costs and Destabilizing Markets,” Heritage Foundation WebMemo No. 3111, January 20, 2011, at 
http://www.heritage.org/Research/Reports/2011/01/Obamacare-and-Insurance-Rating-Rules-Increasing-Costs-and-Destabilizing-
Markets. For further discussion of the PPACA’s benefit mandates, see Edmund F. Haislmaier, “Obamacare and Insurance 
Benefit Mandates: Raising Premiums and Reducing Patient Choice,” Heritage Foundation WebMemo No. 3110, January 20, 
2011, at http://www.heritage.org/Research/Reports/2011/01/Obamacare-and-Insurance-Benefit-Mandates-Raising-Premiums-and-
Reducing-Patient-Choice. 
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1. Insurance plan standards. State lawmakers 
will need to ensure that all plans offered through 
the defined-contribution option qualify as employ-
er-sponsored coverage under both state and federal 
tax laws so that premiums can be paid on a pre- 
tax basis.


If a  state  intends to use its defined-contribution 
alternative to provide coverage for Medicaid and 
CHIP enrollees on a “premium support” basis—
as it should—state lawmakers will also need to 
ensure that at least some of the plans offered meet 
the federal “benchmark equivalent” standards for 
those programs.


A state’s defined-contribution option should also 
operate on an “any willing plan” basis—meaning 
that the state’s insurance department is instructed 
to approve any plan that meets the state’s standards 
for the defined-contribution market.


2. Rating rules. State lawmakers must ensure 
that the same rules for rating and pricing policies 
apply to the new defined-contribution coverage 
as well as the traditional defined-benefit employer 
group coverage. The specific rules themselves are 
less important than the fact that the same rules 
must apply to both subsets of the employer insur-
ance market, to avert potentially destabilizing 
selection behaviors by carriers or customers. As 
long as the rules are applied uniformly, lawmak-
ers can allow insurers to vary premiums on the 
basis of factors, such as age, geography, and family 
status.


While the specific provisions are not as impor-
tant as ensuring uniformity, there are some addi-
tional, practical considerations that state lawmakers 
will want to keep in mind when setting or modify-
ing rating rules, particularly with respect to varying 
premiums by age and geography.


With respect to age-rating of premiums, the 
natural age variation in medical costs is about 
five to one—meaning that among adults, the old-
est (non-Medicare) group consumes about five 
times as much medical care as the youngest group. 
Incomes also generally increase with age. Thus, if 
the state allows insurers to adjust plan prices to 
reflect the age of the enrollee, premiums will be 
lower for younger adults—who on average are 


healthier but have lower incomes—and higher for 
older adults—who generally consume more medi-
cal care but tend to have higher incomes. Letting 
premiums vary by age will be particularly impor-
tant if the state intends to subsidize coverage for 
low-income individuals, since it means that any 
subsidies can be better targeted to a relatively small 
number of older, low-income individuals, with less 
need to subsidize coverage for a large number of 
lower-income, younger—and healthier—individu-
als, since the latter group will be able to buy cover-
age at cheaper rates.


With respect to geographic variations in pre-
miums, lawmakers will want to consider whether 
any proposed variation reflects underlying differ-
ences in salary scales for health care workers, or 
simply differences in provider practice patterns. 
Allowing premium variations that reflect dif-
ferences in local economies, such as wage rates 
and living costs, is appropriate. But permitting 
variations in rates that are attributable primarily 
to differences in provider practice patterns will 
serve mainly to protect higher-cost, less-efficient 
providers. For guidance on the extent to which 
geographic variation in premiums is appropriate, 
lawmakers should look to their state’s economic 
data on wage rates and living costs, not to data on 
provider charges or practice patterns.


3. Structure and operations. The states will 
need to create health insurance exchanges—or a 
similar “clearinghouse” mechanism—to handle the 
administrative tasks associated with offering the 
defined-contribution option. Utah has pioneered a 
quick and low-cost design that relies on contract-
ing private-sector vendors to provide the necessary 
information technology and related infrastruc-
ture, funded by modest user fees paid by partici-
pants. States can adopt a variant of this approach, 
customized to fit their own particular needs and 
circumstances.6


4. State and local employee plans. The same 
advantages offered by defined-contribution options 
for private-sector firms and their employees can also 
be made available to state and local governments 
and their workers. As with private employers, offer-
ing health benefits on a defined-contribution basis 
can give state and local governments better budget 
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control over compensation costs, while at the same 
time giving their workers greater choice and porta-
bility of coverage.


Indeed, America’s largest and longest-running 
defined-contribution health benefit program is the 
Federal Employee Health Benefits Program (FEHBP), 
operated by the U.S. government’s Office of Person-
nel Management (OPM) for approximately 9 mil-
lion federal workers, retirees, and their dependents.


Another major advantage of providing health 
benefits to state and municipal workers through the 
defined-contribution option, is that those public-
sector plans will serve as “anchor” clients—that is, 
large, stable employers with a large, stable pool of 
covered individuals—and thus make participation 
in the defined-contribution option more attractive 
to both insurers and private-sector employers.


5. Role of risk adjustment. States will also 
need to establish a risk-adjustment mechanism that 
enables insurers to manage any selection effects 
that result from consumers having a wider choice 
of plans in the defined-contribution market.  Rather 
than viewing selection effects as an undesirable out-
come to be suppressed, lawmakers should see them 
as a potentially positive phenomenon to be managed.


For example, the existence of an adequate risk-
adjustment mechanism makes it possible for insur-
ers to offer plans that specialize in collaborating with 
providers to provide better care for individuals with 
specific medical conditions. Even though current 
federal law for employer-sponsored plans prevents 
carriers from varying premiums based on enrollee 
health status, insurers should be more willing to 
offer coverage designs that are likely to attract less 
healthy individuals if they know that the extra cost 
of those enrollees can be spread—through the risk 
adjuster—across all policyholders in the market.


Because health insurance risk adjustment is a 
highly technical issue best handled by actuaries, 
state lawmakers should not attempt to design a risk-
adjustment mechanism themselves.7 Rather, they 
should focus on authorizing the creation of a risk-
adjustment mechanism for their employer market 
within the following parameters:


•	 The state requires, as a condition of selling cover-
age in the state, that all carriers issuing employer-
sponsored plans—on either a defined-benefit or 
defined-contribution basis—participate in the 
risk adjuster.


•	 The enabling legislation should specify that 
the risk-adjustment system will be collective-
ly designed and operated by the participating 
insurers—without outside interference—under 
the regulatory supervision of the state’s insurance 
department.


•	 While the state may provide funding for the start-
up or administrative costs of the risk adjuster, 
the state will not provide any funding to the risk 
adjuster for claims costs. The risk adjuster is to 
function as a “closed loop” within which par-
ticipating insurers adjust among themselves for 
selection effects, not as a “backdoor” subsidy to 
carriers for higher cost enrollees.


•	 If the state intends to also offer health benefits 
to state and municipal employees on a defined-
contribution basis—as it should—then its cur-
rent state and municipal plans should also be 
participating “insurers” in the risk adjuster. 
That way, lawmakers can allow those existing 
plans to continue to offer their coverage to state 
and municipal workers as options on a greatly 
expanded menu of coverage choices, without the 
risk of those plans being destabilized by selec-
tion effects.


6. For a further discussion of Utah’s defined-contribution health reforms, see Gregg Girvan, “Utah’s Defined- 
Contribution Option: Patient-Centered Health Care,” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder No. 2445, July 30, 2010, at 
http://www.heritage.org/Research/Reports/2010/07/Utahs-Defined-Contribution-Option-Patient-Centered-Health-Care, and  
Gregg Girvan, “Consumer Power: Five Lessons from Utah’s Heath Care Reform,” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder  
No. 2453, August 19, 2010, at http://www.heritage.org/Research/Reports/2010/08/Consumer-Power-5-Lessons-from-Utah-s-
Heath-Care-Reform.


7. For a further discussion of risk adjustment, see Edmund F. Haislmaier, “State Health Care Reform: A Brief Guide to  
Risk Adjustment in Consumer-Driven Health Insurance Markets,” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder No. 2166, July  
28, 2008, at http://www.heritage.org/Research/Reports/2008/07/State-Health-Care-Reform-A-Brief-Guide-to-Risk-Adjustment-in-
ConsumerDriven-Health-Insurance-Markets. 
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While the main purpose of the risk adjuster 
will be to facilitate greater individual choice in the 
defined-contribution market segment, it should also 
apply to the traditional defined-benefit employer-
group market segment as well, for two reasons. First, 
doing so will minimize the possibility of selection 
effects between the two market segments.  Second, 
it will help stabilize premiums in the traditional 
group coverage market, so that employers who offer 
defined-benefit coverage no longer face “experience 
rating” premium spikes when one employee incurs 
a major illness.


6. Role of agents and brokers. For businesses 
that decide to offer health benefits on a defined-con-
tribution basis, insurance agents could not only help 
the business make the necessary arrangements, but 
could also counsel individual employees on making 
coverage choices that best suit their particular needs 
and preferences, and “service” their policies—such 
as by helping them should they experience a prob-
lem or seek to appeal a claim or coverage decision 
by their insurer. The availability of such advice from 
a trained and knowledgeable professional benefits 
the employer as well as its workers, since business 
owners generally feel uncomfortable giving their 
employees personal advice and are naturally wary 
of any possible legal ramifications.


The key change for insurance brokers is that in a 
defined-contribution market, they will act as “buy-
er’s agents,” instead of their more traditional role 
of “seller’s agents.”  This is similar to the business 
model shift that has occurred in recent years with 
many real estate agents. State lawmakers can facili-
tate such a shift by providing for a per-enrollee, fee-
based compensation structure for agents in which 
the broker is paid the same amount regardless of 
which plan the worker (client) chooses.


While some brokers welcome such a change, 
seeing it as a way to expand their client base and 
establish relationships with new customers who 
might also be interested in other products the bro-
kers offer—such as life, disability, or property insur-
ance—others have so far been resistant.


However, another change resulting from the 
PPACA is likely to make more insurance agents 
consider shifting from representing carriers to 
representing buyers. Specifically, the PPACA’s new 


“minimum loss ratio” regulations, which apply to all 
commercial major medical policies and took effect 
on January 1, 2011, will count commissions paid by 
carriers to agents against the share of the premium 
that insurers are allowed to retain to cover admin-
istrative costs and for profit. Thus, health insurers 
will have a strong, new incentive to reduce, or even 
eliminate, sales commissions to agents, since those 
payments will now directly reduce insurer profits.


In a defined-contribution market, however, agent 
compensation can take the form of a fee paid by the 
buyer, which is therefore separate from any mini-
mum loss ratio calculation applied to insurer pre-
mium income. This also means that agents can offer 
their clients all the plan options available in the 
defined-contribution market, not just those from 
insurers with whom they currently have contracts. 
State insurance regulators can help facilitate this 
transition by providing licensed brokers with addi-
tional training, information, and comparison tools 
for the state’s new defined-contribution market.


Preserving State Authority  
in the Face of Obamacare


Some state lawmakers may decide it is in the best 
interest of their state to simply refuse to implement 
an American Health Benefit exchange and instead 
focus solely on their own state-based reforms that 
counter Obamacare. That view is understandable, 
and consistent with the strong opposition to Obam-
acare among many of their constituents.


Others, however, may also want to shield their 
states from the legislation’s harmful effects and min-
imize federal interference in addition to advancing 
their own counter reforms at the state level. Those 
state lawmakers can enact defensive measures that 
slow, block, or restrict federal implementation of 
Obamacare in their states—at least until such time 
as the legislation is either repealed by Congress or 
voided by the Supreme Court.


In a defined-contribution market, agent 
compensation can take the form of a fee paid by 
the buyer, which is therefore separate from any 
minimum loss ratio calculation applied to insurer 
premium income.
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One such defensive component is for state law-
makers to protect the independence and integrity 
of their state insurance departments by refusing 
to accept (or returning, if already received) federal 


“premium review” grant funding. This funding was 
included in the PPACA in order to co-opt states into 
helping implement the legislation’s new system of 
arbitrary and politically manipulated health-insur-
er rate regulation by HHS. State lawmakers need 
to reassure the citizens they represent that their 
state insurance departments will continue to apply 
appropriate financial requirements so that premi-
ums are sufficient to cover claims costs, and will not 
acquiesce to the Administration’s agenda of politi-
cized rate regulation—which could threaten insurer 
solvency and potentially leave policyholders liable 
for unpaid claims.


Similarly, when it comes to the Obamacare AHB 
exchanges, state lawmakers should also consider 
taking a defensive strategy.


As noted, the PPACA effectively gives state gov-
ernments a “right of first refusal” to design and 
operate AHB exchanges within federal guidelines. If 
a state does not exercise that right in a timely man-
ner, the HHS Secretary is required to establish an 
exchange in that state. There are two important 
considerations that state lawmakers should take 
into account.


First, a state refusing to create an AHB exchange 
raises the prospect of HHS—or an organization 
picked by HHS—controlling access to the state’s 
Medicaid program. That is because the legislation 
requires the AHB exchange to enroll any individuals 
it determines Medicaid-eligible in the state Medic-
aid program, instead of giving them the new fed-
eral coverage subsidies.8 It also requires states to 
accept such individuals into their Medicaid pro-
grams without any further eligibility determina-
tion, leaving states unable to reject even erroneous 
eligibility determinations.9 The combined result of 
those two provisions is effectively to transfer con-
trol over enrollment in state Medicaid programs to 
AHB exchanges beginning in 2014. From that point 
on, whoever controls the AHB exchange becomes 


the de facto gatekeeper for both the state’s Medicaid 
program and the new federal subsidy system.


Second, depending on how it is implemented, 
an AHB exchange can also become a de facto health 
insurance regulator that is in competition, or con-
flict, with the state’s insurance department. If a state 
creates the AHB exchange itself, state lawmakers 
can take steps to avoid or limit potentially duplica-
tive or conflicting insurance market regulation. But 
if the state lets HHS create the AHB exchange, then, 
in order to meet the requirements of the PPACA 
with respect to participating insurance plans, the 
exchange will need to exercise the full range of 
insurance regulatory powers available to it under 
the legislation, since it will be unable to rely on 
the state’s insurance department. Thus, a state that 
declines to set up an AHB exchange can expect the 
exchange established by HHS to act as a duplicative, 
and likely conflicting, insurance regulator, further 
disrupting the state’s health insurance market.


Furthermore, the timing of this second risk is 
more immediate. While the Medicaid changes are 
not scheduled until 2014, a number of insurance 
regulations have already gone into effect. Thus, the 
sooner a state declares “non-compliance” with the 
PPACA, the sooner HHS will build an exchange in 
that state to act as a federal insurance regulator, and 
the sooner insurers will gravitate toward answer-
ing to HHS rather than to the state’s insurance 
department.


The alternative to not creating an AHB exchange 
is for state lawmakers to establish a narrowly limit-
ed and closely controlled AHB exchange within the 
parameters of the federal legislation. Such a “defen-
sive” approach lets state lawmakers who oppose 
Obamacare, or who are at least wary of its effects, 
avoid the risk of losing control over their Medic-
aid programs or insurance markets by letting HHS 
operate AHB exchanges in their states.


The strategy behind this approach is for state 
lawmakers to tailor the design of their state’s AHB 
exchange to maximize state government con-
trol, restrict the potential for federal interference, 
minimize market disruptions, limit the associated 


8. PL 111-148 § 1311(d)(4)(F).


9. New § 1943(b)(1)(B) of the Social Security Act, as added by PL 111-148 § 2201.
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costs and risks to the state, and preserve the state’s 
options for responding to potential future changes 
in federal law.


Structuring a “Defensive” AHB Exchange
For a state that elects to take a “defensive” 


approach, the best way to proceed is by disaggregat-
ing the functional components of the AHB exchange, 
determining the best solution for each function, 
and then networking the components into a whole, 
along the following lines:


1. Corporate form and governance. The state 
should set up a “shell” AHB exchange and “sub-
contract” its various functions to a combination of 
state agencies and private-sector vendors, based 
on relevant expertise. While the PPACA allows 
the exchange to be housed within a state govern-
ment (either as a new agency or as a subset of an 
existing one), state lawmakers will likely prefer the 
alternative PPACA option of establishing their AHB 
exchange as a specially chartered, state-govern-
ment-sponsored, independent entity—but without 
any regulatory powers.10


There are three reasons for doing so. First, reg-
ulatory powers are retained within the applicable 
agencies of state government—not delegated to a 
quasi-independent entity over which state lawmak-
ers have limited control and which will be more 
inclined to take direction from federal officials. Sec-
ond, the state government avoids directly manag-
ing or funding the exchange’s purely administrative 
functions, with those tasks instead contracted to pri-
vate-sector vendors and funded by user fees. Third, 
the state has more flexibility to set governance of 
the exchange by a board composed of whatever mix 
of public officials and stakeholder representatives it 
deems most appropriate.


2. Certification of insurers and health plans. 
Lawmakers should vest their state’s insurance 
department with responsibility for determining 
which carriers and health plans “qualify” under 
state and federal law to be offered through the 
AHB exchange. They should then stipulate that the 
exchange is to accept, without modification, those 
determinations by the insurance department and 


fulfill its requirement under the PPACA to “certify” 
participating insurers and plans by simply forward-
ing the state insurance department’s determinations 
to HHS.


Such an arrangement has several advantages. 
First, it preserves state authority and accountabil-
ity with respect to insurance regulation. Second, 
it avoids the potential for duplication and confu-
sion in market regulation. Third, it keeps insur-
ance regulation in the hands of those with the most 
extensive technical expertise—existing state insur-
ance regulators. Fourth, it enables the state to more 
effectively challenge or contest any HHS regulation 
or interpretation of the PPACA with which the state 
disagrees. Should such disputes arise, the state will 
be positioned to deploy in support of its case the 
data and technical expertise of its insurance depart-
ment, augmented by the legal resources of the state’s 
Attorney General, if necessary.


As a related measure, state insurance law should 
be amended to stipulate that the certification of car-
riers and plans to participate in the exchange is to be 
implemented by the state’s insurance department on 
an “any willing plan” basis. Meaning, that any plan 
that meets the applicable federal and state standards 
in effect at that time—as determined by the state’s 
insurance department—will be automatically certi-
fied as eligible to be offered in the exchange. Such 
a move ensures a level competitive playing field for 
insurers, avoids the problems that arise when gov-
ernments try to pick winners and losers, and helps 
preserve maximum consumer choice in the market.


Lawmakers should also instruct their state insur-
ance department to apply state insurance law until 
such time as federal law preempts state law, and 
not to make any preemptive regulatory changes 
to accommodate federal laws or regulations that 
have not yet taken effect. In addition to preserving 
state sovereignty, such an approach has the practi-
cal advantages of limiting confusion in the market 
and serving as a “hedge” against the possibility that 
one or more of Obamacare’s new federal insurance 
requirements may be postponed, repealed, or signif-
icantly altered prior to their statutory effective dates.


3. Eligibility determination. State lawmakers 


10. PL 111-148 § 1311(d)(1).
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should require the exchange to subcontract eligibil-
ity determinations to the state’s Medicaid program in 
order to maintain state control. This also gives state 
lawmakers an opportunity to review their current 
program eligibility determination process and make 
improvements. For example, states that currently 
allow local governments to make program eligibility 
determinations might want to use this opportunity 
to consolidate that function at the state level, so as 
to achieve more consistent and accurate decisions. 
Under Obamacare, it will be necessary to determine 
if individuals are eligible for Medicaid under either 
pre-PPACA rules or under the PPACA Medicaid 
expansion provisions—with different federal match 
rates for the two eligibility categories. Also, a much 
larger share of the state’s population that does not 
qualify for Medicaid or CHIP will be eligible for the 
new federal subsidies through the exchange, so law-
makers will need to plan for increased funding and 
system upgrades as well.


4. Certification of agents and “navigators.” As 
with certification of insurers and health plans, state 
lawmakers should require the exchange to simply 
accept the determinations of the state’s existing pro-
fessional licensure system when it comes to certi-
fying agents or organizations as “navigators” who 
assist individuals with enrolling in the exchange 
and choosing a health plan. State lawmakers will 
at some point need to amend the applicable state 
licensure statute and compensation regulations as 
necessary to conform them to whatever standards 
HHS eventually issues to implement these provi-
sions of the PPACA.


States will still be able to specify different licen-
sure standards for agents selling health coverage 
outside of the exchange—if they so choose—though 
this would be a good opportunity for lawmakers 
to review those existing statutes and regulations to 
determine if other changes should be made to them 
as well.


5. Administrative functions. When it comes 
to the various administrative functions that Obam-
acare requires the exchange to perform—such as 
providing a Web site for enrollment, plan compari-
son and plan selection, toll-free telephone assis-
tance, an online calculator for determining plan 
costs to enrollees, information transmission to the 


U.S. Treasury to calculate and pay enrollee subsi-
dies—the best course of action is for the exchange 
to simply hire private-sector vendors to provide the 
necessary software and operational support.


If, at some point, either Congress rescinds fund-
ing or the Supreme Court voids Obamacare, then 
the vendors will stop their work. In the event that 
Obamacare is still in place when the exchanges are 
scheduled to begin operation, a state’s enabling leg-
islation should require the exchange to fund its sub-
sequent ongoing operations with user fees. Because 
of the PPACA’s minimum loss ratio regulations, the 
enabling legislation should further specify that the 
exchange is to charge such user fees to enrollees, 
not to participating insurers.


In contracting for these administrative and tech-
nical services, state lawmakers can either require 
the exchange to follow existing state government 
contracting procedures, or permit the exchange’s 
governing board to adopt alternative procedures.


6. State legislature oversight. A state that takes 
this approach should also establish special over-
sight committees of its legislature to supervise the 
AHB exchange and the interactions between the 
exchange and relevant state government agencies 
and departments. The oversight committees should 
pay particularly close attention to the state’s insur-
ance department, its Medicaid and CHIP programs, 
and its tax and revenue department (which may be 
affected by the need to verify income in connection 
with eligibility determinations for Medicaid and the 
new federal subsidies).


States will want to vest this oversight responsi-
bility with new special committees—one for each 
legislative chamber, or, a single bicameral special 
committee—because implementation will involve 
several executive branch agencies and the jurisdic-
tions of more than one standing committee. State 
legislatures typically have standing insurance com-
mittees to handle insurance matters, as well as 
standing health committees with jurisdiction over 
the state’s Medicaid and CHIP programs. Thus, the 
state’s legislative leadership will want to ensure that 
a special exchange oversight committee includes 
both members with experience and expertise in 
insurance law and members with experience and 
expertise in Medicaid and CHIP. Leadership may 
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also want to ensure that members with experience 
and expertise in other areas, such as tax or appro-
priations, serve on the special oversight committee.


Furthermore, states whose legislatures meet in 
time-limited sessions will want to authorize any 
oversight committee as an “interim” committee so 
that it continues to function between the regular 
sessions of the legislature. Should an interim over-
sight committee identify issues that need immedi-
ate legislative attention, those states can use their 
established procedures for calling the full legislature 
back for a “special” session to consider any relevant 
legislation.


7. Sunset provision. The state’s enabling legis-
lation should also include a sunset provision that 
automatically terminates the state’s AHB exchange 
should a Supreme Court ruling void the legislation 
or should subsequent federal legislation be enact-
ed that repeals the authority granted to the Sec-
retary of Health and Human Services to establish 
AHB exchanges in states that do not establish such 
exchanges on their own. Specifically, the sunset 
provision should be triggered by any future federal 
repeal or nullification of Section 1321(c) of Public 
Law 111-148.


Conclusion
State lawmakers now face important decisions 


about whether they will pursue their own health 
insurance market reforms—separate and differ-
ent from Obamacare—and whether they will cre-
ate defensive AHB exchanges to shield their states 
and minimize federal interference while they await 
the ultimate disposition of Obamacare by Congress 
or the Supreme Court. State lawmakers should 
understand that these decisions, while related, are 
in fact severable. They can opt to pursue their own 
reforms, create a defensive AHB exchange, do both, 
or do neither.


State lawmakers should pursue health insurance 
market reforms of their own design now, indepen-


dent of the PPACA, not only to increase access to 
coverage and provide incentives for better value 
in the near term, but also as a longer-term hedge 
against the uncertainties surrounding the timing of 
the eventual disposition of Obamacare’s exchange 
provisions, related insurance market regulations, 
and the new federal subsidy program that the 
exchanges are intended to administer.


While there are good reasons why some states 
may decide not to establish AHB exchanges, it is 
important that state lawmakers inclined toward that 
option carefully consider its implications for their 
state’s Medicaid program and insurance market. 
State lawmakers who feel more comfortable with a 
strategy that protects their state as much as possible 
until Obamacare’s fate is decided by Congress or 
the Supreme Court can instead pursue the alterna-
tive approach of adopting a limited, defensive AHB 
exchange design.


Given the considerable uncertainty surround-
ing if, when, or how the exchange provisions of 
the PPACA will be implemented, the wisest course 
for state lawmakers is to adopt responses that posi-
tion their states for a range of possible outcomes. 
While state lawmakers, like everyone else, would 
obviously prefer to have more certainty regarding 
Obamacare, the reality is that they cannot expect to 
obtain such certainty any time soon. Consequent-
ly, they will instead need to focus in the near term 
on finding ways to better manage the new uncer-
tainty that Obamacare has injected into the health 
care system. Pending further changes at the fed-
eral level, state lawmakers need to determine now 
the best approach in each of their respective states 
for advancing their own positive “counter reforms” 
while also protecting their constituents from the 
disruption and adverse effects of this deeply flawed 
and misguided federal legislation.


—Edmund F. Haislmaier is Senior Research Fellow 
in the Center for Health Policy Studies at The Heritage 
Foundation.
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Dear Lawmaker, 


 


As you may know, this Wednesday, March 23, will represent the one year anniversary of the enactment of 


President Obama’s Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). I believe, as I know many of our 


legislators and the majority of our citizens do, that the PPACA is unconstitutional, fatally flawed and ultimately 


harmful to our economy and the health of our citizens. That is exactly what I told both the Obama administration 


and our federal lawmakers, in no uncertain terms, when I voted against the law as a United States Congresswoman.  


 


As governor of Oklahoma and as a citizen, it is my great hope that the PPACA is either repealed by federal 


legislators or else is struck down by the United States Supreme Court. Our Oklahoma Congressional delegation has 


my full support as they work towards the former option, and Attorney General Scott Pruitt has my support and 


encouragement as he leads Oklahoma’s legal challenge.  As governor, I have sent multiple letters to the White 


House explaining the unreasonable economic burdens the PPACA places on Oklahoma and have requested that the 


White House fast track the lawsuits against President Obama’s health care law to the Supreme Court. In short, I 


have been proud to be part of a united conservative front in Oklahoma opposing what I believe to be one of the most 


dangerous and counterproductive pieces of legislation to come out of Washington in decades. 


 


I remain deeply concerned, however, that the PPACA will remain the law of the land for some time to 


come. As long as that is the case, the president’s law will continue to actively assault both the rights of our citizens 


and the tenth amendment rights of our states. For that reason, I believe Oklahoma’s lawmakers must continue to 


find new ways to prevent a federal takeover of our health care system in Oklahoma.  


 


One of the most important ways we can fight that federal takeover is to implement an Oklahoma-


based, free-market health insurance exchange so that Washington does not force its own model on the state. 


While we have already begun to create that exchange, the next step in the process is the passage of HB 2130, 


which creates a governing board for the program. I am writing now to ask you to support that legislation.  


 


Under current law as outlined by the PPACA, the federal government will begin establishing a federally 


designed and run health insurance exchange in 2013 in all 50 states except those that have begun implementing their 


own state-based exchanges. If we do not develop our own exchange, if we instead do nothing, then we will be 


powerless to oppose the creation of a federally run program in Oklahoma. 


 


As you may know, health insurance exchanges, when done right, have long been a conservative idea. In 


2009, our Legislature authorized the creation of such an exchange based on model legislation introduced by the 


conservative Heritage Foundation.  


 


 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Using that model, the Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange we are seeking to create will be an online 


health insurance market that empowers consumers by providing vastly improved access to information on private 


insurance products and expanding the purchasing power of individuals and small businesses. Private insurance 


products will be sold to meet individual needs, insurers will compete to promote real choices for consumers and the 


free-market will work to lower costs. Unlike the federal exchange Washington may try to force on us, the exchange 


we are trying to build offers a positive, free-market alternative to the big government, tax-and-spend plan that is the 


PPACA.  


 


If we do not pass HB 2130 and implement an Oklahoma-based exchange, the results will be devastating for 


those of us who oppose ObamaCare and the federal intrusion it represents. Without an Oklahoma exchange, the 


state is virtually guaranteed to be subject to a federally run, Washington D.C. substitute. And unlike the one we 


develop here in Oklahoma, that federal exchange will rely on public health care plans and be funded by public debt 


for many years to come.  


 


For that reason, a vote against an Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange and HB 2130 is a vote to leave 


Oklahoma defenseless against a federal takeover, as mandated by ObamaCare, beginning in the year 2013.  


 


As a conservative, I hope the PPACA is long gone by then. I join the majority of our lawmakers, as well as 


the majority of our citizens, in being passionately opposed to the federal health care law. It is my great hope to see it 


overturned or repealed. But I believe we have an obligation to plan for a future where that may not happen. And in 


the event the federal health care law is not overturned by 2013, I am not willing to allow the federal government to 


seize what has been a conservative idea and turn it into something unrecognizable and harmful to the state of 


Oklahoma and its citizens.  


 


For all these reasons, I hope you will join me in supporting a free-market, conservative exchange and defend 


Oklahoma against the federalization of our health insurance by voting for HB 2130. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


 


Mary Fallin  


Governor 
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Office of Governor Mary Fallin
Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange:

5 Frequently Asked Questions
 

·         What is a health insurance exchange?

            Health insurance exchanges are online portals where consumers can get information about
various health insurance plans, compare prices and ultimately purchase health insurance.  The
Oklahoma-based exchange that Governor Mary Fallin supports will be a patient-centered, pro-
market exchange consistent with her conservative values. The purpose of the exchange will be to
empower consumers with information and to use free market principles to contain health insurance
costs.

The premiere conservative think tank in the nation, the Heritage Foundation, supports the
creation of these exchanges. In a March 21, 2011 document entitled “A State Lawmaker’s Guide to
Health Insurance Exchanges,” the Heritage Foundation outlines the necessity of developing a state
exchange in the immediate future.
 

·         What happens if Oklahoma does not establish its own exchange?

            If a state does not establish its own health insurance exchange, the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA, also known as “ObamaCare”) mandates that President Obama’s
HHS Secretary is required to establish a federally run exchange in that state. As the Heritage
Foundation writes, “…the sooner a state declares ‘non-compliance’ with the PPACA, the sooner
HHS will build an exchange in that state to act as a federal insurance regulator.”  In other words, a
state that does not build its own insurance exchange is resigning itself to the presence of a
federally designed, federally run exchange.
            The best way to ward off a federal takeover of that kind if to pursue what the Heritage
Foundation calls “defensive” reform efforts to block federal interference. One of those defensive
efforts is the creation of a market-based exchange that Governor Fallin and other conservative
lawmakers are seeking to create.
 

·         President Obama says he supports exchanges and one element of ObamaCare is the
creation of a federal exchange. How can exchanges be a conservative idea?

The Heritage Foundation writes:
Consumer-Centered Exchanges vs. ObamaCare Exchanges

            “The first point to understand is that the entire design for health insurance exchanges in
the PPACA is a perversion of the core concept of what is an otherwise sound approach to
improving health insurance markets. … It is important to recognize that it is ObamaCare’s
perversion of the exchanges, not the original concept itself, that is the problem. … Consequently,
the PPACA’s misappropriation of the term ‘health insurance exchange’ should not deter state
lawmakers from pursuing their own defined-contribution, market-based reforms that employ state
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exchanges to perform purely administrative functions.”
 

·         How much will it cost to build a health insurance exchange in Oklahoma? How will
we pay for it?

            Cost estimates vary based on the composition and governance of the exchange. Currently,
the plans for an Oklahoma exchange are in their infancy. HB 2130, which the governor is asking
lawmakers to support, creates a governing board for the Oklahoma exchange which will, over the
course of the next months and years, answer that question. The governor’s office and the state
department of health are also holding regular “stakeholder meetings” to allow consumers, industry
professionals and concerned citizens to weigh in on what they would like to see in an exchange.
            Currently, it will be a challenge for the state of Oklahoma to afford the cost of
implementing and maintaining a health insurance exchange on its own. The state is facing a $500
million budget shortfall and cuts to the department of health are expected to be at least 3% in the
next fiscal year.
            Fortunately, Oklahoma has received a $54 million Early Innovator Grant from the federal
government. That does not mean, however, it will cost $54 million to establish and run an
exchange. Governor Fallin plans on returning any money the state does not use.
 

·         Does accepting federal money mean that Oklahoma is agreeing to implement
ObamaCare?

            No. The Early Innovator Grant was awarded to Oklahoma to be used to build a state-based
exchange. The Oklahoma legislature had already passed a bill authorizing the creation of such an
exchange; the grant simply provides the money needed to fund it. Governor Fallin will not
support any legislation that forces ObamaCare on the state of Oklahoma.
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: steve.moore@wsj.com
Cc: Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz
Subject: Oklahoma information
Date: Friday, April 15, 2011 12:36:00 PM
Attachments: Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network Summary.pdf

Steve,
 
Here is some follow up information.  I’ve also attached our Bill Summary and included the press
release on the issue.  I also included our Policy Director, Katie Altshuler, and communications
director.  Please let us know if you need anything else or have other questions.
 
 
Entities receiving the federal Early Innovator Grants:
 
•             Kansas: Kansas Insurance Department, $31,537,465
•             Maryland: Maryland Dept of Health and Mental Hygiene, $6,227,454
•             Multi-State Consortia: University of Massachusetts Medical School, $35,591,333
•             New York: New York Department of Health, $27,431,432
•             Oklahoma: Oklahoma Health Care Authority, $54,582,269
•             Oregon: Oregon Health Authority, $48,096,307
•             Wisconsin: Wisconsin Department of Health Services, $37,757,266
 
 
As for your “pre-tax dollar” question:   that has not been determined at this point.
 
As for your question about the uninsured:   The idea behind an exchange or a network as we are
calling it is that it will increase information about and access to health insurance. It will make it
easier for consumers to shop for the plan that best fits their needs. They can go to one web portal
and get information about all of the plans available in the state. With a defined contribution
component, it also increases portability which is very important. Insurance will be tied to the
individual and not the job.
 
 
 

State Leaders: Agreement Reached on Oklahoma
Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network

 
OKLAHOMA CITY – Governor Mary Fallin today joined other state leaders in announcing
that Oklahoma will establish a Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network to prevent the
establishment of a federal health care exchange in Oklahoma. 
 
Working together, leaders were able to address concerns expressed by some by adding
specific safeguards into the legislation that will prevent the implementation of a federal health
care exchange while creating an Oklahoma-based health insurance network.  The Health
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Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network 


 


The governor and legislative leaders have made it very clear in the legislative 


language establishing the Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network what 


Oklahoma will and will not do, which has been the message from the beginning.  


This will be an Oklahoma plan with Oklahoma values. 


 


Oklahoma already was on the path to developing a health insurance exchange 


before the president’s federal health care bill was ever put into place and the 


Health Insurance Private Enterprise Network will build on that important step in 


increasing health insurance access, choice and competition for the citizens of 


Oklahoma. 


 


 Creates a public trust governed by a board with a majority membership of 


private sector stakeholders including representatives from health insurance 


carriers, agents, providers, employer groups and consumers. 


 Will facilitate access to health insurance and enhance competition, create 


choice by allowing individuals and small business groups to use pre-tax 


dollars toward the purchase of health insurance. Would increase portability 


by allowing employers to offer a defined contribution for employees to 


purchase their own health insurance. 


 No qualified health insurance carrier in good standing will be denied the 


ability to participate. 


 The Network will be funded with state and private dollars.  







Insurance Private Enterprise Network, based on a concept by the conservative Heritage
Foundation and legislation passed by the Oklahoma Legislature in 2009, will increase access
to affordable, private, portable health insurance plans through a free market-based network
that offers choice and competition to consumers.  The network will be governed by a board
consisting of a majority of members from the private sector and chaired by the Insurance
Commissioner.  The network will be funded through state or private resources. The state will
not accept the $54 million Early Innovator Grant.
 
Governor Mary Fallin:  “I’m pleased to announce this agreement that accomplishes my
goal from the very beginning:  stopping the implementation of the president’s federal health
care exchange in Oklahoma. We have addressed concerns expressed by implementing strict
safeguards to prevent the implementation of the federal health care exchange while
definitively laying out the framework for a free market-based network that will empower
consumers by providing a place for individuals, families and small businesses to shop for
affordable, quality health insurance plans.”
 
House Speaker Kris Steele:  “Health care coverage is not a one-size-fits-all issue. We need
to make all options available to the people. The goal is to equip Oklahomans with the
information necessary to make wise decisions. The network will provide a user-friendly tool
intended to help people identify a health plan that best fits their individual needs.”
 
Senate President Pro Tempore Brian Bingman:  “This private enterprise network not only
offers the people of Oklahoma more options when buying insurance, it will serve as a
defensive strategy that protects Oklahoma from the federal health care law.  This is
Oklahoma’s solution and federalism at work.  Our plan is based on the principals of the free
market; it will not limit participation, it will increase competition among private plans and
offer consumers the ability to shop for their best option.” 
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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Kathleen Sebelius, Secretary 

Mary Fallin 
Governor 

November 19, 2012 

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) 
Center for Consumer Information & Insurance Oversight (CCIIO) 
200 Independence Avenue SW, Suite 739H 
Washington, DC 20201 

RE: Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 

Dear Secretary Sebelius, 

I am writing in response to the Department of Health and Human Services' (HHS) request that each 
state provide a declaration letter indicating their option for building a health insurance exchange as 
outlined in PP ACA. While I remain deeply committed to the health of Oklahomans, it would be 
irresponsible of me to commit our state to the development of an insurance exchange based on the 
information provided by HHS to date. Our state will not establish a transitional reinsurance program as 
outlined in PP ACA. However, Oklahoma will elect to make all final eligibility determinations for our 
citizens referred to Medicaid from a federal insurance exchange. 

I continue to believe there are viable market-based solutions that can be found to facilitate greater access 
to health insurance coverage in Oklahoma. My hope is that we can engage in future conversations that 
allow states the flexibility necessary to engage in true healthcare reform, create efficiencies m 
entitlement programs and empower individuals to take responsibility for their own health. 

The primary contact for the State of Oklahoma with regard to anything related to PP A CA is as follows: 

Terry Cline, PhD 
Secretary of Health and Human Services 
Oklahoma State Department of Health 
1000 N.E. 10th Street 
Oklahoma City, OK, 73117 
Phone: (405) 271 -4200 

f;~1~ 
Mary Fallin 
Governor 
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Kathleen Sebelius, Secretary 

Mary Fallin 
Governor 

November 19, 2012 

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) 
Center for Consumer Information & Insurance Oversight (CCIIO) 
200 Independence Avenue SW, Suite 739H 
Washington, DC 20201 

RE: Oklahoma Health Insurance Exchange 

Dear Secretary Sebelius, 

I am writing in response to the Department of Health and Human Services' (HHS) request that each 
state provide a declaration letter indicating their option for building a health insurance exchange as 
outlined in PP ACA. While I remain deeply committed to the health of Oklahomans, it would be 
irresponsible of me to commit our state to the development of an insurance exchange based on the 
information provided by HHS to date. Our state will not establish a transitional reinsurance program as 
outlined in PP ACA. However, Oklahoma will elect to make all final eligibility determinations for our 
citizens referred to Medicaid from a federal insurance exchange. 

I continue to believe there are viable market-based solutions that can be found to facilitate greater access 
to health insurance coverage in Oklahoma. My hope is that we can engage in future conversations that 
allow states the flexibility necessary to engage in true healthcare reform, create efficiencies m 
entitlement programs and empower individuals to take responsibility for their own health. 

The primary contact for the State of Oklahoma with regard to anything related to PP A CA is as follows: 

Terry Cline, PhD 
Secretary of Health and Human Services 
Oklahoma State Department of Health 
1000 N.E. 10th Street 
Oklahoma City, OK, 73117 
Phone: (405) 271 -4200 

f;~1~ 
Mary Fallin 
Governor 
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Michelle Waddell
Subject: Oklahoma press clips
Date: Thursday, January 13, 2011 10:03:00 AM

Print these out for the governor:
 
 
OKC expected to see more retail success in 2011 

http://newsok.com/okc-expected-to-see-more-retail-success-in-

2011/article/3531837#ixzz1AvbXesb8

Norman plans unofficial water testing for chromium-6 

http://www.newsok.com/norman-plans-unofficial-water-testing-for-chromium-

6/article/3531807?custom_click=pod_headline_oklahoma-city-news#

Oklahoma online charter school has new sponsor

http://www.newsok.com/oklahoma-online-charter-school-has-new-

sponsor/article/3531741?custom_click=pod_headline_edmond-news#

Former Oklahoma attorney general a friend of wounded Arizona congresswoman 

http://newsok.com/former-oklahoma-attorney-general-a-friend-of-wounded-arizona-

congresswoman/article/3531804#ixzz1AvcVXZy4

FEMA to help Boley rebuild police station 

http://www.newsok.com/fema-to-help-boley-rebuild-police-station/article/3531777?

custom_click=pod_headline_northeast-oklahoma-news#

Oklahoma Briefs: Alumna gives college $250K 

http://www.newsok.com/oklahoma-briefs-alumna-gives-college-

250k/article/3531495?custom_click=pod_headline_northeast-oklahoma-news

Obama says polarized nation needs healing

http://www.newsok.com/obama-says-polarized-nation-needs-

healing/article/3531802#

Documents detail Arizona suspect's college outbursts

http://www.newsok.com/documents-detail-arizona-suspects-college-

outbursts/article/3532011#

Federal budget deficit narrows to $80B in December 

http://newsok.com/federal-budget-deficit-narrows-to-80b-in-

december/article/3531848#ixzz1AvguMOQf

Law aims to disclose meth labs in home sales 

http://newsok.com/law-aims-to-disclose-meth-labs-in-home-

sales/article/3531793#ixzz1AvhAWf2t
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Gearing up

http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?

subjectid=61&articleid=20110113_61_A14_Isther115895

Primary costs

http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?

subjectid=61&articleid=20110113_61_A14_Thebli466550

Repealing Obamacare will increase deficit? Please

http://www.newsok.com/repealing-obamacare-will-increase-deficit-

please/article/3531751?custom_click=lead_story_title#

Oklahoma City voters made their streetcar desires clear 

http://newsok.com/oklahoma-city-voters-made-their-streetcar-desires-

clear/article/3531752#ixzz1AvhZZaaT

Loophole lets former Oklahoma legislators stay in state government 

http://newsok.com/loophole-lets-former-oklahoma-legislators-stay-in-state-

government/article/3531750#ixzz1AvhhH9gQ

State juvenile detention center deal plagued by scandal is delayed again

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_16_A5_OKLAHO340014

Obama urges Americans to honor victims in Arizona shootings by being better people

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_13_A1_CUTLIN38145

24-hour street construction project set for Tulsa

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_11_A1_CUTLIN537243

Lawmaker wants veterans ID'd on Oklahoma driver's licences

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_16_A5_CUTLIN781592

Oklahoma governor's food drive nets food and money to fight hunger

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_16_A5_OKLAHO801850

Government confident 2010 Census is accurate

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_13_A4_WASHIN975917

Oklahoma's first online charter school severs ties with university sponsor

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=12&articleid=20110113_19_A13_EDMOND959521
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Include all of these in the press clips email to staff:

OKC expected to see more retail success in 2011 

http://newsok.com/okc-expected-to-see-more-retail-success-in-

2011/article/3531837#ixzz1AvbXesb8

Norman plans unofficial water testing for chromium-6 

http://www.newsok.com/norman-plans-unofficial-water-testing-for-chromium-

6/article/3531807?custom_click=pod_headline_oklahoma-city-news#

Oklahoma online charter school has new sponsor

http://www.newsok.com/oklahoma-online-charter-school-has-new-

sponsor/article/3531741?custom_click=pod_headline_edmond-news#

Norman officials address fluctuating budget numbers 

http://www.newsok.com/norman-officials-address-fluctuating-budget-

numbers/article/3531734?custom_click=pod_headline_norman-news#

Former Oklahoma attorney general a friend of wounded Arizona congresswoman 

http://newsok.com/former-oklahoma-attorney-general-a-friend-of-wounded-arizona-

congresswoman/article/3531804#ixzz1AvcVXZy4

FEMA to help Boley rebuild police station 

http://www.newsok.com/fema-to-help-boley-rebuild-police-station/article/3531777?

custom_click=pod_headline_northeast-oklahoma-news#

Oklahoma Briefs: Alumna gives college $250K 

http://www.newsok.com/oklahoma-briefs-alumna-gives-college-

250k/article/3531495?custom_click=pod_headline_northeast-oklahoma-news

President Invited to Give State of the Union Address on Jan. 25

http://blog.newsok.com/politics/2011/01/12/president-inivted-to-give-state-of-the-

union-address-on-jan-25/

Rep. Dan Boren Staffers Received Threatening Phone Calls

http://blog.newsok.com/politics/2011/01/12/rep-dan-boren-staffers-received-

threatening-phone-calls/

Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin's food drive brings in 20,000 pounds of food 

http://www.newsok.com/oklahoma-gov.-mary-fallins-food-drive-brings-in-20000-

pounds-of-food/article/3531781?custom_click=lead_story_title#

Survey by Fed positive for 2011

http://www.newsok.com/survey-by-fed-positive-for-2011/article/3531872#
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Canal extension, lower price offered to city to lure convention center 

http://newsok.com/canal-extension-lower-price-offered-to-city-to-lure-convention-

center/article/3531850#ixzz1AveNLlyq

Lamb said Oklahoma must compete with other states to lure jobs 

http://newsok.com/lamb-said-oklahoma-must-compete-with-other-states-to-lure-

jobs/article/3531816#ixzz1AveuakKC

New Oklahoma poet laureate is an author, poet, radio broadcaster 

http://newsok.com/new-oklahoma-poet-laureate-is-an-author-poet-radio-

broadcaster/article/3531815#ixzz1AvfQsWWe

Obama says polarized nation needs healing

http://www.newsok.com/obama-says-polarized-nation-needs-

healing/article/3531802#

Documents detail Arizona suspect's college outbursts

http://www.newsok.com/documents-detail-arizona-suspects-college-

outbursts/article/3532011#

Despite more students, Oklahoma City School District revenue decreases

http://newsok.com/despite-more-students-oklahoma-city-school-district-revenue-

decreases/article/3531798#ixzz1Avg9GHDl

Students treated after overdose of anti-depressants 

http://www.newsok.com/students-treated-after-overdose-of-anti-

depressants/article/3531780

Lower corn, soybean output sends prices surging 

http://www.newsok.com/lower-corn-soybean-output-sends-prices-

surging/article/3531849#

November's jobs crisis pushes up stress levels 

http://www.newsok.com/novembers-jobs-crisis-pushes-up-stress-

levels/article/3531871#

Federal budget deficit narrows to $80B in December 

http://newsok.com/federal-budget-deficit-narrows-to-80b-in-

december/article/3531848#ixzz1AvguMOQf

Law aims to disclose meth labs in home sales 

http://newsok.com/law-aims-to-disclose-meth-labs-in-home-

sales/article/3531793#ixzz1AvhAWf2t

Repealing Obamacare will increase deficit? Please

http://www.newsok.com/repealing-obamacare-will-increase-deficit-

please/article/3531751?custom_click=lead_story_title#
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Oklahoma City voters made their streetcar desires clear 

http://newsok.com/oklahoma-city-voters-made-their-streetcar-desires-

clear/article/3531752#ixzz1AvhZZaaT

Loophole lets former Oklahoma legislators stay in state government 

http://newsok.com/loophole-lets-former-oklahoma-legislators-stay-in-state-

government/article/3531750#ixzz1AvhhH9gQ
 

Tulsa World
www.tulsaworld.com

Fallin responds to website's accusations of lifting verbiage for inauguration speech

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_16_A5_CUTLIN450698

Former Oklahoma AG has link to Arizona shooting victim

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_16_A3_CUTLIN792049

State juvenile detention center deal plagued by scandal is delayed again

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_16_A5_OKLAHO340014

Obama urges Americans to honor victims in Arizona shootings by being better people

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_13_A1_CUTLIN38145

24-hour street construction project set for Tulsa

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_11_A1_CUTLIN537243

Council considers forming advisory panel on bicycling

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_11_A9_CUTLIN963352

Lawmaker wants veterans ID'd on Oklahoma driver's licences

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_16_A5_CUTLIN781592

Oklahoma governor's food drive nets food and money to fight hunger

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_16_A5_OKLAHO801850

Government confident 2010 Census is accurate

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=16&articleid=20110113_13_A4_WASHIN975917
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Oklahoma's first online charter school severs ties with university sponsor

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=12&articleid=20110113_19_A13_EDMOND959521

Stillwater community meeting slated after man dies in cold

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=12&articleid=20110113_12_A13_STILLW715195

OKC man charged in Labor Day boating accident death

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=12&articleid=20110113_12_A7_EUFAUL30201

Eufaula police chief in another tangle with mayor after arrest

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=12&articleid=20110113_12_A11_EUFAUL355540

Tulsa gas pump prices jump another 10 cents

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=11&articleid=20110113_49_A1_Tulsar537481

BOK Center big ticket seller

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=11&articleid=20110113_269_A1_Oklaho996535

An injunction may be sought in civil cases related to Tulsa police corruption scandal

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?

subjectid=11&articleid=20110113_14_A9_Thefed812756

Witnesses say man should be locked up

http://www.tulsaworld.com/webextra/content/2010/crimesite/article.aspx?

subjectid=11&articleid=20110113_11_A9_ULNSbf560506

Man gets life for child sex crimes

http://www.tulsaworld.com/webextra/content/2010/crimesite/article.aspx?

subjectid=11&articleid=20110113_14_A7_CUTLIN11955

Gearing up

http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?

subjectid=61&articleid=20110113_61_A14_Isther115895

Primary costs

http://www.tulsaworld.com/opinion/article.aspx?

subjectid=61&articleid=20110113_61_A14_Thebli466550

 

Journal Record 
www.journalrecord.com

A shared vision
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http://journalrecord.com/2011/01/12/a-shared-vision-real-estate/

 

Companies ask bankruptcy court for access to Eastern Livestock funds

http://journalrecord.com/2011/01/12/companies-ask-bankruptcy-court-for-access-to-

eastern-livestock-funds-finance/

 

Clean dreams: Helping others, eco-friendly products inspire founder of janitorial

company

http://journalrecord.com/2011/01/12/clean-dreams-helping-others-eco-friendly-

products-inspire-founder-of-janitorial-company-general-news/

 

Online charter school cuts ties with UCO

http://journalrecord.com/2011/01/12/online-charter-school-cuts-ties-with-uco-law/

 

Church projects keep Flintco on its toes in downtown Tulsa

http://journalrecord.com/2011/01/12/church-projects-keep-flintco-on-its-toes-in-

downtown-tulsa-real-estate/

 

CND lands Army contract

http://journalrecord.com/2011/01/12/cnd-lands-army-contract-aerospace/

 

Kaffe Bona to open at Tulsa church

http://journalrecord.com/2011/01/12/kaffe-bona-to-open-at-tulsa-church-real-estate/

 

Right Thinking: Losing sight of need for oversight

http://journalrecord.com/2011/01/12/right-thinking-losing-sight-of-need-for-oversight-

opinion/
 

Statewide AP stories
http://normantranscript.com/statenews

 

Attorney wants to tap jury fund for trial
 

Charter school cuts ties with UCO
 
 

 

Links for Senate publications:
 

Daily Senate Agenda:  Senate Agenda

 
 

Daily Senate Calendar:  Senate Calendar

Daily Senate Journals:  Senate Journals

 

Senate Committee Meeting Notices:  Senate Committee Notices
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Dallas Morning News
<http://www.dallasnews.com/>
 
DMN Political Link:
<http://www.dallasnews.com/politics/>
 
New York Times Link:
<http://www.nytimes.com/>
 
Washington Post Link:
www.washingtonpost.com <http://www.washingtonpost.com/>
 
USA TODAY
<http://www.usatoday.com/>
 
USA Today States link:
<http://www.usatoday.com/news/states/ns1.htm>
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Oklahoma Truth Council on the "loophole" story
Date: Tuesday, January 25, 2011 5:32:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png

 
 

Never doubting that a small group of concerned citizens can change the world…

Don’t Confuse the Issue with Facts…

with one comment

It seems to be the story that just won’t die.  Bloggers, journalists and political pundits all
want to pile on about “retread legislators” going to work for state agencies. But in all the
political rhetoric, it seems that five essential facts seem to be overlooked.

As a lawyer once said, “When the law is on your side, argue the law.  When the facts are on
your side, argue the facts. When all else fails bang your fist on the table and yell.”  This is
the apparent strategy of those targeting these former legislators.  The law is not on the side of
the critics, neither are the facts, which could explain why there is so much chest pounding
and fist pumping.  Time will tell whether Oklahomans choose to look at facts or facades in
staffing selections.

Fact #1: It’s Completely Legal

The Oklahoma Supreme Court, Attorney General Drew Edmondson, and other legal experts
have all agreed that technically, the hirings of former Senators Glenn Coffee, Randy
Brogdon, Owen Laughlin, and former Rep. Mike Thompson meet the criteria of the statute
and do not constitute an illegal act. However it seems that there are those that would rather
argue the “spirit” of the law rather than the law itself.

Fact #2: Mike Reynolds- House Hypocrite
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Rep. Mike Reynolds

Rep. Mike Reynolds has made his career on running to the microphones whenever he can get
5 seconds of fame and this current situation is no exception. The seemingly conservative
House member, gained praise from Oklahoma Democrats when he chest thumped for the
press with hints that he might attempt to prevent Glenn Coffee’s nomination as Secretary of
State, even though the Secretary of State is confirmed by the Senate and not the House. Fox
25 and News 9 carried his quotes as he browbeat Commissioner John Doak, Randy Brogdon,
and Mike Thompson.

However Reynolds doesn’t want the Oklahoma public to remember that it was Reynolds,
himself, that requested the latest opinion of the Attorney General. That opinion was requested
in 2005 according to The Oklahoman.

In other words, Reynolds has had six years to close what he calls a loophole.  Reynolds
failure to close the loophole could be considered political laziness, or it may simply be
Reynolds leaving an opportunity on the table for future sound bites.

At best, Reynolds’ actions are political pandering in the lowest form, at worst, he has proven
himself to be nothing more than a fame seeking hypocrite who would rather hear himself on
the 10 o’clock news than address real issues in real time.

Fact #3:  The smell test? -Get a New Smeller.

Much of the criticism in these stories has been focused on the Department of Insurance. Even
those that have to concede the facts listed here push that the hirings in the Department of
Insurance don’t pass the “smell test.” However the smell test is far more pungent when
looking at the appointment of Glen Coffee as Secretary of State.

Coffee, a former President Pro Tem of the Senate, was an early supporter of Mary Fallin for
Governor. So much a supporter in fact, that ethics reports show that the Senate PAC, a
political action committee whose function is to elect Republicans to the State Senate and at
the time controlled by Coffee, gave money to Mary Fallin’s gubernatorial race.  This donation
was despite the fact that she was running against a sitting State Senator at the time.

It would appear that many political pundits choose to overlook the smell test with the
Secretary of State, and would rather heap criticism on the Department of Insurance to gain
political points.  It is important to note that some who helped break this story were supporters
of Kim Holland’s failed reelection bid.  The ongoing story could be viewed as a coordinated
attack for retribution.

Fact #4: Owen Laughlin Has Waited
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Owen Laughlin

Again, bloggers and pundits have been salivating at the blood in the water at the Department
of Insurance. In the haste of their bloodlust they have falsely accused former Sen. Owen
Laughlin of having violated the statutes. Never mind that it’s already been proven by
countless people that none of the “retread legislators” have violated it.

Owen Laughlin is far above suspicion. Why? Because he’s already waited more than two
years.

Even the most liberal interpretation of the statute (or conservative depending on the pundit)
says that legislators can be hired after two years (never mind what the law actually says). 
Since it has been over two years since Laughlin has served in the Senate the truth is that
many bloggers owe him an apology. We won’t hold our breath.

Fact #5: Brogdon and Thompson are Qualified.

When all else fails make personal attacks. It’s a tried-and-true adage in politics. And it is on
display in full force in those attacking the Department of Insurance. They have no legal
argument, and they’ve already butchered the facts (see #4) so now they want to say that
former legislators Brogdon and Thompson are not qualified to be Deputy Commissioners of
Insurance.

This raises an excellent question. What makes someone qualified?  Do you have to have a
license to sell insurance?
Before you jump to the conclusion that “yes, you must,” take a moment to remember
previous commissioners who primarily limited their staffs experience to selling insurance. 
Names like Carol Fisher and John Crawford come to mind.  These names are synonymous
with corruption.   How does the smell test smell now?

The fact is both Brogdon and Thompson are former businessmen, former legislators who both
authored insurance legislation. Whether you like their legislation or not (both opposed
Obamacare), they have both experience and perspective that could be useful to a conservative
commissioner.

 
 
 
 
______________________________________
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Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
ph - (405) 522-8878
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State State & Local Spending State & Local Debt Gross State Product
District of Columbia $28,405.40 $21,275.10 $116.40 
Alaska $20,727.30 $15,794.40 $57.60 
Wyoming $16,256.00 $5,198.80 $41.10 
New York $16,097.10 $17,173.70 $1,238.10 
North Dakota $13,453.70 $9,201.50 $47.90 
Massachusetts $12,168.40 $15,410.20 $423.10 
Nebraska $11,805.20 $8,295.00 $102.50 
New Jersey $11,750.70 $11,257.60 $515.10 
Delaware $11,613.00 $8,488.50 $70.40 
Louisiana $11,582.40 $8,358.00 $275.00 
Washington $11,415.60 $11,386.70 $386.40 
California $11,396.80 $10,940.20 $2,128.30 
Connecticut $11,270.60 $12,055.90 $249.10 
New Mexico $11,238.20 $8,031.00 $85.20 
Pennsylvania $11,190.60 $10,577.20 $624.50 
Oregon $11,073.50 $9,385.00 $213.20 
Rhode Island $10,997.50 $11,372.80 $53.50 
Vermont $10,989.80 $7,583.20 $27.70 
Minnesota $10,731.00 $8,846.60 $305.20 
Colorado $10,664.80 $10,339.40 $287.40 
Iowa $10,579.60 $5,373.50 $164.00 
Illinois $10,534.10 $11,308.80 $724.50 
Ohio $10,497.70 $6,710.70 $522.50 
Hawaii $10,281.60 $9,763.00 $71.30 
Montana $10,243.90 $6,396.80 $41.10 
Wisconsin $10,223.90 $8,300.50 $275.30 
Maryland $10,065.50 $7,382.50 $322.10 
West Virginia $9,805.40 $6,905.60 $75.10 
Kansas $9,632.10 $10,276.60 $141.60 
Kentucky $9,618.60 $10,488.10 $177.60 
Mississippi $9,550.70 $4,832.70 $104.40 
South Carolina $9,393.90 $8,668.20 $178.50 
Maine $9,387.70 $7,343.20 $54.80 
Texas $9,379.30 $10,696.50 $1,457.50 
Utah $9,368.40 $7,284.70 $135.30 
Michigan $9,358.00 $7,419.60 $419.50 
South Dakota $9,196.70 $7,190.80 $43.90 
Oklahoma $8,987.80 $5,331.00 $169.40 
Alabama $8,936.10 $6,078.50 $183.70 
New Hampshire $8,841.20 $8,306.40 $68.30 
Tennessee $8,776.40 $6,314.90 $288.80 
Virginia $8,757.70 $7,831.90 $457.30 
Indiana $8,665.70 $7,683.40 $301.40 
North Carolina $8,614.20 $5,651.10 $474.70 
Arkansas $8,578.40 $5,100.70 $114.20 
Missouri $8,504.70 $7,701.60 $266.70 
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Georgia $8,326.60 $5,214.90 $453.30 
Florida $8,160.10 $7,422.40 $805.70 
Idaho $7,702.60 $3,994.60 $62.40 
Nevada $7,661.80 $9,987.20 $140.30 
Arizona $7,375.10 $6,812.10 $278.50 
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Real State Growth Population (Million)
3.10% 0.5 more
3.30% 0.7 more
2.00% 0.5 more
2.80% 19.5 more
5.40% 0.6 more
3.20% 6.7 more
2.40% 1.8 more
2.20% 9.1 more
2.90% 0.9 more
2.60% 4.6 more
3.10% 6.9 more
3.10% 38.9 more
3.10% 3.6 more
2.40% 2 more
2.80% 12.7 more
4.10% 3.9 more
2.60% 1.1 more
2.50% 0.7 more
2.80% 5.5 more
3.10% 5 more
3.10% 3 more
2.80% 13 more
2.80% 11.6 more
2.30% 1.4 more
2.40% 1 more
2.80% 5.8 more
2.70% 6 more
4.10% 1.8 more
2.60% 2.9 more
2.60% 4.3 more
2.10% 3 more
2.80% 4.6 more
2.30% 1.4 more
3.60% 26 more
3.10% 2.8 more
3.20% 10.3 more
2.70% 0.8 more
2.70% 3.7 more Oklahoma ranks 38th
2.10% 4.7 more
2.90% 1.4 more
3.10% 6.4 more
2.50% 8.3 more
2.80% 6.5 more
3.00% 9.8 more
2.50% 2.9 more
2.40% 6 more
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3.00% 10 more
2.60% 20.2 more
2.60% 1.6 more
2.80% 2.9 more
2.90% 7 more
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Oklahoman editorial on $54 million
Date: Tuesday, April 19, 2011 8:58:00 AM

Have you read this yet?
 
 
 
Oklahoma decision on insurance exchange funds is puzzling
 The Oklahoman Editorial Oklahoman     10 Published: April 19, 2011
 
 
LOOKING a gift horse in the mouth. Cutting off your nose to spite your face. Taking on a challenge
with one arm tied behind your back. Need we cite more anatomical references to describe the
state's decision to use money it doesn't have to meet the potential challenges of Obamacare?
 
The state had in its hands a $54.6 million federal grant to set up an insurance exchange system. Due
to ideological overload at the state Capitol, Uncle Sam got a punch to his midriff.
 
But the federal government won't feel a thing. Only Oklahomans will. Rejecting the grant does
nothing to reduce the federal deficit. It may do a lot to increase state budget cuts in order to fund
an Oklahoma alternative.
 
Actually, two federal grants related to health insurance were sent back to Washington last week.
One was a $1 million stipend to help the state review “excessive” health insurance premium
increases. This was little more than a bribe to show how serious the administration is about reining
in health care costs, a meaningless waste of money that Insurance Commissioner John Doak was
right to reject.
 
Not so the other grant, which has been returned unopened because to accept it was seen as an
accommodation to Obamacare. President Obama's Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act is
under legal review, but there's a less-than-even chance that a critical portion of the plan —
requiring everyone to buy a policy — will be declared unconstitutional. Thus, the state has an
obligation to prepare for the eventuality that Obamacare will advance unless or until it's repealed.
 
Republican Gov. Mary Fallin was on track to use federal funds for establishing an insurance
exchange. But she ran into a buzz saw of fundamentalist opposition to the idea that we should take
advantage of the offer. Ideology trumped common sense, as it so often does in the progressive
world. This time the fundamentalists are conservatives who apparently want Oklahoma taxpayers to
fund the exchange.
 
Rejecting the grant won't reduce the federal deficit by a penny. The money will just be redirected.
Liberals who opposed the Bush-era tax cuts nevertheless benefitted from them through lower
withholding. On principle, they could have sent the money back to Washington, but that wouldn't
have made any difference. The tax cuts will continue indefinitely; liberals will continue to benefit.
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Perhaps principle is sufficient reason to tell Oklahoma taxpayers that they must buy what the
federal government was willing to give. If so, principle in this case will bring a swift kick to the rear.
Rejection of the grant was a no-brainer — as in mindless pandering to an ideological base. That's
something President Obama is very good at.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/oklahoma-decision-on-insurance-exchange-funds-is-
puzzling/article/3559775#ixzz1JyeMSP2H
 
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: Oklahoman editorials
Date: Tuesday, January 18, 2011 11:09:00 AM

Reverse chronological order (newest at the top, oldest at the bottom) for January
 
 
Obamacare repeal debate, vote could reap benefits later
AFTER a brief hiatus in deference to U.S. Rep. Gabrielle Giffords and other victims of the Arizona
shootings, the House of Representatives is scheduled to discuss repeal of the new federal health
care law this week.
 THE OKLAHOMAN EDITORIAL
AFTER a brief hiatus in deference to U.S. Rep. Gabrielle Giffords and other victims of the Arizona
shootings, the House of Representatives is scheduled to discuss repeal of the new federal health
care law this week.
 
It's more than a political exercise, even though the Democrat-controlled Senate probably would
spike any attempt by the House to kill or change Obamacare. Few think the Senate would even
discuss the House's repeal legislation. Most likely it would be ignored to death.
 
Still, voting on repeal will make good on a campaign promise many Republican candidates made last
year: to do everything possible to stop Obamacare as enacted — a promise that generally was
rewarded in an election wave that put Republicans back in the House majority with a net pickup of
63 seats.
 
It also will set a baseline for future debates and votes on a number of changes to Obamacare, which
just might garner bipartisan support and put more pressure on the Senate to act.
 
U.S. Rep. James Clyburn, D-S.C., and a member of the House Democratic leadership, told Fox News
that members of his party would consider “modifications” to Obamacare. That's either coy politics
by Clyburn or perhaps indication that Democrats indeed felt the earth move under their feet in
November — and don't want to feel it again in 2012.
 
There might be common ground for reducing Obamacare's impact and cost. “There are lots of things
short of an all-out repeal that could throw sand in the gears to slow it down and possibly bring it to
a screeching halt,” the Cato Institute's Michael Cannon told USA Today. Cannon suggested future
action could come on the program's individual mandate and from investigations into how the bill is
being implemented and how it was passed.
 
The requirement that every American buy health care insurance starting in 2014 is the program's
most intrusive facet and one of its most unpopular, opposed by a 2-to-1 margin in a recent AP-GfK
poll. “There's other ways we can get people into the (insurance) pool — I hope — other than a
mandate, and we need to look at that,” Sen. Claire McCaskill, D-Mo., told MSNBC recently. Yes,
McCaskill is up for re-election next year.
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No doubt there are avenues to encourage participation other than the compelling hand of
government. That and reorienting the program into one that works to control medical costs —
which Obamacare doesn't do — should be high on the Republicans' to-do list after the repeal vote is
taken.
 
The new GOP House won't be able to completely uproot Obamacare on its own. But it can begin the
walk back from last year's partisan legislation, starting this week.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/obamacare-repeal-debate-vote-could-reap-benefits-
later/article/3533101#ixzz1BPFi08oW
 
 
 
 
Allowing guns on college campuses a bad idea
THE OKLAHOMAN EDITORIAL
Just in case you missed it last year or the year before or the year before that, those in charge of
Oklahoma's college campuses don't want students carrying concealed weapons on campus. Period.
 
Higher education Chancellor Glen Johnson reiterated that stance again last week during a budget
presentation before state lawmakers. He said presidents and regents at all of the state's more than
two dozen campuses are in agreement.
 
It was a pre-emptive strike of sorts. Johnson and others have fought vigorously against attempts in
recent years to loosen the concealed weapons ban. The main author of those legislative attempts,
Rep. Jason Murphey, R-Guthrie, said he isn't likely to author legislation this year but such a bill might
be introduced in the Senate with his support.
 
This issue has become of those that rears its ugly head at multiple points during legislative sessions
even after it appears dead. The vigilance of higher education officials to make their point early and
often is wise, especially considering term limits ensure a steady stream of new lawmakers. So
serious is the issue that a few years back, University of Oklahoma President David Boren said he
would beg legislators if necessary.
 
Safety on college campuses is an important issue, but lifting the ban wouldn't help the cause.
Concealed weapons have no place on campuses. If campus security or police officers are faced with
a gunman on campus, they shouldn't have to worry about whether the gunman is the good guy or
the bad guy.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/allowing-guns-on-college-campuses-a-bad-
idea/article/3533099#ixzz1BPG1gtMX
 
 
 
Difficult to find balance in alternative-education programs
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DISCOMFORT over the partial combining of two alternative-education programs in Oklahoma City
isn't misplaced. But the conversation may be too narrow.
The Oklahoman Editorial
 
Discomfort over the partial combining of two alternative-education programs in Oklahoma City isn't
misplaced. But the conversation may be too narrow.
 
Emerson High School is home to two alternative-education programs. Emerson Outreach is for
pregnant and parenting teens and works with moms to balance motherhood with schooling.
Emerson Metro is for at-risk students who need an alternative to their assigned neighborhood
school.
 
The programs have largely been separate, but students and teachers returned from holiday break to
learn that some core classes had been combined. On its face, it seems like a bad mix, particularly for
the moms trying to get their lives together. The state views the programs together for accountability
purposes, so the district has to concern itself with academic performance and making sure all of the
students are receiving the best possible academic services. Neither the teen moms nor the other
students deserve to be shortchanged.
 
So perhaps in focusing only on Emerson, the conversation isn't broad enough. The report that gave
birth to MAPS for Kids identified alternative education as an area in dire need of attention. Last
year's assessment of progress on the MAPS for Kids academic goals found improvements in
alternative education unsatisfactory.
 
One Emerson volunteer who is an obstetrician recently told The Oklahoman's Megan Rolland that
she thinks the teen moms need their own facility tailored to their needs. Whether that's a good idea
deserves debate, but it's a discussion worth having. So, too, is whether programs like Emerson
Outreach should be more inclusive of fathers.
 
Oklahoma City has thousands of at-risk children and a relatively small number of slots available in
alternative-education programs. A comprehensive look at how to provide more and better
alternative-education services for students who need them merits consideration. The MAPS for Kids
report called on the district to consider collaborative programs with other school districts, and that's
an idea still worth exploring.
 
We're sensitive to the district's financial reality and that it has dedicated resources on other
important fronts like early childhood education. But alternative-education programs are often a
source of salvation for students who might otherwise drop out. The cost of dropouts is well
established. They're more likely to live in poverty, and our prisons are filled with adults who never
finished high school. Given the cyclical nature of poverty, the children of dropouts are at far greater
risk of becoming dropouts, too.
 
Students in alternative-education programs haven't given up yet. The extra time and energy it will
take to revisit the totality, effectiveness and gaps of such programs will be well spent.
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Read more: http://newsok.com/difficult-to-find-balance-in-alternative-education-
programs/article/3532391#ixzz1BPGHRXuz
 
 
 
Oklahoma health commissioner fights for local control of tobacco laws
The Oklahoman Editorial
 
Oklahoma Health Commissioner Terry Cline is no politician, but he's not shying away from a political
fight over tobacco laws.
 
There have been many such battles through the years trying to curb where people can smoke,
limiting tobacco advertising and encouraging businesses to go smoke-free. The effort on the front
burner as a new legislative session gets set to begin has the potential to include all of the above by
keying in on an issue dear to the hearts of many Oklahomans: local control.
 
State law now prohibits cities and towns from enacting tobacco-related rules that are stricter than
state law. Cline, other health advocates and some civic leaders want to free cities to get tougher on
tobacco if they want to. “Right now you don't even have the right to decide,” Cline told The
Oklahoman's editorial board.
 
Municipalities shouldn't have carte blanche to trump any state law. But in the case of tobacco,
Oklahoma and Tennessee are the only states with such pre-emption laws. Meanwhile, Cline points
out, Texas' major cities have used local control to go smoke-free.
 
Cline says opposing arguments — including that a mix of different city rules will be too costly — are
weak and don't outweigh the public health risk the state continues to face because of its large
smoking population. Nor, he says, should they trump the right of Oklahoma communities to
consider more aggressive tobacco laws.
 
But first, Cline and his fellow supporters must convince lawmakers that cities and towns should have
the freedom.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/oklahoma-health-commissioner-fights-for-local-control-of-
tobacco-laws/article/3532389#ixzz1BPHABZjf
 
 
 
‘Job security' takes on new meaning after Arizona attack
The Oklahoman Editorial
 
The shooting of Arizona U.S. Rep. Gabrielle Giffords occurred on the job — during an appearance
Giffords was making at a Tucson shopping center. Might this alter the way members of Congress go
about their business when they're not in Washington, D.C.?
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We hope not much, although a couple members of the Oklahoma delegation have said they would
welcome law enforcement at their town hall meetings in the Oklahoma City area. Oklahoma County
Sheriff John Whetsel made the offer of a security detail within days of Giffords' shooting, and Reps.
Tom Cole and James Lankford said they'd take him up on it.
 
But to their credit, Cole and Lankford also said some perspective is needed on the attack in Arizona,
to ensure that the level of security doesn't go overboard.
 
They're right on the money with that. A vitally important part of any U.S. House or Senate member's
job is giving their constituents the chance to chew their ear once in a while. Town hall meetings
provide a wonderful forum for these exchanges, and most members of Oklahoma's delegation are
good about scheduling several such meetings every year. For example Rep. Frank Lucas, the dean of
our House delegation, tries to hold 50 per year.
 
These are generally low-key affairs and often lightly attended. House members we know usually
arrive with an aide or two, and no law enforcement personnel. That will change for some who, we
suspect, wish they didn't have to concern themselves with that sort of job security.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/job-security-takes-on-new-meaning-after-arizona-
attack/article/3532388#ixzz1BPHKSiJo
 
 
 
New Speaker Kris Steele intent on tackling corrections issues
The Oklahoman Editorial
 
It wasn't a surprise to see new Oklahoma House Speaker Kris Steele hold up the signing of a
contract between the Office of Juvenile Affairs and a potential vendor. The deal was big news not
long ago, with questions raised about the contract. Steele simply wanted to, as he put it, “ensure
that the contract has been handled appropriately.”
 
During 10 years in the Legislature, Steele, R-Shawnee, has shown himself to be a thoughtful and
deliberate member. This may help explain his push to try to reduce the madness that occurs in the
final few weeks of the session, when bills get tweaked on the sly and then are voted on by members
who haven't had anywhere near enough time to read them. Oklahomans should hope he succeeds,
at least to some extent.
 
The same is true on corrections, an issue that has long been seen by Republicans as a political loser
— who wants to be labeled “soft on crime?” Steele, who authored legislation last year setting up a
pilot program to make a dent in the number of nonviolent female offenders behind bars, has a
number of corrections-related items on his agenda.
 
They include limiting the governor's role in the parole process for nonviolent criminals (this move is
long overdue — Oklahoma is the only state that has its governor sign off on every parole
recommendation), enhancing community sentencing programs, reviewing the mandatory-minimum
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sentences now on the books for nonviolent crimes, studying how to more effectively use GPS to
track nonviolent offenders, and even defining the qualifications for those who serve on the Pardon
and Parole Board.
 
The problems facing Oklahoma's prison system are well documented. The inmate population stands
at about 26,000, with every state prison at or near capacity. This has been due in part to an increase
in the number of crimes that require inmates to serve 85 percent of their sentence before they can
be paroled. Budget cuts have reduced the number of staff and prompted furloughs, which help
create potentially unsafe work environments.
 
Steele wants his members to look at how other states handle corrections. Are there ideas elsewhere
that may work for Oklahoma? If so, he wants to hear about them.
 
Steele has other priorities, too — reducing waste in state government, addressing the woefully
underfunded state pension systems, crafting or supporting legislation that helps make Oklahoma
attractive for businesses. He has only two years remaining in the Legislature, due to term limits, and
knows tackling corrections-related issues will take much longer than that. But he believes it requires
action now.
 
“I think the public is beginning to understand,” he said, “that we can no longer afford to go down
the path we're on, either from a financial standpoint or a human resource standpoint.”
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/new-speaker-kris-steele-intent-on-tackling-corrections-
issues/article/3532376#ixzz1BPHWX7nH
 
 
 
New state superintendent understands challenges ahead
The Oklahoman Editorial
 
On Janet Barresi's first day on the job as state schools superintendent, she was confronted with a
report showing student achievement in the state is poor and Oklahoma's per-pupil spending lags
the nation. No surprises there.
 
Nor was it a surprise that the annual Quality Counts report from the Education Week newspaper
gave Oklahoma a high grade for its academic standards. Barresi's response — that Oklahoma has
good standards but hasn't fully implemented them — mirrors the assessment Sandy Garrett, her
predecessor, gave The Oklahoman during her last week on the job.
 
Barresi understands that needs to change for the sake of students who expect to graduate from
high school ready for college and the work force, but who often aren't. Holding schools to those high
standards is critical. The consequences of continuing the status quo won't work for students or
taxpayers who deserve more bang for their buck.
 
She'll no doubt get brushback from the education establishment on ideas like a letter-grade
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accountability system for schools. That's to be expected, given education's foot-dragging attitude
toward change and the fact school officials are faced with their first new state superintendent after
Garrett's 20 years in office.
 
Fortunately, Barresi has momentum on her side. As we've noted before, the national school reform
movement is strong and the new across-the-board state leadership is well situated to turn that
momentum into action even in a tough budget year. As reports continue to show, there's no time to
waste.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/new-state-superintendent-understands-challenges-
ahead/article/3532084#ixzz1BPHfoqww
 
 
 
Oklahoma revenue figures sow seeds of hope
The Oklahoman Editorial
 
What a difference a year makes! Perhaps more importantly, what a difference two years make.
 
State revenues continue to rebound from recessionary levels, with December showing the
healthiest month-to-month gains since the recovery began. Month after month in the state's fiscal
year that began last July 1, revenues have improved.
 
The bad news is that revenues aren't better than they were two years ago. And some analysts
believe it will be several years before revenues return to pre-recession levels.
 
We'll take a rosier view and speculate that revenues will recover sooner than expected. A lot
depends on whether the depression in natural gas prices continues.
 
Ken Miller, in his first release of revenue data since taking office as state treasurer this week, said a
slow and steady recovery is continuing. This is the best news Miller's fellow Republicans in statewide
offices could get as they begin their terms.
 
Revenues in December were 13 percent above the comparable month a year earlier. All major
sources of revenue came in ahead of year-ago levels. For the first six months of fiscal 2011, total
collections were up 7.5 percent. Gains were seen even in the gross production tax sector — despite
the gas price slump.
 
Any optimism over the improvements must be tempered by the fact that comparisons are being
made with a year so bad that there was nowhere to go but up. The reality check is that fiscal 2011
so far has produced revenues that trail fiscal 2009 figures by 23.2 percent.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/oklahoma-revenue-figures-sow-seeds-of-
hope/article/3532085#ixzz1BPHrHfVW
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Repealing Obamacare will increase deficit? Please
FROM the congressional chutzpah department: Democrats say Republicans will balloon the deficit
by repealing the new trillion-dollar federal health care program.
The Oklahoman Editorial
 
FROM the congressional chutzpah department: Democrats say Republicans will balloon the deficit
by repealing the new trillion-dollar federal health care program.
 
There's nothing wrong with your eyes: Dems claim that retracting Obamacare, which will spend
about $1 trillion over the next decade, will add $230 billion to the deficit between by 2021. They
cite a Congressional Budget Office analysis, but it's an inside-the-Beltway shell game. Watch closely.
 
First, savings credited to Obamacare are based on data given to CBO numbers crunchers by the
program's proponents. CBO can only run estimates with the data it receives. Garbage in, garbage
out.
 
Only if you believe Obamacare is going to save money — as it adds 32 million people to the
insurance rolls — would repealing the program increase the deficit.
 
The idea that Obamacare will save money is crazy. Writing for National Review Online, former CBO
Director Douglas Holtz-Eakin noted that in tasking CBO to project Obamacare's price tag,
proponents omitted $115 billion in implementation costs, counted $70 billion in premiums for long-
term care insurance while ignoring the benefits it will pay out, and pretended that more than $450
billion in reimbursement cuts to Medicare providers will occur when everyone in Washington knows
they won't.
 
Only through such budgetary gimmicks does Obamacare look like it would save money. “What they
have is a piece of paper … they manipulated to say this thing reduces the deficit,” Rep. Paul Ryan, R-
Wis., and the new Budget Committee chairman, told radio host Mark Levin recently. “I will eat my
tie if that is the outcome of this law.”
 
Ryan's tie is safe. The Republican House is headed for a successful vote to repeal Obamacare. And
even if Democrats block repeal in the Senate or if President Obama vetoes it, no program this
unpopular figures to last long.
 
Even if Obamacare somehow survived, all the costs “hidden” by Democrats to gain a favorable
analysis from CBO eventually will surface. They simply must.
 
Medicare providers will have to be fairly paid or they'll abandon those patients. Benefits under long-
term care insurance will be claimed. Projected revenues from a tax on high-end health care, the
kind some unions offer their members, are unlikely to be realized because the unions won't stand
for it.
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Democrats' attempts to tar Republicans as budget busters for trying to repeal this behemoth are
silly, disingenuous. But then, Obamacare rumbled through Congress, over bipartisan opposition,
with considerable help from sleight-of-hand.
 
If taxpayers get the feeling they have to parse every word that comes from Obamacare's defenders,
they're right.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/repealing-obamacare-will-increase-deficit-
please/article/3531751#ixzz1BPI0SqRD
 
 
 
Loophole lets former Oklahoma legislators stay in state government
The Oklahoman Editorial
 
Incoming Gov. Mary Fallin filled the position of secretary of state by turning to Glenn Coffee, who
had just completed 12 years in the Oklahoma Senate. In filling his staff, new Insurance
Commissioner John Doak gave jobs to three former Republican legislators, two of whom had left the
Legislature only a few months earlier.
 
Oklahoma's constitution says legislators must wait two years after leaving office before they can
work for a state agency. However, if their pay isn't coming from money appropriated by the
Legislature, they're in the clear. This loophole is what allowed Coffee, former state Sen. Randy
Brogdon and former state Rep. Mike Thompson to stay in state government.
 
The bulk of the secretary of state's budget comes not from appropriated funds but from other
sources, such as fees. The same is true at the Insurance Department. “We are well within the
confines of the rule of law,” said Brogdon, now a deputy insurance commissioner.
 
And he's correct, although this sort of maneuvering leaves a bad aftertaste with the public. It's
understandable that some legislators want to study this practice. It wouldn't be surprising if there's a
move to implement a firm two-year moratorium, regardless of the agency or how the job is to be
funded.
 
Speaking of bad aftertaste, Doak spent his campaign criticizing incumbent Kim Holland as a partisan
Democrat, noting her role as a Barack Obama delegate at the Democratic National Convention. For
him to immediately hire three former GOP ex-lawmakers including a staunch tea partyer (Brogdon)
is disingenuous and disconcerting.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/loophole-lets-former-oklahoma-legislators-stay-in-state-
government/article/3531750#ixzz1BPIB9pPm
 
 
Improvement in Oklahoma child welfare statistics worth noting
The Oklahoman Editorial
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Numbers do indeed tell a story. Which story often depends on who's talking. Take the figures
released this week showing that some of Oklahoma's child welfare statistics are improving.
 
A state Department of Human Services official pointed to the figures as still needing improvement
but also a sign that some agency changes are working to better identify valid neglect and abuse
complaints and to improve prevention services. But a national group that's suing the state over the
welfare of foster children basically called the numbers bogus, and claims DHS officials are tinkering
with the numbers and endangering children.
 
The group criticized the state as changing its procedures that result in fewer children coming into
state custody. Yet not so long ago, an independent report found that too many children are taken
from their families.
 
Richard Wexler with the National Coalition for Child Protection Reform contends Children's Rights
officials are engaging in “statistics abuse” to bolster their case.
 
Here's a point Wexler makes that's worth remembering: “None of this means that Oklahoma has a
good child welfare system. CR's complaint uncovered horrors that are serious and real. But trying to
strong-arm the state into tearing apart even more families will only make the existing bad system
even worse.”
 
Wexler also says reports of declining child abuse in Oklahoma aren't an anomaly; that's the case
across the country.
 
No one we know would suggest DHS is a well-oiled machine with no room for improvement. But
when it does improve, that's worth noting.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/improvement-in-oklahoma-child-welfare-statistics-worth-
noting/article/3531426#ixzz1BPIODK95
 
 
 
Redistricting is high on Oklahoma legislative agenda
The Oklahoman Editorial
 
Discussions on what will dominate the 2011 legislative session always begin and end with the
budget. What will finish second is a matter of conjecture. Education funding? Economic
development? Criminal justice reforms? Ideological tangents?
 
None of the above.
 
Redrawing legislative, congressional and county commission boundaries will dominate other
secondary issues — although redistricting might not be as visible. Unlike other topics, redistricting
can't be put off. Lawmakers and the governor have just 90 days once the legislative session starts to
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remap the boundaries for House and Senate seats. They'll have more time for redrawing
congressional and county commission districts.
 
The 2010 census holds the promise of giving Oklahoma its first truly urban/suburban Legislature.
Also unique to this redistricting is that it will be the first time Republicans can control the process.
House Speaker Pro Tem Jeff Hickman, R-Dacoma, points out another facet of this redistricting: It's
the first one since the term-limit law went into effect.
 
This means lawmakers will know that some incumbents won't be running in 2012 because they
can't. Without terms limits, redistricting — an inherently political process — meant trying to avoid
forcing two incumbents to run against each other. This could still happen, of course, because not
every legislator is term-limited.
 
Lawmakers will have until roughly mid-May to submit a redistricting plan for the Legislature. Legal
challenges could follow. House Speaker Kris Steele, R-Shawnee, says the goal is to use “common-
sense” standards.
 
We can only hope that this notion dominates the entire legislative agenda this year.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/redistricting-is-high-on-oklahoma-legislative-
agenda/article/3531425#ixzz1BPIWoJua
 
 
 
 
Fallin takes aim at status quo in inaugural address
The Oklahoman Editorial
 
Mary Fallin has already proven herself to be as good of a speaker as her predecessor. Will she be as
good a governor as Brad Henry?
 
The next year will give us our first clues as to how that question is to be answered. Fallin has made
history by being the first woman to win the office. Her impact on history, though, will come from
her governance, not her gender.
 
Henry isn’t a gifted orator, but he was a very good governor. After taking the oath of office, Fallin
used her inauguration address to lay out the themes of her administration. It was part campaign
watch party victory speech, part State of the State address — the former heavy on platitudes and
the latter skimpy on specifics.
 
Those will come later when Fallin, a Republican, addresses the Legislature for the first time as
governor. The audience then will be predominantly Republican and willing, it would seem, to agree
with Fallin’s statement Monday that “the status quo is unacceptable.”
 
The business of the Fallin administration will be pro-growth and pro-jobs, replete with agenda items
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that have met resistance from Democratic lawmakers — tort reform, workers’ comp system reform,
smaller government.
 
Fallin’s first order of business will be to help balance the budget. All other business will be
secondary and all her initiatives must pass the solvency test.
 
The priest who gave Monday’s benediction praised Fallin’s “willingness to serve with faith.” She will
need it, and to her we say good luck and God bless!
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/fallin-takes-aim-at-status-quo-in-inaugural-
address/article/3531136#ixzz1BPIn3BIf
 
 
 
Tulsa moving ahead with teacher evaluation plan
The Oklahoman Editorial
 
All education eyes are on Tulsa. Or at least they should be.
 
Tulsa is moving ahead with its efforts to change the way teachers and administrators are evaluated
and paid. The bad news is it will be another three years before the district starts using new data to
decide whether the educators should keep their jobs.
 
A district official said the district doesn't want to move too quickly and wants three years of data
with which to evaluate educators. That's a fair approach, for the adults at least.
 
It's frustrating and painful to think of students who year after year are subject to a substandard
education that eventually culminates in being unprepared for college or a decent job. But there's
great hope the new system will put the focus on where it needs to be: principals and teachers.
 
Legislators adopted the Tulsa effort as a matter of state law as they sought federal education reform
funds. The money didn't come through, but the law to revamp educator evaluations and pay
systems is still on the books. And no doubt Tulsa's leadership in this area will continue to provide
the groundwork for statewide adoption even as other states move in the same direction.
 
When fully implemented, the law will rate educators according to a variety of factors including
student achievement, and those with consistent poor ratings face dismissal. That's a huge
improvement over a system that now values seniority and education level above more common-
sense measures such as whether students are learning.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/tulsa-moving-ahead-with-teacher-evaluation-
plan/article/3531137#ixzz1BPIxJldW
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Outgoing superintendent leaves legacy, challenges for Oklahoma
The Oklahoman Editorial
 
Sandy Garrett had a rotary dial telephone and toted in her own computer — a Mac — when she
first took over as state schools superintendent in 1991. She leaves this week carrying a Blackberry
and an iPad. Oh how times have changed.
 
The same is true in the schools she has helped govern since her first election. From testing to
academic standards to recess (or the lack of it), schools are different than they were two decades
ago. So are the students. Seemingly not so long ago, the student population was overwhelmingly
white and mostly middle class. Today, white students barely hold a majority, about 60 percent of
students qualify for free- or reduced-priced lunches and many students don't speak English as their
first language.
 
What hasn't changed much — at least at first glance — is student achievement. Too many Oklahoma
students still aren't achieving at levels that prepare them for higher education or the work force. No
doubt students need to know a great deal more than they did two decades ago to consider
themselves well-prepared for post-high school life. Colleges have raised their standards, too.
 
But for all the work to improve academic standards, make schools more accountable, better prepare
teachers and create high expectations, Oklahoma students don't read or do math very well.
 
The problems can't all be blamed on Garrett or any one person. A big part of the problem is cultural.
Garrett notes that national organizations have found Oklahoma's academic standards and
graduation requirements to be adequate, yet students are still graduating from high school
undereducated and in need of remedial classes for college. Teachers, she said, need to be better
prepared and communities need to demand more of their schools.
 
Despite remaining challenges, Garrett can boast many accomplishments. One that must be
mentioned is early childhood education. Oklahoma was ahead of the game in creating pre-
kindergarten for children regardless of income and is a national leader in the number of 4-year-olds
served in such programs. the legacy of the early childhood focus will, we hope, live on for decades
to come.
 
Credit for that success must be shared among Garrett, her longtime colleague Ramona Paul,
community advocates and the state and legislative leaders who paved the way for pre-K programs
(and more recently full-day kindergarten) to become fully integrated into the common education
system.
 
Garrett says she wants to work on behalf of foster children who often experience nearly
insurmountable educational obstacles as they move between families. We look forward to her work
on that issue. After 20 years bearing witness to the problems, it would be a shame to let her
experience go untapped.
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Read more: http://newsok.com/outgoing-superintendent-leaves-legacy-challenges-for-
oklahoma/article/3530329#ixzz1BPJ5lX86
 
 
 
Dan Boren's vote for Shuler no surprise
The Oklahoman Editorial
 
In last week's contest for speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives, Rep. Dan Boren was one of
19 Democrats who didn't vote for Nancy Pelosi.
 
John Boehner is now speaker because Republicans outnumber Democrats in the newly constituted
House 242-193. The vote itself was academic. More significant is the strain in the Democratic ranks
illustrated by the largest repudiation of a party's candidate for speaker in nearly 90 years.
 
Boren's vote was no surprise. He had told numerous town hall meetings last year that he wouldn't
support Pelosi for speaker, and he didn't. “I kept my word,” he told The Oklahoman, voting instead
for North Carolina Democrat Heath Shuler.
 
Some observations. As mentioned, there must be a number of unhappy campers in the Democratic
cloakroom — probably more than were willing to oppose her publicly — because Pelosi is still
leading their parade. (On the flip side, how does a guy like Virginia Democrat Gerry Connolly, who
eked out an 800-vote victory in November over an opponent he beat by 12 percentage points in
2008, still vote for Pelosi?)
 
As for Boren, D-Muskogee, and others who defied her, wow! The adage says you don't take on the
king (or queen, as it were) unless you're sure you can knock 'em off the throne. And Pelosi's still
there. How will they handle those awkward situations in the House elevators?
 
Seriously, keep an eye on Boren and the others to see if Pelosi follows through with another old
saying: Don't get mad, get even.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/dan-borens-vote-for-shuler-no-
surprise/article/3530328#ixzz1BPJHdWLy
 
 
 
Oklahoma lottery spending should be easier to track
The Oklahoman Editorial
 
We can't begin to count the number of complaints regarding lottery revenues and how schools are
spending the money. A comment from Tulsa schools Superintendent Keith Ballard that he doesn't
know how the money is spent only mucks up the issue even more.
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Ballard's comment to the Tulsa World was part of an article about a legislator's idea to distribute
lottery revenues separately to schools. Now, schools receive the lottery money through the state
aid formula. That means neither the state nor schools makes a separate accounting of the lottery
money because it ultimately flows into a fund that pays for general operations — teacher salaries,
some school programs and many other costs.
 
It's time to provide more transparency when it comes to the lottery money. The public wants it, and
it's not an unreasonable request. State Sen. Eddie Fields' idea to pay the money directly to schools
on a per-student basis may be a winner. Or there might be another approach that works better.
 
Still, we expect much of the public will be far from satisfied with a better explanation of the
spending. If divided equally among the state's 650,000-plus students, schools would get less than
$50 per student. That amounts to a tidy sum for Tulsa, Oklahoma City and some of the state's larger
districts but won't pay for a full-time teacher in many of the smaller districts.
 
Better transparency is needed. But better policy in that regard won't change the underlying
frustration of many who hoped and expected lottery revenues to be an education game-changer.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/oklahoma-lottery-spending-should-be-easier-to-
track/article/3530323#ixzz1BPJRUMMq
 
 
 
 
New Oklahoma governor has special opportunity
The Oklahoman Editorial
 
Mary Fallin is no stranger to the history books. When she was elected lieutenant governor in 1994
after a brief stint in the state House, she became the first female to hold the job in Oklahoma, and
the first Republican. Fallin went on to serve three terms as lieutenant governor before winning
election to the U.S. House of Representatives, one of only two females from Oklahoma who have
done that.
 
On Monday she will become the first female to be called governor in Oklahoma, having won
election in November by collecting a whopping 60 percent of the vote. She rode a wave that carried
Republicans to victory in every statewide race and strengthened the GOPs hold on the Legislature,
providing the sort of backing that allows unprecedented opportunity.
 
Fallin needs to seize that opportunity, but do so judiciously and in a way that bolster's Oklahoma in
the eyes of others. This may at times require her to anger some of those in her party who are
interested in radical solutions to issues (see immigration reform, Arizona-style).
 
Another difficult budget year will constrain her administration, but that may not be all bad. State
agency budgets have been cut severely in recent years and more cuts are possible, so Fallin's
interest in examining all areas of state government to reduce duplication and save money is
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encouraging. Times of austerity demand such action.
 
Republican control of the House and Senate, along with a Republican in the governor's chair,
enhance the prospects of further, meaningful workers' compensation and lawsuit reform. There is
no issue more important to Oklahoma businesses, particularly small businesses, than the costs tied
to workers' comp. Fallin led reform efforts while she was lieutenant governor and is eager to make
further progress on that front. It's a perfect fit with her campaign promise to make it known that
Oklahoma is “open and ready for business.”
 
These difficult economic times make it imperative that the state consider ways to reduce the strain
of our overloaded prison system. There are ways to do this without being “soft on crime,” such as
through sentencing reform. Fallin should welcome those discussions.
 
When The Oklahoman asked former Oklahoma governors for their advice to Fallin, they all
mentioned focusing on the state's economy, working with others and steering clear of partisanship.
“Concentrate on what pulls us together, not on what pulls us apart,” said former Gov. George Nigh.
 
Nigh had another suggestion: “Ask people to judge your administration when you leave office, not
when you enter.”
 
It's our hope that when Mary Fallin exits in four or eight years, she will be able to say that through
her efforts Oklahoma became a stronger, smarter and more prosperous state. That would be worth
another mention in the history books.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/new-oklahoma-governor-has-special-
opportunity/article/3530321#ixzz1BPJewH00
 
 
 
Bills an effort to reach out to independents
The Oklahoman Editorial
 
Opponents of the voter identification referendum approved by voters last year claimed the ID
requirement will make it harder to vote and thereby suppress turnout. That's a specious argument.
Nevertheless, we do lament that so many registered voters don't actually vote.
 
The increasing number of registered independents in Oklahoma don't vote in some elections
because they can't. Political primaries and runoffs are off limits to them — not by law, but because
the two major political parties have chosen to keep their primaries closed to independents.
 
Other than the odd municipal or school district balloting, 2011 isn't an election year. But 2012 is
apparently on the minds of some legislators.
 
Bills have been filed to make independents more a part of the nominating process, such as opening
primaries when only one party has candidates filing for an office. In other words, if no Democrats
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filed for a particular legislative seat, independents could participate in choosing the Republican who
would ultimately fill the seat.
 
This is a worthy idea as far as it goes, but we've never understood the open primary system used in
some states. There, a Democrat can vote in the Republican primary and vice versa. Republicans and
Democrats — or Libertarians, for that matter — should each choose their nominees.
 
Independents? In Oklahoma, they've voluntarily waived the right to vote except in general elections.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/bills-an-effort-to-reach-out-to-
independents/article/3530313#ixzz1BPJtlrHS
 
 
 
 
GOP will need to save some ammo to fight proposed EPA rules
The Oklahoma Editorials Oklahoman
 
Somewhat lost in congressional Republicans' plan to head off Obamacare at the pass is the
Environmental Protection Agency's move to tackle greenhouse gas emissions through rule-making.
Essentially, the Obama administration is trying to accomplish via regulation what it couldn't legislate
in Congress.
 
Right before Christmas — when most of Washington no doubt was occupied with visions of sugar
plums — EPA announced that by July it would issue new standards for greenhouse gases emitted by
power plants, with a final rule expected by May 2012. A draft for refineries is due in December, to
be finalized by November 2012.
 
This comes after the administration's climate change legislation, cap and trade, fizzled in the
Democrat-heavy 111th Congress. Because cap and trade is considered as dead as Rover (all over) in
the more Republican 112th, EPA has taken the point against emissions that it and environmentalists
believe is contributing to global warming.
 
Administration officials say the proposed rules are completely different from cap and trade. “This is
basically business as usual,” EPA's Gina McCarthy said last month. “It's flexible. It's cost-effective.”
 
Business as usual? Really? “There is no off-the-shelf technology to address reductions in carbon,”
Scott Segal, an attorney who represents utilities and refineries, told The Wall Street Journal. “This is
high-stakes poker that the agency is playing with a very inadequate database upon which to base
their actions.”
 
Cost-effective? Tell that to states that depend on coal-fired electricity generation. Actually, tell it to
all Americans, because the costs from regulations ushering out coal-fired facilities most likely will be
shared. “This rule will add to the EPA's enormous regulatory burden on the economy and will
inevitably make consumers pay more for gasoline and electricity,” said Sen. Jim Inhofe, R-Tulsa.
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To put a fine point on it, American businesses and consumers will pay for radical environmental
policies that got nowhere in Congress. The approach is slightly different from cap and trade, but the
goal is the same: Force a societal shift from fossil fuels, while driving up costs all across the
economy, to advance the global warming agenda.
 
Here's another point: Even if you believe greenhouse gases from human activity are dangerously
warming the planet — and a lot of smart people don't — what's the use in curbing this country's
emissions, hamstringing the economy and killing jobs along the way, while China increases its
emissions?
 
That an administration would try via regulation to advance policies clearly rejected by Congress is
simply breathtaking. Congressional Republicans, rightly spoiling for a big fight over Obamacare,
better save some ammo to battle the EPA as well.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/gop-will-need-to-save-some-ammo-to-fight-proposed-epa-
rules/article/3530007#ixzz1BPK4LHr6
 
 
 
Birthright citizenship fight bound for courtroom
The Oklahoma Editorials Oklahoman
 
State Rep. Randy Terrill made an appearance in Washington, D.C., on Wednesday with a handful of
other legislators bent on changing the way U.S. citizenship is determined in their states. Terrill, R-
Moore, says he considers birthright citizenship the “holy grail” of the immigration issue, which
consumes him.
 
Terrill and his friends will get to continue their misguided quest in court, because that's almost
certainly where this is headed. And winning would appear to be a long shot, based on previous
challenges to the Constitution's 14th Amendment.
 
James Ho, former solicitor general of Texas, wrote this week in The Wall Street Journal about the
many times the U.S. Supreme Court has upheld the 14th Amendment, which states: “All persons
born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the
United States.” As recently as 1985, the court agreed unanimously that a child born in this country
to an undocumented immigrant is a citizen of this country.
 
Ho argues that using state legislation to fight this battle is a bad idea. “Determining U.S. citizenship
is the unique province of the federal government,” he wrote. “It does not take a constitutional
expert to appreciate that we cannot have 50 different state laws governing who is a U.S. citizen. ...
The entire enterprise appears doomed to fail.”
 
Ho said there are other ways to fight illegal immigration. “Surely we can do so without wasting
taxpayer funds on a losing court battle ...”
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Then again, probably not.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/birthright-citizenship-fight-bound-for-
courtroom/article/3530009#ixzz1BPKDuW9w
 
 
 
 
Former Senate leader headed for low-profile job
The Oklahoma Editorials
 
Glenn Coffee's appointment as secretary of state fills a slot that many Oklahomans don't know exists
because it operates mostly behind the scenes. Coffee replaces former Tulsa Mayor Susan Savage,
who was secretary of state for all eight years of the Brad Henry administration. The outgoing
Republican state Senate president, Coffee was appointed secretary of state by Gov.-elect Mary
Fallin. His list of official duties is long and mostly pertains to record-keeping and business
incorporations.
 
The secretary of state functions as a notary when governors sign bills. When initiative petitions are
circulated, they must first be filed with Coffee's office; his employees will ultimately determine
whether requirements have been met.
 
Savage has served ably in this low-key position. She was a key player in getting a $74 million federal
grant to expand high-speed Internet across the state.
 
About 30 secretaries of state have been appointed since statehood; most of their names are
obscure today. Two that aren't obscure are Democrat Hannah Atkins, the first black woman elected
to the Oklahoma House, and Republican Tom Cole, now a member of Congress.
 
Oklahoma is among a minority of states that make the position appointive (three states don't even
have it). The office is in the line of succession for the governorship in some states.
 
Controversy has rarely dogged the position in Oklahoma — unlike in Florida, where former Secretary
of State Katherine Harris was in the eye of the hurricane over the disputed 2000 presidential
election.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/former-senate-leader-headed-for-low-profile-
job/article/3530008#ixzz1BPKPP7w6
 
 
 
 
Better fiscal oversight needed for Oklahoma schools
The Oklahoman Editorial
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For good reason, the budget will be the primary topic of conversation at the state Capitol in the
coming months. That needs to extend to efforts to make sure the money being spent is properly
monitored, particularly in the education sector.
 
Cases of misspending, especially in common education, have been well-documented in recent years.
That led state education and audit officials to revamp some policies, including requiring annual
school district audits to be filed with both departments. The move was a good start on improving
school accountability, but more work needs to be done.
 
Common education is the single largest recipient of state dollars, accounting for more than one-
third of the state budget. Given the budget issues, a new crop of state legislators and new
leadership in both the superintendent's and state auditor's offices, it's the right time for a fresh look
at school spending accountability particularly as it relates to audits.
 
It's no secret in education circles that a critical audit may mean the auditor may not get a contract
renewal. So much for independence. In this digital age, it's also more difficult than it needs to be to
review the annual audits. The audits, along with the management letter and the district's response,
should be available online through the district, education department or auditor's website.
 
Outgoing Auditor Steve Burrage hasn't been shy in championing the need for better fiscal oversight
in education. We hope the man who beat him, Auditor-elect Gary Jones, is at least equally vocal.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/better-fiscal-oversight-needed-for-oklahoma-
schools/article/3529665#ixzz1BPKeBJzF
 
 
 
 
Aging voting machines have served Oklahoma well
The Oklahoman Editorial
 
We've heard it talked about for the past many years. Now it's really happening — the state is
accepting bids on new voting machines, to replace the ones that have been a model of consistency
and reliability since 1992.
 
The OPTECH-III Eagle machines are supposed to have a life span of about 10 years. Oklahoma was
able to squeeze nearly twice as much use out of them, with nary a hiccup. As other states made
national news for the problems they were having tabulating votes (and some continue to have
issues), we cruised along without a hint of trouble.
 
While the machines continue to work well, as they did most recently during the Nov. 2 election, it's
nigh impossible to find replacement parts. And so it's time to move on.
 
The optical scanning machines read the marks made by voters and then store the ballots, providing
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a paper backup if needed. It's been an ideal system and it's one that will continue — state law
requires scanning machines be used. Election Board Secretary Paul Ziriax says that once the new
machines are in place, voters shouldn't notice much of a difference.
 
Those interested in election night results might notice a change, though. The new computer system
that will be installed as part of the changeover will allow for faster connections and, in theory, faster
results.
 
The money to purchase the new system is in hand, thanks to a federal grant. Bids are to be awarded
early this year, with the new system expected to be in place in time for the 2012 elections.
Oklahomans should hope the new one works as well as its predecessor.
 
Read more: http://newsok.com/aging-voting-machines-have-served-oklahoma-
well/article/3529345#ixzz1BPKrcckg
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
ph - (405) 522-8878
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Denise Northrup; Katie Altshuler; Glenn Coffee; Alex Weintz
Cc: Alex Gerszewski
Subject: Oklahoman request - HC law
Date: Friday, July 06, 2012 11:45:00 AM
Attachments: image002.png

A reporter left a message … said she talked with members of the legislative task force
(didn’t indicate what comments they made) re:  SCOTUS ruling/where Oklahoma goes
from here … wants a statement on where the governor is right now on the issue.
 
Do you think the statement given to AP will suffice?  Thanks.
 

Governor Fallin  was disappointed and frustrated with the Supreme Court’s decision to
uphold the bulk of the Affordable Care Act (ACA). She believes the law is unaffordable and
unworkable, and that many aspects of the bill — including the individual mandate – grant
Congress power that was not intended by the authors of the Constitution. She voted against
the bill as a congresswoman and supported the lawsuit filed by Oklahoma’s attorney general
as governor. She continues her adamant opposition to the law, and will actively campaign
for conservative candidates, including the Republican presidential nominee, who pledge to
overturn and replace the ACA.
 
However, in light of the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold most of the ACA, Governor
Fallin believes it is her responsibility to thoroughly and thoughtfully review the state of
Oklahoma’s options regarding the future of both Medicaid and the creation of a health
insurance exchange.  Her priority is not to make a decision soon; it is to make the right
decision. The governor will continue to review how the state of Oklahoma can best meet
the health care needs of its citizens. Our office will proactively relay these decisions to
Governor Fallin’s constituents and to the media as they are made.

 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
 
Find Gov. Fallin on:
 

   
 
On the Web:  www.governor.ok.gov
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From: Aaron Cooper
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee; Katie Altshuler; Alex Weintz; Andrew Silvestri
Cc: Craig Perry; Kaleb Bennett; Alex Gerszewski
Subject: Oklahoman: Oklahoma rejects $54.6 million federal grant
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:26:00 PM

 
 

Oklahoma rejects $54.6 million
federal grant

Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin says that state and
private money will be used to develop a system
where Oklahomans could shop for health
insurance. No cost estimate is available.

 
BY MICHAEL MCNUTT mmcnutt@opubco.com    Leave a comment

Published: April  14, 2011

Oklahoma will not accept a $54.6 million federal grant for setting up a system where
Oklahomans could shop for health insurance, Gov. Mary Fallin said today.

Fallin said the state instead will use state and private money to form the system. She
had no estimate of how much it would cost, but House Speaker Kris Steele said today
that he believes a system can be developed for an amount less than the federal grant.

The state is facing a $500 million shortfall in the upcoming fiscal year. Steele said
legislative budget leaders and the governor's office will have to determine where the
state will get the money to pay for developing the exchange.

The Republican governor and Steele, R-Shawnee, had supported using the money
from Democratic President Barack Obama's administration to pay for the effort,
upsetting many Republicans and conservatives in the state who had gone to the polls
months earlier to vote for opting out of the federal health care law.

Senate President Pro Tem Brian Bingman, R-Sapulpa, originally agreed to accepting
the federal money, but he came out against the idea two weeks ago.

He said he was worried the grant could lead to federal control of Oklahoma's online
insurance informational system, which the federal government calls a health
insurance exchange.
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Fallin said the rejection of the federal grant should make it clear that Oklahoma is
not accepting the federal health care law. The state has filed a lawsuit challenging the
federal law's constitutionality, and Fallin voted against it last year while a member of
Congress.

Oklahoma hasn't received any of the grant money, she said.

Legislation is being drafted that would form a board to oversee the establishment of
Oklahoma's health care exchange. It's hoped the measure can be passed this session,
which ends late next month. States must have their plans in place by the end of 2013.

“We believe that we can develop a better solution,” said Fallin, who was flanked by
Steele, Bingman and several GOP state senators during today's Capitol news
conference.

The federal health care law requires states to submit plans for their own health
insurance exchanges if the state doesn't want to use a federal system.

Oklahoma was one of several states awarded a grant to help set up their exchanges.
Former Gov. Brad Henry, a Democrat, applied for the grant late last year.

The Republican-controlled House of Representatives by the narrowest of margins
approved Steele's health exchange bill in March, but the measure was never taken up
in the Senate.

Sen. Bill Brown, R-Broken Arrow, chairman of the Senate Insurance and Retirement
Committee, said he reviewed the federal grant and found that accepting it would put
Oklahoma at risk of having the federal government eventually run its health care
exchange. He told Bingman, and Bingman decided the bill wouldn't be heard in the
Senate.

 
 
 
______________________________________
Aaron Cooper
Press Secretary
Governor Mary Fallin
aaron.cooper@gov.ok.gov
t - (405) 522-8878
c - (405) 759-0468
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: oklahoman/tulsa world call
Date: Monday, December 03, 2012 10:37:00 AM

We have calls in with the Oak and World to set up a phone call with Pearson and Lorton, but still no
direct numbers. If either of you have personal cell phone info for these guys that would expedite
things. These are the “talking points” I put together:
 

Call with Oklahoman and Tulsa World re: Open Records
 

Talking Points:
·      Transparency and Openness are important to me –

it’s also important for me and my staff to have a
good working relation with your paper

·      We have an honest disagreement with some
people at the paper about the purpose of the
Open Records Act as well as the application of
deliberative and executive privileges; however, we
should be able to continue a constructive working
relationship

·      Please agree to meet with Secretary Coffee and
Steve Mullins to discuss how we can best move
forward, continue an open dialogue and continue
to work together

·      We have not at this time denied or withheld any
documents regarding the Medicaid expansion and
insurance exchange decision – we are processing
all Open Records requests (Note: the Tulsa World
has NOT editorialized on this subject or made a
records request, yet)

·      However, we have a large volume of records
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requests that are enormous in scope, including
requests for:
o   Every email sent or received by the governor

and her executive staff in the month of
November (Oklahoman)

o   Every email sent or received by the governor
and her executive staff regarding
“ObamaCare,” “exchanges,” the “Affordable
Care Act” and “Medicaid” (Oklahoman)

·      These requests represent tens of thousands, if not
hundreds of thousands of emails that will have to
be individually sifted through. This represents
months of work for the office of the governor 

·      Again, please meet with my staff to discuss how
we can process these requests and continue to
work cooperatively together

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Denise Northrup; Glenn Coffee
Subject: oklahoman/tulsa world call
Date: Monday, December 03, 2012 10:37:53 AM

We have calls in with the Oak and World to set up a phone call with Pearson and Lorton, but still no
direct numbers. If either of you have personal cell phone info for these guys that would expedite
things. These are the “talking points” I put together:
 

Call with Oklahoman and Tulsa World re: Open Records
 

Talking Points:
·      Transparency and Openness are important to me –

it’s also important for me and my staff to have a
good working relation with your paper

·      We have an honest disagreement with some
people at the paper about the purpose of the
Open Records Act as well as the application of
deliberative and executive privileges; however, we
should be able to continue a constructive working
relationship

·      Please agree to meet with Secretary Coffee and
Steve Mullins to discuss how we can best move
forward, continue an open dialogue and continue
to work together

·      We have not at this time denied or withheld any
documents regarding the Medicaid expansion and
insurance exchange decision – we are processing
all Open Records requests (Note: the Tulsa World
has NOT editorialized on this subject or made a
records request, yet)

·      However, we have a large volume of records
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requests that are enormous in scope, including
requests for:
o   Every email sent or received by the governor

and her executive staff in the month of
November (Oklahoman)

o   Every email sent or received by the governor
and her executive staff regarding
“ObamaCare,” “exchanges,” the “Affordable
Care Act” and “Medicaid” (Oklahoman)

·      These requests represent tens of thousands, if not
hundreds of thousands of emails that will have to
be individually sifted through. This represents
months of work for the office of the governor 

·      Again, please meet with my staff to discuss how
we can process these requests and continue to
work cooperatively together

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Alex Weintz
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
phone: (405) 522-8819
cell: (405) 535-7317
Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov
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From: Rebecca Frazier
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Denise Northrup; Steve Mullins; Craig Perry;

Travis Brauer
Cc: Audrey Rockwell
Subject: Open Records Request
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 5:03:12 PM

Hello All,
 
Can you please gather and send to Audrey any emails or documents that you may have for
the following Open Records Request.  Audrey will also need an estimate of the amount of
time you spent gathering the requested information. Thank you in advance.
 
 
 
I would like copies of all correspondence since June, 2012, regarding the national "Affordable

Healthcare Act," "Obamacare" and the "health exchange" between Gov. Fallin and her staff, her

cabinent, all state employees, and elected officials. Obviously we realize that correspondence between

the governor and her legal counsel are exempt from public scrutiny, however, we feel the remainder of

those emails fall well within the purview of the Oklahoma Open Records Act.

 
 
 
 
Rebecca R. Frazier
Deputy General Counsel
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
(405) 522-8836
Rebecca.Frazier@gov.ok.gov
 

 

 

 

 
Rebecca R. Frazier
Deputy General Counsel
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
(405) 522-8836
Rebecca.Frazier@gov.ok.gov
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From: Rebecca Frazier
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Denise Northrup; Steve Mullins; Craig Perry;

Travis Brauer
Cc: Audrey Rockwell
Subject: Open Records Request
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 5:03:00 PM

Hello All,
 
Can you please gather and send to Audrey any emails or documents that you may have for
the following Open Records Request.  Audrey will also need an estimate of the amount of
time you spent gathering the requested information. Thank you in advance.
 
 
 
I would like copies of all correspondence since June, 2012, regarding the national "Affordable

Healthcare Act," "Obamacare" and the "health exchange" between Gov. Fallin and her staff, her

cabinent, all state employees, and elected officials. Obviously we realize that correspondence between

the governor and her legal counsel are exempt from public scrutiny, however, we feel the remainder of

those emails fall well within the purview of the Oklahoma Open Records Act.

 
 
 
 
Rebecca R. Frazier
Deputy General Counsel
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
(405) 522-8836
Rebecca.Frazier@gov.ok.gov
 

 

 

 

 
Rebecca R. Frazier
Deputy General Counsel
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
(405) 522-8836
Rebecca.Frazier@gov.ok.gov
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From: Rebecca Frazier
To: Alex Weintz; Aaron Cooper; Katie Altshuler; Andrew Silvestri; Denise Northrup; Steve Mullins; Craig Perry;

Travis Brauer
Cc: Audrey Rockwell
Subject: Open Records Request
Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 5:03:12 PM

Hello All,
 
Can you please gather and send to Audrey any emails or documents that you may have for
the following Open Records Request.  Audrey will also need an estimate of the amount of
time you spent gathering the requested information. Thank you in advance.
 
 
 
I would like copies of all correspondence since June, 2012, regarding the national "Affordable

Healthcare Act," "Obamacare" and the "health exchange" between Gov. Fallin and her staff, her

cabinent, all state employees, and elected officials. Obviously we realize that correspondence between

the governor and her legal counsel are exempt from public scrutiny, however, we feel the remainder of

those emails fall well within the purview of the Oklahoma Open Records Act.

 
 
 
 
Rebecca R. Frazier
Deputy General Counsel
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
(405) 522-8836
Rebecca.Frazier@gov.ok.gov
 

 

 

 

 
Rebecca R. Frazier
Deputy General Counsel
Office of Governor Mary Fallin
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 212
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
(405) 522-8836
Rebecca.Frazier@gov.ok.gov
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Cody Inman; Audrey Rockwell; Steve Mullins
Subject: open records request re: consitutent correspondence on Medicaid expansion and insurance exchanges
Date: Thursday, November 29, 2012 12:59:23 PM
Attachments: image001.png

As predicted, OETA asking for constituent correspondence on Medicaid expansion and insurance exchange. I
would like to be able to get these documents to him as quickly as possible, given all our other Open Records
woes. If its possible to get them to him today, lets do that.
 
He is baffled that we cannot store thousands of voicemails and give them to him. I wrote:
 
We have had hundreds, if not thousands, of voice messages on the issue of health insurance exchanges and
Medicaid expansion (as the chart I sent you shows). Does your voicemail system allow you to store thousands
of voicemails? Ours does not. We must listen to them and then delete them, otherwise no one else can leave
voicemails.
 
 

From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 11:42 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Dick Pryor
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Thank you for the statistics.  I have to also say I know of no voice mail system that allows you to listen to a
message and determine what the caller had to say that then cannot save that message to be listened to again. 
Even the most primitive answering machine could do that.   I have to ask then what kind of system are you using
because otherwise it sounds like you listened to the messages and then made the decision to erase them.  That
would be contrary to the Open Records Law.  I realize you have had recent issues with the law and do not want
to add to those problems but I have to tell you,  your explanation so far falls short of explaining why citizen
messages to the chief executive of the state of Oklahoma cannot be maintained as required by the Open
Records Law. 
 
How about emails, I would consider those to be an Open Record also so are those available instead?
 
Thank you for your assistance so far
 
Bob Sands
Reporter / Producer

7403 N. Kelley Avenue

Oklahoma City, Ok  73111

405 841-9256

405 841-9226 Fax

bsands@oeta.tv
 
 

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 4:27 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Bob Sands
Subject: RE: interview request
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FYI they wanted me to clarify that our current system is not and cannot be set up to save voicemails, especially
such a large volume of voicemails.
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 4:25 PM
To: 'Bob Sands'
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Bob – talked to our public affairs people. They do not save the voicemails so we can’t offer that record.
However they did create a “support or oppose” spreadsheet for all voicemails, calls and letter concerning the
expansion of Medicaid and the creation of an exchange. that is included below.
 

Office of the Governor, Public Affairs Office
November 13 - 
November 19 Calls/Correspondence In Support

(approx.)
Opposed
(approx.)

 
PPACA (including Medicaid Expansion, Health Insurance
Exchange, PPACA)

1273
 

5005

 
 

From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 1:51 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Thanks Alex.  Where do I go or who do I contact to pick up the info under the open records request?
 
 
Bob S

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 1:12 PM
To: Bob Sands
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Bob – our public affairs department says they will have the info re: your open records request compiled by the
end of the day.
 
The governor is unavailable for an on-camera interview but you are certainly welcome to reference the Fox
News bit. Thanks.
 

From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:00 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Alex:
 
   Todays is our last chance for an on camera interview concerning the Health Care decisions.  If we can’t do
them today we will probably use the interview the Governor did with Fox news to represent her side in this
matter. 
 
   On the open records request.  I need a response no later than tomorrow preferably today. 
 
Bob Sands
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Reporter / Producer

7403 N. Kelley Avenue

Oklahoma City, Ok  73111

405 841-9256

405 841-9226 Fax

bsands@oeta.tv
 

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 3:28 PM
To: Bob Sands
Subject: Re: interview request
 
Open records request received. 
I'll let you know about the interview (we did hold a press conference to announce the decision and take
questions from reporters at the time). 
It is not true that opinion pages and blogs have all been negative. The response, especially from conservative
corners of the mediasphere, has been positive. 
 
From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 03:22 PM
To: Alex Weintz 
Subject: interview request 
 
Alex:
  Since the governor had time for Fox news, how about her own statewide public television network.  I am
asking for an interview for her reasons behind refusing expansion of Medicaid and not setting up a health care
exchange. Would it be possible to do this interview sometime over the next three days?
 
I would also like to ask her about the public reaction to her decision.  Opinion pages and blogs have almost all
been negative to the decision.  What about the calls to your office and by the way if they were recorded, I
would believe them to be open records and if such I am now making a formal request for copies of those
recordings.
 
Thank you for your time
 
 
Bob Sands
Reporter / Producer

7403 N. Kelley Avenue

Oklahoma City, Ok  73111

405 841-9256

405 841-9226 Fax

bsands@oeta.tv
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Cody Inman; Audrey Rockwell; Steve Mullins
Subject: open records request re: consitutent correspondence on Medicaid expansion and insurance exchanges
Date: Thursday, November 29, 2012 12:59:23 PM
Attachments: image001.png

As predicted, OETA asking for constituent correspondence on Medicaid expansion and insurance exchange. I
would like to be able to get these documents to him as quickly as possible, given all our other Open Records
woes. If its possible to get them to him today, lets do that.
 
He is baffled that we cannot store thousands of voicemails and give them to him. I wrote:
 
We have had hundreds, if not thousands, of voice messages on the issue of health insurance exchanges and
Medicaid expansion (as the chart I sent you shows). Does your voicemail system allow you to store thousands
of voicemails? Ours does not. We must listen to them and then delete them, otherwise no one else can leave
voicemails.
 
 

From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 11:42 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Dick Pryor
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Thank you for the statistics.  I have to also say I know of no voice mail system that allows you to listen to a
message and determine what the caller had to say that then cannot save that message to be listened to again. 
Even the most primitive answering machine could do that.   I have to ask then what kind of system are you using
because otherwise it sounds like you listened to the messages and then made the decision to erase them.  That
would be contrary to the Open Records Law.  I realize you have had recent issues with the law and do not want
to add to those problems but I have to tell you,  your explanation so far falls short of explaining why citizen
messages to the chief executive of the state of Oklahoma cannot be maintained as required by the Open
Records Law. 
 
How about emails, I would consider those to be an Open Record also so are those available instead?
 
Thank you for your assistance so far
 
Bob Sands
Reporter / Producer

7403 N. Kelley Avenue

Oklahoma City, Ok  73111

405 841-9256

405 841-9226 Fax

bsands@oeta.tv
 
 

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 4:27 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Bob Sands
Subject: RE: interview request
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FYI they wanted me to clarify that our current system is not and cannot be set up to save voicemails, especially
such a large volume of voicemails.
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 4:25 PM
To: 'Bob Sands'
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Bob – talked to our public affairs people. They do not save the voicemails so we can’t offer that record.
However they did create a “support or oppose” spreadsheet for all voicemails, calls and letter concerning the
expansion of Medicaid and the creation of an exchange. that is included below.
 

Office of the Governor, Public Affairs Office
November 13 - 
November 19 Calls/Correspondence In Support

(approx.)
Opposed
(approx.)

 
PPACA (including Medicaid Expansion, Health Insurance
Exchange, PPACA)

1273
 

5005

 
 

From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 1:51 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Thanks Alex.  Where do I go or who do I contact to pick up the info under the open records request?
 
 
Bob S

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 1:12 PM
To: Bob Sands
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Bob – our public affairs department says they will have the info re: your open records request compiled by the
end of the day.
 
The governor is unavailable for an on-camera interview but you are certainly welcome to reference the Fox
News bit. Thanks.
 

From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:00 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Alex:
 
   Todays is our last chance for an on camera interview concerning the Health Care decisions.  If we can’t do
them today we will probably use the interview the Governor did with Fox news to represent her side in this
matter. 
 
   On the open records request.  I need a response no later than tomorrow preferably today. 
 
Bob Sands
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Reporter / Producer

7403 N. Kelley Avenue

Oklahoma City, Ok  73111

405 841-9256

405 841-9226 Fax

bsands@oeta.tv
 

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 3:28 PM
To: Bob Sands
Subject: Re: interview request
 
Open records request received. 
I'll let you know about the interview (we did hold a press conference to announce the decision and take
questions from reporters at the time). 
It is not true that opinion pages and blogs have all been negative. The response, especially from conservative
corners of the mediasphere, has been positive. 
 
From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 03:22 PM
To: Alex Weintz 
Subject: interview request 
 
Alex:
  Since the governor had time for Fox news, how about her own statewide public television network.  I am
asking for an interview for her reasons behind refusing expansion of Medicaid and not setting up a health care
exchange. Would it be possible to do this interview sometime over the next three days?
 
I would also like to ask her about the public reaction to her decision.  Opinion pages and blogs have almost all
been negative to the decision.  What about the calls to your office and by the way if they were recorded, I
would believe them to be open records and if such I am now making a formal request for copies of those
recordings.
 
Thank you for your time
 
 
Bob Sands
Reporter / Producer

7403 N. Kelley Avenue

Oklahoma City, Ok  73111

405 841-9256

405 841-9226 Fax

bsands@oeta.tv
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To: Cody Inman; Audrey Rockwell; Steve Mullins
Subject: open records request re: consitutent correspondence on Medicaid expansion and insurance exchanges
Date: Thursday, November 29, 2012 12:58:58 PM
Attachments: image001.png

As predicted, OETA asking for constituent correspondence on Medicaid expansion and insurance exchange. I
would like to be able to get these documents to him as quickly as possible, given all our other Open Records
woes. If its possible to get them to h
 
He is baffled that we cannot store thousands of voicemails and give them to him. I wrote:
 
We have had hundreds, if not thousands, of voice messages on the issue of health insurance exchanges and
Medicaid expansion (as the chart I sent you shows). Does your voicemail system allow you to store thousands
of voicemails? Ours does not. We must listen to them and then delete them, otherwise no one else can leave
voicemails.
 
 

From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 11:42 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Dick Pryor
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Thank you for the statistics.  I have to also say I know of no voice mail system that allows you to listen to a
message and determine what the caller had to say that then cannot save that message to be listened to again. 
Even the most primitive answering machine could do that.   I have to ask then what kind of system are you using
because otherwise it sounds like you listened to the messages and then made the decision to erase them.  That
would be contrary to the Open Records Law.  I realize you have had recent issues with the law and do not want
to add to those problems but I have to tell you,  your explanation so far falls short of explaining why citizen
messages to the chief executive of the state of Oklahoma cannot be maintained as required by the Open
Records Law. 
 
How about emails, I would consider those to be an Open Record also so are those available instead?
 
Thank you for your assistance so far
 
Bob Sands
Reporter / Producer

7403 N. Kelley Avenue

Oklahoma City, Ok  73111

405 841-9256

405 841-9226 Fax

bsands@oeta.tv
 
 

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 4:27 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Bob Sands
Subject: RE: interview request
 
FYI they wanted me to clarify that our current system is not and cannot be set up to save voicemails, especially
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such a large volume of voicemails.
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 4:25 PM
To: 'Bob Sands'
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Bob – talked to our public affairs people. They do not save the voicemails so we can’t offer that record.
However they did create a “support or oppose” spreadsheet for all voicemails, calls and letter concerning the
expansion of Medicaid and the creation of an exchange. that is included below.
 

Office of the Governor, Public Affairs Office
November 13 - 
November 19 Calls/Correspondence In Support

(approx.)
Opposed
(approx.)

 
PPACA (including Medicaid Expansion, Health Insurance
Exchange, PPACA)

1273
 

5005

 
 

From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 1:51 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Thanks Alex.  Where do I go or who do I contact to pick up the info under the open records request?
 
 
Bob S

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 1:12 PM
To: Bob Sands
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Bob – our public affairs department says they will have the info re: your open records request compiled by the
end of the day.
 
The governor is unavailable for an on-camera interview but you are certainly welcome to reference the Fox
News bit. Thanks.
 

From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:00 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Alex:
 
   Todays is our last chance for an on camera interview concerning the Health Care decisions.  If we can’t do
them today we will probably use the interview the Governor did with Fox news to represent her side in this
matter. 
 
   On the open records request.  I need a response no later than tomorrow preferably today. 
 
Bob Sands
Reporter / Producer
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7403 N. Kelley Avenue

Oklahoma City, Ok  73111

405 841-9256

405 841-9226 Fax

bsands@oeta.tv
 

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 3:28 PM
To: Bob Sands
Subject: Re: interview request
 
Open records request received. 
I'll let you know about the interview (we did hold a press conference to announce the decision and take
questions from reporters at the time). 
It is not true that opinion pages and blogs have all been negative. The response, especially from conservative
corners of the mediasphere, has been positive. 
 
From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 03:22 PM
To: Alex Weintz 
Subject: interview request 
 
Alex:
  Since the governor had time for Fox news, how about her own statewide public television network.  I am
asking for an interview for her reasons behind refusing expansion of Medicaid and not setting up a health care
exchange. Would it be possible to do this interview sometime over the next three days?
 
I would also like to ask her about the public reaction to her decision.  Opinion pages and blogs have almost all
been negative to the decision.  What about the calls to your office and by the way if they were recorded, I
would believe them to be open records and if such I am now making a formal request for copies of those
recordings.
 
Thank you for your time
 
 
Bob Sands
Reporter / Producer

7403 N. Kelley Avenue

Oklahoma City, Ok  73111

405 841-9256

405 841-9226 Fax

bsands@oeta.tv
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Cody Inman; Audrey Rockwell; Steve Mullins
Subject: open records request re: consitutent correspondence on Medicaid expansion and insurance exchanges
Date: Thursday, November 29, 2012 12:59:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png

As predicted, OETA asking for constituent correspondence on Medicaid expansion and insurance exchange. I
would like to be able to get these documents to him as quickly as possible, given all our other Open Records
woes. If its possible to get them to him today, lets do that.
 
He is baffled that we cannot store thousands of voicemails and give them to him. I wrote:
 
We have had hundreds, if not thousands, of voice messages on the issue of health insurance exchanges and
Medicaid expansion (as the chart I sent you shows). Does your voicemail system allow you to store thousands
of voicemails? Ours does not. We must listen to them and then delete them, otherwise no one else can leave
voicemails.
 
 

From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 11:42 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Dick Pryor
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Thank you for the statistics.  I have to also say I know of no voice mail system that allows you to listen to a
message and determine what the caller had to say that then cannot save that message to be listened to again. 
Even the most primitive answering machine could do that.   I have to ask then what kind of system are you using
because otherwise it sounds like you listened to the messages and then made the decision to erase them.  That
would be contrary to the Open Records Law.  I realize you have had recent issues with the law and do not want
to add to those problems but I have to tell you,  your explanation so far falls short of explaining why citizen
messages to the chief executive of the state of Oklahoma cannot be maintained as required by the Open
Records Law. 
 
How about emails, I would consider those to be an Open Record also so are those available instead?
 
Thank you for your assistance so far
 
Bob Sands
Reporter / Producer

7403 N. Kelley Avenue

Oklahoma City, Ok  73111

405 841-9256

405 841-9226 Fax

bsands@oeta.tv
 
 

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 4:27 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Bob Sands
Subject: RE: interview request
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FYI they wanted me to clarify that our current system is not and cannot be set up to save voicemails, especially
such a large volume of voicemails.
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 4:25 PM
To: 'Bob Sands'
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Bob – talked to our public affairs people. They do not save the voicemails so we can’t offer that record.
However they did create a “support or oppose” spreadsheet for all voicemails, calls and letter concerning the
expansion of Medicaid and the creation of an exchange. that is included below.
 

Office of the Governor, Public Affairs Office
November 13 - 
November 19 Calls/Correspondence In Support

(approx.)
Opposed
(approx.)

 
PPACA (including Medicaid Expansion, Health Insurance
Exchange, PPACA)

1273
 

5005

 
 

From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 1:51 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Thanks Alex.  Where do I go or who do I contact to pick up the info under the open records request?
 
 
Bob S

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 1:12 PM
To: Bob Sands
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Bob – our public affairs department says they will have the info re: your open records request compiled by the
end of the day.
 
The governor is unavailable for an on-camera interview but you are certainly welcome to reference the Fox
News bit. Thanks.
 

From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:00 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Alex:
 
   Todays is our last chance for an on camera interview concerning the Health Care decisions.  If we can’t do
them today we will probably use the interview the Governor did with Fox news to represent her side in this
matter. 
 
   On the open records request.  I need a response no later than tomorrow preferably today. 
 
Bob Sands
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Reporter / Producer

7403 N. Kelley Avenue

Oklahoma City, Ok  73111

405 841-9256

405 841-9226 Fax

bsands@oeta.tv
 

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 3:28 PM
To: Bob Sands
Subject: Re: interview request
 
Open records request received. 
I'll let you know about the interview (we did hold a press conference to announce the decision and take
questions from reporters at the time). 
It is not true that opinion pages and blogs have all been negative. The response, especially from conservative
corners of the mediasphere, has been positive. 
 
From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 03:22 PM
To: Alex Weintz 
Subject: interview request 
 
Alex:
  Since the governor had time for Fox news, how about her own statewide public television network.  I am
asking for an interview for her reasons behind refusing expansion of Medicaid and not setting up a health care
exchange. Would it be possible to do this interview sometime over the next three days?
 
I would also like to ask her about the public reaction to her decision.  Opinion pages and blogs have almost all
been negative to the decision.  What about the calls to your office and by the way if they were recorded, I
would believe them to be open records and if such I am now making a formal request for copies of those
recordings.
 
Thank you for your time
 
 
Bob Sands
Reporter / Producer

7403 N. Kelley Avenue

Oklahoma City, Ok  73111

405 841-9256

405 841-9226 Fax

bsands@oeta.tv
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From: Alex Weintz
To: Cody Inman; Audrey Rockwell; Steve Mullins
Subject: open records request re: consitutent correspondence on Medicaid expansion and insurance exchanges
Date: Thursday, November 29, 2012 12:59:23 PM
Attachments: image001.png

As predicted, OETA asking for constituent correspondence on Medicaid expansion and insurance exchange. I
would like to be able to get these documents to him as quickly as possible, given all our other Open Records
woes. If its possible to get them to him today, lets do that.
 
He is baffled that we cannot store thousands of voicemails and give them to him. I wrote:
 
We have had hundreds, if not thousands, of voice messages on the issue of health insurance exchanges and
Medicaid expansion (as the chart I sent you shows). Does your voicemail system allow you to store thousands
of voicemails? Ours does not. We must listen to them and then delete them, otherwise no one else can leave
voicemails.
 
 

From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 11:42 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Cc: Dick Pryor
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Thank you for the statistics.  I have to also say I know of no voice mail system that allows you to listen to a
message and determine what the caller had to say that then cannot save that message to be listened to again. 
Even the most primitive answering machine could do that.   I have to ask then what kind of system are you using
because otherwise it sounds like you listened to the messages and then made the decision to erase them.  That
would be contrary to the Open Records Law.  I realize you have had recent issues with the law and do not want
to add to those problems but I have to tell you,  your explanation so far falls short of explaining why citizen
messages to the chief executive of the state of Oklahoma cannot be maintained as required by the Open
Records Law. 
 
How about emails, I would consider those to be an Open Record also so are those available instead?
 
Thank you for your assistance so far
 
Bob Sands
Reporter / Producer

7403 N. Kelley Avenue

Oklahoma City, Ok  73111

405 841-9256

405 841-9226 Fax

bsands@oeta.tv
 
 

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 4:27 PM
To: Alex Weintz; Bob Sands
Subject: RE: interview request
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FYI they wanted me to clarify that our current system is not and cannot be set up to save voicemails, especially
such a large volume of voicemails.
 

From: Alex Weintz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 4:25 PM
To: 'Bob Sands'
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Bob – talked to our public affairs people. They do not save the voicemails so we can’t offer that record.
However they did create a “support or oppose” spreadsheet for all voicemails, calls and letter concerning the
expansion of Medicaid and the creation of an exchange. that is included below.
 

Office of the Governor, Public Affairs Office
November 13 - 
November 19 Calls/Correspondence In Support

(approx.)
Opposed
(approx.)

 
PPACA (including Medicaid Expansion, Health Insurance
Exchange, PPACA)

1273
 

5005

 
 

From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 1:51 PM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Thanks Alex.  Where do I go or who do I contact to pick up the info under the open records request?
 
 
Bob S

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 1:12 PM
To: Bob Sands
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Bob – our public affairs department says they will have the info re: your open records request compiled by the
end of the day.
 
The governor is unavailable for an on-camera interview but you are certainly welcome to reference the Fox
News bit. Thanks.
 

From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:00 AM
To: Alex Weintz
Subject: RE: interview request
 
Alex:
 
   Todays is our last chance for an on camera interview concerning the Health Care decisions.  If we can’t do
them today we will probably use the interview the Governor did with Fox news to represent her side in this
matter. 
 
   On the open records request.  I need a response no later than tomorrow preferably today. 
 
Bob Sands
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Reporter / Producer

7403 N. Kelley Avenue

Oklahoma City, Ok  73111

405 841-9256

405 841-9226 Fax

bsands@oeta.tv
 

From: Alex Weintz [mailto:Alex.Weintz@gov.ok.gov] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 3:28 PM
To: Bob Sands
Subject: Re: interview request
 
Open records request received. 
I'll let you know about the interview (we did hold a press conference to announce the decision and take
questions from reporters at the time). 
It is not true that opinion pages and blogs have all been negative. The response, especially from conservative
corners of the mediasphere, has been positive. 
 
From: Bob Sands [mailto:BSands@oeta.tv] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 03:22 PM
To: Alex Weintz 
Subject: interview request 
 
Alex:
  Since the governor had time for Fox news, how about her own statewide public television network.  I am
asking for an interview for her reasons behind refusing expansion of Medicaid and not setting up a health care
exchange. Would it be possible to do this interview sometime over the next three days?
 
I would also like to ask her about the public reaction to her decision.  Opinion pages and blogs have almost all
been negative to the decision.  What about the calls to your office and by the way if they were recorded, I
would believe them to be open records and if such I am now making a formal request for copies of those
recordings.
 
Thank you for your time
 
 
Bob Sands
Reporter / Producer

7403 N. Kelley Avenue

Oklahoma City, Ok  73111

405 841-9256

405 841-9226 Fax

bsands@oeta.tv
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OSDH AFFORDABLE CARE ACT FUNDING 
As of 09/04/ZOlZ 

Title Current Award Amount 
Communities Putting Prevention to Work 97,707.00 
Immunization Billing Services 1,046,675.00 
LTC/National Background Check 2,573,591.00 
Tobacco Supplemental 68,970.00 
Epidemiology & Lab Capacity 453,036.00 
Early Childhood Home Visit Program 4,319,559.00 
Ml EC Home Visit Programs 9,430,000.00 
Racial & Ethnic Approaches to Community Health 1,060,672.00 
Coordinated Chronic Disease Prevention 1,023,062.00 
HAI Prevention Infrastructure 71,472.00 
Meningococcal 17,016.00 
Strengthening Public Health 422,368.00 

20,584,128.00 
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OKDHS Aging Services Division 
Information Re: Grants Drawing ACA Funding 

(as of 9/20/12) 

CURRENT GRANTS 

1) Aging and Disability Resource Consortium Options Counseling and Assistance 
Programs (ADRC-OC) 

Award: 
Start Date: 
Project Term: 
Brief Description: 

Governor Approval of Application: 

$500,000 
9/30/10 
2 years 
The ADRC Options Counseling function is to help 
individuals understand and evaluate the services and 
suppmts available in their community and make informed 
decisions specific to their needs. 
No, not required for application. 

2) Aging and Disability Resource Consortium Money Follows the Person (ADRC-MFP) 

Award: 
Stmt Date: 
Project Term: 
Brief Description: 

Governor Approval of Application: 

$399,869 
9/30/10 
2 years 
Primary goal is to facilitate and strengthen the roles of 
ADRCs in coordinating transitions from nursing homes to 
community-based settings for older adults and people with 
disabilities or chronic conditions. 
No, not required for application. 

3) Chronic Disease Self Management Program (CDSMP) 

Award: 
Stmt Date: 
Project Term: 
Brief Description: 

Governor Approval of Application: 

$400,000 
3/31/10 
2 years 
Deploy evidence-based chronic disease self-management 
programs (CDSMP) that empower older people with 
chronic diseases to maintain and improve their health 
status. 
Yes, Gov. Brad Henry 

4) Medicaid Improvement for Patients and Providers Act (MIPPA 2) 

Award: 
Stmt Date: 
Project Term: 

$249,645 
9/30/10 
2 years 
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Brief Description: Coordinate statewide outreach efforts of the SHIP, AAAs 
and ADRCs to provide assistance to beneficiaries with 
limited income for Low Income Subsidy (LIS) and 
Medicare Savings Program (MSP), provide general 
Medicare Part D outreach, and provide assistance on 
Medicare benefits aimed at preventing disease and 
promoting wellness. 

Governor Approval of Application: No, not required for application. 

5) Aging and Disability Resource Consortium Program Expansion and Sustainability 
(ADRC Part B) 

Award: 
Start Date: 
Project Term: 
Brief Description: 

Governor Approval of Application: 

$199,745.10 
9130112 
1 year 
Expanding and sustaining the ADRC-OC in Oklahoma 
(building on current grant). 
No, not required for application. 

6) Chronic Disease Self-Management Program Expansion Funds (CDSMP Expansion) 

Award: 
Start Date: 
Project Term: 
Brief Description: 

Governor Approval of Application: 

$765,733 
9130112 
3 years 
Grant to expand services to areas already implementing 
CDSM programs (under prior grant) and to reach areas of 
the state and populations not cunently being served. 
Yes, Gov. Mary Fallin 

GRANT APPLICATION PENDING DETERMINATION 

1) Elder Justice Act Grant 
Requested Amount: 
Brief Description: 

$918,334 
Implementing local projects to combat financial 
exploitation of the elderly. 

Start Date: NI A 
Project Term: NIA 
Governor Approval of Application: No, not required for application. 

GRANT APPLICATION BEING CONSIDERED 

1) ADRC Options Counseling for Dual Eligibles 
Award: $250,000 to $1,000,000 
Brief Description: Options counseling for Dual Eligibles. 
Governor Approval: Not required for application. 
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Title Current Award Amount 
Communities Putting Prevention to Work                             97,707.00 
Immunization Billing Services                        1,046,675.00 
LTC/National Background Check                        2,573,591.00 
Tobacco Supplemental                             68,970.00 
Epidemiology & Lab Capacity                           453,036.00 
Early Childhood Home Visit Program                        4,319,559.00 
MIEC Home Visit Programs                        9,430,000.00 
Racial & Ethnic Approaches to Community Health                        1,060,672.00 
Coordinated Chronic Disease Prevention                        1,023,062.00 
HAI Prevention Infrastructure                             71,472.00 
Meningococcal                             17,016.00 
Strengthening Public Health                           422,368.00 

                     20,584,128.00 

OSDH AFFORDABLE CARE ACT FUNDING
As of 09/04/2012
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Title Current Award Amount 
Communities Putting Prevention to Work                             97,707.00 
Immunization Billing Services                        1,046,675.00 
LTC/National Background Check                        2,573,591.00 
Tobacco Supplemental                             68,970.00 
Epidemiology & Lab Capacity                           453,036.00 
Early Childhood Home Visit Program                        4,319,559.00 
MIEC Home Visit Programs                        9,430,000.00 
Racial & Ethnic Approaches to Community Health                        1,060,672.00 
Coordinated Chronic Disease Prevention                        1,023,062.00 
HAI Prevention Infrastructure                             71,472.00 
Meningococcal                             17,016.00 
Strengthening Public Health                           422,368.00 

                     20,584,128.00 

OSDH AFFORDABLE CARE ACT FUNDING
As of 09/04/2012
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Outstanding Questions from Oklahoma 
for CMS SOTA Team (as of 11.1.12) 

Any previous response is noted in parenthesis after each question. 
New Questions are denoted by NEW. 

Eligibility 
1} Will women covered for pregnancy under the unborn child provision be precluded from 

getting coverage under the Exchange simultaneousl',', since technically the unborn child 
is receiving Medicaid, not the pregnant woman? (CMS response 8/22/12: Under 
discussion internally, look for further guidance.} 

2) Has CMS developed a map (e.g., decision-tree} of the business process for MAGI 
eligibility? (CMS response 8/22/12: See further guidance.} 

3) Given the SCOTUS decision, if OK elects to opt out of the Medicaid Expansion, can Insure 
Oklahoma continue to exist for those not qualified for APTC? (10/11/12 SOTA Call: 
Jennifer Ryan said there will be demonstration projects after 2014, but CMS doesn't 
know yet how they will be structured.} 

4} Is the determination of oldly/newly eligible for FMAP purposes based on criteria 
including income and other factors, specifically business size? For example, The Insure 
Oklahoma (10) premium assistance program has been in place for adults earning no 
more than 200% FPL, who are also working for a small business, are self-employed, or 
unemployed seeking work. When considering the implications for 2014, we believe 10 
has the possibility of sun setting in its entirety, to be replaced by two populations: 
Medicaid expansion adults <138% FPL and Exchange adults 138-200% FPL. For FMAP 
claiming, it is our understanding that in 2014, adults< 138% FPL who are working for a 
small business/self-employed/unemployed seeking work would be considered oldly 
eligible due to their eligibility for 10. Those adults <138% FPL who are working for large 
businesses or are not in an employment relationship would be considered newly eligible 
due to their ineligibility for 10. (10/11/12 SOTA Call : We ask that this question be tabled 
pending CMS decisions on how ACA will change premium-assistance programs. Jennifer 
noted that a person getting premium assistance is getting partial coverage (as opposed 
to MEC)}. 

5) If BCC members are eligible for the new adult group, are they ineligible for BCC (either 
because they have "other creditable coverage" or because they are eligible for a 
"mandatory group", both of which are exclusionary criteria under the BCC waiver}? 
(10/11/12 SOTA Call: Jennifer said we would use the cascade process of first looking for 
eligibility as a 'new adult,' then on to consideration under the BCC group. She said she 
does not know the answer to this question in a scenario where the State chooses not to 
expand. It is complicated if the state does not do the expansion}. 

6) But because the new adult group is subject to MAGI and BCC is not, §435.911 makes 
1902(aa} void? Is that correct? (10/11/12 SOTA Call: Jennifer said she does not know the 
answer to this question}. 

7} Or does eligibility for the new adult group in fact mean that a person is not eligible for 
BCC? (10/11/12 SOTA Call: Jennifer said she does not know the answer to this question}. 

8} If so, what about eligibility on other bases? At present for example eligibility for the 
parent/caretaker group makes a person ineligible for BCC. The parent/caretaker group is 
subject to MAGI, so does the same logic apply, allowing an individual to pick between 
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BCC and parent/caretaker? (10/11/12 SOTA Call: Jennifer said she does not know the 
answer to this question). 

9) Alternatively if a state were to seek an 111S waiver to allow use of MAGI to determine 
eligibility for BCC, would that waiver make people ineligible for BCC if they are eligible 
for the adult group, because now MAGI is used for both? (10/11/12 SOTA Call: Jennifer 
said she does not know the answer to this question). 

10) Has CMS reviewed and OK'd the grid identifying Oklahoma's currently eligibility groups 
with post-2014 groupings and FMAPs? The grid was provided to CMS as part of the Gate 
Review in September. (10/11/12 SOTA Call: Jennifer has not seen them, and will get 
back with us). 

11) NEW The CMS Waiver representative mentioned at the NASHP seminar in October 
that if states use the MAGI methodology prior to January 2014 (i.e. beginning 10/2013) 
to certify individuals as eligible, then they need to include that in the state's 111S 
waiver. Can you confirm this? 

12) NEW Starting in 2014 an employer with SO or more employees who offers insurance 
will receive a $3,000 per employee penalty if thei r insurance plan requires the individual 
to contribute toward the self-only plan premium more than 9.S% of their household 
income. If the Insure Oklahoma subsidy continues to exist post 2014, will it be taken into 
account as an employee contribution for the 9.5% rule? If the subsidy is not taken into 
account then employees who pay less than 9.S% of their household income because of 
the subsidy will still trigger a $3,000/year penalty for the employer, which could lead to 
employers dropping coverage altogether. 

HIX/Hub 
13) What happens if state IT system development does not meet the 2014 deadline for 

eligibility and enrollment readiness? Will the federal system be used as a fall back or 
replacement? (CMS response 8/22/12: See further guidance for minimum guidelines for 
Medicaid Agencies for 10/1/13 enrollment launch.) (10/11/12 SOTA Call: There are 
many "what if' questions. Oklahoma needs to be ready for 2014. Derek said that in 
order to preserve the schedule of progress under the IAPD, OHCA is moving forward 
with programming in the absence of exact guidance from CMS. We received a " head 
nod" of agreement from the Dallas Regional office and would like to receive the same 
affirmation from Baltimore. Though there was no reply by the CMS SOTA team 
members, we note that OHCA's proposed policy and business processes for handling of 
MAGI were presented to CMS during Oklahoma's 2nd Gate Review on September 26, 
2012, at which CMS agreed verbally to allow OHCA to move forward with programming 
in the absence of exact guidance from CMS). 

14) Can the flexibility that CMS granted to New Mexico on the rules engine for Online 
Enrollment be replicated in Oklahoma? (10/11/12 SOTA Call : Jennifer asked Jeff from 
the regional office if he had reviewed the NM document, and Jeff said he is in the 
process of doing so. Jennifer asked that she get back with OHCA on that top ic. OHCA 
staff sent a follow-up question to Jeff on October 12). 

lS) NEW Starting in 2014 an employer with SO or more employees who offers insurance 
will receive a $3,000 per employee penalty if their insurance plan requires the individual 
to contribute toward the self-only plan premium more than 9.S% of their household 
income. If the Insure Oklahoma subsidy continues to exist post 2014, will it be taken into 
account as an employee contribution for the 9.5% rule? If the subsidy is not taken into 
account then employees who pay less than 9.5% of their household income because of 
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the subsidy will still trigger a $3,000/year penalty for the employer, which could lead to 
employers dropping coverage altogether. 

Reporting/HP 
16) How does OHCA need to report expenditures for the SoonerCare Choice demonstration 

(on the CMS 64 form?) How does OHCA report the 100% FMAP for the New Adult 
group? Does CMS have guidance on this? (10/11/12 SOTA call: Look for guidance on 
reporting standards by the end of the year). 

17) NEW Could Oklahoma get 100% FFP for administrative costs of expansion? 

Benefits 
18) For the new health benefits plan, will states be afforded new flexibilities to assess new 

cost-sharing/co-payments/l imits for such things as unnecessary emergency room use, 
missed appointments, controlled pharmaceuticals (narcotics, etc.)? (10/11/12 SOTA Call: 
Benchmark guidance is imminent. Nothing in the ACA changed rules on cost-sharing or 
utilization limits. Traylor asked if demonstrations would be allowed that would expand 
cost-sharing. Jennifer said she did not know.) . 

19) If we expand Medicaid to cover new populations, can we collect 100 percent FMAP on 
the extra care coordination fee that we pay to the HAN? (Verbal answer of "likely," but 
nothing in writing.) (10/11/12 SOTA Call: Since our HAN program is wrapped up in a 
demonstration waiver, we do not have an answer for this question). 

20) Is Non-emergency Transportation (NET) required to be in the benchmark package for 
the "new adu lt" population? (10/11/12 SOTA Call : See future guidance on benchmark 
requirements). 

21) NEW Are EPSDT services mandated for new adults under age 21? 
22) NEW Can the benefits package for "new adults" have a $1,500 annual cap on dental 

services, or is the package subject to EHB rules that ban dollar caps on services? 

3 
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Post Office Box 5444 
Edmond, Oklahoma 73083 

OKLAHOMA 
(405) 285-7745 office ~JJJodalio,. o/ 

HEALTH PLANS ( 405) 285-7746 facsimile 
www.okhealthplans.org 

Oklahoma Association of Health Plans' 
Questions Related to Development of an Exchange 

Product Questions: 

I. Will states require that the same plans that are offered on the exchange be offered 
off? If so, can additional plans be offered off exchange? 

2. How will "Qualified Health Plans" be defined (by following the federal definitions)? 

3. States are required to establish a state based American Health Benefit Exchange and 
a Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) Exchange. Will Oklahoma 
operate these as two separate exchanges or combine into one exchange? 

4. Will Oklahoma participate in a regional exchange if one is developed? 

5. Will one exchange cover the entire state or will multiple exchanges serve distinct 
service areas? 

6. Will the Oklahoma exchange(s) be operated by a governmental agency or a non
profit? 

7. How will inconsistencies between Oklahoma law and federal law be identified and 
cotTected if necessary? 

8. Will plan designs be at the carriers' discretion, rather than set for all carriers? 

9. What flexibility will states have in implementing exchanges, e.g. with delaying 
aspects of exchanges/staged implementation? 

I 0. If a state's definition of small group differs from the federal definition (state: 50 full 
time employees; federal: 50 employees, including part time) will the state 
neve1iheless follow the federal definition for all purposes? 

11. What insight do we have into how states are thinking about their mandates 
recognizing that after the defined transitional period States will be required to defray 
the costs of State-mandated benefits in qualified health plans (QHPs) that are in 
excess of the EHB? 

I 
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12. How will the annual renewal cycle work? Can we remove and add plans each year 
(when the max out of pocket and minimum deductible changes, or for other 
reasons)? 

13. Will there be a standard process (uniform benefit modification) for transitioning 
members whose plans are affected? 

14. Will states limit the number of plans each carrier can offer? 

15. For Small Group, what will the participation requirements be? Will states mandate 
this or can we still set our own participation requirements? 

16. Are there state specific requirements for plans off exchange? 

17. The original assumption was that durable medical equipment (DME) is not an EHB. 
But specifically for large groups (where there is no benchmark plan), we need to 
know if DME is considered an EHB as many other carriers are treating is as an 
EHB. 

18. For groups that buy on exchange in 2014 with an effective date other than 1/1/14, 
will their renewal date continue to be whatever month it is currently (3/1, 10/1 or 
whatever), or might the states decide that for 2014 everyone runs a short year so that 
in 2015 every group on exchange renews 1/1/15? 

19. Is it correct that the substantially equal requirement gives us the ability to "swap" 
visit limits between services (i.e. if the benchmark has 15 visits of chiropractic care 
and 25 visits of PT, we can swap them on our plan and allow 25 visits of 
chiropractic care and 15 visits of PT)? 

20. What if we were to take the visit limits for every service and add them all up (take 
the visits for chiropractic care, PT, OT, ST, home health, SNF, MH, SA and 
whatever else and add them all up), can we take the total number and redistribute 
any way we want amongst the services? Another approach on this is to combine 
visits (which are generally OP) into one bucket and combine days (which are 
generally IP) into a second bucket, then divvy them up. This pooling approach 
provides an opportunity for more consistency between states in terms of visit limits. 

21. Is there any other way that the substantially equal requirement comes into play, or is 
it strictly in relation to visit/day limits? 

Federally-facilitated Exchange (FFE) Questions: 

I. In a state-federal partnership exchange, states can choose to "administer" (1) plan 
management functions, or (2) certain consumer assistance functions, or (3) both. 
What are HHS' expectations around a state's administration of these functions? 
What kind of autonomy will states have in this regard? What kinds of 
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contracts/agreements will be necessary, if any, between states and HHS to carry out 
these functions? 

2. How will HHS work to avoid a dual-regulatory environment in a state-federal 
partnership or FFE? 

3. Which decisions made by a state, vis a vis a state-federal paiinership exchange or 
FFE, must be reported to, reviewed by, and/or approved by HHS? 

4. In a state-federal patinership exchange or FFE can a state select vendors to help 
establish and operationalize the marketplace? If not, what is the state's 
role/visibility/authority in the vendor selection/contracting/procurement process? 

5. What are the state-to-HHS reporting requirements in a state-federal partnership or 
FFE? 

6. What does HHS envision the transition the transition from a state-federal partnership 
exchange or FFE to a state-based exchange to entail? How long is the transition 
likely to take? What costs are involved? Who will bear the costs of the transition? 

7. What kinds of assistance will HHS provide a state in a state-federal partnership 
exchange or FFE, and/or in a transition to a state-based exchange? 

8. Must qualified health plans to be made available in a state-federal paiinership 
exchange or FFE be approved by the applicable state regulator in order to be offered 
and sold in that marketplace? 

9. Does HHS anticipate having to delay the stati date for exchange open enrollment/ 
operation? 

Technical Questions: 

1. Which state systems will need to be accessed by HHS in a partnership exchange and 
in a FFE? 

2. Who is responsible for eligibility determinations for coverage (Qualified Health 
Plans, Medicaid, and CHIP) in a state-federal patinership exchange and in a FFE? 

3. How will eligibility and enrollment determinations for public programs (Medicaid, 
CHIP) be transmitted to the state in a state-federal partnership or FFE? 

4. Who is responsible for making any systems builds or technical enhancements in 
order to achieve functionality/connectivity in a state-federal patinership exchange or 
FFE? Will HHS be supplying the systems, infrastructure, training, personnel, etc., 
for the state? 
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5. Does HHS plan to establish brick-and-mortar exchange locations in states with a 
state-federal partnership exchange or FFE? If so, what will these locations look 
like? Is HHS planning to establish any other presence in those states? 

6. The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act ("ACA") requires states to establish 
an exchange by January 1, 2014, or HHS will run an exchange in that state. The 
ACA outlines the functional requirements of an exchange, including facilitating the 
purchase of qualified health plans, providing consumer assistance (through call 
centers, web sites, etc.), informing individuals of federal subsidy eligibility, and 
transferring information about an individual's coverage to the Department of the 
Treasury and his/her employer (if any). While the ACA lists functional 
requirements and states that exchanges must be in operation on January 1, 2014, 
nowhere in the statute does it require that every exchange function be operational on 
January 1, 2014, providing states with the opportunity to phase in or stage 
implementation of certain exchange functions into 2014 or later, if necessary. 

Product and Design Questions: 

1. What level of detail will be included in the state's Essential Health Benefits 
package? 

2. What type of latitude will we have on pharmacy design? 

3. Will the states go beyond determining category/classes of drugs - i.e., will the states 
dictate the formulary? Will there be discretion relative to the benefit design re: 
tiering (generic/brand)? 

4. Will the states have an opinion on what we have to cover out of network? 

5. We know there has to be parity for emergency room - can we offer other benefits in 
network only? 

6. Will the max deductible/out of pocket and cost sharing requirements apply only in 
network and not out of network? If they do apply out of network, do the limits 
apply separately in network vs. out of network (so $2000 deductible INN and a 
separate $2000 OON) or are combined INN and OON? 

7. Does mental health parity apply to SG in 2014? This was the original guidance, but 
NY indicated that MHP does apply when they released their benchmark however, 
they may have been referring to IVL. 

8. How are the states approaching coverage for pediatric dental and vision? 

9. When will products need to be filed? When will carriers be notified of approvals? 
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10. What will be the Network Adequacy Requirements? 

11. Will carriers be allowed to cover the entire geography or will they be allowed to 
cover certain counties? 

12. Will limited networks/ACOs be allowed? 

13. What will be the filing requirements and timelines? 

14. What will be the requirements for offerings both on & off Exchange 
(network/product)? 

15. Essential Community Providers - how will adequacy be measure for ECP? 

16. Will network service areas be set at the state/federal level? 

17. When will Networks need to be filed? When will carriers be notified of approvals? 

18. What will be the requirements for reporting and transparency? When will guidance 
be available? 

19. Not having federal requirements/guidance yet, will states wait to adopt federal rules 
or create their own quality measurement requirements and reporting of quality 
incentive and plan benefit program requirements? 

20. What practices are states putting in place to protect the PHI for the transitioning 
members? 

21. How will the Exchange identify and inform us of participants moving from 
Medicaid to health plans? 

22. What transition of care requirements/standards will be developed? 

23. What geographic rating areas will be established by the state? 

24. When will rates need to be filed? When will carriers be notified of approvals? 

Small Group Questions: 

1. Must rates calculated and billed to small employers reflect the age and tobacco 
status of each emolling member? Does this requirement apply to business sold 
through the SHOP as well as to that sold outside the SHOP? 
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2. Do we need to provide rates that are unique based on the geography of the 
employee? For example, does an employee and spouse in the southern part of a 
state need to have a different rate from an employee and spouse in the no1thern part 
of the state, if the nmthern and southern part of the state have different rating areas 
and rating area factors? Or can the rates for these 2 employees be blended together, 
averaging the rating area factors? 

3. Will on-exchange rating to be different for any of the above situations from off
exchange? 

4. For small group, can insurers establish carrier-level participation requirements 
within and outside the SHOP? 

5. For small group, can insurers choose to not offer slice (multi-carrier) options outside 
the SHOP? 

6. For small group, can insurers apply selection loads under different plan/carrier 
option environments to account for selection risks inherent? 

7. Does patticipation in the off-exchange (for IVL) or off-SHOP (for SG) market 
require patticipation on exchange or on-SHOP, respectively? 

8. Will the state operate its own risk adjustment or defer to CCIIO? 

9. Will the state operate its own reinsurance or defer to CCIIO? 

I 0. Will the state collect more reinsurance funds than required by CCIIO? 

11. How will the Exchange handle the eligibility determination and redetermination 
process? 

12. What is the expected process for determination of eligibility for individuals that may 
be shifting between Medicaid and the Exchange? 

13. How will the Exchange determine whether an individual's employer does not 
provide minimum essential coverage? 

14. Will eligibility be determined by the most recent taxable year during open 
enrollment? 

15. What details of eligibility are expected to be passed on to the carriers and stored by 
the carriers? E.g. Federal Pove1ty Level, Premium Tax Credit, Cost Sharing 
Amount/Percentage? 

16. How will out-of-area dependents be handled for families seeking coverage off of a 
state-based exchange, ifthe Dependent is located in a different state? 

6 
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17. For SHOP, is there a need for carriers to maintain/store the relationship between the 
employee and employer? Or, will the Exchange manage the aggregation of 
employees-to-employers, and the carriers only manage enrollments of individuals? 
Is it possible to receive Employer information prior to receiving the enrollment are 
processed to allow adequate time for structure setup? 

18. What is the expected timeliness of enrollment? 

19. What is the expected process and responsibilities in relation to Billing and 
Collections? 

20. How will member data be tracked and maintained as members move between 
Medicaid, Exchanges and other plans? 

21. Will there be a unique member identifier to allow for portability across state lines 
and between different types of coverage and to assist with care coordination, 
reconciliation, payment management, etc.? 

22. What information for Native Americans must be captured and stored? Is it just 
Race/Ethnicity, or must cat1'iers capture specific tribal affiliation? 

23. How will maintenance transactions (adds, terms, demographic changes) be initiated 
(Exchange or Carrier) and shared between entities (mechanism and frequency)? 
Will this be standardized across state and federal exchanges? 

24. How will the complexities around Dental Enrollment be managed? 

25. How will the complexities around Pediatric Dental Enrollment be managed? 

26. What entity will subsidy credits come from? State Treasury? Federal? 
Combination of both? 

27. What is the timing, frequency, and mechanism for subsidy payments to ca11'iers? 
Variation by state and federal HIX? 

28. What is the timing, frequency, and mechanism for premium reconciliation between 
the Exchanges and Aetna? Standard across federal and state exchanges? 

29. Will the Exchange validate Binder payments? (e.g. credit card number, Bank 
routing information) of first months premium? If not, will the Exchange capture 
Binder payment methods and details and pass them to the carriers? What is the 
expectation for effective date of enrollment in regard to the length of time needed to 
clear the Binder payment? 

30. Confirm direction at state and federal level for ownership and process for SHOP 
premium billing? What variation will exist across Exchanges? 

7 
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31. How will brokers be allowed to play on the exchange? Will agents/brokers be 
allowed to "sell" exchange coverage of particular insurers; or rather will they be 
required to treat all insurers equally? 

32. Will agents/brokers be compensat\!d for enrolling applicants on the exchange? Weill 
they be compensated by the exchange, by the insurer issuing coverage? What form 
may such compensation take - percent of premium, pmpm, other? 

33. What restrictions will we have around the sales process with brokers and navigators? 

34. Will the exchange capture origin of enrollment (i.e. facilitated by navigator, enrolled 
on-line - original source from carrier website redirect, paper enrollment, etc.)? 

35. What state laws and regulations will be established regarding marketing by health 
insurance issuers? 

36. Will insurers and affinity paiiners be allowed to co-brand products on the 
exchanges? 

Marketing Questions: 

1. If we do not mention the State Exchange in our marketing, do we have to file the 
copy? 

2. Is there a calendar for updated materials submissions for the remaining year? 

3. Have marketing requirements been published like for Medicare and Medicaid? 

4. Are there any updates regarding the type of content to be filed? (copy only vs. fully 
produced creative materials) 

5. Is the filing requirement only for Exchanges related marketing materials (in 
applicable states) or does it apply to off-exchange materials also? 

6. Does the filing requirement include materials communicated to existing members, as 
well as new prospects? 

7. Do materials for states we're not offering on-exchange plans need to be approved? 

8. Are there defined language translation requirements for the review? 

8 
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Digital Asset Questions: 

I. Are there multilingual requirements for carrier's web assets; how far do they go and 
in what languages? 

2. Are there additional state/federal filing requirements for web content and assets? 

3. Are there any communication obligations for digital properties? 

4. Is there an option to license government tools, such as a subsidy calculator? 
5. What actions can we take for non-grandfathered members who don't respond to 

communications (whose plans will expire due to conversion to HCR compliant 
plans)? 

Plan Related Questions: 

I. Will filing for new Exchange plans be similar to the existing plans process (plans 
and rates must be filed at state level prior to marketing content submission)? If so, 
do we know the dates for each state, so we can build them into our marketing plans 
accordingly? 

2. Do plans need to first be approved at state (and possibly federal) level before 
marketing content submission or can that be done concurrently? 

3. What will be the user fees assessed to QHP issuers? 

4. On what basis will user fees be assessed? Exchange enrollees only? All IVL/SG 
business? All fully-insured? All commercial business (ASC + Fl)? 

5. When will states be issuing their QHP applications and requirements to carriers? 

6. When will QHP applications need to be completed and submitted to the state? 

7. When will carriers be notified of QHP approval status? 

8. Which states mandate abo11ion coverage and will require QHPs to segregate 
ab011ion funds? 

9. Prompt Pay Laws and Grace period requirement - how do existing state prompt pay 
laws work with the ability to pend claims during months 2 and 3? 

I 0. What will be the state requirements around premium subsidy and accumulators, data 
exchange protocols, premium reconciliation, reporting? 

9 
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11. What standards and interface protocols are expected between Exchanges and health 
plans for communication with members? 

12. How will the insurance portal display QHPs and provide prospective enrollees with 
accurate pricing information for QHPs? 

13. How will the insurance pmial support a seamless eligibility and enrollment process 
for consumers? 

14. Will there be any requirements around location of customer service representatives 
managing exchange calls (onshore vs. offshore or state location)? 

15. What will carriers be allowed if anything to display on the po1ial- for example: links 
to locate whether your doctor is paiiicipating, links to the carrier's website, etc.? 

16. Will preference regarding cell phone, text, email and language and electronic 
distribution be provided on enrollment file? 

17. Will there be a requirement to track essential vs. non-essential benefits separately? 

18. How will COB processing and data exchange rules suppmi members with other 
coverage (i.e. commercial, dental Medicaid, pharmacy, CHIP, Exchange)? 

19. What are the states' thoughts and/or requirements around the grace period as 
pending claims (60 and 90 days delinquent) could generate Late Claim Interest 
penalties? 

20. What is the process and timing (i.e. annual enrollment or event based) around low
income subsidy and accumulator changes? State I Federal variability? 

10 
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3.3a The Exchange has the capacity to accept and process 
applications, updates, and responses to redeterminations from 
applicants and enrollees in-person. 

       

3.3b The Exchange has the capacity to accept and process 
applications, updates, and responses to redeterminations from 
applicants and enrollees online. 

       

3.3c The Exchange has the capacity to accept and process 
applications, updates, and responses to redeterminations from 
applicants and enrollees via mail. 

       

3.3d The Exchange has the capacity to accept and process 
applications, updates, and responses to redeterminations from 
applicants and enrollees via phone. 

       

3.3e The Exchange has the capacity to conduct the activities set out 
in 3.3a – 3.3d for applicants and enrollees who have disabilities 
or limited English proficiency. 

       

3.4 The Exchange has the capacity to send notices, including 
notices in alternative formats and multiple languages; conduct 
periodic data matching; and conduct annual redeterminations 
and process responses in-person, online, via mail, and over the 
phone pursuant to 45 CFR 155, subpart D. 

     If the Exchange will conduct additional periodic data 
matching in accordance with 45 CFR 155.330(d)(2), 
provide brief description of the data sources to be used. 

 

3.4a The Exchange has the capacity to generate and send notices, 
including notices in alternative formats and multiple languages, 
pursuant to 45 CFR 155, subpart D. 

       

3.4b The Exchange has the capacity to conduct periodic data 
matching pursuant to 45 CFR 155, subpart D and act on the 
results of the data matching. 
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3.4c The Exchange has the capacity to conduct annual 
redeterminations and process responses through all channels 
pursuant to 45 CFR 155, subpart D. 

       

3.5 The Exchange has the capacity to conduct verifications 
pursuant to 45 CFR 155, subpart D, and is able to connect to 
data sources, such as the Data Services Hub, and other 
sources as needed. 

 

     Comprehensive list of data sources that the State is 
connecting to or interfacing with, including a description 
of the data types and information associated with each 
source (including data sources that are used as primary 
verification methods or are used when information is not 
reasonably compatible). 

AND 
Brief description of how verifications will be conducted in 
the following areas: residency, citizenship and 
immigration status, incarceration, household income, 
family/household size, whether an individual is an Indian, 
enrollment in an eligible employer-sponsored plan (if 
applicable), eligibility for qualifying coverage in an 
eligible employer-sponsored plan, and eligibility for non-
employer-sponsored minimum essential coverage.  If 
applicable, describe any of the verifications listed above 
that may require the support of Federal agencies. 

 

3.6 The Exchange has the appropriate privacy protections and 
capacity to accept, store, associate, and process documents 
received from individual applicants and enrollees electronically, 
and the ability to accept, image, upload, associate, and process 
paper documentation received from applicants and enrollees via 
mail and/or fax. 

       

3.6a The Exchange has the appropriate privacy protections and 
capacity to accept, store, associate, and process documents 
received from applicants and enrollees electronically. 
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3.6b The Exchange has the appropriate privacy protections and 
capacity to accept, image, upload, associate, and process paper 
documentation received from applicants and enrollees via mail 
and/or fax. 

       

3.7 The Exchange has the capacity to determine individual eligibility 
for enrollment in a QHP through the Exchange and for 
employee and employer participation in the SHOP.  In addition, 
the Exchange has the capacity to assess or determine eligibility 
for Medicaid and CHIP based on Modified Adjusted Gross 
Income (MAGI). 

       

3.7a The Exchange has the capacity to determine individual eligibility 
for enrollment in a QHP through the Exchange. 

       

3.7b1 The Exchange has the capacity to determine eligibility for 
Medicaid and CHIP based on MAGI. 
OR 

       

3.7b2 The Exchange has the capacity to assess eligibility for Medicaid 
and CHIP based on MAGI. 

       

3.7c The Exchange has the capacity to determine eligibility for 
employee and employer participation in SHOP. 

       

3.7d The Exchange has the capacity to accept and process 
applications that have been transferred from other agencies 
administering Insurance Affordability Program(s). 
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3.8 The Exchange has the capacity to determine eligibility for 
Advance Payments of the Premium Tax Credit (APTC) and Cost 
Sharing Reductions (CSR), including calculating maximum 
APTC, independently or through the use of a Federally-
managed service. 

     If the Exchange is using Federally-managed Services: 
Provide a description of the end-to-end process, 
including activities conducted by the Exchange and 
integration points with the Federally-managed service. 

 

3.9 The Exchange has the capacity to independently send notices, 
as necessary, to applicants and employers pursuant to 45 CFR 
155, subpart D that are in plain language, address the 
appropriate audience, and meet content requirements. 

       

3.10 The Exchange has the capacity to accept applications and 
updates, conduct verifications, and determine eligibility for 
individual responsibility requirement and payment exemptions 
independently or through the use of Federally-managed 
services. 

     If the Exchange is using Federally-managed Services: 
Provide brief description of the end-to-end process, 
including activities conducted by the Exchange and 
integration points with the Federally-managed service. 

 

3.11 The Exchange has the capacity to support the eligibility appeals 
process and to implement appeals decisions, as appropriate, for 
individuals, employers, and employees. 

       

3.12 The Exchange and SHOP have the capacity to process QHP 
selections and terminations in accordance with 45 CFR 155.400 
and 155.430, compute actual APTC, and report and reconcile 
QHP selections, terminations, and APTC/advance CSR 
information in coordination with issuers and CMS. This includes 
exchanging relevant information with issuers and CMS using 
electronic enrollment transaction standards. 

       

3.12a The Exchange has the capacity to process QHP selections and 
terminations using electronic enrollment transaction standards 
in coordination with issuers and CMS. 
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3.12b The Exchange has the capacity to compute actual APTC.        

3.12c The Exchange has the capacity to report and reconcile QHP 
selections, terminations, and APTC/advance CSR information in 
coordination with issuers and CMS. 

       

3.12d The SHOP has the capacity to process QHP selections and 
terminations, including reporting and reconciling selection and 
termination information. 

       

3.13 The Exchange has the capacity to electronically report results of 
eligibility and exemption assessments and determinations, and 
provide associated information to HHS, IRS, and other agencies 
administering Insurance Affordability Programs, as applicable. 
This includes information necessary to support administration of 
the APTC and CSR as well as to support the employer 
responsibility provisions of the Affordable Care Act. 

       

3.14 In accordance with section 155.345(i) of the Exchange Final 
Rule, the Exchange must follow procedures established in 
accordance with 45 CFR 152.45 related to the Pre-Existing 
Condition Insurance Plan (PCIP) transition. 

       

4.0 Plan Management  
If applying for Plan Management Partnership, the appropriate State entity, rather than the “Exchange,” will complete this section. 
4.1 The Exchange has the appropriate authority to perform the 

certification of QHPs and to oversee QHP issuers consistent 
with 45 CFR 155.1010(a). 

     Citation of the State’s applicable statutory and/or 
regulatory authority(ies). 
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4.2 The Exchange has a process in place to certify QHPs pursuant 
to 45 CFR 155.1000(c) and according to QHP certification 
requirements contained in 45 CFR 156. 

     Brief description of how the Exchange will ensure that 
the issuers and health plans meet each of the QHP 
certification standards. Include the process that the 
Exchange will use to evaluate issuers and health plans 
against each of the QHP certification standards, 
including any differences specific to SHOP. 

AND 
 

Brief description of entities responsible for QHP 
certification and briefly describe the roles and 
responsibilities of each entity as they relate to each of 
the QHP certification standards.   

AND 
Brief description of the integration between the 
Exchange and the State Department of Insurance. 

 

4.2a The Exchange has the capacity to certify QHPs in advance of 
the annual open enrollment period pursuant to 45 CFR 
155.1010(a) (1). 

       

4.2b The Exchange has the capacity to ensure QHPs comply with 
the QHP certification standards contained in 45 CFR 156 
including, but not limited to, standards relating to licensure, 
solvency, service area, network adequacy, essential community 
providers, marketing and discriminatory benefit design, 
accreditation, and consideration of rate increases. 
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4.2c The Exchange has the capacity to collect, analyze, and if 
required, submit to the Federal government for review QHPs’ 
plan variations for cost-sharing reductions, advance payment 
estimates for such reductions, and any supporting 
documentation needed to ensure compliance with applicable 
regulations and accuracy of the cost-sharing reduction advance 
payments. 

       

4.2d The Exchange has the capacity to ensure QHPs meet actuarial 
value and essential health benefit standards in accordance with 
applicable regulations and guidance. 

       

4.2e The Exchange has the capacity to ensure QHPs’ compliance 
with market reform rules in accordance with applicable 
regulations and guidance. 

       

4.3 The Exchange uses a plan management system(s) or 
processes that support the collection of QHP issuer and plan 
data; facilitate the QHP certification process; manage QHP 
issuers and plans; and integrate with other Exchange business 
areas, including the Exchange Internet Web site, call center, 
quality, eligibility and enrollment, and premium processing. 

 

     Brief description of the anticipated number of health 
plans expected to participate in the Exchange. 

AND 
Brief description of the collection method and applicable 
systems that will be used to support the business 
operations of Plan Management. 

 

4.3a The Exchange has the capacity to collect and analyze 
information on plan rates, covered benefits, and cost-sharing 
requirements pursuant to 45 CFR 155.1020. 

       

4.3b The Exchange has the capacity to use plan rate data and rules 
for purposes such as generating consumer-facing premiums 
and determining the second-lowest cost silver plan for premium 
tax credit calculations. 
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4.4 The Exchange has the capacity to ensure QHPs’ ongoing 
compliance with QHP certification requirements pursuant to 45 
CFR 155.1010(a)(2), including a process for monitoring QHP 
performance and collecting, analyzing, and resolving enrollee 
complaints. 

      

Brief description of approach to ensuring QHP 
compliance and monitoring of QHP performance, 
including any integration between Exchange and other 
State entities. 

 

 

4.4a The Exchange has the capacity to ensure QHPs’ ongoing 
compliance with QHP certification requirements pursuant to 45 
CFR 155.1010(a) (2) and Exchange operational requirements. 

       

4.4b The Exchange has a process to monitor QHP performance and 
to collect, analyze, and resolve enrollee complaints in 
conjunction with any applicable State entities (e.g., State 
Department of Insurance, consumer assistance programs, and 
ombudsmen). 

       

4.5 The Exchange has the capacity to support issuers and provides 
technical assistance to ensure ongoing compliance with QHP 
issuer operational standards. 

     Description of issuer technical assistance and support 
activities to be provided by the Exchange and examples 
where applicable. 

 

4.6 The Exchange has a process for QHP issuer recertification, 
decertification, and appeal of decertification determinations 
pursuant to 45 CFR 155.1075 and 155.1080. 

     Brief description of the process for transitioning enrollees 
to new QHPs in the event of a QHP decertification, 
including any differences specific to SHOP. 

AND 
Brief description of general approach for decertification, 
recertification, and appeals of decertification. 

 

4.6a The Exchange has a process for recertification of QHP issuers 
and QHPs including the annual receipt and review of QHP rate, 
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benefit, and cost sharing information pursuant to 45 CFR 
155.1020(c). 

4.6b The Exchange has a process for decertification of QHPs and 
QHP issuers and a process for transitioning enrollees into new 
QHPs pursuant to 45 CFR 155.1080. 

       

4.6c The Exchange has a process for the QHP issuer appeal of a 
decertification of a QHP pursuant to 45 CFR 155.1080 and any 
necessary appeal of QHP certification determinations consistent 
with any applicable State laws or regulations. 

       

4.7 The Exchange has set a timeline for QHP issuer accreditation in 
accordance with 45 CFR 155.1045. The Exchange also has 
systems and procedures in place to ensure QHP issuers meet 
accreditation requirements (per 45 CFR 156.275) as part of 
QHP certification in accordance with applicable rulemaking and 
guidance. 

       

4.8 The Exchange has systems and procedures in place to ensure 
that QHP issuers meet the minimum certification requirements 
pertaining to quality reporting and provide relevant information 
to the Exchange and HHS pursuant to Affordable Care Act 
1311(c)(1), 1322(e)(3), and as specified in rulemaking. 

       

5.0 Risk Adjustment and Reinsurance 
Additional requirements for Risk Adjustment will be provided in the HHS Notice of Benefit and Payment Parameters.” 

5.1 The State has the legal authority to operate the risk adjustment 
program per 45 CFR 153 and Affordable Care Act 1343, if the 
State chooses to administer its own risk adjustment program. 
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5.1a If applicable: <Insert government agency or other entity 
name> will be overseeing the risk adjustment program.  This 
risk adjustment entity must meet the requirements outlined in 45 
CFR 155.110 and can include Departments of Insurance 
(DOIs). Note: The entity cannot be a health insurance issuer.  
Options include DOI, Medicaid, or “Other Entity.” 

     If the State plans to administer its own risk adjustment 
program: Indicate the entity(s) that will be operating the 
risk adjustment program, and provide a brief description.   

 

 

5.2 The State operates its own reinsurance program per 45 CFR 
153 and Affordable Care Act 1341. 

       

5.2a If applicable: The reinsurance entity will be a not-for-profit 
entity and will have the legal authority and capacity to receive 
self-insured market reinsurance contributions from HHS, 
determine payment amounts, distribute payments, and perform 
data collection and auditing functions regarding reinsurance 
payments.  
  

       

5.2b If the entity collects contributions in the fully insured market in 
the State: The reinsurance entity will have the legal authority 
and capacity to identify all issuers in the State's fully insured 
market that owe reinsurance contributions, determine 
appropriate contribution amounts from issuers, and ensure the 
collection of reinsurance contributions. 

     Brief description of how the State’s reinsurance entity 
intends to collect contributions from the fully insured 
market and identify sub-contractors that will be involved 
in collecting contributions from the fully insured market.  
Note: State must inform HHS of its intent to collect 
contributions from the fully insured market no later than 
December 1, 2012.  HHS will collect contributions from 
the self-insured market. 
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5.2c If the State opts to modify the Federal reinsurance parameters, 
collect reinsurance contributions in the fully-insured market, 
collect additional reinsurance contributions, modify HHS 
requirements for data collection or collection frequency for 
issuers receiving reinsurance payments, and/or use more than 
one reinsurance entity: The State will publish its reinsurance 
modifications in a State notice of benefit and payment 
parameters by March 1, 2013. 

     Timeline under which the State will submit its 
modifications in the State notice of benefit and payment 
parameters. 

 

6.0 Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) 
6.1 The SHOP is compliant with regulatory requirements pursuant 

to 45 CFR 155 Subpart H. 
     Brief description of how the size of a small business is 

determined in the Exchange and whether the small 
group market includes employers with 51 to 100 
employees in 2014 and 2015. 

 

6.1a The SHOP has capacity to allow a qualified employer to select a 
level of coverage as described in the Affordable Care Act 
1302(d) (1), in which all QHPs within that level are made 
available to the qualified employees of the employer. 

       

6.1b The SHOP has capacity to ensure that all QHP issuers make 
rate changes at a uniform time that is either quarterly, monthly, 
or annually, and has the capacity to prohibit all QHP issuers 
from varying rates for a qualified employer during the employer’s 
plan year. 

       

6.1c The SHOP has capacity to offer small employers only QHPs 
that meet the requirements for the State’s small group market. 
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6.1d If the SHOP decides to implement minimum participation 
requirements, the SHOP has capacity to authorize uniform 
group participation rules for the offering of health insurance 
coverage in the SHOP. 

       

6.1e The SHOP has established a premium calculator, as described 
in 45 CFR 155.205(b) (6), to facilitate the comparison of 
available QHPs after the application of any applicable employer 
contribution in lieu of any advance payment of the premium tax 
credit and any cost-sharing reductions. 

       

6.2 The Exchange has the capacity for SHOP premium aggregation 
pursuant to 45 CFR 155.705. 

       

6.2a The Exchange has the systems in place for billing employers, 
receiving employer and employee contributions toward 
premiums, and making aggregated premium payments to 
issuers. 

       

6.2b The Exchange has a process for managing non-payment or late 
premiums; including how and when notices are sent to 
employers. 

       

6.3 The SHOP Exchange has the capacity to electronically report 
information to the IRS for tax administration purposes. 
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7.0 Organization and Human Resources 
7.1 The Exchange has an appropriate organizational structure and 

staffing resources to perform Exchange activities. 
     Organizational chart 

AND 
Brief description of the hiring strategy that addresses 
competencies, roles, and responsibilities needed to 
perform key Exchange activities. 

 

7.1a The Exchange has an organizational structure that includes 
leadership/key staff and encompasses key Exchange activities. 

       

7.1b The Exchange has a hiring strategy that addresses 
competencies, roles, and responsibilities needed to perform key 
Exchange activities. 

 

 

       

8.0 Finance and Accounting 
8.1 The Exchange has a long-term operational cost, budget, and 

management plan. 
     Brief description of the methods the Exchange will use to 

generate revenue and how the Exchange will address 
any financial deficits. 

AND 
Model budget entailing expected operating costs, 
revenues, and expenditures. 

 

8.1a The Exchange has a long-term operational budget and 
management plan, monitors its finances, and is able to track its 
costs and revenues. 
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8.1b The Exchange has defined methods for generating revenue 
(e.g., user fees) pursuant to Affordable Care Act 1311(d) (5) (A), 
and has the appropriate legal authority. 

       

9.0 Technology 
9.1 The Exchange technology and system functionality complies 

with relevant HHS information technology (IT) guidance. 
     Brief description of any areas of significant variation 

between Exchange technology and system functionality 
and HHS IT guidance. 

 

9.2 The Exchange has the adequate technology infrastructure and 
bandwidth required to support all of the Exchange activities. 

       

9.3 The Exchange effectively implements IV&V, quality 
management, and test procedures for Exchange-development 
activities and demonstrates it has achieved HHS-defined 
essential functionality for each required activity. 

     Brief description of the front-end system engineering 
work including IT, quality assurance processes and IV&V 
services used to validate requirements, business 
processes and development of the Exchange. 

 

10.0 Privacy and Security 
10.1 The Exchange has established and implemented written policies 

and procedures regarding the Privacy and Security standards 
set forth in 45 CFR 155.260(a) – (g). 

       

10.2 The Exchange has established and implemented safeguards 
that (1) ensure the critical outcomes in 45 CFR 155.260(a) (4), 
including authentication and identity proofing functionality, and 
(2) incorporates HHS IT requirements as applicable. 

       

10.3 The Exchange has adequate safeguards in place to protect the 
confidentiality of all Federal information received through the 
Data Services Hub, including but not limited to Federal tax 
information. 

       

10.3a The Exchange has adequate safeguards in place to protect the        
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confidentiality of all Federal information received through the 
Data Services Hub, including but not limited to Federal tax 
information. 

10.3b The Exchange has developed and received a letter of 
acceptance from the IRS on its Safeguard Procedures Report 
related to the protection of Federal tax information. 

       

11.0 Oversight and Monitoring 
11.1 The Exchange has a process in place to perform required 

activities related to routine oversight and monitoring of 
Exchange activities (and will supplement those policies and 
procedures to implement regulations promulgated under the 
Affordable Care Act 1313). 

     Brief description of the oversight and monitoring plan for 
the Exchange, including any specific protocols for quality 
monitoring of Exchange activities (e.g., Eligibility and 
Enrollment, Plan Management). 

 

11.1a The Exchange has in effect policies and procedures for 
performing routine oversight and monitoring of Exchange 
activities. 

       

11.1b The Exchange has in effect quality controls as part of oversight 
and monitoring of Exchange activities. 

       

11.2 The Exchange has the capacity to track and report performance 
and outcome metrics related to Exchange Activities in a format 
and manner specified by HHS necessary for, but not limited to, 
annual reports required by Affordable Care Act 1313(a). 

     Brief description of data-collection and reporting 
processes and Exchange activity-related performance 
metrics that the Exchange intends to track for internal 
purposes as part of ongoing quality controls and 
improvement plan. 
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11.3 The Exchange has instituted procedures and policies that 
promote compliance with the financial integrity provisions of 
Affordable Care Act 1313 (and will supplement those policies 
and procedures to implement regulations promulgated under the 
Affordable Care Act 1313), including the requirements related to 
accounting, reporting, auditing, cooperation with investigations, 
and application of the False Claims Act. 

     Indicate the financial or accounting standards with which 
the Exchange is in compliance (e.g., Government 
Accounting Standards Board, Government 
Accountability Office (GAO) Government Auditing 
Standards (Yellow Book), OMB Circular A-123 
“Management’s Responsibility for Internal Control”). 

 

12.0 Contracting, Outsourcing, and Agreements 
12.1 The Exchange has executed appropriate contractual, 

outsourcing, and partnership agreements with vendors and/or 
State and Federal agencies for all Exchange activities and 
functionality as needed, including data and privacy agreements. 
Exchange contracting entities meet the requirements for eligible 
contracting entities outlined in 45 CFR 155.110. 

     List of all contractor(s) with which Exchange has 
contracted and a notation of the services that the 
contractor(s) will support. 

 

13.0 State Partnership Exchange Activities 
13.1 The State has appropriate agreements in place to operate the 

Plan Management activities for a State Partnership Exchange. 
       

13.1a The State and applicable entities have agreed to a process for 
timely plan management data submission in the specified format 
to the Federally-facilitated Exchange. 

       

13.1b The State and applicable entities have signed and agreed to 
adhere to the terms and conditions of all necessary 
agreement(s) required to carry out required Exchange activities. 

       

13.1c The State and applicable entities have agreed on a process for 
coordination with Federally-facilitated Exchange account 
managers and oversight. 
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13.2 The State has the capacity to interface with the Federally-
facilitated Exchange, as necessary, to ensure a seamless 
consumer experience. 

       

13.2a The State and the applicable State agencies have the capacity 
to conduct necessary coordination with the Exchange regarding 
customer service, outreach, and education. 

       

13.2b The applicable State agencies have the capacity to share data 
with the Exchange that is needed to support the eligibility 
process for Insurance Affordability Programs.   

       

13.3 The appropriate State entity has appropriate agreements in 
place and capacity to manage and operate a Navigator program 
and to establish and operate an in-person assistance program 
for a State Partnership Exchange. 

       

13.3a The appropriate State entity has established or has a process in 
place to support, administer, and oversee (as applicable) 
aspects of the Federally-facilitated Exchange Navigator program 
consistent with the applicable requirements of 45 CFR 155.210, 
including ensuring that Navigators are adhering to the training 
and conflict of interest standards established by the Federally-
facilitated Exchange and to the privacy and security standards 
developed by the Federally-facilitated Exchange pursuant to 45 
CFR 155.260. 

     Brief description of the appropriate State entity’s plan to 
operate a Navigator program, including how it will ensure 
Navigators are appropriately trained and meet the 
Federally-facilitated Exchange’s conflict of interest, 
privacy and security standards. 

 

13.3b The appropriate State entity has established an in-person 
assistance program distinct from the Navigator program, and 
has a process in place to operate the program consistent with 
Federally-facilitated Exchange guidance, policies, and 
procedures.   

     Brief description of the appropriate State entity’s plan to 
operate an in-person assistance program including 
documentation outlining how it will meet the 
requirements set out in Federally-facilitated Exchange 
guidance, policies, and procedures. 
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Relevant File Uploads 
The following files should be uploaded as applicable. Files should be clearly labeled with the appropriate activity(ies).  Depending on the 
Exchange activity being tested, a given document or file may encompass multiple activities. In such cases, please note any file cross-
referencing and clearly label the activities within the attachments. States do not need to upload the same file multiple times.   

Testing Files 
 

Supporting Documentation 
 

Letter(s) from HHS allowing an applicant to waive out of any 
supporting documentation and/or testing file requirements 
given successful completion of an activity through 
Establishment Review(s) 

 

Expected Completion Work Plan and Timeframes  
 

 

Please provide any additional comments related to 
completion of this Application 

 
 
 
 

 

Browse 

Browse 

Browse 

Browse 
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From: Rebecca Frazier
To: Denise Northrup; Steve Mullins
Subject: FW: Is Governor Mary Fallin Really Endorsing a Democrat Against a Republican Challenger?
Date: Monday, October 08, 2012 11:53:50 AM

I think we can really debunk this fiscal analysis, depending on what path we take for the SQ.   

There is still a delay in processing cases, and this will continue whether or not the Governor is in the process.  Right now we are processing cases from June or July,
so it is taking 3 to 4 months for cases to reach our office. 

PPB Board staff said that right now there are issues with DOC such as: delay in returning parole certificates to us (these have to be signed by the offender); delay in
placing offenders in programs (the stipulations must be completed before we receive the file); and delay in home offers being approved. At the beginning of the year,
the Board told me it was a staffing issue and that they fired the employee they were having trouble with. 

 

If the Governor decides to oppose the SQ, we can work with the Board and DOC to make sure the majority of cases are processed within a certain time frame from
start to finish. 

 

 

 

Fiscal Analysis

 

The Committee Substitute for Engrossed SJR25 authorizes the Pardon and Parole Board to grant parole to nonviolent offenders.  This action will allow
nonviolent parolees to be released earlier than they are currently and save the Department of Corrections (DOC) the cost of housing these offenders while
awaiting approval from the Governor.

According to the Pardon & Parole Board, approximately 1,200 non-violent offenders are recommended for parole annually.  The process typically takes
about 90 days after the Board recommendation before the offender is released.  SJR25 would shorten that process by approximately 60 days.  With average
daily prison costs of $46/day per offender, SJR25 would save approximately $2,760 per offender, or $3.3 million annually.

 
 
 

From: Denise Northrup 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 10:43 AM
To: Steve Mullins; Rebecca Frazier
Subject: FW: Is Governor Mary Fallin Really Endorsing a Democrat Against a Republican Challenger?
 
Interesting – sooner tea party advocating no on the pardon and parole question…
 

From: Katie Altshuler 
Sent: Sunday, October 07, 2012 9:08 PM
To: Denise Northrup
Subject: Fw: Is Governor Mary Fallin Really Endorsing a Democrat Against a Republican Challenger?
 

 
From: Sooner Tea Party [mailto:soonerteaparty@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, October 07, 2012 09:06 PM
To: Katie Altshuler 
Subject: Is Governor Mary Fallin Really Endorsing a Democrat Against a Republican Challenger? 
 
Forward this email to a friend 

 
IN THIS ISSUE:
  
 
 
 
 

 
 Sponsors this week:
 
The Carpenter Shop

 
Click Here For Previous Newsletter Archives
 
Click Here to Sign Up for the Sooner Tea Party Email List
 
Forward this email to a friend
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358 North Rockwell
OKC, Ok
405-942-2644
thecarpentershop.net
 
The Carpenter Shop is
a full line cabinet and
countertop shop that
travels all over the
state building dream
kitchens for
discerning customers
 
  Claude
Hall's Gun
Shows
 
okcgunshow.com
okcgs.com
 
Claude Hall has
always take care of
the Tea Party and
the Ron Paul
activist community
at his gun shows. 
 
His next OKC dates
are:
 
May 19th - 20th,
July 14 - 15th,
Oct 6 - 7th
Nov 17 - 18th
Dec 15 - 16
 

WolfLaser.com
 

 

 
This guy is a Noble
Oklahoma based
company that has
great prices on
electronics of all
types and
inexpensive toner
and ink for your
printer.

 

Comtec Security
 
Comtec
provides residential
and commercial
security systems in
Oklahoma. 
 
  There is only one
thing you really need

  

SENATE DISTRICT 15 RACE

PART 2

THE DEMOCRAT 

 

The Democratic challenger for the Senate District 15 seat is Mrs. Claudia Griffith,  a newcomer herself to politics but she is no stranger. Her
husband sits on the Norman City Council. That raised some red flags immediately. The Norman City Council is quietly implementing the U.
N.’s agenda 21 right under the noses of the public with the help of a corrupt GOP candidate for the state legislature Bobby Cleveland.

 

Mrs. Griffith’s web site   gives her work history as nursing and she claims to be an independent thinker.

 

However there is a complete lack of specifics in her proposals on her website. She believes that throwing more money at schools will solve
our education problem, when it won’t. What is needed in education is more local control and less state and federal interference in education.
She fails to indicate whether or not she supports Obamacare. She also fails to indicate whether or not she supports the size of government.  
Sometimes what people don’t say is more important than what they do say.

 

The Oklahoma State AFL-CIO is her largest contributor by far having contributed $5,000.00 to her campaign. We expect unions to contribute
to Democrats, so this is no big deal.

 

In her filings with the Oklahoma State Ethics Commission three items that stuck out. The first is

·         Evolve Ok

·          the second is Transform Ok

·          the third is Okie Force

 

The reason these three stuck out is that they all three share the same address. Now this would not be unusual if it was an office building, but
it’s not; this is a home in one of the outlying suburbs of Oklahoma City.  All three entities are environmentally oriented organizations. In
other words, they support Norman’s Agenda 21 scheme. Why are we not surprised that they support her?  I wonder if Bobby Cleveland has
taken their money as well?

 

This is not a candidate that we can support. There is too much Agenda 21 in her platform to do Oklahoma and Oklahoma jobs any good.

 

 

 

 

The Rat, the Democrat and the Republican
By Ms PM

 
This story goes to show that it doesn't matter what party you belong to, the same conclusion is reached...our country is in trouble.
 
Vacationing in California and seeing my old boss and dear friend of 20+ years, we were able to talk about many of the issues facing the
nation. This was a new experience for me as we had never gotten into politics. Armed with more knowledge  following the political
foolishness over the past few years, our conversations were interesting with surprisingly similar thought processes for the most part.
 
The only news I was able to catch was from local stations. During the two week stay the main topics were mostly about local California
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to know about
Comtec's quality and
pricing, they do not
require a contract
for their services. 
 
Customers are free
to walk away if their
service isn't top
quality.

 

Rodent
ResistantChicken
Feeders! 

$50 + Shipping
 

 

 Advertise Your
Business, Event, Or
Service Here!  
 
 $25.00 per week, tens
of thousands of
Oklahoman 
impressions every
newsletter
 
 

Rep Shumate married

stupidity and I began to ask questions to see if my friend knew any of what was really going on. His most disturbing question was, "why
haven't I heard about any of this stuff you're talking about in the news?"
 
He is a person that lives on 350 acres of one of the most beautiful secluded hill tops about five miles inland from the coast just south of Half
Moon Bay. There is no cell coverage and he gets about eleven TV stations with an antenna, with six that are in English. That perturbs him,
my word, not his. Politically correct isn't in his vocabulary. Being a registered Democrat and one that voted for Obama in 08, I could tell that
some of what I was saying was disturbing, but, not at all surprising to him. He had no idea about all the executive orders bypassing Congress
nor the acquisition of guns and ammo being stockpiled by different entities of the government just to name a couple. The information on the
NDAA left him speechless.
 
This man has qualities that most others have discarded. His loyalty to people and friends would warm any heart. He's around 70 years old and
a Vietnam Vet. He learned a long time ago that fighting in that war wasn't patriotic when he came back home. Being one of principle, he has
become bitter towards our government because of all the lies told to him and others and absolutely does not trust those in charge. He has
chosen not to follow what is going on because he gets too mad and doesn't believe there is anything he can do to change any of it. Both
Obama and Romney scare the hell out of him. He doesn't believe either will keep their promises and follow what the Founders set up for
America. The sadness I saw in his tired face broke my heart. I saw clearly what a tyrannical government does to its people. And now,  his
only choice as he sees it, is to live in an area he loves, eke out a living to pay his rent and enjoy the hilltop with some semblance of peace.
 
By now you're probably wondering how the rat fits into this. Well...he has an old truck parked that isn't running. I had parked next to it and
he said, "I want to show you something." He raised the hood and this huge pack rat was sitting in the well established nest he had built for
himself, just looking at us. He had been there a while. Two days later we went into town and there was no washer fluid, odd, it had been
filled not long ago.
 
I checked it the next morning and Mr. Rat had chewed the hose to the wiper fluid and what I saw laying on the top of the motor was pretty
amazing. There was one of our "Oklahoma Guardian" newspapers. Somehow he had gotten into the truck and swiped a copy to start his nest
with under the hood. I took the paper into the house and had told my friend what had happened.
 
Curiosity got the better of him and he read the article I had written on "Fear and Unrest, What Will You Do?" But...he continued to read the
entire newspaper. From all of our conversations we had had, after reading the newspaper he understood to a greater depth of what I had
talked to him about. It had come clear to him that it didn't matter what party you were registered as, if what both party's are doing is wrong,
it's wrong.
 
He understood why we were doing what we do and I understood just how worn out he had become. So...I will continue this fight for
America, for him, and all of us. What an exceptional experience....and all because of a lesson from a rat. It doesn't get any better than that! 
 

I gots me a sugar daddy to go with all these kids!

Stuart and the State Chamber Sitting in a Tree,

K-I-S-S-I-N-G.

First Comes Love, Then Comes Marriage,

Then Comes Stuart With a Baby Carriage…

 

Do kids still use that childhood ditty that our generation used to use on the playground to tease other kids that were smitten?   Yuck, girls had
cooties after all!  Or so we thought at that young age, later on we wanted all the cooties we could get.   If kids are still using the chant then it
applies quite well to Stuart Jolley the director of Oklahoma’s chapter of Americans For Prosperity (AFP).  This last week found old Stuart
(AKA Little Man Viagra spokesperson) slobbering all over the State Chamber  and supporting their judicial evaluation report that is purported
to evaluate judges based on their “pro business” positions.

 

Now we aren’t knocking the idea of someone keeping up with these judges and letting the voters know when the law isn’t followed and
judges disregard Oklahoma conservative values.  Appellate court judges stand for retention votes every six years and Oklahoma Supreme
Court Justices stand for retention at the next statewide election following their initial appointment.  As the sitting judges usually retain their
seat by a two to one margin it is entirely appropriate for someone to cast a leery eye on their records, our problem is with the State Chamber
being the sole judge, jury, and executioner.

 

So Stuart Jolly, ever the publicity hound, spooned up with the State Chamber in calling out four Justices for being activist judge:  Yvonne
Kauger, James Edmondson, Douglas Combs, and Noma Gurich.  Stuart said in an interview that he would be publicizing the judicial rankings
to “thousands of its members”.    Right…, I remember back when Stuart was claiming 40,000 member of Oklahoma AFP and we would have
to lend him Sooner Tea Party volunteers to staff his table at events.   People’s email address captured by others forwarding their newsletter
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hardly constitutes “membership in a group.  Hell Stuart, don’t stop there, get a phone book and do some robo calls and claim everyone with a
working phone number as a member.

 

Interesting enough, Stuart also claimed in a Capitol Beat story that he was considering whether or not to launch an advertising campaign
against the jurists, something that AFP National might be interested in as actually advertising against a candidate violates their 501C 3 status.

 

The problem with AFP endorsing the State Chamber judicial rankings is that the judges are ranked using a narrow set of interests, the big
business interests of the State Chamber with zero use of constitutional or civil rights votes.  The only issues covered were employment,
medical malpractice, product liability, insurance, other liability issues and workers’ compensation, nothing was considered that covered
respect for existing law, freedom, liberty, or justice. 

 

The judges do need reined in, the AT&T v. Oklahoma State Board of Equalization case resulted in a ruling that ruled that “intangible”
property could be assessed for purposes of ad valorem taxation, leading to a quick fix at the Capitol that allowed businesses to pay a token
tax, but one that required more bookkeeping for businesses and was and is a pain in the Stuart Jolley.  State Question 766 is to address this
issue on the November ballot, but allowing the State Chamber even more control over Oklahoman’s affairs is hardly a step forward for
conservatives.

Poor Stuart, he reminds me of a blond joke:

Question:   What is the first thing a blond will do in the morning?

Answer:     She walks home…..

 

So once again Stuart Jolley embarrasses Oklahoma values and AFP by supporting the State Chamber instead of the common good.    No
doubt someone will catch him trudging North on the Broadway Extension one of these mornings,  pushing his baby carriage full of
illegitimate State Chamber offspring, already showing signs of his latest love child that he agreed to carry for the State Chamber.

 

 

Give This Man Some Help

Or Would You Rather See a Liberal Democrat Elected Again?

 

Dave Bell, one of our favorite candidates, is running against former representative Jabar Shumate of North Tulsa.   Shumate is a
liberal Democrat, allegedly accused of being a closeted gay man, and is someone that needs sent back to the life he is better suited
for.  Dave put out a request for campaign donations last week so his campaign can purchase more signage and flyers for precinct
walks.

Last week the Sooner Tea Party reached out to Brian Bingman, the President Pro Tem of the Senate and the one that has access to
Senate PAC money.   Bingman’s office did respond and they did talk to Dave Bell on the possibility of considering a PAC donation
but the staffer threw up a smokescreen of requirements before the Senate PAC would donate.  Basically if the candidate had the
money to jump through all their hoops, he wouldn’t need their donation.  Not good Brian, Dave Bell is a constitutional conservative,
not a process that you can size up and categorize.  Last I checked the Senate PAC had over $40,000 sitting in the bank and Dave Bell
is one of the handful of contested Senate races in November.

Let’s remind Brian Bingman that their PAC money was given to promote Republican candidates for Senate office.  You can email
Brian at bingman@oksenate.gov.

Let’s also dig into our pockets and donate directly to Dave Bell.  I will personally match the first $250.00 in donations to Dave so that
your hard earned money is stretched to do more good.  Just reply to this newsletter letting me know how much you donated and I
will send a matching amount to Dave Bell.  Any amount will help, from $5.00 to $5,000.00, and donations under $50 won’t become
public record if you wish, just make sure that you don’t contribute more than $50 per campaign because then the info becomes
public.  If your donation is over $50, include who you work for, your profession, along with your home address.

 

Dave is a hard core constitutional conservative and he will look out for our interests all across the state if we can get him elected.  
You can’t push Dave around, he stands for everything that the Republican Party Platform and the Tea Party stands for, and I think
you would have to kill him before he would break his word.  You can contact Dave at 918-638-9977 to donate or to volunteer.  Please
mail checks to Dave Bell for State Senate, 1312 North Canton, Tulsa Ok, 74115
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No Where to Hide Indeed

Once again State GOP Chairman Matt Pinnell cast aside decency and common sense with his weekly rant against other politicians.   In his
blog “Nowhere to Hide”  Matt takes Obama to task for his record so far, high unemployment, skyrocketing debt, and poor foreign policy.  He
reminds us that Obama said in 2008 that if he didn’t turn things around then he would be a one term president.  Fair enough Matt...

 

Pinnell goes on to brag about Romney’s Massachusetts record,  balancing the budget, cutting taxes, reduced spending, and job growth, all
with a Democrat controlled legislature.

 

Pinnell doesn’t mention though the decline of Oklahoma’s prosperity during his leadership of the GOP.   Our own unemployment is still
fairly high, the Governor that he helped elect and continues to support schemed  to implement Obama Care on Oklahomans, while the Capitol
building crumbles around her desk.  Pinnell himself made huge promises in 2010 to win the Oklahoma GOP State Chairman slot yet few of
those promises were delivered.  Pinnell sat on his hands and watched the two largest budgets in Oklahoma history get passed at the Capital,
saw the Governor that he supported join with the State Chamber of Commerce and RINO Republicans to support a bill that promised
prosperity by taxing our way into economic freedom in a 2010  billion dollar state tax increase and Pinnell did this despite having a rock
solid majority in the House, Senate, and all of the state agencies.

We can only hope that Republicans in Oklahoma make it to the February Republican precinct meetings, ask to be a delegate, and either
remove Pinnell from office or force him to do his job of supporting the Republican Party Platform.

 

Questioning the State Questions?
 

On September 23rd the Sooner Tea Party Newsletter published a list of State Questions that would be on the November ballot and made
recommendations on how to vote.   However we had to take a second look at one of those State Questions after new information popped up
that made us question if SQ 765 deserved a yes vote.   Sometimes many minds working on a possible corruption case or an attempt to
confuse and lead astray conservative voters will benefit finding the truth or will at least drive the cockroaches from the cracks where we can
stomp on them.   Below in blue type is the bill summary of every one of the State Questions along with the House voting record where it is
warranted.  Sometimes knowing who voted for and against a bill helps to define exactly what the intent of the legislature was.   But skip the
blue type if you wish to get to the gist of the matter.

The legislative bill number needs to be linked with the State Question number to avoid confusion:

SQ758 = HJR1002     SQ759 =SJR15     SQ762 = SJR25    SQ764 = HJR1085

SQ765 = HJR1092       SQ766 = SJR52

 

BILL SUMMARY

1st Session of the 53rd Legislature
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                Bill No.: HJR 1002

                Version:               Senate Amendments

                Request Number:            NA

                Author:                Rep. Dank

                Date:     4/19/2011

                Impact: Change in the Rate of Growth

                                FY-14: $6,558,000

The Tax Commission indicates the rate of potential growth in the revenue to taxing jurisdictions will be restrained. Analysis
undertaken by the Commission reveals that forty-two percent (42%) of residential and commercial property parcels may be subject
to a full five percent (5.0%) valuation increase at some point in future years. A reduction in the maximum annual rate of assessed
valuation increase to three percent (3.0%) will restrain the revenue growth rate approximately $6.56 million in FY-14. The estimate
is based on current county databases – the actual effect on revenue growth will be a function of changes in valuation in coming years.

 

The change in growth resulting from a similar cap in agricultural land is not estimated, as the utilization of use value methodology to
value property is not expected to exceed the percentage cap.

 
 

Only around $7,000,000 in savings to the tax payer?  Small change, better than a sharp stick in the eye but they could do much better. 

Vote yes on SQ 758 

 

 

BILL SUMMARY

1st Session of the 53rd Legislature

 

                Bill No.: SJR 15

                Version:               Committee Substitute

                Request Number:            1531

                Author:                Sen. Rob Johnson

                Date:     4/26/2011

                Impact: $0

 

 

Fiscal Analysis

 

The CS for SJR 15 ask the voters to approve or reject an amendment that the state shall not grant preferential treatment to any
individual or group on certain specified conditions.  This state question will be on the General Election ballot, so it will cost no
additional funds to be voted upon.

 
Vote Yes on SQ 759
 

 

 

BILL SUMMARY

1st Session of the 53rd Legislature

 

                Bill No.: SJR25

                Version:               CS

                Request Number:            N/A

                Author:                Representative Faught

                Date:     2/29/2012

                Impact: Estimated Cost Savings – DOC

                                $3.3 Million Annually
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Research Analysis 

 

The CS for Engrossed SJR 25 sends to a vote of the people a proposed amendment to the State Constitution that would give the
Pardon and Parole Board the power to grant parole for nonviolent offenses and would require the Board to report annually to the
Legislature certain information about all paroles granted.

 

 

Fiscal Analysis

 

The Committee Substitute for Engrossed SJR25 authorizes the Pardon and Parole Board to grant parole to nonviolent offenders. 
This action will allow nonviolent parolees to be released earlier than they are currently and save the Department of Corrections
(DOC) the cost of housing these offenders while awaiting approval from the Governor.

According to the Pardon & Parole Board, approximately 1,200 non-violent offenders are recommended for parole annually.  The
process typically takes about 90 days after the Board recommendation before the offender is released.  SJR25 would shorten that
process by approximately 60 days.  With average daily prison costs of $46/day per offender, SJR25 would save approximately $2,760
per offender, or $3.3 million annually.

 

 

 

                         OKLAHOMA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES                     

                              Fifty-Third Legislature                          

                               First Regular Session                           

   

   

    SENATE JOINT RES 25 Constitutional amendment; modifying parole             

    Steele              authority.  Ballot title.  Filing.                     

   

    THIRD READING       PASSED                                                 

   

         YEAS:   86                                                    RCS# 1194

         NAYS:    8                                                    2/29/2012

         EXC :    5                                                      2:25 PM

         C/P :    0                                                            

         VAC :    2                                                             

    YEAS:   86

    Armes              Hall               McPeak             Sanders           

    Banz               Hardin             Moore              Schwartz          

    Blackwell          Hickman            Morrissette        Scott             

    Brown              Hilliard           Mulready           Sears             

    Brumbaugh          Holland            Nelson             Shannon           

    Cannaday           Hoskin             Newell             Shelton           

    Casey              Inman              Nollan             Sherrer           

    Cockroft           Jackson            Ortega             Shoemake          

    Condit             Johnson            Osborn             Shumate           

    Coody              Jordan             Ownbey             Stiles            

    Cooksey            Kern               Peters             Thomsen           

    Cox                Key                Peterson           Tibbs             

    Dank               Kirby              Pittman            Vaughan           
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    Denney             Liebmann           Pruett             Virgin            

    Derby              Lockhart           Quinn              Walker            

    DeWitt             Martin, Sc.        Renegar            Watson            

    Dorman             Martin, St.        Richardson         Wesselhoft        

    Enns               McCullough         Roan               Williams          

    Faught             McDaniel, C.       Roberts, D.        Wright            

    Fourkiller         McDaniel, J.       Roberts, S.        Mr.Speaker        

    Glenn              McDaniel, R.       Rousselot         

    Grau               McNiel             Russ               

    NAYS:    8

    Bennett            Hamilton           Proctor            Ritze             

    Christian          Murphey            Reynolds           Terrill           

    EXCUSED:    5

    Billy              Kouplen            Trebilcock         

    Joyner             Morgan            

    CONSTITUTIONAL PRIVILEGE:    0

 Vote No on SQ 762

 

 BILL SUMMARY

2nd Session of the 53rd Legislature

 

                Bill No.: HJR 1085

                Version:               CS

                Request Number:           

                Author:                Richardson

                Date:     3/8/2012

                Impact: Impact only if bonds need to be issued

 

Research Analysis 

 

The committee substitute to HJR 1085 creates a state question to amend the Oklahoma Constitution by creating the Oklahoma Water
Resources Board (OWRB) Water Infrastructure Credit Enhancement Reserve Fund which is authorized to issue bonds used for a
reserve fund for water resource and sewage treatment financial assistance programs for subdivisions of the state. OWRB can issue
general obligation bonds up to $300,000,000 only after other monies and sources are used for repayment. The Legislature is required
to provide for administration for the fund, methods for issuing the bonds and sufficient appropriations to pay for the bonds.

 Fiscal Analysis

 

CS for HJR 1085 sends to a vote of the people a proposed constitutional amendment creating within the Oklahoma Water Resources
Board the Water Infrastructure Credit Enhancement Reserve Fund.  The purpose of the Fund is to secure the payment on bonds
issued to provide for the Board’s financial assistance programs.  The bonds authorized by the amendment would only be issued in the
event of a future payment default and after all pledged monies, reserved funds required of borrowers, reserved funds required of
OWRB, and any surety bond payments have been used.  According to officials at the OWRB, this kind of default has never happened
in the history of OWRB’s lending and the likelihood of these bonds needing to be issued is minimal.  The purpose of the bond
authority is to allow towns and rural water districts the foundation of the state’s credit as they secure financing for water and
wastewater infrastructure upgrades as outlined by the Comprehensive Water Plan. 

 Other Considerations

 

According to the OWRB, existing financing programs are expected to only cover 10% of the future demand for upgrades and
improvements, leaving many Oklahoma communities to fend for themselves in securing financing. 

 

OKLAHOMA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES                     

                              Fifty-Third Legislature                          

                               First Regular Session                           
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    HOUSE JOINT RES 1085Constitutional amendment; water resources and          

    Richardson          sewage treatment program; bonds; ballot title;         

   

    THIRD READING       PASSED                                                 

   

         YEAS:   81                                                    RCS# 1407

         NAYS:   11                                                    3/12/2012

         EXC :    7                                                      3:08 PM

         C/P :    0                                                            

         VAC :    2                                                             

    YEAS:   81

    Armes              Hall               McPeak             Sanders           

    Banz               Hardin             Moore              Schwartz          

    Billy              Hickman            Morrissette        Scott             

    Blackwell          Hilliard           Mulready           Sears             

    Brown              Holland            Newell             Shannon           

    Brumbaugh          Hoskin             Nollan             Shelton           

    Cannaday           Inman              Ortega             Sherrer           

    Casey              Jackson            Osborn             Shoemake          

    Cockroft           Jordan             Ownbey             Shumate           

    Condit             Joyner             Peterson           Stiles            

    Coody              Kirby              Pittman            Thomsen           

    Cooksey            Kouplen            Proctor            Vaughan           

    Cox                Liebmann           Pruett             Virgin            

    Dank               Lockhart           Quinn              Walker            

    Denney             Martin, Sc.        Renegar            Watson            

    Derby              Martin, St.        Richardson         Williams          

    DeWitt             McCullough         Roan               Wright            

    Dorman             McDaniel, C.       Roberts, D.        Mr.Speaker        

    Fourkiller         McDaniel, J.       Roberts, S.       

    Glenn              McDaniel, R.       Rousselot         

    Grau               McNiel             Russ              

    NAYS:   11

    Bennett            Hamilton           Key                Ritze             

    Christian          Johnson            Murphey            Terrill           

    Faught             Kern               Reynolds          

    EXCUSED:    7

    Enns               Nelson             Tibbs              Wesselhoft        

    Morgan             Peters             Trebilcock        

    CONSTITUTIONAL PRIVILEGE:    0

 

Vote No on SQ 764

 

 

Below is the State Question that we… well, began to question after an email from Representative Osborn was forwarded to us.   When we
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looked back at the bill information we found that the bill that was passed didn’t even mention the Governor controlling the DHS organization,
it said that the legislature would create and administrate the agency.

Below is what Osborn had sent out on SQ 765 and it is very close to other legislator’s email recommendations.  We aren’t picking on Osborn,
just pointing out that the misinformation is wide spread and that got us to comparing notes and tying together some loose ends.

SQ 765 Rep. Steele/Sen. Treat
A yes vote on this State Question would abolish the Commission for Human Services, a constitutionally mandated, 9 member group of
unelected volunteers.  It is a 1930’s governance model that can be traced to the agency’s major problems with an unaccountable commission
and an insulated director.  With the passage of this measure The DHS director will be appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the
Senate.  This would place the agency’s leadership closer to the people because the Governor is accountable to all the people of the state. 
DHS would basically now be answering directly to the public,  not an unelected, unaccountable commission.
 
Now here is what the legislation actually said about the bill that would become SQ 765:

 

This measure amends the State Constitution.  It provides for the repeal of Sections 2, 3 and 4 of Article 25 which relate to the
Department of Public Welfare, the Oklahoma Public Welfare Commission and the Director of Public Welfare.  This measure grants the
Legislature the authority to create and direct by law the administration of a department or departments to provide for public welfare for
the people of the State of Oklahoma. 
 
Section 6>.  For the purpose of effectively administering and carrying into execution all laws enacted pursuant to the authority granted

in Section 1 of this Article, the Legislature is hereby authorized to create a department or departments charged with the duty and
responsibility of faithfully administering and carrying into execution all laws enacted pursuant to the authority granted in Section 1 of this
Article and shall perform such other duties as may, from time to time, be prescribed by law. <

 
 

And a monstrous red flag popped up, on the enrolled (final version) of the bill Democrat Wade Rousselot was one of the House co authors,
along with Speaker Kris Steele, Jason Nelson, Pat Ownbey and Ron Peterson.  That is a rouge’s gallery if I ever saw one.

 

 Here is the header of the enrolled version with the author’s names in red type:

 

ENROLLED HOUSE
JOINT
RESOLUTION NO. 1092                                                                             By:        Steele, Rousselot, Nelson, Ownbey and Peterson of the House 
                                                                                                                                                                                and
                                                                                                                                     Treat, Brinkley and Johnson (Constance) of the Senate
 
 
So what is so ominous about Wade Rousselot’s participation?  We reported last week that Republican Governor Mary Fallin has allowed
her image to be used by incumbent House member Democrat Wade Rousselot’s campaign even though he is running against Republican
David Tackett.
 

 

 

Tackett’s campaign put out the word on Fallin’s tactic support of an opposing party candidate against one of her own party’s candidates along
with a letter from Representative Mike Reynolds  and another from Representative Mike Ritze calling for Governor Fallin to set the record
straight on allowing the use of her picture.   This week other legislators joined in calling Fallin to limit the use of her image in supporting
opposing candidates and to publically endorse the Republican candidate for House District  12.  Also the Republican Chairman for Wagoner
County called for Governor Fallin to explain the use of her picture on Rousselot’s campaign material.

The Tackett campaign reported that one GOP official had this to say:

 

 "This is unprecedented.  I can't remember if there was a time that a State Representative sent out campaign literature with a picture of the
Governor of the opposing party.  And the fact that Governor Fallin has yet to endorse the Republican candidate in this race makes it even
more troubling."
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We need everyone to contact the Governor about this mess and demand a response.   Governor Fallin's political director is Denise Northrup,
and can be contacted at     Ask her just who the Governor is supporting in the HD 12 race and why the Governor's
picture is on a Democrat's mailer.  Tell her that Oklahomans deserve an answer on this issue.

It would appear to be obvious that the Governor may well have struck a deal with the liberal Democrat, support a power grab to seize power
over the DHS department in exchange for her endorsement.   I ask you how this is different from the Leftwich scandal that generated flimsy
Oklahoma County criminal charges against two legislators in 2011?   Are the unusually worded SQ 765 information emails circulating an
effort to subvert the will of the legislature and potentially the vote of the people to maintain legislative control over the DHS agency?   Is this
a Quid Pro Quo between Republican Governor Fallin and Democrat Wade Rousselot?

Governor Fallin has a staff member read our newsletter every Sunday night right after it comes out.    Andrew Silverstri is the current Deputy
Policy Director for Governor Fallin and I must say he is conscientious about doing his task so we know that Governor Fallin also reads
everything we write or at least the most interesting parts.    It might be a good idea to email Andrew as well and pass along a request that
Governor Fallin either endorse the Republican candidate for House District 12 and put a stop to her support of Democrat Wade Roussselot or
switch party her affiliation to Democrat.   

Here are those emails again:

andrew.silvestri@gov.ok.gov

   

 

 

BILL SUMMARY

2nd Session of the 53rd Legislature

 

                Bill No.:  HJR 1092

                Version: CCRA

                Request Number:                10514

                Author:  Speaker Steele et al

                Date:      5/22/2012

                Impact:   $0

 

Research Analysis 

 

The CCS for HJR 1092 sends to a vote of the people a proposed constitutional amendment that would repeal Sections 2, 3 and 4 of Article 25 of the State
Constitution that created the Oklahoma Public Welfare Commission and the Director of Public Welfare position.  The measure would authorize the Legislature to
create and direct by law the administration of the Department of Human Services.

 

 

Fiscal Analysis

 

CCR A for HJR 1092 provides for a proposed amendment to the state Constitution and a ballot title related to repealing sections regarding the Department of Public
Welfare, the Oklahoma Public Welfare Commission and the Director of Public Welfare.  In addition, the measure grants the Legislature the authority to create and
direct by law the administration of a department(s) to provide for public welfare for Oklahomans.

 

 

  OKLAHOMA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES                     

                              Fifty-Third Legislature                          

                               First Regular Session                            

   

   

    CCR HJR1092         Constitutional amendment; Oklahoma Public Welfare      

    Steele              Commission; authorizing the Legislature to create      

   

    FOURTH READING      PASSED                                                  

   

         YEAS:   80                                                    RCS# 1948

         NAYS:    7                                                    5/22/2012
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         EXC :   11                                                      5:30 PM

         C/P :    0                                                            

         VAC :    3                                                            

    YEAS:   80

    Armes              Grau               McDaniel, J.       Rousselot         

    Banz               Hall               McDaniel, R.       Russ              

    Billy              Hamilton           McNiel             Sanders           

    Blackwell          Hardin             Moore              Schwartz           

    Brown              Hickman            Mulready           Scott             

    Cannaday           Holland            Murphey            Sears             

    Casey              Inman              Nelson             Shannon           

    Christian          Jackson            Nollan             Sherrer           

    Condit             Johnson            Ortega             Shoemake          

    Coody              Jordan             Osborn             Shumate           

    Cooksey            Joyner             Ownbey             Stiles            

    Cox                Kern               Peters             Terrill           

    Dank               Key                Peterson           Trebilcock        

    Denney             Kirby              Pittman            Vaughan           

    Derby              Kouplen            Proctor            Virgin            

    DeWitt             Liebmann           Pruett             Walker            

    Enns               Lockhart           Quinn              Watson            

    Faught             Martin, Sc.        Roan               Wesselhoft        

    Fourkiller         Martin, St.        Roberts, D.        Wright            

    Glenn              McCullough         Roberts, S.        Mr.Speaker        

    NAYS:    7

    Bennett            Morrissette        Reynolds           Williams          

    Dorman             Renegar            Ritze             

    EXCUSED:   11

    Brumbaugh          Hoskin             Morgan             Shelton           

    Cockroft           McDaniel, C.       Newell             Thomsen           

    Hilliard           McPeak             Richardson        

    And our recommendation on SQ 765? 

We suggest that everyone vote yes on the  condition that they be ready to help keep the legislature in control of the DHS and oppose any
power grab by Governor Mary Fallin.

 

Straight party line voting on this one.

 

BILL SUMMARY

2nd Session of the 53rd Legislature

 

                Bill No.:  SJR 52

                Version: CCRA

                Request Number:                3513

                Author:  Rep. Dank

                Date:      5/23/2012

                Impact:   Tax Commission:

                                Local Revenue Impact

                                FY-13: $0

                                FY-14: Decrease of $50.1 Million
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Research Analysis 

 

The CCS for SJR52 directs the Secretary of State to refer to the people a proposed amendment to the Oklahoma Constitution exempting all intangible personal
property from ad valorem taxation.

 

 

Fiscal Analysis

 

Tax Commission analysis date May 22, 2012, indicates the resolution amends Section 6A of Aerticle X of the Oklahoma Constitution to provide that, beginning
January 1, 2013, intangible personal property will not be subject to ad valorem taxation or to any other tax in-lieu of ad valorem taxation.

 

The estimated revenue impact of removing intangibles from central/unit valued companies is a $50,139,999 loss of ad valorem revenue to local taxing jurisdictions.

 
Vote yes on SQ 766

 

 

 

 

Food Stamp Phone Shumate

 

They call those "free" cell phones that are given away on street  corners by vendors "food stamp phones" because if you are on food stamps
you qualify for a "free" phone that you and I pay for through our phone bill taxes. That sense of entitlement is mirrored in Represenatative
Jabar Shumate's campaign donation records.

Yeah, this one is a long article but you can scroll though the table of info below quickly while paying attention to the the info highlighted in
red type.   This guy is paying campaign workerss to walk for him; I didn’t know that was even legal!  No one has ever paid any Tea Party
volunteers to walk precincts for candidates!   Plus Representative Shumate is buying tires for his car, traveling to San Francisco (I'm going to
bite my tounge on that one), donating to organizations that support gays, lesbians, and transsexuals, and good lord, look at his Starbucks bill!

 

The gay connection was interesting as although there was plenty of rumors and he said/he said info coming out of Tulsa  alledging that
Shumate was a closeted gay this was the first real documented connection between Shumate and a gay supported organization.   Now we
aren’t bashing on the gays,  we tend to leave them alone if they aren't bothering anybody, just pointing out that Shumate supports their issues. 
Read this article posted on the Rainbow Coalition website.  The relevant info is highlighted in red:

 

 

 

February 08, 2012

The Rainbow PUSH CoalitionApplauds Prop 8 Ruling

Please see below a statement, from Rev. Jesse L. Jackson Sr., founder and president of the Rainbow PUSH Coalition, regarding marriage
equality. 

“Many years ago in the late 1970s’, I visited South Africa, then deep in the throes of apartheid system. I was asked by the media what I
thought of the situation, and I said something very culturally challenging to them, “I believe in human rights for all human beings. We must
measure human rights by one yardstick.” That principle – our moral center - still applies. Everything flows from this perspective. We all
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matter. Today let us fix the problem, not fix the blame – let us come together and build a broad coalition.

We stand together today as equal members of the human family; as consistent principled advocates for human rights for all people. We stand
together today to uphold the principles of due process, of equal protection under the law, of fighting against discrimination against any and
all people based on race, religion, gender or sexual orientation. 

We applaud today's court ruling that supports Marriage Equality, striking down Proposition 8 as unconstitutional. Peoples' right to self-
expression, self-determination be respected and affirmed. It's time to challenge ignorance, a time to break the silence and the chains of
hatred, of divisive and discriminatory bigotry. Marriage is based on love and commitment — not on sexual orientation. Rainbow PUSH
supports the right for any person to marry the person of their choosing..

If Dr. King and our civil rights movement has taught us anything, it’s the fundamental principle of that all people deserve Equal protection
under the law. LGBT people deserve equal rights – including marriage equality – and equal protection under the law. Discrimination against
one group of people is discrimination against all of us. The State – and the Courts - should not sanction discrimination.

To those that believe in and fought for civil rights, that marched to end discrimination and win equality, you must not become that which you
hated. It’s past time to persist in hypocrisy and ignorance, and time to come out of the shadows and darkness to support unequivocally,
equality for all people. Those that support civil and human rights cannot, must not, become perpetrators of discrimination against others based
upon race, religion, culture, sexual orientation. 

African Americans know too well the sting of legal, state sanctioned, constitutionally driven “second class” citizenship – from centuries of
legal slavery and Jim Crow segregation, to classified as 3/5 of a human being in the U.S. Constitution, to facing anti-miscegenation laws that
prevented Blacks from marrying whites.

Marriage is a fundamental right of all individuals. That principle was upheld today — for Blacks and Whites, for straight and gay, for ALL
Americans. No group of people should be denied their fundamental constitutional liberties, like equal protection under the law, simply
because of who they are.

Interestingly enough,reportedly the black community hates it when gays compare what they went through in the civil rights struggle to the
gay rights movement.  Many blacks believe that the comparison cheapens their struggle, perverts it if I might be so bold to use that word.  
Representative Shumate is certainly struggling to keep one foot in the black community and in the gay community, risky politics at best.  The
Tea Party could care less what Representative Shumate does to churn his butter but we don’t like hypocrisy, if he is gay he should come right
out and admit it.  If he isn’t gay he should address the allegations and put them to rest.

And take a look at all the “constituent gifts”.   This report reads like it is a slush fund to funnel campaign money to pay for Representative
Shumate's personal expenses.   That needs looking into, they cut off the gifts from lobbyists or at least make them public then allow money
from campaign war chests to be spent on travel, Starbucks, Burlington Coat Factory, Wal-Mart, and so on?  Spending $20 for breakfast at
Starbucks on a regular basis?  That is living high on the hog

Date Brief description of the
expenditure(s) 

Name and address of
the person/entity to
which expen 

diture was made.  

Beneficiary Explanation of
Purpose 

Amount Year-to-date
total 

Mar 30,
2009 

Shuttle Service Washington Metro
600 5th Street NW
Washington,
DC 20001 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

2.85 12.85 

Mar 30,
2009 

Gasoline ONCUE Express 101
1 NW 23rd Street
Oklahoma City,
OK 73104 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

8.66 12.31 

Mar 30,
2009 

Printing AMPCO Parking
2800 SW 23rd
Oklahoma City,
OK 73119 

   Legislative
Business 

16.00 128.00 

Mar 30,
2009 

Baggage Check American Airlines
Post Office Box
619612 MD 2400
DFW Airport,
TX 75261 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

25.00 1,675.28 

Mar 30,
2009 

Dinner Meeting Abuelo's
17 East Sheridan
Oklahonma City,
OK 73104 

   Legislative
Business 

87.26 163.96 

Mar 30,
2009 

Hotel Stay Sheraton Hotel
801 N. St. Asaph
Street
Alexandria,
VA 22314 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

155.88 155.88 

Mar 29,
2009 

Hotel Stay Embassy Suites
4650 W. Airport Fwy
Irving, TX 75062 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

148.35 148.35 

Mar 26,
2009 

Airport Shuttle Washington Metro
600 5th Street NW
Washington,
DC 20001 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

10.00 12.85 

Mar 26,
2009 

Baggage Check American Airlines
Post Office Box
619612 MD 2400
DFW Airport,
TX 75261 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

15.00 1,675.28 

Mar 26,
2009 

Dinner Meeting Lounge 201
201 Massachusetts
Avenue NE
Washington,
DC 20002 

   Legislative
Business Travel 

22.80 22.80 

Mar 26,
2009 

Dinner Meeting Hyatt Hotel
1000 H Street NW
Washington,

 Legislative
Business Travel 

30.40 30.40 
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DC 20001 
Mar 25,
2009 

Coffee Travel Traders
999 9th Street NW
Washington,
DC 20001 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

3.97 40.99 

Mar 25,
2009 

Volunteer Thank You
Gifts 

Travel Traders
999 9th Street NW
Washington,
DC 20001 

 Volunteer Thank
You Gifts 

26.44 40.99 

Mar 24,
2009 

Cellular Phone United States Cellular
6701 East 41st Street
Tulsa, OK 74145 

 Cellular Phone 174.56 3,587.08 

Mar 23,
2009 

Dinner Meeting Cheevers Cafe
2409 Hudson Avenue
Oklahoma City,
OK 73106 

 Legislative
Business 

29.47 29.47 

Mar 23,
2009 

Office Supplies Cartridge World
1605 North Peoria
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74106 

 Office Supplies 35.36 70.72 

Mar 23,
2009 

Constituant Thank You
Gift 

Bed Bath & Beyond
5352 East Skelly Drive
Tulsa, OK 74135 

 Constituant
Thank You Gift 

35.69 35.69 

Mar 20,
2009 

Thank You Card Target
2417 W. Main Street
Norman, OK 73069 

 Thank You Card 2.11 2.11 

Mar 20,
2009 

Donation Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority
Post Office Box 48608
Tulsa, OK 74148 

 Status of Women
Luncheon 

100.00 130.00 

Mar 20,
2009 

Advertisement Deborah Brown
Community School
2 South Elgin Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74120 

 Legislative
Travel 

125.00 300.00 

Mar 17,
2009 

Pikepass Rebill Oklahoma Turnpike
Authority
4401 West Memorial
Road #130
Oklahoma City,
OK 73134 

 Pikepass Rebill 40.00 857.24 

Mar 16,
2009 

Lunch Meeting Pearls Oyster Bar
928 NW 63rd
Oklahona City,
OK 73116 

 Legislative
Business 

18.69 55.63 

Mar 13,
2009 

Parking AMPCO Parking
2800 SW 23rd
Oklahoma City,
OK 73119 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

8.00 128.00 

Mar 13,
2009 

Luggage Check Northwest Airlines
1105 Arbor Run Place
Brentwood, TN 37027 

 Legislative
Travel 

15.00 271.89 

Mar 12,
2009 

Hotel Shuttle Blue Cab
1417 Oakland Park
Avenue
Columbus Ohio,
OK 43224 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

29.19 29.19 

Mar 12,
2009 

Printing Staples Office Supplies
2711 South Harvard
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74114 

 Legislative
Advertisement 

94.95 875.63 

Mar 09,
2009 

Dinner Meeting Chilis Restaurant
1957 S. Muskogee
Tahlequah, OK 74464 

 Legislative
Business 

50.96 50.96 

Mar 08,
2009 

Office Supplies Wal-Mart
1801 Bell Isle Blvd
Oklahoma City,
OK 73118 

 Office Supplies 35.22 132.25 

Mar 06,
2009 

Airline Ticket American Airlines
Post Office Box
619612 MD 2400
DFW Airport,
TX 75261 

 Ohio Leg. for
Nat'l Alliance for
Charter Schools 

339.89 1,675.28 

Mar 03,
2009 

Accounting, Clerical,
Typesetting 

Kathryne Horner
1238 West Reading
Street
Tulsa, OK 74127 

 Accounting,
Clerical,
Typesetting 

300.00 7,200.00 

Mar 02,
2009 

Thank You Notes Reasor's
2429 East 15th Street
Tulsa, OK 74104 

 Thank You Notes 35.68 35.68 

Mar 02,
2009 

Esquire Club Parkhill Warehouse
5111 South Lewis
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74105 

 Dinner Meeting 90.37 214.26 

Mar 02,
2009 

Airline Ticket Northwest Airlines
1105 Arbor Run Place
Brentwood, TN 37027 

 National Urban
League
Conference 

256.89 271.89 

Feb 27,
2009 

Lunch Meeting VZD's Restaurant
4200 North Western
Oklahoma City,
OK 73118 

 Legislative
Business 

29.96 63.63 
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Feb 26,
2009 

Constituant Thank You
Gift 

Jensco, Inc
77-C Woodland Street
Manchester,
CT 06042 

 Constutuant
Thank You Gift 

15.98 15.98 

Feb 25,
2009 

Cellular Phone United States Cellular
6701 East 41st Street
Tulsa, OK 74145 

 Cellular Phone 174.56 3,587.08 

Feb 23,
2009 

Legislative
Advertisement 

OETA OK Broadcasting
Post Office Box 14190
Oklahoma City,
OK 73113 

 Legislative
Advertisement 

30.00 30.00 

Feb 23,
2009 

Lunch Meeting Pearls Oyster Bar
928 NW 63rd
Oklahona City,
OK 73116 

 Legislative
Business 

36.94 55.63 

Feb 23,
2009 

Pikepass Rebill Oklahoma Turnpike
Authority
4401 West Memorial
Road #130
Oklahoma City,
OK 73134 

 Pikepass Rebill 46.70 857.24 

Feb 17,
2009 

Constituant Thank You Mary Murray's Florist
3333 East 31st Street
Tulsa, OK 74135 

 Constituant
Thank You 

51.91 51.91 

Feb 16,
2009 

Lunch Meeting The Brook Restaurant
3401 South Peoria
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74105 

 Legislative
Business 

9.00 191.03 

Feb 16,
2009 

Printing Staples Office Supplies
2711 South Harvard
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74114 

 Legislative
Advertisement 

63.47 875.63 

Feb 10,
2009 

Lunch Meeting On The Border
Restaurant
3500 NW Expressway
Oklahoma City,
OK 73112 

 Legislative
Business 

81.74 109.23 

Feb 09,
2009 

Lunch Meeting Crown Plaza Of Tulsa
100 East 2nd Street
Tulsa, OK 74103 

 Legislative
Business 

16.50 16.50 

Feb 08,
2009 

Auto Rental Hotwire
655 Montgomery
Street
San Francisco,
CA 94111 

 Legislative
Travel 

201.08 394.21 

Feb 07,
2009 

Lunch Meeting The Brook Restaurant
3401 South Peoria
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74105 

 Legislative
Business 

38.56 191.03 

Feb 04,
2009 

Accounting, Clerical,
Typesetting 

Kathryne Horner
1238 West Reading
Street
Tulsa, OK 74127 

 Accounting,
Clerical,
Typesetting 

300.00 7,200.00 

Feb 03,
2009 

Hotel Stay Residence Inn - Dallas
7642 LBJ Freeway
Dallas, TX 75251 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

51.75 51.75 

Feb 02,
2009 

Lunch Meeting Zephyrs Patio Lounge
5628 Sears Street
Dallas, TX 75206 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

25.50 25.50 

Feb 02,
2009 

Car Rental Alamo Car Rental
7777 East Apache
Street
Tulsa, OK 74115 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

40.66 40.66 

Feb 02,
2009 

Hotel Stay Lincoln Inn Of OKC
5405 North Lincoln
Oklahoma City,
OK 73105 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

46.05 138.15 

Feb 02,
2009 

Legislative
Advertisement 

Perry Publishing And
Broadcasting
7030 South Yale
Avenue #302
Tulsa, OK 74136 

 Legislative
Advertisement 

50.00 11,489.70 

Feb 02,
2009 

Telephone Service Cox Communications
1811 East 51st Street
Tulsa, OK 74136 

 2008 Campaign
HQ 

389.09 1,113.73 

Jan 30,
2009 

Hotel Stay Lincoln Inn Of OKC
5405 North Lincoln
Oklahoma City,
OK 73105 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

92.10 138.15 

Jan 28,
2009 

Lunch Meeting Brookside By Day
Restaurant
3313 South Peoria
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74105 

 Legislative
Business 

24.27 24.27 

Jan 26,
2009 

Service Charge/Airline
Ticket Change 

American Airlines
Post Office Box
619612 MD 2400
DFW Airport,
TX 75261 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

40.00 1,675.28 

Jan 26, Cellular Phone Service United States Cellular  Cellular Phone 174.56 3,587.08 
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2009 6701 East 41st Street
Tulsa, OK 74145 

Service 

Jan 24,
2009 

Auto Rental Hotwire
655 Montgomery
Street
San Francisco,
CA 94111 

 Legislative
Travel 

193.13 394.21 

Jan 20,
2009 

Service Charge/Airline
Ticket Change 

American Airlines
Post Office Box
619612 MD 2400
DFW Airport,
TX 75261 

 Legislative
Business Travel 

40.00 1,675.28 

Jan 14,
2009 

Hotel Stay Springhill Suites
3 SE Interstate Drive
Lawton, OK 73501 

 Legislative Black
Caucus Retreat 

101.02 101.02 

Jan 12,
2009 

Gasoline E Z Go Mart
H. E. Bailey Turnpike
Chickasha, OK 73018 

 Legislative
Travel 

15.12 15.12 

Jan 09,
2009 

Antivirus Software DRI Trend Micro
Unkown
Unknown, OK 00000 

 Antivirus
Software 

35.95 35.95 

Jan 09,
2009 

Cellular Phone Repair The Signal Cellular
Repair
625 Willow Springs
Lane
York, PA 17406 

 Cellular Phone
Repair 

50.00 50.00 

Jan 09,
2009 

Accounting, Clerical,
Typesetting 

Kathryne Horner
1238 West Reading
Street
Tulsa, OK 74127 

 Accounting,
Clerical,
Typesetting 

300.00 7,200.00 

Jan 06,
2009 

Post Office Box
Renewal 

United States
Postmaster
626 East Apache
Street
Tulsa, OK 74106 

 Post Office Box
Renewal 

42.00 442.84 

Jan 02,
2009 

Lunch Meeting The Brook Restaurant
3401 South Peoria
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74105 

Date Brief description of the
expenditure(s)

Name and address of
the person/entity to
which expenditure was
made.

Beneficiary Explanation of
Purpose

Amount Year-to-date
total

Jun 11,
2012 

Breakfast Starbuck's Coffee House
1832 Utica Square
Tulsa, OK 74114 

Camapign Legislative
Business Meeting 

20.00 504.19 

Jun 11,
2012 

Postage United States Post
Office
626 East Apache
Street
Tulssa, OK 74106 

Camapign Postage 32.00 317.76 

Jun 11,
2012 

Refreshments Walgreens
405 East 2nd Street
Sand Springs,
OK 74063 

Campaign Campaign
Headquarters 

62.30 227.08 

Jun 11,
2012 

Advertisement Prairie Production
1637 South Boston
Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74119 

Campaign Advertisement 351.09 696.96 

Jun 11,
2012 

Advertisement The Oklahoma Eagle
624 East Archer
Tulsa, OK 74120 

Campaign Advertisement 1,320.00 5,970.00 

Jun 08,
2012 

Refreshments Walgreens
405 East 2nd Street
Sand Springs,
OK 74063 

Campaign Campaign
Headquarters 

51.68 227.08 

Jun 08,
2012 

Telephone Polling SHO & Associates
2840 Linda Lane
Oklahoma City,
OK 73115 

Campaign Campaign 4,649.48 4,649.48 

Jun 07,
2012 

Campaign Walking Kevin Watkins
1301 North Denver
Tulsa, OK 74106 

Campaign Campaign
Walking 

40.00 430.00 

Jun 07,
2012 

Meal Mazzio's Pizza
2305 West Edison
Tulsa, OK 74127 

Campaign Campaign
Walkers 

40.82 155.16 

Jun 07,
2012 

Gasoline Quick Trip
229 N. Gilcrease
Museum Road
Tulsa, OK 74127 

Campaign Legislative
Travel 

60.95 2,616.96 

Jun 06,
2012 

Meal McDonald's Restaurant
229 North Gilcrease
Museum Road
Tulsa, OK 74127 

Campaign Campaign
Walker 

6.04 33.69 

Jun 06,
2012 

Meal McDonald's Restaurant
229 North Gilcrease
Museum Road
Tulsa, OK 74127 

Campaign Campaign
Walkers 

14.26
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